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Censors

DISTRIBUTORS TO GIVE WEST
COAST PROTECTION IT SEEKS

these adepts of
scrutinizing
are

Clearance Ranging to Nine

\/l

in

sound

and how
^~-*-this unknown quantity,
ensors and what they propose
re going to prove troublesome,

New York

n

scissors
ound pictures, thereby assumig a right to which they may

le

r

20 THEATERS

may

not be entitled.
Imagine what indiscriminate

IN

New Policy

INCHED

well Sears, manager of First
National, and pictures are now
sold by the "star series" meth-

sound pictures will
Des Moines Twenty theaters are
aean. What's going to happen included in the proposed deal, under
How about the which A. H. Blank may sell his 50
the music?

—

Each star's drawing power
and the quality of a particular
od.

production are taken into con-

dia- per cent interest in the Blank-Publix
of
continuity
to circuit of Iowa, Illinois and Nebraska.
decide
censors
wue when
Blank now is in New York in conut, particular scenes from a nection with the reported deal.
It's a problem, don't
Theaters included in the deliberaCLflUcnci??

JTamatic

Des Moines,

Capitol,

ace and Garden, Des
Rialto and Strand,

*'The Cossacks"
Gilbert, as a Russian swashbuckler, the sort of thing he does so
Renee Adoree, Gilbert's splenveil.

John

lid foil in

sideration and an individual
The price of each
price set.
picture, treated as a distinct
and separate item, is quoted to
an exhibitor, thereby giving
him a chance to either buy or
refuse any picture he knows he
cannot afford or does not want.
Thus the exhibitor and distributor are in a position to
know exactly what a picture
is worth to the box office.

tions are:

it.

Ernest Torrence helpnig
with a fine character
Also loads of color and at-

Strand, Pal-

Moines; Riviera,

Omaha; Broad-

Council Blufifs; Capitol and
Princess at Sioux City; Capitol and

way,

Newton;

Rialto,

"The Big Parade," playing

(Continued

Riviera,
on Page

Waterloo;
3)

)pposite.

onsiderably
)art.

nosphere,
ains

omance
ground

ARBITRAIN RESUMED

isn't

Minneapolis

have recorded
reporters
lewsreel
the
dirigible,
his
of
ireparations
talia, and the flight across Europe to
he Arctic wastes.
In the footage shot of this air trek,
here are the makings easily of
Irama that will carry a knockout

—

ack because it is real.
Class A entertainment here
Who
:lever editing and titles.
ng to do it?

—

with
is go-

importance
n the short subject field impending,
f it happens, the move will be most
sound figures in.
Yes,
adical.
No more at
Naturally, it would.
We'll probably catch brimiresent.
tone and fire for going this far.
of great

K A N N

We

will

foday's

Smith' " is
Gotham.—Advt.

guarantee 'U.
tribute

to

S.

here.

tration

Deliberations

M.

P.

ASKED TO AHEND MEET

of the

have
arbi-

have

several
a standstill for
at
weeks.
Arbitration here was deadlocked
when board members appointed by

been

the exhibitor unit declined to act in
(Continued on Page 3)

—

Indianapolis Appeal to unaffiliated exhibitors of the nation to attend
the special convention called July 12
by W. A. Steffes, head of the Northwest exhibitor association and president of the former Allied States organization, has been sounded by
(Continued on Page 8)

Survey Preliminary to Campaign
on Mechanical Music Devices

willingness of these organizameet the comprehensive zoning plan drawn up by West Coast,
plus the buying power of the clia^n,

expected to swing remaining dis-

is

tributors

into

line.

Less than a year ago when B. and
outlined

K.

its

demands

protection

Chicago and other Illinois cities
where it operates houses through

for

Great States Theaters, it was reported that distributors had been giving
some consideration to a campaign
against the 10 and 15 cent theater
which, according to several reports
(Continued on Page

3)

is not imminent, according to
Joseph N. Weber, president of the

U. A.

TO BE CONSERVATIVE

ON USE OF SOUND FILMS
of sound effects in United Arpictures fo- 1928-29 will be conservative and only "on those pictures
to which sound is adaptable," according to Joseph M. Schenck. "Addition of sound to pictures is a great
step in the progress of films, provided it is used judiciously," he says,
declaring that sound in pictures eliminates radio as a competitor of films

Use

tists

(Continued on Page 3)

interest

National survey now is being conducted by the American Federation
of Musicians to determine public re-

Whisper This
Some changes

— Non-members

unit
exhibitor
Northwest
brought about resumption of

In the Polar dash of the intrepid
talian, there is an epic of daring
nd adventure that deserves a place
Step by step, the
n motion pictures.

The

tions to

N.W. TERRITORY

IN

howman's chant.

Nobile

protection
sought by
Coast Theaters along the
Pacific Slope to ottset what is characterized by the circuit as the ruinous
competition of 15 cent theaters is expected to be granted by at least three
major distributors. Paramount, MG-M and Fox.

Extended

West

UNAFFILIATED EXHIBITORS

It's
especially new.
against a different backand it spells money, the

it

if

and a story that enter-

Months Will Be Granted
to Big Chain

—

Chicago A new price policy
has been worked out by Grad-

BLANK-PUBUX DEAL

:eletions in

orget

Price 5 Cents

1928

best to handle

^ILLING around

fk

2,

action to sound pictures, as the first
step in its campaign against general
installation
theaters.

of

mechanical music

ni

The federation has voted an annual defense fund of $1,500,000 to
prevent introduction of mechanical
music devices into theaters throughout the nation.. Collision with theater
_

IVl.

as

P.

lauds Gotham's "U. S.
above the average." Advt.

News

"Far

—

Smith"

federation.
"We are

not opposed to talknig
movies," says a statement issued,
"because we realize that synchronization of words with actions on the
screen is a scientific accomplishment

But if the machines are
value.
used as a substitute for vocal and orchestral music in the nation's theaters th.ey will become a serious
menace to our cultural growth. And
(Continued on Page 3)
of

Film Daily says, "Sure-fire stuff 1" in
ing Gotham's "U. S. Smith."— Advt.

prais-

SAKE BROS. MAY RETURN

TO EXHIBITION FIELD
Madison, Wis.— Regarded as posforerunner of active return of
Saxe Bros, into exhibition, is the
deal made by the brothers. WVter.
Schroeder and Oscar Brachman, un-

sible

(Continued on Page 3)

"Hardboiled critics howl an« cheer," says Daily
Advi.
Review of Gotham's "U. 1. Smith.

—
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—"Wings"
—
"Tempest"

Criterion

Fifty-fifth

St.— "Love

Playhouse— "The

Ave.

Fifth

City

Without

Gaiety — "Fazil"
Globe— "The Red Dance"
Hajnmerstein's—''End of
Petersburg"
Hippodrome— "Sally
the Scandals"
Loew's New York — Monday: "Laugh, Clown,
St.

of

Laugh"; Tuesday: "Chicken a la King"
and "Code of the Scarlet"; Wednesday:
Mad"; Thursday: "The Yellow
"Jazz
Lily";

Friday: "Hell Ship Bronson" and
Triggers"; Saturday:
"Diamond
Handcuffs''; Sunday: "Name the Woman"

"Quick

Mark Strand— "The Wheel of Chance"
Paramount ^"Big Killing"
Rialto
"The Drag Net"
Rivoli
"Uncle Tom's Clabin
Tim^ Square -"Dawn"
Roxy "The Michigan Kid"
Warners—"The Lion and the Mouse"
Brooklyn Strand "The Hawk's Nest"

— —

—
—
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Skouras, St. Louis;
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Stanley,

in

Chicago

Ph iladelphia.

where they

-e

will

make

their

home.

Pittsburgh— M-G-M's
local
exchange has moved to its new quarters

—

Discarded

—

Gum

at 1631 Allies Blvd.

West

—

Miami, Okla. A 1,600-seat theater will be
and contract has been let to G. L.
Coleman.
Patchogue, N. Y.— The Granada will soon
be under construction, seating 1,000.
Dobbs Ferry. N. Y. Fatzler & Co
•'
Newark, N. J., is building a $175,000 theater
built,

—

to

1,200.
Bratter & Pollack of
taken a lease on the theater.

seat

have

—

Athens, Tex. The Dixie, recently
taken over by East Texas Theaters,
Saenger subsidiary, is being remodeled.

Hanover, Pa.

— O.

H. Hostetter

is

building

the State on Frederick St. for Fred C. Bitner.
The opening will be about Aug. 15.

McCamey, Tex.— The
management of

under
seats

Grand
E.

has opened
Fawlks.
It

L.

1,000.

—

Abernathy, Tex. The Star has been opened
by Hardesty Bros, with Wesley Hardesty as
manager.
Del Rio, Tex. R. & R. has purchased
a site at Main and Losolla Sts. for a $150,000

—

— Burt Hunter has
Angeles — Architect
Cha;
bids
Tex.

ofnerl

Los
taking

S.

theater building
S. Broadway.
It will be built for
Gumbiner at a cost of $150,000.
for

-'

I et

les

a

a.

H.

i;'.

il
t^.

—

Fort Wayne. Ind.
C. C. Quir,.b> Enterprises has opened the Eraboyd, seating 3,000.
makes the fifth Quimby house here.

This

Leo
Leo,
due in

in

N. Y. Today

M-G-M trade mark lion, is
New York today. A recep-

tion at city hall

is

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

Attention Film
3

Men

room apartment with
bath and kitchenette

To
for

sub-let
summer
in

—

the
the
heart of film district.

'Phone Miss Weber
LONgacre 3720
10 A. M. to 5 P. M.

YOU^L USE IT
EVERY DAY
1000 Pages

planned.

Cloth

If

Bound

FREE

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

Film Daily

CONSULT US AND SAVE

SUBSCRIBERS

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

COVERS

U/iLLoa^HBys
no

EVERYTHING

TO

MONEY

that of baseball and tennis, because of the noise caused by these
to

York.

Newark

Mass.

Realty
Co.
has started
on Main St. to cost
$175,000.
The architect is George W. Jacobs
of
Boston and the contractors are Rich
Bros, of Boston.

Uvalde,

Cleveland Heights has been added

States Cinema Moves
States Cinema Corp., which distributes "Motherhood," roadshow attraction, has moved to 307 7th Ave.,

costing $70
of Oklahoma

manager.

the

is

the Strand here.

Remodeling at Athens, Tex.

in Court

Indianapolis During trial of a suit
involving the Colonial which F. J.
Rembusch of the Capitol Amusement
Co. has leased, the work required in
cleaning gum from the bottom of the
seats was brought up, and Superior
Judge Joseph M. Miller remarked
that such a condition deserves judicial notice of the court.

New

Picker has opencQ-

Ritz,

City

Johns-

theater.

which swarmed the city.
donkeys made their appearance sev- manager, and recently a producer of
eral days in advance of the conven- short subjects, has purchased
Extion's
opening and were paraded hibitors Trade Review.
through the streets and about the
Hank Linet has resigned as manconvention hall by members of the aging editor, and will vacation for
local Boy Scout organization.
Each several weeks in Canada. Wilkerson
donkey was covered with a white becomes publisher and editor under
blanket on which the words, "Wel- the arrangement which marks retirecome Democrats," the name of a ment of Gf orge C. Williams.
state and the number of electoral
votes it commands and the closing
Garrett To Ad^pt "Dirigible"
line, "Courtesy Horwitz
Theaters,"
Oliver H. P. Garrett has been asimprinted in blue.
signed by Paramount to adapt John
Monk Saunders story, "Dirigible."
"Sharp Tools" for Vitaphone
Saunders, with Fay Wray, is expected
Willard Mack's playlet, "Sharp to leave New York for Washington
Tools," will be made by Vitaphone, Monday on business connected with
with Ethel Grey Terry, William the story.
Both will return to New
Davidson, Edwin Sturgis and Carl York again before departing for
Gerard in the cast.
Hollywood.

crats

at

—
—A. L.
Beatrice, Nebr. — The
000, has opened.
Melvin

Ironwood, Mich.
the Ironwood.

— Kenmdrc
construction

Exchange Moves

Pitstburgh

Theaters

"Billy" Wilkerson Takes
Over "Review" Publication
The
W. R. Wilkerson, former exchange

games.

lemodel Virginia Theater
.Suffolk,
Va. Suffolk Amusement
_
Corp. is remodeling the Fotosho at
a cost of $165, f^O and will reopen
the theater Ojt. 1 as the Roxy.

which

in

New postal rates will benefit the
industry, particularly the new rate
on air mail, which on Aug. 1 is reduced to five cents for the first ounce
and ten cents for each additional
ounce or fraction thereof. Post card
rate has been reduced to one cent.

—

ill.,

pit,

booth

Postal Cuts to Benefit Industry

James Flinn Resigns From Pathe
James Flinn, advertising accessory
manager for Pathe, who tendered his Cleveland Hgts. Spreads 'Blue' Laws
resignation a few weeks ago, leaves
Cleveland Ban on Sunday shows
the organization Saturday. Flinn and
his wife are driving by car to Glencoe,

the

1928

2,

Johnstown, N. V. Smal'=--'s New
town soon will be ready to op-n.

Flilchhurjf,

—

Houston Will Horwitz, head of
the local Horwitz Theaters, took ad-

vantage of the Democratic convention to put over a stunt that received
266 national recognition
over the various
Feature of
200 press association wires.
the campaign was the purchase and
....
importation of 48 regulation burros,
600 emblematic of the hosts of Demo-

Intern.

.

'

Sales

uses a loud speaker

is wired to a spethe rear of the house,
just off the projection room.
Two portable phonographs with a
double turntable are used. Ordinary
steel needles are employed.
microphone is installed in the projection
room for announcements made by
the manager.
The device has been
in operation five months.
Its costs
is around $300.

in

—

Financial

He

Filmtone.

A

Is Life"

Jews"

THE

f

(closes

4).

Embassy

Jacksonville, Fla.
Ed Crane, manager of the Capitol, has developed
synchronization process known as

cial

Cossacks"

Man Who Laughs"

New

—

Astor— "The Trail of '98"
Broadway "Tenderloin"
Cameo ^"Potenikin," "The Last Laugh" and
"Slioulder Arms" (Revival Week)

—
—
Capitol —'"The
—
Central "The

Monday, July

West 32«'St,Nca;york.N.y«^

Phona Peiina. 0330
Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie

I

.<

I

GOES

EVERYWHERE

—

^
THE
Monday, July

2,

1928

c
Distributors to Give
(Continued from Page

1)

THERE

then in circulation, were raising havoc
with the theaters charging higher
The situation was said
admissions.
to be especially aggravating because
it was claimed proper protection was
not accorded the de luxe theaters. At
that time, protection of one year was
broached over all 10 cents theaters
no matter in what section of the
country they may be located.
About the same time, Harold B.
Franklin, president of West Coast,
expressed alarm over the Coast situation particularly as it concerned
the Los Angeles district,
exhibitors were cutting
scales to IS cents.

san^

two features each.

"Wings"
"Trail

Paramount

"Tempest"

United Artists.

St.

Petersburg" Hammerstein

Hammorstein
Times Square.

Fox

Gaiety

.

.

Mar.

20,

May
May
May

17

posed by Hugo
United Artists

1928

28
29

Wamere

Warners
Paramount
.

June IS
June 16
June 23
Juno 25

Rialto

.Universal

Rivoli

Fox

Globe

all first runs out of the
four Coast keys which are San FranLos Angeles, Seattle and
cisco,
Portland generous clearance over
wide stretches of the surrounding
country. Out of San Francisco, protection of nine months is sought over
all theaters charging 20 cents or less.

divisional manthe Coast for Paramount
who figured importantly in the preparation of the West Coast zoning system, declares, howe-ver, that this protection is not new and that 'Frisco
runs have enjoyed the same
first
privileges for the past 12 years.

Hermann Wobber,

ager

on

^

Saxes, Schroeder and Brachman, purchased stock of Sol Levitan
and August Paunuck in the theater,
to obtain control.

The

Arbitration
in

Resumed

N. W.

in

U. A. Conservative
Blank-PubHx Deal on Use of Sound Films
(Contiuiied

a

from Page

1)

will

theater in Cedar Rapids which
be opened about Sept. 1; the

Columbia, Garden and Family, DavArmstrong and
Spencer Square, Rock Island.
In event the deal for the theaters
is closed, Harry David, Publix district manager, acting under Blank,
would be general manager of the

enport, and the Fort

chain,

is

it

understood.

to

because Movietone "gives a big

Mean Blank

—

Des Moines Sale of his 50 per
cent holding in the Blank-Publix
chain would not retire A. H. Blank
from the theater business, for he is
president of the Central States Theater Co., which has a chain of Iowa
In addition, he is a voting
theaters.
trustee and member of the executive council of First National, having
recently joined in the stock pool to
assure future of that company, regardless of any theater deals made
by its stockholders.

Charlie

Chaplin

has

not

ds

decided

err,

THE LUCKY

To

-*&

"Music
of the

at

artist.

best reflects

'

the
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art.

K* ^IcKinp'4t,3
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The-

R-^
'
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Club.
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tVLV

BAK
THAT'S Tl

osw

GOES OVF
THEATRF'=

-

HOB

mood

You cannot mechanIf

BA

m

orchestral music."

Another

cott of the

a;;

^u

-' re-

synthetic harmony
comes to supercede the services of
musicians, the pubhc will be the losize

••ate

R.

-^

^^J MMM

to be

is

'ausp'ices "u

ij

1)

The gain, if any, will be that of
the theatrical enterpriser who will be
offering cheaper and inferior music
for the old price of admission. This
would be especially unfortunate
view of the fact that the motion picture theater has been a great factor
promoting appreciation of fine
in

Another

1

—

picnic

er.

m

Pep*iatt

Omaha Plar
Omaha ^Film L

Big Campaign

sented.

and insurance of films in
ars of the Nebbeing urged on
Iowa unit by
raska and westf
President C. E. ZlZI^ms.

E.

C.

Ti
'ilzer.

Lupe Velez will/ Lake

mo.

^ g^
^C
•A

David Btershon, L. J. S'
Go''|, William Ros
Wallac^ and Arthur S.
managers present were

thrill

whether "City Lights" will have
sound effects, voice or musical score
Movietoned.
Samuel Goldwyn has
synchronized
had "Two Lovers"
with sound effects and Movietoned
with a score by Hugo Riesenfeld,
and Goldwyn is making "The Awak-

/o-

THE LUCK!
(Continued from Page

of films
transit is

f^^

sa
a

Survey Preliminary

that just at a time when America
has achieved rank as the undoubted
world centre of music.

return

ij.-,iir

York,,

ry

to the ear."

ening" with sound.

case involving United Artists because of that firm's action in serving
non-theatrical accounts.
The exhibitor unit recently announced that injunction proceedings
would be started if attempt were
made to arbitrate with a board on
which the association is not repre-

Omaha — Prompt

nt^^

tli,^^1

manager

Hill,

Hk
-

in

partment: and district

Moxley

(Continued from Page 1)

new

1)

Williams Urges Members
to Return Films Promptly

New

in

I

A.-l

,

Territory

(Continued from Page

U.

attendance were Cressof
n'r
sales !>
assistant general saies
assisrani
Burger, assistant to L'V
Drom<"
Lazarus, sales pronr"

20 Theaters Included

Retirement from Field
to Exhibition Field
Page 1)
der terms of which they secure conThe house,
trol of the Capitol here.
which is part of the Midwesco chain,
has been operated since its opening
by A. P. Desormeaux, former Strand
Len
manager, who has resigned.
Brown, formerly with the Fischer
Paramount chain, is new manager
of the house.

'l9

Al Lichtman has spent
days in outlining to

managers

Saxe Bros. May Return Deal Not
(Co)itinued from

of

Art'sts today
tional selling of its 19

The plan which West Coast has
now drawn up for the new season
would give

Rie.'<

Lichtman,tj^drt •«'

June

'

"The Drag Net"
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
"The Red Dance"

price

Astor
.EJmbassy

Arch Selwyn

.

"Fazil"
"Tiie Lion and
the Mouse"

..

ye^
^

voice will be heard this
Lupe Velez.
Movietoned scores will

Opening Date
Aug. 12, 1927

Criterion

M-G-M

'98"

of

"End of
"Dawn"

Theater

Fair;

^

change will be the closing
This leaves Paramount and Fox leading the parade of long runs with

Distributor

W.

l/i

Douglas

wiU use sound
"The Ma-n With the Iron
At present it seems likelj^
only United Artists play(^

Broadway for the current week, and
of "The Man Who Laughs" at the

Picture

_

Jnc w.^ich

dirc>»H^.
clarcd lie

are no additions to the lineup on

only

the
Central.

where many
their

rrvf^-
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St.

Louis;
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Philadel.

James Flinn Resigrns From Pi.
James Flinn, advertising accessory
manager for Pathe, who tendered his
resignation a few weeks ago, leaves
the organization Saturday. Flinn and
his wife are driving by car to Glencoe,
ill.,

where they

will

States!

listed in

Stanley,

make

their

home.
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Remodel Virginia Theater

—

Suffolk, Va.
Suffolk Amusement
Corp. is remodeling the Fotosho at
a cost of $165,f^0 and will reopen
the theater Ojt. 1 as the Roxy.

States Cinema i
States Cinema Corp.,
tributes "Alotherhood," n
traction, has

New

York.

moved

to 30,

}e.. Ill

V.

-»*.
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Publix Theatres Corporation

Loew's Theaters,

William Fox Theatres

A. H. Blank Enterprises, Iowa

Equity Theatres,
truFinkelstein

Inc., Phila.

& Ruben, Minn.

crdiWestcoast Theatres, Inc.
just

i'^'Marks Bros., Chicago
i

\

Theatres

,

I

Stanley Co. of America
Schine's Enterprises, Inc.,

Midwesco

Circuit,

N. Y.

Milwaukee

E. J. Sparks Enterprises, Fla.

.

John Hamrick Blue Mouse

(I

Inc.

Dipson-Zimmerman Theatres

Harris Amusement Companies
National Theatres Corp., Chicago

Saenger Amusement Co.

Comerford Theatres,

Alfred Gottesman Enterprises,

Durkee Circuit

Conn.

Dent Theatres,

Robb & Rowley, Dallas

Griffith

Fourth Ave. Amuse. Co. (Fred

Skouras Bros.,

Inc.

Inc.

Amusement Co.
St.

Louis

Dolle, Pres.) Louisville

Balaban

John H. Kunsky Theatres Co.

& Katz

Stanley-Fabian, N.

Stanley-Rowland-Clark,

Midland Theatres Co. (M. B.
Shanberg)

Pitts.

J.

Universal Theatrical Corp.
Ike Libson Enterprises

AND LEADINQ THEATRES EVERYWHERE

DOEPORAnON
^EW YORKCITY

—

;

w.

/
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Coast Wire Service-

Sound Seen

Advance

as

NEW DEVELOPMENT CALLED

A

CONTRIBUTION TO EUTURE

Little
from

Hollywood

SPARKPLUG"

is the newest entrant in the race for laughs, as
are "Rudy," the cartoon ostrich, and
The
their owner, "Barney Google."
de Beck creations have been sent to
the laugh post by Larry Darmour,
the producer, and Ralph Ceder, the
director.
The first of the "Barney
Google" comedies, recently preview-

Fred
heart interest into pictures.
Beetson was master of ceremonies.
Rufus Von Kleinsmid, president of
the University of Southern California
promised cooperation in furnishing
Sol
writing and technical students.
Wurtzel praised Fox cameramen
Michael ed at Los Angeles
and laboratory workers.
Raoul theaters, won many
F.
Coeybear,
Leshing, John
Walsh and Henry Lehrman were and chuckles.
+

other speakers.

is

directing.

Pasadena

and

hearty

laughs

*

Julian Moss and Bill Branch
have written "Personality," an
original story, which will serve

Mackaye Opposite Mary Philbin
Fred Mackaye has been selected
for the role opposite Mary Philbin
in "Forbidden Love," which Wesley
Ruggles

*

Norma

as a vehicle for
*

*

Shearer.

*

Our Passing Show. "Slim" Summerville giving an impromptu golf
lesson at Universal City; James T.

Chandler Cast in "Dirigible"
Lane Chandler has been signed for O'Donahue tnotoring on Sunset
~a featured u., t in "Dirigible," air Boulevard; John W. Krafft, enthusidrama which William Wellman is astic boxing fan, taking his first
slated to direct, production starting golf lesson.
Richard
about the first of August.
Arlen and Fay Wray will portray the
Member's of the film colony
leads.

have

beeyi

the

leading

sup-

porters of "The Command to
Love," which has closed at
the Belasco.
T'other night,

Fox Cast in "Fog"
Earle Fox has been cast in "Fog,"
which Lew Seiler is to direct for Fox.
June Collyer has the feminine lead,
the story being an original from the
pen of Charles Francis Coe.

Henry Herzbrun, Matt Moore,
Wells Root, Tom. Reed and
Tyler Brooke were among the
spectators.
*

*

*

Cast in Chaney Film
Sidney Jarvis is all smiles when
Jacquelin Gadsdon has been cast
the "talkies" are mentioned. Sidney
in Lon Chaney's "West of Zanzibar,''
which Tod Browning is directing for was a leading baritone for years
M-G-M. Mary Nolan, Lionel Barry- and appeared in the original cast of
more, Warner Baxter and others "Every woman."
*
*
*
comprise the cast.
Jack Mintz is becoming one of our
Wallace to Direct Dorothy Gish
busiest comedy constructors.
His
Richard Wallace, who recently work on "The Wheel of Chance" was
severed connection with First Na- so satisfactory that he was immeditional to become a free lance direc- ately
re-engaged for "The Show
tor, will direct Dorothy Gish in her
Girl," which Al Santell is directing,
next production, it is reported.
with Alice White in the title role.
By the way. Jack is a leading memFox Signs New Director
ber of the Idlewild "firm" of "Eppes,
Ray Cannon has been signed by Kibitzer and Schwitz," with James
Sol Wurtzel to direct for Fox. "Life's T. O'Donahue and Marty Santell as
Like That" recently was produced his "partners."
by Cannon for Fanchon Royer Prod.
No story has as yet been assigned the
"Show Folks" in Work

new

director.

Newmeyer Directing Tryon
Fred Newmeyer is directing Glenn
Tryon
an

"It Can Be Done," from
original by Edward Montagne

and

Mann

in

Page.

Completing "Virgin Lips"
Elmer Clifton is completing Columbia's final picture on its 1927-28
program.
"Virgin Lips," starring
Olive Borden. John Boles is in the
cast.

"Show
is

in

Pro

forma

consolidated

Folks," a story of the stage,
production at the De Mille stu-

with Robert Armstrong, Eddie
Quillan and Lena Basquette as leads.
An Indian story is being written
for Robert Armstrong's next vehicle,

SOME RECENT CHANGE

balance

sheet of Consolidated Film Industries,
Inc., and subsidiary companies as of
Dec. 31, 1927, follows: (after giving
effect to following transactions not

then consummated; (a) organization
of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.
a Delaware company; (b) issuance
and sale for cash by that company of
?2 cumulative participating preferred
stock no-par value and common stock,
no par-value; (c) acquisition of as-

—

''Lots''

RALPH WILK

By

Great future for pictures as a result of synchronization was predicted
by Milton Sills at laying of the cornerstone of the new Fox laboratory.
Sills lauded the company for putting

Consolidated Assets
L'sted at $8,202,396

subject to the liabilities and of
business of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.
a New York company and
(d) liquidation of notes payable of
the New York company):
Assets: cash $381,272; notes and
accounts receivable, etc., less allowance for doubtful accounts, $2,761,107;
inventories, $234,091; sundry accounts
and notes receivable, investment in
other company, etc., $20,111; real estate, equipment, etc., after depreciation,
$2,286,060; contracts, patents,
goodwill, etc., $2,494,346; deferred
charges, $25,409; total, $8,202,396.
Liabilities: Notes payable, $75,000;
accounts payable, $501,061; dividends
payable, $83,091; accrued accounts,
$7,312; federal taxes, $180,806; deposit
on lease, $2,000; real estate mortgages, $187,000; capital stock (represented by 300,000 shares of $2 cumulative participating no-par preferred
and 400,000 no-par shares of common
stock, $6,000,000; surplus, $1,166,126;
sets,

—

total, $8,202,396.
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IN

El

By

arrangement with,
Film Boards of Trade thri
out the United States,

FILM DAILY
changes

The

regularly

in the exhibitio

situations covered ar

changes

openings,

in

cj

ship, closings for alteratiq

the

Late reports

like.

fo

ALABAMA
Closings
Geneva — Arcade
Pinckard — Pine
noke— Liberty.
;

Changes

Owner

in

—

Cottonwood Rialto, sold to Bi
by Joe Becbetti; Jerome
Mr. Marshall by J. D. Joh

Closings

— Rialto.
ARK ANSA

Tucson

Changes

Dierks

by

sold to

Robertson
Mrs. J. E.

E.

sold

Ov

in

— Robertson,
C.

to

"

Whitten.

Closin
Gem.

—

Hunter

^Little

CALIFC

New T

— Central.

Los Angeles
Covello

— Owl

,

Los An^^
Vppcr

;

Pcrlcla

tola- -Thi.

i

Re-O-

.

ii

4r-

no
i.J..J -

;

per Lake.

Changes

Ownership

in

Point— Liberty, sold to W. D. V
Winkle bv Hughes & Gamier
Brea
Red Lantert, sold to E. H. & '^. F. B

Bay

Change Norvello

—

Title

Vienna -Ivor Norvello's latest, being produced in Austria, has had its
titlechanged
from
"The Fortune
Hunter" to "The Gallant Hussar."

;

bour by Kenneth Belino; East ~'~
nardino Columbus, sold to C.
by Dunn & Smith FuUerton [M
Rialto, sold to Universal Theate

—

—

;

—

Wilbur; Long Beach Libert
Donley & Whitehead by A. MaAngeles Broadway Mecca, sold t.
Webb by B. A. Corbin; Gelm,i
W. H. Endler by Schwartz Bros.
sold to I. Cohen by Chas. Blal
Star, sold to Bromley & Mounce
Gorrell
Tempest, sold to AugustI
Mr. King; Victoria, sold to Brol|
Mounce by Maurice Berg; Port Rii
E.

Gulliver Joins Multicolor
Charles Gulliver, former
director of London Theaters of Varieties, has become chairman of British Multicolor Film
Corp., Ltd., a new company.
Jack
Buchanan has signed to appear in a
series of comedies.

London
managing

—

—

\

:

— Point,

sold

to

—

low

—

—

—

Philadelphia Charles
F.
Mellor
was convicted of first degree murder
for killing Max T.
Harrison, assistant manager of the Cross Keys
during an attempted hold-up.
The
verdict carries the death penalty.

New

Theater for Connellsville
Pa.
Mrs. M. K.

Connellsville,

—

Wallace is building a theater here
which is to cost a reported $750,000
and seat 2,500.

;

—

Kingsley are to be starred in a series
the title being "Totem."
This is an of comedies planned by Canadian Inoriginal
by James Gleason, who ternational Films.
Douglas Bright
wrote "Is Zat So" and "Bones," the will direct.
latter to be Al Jolson's fall show.
"Ned McCobb's Daughter" follows
House Sold Under Hammer
"Totem" and will have Anna Q. NilsSaranac Lake, N. Y. W. E. Pierce
son as lead.
purchased the Queen here at auction.

—

sold

Corp. by L. H.

Rosa

Theate'

Principal
Killingsworth.
to

Closings
House
Cartago

— Opera
Imperial — The

Banning

;

— Cartago

Imperial
Los AngelesStar;
Prixley
Community; Santi
^Filmland
Yuba City Community.

—

—

;

—

;

COLORADO
Openings

Springfield
time.

—Hermes;

Woodland

Park

— Pas

Changes

in Ownership
Eads, sold to Lewis Pendleton by
D. S. Thorpe; Palisade Rialto, sold to
A. J. Danielson by Delford Taylor; Stratton^
Majestic, sold to L. L. Harmon by
A. Risley.

— The

Eads

I

—

—

Closings
La Veta

—
—

Fountain High School;
Sanford Star.

— Crystal;

CONNECTICUT

dio,

Canadian Firm Plans Comedis
Toronto Bozo Snyder and Mona

bj

—

Rialto,

New

Death Penalty for Bandit

Killberg

G.

C.

Escher; iSan Diego U. S., sold to
O'Brien and
Wm. Wise by Trus.
Bros.
San Francisco Diamond, sold
Robt. Lippert by Emanuel Quadres
Vi'_
;

Casting Bureau Plan
London Plans for an international
casting bureau sponsored by Dan
Fish have been unanimously rejected
by the Film Manufacturers Group.
Reject

'

Changes
Hartford

—

in

Rialto,

sold

Ownership
to

J.

Walsh by A.

Schumann.

Closings

Bridgeport

— Lyric

Phototone
Michigan

at

;

Stamford

—Alhambra.

Michigan City, Ind.

—

City,
Ind.
Phototone,
synchronization device, has been in-,
stalled at the Uptown here.

i

ik

THE
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MEAN DOLLARS FOQ SHOWMEN

DAILY TIPS WHICH

Up

"Bringing

"Ramona"

Father"

(M-G-M)
^

Three mechanical displays were arnged on a sign, 28 ft. in length,
tending across the entire front of
feet in width. A six
leet cut-out showing Jiggs seated
a table with his wife and a chorus
dancing nearby the table was
irl

bby and 2^2

arranged

lechanically

that

so

the

(United Artists)
Legion Post secured an army tank
from the Rock Island arsenal and
stationed it on one of the downtown
corners.
Banners were placed on
the tank announcing the picture and
play dates. This tank was the Legion's headquarters for the disposal
of an unusually large number of tickets which proved mutually profitable
for both the theater and the Legion.
Evert R. Cumniings, Fort Arm-

was kicking Jiggs under
Another cut-out appearing
ne chin.
n the sign was so arranged that
laggie was hitting Jiggs on the head strong, Rock
ancing

girl

—

And

a vase.

vith

so

f\'as

ulling
loyd,
Fex.

arranged
Jiggs'

the third cut-out
that Maggie was
tail.

— Robert

F'ort

Worth,

coat

Hippodrome,

"The Drag Net"
(Paramount)
Cut-out letters studded with eleclights extending from one side
of the marquee to the other were

'tric

—
—

George Banused. The star's name
was printed in white letters
croft
Pat McGee,
just above the title.
Criterion, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

V

"The Enemy"

(M-G-M)
Members

of the

American Legion

erected an arch in front of the theater representing the Arc de Triomphe of France. This was made
entirely of slab wood 30 ft. high and
40 ft. wide, and was decorated with
Allied flags.
The American Legion
Paris convention pictures were shown
during
the
engagement. -Liberty,
Lewiston, Idaho.

—

Now."—W. H.

111.

"That's My Daddy"
(Universal)
The 24-sheet was converted into
marquee display by cutting out the
head and shoulders of Denny and
having large hand pointing at him.
A lettered sign just underneath the
cut-out read, "Now Playing Reginald Denny in That's My Daddy."
Flasher bulbs were placed in the
eyes of the Denny cut-out. W. H.
Hemphill, Rialto, Macon, Ga.

—

—

"We

tributed

most

to

America was

be sent to the American.
ets

were

distributed.

—

to

Fifty tickRoosevelt,

"Wyoming"
(M-G-M)
LTsed a covered wagon two days
for ballyhoo.
The wagon was borrowed from a local Army camp and
the cost of two drivers was $5. Both
sides of the covered top were re-

covered with white banners on which
was copy reading, "We are on our

way

to see Wyoming featuring Tim
at the York."— P. D. Grif-

McCoy
fith,

York, Chattanooga, Tenn.

con, Ga.

Individuality to be
(First Nat'l)
tie-up was effected with the
principal drug stores in the city to
serve a "Gedunk" sundae, which is

A

' one

of Harold Teen's famous concoctions.
In addition to supplying
the fountains with stickers for their

menus and

mirrors, gave them paper
napkins inscribed as follows: "This
bib to be used while gedunking a
"Gedunk Sundae." See Harold Teen

creator of this delightful dish at the

Garden

—

theater.
Geo.
Garden, Davenport, la.

M.

Watson,

(M-G-M)
It

was arranged with motor com-

pany

to place a sedan on the streets
as a ballyhoo.
An attractive young
woman in the car distributed heralds.

— Harry
Okla.

Williams,

Palace,

U. A. Exploitation Feature
Individuality will continue to feature exploitation of the new season's
each of
Uinited
Artists
pictures,

which will have its own advance and
during-run campaign, prepared with
the co-operation of producers and
their representatives, according to
Victor M. Shapiro.
"Campaigns," he says, "already are
being arranged for on Joseph M.
Schenck, Inspiration, Samuel Goldwyn productions and other films to
be released by United Artists. These

campaigns will link the creative effort of display advertising, direct-bymail material, and tie-ups with seat-

"Love"

Lawton,

pictureditorially"

you 'Will surely be
on the right track
to

make money

i£

you, as thousands

your confidence in

FILM DAILY

re-

Chicago.

Hemphill, Rialto, Ma-

"Harold Teen"

<<^^2

of others do, place

Americans"

(Universal)
Newspaper printed a series of 16
pictures,
of
various
nationalities
which the readers were to identify.
When all were submitted, a letter
of 100 words on which race has con-

—

"Finders, Keepers"
(Universal)
Each one of the seven delivery
trucks of laundry company carried
6x3j4 ft. banners on each side. Copy
on the banners read, "With some
laundries Finders Keepers but with
us, laundry returned in proper condition
picture,
See
the
Rialto

Island,

Speaking

selling novelties with the personal efforts of United Artists' exploiteers
who cover key city engagements. Accessories will be prepared with a
view to focalization on the central
selling points."

vie'W^s

and

editorials"

''pictur-

Monday, July

TELEGRAM—*

Unaffiliated Exhibitors "Embarrassing Moments"

Asked

to

(.Continued from

Frank

J.

affiliated

Page

1)

Rembusch, secretary
exhibitors

the

at

"Embarrassing Moments,"
of un-

Trade

Conference in New York
The convention will
October.
he held aboard a lake steamer sailing
from Duluth to Port Arthur, Ont.
"President Steffes asks me to help
bring at least two unaffiliated exfrom every state in this
hibitors
Union," he says. "I can only stress
the importance of a national gathering and the fact that this seems to be
the only opportunity wc will have to
I have been
get together this year.
asked to call the unaffiiliated committee together but so far, the response
has not been very hearty, and since
the Northwest gives us the opportunity, it seems to me that it should
not be necessary to ask you to come
because if you can see what I see
then you will realize that things
have so shaped themselves that the
greatest opportunity for the independent exhibitor to again have something to say about running his business is here at the present moment
but with no national organization in

Newspaper Opinions

idea filmed.

jects of the series.

in Three Canadian Cities
Gotham exchanges were opened in
Montreal, Toronto and

St. John durCanadian tour of John N.

Weber, assistant to Budd Rogers. A
the
operating
branch
in
fourth
Dominion will soon be established at
Winnipeg.

AMERICAN—*
Cossacks"
It

itol.

*

*

taken

well worth
both colorful

a

is

is

French Production
Paris Jacques Feyder is directing
"The New Men" for the Societe Des

—

de Billancourt in cooperaFeyder
with Albatros Films.

Studios
tion

come

to the United States after
finishing this production.
will

because the M. P. T. O. A always has been under the influence of
the producers and distributors and is
novv financially supported by the
affiliated group, of the Hays organization.
'No One Can Serve Two
sent,

Masters.'

"

"The Magnificent
Paramount

"The

in all
to the

all

visit

Cap-

and speedy.

DAILY MIRROR—*

AMERICAN—*

almost a motionl
picture.
It drags unmercifully,
there are so many "sophisticated toucht
that plot is sacrificed all along the way.

drawing

because of
story

*

*

in

picture, thanks
petency of George Hill,

taining

has

taken

full

*

*

is an enterto the comhis dfrection

largely

who

advantage

in

the

of

Russian's

a

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

Rather

skill-

cap-

has George Hill, the
fully
tured enough of the mood and spirit of his
background to suggest something of the
primitive quality of this warrior people, with
their code of love, war and cruelty. » *
GRAPHIC * * * it fails to be convincing, and is something of a real disappointment by those who remember this pair's
the
in
performance together
outstanding

*

dies.

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

is

filled

wit

camera work, with bits of deligh
ful
comedy pantomime, with unusual
sourcefulness of detail and with a gener,

beautiful

—

air

good taste that give

of

it
a real distin
story is so weak that th
picture rambles off into frequent dullness an

tion,

and yet

SUN — *

its

futility.

film.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

It

is

a

virile and exciting drama, generously punctuated by moments of delectable high jinks.
*
*
*
entertainment par excellence and

ing,

be missed.
* *
It is a picturesque eflfort,
with
its small army of Cossacks dashwhat
ing through its scenes, but it suffers a bit
from a plot outline that might be found in
*

*

Everything
directed.

is expert, charm!
Soft, velvety phci

settings
and furnishings and turns then!
into eye-filling spectacles. * * *
* * starts out in a buoy
ant, insouciant manner, only to develop intc
*
a sophisticated comedy. *
*
*
while the story is nc

SUN — *

TIMES — *

*

tography catches up the sheen of exquisiti
gowns, the steely surfaces of modernistii

shouldn't

any Western photoplay.

*

brilliantly

TELEGRAPH—*
•TIMES-*

*

* * a production which, while
has its artificial vein, is sometimes quite
impressive because of the earnest attention
to the atmospheric detail. * *

weightier than the hubbies in
i
s
fashioned so delightfully
afternoon it kept the audience
old in a constant state of glee.

it

»<>^^()^^<>4^»(t^^4>«^l>^^<>^^0«
i

NEWS—

GRAPHIC—*

gift for the concrete. * *

earlier

* * isn't bad,
picture,
chiefly
interesti
the clothes and the settings. T
flimsy, long drawn thing. *

Because the action of t
scenario is carried out slowly, one loses f
tience occasionally, and only turns full :
tention on the picture
when a new ai
happy sequence hits the eye.
Which doesr
do for the peruser who would be ent«
*
»
tained throughout.
*
*
feeble
little
vehic
that wabbles and stumbles, and then final
languishes and sits down in the middle ar

*

EVENING WORLD—*

is

DAIL-^C

room,

her
"The Cossacks" will certainly appeal to you.

piece,

*

woman's

a

it's

—

mache

*

DAILY MIRROR—*

—

papier

Flirt"

motion

madly dashGilbert wild and rather wicked
ing over hills and dales, killing ten Turks
and what not instead of sleek and dapper
making red hot love to the female of the

—

:

New York

Paramount,

* * is a dandy picand
romantic
thrilling,
spectacular,
ture,
Plei.ty of less pretentious movies
coolrful.
are sold at $2 all up and down Broadway.
» * *
* * If you like your

director,

Starts

of

* * Of course Mr. Gilbert
never been a shrinking violet, yet this presi
t'lhn is very nearly his best claim to the i
of America's most alluring film hero.

M-G-M
New York

DAILY NEWS—*

Gotham Opens Exchanges

spite

*

*

Capitol,

Embarrassing Moments

Corp. is producer of the
Theaters booking the pictures
series.
are to offer opportunity to audiences
to submit ideas for subsequent subPictures

ing the

*

"The Cossacks"

Corp.
Pictures
Artclass
company is offering $50 for each

The

in

WORLD—*

Brothers'

Practice

But

furbelows, when all is over
most that can be said for "The Cossacf
is "just another Russo-Hollywooden pictuil

title

of a series of 26 one reel novelties to
be produced for distribution by Weiss

last

existence to receive the privileges
that beckon to us.
"Two years ago, the Allied, for
harmony's sake, joined the M. P. T.
O. A. with the agreement that that
organization would recognize their
policy and engage an outside man
to operate a national exhibitor's organization on a business basis. Personally, I had no faith nor did I con-

is

*

1921

and

frills

Title of Artclass Series

Attend Meet

*

2,

»()4i^<>^^0«

GOLD-HAWK PICTURES,

champagne,

it

that yesterday
of young and
* * »

»<>^v-n^^(i^»-o«

Inc.

announce
that they have acquired the exclusive motion picture rights
for the

World

Heavyvireight Championship

Boxing Contest
World^s heavyweight champion

n

TUNNEY—

Gene

vs.

Tom HEENEY—'European champion
To be

staged, under the direction of the world's premiere boxing

promoter,

at the

TEX RICKARD

YANKEE STADIUM,

July 26th

FOR YOUR TERRITORY WRITE— WIRE— CABLE
Export Manager

W.
Tel.

«...

C.

Hawkins

BRYant

9444

u

GOLD-HAWK PICTURES,
729 Seventh Ave.

Inc.

New York
»tl^^O^H^O«

General Manager
Chas. Jawitz
Cable:

City

»()^^O^^C)^^II^^O^^(>«

JAWITZFILM
»t)^(>4H„%

—

—

Universal to Curtail Activities in Southeast
r
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Tuesday, July
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That Pool

WEEKS
over

a

much

ago

pool

theater

Plan

Atlanta.

talk

was

in

for

all first-run operators to function under one head, a sort of

highmuckamuck

of

amusement
Purpose

in that southern city.

wide and well-deinto presentations
swath
served
Then
and foolish overhead.
now
came silence. But
Loew and Universal are

was

to cut a

sharpening pencils over a partnership deal involving the CapIf it hapitol down that way.
pens,

may be brought
Hope
actuality.
business,

ed

out.

if

only

The

nearer

a step

good
can be work-

so.
it

It's

participants

competitors, of course.

are

But

af-

all

are

the interests of
pretty much the same.

ter

pool

once-discussed

the

all,

Incidentally
The bars on several weighty doors
have been let down for us in the past
,

I

For instance. From behind cupped hands we are told that
Publix is pretty busy working out
several new ideas in sound pictures
some of the terrible
to supplant
hoofers and falsetto jazz warblers
that strut on various Publix stages
throughout the country today.

few days.

Cheers for Sam Katz, that's service for his industry and his public.

Why Do They Do

It?

3,

Price 5 Cents

1928

NO PLAYDATE DELAYS UNDER
WEST COAST PLAN, IS CLAIM
MD

IN FICIUIIES

K

MUSI

cam

STEFfES ASKS MEMBERS

Minus Hold Ups

TO IGNORE ARBITRAI

IN PI.

—

sound
in
Philadelphia Dialogue
is
subject to censorship,
ruling handed down by
Judge Martin in the Court of Common pleas in dismissing appeal of
Vitagraph from a ruling of the censor board.
The board had refused to approve
exhibition of "Polly Moran, the Movie Chatterbox," a Vitaphone subject, because of the distributor's refusal to submit the words to be used
on the Vitaphone machine, together
with the picture. The company conpictures
states a

(Continued on Page 12)

B.&K.ANDNAiBROS.
ROW ON SOUND PICTURES
Chicago— Plenty of printer's ink

—

Call to his members
refuse to "have anything to do
with the arbitration board," has been

Minneapolis

to

sounded by W. A. Steffes, Northwest unit president, following resumption of arbitration with nonmembers of his association acting on

Stories. The backbone of the picAnd yet the idiocies, inconture.

'

sistencies and impossibilities which
are permitted to creep into most of
the scripts from which celluloid en-

Atlanta

U' Less
—

A

RAYART 60 DAYS AHEAD

ON 1928-29 SCHEDULE

secure the extensive protection it
seeks for its San Francisco first runs
only if the theaters in question pick
up and play each picture within three
weeks of its national release dates.
this

keep product

naturally follows that
the theaters will begin with the first
(Continued on Page 12)

moving, but

it

Hays Leaves on SemiAnnual

Visit to Coast

Will H. Hays left New York yesterday on his semi-annual visit to
Coast studios.

Another Suit Filed
Over Columbia

Name

Columbia
against
Pictures Corp., has been filed by J. T.
Sheffield, who operates Columbia Exwhere the Capitol is owned jointly changes, here and at Salt Lake City,
by Universal and Wolfson and Meyer. to restrain the defendant from using
In the group which Sparks now the name Columbia in the territory
operates are included theaters in Or- in which he operates. Sheffield says
lando, Plant City, De Land, St. Au- he has been using the name for two
(Continued on Page 12)
gustine, Bradenton, Sarasota. Arca-

tween Universal and the Loew cirtertainment is made, are sufificient cuit for the Capitol, built and until
to supply horse laughs for each day now operated by "U," is under way.
Clever The papers have been drawn and only
Imagine it!
in
the week.
story weavers allow situations to final details remain to be closed. dia,
Kissimme and Fort Meyers.
stand which defy the ten command- Universal is becoming less active in They form what was formerly known
ments of narrative construction
the Southeastern theater field.
as the original Sparks circuit which
This is indicated by the transaction was purchased from the latter by
each and every one.
Yet expensive supervisors on the involving the Capitol, plus closing a Universal about three years ago.
job permit the absurdities to con- contract with E. J. Sparks of JackUniIt is reported in Atlanta that
has secured continue. And on all sides, the public sonville whereby he
its
ot
disposal
for
dickering
is
theaters versal
forever grumbling about pictures and trol of Universal's Florida
suburban houses here, the
in Lees- three
houses
of
exception
with
the
wondering why they are not better.
Madison and
burg and Lake City where Earle Pone De Leon, the
Fain is a half partner and in Miami Fairfax.

KANN

ance plan perfected by West Coast
Theaters and now under discussion
as part of deals for product which

Not only would

Capitol, Atlanta;
Active in Southeast

partnership deal be-

Improved exhibition conditions on
the Coast are forecast by several important distributors under the clear-

Harold B. Franklin, president, and
Jack Sullivan, booker, are negotiating in New York.
Pictures will be moved faster, first
the board.
"Arbitration in this territory is at runs in importance Pacific Slope cita standstill at the present time," he ies will pick up product sooner and
says, "and this office is going to with greater regularity, thus assurdo everything it possibly can to see ing the distributor immediate playto it that theater owners, who have dates which, in turn, will release film
the interest of their business in mind, for second and subsequent runs af(Continued on Page \2)
ter the clearance sought for each
type of theater is rounded out.
For instance, West Coast would

is
With two pictures already combeing spilled by Balaban & Katz and pleted, the third put into producMarks Bros., in their battle for busi- tion yesterday, and preparations beRayart is
ness, with a newspaper war of words ing made for the fourth,
launched in connection with Vita- 60 days ahead of its production
phone and Movietone installations at schedule for 1928-29, according to
W. Ray Johnston, company president.
the McVickers.
There are 20 pictures on the Rayart
K.
B.
over
by
&
put
campaign
The
current season.
in connection with reopening of Mc- program for the
{Continued on Page 12)
{Continued on Page 12)

Loew After

Distributors Believe Film
Will Move Faster and

Denver— Suit

No Paper Wednesday
Tomorrow being IndepenDay and a legal holiday,

dence

there will be no issue of

FILM DAILY

pubHshed.

THE

THE

;%g^

DAILV

Business Off in Alabama;
Farm Conditions Poor
Mobile

— Exhibitors

are

apprehen-

sive over the fact that general conditions in Alabama are not as favorable
as at this period last year. Farm conditions are poor, the long wet spell

Tuesday, July

3,

nzs

Story Pictures' Plans

And

That's Ihat

Minneapolis— G. A. Durlam, general
manager of Story Pictures,
stated

m

his

firm

has several pictures

production

and preparation "My
United States," "John Paul Jones,"
Cents
Tuesday, Jul) 3, 1928
Price 5
Val. XLV No. 3
honors for Ceebee De Mille. "Mexico," "The Liberator," "The
He has been made a member of Traitor," "Captain Courage" and
PUBLISHER having ruined corps and lowered the the Order of the Holy Sepulcher in "Maximilian" are among
lOHN W. AllCOATE
those on
output of cora and cotton by from appreciation of his "King
Durlam formerly manof Kings." the schedule.
one-third
one-half,
to
it
is
estimated.
Puhlished daily except Saturday and bolidays
The honor was bestowed by the or- aged the Paramount Milwaukee
York, N. Y., and Bad conditions, however, are some- thodox patriarch
at 1650 Broadway, New
branch, and later the Saxe chain.
of Jerusalem.
and
Film
Films
copyright (1928) by Wid's
what offset by ten new mills in the
and
President
Alicoate,
Folk, Inc.
W.
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President state.
Carl Laemmle's favorite motto,
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
"It Can Be Done," is to reach the
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
Hamilton with Tri-State
screeyi as the title of Glenn Tryon's
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
Cleveland G. P. Hamilton, former next starring picture
postoHice at New York, N. Y., under the act
which Fred
production manager for Essanay and Newmeyer will direct.
Terras (Postage free)
1879.
of March 3,
United States outside of Greater New York. the American Film Co., has joined
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
the Tri-State M. P. Co. as producGlenn Tryon has a namesake at
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
$3.00.
Address all communica- tion manager. Jack Flanigan is head Pikeville, Ky.
remit with order.
The popular UniverAttractions for
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
of Tri-State.
He is also the local sal comedian has received word that
Phone Circle 4736way, New York, N. Y.
Pathe
News
camera
representative.
Picture Theatres
the newly-arrived son of Mr. and
Filmday,
4737-4738 4739.
Cable address:
Hollywood, California— Ralph
New York.
Mrs. W. B. Stumbo of that communWilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
Joins Cincinnati Board
Standard Vaudeville Acts
ity is facing the world with the name
London Ernest W. Fredraan, The
6607.
Cincinnati
Security Piptures Corp., of "Glenn Tryon Stumbo."
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Berlin — Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse, under the management of Sam GorI.
225.
rell, has joined the Film Board.
Compiles Fights Film
1600 Broadway, New York City
A .3,000-feet film comprising shot^s '
Phone Penn. 3580
Cincinnati Legit Houses Dark
of historic ring encounters has been
Cincinnati All legitimate theaters compiled by Manager Charles
Mc»- -4
with the exception of the Grand Donald of the Broadway, New York.
Opera House, are closed for the sumIf You Are in the
mer.
The Opera House is playing
Court Fight on Ban Seen
Market
for Any Kind of
stock.
Michael Mindlin, managing director of the Fifth Avenue Playhouse
High Low Close Sales
Dismantling Crestline House
Group, New York, plans to take court
35
100
35
35
Seat.
(s) Am.
Crestline, O.
The Grand, opei- action against state censors in event
1
101^8 lom lom
(c-b) do 6s 36
ated by Leo Burkhart is closed pre- the ban on "The City Without
*
....
74/
Hal. & Katz.
Jews"
paratory to being dismantled to make is not lifted.
400
Fm.
Ind
14/
14/
uyi
(c) Con
24
CONSULT US AND SAVE
(c) do pfd ... ....
way for an office building. Burkhart
300
175
173/ 173/
Kodak
(s) East.
MONEY
continues
to
operate
the
Hippodrome.
Avery Hopwood Dies in France
124
..
*(s)
do pfd.
SEND
FOR
OUR PRICE LIST
....
*(c) Film Insp.
3H
Nice, France
Taken suddenly ill
....
.... 104
*(s) First Nat. pfd
"Wings" Gets Another Record
while
bathing,
Avery
Hopwood,
Fm. "A" 77/2 75/ 75/ 2,200
(s) Fo.x
Cleveland "Wings" is now play26
17,500
26
(c) Fo.K Thea. "A' 27/2
playright, died here, aged 46. A numing its 13th consecutive week at the
13
....
*(c) Intern. Proj.
West 32*'St,N«i;ybrK.N.y«*
ber of his plays were filmed.
1
95/ 95/
95 H
(b) Keiths 6s 46.
Colonial at roadshow prices. This is
Phone Penna. 0330
535/8
8,000
(s) Loew's Inc.
55/ 52/
Motion Picture Department
300 a record run for Cleveland.
101
100 J4 101
(s)
do pfd.
Baxter Springs House Reopens
II
100
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie
16'4
rts..
16/ 16/
deb.
(c) do
Baxter Springs, Kan. The Elite,
4
107 5/, 108
(b)
do 6s 41ww 108
Policy at Youngstown
New
10
(b)
do 6s41x-war 9974 99?/4 99?^
Youngstown, O.
O. E. Renner badly damaged by a recent fire, has
100
pfd... 25/
25/ 25/
(s) M-G-M
and Joe Trunk will institute a new reopened.
8
....
*(s) M. P. Cap..
766 policy at the State just as soon as the
26
20
Cir.
(s) Orph.
.. 20/4
100
82
82
82
do pfd.
(s)
Managing Detroit Houses
Vitaphone and Movietone equipment
3,200
L. N. ROSENBAUM
12514 1257A
(s) Para. F-L ... 127
now
99
being
installed
Detroit
5
99
is completed. At
Wally Baker is managdo 6s 47 .. 99 Ji
(b)
Financing
3
101/
101/
Par.By.5>is51.
101
(b)
/«
that time the house will start playing ing the Warren and Wolverine for
5/
•(s) Pathe
Flatiron Building
Fox
Ray
pictures.
Schreiber.
700
18
is
(s)
do "A" ... 18
New York
5
do 7s 37 .. 69 H 69
(b)
69H
32
....
....
(o) Roxy "A" ... 30
Herrington at Cleveland Meet
34
....
units
31
do
(o)
MOTION PICTURE
Cleveland Fred Herrington, man6/
do com.
5/
(o)
DISTRIBUTORS
....
39
(o) Skouras Bros.. 38
ager of the M.P.T.O. of Western
OPERATING EXECUTIVE
40/ 40/
Stanley Co.
4m
Twenty years experience industrial,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia, is
....
4
5/
(o) Technicolor
BUY, BUILD, LEASE
banking and motion picture accounting
400 attending a meeting of the Cleveland
33/4
(c) Trans-Lux
3H
By PHIL M.
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12
(o) United Art. .
.80
do pfd.
(o)
2
(o) Univ. Ch. com
75
(o)
do pfd.
.
Pict... .
*(c) Univ.
...
. .
do pfd.
"(s)
Bros.. 31/
(c) Warner
(s)
do "A" ... 36}4
(c-b) do 6j4s 28.. 120
•

•

•

m

....

15

85
....

Exhibitors' Ass'n to participate in a
discussion of exhibition conditions.

management.

cal reports,

branch

85
.

.

.

97

•

36U
35.^
120

and

versant writh

600

31

35^8
120

1,200

Louisville
Louisville

—

been installed

House Improved
A new marquee has

Thoroughly

con-

financial and statistibudget control, home and

office

all

operations.

Desires

AND FINANCE, THEATRE,
OFFICE AND MERCANTILE

in-

BUILDINGS

terview.

M-298
1650 B'way

CO Film

Daily

N. Y. C.

at the Strand.

11

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.

'WE

NEVER

DISAPPOINT'

(b)

Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
JOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

(c)

(o)

Skouras, St.

Louis;

Stanley,

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Philadelphia.

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
STOP

roOLINO^^H

START COOLIMG

INCORPORATED

1540

i BLIZZARD SALES CO OMAHA.

laboratories'

1

Stebbins,
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B'WAY
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& Gates
INCORPORATED
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3040
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NEW YOPk

Phone: Wisconsin 6876
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Daily Reminder
Proper Atten-

*
The
with a powerful ethical theme.
father and son relation furnishes a powerful
melodramatic kick.

DAILY NEWS — As

rates only
this
It might,
story.

program

a

because

fair,

with a
been a thoroughly engrossing
HERALD-TRIBUNE In

—

of

picture

film.
fact,
the
piccontinirity,
so

sell seats

for

picture

satisfying

*

*

James

it

is

TELEGRAM—*

*

picture

good
*

*

TIMES — *

* * The background of the desfinally photographed and, allowing for
license,
the story is quite well
theatrical
*
told.
*
*
*
It seems to me to be a
movie of less importance as melodrama than
It must have been a laugh to
as comedy.
the dignified and able Mr. Stone, and for
Mr. Kerry, attired in his colorful campaign
ert

is

WORLD—

uniform, it must have been one swell holiday
* *
outside the stuffy studios of Hollywood.

"The Hawk's Nest"

New York

AMERICAN — It

one of the most thrillmovies we have ever seen
is

ing underworld
and boasts splendid acting and

DAILY MIRROR—*

crime picture.

»

*

*

*

fine

direction.

pretty

a

good

*

WORLD— It's

EVENING

a crook film,
sort of enterwith
a-plenty,

and for those who like that
tainment there are thrills
Chinese oozing in and out of trapdoors almost constantly.
GRAPHIC * * * is just another one of
*
those crook melodramas.

—

HERALD-TRIBUNE— The

this

picture

is

its

greatest

SUN—*

is

*

*

*

Sills

of
use
lighting
picture
defects.
*

while it is a better film than
has had for quite some time,

*

TELEGRAPH—*
thrills

and

romance

*

*

are

Suspense, action,
interwoven so

all

deftly that the result is a program picture
that the average neighborhood audience will
enjoy. * • •
* * This picture might strike
a very young boy as singularly attractive,
for there are pistols, fist fights and a great
multitude of Mr. Ed Wynn's clever Chinese.

TIMES—*

TELEGRAM— *

.

.

.

EVENING JOURNAL—*,

* * a colorful
one. * * » There's plenty of romance and
action in the film, and some excellent acting
on the part of one Ivan Linow. * * *

Walsh,

re-

for his direction of the film version

"What

Price Glory" and the more recent
for Gloria Swanson, "Sadie
Thompson," has done a piece of work that is
superior even to those two.
vehicle

*

*

boasts

iii

itself

mechanical

music

*

*

TIMES —There

are some good scenes in
wild piece of work, but it
It has evidently been
is
often incoherent.
cut before being screened.
* * * one of the most magnificent things of its kind which I have seen
There is_ a quality of
on any screen. * *
exquisite color about the production, a steadily
good
contribution in
narration,
a
holding
motion picture acting worthy of the time and
expense which very apparently have been
devoted to it.
this

somewhat

WORLD—

Meyer Out of Westwood House
Westwood, N. J. His fight against

—

discrimination in enforcement of the
"blue" laws, has led to ouster of E.
Alan Meyer, as manager of the Westwood.
Directors did not like the
publicity the town received when
Meyer, arrested for operating the
house on Sunday, closed up the town
in his capacity of justice of the peace.

Aylesworth's New Connection
Chicago
George
Aylesworth,
formerly connected with Ascher Bros.,
as manager of the Portage Park, has
become manager of the York, Elmhurst, Villard Park and new Du Page

—

at

Lombard.

&

New York

one of the most
*
amusing of the star's newest comedies.
HERALD-TRIBUNE>— An extremely lightMorning,
"Good
comedy-drama,
weight
judge." manages, nevertheless to be diverting.
of
bit
little
a
is
TIMES This picture
everything comedy, drama, whimsey. parody and plain slap-stick and on the whole
might he classed as cheerful entertainment.
it
Although its story has been
told in many ways and by practically all
the
the leading directors at some time
past, it is put together here with a certain
which
occasional brightness and sprightliness
will cause it to delight the children and avoid
being a downright bore to the rest.
is

—
—

m

New Screen Paint
— A new screen paint

Market
Glasgow

as "Platinoid Paint"

Boyd,

is

Whyte &

being
Co.,

being a concoction made by a member of the firm, J. H. Ballantyne. Its
sponsors claims that the paint absorbs the light rays and holds them
in such a manner that a soothing ef-

produced for the

—

WAFILMS,

"Legion of the Condemned"
(Paramount)
A bunch of flowers was the only
fee charged for a special
juvenile matinee.
Between 700 and
800 children attended the performance
bringing enough flowers to completely fill the theater lobby.
After
the performance, all of the flowers
were placed in taxicabs and taken to
the hospitals and distributed among
the patients.— Fred Johnson. Colonial,

Cambridge, O.

"Ramona"
(United Artists)
up with newspapers

Tied
to run
a continuity story of "Ramona." Five
and ten cent store devoted one whole
window to sheet music of the song
"Ramona."
Six music stores had
window displays of records of the
song.
Teaser ads were run in the
newspapers one week in advance of

the structure.
111.,
111.'

House Gives Up

— After

several imsuc-

cessful efforts to operate the Metro,
the house has been closed.

^^2^'

--^W.j.

^?C^^^'^

EXHIBITORS

NEED THIS BOOK
1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

FREE
TO

FOm Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

eyes.

COVERS
Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pre*,
for

Library Stock Scenes

W.

46th

St.,

New York

Bryant 8181

figure.

—

EVERYTHING

130

display of this material

—

WORLD —

fect is

A

—

Harvard,
Harvard,

Universal

AMERICAN—This

collection of old theater bills,
pictures of old San Francisco playhouses before the fire of 1906, and of
old time actors and actresses were

the showing.
The song was sung
over the Akron broadcasting station
H. Opening Largest House
Chicago Balaban & Katz's largest for three successive nights. Ray
theater, the Paradise, is slated to open Brown, Strand, Akron, Ohio.
Labor Day. John Eberson designed

B.

"Good Morning, Judge"
HioDodrome,

(M-G-M)

A

was admission

suffi-

entertainment value to bring the DoDel Rio and the Charlie Farrell fans
leaping to the Globe. • » * Raoul Walsh has
made a masterly job of directing the picture.

it

NEWS—

starring

•

stov^-paced,
exciting, and the

marketed by

are as many lavish
sequences as there are poverty poor ones and
Mr. Walsh has employed some very clever
interest,
camera
effects
heighten
the
to
beauty, and suspense of his film.
First acting honors go to Ivan Linow.
DAILY
Nothing new or_ novel
in the story.
Directorially, however, it is a
gem and histrionically it is ^xtra special.

of

*

is

cient
lores

known

AMERICAN— There

EVENING WORLD— Raoul

*

—

to

"The Red Dance"
Fox
Globe. New York

plot.

and not very
performances of Dolores del Rio and Charles
The best
Farrell
are hardly exceptional.
acting is done by Ivan Linow. * * *
POST It is a childishly conceived drama,
adequately played by Dolores Del Rio, Charles
Farrell and Ivan Linow.

Hawk's

membered

and overworked

conventional

men who have grown gray "The
Nest" has been told before many
* *
times and in many places.
But

*

;HERAUD^T)RIBUNE—It

The

nothing out of the ordinary.
Doris Kenyon makes an attractive heroine.
*

trite

direction

asset.

camera angles, interesting
effects and an ease in playing up
highlights helped make up for its
The story is a patched up plot. *
of unique

any Mr.

a

*

National

First

Strand,

GRAPHIC—*
is the one outstanding
example of what genius can accomplish with
*

fOQ 3U0WM01

Movietone. old-timer, author and theatrical
Granada, San Francisco.

adopted

isn't

distinguished,
though it is a
enough run of the mine sand opera.

particularly
*

1928

3,

*

week.

The

*

and

Petrillo,

Roxy where

at the

tllis

C.

when

ers

Tuesday, July

MUn OOUAM

"The Actress"

obtained.

president of the
Musicians' Union, is said to be standing pat on his demand that B, & K.
must augument one of their orchestras in soiue houses with the 14 men
who received their notice at McVick-

audience
applause

brought

it

from the opening audience
the feature picture

an

is

Demand

Vitaphone

stalled

SUN —

—

WDCM

TIPS

—

in
its
so careless
ture
is
generally unbelievable in its romantic nonsense and so badly acted that once more Mr.
Rothafel has to employ all his resources to
prepare a stage bill that will atone for his
photoplay's incompetence.
* * * In this, as in "Beau Geste,"
we have a flashback photoplay in which
son and villain wind up in the
father,
legion
and proceed to bore everybody.

TELEGRAPH — *

IMOy

Rosen-

was arranged
window of a
McVickers Orchestra shoe company, inandtheanother
display
Chicago
Negotiations are under was in the lobby of the theater.
A
way in an effort to adjust difficulties special story along the same lines,
which occurred when McVickers in- was secured from Clay M. Greene, an

Subjects helps

trite

its

padding, have

little

Musicians

Short

tion to

S.

of

Sol

New York

MIRROR—

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

New York, who represents
Lesser, Sunset Productions and
other producniK firms, is here, lining
up product for the state right and
foreign markets.
This is her first
trip to the Coast.
field

AMERICAN — The

story and setting don't
vary much from the usual stereotyped "legion
yarn," yet this type of tale manages to hold
one's interest throughout.
It's
a good picture,
DAILY

Coast

Los Angeles— Miss M.

Universal

Roxy,

Lining
Product on Coast

Up

Exhibitors
"The Foreign Legion"

S. Rosenfield

GOES

EVERYWHERE

^OVVS»
ttO

WILL REVOLUTIONIZE
9tii

''all-talking''

PICTURE
Y€U CAN HAVE

Titles!
No Subtitles! 100 per
cent. Vitaphone all the way through!

No

WITH AN ALL-STAR CAST
STORY BY
HUGH HERBERT<^MURR/Or ROTH
Direcfed bij

BRYAN FOV

see and you hear every character
in the picture.

A

spine-tingling melodrama so good
that previews in California and in
Chicago convince showmen it's the
year's clean-up picture.

YOU CAN HAVE
W

Coming/

You

IT

NOW!

NOAH'S ARK'

Made to top any picture ever made/

!

THE INDUSTRY/
MOE MARK SAW

IT

^

andBooked if on fhe spoH
OPENING MARK STRAND THEATRE
NEW YORK, JULY 7— PRECEDED
BY GALA MID-NIGHT SHOW AT

ADVANCE PRICES

iVlI*?

HON

£S^

Also Available Now
'THEiioNT*:mOBSE"

"GIORIOUS B£TS¥

'TENDERLOIN"

Abank-bool<-

Snua^h-ln.^ all

PiaiJin§ to line-up

n.a.-t-u.ra.L

/

record.^

/

bu$ineS$ /

——

—
——

;;

;;::;

—.$B^

DAILV

Da.LY

SEZ/
"The

boys surely are
steamed up about sound
pictures, but we're hoping
they won't forget us fellows who haven't installed
the sound equipment. To
still

it

is

the

position.

silent

Warns Against Alleged

drama,

—

and patrons are
demanding better and bet-

ter

pictures each

day."

Confer on Lauder's Next
London Sir Harry Lauder, who is
to star in one picture each year for
three years for Welsh-Pearson-Elder

—

has returned to England to
with executives on his next

Films,
confer

Paramount, which
"Huntingtower," his

will
first

distribute
under the

Detroit
ed by H.
ager of the Michigan exhibitor unit,
against a party giving his name as
Seymour Stern (also operating as
Impression, Inc., Theatrical Scenery
and Advertising Co., of Indianapolis),
who, he says, contracted with exhibitors of the St. Louis territory
to solicit advertisements for curtain
advertising from merchants. Agreements made were not carried out
except under compulsion, Richey declares.

Tnce estate is to reissue a series of
the early Charles Ray pictures, including "The Busher" and "The EggCrate Wallop."

Mrs.

Thompson Gets Another

Charlotte,

X.

C.

—

Thompson, who owns
Graham, has opened

Haw

Mrs.

A.

B.

the Alcove at
the Beatrice,

River, N. C.

C, Changes Hands
Sylva, N. C.
The Sylvan has been
purchased by J. S. Higdon. Edward
B. Drake was formerly the owner.
Sylvan, N.

—

Rosser Buys Picquet House
Hamlet, N. C. R. P. Rosser, who
owns the Dixie, Aberdeen, N. C, has
purchased the Carolina here from

Chesterfield

Toronto

W.

Sells

— Film

THE THEATER FIELD

IN

Incorporate Newpo Theaters
Goshen, N. Y. ^Certificate of incorporation has been filed here by
the Newpo Theaters, Inc., with offices in Newl^irgh, for the purpose
of leasing, buying and operating theaters.
Directors are Daniel Becker
and Henry Grusky.

—

Louis Goldshlag Resigns
Peekskill, N. Y.— Louis P. Goldshlag has resigned as manager
the Peekskill and Colonial.

of

Changes

— Delray,

Ownership

in

C.

sold to

—

—

—

Closings

Clearwater

— Lincoln

Cocoa

;

—^Princess.

Sigrid Holmquist Sails

N. C. House Sold

—

Holmquist

Sigrid

Barnesville

— Mildred,

sold

M. W. Smith,

to

J.

—

IDAHO

—American,
Closings
Bellevue—
sold

Richfield

to

Vertrees.

E.

J.

New

—

Buys "Port

Cooper.

is

en

route

to

—

—^Liberty,

De Pue

Dan

sold to

McNalley by Mace Bros. Lawrenceville
Phoenix, sold to H. B. Gould by G. W.
New Athens Opera House,
Burlinson;
sold to Philip Probst by H. Klingenfus
Rockford— Strand, sold to A. A. Johnson
by Frank Chiarelli Toledo Opera House,
sold to W. R. Rhodes by Will Logan.
;

—

—

;

Closings

Bert— Princess Atlanta —
Legion; Blandinsville —
— American
ChicagoCarlyle
Romance; Carlyle— The
Admiral and Windsor; Cowling — The
Cowling; Donovan — Ree Du Quoin — MidFreemanspur

Atkinson

Little

;

—
westerns,

or six
personal

to

be

played with

appearances in Southwest
under terms of a contract
with Home State Film Co. Production is to start about July 15.
Half
theaters,

of the picture, at least, will be
in

Texas.

— Lew

of Missing Girls"

ture at his Colonial theater.

;

;

—
—

East Alton Gem
Liberty; Granville .Paramount; Hardin
Apple Blossom: Joppa Logan; Kansas
La
Keensburg The Keensburg
Pastime
;

made she appeared
She

is

"Square Crooks," for

in

considering offers to re-

turn to the stage.

Landis Heads Film Board
Indianapolis
George Landis ihas
succeeded William Esch as president
of the Film Board.

—

Marion Managing

Mount

C—

On

Chicago

—

—
;

Loami City
Grange— The La Grange
Moline
Mahomet ^New Wallace
Hall

—
Odin —
Niantic
Niantic—^The
Palace
Springerton—
Oglesby—^Colonial
Grand
Valier
The Springerton Tilden — Electric
— Palace Witt — De Luxe.
;

;

;

\'V.

Part Time

— The

Villard,

Villa Park,
operating only Saturdays and Sundays during the summer.

is

Two
H. Marion

Brayton

INDIANA
New Theaters

Ft.

Wayne

mond

— Em

Boyd

— Columbia,

Mrs. M. Sclza
V. E. Burkle by

;

Indianapolis

— Foun-

sold to

sold to
Fortville

Salisbury

—

Zaleski by
^Rialto, sold to

John

—

W. H. Casson

;

Gary

Bosz by
— Family,IndianapolisJacob
— Broadripple,
sold

Gauthier

Geo.

to

;

W. M. Turner

by Dr. Carl Oster-

Tacoma. sold to Chas. Temler by
Palace, sold to Loews,
Floyd Beitman
Logansport Paramount,
by Keith
Inc.,
sold to Chas. H. Barnes by W. H. Lindheld;

—

;

—

Perry M.
to
day; Lowell Grand, sold
Tracey by Vought & Hurt; Morristown
Liberty, sold to E. B. Copeland by Cain

& Hoover

;

St.

Bemice

— Orpheum,

sold to

Earl O'Briant by Col. Sawyer.

—^Mystic;

Closings

—
—

Lyric; Corydon
Carlisle
N.
Ferdinand
H.
American Legion
Quante; Fort Wayne State; Gary Glen

Albion

;

Park

Cozy

;

—

—

Saunders
Lafayette
—
—^Paramount;
Merom'
Richmond — Murette.

Indianapolis

;

Lyric;

—

—Grand
The

Brayton
Jessup
Grundy Center
Strand
Leiws
Lewis; Malcolm Opera House.

—

;

—

;

;

KANSAS

— Changes in
—

Ownership

Eglin ^Royal. sold to C. F. Reid by Andrew
Johnson Hgin ^Royal, sold to C. F. Reid
Elkhart Doric, sold to
by A. Johnson
R. F. Rickart by W. D. Lowe; FultonSmith's New, sold to C. R. Smith by Rual
Floyd Russell Springs Empire, sold to J.
W. King by C. E. Messier; Waverly
Bailey, sold to H. A. Flickinger by J, M.
;

—

—

—

;

;

— Pastime Lost Springs —
KENTUCKY
;

Lost

Springs.

Openings
Seco

— The

Seco.

Changes
Burkesville

Ownership

in

— Kentucky,

so'd

to

J.

—

Mr. Thurman;

Brown

C.

Cumberland Ritz, sold
Dayto Steve Keleman by J. P. Freeman
ton I^iberty and Princess, sold to Samuel
Earlington Temple,
Turk by Ned Beetz
Hebron
sold to John Law by C. E. Goode
The Hebron, sold to Cecil Burns by
Nicholasville
Savoy,
McGlassen
Robt.
sold to Mrs. F. W. Cross by W. C. Brown.
by

:

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

Closings

— Mountain Bond——^The Bond CovLothair ^Pauline; Louisville
ington —
—^Parkland Ohve Hill — Dixie; Raceland
The Raceland Tribbey — Midland.

Blackey

;

;

^Lyric

;

;

;

LOUISIANA
Changes
Ceear Grove

Ownership

in

— Union,

sold to O.

M. Dale by

Columbia—Top
Gillian-Hatfield:
sold to J. B. Dumestre, Sr., by
Chase; Rayville Mecca, sold to
Middleton by Insley &• Graw.

—

Closings
Grammercy

Turne by A. N. Rudzinski

Ritz. sold to L.

Hessville

Closings

— The

O'Hill,

O.

I.

E.

L.

;

;

;

House Destroyed
has assumed full charge of the NaSalisbury, N. C.
The Victory,
tional and Broadway following resig- owned by Piedmont
Amusement Co.,
nation of Edgar C. Pierce.
was destroyed by fire.
Airy, X.

Sosna.

;

—

;

;

Dorothy Appleby in Town
Dorothy Appleby has arrived in
New York from the Coast, where
Fox.

—

;

haldo

Cohen has acquired
tain .Square.
Changes in Ownership
distribution in this territory of "The
W. Simmers by
Hoxie Signs for Series
Port of Missing Girls."
Buying of Albany— Royal, sold to C. Crescent,
sold to
A. Schmid; Carbon—
W.
rights
followed
showing
of the picDallas Jack Hoxie will make four
C. C. Brown by J. Mclntyre; East HamDetroit

;

Grenola

Ownership

Chicago— Milfrod, sold to A. M. and S. M.
Meltzer and B. Nathan by Abe Tage;
Overland, sold to Sam Lipni by W. C.
Brockoc; Willard, sold to Mr. Kelin by
H. H. Goldberg; Columbia The Columbia,
Bruckor &
F. Oerter by
E.
to
sold
Schnieder;

—

—

—

The Hurst.
in

;

to

;

Closings
Alma Colonial Belpre Opera House Bluff
City— The Bluff City; Elk City— Strand

Re- Openings

Changes

way

sold

Robertson
Dreamland, sold to
Merrill
Geo. Corner by Kale Bros.
Pacific Junction
Lyric, sold to H. J. Krohn by Victor
Newton
Plainfield
Legion, sold to Mrs.
K. L. Roach by K. B. Orcutt; VictorStrand, sold to Mrs. J. C. Wentland by

Bailey.

MorrisonviUe

Hurst

— Rialto,

;

Theaters

— New.

sold

Matthews Mechan-csville
A. T. Chado by H. S.

E.

L.

;

Ownership

in

— Dunlap,

—

;

Ogren by

—

Changes

Hawarden

;

—

Sam

H. McCarthy; Baxley— Star, sold
to Hayes & Rutland by A. F. Branch;
Conyers American, sold to Butler Miller
by A. C. Miller; Nashville Opera House,
sold to E. F. Boyd by J. G. Lamb; Richland—Grand, sold to E. S. Turner by E.
A. Mayo.
by

Jr.,

W. Seward
&

to Pace
Bouma by E. T. Dunlap; Holstein
Scenic, sold to J. A. Ebersole by E.
Recknagel
Lakota eWorld, sold to A. E.

Ownership

in

;

a vacation trip.

—

;

;

Sweden on

—

;

GEORGIA
Changes

;

Asheville,

G.

C. Jordan by E.
ralace, sold
C. Hall; Green Cove Springs
to Kressin & Brooker by G. R. Wilson;
Manatee The Manatee, sold to D. J.
Willig by R. P. Bender; Pahokee— The
Pahokee, sold to J. R. Averitt by C. L.
Wilder; Sanford Douglas, sold to A. A.
Fields by W. W. Lewis.

Delray

;

Asheville, N. C.
Carlton Amusement Co. has taken over the Auditorium, formerly operated by A. B.

—

;

Picquet.

—

;

FLORIDA

ILLINOIS

—

in Ownership
Braddyville ^Airdome, sold to C. E. Apple
by L. E. Matthews; Buffalo Center
Regent, sold to Geo. F. Teever by L. E.
Matthews; Chariton Ritz, sold to Central
States Theaters,
Inc.,
by Ritz Theater
Corp.; Des Moines Geni, .sold to R. Jones
by F. A. Worrell
Hartley Capitol, sold
to A. Inman by Chas. Sartosious
Harvard
The Harvard, sold to Carl Cowger by

—
—

Continued

Ltd., has

William Buck Dies
Meriden, Conn. William H. Buck,
former manager of Poli's Palace, died
at his home, 202 Sherman Ave., following a short illness.

— Strand.

Changes

Canada

De Luxe,

acquired distribution rights throughout Canada to the ten pictures on
the 1928-29 program of Chesterfield
M. P. Corp.

—

Chas.

Grundy Center

^Park.

contract, next fall, has an option on
the American rights for his next.

Ray Revivals Coming
Los Angeles — The Thomas H.

Fakir
Warning has been soundM. Richey, general man-

Openings

CHIEES

Sunday Legit Show Ban SOME RECENT
P/Voposed Sunday legit performances in New York will be under discussion at meetings to be held within the next two weeks.
This announcement by a special committee
of Actors' Equity Ass'n. was followed
by statement of Actors' Equity that
it
was made without the organization's consent.
Equity, according to
Frank Gillmore, executive secretary,
always has opposed Sunday performances and has not changed its

19;?8

3,

IOWA

Equity Unchanged in N.Y.

PHIL

u?

Tuesday, July

Logansport

;

— Colonial

— The

Tullos

;

Tullos.

MASSACHUSETTS

Changes
Baldwinsville

Ownershio

in

E.
May— Fraternity,Boston — Washington,
sold to

J.

Mathieu
sold to Archie Goodman by Frank Collier
Cochituate Memorial Hall, sold to J. SarEast Boston
anga by J. K. Bennett
Central Ssuare, sold to J. Levenson by
Fitchburg Majestic, sold
M. F. Cronin
to L. D. Forkey by Morin & Fredette
Palmer Cameo, sold to Arthur Holbrook
Revere Crescent Gardens, sold to InterLevenson
Theaters Corp. by J.
state
Waltham Central and Waldorf, sold to N.
Worcester
E. Theaters Oper. Corp.
Steinberg, sold to I. H. Joffe by L. A. W.
nard by

J.

;

—

;

—

;

—
—
—

;

—

;

Accept. Corp.

MARYLAND
Changes
Baltimore

— Aldine,

in
sold

Ownership
Ed

to

J.

Wanacke

by Alhambra Theater Co. Arcade, sold to
L. B. Rubin by Alhambra Theater Co.
Belvedere, sold to Boris Posner by SuburMarion ^Marion C. Club,
ban Am. Co.
Mt.
sold to John Fox by Grover Somers
Savage Majestic, sold to Mt. Savage Am.
SolomonSi
Co. by Palace Theater Co.
Town Hall, sold to Webster & Hayne by
J. H. Haynie.
;

;

—

;

—

;

'

r

l'

\

—

Tu-esday, July

.

1928

3,

II

iG-B Chain Buys Two and
Plans Another House

Coast Wire Service

—

Purchase of two
Springfield, Mass.
theaters and plans for huildiuK of
another are announced by Samuel and
Nathan E. Goldstein of G-B TheHouses purchased are
aters Corp.
the Royal, Chicopee Falls and the
Steinberg, 1,500-seat Worcester house.
A house costing $500,000 will be
erected at Greenfield. It will seat 2,200 with construction to start at
once.

Sound Equipment Ordered
Williams' Suit Against
Director Sues De .Mille;
Goldwyn Prod. Postponed
Alleges Contract Breach

AT

Aug. 8.
Williams claims he agreed to alAl and Charles Christie, owners of
low Goldwyn to use his process for
the Metropolitan Studios which now
hoube the productions of Harold "Potash and Perlmutter." By use of
Lloyd, Caddo Prod., several Pathe the device, he says, scenes from
throughout the world are made in
units and others, have arranged for

Business Conditions Hit
Attendance at Minneapolis

— Poor business here

Minneapolis
being reflected

Trial of the $34,000 suit against
the Samuel Goldwyn Prod, by Frank
D. Williams process, is delayed until

is

attendance.
The Seventh Street, junior Orpheum
house, has closed for the summer, the
installation
of
sound-picture
and the Strand may close after be- equipment in the Metropolitan plant.
ing open but two weeks. The Lyric
Western Electric equipment will be
is on a split week schedule, and the
used in the Metropolitan studios, in
Suburban accordance with Christie's contracts
Pantages
may close.
house report business off generally.
\vith Electric Research Products for
in theater

.-Mleging breach of contract Nils
Olaf Crisander has filed suit against

the Cecil B. Dc Mille Pictures Corp..
asking S44.626.
Crisander declares
he engaged as a director at the Dc
Mille studios at SI, 000 per week and
was to direct "Fighting Love." He

claims he was dismissed Mar.
before the contract expired.

5.

1927,

the studio.

He was

D'Usseau Made Director
Leon D'U.sseau, lor the past 18
but was paid only $10,000. The Gold- months a supervisor at FBO, has
wyn company asserts Williams' proc- been awarded a directorial post. His
ess in faulty.
first
assignment is "Fury of the
end of

to receive $44,000 at the
his contract, Williams claims,

Wild," starring Ranger,

with

the dog,
production of Christie comedies
Perez TitlinR for T-S
Tom O'Brien, Barbara Worth, Roband other pictures, and using WestPaul Perez is titling "The Grain ert Honians, Art Robbins and Al
ern Electric's system of sound reof Dust" suggested by the David Smith, not the Presidential candidate.
formerly with Greensboro Theaters, production.
It is expected that two
has succeeded George F, Brown as stages will be equipped for sound at Graham Phillips novel of the same the actor.
manager of the Carolina at Greens- once, and apparatus has been ordered name, and directed for Tiflfany-Stahl
Ricardo
by George Archainbaud.
Wampas to Honor Marco
Terry McDaniel continues as for recording as well.
boro.
Cortez,
Claire Windsor and Alma West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
manager of the other three PublixPart of Christie's own product will
Los Angeles Tribute to .Marco of
Saenger houses here, the National, be filmed in the Metropolitan studios, Bennett head the cast.
Fanchon and Marco will be paid the
Imperial and Alamo.
since it has been arranged for the
Gloria Starts Aug. 15
presentation
impresario
when he
entire group of Paramount-Christie
August 15 is the tentative starting stages the entertainment for "West
Howard Switches to Dallas
comedies and Douglas MacLean pic- date for production of "The Swamp,"
Coast Theaters Night" luly 2.1 at the
Atlanta
Ernest Morrison, mana- tures to
be produced this season with (iloria Swanson's third for United
Roosevelt for the Wampas.
He
ger of the Howard, a Publix de luxe
And it is also probable that Artists, which is to be directed by will be the guest of lionor at the
sound.
house, is leaving that post to become
other producing units will be able to
manager of the Palace, Dallas, the use the Metropolitan stages when Eric Von Stroheim. The action cen- affair.
Berlin and German East
ters
in
ace Publix house in that immediate making synchronized productions.
Africa.
Excellent Switches Releases
territory.
Announcement was made
"Making the Varsity" will precede
by Willard C. Patterson, district
De Mille Producing "Geraldine"
"The Speed Classics" on Excellent's
manager for Publix de luxe houses in Schrock Quits Tiffany;
"Geraldine" is to be the title of a release list, going out to franchise
the Atlanta district.
8 Pictures There new co-starring film for Eddie Quilholders about July 15. Rex Lease
Raymond S. Schrock has resigned lan and Jeannette LofI at Pathe-De stars in both. The company is now
Barberton, O., Opposition Ends
Barberton, O.
Harold Makinson as associate producer of Tififany- Mille.
making "Manhattan Knights," with
negotiating
Barbara Bedford and Walter Miller.
and Frank Gaethke, owner of the Stahl, and is reported
While with T-S, he
Spence Titling
Park, have leased the Rondo, 500- with M-G-M.
produced eight features, the last beRalph Spence is titling "Baby CyLouise Brooks on Vacation
seat house, from Mrs. Arvilla Nice
"The -Albany Night Boat."
clone,"
featuring Lew Cody with
Louise Brooks has left Hollywood
for a long period for approximatelv nie.
-^
Aileen Pringle, which Eddie Suther- for a vacation to New York.
She
$70,000. The house is closed and will
Start "Wolves of the Sea"
land directed.
recently completed work in "Beggars
remain so until fall, while alteration:
Mascot Pictures Corp, has started
oi Life," and will return to the Parawill be made.
production of "Wolves of the Sea,"
Finishes Gotham Film
mount studios soon for "The Canary
which will be ready for release Aug.
Scott Dunlap has completed "The Murder Case."
Stillman, Cleveland, to Close
Cleveland The S'tillman, home of' 15. It is directed by Richard Thorpe, Man Higher Up" for Sam Sax. The
the

Hill Gets Greensboro Post
Roland G. Hill,
Charlotte, N.

C—

—

—

Made

—

—

X

;

—

in Cleveland, will go, who is scheduled to direct three serhotel company for additional' ials for the company, of which Nat
room space, according to report; Levine is president. The cast inFred Desberg, general manager of^ cludes Shirley Mason, Johnnie WalSantchi and Boris Karloff.
Loew's Cleveland houses, is out of' ker,

continued runs
a

to

—

Tom

town and could not be reached

for a

statement.

Kerens, Tex., House Reopens
Kerens, Tex. J. G. Flanders has
reopened the Majestic after remodel-

—

ing.

Martinas Add Sixth
N. Y. Martina

—

Wayland,

Bros.,

operators of a chain of New York
houses, have taken over the Legion
here under a 12-year lease.
This is
the sixth in the circuit, the others
being at Mount Morris, Nunda, Dansville

and Niagara

Falls.

Correction
307 at 729 Seventh Ave., is
address of States Cinema Corp.,
York, which handles national

Room
new

New

distribution

company
Goetz.

is

"Motherhood." The
headed by Charles S.

of

;

--X

Japs May Enter Pictures
Japanese imperial Theater players, which just closed an engagement at the 'Music Box, may work
a Cecil B.lDe Mille picture, it is
understood that
Itl
is
reported.
Jeanie MacPnerson may \vrite an
original for their initial vehicle.
in

included Francis X. Bushman,
Gertrude Olmstead, and others.

Sid Saylor in Serial
Saylor has been loaned by
Stern Bros, to Universal to play an
important role in "The Mystery Riddirect er." serial starring William Desmond.

cast

Sid

Hill to Direct Novarro
George Hill is slated to
"Gold Braid," a story of naval aviation with Ramon Novarro as the star.

Third Cody-Pringle

Edna May has been signed for a
featured role in "The Single Man,"
the

third

Lew Cody

of

the

series

co-starring

Artclass Serial

Ready

Production having been completed
by Weiss Bros.-.\rtclass for "The
Mystery Airman," a serial Walter
Miller and Eugenia Gilbert play the
leads.

with Aileen Pringle. Har-

Kohler in Dix Cast
Fred Kohler is to strut his usual
Denny in Sound Film
"menace" portrayal in Richard Dix's
On Script for Niblo
Denny's next for Univer- next for Paramount, "Moran of the
Reginald
assignDorothy Farjium has been
sal will be a "talkie," according to
Marines."
ed by M-G-M to adapt the Scribereport.
.Lecou"Adrienne
Le.houde novel,
Bebe Daniels Improves
This will be Fred Niblo's
breur."
Collyer to Europe for Fox
Bebe Daniels who was taken sudnext vehicle, witTS John Gilbert and
June Collyer will have the lead in denly ill from influenza while at work
Greta Garbo as probable stars.
"Chasing I'hrough Europe," which on "Take Me Home" is improving.
Fox will produce, showing further
Lab. Ready in August
Vernon Gets New Lead
in Europe of "Newsreei
adventures
vyhich
on
The new Fox laboratory,
Dover has been signed as
Nancy
Stuart
and
Collyer
Stuart.
Nick"
construction started in June, will be
ready the

first

week

in

.'August.

It

will cost $500,000.

ry

Beaumont

is

will leave Hollywood next Sunday
with David Butler, director.

cLa..*-^^\^

\

directing.

the lead for Bobby Vernon
series of Christie comedies.

in

his

THE

'<&^

DAILV

12

Sound

Film Must
be Censored in Pa.

Sound Pictures
ARTHUR

by

W.

a

newspaper comic

strip.

West

EDDY

]Vest

Bureau.

Coast

Los Angeles

the Grade"
Fox feature

probably be the first
to have talking sequences.
Starred will be Edmund Lowe, with
dialogue contributed by Lois Moran
"Mother
Littlefield.
Lucien
and
Knows Best," with Madge Bellamy,
with Movietone
is also being made
but "Making the Grade" will probablv be released first.
will

titles

estimates
players
under contract have had stage experience and therefore are trained for
talking films.
Other players will receive voice training in a studio elecution school.

"Home Towners"
IVest

Coast

Bureau,

—

Hollywood
from

purchased

release

Robert

Vitaphone

for

THE FILM DAILY
Warner Bros, has

George

Cohan

M.

Home Town-

McWade, who
in

the

run,
part

the picture which will be a Vitaphone special and an all-talking picin

ture.

Installing Vitaphone

Chicago

— Vitaphone

and words accompanying the

tilm being determined by the censors
to produce a picture that is immoral,
improper, sacrilegious, obscene or indecent may be submitted for approval

with the objectionable wording eliminated and after being approved as
harmless be exhibited with all the
debasing and corrupting features restored by publishing the accompanying language on a vitaphone as a part
of the exhibition."

played

Broadway
has been engaged for the same
the lead role

Columbus, O.
by the

recently

— Ruling
state

was made

attorney gen-

—

Madrid, managed by Jack Roth.

Sound Films at Cleveland
John Royal, general
manager of the Keith houses in the

Uni-

versal formerly operated the house.

—

MacLean Film
THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles
Douglas MacLean
eastern division, will install Vitaphone and Movietone in the Hippo- will use sound in his new picture,
Cleveland

drome, and

will play

continued runs

coming season.

there during the

Leo, M-G-M Lion, Makes
First N. Y. Appearance
Making
ance

on

his

personal appear-

first

Broadway where

for

sev-

years he has graced theater
screens, Leo, M-G-M's trade mark

eral

lion,

rived

who now
in

on

is

a

world

tour, ar-

New York Monday from

Washington and Baltimore, where
was lionized in two receptions. A
welcome at city hall, a march up
Broadway and police escort was on
the program, after which Leo departed for New England in a motorhe

ized cage. And, Howard Dietz is recongratulations
on
what
ceiving
promises to be an outstanding publicity stunt, judging by the space Leo
has grabbed to date.

Fanchon
Sever
West

Coast

&

Marco Not

W.

Buieau,

Los Angeles

to

C. Affiliation
THE FILM DAILY

— Fanchon

&

Marco,

Sound

IVest

Coast

for
Bureau,

—

"The Carnation Kid."
be audible.

Claim

Playdate
Delays Under Plan

Fanchon & Marco

units.

not sell non-theatrical institutions in
competition to legitimate theaters.
Arbitration
was
resumed
last

when William (Bob) Workman, president of the Film Board
week,

named

the

arbitrators.

W.

L.

Crouse, Ideal, Bloomer, Wis., J. E.
Keppler, Phillips, Wis., Harry Smith,
Bijou, Brown's Valley, Minn., Mrs.
Jensen, Ray, St. Paul, and M. Porter, Miles Standish, Minneapolis.
"When the legality of the proceedings were questioned it was stated
that Workman, as president of the
Film Board, had the power to appoint exhibitor members to sit on the
board under the terms of the old ar-

made," "Greater Amusements" says
reporting the meeting. According

Marks Bros., countered with the
declaration that "The Granada and
Marbro were two years ahead of competitors
Vitaphone
with pertected
and Movietone," taking a rap at in"old
stallation ot the equipment
model theaters."

m

ihe

Granada

and

Marbo,

it

is

claimed, "have the costliest talking
picture equipment in the world and it
is complete." Experts of the Electrical

Research

of

Western

Electric,

it

in

to

the latest rules of arbitration, if the
of the exhibitors' association refuse to sit on the board there
are several city officials that have the
power to appoint arbitrators to take
the place of the defaulting exhibitors.
In event that these men fail to fill out
the board the matter is taken to the

members

American Arbitration Society which
fix things up and provide

proceeds to

the territory with a nice new one to
take the place of the old disgusted
one. Inasnnich as the contracts acted
on today were all made before this
newest arbitration law went into effect it is held that the old rule still
holds and the president of the board
of trade can fill in the vacant places.
"The big question mark still hanging around among exhibitors is, how
does Charlie Pettijohn get that way?
It was Pettijohn who ruled that the
northwest exhibitors' association had
disqualified itself from sitting on arbitration boards because of the association's recent decision in regard to
Members of
United Artists cases.
the association have expressed their

is set forth, "have used them as demonstration points to illustrate the
attainment of the
picture on the list of each distrib- highest possible
Hundreds of scien- readiness to sit on any other case
utor whose product West Coast buys talKing picture.
has ruled that they
and thus right down the line through- tists and showmen have visited these but Pettijohn
It is still to be found just
cannot.
theaters
observe
their
pertection."
to
out the season.
Ihe theaters, copy reads, are mod- why Pettijohn has the right to say
Similarly is this true insofar as
ern
houses with "sound ducts" built all that and get away with it."
Portland, Ore. is concerned.
There,
the auditoriums, which "produce
into
the clearance plan would give first
runs the protection desired only of perfect acoustics and tonal quahIt continues: "old model thepictures shown in the Class A the- ties."
aters three weeks prior to national aters were forced to abandon talking
pictures because the results were im(Continued from Page 1)
release date.
If the product is not
Without the proper equippicked up within the specified period, perfect.
"Sweet Sixteen," by Phyllis Dugment, you cannot thoroughly enjoy
the clearance is forfeited.
was put into production yestergane
Vitaphone."
day under direction of Scott PemBelvidere House Closing
It follows "The Divine Sinbroke.
Belvidere, 111.
The Apollo is closner" starring Vera Reynolds, and
Suit Filed
ing for the summer.
"The Man from Headquarters," featuring Edith Roberts and Cornelius
(Continued from Page 1)
King, M. C. at Philadelphia
"Sweet Sixteen" has a cast
Keefe.
Helen Foster, Gertrude
Pittsburgh Ted King, fcirnu-rly at years, with the consent of the de- including
latter's Olmstead, William H. Tooker, GladShea's Buffalo, is new master of cer- fendant, and charges the
emonies at the Stanley, replacing move in opening exchanges in the den James and Lydia Titus.
Anita Stewart has been placed
Phil Sijitalny, who has been sent two cities, is an infringement of his
Co- under contract for "Sisters of Eve,"
rights and unfair competition.
abroad by the Stanley circuit.
lumbia recently won a similar suit which is the fourth of the 1928-2'J

(.Continued from

Page

1)

—

Rayart 60 Days Ahead
on 1928-29 Schedule

—

Another
Over Columbia

Name

—

producers of presentations, are not
severing connection with West Coast
Theaters, states Marco in denying reThe firm's conports of a "break."
tract has until Jan. 1, 1929, to run,
Vidors in New York
and negotiations now are under way
King Vidor and his wife, Eleanor
for a renewal to include several other Boardman, returned to New York
companies for national presentation from Europe yesterday. They will
of

1)

B.&K. and Marks Bros.
Row on Sound Films

All titles will

No

from Page

bitration rules that were in effect
when the contracts, which were
brought before the board today, were

—

vising the picture.

to Ignore Arbitration

eral, to the eflect that spoken words
in pictures are subject to censorship.

being in{.Continued from Page 1)
stalled in a number of Great States
theaters houses down-state. Theaters Vickers as a sound picture house,
receiving the synchronization equip- drew prompt response from Marks
ment are at Quincy, Kankakee, Au- Bros. B. & K. announced the equiprora, Elgin, Bloomington, Galesburg, ment as "the first perfected MovieWaukegan, Peoria, Joilet and Strea- tone and Vitaphone," stating that
Sound for "Breakers Ahead"
tor.
"talking pictures have at last reached
H-Vif Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
tlie
of
complete pertection
state
Los Angeles Sound will be used
K. C. Suburban "Gives" Sound
worthy of theater presentation." No
in connection with "Breakers Ahead,"
Kansas City First suburban in mechanical crudities, nor tonal imFannie Hurst story which M-G-M this city to announce installation of pertections
was another promise
Hurst will aid in super- sound
will make.
picture
equipment
is
the made.
is

1928

Asks Members

(.Continued

M-G-M

its

3,

tended that the words are no part of will refuse to sit on the arbitration
the film, and hence not subject to board until such time as we receive
censorship.
definite and positive assurance from
"If this narrow construction is United Artists directly that they will
adopted," said Judge Martin, "a picture disapproved by reason of printed

screen rights to "The

Lowe Film
THE FILM DAILY

— "Making

—

Los Angeles

Steffes

1)

THE FILM DAILY

that fully 75 per cent of

ers."

Dialogue for

Bureau.

Coast

in

(Continued from Page

Rock Considering Four
75% of M-G-M Players
12
Shorts
Features,
Have Stage Experience
Sound
Investigation of sound pictures,
with a view to deterniining his production course is being made by Joe
Rock, independent producer, who is
He plans to study
in New York.
the various sound picture systems on
th.i.'
market.
If
he determines upon a sound
picture policy, Rock will produce
four features and 12 two reelers
The series of short
utilizing sound.
subjects is expected to be based on

Tuesday, July

leave for the Coast in about a week.

in

the

Pittsburgh territory.

Indianapolis House Remodeled
Indianapolis The Dream, 2351 Station St., has been remodeled.

—

Rayart pictures.

Arthur in New York
George K. Arthur is in New York
from the Coast.

:

National Aspect Seen

Louis Union Situation

to St.
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Friday,

The Stampede
before he walked up the
JUST
gangplank
night,

last

Joe

Schenck relieved himself of
soundest

the

of

several

argu-

ments yet advanced on sound
pictures and their place in the
industry's scheme of things.
Of the stampede toward

some of the
ing pictures, seem to lose
perspective and to assume
talking

picture

will

talk-

remember

the

that the picture

and

tainment

sound

only

and

an

The Picture

First

Right along, this humble fount of
expression has argued on
similar lines.
We have said, and
now repeat, that use of sound in pictures will approximate perfection if
the following formula is observed:
editorial

make
or

is

yoiu- picture a good
attraction. Then add
dialogue in sound, if

in

delicately

all

A

smaller
factor

and with

Russia
.Schenck is going to Russia. So is
Bennie Schulberg. Likewise Lubitsch.
Many eyes center on that mystery

The starkness

of the

vite's technique, blended with
ica's more expert production

MuscoAmerknowl-

edge, might easily lead to a

new

dramatic expression
sorelv needed.

which

in

N.

W. SESSiOtlS

—

twist
is

K ANN

Centering

on
and

Outcome of Wage
Sound Film Issues

—

St.
Louis Great interest is centered in the local labor situation and
the sound picture fight because of its
potentialities with belief that the local
situation may be general throughout
the county by Aug. 31, when many
of the musicians and operators and
stagehands unions' contracts with exhibitors expire.
St.
Louis exhibitors have asked
operators to accept a ten per cent
cut in wages and a reduction in scale
and number of men employed in
orchestras of smaller houses.
Musicians here are waging a strong fight
against sound pictures, and operators
have insisted on e.xtra men with

Page

St.

3)

"U" Expanding

Weinberg

—

local situation
significance.

Schenck, Sailing, Urges Care

Use of Sound and Dialogue
tongue

and

clime

understand

silent

pictures. Music and sound effects are also
international,
because all peoples can hear
as well as see. and there is very little
difference in taste as to music and interpretive

sounds.

may assume

national

Columbia Planning Sound
for "The Scarlet Woman"
'The Scarlet Woman" is to be
synchronized by Columbia for its
Broadway showing, with a theater
now being sought for presentation of
the picture for an extended run.

"But the talking picture is limited in apUnited Artists, who sailed last night
countries.
on the Homeric for a two months" peal to certain peoples of certain
The spoken word never has been international
time
he
stay abroad during which
Even in English-speakin its practicability.
will visit Russia to discuss conditions ing countries only certain pictures will perRACE
and arrange for U. A. distribution, as mit of spoken lines as an accessory. Even
with these there will be only occasional
France
well as England, Scandinavia,
instances of success. Talking pictures will
and Germany. In London, Schenck never displace the silent drama from its suBElWEENjUBLIX, fOX
picttire
to
premacy, or affect the appeal of motion picsecond
arrange
for
a
will
tures with synchronized music and special
meet the British quota law. This will sound
effects.
There will always be silent
be in addition to "Three Passions" pictures and pictures with musical and sound
Brooklyn exhibitors are watching
work.
is
at
Ingram
and with considerable interest the theater
international
distribution,
on which Rex
effects
for
mimber
limiteil
re- there will be a much more
Schenck
sound
Discussing
race now under way in the downwith dialogue.
marked;
town section between Publix and
"Over-enthusiastic producers believe be"Not all pictures can use the spoken word
Fox. The Brooklyn, a Class A PubBasically a motion picture cause the novelty of some talking pictures
to advantage.
because visual received unusual response from the public, lix house at Flatbush .\ve. Extenappeal,
in
international
is
and De Kalb .Ave. is bein>j
picture entertainment is almost exclusively that the basic screen entertainment will be sion

WATCH

straint.

land.

AWAIT

every

But

towns.

Cents

ern

in

to be handled
the greatest re-

5

Louis Convention of the eastMissouri and southern Illinois sound films.
Stagehands insist one
in Wis. and unit has been postponed until the lat- of their union must be employed if
ter part of July, and meanwhile, tht a mechanical
music instrument is
Michigan,
Says association will send a delegation to operated on the stage.
Racine, Wis.
Denying reports the convention called by W. A. StefThroughout the country, it is felt
that the Venetian is to be sold, Isaac fes, Northwest unit president, which by some here, exhibitors may seek to
Weinberg of Universal Theaters cir- is to be held on a lake steamer leav- cut wage overhead, because of general
business conditions.
cuit,
has installed Jack Gross as ing Duluth July 10.
On the other
manager of the house, to succeed
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the hand, the unions are regarded as just
Arthur Friedman.
association, Oscar Lehr, treasurer; as determined to keep present scales,
"Sale of the new theater is untrue,'' I. W. Rodgers of Cairo, 111.; who and to ward off threatened "encroachsaid Weinberg.
"It is the pride of was first president of the organiza- ments" of sound pictures, particularly
{Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)
so far as musicians and stagehands
are concerned.
For that reason, the
(Continued on

Sound effects must be used judiciouslj' and producers were urged to
Synchronized scores, great.
A
boon for the public and the theater watch their step by Joseph M.
operator in many big towns and, of Schenck, chairman of the board of
course,

lETING TO

ST. LOUIS

first run situation as it now
stands is adequate to take care of the
theater-going
population.
There-

will.

dialogue?

1927.

is

time, the

proper use of sound. Illuminating and enlightening.

you

pared with $5,404,899 for the
corresponding pyeriod, last year.
Operating profit was 59,150,843,
compared with 87,662,264 in

agog over

circuit

—

effects

is

profit of $6,377,101 is re-

ported by Loew's for the 40
weeks ended June 3. This com-

FIUI

an old theater held by the
under long-term lease and
no longer fills the needs of the organization in this city. At the same

is

Schenck has hit the bull's eye
the nail on the head. If you
do only one piece of business
today, make it your job to read
his sensible arguments on the

First

Row

Profits

now practically set
mean closing Loew's

would

Grand.
This

accessory."

PICTURE

— Film

noted recently,

the foundation of screen en-

still

Loew's

reports that the Loew circuit will acquire an interest and operation of
Universal's Capitol.
The deal, as

that

be

Price

Interest

lOtWKlimHTIO
Atlanta

their

only sort of picture in a short
time from now. It is important
to

1928

WAGE REDUCTIONS AND SOUND
FILM FIGHT MAY BE GENERAL
NWIIf ATLMt

by

excited

producers,

the success of

the

6.

Net

sound, he said

"Many

July

international

in

its

expression.

Peoples

of

superseded. It will not be."

Tim

{Continued on Page 2)
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especiailj-

de-

signed for military instruction has
been completed and shown in Washington ])efore a group of military of-

War

Dept.

It

is

War

the

in

officials

understood high
Dept. have ex-

pressed themselves as favoring the
use of such sound pictures for army
training films.

"King

Kings" with Sound

of

"Tlie King of Kings," synchronized by the RC.'\.-Photophone procSaturday at the
ess, opens a run

New York, at popular prices.
National release of the picture is
scheduled for Oct. 1.
Rivoli,

AMPA

Educational's new series of six
two-reel aviation subjects, which had
been tentatively designated as "Russ
Farrell Sky Rider" pictures will be
known as the "Russ Farrell Aviator"
Russ Farrell is the name of
g;roup.
these
of
character
principal
the
Reed
Thomson aviation stories.
Howes will be starred in the series.
Burtis is now on the Coast preparing the scenarios for these aviation
pictures from his most popular series
of

Russ

Schubert

Synchro nized

Film

Appoints Committees
At a closed meeting of the
yesterday a nominating and installation committee were appointed to
take care of the nomination of offi-

AMPA

cers

Songs," produced by
James A. FitzPatrick and synchronized by Victor Talking Machine Co.,
by the sound-on-disc method, is

coming

for the

crowd was

in

year.

A

large

attendance.

Dorothy Devore Back
Dorothy Devore, Educational com-

who will be starred in a
of six tvyo-reel comedies, returned to New York from Europe,
and now is on her way to Hollywood.
81,000,000 Pittsburgh Fire

— Nine

firemen were injured, four of whom are in the hospital,
in
a
$1,000,000 fire at the

Pittsburgh

stories.

Farrell

She has returned

riment.

the
infantry school at F'ort Benning, Ga.,
through joint efforts of Electrical Research Products, and the Fox-Case
Corp., producer of Movietone features, with the co-operation of the
at

225.

Educational Changes
Title of Aviation Series

1)

edienne,

was made

film

Cameo

here.

Paramount's

first

sound

short

sub-

ject.

dark for about

while

Paramount's First Sound Film
First Paramount sound picture is
"Warming Up," starring Richard
Dix. which is slated to open at the
Paramount, New York, July 14.

Votes Sunday
Pcek.skill,
to one. the

N.

si.x

Maurice Baker Quits Richmond Post
Richmond, Va.
Maurice Baker

—

lix

weeks.

Show Ban Repeal
Y.— By vote of five

board of trustees has repealed the ordinance permitting Sunday shows here.

Plans Ok'a. City Exchange
Continuing its naCity
(Jklahoma
Peking, 111. The Capitol is being
demolished and a new theater will tionalization program, Tiffany-Stahl
A.
here.
be built on the same site. The new plans to oiien an exchange
house is expected to be opened H. McLaughlin, district manager, recently was here seeking a site.
around the first of September.

New House

for Peking,

Tiffany

111.

—

—

Two

Producers Return
Merian Cooper and K. B. Schocdproduced "Crass" and
sack, who
"Chang" for Paramount have arrivea
in

New York

after

making

a

ture for the same ctimpany.
locale of their production has
been revealed.

pic-

The

Bradock Gets Michigan City Post
Michigan City. Ind. G. E. Braddock is new manager of the Fitz-

—

patrick

& McElroy

formerly
Quincy,

not
J.

managed

theaters here.
the Orpheuni

He
at

Berkowitz in N. Y.
Samuel Berkowitz, Coast repre-

WAFILMS,

office,

Inc.

Walter A. Putter, Pre*.
for

Library Stock Scenes
W. 46th St.. New York

130

Bryant 8181

consulting with

whom

to

at

of
for

she

Budd Rogers.

"Lights of New York" Opening
Premiere of Warners' "The Lights
of New York," first all-talking picture, is scheduled at midnight tonight at the Strand, New York. The
jjicture is part of an "all-talkie" bill.

is

Two More Exchanges

under

in

Joe Miller is manager of the new
Buffalo exchange of Columbia, while
C. R. Halligan is handling the Albany
branch. Austin Interrante is covering
the Syracuse territory, with Walter
Foster traveling the Rochester zone.

The two branches were opened

sections.

Harry Fox

—

M.

as

C.

Indianapolis
Harry Fox opens
July 7 as master of ceremonies at the
Palace.

SANDEN

A. G.

Pen and Ink Artist
Drawings

Motion Picture

for

PRESS SHEETS
If

your telephone is within reach
am I
'Phone BRYant 4073

—

145

W.

A

45th St.

Million Feet o£

Everything
FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220

W. 42nd

St.

Room

Phone Wisconsin 0248

the

South Bend, Ind.

Remodeling at Pawhuska, Okla.
Pawluiska. Okla.
Remodeling and
redecorating is to cost $7,500 at the
Jackson.

—

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION
POSSESSES

1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

FREE
Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

EVERYTHING
p.

EVERYWHERE

re-

cently by Cecil B. Maberry, who now
is completing the nationalization program of the company, which has resuited in its own branches in all

Pub-

GOES

re-

Columbia Chain Opened

TO

111.

sentative of Gotham Prod., is in New
York, for a week's visit at the honu'

CaU

Paramount,

in

summons from

for

the Coast to expedite production of
"Show Boat." His daughter, Rosabelle,
Maurice and Mrs. Fleckles
and his secretary, J. H. Ross, and
family, accompanied him.

Reopens Brown's Valley House
Harry
Brown's Valley, Minn.
resigned as manager
It has
Smith has reopened the Bijou.
redecorated, Mosque to manage a house
and
remodeled
was

America

contract, to play lead opposite Richard Dix in "Moran of the Marines."

Studio 602

Laemmle Leaves for Coast
Carl Laemmle left yesterday

to

sponse to an urgent

so

".Schubert's

—

in

is

(Continued from Page

series

The

1928

6.

Watch Theater Race Ruth Elder in N. Y.;
Play Opposite Dix
Between Publix, Fox Ruth To
Elder
back
New York.
rushed to completion for opening on
Labor Day.
Likewise, Fox's Savoy, at Flatbush
Ave. and Nevins St. is now having
finishing touches applied in order to
open it on Labor Day. The situation will be unique in the history of
exhibition in Brooklyn.
Both tbeaters are de luxe houses.
Roxy will
probably have a good deal to do with
the staging of the opening show at
the Savoy.
A Publi.x unit will go
into the Brooklyn.
In the meantime, a number of
heads are shaking seriously these
days. A good deal of conjecture has
arisen over the changes in the situation which will be developed when
the two houses open.
Around the
corner at Fulton and Rockwell Place
is
the Mark Strand.
Across the
street is the Orpheum.
A few blocks
removed is the Albee, a gorgeous
theater which formerly housed twoa-day vaudeville.
In the immediate
zone is the Metropolitan, Loew theater which has consistently made
monej' for the circuit. On Livingston
S't.
is
the
Melba, formerly
Keeney's but now a link in the Loew
circuit.
The Montmartre, an "arty"
theater is a runner-up on Fulton St.
There are a few others in the immediate environs to add to the mer-

ficials.

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Army

Friday, July

u

Andrews

Ty/lanageT

612

..

/
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Loew Deal with, "U"
to Narrow Field
(Continued from Fatje

MONEY RATE

LEAVES HARK
Money

especially

days,

these

few days, leaving
certainty
flected

ONXHANGE

havoc

playing

is

in

its

the market
last
the
during

with

wake an

trends.

future

in

Quotations

of

un-

was

re-

air

This

by the violent gyrations of the leaders
stocks joining in with the
example of its erratic perform,

with amusement

An

others.

was shown Monday and Tuesday. On
7 '/> to 10
the former day money rose from
and on the latter day renewal figure was 8,
which rapidly dwindled away to 5 at the
Anomolous with the market, prices
closing.
rose when monev soared and declined pre
when plentiful funds were at
cipitatelv
hand; but, the situation has taken a deeded
turn with monev now hovering about 5 per
ance

stocks are
cent,
prices attempting
for the year.

surging
reach

to

ahead

to

higher

their

high

levels

Warner Bros, may
leaders of amusement
stocks, each gaining ground daily with turnPararnount
over mounting at each session.
and Waris 2K' points from high; Fox 13 54
These figures indicate the
ner Bros. iVi.
strength of the stocks and appearances presage that it will not be long before they will
be hitting new highs.
Paramount,

well

be

cited

and

Fox
as

the

Yesterdav's money requirements stirred ac-

Renewing at 6 the rate
Film shares were strong
2:30.
while Warner Bros, most volatile of the
group. Opening with 'i gain the issue soared
trading.
to AOYi at the last few minutes of
The reaching ami closing at this figure
caused no iTttle excitement among traders.
tion

in

fell to

all'

five

issues.

at

plugging ahead at full force.
is
on spirited
issue netted a gain of
trading in view of the fact that a directors
It is
meeting is to be held on Aug. 15.
most likely that parity of the split-up will
transition took place
be then determined.
Consolidated Film Industries from the
in
It is abbreviated as
Curb to the Exchange.
CFM, offering 8 per cent dividends.

m

Paramount

The

A

Saving of Paramount and
Loew on Film Estimated

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

Seat.
(is

.

.

30.

.

Low

101 li

I0U4 101/i

Close

(s)
(s)

& Katz
Con Fm. Ind

•(s)
(c)
.,.,
'(s)
(s)
(c)

*(c)
(b)

do

24M

Kodak

do
Film

pfd.

iVi

First Nat. pfd

Fox Fm. "A" 79
Fox Thea. "A" 27%
93!^

.

.

.

93!^
54 /j
103

Cap
P.
Orph. Cir. ...
...
do pfd.

i

55H

1,400
100

8

(s) M.

\9Yi
82

i9J4
82

Para. F-L ...129^ 1263/4
99
do 6s 47 .... 99yz
101/.
•(b) Par.By.5!/2s51.102
(b)

Pathe
do "A"
do 7s 37

Roxy "A."
do
do

5 54

19/8
82
129
99 V4

3,300
1,300

units

.

.

.

com.

.

.

.

2yM
31

W

5 /•

38

Skouras

Bros.
Stanley Co.
.

4m
5/

(o) Technicolor
(c) Trans-Lu-K
12
(o) United Art.
80
do pfd.
(o)
2
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
78
do pfd.
(o)
(c) Univ. Pict.
do pfd.
*(s)
Bros., 33 54
(c) Warner
do "A"
(s)
(c-b) do 6;/2S 28. .121
* Last Prices Quoted.
.

17/2

.

41
34

41-4

3/8

'3^

3M

.

.

(b)

.

.

40^

Schulberg Going to
Russia in September

office executives.

In September, Schulberg
abroad for three months,

"Loew's, Inc., on its annual consumption of 100,000,000 ft. will save
$250,000 this vear or about 19 cents
a share on its 1,325,925 shares of
common," declares the newspaper.

Pathe Calls Meeting to
Cut Stock Book Value
Authorization to reduce stated value
of Class A. preference stock and common to $1 a share on the bond sheet,
will be asked of Pathe stockholders
The
at a special meeting July 23.
stock has been carried at the stated
value of $3,743,935. Pursuant to rec-

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

15

West

Los Angeles Sudden illness which
followed a beach party proved fatal

88"

40H

Coast

—

to Sid Smith, comedian.

15

97
33^4

in the annual rereserve of $3,000,000
has been set up against advances to
producers, inventories and
outside
other contingencies. This makes advisable the reduction of the stated
value of the stock to avoid showing
a balance sheet deficit.

a

Years Old

-

ant

in

ceremony and casual

sports,

this territory is covInvents of the day are filmed
ered.
The
for showing the same evening.
iiverage weekly release is 1,000 feet.

happenings

in

b5 Chicago and suburban
movie houses subscribe to the ser-

More than
vice.

field is Chicago, The
Screen Service has, on
several occasions, covered important

Although

Daily

its

News

national

events.

The Daily News
pilot,

Shirley

J.

In many of these.
airplane and its staff
Short, holder of the
aviation trophy, have

collaborated.

3,200
7.200

121

^_

Taurog with Fox
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Norman Taurog has
joined the Fox directorial forces.
West

Coast

—

KiC>A%Y \^AT

1

Bond Market.

(c) Curb Market,
(o) Over the Counter
(s) Stock Exchange.

(Bid and Asked).

^

EXHIBITORS

lOTE: Ualaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley. Ph iladelphia.

SWEAR BY—
NOT AT

EDWARD B. SMITH

THE WORLD

&C0.

RENOWNED

KRAZY

Members New York, Philadelphia

and Boston

Stock Exchanges

KAT
CARTOONS

Corporate
Financing

Animated by
Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

THE SCREAM OF THE SCREEN

«**»»-—

PRODUCED AND PRESENTED BY

CHARLES B. MINTZ

ommendation made
port,

Now Two

Chicago — Chicago Daily N'cw>
Screen Service has just completed its
second year, as a newsreel. owned,
edited and operated by The Daily

Sid Smith Dies

200

a foot

states.

is

going

85

3^/8
38'4
121

purpose of resurrecting the .\llied States Ass'n. as
a national exhibitor organization.

famous Harmon

Reduction of raw stock to one cent

from 1.25 cents, recently announced by Eastman Kodak, will
save Paramount an estimated $350,000 this year. The Wall St. Journal
This is equal to approxideclares.
mately SO cents a share on the 687,The com379 shares outstanding.
panv last year used around 140,000,000 'ft. of raw film, the publication

1)

circuit.

trends.

.

.

who

lake, callecl for the

Instead of
News. More than 100 consecutive reselling any of our holdings we have
leases have been issued by the seran expansion program calling for
vice since its inception July 5. 1926.
three new theaters in Wisconsin and
Chicago and its sufield
is
Its
three more in Michigan."
The picturesque and importburbs.

Universal

.About
four weeks will be spent in Russia
surveying production conditions and

41 '4

b'A
39
41

(Continued from Page

the

B. P. Schulberg, Paramount production executive and Harry (joetz,
'.ioo
assistant treasurer of the company,
100
6,200 are en route from Hollywood to New
24 York for a conference with home

5

5

in Wis.

100

69^

....

.

"Vi
10

4

17'/,

18

'

102'

.

.

4,600
10,300

93 ^^

103
16-4
do 6s 41ww. 10854 108'/2 108/i
(b)
100
99
6s4Ix-war.
100
do
Vi
(b)
25-5/8
25?^
(s) M-G-M pfd. .. 25 -Ji

(s)
(s)
(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

'566

13

Intern. Proj
Keiths 6s 46.

56
(s) Loew's Inc.
...103
do pfd.
(s)
do deb. rts
•(c)

(s)
(s)
(s)

and
Michigan, Weinberg Says

100
600

24.K

178
124
3/,
3/.
104
79
77
27.^
27

175

178

Insp

24^

1>

Chicago's Newsreel

"U" Expanding

74^i
14/8

pfd.

East.

2I)U

from I'age

L 4>ntinued

will coniprise the "observers."
will attend the sessions on the

lion,

Sales

35

Bal.

*(s)

Await N. W. Sessions
t

tlie

let.

High

Louis Meeting to

St.

1)

deal for the Capitol would
give
Loew the representation it
needs, while Universal would be relieved of its operation and gain a
new partner in the theater without
sacrificing its .Atlanta first run outfiire,

RISE IN

,

special

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

up against it:— we cant deeidc
W^ kaf is tke 1>esit selling an^le on
re

rvY e

L

Help us and share

$100
PRIZE
FN
S
FOR THE BEST ANSWERS!
A

Special so big

publicity

We

so dynamic

get across

How

FOUR

has not one but

powerful

and advertising angles.

Drama
we can

it

shall

we

its

tell

it

will

fill

any house

at

any show

—

if

greatness to the public.

—How would you
—And pay

them?

want your opinion.

for

we'll

tell

them?

it!

i

In 4 successive trade paper adver^sements we will d
scribe the 4 main box-office elements of *'THE BARKER.

Look them over and decide which in your opinion
the strongest appeal. Then tell us, in 250 words or less,

h;
tl

THE WRITERS OF THE TW
BEST LETTERS WILL RECEIVE ^25.00 EACH IN CASI
—AND THE NEXT FIVE, ^10.00 EACH.
reason for your selection.

Only

theatre owners and managers are eligible.
Mail your answer not later than July 30th, addressed to Advertising Manager, First National
Pictures, 383 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

Three executives of this company will act as
judges. In case of a tie for any one of the 7 prizes,
the same award will be given to both contestants.

The winning letters will be published in the trade
Journals at the earliest possible date.
Selling Angle No. 1 is given on this page. The
next will appear in Motion Picture News, July 7th
'""*•
First National Pictures, Inc.

—

HILTON SILLS
Dorothy NACKAILI
with

and BETrr

CONPSON

A 6EOR6E

FITZNAUmCi
PRODUCTION
Pretented by Richard A. Rowland. From the play by
Kenyan Ntchotlson. Stage production by Charles L.
Wagner. Adaptation by Benjamin Clazer

1st

of tke 4 l»i^ selling angles

.

A

,

.

Barker"

*'Tlie

is tk<

STARTLING BEHIND-THE-SCENES EXPOSE

For the first time, the lowdown on the touring tent-show racket.
Blazing color of the Carnival
The lure of the midway's lights and
banners
The loves and hates passions raw and naked that lie
behind the painted smiles of the strangest lot of picturesque characters
the screen has ever shown.
.

on

.

.

—

—

smihng hula dancer, super-vamp out front

.

.See

but backstage she's
Motion Picture Nffit/t ltil-\i

.

.

eating her heart out because she can't hold the one

—

man

—

she loves.

The Barker smooth as marble and twice as hard but soft as anj
mother about his boy.
Murder, hate, jealousy, despair to the tune of a cheap brass band
And a desperate helter-skelter battle when the piercing cry "Hey
Rube!" turns the carnival into chaos in the flicker of an eye!

—

—
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Price 25 Cents

'K^

the entire
^^^ industry to match
this line-up of

UNIVERSAL SUPER
5

AMAZING NEW SUPER SERIALS

TARZAN THE MIGHTY
An

WATCH
UNIVERSAL
announcements for

the

sensation
chronization and

syn-

REAL

in

with Natalie Kingston and Frank Merrill. Directed by Jack Nelson.
original serial produced by Universal by special arrangement with Edgar Rice
Burroughs, author of "Tarzan of the Apes," "The Cave Girl," etc., etc.

THE FINAL RECKONING
THE MYSTERY RIDER

24 THE COLLEGIANS
CARL LAEMMLE Jr's Universal Junior Jewels— 2

talking

pictures.

Ask your
ehow you

Lucky Rabbit -1 Reelers

Winkler Productions

IN

HOLLYWOOD

on

Winners.
to

STERN BROTHERS- 2
13
in

LAEMMLE NOVELTIES
Something new under the sun

Reel Comedies

SNOOKUMS

13

"THE NEWLYWEDS AND THEIR BABY"
Universal Junior Jewels

13
13

MIKE AND IKE
LET GEORGE DO

IT

BUSTER BROWN

list.

UNIVERSAL
DOMINATES

THE ENTIRE FIELD

52

ACTION FEATURETTES-2

QUALITY AND
PULLING

— 104 a year— Released thru

.liversal

isident.

Member, Motion

THE SHOWMAN'S
GUIDE TO FILM

Reel Thrillers

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL
—it's the Jewel of the Newsreels! 2 each week

POWER

13

starring Arthur Lake

Exchange
the

HORACE

13

B'way in three weeks is
the proof of Universal's
undisputed leadership in
Office

OSWALD-the

26

features

Universal

Box

Heelers

With the Original Collegian Cast

9
big

THE PIRATES OF PANAMA
THE DIAMOND MASTER

For Over Ten Years

Film Daily

Revieifirs

The Recognized Authority

GET BOX OFFICE
WISE AND READ

THE LOWDOWN
ON FILMS EACH
WEEK

They're off in the 1928-1929 Short Features

What

Sweepstakes! Favorites in the lead!

From

the world's greatest

comedy

plant

a start!

— the big

— to the Ec/ucat/ona/Home Office

EducationalSiudios

comes this confidential message:
"Have finished first Big Boy-Juvenile Comedy,
first Mermaid Comedy, with Al St. John, and first
Tuxedo Comedy. Previewed all of them. Previews

show each
in

its

picture at least equal of best ever

brand. Wally Lupino, playing

solo feature role in
8

ability. Picture

Two-Reel

first

made

two-reel

the Tuxedo, shows exceptional

got great reception

at

8 Two-Reel

preview."

BIG BOY-JUVENILE

LUPINO LANE
COMEDIES

They're

off!

Are your

bets

on

COMEDIES

the favorites—

Educational Pictures?

8 Two-Reel

with

6 Two-Reel

6 Two-Reel

IDEAL COMEDIES

DOROTHY DEVORE

RUSS FARRELL

JERRY DREW

COMEDIES

Aviator
16 Two-Reel

witlj

REED HOWES

12 One-Reel

MERMAID COMEDIES

LYMAN

OUR WORLD TODAY
A Modern

TUXEDO COMEDIES

HOWE'S

HODGE-PODGE

{jack White Productions}

6 Two-Reel

H.

Screen Magazine

26 One-Reel

CAMEO COMEDIES

KINOGRAMS
First

Among News

•^uryUiu^
Prestticnt

'

Reels

I

I

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES.

1

(TSdcccaturncz/ ^^£iu/Lu)

Inc.

Member, Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America. Inc.
Will H. Hays. President

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

I

—

Sound Film Views on Coast

Differ,

Academy Finds

iTHE

AHDWEEKLY
o/'FILMDOM
XLV

VOL.

FILH DIGEST

No. 6

Sunday, July

8,

1928

Price 25 Cents

MEETING TO RESURRECT ALLIED
BRANDT SAYS
STATES ASS'N IS CALLED OFF

INDEPENDENT OUTLOOK
BRIGHT,

Never before has

tlie outlook for
independent producer-distributor
been more favorable than it is today,
according to Joe Brandt, president

the

of

Columbia Pictures.
"At the very outset,"

Brandt,
"let me make clear that by 'Independent' I mean just such a company
as Columbia Pictures, which confines
all its energies and resources to the

making and distributing of motion
pictures and has no theater affiliations.

"My

views

the probable
course of events from the independent standpoint are graphically emblazoned for all the industry to see
in our program of production for the
1928-1929 season.
"In the Perfect 36 we have outlined a greater production schedule
than ever before.
have arranged
as

to

We

spend somewhere between $4,00(1,000 and $5,000,000 to bring this proto

the screen.
Our line-up,
even before a single picture went into
production, represented the investment of thousands and thousands of
spared no
dollars for vehicles.
expense in getting together the sort
of story material we know the boxoffices of the country are seeking.
"We certainly would not have gone to all

gram

New

said

Presaging

ON STAGE AND MUSIC

nounces the new Model H
Motiograph De Luxe.
The
new machine is the result of

West

eliminate

Bureau.
-

FUM

TIlll

— Sound

DAILY

pictures

will

crews, masters of
ceremonies and large orchestra prologues, Sid Graunian predicted at a
general meeting of the .Academy of
M. P. Arts and .Sciences.
Prof. Thomas True.blood of the
University of Michigan
predicted
talking pictures will help standardized spoken English throughout the
world.
Lawrence Grant urged that
theater ami^lifiers be adjusted to re-

of experimentation.
of new features are
embodied.
It's a
companion
projector to the Motiograph

De Luxe.
For detailed description of
new model Motiograph
turn to "Theater Equipment
the

and Manaf/cm.ent" ov page

Coast

Hollywood

A

months
number

10.

stage

(Coiitimied on Paiic 4)

Interest

heavy investment entailed hy a greatly
augmented production schedule if we had not
(Continued on Page 12)

Reaction to All-Talker

Bufifalo
of

—

Within

members

co-operative

Rochester, N. Y.

newly-formed

— Regorshine Corp.,

company,

has taken
over operation of four Schine neighborhood theaters here, under a pool
recently completed by Schine and the
Regorson Corp. The theaters are the
Riviera, State. Liberty and Webster.
(Continued on

bill.

Page

2)

a
in

month, the
the exhibitor

formed here

will reach
S. Pfeiffer.

according to Sidney
More than
organizer of the group.

200,

100 theaters are enrolled in the association, which will operate under
name of Mutual Ass'n of M. P. Exhibitors.
Incorporators are: Meyer

Schine, Gloversville; A. Charles

Hay-

man, Niagara Falls; Jules E. MichBuffalo.

Theater Battle Seen by
New Ithaca Alignments

—

Ithaca, N. Y.
This city is anticipating a real theater battle as a result of two projects which will inThe
crease the seat total by 2,700.
population here is 20,000 and by fall
there will be six theaters in opera-

called

off,

according

Rembusch, secretary

to
Frank J.
of the unaffili-

exhibitor group.
The large
of reservations received overtaxed the facilities of the Duluth to
Port .Vrthur, Ont.. lake steamer.
aboard which the convention was to
have been held July 10 to 12.
The plan was for a simultaneous
convention of the Northwest unit
and leaders from other states, who

ated

number

planned to respond to the StefFes'
Negotiations poured in rapidly, according to Rembusch, reacliing
a point which made necessary calling
off of the convention.
call.

Members

of the unaffiliated exhibsays, called attention to the fact that an agreement was made at the Trade PracConference last October that
tice
itor

group,

Rembusch

another conference
October, 1928.

"They

Deep
MONDAY:

in the

Bag

There was never any doubt

al)out

it

in the

would

be

held

are insisting that this
(Continued on Page 2)

meet-

Quota Bill Fails of
Passage at Singapore
work
Quota bill, proposed in Singapore,
first

All the folks who know how these matters
themselves out, realized that West Coast would get the clear- failed to pass and has been withances it asked for. .Slight revision here and there, to be sure, but the drawn, according to cable advices received by Mai F. L. Herron of the
carefully wrought protection plan, the most advanced and probably
foreign department of the Hays orthe most drastic so far concocted, remains well nigh untouched. For ganization.
instance, one w.k. sales manager objected to the original wording
covering the protective zone sought by West Coast in San Francisco.
The agreement read something or other 'bout 'Frisco Class A houses
Victor at Studios
place.

the entire exchange district.
So Hermann Wobber and Harold Franklin, seeing as how the
weather was hot anyway, broke up the protection into counties

being served ahead of any other theater

in

fourteen of them. And when you dope it all out. the earthquake towm
hasn't lost a square inch of territory. Nary an inch.
One million, five hundred thousand iron men the fellows whose
voices sound loudest and land hardest— have been corraled by the
American Federation of Musicians to campaign against the introduction.
It'.s
Ithaca Theaters Co., has the Strand, tion of mechanical music in American theaters.
a cinch the
Crescent and Lyceum, Garry G. Clark
it apparent
is
stampede toward sound won't be checked. Likewise,
and D. H. Malone have the Happy
(Continued on Page 12)

—

Indianapolis
Convention called by
A.
StefFes,
president
of
the
Northwest Exhibitor Ass'n, for the
purpose of resurrecting the .\llied
.States Ass'n, as the nucleus nf a
new national exhibitor unit, has been

in

Predicted for

Upstate Exhibitor Co-op
number

Pooling of Theaters in
Rochester Is Completed

in Public

Great interest tlirougiiout the trade
centers in public reaction to "Lights
of New York," first all-talking picture,
which began its run at the Mark
Strand New York, at a midnight
It is part of an all-Vitapremiere.

phone

Mark

Keen

is

\V.

to

the

aels,

for All Attending
Cited as Reason

keen

competition
in the projector field,, Enterprise Optical Co., today an-

We

200

Lack of Accommodations

GRAUMAN SEES BIG CUT

Projector

—

(Continued on

Page

3)

.

.

.

l\esl Coast Bur.

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Victor

Talking

Machine Co. is opening a plant
in Hollywood to make records
and aid producers in synchronSixty employes
izing pictures.
will be maintained.

Other developments in the
sound picture field will be
found on page 4.
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THERE'S

no stopping this guy, L.
O. (Sea Lion) Lukan, who's do-

ing his stuff at First National's Seattle branch.
"Luke" has just closed
a contract for 20 Seattle first runs

weeks.

13

in

Salesmanship?

And

how.

//viir.r. 10-11

12

M-G-M

doing

is

its

for ad-

bit

vancement of aviation by removing
the clause from players' contracts
prohibiting them from riding in airplanes.
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Six

runs

first

four

in

weeks in
which any

6

Los Angeles

6

company may be proud, so there is
little
wonder that J. H. Goldberg,
western division manager for Colum-

6

7

bia,

a feat of

is

receiving

is

congratulations.

225.

Not the America, Denver
Denver

Pooling of Theaters in
Gall off Meeting
Rochester Is Completed
to Resurrect Allied
(Continued from Paqc 1)

Financial

Tcrm,>^ of the

Low

High

Am.

Seat.
...
(c-b) do 6s 36
Bal. & Katz
Fm. Ind.
(c) Con
(s)

(c)
(s)

(s)

do
East.

34^

14^

14;/,

178

.178

.

pfd
*(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

do

Fox Fm. "A" 78J4
Fox Thea. "A" 27f^

77|/5

26-4
Pro]
93
(b) Keiths 6s 46.. 93!/^
-'55'/4
.. 551^
(s) Loew's Inc.
41ww.l09^
W^Vi,
do 6s
(b)
IOO/2
6s41x100/2
war.
do
(b)
*(s) M-G-M pfd
*(s) M. P. Cap
*(s) Orph. Cir
*(s)
do pfd
128
F-L ...129
(s) Para.
"(c-b) do 6s 47
102
(h) Par.By.5!^s51.102
4^
4!^
(s) Pathe
17!/2
...
17/2
(s)
do "A"
68^
7s
37
..
do
68-M
(b)
31
30
(0) Roxy "A"
34
31
do units
(o)
5/.
do com.
(o)
39
37
(o) Skouras Bros.
41^ 41
Stanley Co.
7
5/2
*(o) Technicolor
3M
3J4
(c) Trans-Lux
15
12
(o) United Art.
85
80
(o)
do pfd.
2
(o) I'niv. Ch. com.
88
... 78
do pfd.
(o)
*(c) Univ. Pict
do pfd
*(s)
33 ^i
Bros.. 33^
(c) Warner
iWi
do "A" ... 41/2
(s)
*(c-b) do 6/,s 28
*(c)

34

200

>4

loiM

pfd

Kodak

Sales

Close

34^4

Intern.

74 14
14/2
2434
178
124
3/2
104
78
26

'366
'266

2,000
6,500

M

13

"6

93V4
55!4
109-4
10014

3,800
1

1

25.5/8

82
128'/,

99 J4
102

of influenza.
.She was brouKht to
the Hollywood hospital in a critical
condition.

be

—

of the

41

200

'3M

that

1)

the

Trade Commission again

Federal

be

repreendeavor to
trade practices to be instituted in the industry,
as was promised and as nnist eventually come about."

sented,"

he

continued,
cause fair

"in

an

Passaic

House Reopening

—

Amusement

Rutherford

Co.

Special Showing for "Lonesome"
Special
showing of "Lonesome"
will be given July 10 by the National

15

97
1,800
10,200

121

Board of Review under auspice.s of
its committee on exceptional pictures
at the Engineering Societies Auditorium,

New

York.

Co.,

FBO

Cuts

Taking

Kansas City
Reported Being Planned

—

Kansas City Imperial Prod, has
plans for a studio here, according to
'The Kansas City Star." James A.
Fitzgerald will direct the pictures, it
is
said.
Alice Calhoun is declared

Condensed Regional Issue
Seattle— M.
an innovation
each alternate

densed

Record has started
regional publishing,
week publishing a conP.

in

To Five-Day Week

effect

put the five day
tion

at

its

Saturday, FBO will
week plan into ac-

home

New York,
day Saturday.

office.

releasing employes

all

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
Vy^gN Vop GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
1437 BWAY.

NY

ALSO 25.0OO

TEU.5580 PENN.
COSTUMES TO RENTIZ

issue.

Silvey

at Frisco House
Francisco Jay Perry Silvev
has been named house manager of
the Embassy. He formerly was with
Will King at Seattle.

San

mVf,

and

Howard, Atlanta, has

Passaic, N. J.
Under management of Henry J. McHune, the Re.x,
closed in April on account of litigation, is being reopened by the East

33^

held

Morrison Gets Dallas Post
Dallas
Ernest Morrison, former under contract.

manager

1

—

Hobart, Ind., House Reopens
Hobart, Ind.— Sam Routes has reopened the Strand after remodeling.

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION
^mf

1000 Pages
Cloth

(s)

Stock Exchange.

lOTE: Balaban & Katz

is

listed in

Stanley,

Chicago

Ph iladelphia.

Ban on "City Without Jews"

Lifted

Controversy over the (iermaii film,
•'The City Without Jew.s," which
threatened to ro to the court of appeals,
was abruptly ended today
when James W. Wingate, head of
New York censors, rescinded the ban
which had been put on the exhibition

Let

IJs

Solve Your Prohlemsl

Bound

FREE
TO

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Film Daily

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

SUBSCRIBERS

Stebbins,

COVERS

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

the

Fifth Avenu'.Playhouse. As a result, the film will
be presented at the Fifth Avenue
Playhouse the week beginning Saturday.
at

—

Bebe Daniels is conrecovery from an attack

been named manager of the Palace.

68M

Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).

fihn

Hollywood
tinuing: her

300

17'/2

(o)

this

{Continued from Page

ing

THE FILM DAILY Studio at

Bureau.

Coast

3,500

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,

of

West

1,300
....

(b)

Louis;

other
acquisition
of
Rochester houses by the company.
The Regorson firm is to supervise
Five other
buying for the houses.
theaters of the city are declared seeking to join the combine.

and

building

8
19S/8

•

Skouras, St.

for

Bebe Daniels Improving

.

•

agreement provide

— American

Tlieater Operheaded by A. L. Glassman, lias taken over the American,
Salt Lake City, and not the America.
Denver, as previously reported. The
.\merica, Denver, former Universal
house, is operated by Aladdin Theater Corp., headed by H. B. Hufifman.
The company has a long term lease
on the theater.

ating

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

3040

EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

/
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that the unions intend cluttering the
road of exhibitors with as many obstacles as they can lock grips.
No signatures yet. Sorta looks
.

like

Katz are not very

When

the

smoke

astonished

lie

if

far apart

Blank string which sprawls its
length throughout Iowa, Nebraska
and some of Illinois. What Abe will
do then appears now to be in the
when this busilap of the gods but

—

worms

its

way

into the bones,

Meaning
hard to shake it ofT.
that, if .A-be does sell, he'll probably
be back in harness again before many
months have past.
it's

.

Many

.

.

business
The latest centers in and
prove it.
around Madison, Wis., where, 'tis
instances

in

tlie

Saxe boys are
around with theaters again.
said,

the

in the

(Continued from Faye

seckmK wage cuts from of>craand musicians. The weather's
been bad.
Uncmploynient i.
fierce.
Box office receipts— but why

arc
tors

Bag

reach an understanding among
Class A houses so that one theater wouldn't run away from his
neighbors in point of elaborate and
expensive presentations.
Swell plan
and entirely feasible if the boys can
be persuaded to forget their petty
to

tiie

jealousies
and
monument-building
ideas long enough.
Now Loew is
about to take over the Capitol from
Universal in a partnership deal and
intends closing down the antedated
CJrand.
All of which negotiations
bring the pool lots closer.
.

messing

...

.

Reflections

Up

there,
this is considered as a forerunner of
their return to exhibition.
Gotham throws open the doors of

.

Wednesday: Independence Day and
a

chance to shake the heat of the

for the cool of the country.
It
to get away from motion
pictures, trade problems and the like.
Certainly we thought that up there on
the Hudson where gorgeously woodcity

not

tile
j(il)
L'l
any uiie Cunipanv.
Keeping pictures before the eyes and
in the niinds of the American theatergoer is an industry matter of very
generous projjortions indeed.
Why
a sterner propaganda is not maintained week ill and w'eek out, over
the inontlis and into the years to
keep alive and further pique the pui)lic's desire to throng picture houses

never has been clear to

u>.

Pipes of Peace
Thursday:

It was a lengthy meetbut when the perspiring committees threw open the barred doors,

ing,

Theaters Owners Chamber of
and the Sapiro group
emerged as blood brothers. Now that
in itself carries more import
than
appears on the surface. Particularly
so, in view of a certain letter wiiicli
Mr. Sapiro is understood to have
written to the New York Film Board
some weeks ago in which he passed
some remarks about the T.O.C.C.
which could not be construed as being nice, no matter how generously
the

Commerce

three more offices and the business
of nationalizing its exchange system
right
Stepping
apace.
continues
More on the way, we're inalone.

was great

formed

ed
hills
dip majestically down to
lapping waters the opportunity to
commune with nature would present
itself without interruption by prosaic
discussions on films.
But no, it was
not to be.
Some of the dear old one's soul is constituted.
puljlic finally turned the conversation
At any rate, both groups have nowinto pictures.
One fellow we'll call discovered they are facing several
him Smith or Jones, since there must problems in common. And the outbe untold numbers like him said:
look does not appear to be very

in

whispers.

.

.

.

Mr. Hays Travels West
Tuesday:
wood-bound.

The General

is

Holly-

Going

right through
except for a brief visit to Junior who
is learning how to squadright at the
Culver Military Academy. Hays will
get a close-up of military strategy
as it is imparted to the youngsters
and then move on to Los Angeles.
In which place he will find a merry
And it's all
offensive under way.
There will be
over sound pictures.

—
—

"I'm tired of underworld pictures. bright. No secret about it. The indo they make so many of dependents in the New York zone
them?"
have just gone plumb worrisome over
And another remarked:
conditions.
Tiiey make no bones
very
many
pictures fall wide about.
"So
Claim
their backs are smack
meetings and discussions and conof the mark since the stories are against the wall of desperation and
fabs and in every one of 'em, sound
made to revolve around an impossible that they don't know what to do.
will cut a very wide swath....
situation.
Why do they do that?"
Rentals are high, say they, and apJudge Martin, sitting in the PhilaAnd yet again:
pear to be traveling higher for
delphia Court of Common Pleas, raps
"I haven't seen a really good film next season.
All of which, they
the gavel.
Sound pictures must be in so long that I've simply foregone agree, is very much of an impossible,
submitted to censorship in the sover- what once was a regular habit in unbearable and very tough situation.
eign state of Pennsylvania, he de- favor of other things."
Naturally, the question is one of
crees. Seems innocuous and not terOther comment was made. But it what to do? And this is their decisribly important.
Only it is. This is seemed to us that the chap who ad- ion: All exhibs in the territory liave
why: If the censors cut action, the mitted he had given pictures the air been advised to lay off film buys
synchronized score loses its continu- made the severest indictment of them pending further recommendations of
ity.
If they trim dialogue, the situall.
Others have indulged in the the two groups.
Well, that's any
ation becomes worse.
Which leaves same remark. The public's interest exhibitors' privilege but he has to
the producer up a good-sized tree. in pictures has not been undermined. remember that he's gambling in fuThere is only one way out, as we We cannot believe this is the case tures.
If the boys don't strike a
see it.
That is a test case which and offer as proof the heavy business deal, there'll be many a panicky thewould carry the decision clean up which the good attraction always ater owner in the big town along
the rungs of the legal ladder until rolls up at the box-ofifice.
However, about Labor Day. Dark screens are
the highest tribunal in the state ren- every observer who is honest will poison.
ders its decision. It should and must concede that product has failed to
The maneuvering in the dark is at
be done if for no other reason than live up to the promises made for it. an end. Loew is openly in the fight
to offset the effect of Pennsylvania's And there you have the explanation
Now watch the fur
against Sapiro.
decision on the other censor states.
of the growing indifTerence of the fly.
You know, Metro came pretty
The boys are waxing childish. man in the street toward his celluloid close to a deal with Sapiro on next
Meaning Balaban and Katz and the entertainment.
Then it broke up and
year's stuff.
The causes that contribute to the what is happening now is just the
Marks Bros.
Spending loads of
money on talent to offset each, other present situation, are several. Each beginning. For instance, Metro has
in Chicago.
Adding to the operating company, to begin with, is turning sold away from one Sapiro member
nut by indulging in a war of words out too many pictures. Release dates in Brooklyn and from another in the
via Windy City newspapers.
Fool- pile up on each other and often the Harlem section of New York. 'Tis
ishness.
Wouldn't you think that studios have a helluva time meeting reported other contracts are on the
Quality, pan. The theater deck was reshuffled
their release commitments.
both groups would know better.
It won't be long now.
Provided of course, suffers.
in Brooklyn with the result that A.
the signs don't reverse themselves.
Then the motion picture, as an H. Schwartz, Loew ally in many
You may remember the talk that American institution, is not being sold situations, has the sweetest bloc
burst forth from Atlanta some weeks as it should be.
Certain major com- against Sapiro members in a goodly
ago.
All of the first-runs there were panies insert a plug in general for territory that you ever did see.
going to make mud pies in the same the business in their national adverAnd then, merely by way of roundback yard.
Purpose was to trim tising, it is true, but such stimulus is ing out the day's developments, the
overhead and oh boy, maybe you not great enough.
As a tonic for Loew chain takes over three more
don't think that's needed in these the entire industry, it falls as fiat as houses in the Bronx.
days of de luxe operations. Idea was yesterday's pancake.
After all, it is
Red signals. St. Looey exhibitors

Why

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

1)

on terms.

clears away, don't
Publix owns all of

the

ness

Deep

.

Abe Blank and Sam

now.

it

.

.

.

.

bring that up? Therefore, the intcn
tion to secure a waKc cut.
Vou can
figure for yourself how the unions
feel about it.
Lurking in the back-

ground
codger

that
persistent
youn^
pictures.
As a matter of fact, the impending tussle between theaters and unions over sound
pictures looks as if it would conci-n
trate in St. Louis.
is

— sound

.

.

.

So!
Friday: .Aha! There might be more
to the St. Louis labor situation than
appears on the surface. Out in the
Skouras' stronghold, some folks bethe effort of exhibitors to cut
of operators and musicians
may be the beginning of a national
movement. The dopesters couple bad
business conditions with the growing?
vogue for sound pictures and unite
both arguments into a club which
theater owners will use to beat down
the existing scale.
Trouble around
the corner.
He sure has a sound head on those
lieve

wages

.

.

.

shoulders of his'n. Joe Schenck pulls
up his stakes and sets forth for Europe, but before so doing gives vent
to his impressions on sound pictures.
Urges producers to be careful particularly so when effects and dialogue are concerned.
Well might
they be.
Sound has a definite place
in the prevailing order of things, but
producers should have enough keen
insight into public reactions to knowhow advisable it is to feed the innovation
to
the
theater-goers
in
small, well-administered doses.
.
.

In Thin

.

Smoke

TodUiy: Hlaborate plans gmie cockeyed.
The Steffes plan for a lake
tour and formation of a new national
exhibitor organization has evaporated
into smoke.
Many states had announced their intention of attending.
Now it's all off, because, it is said,
sufficient accommodations for everyWonder
one were not available.
what the real reason is?
Another round robin on sound.
The Academy of Arts and Sciences
has been holding regular confabs in
Hollyw-ood. Kverybody interchanges
Now get what Sid Grauman
ideas.
says.
He predicts sound will eliminare (1) orchestras, (2) masters of
ceremony, (3) stage crews and (4)
prologues.
Phew! That's covering miles of
.

terrain.

But

it

as

isn't

.

w-ild

.

as

it

.\lready Publix is preparing
seems,
to shoot stage immbers and prologues
That's one of the early
in sound.
And. what appears very insteps.
teresting, this material will be made
theater
smaller
the
to
available
throughout the nation. Boy. imagine
a Ziegfeld revue playing jerkwater
Everything included, action,
towns.
sound, music and, perhaps color.
There's a not improbable dream for
you to conjure with.
.

.

.

We

saw and heard. That first allHave been waiting
talking feature.
for some weeks now to get a looksee
Warnerat "Lights of New York."
Vitaphone made and complete sound
Tell you
from beginning to end.
what we think about it or. Mondav.

K

.^

NX
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Cutting Staff Causes
Operator "Jam" at Duluth
Diiluth,

— Suspension

Minn.

operators at the Diamond and Capitol by Blackniore Bros., has caused
a "jam" with the operators' local
which has called out the other two
The Blackmores assert
operators.
that poor business necessitated cutting down the staffs of the houses,
taking over a shift themselves to cut
The firm's contract with
overhead.
the union has until Sept., 1929, to
run, it is claimed.
The union charges that the show

house

employers

have

violated

the

contract, but S. J. Blackmore denied
that any clause of the contract had
"The contract deals
been broken.
with working conditions and the
union wage scale and contains the
clause that the employers would hire
only men supplied by the union when

requested, but contains nothing regarding the number of men the com-

pany should

hire,"

Blackmore

Mr.

declared.

law, an owner of
motion picture house may at any
time operate a machine, but the local union refuses to allow its men to
operators.
non-union
with
work
Neither S. J. Blackmore nor his
brother, E. A., holds a union card.
The former explained that the union
would not allow them to join.
Exhibitors have appealed to the
Eederated Trades Assembly in an
attempt to clear the difficulty. "Eight
years ago," Blackmore said, "we experienced similar trouble because of
We brought the
financial trouble.
matter before the trades assembly
and it persuaded the operators' un-

Under Minnesota

a

ion to allow

two men

to

work

each house with the
until business warranted
in

a shift

employers
the

rehir-

ing of the men."

by

ARTHUR

W.

TECHNIQUE

EDDY

TED LEWIS SIGNED FOR
VITAPHONE ROAD

STANDARD SIZE FILM
upon which tlie Madalfounded is the recording of

Principle

tone

is

sound on standard size film, Ferdinand Von Madaler, inventor anl owner
of the process, points out.

Under the system, sounds are
drawn off the film by a patented stylus in the form of electrical impulses,
and are carried to a wireless amplifier, and converted back into audible
sound through a loud speaker capable
faithful reproduction, MadaSound volume can be conler states.
trolled in gradually varying degrees.
In discussing his device, he says:
"Afler very careful and exhaustive experiments, I have discovered that a perfect
sound record can be produced upon a film

of

most

into the celluloid surface of
film a stylus of a reproducing machine,
and this while the stylus is in a cold state
And I
and the film in its natural state.
have also discovered that the pure celluloid
which is contained in moving picture films
one of the most suitable materials on
is
which to impress sound waves, in view of
the fact that the grain of the material is
extraordinarily fine, thereljy permittmg the
reproduction of sound without any material
scratching, which is a great disadvantage of

by

impressing

the

"the high-hat tragedian
signed with Jack L.
Warner to make a Vitaphone road
show. As the title of his first production, V/arners will employ the
well-known Ted Lewis greeting "Is

Ted Lewis,

of

has

jazz,"

Everybody Haippy?"

Strong Trend to Sound
Films in St. Louis Seen

—

Louis Success of Vitaphone,
St.
playing the Grand Central, and building up a bigger following for sound
pictures daily may cause every first
run in St. Louis and its immediate
vicinity to install sound equipment.
The Fox theater on which brick
work is now being placed at Grand

Oklahoma City— Salesmen of this
territory are having difficulty covering their territories because of flood

1928

Bureau,

Los Angeles

—A

IN

WRITING

THE FILM DAILY
new technique of

screen writing will result from the
increased production of sound films,
says Bess Meredyth, scenarist.
"Every one is saying that the
"talkie" will revolutionize the picture
industry,"
comments
Miss

Meredyth.

such is the case, it
affect the technic of

"If

must naturally

scenario writing. Writers have been
taught to think of nothing but log'ical action.
Action has been the hue
and cry since picture-play scripts
were born.
But now words must
enter in.
Every screen writer will
carry a thesaurus under his arm!
He will be worrying about style!"

Grauman

Sees Big
Gut In Stage Gosts
(Continued from Faije

1)

duce the volume of sound and Jane
Murfin declared that dialogue needs

having Movietone
and will be the improvement.
Dean Ray K. Immel of the Ujiilocal first run for Fox sound pictures
versity of Southern California preprobwill
This
house
season.
next
dicted great development in sound
ably open about Christmas Day and
M." will be pictures in three years. He believes
it is believed "Four A.
that
technique
for
recording on
initial offering.

and Washington
equipment built

is

in

the

The

and

Missouri

Hav- Skouras

the present type of phonograph records.
ing this in mind, it was the primary object of
my research work to provide a device which

SHOW

first

Ambassador, microphone

runs, will be equipped

stage

will

be

different

from

speaking.

Chairman Conrad Nagel urged
reproducing
more imagination in judging present
Loew's
State
would produce an effective combination of
sound pictures, while Claude Gillingwill be included among the houses
sound and picture on moving picture film.
get sound equipment. water noted the lack of expression
to
After years of experimentation at my own that are
in talking picture voices.
Wedgelaboratory at Hampton Bays. L. I., and at Harry Redmond of East St. Louis,
the laboratories of the Eastman Kodak and 111., is said to have placed an order wood Nowell warned that the microhave
the Columbia Phonograph companies, I
phone cannot be expected to gloss
It is an for Vitaphone equipment for his new
finally developed the Madalatone.
over speech imperfections, following
electrical theater on Collinsville and St. Louis
which, by icarrying
ihstntment,
a suggestion that a sound filter be
principles to their ultimate conclusion in pho- Aves., recently opened.
nograph work, is able to carry out the funcused for microphones as a filter is
neighborhood
houses
number
of
A
or
theater
orchestra in the
of a whole
luditorium."

before

sound

with

fall

devices, while

it

is

said

tions

Flood Waters Impeding
Travel in Oklahoma

Coast

IVcxt

MADALTONE RECORDS ON

8,

SEES SOUND INFLUENCING

Sound Pictures

two

of

Sunday, July

Louis also are considering reproduction devices.

of St.

used

for

that

players

the

microphone

Kaleidaphone in Demand Making of "Burlesque"
Deferred Until Fall
in Far West, Parker Says
West

—

Coast

Bureau,

—

camera.
He believes
frightened by the
and that "the present
are

polyglot sound pictures" are undesirable, with an all-talking picture more
satisfactorv.

THE FILM DAILY

Demand for Kaleidaphone,
Seattle
Los Angeles Production of "BurVitaphone at Tower
phonographic music device designed lesque," Paramount sound picture, West
Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
for theater use, is continuing throughtion of the roads.
has been deferred to next January,
Los Angeles The Tower's initial
out the Northwest, states George M. it is understood.
Vitaphone
presentation will be "The
division
Kaleidaphone
Parker of the
Roy Pomeroy is experimenting
Improving Monett, Mo., House
of Busch & Lane Piano Co., which with synchronization and intends to Lion and the Mouse."
Monett, Mu. Two hundred new manufactures the device.
make the "Burlesque" score on a
Roosevelt, Chicago, Adopts Sound
seats, replacing those damaged by
The Gym theater, Omak, Wash., separate strip of film, which later will
Chicago
the
installed
at
Sound pictures make
the flood, have been
opened at $1 top, with Kaleidaphone be transferred to a disc record.
their
debut
13 at the Roosevelt,
July
Rialto.
house
the
music
and
furnishing the
Victor Fleming is to direct the with "Sunrise" the initial attraction.
designed especially for the installa- pictu're.
George Manker Watters,
Fire Damages Jamaica Plains House tion. A projection room installation who wrote the play in collaboration
Babe Ruth Movietoned
Damage estimated at has been made at the North Park, with Arthur Hopkins, has been in IV est Coast Bureau,
Boston
THE FILM DAILY
subPark,
Seattle
North
located
at
at
fire
production and more recently was
$1,000 was caused by a film
Los Angeles Supplementing "Fais furnishing the
Jamaica, Jamaica Plains. A fireman urb. Kaleidaphone
manager of the Astor theater. New zil" at the Carthay Circle is "At the
who donned a gas mask, extinguished music for a number of houses of York.
Ball Game," Movietoned subject, in
this territory, according to Parker.
the blaze, which was confined to the
which Babe Ruth illustrates how to
leave
to
asked
were
Patrons
booth.
Sound Films for Tulsa
hit a home run.
Tulsa, Okla.— Two local theaters
by the management and reached the
Firm
Forming
street before learning there was a
are sliowing sound pictures. "Lights
"Buck" Lewis at Rolla
fire.
New York" will be the second
to Market Sound Pictures of
Rolla, Mo.— L. H. (Buck) Lewis
attraction at the Rialto beginning
of Lebanon, has taken over the Rol-l
Berlin
Plans are in formation fur July 21; "The Lion and the Mouse"
Plan Australian Production
la
here formerly operated by Tea'
showing
in the
initial
Films
its
syndicate
standard
sound
will
have
sell
Dominion
a
to
a
British
Sydney
Gray.
starting
on
the
Majestic,
the
plans the production of three pictures film device, the German rights of state at
McGinnis at Gurdon, Ark.
a year in Australia and these will be which are owned by Deutsche Ton- same date.
Gurdon,
Ark.
R. V. McGinnis is
film
Gesellschaft,
together
with
the
Gaumont.
distributed in England by
new manager of the Tri-S'tate TheaMay Produce in Canada
Branches have been opened in this Tri Ergon Co. and the Lignose
London Production in Canada is ters house here. He formerly was at
and eight other centers in Acoustic Film Co. Heinrich Bruckcity
the Triangle, Hoxie.
understood planned by Gaumont.
mann is sponsoring the project.
Australia and New Zealand.

waters throughout the state. Theater
business also is being hit by condi-

—

—

—
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—

—
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—

—
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Foreign Markets
K

By JAMES

P.

Presentations

CUNNINGHAM

By JACK

LAW rORCES

JUVENILE

Permits for 3 Years
Paris— Permits for the distribution of foreign films, to be
granted by the French Cinema
Commission to French producers
who sell their product
abroad, will be valid for three
years only.

EILMS ON MATINEES
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—Australian

exhibitors

running their houses on a grind policy face prospects of being compelled
to play nothing but juvenile-standard
pictures at their matinees, if the recommendations of the Royal Film

Commission becomes effective,
the Dept. of Commerce.

states

The law provides that only pictures marked "Pictures Suitable for
Universal Exhibition" can be shown
at matinees and these films are designed for juvenile audiences which
constitute less than 10 per cent of
matinee attendance. Enforcement of
this censorship provision, therefore,
will mean that about 90 per cent of
the
matinee audience, all of them
adults, will witness nothing but child
pictures.
The regulation does not apply to

long-run houses.

SEES DARK

eMANY

REGAINS LEAD

Washington Bureau of

—

Washington
again gained

the

THE FILM DAILY
Tn 1927 Germany

supplying
films to its own country, furnishing
241 of the pictures exhibited within
its
boundaries.
United States held
lead

London

place in German exhibition in
1926 and 1925 but in 1924, Germany
first

veloped importantly in both Germany
and France during the past two

— Grave

fears

for

the

fu-

independent exhibitor
were expressed by C. F. McDonald in
discussing "The Future of the Independent Exhibitor" at the Cardiff
conference of the exhibitors' associaIn part, he said:
of the situation the
producer-renter-exhibitor
can
dole
out to their patrons mass production
pictures and remain in a position to
tell them that if they don't like the
programs they can sit there till they
do.
think the independent exI
hibitor has not to look many years
ahead before his present living is
reduced to that of an existence." He
cited the status of the independent
exhibitor in America as an illustration of what may be expected to find
duplicate in England.
tion.

"Being masters

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
D.

J.

Inc.

New York

723 7th Avenue

MOUNTAN,

City

Pres.

Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures

Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

Three on List

the

of

distributors.

Cable Address:
Cable

Address:

Cable

Address:

Motion Pictures

in

— With

three pictures on
so far. Strand Film Co., Ltd.,
has been formed with Cecil Cattermoul, Julius Hagen, Leslie Hiscott
and Capt. Marshall O. Roberts. The
its

list

first

Mr.

production is "The Passing of
Quin," starring Stewart Rome,

which Argosy

will

distribute in this

country. Strand retaining rights for
Next will be
the rest of the world.
made a version of the stage success,
"S. O. S." and negotiations are under

way

for a third

story.

May Make Comedies

in

Germany

—

London Scott Sidney, producer of
"Charley's Aunt," here on a vacation,
plans to produce comedies in Germany, it is understood.
Break Building Record
Manchester What is termed the

—

nice overture based on
Foster's
melodies
called

Roxyettes

in

Soildiers,,"

"Parade
with

of

the

the
girls

arrayed in red coats and hats
and white trousers.
They went
through the drill in great form, and
were one of the outstanding features
of a very pleasing, summery show.
Beatrice Belkin followed with "The
niftily

Bell

Song" from "Lakme," the

ing effects playing on the singer were
unusually effective.

A
with

pantomime
a

fine

ballet sketch

reproduction

England.

^'^ ^'* of 'he show was
Kelley, the Fanchon and Marco
^tar. wluj was the only
white rIfI on
the bill.
This was her first appearance in the cast, and she was
a riot.
Her act is the rarin' and tcarin' kind.
"1 which she comes on
with hands
v^,"V-*^,''
-Nell

and feet flvmg in all direction.s
and
goes off the same way.
She's a
bundle of noise and excitement and
had the audience all steamed up with
laughter, and yelling for more.
The
ensemble finished with "The Land

of

Lanterns.
and.
all
told,
the
Chinese atmosphere and Nell Kelley
"

were a

bang-up entertainment.

HYMAN'S "GARDEN PARTV"

light-

AT B'KLYN MARK STRAND

opened
of

the

Edward L. Hyman produced "The
famous painting "The Ballet Master," Garden
Party" as the stage show.
with the girls posed across the imband was semi-concealed by
1 he
mense stage. The sketch was called flowering
shrubs, etc.. and the trellis
"Roxy's Ballet Class." A scrim went effect
against the fabric backxlrop
up on the posed picture, and the
was very effective. At opening Rav
sketch worked out the story of an
leals orchestra did special arrangeawkward pupil who failed to get the ment of
"Beautiful Lady" as six
steps the ballet master was teaching
damsels in
her.
Then the star pupil did the went into crinoline waltzed. This
"Ramona" with girls still
dance, and it finished with the awkworking, and soprano singing the
ward girl Agnes de Mille being de- chorus.
With the atmosphere estabserted
in
the
studio,
still
going lished Teal then introduced
Arthur
through the comedy pantomime of Ball.
Ziegfeld tenor, who sang "Away
the steps.
It was beautifully staged, Down
South in Heaven" to symand carried a lot of laughs. The big phonic
arrangement, and then 'folnumber was "On the Campus," the lowed with
"Laugh. Clown. Laugh".
set showing the campus with the colBefore the audiences would let him
lege in the background, and the boys go
he had to sing also "Mother of
and girls all grouped on the steps. Mine. I
Still Have You."
Next came
Locke, Harak and Locke did a nice Dolores
and Eddy, tiny girl and masnnlitary tap up and down the steps: sive
male, who had a comic novelty
a comedy group of an Italian with his dance
which ciuickened the pace
hand organ, another with his base Their music
was "Tenement Row "
drum, and a girl representing the 'Vinegar
Works" and ".Milenberg
monkey was the comedy hit of the Joys."
Irmanctte was
performance.
The girl's antics as duced and brought her next introtrained violin
she
imitated
the
movements and into action with Monti's "Czardas."
sounds of the monkey had the house

—

—

A

a roar.
fine summer hill, with
lots of color, action and comed\-.

in

Standard

VAUDE VI LLE
f.w

E ACT GETS

Molion

Pirliiri. Prr«riil.li,.n

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

ON THE PARAMOUNT

BILL

biggest theater construction era this
Paul Oscard devised and staged the
city has ever experienced is now in
Seven houses are being presentation, "Chinese Nights in San
progress.
Francisco," with atmospheric settings
built,
the largest being the Super
Cinema which will seat 4,500 and will and the costumes of the Chinese
players all combining to make a
be the biggest house in the North of
striking picture. The Honorable Mr.
was the center around which the
sjiow was built with the help of
Chinese girls and boys, and it was a
novelty that clicked.
Mr.
gave
fair imitations of Al Jolson and Eddie
Cantor.
One of the best bits was
an ensemble number "In a Bamboo
Garden." featuring a very attractive
little Chinese girl.
Another highlight
was Nee Wong, the Chinese ukulele
player who does a Chinese song that
drew big applause.

Igarka wanna

IS.JI

MKOADWAi,

7876

NE« YORK CITY

AMALGAMATED

I

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

i

Wu

"Sappho" To Be Produced

London

RICHPICSOC, Parifl
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC. N. Y.

Exporting only the best

London

very

"Fosteriana" called for a round of
applause that was exceptional, but the
musicians earned it. Then came the

in

years.

ture

A

Stephen

Wooden

In the French market America has,
since 1922, held the leading place and
France itself has been second on the
list.
Russian film imports have de-

T

AS ROXY STAGE FEATURE

i2

led.

EUM FOR

CAMPUS SKIT GETS OVER

HARROWER,

—"Sappho"'

be produced by Cineromans with Claudia
Victrix as the star. M. Fescourt will
will

direct.

Tourneur Returning

—

to

U.

S.

Maurice Tourneur plans to
Paris
return to the United States soon after visiting

England and Germany.

Wu

Attractions

for

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City

Phone Penn. 35S0

I

DAILY
Richard Bartheltness in
F/r.sf

Xational

Lenqth: 6895

Fox
ft.

FINE DUAL ROLE BY BARTHELMESS MAKES THIS A
SCREEN TREAT. PLOT PRETTY BLAH, BUT SHREWD DIRECTION AND ABLE CAST
CARRY IT OVER.
Cast. ... Richard Barthelmess does
about his best since "Tol'able David"
in fine dual role that he handles in

Warner Gland,
masterly manner.
Bodil Rasing a treat as old Jewish
couple. Margaret Livingston hits her
stride and handles difficult role with
class.

Story and Production. .. .Drama.
Adapted from Fannie Hurst's story,
"Roulette."
fiction

tor

A

highly

artificial bit of

hokum was turned by

Ke7i

"Fleetwing"

"Wheel of Chance"

direc-

and cast into almost an outstand-

As far as the work
of Barthelmess is concerned, you forget the bunk and artificialities of the
story in the realization that here is
one of the screen's few craftsmen
moulding a screen characterization
that will be talked about some time
from now. He takes the double role
of two Russian brothers separated as
children working out their destinies
in New York as young men, with
one woman influencing their lives.
Bad continuity or poor cutting makes
the stor}' jump too abruptly from one
boy's life to the other.
But forget
the story. Barthelmess is great, and
that goes for all the cast.
Direction, Alfred Santell, expert;
ing production.

Length: 4939

ft.

RATES FAIR WITH COLORFUL ROMANCE OF ARABIA,
FINE DESERT SHOTS, AND

Maynard

in

Wallace

"The Upland Rider"
First National

Lcncjth: 5731

ft.

PEACH OF A WESTERN.
SOME GOOD RIDING AND STAR DOES GREAT WORK,
FIGHTING.
LACKS STRONG AND THEY GIVE HIM A BANGLOVE SCENES.
UP STORY. NOVEL RELAY
Cast. .Barry Norton, mother's boy
of "What Price Glory," lacks the fire RACE A WOW.
.

for the sheik type.
Dorothy Janis a
new and interesting type should
please.
Ben Bard a strong heavy.
Robert
Kortman, Erville
Others

Alderson, James Anderson,

Blanche

Friderica.

Story and Production. ... Romance
of Arabia. The trouble with this picture seems to be that it was intended
for a sheik picture, but lacks the
sheik.
There are no hot love scenes
to match the desert sands. Fleetwing
is a white Arabian horse who plays
an important part in the proceedings.
He is stolen by a neighboring tribe
from the son of the chieftain, who

Cast.... Ken
Maynard and his
horse work through as pretty a western as your screen has flashed for
many a moon. Marion Douglas, a
neat picture.
Others Lafe McKee.
Sidney Jervis.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
Here is a sure-fire number for all
the fans who love their horse operas.
It has Ken and his horse to start
with. Then the story was nicely balanced with a fine assortment of all
the good old hoke situations concerning villainy, double-crossing, fight
for the gal, and a riding contest for
a climax that is exceptional.
But
the hoke was tied up with a very

Beery

and Raymond
Hat ton in

'The Big Killing"
Paramount

Length: 5930

ft.

GETS OVER WITH
WORK OF COMEDY USUAL
TEAM

WHO MAKE THE LAUGHS
CLICK
READILY.
GAGS HANDICAP SLIGHT
THEIR
WORK.
Cast

Wallace

Beery and Rayone built to
well known line, and

mond Hatton had
order for their

manage
are

far

this

to make it laughable.
They
better than the material.
in large cast include Anders

Others
Randolph,
Mary Brian, Gardner
James, Lane Chandler.
Story and Production
Comedy.
This is the last for the well known
comedy team, and is not so hot on
gags, which are pretty threadbare

when

stretched to cover the footage.

But the audience greeted the work
of
the
comedians with generous
laughter, and as that is the final

test of this type of offering, it is
succeeds in getting his horse back,
safe to say that for warm weather
along with the girl who is being
original story, and the star's fine
diet it will click generally elsewhere.
traded for the horse. Then a warrior
of his tribe claims the girl.
They work sends it in with lots to spare. A feud has been going on in the
There is rivalry in town between mountains
elope together, and are caught. The
between the Hickses and
hero is forced to fight to the death the crooked breeder of thorough- the Beagles. Along come two goofs
with the warrior, and this furnishes breds and the oldtimers with their who claim to be sharpshooters. The
A big government contract Hickses hire them to kill off
the highlight in a battle with long broncs.
the
swords On horseback that carries a is to be decided by a relay race. You Beagles.
So Beerv and Hatton
can
book
this just for the relay race,
pretty good punch. The desert scenes
tackle the job of killing off what
are immense, and the action and color that is built up to fever heat and they think is a pack of stray dogs.
carries an awful wallop for thrills.
make it fair entertainment.
That's the first real laugh, and from
Direction: Lambert Hillyer, satis- Of course, Ken wins by a neck.
then on they keep coming.
Direction, Albert Rogell, fine; Aufactory: Authors: Lambert HillyerDirection, F. Richard Jones, good;
Marion
Scenario, Author,
Jackson;
Author,
Fannie
Hurst;
Scenario, Elizabeth Pickett; Scenario: Eliza- thor,
Grover Jones;
Scenario,
Gerald C. Duffy; Photography, Er- beth Pickett; Photography: Frank Marion Jackson; Photography, Ted Gilbert Pratt-Grover Jones; PhotogMcCord, expert.
Good, splendid.
nest Haller, okay.
raphy, Alfred Gilks, all right.

Glenn

"The Station Master"
Amkino

Length: 7200

ft.

"How

Trvon

to Handle

Women"

Lenqth: 5591 ft.
A TOTAL LOSS FOR ANY Universal
THE
ONE
OF
POOREST
COMHOUSE BUT AN ARTY THEOF SEASON. STORY SO
ATER WHERE THEY THINK EDIES
SILLY THERE IS NO EXCUSE
DRAB RUSSIAN TRAGEDY IS FOR
IT. TRYON AND REST OF
ENTERTAINMENT.
CAST SUNK.

Cast.... I.
M. Moskvin as the
Cast. ... Glenn Tryon does a smart
broken hearted father shambles pa- Aleck role that is so assinine as to
thetically through the reels till you be painful to average intelligence.
grab your hat and run for the door. Marian Nixon looks beautiful and
Miss V. S. Malinovskya as his se- does all in her power to appear naduced daughter very amateurish. B. tural in hopeless situations. Rest of
T. Tamarin the Russian Captain is cast just filler, includes Raymond
good as the heavy.
Keane, Robert T. Hains, Bull MonStory and Production .... Drama. tana, Cesare Gravina.
Story
Production. .. .Farce
and
Produced by Russian Sovkino from
It was so poor that an inthe famous story by Pushkin. This comedy.
telligent audience at the Roxy could
is typically Russian all the way. It
And that goes be heard making comments all around
is also amateurish.
acting and
camera us.
And the comments were far
direction,
for
And it keeps pounding one from flattering, to say the least.
-work.
lieavy, drab theme of a girl's seduc- Judge for yourself from the story:
tion by a Russian officer and her A smart alecky cartoonist on a newsfather's mournful grief till it hurts. paper sells the Prince of Volgaria an
The action repeats itself without ad- idea to raise a loan from American
vancing the story- for there is no bankers, who have turned him down.
story.
Only an incident, which can "Why not exploit the huge annual
be told in one sentence, to wit: A crop of Volgaria peanuts?" is the
Russian army officer takes the daugh- smart Aleck's suggestion. It is done
ter of a station master to his home by having Tryon impersonate the
in St. Petersburg where he makes Prince at a banquet to the bankers.
her his mistress; the grit^ved father The banquet consists of peanuts in
And Tryon keeps
calls several times to plead for her every
course.
wise,
or foolish, rather,
release, is thrown out each time on cracking
his ear, and then dies of a broken throughout the affair, and finally gets
That's all. It's enough. Out the bankers' signatures to the conheart.
for the count.
tract.
Not even good low comedy.
Direction, V. .\. Gelabuzsky, terDirection, William J. Craft, blame
rible; Author, Pushkin; Scenario, not the script; Author, Jack Foley; ScenKrusada; Photography,
credited; Photography, not credited, ario,
Carl

—

ragged.

Albert

Demond, good.

"The Michigan Kid"

in

Length: 6030

Universal

"The Girl
/f.

VERY ORDINARY MELLER
OF ALASKA PEPPED UP WITH
GOOD FOREST FIRE AND EXCITING SCENE OF SHOOTING
THE RAPIDS.
Cast.

..

gambler
plausible.

uished

.Conrad Nagel as a noble
a little too noble to seem
Renee Adoree undistinga walk-through part. Lloyd

is

in

Whitlock
villain,

Others

does a ten-twenty-thirt'
but the script called for it.

Fred

Esmelton,

Adolph

Milar.

Peerless

He

Didn't

Buy"

Length: 5390

ft.

WILL GET BY IN POP
HOUSES WITH ENTERTAINING STORY, BUT THEATRICAL
ATMOSPHERE IS TOO ARTIFICIAL FOR THE WISE AUDIENCES.
Cast.

.Pauline Garon as the pure

..

Broadway

star who won't fall for
the angel of the show puts it over
very neatly.
Allan Simpson lends
class as the hero.
Others William

Eugene,
Cooper,

Gladden James,

May

Prestelle,

Rosemary
James Aub-

Story
and
Production. .. .Melo- rey.
drama of Alaska in the gold rush.
Story and Production
Romance
Adapted from the novel by Rex of the stage. Here is a good numBeach.
Starts off with a bunch of ber where the crowd is not too fussy
shots very similar to those in "The about production values and realism
Trail of 98," until the director recol- in characters and incident. The angel
lects himself and starts to tell the backing a Broadway show stars the
highlights of the Rex Beach story. gal with only one object in his mind,
It's out and out nieller, and the only and his mind is rather dirty.
But
thing to lift it out of the ruck of the she is just naturally a pure girl, and
cheapen independent productions is not so dumb. So she compromises
the finished work of Conrad Nagel. by agreeing to marry him after a
He is made to appear the most noble year if he stars her. Which propoof gamblers until it gets painful, but
his work is so good that he even
overcomes that handicap.
really
fine punch climax comes with the
forest fire, and a dash in a canoe
over a water falls that is a pip. Probably double exposure, but the jump
for life of the three principals is a
for a thrill.
Even this can't
save the film from ordinary meller.

A

wow

Direction,

sition he accepts, figuring to get a
break without assuming the marriage
halter.
Then cpmes the fine upstanding man into her life, and they
both fall hard for each other. Then
the angel with the help of a jealous
girl in the show frames the star on
a deserted yacht with the hero to

ruin her. Moral nicely
the sexy kick is there.

pointed and

Irvin
Willat,
rather
Direction, Dallas Fitzgerald, good;
Author, Rex Beach; Scen- Authors, Gladys Jordan and Ada
ario, G. G. Alexander; Photography, McQuillan; Scenario, the same; PhoChas. Stumar, good.
tography, Milton Moore, fair.
stilted;
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Big Killing"
Paramount
The Paramount, New York

AMERICAN —
will.

DAILY MIRROR- It

was a mediocre slapgeared closer to neighborhood theater
standards than to Broadway.
DAILY
This isn't the funniest
Wally Ray comedy of them all, but it hits
higher in spots than several of their more
stick,

NEWS—

recent

ones.

EVENING JOURNAL— There

are some
some terrible puns; e. g.
"food" and "feud" and some fair-to-middling

excellent

gags,

comedy.

slapstick

•

GRAPHIC- You'll get a few laughs out
»
of "The Big Killing."
HERALD-TRIBUNE— Obviously a string
gags to fit the Beery-Hatton type of humor, this picture. * * * has not the broad,
sweeping slapstick of their former efforts,
which is in a small way something to rejoice
over, but, on the other hand, for lack of
plot, it often has dull stretches.
of

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The

erudite
Paramount officials did well in deciding to
split the team whose bag of tricks has about
been e.Khausted. *
There are several other
amusing situations sandwiched in between
the
*
conventional
slapstick
action.
However, they are too few and far between.
* * *

—

POST * * * Looking back over the Beery»
Hatton comedies
"The Big Killing"
seems better than most, though it grows
steadily repetitious and less funny in its
last quarter of an hour.
SUN—*
"The Big Killing" represents,
am

concerned, a wa'^te of time.
"The
Big
Killing"
is
amusing in spots, but the titles are simply
too awful for words.
as

far as I

TELEGRAM—

WORLD — The

comedy,

which

of

is

yet

leaves a sugary taste in

it

mouth.

s

EVENING JOURNAL—*

The whole thing is so non
sensical that you'd probably be ashamed to
admit that you'd laugh at it, but nevertheless
you

And

lesson.

one

Short Subject Reviews
*

but

as

WORLD-*

Scandals.
It is the oft-repeated

comedy understudy.

yarn of the musical
*

GRAPHIC— Horatio

•

Alger

himself could
not have written a better story.
It all goes
to prove, boys and girls, that there
really IS
a Santa Claus.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* • • a thoroughly
second-rate screen melodrama.
This indictment, by the way, includes the acting.
SUN Although, here and there are mildly
unexpected twists in the story, the film is a
thoroughly ordinary one. *

—

WORLD— A

and

graceful

ingratiating
performance as a chorus girl given by Bessie
Love * * * lends to the new film at the
Hippodrome a sprightliness which mal-yes
"Sally of the Scandals" a pretty amusing little picture play.

movie thrill
meat, see "The Michigan Kid."
a real treat in store,
in all the things that

for

make

speaking,

cinematicallv

for

DAILY MIRROR— It

convincing

but

incidents,
*

entertaining movie.

is

DAILY NEWS—*

* •
* *

your
* * * you've
film abounds
worth living,
stuflf

this
life

is

the small boy.
riddled with unstill
is
a mildly
It's

a

tale

of the

mines and the cabarets and the great
space';
mostly the great open spaces.
Trvin Willat directed the picture, which
* for the splendor
speaks immediately *
of its photographv and settings.
gold

—

open

EVENING WORLD—*
The

very bad.
the

of

rest

the

pity

is

a

*

* the picture is
double one too, for

entertainment

GRAPHIC—*

*

*

is

excellent.

picture in which the
long arm of coincidence assumes centipede
proportions.
It is a shabby job.
a

—

HERALD-TRIBUNE
Kid"

diversion

lightweight

IS

Michigan

"The
for

summer

a

evening.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

ing.

*

*

*

divert-

*

POST —If

you can kid yourself into think-

the type * * * it is
perhaps possible to accept this as a passably
refurbished drama of the Dorothy Dalton
days.
sequence)
shooting-the-rapids
(A
lifts a mediocre film into excitement of the
movie melodramatic kind.
Director Irvin Willat has
worked up a really thrilling climax that involves a forest fire and a hairbreadth escape
by the principals.

Mr. Nagel

ing that

TELEGRAM—

WORLD— This

is
"The Michigan Kid."
and hard-working Alaskan thriller
which becomes at times rather impressive in
its picturing of outdoor scenes.

a

devious

"Sally of the Scandals"

FBO
Hipoodrome,

DAILY NEWS — It
movie.
bad; it
_

pecially

What

is another hot weather
can we call it?
It isn't

else

certainly

New York

good.
It
doesn't teach

isn't

impressive;

isn't

a

es-

moral

Voe

.

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

this

picture

four times as good as anything that
Barthelmess has done, with the possible exception of
"Tol'able David," which ranks
in this
reviewer's memory as one of the
finest pictures of all time,
fully

is

It is

that

has

its

interesting

straight

comedy

vamp

is

—

two

roles the benefit of some
studied and skillful playing.
*
*
*
it
is
not lacking in highly
familiar situations, but at least it is well
directed and acted.
its

leading

short subject.
First
book store where
Conley learns from the proprietor
about this dame who has caused a
chap to commit suicide.
When she
phones for a book, he offers to de-

scene opens

hver

it,

in

a

not exceptional
for it appears to be a thoughtful cross between "The Noose" and "The Jazz Singer."
* * * But it arrests the attention undeniably
by providing Barthelmess with a dual role,
and in one of these characterizations he is
really outstanding.
This competent actor has not
attained his wonted brilliance. * * * Just
Perhaps the story
why. it is hard to say.
itself

it

is

WORLD —

itself is weak, sweetened ad nauseum by a
syrup of tears and Hurst heartaches.

Test of Sunday Closing

Ordinance in Ala. Planned

—Test

Fairfield, Ala.-

convicted,
ordinance.
If
Walsh will appeal to higher courts.
He has announced the house will
open Siinday. The city council recently passed the "blue" ordinance.
The mayor did not sign nor veto the
ordinance, which became a law on
publication last week.

ing

the

the

in

his

In

of production. .2 reel comedy
the guise of dress salesmen
and Ike start after a big order
two old maids who visit their

from out of town. In order
land the business, they take the
old gals to lunch and start to flirt
with them.
When the liquor gets
the dames a little pie-eyed, the fun
starts and gets quite hilarious. Thev
finally land the order, but not before they are pretty well mussed up.
Roland Asher directed and did a
office

to

good

job.

Fair Affair"

"The Card of Destiny"
Western Featurette

Grantland Rice
Country Fair

Universal

Type

of production. .1 reel Sportlight
This number of the famous Sport-

light series gets away from the usual athletic angle by presenting the
doings of the free show at a country
fair.
The work of the various acts
is

given

are

carries

the

watching a

same

thrills

as

and Ike

Dress Salesmen

Type

Mike
Next scene shows from

"A

— Mike

Universal

actually

circus.

"Outdoor Indore"— Pat Sullivan

Rangers

Type

him
are

go on

to

his honeymoon. There
lively mixups'with the outhis gang, and finally the ban-

some

law and

escapes in the girl's car. taking
her along with him.
The girl is
taken to the cabin, and there a finish
fight results in favor of the Ranger,
and all is well for the honevmoon!
Just the old stuff, with nothing new
dit

to

Educational

recommend

"Land

Animal Fun

it.

of the

Storks"— Varieties

Fox

Type

of production..! reel animated
Felix finds himself suddenly in
India, where he starts to play around
with the wild animals.
He does
some highly original antics with the
wild beasts, such as taking the stripes
from the tiger, building himself a
ladder with them, and scouting the
country for an elephant.
After a
long walk he succeeds in corralling
his elephant, and after some amusing adventures lands it at the custom
house in New York. Cleverly done,
and carries the animal pranks which
are bound to please the youngsters.

of

production. .2 reel western
Fred Oilman is featured as the
ranger. He is after a border thief,
figuring that the reward will enable

Artistic
Type of production..! reel magazine
The camera work in this is superb.
and depicts very interesting views of
Denmark. The chalk cliffs against
the sea are charming, as well as the
sand dunes. Unusual shots showing
the quaintness of Copenhagen are out
of the ordinary.
There are some
wonderful views of castles high up on
the sides of hills that are fairlv-Iike
in their splendor.
Altogether a fine
subject that will please generally.

"Yukon Gold"— Western
Featurette

of the legality

of the Sunday closing ordinance here
will be made by W. F. Walsh, local
exhibitor, who is scheduled to go to
trial tomorrow charged with violat-

who heads

results

"Cash Customers"

being very anxious to meet

SUN —

TELEGRAM— In

girl

bit

im- folds of a big Russian's coat

—

turned out a program picture that will click
with fans and critics alike.
POST It seemed to us quite easily the
best new film of the week, principally because Mr. Richard Barthelmess imparts to

the

One

knockabout comedy, but eflFort.to dodge the detective. This
is
that's the kind they seem to like on strung out too
long, and is liable to
the screen, on the same general prin- fall flat.
Directed by Jasper Blyciple that the fans Hke the slapstick stone.

in close-ups, and as the acts
mostly acrobatic, it legitimately
moments, but is kept from genuine effectiveness bv its lack of credibility.
comes under the head of sports. As
MORNING TELEGRAPH
Barthelmess an interpretation
of the modern fair
in both roles does full justice to the worthy
grounds, it is very interesting and the
material given him. * * *
A word of credit to Al Santell, who has show that is put on is a whizzer, and

melodrama

role

from

.

as the red hot

mense.

—

is

SUN —

of production.
One of the best

grand performance he gives!
It's a mighty
happy combination that of director Al San* • And
and star Richard Barthelmess.
here they are again with "Wheel of Chance,"
a touching sentimental tale.

dual

New York

Roxy.

troupe.

in a merry
.Sound Picture niixup in a room where all the
Rirls
laugh-producers are running around in their undies,
Vitaphone has yet done.
The skit and this scene will no doubt stir the
is adapted from Willard Mack's playsummer listlessness out of the male
let, and the Harry
J. Conlcy as the customers.
There is a lot
bookworm is a scream, and Ethel with Benny hiding under of business
the ample
De

Type

tell

it

AMERICAN— If

ancc

niommer.
him ushered into a gorgeous apartment, and pretty soon the dame starts
First National
to work on the bashful bookworm,
Strand, New York
and has him hollering for help ancl
AMERICAN— It is not a difficult task to clawing the air when she takes him
recommend "The Wheel of Chance."
DAILY MIRROR— It is a good melodrama into a love clinch. Last scene shows
* * * m which the star admirably fills
Conley waking up on a train, he hava dual
role.
ing dreamed it all. Kept the audience
DAILY NEWS— Dick Barthelmess is the in laughter, and should click anywhole picture in this one.
And what a where.

GRAPHIC—* * *
is a remarkably fine
in many ways.
HERALD-TRIBUNE— A safely convential

Universal

Comedy

Chance"

of

picture

"The Michigan Kid"

— Vitaphone

Skit

"The Bookworm"

the hot

"The Wheel

a

violently physical nature, begins when they
learn that Beagles are persons.
Highly comic situations are created by
Hatton and Beery getting punches on the
jaw which send them flying across a room.

•

a
whole the film follows the traditional
Cinderella idea 01 musical comedy
plots, done in the
traditional way.
EVENING
« an agreeable,
if
machine-made, story called "Sally of the

— Universal

Won't Yell"— Imperial
Moves Fast
Type of production
Fox
2 reel comedy
Jack Perrin is the Northwest
Good Gags
Type of production. .2 reel comedy Mounted who carries the action with
The action takes place on a liner some fast riding and a pretty good
that is bringing a troupe of Russian scrap at the opener and a knockdown
Benny fight at the finish. The gal's father
dancers over to America.
"Daisies

.

.

Rubin is a stowavi-ay and the fun is is being held captive by the outlaws
developed when the detective discov- until he discloses the location of
The mountie is knocked
ers him in various places and tries his mine.
to corral him. But Benny is too slip- cold, and they leave him for dead.
pery, and he receives a lot of assist-

He

recovers in time to interrupt the

—
THE

—
—

!

S&^

DAILV

"Ropin' Romance"

Type
In

hero
cabin

Educational
Juvenilt
1 reel western
of production
early pioneer days the young
and his sister find a deserted
which they take for their home,

realizinR that it is the hangout
of bandits. While the boy
is away, the gang appears and kidnaps the girl. This leads to a lot of
the usual wild riding to summon help
from the post, and a knockout finish
There is nothing different in
fight.
this than a dozen that have gone before. It's the kind of screen fare that
pleases the kids, with the young hero
doing noble deeds all the way. Dilittle

of a

gang

rected by Walter Fabian.

DAny tU^ WmCH ME/i^ DOLLAQS

.

"Across the Atlantic"
(Warners)
Underneath the marquee was suspended an aeroplane rigged up with
concealed motor which turned the
propeller.
A buzzer placed inside of
the plane gave the effect of the motor
running.
On one side of this plane
was a banner reading, "LindberghCoolidge over the Movietone" and on
the other side was a banner reading,
"Across the Atlantic." F. J. Miller,
Modjeska, Augusta, Ga.

—

"Chicken

A

La King"

(Fox)

One

the local sandwich shops
came in on the tie-up and was specializing in a "Chicken
La King"
dinner on the da^^ the picture ran.
In the entrance to the sandwich
shop, a large cut-out with photographs of the picture were placed
with copy on it reading, "Special Today, Toast^e Sandwich Shop & Rex
La King.
Theatre present Chicken
of

A

.

It is equipped
spontaneous laughs.
with a lot of highly original devices
that cause the trolley to do sorne
Harold starts on his
funny things.
first triumphant trip with a load of

The owner of a jitney
service hires a couple of men to get
on the trolley and put it out of business, but Harold pulls a couple of
passengers.

switches and puts them out of commission. But when a bunch of bathing beauties get aboard Harold loses
control, the bus is wrecked. However,
Harold sells the plans to a promoter
The meand everybody is happy.
chanical gags are very good, and the
novelt3^ of this one will send it over
strong.
Directed by Doran Cox.

—Mike

and Ike

Universal
Clicks Nicely
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
This is one of the best of the Mike
It has a
and Ike series thus far.
good plot, and moves along smoothly
at a fast pace, with the laughs spread
As usual,
freely over the footage.
the twins are pulling their line of
bluff on a couple of stray dames, and
making them believe that they own
the business where they are employed
as a couple of clerks. When the boss
sends them to the bank to deposit
.

.

—

studio buildings here for Pacific Pic-

Ltd., of which Alfred Hustand the whole display was wick, formerly' with Paramount, is
attention-getter.
Chas.
H. the promoter. Hustwick secured the
site for the studio at a nominal figure
Amos, Riviera, Knoxville, Tenn.
from the City of Victoria.
Plans call for erection of three

—

"Ramona"

buildings

of stucco construction, the
(United Artists)
largest of which is 65 by 100 feet.
Ever}' music dealer in the city tied The stage will have
a width of 100
up on the picture with co-operative feet with the roof trusses 40 feet from
window displays showing life-size the floor. There will be 25 dressing
cut-outs of Miss Del Rio and Warner rooms. The projection and film
cutBaxter with an Indian atmosphere of ting rooms will be of fireproof conblankets and tepee.
Records and struction. Eric C. Clarkson, formerly
stills mounted on beaverboard with with
General Pictures, Hollywood, is
copy about the pictvire and records associated with the undertaking.
and another cardboard containing
copy about the picture were also disLevy Chain Adds Another
played in the music store windows.
Louisville
Principal Theaters Co.,
Chas. H. Amos, Riviera, Knoxville, of Louisville, which is aiifiliated with
Tenn.
Principal Theaters of America, has
taken over the Jefferson at Hunting"Skirts"
ton from Hunter & Johnson.
Col.
(M-G-M)
Fred Levy heads the Louisville comOn opening morning of picture, 12 pany.
newsboys put on skirts.
And with
the aid of the poster artist who made
Moss Supervising Houses
up banners and letters, the boys preLondon Arthur S. Moss, manager
sented a most unusual and comical of the Alajestic, Leeds, has been made
appearance.
Six boys were placed supervision of the P. C. T. houses
in a row and on the back of each in
London.
boy was a letter reading from left

—

—

—

right,

—

it

spelled out
"Skirts".

the

title

boy

in front

of

Theaters Close as Tribute
Little
Rock,
Ark.
Arkansas
reading "We Are
Amusement Enterprises stopped op(M-G-M)
On Our Way to See Syd Chaplin in eration
of its 26 houses of the state
Members of the American Legion Skirts now playing at the Rex." The
minutes in respect to
erected an arch in front of the the- other five boys formed in line and for three
memory
of James A. Lightman, who
ater representing the Arc de Tri- brought up the rear.
E. E. Whitaker,
died at Houston, Tex.
He was the
umphe of France. This was made Rex, Spartanburg, S. C.
father of M. A. Lightman of El
thirty feet high
entirely of slab wood
Dorado, head of the state exhibitor
and
was
and
forty
feet
wide,

A

the picture
carried a banner

"The Enemy"

—

—

—

"We

'

The
with allied flags.
American Legion Paris Convention
pictures were shown during the engagement of "The Enemy" through
the courtesy of the Lewiston Post.
I.
M. Binnard, Liberty, Lewiston,

contest

Ida.

of entries

decorated

Americans"

unit.

(Universal)

Through the News-Bee an essay
was announced, offering free
tickets to the winners.
The contest
was kept before the public during its
run

with

the

Kokomo House Changes Hands
Kokomo,
Corp.,

Ind.

—

Diana Theater

which

has a string of four
Indiana houses, has taken over the
Wood. James Chandler has been

hundreds
and a lot of
named manager.
small

result

were sent

publicity acquired at

that

in

expense.-

Vita-Temple, Toledo, Ohio.

Dunbar Managing House

(M-G-M)

Rochester. N. Y.

—

Alexander D.
Sentiment on Films Being Sounded Dunbar
is
managing the new ArWest Newton, Mass.
place a New Victory six sedan on
Sentiment nett, recently opened here.
the streets, as a ballyhoo.
An at- on picture shows is being sounded
tractive young woman in the car dis- out here by businessmen, in an efRemodeling Hillside, N. J., House
tributed heralds.
She visited Fort fort to rescind the unofficial ban on
Hillside,
N. J.— The Hillside is
Sill and every officer there was given a picture house here.
closed for remodeling.
Twelve thousand special
a herald.
heralds were placed in the five daj'
distribution of Butter Krust Bread
by the Sanitary Baking Co. Harry
Williams, Palace, Lawton, Okla.
It

was arranged with

Dodge

to

—

—

A Famous Doorway
in

"The Patent Leather Kid"
(First Nat'l)

An usher stood on the corner of
the girls take the money
bag by mistake, and the boys follow one of the main street intersections
them frantically to the boarding and as the cars stopped for traffic
school.
Here the fun is lively, and going in opposite direction, a door
the girls doing their gA'mnastic ex- knob hanger was slipped on the door
By placercises in nifty athletic suits peps up handle of the automobiles.
the proceedings with an eyeful. Good ing the hangers on the cars, they last
comedy entertainment that will ride. much longer than if placed on door
knobs of houses. Advance advertising was started ten days prior to play
Jim Buys Opposition House
dates with an electric shadow box
Aliquippa, Pa.
Anthony P. Jim display showing minatures of doughhas taken over the New Harvey boys parading right behind each
from Edward Harvey. Jim has the other. Of course, the title in huge
Strand and Rialto here.
letters appeared above the inarching
some money,

suowmen

soldiers
real
a

to

"Love"
"Broke Out"

F0I2

Victoria.
B.
C.
Sam Maclure,
architect, has prepared plans for the
tures,

"The Trackless Trolley"— Harold
Highbrow Universal
Unique Mechanics
A
Type of production. .1 reel comedy Eat it Here and See it There."
Harold Highbrow invents a track- E. E. Whitaker, Rex, Spartanburg,
less trolley that is good for a lot of S. C.

—

1928

—

Joseph

— Featurette

8,

Plans Prepared for New
Studio at Victoria, B. C.

forced marriaRe of the Rirl to the
Here a Rood
leader of the Rang.
fiRht is staRed, with the Rirl ridinR
to the post for help, which arrives
The conin time to save all hands.
ventional stuff, but Perrin snaps it

up with some peppy work.
LeviRard directed.
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Hollywood

that

means home

to traveler*

—

The doofviay oi this bold means hotnc personal
It also
scrvtce
pleasant surroundings.
comfort
means that you are cojtvaiiently located in Hollyworld
capirol
th<
amusement
center
wood film
of
of Southern California.

—

—

—

—

Good Food

a Feature

A

French cbcf has made tiic dining room famous.
Chib breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
prices.
Also a la carte service.

Write

for

reservations or free booklet

"Hollywood,"

—today

The Hollywood

Plaza Hotel

—where the doorway means home
Vine Sl.

at

eonded,

to

ttavAen

HoUywood BIwi, HoUywood,

California

tttE
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Writers Would Delay on Contract
Changed Conditions Caused by Sound Films Cited as Cause with Determination of New Status to be
Sought Before Agreement is Adopted ~ Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs from Coast Studios
Technicolor

SOiDflLM DEVELOPMENT

A

Utile from ''Lots'

SEENASCHANGINGSTATUS
Because the organization believes
sound picture will increase greatly
the importance of writers, the Screen

RALPH

By

ALLEN

Writers' Guild has passed a resolu-

10

of

Holhjwood
McNEIL, who at the age
pounded

his

way

to

WIi^K

father,
is

lets,"

the

the late Paul Casaneuve. He
directing "Beauty and Bulstarring Ted Wells.

now

"The Thrall
to be made in

urging that the

Planned

Lucky"

utilized.

*

proposed uni-

ROBERT LORD
Writer
Under Contract to Warner Broi.

EARLE SNELL
Continuity

"THE MAN DISTURBER"
Reginald Denny's Next
Production

Incidentally,
Princeton.
in
completes the cast of principals. They laid
Alma Ru- "Sophomore" served as the first
are Joseph Schildkraut.
vehicle for Charley Rogers,
bens, Emily Fitzroy, and Laura La stair ing

the midiiight
University of Kansas.

who burned

Plante.

Hickox Filming "Oh, Kay"
Syd Hickox, who photographed
Colleen Moore's most recent productions, "Happiness Ahead" and "Lilac
Time," is in charge of the cameras
on "Oh, Kay!" the star's current
First National production. Hickox is
using incandescent lighting entirely

*

*

oil

at the

*

Lipsitz
Harold BYRON

Our Passing Show: James
Smith

rushing

to

a
tvrite
Fairbanks,

(HAROLD

Douglas
Earle Brown, "Chuck"
Lewis and Joan Crawford
amoiig the badminton enthusiasts at the United Artists

check;

)r

Jr.,

studio.

on this picture.

*

Estelle Taylor in Ince Film
Kstelle Tavlor and not Leatrice
Joy, as previously announced, will
play the leading feminine role in

Mutiny" which
Ralph Ince will direct, and in which
he will enact the leading male role.

FBO's "Singapore

Bess Meredyth Hurt
Bess Meredyth, scenarist, suffered
cuts about the face when injured last
week by a hit-and-run driver.

*

+

Moore, Mervyn Le
Roy, Rollie Asher and Sid
Hickox found Santa Barbara
and the Catalina Islands "oh
Colleen

Mr.

Lipsitz

is

the

newly appointed

Yes, that's the name
of their current production.
kay."

*

*

1927 Scenario Editor— Fox

*

the

From "prop boy" to director
of Ray Taylor, who is one
is

1928 Supervisor— Fox

record

of the oldest Universal men,
of service. Ray
For a time, he

was
was

in

point

ROY DEL RUTH
Director

RUTH COLLIER
Inc.
Mr.

Lipsitz will

name of Harold
Byron

ALL YlTAPHOHi SPECIAL

Columbia

DEMMY LAMSON

write under the

**The Terror"

Scenario Editor

Studios

a stage manager
assistant to his

is

color by Technicolor.

R. William Neill will direct from a
scenario by Jack Cunningham. Technicolor is planning production of
features in color with sound effects

Northwest featherweight championTed Wilde, the director, whose
ship and was entered in the Olympic
held
"Mother's
Day" party was unique,
form contract for free-lancers be
tryouts, is now pounding out original
his miniaabeyance until the status of stories and screen plays.
in
and celebrated the opening of
He
ture theater, by playing host to a
writers in sound pictures is deteroriginal
an
Sam Taylor are writing
and
mined.
"Mac" also group of friends. Bert Wheeler
for
Mary Pickford.
conuniform
writers'
Eddie Buzzell, Broadway favorites,
free-lance
A
fashioned' "My Best Girl" for Mary
were among the entertainers, as were
tract has been under consideration
on "La Paiva." He was
Johnny Hines and Rollie Asher, who
The resolution em- and worked
for some time.
Harold Lloyd for four years heuncertainty with
did an impromptu buck and wing.
general
the
phasizes
Artists.
United
fore coming to
*
*
*
caused by advent of sound pictures,
*
*
Charley Burr and Johnny Hines
which for some time have been chief
Speaking of writer-athletes we declare melodramas offer virgin comtopic of discussion at the studios.
also wish to mention Howard Esta- edy material and cite to the busibrook, who played left tackle on the ness being done in the Southern
Harlan in "Showboat"
high school team. By the California
Detroit
exhibitors
district
by
to
Otis Harlan, has been selected
Hoivard, who studied at Co- playing "Chinatown Charlie."
The
play the role of Capt'n Andy Hawks, way,
in "Brown picture has been booked into fourappeared
ivho
and
lumbia
"Showgood-ship,
commander of the
Harvard," on the stage, wrote the teen California theaters which have
jjoat" in Universal's picturization of of
"Sophomore," which is never played any Hines pictures.
the Edna Ferber novel. This almost scenario of

tion

Feature

of Litf the

Frederick Stowers
Manager

Story Department

1

DAILV

10
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THEATER EQUIPMEN1
fly

The Stamp

NEW MOTIOGRAPH BOASTS
NUMBEROFNEWFEATURES

—

New

Co.

The new

"The

jnvolved in lelvniinating
prinoiple
from the film in the New Model
practical
and effective," he says.
H is lioth
is
purely mechanical ad does not depend
It
upon light filters, heat resisting glass, blowers
All of these, our engineers
or li(iuid cells.
have investigated and none of them proThe method emsolution.
practical
vided a
ployed is the application of a new twpe
bepositioned
shutter
horizontal-cylindrical
This
tween the film and the light source.
It
has
shutter is not an ordinary shutter.
been worked out along scientific lines to
Its formaaccomplish five distinct purposes.
tion is such that it intercepts the light beam
in an altogether different manner than the
old style rotating disc type of outside front
shutter.
"The five distinct purposes of the new
shutter include the all-important one of eliminating the heat from the film (our tests
show that 62'/' per cent of the heat is taken
away from the film) a gain in illumination,
longer life and better condition of the film,
a reduction of fire hazard, and a more perfect
projected picture with better definition."
the

heat

The new

shutter

is

of a horizon-

It is mounttal or cylindrical type.
ed on tlie film gate of the mechanism
and operates between the film and
It differs in conthe light source.
struction from the rotating disc type
of shutter in that it has two circular
vanes and is rotated on a horizontal

By

these two vanes, the light
beam is cut of? in a horizontal plane
from top and bottom simultaneously.
This being across the narrow dimension of the aperture, results in what
may be termed a "quick cut-of?."
i'hus, a gain in illumination over the
old type front shutter is accomplishThe action of the
ed, Spahr says.
two vanes cutting the light beam
simultaneously also is an advantage
in that a cleaner cut-off is obtained,
a more uniform distribution of the inaxis.

and darkness and a
smoother shutter action with entire
absence of back-lash travel ghost is
tervals of light

the result, he declares.
The vanes of the shutter cut off
the light and incidentally the heat
l.)etween the film and the light source

and Clancy service have

THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF

ing heating or pre-heating of the film
before it conies to a stop before the
aperture.
A further cutting of the
light beam during the portion of
time when the film is stationary before the aperture, is accomplished at
that period known as the flicker inThe heat of the light
terception.
beam is only allowed to reach the
film at two short intervals, once when
the film comes to a stop before the
aperture and again after the flicker
interception has passed and until the
film starts in motion again.
Ends of the shutter are angled
similar to blades of a fan, but each
of dififerent pitch, with air dissemi-

—

ing,

ment Co.
Three lens mounts, each

AP-

of a difinstant
range,
permitting
change of the area, are provided.
These are aligned on a shaft. The
required size of light is obtained with
A framing device
the iris shutter.
fits on the front of the arc lamp to
produce the desired square or oblong

ferent

speed indicator.

Has Two Types

in

high
developed by Chicago Cinema Equip-

tilting device is provided with
stops for predetermining the
angle at either the up or down position.
It operates through gearings
and ball bearings. The motor control switch is operated by foot pedals
on both sides. The speed control is
equipped with a dial plate and adjustable pointer to set the speed control.
A speed indicator generator
bracket and driving pulley are provided for houses using an electric

B.

entire stage or front of the
white or in colors, a new
intensity flood light has been

thie

stage

The

&

DEVELOPED

Chicago Designed to project a
volume of light for intense illumination of the proscenium open-

limit

B.

IS

large

PROVAL.
durmg the whole interval of film
motion before the aperture, eliminat-

HIGH INTENSITY

FLOOD

In the rapid evolution of the picture theater to the place it
occupies, the stage has played an important part.
Stage hardware
equipment must be of the best if the maximum effectiveness is to
be realized, and safety assured.
A leader in this field is the J. R. Clancy Co. Its name is
synonymous with dependable hardware, which for 42 years has stood
Mechanical perfection and
the test of quality and durability.
guaranteed efficiency are part of every sale.
Clancy equipment

lines of construction and scientific
Model H. Motioprinciples, the
graph De Luxe projector, has been
placed on the market by O. F.
Spahr. president of Enterprise Op-

principles, according to
Spahr, operate to eliminate the heating, drying, warping and buckling of
film, a condition due to increasing
use of high-powered illuminants.

m

Approval

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

Embodying what it is
Cliicago
stated are a number of improvements of a mechanical nature, new

tical

of

CHARi

of

Humidity Control Devices

—

effect.

High intensity arcs of the Hall &
Connolly, Ashcraft, General Electric
or Motiograph types are placed upon
These are not included as
the table.
part of the equipment but must be
ordered separatelj'.
The table is mounted and pivoted
upon the base. The desired angle of
tilting
tilt
is obtained by a special
device, which also includes the stop
collar attachments that permit the
quick return of the table from a temporary position to its original position.

Cleveland Two types of automatic humidity control apparatus are

Two

knurled

knobs

provide

means for making lateral adjustThe switch is of 200 amments.

the

marketed by the Bishop & Babcock
Sales Co.
One is the open or ejec- peres.
Twelve separable color frames,
tor type in which the temperature of
color frame holder, three dififerent
water is raised by steam passing diof
three and one-half inch
sizes
rectly into the spray water at the
lenses, and an iris shutter are
stereo
suction of the circulating pump. This
furnished.
system necessitates an available steam
of the projector pressure of at least three pounds at

nating vanes added to produce circu-

which draws the radiated heat away from the film tracks,
tension shoes and springs, gate slide
and cooling plate.
A locking device and a shutter
setting knob conveniently located on
lation of air,

operating side
provided for securing fine limit timing of the shutter while the mechanism is in operation.
The lamphouse cone completely
encloses the light beam from the
the

is

lamphouse to the shutter assembly
and is declared to prevent light seep-

A

built-in observation glass is
age.
The dowser operates on
a feature.
a new principle and is equipped with
two handles for operation on either

A

new-type one-piece construction
intermittent sprocket shoe is
Metal-covered flexible wire
used.
and a new connection position for
side.

the service line are provided.

^^go^,^^^^^.^^.g'^^^^^ ^^^
Before you buy, get the facts
on the

The other is the closed
times.
heater type in which a portion of the
water is by-passed through a closed
water heater of standard manufacture, the water being heated by a
hot water or steam supply.

all

New Organ at Baraboo, Wis.
L.
Wis. Manager C.
Baraboo,
Roser is installing a new organ at the

—

Al Ringling.

Bound

FREE

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

TO

MOVIE CAMERA

Film Daily
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AND MANAGEMENT

HYNES

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PRESENT GENERAL METHOD OF
STAGE LIGHTING WITH NEW KLIEGL-STOLL SYSTEM
(Using a

TALKING SHOP

Compari-

Systems

6.

Dimmer requirements

7.

6'

8.

4 Border lights common usage
Focusing impossible

.^.

4.

Builds B. O. Business

Spahr Enthused

colors of
4 colors of
3

per color
5,500 watts
"
4,000

11

SKOURAS BROTHERS

7.

7'

3.

—

4.

16,500 watts

c 5.

5—3,000
1—1,500

—

—

1—1.000

Spacing between borders

way.

Vidor with N.S.S.
Chicago -C. W, \'idor has joined
Hal C. Young's sales force at National Screen Service and has been

—

thermometer with the mercury at the
At the foot of the
69 degree mark.
three
shown
were
thermometer
Across the foot of the
Eskimos.
ad were large letters reading "It's
Really Cool! at Skouras Theaters."

assigned

Illinois.

space alongside the therthe copy read: "Yesterday's

Salt
special

|

Lake City

— H,

South East

R. Cantwell.
representative
of
National
Screen Service, is on a sales trip
throughout the territory.

that's

what counts when you need service.
"No show" means no "gate" and no
theatre manager can laugh that off.
But there's a l>^ational branch near you
where experts are ready to answer your
S.O.S. day and night; and where complete service and repair equipment is in'*-'

a feature of the
as the
Switchboard,
Kliegl-Spotlight
Kliegl-Stoll
summer's
The
hot
shows.
iUustration
"Remember ^On a
day there's no place so cool and re- Spotlight, recenthj developed, has
freshing as Skouras Brothers' Ambeen adopted as sUivdard equipbassador and Missouri tested and
ment by Keith-Albee-Orpheum
accepted by all as St. Louis' official
cooling stations. Come on St. Louis!"

Compactness

is

90's.

—

—

Noiseless Operation

is

A.D.C. Machine Feature

manship we've been advocating in
Allentown, Pa. Special composiselling your cooling system to the
rubber wheels, rubber bumpers
tion
you
it,
doing
If you're not
public.
ball-bearing pulleys are features
certainly are lying down on the job, and
of the A.D.C. automatic curtain mafor there is real opportunity to beat
chine, manufactured here by the AuIf you haven't a cooling
the heat.
is as-

—

plant of some kind, you're far behind
the times, and right now is the time
to snap into it.

Cantwell Traveling

"PXPEDITION — promptness

of

That's employing the kind of show-

i

Expedition

Heat Wave was not felt at Skouras
Theater! Blasts of cool, fresh, invigorating air poured into the auditorium from our 'perfected' cooling
systems. Keeping our guests in perfect comfort with an average tem69 degrees, though the
thermometer outside hovered in the

or 8' spacing now required
3 only, now required
Each of the 20 units can be
focused to a spot or flood.

It is evident from the atxive that at any
point on the stage it is possible to have 2507,
more light of any given color using the same
wattage lamp. Each lamp is so mounted that
a beam of light can be directed to any pan
of the stage.
The possibility of color blend
is unlimited, absolutely silent and instantaneous. Because of the saving on dimmers, valuable stage space is saved as well as switchboard construction costs.
This is the first
pronounced change and most effective improvement in stage lighting brought aliout
in this country in recent years.

75
watt lamps or 1,000 watt
lamps are used, the ratio of space saved and
light increase is the same.
Unlimited color
combination, focusing and automatic instantaneous control are only possible the new

Now

perature

9.

Whether

Operating!" Then down
tions
the side of the ad was shown a large

the

per color

6.

2.

Imf^oytaut:

The original copy of the campaign
was cleverly done. In a space two
columns wide and 125 agate lines
deep was displayed some ice-covered
head lines which read: "Cooling Sta-

In

I 'nit

Note:

have been

using special newspaper advertisof
ing copy to advise theater-goers
cooling
St. Louis of the high-class
equipment used in the Skouras theMissouri.
aters, the Ambassador and

mometer

Wattage per

Way

20 cnits with 10 color
combination
10.000
24" center cm colors
10 Color combination
20
500 watt lamps required
lotal wattage requirements, 10,000 watu
Dimmer requirements
j
3,000

1.

8.
9.

PIfficient

I'nit

5.

2.

New

WattaRC per

Present Ceneral Practice

units ea.
8 units ea.
42" centers on colors
Only 3 color comb, possible
33
500 watt lamps required
Total wattage requirements

1.

Cooling

border light as an illustration uith 500 watt lampK
on 14" centers)

Point of
son

Selling

40' x 14"

tomatic Devices Co. This, it
serted, assures noiseless operation.

the rubber
The curtain
wheels which roll on the .\.D.C. Roll
E-Z curtain track, operating through
The machine is of the
the pulleys.
directly
operating
type
enclosed
through bakelite helical-cut gears,
is

stantly available.

Don't wait till trouble comes. Get acquainted with ISational now. We serve
in every capacity wherein the furnishing
and maintaining of theatre equipment
from stage screw to
is concerned
pipe organ.
.

.

.

There's a National Theatre Supp'v branch near you.

hung on

O. F. Spahr of Enterprise Optical,
seldom bubbles over with enthusiasm,
but he surely is proud of the new
relays or
model Motiograph. The machine has without use of magnets,
nor
circuit,
electrical
the
in
a number of new features, and if solenoids
or friction surdrums
winding
belts,
in
upheld
claims made for it are
controlled from any
It is
More faces.
practice, should be popular.
points
in the theater.
or
point
on this later.

SUPPLY CO.
NATIONAL THEATRE
Qeneral
Offices

624 South Michigan Avenue

CHICAGO

Offices in All Principal Cities

(4IMA)

-

THE

Loew's Providence House
Ready by September

1
Providence— The new Loew theater
on Weybosset St., will open Sept. 1.

Max Heymann.
hnildinp;
niovinfj

superintendent

operations,

along

said

than

faster

expected

—

Tenn. LeRoy BreithBristol, \'a.
barth, who recently resigned from
Stanley, and taken over management
of the Cameo and Eagle here for

Sound equipment

Goebel Theaters.
to be installed, he

announces.

Monday

M

Ci-M and Fo.x pitpaied to yive
Coast Theaters extended protection

raranujiiiit,

West
sousjht.

Twenty

included

theaters

Blank-

proposed

in

Publix deal.

Minneapolis as nonmembers of exhibitor unit sit on board.
Musicians seek public reaction to soiand films
preliminary to campaign against meas
chanical music devices.

Arbitration resumed

in

_

Frank

Rembusch

J.

exhibitors
called by
president.
.Saxe Bros,

to

W.

upon

calls

unaffiliated

attend lake boat convention
A. Steffes, Northwest unit

may

return

exhibition

to

field,

having secured control, with Oscar Brachman and Walter Schroeder, of the Capitol
at

Clinton in New York
J.
Clinton of Clinton-Myers,
B.
J.
Duluth, is in New York.
B.

CLAIM 40

Sunday, July

P. C.

SAVING

NEW COLOR
London — Production of

Madison, Wis.

Tuesday
Extended protection for West Coast Theaters
would benefit Coast terrtory and speed

movement of pictures, is contention.
Sound in pictures must be censored, Pennsylvania court rules.
seek partnership deal in Universal
Unversal planning to
Atlanta;
Capitol,
curtail activity in Southeast.
B. & K. and Marks Bros, wage advertising
"battle" on sound pictures.
W. A. Steffes, Northwest unit president, advises members to ignore arbitration.

color films

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

tribute the product.
Scheduled
for
production

Than

the

are:
Sir
City
of

Photo
Engraving

Sword," by

Max

Pemberton;
"The
Echoes," by Capt. Reginald Berkeley; "With Edged Tools," by G. H.
Seton Merriman; "Escape," based on
John Galsworthy's play. Jack Buchanan and Percy Marmont have been
Production at

signed.

Specialists

Elstree.

Loew's

Wednesday
Independence

Day

Thursday
Louis exhibitors seek wage cuts from
musicians and operators; unions mapping
drastic regulation on sound pictures.
Row in Philadelphia theater field seen in
proposed return in September of Fred G.
Nixon-Nirdlinger.
Universal theaters in Florida may become
part of Publix-Saenger chain.
of Justice suits against distrilmtors, Hays organization and Film Boards
of Trade to be put off until fall.
Stimulus to pictures to be given by sound.

Department

\

n..i

WHERE TO DINE
AND DANCE ON

LONG ISLAND
BOB FALLON 'S
ORCHESTRA AND
ENTERTAINERS

Irving

D.

president,

Stanley

Rossheim,

says.

.

,

Caumont British completes
of Emelka of Munich.

for

deal

,

purchase

Friday

dialogue

in

pic-

Saturday
Convention planned for purpose of resurrecting Allied States Ass'n called off.
Brandt sees bright outlook for independent
producer-distributor.
pictures will

Sound

Sid

costs,

Grauman

cut

We
We

come when performance counts
time has
and Columbia has the
rather than promises
sort of past record that will stand the closest

—

stage

and

music

believes.

"Ves,
for

this

means

a

—

carte. My.

ON MERRICK ROAD
MASSAPEQUA

LONG ISLAND
23

tni/es
fro in

Queensb
-

Bridae

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

Theater Battle Seen by
New Ithaca Alignments
(Continued from Page

1)

Recently, Comerford bought
into the Ithaca firm, which gives that
firm the strength of the Comerford

Hour.

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

—

Lasky Signs British Actor
London Jesse Lasky has signed

—

John Loder, British actor, to a fiveyear contract and he soon will leave
Loder is a "discovfor Hollywood.
of Miles Mander, who recently
ery"
films from other
starred him in "The Firstborn."
British, 26;

the Bengal Board of Censors' annual
report, announced by the Dept. of

PANMD

West
NEW

market."

prised 57.50 per cent of the pictures
showed in Bengal during the year
ending March 31, 1928, according to

la

250

is going to be a great year
Pictures and that certainly
independent
great year for the

sir,

Columbia

'except Saturday night
Sunday dinner a specialty.

also a

DAY AND NIGHT

interested in getting first-class pictures regardless of which company makes them.
"So far as we are concerned. Columbia
Pictures this year is going to write the bigare makgest business of its history.
ing the sort of picture the thinking exhibitor
know the
will welcome to his program.

what
,food! No cover charge

and Shore Dinners-

Industry

{Continued from Page 1)
assurances that our product would
Exhibitors who played
find a ready market.
our product last year, and for several years
past, told us they would welcome an increased
production program from Columbia.
"Contracts coming into the home office from
all parts of the country are evidence enough
that we are on the right track, and that the
exhibitors of the country are today vitally

buying power.
Cornell Theaters of Elmira, headed
57.50% of Pictures
by Berinstein Bros., is building a
Bengal Sees from U. S. house seating 1,800, to be ready by
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY fall, and now Harry Clark is conWashington American' filni.s com- temiJlating a 900-seat house.

Chicken, Duck,Lobsier,

Motion Picture

scrutiny.

National aspect seen to St. Louis wage reduction and sound film fight.
Loew's net for 40 weeks to June 3 is

$6,377,10L
Care in use of sound and
tures urged by Schenck.

to the

Independent Outlook
Bright, Says Brandt
received

St.

•I

1928

Musketeers."

by a process claimed to be 40 per
cent
cheaper than any other is
planned by British Multicolor Film
Corp., Ltd., which has been capitalized at $1,650,000, under the chairmanship of Charles Gulliver. Graham Wilcox Productions will dis-

"Mightier

8,

Fairbanks Sequel Named,
Douglas Fairbanks' next ))icturc,
"The Man With the Iron Mask,"
will be
a sequel to "The Three

IN

work was

Breithbarth at Bristol

—

Week*s Headlines

of

and that tiie company were confident
that by pushing construction the theater would be ready for occupancy
on that day.

is

JXH^

DAILV

12

Commerce.
The percentage

of

countries are as follo-ws:
French, 8.5; Indian, 5; German, 3;
A total of 719
other countries, 3.
pictures were passed upon, 634 being
approved without deletions and seven

Eighty-three

being rejected.
were given certificates

films
after
ex-

cisions.

St.

New Year
—

until

using

Motion

July.

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

Product

Louis -Exhibitors arc holding
back on signing contracts for the new
year, pending the annual convention
of the eastern Missouri and southern
The convention, usuIllinois unit.
ally held in May, has been put off
St.

world for the purpose of public
instruction.

Schools, Churches

Louis Zone Slow in

Buying

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the

FILMS"

"1001
Complete

{Fifth Edition)

reference booklet, listing nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

Ave., Chicago, III

For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made

est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film

—look

for the identifying

words

margin— and get the film
that always carries quality
in the

through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—
William Haines
happy

is

I

—The reason

is

"Excess Baggage"

M-G-M

—The

is

tkrilledl

reason

is

"Excess Baggage"

The

industry will he

proud

I

—The reason

is

"Excess Baggage"

THE FIRST RELEASE FROM
M-G-M IN 1928-29 IS
''EXCESS BAGGAGE'''-^ it is

one of the greatest motion

pictures ever

made!

GENTLEMEN,
IT

A
A

will take its place

William

llaine'<
'

W(t/i

in

"Excess

jo%t:l}hinii

Dunn and Ricardo GorU'z A
James Cruzc Production.
Based on the

{flay by John
Contimiuy hy
Francca Marion. Dirtfcted b:^
James Crujt'

McGou-an.

classic

with the mightiest.

great stage success has

become

triumph of the photoplay!

SEPTEMBER
^£iKKi^K*^

prepare for a

1st

M^&M

brings

WILLIAM Haines in ''Excess
STARTING off a memorable

AND in rapid-fire succession
OUR Dancing Daughters''

you

Baggage"
season

come

n

{with Joan Crawford)

LON Chaney in ''While the City Sleeps"
THE Bellamy Trial" {Moma BeWs woiulcr

film!)

WE

make

-G-M

this

prophecy now:

again in 1928-29

is

to be

THE TALK OF THE INDUSTRY

\

Publix Experimenting with Stage Unit in Sound

:i^^ NEWSPAPER

ML THE NEWS

o/'FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLV

VOL.

No.

Monday, July

7

Tops 'Em All
HERE. The

IT'S
to be

first

produced entirely

with"

angles.

The

first

its

is

Mark

possibilities.

as a sweet one.

money-making
it

down

It will

quick

up

clean

in sound-equipped theaters. BrethFor
ren, it can't possibly miss.

big dough,

it's

a production

As

simply grand.
is

it

easily the best

It
sound picture made to date.
it's
list
tops 'em all, heads the
No. 1 man in the fast-growing

—

synchronization

FUTURE PUBLIX

At least one Publix presentation
unit including Paul Ash and his band
will be made as a sound picture.
Providing this experiment prove.^
successful other units will be giren
a sound film treatment.
Production will start at the Paramount studio in Astoria as soon as
work of installing sound equipment

here

comes one with nothing

but.

What

else

need be said?

We

were particularly interested in
the picture as a production endeavor.
noticed the following:

We

That

the dialogue, in the

Toward the
and natural.
sweet sentimentality sneaked
up on some of the lines and the reWhich proves
sult
was funny.
close,

all over again that the most rigid
care must be exercised in the selection of words given the characters to

speak.

exact

policy
(ContiHHfd on Pagt
its

on

the

camera and, despite
proved to be

recording

this,

the

quite

satisfactory.

3)

25 PUBLIX THEATERS'
AGAIN ON RCA SYSTEM

SOUND DEBUT JULY 28

need for voices which
synchronize adequately is a defi-

nite one.

instance

good

Some

of the players in this
pretty

came through with

colors.

That— and

—

Many

didn't.

to us this

is

Sound

pictures will
25 Publix dc

make

their

luxe houses
debut in
July 28 when "Warming Up," Richard Dix vehicle, has day and date
release throughout the country. This
Paramount picture has a synchronized score and sound effects.
Between 75 and 80 Publix houses
are now equipped with the Western
Electric synchronizing system.

terrifically

on

Page

i)

Groups Under One
Business Policy
Representatives of seven or eight
chains not affiliated with

New York

Owners' Chamber of
or the Sapiro buying co-

Theater

the

Commerce

potential halt in the opening of
of Kings" at the Rivoli,

New

was

York,

Saturday

averted

latter named organizations in an effort to arrive at a common meeting
ground on policies for next season.
Many local exhibitors declare the

situation which
most serious in

faces

them

their careers

is

the

and

in-

that the condition is so general
in the New York territory that a gettogether of all exhil>ition interests
sist

affiliated with producers
distril)utors is necessary in order

except those

and

when

Electrical Research Products,
manufacturers of the Western Electric system with which the theater

work out a broad, general agreement under which they can shape
their buying and operating plans for

equipped, made the necessary adjustments and thus permitted the
picture which has an RCA Photo-

1928-29.

is

phone score
Electrical

to

open as per schedule.
however, de-

Research,

(Continnfd on

Page

3)

to

Tomorrow's meeting
be followed by

a

will

probably

general conference

of all exhibitors in the zone to further develop the stand adopted by
the T.O.C.C. and I.M.P.E.A. not to
buy pictures until September.

Production Head for "The Toilers," T-S Film,
Booked in 2 U.A. Houses
Paramount in the East
THE FILM DAILY
Coast Bureau

Bell,

H'est

has been engaged as
production executive of Paramount's
Long Island studio. Plans have been
formulated for production of short

Monta

Bell

before he returned to the Coast SatHe was accompanied by B.
urday.
Schulberg who will inaugurate
P.

sound production
Hollywood.

the

program

Britain Plans a Studio
to Produce Sound Films
London— Negotiations are under
way with American interests to secure rights for ptoduction of sound
studio
films for British pictures.
at Elstree
is now under construction
fitted for
is being specially

year.

L

,

Angeles— "The

Toilers,"
a
Tiffany-Stahl production, directed by

Los

Reginald Barker has been booked
world premiere showing at the
United Artists theater on July 11.
This is the first time the theater has
booked any but a United Artists pro
duction. On July 13, the picture opens
in the United Artists theater, De-

SOUND MUSICAL COMEDY

for a

troit.

in

important unless producers watch
the road they tread, they will narrow
A
down their screen to the limitations
"Lights
In
of the legitimate stage.
of New York," there is some action, and it
production and will be exclucleverly injected, but essentially the sound
It
devoted to that purpose.
sivelv
and
stage formula is adhered to
the
of
end
the
by
completed
obtained will be
development
progressive
(CoHtitined

A

"The King

That the
will

on to Unite All

Is

tomorrow will meet a joint
committee representing both of the

sound

sound novelties as well as features
That the system of masked micro- at Paramount's Hollywood and AsThis
phones is making progress.
toria studios, stated Jesse L. Lasky,
appeared to be so because in many
shots, the speaking characters turned

Move

operative,

With

main, was

sensible

away from

reported but
the
here
that
Marks Bros.' suit against Balaban and Katz and 26 other defendants, including many producers and distributors, will be
settled out of court.

INTERCHANGEABILITY UP

picture ever made!
fellow that can't
clean up with such an exploitation
angle to play with, has reached the
Sound, in itself, is a
pension age.
The previous
tremendous novelty.
dialogued pictures proved that. Now

Centi

is

It

unit.

The

else

—

Chicago
unconfirmed

complete, probably in about two
weeks.
James Cowan will have
charge of sound treatment for the

"all-talkie"

Whoopee!

May Settle Suit

is

an angle to play with! The

What

5

THEATER BLOC OF N. Y.
SHOWS
INDEPENDENTS PLANNED

field.

Some Reasons Why
first

Price

1928

MAY ADOPT SOUND fOR

feature

dialogue and sound eflFects.
"Lights of New York" properly
must be approached from two

9,

Nations' League Discusses
Eliminating Film Quotas
of

Geneva (By Cable)— The League
Nations, through its Economic
discussing

Conferences,

is

tion of quotas

and

artificial

eliminatrade bar-

Wilson, .American
minister at Berne, on Saturday protested against the French quota regriers.

Hugh

R.

American
was within its

ulations and said that the

Government

felt

it

rights to submit the matter for diplomatic action and settlement by an
impartial tribunal.

The

first

musical

comedy

in

sound

course of preparation by L'liiversal, being a compilation of the four series of "Collegians" two-reelers. Joseph Cherniavsky is preparing the music for the
production, and will probably go to
for the screen

is

(.Comtinned

in

on

Page

3)

April Exports $652,714;
$158,146 Under March
FILM IKIILY
exports again
touched a low figure with a total of
'3 703.607 ft. valued at $652,714. as
compared with 29,345.604 ft. valued
at $810,860 in March, according to
Ifashmnlon Bureau

Washington

—

of

Tti E

.\pril

Exthe Department of Commerce^
ports bv classes included 6,339,579
(Contimued on Pog* 3}

.

THE
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"Man Who Laughs" Does
$111,351 at N. Y. Run
Vil.

XLV No.

Monday, Jul|

7

9,

1928

Price 5 Cents
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post office at New York, N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free)
1879.
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Subscribers shoulil
$3.00.
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remit

to

Address

order.

with
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THF FILM

4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood, California Ralph
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone (Jranite
London Ernest \V. Fredman, The
6607.
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Berlin
Lichtbild-buehne. Friedrichstrasse,
1.
2?5

—

—

—

Financial

Following a run of ten full weeks
and two split weeks at the Central,
New York, "The Man Who Laughs"
opened at the Rialto Saturday for a
run.
During its Central engagement
the picture rolled up a gross of $111,351, according to box-office figures
supplied by Universal, divided as fol-

lows:

Week Ending
April

two

May
May
May
May

Gross

(ojiening

30

performance and

davs)

full

$6,287
14,129
14.070
13,200
13,302
11,557
8,652
8,928
9,755
7,723
3,748

6
13

20
27

June 2
June 9
June 16
June 23
Tune 30
July 4 (four days)
Total

$111,351

Ufa Production at the Cameo
Another Ufa Production, "The
Loves of Jeanne Ney," a drama of

High

Am.

34^

Seat

Low
34'A

Close

Sales

345-2

100

•(c-b) do 6s 36
*
Bal. & Katz
74/2
*(c) Con. Fm. Ind
14J4
*(c)
do pfd
24M
178
178
(s) East. Kodak ..178
124
*(s)
do pfd
Insp.
(s) Film
3)4
3/2
3H
104
*(s) First Nat. pfd
78
78/8
(s) Fox Fm. "A". 78 J^
"'
26
27/8
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 27^4
13
*(c) Intern. Proj
93^
*(b) Keith's 6s 46
55
SS'A
(s) Loew's, Inc. .. 55 f^
10254 102-Xs 102-54
do. pfd
(s)
109'4
109^
do 6s 41ww.l09^
(b)
.

.

do

FL

.

.

"A

29.>4

30M

do units .... 32
Syi
do com
37
Skouras Bros.
41
Stanley Co.
5/2
*(o) Technicolor

34
6/2
38

(0)
(0)
(o)
(o)

Roxy

.

.

.

.

(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

Trans-Lux

3M

.

500
100

St.

of
of

the handling and
the product of British Lion Films.

Easy Go'' Tuesday, "Bachelor's Paradise"
Wednesday.
"Greased
Lightning"
and
"Something Always Happens"; Ihursday,
"No Other Woman"; Friday, "Stormy
SatWaters" and "Women Men Like"
urday, "Detectives"; Sunday, "Ladies of
the Mob''
Mark Strand "The Lights of New York"
Paramount "The Racket"

—

to
for

1

2

900
1,800

Mason Quits the Business
Dallas— A. Haydn Mason has

re-

.

origin.

Negotiations have been completed
for the production of two serials at
Manhattan studios and shooting on
the first will start July 16.
It is expected that the second will start no
later than August,!.

;

;

—

—

— "The Man Who Laughs"
—
Kings"
the Show"
—
Mouse"
Warners "The Lion and
Chance''
Brooklyn Strand — "The Wheel
Rialto
Rivoli

"King
Roxy — "Hit

of

of

the

of

British Inter'l Adding

field.

Ernest R. Morrison, of the
Atlanta, succeeds him.

How-

out

old

mem-

Edwards has

ap-

The
pointed a new censor board.
personnel now is: David R. Himelhoch, Mrs. Max Steinhauer, Mrs.
Edith Williams, Mrs. Sadie Ellis,

W. H. Wilson

Gumbiner Building Another
Los Angeles S. Charles Lee has
commenced working drawings for a

—

theater building to be located at 528
The theater will
South Broadway.
be built for H. L. Gumbiner, for
whom Lee designed the Tower last
vear.
The work will involve $150,000.

Stages at Elstree Studio
London

—

British International's
studio at Elstree is adding two new
stages.
Each will occupy ground
space of 325 by 240 ft. with actual
studio space of 275 by 100 ft. and
will be 38 feet high.
Each studio
offices,

32 dressing rooms, seven
and four bathrooms.

figured that within a year,
twelve producers will be able
to work simultaneously in the plant.
It

is

at least

Friedman Sails Saturday
Delaying his return to Berlin one
week, Joe Friedman, supervisor of
exchanges in Europe for Universal,
sails for Germany on the Deutschland Saturdav.
Principal Buys in Indiana
Huntington, Ind.
Principal Tlieaters, Inc., has bought the Jefferson.
Harry
Palmer is to be general
manager of the Indiana group to be
developed by Principal.
.

—

M

Blands Gets Chicago House
Chicago Bland Bros, take over

—

the Famous theater, at
Chicairo Ave., on Sept.

3644
1.

What^U they have

Fabian in Ridgewood
Ridgewood, N. J. Erection of a
new theater by the Stanley-Fabian
Corp. is intimated when A. R. Winans, recently sold the Schwartz property on West Ridgewood Ave. to
Dave and Jacob Stern of Paterson.

m

Sound Pictures?

Three Book "Radiograms"
Columbia has secured bookings on
its

new

grams,"

New

York.

New House

— Contract

theater at

Miami

for

$225,000

for
a
First Ave. aild

Bryson Here
Bryson, managing di- St. has been let.
European M. P. Corp., Uni- man is the owner.
V.

see

one-reel novelty, "Radiothe Paramount, Rialto

at

and Roxy,

_

N. Maine

SOUND PICTURE

George L. Cole-

rector of
versal's British distributing organizaYork to confer with
tion, is in

issue of

New

home

WANTED

office executives.

Schines in Corning
Corning, N. Y. Bids for the construction of a new theater by the
Schine Theatrical Enterprises on the
site of the old Liberty is planned.

—

—

——

Unusual film shots scenics novelties
oddities
sports— current events

—

—

anything unusual with audience value.

Two

will contain

—

200

its

signed the managing directorship of
Palace to enter the commercial

ard,

354

New

the

1

7

at the Manhattan Studios
York, Charles Ascott will
start shooting a sound film to be
used as a stage novelty. The process
to be used is new and Ascott claims
in

;

distribution of

Lang May Come Here
Fritz Lang may come
Berlin
Hollywood to produce a feature

100

2,600

St.

Gaumont to Handle Lion Films
and Jack -M. Lannon. Mrs. Victor
London — Negotiations have been Zernick, who was reappointed, has
completed by tlie Gaumont Company declined to serve.

Miami
James

Fifty-fifth

—

one of the big companies.

12
15
United Art.
85
80
do pfd.
Univ. Ch. com. 2
... 78
do pfd.
15
*(c) Univ. Pict
97
•(s)
do pfd
33'/2
Bros..
ZA'A
34H 2,600
(c) Warner
42
9,100
41
4254
(s)
do "A"
121
*(cb) do e'As 28
• Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).
(s) Stock Exchange.
lOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Ph iladelphia.
.

uf

Broadway "The -Apaches of Paris"
Cameo "The Loves of Jeanne Ney"

Cleaning
Seattle
bers, Mayor Frank

tor
'366
5,100

41

iVi

— "Trail '98"
—
—
Capitol —'"The Actress"
Criterion — "Wings"
Embassy — "Tempest"'
— "Discord"
Fifth Ave.— "The City Without Jews"
—
Gaiety "Fazil"
Globe— "The Red Dance"
Hammerstein — "The End
Petersburg"
Hippodrome— "Tlie Grip
the Yukon"
Loew's New York — Monday, "Easy Come,
Astor

Edith Jehanne.

M-G-M

.

,

100

'166

1928

Today

Melvin G. Winstock,

6s41x-war

100/2
25 5/8
pfd
8
8
8
(s) M. P. Cap.
1954
*(s) Orph. Cir
82
do pfd.
*(s)
..U87A 127M 1287/i
(s) Para.
99/2
99/2
99/2
do 6s 47
(c-b)
(b) Par.By.5-/2s51 102^ 102^^8 102^8
4-4
4/2
4/2
(s) Pathe
17^ 16/8 16M
do "A"
(s)
68^
68^
do 7s37
(b)
68J4

*(b)
*(s)

On Broadway

Seattle Mayor Cleans
Out Censorship Board

"Matty" Radin, Eastern sales manager of the Gotham, is on a two-week
trip through New England.

9,

Three Units Lease Space at
Manhattan Studio, N. Y.

the Russian Revolution, is the feature at the Cameo, New York. G. W.
Pabst directed with a cast headed by

Radin on Tour
(s)

Monday, July

The Film Daily

Submit descriptive list and footage to
Box No. M-300
c-o FUm Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

n

01.1

West

THE
Monday, July

9,

1928

Tops 'Em All
(Continued from Page

1)

The Broadway Parade

words,

rather than
picture
v'a the
quesfans are faniihar: action.
tion most seriously the advisahiUty
spiiken

tb.routjli

medium with which

THE

We

jf this

step in

the

observation which we do not
bcHeve can be challenged is this:
That the Warners have pioneered a

hewed

effort

al

For

Adopt Sound for
Future Publix Shows

its

still

chain when it has
the winter. Whether
theater at Knoxvi'le,

presentation

the

premiere

in

or not a new
Tenn.. seating approximately 3,500,
will play unit shows has not been
This house is slated for
decided.
winter opening.

Interchangeability

Again on
clared this

Up

RCA System

(Continued from Page

was done

Theater
Criterion

M-G-M

Astor

1)

at the

"98"

of

United Artists.
Petersburg" Hammerstein

of St.

28

Fox

Gaiety

June

4

Warners
Fox

Globe

"Fazil"

"The Lion and
the Mouse"
"The Red Dance"
"Man Who Laughs"
"King of Kings"

request

cf officers of the Radio Corp. and is
not to be construed as a precedent
as to its future policy under like conditions.
This again opens up the
question of interchangeability.
It is understood that one major
difference between the W^estern Electric system and Photophone is in the
width of the sound track and that
the adjustments made in the Rivoli
equipment concerned this technical
difference.

The Associated Press reports from
London that J. L. Baird demonstrated
two of the latest developments in his
television process— the transmission
of movement in ordinary daylight and
Thus, it is reported,
colored views.
the broadcasting of action views of
open air events is possible as well as
the transmission of scenes containing
color.

Warners

Small House for St. Marys, Pa.
Paul Jones, forSt. Marys, Pa.
merly with Row'land and Clark is
'

manager of the
Marys Amusement Co. which

president and general
St.

the atmosphere of the
black-face shows.

Universal to Produce
Two Films in France
Paris — Two quota pictures will

June IS
June 25

Rialto

July

7

Pathe

Rivoli

July

7

!..

jjroduced

by

Universal

Franct
will almost exin

Although the casts
comprise French players,
one American star may be used in

clusively

April Exports $652,714;
Theaters Corp. of America
Active in Virginia
$158,146 Under March
at $177,382;
of negatives valued at
$65,881, and 16.868,384 ft. of positives valued at $409,451.
The most important market for
positive films was Argentine, which
took 1,866,553 ft. valued at $42,125,
followed by Brazil with 1,718,150 ft.
valued at $40,052, .A.ustralia with
1,505,061 ft. valued at $34,145, and
Uruguav with 1.017,565 ft. valued al
$14,029.

495,644

ft.

House Goes Soun

Indianapolis

—

\'a.
The Theaters Corp.
America, which has Southern
headquarters in Norfolk, has just
leased the Auditorium in Onancock.
The company of which Mark Gates.
for years with Loew, is president and
which has head(|uarters in Washing-

Norfolk,

1)

raw stock valued

of

ft.

cf

ton, has already in operation a number of theaters in this section. The
Gates, beng built for this concern
in

Portsmouth, is Hearing compleand is expected to open Sept. 1.

tion,

&

S. L. Nusbaum
Co. are agents
for this concern in its real estate operations.

Another for Jersey

Town

—

Gloucester, N. J.
.\ccordinK to the
syndicate that proposes a new theater at a cost of several hundred
thousand dollars, it is not likely that
ground will be broken until next
.March.
The theater will be erected
at Broadway and .Somerset, and will
extend to Atlantic street. The project will be controlled by the ownerof the

Leader and
Publisher in

.\pollo.

New York

.\nna .\iken i'atter><Mi, editor and
publisher of "\\ eekly Film Review."
Atlanta, is in New York for a week'stav.
At the Astor.

1

—

Ohio will be
Indianapolis The
During this
closed until the 25th.
period the house will be completely
redecorated, and equipment for V=taphone and Movietone

installed.

1,0C0 Seater for Dallas
Dallas Contract for construction
of the Plaza apartments and Varsity
theater, a seven-story structure, to
cost $430,000 at Snider Plaza and
Rosedale St., University Park, has
been let, work to begin within thirty

—

days.

theater will be completed by

The
Oct.

1.

The Varsity will be operated by
It will have a capacity
Paul Scott.
of 1,000.

J.

J.

Coast

OSWALD

Sullivan, in charge of book-

ings for

West

Coast,

left

New York

Saturday for the Coast.

May

Build

in

THE LUCKY RABBIT

Kokomo

SUPERVISION

Kokomo. Ind.— Talk of a theater
and a modern apartment,

building

which have been considered as possibeing reto be the south-

Kokomo,

are

bilities for
The site is
vived.
east corner at the intersection
Walnut and Phillips Sts.

Main
uel

900.

ture,
will

St.,

by

a

which

ALWAYS
SCORES
PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

group headed by Sam-

Work upon

the struccost about $200,000
be started soon.

Savner.

GEORGE WINKLER

of

Patchogue, N. Y.— A new theater
including stores and apartments will
be erected upon the site of the old
West
146-148
homestead,
Bishop

will

build a $175,000 theater here.
The house will have a capacity of

embody

17

... .Universal

Patchdgue House Planned

new

.

will

oldtinie

each production.

Sullivan to

Baird Broadcasts Outdoor
Scenes Via Television

—

Embassy

May
May

.

Nat Ross is scheduitd
Universal will also pro"The Minstrel Show." which

flirect.

duce

Opening Date
Aug. 12, 1927
Mar. 20, 1928

Hanunerstean

.

(Continued from Page

adding unit houses to
which now comprises 33
its chain,
In November stage shows
weeks.
will go into the new Publix house
A new
in Brooklyn with 4,000 seats.
house under construction at Toledo,
with about 3,500 seats, will augment
is

Hero." and

Paramount

1)

presentation units undetermined, Pub-

Ix

"Dawn," "The

closed.

ANN

May

(Continued from Page

Three of the features

Distributor

"End

that,

K

rates.

Picture

"Tempest"

the

from which many lessons

inav be learned.

popular

at

"Wings"
"Trail

they
unknown
deserve great credit. In "Lights of
New York" they have provided exhibitors a Class A-1 attraction and
the industry at large, an experiment-

path again.

also

to

One

iiave

Rialto.

\i

the Coast to assist in the musica'
arranf^fcmcpt.
The provisional »'•'
for
the
picture
is
"The Co!

Drag Net." and "Uncle Tom's Cabin."

Noteworthy Experiment

They

(Continued from Page

week U the reopening of "The King of Kings"
sound accompaniment at popular prices, which marks a new
the sound-sight field.
"The Man Who Laughs" has been switched to

chief note of interest for the

at the Rivoli with

method.

step- further.

Universal IVodiiciiij^
Sound Musical Show

will

VnwersaI\i\W\.l^ Cartoons

To Break Every
Record at McVickers
Balaban & Katz, for the first
time in 12 years, took a chance on
fl
Fox product, look ivhat

When

3

??:^:/:

•fe':

FRANK BORZAGE'S
with

JANET GA YNOR and CHARLES FARRELL
did to the -weekly statement
MORE
THAN

$

40,000
i

Positively the biggest

7

:*

'

«:

DAYS

weekly gross ever at

this theatre
l.:iS7!IC-

No'W^

you understand ^irhy 1^

P&nPyess
PARAMOUNT ENDORSES FOX
Balaban and Katz of Publix (Paramount) Theatres booked Fox product for
bought fifteen FOX pictures for exhibition during the coming
season. B. & R. are to be congratulated upon their good sense in thus affording the patrons of their
theatres the greater dirersity of program assured by these splendid FOX pictures.

FOR thebig

first

their

ST

time

in history,

Loop theatres

in Chicago, haring

Irnoclis 'em for

a loop in

CHICAGO

-

Gets Temporary Block Booking Injunction

in

Ohio

]

iTHE
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Tuesday, July

At Last!
WASHINGTON,

with all
of the force and majesty
the

of

GOV'T

American Com-

films

on

From now

on,

ican

than

likely

Continent.

the
it

not

Amer-

appears more
the

dignified

—

The plan

permanently

abandoned.

The meeting

will be held at a
later date in either Chicago or

on behalf

fronts,

battle

on the
present and fu-

of the industry

WARNER BRO$.TO TEST

ture, overseas.

The

Splendid.

finest sort of

news.

our usually ineffective way to
You
about this very step.
know when you glance over the
in

bring

world-wide business scheme, motion
pictures in themselves do not stack
up as being terribly important. But
the influence which they cast on trade
Big
is most impressively important.
business in America concedes the
point and, as we, for one, have pomtshould therefore participate
actively in safeguarding of this pow-

A

friendly

whether the

action

New York

determine

to

M.

stimulant.

sales

Somebody

somewhere has been talking to the
folks down in Washington. We have
a hunch it is traceable to the Hays
organization and some extremely influential

bankers interested in foreign

financing.

But aside from
Government

that,

a fact that the

behind the guns.

And

is

it

is

now

Interchangeability
Sound picture systems and vvhether
one will be interchangeable with the
The question is on everyother.
body's hps. Will there be standardiThe iszation or will there not be?
sue begs for early settlement. Until
the fog is cleared, we do not believe

development

stride.

ican Government to officially come to
the aid of the industry abroad.
in

P.

Com-

Prior to his departure for Europe,
Joseph M. Scheiick signed a contract
with Irving Berlin whereby the latter
will write songs and scores to be

(Continued on Page 2)

NAY RELEASE SOUND
FILMS ON STAGE snows
experiment

Congress in
Berlin Week of Aug. 19
Berlin — The Reichsverband

1927, continued in
year and further developed in committee since that time. The purpose
is to secure an international agreement which will eliminate quotas and
other forms of artificial trade barRepresentatives of twentyriers.
(Contitiued

on Page 2)

THREATENS INJUNCTION

Intern'l Film

—

deutscher Lichtspieltheaterbesitzer
the Ass'n of German M. P. Theater
Owners is sponsoring an international film congress in Berlin the

—

New German

week of Aug. 19.
will be trade shown,

films

studios visited
and a general discussion held on the
types of pictures deemed suitable for

Providing the Publix
of making sound picture versions of
its stage shows proves successful, the
German consumption. The city of
films will probably be included in
visitors a recepParamount program. Berlin will tend the
regular
the
Invitations to the American
tion.
including
unit,
Highlights of each
trade have been extended through
Paul Ash and his band, will be soundWill H. Hays and R. F. Woodhull.
(Coniinued on Page 2)

TO BLOCKJRBITRATION

—

Minneapolis .^n injunction against
the Minneapolis Joint Board of Arbitration is threatened by W. A. Steffes,
head of the Northwest Theater Owners' .\ss'n, who says he will seek to
the board from enforcing
any of its decisions reached at its
last meeting if the decisions involve
members of his association who do
not want their cases arbitrated.

prevent

In speaking of defending his memSteffes said: "If the exhibitor

bers,

(.Continued

on

Page 2)

that's of great

significance.

the

R. Wilson, .^nle^ican Minister at Berne and representative of the State Department at
the League of Nations Conference for
the Abolition of Import and Export
Prohibitions, Washington is endeavoring to bring about a settlement of
the French quota situation by submitting the matter to arbitration. This
marks the first effort of the Amer-

The meetings now under way

mission has censorship jurisdiction
over dialogue in pictures will be reproduced in sound in United Arstarted by Warner Bros, next Fall. tists pictures.
"Where is the Song
James R. Wingate, head of the com- of Songs for Me," his composition
mission, is anxious to have his status will be sung by Lupe Velez in "The
decided in the matter. Just what pic- Love Song" and "Marie" will be
ture will be used in making the test sung in "The Awakening."
has not yet been determined.
The New York censors at present

ed out,
erful

case.

Through Hugh

Irving Berlin to Write
Geneva are another in a long scries
of
conferences first launched in May.
Music for U.A. Pictures
November of that

E

Good News
For months we have been arguing

is a possibility that France
revert to its original drastic
regulations against .A.merican pic-

There

may

tures.

representatives of the State Department will wield the cudgels

Geneva

Quota Laws
AGAIN A POSSIBILITY

According to "The New York
Times," M. Serruys, French representative at the Geneva conference to
eliminate quotas and artificial trade
barriers, intimated this miglu be the

Duluth.

at

Seeks Changes in

to

States
resurrect
the
Allied
Ass'n as the nucleus of a new
national exhibitor body has not

been

EUROPE

S. Minister

DRASTIC FRENCH QUOTA

Meet Later
Minneapolis

of

IN
U.

post.
officially

OmClALLY AIDING

IS

AMERICAN TRADE

monwealth behind it, says it's
about time for Europe to end
its merry pastime of throwing
the motion picture from pillar to

The Government is
championing the cause

Price 5 Cents

1928

10,

will

hit

its

real

K ANN

Schade Obtains Restraining
Order Against 1 4 Companies
Cleveland

— Temporary

Schade secured the injuncwhen the companies tried to

SEE saleIIsistance
STIFFER

ATWASniNGTON

dusky.
injunction

restraining 14 producing and distributing companies, including major orfrom enforcing block
ganizations,
booking, has been secured by George
Schade, owner of the Schade, San-

tion
force

to play product he did not
deem suitable for his house.
John N. Ackerman. counsel of the

him

Cleveland M. P. Exhibitor Ass'n,
says that a brief will be filed to have
the injunction made permanent.

THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Stiffer sales resist-

Washington Bureau of

ance than in previous years is being
experienced in this territory and is
attributable to a variety of reasons,
savs "The National Exhibitor." One
(Continued on Page 2)
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Gov't Officially Aiding Threatens Injunction
Dialogue Censor Right Am. Trade in Europe
to Block Arbitration
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passiriR

printed form, this being read during
the screening of the film for the
board.
In the future the releasing
companies will be asked to furnish
dialogue in writing, accompanied by
a synopsis of the picture.

May

Release Sound
Films on Stage Shows
(Continued from Page

filmed.

;

to Attract

Hollywood

— Asserting

attract "great new
\Xi\\
H. Hays arrived
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the

advent of sound pictures.
"Sound will be dramatized," he
said, "when such dramatization adds
to the total dramatic value of the
picture.
Great new interest will be
created.
The motion picture always
has brought the remotest outposts of
civilization

to

Main

every-

streets

15

Bros., 36/2
45/2
do "A"
*(cb) do 6^^s 28..

* Last Prices

.

Quoted.

Bond Market.

Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
JOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
(c)

(c)

Skouras, St. Louis;

Stanley,

Philadelphia.

"Now
i)e

the greatest personages will
heard as well as seen everywhere.

Think what

this

means

historically

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, PrM.
for

Library Stock Scenes

W.

46th

St..

New York

Bryant 8181

State, Italy, Japan,- Batavia,

bourg,

Luxem-

Poland,
Roumania,
Servia,
Siam,
Sweden, Switzerland, Czechoslovokia, Turkey and the United States.
Netherlands,

Portugal,

The attitude of the American Government may be expected to carry
considerable weight since without the
signature of this country as a party
there can be no agreement such as
the one sought.

Baltimore

—

Verdict convicting John
Callan of violating the Sunday
"blue" law was sustained by the
Maryland Supreme Court. He was
fined $100 and costs.
Callan has
filed an appeal with the
Court of
Appeals.

powerless.

—

Baltimore
Mechanical music is
expected to enter the discussions being held here by musicians and managers in an effort to draw up a new
agreement, succeeding the one which
expires Aug. 1.
Several conferences
have been held.
Buffalo Leads in F. N. Drive
The fourth week of First National's
summer billing drive brings Buffalo
into first place, with San Francisco
advancing from fourth to second.
Minneapolis, Omaha, Seattle and Los
Angeles follow in the order named.

The

not

1)

association will

under any circumstances,
seek
to have any decisions
set aside which
were made against non-members.
As
1 have said before, dues-paying

mem-

bers are the only persons
deserving
protection by the association
my time, which is being paid forand
bv
the association, will be
devoted to
the interests of members
only."

See Sales Resistance
Stiff er at

Washington

(Continued from Page 1)

cause is "a decided slump in
box-ofhce receipts, due to the
industrial
depression and the resultant

unem-

ployment situation," the publication
states.
Although the outlook for a

pick-up

m

business is decidedly favorable, exhibitors will be
inclined to
estimate their ability to pay
film
rentals on present and
past season
business, not on the future's,
declares
the paper.

C.

"Lilac
"Lilac

Moore

is

Time" Opens Aug.
Time,"
starred,

Great Authors and Actors
Series

For Paramount
Titled By

3

SAM MARX and
SIDNEY SKOLSKY

which Colleen
will open an in-

in

run at $2 top at the Central,
York, Aug. 3 with synchronized
sound effects. The western premiere,
with synchronization, is set for the
Carthay Circle, Los Angeles, July 17.
definite

In Preparation:

"GANGLAND"

An

Original Story For

A

Expect Sound to Enter
Musicians' Pact Confabs

specially-written theme song,
"Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time,"
will
be used in connection with
"Lilac Time."
Nathaniel Shilkrist
composed the music.

AMALGAMATED

Handling Trinity Prod,uct
Trinity has closed distribution deals
for its product in the St. Louis and

The

Screen

i

Los Angeles and San Francisco terLiberty Film Co., of which
Tony Lucchese is president, will
handle the program in the two latter

VAUDEVILL E AGENCY
Attractions

ritories.

for

Picture Theatres

while at St. Louis, the pictures
will be released through Gotham Film

Standard

cities

Vaudeville

Acts

Exchange, headed by Jack Weil.
Trio

Gets

Washington

—

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Gotham Product

Trio Prod., headed
Korson, has taken over distribution of Gotham product in this
territory.
It was formerly handled
by Federal Film Service.

by L.

Kathleen Kay Here
Kathleen Kay, who appears in the
first two-reel talking comedy, "The
Family Picnic," done by Movietone,
is in New York from Hollywood on

SALE!
SEPT AUTOMATIC

Callaway Back from Trip
a vacation.
W. E. Callaway, Southern sales
manager for First National, is back
Vidor, Boardman to Coast
after a ten-day trip during which he
King Vidor and Eleanor Boardman visited Cincinnati, Cleveland and
are en route to the Coast.
They Pittsburgh.
landed in

CaU

WAFILMS,

United Kingdom, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Canada,
Chile,
China,
Columbia,
Cuba, Denmark, Abyssinia, Finland,
Greece, Hungary, India, Irish Free

(Continued from Page

were present at the meeting
and
lowed his case to be arbitrated alwe
are
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130

New

from

to posterity."

"

Univ. Ch. com.
do

that sound
audiences,"

York yesterday enthused over

92H

.

1 29-/8
F-L
(s) Para.
99.5/8
(b) do 6s 47
Par.By.5}4s51.
(b)
102Ji
4 5--i
(s) Pathe
do "A" ...
(s)
do 7s 37...
•(b)
30
(o) Roxy "A" . .
31
do units .
(o)
do com. .
(o)
39
(o) Skouras Bros.
Stanley Co.
6
(o) Technicolor

(b)

5,900
6,700

13

92 ii
54
103

Germany,

France,

New

.

(s)

(c)
(s)

26

6s41x-war. 100;/^ lOO"^ 100 Ka
25 5/i
pfd.

(b)

•(s)
*(s)

(o)
(o)
(6)
(o)

1,500

3 /a

.

(s)
(c)

be

completely recorded.
Publix intends to experiment with
one unit at the Paramount studio at
Astoria, Long Island, as soon as
work of installing a sound-proof
stage IS- complete.

will

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

will

international trade.
Since that time,
the number has been increased to
33, including:

Audiences, Asserts Hays Balto. "Blue" Law Victim,
Fined $100, Files Appeal
H'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Financial
Low
34^

1)

Probably no show

Sound

High

1)

on dialogue, as are the three nations, including all of the
censors in Pennsylvania and Ohio. European countries where quotas
In the case of "Lights of New York," against films now exist, stipulated in
current at the Strand, a representative earlier meetings that they were opof Warners submitted the dialogue in posed to legislation which restricted
are

New York

recently

Holds 16 Feet Film— Case— 6 Magazines
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens

$29.S0

after

for years a familiar figure in pictures,

Schines in Ohio Town
Kenton, O.
Kenton Amusement
Co. will build an 1,800-seat house
to be leased for 20 years by Schine
Amusements, Inc., of New York.
The theater will be ready this

died yesterday at the age of 80.

winter.

a trip abroad.

Dowling Dead
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Joseph J. Dowling,
Joseph

STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

J.

—

—

110 West

J?'*St,Ne«>brk.My*^

Phone Penna. 0330
II

Motion Picture Department

You Can Make a Lot
of Noise About Sound
But the din o€ shouting about
ivhat you hope to accomplish is not
deceiving Silm buyers -who have
EYES and EARS » and itse them.
Only

P#X

has audible film for

sale noiv.

rax

has three studios
equipped and actually producing

Only

Movietone.

Only rax has an established
Movietone Newsreel, supplied daily
with News photographed with out-

door recording equipment — discovered, developed and perfected by

|?0X sound

experts.

1928

ONLY

FROM

Only l^#X can supply you during 1928 liv^ith comprehensive, extensive foreign and local new^s that you
can HEAR— I^X Movietone Neivs.
Only

¥%X

NOW

supply
and during 1928 ^weekly Movietone
Entertainments in one and t^vo reels.
can

can deliver NOW
synchronized prints on 6 completed
$2 specials.

Only

rax

Only

rax

can deliver a

DIALOGUE FILMS DURING

DOZEN

1928.

Only F#X — foresighted developer of Sound on Film— has the perfected Movietone your theatre needs

NOW— u;hite others are experimenting!
First

and Foremost
in Sound on Film

THE
uesday, July

1928

10,

Coast Wire Service'

fxpM4'0-6aam<^
OMur

TIPS vnacH

mean douaos (oq showmen

Little
from

Using Sound in Nine

"The Enemy"

(M-G-M)
Arrangements were made with the
several Civic Chibs, Lions, Rotary,
also th; Chamber of Commerce and
department to put a
police
the
traffic drive over. This was done with
special window cards and heralds.

The Boy Scouts placed

all

window

cards and the city permitted the tacking of the cards on all telegraph poles
This is the
in the busines' district.
first time- this has been done in four
Teasers were started seven
years.
days, in advance of showing in the
Eireno Democrat. Special write-ups
were put over the last three days.Criterion. Eireno, Okla.

"The Smart Set"

(M-G-M)
Three horses were procured for an

Two

entire afternoon.

of the horses

were saddled and the other horse
carried banners on each side of its
back reading, ''William Haines' Polo
Ponies— Now Playing at the Florida."
Two young men attired in polo outfits

Ona Munson and Karyl
Norman in Sound Films I \ ly

W

E

Movietone has signed Ona Mun-

AT ITSjIGHKT PEAK

son, well known in musical comedy,
to appear in a special number.

Vitaphone production activity has
reached its highest peak at the Warner studio with seven roadshows before the camera.
In addition, two

placed Karyl Norman, known in vaudeville as the Creole Fashion Plate,
under contract for one subject to be
directed by Byron Foy.

pictures of the Winner Group
receiving Vitaphone treatment.

are: "Noah's Ark," "The Redeeming
Sin," with Dolores Costello and Con-

rad Nagel; "The Singin' Fool," with
Al Jolson; "My Man," with Fanny
Brice; "The Home Towners," with
Doris Kenyon and Richard Bennett;
"The Terror," with May McAvoy,
and "Conquest," with Monte Blue,
H. B. Warner and Lois Wilson.
Sound effects are also being given

"The Outlaw," Rin-Tin-Tin
"The Little Wildcat,"
Audrey Ferris.

is

understood to have

are

Roadshow productions being made

and

Vitaphone

vehicle,

starring

Barrymore in Chaney Support
As his first under his new contract, Lionel Barrymore will have a
featured role in "West of Zanzibar."
This film, starring Lon Chaney, will
be directed by Tod Browning.

The cast includes Jean ArJack Luden and Ruth ChatterJannings is starred.

direct.

thur,
ton.

rode the saddled horses while a

young man led the bannered
pony.^-Roy L. Sma,rt, Florida, St.

third

Petersburg, Fla.

Hollywood
KAIiX, who

discovered SalO'Neil. Alice White. Gilbert
Roland.
Don
Alvarado,
Marion
"Peanuts" Byron and other luminaries, IS now singing the
praises

of

Dorecn Pastor,

Delf on Fox Lot as
"The Hometowners,"
Movietone Supervisor Cohan Play for Vitaphone

New York

a

who was formerly
Gilda Gray's

dancer

a

girl,

with

act.
*

*

•

Ben Grauman Kohn has had
a rapid rise on the Coast.
He
sold an original story, "Ladies
of the Night Club," to TiffanyStahl, and later joined Columbia.

Now

he

and scenarios

is

writing

at

*

titles

Paramount.
»

With renewed
Zasu Pitts with Jannings
Zasu Pitts has been signed by
Paramount to play in "Sins of the
Fathers," which Ludwig Berger will

''Lots''

RALHH WILK

Bj

short

subjects,
bouquet in the

interest

we wish

in

unusual

to

toss a
E. D.
Venturini. whose "I Remember" created much attention when shown at
the Capitol in New York.

direction

*

of

«

Our Passing Shoiv: iVUliam
Courtenay and Virginia Horned utroUinff on Hollywood
Boulevard; fay Ganu-tt busy
at the Fdthe studio.
•

*

*

Harry Delf is supervising director
Warners announce completion of
With the advent of the "talkies."
of Movietone on the Fox Lot, work- negotiations for George M. Cohan's John
Hilliard
predicts
"Speedy"
that
the
ing in association with Ben Jack- play, "The Hometowners," to be Western stars who hsp
will be out
(Paramount)
sen who is executive manager of all made into a Vitaphone special. Rob- of the running.
The local automobile agency placed Movietone production. "The Family ert McWade, who portrayed one of
*
*
*
a Whippet at the theater's disposal Picnic," first Movietone comedy, was the leads in the New York play, has
Robert Florey is all smiles thene
and this was used on the streets at written by Delf.
been signed to appear in the same days, as his "Johann, the Coffin
different intervals and then parked
role on the screen.
Maker," won vei-y favorable newnin front of the theater. A sign on the
Stems Ahead of Schedule
paper notices' during its engagefront of the Whippet carried copy
Stern Bros, have completed over
ment at the Filmarte theater. Xo
Operation
Minor
Recovers
from
and
Speedy
reading, "A Fast Pair
half of their new season's short linedistributing
arrangements
hav«
Joan Crawford has recovered her been made as yet.
at the Plaza all week." up, with prints of 27 of the 52 comthe Whippet
Tire covers on all the local taxis edies for 1928-29 ready to go forward health following a slight stomach op*
*
*
eration which she underwent ten days
carried the following copy, "The Safe to exchanges.
Former Baker students who are
ago.
and Speedy way to the Plaza to see
now well known on the Coast inHarold Lloyd in Speedy." Fritz R.
Bebe Daniels Resumes Work
clude Charles Kenyon, Harry Behn
Hirsch. Plaza, Asheville, N. C.
Murnau's Third for Fox
Bebe Daniels returned to work yesand Kenneth Raisbcck.

—

—

—

Defu, 1st Nat'l's Unit
in Germany, Is Active

— Defu,

German

producing
unit of First National, has mapped
out an extensive production camBerlin

terday after a ten-day recess forced
by a sudden attack of influenza.

F.

Fox

W. Murnau's
will

featuring

Tally to Title "Beggars"
Jim Tully has been engaged by
Paramount to do the titles for "Beggars of Life."

third

picture

for

"Our Daily Bread,"
Mary Duncan and Charles
be

Farrell.

Lasky's "Shadow"

in

Hollywood

Paul Gucrtzman, Russian refugee

paign.

boy imported from Paris by Jesse
Brown Borrowed
"Mv Girl's in Paris," "The Shop
L. Lasky, is in Hollywood. "Shadow,"
Brown
loaned
Mack
has
been
John
"The
Prince." "Two Red Roses,"
as he is called, was assigned to learn
to De Mille for one production.
Saint and Her Fool" and "Rogue's
studio technique and English.
Love" were finished recently. "Two

Red Roses" is the first picture in
which Liane Haid, Defu's nevv star,
appears and is scheduled for worldwide distribution.
Friedrich Zelnick will make the
new Lya Mara production "Mary-

Lou,"
the

the

first

A

coming season.

production

is

pictures

her

of

second Mara

scheduled for

Max Reichmann,

for

the

later.

director

of

"Ramper" and "Manege," will make
three more pictures for Defu, the
first
of which is "The Knight of
Nights."
Liane Haid who recently
signed with Defu on a four year contract, will also make two picturesfor
In addition to this linethis season.
up Defu will produce a Shubert-picture in
poser.

honor

of

the

famous com-

Mizner Writing Script
Wilson Mizner is writing "SkagBarton in "Rough Ridin' Red"
way," based on the life of "Soapy"
Buzz Barton is scheduled to begin
Raoul work next week on "Rough Ridin'
Smith, Alaskan character.
Walsh will direct for Fox.
Red" under direction of Louis King.

Chicago Paper Supplies
Newsreel to 100 Theaters
Chicago
maintained

—

The newsreel

service
the "Chicago Daily
News" is distributed to theaters tlic
same as any other newsreel and. according to T. C. Montgomery, manager of the service, at a rental which
compares favorably.
He declares
about 100 Chicago theaters are using
his service which, in the main, is
confined to local news events. There
is one issue
week.

by

.

Entering Louisiana Town
Rouge, La. Local interland in Opelousas
will
purchase
ests
Third
Completes
Qualitv
The Higinand erect a theater.
"The Look-Out Girl"
botham Amusement Co. which owns
"Romance of a Rogue," starring the Columbia and Louisiana in BaH. B. Warner, has been completed ton Rouge, both leased by Saenger.
by Quality Pictures, for which Abe proposes to enter the local field.
Carlos is in charge of production.
This is the second of a series of 12
To Build in Spokane
features and the third, "The LookLo.gan,
Spokane. Wash.— The L. \. RoOut Girl," starring Jacqueline
senbaum interests will begin erecgoes into production July 19.
theater at
Quality has signed Irene Rich to tion of new $1,000,000
and First, at the
play the lead in "The Hand That Sprague, Monroe

Baton

Five Fox Features

Completed Within Week
Five features have been completed
at the
dates.

Fox studio ahead of release
They are "Mother Knows

with Movietone sequences
Best,"
starring Madge Bellamy; "Me, Gangdirected
by Raoul Walsh;
ster,"
"None but the Brave," an Albert

Ray production; "Prep and Pep,"
and "The River Pirate." The latter
was directed by William K. Howard,
starring Victor McLaglen.

Next

Rocks the Cradle."

earliest possible date.

—

i
'

Mack Sennett
Comedies

Sound

in

with marvelous

new

RCA Photophone
Talking and Sound Effects in Pictures
for this season^s Pathe release.

New Sound
new Mack

now

in production

Section for Photophone Recording in elaborate

Sennett Studios

at

Studio

City^

California.

Again Mack Sennett, Monarch of Merriment, creator of
the famous Sennett Bathing Beauties and acknowledged
leader of short comedy producers steps out ahead of the
field by utilizing the unprecedented entertainment factors
of the marvelous new RCA PHOTOPHONE.
MACK SENNETT

Mr. Sennett has made an intensive and thorough analysis of
every showmanship element in the entire field of sound and synchronization as applied to pictures. This will insure the utmost in boxoffice and entertainment values with the new sound technique.

A

sound proof section is being prepared at the studios in
California and one of the first RCA PHOTOPHONE Recording instruments will be shipped direct to the Sennett Laugh Plant.
special

Always the pioneer and trail blazer, Mr. Sennett is now developing
new and sensational ideas for talking and sound effects that are destined to set new standards for those who take their cue from the master
of short

comedy producers.

THIS

IS

PATHE'S YEAR

?8

meral Disclaimer

is

Entered on Walker's Claims

jAemfSPkPlk

ALL THE NEWS

o/'F\lMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLV
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Wednesday, July

Clear Cut

THERE

some

will be

ulation,
casional

spec-

and no doubt ocmisgivings,

1928

11,

Price

WALKER CHARGES INDUSTRY

5

Cents

IS

over

MIXED UP

Mayor Walker's charge

that the
industry has been throw^n to the
camp of "a major political
party.

Walker mentions no names.
That he refers to the Republicans is, of course, most appar-

Newsreels Deny

IN POLITICS; DENIED

Political

Neutrality

Has Waivered

Industry in New York
Fails to Credit the
Mayor's Story

ent.

And, while certain individuals
at whom Walker levels his renarks, will undoubtedly find it
proper to formally deny his inthere need be no
speculation of any nature over
the course which the industry
should pursue, if it is wise.

Hurling back

CANADA'S BIGGEST CHAIN

GOES TO SOUND PICTURES

nuendoes,

They Don't Mix
This is a business of entertainment.
The millions throughout America
vvho daily visit picture theaters gather
:or one purpose and that purpose has
lothing at all to do with political
hicanery or political ambitions.

That the leaders

in

the

.an or will lose sight of this

something which we

industry
obvious
shall be-

act is
ieve only when confronted with inThe fastest and
lisputable proof.
nost direct road to commercial suifor this industry is the road
:ide

hat

—

Toronto Ten Western
Electric
sound picture equipments have been
ordered by Famous Players Canadian
Corp. This is the first definite news
regarding permanent installation in
Canadian theaters. The first sets are
to be placed in the Uptown, Toronto,
and the Capitol in Montreal, WinniIt is
peg, Calgary and Vancouver.
understood equipment will be placed
in the
new Capitol under way in
Ottawa. Famous has approximately
130 theaters in the Dominion.

ST. LOUIS IND'P'
P'TS LEAN

SAPUtO IDEA

ever the decision is made to
ittempt mixing entertainment with
he other, the time will have arrived
standards and
o pull down the
If

—

lots of things
For inpictures.

some of the
resent crop and many of the yesSeveral warehouses are uneryear.
Old-time
ergoing spring cleaning.
accesses are being dusted off and
repared for an application of sound.
an entirely new field and one
lat holds promise, provided it is not
verdone.
But it undoubtedly will
It's

e.

It

may

interest

you

know

one of the big companies has
Iready touched the $200,000 mark
or the picture and sound rights to
ne of Broadway's musical comedy

hat

its.

Minneapolis Pointing to the overflowing reservations which made it
necessary to postpone temporarily
the convention scheduled for the
lakes

an

as

indication that
on Page 6)

tlieater
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address Monday night before the Western MoMayor
.Advertisers.
Picture
tion
If est

Coast

Bureau.

Hollywood

— In
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Washington
ture
vice
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regular radio picprogram, the first regular serin the United States, will be

broadcast on Monday,
and Friday nights by

Wednesday

C. Francis
inventor, on a
wavelength of 6,420 kilocycles (46.72
meters under the station call letters
3XK. The transmissions are
of
purely experimental and reception
to amateurs
will be chiefly confined
sufiicient
If a
and investigators.
number of persons install picture re-

Jenkins,

Washington

of
New York
picture industry

James J. Walker
warned the motion

keep its hands off politics or "expect the consequences of such partisanship if it guesses wrong."
Declaring that his remarks were
prompted by a small group who had
participated in the Republican National Convention at Kansas City recently. Walker added that his information was to the effect that the industry "had been delivered into the
(Continued on Page 7)
to

WIN ROUND

Television Station
Beacon,
erect

a

N.

Y.— Permit

to

station

on

television

Mount Beacon has been granted
Harold E. Smith by the
Federal Radio Commission.

to

f

ncHT

n. 6.
Washington Bureau of

Pictures from Washington
Washington Bureau of

an

(Continued

Jenkins Broadcasting Radio

tance, musical comedies,

to

ILLS

his information, the picture industry "had been delivered into
the camp of one of the major
political parties."

—A

w.

m

THE FILM DAILY

round in the fight
against New South Wales arbitrary
tax. which levies an assessment of
SI. 25 on each >5 of incomes of persons having their principal place of
business outside the country, has been
won by foreign firms, including
.\merican companies, opposed to the

Washington

You're going to see

sound

STAMP OUT THEATER

M-G-M

{Continued

Dusting 'Em Off
in

UNITEDWnT TO

in

icknowledge defeat.

lappen

neutrality of the
industry had been violated, newsreel
editors last night denied categorically the charges made by Mayor
Walker of New York that the activities of several important executives
had served to throw the
influence of the industry into the
ranks of the Republican Party.
In the absence of E. B. Hatrick on
the Coast, M. D. Clbfine of the
(Continued on Page 7)

SEES

Widespread denials yesterday
met the charge made in Los
Angeles by Mayer Walker of
New York that, according to

him the inference

Louis There is some sentiment
Profit for Last
favor of the formation here of an
Quarter
is $1,325,254
organization similar to the Sapiro
Net profit of M-G-M for the 12group, but whether it has progressed
to the point of definite action is not week period ended June 3, last, was
A number of the ex- $1,325,254, the quarterly statement
yet apparent.
St.

boulders.

at
political

the

—

pock-marked and strewn with

is

)olitical

that

(Continued on

Page

7)

Then Hits
Censor Snags in Canada
—

"Dawn"

Skips,

having a
is
Toronto "Dawn"
checkered course with Canadian cenTlie film was viewed by the
sors.
anof censors for Manitoba and
been
board
has
ceivers, however, it
W. E.
deletion.
nounced by Jenkins that pictures passed without
for the neighborcensor
Gladstone,
daily.
will be broadcast
province of Saskatchewan, conSimple subjects are to be sent first, ing
(Contitiucd on Page 7)
(Continued on

Page

7)
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Glasmanns Buy American 4
Salt Lake City
A new firm, tl
American Theater Operating Co. h
Champaign, 111. This town in
St. Louis
Loew's State, in con- acquired the American on Main i
the next six weeks will vote upon junction with the St. Louis Times, is from the old American Theater C
A petition staging a picture contest for boys and Dave E. Shayer continues as man
Sunday picture shows.
for an election now in circulation will girls between the ages of 3 and 12 ger.
Ofiicers are. A. L. Glasman
It is planned to form a local president; Mrs. Edras
he presented to the city council. The years.
Glasmann, vi^
Ministerial Alliance
will
the "Our Gang" company and produce president, and Blaine G. Glasman
lead
Those secretary.
fight against Sunday shows on the a comedy film in St. Louis.

"Our Gang" Contest Under
Sunday Shows Again An
Issue at Champaign, 111.
Way at State, St. Louis

—
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Improving Baltimore
Baltimore
closed

—The

This

House

Metropolitan

has

key
on behalf of "Our Gang" come-

Ben Levine,
Exchange,

Oxford Film
returned from the
the

of

has

coast.

—

erection

the

Construction

of

a

$500,000

work

will

theater.
star
this

month.
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BUY, BUILD, LEASE

Jane Winton to Coast
Jane Winton is en route to Hollywood after a visit to New York,
trip.

was "The Yellow

Her

Lily."

William Shirley" of Schenectady.
Rogers
has
purchased
Edward

Lou

lames' story, "Protect Your Daugh-

To

Settle Nordisk's Future
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

— Whether

Nordisk

is

be liquidated or reorganized will
be decided at a general meeting of
the company to be held here July 22,
to

Department

Tivoli,

of

Commerce.

Louis

St.

—The

The
der

'WE

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

[powFjlN

ter."

Remodeling Palace, Montreal
Montreal Ross
and
Macdonald
have drawn plans for the remodeling
of the Palace.
This theater, one of
the largest in Canada, is to be fitted
with a complete stage for vaudeville.

—

CaBORATORj^
INCORPORATED
220 WEST 421-° STREET

NEW YORK

Louis, Sold

H. B. Franklin Returning
Harold B. Franklin, president and
general manager of West Coast Theaters, is en route to Los Angeles afun- ter closing for Fox, Paramount and

Tivoli building, a
four-story
structure
housing
the
Tivoli theater, has been sold to Frank
J. Ott, representing a local syndicate.
St.

BUILDINGS

last

Edward Sloman, Sally O'Neil, Malcolm MacGregor and Jean Hersholt.

Washington

AND FINANCE, THEATRE,
OFFICE AND MERCANTILE

Coast

Tivoli, which seats 1500, is
lease to the St. Louis Amuse-

M-G-M

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

product.

ment Co.

6/
40

40/

40/

7/
3M

'3M

15

85

88"
15

35/
43/

97
3554 12,300
44/ 19,100

WANTED

Up Tour

Nathanson Winds
100

N. L. Nathanson of Toronto, managing director of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., has concluded a
tour of inspection.
With other officials he attended a convention of
Western managers at Banfif July 5-7.

Unusual

— sports—

—

——

shots
scenics
novelties
current events
oddities

film

—

anything unusual with audience value.
Submit descriptive list and footage to
Box No. M-300
c-o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
lOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

!

TO

Film Dai

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

SUBSCRIBE^

Stebbins,
1540
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1000 Pag«

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in
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A GOLD MINE Of
Cloth Boui

6"/is28.

i.-;j.]-iAf.iLw

will

next week.

Opening "Age of Lust"
T. Rogers has arranged for
pre-release showing of "The Age of
Lust," starring Emil Jannings, with

700

3

New Haven

New York

The

The Universal unit making "The
Girl on the Barge," after shooting
exteriors at New York, is en route
to the Coast.
It includes Director

states the

100
15,600
20

in

picture

"U" Unit

2,600
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33
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do
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ROSENBAUM
Financing

Santley Producing for Publix
Joseph Santley, long a star in
legitimate production, will produce a
series of unit

Fischer-Paramount in Beloit
Beloit, Wis.
Fischer-Paramount
Theaters have purchased a site for

Am.

L. N.

Flatiron Building

Levine Returns

first,

(s)

in

dies.

—

Financial

now

part of a similar stunt

is

being worked rather generally
cities

extensive alterations.

for

—

225.

—

v^ho appear in this picture will regrounds that they are immoral.
Recently the IDads Ass'n of the semble the kids in the famous screen
Deferred Payment on Lighting
University of
Illinois
investigated gang. Doubles are now being sought.
Philadelphia
A deferred payme
Hal
Roach
has promised to send a
campus conditions and recommended
some sort of Sunday amusements. director, camera man and property plan, extended over 12 months is bl
The question has been up for vote men with necessary equii:)ment to ing featured by the Voigt Co., d
Loew's State signers and manufacturers of theat
three times in the past several years produce the comedy.
and each time the reform element will feature the picture after it is lighting equipment.

THE
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COVERS
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nost popular girl on the screen!
Hollywood

News
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fan mail is a box
office barometer

CLARA

BOW
33,727

gets

letters a

than any other

Clara Bow in
'Ladies of the Mob"
with Richard Arlen

star.

itors are cleaning

William Wellman
Production

month, far more

No

Avonder exhib-

up with

Clara's latest

"Ladies Of The Mob"
You

get

4

^

big Clara

WHOLE SHOW PROGRAM
Ends" (by Elinor Glyn),
Sure

fire S.

R. O.!

«•

Bow

for

''The
-•

-•

long run Specials in

1928-29:

The

Fleet's

PARAMOUNT'S
In",

"3

Week

Saturday Night Kid" and one more.
*

^^^i*****

PARAMOUNT hm

the real stars!f

Q'^
/i,«,*.-^«^>?m5

w

.*^'

"WWUXM

VW\. PBtJ-ENT/

TUt

.

i

IfC

«d
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i
'^IXM

IDOLORtS DtL
'^
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has Five More $2
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I2IO
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Specials

Ready ^

FOUR SONS-MOTI
SUNRISE - FAZIL

!

,'.

ri^YKii
HAS A PICTURE RECEIVED
SUCH UNANIMOUS
:>(
CRITICAL ACCLAIM
'%^

" 'The Red Dance'is one of the most magnificent things of its kind which I have ever
New York World
seen on any screen."

—

'^Without doubt the finest entertainment
of its kind of the year."

—New York Evening World

"Boasts

.

.

sufficient

.

.

.

gem

.... extra special."

—New York Daily News

*'No doubt that Charles Farrell has 'it' especially in thoseRussian uniforms. In*The Red

Dance, 'supporting Dolores Del Rio, he's the
answer to many a maiden's prayer."

— Variety

entertainment value

fans leaping to the Globe.
Raoul Walsh has made a masterly job of
directing the picture."
to bring

"Directorially a

.

—New York Evening Telegram

"The picture has action, and those who

love

the melodramatic will certainly get a kick
out of this one."
—New York Morning Telegraph

Axn
playing to capacity twice daily at the
Globe Theatre, New York, at'^2, doing the most

it's

sensational
or Without

summer

business on Broadway.
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Sees United Front to
Stamp out Theater Ills
(.Continued from

Page

owners "are awakening

(Continued from Page

to the

many

bad situations confronting them and
are ready to do their part in help-

11,

i;.928

Coast Wire Service

Louis Ind'p'ts Lean
Toward Sapiro Idea

St.

1)

Wednesday, July

Color for Sound Films

1)

hibitors in the territory are interested
in Sapiro's plans and were somewhat
disappointed at his failure to visit St.
Louis en route from the Coast to

Anchor Filming Curwood Story
Cornelius Keefe has been signed
week.
New
M-G-M IS DEVELOPING
to play featured male lead in screen
in "Greater Amusements" states:
The regular annual election of ofversion of James Oliver Curwood's
"This is the first lime in theater history ficers and special committees of the
that an exhibitor convention had to be post- M. P. T. O. of Eastern Missouri and
story, "Thunder God," which Charles
poned because of an excess of delegates. More
Hunt is directing for Anchor Prod.
postponed
than 350 exhibitors from all over the TJnited Southern Illinois has been
Lila Lee will appear as feminine
States had signed on the dotted line and many weeks beyond the usual time
were preparing to come to Duluth for the for such action.
A three-color process, for use in lead, with Walter Long as the menFuture course of
conclave.
the association will be largely deter- connection with sound pictures, is ace.
"Two years ago Allied went out of exist- mined by the decisions of those who being developed at M-G-M.
Imence, thanks to a promise made to Allied
attend the exhibitor gathering provements are also being made on
leaders by the M.P.T.O. of America that the will
Marion Davies Going Abroad
would handle the ex- planned for some future date by Al the Technicolor process, according
organization
Litter
"Her Cardboard Lover," will be
hibitor's cause in a manner that would make
Stefifes who has a new national ex- to John Nickolaus. laboratory head.
known merely as "Cardboard Lover".
unnecessary the functioning of any other
"The color picture," says Nickolaus, "is
For
two hibitor organization in mind.
association.
national
exhibitor
now close to the attainment of practical per- Marion Davies, the star, will leave
years the M.P.T.O. A. has not functioned,
It is apparent that a few indivi- fection.
coast
for
New York in two
For more than a year we have been the
or has done so only half-heartedly and for
duals have been carrying the burden experimenting quietly here with a three-color weeks and may make a trip abroad.
with
no
have
slept
on
years
exhibitors
two
process, and in the Eastman laboratories imZ. Leonard is now putting
fear because they believed they were being for the independent theater owners
developments of a similar process have Robert
protected by their organization.
On occasions these portant
in this territory.
The Technicolor process, final touches on "Cardboard Lover."
ijeen under way.
"Lately exhibitors have been aroused from men have dug down into their own a two-color system, has also been so improved
have pockets to make trips to Washing- that perfect correctness is practically asassociations
lethargy.
State
their
Serial Starts Sept. 1
broken away from the national M.P.T.O.
City and other points sured.
"The Fire Detectives," new Pathe
association and
have formed local groups ton, Jefferson
"Several methods of producing steroscopics
in serial, will go into production Sept.
with little or no co-operation between them to work on behalf of the indepenare also
pictures
or three-dimensional
but accomplishing results."
dents.
The rank and file have not course of development. It is safe to say 1 with Spencer Bennet directing. The
within five years human figures in three
A few that
been holding up their end.
dimensions and natural colors, talking in story is an original by Frank Leon
weeks ago the executive committee natural voices, will be common on the screens Smith and George Arthur Gray. BeThree Pictures Barred
of the M. P. T. O. decided that in of the world."
fore this, Bennet will direct "Marked
In
at Dallas the future theater members on the
Money," for Pathe, with Junior
arl)itration board of the St. Louis
Hines Completes Another
Coghlan.
picWithin
three
Dallas
a week,
Film Board would not act in cases
C. C. Burr has completed camera
tures have been barred by Mrs. Ethel affecting non-members or members
work on "The Wright Idea," starPlan Panama Location Trips
supervisor
of
public who have not paid their 1928 dues.
Boyce,
city
ring Johnny Hines for First National.
Richard Barthelmess will go on a
amusements, all on grounds other
Louise Lorraine, Edmund Breese, 'ocation trip to the Panama Canal
than sex.
Films disapproved of are:
Bender Quits at Seattle
George Irving, Fred Kelsey, Walter for exteriors on "Scarlet Seas,"
"Walking Back," Pathe; "Partners
Charles Giblyn, Henry Bar- which John Francis Dillon will diJames,
Crime," Paramount, and "The
in
Seattle
Bob Bender has resigned
rows, Henry Hebert, Charles Ger- rect for First National.
Foreigners," a Vitaphone subject.
as manager of the Oklahoma.
Heraldi, Betty Egan,
rard, Kashi
Blanche Craig and Jack McHugh
Gilbert Starring in "Thirst"
make up the cast. Charles Hines
John Gilbert's next, "Thirst," will
direct to the motion pic¥J.*^.a^l»S««.«w
directed.
be directed by William Nigh.
It is
ture theatres
an original story by John Thomas
Neville and Dale Van Every.
The
Select Garbo Title
ing out some of the evils that beset
theater owners", the leading editorial

York

last

THREE-COLOR PROCESS

One Week

—

—

^T ^

NOlfV tfOOKing

The two outstanding Broadway successes

"The Mvsterious Lady" has been
selected by

as final title of
Greta Garbo's new vehicle, now in
final stages of production tnider Fred
Niblo's direction. This was formerly
known as "War in the Dark."

Arch Selwyns

"

D AW N

'»

have completed their

class,

first

pro-

Murray Starts New Comedy
Charles Murray has started on his
next picture, "Do Your Duty." This

Arthur Hammersteins

"The End of

will be directed by William
Murray's latest is "The
dine.

PETERSBURG"

These attractions have received the greatest publicity ever
accorded motion pictures and will come to you direct from
record-breaking runs at Broadw^ay legitimate theatres at

FOR INFORMATION WIRE OR WRITE
1697 B'way., N.

Y. C.

Head

Added to Cast of "Waterfront"
William Norton Bailey has been
added to the cast of "Waterfront."
in which Dorothy Mackaill and Jack
William
Mulhall are co-featured.
Seiter

Joe

Man

H. Wayne Pierson, Booking representative

Beau-

Man."

.'\.

$2.00 top.

Bldg.,

"Cheney"
Cheney" has
been acquired by M-G-M and will
be

ductions.

Telephone Columbus 8380

M-G-M Buys

"The Last

Norma

of

Mrs.

Shearer's next,

following

"A Little Angel." The latter picture
Comedies Completed
goes into production next week.
Ben Turpin. Poodles Hanneford
and Snub Pollard, each making a serNovarro' Resuming Work
ies of ten two reel comedies for ArtRamon Novarro is back at M-G-M

and

Hammerstein Theatre

action takes place largely in a desert
in Central Africa.

First

The Story of
Nurse Cavell

ST.

M-G-M

iect

is

directing.

Enlarge Cast of "Fleet's In"

Dan Wolheini, brother

of Louis,
has been signed by Paramount to
play Double-Duty Duffy, a hardboiled petty officer in "The Fleet's
In," now in production.

Dane Renews with M-G-M
Karl Dane has signed a new longHe is
term contract with M-G-M.
being co-starred with George K. Arthur in a series of comedies.

Jackson Authors Short
Le Roy Gets Assignment
Jackson is the author of "A
Le Roy will direct Alice
Merwyn
Vitaphone
short
subPeace,"
of
which was directed by Bryan White in her second feature vehicle

For.

Del Rio Going Abroad
Dolores Del Rio soon leaves for
New York, preliminary to a European
trip.

a three-months' vacation with
Next week he i
his family in Europe.
will begin work on "Gold Braid," |
which George Hill will direct.

after

for the year, "BlufTers," originally
a magazine story by Robert S. Carr.

M-G-M Signs Torrence
Ernest Torrence has signed a longterm contract with M-G-M.

i

'

;
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Newsreels Deny That Walker Charges
"Dawn" Skips, Then Hits Jenkins Hroadcasts
Censor Snags in Canada
Neutrality Waivered
Politics in Industry
Pictures by Radio
(Continued from Page
{Continued from Page
(Cuiilinued from Page
1)

ing statement:

"Nobody

lias

made any

effort

to

control either Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
News or Internationa! Newsreel in
the interest of any political party.
Mr. Hearst has always insisted that
the newsreel must be an non-partisan
medium of information and entertainment. This policy has always governed the Hearst newsreels and always will. It should be added that
Universal Films and M-G-M thoroughly endorse Mr. Hearst's stand."
H. E. Hancock, editor of Kino-

grams.

"We

have had these charges filed
If they conmerely adopt
a policy of not including any views
Newsreels have
of a political nature.
been neutral, strictly so and any
charges to the contrary are ridicuat newsreels before.
tinue, Kinograms will

lous."

Emanuel Cohen,
mount News:

editor

of

Para-

"We are absolutely impartial, have
been impartial and will continue to
be so in every form, shape and manner."

Hall, editor of Pathe News:
"It is the first time in my observations of Mr. Walker that he has been
led so far from the facts that there
is only one conclusion to draw and
that is that he has been coi7ipletely
misled."

Ray

No

statement

was

forthcoming

from Fox News.

M-G-M

Profit for Last
is $1,325,254

Quarter
yesterday

issued

camp

one of the major

of
parties."

1)

This

indicates.

compared with a net profit, also before income taxes, of $1,136,490 for

ijolitical

He mentioned no names, but it was
apparent to his listeners that he had
reference to three prominent figures
in the industry: Will H. Hays, Joseph M. Schenck and Louis B. Mayer.
The latter two attended the Kansas
City convention as delegates from
Southern
California.
Schenck is
vice chairman of the Republican State
Committee
"So long

for California.
as the organized

motion

picture industry," he said, in part,
"sticks to its function of entertainment, it has a right to expect the
co-operation of public oflicials, regardless of their political affiliations,
in the development of the industry's
legitimate business.

"But

departs from its own
field to enter the field of partisan
politics, it must accept the conditions
of partisanship.
If it guesses wrong,
it
must expect to be crushed."
"It seems to me, that they would
if

it

(Contmuid frum Payt

dcnuud

the

feature in its entirety
and (lechned to give his rcasoub.

interest

Hoover supporter,

but

that

would

have nothing to do with the policies
of our company.

"When you get right down to it,
however, you will easily see how ab-

M-G-M

could be done, because the
companies are depending upon public favor for success."

the

is

true

that

candidates.

15

pictures

per

Mr.

Mayer

is

a

in

iJic

second.

Erdarge Arkansas House
The Laverne

Dierks.
Ark.
been enlarged.

"It would be a foolish policy for
any company to show partiality, supit

is

broadcasting of radio movies, which
we are well equipped to do, to enable
the amateurs of .America and Canada to become familiar with the principles involved in the belief that tiicy
will assist in this development."
The pictures will be broadcast on
a basis of 48 lines per picture and

—

lia->

Rebuilding Arcade

—

Crisfield, Md.
Approximately $55,000 will be spent in rebuilding the

^

Arcade.

Walker charge

yesterday:
"As a matter of fact the yarn came
up during the Kansas City Convention and was then denied.
"It

"Perhaps it might be in the newsand yet our records show we
have given a fifty-fifty 'break' to both
reels

posing

and the inference concerning Louis
B. Maver, an official of M-G-M said

1;

more

—

surd it would be to say that the industry could support any one candidate.
How could it be done?

Characterizes
Report as Foolish

then

elaborate subjects, ami
still later a picture story.
Each sub"Dawn" has also been viewed by ject will be preceded by an annouiiceFreniier G.
Howard Ferguson of inent in code and each picture .story
Untario who authorized the Ontario will finish with
the word "end,"
board to pass upon it in the usual which iiicans. of
course, to throw
course of events, but decision has not the switch
back to the loud speaker
been announced.
for next announcement.
"Silhouettes only will be sent until
some time later, when halftone
Netoco in North Attleboro
pictures will be broadcast," Jenkins
North Attleboro, Mass. The new stated.
"We have
Comnmnity on South Washington peated broadcasts discovered in reof radio movie*
St. is to be operated by the New
for the entertainment of friends and
England Theater Operating Corp., neighbors that
stories in silhouette
which is now in charge of the Elm. are as entertaining
as
The present plans call for the bu.ld- n the theater, plus. movie cartoons
also, the appeal
ing of the new theater and renovat- of the mystery
of movies by radio.
ing of the Elm.
"Our inmiediate

realize how silly it is for the motion
picture industry to dabble in politics.
These motion picture producers must
remember that Sunday closing laws
in many cities are in the hands of
opposition politicians and the pursuit
of a partisan policy would be ruinous to the industry."

Commenting on

(Ccmtmucd from Page

I)

I)

Hearst newsreels made the follow-

K/?A%Y YAT
Nothing Up My Sleeve

BUT THE ABILITY
TO MAKE YOUR
AUDIENCE LAUGH

corresponding period last year.
Gross profit for the period ending
June 3 was $2,663,441, less operating
expenses of $1,505,995, leaves a net
operating profit of $1,157,446.
Miscellaneous income amounted to $167,-

the

608.

Win Round

in

Against N. S.

W. Tax

{Continued from Page

states a Department
merce dispatch.

law,

1)

of

Comsfii^

^X o^^'^

Australasian Films, in association
with four other companies, appealed
against the assessment of the State
Commissioner of Taxation during

Animated by
Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

1926-27, to the Court of Review, and
total of 40 companies was
represented in appeals heard by the

A

won.

board.

Victor Plant in L. A.
West

Coast

Bureau,

—

Kit*"*'

KRAZY
KAT
CARTOONS

D«--»**»

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles The Victor Talking
Machine Co. will build a $250,000
in Hollywood for operations
connection with sound pictures.

plant
in

THE REASON FOR
The WELL EARNED
POPULARITY OF
THE

Fight

Buys Charlestovm Theater
Charlestown, W. Va. Jake Goldenberg of Baltimore has taken over the
Opera House here from Henson and
Decker.

—

PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

MAYUMH THIS
best of the 4 ^reat Selling Angles

is th.e

V

\wm'*

mj*

^ivm "m r

^^EB

MAYBE YOU

will

\oni

n;^ ^^rfi/

win a share of the

n^ PRIZES

llOO

FOR BEST LETTERS ON "THE BARKER'S" SALES APPEALS

Ml A THREE

5

.

-llll«-ei«E

t€VE JTCI4Y

There's Carrie, luring the rubes with smiling
lips and swinging hips on the "balLy" platform but behind the smile, heartsick with
The Barker.
love for one
her

—

man—

man—

Blind jealous she is, as there comes between them a passion greater than any
woman's love the rare devotion of this
savage, sin-scarred "spieler" for the son he
hopes to make fine and clean and straight
.
.
ready to kill to hold this one pure
affection in a lifetime of evil and deceit . .
moving heaven and earth to keep him clear

—

.

.

of the whole rotten carnival racket.

No

wonder he rages when the youngster
for Lou, manhandled little sideshow
charmer turns upon him with the fury of
despair when the boy sticks to his girl in the
showdown with all the ardor of first love.
falls

—

Sudden,

bitter

anger-^a

blow

—and

The

Barker's dream of pride and comradeship
shattered.

is

And when
Lou

he learns that Carrie had paid
a century to lure the boy away from

him, then drama moves across the screen
with the relentless stride of Fate!

Do you think this tremendously dramatic story has more pull than Selling
Angle No. 1, which we described in
Film Daily of July 6th or No. 2,
described in Motion Picture News of
July 7th?

—

Should

it

be played up in preference to

the picturesque carnival atmosphere or the fame of "The Barker" as
a stage play?

either

Don't decide until you have seen Selling Angle No. 4 in the July 11th issue

LIC

UNDERSTAND

"THE BARKER"

HOW GREAT

IS.

And

we're offering good money to exhibitors to help us select the best of
the 4 big box-office appeals that are
united in this extraordinary Special.

Give us

YOUR

or

THE WRITERS OF THE

less.

opinion, in 250 words

2

BEST LETTERS WILL RECEIVE
^25 EACH IN CASH—AND THE
NEXT FIVE ^10 EACH.

of Variety:

The 4

Remember

cessive trade paper ads. If you have
missed any of them write us for free

that

we are trying

to decide

HOW WE CAN MAKE THE

PUB-

A MUST

theatre owners and managers are eligible.
Mail your answer not later than July 30th, ad*
dressed to Advertising Manager, First National
Pictures. J83 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

Only

angles are being given in 4 suc-

copies of the complete

Three executives of this company will act as
judges. In case of a tie for any one of the 7 prizes,
the same award will be given to both contestants.

The winning
journals

set.

at

letters will be published in the trade
the earliest possible da'e.

— Firil

National

:na.tiii^a.i. si»i:i:
.A^L...*..^

,

^£

A,

.M«.^M:»

f.A^

%\A11

U

U^.^

Picltiret, Inc.

I

Deny Walker's

lays, Mayer,

Bias Charge

Political

^c> NEWSPAPER

ALL THE MEWS

^yplLMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLV

OL.

Thursday, July

No. 10

Why Not?
The
Schenck.
opposite paths which both

-^APIRO

^
-^

Price

1928

12,

KENNEDY OFF TO COAST
EXIST
ON ^:5ERVATI0N' TOUR

CAN'T POSSIBLY
the I.M.P.E.A.— the New
and
'Qrk buying organization
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
.oew's were treading have come
Hollywood The political tendena logical conclusion for that cies of executives in the film industry
in a law are to be found in both major particort of proceedings

—

—

:

You have

A

situation
of about 80 theaters, most
this

:

Toup
if
them regular customers for
Attro product, sitting on one

The

films when they are
lo longer attractive to the pubic because they are no longer
:resh. On the other side is the

statement of James J. Walker, mayor
New York, that his information
indicated the business had been turned over to the camp of one of the
two principal political groups.

New York is
chain.
stronghold. Terrific investment
Yet both groups prosIt stake.
its

only as exhibition business
in New York prospers and, consequently, both groups should

to

the

S. Circuit, claiming a
contract exists between
M. & S. and the Sapiro group.
A hearing will be held in the
Supreme Court, New York,
July 20.

on

Page

to

able

common

find

something

in

Both factions represent good-sized
dealing in a common comYet neither Sapiro nor
modity.
Schenck has met the other. We do

chains,

and, for this argument, it doesn't matter. But it does
appear to us that there should be
room for a round table discussion on

know why

not

K-A IS OPENING FIVE

business

that far

more

operation

is

today understands
to be gained by co-

than by disruption.

Dawning Not in Sight
But

this

day

of

awakening

for the

industry apparently has not yet
arrived. That, we hold, is regrettable.
film

K

.^

NN

It is

expected he will be

Pathe will be made until he arrives
back in New York.
Reports of a shake-up at First Nayesterday
wholesale
la
tional
a
proved to be entirely groundless.
There have been no changes of any
Irving D. Rossheini, is funcnature.
tioning in the president's chair. Ned
Depinet is in charge of sales while
Richard A. Rowland is maintaining

over production

activities.

Coast

HOUSES BY NOVEMBER

New York has been ofTered various contracts to again associate himWalker
self with the film business.
Five Keith-Albee houses will be is not believed to be interested, thus
completed before Nov. 1. They are adhering to the promise he made at
Manchester, Memphis. the M.P.T.O. convention in WashBoston,
in
Flushing, Jamaica and Flatbush.
ington that he was through with
The new Imperial at Montreal films for all time.
oper.s Sundav night with vaudeville.
Patlie News will be the only film on
Walker was formerly legal adviser
1

bill.

of

of

the

Sydnev

D. Turner, general manager of
distribution for Cortellaphone, states
the company will be ready to rnake
sixty

days.

M.P.T.O. of America when
and
S. Cohen was president
on

(Continued

Page

8)

IVest

Coast

Los

Bureau,

(Continued

on Page 8)

Angeles

—

Acoustical Experts

on

Deal Would Merge Grubel
Housfes'in National Chain
Kansas Citv— Negotiations are unGruder way for the merging of the

with
bel Bros. Theatrical Enterprises
identity
the
circuit,
a large national
he
of which has not been revealed. 1
(Continued on Page 8)

approximately 20 houses in this terFour independent theaters,
ritory.
the Military. Hamilton. Beacon and
Alhambra. have entered the pool, it
is understood.
World Realtv. headed by Harry
Abe Goldberg, operate the
and
World, Moon. Sun. .Avenue. Benson,
Corby, Maryland and Roseland in

THE FILM DAILY
Sid Grauman will Chi. Business Recovering

in
produce pictures with sound and with
The Cortellaphone reproducer is at elaborate stage prologues. Hi- in
le
present a sound-cxi-filni attachnient itial film production will be
The
which will be installed later.
in the Road."
Turn
machine weighs less than 300 pounds
and can be installed m any theater
Off

installations

—

Omaha Formation of a booking
combine among suburban theaters in
Omaha is being engineered by the
World Realty Co.. which operates

to Make Films
Prologues Omaha.
Sound,
With

Grauman

Ed

theater

AT

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau.

Hollywood—The United Press rethat Mayor James J. Walker

Cortellaphone Ready in
Sixty Days, Says Company

Big

Hol-

ports

tract newcomers for the benefit of all
cooperative
that
involved;
parties

there ensued a meeting when, lo and
behold, the leaders of both factions
emerged with their problems at an
end.

servation."

vigil

ll-cst

its

threatened price wars and the like.
Yet, in the calm of good judgment,

for

night on a "tour of ob-

last

BACH TO FILMS REPORTED

how, for instance, to keep existmg
patronage pleased and perhaps atdiscussions on how each might be
helped without .sacrifice of the business rights of the other would not
Royal Dutch and
be a bad idea.
Standard, two of the most powerful
oil corporations in the world, recently
jumped at the other's throat and

Be Made

Kennedy kit

1'.

gone three weeks and that no decision of importance regarding the future of FBO. First National and

8)

to talk about.

Problems Are Mutual

lywood

OFFERS TO BRING WALKER

per

be

Joseph

effect

that Joseph M. Schenck and I are attempting to deliver the motion picture industry to the Republican Party
must appear extremely amusing to
(Continued

&

M.

Will

I.

prior

Louis B. Mayer, at whom Walker's remarks are construed to be leveled as well as at Hays and Joseph
M. Schenck, said:

"The printed report

During His Absence No
Important Decisions

M. P. E. A., Sapiro
buying organization, yesterday
filed suit asking for an injunction to prevent M-G-M from
enforcing a contract with the

of

them

Loew

Seek Injunction

and, therefore, there could be no con
certed effort on the behalf of any
one candidate, said Will H. Hays yeson
the
commenting
in
terday

They assert
ide of the fence.
is
Protection
)usiness is bad.
which
oo extended, they say,
)rings

Cents

HAYS SAYS TAVORITISM

vs.

ourt.

5

New

Movietone Plans

Ben Jackson, in charge of Moviefor Fox.
tone production on the coast

George Schneiderman, his assistant.
11
Fred Schader and a group of
left
acoustical and electrical experts

New York
studio

in

last

night

the Fox
the augprogram of

for

connection with

mented sound
the company.

picture

from Summer Time Tangle

—

Chicago With a gradual readjustment of the situation due to daylight
saving time, theater business shows
indications of resuming its normal

summer volume.

When

the

summer

schedule became et?ective the
city was divided in its observance but
time

(Coniinued

on Page 8)

Alicoate Returning
lohii W. .Micoate.
Cherbourg

—

publisher of

for New York yesterday on
He de France.

sailed

the
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......
,

THE

^Hk
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Wid's Films and tilm
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
Pulilisher; Maurice D. Kann. VicePresideni
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.

li'uolisbed daily except
1650 Broadway,
at

New

by

(1928)

copyright

as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
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$3.00.
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THE

—

—

—

US.

talking pictures as
direction will be
solved from within the ranks, Darryl
Francis Zanuck of Warners' stated
before a meeting of the "Wampas."
Existing manpower, in his opinion,
is
sufficient. y
skilled
to meet the

sound

To

Build in Tuckahoe
Preliminary
N. Y.

—

Bal.
(c)
(s)
(s)

*(s)

Seat.
6s 36

.

.

& Katz

Con.
do

Fm.

East.

Kodak

.

.

.

.

Ind.

pfd.

Close

Sales

34J4
10154

34

34
10154
74/2

500

14

'166
700

14"

14"

241/2

24'A

do

pfd.
Insp.
.
First Nat. pfd.

(c) Film
*(s)
(s)
(c)

lom

175^ 174H

.

.

Low

Fox Fm. "A" 77
Fox Thea. "A" 25'A

2454

V4H

13

93
53-5^

3,000

200

Loew's Inc.
.

54
102

.

.

.

.

S2y2

.

••(s)

M-G-M

*(s)

M.

pfd..

25=/8

.

8
400
19/8
100
805^
80/8
127
10,300
127
12
9954
99'A
15
102
10254
7,600
3/8
iVs
Pathe
3M
700
15
1554
15/2
do "A"
3
66^ 66/2
66/2
do 7s 37
31
29
Roxy "A"
34
31
do units
do com.
S'A
6'A
39/2
Skouras Bros.. 39
38
38^
Stanley Co.
40J4
6
7/2
Technicolor
200
Trans-Lux
i'A
'3J4
3J4
12
IS
United Art.
80
85
do pfd.
2
Univ. Ch. com.
85"
75
do pfd.
P.

Cap...

(s) Orph. Cir.
do pfd.
(s)
(s) Para. F-L
(c-b) do 6s 47

19/2
80/8
129
99'A
102 K2
Par.By.5'/2s51.
(b)

(s)
(s)

(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Post Road
and the Mill and White Plains Post
Road.
The persons interested are
said to be residents of Tuckahoe, who
have joined with the owner of a chain
of theaters from New York.

Road and White

(o)
<o)
<c)

19H

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pict.

15

.

do pfd.
(s)
Bros., i4Vi
(c) Warner
43%
do "A" .
(s)
(c-b) do 6>4s 28. 122/8
.

.

33

40 J4

U2%

97
5,400
33
14,500
41
122/8

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.

(b)

Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

(c)

Stock Exchange.
'OTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
(s)

Cammack Back at Atlanta
Atlanta Ben Y. Cammack has
returned to Atlanta to again manage
Universal's exchange, and
C.
T.
("Shag") Jordan, branch manager for

—

Saenger Building Two
Orleans
Saenger will soon
open new houses at Biloxi, Miss., and
Monroe, La. The Biloxi theater will
be on Reynoir St., while the Monroe
house will be erected on the site of

—

New

the present

Lyceum.

Each

will seat

Royster at Clemmer
Frank
Zambreno,
Chicago
exSpokane
Herbert Royster has
change man, is at the Aster, New been
appointed manager of UniverYork, negotiating for "Red" Grange's
sal's Clemmer.
He was formerly asreturn to pictures. Grange, according
sistant manager at this house and
Zambreno,
will
function
under
the
to
succeeds Clem Pope, resigned.
latter's management from now on.
Jean Darnell in N. Y.
"U. S. Smith" for "Hipp"
Jean Darnell, general exploitation
"United States Smith." Gotham chief of the Capitol. Dallas, is in
production, plays the Hippodrome, New York to spend her annual vacaNew York, the week of July 23. tion.
"Hellship Bronson." another Gotham
Friend Joins T-S
special, is scheduled for Fox's PhilaOmaha Fritz W. Friend, for the
delphia the same week, with "United
past 10 years in film sales work in
States Smith" the following week.

I

and

I

,
'

j

"DAWN"
i

The Story

of

i

Nurse Cavell

I

I

Hammerstein Theatre Bldg.
1697 Broadway, New York City

j
!

Tel.

I

Col.

'

|

8380

H.

I

Wayne

|

Pierson,

Mgr.

=

SALE!

—

—

this

a

Declares Dividend
meeting of Loew's. Inc..

a

quarterly dividend of $1.62J/2 per
share was declared on the outstanding $6.50 cumulative stock payable
Aug. IS to preferred stockholders of
record on July 28.

Zakoro Gets Paddock Film
Charlie Paddock, member of the
American Olympic team four times,
produced his first picture, "The
Olympic Hero." Zakoro Film Corp.
has secured

it

for national release.

of the

Corn-

Enterprises, who as the European representative of J. H. Hoffberg Co., maintains offices at Paris

feld

and Berlin,

is

in

New

joined

Titfanv-

Dallas

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Holdsl6FeetFilm—Ca«e— 6 Magazines
2

in. F.

li/ILLOCIGHByS
•^
no West
32»*St,Ncwy!)rK.N.y

Phone Penna. 0330
II

— Opening

of the new Fox
is planned for September.
It is understood that S. L. ("Roxy")
Rothafel will stage the premiere show
and several to follow.

Detroit
house here

Williams Sails for N. Y.
the past three months, becomes speD.
Williams sails on the Olympic
J.
cial sales representative.
from England for New York today.

M

Motion Picture Department

Dent Touring Orient
L. Dent of the Dent

— Louis

Circuit and his son, Frank, have
on a tour of the Orient. They
turn to Dallas about Sept. 1, with
E.
Paschall, general
manager,
charge during their absence.

left

re-

W.
in

Sunday Shows for Ames
Ames, Iowa Sunday shows won

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION

—

victory when the Town Council,
by a vote of four to two, passed an
a

1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

ordinance permitting them.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

York.

Plan Fox House Opening

3.5 Lens

$29.S0

f—

New York

Samuel Cornfeld, head

has

territorv,

Stahl.

Loew
At

Cornfeld in
*

W. Hammons,

president of Eduand Mrs. Hammons sail today from England on the Olympic.
Hammons has been in England on
sound picture plans.
v..

1,500.

.

.

Univ.

has been spending his vacation
in Italy, returned yesterday on the
Deutschland. He leaves for Universal
Citv tomorrow.

I

BOOKING OFFICE
''The End of
ST. PETERSBURG'*

Returning

cational,

.

.

Corp.
1

Hammons

Plains

.

.

(o)
(c)
(o)
(o)

Famous Lasky

Zambreno Signs Grange

102
101
do pfd.
rts..
1654
*(c) do del),
169"
108 j^ 10854
6s41ww.
(h)
do
lOO'A
(b)
do 6s41x-war. lOOfi
100J4

(s)
Cs)

President, Paramount-

— State

1

128
3/2
104
1.800
75/2
75/2
24/2 10,100
24)4

*(c) Intern. Proj..
*(b) Keiths 6s 46.

Arbitrator"
Senator Lowell B.i
Mason of Illinois has been named;
the "seventh arbitrator" on the Filmj
Board of Trade.
He will cast thd
deciding vote in event of a deadlock!

Both are in the unincorporated section of the town, at Main, Tuckahoe

the
leasing department at Universal City

High

Named "Seventh

Chicago

ADOLPH ZUKOR,

plans for the financing of a modern
theater are said to be under way. The
backers, are considering two sites.

who

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

a very
service to the motion
picture industry. You have told
faithfully, day after day. the
things as they happen in this
business.
By supplying all of
us with accurate information,
as well as by your constructive
editorial policy, you have been
of immense help in bringing our
industry to its present position.
Sincerely,

field.

Tuckahoe,

:

notable

Zanuk praised Harry M. Warner
picture

City.

You have performed

situation.

Sigmund Moos Returns
Sigmund Moos, manager of

Financial

York
Gentlemen

IvJew

in

for his pioneering efforts in the

—

Omaha
Capitol Pictures Corp.
has entered the independent field with
offices at the Film Exchange Bldg.
Sponsoring the firm are Joe L. Stern
and Myer L. Stern, now operating
the
Exhibitors'
Poster Exchange.
The company will handle 18 independent
pictures,
including the four
Buck Jones' westerns and four James
Oliver Curwood stories.

Film Daily,

adequate

as

^928

Ind'p't Distributor
in Nebraska-Iowa Field

Notable Service

THE FILM DAILY

—The problem presented

dialogue

well

12,

New

Thinks Existing Manpower
Ample to Handle Sound
West

Thursday, July

FREE
YEAR

Booit

"1926

TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

Attractions

for

COVERS

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

EVERYTHING
Acts

GOES

EVERYWHERE
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

\

Now
The

first

Ready I
three great

Box-Office Specials on

Columbia Pictures
1928-1929 Program

-

-

cAnlrvin Willat prodmtio
#1
I

Jack Holt

in

Into the Depths
ami DOROTHY RfVlf R^
A Soul-Stirring Submarine Drama —The Most Up-to-

IViih RALPH GRAV{$

1|

the-Minute Plot in Pictures —Jack Holt in the Sort I
of Story That Reaches the Screen Once in a Lifetime !||
Never Before So
{Temporary

Title)

Thrilling

a Role for Jack Holt * and Different!

'nAkn Crosland produdim

SC4RLET

lADY
STARRING

a deTuUi
WITH
DON ALVARADO
WARNER GLAND

w^i

>:
Lya de

Putti

in the greatest role of her

career ^ in a story of
flaming passion against
theredbackgroundof the
Russian revolution -^ A
lavishly

mounted

pro-

duction that throbs
and vibrates with the
sort of action your

M
V

audiences always
want to see in
pictures ^
No Better Prod!«ct in
dustry than

Perfect

the In-

CoXumhiah

36

— and

^

Priced Rightl

/

JACK

HOII
IN

CO U RT-.

NARIUl
WITH

IBetttjCompson^Dorisnill
A VoignanX Story o/ Lot;e t^ersws T>uty\
in the Industry Will You Find a
sistent Program for Quality and Profit than
36" for 1928-1929.

Nowhere

More Con*
Columbia's

"PERFECT
Here Are

t/ie

Rest oi

t\\e

Titles

— They

Mean More Money

to

Your Boix-O^ce

AFFAIR H U R R C A N E -- - FALL OF- EVE THE LOVE -- CAPTIVE
>>
T
E F A K E R
C Q U
T T E D
TRIAL MARRIAGE -- THE FLYING MARINE
REDEMPTION " - "- LIGHT FINGERS
FATHER L O V E -- " - THE WICKED ANGEL
--DONOVAN

»THE

»THE
•A

I

»--

»--

I
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>->-

II

">-

>->-

>->-

mj^

*-*

THE YOUNGER GENERATION STOOL PIGEON
STREET OF ILLUSION
RESTLESS YOUTH
LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER GREEN EYES -"
- -A
BROADWAY HOOFER
D R F WO O D
OBJECT — ALIMONY -- -THE BACHELOR GIRL
THE WILDCAT • ^^ "^ BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
"RUNAWAY GIRLS "- - THE APACHE "
THE SIDESHOW
THE COLLEGE COQUETTE
GREENWICH VILLAGE NOTHING TO WEAR
SPICE OF LIFE
POWER OF THE PRESS
*CoIumbia
SINNERS PARADE -The Wise Showmen Are All Booking Coliirnbias—lSIOW
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1928

12,

Coast Wire Service-

De Mille

Film Men Preparing for
Regional Golf Tourneys

Joining U. A. ?

Film men throughout the country
are getting in form for golf tournaments ill their respective territories.

The

first annual tourney at Detroit
scheduled for Monday at the Redford Golf Club.
The committee in
charge comprises: A. M. Elliott,
FHO; 1. J. Downey. M-G-M: Bert

IS

EXPECT DIRECTOR TO

PRODUCE

Dinner for Walker

TWO A YEAR

Cecil B. De Mille's affiliation with
United Artists is expected to be announced soon.
He is expected to
make two a year. The first a story
by himself, is already in production.
Contract players under De Mille's
are to go along, it is anticipated.

They

include Rod La Rocque, Alan
Hale, William Boyd, Phyllis Haver
and William de Mille, the director.

Talking Sequences In
Gloria Swanson's Next
Gloria Swanson's next for United
Artists will have talking sequences.
Voice tests are now being made and
the leading man will be chosen with
suitable attention to his vocal ability.
The story, which will be directed
by Eric von Stroheim, was written
by him, deals with German East
Africa.
ly

titled

The production
"The Swamp."

is

tentative-

Ass'n of M. P. Producers will

Mayor Walker of New
York a banquet Monday night.
He was the guest of First Na-

tender

tional at a studio

luncheon yes-

terday.

Buck Jones

Cody

in

Underworld Yarn

lead.

Faye Adapting Armstrong Play
Randall FL Faye,
tract to

the

Fox

scenario

now under

as a writer,
of

is

conwriting

"Romance

Underworld," from the pen
late Paul Armstrong.

of
of

the
the

New

Director at Fox
Norman McLeod has been elevated
to a director's berth on the Fox lot
and has been assigned to the Rex
Bell unit producing Westerns.

I'ilm

Board

At

Pittsburgh the All-Film Golf
Tournament has been deferred to
July 27, being planned lor the Shannopin Country Club.

—

"Big Hop," Completed
"The

Big Hop," starring Buck
Jones, the first to be made under his
own trade mark, is finished at Universal City where Jones has established headquarters.

Indianapolis
(.jeorge
Landis has
been elected president of the Indianapolis Film Board of trade, filling the
vacancy caused by the resignation of
William Esch. Landis is local manager for Fox.

Reopens Indianapolis House
Lasky Back at Coast
Indianapolis
The Sanders has
Jobyna Ralston, Charles French been reopened by Harry Keene.

—

and Ernest Hilliard are among the
supporting players. James K. Home
directed.

Jesse

William H.

Griffin Dies
Ind.
William H.
Griffin, veteran exhibitor, is dead at
the Martinsville Sanitarium at the age
of 51.
For many years he operated
the Garrick.

—

Martinsville,

Lasky, B.

L.

P.

and

Harry Goetz have
Hollywood after a sound
ference at

New

Schulberg

arrived in
picture con-

York.

Seven Join Texas Unit
Dallas Seven new members were
Hollywood
William Wellman, Paramount di- added to the M.F.T.O. roster during
rector, has returned to Hollvwood the second week of its membership

Wellman Returns

Louise Carver and Al Ferguson
have been cast in "Wolves of the
City," an underworld drama which
Leigh Jason will direct for Universal.
William Cody stars in the picture, with Duane Thompson as his

I'alfrevman,

Landis Heads Board

Picture,

—

to

Saunders Returns to Coast
John Monk Saunders is back at from New York.
the Coast with his wife, Fay Wray.
She will have a part in his story
Tucker Signed for "Show Girl"
"Dirigible" now in course of prepaRichard
Tucker has been signed
ration.
for "Show Girl."
Alice White plays
Bill

VViliianis, Muntz Enterprises; Frank
Wadlow, Buchanan theater, and Dave

the lead.

Alfred Santell

is

Texas House Reopens

—

Dayton, Tex. Tlu- Sterling has reopened after being closed for two
months.

directing.

Texas Theater Opens

Hawaiian Beauty Cast
Loilani Deas, who won the beauty
contest held in the Hawaiian Isles a
short time ago, will play a minor role
in the first Educational-Ideal comedy
featuring Jerry Drew.
Seiter to

Direct "Outcast"
Seiter has been assigned the direction of Corinne Griffith in "Outcast."
This follows "The
Divine Lady," which Miss Griffith
just completed.

William

drive.

A.

Coutalla,

opened with
manager.

Tex.

— The

Jimmie

Palace

McNeese

has
as

Hicks Managing Howard, Atlanta
Atlanta— Rc.bert
Hicks has succeeded Ernest Morrison as manager
i
the Howard.
Morrison is now in
Dallas, managing the Palace, and
;issistant to District Manager John
Friedl.
Hicks was at the Worth,
J.
Ft. Worth, Texas, where he was publicity director and assistant to Man1-;.

ager Ray Jones.

"Sinners in Love" Cast
Olive Borden, Huntly Gordon and

Seena

Owen

will

roles in "Sinners in Love," to
into production at an early date
der direction of George Melford.

Sale in

Winnipeg

—

vocal and instrumental music.

Gibson Titles by Tarshis
Harold Tarshis is titling Hoot
Gibson's "Silks and Saddles," which

Ontario House Sold
Ruth Taylor Returns
Orillia, Out.
The Princess has
Ruth Taylor has signed a new contract with Paramount.
Her next role been purchased by a syndicate of
Henry MacRae directed for Univer- will be with William Powell in "The Toronto theater men from Mrs. Robsal.
"Tarshis is also titling the third Canary Murder Case."
ert
Mainer, for $12,500.
The new
series of "Third Collegians."
"Just Married" is the first of a owners will remodel and enlarge the

cording to report.

Monta Bell Coming East
Monta Bell is en route to New
York to supervise sound picture production at Paramount's Astoria studio.
tions.

He

will also direct

A

Taylor

of productions

in

will be co-featured

which Miss house.
with James
Standard,

Toronto, Changes Hands
Toronto The Standard has beer,
sold bv Louis Rotenberg to Mrs.
Five and Ten at Jacksonville
Jacksonville,
Fla.
Prices
have Rosie Axler for $57,900. The theater
been cut to five and ten cents at the seats 3,000.
Casino, grind house.
Hall.

—

—

Leading Man for Alice White
Charles Delaney will play opposite

two produc- Alice White
National.

in

"Show

Girl" for First

Open Oklahoma House
Oklahoma City A. H. Emenhisear opened his new Victoria.
The

—

theater cost $200,000 an dseats about
1.500.

brilliant

drama...

emotional

A great Love-

affair... The inevitable

triangle

—

series

Lloyd to Star Wheeler?
Bert Wheeler, vaudeville comedian
will in all probability become a stai
with Harold Lloyd as producer, ac-

By

Carolyn F. Hayxvard

Winnipeg
The Playhouse has
go been leased by Major Joseph Graham
un- of Regina, who will show films with

play the principal

BARRIERS
. .

Powerful

. .

Dynamic!!!

V/

PICTURES CORPORATION
SAMUEL ZIERLEP^ president
Y O P^ >^-

NEW

;

\

THE

-s&miDAILV
OAny

TIPS ynocu

mean douads fob showmen

Hays and Mayer
Deny Walker Charges
(Coutivucd from

Page

"The Legion

Condemned"

the

of

(Paramount)

A

miniature landing

field

and sur-

out of
of
dirt, mud and sand in one corner
consisted
display
The
lobby.
the
of level stretch, hanger, toy airplanes
properly painted, lake made by burying a mirror, hills covered with artificial

(Continued from Page

built

as-

The

Cortellaphone will go into
quantity production in ninety days,
according to Turner.
The Buck Jones Corp. will use
Cortellaphone
synchronization
on
"The Big Hop," and the three following Jones' productions this year.

cut
lake, figures
from stills and mounted. The entire
display had a beaverboard back behind it which added to the appropriateness of the display in a painted
Emil Bernstecker, Lyric,
gcene.

—

Jackson, Tenn.
of Kingdom Come"
(First Nat'l)
Using large stones cemented with
pine twigs and branches, a fac-simile

"Little

Shepherd

a well was built with sand and
gravel strewn upon the top. Resting
on top of the wheel was a handpainted cut-out showing a log cabin
with pine trees in the background.
In the door of the cabin could be
Stills
seen a still from the picture.
were placed on a turn table that slowly revolved to show each still in the

(Continued from Page

deal involves
ported.

$1,500,000,

Consummation
house for

this city

will

1)

it

mean

is

a

re-

new

and the rebuilding

Electric
to
accommodate
of
the
pictures.
Grubel
vaudeville
and
houses are located in Joplin, St.
Joseph and Springfield, in addition
to this city.
One result would be the bringing
of vaudeville via a national chain in
the proposed new theater.

Desormeaux Returns to Old Post
Madison A. P. Desormeaux has
returned to his old post as manager

—

of the Strand, following sale of
trol in the Capitol to Thomas

con-

er

is

interested

financially

in

dealer

—

the lobby near sidewalk playing the
"Ramona" records at different inAs people gathtervals of the day.
ered around to hear the music, small

scenes at Deauville.

Kelly Sail
Accompanying Joseph M. Schenck
Silverstone,

Europe are Maurice
Silverstone, managing director of Alcards were given out which bore copy lied Artists of London and Arthur
about the picture.
piano rolls had a

A

local dealer for
full window dis-

a

new model
of "Ramona"

on

his

trip

to

Kelly, vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution of United Artists.

play consisting
player and a cut-out
near the piano with art photos and
Herbert
sheet music surrounding it.
Chatkin, Broadway, Council Bluffs,

Back from Europe
Cleveland Martha Printz has returned from an extended European
trip and is back at the Circle as

la.

house manager.

of

—

source

a

of

TIMES—*

*

looking clothes any girl

has any number of thrill
opening, a few moments
an utterly implausible plot.

novel

a

—

subsequently at the national conven-

Washington at which Hays, WalkMarcus Loew and Cohen were
present, a truce was declared, but
Walker announced he was finished
er,

with films and the business.

Chi. Business Recovering

from Summer Time Tangle
(Continued from Page

*

comedy, and

of

is

•

sequerces.

Mob"

1)

now, with the exception of the Federal Bldg. and the railroads, there is
blanket adherence to daylight saving.
Business is still below its usual
level but this is attributed to a general depression, with the resulting unemployment. Hot weather, too, has

Paramount
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

EXAMINER—*

*
*
Clara Bow's famous
was not very noticeable in "Ladies of
* • But the picture was worth
the Mob,"
seeing, anyway. * * *

EXPRESS—*
job.

It

*

*

almost

is

had

bad

a

effect.

hand-made, anyway, and much

is

Mike

spects.

re-

HERALD—*

* * Director Wellman has
contrived another box-office hit in "Ladies
of the Mob."
He has mustered some good
*
effects into the picture. *

RECORD—*

Wellman

*

brought

has

viewpoint to the filming of the home

fresh

a

*

and business

bank

of
treatment of

realistic

life

and

robbers,

Booth's

Ernest

his

realis-

essays on bank robbing and bank robbers'
sweeties is refreshingly original. * * *

TIMES—*
Mob"

the

*

You

*

"Ladies of

find

will

dramatic and gripping to an unyou are interested in this

usual degree if
type of picture.

*

it

and

lively

ald
her.

Keith
*

*

Whims"

And

whims!
very
with

week

young lady
under the nose of

lightning-like

NEWS — *

lady of

typical

through
is

*

whims

•

and Don-

girl,

Bow knows

Clara

her
screen

on

the
the role of a
who flaunts her
a paid chaperon
*

•

Bow

is

certainly

"My Lady

of

a

Whims." She
wealthy man

as the daughter of a
who is trying to induce her to renounce her
affection for Greenwich Village. * * *

"Telling the

all

*

very

rapid,

very

lively
does gild

And, if it
and very entertaining.
and glorify the routine of the young rewhat of it?
porter's earliest cubhood days
CHRONICLE— Haines' method of acting

—

is

well

suited

to the part. * * •
* * Recommended.

EXAMINER—*
But

journalism

hang
mance of
to

is

*

*

*

merely a peg upon which

the serio-comic P.dventures and
a likably impudent reporter. *

NEWS — There

Collins

C.

has

has

closed;

The

indefi-

The Postal at Calvin, Okla., has
Queen theater at Lenoke, Okla.,
was destroyed by fire; The Jackson, Pawhuska, Okla., is to I>e remodeled and a new
added.

Handling Chesterfield Product

—

Louis Progress Pictures will
handle 10 Chesterfield productions in
St.

this

season.

this

territory

Fadman Managing

Paris House
Miles Fadman is
managing the Theater des ChampsParis

— Edwin

Eivsses.

Increase Texas Pool
Athens, Tex. Increasing the chain

—

Jacksonville

supplementing theaters pooled by
Ross Dorbandt and East Texas The-

makes a highly interesting drama, and at the same time gives
star the type of characterization for
this
which he has built a reputation.

CALL— It's

Okla.,

J.

Amusement Co.,
Ed Dorbandt's house here has joined,

M-G-M
BULLETIN—*

Kenowa.

at

of the

World"

Warfield, San Francisco
*

soon;

in

cast

is

Ark.,

Huntsville,

organ

*

rapidity.

*

in

;

Washington

the

pretty

man who wins

*

fanciful

whims

Bow

Clara
proves it

this

Bertha Barrett has
at Atoka, Okla.;
Jim Warren has purchased the Dixie at
Huntsville, Ark.; Hartzig will open his Joy

acquired

nite period;
closed; The

*

love.

Miss

cave

the

she

Pantages

the

at

*

*

*

Mulberry, Okla.

at

tric

Royal at Watts, Okla., has closed for

*

EXAMINER—*

—

as follows:
C. E. Alexander has purchased the Elec-

theater

runs

she

and saucy as the
plays

Southwestern Theaters Change
Changes in the
City
Southwest theater field are reported

Oklahoma

of

manner her fans

the

in

CHRONICLE—*

has rejoined the
handle casting
of legit and film players for Movietone, with headquarters in the East.
to

at

and

picture

Connelly

Fox organization

opened his new Channing at Channing, Tex.
Erne.st Walderich has opened the new Dacoma, at Dacoma, Okla.; The Empress at
Roff, Okla., has closed permanently; "The new

Paramoimt
Pantages, San Francisco
CALL AND POST—* * * It is a
Bow

Handle

*

"My Lady

Clara

to

Casting for Movietone

less

*

*

Mike Connelly

custom

a

stereotype than the run of movies.
It avoids
the commonplace in several

London Monty Banks is making
a second comedy for British International.
"My Wife's Husband" is the
He is already making initial
loaned an title.

Orthophonic for two weeks in advance of run and this was used in

usually

*

*

proves

It

feats in the dandiest

the

—

Victor

*

*

an excellent background for Beije's gymnastic comedy. * * *
RECORD—* * * "Hot News" is Bebe
at
her best, always making the impossible
look
easy and accomplishing breath-taking

and
John Saxe, Walter Schroeder and
Oscar Bachman. Midwesco no long-

—

local

and

direct,

di-

tic

A light in back house, it is understood. Len Brown
door of the cabin.
of the cabin door opening lit up the is new manager. Solomon Levitan,
stills to a nice effect.— E. R. Rogers,
state treasurer, and A. O. Paunuck,
Tivoli, Chattanooga, Tenn.
local
banker, sold their interests.
Levitan is part owner of the Strand.
"Partners In Crime"
Leases Space in Film Center
(Paramount)
Exhibitors Progressive Poster Inc.,
patrol
picture,
a
On opening day of
now at 729 7th Ave., New York, has
wagon was driven around the busi- leased the southern end of the secness section of town with sides and ond floor in the Film Center Buildrear covered with banners and signs ing, 622 9th Ave., to which they will
giving the stars' names, title of pic- move on Dec. 15.
This lease was
ture, name of theater and play dates. made through Spear
& Co., Inc.
E. E. Collins, Queen, Galveston,
Tex.
Banks Signed for Another
(United Artists

*

Badger's

Clarence

and

and laughs.

ever wore.

group
exhibitor
Zukor and Paramount's theater buying activities. In
1922. Cohen and Walker broke and

Adolph

"It"

of

"Ramona"

smooth

is

1)

scenes.

in
*

*

"Ladies of the

characters

the

*

*

HERALD — *

thrills

trees, derailed train
toy cattle and horses

of

*

reels.

rection

Deal Would Merge Grubel
painted, small stream made
Houses in National Chain
glass emptying into

hills,

With Bebe Daniels

»

keeps things moving rapidly.

Company

(Continued from Page 1)
cost of $500, the company

properly
out of mirror

A

EXAMINER—*

as the star, "Hot News" sets a fast pace
right from the start and holds it to the
finish.
It is a story of the motion picture

the

national

the
against
of

Los Angeles

Metropolitan,

EXPRESS—*

in

power behind

In
conjunction with Cohen, he toured
the country in 1921 and led the fight

"Hot News"
Paramount

snow and

the

in

was

terrain

rounding

at a
serts.

Walker Back Again
the

news

Ready

—

Newspaper Opinions

192^?

12,

Would Bring

Offers

1)

any one who understands the picture
business," said Mayer.
"The Gaucho"
"Mr. Schenck and I are Republi(United Artists)
A life-size wooden horse ecjuipped cans. We are for Hoover, CaliforHowwith a Mexican saddle and bridle was nia and our personal friends.
mounted on a truck and driven to ever, as to attempting to deliver the
motion picture industry to any party,
all parts of the city and surroundmg
that is mj' idea of wasting time on
was
truck
of
the
floor
The
towns.

covered with a green carpet that gave an expensive scale."
grass and a man
it the resemblance of
dressed as "The Gaucho" rode in the Cortellaphone
R. E. Morris, Strand, Maisaddle.^
Sixty Days, Says
den, Mass.

Thursday. July

aters.

Loewe

Joins Cincy Exchange
Chester Loewe has
been named local managed of Independent Pictures for Ohio distributors of "The Port of Missing Girls"
and of Rayart product. Loewe has
been with Columbia in Detroit.
Cincinnati

—

ro-

*

have been scores of newspaper stories filmed during the last few years.
"Telling the
Very few have been good.
* *
World" ranks high and rings true.

Fire
Seattle

wires
Yesler.

in

Seattle

— Short

Theater

circuit

in

caused a $1,500 blaze

electric
at the

\cademy

Make

to

Film for Relief Fund Benefit

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

ALL THE

i/'FILMDOM
O.

XLV

No.

Friday, July

11

Play Boys
I

\*

LTHOUGH

13,

TON'L

—

"The Racket"

corker. Mark it down as one of
he best of the underworld films that
re flooding the market. "The Racket"
vas a fine play; the picture, a Class

A

Loaded

down with

uspense and tenseness.

And, Glory

Tommy

le.

Meighan who occupies

favorite niche among
of folks who count

ist

omcs through
been

lever

in

our private
pictures,

in

great style. There's

wrong

anything

Cents

SKOURAS TO SPREAD INTO
STATUTES
KANSAS AND MISSOURI

ker had something dififerTO LOUISIANA
-^ ently in mind when he
rew the business into national
Baton Rogue— The House of RepoHtics, his remarks carried a resentatives and the Senate have
sson applicable to a good many passed a law introducing arbitration
The
idividuals now part and parcel into the state of Louisiana.
approved the measure on WedHe warned pic- House
f the industry.
Senate yesterday,
nesday- and the
ires to steer clear of politics, after which the legislature adjourned
rood sound advice. Worthy of without awaiting the signature of the
governor which is considered a roubservance.
tine matter.
This practice of figuring out
The law is the measure prepared
ow the individual stands first by the American Arbitration Ass'n.
nd the company that employs and is designed to expedite clearance
business by submitting disputed
im later continues to be one of of
The draft
matters to arbitration.
he malignant evils of the trade, does not oreclude the possibihty of
(Continued on Page 2)
t cuts into time which the boys
I'ho practice politics are suposed to devote to their organiCouple the politics HAYS CLAIMS QUOTAS
ations.
nixers with the boys who are
spending hours of other peoPACT
VIOLATE
ile's tim'e before the stock ticker
nd you'll arrive at two very West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
ood reasons why some things
Hollywood Claim that quota laws,
such as the French regulations, arc
Te not as they should be.
trade prohibitions and therefore vio-

attraction.

5

ARBITRATION LAW ADDED

Jimmy Wal-

^A

\.

Price

1928

with

QUARTERLY DIVIDENDS ON

MANYSTOCKSFALLINGDUE

Also Active in Indiana with
Operations Centered
in St. Louis

—

Skouras Bros, who now
St. Louis
37 theaters iu Missouri
about
operate
Within the next
them in St. Louis
several companies will pay regular and the bulk of
their holdings both
quarterly dividends in line with their are spreading
under way.
earnings for the second quarter. Fox east and west. Deals are
for theaters in a
will pav stockholders ot.record June 30 it is understood,
Missouri and
one dollar on A and B common on number of towns in
chain
existing
an
for
One
beKansas.
Capital
Picture
July 1(). Motion
comes ex-dividend on the same day as which operates throughout Missouri
(Continued on Page 3)
is reported nearing completion.
fortnight,

or

so,

Now
Distributors

Now

Sell

Combine Once Rejected
Cleveland— The Dipson Zinimerniann buving combine which embraces
U)5 houses in Ohio, New York. Pennsylvania and West \irginia has closed
with several major producers, includ-

in

May,

1927,

is

made by power

The statement folWill H. Hays.
of
a move on the part
inception
lows
(Continued on Page 2)

buy product

of attorney to
exhibitors.

Prosperity Promised by

SEE

NO RUSH TO SOUND
DEVICES IN ENGLAND

for

London— British

Straits Government
Discarding Quota

in

Indianapolis, moves are under way
to fill in the gap between IndianapWith expansion
olis and St. Louis.
to the west of St. Louis. Skouras holdings will eventually embrace three
states: Missouri. Kansas and Indiana.

This, despite, the attiing M-G-M.
tude on the part t)f distributors which
the prevailed last year, not to sell booking
late the convention adopted by
the combines
authorizied
for
Conference
wherein an
International
secured
Abolition of Import and Export Pro- agent, for a commission,
hibitions

that the Skouras interests arc

operating Robert Lieber's theaters

Bill

ture

apparatus,

in
pic-

exhibitors are

no hurrv to buy American sound
says

'Today's ^

'"«•''

ma," after making a survey of the
The publication quotes a
situation.
London director of Western Electric

London (Hv Cable )— Discarding of
British Production Push
to
bill, compelling exhibitors
quota
a
production
London— "The British
British Co
of
proportion
fixed
a
show
in a
push shows signs of resulting
is

has denying a report that no less

conGovernment
than 50 British theaters have
the
for home produc- films, by
prosperity
Movietone.
of
wave
for
dropped
him
tracted
was
burdened
las been making that's
reported. The measure
Daily Film Renter.
that it would not be
However, we're tickled pink- tion," says "The
No Movietone installation contracts
lovvn.
working at full pressure on the ground

Tom;

,sh

it's

the gosh awful stories

that this

is

lie

•'Studios are

a bell ringer.

being
and big trade shows are

Photophone
Heard half of Photophone's score
"The King of Kings" at the

excellent job but it does
lot constitute a real test for the new
The theater is Western
device.

An

Electric
hard to

Therefore,

equipped.
tell

whether

it

is

recording that stacks up

W

E

ar-

it's

RCA

the
so well or

About 25 Stars
in

politic

present

at

to

enforce

such

have been completed as

Will

Appear

"MARY DUCAN"

Release
Film for General
Harrv
....

K;ir-

Rapf, Reginald BarChairman
DAILY ker, Jane Murfin, Hallani Cooley and
FILM
THE
Bureau.
Coast
West
stars
\ice-President Fred
Fred Pelton.
Los AnL^eles- Twenty or 25
11

-

yet, the offi-

(Cemtinucd on Page

regulations.

ranged," states the pubhcation

or

Rivoli.

Straits

13

*

L» ..^.riiiQlfl
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INITIAL

M-G-M ALL-TALKING FILM
First

M-G-M

all-talking

film

will
*

be
appear in a film which is to
of M. ^.
Academy
the
by
produced
Yes,
to aid its M. t".
A certain big deal involving a cer- Arts and Sciences
picture will be
The
Fund.
Relief
fall
by
tain prominent executive may
straight rental
a
on
exhibitors
Yes, despite «;old to
the wayside after all.
picture have
the
for
Plans
announcement, officially made, that basis.
for the past
discussion
under
been
the agreement has been made. Now

and Secretarv Frank Woods be "The Trial of Mary Dugan.
based on the Broadway success.
are ex-officio members.
on Milt Gross 5

wouldn't you like to know what
we're driving at?- Well, perhaps you

awarded

the

projection.

Maybe

will in a

few davs.

Maybe No

KANN

will

two years.
Arrangements

^

for

the

benefit
of the

pic-

Niblo

based

"Nize Babv,"
The Academv has also decided to comic strip, will also be made as a
during
awards
make 13 distinctive
some dialogue
for the sound niciure, with
the year ending next month
Trial of Mary
"The
Like
sequences.
with feabest work in connection
this film will have a synDugan"
be
will
statuettes
Bronze
tures

new raphy,

ture will be in charge
comprises:
steering committee which

photogfor direction, acting,
engineering effects, art direc-

tion, etc.

chronized

score.

Robert

Harris

of

M-G-M Coast studios now is en
tests.
route to New York to make
the

:

-

\
>

w
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declined the renomination,
stating that he felt that he could be
of more service to the association
by proffering advice from the side
lines.
When pleas of all those present failed to sway his decision, he
was tendered an ovation lasting over
ten minutes.
Installation of the new
officers will ta'Ke place the end of
July, by which time the new presidential nominee will be named.

Spitz Completes Four
of Paramount Series
Eugene Spitz has completed pro-

(Continued from Page

is
an important bit of routine of this
theater. It is perused from top
to bottom every single day and
once weekly.
find it intelligently edited
It is
and carefully prepared.
a great help to us.

For the 40 weeks ending June 3,i
Loew's Inc., net profits totaled

1928,

We

Sincerely,

ROXY

Arbitration
(.Continued

Law
Statutes

from Page

1)

recourse to law should either contestestant determines he want to exercise
his

of Hugh R. Wilson. U. S. Minister
to Switzerland, at the current session
of the import and export conference
in Geneva, to abolish artificial tradebarriers.

TAKE FORWARD SPURT

Gentlemen
The Film Daily

Added To

1)

LOEWS, M-C-M'S PROFITS

Great Help

New York

Hays Claims Quotas
Violate Intern'l Pact

13, »il92»

Film Daily

Gallup

—

225.

A

Nominations for officers for the
ensuing year were submitted by the
nominating committee at the AMPA
meeting at the Hotel Lincoln yesBruce Gallup,
terday, as follows:
president: Paul Benjamin, vice-president; Dave Bader, secretary: George
Harvey, treasurer.

Friday, July

S6.377,101 as compared with $5,404,899 for the same period in 1927 and
$5,244,193 for the same period in 1926.'
Current profits are, therefore, $972,4
302 ahead of 1927 and $1,133,008!
ahead of 1926.
Current earnings
eciuivalent, after allowing for dividend!
requirements on 150,000 shares of tha
new $6.50 preferred stock, to $5.64 Jj
share earned on 1,060,925 no-par share|t
of common and compares with net
profit of $5,404,899 or $5.09 a share in
corresponding period of previous year.
Since the end of the 40 weeks'
period, a 25 per cent dividend in common has been paid on the common.

Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

profits for

the 12 weeks ending June 3 are $1,325,254, equal, after 7 per cent cumu-

right.

Louisiana is the sixth state to adopt
The others are
an arbitration law.
New York, California, Pensylvania,
Massachusetts and New Jersey.

The convention which Hays brings
the matter was signed by D.

lative
preferred dividends to $2 a.
share on the 620,000 common shares
($5 par) outstanding. This compares
with $1,136,490 or $1.69 a share on
the same conmion share basis in the^
same period of 1927.
The film company's current earnings compare with $1,136,490 for the
same period in 1927, an increase this

Two Building in Oil City, Pa.
Serruys of France as well as WilContracts for the
Oil City, Pa.
son of U. S., he points out, and calls construction of a $250,000 theater
which will distribute the films on its quota laws "disguised prohibitions." have been awarded. The new the- year of $888,764.
"Whole Show Program." The series Hays notes that the French quota ater, to be known as the Latonia,
was produced through an arrange- law requires American firms to buy will be constructed in the south side
ment with the Actors' Fund and Au- one French picture in order to be business district.
granted French distribution for seven
thors' League of America whereby
A $790,000 theater block, to be
of their own films.
these organizations take a certain
known as the Colonel Drake block
Cheap
percentage of the sales profits.
is nearing completion and is to open
1000
veneer and 1500 upholstered
to
"Walls Tell Tales" is the title of
Vemark Theater
summer.
this
the first. Rita Weiman's "Two MasCorp. is building.
in
ters" is the second: "The Home
(Continued from Page 1)
(jirl," by Edna Ferber, the third, and
Sidney Producing in London
BOX-M299
Rupert Hughes' "Twinkling Toes" cial said, although a number of theLondon Scott Sidney will direct
c-o Film Daily, 1650 B'way,
is the fourth.
aters have been examined with this a full length comedy, starring the
N. Y. C.
Only a limited supply of comedy pair. Long and Short. Proin view.
apparatus is available for England, he duction at Ellstree.
G-B Expanding
duction on the first four two-reel pictures of the "Great Stars and Authors" series of 12 for Paramount

into

—

FOR SALE

See

No Rush

Sound
England

Devices

THEATER CHAIRSGOOD CONDITION

—

—

Construction of
Greenfield, Mass.
a theater in Greenfield is planned by
Samuel and Nathan E. Goldstein, of
the G-B Theaters Corp., owners of
The
the large chain in this section.
new theater will be built on the south
side of Main St., 50 ft. east of Bank
row, which is in the center of the
business
section.
Cost
$500,000,
Seating capacity 2,000.
Closes Distributing Deal
Berlin (By Cable)
Terra Film
Go's big pictures will be distributed
in England by Ideal, whose arrange-

—

ments were made by Simon Rowson
for

stated,

as the

America

in

is

"Seventy
theaters a month are now having
Movietone installed in the United
States," said the official, and estimated
that the
a month

number

will increase to
Fall.

100

before the

capacity will be increased to 1,500.
Hill

Rock

Buys Iowa House
la.— W. L. Hill of
D., has bought the Or-

Valley.
S.

pheum from

—

Iowa

J.

A.

Sebesta.

Englehardt at Osceola, Neb.
Osceola, Neb. Arthur Englehardt
has bought the Auditorium from
Harrv Musselman.

—

Move Chain Headquarters

—

Springfield, Mo.
Headquarters of
the Midland Circuit have been transferred here from Kansas City. H. E.
Ulrich, division manager, will make
headquarters at the Gillioz theater,
incidentally managing the house. C.
D. Haug, former manager at the Gillioz, has been transferred to another

house.

Sloane Here
Paul H. SKjanc, director,

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Putter, Pna.
for

Library Stock Scenes
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

Bryant 8181

Orpheum on Two-a-Day
The Orpheum has

Seattle

—

re-

turned to a two-a-day after a grind
policy.

K. C. House Closes

territory.

CaU

five

stage plays produced, as well as several screen dramas, has written a
story directly for a talking motion

Kahn

with Capitol
Omaha Abe Kahn formerly manager for Pathe at Dcs Moines and
later in charge of Educational, there,
has joined the sales force of Capitol
Pictures Corp., being assigned to the

Writes Story for Sound
C. Murphy, who had

Will

l^icture.

Enlarging Winchester Theater
Winchester, Va.— Total of $150,000 is being expended in enlarging
tlie Empire, onerated by the ShananSeating
(loah Valley Theater (Torp.

Highmore,

Ideal.

demand

absorbing the entire output.

York from Hollywood.
modore.

At

is

in

the

New
Com-

—

With the expiration
Carver's lease, the Liberty,
down-town house, has closed temKansas City

of

Sam

United

porarily.
theater.

Artists

own

the

Breithbarth With Goebel
Ed Brown in N. Y.
Va.
LeRoy Breithbarth
has been placed in charge of the
Atlanta
Ed Brown, booker for
in
(ioebcl houses here. He was recently Sparks
Enterprise with office
with Stanley in Washington.
Atlanta, is in New York for a week.
Bristol,

—

—

BACH ^° sE^^^^^
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Financial

Exchange Sound Ideas

FILM ISSUES HOLD UP

PARAMOUNT STARTING

PLAN DEMONSTRATIONS

T

A

Low

High
_„_

Tuesday was

the outstanding day
for film stocks in the past week. On
this particular day Warners which

has been moving along at high speed
on strength of Vitaphone as the
pioneer of the sound picture field,
chalked up a new high for the year
Incidentally,
when 4654 was hit.
this figure more than doubles the low

Paramount
for the first six months.
came to the fore also reaching within
a fraction of its top price for the
same period. Fox Film "A" put up
an excellent performance touching
79% while the remainder of the film
issues kept pace with the upward

(s)

Am.

(c-l))

do

the

..101
loi'

Fm.

Con.
do

XnJ.

pfd.

74/
13M

Kodak

East.

13Ji

2VA

.173

237A

24

171%

171
128

(s)
(c)

104

Fm.

75

74 J4
23^4

2iH

*(c) Intern. Proj
*(b) Keiths 6s 46
(s)
(s)

Loew's Inc.
do pfd

*(c) do deb.

bane of the

with stringency of money
afl'ecting a drastic decline in all tradStocks lost from one to five
ing.
points in the avalanche of unloading,

market

and while yesterday's session was not
marked by any special recovery, picture shares held their own throughout
Losses and gains were
the day.
negligible because of the strength in
While Pathe
the various companies.
issues are registering fractional losses
daily the move was precipitated by
announcement of reduction of book
value which is construed as a favorable gesture, particularly to remove
tlie deficit and show a favorable balance at the close of the year.

.

13

93
101

H

52/

i^yi

53!4

.

101

101

16/

rts

41ww. 108^4 108^ 108/

(b)
Cb)

do
do

*(s)
*(s)

M-G-M

6s

6s41x-war. 100/2 lOOfJ lOOli
25?8
pfd
8
M. P. Cap...
19/8
19/8
(s) Orph. Cir
19M
80/8
do pfd
*(s)
125-^
127
(s) Para. F-L
99/
do 6s 47 .. 9954
(b)
99Ji
(b) Par.By.5/2s51.102H 102J4 102/
3/
3'4
Pathe
3-/8
(s)
15
15
do "A" ... 15 "4
(s)
66/
(b) do 7s 37
(o)
(o)
Co)
(o)

Roxy "A"

...

29

do units ... 31
S'A
do com. ...
Skouras Bros.. 39

Stanley Co. ..39!^
6
(o) Technicolor ...

Warner Bros..
...
do "A"

6/s

33 J4
42 Ks

(Continued from Page

Fox.

3
1

2,800
700

39/
39/8

7/
Is

85
....
S5

17/

17/

100

They

Haines Starts "Valentine"
Haines'
new picture,
William
"Alias Jimmy Valentine," iias gone
into production with Jack Conway

20.

split-up of three for one will be
then announced, but it is figured that
since the stock hovers about 130 the
r.ew stock will be valued at about S43
and yield approximately $2.75 an-

nually, and extras.
Another meeting, that of stockholders, is expected
to take place Aug. 15.
Pathe Exchange Lie. will hold a
director's meeting July 23. The company recently reduced book value of
stocks to $1 so that a favorable balpossible
ance might prevail.
is
that stockholders as of July 2 may
hear promising results reflected bv the
reorganization plan recentlv put into

Part for Ann Brody
Darryl Francis Zanuck, associate
executive of the Warner studio, has
signed Ann Brody for a supporting
role in Fannie Brice's first picture,

Day Added to Cast
.Marceline
the addition ut
Dav to the cast of "A Single N|an,"
the cast of this vehicle for Lew Cody

"My Man."

pleted.

Williams Reopens North Park

— V.

V. Williams, who formerly operated the Family at Ballard, has reopened the North Park.
Seattle

Marceline

With

and

.Aileen

Pringle

has

been com-

97

•

33/

32}'i

40/

42/8
122/8

28

6,366
6,100

^1.2..^..^
Booking
NO^W n^
m.»

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
j.
.
Asked),
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and
is) Stock Exchange.
JOTE- Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
•

,

direct to the
ture theatres

motion

pic-

The two outstanding Broadway successes

,

Arch Selwyns

"

New York,

and Boston

of

Nurse Cavell

&C0.
Members

D AW N "
The Story

EDWARD B.SMITH

and

Philadelphia

Stock Exchanges

Arthur

**The
Corporate
Financing

H ammerstein s

End of
ST. PETERSBURG'*

These attractions have received the greatest publicity ever
accorded motion pictures and will come to you direct from
record-breaking runs at Broadway legitimate theatres at
$2.00 top.

FOR INFORMATION WIRE OR WRITE

L

effect.

"The Wolf of Wall Street."
and "The Canary Murder Case."

croft,

director.

1)

Paramount will hold a directors'
meeting Aug. 6.
This will affect
stockholders on books to July 17. It
is most likely that the date for the

made ready for production.
are "Interference," which will
have Fvelyn Brent, Clivc Brook and
William Powell in the cast; Richard
Dix's "Moran of the Marines," featuring Ruth. Klder; Kinil Jannings in
"Sins of the Fathers," the next Ban-

being

experiments.

The

usual 2 per cent disbursement will then be paid to shareholders
as of July 11. Loew's Boston theaters
will distribute on Aug. 1 the regular
three month dividend of 15 cents to
tho^e of record July 14. Loew's Lie,
the parent company, on June 30 paid
its regular dividend of 50 cents with
d 25 per cent extra declared as of

June

tical

as

.

Quarterly Dividends
on Stocks Falling Due

Interchange of ideas on sound picwith object of bringing about

tures,
their

4,300

"i'VA,

United Art. ... 12
... 80
do pfd.
Univ. Ch. com. 2
... 75
do pfd.
Univ. Pict. .. 17/
do pfd
*(s)

*(c-b) do

300

34
6^4
39

EIGHT EILMS

Ksther Ralston, Adolphe Menjuu
and Florence V'idor arc soon to beimprovement generally, is the gin their new pictures. Miss Ralston
purpose of a series of demonstrations and Meiijou have returned to the
studios, and Miss \'idor is due back
3.700 planned by the .\cadeniy of M. P.
6,700
Arts and Sciences. Secretary Frank shortly. "The Case of Lena Smith"
Woods is asking producers to co- is now in jireparation for the blonde
Menjou's latest is bein^
star, and
in providing full information
operate
1,700
Miss V'i500 concerning their sound picture ex- written by Ernest \'ajda.
"Divorce
will
be
vehicle
"'7 periments and improvements. Tech- dor's
Bound."
ideas
of
interchange
declare
nicians
4
Besides these, five new pictures are
will prevent much waste on imprac-

31

(c) Trans-Lux
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(c)

(c)
(s)

400
800

1,300

3/

.

"A" 75^
Fox Thea. "A" 23%
Fo.x

WORK ON

TO IMPROVE PICTURES

100^ 100/

14

...

Sales

34

*(s)
do pfd
*(s) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd

movement.

Wednesday was

Close

'

& Katz

Bal.
(c)
(s)
(s)

Seat
6s 36

H. Wayne Pierson, Booking representative

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

Hammerstein Theatre

Bldg..

1697 B'way.. N.

Telephone Columbus 8380

Y. C.

\

K/>A%Y

K-^T-

^'

KRAZY KAT
CARTOONS

of the current

series

of

26
PLAY

BROADWAY
KRAZY KAT

f

(p.

!

f

f

f

ANIMATED BY

The Cleverest Cartoon

Comedy Conceived

BEN HARRISON

AND
MANNY GOULD

C/>aramount Q>ictures
PRODUCED AND PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

paramount MINTZ Cartoons

t
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accorded the

highest honors
in

filmdom/

CWOSEN TO

PLAY '^MAGNOLIA'
in^^SHOW bOAT'
UNIVEQSAL'S DE LUX£
PtiODUCTlON FOD 1Q28-29

e

vorld-vidc publieify

that

has rcsullcd

because

of this announcemenf has
increased the value of her
forthccming pictures which include
vastly

-TNAT blONDE"
*0 NE QAINY
VADNING"
NlGUr.."DANGEDOUS DIMPLES."

"HOME

JAtVlES'

"TNE LAST

ALMOST EVERY

WE E K BRINGS
SOMETHING NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT.

KEEP POSTED VIA
FILM DAILY

Keep

in

Touch

Sound Pictures
Covered Fully

in the

Film Daily

.

.

BOX OFFICE APPRAISALS OF ALL

RELEASES ARE
YOURS IF YOU
READ FILM DAILY
REVIEWS

With

A

Splendid Cast

Helen Foster, Gertrude Olmstead,

A Trem
Distributed By
Rayart Pictures

Wm.

Carr Production
PICTURES

.

H. Tooker and Gladden James
Directed By Scott Pembroke
Foreign Distributers
Richmount Pictures

:

Oklahoma

City Fight Centers

on Sound Pictures
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"OPEN SHOP"

Sunday, July

15,

COURT DENIES ORDER TO
FILMS
MARKS AGAINST B. & K.

BARRYNORE MAY STAR

IN

ROW WfTH OPERATORS
Oklahoma City — With prospects of
at the Liberty,
houses, in a
lisapreement involving sound piciircs, local theaters are understood to
le
considering- retaliation by estabshing an "open shop" policy. Crisis

walkout of operators
Tapitol and affiliated

VITAPHONE

IN
Warner

Bros, are negotiating with

John Barrymore to appear
phone productions. The star
contract to United Artists
pictures for release in

Vita-

in

under-

is

Temporary Injunction

two

for
1928-29.

Sound Film Reviews

The

What New York

"Tempest," has been released
while the second is an Ernst Lubitsch
first,

the situation is expected momen- production, as yet untitled.
Before
arily when contracts between the op- returning to Warners, if the deal is
rators' union and the Liberty and closed,
produce
will
Barrymore
"apitol expire.
"Hamlet" in the Hollywood Bowl.
Both operators and managers are
He appeared in the initial sound
However, it is film to play Broadway, this being
ilent on the matter.
nderstood that the trouble began "Don Juan," which had its premiere
•hen the union demanded that two about two years ago, with a synicn be employed to operate sound chronized Vitaphone score.
Owners are undericture devices.
tood to be willing to increase the
Alpine Background, Barrymore's Next
'ages of chief and relief operators
JVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
ut decline to add two projectionists
Hollywood Based on a current
T
of
Chamber
The
their payroll.
(inimerce is reported to have in European novel, the story for John
eadiness projectionists to fill all Barrymore's next for United Artists
acancies providing an "open shop" features Barrymore as an Alpine per1

—

olicy

is

a background of
mountain scenery.
sonality,

adopted.

in

Swiss

jarland Elected Head
of Denver Film Board Vitaphone Office in Dallas

—

Denver

M-G-M,
of

Ready

the

S.

—

W.

rer.

annings Denies Report
of

Return to Germany

A

Paramount statement issued Friay declared reports that Emil Janings would return to Germany "in
It
le near future" were erroneous.
ias been reported frequently on the
'Vest Coast and that he intended rejrning to Berlin as soon as contracjal relations permitted.

Loew Opening Two
Two new Loew

theaters, located
Ky., and Providence,
I..L, with
seating capacities exceeajig 2,500, will be opened
this fall.

'

ii

Louisville,

To Make Three
London
iiade

in

in India
Three pictures will be
India by the Geoffrey-Ma-

—

The unit
Screen Prod.
September. The stories are
Iriginals written by Englishmen.
ins-British
iiils

About Month

{Continued on Page 11)

Leonard Levand, Sam H.
lorner and F. H. Ricketson for exibitors and H. E. Hufifman and Max
Exchanges
chubach as alternates.
re represented by Sam Henley, Euene Garbase and R. J. Garland.

loard are:
'

in

Dallas A Vitaphone branch office
of Trade. Other officers
numD. Weisbaum, vice president; is planned. This will bring the
to
up
exchanges
Vitaphone
of
ber
Dunbar, secretary and treasComprising the Arbitration six, the other offices being New

Board

ilm
re:
).

R. J. Garland,
elected president

been

as

in

Price 25 Cents

1928

reviewers

New

"Lights

think

of

York,"

first

of
all-talking film,

on page
ments in the

field

are

See Sound Films Soon for
Cleveland First Runs
films will soon

be the big attraction at all first-run
houses here, according to "The Showman." Novelty and sustained interest will be maintained in these houses
by means of a varied, extensive and
expensive program, says the story.
In part the article reads:
"One clear thinking exhibitor has

—

Chicago Judge Page, sitting in
Federal Court, has refused to grant a
temporary injunction to Marks Bros,
monopoly action against
in
their
Balaban and Katz and 26 other defendants including a number of major
producing and distributing organizations.

The

court ordered attorneys for
sides
to hold themselves in
readiness for the call of the court

both

next Monday.
prop-

status

The

case remains in
that time.

quo

until

IN

MEMPHIS SECTION

hesied that the neighborhood theaters will have
tough sledding this coming season tiecause the
big pictures will be talking pictures, and the
neighborhood houses cannot afford to install
However,
and operate the talking devices.
the opinthis same astute exhibitor expresses
a
experienced
ion that after the public has
{Continued on Page 11)

Nothing But Sound
So the presentation head is to be gradually
offender,
severed from its grotesque body. Publix, arch
But
said
so.
Nobody
so in as many words.

MONDAY-

didn't say
crazy quilt topiecing some of the patches in a more or less
tip off is this
gether we came to the conclusion ourselves. The
is to make
Paul Ash, dear to the hearts of flapperish Chicago
Regular Publix presentation with all of the
a sound picture.
Maybe more later. Maybe not. Depends on
staffe highlights.
intrigued
how the first goes. However, Sam Katz is very much
that.
1 herehappen to know
and its possibilities.

We

by sound

—

Reports that the
& K. action
may be settled out of court are
denied by Leo Spitz, counsel
for B. & K.

ChicaRO

covered in this department.

Cleveland— Talking

;

Marks Bros.-B.

Latest develop-

new

Denied Case May Come
Up on Monday

is

a feature of the sound picture
department, found in this issue
11.

Is

—

Memphis Following a month, or
more, of almost continuous rains and
rising floods, box office receipts in
the local territory are once again
near normalcy as the result of genuine

summer weather, with waters

in

the flooded territory receding.
Agricultural outlook, which is the
basis of all prosperity in this territory, especially in rural cities and
towns, seems brightest since a month

ago.

Three Memphis Houses
in Sound Film Race
away from

weans itself
fore be not surprised if Publix gradually
of a generally simpresentations as they are known today in favor

Memphis— Three
racing to be the

local houses are
to install sound

first

policy on the film.
picture equipment. They are Loew's
one State, the Palace and the Municipal
Wherever
sound.
but
Nothing
Sound. It's staggering.
commentary on the sen- .\uditorium.
turns the same old story. An amazing
houses
It is reported that the Loew
than you can count on
weeks
sitiveness of this industry. In less
ready for operaMovietone
have
will
Ihe
outstanding success
tion by Aug. 15, or possibly at an
fingers and toes, and because of one
cor- earlier date.
and
nook
Expectations are that
every
into
extends
Tazz Singer," a business that
underAuditorium will open late in Augthis—
the
of
out
remain
markets
ner of the land— let foreign
following month.

ilar

.

.

.

{Continued on Page 4)

ust or early in the
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HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, Coast News
"A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
SOUND PICTURES, by Arthur W. Eddy
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES. Resume of

W.

St.,

Hynes

8-9

10

10
11

the

News

12

Buy Alexandria Theater
Alexandria, Va. The Capitol hasi^
been acquired by the Theater Corp.

—

of America,

COWBOY KID
GRIP OF THE

6
6
6
7

YUKON
6
SHORT SUBJECTS

HOUSE OF SCANDAL
LADY RAFFLES
LIGHTS OF NEW YORK
LOVES OF JEANNE NEY
THE RACKET

6

headed by Mark Gates.

Somma Opening Another

7

—

Richmond,

Va. Opening
of
a
house, the Byrd, early in September is planned by Charles A. i
Somma, owner of the Bluebird andj

6

new

6
6

7

\

Brookland.

Berlin— Lichtbfld-

I.

Frlednchstrasse,

by Charles F.
Telegraph

PAGE

THE ACTRESS
BACHELOR'S PARADISE
CODE OF THE SCARLET

—
—

buebne,

—
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THE FILM DAILY
Washington About 400 features
will be used by German theaters this
coming season, estimates the Dept.
of Commerce.
Of this number 147
are of American origin, 181 are German and 38 are from other countries.
Washington Bureau of
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Prita 25 Cants

JOHN I. AllCOATE

Editorial by Maurice

225.

Pictures at

—

Mosque

Richmond, Va. Two changes a
week are being made at the Mosque,

Brown

Financial
Low

High
(s) Am. Seat.
33'A
36..
6s
*(c-b) do
»
Bal. & Katz ..
(c) Con. Fm. Ind. 14
do pfd.
*(c)
173
(«) East. Kodak
...
do pfd.
•Xs)
.

.

.

Film

(c)

.

Insp

32 Vs

Close

Sales

325/8

600

'ioo

128
170J4 173
128

'566

3J4

Fox Fm. "A" 76-^
Fox Thea. "A" 25

(s)
(c)

been placed in charge of
advertising details for Warners.

14

3J4

354

'ioo

74 54

104
7654

3",566

*(s) First Nat. pfd.

2'2K

25

Intern. Proj..
93=/,
93
(b) Keiths 6s 46
52
(s) Loew's Inc.
.
S2J4
145-^
rts..
do
deb.
(c)
14J/2
*(b) do 6s 41 WW.
do 6s41x-war. 100 j^ 100
(b)
(s) M-G-M pfd. .. 25M
25^8
(s) M. P. Cap
8/8
8/8
*(s) Orph. Cir. ..
...
*(s)
do pfd.

13

*(c)

.

... 128:J4
(s) Para. F-L
.. 99'A
(c-b) do 6s 47

*(b) Par.By.S^sSl

Pathe
do
*(s)
(s)

do

*(b)

"A"
7s

...

37

Roxy "A"

m

29
31
do units
do com.
S'A
Skouras Bros.. 39
Stanley Co.
41
6
(o) Technicolor
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

.

.

.

.

n
6!/2

14-/8

2,100
200

10854
10054
25/8
8/8
1954
80/8

"io
200
100

Installations Sept. 6
ofInstallation of the new
ficers will take place at the regular
meeting on Sept. 6, while confirmation of the selections of the nominating committee will be made about

Aug.

AMPA

3

2,466

38-/«
7'/2

Sailing to Coast
J. Homer Flatten of the Hays office sails Saturday on the California
for the Coast.

Fire Damages Wyoming House
Basin, Wyo. The Rex was conwhich
fire
siderably damaged by
started in its projection booth.

—

Para, at Denver
Denver C. H. Watson has become a member of the Paramount

With

—

....

Mercer Quits Columbia
Denver C. J. Mercer has resigned
from the Columbia Pictures Exchange sales force and has been succeeded by Jack Hurschman.

*

.

.

•

.

100

3/8

15

*

85

....

•

>

.

Two

88
i754
97
32 '4
35
43
41/8
122-4

35

43^8

A

A Two
Tarentum,

3,700
6,300

c-o

Theater

Town

Pa.— The

1650

Palace

Enlarge Wisconsin House
Sturgeon Bay, Wis.— The seating

—

&OW1MS

I

A.IVD

ALSO ZS.OOO

UMflFORMS
TEL 5580

COSTUMES TO

PENN.

pi>mt

I
1

Two

Houses
Ark.— O. W. McCutch-

reopen the

Gem

and Ritz

soon.

Ackles with M-G-M
Ray Ackles has joined

Denver

—

M-G-M

sales staff.

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION

Closes Sunnyside, Portland
Portland, Ore.
Harry Albright
has closed the Sunnyside.

—

1000 Pages
Cloth Boun

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) CXirb Market.
(o) Over the 0)unter (Bid

and Asked),
Stock Elxchange.
JOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
(s)

Get 100 P. C. Membership
Denver With joining of Rayart
and Excellent, the Denver Film
Board of Trade now has 100 per cent
membership in the local exchange

Let Us Solve Your Problems

field.

Wins Sunday Shows Fight
Sunday shows was successfully conducted by A. B. Caples of the Star.

!

TO

Film Dail

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

SUBSCRIBEI

Stebbins,
1540

for

FREE

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

—

— Campaign

COSTUMES
|[_I437_BWAY. N.Y

*

Forest Grove, Ore.

THE NAME YOU GO BY
BUY

installed.

will

N. Y. C.

-.WKfeN VOU GO TO

capacity of the Door is being increased to 750, and new equipment

Okla. Houses Close

Ringling, Okla. The Majestic here
and the Cozy at Lament have closed
for the Summer.

Broadway

BROOKS

and the Grand.

eon

Film Daily

has

closed for the summer.
This leaves
Tarentum with two theaters, the Har-

the

.

playing pictures exclu-

CAPITAL WANTED

Hitherto television pichave been made in the studio
but this IS said to be the first time a
picture has been made with the aid

BIytheville,

—

now

individual or organization to
finance motion picture theatre
enterprise, either as investor or
loaning arrangement; $15,000 to
$25,000 required; excellent returns; good security.
For details write
B q

tures

ris,

is

sively.

floors below.

Reopening

sales force.

41

vvhich

photographed by a television camera
on top of the Bell Telephone Co
Laboratories, New York City, and the
picture transmitted to a group three

Flatten

665^

35^8

12
United Art.
80
do pfd.
Univ. Ch. com. 2
78
do pfd.
*(c) Univ. Pict.
...
•(s)
do pfd.

Television Outdoors
Improvement in television >vas
manifest when an action picture was

of sunlight.

1.

3,700

41

3H

Bros.,
(c) Warner
(s)
do "A" ...
•(c-b) do 6^4s 28..

52H

AMPA

34

.

Trans-Lux

93

15

.

.

(c)
(o)
(")
(o)
(o)

5,900
'"'7

125 '4 128-54
99 54
99'A
10254
3/g
3A

..

Warners

versal, has

100J4
74-4
14

Joins

George Brown, formerly with Uni-

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCOBPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

COVERS
EVERYTHIN
GOES
EVERYWHEI

i

——
;
•
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—
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15,

"Tillie's

RECENT CHANCES
OAny

TIPS VOUCH meati

THE THEATER FIELD

IN

Taking the opportunity

of the cir-^
cus atniosi)herc i)ut on a regular circus
for the three days' exhibition.
The
picture was followed by a circus in
three acts, acrobats, a family of wire

douads fOB showmen

"Rose Marie"

Continued

(M-G-M)

walkers, and an animal act.
The
clown band was used for street ballyhooing and special circus heralds
were used.— V. J. Helling, Baker,
Keokuk, la.

Used

the local broadcasting station
in a IS minute talk to give the
listen-

MICHIGAN
Changes

ers-in an opportunity to hear

Ownership
M &
M &

in

—

Detroit
Clairmount (formerly
S), sold
to Julius Herman by
S Theater Corp.
Crown, sold to Harry McCreedy by H. G.
Clark ; Romuls— Family, sold to Stephen
Fassel by C. A. Mitchell.

Jamden

— Pastime,

M.

—
—

K. Rogers by

Detroit White Star, sold to
Co. by Geo. F. KopGrand Rapidsi Galewood, sold to O.
and L, H. Crothers by H. and K.

Earl Shaffer;

Woodward Theater
pin;

W.

sold to

Chanler;

Rivoli,

sold

Mrs. Edith Craig

to

by H. A. Bird.
)etroit— Vern

— White

;

Closings
Halfway—The Halfway;

Pigeon

so

—^The

Paw Paw

;

ence through the news, comedy, solo,
feature
picture.
Several instrumental selections were played
from "Rose Marie" with the manager
talking for a little while through each
selection explaining why it was used
at certain parts of the picture, etc.—

and

Paw

"The Thirteenth Hour"

(M-G-M)

New

— Air-

Lake

Spectacle

;

dome.

Changes

Ownership

in

—

iadger Royal, sold to C. S. Peterson by
W. T. McCarthy; Browns Vallejr Bijou,
sold to Harry Smith by W. E. Zetzman
Caledonia Gem, sold to Elmer Peters by
R. S. Ziemann
Clarfield iMovies, sold to
Bertold & Cummings by Paul Nicholson;
Duluth Orpheum, sold to Finkelstein &
Ruben by Blackmore Bros.
Garvin
Movies, sold to Vernon Fox by F. F.
Lerschen Hill City iGem, sold to Wm. N.
Dale by G. W. Keenan
Milan Movies,
sold to Bertold & Cummings by H. O.
Hailing
Wanda ^Movies, sold to Vernon
Fox by F. F. Lerschen Wilno Movies,
sold to Vernon Fox by E. F. Lerschen.

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

uhl

Janesville

Two

—^Princess;

Harborsi

Moorhead

— Palm.

—Everybody's
House
Burfoilds——Everybody's Joy
House;
Brown
Joy
Wood ^Everybody's Joy House Delta
Everybody's Joy House; Marble Hall
Everybody's Joy House; Mt. View— Everybody's Joy
House; Patton—^Everybody's
Sturdevant— Everybody's Joy
Joy House
House Taskee —^Everybody's Joy House
Van Buren—^Everybody's Joy House.

"We

Mind you

Americans"

—

^T^—^-

BOOKing

¥»,-fc,,-fc,t«S-».«^

The two

outstanding^

"

;

Re-Openings

direct to the
ture theatres

motion

— Ivory

Airdome;

Changes

in

SteelviUe

Broadway

successes

The Story of
Nurse Cavell

—'Gem.

Ownership

—

&

Vollmer by, S. W. Brown Fairmount—
Fairmount, sold to H. C. Tabbert by D.
Fisher; Golden City Palace, sold to H.
B. Wilson by C. R. Marshall; JopUnr—
Empire, sold to I. P. Williams by R. E.
|PhiJlips;
Kansas City ^Apollo, sold to
•Ralph Amuse. Co. by M. B. Shanberg;
Empire, sold to E. F. and J. W. Stockdale
iiby F. E. Judd; Gillham, Isis and Lincoln,
,l\so\d to Sears Amuse. Co. by M. B. Shan1 berg;
Grand Avenue, sold to E. H. Fran''cis by Ed C. Dart;
Linwood and Gladstone, sold to Capital Enter, by M. B.
[Shanberg; Maple, sold to C. E. Bums by

and

;

—

—

Arthur Hammerstein's

''The

Kirpatrick;

National,

Rolsky by C. P. Tomkins
to

S.

—

E.

;

sold

Macon

—

E.
'Grand,
to

by

C. D. Meader;
Overland, sold to Over-

Pirth

Overland The
Theater Co. by John
SpringfiQld—tMullikin, sold to
,,jlyer by S. E. Wilhoit.
land

Robinson;
O. Col-

W

End
ST.

1

;

sold

tenberg— Central; Anniston— Public School;
Belgrade The Belgrade
Bloomfield—Joyland;
Brumley
The Brumley
Cape
Girardeau People's
Clinton ^New
Rex
Dixon
The Dixon; Gorin
Colonial;

—
——

jjHornersville

first

Fox

B & K

picture

house!

.

—

;

—
—

;

— New;
—

St.

Biggest Sales Week
The week ending July 7, will probdown as one of the biggest
in the history of the Fox sales organization.
General Sales Manager

PETERSBURG"

These attractions have received the greatest publicity ever
accorded motion pictures and will come to you direct from
record-breaking runs at Broadway legitimate theatres at
$2.00 top.

FOR INFORMATION WIRE OR WRITE

Louis

H. Wayne Pierson, Booking representative

—

Ivory,

Lange, Family, and Newstead; Steelville
|2em; WentzviUe The Wentzville.

Hammerstein Theatre

R. Grainger has just closed a ser-

ies

Bldg.,

Fox

of

of the

service

some

deals with

most important

circuits in the

country. Some of those which have
been closed are as follows: PublLx,
Publix-Sparks,
Balaban
& Katz,
Publix-Skouras, Libson-Keith, Interstate Amusement Co., Fred Dolle
Circuit and a host of powerful independents. A country wide deal with
the greatest circuit in
ing conclusion.

Canada

is

Hear-

Breaking Records

;

;

J.

o(

Closings

1

.

pic-

D AW N "

iransan
Community, sold to D. M. Standridge; Cabool ^New Victory, sold to Brown

,

The

Only Sound Newsreel

.

Arch Selwyn's

;

t>

!

ever to play a

only by Movietone.

;

I

to

—

;

M.

special

B &

—

ville

|:C.

Fox

first

ably go

enton

—

GEL,"

Chicago

"STREET AN-

Saturday,

displays, and street case displays, toparaded the main thorough- gether with
In these days of hysterical
10,000
book marks,
fare vvearing a large clock-face, on
brought this picture to the attention tooting about projected
sound
both sides. Suspended from his neck of thousands
of people daily.
In the
was a large electric bell. The wires theater lobby had a large frame con- accomplishments it is interestwere connected through his sleeves taining leaflets selected by the Amerand he simply pressed the switch at ican Library Ass'n. for the advance- ing to note that Fox Movietone
intervals.
The face of the clock had ment of good reading. John Royal, News, first released on Decema large 13 in red, as the hour.
A Keith's Palace, Cleveland.
ber 3, 1927, is to date the only
truck with two large cut-outs of a
massive clock, travelled around the
newsreel with sound in the field
Another House for Toronto
city.
A large gong sounded 13 Toronto Another suburban theater
and will be for some time
times at street corners. There were is under way.
The new one being
no banners on the truck, but there built by Bert Grant, is on Oakwood to come. It is still more interwas a lot of comment made on the Ave., near Vaughan Road. Plans
esting to note that outdoor
gong sounding and on the clock.
have been drawn by Harry D. MarBoulevard, Los Angeles.
sound effects can be achieved
tin and Son.
Cost, $80,000.

ViOrW

MISSOURI
New Theaters

l.ouis

10.^

in

Closings

—^Maine;

— Lyceum;

t.

of

Fahrenheit,
last

temdegrees

lifoiling

a

I)craturc

Man

Theaters

—Audit

DKSPll K

K house (McVick"Under the Tonto Rim"
(Paramount)
ers), did $5,5(J8— thus following
Six newsboys wore large wide brim
straw hats in advance and during run through the amazing performof picture with the hat bands bearing ance of the previous
week when
copy.
"See Zane Grey's Under the
it did more than $40,000 breakTonto Rim at Your Queen." Robert Floyd, Queen, Houston, Tex.
ing all existing house records.
(Universal)
Tie-up with the Public Library and
all of its branches for departmental

Kel-

Sensation of
The Industry

play a

C. T. Perrin, Sterling, Greeley, Colo.

MINNESOTA
Lacs

a

program was cued and incidentally to announce "Rose Marie."
The manager took his unseen audipicture

Paw; Redford— The Redford.

ililles

how

Punctured Romance"
(Paramount)

1697 B'way., N. Y, C.

Telephone Columbus 8380

Pre-release
specials are

engagements of Fox
making box-office his-

Right on the heels of the
smashing
success
of
"STREET
AXGEL," McVickers, Chicago, we
tory.

"SUNRISE"

has recently
three tremendous weeks
at the St. Francis, San Francisco and
learn that

completed

"FOUR

SONS" which was scheduled for three weeks has been held
over a fourth. These are three of six
Fox $2

specials

readj' for release

which will soon be
and can be had with

Fox is the
without JIo\netone.
only producer with six Broadway
specials ready now.
or

Aivtrtisement

V

z^E^

Sunday, July

DAILY

The
goes complete metamorphosis.
structure buiU up by years of effort is
finding its underpinnings shaken by
new fangled innovation
a
which, after all, has only partially
Unquestionably,
proved its mettle.
sound belongs in motion pictures.
We've given you what many thoughtful leaders consider the 100 per cent
picture: those elements which it contains now; plus, sound; plus color;
But why
plus a third dimension.
not a little more caution and a trifle
less recklessness until the ingredients that make up this new production vitamin are subjected to the
business microscope in order to see
Certainly that
what they contain.

would be sane.

To

.

.

.

Look

continue.

at these

moves.

Twenty-five Publix theaters make
their sound debut on July 28 with
Dick Dix's "Warming Up," a baseball story in which, they do say, the
Monta Bell
effects are very unusual.
throws his chapeaux on a new hatrack. This time over in Long Island
City as production head for Paramount's Eastern sound picture activities. The bug is biting England.
Our cousins are after reproduction
Stages
rights for their pictures.

My

building at Ellstree and so on.

goodness!

RCA

.

An
Rivoli
incident.
Photophone score with "The
of Kings" in a Western Elec-

Then
King

.

the

Anathema!
equipped theater.
Also poison!
Looked like trouble.
But no, W.E. graciously granted
RCA permission to go ahead, protric

W.

E.'s engineers supervised
adjustments in the equipment. What

viding

Nothing But Sound
{Continued from Page 1)

Tongues

that the American minister at
Careless
Berne was doing what sounded susWednesday:
It made every first
piciously like
defending American
page
in
New
York,
that story of Jimpictures.
Having no precedent for
such goings on, it made one won- my Walker's that the business had
der.
But, by golly, there was no been delivered into the camp of one
mistaking it.
A distinguished rep- of the major political parties. A seresentative of the State Department rious charge and one that could not
had assumed the diplomatic boxing be bandied about without the gauntgloves and was ready to pound hell let of challenge being hurled at it.
outa anybody who wouldn't listen to Which is what happened. Newsreels
reason.
All of which led to some rose on the outraged haunches and
mild gumshoe work and the dis- denied such v/as the case. Denied it
covery that the United States all categorically, emphatically and vocilSo did Will Hays.
And
of 'em as represented in Washing- erously.
ton are
going to champion the Louis Mayer. Joe Schcnck is in LonWe expect to hear from him
cause of American motion pictures don.
from this time on.
England has later.
The entire incident proved to be
been doing it.
Likewise Germany.
Ditto for France.
And Italy. And most unfortunate. Knowing what
Austria.
And Australia. But not we know there is only one answer:
That Walker meant his remark to
America.
It has been a long time
coming, but Capitol Hill apparently chastise a particular type of careless
understands now how important an tongue that wags promiscuously and
emissary for all American trade the persistently gets this industry in
trouble.
You know when inconsecelluloid messenger can be.
quential folks do the chattering, its
The force majeure of the Govern- not so bad. But
ment demonstrates itself in another the upper crust when the fellow on
starts to babble, you
manner.
In
Cleveland,
George can't blame
those who hear what's
Schade, one of the old timers in exsaid or have what's said reported to
hibition, up and rose against block
them,
getting excited.
You
booking.
Waxed real sore, did get whatfrom
we mean?
George, and vented his spleen in the
Harbingers of warning.
From
Federal Court which gave him a
Washington:
temporary injunction against fourA resrular radio picture program, the
teen producing and distributing orfirst regular service in the United States
fore,

—

—

do you think those changes were?
It was like this: "King of Kings" is
what is known as a "loud" sound
picture, using as it does about 100

.

.

.

ganizations.
Just to turn matters
the Cleveland exhibitor outfit
promises an effort to make the

padlock permanent.

pieces in the orchestra, lots of thun-

judicial

der and other effects. The light slit
or aperture, therefore, was about 115
mills wide.
W. E. had the Rivoli

Been talking lots of late about
censors and sound pictures.
Something has to be done about it. That's
obvious, isn't it? Well, the Warners
intend grabbing the proverbial bull
by its much abused horns by filing a
test case in New York.
Mr. Commissioner Wingate says he's for it.

Therefore
geared up for 85 mills.
the adjustment.
The situation gets
really funny when you realize that
a mill is one one-thousandth of an
inch.

Now

out

figure

how much

between Movie- Wants

difference there is
tone and Photophone projection.
Surprise.
And a pleasant one.
"The Toilers," which Tiffany-Stahl
admits is one of its aces for next
year, grabs off two dates in United
.

.

.

Los Angeles and

Artists theaters in
Detroit.
So!
.

.

.

A

Chicago birdie, persistent as
the devil, whispers into our willing
ear that

mayhap

the

monopoly

suit

brought by Marks Bros, against
Balaban and Katz and two or three
dozen others will be adjusted under
justice's friendly wings, but away
from the rap of the legal gavel.
That's an intricate way of saying
that the action will probably be settled

out of court.

.

.

.

Big Doin's
Tuesday:

When

the cables finished

appeared that much
was going on in an interesting Old
World town known as Geneva. There
their

song,

it

the representatives of many nations
had foregathered to discuss this and
that about foreign trade.
Motion
pictures entered the lists and it seemed, peculiarly enough in view of the
indifference that had prevailed be-

will

.

.

back him up.

interesting.

.

.

the law
Promises to be

.

Again arbitration. Al Steffes has
been rampaging all over Minneapolis'
Film Row about it. Now he threatens an injunction to enforce something or other, we're not quite in the
Al says he will go to
what.
court if the Minneapolis Film Board
attempts to enforce arbitration on
members of his association who do
not want their cases arbitrated.
No
rest for Charlie Pettijohn and Gabe
Hess.
In the interim, it is worthy of
more than passing note that Al's plan
to resurrect the Allied States Ass'n
as the first step in formation of a
new national exhibitor organization
has not been ditched at all. Merely
postponed for Duluth or Chicago at
a latei date.
Now that should be a
verra interesting meeting.
Signs of a very hot summer. Exhibs in the Washington (D. C.) territory are not buying as has been
their wont in previous years.
But
why confine that condition to Washington. It's prevalent in a good many
other spots throughout the land.
clear

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

be broadcast on Monday, Wednesday and Friday by C. Francis Jenkins.
* * * "Our immediate interests
Jenkins

—
broadcasting

—

talking
is in the
of radio
movies, which we are equipped to do."
It sounds interesting, doesn't it?...

.

know how much

to

.

will

jollier,

The Outbound Century
Thursday: A rather sorely
young man packs his bag and
himself to
P.

Hollywood.

Kennedy

1028

I

imagine

.

.

1
15,

is

tried

hies

Mr. Joseph

getting pretty tired.

He's finding out there's nothing lightweight 'bout running four organizations at one time.
Yessir, four of
'em: First National, Pathe, FBO and
Keith-Albee-Orpheum. That's a job,
don't ever kid yourself otherwise. It
would be a trying task if all of the
outfits were hitting it off in grand
style, but when several of them are

holding on to Mr. Kennedy because
they expect him to do the Moses
and lead them out of Egypt, the going merely becomes tougher.
And,

Sapiro and Schenck^
would fail to reach some sort of an'
understanding if they talked about it
over a glass of iced tea. But Sapiro
and Schenck don't even know each
other.
Picture it.
Yet both head
big groups of theaters operating in
the same city, catering to the same,
public.
repeat our example of
that

We

week: Royal Dutch and
Standard Oil not so long ago flew at
each other like a couple of friendly
wildcats.
This and that was going
to happen.
And it looked like it for
a time.
Then the rashness disappeared like a rash and the boys
talked it over.
Result?
An agreement not to poach on each other's
earlier in the

and now everything's jake.
not in this business?
We're
waiting for the answer.
Aha! The Coast has been talking
to Jimmy Walker.
Actually offered
him contracts to come back into the
rights

Why

.

.

.

business, Hollywood reports.
But
says nix. After he and Sydney

Jimmy
Cohen

split

back

in '22,

Walker

said

he was through, finished, washed up
and he hasn't budged since. It looked
like

it

Remember?

once.

When

National was catching lots of
so-and-so from franchise holders of
film assessments and when Harry,
Schwalbe intimated that Walker had;"
consented to revamp the agreement.
First

'

Cable flash. Jaydee Williams and
Earle Hammons en route to Noo
York from London. Can't tell, they
might have a verra interesting story
to

tell

about

j'

sound pictures when

they step off the gangplank.

'

...

Bridging Some Gaps
Friday: Those Skouras boys are,
on the go again.
Having reached'
Eastward from St. Looey into Indianapolis where they are operating
the Lieber houses for genial Bob and
Publix, their eyes and their pencils!
now meander in other directions. So
be not surprised if you hear about

them in connection with theaters in
a number of Missouri and Kansas
towns.

Not hard to understand why.
Skouras is a Publix affiliation. Now
Publix is a national chain, but there
are

many

links in that chain that can
strengthened.
The opportunity
for considerable welding together is
there.
It merely looks as if the MidWestern sector is about to get its.
Arbitration becomes law in Louisiana.
The idea is spreading.
It
should.
Fine way to settle disputes
between contractual parties.
No
reason why the application can't be

be

.

.

.

mind you, there is no reflection on general.
Last year, distributors for a time
Joe Kennedy.
Joe is new to this
refused to sell Dipson, and Zimmerbusiness and for a newcomer, he
sure has bitten off an awful tough man, kingpins in a big buying combine in Upper New York, Ohio and
bite.
.

.

It

.

.

has

Sapiro

and

place will be the court of law. The
independents buying unit in Nueva
York is up and at 'em. " 'Em" meaning Loew's and M-G-M. Say Metro
has closed with M. and S., East Side
circuit, when the former knew Sapiro had a signed agreement wtih

M. and
with

S. to

buy

its films.

Can't be

Sapiro, and backs it up
very legal-looking papers.
always law suits?
can't

says

Why

.

Then

Pennsylvania.

happened.

Schenck are to cross swords and the
court on which the tussle will take

done,

.

We

changed
this

Zimmerman
aters.

that on.

We
.

.

distributors

I

minds-^and sold. Ditto
Oh, yes.
Dipson and

their
year.

control

about

almost

forgot

!

165 theto pass

.

That relief fund picture at last.
Loads of stars in one production.
Looks like potentially knockout boxoffice.
it

One

nationally

change

distributor may handle
or one designated ex-

each specific territory.
Doesn't matter so much. The principal thing is that exhibs are to get
in

{Continued on Page 12)
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Foreign Markets
By JAMES

m

P.

CUNNINGHAM

PICTURE HOUSES

REPORTED
Warsaw — Poland

IN
has

Use Three Scripts

AIRSHIP MOTIF USED IN

—

picture

louses with a total of 2(10,000 seats.
Fortv-six of them, representing 25,Aggre750 seats, are in this city.
gate attendance for Warsaw
ast year was 9,942,033.

By JACK

Berlin "The Richest Woman
in the World" is being produced
by Ufa in three different versions.
One is according to a
German scenario, another to a
French and a third English.
Object is to give the picture

POLAND
770

Presentations

bigger
drawing
power
in
France, Germany and England.
In Germany the production
wUl be released by National
Co. -Warner Bros.
Exteriors
were made in Egypt.

houses

In 1927 Polish producers made 10
25 short subjects and 20
ihort educationals. The industry emeatures,

11,000.

)loys

Lists Non-Theatricals
non162
of
total
subjects are listed in a
theatrical
atalogue just issued by British In-

London— A

0.8. VICE-CONSUL

NOW

Complete "A Light Woman"
Gainsborough has com)leted production on "A Light Wonan," made by Adrian Brunei.
Paris to Hit Broadway?
A company called the
Paris
French Cinematographists has been
formed here with the purpose of
)uilding a theater on Broadway for
:he exclusive showing of French proConsidering that there are
iuctions.
IS many as six French features being
shown each year in New York "art"
theaters, it looks like some heavy
:ompetition for Roxy, Paramount,

—

al.

German Censors Act on
406 Films in 9 Months
THE FILM DAILY
German censors
Washington
passed upon 406 films during the

Washington Bureau of

—

nine-month period ended Mar. 31,
this year, according to a dispatch of
the
total

WITH EOX MOVIETONE

—

Capitol, et

Dept. of
204 were

Paris

—William

for the past

Gleason

O'Brien,

two and one-half years

U. S. Vice-Consul in Paris, has resigned tO' become assistant director
of the

Fox Movietone

Co.,

under Jack

Connelly, general director for Europe.
He will cover Spain, Italy, Belgium
and France for Movietone, making
his headquarters in Paris.

Whitehall Sets Release

on Three French Pictures

—

London Three French pictures recently acquired by Whitehall will be
distributed in Great Britain by British
They are:
Exhibitors Films, Ltd.
'Joan of Arc," featuring Falconetti
"Gentlemen at
title
role;
in
the
Arms," Maurice Tourneur production,
Arthur
starring
"Baccarat,"
and
Pusey and lea de Lenkeffy.
Whitehall

has

"Juan

completed

Of this Jose," featuring Adelqui Millar, and
Commerce.
German-made and 202 now has it ready for almost simul-

A

the

taneous release in London, Paris and
The cast includes Marcel
Madrid.
Vibar, who appeared in "The Garden

ands.

of Allah," and Marie
character actress.

of foreign

origin.

total of

137 of

tlie
importations came from
United States and 65 from other

entire 406 features were handled by 67 firms of which 47 released
ess than five pictures each.

The

Ault,

British

VAUDE TALENT AT PARA.

Good summer unit at the Paraduction, with the stage setting show- mount with "Ocean Blues." staged
ing the interior of the cab of a by R. H. Burnside that clicked right
gigantic air liner.
Overhead were through to the finish. It had the deck
the struts of the plane, with the red of an ocean liner for the setting and
and white signal ligiits and two pro- in one bit had a bunch of the girls
pellers going.
Moving clouds added going aloft in the ropes, making a
Paul Small
to the appearance of the aircraft in very effective picture.
motion.
Walt Roesner's band oc- sang "Ocean Blues" with the Foster
cupied the interior of the cabin. The Girls strung out behind doing their
Ash and his stage band
setting was made very effective with routine.
a storm scene, which occurred dur- gave "Salty" to a big hand, which
ing the playing of "Mandalay" with was followed by Scanlon, Deno Bros,
and Scanlon doing their tap routine in
variations, and which scored heavily.
sailor uniforms.
A good vaude act
Valodia
VestofT and
Vaughn, musical comedy dancers, got with the gal remaining undiscovered.

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
New York

723 7th Avenue
J.

MOUNTAN,

Inc.
City

Pres.

Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures

— Two

stars

known

to

the

Ivan
Ufa.
importnat
roles
by
Mosjouine's initial leading role for
that

company

titled

Cable Address:
Cable

Address:

Cable

Address:

RICHPICSOC, Paris
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC, N. Y.

Exporting only the best in
Motion Pictures

VAUDE VI LLE

will be in a picture en-

venturers." Lil Dagover is slated for
the Erich Pommer picture, "Hungarian

S\'mphony."

Lang Going

Lang
make

SWEET SUMMER SHOW

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
I^ckawanoa 7876

1531

BKOADWA1,

NEft

YORK CITY

SOOTHES'EMATTHEROXV

"Manoslesku, the King of Ad-

Berlin

distributors.

was the work of Moss and Fry who
appeared as galley cooks doing their
l)lackface chatter.
They clocked a
laugh about every five seconds, and
proved that this is the type of stuff
that fits in well with the Broadway
picture show.
Nell Kelly was then
on with her novelty line, tearing
onto the stage with arms and legs
flying and keeping the whoopee stufif
popping till her exit. She took Ash
on for a clutch dance and mopped
hnn around a bit. to the evident delight of the audience. This house likes
and dancers. Dimitri and Dulce in- its comedv broad and flavored with
Nell can stay on here interpreted the "Merry Widow" waltz. hurrah.
It was nothing short of gorgeous, aijd definitely, for she has the pep and the
Betty Poulos. mol) psychology.
scored a great hit.
European contralto, and Sylivia Miller, soprano, contributed interpretive
solos.
It set the atmosphere perfectStandard
ly for "The Actress," with its old
time English settings.
carry.
Throughout the presentation
the Gould dancers did some routine
work in a routine way, and failed to
impress, although they had the looks
and the costumes.
The work of the regular pit orchestra under David Mendoza was the
l)est part of the show, with an arrangement of famous waltz melodies
The stage setthat was a hummer.
tines was a sort of prologue for the
feature, carrying out the atmosphere
of the old time London scenes in the
costumes of the ballet and the soloists

for >lolioii Picture Pre#eolali<iti

Corporation and other leading independent producers

over strong with several good num- Then came Evans and Mare in their
bers.
The Lovey Twins, girl juve- gagging line, using the piano and getting their songs over neatly.
The
niles, started with some indifferent
man
was in cowboy outfit and gagged
warbling, but when they went into
at the piano while the girl lent good
their hoofing they were good ,and
support in her singing.
the crowd said so with lots of apPaul Ash took his gang through
memplause.
Frank Stever, a band
ber,
sang a number impressively. "Just a Melody Out of the Sky," with
Sylvia Froos did some song inter- the boys all rigged out in their gob
pretations, but her voice failed to costumes. The outstanding laugh hit

The FALLY

American public have been assigned

and

"OCEAN BLUES" CARRIES

The stage unit was called "New
York to Paris," a Boris Petrofif pro-

Ufa Stars Assigned

Berlin

D.

SHOW

I

Marion

structional.

London

CAPITOL STAGE

narrower;

— Reports

to U. S.?
persist that

Fritz

America soon to
one of the major

They pulled a new one at the Roxy
moving the 110-piece orchestra
right up on the enormous stage, and
by

thtn building up with the now famous
Roxyettes, the ballet, singing ensemble, dancers and solosists. With

aggregation doing their sutff
and operatic numbers,
The ensemble
companies or one under a reciprocal it was some show.
agreement involving German and started off with "Selections from
American firms.
Patricia Bowman was fine
Aida."
A
in her dance, "Valse Bluette."
Producing Shorts In France
duet from "La Forza Del Destino"
Pans Andre Sanvage has started was sung by Harold Van Duzee and
Then came the
production on a series of six short Douglas Stanbury.
subjects, the first release being "Port Gypsy dance from "R'usalka," done
will go to
a picture for

all

this

in the classical

—

of P;.ris."

(Continued on Page 12)

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions

for

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

,

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

THE

Th(ymas Meighan in

"Lights of

"The Racket"

Waniers

Norma Shearer

New York"
Length: 5267

Length

:

7646

ft.

DIRECTION.

Cast.

Thomas Meighan

as police
captain opposing bootleg king gets a
real acting part at last, and conies

Cast

.

.

.

Helene Costello's voice not

to score.
Cullen
Landis not much better.
Gladys Brockwell tops cast with her
voice control and registry that shows

suited to talking

field,

fails

Marie Prevost
through brilliantly.
does neat bit as dance hall girl. Louis up. the others by comparison, with the
Wolheim as bootleg king creates an- exception of Robert Elliott and Mary
other great characterization. Rest of Carr, who also have fine screen
Others mostly vaude actor=,
cast A 1, includes George Stone, voices.
"Skeets" Gallaghei, P. Pat Colhns, whose voices are just so-so.
UnderStory and Production
Lee Moran.
This pioneer as the
Cast. Francis X. Bushman stands world drama.
From the stage play first complete all-talker of feature
world drama.
by Bartlett Cormack. Just about the length is bound to clean up on the
not excepting novelty, and the extensive advertising
best of this type,
"Underworld," which pioneered the and publicity that make it a natural
Discard the talking element,
way. It has everything. This stage draw.
play was adapted for the screen by and it is just a second-rate meller.
its author, and he was evidently given The country boy is bunked into buyThe ing a speakeasy in New York disfree rein and no interference.
His girl
The story of how guised as a barber shop.
results show it.
the police captain started out to get has also come to New York and is
the bootleg king who ran the city headlining at a neighboring night
and defied everybody in tense and club. They try to frame him for a
The bootleg murder of a cop. Winds up
gripping from start to finish.
clash of wits between the two keeps with the two going back to the small
The direc- town cured of the fever for New York
the suspense mounting.
The cast lights and nights.
Great story for
tion was skillful and sure.
hand picked, couldn't be bettered. small towns where they are pushing
Above all, the characters are real, Vitai'hone. Meller action choppy with
.

and that gets you.
It can't

interest.

And no bunk

love

miss.

Direction: Lewis Milestone, expert;
Author: Bartlett Cormack; Scenario:
Del Andrews; Photography: Tony

Gaudio, good.

new

Length: 6599

Length: 6147

Tiffany-Stahl

ft.

Wlih CLICK IN NEIGHBORRATES AVERAGE, WITH HOOD HOUSES WITH GOOD
ATMOSPHERE OF TENESTORY OF ALASKA THAT FOL- MENTS
AND THE LOVE OF A
LOWS THE BEATEN TRACK. GIRL FOR A PRIZEFIGHTER.
HUMAN INTEREST
HAS NO OUTSTANDING SITU- NICE
STUFF.
ATIONS AND MOVES SLOWLY. Cast. .Sally O'Neil has a wistful
..

Cast. Francis X, Bushman stands
out in cast and his v/ork keeps the
picture fairly interesting. Neil Hamilton handicapped by a weak part that
gave him little chance. Others June
Marlowe, Otis Harlan, Burr Mcintosh, James Farley.
.

.Drama of
Story and Production.
the snow country. Tells the story of
the old time miner who dies, and his
daughter who comes up to the North
and is befriended by the two pals of
her father. Comedy is not very successful, as it is too artificial and seems
to be dragged in
What seemed to
be lacking was sufficient incident to
properly build the suspense of the
story. The result is that it sags badly in spots and the interest sags with
it.
The cast was away ahead of the
story, but due to the artificial situations and the direction that was indifferent, little interest was manifested
by the players in the proceedings.
The scenic shots are good, and with
the snow shots it carries the atmosphere that goes well with a summer
.show.
Just a fair program.
.

.

Direction: Ernest Laemmle, ordinary; Author: Charles A. Logue;
Scenario: the same; Photography:
Jackson Rose, good.

Length: 6998

ft.

DELIGHTFUL STORY AND
ACTING MAKE THIS A SCREEN
TREAT FOR INTELLIGENT
AUDIENCES. LIGHT COMEDY
SHOULD MAKE IT POPULAR
SUMMER DRAW.
Norma

Cast

Shearer a treat,
screens gorgeously and does a finished bit of acting. Ralph Forbes as
her support is a strong attraction.
O. P. Heggie creates a perfect role
of old English autocrat. Cyril Chadwick has outstanding comedy role.
Others Owen Moore, \'irginia Pearson, Roy D'Arcy, Gwen Lee, Lee

Moran.
Story and Production .... Comedy
drama.
Based on Pinero's famous
stage play "Trelawnev of the Wells."

role
will

one.

and puts

make
Ralph

a

it

over

strong.

She

of friends with this
Graves as the prizefighter
lot

there.
Eddie Gribbon and Jim
Finlayson contribute nice comedy.
Story and Production
Comedy
drama of the New York tenements.
is

Length: 5600

First National

ft.

NORTHWEST!

GOOD

MOUNTED STORY GIVES STAR
A CHANCE TO DO SOME NEAT
RIDING AND PUT OVER A
THAT

FAST FINISH FIGHT
CARRIES A PUNCH.

Ken Maynard gets under
early and keeps the interest gothrough to the finish.
ing
right
Gladys McConnell the usual girl of
Others Ed Brady, J.
the mountie.
P. McGowan, Dot Farley.
Cast....

way

Story and Production.

.

.

.Meller of

Northwest Mounted.

the

This

very satisfactory feature of
and should please generally.
in

some

|

j

is

a

its

class,

It

works

original twists in the story,

well pieced toThey gave this production everything and the continuity is logically
to
a
gether and builds
to make it go over, and the cast is
climax.
The
mountie is out
snappy
one of the most satisfactory that it

was possible

All the oldto pick.
timers will recall the famous play.
The star of the old London play becomes engaged to the grandson of the
vice-chancellor.
The latter insists
that she live at his home on probation
before their marriage.
She gets fed
up on his autocratic ways, and goes
back to her old cronies of the stage.
In the end the lovers are reunited,
and the old codger relents.
It is
beautifully directed, and Norma is
delightful throughout. It's high grade
screen fare that will please the in-

"The House of Scandal"

"Bachelor's Paradise"
ft.

M-G-M

talking technique.
Direction: Bryan Fov, fine job on telligent.
pioneer etf(irt; Author: Hugh HerDirection: Sidney Franklin, clever;
bert-Murray
Roth;
Scenario:
the Author:
Pinero;
Scenario: Albert
same; Photography: E. B. Dupar, Lewis - Richard
Schayer;
Photography: William Daniels, expert.
okay.

"Grip of the Yukon"
Universal

"The Actress"

ft.

WILL CLEAN UP AS FIRST
STAR COMES BACK STRONG 100 PER CENT ALL-TALKER.
IN ONE OF THE BEST UNDER- NO PARTICULAR CLASS TO
WORLD STORIES YET UNDERWORLD STORY. ORSCREENED. PERFECT CAST, DINARY CAST AND PRODUCGREAT STORY AND EXPERT TION.

Paramount

Ken Maynard in
"Code of the Scarlet"

in

Tiffany-Stahl

Length: 5219

ft.

to get his man,
ijrother of the

who

,

proves to be the

,

She

girl.

tries

to
|

protect her brother, but that doesn't
sway the hero from doing his duty.

j

When

he has almost landed him in
chase on horseback, the villain
shoots the brother and the gal thinks
The kick comes
the mountie did it.
in the fact that he assumes this man
she is protectin.g is her sweetheart,
and that the mountie shot him for
revenge. Works out to zipping fight
at end, and everything being satisfaca

torily explained.
Maynard fans.

Direction:

Bound

Harry

J.

to please the

Brown,

satis-

Bennett Cohen;
Scenario: Forest Sheldon; Photography: Ted McCord, very good.
factory-;

Author:

"Loves of Jeanne Ney"
Ufa

Length: 7563

ft.

STARTS OFF STRONG WITH JUST ANOTHER IMPOSSIBLE
GOOD PLOT BUT FIZZLES BERLIN
PRODUCTION THAT
WITH WEAK ENDING. STORY
AT FAULT, FOR DIRECTION HAS NO LEGITIMATE EXCUSE
FOR APPEARING ON AMERAND CAST ARE GOOD.
Cast. Dorothy Sebastian as member of crook gang does a nice performance and scores strong.
Pat
O'AIalley and Harry Murray the two
brothers who keep the interest going with fine work.
Others Gino
Corrado. Ida Darling, Lee Shumway,
Jack Singleton,, Lydia Knott.
.

j

ICAN SCREENS. CARLESSi
STORY AND DIRECTION.

Cast. ... Edith
Jehanne the one
bright spot, for she is a good looker
and can troupe. She was away ahead
of the story and the rest of the cast.
Vladimir Sokoloff, who is rated some
player across the pond, had an undistinguished part.
Rest of cast un-

and Production
MeloAnother story of the prize ring. It drama of crooks and coppers. Started known here.
is handled
from the human interest off strong with some very good comStory and Production
Drama of
angle, and very well done.
Sally edy and building the dramatic inter- the Red Revolution in Russia. There
rescues the prizefighter who gets est entertainingly.
The story con- was all kinds of plot thrown into
beaten up in a neighborhood battle. cerns an Irish cop whose immigrant this one, but that was just what was
She nurses him back to health and a brother lands in New York.
The wrong with it. The plot was thrown
proposal of marriage. When all the immigrant tries on the cop's uniform in.
It is a long time since we have
neighbors have as^eembled for the while he is away, and is drawn into seen anything approaching this one
wedding, the pug gets cold feet and a street scene where he meets the for downright sloppiness in story
sneaks away, leaving the girl morti- girl who is working with the crooks. construction and direction.
Or was
fied to face her friends.
This scene He falls for the dame, little suspect- it just amateurishness?
Comes the
is pathetic, and Sally O'Neil handles
ing who she really is.
From this Soviet spy and the daughter of a
it very well.
Gribbon and Finlayson situation, and still posing as a cop French diamond smuggler. Lots of
do some neat comedy, and there are with his brother's uniform, he is led mixups with the Reds, and the gal's
a couple of neighborhod free-for-all in deeper, and gets in a jam when father gets bumped off.
The scene
fights that are good for a big hand. the gang pulls a jewel robbery. The shifts to Paris where the characters
The highlight is a big bout where girl is finally sent to prison, and then flee and a lot more plot is thrown in
the pug goes in and pulls victory the story goes blooey with a very belter skelter.
The plot had all the
when he is practically out on his feet. weak and unconvincing ending. The elements of an entertaining picture
Surefire stuff for the neighborhoods Irish atmosphere :ind comedy are if it had been straightened out and
and pop houses.
good, and it just misses being a bang told with some sense of dramatic and
susnensful construction.
Direction:
George
Archainbaud, up story of its type.
gets over; Author: Curtis Benton;
Direction:
King Baggot. good;
Direction: G. W. Pabst, hopeless;
Scenario:
Frances Guihan-Vera Author: E. Morton Hough; Scenario: Arthur Ilva Ehrenburg; Scenario:
Clark;
Photography:
Chester
A. Frances Hyland; Photography: Bar- Same; Photography: F. O. Wagner,
Lyons, smooth.
ney McGill, okay.
very good in spots.
Story
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Rex

DAILV

Bell in

Length: 4293

For

ft.

STAR IS PLEASING TYPE IN
NEW STYLE OF YOUTHFUL
WESTERN. STORY RATES ORDINARY,
TINUITY.

rules well,

Gus Arnheim and His Cocoanut
Grove Orchestra

WITH RAGGED CONGOOD ACTION BITS.

Bell is a new type of
« cstern star, with a strong appeal to
He
juveniles because of his youth.

Cast....

Rex

and can

pools of boiling water and fissures from which clouds of steam
are constantly rising. Then the "Hit
the Deck" company is seen giving
liie old tars a thrill at Sailors' .Snug
Harbor as the girls do their Broadway stufT. Charlie Voight, cartoonist who creates the "Betty" series,
still

"The Cowboy Kid"

Mary Jane

act.

rcniple the usual pirl. Others Brooks
Belcher,
Alice
De
Ijcncdict,
Joe
Ciiasse. Sid Crossley, Billy Bletcher.

Vitaphone

Good Harmony
Type of production. .Sound Picture
Gus Arnheim and his well known
.

orchestra play a series of popular
melodies, including "I'll Be Loving
You Always," "I Can't Do Without
You," "Rosita," and "Stay Out of
the South." There is nothing wrong
with
the
orchestration,
which is

.Western.
Story and Production.
off with an unsual Rood bit smooth and comes through clearly.
showing the finest herd of cattle that Arnheim knows how to put the boys
have been seen in a picture since through their paces. But the setting
"The Covered Wagon." It looks like was decidedly poor, as well as the
a really big production, then the story lighting.
The boys are in evening
slumps into the usual routine west- dress, and their black clothes against
ern.
Hero is a ranch hand who gets a black velvet drop made them blurmixed in an adventure with a gang red and almost indistinguishable at
that rob the bank run by his girl's times.
The film presentation of an
father.
They kidnap him so he can't orchestra in sound pictures is ininterfere, but he gets loose in time clined to stress the action of the muto save an armored car that the gang sicians,
especially
in
the
moving
has held up. Some good action bits camera picking out a succession of
arc inserted, such as a flivver that close-ups.
The result is that while
starts down a long hill when the watching the action, you lose the
brakes go bad, and the car that runs eii'ect of the harmony. That's where
through the town and into the bank. the orchestra playing in person in
The comedy is too forced and un- a theater or cabaret will always have
.

.

does

an

methods of

the big advantage.
But that's no
criticism of this particular number,
for Arnheim's aggregation is as good
as anything they'll ever get on film.

Miller; Scenario:

Photography:

James

Halperin,

Sol

verv

Rond.

"Lady Raffles"
Length: 5470

ft.

DRAMA LACKS
DRAMATIC SUSPENSE AND ACTION CHIEFLY
BECAUSE OF STORY. ORDINARY CAST AND DIRECTION
FAIL TO HELP IT ANY.
FAIR CROOK

PROPER

Cast.
.Estelle Taylor miscast as
representative of Scotland Yard
l)iising as a crook to catch crooks.
Liiyan Tashman as her rival gives
.

.

a

the best performance.

has a rather
iniijress.

\\ inifield

weak

Others
Landis.

Roland Drew

part and fails to

Ernest

Hilliard,

Nicely balanced

natives.

reel.

"The King

of Shebas"

Arthur Lake

— Universal

challenging one of the gang to settle the matter in a bare fist fight,
which of course he wins.

of production.

Arthur Lake
his flivver,

singer

is

when

.

.2 reel

.

comedy

out with his girl in
his rival Billy

comes along

Mes-

a sporty car.

in

Arthur gives him the

"He

Tried to Please"— Cameo
Educational
Well Gagged
Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
This is one of the best they have
yet given Montv Collins, and that up
and coming comedian makes the most
.

Juvenile Love

Type

and a hot
chase follows, with a motorcycle cop
slip,

after the speeders.
The lovers decide to elope, but the parents catch
them. Meanwhile Billy has got himself
tangled with the motorcycle
cop's daughter, but he doesn't know

.

When

Df his opportunities.
the cook
leaves, Monty and his wife find themselves with a dinner party on their

hands, and no dinner.
So they get
busy in the kitchen, and what they
do to the food results in a series of
laughable gags tj^at are very cleverly
handled. There is nothing new in the
kitchen
that

is

situation, but there is a lot
decidedly original in the way

it has bech directed and the way this
her dad is. Her brothers bring
him home to meet his prospective comedian handles his business. Fine
directorial touches by Harry Sweet.
father-in-law, and when Billy sees
work of Monty Collins. Lucille
who it is it looks like curtains. Both and
Hutton and Jack Lloyd send this
Arthur and Billy swear off women over
with lots to spare.
for good.
Good action stuff and the

who

juvenile

younger

comedy

will

please

the

fans.

"Ladies Preferred" Mermaid
Educational

"The Early Bird"
Aesop Pathe

Snappy

Amusing

Type

C'Anmbia

When

The monkeys

efficiency.

trained to climb the trees and
throw the cocoanuts down to the

—

Tynan;

B.

sole survivor of his family falls in
love with Anne Lawlor.
one
of her brothers discovers the love
affair, he arranges to marry her off
to her cousin.
It winds up in Jack

"His Favorite Wife"— Van Bibber

fair;
Direction:
Clyde
Carruth,
Author: Harry Sinclair Drago-Seton
I

and makes

strip

well

feud

are

Starts

natural at times, and detracts from
the action.
Bell is a good looking
Miuth, and can act as well as ride.
Tiie fight stuff is soft pedaled.

animated

characters come to life.
Final
shots give a slant on how cocoanuts
are picked in Sumatra with modern
his

pepped u|j. There has been
between the Hales and the
Lawlors, and Jack Hale who is the

It

a

reel comedy
Jerry Drew finds himself in a tight
place when his wife catches his phoning to a girl at the country club. She
hears him call her Anita, and he tells
her that is the name of a horse he

of production.

.

.

.1

betting on.
To cover himself, he
the girl to bring an escort to
the club, so his wife won't suspect.
Here there are some amusing mixups
between the girl, the wife and the
escort, with Jerry getting himself in
deeper and deeper the more he tries
to square himself. The gags are well
handled, and Drew has a good line
Directed by
that gets over nicely.
is

tells

Fox
Married Mix up

—

Type

Type of production..! reel animated
The adventures of Willie Bird are
set forth amusingly.
He starts out
early in the morning to snare a
worm, but it is too wise for him.
Finally Willie hits on the idea of a
disguise, and succeeds in trapping the
morsel. He sells the worm to a fisherman, deposits the dime in the bank,
and then proposes to his sweetie.
Then the villain Henry Cat comes
along, kidnaps sweetie, and after a
chase the big finish fight is staged
just like in the regular mellers. Good
burlesque, and clever cartoon work.

Charles Lamont.

"The Baby Show"
Aesop Pathe
Animal Antics
.

"Oregon— The

"Busting Buster
Buster Keaton Universal

—

—

Story and Production
Crook
drama. This oroduction is mechanical Type of production. .1 reel animated
and stilted in its story construction,
The animals run a baby show, and
and the director failed to help it any Al Falfa and his cat Henry dress up
by injecting some degree of realism Milton Mouse against his will and
into the proceedings.
A lot
It recounts the enter him as their contestant.
exidoits of a woman representative of of clever burlesquing is done on the
Scotland Yard who sets out to get baby show idea with the various
two notorious crooks. To do so she animals and their fond parents. The
poses as a crook herself.
In the judge picks Milton as the prize baby,
course of the proceedings she meets but just as he awards the prize Mila wealthy young chap, and the usual ton's family of kids arrive and call
happy romance develops.
All quite him "Papa."
Then the animals rise
stilted.
F.stelle Taylor handles the up in wrath at the deception and
role \yithout any distinction, and she chase Al, Henry and Milton over the
gets little support from Roland Drew. countryside.
Carries the usual comBut the story was almost entirely to edv kick of this series.
blame, being one of those weak sisters
that did not permit the director or
Pathe Review No. 30
supervisor to get very far with it.
Diversity
Direction: R. William Neill, ordi- Type of production..! reel magazine
nary; Author: Jack Jungmeyer-Fred
Pathecolor
Interesting
shots in
Stanley;
Scenario:
Earl
Hudson; show scenes of Mt. Lassen in CaliPhotography: Joe Walker, fair.
fornia, an extinct volcano. There are

of production.

of production.
.2 reel comedy
This is one of those comedies that

relies

.

.

on mussing everybody up

.

.2 reel

comedy

Trail's

End"— Variety

Fox

Mussy
Type

.

Tyler Brooke carries the comedy
along with Mary Ashcraft as the lead
in a fast moving sketch with the action taking place on shipboard. Tyler
has got himself married and they
start on a sea voyage.
But there is
another couple newly married in an
adjoining stateroom, and Tyler keeps
getting his staterooms mixed and the
burly husband of the other girl makes
things prettv hot for him.
Directed
by Orville Dull, who made a pretty
good job gagging a situation that
holds nothing particularly new.

in

Gorgeous Scenic
production....! reel scenic
This is without doubt one of the
most beautiful scenics ever screened.

Type

of

order to get the laughs. Buster takes The camerawork is exceptional, and
charge of a soda fountain, and runs the views of mountain peaks, lakes.
it
with the help of Mary Jane and forests, trails and rivers fade into
Tige. But when Oatmeal, the color- one
another
with
breath-taking
ed kid appears, things start to hap- beauty. Starts off with a reproduction
pen.
It winds up with all the kids of pioneers in Oregon in their covthrowing their ice cream at each ered wagon blazing the trail.
The
other, and leaving the establishment shots
are taken
from inside the
in a terrible mess.
If teaching juvewagon, with the rear canvas flap
niles to be rowdy and ill-mannered forming an appropriate panel for the
is good comedy, then this will ansuccession of gorgeous views. Then
swer the purpose as good as any.
it jumps
to modern times, with the
fast mail rushing over a steel span
"The Getaway Kid"
above a gorge, and the auto speeding
Mount
Western Featurette Universal
on the macadam highway.
Snappy
Hood is shown with its snow capped
Type of production. .2 reel western peak; the gorges of Snake River;
There is nothing changed from the lofty Crater Lake and other marregulation formula, but the action vellous views each more charming
moves very fast with some good rid- than its predecessor. Don't miss this
ing and snappy fighting that keeps one.

—
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Theater Equipment and
By CHARLES
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HYNES

BRENKERT INTRODUCES

TALKING SHOP

NEW EFEECT PROJECTOR
Detroit

— Brenkert

Light

Projec-

The Master Brenograph

tion Company has added to its hne
of projection equipment an outstanding piece of apparatus in the form of
This
a universal effect projector.
device, the Model F-7 Master Brenograph, was exhibited for the first time
at the convention of the I.A.T.S.E.
recently held here.

What

It

~

J-

1'

The new F-7 Master Brenograph

The machine,
claims.
being placed in the projection
room, is never moved, but is merely
placed behind the proper porthole
In spite of
in a permanent fashion.
the fact that the machine remains ab-

obtained by

each

in

set

is

X>g^.<

Two

turning two small knobs.

Both of the movable mirrors in
each system can be locked in position after they are adjusted so that
manner,

to
present each system for either slides
or effects without in any way disturbing any of the other settings.
Since two duplicate projecting systems are available, it is possible to
show a total of four preset effects,
changing from one to the other at
will, instantly.
it

is

possible,

in

this

Immediately behind the directional
mirrors are mounted four projection
lenses, each four inches in diameter
and graded in focal length from 10"

These lenses

to 40".

are

mounted

in

swivel assembly.
In front of the respective lens assemblies is mounted an iris shutter
controlled
by a rapid operating

change-over handle for showing
solving
holder

lantern
in

equipment
machine,

An

slides.

diseffect

each system completes the
at
all

r/

/'/r^r,r'fC

the
this

front

end of the

being

Iiisiallatioii

*

chart for Brenkert F-7 Master Breuof/raph.

The

rigidly

fixed in position before the projection lens and is used only to divert
the light beam onto one or the other
of the remaining two mirrors.
mirrors in each set are mounted side
by side on a sliding cross rod which
permits either to be instantly placed
in the path of the light beam. Both
of them are adjustable vertically and
horizontally so that the beam received
upon the surface of each can be reflected to any part of the house by

mounted

rigidly in place as it is not required
to move the lens assemblies back
and forth to obtain a focus.

is
highly efficient, and is
together with large diameter projection lenses, giving the brilliant
light required to project rich colors.

set

mirrors, a
set of three being placed in front of
the projection lens in each system.

One mirror

Master

condenser

directional

flat

F-7

ture of this new equipment, produced
by the Brenkert Light Projection
Co., Detroit, long a leader in the projection
and lighting device field.
Brenkert, not given to lavish promises, states that in point of light efficiency, the Master Brenograph is a
revelation,
even though additional
losses of light are encountered by
use of the directional mirrors. The

-#

solutely stationary, any object, or
surface, at the front of the theater
which can be seen from the port
opening, can be instantly covered by
either of the projecting systems, it
is declared.
flexible control is

new

the

company

of

changes in
promised by
Brenograph,

described in detail in this issue. The
directional mirrors are the main fea-

after

This

Promises

effect projection are

projection
of
principles
employs
which are altogether different from
any now used in picture equipment,

means

What

and

REVOLUTIONARY

IT ""

•mm/'''''.'/»:w/>/'"/"^'>/^

the

It Is

practicability

Brenograph
For focussing purposes, the lamphouse
its

each system, together with
related parts such as the holders,
in

shutters, slide carrier, etc.,

is

moved

raphic plate holder for the use of
4x5 inch plates on which are printed
various effects; an adjustable star
shutter,
also
removable;
screen
masks, and glass effect plates measuring
inches for color effects.

back and forth along the supporting
base rods by means of a rack and
sing indicators are supported along The effect plates are all especially
the path of each lamphouse, one for moulded to order.
A hinged slide carrier is mounted
each projection lens, so that focussing
can be accomplished without actually on the holder assembly so that it can
be swung out of the way when slides
observing the screen.
All plate
Instead of building the various are not being projected.
framing and iris shutters into a fixed and effect holders are provided with
assembly as was done in the old swivel adjustments to correct distorBrenkert F-3 models, the method has tion when the beam is projected to
been adopted of constructing each one side of the machine.
shutter as a separate device which
can be locked for any desired adjustPernetti District
ment and then removed from the ma-

6x8

Head

chine to be laid aside until it is used.
Thus, the iris shutter is a separate
device which can be adjusted for
size, locked in position and then removed until the time comes when it
will he used.
So also with the single
unit framing shutter which has four
blades (two for horizontal and two
for vertical framing) each of which
can
be
separately
adjusted
and
locked into position.
Additional accessories of this nature include a removable photog-

For Robert Morton Co.

Chicago
has been

— Arsene

Pernetti,

who

charge of the organ department of the National Theater
Supply Co. for the past year with
headquarters in Chicago, has been
appointed sal&s manager for the Central-Western district, for the Robert
in

Morton Organ Co.

in

+

has

laboratory

*

of

been

tests, the

the Master
demonstrated

company

sa>

supplemented by daily operation ovti
a period of months in Detroit's Hollywood theater.
Flexibility of the
machine and its precise registration
of

every effect are
+

+

features.
*

Brenkert has available a complete
line of animated scenic and color

which are adaptable to the
Brenograph in addition to
special stationary scenic effects which
were
devised
for
making quick
changes of stage scenes.
effects

I

Master

*

*

*

Simplicity of operation is a
ture of the Master Brenograph.

lamp

is

fea-

Each

equipped with an automatic

control to relieve work in this
respect and enables the projectionist
arc
to

devote

all

of his tiine to projectiiiu

effects.

SALE!
SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

•:!»:*'«'«'''«v • '^--i-'iv*'*-*

• • •<

Before you buy, get the facts
on the

SHJIPIRIEME

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16FeetFiIm— Case— 6Magazines
2 in. F, 3.5 Lers

$29.S0

Washed^ir

COOLING SYSTEM
SUPKME HEATER a>.dVCNTI1ATINC
(ORPOnATION >•«<.#<.# ST.MHIIS,V.Sul

110 West

32'*St,NcwybrK.Niy
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
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Emphasizes Value of
Screen for Advertising

New

"Our motion

picture screens offer
limitless possibilities for forceful ad-

vertising and

the right

is

medium

be-

— N. Coley hasopen earlyworic
Ala. — Louis Rosenbaum
open
seating 900, about July
Athens, Ala. — Muscle Shoals Theaters
opened

cause it is without competition," said
Louis K. Sidney of the Loew office,
in endorsing "Art Title 2," made by
National Screen Service.

"The new and

artistic

'Art

IIollis,

medium

for

all

policies
attractions,

— special

advertising of a

more particularly,
most artistic form of

Hazards By

—

Chicago Reduction of fire hazards by at least 60 per cent through
use of the new model H. Motiograph De Luxe projector is claimed
by its maker, O. E. Spahr, president
of Enterprise Optical Co.
Less wear
and tear occurs to the film, Spahr
says.
"In the old type front shutter projector,"
declares Spahr, "the film will feel decidedly
hot and it will be extremely uncomfortable
to leave the fingers on the film
for any
length of time. In our Model H, the film will
leave the lower feed sprocket practically as cool
as when it was taken from the film can it
was shipped from the exchange in.
Moreover, the film will be absolutely flat, unwarped, buckled or embossed.

"Another purpose directly bears on the
foregoing and benefits the entire industry
in that because of eliminating the heat, the
film has longer life, it reaches the theater in
better condition, it does away with dried out
patches which result in stops, create fire hazard, and annoy the patrons of the theater.
Aside from abolishing these annoyances, however,
we directly improve projection and
enhance

Sixty P. C.

allowed to reach the film, since under that condition the heat invariably buckles
the film during projection and absolute true
focus is impossible.
"In another purpose, we find the new
type shutter serves to reduce the fire hazard
First, because of
at least sixty per cent.
the fact that the heat being removed from
the film almost entirely, combustion would be
retarded.
Second, being positioned between
the film and light source and having two
vanes or blades there is a fifty-fifty chance
that the vanes of the shutter would act as a
fire shutter in the event that the mechanism
Then there is
or film should stop motion.
the entire elimination of fire hazard due to
the drying out of patches and the dried condition of the film itself."

Davidson Supply Moves
The Davidson
City
Theater Supply Co. has moved into

—

Oklahoma

its

new

building

brick

across

the

from the film building. Sol
J. Davidson is head of the company,
handling scenic and equipment lines.
street

Install

New Type

—

Projectors

equipped, to be installed in this territory have been placed in the Burns
at Colorado Springs.
Installs

Cooling System

—A

Del Rio, Tex.
has been installed

in

cooling system
the Princess.

Coleman Plans One
Miami,
will

for

is

Denver The first two new type
The "M" Simplex projectors. Movietone

the definition of the picture.
being flat and unwarped and relieved of
the intense heat at the aperture, there is no
tendency for the film to buckle during projection.
As a consequence, the projection
lens is able to function to deliver to the screen
a true projected image from a flat focal plane.
So important is this point that all the advantages of the high corrections of the really
excellent modern motion picture lenses are
fully realized.
All of the tine details and
gradations of the present excellent examples
of motion picture photography are transmitted
to the screen in a beautifully defined and
'sharply focused image.
This cannot be accomplished where the intense heat of the light
:

WHAT-

Cuts

—

—

cester,

the

is

architect.

Houston.
Tex.
been formed

has

and

office

seat

3,600.
is
the

Worth

Midland,
plans

— Houston

to erect
building to cost

drawn

Wyatt

C.

Theater

architect.

for a

—

new

—A

—

Ironwood, Mich. The Ironwood has opened.
St.
Louis The brick work on the Fox
been almost completed, and the auditorium floor is under construction.
Lancaster,
Harry Abram, owner of
O.
the Hippodrome, is heading a corporation to
build a $150,000 theater to seat 1,000.

—

has

—

Okla.

erect a

— George

new

is

there in

it

YOU?
—

;

;

—

of all details.

Then your

financing arrangements are centered in
one concern, with only one negotiation for credit
necessary and, if desired, on the most liberal deferred payment plan in existence.

—

—

Whether it's one equipment unit you need or a
completely furnished theatre The National's One
Contract Plan affords you big savings in time and

—

—and relieves you

of all

worry and

of our thirty-one branch offices
ready to serve you by day or by night.

is

troubles.

near you,

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
(4106A)

Coleman

theater here.

had

Alice, Tex.
Charles Brothers have opened
the Texas at a cost of $60,000.
building permit
Sheboygan Falls, Wis.
has been issued for a theater here.

—

money
One

has

theater.

Here's what there's in National's One Contract
because it
It saves you money
saves
gives you the benefit of volume purchases
you time because all details are worked out in
advance, and you are saved the search here and
there for the equipment you need saves you worry
because it places expert men at your services who

you

Corp.

15 -story

theater
$2,350,000 and to
Hendrick of Fort
a

Tex.— W. H. Williams

Plan for you.

will relieve

tak-

open about Dec. 1.
North Bay, Ont. Famous Players Canadian
Corp. expects to open the Capitol Dec. 1.
It
is
being constructed by L. Rosenbaum of
Sturgeon Falls, Ont.
Leominster, Mass.
Frank Tragia is building a theater here.
John S. Balzara of Wor-

focal point for all eyes."

New Projector

is

being rushed on

is

Model Motio graph De Luxe Projector.

beam

film

—
—
Wis. — Work

Kenosha,

—

Fire

Carter

has

the $700,000 theater and hotel structure being built by the North Shore Development
Co.
It will seat 1,500 and is scheduled to

papers or magazines must compete
with hundreds of other ads and must
be found amidst a vast amount of
reading matter the billboard must
compete with hundreds of other billboards and electric signs and while
unquestionably a powerful medium
through which to flash messages,
they must be read and grasped by
the passerby in less than a minute's
time.
On the other hand screen announcements represent an inexpensive inedium which has a direct appeal because it is isolated at the time
of showing, from all other forms of
advertising and because of the darkened theater the screen becomes the

Claims

— Lennie

Finch

—

stage and screen

In pointing out that screen adver-

H

C.

ing bids for the construction of a $25,000
theater here.
Biloxi, Miss.
Saenger Theaters has started
work on a 1,500 seat theater on Reynoit St.
Monmouth, III. Plans are under way for
the building of a community theater, sponsored
by the Chamber of Commerce.
Lombard, III. Vincent T. Lynch has opened a theater seating 1,200.

tising has no competition, Sidney declared: "An advertisement in news-

1002

— Horace

C-

opened the Central.
Huntington, Tenn.

etc."

New

15.

Ritz.
Anderson. S.

announcement for use just prior to
the presentation of stage acts, bands,

The

in

will

the

ancj

represent the

will

faai

Title

news nature," he said. "This applies
to such announcements as of prices
and

started

J.

theater which

Sheffield,
the Ritz,

as

best

Okla.

new

on his
fall.

developed by National Screen
Service is unquestionably the very

2'

Theaters

OAlLY^

Sunday, July

Paramount
Pathe Launching

1928

15,

•ilJSfi>^^IeMU«!

on Sound Films

Starts

New Group

of Pictures

"Lummox" Soon — Merna Kennedy

—Tryon

Signs with

Comedy

to

Have Dialogue — Brenon

Chaplin— Wilk's

Slants

on Coast Personalities
New

"VARSIinS THE FIRST
FOR RELEASE

IN

picture with dialogue. Charles Rogers
will be starred with Mary Brian and
Wells
Chester Conklin in the cast.
Root is writing the dialogue se-

quences.

Paramount intends using sound in
various forms in a minimum of 25
pictures for

A

from

Little

Hollywood aboard

WHEN

does a star double for his
"double"- T'other day, Charles
Rogers watched his "double" working in a fight scene for "Sophomore," which Frank Tuttle is directing.
Charley thought the scene was
not realistic enough, so he threw off

1928-1929.

and did the
*

fighting.

4s

''Lots'*

4:

"Admiral Benson." Next

be in San Francisco,
directing scenes for a Jerry Drew
comedy. Charley celebrated his trip
to San Pedro by giving a fishing
party.
iveek, he will

*

*

Stevenson, Margaret Lee and others.

Nat Ross

"The Rescue." Ronald Colman's

ring picture soon and will then come
to New York for a rest before starting work on "Lummox."

"Tong War" Next
Josef von Sternberg's next picture
will be "Tong War," and will star
Wallace Berry.

Remains with Chaplin
Charles Chaplin has exercised his
option on the contract of Merna
Kennedy.

for Paul Fejos, who is now with Universal.
Universal also signed Leigh
Jason, who financed and directed a
two-reeler.
"Life's Like That" won
a Fox contract for Raymond Cannon, while "The Tell-Tale Heart" did
the same thing for Charles F. Klein.
*

*

*

Gotham Ace, better known as
"Ace," lias been spending several
days
in
Hollywood, interviewing

is

*

th(!
scenario
of
Pathe to write
"Geraldine," in which Eddie Quillan
and Jeanette Loff are to be featured.

went

"nautical.

to

cational

San Pedro with
troupers

day,
his

Valentine,"

of the Marines," Richard Dix's next
picture.
Supporting Dix will be

Ruth Elder.

Thomson Back

for Interiors

Fred Thomson and company have
returned to Hollywood from Arizona
where exteriors for "Kit Carson,"
were made.
Willat

Due

to

111;

Capra Steps In

illness

Irvin

of

Willat,

Frank Capra is temporarily handling
the megaphone on "Into the Depths"
at

Columbia.

ROBERT LORD
Writer
Under Contract to Warner Bros.

EARLE SNELL
Continuity

"THE MAN DISTURBER"
Reginald Demises Next
Production

A Famous Doorway
in

Hollywood

that

means home

to traveler*

—

persordl
of this hotel means home
plcasaot surroundings. It also
service
means 'that you are conveniently located in Hollywood—film capttol of th< world amusement center

The doonxav

comioft

—

—

Feattire

A

French chef has nrada the dining room famous.
Cli^ breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
Also a la carte service.
prices.
lor reservstions or free booklet entitied,

Write

"Hollywood,"

*

T'other

Jimmy

Frank Strayer to Direct Dix Film
Frank Strayer will direct "Moran

Good Food a

made with

Charles Lamont, who directs "Big
Pathe Signs Sonya Levien
Sonya Levien has been engaged by Boy," is becotning an authority on
things

"Alias

of Southern Caitfomia.

the camera on a perambulator.
It is being used at O'ne of the
major studios and is described
as the "Cannon shot."
*

in

William Haines starring.

which replaces the "fade-

The "shot"

role

a

—

In "Life's Like That," Cannon introduced a traveling shift
shot,
out."

directing.

is

Marshall in "Valentine"
Tully Marshall has been signed for

*

New

finish
star-

George Lewis and Dorothy

cisco.

the

he

Edu-

and shot scenes

in

Gulliver appear in the leads, with a
cast including Eddie Philips, Churchill Ross, Yvonne Howell, Hayden

Ernest Ciilbertson, whose "Goat stars for his paper, the "Kansas City
Among the Kansas
Pathe Pictures About Alley" attracted much attention on Journal-Post."
Broadway, will be represented in and Missouri natives whom he interTo Get in Production Neiv York by his new play, "The viewed were Wallace and Noah
"Show Folks" has just gone into Torch," ivhich Jacob Weiser will Beery, Buddy Rogers, Joan CrawWilliam
Powell and
Fred
production at Pathe under supervision produce. Ciilbertson is a Tnember of ford,
Kohler.
of Ralph Block. Paul Stein has been the Paramount scenario staff.
provided with a cast which includes
*
*
*
Movietone for Tryon
Eddie Quillan, Lina Basquctte, Carole
Early
is
one op
Dudley
Fred Newmeyer, who is slated to
Lombard, Robert Armstrong and
youngest
and
Hollywood's
direct Glenn Tryon in "It Can Be
William C, de
Bessie Barriscale.
writers.
is
busiest
title
He
Done," an original by Edward J.
new production, "Craig's
Milk's
now titling "The Woman DisMontague and Mann Page, is making
Wife," in which Irene Rich and
puted," ivhich stars Noi-nui
a study of Movietone as it is underWarner Baxter are featured, and the
Talmadqe.
stood that this sound picture device
latest Rod La Rocque vehicle, "Cap*
*
*
will be used in the production.
tain Swagger," are finished with EdNorman
Burnstine,
who
won many
latter.
directing
the
ward H. Griffith
Wyler Gets New Story
Christy Cabanne is back with the literary prizes while attending CoHarry Gribbon will play the bouncThe picture lumbia University, is now under con"Annapolis" company.
His original er in "The SHakedown," .'Williiam
"Sal of Singa- tract to Paramount.
is almost completed.
Wyler's next for Universal. This is
pore," with Phyllis Haver starred and story, "Sins of the Father," will serve
a story of the prize ring and the
Alan Hale featured, is ready to go. as a vehicle for Emil Jannings.
burlesque stage and is an original by
*
*
"Marked Money" with Junior CoghJames Murray
There are so many Broadway Charles A. Logue.
George Duryea, Tom Kennedy
'.an,
and Nena Quartaro will be started comedians on the Coast that they will appear in the lead.
Howard Higgin bump into each other on Hollywood
at the same time.
Jolson Song on Extras
will direct the Haver picture while Blvd. Al Jolson, Burt Wheeler, Jos.
AI Jolson is writing a new song
Spencer Bennett will direct "Marked E. Brown, Eddie Buzzell, Benjiy which will come out shortly under the
"Ned Mc- Rubin, Harry Delf and Georgio title "Hollywood Rose". It is dedi"Geraldine,"
Money."
Cobb's Daughter' 'and "The Spieler" Price are amojig the funmakers cated to the 'extra' girls.
are in preparation and will soon be here. George Jessel has returned to
Irene Rich has New York.
put in production.
Ford Starts "Riley, the Cop"
been signed for "Ned McCobb's
*
*
*
John Ford has started production
Daughter." Jeanette Loff is scheduled
Independent-made pictures contin- on "Riley, The Cop" in which Farrell
to be featured in "Geraldine," while ue to win major company contracts M:icdonald will play the title role.
Alan Hale and Jacqueline Logan will for new directors. "The Last Mo- Nancy Drexel is feminine lead.
be featured in "The Spieler."
ment" brought many happy moments
Starts "Lummox" Soon
Herl)crt Brenon expects to

Work

Universal's new "Collegian" series,
has started production on location at
the Russian River near San Fran-

RALPH WILK

By

his coat

"Collegian" in

"Paddling Co-eds," fourth unit

FALL

Frank Tuttle starts direction next
week on "Varsity," Paramount's first

Starts

—today!

The Hollywood
—wfiere
Vine St,

at

tlie

Plaza Hotel

dooruioy means \Mim£ to traveien

HoUvwood BIwL. HoUywood,

California

—

Sunday, July
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS
FAST GROWING

THE

IN

Sound

OF

FIET.D

SYNCHRONIZATION

'.By

NEW YORK

n

Pictures

ARTHUR

On

the critics think of the
"Lights
"all-talking" picture?
of New York" now entering its secat the Strand, fared very
well with New York critics, in the
main, several of then^ stressing the
appeal of the picture as a novelty
while others were prone to believe
it marked the introduction of an ennew type of entertainment.
tirely
The consensus of critical opinion follows:

ond week

AMERICAN —

* * * is a gunman bootleg,
cabaret melodrama that couldn't get by if
As a "talkie" it is
weren't a "talkie."
it
fascinating in its novelty. * »
* * As the Vitaphone method of recording inflexibly reand the
everything,
quires studio sets for
instruments can't be moved around outdoors,
making convincing outdoor scenes is a job.
Considering the serious mechanical problems
presented by a still unperfected medium,
Director Byron Foy has done remarkably
well with "Lights of New York." * *
* * its dialogue is vastly
But,
improved over that of former pictures.
Also,
of course, it still isn't nearly perfect.
to commend the current movie, voices seem

the subject of sound pictures Will H.

SEE DEVICE AIDING

Hays makes

the fol-

VOICE DEVELOPMENT

—

What do

first

An

apparatus into which a person
or sing and simultaneously
hear his or her voice as it recorded,
lias been developed by Dr. John J.
Levgard, Stein way Bldg., New York,
and Dr. Sidney Baruch, owner of
broadcasting station WBNY.
The
device, wliich can be used for testing
voices and as a means of giving their
owners an opportunity to correct
their defects, is held to be suitable for
studio work in connection with sound

may speak

liictures.

Looking very much like a radio set
apparatus works along similar
lines.
Connected with the set proper

the

DAILY MIRROR—*

DAILY NEWS*

to

register

better.

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

*

is

worth

an
does —
— and one
prove
And
achievement.
— the story and that
entertaining
extent

One can

seeing.
excellent

how

call

it

to

just

one's interest to such an
one forgets an all-talking picture is a novelty.
*
'*
*
loved
audience
the

hold

GRAPHIC
minute

every

of

for

it,

See Sound Films Soon for Victor Building Coast
Plant to Aid Studios
Cleveland First Runs
season of talking movies, it will again patronize the silent drama in the neighborhood
houses as usual, leaving the talking movies
This opinion in no
for the first-run houses.
way deprecates the value of talking movies.
Only, according to this exhibitor, there is still
plenty of room for the silent drama, and the
silent drama will revert to its own in the
neighborhood theaters."

something

new

Vitaphone Office in Dallas

Ready

al-

the first long talking picture, which
See it, by
go down in picture history.
all means, but enter with compassion and you
*
will have an interesting hour. *

across
will

HERALD-TRIBUNE— •

value

can

novelty

as a
interesting.

*

*

possibly
not, as a

Only
make

its

the

matter of
It is
even valuable as an experiment, for it
was so obviously tossed together in a hurry
to take advantage of the current fad for
film

fact,

talking

pictures that it is
the Vitaphone.

really

not

a

stage.

—
*

POST * * * Certain sound effects are
valuable as background but the dialogue, as
other Warner Brothers pictures have promised, is gratuitously and stupidly canied on
for the sake of novelty alone and, as might
have been predicted, causes the swift illness
and death of whatever there is in the story.
* * * written and acted, as it was
last evening, "Lights of New York" would
have been laughed off the stage has it been»
presented without benefit of Vitaphone. * *
Novelty, however, has a fascination all its
own, and I advise seeing "Lights of New
York" if for no other reason than that it
may prove to be a milestone;, or rather a*
turning point, in motion picture history. * *
;

SUN —

*

Although to the practiced eye this new Vitaphone speaking film
is many leagues from being flawless and although it is evident that looli-and-listen mpvies
*

*

their cinematic rompers, "Lights
of New York" establishes beyond doubt the
fact that the articulate photoplay is no mere
*
flashin-the-pan exhibit.
* * It will go down as
a great step in progressiveness and its presentation, to an obviously interested and entertained audience at the Broadway Strand, mdicated unlimited possibilities in the new field
when given to capable people to direct and
handle. * * *
* * * It is interesting in an experimental way showing that it is possible

are

still

York,

in

TELEGRAPH—*

—

TIMES —

—

San

Chicago,

Francisco and

Atlanta.

Location for the branch is now being selected and it is expected the
office will be equipped and ready to
three or four
serve accounts in
weeks.

New

Phototone,

Device,

Installed in Chicago

*

TELEGRAM —

About Month

fair

"Lights of New
York'' would have been bad silent, on the
Vitaphone, on the Movietone or on the
for

test

in

(Continued from Page 1)

ways catches on and the Vitaphone has put

R. Bair has installed
in the Strand.

Chicago— R.

Phototone equipment

of installing Phototone in
Dream, another of Bair's neigh-

The work
the

borhood houses,

is

already under way.

Besides the Strand and the Dream
Bair controls the Ritz, Uptown,

St.

More

—

Sudekum
Tony Sudekum

for

has
Nashville
placed orders for Vitaphone installation in theaters in Bowling Green
and Hopkinsville, Ky.

Sound
Coast

IVest

—"Alias

starring William Haines and
featuring Lionel Barrymore, will have
dialogue sequences.

full-length picture,
It
or less in the mamier of the stage.
be classed only as experimental, how-

use

can
ever.

Vitaphone

in

a

studio

used with

THE FILM DAILY

A

Oakland and myself have been surveying the situation so as to establish the exact requirements necessary to enable the Victor Talking
Machine Co. to best serve the interests of the motion picture indus"Because
Sommerer.
said
try,"
acknowledged
the
Hollywood is
motion picture capital we felt that
this

was

the

logical

location

in

which to establish a plant for the
development of this branch of our
service."

Make Sound One-Reeler
Using the Cortellaphone system,
a one-reel novelty sound film has
just been produced at Manhattan
studios by Charles Ascott.

which has been equipped with a cooling system.

Two Devices For Pantages
Dallas— With both Vitaphone and
Movietone, the Pantages
second run pictures.

ers

and

persons

for

who

to

desire

eliminate
faulty
mannerisms
of
speech.
He declares that the apparatus will be of great value to players who arc to work in pictures containing dialogue.

Bache Buys Han-A-Phone
for Washington Territory

—

Washington Forming the Han-APhone Co. of Washington, Louis
Bache has acquired this synchronization device for Delaware, Maryland,
District of Columbia and Virginia.

Vitaphone For Waco
Waco, Tex.— Vitaphone has been
Jimmy Valen- installed at the remodeled Orpheum,

tine,"

more

Bureau,

in " Jimmy Valentine
Bureau, THE FILM DAILV

Hollywood

to

Coast

and Oriental.

Clair

broadcasting

regular

microphone into which the voice is
projected.
The person, wearing earphones almost identical with those

home radio sets, can hear
himself not as his voice sounds as it
Hollywood— $250,000 plant is de- enters the microphone but as it
signed to be an experimental sta- records when broadcast or recorded.
connec- This allows correction in enunciation,
tion
for developments in
tion with sound and synchroniza- volume, etc., which are not manifest
tion.
H. L. Somnierer, in charge to that person ordinarily. A petenof the company's division of syn- tionietcr attached to the apparatus
chronization of sound with motion permits the regulation of tiie volume
pictures, declares the new plant will of sound.
Another feature is a recording arbe located between Santa Monica
rangement
whereby sound can be
Blvd. and Romaine St.
"For some time the Victor com- recorded tlirough a magnetized orocpany has been working in close co- ess on a steel thread. Application of
electricity to the thread reproduces
operation with several of the major
the recorded sounds.
This process
film producers in the development
enables a person to make a perwith
the
synchronization
sound
of
manent record of his or her voice.
exhibition 'of motion pictures and
Dr. Levgard is usmg the device in
for the past ten days George Hall,
voice correction work, both for singfactory
at
branch
manager of the
IVest

1)

lines

is

it

a

is

(Continued from Page

AND

NOW

EDDYi

W.

lowing comment:
The development is as yet in the formulative stage, of
course, but there is no doubt about its future. It will be universally adopted
that is, it will be used universally to the extent
that it is used. Sound will be dramatized when such dramatization adds to the total dramatic value of the picture. Great new
interest will be created, probably great new audiences.
George
Bernard Shaw today lectures in America. Mussolini has been
making speeches in New York. The Prince of Wales will soon
speak in Los Angeles. The motion picture has always brought
the remotest outposts of civilization to Main Streets everywhere.
Now the greatest personages will be heard, as well as seen likewise, everywhere. Think what this means historically to posterity.
Think what it would mean to us today to hear as well as
Great values, too, are insee Lincoln speaking at Gettysburg.
volved in connection with educational and scientific films. Again
it is demonstrated that no story ever written for the screen is as
dramatic as the story of the screen itself.

THE EIRST "ALL-TALKIE"

EQUIPMENT

VARIOUS DEVICES
AVAILABLE

Hays Sees Universal Use For Sound

CRITICS LIKE

ON

TIPS

is

playing

located

Offices are
Bldg., with

the

in

Mather

William H. Mitchell

in

charge.

Han-A-Phone has been
the
State,
house, for

Baltimore,

a

demonstration

installed in
2,500-seat

purposes.

Sparks Orders More
Vitaphones For Chain

—

Jacksonville
E. J. Sparks who was
the first exhibitor in the South to
show Vitaphone, has ordered additional equipment for several of his
theaters, including the Arcade at Fort

Meyers

and

Gainsville.

houses

in

Ocala

and

THE

aStl
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Nothing But Sound
Week's Headlines
Monday

{Continued from Page 4)

History Repeats

what should be a grand moneymaker.
Glad to see it get moving.
Lots of talk for about two years and
no action.

Lamar, Mo.
Twenty years
ago Mr. and Mrs. Wagner
opened the Bijou. The picture
that opened the house was "A

.

.

.

Independent theater cooperative planned by

New

York

chains

not

affiliated

T. O. C. C.
Universal producing sound musical cornedy.
Halt of "King of Kings" showing at Rivoli,
New York, averted when Electrical Research Products permits showing of RCA
Photophone on its system.
Publix may produce sound film versions of
its stage shows; sound making its debut in
25 Publix houses July 28.

Today:
sonalities

Two
of

of the brightest per-

'em

all

make

the

first

page today. John Barrymore statementizes to the extent that he may
return

to
pictures.

Warners

to

make sound

Yes, indeedy.
Surprise?
goes no further than that. He
John
Tuesday
U. S. Government officially working for abo- has one more United Artists to make
for next season at any rate.
lition of quota laws, viewing them as artificial trade barriers.
And Herr Jannings up and anAllied
resurrect
States
Ass'n
not
Plan to
nounces that he has no intention of
abandoned, plans for a meeting indicate.
Warner Bros, to test N. Y. censorship rights returning to Berlin. Points out that
over dialogue.
he has bought a home here and so on.
France may revert to original drastic quota,
However, his pronunciemento says he
says "The New York Times."
W. A. Steffes threatens injunction to block does intend going back "immediatearbitration at Minneapolis.
ly." Time will tell.
have heard
Cleveland exhibitor gets temporary injuncvia Hollywood's variegated undertion against block booking.
ground channels that Emil is not
Wednesday
Not ParaMayor James Walker of N. Y., speaking to particularly happy here.
Nobody's fault. Just
Wampas, declares industry is mixing up mount's fault.
in politics; newsreels deny political neu- prefers Berlin and Pilsener to Hollytrality has waivered.
wood and near beer, that's all.
.

.

.

We

Canada's biggest chain adopts sound pictures.
Sentiment in St. Louis favors formation of cooperative similar to Sapiro organization.

Thursday
Joseph P. Kennedy leaves for Coast on "observation" tour;
no important decisions
will be made during his absence.
Sapiro organization seeks injunction to prevent M-G-M from enforcing a contract with

M. &

S.

Circuit.

Hays says favoritism can't possibly
exist in the industry.
Ofifer to bring Mayor James Walker of N. Y.
back in film business reported at Los Angeles.

Will H.

Friday
Skouras Bros, plan expansion

Kansas and

in

Missouri, with operation centered on St.
Louis.
Arbitration law added to Louisiana statutes.
Will H. Hays claims that quotas violate convention adopted by International conference.
About 25 stars to appear in picture to be
made by Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences to aid its relief fund.

"Trial

Mary Dugan"

of

M-G-M

initial

all-

talking
British exhibitors not rushing to install sound
devices.

.

.

.

ried into the

Windy
that

City.
direction.

in

Vitaphone pro-

Anna May Wong

—^Anna

May Wong

is

Oklahoma

City

theaters

talk

adopting

of

"open shop" as operators threaten walkout
in sound films fight.
Business conditions brighter in Memphis.

Cyclone Destroys House

—

Webb

The Liberty
City, Okla.
destroyed by a cyclone recently.

was

House Destroyed
The New theater
Ark.

Arkansas
Gillctt,

here

—

was destroyed by

fire

recently.

Reopens Oregon House
Portland, Ore.
George Griffiths

—

Sweet Summer Show
Soothes 'Em at

Roxy

Ijy

Nicholas

Daks

assisted

by the

Gladys Rice sang "L' Amour,
Toujours L'Amour" with splendid
effect. Then for the finale there were
the Roxyettes with the entire ensemble in "Egyptian Echoes."
The second ballet pantomime gave
Agnes G. De Mille another beautiful
opportunity and she made the most of

presentation in settings, costumings
and the usual impressive lighting ef-

$40,000.

fects.

Jerome,

St.
lois

is

the

Que.

owner

— Charles

of

a

new

Lang-

Cleveland Turns Sound
Cleveland -\'itaphone and Movietone are now being installed in the
Allen.
When completed the Still-

—

and Circle, all
will be equipped for
sound
pictures.
Probably
other
Loew houses will be equipped, according to Fred Desberg.
man,

Allen,

State

Loew houses

"All-Talkie" Finished

—

of operation.

West

Bureau,

Coast

Hollywood

— Roy

THE FILM DAILY

Del Ruth has
completed an all-talking

practically

Vitaphone production, "The Terror."
Principals

in

the

cast

include

May

Curtis Takes

—

Chicago
open as

—The

LaSalle will soon
popular price house.
a
James Mills, operator of a chain of
restaurants in Ohio, will operate.

Hughart Joins F B O
Lake City William Hughart,

—

formerly
returned
F B O.

Pathe

with

at Butte, has
business, joining

the

to

Greenleaf Joins Liberty
Atlanta Jimmie
Greenleaf,
connected with Universal until recently,
has joined the sales force of Liberty

—

Specialty.

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Schuberg in Vancouver
Vancouver Charles Schuberg has
been appointed manager of the Re-

—

gent succeeding

J.

Coles.

Burleighs Heads Circuit
Bertram Burleigh has
appointed as Midland Circuit

London
been

W.

—

Photo
Engraving

manager

for the
Gaumont-British
His headquarters will be at
the Villa Gross Cinema, Handsworth,
Birmingham.

Corp.

Specialists
to the

Blankenship Plans House
Dallas Wallace
Blankenship
it.
Here is a girl with plenty of
is
It was planning a new house at Levelland,
talent who should travel far.
suggested by a painting of Edgar to open Sept. IS.
Degas titled "Stage Fright," and Miss
De Mille is credited with the adapA popular
tation and presentation.

theater

Building in Montreal

had

Stimpson Closes Villa
Portland, Ore.
Harris Stimpson
has closed the Villa after four weeks

{Continued from Page 5)

being erected at St. George's St. and
the Market, Montreal, at a cost of

—

who

has reopened the Peninsula.

a snap and verve that is positively
This aggregation has
exhilarating.
anything of its type on Brodway
They
stopped from the jump-off.
get a hand the moment the lead girl
of the string appearsj and some real
hand at the run-off.
The opener had the girls in graduation white, a very pretty and summery effect. This lightness and coolness was carried right through the

Freed Gets Portland House

of
Jim Gregory
bought the first.

Salt

Buys Afton Theater
was "The Wooden Soldiers,"
— B. Walker has pur- repeat
which the Roxyettes put over with

Portland, Ore.
C. E. Freed has
taken over the Woodstock, formerly
operated by A. H. Mclnnis.

ner management

British

ing starred in "Piccadilly,"
International production.

Afton, Okla."

chased the Cozy.

last night
the Wagwas the son

—

London Italy has joined Ufa-Gaumont-British and Dr. De Feo, general manager of the Luce, states that
five pictures will be made this year,
the first under the merger.
All pictures, states De Feo, will be released
in America.

be-

ballet.

ductions.

person to

HLMS ARE FOR AMERICA

Watch

KANN

Starring

Saturday

John Barrymore may star

a strange

Opening LaSalle, Chicago

them.

London

i

FIVE [TALIAN

McAvoy, Louise Fazenda, Edward
Over House
Everett
Horton,
Alec
Francis,
Cloverdale, Ore. The Cloverdale Mathew Betz, Holmes Herbert, Otto
has been taken over by A. B. Curtis Hoffman, Joseph Girard, John Milof Garibaldi and Nehalem.
jan and Frank Austin.
Fireworks

film.

Federal Court at Chicago refuses to grant
injunction to Marks Brothers in monopoly
action against Balaban & Katz; B. & K.
attorney denies settlement out of court.

20 years before. By
coincidence the last
buy a ticket on the
of the theater imder

—

coming from
for

Stars."
a ticket

on the opening night was Jim
Gregory, a citizen of Lamar.
Two weeks ago the theater
was sold to A. J. Simmons and
Tom Edwards. Mr. and Mrs.
Wagner exhibited on the closing night, the same picture that
was shown on the first night,

letter day Monday
perhaps
Chicago. Marks Bros' suit against
You should
B. & K. may come up.
see the barrage of attorneys Publix
and the other defendants have hur-

Red

in

19'28

—

Voyage Around the
The first person to buy

Headlines

with

SAYS

15,

—

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

Motion Picture
Industry

DAY AND NIGHT

1108 Sixteenth Street
Wachington, D. C.

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the

world for the purpose of public
instruction.

250

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made

est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film

—look

for the identifying

words

margin— and get the film
that always carries quality
in the

through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

\

The

Silent

Drama Yields to

w

w

X

X

MmyiETmsE
Now, while the industry is celebrating, with
unprecedented profits and product, the Silver
Anniversary oS the Fox Film Corporation, ive
turn our backs on 25 years oS silent drama and
approach, ivith foresight and confidence in a
vastly more important future, the new^ era of
sound.

^or those who do not hnow
^or those who pretend not to hnow
^or those who slept complacently
during the birth of sound on film:

William Fox, making film history, presents the
facts on sound as a record for those who, in
years to come, will write the history of the motion picture in its second glorious— and audible
—quarter century.
THEJC rACTX WILL CE PKEXENTEL
EVECy LAy CEeiNNING WITH THE
NEXT I//UE €E THE EIL/H DAILy

ITX

FIRST

AND FOREMOST
IN

SOUND ON FILM

Fi^ht on Sound Pictures

May Spread in

Oklaho

iTHE

7AeHi¥S?km
ALLTWETIMEj

oypiLMDOM
I
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Under the Nose
"^T^HERE

plenty of good
starring material going

I

"lh;htsofn.y."nears

is

waste in Hollywood
simply because producers are so
to

first

all-talking picture, "Lights

New York"

(Warners)

Refuses to Discuss Whether

which

King Vidor speaking and closed its first week at the Strand,
New York, Friday night, grossed alhe caps his remark by adding most $50,000. This figure includes

Television

It is

We

One more

New

point about "Lights of

A

York."

something

in

sound

best likened to the
fadeout in silent pictures is needed.
When you see the picture under discussion you will understand better.
There the jumps between spoken sequences are abrupt and land harshly
on the ear.
The flexibility of the
fadeout applied to sound in some
manner will do the trick.
pictures

which

is

time.

STATE-WIDE ADOPTION

USES WIRELESS CONTROL

OF "OPENJHOP" LIKELY

made Broadway

first

runs.

Not

Enterprises Co., which also operates
the Empress,

Orpheum and

Folly.

No,

SUBSTITlilTCKE

Hammons
of

"U" Buys "Shannons" and

sir,

Seattle— The case of Waldo Ives,
Anacortes and Mt. Vernon exhibitor
against Warners which attracted attention because it involved the right
of substitution on the part of the
distributor has been settled in favor
(Continued on Page 3)

Futures
inter-industry harmony,
Without
there can be no unison.
unison, no industry can hope to strike
As long as lack
its greatest stride.
of friendly cooperation prevails, this
industry, in particular, will never find

Without

complete picture and talking
to

DECIDEDjOR EXHIBITOR

"The

Shannons

of

rights

Broadway"

with James Gleason, author and star
of the play which appeared on Broadway. It will be made with sound and
in all probability will be a complete
The deal provides
talking picture.
that Universal cannot release the picture version until before Feb. 1, 1929.

Haik

N. Y. for Premiere
of "Legion of Honor"
in

Jacques Haik, one of the foremost
producers of France, is in New York
for the American premiere of "The
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY Legion of Honor" which will be givWashington— British International en on the He de France Thursday
distribution on the evening under the auspices of Paul
shock-proofed to continues to secure
sufficiently
itself
purchase or Claudel, French Ambassador to the
through
either
continent
withstand attacks from the outside.
United States.
Page
3)
(Continued on
_

KANN

British Intern'l CeWients
Continental Distribution

Rowland rtfased

to

make

said:

"This new invention

Will Make It with Sound
On Saturday, Universal closed for
IS

statement,

control of syn-

owned by Midwest

just

but the Capitol,
ParaRialto and
Rivoli,
Strand,
mount. There's a high average for
you.
If you hear that Krazy's got
kittens or something, you'll know the
reason why.

one Louse.

—Wireless

—

is

maintained right along
that when his present contract expires shortly, it was his intention to
withdraw from the organization.
When reached on Saturday for a

chronized music in a number of theaters, operated from one station, is a

to

The Liberty

the dark.

has

Kennedy will be away from New
York for about three weeks. Upon
his return, a number of important
matters are slated to come up for
developEducational
is
which
device
discussion, among them the
ing with Vocafilm, said Earle Ham- further
mons, before sailing for New York, Rowland situation.
where he is due early this week.

London

is a method
wireless control by which any
number of theaters can be synchronThat would
ized from one station.
having
a techof
instead
that,
their
mean
if
houses
affiliated
Capitol and
demands for more men in the projec- nician at every theater, one man
whole circuit showtion booths were not met, exhibitors could control the
film
as many as
an
particular
any
adopt
ing
to
decision
retailated by
He said several big
"open shop" policy, unless the situa- 50 of them."
(Continued on Page 3)
tion was cleared up.

the surface as expiration of the
contract between owners and operators neared. When the projectionists
threatened to strike at the Liberty,

in

any comment whatsoever.

Eighty Four Per Cent
Charlie Mintz
Great excitement.
took a notebook and paper out the
When he stopped calcuother day.
lating, it seemed that of 26 Krazy
Kat cartoons released this season, 22

asked to remain with the company,
in
full
charge of production, but
whether his attitude has changed re-

mains

SAYS VOCAEILM DEVICE

Not He Will
Remain

Speculation is again rife over Richard A. Rowland and First National.
Rowland, it is understood, has been

He

writers and production experts
who can't break in because of
Oklahoma City— Should Oklahoma
Hollywood's peculiar brand of City theaters declare an "open shop,"
result of their disagreement with
clannishness and the prevalence as a
operators over sound pictures, it is
of the play boys who mix too likely that houses throughout the
much unsavory politics with too state will join fhe movement, it is
understood.
little sound business sense.
Trouble over sound pictures came

The "Sound Fadeout"

or

—

Berlin In a recent address,
Secretary of State Von Bredow declared television in
homes via radio broadcasting
stations is merely a matter of

there is no need to import for- one special midnight performance.
Business of this nature is phenomagree and diseign talent.
of the seaagree.
Import foreign talent if enal, particularly in view
son of the year and the excessive
worthwhile, but by all means heat and rain which prevailed
don't allow the glasses to roam throughout the entire seven days of
su far afield that they fail to the engagement.
spot what's going on under the
Hollywood has a lot of
nose.
talent, some of it latent, some of
it developed. Not all of it actors
and actresses either. There are

Cents

ON WITH FIRST NATIONAL

Demonstrating the drawing power
of

it."

5

ROWLAND ASKED TO STAY

$50,000 nark at strand

close to talent that they fail to of the

recognize

Price

1928

16,

W.

E.

LANDS 1ST NAT'L;

30 MINIMUM
Negotiations with

IN

SOUND

RCA

Photo-

phone having fallen through, First
National on Saturday signed with
Electrical Researc'the W^estcrn Elect)
reproduction. Bot

^'roducts to use
stem of sound

disc and film
in the 30 picmethods will be i
tures which represent the company's
:

niininuim activity in this

field.

Joseph P. Kennedy, who arrives on
the Coast today, will complete ar(Continued on Page 3)

Censor Decision
cases questioning the
right of state censor boards to
revise or make deletions in
sound pictures will probably be
The
held later in the year.
Attorney General
of
ruling
Turner of Ohio which vests in

Test

that state's board censorship
rights in the case of sound picother
influenced
has
tures
Text of this
states similarly.
on
be found
will
decision

page

6.

THC

i

S&K

DAILV

Roxy Looked for in Detroit
Detroit -Ro.xy is expected to supervise the opening of the new Fox

—

September, "Michigan Film
Review" says:
"The decorating is now being
done and the finishing touches are
liouse in
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It

is

going

to hit some of the downtown houses
a wallop unless they have good counter-attractions to compete as a new
house always makes inroads for a
After a few months
while at least.

when
it

is

ater

the glamor is off the new house
a question then of which thegives the best value for the

money."

Atmosphere House
Washington Bureau of

—The

Washington

for

Melbourne

THE FILM DAILY
Motion Picture

Section learns from the U. S. Dept.
of Commerce representatives in Sydney that Union Theaters, Ltd., have

bought the

site of a proposed house
Flinders St., Melbourne, and will
build a 4,000-seat atmospheric theater.
in

225.

Gov't Moving on Fight Films?

—

=.

Financial
High
(s)

Am.

Seat

Low

32}^

Close
31

31

1,400

100^

•(c-b) do 6s
36
Bal. & Katz

•

....

(c)

14
.... 128
173
.... 128
ly^

Con. Fm. Ind
•(c)
do pfd
•(s) East. Kodak
(s) do pfd
•(c) Film Insp
•(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

Sales

.

Fox Fm. "A" 77
Fox Thea. "A" 26

76 "^
25

Mel Shauer

IWi

104
76J4
25/2

•(c) Intern. Proj
13
....
•(b) Keiths 6s 46s
93
(s) Loew'3, Inc.
52'^
52^4
52/,
(s) Loew's, Inc pfd. 101^
•(b) do 6s 41ww
108 }4
(b)
do 6s41x-war lOOJ^ 100J4 100J4
•(s) M-G-M pfd
.
25^
•(s) M. P. Cap
854
•(s) Orph. Cir
•
19Ji
•(s)
do pfd
80^
(s) Para. F-L.... 128^ 128
128
(c-b) do 6s 47 ... 99
98^ 98j!j
•(b) Par.By.5J/is51 ....
102^4
(s) Pathe
4}4
3W ^n
•(s)
do "A"
15
•(b)
do 7s 37
66J4
(o) Roxy "A" ... 30
31
....
(o)
do units
31
32
(o)
do com
6
....
lYi
(o)
Skouras Bros. 37
39
Stanley Co. ..40^
40
40 Vi
(o) Technicolor ...
6
7>/,
(c) Trans-Lux
3^
3*4
3J4
(o) United Art. .. 12
15
(o)
do pfd. ... 80
85
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
2
do pfd.
(o)
... 78
88
•(c) Univ. Pict
17/2
•(s)
do pfd
97
•(c) Warner Bros
35
(s)
do "A".
... 43^^
42
42H
(c-b) do 6>4s 2«
122J4

Paris
.

1,000
5,800
*

•

•

100
2

•

.

•

•

*

....

•

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

.

•

t

.

>

•

•

>

>

>

>

•

200

lom lom

•

who

.

. . .

.

.

.

H

•

•

•

.

• > *

•

>

now

in

in Paris

Al

New York

Kaufman,
as assist-

ant to Jesse L. Lasky, Mel Shauer
has been appointed managing director of Societe Immobiliere du Vaude.
ville which operates the new Para-

mount

4

....

2,300
....
....
....
....

New

J.

O.

Must be
sistants and grow.
thirty to forty years of age.
Write giving full particulars.

British Distributor

—

tributing

organization
Bernard Smith.

A-H &

O.

San Francisco

formed

Box M-301

by

New York

City

— Ackerman-Harris

have opened the new
250,000 El Capitan on Mission

FOR SALE

$1,St.,

BELL & HOWELL CAMERA

20th.

Complete

A

Lincoln Theater Co. Building
San Francisco Lincoln Theater
Co. will build a 400 seater in Pleas-

—

anton,

B'way

c-o Film Daily, 1650

Open El Capitan

& Oppen

real

outfit,

bargain

brand
for

new.

cash.

Don Malkames
458 W. Broad St.
Hazelton, Penna.

Alameda Co.

a
M^VIEirnVK c

....
.

100

—

What

is

Movietone

Shearer in N. Y. Seattle Quarters
Seattle
The B. F. Shearer Co. has
opened its new building at 2318 Second Ave.

—

^•

....

Alabama House Opens
...

•

....
....
....
3,300

Florence, Ala.— The Ritz, Sheffield's
new theater owned by the Muscle
Shoals Theaters, Inc., has opened.
The Crescent Amusement Co. ol
Nashville, is the parent organization
of the Muscle Shoals Theaters, Inc.

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

a

Holds 16 Feet Film— Ca«e— 6 Magazines
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens

—

Box No. M-300
Film Daily, 1650 B'way. N. Y. C.

the only
actual talk*
ing film no^)^
commercially
It is

SALE!

shots
scenics
novelties
events
oddities
anything unusual with audience value.
Submit descriptive list and footage to
c-o

progressive theatrical
corporation. Managers must
be willing to start as as-

Seattle

London Equity British Films is
the name of a new producing and dis-

Beale Joins Columbia
Charles Beaie, TifTanyStahl manager at Portland, has taken
over the Columbia exchange.
Seattle

$29.SO
——

for

Suburban
Barrows of the
Grey Goose, on Beacon Hill has
opened up the North Park.

—

neapolis.

WANTED

—

New

Seattle

MANAGERS
MANAGERS

and

1,300

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the (hunter (Bid and Asked)
(s) Stock Exchange.
lOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in ChicaKO
Skourat, St Louia; Stanley, Philadelph la.

film

defendants.

—

•

Unusual

named

theater.

(b)

— sports— current

1928

—

—

Royster Promoted
Spokane Herbert Royster is now
house manager of the Clemmer, succeeding Clem Pope, resigned to join
Publix as manager of the State, Min-

•

•

is

— Succeeding

16,

New Shell for Hollywood Bowl
Theater Suits for $1,650,000
Hollywood The Hollywood Bowl,
Worcester, Mass. Two suits for
houses many of filmdom's
a total of $1,650,000 seeking to re- which
cover on bonds alleged to have been open air benefits and events, will have
given for the completion by the 261 a new shell, construction of which has
Main Street Corp. of the Plymouth already commenced.
theater, at Main and Central Sts.,
have been filed in the Superior
Court.
The corporation and the
Mayland Casualty Co., have been
ASSISTANT

between 19th and

Seattle
"M. P. Record" reports:
".Secret indictments against Seattle
theater operators who advertised the
Tunney-Denipsey fight pictures are
believed to have been returned by
the Federal grand jury which completed its work last week."

Monday, July

no

West 32«*St,Nc«;Vtork.My
Phone Penna. 0330

I

Motion Picture Department

*
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successful.
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c
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Case

W.

Is

Lands

Minimum

Decided for Exhibitor 30
(Continued from Page

E.

Wembley Being Converted Says Vocafilm Device
for Picture Production Uses Wireless Control
in Sound
—

1st Nat'l;

(Continued from Page

1)

Judge Gilliam, in
of the exhibitor.
a decision, has declared the original
arbitration decision, which was in
Ives' favor, stands.
Vitagraph (Warner Bros.) origin-

London
known in

1)

Victor Sheridan, well
exhibiting circles in Lon-

brought claim against Ives cover- at all unlikely," he said Saturday,
ing unplayed contracts at the Empire, "that within a month or so all First
National pictures will be synchronAnacortes, Wash. Jim Hone,

MPTO

orchestra pit instead of the projection

pictures.

room.

Improve Nebraska House

—

secretary, introduced evidence in the ized."
Plainvicw, Neb. J. J. Hoffman is
form of Warners' campaign book,
Among
the pictures to which sound improving the Plainview, installing
claiming that "Simple Sis," "Bitter will be applied are:
direct lighting and redecorating the
"What Happened to Three Colleen Moores. "Lilac Time" is auditorium.
Apples,"
and already scored.
Bird"
Old
"Gay
Father,"
"Dearie," the five pictures involved,
Corinne Griffith in "The Divine Lady," in
Fire in Nebraska Theater
were substitutions and that the ex- which the Battle of Trafalgar will be reproOrd, Neb. Fire slightly damaged
sound.
duced
in
hibitor should not be held for them.
"The Barker" with Milton Sills, Dorothy the Gem.
When the case was first heard be- Mackaill
and Betty Compson, in which all the
fore an arbitration board, award was sounds and dialogue of the carnival will be
Plan Free Shows
made authorizing Ives to cancel the reproduced.
Free shows are in
Giltner, Neb.
"The Whip" with Dorothy Mackaill.
of
request
the
Later,
at
pictures.
A Billie Dove special, directed by George prospect here, backed by local busiWarners the case was re-opened by Fitzmaurice.
ness men, who plan them twice
"The Good-Bye Kiss."
another board and a decision was
"The
Squall," made from the Broadway weekly.
given Warners.

—

—

Ives then brought the case, which
this time attracted attention,
into the courts and was awarded a
temporary injunction against all exchanges demanding a guaranty deposit and against Warners from enThe
second award.
the
forcing
court's decision is the latest step.

Considine to

New York

John W. Considine, Jr., general
manager of productions for Joseph
M. Schenck, is due in New York
shortly from the Coast with prints
of "The Woman Disputed," and "The
Battle of the Sexes," both for United
release.

Artists'

He

will

make

ar-

the East.

Harris at McKeesport

Emil ("Buddy") Harris, A. S .C,

who came to New York with the
Edward Sloman unit making "The
Girl on the Barge" for Universal, is
visiting at his home at McKeesport,
He has been at
Pa., for a few days.
the Coast the past 12 years.

All of Educational's shorts will be

synchronized with music, said Hammons. He stated work will start on
the Lupino Lane series and the Ideal
series at once, with other groups to
follow.

Hammons said that he expects that
Ideal will handle Vocafilm in England and stated that cost of installation of this device is $3,500.
Buy Brit. "Waxworks" Rights
London "Waxworks," which was
made through the efforts of two stars
and a director now well known to

—

American audiences, has been purchased by Cinema Enterprises for
"Changeling," Don Byrne s story.
Paul Leni directed
Great Britain.
Improving Ames, Des Moines
Corinne Griffith in "Outcast," "Paid Tor,"
Des Moines The Ames is under- with Emil Jannings and Conrad
"Saturday's Children" and one other.
Richard Barthelmess in "Scarlet Seas," going extensive repairs.
Veidt in the cast, in addition to Wer"Diversion" and two others.
ner Kraus.
"The
Watch,"
Night
"The
Billie Dove in
Installs Three Devices
Heart of a Princess," "The Other TomorOskaloosa Houses Sold
row," "Pleasure Bound."
Washington A. E. Lichtman has
Milton Sills in "Hard Rock," "The SpotJoseph Staark, Carroll,
Omaha
and
a
Movietone
Vitaphone,
installed
ter," "The Eagle's Trail" and "Captain of the
Pierce of Atlantic
Bruno
and
la.,
Linin
the
device
non-synchronous
Strong."
,
„
„
the Rivoli, Strand
Mcover
taken
P.
Girl,"
have
"Show
White
in
J.
Alice
coln.
Evoy's story of back-stage life.
and Masonic at Oskaloosa.

play.

—

—

Three
House,"

"The

dramas,

mystery

"Seven

Footprints

"Shi The Octopus."
In the meantime, a
ous situation exists.

which opens tonight
Los Angeles,

Circle,
by a

to

and

somewhat curi"Lilac Time"
at

—

Haunted

Satan"

the Carthay

Open T-S Exchange

Roseland Pictures Move
City— S. B. Rahn,
Roseland Pictures Corp. has moved
exchange manager at
1650 Broadway,
Denver, is opening a branch here. to new offices at
room 408.
Charlie Hamal is manager.
Salt

Lake

Tiffany-Stahl

^

to be followed

New York run at the Central
rangements for music scores_ and the
Aug. 3 has a Photophone
beginning
synchronized sound accessories while
Originally First National had
score.
in

I)

offers for the
rangements for necessary equipment don, is converting Wembley, former companies have made
and sound proof studio stages. Irv- scene of the Empire exposition, into device.
Another device in use by Vocafilm,
He expects to have space
ing D. Rossheim, president of First a studio.
Hammons
said, enables the volume
National, considers the announced for 14 units by the first year, includof sound to be controlled from the
"It is not ing stages capable of handling sound
figure a conservative one.

allv

had by

(Continued from Page

temporarily agreed to use the W. E.
system and had turned over a print
of "Lilac Time" to Victor to permit
the latter to record the score and efThen, befects via the disc system.
cause of Kennedy's connection with
First National and the interest of
General Electric and R C A m
F B O, the film was delivered to

K/?A%Y K47KRAZY KAT CARTOONS
FIRST IN

—LAUGHS
—PRODUCTION

which completed the
Now comes the deal with
scoring.
Building at Muskegon
Western Electric, not Photophone,
Muskegon—-A $100,000 house is be- for the remainder of First National's
ing erected at 356 North Western product.
Ave., and will be ready in August.
Harry Derry, former owner of the
Club Gets Its Steward
Rivola, will manage.
A. J. Karch, for the past two years
steward of the Oakridge Golf Club,
British Intern'l Cements
will hold a similar post with the M.
P. Club of New York.

Photophone

—EXCELLENCE

—NEW

IDEAS

—GAGS

Continental Distribution
(Continued from Page

1)

reciprocal deals, reports George R.
Canty, trade commissioner in Paris,
to the M. P. Section of the Depart-

ment

of

Commerce.

"Fotorama," Danish distributing
company, "has signed with British
International to all the films of the
British company in Denmark." Following the purchase of Sudfilm in
Germany; the combination with
Sascha in the Succession States; the
of
Cinenomans,
with
agreement
Paris, British International has now
secured the release of its product in
the Northern countries through one
of the best-known distributing units,
which is also working with Ufa.

BOOKING OFFICE
'^The End of
ST. PETERSBURG''
and

of

Nurse Cavell

Hammerstein Theatre Bldg.
Broadway, New York City
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Tel.

Col.

8380

H.

Wayne

and

Manny Gould

KRAZY KAT
ALWAYS FIRST
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"DAWN"
The Story

Animated By
Ben Harrison

Pierson,

Mgr.
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CHARLES
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Saturday, Sunday, Monday
First Three
Strand, N. Y. Showing of ''LIGHTS

— Were

Days of Mark

OF NEW YORK"

the Three Hottest Days of the Year

!

STANDING ROOM AT EVERY PERFORMANCE!
Midnight Shows Nightly to Accommodate the Overflow!

Thafs the Sort of Picture ^TIGHTS of

NEW

YORK^^

Is!

Held Over Second WeeK/
Mark Strand, N, Y
A SELLOUTAL I OVEH THE COUNTRY/
BOOKED OVERNIGHT

IN

ENTIRE PUBLIX SOUTHERN THEATRES (129 Houses)
Mobile, Ala.
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Mark
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lOOXVITAPHONE- CLEANTHROUCH
YOU SEE AND YOU HEAK EVERY CHARACTER^
IN THE picture/

ALSO AVAILABLE NOW/
THE MOUSE"- Witli May McAvoy, Lionel Barrymorc,
"TENDERLOIN"— Starring Dolores Costello. With Conrad Nagel.Nagel.
"GLORIOUS BETSY"— Starring Dolores Costello. With Conrad
"THE JAZZ SINGER"— Starring Al Jolson.
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Text of Decision Giving Ohio
Right to Censor Sound Films
" 'A statute may include by inference a
case not originally contemplated when it
deals with a genus within which a new
species is brought. Thus a statute making
it unlawful to willfully throw a stone at a
interurl>an
or
railroad
car includes an
traction railway car, although such carS
were not known or in use at the time the

—

Columbus, O. In declaring that
the Ohio State Board of Censors has
the right to make deletions or changes
in sound pictures, Attorney General
Turner states that the board has the
same privileges as with "ordinary
picture films" J. L. Clifton, director
of education in whose office censor
power is vested had asked the attorney general for a ruling.
In his request, Clifton

made

the fol-

lowing points:
"In the censorship of moving pictures the
following question has arisen, upon which
your opinion is respectfully asked:
"Certain films are now being oflfered which
do not have printed statements or titles running with the pictures, but which instead
have with them the records for spoken stateAs the film is run these
ments or titles.

statute

"In the case of Richards v. The State of
Ohio. 110 O. S. 311, it was held that the
exhibition of a
moving picture show on
Sunday was unlawful under the provisions of
section 13049, General Code, which provides
that whoever on Sunday participates in or
exhibits to the public, with or without charge
for admittance, a theatrical or dramatic performance, should be punished as therein provided, although at the time of the enactment
of this statute moving picture shows were
unknown.
In the syllabus of the report of
this case it was said:
'1.
motion picture show, exhibited
a public building for the entertainment
of the public, is a 'theatrical performance,'
and such exhibition on Sunday is therefore
a violation of Section 13049, General Code.
" '2.
Section
13049,
General
Code
(7032a,
R.
S.),
was originally enacted
April 9. 1881, at which time motion picture .shows were not in existence, but such
.shows constitute a new species of theatrical
performance as described in the original
enactment of th.it section, and the operation
of a motion picture show on Sunday is
clearly within the mischief intended to be
prevented by that section, and therefore
that section includes motion picture shows
hy inference. (State v. Cleveland, 83 Ohio
St.,
61, 93 N. E.. 467, 21
Ann. Cas.,
1284, approved and followed.)

pictures the explanatory matter.

"In

some cases the firms

submitting

the

films give the matter to be heard by the audience with them under protest, and they now
insist that I am not acting within my legal
rights in demanding this matter or in ordering the elimination or modification of such
spoken words connected with the films as I
deem objectionable. Believing that the spoken
words are essentially the same in their effects as the corresponding words cast on the
screen, when connected with the pictures as

words like print might have been, I have
deemed the censoring of such words for sound
the

reproduction with the pictures a subject for
censorship of moving pictures, to be treated
for elimination under section 871-49, * * *
"The question is, therefore, whether spoken
matter accompanying motion picture films may
be required to be submitted with the films
may be reto be censored, whether films
jected because of spoken matter judged to he
spoken matthis
eliminations
in
or
harmful,
ter may be ordered to be made before the
exhibition of the films and the use of spoken
matter with them.
"The questions, therefore, are (1) whether
the director of education has authority to
censor spoken matter which accompanies motion picture films, as in the 'Movietone' or
'Vitaphone'; (2) if so, whether that author-

would have certain limitations, and if so,
what limitations; (3) whether the spoken
matter to accompany motion picture films

ity

required to be submitted with the
films to be censored, and whether films may
be rejected because of spoken matter judged
to be harmful or eliminations in this spoken
matter may be ordered to be made."

may

be

In his answer, the attorney general
cited the section of the General Code

which authorized censorship
and then went on:
"It

is

in

Ohio

quite certain that neither the Vita-

phone picture film nor the Movietone picture
film were known at the time of the enactment of sections 871-48 et seq.. General
In the Vitaphone, as I
Code, above quoted.
understand it, sounds, whether produced by
musical instrusinging,
the spoken word,
ment, or otherwise, are recorded and the reproduction of the same so synchronized with
the

projection

of

the

moving picture

as

to

produce the illusion that the sounds are
l)eing produced by the persons or things shown
In the Movietone, sounds
in the picture.
accompanying scenic action are picked up by
mechanical means at the same time that the
persons, things or other objects involved in
the scenic action are photographed in the
making of the moving picture, and such sounds
arc reproduced in the projection of the movThe mere fact
ing picture on the screen.
that Vitaphone picture films and Movietone
unknown
the time of
films
were
at
picture
the enactment of the film censorship law is
not conclusive of the question of the right
of the board of censors to censor said films,
and, if the occasion requires, order eliminaAs I see
tions to be made from the same.
it,
the Vitaphone or Movietone feature of
the picture film in its presentation to the
public is still but an incident of the moving
And the most that can be said of
picture.
the Vitaphone picture film or the Movietone
picture film is that each of them is but a
.species or kind of moving picture film.
"In the caie of The State of Ohio v.
Cleveland. 83 O. S. 61, it was held:

A

"

in

words are made audible, and constitute for
the

was enacted.'

"It is obvious that what is heard by the
public in the reproduction of the words or
other sounds in connection with the projection
of a Vitaphone picture show or a Movietone
picture show may be as clearly within the
mischief which occasioned the enactment of
the censorship law as the scenic action or
explanatory words made visible to the eye
in the projection of the ordinary moving picture.
In this view there is no reason to
doubt the application of the pertinent provisions of sections 871-48 and 871-49, General
Code, with respect to Vitaphone picture
films
and
Movietone picture
films,
though, as above noted, they are a species
of picture films unknown at the time of the
enactment of these sections of the General

Code.

"I am of the opinion, therefore, that the
board of censors has the same right to censor
y'itapbonc and Movietone picture films and,
if
necessary, order the elimination of objectionable m.atter, either seen or heard, that
has with respect to ordinary picture films;
and that it may wholly reject such Vitaphone
and Movietone films in proper cases.
"As the authority of the board of censors
to censor Vitaphone and Movietone picture
films carries with it the authority to adopt
an<l use reasonable means to that end, said
board may require the exhibitor to furnish
continuity sheets showing the words, whether
spoken or sung, which are rcprcKluced as a
part of the picture and explanatory of or
otherwise characterizing the same, in
all
cases where it is practicable to do so.
It is
to be recognized, of course, that some sounds
which are picked up and reproduced by the
Vitaphone and Movietone might be of s.nch
a vagrant and indescribable character that
the same could not he portrayed by words.
With respect to sounds of this kind, it of
course would not be practicable to furnish
it

continuity sheets.

"As in ordinary picture films, the board of
censors in censoring the same causes the
motion picture film to be projected as it is
and thus determines upon the existence or
nonexistence of objectionable matter visible
to the examining Ixiard, so in the matter of
censoring the Vitaphone and Movietone picture films the board of censors is authorized
to make provision for the projection and reproduction of such films and thus determmc
the existence or nonexistence of objectionable matter, whether the same be seen or
heard.
The authority of the board of censors to examine and censor picture films of
the kind here in question authorizes the department to procure such appliances as may
be necessary for the purpose and. if the censorship of Vitaphone and Movietone picture
films requires the procurement and installation of appliances and facilities for this purpose, the same should be obtained as soon as

money

is

available therefor."

The

stunt created sucli Comment and gags
for newspaper columnists, that the
Photomaton Co. decided to tie tip
with picture wherever it played in
any of the 121 cities where the com-

Cossacks"

(M-G-M)

from Kesseland same was
placed in the lobby. Russian dances
and songs were played in advance of pany owns stores. Tom 'Gorman,
the picture. Special 24-sheet cut-outs Hippodrome, New York.
were made on the front of the theater.
Two were used, one for each side of
"The Legion of the Condemned"
the lobby. Special Russian flags were
(Paramount)
used to decorate the canopy. Arnold
Two
weeks in advance of playdate
Saxe, Merrill, Milwaukee.
a
model aeroplane contest' wa|
A clothing store wihdow.
started.
"Glorious Betsy"
exhibited the toy model plane that
(Warners)
were ob- was to be awarded for first prize. Of,

Borrowed

man &

a panatrope

O'Driscoll

I
!

—

—

Two window

displays

tained. One of the windows featured
the display of records tying up with

the

songs as heard in the
while the other devoted its

negro

last reel;

display to modern women's wearing
apparel in comparison to the costumes in the picture. W. H. Hemp-

—

hill,

Rialto,

Macon, Ga.
"Golf Widows"
(Columbia)

the fourteen planes entered in the
contest, two of the planes would fly
a short distance and one of the planes
All the planes
contained a motor.
were put on display in the lobby during the fun and attracted considerable
attention.
T. Wilson Erwin, Majes-

—

tic,

Austin, Tex.

"The Patsy"

ii

(M-G-M)
A "Scrambled Ad"

iti

contest was
Put on a successful golf tournatied up with the picture. arranged with the Daily Olympian.!
Much interest was taken in the event Twelve words were selected from as
by women golfers and the sport many classified 'ads' and contestants
writers gave generous publicity to were instructed to find the 'ads' from
the tourney.
Prizes were donated which the different words had beeni
The 'ads' and words wer^
by leading merchants. John Grove, taken.

ment which

—

Imperial, Jacksonville, Fla.

"The Good-Bye Kiss"
(First Nat'l)

A

then presented at the Olympian office, where the most correct and neatest answers awarded their writers
tickets. The contest netted 135 inches
of space.
Leonard Johnson, Liberty,

—

was effected with the CoAirways whereby upon the ar- Olympia, Wash.

tieup

lonial
rival of the airmail plane at the Syracuse airport, the print of "The Good-

Bve Kiss" was delivered to representatives of the New Empire and First
National with the Chief of Colonial
Airmail Service and the head of the
Syracuse Post-Office airmail department there personally to s".pervise
this important delivery.
This stunt
was covered by the press and a four-

"Port of Missing Girls"
(Brenda)
Fastened paper strips to bumpers
of 300 automobiles in various parking
lots with "Port of Missing Girls" in
conspicuous letters.
Placarded an
automobile with signs, "Port of Missing Girls" and crashed into a parade
of visiting Scotchmen from Canada.

column photo and story were front- ^^ade radio' announcements that Ruth
New Empire, Syracuse, N. Y. King, name of the girl in the picture,
was missing, and offered a reward to
"Half A Bride"
anyone giving information leading to
(Paramount)
her recovery.
Cameo, Cleveland.
A department store devoted four
of its windows to a display of hats

paged.

—

—

artistically

"Ramona"

arranged

together with
cards containing

(United Artists)
neatly lettered art
Two music stores and the theater
copy about the picture. A still from
the picture was also mounted on these ran a half-page ad in the Sunday
cards.
E. R. Rogers, Tivoli. Chat- paper and another half-page ad the
following day. The theater paid one
tanooga.
third of the cost but the ad itself
looked almost like an exclusive the"Hellship Bronson"

—

(Gotham)

Two

weeks

in

advance, Mike Sim-

mons, Gotham publicity director, cooperating with Hippodrome, broadcast as essay contest in which listeners sent in essays on subject of picture.
Passes were given as prizes.
Several hundred letters were received.
Then, Broadway window display was
hooked up with Photomaton Co. Fifteen turtles were placed on exhibition, each turtle lettered, so that in
aggregate all had letters of "Hellship Bronson."
Accompanying this
was a sign ofTering reward to any
person seeing turtles lined up exactly
to read "Hellship Bronson."
The

i

—

ater
ad.
Warren
Charlotte, N. C.

Irvin,

Carolina,

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
(Universal)

An

attractive
truck,
bearing a
miniature
cabin,
went about the
streets advertising the showing. Thi
is the first time this picture has beei
shown outside of
York City,
according to the advertising, and
Jacksonville papers are carrying ads
for the theater in St. Augustine. The
truck
attracted
attention.
negroes on the small "porch" of the
cabin furnished music. Jefferson, St.
Augustine Fla.

New

Two

—

i

Vlonday, July

16,

1928

Coast Wire Service

Han-a-Phone— Hanshaw Deal
12

FEATURES PLANNED

A

Little
from

FOR 1928-29 SEASON

I

:he

Han-a-Phone sound reproducing

This series will complete the
schedule for 1928-29 season and the
Hanshaw exclusive
:ontract gives
producing rights for Han-a-Phone.
anit.

Dale Hanshaw and Dwain

Esper

Hanshaw

Pictures and
Laboratory, at 861

have merged

Producers
Seward St., Hollywood, in which
equipment for production of the
'talkies" is now being installed.

^:he

Technicolor Feature with Sound
"The Thrall of Leif the Lucky,
ivhich is to be produced by TechR.
nicolor, will have sound effects.
Leroy
William Neill will direct.
Mason has the lead.

Agnew

in

Presentations

Fanchon and Marco have signed a
contract with Bobby Agnew to appear over their presentation

circuit.

What

is

Vitaphone?

What

is

Movietone?

What

is

Photophone?

What

is

Phonofilm?

What

is

Firnatone?

What

is

Bristolphone?

Our Passing Show: Bob Welsh,
Eddie Montague and Paul Kohner

What

is

Gortellaphone?

conferring at Universal; Arthur
Edeson, Jack Schidtze and others
showing much interest in the Di-

What

is

Vocafilm?

What

is

the Orchestraphone?

What

is

Syncrophone?

What

is

Han-a-phone?

What

is

Madalatone?

What

is

Ginephone?

Hollywood

UNIVERSAL
original

lop's

will

story,

were so well
Ilona Fu-

"The

.Spring

*

*

*

Jack Chefee plays an important role in "Reward," a new
sketch,
featuring
Vitaphone

Louis Bennison. It was directMurray Roth.

ed by

*

*

*

Number

rectors'

of

THE FILM

DAILY.
*

Tom Reed

his contract with
understood Ben Lyon

is

Miss

Shower," that they gave her a long
term contract. Her story will serve
as a vehicle for Mary Philbin. Miss
Fulop is a Hungarian girl and wrote
the scenario of "Good-Time Charlie" for Warners.

Having completed
it

officials

with

pleased

Lyon Freelancing
Caddo,

Lots **

RALPH WILK

By
Starting production on the first imHanshaw Pictures will
nediately,
nake 12 synchronized features using

it

SOUND PICTURES!

licity

who

is

*

*

another pubdirectorship) graduate
busy as a title writer.
is

Tom

is also writing dialogue
for use in Universal Unitone
productions.

freelance.

Fox Casts Margaret Mann
*
*
*
Margaret Mann has been assigned
to a mother role in "The River,"
Waldemar Young celebrated his
starring Charles Farrell and Mary birthday on July 1, while his teamDuncan.
mate,, Tod Browning of the M-G-M
forces, observed his birthday on July
Feyder Due Shortly
12.
They were born the same year,
Jacques Feyder, European direc- but try and find out the year.
*
*
*
tor, recently signed by M-G-M leaves
Europe for New York soon to start
Bob Lord, the scenarist, is
work under his new contract.
the proud father of Evelyn,
who is four weeks old. "Are
Busy on His 24th
you going to make her a ivritJohn Ford is shooting his 24th proerV we asked. "No, a maraduction for Fox, "Riley the Cop,"
thon dancer," was the reply.
*
*
*
In the
starring Farrell MacDonald.
support are David Rollins, Nancy
Mel S. Forrester, who left UniverDrexel and Mildred Boyd.
sal to join the Canadian Princess
,

Paramount Signs Benedict
Paramount has engaged Brooks
Benedict for a heavy part in "Moran
of the Marines," now being made
with Richard Dix and Ruth Elder.
Oakie Signs New Contract
Jack Oakie, now at work on a comedy with Clara Bow, has been given
a new contract by Paramount.

Paramount

to

Remake

"Admirable Crichton"
is

understood

remake

Sir

Roberts

in the cast.

James

do they differ?

Pats during the war, has returned to

Hollywood and

is

acting.

He was

a

producer and director before the war
and made pictures for Universal and
Lewis Waller,
companies.
other
Madge Letheridge and Arthur Wontner

were among the British stage
whom he brought to the

favorites
screen.

Fox Unit

Sails

July

Barrie's

tine."

See

SOUND PICTURE

25

and Sidney Wagner, Fox cameraman, will sail from
New York July 25, en route to Europe to film scenes for "Chasing

David

Butler,

Paramount will
"Admir- Through Europe."
able Crichton" with Richard Dix and
Johnny Arthur in Film
Florence Vidor. This was made by
Cecil B. DeMille for Paramount in
Johnny Arthur, comedian of "The
1919 and released as "Male and Fe- Desert Song" company in Los Anmale" with Tom Meighan, Bebe Dan- geles, plays a part in William Haines'
iels, Raymond Hatton and Theodore
new picture, "Alias Jimmy ValenIt

How

Issue of

THE FILM DAILY

THE
Monday, July

Jg^^^^E^!^
Newspaper Opinions

rERE one

no new entrants

are

M-G-M
New York

Capitol,

AMERICAN-'

*

it

is

lovely Trelawney.

is

As

*

Norma Shearer

for

*

•

*

DAILY NEWS—*

'

A

* *
touch of comic
the offering pleasing, de
antiquity of some of its material.

EVENING JOURNAL—*
made

Franklin

*

*

Sidney
out

picture

pleasant

a

*

*

Miss Shearer

*

GRAPHIC—*

"for fun."

ups dressed up

*
*

•

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

Sidney

Franklin and his cast seemed to conspire
give the picture the light, humorous touch,
and accomplished this with such consistancy
that the Capitol audience rocked with the
and whimsy
chuckles
merriment of
soft
throughout the performance. * * *
*
*
because it picks up en route
POST *
much that is delightful in characterization
and genial in incidental story telling, it
seemed to this reviewer to have been excellently and pleasingly done. * • *
*
* looms as fair entertainment but in its transition to the screen
to

—

"Fazil"

Foit

"The Lion and
the Mouse"

Warners

Warners

June 15

"The Red Dance"

Fox

Globe

June 25

"King

the story seems to lose the color and charm
generally associated with the old master.
The action is slow-moving and the direction
.seems heavy-handed. *

—

WORLD — *

•

*

A

photographed,
played, if enormously enlarged
acceptably
upon, version of the Pinero drama. * * •
*

nicely

ever, he does manage to be sincerely affecting
on several occasions. * * *
* * his gift for pantomime and funny facial contortions are developed to the full in the picture, in some
cases even overdone, and he establishes himself as a film comedian full of possibilities.
* * «

Roxy,

AMERICAN—*

and "Burlesque."

—

TIMES * * * has a good ending, and a
courageous one in view of the fact that
the hero dies, but the events leading up to it
are compounded mostly of sacchrarine atid
sentimentalism. * • *
W'ORLD * * * the tale didn't seem even
to want to struggle into the realms of possibility,
and remained from beginning to
end slimped in the depressing throes of rank,
trashy and maudlin sentiment. * * *

*

•

*

offers

* *
*

*

a good picture
which introduces a new star, Joe E. Brown,
of vaudeville and the musical comedy stage.
story of the stage, the life of a
It is a
hoofer.
I've never enjoyed a better crying
*

*

NEiWS— *

I^AILY

*

*

With the

aid

of

good direction, acting and photography, the
task of transferring Joe E. Brown, acrobatic
comedian, from the stage to the screen is
here acceptably accomplished.

EVENING JOURNAI

*

•*

Without

*

(Joe E. ) Brown, the picture would probably
have descended to maudlin back-stage heroics,

with him

it's

great entertainmet.

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

"

*

•

may

be a
little
early to prophesy.
But judging by
this picture the motion picture world has a
new real comedian, with a touch of pathos
that is true art. • • •
(iKAPHIC— * * * That guy Brown can
jam more humor and pathos into one quirk
of his eyebrows and twi.st of his lips than
any other guy we've seen in a long time.
They called him a comedian on the legit—but
they didn't say harf. • • •

HERALD TRIBUNE—*

*

•

It

it

is

not

as

might have been, thanks to Joe E. Brown's
genuine characterization and the .stage atmosphere that Ralph Ince managad to inject.
it

•

POST—

"The Racket"
Paramount

*

*

*

You may,

place in the old plot
.Show," but it is none the
its

SUN— *

The Paramount, New York

AMERICAN

of
less

"Hit

of
effective

the
for

•
*

*

with

*

*

'

Proving that a picentertaining without

can be splendidly
gobs of sex appeal. *

7

7

Widows"
Mark Strand "Lights of New York"
Paramount "Warming Up"
Rialto^
"The Man Who Laughs"

—

Despite the familiarity of the
which he is furnished, how-

Berlin

—The

—

—
—
Kings"
-"King
Roxy— "Street Angel"
—
Warners "Lion and the

May Bar Olympic

Spitzenorganisation
all

of

Brooklyn Strand

Film

understood to have asked

—^"Lights Mouse"
of New

York"

is

German

distributors and e.xhibitors- to exhibit no fihu of the Olympic games
at Amsterdam in protest to the Olympic Committee giving the monopoly
for shooting the

which

games

reported

is

to one firm,

be

to

Italian.

Meighan's name,
the success of the stage play, and the popularity of underworld theme, will put "The
Racket" over.
But the fans surely will be
disappointed by its meagerness of thrills and
romantic interest. * » *

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

And— thanks

to

•

the

of

is

GRAPHIC—*
after the show got cast
and it started out promisingly as a fight
between the law and a bootlegger, then things
just roamed along rather listlessly, reel after
reel,

without

a

*

real

heart-throb

or

anywhere.

»

climax

est-to-goodness

HERALD-TRIBUNE>-"

*

'

an hon-

from

•

Mr.

Corniack's play a sensible and generally! engrossing picture has been made.
The film
has color and movement and intelligence in
direction,
in
acting and in story telling.
But particularly it has fidelity to a very fine
•

*

original.

POST—*

*

*

is

even as a movie.
part out of one

still

Mr. Cormack's

It is still told

for the

play,

most

side of the mouth, it has
not acquired a love story, and it is one of
the outstanding pictures of the year. * * •

SUN—*

whether "The Racket" will
appeal to specialists or laymen, or both, it
is
most assuredly a sincere, capable ana
*

—

TELEGRAPH—*

*

•

was announced
as the best picture Thomas Meighan has made
in years, and if I could forget "Hack Home
and Broke" I would say it is the best he

TIME.S

*

—

•
*

pictures

mej-rijy

Terre Haute.

at

Church

Theater
church and

Sells Site for

—

Beloit, Wis.
Baptist
property was sold to Fischer-Paramount Theaters, Chicago, for $85,-

000 and the latter will spend $500,000 in erecting a new house, construction on which starts soon.

New
a

Okla. City House
City Victoria theater,
at Classen Blvd. and
has opened.

18th

St.,

*

•

in

Carkey Quits Schine
Ogdensburg, N. Y.— J. Carkey has
resigned from the Schine chain. He
formerly managed the Strand here,
but was transferred to Watertown.

McGreevey Named Harris Booker
Pittsburgh John
McGreevey is
now booker for the chain of Harris
Amuse. Co. He was formerly booker

of the most entertaina
time now grins
screen of the Paramount.

quite

*

*

A

good,

strenuous crook

melodrama, more believable and more genuine than "Underworld," one in which Thomas
Meighan rides more nearly up to his best
speed than he has done in any picture play
which I have seen in five years. • * •

WHERE TO DINE
AND DANCE ON

LONG ISLAND
A

BOB FALLON *S
ORCHESTRA AND
ENTERTAINERS
\

A

Chicken, Duck,Lobsier,

and Shore Dinnerswhat
food No cover charge

also a

la

carte. My.

!

except Saturday night
Sunday dinner a specialty.

—

for

Paramount.

I

Columbia Pictures
Corporation

It

One

•'iTn

—

Oklahoma
new house

Announce that

it

has

in

the course of

production a motion picture entitled:

•

from the

WORLD—*

Corp. appointed O. J. Chandler, of
Peru, manager of the South Side
house.
The company has houses at
Indianapolis, Valparaiso and Huntington and plans to acquire another

*

thoroughly commendable work.
•
TP:LEGRAM * * * may be compared fa
vorably with
"Underworld," Ben Hecht's
masterpiece, and Lewis Milestone has done
a gotxl job in the directing end. • • *

ever had.

—

same

genre as a thousand other crook plays, but
it has the
virtue of combining an interesting
story with a minimum of bunk.
*

Diana Theaters Appoints Chandler
Kokomo, Ind. Following acquisition of the Wood, Diana Theaters

»
* *

DAILY MIRROR—*

ing

perhaps, writhe
inwardly as every familiar clement of brushaway-a-tear drama steps forward and takes

materials

July

July

—

EVENING WORLD— It

New York

DAILY MIRROR—*

•

of

Loew's New York—'Monday, "Drums ol
Love;" Tuesday, "Into Na Man's Land'
and "Sally of the Scandals;" Wednesday,
"We Americans;" Thursday, "Vamping
Venus;" Friday "Fleetwing" and "Prowl
ers of the Sea;" Saturday, "The Magniii'
Sunday,
cent
Flirt;"
"Green
Grass

4

Rialto

TELEGRAPH—*

clicks.

interesting
variations on the theme of show-business as
demonstrated by such plays as "Broadway"

•

Juna

1927

1

Rivoli

—

—

FBO

that.

.Universal

.

Tommie, Marie Prevost and Louis Wolheira,
not to mention young John Darrow
the piece

"Hit of the Show"

•

Gaiety

Pathe

ture

•

* * * a pleasant little dream for
a July evening, a bit sentimental but having
Miss Shearer plays
no worrying problems.
her part acceptably. * * *

•

.

Kings"

of

TELEGRAPH—*

but

Aug. 12

May

s

playing is notable chiefly because she resists
the temptation to burlesque the part and to
make of it something that a less skillful
actress might do. * •
* * O. P. Heggie unquestionably does the best characterization as
He
Sir William (lower, the vice-chancellor.
the only one who gives an illusion of
is
period.
The rest are just a lot of grown-

*

Criterion

United Artists .... Elmbassy

Rivoli

EVENING WORLD—*

spell.

Paramount

Opening Date

*

*

TI.MES

Theater

"Tempest"

"Man WTio Laughs".

of

the famous play in which John Drew made
his last stage appearance. The costumes and
settings of the hoop-skirt period are amus
ing.

Distributor

"Wings"

delightful

a

makes

spite the
« « •

—-"The Drag Net"
— "Stark
Love" and "Moana"
Capitol —^"Telling the World"
— "Wings"
Criterion
Embassy —
empest"
— Power"
Fifty-hith
—
Fifth Ave.
"The City Without Jews"
Gaiety — "Fazil"
Globe— "The Red Dance"
Hippodrome—^"Ladies
the Night Club"
Broadway

Cameo

'

Picture

•

treatment

week, and

this

"'I

Norma

Lovely

movie version of the famous "Trelawney of
Norma Shearer is a charming
the Wells."
And Ralph Graves is splendid.
Trelawney.
*

money on Broadway!

big

of the features

a starring vehicle

ideal.
•

MIRROR—*

DAILY

for the

has quit the lineup, that being "The Trail of '98"
which closed last night at the Astor after a run of four months.
This leaves
M-G-M without any long run representation on the main stem.
only

1928

On Broadway

The Broadway Parade

"The Actress"

16,

"Woman

\
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Grave
was buund to happen. A
"New York Times" headline,

ON

:

tion" at one point.
Elsewhere,
the sound picture is described as
throwing down the gauntlet of
challenge to silent pictures. Exactly what was to be feared is
transpiring.
The "Times" ar-

plus who knows how many
other daily newspapers elsewhere, is reflecting the trade's
hysteria, leading the public to
believe that silent pictures are
through.
And this, in face of
the facts which show that only
a handful of houses is wired for
sound pictures
ticle,

in

Here

to

Stay

Price 5 Cents

MOVIETONE SOUND TRACK
mCAL MUSIC ADOPTED BY PHOTOPHONE

" 'Talker'

Then the story itself. It discusses "possibilities of a revolu-

1928

PLAN NATIONAL SURVEY

IT

screeching across a full page
Films Fling a Challenge to Movies."

17,

A

nation-wide survey to determine
reaction to mechanical music
will be made by the American Federation of Musicians, stated President
Joseph N. Weber yesterday.
This
will be the initial move in its campaign against pictures synchronized
with music, the organization having
raised its dues to add $1,500,000 to its
defense fund.
Weber denied that a collision with
theater interests was imminent.
He
declared that approximately 200 theaters are now equipped with synchronizing devices and that 1,000
public

(Continued

on

Page

No More
"When
see

a

person wishes to

a

film three years
will have to go to
states Dr. Alfred

silent

from now he
a museum,"
N.

Same Width Now

Silence

RCA

Goldsmith,

Photo-

phone vice president in charge
of engineering and production.

He believes that the introduction and use of dialogue in pictures will be gradual.

3)

SEE MUSICIANTiIOW

WARNER NOW RELEASING

WHEN PACTS

EXPIRE
V EIVE

—

TALKING PICTURES

Chicago Certainty of a dispute involving sound pictures looms with

With five talking features actually
Again we repeat our opinion, tem- contracts of most of the local theaters available for immediate dates at Warpered by the observation of many with the musicians' union expiring ner exchanges, Z7 more Vitaphone
responsible thinkers in this industry: Labor Day. Practically every de luxe pictures are in production at the
house either has a synchronizing de(Continued on Page 3)
That sound is here to stay.
vice installed or one planned.
But and we repeat once more
The situation between the Mcall signs of reason seem to have been
iContinued on Page 3)
abandoned in the stampede towards
STANLEY CUTS OVERHEAD;
sound which now prevails.
Such

—

rapidity of decision, marked as it is
by a lack of complete analysis, is a
sorry enough condition for the trade
to face.
But when, solely because
of the industry itself, glimmerings of
what is transpiring on the inside
seeps through to the general public
via daily newspapers and magazine
articles, there should be occasion lor
concern.
For disturbance to the ordinary course of business can be
the only result to ensue and the great
mass of theaters, held up on delivery
of sound picture equipment because
of any one of three or four reasons
we can mention, will be helpless to

counteract

A

it.

Critic's

Idea

While gropings for the proper
sound picture formula continue, we
reprint what Quinn Martin, critic of
the "New York World," thinks:
Again, it is not going to be
so much a matter of how muck
the movies talk as how ivell they
talk.
In other words, quality,
and not quantity, is the commodity most to be desired.

The

italics

are his.

KANN

Asks $100,000 Damages
in "Last

Command"

Bureau,

Coast

iVest

Los Angeles

—

Suit

Charging plagiarism
connection with "The Last Command,"
Roman Jordansky, play-

in

Page

(Continued on

Plan

HALF-YEAR PROFITS DROP

THE FILM DAILY

yesterday said

ica,

in his annual
on Page 3)

re-

Hays Members

For Exhibition Improvements
Two Sound

Shorts First
N. Y. List
Paramount's
on
Two sound short subjects will be
made by Paramount
studio,

starting within

at

Astoria

its

a few

weeks

following completion of installation
It is understood that
of equipment.

work on

a

feature

will

start

after-

wards.

changeability
Photophone is now being made
with a sound track 80 mills wide, the
exact width of the sound track on
Movietone, according to Dr. .Alfred
N.
Goldsmith, vice
president
in
charge of engineering and produc-

tion for RCA Photophone.
Until
now, Photophone has been using a
sound track 100 mills wide.
This switch, according to Goldsmith, further emphasizes the complete
interchangeability
between
Movietone and Photophone, a point
which RCA has strictly maintained
in the face of much speculation over

the interchangeability issue.
Provided it is desired to use Photophone-made film on other sound
projector systems, the sound track
lends itself to adjustment to meet
this
condition,
Goldsmith further
adds.
Photophone, however, does
not expect the same results as by its
own film reproduced over its own
l>rojector system.

Sax, Here from Coast, to

Synchronize

—

Steffes

is

understood

to

have

in

mind

Monta Bell, recently placed in
charge of production at the Astoria
studio, will start making tests next
week.
Sound picture equipment and how

What

immediately.

—see
Advt.

THE FILM DAILY,

July

used

22nd.—

Once

Sam

Sax, president of

company, is in New York from
Coast and will make arrangements while here.
He has not decided upon the recording system.
the
the

Vienna Hears Jeritza
Will Do Sound Picture
The Associated Press

V'ienna

late

Pigeonholes Protest
In "Hands Off" Policy
Kansas City

— Contending

tures

the companies will
see Sunday June

—

FILM DAILY.—Advt.

have in sound pic22nd issue of THE

that the

matter of protection concerns exchanges, not Film Boards of Trade.
(Cotitinued

is

at

reported from
yesterday that Maria
Jeritza, Metropolitan star, had signed
with an American producer to sing in
This is the second
a sound picture.
offer made to her; the first is reported
to have guaranteed her SIO.OOO a
about improvements in exhibition.
Block booking will enter the dis- week.
cussion, it is taken for granted here.
Minneaijolis Al Steffes, now in
has issued a call for independent exhibitors to meet in Chica^^o in October to demarid that producers and distributors who are members of the Hays organization bring
Seattle,

issuance of some sort of an ultimatum
to the Federal Trade Commission
to take definite stand on the block
booking issue along the lines sought
by the independents.

it

Two

"The River Woman" and 'Times
Irving D. Rossheim, Square," two Gotham releases for
Stanley Co. of Amer- next season, will be synchronized

(Cirtitinwfd

to

Systems Indicates Inter-

—

Philadelphia
president of the

3)

Demand

In Both

Everything about
found in Sunday's

on Page

sound

3)

pictures

will

FILM DAILY.—Advt.

be
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Pittsburgh Jack Leary, formerly
with Universal, is now with TififanyStahl covering the West Virginia territory.

feature with sound accompaniment,
broke all existing records for weekend business at the Paramount in
New York grossing $30,861 Saturday
and Sunday, including midnight per800
8,900 formances.

Intern.
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fair.
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Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood
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in
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England

THE FILM DAILY
Warner Bros, are

Attractions

planning to film "The Florentine
Dagger," mystery story by Ben
Hecht, in London with Vitaphone.

Negri for

Two

ber.

One of the
Maugham.

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

British Films

—

London (By Cable) Pola Negri
has signed to appear in two British
productions. Work starts in Novemset

for

stories

is

by Somer-

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

"Warming Up" Breaks Records
"Warming Up," Paramount's first

C

.

2,500
ioo
15
5

1,000
1,000
100
3,600
2

4,800

MOYIEimVE

Denies Theaters Are Hazards
Elmira, N. Y.— All local picture
houses are free from fire hazards, according to Chief J. Espey, following
an investigation.

.

.

C

Another for Brooklyn

A

tlicater

Montague

will

be

erected

at

How

g^
w
Movietone
get its name *

119

Brooklyn, on property purchased by Milton Stolitzky ancT

Judge John

St.,

J.

Palmieri,

it is

reported.

Buy Syndicate Foreign Rights
Film Exchange, Inc., New York,
through E. S. Manheimer, has secured foreign rights on all Syndicate

.

.

.

WANTED
Live wire salesmen to handle proven
line of film cleaning and processing
machines and supplies.
Large com-
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read
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regularly.

Harris has
Summer by the
Co.

Close

8

Gentlemen

—The

City, Pa.
been closed for the

termountain Amus. Co. formerly operated under a lease.

.

.

Friday.

York.

Summer

Close Harris for

Evans

aters,
after a

29-4
99-4

99:^

.

& Katz

Low

30 '/i

.

Cal.

well of British International is aboard
the Mauretania, due in New York

Sincerely,

—

(s) Am.
(c-b) do
•
Bal.

New

1928

—

Film Daily,

troupe will not sail, as planned.
Stuart arrives in New York today
from the Coast and Director David
Butler and cameramen are due, July
ZZ.
The unit, which sails July 25,
will shoot scenes in eight countries.

West Coast in Deal
Butte, Mont. The Parkway is a
new acquisition by West Coast The-

Financial

Hollywood,

17,

Maxwell Lands Friday
London (By Cable) John Max-

Read Regularly

111 Dfcler to comply with liuropean
quota restrictions, Fox has decided to
use all foreign players in "Chasing
Through Europe," with the exception of the star, Nick Stuart.
June
Collyer and other members of the

THE

—

Tuesday, July

did

Pictures releases.

.

.

Arriving on Olympic

.

.

.

.

H

.

1.700

2,600

J.

D. Williams

is

.

another

arrival.

*

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(b)

(o)

Over the Cx)unter (Bid and Asked)

(s)

Stock

Flxchangc

JOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chi :ago;
Skourai, St. Louia; Stanley, Philadelph la.

BOOKING OFFICE
''The End of
ST. PETERSBURG''
and

"DAWN"

Call

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Prt«.
for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St.. New York
Bryant 8181

The sound-on-fUm invention

Earle Ilammons, president of Educational,
with Mrs. Hammons, is
aboard the Olympic, arriving today.

The Story

of

Col.

8380

H.

poration, Mrlio fostered its
development to its present
perfection.

Nurse Cavell

Hammerstein Theatre Bldg.
1697 Broadway, New York City
Tel.

a
D

know^n as Movietone 'was
named by William Fox, president of Fox Film Cor-

Wayne

Pierson,

Mgr.

vmx
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Plan National Survey
On Mechanical Music
(Continued from Pape
Jiiorc

"We

we

realize

musical tour of the world as a
special orchestral feature at the
Capitol.
Each week music appropriate to one country is selected.
Manager W. P. Wilson finds that the series has

this synchronization
genuine scientific achieve-

that

development is a
"But if the machines
ment." Weber saifl.
are used as a substitute for vocal and orchesIral music in the nation's theaters they will
constitute a serious menace to our cultural
growth.
And that, just at a time when
America has gained the rank of undoubted

made a

hit.

world center of music.

"Music
\hv

at

artist.

its
best reflects the mood of
You cannot mechanize an art.

synthetic harmony comes to supersede the
prrsonal service of musicians the public will
hr the loser.
The gain, if any. will be that
'il
tlie
theatrical entei-priser offering inferior
riifertaimnent for the old pr'ce of admission.
This would be especially unfortunate in view
of the fact that the motion picture theater
has been a great factor in promoting appreciation of fine orchestral music.
"Developments of recent years have given
the motion picture something approaching a
monopoly in the amusement field, and those
in control can do vast harm in the way of
vitiating the public taste.
"Tf machine-made music displaces thousands of players and singers, the individual's
incentive to improve his art
a condition very
necessary to artistic progress ^wi!l be minimized, and music will no longer have the
Any art is
cultural value it should possess.
dependent upon the number of its enthusiastic
executants and if their activity and interest are restricted by competition with machines, then in time their numbers will be
greatly reduced and we will have restriction
in
the art itself.
If

——

"Literally speaking the 'shadow and echo'
form of entertainment amounts to photographing a worker at his task and then comcompete for his livelihood
pelling him
to
A
with innumerable prints of the photo.
few
hundreds of artists singers, players
and even dancers could, in this way, substitute
for
thousands who now entertain

—

—

such an extreme development
should come whence, in the future, would
arise? Certainly few beginners
musical
talent
f
would feel inspired to pursue music as a
vocation if opportunity became so cramped.
"It is our immediate impression that the
welcome 'canned music,'
will
not
public
tie said. "Of course if the substitution could
be made gradually the quality of theater
nuisic might be debauched without any widespread public consciousness of the process.
endeavor to prevent
"This organization will
this creeping adulteration, and thus do the
art and the country a great service."

America.

If

In conclusion, Weber said substituting mechanical reproductions of
factory made art in place of personal
services of entertainers would make
the theater a lonesome place indeed.

fare is to be served
synthetically in future, the fjlarnor of
the theater will be considerably reduced, he asserted.
If

theatrical

See Musicians' Row
When Pacts Expire
(Continued from Pape

1)

B. &
mains practically imchanged.
K. show no disposition to adopt the
of

James

C.

Petrillo,

(Continued from Page

presi-

1)

port read before the stockholders
that he had effected savings of more
than $800,000 a year in operating
overhead.
Profits for the first 26
weeks of the year will be lower than
for the same period last year, he declared, but pointed out that the best
half of the year was to come.
The directorate was reduced from
16 to 15 with removal of ClifTord B.
Hawley, who represented E. B.
Smith and Co., Stanley's former

bankers.
No other changes were
Neither were officers nor directors for the new year elected, this
to take place at a meeting in New
York on July 27. Rbssheim stated

made.

tha* steps are now imder way to list
the Stanley stock on the N. Y. .Stock

Exchange.
Film rentals, he declared, were
sponsible

reduction

for

dend from $4

of

redivi-

the
its
subse-

and
r|uent discontinuance.
"These onerous contracts." he said, "will have
been worked out by Sept. 1 and your
officers are now engaged in the negoto

$,S

tiations for their film for the season
of 1928-1929 on terms which will be
more favorable to your company."

Since the last annual meeting the
following theaters have been acquired
either by fee or lease and are being
operated:
Erlancer. Philadelphia; Wynne, PhiladelAronomink. Pa.; Manor, Norwood Pa.; State, HartRoxy.
Baltimore;
ford,
Conn.:
Stanley.
Maple Shade, N. .T.: Stanley, Jersey City,
N. J.; Central, Jersey City, N. J.; National.
Jersey City; Ritz, Jersey City, N. J.; I.in
coin, Union County, N. J.; Roosevelt, Union
Opera J-fouse. Bayonne. N. J.
City, N. T.
Butler. Butler, N. J.; Oxford, Little Falls.
WellMontclair. Montclair. N. J.
N. J.
mont, Montclair, N. J.; Bellevue, Montclair.
alteraN. J.; while under construction or
preparatory to their operation are;
tion,
Philadelphia;

Kent,

phia;

Waverly,

;

;

;

State. Philadelphia;
Commo(Philadelphia):
Frankford
Circle,
dore,
Sedgwick. Uptown. Metropolitan and

Mastbaum. Philadelphia;

Philadelphia; Embassy, East
Stanley.
Pa.; Stanley Utica, N. Y.
Embassy, Atlantic City, N.
Buffalo, N. Y.
J.; Fabian, Hoboken, N. J.; Stanley. Bridgeton,
N. J.; Villa. CoUingdale. Pa., while
the Clark office building in Pittsburgh and
a commercial building in Troy, N. Y. are

Opera

House,

;

;

dent of the union, to keep the 12 finished.
musicians who were discharged, on
Hawley on His Own
the payroll by using them to augment
orchestras in other B. & K. houses.
C'liffoid B, Hawlev. who recently
It is understood that the orchestra
resigned as president of First National
at the Roosevelt has been giveiT two Pictures, Inc., has opened an office for
weeks' notice and that Vitaphone and corporate financing at 39 Broadway,
Movietone will supplant it.
New York.

West Coast at Visalia
Soon Ready
Site for a new $250.Cal.
Visalia,
ParkFrancisco—
San
The $300,000
selected by
side is expected to open Aug. 1. The 000 theater has been
theater located on Taraval St. be- West Coast Theaters, which built
tween Nineteenth and Twentieth the Tulare Playhouse, now owned
Aves. is to be operated by the Golden by Golden State. Work starts with$300,000 Parkside

—

_

State

Theater

Circuit.

in

three months.

(Continued from Pape

Coast,

announced.
being released are: "The
Jazz Singer," "Tenderloin," "Glorious Betsy," "The Lion and the
Mouse" and "Lights of New York."
Seven roadshow pictures being filmed are: "The Singing Fool," "The
Terror," "My Man," "The Redcemmg Sin," "Conquest," "The Home
Towners," and "Noah's Ark." Two
more specials, "The Desert .Song"

The

it

"Last

in

is

five

in

Command"

(Continued from Pape

1)

and "Is Everybody Happy." are

Overhead Expenses

I^iberty,

Vickers and the musicians' union re-

demand

Stanley Reduces

Asks $100,000 Damages

Five Talking Films

—

Vancouver
Calvin Winter
and His Capitolians conduct a

1)

are prepariiiK to install them.
are not opposed to talking movies

because

Warners Releasing

Musical Tours

Suit

I)

Wright,

has started a $100,00(1 darnage suit against Paramount, Kmil
Jannings and others.
In his action,
in which he seeks an accounting and
assignment of the profits, Jordansky
alleges that the picture is based on
his
story,
"Down on the Volga
River," submitted to the defendants
in September, 1927.

Pigeonholes Protest

"Hands Off"

In

preliminary stages of production.
Six of 18 Warner Winners to be
made with dialogue and sound effects have been completed.
They
are: "State Street Sadie," "Women

(Continued from

Pape

Policy
1

)

President Harry Taylor of the local
board has received a resolution drawn
up by the M. P. T. O. of Kan.sas
They Talk About," "The Midnight and Western Missouri and filed it
Tax," "Land of the Silver Fox," away, apparently to be forgotten. The
"Caught in the Fog" and "Beware resolution protested against the presof
Bachelors."
Other Vitaphoned ent uniform protection and zoning
Winners soon to go into production plan.
are:

"Kid Gloves," "From Headquar-

"Hard Boiled
Stolen Night," "She
Men," "No Defense," "Fancy

ters," "Stolen

Rose,"

Knew

Kis.ses,"

"One

Baggage," "The Greyhound Limited"
and "King of the Wilderness."

Remo
Dick

Remo,
Baby,"

Stars In

"Some Baby"

Lasiilee. director, and
who will be starred in
left

Washington

New York

last

Mario

"Some

night for

to shoot exteriors.

Westwood House Opens Aug.

30
Jersey Theatrical l'"nterpriscs,
Morris Kutinsky, president, will open
a new house in Westwood, N. J., on

New

Aug.

30.

France Joins Columbia
Pittsburgh D. C. France is
with Columbia Film S-ervice.

—

now

New Policy in Kingston
Kingston, N. Y. The Kingston
Operating Corp. has been formed to
take over the management of Reade's
Kingston and the Broadway.
The
change was made because of keen
competition and the resultant econ-

—

omy

in

management.

Every company ivill eventually
"go in" for

SOUND
For complete outline
of

number

of pictures,

types to be synchronized

with and without dialogue/^ivho's in 'em**

and ^^who*s got

*em**

see the

Sound Picture
issue oS

The Film Daily
Out July 22

^raj SBffi

T

r^

1

|tj

Something Ahsolu

An Instantaneous Hit at
Rivoli

& Rmlto Theatres. Nei
iSirtr/Youn
YOU/\/££l
NoMrBeadyforSi

I

atYourCdlumbii

!

I
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William Boyd
The Idol of
struck a note on the popularity scale that is music to the box-office.
Bill

BIG,

Boyd has

human

he-man,

that's Bill's

roles,

meat. Bill gets

his clothes soiled, his

hands

and face greasy— looks licked,
sometimes — but they love him
out front. Boyd typifies the
worker, labor, industry, progress, as does no other star,

and

one mighty good
why his acting and
/j reason
that's

personality tug at the heart
of Americans, builders.
Boyd

—

sure bet today
and
he's gaining new legions of friends.
They'd walk a mile to see Bill smile.

for

is

a

Keep your eye on this Pathe star
the new season
watch him as the

—

rookie cop, the hard-boiled leatherneck, the telephone linesman, the
construction worker, the aviation mechanic.
You'll be sitting pretty for a
clean-up if you book the new product
with Boyd in these two-fisted roles.

Boyd arhicvcd new
of popularity
*'Dre^*8 Parade".

heifihts

in

X

M. P. T. O.

Picks Toronto for National Convention
I

NEWSPAPER
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Are They ?
UNCERTAINTY

DALLAS CENSOR URGES
all

Exhibitors are at a

sides.

Added

in the dark.

to the specu-

on how best

utilize

to

sound in pictures are the

many

doubts over interchangeability.
Can Photophone pictures be
projected over Movietone appar-

and

atus

AGAINST CRIME FILMS

Producers are hitting

loss.

lation

on

vice

How

versa?

Dallas

on any crime films now current.

act

sound-on-film

Are they interchange-

systems.

What

methThese and others comods?
prise the questions heard wherAnd
ever sound is discussed.

able?

means every-

where.

They Should Be

producers, it is natural that the interchangeability wrinkle should end
up on this organization's doorstep.

A

carefully guarded statement was
It spoke
issued some weeks ago.

vaguely about showing other sound
pictures over W. E. apparatus and
responsibility for
something not clearly defined on the
lawyer prepared that
exhibitor.
statement.
Now, some little sleuthing uncovers, another policy is to be defined.

ought to

is

most earnestly appealing to you and
authorities of your producing unit
reduce the excessive output of pictures
depicting murder, bank robberies, criminal
(Continued on Page 4)

CHILD

nobody knows. What it
Sound
be we do know.

projector systems should be'
standardized and that means one
must be interchangeable with the

— Adoption

all-vaudeof big
local picture houses is indicated owing to the new law prohibiting children under the age of 16 from attending picture shows.
First house to discard pictures is
the Imperial, one of Montreal's largest, which has just reopened after
being dark for five weeks while impolicies

by

provements were
adopt

a

of

number

effected.

the Palace
Pantages vaudeville
that

are

tions

Ltd., assoof Western

EUGENE SPITZ BUYS 40

also
to

owing

Franklin Supervising
Keith Canada Interests

By Way

of Example
When you buy

a
not?
Radiola, you don't have to use
tubes, do you?
If you prefer a
Brunswick talking machine, what is
there to prevent your using Victor
records?
Or any one of several
gases in your car?
The results may not be alike, it is

RCA

but that, after all, is a consumer's, not a manufacturer's, probtrue,

KANN

M.
—
Keith's,

Franklin, manager
has been appointed
of B. F.
Canadian representative with superiContinuel on Page 4)

Ottawa

Another producer enters the soundpicture ranks with the formaliou ui
Parkell Corp. by Eugene Spitz, who
has purchased rights to more than 40
stage plays, musical comedies and
dramas, all written by Adolf Phillip
and Jean Briquet, for immediate production.
The Western Electric recording system will be used for making these sound films.
The plays will be produced as features and shorts and it is understood
a national organization will handle
distribution.

J.

F.N.PLAN8TW00II THREE

SOUND SPECIALS MONTHLY

—Two

or three sound
specials a month will be offered by
First National beginning Sept. 1.
Ned Depinet, general sales manager,
(.Continued or Page 4)

Minneapolis

16-18 Dates for Meeting;
Preliminary Activities Begin

Oct.
40

Fox

Major

Releasing

Is

Product Three Ways to
Suit All Accounts
Meeting the requirements of three
distinct types of exhibitor customers.
Fox is preparing to make available
three sets of prints on many of its

more important 1928-1929 releases beginning with "Mother Knows Best."
A silent picture will go to exchanges for theaters not equipped
A synchronized
handle sound.
print, containing a musical score but
no dialogue, is the second. The third
combination of synchronized
is
a
musical score and dialogue.
This is one indication of the
rapidity with which sales plans for
next season are being altered to meet
new conditions created by advent of
sound pictures.
to

MOYIETONHIIES
U.S.INTO 12 ZONES

Expectawill

At this house a fullthe situation.
sized stage is under construction.

other.

lem.

company

ciate
Electric.

PLAYS FOR SOUND FILMS

AHENDANCE BAN

CAUSING POLICY CHANCES

picture

Why

Movietone in
handled by

Canada will
Northern Electric,
be

am

the

A

it

Installation of

other

ville

Sitting pretty much atop of the
Way
heap is Western Electric.
ahead of its nearest competitor by
force of contracts with important

What

Handling Movietone

Part of the letter follows:
to
to

Montreal

left

PRINT PROBLEM RAISED
BY SOUND FILM VOGUE

of the disc

in these days, that

cleverly

Price 5 Cents

1928

producers to desist
stories depicting crime, Mrs.

Ethel
Boyce, Dallas censor, has
written to executives at New York
and Hollywood. She claims that pictures in which crime is featured are
Mrs.
distasteful to Dallas patrons.
Boyce did not indicate that she would

"I

other

about the

— Asking

making

18,

New

Theaters in 37
Eastern States in June

Costing $5,664,800, 40 new picture
theaters were announced for 37 Eastern states in June, the F. W. Dodge
reports
to
Corp.
DAILY. The new structures \yill
represent floor space approximating
470,700 sq. ft.
Seventeen theaters of the split
policy and straight legit type were
This group
placed in construction.
will cost $2,020,000.

THE FILM

Toronto has been selected as the
convention citv for the 1928 conclave
At a meeting
of the M.P.f.O.A.
held in the King Edward Hotel, officials of the U. S. and Canadian organizations unanimously picked Toronto and Oct. 16, 17 and 18 as the

Division of the United States into
12 zones for distribution of Movie-

convention an outstanding gathering.
(Continued

on Page 4)

by

Fox general

James

sales

R.

manager.

Key points, where prints will be
stored, inspected and shipped are:
San

Francisco,

Seattle,

Cleveland,

Boston,

Washington, Dallas, Chicago,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, Indianapolis,

New York

and Omaha.

supervisor of Fox
operations, has been appointed supervisor of booking and
Movietone feature
of
distribution

H.
exchange
E.

Collins,

prints.

Barnstyn Sailing with
Gothams for Abroad
Having closed for Gotham 19281929 product for foreign markets, J.
O. Barnstyn sails for the Continent
He
Friday night on the Olympic.
will be gone several months and, on
his return, will move into new quarters at 1650 Broadway.

meeting dates.

Arrangements were perfected
whereby the Canadian theater owners will join with other film and civic
interests in Toronto to make the

announced

tone is
Grainer,

Alicoate Returns

W.

publisher of
returned to
New York yesterday on the lie de
France from a seven weeks' trip to
England and the Continent.

John

THE FILM

.Micoatc.

DAILY,

\
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3^il
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Imperial Chain of Six

Acquired by

—

XIV Hi. is WiiMS«v,

Vil.

Iriy II.

1128

Prici S Ciits

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

PUBLISIEI

lOIN W. ALICOATE

Bal.

Con.
do

(c)
(s)
(s)

East.

Seat.
6s 36

.

.
.

High

Low

30
99 !4

29'A
99

Fm.

Ind.

pfd.

Kodak

23 y,
23
172
172

(h) Keiths 6s 46.. 93"
(s) Loew's Inc.
S2'A
101
(s)
do pfd.
*
rts.
deu.
(c) do
(h)
do 6s 41ww.
do 6s41x-war. lOQ'A
(b)
25 -4
(s) M-G-M
pfd.
..
8
(s) M. P. Cap.
(s) Oiph. Cir.
... 18^
pfd.
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80
(s)
127/
(s) Para. F-L
du
6s
47.. 99
(b)
(b) Par.ByfSKsSl. 102
(s) Pathe
5/8
do "A' "... ISH
(<)

225.

'(b)

THE

—

—

Keller-Dorian in 2 Deals
with French Producers
Paris

— Cineronians

Co.

will

erect

a new studio where Keller-Dorian will produce short reels in
color, for distribution through Cinero-

and finance
mans.

The

latter,

it

is

understood,
features

on

use color in three
each year's schedule.
Pathe Consortium has contracted
Keller-Dorian color in Pathe
for
Revue and in other subjects.
will

do

(c)
•(s)
(s)
(c)

Film

.

pfd.
Insp.

First Nat. pfd.

Intern.

Proj..
.

.

.

.

K

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

do

7s

.

37...

Roxy "A"
do units
do com.

.

.

.

.

.

104
7554
23J4 25

2.166
4,600

.

.

(c)
(o)

.

2,800

100/ 100/

400

United Art.

.

.

(o) Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd.
(o)
"(e) Univ. Pict. .
do pfd.
(s)
Bros.,
(c) Warner
(s)
do "A"

100
25

107M
100/

.

.

8
18

8
18

80

80

500
800
200

98/

lom

4

102

b

5

11,300
1,700

18^
66/

6%
39
38 /g

ii"

15

2
75

85"

Houses Change

—

Birmingham. Ala. Renovation of
two local theaters, which changed
names and ownership over the past
will be commenced imErmediately, for early opening.
langer interests have leased the Jefferson, which reopens on Oct. 1 as

the

Co., former owneroperator of the Jefferson, has secured the Pantages. formerly called

Brown Parkes

Roadshows, musical and
the Bijou.
pictures, will be offered at the Krlanger.
Proctor House Closing
Avenue,
New
Fifth
York, has closed for the first time
22 years.

made

the

After improvements arc

house will open early

in

c-o

NEVER

DISAPPOINT'

Cpiflw FILM

Prices Slashed at Hartford

—

fn:i»j:fiU<]'i
Improve Grand

—

INCORPORATED

at Lancaster

Lancaster, Pa. Permit has been
granted to the Stanley Co. for extensive alterations of the Grand on
North Queen St. to cost $45,000.

220 WEST 42^-^ STREET

NEW YOPK

Phone: WISconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

reopened his house here.

'.'.'.".

17/
97
36

42/

2,200
4,000

122/3

....

3414
41

(Z

(b)

Cuih Market.
Over the O^unter CBid and Asked).
(s) Stock Exchange.
;OTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

(c)

Skouras, St.

Louis;

MOYiKimvE:

Philadelphia.

P-S Employees Organize
N. C. For the purpose
promoting good fellowship, the

Raleigh,
of

Stanley,

Publi.v-Saenger

Employees'

Who

Recrea-

tional Club, composed of attaches of
the State, .Superba, Palace and Capitol here, has been formed and held
its

first

Invented

outing at the Antone farm.

I nn-ari'iiiin

BLIZZARD SALES

^
^P

Movietone

*

wmtsusKfq

i

fc

CO OMAHA

rv/imiiiui/Mmmm/MM/,f///////,////f////f//////,/,/

Let Us Solve Your Problems

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

n

Theodore W. Case, 'who began his experiments as early
as 1909 'While a student at
Yale. Much oC the subsequent
\—^ development of Movietone
was done by Earl Sponable,
technical director ofi Fox
Movietone

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N. Y. C.

c

—

September.

Stebbins,

—

Box No. M-300
Film Daily, 1650 B'way. N. Y. C.

*WE

Hartford, Conn. Top prices at the
Capitol and Parsons' theaters have
been reduced.

Proctor's

in

——

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.

•

week-end,

Erlanger-Jefferson, while the A.

—

shots
scenics
novelties
events
oddities

anything unusual with audience value.
Submit descriptive list and footage to

The purchase price is reGrand.
ported at $600,000.
Sam E. Lind, president of Imperial, is retiring from the business to
devote all his time to investment interests.
The Weller, Grand and
Schultz are to be remodeled.

(o)

Two Birmingham

film

— sports— current

—

"m

....
....

(c-b) do 6}4s 28.

Unusual

Gardner Reopens House
Neosho, Kan. Hugh Gardner has

38^^

7/

WANTED

president and Caldwell H. Brown
general manager.
The theaters, all
local houses, are: Liberty, Weller,
and
Imperial
Quimby,
Schultz,
is

4,600

9854

4
16

5

42 J4

2

1,400

125^ 127/

Co.

"Tempest" Stays at Embassy
Extending its original ten weeks
lease on the Embassy, "Tempest"
will be held several weeks longer.

.

25

3i

36^

...

15

31

39H

"i

93
52'A

30/

.

13

93"
51/

Trans-Lux

'

500
200

75

29"
37

'266

'ioo

3/8

5/

Bros..
Stanley Co.
Tt'chnicolor
(o)
Skoiiras

20

23
172
128

wvl 16m

.

1.600

3A

3/8

Fox Fm. "A" 76
Fox Thea. "A" 25 54

*(c)

Sales

74/
13^

& Katz..

Published daily except Saturday and iiolidays
•t 16S0 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and tilm
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
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post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free)
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Filmday.
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London Ernest W. Fredman, The
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Close
30
99

Brown

Imperial Theater
Zanesville, O.
Co., embracing six houses, has been
acquired by the Brown Theatrical
Co., of which Frank M. Ransbottom

1928

18,

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

^•X

FIRST AND FOREMOST

IN

SOUND ON FILM

n

PARAMOUNT NEWS
scores another beat!
First Actual Pictures of

NOBILE
RESCUED!
Including scenes on Citta di Milano

lowing

fol-

thrilling rescue; also shots

of Italia rescue operations

on the screen
fnesday Afternoon, July 17th
Available to subscribers at

no extra

cost

z^m m
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Dallas Censor Urges
GERMAN
Against Grime Films

Hollywood

(Continued from Page 1)
and the underworld in general.
This unusual step on my part is in response
to the

OF COAST PRODUCTION

petrators

Bachmann,

B. F.

(Continued from Page

has been appointed
He will
director of sound efTects.
be in charge of all technical work
on Paramount's sound picture program.

Roy Pomeroy

of

convention
have charge of

special
will

committee

and

details.

F. N. Plans Sound
Specials Monthly

Schoedsack- Cooper Back from Africa
Refusing any information concerning the "mystery film" they have
brought back from Africa, Ernest
Cooper,
Miriam
Schoedsack and
makers of "Chang," yesterday ar-

(Continued from Page 1)
revising sales plans as a result
of the recent deal with Western
Electric and is now mailing to all
exchanges the company's new schedis

ule with sound.
All specials will

to cut

be

synchronized

except "The Butter and

and assemble the picture.

Kenyon Signed
Doris Kenyon has been signed

1)

the national board of
directors and national executive committee are auxiliary members of the

Members

G.

Zeidman and David

Paramount studio

murder

The

crimes.

these

of

For National Meet

O. Selznick.

rived at the

is

Oct. 16-18 Dates

duction, coincidental with the promotion of several supervisors to the
The
rank of associate producers.
new associate producers are: B. P.
J.

the local public

vengeance reeking] films are demoralizing
and unedifying entertainment and the bold
expose of both God's laws and man's not to
take life is being commonized."

B. P. Schulberg, associate producer
at raraniount, has been advanced to
general manager of West Coast pro-

Lighten,

th.it

(Continued from Page

Brook, William Powell and Evelyn
Brent are other principals.

Keith

vision over all
the Dominion.

make

Vidcr, Brooks Returning
Florence Vidor, now in Europe,
will return from her vacation late in
Louise Brooks, in New
August.
York for the past two weeks, is now
on her way back to begin work on

his

ing as

1)

of Keith's.

change in the personnel of
Keith and Orpheum houses are conit

Ramsaye

"The Canary Murder Case."

in

Barthelmess Back
Richard Barthelmess has returned
from his yachting vacation and is in
story conferences with John Francis
Dillon, Henry Hobart, producer, and
Bradley King, writer, on "Scarlet
Seas," which will go into production

understood.

is

to

Make Changes

Pathe Review Contents

New

typographical dress, in addition to many innovations in its contents, will be given Pathe Review by
Terry Ramsaye, editor, commencing

with No. 35, released Aug.
old
"stodgy" roster will
modernized.

26.

The

become

within ten days.
Schildkraut Going Abroad

Rudolph Schildkraut leaves Holly-

wood

shortly for an eight months'
professional visit to Europe.
He
will return to the stage in a new
Berlin production and also act in pictures.

Thomas Meighan Coming East
Thomas Meighan will leave this
week for his Long Island summer

Edition of "Lilac Time"
The play by Jane Cowl and Jane
Murfin which First National has produced as "Lilac Time," has been
novelized by Guy Fowler and Grossett & Dunlap are publishing it in
a motion picture edition.

=

SALE!=^

Financing
Flatiron Building

New York

ideas

to the
ultimate benefit of the financial situation, according to Frederick Zelnik,
of Berlin, director of First National

German production.
"German films react upon

the vaindustries which supply articles necessitated in everyday life,"
Zelnik points out.
"So far as the
actual results of German-American
cooperation go, the first results were
looked at with a certain pessimism.
The problem developed at that time
has now been solved favorably, and
the
facts
estabhshed during this
period have justified the cooperative

BUY/BUILD, LEASE

rious

measures."

Portland House Ready

—

Portland, Ore. With all stores and
offices already occupied,
Olympian
Investment Co. is preparing for the
premiere performance at the new
$125,000 Capitol.

Buy

— Israel

&

Jacobson have
taken over the Peoples at 47th and
Ashland.

Waverley

AND FINANCE, THEATRE,
OFFICE AND MERCANTILE
BUILDINGS

BOOKING OFFICE
''The End of
ST. PETERSBURG'*
and

"DAWN"
°"
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Peoples, Chicago

They
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also

operate

of

Nurse Cavell

Hammerstein Theatre Bldg.
Broadway, New York City

1697
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Col.

the

8380
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Waverley and Halsted
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Mgr.
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SUPERVISION

PLAYED BY THE BEST

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC

"The Mating Call," Meighwas completed Sat-

an's current film,

GEORGE WINKLER

THEATRES EVERYWHERE

STANDARD

urday.

MOVIE CAMERA
Holda 16 Feet Film—Cane 6 Magazines
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

WANTED

PIPE

ORGAN

for

Motion

Picture

|

Theatre.
*

*

a motion

picture camera

can operate
jpen air

for

theatrt

'Phone Circle 6892

W.,

207

W.

S7th

$29.SO

•

PROJECTIONIST, who

S.

change of goods and

ROSENBAUM

L. N.

in

No

templated,

in

Sts.

interests

He will continue to
headquarters here, remain-

manager

of

an intensifying of production there,
with the product given a better place
on the world market, and the ex-

Egg Man."

Franklin Supervising
Keith Canada Interests

to

play the wife in "Interference." Clive

home.

The recent American financing
German industry has resulted

the

Chicago

Doris

Detroit Opening Sept. 8
Detroit
Opening of the new Fo
house is reported set for Sept. 8. Th
theater and office building will cos
$10,500,000 and have 5,047 seats.

vigorously

asainst further exhibition of such films because they are influencing the youths of the
Most of these picaudience disastrously.
tures suggest the commitment of crime and
extreme indifference is manifested by the per-

MADE GENERAL MANAGER

Fineman, Louis D.

fact

.I92t

—

INDUSTRY

AIDED BY U. S. MONEY

frameups

18,

St.,

N

Y.

C.

|

110 West

32'*St,NewyorK.ay

PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

•*

Z/niversammLEQ. Cartoon.

—

Governor Backs
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Police in Mechanical

Row
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Watch
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ness

sound
!

many

It

WALKER SEES FORMER

picture

angles in your

so

in this

country, that, except for

vague hit-and-miss discussion,
foreign markets have been left

a

out of the running.

is

Which is
the man

just as well, for wise

indeed

who

can pre-

sage what is going to happen
here without diagnosing the future abroad. It has been figured
that dialogue naturally will flop

non-English speaking countries, but that music, being inThat's
ternational, will click.
in

true,

WORK NOW UNNECESSARY

but

Parceled Rights

West

Coast

THE FILM
— "The
former

Bureau,

Los Angeles

DAILY
phase

of my activity as representative of
exhibitors is now unnecessary and
that is due to your activity in the industry," said Mayor James J. Walker to Will H. Hays, in speaking at
the dinner tendered New York's chief
executive by the Ass'n of M. P.

{Continued on Page

the practice of piecemealing forrights
on popular numbers.
eign
Germany and
England,
France,
others are usually sold separately.
Which means that, while a producer
buys American rights, a tax must be
In some cases, the
faced abroad.
producer will pay it. On others, the
exhibitor.
The point is, however,
that the producer should be a very
cautious person when he closes for
He may be taking
musical rights.
on less than a bargain than he
thinks.

No Maybes

for its sound picture recording.
minimum of 18
features will be made for next
season, via the photographic
or sound-on-film system.

A

TCHAW

TO SPEND

$5OO,O00jOR SOUND

HEADQUARTERS

IN L. A.

Winfield Sheehan has secured the
services of J. J. McCarthy who leaves
for the coast soon to make his future headquarters at the Fox studio.

With three houses already fully
equipped and operating with sound
pictures. Universal will invest approximately $500,000 in installing
equipment in other houses.
The Kenosha, Kenosha, Wis., CapGrand Island, Neb., and the
ital,
(Continued on Page

McCarthy's duties, according to
Sheehan, will be concerned with the

7)

E FOR IS

"bo.x-office success" of future Fox
Further than that Sheehan
pictures.
McCarthy for years
refuses to go.

Roxy

it?

Looping the Loop
In Chicago, the first two Fox pictures to play the loop are doing
very nicely, thank you. "The Street

again.

When

(Continued on Page

Mayor

England

the

most of the theaters.
(Continued on Page 7)

policy at

7)

Baker Denies Musicians Plea
'

To Dismiss

St.

Schenck Signs Reinhardt
to Direct for U. A.

Louis

Officials

—

Louis Gov. Sam Baker of Mishas rejected request of the
Musicians' Mutual Benefit Ass'n that
he remove the board of police commissioners here for alleged persecution of union musicians in their campaign against mechanical music.
The musicians' petition followed
St.

souri

Angel" is in its third week at the
Paris— Max Reinhardt has signed
Garnishing plenty of with Joseph M. Schenck to join
McVickers.
jack.
At the Roosevelt, "Sunrise" United .Artists in the fall. He will
is making the old till resound to the
make a film with Lillian Gish.
steady clink of good old American Schenck, now on a tour of Europe,
dollars.
will next visit Salzburg, and then arrest of several of their members
So Bill Fox and his disciples wax Moscow, where he will negotiate for who were picketing theaters which
the showing of American films in have replaced orchestras with memerry. Wouldn't you?

KANN

Russia.

Broadway

stage plays

planned by a group of New York
producers headed by Al Woods,
William Brady, and the Shuberts with
three others in the offing.
Vocafihn
will be used exclusively, it is underis

plan as now outlined calls for
playing of these attractions in
Shubert and other "legit." houses
throughout the country simultaneously with the New York run.
It is planned to make a picture of
each entire show deemed suitable for
talking picture purposes, shooting the
production on the theater stage.
In plugging the pictures, emphasis
will be placed on the fact that the
show which is playing locally at nominal admissions is costing New York
patrons top Broadway prices.
One result of such a project will
be the narrowing of the market for
future films based on stage plays as
this combination will control much
the

of the

Eighteen Publix theaters in New
will open with Vitaphone
during July, August and early Sep"Tendertember, changing weekly.
Louis -Strict enforcement of loin," "Glorious Betsy" and "The
St.
introduce
existing Sunday "blue" laws is now Lion and the Mouse" will
threatened

Production of talking picture versions of their

cream

of the "legit" output.

MORE PU6LIX HOUSES INTERNATIONAL TAUREE

successfully has been handling road
shows for major producers.

Sunday Closing Fight
Looming at St. Louis

Throughout Country

The

7)

J.J.MCCAR1HYT0F0X;

Vocafilm Versions To Be
Shown Simultaneously

stood.

—

did about
Angel,"
Street
which, incidentally, is one of our pet
In a recent week with a
pictures.
mediocre attraction, the same theThe picture
did
ater
$65,000.
doesn't make much difference, does

In four days, the
on "The
$80,000

Sound

tem

that Walkindividual,
has been the greatest help to the industry and also been of "invaluable
service to me."
He recalled that six

year ago Walker "went up and down
the land offering genuine protests as
representative of exhibitors."
Tribute to Cecil B. DeMille was

Set on

Universal has determined to
use the Western Electric sys-

Hays told the gathering
more than any other

American music publishers indulge
in

"U"

Producers.
er,

Cents

STAGE GROUP PLANS
TALKING FILMS OF SHOWS

life.

Everybody has been so closely
concerned with the development

5

N.Y.

busi-

You never saw

Price

1928

19,

(Cmitinued on Page

7)

MUSIC TO BE OffERED
World Wide Music Corp. will
soon be in position to offer producers a music library for scoring
which will be proof against foreign
copyright restrictions, according to
Irving Mills, who heads the newcompany.
For several weeks. Mills

states, his

organization has been compiling a
works
orchestrated
of
catalogue
which may be used in scoring pictures without danger of la^ysuit when
the pictures are exhibited in Europe.
To this list will be added compositions by composers who are being
(Continued on Page 7)

Circuit in Mass. Signs
for Vitaphone-Movietone

G-B

—

Contracts have
Springfield. Mass.
been signed for the installation of
Vitaphone and Movietone in 11 the(Continued on Page

7)

THE

-S&^

DAILV

Ahead Again

Seattle

which

Seattle,

fourth place for
National's summer billing drive, won
first place during the fifth week of
That exchange is ten
the drive.
Priti5C«iU points ahead of its nearest competitor, San Francisco, which holds secPIBLISBER ond place.
Other top e-xchanges, in
the order of their standing, from third
to si.xth place, are: Buffalo, Omaha,
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tions
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—

Berlin

I.

.

— Lichtbild-buehoe,
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52^
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Busse

37

39

38^
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district,

Extended Run for Dix Film
picture,
sound
Dix's
"Warming Up," now at the Paramount, will move into the Rivoli on
Saturday for an indefinite run. "The
be

will

switched

to

the

Movietone For Aster
is installing Movietone

M-G-M

•

3!/a

100
300
2,100
....
6,900
s

7,300

tion

is

closed

"The

complete.

Sunday

Probe

5

88

4

Curb Market.
Over the (Counter (Bid and Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
lOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

—

Bell & Sloan Get House
Apex, N. C. The Carolina has
been taken over by Bell & Sloane.
J. M. Herndon was the former owner.

—

=

Trail of '98"

bombing

of

N.

C.

Philadelphia.

—The

the
(

)

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

(

)

n

|7#X
MOVIKl^.VE

F"--

—

Gets Mississippi Theater
Holly Springs, Miss. The Rex
was bought recently by Peck Childs.

Who

developed

MOVIETONE

A•

Front 1918 to 19X6 Theodore W. Case at the Case
Research Laboratory in
Auburn, N.Y. In May 1926,
William Fox, President of
the Fox Film Corp., sensing
the tremendous possibilities
in the ivorlc being done by
Case and Sponable, undertook to develop for the

—

Williams

Here

E. W. Hammons,
President of
Educational, and J. D. Williams,
arrived in New York last night from
Euror)e, on the Olympic.

&

(

J

f

)

Interests Acquire Peoples'
The Peoples' theater is
the property of Jessel & Israel,
will operate.
I.

—

Chicago

now
who

BOOKING OFFICE
''The End of
ST. PETERSBURG''

motion picture industry

(

;

(

,

(

)

(

)

1

)

sound on film. Ho'w -well
he has succeeded the com-

and
Opera

House, Henderson, N. C, the Strand,
GafiFney, .S. C, and the Buffalo, Buffalo, S. C, have been purchased by
Eaves Theaters, Inc. The Henderson house was owned by Donald M.
Eaves, while the Gaffney and Buffalo houses were owned by Mrs. L.
D. Eaves.

for

rigan.

Three More For Eaves
Charlotte,

-

"Chi"

at

Chicago

J.

17,100

(o)

Stanley,

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Hale dancers.

(c)

Louis;

AMALGAMATED

at

Houses Switch
M. Corbett, formerly
manager of the Ambassador, has resigned to manage the Capitol.
M.
Shepherd has resigned at the Highland and is succeeded by M. CorManagers

Hammons and
400

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.

St.

manager.

"Gamby" in 12 Publix Units
Publix will produce a series of 12
stage productions with the Gamby-

(b)

Skouras,

is

Attractions

Louis Bombing
St. Louis police are

the

first.

—

Charlotte,

— East

investigating

the

"Deported" to FoUowr "Revenge"
Ed'ivin Carewe will direct Dolores
Hodges Managing Strand
del Rio in "Deported," which will
.Atlanta
Jack
Hodges is now follow "Revenge."
Miss del Rio
managing the Strand at Winter leaves Hollywood for New York
Haven and is advertising manager next month and will then sail for
of the Williamson of the same city. Europe.

night.

St.

laise.

features for independent rethe name Henry Fa"Yours to Command" will be

using

600
....

....
....

17/.
97
38 '/i
36/,
125
125

Bennett Brandon

ries of
leases,

5

S

i%

15

ration.

>

.

38/,

84

W.

director is Ralph
Latham, president of the corpo-

York, for use with
"White Shadows of the South Seas,"
which will open as soon as installa-

Washington, 817 Trendley Ave. William Markuly and John Manol, own2,100
ers of the house, attributed the in166 cident to business rivals.
.

The managing

8.

New

Astor,

the

St. Loui.s
2,000
5,500

1.,

derone Circuit of Hempstead, has
been taken over by the Mineola Theater Corp. and will re-open on Aug.

Marquis Falaise in Pictures
Marquis de la Falaise, Gloria
Swanson's husband, will make a se-

that City.

Metropolitan.

at the

Richard

. .

.

.

*

.

L.

Buys Columbia House
N. C. The Columbia,
San An- Columbia, S. C, which has been optonio, Fort Worth and Houston, for erated by Propst & Brown, has been
Hyman Maurice, musical taken over by B. W. Wayland, forPublix.
Worth, succeeds merly connected with the Rivoli in
the
director
of
luxe theaters in the Te.xas
inchiding houses at Dallas,

, ,

....

(o) Technicolor
5
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3*^
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do pfd.
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Supervisor
Houston Henry Busse, for the
past seven months musical director
of the Metropolitan, has been appointed musical supervisor for de

Rialto.

Close

Acquire Mineola House
at Mineola,
formerly operated by the Cal-

The Mineola Theater,

IS'ZS

19,

—

Made Musical

104

*(c) Intern. Proj.
•(b) Keiths 6s 46..
(s)
(s)
(c)
(b)
(b)
(s)
(s)
(s)

Low
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Financial
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Send the following message,

To Mr.

Exhibitor:

The

season

is

promises cut into
If pages

with 92-karat promises. Promises offered in gaudy

rife

many

settings,

facets, scintillating in brilliant tints!

upon pages of

work and unique en-

printers' ink, impressive art

graving make a promise worthy of

its

bond, then Glory Hallelujah

1

exhibitors

of America are in for 600 certified box-office winners, at least 150 surefire spe-

and not

cials,

a single flop!

Nevertheless, a promise IS worth something

makes

it.

The

sensible exhibitor

made by

perity on the promises

knows

this,

—depending,

and builds

producer living up to
In this very
It has

his

spirit,

a

hope of future pros-

his

is

based on the likelihood of the

agreements.

Gotham

presents

scoured the country for the best

engagement of

who

Whether printed matter runs

reliable producers.

to acreage or a single page, the exhibitor's reaction

of course, on

number

its

line-up of product for 1928-1929.

stories.

It has

already contracted for the

of the foremost box-office stars.

It

and studio personnel who have been responsible for such

has retained directors

first

run successes

as

"HELLSHIP BRONSON," "UNITED STATES SMITH," "BARE KNEES,"
"SAN FRANCISCO NIGHTS," "THE GIRL FROM RIO," "THE SATIN

WOMAN" and others.
last five

points with pride to

its

record of achievements in the

years and the certainty of future delivery based

With
fident

It

you

this in

mind, Gotham

invites

on

this record.

your attention to the following pages, con-

will find therein a guide to profitable

bookings for 1928-1929.

GOTHAM PHOTOPLAYS CORPORATION

Am Tm
ii

"TIMES SQUARE"
By Norman Houston
Now
First

preparation and being directed by Joseph Boyle, recent
National director of such hits as "Dance Madness,"
in

"Broadway Nights" and "Tom Boy."

"THE BOWERY"
By Harry O. Hoyt
Harry O. Hoyt will be remembered for his screen epic released by First National "The Lost World," and many other
outstanding photoplay successes.
"The Bowery" treats of what
was once the most wicked street in America, when the popular
song was "The Sidewalks of New York."

"AMONG MY SOUVENIRS"

LIONEL BARRYMORE

Leslie and Horatio Nichols
Based on the outstanding song hit sweeping the nation
through victrola records, radio, orchestras and stages, deftly
woven into a beautiful heart-interest story.

By Edgar

America's premier dramatic star, who has
completed one of the greatest roles of his
career

"THE RIVER WOMAN,"

in

Gotham

sjiecial

"A
A

subtle

new

the

of

first

season.

MODERN SAPPHO"
By Seville
drama catering

men and women

"ACCUSING FINGERS"

Dorian
to

the

hidden

desires

the world over.

A

—a

"ACROSS THE FOOTLIGHTS"
#/|

By Ca|>tain Ira Longtvorth

of

—

big-city

police

captain.

by one who knows
Capitalize your

of

for
in

"GOOD-BYE BROADWAY"

stage

the

retired

chances of a police tie-up on this one!

By Rita Larchman
A peep behind the scenes into the private life
an actress a daring screen conception that is set
tremendous success because of the public interest

breathless crook-mystery story

By Valor Pennington

"FLAPPERS MUST LIVE"
By Mayme Mi{{ard

The
done

Get the youth of the American family and you get
whole family.

—

a

last

word

in

modern

New York

nightlife

an entirely new way. Heart-ache and laughter
tear and a chuckle for every mood
in

the

"MOTOR MADNESS"
By Qerald Beaumont
The uncanny knowledge of human action that made Gerald
Beaumont one of the most widely enjoyed authors in America,
insures

a

speedy feature and

patron

puller.

"SOMETHING TO LOVE"
By Adele

Buffington

Heart-interest
By the author of one of Gotham's greatest
1927-28 successes, "Bare Knees"
a tender, human screen-story
of the type that provides sure fire entertainment.
!

—

"KNEE HIGH"
By M. Stephens and C.
A worthy

sequel

hilarious comedy
legs in the state.

to

woven

B.

Dawson

run success, "Bare Knees."
A
around a girl with the most beautiful

the

first

CHARLES DELANEY
The
Sally
Silent
al

in

pleted.

successful

feature

player

of

"Frisco

Levy," "Silent
Power" and "The
Avenger" gives an outstanding portray"THE RIVER WOMAN," now com-

i

Tii

i

i

r

i

l if

M

'

ii

BffiiT

i

nitr ,

!

"RED VELVET"
By
The
special

Brown

Beth

now being made into a
Norma Shearer, of "Apand many other popular novels,

celebrated author of "Ballyhoo."

by

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

for

plause." "Little Girl Blue"
has fashioned here an unusual tale
of lights

around

a

gaming

table.

amid the hypnotic glow
unusual love conflict theme.

set

An

"CIRCUS LOVE"
By Courtney

Riley Cooper

Adapted from the magazine story "Sisters of the Air." There
is
no writer in America better known than Courtney Riley
Cooper, a Saturday Evening Post author.
His readers, who
run into the miUions, will find here a story full of the poignant
so widely read.

drama and humor which has made him

JACQUELINE LOGAN

"PAJAMAS FOR TWO"

Starred by Paramount. De MUle and Pathe
the screen's biggest productions, lends
in
charm and dramatic interest to
piquant
Gotham's current special. "THE RIVER

By Harold Shumate
big

Furiously funny farce by the versatile author of
"The River Woman."

Gotham's

special.

V^OMAN"

'A'OMAN'

•

mmpleted.

:

"THE GIRL FROM ARGENTINE"

"SAN FRANCISCO AFTER DARK"

By
A

The showmanship instinct that has created such
successful specials as "Hellship Bronson" and "United
States Snuth." and the other Shumate smashes here
reveals a bizarre, realistic story of modern Frisco
that is bound to appeal.

"VIOLENCE"
By Norman Houston
A smashing
the

"LAW OF THE BLUE RIDGE"

indictment

of

motion picture
Norman Houston.

famous

porter.

By
The yearning

K. T. Kelsona

legitimate successor to the box-office winner. "The
Girl from Rio." with all the glamor and exotic passion
of a Latin-American love theme.

By Harold Shumate

crime
writer

and criminals by
and ex-police re-

"UNDERWORLD LOVE"

Allen Swinburne
human quality that made

"Tol'able
sensational pictures in the

By Qregory Lang

David" one of the most
history of motion pictures will be found in this brand
new story of the mountain country.

Love

among

thieves
hold the interest
pictures are shown.

will

— two
of

universal

human

themes that
wherever

beings

"MOTHERS OF TODAY"
By Henry

Q. Lloyd

heartgigantic appeal to the mothers of America in a
with the
interest story that contrasts the mothers of today
mothers of yesterday.

A

"HOMELESS PARENTS"
By Qerald Beaumont
Adapted from the "Red Book" magazine story. "The Trouper."
To be backed up by one of the greatest exploitation tie-ups in
screen history with insurance companies and banks throughout

—

the country

"THE FIRE CALL'
By Adele

Buffington

action picture from first to last, with a "natural" tie-up
tha will mean the exploitation help of every
with
Ith the fire-chiefs that
fire-house in America!

An

JOSEPH HENABERY
with Douglas

Noted

for his diiectorial efforts

Fairbanks and the late Rudolph Valentino
STATES
and the Gotham special. "UNITED

SMITH"
is

and

"HELLSHIP BRONSON.

an assurance of better craftsmanship.

PRODUCTIOMS

Our Pledge
REALIZE

I

only too well the responsibility of making a promise
to exhibitors who have made

Gotham's success

possible

by

their

diligent support these past five years.

At

this

time of the year,

tures are

still

when

pic-

in the oflfing, I shall

not insult the exhibitor's intelligence
by telling him precisely how each
picture will turn out. But if past
performances stand for anything; if
five years of consistent growth and
progress mean anything; if the development of a high-class producing
personnel, studio technicians and the
most popular fiction writers of the
day have any bearing on future results, then
has the foundation upon which the 1928-1929

GOTHAM

structure

of box-office entertainment has a great start. To build for
the essential prosperity of exhibitors,
I sincerely pledge myself.

EXHIBITORS have been telling
me

for a number of years running that Gotham Productions have made money for them.
Comments of this kind are the priceless pearls that keep a producer digging to deserve them. Thus, I have
every incentive in the world to bend
every effort to maintain the reputation that

Gotham

hibitor's
privilege.

goes to

problem

To

make

It

my own

will be a

guarantee the best that
a picture successful at

—

box-office
from the moment
we cast the stars until that time
when we co-operate by launching

the

enterprising exploitation and advertising campaigns
will be my stern
endeavor.
This, I can sincerely
guarantee.

—

President,

GOTHAM PHOTOPLAYS CORP.

has established.

both good business and a complimentary trust. To make each exis

Vice-President,

GOTHAM PHOTOPLAYS CORP.

Distributed

By

GOTHAM PHOTOPLAYS CORR
1650

BROADWAY

NEW YORK
Foreign Rights

British

and Continental Trading Co.,
1540

J.

C. Barnstyn, President

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

CITY

'

hutsday, July

1928

19,

Vitaphone For 18
Offers Internat'l
More Publix Houses
Tax Free Music
(.Continued

Hollywood

u

from Page

The houses and opening

First Nat'ls Cutting,
3 in Work, 4 to Start
National has three pictures
a Colleen
Two
production.
loore and a Richard Barthelmess
have been sent to the cuticture
It is expected filming
ng room.
ill
start on four new ones before
First

—

I

—

w€ek ends.
Now in work are "Waterfront,"
ith Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mul-

le

under direction of William A.
"Hard Rock," the new Sills'
Edward
icture being directed by
line, and "Show Girl," Alice White
all,

eiter;

low:
Fenway and Olympia,
opening July 8;

policy,
I.,

1)

dates fol-

Boston, day and date
Strand, Newport, K.

and

Capitol. Pittsfield, Mass., July 8;
Allston, at Allston, Mass., Central Square in

Cambridge,

Mass., Stadium, Woonsocket, R.
I.,
ScoIIay Square, Boston, July 22; Opera
House, Bangor, Me., and Strand, Brockton, Mass., July 23; Olympia, Lynn, Mass.,
July 29; Strand, Pawtucket, R. I., Aug. 5;
Merimac,
Lowell,
Mass.,
and Salem, at
Salem, Mass., Aug. 19; Strand, Dorchester,
Mass., Field's Corner theater, Dorchester,
and the Publix houses in Chelsiea and Haverhill, Mass., Sept. 2.

Vitaphone Trailers for
All

Warner

Pictures

(Continued from Page

engaged

1)

produce numbers which
will
be
released
through World
Wide, he says. Negotiations are also
in
progress toward securing unrestricted
world rights on popular

numbers heretofore denied
scorers,

it

When

claimed.
the
work

to picture

is

World Wide

states

domain
assuming

universal
listed,

it

will

completed.
guarantee

all

numbers

is

on

sole responsibility
in the settlement of all claims.
In
addition to the library service, World
Wide will do scoring and synchronizing,

of

Only two per cent

said.

is

it

the

picture

scores

pro-

hitherto

Talking trailers for all Warner duced may be played in Europe without danger of lawsuit, frequently due
icture, which Alfred Santell is di- productions,
including
roadshows, to
unexpected restrictions which the
?cting.
"extended run" pictures and the 18
The two which went into the cut- "Warner Winners," will be produced producer has no means of determinng room are "Oh. Kay!", the new by Vitaphone. The trailers will be ing in advance. While the works of
loore picture, and "Out of the rented to exhibitors at actual cost ba- a foreign composer may have free
domain in America, the same comuins," Richard Barthelmess.
sis, according to Vitaphone.
positions played in European theaters
Scheduled to begin work this week
are often subject to damage claims.
re: "Do Your Duty," with Charlie
Vitaphone at Rivoli, Baltimore
Beaudine
William
which
lurray,
Baltimore
On Saturday, Vitadirect; "The Haunted House," phone will open at the Rivoli, feat'ill
Police in
hich Benjamin Christenson will di- uring "State Street Sadie," with score
?ct.
and dialogue. Other Vitaphone numbers on the bill will include Mar(Continued from Page 1)
Role for Jetta Goudal
tinelli, in a scene from " La Juive,"
chanical music.
Some were charged
Jetta Goudal has been signed by and the Ingenue Jazz Band.
with littering the street with handW. Griffith to play the role of
bills, while others were arrested for
imone, Parisian demi-mondaine, in
violating traffic ordinances. All were
The Love Song." George Fawcett
discharged later.
as also been cast.

—

Backs
Row
on Mechanical Music

).

Walker Sees Former

Work Unnecessary

Two Added

Cast
Capt. E. H. Calvert and Charles
:oIeman have been cast in Richard
)ix's

next

picture,

to

"Moran

of

the

Production began last
Ruth Elder has the feminine

iarihes."
'eek.

ad and Frank Strayer

is

directing.

Moran Assigned
Moran has been assigned

Lois

II

Lois
opposite
lay

George

O'Brien

to
in

Mary

Astor, previously
iported for the role, is to play oposite
Ben Bard in Irving Cumling's next, as yet untitled.

The Fog."

•Casting

"Interference"

Paramount's

verPertwee's play "Inter-

on

Production

,on of Roland
;rence" is being held up until Fred
an
finds
director,
casting
)atig,

(Continued from Page

1)

paid by Hays, who described him as
"a benefactor of his fellow men and
a creator of incomparable beauty.
"There is no more delightful nor
more attractive industry in the world
than yours," said Mayor Walker, addressing Hays.

Walker was welcomed by Mayor
Cryer and Lieut.-Gov. Fitts. DeMille
introduced Hays.
Harry Rapf and
Jack Warner were in charge of the
entertainment that followed.

"U" Chain

Spend
$500,000 For Sound
to

(Continued from Page

1)

A delegation of labor chieftains,
including Pres. Wood of the Missouri
State Federation of Labor, recently
conferred with Gov. Baker on the
matter
who asked that specific
charges be filed against individual
policemen alleged to have overstepped their authority.
The musicians are endeavoring to
gain sympathy and support for their
cause by a public band concert given
at Forest Park to demonstrate the
difference between "natural music"
They are
and mechanical music.
working for a special tax fund for
the financing of
in public marks.

more band concerts

Hammond At Alhambra

—

Gotham's Latest Ready
"Midnight Life," featuring Francis
Bushman, Gertrude Olmstead and

".

Buzzell, is the latest Gotham
Origreduction to be completed.
iially the title was "The Man High;ddie

Sunday Closing Fight

'

will

Added

to

"Show

Girl"

Bernard Randall is the latest addion to the cast of "Show Girl," First
ational picture.

Another For Tri-State
Gurdon, Ark. Tri-States Theater
Corp. has taken over the Wright.

—

mandamus

public

officials

tivities.

issue
of

THE
FILM

DAILY
out
July 2Znd
will

help

you
decide
"Which

equipment
to

use

and
product
to

book
It's

all

Circuit in Mass. Signs
for Vitaphone-Movietone

G-B

(Continued from Page

aters

PICTURE

to

proceed against theaters, baseball,
motoring and other amusement ac-

Up."

Seeking Sound Picture Talent
Spizzi sails Friday on the
Arthur
Marion to Title "Oh, Kay!"
George Marion, Jr., has been en- He de France in search of talent for
He will spend
aged to write the subtitles for "Oh, talking pictures.
representabroad
months
two
about
lay!".
Mervyn Leroy is now comTalking Pictures Attractions,
ing
leting camera work.
Inc., headed by Ira Simmons.

;-

I

Sam Hammond,
Charlotte, N. C.
former manager of the Egyptian in
Greenville, S. C, is now manager of
James Cartthe Alhambra here.
ledge, who has been manager of the
Alhambra, has been sent to the Imperial in Asheville, N. C.

SOUND

w^hat

Broadway, Santa Ana, Cal., are alLooming at St. Louis
ready equipped for Vitaphone and
(Continued from Page 1)
Installation on the exMovietone.
needed.
type
:tress of the
pansion program will proceed im- Victor J. Miller vetoed a bill permediately and likewise will allow for mitting delicatessen stores to remain
Sherman in "Love Song"
Movietone presenta- open on the Sabbath they declared
Lowell Sherman is to have a fea- Vitaphone and
tions.
that the Sunday ordinance must be
ired role in "The Love Song," in
completely enforced and said they
hich Lupe Velez and William Boyd
ave the leads.

THE

to

of

the

1)

G-B Theaters

Corp.,

owned by Goldstein Bros.
The houses include the Broadway,
Victory, Holyoke; Calvin, Northampton; Strand. Westfield;
Ware;
Casino,
Palmer;
Strand,
Elms, Chicopee; Palace, Pittsfield;
G-B, Greenfield, Steinberg, WorcesMassachusetts, and the
all
in
ter,
State, Utica, N. Y.
Springfield;

about

SOUND
Pictures

?^> ICVI INTIhlS
of one hundred percent

at the rate

able at your

— pay-

Box -Office— to the laugh

dividends your patrons collect from every

Langdon smile-show.

No

Imagine

—

Harry on stiltswith the stilts get-

doubt about Harry's comedy genius
And now for the first time he has a Story
that is Romance every foot of the way!

ting caught on
roller skates!

It'll

.

be

Different Story at your Box-

a

Just the part for Langdon
need for Summer!
just what

Office, too.

And

.

.

.

YOU

Watch

the gross

previous

Langdon

skyrocket over your
figures.

Prepare fora

not when Harry hold

"open house" in a hous(
that's wide open —no roof
no walls
just beam;
and rafters and doors
.

.

.

JVhat Stan Kennedy'^ has done—
"We used

to close

mer, but this year

Summer shows

down at least two weeks every Sumwe took your tip that to make our

better,

and have not closed

— you

not cheaper, was good business,

a day since

we started

this policy."

can do, 'with

FIRST NATION A

THIS

SUIIftTMLEJ

•Manager Central Theatre,
Member

^ Motion

Selkirk.

Picture Producers dmi Distributors of

Man.

America

liux— Will H.Hays

Pmidnl

——

:

Mo

Arbitration Faces Acid Test at Sandusky
ALL THE HEWS

ALLTHE TIME

^ypiLMDOM
XLV

OL.

No. 17

Stay Calm

\MAN

who ought

what

to

EQUITY STARTS FIGHT
know
about

ON BOOKING AGENTS

doing the indus-

Equity is preparing to
Actor's
launch a campaign against booking
agents, who, it asserts, are charging

talking

he's

will be

y a great service
DU

kill

ofif

come

not

ill

the

in

for years.

ade can well
)out

you go,

fears of television,

pictures

lotion

as

if,

home
The

to forget

afiford

it."

We, for
much

one, are inclined to

ve

consideration to his

because he

First,

)inion.

an

is

dividual of repute in his or-

is

s

cal

one of the principal elecgroups experimenting with

levision

much
sum of

Dney.

A Snoofful
Every day, the Wanamaker stores
fry a bit of homely wisdom about
and its cross-channels in their
e

A

splay copy.

"As

current extract:

general thing, it is the quiet
)eople who do the best thinking and per'orm the most good work.
a

Idle people
ivertalk,

who have the least to do
who are constantly

while those

have little time or opportunity
o devise and exploit upsetting affairs.
iccupied

"Any gun

that

goes off half-cocked

is

every

isn't

a bulletin board in

Hollywood
be

iy

this

cleared

any

that couldn't propoff

to

Herberi Brenon is to make
•jmmox." A very powerful story
a marvelous opportunity for a
1

that

will

be

talked

about,

we heard he would do

it,

ve been wondering about the playfor the title role.

not

A

too

difficult

A

Set for Michigan Houses

—

For the fourth consecutive
Detroit
year Michigan key towns are con(Continued on Page 3)

difficult part,

for,

let's

say,

Dresser or Belle Bennett.

KAN N

Six pictures were

Na-

First

production

made by

the

with "Lichtbildbuehne"

First NaBerlin, (By Wireless)
tinal will discontinue production in
The company operates
Germany.
here as the Defina.

complete

number.
E. Bruce Johnson, foreign manager
for First National, yesterday verified
He said
the cable from London.
quota requirements had been met for
the first year and that, therefore,

WAiiNER BROS. CONTRACT
Validity of a Warner contract covering 26 Warner Winners was upheld by the New York arbitration
board when the exchange won a devision enforcing its contract with Leo
Brecher of the Plaza.
Brecher protested against his receiving "The Little Snob" under the
"to be announced" clause in the contract but the court decided that the
agreement must be enforced.
The court agreed that "to be announced" was sufficient description
and that Brecher must pay $250 for
picture, as per contract. Louis Nizer

Cable)
discontinued

By Arrangement

theaters will be
but one of many highly interesting features of this special

UPHOLD VAUDITY Of

(By

has

company.

these

of

FREDMAN

-The Daily Film Renter"

London
tional
lure.

Oe

PHOTOTONE TAKEN

BY TOLEDO CAPITALISTS
A reorganization of Phototone has
taken place, with Toledo financial
interests now in control and making
extensive plans to market the synA contract has
chronization device.
been signed with E. D. Jones Research Laboratories. 72?, 7th Ave.,
New York

City,

which

will

manu-

equipment and take
the
charge of the complete recording.
facture

The Phototone equipment permits
using any number of turntables,

are controlled by the film.
Ordinarily Phototone uses two turntables running nominally at a speed
-A.
of 78 revolutions per minute.
flexible coupling is between the turn-

which

(Continued

on

Page 2)

production was no longer necessary.
Concerning Germany, he said the
Sixteen
halt would be temporary.
pictures have been completed and
four more are in work, which rounds
out First National's quota requirements for that country.

Explains Use of Terms
Vitaphone and Movietone
A statement by George E. Quiglcy,
vice-president of Vitaphone Corp.. explaining the use of the trademark
terms "\'itaphone" and "Movietone,"
points out that the general application
of either term to the Western Electric
The term
e(|uipments is improper.
(Continued

on

page

File Reply

2)

Today

Answer to the Federal Government's c'narge that credit
committees operated by the 32

Exhibitors Watching Schade's

)0

lise

Bv ERXEST W.
Editor

make room

kind of advice.

er since

Over For Year

DAILY, which

appears tomorrow.
list

Greater Movie Season

"'Lummox'"

ture

THE FILM

of

New York

cutive headquarters in
in

Met, Foreign Producing

Seven hundred and ninetynine theaters throughout the
country are already operating
or will be within a few weeks
with sound picture equipment
for Vitaphone or Movietone.
The figures are based on a
first
the
for
survey made
"Sound Picture Edition" of

bid members to patronize all others.
In the current issue of "Equity,"
(Continued cm Page 2)

Counsel for
Warners.
Brecher was Harris Berlack.

day there is an acount in the newspaper of careless things
aid and done without proper considera-

Fhere

With Quota Requirements

799 Theaters

termined as yet, it is understood that
Equity mav issue licenses to agents
agreeing to observe its rules and for-

represented

langerous.

"Almost

extortionate commissions for obtainIts council is
ing work for players.
now developing a set of regulations
governing fees and general relations
between Equity members and agents
and this will soon be submitted to a
general meeting for ratification.
Although no program has been de-

at the cost of

ne and a very tidy

Ce-its

QUITS PRODUCTION
IN BRITAIN AND GERMANY

Secondly, because

mization.

5.

F. N.

says

You

Price

Friday, July 20, 1928

Action Against U. A. Develop

Film

Beards

of

Trade

are

operating in restraint of trade
will be filed today in the U. S.

Court for Southern
York. This is the second

District

Sanduskv, O.— The finality of decisions of boards of arbitration may
stand the acid test as the result of
the injunction obtained against the
14 members of the Hays organization
by George W. Schade, Sandusky exhibitor, forcing those members to sell

board of arbithat until he
(Continued on Page 2)

him pictures
tration

had

after the

decided

—

Cleveland Exhibitors have their
eyes focused on the second attempt

made

in

two

months

test

to

the

legality of arbitration, as practiced by
the
the joint board of arbitration and
They are
Film Board of Trade.
watching developments in the case
which George Schade of Sandusky

has secured a temporary
(Continued

on

Page

injunction
2)

New

count in the government action

under the Sherman anti-trust
law, the other concerning block
booking.

The answer

will

be

filed

by

the Film Boards and 11 other
defendants.

T.
THE

-S&^

DAILV

Friday, July 20, 192

Phototone Taken

Over by

Explains Use of Terms
Vitaphone and Movietone
Capitalists

(.Continued from

(Continued from Page

Page

1)

and the projection machine,
with a synchronizing device interposed between the reproducing turntable and the flexible coupling leading to the projection machine. This
synchronizing
mechanism controls
the speed of film through the projection machine, keeping picture and
table

Vtl.

XLV Ni.

1

7

Frkfaqr, July

20, 1928
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—

—

—

325.

voice in synchrony at all times. It
possible to use 10-inch records with
this equipment.
The starting and
stopi)ing of turntables is controlled
by the film, thereby relieving the operator from any mechanical or other
work in sj'nchronizing picture and
is

Arbitration Test
(.Continued

from Page

1)

patched up an aKreement he would
not be served.

According

to a report,

Schade

re-

fused a picture from United Artists
on the grounds that it was not as
represented.
The case was taken
>»»for< the Cleveland board of arbitration. The three exhibitor members
refused to sit, so that the three producer members formed the board.
They ruled that he must pav for the
picture or else not be served.
Schade refused to abide by the decision and obtained an injunction in
federal
court,
Cleveland, charging
violation of the Sherman and Clayton Anti-Trust acts.
He is now being sold pictures.
If the injunction is not made permanent by the Federal court, it is
likely to be carried to the Supreme
court as a test case.
Other such injunctions have been settled out of
court, but it is believed that Schade
is awaiting a show-down.

amplifier has been
perfected and adapted to large places
of amusement for volume reproduction, and is at the present time installed in Madison Square Garden,
and the Hudson theater in
York
City, and in dance halls such as the

New

Cleveland Managers
Watch Schade Suit
(Continued from Page

1)

against distributors restraining them
from enforcing the cash deposit system.

The first attempt was made by U-B
Theaters when they charged United
Artists and other distributor members of the Film Board of Trade with
violation

and

of

Clayton

the

Sherman anti-trust
The case was

acts.

settled out of court.

Open

Parsons,

Parsons,
opened.

A

Kan.

Kan.,

— The

House
Cozy has

feature

developing

which the company is
complete record
a

is

library consisting of disc records
specially recorded to meet the needs
of the theater owner, and adapted to
all
varieties of pictures.
By this
method the manager or orchestra
leader can make his own selection of
records to build up any desired type
of score.

The Phototone equipment
on

WANTED

FOR ROCKAWAY PLAYLAND
OPEN AIR
1

Storey, Formerly With
Pathe, Joins Vitaphone
E. Storey, for

1
1

New

of

is

and

"DAWN"

Equity
the association's magazine.
charges theatrical employment agents
have been consistently violating the
New York State law which restricted their fees to one-half of one week's

The Story

weekly

of

Hammerst«n
1697

en-

TeL

Broadway,

Col.

gagement was obtained, and provided
that this payment could be made in
ten

6892

End oS
ST. PETERSBURG'*

1)

the

S7th St.

''Tiie

on Booking Agents

whom

W.

Circle

BOOKING OFFICE

Equity Starts Fight

pay of the actor for

Projectionist
Asst. Manager

Phone

York.

(Continued from Page

Cameraman

W.. 207

S.

many

years affiliated with Pathe in various capacities
from salesman to sales manager, has
joined \'itaphone as a member of the
sales organization working in and out
J.

f

The company's

A

Is

is

voice.

Roseland.

Sandusky Action

1)

used as a trademark
or trade name by the Vitaphone Corp.
o describe its product. The apparatus
.)y which the product of either of the
companies named is reproduced is
manufactured by Western Electric.

"Vitaphone"

Schlesinger Arrives
W. Schlesinger of the DeFore
Phonofilm Corp. has arrived in Ne
York from London.
He remai
about two weeks.
R.

Nurse Cavell
Theatre

Bldg.

New York

H.

Wayne

Pierson,

C

19

W. Rogers and

Defer Sapiro-M-G-M Hearing
Hearing of the case of the Sapiro
organization against M-G-M. seeking
an injunction to prevent the defendant

from

a

MOYIEimVE: C

&

selling pictures to the M.
S.
Circuit,
York, has been deferred
until Julv 26.

New

c
When was

Movietone
first publicly demons
strated, and where

BACH R" cERVlt*G

At

tlie

Sam

Q

H. Harris The-

atre, N. Y. January ZI,
1927. The subject was a
series oS songs by the celebrated Spanish diseuse,
Raquel Miller, shown in

conjunction with
''What Price
Glory"

Million Feet of

Everything
FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220 W. 42nd St.
Room 612
Phone Wisconsin 0248

Mgr.

installments.

based

synchronizing patents of H.
Charles W. Ebeling,
said to date back to 1914.

City

8380

¥mx

Jirst andjovemosl

Sound on JUrn

c

..
...
..

/

Greater Movie Season
Set for Michigan Houses

Financial

(.Continued

HECTIC

WEEK ENDS

IN

Quotations
T
Low

High
(s) Am.
rc-b) do

Stocks acted in hectic fashion this
week responding to weakness as well
as renewed strength of the market.
During the earlier part of the week,
film issues in general suffered a collapse when the bears took the leading
part of the show.
The unexpected
break came Tuesday when both

picture

shares joined the calvacade
rapidly near closing with
running a close second. The
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"4'^i
do "A" ... 16^8
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do 7s 37 .. 71J4
*(o) Roxy "A" .. 29
*(o)
do units
31
*(o)
do
com.
S'A
(o) Skouras Bros.
37
Stanley Co.
iS'A
(o) Technicolor
S'A

hands of the preferred, both putin their appearance about ten
minutes before closing time.

Paramount was quite strong but
not enough to mark any gain for the
day. On Aug. 6, the common no par
will be increased from one million
to three million shares at a stockholders' meeting.

.
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300
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99^

1
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16%

100

71

13

31

34
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39
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a scoop
pictures of the rescue of General
Umberto Nobile and the eflforts being carried on by five nations to save
the other survivors of the Italia polar expedition.
John Dored, cameraman, brought the picture to New

York.

I6/2
97

100

385^ 41!/^ 10',366
45
4654 12,600
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AMPA

reported
yesterday
that
Charlie Barrell had been forced to
decline the nomination for president,
because of other work.
Bruce Gallup spoke at length on some phases
of
papers and membership
irade

A.

Starting East

!^

''REDn»

Kondar, July 16, 1928

&C0.
Members

New York,

and Boston

Eighty Four Per Cent

Philadtlphia

Charlie Mintz
Great excitement.
took a notebook and paper out the
other day. When he stopped calcu-

Stock Exchanges

lating, it seemed that of 26 Krazy
Kat cartoons released this season. 22
made Broadway first runs. Not just
one house. No, sir, but the Capitol,
ParaRialto and
Rivoli,
Strand,

H.

There's a high average for
you hear that Krazy's got
kittens or something, you'll know
the reason whj'.

mount.

Corporate
Financing

you.

If

KANX

Eastman Has New Process
Eastman Kodak Co. will soon give
a demonstration of what is reported
to be a revolutionary new amateur

Presented by

CHARLES

motion picture process.
It is said
to be the most important photographic development since Edison invented the motion picture.

^^mL

Philadelphia

Vitaphone For Ohio

New York
in

Ii

B.

MINTZ

Animated by
BEN H.4RRISON and M.4NiNY GOULD

Boston

Ohio has closed

for the summer but will reopen
the Fall with Vitaphone.

pleted the shooting of the second
picture "The Romance of a Rogue"
for
Quality Distributing Corporation.
The master print will arrive
in New York July 27.
This picture
is
the first H. B. Warner.
Anitk
Stewart plays the female part. Carlos claims this is one of the best pic-l
tures he has ever produced.

EDWARD B. SMITH

theatrical producers interested with the Shuberts and other
producers in the producing of Vocafilm versions of their stage shows,
sail tonight on the Olympic.

—The

Jimmy Aubrey,

Henry Herbert, W'illiam Tooker.
Abe Carlos wires that he has com-

THANKS

Woods,

Indianapolis

third

K^AZY \^AT

Woods Going Abroad
and

the

"The Lookout

James, Lee Moran,

production manager of Buck Jones Prod, is leaving
Los Angeles tomorrow with the
negative of "The Big Hop," jones
first independent production.

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
(s) Stock Exchangfe.
JOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louia; Stanley, Philadelphia.

the-

picture for 1928Girl" from the
novel by Alice Ross Colver.
Jacqueline Logan is to be starred supported by Ian Keith, and Gladden
1929,

Donn McElwaine,

\6A

on

ing

Barren Declines Nomination
The nominating committee of the

McElwaine

15"
84

New York

Quality Working on Third
Abe Carlos yesterday wired Quality Distriijuting that he is now work-

qualifications.

38/2

are

"Hell's Angels" in a
ater in November.

in

(b)

—

Brady

apbeing synchronized with
voice and music. Another portion of
the picture already has been filmed
in technicolor.
It is planned to show
pear,

Paramount News claims

•

Racine, Wis.
With five new
houses opened here during the past
few months, the overseating problem
has become serious.
Population of
Racine is 65.000.

A.

Thelma Todd and John Darrow

7

.

(o) United Art.
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do pfd.
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L'niv.
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Ch.
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16^
(s)
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46 ^i
(c-b) do 6Y2S 28 . 126

Overseating Problem
Is Serious At Racine

Brady,
William

.

.

.

8

17SA

ting appreciable gains.
Warner was
the undisputed leader for this session.

ting

3,500
2,300

25

.

Para.

Both sound and color will be employed in "Hell's Angels," now being completed at Metropolitan.
Final
sequences in which
Ben
Lyon, Greta Xissen, James Hall,

500

(I))

(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)

Using Both Sound and
Color in "Hell's Angels"

Get Nobile Pictures
104
24^4 25
76y8
77^

"(c) Intern. Proj..
*(b) Keiths 6s 46.

*(s)

Hollywood

1)

128

(b)

in

2m
174^

Film Insp.

day with most of the film issues net-

was marked by two sales; one for
the common and the other a change

30!/8

98H
IVA

23'A

Fox Fm. "A' 25 -/i
Fox Thea. "A" 77/2

(s)
(c)

Close

74'A
13!^

23M

*(s) First Nat. pfd,

Warner
uphill movement continued Wednes-

Yesterday's market while dull was
quite strong.
All stocks managed
to hold their own for the greater
part of the day. Warner again came
to the center of the stage with individual turnover greater than any
other stock on the exchange. While
taking the play way from the general leaders Warner topped a new
high for the year at 46^, closing at
A6y2.
Where Pathe was to be seen
on the boards every few minutes
Tuesday the performance yesterday

3054
98 J4

& Katz

Bal.

Pathe issues virtually led the procession with an overnight gain of
lYi and 3^8 on the preferred while
the common chalked up an appreciable gain of y% for the session. Other
gaining

Seat.
6s 36

from Page

ducting Greater Movie Season campaigns.
The list this year includes:
Mt. Clemens, Port Huron, Pontiac,
Mmt, Saginaw, Bav City, Owosso,
Midland, Ionia, Lansing, Battle Creek,
Jackson, Kalamazoo, Three Rivers,
Niles, St. Joseph, Benton Harbor,
Grand Rapids, Ypsilanti, Hillsdale,
Sales
Monroe, Adrian, Ann Arbor. Alpena,
400 Traverse
City, Cadillac, Ludington,
2
Manistee and Big Rapids
'266
More than $10,000 will be spent on
1,200 the campaign throughout
the state.
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C7hc Magnolia

of ^Shov

boat

///

k\l^

h
K/
;.

tates her place in fhc forcfronh
the biggest box office stars...

Ghe fact that she has been chosen
o play the most sought after part in
he gift of the motion picture industry
immeasureably enhances her value in the,
eyes of Ihe pub ic and makes each new
_aura La Piante picture an event of greaimportance to every exhibitor.

m[

^^SWOW

bOAT/

y^NlVERSAL'S DE LUXE PDODUCTlOn^.

1928-29.
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.X^*^
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Sound Picture Edition
In w^hich ivill be found a complete description of various systems for reproduction
of motion pictures in sound as w^ell as of devices tlirougli Dvliich musical synchronic
zation is obtainable. Like^rise a list of sound pictures available for 1928-1929^ by
distributors, and an exploitation manual, illustrated, outlining how^ shoivmen
have put over sound pictures ^rith their public. The first edition of its kind
and an invaluable reference guide to sound lectures from their many angles.
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YOU CAN USE THESE ADS:
on a co-operative basis.

Get in touch with your Paramount exchange about using these ads
They aided materially in the success of "Warming Up" at the Paramount.

PARAMOUNT'S
first SOUND picture
Richard Dix in"WarniingUp"
two clays at Paramount Theatre, N.Y., smashing all
records By popular demand, moves Saturday to Rivoli for long run.

Over $31,000

in

!

40 to 50

PARAMOUNT QUALITY SOUND PICTURES

"

'

..
.

Make

Say Theater Changes

Credit Plan Necessary
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SERVICE STATIONS TO

HANDLE SOUND PICTURES
Nine sound picture service stations
be established by Paramount
rem which feature and short feature
iiound pictures will be distributed.
They will be located in the same
)uildings housing regular Paramount
exchanges but will be operated sepvill

irately.

The stations will be located in BosHaven and
on, serving Boston,
York, serving
ilaine;

New

New

New

fork, Brooklyn, New
md Buffalo; Philadelphia,

Jersey, Albany

.Philadelphia,

serving

Washington and

Pitts-

Atlanta,
serving
Atlanta,
)urgh;
viemphis, Charlotte and Jacksonville;
Dallas, serving Dallas, New Orleans

'

md San Antonio; Chicago,

serving

(Continued on Page 30)

I

799 Houses Contract

COLLABORATING ON SOUND
result of the invasion of sound
nto the picture field will be the drawng closer together of Paramount and
In the past. Paramount has
J'ublix.
on fined its attention to production
eaving the exhibition end of its busiless solelv in the hands of Publix.
Approximately 50,000 musicians are
in the payrolls of theaters owned,
directed
bv Publix.
:ontroIled
or
(Continued on Page 30)

One

for

beginning page 27.
Present installations and those contracted

Albany

Picturetone

has

been

chartered here.

Cortellaphone, a sound picture re:ording and reproducing device, has
oeen acquired by a group headed by
Lewis J. Selznick and will be markThis will mark
eted as Picturetone.
the active return of Selznick to the

Hollywood
ment is being

THEATER

THEATERS TOWN

STATE
Alabama

5

—

Arizona
Arkansas

3
^'^

California

Colorado

19

Connecticut

-2
1

Columbia

of

'

14

Florida

Georgia
Idaho

1

1

Illinois

'''''

Indiana

13

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

15

10
.

.

8
.

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

Rhode Island

10

Virginia

Washington

.

.

Mississippi

Missouri

4

"
29

25

West Virginia

12

Wisconsin

1

Wyoming

.

4

Texas
Utah
Vermont

67

.

12

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

Massachusetts
.

1

36
16

^2

27

.

7

Pennsylvania

2

.

4

Nebraska

3

On Again,

being negotiated

is

closed.

Sheehan, Walsh to Coast
Sheehan of Fox and
Winfield
Raoul Walsh left for the Coast Friday night.

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

1928 investment
the construction and equipping of
sound proof stages on the Coast is
expected to reach $5,000,000.
United Artists is the latest major
company to enter the sound field and
will have stages erected and equipped
at its studio.
Universal is busy on plans for a
stage, while First National will also

be represented.
Construction

is

being

rushed

on

1

fILM
TOTAL

BOARDsIe REPLY

799

Again

Off

TO GOVERNMENT'S CHARGE
In

1927,

3.950

theaters

changed

uncompleted conWill he, won't he? Your guess is as good as hands, involving
totaling §8,distributors
with
stay on at tracts
Film
any Joe Kennedy has asked Dick Rowland to
it is asserted by the 32
081,000,
longing eyes at the
First National, but Dick still casts
Boards of Trade and their 11 fellowcoin. Both defendants in an answer filed Friday
Mediterranean and a cruise through lazy seas. Toss a

MONDAY:

good folks, is that
;
r
.
in
allthe first
Such business. Here "Lights of New York,
almost $50,000 on the week at
talker knocks 'em clean silly with

sides win.

And

that,

•

•

the

New York

RCA

now

Coast

Hollywood— The

1

.

Montana

Sound equip-

stage,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
the
3
and, it is understood, builders are to
1
be paid a bonus, if the stage is ready
14
in 30 davs.
27
Paramount's stage is ready, while
'
(Continued on Page 35)

hotter n
Strand. Mister, that's business in these
ecstasies,
mild
to
Mark
Moe
moves
than hell days. All of which
industry.
first of the de luxe
and prompts him to point out that the Strand,
first completely
the
play
to
first
the
Victor Patents to RCA?
theaters in America, is also
patCo.
Victor Talking Machine
dialogued sound picture. ...
and General
ients will become available to Radio
You can never tell. Here Kennedy has
Corp. of America, providing a merger
one of Joe s
National,
First
yet,
and
partners in FBO
leal

IVest

17
.

—

in

Oklahoma
Oregon

Maine
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota

107

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Louisiana

3

—
—
21
—

Nevada
New Hampshire

on Coast
Launch

leased, not sold,
to producers under 10 and 20
year leases.

follow by states:

for,

Activity

In Rush to
Sound Pictures

listed

^LZNICK WILL MARKET
PICTURETONE DEVICE

Hurry

Sound

About 400 theaters are now projecting sound pictures, via the Western
Electric film and disc methods. Over 400 more already have contracted for
equipment which will be installed by the end of the year. The theaters are

District

andIaramount

Price 25 Cents

1928

STUDIO BUDGET FOR SOUND
FILM STAGES UP TO $5,000,000

Delaware

puBiix

22,

Electric as
with
"specially advised" companies signs
it
believed
have
would
for sound. Nobody
Coast.
the
for
left
cided the day Kennedy

A

(Continued on Page 35)

Western Electric
But it was all denumber of fellows

in the U. S. District Court for Southern New York to the Government's
charge that the credit committees
operate in restraint of trade. The replv, signed by George W. Wicker(Continucd on Page 2)

Death Comes Suddenly to
Scott Sidney at London
London (By Cable)— Scott Sidney,

He
died suddenly Friday.
best known as the maker of
•'Charley's Aunt," Syd Chaplm picture for Warner Bros.
director,

was

Sidney was here to make a com(Continucd

on

Page 2)
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Film Boards Reply
to Federal Charge
(Continued from Page
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has been in New
York for several weeks negotiating

who

for

a

sound

picture

device,

re-

is

ported to have secured control of the
equipment on behalf of himself and a
group of Eastern and Western bank-

A deal is now under way for
100 per cent ownership.
Rock plans to produce and to maintain studios in New York and on
the coast and will make a drive to line
ers.

up independent producers as licensees
Rock is figuring on
of his device.
100 installations weekly.

Weiss Plans Sales Trip
Louis Weiss, Artclass vice president in charge of production, leaves

Hollywood

early

week

this

for

a

He
sales trip through the country.
will visit exchanges at San Francisco, Seattle, Denver, Kansas City,
St. Louis,
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TEl_5580 PENN.I
COSTVMES TO Pt^MT
'

BOOKING OFFICE
''The End oS
ST. PETERSBURG''
and

"DAWN"

the

have lasted nine v^-eeks
concludes July 20.
This is
the second longest run on record in
Canada, the record being held by
"Mickey," which played the Grand
for
15
consecutive weeks several
years ago.

in

THE NAME YOU GO BY
\VHEN you GO TO BUY

The Story

will

it

Department

BROOKS

average

Nine Weeks for "Ramona"
Toronto Run of "Ramona" at

has
on

of

Nurse Cavell

Hammerstein Theatre Bldg.
Broadway, New York City
TeL CoU 8380
H. Wayne Pieraon, Mgr.
1697

16/

415^
46
128

c

300
5454 73.600
50
130

•

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c> Curb Market.

Over the Ounter (Bid and Asked),

(o)

Stock Exchange.
lOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis
Stanley, Philadelphia.
(s)

;

MOYIKimVE

Death Comes Suddenly to
Scott Sidney at London
(Continued from Page

the

Christie

G

1)

edy for British International at Elstree,
featuring
Long and Short,
Continental comedians.
He had intended to return to Hollywood in
February to make sound pictures on
lot.

What

is

the largest

theatre equipped

with yiovietone

M^
^
A

Mantell Joins

Otto

B.

manager

Pickford Unit
Mantell, former branch

for

United Artists

in

Gen-

has been appointed
Eastern
business
representative
for
Mary
eva,

Pickford.

The Roxy Theatre,

Installing Phototone

Newcastle,
installing

tures.

the part of the Navy
making "Dirigible."

cooperation

97
45

total

of 45 theaters who have booked revival weeks of United Artists pic-

ownership

Navy Wilbur

complete

'.'.'.'.

....

.

in

3,000 annually in the 22,000 picture houses.
This makes it
imperative for the distributor that
facts as to the reliability of the new
owners and the circumstances under
which the transfers occur, be readily
available, the reply says.
This reply is in answer to a second
count in the Federal action.
Some
weeks ago; a reply was made to the
block booking charge.

Rivoli

39
38
7/2

promised

counsel for the defendants, and by
Gabriel L. Hess and Charles C.
Pettijohn for Film Boards, declares
the committees are necessary to protect the distributors' interests.

Changes
more than

to Cooperate

Secretary of the

sham and Edwin P. Grosvenor, of
Cadwalader, Wickersham and Taft,

when

Omaha, Minneapolis, Mil-

waukee, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland
and Pittsburgh before reaching New
York during the second week in
August.
,
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Navy
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Phototone
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W.

in

Greer

is

the Starette.

Ne^w York.

Seating
capacity

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

I

6200

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in
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Stebbins,
1540
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& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.
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Western Electric
System, of Sound Pictures
adopted by leading producers and exhibitors
The Western

Electric

Company

licenses producers to use in

their studios

its apparatus for recording sound by both the
method, and the photographic or film method in which
the sound is impressed on the edge of the film. Both of these

disc

methods were developed

in the Bell

The equipment

is

for both

Telephone Laboratories.
manufactured by Western Elearic.

WARNER BROTHERS
FOX FILM CORPORATION
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY
METRO- GO LDWYN-MAYER
UNITED ARTISTS
FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
UNIVERSAL PICTURES
HAL ROACH
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
The Western

Electric

Sound Projector System

is

the theatre

equipment designed to reproduce sound pictures of ^ny of the
foregoing companies and its other licensees.

Now

installed in over

400

theatres

This Sound Projector System, with a proven history of successful operation in

through Western

over 400 theatres,

is

available exclusively

Electric's subsidiary

Etectricat Reseatch Products lnc»
250 WEST 57th STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y,
Electrical

Research Products supplies to theatres of any

size

other types

r production and amplification of speech and music
from records made 1/ t'u f iregoing licensees and by the Victor Phonograph Company, which is also licensed by it.

of equipment for the

It

also maintains a nation-wide servicing organization operating

offices,

each equipp-il with apparatus and a technical

from 22
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PICTURES Inc.

Dominate

the^

Talking Picture Field
m mNLY Vitaphone

can give you, now, more than 400 completed acts including acts with leading Stage Stars, acts with
V-A foremost Opera Stars, acts with famous Concert Stars, acts
with popular Picture Stars, acts with international Radio Stars and
acts with celebrated Jazz Band Stars— and only Vitaphone is in
actual production of a steady supply of such acts each and every week.

M

VlTAPHONl
WEST 44
3?.l

^'^STAEM

NLY Warner Bros, can give you, now, Vitaphone
Talking Pictures that talk winter profits during
summer weather. Only Warner Bros, can continue
to give

you

week after
no substitute

box-office talking sensations

week throughout the entire year. There is
for Warner Bros. Vitaphone Talking Pictures.

%
NLY Vitaphone

and Warner Bros, have a record

of two years of actual talking picture production

Remember that it is Warner Bros, and
Vitaphone who pioneered in the field, who blazed the
trail, who gave the industry Al Jolson in ^^The Jazz
Singer'^ and who have followed it with consistent box*
experience.

office

record breaking productions.

VITAPHONE AND WARNER BROS.
DOMINATE THE TALKING PICTURE FIELD
DONT SPECULATE— INVEST
Sign today for

WARNER

BROS. VITAPHONE

TALKING PICTURES

CORPORAnON
EW YORK
CITY

; ::

:

:;

fj^^

Sunday, July
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THE NIGHT COURT

—William

(21381)

the lawyer who brings night
to win his case, he
club gang to court
suggests that the judjge decide only after
music
(a) I Ain't That
seeing the show
Kind of a Baby tb) Orientale.

Demarcst

is

;

:

:

REALIZATION

(2141)— Treating

Anita

Hugh

wtih

divorce iiuestion,

trii

mod-

the

Herbert,

Lee Kinney.

I'asre.

WHEN THE WIFE'S AWAY

(2143)— Hub-

:

;

living

;

:

;

Kazoo

Hash.

(c)

SOLLY WARD
Tarty. "

the

Call

'Hiey

song:

It

Dancing.

BURR McINTOSH
room,
tion

(2169)— Scene:

court
ques-

divorce

present-day

whicli

in

thrashed out.

is

CARLE IN

RICHARD

—

"STRANDED"

GABY

Alone

(2287)— Two

love with the same
heads the cast.

women

in

Faucit

Ursula

man.

,

BROWN
from

WHITAKER

&

front

in

HALEY

JACK
(2269)

— Comedy;

(2265)— Comedy

drug

a

of

store.

(b)

Racing

:

ot

skit

comedy moments at race track with Frank
Gaby as a ventriloquist; sings: (a) I'm
the Son of a Horse Thief (b) Hearts and

McFADDEN

FLO

&

MONTAGU LOVE

Dawning.

At

song:

(2278)— Impression

a youngster's first after-dinner speech
characterization of "Fagin."

of

(b)

;

ABE LYMAN

(2274)— With eccentric in(a) Among My Souvenirs,
terpretations;
Varsity Drag, orchestra
with solo
(b)
;

and dance

Jimmy Ray;

by

PROFF MOORE

(2276)— Varsity Drag

Over Moonlit Waters
Roses

I'm

does on his day

ROBERT

off.

(2319)

condemned

BROWN

to

"TEN

IN

— Last

die.

(2328)—Ac-

dialogue

witty

from "Sylvia" and another
a Cradle in C'aroline.

waltz
"There's

the

is

piece,

HENRY

WALTHALL

B.

Tom

by

Mc-

Ed Cane.

Gnire,

HUGH

WITH

PREDICTION"

"THE

(2517-18)— Seen as unsuspecting husband whose demeanor and opinions
are changed byi fortune telling.

CHARLES ROGERS

(2541)— Comedy
and the

tering around the wife

cen-

on

war and statesmen.
about cinema

(a)

stars.
:

"The
Wash-

conception of George
cherry tree incident.

;

(b)

Pizzicato

(c)

Libre.

BERT SWO'R
delivered

(2543)— "A Colored Sermon,"
colored folks' dialect.

in

BERT SWOR

(2544)— "Ducks

colored

EARL BURNETT
If

— (a)

De-

comedy.

Trees

Morning

(b)

Anna-

(c)

(2286)— (a) The

Should Lose \'ou

I

Sunrise

My

(c)

Blue

VINCENT ROSE & JACKIE TAYLOR
(22^1) — (a) My Little Dream House on
the

Beneath Venetian Skies

(b)

Hill

(c)

Once Again.

VINCENT ROSE & JACKIE TAYLOR
(2292)— (a) Blue River

Monte

(b)

Carlo

San.

EARL BURNETT
Do?

(2294)— (a) Whafll You
The Song is Ended (c) Tiger

(b)

Rag.

EARL BURNETT
Over Heels

in

(2295)— (a)
Love with Vou

Fell Head
(b) An Old
Blue River.

Guitar, A-h Old Refrain (c)

and

and

Virginia.

Heaven.

(c)

(2409)— Light satire.
songs:
(2542)— Comedy

(2285)
the

in

(b)

Moonlight

(c)

(doming,

Lee.

Just

(2369)— Comedy

Have Everything

I

Senipre

(2358)— Inside

the

JIMMY LYONS
HARRY DELF

duets,"

man.

ice

a

of

(2347)— Monologue

HERBERT RAWLINSON
ington and

Three O'Clock

(b)

LYONiS

F'oreigner,"

IN ••RETRIBU-

TION" (2418)— Supported

(2309)— Impersonation

character.

JIMMY
tales

Stevens and Georgie C'ooper.

(c)

Money.

KINDLY
CARRILLO
by Landers LEO

IRENE RICH IN "LEAD
LIGHT" (2368) — Supported

Dance

Sleep

(b)

belle

NAT CARR
Jewish

WHITTAKER

&

MIN-

ten minutes of pris-

Past

Fractured

a

HAINES

UTES"

oner

(d)

:

:

Twelfth

(c)

Rag.

Street

VACATION" WITH WM. DE- POLLY MORAN (2297)— Comedy "The
MAREST (2290)-^\Vhat a letter carrier
Movie Chatterbox" songs (a) Polly with EARL BURNETT

•PAPA'S

HERBERT

(2188)— Scene
"The Tout,"

presenting

stab'.e,

stranded

a

Deals with plight of
(2179)
(a)
opera producer; songs:
Operatic Burlesque.

FRANK

of

tale

"OVERTONES"

companying

(2148)— Offering "At

featuring

"LUCKY IN LOVE"

IN

—-Comedy

presumptious husband who extracts $200 from wife to use
in poker game.
(2284)

;

railroad station,
scenes
runs a party
William Demarest
room, hospital
(a) Red
songs presented
heads the cast
Lips (b) When Erastus Plays His Old

by

CLYDE COOK

1928^

22,

ABE LYMAN
Perkiomen

(b)

I

(2338)— (a) Waters of
Did You Mean It?

the
(c)

LEO CARRILLO IN •THE HELL GATE CHARLES ROGERS (2550)— Light satire ED LOWRY (2561)— (a) I, Myself and Me
Flowers (c) Elegie.
and comedy
'"The Movie Man."
OF SOISSONS" (2552) — Dramatic poem
IN "A MAN OF
(b) Poet and Peasant Overture (c) You
HOBART BOSWORTH
of the late war.
HARRY
DELF
(2551)— Comedy "Soup."
Gonna Be Home Tonight? (d) Voice of
PEACE" (22i3) —^Bosworth is seen and KLEIN BROTHERS (2553)— Sketch of a
ERWIN
talk
CHARLES
(2555)—
Comedy
mountains
the Southland.
heard as the quiet man of the
doctor and a patient who seems never to
on women, comedians and singers.
THE INGENUES (2572)— Feminine orchessuddenly embroiled in a feud which caused
Little
musical numbers
(a)
better
get
brother.
tra:
(a)
Sunshine (b) Let a Smile Be
ED LOWRY (2565)— Comedy; songs: (a)
the death of his
How, How Are You (b) My Baby Loves
Y'our Umbrella (c)
Spanish Dance (d)
When Y'ou're in Love with Somebody
MITCHELL LEWIS IN "THE DEATH
Me.
St.
Louis
Blues.
Else
(b)
Man's
Gone
Wrong
Laugh,
(c)
of
SHIF" (223-4) — Hard-boiled captain
POLLARD (2554)— Title of
THE INGENUES (2573)— Feminine orchesClown, Laugh.
mutiny ship fights with mate to determine DAPHNE
"Wanted — a Man"; song of the FIELDS &
piece:
tra: (a) Keep Sweepin' the Cobwebs Off
who will remain on board with third memJOHNSTON
Comedy
(2588)—
same title.
the Moon (b) Changes (c) Mighty Lak'
ber of crew, a girl.
"Terry and Jerry"; song: same title.
a Rose (d) Shaking the Blues Away (e)
DELF IN "GIVING IN" (2563
GLADYS BROCKWELL IN "HOLLY- HARRY
Tiger Rag.
WOOD BOUND" (2235)— Satire on the 64) — Delf is supported by Hedda Hopper.
GUS ARNHEIM & HIS COCOANUT
(2567)— "Cleo to
"Miss Bathmg Beauty" contest winners. DAPHNE POLLARD
GROVE ORCHESTRA (2584)— (a) I'll
Cleopatra," original comedy sketch; two
Jazz Bands
LOIS WILSON & EDWARD EVERETT
Be Loving Y'ou Always (b) I Can't Do
(a), Nancy
Cleopatra.
numbers:
(b)
song
HORTON IN "MISS INFORMATION"
Without Y'ou (c) La Rosita (d) Stay Out
(Titles of Numbers Played)
man
business
RUGGLES
hardened
CO.
IN
which
CHARLES
&
a
(2237) — In
of the South.
"WIVES, ETC." (2568-69)— Story of VINCENT LOPEZ (390)— (a) Hello Blue- GUS ARNHEIM & HIS AMBASSADORS
attempts to mulct a fortune from an old
young man who, while drunk, marries and
widow.
bird
(b)
California Sunshine
Bing,
(c)
(2585)^(a) I Ain't Got Nobody (b) If I
awakes to discover that he has a wife
Big (d) Trail of Dreams.
Can't Have You (c) Mighty Lak' a Rose
AUDREY FERRIS IN "THE QUESTION
unknown
to
him.
maiden,
Society
(2238)—
(d) There's Something About a Rose (e)
OF TODAY"
WARING'S PENNSYLVANIANS (427) —
Tiger Rag.
who, by dress and actions, induce a sailor, THE FOY FAMILY (2579)— In a satire
(a) Sleep (b) Breezin' Along (with a solo
on talking pictures.
home from a long cruise, to mistake her
by Tom Waring)
(c) Me Too.
for woman of unsavory reputation.
JAY C. FLIPPEN (2581) — Monologue WARING'S PENNSYLVANIANS (428) —
CALIFOR
"SUNNY
IN
McAVOY
sketch
and
singing
(a)
Keep
Sweepin'
MAY
Operatic, Semi-Operatic
(a) Collegiate and Why W'e Love the ColDrag.

Varsity

:

:

;

:

;

NIA"

(2239)

— The

wife,

sions of her brother, has
to quit cold New York

who by persuainduced husband
sunny

for

Cali-

fornia.

CHILDREN

SOLOMON'S

—

(2240-41)

Vitaphone playlet; action
old Jewish father (Hugh
Herbert), who thinks his family like him
only for his money.
two-reel

First

around

centers

ETERNAL

SARAH PADDEN

IN "THE
(2246)—Telling

BARRIER"

of

between widow of a dead soldier and

conflict
aristo-

Cobwebs Off

the

McINTYRE
Fun," a short satire.
RICHARD CARLE IN
&

RIER" (2251)— Story

of

(2247)— "All

"THE

"Cut

:

:

VAL & ERNIE STANTON
edy

sketch

witli

Up
Cow

of

*

man who makes

author and his
talks to motion picture producer.
of

role

FRED ARDATH &

sales

Among Men,"

deals with alibi of husband's
friend, which causes argument with wife
over inebriated condition of husband.

TWO

DOVES" (2257)— Walter
and Kd Ciar in comedy act of two
.Negroes in a haunted house.
LEMON" (2259)— Hugh Herbert and
Walter Weems
deals with man buying
cigar store from an unscrupulous salesman
who sells next door store to big chain

"THE

Weems

THE

;

cigar

WILLIE &

—

i22f>f)
Miljan is hubby who prefers night
club to wife's company until night club is
raided and he is lodged in jail; songs: (a)
London Bridge (b) School Days (c) Hi
Middle Ui.ldle.

(2268)—As mother

son who fails to
souvenir from Cuban War.

bring

*

*

GEORGE JESSEL

—

her

of

a

.sings:

;

assisted

;

JOE BROWNING (496)— Comedy

song;

;

"The Reformers."

LEO CARRILLO (507)— Comedy
Ball

"At

:

the

Game."

GEORGE JESSEL
Few

George

Murial

Jessel.

(535)-Comedy

Booking Ofifice"
Gray, Gladys Keck,

Theatrical

;

song:

;

assisted

Charles

"A
by
Can-

tield.

—

WILLIE & EUGENE HOWARD

(543)
"Pals"; song: Hawaiian Rose.
(557)— Original humor.

Comedy:

SENATOR FORD

WEBER

&

".Mike and

FIELDS

(570)—Comedy

Meyer," (Jennans

in

Paris.

CONLETV IN "THE BOOK- HARRY MONTGOMERY (619)— Comedy.
WORM" (2273)— Sap wants to meet no- O'NEIL & VERMONT (21 19)— Comedy
"The Two Dark Knights"; songs: (a)
torious
Margie so bookstore owner ar-

HARRY

J.

ranges to have him deliver her a book.

"ON THE AIR"
performers

(2275)— Comedy

broadcasting

from

antics of
interior of

— Drama

(jf

Ain't Thar a Grand and Glorious Feeling
(b) When You and I Were Young.

THE TWO DOVES
and

radio station.

IRENE RICH IN "THE BEAST"
trtjpical

(2279)

intrigue and treachery.

Supported by John Miljan.

I'^d

near

CLAUDIA
It

(2178)— Walter Weems

Gar, two colored aviators stranded

the

.N'cjrth

Pole.

COLEMAN

On," comedy.

Garden, tenor, and Williams
Sisters
(a) Indiana Butterfly, orchestra
(b) M.y Heart Is Calling, orchestra and solo
by Garden; (c) Thinking of Y'ou, orchestra
and dance by Williams Sisters; (d) Y'ankee Rose, orchestra.
:

(2244)— "Putting

Instrumental

Numbers
OVERTURES AND SYMF HO NIC CONCERT RENDITIONS)
SONG OF THE VOLGA BOATMAN
(Also

See:

—

(17.S)
Toilers along Volga River towing
heavily laden boat as a double quartet of
male singers render song.

GIOVANNI MARTINELLI
from

solo

Pagliacci:

(198)— Tenor

"V'esti

— Orchestra

and
saxophone rendiIn a Little Spanish Town (b)
The Bullfrog and the Coon (c) Y'ankee
Rose (.d) Pagliacci, dance orchestration;
(e) 'Deed 1 Do, orchestra and tenor solo;
(f) Bridal Number, a medley of hits; (g)
Rosy Cheeks (h) There's Something Nice
About Everybody.
(a)

THE DIPLOMATS
We

Don't

with

(b)
sextette

vocal

accompanied

solo

(565)— (a) Oh Baby,

Along?

Get

by

four

I'm

Coming,

(c) So Blue,
violins;
(d)

Magnolia.

CAROLYNNE. SNOWDEN
—

& CO. (2109)
syncopation with band: (a) St.
Blues (b) Just Another Day (c)

^Coloied

San (d)

Every Tub

Learn

to

Dance

(2114)— Piece

titled:

(e)

Charleston,

"Western Jazz,"
blues:

Sundown,

from

(a)
solo by

which Betty Patrick
Volga Boatman (b) At
Miss Patrick; (c) Rosy

in

Cheeks.

Aida

\'erdi's

ELMAN

W'est

;

— With
(a)

Baby ami

HARRY

—

comedy

injected

Following You
(c) Mine.

Me

WAYMAN'S

by

Around

Pat
(b)

HAROLD

GENE MORGAN

(2266)— With comedy
monologue by Morgan; (a) Pale Moon
(b)
Monologue by Morgan (c) Oh for
the Life of an Osteopath (d) Haunting
Blues,

with a shuffle dance.

solo: (a)

BAUER

(278)— Piano
solo:
by Chopin,
CASE (294)— Soprano (a) Cachaca,
assisted by Metropolitan Opera (Thorus and
the Cansinos, Spanish dancers; (b) Anhelo,
Polonaise

A

in

Flat,

ANNA

:

a solo.

REINALD WERRENRATH
tone:

(a)

On

the

Road

(361)— BariMandalay

to

(b)

Duna.

REINALD WERRENRATH
tone: (a)
Rose.

(365)— Bari-

Long, Long Trail (b) Heart

of

a

MME. SCHUMANN-HEINK (380)—ConU) By

tonka

(b)
liedchen.

the

Bolero

MARY LEWIS

Waters
Leggiero

of the Minne(r)
Spinner-

(383)— Soprano

Along Su (b) Dixie
to Old X'iiginnv.
:

(a)

Me

Swing
Back

(392)— Tenor:

Questa

La Donna E Mobile,

(a)

:

Carry

(c)

O

assisted

Quella

solos
(b)

by dancing

chorus.

GIGLI
DEBUTANTES BENIAMINO
sisted by
M. Picco,

(2261)
Feminine orchestra, with solos and
dance numbers: (a) Over Moonlit Waters
(b) Doll Dance (c) Dew-Dew-Dewy Day.

"Celeste Aida."

(275)— Violin

PAT WEST & HIS MUSICAL MIDDIES CHARLES HACKETT
from Rigoletto
(2189)

:

(204)— Tenor

Hunioresfiue (b) Gavotte,

tralto:

HENRY HALSTEAD
sings

solo

MIiSCHA

Guibba."

la

ORIGINAL BROWN BROTHERS GIOVANNI MARTINELLI

the
:

(469)— Assisted

Henri

Louis

(534)— Comedy

Minutesi with

JESSEL

by

Virginia,

Marion Kddy.

by

Blue Skies.

ROGER WOLFE KAHN

(549)

(349)

and Concert and

(c)

tions:

(355)— Comedy
(491)—Comedy

Girls; (b) In a Little White House
Where Do Vou W'orka John.
ROGER WOLFE KAHN (468)—Assisted
by the Mound City Blue Blowers: (a)
El Tango Del Perroquet (b) Following
You Around (c) Telling the Birds (d)
lege

SIX

At Peace with the War.

EDDIE CONRAD

JOHN MILJAN IN "HIS NIGHT OUT" GEORGE

shiftless

Kind

"Between the Acts of the Opera," comedy
dialogue, singing, imitations of grand opera

.\

organization.

SARAH PADDEN

Your

stars.

(2255)— "Men

CO.

Let a Smile

(a)

Horsie, Keep
Ain't That

Dia I agues
EUGENE HOWARD

:

comedy

It

Comedy and Dramatic
Monologues and

his

in

(b)

'Cause

(c)

(2587)— Com-

(d) The Little Pig Moved Right
Ce) Alice Where Art Thou Going?

Away

WOR-

•THE AUTHOR" (2252)— Walters Weems

songs:

Be Your Umbrella
Tail

in

business that of worrying others, ending with the song
The Husband, the
Wife and the Lover.

Magnola
(2586)— Skit

(b)

Yourself a Piece of Cake"
songs
(a) Beautiful (b) Raymond Overture (c) Original Blues Song.
titled

parents.

cratic

HYMAS

Moon

the

VAL & ERNIE STANTON

(414)— Tenor, asMinna Egener and

Metropo.itan lOjjera
Chorus.
from Act II from Cavalleria

in
scenes
Rusticana,
Orchestra.
GIGLI (455) Tenor; quartetle fiijiii Rigoletto; Marian Talley, con
tralto; Jeanne Gordon, contralto; Guiseppe
De Luca, baritone; Gigli with Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra,

with

X'itaphon

BENIAMINO

.Symphony

;

—

!

™thJOBYNA RALSTON
and a Distinguished Cast

The Ace

of

Adventure

in

His Qreatest

A Thrilling, Dramatic Romance of the Air!
DRAMA

A

Powerful SILENT
Synchronized Music and Sound

with

Effects by

@K'ffg[L|i^^[S@K][?
"CORTELLA DISC method

is

interchangeable with

The equipment

other leading disc methods
can be installed for less than $500. The fact that the
machine weighs less than 300 pounds shows its ad"
vantage for road showing
all

A

Few

Territories Still

Open— WIRE

I

BUCK JONES CORPORATION
489 FIFTH

AVENUE
Charles F. Schwerin, Qeneral Manager

•t^^^^

NEW YORK

1

Powers Cinephone
Sound Recording System
What it is!
What it does!
What it means
1.

to the producer

POWERS CINEPHONE SYSTEM

is

i

method
by means

the photographic

of

re-

of specording sound on the film, synchronized with the picture,
cially constructed sound cameras, either on the set while the picture is in the
making or after the picture is finished and cut, as you intend it for exhibition.
2.

POWERS CINEPHONE

provides you with a recording of vocal or musical
sound and effects that is possible for the exhibitor to reproduce on any one of
the present day systems which provide for the reproduction of sound recorded
film, including Movietone, Photophone, Phonofilm, and the Device to be used

by Western Electric when ready.
3.

POWERS CINEPHONE

recording of sound on your film will give you a
most complete outlet for distribution in all theatres presenting sound movies
and using any one of the reproducing equipments mentioned above. Exhibitors will naturally be disposed to contract for your pictures when they know
that the synchronized sound recorded on the film may be reproduced on any
one of these equipments which they may have installed.
impose no
restriction on tlie Producer or Exhibitor* Both are at liberty to select any pictures, machines or equipment to be used in connection with
SYSTEM of recording or reproducing sound
on the film.

We

POWERS CINEPHONE

4.

We

are

now prepared

to

make you an

attractive proposition

if

you

will sub-

mit your production schedule and a brief outline of your requirements.

POWERS CINEPHONE SYSTEM
THE MOVIES."

will give

you the real

"VOICE OF

POWERS CINEPHONE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
Powers Building

7Z3 Seventli Avenue

New

York, N. Y.

Powers Cinephone
Sound Reproducing System
What it is!
What it does!
What it means
1.

to the exhibitor!

POWERS CINEPHONE SYSTEM is the reproduction of sound recorded on the film by means of the CINEPHONE ATTACHMENT which
appHed to your projection machine. The sound is synchronized with the picture and ampHfied in various stages to meet your individual requirement.

is

2.

POWERS CINEPHONE

provides you with a correct interpretative reproduction of vocal or musical sound and effects. It is possible with the
SYSTEM to reproduce any sound recorded on film by any
present day method such as Movietone, Photophone, Phonofilm and the device to be used by Western Electric when ready. In fact,
CINESYSTEM will reproduce sound recorded on film by any device similar to those mentioned above, or marketed by the same companies or

POWERS

CINEPHONE

POWERS

PHONE
others.

3.

POWERS CINEPHONE SOUND REPRODUCING SYSTEM
you

gives
an unlimited supply of pictures with sound recorded on the film as

places no restriction on the pictures you shall exhibit or
the type of machines you shall use in the presentation of
It

Sound Movi

very important as you should be free to select pictures from any company or any equipment available without exclusion of
others, should you decide to contract for other product or buy other equipment in the best interest of your business.
4.

We are
tion,

JSo

This

is

you with a complete equipment in one installayour sound requirements, at a great saving to you.
SYSTEM will give you the real "VOICE OF

in a position to supply

which

will cover all of

POWERS CINEPHONE
THE MOVIES."

POWERS CINEPHONE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
Powers Building

7Z3 Seventh Avenue

1^^

New

York, N. Y,

;:

;

JOHN BARCLAY
characterizations

(436)- -Baritone, offering
famous operatic stars,

of

and

witli quick costume changres, talking
singing: (a) Prologue from Pagliacci

Mephisto's

Serenade
Toreador Song.

(d)

JOHN BARCLAY

offering

famous operatic

of

(b)

Godounow

Boris

(c)

(437)— Baritone,

characterizations

stars,

with quick costume changes, talkins and
singing: (a) Mephisto's CaH of Gold (b)
Pale Sloon (c) Danny Deever.

ALBERT SPALDING

(438)— Violin

No. 12
Hark, the Lark.

N'octurne

(a)

Hark,

G

in

solo:
(b)

Major

ALBERT SPALDING (439)—Violin solo:
^a) Gviisv Airs (b) Souvenir,
FRANCES ALDA & VITAPHONE SYM-

PHONY (4.=;i)— Star Spangled
FLONZALEY QUARTETTE

Banner.
(466)

Reel.

QUARTETTE

FLONZALEY

(474)— Tenor,

by Jeanne Gordon, contralto,
from Act II of Bizet's Carmen.

assisted
a scene

KREMER
(b)

tarala

—

(467)

Nocturne (b) Minuet.

String ensemble (a)

GIOVANNI MARTINELLI

(475)— Singing:
G\u

T,a

No

(c)

prologue

to

Chit-

(a)

(481)— Offer-

Pagliacci,

I

in

Sir.

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS
ing

—

ensemble: (a) Canzonetta (b) Irish

.String

ISA

ki

figg£2DAILV

16

accompanied

bv Vitaphone .Symphonv Orchestra.

CTANBURY & GAMBARELLI
;

—
;

DE LUCA

Largo

Factotum,

al

Barber of

from

Act

The

of

Seville.

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS
tone:

I

Danny

(a)

Deever

(493)— Bari(b)

In

the

Gloaming.

BENIAMINO GIGLI

(498)—Tenor, accompanied at piano by Vito Camevali
(a)
Bergere Legere (b) Mirame Asi (c) Come
I.ove with Me (d) O Sole Mio.
:

MARIAN
GIGLI

TALLEY

(499)

&

— Soprano

rammo a te sull'
Lammermoor.

(2122)--Tenor
At Dawning.

(b)

MONASTERY CELLAR

IN A

with

Quartet,

and tenor: Verauni, from Act I of Lucia

GIOVANNI MARTINELLI (509)—Tenor,
by Louis D'Angelo. bass,
Act IV of La Tuive.

assisterl

:

(a)

in a duet

—

selec

"The
with Vitaphone Symphony

CARLOS SEDANO

MEXICANA (2489).
NOCHECITA (2490).
THE AMEER (2499).
THREE TWINS (2500).

MOON MAID

Picture Shown, Piano

Number

GLORIOUS BETSY (2340)— Synchronized
trailer with Conrad Naeel announcing.
LION AND THE MOUSE (2350)— Syn

THE LA VALLES

(2250)— Spanish songs:
La Golondrina (b) Estrellita (c) All
for Vou (d) Mi Viejo Amour.
PASQUALE AMATO (2254)— Baritone, as(a)

sistetl

Tormo

by Lillian Mines at the piano:
Sariente (b) Toreador Song.

(a)

CLAIR OMAR MUSSER (2256)— MarimbaSymphony OrchesMignon Overture (b) Over Moon-

phonist. with Vitaphone
tra

:

lit

Waters

(a)

Doll Dance.

(c)

IMPERIAL RUSSIAN COSSACKS

— Singing

six

(2280)

American and Russian num

FLORENTINE CHOIR
amus

(2281)— (a) Ador-

Toreador Song.
(2282)
(a) Ninna.
Nanna (b) Santa Lucia Luntana.
to

Christie

(b)

—

FLORENTINE CHOIR

CUGAT & HIS GIGOLOS
ist,

assisted

(2299)— Violin-

company

by

musicians

and

dancers.

(2300) — (a)

ley

of

BAND

HARMONICA
March High

Old Time

Sierra

Med-

(b)

Airs.

RENEE TUMANOVA &

CO.

(2359)

—

Three Russian Gypsies singing (a) Troyka
(b) Old Comrades March (c) RachmaninPrelude (d) Country Gardens (e)
Cossack Dance (f) Ak Rasposhol.

off's

Joyce

Sylvia?

CUGAT &

(b)

(2379)— Tenor,
Compton
(a)
Who
:

as-

Is

Serenade.

CO. (2540)— Musicians and

ers: (a) Celito
(c) Elito Lindo
Old Refrain.

Lindo
(d)

(b)

danc-

Morenita

Gypsy Dance

(e)

(a)

Mia
The

Good-

Where

E.rcept

Otherwise

WHEN

369 to 378,

452

:

to

459,

to

1

Release Nos.:

576 to

585,

THE FIRST AUTO— Reels
Nos.

589

:

596,

to

to

1

Numbers Are Played by Vitaphone Sym
Orchestra Except Where Otherwise
Indicated.
These Pieces Are Withmit Film.
Unless "With Film" Is Mentioned Bclo^v)
(All

phallic

8.

Re-

1

to 9.

inc.

THE FORTUNE HUNTER— Reels
Nos.

Release

THE

:

597

605,

to

Nos.: 2151

to

2158,

2161

to

2168,

to

1

Release

8.

inc.

+

*

Novelties and Special

Numbers
WILL HAYS (192)— President of M.P.P.
D.A. welcomes Vitaphone to the industry.
MARGARET McKEE (423)—Whistling
scene shows two children admiring bird cage; they fall asleep and dream
that bird changes to beautiful lady; Miss
McKee steps from cage and whistles (a)
Wooing Hour (b) Liebesfreud (c) Giannina Mia (d) Mocking Bird.
SPECIAL Lincoln's Gettysburg Address
(444) Interpretation and impersonation of
Abraham Lincoln by Lincoln Caswell.
;

—

UTICA JUBILEE SINGERS (503)— Negro
spiritualist
Ain't It a

Shame

(c)

offering

sters,"

birds

Call

(b)

That

"Fisticuffs Fun(574)
burlesque boxing match.

BIRDS

HJLAN'S

Do You

—

AND BANG

BIFF

Song

Watermelon

(a)

:

(2110)— Man

doing stunts;

directing

Landes,

Fritz

trainer,

appearing.

JAWS OF STEEL— Reels
Nos. 2171 to 2177,

Re

to 8.

1

inc.

SLIGHTLY USED— Reels
Nos.:

*

Religion?

inc.

LEAGUER— Reels

BU/SH

10.

to

1

inc.

to

1

Release

7.

DON CUMMINGS
room

inc.

(2125)— The

accompanied

roper,

by

drawing
Vitaphone

HAM AND EGGS AT THE FRONT— Orchestra.
Reels
to
Release Nos.: 2181 to 2187, AMATEUR NIGHT
7.

1

inc.

DESIRED

WOMAN— Reel

Nos.:

lease

2191

to

to

1

Re-

8.

2198.

THE JAZZ SINGER— Reels

1
No. 2211;
Reel 2, No. 2212; Reel 3, No. 2205
Reels 4 and 5, No. 2214; Reel 6, No.
2216; Reel 7, No. 2206; Reel 8, No. 2218;
Reel 9, No. 2219; Reel 10, No. 2220; Reel
11, No. 2221; Reel 12, No. 2207; Reel 13.
No. 2223; Reel 14, No. 2210; Reel 15
No. 2214; Overture is No. 2227 and Exit

is

Nos.:

lease

7,

2301

to

1

SAILOR IZZIE
Nos.:

2311

miniature

figures

are

they

created,

ta 2317,

1

to

to

7.

inc.
1

to

2327, inc.
Reels i
Release Nos.: 2331 to 2337, inc.
Reels
Release Nos.: 2341 to 2346. inc

sing

and offer musical numbers.
(2264)-—Writes words
on large blackboard, breaking them down
to syllables and winds story around each.

JOHNNY HYMAN

(2267)

—

Canine star put through several tricks by

owner

—

trainer.

*

*

*

Vocafilm
A minimum of 40 acts,

including

THE RENO DIVORCE—
to
bands,
solos,
and sketches.
jazz
March.
Number probably to be increased
DOG
OF
THE
REGIMENT—
to 6.
ROSA RAISA & GIACOMO RIMINI MIGNON (263)— Played by New York
later in the season.
(524) — Soprano and baritone in duct from
I'liilharmonic Orchestra.
*
*
*
THE GIRL FROM CHICAGO— Reels
Act IV of
Trovatore,
to
Release Nos.: 2351 to 2357, inc.
(314)— Played by New
CHARLES HACKETT (552)— Tenor: (a) TANNHAUSER
York Philharmonic Orchestra.
THE
SILVER SLAVE— Reels to 7. Re
Warners
The Song of the Nile (b) The Song of SPIRIT OF 1918 f3Sl)—
lease Nos.: 2361 to 2367, inc.
With film.
India.
Eighteen
"Warner
Winners" and
POET
AND
GINSBERG
PEASANT
(447)—
THE
GREAT— Reels
film.
to 7
OHMAN & ARDEN (553)-Pianists (a) LIGHT CAVALRY (448)— With With
12 specials will be Vitaphoned.
All
Re'ease Nos.: 2371 to 2377, inc.
film.
Tlie Rustle of Silks (b) Mighty Lak' a
RAYMOND (44Q')_Witb film
GOOD TIME CHARLEY— Reels
to 8
will have synchronized scores, diaRose (c) Trv and Play It.
Release Nos.
NOON AND NIGHT (4S0) 2381 to 2388, inc.
MME SCHUMANN-HEINK (568)— Con MORNING,
logue and other sound effects. Titles
With film.
BRASS KNUCKLES— Reels
to 8.
Re of
tralto:
(a)
Der Erikonig (b) Trees (c) ORPHEUS f4r,n-With film
the Winners group:
lease Nos.: i.i'U to 2398 inc
Pirate Dreams.
OF DIXIE— With film
IF I WERE SINGLE— Reels
"State Street Sadie," "The Midto 8.
Re
ARNAUT BROTHERS (571)— Singing and EVOLUTION
PHEDRE (2170) — With film.
lease Nos.: 2401 to 2408, inc.
night Taxi," "Women They Talkwhistling,
with
instrumental
accompani- STARS AND STRIPES
HUSBANDS FOR RENT— Reels
(2330).
to 7
ment: (a) An Original Number (b) Two HIGH
About," "Land of the Silver Fox,"
JINKS
(2360).
Release Nos.: 2411 to 2417
inc
Little Love Birds Cc) An Original Num"Caught in the Fog," "Beware of
WATCH YOUR STEP (2370).
BEWARE OF MARRIED MEN— Reels
ber (H) Pop Goes the Wca.scl.
TORCH
DANCE
to
(2378)—
With
Release
Nos.:
film.
Bachelors,"
"Kid Gloves," "From
2421
to
2427,
inc.
KNIGHT MacGREGOR (613)— Baritone FIREFLY (2380).
A RACE FOR LIFE--Reels,
to 6.
Re- Headquarters,"
K s s e s,"
"Stolen
(a) I'alc Moon (b) The Big Brown Bear
DANCE
OF
THE
lease
Nos.: 2431 to 2436, inc
HOURS (2389)
(c) On the Road to Mandalay.
"Hard
Boiled
Rose,"
"The
MORRIS
DANCE
THE
(2390).
LITTLE
SNOB— Reels to 7. Re- Wildcat," "One Stolen Night," Little
HORACE BRITT (614)— Cellist (a) Elegy SHEPHERD'S DANCE (2399)
"The
lease Nos.
41
to 2447, inc
(b) Serenade.
KATINKA I2M)0).
POWDER MY BACK— Reels to 8. Re Outlaw Dog," "She Knew Men," "No
MILLER & FARRELL (623)— Mandolin SARI
(2410).
lease Nos,
to 2458. inc.
.lud miniature piano: (a) When the PussyDefense," "Fancy Baggage," "The
UNDER THE STARRY BANNER (2419) ACROSS THE2451
ATLANTIC— Reels to 8. Greyhound Limited." and "King of
will. ,w WHiispers to the Catnip (b) Maggie
"^OLD AND SILVER (2428)
Hi-lc.-ise
Nos.: 2461 to 2468, inc.
Hhic (c) Timbuctoo.
EMBLEM MARCH (2429) GLORIOUS BETSY— Reels to 8. Release the Wilderness."
ALLAN PRIOR (2106)—Tenor: (a) A NATIONAL
MLLE. MODISTE r3437).
Nos.
2471 to 2478, inc.
The specials include:
Dream (b) I^ Donna c Mobile, accom- MARCHE
LORRAINE (2438).
THE CRIMSON CITY— Reels to
Re
panied by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra. SEMPER
"The Jazz .Singer," "Tenderloin,"
FIDELIS
MARCH
lease
Nos.
(2439).
2481
to
2487.
inc.
IN A BLACKSMITH SHOP (2117)— Sex
"The Lion and the Mouse," "GloriMARIETTE
(2440)
THE
LION
AND
THE
MOUSE—
Reels
tctte of soloists, featuring J. Delos Jewkes
SUITE FROM THE SOUTH (2448).
to 8.
ous Betsy," "Lights of New York,"
Release Nos.: 2491 to 2498, inc.
and soloists, with Vitaphone Symphony SPIRIT OF
ST. LOUIS (2449)
TENDERLOIN— Reels to 9. Release Nos. 'The Singing Fool," "My Man," "The
Orchestra:
(a)
Anvil Chorus (b)
Ar- CINDERELLA BLUBS (2450)
2.S0!
to 25(19, inc.
mourer's Song from Robin Hood (c) Go BY
Desert Song," "The Terror," "ConWIRELESS (2459).
RINTY OF THE DBSERT— Reels
to 6.
W.rsh an Klephant If You Want to Do
quest,"
"The Redeeming Sin," and
LINDBERGH
FOREVER
(2460).
Release
Nos.:
2511
to
2516, inc
Something Big.
BARCAROLLE (2469).
"The Home Towners."
DOMESTIC TROUBLES- Reels
to
THREE COLONIAL GIRLS (2121) — ALA CLOISTER
EPISODE (2470)
Re'ease Nos.
2521 to 2526. inc
Of these, the following will be allLouise Klos, coloratura soprano and harpBURLESO POMPOSO (2479).
LIGHTS OF NEW YORK— Reels
to 9. talking:
ist; Jeanette
Rogers, flutist; Anna Tim- THE
COHENS
AND
THE KELLYS
Release Nos.: 2531 to 2539, inc.
First
mcr, cellist
with
Vitaphone Orchestra
"Lights
of
New York," "The
(2480).
all-talking feature.
(a) Serenade (b) Au Du Rossignole
(c)
OUR
GANG—
KID
COMEDY
NUMBER
GLORIOUS
BETSY—This includes the Desert Song," "7'he Terror," "ConD<^l'y Dances.
(2488).
nmth reel of the feature. Release No. 2549. quest," and "The Home Towners."
.Spanish

Dance

(521)— Violin

(b)

Minuet

(c)

solo:

(a)

Turkish

I

ALEX
Golf," show-ing a golfer tricks of trade.
FANNY RICE (2243) — Presenting "Types,"

his

inc.

MURPHY— Reels
2321

Re-

to 8.

SWEETHEART— Reels

Release Nos.:

Release

2308,

I

Demarest plays theater manager.
MORRISON (2199)— "Lessons in

RIN TIN TIN & LEE DUNCAN

No. 2226.

A SAILOR'S

(2130)— Bringing the
audience back to the old-time weekly theater feature, with ripe tomatoes and eggs
hurled at performers as in days gone by;
Wi'liam

ONE ROUND HOGAN— Reels

Overture Compositions and
Concert Renditions

Release

8.

inc.

OLD SAN FRANCISCO— Reels
lease

12.

396 to 407, inc.
Played by
Philharmonic Orchestra.

New York

etc.

number

to

1

:

MISSING LINK— Reels
Nos.

Re

10.

to

1

inc.

A MAN LOVES— Reels

Release Nos.

—

:

THE BETTER 'OLE— Reels
:

an-

Synchronized accompaniment, durwhich Conrad Nagel tells of the development of Vitaphone, talent required,
(2430)

Indicated

Philharmonic Orchestra.
Nos.

Jr.,

ing

Orchestra,

Release Nos.
1
to 13.
323, 324, 329, 331, 226, 230, 232, 238, 241,
244, 248, 252, 256.
Played by New York

lease

Collier,

TENDERLOIN (2420)— Synchronized trail
er. Conrad Nagel talking.
GENERAL
VITAPHONE
TRAILER

DON JUAN— Reels

lease

NEWSBOYS'

Symphony

Vitaphone

by

William

chronized trailer;
nouncing.

THE HUNT (2248)—Vernon Rickaird and Scores for Feature Releases
the
Frolickers' Quartet:
A-Hunting
(a)
(.Synchronized Accompaniment for Entire
We Will Go (b) The Hunter's Loud
Feature)
Played

trail-

musical arrangement

played.

(2510).

medley.

Haloo (c) Drink to Me Only with Thine
Eyes (d) A-Hunting We Will Go.

with actual shots;

er

Finale,

(d)

f

1928

Trailers

:

a

22,

JAZZ SINGER (2228)— Synchronized

SPEED MANIACS (2519).
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (2520).
Me
LA MARSEILLAISE (2528).
SAVE THE KING (2527).
LEON VAVARA (2190)— Pianist (a) Pre- GOD
MARCIA REALE OF ITALY (2529).
lude in C Sharp Minor (b) Dinner Course FINICULI FINICULA (2530).
Interpretation, a comedy; (c) Small Town
*
*

La Paloma (b) Swiss Echo

BENIAMINO GIGLI (517)—Tenor:
tions from Act II of La Cjioconda.
GIGLI AND DB LUCA (518)— In
Pearl Fishers,"
Orchestra.

(2142)

tation of monastery life: (a) The Rosary
(b) In Tiefen Keller (c) Love's Old Sweet
Song (d) Drink to
Only with Thine
Eyes (e) Drinking Song.

GipVANNI MARTINELLI (510)—Tenor: ROSA RAISA (2545)— Singing:
\'a I'ronouncer Ma Mort. from La Juive.
bye (b) Eli Eli.
NELLIE & SARAH KOUNS (515) —
Sopranos
Duet.

(a)

:

bass singer, offering presen-

HACKETT
BENIAMINO CHARLES
sisted by

di

from

DISKAY

Moon

Pale

hers.

(484)—Duo

Roxy's Gang
Stanbury, baritone
Gambarelli, dancer: (a) A Moonlight RoBeautiful Dreamer, sung by Stanbury; (b) Glow Worm, a dance, by Gambarelli
For You Alone, sung by
(c)
Stanbury.
GIUSEPPE
(488)— Baritone:
from

mance

JOSEPH
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:
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:
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SOUND PICTURE AND MUSIC DEVICES
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DAILY
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Manpower

SOME VITAL POINTS TOR

the Market Will Offer
Sound Picture Devices

The remaining

country.
It

most

is

important

—and

this

cannot be stressed too heavily

— for

exhibitor to remember that, as
long as the question of interchanging one type of sound picture system with another, remains in doubt,
he must exercise the greatest care in
determining what system he purchases. So far it has not been clearly defined if sound-on-film devices
arc interchangeable.
The same apthe

plies

the

sound-on-disc systems.
If
is not careful, he will
an equipment over which a

to

exhibitor

install

limited

number

made and then

of

films is
discover that

sound

It is

consequently important

for the exhibitor to learn exactly what sound picture product becomes available to hiri
before signing for equipment.

picture devices and should not be confused with them.
market now and to be offered are: Bristolphone, Duplex

—
—
—

—

Manufacturer Pow'ers Cinephone
Equipment Corp.
Photographic.
Type of Device
Sound on film.

—

— Sponsors state

Description
general,

—

—

that, in

the principles behind Cineare similar to the technical

film.

the operator who may be showing a
picture which may break and throw
the sound out of synchronization for
a second or two which would under

Han-A-Phone

— Voiceaphone

Co.,

—

Type of Device
Phonographic.
Sound in disc method.

—

Han-A- Phone

Product

— Not

ready for announce-

ment.

Photophone
— R C A Photophone,

Manufacturer
Inc.

—

Photographic.
Type of Device
Sound on the film.
Description
Photophone projec-

—

tion

is

Madalatone

—

Sound on

—

film

sponsors.

A. glass-inclosed casing
permits visibility of operation at all
times, while the few parts are said
to be sturdily built. The system uses
no phonographic records as the Vitaphone. nor does it make use of photoelection
caused
by
non-theatrical

Description This disc turntable is
attached to a standard projector by f-ompetric coils as the Movietone and
apparatus
do.
The
a Universal joint, there being two Photophone
turntables on each equipment. Amp- Madalatone picks up the sound from
the film itself and conveys it to an
lification is obtained through special
radio tubes developed in the Utah amplifying device, from which it is
Radio Products Co. and is a system carried to loud speakers.
peculiar to

—

force.

—

its

Inc.

Any

unusual repairs needed made by men
from company headquarters.
Manpower Usual projection room

generally similar to ordinary
motion picture projection except that
it
has added to it a "sound-head"
which enables a narrow line of light
to be thrown on the sound-track on
the film.
The light getting through
quired.
the sound track on the film then falls
Manpower
Regular projectionist on the sensitive photo-electric cell
which produces electric currents corcan handle.
responding to the original sound. An
Product
Twelve features, first amplifier in the projection booth in"The Expensive Sex." Four specials creases the power of this current
with dialogue and effects and two fea- which is then transtnitted by wire to
tures with Huston Ray. One hundred the loud speakers back stage.
and four acts and presentation num"The loud speakers which are cones
bers.
produce a diffused fan of sound. They
reproduce accurately extremely low
notes and very high pitched notes as
well as the middle register," Photophone claims. "They are also capable
Manufacturer Madalatone Corp.
Type of Device
Photographic. of reproducing sounds of any loud-

method.
Z)escripti(m— The system uses a
stylus, picks up the sound from the
film through amplifiers fits quickly
plete interchangeahility with all ex- between the upper film magazine and
isting sound picture reproduction sys- the projector head, and
takes exactly
tems now on the market.
one-half hour to install, according to

Manufacturer

RCA

—

Servicing Extra standard
tubes furnished with each device.

—

Cinephone

— Device requires normal
Manpower — Normal projection
force can handle.
Product — Cinephone claims com-

—

the

circumstances

Servicing

The William H.
Mfg. Co.
Type of Device
Phonographic.
Sound on disc.
Description A
turn
table
connected to the projector which can be
operated by one man in the booth.
It is understood that the sound can
be stopi)ed and started without getting out of synchronization with picture by simply turning a device attached to the machine which will immediately resynchronize.
This is a
unique feature which is important to

On

embraces a small incanlamp and highly sensitive

photo-electric cell. As the film passes
between these fixtures light falling
upon the cell regulates its electrical
resistance.
This controls amount i.f
telephonic current being supplied l>v
a connecting battery which is then
amplified through a series of Audion
Amplifiers.

cause much the past insofar as it employs a small
trouble. The whole device is compact diaphragm to which the stylus is atand easily attached to any standard tached, and which, in turn, is riveted
The amplifying device is in three places to a larger diaphram.
projector.
It consists of an This method of construction is said
also very simple.
amplifying unit similar to that used to permit the use of a very thin and
Due to
in large radio sets with a horn set therefore sensitive diaphram.
back of the screen. The horn used the construction, the possibility of
chattering or blasting is actually elimis light but durable.
Servicing No special attention re- inated regardless of the amount of
volume thrown through the speaker,
quired.
Manpower Can be handled by op- Han-A-Phone asserts. This unit has
therefore
overcome the objections
erator in booth.
Product FitzPatrick Famous Mu- that heretofore have been raised
against other air column speaker
sic Master Series.
units, the company maintains.
Servicing No
special
care
re-

ordinary

attention.

Bristol

descent

Orchestrola, Electrograph, Han-a-Phone, Monronaphone, Orchestraphone,
Phonofilm, Phototone, Prcjecto-Phone and Vitaphone.
Several companies manufacturing sound picture devices are likewise making synchronization devices. This accounts for the repetition of several brand names in both classifications.

the

Bristolphone

at-

tachment

NOT

phone
problems met in sound reproduction
For exhibitor enlightenment, a via Movietone (Western Electric)
brief data on each device
is
ap- and Photophone (RCA). The sound
pended.
track is to be found along the edge of

Manufacturer

film.

Reproducing instruments which use upon standard disc records
for their music and resort to various forms of loud speaker amplisound
These are
fication for volume, are growing in number.

ibeing

pictures made with another system
are impossible for him to project.

film Corp.

Synchronization Devices

systems. Generally, these are reproducing instruments which use radio
tube and loud speaker amplification,
to secure volume and standard disc
In several
records to secure music.
cases, manufacturers of sound picture devices are making this second
type of equipment for the use of
theaters
throughout
the
smaller

— De Forest PhonoType of Device — Sound on
Description— The synchronizing
Manufacturer

reproduced from a disc. They are Bristolphone, Han-a-Phone,
Phototone, Vitaphone and Vocafilm.

non-synchronous

so-called

Phonofilm

phonographic, which means the sound

is

tachment.

The

five are

Western Electric)

(.See

and Photophone.

film

projection

Movietone

Of
picture systems, available and announced, total ten.
this number, Sve are photographic which means the sound track is
on the film. They are: Cinephone, Madalatone, Movietone, Phono-

chanical music:
1.
Sound picture systems, in which
the sound, whether in the form of
music, dialogue or effects is synchronized with the film and is reproduct d throuRh the operation of synchronous motors.
One is attached
to the
regular projector and the
other, to the sound reproducing at-

Normal

—

Sound

There are two types of equipment
available for the reproduction of me-

—

1928

force can handle.
Product 104 acts.

What

EXHIBITORS TO OBSERVE

2.

room

22,

alone.

The

construction of this unit is claimed
to be radically different from that of

Servicing
cleaning.

— Requires

an occasional

Normal weekly charge

neighborhood of

$10.

in

ness, literally from a whisper to a cyclone, or from solo instruments to a
full orchestra," it is asserted.
"As a
result of these three characteristics,

extremely
effective

natural and dramatically
repi^oduction of sound is

obtained, with a definite illusion that
the voice or sound proceeds from the
appropriate point in the moving picture."

Photophone

declares.
are concealed at the sides
of the screen and, in the instances,
of large capacity houses, a bank may
be used topping it. Four cones, compiise a bank, each bank weighing 250
pounds.
Volume is controlled from
the projection room, where is located
the amplifier panel.

The cones

Cost

— Photophone

is

to be

manu-

factured in five sizes.
The smallest
equipment is for school rooms and
respective sizes for houses up to 800
seats; from 800 to 1,700 seats, from
1,700 to 2,500 seats; and over 2,500
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Price depends upon specifica-

Servicing

—The

company

will

Man-power— "A

machine.

normal projection
room force can operate," Photophone

— Pathe

use Photowill
for a
10 pictures;
of six and Mack Sennett for

Product
phone for

minimum
about

FBO

two-reel

10

This

comedies.

announcement

total
represents
product to date.

of

Detail listed under
individual companies.

Phototone

—

How

s<;r-

vice sets but it is claimed that except
for major repairs, the regular projectionist will be able to service the

says.

by

Manufacturer Phototone Corp.
Phonographic,
Type of Device

Much
Western
it

—

has

film

prevailed over the difference between
and disc systems.
The company explains

as follows:

The only

difference in the equipment lies in the pick-up apparatus used at the projector, which, in the case of the disc method,
(Vitaphone) embraces a turntable for the disc on which the sound
is recorded, while in the film method (Movietone), the equipment
calls for a sound attachment unit.
In theaters where it is desired
to use productions made by both methods, tlie projector is equipped
with both turntable and, sound attachment unit. This is known as
the dual sound projector system and is employed in 95 per cent of
the existing installations.
The pushing of a button is the only
operation required to permit change immediately from one method
to the other.
The amplifiers and horns installed in the theater ar;
identical for both methods.

—

sound-on-disc.

Electric's

are reproduced in a
equipment made by
Western Electric and known as the
Westein Electric Sound Projector
System, is employed.
A standard

W, E. Systems Vary

confusion

— Minimum

With

of 40 releases,
in

the disc method, the

photographing

and

first

step

recording

a
studio eciuij^ped

scene is taken in a
with special facilities. These include
one or more microphones placed
about the studio, out of range of the
camera, but near enough to the performers to pick up the desired sounds
orchestra,
speaker or vocalist.
of
Scund-proof booths house the camras, so that no extraneous noises
may interfere with the recording.
When a scene is to be recorded, the
camera photographs it while the
microphones pick up the desired
DESCRIPTION sounds.
These sounds, striking the diaDescription The telephone is the
phragm of the microphone, cause it
root from which sound pictures have
to vibrate and these vibrations are
It was while carrying on
grown.

—

—

voice.

Servicing

—-Equipment

leased

is

and serviced to the theater. Through
a complete record library the theater
manager or orchestra leader can select discs that will be adapted to
round out a completed score.
Manpower Requires none addi-

—

due to the mechanical operation above outlined.

tional,

Vitaphone
Hcstcni Electric)

(Sec

— \ocatilm

America.
1

ype of Device

—

Corp.

—

translated into a fluctuating electric
studies of communication problems
current that flows through wires to a
that engineers of the Bell Telephone
control room.
There the current
Laboratories developed for Western
through
an
amplifier system
passes
Electric Co., the different elements
on to a recording device where the
that make up the Western Electric's
are
of
the
current
These elements include the fluctuations
system.
public address system for amplifying changed into mechanical vibrations
electrical which are recorded on a disc of soft
sound,
distributing
and
methods of recording sound on wax. To insure that the picture and
phonograph records (Vitaphone) and sound are perfectly synchronized, the
the recording and reproducing of motors wdiich run the cameras and the
sound in conjunction with motion pic- turntable carrj-ing the disc are made
to run at uniform speed and in
ture film. (See Movietone.)
These motors are
Vitaphone method, the synchronism.
In the
sound is recorded on and reproduced started and reach full speed together
wax disc operated in and continue to run together.
from
a
When picture and sound recorded
synchronization with the film.

—

carried

through

of

Phonographic.

Sound-on-disc.
Description Records are
synchronization with film.

run

in

Sound
to

amplifier

loud-

speakers placed in suitable positions
behind the screen. Vocafilm stresses
the simplicity of operation.

apparatus
that in
in

has

mind

been

The whole

designed

with

which
beyond the comprehen-

to perfect a device

no way is
of any

ordinary projectionist
with whom, after all, the successful
reproduction of synchronized motion
pictures depends, the company deVocafilm adds the device
clares.
without sacrificing quality, has elimsion

and
delicate
intricate,
all
troublesome mechanical details difficult to handle by anybody but highly trained technical men and that the
simplicity has cut the time required

inated

to learn how to operate the device to
a minimum.
Servicing There will be no service

—

charge to exhibitors.

Manpower

—

Normal

crew can handle Vocafilm.

projection

used for the film while
added for the sound
record.
Both are operated by the
same motor and means are provided
to control the speed automatically.
An adaptation of the Western Electric public address system makes it

l)rojcctor is
a turntable

is

to pick up electrical vibrafrom the reproducer, amplify
Ihem and by means of loud speakinR

possible
tions

telei)honcs

located

in

the

theater,

transform them into sound. For the
average theater, four horns, placed
behind the motion picture screen, are

The film and the needle for playing
the
record
are
set
in
place
as
indicated by marks prior to running
off the sound picture.
The motor is
then started and the film and the
record are mechanically operated, in
synchronism.
tions
into

GENERAL INSTALLATION LAYOUT FOR TALKING MOTION PICTURES
WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND PROJECTOR SYSTEMS FOR THEATRES
ELECTRICAL RESEAfCM PROOXTS IN^., NEW YWW, U.S. A.

of

the

The mechanical

vibra-

needle are transformed
vibrations which pass

sound
through the horns behind the screen.
Servicinq

— Nominal,

dependant on

the equipment and
removed theater is from
Electric service station.
size

VITAPHONE

Vocafilm
Mannfuctarcr

other

sufficient.

Product

Description Any number of turn- including acts and musical sketches.
Several Educational one and two reeltables can be used, which ar.- conOrdinarily use ers have already been synchronized.
trolled by the film.
two turntables running nominally at
Western Electric
speed of 78 revolutions per minute.
There is a flexible coupling between Manufacturer
Electric
Research
the turntable and projection ma- Products, Inc.
chine, with a synchronizing device
Type of Device Photographic and
interposed between the reproducing phonographic. The first, which carcoupling
turntable and the flexible
ries the sound on the film is known
leading to the projection machine. as
Movietone. The second, with
This synchronizing mechanism con- sound on discs, is known as Vitatrols the speed of film through pro- phone.
jecting machine, keeping picture and
It is posvoice in synchronization.
sible to use 10-inch records with this
The starting and stopequipment.
ping of turntables is controlled by
the film, thereby relieving the operator from any mechanical or othtr
work in synchronizing picture and

method

this

theater,

of

how

far

||
'

Western

Manpower— Company says no
manpower is necessary.

ad-

ditional

MOVIETONE DESCRIPTION
Description
tem.

means

—A

The sound

sound-on-film sysis

photographed by
on the side

of light variations

the film.
This process consists
photographing variations in light
intensity on the film. The sounds to
be recorded are picked up by microphones which have the property of
changing sound vibrations into electrical
vibrations.
These electrical
vibrations are amplified and in turn
of
in

vary the intensity of a recording

light.

jj

THE
20

This recording light is contained in
tube that is inserted in the back
of a camera in such a way that the

Electrograph

.1

— Gates Radio and
Device — Phonographic

Manufacturer
.Supply Co.

variations in light intensity fall directly upon a narrow edge of the
negative film on which the motion
picture is also simultaneously being
Aside from the fact that
recorded.

Type of
reprotlucing instrument using standard
records.
Description

camera is motor-driven and i*^
connected by wire with the telephonic

— The

cabinet

is

made

conform to theater requirements,
occupying a minimum space and so
constructed that there is no obstruc-

the

to

apparatus, there is little difference between the recording of picture and
voice by this method and the ordinary
picture recording in a studio.
The presentation of one of these
-iound films lo an audience is in effect

The

tion to visibility of the picture.

equipment consists of two felt covered turntables driven by individual
spring suspended, noiseless, electrical
motors with automatic stop and
speed regulator. The pick-up is specially wound for this particular purpose to match the 'impedance of

power

The

unit.

power

unit

is

housed in the lower compartment
and built to stand continuous sersimple in construction.

vice, yet

Aeo

for sound re-

essential

light,

in Wester^n Electric film

production

method

pressions of the original artists as if
they were present in person, it is
claimed.
There are no batteries or elimConnection
inators to contend with.
is
made with the light socket, and
The switch
is always ready for use.
board and volume control is directly
in front of the operator on top board

a reversal of this process. The standard film, containing both picture and

^ound in a photographic record, is
run through a standard projection machine to which has been attached a
This unit
sound reproducing unit.
includes a light that is reflected onto
the scund record of the film. As the
sound record on the film passes the
light, it interrupts the constant light
shining through it and sets up light
variations
corresponding to those
photographed. These variations then

and so arranged that it makes cueing
of pictures a simple matter. Records
can be instantly changed and at any
volume.
Servicing No more than required
in normal wear and tear.
Manpower One operator; no musical experience necessary.

—
—

on a photo-electric cell which
changes the light variations back to
fall

electrical variations. The latter variations, being too delicate to be heard

and carried by

directly, are amplified

wire from the projection booth to the
horns placed back of the screen, from
which the sound emerges.

Servicing

— Nominal,

Han-A-Phone
Simplex Equipped for Western Electric Disc and Film Reproduction

upon the

how

extra

force

Synchronization Devices

re-

Product

Fox

*

Bristolphone

— Features.

(film

method) 22

National

First

to

(using both disc

ber.

Paramount, (both systems), 25

to

.30.

United Artists (film method),
Warner:, (disc) 30.

18.

I'niversa!. 18.

Short Subjects

Movietone News, 52.
Fox Movietoi-.e Magazine, 52.
Fox Movietone Entertainments.
F-"nx

25.

minimum.
Paramount Christie

Comedies,

Paramount News,

— Requires no
tention.
Manpower — Normal
Servicing

force

52.

\'itaphone presentations, 400.

special at-

projection

necessary.

Duplex Orchestrola
Manufactxirer

32.

—The

basic

—

re-

20

Description

idea
involves use of the disc. It consists of
Type of Device
Phonographic, three parts: mechanism for turning
reproducing system using standard the records
and transferring the orrecords.
iginally recorded sounds to the elecDescription— Similar to the major trical system; electric amplifiers for inBristolphone used for sound picture creasing the volume of sound impulses
reproduction, uses a double turntable before thev enter the audio projector,
device which can be hooked up to and a tone projector which converts
the same amplifying unit on which electrical impulses into a tone blend.
stock records can be played with suf- The device is housed in a steel cabficient volume to fill an average sized inet. 36_ by 18 inches and 42 inches
theater without putting on additional high. The amplifier is set in the base
and the mechanical equipment is in a
power.

room

M-G-M

Movietone News, 52.
Hal Roach cometlies (M-G-M

records.
Bristol

Mfg. Co.

.iO.

and film methods) 30.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer (using
both systems), no decision on num-

lease)

producing instrument using standard

Manufacturer— William H.

—

Type of Device— Phonographic

— Monrona Radio
Type of Device — Disc-turntable,
using P50 Monronaphone amplifier.
Description— Three different types
Mfg. Co.

of turntables furnished.
No. 1, a single turntable induction motor and volume control; No. 2, a double induction motor turntable with two electric

trol lever changes records. By hooking up with a radio receiver broadcasts can be projected.

No. 5, automatic
changeover for records, taking 10 records and repeating them until switch

— No

charge for
installation..

can

handle.

pickups,

individual switch arrangea fader to fade trom one

record to another;

turned off. P50 Ami)Iificr operates
frrm
110 volts 60C current and will
Then
operate with a microphone or rerord
three

on a per hour basis when necessary.

Manpower-— Normal.
re-

Monronaphone

Manufacturer

ment with

Servicing

Demonstration

scored
those
and
Han-A-Phone
through the use of standard records
Han-A-Phone,
s
iH°"tical.
See
page 18.

dust-proof compartment.
No wiring
or machinery is exposed.
Operation
is possible with the doors closed or
open. A slight movement of the con-

months following

Sales Co.,

—

Description Han-A-Phone is used
both sound pictures and for cueThis
ing non-synchronized pictures.
is done by disconnecting a universal
ioint which unites the reproduction
The amplifiunit with the projector.
cation in- both pictures produced via
for

quired.
*

Inc.

jrds.

far

theater is
geographically removed
from nearest Western Electric service
station of which there are now 22.

Manpower— No

— Voiceaphone Co.,
Device — Phonographic

Manufacturer

Type of
recording instrument using stock rec-

operates on a

sliding coit scale dependant
size of the equipment and

The

impedance of the various units is so
closely and accurately matched that
it
reproduces from any phonograph
record the identical tones and ex-

is

pick up, or both at the same time.
can be plugged into the set.
System of amplification is a com-

One person Radio

|

THE
Sunday, July

bination of choke, resistance and inipedence coupled.
Servicino Extra parts supplied;
other repairs made from headquarters.

—
Manpower— Operated

son or by a
projection

member

room

by one perregular

of the

force.

Orchestraphone
Manufacturer —
Marketed by
Co.
Supply Co.

Type

of Device

producing
records.

Orchestraplione
NationalTheatcr

— PhonoRraphic

re-

instrument using standard

—

This equipment is
Description
housed in an upright console, constructed of heavy gauge furniture
steel and finished in optional colors.
the top of the console is the conboard with two turn tables, pickups, automatic control and two operaOrchestraphone stresses
tor's lights.
its pick-ups, which, it is claimed, pro-

At

trol

duce a constant volume over a range
extending from the third octave below middle C to the fourth aljove. In
this entire interval, tone quality re-

mains exactly as

it

was

j?B^

DAILY
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in the original

music, it is asserted, and there are no
high peaks or "blasts" on the notes of

generates a slight AC curThis current is carried to tiie
amplifying chamber in which vacuum
glass capsules amplify it in order to
(il)tain the necessary volume for auditorium use.
The anu)Hfying current is then carried to the reproducing
unit installed on every Orchestraphone horn.
Orchestraphone horns

its special advantajjcs, the
First, it is enmaiuifarturer states.
tirely separate from the projection
room ef|uipnicnt. Second, it places no
additional work on the projectionist.
Third, its music is not produced by
one single orchestra or a limited
proup of artists. Any and every type
of music recorded on standard or
are usually installed in the orchestra electrically produced records may be
tone chambers placed at used.
pit or in
A library of 200 selected records
the side of the stage.
Music is synchronized through the for Orchestraphone is included with
These are filed in
use of two turn tables and an "auto- each installation.
matic change-over." The turn tables individual catalogued compartments
are driven by synchronous motors. ii a steel cabinet. In conjunction with
While one record is being played, this library, a booklet of records is
the one next to be used is, at the furnished for the convenience of the
These records are classisame time, turning with its pick-up operator.
set for immediate operation. When a fied as to type of music, atmosphere
change of music is desired, the Or- or theme, and in general, the sort of
chestraphone operator simply touches situations in which they are used to
The name of the
best advantage.
a button.
Pick-ups are "set" by simply swing- record manufacturer and record aping them into position above that pears in each instance.
Special installations with remote
portion of the record from which the
The Han-A-Phone disc system for music is to be taken. In this way, control horns can i)C made. For ina bugle call, or any short strain, may stance, the theater owner wishing to
reproduction of sound pictures
be taken from one record and the entertain his patrons who wait for
upper registers nor are there over- music changed at once into another seats in a lobby can. with a small
the additional expense, have a separate
tones in lower registers.
In "playing a picture"
theme.
The pick-ups are essentiallv little operator simply follows a cue sheet, Orchestraphone horn installed in his
Their contact, through taking the records in their indicated lobbv.
dynamos.
Servicing Maintenance costs are
needles, with
the grooves of the order.
This method of synchron-

record,

—

DIRECTOR
Questions Asked"

"Powder

Now

My

Back"

in Production

"THE TERROR"
ALL STAR

VlTAPHOKi
SPECIAL

WARNER

ization has

rent.

ROY DEL RUTH
"No

21

BROS. PICTURES

—JX0^.DAILY
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l)ractically nothing, the

manufacturer

says, while only minor and inexiiensive amplifying units are subject
to replacement, necessary
lor.g intervals of time.

I

I

takes one person to
operate and to care for the library
of records. The operator need not be
a musician.

— De Forest PhonoDevice— Spiral sound-on-

Manufacturer
Corp.

film

Type
film
film

of
record using

Forest Phono-

De

amplification.

— Separate

Description

I

Projecto-Phone

—

—

cording

instrument

using

standard

—

Description Projecto-Phone operwith two and three turntables
with loud speaker amplification supplying the volume. It is largely similar to other recording instruments
on the market, such as Electrograph
and Orchestraphone.
ates

Vitaphone
Manufacturer

room

force.

Phototone
Manufacturer Phototone Corp.
Phonographic,
Type of Device

—

sound-on-disc.

—

— Electrical Research
—

Products, Inc.
Type of Device Phonographic reproducing instrument using stock
records.

Description

quarters.

projection

^mSStHiaeL,

—

It

record of sound,
totaling 20,000 ft., capable of running
400 minutes without changing.
Servicing Ordinary parts supplied
with device for installation by operator; others from company head-

—

—This

commonly

is

known

as "Baby Vitaphone."
The
amplification is similar to that used
in the major Vitaphone described on
page 19. In this system the record
does not have to be synchronized
with the film. It is not necessary to
drive projector and turntable by the
same motor; therefore the turntable
need not be in the projection room
but can be in any part of the theater
where the operator can see the screen
and hear the music.
Then again,
since it is not necessary for each

Description The device can be
adapted to the use of any recording
discs, using two turntables running
nominally at a speed of 78 revoluTen-inch records
tions per minute.
can be used with this equipment.
Phototone will also supply its own
record library, permitting the th.cater
to select discs that will build up a
score on any picture.
Servicing The equipment is on a
leasing basis, and is serviced to the

record to play throughout a whole
reel,
large slow-Speed records are
not required, and therefore records of
the usual type, operating at the
standard speed of about 78 revolutions per minute, can be employed.
To permit continuous playing, two

theater.

turntables

—

are

employed;

these

are

Movietone attachment for Simplex projector
driven by universal motors, and the
change from one record to the next
is made by means of a fader.
It is
often desirable with this equipment

play only a portion of a record;
is provided for this
purpose which enables the desired
part to be conveniently and accurately selected from the record and
played as desired.
By adding the
necessary apparatus to the projectors, a system of this type can at
any time be equipped for sound picture reproduction.
to

—

Based on proximity of
Electric service situations.
is, therefore, a sliding one.

Servicing

Western
The scale

— Can

Manpower

be

m UUm

ALLOW LOOP SO THAT FILM
COMES APPROXIMATELY IN
LINE WITH SIDE OF

HEADWHEN INTERMITTENT MAS
JUST CEASED MOVING

PROJECTOR MEAD-

operated

by

FUTURE

WINDOW-

EXCrriNOLAMPs
socket holder
CUMPINO SCIEWx

tPHOTO-ELECTRIC

CELL
AOJUSTMENT

KNOBAOJUSTMEKT

]

,

,

LEVER SET SCREW
CLAMWW LIGHT GATE^

O'OC

I

PROCKET PAD ROLLER

SPROCKET

PINS'!

IDLES HOLLER

SOCKET CLAMPING

Hollywood

J

SCREW-

LAMP SOCKET

—

distributed

by the

Central Casting Corp. to all their
registered applicants, numbering sevTo date, approxieral thousands.
mately 600 answers have been receiv
ed.

It is the intention of the castin

corporation to install a voice-testin

bureau free of charge for the

1.

Have you had

2.

How

long?

3.

What

benefil

legitimate

branch?

5.

Can you speak lines?....
Have you a singing voice?

Broadening of the field for picwhich call for particular treatment in presentation is seen by
James A. FitzPatrick, independent
producer, in the trend of sound picpiitzPatrick is one of the
tures.
pioneers in the sound picture field.

6.

What

tures

LENS TUBE-

THE FILM DAILY
The form appear'ng

Bureau.

Coast

below has been

4.

(must not be looseheo)

SUPPORTING

West

ex

perience?

jwmcket mole (ntcbvals)
sealed screw-

SIDE

EXTRAS' VOICE TRAINING!

of their registered applicants, there
by facilitating classification of thi
applicant as to experience, training,
Questions put to applicants are
etc.

AS RESULT OF SOUND

FILM (aLUW such eaUALTOAPTAOon

LOCKING SCREW

COAST GATHERS DATA ON

a special guide

one person.

SIDE

*A

/

Manufacturer Walter (i. Preddey.
Type of Device Phonographic re-

spiral

Manpower— Usual

1928

strip

film

which runs through attachment.
comprises

be operated readand requires

leader,
additional help.

records.

Phonofilm

I

no

— Can

by orchestra

22,

only over

Manpower— It

'

Manpoxver
ily

Sunday, July

musical

instruments

\

"It is easy to be prophetic with the
inevitable and insofar as the 'silent
drama' has inevitably reached the saturation point, it does not require a
prophet to tell us what the innovation of 'sound' is going to do to the
motion picture industry.
"For the past four years, I have
'Famous
been obliged to limit
Music Masters' to the large presentation theaters in the key cities because of the smaller theater's inability to present pictures that called
for a particular treatment in presen-

my

tation.

"But now the advent
picture'

Diagrammatic

outline of Movietone

attachment for Simplex projector

makes

of the 'sound
possible to control
and presentation and
it

music, voice
thereby automatically broadens my
field to any and all theaters equipped
with the necessary apparatus for
'sound pictures''"

do

you play ?

Universal joint ivhich connects

Han-A-Phone sound reproducer
with projector
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PAILV

ACADEMY SURVEYS

M. P.

For the Record
Sound

COAST ON SOUND TREND
Wcit

Hollywood

—

and

Arts

P.

THE FILM DAILY
The Academy of M
Sciences

already

ha-

subtitles

meeting
held a number
lo discuss sound pictures and intend
of sectional

continuing this practice.
tionnaire has been sent to

A

qucs

all

mem
i

when "Sound Pictures"
was launched as a twice-aweek feature. Incidentally,
this was the first section
devoted to the sound picture to be launched by any
publication in the trade.

text

1.

u-c

sufficiently

ami

sound

perfected

for

correct

in

voice

reproduction?

(Ii)

If

(c)

Can

state

not,

the

in

what

particulars.

operation of the

instruments

improved?

l)c

(d)

(iHit

so,

in

what respects?

Effects.
believe good sound
effects
to the realism of the picture?
Name briefly a few examples.

Do

you
voice) add

(b)
(c)

What sound effects have you noted
seemed unnatural?
(il)
What means can you suggest for cor-

tliat

rection
3.

(a)

?

N'oice.

Do

you believe voice reproductions
and if so to what extent?
if
any faults have you noted

arc desirable
(b)
What
in

^peakinji" voices?
(c)
To what extent

(d)

Can

substitute

can voices be trained?
voices be employed?

Manuscript.
How important do you consider the
wilting of the manuscript for talking pictures?
(\>)
Must all speeches be written in advance or can some be interpolated?
4.

(a)

What

kind

of
dialogue should be
for example
natural, melodramatic, wise-cracking, etc. ?
W'hat kind should be avoided?
(d)
Have we enough capable writers now
(e)
in the profession or should we draft dramatists from the stage?
Direction.
5.
How important do you consider the
(a)
director's
function in producing a talking
picture?
(b)
How far should the director collaborate with the writer?
Should talking pictures be fully re(c)
hearsed like stage plays?
(d)
If
you have had experience, state
what if any chance there may be for retakes.
6.
Have you any suggestion to offer as to
plan, program or method for the Academy to
pursue in developing the proper use of voice
(c)

encouraged

Sound

2.

(a)

If

THE
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leaves no room for argument, thi
cpicstionnaire confines itself to d aMechanical Reproduction.
Do you consider instruments now
(a)

M-€-M EMiSHINC

and sound
7.

—as

effects

—

?

General remarks, if any
(Signed)

:
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NEW

PLUGGING SYNCHRO-FILM,

the

or music accom-

ws

of the Academy which enbraces the leading personalities
the various branches of productior
recognizing
that
tli
Aiiparently
standardization of good music whic'
wall
bring
ab^u'
synchronization

The

is

paniment, furnished by mechanical means. The term
coined by
FILM
DAILY and first used May

bcrs

ioRue and sound effects.

pictures

general title used throughout the industry to describe
films
synchronized with
sound, whether it be spoken

Bureau,

Coast

Sim

SOUND CONTROL STAGE
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

SYNCHRONIZATION DEVICE

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Bureau of

The

big
"control
stage," first unit in stage installation
for the making of sound pictures is

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY
Owners

of

the

Synchro-Film," synchronization deHearing completion at M-G-M.
A vice to be used in connection with
month ago wreckers cleared the old
stage on the site and foundations were any gramophone, is soon to be exlaid for the new structure. Since then ploited in England, says a report to
progress has been rapid.
the Dept. of Commerce.

The building, a reinforced concrete
structure with walls eight inches
thick, set on vibrationless piles to
shut out vibration, will be absolutely

The
scribed

projection

apparatus

being

controlled

as

is

de-

by the

gramophone unit, the two elements
soundproof. The monitor room will starting, slowing or stopping in precontain delicate sound recording in- cise unison.
The slightest tendency
struments,
several
supplementary
towards
loss of synchronization is
sound-proof rooms and a laboratory.
To this will later be added three said to be automatically adjusted. The
units, each of the same size, housing drive
gramophone,
is
from
the
additional
sets.

The

by 125

"T"

75

ft.,

ft.

In the

stages for sound picture
building will measure 100
in the shape of a letter
thick.

first

unit or "control stage"

through a ratchet-wheel keyed to a
spindle carrying a toothed wheel having an internal screw thread. Speed,
once set, is claimed to remain constant.
Film break during projection
brings the apparatus to the stop, and
film shortage consequent upon rejoin-

"monitor" or electrical
panel, from which all sound devices
will be controlled and the outputs of
the different microphones used on the
sets will be blended. This is done by ing is automatically adjusted in the
The apdelicate electrical measuring instru- synchronization, it is said.
ments in the hands of skilled opera- paratus may be used in connection
will

be

the

George Hall, of the Victor with any make of gramophone, and
Phonograph, and a staff of engineers,

tors.

supervise
chinery.

will

installation

of

ma- control being

electrical,

or remote, as desired,

it

can be near

is

claimed.

GEORGE SCARBOROUGH
CONSULTING DRAM AT 1ST
GRANITE 1870
HOLLYWOOD

wm

fj^gf!DAILY
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Putting Sound Pictures Over

INSTITUTIONAL CAMPAIGN

MILWAUKEE

IN

—

Milwaukee An immense sign, atop
Garden theater, told Milwaukee

tlie

that

"V'itaphone

Thrilling

Is

the

World and Will Soon Be Seen in
Milwaukee." This was the opening
gun

in a campaign which put over
Vitaphone and
"When a Man
Loves" at a house which heretofore had been considered a jinx.
A large electric flasher with three
rows of varied-colored lights occupied a post above the regular house
-ign in front. This flasher just said:
"Vitaphone" and could be seen from
one end of Main Street to the other.

—

In addition to the usual display of
banners, oil paintings, window cards,
etc., in and about the theater and
.stores, the big hit of the campaign
was a screening for the mayor of Milwaukee, civic and press officials, resulting in numerous items in Milwaukee papers, all of which carried
teaser ads starting six weeks before
the opening.
Arrangements with the Baldwin
Piano Go's local dealer and the Milwaukee Victor Record store, gave
two splendid window displays in the

down town

A

section.

the street car

with

tie-up

company

netted a great
flash card on the front of all trolleys.
For a week, these cards were
used as teasers and then during the
week preceding the showing, were

changed to program announcements.

ONE

drtw luch

various parts of the country. Exhibitors already showing
sound pictures may get an idea or two from what their
brother showmen have done. Exhibitors whose houses are
now being wired for immediate or fall opening will find
this data of great value.
It is suggested that these campaigns and others to be published in the regular Sound Picture Department of each Sunday FILM DAILY as well as
in future Sound Picture Editions be filed for reference.

cro-wiM^

And

aUll thfy
to

AND

MOVIETONE
Tbfl oewMt, biggest. (r«»t«tt en
tvrtftiompnt th«t
ever eooie to

hu

Mootgomfry.

HEAR

ALSO LONG ON SOUND

—

Plainfield, N. J.
A double-truck
cooperative ad inflated the serialization of "The Jazz Singer" in the
"Courier-News," first unit of a campaign by Walter Neithold for the
Liberty, which sold displays in book
stores for the novel; in music stores
for
the
phonograph records and
music; in Western Union Telegraph
offices, carrying an enlarged display
telegram to the residents of Plainfield from Al Jolson.
One thousand postal cards went
out in the mail to a hand-picked list,
while the campaign concentrated on
one sheets in the Jewish quarters of
various nearby-neighborhoods.
Unusual interest was evidenced among

rabbis,

Rogers Sets Chattanooga Agog;

who

asked

we're

Chattanooga
To reach the town people, 5,000
When Movietone
and Vitaphone made its debut in novelty heralds were distributed from
Chattanooga last week, the public house to house and 5,000 knob hangknew plenty in advance that sound ers likewise placed. Eight thousand
pictures were coming.
E. R. Rog- heralds tieing gas refrigeration with
ers, manager of the Tivoli, left no Vitaphone were
distributed by the
avenue untouched in putting them Chattanooga Gas Co., while 5,000
over.
napkins stamped with Vitaphone anHeralded for a radius of 75 miles nouncement were used by suburban
in many efTective tie-ups, Vitaphone
lunch counters the week preceding
and Movietone made their debut the opening.
with "Tenderloin."

was

The outstanding

effected with

and

H. G.

Hill

who

operate 58
and
17 in the suburbs, covering an area
of 75 miles.
This concern distributed
60,000
announcement cards,
placed 150 large cards in their stores
and on their trucks, and ran ads in
the daily papers devoting much space
to Vitaphone.
The theater mailed 5,000 cards illustrated with an eye and ear to mail
box holders on rural routes in Hamilton county.
Two hundred cards
were distributed along bus routes out
of Chattanooga and each bus carried
one. The bus lines went so far as to
cooperate by offering special round
trip rates to parties attending the

show.

Vitaphone Presentations
AMD

MOVIETONE
TALKING NEWS
ON TBI BAKE PEOORAM
ll

JOHN BARRYMORE

^WHEN A MAN LOVES"
87iiclirooU«d

SOCKET CLAMP
IMG

:CE

SCREW

hj A

ORCHESTRA

LAMP SOCKET'

SOCKET HOLDER'

Diagrammatic

outline of Movieto.

"talk

\

A

tie-up

in

the

classified

column

Chattanooga Times got free
space daily in advance of showing.
Besides this a strong newspaper campaign using such catch lines as "The
Tivoli Screen Speaks," "They Talk,"
"See and Hear," "First Talking Pictures," and "It's Hear" ran for a
long time in advance.
of the

An enthusiastic preview was held
by Rogers on the evening before the
opening to 150 special guests including the press and friends of the theater.
Ones, threes, sixes and twentyfour sheets were used to literally
plaster the town and adjoining section selling Vitaphone and Movietone. The record house on the opening night and the succeeding performances told the story.

When you

use this

TELEPHONE
you ever consider the fact that
one of your most reliable and
faithful servants? This service by
means of which you
d,o

it is

HEAR
from points far and near any hour
of the day or night is one of the

modern miracles developed

in the

19th century.
-*-^B)M'^i-*~

VITAPHONE
MOVIETONE
are also miracles for the transMotion picportation of sound.
.A miracle of
tures with sound.
the 2Cth century, whereby what
.

DELUXE

to

about the talkies."

How He— Introduced Sound Films r"

retail grocers,
stores in Chattanooga

ke«p comiDK, by the tbouuada
8EE tnd HEAR—

SEE and

of the great

Co., wholesale

Id kll MnntRomery'i biatorj Uiflr«
hti ti«v«r be«Q u> tttrkctioo to

1928

22,

PLAINFIELD SOU) HARD,

problems confronting showmen whose
theaters are either equipped for sound pictures or about
to be equipped is how to focus the attention of the pubUc
on this box-office innovation. Sound pictures are something new to handle and have no precedent to fall back on.
Despite this and because of the very fact something new
has hit the exhibition end of the business, many unusual
angles for marketable exploitation assert themselves.
Several excellent campaigns have been put over in

stunt

The Talk
of the Town!

July

SOUND PICTURES

SELLING THE PUBLIC
GOES OVER

Su'.riay,

.

YOU SEE- YOU HEAR
vnll be
at the

\

introduced to South Bend
Colfax Theater on Aug. 4./

^

Suggested copy suggested by PubPart of
for telephone hanger.
copy eulogizes telephone as a miracle
lix

for transportation of souyid. Instead
of being a nuisance this hanger is an
advertising asset to the telephone
company and if you approach the
proper persoyi you should experience
little
difficulty in securing a list
of public pay stations in your city.
A member of the staff can then visit
all booths and place this hanger
over the mouthpiece.

I
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22,
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LANDS BIG

RICHMOND
Va.

Richmond,

MATER

—When

A PRIVATE

IN
((

—

I

Not

Iwas
[type,

a single theater in

campaign conon Vitaphone as a trade-

icentrated

teaser

mark, creating interest for followTeaser paper
ups on the showing.
land window cards were used exjtensively for the trade-mark angle.
When the Vitaphone name had been
limpressed
ipaper,

a

in

jmenced

upon the public a

a

cooperative deal,
dealing

campaign

local
coni-

atic

AUSTIN
The inside page of a four page invitation issued to the press, influential citizens, etc. to attend preview of "The Jazz Singer."
admission
card was sent with the invitatioyi. Expressions from personages attending
S2tch p^-eviews for publication in ads and for use in lobbies will help.

An

with

the theater, running ediitorials and advertising matter, some
of which told of the great musical
organizations which would play^ for
"Names" of
patrons, via Vitaphone.
vaudeville, concert, stage and oper-

imusic

in

fields,

appearing

in

Vitaphone

subjects were dwelt upon.
Window display on the main
street, with Vitaphone oil paintings

town merchants. In the lobby, much
space was devoted to the opening,
long before the actual showing.

in

tention getters.
serialization
the

They

also

attold of

running
in
"Times-Dispatch," which later

ried a full-page cooperative ad

the
car-

from

Oil

necessary
to

me

in

news," he

that nothing

be more impressive or can
with more distinctness a
news event than an interview in moving pictures and in sound combined.
To me this is the most important
development in recording sound that
has occurred in the years 1 have
been connected with news gathering.
"To the newsreel incidental sound
is of
more importance than in any
other branch of motion pictures.
With this aid I believe the newsreel
will grow into greater popular favor
and will be a greater factor in our
lives than ever before.
"Pathe News has already begun
to solve the technical problenis which
will enable it to deliver a sound

news
painting
displays
and
attractive
house signs in the lobby and on the
marquee,
together
with
technical
stills and stories, comprised the theater's end of the campaign.
An advance screening of the feature and
acts obtained record-breaking space

and shots from the feature, were

is

seems

could

QUEEN THEATRE

material.

An advance

"It

convey

ELEVEN FIFTEEN O'CLOCK

This fact, gave
(campaign opened.
two "naturals" in the line of exploij

said.

THURSDAY EVENING. MAY THIRD

offering an orchestra, of any
with pictures at the time the

itation

Ray
"Sound

says

WITH
VITAPHONE

Richmond

step in news development,
L. Hall, editor.

logical

THE JAZZ SINGER"

of

SOiD

Pathe News is perfecting its organization for the production of a
sound rewsrcel because it meets the
needs of tlieaters and because it is a

AL JOLSON

icities

iwhich housed the Vitaphone run
i"When a Man Loves."

TO INTRODUCE

PERFORMANCE
OF

smaller

of the South were only just
ibeginiiing to hear of sound pictures,
iVitaphone crashed into Richmond ai
jthe height of one of the most elaborlate campaigns ever staged for a 500capacity of the Capito'
Iseat house

PATHE NEWS PREPARING

THE MANAGEMENT
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO ATTtND

•

newspapers.

ALFRED

service."

Talking Films Here To
Stay, Lab. Man Asserts

—

Minneapolis Sound pictures are
here to stay, declared .A. K. Aster of
the Bell Lab. at a session of the National Educational Ass'n here.

A.

COHN

i
I

Writer of the

I

Adaptation and Scenario of
the photoplay

that revolutionized

the j)icture

industry

"THE JAZZ SINGER"
the first continuity in which sound
effects

Now
(.harjve

with
of

aramount,

were incorporated

e'hri.stie
lirst

Film

100%

starring

Company

in

editorial

Movietone production
Douglas

Carnation Kid"

MacLean-

for

lie

I
I
I

I

.

Sunday, July

its
value as a news stunt in a
52,000 population a midnight stunt
is NEWS.
Attractive girl in specially built
booth in lobby sold tickets to this performIt
ance during previous week.
was well

Spends $585 on Sound
Campaign and Grosses $6,200

Trip

EXCURSION
TO

24-sheets,
three-sheets,
llxM's, newspaper tie-ups and ads,
and window cards.

one-sheets,

GALVESTON
Pacific Lines

MAY 23 JUNE
'°

1

Galveston Premier
Beginning Wednesday,

May

of

23rd

AL JOLSON
IN

gave

streets,

Augusta and suburbs have a total
population of 52,548 and the object
of Miller's campaign was to merchandise a new Vitaphone and Movietone policy to people in towns

He
within a radius of many miles.
reached many points in Georgia and
South Carolina and all for $585.
Here's how the money was spent:

—

TIE-UP

WITH CITY OFFICIALS:

Sold mayor the idea of double-attraction,
"OpenitiK of Vitaphone, Movietone & MerSales Week," calling attention to
chants'
wonderful possibilities of bringing people
from the surrounding trade terntorj-.
in
Ordinance prohibits placing of any cards or
banners on posts, across streets, and against

merchant-members

A

together

ad,

MERCHANTS'
In

the

close

CLOSING

at

and

Hearing

MODJESKA
VITAPHONE and MOVIE-

used to telephone every
subscriber in town, calling attention to openwholesale and cooperative cost
ing date.
plan was worked out for telephone charges
with the toll company.

A

MIDNIGHT SHOW:

Augusta does not allow Sunday shows and
one
at
staged
was
performance
The
minute after twelve Sunday midnight.
idea behind this performance (in addition to
special civic show of previous Friday night)
was not one of revenue, but rather of novspecial

TTPTTQTA

See and Hear This

POSTERS:
Practically the entire city was billed with
posters, one or more window cards being
placed in the windows of 95 per cent of all
business houses in the city. They sold the
current feature, "The Jazz Singer" and the

new Vitaphone-Movietone

ARROW

policy.

TACK
— CARDS:

CARD'S;

"To Vitaphone-Mov-

around all white way
cards were tied around all
telegraph and telephone poles, as well as
trees on all principal residential and commercial thoroughfares.

-^

ietone"

were

posts.

Tack

clipped

TRAFFIC TOWERS:

RT^T^AT.f)

Signs were placed on the four sides of all
towers announcing the coming of
Miller secured support
sound pictures, etc.

traffic

Marvel of the Age
.

Queen Theatre

AS

TONE."
I'KLEPHONE:
Two girls were

Vitaphone
and
opening and special sales week sold the merchants, who cooperated in "Vitaphone Movietone Merchants' Sale Week" and special
newspaper edition of eight pages.

and

jWE-BARGAiN WEEK

CARDS

tom), appeared the following copy on cards;
"We Close At 1 O'clock Every Wednesday
in June to Septeml)er.
You probably Will
Find Us at the Cool
Seeing

Newspaper Co-op on Sound Pictures

WITH

double

windows of all merchants who
noon on Wednesday (a local cus-

Arrow cards reading

The Jazz Singer
VITAPHONE

with a

SNIPES:

The idea of offering a sales week and advertising in a special newspaper section, the
fact that every road, every town and every
house w^ould be placarded and canvassed, was
Heralds were distributed explaining
used.
the new invention and distributed to nearby
towns by aeroplane, which dropped bundles
Bringing the people to town
from the sky.
Movietone

twenty-inch

OUT-OF-TOWN

IN

the week of bargain sales.
Additional papers
received letters telling of the news value of
the week, with a double column reader and
passes for two.

SELLING THE MERCHANTS:

giving them

advertised.

column reader was inserted in all out-oftown papers within a radius of 60 miles.
These ads were specially written to conform
with promises made to Augusta merchants on

cooperate in the

to

and

ADVERTISING
NEWSPAPERS:

a

ing all
event.

of

publicised

Augusta, Ga.— An investment of
$585 netted the Modjeska $6,200 m
one week on a Vitaphone-Movietone towers and white way posts.
campaign staged by Frank Miller, TIE-UP WITH BOARD OF COMMERCE:
Sold the Board idea of this double attracwho used banners, traffic-tower signs,
also Merchants Adv. Committee, who
tion,
stencils, usual convention accessories,
personal indorsement letter, request-

FARES

Southern

town

and, although unable to
secure written permission to do this, Miller
secured assurance that all cases filed would
Result: hundreds of
be quietly disposed of.
banners, sidewalk signs, cards on traffic

marking

—

and

elty

Picture

Low Round

1928

22,

_,..,.«..,

A

„

''Vitar)hone to u; cLurHf- .^I'sci'-. ni/rtCEt

across

"J'
i-

Conttibutlon

Se?n at

a

;:.

""

(

m»WII»aili6MS

|l^

authorities

for

this

stunt.

Banners, 50 ft. x 4 ft., were suspended
from the city's white way posts, across
Anprominent streets and busy corners.
other banner, 60 ft. x 4 ft. was displayed

'.';ho™;r.t.PHrt:-»,|EY£|iYC3V!(rc8mi

Wumph,
la

civic

BANNERS ACROSS iSTREETS:

'^y_M)licJonight ^'
"

'

ONE OF THE PUBLIX THEATRES

from

?OTK BEGINS TOMORROW n

the

main boulevard.

ELECTRIC SIGNS:
Electric
Vitpahone signs were built all
top of marquee.
They were built
a total cost of $85 by theater statf.

around

fir.S

at

HERALDS VIA AEROPLANES:
Birmingham, Galveston, Houston,
Omaha, and Ft. Smith are a few ol
has
the toivns where the railroad

Hicooperated with the theater on 1
reduced
offering
by
Jazz Singer"
In every case both railroad
rates
theater benefitted. Above is a

and

poster used by the Southern Pacific
annmincing a rate reduction to (joXThe original size was 5V2
veston.
by 16 inches.

tA

black on yellow stock.

PRIVATE SCREENING:
City councils, police commission, county
commissioners, memliers of state-legislature,

fe'^

#1

W\

Bridttft^

COVERS 100 lt[ RADIUS!

a

A

was used by "Thi

serialization

were
.secured for the book; and music and
music stores;
in
flashed
records
1,000 souvenir bobklets were preBanner";

window

displays

sented to women
matinees; 5,000
were mailed; 75
dashes; 200 Jewish one-sheets were
plastered in the Jewish wards, and
an invitation extended to all rabbis
Cost
to privately view the film.
reasonable; results big.

attending the first
Vitaphone postals
street cars carried

HOW

Here's a Complete Explanation of the Movietonr

mayor and

his staff,

and many

VITAPHONE WAS PUT

OVER

the Vitaplione Is Different

IN

SPRINGHELD,

;1#A
.Springfield,

O.

— Exploitation

0.
in-

Vitaphone at the Majesmanaged by Phil Chakeres,
tic,
centered on "Tenderloin." The featroducing

feature.

The

senate, clergy,

other prominent citizens were invited to attend a private screening Friday evening before the Monday opening.
At this showing,
each guest was presented with a "comment
slip,"
upon which he was asked to make
whatever remarks he cared to. A space was
provided for his signature.
Of course, the
signatures received were all big local "names"
and the comment being laudatory, they were
all
placed on an immense board in front
making exceptionally good
of
the theater,
copy.

TO EXPLOIT SOUND FILMS
Nashville, Tenn.— Because of its
novelty, the Knickerbocker covered
100 miles in a campaign to exploit
"The Jazz Singer," using every posto
sible angle that might be applied

Aeroplanes dropped 5,000 heralds over the
and many additional thousands over
other towns. The size of this herald measured
6J4 inches by 13J4 inches and were printed
city,

rv

ture
of

was

Police

privately screened for Chief
Roy Bargfield and mem-

Iirrs of his department.
The result:
a series of six stories on crime written and signed by the chief and appearing for a week in "The News."

Handbills sanctioned by the police
One thousand
20,000.
the Police" signs were
sand copies were distributed by aeroplane to all towns within a radius of tacked throughout Springfield and
surrounding territory.
60 miles.

Frank Miller of the Modjeska, Augusta, Ga., o Pablix house, sold a special delivered to
newspaper section, tying it in with a Merchants' Sales Week. Two thou- "Wanted by

THE
Sunday, July

THEATER

rowN
Aberdeen,

S.
S.

lAberdeen,

D
D

Aberdeen, Wash
jAlhambra, Cal
lAlbany, N. Y
Alhambra, Cal
Allentown, Pa
Allentown, Pa
iAUentown, Pa

Mass

Ames

Ol-io

Ga
Ga
Ga
Ga
Ga
N. J
N. J

Mass

^Austin,

Austin,

Bakersfield,

Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,

Palace
Palace

Grand

Bahimore,

Howard

Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore.

Royal

Royal
Stanley
Bates
Jefferson

Imperial

Modjeska
Rialto

Majestic

Tex
Tex

Queen
Cal

Md
Md
Md
Md

THEATER TOWN

Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Baltimore,

Rialto

'Auburn, N. Y
iAugusta, Ga
lAugusta, Ga
Aurora, 111

of the best theaters in the United States.

Mayfair

TOWN

Calif.

Apollo

Bangor,

Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md

Batavia, N.

Broadway

Bay

Bartlesville,

"The Jazz Singer"
"Noah's Ark"

City,

Cluster

Community
Edgewood
Grand

Hampden
Ideal

McHenry
Metropolitan

New
Palace

Parkway
Red Wing
Regent
Ritz
Rivoli

Royal
Valencia

Opera House

Me

Belnord
Boulevard

Capitol

Century

Okla

Y
Mich

//

Lyric

Family
Washington

Harold

THEATER

Bayonne, N. J
Bellingham, Wash
Bellingham,
Beloit,

Wash

Wise

Berkeley, Cal
Berwick. Pa
Bethlehem,
Pa
Bethlehem, Pa
Biddeford, Mass
Billings,

Mont

Binghamton, N. V
Binghamton, N. Y
Birmingham, Ala
Birmingham, Ala
Blackwell,
Okla
Bloomington, 111
Bloomsburg, Pa
Boston, Mass
Boston, Mass
Boston,
Boston,
Boston,
Boston,

J.

Mass
Mass
Mass
Mass

McCord

Chief Film Editor

WARNER BROTHERS

St.

Sq.
State

Olympia
Bradford

Wash

Rialto

Y

Ardmore
Imperial
Plaza
Palace
Liberty

Scolly

Wash.

Bridgeport, Conn
Cameo
Bridgeport, Conn
Majestic
Bridgeport, Conn
Palace
Bridgeport, Conn
Pdj
Bridgeton, N. J
Stanley
Brockton,
Mass
Colonial
Brockton, Mtss
Strand
Brooklyn, N.
Alpine
Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Middle Village) .. .Arion
Brooklyn, N. Y
Astoria
Brooklyn, N. Y
Boro Park
Brooklyn, N. Y
Brevoort
Brooklyn, N. Y
Broadway
Brooklyn, N. Y. (Coney Is.) ...Coney Is.
Brooklyn, N. Y
Corona
Brooklyn, N. Y
Fox Folly
Brooklyn, N. Y
Kameo

Capitol
Kitz

Metro.

City,
City,

many

Urcmerton,

Noble

Ore
Atcbinson, Kansas
Athens, Ga

'Attletoro,

cludes

Strand
Mission

lAstoria,

Atlantic
Atlantic

Circle

Allston
State

Ardmore, Okla
Ardmore, Pa
Asbury Park, N. J
:AshevilIe,
N. C
jAsheville, N. C

lAtlanta,

Calif.

State

Strand
Morrison

THEATER

Boston, Mass
Boston, Mass
Boston, Ma.is
Bradford, Pa

Actually Operating

Of the attached list which embraces 799 theaters, 400 are actually showing sound pictures via the Western Electric reproducing
systems. The remainder will be equipped between now and the
first of the year.
This is a list of accounts on the books of Western
Electric as of early July. Since that time, the company stated Friday, the number has been increased.
No better indication of the manner in which sound pictures
have caught on may be gleaned than from this compilation which in-

Earle
Pergolb

Altoona, Pa
Altoona, Pa
Amarillo, Texas
iAmes, Iowa
Anaheim, Cal
Anapolis, Md
Anniston, Ala
Ansonia, Conn

lAshtabuIa,

400

Orpheiim

Garfield

Ohio

^Alliance,
lAlIston,

TOWN

Capitol

D. & R.
Egyptian
Strand

Pa

lAUentovvn,

Atlanta,
Atlanta,
Atlanta,

27

HOUSES CONTRACT FOR SOUND

799

Athens,

DAILY

22, 1928

De Witt
Avalon
Mt. Baker
Majest ic

Campus
Temple
Colonial

Savoy
Central

Babcock

Binghamton
Strand

Alabama
Strand

New
Princess

N. Y
N. Y
N. Y
N. Y
N. Y
N. Y
N. Y
N. Y
N. Y
N. Y

Brookiyn,
Brooklyn.
Brooklyn,
Brooklyn,
Brooklyn.
Buffalo,
Buffalo,
Buffalo,
Buffalo,
Buffalo,
Butler,
Butte.

Melba
Metropolitan

Fox

Strand
Buffalo

Lakes
Kensington
North Park
Grt.

Riverside

Pa

Harris

Mont
Mass

Rialto

Cambridge,

Central Sq.
New Lyric

Camden, N.J
Camden, N. J
Canonsburg, Pa
Canton, Ohio
Canton, Ohio
Carlisle, Pa

W. Whitman
Alhambra
Loew's
Strand
Strand

Wyo

Capitol

Casper,

Beacon

Cedar Rapids, la
Cedar Rapids, la

Fenway
Metropolitan

Modern
Morton
Orpheura

Ridgewood

Fox Savoy

Centralia,

Rialto

New

Wash

Chanute,

Kansas

Charlotte,
Charlotte,

N.
N.

Liberty
Peoples
Carolina
Imperial

C
C

\ "The Lion and

Blank
Strand

the

Mouse"

"Old San Francisco"

=^:&»fh
i^m^

28

Charlotte, N. C
Charleston. \V.

New Broadway
Va

Kearsc

Tenn
Tenn
Tenn

Chattanooga,
Chattanooga,
Chattanooga,
Chattanooga,
Chattanooga,

Kialto
R'tz
Kivoli
State
Tivoli

Tenn.

Tenn

Olympia

Qielsea, Mass
Chester, Pa
Chicago, III
Chicago, 111
Chicago, III
Chicago, III
Chicago, 111

Stanley

Avalon
Broadway-Strand
Buckingham
Capitol

Chicago

Cincinnati, Ohio
Cincinnati. Ohio
Clarksburg, \V.
Clarksburfi, \V.
Cleveland, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio

Monroe
Granada

Fox

Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago. Ill
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, HI
Chicago. Ill
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, III
Chicago, III
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Chicago, IlL
ChHcago, 111
Chicago, III
Chicago, 111
Chicago, III
Chicago, 111
Chickasha, Okla

Harding

Highway
Howard
Keystone
Lexington

/

la
Clinton,
Clinton, la
Collingsdale,
Collingsdale,

Orpheum
Paradise

B>"a
Collingswood

Burns
Ria.to

H

Columbus, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Conshohochken, Pa
Corpus Christi, Texas
Cumberland, Md
Dallas, Texas

M ich

Mich
Mich
Mich
Mich
Mich
Mich
Mich

Dorchester, Mass
Dorchester, Mass
Dorchester, Mass
Minn
Duluth,
Dunkirk. N. V
East Boston, Mass
East Liverpool, Ohio
East Liverpool. Ohio
Easton, Pa
East St. Louis, 111

'"

Idt^ai

Broad
Grand
Ohio
Rialto

Vernon
Riant
Palace
Liberty
Circle

Majestic

Melba
Palace
Pantages
Terrace

America
Denver
Federal
Greeley
Isis

Ogden
Rialto

Webber
Capitol

Rialto

State

Tuxedo
Artists

Washington

Codman
Fields'

(ireenljay.

(ireenburg.

Sq.

Corner
Strand
Garrick

Regent
Central

Sq.

American
Ceramic
Embassy

Regent

(ireenfielil.

Liberty

Rex
-Sterling

Wise
Pa
Mass

Strand

C

Carolina

Greenville, S.
Greenville, S.

Manos
(New)

C

Rivoli

Hagerstown, Md
Hanover, Pa
Harrisburg, Pa
Harrisburg, Pa
Harrisburg, Pa
Hartford, Conn
Hartford, Conn
Hartford, Conn
Hartford, Conn
Hartford, Conn
Havre de Grace,

Maryland
State
Colonial

Regent
Victoria
Capitol
Colonial

Majestic
Palace

Strand

Md

Herkimer, N. Y
Hollywood, Calif
Hollywood, Calif

Mass

Y

N.

Tex
Tex
Tex
Tex
Tex

S.

J.-icksonvillc,

Fla

Jamaica Plains, Mass
Jamestown, N. Y
Jersey City, N. J
Jersey City, N. J
Jersey City, N. J
Johtistown. Pa
Joplin,

Mo
Mo

Kalamazoo, Mich
Kansas City, Mo
Kansas City, Mo
Kansas City, Mo
Kansas City, Mo
Kansas City, Mo
Kenosha, Wise
Kingston, N. Y
Knoxville,
Tenn
La Crosse, Wise
Lancaster, Pa

Lansf ord. Pa
Lansing, Mich
Laredo,

La

Salle,

Grand
Liberty

Grauman's

Chinese

Warner's
Victory
Majestic
Kiruy

Kirby
Majestic
MetropoJitan
State
State

D

Hutchinson, Kansas
Indiana Harbor, Ind
Indianapolis, Ind
Indianapolis, Ind
likdianapolis, Ind
Iowa City, la
Jacksonville, Fla
Jacksonville, Fla

Joi>lin,

State
Colonial
Colonial

Mass
Mass
Pa

Haverhill,
Haverhill,
Hazelton,

Y

Annex

Majestic
Majestic

Great Falls. Mont
Greeley, Colo
Greeley, Colo

Jamaica, N.

Plaza

Jefferson
Capitol

island. Neb
Junction, Colo
Grand Rapids, Mich
Grand Rapids, Mich

Rialto
Capitol

Ramona

Y

Keswick
North Shore
Glove

Grand

111

Harmony

United

Queen
Gastonia
Lyric
Regent
Glendale
Lincoln

(Irand

Jacksonville,

Hollywood
LaSalle Garden
Michigan

New

Martini

Ind

Moines

Gladwin Pk.
Grand Riviera

Riviera

Goshen,

Huron.

Florida

Des

State
Florida

N.

tiloversville,

Aladdin

Loew's

Queen
Worth

Tex
Tex

Gloucester,

Empress

Colonial

Majestic
Palace

;

N. C
Gastonia, N. C
Geneva, N. Y

Holyoke,
Hornell,
Houston,
Houston,
Houston,
Houston,
Houston,

Columbia

Rialto
Joie
Joie
Jefferson

Fla

Pa
Mass

Ri-'Uo
Rialto

Fargo
Harris
Regent

Pantages

(ilenside.

Stillman

Bijou

Texas
Tex

Cal

Circle
State

Kialto

Tex

Glendale,

O. H.
Allen

s

(Iranada

.

Calif

C.ratid

Strand
Victory

America

Ind
Tex.

(iltmlale,

Orpheum

Plaza
Criterion
Criterion

T'™!'

Rial'"
Capitol

Moore

Capitol
J

-State

Artists

Capitol

Fresno, Calif
Fresno, Calif

(lastonia,

Uptown
Lptown

Mich
Mich
Mich
Mich
Mich
Mich
Mich

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

.Smith,

Wayne,
Worth.
Worth,
Worth,
Worth.

Rosewood

Century

Dallas, Tex
Dallas, Tex
Dallas, Tex
Dallas, Tex
111
Danville,
Davenport, la

Ft.
Ft.

Galveston,
Galveston,

20th

Bucklen
Strand
Ellanay

Ark
Ark

Smith,

Regal
Roosevelt

United

New

Flint,
Mich
Ft. Collins, Colo
Ft. Dodge,
la

Gainesville,

-Royal
Senate

Liberty

Pa

Piccadilly

Colorado Springs, Colo
Colorado Springs, Colo
Columbia, Mo
Columbia, S. C

IJetcoit,

Sq.

Oriental

State

Eldorado

Evansville, Ind
Everett,
Wash
Everett, Wash
Fall River, Mass
Fargo, N. D
Kindlay, Ohio

Ft.

Oakland

Dayton, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio
Fla
Daytona,
111
Decatur,
Denver, Colo
Denver, Colo
Denver, Colo
Denver, Colo
Denver, Colo
Denver, Colo
Denver, Colo
Denver, Colo
Denver, Colo
Des Moines, la
Des Moines, la
Des Moines, la

Erie,

Marquette
Metropolitan
North Shore

N. J
N. J

Elyria, Ohio
Engelwodo, N.
Enid, Okla
Enid, Okla

Ft.

McVickcrs

Va
Va

Eauclaire, Wise
Eldorado, Kansas
Elizabeth, N. J
Elkhart, Ind
Elmira, N. V
Elmira, N. V
El Paso, Texas

Marbro

Oeveland, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio

Detroit,
Detroit.
Detroit,
Detroit,
Detroit,
Detroit,
Detroit,
Detroit.
Detroit,
Detroit,
De*roit,
Detroit,
Detroit,
Detroit.

THEATER TOWN

THEATER TOWN

TOWN

Tex
III

Lawrence, Mass
Majestic Lawrence, Mass

Royal
Indiana
Apollo
Indiana
Palace
Englcrl
Florida
Imperial
Imperial
Illinois

Jamaica

(Fox)
Jamaica

Winter (Sarden
Majestic
National
Stanley

Cambria
Hippodrome

Orpheum
Capitol
(

llobe

Madrid
Midland

Newman
Plaza

Kenosha

Broadway
Riviera
Rivoli
Capitol

Victoria
Capitol
Rialto
Majestic
Capitol

Empire

Sunday, July

THEATER TOWN
Colonial

Lebanon, Pa
Lewistown, Idaho
Lewistown, Mont
Lewistown, Pa
Lexington, Ky

Liberty
Judith
EiVibassy

Kentucky

Lexington, Ky
Lima, O.
Lima, Ohio

Strand
Ohio

.

Lincoln,
Lincoln,

Nebr

Ark

Little
Rock,
Lockport, N.
Long Beach.

V
Cal

Wash

Longview,

Columbia

O

Lorain,

Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los
Los

Sigma
Lincoln
Lincoln
Royal
Palace
Palace

111

Palace

Alhambra

Angeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal
Aftgeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal
Angeles, ("al
Angeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal
Angeles, Cal

Bard's

Cameo
Carthay Circle
Criterion

Figueroa
Loew's State

Lyceum
Metropolitan
Metropolitan

Moon
Pantages
Rialto

Tower
United

Ky
Ky
Ky
Ky

Louisville,
Louisville,
Louisville,
Ixiuisville,

Louisville

Strand

Uptown
Merrimac

Mass
Mass

Lowell,
Lowell,

Strand
Trenton

Lynchburg, Va
Lynn, Mass
Lynn, Mass
McKeesport, Pa
Macon, Ga
Macon, Ga

Olympia
Strand
Harris
Capitol
Rialto

Parkway

Wise

M.adison,

Mahanoy

Pa

City,

Victoria

Maiden, Mass
Malone, N. V
Manitowoc, Wise

Strand

Grand
Capitol

O

Mansfield,

Madison
Marlboro

Marllmro, Mass
Marlboro, Mass
Marshall, Tex

Mason

Princess

Grand
Palace

la

(jity,

Mattoon,

Mattoon

111

Mauch Chunk, Pa
Medford, Ore

Memphis, Tenn
Memphis, Tenn
Memphis, Tenn
Memphis, Tenn
Memphis, Tenn
Memphis, Tenn
Meominee, Mich
Miami Be.ach, Fla
Miami, Okla
Miami, Okla
Miam.i, Okla
Middletown, Conn
Milford, Mass

Mass
Wis
Wis
Wis
Wis
Wise
Wis
Wis
Wise
Minneapolis, Minn
Minneapolis. Minn
Minne.'ipolis,
Minn
Milford,

Milwaukee,
Milwaukee,
Milwaukee,
Milwaukee,
Milwaukee,
Milwaukee,
Milwaukee,
Milwaukee.

Minn
Minn
Minn

Minneapolis,
Minneapolis,

M iniieapolis,
Mitchell,

D

S.

Montgomery,
Montgomery,

Community
Glory

B

Hippodrome
Olympia
Middlesex
Milford O. H.
State

Garden
Garfield

Modjeska
Oriental

Parkway
.Tower
Uptown
Uptown
(iranada
Granil

Homewood
Minnesota
Rialto
State

Victoria

Macomb
Loew's
Regent
State

Tenn
Tenn

Knickerbocker

Vendome
Capitol

Mosque
State

Mass
Mass
Conn

Newburgh, N. Y
New Haven, Conn
New Haven, Conn
New Haven, Conn
New Kensington, Pa
New London, Conn
New London, Conn
New Orleans, La
Newport, R. I
Newport, R.I
Rochclle,

Lloyd's

Orpheum

Newark,
Newark,
Newark,
Newark,

New

Strand

Rivoli

Mich
Pa

Britain,

State

Strand

Muncie, Ind
Muskogee, Okla

New
New
New

Palace
Pantages

Empire

Ala
Ala

N. J
N. J
N. J
N. J
Bedford,
Bedford,

Memphis Auditorium
Memphis

Metro

Mount Carmel, Pa
Mount Clemens, Mich
Mount Vernon, N. Y
Muskegon,

Capitol
Criterion

New Grand

Moberly, Kansas

.\anticoke.
Nashville,
Nashville,

Artists

Uptown
Alamo

N.

Y

Fox-Terminal
Olympia
State
Capitol

Broadway
Olympia
Palace

Roger Sherman
Liberty
Capitol

C&rd
State
Colonial

Strand
Loew's

THEATER

New
New

York, N. Y
York, N. Y
N ew Y ork, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New Vork, N. Y
.\ew York, N. V
New \ ork, N. Y
i\ ew \ ork, N.
Y
New York, N. Y
New \ ork, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New \ ork, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New \ ork, N. Y
N-w York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
.\ew "^orK. N. V
New Yorfl, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. \.
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. V
New York, N. Y
New "Vork, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
Niagara Falls, N.
Niles,
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Academy

Astor

Audubon
Ave B
Burland
Burnside
Canal St.
Capitol
Circle

Clinton

.'

Crotona
Daly
83rd St
86th St
Elsmere

Embassy
Empress
42nd St
Freeman
Gaietv
Globe

Japanese Gardens
Greeley Sq.
Inwood
Lexington
New York

Nemo
1

16th St.

167th St

Paramount
Park Plaza
Rialto

K,o
.

.

Kivoli
Rivoli

i

7th

Star
State

Strand
Victory

Warners

Y

Cataract

Warner

Va
Va
Va

Granby
Norva
State

Norristown, Pa
North Hampton. Mass
Oakland. Calif
Ocala, Fla

Ogden. Utah
Ogdensburg, N.

Grand
Calvin
State
Dixie

Orpheum

Y

Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Okmulgee,

City, Okla
City, Okla
City, Okla.

Olympia,

Wash

Strand
Capitol
Criterion
Liberty

Okla

Orpheum
Liberty

Omaha, Neb
Omaha, Neb
Omaha, Neb
Oregon

Kialto

Riviera

Strand
Palisades

Va

Smoot
Florence
Leroy
Strand
Rivoli

Blue Bird
Admiral

Pa

Pa

Philadelphia,

Aistor

Pa

Belmont

Philadelphia,

Pa

Benn
Carman

Pa

Philadelphia, Pa.
Phila.,
Phila.,

Oshkosh

Y

Palisades, N. J
Parkersburg, W.
Pasadena, Calif
Pawtucket, R. I
Pawtucket, R. I
Pendleton, Ore
Petersburg, Va

Phila..

Liberty

Wis

Oswego. N.

Phila.,

Oneonta

Ore

City,

Oshkosh,

Phila..

World

Y

N.

Oneoiita,

(Germantown)

Colonial

Pa
Pa

Diamond
Fay's

(West
Phila.,

Forum
Fox
Garden
Jackson

Pa

Lenox
Lindy

Pa

Pa

Locust

Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
Phila.,
Phila.,
Phila.,
Phila.,
Phila.,
Phila.,

Pa

Pa
Pa

Philadelphia,
Phila..

Phila.)

Pa

Philadelphia,
Phila.,
Phila.,
Phila.,

Pa
Pa

Pa
Pa
Pa

Model
Park
Overbrook

New

Philadelphia
Roosevelt

Pa

Royal
Tioga

Pa
Pa

Tower

Phoenixville, Pa
Pitstburgh, Kas
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pitstburgh, Pa
Pittsfield,
Pittsfield,

Pittstownfi

Pomona,

Roxy
Ave

Sheridan
Spooner

Ohio

Norfolk,
Norfolk,
Norfolk,

Music

of

Mass
Mass
Pa

Colonial
Colonial

Aldine

Olympic
Penn.
Regent
Stanley
Capitol

Palace

American

Calif

California

Portland, Me
Portland, Me
Portland, Ore
Portland. Ore
Portland, Ore
Portland, Ore

Empire
Strand

Mouse
Broadway

Blue

Hollywood
Pantages
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THEATER TOWN

I'OWN
i>artlan.d,

"ortland,

United

Leroy
Colony

Va

Pa

i^ottsville,

Rivoli
Artists

Ohio

Portsmouth,
Portsmouth,

'oughkeepsie, N.
'rospect Park, Pa
R. I
i'rovidence,
Providence, R. I
frovidence, R. I
jProvidence, R. I

Y

Manor
Majestic
Majestic

Strand
Colorado

Rialto

Blue

Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Nevada

heading,
Reading,
heading,
Reading,

Riverside,
iRoanoke.

Hippodrome
Loew's
Rubidoux

Springfield,
Springfield,
Springfield,
Springfield,

American

N.

Rochester,
Rochester,

N.
N.

Y
Y
Y

Fay"s
Riviera
Rochester
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Coronado

Y

Capitol

Mass
Pa
iRoxbury, Mass
Roxbury, Mass
iRutland, Vt

Springfiel'ti,

Rivoli

Shawmut

Superior,
Syracuse,
Syracuse,
Syracuse,
Syracuse,

Strand

Alhambra

Sacramento, Calif
Sacramento, Calif
Saginaw, Mich

Capitol

Mecca
Sherman

Cloud, Minn
St. Joseph, Mo
St. Joseph, Mo
St. Joseph, Mo
St. Louis, Mo
St. Louis, Mo
St. Louis, Mo
St. Louis, Mo
,St. Paul, Minn
Minn
•St. Paul,
ISt. Paul, Minn
jSt. Petersburg, Fla
[St. Petersburg, Fla
Petersburg, Fla
,St.
St.

Missouri

Ambassador
Grand Central

Tower
Florida
Phiel

Salem
Capitoi

Strand
Pantages
Victory
Lyric
Aztec

Tex
San Antonio, Tex
!San Amtonio, Tex
San Antonio, Tex

Empire
Texas

West Coast

San Bernardino, Cal
San Diego, Cal

Pantages
Plaza
Superba

iSan Diego, Cal
San Diego, Cal

El

Capitan

Embassy
Granada

State

New

Waterloo, la
Waterloo, la

Wheeling,

W.

Riviera

Wilmington, Del

Avon
Colonial
Capitol

Anthony Wayne
Liberty

Temple
Park
Strand
Arcade

Va

Court
State
Palace

White Plains, N. Y
Wichita Falls, Kansas
Wichita Falls, Kansas

Pa

V\'ill,ams|)ort,

Williamantic,

Wausaj

West Berwick, Pa
Westfield. Mass
Westfield, Mass
West Palm Beach, Fla

Williamsport,

Palace

Strand

Watertown, N. Y
Watertown, Wise
Wausau, Wise
Waverly, N. Y
Wayne, Pa
Wenatchee, Wash

THEATER

Wichita Falls, Tex
WilkesBarre, Pa
\\iMiamsiK>rt,
Pa

Strand

Uptown

Sirind
Capitol
Capitol

Majeftic

Pa
Conn

Kialto

Gem
Arcadia

Winona, Minn
Winston-Salem, Mass
Woodside, N. Y
Woonsockct, R. I
Woonsocket, R. I
Worcester, Mass
Worcester, Mass
Worcester, Mass
Yakima, Wash
Ybor, Fla
Yonkers, N. Y
York, Pa
Youngstown, Ohio
Voungstown, Ohio
Zanesville, Ohio

.Stale

Colonial

Woodside
Park
Stadium
Palace
Poli

Strand
Liberty

New
Strand

York

Drome
State
Liberty

Colfax
College

Strand

Montgomery
Granada

TOM REED

Liberty

Pantages
Lyric

Broadway
Capitol

Fox-Spring
GilHoz

Lander
Palace

Poli

Writing

Electric

Majestic

Olympic
Palace
Eckel

Dialogue

Empire
State

Strand

at

Mouse
Broadway

Blue

Pantages

UNIVERSAL

Liberty
Victoria

Tampa
Victory
Harris

Pa

Uniontown,

Pa

N. Y
Vancouver,

Wash

Park
Grand
State

,_-l

.Temple
Palace
Stacy

Ft'^W <'^^()-«

Troy
Majestic
Rialto
Ritz
State

PAUL

Avon
Castle

Waco, Texas
Walla Walla, Wash
Waltham, Mass
Walthara, Mass
Wahham, Mass
Warren. Ohio

Orpheum

C
Washington, D. C
Washington, D. C
Washington, D. C
Washington, D. C

Cvolumbia

Washin'gtoni, D.

Seitz

Ohio

San Francisco, Cal
jSan Francisco, Cal
San Francisco, Cal

Republic

Fox-Washington

Capitol

Y

Utica,

Majestic

THEATER TOWN

Washington, D. C
Washington, D. C
Washington, Pa
Waterbury, Conn
Waterbury, Comi
Waterbury, Ct

Strand

Y

Torrington, Conn
Trenton. N. J
Troy, N. Y
Okla
Tulsa,
Tulsa, Okla
Tulsa, Okla

Strand
Plaza

;San Antonio,

Capitol

Y
Y

N.
N.
N.
N.

Taunton, Mass
Ttrre Haute, Ind
Toledo, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Topeka, Kansas

Oxford

San Angelo, Tex

Strand
Majestic

Wise

Tarentura,

State
Capitol

Salina, Kansas
Salt Lake, Utah
Salt Lake, Utah
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Mass
Mass
Mass
Mass
Mass
Mass

Tampa, Fla
Tampa, Fla

Missouri

Salem, Mass
Salem, Mass
Salem, Ore

Seattle

Sedalia
Victoria

Tacoma, Wash
Tacoma, Wash
Tacoma, Wash
Tacony, Pa
Tamaqua, Pa

Colonial
Electric

Box

Pantages

Mo

Roxy

Roxborough,

Odeon
Strand
Strand

Music

Springfield,
Springfield.
Springfield,
Springfield, Ohio
Steubcnville, Ohio

jRialtn

iR<>slindale,

Rose

Blue Mouse
Egyptian
Fifth Ave.

Ind
Sheboygan, Miss
Shenandoah, Pa
Shenandoah, Pa
Sioux City, la
South Bend, Ind
South Bethlehem, Pa
South Boston, Mass
Spartanburg, S. C
Spokane, Wash
Spokane, Wash
Spokane, Wash

Byrd

Calif

Va

iRochester,

Sandusky,

Shelbyville,

Capitol
Colonial

Granada
Granada

Pa

Capitol
Colonial
State

Blue Bird
Brookland

PaiUages
Francis
Warfield
Mission
Yost B'way

St.

Mo

Shamokin,

Tivoli

Ind

Wash
Wash
Wash
Wash
Wash
Wash

Arcadia

Wigwam

Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va

Rockf ord,
Rome, N.

Sedalia,

Pueblo

Wash
Wash

Richmond,
Richmond,
Richmond,
Richmond,
Richmond,
Richmond,
Richmond,
Richmond,

Mouse

Palm

Colo
iPueblo, Col
iPueblo,
Col

?eno.

Liberty

Seattle,
Seattle,
Seattle,
Seattle,
Seattle,
Seattle,

THEATER TOWN

Pa

Scranton,

Statfe

/>ueblc,

i^uyallup.

Santa Barbara, Cal
Santa Barbara, Cal
Santa Barbara, Cal
Savannah, Ga
Schenectady, N. Y

Capitol
Stratford

'ueblo, Colo

Raymond,

San } rancisco, Cal
San Francisco, Cal
San Francisco, Cal
San Jose, Cal
Santa Ana, Cal

Portland

Ore
Ore
Ore

iPortlaml,

Liberty
Central

FEJOS

Embassy

Waltham
Robins

Director

Fox
Lincoln
Metropolitan
Palace

u
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EVE UNSELL

PLAYWRIGHT and SCENARIST
Has JUST COMPLETED and SOLD TO

^

WARNER BROTHERS
Her

First

Vitaphone Dramatization
Mary Imlay Taylor's Book
ii'

The Candle

in the

Wind"

to Screen
hiow
Back to the Stage

From Stage

"bAanagtment of
hichtig

and Englander

And

With Talking Pictures!

.«^..»

—JXI^

Sunday, July

DAILV
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POWERS URGES CAUTION
TYING UP EOR SOUND

IN

Powers,

A.

p.

the
Corp.,
producers not

president

of

Powers Cinephone Equipment
exhibitors

urges

and

to sign any agreements which will
restrict tiieir future operations.
"The original plan or purpose of
sound movies," he says "was to incorporate special effects which would
greatly enhance the presentation of

the picture and gradually prepare the
But
public for this new teclinique.
some of the producers in their efforts to give the exhibitor synchronized sound before a careful analysis
of the situation was made, before the
requirements were analyzed, have imposed upon the exhibitor the additional expense of installing several
distinct types of reproducing equipments or put him in a position where
he is unable to contract for all prodsynchronized
with
available
uct

sound.
"Exhibitors should before signing
any contract or license agreement

my

sound depositive that
they will receive more than a mere
something more tangible
contract,

for the installation of

be

whatsoever,

vices,

—

than merely the paper on which it is
written. They should not under any
circumstances allow any high pressure sales talks or ratiocinations to
sway them in their judgment or induce them to sign any agreement
which in the final analysis will jeopardize or restrict their future operaThey should reserve the right
tions.
to select or use any pictures or equip-

ment

available to them.

They have

previously enjoyed this privilege in
the selection of pictures but they
may be deprived of it if they sign
a contract which imposes restrictions.
They should, above all, protect their
which
enterprise,
the
theater
to
they have given their time and in

—

which
If

money

their

is

invested.

the exhibitor contemplates

installation

of

the

sound equipment he

should know what the reproducing
system is, what it does and what it

means

him

as affecting the source
of supply of pictures and machines.
He should install that type of equipto

ment which

National Screen Plans Sound Trailers

9 Service Stations to
Handle Sound Pictures

Sound trailers are on the way. National Screen Serwhich supplies exhibitors with action trailers under

Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Minne-

tribution

outlet.

"With

poss'iblc

on

the

Powers

the
film

to

or

Cinephone system it
and repro<iuce sound

on

disc records in percfecv
the picture but better
dictates the former.
It is very evi-

synchronization

judgment

record

with

that sound movies will still be with us
when disc record systems of recording and
reproducing the sound as applied to motion
pictures are a thing of the past.
They will
not be a commercial success because of the

dent

endless confusion and trouble in operation
and handling, as well as in production. Invariably the titles in a picture must be
matched to provide for the changing of rec-

1)

apolis and Sioux Falls; Cincinnati,
serving' Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Co-

National, in collaboration with Paramount and Pubhas made a sound trailer on Richard Dix in "Warming
Up" which is now available for all theaters using the sound
version of this production. The company is also collaborating with First National in making a sound trailer for "Lilac
Time" and with all producers for sound trailers.

and Omaha; San Francisco, serving
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt
Lake City, Seattle and Portland.
A master print of each sound picture will be kept at each of the sound
exchanges and equipment for examination of sound prints is being in-

lix,

These

and

and musical

effects

interpolations.

—

"The reaction to one hundred per cent
talking pictures
Talking
is
problematical.
throughout the entire picture has a tendency
to retard the action and it will probably be
only a matter of time before the public will
discard the novelty (as boresome) for something more enduring.
The technique of the
motion picture which has taken years to develop is now in danger of being supplanted
by sound merely because of the improper application or use of the sound.'

Plan Sound-Proof Stage
Plans are under discussion at the

new Sennett

Collaborating on Sound
(Continued from Page

1)

Among these musicians are about
1,000 who have gained a reputation
in their sphere of activity through
creative ability. The men at the head
of the Publix music and presentation
departments have had years of experience in both legitimate stage and
picture work.

studios for the erection

sound-proof stage and auxiliary
units which would include the housing of special equipment necessary for
production of sound pictures.
The
of a

unit would occupy three buildings;
one, a large stage and the other two
for

and

recording

equipment used

in

other electrical
type of pro-

this

at those offices. In the case
disc recording is used, exhibitors will receive duplicate sets of
records to guard against loss of exhibition through breakage in trans-

or possible defects in the

discs.

Paramount

will make up a sound
each feature length picture so equipped in conjunction with
National Screen Service.
The first
completed trailer, made up for the
Richard
Dix
picture,
"Warming
Up," is now being screened in 46
Publix theaters. The sound portion
of the "Warming Up" trailer consists of excerpts from the sound prologue to the picture, incidental music, vocal renditon of the theme song
trailer

for

and sound

duction.

has to his credit

many

popular songs.

Max

Strand, secretary of the
Milwaukee organization.
Theaters
using synchronizing devices are employing orchestras and relations between them and the managers arc
described as harmonious.
Strand
says he has received no notification
of a "war" against mechanical music.
tO!

Livingston Signs Players

The following have been signed bv

of $75,000.

Paramount advertising department.
Nathaniel Finston will handle all
musical details connected with Paratrailers.

Mr. Talking Picture
Producer
See

West

Coast

Getting Set

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

—

Hollywood Universal's first picand Walter Damrosch;
Einar Swan and Adolph Deutsch, ture with dialogue will be "The Play
Conrad Veidt is to star
jazz arrangers and George Drumm Goes On."
who has been writing picture music and Dr. Paul Fejos directs. Veidt
will
will

work

in

probably

be

starred

World Tomorrow."

conjunction with Paramount in the
of novelty subjects and stage
presentations which will be filmed
with sound accompaniment. Practically all short feature novelties, outside the Christie comedies, will be
made at the Paramount Long Island

Ted

studios.

phone picture

making

will be

used

in

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood
that,

in

ISABEL

DAWN

—

Sound

effects

Two?
THE FILM DAILY

in

It is reported locally
following "Everybody Happy,"
Lewis will make another Vita-

for

Star oj

"Lawyer's Dilemma"
Wallack's Theatre, N. Y.

Warners.

LONGTIME CONTRACT
Personal Representative

"The

this, too.

Lewis
West

and hear

OPEN TO CONSIDER A

Universal

Vyhiteman

They

baseball

mount

—

the

scores for years.

the

Milwaukee So far the mechanical
music wave has not caused any alarm
among Milwaukee musicians, accord-

in

Publix organization are Herman
Hand, orchestrator for Sousa, Paul

for

Milwaukee Sound Houses
Still Using Musicians

Jack Livingston for sound picture
work:
Andrew Mack, Joseph Ben Ami,
Donald Brian, Fuller Mellish, JefferHeading the list is Nathaniel W. son De Angelus, Ricardo De Angelus,
Finston, chief of the music depart- Herbert Cortell, Arthur Donaldson,
ment who worked seven years with Hugh Thompson, Robert Emmett
various talking machine companies Keane, and Claire Whitney.
including Victor and Columbia. Run-

Other music and production men

effects

game and carnival sequences.
The trailer for "Loves of an Actress" is now being made by the

ing

Publix and Paramount

Mack Sennett Plant

for

Kansas

where

portation
ords, which adds considerable footage to the
Difficulties in handling disc records
picture.
employees
and
in
exchanges, additional
space required, confusion and trouble
in
shipments and in the booth, accidental breakage, scratching of records and other difficulties too numerous to mention, suggests the
recording of sound on the film.
Your synchronization of sound as photographed on the
margin of the film will be continuous and
will follow the action of your picture at all
times regardless of breaks or eliminations as
long as the operator projects the pictures on
the screen.

Indianapolis;

City, serving Kansas City, St. Louis,
Oklahoma City, Denver, Des Moines

stalled

sound

trailers will include

lumbus

—

sound on the film with that type of recording equipment which will enable him to supply the exhibitor with synchronized sound tor
reproduction on any of the devices or systems mentioned alxjvc.
The producer of
sound movies should not jeopardize his dis-

is

(Continued from Page

vice
exclusive contract with major producers has been conducting experimental and research work in the matter of sound
trailers and its plans are now reaching a definite conclusion.

will reproduce synchronsound on the film regardless of
Sound at Howard, Atlanta
ning close seconds to Finston are
method used in recording that P'rank Harling,
Atlanta ^With the installation of
composer
who
wrote
sound, whether it be
Movietone,
the music for "Deep River"; Dom- Vitaphone and Movietone equipment
Fhotophone, Phonofilm or the West- inicko
Savino, orchestrator and com- completed, though the debut date of
ern Electric apparatus and he should
poser; Walter Donaldson, one of the sound pictures is as yet undeterconsider well the cost of installation best known
writers
ballads; Dave mined, the Howard will proceed imnow or over a period of years be- Stamper, 15 years ofwith
Ziegfeld's mediately on extensive improvements.
fore making his decision.
Follies, and L. Wolfe Gilbert, who Publix has authorized an expenditure
"The producer likewise should record his

ized
the

22, 1928

JACK LIVINGSTON
317

West

47th Street

PHONE LONGACRK

5461

THE

Richard Dix in
Length: 6509

3>

William Haines in

"Warming Up"
.Paramount

'^m

DAILV
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ft.

BASEBALL
CRACKERJACK
YARN, WITH DIX GETTING A
HE-MAN PART AT LAST AND
PUTTING IT OVER. NOT SO
GOOD ON SOUND EFFECTS.

Cast. .. .Richard Dix as the ball
tosser saving the world's series does
a neat bit and the fans will love this
one.
Jean Arthur just the usual
Philo McCullough an imfemme.
:pressive heavy. Others Claude King,
Wade Boteler, Billy Kent Schaefer,

Roscoe Karns.
Story and Production. .. .Romance
This is first rate hot
of baseball.
weather fare with the baseball motif
And
(running throughout the reels.
!

Winnie Lightncr

"Telling the World"
M-G-M
Length: 7184

Short Subjects

ft.

GLIDES OVER EASILY WITH
LOTS TO SPARE.
HAINES

Cast. .. .William
Haines
works
smoother than ever and keeps the

Type
As

troupe. Bound to build a fan following on this one.
Fine support with
Eileen Percy, Frank Currier, Polly

Roach,

William

Girl,"

and Winnie Lightner, the

Broadway musical comedy star, gets
over three numbers with a lot of perVitaphone
sonality.
Her voice is nothing to
Dramatic Playlet
production. .Sound Picture write home about, and the songs are

of

.

a sample of how poor a talking
subject can be, here it is.
Look no
further.
It's
one of those things
that makes the worst sample of the
silent screen look like a good picture
in comparison.
Opens with a poor
miniature short of a ship floundering
in a storm at sea.
Then you get the
interior of the captain's cabin.
Mitchell Lewis is the captain, and his
voice was never meant to be heard
under the guise of an entertainment

laughs coming steadily without overplaying the smart Aleck stufT. Anita
Page shows class, looks, and can

Bert

.

"The Death Ship"

FAST NEWSPAPER STORY.

Moran,

Type of production. .Sound Picture
The act is titled "The Song a Minute

BETTER THAN EVER IN WISECRACKING ROLE TIED UP TO

— Vitaphone

Orii/iual SoniiH

V.

just fair.
But Winnie certainly has
a way about her, and there is no

question

that

she

is

a

comedienne

who knows how
The numbers

to get her audience.
are "Heaven Help a

Sailor on a Night Like This," "Raise
Myself a Papa," and "We Love It."

Mong, Mathew Betz.
The Notre Dame Glee Club
Story and Production .... Comedy
drama of newspaper life. This sceVitaphone
story, the nario was written to order for Haines,
baseball
it's a pip of a
Choral Society
kind that the fans will appreciate. and gave him every chance to do his feature. His mate is Jason Robards,
Type of production. .Sound Picture
Dix hits into the Yankees from a egotistical line. Unlike some of his and the gal on the deserted ship is
The choral society from Notre
Elizabeth
Page.
They
are
all
pretty
sentimental
former roles, he is not irritating in
minor league, and nice
He gets your sympathy at hopeless in this speakey. But the Dame University get over several
interest is worked into the yarn that this one.
He has de- plot of the playlet is much worse. numbers in typical collegiate glee
really belongs with the baseball an- the start, and holds it.
style.
They are a good aggreA Pittsburgh player, Dix's veloped his peculiar style, and round- The two men start a nice friendly club
gle.
ed it out into a very smooth and conversation about how much they'd gation of about thirty voices, and
rival, has a jinx on him, and in the
game Dix finally original character, and the fans were like to kill each other so they can be carry their harmony without music,
series
world's
They sing
in possession of the gal.
Finally they directed by their leader.
breaks the jinx when he strikes the with him, if laughter is anything to
Lomond,"
"Hike,
Notre
cut a hand of cards to see who will "Loch
for
men
judge
And
that
goes
situation.
by.
critical
very
in
a
other out
Dame,"
"There's
a Hole in the Botbump
himself
off.
The
cap
loses,
and
The scene of the final game is played and women alike. Kicked out by a goes upon
deck and gets himself tom of the Sea," and "Notre Dame
It keeps
rich dad, he gets a job as newspaper
along for a big stretch.
washed overboard. Then the gal dis- \'ictory March." Only one member
Through
fluke,
he
will
have
reporter.
a
till
it
building suspense
covers that he had the winning hand does any solo work, and there is little
every baseball fan sitting on the edge stumbles into a big murder story. all the time, but was
It is
just a good variation to their harmonizing.
Synchronization on this Later he trails hisi sweetheart to sport,
of his seat.
for he knew she loved the the volume of male voices that makes
revolutionand
breaks
into
a
familiar
China,
big scene is good with all the
mate.
Directed, staged and acted as this more or less of a novelty numsounds of a ball park, but the lack ary plot in time to shoot the news they do it out in the backwoods with ber. In those sections where the Inwires.
over
the
press
the
world
noticeable.
to
very
of dialogue is
the local dramatic league. To fix the diana university means something,
Direction, Sam Wood, very good; responsibility properly,
Direction, Fred Newmeyer, good;
Bryan Foy di- this no doubt will prove a strong
Author, Sam Mintz; Scenario, Ray Author, D. V. Every; Scenario, Ray- rected, and Jack Killifer wrote the draw.
It should be good for any
Harris; Photography, Edward Cron- mond Schrock; Photography, Wil- playlet.
college town also.
.

liam Daniels, unusually good.

jager; fine.

Ted Wells

"Ladies of the Night Club"

in

"Greased Lightning"
Length: 4600

'Universal

Tiffany-Stahl
ft.

Length: 6553 ft.
IS RE-

WEAK PRODUCTION

HASH OF ALL THE NIGHT

JUST THE REGULAR LINE CLUB AND HOOFER FILMS
OF WESTERN WITH THE GAL AND PLAYS. NOTHING PAR-

IN DIRECTION OR
TRYING TO RUN A DUDE TICULAR
RECOMMEND IT.
TO
STORY
VARIETY.
RANCH BY WAY OF
.Ricardo Cortez fails to
Cast.
FAIR JUVENILE ENTERTAIN- shine in flat part of the millionaire
.

MENT.
and

kids

like.

girl.

Poff,

a good looktype that the
Betty Caldwell the

Ted Wells

Cast
will

is

is

the

Others Walter Schumway, Lon
George Dunning, Myrtis Crin-

Victor Allen.
Western.
Story and Production
The girl is an easterner who falls heir
The
her grandfather's ranch.
to
foreman and his men soon find themselves doing a pink tea as the girl
tries to make a dude ranch out of
This results in a lot of
the outfit.
very silly actions, with the raiich
hands all dolled up in eastern clothes
trying to attend to their jobs. The
ley,

rest

mula

of

.

Barbara Leonard tries hard
to overcome handicap of colorless
role.
Lee Moran best of lot doing
a "Laugh, Clown Laugh," lole as a
Others Cissy Fitzvaude hoofer.
gerald and Douglas Gerrard.
Story and Production. .. .Romance
spender.

ing hero,

the

stuff.

plot

is

regulation foris the gal's

The heavy

lawyer who of course is scheming to
grab the ranch along with the girl.
lie is also tied up with the rustlers,
While the
being their secret chief.
foreman is away with his men huriting for lost stock, the heavy kidThen the inevitable
naps the girl.
finish fight with the rustlers and the
crooked lawyer all being captured.
Will get by for juvenile fare.
Direction, Ray Taylor, all right;
Author, William Lester; Scenario,
Milton
Photography,
same;
the
Bridenbecker, good.

The author aslife.
sembled all the well known material
that is required to tell the familiar
story of the hoofer and his girl partner who do their stuf? in a night club
after being thrown out of vaudeville.
Of course she is sought by the millionaire rounder, who falls for her
and marries her when he finds out
And,
just what a sweet girl she is.
of course, the ham hoofer wh3 tl;in!:s
he is good, but has a big heart, smiles
through his tears as he loses the gal
and goes into a "Laugh, Clown
Laugh" number as she fades out of

of

night club

good. Old stuf?, and done
mechanically and without anything
new to recommend it. Cissy Fitzgerald does a Tex Guinan role. The
director did his best with flat mahis life for

terial.

Paramount's First Talking Picture

Just a program

number

will get by.

.

that

.
Archambaud,
George
handicapped by script; Author, Ben
G. Kohn; Scenario, Ben Kohn; Photography, Harry Jackson; fair.
.

Direction,

,

,

Buddy Rogers

m

"VARSITY"
Original Story

And

DIALOGUE
By

WELLS ROOT

—

—

;

I
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Academy to Bestow Merit Awards
Fourth Sound Stage at Warners —Kennedy Sees Sound Production Centered on Coast
Pomeroy Handling Sound for Paramount Ralph Wilk Comments on Coast Personalities

—

STATUEmSTOCOTO
WHOSEWORK RANKS

New Sound Stage
A

fourth stage for sound picture production is understood
to be planned by the Warners.

BEST

gained as the
extensive
Vitaphone
ures,

A

WRITING

Academy
fore

A

DIRECTING

each

Distinction

achievement
(2)

A

photographic

in

Distinction

achievement

Award

in

art

for

the

best

the

best

for

direction.

A Distinction Award for the best
(3)
engineering achievement in producing effects.

PRODUCTION

A Distinction Award for the most
(1)
motion picture production, considering all elements that contribute to a picture's greatness.
A Distinction Award for the most
(2)
unique, artistic worthy and original production without reference to cost or magnitude.
outstanding

The

Character of Token
Award will be in

Distinction

balloting

will

five

PROCEDURE—

art.

Award

member.

be appointed after
judges for each class
group of awards, these judges to be selected
by each of the executive committees of the
five
branches of the Academy from the
branch membership to embrace as far as
possible the best qualified members of the
branch.
Each branch board of judges will report
their findings to a central board of judges
to be appointed by the board of directors, one
fiom each branch who will make the final
awards.
The secretary will submit
to
each of the several branch boards of
judges a record of all the nominations made
for its particular class of awards, and each
board of judges will then select from the
nonnnations the ten receiving the highest
number of nominating votes for each award,
and
proceed to consider the merits of such
selected nominees by reviewing the pictures
specified,
after which they
will
certify
in
writing to the central board of judges, the
three nominees for each award, in their order of excellence, whom they judge to be
the

TECHNICAL

A

Aug. 10

JUDGES— There

A

Distinction Award for the best
achievement in the art of directing a dramatic
picture play with special reference to character building, eflfective direction of individual
scenes, direction of the picture play as a
whole and originality in incidental or general
treatment.
A Distinction Award for the best
(2)
achievement in directing a comedy picture
play as herein described.
(1)

Arriving at Decisions
member
will make nominations on

of
the
or befor each of the several awards
on blanks to be furnished for the purpose,
stating in each case the individual nominated
and the particular picture in which the
achievement occurs.
For the purpose of refreshing the memory, a list of productions
released since Aug. 1, 1927, will be sent to

A

most

entitled

The boards

the form

to awards
of judges

for

may

Hollywood

that

call

means home

to travelen

pcnonAl
<A \kn hotel otcmns boiac
comfocr
terrtc*
pkaaol airrouDdinei. It also
mean* that jroit ue €»mv€miemt/f kocaico ia HoUywood fill capitol of di/ iroHd imncntcnt cento
•f So«ithcia Caliioniia.

—

—

—

Good Food a Feature
A fnmdk ^btt %m m*i» dx dinioe room iaiaaui.
Chib brcaUMtt, l—rhwi or dmocn u popolw
prica*.
Alao a h eafte Mrvicc
Write

world

the

motion-picture

Tremendous amounts
spent

be

new

art,"

"During
complete

here in
he said.

my

of

center.

money

will
this

developing

stay here

arrangements

expect to

I

for

Paramount Starts Two
Camera work on "Interference"
and "Sins of the Father" has
at Paramount.

Pomeroy Handling Sound
Problems for Paramount
Ray J. Pomeroy, is now director of
sound effects for Paramount. O. W.
Roberts succeeds Pomeroy as head of
the special effects dept.
For years,
Roberts was his assistant.

Press" and

"Runaway

Finishing

—uhtn tkt ioarway

lanwi koau

to

Girls."

Fox Contract

Agnew,

Frances

scenarist
and
has completed a year's contract with Fox.
She had planned a
trip to Europe and had agreed to
write a British production, but illness of her mother caused her to
abandon these plans.
titler,

Added

Lady" Cast
Lodijensky has been
igned for a prominent role in "The
Scarlet Lady," which Alan Crosland
is directing for Columbia.
to "Scarlet

Theodore

Sound Stages

to

Cost

Studios $5,000,000
studios
for
a

for

information

and

on

individuals

testimony as to the just credit to which

nominee

may

be

entitled

for

a

stated

achievement.
No judge shall be named to serve on any
board of judges who has been selected as a
candidate for any award to be judged by
such board.

Bestowing the Awards
proposed to bestow the awards at
annual meeting of the Academy, which
can be either an open meeting or a dinner.
The annual meeting takes place late in October which will have afforded the boards of
judges sufficient time for making their decisions and awards.
It

is

the

{Continued from Page

1)

Warner Bros, and Fox have been
making sound subjects for some time.
The Metropolitan studio is installing a sound stage that will be used
by Christies and Harold Lloyd. It
will also be available to independent
producers.
Several independent producers are
contemplating
the
installation
of
sound stages. The cost of erecting
and equipping a permanent sound
stage is estimated at $250,000.

Joseph Jackson

<i>

Has

Written the Vitaphone dialogue on

SIX Warner Brothers features, including
*'THE

TERROR"

(ALL-TALKING)

*'THR SINGING FOOL"
Plaza Hotel
trovden

m HoOnnoa Bl«4, HoaTivood. CaUiornte

for

three more productions.
They are
"Trial Marriage," "The Power of the

install-

ing an elaborate sound apparatus
plant at the Burbank studio.
"All of First National's sound synchronization will be done here instead of in the East, which will
mean tremendous expansion of the
industry.

started

Columbia Preparing Three
Columbia is preparing scripts

rcacrvaiiom or be* booklet ftitfaid.

The Hollywood
St,

of

tions.

and
lor

"HoUywood."—today!

VIm

center

the

Sol

to

upon the

K.

The dooiwsv

be

will

chief

Wurtzel, general
superintendent of Fox, has been
made supervisor of western producassistant

distinction.

A Famous Doorway
in

Hollywood

sound picture production, according
to Joseph P. Kennedy.

"Hollywood will unquestionably
become the world center of synchronization, just as it has become

NOMINATIONS— Each

Distinction Award for the best
achievement in construction of an original
picture play with special reference to orginality, strength of theme, character developments and consistency.
Distinction Award for the best
(2)
achievement in construction of an adaptation
picture
play as herein described.
for a
(1)

produc-

of a statuette emblematic of the profession,
to be designed by some recognized sculptor
to be reproduced in bronze, and the particular
achievement for which it is awarded to be
engraved on the base of each one.
The
statuette will be a valued ornament for desk,
table or mantel.
There will also be awards of honorable
mention, diploma or some other form of
recognition to those others in each class who
may be deemed entitled to it.

Distinction Award to the actor giv(1)
acting with
the best performance in
ing
special reference to faithfulness in character
portrayal and eiifectiveness of dramatic or
comedy rendition.
A Distinction Award to the actress
(2)
giving the best performance as herein described.
(1)

featresult of

tion.

The plan follows:
ACTING

CENTERED ON THE COAST

embody many new

It will

The Academy of M. P. Arts and
bestow awards of
will
Sciences
distinctive
most
the
for
merit
from
production
in
achievements
Aug. 1, 1927, to Aug. 1, 1928. For
voting purposes, five major divisions
have been designated for the awards
which will be in the form of a bronze
statuette.

SEES SOUND PRODUCTION

Farley Promoted at Fox
M. D. Farley, who has been

(STARRING AL JOLSON)

DAILY,

A

Kis^fi^bm^ad^

22, 1928

Brenon Breaks Ankle
Herbert Brenon fell from a stage
scaffolding and broke his right ankle,
while directing a scene in "The Res-

Uttle from ''Lots'
By

RALPH WILK

Hollywood

ADDITIONS

Sunday, July

this

three

month after an association of
and a half years. The associastar-ted
when Willis joined

our list of Hollytion
wearers are Nils
Metropolitan Pictures, ivhich reAsther, Bert Roach. Robert Schable
leased through Pathe.
Willis proand Monta Bell.
duced "Up in Mabel's Room," "Get*
*
*
tinff
Gertie's Garter" and other
Former Paramount Long Island farces.
His bedroom, farces were
studio employes who have deserted so produced as to pass the censors.
Hollywood, after eivinjj it a trial for Willis' last production for Pathe is
a year, are Grace Goldberg, Miss "Annapolis," directed by W. Christy
Ettinger and Mae Freeman, who are Cabanne. He also has to his credit
now in the East.
the supervision of "Charley's Aunt."

wood

to

beret

*

*

*

Edwin Myers, formerly
Calcutta,
tor

for

was with

is busy as story
Edivin Carewe.

the

of

San Francisco has been

edi-

Madan company

*

*

*

New York World, introduced Hand
at the Wampas meeting held in honor
is

*

I

At

First

the

luncheon

honor

cellent

job.

Command

vaca-

the

Jr., film editor, also autoed
northern city on a vacation.

the comedy conwriter, is hanging

Boasberg,

and

title

starring
Norma
not to be inferred
that Sam is hard to work with, hut
Sam and Al make an excellent team.
It

is

it

in

United Artists release.

Nagel Opposite Garbo
Conrad Nagel plays opposite Greta
Garbo in "War in the Dark," which
Fred Niblo is directing.

directing.

They

starred.

In Second of Series
Arthur Lake has started work on
the second of the comedy series,
"Harold of Hollywood."
Edward

Luddy
Trinity Starting Production
Trinity Pictures will start shooting
on its first fall release within a fortnight, under the title of "Must
Marry?"
The story was adapted
from an original by Rachel Barton
Butler. The script is being prepared
by Frank C. Hill and Boyd Agin.

is

directing.

Signed by Universal

LoRayne

Du \al, youthful discovery from the ranks of "The Collegians," has been signed to a long
term contract by Universal.

Vivian Moses Renews
Vivian Moses, head of Paramount's
story
department,
has
signed
a

new

contract.

T. Lowe, Jr., and C. Graham
Baker entering Bretherton's car.
*

*

busy. He
has placed Louise Lorraine in two
Universal series arid secured a Tiffany-Stahl engagement for Virginia
Pearson. He also put LeRoy Mason
in "The Thrall of Lief the Lucky,"
a Technicolor feature.
Bill

Mayor Walker

Charlie Murray, Alice White
and John McCormck.

Lead
With

I.

LUDDY

Director

for

ARTHUR LAKE

Earle Foxe Cast
Earle Foxe has been cast for
"Fog," Fox picture, which Charles
Klein put into production this week.

Dunn, the agent,

SERIES

UNIVERSAL

FRED NEWMEYER

is

Director
ff

ROBERT

Paramount's First

Warner Brothers)

Screen Plays for the following Yitaphone Specials

"The Lion and the Mouse"
"Women They Talk About"

"My Man"
Fanny

Warming Up

LORjD

Writer
to

EDWARD

Edward

*

paid a tribute to Colleen
Moore, Richard Ba.rthelm.ess,

(Starring

is

O'Brien, Fred Kelcey and
Harry Northup. Laura La Plante is

are

"Romance"

"The

which Paul Leni

Tom

signed three more
Last Warning,"

remake

Garbo.
Chet Withey
1920 with Doris Keane for

Our Passing Show: Murray Roth
rushing up Hollywood Boulevard;
Colleen Moore a very attentive listener at the First National luncheon
tendered
Mayor Jimmy Walker;
Howard Bretherton, Charlie Condon,

of

(Under Contract

has

made

will

Greta

Angel,"

Shearer.

National

the
Mayor, Ned Marin presided as
toastmaster and did an exin

"The

a

now

Walker.
Incidentally, New York's genial executive has been kept busy here. A few
days ago he was guest of honor at a
Masquers Club revel and then prinicipal guest at the opening of "Lilac
Time."
*

who had missed

Ldttle

Hand

for

Duane Thompson
the
selection
of
Duane
up a record at M-G-M. He is on Thompson as his leading woman,
his fourth consecutive picttire with the cast for Ted Wells' picture,
Sam Wood, the director. It is "The "Born to the Saddle," is complete.

the way, Joe Jackson, who was
a colleague of Charles S. Hand on the

*

Fejos,

Al

By

of Mayor Walker.
secretary to Mayor

Paul

structor

who is a member of Mayor
Jimmy Walker's party.
*

tion.

to

Universal studios; .Joseph Jefferson O'Neill resuming acquaintance with Pete Egan.

*

desiring

Nicholas,

Our Passing Show: Charles
Condon visiting the Fox and
[

players

with

Angeles,

Ezra Mir.
*

Mecca

a

people

to Love" in Los
motored to San Francisco
to see the play and made the trip in
eisrht
and a half hours.
George

of India and Universal before joininq Carewe. He has
resumed his own name of

Three Added to "U" Cast
Universal

We

picture

for

He

cue." The accident has delayed completion of the final scenes of the picture for several days.

To Remake "Romance"

M-G-M

Brice)

Sound Picture

for

General Distribution

;
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Theater Equipment and
By CHARLES

F.

HYNES

Sunday, July

1928

22,

Management

\

Guth Lighting Fixtures
HIGHER EFnCIENCY

on National's Schedule

IS

National Theater Supply Co. is
now handling the Guth lighting fix-

CLAIMED FOR SPOTLIGHT

tures, manufactured
F. Guth Co.
Guth,

Edwin

by the

now

in

25th

its

Greater flexibility of operation and
higher Hghting efficiency is claimed
for the new 125 ampere Kliegl SpotIn addilight by the manufacturer.

year of lighting fixture business, was
for several years known as the St.
Louis Brass Manufacturing Co.

tion to a spotlight it is a floodlight
completely
projector,
effect
and
equipped for white and color lighting, framing, fading, standard effects.
It provides in a single unit everything that may be needed in the operation of the projector, with all controls centralized to facilitate speed,

Hornstein's 24th Anniversary
In connection with the 24th anniversary of his entrance into the picture business Joe Hornstein of National Theater Supply Co. recalls
working for the first supply house,
operated by H. A. Mackey, who was
distributing the Edison Kenedescope
Projector.
He worked for Mackey
on a commission basis until his employer tired of this arrangement becaiise, to use his own words, Horn-

convention running, says the manufacturing firm.
About the spotlight

its makers say:
the light any distance up to
J50 ft. and gives an>'thing required from
a four foot perfectly round spot to a 50
prospread with uniform intensity;
foot
viding an intense white light having all the
out
bringuig
strong sunlight,
of
qualities
Fuier
brilliant colors in their true value.
adjustments of the arc afford a greater
amount of light projection for a given current consumption, and a shield in front oi
enterthe arc prevents light from the flame
ing the optical system eliminating ghosts and

projects

"it

—

light.

can be cuickly and easily centered, irrespective of

any

arc length

condition that may arise, and the
and crater adjusted to obtain t.ie

Fibre grips insumaximum
the heat
late the arc control handles from
against
of the arc and protect the operator
burnt fingers.
tront
the
on
"A color box or boomerang
changing
of the spotlight provides means for
It contains four
the color of the light beam.
effective

light.

controlled
color frames for gelatin mediums,
by levels at the rear of the spotlight— and
There is
ready for operation at all times.
a separate lever for each color frame and
each lever is keyed to correspond with the

The position of the handle
color it controls.
indicates the position of the color screen
and a quarter turn throws the screen in ot
The color screen is free
out of position.
mechanical connections and may be
of all
readily removde by simply raising the cover
of the color liox and lifting the screen and
of its slide grooves; or, if it is to be inserted,
simply dropping it into its proper place.
Gradual or quick changes of color can be
produced and one color blended with an
other as may be desired.
curtain shutter and iris shutter set
the lamp housing, and independently confrom the rear, permit light to be
trolled
framed to flood the stage or orchestra pit,
and to fade the light on or off at will. They
are quick acting in operation and a quartei
turn of the handle is sufficient to operate the
shutters from full-opening to black-out, or
Guide marks on the back of the
vice versa.
housing indicate the position of the shutter'
ami facilitate speedy operation."

"A

in

Install 198 Sentries
Installation of I'vS .Sentry Safety
Controls during the past few month.'-

announced
Supply Co.
is

by

National

Theater

money,

—

Orpheum
The Orpheum

is

to

be completely redecorated and reequipped, with two Model
Simplex Projectors installed in the pro-

M

jection room.

Renze Joins Seating Firm

Omaha— Walter

Renze, formerly:
with National Theater Supply Co..
has been appointed Iowa and Nebraska representative for HeywoodWakefield Seating Co. of Chicago.

—

than a few inches beyond the lamp housing.
"Arc carbons may be adjusted in every
conceivable way— angularly, vertically, and
and the lower caitx)n holder
horizontally,
may be moved independently of the upper
Six dif
carbon, in any lateral direction.
arc
ferent controls are provided as that the

more

Re-equipping
Cincinnati

.

focusing,
arc,
including
controls,
"All
shutters, color screens, and directional conspottrols, are centralized at the rear of the
with
light, in full view of the operator, and
positionin arm's length of the operating
speed,
convenience,
greatest
the
affording
and ease of operation.
"The arc lamp remains in a fixed posifocusing is done by moving the
all
tion
adjustlens, causing no disturbance in the
Arc control handles are
ment of the arc.
more
fixed in position and do not protrude

making

than he.

—

false

was

stein

—

The

New

F-1 Master Brenograph

and

shifts

Declares Project ion Problem

For Sound Pictures
to
projection
of
Readjustment
meet new conditions created by the
advent of sound pictures has presented no great difficulties, accord-

ing to the International Projector
Corp. This, the company states, has
been the case even where the photographic process, on sound-on-film
system, has been used.
One of the problems faced insofar
as the actual projection machine is
concerned involves the steadiness of

The new Simplex stand,
the stand.
known as Model M, is advanced by
International as a radical advance
Pointing out
in projection designs.
the strain on the projector caused
by the addition of sound picture
equii)ment. International states.
"The introduction of the high intensity lamp some years ago gave
an impetus to the movement for better projection and there has been

is

Met

a noticeable improvement of projection illuminants.
The development
of this lamp, however, brought new
problems to the projectionist and one
of the most serious of these was the
unsteadiness caused by the weight of
the lamp and its manipulation.
The
elaboration of projection presentation through the use of Movietone,
Vitaphone and other notable projection novelties with special equipment
now being placed on projectors are
subjecting them to demands and
strains which could not very well
have been anticipated in the original
design.
"Attempts to overcome unsteadiness resulting from this additional
equipment were at best mere make-

^^^,^^^^^,^^^^^^,^^

it

ST.U)lllS,U.Sul

is trije

that the defects of the earl-

upon mechanical prin-j
and without the aid of supplementary devices."
design, based
ciples

SALE!
The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

Holds 16 Feet Film—Case — 6 Magazines
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

$29.50

u/iccoa^Hsys
^^
110
West 32*'St.Nca/ yw-H.My
Phone Penna. 0330

inM^:»SM£MmMMmmMM^MMM,

were

designs were partially overcome
by these substitutes they were unsatisfactory because they failed to
supply true balance and rigidity.
Modern requirements demand that
the projector has rigidity and balance
and these have been secured in the
nevv Simplex stand solely through

SHJPMIEMJE
CORPORATION '>....

bulk

ier

Before you buy, get the facts
on the

COOLING SYSTEM

and

inadequate.
Various braces were
manufactured and used but such devices have their limitations.
While'

^^

SUPREME HE4TERANBVENTIIATING

weight

largely depended upon to maintain
balance.
The Simplex Pedestal as
originally designed and the five point
pedestal which was later used served
for a period but even these proved

if

!1

'
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.
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Presentations

Off Again

(Continued from Page 1)

up

traveled

lo

when

'and

the

Harmon

him word,

with

arguments

cleared

was

all set for F.N. to go
Electric.
There's some inside stuff for you.

away,

it

Western

.

.

.

Hotter and Hotter
A

Tuesday:

By JACK

a group of smart legit producers plans to turn the tables. Woods,
Shul)erts, Brady and three other unnamed have a right smart plan. Here
it
is: Talking pictures of Broadway
stage plays shown in legitimate theaters throughout the country for SO
or 75 cents while the original strides
the boards in New York for $3 or

long talk with Alfred
N. Goldsmith, important figure in
electrical science and even more im- more. Nothing more, nothing less.
Well, they had a grand old time
portant than that at Photophone,
proves right fruitful.
Seems Photo- in Hollywood. Jimmy Walker, and
phone is using same sound track Will Hays threw nice sobriquets at
width as Movietone now.
Get it? each other. It was at the producers'
No more adjusting of aperture plates dinner for Jimmy. Walker said exnecessary. No, siree. One reproduc- hibitors no longer needed a champion
ing system can show the other's now that Havs was on the job. Hays
fil:;i.
That brings interchangeability said no individual has helped him
more than Hizzoner. Nice? In such
a good deal closer to fact.
S'-.'U no
ftatement comes from W. E.
P.ut hot weather, too.
.

.

.

.

.

of lawyers are busy on it.
It
McCarthy, who
Surprise.
Jeff
won't be long now.
knows how to gather in the dough via
Musicians are turning be;li;3se. film roadshows (when he can get
lOr war-hke, if you will.
National them) joins Fox. Going to the studio.
jsurvey to be made to learn tlie re- His joId will concern the "box-ofifice
'actions of the public to mechanical success" of Fox pictures. That's how
But
music. If thej' must, they must.
Winnie Sheehan describes it.
Al Steffes has decided. The place when Fox starts roadshowing "Four
The time, October. The Devils" and some others, who do you
is Chicago.
You're
idea, a gathering of the exhibitor
thiitk will handle them?
clans in order to find out about the right.
Federal Trade Commission and its
Ice
Code of Ethics for the film business.
Hell
Good idea.
Those things always
Friday: It's bad hot weather pasihelp.
Didn't Mr. Hays promise antime,
but Cleveland's all excited over
lother trade practice conference this
Schade, George of Sandusky, and his
fall.
Why not join 'em up?
The second
suit against arbitration.
action in that sector in two months.
in
Wednesday: We wonder if Pete The first was settled out of court,
but George says he's in deep on this
lots

.

.

.

.

.

.

and

.

Toronto

had advance dope?

.

.

October

Anyway, Wood-

HARROWER;

FRANK CAMBRIA

VENETIAN CARNIVAL AT

GOOD

ROXy LENDS COLOR

Frank Cambria turned out a
splash

stage

with

his

nifty

"West Point

Days," with the set representing the
approach of the military academy.
A cadet chorus led off with "Songs
of West Point," with George Nelidoff carrying the heavy solo work.

Other vocal numbers employed the
cadets and Joseph Grifiin. Virginia
Johnson and the Gamby-Hale Girls.
But the prize joy of the show was
a loose nut

named Ray Bolger who

around the stage in a most careand lighthearted manner, and
He took
talked in the same way.
Paul Ash into his confidence, and
clowned around with him till the
slid

free

audience was in a high state of mirth.
This boy Bolger is good, and is easily one of the best comedy hoofers
seen at any Broadway picture house

any time.

The Gamby-Hale Girls were on for
several numbers, and livened up the
proceedings with some neat routines.
Somebody has been pepping up this
aggregation, for they show a lot of
class

in

comparison with

vious work.

Or

is

of girls that they

this a

pre-

their

new bunch

have switched in?

neat tap and drill work scored
Paul Ash and his
a heavy hand.
stage boys did the "Mother Goose
Parade" "with a lot of sprightliness.
The overture was "Rigoletto Fantasie," with Hans Hamke. concert
pianiste, giving the customers an unusual treat with a quality of playing
that is seldom heard at this house.
Following which Jesse Crawford at
the crgan crashed in with pop con-

\

.

On\the

.

Bandwagon

MONTE CARLO SEHING

ON THE CAPITOL STAGE

.

.

.

.

.

.

very fine orchestral presentation
intermezzo from "Cavalleria
Rusticana" constituted the overture
at the Roxy, followed by the newsreel and Movietone.
The stage presthe

entation, called "Carnival of Venice,"

was confined

to an elaborate prolog
for the feature, "Street Angel," taking its atmosphere from the street
scenes of Venice. It was one of the
It
most elaborate yet presented.
employed the orchestra, chorus, balThe choral
let and the Roxyettes.
stairway was utilized, with men and
women in carnival costume on both

sides of the balcony posing as spectators.
The setting was an adaptation of a scene in the feature, showing steps leading up and back, with
a canal in the distance.
The cast was augmented by Berinoff and Eulalie, adagio dancers who
appeared in "The Five O'Clock Girl."
.'Xdded were Helen Lyons and Loc-

ques Lorraine, character dancers, and
Voljanin,
Henri Therrien. tenor.
Sergeyeva and Vodnoy, continental
Venetian
presented
a
comedians,

comedy number. As usual, the Roxyettes came through with a smart
(Continued on Page 36)

Some

and will stick until hell, as usual,
spots in the M.P.T.O. national one
Quite a job for this
over.
[convention for Toronto in October. freezes
time
of the year.
Notice? Same month as the Steffes'
(meeting.
Now you know very well
One from London; one from
exhibs are not going to dig into Berlin.
Two cables say First Natheir jeans to attend two exhibitor tional is through producing in both
conventions in the same month. It's England and Germany. Bruce John- cert and neighborhood slides, just
too expensive and, besides, it keeps son says it's so, but only temporarily by way of contrast from the sublime
them from their theaters too long. since quota requirements have been to the ridic. But the Paramounters
Somebody's in for a licking on this met. We've heard other things, but seem to like their bill of fare served
there's a tidbit we're holding for some that way.
confab business. Time will tell.
In lightning order these develop- other time ....
ments come in sound. Fox finds it
.necessary to turn out three types of
One, all
prints on major releases.
Today: The first sound picture edisynchronized tion makes its debut. Another feature
silent;
second,
with
•music; third, with music and dialogue. in the cap of the little old paper.
Warners are delivering two kinds to First again, as usual. Right interestexhibitors.
If you can still juggle ing and. we modestly assert, well
Quite a neat presentation designed
statistics in spite of the heat, you worth your attention because if you
Boris Petroff for the Capitol titled
by
alight sit down and figure how print don't keep up with sound pictures,
with a man
:osts are going to mount sky high you're out.
Too long to tell every- "Monte Carlo." Opened
roulette wheel mounted
large
at
a
other
among
40
next season.
Eugene Spitz buys
thing that's in it, but,
inviting
That features, you will find a comprehen- high up and at back of stage \-hich
Dlays for sound treatment.
the guests to join the game,
brings promised features almost to sive account of reproducing devices
they did, and then trooped off to join
300.
Fox, riding high on the sound on the market and promised.
the people below on the stage. Harpicture crest, sectionizes the country
turning back to page one land Dixon, late dancing star of
Suggest
into 12 zones to handle Movietone.
for a peep at the Film Board's an- "Manhattan Mary," was the main
First National to release two or three
to Government attack on credit draw, and opened with three dancing
swer
sound specials monthly. And maybe
committees. It may give a different numbers that had plenty of class. In
that
hasn't got Ned Depinet all
slant on some matters that may or one number he took one of the girls
mixed up in higher mathematics.
may not have been clear until now.
from the ensemble and with her asNed is adding to quotas, not deVia
sistance gave his version of the "Five
L. J. Selznick is coming back.
ducting. .
Interested Step," taken from his recent musical
the sound picture route.
number was one of the
not one, but seven bankers, in a ven- show. This
show.
the
hits
of
it's
set.
and now
Thursday: Now that picture pro- ture the other day
is the device.
The Chester Hale Girls carried out
lucers are stampeding toward sound Picturetone
N the gambling house impression in
ind, therefore, toward the spoken
jhull

A

of

mixed costume,
full

half of

them

dress with high hats.

in

male

They

look-

ed very smart and went through a
neat routine to good applause. Walt
Roesner's stage band did a number
with various solo interpolations from
Helen Yorke did some
the boys.
good soprano work, and was followed

by Louis and Freda Berkoff. Russian
dancers, formerly of the "Greenwich
Their work was
Village Follies."
fast, and they went off to good applause.

Standard
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Venetian Carnival at
Roxy Lends Color

Week's Headlines

(.Continued from Page 35)

CUNNINGHAM

offering
"The Lido" that
called
showed these dainty maids of? to ad_

Monday

121 PICTURE THEATERS

OPERATE

—

IS

PLANNED BY PHOTOTONE

VENEZUELA

IN

IVashinston Bureau of

$1,250,000 ISSUE

By ERNEST

THE FILM DAILY

IV.

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"

Editor

121
WashiiiKton Venezuela has
London Public stock issue of $1,houses in rcRular operation,
according to a report to the M. P. 250.000 will be floated by the PhotoSection of Dept. of Commerce. Thir- tone Co., manufacturers of a disc
Of this
teen of them are in Caracas, in addi- svstem of sound pictures.
amount $500,000 will be marketed to
tion to one under construction.

—

picture

Average
houses

caiiacity

is

300 seats, the

from 200

rangiuR

to

1,600.

The

largest theaters are the Olympia,
located in the capital, wifh 3,000
seats; the Circo Metropolitano, with
3,500, and the Nueva Circo, seating
6,000.
The last two are open air
arenas built esnecially for bull-fights.
In the leading Caracas houses the
admissions range from the equivalent
of 15 cents in the rear balcony to 60
cents for best seats. Best class films
are shown at from 80 cents to $1.

public at $1 a share.
Included in the Phototone directorate are: A. George Smith, managing director of Producers Distributing Corp., who will be chairman;
Charles Lvnas, managing director of
Graham Amplion Co.; Fred Kirby,
managing director of Euston Ignition
Co.; David Bott, general manager of
British Brunswick; Count de Bosdari,
also of British Brunswick, and Clayton Hutter, who has resigned from
the

Production in France
Stimulated by Quota
THE FILM DAILY

Anthony Asquith

Fox.

will

be music-

director and adviser.

al

Phototone
will
be
Release
of
through Producers Distributing Corp.

tion provided

Firm That Financed Two
Wants Income Tax Cut

lations,

Washington Bureau of

IVashington Bureau of

Washington

— Stimulated by protec-

by the new quota reguFrench production shows

says the Dept. of
Charles Pathe, it is
Commerce.
understood, will again produce. Leom
signs

revival,

of

whose

Gaumont,

Libera Film, plans
tures.
Jean-Jose

new company is
to make four fea-

Frappe,
French
writer of "best sellers," is forming a
company called Union Latine Cine-

matographique.

Trade Shows Delayed

—

London

British e.xliibitors are
perturbed over the delay in the trade
showing of about 30 English productions, all of which have been completed for some time.
Meanwhile
American and German renting or-

ganizations
output.

continue

their

regular

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Petition

for redeterof $33,104,21
filed by the Wilming-

mination of income

ta.x

1925 was
ton Corp., which financed two Douglas
Fairbanks' pictures, "Don Q"
and "The Black Pirate." The company contends expenditures in 1925
Q" and
of $336,310.83
for "Don
$625,143.45 for "The Black Pirate"
should be rated by the tax collector
for

as ordinary and necessary expenditures in the firm's business.

Issue Up
Points on Friday

Warner Bros.
8'/i

Chalking up the biggest victory of
the company Warner yesterday gain-

8K

ed

points closing at the high for

Revues Popular At Sydney
the year at 54%.
Opening at 46^^-2
Sydney Stage revues are having the stock kept surging ahead at madtremendous vogue
in
a
picture cap pace which marked it the undishouse theaters here. Three different puted leader for the day. The stock
houses have been staging them.
also hit new high Wednesday and
Thursday and it is predicted that in

Richard A. Rowland refuses to say whether
or not he will remain with First National.
"Lights of New York," first "all-talkie,"
rolls
up $50,000 gross at Strand, New
York.
Western Electric sound system to be used
by First National for 30 pictures.
Oklahoma theaters likely to adopt "open
shop" policy if Okla. City managers fail
to
agree with operators on sound.
Ives

decided

case

substitution
ners.

against

Test cases involving rights of censors
on sound expected.

Warpass

to

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
New York

723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

phone

and

now

track

in both Photoindicating inter-

Movietone,

changeability.
of Musicians in survey
determine public reaction lo mechanical

American Federation
to

music.

With many

contracts between exhibitors and
musicians expiring, battle is forecast over
sound pictures.
OverHalf year profits of Stanley drop.
head cut.
Al Steflfes issues call for Chicago exhibitor
meeting to demand improvements from

Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures

Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

distributors.

Cable Address:
Cable
Cable

Address:
Address:

cause" order, restraining the village
from interfering with Sunday performances at the Peekskill Theater,

in

The

board recently
voted against Sunday shows.
Inc.

RICHPICSOC, Paru
DEEJAY, London
RICH PIC. N. Y.

Exporting only the best
Motion Pictures

Court Fight on Sunday Shows
N. Y.— The local Sunday shows fight is going to the
courts.
Village President Fred W.
Otte has been served with a "show
Peekskill,

New
Stebbins,

village

Stebbins Department

Leterman & Gates, Inc.,
Arthur W. Stebbins is

of which
president, have established an inheritance
tax department, appointing
S. L. Rickles in charge.

Davis, Story Chief

Owen

Davis, playwright, has been
appointed editor-in-chief of Paramount's Long Island studio, soon to
open for production of sound films.

distributors.

Wednesday
Print problem raised by sound picture vogue.
Fox releasing major product three ways.
Eugene Spitz buys 40 plays for sound pictures.

Movietone divides

U.

into

S.

zones

12

loi

distribution.

Dallas censor urges curb on crime film.
M.P.T.O.A. annual convention slated for
Toronto, Oct. 16-18.

I^^V^'i

]k^R

f

Thursday
Woods, Shuberts, William Brady, head
combination of New York "legit" producers
to make talking pictures of shows.
Janes J. Walker tells Hays former's previous work as exhibitors' representative is
now unnecessary.
J. J. McCarthy joins Fox. Headquarters in
Los Angeles.
Universal chain to spend $500,000 for sound
Al

installations.

International tax free music to be offered by
World Wide Music Corp.

Friday
With quota requirements already met.
National ceases production

in

First

Britain

and

Germany.
Actors' Equity
agents.

Toledo

commences
acquire

capitalists

battle

on booking

WHERE TO DINE
AND DANCE ON

LONG ISLAND
BOB FALLON *S
ORCHESTRA AND
ENTERTAINERS

Phototone device.

Saturday
Sound picture stages to cost $5,000,000.
Paramount to have nine service stations
sound pictures.
Treaters equipped
total

or

for

set

sound

799.

for

Chicken, Duck,Lobsier,

film

and Shore Dinnersalso a

James

A.

la carte.

My, what

food! No cover charge
except Saturday night
Sunday dinner

a specialty.

FitzPatrick
PIONEER PRODUCER

OF

City

Pres.

carnival spirit was carried out with
a spirit and dash.
The finale faded
slowly into the title of the feature,
hooking the screen up to the rest of
the bill most effectively.

Tuesday
Same width sound

—

view of its formidable position in the
sound field Warner will pass the 60
mark very soon.

vantage.
In singing roles
were
Jeanne Mignolet, Beatrice Balkin and
Douglas Stanbury.
Patricia Bowman and Nicholas Daks contributed
the principal dancing. The costumes
were resplendent with color, and the

SYNCHRONIZED

SOUND FILMS
Current

'IN

Releases:

A MUSIC SHOPPE"

PANCHAFD
ON MERRICK ROAD
MASSAPEQUA

LONG ISLAND

FOX-CASE MOVIETONE

"SCHUBERT SERIES"
PARAMOUNT

(Victor Recorded)

from

Queensboro
-

Bridffe

I

c

For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made

est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film

—look

for the identifying

words

margin— and get the film
that always carries quality
in the

through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

'etv Better

Programs Are to Be Found

Anywhere
is

in the United States''

the verdict of Time, The

Weekly Newsmagazine,

speaking of Fox Movietone Entertainment now
playing the Globe Theatre, New York to astounding

summer business.
"The Family

two-reel comedy with full
sound effects, caused a sensation at its premiere, as did

Picnic,"

Richard Bonelli,

first

celebrated opera star,

whose

flawless

interpretation of the Prologue from "Pagliacci^^ proved beyond
the shadow of a doubt the absolute perfection of Fox Movietone.

Clark and McCullough, musical comedy team par
lence, now playing the Gaiety Theatre, New York, in
comedy sketch, ^^The Interview,''
and Broadway attendance.

Joe Cook,

will bring

Broadway

excel'

a fast

to

you

"Rain or Shine," means money. Known
coast, he'll draw like a magnet in his latest

star of

from coast to
comedy, "At the Ball Game.''

shorts of Broadway stars are ready now^ready
for the wise exhibitor who'll strihe while the iron's hot

cMany

Fox Movietone News and Fox Movietone Entertainment represent
the apex of sound film development. Absolutely flawless reproduction In all sound creations has won for Fox unstinted praise
and commendation from the Industry.

M®V vr®s K

Now

Publix

/

in Control of

Blank Circuit

1 00 P. C.

;^eNEWSPAPEK

ML THE NEWS

oypiLMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLV

VOL.

Monday, July

No. 19

The A.

P.

CLOSE LONG PIPING

newspaper world, the
A. P. needs no explanation.
The initials stand for Asso-

IN

the

Press,

ciated

non-partisan,

a

NID-WEST CHAIN DEAL

gathering

basis.

This primer

is

oflfered

because

will

is

impend-

ing. One organization will gather material, so the plan goes,
for several others to release and
sell through their individual distributing units.

Not a Combination
The newsreels concerned

will

not

combine. That's not the idea. The
purpose is for a particular newsreel
staff to shoot news for its own use
and for one or two others. In sales
and in exploitation, the competition
will continue as intensely as it preLike a newspaper, one
vails now.
newsreel service, if so minded, will
play up one story and get behind it

Anexploitation and ballyhoo.
other reel may see a bigger yarn in
a different event and put plenty of
in

steam behind that.
It is to be presumed that the necessity of keeping each reel different
from the other is apparent to those
be'hind the plan, because if the sameness is to prevail all the way through,
if the possibility for all beats is eliminated, the spice will be gone, and
that would be a sad state of affairs.

The Shake

Down Boy

The political play boys are not the
only bad boys in the business. The
shake down variety the fellow who
closes deals for his company and
then Quts quality by cutting cost in
order to get a split for himself is
another species of evil that continues

—
•

—

to flourish.

Turning the spotlight on them may
bring the industry into the glare of
unfavorable light, but if that same
spotlight proves sufficiently bright to
make some of the boys run to cover,
we rather think the trade will be able
to stand the burn of the rays.

KANN

Out

An

entirely new angle has to
be sold the public. Methods of
teling theater audiences about
sound pictures are being eagerly sought by showmen because
there is no precedent by which
to go.
Exploitation, actual not theoretical, a page of it will be

Publix is a fifty per cent partner
with Blank in the chain and now acquires the remaining half interest.

Word

correspondents
everywhere, will be found on

THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Using every known
media to reach the public. West
Coast

9.

Coast will soon announce its annual
Newspa"Greater Movie Season."
pers, trailers, addresses before clubs,
banners, ballyhoos and numerous other means of
exploitation will swing the "season"
into action for a campaign to stimusocieties,

—

etc.,

radio,

and of
pictures,
in
interest
course, an interest at the box-office.
late

the day the opening gun is
well into autumn, the
until

From
fired

with sound
pages 10 and

Bureau.

will be made to convince the public that a new season

bombardment

(Continued

on

Page

9)

is

being

sent

to

the

Fox

particularly so in view
advent of sound pictures. An-

usefulness,
of the

doing
is
on
reported

What Hollywood
IVest

is

Now

new season will be discontinued.
The decision to abandon comedies
was reached because Fox felt that
the silent comedy had outlived its

FILM DAILY
page

Date— Sound

sales force throughout the country
that effective at once the program of
26 two-reel comedies planned for the

THE

GREATER MOVIE SEASON

of

Shorts

foimd on page 4.
Other developments in sound
reported
by
pictures

READY TO LAUNCH

of 26 Junked as

Program

Putting Sound Over

the application of the principle
to several newsreels

Cents

REEL SILENT COMEDIES

shortly assume complete ownership of the Blank circuit
Abe Blank has
in the Middle West.
agreed to terms of the buy which
has been hanging fire for a number
Following a visit to New
of weeks.

Publix

5

FOX DISCARDS ALL TWO

organization
news
which reaches into every nook
and cranny of the universe. It
gathers news from everywhere York last week, he returned to Des
Moines without affixing his name to
and furnishes it to its newspa- the contract which will follow him
per members on a franchise for signature in tnat city.
-

Price

1928

23,

11.

Paramount Going

in for
Varied Shorts in Sound
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

—

other consideration was the Fox theIn a number of key
ater situation.
cities, big first runs are slated to
open in the fall. While other product will be shown from time to time.
the backbone service naturally will
In order to maintain and
be Fox.
improve a level of product necessary
to feed these theaters, it was determintd to turn the energy, time and
finances necessary to produce tworeel comedies to features.
By way of short subjects. Fox
will" have 52 Fox Movietone Enter-

Dramatic sketches,
Hollywood
comedy skits and other varied forms tainments.
subjects are to be
of

novelty short

made

in

sound by Paramount,

it

is

learned here. Some will be made at
the studio here; others in New York.

A special department to handle this
end of the company's sound production

schedule

is

Twenty-five are finished.
This schedule will include some com"The Family Picedies in sound.
nic" has been shown on Broadway
while "The Mystery Mansion" and
"Four A. M." are completed.

planned.

House of Commons Asked Natural Colors and Sound DISTRIBUTORS DECIDE
to Lift Entertainment Tax
Developed on One Print
London — Complete abolition of the
"Lost in the Arctic," made
When
TO PAY TAX INCREASE
British Entertainment Tax is asked
Alaska, opens at
by British exhibitors, who sent
Neil McLean to the Chancellor of
the Exchequer to recommend that
theater owners in England be placed
(Continued on Page 9)
for

by Sidney Snow

in

the Gaiety, New York, Wednesday
night. Fox will demonstrate the first
sound picture made in color. Tech(Continued on Page 12)

Kennedy's Deal with F. N. May
Flop; No Papers Signed Yet
franchise holders
group of
in conjunction with the Stanley Co.,
pooled their common stock and in
that way preserved the identity of
original

announcements notwithOfficial
standing, Joseph P. Kennedy has not
signed papers in the deal which
would place First National under his
It is about an
business advisement.
even break if he will.

Kennedy was asked to take over
management of First National some weeks ago when the

business

the organization.

For

his participa-

Kennedy was to be given an
option to buy 25 per cent of the
stock held by the pool any time \yithA direcin a period of ten years.
meeting was to follow two
tors'
weeks later, but was never held.

tion,

Sydney— Distributors will bear the
inincrease in tariff on imported films
to
stead of passing the burden on
proexhibitors, thus dropping the
all
posed five per cent, surcharge on
.,
contracts.
This action on the part of the M.
amendment by

P. D. A. followed an
the Federal Parliament

on the tax
increase measure, reducing the tariff
(Continued on Page 12)

Color Seen in British
Television Tests of Baird
London— Not

only

does John

L.

picBaird's television devke transmit
colors of
original
reveals
it
but
tures
phothe objects being transmitted
(Continned ott Page 12)
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Levey Buys from West Coast

—

San F"ranclsco Imperial theater, a
West Coast stand, will hereafter be
managed by Bert Levey, of the Levey
Circuit, who has leased the house
It is understood
for a long term.
liLXLVNa.19

Meiday, JbIi 23, 1928

PriciSCiats

deals between
are pending.

further

and
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Earle
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David
Stuart,

Butler,
lead, of

Fleischer on Air
3 and every

Europe,"

sail

Wednesday

Beginning Aug.

European Scenes
director,

Nick

and

"Chasing Through
on the Mauretania

to shoot exteriors,

Harry

Educationals Must Be

Shown

week

thereafter. Max Fleischer, producer
of Out-of-the-Inkwell cartoons, will
deliver a talk on motion pictures over

Station

WLTH,

Brooklyn.

Budapest

— More

in Schools

than 200 Hungar-

ian schools are affected by an order
of Minister of Education Graf -vjon
provides
which
for
Klebelsberg,
compulsory showing of educational

This new order

is the extena practice which originated
Under the
in Budapest 15 years ago.
edict, exhibitors are compelled to afford projection facilities in schools

films.

sion

of

which have no equipment.

who wrote the story and Rus- New $65,000 House for Idaho Falls
Muth, F'ox News camera "ace,"
Idaho Falls, Ida. — Representing an

Brand,
sell

are on the other side awaiting arrival
of Butler and his technical crew to
start

work.

investment of $65,000, Joe George
has opened his new theater on Broadway. It seats 950.

Clem Pope Joins Publix
Long Runs at Reade's "Hip"
Spokane, Wash.— Clem Pope, for
Cleveland Long run policy will be
the past 14 months manager of the an innovation at Reade's Hippodrome
Clemmer, has resigned to manage it is understood, commencing in the
Publix' State, Minneapolis.
fall
with "The King of Kings."
Sound equipment will be installed if

—

New Theater
— F. W. Rogers

Rogers Plans
San Francisco

the

policy

is

POSITION

Two Texas Chains Expanding
Dallas Late in August, Campbell
Theaters, Inc., associated with Dent
Theaters, Inc., at Ranger, Texas, will
open their new theater on Main St.
R. & R. Theaters are building a
house at McKinney, to open in Sep-

WANTED

FILM SALESMAN
who knows New York and

New England

territories

Available at once

adopted.

I

BOX

is

here to arrange for construction of a
new theater which he plans foi
Corning, Cal.

Financial

Education-

returned from Europe last
week has been suffering since then
with neuritis and a case of nerves.
He is at the Mackie Sanitarium, New
York.

PUBUSia
Sailing for

of

who

al

West Coast
JOIN W. ALICOATE

III

1928

23,

Randall Promoted
San Francisco H. H. Randall has
been placed in charge of seating department sales for Heywood-Wakefield and B. F. Shearer Co. here.

—

c-o
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A. A.
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Poisoning Kills Exhibitor
owner
Weiberg,
Cleveland W.
266 and manager of the Royal, Salem,
O., is dead from septic poisoning.
Weiberg, his sister, will operAlma
8,566
.

.

—

.

.

1,400

ate

the

What

is

the smallest

theatre equipped
with Movietone

house.
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The Rubidoux

NEED THIS BOOK
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Theatre, River-

1000 Pages

side, CaliSornia.

Cloth Bound

.

Seating capac-

FREE

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(b)
(c)
(0)

Over the Counter (Bid and Asked)
Stock Exchange.
lOTE: Balaban & Katz i! listed in Chi cago
Skourat, St. Louis
Stanley, Philadelphia.
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COVERS
EVERYTHING

WANTED
Unusual

film

—

shots
seen ics—novelties
events
oddities

—sports—current

—

—

anything unusual with audience value.
Submit descriptive list and footage to
c-o

Di

6

i5
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Universal has selected "The Yankee Doodle Dandy of the Screen" as
winner of the Glenn Tryon slogan
campaign among exhibitors. Ernest
Strubbe, of New York City, submitted the winner.
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NOW IN 3"" BIO WttK
AT MARK STRAND
^WARNER BROS. PICTIIRES
Are setting the pace with hit after
hit'the greatest line-up of box o#ice
attractions ofTered bq ani| producer.

Get busy/ Beat ijour competitor
to d Warner Bros, contract ./

Cbn«"ML JOLSON-7^ SINGING FOOr
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President.

—
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SOUND TELLS HIS TALE
Ky.

Lexington,
ago, Vitaphone

Kentucky
was April

— Fifteen

made

theater.
1927.

24,

that year, Earl Hall
a

showman's knack

months

debut at the

its

The

exact

date

In February of

or ACA00TP9

Payne who has
the kind

for

exploitation that puts his

show

of

••All IS,t.

over,

O -ny

,on.

\t

«in" tU t'fomitt .< Immtfitt. Th* Kiitt$
(.*«'•••• • Af^ AUdd.n u<mlliad oi

far thy good.

«' Iht toflh heiM «*!.«'

iMn

(A*

'

announced to his patronage that Vitaphone was on the way.
Between
introduce
the time of announcement and in-

.IPWMI

JB*"*^-

J.»WH,i|i

Used by Rialto, Onutha, to
Vitaphone. Beaver board mounted
stallation,
he hammered home his
on Ford car. Paraded down town
during business and residentiul sec- story in newspapers, building up the
interest of the public in Vitaphone
tions in off hours.
and what it had to ofifer. Payne went
to circus advertising, heralding Vitaphone as the "Wonder of a Thou-

NEW-TYPE WINDOW

CARD NOW AVAILABLE
Since a definite niche has been
carved for sound films, considerable
thought is being devoted to publizing and exploitating the trade marks
different devices and, of course,
campaign material for features and
acts while playing the local theater.
cannot be denied that music
It
has wide appeal and always lends
itself to exploitation, when tied up
with the town music store and theUntil sound films obtained a
ater.
foothold, there were but few features which were adaptable to musical
publicity. With the majority of sound
films, this condition does not exist
because the many musical stars and
orchestras now appearing in sound
films (especially short-reel acts), are
of

sand Centuries."
He says he even
encroached on circus display. He did
more than that; he stepped right in
and went into newspapers in a radius
of thirty miles.

"So heavily did we advertise the
opening," says Payne, 'that a great
deal of advance comment was centered about the Vitaphone.
Three
days before the opening, we gave a
special private performance by invitation only, and the admittance was
by card.
had 90 percent attendance from the number of invitations
sent out.
For this special performance we used eight acts of Vitaphone.
The performance resulted in a sensation and the actual opening was the
next thing to a riot.

We

"At that time there was practically
no publicity available and we had to
resort to straight type, in all of our
announcements. On the third week
we played 'Don Juan,' which caused
even greater comment, but in a few
months the novelty of Vitaphone was
gone. The quality of the acts at that
time were very poor, as there was entirely too much cheap vaudeville and
also
the
operatic angle was too
strong. Vitaphone went into a slump
where it continiicd for about four
or five months, and then almost over
night the quality of Vitaphone shorts

popular record performers and have
long since become familiar to the pubThere is an untold wealth of
lic.
exploitation material ready to be
mined by the exhibitor because of the
previous musical affiliations of sound
picture performers.
Following appears copy used for
a window card in music stores as
It began to improve and has gradually
an accessory in Houston, Texas.
portrays a typical new-style window worked back to the point where it
once again is noticed by the public.
tie-up for a feature.

"Then

Hear

and

See

AL JOLSON
Brunswick Recording Star
in

"The

Jazz

Singer"

at

(Your) Theater
Get These Brunswick Records
by Al Jolson

Mother

I
Still Have
You
Blue River Miami You Forgot to Remember
I'm Sitting on Top of the
World
You Flew Away From the

of

Mine

—

—

Nest

At Peace With the World,
etc.,

etc.

SECURE THESE RECORDS

FROM

(Name

of

Music Store Dealer)

Unnounclng
Synchipnized
Notion Pictures

came

'The Jazz Singer,'
which completely resold Vitaphone.
Just as many of our patrons stated,
Vitai)hone had never been used until
'The Jazz Singer' was produced.
Followed by 'Tenderloin' and 'Glorious

Betsy,'

the

public's

interest is
mounting, with each new attraction.
The Vitaphone shorts are now on a
high plane. The novelty has gone, as
we are now into our fifteenth month
of continuous use of Vitaphone and
everything must draw on quality.

From my

Credit H. E. Jameyson of the Palace, Wichita, with this copy. It's splendid. First page of a section in the Wichita Beacon on Vitaphone in which
local merchants cooperated.
The pages that followed carried merchants*^

paid copy.

me that they actually despised the Vitaphone, are now its
strongest boosters.
time told

"The manager having a Vitaphone
installation must watchi it very closely to be sure that the proper volume
being used.
such as the
is

_

show

On
1st

often necessary to cut the
volume down a little so that it will
not 'blast out.' When the house is
full,

it

it

is

is

sometimes necessary

to in-

crease the volume.

"Regarding the public's interest in
Movietone Newsreel we have found
it
to be very keen.
The fact that
they can see world renowned personages and hear them talk is a thing
that can be capitalized especially if
your public likes newsreels.

"The

possibilities

opened

up

by

have found

sound pictures seems almost too big
to comprehend.
The theater installing sound equipment today is in a

tion.

Many

patrons,

I

who

at

one

GO

ISIC

IN

STOItES

FOR CO-OP AD!

the light shows,

show and supper

that the public must be educated to
\'itaphone.
They like it at first for
the novelty, then they actually dish'ke it and then as they become more
accustomed to it their interest again
revives.
In other w'ords, it seems as
if they have to hear it for
a certain
length of time before their ear is
tuned to the mechanical reproduc-

observation,

DALLAS

much stronger position than the theater that had to weather the experimental stages, as we did. While there
is a great deal more experimenting
to be done, it is true, there are a great
deal more attractions ready at the
present time than lliere were a year
and half ago."

Cooperative advertising of records
artists on Victrola records and!
the Vitaphone is not limited to the"
conventional window display, proof
of which is found in the copy of two
ads which appeared recently in the
"Daily
News," Galveston, Texas,
when "The Jazz Singer" was appearing at the Queen, Galveston.
of

A

large silhouette of Jolson's blackface spreading-hands appeal topped a
two column display. Underneath ap-

peared: "Al Jolson Sings 'Mammy'
'Dirty Hands'
'Mother of Mine I
Still Have You'—And Others.
Two
Good Selections On Every Brunswick Record. The Brunswick Shop,

—

—

Kahn & Levy."
In the second ad, at the top of
which appeared a line-cut showing a
smiling head, and shoulders, of Jolson, backed up by a bevy of dancing
girls,
the following copy was in
serted:
"Hear Al Jolson Famous
Brunswick Artist Sing These Popular Brunswick records."

—

—

I

TRAIL
_of BROKEN
RECORDS lias

been

left

behind all the
$2 Specials

SWEEPING
across country in terrific
box-office onslaughts.
T\ESPITE arelentless country-wide heat^"^wave, these specials have piled up
grosses

that

But

are positively amazing.

let them
speak for themselves
.

.

'

2

Big Fox

$2 Specials Pack %

F.

W. MURNAU'S

SINRISE
with Janet Gaynor and George O^Brien
which played

to

RECORD BREAKING ATTENDANCE
at the

ROOSEVELT THEATRE
CHICAGO
grossing

more than
i

$27,000
The

"^SUNRISE'

First
is

Week

•

the one picture

of a decade not to be missed."
---Chicago Daily News*

x«\>

supremacy in the

f iel

specia

Theatres in

2

Biggest Cities!

FRANK BORZAGE'S

STUSffiEl
with Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell
in spite of

a

terrific

heat

wave

grossed

$125,994 Net
(without war tax)

week at

last

the

In the face of an overivhelming temperature
of 103 degrees Fahrenheit

Street
did

more

than

AngeV

$100,000

in first

22 days

at

McVICKER'S THEATRE, CHICAGO
This

is

the

first

annot be equalled

Fox picture ever

to

play a

B

&K

house

sm\

Front Coast to Coast
FOX

$2 specials are reaping
doing a
a golden harvest
turn-away business*
.

In San Francisco:

''STREET ANGEL^'

playing its 2nd capacity week at the St. Francis
theatre, while ''Four Sons'' is doing tremendous
business at the Capitol theatre.
is

In Colorado Springs:
them

in at the

In Chicago:

''FAZIL'^is

packing

Burn's theatre.

''SUNRISE''

is

doing capacity

business at the Roosevelt theatre despite a

heat wave and

at

McVicker's

Angel" has reached

In

New

York:

theatre,

terrific

''Street

a record-breaking point.

"THE RED DANCE''

continues to pile up staggering grosses at the
Globe and "Fazil" at the Gaiety is just finishing
a successful seven week capacity run.
still

and
These are just appetizers of the feast to come!
John Ford's "Mother Machree" with Victor McLaglen and Belle Bennett; "Mother Knows Best"
from Edna Ferber's best-seller; Raoul Walsh's
"Me, Gangster," with Don Terry and June Collyer; "The River Pirate," with Victor McLaglen.

A Smashing

Hit Every

Week from

¥mx

THE
'Wonday, July 23,

iDUCATION

cS^

DA|LV
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ON SOUND

Weber Sees Talking Films Too Late for Small Owners
As Threat to Legit. Stage to Tie Up With Circuits?
Talking pictures are viewed

FOR CLEVELAND PUBLIC

—

the
main Public
Cleveland In
Jbrary, an exhibit is being presentd in an attempt to give an interested

some idea of how talking and
ound pictures arc made and operated

iiublic

fh.\s is believed to be the first exijbition of its kind and the education-

experiment

1

being

is

watched

eenly.

light

of a threat to
stage by Joseph N.
dent of the American
Musicians, who has been discussing
the situation with Frank Gillmore,
executive secretary of Actors' Equity.
Gillmore states he conferred purely
as an individual, not as a representative of the' actors' organization.
"The movie business has already to an
extent destroyed what was formerly known

material shown includes a
of
Movietone film showing
'resident Coolidge presenting Lindbergh with the Government medal
tn his return from Paris; an enlargenent of a piece of film showing Ber-

The

Shaw

photographs
a Photophone sound recorder and
amera; a Vitaphone camera padded
protect the recording artist from
disturbing sounds; a recording disc
leing microscopically examined for
laws; many photographs of "The
>ion and the Mouse," now showing
the Stillman; photographs of a
t
'hotophone loud speaker; a projecor equipped for both film and disc
:eproduction a studio scene showing
hat recording may be carried on at
onsiderable
distance
from
the
ource of sound so that the artists
nay be grouped naturally. The exlibit
also includes an actual Vita'I'hone
record, and other items of
recording;

if

;

lound.

and

vaudeville,

refined
the

as

has

practically

show to the wall," say".
"Now it would substitute photographs
of vaudeville acts and talking screen drama
for the two older forms.
If they succeed
in
this,
why may not even Broadway be
greatly deprived of legitimate drama?"
driven

iece

lard

the
the legitimate
Weber, presiFederation of
in

road

Weber.

To Convert Manhattan
Studio for Sound Work
All three stages of Manhattan Studios in New York will be equipped
to handle sound pictures.
Ben Berk,
who has been identified with production
the East for many years, will
be in charge of the work for Manhattan.

m

Hutton on Photophone Board
Clayton Hutton for many
years on the staff of "The Daily

London

—

Mail," has been appointed to the
board of directors of British Photophone.
He formerly handled publicity for European M. P. (Universal) and Fox.

Many books

are filed, among them
'Motion
Picture
Camera-Man"
|Lutz); "Practical Hints on Acting
or the Cinema" (Piatt); "A Million
!.nd One Nights;" "A History of the
vTotion Picture" (Ramsaye); "Sce-

Writing

nario

Today"

Pictures and Community
(Bollman); "Screen Acting"
'Marsh); "Cinema Craftsmanship"
Patterson); and "How to Write
Photoplays" (Emerson and Loos).

in Cleveland Territory
equipment

is

Electric sound
being installed

several theaters in this territory,
n
Lorain, the
Palace has been

n

quipped and will open
linger"

as

its

first

with "Jazz

Vitaphone pro-

Tam.

John Pekras is equipping the CapElyria, opening with "Tender-

•

'tol,

Equipment will be
houses of the Variety Amusement
To. and also in the Garden, Cleveand, the latter belonging to Ohio
Vmusement Co. Contracts for other
nstallations are being negotiated.
11

Coast Theaters Open
With 'Vita' After Disputes

»

—

San Francisco Labor disputes re;arding operation of Vitaphone which
rose when the device was installed
everal months ago in the Campus,
Berkeley; State, Oakland, and the
Sacramento, have been amicThe houses have reformer policies with
/itaphone and Movietone shows.

bly adjusted.
)pened under

Independent

Exhib-

"Seal

Criterion

Erril'as<'v

"With

the

advent

of

states,

"it

he

the

new

would

sound in
appear that

life of the
very small theater operator
better as a hired man.
These s-cuiid
inventions must eventually become part of
the equipment of every theater appearing for
trade in the great competitive game.
Some
four yeaij; ago when the urge to .noige was
so noticeable, we unequivocably advised .-^ome
jf our friends to tie in while the tyinu wns
good.
Some who held aloof cannot now get
their little finger in a link of the chains.

the

were

•

•

«•>

House of Commons Asked
to Lift Entertainment Tax
(Continued from Patje

1)

on an equal footing with those of

Big

of

.Sin"

Game

in

Africa" and

Hunting in the Arctic"
"Forbidden Hours"

— "1 empest"

Fifty-fifth

.Strong

ventions,"

Street

—
— "Wings"

Capitol

itor."

—"Tlie

Love

and

Pirate"

"The

Man"

—

Ave.
"The Way to Strength and
Beauty"
Gaiety "Lost in the Arctic"
Globe "The Red Dance"
Hippodrome- "L'nited States Smith"
Loew's New York Monday, "His Tiger
Lady;" Tuesday. "Life's Mockery" and
"Out With the Tide ;" Wednesday, "Thr
Grip of the Yukon;" Thursday. "Hap
piness Ahead;" Friday. "L'ndressed" and

F

f th

—
—

—

"Making

the Varsity;" Saturday, "Skirts;"
Sunday, "Lingerie"
Mark Strand "Lights of New York"

—

—

Paramount "Hot News"
Rialto— "The Racket"

—
— "Warming Up"
—
Brooklyn Strand — "Lights

Rivoli

Roxy "Street Angel"
Warners "Lion and the Mouse"
of

New York"

the Lhiited States, where amusement
taxes were recently lifted.
Exhibitors based their argument
on the fact that they will be compelled to show a percentage of homemade product and, in retaliation, the

Launch
Greater Movie Season

Government

has

should aid them
eliminating tax assessments.

Lowry

by

Joins U. A.

—

Seattle
M. F. Lowry has
the United Artists staff.

joined

Ready

to

(Continued ftom Page

commenced

in

all

1)

West Coast

theaters.
Meetings are being held
for employees throughout circuit diEvery employee is
visional points.
being "armed to the teeth" with information as to his particular part in
the campaign.

new Denver.

stalled in the

Sound
West

Coast

"Home Towners

in
Bureau,

Hollywood

Vitaphone's

pear in

George M. Cohan's
Towners."

IT'S

THE FILM DAILV

— Doris

Kenyon

will appicturization of

play,

FOR

Rosco Lab. Moves
Rosco Laboratories have moved
from 131 Third Place, Brooklyn, to
larger quarters at 367

Hudson

OSWALD

Ave.,

Additional equipment
Brooklyn.
being installed.

is

Orchestraphone
Orchestraphone
has been
Denver
sold to the Crawford at Carlsbad,
N. M., and the Iris at Belle Fourche,
Install

—

D.

S.

Enders Quits Phototone
F. A. Enders, managing
director of FBO, has ended his connection with the British Phototone

London

SUPERVISION

GEORGE
WINKLER

TO DELIVER LAUGHS
BECAUSE

OSWALD

—

Co.

Sound for "The Wrecker"
London The next picture which

—

Gainsborough Pictures, will produce
in England is to be "The Wrecker."
will have sound effects but no
It
dialogue.

Denver
N.
Fourche,

bad,

THE PRODUCT OF THE
BEST MIRTH PRODUCING
COMPANY IN THE BUSINESS
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Pacific
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Cameo "Hunting

(Lytton);

>Jeeds"

— Western

I'Vancisco
"The tendency of
drifting theater patronage from the
small suburban theater to the more
pretentious house linked to the big
theater chain is becoming more and
more apparent as time passes," in
the opinion of Thomas D. Van Osten, in the current issue of "The

Sound Films for New Denver
Denver Opening on July 26 with
Richard Dix in "Warming Up,"
sound picture equipment is being in-

'Motion

Cleveland

On Broadway

—

San

Installations

— Orchestraphone

has been
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Coast Wire Service

'Dialoguers' Selected

Covering the

P icture

Sound
field

from

A toZ

PARAMOUNT PICKS STAFF;

"Voice" Schools
Several schools for voice culture are reported under way.
The move is very apparently
developed to cash in on the intense activity in all forms of

ROB'T MILTON TO DIRECT
Wells Root, Ernest Pascal, Percy
Heath, George Manker Watters and
Florence Ryerson have been designated as dialogue writers at Paramount, with further additions somewhere in the offing. It will be their
job to prepare speaking lines for use

sound pictures.
In view of the

fact that the

Central
Casting
Office
has
taken all extras in tow for
these sort of tests, some of the
important studios point out
that there is no necessity for
privately-maintained schools.

future pictures.
Milton, who has a long
stage career behind him, will direct
"The Letter." It will be done in
dialogue.
in

Robert

Sound Changes Programs, FUTURE FILMS WILL
"Time Off" for Extras
Almost every studio on the West
HAVE TWO DIRECTOi;
schedules for
Coast

If

you

ipvant ^^talkle^^ neiw's

read

TMi FILM

DAILY

every day

is

reconstructing

and making room for
sound picture devices. As a result
of the hold-up on production programs, several hundred extras were
given "time off" during the past two
weeks until revision is completed.
August 1 is expected to bring
At that time, maabout a boom.
installation

jority of studios
ready to handle

are expected to be

sound production.

Barrymore's Next United
Will Have Sound Device
The

you w^ant to advertise to the

Sound Picture
field use

FILM DAILY

directors instead of onedirector to handle the voi
and sound effects and a screen e
pert used to the creation of vist
appeals will be used on features
the future, in the opinion of Regina
Barker, who points out that "intr
duction of voice and sound efTec
means that each picture must ha
an expert familiar with auditory
well as visual efTects."
"Stage directors have had for yea
to combine the appeal of both tl
eye and ear, while creators of screi
attractions to date have had to ket
in mind onlv the visual reaction*

—

j

which Ernst Lubitscii
United Artists, starring John Barrymore, will be produced with sound. It is tentatively
titled "Conquest," adapted from the
European novel, "Der Koenig der
Bernina" and production starts in
September. United Artists is erectwill

If

Two

stage

picture
direct for

ing a stage to accommodate recording equipment for sound pictures.

Talking Sequenco For
Next Fitzmaurice Film
will
George
Fitzmaurice
make
"Changeling" as his next for First

National.
Dorothy Mackaill will
play the lead.
The picture will be
synchronized
with
court-room
a
comprising
scene
talking
a
full
Donn
sequence.
Byrne
wrote

Griffith Starting "Outcast"
Corinne Griffith is ready to beg
oroduction of "Outcast" for Fir
National.
William Seiter, who
completing the exterior shots fi
Aga
"Waterfront." will direct.
Christine Johnston prepared the adai

tation

Cast for "Waterfront"
complete cast to date
"Waterfront,"
in
which
Doroth
Mackaill and Jack Mulhall have tj
comprises James BradbuiI
leads,
Erickson, Ben Hendri
Sr., Knute
Jr., William Norton Bailey and P^

The

Harmon.

i

"Changeling."
"Talkies" Tighten Studio

^

Gates

Since inception of sound pictures,
studio gates have been tightened to
keep out tourists.

Preparing Moore Script
Geraphty is preparing adaptation
and continuity on "Synthetic
Sin," Colleen Moore's next for First
National.
Miss Moore is now working on "'Oh, Kay!"

Tom

**Not just up with the parade

but always a step or two ahead"

Cast Mary Aster
Mary Astor has been cast for the
lead in "The Fatal Wedding" which
Irving Cummings will produce for
Fox.

Ben Bard

will

play opposite.

and continuity.

in

Cast For "Hard Rock"
The cast in support of Milton Sill
"Hard Rock," which is now bein

filmed on location at Truckee, corr
prises Thelma Todd, Wade Botele

William Demarest, Fred Warren an
Sylvia Ashton.

New

Filter Utilizes
Invisible Setting

The stage device of changing
sett'ng by substituting one color C
light for another is reported to hav
been utilized by colored earner
filters
in
First
National's "She

Girl."
cubistic motif in the decoratio
of a night club which figures in thi

A

!
!
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.
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By RALPH WILK

Hollywood

ALTHOUGH

the orchestra played

"The Sidewalks of New York,"
Mayor Jimmy Walker felt right at
home in California.
He was the
guest of honor at a luncheon at the
United Artists studios, and Charlie
Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, John
Considine, Jr., and others were busy

ENON FEARFUL OF
DISASTER IN TALKIES

entertaining the

first

1

Giving a voice to the silent drama, while

my

to

mind, chiefly the impossibility o

consciousness of the machine in
reproduction of the human voice and also
fact that a situation on the silent screen
be convincingly registered in two min
while the 'talking film' would take apicimately six times as long."

luding a

i

Warners Sign Edeson
iobert Edeson will have one ol
principal roles in "The Littlt
Idcat," starring Audrey Ferris. E.
Lowe, Jr., has completed the
ipt, which is based on a story by
Wright.

he

Additions to "Show Girl"
^test additions to the cast of
low Girl," which First National
just put into production with
Ce White in the lead are Richard
fcker, Lee Moran and Spec O'Don-

*

*

don't have to give

up your

right

eye— or pawn

the wife's jewelry— to join the thousands
of exhibitors who are making money with Columbia

is

*

*

*

that your natne
Jim/my exclaimed.
*

*

*

*

Signed contracts already in the safe

*

prove that theatre-owners realize there is no better buy
on the market today than Columbia's PERFECT 36 for
1928-1929.

*

Lupe," said Jimmy
*

*

Dolores Del Rio,

W.

D.

Griffith,

*

Marion Davies,

Henry

Niblo, Allan Dwan,
Eric von Stroheim,

you that they

Mike,"

is

Lupe Velez as the little star arose
her feet after being photographed.

to
to

tell

always get a great break with Columbia product.

"Don't forget that 'The Circus' is coming to your neighborhood house," Chaplin smilingly informed the spectators
who gathered to watch the celebrities being photographed.
"Allez-loopie,

Even the toughest and most hardboiled buyers in the business will

Hoover,"
"Hooray
for
cheered Mike Levee, "kidding"
Jimmy. "All that saves you is

leard.
le

offi-

United Artists stars, directors, producers and executives gathered to be
photofiraphed. "What will we have
to pay you?" Chnrlie nsked Jimmy.

—

Several objections, perhaps more practical

first

You

an expensive cast," said
pictures.
Charlie Chaplin, as "Jimmy" and the
"This

present

the interest of a novelty,
doomed to failure.
It
in my opinion,
result, I hope,
in calling attention to
fact that the production of motion pic!S
is a
distinct art, having a basic tora the presentation of stories in the form
pictures
that
move; that 'screen perllity'
is a necessary adjunct of that art;
words, whether injected in subtitles or
:he rather metallic synchronization of the
ing machine, are an anachronism and
the attempt to imitate the vocal e.xpostage is a straddle of two
ra of the
ses at once, with the inevitable
fall been them a foregone conclusion.
I think that most critics and film fans
agree that the ideal picture is one that
its story in a complete visual
manner,
action
and relation to characters so
x\y suggested that subtitles are necesEven when used sparingly, they are
f.
ibconscious interruption.
How much more
nounced a diversion when the voice itself
at

citv's

cial.

*

use of tafi<ing pictures
sound devices will put in jeopy the motion picture as popular
believes
ertainment,
Herbert
non.
eneral

las

''Lots''

Don't Be
a Fall Guy
All Your Life

Fred

Kiiig,

.Sam

Goldwyn,

We

don't dazzle you with a

Rayart Picture
Rayart has completed production
of
"Sweet Sixteen," an Imperial
Photoplay produced by Trem Carr
and directed by Scott Pembroke. It
stars Helen Foster, Gertrude Olmstead, Wm. H. Tooker and Gladden
James. Carr immediately started "The
Barbara
City of Purple Dreams."
Bedford, Robert Frazer, Jacqueline
Gadsdon and David Torrence are

se-

lemons
Columbia has earned a reputation for delivering good
merchandise year after year.
lected pictures

lot

of

—

Edwin Carewe,

William Boyd, Louella Parsons, Harry D. Wilson and Lincoln Quarberg were among the guests at the
luncheon.

and then hand you a

few

No other company

in the industry

gives

you greater dollar for dollar value.

It's

your fault

Starts

featured,

with

Duke Worne

at

the

megaphone.

wrong

you have been on the
Get over where the profits
Hke to be in the show business

side of the ledger.

See what

are.

if

it

feels

for gain as well as glory.

If

you

lost

your

shirt last year,

take

You'll lose your pants next year unless you sign
heed
up at once for Columbia's PERFECT 36 and take the
gamble out of your next season's business
!

Yola D'AvrU

in

"Hard. Rock"

d'Avril has been added to the
of "Hard Rock," starring Milton
tor First National.

I'ola
'.':

>

-s

Filming Robert E. Lee
'he

first

picture

of
for

the

series

of

Great Events
M-G-M during
will be a story dealing with
highlights of the career of Gen.
i^)ert E. Lee.
The picture will be
iiuced by means of the Techni> T process of full color photograthroughout. Dr. Herbert T. KalTi of the Technicolor Co. will have
;i

Mary Brian Opposite Rogers
Mary Brian has been assigned

.'?-J0
1

feminine lead with Charles
"Just Twenty-One."

Rogers

in

Harlan Added
Harlan
has been signed
Otis

for a
cast to

"Show Boat." The
Laura La Plante,
includes
Joseph Schildkraut, Alma Rubens.
Emily Fitzroy, and Jack McDonald.
Harrv Pollard is directing.
role

in

date

Make Columbia

the backbone of your

program.

)

1

:i

ervision.

"U" Signs Ilona Fulop
Coincident with Universal's purchase of "Spring Shower," an origfor Mary Philbin, the author,
Ilona Fulop, has been placed under
inal

Added to "Show Boat" Cast
ack McDonald has been signed
c
a role in "Show Boat," which
"

ry

Pollard will direct.

Her first asterm contract.
signment is continuity of her owii
long

story.

Edward Sloman may

direct.

President

Columbia

Pictures.

!

—;%^

Monday, July
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23,
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The Broadway Parade
changes have
MANY
"King
Kings"

"The Man

taken place with "Fazil,"
deserting the long-run

of

Who

Laughs" and

NAT LEVINE

"Warming Up" and "The

field.

Racket" having developed strength on their first one week runs are being given
Fox starts "Lost in the Arctic" Wednesday
a chance at the Rivoli and Rialto.

Announces:

the Gaiety.

at

Picture

Distributor

Theater

Opening Date

"Wings"

Paramount

Criterion

Aug.

"Tempest"

United Artists

Embassy

May

"The Lion and
the Mouse"

Warners

Wamers

June IS

"The Red Dance"
"Warming-Up"

Fox

Globe

June 25

Paramount

Rivoli

July 21

"The Racket"

Paramount

Rialto

July 21

"Lost

Fox

Gaiety

July 25

in the

Arctic"

Vultures of the Sea

1927

12,

17

starring

Shirley Mason, Johnnie

Tom
will

(Continued from Page

has

1)

(Continued from Page

been

believed until
now that it was impossible to combine the two on one negative, but
Fox asserts it has been done. The
subject is a short one of a girl plaj'ing a violin.
Included on the bill will be "Sex
Life of a Polyp," a new Robert
nically,

it

be ready for screening

Prime
per foot.
Bruce explained that the
Government, after having studied the
2d
Minister

Royal

(rv3

recommenda-

Commission's

has decided that it will be
necessary to raise only $100,000 per
tions,

year, instead of the
originally figured.

1st.

1)

l^c

'^

from

Santschi

AUGUST

Natural Colors and Sound Distributors Decide
Developed on One Print
to Pay Tax Increase

Walker and

Our second

amount

larger

serial speaks for itself

Benchley Movietone number.

Strike Averted with

Color Seen in British
Television Tests of Baird
(Continued from Page

1)

tographically.
This was
strated at a private test of
device.

To Demonstrate

demonBaird's

Television

A public demonstration of the
Baird television method will be given
in New York in a few weeks, according to Capt. George Hutchinson,
managing director of Baird Interna-

A

tional Television, Ltd.
tion will also be given

noctovision,

by which

demonstraof

he

Poli Gets Sentry Control

The
its

Poli circuit has arranged to
Sentry Safety Controls in all

New England

ators are reported to
an increase in wages.

name

ond tubjcct

Jackie Coogan to Dance
Detroit
Jackie Coogan is here
with his father. They are booked to
appear in a combined picture show

—

and dance
Stetson

skit.

Honored by West Coast

Redland, Cal.— Harold B. Stetson,
manager of the Liberty for West
Coast,

was named

first

paign to better business
houses.

cam-

in

the

at

company

The Vanishing West
with
Jack Dougherty and his horse "Pancho"

Yacima Canutt and "Boy"
Jack Perrin and "Starlisjht"
Leo Maloney and "Drifter"
William Fairbanks

have received

Inspiration,"

the

sec-

James A. FitzPatrick's
"Schubert's Series," which was recently accjuired by Paramount for
in

Fred Church

sound picture release, is being recorded this week at the Winter studios in Camden, N. J., by the Paramount theater orchestra with Nathaniel Finston supervising.

announces

rights
Airman," the

torial

to

sale

"The

of

and Eileen Sedgewick

The

Greatest Cast Ever

in

Premier Buys Jones Product
Nat Steinberg and Tom Tobin,
Premier

now

Mickey Bennett

terri-

Mysterious

Arthur B. Reeve seMaryland, Virginia and the
District of Columbia, to the Liberty
Film Exchange, Washington, D. C.
rial,

Little

"Airman" Rights

Sell

of Hoffberg, Cornfeld Co.

The walk-out

Recording "Inspiration"
"Schubert's

theaters.

HofFberg Has European Offices
Branch offices have been established by J.
H. riofifberg Co. in
Paris, Berlin and Vienna under the

—

theater.
The original demand made
employment of extra operators compulsory. Both chief and relief oper-

.A.rtclass

firm

City

strike and open shop threat that has
kept theater owners on the anxious
seat for two weeks has been adjusted, the operators relinquishing their
demand for an extra operator for
each sound picture. They are willing
to leave the employment of one or
two operators to the discretion of the

Baird's
has suc-

ceeded in transmitting images from
a dark room and through dense fog.
Arrangements for television broadcasts are to be made with American
companies.

install

Operators in Oklahoma
Oklahoma

in

Pictures

New

Corp.,

of

Louis,
York, have closed with

Charles F. Schwerin
Eastern Mo. rights on
product.

St.

for
all

So.

—

*

*

*

Produced by

111.-

Buck Jones

Co. Building in Iowa
St.
Louis Construction on the
new theater being erected at Nevada,
la.,
for the Circle Amus. Co. has
started.
The house will cost $50,000.
Circle

Assembled For Any Serial

MASCOT
SERIALS

NAT LEVINE
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

I

—

Threatened by Authors on ''Talking" Rights

[uits

'^'
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track ahead

AUTHORS RETAIN DIALOGUE
RIGHTS IS CONTENTION MADE

kind of brakes that respond to

quick touch, the mess will

(r

Or

Lcord.

I

West Coast Bur.

another angle on

Hollywood
nedy refuses

What

pictures.

ii(i

expect

E^unably

In everybody

nothing

^

1

The

else.

When you buy

:

stumbled upon

The

COLUMBIA TO USE SOUND
tN

and as

this,

in.

Columbia Pictures

The Rights
lark this

down

in

Rights
some-

as another

be watched. The Authors'
Perhaps all
..giie may be right.
It's not our business to deterto

.

But,

iie.

looks

It

;re.

incss

find

to

I

may

It

be

mighty

out

exactly

in

good
what

which the dignity of the
determine belongs to

riiperty
'

may

like

owned before dialoguing

are

lit.

will

1928-29 program, states President Joe Brandt. Negotiations for a
license are nearing completion, he

UNE-UP

of sound in First Naprogram for the new seaand a general adjustment of

Inclusion
tional's

the

son

says.

sales and production plans consequently made necessary has resulted
in a reduction of pictures from 53

All of the pictures to be synchronized have not been chosen, as the
(^Continued o-n Page 11)

to 48.

DIALOGUE IN FILMS NOT

MAHYLANDJiSSTATES

Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mul{Continued on Page 11)

definitely part of the

it's

business of what

tlu'

)

FROM

advise the production branch

to

c

)

synchron36 pictures on

M

FIRST NATIONAL CUTS 5

AT LEAST 10 FILMS

ise at least ten of the

hg

did

generally

saying goes, the works are

I'

least

league with themselves,

tliurs, in

,e

under his business direction.

—

He did not say, or
not intend to say, that
the industry "had been taken into
camp by one of the major political
parties," a remark attributed to him
in a recent interview. Mayor James
{Continued on Page 11)
San Francisco

at

to repro-

or part with dialogue.

le all

is

a stage play

buy the right

don't

.

point

purposes,

picture

c

transaction, officially announced, which places the company

seeing and hear-

is

INDUSTRY "DEUVERED"

all

days

these

THE FILM DAILY

P. Ken—toJoseph
comment on

questions concerning his
He
deal with First National.
has signed no papers in the

could you

in

WALKER DENIES REMARK

Like the Sphinx

off for that matter,

"eitainly it's

Planned to Halt
Unless
Talking
Use
Rights Purchased

Action

be one of the sloppiest

to

•\(

\

Price 5 Cents

1928

24,

ifljody else.

who use
unless they have
specifically
purchased talking film
rights, is planned by the Authors
Action against producers

dialogue

in pictures,

League

of

CENSORING SOUND FILMS

—

Philadelphia Dialogue in pictures
not censorable. Presiding Judge
is
Harry S. McKevitt ruled in a case
{Continued on Page

Baltimore
tion

sarv

— Deletions

in

conversa-

of talking pictures deemed necesare being made by Maryland
{Continued on Page 11)

11)

The move

is

EXPECT SiXMONTH RUNS

FOR SOUN|STAGE PLAYS
Runs

of

six

months or more

in

key cities are the objective of the
group of legitimate stage producers
now negotiating for purchase ot
V'ocafilm as the devnce with which
they will make sound pictures of
their

CENSORABLE, COURT SAYS

America.

against remakes as well.
"Performance of the talking parts
of plays in pictures is an infringement
upon the author's rights in cases
where the producer only has acquired
the screen rights," says Joseph P.
Bickerton, counsel for the League.
He points out that reproduction of
the dialogue parts of stage plays re(hices the value of the stage roadshow

Broadway

successes.

Daily meetings are being held and
prospects for a quick consummation
Al
looked bright late yesterday.
(Continued on Page

11)

M-G-MLEASrs¥WYORK

Weather Forecast

—

—

Kennedy Joseph P. Western
California
about
ions
niceties
ither but nary a word about First
Ir.

tional.

If

it

means anything

Acquired Last
Night by Fox, Ending Delays

Poll Circuit

to

dear reader, Joe is running true
form.
He never discusses liis
His busiiness with outsiders.
so he reflects when you ask
s,

I,

1,

is

ill

nobody's business.

of

which

lUe

about

:,

we

in

is

too conclusive to

mid-summer.

repeat

First
with
very well deny
a't talk about it.
the truth, nothing

led
't

At any

Kennedy has
National.

not

Four New Roadshows are
Planned by Warner Bros.
Warners has added four new Vitaphone roadshows to its new season's

They are: "The Grifters"
schedule.
from the story by C. D. Lancaster,

He which Roy Del Ruth

that even if he
Seeing as how
but the truth

KANN

will

direct;

After a series of delays which up
to yesterday precluded announcement
of the deal, even though Fox had
assembled newspapermen for the purpose, acquisition of the Poii circuit
in

New England was

completed

last

fw;nty-two
night by William Fox.
theaters are embraced in the deal.

FILM DAILY
On May, 17,
"Plaving Around," from the play by
Frances Nostrum; "The Madonna of exclusively stated that Fox was dickAvenue A," starring Dolores Del ering for the chain, but a hitch deRio and another for the star as yet veloped, which was not finally ironed
untitled.

THE

{Continued on Page 10)

STUDIO FOR SOUND FILMS
M-G-M

has placed the Cosmopol127th St. and 2nd Ave.,
New York under long lease for the
production of sound pictures, both
itan studio,

{Continued on Page 11)

Detroit Operators Seek
Increase of 30 Per Cent
Detroit

— Thirty

per

cent

in wage scale is sought by
troit operators' union in its

increase
the De-

demands

under the new contract now being

A counter proposition
negotiated.
has been submitted by the state exhibitor unit.

.

..

—

;

zS^

DAILV

Tuesday, July

"White Shadows" Opening July
"White Shadows in the So
Seas," which was recently coinple
after five months in the South
cific, and which will be the first

Club Ready Soon

Vol.

PriciSCents

Tnesday. July 24. 1928

XIV Nt. 20

PUBUSHEB

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Quarters of the New York
P. Club will be ready for
A
opening about Sept. 1.
celebration will be staged in
connection with opening.

Net profit of $512,762, equal to
$2.56 per share on 199.780 shares of
non-par Class A. stock, is reported
by Warner Bros, and subsidiaries for
No dividend has
the past quarter.
been declared on this stock since

M.

THE

—

225.

i

i

i

G-M picture with sound effects
synchronized score, will have its p
miere July 31 at the Astor, N
York. The picture was scored at
Victor Recording Laboratory.
i

•
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M

Warner Net For Quarter
Reported at $512,762

24,

Sunday Shows

Pathe Cuts Book Value

at Peekskill

—

N. Y. Sunday shows
Remodel Douglas Theater
Stated value of Class A
were
presented here without opposistock and common v^'as reduced to tion, despite action of the board of
Lees Summit, Kan. Mr. and M
$1 a share on the balance sheet at a trustees, which recently rescinded the Jenkins are remodeling the Dougla
special meeting of stockholders yesordinance permitting them. The owntcrday. This was to avoid showing a
er of the Colonial recently applied
had
stock
The
deficit.
balance sheet
for an order to restrain enforcement
been carried at the stated value of of the ordinance. Decision is pending.
The Latest Model Double
$3,743,935 and with a special reserve
Spring Motor
of $3,000,000 set up against advances
Adopt
Daylight
Cuba
May
Saving
to outside producers, inventiories and
Havana Daylight saving time may
other contingencies.
STANDARD
be adopted in Cuba, if recommendation of the Clearing House Ass'n.,
Ramsaye Gets New Post
here is followed.
Holds 16 Feet Film — Ca>e — SMagazinet
Terry Ramsaye, editor of Pathe
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens
Review, has been placed in charge
Sugerman with Skirboll
Pathe.
for
Eastern production
of
Cincinnati Al Sugerman, for 11
His jurisdiction covers non-dramatic years with Universal, is now mansubjects.
ager of the local branch of the Skirboll Gold Seal Prod, exchange. Dave
32'»St_NcwyorK.N.y«
lUest 32'»St,NcwyorK.N.y'
no West
Services for Ward Crance
Laughlin, his predecessor, is with
Phone Penna. 0330
Cincinnati
Tififany-Stahl
Albany, N. Y.— Burial of Ward the
exCrane, film player, is scheduled here, change in a sales capacity.
11
following his death at Saranac Lake.
preference

Peekskill,

—

SALE!

SEPT AUTOMATIC

—

MOVIE CAMERA
$29.S0

VilO

Financial
(s) Am.
(c-b) do

Seat.
6s 36

*

&

Bal.

(c) Con.
(s)
do
(s) East.

.

Low

Close

Sales

20H

30Ji
98

30H

100
4

98)4

..

Katz.

Fm.

10054 lOOJi

Ind.

pfd.

Kodak

98
74'A

....

lOOM

100

24
183J4 185 ii 183
128

..
.

..
*(s)
do pfd.
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd

(s)
(c)

High

....
• • • •

Fox Fm. "A' 79V4.
Fox Thea. "A' 27%

• • • >

77 }4

'

26

Movietone

104

• •

sm

.

••

H

8,400
79
27 Ji 13,800
....
13
93
52^ 1,800
....
lOO'A
15

Proj.
(b) Keiths 6s 46
(s) Loew's Inc.
53^
...
*(s) do pfd.
rts..
•(c) do deb.
108-4 ibs'^ 10854
(b)
do 6s 41
do 6s41x-war loo;^ lOO'A 100/2
(b)
25
25
25
(s)
pfd. .
8
....
P.
Cap.
•(s) M.
19
18'/.
(s) Orph. Cir. ... 19
79/2
...
•(s)
do pfd,

*(c) Intern.

WW

i

2

M-GM

(s)

Para.

F-L

130/2 128

..

..
•(b) do 6s 47
•(b) Par.By.S-^sS:

....

....

Pathe
sU
•(s)
do "A" ...
(b)
do 7s 37 .. 70
24
(o) Roxy "A"
26
do units
(o)
37
(o)
do com.
Stanley Co.
39
*(o) Technicolor
S'A

4%

(s)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

70
27
30
39
38J4

Trans-Lux
.

600

130/2
9954
102

9,300

5

6,300

I8/4
70

12

15

.

78

84

45-4

em
ui'A

53.y,

12754

Allen will present

This is the first
28.
stallation in the city.

T-S

Offtcials

starting Aug.
Movietone in-

n

MOYIEimVE:

c:

Sailing

L. A. Young and Grant L. Cook,
president and secretary-treasurer respectively of TifTany-Stahl, are sailing
next week on the Aquitania for England and the Continent.

How many

0^
w
Movietone •

theatres are now

using

H. M. Warner on Vacation
H. M. Warner is away on a vacation at Long Lake in the Adirondacks.
He will be back at his desk
on Aug. 1.

Upper New
York on "The Mysterious Airman"

85

50^

at Cleveland

Fox Movietone News

Territorial

2

75

—The

"Mysterious Airman" Deal

iyj

.

Cleveland

3854

.

(o) United Art.
do pfd.
(o)
(o) Univ. Ch. com
pfd
(o)
do
•(c) Univ. Pict.
..
•(s)
do pfd.
Bros.
(c) Warner
(s)
do "A" ..
(c-b) do 6^Ss 28..

100

7

.

•(c)

—

former manager of the ^yarfield, San
Francisco, committed suicide here.

3,566

i'/i

'

Frisco Shownman a Suicide
Angeles Leo C. Laughlin,

Los

i65^
97
46/2 52,166

6154102,400
59
13354

rights

for

the latest serial of Arthur B. Reeve,
produced by Artclass Pictures, have
ijeen bought by First Graphic Exchanges of Albany and Buffalo.

•

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the &>unter (Bid and Asked]
(s) Stock Exchange.
JOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chi cago
Skouras, St. Louis
Stanley, Philadelphia.
(b)

.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEV ILLE AGENCY
Attractions

\

/

Nearly see theatres

c:

are equipped for Movie-

tone at the present
time and it is believed
that more than lOOO
ivill be ready by
December 31,

c

c:

1928

for

Picture Theatres
Call

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

Walter A. Futter, Pr««.
for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St., New York
Bryant 8181

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Jint andjoremost

i<'OX

Sound onjilm

n

iiOlJ]¥» or
JilLiEl^T 9

PARAMO IJMT
alone
c ombiiies

the two essentials

aiJAL.ITY
and

^rANTITY!

**

*Paramount's First Sound Picture
Richard Dix in "Warming Up
(f)9

Breaks Paramount Theatre (N. Y.) record in red-hoi
July!

Moved

to long

run Rivoli by popular demand

and doing Broadway's biggest business there!
Thomas Meighan
Paramount^ N.
Eniil

Bow

^*40

Y.,

Jannings in

in

^'The Racket^\

moves
^^Street

in ^%adies of the

to

after

phenomenal week

Rialto Theatre^ block

ai

away for long run
^

of Sin^\ Bancroft in ^^Drag iVet" and Clare

Mof outdraw all other product on

the

market

TO 50 Paramount 1928-9 Feature:

Pictures in Sound:
^ Six in sound out of eleven pictures released

ii

August and September! Also Christie Comedies, anu
coming:

Paramount News

in

Sound, Paramount

Stage Shows on the Screen.
Whether you play sound or

silent prints^

'

PARAMOUNT

is

the onel

company guaranteeing a continuous flow of QUALITY product.
***»,

MOTION PICTU^^SiEADQUARTERS

PARAMOUNT NEWS
scores again

T

OBREGON
ASSASSINATED
First pictures

from Mexico following murder

Including scenes of great
of president-elect.
national tribute to dead leader.

Printed in 3 editions
Dallas— Fri. July

20tli

for

West

Chicago--Sat. July 21st for Middle West

New York--Sun. July 22nd

for East

part of issue No. 103
at

no extra

cost.

3ne scoop after another on
he big international events

The spectacular Roxie Hart

CHICAGO

of

destined for new heights

of popularity In Four
Sensational Features
e

'SAL «

SINGAPORE
Starring

V

PHYLLIS HAVER
with

'/V

I

Starring

'^(

PHYLLIS HAVER
v^"

ALAN HALE

From an

Adapted by Julien Joaephson from "The
Sentimentalists" by Dale Collins

A

box-office certainty. Stirring romance and
adventure on far seas. Strong in dramOf

tense in suspense, rich in

humor.

SHADY
LADY"

A

sizzling, ritzy story

original story by
Leonard Praskins and
Richard L. Sharpe

with a background of

fashionable Park Avenue,
Sure-fire.

New

York,

/

PHYLLIS HAVER

with

VICTOR VARCONI and JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
A William
From

C. dcMille Product ion

the stage play by John

McGowan and

Lloyd Criscom

Conlinuity by Douglas Doty

DeMILLE STUDIO PRODUCTION

he

of Phyllis Haver
Big-Money Specials
first

PHYLLIS HAVER

riding the crest of the popularity wave. The
vivacious, spirited beauty whose role in "Chicago" is the talk of
the country is now the trump card of the pack. The fans everywhere will flock to see this S. R. O. star in four dazzling features
for the new season. She has typical Haver parts in bright, breezy
modern stories, with themes attuned to the desires of showmen.
"Tenth Avenue" is the first of the Haver hits, a ticket twister as
powerful as "Chicago". It is based on the stage success of the same
title and is set in New York's West side, where anything can hap-

pen

— and

is

does.

original story alive with mirthsome and
plausible action^ with a commercial office

An

background.

PHOTOPHONE musical and effect accompaniment
forthcoming PATHE FEATURE PRODUCTIONS Season 1928-1929.

Watch for amazing new

on certain

R. C. A.

—

—
—

;;;

;;

OAiLY
CSPS

SOME RECENT CHANCES

—

—

—

—
—

—

Continued

MONTANA

— Pinegrove.

—

Ownership

in

Havre Lyric, sold to Joe Moore by Al
Cameron West Yellowstone Rustic, sold
Mr. Halle Hansen; Winnett— Aristo,
to
sold to Jack Suckstorff by Mrs. Dugan.

—

;

Closings

Culbertson

— Princess

Malta

;

—The

Malta.

NEBRASKA
Openings

—

—

— —

;

New-

Changes

—

Grand Island ^Island, sold to Blaine Cook
by C. C, Payne; Johnson Pastime, sold to
F. M. Honey by R. J. WilHams Oconto

—

;

sold

Princess,

McDermott

Floyd

to

—
—

by

Summer Star, sold to L.
Merl Campan
M. Yiengat Tecumseh Moon, sold to F.
M. Noney by L. M. Green.
Closings
Brule— High School; Bristow The Bristow;
;

;

—

— —

Movie; Clatonia
Brunswick
House; Giltner ^Opera House;
American.

—

Opera

'

Madrid^

NEW HAMPSHIRE

—

NEW JERSEY

Arlington,
Liman
Berlin

—

—

;

——

;

—
;

—
—

;

sold

to

—-Palace,

M.

Leff
sold to

;

—
Riverdale.
NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership
Burlington — Dixie, sold
E. C. Quails
Simpson
L.
Charlotte— Strand, sold
Mrs.
to

by

Webbs,

and

W.

to

—

;

—

Haw

.

;

Webb.
Closings

live stock
profits
possible.

sold to Claude

— School.
NORTH DAKOTA

These two
and dairy

Changes

Owner^p

in

— Dicks,

sold to W. E. Porter by C.
Dicks; Carthay— K. P. Hall, sold to
Knights of Pythias by C. H. Geil
Garrison The Garrison, sold to Adrian Sorenson

Calvin

—

—

L. Leslie Headley.

—

— Empire,

Opera House, and Strand

—

;

Weidel.

;

Herberts

;

— Legion

Alexandria

^Palace;

;

Orange

East

Hall;

—

—

—

;

;

Pekin

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

ees.

;

NEW YORK
Changes

Brooklyn

Ownership
.Movies, sold to New

—

Billy West; Congers
Parristh
Hall, sold to Rev. J. A. Grogan; Farmingdale, L. I.
Dale, sold to Ecker by Bainbridge; Huntington, L. I.
Palace, sold to

—

—

—

;

Rensselaer

—-Bright

Spot,

sold

to

Harry K, Schanck by Ross F. Fayles
Smithtown, L. I. Assembly Hall, sold to
.Mr. Gellcr by Mr. Liman; [Syracuse
Empire, sold to Mark Buchland and Al Kauf-

—

—

man by Harrison Bros.
Closings
Astoria.
I.

—

L.

I.

—New

(,'arleton

BeUport,

L.

;

—

Manchester

—

sold

to

Closings

— High

Belpre
East

School

— Eastwood
Ironton — Marlowe;
—

Dayton

—
—
'FrankReading— Lyric.
OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership
Legs— Ritz, sold to Daws & Lewis by
B. Crawford; Century — Century, sold
;

;

Columbus ^Star;
Murray City Exhibit; New Paris
lin

Bow
A.

;

M. A. Warriner by Ora Hawk

Lamont

;

Cozy, sold to F. H. Cochran by W. C.
Snyder; Okeene Rialto, sold to G. W.
Green by Fred Garrison
Sasakwa Folly,
sold to Cooper, Lewis & Tatus by Stanford & Sanders; Slick
Cozy, sold to J.
W. Clem by P. W. Barton; Wellston—
Lyric, sold to O. H. Coxen by G. R.

—

—

;

—

Kapeheart.

Closings

—

Fr;inklin; Bayshore, L.
Bedford Hills Community;
I.— Bell; Bohemia, L. I,—

— Commercial,

Clay Sanderson.

—

A. H. Schwartz by Whitestonc; Kingston
Auditorium, sold to John McLean by H.
Lazarus; New Y'^rk City Mecca, sold to
Kelba Realty Corp. by Kimasi Amuse.
Corp.
Tuxedo, sold to J. Vafiades by
Tuxedo M. P. Corp.; Northport, L. I.
.\'orthport, sold to Mr. Gellcr by Mr. Li-

—

—

—

West

—

Butch by

;

Strand, sold to E. Price by Mary Butora
Ideal (formerly Grand),
sold to J.
Slanicus by M. V. Weber;
Scott
Lyric, sold to C. H. Moore by J.
A.
Downing
Toledo Artcraft, sold to
Gardner & Gibbs by W. L. Beckham

Mingo Junction

—

Afton Cozy; Braman Olympia; Fairland
Cozy; Hunter ^Limerick
Lamont Cozy;
McLoud -Rex
Ralston Rbyal
Ringling
^Majestic
Weleetka Orpheum.

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

A.

;

—

equipment will be installed in the
Capitol and Old Mill about Jan. 1.
The Palace will be equipped in a few
weeks, while the Majestic and Melba
are

now

operating with sound.

Acquire Texas House
Roy Russell and Elmer
have acquired the Palace,
at Turkey, from T. L. Colvin, under
long term lease.

Brady Builds
Edinburg, Tex.

at

Weil
Trinity
in

St.

Handle Trinity

to

Louis

St.

— Current

Pictures

plans
house in 90 days.

to

1,800,

open

his

Ed
new

Another for Mc Neese
Runge, Tex. H. G. McNeese, operating a house at Kenedy, has reopened the Lyric, having secured
control on a lease.

—

T-S

Office

Soon

in 'Frisco

—

Francisco On Aug. 1, Tiffany-Stahl will open a local exchange.
S.
B. Rahn was here recently to
secure offices and line up the staff.

San

Miller Secures Chaldean

—

Portland, Ore.
O. J. Miller is new
of the Chaldean, having pur-

owner

it

from Moultnomah

of

Snow

Quits Exhibition
Ohio After operat-

—

Garrettsville,

the Snow's theater for many
years, L. D. Snow has retired, selling out to K. M. Gentholtz.

ing

Salesman Buys Theaters
Cleveland Jerry
Steele,
former
ablesman. is now an exhibitor.
He
has purchased two houses at Oberlin.

—

Kennedy Promoted, Honored
Cleveland
tion

— Following

—

its

promofor

FBO, Jack Kennedy was

tendered a
dinner by Film Row, at which he
was presented with a fitted bag.

Foster Quits F. N.; Dodge to United
Cleveland "Pop" Foster, for five
years selling in Ohio for First National has joined the Skirboll Gold
Seal exchange.
Harry Dodge, who
left the business last fall, has returned to United Arttets as assistant dis-

—

trict

manager.

sales

Burk
Baker,

Sells

— Two

Ore.

Out
local

theaters,

Orpheum and

Carrick, have been
purchased from K. L. Burk by Guy
the

Gish Confers with Reinhardt
Vienna Lillian Gish, on a tour

—

of

Europe, is here conferring with Max
Reinhardt relative to the picture in
which Reinhardt will direct her for
United Artists.
Starts Under New Policy
Cleveland Starting
immediately,
the Boulevard, Vine St. and Central
Parkway, will present pictures with

—

vaudeville

and presentations, or tab

musical shows.

Esch with U. A.

—

Indianapolis -William Esch, formerly Universal branch manager in
Indianapolis, is now special sales representative for United Artists.

Schumann

Capitol here, doubling

his

representative

special

to

circuit.

Remodeling at Milan, Tenn., Planned
Milan, Tenn. J. M. Creswcll is
planning to remodel and enlarge the
pacity.

releases

be distributed
Louis territory by Jack Weil.
will

Haselton.

Edinburg

— Seating

Brady

chased

who who owns

quarters.

—

F.

re-

mitted to technical arrest five times.
Final date for hearing has not been
determined.
Some of the offenses
on which he is booked are: parking
over a white line, leaving his machine parked in one place for more
than two and a half hours, parking
in front of th» theater which he owns
and failure to report to police head-

Dallas
Christian

—

;

in

Pearl
Pearl
Theater, Inc., by Michaels & Sarnovich
United, sold to A. Zappa by Grossman
Universal, sold to Loews, inc., by Laemmie
Bldg. Corp.; Buffalo— Elk, sold to J. D.

;

—

;

;

Closings
Ancino High School; Hondo The Hondo;
Los Cerrilos Cerillos
Rancos— The Ran-

man

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

E.

Sound for Dallas Houses
Western
Electric
sound

OHIO

—

which

will direct for British Inter-

Dallas

—

;

"Piccadilly,"

in

Dupont

-State.

—

— —
—
—
——
—
NEW MEXICO

;

—

— Hall.

;

—

Anna May Wong in England
London Anna May Wong will apnational.

Theaters

Lyceum, Oxford and Savoy East RutherOpenings
Rex Elizabeth New Melba and VicAshley Exhibit.
Glendora Fire Hall; Hackensack
Eureka; Highland Park The Park; HoChanges in Ownership
boken City
City Liberty
and Ashland— Rex, sold to H. Carl by R. SkirJersey
Keansburg Casino
Newark ClinLyric
boll
Cleveland Arion. sold to Sam Lurie
Nutley Cameo
ton Square and Olympia
by Deutsch & Shenker; Marvel, sold to
Passaic
Orange Colonial
Playhouse
Solben Amuse. Co. by John Griebel
CoPaterson Lyceum South Orange Cameo
lumbus Lyceum, sold to H. M. Goldberg
Westlield
Playhouse; WoodcliSFe
The
by Fulton & Converse; Piccadilly, sold to
Woodcliffe.
Gus Pallous by R. J. Stone
Columbus
Grove Roma
Coshocton Cinderella, sold
to Clark & Marlatt
Dayton New Villa,
Changes in Ownership
sold to Chas. W. Mills by Mrs. M. F.
Hatch Palace, sold to G. W. Hiett; Portales
Freese
Hillsboro Forum, sold to Wm.
Cozy, sold to Ray Bartlett
Roy PenHill by H. Ritter; Marysville— Rex and
dick, sold to Johnson & Self.
ford
tory

I

boom with good crops

Strang.

pear

parking

prospects."

—

Closings

Lake—

Devils

—

ctates fairly

Strang Buys Toledo House
Toledo Lillian B. Stewart disposed of the Hollywood to Raymond

—

;

New

—Alph Bound Brook —
Carlstadt — City; Clifton — The Clifton;
Cranford —The Cranford
Dover Plains
Brighton,
Belleville

;

—

Closings

Bayonne

man would have, still make
And potatoes and truck

;

&

by Leberg

C.

—

annual

the

T. Culpepper by Burgess & Joyner
River
Beatrice,
sold
to
A.
B.
Thompson by A A. Neese
Shelby

to

Brown by John Callman
Elizabeth City Alhambra and Gaiety, sold

Skyrm by

;

—

Omaha Good business conditions
are assured by the abundant wheat
harvest in Nebraska and Iowa, says
"The Movie Age." In part the pubProspects are more
than good for a prosperous year in the cities
Cattie prices
and towns and on the farm.
have been ruling better for so^n- months,
feeder sheep promise to pay good dividends,
and the hogs, while not as high as the farmer

;

Grace

Harry Hoffman by East Coast Theaters
Cape May Liberty, sold to Hunts TheHaebrouck
aters, Inc., by Karl A. Suelke
Heights Strand, sold to Martin by Murphy; Somers Point Seaside, sold to Edw.

—

Harvest Assures Good
Neb. and Iowa Business

means

— Rigid

and operates Schade's theater, sub-

makes the awards.

states:
"The wheat harvest
speeding up of business.

O.

sioner George Schade,

lication

Anderson
Harlow 'Movies,
sold to C. H. Geil by Mr. Haaland; Sharon
Joy, sold to Commercial Club by Olas
Holmquist
Shields The Shields, sold to
Wolfgram Bros, by C. D. Beldon Walcott
Movies, sold to H. H. Bjerke by E.

;

Sandusky,

;

;

;

citizens

1928

strictions are causing much concern
to theater owners and merchants;
considerable losses from suburban
trade are claimed.. To test the legality of the ordinance, City Commis-

Pennsylvania

prominent

;

C.

Ownership

in

— The

—

;

—

Changes

—

;

—

—

Pittsburgh A series of heromedals, which will be awarded
each month to the policeman
and fireman who performs the
most meritorious act of public
service bravery, has been
started by the Stanley, which
has a tieup with "The Pittsburgh Press." A committee of

—
—

;

24,

Exhibitor Arrested to
Test New Parking Law

Award Hero Medals

;

Arapahoe

Changes in Ownership
Lebanon^ Park, sold to C. L. Beede by F.
P. Sharby.
Arlington
by H.

—

;

Ownership

in

I.

;

;

—

Eddyville Opera House; Miller Ray;
Spencer ^Moon.
port
Sutherland

—

—

Kinderhook Opera
Comedy
Kingston ^Audit
Long Island
City ^Victor and Webster
Maspeth New
Columbia New City ^Forrester Hall New
York City Arrow, Casino, Lipzin, Melrose, New Houston, New Strand, Novelty,
Rainbow, Regent, Royal and Waco; Pelham Picture House and Playhouse; PortStrand
chester
Port Richmond Palace
Rochester Victoria
Ronkonkomo
Community
Rosendale ^Casino
St. James, L.
I.
Casino
Saranac Lake— New
South
Beach Strand
Syracuse
Crescent and
Geddes Westbury, L. I. Firemans Hall
Yonkers Broadway, Hamilton, Park and

House

West Yellowstone

—

— Com-

—
—

;

;

L.

ca,

Theaters

Changes

I.

Elton,
Beeker,
Arcade,
Evergreen, Garden, Huntington, Ideal, New
Echo, Publix Palace, Subway, Utica and
Whitney; Central Islip, L. I. Liberty;
Coney Island Gates; Corona, L. I. CoEastport,
lonial
Coxsackie Opera House
^Community Flushing, L. I. Ritz
L. I.
Hicksville.
Hicksville;
Howells
L.
I.
Palace; JamaiRustic; Huntington, L. I.
;

New

L.

—^Prospect Palace and WestBronxville— Picture House; BrookBronx

;

chester;
lyn
Amphion,

THE THEATER FIELD

IN

Bridgehampton,

Hall;

munity

Tuesday, July

seating ca-

—

Now Has Two

Cleveland The Fulton, at Lorain,
has been transferred from the Ohio
Amusement Co. to D. L. Schumann,
who also operates the Marvel, Lorain.

A

DAILY

Tuesday, July

24,

1928

:^M^«'^f)ttCeXu/tcc

Rush Sound Stage Construction
Warners Have 27 Sound Pictures in Preparation- Harold Lloyd Continuing at Metropolitan Under
New Contract— Harold Byron Becomes Story Chief at Columbia Plant— Wilk's Personality Paragraphs

27

"U"

CHRISTIES AND

With

Byron Made Scenario
Head for Columbia

Work

in

Vitaphone

five

fea-

CONSTRUCTING UNITS
Preparations for sound pictures
production are being rushed at Coast

Ground has been broken
versal City for Unit
first
group consists
nnits: a main stage,

at

Number
of

Uni-

1.

three

The
sul)-

60x100 feet, a
combined theater and monitor room,
,i5x50 feet, and an apparatus section,
72x53 feet.

Art Acord Signs New Contract
Ralph M. Like, who heads the Exhibitors Film Corp. has signed Art

Harold Lloyd
duce

at the

will continue to proMetropolitan for the next

two

years, at least.
William R.
Eraser, general manager, has just
concluded necessary negotiations with
Phil Ryan representing Metropolitan.

Provisions have been made for the
production of sound pictures should
the comedian
is starting a

go

into this field.

new

mediately on the assignment of writers
"Runaway Girls" and two other
productions about to start.

estate,

in

to

Sound

for "Hell's Angels"
of "Hell's Angels," air story directed by Howard
Hughes, will be filmed with sound
and talking effects.
Equipment for

Final

sequences

synchronizing is now being installed
at Metropolitan studio.
Parts have
already been made with Technicolor.

Lloyd

picture soon.

Busy at First National
Your Duty," with Charlie
Murray, and "The Haunted House,"

"Do

Gibson Signs Crawford
Kathryn Crawford has been signed
by Hoot Gibson to play the lead in
his next, "Rodeo."
Bodil Rosing,
"Slim" Summerville, Charles French,
Harry Todd, Jack Knapp, Joe Girard,
and Monte Montague comprise the

RALPH WILK

By

ALTHOUGH

years

Lloyd to Remain at
Metropolitan Studio

Little
from n Lots >>

Byron was with Fox two
the same capacity.
In his
new affiliation, Byron will begin imeditor.

Winners.

studios.

Christie Bros, have started construction of a complete group of
-. und
buildings at Metropolitan Studio. Sound production facilities there
will be available to other companies
using the studio, such as Harold
Lloyd, Caddo and Carlos.
Work is being done by the Austin
Co., which is building the first stage,
Later a second stage of
7()xl06 feet.
constructed.
will
be
size
similar
Western Electric equipment will be
Sound will be used in the
installed.
entire Christie product.

A

With the second groui) of i)iclures on the 1928-29 program at Columbia about to be launched in production, Harry Cohn announces the
signing of Harold Byron as scenario

tures being shown throughout
the country, 27 more sound
pictures
are
in
preparation.
Nine are slated as roadshows,
the
balance
being
Warner

of the

first

tures

directing

favor

of

son.

Bill,

his

Yale

Pittsburgh real
lost no time in

Hollywood

to Join the
scenario
staff.
Young
a graduate of Professor Baker's

Bill is

class.

*

*

would

not

*

surprising if
Frank Reicher wins a juicy directorial plum. Frank, in recent years,
was one op Broadway's leading stage
directors, ayid before turning his
talents to the stage, directed for
It

be

Paramount.
With the advent of
the "talkies," he is well fitted for
directorial responsibilities.
*

»

*

John Hilliard believes, that
in some instances, the direc-

First National are in the first week
of production.
William Beaudine is
making the Murray vehicle and Benis

in

coming to
Paramount

mystery "mellers" from

jamin Christensen
mystery story.

Hollywodd

Robson, veter..;
expioiteer, deserted motion picBill

tors of "talkies" will have to
be ventriloquists.

the

*

*

"The First Kiss" unit members
support.
Henry MacRae is to diwho have returned to the Paramount
Claire Windsor in T-S Film
rect.
Tiffany-Stahl has selected Claire studio from Maryland brought re\cord to a contract for eight westgards from Danny Doran, formerly
Burling
Finishes
Another
first,
The
Windsor
to head the cast of "Dopictures.
action
ern
property nmn at the Paramount
E. V. Durling, in charge of stories mestic Relations," an original by Ar"White Outlaw," is to go into proLong Isla7id studio.
duction immediately, with Robert J. for Larry Darmour, has completed thur Gregor, who will also direct.
*
*
*
in
the
Palmer
and
Shirley
Palmer
Corliss
Others
adaptation of the seventh of the WitHorner directing.
Malcolm
Stuart
Boylan
is becomcast are: Bill Patton, Al Hoxie, Al wer series, "In the Sweet Buy and are in the cast.
ing one of Hollywood's leading afterRichmond, Lew Meehan and Walter Buv." Al Herman is to direct.
dinner speakers.
He has also offiTo Film "Squads Right"
Alaly.
ciated as master of ceremonies at vaNext Gaynor Story By Tupper
Eddie Gribbon and George Stone rious functions.
"Mike," Garrett
Start "The Gun Runner"
Tristram
Tupper,
novelist,
has will appear in the leads of "Squads
Cortez

Ricardo

has

commenced completed

Tiffany-Stahl's "The Gun
Runner," by Arthur Stringer, and
being directed by Edgar Lewis. In
the cast are Nora Lane, Gino Corrado, John St. Polis.

work

in

Hurst Signed for "Interference"
Brandon Hurst has been cast in
Evelyn Brent, Do"Interference."
ris Kenyon, Clive Brook and WilLothar
liam Powell are principals.

Mendes

is

directing.

Tim McCoy

in

has

\\^aters
to direct
tentatively titled

M-G-M

"Wires"
with

signed

Tim McCoy's
"Wires."

"Singapore Mutiny" company on a
Es"tranip" steamer for scenes.
telle Taylor plays the lead.

Hyams Opposite Haines
Hyams appears in the

lead

Haines in "Alias
Jimmy Valentine," which Jack ConKarl

is

Howard

serve

William

as

K.

William

The

directing.

Dane,

Tully

Barrymore and

cast includes

Marshall,

others.

Lionel

Right,"
place in

Taurog,

will direct.

which

work

who

Tiffany-Stahl
in

August.

will

Norman
"The

recently finished

Ghetto," will direct.

Louise Dresser in Aviation Film
Louise
Dresser
appears
in
a
'mother' role in "The Air Circus,"
Fox production based on commercial

Greta's

"A

\\'omaii

Next Chosen
of

Affairs,"

a

story

Michael Arlen, will be Greta
Garbo's next starring vehicle for MG-M. Clarence Bro^^ n will direct.

Howes at Work on First
Reed Howes is working in his first
two reel aviation picture for EducaThere

will be six in the series, each based on one of the Russ
Farrell aviation stories by Thomas

tional.

Burtis.

Paul Lukas in Arlen Picture
Paul Lukas has been signed for a
role with Richard Arlen and Nancy
Carroll

in

the

Paramounts which
players.

of a series of
will co-feature the

first

Graham and Joe Jackson
directors who

term contract with Al Christie.

Smith Doing Murray Script
Vernon Smith has completed the
adaptation of "Do Your Duty," at
First National and is now at work
writing the scene continuity of the
story which will star Charles Murray and be directed by William
Beaudine.

leading Coast

tlie

Boxer Gets Role
Jack Perry, boxer and former middleweight contender, has been signed
for a role in "Singapore Sal." which
Howard Higgin is directing, with
Phyllis Haver and Alan Hale in the
leads.

To Make "U" Sound Film
sound

will

title

,

*

*

*

his day," but this
not apply to the "talkies." The
usual dog must have his trainer on

may

the

set,

picture, "It

Can

be directed by Fred

Glenn Tryon

is

star.

and

the microphone

is

no

respecter of dogs or their trainers.
Nevertheless, one of the companies
is making a "talkie" with a dog star,
and expects a good one.
*

*

*

Show": Tom
Carr showing more interest

"Our

Passiyig

in his book, thayi tennis, at
the Garden Courts; Alfred E.

Green and friends

chatting
studio; Smiling
Harry Sinclair Drago motoring from the M-G-M studio.
at

Be Done."
Newmeyer.

are former
are among
writers.

publicity

"Every Dog has

Dover Signs With Christie
Nancy Dover has signed a long

L^niversal's

|

'

aviation.

next,

Ince Unit Goes on Location
Director Ralph Tnce has taken the

way

Janet

to

by

John

Leila
opposite

original
Gaynor's next.
his

j

the

Fox
*

Malcolm

St.

*

*

Clair has

renewed

his

contract at Paramount and has been
assigned
some important stories.
"The Grand Duchess and the Waiter," "Knockout Reilly" and "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" are a few of
He is now
his well known pictures.
directing "The Fleet's In." starring
Clara Bow.

=^E^
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Charges
Against Outdoor Ad Cos.

Tuesday, July

Alleging violation of the anti-trust
laws, the Government yesterday began injunction proceedings in the
Federal court for the Southern District of New York against General
Outdoor Advertising Co. Inc.; National Outdoor Advertising Bureau,
Inc.; Outdoor Advertising Assn. of
America, Inc.; Foster & Kleiser Co.;
Foster & Kleiser Investment Co.;

Daily Reminder

Check

fire

Kerwin H. Fulton, George Johnson
and George Armsby, individually and

exits.

See

voting as trustees.
General Outdoor, it is alleged, signs
up $35,000,000 worth of the $75,000,000 in outdoor advertising done
annually in the United States and,
as such, carries on a considerable
business with various companies in

if

in order.

the picture business.

Kerwin

H. Fulton, president of
General Outdoor, denies the charges.
Illinois

Warning!

—

San Francisco The following news item appears in the
current issue of the "Pacific
Coast Independent Exhibitor":
Omaha

branch

Columbia

of

1928

Pathe Divisions Are
Revised by Reisman

File Anti-Trust

Exhibitors

24,

re-

cently received a telegram signed by
the Joy theater, Omaha, asking that
a program be sent for use the folThe exchange complied
lowing day.
waiting
After
request.
the
with
three days, the prints were not reinvesbegan
branch
and
the
turned,
tigation which revealed that a C. E.
Dixson rented the house for one

Dixson
Griffith.
from
M.
"skipped" from Omaha and took the
They included "The
prints with him.
Wreck" and an Artclass comedy,
day

"Some Baby."

Install Moller Organ
Revere, Mass. The Interstate Theater Corp. is installing a Moller Marvel organ at the Crescent Garden
which they recently took over.

—

Revision of Pathe division managers completed by Phil Reisman,
general sales manager, places Stanley Jacques at the head of the central division with Chicago, Cincinnati,
Des Moines, Indianapolis, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Omaha, Kansas
City and St. Louis offices under his
supervision.

L.

W. Weir

is

man-

ager of the western division, including the Denver, Los Angeles, Portland, Salt Lake City, San Francisco
and Seattle offices; Dan Michalove,
manager of the southern division, the
Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, Memphis,
Oklahoma City and New Orleans offices; while the Albany, Boston, Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit. New Haven,
New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
and Washington offices are supervised by the home office, assisted by
L. J. Hacking.

House Bankrupt

$125,994 Gross Rolled
Free From Fire Hazards
Binghamton, N. Y. Theaters in
by "Angel" at Roxy
this city are free from fire hazards
Business Conditions on
Gross of $125,994 (without war tax)
and only minor changes have been
Upgrade in Alabama
ordered as the result of a thorough was rolled up by "The Street Angel,"
investigation directed by James H. synchronized Fox picture in its first
General conditions are improving The house was built by Charles
C.
Announcements the ("Cold Cash") Pyle three years ago. Andrews, commissioner of public week at the Roxj', New York, where
Alabama.
in
playing a second run at pop
safety, it was learned from a report
it
is
past week show that iZ new manusubmitted to Fire Marshal Roy G. prices after an extended Broadway
facturers will soon begin operations
California Exhibitor Dies
Roby.
roadshow run. At the McVicker's
adding an estimated
in the state,
San Francisco W\
B.
Crooks,
Chicago, where the picture instituted
Local
yearly payroll of $15,000,000.
Reap at Fort Myers
the house's sound policy, it bettered
steel mills are putting men back to seriously injured July 9 in an autoGordon W. $100,000 in its first 22 days. It is the
Fort Myers, F"la.
work and there is no question but mobile, is dead. He was owner and
Reap, formerly with the E. J. Sparks first Fox picture ever to play a
that there is a more optimistic tinge, manager of the Majestic, Benecia.
Ocala, has succeeded Balaban & Katz theater.
interests
in
In both
than there was two weeks ago. While
Claude F. Lee as manager of the cities, the film is bucking heat waves.
local box offices have not yet shown
Denver Reelects Film Board
Arcade.
any marked improvement, there is
Denver Officials of the Denver
reason to believe that in September Film Board of Trade were retained
"Simba" to Tour England Sept. 10
$75,000 Theater for Clarksville
the district will again be hitting on for another term at the semi-annual
Frank R. Wilson is sailing Aug. 1
Clarksville, Tenn.
Tony Sudekum,
all six and receipts improved accordelection.
Staff includes: R. J. Garfor Europe to organize "Simba" roadCapitol
Knickerowner
of
the
and
ingly.
land, M-G-M, president; Sidney D.
bocker at Nashville, has plans for show companies on the continent.
Weisbaum, FBO, vice president; a $75,000 theater to seat 1,000 at The first engagement is scheduled at
Fire in WyoTning House
Duke W. Dunbar, secretary-treas- Third and Franklin.
the Palace, London, Sept. 10.
Causing damage to urer.
Basin, Wyo.
"Simba" will be shown in England
the projection room and loss of a
with sound effects and synchronized
Pelham
To
Reopen
House
"Buck Privates" print, fire of unCircuits in Deal with Advance
Pelham, N. Y.— Wolf's Lane The- music, the company using its own
known origin was discovered in the
San Francisco Five circuits in the ater Corp., a new corporation or- mechanical device as presented at the
Rex projection room and checked 'Frisco territory have contracted for
ganized to operate the Wolf's Lane Earl Carroll, New York and now
before further damage was done.
service of Advance Trailers.
They theater, is working out plans for re- known as the 'Dulcetone'.

—

Danville, 111.
Only a few minutes
before it was to have been sold by
the sheriff for settlement of a judgment, the Lincoln was declared bankrupt by U. S. District Judge Wham.

—

Up

—

—

—

—

—

—

Gebhardt Selling Vitaphone
Detroit Frank Gebhardt, for many
the sale of Vitaphone equipment.

—

Burwell Opens House

f

—

N. C. The
has opened under
M. P. Burwell, Jr.

Littleton,

ton

new Littlemanagement

include Ackerman & Harris, National
Theaters, Blumenfeld, George Mann

and Ben Levin theaters.
Theater Manager Organizes Acts
Oakland,
Cal.
Herbert
Harris,
manager of the Hippodrome, and Joe
Livingston, musical conductor, have
organized three acts for presentation

—

bills.
The entire unit has left for
House
Australia to appear over the Union
Tell Citv. Ind.— The Rialto has
Theaters circuit.
been acquired by Wenter & Schergens
frnm H. M. Dawson.
Greenburg Buys Cinema Club
San I'Vancisco Cinema Club, 150
Harvard, 111., House Closes
Harvard, 111.
The Metro has Leavenworth St. has changed hands.
Barney Grcenberg is new owner, havclosed after a siege of poor busi-

Buy

Tell City

—

—

ing purchased from Sam Levin and
associates.
The club is a rendcvous

ness.

Dunn

Western Film
M. Dunn, it is under-

Interested in

—

Seattle
C.
stood has purchased

an

interest

in

Western Film Corp. and
ident

of

the

with

D.

C.

local

will be presdistributing unit,

Millvvard as manager.
Dunn recently sold the last of his
\\ ashington chain.

Schubach Resigns

—

Portland,
Ore. S.
Schubach
S.
has quit the local Pathe sales force.

for

local

film

folk.

Quits Columbia, Joins FBO
Seattle— William
("Wild
Bill")
Kelly is now with FBO.
He resigned from Columbia.
Kelly

Big

Seattle Theater Promised
Seattle
Contracts are being prepared by the L. N. Rosenbaum interests for the erection of a theater
and office building to cost $1,000,000.

—

opening.

Fox Theater Nears Completion
Final finishing work in the
new Fox theater will soon be comDetroit

—

Poll Circuit Acquired

Last Night by Fox
(Continued from Page

pleted.

Enlarging Cumberland House
Cumberland, Md. The Liberty
being enlarged by Thomas H. Burke

—

Bros, to devote his entire efforts to

Nash Weil in Lyim, Mass.
Lynn, Mass. Nash Weil is here
from Dallas, to assume management
of the Olympia.

—

Two

Pittsburgh Houses Darkened
Pittsburgh Olympic and Regent
are closed because of poor business,
following closing of Loew's Aldine,
first run downtown house.
The latter will reopen on Labor Day, after
remodeling.
It is understood Stanley Co. is considering closing the
Davis.

—

Added To U. A. Staff
Pittsburgh William Chernoff has
been added to the United Artists sales

—

force.

1)

Previously, a
out until last night.
syndicate of bankers, headed by Max
Shoolman of Boston had closed for
purchase of the circuit, but failed to
Since, various
complete the deal.
circuits have been reported angling
for the chain.

The theaters are: in Hartford, the
Capitol and Palace; in New Haven,
the Hyperion, the Bijou and Palace;
Meriden, the East Main Street
in
and the West Main Street; in WaterPalace; in
bury, tne Strand and
Bridgeport, the Palace, Poli, Majestic, Poli and Lyric; in Norwich, the
Broadway Street; in Springfield, the
Palace; in Worcester, the Plaza, Poli
The total teating
and the Palace.
capacity is 45,000.
budget of $1,000,000 has been set
aside by Fox Theaters to immediately
renovate and modernize the entire
chain, particularly with regard to the
installation of Movietone projection
apparatus.

A

/

THE
Tuesday, July

24,
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K-A-0 REORGANIZATION

Golumbia Will Use
Sound in at Least
(Continued from Page

COMPLETED BY KENNEDY
Reorganization of the Keith-Albee-

(Jrpheum executives and booking departments and the co-ordination of
the personnel of Keith-Albee in the
Kast and Orpheum in the West, is
about completed.
Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman of the board of the
merged circuits, and his personal representative, J. J. Ford, have divided
the United States and Canada into
four sections in charge of which are
L. E. Thompson, Greater New York
and eastern; John Royal, middle west,
from Pittsburgh to Denver; Harry
Singer, Pacific Coast houses; and
fienry Taylor, the Boston group.
Joseph M. Franklin, of Ottawa will
lie
representative of the zone managers in their respective Canadian
territories.

M-G-M

Leases Studio

Sound Pictures

for

(Continued from Page

1)

The
features and shorf subjects.
contracts have just been signed.
Workmen are busy sound-proofing
The
the upper stage of the plant.
work began

late

last

ready the walls are

in.

week and alThe sched-

calls for completion of the job
a month, but contractors who are
familiar with the amount of work involved declare it will take from two
The lower stage is at
to three.

ule

company

intends to decide on use of
sound effects as the pictures are being made, rather than to commit it-

schedule in advance.
Pictures scheduled which he indicates are being considered for synchronization
are:
"The Younger
Generation," from the play, "It is to
Laugh" by Fannie Hurst; "The
Donovan Affair," by Owen Davis;

self to a definite

"The

Fall of

Production activities thus will be
divided between Culver City and New
York.

Walker Denies Talk
Industry "Delivered"
'

(.Continued
J.

Walker

of

from Page

New York

I)

stated here.

that,"
did
not say exactly
declared, "or, if I did, it was
in the confusion of the moment and
Was off-hand.
They told me that
Louis B. Mayer, the film producer
had announced at the Kansas Cit}'
convention he would deliver the motion-picture industry to the Republican party, or its candidate, Hoover.
"I want to say that no producer
or group of producers, can do that.
They do not own the screen."

"I

Eve" by John Emer-

son and Anita Loos; "A Broadway
Hoofer," "Into the Depths," starring
Jack Holt and "Redemption."

See Six Month Runs
for Sound Stage Plays
(Continued from Page

Woods

1)

Sound Pictures
are revolutionizing
the amusement
business of the

world

the prime mover and the
originator of the idea of bringing
stage hits for which New York and
its large floating population are paying top prices to the country at large
at fifty cents or a slightly higher
admission while the original piece is
playing the boards.
The group has expanded to include
Arthur Hammerstein who has joined

by

is

invitation.

Dialogue in Films
Is Not Gensorable
(Continued from Page

in

present intact.

10

1)

1)

brought by Fox against attempts of
state censors to pass upon Movietone
dialogue.
Such a power would give
the board power to censor all speech,
even that of the President, the court
held.
This is directly opposite to a
decision handed down by Judge J.
W. Martin in a case brought by Vitagraph, when Vitaphone dialogue was
This ruling
held subject to censor.
has been appealed.
Judge McKevitt refuted contention
of the board, that censoring of the
dialogue is essential to determine
whether a film is fit for exhibition.

Waiker

:

First National Guts

Five from Line-up
(Continued from Page

1)

appear jointly in three pictures while Miss Mackaill will make
one long starring vehicle in place of
hall will

the original line-up which called for
two co-starring Mackaill and Mulhall, two starring Mackaill and two
starring
Mulhall.
Three Charlie
Murrays have been dropped as well,
making a total of five.

Beale Succeeds

—

Pete

Carroll

Seattle
Resignation of Pete L.
Carroll, manager of Columbia, was
followed immediately by the appointment of Charlie Beale.

Maryland Joins States
Censoring Sound Films
(Continued from Page

1)

Censor Board, according to Dr.
George Heller, chairman, although no
authority has been given members
to do so.
Censoring of such films has to be
done at theaters equipped to show
them because headquarters of censors
are not equipped with sound mechanism and it would cost about $20,000
to install it. Transcripts of conversations in dialogue films are furnished

the
film

board by
viewed

is

exhibitors
in theater

here

anyhow

but
for

Decensoring to get the emphasis.
letions are rare, Heller said, and he
does not expect exhibitors here to
protest, in fact, they have helped the
work of the board in the matter.
Should a protest come up, Heller
pointed out that he could get a ruling
from Thomas H. Robinson, attorneygeneral, promptly because the latter
informed on the matter.
fully
is
Should the power of the board be
found limited by the attorney-general,
in

case of a protest, then an appeal
to the Legislature.

would be made

Know

what^s

going on by
reading

The Film Daily

EVERY

DAY

kD^^

Fifteen

Thousand

and The Five Hundred
/N ALL THIS mad scramble

for the

production of

sound pictures for the 500 theatres that are
equipped with reproducing apparatus, First
National

at

no time has forgotten the 15,000

theatres that are not so equipped.

j,"i'j

.Xl

A

picture

without

/^^

But

may be

great with sound and a failure

it.

a picture that

is

a

triumph without sound

is

a

bigger and better show with synchronization.
II

IW^

The
pany

finest
is

group of pictures offered by any com-

First National's President Group. There's

not a weak spot in the program. Every picture

produced

for the

theatres plus the

K>--X

I

box

office profit

500 wired

of the 15,000

theatres.

First National will not attempt to back into any

non-sound theatre with
success in

a picture that has

made

sound and which has doubtful box

value without the synchronization.
straight ahead,

make money
Y..«

is

producing pictures,

for the

It

first,

15,000 non-sound

is

a

office

driving

that will
theatres.

Then, with product that can stand alone without
the support of sound,

product by furnishing

it
it

will

make

that a super

with sound to the 500.
JVhethtr or not

IRVING

D.

ROSSHEIM

president, first national pictures, inc.

your theatre

is

wired, First

National's President Group
is

a

SOUND

hi
notional
WcturcA

i?ivestment.

Equity Outlines Views on Sound Picture Contract
iTHE

ML THE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

o/'FILMDOM
VOL.

XLV

Thursday, July

No. 22

Different

THE

film that carries

Milwaukee

the appeal of. the different and the novel is red
meat for the box-office. Showit

men know
'

it

and

are, therefore,

will find in

any

one of dozens of pictures on the
advise you to
market today.
get a messenger boy and shoot
a wire into Jimmy Grainger.
Pronto, quick. Like that.

Stuff

What we

think is thus:
That "Lost in the Arctic"

is

a right

no matter when
you play it. If you can swing in a
play date at once while the weather
is so damnable, so much the better
sizeable

attraction

for the box-office.

MAY RELEASE
Would Use His Own

Sales
Force, However, to Sell
Foreign Pictures

WEST COAST EQUIPPING
158
IVest

the sessions.

HOySK FOR SOUND

Coast

Bureau,

—

SOLD BY

M-G-M TO ENGLISH CHAIN
By

ERNEST W. FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"
The Tivoli
theater on the Strand has been sold
Provincial Cinematograph Theto
aters, Ltd., important English chain
Editor

London (By Radio)

in

which

THE FILM DAILY

Angeles West Coast Theaters is thoroughly sold on sound
according to Harold B.
pictures,

Los

TIVOLI

—

Lord Beaverbrook

is

Franklin, its president, who says 120
will
be
theaters
chain's
of
the
equipped within a short time at a
cost of over $1,500,000. Thirty-eight
theaters already have Western ElecOrders for the baltric equipment.
ance have been given, he states.
Among the West Coast Theaters
to have talking and sound-synchronization installations are The T. and D.,

Oakland; Metropolitan and Loew's
State, Los Angeles; Imperial, Long
Park;
Ocean
Rosemary,
Beach;

time when newspapers everywhere are first paging the story of
Nobile and Amundsen. If we were

running a theater we'd harp on this
angle until we turned blue.

The picture concerns efforts to
discover the fate of four scientists
and explorers lost somewhere inside
the Arctic line twelve years ago.
The expedition passes through many
You see them all, rehardships.
corded faithfully and courageously
The film rmgs
Sidney Snow.
with man's
deals
it
because
true
fight against the elements and so
clearly demonstrates once again that

by

The Tivoli has been under
terested.
lease to Metro which is now completing the Empire in Leicester Square.

{Continued on Page S)

ARLISSMAYSWiNTWO

M-G-M's new London first run,
the Empire, will be ready about Oct.
The theater is being built on the
1.
site of the old Empire, famous in
English stage history, and will seat
3,500.

Ufa-Luce Deal Collapse
Checks Move Against U.

—

S.

Development
Berlin (By Wireless)
of a reported European bloc against
American pictures has met one set(Ccmtinued on Page 7)

SPECIALSraR VITAPHONE
IVest

Coast

Bureau,

Edugone

IS

— George Arliss,

is

about

Many have conhowever.
tended that sound and color were impossible to combine on the one film.
That contention has been shattered.
Fox has done it and, while the future holds much experimental work
store, the technical knots have
in
Important and a
been unraveled.

script is put into his hands to study
until he finishes work in that picture,"
Actor's Equity declares in a current

first

future.

On

subject

matter,

forward.

The

the whole Dominion to cause
in
worry to musicians or operators, although talking equipment is to be
installed

houses

in

this

30
fall.

Famous Players
More and larger

theaters are being constructed, with
(Continued on Page 7)

Irving D. Rossheim Again
Named Stanley President

motion picture field and establishment
Irving D. Rossheim was reelected
of an Equity Shop."
Co., of AmerEquity believes the sound picture is president of the Stanley
board of dithe
of
meeting
to
opposed
a
at
not
ica
is
and
here to stay,

house organ, "Equity."
association is prepared to nego- it, feeling it offers a fertile field
employment for its members,
tiate such a contract for players if
not
they will "stand out for what Equity points out that they should
paid only for
believes is a fair request." The sound satisfied with being
before
picture development, it is contended, time they actually are
"has proved conclusively the funda- camera.
issue of its

EXPECTED IN CANADA

Ottawa— The labor situation in
the Canadian field is very quiet this
to sign a contract with Warners to year, with little or no indication of
appear in two Vitaphone specials.
any differences to upset arrangements for the seasonal openings
While admitting that a deal for around Sept. 1.
Arliss is under way, the Warner ofSo far not a ripple of a dispute has
Emfice yesterday declared no contracts reached the ears of the public.
have been signed. Arliss has a long ployment is good, wage and other
He has conditions are considered quite satisstage career behind him.
(Continued on Page 5)
factory and there isn't a sound film
Hollywood

mental error committed by the group
Every player who signs for sound of important and influential motion
ago
picture work "should insist upon be- picture actors who just a year
the
of
organization
Equity's
manublocked
the
ing paid from the time

the

night's

step

available and A. S. Kirkpatrick,
cational's general manager, had
for the day.

THE FILM DAILY

program was a short Moviecombining sound and
Technicolor on the one print. Somewhat crude, to be true. That didn't

peek into the

progressive

formed by

NO LABOR TROUBLE

last

truly

Color and Sound
tone

Pictures,

D. Williams to release English
and Continental productions in the
United States, are expected to reunder
Educational
through
lease
terms of a deal now pending with
Earle W. Haninions.
The arrangement, if consummated,
would mean that the Williams organization will maintain its own sales
force operating out of Educational
exchanges with the latter handling
all detail concerning physical distriThe first year's output will
bution.
total about 52 pictures.
At Williams' office, no statement
could be secured. Hammons was not

in-

Players Should be Paid From
Time Script Received Is View

is

law of nature.

A

World-Wide
J.

Particularly so at

this

self-preservation

Cents

THROUGH EDUCATIONAL

and "Uncle Tom's
R. C.
Cabin" on exhibitors.
Smith of Movietone and T. McKinney of Vitaphone attended

LONDON

5

Charges that

mona"

We

Real Hot Weather

—

prociucers are trying to force
sound pictures on exhibitors
was made at the convention of
Wisconsin exhibitors owners
here. Another highlight was
condemnation of unfair trade
practices of distributors trying
to "palm off" old films of "Ra-

forever on the search for something that meets this formula.
We've seen one that does it.
The name? "Lost in the Arctic" (Fox). An engrossing, interesting and authentic story of
a hazardous adventure within
the polar basin. It carries no
definite story thread, but in the
footage there is more powerful

drama than you

WILLIAMS

Forcing Sound?

with

Price

26, 1928

for

but
be
the
the

The
rectors in New York yesterday.
of dipost of chairman of the board
was
rectors, held bv John J. McGuirk
vice
Newman,
G.
James
abolished.
York,
president of Loft, Inc., New
(Continued on Page 7)
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Tunney Aids Gotham Film
Sidney, Recovered, in N. Y.
Gene Tune\- and his camp followGeorge S'idney has arrived in New
York after a six weeks' illness at ers appeared at the New York HipBaltimore.
His next work for Uni- podrome last night in honor of
versal is to be in "The Cohens and United States Marme night in conKellys in Atlantic City," which goes junction with showing of "United
into production at Atlantic City Aug. States Smith," Gotham production.
Considerable interest was caused by
6th.
tihe
champion's appearance on the
eve of his fight with Tom Heeney.
Radtke with K-A-O
Rudolph Radtke, former comptrolRetains Sunday Shows
ler for Universal Chain Theaters, has
El Paso. 111.— With a vote of 860
joined J. J. Ford, assistant to Joseph
votes cast out of a possible 1,000, a
Kennedy, in the real estate depart- petition
to ban Sunday picture shows
Keith-Albee-Orpheum
of
ment
the
and other amusements was defeated

home

office.

26, 1928

Charged with Murder
Denver Alpheus E. Dickson,

—

31,

who

with F. H. Ricketson operates
Consolidated Theaters, is charged
with murder in connection with the
killing of Herbert Hadley, 19, in a
fight which followed finding of Hadley

in

the

Dickson home.

Ohio Golf July 30
Indianapolis July 30 is date set
for the first annual golf tournament
of the Film Board of Trades scheduled for the Avalon Country Club.

—

here by a majority of 169 votes.

Branson Gets D. M. Office
Des Moines W. E. Branson has
been appointed manager for Pathe,

—

succeeding Walter Liebmann.

Family Nights
Riverside,

Fla.

Operating Alabama Theater

AMALGAMATED

—

Jacksonville, Ala.
is
reported
It
Mrs. R. P. Ferguson will operate
the Palace.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Gene Marcus' Father Dead

Riverside

at

— The

Riverside

is

its policy of Family Night
on Thursdays, when an entire family is admitted for a coupon and 50

continuing

Attractions

—

Philadelphia
Gene Marcus, who
heads Han-a-Phone, is mourning the
death of his father.

for

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

Close Chicago Theater

—

cents.

Hiers at St. Louis
Walter Hiers is appearSt. Louis
ing in person this week at Loew's

—

Financial

Thursday, July

Chic£igo The
La
Salle,
loop
house, has closed and it is reported
that the bui'ding which houses the
theater is to be demolished to make
way for a skyscraper.

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
i

.State.
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Gets Jones Series
Louis Nat Steinberg of Premier Pictures has returned from
New York where he acquired terri-

MOTIKimVE

—

St.

rights to the series of pictures

Buck Jones

is

producing.

Tulsa Showman Killed in Fall
Tulsa, Okla.— Harry F. Castle, 35,
director of the Majestic Amusement
Co., here, was killed recently in a
fall from the roof of a Kansas City
hotel.

He had

been

ill

for

some

Is

V

.

.

Improving Ontario Theater
Kingston, Ont. The Capitol, is
dark for the first time since it was
opened five years ago but it has been
closed temporarily beciuse of repairs.
The shows have been transferred to

Yes, as

—

SALE!

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.

(o)

M^
w
^

The Latest Model Double

Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD
MOVIE CAMERA

Stock Exchange.
JOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
(a)

demonstrated

last night at the Gaiety

Theatre,

the Grand which was recently renovated. E. O. Smithies is the manager
in charge of both.

(b)
(c)

combine

a

J

.

•

possible to

motion pictures in color
with 'bAovietone

time,

but any theory of suicide is doubted,
the fall being considered accidental.

it

[

.

.

'

—
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Razing Wilkes-Barre House
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. After 18 years
of operation the Savoy has closed,
prior to being razed to make way
for a house to be erected for the

D

New

York,

^irhen William Fox
again pioneered inrith
the first public shoMring of a girl playing a
violin on Technicolor

n

film.

Holds 16 Feel Film -Ca«e — e Magazine!
2 in. F. 3.S Len*

Furnished Offices Wanted
in

2

$29.S0

Times Square district, small suite.
rooms with desks, chairs, carpets,

etc..

for executives.
1
reception
to month tenancy.

room.

Month

Apply

CO Film

to

Box

M-396

Daily, 1650 B'way, N.

Y

110 West

32"'St,NcwVtork.NLy«*
Phone Penna. 0330
M

C.

11

I^^^^H^V^ Jirst anujoremost

H^ ^^PI^^L Sound onjiltn

c

Held Over a 3rd

WEEK

at the

ROXY!
"Street Angel
"With Janet

NETTED

If

Gaynor and Charles Farrell

^X2S)994

Will be held a

^^^^

^rd

Now playing 4 shows a day to
over $4,000 a performance

"WHAT PRICE GLORY" played S shows
daily to over $3*000 a performance!

I^^|K^
^wA.

LEADS THE INDUSTRY WITH ^^i^Wf
Record-Breaking Specials a^wtt

I

AN UP-TO-DATE
OUTLINE
what each company
will do and is doing

of just

with

SOUND PICTURES
will be

found

in the

next

Sound Picture

Issue

OF

THE FILM DAILY
Out
The

DAILY
makes

Sound Picture Issue to be pubany paper was the one THE FILM

first

lished by

issued

this

a.

July
monthly

22nd— Popular demand
issue.

in

August

I

THE
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SOUND PICTURES

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
FAST GROWING FIELD OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

ARTHUR

By

im

DRAMA PASSING
YEARS PREDICTED

IN 5

IV.

ON

TIPS

E^QUIPMENT

AND

VARIOUS DEVICES NOW
AVAILABLE

EDDY

U. A. to Use Sound Judiciously
in Year's Films, Lichtman Says

SPECIALIZATION SEEN

BY SOUND DEVELOPMENT
effects in each of the 18 pictures on
John the
company's
1928-29
schedule.
Ut Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY Barrymore and Ronald Colman may However, the technique of production
Visualization, not theorization, is
Five years from now be heard in their new pictures; the will remain unchanged, so that they what is needed most in motion pic.OS Angeles
voice
of
Lupe
Velez
will
be
heard
in
history
will
be
silent drama
will be equally adaptable to sound or tures, according to William R. Fraser,
opinion of Jesse Lasky, who singing in "The Love Song," D. W. silent picture houses.
general manager of the Harold Lloyd
Griffith's film; Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld
first
allthat "Burlesque,"
ftes
United Artists is adopting sound as Corp.
will
arrange
synchronized
scores
and
tking Paramount picture will be
"The average literary man breaking
a permanent adjunct of entertainment,
nde on the Coast. By the time the sound effects; Irving Berlin is under
into the profession of motion picture
pture is released, he predicts, there exclusive contract to compose new not as a novelty, according to Al writng, strives more for word effect
\\\
be 1,500 theaters in the United songs for United Artists Pictures and Lichtman, distribution head, who says than he does picture results" states
already he has contributed "Marie" it will be used judiciously, and not
Stes equipped for sound pictures.
Fraser.
"It is an entirely different
for Vilma Bankv's new picture and haphazardly.
an
Vtor Fleming will direct, from
proposition moulding, together bril"Where
is
Voices
Mary
Pickford,
the
Song
of
Norma
of
Songs
for
aptation by Benjamin Glazer.
liant word passages than visualizing
Me" for "The Love Song."
Talmadge, Dolores Del Rio, Vilma
All other pictures are, of course,
their possibilities in picture sequences.
These are highlights of the United Banky, Charlie Chaplin and Douglas
big synchronized with sound, but
"The trouble with a great many
Music, Artists sound picture policy, which Fairbanks will not be heard in their comedies is that in their incubation
tly will also have subtitles.
calls for synchronization and sound next pictures.
stage, they 'talk' funny, or dramatic,
dialogue and songs will be
5<ie
This talk takes
There are thirty
as the case may be.
hrd in these.
on a much difTerent hue when the dibrent productions which will be Seek Stage Directors and
rector starts to work on the producf<;ased under this schedule."
Writers for Sound Films DLATTNER TO PRODUCE
tion, and finds that instead of action,
he is handling a mass of words.
Coincidental to the sound picture
"There are several types of comedy
wave, various major producers are
FOR PHOTOPIIONE writers,
but it is invariably the one
dickering with stage directors and
who has had experience in putting
playwrights for their services as dialoguers.
Authors reported to be in
London
Sound pictures are bits of business in stage plays, or
FOR N-G-MIN
negotiation include James Forbes, planned for Britsh Photophone by the vaudeville acts, or who has been eduGeorge Middleton and Paul Gerard Blattner Picture Corp., which will cated entirely in the practical school
-award Bowes will be in charge of
Smith.
George Abbott, director, is make films about 3,000 ft. in length, of picture making, who is the best
production
alM-G-M sound picture
understood
to be sought by Fox.
mostly operatic and containing a min- contributor to the success of pictures.
atCosmopolitan studio. New York.
Production will The 'wise cracker' who can sit back
Paramount has signed Robert Mil- imum of dialogue.
Ts work will supplement his duties
be at the Ideal studio at Elstree, and make his audience roar with
ton,
director.
stage
Capitol.
asnanaging director of the
where two sound-proof stages will be funny stories and smart cracks, too
'hestcr Beecroft, who has been in
often fails to differentiate between
built.
clrge of Cosmopolitan for Hearst
He deals too
action and word gags.
operatic,
The
initial
subject,
not
is
"Play Goes
fcthe past few years, becomes studio "U" to
completely in the latter.
Voices

of

Gloria

Swaiison,

—

t

t

BiWESSOlDlNIIEAD

HLMS

—

NEW YORK

inager for

Make
On" Using Dialogue

M-G-M.

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Universal will use the
Installations for Sound Western Electric sound-on-film syst.
Louis Mechanics are rushing tem for "The Play Goes On." Paul
Fejos will direct with Conrad Veidt
'k of converting the Ambassador
Loew's State into sound picture and Mary Philbin in the leads. The
ses.
Both plan to present their picture is based on an original by
James Ashmore Creelman who will
sound features on Aug. 4.
-oew's plans to open its sound also write the dialogue sequences.
cy with "Two Loves," while This is Veidt's first role since "The

Louis Houses

S.

IVest

Rush

—

—

I

arming Up" will be the initial
ng of the Ambassador under

of-

he Ambassador's first sound
will be a Movietone production,
opening bill will also include
;ral
short
completely
subjects,
linating the theater's regular orEd
tra and stage presentation.
fry, master of ceremonies at the
bassador, will take a two weeks'
ition starting on Aug. 4.
Howhe will still be featured at the
pic-

',

bassador as his second Vitaphone
ect is booked for that time to
^he gap caused by his absence.
Installing Movietone
iducah, Ky.
The Columbia, one
:he first
20 theaters to install
phone, will add Movietone equipt.
Contracts for all the Warner
id pictures recently were closed

—

31

^^
U'
>o

njlew York by Rodney C. Davis,
Prident
t Co.

of

the

Columbia

Laughs."

"Warming Up" Booked
Day and Date in 25 Houses

obliged to throw out scenes, and
which
we
sequences,
sometimes
"Warming Up," Paramount's first thought would be howls when we dissound picture, which played the Para- cussed them but which failed to carry
mount, New York last week, has their humor to the visual stage.
been booked day and date in 25 de
"With sound pictures reaching their
luxe houses throughout the country, present
the
popularity,
of
stage
opening July 28.
'word' specialist will find a more im-

its

policy.

'

Man Who

Through the Night," using thou"Even the most astute and experisands of Community Singers from
Wales. "Carmen" will also be made. enced 'picture mind' occasionally goes
wrong on gags that talk 'funny.
There is scarcely a picture we have
produced in which we have not been

"All

Amuse-

Birmingham Exhibitors
West Coast Equipping
Weigh Various Systems 158 Houses for Sound
Birmingham, Ala.

— Although

rec-

(Continued from Page

ognizing the vogue of sound pictures,
local

exhibitors are cautious

merits of the various systems being offered, before wiring
their houses.
spective

1)

toward West Coast-Walker, Santa Ana; Al-

sound pictures, so far as committing
themselves on the merits of any particular style of synchronization. Accordingly, they are weighing the re-

portant position in the picture world.
But I believe the biggest factor in the
production field will be the man who
can 'think' in terms of pictures."

dro;

Granada,

Wilmington;

The

Adams

Street, Westlake; Egyptian,
Hollywood; Ritz, Mesa; ManchesVista, Granada; Riter, Highland;

Sunbeam and Starland in Los
Angeles and Hollywood; Granada,
Inglewood and Ontario; Liberty,
Astor Prepares for Sound
Redlands; Capitol, Redondo, Regent,
Installation
of
sound equipment Riverside; Criterion, Santa Monica;
was completed yesterday at the Astor, Glen City, Santa Paula; Rialto, South
New York, where "White Shadows Pasadena; California. Richmond;
in the South Seas" will have its first California, Salinas; California, Watshowing next Tuesday, with a sur- sonville; Opal, Hollister; Golden
rounding program of Movietone short State, Hanford; The Visalia, Visalia,
and other points.
subjects.
voli.

May

Star in
Vitaphone Specials

Arliss

cazar, Bell; Granada, Inglewood; El
Portal, Lankershim; Cabara, San Pe-

^Continued from Page

1)

having
pictures,
in
also appeared
starred for Distinctive Prod, a few
His films include: "The
vears ago.
Devil." "Disraeli." "The Man

Who

Played God," "The Green Goddess"
and others.

"The Terror" to Play Warner
"The Terror," all-talking picture,
"The Lion and the
follow
will
Mouse" as the next feature at the
No date has
Warner, New York.
been

set.

—

—

THE
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Color and Sound Era Predicted
Nine Two Reel and Two One Reel Subjects Completed by Educational Studios Busy as Sound Films
Presage Production Boom Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs on Coast Figures and Happenings

COMBINED USE SEEN AS

Ushering

GENERAL
General

use

is

A

number of compaat the studios.
nies already are turning to color as
an adjunct to sound eflfects.
Technicolor plans "Lief, the Lucky"
as a sound feature in colors, United
Artists "RevenRe." Paramount's "The

Water Hole." Universal's "The Play
does On," Fox's "None but the
Brave" Buck Jones' first picture and

was

to

open

Nagel

the

in

work

last

week

in

Conrad
male role.

leading
is

slated

to

di-

Warner

with George Stone and

Richmond

1,700 Extras at "U"
Seventeen hundred extras were
used at Universal City, in what
was one of the biggest production
days for that company in many
months
They were divided among
lour units.
Harry Pollard, used 9UU

Sin," with

Howard Bretherton
rect,

this

extras for interior theaters scenes of

in the cast.

"Showboat."
300

William Wyler used
scenes for "The Shakedown."

in

Bennett Directing Feature
Wesley Ruggles used another 300 in
.Spencer
directing "Salvage," Mary Philbin's new picBennett
is
"Marked Money," starring Junior ture, now on location at San Pedro.
Coghlan for Pathc. In the cast are The Third Collegian series of twoGeorge Duryea, Virginia Bradford, leelers, directed by Nat Ross under
Tom Kcnnedj', Bert Woodruff, Mau- the supervision of Carl Laemmle Jr.,
rice
Black and Jack Richardson. accounted for another 200, during the
making of scenes on the Russian
This is Bennett's first feature.
River

Radiogram for W. C.
The Radiogram series, which Ralph
Spence

Lcwyn

is
is

Columbia Film Finished
Jack Holt has comi)leted work
"Court

.Martial"

for

mer

Harris.

Robert
rect
ture,

Leonard Assigned
Leonard is slated
'/..

Norma Shearer
"The

Last

in

to diher next pic-

Mrs. Cheney."
Production will start as soon as Miss
Shearer completes work on "The
Little Angel."

Moore and Beery
Tom Moore and

Sign

has signed

Noah Beery to each appear in two
Moore is slated for "His

pictures.

Haul,"

Last
will

direct,
Beery will

which Mashall Neilan
and "The Yellowback."
be

seen

in

Sword" and "Love in
with George Melford

"The

Red

the Desert,"
directing tiie

"Show Folks"

Synchronized
Sound synchronization will be used
throughout "Show
Folks,"
Pathe
picture, being produced by Ralph
Block,
associate
producer at the
'at he studios.
Chris Schomberg has
written music for the picture which

Paul

.Stein

is

directing.

Cooper in "Wolf Song"
Johli Farrow, scenarist, is working on
an adaptation of "Wolf
.Song"
for
Gary Cooper.
Victor
Fleming will direct.

at
the Paramount studios
vacation in Hawaii, Esther
Ralston is scheduled to return to
work soon.
"The Case of Lena
Smith," original, was scheduled next
but it will be preceded by another.

a

Signed

Columbia Leads
Mason and Arthur Ranfor

Shirley
kin will play leads in "Runaway
Girls," which Mark Sandrich will direct for Colun)bia.

directii,

*

Show

:

Harry

D. Wilson studying the flags
of various countries, prepara-

ing mistaken for

my

ri

i

;

•

Mayor Jim-

Walker.
*

Mermaid

features

rected

Roberts.

])y

Monty

*

Collins, di-

Moran in "Fog"
Moran has been selected

Lois
for
feminine lead role in "Fog," Charles
Francis Coe's story wnicn Claries
Klein will direct for Fox.
She vvill
play opposite George O'Brien.

I

Back

after

now

is

Barton in "The Vagabcl
Cub," an original by Oliver Dra
King has directed the youngster
several stories written by Drake.

*

*

Production activity at Educational
Joseph P. Kennedy brought
iias gone forward so rapidly that in
a flock of golf sticks to the
lc.5S than t%vo month's time, the comCoast, but thus far they have ,,i;
pany has completed nine two reel
been idle. Indications are that f
and two one reel comedies, a majority
the sticks will remain in their
of which have been pre-viewed, and
bag, until their owner starts
is
well along in production of five
eastward.
more.
*
Two Big Boy-Juvenile Comedies
Harry
Sinclair Drago, who U,
Starring "Big Boy"; two Tuxedo
been fashioniyig stories for T
comedies featuring Wallace Lupino;
Mix and other stars, is now repi
one Lupino Lane comedy; one Ideal
sented by "Borrowed Reputation,
comedy, featuring Jerry Drew; and
a new book. His book has a Greet
three Mermaid comedies, as well as
two Cameo comedies, have been com- wich Village locale. Harry recen\
worked on a story for Colonel T
pleted.
Charles Lamont has starred his sec- McCoy.
*
*
*
ond Ideal with Jerry Drew, star of
Charles
A.
Sellon
is
sitting on t
this series, again playing the leading
Charlie made a I
fun role. Lupino Lane is well along of the world.
on his second.
George Davis is at hit in the stage version of "The B
work on his first Mermaid, the fourth Man" and then came to the Cos!
on the new program. Stephen Rob- to play the same role in the pictU)
erts is directing.
Two units are also zation of the play. And he has be!
here since as one of the busiest ch:|
beginning two new Cameos.
Al St. John is featured in two acter men in pictures. With the
Mermaids already completed. Stephen vent of the "talkies" he is receivij
Roberts directed both.
The third more offers than ever.

Lois
to be

of

Esther Ralston to Resume

He

"Buzz"

AT FAST CLIP

in

George
by El-

FBO.

*-^

keeping busy

is

tory to his trip to Europe;
Bill Holland, the director, be-

latter.

Columbia. Bet-

ty Compson plays opposite.
B. S«itz directed from a story

San Francisco.

near

_FBO

writing and which Lewis
releasing through Cohmibia,

has been hooked by the entire West
Coast circuit with first runs at Loew's
State and the Metropolitan in Los
Angeles.
It
is
slated to open at
Loew's on July 27th.

Lots'
Hollywo%

T OUIS KING

IS

Reel of Voice Tests

engaged in her star"Noah's Ark," Dolores

"The Redeeming

It

RALPH WILK

Oiir Passing

Voice tests of Paramount arc to be
combined into a one reel novelty and
released for general distribution.
A
continuity is being prepared.

still

ring role in
Costello begins

Little
from
Bj

Paramount Plans Novelty

Starting "Redeeming Sin"

Though

A

*

a First National feature are among
those to combine color and sound.
Vo-x. recently completed a sound-color

short subject, which
night on Broadway.

Boom

a

is

tion at the earliest possible date.
Next month will witness start of around 52 pictures, which are
to be synchronized to varied degrees.
Some of them will be alltalkers, some will use sound effects to bring out dramatic punches,
while others will employ only synchronized musical accompaniment.
That will usher in a boom period, with revolutionary production
changes in the offing.

and sound
beinp predicted

color

of

two years

within

TWO YEARS

IN

in

following in the wake of the sound
picture hysteria, will result in a big production boom getting under
way within the next few weeks. The schedules are being revised
rapidly, as all producers are eager to get their sound films in distribu-

Feverish activity which

Complete "Manhattan Knights"
K.xcellent has finished work on
"Manhattan Knights." Barbara Bedford, Walter Miller, Betty North,
Ray Haller, Noble Johnson, Maude
Truax and Eddie Boland comprise
the cast.

Addition to "The First Kiss"
S.
Guise, Brandon Hurst,
Joseph J. Franz, Guy Kibbe, Knute
Erickson and Ralph Fitzsimmons
have been cast for "The First Kiss,"
now being made at Paramount.

Harry

m

*

moved

Braxton has

typewriter to the M-G-M lot, wAej
he is writing titles for a Tim
ifcj

Coy

picture.

Replaces Irene Rich
Gladys Brockwell will play the re
originally assigned to Irene Rich
"The Home Towners," on which pi
duction is now ready to start. T
cast to date includes Robert M
Wade, Doris Kenyon, Richard Be
nett,
Robert Edeson and Stanl
Taylor.
Bryan Foy, who direct
"Lights of New York," will dir{
"The Hoiue Towners" which will
filined with Vitaphone throughout.

Tom

Barsky Renews

Bud Barsky
Stahl
to

for

will

John M.

Stahl.

at Tiflfan
as assista

A new

has just been signed.

*t

»*

remain

another year

kwl

contrs

(

|

u
;

—

:

;;

THE

m

RECENT CHANGES

Hollywood,

sold to American Legion
Sparks; Ontario^ Majestic, sold
Potter; Portland
Villa, sold to

B.
R.

J.

C.

Ownership

in

—

Plowe.

BEBE DANIELS

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes
Btleyville

by

torn

to

ill

)rt

Booth;

Blatt by
P.
C.
Pascoe
Strand, sold to Comerford Amuse.
Robt. Steele; Denver Palace, sold

by

Stiefel

M. Krouse

J.

to Oscar Stiefel
—^The soldNewport,
sold
to

ruse;

Lilly

— Liberty,

myan & Cooper
ride
:lphia

No Labor

—

by
Oscar
Grand,
.

M.

E.

to

by

Carlton

— Grant,

M.
Mc-

Inc.

NewPhila-

;

Resnick by
Pittsburgh
Lowrie,

to

Eli

Amuse. Co.
to David Aird by Hepp
lin;
Slippery Rock
Motor,
;

111

J.

Okoen,

to

Theaters,

sold

cnnox

by

Buck;

J.

&

—

—

Hucken-

sold

F.

to

L-dnock by D. L. Billingsley ; Somerset
ark, sold to John Blatt by C. B. Pascoe;
:eelton
Victoria, sold to S. A.
H.
Mlliams by J. H. Greenberg; West Elizath Liberty, sold to Geo. Dobrich by C.

—

&

—

Long.

.

Closings

— Misler Bellwood—^American But— New Comique; Chester— Grand; Coke—The Cokeburg Connellsville — Arde
Eddystone— Eclipse; Great Bend
appy Hour; Hazleton — Feeley
Kane

^ ona
•

;

;

r

irg

;

;

and

;

alley

;

1

Ritt
urtle

;

—
—

;

Locust Gap Family
Ludlow
Milford Family
Philadelphia
Raiisihaw
Melba; Reading Rajah;
Creek Keystone.

New

—

—

;

—

;

Trouble is
Expected in Canada

Ephrata

;

Sara

sold

by M.

RHODE ISLAND
Changes in Ownership
Osyville— Royal, sold to Phil Smith by M.
cker; Westerly
Central, sold to J. L.
'eydt by M. Novogroski
Lyrid, sold to
egional Chain Theaters of New England

(Continued from Page

1)

suburljan houses becoming

more nu-

merous.

Another feature of the situation is
that few pictures and vaudeville theaters have closed for the summer
this year, although a number of dramatic and stock theaters have folded
up for the hot weather. More suburban and small town' theaters are giving matinee performances because of
the tourist and summer-visitor trade
and this means more to the pocket-

book

of employes.

A

;

J.

_j'

Findaly.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes

happy circumstance is to be
Toronto where Famous
ni
Players and other large theater m-

granted a week's holidays
with full pay to projectionists. This
was done voluntarily with 49 memterests

bers of the Toronto operators' local
receiving the benefit.

{Continued fiom Page

ifort— Ritz, sold to J. U. McCormick by
W. Murphy Charleston Lyric, sold to
Jlings Booth by Palmetta Amuse. Co.
t-eenville
'Liberty, sold to Milton Starr
Curdts & Wilson; Lincoln, sold to
r
elvin
Bellwood by J.
D.
Mahaffey
rangeburg^Carolina, sold to J. J. Powell
.

—

;

—

;

Orangeburg

Theaters,
—^Branwood,

y

Inc.
sold to A. E.

eenville

;

— Grand

Closings
;

Lando

—^The

Lando.

&

iben by A. R. Johnson; Huron-^Bijou,
Id
to
Finkelstein & Ruben by H. A.
ihfield;
State,
sold
to
Finkelstein &
iben by D. J. Harris: Mitchell— Lyric,
Id to
Finkelstein & Ruben by E. A.
ricker; iSioux Falls
Princess, sold to T.
McCarthy by Sam
Cornish
Valley
)rings
Springs, sold to Wilmer Teason

—

—

;

Gus Running.

Closings
Roscoe— The Roscoe.
in

Ownership

sold to Carl L. Hux by
Butler; Roan Mountain
J.
Pastime.
Id to U. L. Tribbett by H. L. Moreland
ninble
Isis, sold to Carroll & Floyd by

itville— Rivoli,

—

.

—

J.

;

Sullivan.

Closings

IvUle

>

— Peafowl.

Choose Three for Committee

.ondon

— General

council

of

Ufa's

Luce organization,

—

(By Mail)

"Lichtbild-

buehnc" quotes Ufa as stating that
any arrangement with Luce does not
presage a fight with America, in
whose good graces Ufa desires to
remain.
presses

The
its

German

satisfaction

trade

over

ex-

Ufa's

stand.

Meighan Ends Contract;
Vacationing in East
Having
Call,"

"The

coni]>letcd

Thomas Meighan

is

Mating;
at

CJreat

Neck.

"The Mating

Call"

is

the

last

of

seven pictures signed two years ago.
This picture, and "The Racket," were
made by Howard Hughes, who took
over Meighan's Paramount contract
last spring.
Meighan will wait until
fall before settling on future plans.

addition to

Fabian,

M. A.

Silver,

managing

director

of

theaters.

Quebec Ban on Children
Causes Dropping of Films

— Because

of the

new Que-

bec law prohibiting juvenile attendance at any theater where moving
pictures are presented, Manager H.
VV. Conover of the Imperial Theater,
one of the finest theaters in that city,
deleted all film from his program and
is presenting nine acts of vaqdeville
as a show, twice daily. Children may
attend vaudeville shows if accompanied by adults, and the new policy
is proving popular.

M. P. Capital Net $86,099
for First Six Months
M.

P. Capital Corp., which has curactivities in the picture field
because of the declared difficulty of
independents to "come out" on a picture due to the present theater situation, earned $86,099, after losses, interest and amortization of debt discount, for the first six months ended
June 30. This compares with $140,for the corresponding period of
1927.
tailed

m

Jawitz Going Abroad
Charles Jawitz, general manager
of Gold-Hawk Pictures, which controls exclusive rights to the TunneyHeeney fight pictures, leaves tomorrow for England, in connection with

distribution of the pictures abroad.

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION

ematograph Exhibitors Ass'n will
three nominees for submis-

": to Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister for
ai ointment to the
advisory commitJt under the Films Act.

Levine in New York
Nat Levine, head of Mascot Pictures, arrives in New York today
from the Coast.

SAMUEL ZIERLEP^ presents^

DAVID

VAUDRr
From the

1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

great novel

by Francis Lynde,

A

published by Scribner's.

drama which
ful

personality of

picture that

big, vital

centers around the power-

gets

David

down

Vallor)'.

to

life's

A
raw

fimdamentals.

FREE
TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

EVERYTHING

the

close

II

in

Waddill Catchings; James B. Clark, Harry
Crandall, Jacob M. Fabian, Edwin C.
Jameson. Louis J. Kolb, John A. McCarthy,
John J. McGuirk, Moe Mark, Etta W. Mastbaum, Lessing J. Rosenwald, Albert L. Smith.
On the advisory committee are: Jacob M.
Fabian, chairman; Irving D. Rossheim, ex
officio;
John J. McGuirk, Abe Sablosky,
Harry M. Crandall, Moe Mark, Simon li.

Quebec

TENNESSEE
Changes

tant treasurer.

M.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
deen — Orpheum, sold to Finkelstein

iwood— Isis;

1)

was named treasurer. Other officers
are: Abe Sablosky and Simon H.
Fabian, vice president; Morris Wolg,
secretary; James M. Brennan, assis-

Directors elected are
West
Groom the officers:

Joe Goodenough.

k

Irving D. Rossheim Again
Named Stanley President

Ownership

in

with

the

found

—

B.

with

Berlin

M.

RosenBerlin —^Pascoe,

sold

John

—

irlisle

Ownership

in

— Majestic,

least

at

S.

\)

reciprocal
a
semi-official Italian producing coniliany, has not developed and may not
because of a change in the iiersonnei
of the Italian ministry.
Ufa is said
tt) consider this affiliation as another
move in the drawing of the lines
against American film domination on
the Continent.

tion picture industry.
Most sincerely,

—

Stimpson by Carl G.

arris

back

deal

Gentlemen
The Film Daily has become a vital part of the mo-

OREGON
Changes

(Continued from Page

Cal.

The Film Daily,
New York City.

Continued
Mo — Tlie Moro,

Ufa-Luce Deal Collapse
Checks Move Against U.
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NEW

\

The Theatre That
Hits

Now

Plays

AH The

Plays

The

Big

Biggest Hit of All/

Hi

A he
Moore

4

opening week of Colleen

in ^Xilac Time^^

est in the history

was great-

of Carthay Circle
•3

Theatre by more than ^2,500.

Second week looks immense.
Everybody singing and whistling
^eannine, I
Picture
here.

Dream

bound

to

of Lilac Time/

make

a record

Regards.

Fred A. Miller
Manager, Carthay

Circle Theatre

Los Angeles

''r

UlAC TIME
A lirAt

national Picture

i

—

Ttteaters

—

Large and Small Adopting Sound Films
iTHE
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ALLTWE TIME
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A Tale of Woe ALL SECTIONS ARE TAKING TO
THIS
SOUND FILMS, SURVEY SHOWS
IS

a story of a pair of

canvas trousers, a sheet
of music, peddler's bells
and a slap in the face. Also of
expensive moral learned
the

from each.

The

hero

producer

—brave

who

man

set out

—

to

is

a

sound pictures. He knew^ little
or nothing about it, and, while
admitting to himself that this
was the case, such confession
was not to be talked about in
public. So he took in hand the
various

unknown

factors

that

enter into sound picture production

and started jauntily on his

way.

Experience— Sad
On
its

the set.

stuff.

A

jazz

YM

DIKE

$m

CHAin
Chicago— Marks

OF

terest

HOUSES

all

in

status

of

the

firm's

suit

against Balaban & Katz, Publix, et
al, for alleged conspiracy to put the
circuit out of business.
The various defendants have been
ordered to bring into court all of
the "ten year contracts" which they

(Continued on

Page

Keith-Albee-Or-

pheum houses throughout the
country, under a new policy
House
announced yesterday.
managers are being instructed

A

PATHE

ly,
of course, to somebody on the
other side of the stage. He was wearing canvas trousers. Another number
is in work. The action calls for a peddler on a junk cart traveling through

the set with the

wagon

CORNER/MlEISMflN SAYS
is '"way around the corner"
recovery, following reorganization of the company, states Phil Reisman, general sales manager, who
leaves today for a sales trip em-

Pathe

in its

bells tinkling.

Then
room. The num- bracing Chicago, Milwaukee, Toronto
proverbial wows. and Montreal.
The revision of per-

Everything was jake.
In the projection
bers look like the

Sweet music. Then the screen show- sonnel has resulted in substantial de(Continued on Page 3)
the musician turning his music.
A sizzle like lightning rocked the
room. A few minutes later a whole
mess of thunder shook the walls
it
was discovered to be the exact
moment where the legs of those canvas trousers swished against each
Blank looks and then some.
other.
Minneapolis— This territory
still is awaiting move of WilYou
Then the peddler sequence.
liam Fox, who has been renever heard such tinkling bells in all
ported planning an itivasion
They sounded like
your existence.
ever since collapse of his deal
the fire gongs for the third, fourth
for acquisition of the Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkeland fifth alarms all blended into one.
While there
stein & Ruben.)
There was nothing to do but see
have been various reports that
that on the remake the musician did
Fox is dickering for a site, they
not turn the sheet.
Maybe the felare unconfinned.
low with the canvas trousers was
murdered or told to wear a bathing
Milwaukee The entire territory is
suit, we don't know.
The peddler's being surveyed in what is regarded
bells were replaced by fire gongs as a preliminary to a Fox expansion
program throughout Wisconsin,
(.Continued on Page 2)
I

runs

as
stimulate atdown operating
small towns, too, are
advantage of
take

circuit.

sound pictures.

tlu-

And
to

everywhere are

new development

overhead.
preparing

to

•

'\\'e're in a new business," sums
in a phrase the general sentiment

up
of

$1,250,000

TiyDGEl

ON SOUND EQUIPMENT

toward the era being
by sound pictures.

exhibitors

ushered

in

There

is

a natural hesitancy

among

toward the
various systems on the market. While
Western Electric, with Vitaphone
and Movietone equipment has a tremendous lead, having been first in
the field, other systems are commanding attention. The matter of
interchangeability, too, has been an
important factor, and the doubt
which exists over it has proved a

showmen

in their attitude

Universal will spend $1,000,000 at
Universal City on construction of
sound proof stages and installation of
Western Electric sound picture equipment and $250,000 in the laboratories
and studio at Fort Lee, according to sales resistance.
One of the stage
Carl Laemmle.
Many exhibitors, particularly
units already is under construction.
(Continued en Page 3)
Roy Hunter, who is to be in
charge of the company's sound activities, has been in the East for the last
SIGNS
three weeks mapping out, with engineers of Electrical Research Prod-

M-C-M

Wesern

ucts,

subsidiary,
Electric
Page 3)

(Continued on

Preliminary

Wisconsin Expansion Drive

—

turning to the

Pathe product has been
booked 100 per cent over the

Fox Makes Survey

—

THE FILM DAILY

tures.

ed

to

completed by
First
shows.

needed factor
tendance and cut

Z)

IS^IROUND

Every section of the nation is taking to sound pictures, a survey just

to increase materially their advertising and publicity on pic-

The recording was under

music.

Installations
on Speed of

of

Depends
Manufacture

will

the billing in

admit exist between Publix and the
major film companies, whereby Pub-

band was doing

Number

share equally,
and in some instances dominate,
Pictures

Bros, plan to dissmall houses of the circuit,
it is reported. This belief is strengthened by sale of the Embassy to J.
Goldon, who takes possession Aug. 1.
Meanwhile, there is great local in-

pose of

musician turned a sheet of
Outside the camera lines, a
chap approached and beckoned silent-

way.

TO

make

Nezv K-A-O Policy

in

STAGE ACTS

iANDPLAYMRSOiD
Following announcement of its
long-term lease of the Cosmopolitan
studios for production of sound features

in

New York

City,

M-G-M

has signed stage celebrities to make
The two chief competitors to the Movietone short subjects. This list
Midwesco (Saxe) chain, which Fox includes Mary Eaton and Oscar
and Eddie Aloperates in this territory are the Uni- Shaw, Louise Groody
Lynch, Mabel
and
Sisters
Keller
len,
Both
versal and Fischer circuits.
(Continued on Page 3)

have been active in recent months in
expanding throughout the state. Fox,
is believed, will attempt to offset
it
this activity by an expansion program, which will entrench the string
the

firm

operates.

Joe Leo, home office executive, is
handling the survey and is in charge,
temporarily at least, of the 40 odd
houses of the chain. Leo is expected
to make a number of reorganization
moves on completion of his survey.

Fred Flader Reported
Operating *U' Chain
Fred Flader is slated to become
director of operations of the Universal theater circuit, it is understood. Isaac Weinberg of Shenandoah Valley Theaters, who has held
the post for several weeks, is understood to have resigned.

THE
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to look like bells and when the
recording was reproduced, the faked

made

sounded

bells
F[id2f. lul) 27.
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real

tin-
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Third Week for "Angel"
"The Strett Angel," which is playing second run at the Roxy, NewYork, after an extended engagement
at roadshow prices at the Gaiety, is
being held for a third week.

the set
instances are innumerable.

ogy

in

heroine

sound

may

anal-

The
menace smack

identical.

is

slap the

on the cheek, but

The

it

may

reproduce

the roar of a train or the slush
of a cream pufT hitting the floor. You
can't tell.
Each prop has acoustical
Only experiqualities of its own.
like

ence will show what they are.
and Movietone have
X'itaphone
They know, but
been through it.
naturally are not telling the rest of
the producing clan what cost them
A handful of
thousands to learn.
other people on the inside are smiling up their sleeves and waiting for
producing fraternity to grab
the
them.

The Black Book
There is one individual who is saying nothing. He has passed through
the mill and, as he went, made copious notes. They are all in a black

York.

—

not

pay

operate the house, the only independent tirst run in the city. Sound
equipment has been installed.

Maxfield Resigns
Norwich, Conn. Charles M. Maxfield lias resigned as manager of the
Palace, ending his association with
Levinson and Eldridge Theatrical

—

open around Aug. 19 or

is

to

is

reported.

Loew Reopening
Kansas

of years.

yesterday to confer with M-G-M
olficials concerning sound pictures.
He will make tests while in the
East.
Roach also will confer on
matters in connection with the na-

"Our Gang"

20,

vantages ofa visit

Another Planned by Confederation
Montreal
The
Confederation
Amusement Co., 12 Mayor St., which
recently opened a suburban theater in

—

that city, is proceeding with the erection
of
another house on Notre
Dame St. West., to cost $85,000. A.

Gendron, 8140 St. Denis
charge of the work.

St.,

is

in

—

Halifax, N. S.
The Orpheum is
closed for six weeks for alterations.
The orchestra floor is being placed
on a new slant and retiring rooms
and other facilities are being installed.

Gardiner, Me.

at Gardiner,

— Guy Laveille

"i

Me.
is

WAFILMS,

new

Walter A. Putter, Pr««

manager of the Johnson Opera
House succeeding Joseph J- McDermott. who
the Maine
aters Co.

for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St., New York

has been transferred by

and

New Hampshire

Inc.

The-

Bryant 8181

MSYIKimVE

it

[

C

What

apparatus is used
in the production of
Fox Movietone News

^^k

w

w

A

special field recording
outsit is used in gathering

•

•

talent

contest.

Lee House

Ttie
/5th and

Box

Hotel. Refined

'^50 rooms
Single

room

Double

"

environment.

'^50 baths
$5.5<' daily

Fox Movietone NeMrs ^rhich
is transported in an auto

Q^otcrt S/oc/^

^

a
a

— manned

by

a

camera man and sound man.
These outfits are valued at
$50,000 each and 21 are
noiv in operation in this

country and
abroad.

^5'^

Smgli.Moom(*iit>mcolt) SGf "
!^per>On» (miiIi mraU) JIO.**""

M-396

1650 B'way. N. Y. C.

/V. \A/.

-

for executives.
1
reception room.
to month tenancy.
to

I Stt-eeis.

*Three squares to the White
House. A new and modern --

Month

Daily.

Georgia, Tennessee,
North
Carolina and South Carolina.

Call

Change Made

truck

Times Square district, small suite,
rooms with desks, chaini, carpets,

CO Film

fourth

the

local theater controlled by
the Liberty is to reopen late in August after alterations which include
All
installation for sound pictures.
of the other Loew houses, except the
Royal are in operation.

oF
our Nation are of
inestimable value
to the Capital

Furnished Offices Wanted

Apply

— Marking

bama,

Remodeling Halifax House

K. C. House
Loew's,

Stop at

Roach On For Sound Confab
Hal Roach arrived in New York

etc.,

Cit\'

—

tractions has acquired distribution of
the eight new Art Acord westerns in
Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida, Ala-

'Tlteeducationdl ad-

—

2

due the

Public Service Co.
is general and the
miners are conserving their scant
Amusefunds for bare necessities.
ments of all kinds have been abandoned.

^
vCbshingtofv

B. & F. Chain Gets Another
Toronto The Carlton, Parliameiu
St., has been added to the B. & F.
circuit, this being the group of a
dozen or more neighborhood house.-operated liy Sam Bloom and Sam
Fine.
The Carlton has been conflucted by S. Friedman for a number

in

bills

is

canCentral
it

Unemployment

^Come to

Enterprises.

tional

light

town

Bromberg Buys Acord Series
Arthur C. Bromberg At-

Atlanta

—

Coast

IVest

—

III.

"The Godless Girl" Set
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles "The Godless Girl"

re-

opened after remodeling. Lynn Bros,

Mining

The
tions of this territory.
without street lights because

KANN

K. C. First Run Reopens
Kansas City The Globe has

111.

in
District

Conditions of extreme
St. Louis
poverty in Carterville, 111. one of the
Southern Illinois coal mining communities is typical of those existing
throughout the entire mining sec-

book called an encyclopedia of sound
and sound effects. What to do and
Supreme Buys "Last Moment"
what not to do right there in writing.
FranSan
of
Supreme Film Co.,
No secret about him. His name is
cisco, has purchased rights in Cali- M.
J. Mintz, the fellow who has been
fornia. Arizona, Nevada and the Ha- turning
thematic
music cue
out
MoLast
waiian Islands to "The
sheets for years. He's got something
ment" from William Horne, sales right now that a lot of folks won't
manager of the Zakoro Film Corp., know about for a long time.

New

Hard Hit

Exhibitors

r^

I^^^^JH^^

Jirst anujoremost

ml^

Sound onjilm

^B^^^L

n
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Marks Disposing

of

And

Chain's Small Houses
(Continued from Page

to get first choice of their combined output of pictures. This would
seem, some believe, to put Publix
Katz in a position
and Balaban
where they would have to prove to
the satisfaction of the court, that

&

contracts and arrangements
these
are not of a nature to cause a monopoly in restraint of trade as defined in the Clayton act.
The entire
matter is expected to be thrashed out
within the next two weeks, but only
as to the matter of granting the temTrial of the suit
I)orary injunction.

not begin

will

until

—

That's That

1)

By PHIL M.

lix is

I

Pathe "'Way Around
All Sections Faking
Corner," Reisman
to Sound Pictures

fall.

Standard Gets Gotham
for Mid-West Territory

GORDON

(Continued from Page

DALY

WHITE'S

vacation is
over, but try to get him to forget
that five pound trout he caught.
// television is perfected,
all a player ivill have to do is
in his act.

maybe

He is one guy we'd like to
He calls his theater the Elite.

smite.

phone

Major Edward Boives, managiny
director of the Capitol, New York,
is celebratiyig his third anniversary
as a radio impresario.
Earl Hall Payne, veteran showman
Lexington. Ky., did some fast
driving to visit New York for a brief
fo

states.

Reisman predicts record circulation
for "The King of Kings" which is
to he played day and date bv several

players'

Gets Publicity Job
Atlanta Joe Smith, publicity and
newspaper man who recently has
been engaged by theaters in Te.xas,

Irene Rich has 100 features to her
with completion of "Craig's
Wife," De Mille production.

Lawn

—

has arrived to assume
of
pubHcity manager
Georgia.

the
for

position
Keith's

who

hangiyig

is

is

up

Monty
some

voices.

Peacock Buys at Shanghai
Peacock M. P. Corp., New York,
has purchased a 50 per cent interest
in the Embassy, Apollo and Majestic
theaters at Shanghai, China.

Combine
Topeka, Kan.

Topeka?
Nate Block

at

—

Sunday Shows Irk Birmingham
Birmingham, Ala. Sunday shows

New

Ordinance

L. A.

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— "Honky-tonks"

Bureau,

Coast

aters in the fire department.

&

L.

J.

Chicago

S.

Get Back House
Diversey has

— The

re-

Linick &
former owners, following effort of
the Orpheum circuit to put over the
house.
New policy now is being determined.
verted

to

Shaefer,

Jones,

is

Canavan Returns Monday
William Canavan, president of the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees and M. P. Operators, returns to New York Monday
after an absence of one month, part
of which he spent in St. Louis.

The Three Musketeers

E.

foreign
sails

for

Shauer,

director

of

the

department at Paramount,
Europe on the Aquitania

Wednesday.
V

^.

"

"Stajge'

Shows Cut

^»^£ihicago— Stage shows

have

been

IWiscontinued'for the sumriier at mati-

ne€9 at

the- NorSliore.

equipment.

BALANCE YOUR PROGRAM

they're caH-

ing them in Chicago, Hal Young, E!d

and Paul Benjamin, of Nahave been
with real
Ed and Paul have been
N.S.S. pep.
vacationing, but they're bringing Hal
back to New York with them.

McNamee

WITH

tional Screen Service, who
doing their stuff together

OSWALD

M-G-M Signs Acts and
Players for Sound
(Continued from Page

THE LUCKY RABBIT

1)

HE ALWAYS
SENDS THEM

"Ramona" and
Spanish Town," the

Wayne, composer

of

"In a Little
Colonial Sextette, the Locus Sisters.
Sunshine Sammy, Walt Roesner and
his Capitolian stage band, Paul Tiesen and his string orchestra and the
Arnaut Brothers musical clowns.
Harry Rapf, arrives in New York
City next week for special voice
tests and possibly will assist in initial
operations at the studio.

—

Shauer Sailing

Emil

year undoubtedly will depend in
great measure on how fast the various
manufacturers
can
supply

this

St.

again following

the rodeos, but this time he inteiids
to utilize the wild west stuff in
"Cheyenne," his new picture.

and

other bogus theaters located in buildings not equipped or designed for
theater purposes will be driven out
of business under a proposed new
ordinance, vesting regulation of the-

lief
is
far from general, exhibitors
realizing they can secure pictures
with or without sound effects as they
prefer.
The uncertainty which existed toward the new development is passing,
and a rush to "get on the bandwagon" may be anticipated.
many
sound picture installations are made

Credit Charlie Einfeld with a nifty
piece of work on the insert announcing First National's sound policy.

Ken Maynard

vember.

IVesi

of

Maybe it 7iow xvill be revised to: Joseph heads a proposed new theater
What a whale of a difference a few combine here. He is head of the Lawrence Amusement Co.
W. soithds make.

—

RCA

synchronous c(|uipment. The latter
has not yet been made available for

How

credit,

continues as an issue here, with
D. Walsh, manager of the Fairfield,
continuing to present Sunday shows,
despite the fine of $25 imposed upon
him. The case has been appealed and
scheduled to come up in Nois

devices.
There are a number of
these, ranging from ordinary orthophonic phonographs, to the Western
Electric and
Photophonc non-

On Sound Equipment

records in France, where he is making a second comedy for British InMonty is sporting a
ternational.
neiv Isotta Fraschini, said to he one
of the fastest cars made abroad.

Another speedy driver

turning to
synchronization

arc

"U" Budget

Banks,

visit.

smaller towns,
various mechanical

the

1)

hundred
theaters
throughout
the
country early in October. New mer- delivery.
chandising methods are being emAn important factor has been conployed to put over the picture, he sideration of the labor angle.
Just
said.
what the musicians are going to do
about what they regard as "encroachments" of sound pictures is a sub$1,250,000,
ject of speculation.
The musicians
are certain to oppose mechanical music, are now doing so in some spots,
(Continued from Page 1)
but no national line of action as yet
plans for equipping the Fort Lee has been determined upon.
Soiue exhibitors feel that proLaboratory and studio.
The conuiany closed the contract ducers are trying "to cram sound
with Electrical Research Products pictures down our throats," because
about three months ago, and since has of the sudden rush to the new type
been conducting a number of tests of of entertainment. However, this be-

Film Service of CleveCincinnati and Pittsburgh has
acquired the Gotham product in its
territories for 1928-29, in a deal closed
with Budd Rogers, vice president.
Standard

land,

(Continued from Page

1)

crease of overhead, which with increased volume of business, presages
a good year for the company, he

Films Declared

Made

Paper by Berlin Inventor

—

portk.

•

-"

am

Mifl^'ig"

GEORGE WINKLER

AWAY WITH
A SMILE
PRODUCED BY

of

Berlin
(By Cable) Paper film,
possessing the same sensitiveness to
light- as ^elLuloid film, whiciv.<^:osJs
less, and' is/ fireproof, ha.s ;beeia in^
vented by a Berlin engiiteer, the'

newspaper, "^eitung

SUPERVISION

1^-

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

Vnwersal\i\mil\l Cartoons

BOM I BE
BY SOW
The

level-headed

showman won't be stampeded by

the syn-

chronization hysteria which rocks the motion picture industry today.

He won't be herded like cattle nor will he give way to confusion and fright when his common-sense tells him to TAKE
HIS TIME.

He

will investigate all

other good business

synchronization propositions like any

man

but will not forget for one instant

THAT HE IS STILL IN THE MOTION PICTUHE BUSINESS AND THAT HE NEEDS GOOD BOX-OFFICE PICTURES MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE TODAY.
He

will realize that orders placed

NOW for

sound device

installations could not possibly be filled within eight or ten

months, so great is the task, so numerous the problems of
production which confront the manufacturers.

He

will realize

BOOK. ..that

AND THIS HITS HIM

IN

THE POCKET-

mere addition of sound to a photo-play will
not make it good screen entertainment
that story value,
cast and direction are still the factors which make or break
the

a production.

FBO

has not forgotten its obligation to the exhibitor in the
matter of sound pictures but FBO refuses to blow up like a
rattled pitcher in a ball

game under

tion hysteria.

And remember

this:

N'EiT

stress of

synchroniza-

!4N 1CI4E
T

'^/le show must

B

go on

/

FBO HAS BEEN PREPARED, IS PREPARED TODAY
AND WILL ALWAYS BE PREPARED TO HOLD ITS
PLACE IN THE MOTION PICTURE MARCH OF PROGRESS.
For those exhibitors who already have

installations

and are

FBO is prepared to
furnish the GREATEST LINE OF SHOW MERCHANDISE
IN THE HISTORY OF THE COMPANY.
able to run synchronization pictures,

"The Perfect Crime", "Hitof the Show",
"Gang War", "The Circus Kid", "Blockade" and "Taxi 13"
Such smash

hits as

either have been or shortly will be synchronized with music,

sound

effects

and dialogue.

These splendid

attractions, thus synchronized,

may

be run

on Photophone or Movietone machines.

BUT THE SHOW MUST GO ON!
Synchronized or

ment on the

silent, the

public must have

its

entertain-

screen.

ever, (and principally those exhibitors who
cannot possibly get sound installations short of many months

Now, more than
to

come)

YOU NEED GOOD PICTURES and you

them more than you ever
As usual

FBO

is

need

did.

ready to serve them to you.

ITH FBO

RESI

—
—

; ;

I

THE
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SOME RECENT CHANGES
THE THEATER FIELD

IN

THE

DALY
SEZ/

Continued

TEXAS
Changes

Ownership

in

M. B. Peyton;
sold to
Dallas— Rialto, sold to T,. L. Dunbar; SunDe
sold to Oak Cliff Amuse. Co.
set
DePatriot, sold to J. W. Clark
vine— Majestic, sold to Gidney Talley
Doucette— Hoo Hoo, sold to T. A. NicholLloyd
to
sold
Eilasville— Palace,
.son;
Graham; Garrison— The Garrison, sold to

Bogota— I.iberty,

;

FILM DAILY

KaU—

;

H. G. Malloy; Grand Prairie—Walker,
Varidades,
soid to J. S. Walker; Laredo
Memphis Palace, sold
sold to Martinez
^Jones,
to C. C. Meacham; Mt. Pleasant
sold to D. J. Jones; Mt. Vemon^Palace,
New, sold
sold to D. E. Nichols; Palmer
Gem,
to G. E. J. Cox; Richland Springs
Princess,
sold to L. R. Petty; Southland
McNabb; Straw Cozy,
sold
to Walter
E. Garner; Whitney— Opera
sold to B.
House, sold to B. H. Petty; Woodson—

—

—

;

REACHES

—

The Woodson,

sold to F. F. Jones.

Worth— Pantages
Ft.
Gary
and Zaragoza
The Garv Houston Boulevard Lockhart
Mt. Vernon
Obrero; Mabank— Royal
Palace; Wink— The Wink.

De

Kalb— Patriot

Galveston

—^Globe

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

& Under Const.
Mid West Amuse. Co.

Theaters Planned
Edinburg

— by

UTAH
Changes

—

BUYING POWER

in

Ownership

Ogden Orphcum, sold
Myton Opera House.

Glasman;

Abe

to

—

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership
Bouetourt Finccastle. sold to G. T. Slusser
Gordonsville
by Finecastle Orchestra;
Memorial Hall, sold to Geo. W. Hickle by
Pamplin
The Pamplin,
Stratton
Acree &
sold to W. J. Farrar by C. H. Crute.

—

Splashdam

—

Closings

—The

Changes

in

—

m

Piedmont House Changes Hant
Piedmont, Mo. W. H. Dunn

—

Annapolis, Mo., has taken over
Princess Irere.

Ulmann
Paris

—

;

;

Co.

— The

Mahan,
Morgantown

;

sold to Daniels
Liberty, sold

—

by Reeves & Coda Rowelsburg American, sold to Robt. White by
F. E. Nutter; Taplin
Dixie, sold to L.
H. Burley by C. A. Mallon.

—

Closings

—Tivoli

—

Big Creek Star BlueEdgarton Freeburn
Hundred White Front and Avenue; Kermit
The Kermit
Matewan The Matewan
Nitro
Lyric;
Sharon Y.
M. C. A.;
Widen— Y. M. C. A.

Barboursville

—

^Rialto

—

;

—
—
—

;

—

;

;

;

;

WISCONSIN
New Theaters

—

Gordon The
Hawthorne

Gordon;

Hawthorne
Minong

Minong — The
Springs—-The Solon.
;

—
;

lone by City of

&

Sinkule

Mills;

Hammond; Hazel Green
W. R. Champion by

sold to

—'Midget,

Hillsboro

& Worden

— Comfort,
by

by

Milwaukee
Pilovich

Moy Toy;

V.

sold

E.
to

sold

to

Sherman
Frank

Mr.

Park, sold to E.

J.

Wauger by B. K. Fischer; Parkway, sold
to Ludwig & Perlewitz by Gocts Bros.

—

i

a

few weeks ago.

Columbia

Joins

—

Sales

Staff

Jack Hurschmann h
succeeded C. J. Mercer on the C
lumbia sales stafT, covering soulfj
ern Utah.

Denver

N. C. Houses Close

—

Charlotte Many theaters in Nor
Carolina have closed recently and
is understood they will not be open

Reedsburg Majestic, sold to O. V.' Kelly
by P. H. Conley; Peshtigo Lyric, #old to
Helen Connelly by L. O. Larson; Richland

—

Among them

are
Fayetteville, the ^
tional in (ireensboro, the Midway
until

Fall.

Broadway

in

Durham, Capitol in Raleigh, all Pu
lix-Saenger houses, and the Pala
in
Morehead City, a R. T. Wai
house.

— Orpheum,

Center

sold to J. Eskin by
Spooner Palace, sold to L.
Webster by George Miner
WoodvilU
Village, sold to Aaby & Jordahl by Geoi

J.

—

Mills

— Fire

which opened

The

Solon

Changes in Ownership
Hammond Community, sold to E. H. MaOpera House,

1

;

—

field

ass

of

which started in
Legion Dance Hall razed the E
pire.
Both buildings were owr
and operated by A. C. Stewart.

;

—

Mahan

will

Mel Shauer in management
Paramount theater.

^Opera

Cairo

Little;

C.

Shauer

Uhiiann

—

;

by
House, sold
Hamlin
to H. E. Sandy by J. W. Heaton
Lincoln, sold to Plumley & Adkins by
Plumley
Huntington
Avenue,
sold
J. H.
Kingwood
to John Koon by R. L. Carper
—Arcade, sold to Geo. Wlietsell by Cale &
L.

to Assist

— Andre

Fire Damages Idaho House
Buhl, Idaho Fire caused by (
fective wiring damaged the Ramoi

Changes

Colliery

THE YEAR

—

Seattle

— Princess Powellton— Plaza.
in Ownership
Anawalt — Santy, sold to M. T. Murphy
—
Hansford

to L. Mclincoff

OF

Delac Succeeds Louis Aubert
Paris
Charles Delac is new pr(
dent of the Chanibre Syndicale Fr;
cause de la Cinematographic,
important of the French trade
ganizations and active in support!
the quota decree.
Delac is succ
sor to Louis Aubert, resigned. Ad
phe Osso takes Delac's vice pre

Empire Burns

Ownership

Brattleboro Audit, sold to Geo. Sharby by
F. P. Sharby; East Fairfield— East Fairfield,
sold to T. L. Tupper by W. J.
Brouso.

Cale;

EVERY DAY

:

Splashdam.

Openings

INDUSTRY

you

VERMONT

WEST VIRGINIA

MOTION PICTURE

the

dential post.

;

OF THE

treatment have made
grade.
That's a tip
to get out and
get behind pictures which
merit exploitation."!
cial

for

—
—
—
—

Closings

THE

"Ever notice how these
pictures
which are individually
exploited
always seem to gamer the
coin?
Think back, aind
you'll see that the pictures which received spe-

Theiler

—

;

;

Kyle.

Closings
Brandon—-L O. O. F. Hall; Cuba City-^Au
torium

House

;

;

Deerfield

Linden

Majestic.

—'Regent

—Auditorium
-

;

—Dpi

Gratiot
;

Reedsburg

.

WYIDMING
Clp^ings
Edgerton— Rialto

— Princess.

•

;

l^janville— M'Hall'i,

,— »•

'

J

/

DAILY

MJtItMU«
f>^{
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Shake-up

at First National Is

On

Bobby North New Assistant to Al Rockett with C. D. White as Production Manager in Series
of Changes at Studios — Antipodes Not Opposed to U. S. Films Wilk's Personahty Paragraphs

—

m

CHANGES MADE

A

Revision of First National's stuforce is under way, with a numBobby
changes reported.
of
'rth has been named assistant to
Kockett, and C. D. White, pro-

(

I

manager

iion

of

FBO

has been

to First National as stu-

ii.sterred

manager.

I

ivid

)

Thompson, production man-

George
u;. studio manager; Ralph Pouchlicad of the sound picture departGrace Mack, story editor;
lit;
resigned

has

i
I

as

have

Allison, accounting departFender, assistant to
Will
Miss Hunger, and David

^])^•rt
111

;

lit;

Report that
:oinpson's secretary.
n Kelly, casting director, has resned, is denied.
J

"Times Square" Cast
"Times .Stiuare" has been
It includes
by Gotham.

of
!cted

,i-t

Day, Arthur Lubin, Jo;hn MilKmii Chautard, Josef Swickard,
;thur Housman, Eddie Kane and
(rta Landry.
•

.

ji.

"My Man"

e Segurola to Sing in
Viulrcs De Segurola is

to

sing in

Man," Vitaphone roadshow proc:tion starring Fannie Brice.
'

\

Dialogue in "The Changeling"
Falking sequences are to be used
First National in "Changeling,"
stars Dorothy Mackaill under
cection of George Fitzmaurice.

I
\

ich

Preparing Two, Titling One
Bennett starts work im3elle
rdiately for Tiffany-Stahl in "Patnce," with Wallace Worsley dir ting.
The support includes John
\;stwood, Marion Douglas, Anders
Endolf, Roy Laidlaw, Jack Singlet
Gene MacFarlan and others. The
cnpany is preparing to begin work
sm on "The Rainbow," in which
Iginald Barker will direct Virginia
^lli.
Paul Perez is titling "Pa,

lace."

a

"Little

/ler is to direct shortly.

Clara
ilara

Bow

unit
are now in

",

on Location

Bow and

amount

[

21 members of the
making "The Fleet's
San Francisco.

Myrna Ley Gets Contract
L. Warner has renewed Myrna

f's

RALPH

By

contract for a long term period.

m

''Lots''
ANTIPODES UNFRIENDLY

WI1.K

all-around athlete, paying particReturning after nearly two years'
ular attention to golf. This year, work in the Antipodes, William
hoivever, he resumed his interest in Reed, and his wife, Eva Novak, dennick were among the spectators
tennis and is playing well. He and ied that there is any sentiment against
recently,
Tennis
Club
Palomar
at the
his partner, Sherman Ross, an actor, American pictures in Australia and
watching participants in the second
u'on a match.
New Zealand. On the contrary, they
round of the motion picture tourna*
*
*
said,
American productions are faintertook
much
Miss
Astor
ment.
Spencer Bennct, who is Pathe's vored over European or Britishest in the playing of her husband,

Hollywood an

MARY

Kenneth
work.

ASTOR

and

Hawks, who
Dave watched

Myron, play

in

Selz-

did

brilliant

his

brotliL-r,

a double match.
*

*

Dave

oldest director in point of service, is
making his first feature, "Marked

made

product.

Money," which was written by HowPauline Garon Signed by Trinity
Bennet has directed
J. Green.
Pauline Garon has been signed by
more than 20 Pathe serials in the Trinity Pictures for the featured role
past 10 years.
in their first fall release of "Must We
ard

*

LeRoy Stone is one of the
film editors on the Coast. He
now editing "The Show
is
Girl." He also edited 'The Butter and Egg Man" and "Har-

*

Our

Passi7ig

*

*

Show: Junior Cogh-

Marry?."

Bud Shaw has

signed

play

to

the

also been
juvenile heavy

lun spending hw lunch hour, playing role.
Production will start within
baseball at the Pathe studio; Victor two weeks.
*
*
*
Va7-coni taking his second tennis
A Coast executive, who is parti- lesson; Matt Taylor making a futile
Set on "It Can Be Done"
cipating in the tourney, is James search for a sock following a tennis
Glenn Tryon and Sue Carol will
Ryan of the Fox studio. Ryan is ynatch.
play leads in "It Can Be Done" which
Fred Newmeyer will direct and RichPhilbin Film Titled
Dorothy Devore Returns
ard Carl and Richard Carlyle have
"No Place to Love" has been se- been added to the cast. Mann Page
Educational's
Devore,
Dorothy
comedienne, has arrived in Holly- lected as the title for a forthcoming and Edward Montague have furnished
wood after a four-month vacation in Mary Philbin picture for Universal the script. The title is identical with
She will It is an original story now being Carl Laennnle's slogan for Universal.
Europe and New York.
start her initial two-reel comedy in written by Will Chappel and will
Thelma Hill as Comedy Foil
her series of six vehicles on the new probably be directed by Wesley
Ruggles.
season's schedule about Aug. L
Thelma Hill has been cast as feminine comedy lead in the next Stan
Cast in "Show Boat"
Davis Starting Series
Laurel-Oliver Hardy comedy which
Elise Bartlett (Mrs. Joseph Schild- James Parrott is directing.
George Davis, who ts under contract to appear in four Educational- kraut) has been cast in Universal's
Mermaid Comedies this season, soon "Show Boat," in support of Laura
Greta Garbo Vehicle Set
La Plante. Harry Pollard will diis to begin work on his production
Dorothy Farnum is writing script
rect.
of the series.
of ".\dricnne Lecouvreur," which is
to star Greta Garbo for M-G-M.
Lorraine
Louise
"U" Signs
Fairbanks Assembling Casts
Louise Lorraine has been signed
The cast to date for the next
Weight Signed by Warners
Douglas Fairbanks' feature includes by Universal to play tihe leading
F. Harmon Weight has been signOtto Matiesen, "Tiny" Sandford, feminine role in "The Diamond Mas- ed bv Warners to direct "Hard BoilLeon Bary, Ulrich Haupt, William ter" and "The Final Reckoning." ed Rose." The leading feminine role
Bakewell, Rolfe Sedan, Marguerite Jack Nelson will direct both. Others has been assigned to Myrna Loy.
De La Motte, Dorothy Revier, Lon in the cast have not been announced The story is by Melville Crosman.
vet.
Pof? and Charles Stevens.
Robert Lord wrote the script.
old Teen."

Haines Cast Completed
Cast of "Alias Jimmy Valentine,"
William Haines' new M-G-M starring film, has been completed with
addition of
include Leila Hyams, Lionel
Barrjimore, Karl Dane and Tully
Marshall.

cipals

Wildcat," has been
ned by Universal to head the
ihakedown" cast, which William
in

from

Harold Hickman. Prin-

Murray in Universal Lead
ames Murray, having finished
•t

Little

FIRM'S STUD50 FORCE

IN

.

DENIES SENTIMENT

T-S Scenario Staff
Miss Lillian Ducey has been add-

Added

to

ed to the staff of writers of TiiTanyStahl and is busily engaged in writing the continuity of "The Devil's
which Dorothy SeApple Tree,"
bastian will be starred.

Named
"The

"The

Lone

Columbia.

Wolf's

D'aughter"

for

Holden in "First Kiss"
William Holden has been added t(J
Tit?anyfor
of "The First Kiss," starring
cast
cast Dorothy
which now is being comWray,
Fay
Gray, Harvey
pleted at the Paramount studios.

directing
is
includes in its
Sebastian, Lawrence
Clark, Sam Hardy, Paul Hurst and
others.

Barker

Stahl,

_

Duane Thompson Opposite Wells
Duane Thompson has been assigned the feminine lead opposite Ted

Fawcett in Griffith Cast
George Fawcett, veteran character Wells in "Born
player, has been added to cast of
Josef Levigard
"The Love Song," which D. W. versal.
Griffith is to direct for United Artists.

m

Lytell in Another Lone Wolf Role
Bert Lytell is to play the lead in

for Barker Cast
Rainbow," which Reginald

Added

to

Fred Kelsey,
Harry Northrup

"U" Cast

Tom

O'Brien

and

are latest additions
to the cast of Universal's "The Last

Warning," which Paul Leni
recting.

is

di-

to the Saddle," which
will direct for Uni-

Prop Boy Gets Role
Ernest Johnson, erstwhile prop
boy. has been cast in "Interference.'
Doris Kenvon. Evelyn Brent, Chve
Brook and William Powell are in the
cast with Lothar Mendes directmg.

.
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New

"Threat" Bombers Sought
in East St. Louis, 111.

Theaters

Louis,
investigating

Hast
are

St.

Washington

FU— L.

lernamlia.

A.

Andrews has open

"'Mck.nre'JrTex.-The R. & R. Entcrpri.es
are erecting a $35,000 theater.
San Saba. Tex.— H. Ford Taylor
ing a theater here.
.,,.,,.

Midland.

Tex.-H.

Williams

H.

structing a $50,000 house
Mart. Tex.— John F. Clayton

is

build a theater.
Udell. Tex.— Webb Theater Corp.
ing a new theater here.

.

build-

is

con-

planning

to

Mt. Vernon. Tex.— The

•,

.

is

Franklin

is

Financial

111.— Police here
bombing of the

The bomb was
damage

theater.

so placed so that only minor

was caused and

bomb"

"threat

John

tomers.

regarded

is

away

to frighten

as a
cus-

Quotations

William

Manol and

ACTIVE ON N.Y. BOARD

Markuly, proprietors declared there
had been no labor or other difficulties

at the house.

erect-

Change Made
opened

at Jackson,

Tcim.— J.

Jackson,

L.

Tenn.

Cartwright,

Motion picture stocks were exceptionally active during the week with
Warner and Paramount ranking as

With

list.
former manager of the house, again the most active of the
Warner common on the Exchange
is in charge at the Lyric, succeeding
new territory
Pine Tree Amuse*\Stn: Miss.-The
Bernstecker, who has been and Curb breaking into
under Emil
it was resuccession
ment Co. of New Orleans has plans
in
six
days
for
and
transferred to Dallas. Movietone
way to build a $60,000 theater.
in
operating
were
pools
that
ported
be
will
Vitaphone are to be installed at the
Pasadena. Cal.-A $27,000 theater
Oaks Ave. by Orthis particular issue and were going
bu.lt at 1373 North Fair
Lyric.
E. Nelson
loop & Orloop. contractors, for F.
to keep it sailing in high tides for
Co. ol
North Attleboro. Mass.— A. Pioni
some time to come. Reasons cited
for
contract
the
awarded
been
Boston, has
160 Features for Russia
spectacular splurge were:
»° *"
for the
site
""'
the
on
theater
a
bu.ldmg
operated by New
Moscow Russian studios will turn record breaking earnings, forthcompost office, the theater to be
England Theaters Operating Corp.
160 features dur- ing retirement of notes and its forbeing out approximately
Rahway N. J.— The new theater
will be made with midable position with regard to sound
These
1928.
ing
has
Ave.
Central
and
St.
erected at Irving
Newar'c all-Russian equipment.
pictures.
Si^n lea^^ by Iratter & P?''-''
Enterunder the name of the Theatrical
Paramount, with about a dozen
Schermerhorn
days before the meeting for stockFilm
at Victory
All-Talking
"'Ocea^n"' City. N. J— C- H.^
beachfront property
ratify the proposed split-up,
of Philadelphia, owner of
construct
Denver "Lights of New York," holders to
between Uth and 12th Sts.. will
is eliciting no little comment among
site in the tan.
the
Denon
its
had
theater
picture,
500first
all-talking
se:,!
2
a
2.500seat theater
traders.
For the past two days the
Fitchburg. Mass.— The
has been ver premiere at the Victory.
issue has been exploiting new terriunder construction on Main St.
Hampshire Theleased to the Maine and New
When Aug. 6 comes around it
tory.
Publix.
aters Co., a subsidiary of
expected that the three million
Operator's Heroism Averts Panic
is
Pleasanton, Tex. Heroism of Guy common no par shares will be put on
Metcalf, 54, operator, prevented prob- a three dollar a year basis with exNamed Booking Manager
tras. Loew's started a sudden rally
Atlanta— Dick Early, who formerly able panic at the Pleasanton. He was
can with the break in Warner's Tuesday
owned the Strand in Tryon, N. C, seriously burned when seizing a
started for a rear and is on the upward move once
but who recently has been manager of burning film he
with the film again. Pathe's both issues were weak
stumbled,
for
window,
and
C,
of the Omar in Rock Hill, S.
He then compared to other amusement shares.
exploding in his hands.
appointed
been
has
circuit,
Eaves
the
winstory
second
from
the
Characteristic of previous sessions,
jumped
TheEaves
for
booking manager
Coste- dow and was taken to a San Antonio yesterday's trading was dull but strong
aters, Inc., succeeding W. C.
hospital. The crowd made an order- with 5y2 per cent for money. Stocks
phens.
fluctuated in haphazard fashion. Fox
ly exit.
was not as active as in former sesJoin F. N. at Atlanta
sions
but managed to show a gain of
and
Maughon
T.
Atlanta— S.
Income For
Warner's, after selling
one point.
Frank L. Hudson have joined First

'"'acLr. "a.-H.

H.

Harris

has

opened

—

.<>«

—

—

—

Warner Net

National's

sales

Nine Months $1,123,947

force.

Net income of Warner Bros, for
Theater for Stahl
the nine months ended May 26, last,
John M.
Fredericksburnh, Tex.
or $5.61 a share on the

New

—

operates the Palace here,
plans a new house.
Stahl.

who

was

$1,123,947,

class
the

off at
on to

the opening,

managed

—

for FBO, has resigned to accept a position in Salt
Lake, Utah. Charles Burton, of the
Oklahoma City branch, will travel
the territory formerly covered by

salesman

Hughes.

an appreciable gain for the day.
strong in the fortMioon but
weakened later in the day. Pathe's
both issues were unimpressive each
losing %.
The preferred only came

—

Icavinsr

Stanley.

May

—

ceremonies at the Granada,
Gravois and Plllcnwood Aves. "Chick"
Quale, former m.c. has gone to Los
of

Angeles.

26.

1928

Operating profit
Other income

$

charges

Net

profit

$

May

28.

1927

655,452
•90,485

$331,155

745,937

$331,155

233,175

222,065

512,762

$109,090

Nine months ended May 26:
$1,798,616
*90,48S

$429,277

income
$1,889,101
and miscellaneous

$429,277

Opcr.-iting

profit

Other income
Total

Vernon Becomes Granada M. C.
W^alter Vernon is masSt. Louis
ter

26 compares as fol-

Total income
$
Interest and miscellaneous

Boyd Gets Allentown House
AUcntown, I'a. The FerRola has
been leased to Al Bovd of Philadelphia, who is forming his own chain
after

May

lows:

Interest

for

one

sale.

is

action

by

directors

ed that the regular $1.25 and the extra of 75 cents will be declared.
A
stock dividend also is anticipated.

97>/i

Con. Fm.
do pfd

Ind.

13!4

13^

ZAVi

24'/!

East. Kodak ..186;4
*(s) do pfd
•(c) Film Insp
•(s) First Nat. pfd

184 J^

(s)
(c)

Fox Fm. "A" 80^
Fox Thea. "A" 29

*(c) Intern.
*(b) Keith's

24J4
185
128

1
1

3H
104
79

79^

5

26^

28yi

34,

13

92

Loew's. Inc. .. 55J4
do pfd
101^
do deb. rts..
(,c)

do 6s 41WW.108
do 6s41xwar ...
pfd
(s) M. P. Cap. ..
8
(s) Orph. Cir.
..
20
(s)
do pfd
81
(b)

M-G-M

FL

(s) Para.
...134%
9914
(b)
do 6s 47
(b) Par.By.S^sSl 101
(s) Pathe
(s)
18"4
do "A"

4%

do 7s37

54^

5554

101^

lOlJi
14)4
108
108
99 'A
25
8
8
19!^
19J4
81

81

132Ji 133-/^ 17
99
99
101
4
18Ji
70

101

4K

22

18^

70
... 25
28
32
do units ... 29
do com
4
S'A
37
39
Skouras Bros.
(s) Stanley Co. (4).. 41 J|
39
(o) Technicolor
S'/i

(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

.

13 !4

Proj
6s 46

(s)
(s)

*(b)
*(s)

74'A

70

Roxy "A"

.

39

2,

.

(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

Trans-Lux

.

.

3%

3)i

.

3H

United Art. ..12
15
78
84
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com. 2
do pfd
75
85
....
I6/2
*(c) Univ. Pict. ..
....
97
pfd.
..
do
*(s)
25
47 y,
46^^
(c) Warner Bros.
45H
59
(s)
do "A"
56^8
57J4 31
132
*(c-b) do 6"4s28
* Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
(s) Stock Exchange
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicai
.

.

Skouras. St. Louis.

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.
Members

New York,

and Boston Stock

Philadelphia
Exchangees

Corporate
Financing

is perfecting a color
reported planning to introduce a new camera in co-operation
with Thomas A. Edison.

and

is

Stanley Stock Admitted

t$99,966

in
York
The New York Stock Exchange

payment
received
Including
royalty
through Electrical Research Products, Inc..
from Fox Movietone,
t Loss.

has
admitted to trading 904,042
shares of Stanley common stock
without par value.

*

97H

Eastman now

film

$1,123,947

profit

97 J4

Katz

S

of

Eastman Kodak is scheduled for the
second week in August. It is expect-

529,243

Net

29H

Expected in August

Dividend

765,154

charges

(c)
(s)
(s)

&

29J4

Loew was

"A" stock and $2.04 a share on
combined "A" and common out

ended

ter

*Bal

29M

to hold

stocks as against net loss of $99,966
Stanley Company of America was
Buys Winnipeg House
in the same period of 1927.
shunted from the Philadelphia ExWinnipeK— The Regent owned by
Net income for the quarter ended change to the big board. Letters for
Mrs. R. L. Richardson of VVinnipeg,
26 was $512,763, after expenses, the stock are SCA.
May
Consolidated
Weiner
has been purchased by Sam
charges, etc.. equal to $2.56 Film Industries (CFM) was recently
who has been operatinK the theater interest
per share on class "A" or 93 cents admitted to the Exchange.
on lease for the past five years.
a share on the combined class "A"
and common stock outstanding.
Hughes Leaves FBO
Consolidated income for the quar- £astman Dividend Action
Memphis Charles Hughes, for-

merly

High Low Close
(s) Am.
Seat.
...
(c-b)
do 6s 36...

To Trading

New

Philadelphia

New York

Boston
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UNIVERSAL
tracts

29,

All Set

is

1928

and

Price 25 Cents

is

Taking Can-

on These SYNCHRONIZED PICTURES

No. 596

— Straight from

the Shoulder

Talk by Carl Laemmle, President of the

Universal Pictures Corporation,

NO GUESS WORK BETWEEN YOU AND UNIVERSAL.
NO CRAZY STATEMENTS ABOUT SYNCHRONIZING. NO ATTEMPT OR INTENTION
on our part

to

stampede you with a

lot

of

bunk and nonsense.

NO PROMISES OF THINGS WHICH ARE
NO CHAOTIC CONDITION.

IMPOSSIBLE

TO PERFORM.

UNIVERSAL IS IN THE ENVIABLE POSITION OF BEINQ ABLE TO MAKE YOU DEFI^
NITE PROPOSITIONS AND SIQN DEFINITE CONTRACTS FOR SYNCHRONIZED FEATURES.

UNCLE TOM^S CABIN IS ALL SYNCHRONIZED RIGHT NOW!
THE MAN WHO LAUQHS IS BEING SYNCHRONIZED.
THE LAST WARNINQ IS BEING SYNCHRONIZED.
THE QIRL ON THE BARQE WILL BE SYNCHRONIZED.
qiVE AND TAKE WILL BE SYNCHRONIZED.
THE COHENS & KELLYS IN ATLANTIC CITY WILL NOT ONLY BE SYNCHRONIZED
with music and sound

effects

but

we

are planning this to be partly a talking picture.

REQINALD DENNY IN RED HOT SPEED WILL BE PARTLY A TALKIE AND FULLY
synchronized with music and sound

MAN,
IF
this

WOMAN AND

WIFE WILL HAVE MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS.
ADD TO THIS LIST, WE WILL NOTIFY YOU. MEANWHILE WE ARE READY

WE

minute

effects.

to sign contracts as outlined above.

DONT

qUESS. DON'T

on Universal, now

WAIT TO QUESS LATER. PLACE YOUR COMPLETE RELIANCE

as in the past,

and cut down your synchronizing worries and your other

worries, too.

UNIVERSAL HAS MORE FINE QUALITY PICTURES TO OFFER THIS YEAR THAN ANY
OTHER COMPANY AND THE SOONER YOU FIND IT OUT, THE BETTER FOR YOU!

Completely covering the

field

NEWS
OF THE SOUND
ALL THE

PICTURE FIELD

FIRST

and Management

A

regular Sunday feature

REVIEWS OF
NEW PICTURES
WHICH TELL
THE B.O.STORY

First Sound Picture
by
-i<w.

an Independent Producer
and Distributor

THE BIG

4

PRODUCTIONS OFFER

JACK LONDON'W"
"SMOKE BELLE
with

Conway Tearle and

Barbara Bedford
Personally produced by

Dave Thomas

RELEASE DATE SEPTEMBER

15th

RECORDING LABORATORIES OF AMERICA]
SUPREME

IN

SIQHT^AND^SOUND ACHIEVEMENT
ARE

NOW AT WORK

composed theme musi
and realistic effects under the direC'|
tion of David H. Broeckman, genSpecially

HIGHEST
QUALITY
and TONE

synchronizing conductor foi
will be timed to the dramatic action of Jack London's great
tale of the Alaskan Gold Rush.
eral

RLA

I

THE BIG
729

4

SEVENTH AVENUE

PRODUCTION
NEW YORK

CITY

$50,000,000 Outlay for Sound Films

Planned

is

iTHE

AHDWEEKLY

y FILMDOM
XLV

DL.

FILM DIGEST

No. 24

Sunday, July

IRIMNI DIIDIE
miiKA$iK nni
Paramount's Hollywood studio is
house a 5,OflO-watt radio broadCiting station to be known as KNX,
]ramount Pictures "Los Angeles
This is
lening Express" station.
of ten times the power
a increase
Ground
at present.
id by
been broken and work begun on
new broadcast studio on the

29,

Price 25 Cents

1928

PRODUCTION COSTS CUT
AT F. N. PLANNED BY KENNEDY

40 P. C.

t

OMAHA

SUIT CHARGES

Millions for

KNX

West Coast Bur.

,

1

RESTRAINT Of TRADE

t

and equipment is berushed from the East for the
ii-iiiitter located in the San Fer-

iraniount
I

I

anywhere

cc

in

the country with

power.

K ater

Assuming Charge
Poll Chain Operation

iinft

of

Omaha — Charge

Film
the
that
Board of Trade and nine distributing
companies with branches here are
operating in restraint of trade in Nebraska, Iowa and South Dakota is
made in suit for $150,000 damages
brought
Victor

Leddy.

in

Federal

Court

Newton and
The plaintiffs

here

Thomas

by
H.

allege the deresponsible for closing

Named

in

the

suit

are:

First

— More

in Los
vicinity this year
tures.

pended

than

Angeles and
on sound pic-

EXPANSION PROGRAM IS

fendants were
in 1927 of the surburbim house thev
formerly operated here.

UUNCHEO

IN

CANADA

Na-

Columbia, Educational, ParaToronto— Famous Players Canaohn Zanft, vice president and gen- mount, Pathe, P. D. C. and United dian Corp. is engaging in a campaign
manager of the Fox circuit, is Artists. Branch managers also were of expansion with theater building
uniing complete supervision of the named as defendants.
projects in a number of important
ration and maintenance of the Poli
cities of the Dominion through which

.

tion,

1

a

:Cruit acc|uisition

of

which was com-

Zanft has
pled this week by Fox.
b'H associated with Fox for 17 years.

(ainger and AUvine
Now En Route to Coast
\ith a number of stops in MidV stern cities planned, James
R.

general sales manager for
now en route to the Coast.

nger,
,

is

Allvme, director of publicity
accompanied him
advertising,
far as Chicago where they will
t.
Allvine will proceed direct to
Los Angeles and Grainger to
aha and St. Louis.
iidon

(
11

1

>
tl

lirrmann and Brill Plan
Several

New

Exchanges

rrangements have been completed
\V. C. Herrmann and David Brill
lie Ufa Eastern Division Distribufor the opening of a Philadelphia
uinge under supervision of Jack

'

\

I

ers.

his is the third of a string.

About

15 branches will be operating in
Haven and
liington, Boston.
Other offices now dissburgh.

New

'

'•iting Ufa films in the eastern
(ory controlled by the Ufa East-

Division

Distribution,
Buffalo.

ew York and
^

I'

Inc.,

are

The new

i-Herrmann combination handles
in more than one third of the
ted States.

New Sound

company

secure a further
It already owns
or controls 135 theaters in the DoIVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY minion.
A downtown site has been purLos Angeles Marveltone, sound
novelty, will be introduced by Sid chased in Toronto for a theater
Grauman at reopening Aug. 3 of which, together with the land, will
(Continued on Page 2)
Grauman's Chinese.

Device to be
Introduced by Grauman

the

grasp on the

Says Overhead Must Be
Lowered Without
Quality Drop

THE FILM DAILY

Angeles

$50,000,000, including theater
installation costs, will be ex-

lot,

indo Valley. The new station is to
k'p the public advised of productn activities and sell pictures to
ni-theatcrgoers.
'here are only three other stations
uqual power in the West and
t

Los

Sound

will

field.

West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Reduction

sacrifice of quality,

Glazer Denies

Head
West Coast

The Order of the No

First

Kennedy

asserts,

declaring exhibitors are pleased with
the company's pictures. He has confidence in Al Rockett, he says and
declares dual authority in a studio is
Kennedy has named
impractical.
VVilliam Le Baron as production advisor, in which capacity the latter will
pass on all stories for First National.
Le Baron has a similar post with
Pathe. and heads production for FBO.
A. Fresneda, who has been with First
National since its inception, has been
named studio comptroller.

—

Day

of

National ijroduction overhead by at
least 40 per cent is planned by Joseph
P. Kennedy, now serving as special
advisor to the company. Kennedy is
at the studios, where he plans to put
into effect economics which will bring
about lower negative costs.
Costs must be lowered without

He

Will

F. N. Sound Dept.
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles

—

Benjamin Glazer

denies published report that he is to
head First National's sound picture

more silent department.
Jnnked. Into the scrap heap.
want
doesn't
comedies from Fox. Public
anyway,
Eastman to Demonstrate
theaters
They never get into Class A
them.
sound
besides
and
Color Process Monday
with the exception of supper show bookings
decides
Fox
So
reasons.
Rochester, X. Y.— George Eastman
is the order of the day. These are the
demonstrate his new color procand
will
busmess
comedy
to fold the tent on about $1,000,000 worth of
Mondav, before a number of
here
ess
reelers condevote the time, energy and money which the two
He predicts the new
invited guests.
all comedies are be- process will prove revolutionary m
Not
that
features.
of
making
to
the
sume
Not at all. But whatever short comedies the industry.
ing given the sack.
in complete
you discover on the schedule will be Movietoned and
Color
I'amily Marketing of
"The
approach—
dialogue. If all of 'em approach— just
okay.
is
decision
the
Process Planned in Fall
Picnic" for entertainment and novel appeal,
about
same
the
much
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
The other comedy makers feel pretty
Christie.
is
So
sound.
Los Angeles— Marketing of the new
Witness their actions. Roach is in
it
Educational.
color process which he says
natural
for
Vocaf^lm
Likewise Sennett. Earle Hammons has
revolutionary, is planned
prove
silent two will
counsel for
Universal is making plans. It does appear that the
in fall by Ben Goldman,
You must remember that, while it s the inventor of the process. Color
reeler is in for some hell.
theaters can now show filnts made bv the process arc cheapfact that only a comparative handful of
Numeri- er than black and whites. Goldman.
sound pictures, the number will be doubled by January.
(Continued on Page 2)

MONDAY:
two-reel

New

(Continued

on Page

3)

H

II

THE
Sunday, July

DAILV
.AMOWtnCLt
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29.192B

o 25 Cents

IliK'h

1.

AUCUTE

:

:

:

Publishir

:

Bal.

Fm.

Con.
do
•(c)

THE

—
—

Berlin— Lichtbild\V. I.
St.,
Friedricbstrasse, 225.

Marlborough
buehne,

Expansion Program

Launched

in

Canada
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more than $1,500,000. The company's announcement says: "There

cost

will be neither a theater nor a type
of entertainment in all Canada similar to that projected for our newIt will .seat 4,200 and will
house."
be the largest in the Dominion. The

Hippodrome, TivoH,

Uptown,

Pan-

tages and other large local houses
operating with or under the Famous
Players" banner, will be continued.
Famous Players, through N. L.
Xathanson, has also announced new
theaters for Quebec City, where a
3,000-seat house is to be built; for
Ottawa, Ont.; Windsor, Ont.; North
Bay, Ont.; Saskatoon, Sask., and
The one at Ottawa
other centres.
is to cost $1,250,000, it has been an-

pfd.

Amusements,

United

with Faaftiliated
has undertaken to
Iniild a new house on St. Catherine
St. West, Montreal, to cost $165,000.
The Palace. Montreal, a large house
owned by Famous Players, is closing
Ltd.,

Montreal,

mous

Players,

for

several

months

so

that

can be remodeled, the cost of this
work to be $80,fK)0. Several important suburban theaters in Toronto
also have become identified with Fait
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& Katz

Balaban

(Bid
is

and

Asked.)
Chicago;

listed in

Skouras, St. Louis.

Spector to
of

"Cress" Smith on Sales Trip
Cresson E. Smith, assistant general
sales manager of United Artists, is
on a sales trip to Middle West ex-

<

*

Trowbridge Recovers

changes.

Carroll
S.
Trowbridge, persoi
representative of Douglas Fairban!
has returned to his office followi
several days' absence caused by

i

i

Trowbridge soon will go
Hollywood for a conference wi
Feldstein, resigned, the home office Fairbanks
concerning Doug's ik
Rice will have supervi- picture, "The Man With the Itannounces.
sion over the Yost Broadway, Spur- Mask," sequel to "The Three Musi.,
geon and West End, Santa Ana; teers."
P
Scenic and Strand Whittier, and
Rialto and Mission, Fullerton.

Form New
London

British

— Associated

ness.

BROOKS

Firm

THE NAME YOU GO BY
V\/HEN VOU GO TO BUY

Cine-Film Disformed with

tributors. Ltd., has been

COSTUMESi
&0-WNS AMD

$500,000 capital. Directors are: Capt.
H. Stather-Dunn, George Wilfrid
Ball, Maxim Galitzenstein and An-

thony Rassam,

who

is

also

UlSriF-ORIMS

I407 B'WAY.

managing

N.Y.

ALSO 23.0OO

TEL 5580

COSIUMES TO

PENN.

RE.NT==

director.

a

G

of a circuit of theaters

have representation
throughout Europe, with the exception of Spain is planned by Jaccjues
he

says

is

MOYIEimVE: C

European Houses
to

Spector, who sails for Paris Saturday.
He also will represent a syndicate of small independent producers
abroad.
Mrs. Spector, who formerly
operated a circuit in France, is returning with him.

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as

I

Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

B'WAY

New

i

Manage Chain

—
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"Mothcrlioot «
roadshow production in N. Y. h
been acquired by Joe Klein. The \j'"1
turc has been passed by the sta
censor board. States Cinema Cor
headed by Charles S. Goetz, has be
roadshowing the production throug>j
out the country.
of

Last Prices Quoted.

(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) .Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter

Bickerton Is Arbiter
P. Bickerton is arbiter for
Joseph
mous Players.
the producing managers, and the
Dramatists' (juild of the Authors'
Mims at Dallas for N.S.S.
R. F. Mims now is Texas League of America, and not counsel
Dallas
of
National
Screen of the latter organization as has been
representative
previously reported erroneously.
Service.

Stebbins,

returned

York declares. The film is developed
by means of a special gas.

Rice Gets California Post
E. Rice has been appointed disD.
1.100
400 trict manager of the Universal-Cali1
fornia Theaters succeeding Manny

.

.
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Distribution
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Klein Buys Rights to
Marketing of New Color
Fall
in
"Motherhood" in N.
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Process
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Where

is

M.ovietone
being made

C
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At the Fox-Case
studios in Neifv

York

City, at tiie

West Coast

stu-

dios at Sunset

Boulevard and
Western Avenue
and at Fox
Hills.
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& Gates
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not foruiidable, you may say,
ciuiipared with the total number
houses in the United States, but
\r you noticed the type of theater

cly
ri

I)

1

If
you're
sound?
il\tical, you cannot fail to

hisiiig

at

all

realize
the roster includes the finest in
country the leaders, whose type
sliow the great mass of second
subsequent runs usually follow.
ere you have one reason why ther^ in bulk will have to go in for
)ii(l.
The situation is rapidly beiK one where operators can't
They are being
themselves.
iulit on the swirl of a tidal wave
nthusiasni, originating in key
t

<

now rushing down

and

1.^

houses

smaller

t

fee.

.

.

with

on

torrential

.

do

these

Weeks have passed

since

takes

often

t

n,L;s.

I

time

to

I'ublix deal for complete ownerof the Blank circuit first started
Publix beiiicw.
it's set.

1

1>

Now

100 per cent owner and Blank
himself practically out of the

iii;s

For how long, we won-

l,i;k'ss.
I

Joe Kennedy sojourns in
llywood where he talks about the
ather and lower negative costs,
pot boils over in New York. It

?Vhile

Kennedy has not

nis that

with
that

I

First

the

yet sign-

National

maybe he won't have

get it
mysteries.

lo'll

is
.

group
First

playground after all.
one of nature's deep-

^ional in his

.

Significant!

.

The Cleveland Pub-

Library is maintaining an exhibit
acquaint a perspiring and knowlre-eager public with sound pices and what they're all about.
,

Treading Water
'^uesday. He did not say it.
Or
Jeast he did not intend to say it

"Jimmy" Walker himself

did.

le

doubt about
remark that raised such particular
Walker had the industry all
up in nice wrapping paper and

pis to be in a daze of
;1.

II

over to the Republican party.
did not say exactly that," San
jmcisco quotes Walker, "or, if I
it
was in the confusion of the
Which
iment and was off hand."
fine, but which cannot undo the
itional publicity, detrimental to the
rjUStry, which the original story oclaed

:;iioned.

.

.

.

ound on all sides and in every ofThe whole bloomin' business is
ud topsy-turvy.
One day de-

1

.

'.

this:

Ji's
"Ik-

Authors' League has whet its
for
law suits dozens of
just as soon as producers be-

—

ijetite

—
to

:l'ni

:

ch

i\

i)|:ure

:ie

is

release in soiiyid material for
they have bought only silent

letro
It

)

A

rights.
merry
Whoopee!
in store, mates. Remakes are

U'led.

1

in

More whoopee!
leases

the

New York

Cosmopolitan
sound pic-

for

Carpenters and other artisans
Jfthe pick and shovel already are
5[y installing sound proof walls and
'its.

^itnot.

The censor problem.
Judge Marin Pennsylvania holds
dialogue
censorable.
Judge McKevitt in
same state rules the other way.

']

(ContiiiKcd

of the
from Page

Day

ours.

We

don't

will leave its

impress on the industry

some i)ermancnt form, of course.
To say that it will make all pictures
in

I)

is
looking into
the
always
dubious future with just a trifle too

talk

—

i

I

The Order

museum relics.
The language is
know about it. Srjund
be

silent pictures will
That's his idea.

Now it's up to the higher court.
Told you weeks ago this censor situation needs straightening out.

Maryland comes along and

Then
insists

censoring

dialogue falls within the
its
board.
At least the
folks there promise to be nice about
it
and won't throw any Gibraltars
in
the path of producers.
That's
consoling.

power

don-bound.
Wouldn't you infer it
vvas about Western Electric distribution over there?
If you do, you're
exactly right.
We hear clashes of
mighty forces in the distance.
.

.

of

much

certainty.

.

.

.

Nuts on Sound
Friday: Well.

We

got the gang
the field busy.
Flooded this section and that with inquiries about
sound pictures. When it was all
washed up, this was the discovery:
in

Those author people. They sure
have smart lawyers. Look what's going on.
A brand new contract covering the sale of talking rights is on
That sound is moving along like a
the way.
The producer, not having Kansas tornado.
Or an Oriental
Columbia definitely set on ten pic- enough troubles on his prematurely monsoon, if you like it that way.
grayed
head, is in for more night
tures with sound.
Up goes the total
Theater owners everyw'here are adfor next year. Hovering in the neigh- meetings.
vancing on the development in forced
borhood of 210, but the future will
Sapiro vs. M-G-M.
Up
to the marches. Not merely big towns. No,
be swelled any minute now.
court now.
Behind the actual ac- sir. Small towns, too. A dissenter
At last. It all began in May. But tion which involves contractual
Naturally so.
But,
rela- here and there.
taking over theaters involving $18,- tions and the usual
rights of each in the main, the fellow in exhibition
000,000 or more can't be done one, party is a bigger issue.
Robert Swain, realizes and understands the new
two, three like.
Even when you've who did yeoman's work for Famous showmanship note which sound picgot the dough waiting for it.
All in the Federal Trade Commission tures strike.
Hesitancy over types
set now, and Fox is number one man suit, is attempting to prove
that the of equipment is manifesting itself.
in
the Poli chain twenty strong. Sapiro group operates in violation
of And this, despite the hold which
Which shoots the Fox holdings up the Clayton Act. Now, folks who Western Electric already has on the
to 325 and also brings competition function at cross purposes with
Interchangeability, a big,
the market.
to Mr. Katz in New England.
Clayton law usually find it very rough very big issue.
The boys want to
Spotlight on the Roxy. "The Street sailing, once the law proves that such know whether one system can use
Angel" limps across the first week's is the case. The outgrowth of this the other's equipment. They don't
plate with a mere $125,994 to its particular legal joust may result in want to have their projection rooms
credit.
The seven days wre dsys a definition of the rights of exhibitor looking like a machine shop, or a
And that is ex- museum with a lot of apparatus
of dog weather. Something will have buying combines.
This intertremely important to the industry, strewn over the place.
to be done about it.
to distributors, to producers, to every- changeability affair will be settled
in fact
engaged in motion pic- in due time. We've almost sold ourPinches one
tures.
Why? Because the entire selves the idea of taking on all comWednesday. There have been gov- selling structure is involved. If ex- ers good odds, too that the equipernment probes into this and into hibitor combines, as some assert, are ment will be standardized.
that.
Everything from the garage primarily concerned with beating
A couple headlines: K-A-O to bill
prices,
it
means producers pictures equally, and in some inbills
of the big executives to the down
can't
get
out
from
under.
If proamount of money they spend in the
stances, above vaudeville. (A grand
haberdasher have been subjected to ducers can't get out from under, they idea. Why didn't they do it two years
From ago.) M-G-M signs stage players
the Federal eye. Now the exhibs are must make cheap pictures.
getting it.
The scene of action is this point, you know the answer as for sound pictures. (We've seen the
Minneapolis and the Northwest and well as we do.
names. They look mighty good).
the searchlight now playing in and
Four sound proof stages at Universal.
out of the Twin Cities' Film RowSound pictures bring production back
is seeking out
dope on trade practo
Fort Lee. (Look to the East for
Thursday: Nobody will admit it.
tices.
Ominous words, too, are ban- However, Jaydee Williams'
New York
production.
deal plenty of
died back and forth, such un-nice
with Earle Hammons for distribu- is the literary, stage and musical mart
terms as boycott, coercion and re- tion of British and Continental pic- of the New World.
There's your
straint of trade being included in the
tures through Educational exchanges answer).
government's glossary.
Tracing the is close. So close, in fact, that you
difficulty to its source, it appears nonthe Knife
may look for official announcement
theatricals have stirred up the mess.
in a few days.
It will mean several
Today: It nmst have been a great
Very troublesome accounts, these things. First, about 52 additional picnon-theatricals.
Forever kicking up tures on the market. Secondly, the opportunity for study of human reactions.
Can you imagine how the
a fuss somewhere throughout the first
organized effort in many years
land.
Anyway, the shoe is now for foreign producers to break into First National studio crowd looked
when Joe Kennedy advised negatives
pinching the other toe the exhibitor
this market, the dream of their busitoe
and if you opine that the boys ness lifetime. Every company abroad costs must be cut 40 per cent with
nary a cut on quality. Of course,
don't like it, you'll smack the nail
keeps longing eyes perpetually cast
running too much.
are
right on the head
in this
America is the negatives
direction.
knows that even the
Everybody
On deck again. Mark bonanza, tiie land of big money. The producers who would rather not talk
Sound.
Tiffany-Stahl down for ten That is, Williams move will be scrutinized
cent.
per
forty
But
it:
about
closely on the other side.
It may be more later.
at present.
Habe-e-e! Wait until this sinks into
Nobody can tell where this new tanW'hat
Wisconsin is beginning to pant. the exhibitor consciousness.
gled idea will take the industry. Jay- Exhibitors charge producers are forcYou bet
do you think they'll do.
on
dee Williams is pretty nearly set
How wrong they will: Suburban exhibitors claim
ing sound pictures.
One with sound. The those boys are. Producers or no- distributors have put them out of
two deals.
other properly belongs to the history
body else have to force sound pic- biz.
It looks very much
of another day.
They're just going over like
tures.
Another monopoly suit. This time
as if Photophone, the RCA process
houses aflame all by their lonesome
More unfavorable newsin Omaha.
and we dub it in order to keep the and
because the public, tired of tripe
paper space for the industry. Very
reader straight will go to Williams
in celluloid form, thinks the diet will
Those things should be
bad stuff.
That's what page one
for England.
be varied through use of sound. Very straightened out on the inside.
Then
we
for Wednesday shows.
simple to deduce.
When will that day come?
flip the paper over to the last page
Lasky, first name Jesse, talking.
and discover that J. E. Otterson of
Electrical Research Products is Lon- Again predicts that five years hence
.
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Cast...

Jalabert as typical

and

1

Length: 7000

ft.

DISJOINTED.

.Madame

19

"Under the Black Eagle"
"Life's Mockery"
Lenqth: 5900 H. Chadwick
Length: 5700
Fox
INTERESTING WAR STORY
NICE ENTERTAINMEh
CLICKS STRONG AS GLORI- TOLD FROM NEW ANGLE,
FEADOG
POLICE
WITH
WITH
CLEAN STORY TH/
AUTHENFIED ADVENTURE.
TURED IN GERMAN SETTING. CARRIES STRONG HUMAN
TIC CAMERA RECORD AMONG PROVES FAIR PROGRAM OFTEREST ELEMENTS. CAST
BEST ARCTIC PICTURES EVER FERING.
Cast. .. .Ralph Forbes as the ar- ABOVE THE AVERAGE.
FILMED. BIG THRILLS AND tist forced to fight in World War
.Betty Compson screens
Cast.

NOVEL ENTERTAINMENT,
DISTINGUISHED BY REMARKABLE REPRODUCTIONS OF
FRENCH WAR SCENES. STORY
WEAK AND

29,

"Lost in the Arctic"

"The Legion of Honor"
Jacques Haik

Sunday, July

Length: 5474

ft.

M-G-M

II

.

.

;

performance. tractively, and does a good acting
realistic
very
William Fairbanks the heavy gives in a strong role. Alec B. Francis h
does a fine portrayal that Rrips
Cast. ...Two explorers, H. A. Snow a strong portrayal of the brutal side one of his usual humanitarian par
M. Desjardins as her
throughout.
and
his son, Sidney, with captain and of war.
Marceline Day the girl. Russell
outstanding
Simpson
husband is also impressive in recrew of vessel sailing to Arctic to Others Bert Roach, Marc MacDer- strong
portrayal
of
crook ro'
markably natural role. Others Jean
Stefansson
s.earch for men lost in a
mott, "Flash," the dog.
Others Theodore von Eltz, Dorotl
Murat, George (."harlia, Andre Heuze,
expedition.
Story and Production. .. .Romance Cummings.
in
Micluie X'erly, M. Lacoste.
Actual drama of the World War. The story
Story and Production
.Drama of
Story and Production.
Production.
Story
and
.Dryma
camera record of expedition which in deals with two German youths repm
tl-.e World War told from the French
society and the underworld.
Here
This is one of the most 1924 sailed to Herald Island to dis- resenting opposite types who are
viewpoint.
One is a very worthy picture that will prorealistic yet simple stories of the war cover what happened to four men caught in the maelstrom.
Canadian
ab- acceptable as a family picture wi
lost
from
Stefansson
idealistic
type
who
the
the
poetic,
ever filmed.
It is told as an indictits fine moral tone and human intere
ment, and not a glorification, of the Arctic expedition ten years before. hors war. The other is the typical
story.
The former warden of tl
surpass
production
could
thinks
No
studio
military
German
who
trained
in
bunk
Hollywood
war mania. No
state prison has a theory that a crir
downright
this
suspense
and
for
real
before
everythat
discipline
comes
this film.
A straight reproduction of
inal under proper environment Ci
war scenes reconstructed in the actual story interest. No attempt has been thing. The dog "Flash" plays a verj'
be completely cured.
He gains tl
places, such as Mont Cornillet, Cha- made to work a "story interest" into important part throughout, and, in a
consent
of
the
governor
of the sta
Hunting
Highlights
are:
the
tale.
The hero's
sense, it is his picture.
The
lons, and the \'erdun front.
Lassoing. a 2,200 love for the dog and the brutality to try his experiment on the daught
French Government cooperated with a sperm whale.
You get real gas at- pound polar bear who puts up a of the heavy toward the animal is of a notorious gangster after the gi
20,000 troops.
And emphasized throughout. The early has been picked up unconscious
tacks, bombing and trench fighting. gorgeous fight. Killing walrus.
The taxicab parade from Paris to the a storm in the Arctic sea is worth scenes of the German training camp trying to escape from the polic
Marne is a thrill. Through a provin- the price of admission. Big dramatic are good, then the picture takes a When she recovers he leads her
punch as searchers reach the Island slump, and doesn't really recover believe that the memories of her pai
cial French family of father, mother
and three sons is shown the courage and find tragic remains of lost ex- till the trench scenes are reached. are part of her feverish imaginatio
Marvelous
scenic
shots These war bits are well done.
and suffering of the people. Storv in- plorers.
The Then his son falls in love with tl
Explorer
Stefansson dog rescues his wounded master and girl, and it works out into a beautif'
terest is weak and builds no definite tliroughout.
suspense.
But take it as a realistic opens film with Movietone recital of the weak hero retrieves himself by love story that is well directed ar
A wholesonr
view of war conditions and it's real how his men were lost. A real novel- taking a machine nest.
Holds nice acted by all hands.
story that carries nice entertainmen
ty cranuned with entertainment.
entertainment.
entertainment.
Direction. Alexander Ryder and A.
Direction, H. A. Snow gets credit
Direction, W. C. Van Dyke, good;
Direction, Robert F. Hill, ver
Duges, realistic; Author,
G.
Le as commander of the expedition; his Author, Norton Houston; Scenario, good; Author, Isadore Bernsteii
Faure;
Scenario,
G.
Le Faure; son, Sidney Snow, was photographer, Bradley King; Photography, Henry Scenario, Isadore Bernstein; Photof
Photography, not credited, good.
and his camera work is immense.
Sartov, okay.
raphy, Ted TetzlafT, smooth.

French war mother

superb

is

FINE SCENIC SHOTS.

gives

lit

.

.

.

.

liil

le

illl

Ill

iri

"Roadhouse"
Fox

ft.

SURE DRAW IF THE
CENSORS LET THE NECKING
SCENES GET BY, BUT THEY
WON'T. BUT WITHOUT THIS
IT'S REAL ENTERTAINMENT.
A

Cast
beauty

Maria

Alba,

the

Spanish

prize
winner,
looks good
enough for the big money if she can
learn to troupe.
Warren Burke a
new juvenile has personality and the
flappers will like him. Lionel Barrymore does an impressive father role.
Others Julia CJordon, Eddie Clayton.

Story and Production.
.Drama of
vouth and jazz. This was meant to
.

.

Fred Humes

"Domestic Troubles"

Length: 4991

Warneri^

Length: 5164

ft.

FALLS FLAT WITH CLYDE

Universal

Length: 4472

Length: 5700

Peerless
ft.

/

WORKS IJ
DUAL ROLE DOING UNUSUAL WESTERN EMHIS BEST TO PEP UP ARTI- PLOYS THE OLD CATTLE THE SHANGHAI ATMO
FICIAL COMEDY SITUATIONS. RUSTLER THEME. PROVES PHERE, A LOT OF PLOT ANJ*
MAKES FAIR PROGRAM.
ACCEPTABLE JUVENILE FARE SOME PRETTY GOOD ACTIO!
Cast.
.Clyde Cook takes dual role WITH FAST ACTION, FIGHTS
AND THRILLS.
of twin brothers ind works hard to AND COMEDY.
COOK

FAIR PROGRAM.

IN

.

.

laughs from rather weak situaLouise Fazenda one of the
wives does her usual good work.
Others Betty BIythe, Jean Laverty,
Arthur Rankin.
Story and Production
Farce
comedy. One of those maried mixups with twin brothers as the hubl)ies
furnishing the opportunity to
build
the
complications.
Brother
James is sentenced to jail for five
days for speeding, so in order to
keep the news from his wife he has
his brother Horace move into his
home and impersonate him.
As
James is a high stepper, the quiet
Horace is forced to step out too, in
order to fool his brother's wife.
So
at a night club where he takes her
he encounters his own wife friskmg around with a voung sport. To
keep tai>s on his wife, he suggests
that they come to his home and spend
the rest of the evening.
She, thinkmg her hubbv is her brother-in-law,
con.sents.
I'rom this general mixup
the plot proceeds to get hectic in the
house party with all hands adding

Cast

get

tions.

be a typical story of yoiitliful indiscretions in the average small town.
It is i)epped up with some very broad
scenes showing the necking proclivities of the young son of wealth and
exhibits his technique in quite some
detail.
Several of the titles in this
stretch are suggestive, and won't do
the theater owner any good if he
caters to nice people.
The kid gets
into bad company through his infatuation for the Spanisii moll who
is a decoy for the gang.
She gets
him stealing stuff from his dad's
store, and then he helps them in a
holdup of a roadhouse gambling
game.
Dad is in the game. The
moral comes at the court trial when
the judge blames dad for setting son
a bad example. Story carries a punch,
but you'll have to watch those neck- to the confusion.
Fails to score
ing scenes.
strong.
Direction, Richard
Rosson, boxDirection,
Ray
Enright.
fair;
(ifl)ce\-:
Author, PhiHp Hurn; Sce- Author, (irahani
Haker; Scenario]
nario, John Stone; Photography, John (.raham Baker; Photography,

.Schneidermann, good.

"Out With the Tide"

in

"Quick Triggers"

Enger, good.

C.

Van

— Fred

Humes

.Dorothy Dw.?.n looks goo
femme. Cullen Landis the her
walk-through part.
Mitche

Cast.

shapes up well

as the typical western hero, and does
his riding and fighting in fair stv'e.
Derelys
Perdue the lead. Others

as the
has a

.

.

Lewis as a sea captain gives bes
Wilbur Mack, Robert Chanler, Wil- performance.
Hilliard
Ernest
liam H. Bainbridge,
Orpha Alba, strong heavy. Others Sojin, Crau
"Pee Wee" Holmes, Scotty Maitraw, ford Kent, Charles Alexandra.
Dick L'Estrange, Benny Corbett.
Story and Production. .Melodrams
Story and Production
Western. There is nothing particularly new
A slight twist is given to the old distinguish this from the ruck of thi
t(

formula of the cattle rustlers
by having the gal a member of the
gang. This has been brought .-ibout
through her father being forced to
play with the gang, as he owes money
to the heavy. Hero and his crowd
jump the rustlers, and later he capreliable

tures the girl's father without knowing who he is. At a dance the gang
try to free the old man with the
help of his daughter.
This leads to
hero learning the truth and getting
the gal and her father out of their

predicament.
fist

age.

fight that

The
is

finish has a fair
strung over the foot-

Some comedy

relief is

dragged

without much connection with the
thread of the story. However, it has
the ridmg, fighting and sufficient action to prove moderatelv entertaining.
Direction, Raymond Taylor, satisfactory; Author, Basil Dickey; Scenario, not credited; Photography, Al
Jones, good.
in

type of production.

A

lot of plot
the action keeps movin(|
at a steady pace, and it builds to soitkI
pretty fair suspense.
The hero is
newspaper reporter who is befriendet

crowded

ij:

in,

i

by a banker. The latter is bumped of
by "The Snake," who has been hirec
to do the job bv the banker's partnei
who is after his business and th(
banker's daughter.
Hero is framec
for the crime by the heavy.
He es
capes and trails the "Snake" tc
Shanghai. Here the atmosphere stuf
is well handled, and some good character bits are worked in. Meanwhik
the gal has come to Shanghai posing
a dance hall girl.
SIic and the
hero lure him into a confession oi
the crime.
Will appeal to the lovers

as

of meller.

Direction, Charles Hutchison, fair;
Author, John C. Brownell-G. Marian
Burton;
Scenario,
Elaine
Towne;

Photography, Leo Shamroy, okay.
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Behe Daniels in

chewing

"Hot News"
Lenfjth: 6528

Paramount

Short Subject Reviews

ft.

HAS EVERYTHING. BEBE
SENDS THIS OVER BIG. HER
BEST IN TWO YEARS. PIP OF
A NEWSREEL YARN LOADED
WITH LAUGHS AND THRILLS.
Cast....Bebe Daniels comes back
in preat comedy role and fast
She screens immense.
action stuff.
Neil Hamilton also scores heavy as
her newsreel rival, doing a smart
Aleck role that gets over for many
Others Paul Lucas, Alfred
laughs.
Allen, "Spec" O'Donnell.
Story and Production .... Comedy
romance of the newsreels. Here at
last is the story of the news cameraman told with a realism, and tied up

"Roaming Romeo"

and romance of the
man's existence, and

news camerais

backed with

clever direction, fine supporting cast,
and titles by George Marion Jr. that
sparkle. And these boys Monte Brice
and Harlan Thompson who wrote the
story should be immediately assigned
to write a series for Bebe. They have
written a part right down to the
ground for her, and maybe she
Oh, no not
doesn't wade into it.
The story is crammed with
much.
clever bits and big laugh stretches.
As funny a sequence as has been
screened in a long time is that where
Bebe and Hamilton stage an Apache
dance when they are really fighting
for possession of a camera crank.

—

Grab

Lane

Sound Pictures

Great Burlesque

strong

with a wow of a story that carries
the laughs aplenty and gobs of susIt has the flavor
pense and thrills.

— Lupino

Educational

Type

of

production.

Without doubt
the

best

bits

of

.2

comedy

reel

one

this

is

burlesciue

one of
has
two-reel

that

Oswald

"Forbidden Hours"
M-G-M

Lenqth: 4,987

the

rabbit

tries

all

sorts of

schemes to get into the big top withft.

LAME VEHICLE LIMPS
ALONG SLOWLY THROUGH
REHASH OF "STUDENT
PRINCE" AND "MERRY
WIDOW" THEMES. LACKS ACTION AND ACTING.
Novarro has a
Cast. .. .Ramon
-appy part as young king of mythical

out paying.
of exciting
chases him.

He experiences a series
adventures as the cop

and "The

Merry Widow."

action is thin, and the plot even
thinner. The young king is fed up with
ciiurt life, and becomes interested in
the niece of the prime minister. Having had his own way in everything,
iiniuding women, he cannot understand what has happened when she
fails to fall hard for him.
But he persists, and
finally frames her for a
hideaway in a hunting lodge where
lie proceeds to get cozy.
Then comes
the realization that she's not that kind
eif a gal. Then also, comes true love.
Direction, Harry Beaumont, fair;
Author, A. P. Younger; Scenario, A.
P.
Younger; Photography, Merritt
R. Gerstad, good.
i'he

her,

and

it

sticks

iiis

"The Ruse"

— Northwest

Series

Universcd

Fast Action

Type of production .2 reel western
The mounted hero has his hands
.

full trying to run to cover the fur
thieves who are continually robbing
the trading post.
Jack Perrin is the
hero, and manages to work in some
fast riding and plenty of action to
overcome the weaknesses of a very
ordinary story. The girl and Jack are
made prisoners so that the gang can
clean up the trading post at their

leisure and make a getaway.
But
Jack succeeds in getting clear and
reaches the post in time to stage a

rattling good fight that will certainly
give the juvenile fans a thrill.
Directed by Joseph Levingard.

"Goofy Birds"

— Bowers

Comedies

Educational

Tri±
Type

Stuff

of production.
.2 reel comedy
This is a typical Charley Bowers
trick comedy, and this time he uses
a mechanical bird that is a riot for
.

.

comedy purposes.

Charley and his
Buster Brody, go hunting in
Africa for the only known specimen
of the umbrella bird.
Just to look
at this weird mechanical novelty will
boast
about and when reviewed,
start an audience laughing. The bird
looked like a pretty poor job of edithas an umbrella for a tail, and flies
However,
ing, with mediocre titles.
around carrying an enormous egg bethe subject matter of the picture is

takes refuge in the interesting, depicting the killing of
seals in the frigid northlands and
lion's cage without realizing what he
showing
some of the privations exhas done, but when the lion sees his
membership card in the Lion's Club perienced by the men who share in
he treats him like an honored guest. the spoils. Fair.
Finallv as the cop chases him he gets
"Kid Hayseed"— Big Boy
but it turns out
a hitch on a wagon
Educational
to be the patrol wagon, and poor
Ringside
Stuff
The
Oswald is pinched anyway.

—

<

I'rince"

of production ... .4 reel scenic
Frissel shipped aboard a
vessel bound for the sealing grounds
in order to make this picture, which
was formerly titled "The Swilin'
From a standpoint of
Racket."
camerawork the film has nothing to

He

kingdom that is too artificial. Renee
Adoree does much better as the girl kids will like this one.
lie
loves, and gives neat portrayal.
Hhers Dorothy Gumming, Edward
t Onnelly,
Maurice Cannon, Alberta
"Should Married Men Go Home"
\ aughn, Roy D'Arcy.
Hal Roach— M-G-M
Story and, Production
Romance
of the mythical kingdom of Balanca.
This is only a weak rehash of other
nu'thical
kingdom stories and is
strongly flavored with bits that are
\cry reminiscent of "The Student

9.

Varick

Universal
Circus Fun
Marshall, expert. Type of production....! reel cartoon
The circus comes to town, and
in

be found on page

Type

Dog"— Oswald

Direction, Clarence Badger, aces;
Authors, Monte Brice-Harlan ThompFlorence Ryerson;
Scenario,
son;

Ramon Novarro

of short subjects in

—

"Hot

Wm.

will

been put over in a
comedy. Lupino Lane and Wallace
Lupino are two slaves in the days
"Futuritzy" Pat Sullivan
They are brought
of ancient Rome.
Educational
before the emperor, and Lupino is
Fortune Telihiff
In
picked to wrestle with a giant.
this scene the comedian gets a chance Type of production...! reel animated
Felix has his fortune read by a
to do his acrobatics and funny falls,
and the result is enough to keep 'em gypsy, and she sees nothing but grief
rocking with laughter. Then Lupino in the cat's palm, and tells him so.
Felix gives her the laugh, and visits
is commanded to appear before the
Following his brother's ad- an astrologer who reads his fortune
queen.
Then you see unfolded
vice, he makes violent love to her, by the stars.
figuring to gain her favor and his all the good fortune that the soothThe cat
But the queen objects to sayer predicts for Felix.
freedom.
his rough methods and calls for help. starts out to collect his good fortune,
In trying to escape punishment, the and as soon as he steps outside the
two comedians pose as marble statues. door all sorts of tough things happen
Disgusted and sore, Felix
They go through a series of poses, as to him.
the soldiers search, and each scene visits the astrologist and vents his
You can check this anger upon him. Verv quaintly caris a side-splitter.
off right now as one of the best short tooned, and done with a lot of class
comedies of the season. For straight that carries nice comedy.
burlesque there is nothing any better
"Sealing Hunting in the Arctic"
Directed by Henry
on the screen.
Film Arts Guild
W. George.
Fairly Interestinci
ever

this.

Photography,

Reviews
sound

gum from

hand, causing his host to lose
his wig when Charley absentmindcdly rests his hand on the other's head.
The funniest sequence is where
Charley dances with his hostess, and
his hand sticks to the back of her
dress, and he is forced to go where
she goes, with his hand draped around
her in a very affectionate manner.
It's good for all the laughs you can
expect from any two-reeler. Directed
by Hal Yates.
to

Type

of production. ...

1

reel

comedy

pal.

tween its legs.
One of the devices
the hunters have for trj'ing to capture the rare specimen is a trained
worm, that tries to coax the umbrella bird into a cage.
If there is a
laugh anywhere in the audience, this
scene is sure to get it.
Bowers is
putting a lot of real thought and
remarkable ingenuity into this series,
and this one especially is sure-fire
for the merriment. Directed by H. L.

This is a first-rate juvenile numMuller.
ber, with Big Boy doing some neat

as the challenger of the town
"The Supple Sex" Grantland Rice
bully in the prize ring. The ringside
Pathe
stuff is a nice burlesque on the acGolf Fun
Girl Athletes
tions of the big fighters, with all the
Type of production. .2 reel comedy kids doing their bit as referee, sec- Type of production..! reel Sportlight
Another of those iewels of fun, with onds, timekeeper, radio announcer,
This number covers the activities of
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy keep- etc. Big Boy succeeds in winning the girls in most of the popular athletic
ing the laughs coming regularly. Stan fight in a unique way which leaves the sports.
The prominent stars are
calls on Oliver Sunday morning to two contestants and the referee cry- shown doing their stuff in tennis, polo,
The wife is glad ing their eyes out. The juvenile star riding, and as oarswomen. But the
take him golfing.
to let them go after the visitor by his certainly has oodles of personality, final shots showing the diving champs
awkwardness has almost wrecked the and tops the rest of the kids de- are the best, and the cool scenes of
Di- the swimming pool make this an
home.
On the links they pose as cisively in his acting ability.
bankers when they meet two girls, rected by Charles Lamont.
ideal hot weather subject.
John L.
with whom they want to make up a
Hawkinson produced the reel.
Embarrassment"
"Imagine
foresome.
Some good gags are
Charley Chase— M-G-M
worked over the business of provid"The or Gray Hoss"— Our Gang
Society Capers
ing refreshments for the girls, when
M-G-M
.2 reel comedy
the total capital of the boys is 15 Type of production.
Sentiment and Fun
This Charley Chase comedy is
The golf game itself is only
cents.
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
such as these two fiaie comedians can snappy and smoothly directed to build
There is a nice little story of sentistage, and is a riot.
In fact it winds the laughs. Charley and his wife atup that way, when one of the girls tend their first fashionable party, but ment built up around an old gray
gets splashed by a drive and the mud encounter a lot of embarrassment mare that was formerly a fire horse,
battle becomes general.
Directed by through the actions of their precious and the old gray owner of the mare.
(Continued on Page 9)
Charley takes some
little daughter.
James Parrott.
.
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SOUND

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IN THE
FIELD
OF
GROWING
FAST

SYNCHRONIZATION

By ARTHii

Telling the Public

About Sound
HAN-A-PHONE RIGHTS ARE

DULCETONf NAME CHOSEN
f OR DEVICE
Dulcetone

tlie

is

SOLD FOR MPLS.eRITOitY

WITH "SIMBA"
name

Distribution rights lo
of the syn"LiRhis of

by
developed
device
chronization
Frank R. Wilson and M. J. Weisfeldt
for
use in roadshovvins "Siniba."
which will have eight companies out
during

1928-29.

roadshowed
It

cities.

is

The

picture

New

York"

Sensational ! Astounding/

bu> rfuN i /ot every

TUe

AccnfiM ot Flerihn'm't

r %LL-TAlKINO PICniRE

M. L. Finkelstein of Finkelstein &
Ruljen, M.iimeapolis; and Frank Rubel, formerly associated with F. & R.
The pair have returned to Minneapolis where they immediately will
place the equipment on the market
in that territory which embraces Minnesota, the Dakotas, western Wiscon-

%^t

was

year in a number of
being handled through

last

rLGRSrtEIHl

SMOES

the Krlanger office.
the plan, four of the shows
will be equipped with scenery, macliines and electrical effects, and four
will travel with the film and Dulcetone machine only. The Dulcetone is
a phonograph device, with a turntable.
It was the first such device
to be used with a roadshow nroducThe
tion.
It plays stock records.
show had its premiere at the Earl
Carroll, New York last year, playing seven weeks, after being booked
in for three. Last year, the mechanical music was not featured, but this

Under

year

it

sin

See '^koHear.

l!GHTS"Nav

Sevuirecls of ^^ine-Tutfiin^Seraations.''

in ths

Picture

.^

MARK STRAND THEATRE

i

i

LRIGHTONS

mm

be made by Voice-a-Phone and
some by Ben Levine and Dale Hanshaw on the Coast. The device also

to

20%

_

Philadelphia,
which manufacturers
the device.
One hundred four units
are to be produced for the 1928-29
season, as well as 18 features, some

ivitnMIMAiMX

I

nont fool yourself r-.^^r^tr^-ir-

(^S^^

may

will be.

be operated non-synchronously,
using stock records.

AUSTIN GETS CONTRACTS

FOR
flcst

y.A., USING

Coast

Bureau,

Realizing

THE FILM DAILY

^HL,

—

Hollywood Austin Co., which has
done considerable studio construction
work in Hollywood, has been awardcontracts to build sound-proci
stages for M-G-M and Metropolitan.
The construction at the latter studio, which will include sound-proof
stages, recording building, monitor
rooms in conjunction with the stages
and a complete theater, where synchronized pictures can be shown, will
be the center of the sound production for the Christie company as well
as other companies working the MetThese are the Harold
ropolitan.
Lloyd
Prod.,
Caddo and Carlos
Prod.

The Austin Company with which
will

start

were closed by Christie,
immediately on the first

This first stage will be 76x106
and additional stages will be this

imit
ft.

size

or larger.

The construction at M-G-M will
include sound-proof stages, a recording room and a complete theater in
which ijictnres can be prc-viewed.
Richmond For Sound Film
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Harry Richmond,

Hcst

—

stage and night club star, will appear
in a sound picture for United Arr
lists,

it

is

understood.

that

total

insi'tallatioiins

contracts to date mean
that only 1,000 theaters in the United
States will be equipped to show sound
plus

future

pictures,
Al Lichtman, of United
Artists declares his organization has
taken cognizance of the fact that
19.000 remaining houses must be supplied with pictures that they can

ed

contracts

SOUND, TO

FOLLOW OLD FORMULAS

TWO jOUND STAGES

show.

By

This page layout developed by Warners and the Mark Strand,
appeared in a recent issue of the New York Times, one of the most
conservative of important American newspapers. Which shows lohat
can he done by showm,en who know how.

tycst

Coast

About," a Warner release with srv
sequences in dialogue via Vitaphone, is now running at the Wareral

ner theater here.
sensus of opinion

Newspaper con{•

EXAMINER—''Women

Hows:
They Talk About"

not one of Vitaphone's choice pro<lucts.
The talkinK in this p.cturc does not measure
up to other Warner talkies and neither docs
riii« with the natural voice tones that have
it
made other; of ilieir recent pictures so much
of a sensation. ' ' * has some other cpialifications.
It
is a merry little comely drama
with political intrigue, romance and few other
popular invredients.
i

E.\P1«E.SS— •
ine. ice

,

which

• * has a few Vitaphone sehowever, do not a:.d to the

synchronization and
he says, and by introduction of occasional dialogue or
'lound

use

of

effects,

>inging no injury

is

done

to the tech-

nique of an otherwise silent picture
that must be shown in the greater
proportion of houses as a silent pictu'e accompanied by a piano, a small
orchestra or an organ.
In the belief
that any evolution must be gradual
he adds, United Artists producers are
THE FILM DAILY
adopting sound progressively and
surely as a permanent adjunct of enP'Mich of the story. Rather, they are amiclimatic, for their very presence is a promise tertainment, not as
momentary novel"leth nt unusual that never materializes
Jl
HERALD—* * * a tight liule picture ty; and this adaptation is taking place
which IS sure to please, if it does not wildly at a pace attuned to the requirements
excite, the populace. « * » One thing it in
of all exhibitors.
"The big exhibitor
dictes very clearly. Comedv. with good diawith sound device attachments will
logue put in the mouths of its characters
be able to run United Artists pictures,
IS
a very fertile lif.d for this new
movie
dimension.
The scenes between Claude Gil and so will the small exhibitor, with
lingwater and Anders Haiidolf delighted yes- no device,"
he concludes.
terd-ny's audiences hugely.
This was due as
much to the crwlitable acting of these two
Cantor in Sound Pictures
gentlemen as it was to the lines given them
The initial feature to be produced
by Joseph .Tackson, the dialogui.st.
RECORn--Irene Rich reveals a pleasing at Paramount's Astoria plant will
husky Vitaphone voice, and Audrey Ferris
probably star Eddit Cantor. A story
becomes more the supreme glorification of
the
has been prepared.
baby doll with each new role. * »
Production is
Claude
C.illingwater deserve- much of the credit
expected to start following making
for
success of the picture.
of two experimental short subjects.

Coast Critics Like Dialogue
in ''Women They Talk About"
Bureau,
Hollywood — "Women They Talk
-

K

I

and upper Michigan.

Han-a-Phone is a disc sjmchronization device, attached to the projector
by means of a universal joint. Pictures for use with it now are being
made by the Voice-a-Phone Co., of

YORK

^bu See andHear Every Character

yf

Han-a-Phone

Minneapolis territory have been
acquired by Dan Finkelstein, son of

in the
jl

i

—
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PICTURES
)E MILLE

URGES CAUTION

Live Florida
Filmtone,

IN USE OE SOUND EILHS
As Reported

in the

B.

DE MILLE

— In

the talkinfj picnres producers are in peril of making
same mistake that was made at
lie
he very first inception of feature
lictures, i.e., attempting to transfer
he plays bodily from the stage to the

Los Anseles

You will remember,
medium.
lerhaps, that the early experimenters
;et up their cameras within theater
lew

uiditoriums and photographed across
he orchestra pit and the "foots" exictly what was taking place on the
joards in the course of action of the
results were meager,
and really ludicrous.

The

tage piece.
in satisfying

feature pictures could be
iroperly made, the thought of copying the stage had to be shelved and
a new art developed in a long, hard
struggle calling for the finest qualparallel
ities
of artistic genius.
condition with reference to talking
pictures exists today.
i'or a little while audiences are
going to be very enthusiastic and
rather easily pleased because of the
novelty and thrilling fact that sound
But after
comes out of a picture.
a little while the sound-picture no
longer will be novel, and audiences
will insist that they really be entertained, otherwise they will forsake
it
as readily as they flocked to it.
It is my present feeling that people on the whole and in the long
run prefer to see and hear living
persons speak. Their admiration for
pictures is based on a quite different
thing, namely, the pantomimic art;
and any talking picture that sacri-

Before

A

However,

We

art,

is

likely to

EQUIPMENT

VARIOUS DEVICES
AVAILABLE

Builds
Sound Device

Own

— Have

Few

have, outside of those

in

Fleming Assigned

Jack-

THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur.

sonville.

The word "Filmtone" has been applied by Ed Crane, manager of the
Capitol, a community theater, to his
original method of providing a syn-

Hollywood

dis-

Fleming

gets one of the prize directorial
plums on the Paramount lot.

He

direct
"Burlesque,"
will
which will be made as an allSeveral reels
sound picture.
were made as experiments in

chronized music

score for his pictures.
As the feature starts, music
wells forth from the orchestra pit
and the various scores follow closely
the action.
First it is a symphony
orchestra followed by a jazz band,
popular music, classical music and
many of the favorites of yesterday.
The equipment used by Crane is a
loud speaker in the orchestra pit.
This equipment is wired to a special
booth in the rear of the theater, just
off the projection room.
Here he has utilized two discarded
making a
phonographs,
portable
Ordinary steel
turntable.
double
needles are used and the volume is
regulated making the records used
soft or loud as the action demands.
The double turntable assures no
break in the music.
The picture is carefully cued from
the usual cue sheet sent with each
feature and, if there is difficulty in
getting the selection designated, a
A pre-view is
substitution is made.
run of the picture and necessary
changes made before its opening.
"The Country Doctor" was synPatrons came to Crane
chronized.
and told him the mu'sical effects
added 50 per cent to the picture. The
Capitol offered for the first time
in Jacksonville, the showing of the

— Victor

New York

by

Edmund

Gould-

ing, but the picture proper will

be produced here.

is effective in paging doctors and in
announcing national and local events
At a recent
of unusual importance.
primary election in Jacksonville in
which interest was at a high pitch.
Crane announced that he would give

the returns at the theater. The house
was packed as a result and as fasi
as they came in, the returns were
sandwiched in between the various
features on the two hour de luxe

program.
Crane has been using
idea in his "Filmtone" for

his

original

five

months

attributes his increased attendance during this period, to his synchronization of feature pictures. The
entire equipment, he states, can be
easily arranged and installed by the
small theater for approximately $300.
The volume is sufficient to fill every
corner of the theater and can be

and

modulated to a whisper. Crane uses
the organ with his short subjects.
The
Patlie News and the comedy.
organist is also featured with a special overture at the opening of each
This little distinction to the
feature.
organist spurs him to do his best.

thing.
the so-called epic pictures avail ourselves of its potentialities now and

tion from many ministers of the city
and several made a comment from
sound accompaniindeed,
again;
the pulpit on the picture. Only recentintensify
ments to the big pictures
showed for the first
Now ly, the CapitolIzzy
emotions most poignantly.
Murphy," starring
"Sailor
time,
science and invention have given us
musical score
The
Jessel.
George
of
the voice. Frankly speaking, none
in putting the picture
much
aided
us has yet learned how to use it.
An entirely new technique must first across.
Another novelty of the eqiiipment
be built up, and complete artistic
in the use of a microphone installed
is
must save the
unity attained.
in the projection room and by use
and
eye,
the
for
liantomimic values
the same equipment, a voice from
reinforce them at the right moments of
pit is heard:
the
with the audition values for the
"Hello everybody, Crane speak-

We

We

can't can plays.

production, "The
Godless Girl," I am introducing accompaniments of sound effects by the
new art of the Photophone, but withIn my
out accompanying dialogue.
next special production which I expect to start next fall, it is probable that speech will be introduced.
All of us will know a great deal
more about this subject by the summer of 1929 than we know now.
In

my

current

ing."

Timely

bits of

important news are

The voice
given to the patrons.
holds their attention and it is seldom
a patron leaves after the feature without hearing what is to be said. They
are curious to find out what it is all
The management is able to
about.
make talks to the audience about

attractions and any changes
This
policy that might come up.

coming
in

NOW

SEES "EAOEOUT" NEED

SOUND EILM WORK

West

Coast

THE EILM DAILY

Bureau,

Hollywood

"fadeout" for voices

.\

sound pictures is needed, according to Douglas Shearer, who is in
charge of recording experiments for
in

M-G-M.
"One

of

the

first

things

going to need," said Shearer,

we
"is

are

some

method

of 'fading out' in a vocal recjust as a film 'fade-out' is effected in pictures. This will be very

ord

useful so that we can have a character speaking, then fade his voice
out into a written title to take up
footage where a narrative spoken
If we can
title might be too long.
find some convincing way to work
this change it will make the talking

movie verv

fle.xible."

PHOTOPHONE GETS MIXED
RECEPTION ON THE COAST
li'est

Coast

running
ing

THE
—"Lilac

Bureau,

Los Angeles
at the

FILM DAILY
Time." now

Carthay Circle

shown with an

RCA

is

be-

Photophone

musical score in which are incorporated sound effects. Some extracts
from local newspaper opinion on
straight
follow,
the
Photophone
newspaper consensus on the picture
ajjpearing on page 12.

EXPRESS—

scenes
(spectacular)
These
are intensified by the employment of the first
Photophone sound effects to come from the
First National studios.
They are not strictly
"Wings" anticipated those that
novel,
for
follow with many similar stimulants to the
imagination.
But they markedly heighten
the effect of the sequences in which they are
used.

HERALD —

HOLDS TO HIS OPINION

_

ear.

AND

you ever heard

Frieburg Passion Play during Holy
Week, or the week preceding Easter,
and the round full tones of the organ
sound is a tremendous playing sacred music by famous
who have been making recording artists, brought commenda-

this loved
ilhision them.
fices

ON

Showman

Filmtone?

of

"Los Angeles Herald")

TIPS

IN
Jacksonville

Bv CECIL

^

PICTURE'S THE THING

Last night witnessed the introduction of the Photophone to Los Angeles
audiences.
The device, limited to sound effects and musical accompaniment, did not apl>car to he entirely in hand.
This was said
to he due to hurried in.stalIation and to le
-ulijecf to easy correction.

TIMES — Photophone,

Recognizing that sound as an accompaniment cannot be discounted.
Monta Bell, sound production executive for Paramount in the East, maintains

the

that

the_ thing.
briefly in
earlier in the
fundamental basis

picture

is

with which "Lilac
synchronized, was not effective at
all times last night.
Certain seqtiences produced an almost deafening roar, even taking
it for granted that seven aeroplanes comhined
can stir up quite a lot of racket

Time"

is

His opinion touched upon

THE FILM DAILY
week,

is

that the

film entertainment is the picture
and will always remain so.
"Sound can be of marvelous aid in
bringing out effects more strongly,
adding atmosphere and color to the
of

scene, stepping up the big moments
of tension when it seems that the
screen itself must cry out to express
the full meaning of its drama. Sound,
(Continued on Page 12)

Hollywood
There is one major development on everybody's lips in
pictures.
sound
Hollywood:
For developments, in addition
to those reported in this department, turn to "Hollywood
Happenings," page 10.

:
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DAILV

CHARLES

TWO NEW COLORS PLANNED

The Stamp

FOR RAINBOW LIGHT SIGNS

otto Knobel Has Built

J.

carpets is imperative.
Per10,000 Silversheets
haps an exhibitor is remodeling
St. Louis— Over 10,000 Silversheet
hastily following a fire, re-decorating
within a limited time, or a sudden screens have been built by J. Otto
change in plans as a new theater Knobel, according to the American
The screen is built
nears completion, necessitates a hur- Silversheet Co.
ried order for carpets.
Whatever on a canvas base, and its surface
the reason, National states it is now made according to specification of the
California redprepared to install carpets at prac- individual theater.
tically a moment's notice.
stock wood tension frame is furnished. This
of approximately 8,000 yards is now is fitted with a steel-jacket tension
held in National warehouses in the device, eliminating need of boring new
central district as a provision against holes for tension bolts.
emergencies.
This stock offers a
choice of four different patterns and
198 Sentry Safety Controls
colors and can be supplied in two
of

Over

A

A

Are

Installed by
Ciiicago One lunulred

qualities.

Chicago

— Haked

eiianielcd individual reflectors, used with the PS Mazda
lamp, are a feature of the Madelite
footlights, marketed by the Belson

Manufacturing

Co.

—

Sentry

Safety

N. T.

S.
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numerous

and charts for

V

Four Bare Walls
to

one of America's

finest

houses!

IOWA

{The

exemplifies
the great advantages of Na

tional's

One-Contract Pla

.

.

it

was

nf

Iowa, says

left,

selected

I

am

The harmony and smooth working

of

could not have been possible had I dealt
with half a dozen individual firms.
"My dealings with National Theatre Supply Company have saved me time, worry, and expense."

National's
One-Contract Plan
IS the ideal means of producing
a completely
excellently appointed theatre with minimum
pense.

Spring Motor

Constant

and
ex-

cooperation with the architects during
the construction of each
One-Contract Theatre
assures best results from projection and
other necessary equipment— as well as the
selection and
adaptation of various equipment units
to the individual requirements of the architect's
design
Another important feature of the
One-Contract
Plan IS Its arrangements for financing
in part
or
"
e.
f
complete from the ground up

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film

I

Case 6MnHiizinei
Lens

:

$29.SO

IOWA,

The new

Rapids, Iowa,

at Cedar

an

excelillustration of
the
many things that make
National Service the most
coynplete, the most effecis

lent

tive

and

available

ever
theatre

reliable,
to

the

industry

u/iuoacHBy^
THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.
•* V^^}9^^^
110
624
MICHIQAN BOULEVARD, CHICAQO
n
West 32''St,Ne«)tork.N.y

I]
I'

Phone Penna. 0330

Central Offices:

I
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'
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detailed illustrations
projectionists.

from

stallation.
all details

^

2 in. F. 3.5

"

—

without restrictions, to the National Theatre Supply Company to start with four
bare walls and accomphsh the 100 per cent per-

The Latest Model Double

[

;

Absorption of the Korrectolite company adds to the Reco Color hood
line the Laco Colorlites.
The Laco
hood is for all sizes of lamps up to
500 watt, and is supplied in ruby,
green, blue, amber, canary and opal.

J--

".

,,.y

SALE!

|

COOLING SYSTEM

the!

this organization to
glad for the harmony
and efficiency which have prevailed during the in-

'

[

of

tains

Calvin Bard
of the New

SEPT AUTOMATIC

ICas/ieJ.^/r

manager

has joined Reynolds.

turn to the picture business, but not
in the supply field.

owner

STANDARD

SUlPJWillEME

general

Cleveland The Hertner Electric
Co. of Cleveland announces the new
Hertner Hand Book, a complete
treatise covering every type of transverter made.
The company is the
exclusive manufacturer of the transverter, which has been on the market since 1915.
The manual con-

fect job of today.
"T feel glad that
equip my theatre.

{f#3r#i^»'*»r»«^'^«r«vsv*'i»^'«^^^^

:

firm,

William (Bill) Rabell, former presof Independent Movie Supply
Co., which he sold to National Theater Supply Co., has sold his interests
in the Tyson Theater Ticket Co., and
Sullivan
Theater Ticket
Service,
prior to going to Europe for a vacation of six weeks. He intends to reident

ninety-eight

STOP FOOLING

^^^

—

facts

Oliver,

Rabell Sells Ticket Firms' Holdings

Controls

Nautral

you buy. ^pt (hp
OH lh«>

F.

latter

firm reports.

New Strong Rectifier
Toledo The Strong Electric Co.
aimounces a rectifier for use in connection with the reflector arc, which
is
built expressly for that purpose
and is not an adaptation of a battery charging unit.

B<-forr

—

Chicago
Reynolds Electric Co.
manufacturer of Reco products, has £
taken over the Korrectolite Co. Eben

Hertner Prepares Manual!
Covering Transvertersj

have been
installed
in
the last few months
throughout the United States by
National Theater Supply Co., the

color
light diffusing lenses are used, to
make colors iicrmanent. These are
fastened to the reflector by Belson's
ajjplication of the bayonet lock. The
locking ring contains the lens. Lights
are placed on six inch centers and
circuits are wired to specifications.

t
f
r

New

THE

—

Reflectors
Belson Footlight Feature

P. Service Co., of

York, which supplies all kinds of motion picture lighting in this
country and abroad. The company offers sales, service and rentals and has a line of equipment which assures the best to the user,
and carries
FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

Chicago
Floor coverings are a
comparatively recent addition to the
wide range of National Theater
Supply Co. service. There are many
conditions in which a rush installa-

Baked Enamel

M.

specialist in the lighting field is

Li

PART or REYNOLDS

attractions, a new method of outside lighting insures attention,
and more customers.

National Going in for
Theater Floor Carpeting

tion

lAGO COLORUTES NOW

Approval

of

Outside lighting for special occasions offers unusual opportunities for producing effects, but also presents some difficult
mechanical problems. Spots, broadsides, overhead domes, arcs, etc.,
are valuable to exhibitor as well as producer, for they have a real
seat-filling angle.
At premieres, theater openings, for outstanding

A

192{

HYNES

F.

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualificatioTis and merit

Development of two new tube
colors is under way by Rainbow
LiRht. operatinjj subsidiary of Rainbow Lunniious Products, witb announcement of the colors to be made
at an early date.
E. C. Bull, president of the company, says two new
patents have been obtained covering
specific
and manufacturiuR
colors
processes.

29,

Management

Theater Equipment and
By

jini
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TALKING SHOP
Showmanship Putting Over
N. S. S.— Physical Side of
Projection Shows Need
for Perfection

"ENTERPRISE — plus — has

made

Hal Young, who handles the
Middle West for National Screen

among

Service, a popular figure

Hal

liibitors

of his territory.

ways on
manship

his toes, injecting real

itors.

into

service

his

An example

of

move, preparing a Joy

it

is

Week

al-

showexhib-

his latest

Week

for use in connection with

Joy

to

is

ex-

trailer

M-G-M's

programs.

rwMHERE is a physical side to the
showing of pictures which has
a very direct bearing upon the enjoyment that the patron derives from
If the patron
seeing the picture.
leaves the theater without the proper
sense of enjoyment, he is to some extent likely to return when he is again
in need of relaxation.
It is more
than probable that the patron will
not know that there has been anything wrong.
This may be largely
due to the fact that he has been unnecessarily
subjected to eyestrain
\\ ithout
being aware of it.
In the
urdinary use of the eyesight, we use
up 10 to 15 per cent of our nervous
energy and, as you are aware, we
can easily rest ourselves by merely
closing our eyes.
When we read,
when the type is blurred, when we
read in a poor light, when we redd

moving train, or under any
circumstances where the conditions are not as good as they couid
be, we have subjected ourselves to
eyestrain and have suffered a loss of
pliysical energy.
Of course, there is
reason in all things and if we expect to do our work or to enjoy many
tilings, we must expect loss of enei'gy, but some caution and control
should be exercised. When the i)rojection has been of such a nature
that the audience is subjected to
avoidable eyestrain, there is an eventual loss of patronage, which it is the
duty of every one of us to make every
on

a

Titlier

poisible effort to prevent."

foregoing
an excerpt from
THE
McGuire,
a recent speech by P.
is

J.

advertising and publicity director of
International Projection Corp.
For
years he has been working to improve projection standards, selling
exhibitors and operators on the idea
of the slogan that "Proper Projection
Pays."
Co-operating with your operator, calling upon your supply dealer and immediately remedying any
defect which comes to light offers
means to assure perfect projec'Lion
In
theater.

YOUR

Robert Benchley in
"Sex Life of the Polyp" Movietone

—

Comedy Skit
Type of production. .Sound Picture
Next to Robert Benchley's "The

play.

Lynn Cowan, master

monies

of cere-

Sid Graunian's Egyptian
leads the audience in coniat

theater
iiumity singing. The songs are "East
Side, West Side," "After the Bali,"
"Take Me Out to the Ball Game,"
"My Gal Sal" and "Alexander's Rag

Treasurer's Report," this second offering of his is about the funniest
number to be recorded by the sound Time Band." Cowan does his stuff
shorts. He is scheduled to give a lec- as if he were working in front of
ture before a women's club on "Sex his own audience, so that it would not
Life of the Polyp."
It is just a lot be difficult to get the crowd singing
ot goofy nonsense concerning a scien- the songs in the average neighbortific expedition
to Bermuda to dis- hood theater where they like this sort
cover the polyp in its native haunts of entertainment.
and find out how the male and female
of
the specie conduct themselves
"The Honor System" Movietone
when together. At one point in his
lecture he goes to a screen and has
Fox
pictures projected of the polyp in difRather Sad
ferent stages of sex life and action.
Type of production. .Sound Picture
Benchley s comments are sufficient to
Clark & McCullough appear in a
keep loud guffaws of laughter coming
from all over the theater, which they police station before the sergeant's
desk. They are suspected of stealing
do.
a valuable necklace.
The sergeant
gets them to confess.
Throughout
"The Movie Man"
the skit they kid the officer, and pull
Vitaphone
a line of gags not particularly new.
Comedy Playlet
Type of production. .Sound Picture The laughs are few, and the entire
i his is a pretty good burlesque on ottering was weak and forced. Winds
Charles up with sergeant ottering to let them
the making of a movie.
Rogers is featured, and he is sup- go free if they will drop the necklace
ported by Violet Palmer, Walter when he turns ott" the lights. When
Rodgers, Louise Carver, and Natalie the lights go up they have disWartield.
Charlie is seen outside a appeared, and the sergeant stands
casting director's office, dressed as a there with an empty hat and minus
typical ham actor, and a pretty goofy his trousers. Not so good.
one at that. He meets Violet who
is also trying to break in.
So they
Will Mahoney Movietone
crash the gate together. The direcA Howl
tor is just about to start his great
drama, and grabs them both for the Type of production. .Sound Picture
leads.
He rehearses them in a scene
The well known Broadway comof the wife and husband about to edian has a real laugh offering with
separate, and it is supposed to be this kidding number on the singers
pretty pathetic. Then they shoot the of "Mammy" songs. \ ou know he is
scene.
It is a broad burlesque, and aiming his shafts of wit directly at
put over with plenty of slapstick. But Jolson, and Al's famous song.
The
Rogers gets the laughs with his goofy way Mahoney plays with this absurdantics.
This looks like a pretty safe ity and builds it up for laughs is
bet where some comedy is needed to one of the tuimiest things that Movielighten up a program.
tone has yet offered. The windup is
a scream w'ith Will holding a tiny

The Gang

befriend the old man, and
help him run his bus line in competition with the fresh young chap who
has a new taxi and is trying to put
the old nian out of business.
The
Gang get their heads together, and
succeed in pulling a couple of fast
ones that result in the triumph of
their old friend. The comedy is there
abundance, and the sentimental
in
angle makes this very appealing to
old as well as young fans.
Directed

by Robert F.

"She's My Girl"
Universal

—

.

—

—

Lynn Cowan Vitaphone
Community Singinc/

bleating

lamb

manipulating

under his
animal

the
says

McGowan.

Reporter Antics

Type of production....!
The hero is a cub

reel

comedy

reporter

as-

signed to cover a wedding.
He immediately proceeds to fall in love
with the bride, and is forced to fight
a duel with the groom.
The girl Is
being
forced
into
an
unwelcome
marriage, so George does his best to
get her out, and messes things up
in a way to score a reasonable number of laughs. Finally he appears in
skirts, with several kids clinging to
him, and claims to be groom's wife.

"Our

Little

NeU"— Fables

Pathe
Cabaret Life

Type

of production..! reel animated
Mouse meets his sweetie
Nell at the trysting place, but when
his rig breaks down "Tom Cat comes

Milton

along

and takes her away in his
sporty car to the cabaret in the city.
The h;ro trails them in time to
find the villain forcing his unwelcome
attentions on the gal.
Then follows
a hectic chase over skyscraper roofs,
with a big scene showing the gal's
leap for life with her skirt acting as
a parachute. It's good kidding on the
heavy dramas of night club life, and
the cartoon work is well handled.
Pathe Review No. 32
^'ariety

Type of production..! reel magazine
The first subject
arm and ing a Circus Out of is titled "Maka Canary," and

in

such a shows the
tiny bird going through

a
"Ma-a" just at the complete vaude act.
Type of production. .Sound Picture way that it
\'ery unusual
Here is a good number in houses proper moments in Will's singing. A views are then presented of the Faroe
where the old time songs can get a safe number for laugh purposes.
Islands, the ancient home of the
Norse Vikings. The scenes of Thor.

Dorothy Gish in Play
Dallas Partnership Dissolved
Dallas Warren Kendel and WilDorothy Gish is to play the lead in
lard Saddler have purchased interest a legitimate show, "Young Love,"
of their partner, J. Walter Courtney, which is to have a try-out at Rochesin the Palace and Princess.
Saddler ter, N. Y., the week of Aug. 6. The
will manage both houses.
play is to be presented in New York

—

Chicago's Seventh Arbitrator
State Senator Lowell B.
Mason has been appointed as seventh arbitrator by the Chicago arbitration board to break the deadlock

Chicago

—

existing in a

number

of cases.

Television "Far from Ready"

shaven. the capital of the Danish
archipelago, are very interesting. The
natives in their quaint costumes are

shown

"How

at

to

work and play. Then comes
Make Movies, Taught in

One Easy Lesson," being a course for
amateur motion picture photographers
which purports to show all the Hollywood

secrets of the art.

It

finishes

— KGFJ

soon will in- with a short number introducing
The sta- Evelyn Law, known as Broadway's
stall television equipment.
champion high kicker.
tions admits that television is far
from ready for the public, classing it"The Isle of June"
.Lit as an experimenter.
Tiffany-Stahl Color Classic

Los Angeles

Mild
Gulliver Quits Multicolor
Phonofilm in Politics
London Conversative Party offiLondon Charles Gulliver is undercials have purchased eight sets of stood to have resigned from British
De Forest Phonofilm equipment for Multicolor Corp. He is also chairinstallation in motor vans which will man of the British An'.algam.ated
tour the country in the coming gen- Films, the company behind British

—

eral elections.

—

Multicolor.

Type

of
scenic.

A

production....!

reel

color

mildly interesting reel of shots

the Bahamas, showing the
unruffled life of the natives.
Made wuth the Technicolor process.
Undersea life in color is shown.

taken
calm,

in

THE
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Dep't for Sound — Shorts

P.F.-L.

I"

Color and Sound Film for Vidor — Del Rio Discussed for "Darling of Gods" Bebe Daniels in
Sound Feature — Dialogue Vogue Spreading — Ralph Wilk's Sidelights on Coast Personalities

WILL HANDLE SUBJECTS

Sound

Del Rio in "Darling of
Gods," Says L. A. Paper

Pictures

.'\

UP TO 3 REEL LENGHTS

For other developments in
the field of sound pictures,
turn to pages 6-7.

Paramount plans a department to
make sliort features with sound. One,
two and three reel features will be
part of a proRram of feature length
pictures

with

sound

already

an-

nounced.

"With

It is

Paramount enteriiiR the
field," Lasky said, "we

sound picture
will be
tures.

Vidor Slated to Make
Color and Sound Film

active

in makiiiR short feawill be synchronized

reported on the Metro

King Vidor
sound

film

will

for

make

M-G-M

lot that

a color
.

and

The West-

ern Pllectric recording system will be

local

newspaper

states that

A

Do-

Del Rio will appear in "The
Darling of the Gods" with Sessue
Hayakawa in the male lead. This is
tlic picture which Henry King was
to direct for United Artists as a
lores

Little
from
By

W

'*Lots**

RALPH WILK

Ji

Hollywood

FINIS FOX'S

roi.dshow.

Cutting African Film
Ernest Schoedsack and Merian

Cooper are editing and cutting the
made by them in the Sudan
for Paramount release.
A temporary
laboratory and projection room have
Ijeon rigged up for them where they
picture

most popular three
"R's" are "Ramona," "Resurrection" and "Revenge," for which he
wrote
the
screen
plays.
While

Dolores Del Rio is in Europe, Fox
will write two scenarios for her.
is at present enjoying a short rest at

He

used.
There
Yosemite.
with vocal and musical accompaniment.
Approximately 50 feature
Dialogue in West's Film
can work in private.
want to tip our chape"Nightstick" crook play that Roland
length productions will also have
aux to Harry D. Wilson, press
sound effects. It is our plan to pre- West will direct for United Artists,
New Lead for Gloria
agent extraordinary.
Harry
sent a complete show in sound, in- is to be a dialogue picture, so conhandles the details for the party
Harry Rinehart will play opposite
cluding stage unit productions similar structed that it can be exhibited withDolores Del Rio tendered the
Gloria Swanson in "The Swamp,"
to those offered at the bigger the- out the dialogue sequences.
"Bring
press.
your
wife,
aters.
Smaller theaters throughout
"Hell's Angels," will have both which will be produced with sound
sweetheart or husband,"
effects and dialogue.
Rinehart has a
the country will be given entertain- sound effects and color.
Harry's invitation read, and the
part in "The Wedding March," not
ment they have never been able to
boys and girls of the "Fourth
3'et released.
obtain.
Another "Talkie"
Estate" responded in person.
"Owing to that proximity of certain stage
Myrna Loy who has signed a newtalent to the Long Island studios it will
Compson
Opposite Barthelmess
long-term
contract
with
Warners,
be necessar>- to make a number of the
Betty Compson will play feminine
short features there but the rest will be will appear in "Hard-Boiled Rosie,"
Ann Brody is playing an importproduced in Hollywood.
which F. Harmon Weight will direct. lead opposite Dick Barthelmess in ant role in "My Man," Fanny Brice's
".Short features of various types are to
Considerable dialogue will appear in "Scarlet Seas." She has just finished first "talkie." Miss Brody has had
be made, there will be comedy skits done
a part in "The Docks of New York." much stage experience on. Broadway
with vocal
synchronization along with a it, via the V'itaphone.
thousand and one other novelties I have
and is well fitted for dialogue picin mind. Stars from the New York musical
Dialogue in "Barge"?
Wallace to Direct Charles Rogers
tures.
comedy, legitimate and motion picture realms
Universal is understood to have
*
*
*
Paramount has signed Richard
will appear in them.
To do this properly
dialogue sequences in mind for "The Wallace to direct
we will create a special department to super
Syniling
Jack Che fee is
Charles
Rogers
in
vise the actual filming of short subjects.
Girl on the Harge," part of which
playing the role of a French
I'Just Twenty-One," soon to follow
was shot in Upper New York State. "Varsity" in production. Mary
crook
in
"The Redeeming
Brian,
Sin,"
starriyig
Chester
Dolores CosConklin,
Jack
Oakie
and
Bebe Daniels to
Mary Frowns on Sound
tello.
William Austin are members of the
Mary I'ickford is "agui" sound. cast tiius far selected.
*
*
*
Picture Soon
I'ollowing a vacation trip to Xew She will not use it in her next picHarold J. McCord has the distincAt least, this is the present
York, Paramount plans to start work ture.
Rork Recovering
tion of having edited "The Jazz Singon a sound picture starring Bebe plan.
Sam Rork, who has been ill for er," which has made "talkie' 'history.
Daniels.
Her current film is "Take
several months, is slowly recovering.
*
*
*
Adding Dialogue to "Abie"
.Me Home."
Local reports have it that Jean
Our Passing Shotv: Gertrude OlmNorma in "My Woman"
sted studying the
Hersholt has been recalled by the
Circle
McAvoy in Sound Picture
'My
Woman" will be Norma Tal- theater photographs Carthay
Paramount studio for retakes in the
of early Caliniadge's
next
production
The Warners have cast May Mc- form of dialogue sequences for
for United fornia stage stars;
Rollie Asher
Artists.
Avoy for the lead in "Stolen Kisses," "Abie's Irish Rose." Charles
swimnrdng in Johymy Hines' pool.
Rogers
which will be made with Vitaphone will play tlie piano and Nancy
Carsequences.
Reed Howes will play roll will sing "A Little Irish Rose"
opposite.
Ray Enright will direct. and "Rosemary."

We

Make

A

Sound

A Famous Doorway
in

ROY DEL RUTH
Director
"The Terror"
ALL VlTAPNONi SPECIAL

Hollywood
The doorway
comfort

means

wood

that

means home

of this hotel

— service — pleasant

to traveleri

—

means home personal
surroundmgs. It also

m

thai you are coavenienily located
Hollyfilm capitol of th< world
amusement center

—

—

o( Southern California.

Good Food

a Feature

A

French chef has made the dining room famous.
Club breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
price*.
Also a la carte service.

^ Wntc lor reservations
"Hollywood,"—today!

or Iree booklet entitled,

The Hollywood
—\xhen
Vine

the

Plaza Hotel

doorway m«anj home

SU ar HoUymnd

to txaveXen

Bl«d, HoUywood. California
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Foreign Markets
By JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM

SEE U.K. BEST MARKET

EOR

U. S.

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

England, Germany

and France in the order named afford
the best markets for American sound
pictures, according to "Commerce Reports," organ of the U. S. Depart-

ment

of

Commerce.

"The advanced popularity of the motion
picture in Great Britain as a method of entertainment, the language similarity with the
United States, and the extensive seating capacity in the large number of houses which
open daily, tend to make Kngland especially
capable of assimilating the various ramifications involved in the American talking pic"Many large
tures," says the publication.
cinemas are able to unflertake the exjiense of
necessary installations for the projection of
This fact, of course,
the 'talking movie.'
should act as a stimulus to financial underwriters for this purpose.
"Germany, after England, offers the best
prospect for the American 'talking movies.'
Its theaters are numerous enough to permit
the installation of a large supply of projection
equipment; its admission prices are of a
scale sufficient to justify cinema owners purchasing this equipment.
"France, third in line of impoitance of Furopean markets susceptible to this new departure, must be considered only as a remotely
potential market.
Its cinema admission scales
aie small as compared with England and Germ;.ny.
The industry lacks credit and is not
inclined to borrow for the future.
At prese-.t
it should be classed with other smaller countries in Europe as a market where the installation of the projection equipment for the
talking motion picture is only possible in a
few of the larger-sized cinemas.
In fact,
interest in France has only reached the discuss'on stage.
"In Eiigland, circuit cinema owners are
already eslnuating the cost of the equipn.-.nt
initaliaticn for the American invent;onj, io
certain ait they that they must be ready to
prtviJe their audiences with this latest form
of theater entertainment.
There are in tl.at
ccuntry, three or four sound film processes,
which, cither by equipment already installed
in cinemas or by laboratory development ,v.i
the ground, have some call on foreign systems."

European Adds Three
Quota Films to List
London

—

Euro]3ean has acquired
quota pictures.
They are
"Sacrifice," an Indian production; "An
Irish
Mother," Irish picture, and
"Tall Timbers," 'Australasian film.
three

Berlin

BORIS PETROFF HAS

arbifilm difficulties will

The Boris Petroff show at the Canwas "Yip-Ee," which was nicely

itol

])alanced with girl appeal, songs and

723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

New York

MOUNTAN,

City

Pres.

Exclusive foreign represen-

Rayart Pictures
Corporation and other leading independent producers

tatives for

and distributors.
Cable Address:
Cable
Cable

Address:
Address:

RICHPICSOC, Paris
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC, N. Y.

Exporting only the best
Motion Pictures

in

Herman Timberg and

comedy.

his

got over some good comedy
stufT,
working along with Barbara
Frank
Blair doing the warbling.
Stever did two baritone numbers that
went over strong, especially his rendition of "Chloe" which is a surefire the way he handled it.
fiddle

Merger Will Not Effect
Emelka's Business Policy

—

Emelka's business policy
unchanged despite acquisition of the company by British
Gaumont of London.
Berlin

remain

Walt Roesner and

his

baud did a

ON PARAMOUNT STAGE
The

stage show at the Paramount
credited to C. A. Niggenieyer. and
he did a very creditable job, especially on the sets.
It
was called

is

"Harem-Scarem," and had a Turkish
harem for atmosphere. Opens with
by the girls dressed as French
Zouaves, and at the end of their
routine they scale a high wall in acro-

a drill

style.
But some of the girls
scrambling up sprawled in midair helplesslv for a moment, and the
inmiediate laughs from the audience
came near crabbing the act. Helen
Swan was the featured songbird this
week, and she did regulation numbers,
working with Paul Ash, the m.c,

batic
in

burlesque on "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
that kept the laughs ripi)ling all over
the house. This is the sort of foolish
merriment that is always well remerienrat Krauss buys an interest in
for hot weather entertainment,
One expected ceived
the English company.
and Roesner plays it up for all it was for light returns.
result of the transaction will be the
worth.
It was easily the best thing
Harry Savoy was the comedv eleexpansion of Emelka's foreign maron the bill, always excepting the ment, and came on and off throughkets.
work of Mendoza with the pit orches- out the presentation, gagging and
tra.
The 16 Gould Girls were on cross-firing with Ash. His burlesque
Demonstrate
several times in tricky costumes, and line was good, and scored
neatly on
Their routine was the laughs. An adagio
scored neatly.
dancing pair
Film to Exhibitor
The
exceptionally good this week.
London ^Demonstrations of non- set showed the Grand Canyon, and were notable for the extreme grace
of the girl, and not for any particular
flam film are taking place in London, was evidently planned for the finale
one having been given to the Gen- flash, which showed a succession of sensational angle to their work. The
Foster Girls went through a gun
eral Council of the C. E. A. Stock waterfalls with the lights shiinmering
drill with neat precision.
The finale
used, according to W. Husbands, is on them and making a spectacular
was brought about by Savoy reciting
slightly thinner, more flexible and not eye-filler.
a serious poem of buddies lost in the
so brittle as ordinary film. One piece
war, and then into a flash treadmill
has survived 250 runs.
Morris in Theater Operating
scene with three horsemen riding with
William Morris has entered the the French tricolor flying in the wind.
Seek Raw Stock Price Cut
theater operating field as well as the Good smash that closed a rather
Paris
Petition for a reduction in financing and promoting of presencrdinary presentation. Paul Ash and
the price of raw stock has been asked tation material. The William Morris
his band contributed two lively numby a delegation representing the Theatrical Exchange has been grantbers, "Sunbeams" and "Chili-PomFrench Chamber Syndicale Francaise ed a charter for this purpose.
Pom."
de la Cinematographic.

Under

the deal the British firm
takes over part of the Emelka stock,
owned by Von Lustig, and Kom-

Non-Flam
Body

—

—

Clift

London

—

Salary Cuts for

Making "Paradise"

To
Denison CHft is producing
Loew
International,

"Paradise," for British
the story having been specially writFeatured in
ten by Sir Philip Gibbs.
the cast are Joseph Striker, Alexandre
d'Arcy and Winter Hall.

Making "Emerald of East"
London
"The Emerald of

—

the

East" is being produced at Elstree
by Jean Kuliarski. It is for British

Plan British Stock Issue
Inc.

TURKISH HAREM SEEN

N[AT SHOW AT CAPITOL

be proposed by the Hungarian
delegation to the German exhibitors' meeting which will be
held here late in August.

will

\

— International

tration of

International.

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,

NARROWER

By JACK

Seek Arbitration

SOUND FILMS

Washiniiton Bureau of

Presentations

London

—A

public

stock

issue

is

Loew Acts

offset the summer slump, the
circuit through its vaudeville

agents

is

securing

many

These acts are
rates.
for 12-week routes in

acts

at

cut

being signed
local

The arrangement assures
formers steady work when

summer.

Singer's Midgets with K-A-O
Singer's Midget Band has been
signed by the K-A-O office for trial
This
dates in New Jersey towns.
week they split between Jersey City

Blunt & McCormack,
Ltd., makers of commercial films, in
connection with a campaign designed and Union City.
to put over a daylight screen.
Publix Books Waring's
W^aring's Pennsylvanians have been
Strike Closes Irish Houses
Dublin Five theaters are closed booked by William Morris on Pub-

planned

by

—

to a strike of attendants who
of the Workers' Union
of Ireland.
About 150 are affected.
Trouble over lighting at the Grand
Central led to the walkout.

owing
are

members

lix time.

the

They opened

Chicago,

last

week

Chicago, and will

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Picture PresentalioD

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1531

BBOADWAt,

NEft

YORK CITY

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

at

fol-

the Uptown and Tivoli, and
then to the Michigan at Detroit.

low

—

houses.
the perthe new

season begins, and at full salaries.
This solves the problem of the local
houses whose budgets have been cut
for the

"Sadie" In Ohio Premiere
Zanesville.
Ohio. "State
Street
Sadie," Vitaphone picture, had its
Ohio premiere at the Liberty here.

at

Loew's Syracuse Policy Change
William K. Saxton,
Syracuse
Nalpas to Produce
State, says the
Loew's
of
manager
London Louis Nalpas is forming
policy of
his own production firm. Distribution theater will end its present
will
be through W. and F. Film presentations on Aug. 10. A confer-

Attractions

for

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

—

—

Service.

First production will
of Monte Cristo."

"The Count

be

ence will be held in New York to
determine the future policy.

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

-
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-s^m
His Opinion
Picture's the Thing

Holds

Week's Headlines
two

silent

all

iljsc.ir<ls

comedies; 52

reel

Movietone Kntertaiiinienls on schedule.
completing deal for remaining 50 per
cent interest in Hlank chain.
DeaJ of Joseph P. Kennedy to become business adviser o( First National not yet completed.

Tuesday
League of America plans action to
restrain producers from using dialogue in
pictures unless they purchase talking rights.
Six months' run in key cities for soundfilmed stage plays, object of legitimate pro-

Authors'

competition,

Poli

cuit.

MfiM

re-leases Cosmopolitan
for sound prwiuction.

studio,

New

York,
National cuts five pictures from 1928lineup; Warners adds four roadshows

tures,

this

Even

in

greatly

will

or

list.

nove'ty

the

not justify

will

it

of

been

has

industry

denies stating
major
"delivered'
"to

of

Columbia plans minimum of ten
tures

for

new

sound

A

season.

itself."

Tiffany-Stahl
1928-29.
F. & R. plans expansion in Northwest following collapse of Fox deal.
Authors' League of America preparing new
contract covering screen rights on talking
pictures.

for
deal
Britain.

Net income
after charges
$1.94 a share

completing
Photophone in Great

Educational,

handling

D. Williams may release World Wide films
through Educational, maintaining own sales
force.

for

George

(ound.
Arliss

may

star

two

in

theaters

producers

exhibitors charge
forcing sound pictures.

OAILY

shows.

Wisconsin to determine on proposed expansion campaign.
Pathe " 'way around cornet" on road to re-

Reisman

covery, Phil

says.

Universal to spend $1,250,000 equipping Coast
an<l Fort I-ee studios for sound.
signs numl)er of stage names for

MGM
sound

of $651,133, equivalent,
and Federal taxes to
on the 250,000 common

—

sound pictures, survey

made by THE FILM
Fox making survey in

is

Gibson Making Film at Chicago
Chicago Hoot
Gibson
has
assembled a company of 40 players and
technicians in Chicago, where he will
produce "The King of tlie Rodeo,"
which will be made during the rodeo
in which Hoot will participate.

with

Friday
All sections taking to

of
to be

visit

Vitaphonc

pictures.

Wisconsin

recent

Hollywood,

shahes outstanding, is reported ])y
Universal Pictures for the six months
ended May 5.
This compared with
net of $543,814 or $1.46 a share for
the corresponding period last year.

Thursday

West Coast Theaters equipping 158

to

$651,133 is Universal
Net for First 6 Months

John Maxwell of British International, J. D.
Williams of World Wide Films, and K.
of

ciironiclinj.j

presented as a "curtain-raiser" at
the premiere of "Lilac Time" at the
Central, New York, Aur. 3.

synchronize ten pictures for

W. Hammons,

reel

Mayor Walker

pic-

Wednesday
to

New

Gainsborough

London —

shorts.

"Discovery"
(iainsborough lias a new

"discovery" in Bcnita
to be starred.

sometimes domi-

Films to share equally and

opinions on world premiere
Time" which has an
RCA Photophone musical
score and sound effects. Los
Angeles critical opinion on the
sound accompaniment appears
under "Sound Pictures," page
of "Lilac

EXAMINER —-Colleen
real
role

nate billing at KcithAlbee-Orpheum houses.

Hume, who

Ijy

per

Moore provided

Paramount
\jn%

entering

Angeles

broadcasting

station

to

field

with

pictures

sell

ist

to

yet

offered.

*

*

*

—

Coming late into the field as a "war picture," it justifies itself by having merits
that made both "Wings" and "The Big Parade" so popular.
Its background is aerial
warfare

with terrific combats in and above
clouds
as
thrilling
as
afiiything
yet
screened. * • *
But "Lilac Time," like "The Big Parade"
and unlike "Wings," has a consistently en
grossing love story which is never obscured
by the clash of arms or the malestrom of
suffering into whose currents the lovers are
swept.
The picture is sincere, if a
little
over-sentimental
at
times,
and
is
the

HERALD —

WHERE TO DINE
AND DANCE ON

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving

is

suit

charges

Film

Board

and

nine

distributors with restraint of trade.
Pro<lucer9 plan $50,000,000 outlay for sound
pictures.

Little

for British
returned to the

I5it

iwinjj

Motion

Specialists

Pictures

to

and

the

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEM

III.

what

except Saturday night
Sunday dinner a specialty.

DAY AND NIGHT

ON MERRICK ROAD
MASSAPEQUA

LONG ISLAND
from

(Fifth Editiaui
Complete reference booklet, listing nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

5 South. VJ abash. Ate., Chicago,

carte. My.

food No cover charge

Z9 tniles

"1001 FILMS''
-

la

PANCHAPD

and keep ufvto-date with the
new films and new equipment

$1.50 per year

and Shore Dinners-

Industry

Clubs

Should Subscribe

Chicken. DucK,Lobsier,

Motion Picture

of Fluff."

Schools, Churches

BOB FALLON 'S
ORCHESTRA AND
ENTERTAINERS

!

and assistant director

United
I

LONG ISLAND

also a

International, has
States.
He recently completed work woth Syd Chai)lin in "A

public.

Omaha

world for the purpose of public
instruction.

"Lilac Time," generally speaking, is entertainment that does not lag in interest.
EXPRESS Costly spectacular, beautiful
and dramatic, it is far removed from the
light
entertainment that has made Miss
Moore one of the most popular actresses. * * *

to U. S.
W'JKeler Dryden, .scenar-

Lond-in

the

sensitive feeling as if her life heretofore
hadn't been dedicated to tomboy roles. * * *
Colleen looks really lovely at times and hei
performance is by far the best thing she

Dryden Returns

Kennedy.

•

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the

playing a

Saturday
cent re<luctioii of First National
procluction costs is goal set by Joseph P.

Forty

•

1108 Sixteenth Street
Wa»hington, D. C.

heavy emotional
with as much abandon and as much fine
sensation

*

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

newspa-

talking

Walker Reel with "Lilac Time"

party.

political

straight

I>er

lias

New York

effective.

7.

present

•

idealistic

Los Angeles

Circle,

These are

silent picraise the

Joseph P. Kennedy refuses comment on First
National deal.

Mayor Walker

Carthay

will

films will draw crowds to the theater, no
matter what the picture itself may be.
One
can't say how long this novelty attraction
will
remain effective. It certainly is not
lasting, however. The use of sound must in
the end be made to result in a better picture,

cir-

29

release

out.

to turn
I believe,

Time"

"Lilac

1928

tender love scenes,
sentiments,
rather than pre
tentious warfare, that "Lilac Time" is modi

First National

—

possible

standards."
"Just at

First
to

theaters

the other

that

—

pictures.

for purchase of

so

characteriz.ition, *
in the
is

TIMES — It

its

need more than ever to show the very best
pictures.
Producers must bear this in
mind.
We intend to make every production
which it is
the strongest film
as a picture

ducers in proposed hookup with Vocahlm.
Dialogue in pictures not censorable, Philadelphia court rules in action brought by
Fox; Maryland joins states censoring sound
deal

better

"Furthermore, the need for pictures that
and confonn to the tests of the
satisfy
Even by
eye is greater now than ever.
the end of this year it is estimated that only
about 1,000 theaters will be equipped to
The majority ot
effects.
sound
exhibit
houses for a long time will remain silent.
But sound by its novelty will provide strong

Pulilix

Fox completes

Newspaper Opinions

luiwever, should not be used monotouously or hlindly. Sound used with
cood taste is the final rule," he says.

29,

wrought with constant beauty, George Fitzmanncc's direction is competent and imaginative.
His mastery of pictorial composition
warrants the highest praise.
I think Colleen Moore has never done a

to

(Cowi'mucd jrom Page 7)
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West
NEW

54ih Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4MI-2'J

Queensbc
'

Bridae

For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made
est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film

—look

for the identifying

words

margin— and get the film
that always carries quality
in the

through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Theatres
cMore Than
Are NOW Equipped with

500 exhibitors wlto knoiv that the industry
moving soundward.

is

Who

kno^w that everywhere Fox Movietone
Entertainment has been presented, capacity
houses have resulted.

-

Who

knoiv that Fox is the only producer ivith
6 $2 Movietoned Broadivay specials breaking
house records everyivhere.

Who

know^ that Fox Movietone Entertainment
has the greatest oS Broadway^s musical and dramatic stars—box-oSfice, money-making names.

Who know that Fox Movietone News is presenting

world events

in a sensational manner.

Who will celebrate

the Fox Silver Anniversary
marking 2S years oS achievement, with grosses
that only Fox productions could pile up.

and Foremost
in Sound on Film

fjiirst

/

Sound Picture Development Cutting^ilm Buying
ALL THE HEWS

^<> NEWSPAPER

ALLTHE TIME
XLV

IQ-L.

Monday, July

No. 25

New
OLD

lines, old formulas are
rapidly succumbing to the
onrush of the new order.
V\'herever you go, to whomever
vou talk, it is sound, sound,
iound. Coupled with it, and on
ill sides, one hears of film tradideveloped through the
:ions,

easily

\'ears,

a

It's

new

tilted

overboard.

business,"

8

lECHMItS IIIUD
OliT IK
IVashington Bureau of

—

AKBITIItn
THE FILM DAILY

Paramount, United Artists,
Pathe and Universal against the Pay& Dalke circuit in Virginia
ette
charging bicycling and holding-over
tional,

Plumb Loco

PARAMOUNT 6 MONTH NET

Brands

who

really

know what

it

is

all

.'out are inclined to agree that those
(hfliculties will be surmounted in time.

The in-between period, however, vvill
sec the foisting on the public of in-

Thus the door is
ferior ijroduct.
rushed wide open to an unfavorable
reaction against sound pictures before the new development has had
an honest opportunity to get into its
stride.

Future Headaches
You

will shortly

2 Territories Report Exhibitors
Awaiting Clarification of Issue
SOOND CAUSES WtSCONSIN

EARNORTHISTIPIN
AIR" OVER SOUND FILMS

TO "LAY OFE" ON BUYING

witness a number

Seattle— E.xhibitors here are "up
the air" over sound pictures. The
is being sold in this territory because
result is a cessation of buying, with
Exhibitors are
sound pictures.
exhibitors waiting developments, to
But producers, of
for
quality.
their
of sound films, feeling that pro- determine what course they will purwary
determined to
are
short-sightcdly,
ducers are attemtping to force them, sue.
move mountains in order to cash in
and are holding l)ack to "see how the
the
The situation is summed up by M.
while the vogue rides high in
land lies" before signing up for new P.
publication,
regional
Record,"
Later when the setpublic's favor.
addition, sound equipquoting the viewpoint of several exNobody is product. In available
tling process sets in?
for months.
ment is not
hibitors as follows:
even giving it a thought. This businecks
an early start,
of
virtue
"Certainly, we're not breaking our
M-G-M, by
ness does things that way.
(Continued on Page 7)

sound pictures on the market. The
speed with which they are being
rushed, through does not augur well

of

Milwaukee

— Practically

no product

in

,

KANN

Cents

(Continued on Page

7)

Pictures

Work

at

Once

Eight New York legitimate stage
producers, headed by Al H. Woods,
have secured control of Vocafihn, a
sound-on-disc device, and, commencing in a week will make sound pictures of their current stage successes.
In entering motion picture production, it is their plan to photograph
their plays right from the stage, release them in other key cities while
the original piece is playing in New

York

the

ESTIMATED AS

uals

ing

selves."

films.
The exhibiting firm was orexcitement, many foolish
dered
to pay damages of $4,500 to the
pubHc
the
statements are reaching
distributors, constituting the largest
through newspapers and magazines.
award ever made by the local board.
Kvcrybody appears to be running
Sam Boyd, Washington attorney
around in good-sized circles and talk$3,870,000
(Continued on Page 4)
The puring wildly while doing so.
pose, of course, is to get the theatersufficiently palpii;oer excited and
Report of
Schenck
tating to see and hear sound pictures.
That is ordinarily considered to be
Retirement as Ridiculous
But, forgetting
Muart salesmanship.
Paramount earnings for the six
Joseph M. Schenck denies as "ri1928,
that performance alone counts, the
unwarranted" report month period ending June 30,
and
diculous
inilustry places itself in the dangerthe company as
by
estimated
are
United
from
that he plans to resign
ious
position of selling hard that
and for the quarter ending
Artists to devote his time to other $3,870,000,
which it is, at this time, practically activities. The denial is contained in the same date, $1,605,000, which
uiiurepared to deliver.
would equal $5.63 per share for the
a cable received at the home office
The problems to be faced in pro- from the company president, who is six months' period, a!id $2.33 per
duction of sound pictures are many.
(Continued on Page 2)
in Europe.
iPhe comparative handful of individ-

In

5

of "Legit" Plays, Start-

— No

action
has oeen taKen by the state exniDitor association on collective
buying, and it is expected tnat
ine proposal win be sidetracked
Several months
or dropped.
ago, tne organization named a
committee to work out a plan
tor co-operative buying. However, W. Z. Spearman recently
surveyed the state and reported
tiiat exhibitors "seem to be getting along very well by them-

Arbitration boards
beginning a handful of weeks areWashington
courts of equity not bound l)y
Yet the fever is becoming technicalities which might tie up proago.
national and the uproar sounds cedure in courts of law, it was demonstrated in case here of First Nalike a couple of Niagaras runriot.

WiU Make Sound

Dropping Plan?
Oklahoma City

Its

ning

Price

1928

STAGE PRODUCERS ENTER
PRODUCTION VIA VOCAFILM

sums up

he general cry.
And there is much to it. The
frenzy of activity in sound had

30,

I

at

admissions which

may range

as low as fifty cents but which will
not top $1.
The fact that the Shuberts are included in the pool, as are Woods,
Arthur Hammerstein,
Gates,
Joe
William A. Brady and others, is held
theater situation
to dispose of the
The Shubert holdings
at the outset.
are sufficiently scattered to insure
simultaneous runs while gaps, if there
are any, are expected to be filled in
with theaters, now dark, that usually
house picture roadshows.
Earle W. Hammons who holds a
14 year contract to distribute Voca(Continued on Page 7)

Poli Retaining Interest
in

New England

Circuit

—

New Haven, Conn. Sylvester Z.
Poli, who has just completed a deal
with Fox, will retain an interest in
the circuit of 20 New England houses
included in the deal, it is stated here.
He is to act as an advisor to Fox
in operation of the circuit, which is to
be under direction of John Zanft, vice
president and general manager of Fox
theaters.

Publix Stage Shows Are

Dropped in

—

Pacific

N.W.

shows

will
Publix stage
Seattle
be discontinued Aug. 3 at the Fifth
Ave., which becomes a long run
house .with the Seattle playing FanAt Portland,
chon & Marco acts.
Fanchon & Marco shows are to be
switched to the Portland, with the
Broadway becoming a long run house.
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Brevity,

and only important news.
That is how I sum up Film
Daily and that is why I have
a copy on my desk every morning.

Cordially yours,

EDWIN CAREWE.

Dodge Gets Cleveland Post
Harry Dodge has been appointed

$3,870,000 Estimated as

Para. 6

Month Net

(Continued from Page
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for the three months' period
on the ()87,443 shares issued and outThe profits include the
standing.
of
share
undistributed
conipany's

share

earnings of Balaban
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Indianapolis, formerly in the
with Cleveland, now is
included in the Chicago gr^up. This
sector also embraces Omaha and

group.

same
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16/2
97
47

*
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Seven days following the stockholdmeeting the directors of the company will meet to decide on the dividend. Fox Film will hold a dividend
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Box No. M-300

CO Film

Daily,
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—
—

Rivoli
"Warming Up"
Roxy "Street Angel"
Warners "Lion and the Mouse"
Brooklyn Strand "The Jazz Singer"

—

—

for Intiia

— Alliance

operating the Palace here as well as
the Palace at Ladonia.
He recently
took over the local Palace from 0.

16S0 B'way. N. Y.

C

'|

Gill.

1^

[

^P 2W.

production
facilities has Fox
at the present time

C
c

f^
w
^

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

D

In the East, a small and large
stage are completely equipped and have been In operation for one year and eight
months. The small stage is

primarily used for the reproduction of speech and in-

dividual acts. The large
stage permits the erection of
sets for all present picture

requirements. There
two stages now in use at

are
the

Fox studios in California.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

oovdtiee
oddities
eventa
anything unosual with audience value.
Submit deacnpbve list and footage to

ihota—•cenica

—«porta—current

Yoiiiig Man;" Tuesday, "The Way of thel'
Strong" and "Variety ;" Wednesday, "Thel','
Painted
Post;"
Thursday,
"The Drag
Net;" Friday, "Ransomed" and "Stop
That Man;" Saturday, "Half a Bride;"
Sunday, "Road House"
Mark Strand ^"At Yale"
Paramount "Loves of an Actress"
Rialto— "The Jacket"

What

conference Sept. 18, when the regular $1 quarterly dividend is expected
to be declared.

FREE

WANTED

.'\

Girls"
Certain

"A

C

ers

Slock

film

Missing

mon

Cloth Bouncj

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

Unusual

of

— Monday,

Paramount

4,7U'

132

Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago.
Skouras, St. Loui*.
(s)

York

will hold a special conclave Aug. 6, when ratification
of the proposed three for one comno par stock will be asked.

shortly.

1000 Pages

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)

New

Loew's

Wilburn Gets Texas House
Wolfe City, Tex.— J. C. Wilburn

New Firm
Calcutta

'For-

in

Hippodrome—^"Port

Two dividend and one special
meeting are scheduled to take place

NEED THIS BOOK

85
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do "A" .... .sm
'(cb) do 6>'5b 28..

includes

—
—
—
Embassy —•"Tempest"
Fifty-fifth —'"Streets of Sorrow" and
bidden Paradise"
—
Fifth Ave.
Bear's Wedding"
— "The the
Gaiety "Lost
Arctic"
Globe—'"The Red Dance"

Company Meetings Scheduled
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United Art.
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Warner
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26
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.
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4W

4'/i
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of

Cleveland exchange.
district

.

.

(s)
(s)

manager

and Cincinnati.
Pittsburgh
formerly
was in the
Washington, Charlotte and Atlanta
Pittsburgh,

.

.

as

—

"White Shadows in the South
OOpens July 31)
Broadway "Wheel of Chance"
Cameo "Czar Ivan the Terrible"
Capitol
"Beau Broadway"
Criterion ("Wings"
Astor

six

1927, the previous record
for six months for the company. The
increase in earnings available for
common stock the first six months of
1928 are 20 per cent above those of
1927.

months
Seat.

Lichtman

Victor Co., has
The profits re52,587,500 in 1926.
been formed at Benares with capital
Dorted for the first six months of
of nearly $1,000,000.
1928 are approximately nine per cent

Financial
Am.

by Al
United

Minneapolis.

Katz Co.

The six months' period earnings
compare with $3,532,300 in 1927 and

•(s)

Universal subsidiary, has
exhibition in Wisconsin on
He has taken over the Van
his own.
dcr Vaart in Sheboygan, a 1,000 seat
theater and the only house in town,
from Universal's Sheboygan
aside
Blumtheater, which has a stage.
berg intends to remodel. He is now
in New York on a deal to sell the
house.

entered

fact,

It

of
a

Circuit,

City.

Blumberg, former general
the Milwaukee Theater

C.

manager

Daily.

at a glance!

1928

30,

Blumberg on His Own;
Buys Wisconsin House

Hollywood

The Film
New York
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ROY DEL RUTH

AT WARNER THEATRE
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a

Day —

AVAILABLE NOW
GET BUSY! GASH IN
ON SEGOND 100 PER
GENT ALL TALKING
PIGTURE
!

WARNER BROS.
SECOND 100^
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ITAPH!

ARK- Madetotop any

Motioi) Picture Producers and

Distributors of

America. Inc.

Will H.

picture ever

Hays, President.

made
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—
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—
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German Firm
15 On
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Technicalities Ruled

Finishes
Its

Out

Schedule

tlic

THE

"The Sins of Youth,"
"Kisses One Never Forgets, " featuring
Maria Paudler, and "The

in

Paris,"

Week-End

featuring

Bride,"

Elga

Brink.

Newport, House Reverts to Owner
Newport, Ore. M. Mack, owner,
has resumed control of the Liberty,
which E. T. Waring has been op-

—

World.

Tryon

in

reported
play the hoofer

erating.

is

"Broadway"
Glenn Tryon

will

The

"Broadway."

in

new

the

chief' of

E.

POMEROY,

'Simba'

is

writhout

made"

doubt the greatest big game hunt picN. Y. World

decisions of
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NOW TOURING

+

WILL TOUR THE WORLD
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companies
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South America
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51
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Tokyo
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mmm

ca;

impression of thi
work accomplished in the film cap
ital.
Jesse L. Lasky, in comment
ing on the reasons for entrance o.
his company into the radio broad>
casting field.

Times Square-Heads
"I never borrow money from
a twin
why should I run away
from the wrong guy. Tammany
Young in "Broadway Unlim^
ited"

Harry

umn

in

its

the

new

all,

is

N. Y. Eve-

—

Journal.
*

Silence vs.

*

*

Sound

II

It is inevitable that talking motion
pictures will some day replace the
so-called "silent drama." * * * Even^;
tually, our motion pictures will be in
color, will have depth, and will be

Marco.

pi

]l\p

hi

I

m

director.

tie

*

lis

*

Novelty and Sound
We have been experimenting
with talking pictures for several
years.
They have never demonstrated themselves to be convincing.
It is a fad which will cost
the distributors a pretty penny
before they are through and then
the novelty will wear ofT, and the
public will demand entertainment

mechanical. John Maxwell,
Director, British International Films, London.
less

*

*

Sound Personalities

A year from today there will be
one hundred new personalities in pictures.
Our present day stars the
geniuses among our actors, particularly in comedy— will be passed and
left behind like a lot of old shoes.
It would be unfair and unkind to
mention names. Raoul Walsh on
soujid pictures, as told by Quinn
Martin in the New York World.

—

ll'csf

Lady Tsen Mei.
Producing Corelli Novil

London
of

W.

which

—

J,
B. Williams, n.anager
P. Film Co. Ltd., of London,

produced

"The

Fake,"

Ama

has
Film-

Wolf Returning to L. A.
Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY Gesellschaft, of Berlin, for a picture
Los Angeles Rube Wolf is com- based on a novel of Mary Corelli.
ing back to Loew's State as master Henry Edwards, and Brigitte Helm
of
ceremonies, states Fanchon & have been engaged for this producl;

o'l
(I

accompanied by synchronic sounds
and conversation. Paul H. Sloane,

at

IVett

11)11

Hirschfleld's colN. Y. Evening

signed a contract with the

A. L. ERLANGER
AMSTERDAM THEATRE BLDG. NEW YORK
n iii nn i i ii n n iiiiiii»ii iiii 'n iTT
i

this

the Imperial University here
in filming flight of a bullet through
an electric bulb.

New York

BOOKINGS THROUGH

r

sor

General Manager

St.

in

Film Shows Bullet's Flight
Twenty thousand exposures a second were made by a profes-

Direction

FRANK

motion

ate

first-hand

—

In preparation:
3

a

Chinese Producer Makes Films
Coast Bureau, THE FILM D.ilLY
acquired distribution rights in Great
Hollywood Jim Leong, Chinese
Britain to "The Police Reporter,"
author-producer, has finished producArthur B. Reeve serial produced bv
tion on his original story, "Lotus
Weiss Bros. Artclass Pictures Corp.,
Blossom," featuring Tully Marshall,
New York.
Noah Berry, Anna May Wong and

its

England

talking

Deal on Artclass Serial
European Films, Ltd., London, has

European Engagements at the
Palace Theatre, London, England, September 10th
companies
companies

of

infancy.
ning Post editorial.
in

the

which exhibitors and the public
gain

*

pressive possibilities
still

as

Managing

development, which, after

plan ever invented for Theatrical use

3

dis-

news reviews has already been proved.
In this department they have doubtless
come to stay. Their future in
feature films and comedies is not
so certain.
Yet there are im-

—

opens

to

pictures in

"Dulcetone" Synchronized Music and Lecture Electrical Effects
Greatest Publicity Tie-Up and Advertising

limitless

horizons of th
* * does intend t^
sea.
Paramount
use the radio as a medium througl

*

The "Talkies"
The value

Carload of Scenery

"SIMBA"

i

as

News."

& CANADA

—

some exhibitors

pense altogether with installation of
organs in new houses would seem to
us a grave error. * *
The organ is
an institution of the picture theater
for which, so far as we know, no
substitute has been found or is likely
to be.
William A. Johnston, editorially
in
the
"Motion Picture

I"

U. S. A.

»

*

While the sound picture is here,
and to stay; while it means a revolution throughout the industry, there
is
no occasion for panic.
Cool
headedness is a valuable quality at
all times, especially now. * * * As to
exhibition, unjustified changes need
to be guarded against. For example,

SIMBA"

ture ever

becoming

On Organs

Presents

fr

is

scenarios for Universal.
*

President

Radio
Motion pictures and radio are tli
two greatest forces in the world tc
day.
The future of the two arts

Montagne, editor-in-

J.

DULCETONE

MARTIN JOHNSON AFRICAN EXPEDITION CORPORATION

DANIEL

test

important as the screen
test was only a few months ago
in casting pictures, and the candidates loom up everywhere.

ROAD SHOW SOUND PICTURE
With

voice

as

Edward

An Angle on

—

Voice Tests
just

FIRST

*

*
It

19

1)

representing the circuit, had filed motions with the board requesting that Quality in Pictures
the complaints be dismissed because
sound picture can not posthey were first, indefinite, and second,
sibly provide the major part of
brought under the copyright law of the entertainment required by the
the United States. Louis Nizor, at- theaters durinf? the coming season.
torney for the New York Film Board * * * There is little possibility that
of Trade, who represented the local
there will be sufficient meritorious
exchanges, contended that there was sound product available to enable even
no motion procedure before arbitra- this limited number (1,000 theaters)
tion boards involving pleadings and
to make the synchronized picture the
that any other ruling would be dragmajor part of their entertainment
ging in the legal technicalities of the * * *
quality will count most, with or
courts which it is the purpose of arwithout sound, this season and every
The
prevent.
boards
to
bitration
Martin J. Quigley, editorialseason.
board ruled against the motions, and
ly in Exhibitors Herald and M. P.
declared the complaints were proper.

schedule have
Orplid-Messtro.
They are: "Fear,"
featurinR Henry Edwards; "VolRaV'olKa," "Quartier Latin," "The Three
KJnRs" and "\'iila Falconieri." Eight
of the 10 pic'.ures to follow have been
selected as follows: "Sweet Pepper,"
"Alley Cat,' '"The Prettiest Woman

30,

They Say—

in Arbitration

^Continued jiom Page

15 pictures on
Fihiis
Foreign
been completed by

Berlin
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British
the
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30,

Newspaper Opinions
"Warming Up"

"The Cossacks"

Paramount
New York City

M-G-M
Loew's

EXAMINER — *

MG

*

*

Paramount,

Los Angeles

State,

seems

me

to

to

be

MVl

producitions
(nitstanding
ind entertainment that should appeal to both
udy and the Colonel's lady as well as their
lusbands.
*
*
a colorful melodrama,
Gilbert's gallery
for
portrait
vith another
lovers.
{ great
The reunion of the lovers of "The Big
'.arade" in the picture at Loew's State is an
literesting film event.

of

one

These are straight newspaper opinccmment on the sound effect'^
and synchronized music score appearing on page 7.
ions,

HERALD —

RECORD—*
ind

has

it

Parade"

*

*

it
has all the stuff that
a box office success
incomparable team of "Big
memory, John Gilbert and Renee

make

to

foes

a

film

that

\doree.

TIMES — *

*

*

almost

to

proportions

the

Quite the most spectacular of
an epic.
he movies currently on exhibition. • *

)f

AMERICAN—" * • Dix is amusing a.
generally is, and Jean Arthur, a film
newcomer who resembles Mary Brian but
has more animation, is a decorative leading
woman. * * *
DAILY MIRROR— • • The .•itury is a
somewhat conventional yarn alxnit the pitcher
he

in

the
uation.

familiar

"three

—

• * * If you have never
seen "The Racket" as a play, you will like it
But if you saw it on the stage
IS a picture.
you will do the unfair thing and make comparisons. * * *
*

*

*

and judg-

errors of fact

ment fade in unimportance behind the merits
• * *
)f one of the best pictures of the year.
*
*
of
one
This picture is
HERALD •
the best of the crook films, just as the play
was one of the best of the stage treatments

—

of

subject.

the

RECORD — *

»

*

*

*

•

Thomas

Meighan

does

of the finest work of his career as the
battling policeman who gets his man, but
true to the play, does not get the girl. » * *
Adapted with an almost
* * *

TIMES —

from Bartlett Cormack's stage

a difficult target for any other
machine-gun opus to shoot at. * • •
play,

it

*

*

*

league.

gaging
heroic

*

*

a

en

fairly

comedy, thanks chiefly to the experformance of Richard Dix as the

little

cellent

POST — *

busher.

•

*

*

Aside from

"Warming

apparatus,

baseball comedy about
joins the Yanks.

Vp"
the

who

SUN — *

*

*

*

its

—

of

sets

is
an ordinary
small-town rookie

•

it

is

•
nothing letter to print.
* * * The story is anothe.
of those yarns tracing the soaring career ot
a rube from Hicksville to the position of star
pitcher for the Yankees.
There is not an
original note in the entire seven reels. * * *
* * The story, while a
typical Dix vehicle, is very obvious all the
way through, but despite this there is some
suspense built up in the climatic ball game.

TELEGRAM-

TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

*

TIMES—*

If the comedy were a little
plot of the picture a little
Alger and the timing of the
more accurate, it would be a
*

more general, the
Horatio
sound a bit

less

"The Toilers"

much

Tiffany- Stahl

United Artists,

EXAMINER— The

half of

last

"The

is

a

of

directness

HERALD —

'

(Story.

It bears the rugged stamp of all of Regin
The characters are
pictures.
aid Barker's
I
'recoa'n'zable human I)eiiit?s with faults and
*
This picus
all.
virtues common to
Iture is not exactly light entertainment, hut
jit is, for the most part, a good strong story
i

j

shrewdly

RECORD—
I
'

;

by sentiment.
Reginald Barker *

enlightened

the second half of the picture
as a news reel after building
silly love story in the first part.

as

made

•

realistic

rather

up a

TIMES—

As picttires go, "The Toilers,"
despite certain old-fashioned aspects of plot
The slaginteresting and human.
is rather
ing of the mining episodes is effective.

Elvey Starts "Rough Seas"

London
selected

— Chili
to

Boucher has

play

opposite

to

been

isn't

what

it

They're hoping against hope that something will

come along mighty soon

when they ought

to

to fix things for

them —

be fixing things for themselves.

*

mildly

Meanwhile, they're grabbing at straws
and disregarding the

life-preservers.

com-

irritating
life.

*

*

*

Columbia exhibitors aren't depending
to help them meet conditions. With their
signatures affixed to a Columbia contract they know that,
come what may, they at least have one brand of pictures

on miracles

house that will give them the breaks
dience approval and profits.
in the

Why wish, wait

and worry?

— both in au-

Why con-

tinue to take chances? Why repeatedly gamble on what
tomorrow will bring when you can be safe, sure and certoday with Columbia pictures as the backbone of
tain

—

—

your program.

Paramount
San Francisco

The

Warfield,

These are straight newrspaper opinions, comment on the sound effects
and sjfnchronized music score appearing on page 7.

BULLETIN—*

*
* Without having a.i>
remarkable situations or brilliancy
this photoplay has the faculty of

particular

of story,
reallv getting you.

*

CALL and POST—* * * The picture add
another sporting achievement for Dix, wli
has already shone in boxing and football
*

pictures.

*

*

CHRONICLE—*
Up''
the
told.

* * At that "Warming
offers some new angles.
It
may be
same old baseball story, but it is Ijettei
*

*

time in wishing. He will not indulge in a lot of empty
thinking in terms of "ifs" and "buts" and "maybes."

If

you're the dilly-dallying type of ex-

snap out of it! Come to life! Guarantee yourself
dividends on your next season's business by signing up immediately for Columbia Pictures^ the one program that
the exhibitor's own figures prove is the best buy in the
hibitor,

industry!

*

EXAMINER—*

» * It has more bad base
and it is scaled more nearly to formula
than any other now in mind. »
NEWS—* * * Although a bit too sophis
ticated for a "bush leaguer," Dix plays the
hero of a world series and the part of a
young lover in admirable fashion and with

ball

the

wise exhibitor will not waste his

necessary sincerity.

*

*

Make Columbia

pictures the backbone

of your program.

*

Seattle House Reopens
United Artists reopened
Seattle

—

with "Burning Daylight."

Cyril

McLaglen in the Gaumont-British
film, "RouRh Seas," which Maurice
Elvey has started.

lows who are wailing loudest that business
ought to be!

"Warming Up"

at

tack in Reginald Barker's work with "The
He set
Toilers" that fc>v directors aciiieve.
out simply to tell a story and the atmosphere
The above possibly indicates that
tags along.
It is.
the picture * * * is of interest.
• * * proves to be a filrn with
\
a good strong punch and a very believable

j

a

Toil-

is

EXPRESS— There

*

affair.
* »

edy-drama based on baseball

The firsi
exceedingly interesting.
*
half is exceedingly dull.
It
shorter.
"The Toilers" could have been
could have been less involved, and it could
have been less movified. Nevertheless, I want
to say it is not without merit.
ers"

better

WORLD—*

Los Angeles

exhibitors are! They're the fel-

noise-makinj;

an ordinary little base
yarn such a one as might appear in any
the
cheap magazines when they havii

liall

Some

*

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

some

loving fidelity

sit

Particularly reminiscent
"Slide, Kelly, Slide." which was released
last year, the picture has all the old stock
situations of the hick who makes the big

"The Racket"— Paramount
Los Angeles

EXPRESS —

strikes"

NEWS—*

,

GRAPHIC-*

EXAMINER

balls-two

He wins the World's Series and the
daughter of the club owner.
But the details
are worked out with originality.
And the
action is packed with laughs. * •
*
'
DAILY
Acting and direction and photography combine to make the
world series shots of "Warming Up" an
achievement in contest filming.
»
of

Metropolitan,

Are You Making
a Wishbone the
Backbone of
Your Program?

Wichita Theater Opens
Wichita, Kan. The Uptown,
mospheric house, has opened.

—

PresidetU
at-

Columbia Pictures

/

:

O/^ILY
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30,

To

DeMille

Producer and M-G-M — Bailey Resigns
Publicity Arrangement Planned At United Artists Studio Other News

Contract Expected To Be Signed In

From Movietone Post— New

Own

Finance

Week Between

—

5ierr

i

run

101011

PRODUCER TO MAKE OWN

5 Need Training
Only

PICTURES UNDER PLAN
Cecil

B.

Ue

Sax Buys Two More
Judge Lindsey Stories

players need

five of its

for sound pictures, Paramount declares, following a test of voices of stars
and featured players.

vocal

Mille will finance his

training

own

productions for release through
M-G-M under the deal now under
way, it is reported. Negotiations for
New U. A. Publicity Plan
the new alignment have been under
Proposal for an individual unit plan
way for some time, and it is declared
the deal will be closed within the of publicity has been made by United
next week. This sets at rest reports Artists, following resignation of Beuthat Dc Mille will join United Artists. lah Livingston as studio publicity director.

Bailey Resigns from Fox
Harry Bailey has resigned as casting director of Fox Movietone.

Technicolor Leads Selected
Pauline Starke and House Peters
will play the leads in

"The Thrall

I

Miss Mann in "The River"
Margaret Mann, lead in "Four
.Sons," will appear in "The River,"
Frank Borzage's new picture for
Fox.

script.

Mankiewicz Titling
Titles for "The Water Hole," directed by F. Richard Jones for Paramount, are being written by Herman

Prival In Murray Film
Lucien Prival is the first to be se
lected for the supporting cast of
Charlie Murray's new comedy, "Do

Neil
for the

lead opposite

Your Duty."

"Three

Week

William Beaudinc

will

direct.

Hamilton Opposite Bow
Hamilton has been selected

second cameraman, is also in on the
promotion and is now in charge of
the camera battery.

Clara Bow in
Ends."
Elinor Glyn

"The

Fleet's In."

on a picture for Fox tentatively titled
"The Woman," with Mary Astor and
Ben Bard featured.

Hardy Busy
Sam Hardy is keeping busy moving his make-up box from one lot to
another.
At present he is finishing
a featured role in "The Rainbow"

George

Crone

will

Floating College" with
Tiffany-Stahl.

direct
"The
Sally O'Neil

for

Fathers,"

for a role in "Sins of the
Enn'l Jannings' next veh-

icle.

Added

to Arlen Cast

Lilyan Tashman and Danny O'Shea have been added to the cast of
the
Richard Arlen-Nancy Carroll
picture now in production at Para-

mount.

.

ditions

to

the

ERWIN

Mary Brian

has been cast opposite
Charles Rogers in "Just TwentyOne," from a story by Monte Brice

and Frank Butler. Jack Oakie and
William .Austin ihave been cast for

Beery to Sing in Film
Wallace Beery is to sing a song in
"Beggars of Life," which William
Wellman is directing for Paramount.
Vocal effects also are to be used.

New York

Francis

ai

boy,

was defeated

liirei

lis 01

Par

it

si

•im

bi

Perrett.

I

iSll

*

Cohen-Pennick Teamed
Production will start soon on
"Homesick,"
co-featuring
Sammy
Cohen and Jack Pennick.
Henry

Lehrman

will direct for

Fox.

"Love Song" Cast
Albert Conti has been cast in "The
Love Song," featuring William Boyd,
Lupe Velez, Jetta Goudal and George
to

*

*

mtlou

Matt Taylor, ex-Fordham star, d4
feated Montagu Love handily, bu n
lost to Solly Bianco. Matt has doni
H
very little
playing on the Coast, bu

an excellent player. Francis Per
rett and Martin Cotniica are amons
is

the leading
tourney.

"The
Audrey

of

ring

Little

Ferris

Wildcat,"

ter

will

swim

cision

on the

newest,

made

which

Fred

M-G-M.

Francis Perrett and Richard
R. Neill in a tennis match; E.
O. Gumey deserting Malibu
Beach in favor of tennis.

Alexander Story for Mary Nolan
J. Grubb Alexander has completed
first

It

starring
called
original

Dolores Del Rio to Europe
Dolores Del Rio plans to leave
this week for a trip to Europe.

Added
added to
which

Grade,"

*

is

an
crook story. William Wyler, nephew
of Carl Laemmle, will direct.
Alexander also has a play, "Wedlocked,"
now running in London, with Ruby
Miller, English actress, its star.
is

—

will call for

most

late

tors

of Greta Garbo's
as "War in the Dark,"
Niblo
directed
for

play,

scenario

is

Woman"

Cast for "Talker"
Edmund Lowe and Lois Moran
will
play leads
in
"Making the
Grade," a full length Movietone production planned by Fox.

to

Direct for Columbia

Krle C. Kenton is to direct
"Greenwich Village" for Columbia.

is

*

one

of

the

on the Coast and

it

would

*

*

*

Kcl

*

will be done
by our old friend, Freddie
Nevrmeyer, the director.
It
will be a Universal release.

by Columbia
Millard Webb is to direct "The

Kenton

w

II

Be Done," which

Signed

story.

*

Pierre Couderc and Jim
Davis, co^nedy writers, are
now working on their fourth
consecutive picture, "It Can

"The Fatal Wedding."
is by John Stone.

Pow-er of the Press" for Columbia.
Prederick A. Thompson wrote
the

W:

efficient assistant direc-

*

title

Webb

lio.

It

Silver

*

under direction of Irving Cummings.
It
IS
based on Theodore Kremer's
stage

u

a\

Dudley Early, who is titling
"The Woman Disputed," will
also wTite the titles for "The
Mating Call," starring Thomas
Meighan.

John Boles has been cast opposite
Mary Astor in "The Woman" which
IS to go into production
soon at Fox

The

fail

not be surprising if he were
made a director later in the
year.

directing for Fox.

Boles in "The

*,/

them.
*

Ben

Green

*

HE

perfectly good hats. ml
in the possession ofji
Secretary Frank E. Woods of the lEI
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
and he is hoping the rightful owners

Fox Cast
Mary Aschroft have
cast of "Making the
E.

*

Found two
They are now

to

Alfred

thi

the Palomar club;
Marburgh watching

at

Bertram

star-

de-

in

lat-

Production starts the
part of July. D. W. Griffith

for

Title of Garbo Vehicle Set
"The Mysterious Lady" is final

left

Fawcett.

lieen

Wildcat" Completed
Ray Enright has completed direc-

contenders

Passing Show:
Alexander
Korda, Paul Fejos, Paul Lukas
and Maria Corda enjoying a

Lia Tora and

"Little

tion

GELSEY, M-G-M's

burn-topped story editor, was tl
principal
Eastern survivor in tl
opening rounds of the Pacific Coa;
M. P. tennis tournament. Oliver t
P. Garrett, former star New Yor
World reporter, had tough oppos
tion
in
Kenneth Hawks of Foi
Hawks is a former intercollegiat
champion. Ben Grauman Kohn, foi

stafl.

"Come Across" and

Warners.
Tiflfany-.Stahl, and is slated to James
Murray, Doris Dawson, Robsupport William Haines in his next ert Edeson,
George Fawcett and
I)icturc which James Cruze will di- Hallam
Cooley are in the cast. Gene
rect.
V.'right wrote the story.

Paramount

organization.

lijlit

Hollywoo

Columbia Adds Writers
Three writers have been signed by
Harry Cohn to work on the next
three stories on the Columbia program
Beatrice Van, Sonya Levien,
and Lillie Hayward are the latest ad- mer

script of Mary Nolan's
vehicle for Universal.

Mary Brian Assigned

for

Norton In Jannings Film
Barry Norton has been signed by

distributing

Lots ft

eitl

T-S Assigns Crone

the picture.

Astor and Bard Co-Featured
Irving Cunnnings is about to start

national

(t

RALPH WILK

By

direct.

Sandrich and Davis Promoted
Sandrich, comedy director,
has been elevated to full feature directorship, and is directing "Runaway Girls" for Columbia. Shirley
Mason, Alice Lake, Arthur Rankin,
Hedda Hopper and George Irving
appear in the cast.
Harry Davis,

a

Added

story to follow

Mark

Lindsey have been purchased by Sam
Sax and will be released as Gotham
Prod. Sax produced "Companionate
Marriage" and is now in New York
arranging distribution. It is expected here the picture will go through

Mankiewicz.

J.

Little
from

[iirat

of

Lief the Lucky," a full length feature which Technicolor will produce.
Jack Cunningham is writing the

A

"The Revolt of Modern Youth"
and "True Love," by Judge Ben

GrifHth Signs Jetta Goudal
Jetta Goudal has been placed under contract by D. W. Griffith for a

"The Love Song," which he
making for United Artists with
William Boyd and Lupe Velez in
role in
IS

leading roles.

1/
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COLD ON

.Y. CRITICS

bUND

'FRISCO PAPERS PLEASED

"WARMING UP"

IN

M

WITH SOUND /N

The Broadway Parade
FILM

TZHE

seven long-run features of

last week are still running, whth the addition of
These are "White Shadows in the South Seas." opening Tuesday
the Astor, and "Lilac Time" which opens Friday at the Central.

two more.

—

night at

San Francisco Critics approve of
sound effects in "Warming Up"
which had its local premiere at the
Warlield.
However, most of them
_aramount in New York is divided, are wet on the system used. They
dub it Movietone, when, as a matter
ith the majority of the critics votof
fact, the sound was applied after
eleven
Of
the
g thumbs down.
)inions pubHshed below, four critics the picture was completed via the
considerably, one Western Electric disc system comeffects
the
ke
raddles the fence and six declare monly known as Vitaphone. Straight
ey either don't like them or point newspaper opinions on page 5. Comthe
room for improvement, ment on sound * follows:
Sit
BULLETIN—* * the fact that the Movietraight newspaper opinions on the tone is used to furnish the score as well
as
cture will be found on page 5. Com- to give the rooting of the fans at the ballpark surrounds it with an irresistible enents on sound:
sound
jfects in "Warminp; Up," which was
lansferred to the Rivoli where it is
^)w running after one week at the

Newspaper

the

of

criticism

Lhc

thusiasm.
roar,

Paramount
Paramount, New York City

AMERICAN — *

from impressive, the voices
jn't synchronize with the action, and most
the sound has little bearing with what's
noises are far

le

•

*

on.

>ing

DAILY MIRROR—*

*

*

The

rooting of
le fans, the wham of the bats, the characiristic racket of a World's Series game are
larvelously reproduced in the sound accomaniment. * * *
'

DAILY NEWS—*

*

With sound

*

effects

elping the visual sequences, and the visual
iquences reciprocating, this film in which
ichard Dix pegs his way to glory as a base-

GRAPHIC— *
hero

all

outstanding. * * *
* *
with sound

is

"Warming Up"

,ent,

fest
Idtijre

accompaniaudience inthe current

which is likely
as one of Paramounl's most success-

progi'am

j!

stirs an
to carry

productions.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

In the early
art of the picture the method is if anything,
disadvantage, becaiise the work leaps back
nd forth between sound and silence until
becomes a confusing case of now you hear
now you don't. * * *
POST * * * equipped it with what is aparently meant to be a musical score, with
ssorted noises, including the shouting of the
iuman voice, thrown in here and there withut any particular attention to what happens

—

,

*
transpiring in the picture. *
* * * the noises being confined to
nusical accompaniment, roars from the bleach
irs at a world
series game, and such minor
iramatic incidents as the tinkling of a tele-

SUN —
be

hone

&c.

bell,

*

*

TELEGRAM—*

films are
larticular sample

alking

cocooned

itill

*

* '

still

can

in

its

Granting

that

the

rompers, this
only be described as
cinematic swaddling

in

their

lothes.

Most of the articulate sequences are earplittingly reminiscent of meatless days at
he Zoo. * * '
* * But it seemed as if

TELEGRAPH—*

synchronization was a little in back of
a thing which could be corrected
it
subseqv.ent performances. » *
TIMES—* * * The synchronizing is such,
lowever, that the smack of a ball against a
)at
is
heard some time before Lucas has
he

:he

!

action,

inished

winding up. * *
* * ought

vendors,

*

noise

the

*

the

—

ball

to be the last, or,
it any rate, the last until this
company finds
lOme way in which it can synchronize speech
md action in the films with something ap-

proaching naturalness and despatch. * * *

and

Movietone

*

"Thinking Picture" Title
Applied to Sound Device
Los

THE FILM DAILY

—
Angeles "The

:ure" is
/eltone,

thinking

description applied to

new synchronization

pic-

Mardevice

be introduced Aug. 3 at Sid Graunan's Chinese.
Patrons will be pernitted to ask questions of screen figjres, which will be answered by the
device.
Requests for musical selections wil be responded to by the fig:o

ures

shown.

United Artisu

Embassy

May

Warners
Fox
Paramount
Paramount

"Warming-Up"
"The Racket"
"Lost

in the

South
"Lilac

Fox

Arctic"

"White Shadows
Seas"

Time"

Wamer«

17

June IS
Jun« 2S

Globe
Rivoli

July 21

Rialto

July 21

Gaiety

July 25

Astor

July 31

in the

M-G-M

First National. ... Central

Aug.

3

news

EXAMINER—*

reel

Plan to Use Vocafilm

for

The whole thing is
back to life by Movietone, and it
must be confessed that certain folks who
* *
scoffed quite merrily at the articulation.
were among the first to feel something of
a surge under their collars when the crowds
* *
got to work via the Movietone.
*
*
The Movietone adds the
necessary noise and conversation to complete
the illusion of being in a box seat in the
Yankee Stadium on an October afternoon.
*

*

brought

NEWS—*

Public Reaction to Sound

8 Stage Producers

The Warfield has

*

film,

(Continued from Page 1)
will supply the short subjects.

His agreement gives him

full

charge

equipment

Billing
Public

Shown by Repeat

interest

was demonstrated

in

sound pictures

Great Neck, L.
I.,
when "Simba," playing a second
run with Dulcetone accompaniment,
rolled up a gross ecjual to the first run
figure.
In line with the new policy
adopted by Frank R. Wilson and M.
at

installations as well.
Vocafilm, since its inception, has
maintained that its equipment can
be installed quickly and at a much J. Wcisfeldt, who are roadshowing
lower figure than any other sound the picture, the synchronization dereproducing device now on the mar- vice now is being featured in the billket.
As a producing unit, the com- ing. Weisfeldt calls attention to the
pany has finished about 40 subjects. fact that the picture ran ten weeks
This output, plus that which Educa- in its premiere at the Earl Carroll,
York, instead of seven weeks as
tional will supply, will give the legitimate group plenty of material from previously erroneously reported. The
which their proposed shows may be show grossed $111,000 on the run, he
rounded out.
says.
of

New

Sound Causes Wis.
to "Lay Off" on Buying
(Continued from Page

1)

have an inside track on new
season's bookings, but other com-

seems

to

panies are feeling the effect of exhibitors' decision to mark time until

sound picture situation

the

clarifies

One important

distributor
$100,000 behind last year.
itself.

At

the

recent

convention

is

^

YAT
BOX OFFICE SICK?
Y,/>A-VY

here,

sound pictures were a chief topic of
discussion.
R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.
O.A. president, addressed a closed
meeting at which he is understood to
have outlined his views on sound film,
based on a general survey. Representatives of Western Electric and RCAPhotophone also addressed the convention, "hopping up" exhibitors on
sound films but warning them that it
will be months before orders on file
can be

filled.

Far Northwest "Up
in Air" Over Sound
(Continued from Page

Bureau,

peanut and
atmosphere

several
months, but this is its first feature-length
film to utilize the sound device. * * *

1)

this year, for we don't know what
there will be to buy.
Every few days, differ-

to

Coast

Openinc Data
Aug. 12, 1927

THE HAPPY MEDIUM
OF MIRTH

•

WORLD—*

U'est

Criterion

"Tempest"
"The Lion and
the Mouse"The Red Dance"

•

fan.

CHRONICLE—*
shown

Theater

Paramount

The crowd's

the

of

world series game all are realistically
portrayed, and the picture will make a hit

In the Carnival scene,

*

cries

shrill

a

of

with
*

POST—*

and

the

candy

Distributor

•

CALL

"Warming Up"

P'^*""^'

"Wings"

buy

ent announcements are coming out about one
or another producers sound and synchronized
productions, so why should we get excited
until they get set for the season."
It is natural that the exhibitor is now "up
in the air" about his buying, the publication
says.
"He doesn't want to go ahead and buy
his film and find that later in the season
that he cannot get soimd or synchronization with his selections.
He doesn't want to
tie-up now for one method of sound production and find that he will have to have several
others installed if he wants to play
product up to the standard of his theater.
Frankly, he doesn't know what to do right
now, 50 he is marking time.
Everywhere

one turns, the discussion

is

'sound'."

Animated By

Ben Harrison

KRAZY KAT

and

Maany Gould
.»*_*»^~A1>«

HUMOR

WILL CURE ALL

ILLS
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CHARLES
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——'*and we have booked FOX
100%"
That's what all wise
showmen are doing this season.
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More

Sound Films Cut Buying
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r
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indecision.

unrest.
Exhibitors are

in a quandary. What to do
jout sound pictures? The genal sentiment, so far as it is
assible to figure out what thoumds of showmen in the four
jrners of the land are thinking,
ems to be for sound pictures.

equipinterchangeability
of
lent,
are
product
quipment and
Price,

availability

of

A

"hands off" policy will be
adopted by the International
Alliance

of

Theatrical

Employes and M.

Operators in connection with
sound pictures, President William J. Canavan said yesterday,

York

return to New
after a month's vacation

in the

Middle West.

following

MECHANICAL MUSIC AS

his

)

he corn belt are plain dizzy.
Vnd nobody is showing any deire to buy until the sound pic

maelstrom shakes itself insome semblance of sanity.

Lire

b

The gravity

of the situation

is

his:

Sound pictures are certain to
ab off immediate playdates this
all in those theaters that are
vired.
Which means that the
ast exhibitor body not yet
quipped and not able to get

he stated, with his or-

months to come
become more restless than

quipment
i^ill

is

t

now.

for

This, in turn, will

every sales department in
business the damnedest prob;m it has perhaps ever faced.

;ive

le

The

throughout the world for 1928-29,
according to a survey completed by
"Film Express," published by "Lichtsupplying
Countries
bildbuehne."
fihiis and the amounts are: United
States, 750; Germany, 200; Great
Britain, 140; Russia. 130; France 60
and other countries 70.

Nate Friedberg Killed
in Automobile Mishap
Nate Friedberg, chairman of the
board of managers of the western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia ex7)

Omaha— Small town

department devoted to sound

exhibitors of

industry has itself to
are wondering if it is policy
creating over night, aboard the bandwagon now, or wait
n almost national demand for until further developments indic.ilc
ound pictures without the abil- just what they may expect from
on

Page

2)

Sound pictures and their ef?ect on
theater business generally is the chief
topic of discussion among exhibitors,
states R. F. Woodhull, president of
the M.P.T.O.A., who has returned
from a trip to the Middle \Vest. On
the trip, he attended conventions and
sounded out exhibitor sentiment on
the new development.
A real problem is presented to ex(Continued on Page 7)

films,

— Sound

pictures have
with a wallop, and
the Des Moines and Oniaha terri- hit this territory
The
discussing them.
tories are "getting dizzy," over the evervone is
curtailing
in
etTect
its
having
is
result
falisound picture development and
Vitaplione and MovicThey're "on film buying.
ing theater attendance.
were introduced here
subjects
itone
for
waiting
the fence," so to speak,
Paul, shortly after sound
the lowdown on the various systems, and in St.
made their debut, with Finprices and number of pictures to be pictures
Ruben, quick to recognize
&
kelstein
on
buymade, and they're holding of?
developMany exhibitors the importance of the new
ing as a result.
The question of interchangeto climb ment.

'lame for

(.Contintied

Sound Film Individual
Problem, Woodhull Says

Omaha, Des Moines, Mpls.,
Oklahoma City and Memphis Hit
pioneer

sound pictures,

While no
been issued,

statement has
nevertheless be
Cleveland Local musicians oppose positively stated that Richard A.
mechanical music as a substitution Rowland will this week sever his conof nection with First National as proappearance
personal
for
the
musicians on the ground that this duction head of that organization.
"means a debasement of the art of
With Joe Kennedy in Los .\ngeles
music," Fd D. Haug. president of and Rowland reluctant to talk, conthe Musical Mutual Protective Ass'n.. firmaton of the story from First
local, states in an open letter to "The National could not be obtained but it
Cleveland Press."
is known that Rowland notified KenHe further points out that the econ- nedy of his intention of stepping out
omy of using "canned music" is not on Aug. 2 some four or five weeks
passed on to the pubHc in the shape ago.
It is not unlikely that an ofof lower admission prices, and he ficial announcement will be forthwarns the pubhc against what he coming before the end of the week.
"creeping adulteration" of
calls
a
Speculation is rife as to who will
music.
Some say that
succeed Rowland.
Ned Depinet will take over the reins.

—

tional problem.

"Sound Pictures,"
appears on page 6.

Europe

in

SUBSTITUTE IS SCORED

ganization not actively interested in sound films as a na-

(Continued on Page

Cents

Production Head Retiring
to Spend Vacation

Whatever

disputes arise will be adjusted
locally,

5

OF FIRST NATIONAL

Stage

Machine

P.

U50

This condition is not peculiar
one territory. Seattle and
Vashington are in the air. Milare
Wisconsin
and
waukee
and
Memphis
time.
larking
^'ennessee are merely waiting,
/linneapolis and the Northwest
Omaha and
re holding back.

Price

1928

ROWLAND STEPPING OUT

"Hands Off" Policy

lumping them. They know little
r nothing about this amazing
evelopment which looms up so
mportantly in their business.
fEATORES TO BE
Md so they read what they can
nd listen to what they are told
OUTPUT OF riLM WORLD
In
I an attempt to dope it our.
sitting
many
are
\e meantime,
Berlin (By Cable)— With America
n their hands when contracts supplying 60 per cent of the total,
produced
>r product are suggested.
will
be
features
1.350

Spreading

31,

Minneapolis

ability also

is

agitating the territory.

Plans are under wav for installation of about 25 more Western Elec(Continved on

Page

~)

official

it

may

Bob Kane, now
National

in

charge of First
been

activities, has
{Continued on Page 7)

sound

NEW PROCESS NOT READY
FOR PROEESSIONAL USE

—

Rochester, N. Y. While it is ready
amateur market, a number of
adaptations must be made to the
new Eastman color film process befor it can be used professionally.
George Eastman, chairman of Eastman Kodak said vesterday when the
new process was demonstrated. "Difficulties of taking colored copies from
the original film have not been overfor the

(,Continued

on Page

7)

Survey Ready Soon
A national survey on public
reaction to sound pictures being made by the American
Federation of Musicians in

its

campaign against the new type
of screen entertainment will be
ready about the midd'e of AuN.
Joseph
President
gust,
Weber said yesterday. Hundreds of individual reports,
covering all sections of the

country, will be embiaced.
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—
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Profit For 1928
Estimated at $8 a Share

Fox Net
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tions
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Berlin

I.

— Lichtbild-buehne,

Friedrichstrass>

225.

The

demand.

tliat

fill

t(i

1)

backbone of its marketable commodity the silent picture is shares of capital stock now outstandbeintj i)ushed aside and with it ing, as against $6.42 per share earned
on 500,000 shares last year. Acquisithe only commercial sustenance*
tion of the Poli chain is expected to
which the rank and file of Amer- add from $500,000 to $750,000 in film

—

—

ican exhi])ition can

draw upon.

By

means, the sound picBut
ture should be promoted.

name

the

in

and

plain,

common

of

sense

good business, remem-

ber that the silent picture stands
in grave danger of losing its
appeal to the exhibitor and to
the public. It must be plugged,
sold, exploited, merchandised as
never before. It must be saved
for the economic welfare of the
entire industry.

"Wings" Strong At London
"Wings" is in its 2()th week at
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has been

Powers,
ern

of

Schine

named
district

New York

—
operations

assistant to
manager of

here,

Walter
north-

houses.

tion.

Grupp Redecorating House
Pittsburgh The Manor at Croydon, owned by Otto Grupp, Jr., is

—

being redecorated.

Haynes Male Desberg Aide
Cleveland
-William Haynes, for
the past year and a half manager of
the Allen, has been assistant general
manager of the Loew houses in
Cleveland.
Fred Desberg continues
as general manager. This is the only
change so far following the purchase
of Loew's Oiiio Theaters, by Loew's,

Six
years
as
general
manager
mid-western circuit vaudeville theaFive years promoter and independent theatre owner. Past three
years
theatre
expert
prominent
chain lately merged vrith
largest

tres.

circuit

highest

in
country.
credentials as

Can
to

furnish

ability.

An opportunity awaits an experienced manager with these qualifications.
It may be with you.

BOX
c-o

1650

M-303
Pilm Daily

Broadway

N. Y. C.

Inc.

week

51st

at the CriterIts gross last week
there, states .\. Griffith

c

was $11,200
Grev.
At Trenton "Wings" got
$9,755 last week and in its second
week at Oakland, Cal., the picture
drew $12,575.

Raleigh at Olympia
Wash.— .\1 Raleigh has
been appointed manager here for
West Coast Theaters.
Olyinpia,

ture.

and

She

sails for

may remain

England
there

week
make a

this

to

second.

Murray Anderson Returns
John Murray Anderson, presentajestic

MQYIKimVE

Gray For English Film

Gilda

Gilda Gray has signed to star in
"Piccadilly," British International pic-

producer, returns on the Matoday from Europe.
in N.

Y.

Eanchon Royer, young Hollywood
producer
who recently presented
"Life's Like That," directed by Ray-

mond Cannon,

is

in

New York

City

to complete negotiations for a series
of releases.

—
AMALGAMATED

the

director

awaits a live manager, one who has years of experience and knows picture and vaudeville
exploitation
thoroughly.
If
you are the owner of one or more
theatres which require a real showman, the advertiser would be an
invaluable asset to your organiza-

York.

Royer

3W

12

to

is

tions

35
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London, with three weeks
run.
The Paramount spe-

Carlton,
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MANAGER
An

Aide to Powers
Watertown, N. Y. J. H. Thoma,

all

—

rentals next year.

Thoma Made

Danger

KANN

Financial

Net profit of Fox for 1928, based
on bookings, is expected to equal
nearly $8 a share on the 767,216

Bowman Returns at Spokane
Spokane, Wash. C. G. Bowmanl
has returned to the theater business|
here with purchase of the Rex fromj
Will Starkey.
Remodeling of the]
house is planned.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions

Does Fox M.ovietone
production differ greatly from
silent tone production

Yes.

The camera

is

O

different

— having an intricate

sound

attachment for recording.
Microphones are used and
production is done in a carefully constructed soundproof studio. Fox spent tMro
years in learning the complicated technique. The
production of sound pictures require ten times the
care given silent
films.

for

Picture Theatres

m...

Call

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

Walter A. Futt«r, Vrm.
for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 45th St.. New York
Bryant

8181

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

¥mx
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Jirst andjoremosl
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25 More Resign
—

Cameramen's Union Progressing

Two New

at 1st Nat'l

Al Santell Loaned to Samuel Goldwyn to Direct Banky

FBO — Ralph Wilk Reviews Hollywood Personalities from Side

Supervisors at

Schwartz and

500

SOME UNIT MANAGERS AND

in

Union

The

local cameramen's union,
which is to operate under its
own charter, has already enrolled a membership of 500.

T
broom

The
clean

First

at

to sweep
Joseph P.

continues
National.

first statement of future
as noted, calls for a 40 per
cent cut in negative costs. Now the
dust has cleared away for a second
time and the First National payroll
is minus 25 names.
The resignations include some unit
business managers, and assistant di-

Kennedy's

policy,

Goldwyn Borrows
to Direct Vilma

Santell

Banky

Al Santell, under contract to First
National, will direct the next Vilma
Banky feature to be produced by
Samuel Goldwyn for United Artists
This

release.

rectors.

by

is

arrangement

with First National.
Jacqueline Logan's Next
Before starting work on a co-starring role in "The Spieler" for PatheDeMille, Jacqueline Logan will star

"The Lookout

Girl" for Quality.
Ian Keith will portray the male lead,
the supporting cast including Lee
in

Moran, Gladden James, Leo White,
Charles Clary, James Audrey and
Dallas Fitzgerald will
Production is at Tec-Art.
direct.
The new release is being made
through Quality which was formerly
known as Carlos Prod., makers of
Jo;hn Cossar.

Richard Talmadge pictures.

Barbara Kent Cast
Barbara Kent has been selected
for the

feminine lead

"The Shakedown,"
Wyler is directing.

in

Universal's

which William
James Murray

has the male lead, with a cast inHarry Gribbon, Wheeler
cluding
Oakman, Jackie Hanlon and Jack

Raymond.

\

Karl Brown with Columbia
Karl Brown is writing an original
titled "The Wildcat," which he is cj
direct for Columbia.

Johnson

in

Higgin Film

Cast of Howard Higgin's "S'ngapore Sal" has been augmented by
Alan Hale and
Noble Johnson.
-Phyllis Haver are featured, supported
bv F'red Kohler and Pat Hartigan.

Durling Assigned
E. V. Durling, who has been adapting and titling the H. C. Witwer series for Darmour, also will do the
titles for the Toots and Casper pictures.

Cast in MacDonald's First
Louis Fazenda has been signed by
Fox to play opposite Farrell Mac-

Donald

in

his

first

starring vehicle,

"Riley the Cop," which
rected by John Ford.

is

being

di-

Root Writing Dialogue
Wells Root is writing dialogue for
"Varsity," Charles Rogers' vehicle
for Paramount. In the cast are Chester Conklin and Mary Brian.

is

the

si.\th

of a

underworld pictures

(iriftiths

Schwartz
have joined

and

FBO

A

William

FBO

as

unit

supervisors.

Lois Brock, formerly active in the
export field and of late in charge for
M-G-M in South America, lias jomed the FBO story department.
Fifth of Series Started
the "Horace
tifth picture
Hollywood" series of one-reel
in
comedies, starring Arthur Lake, has
been started under the direction of
t-dward Luddy. Lillian Gilmore appears in the feminine lead.

m

The

Starts New Film
has started work on
"Homesick mnuts the services of his
F. \V.
usual partner. Jack i'enmck.

Little
from

seven
which he is

series of
in

appearing.

Sammy Lohen

*'Lots''

RALPH WILK

By

Hollywood
other day, Joseph P. Kennedy
THE
addressed the entire First Nationstudio personnel. Kennedy's talk
tasted about five minutes, the longest
he has ever given, he declared.
He
did not stand on ceremony, in fact.
was seated during his short speech.
Kennedy impressed his hearers a^^
a man of action and business.
al

*

Cohen

"U" Signs Arthur Lubin
Arthur Lubin has been signed for
a role in "Eyes of the Underworld,"
which Leigh Jason is directing for
Universal. William Cody is starred.
It

Griffiths

Supervisors at
Harold

Lines

if

i^

in

morning and
late at night Ray Cannon and
Frank Gay can be found swimming in Kay's pool. Any moment, Ray or Frank can be
expected to bob up to the sur-

nis stead with
jorie Beebe also

Lohen. Marappears in the cast.

declaring, "I've got a
face,
great idea for that seciueiice."

Henry Lehrman

is

'

Murnau signed i^'ennick tor a role in
"Uur Daily Bread," with the result
that

Harry Sweet

will

pinch

hit

Sammy

directing.

Early

the

Frank and Andrew Bennison
are

Way

in

writing

the

scenario

of

Cast in Klein Film
original
story.
"The
Ray's
Maria Alba and Don Terry have
The entire cast of "The Red Ar
Spice of Life," which Ray will
direct for Fox.
row," Tom White's new production, been cast in "Fog," Charles F. Klein's
*
The picture is initial assignment under his contract
*
*
are native Indians.
now being filmed in the Grand Can- witn box. ijeorge O'Brien and Lois
By the ivay, Ray broke into picHarry Behm wrote the sce- Moran are starred. Production starts tures, because he is an expert swimyon.
tnis
week.
Schroeder
nario while Edward E.
vier. Some years ago, he ^vas lolling
will edit.
in his tent at Sayita Monica, when
Dix Unit Returns
Dix, Ruth Elder and the Reginald Barker and a Thomas H.
Richard
Warner Script Completed
Paramount production unit now Ince troupe appeared for scenes.
Eve Unsell has completed script filming "Moran of the Marines" Barker was searching for a swimfor H. B. Warner's forthcoming pichave returned from the marine base mer to "double" in a drowning scene,
ture called "Conquest," adapted from
at
San Diego. Frank Strayer is di- and Ray offered his services. Rcui
the book "The Candle in the Wind."
had formerly acted in a Long Beach
recting.
All-Indian Film Under

Warner

Bros,

will

phone special and
a roadshow.
Starting

New

make

will

a Vitait
release it as

Veidt Film

Production is starting on "The
Play Goes On," starring Conrad
Mary Philbin appears in the
Veidt.
feminine lead, with Leslie Fenton
also signed for a featured part. Paul
Fejos is handling the megaphone,
under supervision of Carl Laemmle,
Jr.

Titling "Waterfront"
Gene Towne, oldest title writer and
gag man under contract to First National in point of service, is titling

stock company, but

Williams Gets 5 Year Contract

Ada Williams,

Wells Starts "U" Western
Ted Wells has started "Born to
the Saddle," Universal, under direction of Joseph Levigard, and superWilliam Lord Wright.
of
vision

Duane Thompson appears opposite
and others in the cast are Leo White,
Nelson McDowell. Dave Dunbar,
The
Ben Corbett and Jim Corey.
story and continuity were written by

George H. Plympton.

a

new

"discovery"

of the bathing beaufeatured in "None But The
Brave'" has been placed under a five
year contract by Fox.

from the ranks

living

the

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION

ties

Towne

"Waterfront," which William Seiter
Jack Mulhall
co-starring
directed
and Dorothy Mackaill.

was

Contract life of a hermit in his tent when enPrinceton gaged by Barker.
Holmes,
R.
Phillip
sophomore who has a role with
Charles Rogers in "Varsity," has
signed a featured player contract
with Paramount.

Holmes Gets Paramount

SALE!
The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

FREE
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Soul-Stirring

Drama

of Powerful Appeal
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William K. Howard whose genius was
demonstrated in the creation of such
productions as "Gigolo" "Red Dice"
and "White Gold", scores a distinct
directorial triumph with "A Ship

Comes

In."

'^'^^

^

pATHE

steps out witli one of the big surprises of the year—
an inspired
production comparable only to the greatest masterpieces
of the
screen. The same dynamic human elements that
were responsible for
the irresistible appeal of such pictures as'Herbert Brenon's
"Sorrel
Son"

^

&

W. Murnau's "Sunrise", Frank Borzage's "Seventh Heaven", Charlie
Chaplin's "A Woman of Paris", are combined to a superlative
degree in
"A Ship Comes In". Rudolph Schildkraut achieves new heights in the
F.

greatest role of his entire career— a vivid, heart-tugging characterization
that will register with the fans and your box-office.
Here's a piece of
real showman's merchandise

SCREEN

IT!

d

with

RUDOLPH SCHILDKRAUT
LOUISE DRESSER

ROBERT EDESON

Original story and adaptation by Julien
Josephson. Continuity by Sonya Levien
J.IDirected by Wyliam K, toward
,

i'ym

''
'>

'

D^MILLB

»

fettJBtO PROtoiucVlOIV

'

'
'

Watch for amazing new R. C. A. PHOTOPHONE musical and effect accompani'
ment on certain forthcoming PATHE FEATURE PRODUCTIONS Season 1928-1929
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF

SYN-

CHRONIZATION

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DEVICES ARE NOW

TIPS

SOUND PICTURES
By

ARTHUR

W.

31, 11

irth

So

AVAILABLE
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iysten

servi
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MUSICIANS ARE NOT

Three Stages for Vitaphone
Productions INow on Warner Lot

AGAINST SOUND flLMS
IV est

Hcst

Los

— THE FILM
Angeles "Musicians

Coast

Bureau,

DAILY

affiliated

with the local union are not antagonistic to sound pictures," says Ed. VV.
Smith, business representative of the
union.
Sniith states in part: "Talking pictures, like other mechanical devices,

eventually will prove a boon to musicians.
The union is not antagonisto the talkie and sound pictures
and is positively not declaring war on
tic

Movietone,
Zukortone,
\'itaphone,
Firnatone, Photophone or any other
kind of 'phone.'

"The radio was reported
that would wreck

thing

as

some-

all

show

business, with actors, musicians and
producers predicted as candidates for
the poorhouse," Smith declared, "instead it has developed a new source
of revenue.
At the present time in
Los Angeles over $10,000 per week
is
paid in salaries to union musicians for radio work, and the average is constantly increasing."

25 Theaters in S. E.
Close W. E. Contracts
Atlanta

—

Twcnty-iive additional
this immediate territory

theaters in
have closed contracts for Western
Electric equipment and are soon to
be wired for Vitaphone and Movietone.
Several installations are now
in progress and others will be completed just as rapidly as engineers
can handle the work.

Fifteen installations are scheduled
for theaters in Florida, the group in-

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY

With the completion
newest sound-proof stage at
the Warner studio, Vitaphone now
of

the

occupies three large stages built exalusively for tjie filming of sound pictures with spoken dialogue and sound
effects.

These Vitaphone stages

are

espe-

cially constructed with sound-proof
apparatus.
The exterior is covered
for protection against weather, while

the interior

is

padded with heavy

felt.

Each stage contains the latest Vitaphone recording equipment and can
be operated as separate units. Their
design is also created to facilitate the
general method used in making Vitaphone productions.
All three stages are operating at
full capacity.
"The Terror," is being
directed by Roy del Ruth with May
McAvoy, Louise Fazenda, Edward
Everett Hortoii, Alec B. Francis and
ethers. Vitaphone sequences for such
pictures as "Beware of Bachelors,"
"The Little Wildcat," and others are
in
process of synchronization; and
the feature acts and playlets, of which
four and five are made a week, continue to be Vitaphoned under a regular schedule.
"Noah's Ark," with
Dolores Costello and George O'Brien
is completed while such specials as
"The Singing Fool," starring Al Jolson, "My Man" with Fannie Brice,

and "The

Home Towners"

with an

on schedule.
speculation is rampant as to
the future stars cognizance is taken
of the players who appear in these
sound pictures. In the cast are seen
players of purely screen origin, those
exclusively from the stage, and those
whose experience embraces both the
footlights and the kleigs.

all-star cast are

As

become familiar figures both on the
screen and on the stage have learned
the art of reading dramatic lines in
addition to their knowledge of moition picture technique.
At present,
they have a slight advantage over the
players of purely screen origin.

The present program for forthcoming Vitaphone productions will
contain all three classes of artists:
those who have previously confined
their experience to the stage alone,
those
who have attained screen
prominence and are products of the
silent pictures, and those who have
graced both the stage and screen.
Al Jolson, Fannie Brice, and Ted
Lewis, are among the first group,

May

McAvoy,

Monte

Blue,

Dolores

Irene

Costello,

Rich,

Audrey

Ferris, William Collier, Jr., Helene
Costello, are among those of the sec-

NEW SOUND

lion,'

DEVICE IS
!

PATENTED

IN

ioca'

ENGLAl

t

ives

itotl

U\

—

London Considerable interest
been aroused in the industry by
sound picture device registered at
patent office by H. J. Kucheninf

spot"

line

German

inventor.
He has
cured two patents which cover
apparatus designed to be attached
any existing projector, and which
ter,

a

ar

((I

i

here:

ity c

I

<fs.

claimed can handle any Anienc
The patent spccifr
tions State that the device i.s ada
IS

sound device.

Btory,

able to disc and film synchronizati

Kiel

Sound Films Adopted
by German Syndica
Berlin

—

Deutsche Lichtspiel SynWy;
an organization of German <
hibitors, has made an arrangeme new
with Herr Kuchenmeister, invent
kat,

;ncl

while

Louise Fazenda, Lionel of a talking
film device, whereby t
Barrymore, Alec B. Francis, Edward company
will make talking pictun
Everett Horton, John Miljan, Claude
These will be issued weekly, and w
Gillingwater, William Russell, and
be from 1,200 to 1,500 feet in leng
others represent the last group.
Distribution is planned for all Ce
Vitaphone demands that the voices
tral European countries.
be of sufficient quality to record well,
no matter what the experience or
leqi
training of the artist.
The speaking Unusual Films Declared
voice records naturally as it is spoken,
to
Sour «
but a certain degree of culture is
necessary to read dramatic lines corAkron, O. Milton Bryer, owner
rectly in order to convey the desired a chain of local
picture houses, sa
effect.
The voice is just as im- unusual pictures and added nov(
portant as the personal attractiveness ties are the only things
an exhibit H
of the player and therefore, just as can
play to meet the sound pictu
ond,

pic

:lioi

soill

ire

s

It

Needed

Buck

—

i

jys.

lijsc

(

Jcli

much

attention

must be paid

it.

All

productions on the Warner
program for next year will contain
special sound effects on Vitaphone as
well as talking sequences with spoken
dialogue.
They will also be accom-

competition.
Equipment for talkii
films are too costly for small theate
and neighborhood houses, he b
lieves, and looks for striking pictu
novelties, or unusual special attra
tion as the sole competitive posi

tr

ijinK

na

tj

I

j,

panied by Vitaphone orchestral ar- bility.
cluding every town where E. J.
rangements.
In addition, on this
Sparks is operating. Sparks pioneered
comprehensive schedule are listed 12
m
The Warners, through their own specials as "Noah's Ark,"
Fifth Atlanta
in this section with Vitaphone.
"The Tertat
experience
have
discovered
some ror," "My Man," "The Singing Fool,"
Florida houses now being wired,
Preparing for Soun
fundamental facts concerning the "The
Redeeming Sin,' starring Door soon to be wired, include the Revoices and the reproductive qualities
Atlanta
lores Costello with Conrad Nagel in
Four Atlanta theate
public, Jacksonville; Rex, St. Peters- on
Vitaphone. They have found that the
lead; "Conquest" starring Monte now have sound picture equipment- """
burg; JefTerson, St. Augustine; Star, niany film
actors without stage train- Blue
with H. B. Warner and Lois all Western Electric systems
Arcadia;
Heacham, Orlando; Mil- ing as just as suitable to
Vitaphone Wilson; "The Desert Song,"
the though Loew's Grand does not pr
anc, Sanford; Arcade, Ft. Myers; Pal- as those whose
voices have been musical
play; and "The Home Town- sent its first sound picture for a;
ace, Bradenton; Capitol, Plant City; trained
to speak dramatic lines corers," the George M. Cohan play with other week.
But even as the fourl ft
Florida, Gainesville; Dreka, DeLand; rectly in
character.
Richard Bennett, Irene Rich, Robert is announced a fifth looms up in tl fers
Lowell, I'alatka; Sunrise, Ft. Pierce;
Then again, personalities who have McWade, Doris Kenyon and others. Cameo. Robert B. Wilby, who wil
Sarasota, Sarasota; Sunset, Ft. LauThos. G. Coleman, is joint owner
derdale.
the Cameo, has satisfied himself thf
Taste For Sound Films
Vitaphone is here to stay.
It Wi
Voice Tests Via Radio
Dialogue
Sound For
Wilby who revived Vitaphone
Is
Survey Planned by
Tonight brilliantly at the Metropolitan Smal
With object of securing public reThree
F. N. Films
Voice tests via the radio will be soon as that theater came under h mj
action to talking pictures "The New
Wtst Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
York Daily News" had its "inquir- made by M-G-M, with George L. direction. He did it with "The Jai n
Singer."
Los Angeles Dialogue and sound mg reporter"
He believes sound pictur
ask six people whether Fccke in charge. First tests will be
will prove a boon to the smaller th'
will be synchronized with three more or not they like them.
All six per- made
tonight over
when aters.
j.
First National pictures, it is under- sons accosted said they enjoyed them. Robert Harris, who is in
New
York
Occupations
of
the
three
women
to
to
select players for
stood.
They are "Scarlet Seas,"
Baby,"
Sound Films Boost Business
whom the question was put are: M-G-M picture with "Nize
dialogue, will
Richard Barthclmess vehicle; ".Show housewife,
Pittsburgh
Installation of souijl'||
home girl and nurse. The test a number of actors
Girl." with Alice White, and "The
men were a salesman, steward and parts. Actual lines from suitable, for projection equipment at the Stanlijj^j|.
a scenario has resulted in increased business
Haunted House."
merchant.
will be read.
that house.
ys

of

House

—

i,

fcni!

*'•

i

H

And
More

Shown By

M-G-M
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Town Showmen Worried Over Sound Films

^mall

Northwest Stirred by

Sound Film Vogue
(Continued from Page

serve

s,

F.

in F.

&

Cubberley,

in

charge of the-

located outside the Twin Cities,
eves the sound film will prove a
n to the small town theater. Acdingly, the firm may be expected
"spot" its sound houses, in order
get an accurate check on public
s

a Han-a-Phone
hine is being installed in the Lorhere, to determine the practiility of that equipment for small
ises. Dan Finkelstein, son of M.

Meanwhile,

:e.

New York

City.

naturally

ward

we

are

ater's

looking for-

new developments
and your new department has
very satisfactorily.
Very Truly Yours,
it

EARL HALL PAYNE,
Kentucky Theater

Oklahoma
ANOTHER (HtCilESTRA TO
Over Sound Pictures
real
Oklahoma City— There
BE DROPPED AT SYRACUSE
is

;r

small town exhibitors
problem confronting them

among

the

view of producers' determination
synchronize a major portion of
;ir

pictures for next year.

\lthough the theater not equipped
sound pictures will be able to
as
prints
unsynchronized
;ure
retofore or will be able to present
synchronized prints without
Tie
h equipment, the theater's patrons
doubtedly will make demand sooner later for the style of entertaintheir neighboring comnmnity
;nt
joys.

certainly true that many towns
iich support really good pictuies
Uld not make the talking variety
profitable venture for the theater
under the present cost of
'ner
t is

uipment's

installation.

ma

believed

it

is

Oklacompara-

In

that

ely few theater-owners in such
wns would relish the prospect of
Yet, in these
ch an investment.

ys of rapid transportation, it looks
though the small theater propri'emust come to it at some not
itant day.

—

possibilities.

It

is

time

Films Curtail

Buying
Memphis, Tenn.
uble anxiety

at

Memphis

—There

among

is

consid-

small town ex-

—

Indianapolis
Local musicians are
"resting on their oars," watching developments in the fight believed imthe
musicians'
pending
between
unions and exhibitors on the question
of use of mechanical music in theSmall exhibitors of this territory aters, replacing musicians.
tlieve that they will be able to get
At the headquarters of the local
und projection equipment at low it is stated that no action has been
'st, and for that reason hesitate to
taken as yet, and none is expected
y silent pictures.
until word comes from the national
Covington, Ky., a town of 3,400 body in the matter.
Contracts between the union and
s signed for Vitaphone and Movie:ie equipment.
It will be the small- the theaters still have a year to run
The present
town in the South and probably on the present basis.
the country where a Western agreements will automatically terminate the first week of August, 1929.
cctric installation has been made.

hitors of this territory, because of
What to do is the
mild pictures.
estion being asked by exhibitors,
:d while awaiting the answer, they
.? not buying pictures.
I

!

'

t

is

the

busy on plans
London,

Plaza,

and the Paramount theater
with Western
sound equipment.
Paris

for

Process Not Ready

in

Electric

Rowland Stepping Out
Of First National

For Professional Use
(Continued from Page 1)

come,

our

although

chemists

working on the problem.

are

The new

film, while holding out good
possibilities, is not likely to be perfected for some time. The same may
be said as regards our si)eaking film."
The new amateur process utilizes

color

a three-color light filter, and a new
film and minute cylindrical lenses.
The film has the side opposite the
sensitive coating embossed with ineach of
lenses,
cylindrical
visible
which is l-559th of an inch in width
ano runs lengthwise on the film. These
lenses separate the rays of light, which
pass through the three segments of

Syracuse Sound pictures will replace the orchestra at the Strand next
season, leaving but one house, Loew's
State, with an orchestra for the ap- the light filter and to the camera.
proaching season.
Non-synchronous Each of the three colors, red, green
discs will supply music for pictures and blue, admits into the camera only
not supplied with synchronized scores. the light rays of its own color. The
The organist will be retained for different rays register on the film only
solos and sviecialties. The Eckel has as black and white, but the lenses so
been without an orchestra since in- distribute the rays that the different
stalling sound equipment a year ago, colors register on the emulsion as a
and the Empire, took the same step, black and white impression for each
when it changed management.
A three-color
color at that point.
"As the film industry becomes 100 light filter is provided for the proper cent sold on 'sounds,' and sup- jector, the light from the machine
plies a synchronized musical score for penetrating the lenses on the film and
each production, it is difficult to directed through the filter. The comunderstand how any theater with an bination of the three colors gives
all-screen program need require an every
is
natural hue, it
possible
orchestra," writes Chester B. Bohn in claimed.
'The Syracuse Herald.' "Where stage
Among those invited to Eastman's
attractions and presentations are of- home to view the demonstration were:
fered, however, the orchestra will re- Thomas A. Edison, Michael I. Pupin,
main a necessity.
Columbia University physicists; Dr.
"If I were a professional musician G. K. Burgess, director of the U. S.
these days, it seems to me that I Bureau of Standards; Hiram Percy
would take up the organ as the one Maxim, inventor and president of the
liest bet.
Or, better still, I would Amateur Cinema League; Frederick
follow the example set by many of E. Ives, one of the first experimenters
the Strand's band and take a sales- in color photography: E. W. F. Alexman's job brushes, cigars, signs or anderson, one of the inventors of telewhat have you."
vision; Dr. W. D. Coolidge of the
General Electric research laboratoIndianapolis Local
ries; Owen D. Young, chairman of the
board of directors of General Electric,

Awaits
Word frohi A. F. of M.

equip

small

—

l[)und

to

Woodhull

exhibitor "to sit down,
sharpen his pencil and figure out
just how sound pictures alTect him,"
declared the M.P.T.O.A. president.

the

itixiety in

iietv

Paramount

particularly in the smaller
says, but it is a
problem for the individual theater
owner to solve, based on his theliibitors,

to all

answered

Sound Abroad

(Continued from Page 1)

houses,

Gentlemen:
I wish to compliment you on
your new department under the
head of Sound Pictures. We
have had the Vitaphone in our
house for over a year and the
Movietone for six months, and

WoodhuU Says

Problem,

Co.,

Film Daily,

and Frank Rubel have
Han-a-Phone in this

Finkelstein,
ribution of
itory.

Amuse

Lafayette

Lexington, Ky.

show

to

Need

Fills the

I)

R. houses. These
the territory s
and if it is favorable, other
.111,
equipped.
s of the chain will be

systems

r

Sound Film Individual

and Gen. John

J.

Pershing.

Nate Friedberg

Killed

In Automobile Mishap
(Continued from Page

hibitor association,

was

1)

killed yester-

an automobile accident while
en' route to Pittsburgh from Atlantic

day

in

City.

Sound

for

Columbus, Ga., House

E. ALirtin
who has the Martin chain here, will
remodel and redecorate the Rialto,

Columbus,

equipping

it

Ga.— Roy

for

sound pictures.

(Continued from Page

1)

mentioned. Perhaps it will be Kennedy himself who will step into the
production seat.
Rowland has been casting his eye
on Europe as a fertile vacation
ground for a long time and it is
probable that he will leave in the
early fall for a year in England and
the

Continent.

Spring and Mrs. Strauss
Deny Leaving 1st Nat'l
Los
Reports appearing in the
newspapers that he had reNational were
First
signed from
denied yesterday by Samuel Spring,
secretary and treasurer who, it is
understood, has a contract with the
.'\ngeles

organization.

The
ario

stories declared Mrs.
Strauss head of the scen-

.same

Florence

department

This
signed.
incorrect.

is

had likewise
understood to

re-

be

Renewed Efforts Being
Made to Subpoena M.&S.
Renewed

efforts to serve

Maver &

being
are
personally,
made hv the Sapiro exhibitor cooperative, in its move for an injunction restraining the exhibitors from
M-G-M product, on the
playing
ground that the product was purchased in violation of their contract
with the exhibitor co-operative. The
Schneider,

Sapiro group was denied a temporary
injunction against M-G-M restraining
that firm from serving the M. & S.
chain.
The application was for a temporary injunction ending a jury trial of
the case, and Justice Sherman said
that the moving papers raised a question of fact which would have to be
decided by a jury. The question of
fact was whether or not M-G-M had
been instrumental in causing the theaters to break their contract with the
association.

The Independent M.

P.

Exhibitors Ass'n., will continue their
efforts to serve Mayer and Schneider,
and assert that when they are brought
into court the temporary injunction
will be easily procured.
Estelle

Taylor in N. Y.

Estelle Tavlor
York yesterday.

arrived

in

New

She is to appear
with her husband. Jack Denipsey m
a stage play.

.
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STREET ANGEL — SUNRISE — FAZIL
THE RED DANCE — FOUR SONS — MOTHER MACHREE
They're

all

^2

Broadivay Specials

fs

— <Played

and Vroved !

your one
best bet

De Mille Players Going With Him

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

^/'FILMDOM
XLV

Wednesday, August

No. 27

White Shadows
good
GETS over
attraction
aters.

nicely as a
for picture

the-

"White Shadows,"

which opened at the Astor, NewYork last night, was a saga of
the S(nith Seas in the original.
For film purposes, a dramatic
story has heen introduced with
atisfying, not outstanding results.

The

chiet
finds
its
picture
merits in a different locale, a generally even and smooth flowing
treatment despite a lot of the
usual and stereotyped business of
hero chasing heroine around trees
and some exquisite photography.
;

Effective

Sound

score and
which the Capitol

The synchronized music
sound

effects

for

theater orchestra is to be credited,
are excellent and rank easily among
the best so far applied to any picHowever, the
ture on the market.
army of exhibitors not equipped for
sound pictures will get along without it, although it is a fact that the

Lot

ML THE

2^€> NEWSPAPER
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to

1,

Price 5 Cents

1928

VICTOR PLANS EXPANSION
OF THEATER DISC SERVICE
Number
ms mm to caw SOUND

of Houses Using

ON

immsi

Pittsburgh

— Funds

for

riLMS CUT BUYING

m

a

Non-Synchronous Music
Cutting Orchestras

IN INDIANAPOLIS

ZONE

—

pictures are
Indianapolis Sound
the order of the day here, and the
territory is plainly worried by the
new order of things. 'J'he result is

fight

against the deposit system in arbitration, a test case of which is being
made in this territory, are being

Development and expansion of its
non-synchronous service to theaters
is
planned by Victor Talking Machine Co., on an extensive scale. The
firm now is supplying cue sheets and
records on pictures, which has led a
number of houses throughout the

sought by Fred J. Herrington, sec- a slowing up of buying throughout
country to dispense with their orchesretary of the western Pennsylvania the territory.
Downtown Indianapolis is going all tras.
and West Virginia exhibitor associaThe service is supplied to houses
tion.
The test case has been brought the way on sound. The Apollo for
Western Electric equipment is
where
all-sound
on
an
been
time
has
exhibisome
McKeesport
by P. L. Gorris,
installed,
under terms of the \'ictor
Vitator, who has secured an injunction policy, and the Circle, which has
returning to firm's deal with Electrical Research
restraining distributors from enforc- phone equipment, is
The Western Electric
Products.
ing deposit demands made when he sound pictures after "laying off" for
X'itaphone,
reproduces
equipment
(Continued on Page 3)
iContitiued cm Page i)
Movietone and stock records by adThis latter
dition of two turntables.
system is non-synchronous, and is

NARKS AND

B.

& K. BOTH

I

VIRGINIA

CENSORS WANT

on

(Continued

Page

3)

sound helps.

TO PASS ON DIALOGUE DETROIT SUBURBANS

New Fox Entertainments
The surrounding show at the Astor
composed of several Fox Movietone Entertainments: They stack up
is

as follows:

Miller and Farrell, mandoline players

and singers,

—

fair.

Chic Sale in "The Star Witness"
very spotty; carries a few laughs,
but most of it misses and sadly,

—

too.

an

Richard Bonelli, opera
from "The
aria

—

star,

singmg

Barber

of

the
despite
excellent,
Seville"
valiant efforts of the accompanying
orchestra to drown him out.
Fox Movietone News splendid,

—

as usual; a real attraction.

Remember—
picture's the thing. Old as the
itself, but a basic truth that
needs pounding home day after day,

The

business

Especially
now, tomorrow, always.
this case with sound pictures driving everybody daft.
Make good motion pictures first,
Remember the 19,000
Hollywood.
theaters that can't show sound and
won't for many, many months.
is

—

Chicago Fox has sold eighteen
pictures to the Marks Bros.' Granada, and Marbro North and West
side theaters respectively, both of
which are opposition to B. and K.
The deal is rather unique in view of
the law suit pending between Marks
and B. and K. in which Fox is one
(Continued on. Page 3)

—

Virginia has joined the
states whose censors are determined to pass upon dialogue of
ruling states that only
sound films.
such sound pictures as are submitted
together with exact dialogue used, are
eligible to consideration by the board.
Pennsylvania censors have taken a
(Continued on Page 3)

A

"White Shadows of the South
Sensational newspaper accounts of
picture,
injuries to Adolph Zukor, one of Seas," M-G-M's first sound
which intimated the film executive and a program of Movietone subjects
was near death from alleged injuries opened last night at the Astor, New
York.
(Continued on Paije 3)

Haver, Duryea, Quillan
and Maybe La Rocque to Switch

Phyllis

THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Cecil B. De Mille

West

Coast

Bureau.

will

not renewed.

TURNING TO SOUND

of

M-G-M's First Sound
Zukor Injury Report
Film Opens on B'way
"Grossly Exaggerated"

take a number of players with
him when he joins M-G-M, it is unHaver, George
Phyllis
derstood.
Duryea and Eddie Quillan are to
Use sound. Certainly. But build accompany him in the ne\v associaDon't tion. Rod La Rocque's contract with
sound around the picture.
\huild the picture around sound.
Pathe has expired, and the star has

KANN

Richmond

list

is believed to have prewait until De Mille's new
association was settled, and is expected to again align himself with
A number of technithe producer.
cians also will accompany De Mille
to the M-G-M lot, it is understood.
Deal of De Mille for sale of his
holdings in the Pathe studio has not
vet been completed, it is understood.

La Rocque

—

Suburban houses here are
Detroit
turning to sound pictures and turnAlready \<->
ing to them rapidly.
equipment,
have
ordered
houses
bringing the total to over 20. Downtown houses here were pioneers in
sound picture presentations and Kuiisky's State
the nation
policy.

.V

was one

of

the

first

in

an all-sound
number of the houses makto

adopt

ing the installations are of comparatively small seating capacity, but their
managers are optimistic business increases will more than offset the increased overhead.

ACTION, COLOR, SOUND

FORECAST BY KODACOLOR

ferred to

Rochester,

X.

Y.

— Action,

color

and sound together arc forecast by
new Eastman Kodak
Kodacolor,
color process, demonstrated here and
so far, designed principally for amateur use, in the opinion of Maj. Gen.
James G. Harbord, head of the Radio
^Continued mi Page 3)
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FitzPatrick Sailing to
Make Sound Pictures
A. FitzPatrick sails for Euon the Aquitania today to make

jaiiK-s
n.i>i.;i

.Music Travelogue Series in sound

lor Paramount. There will be 12 oncreclers in the group and sound will

be photographed with the action on

landmarks which
have inspired old masters to write
FitzPatrick
famous musical pieces.
will introduce each release with a
>hurt talk and will, in ef+ect, substi-

famous

European

lie will
tute for the written subtitle.
be gone until Oct. 1 and will make a
>urvey of sound while abroad.
He has also sold his five Schubert
subjects to Paramount which will
release them as the Melody Master
and
Songs"
"Schubert's
Series.

Am.
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1,300

300
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400

15

84

break into the sound picture ranks
Aug. 18, presenting Fox Movietone
News. The Saenger has been wired
for sound pictures,. "Glorious Betsy,"
which introduced Vitaphone at the
Tudor, is in its fifth week.

Cobb Returns

Stock

(0)

Over the Counter

NOTE:

New

the country.

Part Time Policy for Summer
Gloversville, N. Y.
The Family
and Hippodrome are on a Friday,
Saturday and Sunday policy for the
summer. The Glove is operating full
time.
All are Schine houses.

43'A

56%

97
43}4
57J4
133

theaters in the province, the
principal one being the Grand here,i
which has just been razed to makei
way for a large new structure.

(Bid
is

and

listec!

Asked.)
Chicago;

in

Schumann Plans Cleveland Circuit
Inspiration" have been
Cleveland D. L. Schumann, formsynchronized by Victor for reproduc- erly with the Ohio Amusement Co.,
tion over the Western Electric disc has oisened an office in 214 Film ExThree others, "'Schubert's change Bldg., as headquarters for a
system.
Unfinished new circuit which he now is acquir"Schubert's
Friends,"
Symphony" and "Schubert's Sere- ing. Schumann has two theaters, the
nade" will be recorded in the next Marvel,
Solben
operated by
the
two weeks. In England, the five sub- Amusement Co., and Lorain Fulton,
jects are being released by Ideal as operated by Saramore Amusement
a feature, known as "The Melody Co.
Schumann is president of both
.Man."
companies.
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Where does Movie'
tone sound come

\

slat!

arli

iteo:

tli,

from

in the theatre

From a loud speaker directly
behind the moving picture
screen. Fox Movietone invented and developed the
process of shooting the
sound through the screen.
Before that loud speakers
had been placed at the sides
of the screen giving only an
appearance of synchronization.
is

a

^

The modem method
due entirely to the

research ^rork carried
on by Fox.
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"Tempest" Run Extended
Sloane to Make Photophone Films
"Tempest." the Jolm Uarrymore
Paul Sloane is en route to New
film at the Embassy, New York has
met with such cordial public response York, where he is to direct sound
in its pre-release engagement that its pictures, using the RCA-Photophone
He spent several weeks
run has been extended indefinitely process.
studying the mechanics of the system.
and is now in its twelfth week.

1540

mpl

G
MOYIKimVE c

7,000
7,000

Skouras, St. Louis.

Schubert's

Stebbins,

:A«i

1,100

15

15

Exchange.

Balaban & Katz

diS'

to N. Y.

C. Lang Cobb of Retail Stores
Service, publisher of Hollywood Picture News Service, has returned to
York after a trip throughout

Last Prices Quoted.

(s)

magnate who

i\x

46M

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

theatrical

85

.

(b)
(c)

will

2

38J4

3H

Toronto

appeared from Toronto Dec. 2, 1919j
and for whom there is a reward of
$50,000 alive and $15,000 dead. This
reward still stands. A. J. Small had<

many

New Orleans Opening Set
New Orleans — Loew's State

—

7

iVlil

Vienna, who is visiting in the Dominion, has made an offer to investigate the case of Ambrose Small,

100
'566

.

5/2
(o) Technicolor
3/2
(c) Trans-Lux
12
(o) United Art. .
78
do pfd.
(o)
2
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
75
do pfd.
(o)
Pict.
.
(c) Univ.
15H
*(.s)
do pfd.
Bros.,
(c) Warner
do "A" ... 58
(s)
•(c-b) do 6>^s28..
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1,000
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1454
IO8/2
100
25}4
8
1854
82/2
134
99 Vi

only three weeks to go before equalling the Canadian record established
by "Mickey" some years ago at the
The eighth week
Toronto Grand.
has been reached by "Ramona" at
the Metropolitan, Winnipeg, where
it
has made a western Canadian

5,200

9

do Os 41ww. 108/2 108/2
do 6s41x-war. 100-4 100
G-M pfd. .. 25 >4 25/2
M. P. Cap...
Orph. Cir.
i9K\ 18M
*(s)
...
do pfd.
1347^ 133?^
(s) Para. F-L
lb)
99%
do 6s 47 .. 99/2
101
(b) Par.By.5KiS51. 101
4/2
(s) Pathe
4^,
I6/2
17
(s)
do "A"
71
do 7s 37 .. 71
(b)
29
27
(o) Roxy "A"
31
29
do units
(o)
6
5
do com.
(o)
43
(o) .Skouras Bros., 40
38^ 38J4
(s) Stanley Co.

'

900

.

*(c) Intern. Proj..
'(b) Keiths 6s 46.

(b)
(b)
(s)
'(s)
(s)

5

128

•(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s)
(c)

184%

do pfd. ...
Film Insp.

*(s)

Sales

29Ji
97 /j
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litsJj:

"Ramona" Nears Canadian Record Small Disappearance Case Revived
Dr. Maximilian A
Toronto
"Ramona" is in its
Toronto
eleventh week at the Tivoli, and has Langsner, M.L.L.C., criminologist oi

—
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)und Films Gut
Victor Planning to
luying in Indianapolis
Expand Disc Service
equipment was inThe Ohio reopens
jor Day equipped for sound films
the Indiana is starting its sound
The Palace now is
icy Aug. 11.

le
e

lled

Its
time.
a year ago.

.

equipment, as
erhborhood house-^.
lalling its

is

the Ritz,

hroughout

the
territory
small
m showmen are marking time on
nd pictures, trying to figure out
where the new develpment will
ce them, and seeking to ascertain
what systems are adaptable to
ir theaters, from the standpoint of
iency and cost.
t

t

A

Correction

a

typographical error

THE

in

Sunday's issue of
FILM
it
appeared that a general
knovvn^ generally as the "baby Vita- editorial statement was made to the
phone."
Two turntables are em- effect that suburban exhibitors claim
ployed to permit contmuous playing, distributors are putting them out of
and the change is made from one business. The error was due to inrecord to the other by means of a advertent transposition of copy, which
lader. A special guide is provided, in correctly should have read: "Anjther
cases where only a portion of a rec- monopoly suit. This time in Omaha.
ord is to be played.
One person Suburban exhibitors claim distributors have put them out of business.
can operate the machine.
With around 125 theaters now us- More unfavorable newspaper space
Very bad stuff.
ing
this
non-synchronous service, for the industry.
Victor is cueing a number of current These things should be straightened
When will that
releases.
The record service is sup- out on the inside
plied to theaters on a weekly charge day comer"
basis.
In cases where stock records
do not provide the desired music, Zukor Injury Report
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

Through

1)

last

DAILY

Massilon House Sold
Massilon, (J. ^Charles Shearer has
sold the Lyric to Fred T. Kicker.

WANTED

shots—
—
sports—current evenu —
—
anything unusual with audience

Unusual

film

scenics

Submit descriptive

novelties
oddities
value.

—

and footage

list

to

Box No. M-300
c-o

Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

STOP FOOLING

special records are prepared.

"Grossly Exaggerated"
Ine company is prepared to put
(Continued from Page 1)
on the market records adaptable for
any film, according to President E. received in an automobile accident
E. Shuniaker. I'he $250,000 Los An- Monday, were without basis in fact,
(Continued from Page 1)
geles plant planned will be used for Zukor demonstrated when he aplieared at his office following the misilar stand, and have won one de- niaKing the non-synchronous as well
as
V
itaphone
and
Western Electric hap, none the worse for his experion from Warners and lost another
ence.
Zukor was at his desk yesterFox on the issue. Both cases are discs.
day as usual.

Censors Want
to Pass on Dialogue

a.

ig appealed. In Ohio, the attorney
leral has ruled
that sound film
New York's
ogue is censorable.
sors have acted similarly, but in
test case is to be instit state a
:d

Kodacolor Forecasts

and B. & K.
Both Showing Fox
(Continued from Page

1)

on the West

side.

The new

seating 4,000 opens about
15.
On the North Side, the
>t.
inada is opposition to the Upn.
These B. and K. houses will
play Fox following extended
3
in
their loop houses.
Clyde
,s
adise,

Fox

district

manager, was

:rumental in closing the deal which
3
signed at 4 o'clock yesterday
ning.

N. Y.
for Movietone Tests

ipf Arrives in

New York

Garry

The

and

ordinary

pictures.
This should
tion with radio."

be

black and
greatest

its

BUY, BUILD, LEASE

AND FINANCE, THEATRE,
OFFICE AND MERCANTILE
BUILDINGS

white
affilia-

Interest being shown in color photography show that people will want
color television, but it will take some
time to reach it, declared Dr. E. F.

W.

Alexanderson,

pioneer

in

tele-

vision experiments.
"We must first
perfect ordinary television and then
experiment with color television," he
said.

Color pictures, by this great advance, have become a commercial instrument, which can be worked by all
people, Thomas A. Edison said after the demonstration.
"It is a very simple process, a
simple solution of what was thought
to be a complex problem.
Years ago
I worked on color problems myself

and screen tests in connec1 with opening of the
Cosmopolistudios. New York, for recording and made a complete failure of it."
e and sound effects for Movie*^one
jects are planned by Harry Raijf,
Cleveland Hears Movietone
G-M studio executive, who arri\T'd
Cleveland, O.
Movietone opened
oice

Mew York

Flatiron Building

(Continued from Page 1)
refused
to arbitrate a case brought
the new
velopment in photography since in- against him.
Vigorous prosecution of the case
vention of the motion picture itself.
'It may have a good deal of influence upon has been voted by the association,
the development o£ television," he declares, with
members announcing they
"if we hav'i television with color photography, would refuse to sit on
arbitration
it will make as much difference over ordinary
cases until the Gorris action is settled.
television
as the
difference
between color

photography

he defendants.
he Marbro is opposition to the

A HOLE

ONE

IN

IS

SUPERVISION

GEORGE
WINKLER

A FEAT

ACHIEVED
REGULARLY BY

OSWALD"
THE LUCKY RABBIT

PLUNK

—

at the Allen last Saturda}-.

yesterday.

f

Warning

to Exhibitors!
GOLD -HAWK PICTURES INC.
Owns

ROSENBAUM
Financing

general sees
process as the greatest de-

[arks

thardt.

to

L. N.

Action, Color, Sound on
Anti-Deposit Fight
(Continued from Page 1)

hv Warners to determine legal- Corp.
of America.

of the stand.

late

Funds Asked

START COOLINO

\A.

the exclusive world's rights
to the

TUNNEY- HEENEY

HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT PICTURES
Taken July

26,

1928

Anyone purchasing or exhibiting these pictures

T

T

T

?

T

T

f

LANDS CASH
IN THE

BOX OFFICE
PRODUCED BY

Pictures
Winkler
INCORPORATED

unlawfully will be prosecuted

GOLD-HAWK PICTURES

INC.,

^Fw^yJ>'?,K*"^N^"v^

llnwersal\i\\m.Ul Cartoons

—

No §CREtN Program 1$ So
GoodThat ItWont Be Bnni

»»hR4DI0GR4MS/
PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING

This

full-rate

S

is

Cabli:-

UNIONir

?;ram unless its dcerrcd character is Indicated by a suitable
sign above or preccdii^ the addrcu.

Tbc

filiDx

uiDc

M4bo»u

SERVICE
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Class of Service
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ID thr

dmu

liDe
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of receipt st d<«LiKai

RECEIVED AT 40 BROAO STREET (CENTRAL CABLE OFFICE),

I

NEW YORK,
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N. Y.*^^.V*
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25
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4
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JOE BRANDT. COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP=

1600 BROADWAY NEWYORK NY=

PREVIEV:D TONIGHT RALPH SPENCES NEW NOVELTY RADIOGRAMS STOP
IT

CONTINUOUS UUGH FROM START TO FINISH EVERY

IS A

EXHIBITOR WILL WELCOME THIS NOVELTY AS

NEEDED SPOT STOP
COMEDY STOP
^JED

IT

IT

FILLS

A

MUCH

CLICKED MORE LAUGHS THAN THE TWO REEL

CONGRATULATE YOU ON SECURING RADIOGRAMS*

I

BUELL

MGR WESTLAKE THEATRE WEST COAST

THEATRES INC
THE gilCKEST, SUREST AND SATTST WAY TO SEND MONEY

=

IS

BV TELEGRAPH OR CABLE

Every Smart Showman Who Has
Seen This Brand New Short -Reel
Novelty Has Booked It on Sight!
A Clever, Mirth-Provoking, Wisecracking
Subject Written by

RALPH SPENCE
King of Screen Humorists

DISTRIBUTED

—

Book It At Once for Your Theatre!
It's a Tonic for Any Screen Program!
Distributed 'Nationally by

COLUMBIA PICTURES
o

•>

•>

CORPORATION

Your Local Columbia Exchange

To

Screen

RADIOQRAMS

for

Is

4

4

Ready

You—See

It!

<%

Released/
every of her

week

—

Equity Instructs Its

Members

Hold Off Talkers

to

ML THE MEWS
ALLTHE TIME

o/'FILMDOM
XLV
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Color

ANEW

toy

thrown

is

the pubHc's
pictures,

lap.

tion

into

Color motaken and

shown by amateurs in their
homes, becomes actual. George
Eastman accomplishes the dream
of half a century and the indus;try may soon find itself on the
brink of another revolutionary

2,

Price

1928

5

Cents

UNIONS' SQUABBLE SLOWS UP
SOUND FILM INSTALLATIONS

I

I

I

change.

A

Fi

aroused, popular
demand as expressed through
theaters will hasten producers
toward its general adoption.
Color, next after sound in the
rounding out of the new type of
motion picture, may therefore
be nearer than many now besufficiently

lieve.

COLOft

mraoNU USE

significant development. If

already dabbling
public,
the
heavily in black and whites,
goes for color and the appetite
is

tOOPfS 10 HI
—

Rochester, N. Y. Kodacolor, color
process just placed on the amateur

market by
present time

Eastman-Kodak,
is

at

the

not adapted to pro-

No method of satisfessional use.
factorily making a large number of
duplicates has been worked out, as
The process is declared peryet.
fectly adapted to Eastman Kodak's
reversal process, and so, in supplying the amateur trade, the matter of
non-duplicates makes little difference
(Continued on Page 6)

Far Behind
Rush

of exhibitors to sound
to a vir-

equipment amounts
and
hysteria,
tual

Western

Electric is far behind on manufacture, despite the fact that
Hawthorne plant, where
its

sound equipment manufacture
is centered, is working on a
24-hour basis, seven days a
week. An exhibitor ordering
equipment today would hav>i
to wait until after the first of
the year for delivery of a

sound reproducing machine.

Who

Music scores
isn't?
sound.
Dialogue? Wait
Asynchronized, yes.
Roach thinks talking hnes
a minute.
.in two reel comedies means an enLtirely new technique. It can be develop'^d

But what about

sure.

he's

>ery comedy we

lauglhe re

.

ship,"

"is clicked for 60 laughs.

Sees
ship."
don't
dialOc-- iciarding action— Wflf^to—
and lack of action retarding the use

Othe

R0XYH0LD8lGEL'4TH

righto
of gags
less opportunity

again— v^Yach. means
for

laughs— cor>-ecf

Therefore, he's dubious.
Roach, you sure are a smart

once more.

Mr.
an.

On

the

Air

EDUC'L TO DISTRIBUTE

One

of

the

We

—

programs.

With or Without
over
lustily
yelling
Warming Up" as a sound picture.
The picture is good
Short-sighted.
with or without sound. Don't worry
{Continued on Page 2)

Paramount

Because of this union quarrel,
Time." which was scheduled
to open tomorrow at the Central,
New York, with sound synchronization, will be presented with an orThe picture has been synchestra.

IN

SOUND

(Continued

on Page

6)

Schenck is Reelected
United Artists Head
Joseph M. Schenck was reelected
president and chairman of the board
of directors of United Artists at a
meeting of United Artists stockholdon Page

6)

UNIFIED
IS

SOUND SYSTEM

PLANNED

Berlin

IN

GERMANY

(By Cable)— German sound

films for German theaters, through a
unified system to be developed by a
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued

on Page 6)

SOUND SECONDARY TO

OUALITYJAX WARNS
There is need for good silent pictures for 1928-29 for sound in pictures is secondary to quality, states
Sam Sax, president of Gotham, who
believes that sound in pictures is
transitory and a development touted
above its actual importance.
far
Steps being taken by his

company

sound is by way of "swinging along with the present tide," Sax
to

use

states.

country's
'most powerful. A f^ne thing for the
industry if handled properly.
easily picture it as a means of buildLord
ing goodwill for the business
knows the industry needs it. Likewise we foresee an influence harmful
box-offices unless the greatest
to
discretion is exercised in selecting
station.

STAGE PLftYS

Woods and WilJ. J. Shubert, Al
Breaking a precedent, the Roxy
yesterday announced
Brady
A.
liam
will hold over "The Street Angel"
Corp. of AmerThe big New purchase of Vocafilm
for a fourth week.
talking pictures of
ica, to produce
York theater is doing a sensational
(Continued on Page 6)
Rolling up $125,994 the
business.
first week with the weather against
the second
it, the picture did $121,616

(Continued

That future Paramount broadcastling

WEEK; MARKS PRECEDENT

we

-.

Sound picture projection equipment
installations throughout the United
States are being slowed up, it is
understood, by a quarrel between the
electricians' union and the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes and M. P. Machine Operators as to which union is to have
jurisdiction over installations.
The electricians' union contends
that they should have charge of installations, while the I.A.T.S.E. conelectricians
stage
the
that
tends
should have jurisdiction.
"Lilac

Hq's Sane
Talking with Roach— Hal of comDeeply interested in
fame.
ledy

Electricians and Theatrical
Unions at Odds Over
Jurisdiction

"On

Actors' Ass 'n Asks Artists to
Await New Equity Regulations
"Undoubtedly

this

sides one senses the sudon Page 6)

(Cotttinued

ST. LOUIS SEES

NEW ERA

new move wiU

All members of Actors' Equity hurt the legitimate actors very much,"
"There is a bad time
Ass'n., have been instructed not to said Dullzell.
act for talking pictures until Equity ahead and we have got to protect our
It will be a temporary deregulations are agreed upon, Paul people.
Dullzell, assistant executive secretary pression, however, for once the novstated after announcement of Broad- elty of speaking films wears off,
way producers' intention to film their people will realize that flesh and blood
plays with Vocafilm. The association drama is much better.
have not been officially mpreparing for two years of deis
as
business
theatrical
of
the transaction between a
the
formed
in
pression
(Continued on Page 6)
a result of the producers' move.

"We

all

BROUGHT BY SOUND FILMS

—

With the Missouri,
St. Louis
Ambassador and Loew's State entering the sound picture field and the
Grand Central already operating on
that basis the St. Louis territory is
beginning to realize that a new era
(Continued on Page

6)
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Dickson Trial Oct.
Clayton E. Bond in N. Y.
Denver Trial of A. E. Dickson,
Clayton E. Bond, general manager
vice president of Consolidated Theand buyer for the Costen Booking
aters, on a charge of murdering a
youth he discovered in his home, is Circuit of Chicago, is in New York.

—

Financial

set for Oct.

riLXLVNi.21

Tkmiir.llii.

2,
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Color
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can't show it with
picture is there. That's
what Paramount ought to tell its
customers to reassure them.
Tiie
sound in some spots helps. In others,
it's just plain tiresome and often you
wish the fool picture would remain
quiet.
For a few minutes anyway.
if

your

house

The

sound.

KANN
Detroit Film Editor Arriving

Harold HelTcrnan, motion picture
editor of "The Detroit News." arrives in New York tomorrow for a
brief visit.
He is planning a sludy
of the sound picture situation.
At
the Lincoln.

Seat,

(cb) do 6s 30
Bal.

(c)
(s)
(s)

Con.
do

.

K.itz
Ind,
pfd.
.

.

.

Kodak

Work

on

next stage show,
has been started
by John Murray Anderson. Publix
producer, following his return from
New York.
"Parisian

.

24

.

187

Fox Fm. "A"
Fox Thea. "A"

"(c)

Intern.

•(b)

Keiths
I.oew's

(s)
(s)

do

*(s)
*(s)

Inc.

deb.

(s)

(b)
(b)
(s)
(s)
(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(s)
(o)
(c)

.

.

M-GM

pfd.

M.

Cap..

P.

.

.

24

1.700

184
128

185

28^

9

92
54/2

54/2
100 ii

100^

lOO./s

100

100

100
25 /a

19K>

.
.

1954

1,000
100

100
100
3,600

19!/5

.

.

.

.

.

.

3^

Trans-Lux

United Art.
do pfd.
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd.
Univ. Pict.
...
•(s)
do pfd.
.

'

Warner

*ub)

.

install

the

Houses

— Skouras-Pul)Iix

will
in

for

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

85
13'/a

em

57/

.

400
i3'A
97
17,000
4854
60J4 25,200
133

a

C

Bond Market.

NOTE:

Market.
Exchange.
the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is liste?! in Chicago;

Gradwell Sears

GradwcU

Sc;irs,

in

MOYIEimVE (Z

N. Y.

manager

National's Chicago branch,

home

He

office.

town

a

for a

of

is

in

First

New

conference at the
expects to remain

few days.

Shauer and Meyer Sailing
E. E. Shauer, general manager of
the foreign department of Parmount
sailed for Europe yesterday. He was

accompanied by Frank Meyer, general purchasing agent, and will return
to New York early in September.

—

MOTION PICTURE STUDIO
FOR RENT
Large modern dance

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

2

75
13J^

Kaplan Buys Another
Maurice Kaplan Jr.,
owner of the Camera. Payne Ave. and
East 33rd St., last week bought the
Remodeling Hartford House
Anon, Kinsmas Road and East 13Utn
Hartliird, Conn.
'i'hc
(jraiul has
St.. from Sam Lurie.
closed for alterations.

—

for Indianapolis

sound picture equipment
Indiana, Ohio and Circle.

15

84

Skouras, St. Louis.

his

WOOD

AMALGAMATED

—

Indianapolis

(c) Curb
(s) Stock
(o) Over

Nights,"

Cleveland

Sound

300
'466

A.

124 E. Market! jStreet* Indianapolis. Ind.

Last Prices Quoted.

(I))

in

BELLCfHOWELL
For Rent to Anyone in the U. S., or to
Game Hunters or Explorers Going Abroad

Theater Designed for Sound
Appleton, Wis. New theater be-

ing erected here for Fox's Midwesco
circuit will be designed especially for
sound. The house will seat 2,000.

in.

Mitchell Legs.

Attractions

New

12

48 ji' 46"^

Bros..

do "A"
do 6"^s 28.

9

3/

3/

FOR RENT ANYWPIERE IN U. S.
T Lenses. 40 mm. to 17
AKF.f.F.Y
***^*'*'*' *

Q4YLORD

—

Pleasanton, Tex.
Burns and other
injuries received in his heroic attempt to extinguish a film fire and
prevent a panic at the local theater
proved fatal to Guy Metcalfe, 45,
operator.
He tripped when attempting to smother the flames, and jumped
from the second story window as the
films exploded.
Patrons made an
orderlv exit.

78

.

.

1

6,100
3,900

.

.

'

I

.

.

—

Operator Dies from Burns

6,400

28}i 18,500

14M
53%

.

Sunday Show Campaign On
Neb. Campaign for Sunday shows has been started here by
Gerge W. Luce, manager of the Ideal,
who is offering free shows on Sun(la\'s.

81^

54
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Morrill,
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John M. Anderson Returns

3054
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.

Fm.
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Low

hall 225

by 100

//.

Easily converted to a Sound M. P. Studio.

Is it

necessary to mairi'

tain

a

specific speed in the

projection of Movietone

D

^^
w
w

I

Yes. Fox has

standardized
the speed Sor
all

Movietone

Film at 90 feet
per minute.

Well located in Manhattan. Can make good deal
for a good tenant.

Box K-169
c-o Film Daily, 1650 B'way.,

N. Y. C.

wmx

Jirst mifforemosl

Sound onjilm

c

.J
i

Xlnew^S^!^
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Futures
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"The Wedding March "*
Erich von Stroheim's masterpiece.

"Warming Up"*
Richard Dix SOUND

SOUND.
picture.

"Forgotten Faces"
Clive Brook, Wm. Powell, Mary

Already breaking records.

Brian, Baclanova.

"Loves of an Actress"*
Pola Negri

SOUND

love

Technicolor.

"The First Kiss"

drama with

marvelous operatic score.

,

Gorgeous romance with Fay Wray

and Gary Cooper.

"Sawdust Paradise" *
Esther Ralston epic of carnival

"The Water Hole"
life

Zane Grey's greatest
with Hobart Bosworth.

Techni-

SOUND.
color.

"Just Married"

Jack Holt, Nancy Carroll.

"Beggars of Life"*

Anne

Nichols' stage hit.

SOUND. Famous hobo saga. Wallace

James

Hall,

Ruth Taylor.

Beery, Louise Brooks, Richard Arlen.

fr

Model From Montmartre"

Famous

Paris Artists' Ball

"Docks of New York"*

on the

SOUND.

NO

George

Bancroft,

Betty

Compson, Baclanova.

screen.

»«•«***•

story.

OTHER COMPANY

STARTS

1

92 8

2 9

LIKE THIS!

".*

Cpammoiuit

eOvristie

Coniedies_

Billy

Bobby Vernon*

Dooley*

The goofy gob with

the funny sailor

The

suit in "Dizzy Diver" and "Oriental

Jack Duffy*

"Confessions of a Chorus

his

Girl,"* "Skating Home,"

Caledonian cuties in "Hot

^ Whether you play sound or

company guaranteeing

with

Frances Lee and Christie Beauties.

^ Plus 12 other de luxe short features

to

in "Stop

Kidding" and ^'Sock Exchange."

Scotch"— "Sandy MacDuff" Comedy.

40

komedian

Hugs.'??

and

style!

kollege kut

in

sound in the quality Paramount

silent prints,

a continuous flow of

50 Paramount 1928-29 Features

PARAMOUNT

QUALITY

is

the one

product in 1928-29,

in Sound, Christie Comedies,

and

coming: Paramount News in Sound, Paramount Stage Shows on the Screen.
n "Wings," ^Wedding March," 35 de luxe Specials, 25 Star Hits, Paramount

News,Quality Short Features in Paramount's Whole ShowProgram for 1928-29!
^^^»,'-.-*

N O

OTHER COMPANY

STARTS 1928-29 LIKE THIS!

*oe

^

*'*' ^MAOt*

CPammomt

THE
lUrsday,

August

2,

s^mk

DAILY

1928

in Osten Starts Ninth
;ar as 'Frisco Unit Head
Francisco Thomas D. Van
ian

Coast Wire Service

—

Paramount Studios Are Busy

en has started his ninth consecuyear as head of Allied AmuseHe
nt Industries of California.
reelected secretary-manager at

A. M.
meeting.
manager of West
Theaters, was named chairman

annual
st

July

division

jvles,

board of governors,
embers of the board elected for
ensuing year include Irving C.

9

IN

PRODUCTION, 6

the

:erman of Ackerman & Harris,
odore M. Newman of Golden
Cliff Work of Orte Theaters,

Rodney Pantages

um,

of

Pan-

BIG

—

Kazan," "Code of the WilIn
and "Pioneer Trails."
ition. Standard will handle the usline of comedies and short novThis marks a new policy for
Es.
ndard.
The 47 feature produc-

released this year will take the
ce of more than 100 features of
vious years.
ts

Gene Morgan at Seattle
eattle
Gene Morgan opens today

—

the Seattle, under the new policy
Fanchon & Marco presentations,
ich replace Publix shows.

Levine Sells Theater

—

completed

recently

"The

Mating

among

Chief

productions

cast to date includes Laura La
Plante,
Joseph Schildkraut, Alma
Rubens, Emily Fitzroy, Otis Har-

The

lan, Neely Edwards, Jack
ald, Elsie Bartlett, Gertrude

McDon-

—

ber Please."

New

Louisville

— Kevil

Firm

Theater Co., has

n incorporated here.

Collins

Completes

New

new names have been add- in "shooting" the air scenes for
"Hard Boiled Rose" which F. "Lilac Time." On one occasion, he
Harman Weight is directing for saved himself and his pilot from cerWarners with Myrna Loy in the title tain death by adjusting the stabilizer
Several

ed to

role
Jr.,

These include William Collier,
John Miljan, Gladys Brockwell,

Edward

Martindel,

Lucy Beaumont

and Ralph Emerson.
Claude GiUingwater, Edna Murphy
and Arthur Hoyt have been chosen
to support

May McAvoy who

is

star-

ring "Stolen Kisses" which also features
Reed Howes and Hallam
Cooley.
Ray Enright is directing.
Principals to play with Dolores
Costello in her new Vitaphone special, "The Redeeming Sin" are Conrad Nagel, Georgie Stone, Lionel Bel-

more, Nina Quartaro, Warner RichPhilippe De Lacy. Howard Bretherton is directing.

mond and

Murnau Operation Causes
Postponement of Film

Collins, recently elevated to
solo feature roles, has completed his
initial

Mermaid comedy

full-fledged director on the Fox lot.
Erickson is a veteran assistant and
aided Murnau on "The Four Devils."

Sax Completing "Times Square"
nearing completion on
"Times Square," a story of Tin Pan
Alley being produced by Sam Sax.
Arthur Lubin is featured, with Alice
Day playing opposite. It is understood that sound effects will be
Lubui
used. Joe Boyle is directing.

Work

will

leave

is

for

New York

upon the

completion of this production, as he
to be featured in a Broadway
is
He is under personal conshow.
tract to Al Lewis, who is producing
in association with Sam Harris.
First

Farrell

Short Finished

"The Skvwayman,"
featured Russ Farrell series of

as a
Estelle Bradley plays op-

of

the

aviation

fea-

first

turettes being produced by Charles
cElwaine Arrives with Jones' First comedian.
for
posite.
R. Rogers and Harry J. Brown
Donn McElwaine, production manReed
starring
and
Educational
;;r of the Buck Jones Corp., is in
completed. Those
w York with a print of "The Big Forbes Condition Held Dangerous Howes, hasin been
of Howes, insupport
appearing
Ralph Forbes is reported danger_bp," Jones' initial picture for the
Santschi,

ilependent market. It is to be syntronized, he states.
Jones is to are in the East next week.

ously

ill

ture of
vealed.

at a local hospital.
his illness has not

The

na-

been

re-

Knechtel, who is a
their 'plane.
licensed pilot, was in the back seat
of the "boat" and when it got into
trouble, lost no time in handling the
stabilizer. At another time, the plane
flew into a cloud and seemed destined
for a long drop to destruction, but
the craft was righted.

on

Daw, Tom
Roy Stewart and Henry Barrows.
Harry J. Brown directed.

clude Mariorie

*

*

Knechtel

is

*

now busy working on

special printing tnachinery for
pictures.

sound

*

*

Raison, poet, sailor and
press agent, has been enjoying California before returning to New York
with his "boss," Frank Mandel. co-

Milton

producer of "Good
have selected nine
aspirants
will use

comeliest

News

They

"

California's

of
for

chorus

them

honors and

in

a

girl

new

While

Broadway musical comedy.

here, Raison visited with Herman J.
Mankiewics and other studio friends.
«

Manker

Watters,
adaptation of
collaboration
in

who wrote

the

"Burlesque"
with Benjamin

will
Glazer,
for Paramount

dialogue

write

*

*

George

He is at present
for appendicitis.
convalescing at the Pasadena HospiMurnau will have a new assisttal.
ant on this production, William Tummel, A. F. "Buddy" Erickson having been elevated to the rank of a

First

Monty

ad-

in

dition
to
other
photographic
for Three
National's
duties,
is
First
aerial
Warner Pictures photography expert, had many thrills

Howard,

Z. Levine, for the Jane
La Verne, Ralph Yearsley,
owner and manager George Chesebro, Harry Holden,
the Erie, Woodland Ave. and East Max Asher, J. Thornston Baston,
id St. last week sold the house
Jim Coleman, Carl Herlinger, Frank
Jack I. Lane and Max Rosner. Whitson and Harry Lorraine.
e new owners will redecorate and
lodel. Levine continues to hold his
Bebe Daniels Plans N. Y. Visit
erest in the Broadvue.
Bebe Daniels will leave Hollywood
for a vacation in New York about
Sound for Pittston House
"Take Me
the middle of August.
Utston, Pa.
Western Electric Home," is now nearly complete. Her
lipment is being installed at the vacation will precede work on "Num-

who,

Named

Casts

in the cut-

leveland
B.
nine years

Louisville

Hollywood

Production on "Our Daily Bread"
rooms are "Just Married," "Forbeen postponed for several weeks
has
gotten Faces" and "The Water Hole."
at the Fox studios, F. W. Murnau
having undergone a recent operation

Universal has completed casting
the leading roles in "Show Boat,"
which Harry Pollard is directing.

Lots ft

RALPH WILK

By

ting

Leading Roles for "Show
Boat" Are Now Filled

(f

ALVIX KNECHTEL,

Call."

5t

lerican.

flight of

Activity at Paramount has reached
a new seasonal peak.
Nine pictures
are under waj-, with several others

Be

of

with the trans-Pacific

the airplane of that name.

Handled

ness"

Little
from

Fred Stanley is producing
"The Southern Cross," dealing

EDITEDiOTHERSPREPARING

;s, Ricliard Marshall, Duffy TheC. McCann of T. & D., Jr., due to start and six more being edited.
•s, J.
T'vvo productions started this week.
:erprises, A. E. Arkush, Arkush
They are Emil Jannings' fifth Americuit, Sol Lewis, Strand Theater,
can-made vehicle,
"Sins
of
the
R. Greenfield of Greenfield TheaFathers," being directed by Ludwig
Theater
Levin's
Levin
of
Sam
Berger and with a cast that includes
cuit. Greenfield was chosen trusRuth Chatterton, Zasu Pitts, Mattreasurer.
thew Betz, Jean Arthur and Jack
Luden; and the Richard Arlen-Nancy
Features to
Carroll picture, a story of backstage
by Standard happenings, directed by Dorotliy
Seven units are in work:
Standard Film Service Arzner.
lleveland
"The
Docks
of New York," starring
closed with Gotham to distribute
George Bancroft; "Take Me Home,"
1928-29 product in Ohio, KenBebe Daniels production; Richard
ky, West Virginia and Pittsburgh.
Dix' "Moran of the Marines," with
contract also calls for Standard
;
Ruth Elder; "Interference," the initial
n Service Co. to distribute the unFay Wray-Gary Cooper production,
illed
pictures of Gotham's last
First Kiss"; Charles Rogers'
"The
The Standard line- first, "Varsity" and the Clara Bow
r's program.
for the year is now completed and
story, "The Fleet's In."
udes 26 Gothams, 14 Trinity picThe Christie studios are at work
"Flash of the Forest," with on the Douglas MacLean feature as
:s,
veheart the Dog, "Golden Yu- well as several two reelers, and
," two John Gorman productions
Harold Lloyd is considering several
three revivals, namely "Baree, stories for his next.
Tom Meighan

1

A

"Southern Cross"

talkies.

^

it

it

Fanchon Rover, producer

of "Life's

Like That," stopped off in her "old
home town," Des Moines, long
enough to preview the picture for
friends

New

and

relatives.

York.

Her

She

picture

is

now

in

was directed

by Ray Cannon.
*

Roy Del Ruth
in

a

*

*

took

much

interest

Tunney-Heeney fracas. As
reporter and illustrator for the
the

"Philadelphia Inquirer" he "covered" the Johnson-Willard bout.
*

*

*

Duncan Rinaldo. former New York
boy, is becoming a permanent fixture at
finished

Tiffany-Stahl.

He

recently

an important role in "The
Gun Runners," directed by our good
friend, Edgar Lewis.
*

Our Passing Shoiv: Jack
Warner sending quips thick
and fast at the Watnpas dinner; Maxwell Shaiie discussing

the

flowers

idea
to

of

presenting

newspaper repre-

sentatives; Mark Sandrich directing scenes on Vine St. for
his first Columbia picture.
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St. Louis Sees New
Sound Secondary to
Color Educ'l Will Handle
Quality, Sax Warns Era With Sound Filr
for Professional Use
Sound Stage Plays

E-K Hopes
(i L>ntinut'ii

to Fit

jtoin

l\itie

(Continued from Payc

1)

(Continued from Page

1)

because the amateur
Broadway
Physical
more than one print.
The fact that the process at pres- handled through Educational with a
ent is not adapted to making dupH- separate sales force in charge of
cates is sufficient reason for the sales. Announcement of the deal was
company's move in putting out tlic first made in the THK FILM
rarely

wants

plays with the stage casts.
will
be
distribution

process

D.'MLY on Monday

fessional

editions from
time to time have
carried full accounts of the negotiations and production plans as they

for amateur and not proHowever, the comuse.
pany has liopes of developing a professional process, with Kodacolor as
a base.
The film itself is not colored, but
is
taken through color filters and
projected through color filters the
colored rays being split up by cylindrical lenses on the base of the film
the base, in the case of Kodacolor,
being next to the lens with the emulsion at the back. From this it is obvious that every theater would be
obliged to make a modification of
its projection arrangements in order
to use Kodacolor.
The process, up to the present time,
which is all
rec|uires bright sunlight
right for the amateur, but a retiuirement that the professional could
hardly stand for with a $50,000 cast
waiting around for the clouds to

—

—

—

blow awav

(Continued fiotn Page

Week
1)

week with about an even break
weather

seven

in

day

period.
the
Up to Tuesday night, or the first
four days of the third week, the gross
was $72,000.
Tuesday of this week was bigger
tMan Tuesday of the second week
and up to three o'clock yesterday afternoon, business was ahead of the
same day in the second week with
indications that the full day would
outstrip W'ednesday of last w^eek. It
is
anticipated the picture will do
about $115,000 on the third week.
for

Hughes Seeks Hays' Aid
in Fight
West

Coast

Against Censors

Bureau,

Los Angeles

Tllli

— Support

FILM DAILY
of Will H.

Haj-s in a campaign he plans against
Howard
censorship
is
asked by
of
Prod.
Hughes,
head
Caddo
Hughes' ire has been roused by action of Portland, Ore., censors in
banning "The Racket." He also declares that the New York censors so
emasculated the picture it was not

worth showing
Coast

Bureau.

in

Till-

Films
I-ILM

Hollywood— Queen Marie
mania

of

DAILY
Rou-

again reported ready to en"The Magic Doll" is
ter pictures.
title of a story written by her, according to Henry W. Toll, her literary
The plan is to have
representative.
the royal personage appear in a prologue and epilogue.
is

Admitting

that other stage producers are included, the statement
gave no additional names. However,
as noted previously, Arthur Hammerstein and Joe Gates are embraced in
the group.
It was stated the organization had a working agreement
with several authors for material additional to properties held by the
producers.
David R. Hochreich,
president of Vocafilm, remains as
president.
It is understood the Williams interests of Pittsburgh which
have invested over $500,000 in development of the device are to remain as well.
Among the Woods plays to be
made into sound pictures, photograpiied dircctb' from the stage, are:
"Jealousy," starring Fay Bainter

Glenn Hunter, Florence Reed
in "The Legacy," the new SliipmanHynier play, "Fast Life," "A Man

With Red Hair," "Scotland Yard,"
"The Great Jewel Robbery" and "The
Censor's Holiday."
Otiier Woods
productions announced are: Florence
Reed in "The Shanghai Gesture,"
"Crime," Ann Harding in "Stolen
Fruit" and the Potash and Perlmutter
series.

impending plays are
program, such as
"Camera" and Grace George in "Divorce a la Mode." and in all probability,
those of Brady and Wiman.
All of Brady's
included in the

Messrs. Shuberts will present all of
their forthcoming productions on the
screen.
These include the two Willard Mack plays "Gang War" and
"Paid Off," the Marcin-Shipnian play
"Trapped," "Big Pond" in association with 1-;. H. Knopf and W. Farnsworth and "Congratulations"; the
Stanley Weyman operetta, "The Red
Robe," "Chopin," "A Good Fellow,"
the

new Kalman

oi^eretta

now

run-

ning in Vienna entitled "Tiie Duchess
of Chicago," and others. "My Maryland," "Countess Maritza," "Lovely

Lady" and "The

Silent

House"

are

(Continued from Page

—

—

the

of

uncertainty of the future

silent pictures as

opposed

of
to 'talkies,'

Apart from
or synchronized films.
the serious conditions this inertia is
leading to in the marketing of pictures, the situation is the most absurd thing in the world.
no secret that the vast majority ot
e,\hihitors couldn't have their houses wired
for sound installations for almost a year,
By
even if these were ordered tomorrow.
the same token, the companies manufacturing
the recording devices are in no position to
supply them for many many months to cor.ie.
"Jn the meantime, what? Is the exhibitor
Worse still, will he
to stop giving a show?
allow the public to sense that an impasse of
some kind is keeping the best pictures from
"It

is

until that far off uncertain date,
when the practical tjuestion of 'sound' will
have been settled ?
"In my personal opinion, the exact position of sound right now, is that it is something that may possibly be counted on as a
universal thing, somewhere in the far fuIieing

shown

For the present,
ture.
in the headlines just

it

is

having

its

presentations
Ax
years ago.
as

phase
had

tiiat
about two
was at its height. Pros and
distributor.
exhibitor
and
between
raged
cons

its

inning

time, the storm

distributor pessimistically saw the gradual demise of the picture as the backbone
The smaller exhibitor saw himof the show.
self liankrupt unless he could compete with
programs of the chain
vaudeville
the lavish
houses.
"What neither saw is what a study of the
history of their own business might have
Namely that good pictures
taught them.
would always dominate the interest of the
Time has proved
patrons of a picture house.

The

It has ever lieen so and will continue
There are countless instances of
to
be.
films, with good stories, well cast and well
it.

hox-ofhce
direcled, outshining the combined
appeal of headline vaudeville, 40 piece orchestras and long rambling prologues.
"The picture made the motion picture theIf there had lieen any need
ater popular.
for presentation acts, the fans would have
houses in the first place.
vaudeville
to
.stuck
The fact tha,t picture houses gradually and
shadow,
the
put vaudeville in
effectually
proves that the silent drama had a distinct
edge in appeal.

"Today we have the very same situation
with regard to picture values as opposed to
"sound" novelties. At the very most, 'sound'
may turn out to be an enhancement of the
picture's entertainment value, but the pic
ture will always be the essential thing. Our
synchronize pictures, but my
company will
candid opinion is that there never will lie a
time when .the 'all talkie' will surpass the

drama at the box-office.
"In the meantime, in any case, the major
part of the industry is in no position to play
anything but the straightforward silent film.
It stands to reason that unless the present
demand for screen (are is attended to. there
will be real cause for tears later, regardless
of whether 'sound' eventually comes to stay
or not.
The show must go on. The industry cannot afford to stop, because of what
may develop a year later. Future bridges
may be easily crossed when we come to them."
silent

"We

will ask the American Dramand the Actors' Kquity for an
early meeting to discuss this new
development," stated Woods.

Unions' Squabble
Slows Installations
(Continued from Page

1)

Schenck is Reelected
United Artists Head
(Continued from Page

1)

ers in New York.
Other officers
elected are; Dennis F. O'Brien, Harry
D. Buckley, and Al Lichtman. vice
presidents; Arthur W. Kelly, vice
president and treasurer; Albert H. T.
Banzhaf, secretary and Mary Rusk,
assistant secretary.
Directors are in addition to officers:

chronized by the Western Electric
disc system, but it was impossible to
get the house wired in time for the
Nathan Burkan, Christopher J. Dunpremiere.
Rather than delay the phy, James A. Mulvey, Bertraiu
S.
Beecroft In Charge
opening. First National decided on
Nayfack. Dunphy, who is a new adChester Beecroft has formally been the human orchestra. The synchrondition to the board, is eastern repreappointed general manager of Cos- ization will be employed as soon as
sentative of Gloria Swanson.
New York, in the house can be e<|uipi)ed.
mopolitan studio.
charge of all M-G-M sound t)icture
A similar s(|uabble between the Ideal to Handle FBO Product
production.
He has been in charge unions is reported from Chicago and
Ideal Films, Ltd., of London, has
of the studio for the Hearst interests Boston and threatens to spread to closed with FBO for distribution
of
for some years.
other cities.
that company's product in the U. K.

1)

has been ushered in on the f
world.
Exhibitors of this territory, siniil
ly to those in other sections,
marking time, awaiting devel
ments to determine their course
the new scheme of things.
Keiler's Columbia, Paducah, f
is e(|uipped for both \'itaphone
;

Movietone,
Springfield,
pictures.

while
III.,

is

Lyric Theater
also playing sot

Sound reproducing equipment
been ordered for the new Majestic
East St. Louis, 111., it is understo
while the Mattoon, Mattoon, 111 a
1

,

the Illinois, Jacksonville, 111.,
also play sound pictures in the

.

v<

near future. Columbia, Mo., also
a soun 1 picture theater.
Skouras Bros, are considering
sound policy for the Capitol, Sij
and Chestnut Sts. This was the fi f
theater in St. Louis to show Vi
phone pictures but after a brief r
the equipment was removed.
1

L

December Vitaphone returned to
Grand Central and got away to a
start with "The Jazz Singer."

I

i

Equity Asks Artists

,1

Await Regulatio!

to

—

also included.
atists

Queen Marie
H'cst

progressed.

and

Roxy Holds "Angel"
4th Consecutive

while previous

1)

den halt in business initiative both
because
production and exhibition

(Continued from Page

1)

group of legitimate producers and
Vocafilm Company.
Therefore

t
'

cannot make our official regulatic
vet.
But I speak for the associati
when I say emphatically that th(
must be some arrangement to co:
lensate the actors for the loss of
road companies (luring the next ti
f

years."

Whether

or not the PZquity wi
a large flat price for the

mand

performance which is recorded b_
Vocafilm has not yet been dec3
cia
DuUzell said he believed it might
better to ask a percentage of the r
profits of the company for the acto

the

amount depending upon

the

ii

portance of their roles and the succe
of the picture

on

tour.

"Naturally, we expect oppositii
from the producers," he remarks
"But we do not intend to see o
actors deprived of their jobs in travt
ing companies without adequate coi
pensation.
Of course, at the press
time we have no control over talkil
motion pictures that are not ma'
from legitimate plays with the origin
casts.

"Equity Shop rules only behind
footlights, not on the screen. But
talking film overlaps fields."

ti
tl

Plan Unified Sound
System in German;
new

(Continued from Page 1)
to be known <
and capitalized at $2,500,00

organization

Tobis
planned
companies.

by German sound
This is a move to
out competition and eliminate
is

culties

fill

sht
diff

arising out of a varied nun

ber of sound systems.

Tri-Ergon.
Lignose - Hoerfiln
Deutschen Tonfilm, De Forest, Kt
chenmeister and Mihaly-Koeneman
are the topical films interested wit
and optical firms sucli £
Siemens & Halske and Zeiss-Ikon.

electrical

I

—

.sjoBT

fHE NEWEST HIT

ON BROADWAYa remarkahle advance sale has already
piled up at the $2 Astor for M^QM's
first great sound picture!
—
CROWDS are milling around the
"Sound

effects

extremely

effective."

Pelsuick in Journal

ASTOR Theatre today!
A DIFFERENT picture has come
TO Broadway and in sound!
AN overnight hit at $2
ISNT the truth that in
it's

it

SILENT

THE

Top

product or

SOUND product

of the Industry

is

ever

METRO-GOLDWYN-

"Beautifully

and

done

reaches to the heart."

—Thirer

in ISJen'S

"Remarkable under-theseas shots."

— Holmesdale

in

World

"Skillfully directed

and

genuinely absorbing."
Watts in Tribune

—

"Different. Unusual
story. Unusual setting.
Unusual scenes."
N. Y. Times

—

"It will remain at the
Astor for a long time."
Gerhart in Eve. World

—

Further Proof of

supremacy;
MARKS BROTHERS
showmen also book Fox
their 2 De Luxe theatres

Chicago's smart
Pictures for

The

GRANADA and
MARBRO
CLIMB ABOARD THE FOX SILVER
ANNIVERSARY PROSPERITY SPECIAL
crOU

CANT GO WRONG!

«£.

I^^K%^
i ^^^L
^^r .A^k.

PICTURES ARE

BREAKING RECORDS
From Coast to Coast
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m
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on Paramount Cease and Desist Order

hile Petition
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Rowland

j

WEN'

fr^

pictu

|_

Y

years

A

^s.

plus

career crowded

This

with hectic activity.
I

j

siness takes, as

it

gives, a

lot.

Rowland has been through

ck

He

iall.
l

in

has tasted generousIn the records of

he has many
retires from
he
tries.
rst National while his banner

stration
date of

briskly and on high.

Those balmy southern seas
ve been beckoning for months
d

A

little

whole

if ever there was
has always looked
on this business with sanity and
He has carried no silly
lod sense.
usions about pictures and how to
ake them. Neither has he had any
msitory ideas on what the public

ing.
e,

debunker

Rowland

inted.

With

radically

different

oughts of his own on how produc)n and exhibition should be geared,
has been unable to put into pracof
;e what he believes, not because
lack of courage or conviction but
:cause of the system under which

whole business operates.
What he has done for First Na-

e

jnal was to make a consistently
)od line of product, far better than
would believe possible in view

the peculiar division of opinion on
which naturally follows in the
ake of an organization controlled
the counr exhibitors in all parts of
His was a many-obstacled path.

The Future Uncertain
Perhaps
plans.
of
is his final decision to stay out
hope not, because
se business.
has demonstrated an
s record
fecutive prowess which this indusy needs. The thinker who envis•ns the future is almost a museum
mosity in this business. Therefore,
hen one who fills this description
Pipears on the horizon, it is good
usiness to see that he is kept within

Rowland has no

We

le fold.

K

.\

NN

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Jurisdiction of the
Washington
Federal Trade Connuission is challenged and report of the trial examiner attacked as colored with "partisan zeal," in a brief filed by West
Coast Theaters seeking dismissal of
the restraint of trade suit brought
against the company et al by the

—

commission. No testimony has been
offered to support some of the alle-

NEW HEAD

gations, the brief contends.

Bureau.

—

Paul Bern is taking
charge of production at the Pathe
studios, following signing of a contract between Cecil B. De Mille and

Los Angeles

M-G-M.

The latter is reported to
have consummated his deal for sale
erf

his

holdings

in

the

to

studio

Pathe. William Sistrom is remaining
as general manager of the studios.

Loew's

New

Inc.,

To Operate

Stanley, Baltimore

deal closed yesterday by
E. A. Schiller for Loew's, Inc., that
company will take over operation of
the new Stanley at Baltimore. This
gives Loew three first-runs in that
(.Continued on Page 2)

Under a

JR.

INCREASyT
Washington Bureau of

CAPITAL

THE FILM DAILY

—-Annual

has been associated since May, 1921.
That he would do so upon expiration
of his contract vesterday was pubin

THE FILM DAILY

Tuesday and intimated strongly

on

sev-

eral times in the last few months.
I would
"Two years ago I announced that National
not renew my contract with First
many
"The
at its expiration," said Rowland.
subsequent changes in the company have not
(Continued on Page 2)

of the block booking
Paramount, Adolph
against
Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky is sought
Federal
filed by the
in a petition
Trade Commission with the United
States Circuit of Appeals for the second circuit in New York. Service of
the suit, the commission's New York
office asserts, has been accepted for
the respondents.
The petition summarizes the complaint and case of the commission
against Paramount, which resulted in
its cease and desist order over a year
ago. This order also is quoted. Paramount has failed to comply with the
order, it is claimed, and the court is
asked to affirm the order and require

Enforcement

order

the respondents
provisions.

to

comply with

its

row between

LAEMMLESOUNDSWARNING

operators and exhibitors here has
opened with filing by the operators'
union of demands for the year which
Increases all along
begins Sept. 1.
the line are being sought.

AGAINST SOUND HYSTERIA

Washington

Demand is made for increase in
salary of operators in the five largest
theaters to $85 a week from $75, and
an additional man, making six, in
booths of houses showing sound picExhibitors are expected to
tures.
reject the demands and ask for a
parley.

There must be no let-down on production of silent pictures by Universfor all of the company's pictures
will be released to thousands of theaters not equipped for sound, Carl
Laemmle has warned his studio or-

al,

ganization.

Kennedy
West Coast Bur.

Silent

THE FILM DAILY

—

Joseph
Los Angeles
Kennedy, now completing

P.
re-

organization of First National
studios, has no statement to
make as to who will succeed
Richard A. Rowland as vice
president in charge of production. The contract will not be
renewed. Kennedy will be in
New York in about a week.

The company

is

plan-

ning 18 sound pictures for 1928-29 out
the 67 features on the
picture must stand

schedule.
the
dialogue,
sound and
of
novelty
Laemmle warns, stating that all the
sound in the world will not take the
place of the four cardinal principles
of the motion picture namely, story,
direction, action and photography.

of

A. Rowland Resigns from
First Nat 'I; Plans Long Rest

Richard A. Rowland, general and
production manager of First National,
yesterday announced his resignation
from the company, with which he

lished

OPERATORSMCENERAl

THE FILM DAILY

full

m

>licy

a

its

Coast

Brought Against
Paramount Asking U. S.

Action

Court Order

DISMISSAUF CHARGES

OF PATHE PRODUCTION
West

bit tired of the

— Demon-

planned at an early

PAUL BERN

,

He's a

is

television process,
inventor. Dr. Karolus, Leipzig university professor, says he has invented, and
which, he claims, transmits
motion pictures by either cable
or radio.

which

The Debunker

(By Cable)

Berlin

Now

nkers to teach fundamentals
no more production budgets
wrestle with. It's all gone.

WEST COAST CHAIN SEEKS

Television Films

complishment

Rowland is determined to
No more star temperaments
cajole, no more franchise
Iders to battle with, no more

Price 5 Cents

1928

TRADE COMMISSION SUES TO
ENFORCE BLOCK BOOKING PLAN

of success.

s

3,

No

upon

Europe Producers Form
Firm for U. S. Release
Affiliated European Producers has
been organized to handle distribution
in .America of product of 12 European
producers. M. J. Gourland, formerly

representing several of the firms, is
and
representative
producers'
the
associated with him is Irvin Shapiro.
Bernard Sholts is to be sales manager.

.. .
...

1

z^m

DAILV
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U

3,

Frohman Says Sound Film Rowland Resigns from Business in Middle West
Good, Harry Scott Sa
Never Will Replace Stage
F. N.; Plans Rest

—

IJridKcport, Conn.
Talking pictures never will take the place of the
le.uitiniate .staKC, and will not be a
competitor of the stage in an artistic
sense, althouKh their "remarkahly low
PULISIEI prices" will Kuarantee their success.
IIM I. UICSATE
Daniel Frohman, veteran theatrical
producer, believes.
He stated his
Published daily except Saturday and iiolidays
tl
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and views while stopping here en route to
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film New York. The talking picture never
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and can successfully reproduce the perJ.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, sonality of the actor as it is brought
Business and Advertising Manager.
Entered out on the legitimate stage, he de-

riL

UV Ni.

21

FrMq, Ait

rrici 5 Ciit$

1121

3.

s

second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post ot&ce at New York, N. Y., under the act
of
March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage freej
United States outside of Greater New York
XIO.OO one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
13.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with oraer.
Address all communications to
DAILY, 1650 Broad
way, New York. N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736-

clared.

Loew's

—

—

—

325.

Financial

30-4
98
74/5

100

1274

12 74

500
200
600

(s)
(c)

24
24
180K' 181

.

.

'

Proj.
(b) Keiths 6s 46.
9iji
(s) Locw's Inc.
53^
(s)
do pfd.
101 >/4
(c) do deb. rts...
(b)
do 6s 41ww 108H

(s)

*(s)

.

9

1,000

300

53H

14%
108!^ lOSKs

.

.

M.

P.

Orph. Cir.
do pfd

Ui'A
99/2

.

do units
do
com.
Skouras Bros..
Stanley Co.
Technicolor
Tran-s-Lux
United Art.
do pfd.
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd.
Pict...
•(c) Univ.
•(»)
...
do pfd.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5,766

.

Last

4^

2,266

1874
70/4

300

29

31
6

5

40
39J4

43

5/.
i'A
12
78

7

39%

.

39%

3%

3/4

....

*

48%
S9H

.

134/4

St.

Louis

operates

also

— Harry

Koplar

Amusement

that the

the

industry will be returned the proper
dividends to which it is entitled

of

invested.
Mr. Kennedy is
coining into a new era of things and he, I
feel, will be very instrumental in solving these
conditions in common with the heads of the
other companies.
This would l>e a step in
the right direction.
for

the

money

"I wish to take this opportunity of thankthe many friends and associates I have
For
within and without the organization.
a long time I have been wanting a complete
rest
now I am going to take it."

(s)

Stock

Market.
Exchange.

(o)

Over

the

....

—

FBO's First Sound Film
"The Perfect Crime," first FI
picture using dialogue, is to open
the
Rivoli,
New York, Saturd
The picture had a two weeks' test r
at the United Artists, Detroit.

Capstaff is Inventor
Rochester, N. Y. John G.

—

ester

and Post-Express," to be

inventor

of

Kodacolor,

new

t

collV

process.

Carol Dempster Quitting?
West Coast Bureau,

—

THE FILM

DAI.

of the St.

Co.

Kaufman Leaves

for Coast

Albert A. Kaufman, who returned
to New York about a month ago,
after having served as head of Paramount theater interests in Europe,
has left for Hollywood where he

MOYIEimVi:

will assume his new duties as assistant to Jesse L. Lasky in the Para-

mount

What great literary figure

studio.

did M.ovietone bring to this
country for the first time

&C0.
Ntw York,

and Boston

Stock

Philadtlphia

Exchania

^^
w
w

a

George Bernard

Sha^nr.

Indisputably the greatest figure in contemporary English litera-

Many efforts had
been made to persuade
him to speak before an

ture.
Corporate
Financing

American audience but
all failed

Skouras, St. Louis.

a

Call

except
Fox Movietone.
•

•

Inc.

Walter A. Putt«r, 9rm.
for

Library Stock Scenes
W. 46th St.. New York

Philadelphia

New York

I

Boston

130

Bryant 8181

Ca

Eastman Kodak photograp
expert, is declared by "The Roc
staft,

Asked whether he would again beHollywood Scars received in
come active in the business, he said: automobile accident may
cause Cai|
"Perhaps after a time I may get the
Dempster to abandon screen work.
fever again.
This, only time can tell."

ii/s
97
4974 30,000
61
30,200
3
134/4

Counter (Bid and Asked.)
BalaUn & Katz is listej in Chicago;

WAFILMS,

trip.

ing

Prices Quoted.

(c) Curl)

1:

has booked
Fox 100 per cent, for his 32 suburban houses, the deal having been
closed with James R. Grainger. Fox
is
building a 5,000-seat house in
downtown St. Louis.

Membert

Bond Market.

NOTE;

firm

606
....

....
85
•

The

Parkway, second run theater.
Stage shows playing the Stanley
will continue for two more weeks,
when sound pictures will be adopted.

ioo

15

2

the houses being the Century
and Valencia in addition to the Stancity,

Louis

"In my opinion the industry faces two economic problems which must l>e solved. One
the question of negative cost and the
is
other and most vital is the overseatiiig theater condition.
These two problems cannot
Ije changed except by the heads of the industry getting together and regulating them so

Business in the Middle West
"very good, considering the unusu
ly hot weather, particularly in thi
ters equipped with cooling plant
according to Harry Scott, short si
ject sales manager of Pathe, who
returned to New York from a sa

EDWARD B.SMITH

....

84

75

1)

myself.

101

18^
29

(Continued from Page

ley.

time to

8

4%

27

>
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do "A"
63/4
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133
99 }4
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.
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i9
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4Ji
do "A" ... 19
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37
...
•(b)
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•

Roxy "A"

•

....
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i9
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i

8
19

Cap..

•(b) .Par.By.5/.s51

*

91%
53%
101/4
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101
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(s)

(b>

4,700
12,100

do 6s4lx-war 112M 112
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79%
28^

28
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Intern.

•(c)

(b)
(s)

128
iM,
104

79%

Fox Fm. "A' 8154
Fox Thea. "A' 29

Sales

30-4

.

.

Stanley, Baltimore

Skouras To Play Fox In
St. Louis Suburbans

High Low Close

Am.

Seat. .
30K
•(cb) do 6s 36
Bal. & Katz
....
Km. Ind 13/j
(c) Con
24
(s)
do pfd.
..
(s) East.
Kodak
182
*(s)
..
do pfd.
•(c) F'ilm Insp.
....
•(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)

To Operate

this position even though Mr. KenI h.ive made
nedy requested that I remain.
no previous announcement in deference to
tJie
wishes of Mr. Kennedy who lequcsted
that none be made until the expiration of
my contract, Thursday, Aug. 2. After practically thirty years of motion pictures, I am
anxious to get away from the trials and
tribulations
production and have more
of

affected

amount

New

THE FILM

4737-4738-4739.
Filmday,
Cable address:
New York.
Hollywood, California Ralph
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest \V. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
I.
Berlin
Lichtbild-buebne, Friedrichstrasse,

Inc.,

(Continued from Page 1)
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after its sensational opening

at Cartiiay Circle, Los Angeles

ivhere it ^^broke the house
record by $2,S00 and did al-

most

tivice as ^vell as

some o£

the biggest $2.00 pictures—*'

5f^»jv,

Grand opmina imite

NXCENTAAL

AGreat

FIRff

U*2^ TOP

iUtlimited en^agemettt

JOHN

3iMt
national
Picture*

^VITW-

MiJIOMAL

CI1«:IMIIIIMII:K pi-esenttid hy

GAKT CCOPER «^ FROM YWE JTOKT BT-JAWE COVL AMD JAMC MURFIW
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PM)DUCTIOIV

Special

A MONTH of

JULY Achievement
Outstandinsf

-Ending one of the biggest weeks in the history of Fox sales
organization. J. R. Grainger closed deals with some of the
Publixlargest circuits in the country including Publix,
Sparks, Balaban & Katz, Publix - Skouras, Keith Libson,
Interstate Amusement Company, Fred Dolle Circuit and a
host of powerful independents.
-Despite broiling temperature of 103 degrees, "Street Angel,"
Katz house
first Fox Special ever to play a Balaban
(McVickers, Chicago), grossed more than $40,000 week ending

&

this

day

— breaking

all

existing house records.

-"Sunrise" was designated the "greatest production in the
history of motion pictures" when it won the first prize of
"Escenarios", Valencia, Spain, the biggest fan magazine in

Europe.

-With sweltering heat wave as opposition, "Sunrise" grossed
more than $27,000 first week at Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago.
-"Street Angel", at the Roxy Theatre, New York, where it
NETTED $125,994 in first week playing four shows a day,
establishes a record that keeps picture at Roxy 3 capacity
w^eeks.

-The Comerford Circuit in New York and Pennsylvania, comprising some 70 theatres, closes 100% service deal for Fox
films.

-William Fox adds Poli Circuit of 20 theatres in
land to his theatres

now

New

Eng-

totaling 325.

-William Fox again pioneered by demonstrating that color
and sound can be combined with the first public showing
of a Movietone short subject showing a girl playing a violin
on Technicolor film.

-Fox eliminates 26 2-reel subjects '<planned for coming season
in favor of 52 Movietone entertainments, 25 of which are
finished.

-Three new Fox Movietone
ing,

bringing the total

to 21.

Fox

is still

News crews were put into trainnumber of Movietone News units up

miles ahead of

anyone in

this field.

Aiways in tiieLeadf
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5,
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Price 25 Cents

y_

SYMCHIIONIZED WITH

MOVIETONE

UNIVERSArS

If s a

CARL LAEMMLE
Super Production
Directed by

PCHLARD

SYNCHRONIZED PICTUREj
A
as

Magnificent Acliievement
is

usual with everytliing Universal attempts.

For now you can HEAR as well as SEE all the
tremendous big thrills that lifted UNCLE TOM'S
CABIN into the Motion Picture Hall oS Fame,

^tc)

'^%'-

(Aqdm

Carl

Laemmie Shows Ihe Way!

WORLD WIDE

Another example of Film Daily enterprise

THE LOWDOWN

Coast Wire Service

ON PULLING
POWER OF ALL
THE NEW FILM

NEWS REVIEWED
WEEKLY

IN

FILM

DAILY'S SUNDAY
ISSUE

all

the

news

of

production FIRST

RELEASES

James A. FitzPatrick
PIONEER PRODUCER OF SOUND PICTURES
Announces

ii

hts

forthcoming Super-Synchronised Sound Production

LADY

The

OF THE

LAKE
^

•>'

A FEATURE MELODRAMA OF SCOTCH HIGHLANDS
FOUNDED UPON A MODERNIZED VERSION OF

^IR

V\

ALIER SCOTT'S
Immortal Poem

PRODUCTION BEGINS

IN

Address

THE BRITISH

ISLES

IMMEDIATELY

!

all communications to

FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc.
729 SEVENTH
AVENUE

NEW YORK

CITY

or

JAiMES a. Fit/

Pat rick

<$jr^
v_^ '^

Hotel 1Pirm^ilU,
nuiKi
iccaamy

r:>

ys

(L^Tg)

London, England
T

t:^

WL
n^ harles

Reformers Measure

C. Pettijohn Riddles

'

iTHE

AHDWEEKLY
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BILL

ABSURD AND

VICIOUS, PETTIJOHN SAYS
Characterizing

it

as

vicious,

ab-

5,

Price 25 Cents

1928

NO ANTI-BLOCK BOOKING DRIVE
PENDING PARAMOUNT DECISION

and impractical, Charles C. Petohu as counsel for the Hays' orrd

nization in a printed brief tears to
the bill sponsored by Canon
and known as H. R. 13686 in a
mted analysis of the measure.
lis bill provides for a Federal M.
Commission to be created under
e Department of the Interior as a
virion of the Bureau of Education,
niposed of the Commissioner of

INSTALLATION

De Mille's Plans
B.

Cecil

De MUle

will

sions of this bill which would give
e commission practically arbitrary
iwers over the entire industry, and

BYLA.T.S.E.

out the many weaknesses and
tendencies of this measure
Chase is sponsoring.

Maintenance

of

sound picture ap-

paratus "unquestionably" is under the
jurisdiction of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
and M. P. Machine Operators, states
Harry Digman, assistant president of
Installation work
the organization.

comes under the jurisdiction of the
Building
electrical workers of the
Trades Union, he said, denying there
is anv dispute between the two unions

him.

cious

on these questions.

»REf COUNTHIES

CO-OP PRODUCING PLAN

KENNEDY SAYS CONFIDENCE
IS

ERNEST

W.

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"
London A three-cornered produc)n and d'stributing project, involvEditor

—

g England, France and Germany,
being developed by exhibitor orA
mizations of these countries.
cret meeting is to be held soon in
erlin when plans will be considered
r extending a similar scheme now
operation in Germany, to embrace
ranee and England.

INDUSTRfS BIG NEED

against

Bureau,

Coast

Los Angeles

COLOR,DIMENSION,SOUND

ON 16 MM. FILM CLAIMED

must be

industry
the
within
reestablished
there are too many companies
whose earnings are within six or
seven per cent of going in the red
for anybody to sit back and say "Oh
(Continued on Page 12)
for

Way Up

Opening of a national chain of
automatic movie
"nickle-in-the-slot
arcades," showing color and third dimension pictures, is planned by the
(Continued on Page 2)

in the

Air

The
MONDAY:
reason you

companies

THE FILM DAILY

No

general drive
using the block

the Federal court disposes of
the commission's suit against Paramount to enforce its cease and desist order, issued over a year ago.
Suit to enforce the commission's
order against block booking and alleged coercion in acquisition and
building of theaters has been filed
with the United States Circuit Court
after

^

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Confidence

—

booking method of selling films will
be undertaken by the Federal Trade
Commission, it is expected, until

Appeals

in

New

York.

Officials of the commission point
out that court action is the only
course left open for the commission

to

West

By

Washington Bureau of

Washington

to the M-G-M
studio within a month, taking
his entire personal staff with

lints

IS

Left Open

move

to

is

ROW

spe-

on productions designed
as super-specials under his new
contract with M-G-M, which
was confirmed by that comThe producer
pany Friday.
has completed sale of his interests in the Pathe studio. He
cialize

:lucation, and six commissioners.
Pettijohn analyzes the various pro-

at

Not General
Only
Course
Actions

Specific Suit,

;ccs
lase

enforce

its

order

against

Para-

mount.

COMMinEE TO OUTLINE
N.Y. "INDIE" COMBINE
Operators of 200 independent thein New York who have been
under
consolidation
a
discussing
£;uidance of B. S. Moss at a meeting
comat the Park Central appointed a
aters

No, not for
heads are beginning to swell.
think, but because of headaches— good-sized mittee to work out a consolidation
the
formula. Sol Raives for the T.O.C.C.
The headlines impart the following
ones. too.
Aaron Sapiro for the I.M.P.E.A.
and
Buying.''^
"Sound Causes Wisconsin to 'Lay Off' on
the personnel which meets
named
Films."
"Far Northwest 'Up in Air' Over Sound
conference. Ulti:_

DMIT 500 TO TRANCE

Mondav for further
sound pictures are be- mate absorption of the Sapiro unit
IN FIRST QUOTA PERIOD ginning to leave their mark. Exhibitors want sound. They face by the proposed organization is seen,
become fact. It is
Second, is the avail- should the plan
First, is the price.
several stumbling blocks.
possible that the Sapiro cooperaaUo
Paris
Only 500 pictures will be ad- ability of equipment. Then, slinking on the sidelines, is the question tive will be extended on a national
France during the first of interchangeability.
itted to
If they make up their basis, serving large units such as that
Fourthly, product.
riod under the new quota law exmsta na- planned for New York.
price, they have to concern themselves with
nding from last March 1 to Sept. minds to meet the
interchangeability
1929.
New regulations in con- tion. If they hurdle that, they are faced by the
Europe Must Study U. S.
musicians, the operators

The

results of overzealous ballyhoos for

—

,

(Continued on Page 12)

issue

Then

there are labor problems.

The

will react
Tastes, Schenck Declares
and the like. Also the great big worry of how the public
Berlin— European producers should
to sound as a steady diet.
Lilac Time'* Opens with
r
-r
an
it
the United States to obtain
few
viMt
as
problems—
being able to meet all of these knotty
Not
taste which at prespublic
into
insight
Orchestra Playing Score
show-me guy,
hence the
any in the industry can— the exhibitor at large, the
ent thev do not understand,
He^s
appeal to
happen.
Employing an orchestra, because
to
to
pictures
something
failure "of their
sits back on his haunches waiting for
M.
Joseph
und equipment ordered for the thes American
He
audiences
above.
mentioned
points
of the several
(Continued on Page 11)
er was not available, "Lilac Time" blocked on sound because
>ened last night at the Central.

(Continued on

Page
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•(c-b) do 6s 36
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P. Corp., Van Dyke
Hill said Friday. The pictures, which
are shown in a box much like that
used in nickleodeons, will include

Dramagraph M.

dialogue soon. Hill stated.
As a test of the project four

the--
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28

5954
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characteristics at the inception of the
In the making of sound
program.
pictures a disc system will be used.
No effort will be made to enter thti
theatrical market with Dramagraph
devices, the company confining its
activities to the industrial commer-

cial

and educational

fields.

2
3

2,200
5,100

liam LeBaron, vice president in charg
of production, is accompanying him
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newly formed Arthur Hammerstein-Arch Selwyn M. P. Distribut-
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Ad Campaign

Paramount's
100

nouncement

84

leases

for

of

first

the

states

its

is

Paramount

cjuarter

of

the

re-

1926

what the company
most ambitious advertis-

season, launching

85"

to Dine and Dance
on Long Island

Where

Six hundred ninety-five newspapers
of 413 cities Aug. 12 will carry an-

15

on

PANCHARD
MASSAPEQUA

MERRICK

Rd-,

from Queensboro Bridge
No Cover Charge except Saturday
Night Sunday Dinner a Specialty
29

Miles

—

I

ing campaign.
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77,000
6454 44,200

50
60

585/^

134H

Last Prices Quoted.
Market.
Market,

Pictures, serving as business
ager of the latter firm.

New Paramount

MtYIKimVE c
c

man-

The personalities and voices of
what great ivorld figures has
M.ovietone brought to thz screen

Star Arrives

John Loder, British film star signed by Jesse L. Lasky during the
Paramount official's European trip in

New York

'-

J

—

Let Us Solve Your Problems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as

1

Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

c

Benito Mussolini, Calvin
Coolidge, George Bernard

yesterday.

the

making
In
He is on his way to the Paramount
Dramagraph process will be employ- studios in Hollywood.
Unlike Eastman and all other
ed.
systems, Hill declares, this method
Columbia St. Louis Branch
permits tlic making of any number
Louis Coluinliia Mid West
St.
of prints from the master negative. Exchanges is the name selected by
He claims that the process will cost the national organization for the lono more than ordinary black and cal
Columbia office. Claude Mcwhite pictures.
Kean is manager.

Stebbins,

Kennedy and LeBaron Coming Eas
Joseph P. Kennedy returns to Ne\
York Tuesday from the Coast. Wil

(b) Bond
(c) Curb
(s) Stock
(o) Over

June, arrived in

pictures

color

i;

Walsh with Selwyn-Hammerstein

Exchange.
measuring about 18x20, will
the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
probably
York,
New
in
opened
be
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Two mid-town Skouras, St. Louis.
early in November.
others
sites have been selected, with
districts.
in the 14th St. and Bronx
"Joe" Doolittle with Continental
Expansion throughout the country is
E. J.
(Joe) Doolittle has been
planned to follow.
named New York manager for ConDramagraph plans to produce its tinental Lithograph Co. He formerown subjects on 16 mm. tilm in with ly was connected with National
third dimension, color and sound, Printing and Engraving Co., United
making pictures with the first two States Lithographing Co., and Select
aters,

Theaters, local concern, which i
planning an expansion program
small towns of the state. The com
pany now has nine houses.

V. Walsh, until recently
200
associated with the William Fox office of New York has been appointed
assistant general sales manager of

.

12
United Art.
... 78
do pfd.
Univ. Ch. com. 2
... 75
do pfd.
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do pfd
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(o)
(o)
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300
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—

Twenty theaters in tb
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74A
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Claims Color, Sound
Dimension In Film

30

Low
29^

James' Gleason, veteran Broadway
stage star, playwright and producer,
has left New York City for Los
Angeles, where he is to work on the
story of Vilma Hanky's picture for
Samuel Goldwyn, which Al Santeli
Gleason also is to act
will direct.
as advisor to Santeli on the producThis association indicates that
tion
dialogue may be used in the picture.
Gleason recently signed with Universal to film his "The Shannons of
Broadway" for that company.

/

\

Shaw, Alfred E. Smith,
Marshall Foch, General

c

Pershing, the Prince of
Wales and President Michael
Hainisch of the Austrian republic. The living, breathing greatness of these men
can be brought to the smallest theatre in the remotest
corner of the ivorld by
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pictures because
the thing.
And
sidestep mistakes,

siU'iit

opines sound

c

is

there since 1921.

Way Up

determined to
merely sits, suspended between
caven and hell with the odds pretty

(1

c

mcli in favor of the devil.
istributor sells no pictures.

And
.

.

the stew, those legitimate stage
riiducers who have been monkeying
ir weeks with Vocafilm. are now all
Cameras start grinding very
it.
oon.
Release? Well, it's like this:
;arle Mammons holds distribution of
'ocafilm product under a 14-year
infract.
These legit plays will be
plus two
i.ide with Vocafilm.

Two

There you

A

He

Tuesday.

.

.

.

has been stoutly
along that he

right

He wants

forget

to

,ints

are.

Decision

lamtaining
ludd do it.

a rest.

He

and some

pictures

He has been
the people in them.
iiikering for a boat and the Medilanean. .\11 in sight now, for Dick
owland is about to step down from
important chair at First National,
he ifs and the buts are all vvashed

\

I

1

The

discussion is
iiished.
So is his contract and out
? steps into free air, a much jauntier

Dick.

savs

p.

idividual.

.

.

.

the

of

indications

Further

(Continued from Page

Hollywood has

tion.

all

it

Ceebee

finances

money

into produc-

He makes 'cm, but somebody
supplies the cash.
Been going
on that way for years and there's no
reason why De Mille should change
now. You'll see.
tion.

and

its

.

A

Exhibitors

demonstrates his new process
IT amateur motion pictures.
Simple.
J he public buys special film, slips a
Iter on the regular Cinekodak, lets
grind, sends the negative to Kodak
ark for development, attaches a spe'al lens to the projector, sets up the
;reen and projects films in color.
I

tooks like a sure bet for the amayou don't know
ur picture makers
hat nuts folks become over the
lea
and that means the public will
Bradually cultivate a desire to see

—

—

ictures in color.
That brings you
?ain to the next step in the forward

Evelopment of the

perfect

Eastman knows

icture.

it.

much

possibility.

.

.

Snootful

There

isn't a bulletin

York or in Hollywood
room for this kind of

days on the Coast. H he stays
there long enough Hollywood
develop a permanent case of

at
.ill

I

1

lattered nerves.

n Wednesday:
tayer.
And
J

^''hat
I

.

.

Mr. De Mille

i,

i

.

lit

it

here

Now

you'll adlike.
a very interesting situa-

looks
is

in

Ceebee and Louis
That's
one camp.

Which, we think,
for the sooner this
structure finds out what

instance.

good thing

business

sort of a foundation
on, the better for
it.

.

.

it

all

is

reared up-

participating

.

in
the past few
peculiar to BaltiYou'll find it every-

mushrooms

like

Nothing

years.

more

in

where.

.

this.
.

.

Newspaper Magic
Today: Making Joe Kennedy talk
for the public prints is one tough
job. Yet Edwin Schallert of the "Los
Angeles Times" pulls some newspaper
magic which turns the trick. The re-

And even if
worth reading.
you don't agree, remember Kennedy represents a group of important banking interests who now have
and will continue to have some things
well

by

1928, reprinted

20,

board

in

any executive headquarters

to say

large

New

in

—

about the destinies of several
organizations and the people

them.
Signed and sealed. De Mille goes
Ceebee statementizes his
to Metro.
It
Louis Mayer dittoes.
delight.
appears as how De Mille will make

in

that couldn't properly be cleared off to make
From FILIVI
editorial July
advice.
repeated requests.

DAILY

.

pictures

days can be traceable to the same
source.
The boys carrying film under the arm are finding the going
verra tough indeed. Their bosses are

Pictures, good pictures. The backany consola- bone, the rockbottom foundation of
responsible,
this whole business regardless of prestion in that. ...
A wall or rock on one side. A nar- entations, sound, third dimension or
row road. A big truck and a limou- what have you. Look at the Roxy,
Adolph Zukor in his career has New York. Doing phenomenal busisine.
found himself in some tight spots, ness with "The Street Angel" and
a
but this one was not to be blinked holding it over for a fourth week,
ace theater.
It was on the road from his precedent for America's
at.
The car was
estate to New York.
Carl
bunged up. Zukor escaped untouchFriday: Uncle Carl demonstrates
Lucky industry!
ed.
if

there

is

Laemmle

Wise

.

.

.

that he

Piling Up

mand

Producers naturally

of the acting profession, learns

it

—

tor....

^
Here s

A

his onions:

com-

to

All the music, or
the world will not
cardinal
four
the
take the place
story
principles of the motion picture
motion photography."
direction

well

photographed.

sound or talking

—

and

gets mighty busy. Result it. is a general order to all members- to lay oft
contracts until said Equity has a
chance to look around and see howfor the acit's going to work out

knows

the Universal studio force:
"With or without sound and talking,
Universal pictures must have good storwith suspense and appeal; they
ies
must be well conceived, well directed,

Thursday: These are swell days.
Thursday comes along and adds another headache.

There

is

in
of

I

A.

T. S. E.

.

—stage

,

hands, electn-

.

like

nothing to add.

.

.

.

Dick Rowland bids First
Official.
Future
National a fond farewell.
plans he

has not.

and Rowland

will

First National

a

familiar

"The Ten CommandExtra super
negative

specials.

costs

were

overseas are growing
England making deals with
France and Germany. France making deals with England and GerGermany making deals with
many.
France and England. Eyes still turn
toward .Kmerica, always the big mar-

The

lines

tighter.

Yet producers on
ket for pictures.
the other side are cementing their
Signifirelations.
inter-continental
cant move. Every time another link

welded in the chain, the danger m
reduced playing time for .Aimencan
V\ here it
pictures becomes greater.
We do
will end onlv a seer can tell.
general
for
day
a
will
be
it
know
mourning if this business loses its
grip on foreign markets.
is

KANN

—

—

Europe beckons
heed the

call.

The

crowd doesn't feel any
anThat's one situation.
Dick has been
about it.
happv
too
the
and
union
electrical
The
other.
.

.

Why ments" only.
technically right, why not?
thought
shouldn't a beautiful red rose show We
coming down
red on the screen?....

Axe swinging business. Twenty- hot after stage talent for sound picAll sorts of deals under way.
ve more let out at First National tures.
angel
ludios.
Mr. Kennedy is spending Actor's Equity, the guardian

'isy

its

is a highly interesting interview
with the industry's big mystery man.
Because the folks in this business
are unaccustomed to stony silence
and because Kennedy's ideas are exreprinted
the
interesting,
tremely
yarn which appears on page one is

upsetting affairs.
"Any gun that goes off half-cocked is dangerous.
"Almost every day there is an account in the newspaper of careless
things said and done writhout proper consideration."

Work-

.

files

—

"As a general thing, it is the quiet people who do the best thinking
and perform the most good work.
"Idle people who have the least to do overtalk, while those who are
constantly occupied have little time or opportunity to devise and exploit

motion

on the process for professional
Don't overlook this. It's fraught

The Fed-

The crying need

three.

.

lere

Commission

.

extract

Ditto

Color.
George Eastman invites a
"up of notables to Rochester and

5e.

a

Every day, the Wanamaker stores carry a bit of homely wisdom
about life and its cross-channels in their display copy. A current

—

,ith

this

is

.

.

in

sult

for Memphis and
And for Des Moines
ennessee.
ul Oklahoma City.
One result
id serious, too
of the demand for
lund which producers and distribu'is have created.
Well, it's up to
icm.

ig

in

upset

know which way to turn. Silent
tures are taking it on the chin.
Yet
^ihody seems to want them.
.Lcpt for a woefully small number
houses, nobody is able to use
Minneapolis faces a similar
lund.

.

.

the chair
.

It appears, therefore, that there will
be no long-winded business of delays

in
.

.

suit
block-booking
against
Paramount. Weeks in coming, but now
action is looked for.
You know,
government suits take precedence
over private suits in Federal courts.

along silently, but definitely on sound.
Supplying theaters with stock rec- work on his color process for proords for use over the Western Elec- fessional use. Obstacles to overcome,
tric disc system, thus making it pos- but
indications arc
the
favorable.
sible to use mechanical music for all Meanwhile the public finds color on
pictures.
Years of experience in re- its doorstep to play around with. It's
easy to figure. Turn over the calencording being brought into play.
dar and imagine what will happen.
Latest bulletin. Indianapolis terriProducers, agreed more or less than
tory holding back on buying.
The color is the next development, will
reason?
Sound pictures.
Almost find themselves propelled into it faster
anything that happens these exciting than they figured. If economical and

lu't

.

at

.

for de luxe theW. E. so far behind on equipment that exhibitors, ater operators is again demonstrated.
placing orders today won't get it Loew takes over the new Stanley
Not enough
until sometime in 1929
early, may- theater in Baltimore.
high-powered showmen to run the
be....
Rochester informs Eastman is at i)ig theaters which have sprung uf)

Moving

Victor.

L.

Nund)cr

.

.

.

I

Midition.

tional.

else

Keep an eye on

etc.

of

F.

pictures.
Somebody at Metro must have had a
good squint at the Pathe cost sheets.
Anyway, there the deal rests for the
minute.
De Mille, you know, never

puts any of his

—both

niemijers of the A.
odds.
Electrical union
claims wiring of theaters for sound
is their job.
I. A. T. S. E. etc., says
otherwise. Deadlock. Sandwiched in
between is the sadly harassed film
business. Equipments are being held
up in a half dozen cities and it looks
as if the situation would become nacian,

if

own

his

The wires report
neck of the woods are

uinb dizzy over sound.

how-

—

liich is to prevail.

'inaha

set,

ever.
De Mille is to join M-G-M
here's the old stumbling block

is

Trade

eral

1)

.

1

equals four.

Air

in the

Now

empty.
The majesty of the law.

his office

the

Merely by way of adding paprika

ill

\

Warners Jumps 10 Points
Warner Brothers Pictures was

the

sensation on the Curb yesterday, with
shares, scoring
a turnover of 77,000
f''?"\
a rise of 10 points to 59^
^Jl^
closing price of Thursday of 49Jtwas
activity
the
for
The chief basis
on the
the prospect of early listing

and well-liked personage Stock Exchange.
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Laemmle Feted by Writers
Joining First

—

Hollywood Characteristic, He Says at Dinner in His Honor Henigson Reported
National Studios Fred Thomson to Produce Independently — Wilks' Studio Personals

Internationalism

is

—

l"CHI[fCREDIIEDWITH

A

INTERNATIONALIZING riLNS

from "Lots"

Little
By

Hollywood

the most international "spot" in the world, Carl Laemmle, Universal president, declared at
a banquet in his honor tendered by
the Hollywood Ass'n of Foreign Cor-

Laemmle is truly representative
of the international spirit in the industry, Irving Thalberg declared in
a tribute to the Universal chief. He
praised Laemmle for his tact and

namesake,
OURDietrich,
has

the form of
edited several

*

An

rhomson on Own
While he has not made final decision, Fred Thomson in all probability will

produce independently.

Dismantling Old Studio
Flying A Studio at Santa Barbara,
sold to V. R. Porter, will be dismantled and the land subdivided.
The
plant, which is one of the oldest in
California,

saw the early screen

ac-

Mary Miles

Minter, Broncho Billy Anderson and other notativities of

bles.

Columbia Title Changed
"Submarine" will be the releasing
title of the Columbia undersea drama
formerly titled "Into the Depths."
Production is in its final week under direction of Frank Capra.
Jack
Holt is starred, with Ralph Graves
and Dorothy Revier co-featured.
O'Neill and Collier in
Sally

O'Neill

now

First

*

*

attractive

and

talented
at
the other day,

National

when

Loretta, Polly

Jack

Young

strolled

studio

restaurant,
sister, Sally Blane.
*

Rev.
Little

<

*

into

with

the

their

*

Neal Dodd of "The
Church Around the

Corner," who is resigning as
secretary of the M. P. Relief
Fund, has 7nade an exceptional record with that organization.
He became secretary in
June, 1923. For several years
he furnished the headquarters

with

Effective

this

THE FILM DAILY
clude in
ures the

its

reviews

name

of

title

edition,
will inof feat-

writers

and film editors

in recognition
of the important part both of
these factors play in production.
This publication feels that this
is proper and is glad to an-

being

nounce

its

Koenig, Warner studio manager.

intention to do so.

Flynn Rejoins Fox

Emmett Flynn

by

MARK SANDRICH
DIRECTOR

in

as

deville

to direct Reginald Denny's next pic
ture, "Red Hot Speed."

Henabery Directing Next Denny
Joseph Henabery has been signec

sketches.
*

*

*

Busy Rita Kissin was busier than
ever nmking plans far the International dinner and dance held Wednesday in honor of Carl Laemmle,

Cowen Gets Directorial Post
William Cowen has been promotec
to direct "Ned McCobb's Daughter'

I

ill

for Pathe.

moyiets^t:
ZD:

D

J-

DIETRICH
Film Editor
William

(^

Pictures

n
3
LJ

A Famous Doorway
HoUywood

that

means home

Just

Completed

Feature

Girls"

Drama

COLUMBIA

to travelen

—

The doorway

personal
of this hotel means home
setvtce
pleasant jurroundings.
It also
means that you are coaveaieitl/y located
Hollywood film capitol of thi world amusement center
of Southern California.

comfort

—

—

—

m

—

Good Food

For

Fox

a director.

to

"Runaway
Hamilton Opposite Hebe
Hamilton will continue as
Neil
Bebc Daniels' leading man in "Number Please," listed to follow "Take

has rejoined

pected to equal or eclipse his famous
"The Jazz Singer." joe feels right
at home in writing dialogue, as he
is the author of many successful vau-

*

Joe Jackson has been writing the
dialogue for "The Singing Fool," Al
Jolson's current picture, which is ex-

"The Floating
directed

executive,

Solomon Koenig's Aide
"Doc" Solomon has taken over hi:
new duties as assistant to Willian

with the Hollywood Ass'n of Foreign
Correspondents playing host. Amoyig
the guests were Charlie Chaplin,
for the organization. The reSamuel Goldwyn, Emil Jannings, D.
lief work was first handled by
W. Griffith, B. P. Schulberg, Irving
the old motion picture branch
Thalbcrg, Winfield R. Sheehan and
of the Actors' Fund of AmerWilliam C. DeMille, Norma Shearer,
*
*
*
ica.
Lupe
Velez, Laura La Plante, Lois
Frank Capra is no-w the oldest
Columbia director, in point of ser- Moran, Mary Brian, Madge Bellamy
vice.
He directed Harry Lang don and Louise Fazenda appeared in tiational costmnes. The program was
in "Long Pants" and "The Strong
Man." His "The Matinee Idol," a supervised by Sid Grauman, while
Columbia release, attracted atten- Miss Kissin was mistress of cere*
*
»
monies.
*
*
*
tion.
Albert Conti is coming to
Our Passing Show: M. H.
the front with a bang.
He
Hoffman, Bud Barsky, King
has been signed by D. W. GrifCharney, Ricardo Cortez and
fith for an important role in
Jatnes Flood dining near the
"The Love Song." His work
the Tiffany-Stahl studio; Al
at Paramount and FBO won
Mannon very busy on the
him his present engagement.
busy Tec- Art lot.
*

an

in

reported.

an
original story based on his ten yean
of close study of criminals and ori
gins of criminality, especially witl
reference to juvenile crime. The au
thor now is negotiating for its pro
duction.

Credits

Ann and

George Crone for Tiffany-Stahl.

Me Home," now

is

is

Orman Completes Original
Orman has completed

and Buster Colhcr

will play the leads in

College,"

T-S Cast

He

pictures.

was well represented

family

"He

going to Eu-

having

former Eastern boy and was with
Universal before joining Fox.

industry, B. P. Schulberg deis one of youth but it needs
pioneers like Laemmle. D. W. Griffith and Robert E. Welsh also praised
"Uncle Carl."

is

Fox

a

The

Laemmle announced,

promotion,

a

National
it

Felix

Ralph

smiling

of

tions.

clared,

rope as his personal representative.
Rita Kissen was toastmaster at the
banquet.

RALPH WILK

been made film
Fox Movietone producHis new position comes in

editor

diplomacy with European nations immediately following the w-ar.

not only gives you a chance,
but gives you one right after another," declared Paul Kohner, who
was "discovered" by Laemmle in Europe several years ago.
Kohner,

ing First
capacity,

Hollywood

is

respondents.
American producers,
he said, believe in reciprocity.

Henigson to F. N.?
Henry Henigson, formerly genera
manager of Universal City, is join<,

a Feature

A

French chef has made the dining room famous.
Clob breakfasts, tuncheoai or dinners at popular
price*.
Alto • la carte service.

Wiiic

lor

reservations or free boolclel entitled,

**Hollywood."—today!

The Hollywood

Plaza Hotel

—vihtn Ac doorway means home

production.
Vfaw 8L.

m HoOvwood

to travelen

BtvA, HoUywood. CalifonilB

il

— ——

——

—

—

—

Foreign Markets
By

lemming the "Raid"

The Values

There is no doubt that talking picires have a big future, and we feel
are that the pubhc as well as the
wners of picture theaters want plays
ith the spoken words more than

In this modern day, the theater
patron demands more than entertaniment— he demands comfort, as
well.
And, if the box-office is to be
kept busy and theaters kept from

ny other type of screen entertain"By forming an arrangeent.
ent with the New York theaters and
[ther producers, we will be able to
em the raid that is now being made
y the prominent picture companies
[pen the ranks of actors and direcIt will
the spoken drama.
so work to the best interests of the
[ramatists as well as to the producrs for the reason that stage plays

of

prs

will no longer be mutilated when
ansferred to the screen." A. H.
Voods, outlining reasans for enrance of New Yo7-k legitimate stage
roducers into sound pictures.

ow

*

*

closmg down
the patron's

possible for all theaters of all types
and sizes to be kept cool and comfortable in the hottest of weather.
There is a size and a price that puts
the cooling system within reach of
even the smallest theaters. The good
cooling system is the solution to the
hot weather problem.
It is the exhibitor's

*

A

they*

*
ulti-

motion

we

that

double the
audience in

will

picture

he United States.
They will bring to the screen

A

force the dropping of
nany effectations of speech.
They will revolutionize the news
i-eels.
James R. Quirk, editorially
n "Photo-play."
will

*

*

A

Prosperous Year
unmistakable signs of
record breaking activity in the

528,

With

steel
retail

improvement

industry,
trade,

situation

in

higher agricultural
a year ago and a

prices than
betterment of

employment

the

Teacher

bank seems confident that 1928
will go down in history as one
of the country's most prosperous
Paid Willard Garrett,
years.
financial editor, "N. Y. Evening
Post."
*

*

Why He
I

was

find

*

Quit Films
a

production

anyone

studio

critic

adviser.

I

and expert
never

who wanted

to advice. * * *
editor in a big

Once

I

to

could
listen

was scenario

read and
and pondered; then

studio.

in

its

*

*

Manners

ducers into sound.
*

I

analyzed and filed
The
found it was all wasted time.
directors got their stories from cigar
drunnners, old magazines, Broadway
plays and lady friends.
What I hated about the movies
was their lack of courage. Harry
Carr, writing in "Photoplay" of his
reasons for quiffivq motion pictures.

*

*

Comes to Shadowland
What the fruitage will be

Color

it

is

impossible to divine. But it may
be said that, great as Mr. Eastman's gift has been, it will be
multiplied a thousand times by
what color will add to its black

and gray

idols of the real, especially
as television
will
no
doubt in time also take over what
is promised to the near-at-haiid.
Spring with all its glory of color
has come to shadow land. "N.

Y.

Times"

editorial on

natural color
*

City)

(National

the

of

Just so, the talking picture version
of a play will bring drama to cities
that can not support it in the flesh,
and will again become the teacher of

itars.

*

the

is

manners and customs it was long
ago. "The Wall Street Journal" on
vau- the
advent of legitimate stage pro-

leville

They

*

new

from the theater,
and grand opera.
They will relegate to second place
iome of our most popular screen
(ersonalities

*

Producer Speaks
Your paper was born in response to a need. There was a

news.
The Year Book
most valuable publication

*

(sound
that

)redict
iresent

money

kind,
Samuel Goldwyn in a letter to the editor.

success of this form of enter-

ainment

making

definite place for it in our business.
It has filled that place efficiently and well.
The daily is
an unfailing guide to current film

ban and Katz.

pictures)

of

while the sun shines.— "T/ie (Cleveland) Ohio Showman."

limitations for
sound. The public is hungry for
The potentialities are enorit.
mous. The whole future is beMax Balaban of Balafore us.

late

means

Eastman

film.
*

*

Four Cardinal Principles
No Universal picture must depend
upon the novelty of sound and diaEach picture must
logue to get by.
stand on its own feet as excellent
This warning is adentertainment.
dressed to you, Mr. Scenario-man,
and to you, Mr. Director, and to you,
Mr. Cameraman, and to you, and you
and you, whatever your job is. With
or without sound and talking. Universal

pictures

must

suspense

have

and

good

appeal,
they must be well conceived, well
directed, well enacted anrl well photographed. All the music, or sound or
talking in the world will not take
the place of the four cardinal prinstory
ciples of the motion picture
photography.
action
direction
Carl LaemmXe in a message to the
Universal studio.
stories

with

—

—

P.

CUNNISGIIASt

—

FIRE PREVENTION DEVICE

DEVELOPED

STOLE MERGES INTERESTS

El^GLAND

IN $11,000,000 EIRN

THE FILM DAILY

London Consolidation of companies in which Sir Oswald Stoll is
interested is now under way
The
new company will have nearly $11,-

IN

time,

It

ound the Thing
There is no

*

summer

the

in

JAMVS

Systems

demands must be grantinventions have made

Modern

ed.

*

he Future of Sound
We are so convinced of the

in Cooling

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Chief
Inspector
Wells, of the Huddersfield Borough
police force (Great Britain) who has
been making preliminary experiments
on an appliance for preventing films
from catcliing fire while being projected, has now completed his invention and has demonstrated it. states
advices to the M. P Section of the
Dept. of Commerce. The demonstration was made on an Erneniann projector and was carried out without
a hitch, it is claimed.
Wells set
light to the film as it was in motion,
allowed the flame a good start, and
then released the catch which operates the device. The result was that
the
film
was
severed
instantly
and sinmltaneously at the traps of
both spool-boxes, which were automatically closed.
Only about 18
inches of film is thus allowed to burn.
While the short length of film was
still
burning Wells applied a flame
to the traps of both spool-boxes
without the film inside being in any
way affected, the box being tightly

(X)0,000

Inventor's

attachment embodies a

which

is fixed to the traps of
To the moving
spool-boxes.
portion of the slide is attached a
sharp cutter, which works across the
mouth of the trap. When not in use
the cutter is secured so as not to interfere with the smooth running of
It is connected with the
the film.
small release lever by Bowden cable,
and in the event of the film being
ignited, the operator needs only to
touch the lever to release the two
cutters and close the boxes.

both

capital.

in

embraced in the combine
are:
The Coliseum Syndicate, Ltd.,
the .Mhambra Co., Ltd., Hackney
and Shepherd's Bush Empire Palaces, Ltd., Manchester Hippodrome
and Ardwick Empire, Ltd., Leicester Palace Theater, Ltd., St. Augustine's
Parade Hippodrome, Br-'stol.
Firms

Ltd.,

Picture

Stoll

Empire

Chatham

Ltd.,

rieties,

Prod.,

Theater

Va-

Theater

Picture

Stoll

Ltd.,

of

(Kings way). Ltd

British

London
has
in

Films

—

invested
films

British
its

Australia

for

Hoyt's Theaters, Ltd.,
$50"0.(K)0

which

of

rentals

in

be

will

shown

Australian houses.

Completing Marmont Film

London

closed.
slide

—

— Percj'

Marmont

fea-

is

tured in "Yellow Stockings," Welshwhich
Pearson - Elder
production

Komisarjevsky

Theodore

is

com-

pleting.

May

—

Seek Cancellations

Right to cancel 25 per
Berlin
cent of contracts in cases of blind

and block booking may be sought by
the Berlin and Brandenburg branch
of the Exhibitors' Ass'n.

Make
P. Comedy

German Censors See 55
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Of the 55 features
censored in Germany during May, 24
were German-made while 20 of the

London Monty Banks will make
another comedy for British Interna-

31 foreign pictures came from America, states a report to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.

Washington Bureau of

Monty Banks
Another B.

to
I.

—

He will write the
Pictures.
story and direct it. He recently completed "Adam's Apple" for the same
company. Banks' new contract will
delay his return to Hollywood for
several months.

—

tional

Richmount Pictures
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

New York

City

Pres.

Aafa Distribution Set
Washington Bureau of

Washington

German

firm,

—

•

THE FILM DAILY
Aafa.
distributed

Product of

will

be

through Greenbaum G. m.

b. H. under a deal recently closed which provides for joint production, states the
Dept. of Commerce.

Schwarz Starts "Rhapsody"
Director Hanna Schwarz
Berlin
has started production on "Hungarian
Rhapsody," Ufa production with Li!
Dagover, Dina Parlo and Willy

—

being made under the
supervision of Erich Ponuner.
Fritsch.

It is

pXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersanddistributors
Cable Arldress;
Address:
Cable
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC. Paris
DEEJAY. London
RICH PIC. N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

Sunday, August

\i

I'din

t/ri

Lew Cody and

i»

Length: 7159

)i.

Length

M-G-M

G037

:

"White Shadows in
South Seas"

in

"Hold 'Em Yale"

"Beau Broadway"

"Loves of an Actress"
Pamt)iount

Rod La Rocque

Aileen Pringle in
ft.

HAS THE B. O. PUNCH WITH
POPULAR PROGRAM RE- LEW
CODY AND SUE CAROL
LEASE, WITH POLA IN SOME HOLDING
IT UP ALL THE
BUT
WARM LOVE SCENES. CAN'T
CLAIR'S DIRECST.
WAY.
STORY IS OLD HASH.
FACTOR.
BIG
TION
HAND IT MUCH.
Lew Cody as fight proCast

Length: 7056

Puthe

ft.

MISSES PLENTY WITH REHASH OF THE COLLEGIATE
HERO STUFF THAT IS MOSTLY UNCONVINCING. STAR
AND GOOD CAST HELP A LOT.

Rod La Rocque as a
Cast
from the Argentine
collegiate
Yale
it.
into
wades
and
moter has fat part
Jeanette Loff a
grade.
the
makes
charm
Sue Carol fills it wMth youthful
looker with a lot to learn about
good
Pringle
Aileen
strong.
scores
and
Tom Kennedy as a dumb
gets thin role and not so good as to trouping.
Richard
laughs. Others Hugh Alscores
McAUister,
dick
Others Mary
Others Hugh Trevor,
rate a co-star.
Tucker, Phihp Strange, Paul Lukas, Heinie Conklin, Kit Guard, Jack Her- len. Joseph Cawthorn.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
Nigel de Rrulier. Robert Fischer.
rick, lames J. Jeffries.
Adapted
Light romance of the campus.
Production
Romance.
..
and
Story
Production.
and
Story
Davis. When
Owen
play
by
to
from
written
was
affairs
part
The
comedy.
Founded on supposed love
one of Davis wrote this one, the college
that were instrumental in building order for Lew Cody, and it is
As stufi was fairly new, but with the
time.
some
actress,
in
had
great
has
France's
best
he
of
the
the career
ordeluge of collegiate films lately, tht
an
do
adopts
to
he
a fight promoter,
Rachel. It gives Pola a chance
her.
stuff is not so hot. La Rocque comes
some very clever work in sinnilating phan girl, and falls in love with
Argentine to Yale, makes love
her
from
keep
genand
influential
reform,
to
various
tries
He
affection for
daughter of a professor, and
Meanthe
to
fortunes
business.
from knowing his
tlemen who can advance her
own interpretation of the
on
his
gives
jane
as the stellar performer at the Com- while he has a sophisticated
trying to run the camaleck
complismart
for
frames
makes
she
that
way
and
his staff,
edie Francaise. The
as a fighter in the
flops
love
He
in
pus.
turn
falls
The little girl
cations.
these suitors and makes each in
Harvard
the ring, being licked by a
on
recipient
champ
only
handsome
the
is
the
with
that
he
believe
in his sophoback
comes
builds
He
man.
this
delisome
and
string,
affords
promoter's
of her affections,
The ending is more year as a football player, and
cious comedv and is the outstanding some good comedy.
ready to saves the game for dear old Alma
rest,
the
promoter
For
the
with
production.
peppy,
bit of the
only Mater in one of those last-minute
lover,
and
weak,
young
step aside for the
the continuity is rather
is
runs down the field for a touchdown.
the general situations trite and lack- to have the girl tell him that it
DirecFight and football stuff ordinary.
Continental
loves.
she
Good
that
originality.
"Daddy"
her
ing in

l\ila Negri does some flamCast.
ing love bits that are needed to put
over a trite story. Nils Astlier lands
good support as her sweetheart.
.

.

used, especially the infamous Parisian theaPola makes an ordinary job
ter.
worth while. Sound effects ordinary.
Direction, Rowland V. Lee, smooth;
Scenario,
Vajda;
Ernest
Author,
Rowland V. Lee: Editor, E. Lloyd
Sheldon; Titles, Julian Johnson; Photography, Victor Milner, fair.

atmosphere

is

teriors of the

"Dugan

tor St. Clair has built it cleverly with
his well known deft touches, and
these light and clever bits make it

worthwhile
Direction,
F.

thor,

—S.R.

Length: 5600

ft.

anybody's

Mai

Hugh

b.o.

Clair, aces;

St.

Au-

Scenario,

Herbert;

"Oghts

Length: 6337

ft.

the

Length: 7968

RATES

O.K.

AS

ii«i^'

/<

NOVEL EN
WITH GOR

TERTAINMENT
GEOUS TROPICAL SCENE
AND DRAMA OF NATIVE LIFE
HAS SWEET LOVE STORY

Cast. ... Monte Blue gives sincer;
performance as white man befriend
iiig natives.
Raquel Torres, a nev
Spanish type, screens well and doeff"
natural bit of acting lacking an'
hot love scenes.
Robert Andersei
acceptai)Ie heavy as
white
trader

Two

a

•**

Story and Production.
.Romantid
drama of the South Seas. Based o* *
Frederick O'Brien's story of samti m'
name.
Chiefly notable for exquisi [^
.

«1*

.

beautiful
shots
of
tropica
scenes. The biggest kick is in view!
of native pearl divers at work under
itely

showing one caught

seas,

clam

in immensipli
with his rescue by anshark and octopus hoveiilt

shell,

other as
around.
tation

The

picture
natives by

of

shows

exploi f

white

trader
simple and happy existence is

whose

destroyed

by

"civilizing"

influences

i

"Gang War"
FBO

M-G-M

19281

Blue, as white doctor "gone native,'
champions the cause of the islandenitt
against the trader, is shanghaied anc
washed up on virgin island. A beaU'i
tiful love story develops with native!
The best part of the story is a dumb princess, ending in tragic death 0)|
dick who wanders through the foot- hero.
Direction, W. S. Van Dyke, ex!
age continually searching for the
pert;
Author,
Frederick O'Brien'.
hero for a minor offense.
Direction, Edward H. Griffith, fair; Scenario, Ray Doyle, Jack CunningOwen Davis; Scenario, ham; Titles, John Colton; Film EdAuthor,

George O'Hara; Editor, Harry Rey- George Drongold; Ekiitor, Harold
Phonolds; Titles, Ralph Spence; Photog- McLernon; Titles, not credited;
okay.
Miller,
Arthur
good.
tography,
very
Barlatier,
raphy, Andre

of the Dugouts"

Crescent

at

5,

Superlative

De
erts.

"None But the Brave"

of Paris"

—S.R.

Length: 6000

Ben Lewis; Photography, Ch ck
Vinna-George Nogle-Bob Rob-

itor,

ft.

Fox

Length: 5713

/(.

GOOD SUMMER PICTURE
UNDERJUST ANOTHER
JUST A QUICKIE THAT
MEANS NOTHING. ONE OF WORLD STORY. PEPPED UP HOPELESS FRENCH PRO- HAS BATHING BEAUTIES AND
IS PEPPED UP WITH YOUTH
THE SILLIEST ALLEGED WAR WITH SOME HECTIC GANG DUCTION IS AMATEURISH, AND
A CORKING OUTBOARD
COMEDIES YET TURNED OUT FIGHTS. ALL RIGHT FOR HEAVY AND WILL NOT SUIT
MOTORBOAT
FROM THE INDEPENDENT
AMERICAN AUDIENCES. DI- Cast. ... CharlesRACE.
DAILY CHANGE.
MILL.
Morton, who was
RECTION AND CAST VERY one of the sons in "Four
Pauline (jaron is too good
Cast
Sons," goes
Borden
the
Danny
cheap production.
O'Shea does fairly well as the smart
alcck trving to win the war single
good.
Hilliard
Ernest
handed.
Others J. P. McGowan, Alice Knowthe

for

'

land,

Sid

Smith.

Comedy

Story and Production
based on the war setting. This one
verv similar to a couple of big
is
productions that showed the smart
aleck crashing into the war as an
American doughboy. The scenes in
the training camp attempt to get
laughs from the insane antics of the
fresh kid who makes himself a general pest and does things that would
have got him court-martialed in real
....

that this
In fact the
life.
film takes with army discipline and
procedure throughout the footage
serves to hold the U. S. Army uj)
liberties

to ridicule and should be condemned
on that ground and a sense of de-

cency if nothing else. Laughs gained by such tactics cannot be accepted
as funny. Of course the smart aleck
goes overseas and retrieves himself
with the girl by turning out to be
a hero.

Direction,
thor,

Robert

Ray;

Editor,

.M

Robert Ray, poor; AuRav; Scenario, Robert
Hilly

Holmes;

Titles,

Martin; Photography, Robert K.

Clinc, ordinarv.

does
Cast .... Olive
usual nice gal in the dance hall setting.
Jack Pickford registers little.
Eddie Gribbon the life of the party
Others
as gang leader with a heart.

Walter Long, Frank Chew.
Production.
and
Story

...

Melo-

drama

It follows
of the underv.orld.
the regular formula of the two gangs
that are warring over their bootleg
traffic.
The gal is in the cheap dance
hall, and the gang leader falls for
her and wants to marry her. Meanwhile she has met a young saxophone player and they love each other
secretly, afraid of the vengeance of

To save the boy from
the gangster.
the gang leader's vengeance she pretends that she does not love him.
The boy sacrifices himself, believing
that she really loves the gangster.
It works up to a pretty good climax
with the gang leader realizing that
he is not good enough for the girl,
and he rushes into the den of his
rivals and saves the boy at the cost
of his

own

life.

But

this

not save the weakness
chanical story.

ending does
of

the

me-

Direction, Bert Glennon. ordinary;
James A. Creelman; SceEditor, .Archie
nario, I'^rcd Mvton
S. Martack; Titles, Randolph Bart-

Author,

;

Ictt;

Photography, Virgil Miller,

fair.

ORDINARY.

Cast.. Dolly Davies walks through
her part mechanically. Robert Coleman does the same. Doris Costello
Dolores) and
(not the American
Henry Krauss the principal support.

.Drama of
of those lesser
French productions that has little to
recommend it to American exhibiProduction is cheap, and that
tors.
goes for the cast, direction and evStory and Production.

Parisian

life.

erything.

and
any

drags

It

.

.

One

proves slow and heavy,
along without building

It is the old story
real interest.
of the nice little girl who insists on
going into show life against the adThe boy is
vice of her sweetheart.

working on an airplane invention, and
is a scoundrel who is
doing his darndest to steal the plans.

of course there

It works out into some rather wild
meller with the plans stolen and then
Meanwhile the gal has
recovered.
learned that the show life is not all
glitter, and returns penitent to the
arms of her sweetheart.

Director, Pierre Hemp, poor; AuPierre Hemp; Scenarist, Rene
Jeanne; Editor, not credited; Titles,

thor,

Rene Jeanne; Photogjraphy, Jose
cart, poor.

Pi-

strong as wisecracking collegiate, for
he has the looks and is a real athlete.
Sally Phipps a wonderful looker andi
she can troupe.
And Sharon Lynn
is even more dazzling.
Others Farrell

MacDonald,

Butts, Alice

Tom

Kennedy,

Billj

Tyler Brooks.
Production. ... Comedj

.A.dair,

Story and
romance. Ideal summer fare, jazzei
along at a merry clip with a grea
array of bathing beauties. They an
shown in a technicolor sequence tha
is

worth the

price of admission. Thei

kick

an outboard motorboat

final

is

race that is a wow for thrills. Morton does neat work as the wisecracking smart aleck fresh from college
trying to crash as a big time insurance agent. A couple of flops teach
him his lesson. He has to make good
He
to redeem himself with the girl.
does this in the motorboat race. Fine
heart interest worked in with the kid
Billy Butts who pals with hero. KenYou
nedy gets over the comedy.
can't go wrong with this one.

"

Direction, Albert Ray, expert; Au-l
James Gruen-Fred Stanley;!
Agnew-Dwight
Scenario,
Frances
Cummins; Editor, Alex Troffey;

thors,

f

Titles,

Norman McLeog; PhotogVan Enger-E. T. Es-

raphy, Charles
tabrook, aces.

a

\f

unday, August

1928

5,

dence of personality and the glorifynig seems to be all in the
picture
title.
.\ total loss where you have
to figure an audience that
is accus-

Short Subject Reviews

tomed

about

mcnt with

Silent
"Wedded

Blisters"

—

Tuxedo Educational
Good Gags
rpe of production.

Two
rked

this

in

the

in

,se

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

very good fun sequences are

Tuxedo, the

new

series.

If

first

re-

they

all

up

like this one, exhihitors are
to have something to talk
iUt to their patrons who like comy shorts. Wallace Lupino goes out
buy his wife a car, and picks up
specimen at a used car place.
hat follows is a series of incidents

ipe

j'ng

contain many laughs. A niovday scene carries situations that
collect a lot of hearty chuckles
1
jrwhere.
Jules White directed.
lich
;

"Outnumbered"

—

Fables
Pathe
Cartoonatics
[rpe of production..! reel animated
Id Al does a dizzy reel with the
t

s

of his Cartoonatics, they being in
instance a swarm of mice who

se

hob and come near destroying

old boy's peace of mind for good.
s pal Henry Cat tries to subdue the

they run him around in
It winds
he is dizzy.
with Old Al getting real mad and
(asing the gang clear over the hill
sd out into the open spaces.
fee.

ccles

but

until

I

Itimon, is
Dike a lot
1

is

—

.

"Finders Keepers"
(Universal)
Tied up with tiie newspapers lo
put over a want ad slogan contest.
The newspaper gave 12.3 inch":, of
advertising space
o t'lj con'.f.st in
addition to art work and special pub-

A

was also
most resembling
Laura La Plante was given a theater
party.
The want ad slogan prizes
were awarded those who submitted
licity.

planned.

the best

similarity contest

The

girl

slogans for advertising the

Want Ad department

of the newspaper.
H. A. Addison, Great Lakes,
Buffalo, N. Y.

—

"Laugh,

Clown,

Laugh"

(M-G-M)

.

Arranged

for a

street

ballyhoo, a

with a piano on it, a song
plugger singing the number, the
plugger made up as a clown and four
kids made up as clowns, distributing
heralds among the crowds who gather
when the truck stopped at different
corners downtown.
After the kids
finish working with the ballyhoo they
made distribution of the balance of
the heralds in their clown make-up
truck,

—

in
the residential districts.
M. H.
Garvin, Loew's Rivoli, Hastings. Neb.

"Midnight

Rose"

(Universal)
with 25 Standard

Paramount

one.

lOAn oouabs rjc swtwmen

enough.

—

Tied up
Drug
Noise Symphony
stores for window displays of Mid.Sound Picture night
Rose toilet articles. The manThe Lofty Andes Variety
This is a screen version of one ufacturers of these preparations put
Fox
of Edgar Guest's poems, and tells in out 40,000 heralds
and the theater
Beautiful
sort of symphony of noise the story distributed an additional 20,000. ana
Type of production..! reel novelty
Some very gorgeous views of the of the steel worker on the sky- nouncing that these articles could be
Andes bordering on Ecuador are pre- scrapers. As the words of the poem bought at the Standard Drug stores
are thrown on the screen, they are named in the herald.
Henrv Dykesented, with the lofty snow-capped
heard audibly from the disc record. man, Keith's East 105th St., Clevepeaks buried high in the clouds. The
The construction sounds familiar in land.
native Indian life is shown, and some
work are heard distinctly
skyscraper
interesting views of the ancient city
Here we see the splen- and realistically. The steady pound $1,000,000
of Quito.
Suit Is
of the drills, hammers, rivets is imdid cathedral and a quiet monastery.

Type

Altogether the scenic shots are unand make this an outstanding

number

of

its

type.

Sound
Richard

Botielli

— Movietone

Operatic
Type of production. Sound Picture
Richard Bonelli of the Chicago
Opera Company sings an aria from
"The Barber of Seville," and hi;,
rendition is admirable and gets over
The accompanyclear and strong.
ing orchestration seemed too heavy
in spots, and it was only the powerful voice of the singer that enabled
him to surmount it. Bonelli can act
as well as sing, a rare thing in an
operatic star. Where opera is appreciated, this will make a decided hit.
.

—

"Glorifying the American Song"

Vitaphone

Song Trio
Type of production. .Sound Picture
The Three Brox Sisters give a

y-

Husbands Won't Tell"— Mike
and Ike Universal

—

.

It's

strange dame there is
"The Swell Head" Vitaphone
the devil to pay. Wifie discovers the
Comedy Skit
letter, follows hubby, and gets what
she considers all the evidence neces- Type of production. .Sound Picture
sary for a divorce.
But it turns out
This gets over well as a two-reeler
to be just an
initiation
into the of backstage life.
It is stronger on
Married Men's Protective Club, and atmosphere and
business than on
Mike has been carrying on his flirta- actual comedy, but at
that the laughs
tion with a member of the club dis- are there.
Bessie Love and Eddie
guised as a flapper.
The comedy Foy Jr. are featured. They both
moves very mechanically and the do good work and register
strong.
gags seem too forced.
Directed by Bessie is a natural for these short
Francis Corby.
talkers, and her voice registers nicely.
Foy appears as her ham partner
"Troubles Galore"
in
an act, and he has the swell
Cameo Educational
head.
When he flops, the old stage
Kitchen Fun
doorman brings him to his senses
Type of production. .1 reel comedy with a very human talk that is one
Monty Collins is given the oppor- of the best bits of the offering. Then
tunity to work some new gags in the Foy goes out and puts the act over
old business of the comedian who big, with the sentimental stuff with
has to prepare a meal for the family. his partner following. Nothing new,
Monty is a barber, and when he only the way that Foy and Bessie
visits his girl's house, he is passed
handle it.
The backstage business
ofif by her as a chef as her folks diswill give the small towners a kick.
like barbers.
Monty prepares a tur- The sound effects are principally
key by shaving it with a brush and those of the audience razzing or aprazor, and does other goofy things, plauding the cat.
Instrumental backall good for laughs.
The final shot ground is used for the dialogue. The
shows the turkey blowing up at the skit was written by Hugh Herbert.
Directed bv Brvan Foy.
table, and all the guests are seen
with parts of the fowl in their mouths
as the picture fades out.
Cameo
"The Song of the Builder"
takes a spurt for the better on this

usual,

"Skyscrapers"
Winkler Universal
Clever
rpe of production..! reel animated
Oswald gets a chance to show his
ill
as a construction hand on a
W building. Walt Disney has
»rked up some exceptionally clever
rtoon material with a steam shovel
d a donkey engine that are almost
man. In fact they look like live
iatures, and their expressions and
This
tions are highly amusing.
5wald cartoon is a good number
ituring some fine cartoon ingen-

Secret Society
I 'pe of production.
.2 reel comedy
Mike has a jealous wife, and when
le his neighbor gives him a secret
ter telling him to keep an appoint-

minutes.

DUy nDs wmcM

Runs

of production.

.

.

Damage

have ever been seen in a com<>They work in an elepliant, a
lar, and a donkey dolled up with
ripes like a zebra. The kids run an
.to service
station, and use the
;iinals to perform the work.
It deilops a lot of comedy in connection
>th the unique gags and devices
Ut are employed with the animals.
Irccted by Clyde Carruth.
tit

!

vocalizing.

—

very pleasing and should

of friends.
Next in imJocko, the monkey, and
does some of the cleverest stunts

frtance

six

good

a

—

"The Elephant's Elbows"
Animal Comedy
Fox
Animal Stunts
lie
of production. .2 reel comedy
|The kid who is featured, Laon

lo

songs including
Roll Along," "Together,"
The girls are
"Sunshine."
and
dressed in white and their voices
sound generally flat and mechanical,
selection
"1

.

I

of popular

Just

They do

their stuff without

any

evi-

pressive at

first

but inclined to get

Echo of Theater Bombing

—

monotonous before the reel is over.
Chicago Suit for $1,000,000 damAs a novelty it will ride. The Para- age to the property has been filed
mount-Publix music department han- against .Andrew Karzas, lessee, by
dles the synchronization.
Harry A. Moore, trustee of the State,
Hammond, Ind.. which was destroyed by a boinh.
Karzas had transfer"The Star Witness"— Movietone
red his lease to the property, but
Courtroom Sketch
still is responsible for the property,
Type of ijroduction .. Sound Picture the suit contends. William Kleihege
Chic Sale and company jsrescnt a and three other defendants recently
courtroom skit that would be better were convicted of bombing the theit
were tightened up and strung
through less footage. Chic takes the
part of a hick railroad employee who

if

summoned as a witness in a railThe comedy comes
road accident.
on Chic's manner of rambling off into
personal reminiscences every time
the lawyer for the plaintiff asks him
a question. Some of the laughs click,
but many take a decided nose dive.
His testimony succeeds in winning

ater.

K-A-0 Dickering

for

is

Earle at Washington
Washington Bureau of

Washington

pheum

—

THE FILM DAILY
Keith-A!bee-Or-

negotiating a deal with
the Stanley-Crandall circuit for taking over the Earle. Musicians, stagehands and other technicians have
been given two weeks' notice. However, this is said to be due to a proposed change in stage policy, and
not to the K-A-O negotiations.
is

A good
case for the railroad.
laugh comes at the end when his
attorney congratulates him for sticking to his story about swinging his
lantern exactly 24 times, and Chic
confides that he was afraid he was "Kings" Booked by U. A.. Chicago
Chicago "ihe Kin.gs of Kings"
going to be asked another question.
"What was that?" says the lawyer. has been booked by the L'nited ArAnd Chic replies: "Was it LIT?" tists, marking the first outside picture
Chic Sale's name, where known, may to play the house. Aug. 3 is the date
of opening.
put it over.
the

—

:

z^m
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

\\

ARTH

By

Actor* s Equity Plans Code to
Govern Performances in Sound

APPEARS
pictures

is

numbered among

The

indication of the association's stand on talking pictures came
to light in the latest issue of "Equity"
official bulletin of the .\.E..A.. when
the argument was advanced that appearances in talking pictures are
likely to interfere with the future
career
of a player more than his
playing in a silent picture would. "It
is
not altogether beyond the range
of anticipation." the article declares,
"that an actor may find, in going on
the road, that he will be in opposition to himself just across the street,
or around the corner; and if he has
done the straight motion picture
work, he may be appearing to the
|)eople of that place in three roles

The Film Daily
New York City
Gentlemen:
of

subject
very thoroughly indeed. The edition is an encyclopedia on the' subject and

Film Daily

Intimation
of
the
association's
stand is gleaned from the following:
"Equity does believe that in view

handicaps

is

be congratforesight in deto

ulated on its
voting a special edition to this

the

members by

the conditions

"If these actors will stand out for
what Equity believes to be a fair request, in view of the disabilities connected with the case and if they
are pressed too hard
if
they will
call upon their Association to negotiate these points for them. Equity
believes that they will receive the
pay to which they are entitled.
"It is a point and a situation in
which Equity is greatly interested.
Let the actors make these demands
firmly and stick U) them and the
problem will be solved before it becomes serious.
"The development of talking motion pictures has proved conclusively the fundamental error cf)mmitted
by the group of important and influential motion picture actors who,
just a year ago, blocked Equity's organization of the
motion picture
field
and the establishment of an

—

Equity Shop.

—

1.

Two

Sincerely,

HAROLD

B.

special

table units
regulation,
switch.
2.

Two

driven
switches for

electrically

with

control

stop,

start,

and

master

electric pick-ups making possible
of picture, without intermis-

cuing

Special amplification unit, designed by
experts especially for theinstrument.
Latest type loud si>eaker unit.
5.
Specially designed horn.
().
Volume control, from Ijarely audible to
sufficient volume for a large auditorium.
i.

FRANKLIN,
President,

radio

West

Coast Theaters, Inc.

4.

Kue-Graph was developed and
a

period

of

one

year by

expert

who had had many

THREE BROADWAY PLAYS'
TALKING RIGHTS SOLD
Under

the

new

talking rights contract just completed by the Authors'
League, right to reproduce the dialogue of three Broadway plays in
connection with pictures have been
sold.
Universal has acquired the
talking rights to "Broadway," having previously bought the
screen

the dialogue of a play with the approval of its author.
When such a
revision is made there must be an
explanation to the effect that the

talking

is
"adapted
logue" of the author.

As

in

ducing

from

the

dia-

the sale of screen rights, pro-

managers

and

authors

50-50 in most cases
ing rights are sold.
split

when

will
talk-

Morrison Lining Up Talent
J. C. Nugent. Edgar .Mien Woolf,
Ray Perkins and Harry Archer are
among the composers and authors
who have engaged Leo Morri.son to
handle their activities in sound pictures.
Morrison has acted as agent
for a

number

of well known players
already appeared in Fox
Movietone Entertainments, among
them Chic Sale. Beatrice Lillie, Joe
Cook and Clark and McCullough.

who have

turn-

speed
"play"

sion.

imposed upon its
which enter into the making and showing of rights, Warner Brothers have purchased these rights in connection
its form of contract they ought to
stand out for a more equitable ar- with "The Desert Song" and United
•A-rtists
for "Nightstick."
rangement in pay."
NegotiaComplaint from jjroducers is an- tions are now under way for the sale
dialogue rights to four more
ticipated by Equity which declares of
"there always is when the actors ask Broadway productions.
f<jr what is fair and due."
A clause in the new contract provides that a film producer may alter
Continuing:
of

Dallas
Kue-(iraph,
synchronizadevice based on the stock disc
record idea, is being sold in the
Southwest by Herbert Bros. & Wolf.
The device embraces a speciallyconstructed amplifier, with a specially-designed horn and it plays standard 10 and 12 inch records.
Its specifications, as outlined by the dealers,
follow

perfect

subject.

first

simultaneously."

The Sound Picture Edition
The Film Daily covers the

MEISTERTONE

SOUTHWEST

tion

Hollywood

of Actor's E(|uity Ass'n.
An official
of the organization has recently returned from the Coast with the report that producers are busy lining
up stage actors and actresses for apIiearances in sound pictures.
Witli
the advent of legitimate stage producers in New York into sound production, new warnings have been issued to Equity members not to sign
contracts until the association looks
further into the matter.

IN

DEVICE,

—

Thorough

the plans

NEW

KUE-GRAPH,

A

code of regulations covering employment of its members in sound

1928

5,

SOUND

THE

IN

Sunday, August

tested,

over

radio

men

years' experience in their
field,
liuilt
one of the first radio broadcasting stations in the United States, are the
patentees of electrical equipment outstanding
am..ng
which
are
the
"stop"
and "go"
trafiic signals, according to Ernest P. Herber.
"The object in mind in developing the
^
Kue-Graph was to get the best results in
clearness of tone, natural reproduction, volume without distortions, elementation of surface noise from records, static," he said.
The tone is due to a special amplifier constructed for this instrument, and also due to
a specially designed horn attached to a loud
-peaker. Other than that. Kue-Graph is sim
i'ar to other makes of this type, playing the
standard 10 inch and 12 inch records from a

IS

NEW

SOUND-ON-riLM

DEVICII

—

London Meistertone, new souni'^'
on-film device which is being demij
onstrated here, will cost exhibitorijr
about $1,000, according to
sors.

It

spon*'

its

the

invention of H. J
Kuchenmeister. Associated with bin
in
the project are Sir Walter di
Frece, Sir Alan Burgoyne, Righ
Hon. and A. C. McCurdie.
is

Competition on Sound

Way

Under

—

|.

at Omahiii

Omaha
Competition betwee
sound picture houses is looming hen

"

»'

with return of the World to a sounDolicy. and wiring of the Rivienp
The Strand for some time has bee
playing sound pictures.
The latte
two are Blank-Publix houses, whilht
the World is operated by Worlb
Realty Corp., which has a chain ( fee
Nebraska houses.

!"

-

i,

Sound Films Make Debulat Memphis Theate
Memphis,

made

have

Tenn.

— Sound

picture;

debut here
Palace with Vitaphone

hoc-w's

their

ita
an*"'
''

Movietone accompaniment.
Installation of sound equipment a
Loew's State is being arranged an
probably will be ready early in thj
magnetic pick-up and double turntable arfall,
and with the opening of thto
rangement permitting cuing of the picture.
The special case is equipped with record Strand next month, three Memphi ^i
magazine holding 16 twelve inch records and theaters will be
equipped for soun' "{
24 ten inch records, jjlaced
"

just Ijennul a.K.
above the turntables so that the music for
a particular picture can be selected, arranged,
and played with ease.
The left side cabinet
can hold over 100 records, while the amplifier is in the right cabinet, with ventilators for heat from power amplifier.

Paramount Releasing 3
Sound Features, Comedies
Three of the five features and three
Christie comedies, of the eight shorts
scheduled for release in August by

Paramount will have sound effects.
Music score, sound eilfects and, in
some cases, dialogue, are included.
"Warming Up," first Paramount
feature utilizing sound, which is play-

mg

the Rivoli, New York, and 25
nre-release runs, is to be followed
by a silent picture, "Forgotten Faces."
"Love's of an Actress," with sound

accompaniment and "The
without

sound,

First Kiss,"

are

next on the
schedule.
"Sawdust Paradise," with
sound, also is scheduled.
The three

pictures.

JB

"Noah's Ark" Completed t
at Warner Bros. Studif

After months of preparation anjfc'
work, "Noah's Ark," most ambitioulCi'
production undertaking ever attemplif*
ed by Warner Bros., was finished thijj^"
week. The last Vitaphone sequenceif''
are done and the thousands of fee'
of film taken by Director Michae
Curtiz have gone to the cutting roor
for the

final

stage of production.

^Hl

Sound for Loew Atlanta House
Atlanta
Installation of sound pi(
ture apparatus is progressing rapidl|
at
Loew's Grand.
Fox Movietonj
will make its debut at the house Auf!
6.
One week before Loew's Gran'
gets under way with sound picture-

—

Loew's Palace, Memphis, and LoewL
Vendome, Nashville, will have inatW"
gurated Movietone.

Christie

sound comedies are "Dizzy
Diver," "Hot Scotch" and "Stop Kid-

Vitaphone
Nashville,

ding."

at Nashville

Tenn.— "The Lion and

Mouse" Aug.

6 will

introduce

th

Vit:

One Sound House in Country
phone pictures at the Vendom
THE FILM DAILi Loew's
Washington— One house in Czecho- On the Nashville house, August
same bill there will be heari
slavakia has sound picture equipment
the
Kentucky
Jubilee Choir, Fd
states a report to the M. P.
Section Movietone News and
Joe Cook iii>
of the Dept. of
Wastnngton Bureau of

'

,.,

|;

Commerce.

Movietone.

I

THE
August

;uitay,

5,

ae&if^
90
DAILY

WTW
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PICTURES
IS SYNCHRONIZED
SCORE AS PREFERABLE

11

)

a
to

inadequate orchestra, according
M-ank R. Wilson, head of M. P.

Corp., who is sponsoring
cctone, phonographic synchronia^n device. Wilson is sailing Sat<-\y for Europe to map plans for
iluction of the device there with
,ital

J

ilia,"

with which

it

is

being road-

cd in the United States.
,/ilson
and
M. J. Weisfeldt,
"Simba" and Dulcetone,
isidling
la'liched the picture and synchronii3on device last year on Broadway,
)l'ing 11 weeks at the Earl Carroll
hitcr at $2 top.
n that run, the picture grossed

according to Wilson. The
in 24 cities last
Eight companies are to be
jfison.
set on the road this fall.
513,000,

was offered

ihw

any picture entertainment, the picture
the music secondary," Wil"Given a poor picture comwith a symphony orchestra made up

[n

is'irimary and
^0 declares.

best musicians as against a good
accomponied by artificial music,

[f

pic-

the

support to the latter.
[We were tremendously impressed with
tb comments of the public in the twentyfc cities in which we have played "Simba"
i,?i
road show attraction.
It was the uniVI. al
comment of patrons that the quiet,
musical accompaniment provided by
diiiified
was more satisfactory and less
til Dulcetone
ja,ing than the average traveling orchestra.
En Paul Whiteman, who came to see our
alaction at the Earl Carroll Theater dept;ic

will

give

its

experiment had greatly imposed him and that he would rather listen
tcuch a score, played in a subdued manner
th to listen to an inadequate orchestra.
Just as the phonograph record made the
wks of great artists available throughout
world on equal terms, so will the syn
cimized mechanical music make the product
cled

that

the

til

best orchestras available in the retheaters, and the result will be a
ber general average of musical entertainn;it
in the theaters throughout the world.
I; will
be commercially profitable for the
pducer and exhibitor alike, because it is
i;!iiie with the economic development of the
03

the

London
watch

of land for a studio, or the rights of a story
for conversion into a motion picture. Warnings
against
stampede have been uttered

over and over again by wise and experienced
leaders of the industry, but the American
passion to get there first seems to have outrun discretion.
The situation bristles with
difficulties for the exhibitor as well as for
the producer of the film, for it is a serious
business for a showman to advertise the
screening of a sound-film and then be met
with an injunction which makes his advertising false and thus damages his goodwill."

Applying this state of affairs
England, Friedman continues:
^

to

investigation."

TWO RECORDERS TO

BE

INSTALLED BY PATHE
West

Coast

cording

FORECAST BY VEILLER
of the future will
1 a combination of scenario and
Sge play, according to Bayard Veilauthor of "The Trial of Mary
1,
-ligan," who has just returned to
);w York from the Coast.
He will
Turn to Los Angeles in September
t
supervise the M-G-M production
his play.
jThe talking picture will antiquate

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

— Two

RCA

Sound

rein-

equipments are to be
soon at Pathe. "The Godless

Girl"

is to be the first picture to be
synchronized, following installation
of
the
equipment.
Musical and
sound effect synchronization already
is under way, and retakes are planned
1.0
inject dialogue into the picture.
Other pictures which are to be
photographed include: "Show Folks,"
with Lina Basquette, Eddie Quillan

and Robert Armstrong; "The Spieler"
with Jacqueline Logan and Alan
Hale; "Annapolis" with Jeanette Loff
and John Mack Brown; "Ned McCobb's Daughter" with Irene Rich;
"Noisy Neighbors" with Eddie Quillan and the Quillan family; "The
t; screen continuity which is used
Leatherneck" starring William Boyd;
Shoulders"
with
Junior
the basis for filming today," said "Square
.'.iller.
"At the same time the stage Coghlan and George Duryea, and
ly itself cannot be utilized as it "Listen Baby" with Lina Basquette
and Eddie Quillan.
^inds."
;

DAILY NEWS—*

u

yf

chronization

New York

critics are pro and con
the effectiveness of the sound
score and effects for "White Shadows" of the South Seas" now in
its first week at the Astor.
Their
opinions
are
published
below,
straight criticisms on the picture ap-

on

AMEKICAN — -

12.

* * It is a sound picture,
accompanying score havnig been
Dr.
by
William Axt and Uavid

the beautiful

arranged

Mendoza. * * •
• * The orchesare extremely effective.
In other words, don't miss seeing
"White Shadows of the "South Seas."
*
*
But because of the
talkie craze, loud, jarring voices of alleged
South Sea origin smote the ear at various
intervals and for divers purposes.
In one
reel it was a guttural mob noue, later laugh
ter and even moaning, to denote sorrow.

tration

and sound

effects

GRAPHIC—*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
wreck scene
the tumult

in
of

•

*

the beginning of

wind and wave

In the shipthe
is

picture,

exeremely

helpful,
but the other intermittent appearances of sound, ranging from cries of fright
and lamentation of the natives to the shouts
of the white men, were considerably
less
than effective. * • •
POST * * * all in all, a canny, rhythmic
piece of work, aided considerably by the restrained use of sound effects which record
the babble of native voices, death chants and
the slapping of water on the beach. * * *
SUN * * * The recording of the music
was admirable but I could have done without the rest of the sounds. * * *
*
*
If you have never
read O'Brien's book you will be bored. If
you have you will be sick.
And that is the
If
first
Metro Goldwyn movie with sound.
you can get a jolt out of a Movietone hula
you are a better man hiau I. * * *

—

—

TELEGRAM-*

TIMES — *

*

*

is

Metro-Goldwyn's

first

and it deserves nothing on that
The theme
score save the word "average."
song is pretty, but when shouts and wailings
are introduced the effects become pathetic.
"sound"

*

*

film

*

WORLD—*

*
*
For almost the entire
length of the picture the rather scraping,
tinny sounds of an orchestra rendering a
stickily sentimental theme melody is nearly
* *
all of the sound.

"Betsy" Run Extended
Orleans "Glorious Betsy,"
Vitaphone talking picture which inaugurated sound synchronization at
the Tudor, is now in its fifth week.
An indefinite run was not the original intention but "Glorious Betsy"
continues to draw and so it is that
"The Jazz Singer," booked to folThe
low, is still awaiting its turn.
Saenger also is playing Vitaphone.

New

—

12.
*

*

at times the synloud.
Also the
theater scene are too

much

is

too

voices heard during a
Audiences at the Comedie
audible.
caise don't yell during a performance.

do they?

—

stalled

r:W SCREEN TECHNIQUE

appearing on page

EVENING JOURNAL—*

"All this squabble is germane to the business to be effected here in this country, and
it
cannot be too strongly urged that the
greatest caution should be exercised by all
who are contemplating the installation of
sound-film apparatus, in order to make indubitably certain that the title to film and
to free use of apparatus is perfectly clear.
Trouble is easy enough to get without paying
a high price for it, and the trade will be
wise to make examination of every detail,
even to the point of securing that the legal
representatives of the trade associations submit the various agreements offered to their
specialist

Opinions of New York critics on
the sound used at the Paramount in
conjunction
with
"Loves of an
.\ctress" are divided. John S. Cohen.
Jr., in the Sun thinks the score is of
high quality; other critics were not
Excerpts from
so complimentary.
their criticisms follow, straight opinions on the qualities of the picture

N.Y. CRITICS DIVIDED

pearing on page

OTHERS

LIKE SOUND.

DON'T IN NECRI PICTURE

Grauman's

largest Victrola.
It is audible
a mile away, the theater claims,
and is being installed in the
forecourt of the theater.

its

tion in America Friedman states:
"It would seem that in their haste to take
advantage of this new entertainment novelty
American producing firms have not exhibited
that sound business caution which they would
have observed in negotiating any ordinary
commercial transaction, such as the purchase

—

Chinese is equipping with what
is claimed to
be the world's

—Urging the

Hollywood

ties."

(i

SOME

AND

NOW

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles

English trade
step on sound pictures,
Ernest W. Fredman, editorially in
the "Daily Film Renter" points out
the importance of ascertaining whether
there are
legal
entanglements
either in projecting the film or in
the installation of the reproducing
equipment.
Referring to the situa-

to

nest

rhe screen story

EQUIPMENT

VARIOUS DEVICES
AVAILABLE

H'c^t Coast Bur.

itrons would rather listen to
vhronized musical score than

ON

TIPS

Largest Victrola

MOVE SLOWLY ON SOUND

9

^

*

Iran
Or,

*

*

EVENING JOURNAI.— *

*

•

Sound

ef-

synchronized with the photoplay,
and although one does not hear the voices
of any of the characters there are such sounds
as applause in the theater, the crying of
are

fects

baby, the hoofbeats of horses and the
singing of a love song during the more
romantic sequences. * • •
• *
And the picture is helped hardly at all by sound accompaniment, for the musical score and the
other claptrap is done badly. * * •
POST •* * * the scoring and synchroni
zation are something less than might have
been expected from even an indifferent ora

EVENING WORLD—

—

chestra. * * *

SUN — *

* * is musically synchronized and
recording is of a high quality except
in the case of the applause at the Comedie
Francaise. * * *
* * Mary McAlister turns
up in a minor role. The picture has a pleasantly synchronized score, with a little door

—

the

TELEGRAM—*

knocking thrown

TIMES—*

* *

in.

*

*

*

The varied

noises taking
part in the action of the picture range from
the squealing effect when a baby is shown
crying through sundry barnyard eflfects early
one morning to vocal selections.

PUSH SOUND STAGE

WORK

AT METROPOLFTAN STUDIO
West

Coast

Bureau.

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Two sound

the

Western

Electric

stages and

house
apparatus re-

group of buildings which

will

quired in the making of sound films
are under way at Metropolitan. The
Christies
30-acre tract which the
hold at Studio City will also be
available.
The units
lishment of
are
politan

Christie

affected by the estabsound stages at MetroHarold Lloyd Prod.,
Caddo Prod.,
Comedies,

Douglas

MacLean,

Pathe,

Charles

Burton King, Trent
Carr, Cliff Broughton, First Division, Batchelor, Mascot, Varco, Nat
Hutchinson,

Spitzer,

.A.nchor,

McGowan, H.
cis

D.

Carlos Prod.,

J.

P.

Edwards and Fran-

Ford.

Quality Handling Electrograph

Omaha— Distribution

Electroof
phonographic
duo-turntable
graph,
sjfnchronization device, is handled
by Quality Theater Supply Co. in
this territory.

:

I

THE
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CHARLES

HYNES

F.

National

NEW MACHINE
EllMS,

AIDS SOUND

The Stamp

SPAHR DECLARES

—

Theater owners

H

sight

date

indicate

new ma-

Orders

received

to

chine will be represented in practically every section of the country, Spahr
declares.

With sound projection being pushed to the fore with vigor and making
considerable progress in establishing
itself in the various leading houses
throughout the country, the new projector

is

especially timely, Spahr de-

clares.

shutter which we have
no doubt
the Model
will increase the etTiciency of soiind
projection and help popularize it,"

"Our new

developed

H

in

he states.

eight

Offering
Spot-Flood Lan

lou

Y'

inches

long,

six

inches

W)

and weighs five pounds. It is equi*!
ped with bracket, lens, two-col

iiiii

holders, three gelatin colors, asbe
tos lead wires, six foot cord and plu

ill

Superior Projectors to
Be Designed for Soun

irc!

llei

iC

—

Cleveland
Superior projecto
soon will be equipped for Vitaphoi*

and

Movietone

sound

projectici

equipment, states E. E. Oliver, he;
of the Oliver M. P. Supply Co her.
His first is taking showroom spa(
in the Film Exchange Bldg., for di
play and sales of the projector ar:
other equipment.
,

Southern California Unit New Speed Lens Developed
Closes Alexander Contract for DeVry 35 mm. Camera
Denver — Contract has been closed
Chicago— A new speed lens has
for

Alexander Filin

Co.,

film service in theater of

advertising

members

California.

of Florida theaters also

cently

of

A

have

Is Specialty of been added.

The Alexander firm
completed its new plant

reat

Colorado Springs.

Co.,
Machine
Inspection
Film
Until recently, activities were conYork, is specializing on a Duo model
fined chiefly to the Southwest, but
inspecting machine for use in exThe device is mechanical an expansion program has been
changes
launched to introduce Alexander serneed of manual inspeceliminates
and
vice to other sections.
The Califortion and handling of films, except for nia deal provides for showings in
no
has
It
threading and splicing.
about 100 theaters.
sprockets and prevents scratching
due to improper hand rewinding. The
• w*:«i'€iw9S:;»-£«:*'%'^^"« 4^
detection fingers locate open splices,
outside breaks and inside tears and
It is so designed
Before you buy, ^et the facta
•'button holes."
on the
that not more than two feet of film is
txposed from magazine to magazine
during the inspection process. The
Washed.mr
machine handles two reels of film
.

When a defective
simultaneously.
spot enters the detector box, the film
is brought to a stop in position for
the operator to make the needed re-

been developed by the DeVry Corp.,
for use with the DeVry 35 mm. camera, which is used by many exhibitors for shooting local newsreels.
The new lens is an F 1.5-50 mm.

\

Burger Resigns from National
Samuel J. Burger, who has bee
National

f(

resigned.

J from
Four Bare Walls
to

one of America's

finest

houses!

IOWA

The

exemplifies >
the great advantages of Na- k»

I
ly

tional's

One-Contract Plan J

Calvin Bard
of the New

owner

was

Iowa, says

SHJPMIEMIE
COOLING SYSTEM

fect job of today.
"I feel glad that
equip my theatre.

SUPRtME HEXrERAXDVENTIl/VriNC
CORPORATION ..«...< ST.UMJIS,l).Jj»

organs in the East
Theater Supply

selling Kilgen

without restrictions, to the National Theatre Supply Company to start with four
bare walls and accomplish the 100 per cent per-

a.s#«,«**;f:ff:*,s««i»;«:m*,S,*L«^

pair.

who had enough foresystems now are

cooling

install

FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

M.P.T.O. of Southern

Film Inspection Mach. Co.

to

THE

number

Duo Model

—

Now

Chicago National Theater Supj
Co. is marketing a 250-watt spc
flood light designed for highlightir.
It can be used in the lobby, put
the wall to spot organ or orchest
soloist or back stage.
It can be cpijll
cealed or exposed as desired,
hood is adjustable and can be
at the desired angle.
The lam

reaping the benefit of their investments,
again emphasizing the absolute necessity
of a cooling system, no matter how small
the theater.
A fan system which operates efficiently
and economically is the Blizzard, which
evenly deflects air to all parts of the house.
The fan is equipped with a speed change
policy to assure variable speed.
Because it has been tried and proved
over a period of years, is simple, practical
and economical, the Blizzard fan has

new machine.
that within a short time the

Baby

Approval

of

An endorsement of product and propositio7is, bestoived by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

Chicago With its new shutter declared particularly adaptable to sound
picture projection, the new Model
Motiograph De Luxe projector has
been accorded an enthusiastic reception bv the trade, according to O. F.
Spahr,' president of the Enterprise
Optical Co., which manufactures the

181

Management

Theater Equipment and
By

5,

".

.

.

it

left,

this organization to
glad for the harmony
and efficiency which have prevailed during the in-

stallation.
all details

selected

I

I

am

The harmony and smooth working

of

could not have been possible had I dealt
with half a dozen individual firms.
"My dealings with National Theatre Supply Company have saved me time, worry, and expense."

National's
One-Contract Plan

DeVry Camera
i

I

in
at

the ideal means of producing a completely
excellently appointed theatre with minimum
pense.
is

High Favor
Hollywood

Constant

George Archainbaud

I

Corporation, 1111

W.

Offices:

Center

St.,

Chicago,

The new IOWA, at Cedd
is an exee

Rapids, Iowa,
lent

illustration

of tl
that mak
National Seirvice the moi
complete, the most ef
tive
and reliable, ev&
available to the theatn
indus try

many

things

NATIONAL
THEATRE
SUPPLY CO
general
624
MICHIQAN BOULEVARD, CHICAQ(

First National

DeVry

ex-

cooperation with the architects during
the construction of each
One-Contract Theatre
assures best results from projection and other necessary equipment— as well as the selection and
adaptation of various equipment units to the individual requirements of the architect's design.
Another unportant feature of the One-Contract
Plan IS Its arrangements for financing in part or
complete from the ground up.

"Impossible in many shots to
use the Standard Camera. In
each case we took the shots
with a DeVry Camera."

\

and

111.

^>^

S.

Offices in all Principai Cities

A
i

(4147)

i

—
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Hot Weather Gog
Manager

AlKING SHOP
Staff's

I'our

has a big sign

Views Help

—

tition

Presentations

William Haynes
in the lobby of

By JACK

the Allen, Cleveland, inviting
the public to come in and get
cool.
Once inside the lobby
the natural inclination is to go
into the theater rather than to
return to the streets and. the

in Getting Most Out of
Your Equipment Projector Field Compe-

heat.
Haynes worked
same stunt last year with

Keen

the house staff's views
to aid business.
Your
lloyes are minjrling with patrons,
and prospective, and get a reacwhich is different from your own.

valuable information
,ined by getting them

;h

the

it

can
to

be

PARAMOUNT BlU

this

gestions on

to increase business.
will help to stir
interest among members of the

new

Competition

this

in

the

terrific

with

ropolitan at Winnipeg. Manager
ter Davis recently called a busiconference, and here are some
subjects
discussed:
"Big
the

a

and Big Economies," by Mrs.

"Harmony

the

Theater,"

"Half

Way

vn Center," "Behind the Scenes,"
the stage manager; "The Reality
?.eels" by the projectionist; "Our
Many Please?"
t Front," "How
)ping Them Off," "Keeping the
Clean, "Organs and Audi(w
es."

fund of practical
the above subjects.
house staff is interested in makthe theater better and boosting
ronage. Call your employes toto talk about
iler and get them
"jence reactions, public sentiment,
'here's

a

wmanship

real
in

;

r

at

the

box

opinion on equipment, and sug-

year promises to
projection field

several new machines making
bid for a place in the sun.
If
you are in the market for a machine, give consideration to all of
them, and then select the one best
Your projector
fitted to your needs.
plays a tremendous part in the success or failure of your show.

ake a leaf from the book of the

in

and pay dividends

staff
office.

be

the orchestra leader;

how

Regular meetings

talk

is;

Joseph Santley had his first picThe show at the Capitol was
house production, showing at "Greenwich Village," staged by Boris
Paiamount under the title of Petroff, and the setting represented
"Babes on Broadway." The Collette the interior of a pirate's den inside
Sisters were the babes, and the open- an old ship galley.
It was very picing shows a woodland scene with turesque and effective ,and the lightthe
nymphs impersonated by the ing was unusually good. Walt RoesGamby-Hale Girls.
Electra Havel ner took his band through two good
was Queen of the Forest while Paul selections, one of them a comedy
Ash
interpreted
Mr.
Manhattan number with various individuals of
whose job it was to introduce the the band doing their bit in turn. Val
babes to Broadway when they came and Ernie Stanton topped the bill as
out of the woods.
"the English Boys from America."
Fred Bernard impersonated Al Jol- Their stufT was fast patter and put
son.
Helen Honan gave a clever over cleverly.
With some good
impersonation of Charlie Chaplin. hoofing they scored strong.
Likewise Sally Starr did well in an
Addie Seamon did a whirlwind tap
imitation of Ann Pennington.
The and toe selection.
Frank Stever,
Collette Sisters clicked in an acro- house baritone, did several solos witli
A the band. Other singers were Morbatic waltz and song specialty.
novelty was the work of Robert Arni- timer
Chadbourne, tenor, singing
bruster, Duo-Art piano roll recorder, "Cheerio,"
and
Edna Sedley, a
who played Friml's "Concert Waltz" "blues" singer. The Chester Hale
while the band supplemented the me- Girls did a good tap routine, and
chanical piano. The highlight of the later followed with a cigar and cigfine comedy work of arette number that clicked with nifty
bill was the
Du Calion, the talkative guy with the costuming. Half of the girls were
English accent who talks continu- dressed as cigaret venjjors and the
ously while he totters on a teetering others as Village artists. The finale
ladder.
He had the house laughing liad a grand staircase scene, with

Europe Must Study U.

S.

Tastes, Schenck Declares
(Continued from Page

1)

Schenck stated here. He leaves today
for Russia where he is to discuss with
Sovkino distribution there of United
Artists pictures as well as possibility
of bringing to America some of the
outstanding film personalities, including S. M. Eisenstein, director of
"Potemkin." Schenck has been tour-

ing European exchanges with Arthur
Kelly, United Artists vice president, and Morris Gest.

W.

continuously

George Olive to France
George Olive, manager of the Co-

umbus
on

theater, is returning to France
Aug. 9 after spending two years

learning American motion picHe intends to settle
Paris and engage in production.

here

ture methods.
in

all

the time he
Girls are

The Gamby-Hale
sonable

went

and

bunch,

some snappy

was
a

on.
per-

through

routines in perfect pre-

A lot of good talent on this
and Ash and his band helped

cision.
bill,

a

Run

Finish 9-Month

side-show

another

with

flight

unit

—

crashed here.

opened

at

the

The troupe
Moving Paramount Film
hoofers.
"Loves of an Actress" moves from
the Paramount,
Rialto for a run.

New

York,

to

the

Plan

Palace

Bridgeport.

in

includes

10

marathon

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC

"New Face" Week

STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Case— Magazines

6
Holds 16 Feet Film—
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens

vaude

time.

Eligibles

Phone Penna. 0330

^^

time

at

arc

what

is

returning to
reported as

double their previous salary.^ They
at the Palace in New York on

open
Aug.

6.

Standard

VAUDE VI LLE
for

Motiou Picture PretientalioD

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
BROADWAi,

INEA

YORK CITY

r—

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

in musical comedy, drama,
and kindred fields, standard
acts and headliners with new material, as well as entirely newcomers.

players

change of Newark,

York
will

office

book

houses.

will
later in the

vaude

and

open a
month.

Attractions

New
He

presentation

for

Picture Theatres

Standard

Office

A. Spencer Burrows, formerly with
Arthur A. Lyons Vaudeville Ex32''St,Nc«york.N.y

& Schenck

K-A-O

include

opera

Burrows Opens

110 West
IL

Van & Schenck with K-A-O
\'an

be
all

K-A-O and

ular

Altogether a light
conductor.
pleasing summer bill that got

LackawaDDa 7876

Proctor houses in
Greater New York. Particular preference will be given to newcomers
who have never worked on the regthe

The
came

eflfects.

costumes

the stairway to the accomThe overpaniment of "Cheerio."
ture was the "Coronation March,"
led by Don Albert, the new asso-

1531

The week of Aug. 20 will
known as "New Face" week at

SALE!

gorgeous

over nicelv.

Fred La Reine's attraction "A
Night at Coney Island" has finished
a season of nine months on the Loew
time ,and will reopen Sept. 3 at Norfolk

lighting

nifty
in

down

and

Fred Stone Breaks Both Legs
London, Conn. Fred Stone,
Marathoners Play Poll's
veteran screen and stage star, fracThe office of Claude Bostock has
tured both legs and suffered scalp booked the survivors of the recent
wounds and abrasions, when the air- Madison Square Garden dance maraplane in which he was making a solo thon over the Poli circuit.
They

New

some
girls

ciate

lot.

which has proved so successful.

1540 BROADWAY
3EW BUILDING
TIMES SQUARE. NEW YORK
PENN AVENUfil
DEW BUILDING
PITTSBURGH

ATMOSPHERE AT CAPfTOL

ture
the

conduct of your theater.

Icels

GREENWICH VILLAGE

suc-

cess.

way

a

harrower;

TALENT CLICKS

;TTING
is

11

Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City

Phone Petm. 3580

J

THE

e^aH

Newspaper Opinions

Admit 500 To France
in First Quota Period

"Loves of An Actress"
Paramount
The Paramount, New York

(Continued from Page 1)
ncction with the quota will also apply
during that period.
To be a French picture and therefore classilied in the first category, a

must conform

film

These arc straight newspaper opinions, comment on the sound effects
and synchronized music score appearing on page 9.

A.MF.RlrAN—-

•

•

Pola h.is a few fine
moments in the picture, hut for the most
part she is maudlin. • • •

DAILY XEW.S— •

•

The

•

principal fault

with this current production lies in had
editing.
It
is
rather choppy, and at times
•
it draes
fearfully. •
* • Pola literEVEXINT,
ally eats up the p.irt; like "Camille," it's
a role that allows the performer to he the
centre of attraction and to act all over the
place. • • •
• * Pola Negri attempts this week to put over a fiery role
which five or «ix years ago would have been
pie for her, but she is quite tame and un-

JOURNAL—*

EVENING WORLD—'

convincing

in

chanical

•

today.

it

GRAPHIC— •

suffers from its meaccompaniment, and would

musical

POST—*
•

•

SUN—*

'

pit orchestra.

*

'

There are flashes of good
Miss Negri, and Mr. Asher.

•

from

acting

*

•

•

*

have been belter with the
•

*

•

*

As

luck would have it,
the film is only so-so, but that describes
ninety-nine out of a hundred present-dav
cinemas, so there is no use in kicking. * • •
*
•
However, to give
madame her due. Dr. Vajda, the Austrian
plot confector, has cooked up a pretty feeble
storv for her. • • •
ill

TELEGRAM—*

TIMES—*

*

Unfortunately,

*

however,

"Loves of an Actress," despite the enchant
ment of the plural, can I)e called only another
motion picture. • • •
* * * It did seem to me that
the entire play might very well have been
run off while the leading woman reclined
on a divan, so recurrent and so often did this
particular property come into use. • • *

to

the following

rules:
DiAuthor of the story must be French.
rector and scenarist must be Frenchmen, as
operand
also must be assistants, cameramen,
ators.
Interiors must have been taken in
France, and French materials used for the
Seventy-five

scenery.

per

cent,

of

the

ar-

must be Frenchmen.
For pictures of the second category, the
above rules are modified, and only 50 per
cent, of the personnel above enumerated are
tists

required to be French.

Kvery French picture of the first
and second category will he licensed
for exploitation in France and the
Colonies.
Every producer of a first
category picture will receive licenses
to exploit seven foreign pictures in
France. Every company selling their
for showing in a foreign
country will receive two more licen-

pictures
ses.

One

reel foreign shorts will be
admitted free. Foreign features will
need licenses fcefore they may be
screened in France and films regarded as against the interests of France
will not be admitted.

Says Confidence Is
Industry's Big Need
(Continued from Page

WORLD—

1)

everything will come out right in
the long run," Joseph P. Kennedy
declared in an interview obtained

Edwin Schallert and printed
"The Times." This margin, he

here by
in

"White Shadows

in the

South Seas"

M-G-M
New York

Astor,

These are straight newspaper opinions, comment on the sound effects
and synchronized music score appearing on page 9.

AMERICAN—
that

lieautiful

would make
«

•

•

•

breath takinglv
quality alone
the price of admssion.

worth

it

is

so

EVENING JOURNAL— •

*

•

The

pho-

tography IS stnkinijly
can hardly do justice
islands

filmed

lovely.
Superlatives
to the shots of the
actual locations. * • •

in

EVENING WORLD—*

•

*

The

result

is

photographic composition the like of which
has not been brought to the screen in months.
•

•.

•

GRAPHIC—*

* * It carries authentic atof the
South Sea Islands and
holds fascinating bits depicting deep-sea diving and showing native life. • • •

mosphere

HERALD TRIBUNE.— *

*

•

story is
simple enough and certainly without too much
sensations, but it is serviceable in supplying
the framework for the .iilmiralile scenes oC
native life that arc the chief feature of the
picture. • • •

POST —
worth four months
any moving picture company's time.
—
There
SUN
drama here, epic
drama as well as personal, and
reveals
often —despite the ravagings
Holly*

•

*

w.\s

it

•

*

*

*

•

•

is

it

itself

woorl.

of

*

*

•

TELEGRAM—*

*

Merely a rehash

*

of

.South .Sea pictures ever made^and
Lovely cloud shots th.-it
that is entirely all.
busy
Hollywood director and cameraany
man could achieve, silly n.itive girls in what
altogether the censors can allow. * •*
all

the

TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

There

beauty of
photography, unusualness of cast, intensity
of story and valuable instruction all blended
Those who like the out of the
into this.
ordinary in motion pictures will find much
to revel in. • • •

Tl.MES— *

*

•

It

is

is

different

is

good,

show

—

comment;

idle bit of

tains

out

needs

is

of
the

from the

too
molehills.

many making mounWhat the business

get-together

spirit

from top

to

bottom.

were

serious

enough

without
additional complications but they are
complicated a hundred fold by the advent of

any
the

sound

These

throw the whole
of chaos.
"Why
pro<luction of talking films in
most .studios hasn't even started, and we are
making plans for them as if they were, and
could be shown over an unlimited territory.
Those companies that have the jump on the
gun arc making a great success in the the
atcrs in which they can exhibit, but how
many of these theaters are equipped for this
scrt of exhibition?
"The reports .about installations all seem
rather exaggerated.
When I left New 'Vork
only 350 theaters were equipped.
Possibly
there are 375 today.
The prediction is made
that there will be 1000 by the first of the
year, but I doubt it.
Installations are going
ahi-ai at the rate of 125 a month, but I
think that if you figure half that number
you will be closer to it."
thing

films.

into

a
the

new form

Week's Headlines

But there are many lapses. * • •
WORLD • • • There are some remark-

—

ordinary movie, of course, in that it takes able underthe-seas
shots of pearl divers at
an unusual story, gives it an unusual set- work tattling such things as giant clams
tin:; and treats it with abovetheuvcragc pho- and octupi. • • •

1928

Theatrical Enterprises, has succeeded
Charles E. Maxfield as manager
ol
the Palace.

Monday
legitimate producers planning to film
Vocafilm
by
synchronized
stage
plays

Eight

method.

No

action

by Oklahoma
buying combine;

exhiliitors

taken

proposed
dropped.

i)lan

on

EGGERS

believed

Sound picture hysteria holding up film buying
in Milwaukee and Seattle territories.
Technicalities ruled out in Washington arbitration

cases

bicycling

award.

Paramount
six

first

as

exchanges

estimated

net

win

$3,870,000

at

INCORPORATED

$4,500
for

months of year.

Tuesday

f

Photo
Engraving

Richard A. Rowland to retire from First National
on expiration of contract within
few days.
Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapolis, Oklahoma
City and Memphis territories holding up
of buying due to sound picture situation.
Hands off policy on sound picttires to be
adopted by International Alliance of TheEmployes and M. P. Maitrical Stage
chine Operators, letting locals solve individual problems; American Federation of
Musicians completing survey on public reaction to sound films.
World film output to be 1,350 pictures, German survey shows.
Eastman Kodak places Kodacolor, new amateur color process, on market; process not
ready for professional use.

Specialists
to the

Motion Picture
Industry

Wednesday
Phyllis Haver, George Duryea, Eddie Quillan and probably Rod La Rocque to go
with Cecil B. De Mille to M-G-M.
Action, color and sound forecast by Kodacolor, Maj. Gen. James G. Harbord, head
of RCA, declares.
Marks Bros, and B. & K. both contract foi
Fox pictures in Chicago.

DAY AND NIGHT

Thursday
between International Alliance of
Theater Stage Employes and M. P. Machine Operators and electrical workers of
Building Trades Union over jurisdiction
slowing up sound equipment installations;
Electrical Research Products far behind on

.Sijuabble

orders.

pictures
sound
to
distribute
Educational
planned by Broadway stage producers.
Kodacolor
Eastman Kod.ak hopes to develop

250

for professional use.

West
NEW

54th Street
rORK

Telephone: Columbus 414 1-2-

Federal Trade Commission appeals to U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in New York for
order to enforce its cease and desist edict
against Paramount.

Joseph P. Kennedy silent on successor to
Richard A. Rowland.
Carl Laemmle warns studio force against
sound film hysteria.
New television process invented in Germany,
Paul Bern new head of Pathe production.
West Coast Theaters asks dismissal of FedCommission's charges of reeral Trade
straint

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

trade,

of

1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

Saturday
No

general anti-block booking drive planned
by Federal Trade Comimssion pending out-

come

of

Paramount

case.

absurd, vicious and unsound, C.
C. Pettijohn states.
Confidence needed in industry, J. P. Ken-

Chase

bill

nedy

Co-operating

Sound equipment

installation
of Building

row with elecTrades Union

workers
by International Alliance of The
atrical Stage Employes and
M. P. Machine
Operators which says jurisdiction
over maintenance unquestionably belongs

trical

denied

to

•with

42 Govern-

ments and loaning films
and speakers throughout

says.

free

the

world for the purpose of public
instruction.

it.

Schools, Churches
using

Morion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

THE EDVCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FIL MS
Complete reference booklet,

tography.

5,

Levinson Take Over Norwich House
Norwich, Conn.— M. J. Levinson
treasurer of the Levinson & Eldridge

Friday

"Dissatisfaction
permeates this business,
it
is
the most harmful thing in its
effect," he said.
"The stars don't feel that
they get the right kind of stories; the producer thinks that all the other people are
getting the money and that he isn't getting
anything; the distributor feels that he is
not receiving the right kind of pictures to
sell
from the producer, and that he is not
getting the money that he should from the
cxhiliitor; the exhibitor doesn't feel that he
receives the right treatment either in picture."
or in prices; legislators arc introducing bills that are aimed at pictures, and foreign countries are throwing up barriers to
American film importations.
"Fundamentally, it is a psychological conditioTi
too many grum!)lers, too many growlers,
too
many people listening to every

"Conditions

The

of

not sufficient to the
and some organization can't
that, he declared.
said,

and

travelogue

its

•

•

Sunday, August

DAILY

12

at

'

'

{Fifth Edition)

listing nearly 3,000

educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111

Recognizing the
in

method come

fact that

changes

in the

splendid

advancement of the motion picture
industry, the

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany continues

its

march and maintains

own
its

forward

supremacy

in presenting to the trade

Eastman Panchromatic
evative

Type 2

— a perfected^ proven product
for

the

cinematographer

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Have You Heard
the Ne'ws?
What News?

FOX
MOVIETONEWS
''It

Speaks for

Itself !''

Speaks with a Sidelity and realism that no
one but

FOX thought

possible.

Speaks of i¥orld figures brought across half the
ivorld to address your audiences — Mussolini,
Marshal Foch, the King of England, the Prince
of Wales, Lindbergh, Michael Hainisch, President
of Austria

and a score

of others !

^

Speaks of the increasing importance Qf newsreels on your program with world figures as
box-office attractions.

OUrst and Foremost
^

in

Sound on Film

Commission

Move Against

Para, a Test Case

BLITHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

Uemfspmu
Ji/'FILMDOH
XLV

VlL.

^

Monday, August

No. 31

Time

''Lilac
LEASANT

V

1

V

1

the

for

Showmen
most romantic.
want to know if "Lilac Time"
make money. It will. As a

^-office

number

it

will slide

over

f plate without a bit of trouble.
a piece of commercial property
worth going

,

i

Price

1928

6,

FATE OF BLOCK BOOKING IN
INDUSTRY HINGES ON OUTCOME
Sound Beginning to
Assert Itself in England Now

Vogue

for.

for

—

More Sound

I

—

By

gets sort of sticky with sentimenbefore the end. The story, to
with,
was woefully thin.
Uin
(orge Fitzmaurice, who directed,
list have realized it before he had
t

tity

the situation frohi the producangle, discovers three separate
systems are available for studios.
Accepting as fact that J. D. WilMaxwell and E. W.
liams, John

Yet he permitfar.
excessive footage to burden down

pceeded very

major sequences when more
Colleen
would have helped.
nore, in the lighter moments, does
iry well.
She has a perkness and
In the more
(teness which click.
lamatic moments, the eiifort was

Hammons

appeared to us she
trountered several snags which left
Ir slightly
Perhaps it
floundering.
IS
the familiarity and artificial delopment of the story that made it
;m so. The air stuff, however, rs
Carries a dramatic kick
mense.
at is unmistakable.

Should Be

^

It

That

Coast

dinner

to

Laemmle.

jreign
newspaper correspondents
Many bouquets graciously
esent.
ssed
in
Uncle Carl's direction,
irticularly so for the entente corIt's
he has developed abroad.
Laemmle has done
uch in that direction. Actually, not
ile

tirely correct.

talk.

Laemmle described Hollywood
e

most international

We

spot

in
be,

as
tl

(Co^itinued

agree

it

should

Entertainment for the
>rld emanates from it, yet far too
^ny important cogs in its mainery build exclusive walls around
emselves and conjure in their own
inds what the world around them
ovincial.

doing.

How

sad!

KANN

disc system,
States.

in

the

United

on

Page

TALKERS

week

London

— Talking

novelty, and
will not last

a

pictures

are

SOUND HUST NOT LOWER

a

badly-done one and

more than four or five
months, Joseph M. Schenck, United
Artists president, is quoted as saying
here.
"We are not going to make talking pictures," he said. "We have not
shown any talking pictures, and I am

not going to show any until I am
convinced that the public want them.
"I do not believe that the present
talking picture craze is more than
It is
public curiosity in a novelty.
a novelty and it is a badly-done one.
(^Continued on Page 5)

QUALITY, HOFFMAN
West

SITUATIONJ[CLEVELAND

—

Cleveland A partial solution to the
Cleveland
overseating problem in
be reached in the next few
will
weeks when the Stillman theater, a
house, closes permanently preparatory to demolition by the Statler
This will take place
hotel interests.
"Glorious
at the close of the run of
Time."
"Lilac
and
Betsy"
Long runs at that time will be
(Continued en Page 5)

Loew

Bureau,

Los Angeles

WARNS

is to serve as a
the commission's power to
eliminate trade practices which it

of

&

R.

— Sound

alone will not

CONTINUES ITS

EXPANSION

considers unfair. The commission- fof—
some time has planned action against
every distributor employing the block
booking method of sales, but whether such steps will be undertaken de-

entirely,
THE FILM DAILY pends
disposition the

build up or hold a theater's business,
although there isn't any doubt that
sound pictures are coming along and
will give an additional impetus to the
business. M. H. Hoffman, vice president and general manager of TiffanyStahl, declares in warning producers
thev must not forget the 18,000 or
19,000 theaters not wired for sound
which need good pictures. Tiffany(Continved on Page 5)

F.

STILLMANiALnO EASE

Coast

in

Paramount case

the

mCR SAYS

IIVED,

to comply with the edict
July. 1927. was filed last
in the U. S. Circuit Court of

Paramount
issued

Appeals in N'ew York.
Because of the commission's determination to outlaw block booking,

5)

TOTSHORT-

THE FILM DAILY

— Whether block book-

ing is to continue in the industry,
or branded an unfair trade practice
and eliminated, depends upon out?
come of the Federal Trade Commission's action to enforce its cease and
desist order against Paramount. The
action for a court order requiring

test

e

but
declare it is not. Hollywood often
ins backward in its attempt to be
>rld.

Concordia

have jointly secured BritRCA Photophone. The

^sp

It

The

ish rights to

!iny

Is effective.

—

Sound Film Corp. has been organized by Louis Blattner to
market sound pictures, via the

tion

Observations

"The Daily Film Renter"

London

ing

ds to big grosses.

ERNEST W. FREDMAN

Editor

I

tl

dict, Is Belief

Washington

The picture is fashioned in the
London England is beginning to
sound. Gainsborough, one of the
go
Usual love stuff, usulal mold.
most active producing units in the
romance, usual comedy the country, will use sound efifects for
"The Wrecker" and "Balaclava" via
-inula hasn't varied a bit from
the British Acoustic system.
The "Daily Film Renter," surveyt^ straight and narrow path that
1

Case Will Go to Supreme
Court for Final VerWashington Bureau of

,n

Cents

5

9 f

entertainment,

sugared plentifully

?

IN

NORTHWEST

it

is

believed,

on what

court makes of its petition for an order to enforce its block
booking ban. Whatever the outcome
in the Court of Appeals, it is believed that the case will be carried to
the Supreme Court.

WIS.

LABORMATION

OPPOSESJOUND nLMS
Wis.— Because, it is
Kenosha,
claimed, sound pictures threaten to
throw out of work many musicians
of the state, the Wisconsin FederaLabor opposes them.
sound
termed
federation
"canned music machines" and
tion

The

of

films,
is

go-

ing on record against them.

Aberdeen, S. D.— Continuing the
expansion program decided upon

when the deal for sale of the circuit
to Fox collapsed, Northwest Theater

has

(Finkclstein & Ruben)
here,
competition
eliminated

Circuit

half

inter-

through acquisition of a
This
est in Aberdeen Theater Co.
F. &
is a new firm formed to operate
R.'s Orpheum, and the Capitol, Lyric and State, operated by Walker

Amusement

Co.

Southern California Chain
Planned by Alperstein
West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— With

the

Melrose

circuit,
here as the first house of the
theaCalifornia
southern
of
chain
a
Emil Alperstein
is planned bv

ters
of

A 2,000-seat downYork.
office build12-story
a
in
house
town
projects.
proposed
the
ing is one of

New

. .

?

THE
Monday, August

DAILV
L. A. Shrine Auditorium
to Run Double Features
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles With theater busi-

nc;

itrlCWSMPU

.yFUXDOM

AllTHI riMf

I

—

Moilq.

XLV Hi. 31

fil.

iti|.

S,

1121

Prici 5

CnU

Los Angeles nothing to get

ness in
excited about, the local situation

\yill

become more aggravated beginning
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the Shrine Auditorium,

seating 6.050, opens under a double
feature policy.

It

a

when

.\ug. 10

of

Waterloo

— Karl

Grune, directing for
Emclka, will next make a version of
the battle of Waterloo.
Berlin

His

Zelnik on

—

Own

Friedrich Zelnik has reBerlin
signed as production manager for
Defu, First National's German producing unit to enter business for
himself as Efzct Films, Ltd. Product
will be handled by Defina, First National's distributing organization in
Lya Mara will be the
Germany.
star.

West

Shadows

High Low
Seat.
.100
6s 36..
98
.

.

&

Kodak

.

23^

-

23^

?fd.

(b)
(s)
(s)

Loew's, Inc.
do pfd

.

.

•

.

..

100
300

3^

81>^
28-4

.

80^
27%

.

Stern Bros. Comedies Now
Available for Bookings
Line-up of 27 two-reel Stern Bros,
comedies on next season's program,
now in Universal exchanges, are
available immediately for emergency
bookings, Abe Stern announces.
Louisville

92
5'i'A

92
5374

81

1,500

7-/2

18%

92

i

53%

300

Columbia

Photophone
Cleveland

RCA

Ex-

Midwest

8

fecting.

1

Is

7 '4

7 'A

18%

18%

lOo
100

changes is the name of the branch
which starts activity handling the
1928-29 product.

screen the

Sail

in

— Keith's

Cleveland
Palace will

in

Photophone.

many

.

.

.

•

—

.

1

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curti Market.
(5) Stock Exchange.
*

(h)

Over

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listciJ in Chicago;

a deal closed with Louis Weiss
is on a sales trip to key cities.

arrive in New
today en route to Europe for

Buffalo Reopening Aug. 14

now

they

sail

Aug.

York
which

18.

—

Aug. 14 is date set
Buffalo, N. V.
Fitzer for reopening of
the Century, formerly Loew's, first

by Joseph

run house.

WANTED
Unusual
shots—scenics—noveltieo
—
—
— sports—current events

o

ivhich can now^ be purchased from the Electrical Research Products, Inc. This screen,
Mrhile permitting complete passage of sound
from the rear, still retains all light projected
from the front.^

C

c
c

film

oddities

Waterloo, House Changes Hands
Waterloo, N. Y.— B. B. Gutstadt
of Syracuse, has purchased the Star

a

Dolores Del Rio Arriving
Dolores Del Rio, her mother, and

Edwin Carewe

Skouras, St. Louis.

^

Fox Movietone and

.

.

same as

No. A special screen
has been developed by

.

.

a Movietone

a regular film screen

.

here.

T-S Executives

L. A. Young, Tiffany-Stahl pres
dent, and Grant L. Cook, secretar
treasurer, left Saturday for Euroj
for conferences with company re]
resentatives in England and on tl
Continent.

MtYIEimVE

—

NOTE:

—

CI

—

St.

..
so'A
Para. F-L ... .UY'A 133
133
2,600
Badgley, Back at Ottawa
(b)
do 6s 47.. 99-4 99 '4 99J4
3
•(b) Par.By.5"/.s51 ....
10154
Ottawa Frank Badgley, director
(s) Pathe
600
4^ 4-4 45i
of the M. P. Bureau of the Canadian
(s)
do "A" ...
187^
187^
30n
i&n
has concluded a six
(b)
do 7s37 ...
70
70
70
4 government,
(o) Roxy "A" ..
27
30
weeks' tour of the Pacific Coast and
(o)
do units
30
32
....
the western provinces during which
(o)
com.
6
do
5
he directed the shooting of
(o) .Skouras Bros.
40!^ 43
(s) Stanley Co.
100 thousands of feet of scenic film. This
38 >4
38/2
38!^
5
(<i) Technicolor
..
7
'4
material will be incorporated into
•(c) Trans-Lux
354
coming releases of "Seeing Canada,"
(o) United Art.
12
15
(o)
do pfd.
78
84
....
the offi,cial government issue.
2
....
(o) Univ. Ch. com
77
(o)
do pfd
88
Artdass Set in Far Northwest
•(c) Univ. Pict.
U'A
•(s)
....
do pfd
97
....
Seattle
Greater Features, headed
(c) Warner Bros.
59'.<
5 8 '4
58% 22,700 by Jack Lannon, has acquired dis65
(s)
0,200
do "A"
65M 64^
tribution of the 1928-29 Weiss Bros.
134 J4
....
•(c-b) do 6J^s 28.
Artclass product in this territory in
.

Ministers Oppose Sunday Shows
Columbia, Mo.
Ministers he
have banded together to fight again
the proposal for opening the pictuii
theaters on Sundays.
Merchants a:|
losing much trade because Colur?
bians motor to JefTerson City ai
other neighboring towns which hai
Sunday shows.
Columbia will vo
on the question soon.

girls

(s)

.

of which is "Manhattan Knightsi
which will be released Aug. 15.

stall

08 /2
00/8
25/2

pfd..

(:ap..
Cir.
..

Artists.

Opens St. Louis Branch
Louis Cecil E. Maberry, Columbia sales manager, has opened an
exchange here as part of the national exchange system he is perColumbia

6O0

27 Ji

14%

do
108f^
do 6s41x-war. 100'^ .00'4

and installation of

pi
firi,

the local houses.

....

101!4

Orph.
•(s)
do pfd.

(o)

House Reopens
Fox has reopened

—The

I

104

9

deb. rts..
6s 41ww. l08"/2

P.

.

128

Intern. Proj.
Keith's 6s 46 ..

M.

•

23^8

....

.

Fox Fm. "A"
Fox Thea. "A

(s)
(s)

former

in

be
released next season
Excellent
Pictures,
according
schedule outlined. There are 30
tures on the 1928-29 program,

have been delegated by the Jefferson Amusement Co., to make a
house-to-house survey of patrons'
The girls also acquaint
preferences.
people visited with the problems of

12H

.182« 182>4 182J4

(s)
(c)

M-GM

—

30
2

7A'/2

•(c)

•(s)

South Seas." George

Three pictures every two mont,
will

—

Surveying Public Tastes
Beaumont, Tex. Thirty-six

Sales

100
98

Katz

•(s) do Pfd
'(c) Film Insp.
•(s) First Nat.

•(c) do

Close

100
98

.

.

Con. Fm. Ind
do pfd
East.

(b)
(b)

of the

after redecorating

(s) Am.
(c-b) do
*
Bal.

THE FILM DAILY

vaudeville psychic,
the audience having the
audience ask questions, which were
answered from the screen by Georgia
Templeton, billed as "the girl with
A pianist and
the X-ray mind."
violinist on the screen played selections requested by the audience.

Lovett.

worked

lied

(s)
(s)

—

Marveltone, "the
thinking film," was introduced at
Grauman's Chinese with "White

—

•(c)

Bureau,

Coast

Los Angeles

Remaking "The Manxman"
new equipment.
London Alfred Hitchcock is to
Quota Film for U. A.
make "The Manxman," from the
London
"S.O.S."
will
probe
picture
The
Caine.
Hall
novel by
duced here as a quota film for Alhas been made before in America.

Financial

19

Marveltone Introduced on 3 Films Every 2 Months
From Excellent Picture
Coasti by Sid Grauman

Louisville

225.

6,

anything unusual with audience value.
Submit descriptive list and footage to

Box No. M-300
c-o

Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

^•X

Jirst andjoremosl

Sound onjilm

c

}

ARAMOUNT NEWS
scores again

with greatest

human
in years

First

story
?

and

rAlAMOUffT NEirS

ex-

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Lieutenant Einer Lundborg, Swedish
flier and General Umberto Nobile on
deck of Citta di Milano base ship of

clusive pictures

Italian expedition.

;^ORLD-FAMED K:RASSIIS

"Captain Filippo

Heroic rescue ship back

from

arctic wastes

with

13 survivors of Nobile's
ill-fated

stranded

Italia crew;
fliers

and

of rescue

expedition.

part of issue No. 3
Zappi, survivor of

now

amous walking party on which Dr.
Finn Malmgren died.

at

no extra

cost.

.

P/^ILY

Monday, August

6,

1

928

for Sound
Columbia Prepares
—
Minimum

of

Employ Sound Greta Garbo, John Gilbert and Clarence Brown
M-G-M -Studio Chatter and Personals in "A Little from Lots" by Ralph Wilk

Ten

Reunited for

of 36 Pictures to

SOUHD-ON-FILN AND DISC

A

Ldttle

METtfOD FOR fHtN SEEN
a minimum of ten sound piclures called for out of the 36 pictures scheduled for 1928-29, Harry
Cohn, Columbia production head, is
whipping into shape plans for synchronization of the first sound pictures on the new program. While no
contracts for a recording system

from ''Lots''

By

RALPH

Hollywood

With

good friend,
OUR
busy writing the

Pete Milne, is
adaptation and
continuity for "The Voice in the
Storm," which will be made by

FBO.
*

*

"Flesh and Devil" Trio
Join to Make New Fil^
of

Affairs,"

Gilbert and Greta

WI1.K

offers to act as a production advisor

on sound and voice pictures.
*

*

*

Kolker is ideally suited for the new
field, combining stage and screen directorial experience.
Before entering pictures, he

*

Production has started on

man

was

a

Broadway

star,

director and producer

"A W"

co-starring

Garbo

for

Ju

M-G-.

Clarence Brown, who directed tlit
in
"The Flesh and the Devil,"
handling the megaphone.
"Titanic" Production Postponed
has abandoned
mediate plans for producing Wils>j;
Mizner's original, "Titantic," whii
Lewis Milestone was slated to

!'

Howard Hughes

ii

appeared in
New Yorkers are supposed to he "The Great Name,"and"The
Greyhave been signed by Columbia, an- late-risers, but we know four
for- hound," "The
Instead, it is understood Milji
Silent Witness" and rect.
nouncement of the process to be mer Gotham buys who are earlyother plays.
He
also produced his stone is looking around for a sto
used is to be made at an early date. risers.
They are Eddie Croyijager, own plays m Australia.
to co-feature Ray Griffith and Lot
It is considered likely that both the
Freddie Fleck, Ted Pahle and Ralph
*
*
*
VVolheim as a comedy duo. Miznei
method
will
disc and sound-on-film
Dietrich.
Six A. M. finds them
story will follow the comedy produ
Dwindle Benthall and Rube employed.
playing tennis at Griffith Park.
tion and will be produced on a $:
fus McCosh are a busy titleFreddie only recently started ten000,000 scale, under Milestone's (\
writing
team.
They
have
Cast in Garbo Film
nis,
consecutive
because for 51
rection.
just completed work on their
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has been mornings he rose at 4 o'clock to
forty-second picture, "In the
assigned a role in "A Woman of work on aviation scenes for "Hell's
Casting "Riley, the Cop"
Night Watch," which Alexan.AfiFairs," Greta Garbo's next starring
Angels."
(

vehicle for

M-G-M.

Clarence

Brown

*

will direct.

Jack

"U" Signs Mary Alden
Mary Alden has been added
cs.st

of

*

de Korda directed for First
National.

*

agent par

Hill, pi-ess

excellence for Tom, Mix, has
joined the movie circle at the
to the

Hollyivood Plaza hotel. Members of the circle include Al
Martin,
Joseph
Swickard,
Abraham Schonner, Sigmund
Moos, Billy West, H. Dant-

Wesley Ruggles' production

temporarilv
titled
Universal,
for
"Salvage." Mary Philbin, Otis Harlan, Edmund Breese, Francis Mac-

Donald and Fred MacKaye head the

ziger

and

cast.

others.

*

*

*

+

*

*

Cast to date of "Riley the CopP
starring Farrell MacDonald, includj
Louise Fazenda, Nancy Drexel, Dav

"Monte Brice Day" Rollins, Tom Wilson, Harry Schult!
at the Hollywood Horseshoe club. Dell Henderson, Russell Powell, Mi'
Monte presented a silver cup to the dred Boyd and Ferdinand Schuman;)
horseshoe pitchers and made a neat Heink. Jack Ford is directing.
July 28 was

presentation speech.
In accepting
the cup, officials of the club told of
Monte's generosity and of his international reputation as a screen writer
and director. Monte is an enthusiastic member of the horseshoe organization.

Credit Eddie Montagne with deConquest" Del Ruth's Next
claring that sound films are having
'Conquest," based on the novel
*
*
*
"The Candle in the Wind," by Mary an effective, far reaching effect,
Joe Nadel, u'ho serves in various
causing
his telephone girl to say
Imlay Taylor is Roy Del Ruth's
"number please," in a sweeter voice. production capacities, has been busy
next directorial assignment for War*
*
at Columbia and FBO. Before comner Bros. The cast to date includes
Indications
are
that
Henry
Kolker ing to the Coast, he was with ParaMonte Blue, Lois Wilson, H. B.
mount and First Natioiml and DisWarner, Edmund Breese, Tully Mar- will be a prominent figure in the
"talkies." He is now considering two tinctive Pictures.
and Holmes Herbert.

Added

Two Players
Two players,

Changing Names

one a star, has petitioned for a legal change of their
Dolores Asunsolo Martinez
names.
Del Rio wants to adopt her screen
name, Dolores Del Rio, and Isabelle
Steiffel, Universal player, would be
known as Betsy Lee.

New

Philbin Title

"Port of Dreams" has been selected by Universal as the title of
the latest Mary Philbin picture, made
under the working titles of "Sal-

"Forbidden Love."
It
was directed by Wesley Ruggles
from an original by John Clymer.

Swain Cast in "U" Film
Mack Swain has been added
cast of "The Cohens and Kellys
Atlantic

Cox,

City."

to
in

Director
assist-

ing on several big productions at
Universal, has been assigned to direct "Just in Time," a short western
starring Edmund Cobb. Regina Doyle
has the feminine lead.

illness

in

Henry Pollard.
The new players
are Stepin Fetchit, Richard Coleman,
Scotty Mattraw and Joe Mills. Laura
La Plante and Joseph Schildkraut
appear in the leads.

Clayton Signs Christie Contract
Eddie Clayton has been engaged
by Al Christie for the new series of
pictures "Confessions of a Chorus
Girl" for

Added

to Cast of

Fritz Feld has been signed for a
role in "Fog," Charles F. Klein's

new

prduction
contract.

Fox under his
Lois
Moran and

for

George O'Brien play

leads.

Sound Film Finished
Lord has completed the
adaptation and continuity of "Hard
Robert

Boiled

which

Rose,"
F.

a

Vitaphcine

Harmon Weight

Paramount

release.

"Fog"

The Universal

recuperating from
York.

is

New "U"

Doran Cox, who has been

initial

unit
which will make the picture leaves
Universal City tomorrow for Atlantic
George Sidney, who has the
City.

New

direct.

and

vage"

lead,

More in "Show Boat" Cast
Four additional names have been
lead in "Gold Braid," Ramon Novar- added to the cast of "Show Boat,"
ro's new film, which George Hill will now being filmed under direction of
Page Opposite Novarro
Anita Page will have the feminine

special

will direct.

Brower Made Director
Otto Brower,

for several years an
assistant director on the Paramount

Hollywood, has been promoted
to full directorship and assigned to
direct "The Avalanche," Jack Holt's
next Zane Grey production.
lot in

McGuire

ai^

North

in Philbin

Film

i

Wilfred North has been signed fcl
a role in "Forbidden Love," sta:l
ring Mary Philbin.
Fred Mackay
Otis Harlan, Francis McDonald an
Edmund Breese are in the cast. "Foi,
bidden Love" is from a story by Joh
B. Clymer and is being directed b
Wesley Ruggles.

Preparing P. Kyne Story

John Francis Natteford is writin
the continuity on the Peter B. Kyni
story "The Man in Hobbles," whic
is to be produced by Tiffany-Stahl.
Virginia Pearson in "Patience"
jj

Virginia Pearson has been adde'
to the cast of the Tiffany-Stahl pro
duction
temporarily entitled "Pa,
tience" starring Belle Bennett ami
being directed by Wallace Worsleyj
The cast also includes John West,

wood, Marion Douglas, Anders Ran
dolf, John St. Polis, Roy Laidlaw.
Jack Singleton, Dick Belfield ami
Gene McFarlan.

Change

Bakewell in Fairbanks' Cast
William Bakewell has been cast for
a dual role in Douglas Fairbanks'
"The Man with the Iron Mask."

"U" Cast

Tom

Ella McKenzie are the latest additioi|
to the cast of "The Last Warning
mystery picture starring Laura I
Plante, and being directed by Pa
Leni.

Hf

shall

to

Charles French,

in "The Letter" Cast
change of plans on the part o|
Paramount gives Paul Lukas th<
role of the husband in "The Letter'!
m place of Clive Brook.
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Sound Vogue

On Broadway

Now

Beginning in England
(Continued from Page

paper

— "White Sliadows
jadway — "The Michigan

the

in

:or

South Seas"

Kid"
— "A Woman of Paris"
^ligari"
——
^"The Mysterious Lady"
terion
— "Wings"
ibassy
—"Tempest"
—"BerHn"
"Shackleton"
Ave.
—
the Arctic"
"Lost
ety
— "The
Red Dance"
—
jpodrome "Powder My Back"
meo

and

"Dr.

in

ibe

Yooic—.Monday, "Steamboat
Tuesday, "Obey Your Hus"The Vanishing Pioneer"
and
Vednesday,
"Say
With
Sables"
It
i'hursday, "United States Smith"
Friday,
'Ladies of the Night Club" and "Cowloy Kid"
Saturday, "The Big Killing"
Sunday, "The Hawk's Nest"
rk Strand
"Glorious Betsy"
amount "Forgotten Faces"
dto
"Loves of an Actress"
'oli
^"The Perfect Crime"
VI "Street Angel"
ijners
^"Lion and the Mouse"
)oklyn Strand
"Glorious Betsy"
Now'
;

land"

;

;

—

— —
——
—

—

/arns

{Continued jrom Page 1)
plans to synchronize its pices, but does not intend to let the
jnd hysteria warp its viewpoint

ihl

quality,

he says.

'Sound must be added to excelpictures," says Hoffman, "but
we neglect quality in our enthusi11 over sound,
the public will ade us to shut up sound and give
;ni back their money."
'Railroads are adding more trains and
Iring better time.
They are even arrangpart air service and planning new scenic
t

And

while thousands of travelers are
ronizing the airplanes, there are millions
prefer the railroad.
Realizing this, the
iroads are keeping pace with the air ser>,
not ripping up their tracks just bese thousands are shouting about the novof riding 'over' cities."
For at least two more years," he coniied,
"there will be many thousands of
aters which will either prefer the sllem
ma or will not be equipped to use pices that are only suitable for sound equipiS.

)

;;

it."

^itcase Televisor
for Public in
ondon
.ich

— Quantity
on the

Made

be sold at the radio ex-

will

which opens

September,
is of suitcase size two feet square
1 IJ^ feet deep with a glass screen
ht inches wide for receiving the
tures.
The hook-up is similar to
ijtion

tt
(1

of a radio set,

in

and the machine

"catch" radio programs as well
pictures, it is claimed.
It is to

ail

for

invention.

The

system

disc

Certainly,

Columbia

have sound

will

pictures

of the

running insofar as England

We're

closing

now with one of

the tried

and tested reproducing systems — but

is

concerned.
However, J. E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research
Products ,is here in that regard.
British Instructional Films intends
using British Phototone. De Forest
has been making short subjects for
some time.
Meistertone has been
heard in public demonstration only.

What's

all

the panic about?

Columbia has been making ^^sound"
pictures for

many, many years.

We're going to continue making them.
Talkers to Be ShortLived, Schenck Says And they're going to keep right on talking your own lan(Continued from Page

guage

1)

prophesy they will not last more
than four or five months.
"I have heard Vitaphone features
I

and

I

find

mechanical.

them
For

artificial

and

too

topicals Movietone
which I like best and Vitaphone
are excellent.
But for full length
feature pictures it is unnatural and
robs the picture of sincerity by its
mechanical quality.
"The danger is that the public may
be poisoned by the 'talkies.'

—

think there is a great future.
"At the same time I do not think
that the big key theaters will ever
give up their orchestras and musicians need not fear mechanical music
in the way some people believe.
"Synchronized music will simply
kill the two-man 'dud' orchestra of
small houses.
"Short 'talkies' may take the place
of costly presentations, which are a
failure
in
ghastly and
expensive

even more emphatically

in the

future than in the past.

Columbia pictures are sound because
they are perfectly synchronized with

—sound

stories

— sound box-office stars
—sound

"We

have equipped sound-studios
for sound-films and synchronized music and sound effects for which I

at the box-office-

direction;

and they're made by a sound and seasoned producing
and knows
organization that understands your needs

—

how

to satisfy them.

Exhibitors

who play Columbia

pictures

year in and year out have come to look upon them as a
sound investment. They know that Columbia product
speaks the eloquent language of sweet golden profits.

America."

They also know that Columbia keeps
London Loew^s Grand, Atlanta,
production has
abreast of the times and will not be caught napping.
for 1st Runs in Sound
Baird televisor,

started

;_n

three

Sound Must

Not Lower Quality

picture

1)

as

represented by British Phototone
and sound on separate film by British Acoustic Films.
It
is
pointed out that Western
Electric methods are at present out

th

Jr."

this

Talking Pictures

is

ty-fifth

Jill,

system

one of
sound-on-film devices available, the other two being De Forest
and Meistertone.
The latter is a
lists

German

jitol

ew's

—

!

;;
;

around $125.
.

—

Atlanta
Western Electric sound
being
installed
at
equipment
is
Loew's Grand which goes sound

For the season 1928- 1929, Columbia
talking to the thinking theatre-owner

convincingly than

Stillman Sale to Ease

instead of begging for business, then you'll

If

loudly and

more

shortly.
The Loew deal for operation and a partial interest in the CapLfniversal's first run here, is
itol,
progressing. It is understood locally
the agreement is practically closed.

ever— with the PERFECT

is

36.

you're interested in building business
make Colum-

j

/orker Dies in Transformer Blast
[Providence, R. I.
William Sin,ir, 28, electrician, died from burns
eived when an explosion wrecked
ransformer vault at the new Loew
ater.
Max Hyman of New York,
iresentative of Loew's, Inc., was
Ught in the vault with Sinclair
'en 24 quarts of flaming oil covered
'ir clothing.
Three other men in|_ed by the blast are in serious con-

—

Situation in Cleveland bia pictures the backbone
(Continued on Page 5)
The
switched to the Allen.

Publix

units now playing the Allen will go
Announcement of the
to the State.
sales of the Stillman property will
be made soon.

World Rights
The fifth floor

don't forget-we'll have synchron-

ized pictures, and they'll be ready

when you want them

New

Quarters
in
of the Mills Build-

New York, has been taken over
by the World Wide Music Corp. to
Assisting Mel Shauer
house the library of world rights mu[Paris
Richard Blumenthal is here sic now being compiled under superassist Mel Shauer in the opera- vision of David H. Broekman, music
ing,

ion.

j

And

of your program.

—

;

ns of the

Paramount

theater.

editor.

President

Columbia Pictures

i
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SHOW

BRITISH EXPORTS

Fl

The Broadway Parade

DROP FIRST HAL FOF YEAR
IVashington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— British

imports

of
of

fihns during the first six months
1928 totaled 37.688.655 linear feet,
valued at $529,874, compared with
52.157.870 linear feet valued at $614,948 during the same period of 1927.
a decline of approximately 14,500,000
linear feet this year, according to a
report to the Department of Commerce today. However, it was stated,
this year's imports were 15.500,000
linear feet larger than in 1926.
Compared with the first half of
1927. British imports this year of
blank film decreased by 11.500,000
positives by 2,000.000
feet,
linear
linear feet and negatives by 1,000,000

but contrasted with 1926
linear
practically the only movement was
in blank films, which showed a rise
this vear of rather more than 15,000,000 linear feet. Imports of blank film
the first half of this year were 27,076.492 linear feet of positive film,
7.288.716 linear feet and of negative

Curtain Control Machine
for Sound Films Offered

—

Akron. O. Syncon-Trol has been
placed on the market by Vallen Electrical Co., and is designed especially
This
for use with sound pictures.
curtain control machine has a conThe lattrol and indicating circuit.
the operator of the posithe curtain at all times
through colored indicators in the
booth, enabling synchronization of
curtain, film and sound.
ter advises

tion

of

"Wings"

Paramount

"Tempest"
"The Lion and
the Mouse"
"The Red Dance"

United Artists.

"Lost

Manufacturing plans

of

Is

Claim

the

Voca-

Corp. of America call for turning out from 50 to 100 complete devices weekly. David R. Hochreich.
president, declared in confirming deal
of Lee and J. Schubert, A. H. Woods
and William A. Brady for control of
The legitimate prothe company.
ducers purchased stock of Harry Wilfilm

liams,

who

is

retiring

from the com-

pany.

Every theater which signs a Vocaequipment and productions can play the pictures by
making arrangements with the roadshow department. Houses which wish
bookings before being wired permanently, may secure a roadshow
booking, with roadshow apparatus
film contract for

brought

in

for the run.

in

the Arctic"

"White Shadows

.

.

.

.

Warners
Fox
Fox

Embassy

May

Warners

June 15
June 25

Globe
Gaiety

M-G-M

Time"

First

National.

.FBO
"The Perfect Crime"
"Loves of an Actress" Paramount
.

.

.

17,

.

.

1928

July 25

Astor
Central

July 31

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Rivoli

Rialto

— Gaumont

British

Cori

Canada, Ltd., with headquarterfcn
here has been incorporated as an all<i>
filiation with Gaumont Film Co. c
England.
The purposes of th
Canadian company include the pre
ducing, distributing and presentatioii
of pictures in
the Dominion,
^m
Canadian Federal charter has bee**''
obtained, enabling the new compan
to operate in

3

Provinces.

all

Arrangements have been made fotji/
the
early
release
of
Gaumont*"*
"Mademoiselle of Armentieres"
the Dominion through Regal Film;

6
6

ii

Toronto.

Foreclosure Causes
Plot in
St. Louis Music Fight
Dropping Credit

Police
St.

Deny

Louis

— Depositions

of

Police

Commissioner Frank Magoon and
former Commissioner Arthur P'reund
were taken before a special commissioner in the $40,000 damage suit
brought by Emil P. Bafunno, a union musician, against the Board of
Police Commissioners and the owners of the Senate for alleged unlawful arrest and prosecution.
Bafunno and eight others were arrested last May while distributing
circulars in front of the Senate calling the public's attention to the fact

Chicago

—

associated

is

witl

ti

Body

Creditors' committee
creditors of National TheCorp.,
(Cooney Bros.) has

named by
aters

Regal

Famous Players Canadian Corp., an.
the Gaumont feature is scheduled
play the Famous Players' houses

ceased to function and will be discontinued. This action is due to the
proceedings brought against the company by Guaranty Trust Co., of New
York, which resulted in appointment
of a receivership.
Chicago Title and
Trust Co., is receiver named by the
court.
Joe Leo of Fox is operating
the theaters for the receiver.
The

ii

Canada.

Jack Arthur, musical super

visor

Famous

of

Players,

has pre

pared the theme song.

Church Continues Films
Being Supplied by FB(

—

Pipestone, Minn. Despite the re
cent fire which destroyed severa
reels of film, the Presbyterian churc]
here is continuing its policy of pre
senting pictures.
Contracts havi
been closed for the new season';
product.
That company ha
been serving the church for si:
months, in spite of protests from L
V. Feldman, who operates the Or
pheum here. The church, he says
has no exits, fireproof film cases oi
any other safeguards.

suit
was foreclosure proceedings
brought to satisfy mortgage of $2,- FBO
mechanithat the theater was using
500,000.
cal music instead of an orchestra
composed of union musicians. Bafunno and the others were charged Church Cooperates with
with littering the streets with paper,
Theater on Sunday Shows
but were later discharged in police
court.
Conway, la. This town has solved
Magoon and Freund denied they the Sunday show question very effecor any other member of the police tively.
Church services are held Coast Critics Like Allboard had conspired with Jake and •each Sunday night in an open air
Sound
Picturi
Frank Leventhal and Charles Gold- theater. The services end promptly
man, owners of the theater, to 'nave at 8:30 p. m., and are followed by West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILl
Bafunno and the others arrested. a feature and some short subjects.
Los Angeles "Lights of New
Depositions of the theater owners. The congregation may see the show York," first all-talker to play the
Chief of Police Gerk and Assistant by paying the admission price. Both coast, was received favorably by Lo!
on the church people and the exhibitor Angeles
taken
Glasco will be
Chief
critics when it opened a1
Sept. 11.
are satisfied with this arrangement. the Warner theater.
They said:
The Senate always has used a Attendance at church services and
EXPRESS—* * Within the greatly lim
ited
field
of vision
its
"eye" sweeps v
mechanical organ instead of a regu- the theater have increased.
enacted a tale of unwilling lawlessness, youth
The Rainbow and Aslar orchestra.
ful romance and mysterious murder, with
under the same management
tor
denouement that may carry a surprise. * *
O'Toole Goes to Milwaukee
Several
Consonants still bother the recording tech<
also use mechancal organs.
St.
Louis Jack O'Toole has re- nicians. and the hair-line between volumil
years ago they used orchestras.
and naturalness seems to have stumped tin
signed as local manager for Play boys who work the reproducing
amplifiers
* * *
Golf
to
take
over
management
of the
Cutting Nut at Indianapolis
* * If there were any doul.
HERALD—*
Tif?any-Stahl exchange at Milwauthat the talking picture has the quality "
Indianapolis Second run features
kee.
permanence, this film settles it.
don'
I
and a modified stage show have been
mean that "Lights of New York" is a gre.ii
restorted to at the Fountain Square
story
superbly
acted.
I
it
do
not
mean
Three of Series Ready
The
interesting not only from the point of view
to "cut the nut" this summer.
Three of the comedy series, "Em- of novelty, but for itself.
master of ceremonies and dancing enRECORD—* * * Hugh Herbert and Mur
barrassing Moments," announced a
semble have been released.
ray Roth, the authors, and Bryan Foy. the
short time ago by Weiss Brothers' director of "Lights
of
New York," brokt
Artclass Pictures Corp. are now com- new ground when they made this picture
Photographing "Asphalt"
pleted and ready for release, accord- which history will probably place aloagsidi
Edison's first phonograph.
Gunther Rittau, who did ing to Max Weiss.
Berlin
Artclass will
TIMES—* * * There isn't a sin'jle im
camerawork on "Metropolis," produce 26 of these
the
single reel com- portant character that doesn't speak at son.'
third
will
photograph "Asphalt,"
The voices vary in the satisfactii"
edies based on ideas submitted by time.
Erich Pommer production for Ufa.
that they aflord.
The dialogue at times

—

Warner

i
'

—

—

i

—

Tryouts for "Motherhood"
date tryouts Aug. 14 for
"Motherhood" are planned at the Joe May will direct.
Strand, Poughkcepsie and the Cameo,
Film of Kohler City
Xewburgh, marking first showings of
States
Kohler, Wis. Activities of resithe picture in New York.
Cinema is roadshowing the produc- dents of this industrial city sponsored
by the Kohler Co., which manufaction.
tures emergency lighting plants for
theaters, as well as many other prod"U" Buys "Sutter's Gold"
Universal has purchased "Soitter's ucts, are to be pictured in a film now
Gold" as a vehicle for Jean Hersholt. being made here.

Dav and

.

Toronto

t

of

in

South Seas"
"Lilac

Criterion

Opening Date
Aug. 12. 1927

Theater

Distributor

fORMED AT TORONTt

—

50 to 100 Vocafilms to

Be Made Weekly

TIME"

Picture

feet,

film, 3,323,447 linear feet.

IS

opened for a long run at the Central Friday, with the Rivoli
and Rialto showing "The Perfect Crime" and "The Loves of an Actress"
The latter was moved to the Rialto after a week at the Paramount.
respectively.

LILAC

—

i

theater patrons.

Reisenfeld to Coast

Having completed
for

the sum
is interesting.
It is interesting even in
of a slow and rather stilted timing of
of the conversations. * * •

undoubtedly

"hammy."

But

tnlj
spii'

soni-

the sound score

"Two Lovers" and "Tempest,"

both on the United Artists program,
Hugo Riesenfeld leaves for the Coast
Tuesday.
He has been working at
the Camden, N. J. plant of the Victor Talking Machine Co.

Reviving "Waxworks"
"Waxworks." Paul Leni's

London

—

latest directorial
to America, is
after six years.

effort

before going

being revived here
Emil Jannings and

Conrad Veidt are

in

the

cast.

t
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Simmon H. Fabian,

New

PLANS |INDtCA1!BRITISH«

Theaters

And Thafs That

PHOTOTONf PRICE LOW
Okla.— Plans have been
Citv.
for a $50,000 theater to he huilt in the
Hill district near Robinson and C.
:itol
ikiahoma

By

1

,;S.

has started
— Work
the New Eng-

Attlehoro. Mass.
the theater being built

jforth

by
George HansOperating Co.
will be ill charge when the house op<"ns
November.
Theater

1

1.

theater ucuit
structed by the United States Whip Co.
A. Spitz of
A.
Main St. has been leased to
The house will seat 1,180.
vidence.
theater to cost $2'00,ilartford. Conn.—
will be built at 640 Albany Ave. by

Mass.— Ti.e new

Vestiiekl

A

Work

Community Theater Building Corp.
Sept.

start

and

the
1929.

1

will

theater

be

It will be opCorp., and will

about July 1,
by the Roxy Theater
icallcd the Little Roxy.
O. Clarence Young, who opIJapoleon,
this state, has
•es a chain of theaters in
trded contracts for the building of a $100,,3y

iied

—

theater to seat 700.

;

—

Construction of a $500,000
Chinese architecture seating 2,000
occupying an entire block on Ocean Ave.
beA^een Fairfield and Lakewood Ave. is
planned by Samuel H. Levin who owns

ian Francisco
of

Iter

large district theaters.
contract has
Mabone & James, local theater
theater.
$75,000
of
a
erection

(•roup

of

Okla.

Jobart,

—A

Tenn.—Joseph

Memphis,

architect, is drawing
theater to be built on

rk
I

D.

been let
men, for

Weiss,
St.,

and

to

ready by September.
Pa.

A'^illiamsport,

—The

Capitol

seating

been completed.
Vytheville, Va.— The Millward is nearing
npletion and has been leased by D. W.
It seats 700.
Himore of Pulaski.
J.
R. Sanders and V.
:arrollton, Miss.
Campbell will open the Liberty on Aug.
has

00

almost

—

Pacific
ilding,'

Mo.— Gill &

Jackson,

520

Budcr

Louis, are preparing plans for
^25,000 theater to seat 600.
Medford, Ore. George A. Ray of San
incisco has leased a unit of the Montnery Ward Building in which he will open
iheater to cost $20,000.

,t

London — Plans

of British Phototone, Ltd., EngHsh sound device to
be marketed by P. D. C, indicate
that the price will be low, the cost
on the entire installation not being
All theaters equipped
over $1,500.
with the Panatrope have more than
half the necessary apparatus, which
means that the installation cost for
them will be unsignificant, the company declares.
Specially trained operators will not
series of service stabe required.
tions will be equipped throughout the
country to keep all apparatus in order.

A

The Ludwig Blattner Corp. has contracted to make 12 special sound pictures for the company this year at
Elstree in a studio specially equipped
with panchromatic lighting.
British
Instructional Films is about to enter
into a contract to produce a weekly
series of one-reelers for Phototone,
allowing the latter 60 per cent of
receipts.

The

public issue of British Phototone met with unusual success, the
issue of $500,000 being oversubscribed
in a little over an hour.
According
to the demand the company states it
easily could have secured $15,000,000.

known as a
the British trade, is
chairman of British Phototone.
A. George Smith, well

distributor

in

of

Lou

DALY

reahsm.

New

of the Gaiety,
with overcoats on, after seeing
in the Arctic."

Speaking of that picture,

it

T.

Rogers has been creating

quite a stir on the independent market with "The Age of Lust," Emil
The enterprising
lannings feature.
Lou arranged premiere of the picture
at the State, Schenectady, N. Y.

They're

coming out
York,
"Lost

proud father of a

America,

A. P. Waxman, director of advertising and publicity for
Warner
Bros., is back from two weeks vacation divided between Long Beach and
Atlantic City.

cer-

tainly arrived at the psychological

moment, with newspapers the world
over devoting space to the tragedy
enacted near the North Pole.

Buhler Transferred to Pittsburgh
Philadelphia Frank
W. Buhler,
who has been managing director of
Stanley houses in this district, has
which has passed its been transferred to Pittsburgh, where
drive,
ing
However, his good he is to be district head beginning
seventh week.
friend Les Davis, who handles the Aug. 10.
Earl L. Crabb, who has
reins at Portland is but two points been district manager at Pittsburgh,
behind.
has been transferred to Philadelphia.
Edward L. Hyman and John FirnJohn De L. Vayi Epps, of the Fort koess are added to the company cabLee theater, Fort Lee, N. J., who inet as assistants to Abe Sablosky.
closed down his "bridge studio" in
June, and has been besieged by Luporini Completes Ufa Deal Output
queries as to its reopening, advises
Ferdinand V. Luporini, has secured
that he will take on salesmen, branch
distribution rights for the new
the
and district managers et al in Sep- UFA Productions in the following
tember. He adds that he will squelch
Mexico, Central Amerterritories:
some of the braggarts who are chatColumbia, Venezuela.
Panama,
ica,
tering of their ability.
Cuba and Porto Rico.

—

characteristic tenacity, L. O.
(Sea Lion) Lukan is clinging to the
lead in First National's summer bill-

With

Halsey Raines,

who

of time to publicizing
is

in

New

quitos,

M.

devotes a

M-G-M

lot

Lubitsch in Wisconsin
Wis. Ernst Lubitsch
visiting for a month at Moore's
is
Lakeside Resort.

talent,

—

Burlington,

Jersey, famous for mosP. T. O. conventions and

vacations.

St.

—

London,

SPEAKING

FREDMAN

W.

"The Daily Film Renter"

New the booking

plans for a $50,-

Main

ERNEST

Editar

By PHIL M.

vice president
in the
ten pound boy.

of the Stanley Co. of

Ont.

bids for
$20,000.

Stewart
—William
a
erection
of

the

— Orpheum

has called
theater

to

has prepared
.ns for building a $1,250,000 theater seat3,000 on a site close to the Hudson's
Other
Orpheum
Company's stores.
y
ises are slated for western Canadian cities
determined
program
building
general
the

Winnipeg

Circuit

;

>n.

—

Hyatt Brothers have started
London, Ont.
It
$100,000 theater at 708 Dundas St.
II
be operated by Samuel H. Marks.
Cumberland, Md. The Liberty is well
der way on North Liberty St.. and will
Thomas H. Burke will be the
It
1,600.
mager.
Kansas City A. Baier, owner of the Bagd at 27th St. and Troost Ave., has begun
nstruction of another theater to seat 1,300
4011 Troost Ave.
C. F. Cons is architect.
Portland,
Ore.
The Capitol has been
ened by the Olympian Investment Co. at
)urth and
Morrison Sts., at a cost of

—

—

—

0,000.

—

Miss.
The Staie Theater Corp.
11
open the State on Aug. 15 under manement of Glenn Ballard.
Montreal
D. Lazanis has let contract to
Archamliault of 1584 Clarke St. for conruction of a $200,000 theater at St. Cathine St. and Morgan Blvd.
The architect
E. A. Doucet, 195 St. Catherine St. East.

Tupelo,

—

.

First Division Plans Three
First
Division
Distributors
will
mfine activities to production and
stribution of three pictures star-

ng Noah Beery. The first is being
rected by Fred Windemere under
orking title of "Desert
Love."
ichmount,
headed by David J.
[ountan, has contracted with How'd S
Hummell, sales manager, for
istribution abroad of the First Diision product.
J. H. Hoffberg will
Dntinue to handle Latin America,
le Far East, Africa and Australia.

25,578,169 Feet of

Film Exported in
Washington Bureau of

—

May

THE FILM DAILY

Washington May exports of mofrom the United States

tion pictures

totaled 25,578,169 linear feet with a
value of $677,974, according to figures compiled today by the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Shipments of raw stock for the
month totaled 6,118,700 feet valued
at $136,290, negatives, 347,090 feet
valued at $74,492, and positives, 19,112,379 feet valued at $467,192. Exports of raw stock and negatives
were both lower than for the month
of April, but our foreign trade in
positive film exceeded April by nearly 2,000,000 feet.
Our best market for positive film
in May was Australia, taking slightIv over 2,000,000 feet, followed by
Spain with 1,200,000 feet, Argentina
with 1,170,000 feet, Brazil with 1,152,000 feet, and Germany with 1,110,000

NEVER MISSES
•

•••••••••••

NEITHER WILL YOU
IF YOU PLAY

OSWALD
THE LUCKY RABBIT

feet.

Missouri Partnership Dissolved
Louis The Lead Belt Amusement Co., operated by Dr. C. A.
Tetley of Farmington, and John
Karschof, Flat River, Me., will split
Tetley will operate the theater
up.
in Farmington, while Karsch takes
the Flat River and Bonne Terra
houses. The theater at Elvins, Mo.,
has been closed
St.

Fight Film Injunction
Syracuse, N. Y. Charging violation of copyright. Gold Hawk Pictures has obtained an injunction re-

—

straining the Empire here from showing pictures of the Tunney-Heeney
fight.

RIDICULOUSLY

—

FUNNY
SUPERVISION

GEORGE
WINKLER

f

f

!

f

f

T

I

?

»

»

f

PRODUCED BY

PICTURES
WINKLER
INCORPORATED

llnwersaI\i\mVESl Cartoons

WAY

RfAKE

i

stampede!

for the

to

SKOURAS BROTHERS
and HARRY KOPLAR
behind the

Po^v^ers

AMUSEMENT COMPANY
BOOK FOX 1928-29 PRODUCT 100%
ST. LOUIS

consummating the biggest deal
in the history of their circuit!

AND

WHY SHOULDN'T THEY ?
with
"Street Angel" held over a 4th week at

the
ff

Roxy

Street

loop at

— the

first

time in

its

history.

Angel" knocked them for a
McVickers, Chicago.

WHAT

"Sunrise" playing to capacity at the
Roosevelt, Chicago.

"The Red Dance" doing sensational
summer business on Broadway.

IS

MORE

» ^^^ only pro^^^l^'T
ducer with ^2
M

^S^^

6

Specials ready

^ T.^mmi

\^i%%
^

Ihotophone on W. E. Equipment Without Change
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Titles
AD

business.
Titles are
II
k overstepping the line again

Advertising
matter
and
not far behind. Noin particular, but pretty

cters are
c|y

F

1928

Cents

5

ivC

HRST SOUND CONVENTION IS
CALLED BY IOWA ASSOCIATION

everybody

at large is reget what we mean,
glance over the current piccrop. It's clearly a case of
parties involved getting away

irly

To

fnsible.

something when

h

7,

all of

them

RCA

Jiw better.

Question

Ve suppose the wave

of crime
trade, on

Companies Asked to Send

Statement on Interchangeability
Now Being Prepared by
SHi

ORAL PROMISES

IS

of

interchangeability

of

Representatives to

Meet Tomorrow
Des Moines

—

Manufacturers of
sound projection equipment and producers of synchronized pictures have
been invited to send representatives
to the first sound film conference of

Western Electric and R-C-A Photophone sound projection systems,
raised by showing of "The Perfect
Crime" (Photophone) at the Rivoli, exhibitors, scheduled to be held here
New York, was expected to be dis- tomorrow.
Declaring the sound picture is here
cussed yesterday by R-C-A Photo-

be blamed. The
other hand, has no right to
itself into the belief that reADVICE OF
mers and self-appointed guarto stay, E. P. Smith, president of
phone.
ns of public morals who sit in
Warning to bis members not to
However, illness of David Sarnoff, the state exhibitor unit, asks whether
gment on the outside, have make oral agreements not embodied vice president of R-C-A prevented installation of equipment is practowns under 25,000, until it
in
the contract with salesmen or
issuing of a statement.
Western tical in
inged their spots. The leopsimplified, perfected and cheapothers in purchase of product, is
is
Electric
had
no
comment
to
make
never does. And therein is sounded todav by R. F. Woodhull,
in price.
on the subject.
Photophone sound ened
"It looks like the answer would be easy
president of the M.P.T.O.A.
danger.
now
is
being photographed on the
(Continued on Page 3)
"I am impelled to sound this warn80 mill track, the same as MovieShip
In"
ing once again because of two or
"The Perfect Crime" is
Sapiro Move to Land
Iready reviewed. From here and three recent decisions rendered by tone, and
being projected through Western
'e, however, came whisperings of
Arbitration Boards against exhibiInjunction Against M.&S.
Electric equipment without alteramerits.
So insistent, that we fig- tors," he says. "In the first place,
Renewed efforts to secure an intion, it is understood.
d we had better take a look. We very few concerns in any line recogjunction to halt execution of the conand this is what we saw:
nize oral statements by their repretract between M-G-M and the Mayer
very worthwhile effort. A sim- sentatives; secondly, it is an unsound
and Schneider circuit will be made
story of an emigrant family that way of doing business as one party EXPECT
IN
in the Supreme Court in New York

ijht

WOODHULL

[

"A

Comes

New

k

through

ses
es

known

the

as

some- or the other may

crucible,

Marked

America.

sincere and splendidly portrayed
formances from Rudolph Schildut and Louise Dresser.
A fine
ictorial job
William K. Howard
it; that explains why.
So evenly
reloped and with- such smooth,
powerful tempo, that the result
one of the strongest arguments
patriotism we have ever seen.
is, mind you, with only one brief

—

"irMlTS

die,

tions or break faith.

change posi-

Any

exhibitor
who is following this practice is travelling toward a dangerous situation.
"While the agony can be postiContinued on Page 3)

AL JOLSON SIGNS LONG

American

the

of

flag.

A

HRH WARNER CONTRACT

di-

picture, replete with clever
elligent dabs and very much of a
(c-office attraction.

West

'The Perfect Crime"

a long term contract to star in Vitaphone productions for Warners. He

tor's

Driginally

a

picture,

silent

now

sound.
Prologued with
sound, of a husband and
reunion interrupted by a radio

ited with
scene, in
'e

louncement of the solution of the
feet crime which lead into the
:ture
proper.
Epilogued with a
ihback to the prologue characters.
ivel
and that means box-office.

—
"Two Tough Tars"

jet
urel
:ler
1

it

that

turn

m't let
e

or

weep

and Hardy

in

forever
a

an absolute panic. It
your crowd hysterical,

is

j'our

competition get this

away from you. Forewarned

earmed,

or

something

like

is

that.

KANN

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles
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— Al Jolson

has signed

will not abandon stage work but will
trips to the studios at specified
intervals to work in pictures.
John

make

TOmST YEAR'S

Present indications are that Universal Pictures Co., Inc., for the fiscal
year to end around Nov. 3, next, will
experience earnings in excess of those
of $1,672,000 reported for the twelve

Barrymore now is negotiating a conwith Warners for appearance in
Vitaphone pictures.

5, 1927, according to a forecast by ''The Wall St.
Journal."
Net profits after all charges, depreciation, taxes, in 1927 were equal,
after preferred dividends, to $4.60
a share on the 250,000 shares of no
par value common outstanding.
Report for the six months ended
May 5, 1928, showed net profits after
all
charges,
aggregated
$651,133,
equal after preferred dividends to

(^Continued

tract

on Page 2)

Sam Sax Spikes Report
He Might Join F. N.
Approval
There
no truth in report that he

25-Day Limit for
of 'Frisco Zone Contracts
San Francisco

after,

Roach two-

'28 TO

months ended Nov.

'^

)h

Friday.

— Twenty-five

days

the new time limit set for approval
Heretofore,
of contract applications.
the limit was 20 days. Allied Amusement Industries is advising its members of the change made by the conis

tract

committee.

is

would

even consider disassociating
himself with Gotham and joining
any other company, Sam Sax declared in branding as ridiculous a
published report that he is to join
First National.
Sax says he will be
found with Gotham as long as the

company

is in

business.

Representatives of Sapiro
who represent the I.

and Aranow,

on Page 2)

{Continued

Paramount Stock Increase
to Provide 3-to-l Split
Stockholders

Paramount

of

at

a

authorized the increase of common stock
from 1,000,000 to 3,000,000 shares to
provide for a three-to-one split-up of
The board
present common stock.
of directors at its next regular meeting will determine when this is to
take place.
sipecial

meeting

yesterday,

Detroit Buying Hit

—

waiting
Detroit Watchful
policy of exhibitors, because
of the sound picture hysteria,
has put a crimp in business of
distributors.

Exchange

man-

agers say never has a new
season started, with so little
buying being done. Exhibitors
are "up in the air" on sound,

wondering

just

what

to

do.

Accordingly, they have adoptted a "hand to mouth" buying
they find out
until
policy,
"what it's all about," so far as
sound films are concerned.

.

. ...

THE
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Expect "U" Profits
NEW SPANISH UNIT SEEKS
To Top Last Year's
(Continued from Page
PLACE IN WORLD MARKEIS
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standing, compared with $538,814, or
$1.46 a share on common the same
time a year ago.
A comparison of net income during the first six months of Universal's
fiscal period ended around May 5,
together with equivalent per share
on common, as compiled by the
financial publication, follows:
Earned on
Common
Net Income
6 Mos. Ended
.Mav

May
May
May

1928
1927
1926
1925

5
7,

8,
9,

$

pictures of the Wagnerian
of operas, to be presented in

Sound
"Ring"
this

country

January by the Ger-

in

man Grand Opera

Co., are to be pro-

the

company's Amer-

states

Denver

Con.
do

pfd.

East.

13

24
184/,

..

Kodak

•(s)
do pfd.
..
•(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

200

98H

3

74-4

....

12*i

12H

2iH

23J4
182/2
128

500
60U

182

iH

....

1,600
.

.

.

104
• • • •
81/4
>i2H 13,001)
27 fi 28!4 10,100

• a

>

Sales

30/2

30/,
98/2

WH

.

& Katz
Fm. Ind

Bal.
(c)
(s)
ts)

lO'A

• • • •

Fox Fm. "A' 83
Fox Thea. "A" 28H
'

....
9
Proj.
•
92
•(b) Keiths 6s 46
(s) Loew's Inc.
54^ 53?4 S4fi 1,500
(s)
..
101^4
do pfd.
....
•(c) do deb. rts..
14Ji
108
41ww
108
(b)
6s
108
do
1
(b)
do 6s41x-war. 100^4 100 i^ loo'/*
....
25/2
•(s)
pfd. .
....
7/2
(6) M. P. Cap. ..
200
(s) Orph. Cir. ... 18M
18K
100
do pfd. ... 79J4 79Ji 79^4
(s)
... liO'A 132*4 136/2 17,600
(s) Para.
99 '4
99 J4
... 991/2
(b) do 6s 47
10
101-4
(b) Par.By.5/is51. lOl'A
1,000
4/2
4^4
(s) Palhe
•*c)

intern.

•

— Suit

of

J.

cash consideration, Sheffield is turning over to Columbia for distribution from its own exchanges of unplayed contracts, and has adopted
the name of J. T. Sheffield exchanges
for distribution of the Gotham prod-

M-GM

im

FL

lom

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(s)

do "A"
do 7s 37

Roxy "A"
do units
do com.

Skouras

4H

..

...

27

.

29

.

5

Bros.

Sunley Co.

.

40

42

38^

38^

s-/«
•(o) Technicolor ..
•(c) Trans-Lux
(o) United Art.
78
do pfd.
(o)
2
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
(o)
do pfd. ... 75
Pict...
.
•
Univ.
•(c)
...
•(s)
do pfd.
Bros..
(c) Warner
.

.

(s)

do

•(c-b) do

"A"

...

6/,s

28.

.

.

.

.

200
....
....

circuit, which books around 75
Chicago houses, and a contract for
silent and sound features for Marks

ton

Bros.'

3m

....

100
....

by

84
....

....
....

85
....
....

13!^
97

6SH

Vs^,

....
....
....

FOR SALE
G. F. Bacon,

677^ 63,700
73/2 58,400
134-4
...

r
*

Lait Price* Quoted.

(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(<) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Oninter

NOTE:

Balaban &

Otto Harbach

Melodrama of College Life
Motion Picture rights

is

60 H

houses.

^^Silent Witness*'

3/4

•

pre-release

Hudson

Theatre, N. Y.

-»
AMALGAMATED

(Bid

Kau

is

and

listeil

Asked.)
Chicago;

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

in

Skouras, St. Loui*.

Attractions

of the Pathe and
studios.
Glazer recently completed his contract

National

with Paramoimt.

New Sapiro Move to

Lan

Injunction Against M.^.
(Continued from Page

M.P.E.A.

—the

I)

Sapiro buying org;

abroad.

for

Friday.

His

The LM.P.E.A., having
in

its

lost

injunction proceedings agai

M-G-M,

is

now attempting to
M. & S. The

a writ against

sec
act

considered important since, out
may grow a court decision de
ing the rights of exhibitor buy

is

it,

cooperatives.

is

under the new sound picture

Sound Pictures at L. A. Met
Los Angeles "Caught in the F<'

—

the attraction at the Metropolit;

a

poli.

G
t

MOYIETSXE
What was
short

D
D

P

adFirst

policy.

to N. Y.
Reisman, general sales man-

ager of Pathe, has returned to New
York from Buffalo and Chicago. In
the former city, he closed a contract
with the Lafayette theater. At Chicago, he closed a 100 per cent contract for Pathe product with the Cos-

Joseph

Decision on use of sound in its
1928-1929 schedule is promised shortly by Weiss Bros. Artclass Pictures.
A meeting is planned to shape a

Reisman Returns

....
....

7

U

.

I8/2
70

18/2
....
30
32
6/2

18/2

..

tomorrow

trip

itinerary will include London, Paris
and Berlin, and in each of these cities
he will inaugurate the sales drives
on Warners' new program of talking
pictures, returning in the fall.

uct.

Phil

of

Gla-

persona]

visor

—

Starr,
for Europe

semi-annual

•

.

(s)

T. Sheffield to
Pictures
from

Columbia
word Columbia as a trade
name in this and the Salt Lake City
territories, has been settled.
For a

.

•(b)

sail

named

zation located Mayer in a Cat
Tomorrow
Mountain resort late last week
Warner executive, served him with papers returna

Confab on Sound

Suit Over Columbia Name
is Settled Out of Court

High Low Close
.

will
his

management.

restrain
using the
Seat.
6s 36

and intends building theaters
and producing pictures.

celona,

Herman

duced,

Financial

Cinematografica Nacional de
pana is the name of a new company
formed in Barcelona to make SpanAccording to the "New
ish pictures.
York Times," the organization, incorporated with capital of 75,000,000
(about $12,350,000) has the
backing of the Banco Central, Marsan and Commercial Banks of Bar-

— Benjamin

Kennedy and production

Starr Sailing

Sound and Color Films of
Wagner Operas Planned

ican

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

$1.94
1.46
2.16
4.23

651,133
538,814
725,843
1,248,754

zer has been
representative

Es-

eseats
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Los Angeles

made

the

comedy

first

to

he

by Movietone

0^
w
•

William Fox made the
first Movietone short

comedy

of Chic Sale in
^^They^re coming to get
me,** "Which had its
premiere at the Sam H.
Harris theatre, May ZS,
19279 in conjunction
with the shoiving of
"7th Heaven.**

C

c:

c:

c:

c:

for

Picture Theatres

CaU

WAFILMS,
Walter A.

Inc.

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

Putt«, Praa.
(or

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St.. Newr York
Bryant 8181

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

U^^^^l^jT Jirst andjoremost r

1^ ^^P^^I^L Sound onjilm

Sound Confab
Is Galled At Iowa

^rst

{Continued from Page 1)
!

figures

Lters

it

are

means

all

on

the

table.

In

that the overhead will

there cannot be enough
ioii.il
business obtained to cover it. In
r
cities it is entirely a different_ propoImt in the towns outside the cities, the
K^s is not there to be had," he added.
lust
theater owners have not had the
jrtunity to get the lowdown on the propoAll of the film companies are selling
II.
k is known as 'black and white prints.'
o; of the contracts carry a clause which
for a charge for the synchronized
tiides
to that of the black and white
r: equal
This
hundred per cent additional.
\o
\'aries with different companies. Then
^Mi'.hronized fee which goes to the synr/mg company which is said to be from
;i'
The service charge amounting
$150.
111
to $75 dollars per week for keeping
i,;nund device oiled up and running.
Jp to now the thing most considered
Although the price
the first cost.
I been
been almost prohibitive many theater
I
i;rs have made plans to finance the purcould be obif
it
ls of the equipment
Deliveries
(:d while 'the thing was hot.'
not promised until the past few weeks
the earliest delivery promised to an inindent theater owner in this territory
Some exhibitors have
iarch or April.
[fted thaf they sent checks for the first
inent to the companies and the checks
In these cases the device
r returned.
been promised to the affiliated house,
ley wanted it, and allowed them to purindependent
after they knew the
it
e
This, of course,
e had agreed to buy.
pretty tough for the independent
it
e
his agitation increases when he is notithat he cannot get one this season."
If

iniilcil.

it

is,

Center Buildiei

Filmi

I,

.1

I

I

44th Street

NINTH AVENUE

.

•

45th Street

!

me
1

^tr rrpr f-w-

f-.r' TTi'i

I

i

i

FTT.

I

lun

Oral Promises

lAdvice of Woodhull
{Continued from Page 1)
ed for a time this hit or miss
cy can end, only in loss of money
in many instances lifelong friendHave all spe)s will be broken.
understandings reduced to the
'black on white' and see that
ry copy of the application reads
same. If you are buying pictures

one house and running them

in

ther, by special oral agreement,
h yourself and the salesman know
s wrong. At least, it is unbusi-

and your business structure
surely being built on shifting
Start with your next purds.
have all special conces[se and
is, if any, plainly stated in your
Toved copy of the contract."
slike

Already 4o% Rented
Because 100% Right!
NEW
equipped

designed, built, and
for handling, storing, shipping and displaying
films... the end of makeshift accommodations!... the beginning of
specialized quarters! ... every inch of it built to fit an industry!... and
such a revelation of structural efficiency that these six important institutions have already grabbed off 40 <^ of the space from the plans:
distribution center for film industry

.

.

.

Meyer Handling "Godless Girl"
Meyer, formerly associated
h Hugo Riesenfeld and now with
for
Los
left
Photophone,
!A
geles yesterday to arrange for
miere of "The Godless Girl" at
human orBiltmore, Aug. 19.
The synchron;stra will be used.
d score for this De Mille picture
•eady but has not been transferred
the film, pending insertion of se;nces in dialogue.
,\.be

A

Sound

for

—

Syracuse House

The Empire here beyyracuse
nes a sound picture house Sept. 7,
:h "The Street Angel" as the in.1

National Pictures,

Corporation

Educational Pictures Co, ofAmer.
Universal Pictures Corporation

Metro-Gold wynFilm Corporation

Exhibitors Progressive Poster Co.

First
F.

B.

0.

Pictures

Inc.

Fireproof storage vaults on
every floor.

Special projection
inspection rooms.

Special shipping platform in
basement with ramp to street.

Moderate

Group shipping

Entire conformance with

to individ-

municipal regulations.

SALE!
The

Latest Model Double

Full 18,000

Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC

Get Spear

sq. ft. floors

&

and low

insurance.

ual exhibitors.

attraction.

rentals

rooms and

Co., Inc.

—Smaller units ready Jan. 1^2^

ready Dec. 1^28

on the phone before all the better units are gone!

STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film— Case— 6 Magazines
2 in. F. 3.S Lens

'no

PHONE: ASHLAND 4200

225 FIFTH AVE., N. Y.C.

AGENT
West 32''St,Newyork.My.^
Phone Penna. 0330

II

FILM CENTER,

INC.,

'Guilders ...

KBV. N.

ADELSON,

Pres.

What

is

the best

on
the market?

single reel

WILLIAM BRANDT,
showman, says

Mr. Brandt Says:
"Perhaps a Mord of appreciation will
encourage you lo continue making
the 'Pathe Review', the best single
reel on the market.

"We are running your subject in
eleven (11) of our theatres, and it
supplies us with the very much desired diversification of our program,
"Tlie subjects are interesting, timely

nnd cdiicalional, and supplies a snap
which helps us put our show over.
"Go, on, keep up the good work!"
Cordially

and

sincerely yours,

WILLIAM BRANDT

REVIEW

....

fethe

WILLIAM llKANUr
of Brandt's Theatre Enterprises, operating
the Atlantic, National, Bunny, Carlton,
Cumherland, Empress, Diifiield, Parkside,
Carlton Koof Garden, Biltniore, Stratford,
and Teriuinal Theatres iu Greater
New York.

Read What

it's

keen

Review
52

Issues

— One

a Week

— Edited

by Terry Ramsaye

and he backs his judgment and "puts over
his show" by booking
it solid in his eleven
superb picture palaces.

Take a tip from a smart showman and snapup your program
with this fascinating up ' to ' the ' minute one reel subject

/

\
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PRODUCT

—

Baltimore Operators of residenhouses are concerned over availaijility of product, now that the Stanley has been become part of the Loew
chain here.
The Parkway, a second
tial

Loew

ordinarily follows
ihe Century and Valencia, both first
runs but will now follow the Stanley
Heretofore, the Parkway
as well.
has run pictures somewhere within
30 days after the first runs, but it is
believed now that no definite playdates are to be spotted in for the
house. Thus, neighborhood operators
feel there is no way of learning how
soon after the first run picture will
{Continued on Page 6)

house,

BRISTOLPHONESOONTO

Conn.

—Marketing

Change

Boyd Expanding
Philadelphia

— It

is

common

talk in Easton exhibition circles that Al Boyd, former buyer for Stanley and now on his
own in the theater field, will acquire a partnership interest or
complete ownership of the new
2,000-seat theater being built
in that town by Clayton Busse.

The house opens

in

November.

Bristol

German Busy Improving
Radio-Cable Television

—

Professor Karolus, LeipBerlin
zig inventor, who asserts he has perfected a television system which carries motion pictures over radio or
cable, is at work on perfection of the
light cell, the basis of his device.
His objective is to speed the mechanism up to 12,000 light points per second in place of the 8,000 now attainAs soon as this is done, he
able.
states, the jerkiness which now prevails in transmission of motion pictures will be eliminated.

Exhibitors Fight Back
in Sunday Closing Row

—

Martins Ferry, O. Several theater
owners have been arrested here for
in violation
retaliate, the theater

keeping open on Sunday
of the law.

To

owners made reformers close everything else in the town, including
gasoline filling stations, drug stores,
and whatever merconfectioners
chants had opened. Efforts at reconciliation
ficials.

are being

made by

city of-

of

the

Says

Photophone sound

FOX, SET IN CLEVELAND,

Rumor Starts As Cyclom
And Ends As Gentle
Zephyr
Warner Bros. "A" continuing its sen
sational stock advance to a new higl
of 79yz, provided Broadway with i

80 mil width, to conMovietone sound track thrill yesterday and Harry Warnei
has achieved complete interchange- with a busier day than Al Jolson evei
ability of the two process, accord- had singing "Mammy."
ing to a statement issued by David
It was like this.
It seemed sev
RCA-Photo- eral companies the report persistet
Sarnoff, president of
phone. No change in equipment or in revolving around Paramount an(
of the operating procedure is neces- Fox
were hot after W'arners in or
sary in interchangeable use of the der to secure control of Vitaphone
two systems, he claims.
So hot, in fact that the bidding start
"As a convenience to exhibitors ed at $10,000,000 and ended at $15,
and with a view of obtaining com- 000,000 with the Warners, seeing
iContinued on Page 6)
evervbody so anxious, holding ou
Thus th.
for $20,000,000 or no sale.
yarn ran until several telephone call
Adolph Zukor voted ai
spiked it.
ROUNDING
emphatic thumbs down. Warner, a
the other end of a big cigar, said \v
track

form

to the
to the

—

—

OUT

"WINCS"

A YEAR ON BROADWAY

wasn't

—

interested

in selling
{Continued on Page 2)

at

an;

NOT TO BUILD THEATER

by the Bristol Talking Movie Co.,
being formed by William H. Bristol,

who heads the
Bristol,
(Continued on Page 6)

Price 5 Cent?

to Interchange, Sarnoff

the

inventor of the device.

1928

No Equipment Change Needed

of

Bristolphone sound projection
system, employing the disc method
of reproduction and selling at $3,500 is planned within a few months

8,

B'WAY DIZZY OVER REPORT OF
SOUND PICTURE COMBINATION

BE PLACED ON MARKET
Waterbury,

ALLTHE TIME
Wednesday, August

A CONCERN TO BALTIMORE

run

ALL THE NEW5

No. 33

AVAILABILITY OF

RCA

Claimed by

Interchangeability

\Cotnplete

—

Cleveland Fox has sold its product 100 per cent to the local Keith
theaters.
With this comes further
announcement that Fox will not

build a first run house in Cleveland
as has been reported.

Attorney in Ohio "Trust"
Suit Backed for Senator

—

Bringing to five the pictures which
have rounded out runs of one year
on Broadway, "Wings" is to celebrate its first anniversary Aug. 12.
The week commencing on that date
Anniis to be known as "Wings"
versary Week, with outstanding figures in aviation to be invited to the
The other four
various showings.
pictures which have played a year
on Broadway are: "The Ten Com-

state sena-

Ackerman helped

defeat the five
per cent tax proposed on theater
He is now handling the
grosses.
case of George Schade against the
Film Board of Trade and its members, charging restraint of trade and
temporary injunction
conspiracy.
was granted Schade restraining distributors from enforcing the deposit
A
clause of the standard contract.
being
injunction
is
permanent
sought. The case will come up when
Federal Judge Paul Jones returns
from his vacation.
tor.

A

"The Patriot" Opens N. Y.
Run at Rialto Aug. 16
A new marquee and a general refurnishing is planned for the Rialto
preparatory to the New York open(Continiied on Page 2)

Columbus, O.

London

—

India cannot afford to
offending America, from which
it
receives 80 per cent of its imported pictures, through preferential
treatment to films made within the
British Empire, particularly because
the country now absorbs practically
This
all British pictures produced.
risk

was the finding

of the

special

com-

the government to
survey the domestic industry, with a
rejection of the invitation of the Imperial Conference of 1926, that special preference be given British fihns.
Development of the domestic industry, through establishment of a
film bureau, is recommended, financed
by a five per cent increase of the import duty on films, a tax on films
shown and government contributions.

mittee

named by

Mayor Proclaims

L.A.

Greater Movie Seasoi
West

India Rejects Preference
Plan for British Films

—

Legality of tin
attorney general's ruling tha
dialogue or other vocal effects usee
in sound pictures are censorable wil
be tested, it is understood.
state

(Continued on Page 2)

Cleveland Local and state exorganizations have endorsed

hibitor

Joseph N. Ackerman for

Test Case on Censoring
Sound in Ohio Planne(

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles
Angeles
calling

has

upon

THE FILM BAIL
Cryer of Lo

— Alayor

issued
citizens

proclamatioi
here to aid i-

a

observance of Greater Movie Season
to be put over in all its houses b;
West Coast Theaters.

New

Zealand Considers
Quota Favorable to U.

Washington Bureau of

—

K

THE FILM DAILI

W'ashington A quota bill for Nev
Zealand has had its first reading ii
Its term
the New Zealand House.
would make it compulsory for thea
ters there to increase the percentage
of British films shown on each pro
gram. In Australia, exhibitors hav
been sidestepping a similar law b;
exhibiting more British films in th
form of newsrecls with the resul

that regular dramatic subjects hav
not suffered.

,

....
.

THE

DAILY

Wednesday, August

(Continued from Page
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"The Patriot" Opens N. Y.
Run at Rialto Aug. 16
(.Continued from

Page

1)

ing.

"Two Lov-

as first planned, follows "The
Perfect Crime" at the Rivoli opening Aug. 18.

General Pictures Starts
Production at San Mateo
I

Coast

—THE

FILM DAILY

Bureau,

San Francisco
General Pictures
i>rp., of which
Oscar A. Price is
resident and general manager, has
nun production at the San Mateo
•

The

idios.

first

9

92"

picture started

is

The Bachelors' Club." This is the
of a scries of four Richard Tal--t
idge productions.
The company
.ms release of its product on the
'lependent market. The studios forrly were operated by Graf Bros.,
iiose interests have been amalga:ited in General Pictures.
Anthony
ildeway wrote the story of "The
achelors' Club."
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do units
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do
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Bros..
Skouras
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.
39
(s) Stanley Co.
(o) Technicolor .
(c) Trans-Lux
78
(o) United Art.
12
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2
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
77
do pfd.
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Warner

(c)
(s)
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84
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"A"

do
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do

79
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152
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L.
'Idle

'

Blumberg
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lilunibcrg,

300

"3H

w York from
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Balaban & Katz

nVt
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i3yi
175,000
75
70'A
79/146,400
75/8
20
152
150

(Bid
is
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six points and finally settled at 79K>
for the day with a sales turnover of
146,400.

play at the Criterion until New
Year's at least, according to Albert

Grey.

On

the Curb Warner also climbed
six points to a 75 close, 175,000 shares
comprising the turnover.

Said Mr. Zukor:
"Not even discussed.
had no negotiations of any

We

Deny

it

as

much

as

you

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

have

pppwFliH

nature.

like."

Said Mr. Warner:
"What again? It's all I have been
doing today. Forget it. Two years
ago when the stock was about 69, our
holdings
which totaled
(Tombined
300,000 shares would have brought
us what the reported sale price ap-

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

proximates today?
And that when
Vitaphone was just getting under
way. I am interested in making this

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

fnHUlfilllH
INCORPORATED

thing a success; that's my objective."
After which Broadway and the bylanes subsided into their usual calm.

NEW YORK

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

a

Asked.)
Chicago;

and

listed in

Edward Laemmle in N. Y.
Edward Laemmle has returned to
New York following a five months'

He

trip to Europe.
eral days, before

will

remain sev-

returning to the
Coast, during which time he will arrange Movietone synchronization of

Woman and Wife," which he
completed before going abroad.
"Man,

1

STOP FOOLINO

1

^P^

OMAHA USA.

"'^

START COOLINO

in

.;

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

Is

William Fox

alive to
his responsihilities as the

developer and lender of

0^

^

iS^ovietone

Yes, a leadership that
has been 'won by t'wo
years of hard work and
real pioneering wrill not
be lost to anyone if hard
MTork, foresight and

resources continue
to count.

the Coast.

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

Fox Movietone
Led

And

Leterman & Gates

Leads
Will Continue to
Lead

I.'NCORPORATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

^
'
"*

Skouras, St. Louis.

former
is

1)

mandments," "The Covered Wagon,"
William Fox could not be "The Big Parade" and "Ben Hur."
figure.
reached despite several efforts to es- "The Ten Commandments" and "Ben
tablish communication.
Hur" occupied two theaters, but the
However and maybe because of others remained in the same house
it
the Warner stock clambered up throughout their runs. "Wings" will

Last Prices Quoted.

(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter

West exchangcman and now

Zeldon Pictures, Hollywood,
•

{Continued from Page
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IVcst

Keiths 6s 46

.

iiig of "The Patriot," new Jannings
picture over which Hollywood is
pretty much agog. The premiere is
set for Aug. 16 at 9 P. M. at advanced prices, the picture opening
for the public at large the next morn-

"Tempest," and not

(b)

Proj..

Intern.

•(c)

1928

"Wings" Rounding Out \
B'way Dizzy Over
Year on Broadway ^
Sound Merger Report

Financial
Vil.

8,

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

^^^^^^^

Jirst andjoremost

o

WHAT'S ALL THE
SHOOTING FOR?
— that for calamity howlers
LETS GET DOWN TO BRASS TACKS
THERE'S TOO

MUCH HOOEY in

this business today.
A lot of picture people
time eating lunch than tending to business are giving out halfcocked statements on what's happening in this business. They don't knou.!

who spend more

THE

only trouble is that some exhibitors are puzzled by such hot air. They are
worried by this schmoos. Naturally they turn to the one organization which has
both feet solidly on the ground!

HERE'S THE LOW-DOWN
RECEIPTS: M-G-M

leads the box-office for 1927-28.
of a percentage house nation-wide check-up.

NEW SEASON: The greatest M-G-M
in "Excess Baggage", "Our
City Sleeps", all successes.

line-up of

all.

This statement

the result

Starting with William Haines

Dancing Daughters", Lon Chaney

STARS: Not mere names, not mere

is

in

"While The

"identifying descriptions": Chaney, Gilbert,

Haines, Davies, Novarro, Shearer, Gish, Dane, Arthur, Cody, Pringle, Joan

Crawford and many

others.

Action. Studios East and West. A Sound hit on Broadway in "White
Shadows". "Mary Dugan" and "Nize Baby" coming. Many synchronizations.

SOUND:

SHORTS: Roach

product the greatest.

Plus sound.

The M-G-M

Movietone News soon!

PROMOTION:
operation.

Leo the Lion. "Our Gang Contest", Hearst
stunts and services.

Many

WHAT A GREAT YEARM
YOU'RE

ETRO-GOLD
Whoopee!
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No Equipment Ghjf

Product Availability

A

Sound Pictures
hv

'THE TERROR'

ARTHUR

EDDY

W.

COMPim

,

Barrymore Signs

—

Los Angeles John Barrymore, first sound film star, has
signed with Warners for appearance in a Vitaphone talker.
This brings to an end negotia-

"The Terror."

the second all talkproduced by Warners
which will have its world premiere
at the Warner, New York, on Aug.

ing

picture

tions

represent a definite step
progress of talking
films by being the first in which
titles cif every kind are eliminated.
the

in

for

the

star's

services

which have been carried on by
several companies. Barrymore
has one more picture to make
under his present contract with

15 is said to

forward

THE FILM DAILY

United Artists.

nevertheless introductory
appeared.
In "The Terror,"

character,

EOX LINES UP STAGE

however, even the name of the picture, the production credits and the
cast of character will be conveyed
TALENT
through \'itaphone and not a printed
word will be seen from start to finish.
Albert Lewis, legitimate producer,
Roy Del Ruth directed and the
cast comprises May McAvoy, Louise and 21 stage directors, writers and
Fazenda, Edward Everett Horton, players have been signed by Fox for
productions.
Directors
Alec Francis, Matthew Betz, Holmes Movietone
signed are:
Charles Judels, Earl
Herbert and John Miljan.
Lewis McGill, Donald Gallagher and
Marcel Silver. Writers are: Eugene
Walters, Tom Barry, Edwin Burke,
Edmond Joseph and Dave Stamper.
EIGHT VITAPHONE
Helen Ware has been signed to act
as a coach in developing talent. Players signed are: Chic Sale, Clark &
AT
McCullough, Lumsden Hare, Gilbert

FOR MOVIETONE

HEMS

Enicry,

Wat

Bureau,

Coast

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Recording of dialogue
and song sequences as well as symphonic accompaniments is under way
for eight sound features at the Warner studios.
.*\1 Jolson is busy Vitaphoning

Field,

Dempsey, Sylvia
Holmes, Arnold Lucy,

Clifford

Ben

Helen Twelvetrees and Paul Fung.

Tom" Shown with

"Uncle

Movietone Effects

"The Home Towners."

Special trade showing for New
York exhibitors and representatives
of the trade press of the synchronized version of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
was held yesterday morning at the
Globe.
It was the first official presentation of Universal's first Movietone picture.
The film was synchronized with full orchestral and

is

sound

"The

Singing Fool" under direction of
Lloyd Bacon while another section
is
devoted to Archie Mayo's unit
making "My Man" with Fanny Brice.
X'itaphone equipment is in constant use by Bryant Foy, now occupied with an all-talking version of

"Conquest"
also employing the sound device

extensively as is "The Redeeming
Sin" starring Dolores Costello.
In addition, three other Warner
pictures are now being Vitaphoned.
are "The Outlaw Dog," temporarily title of Rin-Tin-Tin's next;
"Stolen Kisses" starring May McAvoy directed by Ray Enright and
'J'hey

"Hard

Boiled

Rose"

with

an

all-

line-up headed by Myrna Loy
and directed by F. Harmon Weight.
star

LcK'w stresses Difference

Between Dialogue, Score

—

Xa^hville Care in all advertising
and publicity prevent any misconception as between talking pictures and
synchronized productions is called for
in policy adojited bv Locw's,
Inc.,
which plans wiring of 75 theaters for
sound films. The company has opened Movietone at the Vcndonic here
and at Loew's Palace in .Memphis.

"Warming

Up"

inaugurated

sound policy

at the

Vendomc.

the

about

it.

(Continued from Page 1)
plete
interchangeability
of |
films made by the MovietBjfJ
the Photophone processes, RC

tophone has now adopted

a

tract 80 mils in width, but wh
tains the Photophone method

cording,"

he

said.

"Tests

The Valencia which is now in its studios and theaters with ui
a
second week as a sound picture house of sound motion
picture s
lowered its admissions when the new prove conclusively that
Phot
policy became
effective,
the
new films not only play interchaa
being 25 cents to

five o'clock
on Movietone projectors bit
the evening. give normal and
satisfactory
The same policy and prices are now and musical quality perfecth
available at the Parkway.
The M. chronized. The 80 mil Phott
P.T.O. claims Valencia's announce- sound track requires no
modif
ment that elimination of orchestra whatever of the Movietone
had enabled it to lower prices with projector; neither is
the op»
installation of sound mechanism may procedure of
Movietone chanf
give public impression that same any way.
condition will prevail at residential
"I know of no reason, techn:
houses.
But some exhibitors explain
otherwise, why sound films re<
that prevailing evening admission of
by the Photophone process can:
20 cents will have to be increased to
satisfactorily played on either
25 cents to meet added expenditure
tophone or Movietone machin
in
neighborhood houses for sound
stalled in theaters.
Also, the;
installation and sound films.

scale

and 35 cents

after

in

\

Although "Lights of New York"
contained dialogue spoken by every
titles

M-

First National
are the four products involved. The
M.P.T.O. of Maryland has taken up
the situation and will probably appoint a committee shortly to go to

New York

Needed, Sarnoff

to Balto.

{Continued from Page 1)
available. United Artists,

become
G-M, Paramount and

West Coast Bur.

SOUND INCLUDING TITLES

Concern

effects.

In addition to the musical setting,
supplied by an augmented N. Y.
Symphony Orchestra, the Dixie Jubilee Singers were used for the plantation
sequences.
Other
effects
were obtained in sound in connection
with the river steamboats, the dances,
the bloodhound chase of Eliza, the
Slave mart, and in the scenes of
Little Eva's death. Dialogue is used
in several places.

Wiring Embassy, New York
"Tempest" closes its run at the
Embassy, New York, this week after
which the theater will go dark while
Western Electric sound equipment
is

Bristolphone Soon

To Go On Market
{Continued from Page 1)
Machine works here, declares
cured basic patents on disc

he se-

sound

years ago.
A
feature of his device, he says, is an
exclusive resynchronization arrange-

synchronization

ment which

movement

ten

aters."
to

Western Electric had no statf
make on the Sarnoff annc

ment.

EXECUTIVE

will keep lip and sound
synchronized
automati-

American,

cally.

The

Bristolphone is at present
being used for commercial purposes

by the Dictaphone Sales Corp., of
New York, the Boston Edison Co.,
and the United States
ShippingBoard.
The Dictaphone sound film

was made

tophone Company has no obj
sound films recorded by the
vietone process being played on
tophone machines installed it
to

in the

Bristol laboratories

here last winter, and is being shown
in various parts of the country.
The
sound film belongs to Bristol and
Dictaphone pays the firm $400 a day
for its use.
Bristol says it soon will
be possible to market a Bristolphone
apparatus at a price within reach of
commercial companies, schools and
amateurs.

college trained, 28 yi
possessing a keen intellect
in the habit of studying deeply ev
phase of the business, is open foi
connection.
of age,

i

Abreast of all recent developme
and thorougly familiar with ev
sound device on the market tl>
respective merits and methods of

—

i

eration.

Capable of
worthwhile

rendering
aid

in

intelligent

any

operation.

A successful past record through »jjr
en years in the business resulting
really important executive positioti
Will stand, the most searching inv
ligation.
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^m. de Mille With Paramount
Universal Launches An
All-Talking Picture

m TO COMPANY

An

1 SOUND FILM WORK
absence of two and one-

rill

William De Mille

-,

Paramount

i

Roy

,>\ith

sound

to

is

associate

Pomeroy,

J.

effects,

in

redi-

at

Grace Valentine and Tom
McGuire.
It is being directed by
Leigh Jason from an original bv Tom
Nolan,

Reed.

develop-

audible pictures for the
De Mille has been con!tii
the Cecil B. De Mille
Parai.in
leaving
since
Ic was a stage director for
md is a dramatist as well

'

all-talking picture is now under
Universal City, entitled "East
Side."
Jean Hersholt heads the cast
wiiich includes Walter Long, Mary

way

Added to "Fog" Cast
new players have been added
to the cast of "Fog" which Charles
Klein has started at Fox. They are
Five

John

Kelly,

Kent,

Fritz

Feld,

Crauford

Andy Clyde and Robert

Will Tour Continent
titles

lihis

for

"Beggers

of

icepted by Paramount, Jim
pns to leave Hollywood witheeks for a trip to England
Kcontinent.
,

Marion,

I

Bow FUm

to Title

tlcion

Jr.,

has been as-

In,"
Fleet's
o title "The
jw's latest Paramount picm: in the final stages of pron

Bancroft Cast
ting
Irving has been signed by
unt to play in "The Docks of
\rk," now well advanced in
is
Bancroft
cnn.
George
d vith Josef Von Sternberg diin

"U" Buys "Minstrel Man"
Universal
tions with
George R.

concluded negotiaL.
Sper and
Rogan for the purchase
has

Herman

of an original, "The Minstrel Man,"
written especially with the sound pic-

which he terms "cinemusiccomcdy"
Fannie Brice has signed for
one and probably more subjects. Milt
Gross also has been signed to write
an original which will be done in
dialogue.
George Sidney, Alexander
Carr and Vera Gordon are to be cast
in
the pictures.
Billy Rose, song
writer, is at work on melodies to be
used in the production and other
song writers are expected to be
vehicles.

signed.
Start "Carnation Kid"

After making talking tests for two
weeks, the cast for the Christie-MacLeaii production of "The Carnation
Playing
Kid" ha;s been selected.
opposite McLean will be Frances
Lee. Others will be Lorraine Eddy,
Hill
William
Davidson,
Charles
E.
Mailes and Francis McDonald.

Mason Hopper
Cohn is editorial

tures in view.

Preparing Story for

Mary

John Grey and Allan McNeil are
collaborating with Sam Taylor on a

comedy to
next. The

Edward Small is planning pn^ducnumber of sound pictures,

tion of a

E.

Homous. George O'Brien and Lois
Moran have the leads.
"ily

Edward Small Planning
Number of Sound Films

serve as Mary Pickford's
story is as yet untitled.

will

rrk"

for

is

Fox.

titling

d

Fox Film
titling "Making

Titles

Graham

rt

He

"The

Warners Sign

^

-i-

K/>A%Y K4r
LOUDER AND FUNNIER

recently

ARE
THE
SOUNDS
OF MIRTH
WHICH GREET
EVERY

Girl-Shy

Two

Gillingwater
and Guinn
have been signed by War-

illingwater is appearing in
::niKisses," starring May McIhile Williams is in the cast
ni!; Brice's "My Man."
,

Animated by

Ben Haarisoa
and
Manny Gould

Carol, Tryon's Lead
'aol appears opposite Glenn

S

"It

ill

Can Be Done," which

Nft'meyer

is

directing for Uni-

KRAZY
KAT

ii
L.

N.

ROSENBAUM
Financing

Flatiron Building

1

CARTOON

New York

Produced by

I
BUY, BUILD, LEASE

AD FINANCE, THEATRE,
»ICE AND MERCANTILE
'

Al

Sign Vaudeville Team
Clark and McCul lough have signed
on a long term contract with Fox
for Movietone.

-r:

Ciham

direct.

supervisor.

BUILDINGS

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

^paramount MINTZ Cartoons

AdelineLeitzbach's splendid story of the sublime

climax of a tempestuous
love-affair. The radiance
of the

supreme hour

transmuted into a heartthrilling picture. Engrossing, lovely, superb!

V/^ PICTURES CORPORATION
SAMUEL ZlERLEPw president
Y O a_ K^

NEW

!

WILLIAM FOX

presents

'

FRANK BORZA6£*S

(4

STREET AN6E
OVCR^
with

JANET GAYNOR and CHARLES FARRELL

c;

#

WEEK AT THE

^w
Mot.on P'c''^

,

VJ.'.U**!^

NETTED
more than

^

'

w\0>

1

oo

First Three Weeks
^^Breahing all previon
records for attendamt

and receipts at tU
world'^s largest theatre
trcr

jetn

W W^ Specials Ready
W2^BV^

^^^ ^ other $2

^%mmr
%f
HI \f

>i

taratnount's Three

/

Roadshows Put on Program

ML THE

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME
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XLV
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Amazing
INES

around the Roxy.
fourth week, the magall

"J

j|^ In

its

drawing power of "The
^cct Angel" continues to be pretmuch the talk of Broadway.
t
netic

seems

1

Md

wearing down

—

just nothing at

been

all.

the opportunity to hurl

again

tee

pictures

that

U'S ONJOR WWDIS

home

The Big Street refused to remain
alone quiet after all. All over Broadway

Warner

denied
by Adolph Zukor and not even noticed
so far as public prints are
the

yesterday,

deal,

Surround them with trimyou like, but it's what
concerned by William Fo.x attracted
\u see on the screen that holds attention.
The only difference beyesterday's yarn and the pretween
New
Hollywood,
answer.
le
vious day's was the price. The War'jrk and points in between, argue ner selling figure had gone up to
$40,000,000 instead of $20,000,000.
tit down if you can.
insistCLint.

ngs

1

—

if

Finally
Pliotophone says
are

the

over intersauce of the
Electric conBut
Sphinx.
when we say

Yet Western

;ple

to

iiiKS

Has been

it's so.

Doubts

along.
(angeability
i;ht

emulate the

not far amiss
jTchangeability is a fact which W.
will not deny, even if it refuses
aie

admit

Harry

Warner

rrent sensation that both

iramount were angling for control.
He's twenty.
I've got a boy.
better to leave him than a
''hat
He's learning the busi)od name?
expect him to step
That's why I am
incipally concerned with making
is business a success."
And, try as you may to lead ofiE
channels,
to other conversational
rapidly.

some

'

I

day.

i^arner will
)y of his.
lid

Philadelphia — Pennsylvania

Purpose to Avoid Ruinous
Competition Educ'l
Approached

censors claim right to censor
speech of President Coolidge
or anyone else provided it is
picture,
of
part
a talking

Distribution of sound short subjects through' one organization in an
effort to maintain price levels and

swing

back

My goodness,
on that young man!

Several Paramount officials
ed on laughing as hard as they could
at the angle that their company was
"It's
negotiating for a purchase.

Another remarked;
silly," said one.
But Broadway
"It^s so ridiculous."
kept on talking about it anyway.
Down in the canyons of Wall
(Continued on Page 3)

to

that

how

he's

—

eliminate the fierce competition declared existent in the sale of silent
short subjects today is reported under way.
Forerunner in the move is one of
the most important feature distril)utors in the field which is developing
a heavv ^^ched'ile of short subject?"
This distributor is reportin sound.
ed to be angling for purchase of an
interest or perhaps control of Educational as the neutral organization

Harry L. Knapp, chairman of
the board, said in answer to a
question.
The board is preparing to fight a decision
rendered against it in a test
by Fox, just as Warners is

Supreme

preparing a
appeal of a
that

decision

Court
against

company.

through which sales would be handled.

OHERSON,

IN

ENGLAND,

the return to New York of
Joseph P. Kennedy, a meeting of
the directors of First National is
for tomorrow at which a
slated
number of changes in the home
executive personnel will be
office

With

announced.

Members

board are now en
York, some arriving

of the

New

to

ing.

(Continued on Page

Thethe leader in its field.
everywhere doing a fine busiBut with success came over-

Once
ess.

)nfidence, a fatal mistake.

Now

I

the

'jmpany by.

parade has passed this
Its one time glory is

Morale all shot.
are left walk dejectedly
here not so long ago they walked
Decadence rampant,_ right
orightly.
own to the deadhead bulbs in the
Not merely
ffice lighting fixtures.
lesson in this, but a whole history
idly

dimmed.

I'hose

who

f

mismanagement.

KANN

units will be
cancelled and
generally either

Paramount roadshow
bookings

_

"Wings" released
the third or fourth week in Septem"The Patriot" and "The Wedber.
for
scheduled
also
ding March"
roadshows, will be released at the
same time. All three will have sound
effects.

distributor

Stanley and West Coast
Closed Same Day by Pathe

disc

Goldwyn Plans Dialogue
Despite Schenck View
Although Joseph M. Schenck

in

a

interview stated his firm
would not make any talking pictures,

London

on Page

3)

'Wings/ 'Patriot/ 'Wedding
March' for September Release
disbanded,

this

Elecor sound-on-films system
may be projected on Western Elecbeen
not
"has
equipment,
tric
settled," J. E. Otterson, president of
(Continued on Page 3)

whether sound
those made by the Western

Nozv and Then
:ers

impetus,

to believe that
endeavor to
will

Earle W. Hammons, president of
Educational, when reached yesterday declined to make any comment.

(Continued

3)

gains

— Question of
pictures, other than

Samuel Goldwyn, who produces for
mapping plans for
today and others tomorrow morn- United Artists, is
accompaniment
sound
and
dialogue
will
be
who
Among those

route

plan

some reason

is

DENIES ISSUE SETTLED
London (By Cable)

WITH CHANGES IMPENDING

the

If

there

persuade other organizations handling
short sound subjects to turn their
product over to Educational.

tric

Broadway's
Fox and

on

—

ISTNArfm FRIDAY

it.

That Boy

sss

Free Speech Issue

to noth-

Try as we may, we simply can't
r.ist

Price 5 Cents

1928

ONE DISTRIBUTOR TO HANDLE
ALL SOUND SHORTS PROPOSED

so often over there that the

higcs are
\{

have

doors

the

9,

a double-barreled sales
yesterday, with Phil Reisman,
general sales manager, signing up the
.Stanley circuit for the full line-up,
while Les Weir, western sales head,
was completing a similar deal with
West Coast Theaters.

Pathe closed

deal

Pathe Stock Climbs;
Film Issues Active
Pathe "A" provided the trade in
with a thrill yesterday.
Opening at \7Ya, it shot up to 34
in about fifteen minutes and fluc-

New York

(Continued

on Page

3)

Radio Pictures

—

53 Theaters Launched in
37 Eastern States in July

Motion pictures
Pittsbiurgh
were sent by radio 100 feet
Westinghouse plant
the
at

Fifty-three picture theaters, involving $6,927,700 were projected during
Contracts
July in 2)7 eastern states.
were let for seven other theater projects, involving $610,000.

easily.

here yesterday, but engineers
in charge said they could have
been sent 100 miles just as

....,
.

\

.
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— Keith's

and Loew's

Keith's Palace.

Bid for Windsor Theater
Windsor, Ont.
Famous Players
Canadian (Zorp., Toronto, has offered
to purchase the business and assets

—

of the Windsor Capitol Theater, Ltd.,
for $250,000 cash, a deposit of $25,000
having been made to bind the deal
in the event of shareholders accepting. The Capitol is now under lease
to Famous with a period of five years
yet to run.
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Robert Florey in N. Y.
Robert Florey, producer and

di-

who

has just signed a long
term contract with Paramount, is
in New York.
Florey recently atrector,

Mathewson with Pathe Review
Tracy Mathewson has been transferred from Pathe News to Pathe
Review,

following
conferences
in
New York with Terry Ramsaye, editor-in-chief of eastern production for
Pathe.
He headquarters at Atlanta.

Max

Manne to Free Lance
H. Manne has resigned as

production manager at the Roxy, New
York, to free lance as a sound film
director.

At

all events, no matter who tafe
over, the Stillman will be amo!'
the missing theaters this coming se
son.
"Too many seats downtow
is the reason given.

New

1

Exchange

'Frisco

San Francisco — Dominion Fil
Co. has opened an office here wi
-

auctioneers.

Spring Motor

experienced man for
desires services
development work. Must have knowledge of real estate business as well
as some knowledge of theatre opera-

/^——

'

Too great to yet

William

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD
MOVIE CAMERA

Fox hereby dedicates
his companies and his

Holds 16 Feet Film-Ca«o-6 Magazines
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

life.

$29.S0

Apply by letter stating full
and salary requirements.
particulars
All answers treated confidential.
tions.

no West JZ^St.NcwyorK.My'

Film Daily
Broadway, N. Y.

Phone Penna. 0330

M-305.

(L

1

vmx

c.

vision*

Certainly it Mrill ^weekly, if not daily, appeal
to every man, ivonian
and cliild in this country, if not the world.
In that lies its great
value to exhibitors. To
sponsibilities

,

of

'

measure, up to such
possibilities and re-

The Latest Model Double

Chain Theatre Concern

1650

Hot

it

the
probable future
of Movietone

$97.

Exchange.
«
.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.

Box

Statler

What is

tracted attention by producing "The
Life of an Extra" at a total cost of

Curb Market.
,

The

MOYIEimVE
^

ater.

SALE!
.

now under way.

adjoining the theater, is one of t
parties with whom a deal is pendii

FILM DAILy
(Warners) is

playing at the Metropolitan. This is
the first all-dialogue film for this the-

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.

Stock

All-Talker on Coast

Coast

.

85
18

i

run.

Los Angeles

»

(c)
(s)
(o)

Hillstreet.

53^4

M-GM

.

built in Cleveland will make way
other business structures.
Negot
tions for the sale of the property a

—
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Howard at Cleveland
Cleveland M. C. Howard is now
located here with headquarters in
the offices of Standard Film Service

—The

Stillman will d
early this fall.
"Gl(
ious Betsy" and "Lilac Time" 1
still
to be played.
After that t
first of the
de luxe houses to
initely

ctjuipment may be installed.
The
Capitol was the first sound picture
house in St. Louis but the equipment was taken out after several

.

(s)
(c)

closed by Northwest Theater Circuit
(Finkelstein & Ruben) for Fox prodThe deal was closed
uct next year.
by James R. (Jimmy) Grainger, general sales manager, prior to his departure for Omaha and the Coast.

—

weeks

\VA

Fm. Ind
pfd.

—

Abandonment of
Minneapolis
Fox's plan for invasion of the Twin
Cities is seen as a result of the deal

igl

Toronto Restrictions Removed
Co. Howard is district manager for
Toronto -A by-law which prohib- Gotham, covering Cleveland, and Sid Goldman in charge.
Physic
ited the erection of any theater in surrounding territory.
Gotham is to distribution of Dominion product
the Vaughan Road section has been be
distributed
in
Ohio,
western handled by Co-operative Film Coi
repealed to pave the way for a house Pennsylvania.
Kentucky and West
on Oakwood Ave. by Bert Grant of Virginia by Standard.
Hutchinson Property Sold
Toronto at a cost of $80,000. Harry
The property of the Hutchinsi
D. Martin has prepared plans.
Combination Shows at Orpheum
Film Corp., at Mission and State StF
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY Santa Barbara, was sold to V. ]j
Capitol, St. Louis, to Reinstate Sound
Los Angeles Pictures have been Porter for a consideration of $50,0Cj
St. Louis
Skouras Brothers plan added to Orpheum vaudeville at the according to C. H. O'Connor & So

to close the

32?4

...
Scat.
6s 36

& Katz

Low

AS FOX SET WITH F.&R.

9,

Closing of Stillman at
Cleveland Definitely S
Cleveland

cir-

cuits in Cleveland each will show 50
per cent of Paramount and First National product this season, according
Frank A. Hines, manager of
to

two weeks so that Western Electric
High

TWIN CITY INVASION OUT

—

Financial

Thursday, August

Jirst andjoremosl

Sound

on JUrn

o

d

THE
may, August

19^8

9.

?
Coast Wire

-^

"Jest" for

Service-

Otterson, In England, F. N. Meets Friday;
Denies Issue Settled
Changes Impending

Barrymore ?

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

when Kennedy renders an
account of the changes made at the
studio will be E. V. Richards of
New Orleans, M. L. Finkelstein and
Ed Ruben of Minneapolis, Spyros
Skouras of St. Louis, Abe Blank of
Des Moines and others. This meeting will be the conference scheduled
after
Kennedy stepped into First
National as business advisor but
which was postponed because of

Research Products, stated
here last week.
Otterson, who will remain here unElectrical

APPEARED

IR

PLAY

IN

fITH ETHEL

AND LIOiL

Jin Barrymore's

talking picJest," stage play

r

may
hicli

rirst

be "The
he appeared in

New York

The star has just
D'years ago.
"fl with Warners.
He has one
'icture to make for United ArJohn

in the stage play.

Cast Opposite Barthelmess
.i>retta Young will play opposite
ilard Barthelmess in his next pic"Scarlet Seas," which

ir

is

production shortly, under
of John Francis Dillon.

It

Condon Writing Continuity
Condon is writing
Ray Cannon's first

Charles R.
continuity for

to go
direc-

Cast in Gilbert Film
Stone, Johnny Mack Brown,
Marc
Urglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
[Jermott head the supporting cast
>iohn Gilbert and Greta Garbo in
*iWoman of Affairs," which Clar1: Brown is directing for M-G-M.
;\vis

til

Anita

Ramon Novarro
George

Hill will

in "Gold
direct.

British

in

the

pro-

theaters

year,

this

"and as many more equipments
as we can spare."
Negotiations are under way for

di-

Kennedy's trip
A promotion

The

British theaters where
Electric equipment is to be
include the Plaza, Capitol,

six

installed

New Empire

for

Believes

Still

Warner's Deal on
(Continued from Page

1)

plays to her credit. Her first assignment will be the adaptation of "She

Street,

Goes to War," for which Howard
Estabrook is writing the scenario.

been skyrocketing struck something
or other and tapered off to 76^4 yesterday, a drop of 3^ points over
Tuesday's close and a turnover of

however,

"A"

Warners

curred.

things

several

which

likewise

is

certain

to

speculation,
Considerable
however, prevails over others who
now occupy important posts with

the

B'way

Kennedy

is

remain.

and Liecester Square,

Otterson declared.

Writing Scripts for Henry King
Madame Fred De Gresac has been
placed under contract
to
Henry
King, producer for Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
She has more than 35

Hollywood.

to

slated to be Ned
Depinet's lot. He is at present vice
president in charge of sales.
W. C.
Boothby who has been analyzing
First National's financial structure

licensing of two or three British
firms for sound pictures.

Western
opposite
Braid."

will

duce pictures in England, starting around the first of the year.
About six Movietone and Vitaphone installations will be made

titled.

Anita Page Cast
Page will appear

declared that

fall,

Paramount probably

rectorial assignment under his contract with Fox.
The story is un-

Ethel Barrymore

Lionel and

o.

pfared with

Roach Casts Nina Quartero
Nina Quartero has been signed by
Hal Roach to play opposite Charley
Chase in his next comedy, as yet untitled.
Hal Yates is directing.

present

company.

In the meantime. Kennedy is functioning on First National's behalf
without actually having signed any

agreement to do

so.

oc-

Pathe Stock Climbs;
Film Issues Active

has

(Continued from Page

1)

O'Day-Mulhall Co-Starred
tuated all through trading only to
On the New York close
87,300 shares.
"When
Irish Eyes Are Smiling,"
at 2Sy%, a gain of GYs, points
Dunn
Cast
Josephine
Curb, Warner stock slumped off over Tuesday's close.
originally
purchased
Over 53,100
First
Naby
isephine Dunn appears as the
There
three points, closing at 72.
tional for Colleen Moore, will serve
shares changed hands.
;>iiic in "Sioux Blood," Tim Mcwere 65,900 shares that changed
About noon and for one hour,
forthcoming M-G-M_ play of as a co-starring vehicle for Molly hands.
's
and
Mulhall.
Frank
practically every sale made on the
O'Day
Jack
.erican Indian life, which John
Lloyd will probably handle the megastock exchange was in film issues.
ters will direct.
phone.
Production starts soon.
Trading
was heavy.
Goldwyn Plans Dialogue
i

Gotham

Casts

Two

ddie Clayton and Ann Brody have
n cast in "Times Square," Gotham
duction featuring Arthur Lubin
Alice Day. Joe Boyle is direct-

Chappel Signs with "U"
with Will Chappel, auL contract
and screen writer, has been
Chappel's first
led by Universal.
ignment is to write the story for
ry Philbin's next starring vehicle,
Place to Love." Fred Mackaye
the likely choice for the leading
3

le

role.

Veidt Vehicle in Work
Production has started on "The
Play Goes On" at Universal under
direction
Conrad
of
Paul Fejos.
Veidt and Mary Philbin are co-starred, the supporting cast including
Leslie Fenton, Fred Mackaye and
Gustave Partos.
Alice

1)

"The Rescue," Ronald Colman's
an individual

picture as

initial

star.

Sound accompaniment is to be used
in "The Awakening," and "Two Lovers" has been synchronized. Schenck
believes talking pictures a novelty

which

will last

five

"U" Signs John Boles
West

for 5 Years as Star
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Coast

—

Los Angeles John
Boles
has
signed a five year contract to star
in Universal sound pictures.

or six months.

Day Opposite Denny

Four Lorain Houses
R. E. Bishop

North

—

Buys House

Baltimore,

O.

—

R.

E.

Hot Speed." Joseph Henaberry is Bishop has purchased the Crown
to direct.
The cast to date includes from Mrs. William Gibson. He has
Charles Byer, Thomas Ricketts and renamed it the Virginia.
Ridgeway.

for Interstate

Lorain, O.
Interstate Theaters
Co. now has four theaters here, having purchased the Standard, Pearl
and Park from J. V. Wolcott and
associates. They also have the Cozy.

»(J^^(1^H»0«

for "Outcast"

leading man for
her next vehicle, is Ednd Lowe. William A. Seiter will

ilorinne

(Continued from Page
in

Alice Day has been signed to play
opposite Reginald Denny in "Red

Fritzie

Lowe Signed

Despite Schenck View

Korda

Griffith's

utcast,"

ton

Sills'

"Man's Man" for Haines
duction
'A Man's Man," stage play by
Kearney, has been selected
as the William Haines
licle to follow "Excess Baggage."
nes Cruze will direct.

to Direct Sills

COMING SOON!

Alexander Korda

will direct Milnext production to follow

"Hard Rock"
The tentative

:ct.

I

is

for
title

"Comedy

First National.
of the new proof Life."

Soundest of

all

sound propositions

trick

M-G-M

*'WHY GIRLS GO

AMALGAMATED

WRONG"

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
James in Novarro Cast
jrardener James has been added
cast

G-M

of Ramon Novarro's latest
Edvehicle, "Gold Bra-id."

Nugent, Ralph Graves and Car1
Nye and Anita Page are in the
It.
George Hill is directing.
to Write Murray Continuity
Vernon Smith will write the conluity
for Charlie Murray's next
ture, "Do Your Duty."
lith

will startle the world
Attractions

for

Picture Theatres

®»-

i>j^ri

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

i

Watch

for

coming announcement

I

j

i

!

—

—

Have you reen -the

REYI Em
ILilL4kC
ir i 1^11 IE
They're the Greatest
raves I've read in years!''
. . .

"There are some sequences which " 'Lilac Time' should remain on " 'Lilac Time' is an honest success "Showmen will want to know
surpass other pictures which have Broadway for many months to of the Hollywood school and I 'Lilac Time' will
make money.
dealt with aviation. Several come. Colleen Moore adds anoth- am happy to be able to pay it trib- will. As a box-ofiice
number
planes are 'cracked up' and they er hit to her long

list

of screen

The

ute.

picture

is

—

result, this

newcomer

thrilling than

—Ueorge
„

decessor."

is

infinitely

was

it

^
J
(jerhard
t

prein

N. Y. Evening World

"A good war

Magnificent air fighting. Strong love
story. Fine acting and direction.
Colleen Moore does great emopicture.

The theme song
"j6annineIDreamof Lilac Time"
looks like a hit. The photography
tional

is

work.

beautiful.

Should be

a riotous

—N. Y. Mirror
SELLOUT

IN

NEW rORK

dare-deviltry in the clouds. There
are numerous pathetic touches to

of

Central, in the heart
Broadway, starting

August 3rd

RECORDS

BROKEN

in

LOS ANGELES
First 3

I

is its

Some

pilots

a piece o

The

leads to big grosses.
is

immense.

kick that

is

air stuf

Carries a dramati

unmistakable."

—Maurice Kann

in

Film Daih

its

stufif.

cast

it is

delight-

—

and the direction extraordiLeonard Hall in N. Y. Telegram
nary. Colleen Moore hits with
'Lilac Time.' In fact everyone
"Some sequences in Colleen's film
who had any connection with the
pack much more than an average
development of the picture comes The picture its.elf is entertaining
amount of thrills. Not only
through, and with 'flying' colors." and Miss Moore
truly delectable." breath-taking but amusing."
ful,

—H. D. S. in N.

—N. Y. American —Irene Thirer

Y. Telegraph

Greatest of

Air Spectacles!
STARRING
all

MOORE
GEORGE FITZNAURICE

COLLEEN
a
presented by

JOHN NcCORNICK

Circle roadshow run
broke all house records.

Scenario by Carey Wilson

BOTH AT

Willis Goldbeck

TOP

As

—

weeks of Cart hay

$1.00

air

a bit of trouble.

commercial property it's worti
going for. Has the formula th^

simply
"'Lilac Time' has thrillinj
took their lives in their hands and
these scenes all of which build to
drama,
exquisite beauty, a won
smashed expensiv-e ships all over
a climax that is almost breathtakerful love story and Collee
ing in its intensity. George Fitz- the exteriors. The flying shots are
Moore sends you home with ro
maurice directed the picture and superb. They alone are worth a
visit to the picture. There is one mance in your heart.
By a
First: National can feel justly
in particular, where Colleen is means see it."
proud of the finished product. Atadrift in a swirling pursuit plane,
James R. Quirk, Editor of
mospherically it is perfect, from
that is simply immense."
Photoplay Magazim
the standpoint of

K(iaJslu)w sensation at
llic

Time'
young

ture of 'Lilac

of

]

honest, true will slide
over the plate withov

are 'cracked up' so irretrievably successes. The story is poignant and beautiful. I salute those who
made it. This is one of the finest
that there is little fake about them. with pathos, thrills and sentiment
if not the finest and strongest
It must have taken some very ex- with just enough comedy to stifle
pictures First National has ever
pert flying to get those scenes. a surreptitious tear as it courses
made.
Colleen Moore in 'Lilac
And it is a safe bet that it wasn't slyly but unfailingly down the Time' gives a true and beautiful
cheek. The character of Jeannine
done without injury. The screen
performance, and those of us who
gives Miss Moore unusual opporversion has a sweep which was dehave
watched her for years should
tunities. Many thrilling and sennied to the stage version and, as a
be proud of her. The chief feasational aviation scenes and sheer

more

;

tf Motion Picture

Pwducew md

Distributors of

America

Whether your
theatre

is

wired or not

Production
GARY COOPER

PICTURES

the Play by

Jane Cowl and Jane Nurfin
Adaptation by
Titles by George Narion^ Jr.
Member

N. Y. Daily News

riRST
NATIONJIL

with

From

in

Inc.- Will H.Hays Pnstdnt

are a

Sound

Investment!

—
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Directors
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fascinat-

ing and it is. Television
(loping rapidly, but don't

"UBRmBUrTOIIC

RECORDS ARE REPLACING

To Develop Sound Picture
Policy Unhampered

yet a fact.

day,

;)ine

ion,

)

Cut Production Costs

to

to

be the
in

the

radio will be an ac-

The road

:ity.

iLed,

seems

motion pictures

via

i,e

it

however,

yet to be tra-

is

General Denials

M.p.i.o.iraHiimiiT
Ways and means to solve the
"labor problem" will be one of the
chief issues confronting the ninth

long and ar- annual convention

of the M.P.T.O.A.,

ORCHESTRAS

IN

SOUTH

—

Atlanta Non-synchronous accompaniment for pictures has been adopted by a number of theaters of this
territory, equipped for sound projec-

Financial circles place considerable
credence in reports that the Radio
Corp. of -America has assumed control of Pathe, FBO and Keith-AlbeeOrpheum. The deal is denied on all
sides.

For a number of days. Wall Street
Toronto Oct. tion via Western Electric equipment.
ms and, in the interim, the 16, 17 and 18, it is indicated
has heard reports that RCA has very
by a This has resulted in elimination of
business recent speech made by R. F. Wood- orchestras, the Victor Talking Ma- quietly been buying up Pathe stock,
of
course
tnary
a condition which may have had connot be interrupted by hull, president of the exhibitor asso- chine Co., supplying records for the siderable bearing on the unusual rise
Lild
ciation.
"baby Vitaphone," as the non-synry or concern over a devel"Economic conditions in the United chronous device has come to be in the latter's stock on Wednesday
while an upturn on K-A-O is attribin the position known.
lent that is yet largely vis- States now leaves us
uted in some quarters to the same
which

is

to be held at

{Continued on Page

3)

buying

|iry.

he Hollywood Wall
supervisor of some reAt least, his salary would inn.
A great
te lie knows his stuff.
came to him. He would film
cry of a New York subway ticket
pper. Story written, everything
One day a lov/ly person in the
lie deigned to tell our hero that
era of ticket choppers had long
But said supervisor
e passed.
dn't have his trend of thought
someone
Fortunately,
rrupted.
in studio councils heard about
switched the tale to one dealing
the heartaches of change-vendThe picture
in the same subway.

e

is

MlflONE-

CLAIMS

a

1

PATHE SOUND NEWSREEL
WILL BE READY

INTERCHANGEABLE

IS

IN

FALL

produced for this fall's release.
one bit of proof, among many,
he wall of alooftness and vague

1st

ething-or-other that some Hollyid
notables built around them-

—

London Meistertone can reproduce sound recorded on any film after a "slight adjustment," according
to Dr. Meyerhoff, business colleague
of Kuchenmeister, inventor.
"Meistertone reproducing apparatus can be made suitable in all cases
in which sound is recorded on film,"
iContintted

News

will

start releasing
in Fall, it is ex-

find the reason which
the frenzied activity in

you would
behind

s

reflect

is

A

what pictures

houses

high

the
have been hitting
You will discover
in

spots.
the film made with sound. Play-

is

this fall

sound

pictures.

hasn't
luck.

and winter are going

The

distributor

got them is merely out
The business itself has

the public palate for talking
urts and it is now up to the

;tted

iness

to

deliver.

Those elements

that are not prepared to do so
ell, it's just too bad for them.

t

KANN

nedy, business advisor of Pathe, pres-

RCA-Photophone Closes

Movietone. RCA-Photophone
recently demonstrated a newsreel of
the New York v\elcome to the Ger-

License for sound reproduction of
musical works controlled by members of the Arrterican Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
and the Mutual Publishers Ass'n.,
has been obtained by RCA-Photophone, E. E. Boucher, vice president of the company stated yesterday. This gives the company right
to sublicense producers using the

ilar to

man and Irish
Pathe News is

trans-atlantic flyers.
the only newsreel to

40 Per Cent Slash in Negative
Costs to Be Passed Upon by F.N.
Ball

Heads Technical Dept.

of Producers* Association
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles
president

of

— Arthur

J.

Technicolor,

Ball, vice

has

been

named head

of the technical research
bureau of the Ass'n of M. P. Producers. Ball has resigned from TechWinfield R. Sheehan of Fox
nicolor.
has been appointed first vice presi-

succeeding
Watterson Rothacker who resigned
following his retirement from First
National. Jack Warner has been appointed second vice president, succeeding Henry Henigson.

dent

of

the

association,

3)

its talking newsreel
pected. It will be made by the RC.A.Photophone process, which is sim-

sign for Photophone.

on Page 3)

es.

^und and Playdates

is said to be a desire
on the part of RCA to proceed with
its plans for sound pictures without
being hampered by individual organization problems. Joseph P. Ken-

(Continued on Page

Pathe

1

id,

interests.

The purpose

Plans to bring about a 40 per cent
saving in negative costs with no
sacrifice of quality will be one of the
major points outlined this morning
to First National directors by J. P.
Kennedy, business advisor of the organization, who has just returned
to New York from the Coast.

W.

comptrollerj of
spent a busy day
with Kennedy yesterday preparing
data and reports which
statistical
Most of
will be discussed today.
the directors are in New York with
the remainder due here this mornFirst

C.

Boothby,

Music License Contract

music

in

their pictures.

Radio Pictures Planned
for Regular Broadcasting
Pittsburgh

— Regular

transmission
be

of radio motion pictures is to
started
within
a few weeks

by

KDKA,

local broadcasting station.
H. P. Davis, vice president of Westinghouse Electric, which with Gen(Continued on Page 3)

National,

Safier Resigns

May

from "U";

Join Picturetone

Morris Safier, who handled extended run pictures for Warners be-

some months

will last through
of the day and is expected to
result in a number of changes in the

fore joining Universal

most

ago and who has resigned from the
latter company, may join Picturetone,

executive personnel.

talking picture device.

ing.

The meeting
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Pathe Offering First
Cartoon in Sound
Pathe pioneers in tlie offering of
animated cartoons in sound
the
through completion of the RCA
Photophone recording of "Dinner
Time," one of Aesop's Film Fables,
as announced by Amedee J. Van
Beuren, of the Van Beuren Enterprises, producers of this Paul Terrjpen creation.

Financial
FILM ISSUES

be "Crime" now
York. Both of these

will

current in New
are Al Woods plays.

new

president

of

the

Film

Board.

taken
of
being
conditions with the Federal
,is

Hence,
Reserve forcing the issue.
another hectic week for the market.
While money was to be had at 6
and 6J^, film stocks surged to new

Other officers are: N. F. Agnew
year. When money
(Paramount), vice president; Irving high levels for the
with concern expressed
\V.
Mandel (Security), secretary; advanced to 7
for an increase over this figure it
Earl Silverman
(Warners), treas'vas most natural that stocks would
urer.
Directors, in
addition

to

of-

H. S. Lorch, C. Harthill,
Felix Mendelsohn. J. D. Abramson
are:

ficers

was named executive secretary
the seventh consecutive term.

for

Netoco Portland Deal
Portland, Me.
Interest of Leo P.
Gorman in the Maine, and the new
State being erected at Congress and
High Sts., is being purchased by New
England Theaters Operating Corp.

—

sharply.

precipitate

Several

theories

have been advanced for the sudden
decline but none could gain so much
favor for the break as the tightening
What, with the Federal
of money.
Reserve withdrawing millions from
the market, daily, could be given as
a better excuse for the downward

move.
as usual, led
closely followed by

\\arner,

the

uphill

Paramount
march
and Fox "A." The pace was slow
proved
trio
the
steady and
strongly supported by their favorite
followers. Pathe came out of its

and
Fight Films in Pa.
Philadelphia Masterpiece is handling distribution in Pennsylvania of

—

dormancy Wednesday to stir no little
the Tunney-Heeney fight pictures. comment. About 11:45 both issues
which
splurge
sudden
a
The films have shov.-n at a number made
Murray Gets Manne Post
of local Stanley houses without any brought them to new top levels for
Murray has been arrests made.
Douglas B.
the year, but the move was shortnamed production manager of the
lived.
The reaction was as forceRoxy, New York, succeeding Ma.x
ful as the sudden rise and in exactly
M-G-M
Signs Stone
Manne, who resigned to free lance ll'est Coast Bureau, THE flLM
DAILV fifteen minutes the preferred lost 10

in direction of

sound pictures.

A.M.P.A. Discusses Sound
and
synchronization
of
Future
sound was discussed by members
yesterday at their regular weekly

Los

— Lewis

who

Stone,

M-G-M.

with

Gets "Silver Rosary"
London (By Cable) Denison Clift
who is now finishing "Paradise" for
Clift

—

meeting.

Camilla Horn Returning
Camilla Horn, who appears in
"Tempest," is en route to New York

from Germany.

British International, will next
"Silver Rosary" for the same

by

Vic

Shapiro

to

take

charge

of United Artists
of the exhibitors'
service division of the United Artists
advertising and publicity de-

partment.

Expanding Alabama Chain

—

T. .A. Shea, owner
Rayville, .Ma.
of the Palace at McGehee, Ark., has
added a theater here to his chain.

Arthur Returning
George K. Arthur, en route from
Scotland, his native land, where he
has had a short vacation, will arrive

New York

today.

Scott,

Pathe short subjects

sales
manager, has just returned
from a trip to Chicago, Milwaukee,
Des Moines, Kansas City and St.
Louis. He found business very good,
considering the hot weather in the
Middle West, particularly in theaters

equipped with cooling plants.

Lon Young in N. Y.
Lon Young, production supervisor
M. P. Corp. has reNew York from Hollywood with the negative and first
print of "The House of Shame,"
for Chesterfield
turned to

scheduled

as

the

second release of

points

while

the

common dropped

Am.

Seat.

6s

Bal.

& Katz

(c)
(s)
(s)

Con.
do

(s)
(c)

Fox Fm. "A" 8454
Fox Thea. "A" 28

36

Fm.

.

.

.

Ind.

*(c) Intern. Proj
(b) Keiths 6s 46..

Loew's

.

MGM

9

91H

91 Ji

.

33,

FL

.

32,t
13,

.

.

.

.

.

67,1

46,<

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o)

Over the Counter

NOTE:

'

(Bid

Balaban & Katz

is

and

Asked.:

listed in Chioaji
I

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.

lost

W.

O.

Members

New York,

and Boston

Philadelphia

Stock Exchanges

E-K Declares Extra
Rochester,
N.
Y. Usual
extra
dividend of 75 cents on the common,
in
addition to regularly quarterly
dividend of $1.25 on the common and
$1.50 on the preferred, has been de-

—

clared by

Eastman-Kodak.

Roxy Quarterly Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of 87^.
cents on Class A stock has been declared by the Roxy Theaters Corp.

Inc.

Corporate
Financing

coming season.

OFFICE FOR RENT
Light, «iry suite, three

for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St.. New York

rooms and

reception room
Inquire

1650

Room No. 902

BROADWAY

N. Y.

CITY

desires

services

of experienced

man

for

development work. Must have knowledge of real estate business as well
as some knowledge of theatre operations.
Apply by letter stating full
particulars and
salary requirements.
All answers treated confidential.
Box M-305. Film Daily
1650 Broadway, N. Y

.:

'

2;

%, and Loew preferred
diminished ^.

27

91^
54^

Inc.
do pfd.
...ioi;4
do deb. rts
do 6s 41WW.109

Skouras, St. Louis.

Warner "A" dropped

354

104
82 54
27)4

81 !4

537^
Si'A
10154 10154
*(c)
14Ji
(b)
108^ 109
(b)
do 6s41x-war.l00M 100"^ lOOKs
(s)
pfd.
25y.
25/.
2S'A
*(s) M.
P.
Cap
854
19
19
(s) Orph.
Cir.
.. 22?^
(s)
do pfd.
...10154 10154 10154
...133
(s) Para.
13051 1305^2
99 Y2
(b) do 6s 47
995^
995^
101 5i
*(b) Par.By.5Vis51
6
(s) Pa-the
SVi
6H
(s)
do "A" ... 25% 22 ?4 23>i
72
37..
72%
do
7s
73^
(b)
31
(o) Roxy "A" ... 29
ii
do units ... 31
(o)
7
5 54
(o)
do com.
45
(o) Skouras Bros.. 40
38
38
Co.
39^
(s) Stanley
7
S'A
*(o) Technicolor
...
(c) TransLux
354
iVs
15
Art... 12
(o) United.
... 78
84
do pfd.
(o)
2
o) Univ. Ch. Com.
85
pfd.
...
75
do
(o)
197^
19?4
Pict.
(c) Univ.
..19T4
97
(s) do pfd
Bros.. 7154
66^ 6754
(c) Warner
74 !4
72 54
.. 77M
do "A"
(s)
152
28
6/2S
do
*(c-b)
(s)
(s)

Money again was the question oi
yesterday's trading and hence all
arnusement stocks sold under pres-

Loew

i2!/2

.

(b)

creased 2;

7454
1254
23J4 23 Ji
17954 180
128

13"
24

pfd.

29M t»
97M

29J4
97Ji

East. Kodak
181
*(s)
do pfd.
...
"(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd

three.
Other film shares were carried along by Pathe's actions and
ended that day with appreciable
losses.

sure, most of them marking losses
tor the day. There was no let up
in the reverse movement which resulted in Paramount dropping 354;'
Fox "A" lost Zyi; Pathe "A" de-

32^8
97J4

(cb) do
*

Chain Theatre Concern

Walter A. Putter, PrM.

Bryant 8181

com-

Scott Finds Business Better

Harry

the

CaU

WAFILMS,

make

pany.

Finney with U. A.

Edward Finney has been engaged

in

Angeles

for several years has been free-lancing, has signed a long term contract

|i

High Low Close

money

—

Ouotatians
(s)

Cognizance

E^khardt Heads Chicago Film Board
Chicago Clyde Eckhardt (Fox) is

PASS

THROUGH HECTIC WEEK

ater in about six weeks.

The second

ICht:

f

The Shanghai Gesture"
to Be First on Vocafilm
The group of eight New York legitimate stage i^roducers who will
l^roduce their stage plays via Vocafilm are to make "The Shan^jhai Gesture"
first.
Florence
Reed who
played Mother Goddam, the title
role, will appear in the picture which
will be produced at the Eltinge the-

10.

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

THE
August

[Friday,

10,

1928

Coast Wire Service-

L

Five Under

Way

at

"Labor Problem" to
Be Meeting Highlight

Fox

(Continued from Page

1)

that

SIXTH PICTURE BEING

FILMED IN EUROPE

Louise Brooks in "Redskin"
With "Redskin" and "The Canarv
Murder Case" scheduled to begin at
the same time. Paramount has found
It
necessary to withdraw Louise

Brooks from the cast of the latter.
She will have the lead with Richard
Five pictures are under way at the Dix in "Redskin."
Mary Brian has
Fox studios, while a sixth is being been assigned the role left vacant by
Miss Brooks.
William Powell and
made in Europe.
Director John
Ford is making Ruth Taylor are in the cast. Mal"Riley the Cop." with Farrell Mac- colm St. Clair will direct.
donald, Louise Fazenda, David RolRuth Chatterton Making Debut
lins. Nancy Drexel and Mildred Boyd.
Ruth Chatterton, for many years
Mary Astor, John Boles, Ben Bard
and Lia Tora are appearing in "The a star on the Broadway stage, has
Woman." Others in the cast are the feminine role with Emil Jannings
in "Sins of the Fathers."
Oscar Apfel and Helen Lynch.
Charles
first

I

Fox

Klein
picture,

has

"Fog" from a story

Lehrman

"Homesick," featuring
and Marjorie Beebe.

!

his

by Charles Francis Coe. The cast is
headed by
Lois
Moran. George
O'Brien, Earle Foxe, Don Terry and
Maria Alba.

Henry

^

launched

is

directing

Sammy Cohen

Frank Borzage is midway in production of
"Backwash," from Tristram Tupper's novel,
"The River."
This will be a Movietone
special featuring Charles Farrell, Mary Duncan, Ivan Linow and Margaret Mann.
David Butler is taking Nick Stuart through
the big cities of the Continent for "Chasing
Through Europe."

Chinese Player in Fox Talker
Paul Fung. Chinese player, is to
have^ a role in "Behind That Curtain," talkmg picture for Fox.
Frazier in McCoy Film
Robert Frazier has been cast in
"Sioux Blood," in support of Tim
McCoy. Josephine Dunn appears in
the feminine lead.
John Waters is

there are five applicants for
every four jobs." Woodhull said. "No
particular interest or set of individuals is responsible for this.
It is
the result of labor saving devices,

programs

efficiency

for

speeding up

industry and kindred causes form
an integral part of our present dav
in

RCA

Reported In
Control of 3 Firms

(Continued from Page 1)
ident of
and chairman of the
board of K-A-O, said the report was
"a lot of boloney." Colvin Brown
at Pathe had no comment to make.
Elisha Walker, of Blair and Co.
Pathe bankers, was likewise non-

FBO

committal. J.
be reached at

"Nothing

life.

"We

are due for

economic changes
and many who must become a part of this
evolution are groping in the dark.
radical

"I.abor cannot now logically demand more
it
has and those of its members enill
and about our business must yield
to the economic pressure of the new condi
tion.
They are not responsible for the present situation.
Neither are the theater (,wn
ers.
Therefore the reasonable thing to do
l^
to face this problem of natural
progres:.
honestly and arrive at conclusions of mutual

than
gaged

benefit.

"Some elements seem inclined to rush
Mindly on without considering these changed
conditions.
the
wheels

needless to say that a',
progress turn the theatei
owner who carelessly increases his ovcrheao
or the craftsman who demands more than
the traffic will bear, will lie forced out of
the

It

is

of

made by

to

Murdock could not
K-A-O.
it," was the comment

J.

E. Boucher, vice president
of
RCA-Photophone, when
questioned.
RCA already secured a large, but
minority interest in FBO.
K-A-O
E.

owns

likewise

substantial interest
for some time,
owned a minority interest in Pathe.
The three organizations, are, therefore, interlocked.
in

FBO

and

a

has,

Claims Meistertone
Is Interchangeable
(Continued from Page

says a statement issued.

picture."

Radio Pictures Planned
for Regular Broadcasting
(Continued from Page

1)

directing.

1)

"The only

important difference
between the
Meistertone sound-band on the film

and that of Movietone and Phonofilm is the position occupied by the
sound-band on the film. In fact Mr.
Kuchenmeister has a simple piece of
equipment which makes this adjust-

eral Electric and the Radio Corp. of
America, is developing Photophone. ment easy."
Novarro in "The Pagan"
The apparatus will be available to
"The Pagan," John Russell's story made the announcement after a priBritish exhibitors in September, when
In addition, Fox has in preparation "Our of the tropics, with Ramon Novarro vate demonstration of radio pictures.
Daily Bread," which will be F. VV. Murnau's as star, will be Edmund Goulding's Special radio receiving equipment will the first Meistertone pictures will be
next production.
Dr. Frank Conrad is ready, according to Meyerhoff. It is
be necessary.
first production since his return from
Pictures now undergoing editorial polishing

and

Movietone synchronization are

"Mother

New York

to

carrying on e.xperimental work.

M-G-M.

planned to make a series of shorts.

Knows

Best," with Madge Bellamy. Louise
Dresser and Barry Norton; "Me, Gangster,"
with Don Terry, June Collyer and Farrell

Macdonald; "Making the Grade," which features Edmund Lowe and Lois Moran; "Dry
Martini" with Mary Astor, Albert Gran. Matt
Moore, Jocelyn Lee and Sally Eilers; and
"Prep and Pep," with David Rollins, Nancy
Drexel and John Darrow.

Keefe in "Cohens" Cast
Cornelius Keefe has been signed
by Universal for the juvenile lead in
"The Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic
City," which William J. Craft will

Ssmchronizing Comedy
Synchronization is being added to
Clyde Cook Cast
Clyde Cook, who recently com- the new Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy
pleted a role with George Bancroft comedy recently completed at the Hal
in "The Docks of New York," has
Roach studios.
been given a part in "Interference,"
now in production. Evelyn Brent,
Jones to Direct Rogers
Doris Kenyon, Clive Brook and WilF. Richard Jones has again been
liam Powell are principals.
Lothar signed to direct Charles Rogers in

Mendes

is

directing.

A FULL HOUSE

direct.

his

neX(t

IS

IMPOSSIBLE

UNLESS YOU

starring vehicle.

THE ACE
OF CARTOONS
BILL

BERT GLENNON

OSWALD
THE LUCKY RABBIT

DIRECTOR
44

SUPERVISION GEORGE WINKLER

THE PERFECT CRIME

ff

DRAWS THE KITTY
i

EVERY TIME

friM

PRODUCED BY

NOW

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

at the Rivoli Theatre,

New

York City

I

I

UniversczmmiE^ Cartoons

And Still
Th^y Rally
Around

Finklestein

&

Rubin

^ Publix

Theatres

111

cMinneapolis and St. fPauI
Rubin Circuit
also the Finklestein

&

BOOK

FOX PRODUCT
joining the parade of powerful circuits who have
already signed for a banner box-office year!

With 6 $2 Specials ready — proven by Broadway
long runs and popular price engagements— plus a
line-up of Movietone Entertainments that spell
money—plus a smashing hit every week— plus Fox
Movietonews, why shouldnH they?

Vhese smart
showmen must
he right!
Silver Anniversary
begins August 28th—
Celebrate Success with

i

^BK»
filmdommBSh
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Now You Can See How Perfect
A Synchronized Picture Can Be
No. 598

— Straight from

the Shoulder

Talk by Carl Laemmlef President of

the

Universal Pictures Corporation,

AND NOW "THE MAN WHO LAUGHS"
TO

READY FOR YOU TO HEAR AS WELL AS

IS

SEE.

NOW YOU WILL HAVE THE
how much a glorious

BEST OPPORTUNITY

YOU HAVE EVER HAD TO REALIZE

picture— perfect in itself—can be improved by the addition of cleverly directed sounds.

WITH ALL THE WILD TALK ABOUT SYNCHRONIZATION WHICH HAS HAD THE
whole industry standing on

its

head,

it is

no wonder

that confusion has

been worse confounded.

AND NOW OUT OF THE CHAOS OF GUESS-WORK AND GOSSIP, COMES THE SUPREME
achievement which will prove without the shadow of a doubt that when even a perfect picture is properly
synchronized with all due regard for theatrical effects, it can be made even better than perfect!

NEVER HAS THERE BEEN A MORE CONVINCING DEMONSTRATION OF THE POSSI*
bilities of the movietone process than you will get when you SEE AND HEAR "THE MAN WHO
LAUGHS".

DURING THE SCENES AT THE FAMOUS SOUTHWARK
cries of the barkers, the shouts of the

their other

that audience

tumultuous

I

YOU WILL HEAR THE

their horns

and the throbbing of

merry-making noise-machines.

THROUGHOUT THE

not

FAIR,

happy people, the blowing of

SCENES

WHEN GWYNPLAINE

—

which rocks with laughter you
"Gwynplaine! Gwynplaine!"

will

HEAR

IS

AMUSING

HIS

AUDIENCE—

the gales of laughter and you will hear the

cries

IN

THE MOB SCENES, PANDEMONIUM

live

who

will fail to get a terrific

THE MUSICAL SCORE
emphasis the

IS

IS

LET LOOSE

AND THE MOVIE FAN DOES

"kick" from this grand combination of eye and ear entertainment.

A GEM

IN ITSELF, BRINGING

OUT WITH EVEN EXTRA

fine points of this exquisitely directed picture.

AND ONCE MORE I WANT TO SAY TO THOSE EXHIBITORS WHO HAVE NO SOUND
equipment in their theatres
whether they both SEE and

just this:

HEAR

—Whether

it,

they will

your patrons simply SEE "The Man Who Laughs" or
be entertained and uplifted in spirit as no picture has

aroused then\ for a long time.

WHETHER THETRE

SILENT

OR WHETHER THEY'RE OTHERWISE UNIVERSAL HAS

the pictures!
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

DEVELOPMENTS
IN

THE

FA

ST-

MOVING FIELD OF

EQUIPMENT

ot

America. Inc.

Will H. Hays. President.

Changing conditions in the industry daily

Sound Pictures
Covered from

all

angles by

FILM DAILY

REVIEWS OF NEW-

EST RELEASES
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Kennedy Signs for Five Years with First National
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FORECAST BY TELEVISION

—

Revolution of enterpredicted here by Merlin
'jill
Aynesworth, president of the
I'ltional Broadcasting Co., following
cmonstration of television developed
t Dr. Frank Conrad of the WestPittsburgh^

tnment

is

Electric

iifhouse

Regular

Co.

i,r

pictures

tevision

Manufactur-

broadcasting of
is
planned in a

KDKA,

weeks by

fv

and

Westinghouse

badcasting station.
,rhe experiment here Aynesworth
ciracterizes as "an interesting deyopment which holds great promfor the future in the fields of
ectrical transmission of sound and
vion."
i,'

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
A'^ashington
Commissioner O. H.

—A

London (By Cable)
period of stagnation is faced by
British distributors in the opinion of "The Film Renter," because of the new film law, which
reduces advance booking to six
months in two years.
number of small independents may
be forced out of business, because of the law, the paper be-

Held by Kennedy

AS DETERMINING RENTALS

and

(Idwell

Harold Lafont have

cost will be the
determining factor in picture rentals,
regardless of quality, in the opinion
of W. S. Butterfield, operator of a
circuit of Michigan houses.
"When a producer has a 100 per

Advance busing is
months start-

cent customer, no matter whether it
is a circuit of theaters in which they
are financially interested, or only a
lone exhibitor who is taking 100 per
(Continued on Page 4)

designated to draft regulations
the radio transmission of
t'tures.
This step has been taken
t the government because it is feare that
extensive use of picture

may seriously interfere
reception of audible programs.
I is possible
that a ban may be
r|,ced on radio pictures.
t'nsmission

v;h

Pictures Fail to
Worry Studios on Coast

IN

From
TALKING PICTURE FIELD
A

cycle of mergers in the sound
picture field is predicted by "The
Wall Street Journal" which finds
that the welter of gossip surrounding
picture companies and the talking
movies is getting so involved, including consolidations and new inventions, that the Street has a hard
(Continued on Page 4)

Net

income

of

$36,951,

Coa<t

Bureau,

—

THE

HLM

DAILY

iollywood Studios here refuse to
b worried by advent of radio pic-

Few

here see television as a
competitor of the theaters.
"'(:il B. de Mille says that not only
*'
size and method of presenting
jptures in the home but the psyjp,)logy of the theater will preclude
3V great
reduction of attendance
t'-es.

sious

ause of radio pictures.

'

(

Auditorium in L.A.
World's Largest House

irine
5

1st

'OS

Coast

Bureau.

Angeles

THE FILM DAILY
city now has

—This

t
world's largest picture theater
ven the Shrine Auditorium opened
';fday,
dumping
additional
457
s ts into the already overseated sit-

"Dressed to Kill" and
Fair
Co-Ed" were doubleI'lured the opening week.
Evening
yjion
'

s

here.

le

ws

and

•'tinees

Saturday

and

Sunday

are the house's policy.

The Kennedy

ended June

the first six months,

meeting of company directors in
York. Kennedy, as previously
stated, has an option to buy a 25
per cent interest in the company any
at a

New

time within period of the contract.

Production economies instituted
the studios,

It started

when

at

a 40 per cent re-

negative costs is planned,
at the meeting by
has just returned from

EXPECT FOX STOCK TO

1928.
This is equivalent to 16 cents
a share on the 230,000 shares of cap-

outstanding, as compared
with $236,869, or $1.29 a share during
Sales
the same period one year ago.
for the first six months of this vear
totaled $3,305,037, against $3,652,894
in the first half of 1927.

EARN $3^5 A SHARE

stock

wore short pants. If the
past establishes a basis on which to judge the future, who
knows if there will be a witness alive to take the stand in the
Government's block booking case against Paramount. You'd be surprised the obstacles Paramount's legal artillery can throw in the path
Looked last week as if this block
of the opposing Federal forces.
:

in

where

30,

Turning Back the Calendar

MONDAY

company.
was closed

contract

after

charges, before Federal taxes, is reported by American Seating Co. for

ital

direct affive years,

outlined
Seat. Net Drops were
Kennedy, who
$236,869 to $36,951 the Coast.

ladio
i.st

of operations of the

duction

SEES MANY MERGERS

will

National for

under terms of a contract signed yesterday. E. B. Derr, secretary and
treasurer of FBO, is to be in charge

American

bin

gi^erning

— Negative

Detroit

A

lieves.

Joseph P. Kennedy
fairs of First

shington

—

Buy 25 Per Cent
Interest Within 5 Years

Option to

BUHERFIELD SEES COST

British Fearful

OV'T TO REGULATE

1

Price 25 Cents

1928

DERR TO HANDLE OPERATION
OF F. N. UNDER JOE KENNEDY

limited to nine
ing Oct. 1.

PICTURE TRANSMISSION

12,

a lot of us

Earnings of Fox Film Corp. for
six months ended June 30 last,
will aggregate about $3.25 a share
on the combined 767,216 shares of
"A" and "B" common, according to
"The Wall Street News" which prethe

dicts that "for the third quarter. Fox
Film will experience profits equal to

around $2 a share on the common
stock, and net income for the fourth
quarter will show a material advance
over that of anv three months of "28.''

Columbia Plans "Scarlet
Lady" as First Roadshow

Columbia is planning to roadshow
broader aspects, involves the whole inScarlet Lady," Lya de Putti
"The
But it appears slightly
dustry, would reach the docket in a hurry.
starring vehicle, which is to open
And, after all is said and done. Paramount is priming Aug. 14 for a run at the Embassy,
dififerent now.
New York. This will be the first
itself to quit only when ihe Supreme Court of the land is reached.
company.
If and when the tribunal of last appeal rules against block booking picture roadshowed by the
the company will accept. You should count the years
Your staid, conservative Englishman may not be spurred into
'^Talkers"
5
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
decision as quickly as his American cousin, but once J. Bull gets
Hollywood— By Jan. 1, 1929,
Which draws attention to the state of aflfairs
started, he carries on.
Fox Will have completed five
in Lunnon town where the panic toward sound is fast grasping hold.
It is exall-talking pictures.
This company and that will use device thus and so. If you think this
pected that long before that
market is cluttering itself with a lot of equipments which only an
date, plans will be ready for future so^md film production.
encyclopedia can keep straight, take a peek at what's going in London.

booking action, which,

in its

!

.

.

.

Fox

{Continued

on

Page

3)
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'
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5

Harrozver

Jack

by

11

"Motherhoad" has been roadshow

10

already in a
the country.

12
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POWDER MY BACK
RIDERS OF THE DARK

7

LILAC TIME
6
SAY IT WITH SABLES
MIDNIGHT LIFE
6
VANISHING PIONEER
MYSTERIOUS LADY
6
WAY OF THE STRONG
OBEY YOUR HUSBAND
7
SHORT SUBJECTS
SILENT
7
SOUND

THE

—

—
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Changes Made

—

High Low Close
(s) Am.
(c-b) do
*
Bal.

3m

Seat.
6s
36..
.

.

97

& Katz

Con. Fm. Inc
..
do pfd.

30
97

H

30
97
74-4
12-4

2m

M

.

•

.

•

.

.

'

•

•

at Portland

Portland, Ore. Floyd Maxwell has
been transferred from the Broadway
to management of the Portland, replacing Robert Blair, who is taking
Sales
over management of the Seattle at
900
Seattle. F. T. Thomas, formerly in
9
charge of Movietone in the South,
has been named manager of the
200
4UU Portland, which is adopting a sound
policy.
The Liberty is reopening

23
23^
East. Kodak .1797^ 176'A 177
128
•(s)
do pfd.
..
•
3 '4
3 '4
Insp.
3-4
'ioo
(c) Flilm
(s) First Nat. pfd. ..
104
2',866
84
(s) Fox Fm. "A"
svA 82
27-4
800
(c) Fox Thea. "A' 28 '4
27'A
9
*(c) Intern. Proj.
"6
90
91
(b) Keiths 6s 46
9oy2
'4
'4
(s) Loew's Inc.
54% SiVs 54 '4 1,400
(s)
do pfd.
.. 101 /« 101 -4 101 -4
500
*(c) do deb. rts.
UV4
(b)
do 6s 41ww io8.y« 108-^ 1085^
i
(b)
do 6s41x-war 10054 100J4 100 '4
4
2514
•(s) M-G-M pfd.
8-4
*(s) M. P. Cap..
....
....
19-4
(s) Orph. Cir. ...
19
20 J4
6,800
82
(s)
do pfd.
..
81
200
81
133'^
132>4
(s) Para.
F-L ..
4,600
..
(b) do 63 47
99%
3
99H
99'A
(b) Par.By.5-4is51 101 '4 1101-4 101 '4
1
(s) Pathe
6H SH 6-4 22,300
(s)
do "A" .. 25
21
2444 7,700
71 '4
(b)
do 7s 37
71^ 71
3
.

.

13m

Aug. 14 with legitimate.
Eddie
Hitchcock has been named publicity
manager for the Portland division of
West Coast Theaters.
A.
West
Johnson has replaced Bert Levy as
manager of the Columbia.

Roxy "A"
do units
do com.

..
.

.

29H
31H

6

Marian & Rice, daughter of D.
(Go-Getter) Rice, division manage
of Universal theaters in Californi
was married this week to Han
Balaban of Balaban & Katz, Ch

6

]\

6

12

.

(c) Trans-Lux
(0) United Art.
.
do pfd.
(0)
(0) Univ. Ch. com
do pfd.
(0)
(c) Univ. Pict.
*(s)
..
do pfd.
Bros.
(c) Warner
(s)
"A"
..
do
•(c-b) do 6/is 28
.

.

.

45
37/2

5 '4

1,000

37-4

7

3H

3%

12

3-4
15

78

84

2
75
19J4

85

....

19H

i9'A
97

.

t

.

•

.

.

•

• •

....

•

H

72^

68
74 -V^

79J4

.

'266

71
7 7 "4

'ioo
6o',s66
2'8,600

Last Prices Quoted.

NOTE:

(Bid

Balaban & Katz

is

and

the Orpheum to Kirby
also operate the Palace,

Gotham Sold for K. C.
Liberty Films has acquired distribution in the Kansas City territory
of 14 of the 1927-28 Gotham pictures
and the 26 productions on the 192829 program, in a deal closed by
Charles
Bessenbacker with Budd
Rogers, Gotham vice president.

Asked.)
Chicago;

Hawn

listed in

Gavin

mount

Dawley Goes Abroad

arid

Bert Dawley, cinematographer, is
en route to Europe to join J. A.
FitzPatrick in making "The Lady
of the Lake," which is to be made
with sound effects.

Rizzo in

New

— Clem

England,

of

by

British

Instructional

Films.

Al Ruben is welcoming news th:
Reisman's back in New Yor
Probably after that other rib.
Phil

Lou

T. Rogers is continuing
bookings on "Fortune's Fool\.
Emil Jannings' feature formen
titled "The Age of Lust."
Lou he

get

Barrett

Mount

Back

Mount Holly

at

Holly, N.

C—

J. V. Barrett,
formerly owned and operated
the Lincoln which he leased to Nixon
and Cloud has again assumed the

who

management

of the theater.

Raeford, N.
The Dixie has
been sold to E. G. Pophal by W. T.
Walters.

Norwood, N.
Norwood, N.

C.
C.

—

House Sold
J.

L.

Baucom.

has been the owner of the Norwood, has sold the theater to W. A.

\,

_

just set in the picture at the Carney

New

York.

i

Big smiles these days at the C<
lumbia offices following receipt of
wire from Harry Cohn to the horr
offiice,
declaring that "Submarine
Jack Holt vehicle, "looks like ai
other 'Blood Ship'."

New York's coffee and cigareti
dispensing theaters have a rival fc
prodigality in the Warner theatt]
at Hollywood, where cold drinks an\
sandwiches are served to standee.

Harmon.
Columbia Branch Named
St.

Co.,

Louis
the

— Affiliated

Distributing

name

selected for the Columbia branch here.
is

Hawn,

exploitation

now

with

Publix

former
at

supply man, has moved to new quarters at 251 N. 13th St.

—

S.

C.

Cherokee Falls, S. C. The Cherokee has been sold by B. L. Amick
to

J.

W.

Jewell.

:Ai."io

25.0O0

TEL 5580
COS1UMES TO rent:

the death of his father.

J

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Kansas

Missouri, to arrange for the
reopening of the Newman theater
there as a Publix house.
Hawn will
return to the Publix home office
early in September.

Jewell at Cherokee Falls,
local

Para-

representative,
is

r437 BVVAY. N.V

Let Us Solve Your Problems

Handling Reopening

C.

Macgowan's Father Dies
H.
Macgowan, general
manager of Columbia, is mourning
Claude

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

City,

Quarters
Rizzo,

first

a series of four features to be made
by Fox, for its quota requirements in

who

Bros.,

Roxboro, N.
C; Princess Theater, Oxford, N. C.
and the Castle, Wake Forest, N. C.

Skouras, St. Louis.

Pliiladelphia

London,"

the

to get. He
all wet."

•

152

(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter

Kirbys Buy At Oxford
Oxford, N. C. E. G. Crews sold

—

40
3S'A

.

Making Fox Quotas
—

London "Little Miss
now nearly completed, is

who

31
7

He is one guy, I'd like
British Instructional Films always yelling, "That's

C—

—

Monticello, Ind.
Carey and Alexander, who operate a string of Indiana houses, have taken over the
Strand and Lyric here giving them
control of the town.

34

6

.

Skouras Bros.
(s) Stanley Co.
*(o) Technicolor

*

World.

6

Raeford House Changes Hands

Buy Two More

.

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

sections

cago.

Quotations

(s)
(s)

of

—

ninff

225.

*(c)

number

"/ suppose the next thing in tal
pictures will be an all-star ca
of^ radio announcers."
N. Y. Ex

REVIEWS
FORGOTTEN FACES

t

10

6-7

Hynes..

"Motherhood" passed by

'

censors, negotiatio
are under way by States Cinema f^
a Broadway house where the pictu
will be booked in for a run.
Tl.
is a reversal of the usual process,
f

8-9

F.

"

DALY

New York

5

SOUND PICTURES, by Arthur W. Eddy
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, Coast News by Telegraph
•A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by Charles
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES, Resume of the News

That's That

By PHIL M.

1

2

by James

12, 19

Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
mCOaPO RATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

PENN.

THE
nday August

i
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12,

,

IHHOBIIHHHIH^
-ere they sprout from any and
rctions,

(

Square.

lor

\

from Billingsgate
.

.

to

Turning Back the Calendar

.

months and than a complete

I'ive

a moment that RCA is going to
(lump new devices and improvements
on the market with millions of dol-

all

Gros-

Well, there is a great deal of
[sitiveness in Joe Schenck's ideas
talking pictures.
He unburdened
uself in London and when the impt of his opinion seeped through
minds of the trade here, a lot of
I.'

{Continued from Page

lars invested in existing mechanism,
you're imagining in the wrong direc-

1)

1st.

.

I

{ks wondered. Synchronized scores
sound effects? Great stuff, says
Talkies?
Bah. A coupla
IShenck.
Says United Artists won't
llhs.
any talking pictures, so Sam
ijike
(l)ldwyn turns right around and annmces two.
,s|d

.

.

It

iLet's see.

We

weeks
some
and what

six
discoursing at

were
on the industry
jght be done to make dividend days
jriods of rejoicing rather than holiMade four points.
<ys of mourning.
Me dealt with elimination of overMting through closing down of
(jmpetitive theaters. Notice what's
Loew is to
iippening in Cleveland?
so.

figth

ijll

the Stillman to the Statler hotel

A

i|tfit.

house

less

.

.

.

Sound Pow-Wows
Smart fellow, E. P.
him? He's president
Realizing
the M.P.T.O. of Iowa.
derybody is nuts over sound, Smith
.Tuesday:

Know

(

smart business to call a
ilecial meeting to talk about it. Iowa
ildisturbed.
Of course everybody is
(tncerned with and over sound. The
wblem in the corn belt is one of
Exhibs there
l|wns under 25,000.
h\ sound operation exactly doubles

•li'ures

it's

overhead.
Some of the
while wincing a little at

teater
las,
ftst

fel-

the

have arranged to
But they can't get im-

of equipment,

fBtall

?diate

it.

Checks for

deliveries.

first

yments have, in some instances,
en returned.
Iowa is discovering
w what a lot of other fellows did
l^eks ago: That it is the affiliated
heater that will get the first break,
e

unaffiliated

chap

following

in.

up in several
lys with Paramount, Fox, Metro,
Pretty
jiiiversal and First National.
^ customers and W.E. is getting
,'d
will get, a sweet revenue from
em.
Do you think theaters affiHled with said interests are going to
Be
ait overlong for equipment?
estern Electric

lur age!

.

.

getting six handsome figures for
"The Singin' Fool" and a salary, plus
a split, on the four others to come
.

The Warner Sensation

tied

is

.

Woodhull

Wednesday: Such excitement you
never

This

did see.
millions
hurled about as

a business
people's are

is

—other

where

—

they meant noth-

if

Witness the Warner tidbit.
Adolph Zukor offered $10,000,000 for

— so

story goes

the

— and

got kinda

.

Tolson. The one
ay in pictures.

.

.

and only Al, will
A brand new conict has been signed with Warners,
nder it, A! will do four more pic-

.

.

and unwired. Paramount intends disbanding
roadshows
and
send
"Wings" out on program beginning
September. The aviation epic is now
rounding out its first year at the
Criterion in New York and a mighty
year it has been, too.
usually deal in unknowns
insofar as
pictures are concerned,
but here is one with all vestiges of
successful

Showmen

doubt about drawing pull removed.
You can begin doping out now what
"Wings" will do. Clear the decks!

In Large Slices

.

Heap Big Meeting

Friday: Boloney, that's all. Kennedy doesn't usually bother to affirm

Joe Kennedy, flanked on one
side by E. B. Derr, who worked with
steps

He will, will he — meaning
Fox.
Up goes the figure to $15,- Kennedy at
When Harry Warner learn- building plant
000,000.

—

ed about the first bid so the story
But
goes he listened respectfully.
when the competition became a little
Harry just sat back and
fiercer,
Now the price is hovering
smiled!
around $20,000,000 and any minute it
will go higher. The whole procedure
is traceable to
so the story goes

—

—

—

sound pictures. Warners are mopping
up via Vitaphone. Their business is
averaging $300,000 a week. That's a
Have you any idea
lot of money.

how many

took several big
companies we can name, to reach
that figure, before they finally passed
years

it

Anyway, Warners and Fox

are

way ahead of the mob on sound.
Fox purchases Warners, you can

see

it?

If

what would happen. But if Paramount purchases Warners, you can
also figure what would happen. And
that

— so

story.

.

the
.

goes

story

—

is

the

.

Now along comes David Sarnoff,
whose reputation as a business man
ranks very
that
tric

high,

statement

a

with,

Photophone and Western Elec-

Weeks ago

are interchangeable.

wc tipped off the change in
Photophone sound track from

the

100

width of the Movietone track. NothBut
ing else to it, remarks Sarnoff.
Western Electric remarks nothing at
Not even a denial, it is signifiall.
cant to note. Important to bear that
not even a denial. It looks
in mind
muchly like a settlement on the

isolutely right.

shall see.

.

.

:

und advice and it has nothing parular to do with sound pictures.
;te
warns against oral promises
-uu salesmen.
Get it in writing or
epare yourself to forget about it,
Pete is
?te
warns.
Sure thing.

•Pete

We

we

—

mils to 80 mils, the latter being the

forth

picious day.
"The Patriot" takes its
bow at the Rialto, New York. The
picture Hollywood has been excited
over for months. Waiting to see it.
Has been hailed as perfect piece of
shall see what
craftsmanship.

.

company so the story goes; the
In comes the Century. or deny, but this time the
Thursday
urge got
word reaches Bill Fox over on Tenth Down at the station are Ned De- him.
from the financial bowling
Up
jumps
to
$12,Avenue and the figure
Marcus,
pinet, Joe Schnitzer, Lee
of Wall Street came whispered
Then Zukor heard about it Bob Kane and several others. Out alleys
000,000.
words most of them are whispered
the

with

issues

Two important events set. First,
on August IS is opening of "The
Terror" at the Warner here in New
York.
All dialogue down to the
The advance
main title and cast.
But
dope is extremely interesting.
more about that when the day arrives.
Second, August 16, an aus-

ing.

downtown and mad.

(te
of the most ridiculously overleatered cities in the country gets a
lance to breath easier.

Inith.

Nate: "If you're happy, stick."
So Jolson remained with Warners.
Of course, there's nothing very painful about that, seeing as how Al is

.

was about

Same with television.
Good news for exhibitors, wired

tion.

—

It's
to
be held Friday.
Kennedy has
a long one.
certain ideas of his own about First
National and how it should be run.
He'll tell the directors all about it at
Some changes, too, in
the confab.

directors

gonna be

Appears as if several
the offing.
familiar faces at F. N. will be among
meeting
said
missing when
the
On the other hand, one
breaks up.
fellow and maybe two, will find
themselves nearer the top of the ladside of the pond David
Photophone and
declares
Western Electric equipments are inOn the other, J. E.
terchangeable.
Otterson tells London there has been
no decision. Our odds are placed on
The issue is no longer an
Sarnoff.
Somebody down at W. E.
issue.
really should advise Otterson what's
going on. Notice the rest of his talk?
this

Sarnoff

SaidParamount will make sound pictures in England by the first of the
year; that six British theaters will
be wired this year and "as many
more equipments as we can spare."
Bet the English will love that.
WestMotion picture via radio.
.

.

.

Pittsburgh
Story makes
every first page in New York. The
panic will probably begin any minute
now. We've been digging into tele-

inghouse

RCA, determined

to get start-

ed on

this

J.

K. dismissed as boloney.

P.

Maybe we are wrong.
Mr. Hays is in for an
.

.

.

active season.
Those stage producers fiddling
around with Vocafilm, have selected
one of those "hot damn" shows for
their
first.
No less than "The
Shanghai Gesture" one of the strongest
and roughest melodramas to
strut the New York stage in years.
In the ofiing are some of the Mr.
Woods' undressed bedroom farces
you know, the plays of the type that
deal with Mabel's room and various
articles of her personal apparel.
The
business is in for something.
Silence may be golden according

—

—

.

...

On

—

its sound picture policy as it
ship- saw fit,
the Bethlehem
had taken over Pathe, FBO
Much and Keith-Albee Orpheum. It was
in war days.

meetings all through the day. Desk
piled up with this and that and out
of it all comes one thing anyway.
That is, a meeting of First National

der.

—that

experiment

in

turns out successfully.

coming some day, of
It's
But don't fret about it now.
Far from practical; certainly not
Also remember
commercially set.
this: RCA which will sell the equip-

vision.

course.

ment when ready

is

now

in the

film

.

.

to the sages of old, but not in this
here picture industry. Everything is
going to talk soon. The Metro lion
will roar; we suppose the mountain
in
the w.k. Paramount trademark
will
begin to erupt with propei
sound effects and the Pathe rooster

—

—

will
reel

crow.
Anyway, another newsgoes sound. It's Pathe and the

talking stunt starts sometime in the
fall.

Next?

On

.

.

.

the Dotted Line
They

Today:

even

passed

up

lunch, those First National directors.
The meeting was that important.
Several things took place.
For one,

Kennedy

finally

closed

his

deal.

Signed a five year contract to run
the whole shebang, carrying with it
an option to buy a 25% interest any
time within the life of the agreement. Promptly thereafter, Joe left
for Cape Cod to see Mrs. Joe and
his flock of children.
It's been six
weeks since last he made whoopee
with them and he w^as right anxious
to go home.
E. B. Derr than whom Kennedy
thinks there is no better soul alive
on office operation and management
was placed in charge of details. My
goodness, with Boothby and Derr
on the job, watch how First National's overhead gets socked right

We business. A load of money has been
bothersome interchangeability.
wonder, however, about the other spent on sound and it hasn't been
Teleres to follow "The Singin' Fool." devices.
Pat Powers has maintained put over with the public yet.
ou see, after "The Jazz Singer"
vision and whatever else scientific
right along that Cinephone pictures
locked everybody for a loop, bids
America discovers will be dished out
when he has them will talk via to the public in small, palatable doses
jni competitors began to pile up.
Jolson tourned to lawyer-friend W.E. apparatus. And, if Photophone
the kind that can be digested easily
J)
late Burkan.
And the conversation can use W.E. without change, the and without upsetting the existing
For instance, the develop- midships.
something like this:
system.
equation about things equal to each
Al: "The boys are after me, but I
ment of radio for as far ahead as ten
Those two boys sure know how.
other being equal to themselves holds years is understood to be an accomin happy with Warners and am satfor
just like in algebra.
But if you imagine
'led to remain."
plished fact.
_

—

—

—

II

.

—

.

.

.

.

.
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Perfect Crime"

On

Great Inventions
Talking movies giving complete
plays, perliaps with color added by

(FBO)

New York

Rivoli,

These are straight newspaper opincomment on the sound effects
and synchronized music score appearing en page 9.
ions,

AMERICAN'—*

•

•

could stand cuttiuR

al-

most anywhere, for its monotony jcopardize^;
its
chances of suspense and ability to hold
the

spectator's

interest.

DAILY MIRROR—*
highly involved.
A plot
a

•

plot.

*

The

*

story

is

within a plot within

•

•

NEWS—*

*
With all the inDAILY
gredients that make for topnotch thrill stuff.
"The Perfect Crime" falls short of being perfecl film fare because of inexpert direction.
*
*
For those
who are still curious about the talkies, a visit
to the Rivoli this week is worth while, and.
aside from that, "The Perfect Crime" is superior to the general run of summer program

EVENING GRAPHIC—*

pictures.

EVENING JOURNAL—*
ing

this

it,

sobbed

itself

*

*

After see-

column went home and simply
to sleep.
For here in this pic-

——

someone director or scenario writer or
someone else muffed a chance to turn out
the best mystery yarn ever filmed.
ture,

EVENING WORLD—*

* * oughl really
to have been a nearly-perfect motion picture,
for its conception is ingenious and imaginative; but it has so many loose ends and discrepancies that it degenerates to the classifica
tion of quite good instead of remaining great,
•
as it promised to do at the start.

HERALD — *

*

*

one

"The Perfect Crime"

is

disappointed that

far short of
being one of the best pictures of the month.
Although there is offered a marvelous plot.
and although Clive Brook gives an inspired
will

fall

performance, "The Perfect Crime" turns out
be a rather botchy, irritating melodrama.

to
•

* «

TELEGRAPH— *

MORNING

*

Eastman process;

the

*

has
every ingredient for a successful film except
continuity is
sustained entertainment.
Its
perfect, the cast adequate, the direction good,
the photography above criticism, and yet it
doesn't provide the stuff for which motion
pictures audiences pay.
It hasn't a thing to
*
hold interest.
* • All in all, it is decidedly
me<liocre stuff, though Mr. Brook performs
-vith his usual studied restraint and dignity.
•
• •

POST—*

be

will

sent

"on the road," and troupes of live
actors will stay home.
The Actors' Equity Association
looks for a slump with hard times
coming for actors, but that's a mistake.
No great invention ever hurt
anybody. The best actors will make
more money in talking moving pictures than they ever made. The second class men will do as well or
better.

First and second class will be able
to rest and exercise while the film
does the work. Editorial, "N. Y.

—

Evening Journal."
*

*

*

Business Outlook Favorable
The country has entered the
period of summer quiet with seasonal trade recessions in most
basic lines less pronounced than
usual and a satisfactory balance
being maintained between consumption and production. Bank

—

of America.
*

*

*

Aladdin and Sound
is unfortunate
that the brains
of the industry has seen fit to
push aside the backbone of the business silent pictures in an attempt
to popularize, over night, a very uncertain quantity. After reading some
of the advertising of the producing

It

(?)

—

companies, one would think it was
only necessary to rub Aladdin's lamp
and presto every house immediately becomes sound equipped. Such

—

—

advertising as this is bound to disturb what equilibrium there is in
the industry, and seriously disrupt
the business by slowing up generally
the buying of silent pictures by many

—

thousands of exhibitors.
P.
J.
sloppily proWood, Business Manager, M, P. T.
Brook, Irene
O. oi Ohio.
all of whom

SUN —

* * * This clever, if
jected tale, is enacted by Cllve
Rich, Ethel Wales and others,
seemc«l to Ije entirely in the picture.
And,
contrary to what you might expect, the mingling of silent and spoken drama does not jar.

TELEGRAM—*

*

*

Hampered by

not very
Indispensable prologue and epilogue, the main
stratum of the film, "The Perfect Crime,"
achieved some dramatic effects, which Culminated in an excellent trial sequence. • * •

TIMES—This

sort of thing that
should cause even Pippa to stop saying "all's
right with the world." Amalgamation of sound
and silence, "The Perfect Crime" at no time
liecomes more than a pabl>crwocky of inane
incidents. • • *

WORLD—*

*

the

is

•

Worth

a

visit.

Me>dco Bans Babies at Theaters
Mexico City Babies in arms under two years of age are prohibited
from theaters throughout Mexico,

—

under an edict issued by President
Calles, who says their attendance at
theaters is bad for their health, interfering with regular sleeping and

Mr. Kennedy's Ideas
The greatest mistake that an executive in the motion pictures can

make
is

extending its
embrace motion pictures.
is

facilities

to

he should do
Let the stars

them get the

talk; let

publicity.

The

sky's the limit as far as the exploit-

ing of talent

is

concerned,

have everything.
job
too

let

them

But the executive's

business. * * *

is

think there

l

is

much

profifering of theories as rewhat should be done in the

gards
movies.

Too m.uch

talk, too little
prefer not to indulge in
this.
I'd much rather not be quoted
at all, and let the other fellow do the
talking.
I'd rather mind my own
business entirely and spend my time
figuring out the next move to make.
There's plenty of work to be done
without the conversation. Joseph P.

action.

1

—

Kennedy,

an interview with Edwin
"Los Angeles Times."

in

Schallert in

*

*

*

Financing, a Foreign Problem
In my opinion the chief fault

with the foreign producing market is that they appear reluctant
invest

to

their

sufficient

films

to

productions.
to

capital

what enormous returns

see

can obtain from such investments by making good pic-

tures.
These "arty" efforts are
splendid and often show strokes

But they will not
and cannot make money. And
of the genius.

unless

money

financial

cannot

make

pictures

enough

to justify the tremendous

outlay

producers
together a strong

weld

organization,

the

— King

Vidor.

Saxes and Brachman Sue
Fund for Maintenance
on Madison, Wis., Deal

Members

of the I.M.P.E.A., the
Milwaukee— Three suits for $19,500
buying
organization
have each have
been filed against Midraised a fund said to embrace many
wesco
Theaters
(Fox) by Thomas
thousands of dollars, for use by the
organization for any purpose held Saxe, John Saxe and Oscar Brach-

Sapiro

necessary.
The action was entirely
voluntarily and does not constitute
an assessment of any nature.

Sapiro Action Delayed
Filing of an affidavit by the Sapiro
buying organization, the I.M.P.E.A.,
in the Supreme Court in New York
yesterday put off moves for an injunction against the M. and S. circuit until

next week.

man

claiming the defendants agreed
to buy 195 shares of stock in
the
Capitol Investment Co., Madison, at

$100 and the payments have not been
made.
The Saxes and Brachman,
who formerly operated the Saxe
Cham, recently gained control of the
Capitol at Madison.

Browning Making Comedy Tests
Irving Browning of the Browning

Colorado Exhibitor Condition Critical

—

Pueblo, Col. J. J. Goodstein, Denver and Pueblo exhibitor, is reported
in serious condition from complications arising from injuries received
when he was kicked in the shin by
a former employee.

Vork

for

Orleans,

New

York,

Norfolk,

Houston,

Kansas

Richmond,

New
New

Louis

and

has
St.

left

City, where he is to conduct
screen tests in the campaign of
Hal
Roach to secure new talent for

Gang comedies.

been sent out by
local comedies.

Our

Four crews have

M-G-M

to

make

1928

Theaters

New York— Steel

frame for Film Guild theon West Eighth St. in Greenwich Vilwill be put in place this month.
Darby, Pa. Construction has started on'
t
the
Parker, which will cost $500,000 and
include stores and offices.
It will
be the
largest in Delaware county, seating 2,500.
W. H. Lee is the architect. The theater will
open Oct. 1.
ater

lage,

—

—
—

Springdale, Pa.
Matt Ida is building a
500-seat house which will be ready this fall.

Kan. The first suburban theater
here, the Uptown, has opened.
Officers are
Harry J. Stockman, president; George Siedhcff, vice president; Charles Smvth, treasurer.
Kansas City, Mo. A. Baier has started
constn-ction on a theater at 4011 Troost Ave
Wichita,

—

It

seat

will

1,350.

—

Oklahoma City, Okla. The building com
mission is checking plans for a $50,000 theater projected for Capitol Hill, but the names
of the backers have not been disclosed.
Winnipeg
Aaron Morris is building a
$20,000 theater in the suburb of St. James
Chick.isha. Okla.— W. O. McComb is remodeling a building into a theater.
Fort Madison, la.
A. W. Thornlon of
Hillsboru will build a 700-seat house here.
Hoboken, N. J. Stanley-Fabian Corp. will
open the Fabian Aug. 2.
The theater cost
$2,000,000 and Fred W. Schroeder has been

—

—

—

named

resident manager.
Passaic, N. J.
The Rex has been opened
by
the
Rutherford Amusement Co., with
Henry J. McCune as manager.

—

Sees Negative Cost as
Determining Rentals

in

make really good
They cannot seem

they

Studios,

country,

What

to talk.

is

to tend to business.

Sapiro Members Raise

feeding.

Extending Activities into Films
Tile Board of Trade for GermanAmerican Commerce, Inc. in its desire to further cement business relations
between (jcrmany and this

New

12,

cent

of

(Continued from Page 1)
their product, their

'.

price

must be based on the cost of the
and not on the fact that it
has some draft to it," he declares.

picture

"The poor production of pictures last year
and the demand for high rentals was caused
by the fact that all the producing heads were
busy taking over theaters, and in order to
protect their investment in the theaters they
attempted to get this cost out of the sale
price of pictures.
"Are the producers desirous of making
profit in theater ownership and operation, or in making productions? The answer
is that the theaters,
most of which are now
new, built of steel and concrete, should last
fifty years and will be here when the produciiig units and companies will be dead and
buried and new ideas advanced for entertainment to go into these theaters.
"Hardly any of the producers who are
chain theater owners are giving this question much consideration, although there is
a precedent already set up for it.
"Dramatic and legitimate producers years
ago, who were smart enough to see that the
profits were to be made in theater operation,
created circuits for themselves and today there
are only two left, the Erlanger and Schubert
Circuits.
"As long as these circuits encouraged the
production of attractions for these theaters,
they were successful; but in the last three
years when they proceeded to stifle them and
to make most all of the profit from a producers br.-inch, they brought on the condition
that exists today in their field."
their

,

'

.

,

'

'

I

j

Sees Many Mergers in
Talking Picture Field!

i

(.Continued

from Page

time keeping pace with

1)

it.

1

The

publication says:
"Undoubtedly, a lineup of new organizations
gradually
will
evolve
from the mixed situation with small
companies going into larger ones
and a gradual elimination of the
poorer equipment and inventions as
the new industry develops."

Connor Returns to Whiteville
Whiteville, N.
W. S. Wishart
has sold the Grand to W. D. Con-

!

C—

nor,

house.

Connor formerly

owned

the

tj|

i

*
,

I
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Foreign Markets
By JAMES

mm

P.

Presentations

CUNNINGHAM

NEW FRENCH PHOTOPttONE

DAILY HOUSES

—

THE FILM DAILY
Paris
Photophone interests have
German
picture launched French Photophone, Ltd.,
Washington
jouses which operate daily now have controlling Photophone patents and
ashington Bureau of

—

aggregate seating capacity of production in France. Capital will be
according to a report to the $1,250,000, of which $750,000 will be
LP. Section of the Dept. of Com- offered to the public at $1.25 a share.
There are only six theaters
lerce.
A. George Smith, of P.D.C., who
1
the country with capacities be- is managing director of British Phoween 2,000 and 2,500. The number tophone, Clayton Hutton, director of
theaters giving regular per- the British firm and Max Lopez,
f other
irniances are as follows: with seats managing director of French Brunsfom 1,500 to 2,000, 17; from 1,000 to wick, Ltd., comprise the directorate.
',500 seats,
106; from 750 to 1,000 The French Brunswick has power to
leats, 137; from 500 to 750 seats, 473;
appoint further directors to the board.
Uth less than 500 seats, 1,207.
A sound picture studio will be
n

|20,000,

erected.

\ustralian Companies
Increase Their Capital Central Censorship
Sydney— Indicating an expansion
to Be Urged for India
rogram. Union Theaters, Ltd., has
icreased its capital from $1,500,000
$3,000,000 by issuance of 300,000
jiew shares at $5 each.
General Film Co. of Australasia,
Ltd., has increased its capital from
to
•;;750,000
$3,500,000 by issuing
,50,000 additional ordinary shares at
i5
each.
1

Eight from
Washington Bureau

—

German Firm
of THE FILM DAILY

Washington
Program of Albopilm-Gesellschaft, German firm, for
'928-29 provides eight features, four
)f which
are German and iour foreign, states the Dept. of Commerce.
The company's lineup also includes
\

'0

—

Calcutta Centralization of censorship
powers, withi the incidental
abolition of the present system of
censorship in each province, is expected to be recommended by XhrIndian Film Commission, which has
been investigating conditions in the

home

industry.

D'Arcy in Stock Company
London Alexander D'Arcy, latest

—

addition to the British International
stock company, has been cast opposite

ter

ing

Betty Balfour in "The Daughthe Regiment," which is bemade with exteriors shot at

of

Paris, Berlin

shorts.

$8,000

U.

Leads

in Italy
led in the
ilms imported into Italy during 1927.
Each country is credited as follows:
meters;
United
States,
1,266,000
France, 386,000 meters; Great Britlin,
350,000 meters.
S.

Rome — United

States

Dupont Making "Piccadilly"
London "Piccadilly" is the
3f A.
E. Dupont's new picture

—

'British

Wong

—

Sydney

Anna
International.
plays one of the leads.

title

for

May

and Barcelonia.

For Sydney Acts
Six principal Sydney

houses are paying an aggregate of
$8,000 per week for presentations, this
figure not including orchestra costs.
Tivoli to P. C. T. in Fall
P. C. T. which recently
purchased the Tivoli from Metro
takes possession of the theater in
This will give the chain
the fall.
two theaters in the fashionable West
End of London, the other being the
New Gallery. P. C. T. is now conducting a $7,500,000 theater building

London

—

program.

Richniount Pictures
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

New York

City

Pres.

Standing in Lead
Wyndham Standing has
leading male role in "Widdi-

the

combe

—

which British Internamaking with Norman \\'alk

Fair,"

tioiial is

"WINTER SPORTS" CUCKS

SHOW AT
fornuila

doesn't

known as "Pow Wow". However,
despite weak spots, the show generally is fast-moving, is marked by
the zip that the clientele flocking to
the Paramount seem to want and
there you are. "Prelude", the overture is followed by the news reel.
Then Henrj' Murtagh at the organ
and the presentation extravaganza
with Paul Ash serving as the big
muck-a-muck. There are eight numbers. First is "In the Land of the

Sky-Blue Water"; then "The Legend of the Evening Star", "Get Your
Man", a burlesque on the N.W. mounted, isifourth, and holds up pretty well.
Horton Spurr then does a dance specialty that is very clever. Ginger Rogers, a new cutie at the Paramount, does
some cutish business with Ash and

The new skyscraper
Times Square on

to be erected
site of the
will be new-

the

Fitzgerald Bldg.,
headquarters for many New York
booking agents. Joe Leblang made
the purchase for $5,000,000 and will
sponsor the new building.
old

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producers and distributors
Cable Address:
Address:
Cable
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC, Paris
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC. N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Rctures

Quitting

—

It

is

possible the

Pearson-Elder film
day,"

"A

Girl

featuring Dorothy

Presentations for "Vaude"

King and King, the
WelshAristocrats and other
of To-

Boyd and

Pat Ahearne, will be released
America through Paramount.

War on

Title

— Censors

in

Changes

are on the warpath for fly-by-night exhibitors who
are showing certain pictures under
sensational titles that differ from the
ones under which they are registered.
Heavy penalties are threatened for
violation of law.

Sydney

Walt

Roesner's

Capitolians,

tog-

ged out in white sweaters and toques,
were spotted in a snowy and icy set.

A

snowball battle inaugurated the
excitement with the Juvenile Steppers participating and then going into some fast movements.
Joseph
Regan, tenor, looking somewhat out

atmosphere

of

out and sang

in his tuxedo, came
"Mary Ann" and '"Was

Dream," following with "When
Eyes Are Smilling" as a muchdemanded encore.
Eccentric dance
steps were contributed by Steve Savage, who got over nicely.
Frank
It a
Irish

Stever turned

out

a

flock

acro-

of

batic steps
_

—

Expect Paramount Release

London

well.

which stopped the show.
A highlight of the program was
provided by the Alexander Ouniaugets over very nicely. She's a nifty sky Girls, who were seen in a duel
dance.
Dressed in silvery suits,
little gal, who stays on just a little
bit too long. As it was, we felt our- with red and blue capes, they made
colorful
picture
as
they went
selves fast reaching the point where a
we"d have to throttle her or fall out through the motions. The Capitolof the lodge in desperation. A totem ians always click with their musicplot dance by the Sorel girls was niakmg and naturally put "In My
one of those things. Anyway, they Bouquet of Memories" over big.
were followed by Ed and Morton Additional effectiveness was given
Beck who sang a little nonsense about the number by the use of small colmassaging w'indows that was very ored lights which resembled flowers.
Besides the feature. "The Mysfunny. But
the boys had to turn
dramatic, ending their turn with sterious Lady," the bill embraced
The overture was
Laugh."
What the newsreel.
"Laugh,
Clown,
by FriedeRhapsody,"
"Slavonic
we thought of it doesn't reflect any
great credit upon them, but the mann.
audience went into rapture. ThereOrpheum Stands Change Dates
Paul
fore, we're just plumb wrong.
111.
Palace theater, a
Rockford,
Keast, followed with an Indian dance
house,
has changed
Orpheum
junior
wow.
The
finale
had
a
that was a
of
forest fire, burning trees, a lot of to Sunday and Thursday, instead
Sunday and Wednesday. The change
noise from the band and so on.
has also been made at the New- Orpheum, Madison, Wis.
New Center for Bookers

er as director.

EXCLUSIVE foreign
representatives for

ON PROGRAM AT CAPFIOL

T

In addition to its cooling system
vary much the Capitol served its
patrons with
at the Paramount. The boys in the "Wmter
Sports," a Bbris Petroff
band get themselves bedecked in production which had a lot of
audiNorthwest Mounted police outfits ence appeal although lacking any
this time and the dancing girls in particular application with
pastimes
Indian outfits; the music takes on an of that season.
The show ran the
Indian air and you get a concoction entire entertainment gamut and ran

The

in

London

HARROWER;

JAZZY, FAST

HAS $1,250,000 STOCK

HAVE 820,000 SEATS
,

By JACK

as

original Four
acts long in

picture houses, are bolting
of big time vaudeville.

in

Standard

for Motiou Picture Presentation

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1531

BROADWA>»

by

Rome

Loevir

Time

Loew

route will be played
and Gaut, who commence

their run in

Brooklyn.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

favor

VAUDEVI LLE
The FALLY

Booked Over
Entire

NEW YORK CITY

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

—

Sunday, August

DAiLVL
Moore

Colloii

"The Mysterious Lady"

Time"

"Lilac

Lvuqth: 8067

First Xatiomil

ft.

~

Paramount

Lenpth: 7640

ft.

BOX OFFICE, DESPITE EX- VERY GOOD ENTERTAINSENTIMENTAL
STORY OF THE WAR. FAMIL- MENT. A CROOK STORY WITH
IAR AFFAIR ARTIFICIAL IN SEVERAL DIFFERENT SLANTS
ITS DEVELOPMENT. THE THAT MAKE IT INTERESTING.
PUBLIC WILL LIKE IT.
CESSIVELY

CoUccn Moore, fine in
Cooper
moments.
Gary
pleasing; others, Eugenie Besscrer,
Cooper,
Mcintosh,
George
Burr
Kathryn McGuire, Emile Chautard,
Cleve Moore.
.Romance
Story and Production.
Cast

lighter

.

.

A

very light-weight story
of war.
of love of Colleen and Gary Cooper,
the latter an aviator in the Royal
Nothing particularly
Flying Corps.

new about

Cooper

it.

is

shot down,

carried to a base hospital. Colleen
hunts for him frantically although
this is gotten over more by suggesfinds
tion than by any other means
him only to be informed by his father
that Cooper had died; then the reThe early rounion and finale.

—

—

mances are
charming,

full of comedy
that
especially

where Colleen
runaway plane.

and are
portion

imprisoned

is

The

latter

in

a

half

is

distinctive because of some notable
air battle stuff and a general slump
in the yarn to the not too strong
finish.

Direction, George Fitzmaurice, fair;

Author, from play by Jane Cowl and
Jane Murfin; Adaptation, Willis Goldbeck; Scenario, Carey Wilson; Editor, Al Hall; Titles, George Marion,
Photography, Sidney Hickox;
Jr.;
good; aerial photography by Alvin
Knechtel, gorgeous.

Tim McCoy

.Clive Brook, very good inCast.
deed; Baclanova, a strong personality
whose trouping is among the best
Hollywood can offer; William Powell
in another splendid characterization.
Mary Brian, Jack Luden, Harry T.
.

.

Morey, Fred Kohler and
Sherry have little to do.

J.

Barney

Length: 7652

"The Vanishing

Length: 5834 /!
RED HOT ENTERTAINMENT Paramount
WITH PLENTY OF SEX APSTARTS OFF LIKE AN EPK
DRAMA, LOVE AND
PEAL.
THRILLS GALORE. AL- OF THE WEST AND THE!
THOUGH THE STORY IS NOT DROPS INTO A BETTER-THAN
PARTICULARLY NEW.
AVERAGE PICTURE OF THI!
.Greta Garbo in the type
which has made her famous.
Splendid performance. Conrad Nagel
Cast.

..

of role
is

her military lover but
Others Gustav
at times.

overdoes

von SeyfAlbert
Connelly,
Pollet and Richard Alexander.

it

Edward

fertitz,

.

not so
expected twists. Its passionate love
home
daughter's
scenes will certainly shock highlyknows nothing about her parents
proper maiden ladies. It is well-acted
and finally outwits the wife who and expertly produced.
Altogether
eventually kills Brook and falls to
it's
a beautifully-done production,
after.
her own death immediateb'
such as you might expect from Fred
his

becomes

parole,

—

butler
she,
of

the
course,
in

Direction, Victor Schertzinger, very

Author,

good;

Richard

Washburn

Niblo.

Direction,

Fred

Niblo,

Author, Ludwig Wolff; Scenario,
Bess Meredyth; Editor, Margaret
Booth; Titles, Marion Ainslee, Ruth
Cummings; Photography, Wm. Dan-

fine.

iels,

Gotham

fine.

Way

"The

Length: 6200

ft.

ENTERTAIN

MENT FOR WESTERN

FAN!

ESPECIALLY.
Cast.
.Jack Holt does his usua
hero stuff in okay manner.
Sail;
Blane plays the girl and provides th
William Powell ani
love interest.
Others in
Fred Kohler excellent.
.

.

elude George Oliver.

Story and Production.
the

of

fight

the

.Deals wit!
with th'

.

settlers

water problem and then the fight ti
retain their rights.
A crook tries t(
get control of the water privileges ti
sell them to a nearby town.
Holt
framed on a murder charge but es:S
His neighbors believe bin
capes.
i

guilty and that he tried to sell the:
out. Finally he frightens a confessioi
out of the heavy and all ends wit!
happiness prevailing.
Although yoi
always know what's going to happei
the stuff is well done and well pro
The youngsters will get
duced.
kick out of the production.

i
i
;

Direction. .. .John Waters, good
Author, Zane Grey; Scenario, J. Wal

ft.

Not

ter
Ruben; Editor,
Titles, Not credited;

Photography,

Edgar Schoenbaum,

fine.

"Say

of the Strong"
Length: 5752

Columbia

GOOD

TYPE.

splendid;

Child; Adaptation, Oliver H. P. Garrett;
Scenario, Howard Estabrook;
Editor, David Selznick; Titles, Not
credited; Photography, J. Roy Hunt,

"Midnight Life"

Pioneer''

ft.

Story and Production. .Pre- World
Crook War spy yarn involving an alluring
Story and Production
Clive
Excellently handled.
drama.
Russian agent, Garbo, of course, vvho
Brook, gentleman crook, kills his falls in love with the young Austrian
to
going
wife's lover and, before
captain who has in his possession the
prison, leaves his baby girl on the
plans.
She gets 'em and the
The usual
doorstep of a wealthy home.
disgraced, is degraded and
offi.cer,
hitwife,
baby is adopted. Brook's
Escaping he goes to Russia
jailed.
ting the toboggan on all eights,
and after a lot of excellent meller,
finally learns
after seventeen years
learns that the girl loves him and
where the girl is. She visits Brook gets the name of the "leak" in the
in prison, taunts him, after which he
Austrian army. The story, although
attempts to break prison, finally gets
original, has a number of un-

in

"Riders of the Dark"
Length: 5014
M-G-M

M-G-M

192

Jack Holt in

Greta Garbo in

"Forgotten Faces"

//?

12,

It

Columbia

credited
J

With Sables"
Length: 6401

/l

GOOD UNDERWORLD DRAMA
ft.
ONE OF THE GANGSTER- WORTHY OF GENERAL FIRST JUST MISSES BEING REA:
HAS EVERY ELEMENT B. O. STUFF. GOOD ENTEI
SLAMBANG WESTERN WITH CABARET YARNS NOW SO RUNS.
ENTERTAINMENT.
OF
GOOD
TAINMENT AND A PRODU(
ALL THE TRIMMINGS; FIGHTS PREVALENT. HAS B. O. STUFF Cast. .Mitchell
spleuf- TION WHICH HAS POSSIBII
Lewis
gives
GALORE WITH THE CALVARY AND IS FAIRLY GOOD ENTER- did performance as "Handsome," hiITIES.
TO THE RESCUE 'N EVERY- TAINMENT.
jack gang leader. Alice Day good as
.

THING.

.

blind violinist.
Theodore von Eltz
Cast. ... Columbia has assembled,
okay in part of loving pianist. Others fine cast and all do good work. Fral
Tim McCoy does some
Margaret Livingston and William cis X. Bushman outstanding wil
Cast
heavy battling, hard riding and perNorton Bailey.
Margaret Livingston, Helene Chad
functory love making quite convinc- Monte Carter, satisfactory villains,
Story and Production
Inside wick and Arthur Rankin giving gooi
vilingly; Roy D'Arcy good as the
though latter a bit theatric.
dope on gangland.
The story has support. Miss Livingston does finj
lain and Bert Roach injects comedy.
been
developed
nicely
with
new twists work as the gold digger. Alphonz
Story and Production. .. .A story
Dorothy
Currier,
Frank
Others,
Ethier gives a creditable performance
injected.
It tells how "Handsome"
of the man higher up leading

Cast. ... Francis X. Bushman and
Gertrude Olmstead good in leading
roles; Eddie Buzzell satisfactory as
the hoofer; Cosmo Kyrle Bellcw and

mob

a

Dwan.

crooks who headquarter at a
A tried notorious cafe, where "coppers who
Story and Production
and true formula is followed by Mc- interfere" arc bumped off in ingenious

Coy

of

picture

this

in

over nicely

in

McCoy,

erns.
detailed

which

will

get

houses showing westcavalry officer, is
in establishing law

a

aid
and order in a frontier village dominated by a gang of murderers and
His only help is a girl and
rustlers.
her brother who are editing the town
They're after the gang for
paper.
cavalry
murdering their father.
to

A

mops up on

the gang.
the usual flag-waving and
some exciting bits. McCoy's fist fight
with a flock of the gangsters is laying it on pretty thick, but vour westtern gang won't mind that.

troop finally

There

is

Direction, Nick Grinde, his
fort,

good: Author,

W.

S.

first ef-

A summons

the

body found

away

spot/

summoned

to the private

barking
later

at

pistols,

and

some

farcafe,

A

dancer in the
by the manager, secretes

herself in the office, and witnesses the
killing of a detective. As a persistent
detective is assigned the case, the
gang fearful she may tell what she
knows, prepares to take the girl for a
ride, but is frustrated and captured
by the detective's ruse. You can sell

on its crook atmosphere, and
promise them some thrills and comthis

edy.
It's
from
Spider's Web."

Direction,

Scott

the

story,

Dunlap,

"The
good;

Van Dyke; Author, Reginald Wright Kaufman;
Arthur
Staffer;
Editor,
Dunlap; Titles, K. Loew
Nogle, Sutherland; Photography, Ray June,

Scenario, W. S. Van Dvke; Editor,
Dan Sharitz: Titles, Madeline Ruth-

ven; Photography,
good.

fashion.

office, lights out,

George

Scenario,
Scott R.

very good.

Williams, badly-scarred gang leader,
falls in love with a blind violinist.

When

the girl wants to feel his face
he uses his good-looking pianist as
a double.
gang of bootleggers abduct the girl and holds her as a hostage while they run a load of liquor
through.
The plan is gummed up
when the leader's girl, jealous over
his attention to his prisoner, squeals

A

to "Handsome."
The two gangs go
into battle, Louie, the bootleg king,
is killed, and
"Handsome." the girl
and pianist make a getaway before
cops arrive. The police take up the
chase
and "Handsome," realizing
that the girl loves the piano-pounder
rather than himself, lets them escape
and then shoots himself. It's a picture with real thrills, love interest,

suspense

—

everything.
Direction,
Frank

Capra,
fine;
Author, William Conselman; Scenario, Peter Milne; Editor, not credited; Titles, not credited; Photography, Ben Reynolds, good.

Story and Production.
.There's
strong story in this of a father tryis
to protect his son from his formt
mistress, a gold digger who guns fo!
Th(
big game and usually gets it.
.

.

—

girl

is

father,

killed

son

and suspicion points t(
and the gold digger')

But the boy's step-mothe:
really did the killing, which is a twis'
that hurts rather than helps the story
with the obliging detective checkinf
off
It's
the
case as a suicide.
well done, despite the fact that it's
pretty slow in developing, but onc<
going it holds the interest. There':
a natural in hook-ups with fur stores
on this one, and even a fashion shov
gag can be worked. Sell it on thi
story's twist of son, falling for hi;
father's former mistress.
maid.

Direction,
Frank Capra, good'
Authors, I'Vank Capra, Peter Milne
Scenario, Dorothv Howell; EditoB
Arthur Roberts; Titles, Not credited
Photography, Joe Walker, very good

Sunday, August
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12,

Rich in

Ire>ic

My

"Powder
Warners

Pathe Review No. 34
Pathe

Back"

Length: 6186

Average Magazine Stuff

Short Subject Reviews

ft.

DRAGGED OUT PICTURE
BASED ON FLIMSY STORY
iWHICH AT TIMES BECOMES
IS
DECIDEDLY A
iSILLY.

Type

I

WEAK

i

SISTER.

.Irene Rich does her best to
overcome unconvincing story, she
misses in a vampire role; Audrey Ferris, pretty
but hasn't much to do;

Cast.

.

Andre

"Two Tough Tars"
Roach— M-G-M

.

Beranger

bolster the

show

called upon to
with his trick manis

"The Terrible People," who is arrested by Miller, youthful sleuth, and
in the fracas kills a man.
Before
going to the chair he swears vengance upon the persons responsible for
his apprehension.
That's what leads
to the story.
The gang try to bomb
Detective Miller to death but he escapes and a second attempt to burn
him in a houseboat, along with
Allene who plays the secretary of a
wealthy and crabby old lady, also
goes wrong. In the meantime judge
as

Silent
A

Type

Punic

of production.

Stan

Hardy

—

_

.

.

.2 reel

—

comedy

and
Oliver Laurel
and
one of the funniest com-

in

edies in a couple of ages.
They are
become tiresome. two toughi tars on shore leave who
Anders Randolph and Carroll Nve make up with two girls and, in a

nerisms, but these

Rood.

hired flivver, start out for a perfect
Story and Production.
Their rollicking course ends
Peeved by day.
the act of a purity
candidate for up in a traffic jam on a country road.
mayor in stopping her show, the star Well, from then on, the riot begins.
fakes injury in an accident to gain
traffic cop attempts to end the
access to his home in an efTort to scrap and finally orders all the cars
compromise him. Instead, she falls to follow the tars who goofily lead
in love with him, abandons her plan, the procession into a railroad tunonly to find that he loves her. There nel.
The oncoming train forces all
are some laughs, injected by Ber- of the cars out and, after the smoke
ang-er, who overdoes them as his task clears away, out come Laurel and
becomes more and more of a burden, Hardy, car compressed into half its
but the picture just isn't there. Irene normal size, but the two sailors as
Rich tries hard to overcome the jaunty as ever. The gags are great,
handicap of a weak story. She does and the laughs mount until practiher best to offset discrepancies in cally continuous.
Worth booking
the script, but it's too much too ask. anywhere.
Be sure to get it. It'll
The picture seems to wabble on the knock your crowd stiff. Directed by
liasis of reaction to the theme, and
James Parrott.
it's
little
wonder, in view of the
.

.

.

and prosecuting attorney involved in
the forger's conviction have been
murdered.
The first three episodes
seen are packed with serially-manufactured
thrills
and consequently
make good entertainment for serial

A

Direction, Roy Del Ruth, not much
to work with; Author, Jerome Kingston; Scenario, Robert Lord; Editor,
Not credited; Titles, Not credited;

Frank

Photography,

Kesson,

very

good.

"Obey Your Husband"
Anchor-S. R.

Length: 5600

ft.

THREADBARE STORY TOLD
IN THE SAME OLD WAY.
ONLY FAIR AS A PROGRAM
PICTURE.
Dwan

Cast. .. .Dorothy
sufficient
as the
misbehaving femme. She's
beautiful.
Male lead competently
handled by Gaston Glass.
Others
Alice Lake,

Henry Sedley and Rob-

Homans.

Story and Production

You've

seen this yarn screened before.
It's
the familiar one about the neglected
wife who won't obey her daddy and
eventually hubby, especially in regard
to the crowd she travels with. She runs
up a sad bridge debt and the sleek
heavy, doing an imitation of Adolph
Menjou, gets naughty. His murder
follows, with both
the leads generously taking the blame as each susl)ects the other of having done the
job.
But later you learm that the
heavy's girl friend jealously knocked

him

Felix, the

off.

What

little

comedy

that

who

iS

"The Terrible People"
Pathe

Type

serial
of production
Spencer Bennet's latest serial concoction begins with all the earmarks

high-speed,

.

thrill

entertainment.

based on the story by Edgar
Wallace, novelist, with Walter Miller and Allene Ray again co-starred
and Thomas Holding contributing to
the villainy.
The story deals with
It

resigning.

School's

Harry

on.

hates

is

Direction, Charles J. Hunt, weak;
Author, Arthur Hoerl; Scenario, Arthur Hoerl; Editor, William Holmes;
Titles, Not credited;
Photography,
Robert E. Cline, satisfactory.
a forger, leader of a gang

known

as

Hardy

series.

he

Much

fun follows.

Horace

in

Hollywood

Series

Universal
Start
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Arthur Lake gets away to a good

A Good

.

.

start in this, the first of his

new

"A Cross-Country Run"

it,

se-

He's a "movie-struck" youth,
determined to get to Hollywood. A
letter from Hoot Gibson causes him
to start out, despite his mother's

ries.

—

Aesop Fables Pathe
Black and White Fun

Type of production. 1
The menagerie cuts
.

Horace falls asleep, to
joining Hoot as a side part-

room,

dream
ner.

of

Indian fights galore

make

the

dream some nightmare, and he is so
unhappy when he awakes, that his
parents

promise

Hollywood

he

may

start for
This series
by the start

in a week.
good, judging
made by Director Luddy.

looks

novelty
for

a

"Canned Thrills"

—

Grantland Rice Pathe
Seeking Entertainment
Type of production...! reel novelty

How

at

the

public

Coney Island

member

of

is

the

takes its thrills
the topic of this
Sportlight series.

Gives shots of amusement-seekers
experimenting with the various thrillproducing devices afforded by the
nation's playground.
So-so.

and his sweetie's tears.
Father, however, prevents success of
the runaway attempts.
Banished to
his

reel

loose

cross-country race in this number.
There are plenty of illegitimate methods indulged in by the funny-looking
contestants.
Old Al, the farmer,
comes through the winner when an
ungentlemanly mule kicks him for
several cartoon miles.
The picture
contains a few new touches and
ought to please fans who like this
type of material.

"Growing Pains"
Our Gang— M-G-M

l^leadings

Manufactured Thrills

of

Laurel-Ohver Hardy

gets a legacy and starts out to enjoy life. He hires Stan as his butler.
One night Hardy comes home pieeyed, and insists on going out to fin-

—

a

like

of production
2 reel comedy
This is one of the best of the Stan

—

I

something

Pippin

Type

.

.

frames Farina to deliver a note that
his mother has broken both legs and
Which is swell
heavy is Al Ferguson and Bobbie wants him home.
Nelson plays Robbie Trevor, Mary's until mother walks into the classMeanwhile Wheezer, Harry's
brother. They all get by. Nobody is room.
concerned very much with the acting brother, has been fishing and starts
home. Passing a circus, two trained
in these blood and thunder affairs
anyway. The hero is stalwart, the seals smell the fish and follow
heroine, pretty, and the villain, plen- Wheezer. in his excitement, begins
dropping the fish and finally waddles
ty dirty looking.
The story deals with an English into the classroom, the seals close
The excitement is
nobleman and his wife on an ex- on his heels.
Fever gets terrific and results in school breaking
ploration trip to Africa.
them and they die, leaving a baby up for the day. Well gagged and
Has plenty of
bov who is raised by an ape and_ is very well done.
Directed by Anthony Mack.
later known as Tarzan. The heroine laughs.
enters the picture as castaway of
"Hollywood or Bust"
wrecked ship. The villain is the

relief is

injected in the film doesn't score
heavily and the titles are nothing to
rave about. The direction didn't help
the story much.
The picture will
draw best in the smaller houses and
not much elsewhere.

.Serial

out hot after Tarzan and his tribe,
the ape-people. The openers indicate
that animals will be used plentifullv
throughout the various chapters. It
looks like a good bet for audiences
mat id'l for the v rial stuff.

M-G-M

A

"Fighting Orphans "
of production
1
reel cartoon
Fehx, the Cat, in another pleasBruce Educational
ant number.
Bear Antics
The cartoon work is
very good and the gags, as usual, Type of production
1 reel scenic
The antics of two cub bears disclever.
Felix, as keynoter at a national
convention of "dem-o-cats" porting themselves in the woods furswings the crowd to a decision to nish some natural laughs at their
live on Mars because cats lead "a clumsy antics.
They finally make a
dog's life" on earth. So Felix makes raid on a camp and clean up all the
a tour of inspection first before food in sight.
The final shot shows
bringing the crowd up to join him. them with their tummies well filled,
His adventures are funny.
This and falling asleep all huddled up in
a knot.
number will click no doubt of it.
The last part of the reel
shows some unusual views of white
"School Begins"
caps and breakers careening over a
Our Gang— M-G-M
rocky shore just after a storm. Well
Clever, Diverting
handled and nice photography.
Type of production
2 reel comedy

for this.
Universal seems to have injected some
pretty good production values, judging from the opening episodes. The
Tarzan stories by Edgar Rice Burroughs have had a wide circulation,
and that is important bear in mind
Frank
in figuring this serial's draw.
Merrill plays Tarzan; Estelle Kingston is billed as Mary Trevor; the

ago, or

Bed"— Hal Roach

Amusing Cartoonantics

Universal

descendant of a pirate crew of Iciu

"Early to

IS

Cat— Educational

Type

Usual Serial Thrills

Type of production
The kids will go

;

ish his spree. Stan remonstrates,
and
finally in tears tells Hardy that

"Astronomeows"

"Tarzan and Mighty"

story.

ert

fans.

of production
1 reel novelty
Subjects in this number are: "Lumbering for Camphor in
Formosa
Jungles,'^ "Orphan Annie's Friend
Harold Gray," showing intimate pictures of the cartoonist; "Ferocious
Vegetarian";
"The Terrible Sun
Bear,"
"America's
Birthplace,"
relics at Jamestown, Va. "New York
Architecture," study of the Manhattan skyline, present and future.
Ordinarily entertaining stuff.

Excellent,

Type

We

As Usual

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

never get over our raves about
the Our Gang comedies.
If Hal
Roach discontinues them, we, for
one,

intend

registering

loudest
In this,
the neighborhood.
She just raises hell with
(Continued on Page 12)
the

squawk we can muster.
Mary Ann is the pest of

—

1

THE

-<^E^DAILV
NEW DEVELOPMENTS

FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

BIG
Atlanta

CHANGE

IN

TALKERS BACKWARD STEP, SOUND EILM CRAZE HITS

SOUTH

—

Success of record music
theaters throuprhout this territory,
presages revolutionary changes, it is
believed here. A number of theaters
arc using the Victor service, which
provides a selection of records for individual pictures, and others cueing
their own shows from stock records,
from the cue sheets prepared by disin

tributors.

The

Imperial,

wired
Movietone, haci
great success with the non-synchronous system, popularly known as
"baby Vitaphone." As the amplification is through the regular Western
Electric equipment, it is difficult toi
patrons to distinguish between synchronous and non-synchronous accompaniments.
The Metropolitan here, resorted to
the double turntable immediately following "The Jazz Singer." After an
eight weeks' consecutive run of this
first Vitaphone film it behooved the
Metropolitan to uphold its standard.
But no Vitaphone feature-length picture was available. So Manager Carter Barron met the situation with
"baby Vitaphone." He continued to
present Vitaphone playlets and subsequently
added
Fox Movietone
News, but the musical accompanifor

Jacksonville,

Vitaphone and

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Sound accomipaniment and effects are valuable, but
talking pictures are a backward step,
declares King Vidor, director, who
fVest

—

finds himself unable to reconcile
self to the new "craze."

.<;it

such scenes, believing that the screen
reached a point where more subtle pan-

film

tomime and deftness
Now, in the talking

of direction
sufficed.
picture, we will come
table and the abundance

right back to the
of conversation.

Memphis

American

vations.
in

can

I

papers

I

see

of

full

the

did not believe

New York and made

no advantage in
motion pictures.

it

'talkie'

when

1

inno-

landed

an investigation

of

my own. I regret I cannot share the enthusiasm for this voice recording device.
I
honestly do not anticipate its success beyond
novelty

week buys

The

F^mpire, Atlanta, installed the

records.

Some two months ago Manager
Alpha Fowler inaugurated a new
feature

which

likewise

utilizes

Or-

chestraphone.
This is a song slide
feature with the Orchestraphone providing the music. From the Orchestraphone, located in the pit. a buzzer
system connects with the booth, and
the organist signals the operator. In
this way there is smooth coordination.

Another suburban theater that

is

—

stage.

realism?
It destroyed the very illusion they
had been seeking.
Fancy a portrait, for example, in which, for added realism, the artists had it
fixed up so the subject might
wink at the spectators; so it is, I believe,
with the screen.
The art and charm is in
the silent pantomime, not in the tricks we

might have

it

perform."

Ties Up with Sound Opening
Pawtucket, R. I. Coincidental to
the installation of both Vitaphone
and Movietone at the Strand, Publix
house. Manager C. F. Millett arranged a lobby display which he billed

—

as "Modern Miracles."
The exhibition offered a new model automobile.
f-'"rigidaire,

washing

machines

and

using a non-synchronous device of a other comparatively new inventions.
different character is the Tenth Street
Liebeskind Representing Movietone
of which Frank Harris is manager.
He employs the double turntable, inCleveland N. Liebeskind is here
stalled near the booth, and connected in charge of Fox Movietone News
up with loud speakers located on and Entertainments, as special repeither side of the screen. He chooses resentative
with
headquarters
in
records from stock to fit the cue Cleveland.
He covers Cleveland,
sheet.
Detroit, Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

—

to the

The Lyceum

installed.

also

is

plan-

ning to switch from a stock policy and
pictures, to sound pictures. This would
give the city seven sound houses.

Rush

"Motion picture directors for years have
been trying to do what artists have succeeded
in doing, bring upon a flat screen something
in the way of a pictorial presentation of some
vista
of
human realism.
You remember
the time when some animal artists used to
put bars in front to lend an added touch of

Orchestraphone and loud speakers
and ever since its opening, months
ago, has cued pictures from stock

city's

This city is capitulating
sound
picture
craze, after holdhaving spoken dialogue in
It
is
something I feel is entirely out of ing aloof for several months. A rush
place, and may tend to des,troy the quality
for sound equipment is under way
of the films to be made with its incorporafirst run houses of the city.
tion.
Sound attachments, however, are some- between
thing entirely
different
again and I can
Loew's Palace has opened with
see their value to the film production.
1
Vitaphone
and
Movietone.
The
look
for musical
scores that will fit the
Strand is being wired, after being
theme of the picture more suitably than or
chestrations have in the past.
Noise effects dark for a year and Loew's State,
also will add interest to a production.
combination house, goes to a soutid
"But with the sound accompaniment, my
picture policy in a few weeks.
The
interest in the new devices ends.
I was unPantages also has announced that
willing to lielievc what I read when I returned to Paris from Italy and found the Western Electric equipment is to be
"Personally,

the

the stock records necessary to score the picture.

—This

wholesale "surrender" to sound pictures has served only to increase the "fever" throughout
the territory, and it's just too
bad for the exchanges in selling film. Exhibitors view with
apathy the sales sheets on silent pictures, not knowing just
what course to take, and hoping for moderate priced sound
reproducing systems.

him-

ment

for the feature picture is the
result of his own enterprise. He uses
the cue sheet as a guide, and each

Memphis

"For years wc have strived to get away
from the place where wc had to have two or
more people
down at a table and start
talking to each other so we might explain
the action through titles," Vidor said.
"At
least for three years I have flatly refused
had

SEES SOUND ENHANCING

MEMPHIS WITH A BANG

KING VIDOR BRIEVES

to
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ARTHl
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RECORD MUSIC PRESAGES

12,

SOUND

THE

IN

Sunday, August

to sound pictures was a sad
to the Memphis Auditorium
commission. Early in the summer the

blow

VALUE OF SILENT

FILMS,

Players without voice training can
master sound picture technique easily, beauty and personality will remain as now at a premium, and motion pictures will continue to be pri-

marily motion pictures enhanced with
dialogue and sound effects, backed
by good judgment and seasoned

showmanship.

This

M-G-M

Rapf,

studio

summa-

the

is

tion of the beliefs expressed

by Harry

official

in

re-

gard to sound pictures.

i

"If it makes pictures more entertaining,
audiences will demand it and producers will
use it in every picture," Rapf said, "but
if
it
doesn't help the entertainment value of
a photoplay it'll be deader than a dodo in a
short time."
"We have all the players we need. Motion picture companies aren't going to disrupt the stage by a grand rush for legitimate
actors.
The camera is the same harsh critic
it
always has been, the camera still rules,
and always will rule, in pictures.

"Many persons appear to believe that because we now may reproduce sound on the
screen that it will put a premium on voices
that have been built up for the stage.
For
the stage it is necessary to have a voice
that may be heard in the twentieth row. as
well as it can be heard in the first row.
"That sort of voice isn't needed for the
microphones.
They'll pick up a whisper in
close-ups,

no

is

man
that

for

An

instance.

actory

voice

good for the screen.
A man or wowith a pleasant natural voice is all
is

necessary.
pictures

"The sound

may

the radio.
Timing is
feature in speech, and

to

through

the

we

best

be

likened

most important
will

get

timing

direction.

know

"I

threat.
Last week the loop
houses climbed aboard and the Majestic is the only first-run house not

there has been a feeling, even
among producers, that the era of beautiful
faces on the screen will pass before the sound
reproducers.
Don't you believe it.
1
say
that screen personalities will last as long
as the screen lasts. The eye requires beauty,
and beauty it's going to have.
"Entertainment is the same now that it
always was and always will be.
All we
have to do, and all we are going to do, so
far as I Icnow, is use .sound as it should
be used to enhance the entertainment value
of our pictures.
When sound will be a good
thing we will use it.
are not losing

wired.

our

commission announced it was installing the double equipment ami would
play the "talkies" with "Jazz Singer"
for the debut.
At that time the Or-

pheum, which will open probably in
November, was the only sound picture

We

heads over

it.

"Sound

getting by now because
novelty.
They will be
getting by on their quality within six months.
The pictures you hear a short time from now
are going to be so far ahead of what you
hear now, that you wouldn't realize that
they were done by the same mechanical
means.
But always the camera will be the
thing in pictures, not the microphone, and
don't forget it."

pictures
they are a

Denny

in
Bureau,

"Talkie"

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Alice Day has been

H^'est

Coast

selected

for

a

role

in

"Red

Hot

Speed," Reginald Denny's first talking picture for Universal.
Several
others also have been added to the
cast,
including
Thomas Ricketts,
Charles Byer, Fritzie Ridgway and

Burr

Mcintosh.
Joseph Henabery
direct.
Gladys Lehman and
Matt Taylor have prepared the scenario and the talking dialogue.
will

Appeals Made on Sound Censoring
Philadelphia State censors have
appealed to the Supreme Court their
fight for right to censor sound pictures, which was denied by the lower

—

|

are

State, L. A.
Bureau,

Goes Sound

THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Movietone will make
its debut at Loew's State Aug. 17,
with the opening of Greater Movie
Season in Los Angeles. On that day
H'est

Coast

—

the theater will present Fox Movietone News Weekly as a regular fea-

I

ture.

"Dick" Fox Gets Han-a-Phone
Movietone News at Seattle
Richard C. Fox, who operates the
Fitzmaurice to Make First
court in case against Fox.
Warners exchange of that name at Buffalo,
1'(>\ Movietone Xews will
Seattle
Los .Angeles Cieorge Fitzmaurice has appealed a decision
which is di- has acquired distribution of Han-ahave a truck and two men here on is to direct "Changelings," which is rectly opposite,
with the lower court Phone in upstate
New York. Buffalo
assignment,
beginning to be the initial First National pic- holdmg that
permanent
a Vitaphone subject is Han-a-Phone
Corp., is being formed to
Aug. 15.
ture employing dialogue.
censorable.
market the device.

—

*

THE

I
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EQUIPMENT

VARIOUS DEVICES
AVAILABLE

AND

NOW

4EDDY
'HOTOPHONE OUTPUT
BEING SPEEDED BY

*!

IS

New

York Critics Rap Sound
Sequence in ''Perfect Crime"

RCA

Sound used in connection with
Plans for installation of RCA-Pho- "The Perfect Crime" (FBO) at the
uphone equipment are being speeded Rivoli came in for a severe rap by
the majority of New York critics.
that company, according to E. E.
)>
Sucher, vice president. Sets now are The picture was originally a silent
at the Carthay Circle and
iSiltomore, Los Angeles, and an in;tallation is under way at the Eightyiixth St. theater,
York.
Installed

New

With

the interchangeability issue
egarded as settled, there is to be no
et-up on production of Photophone
quipnient, according to Bucher.

SOUND

SCM

WALLOPS

IN

SOUTHWEST

tion

too

bad

sums up the

for
exsituation in

territory, with exhibitors
Tig off on buying, due to the
')icture situation.

ihis

las

Dent

gone

hold-

sound

Dent Theaters, who
Europe will not buy

of

to

)roduct for the
eturn.

new season

until his

H. B. Robb of the R. & R. circuit
marking time, and has not stated
vhen he will start buying. Col. H.
K. Cole, buyer for Federated, states
s

early enough for
,0 consider new product.
A. B.
'nand of Momand Enterprises,
iiot done any buying as yet.
hat Sept.

1

is

him

Mohas

5ound Houses to Benefit
By Synchronized "Wings"
Houses wired

sounrl pictures
when the picture

for

play "Wings"
fS released by
Paramount in Feptemj>er.
The picture on Sunday will
iound out a year's run at th*; Criterwill

<
I

New

York. Sound accompanion a separate film is being
ihown with the picture. The Critcvion
un is expected to extend until the

ion,

nent

irst

of the year.

I

Getting Set at Cleveland
Cleveland—
Tri-State M. P. Co.,
I
leaded by Jack Flanigan and Gilbert
ilamilton, is getting complete Pho'hone equipment and in 30 days will

I
'

;

able to take sound pictures. This
vill be the first sound picture equipment in Cleveland. Flanigan is local
'athe News cameraman.
He also
'C

,pecializes in
jures.

With

Vi-State

nd

also preparing to print
develop all films in their own
is

Flanigan is in charge of
amera work, and Hamilton directs.

^iboratories.

i

commercial motion picthe sound installation,

reports that
Electric is to build a
large plant in Hollywood, and

Western

The synchroniza-

A

* *
serious flaw in
The picture evidently was synchronized
the east, having been filmed at the coast.
Consequently, voices which
speak in the
trial scene are not those actually belonging
to their speakers.
Many times the disc rmssea
out.
Voices are several words behind or before their lip movement. This disconcerts one
considerably. * * *
* *has the box
office advantage of synchronization and talkie

this.

in

EVENING GRAPHIC—*

sequences. * *
"The Perfect Crime," while
it
has a good musical score which registers
well, carries discrepancies in its sound dialogue.
The voices are not carefully timed
with the lip movement and the R. C. A.
method shows much room for improvement.

EVENING JOURNAL—* *
synchronization m the picture

*

The

itself

talkie

bad.

is

In the court room scene, where the district
attorney is summing up the evidence for the
jury, the words that emanate from the screen
11'' ve
no connection with the words that the
silent players are saying. * • *

WOkLU —

t,\Ei\jAU

* * it was pro*
the picture was endowed with
synchronization.
Well, it wasn't. There
First
wasn't any synchronization about it.
you'd see a character move his lips and then
They didn't jibe
you'd hear a lot of words.

that

KLA

at

*

HERALD — *
*

all.

*

* * the talking bits are noi
for the synchronization is bad.
The
dialogue does not always coincide with the
movements of lips. * * *

perfect,

MOKiNlNG lELEGRAPH— *

Photophone

*

*

RCA

musical syii
chronization for the picture and has put dialogue into the courtroom scene. With ill chosen music, the device shows itself capable of
reproduction,
and in the courtroom
good
scene, where the dialogue has been inserted
after

the

speaking

has

provided

picture

was

distinctly

a

shot,

with

it

shows people

tight-pressed

lips.

equipment would con-

state all

tinue to be manufactured here.
Western Electric is not behind on equipment orders, the
speeding up of production having placed the company far
ahead of schedule. The sudden
rush of orders is being met
with surprising speed by the
company, but despite this fact,
orders received now call for delivery
some several months
hence.

*

claimed

.

'

DAILY NEWS—*

— "Just

L. L.

*

additional

for

company deny

the

*

*

1,000

manufacturing
sound equipment.
Officials of

poor in too many spots and the whole
has a jumbled, patched-together qual-

is

thing

*

MIRROR—*

—

Men

The Hawthorne
Western Electric is

workmen

RCA

comedian of her.

of

employing

the
Photophone method. Criticism was not leveled at the quality
of the sound but at the manner in
which it was applied. Excerpts from
newspapers follow, straight newspaper opinions on the qualities of the
picture appearing on page 4.
AMERICAN—* * * Black veils and a
black eye are worn by Ethel Wales, who does
some sincere emoting when the film's synchronization doesn't do its best to make a

ity.

Dallas
changes"

Chiccgo
plant

him, but a synchronized score and
dialogue sequences were applied via

DA.ILY

BUYING

1,000 Extra

Photophone has also supplied a prologue and
an epilogue, neither of which have anything
to do with the picture, but which provide
some amusement and a great deal of indirect
*
propaganda for RCA.
POST * * * the most important feature

—

of the picture is that it is FBO's first effort
at spoken dialogue.
According to its results,
it
ought to be the last, too, until something
like good synchronization is established. * * *
*
* unfortunately the dialogue
*

SUN —

was added after the
result words float

a

have

nothing

or

little

mimed

film

out
to

was made, and as
occasionally which
do with the panto-

action.

lip

Nevertheless, the spoken dialogue heightens
the story which happens to be an ingenious
one.

*

*

*

TELEGRAM—*

were

paced

a

*

trifle

*

too

The

early sequences
for complete

slow

interest.

Mention must be made of the

clear, cynivoice of the prosecuting attorney, the best
argument to date for talking pictures.
* * * As an example of sound,
the synchronization leaves much to be desired.
The synchronization is faulty in many,
many places, and several vocal selections are
added in curious out-of-the-way scenes. * * *
This newcomer to the Rivoli at
least proves that even if the synchronization
of the record and the actors on the screen is
not quite perfected yet, a spoken word or o
noise such as the telephone, the Judge's gavel
in court or the murmur of crowds is ten
times more effective as the written captions
cal

TIMES —

WORLD —

used to

be.

*

*

*

'Carmen,' First Sound Film

from Blattner

in

England SOUND

—

London Within ten weeks, the
Louis Blattner Picture Corp. expect
to have completed its first talking
film,

will

"Carmen."

British

Photophone

be used.

Beery in Gotham "Talker"
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood
mate, which

Beery will sing
"The Joyous Vilby Harold Shu-

Gotham

will produce.

ORDER OF

DAY AT CINCINNATI

—

Cincinnati
Sound is the order of
the day at local first runs all of which
are to be equipped for sound projection.
The Capitol now is playing

THE FILM DAILy Vitaphone

—Noah

as well as speak in
lain," an original

IS

productions.

buying films for the
new season has followed on the wake
of the sound "craze" throughout the

Lethargy

territory.

in

UNITED ARTISTS ORDER

TWO

BIG

SOiD

STAGES

With a large recording building for
making of sound pictures practic-

the

ally completed. United Artists studio states construction will begin immediately on two sound stages. The
cost of these three buildings and
equipment will approximate $250,000.

The recording building is 56 ft. .x
76 ft. and two stories in height. The
stages will both be the same size, T
shaped, 75 ft. x 100 ft. and 50 ft. x
60 ft. Work is being rushed on the
new buildings.

SAYS TALKERS NUST

Talking motion pictures will have
to maintain the high standard of the
best silent product, if they are to
meet with the same degrees of success in the opinion of William R.
Fraser, general manager of the Harold Lloyd
"For the

Corp.

talking and sound pictures are an extreme novelty and in the
public's
eagerness for something different,
good and bad pictures are being patronized.
present,

But this novelty is going to wear off, before many months, and the same discrimination
being shown by theater-goers in the
selection of their silent drama entertainment
today, will then be exercised as far as sound
or talking pictures are concerned.
"Producers who overlook the artistic and
story values in their pictures in an effort
to rush on the market with 'talkies' to profit
by the publicity present lack of discrimination will do the industry as a whole a great
injustice
and irreparable harm," he continued.
"Their lack of foresight will be
reflected in the box office figures not of today
perhaps but of some months hence.
Aside
from other contributing factors, poor pictures did more to bring about the apparent
slutnp in motion picture box office returns
during the past year than did anything
else.
Good pictures did excellent business in
proportion, but they came so few and far
between, that the slump in theater income
naturally became noticeable.
"Theater-going can become a habit, but a
habit easily broken by a string of poor entertainment.
Talking pictures undoubtedly
are proving the greatest boon the industry
has had for years.
They have injected life
blood into an industry that was literally
suffering
from hardening of the arteries
through too rich living.
The film doctors
have provided a tonic, in talking and sound
pictures that will restore the old time vigor
of the industry provided the proper attention is devoted to "diet," which happens to
mean nothing more than a continued output
of
pictures that have some backbone, human interest, general appeal.
"Wise producers long since noted the way
the
industry was drifting and took full
cognizance of the situation.
These same
producers will be leading the parade when
the years' development in sound pictures is

checked up."

Sound for Salt Lake House
Lake City Western Electric

Salt

—

sound projection equipment is to be
installed at the Pantages, which has
bought the M-G-M product

tHE
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10 Completed at 1st National
—
Inspiration Joins Ass'n of Motion Picture Producers

Partner

PRODUCIION AT STUDIO

Says Tunney May Become
Fred Thomson's Partner
Harry Carr,

NOW R[ACHING

ITS

PEAK

niidsuiiimer peak
was reached tiiis week witli 10 productions in the cutting room or already shipped.
The completed productions are
Oh. Kay!" starring Colleen Moore;
"The Divine Lady," starring Corinne
Griffith: "Out of the Ruins," starring
Richard
Barthelniess;
"The
Night Watch," starring Billie Dove;
"Hard Rock," starring Milton Sills:
"Heart Trouble," starring Harry
Langdon; "Show Girl," "The Glorious Trail," starring western star,
Ken Maynard; "Waterfront," cofeaturing Dorothy Mackaill and Jack
First

Xatioiial's

Mulhall; and "The Whip."

Inspiration Joins Western
Association of Producers
Henry King

will represent Inspira-

tion Pictures as a director of the
Ass'n of M. P. Producers, which has

elected the

New

company
Writers

to

at

membership
Christie

Several new writers are busy at
the Christie studio on feature and
comedy production. Henry McCarty
is at work on the special sound script
for "The
Carnation Kid," by Al
Cohn.
Reed Heustis and Harry
Freed have been added to the two
reel
comedy scenario department

headed by Frank Roland
are working on Billy
Dooley and "Confessions of a Chorus

which

is

Conklin.
Girl."

They

stories.

Ralph Wilk Discusses Hollywood Personalities

Over Sound

Interest Continues

the "Times" says:
a hunch; and is

in

"This is just
handed out as such; no more.
But I have a solemn suspicion
that Gene Tunney will go into the
business of movie producing; and his
partner will be Fred Thomson.

Orman
and

Its

Tells of

Europe

Film Personalities

K.xperiencos in

and

tlie

European

field

some famous

personalities encountered were described by Felix
Orman in a radio talk from KFI on
Thursday.
Orman was active in
English and French production for
more than six years, and met and
worked with many well-known people, including Lady Diana Manners
and Georges Carpentier. This is the
first of a series of weekly radio talks
on motion picture topics to be given
by Orman.

Additions to Cast of "Shakedown"
Three new players have been
added to the cast of "The Shakedown," with James Murray and Barbara Kent in featured roles.
They
are George Kotsonaros, Jack Ray-

mond

and

Harry Tenbrook.

Tunney May Become Fred Thomson's

The

Arthur Rankin has worked

A

Little
from nLots *f

It

Our good friend. Max Ree, almost
starved to death the other night and
stories and scenarios, is one of so did his fair companion.
They deHollywood's most enthusiastic horse- cided to motor to the Flintridgc
shoe tossers.
In fact, he is so en- Hotel, near Pasadena, but when
thusiastic that he has donated an ex- they reached the hostelry they found
pensive silver cup to be awarded the it closed for the stimmer.
A little
best
thrower in
the
Hollywood discouraged, they continued on to
Horseshoe club.
The trophy was the Huntington Hotel in Pasadena,
displayed
at
the
horseshoe club, where they found the dining room
which is Hollywood's wealthiest or- closed. A« 9:30 P.M. they reached
ganization.
The aggregate age of a third hotel, where a kindly waitfour of the player-members is more ress ransacked an ice-box and asthan 400 years.
sembled a makeshift dinner for the
«
*
#
nearly famished visitors.
Among Hollywood's enthusiastic
horseshoe players are
Kathleen Collins Selected
Wallie Beery, Raymond HatKathleen
Collins will be leading
ton,
Eddie
Sutherland
and
woman for Ted Wells' next UniKeene Thompson.
»
*
*
versal
feature,
"Grit Wins."
Joe
One of the Coast's most popular Levigard is director. Al Ferguson,
directors, Mark Sandrich, has just Buck Connors and Nelson McDowell
completed direction of his first feat- are in the cast.

MONTE

BRICE, who

tosses

ure, "Runaway Girls," a Columbia
release.
Trigono-metry got Mark his
first job in pictures.
He had come
to the film colony to visit his cousins,

subject director, try difficult stunts
with a dummy that was hanging
from a cliff. Al and his assistants

Logue

Farrell in Murnau Cast
Charles Farrell appears in the lead
opposite
Mary Duncan in "Our
Daily Bread," Murnau's next for
Fox. Production will start in a few
weeks upon the recovery of Murnau
from an operation for removal of his
appendix. Warren Burke, son of the
comedian, Johnny Burke, also ap'

Marion to Title "Varsity"
George Marion. Jr., has been as- pears in the cast.
signed by Paramount to title "VarLewin Heads M-G-M Scenarists
sity," which will introduce Charles
Temporary charge of the M-G-M
Rogers as a star.
The story was
written by Wells Root and the di- scenario staff has been given to Alrection is by Frank Tuttie.
bert Lewin.

were "stumped" by a comedy problem, and Mark stepped forth with
his knowledge of trigonometry and
solved the matter.
Al then and
there, put him on his staff.
»

•

Sandrich

.

directed

ROY DEL RUTH
T)irecior
**The Terror"

ALL VlTAPHONt SPECIAL

J,

)

)

many

co'medies at Educational

Fox

m

u MeviKimvE u
ni
n
RALPH
n DIETRICH
n

•
I

and

before joining Columbia.
has also worked at Warners as an assistant director
on features.

He

1

1 Film

Editor

=="
1

J

William

<32»

Pictures

'

.

A Famous Doorway
in

I

off

Hanlon.
wrote the story.

A.

Sables."
j

Carmel and Zion Myers, and was
watching Al Hermun, the short

Charles

With

Hollywood

cast also includes Mary Nolan, Harry Gribbons, Wheeler Oakman and

Jackie

12

Companionate Marriage," "Walking
Back," "The Blood Ship" and "Say,

RALPH WILK

By

in

pictures in 11 weeks.
This is probably a record for an actor.
Among
his best known pictures are "The

Hollywood

that

means home

—

The dooiway

of this hotel means hom«
personal
service
pleasant surroundings.
It also
that you are convaiiaitiy located \a Hollyfilm capttol of ih< worid—-amusement center

com/ort

means

wood

to traveleri

—

—

—

of Southern Caltfomia.

Good Food

a Feature

A

Fteacb chef bas mads the dinine room faoKxa.
Club brealcfaso, hincheae* or dinnen at popular
price*.
Also b caite service.

Write isr rcscrvaitons or
" Hollywood, "^.today!
^_

The Hollywood
^uiJiare the doonsoy

Viae

», at HoQvwood

free

booklet eniitted,

Plaza Hotel

means home

to traiielert

BM, HoUrwood. CalKocBfa
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Theater Equipment and Management
By

fOUR STATIONARY, ONE

— Four

stationary and one
portable model of emergency lighting systems, in addition to special

models designed for special systems
are manufactured by Roth Bros. &
Co.

G. E.

EXPERT

—

Cleveland Colored light is "much
powerful" than colored pigments, in the opinion of Dr. M.
Luckiesh, director of the Laboratory
of Applied Science of the National
Lamp Works of the General Electric
Colored light, he says,
Co.
tinges everything within reach, while
a colored vase extend its influence

more

models mAn automatic throw-over
clude:
switch for use with two independent
barely beyond its boundaries.
power sources, either A. C. or D. C.
"We may have fairly neutral surroundings
emergency
power;
light
or
for either
most of the time if we so desire and when we
colorfulness we may press switches and
want
serlighting systems for use where
bring modern lighting equipment into play,"
vice is A. C; emergency lighting lie contniues. From hidden sources located in
systems for use where service is D. fixtures, ornaments, wall-boxes, architectural
details, or behind translucent panels, springs
C., either from private plants or pubmodern artithis wonderful mobile medium
used
systems
emergency
service;
lic
And these tinted lights also reficial light
equipbooth
conjunction with
in
In our dining-rooms,
tire when we will it.

The

four

stationary

_

—

ment.

The

portable has a six-volt stand-

ard heavv duty lighting battery, an
especiallv built rectifier unit capable
of giving the battery a trickle charge
or full rate charge, a full automatic
throw-over switch, which transfers
the light to the battery in event the
power supply is cut off; a step down
transformer of the same voltage of

and terminals to provide
power independent of the throw-over

theaters, public halls, ball-rooms and man>
other places, liy calling forth these colored
lights of mobility and power, we may enjoy
the soothing or cooling effect of blui^h light,
the radiant cheer of the warm tints, the
stimulation of orange light, or a play ot
color as harmonious or as strenuous as deAnd by pressing switches they retire
sired.
Truly modern conuntil called forth again.
trollable light is a
great potentiality."

new

expressive

medium

ot

battery can operate the
emergencv light for about 18 hours.
The light can be adjusted to any
desired angle.
In operation the light may be run
during normal conditions from the
regular alternating current source of
supplv bv means of a 10-foot cable

The

and an attachment plug which can
be inserted in any standard alterIn the case
nating current outlet.
of the regufailure
emergency
an
of
of
current source
alternating
lar
supplv the light will operate from
the

batterv

provided.

The

transfer

from normal to emergency source is
automatic, which means that if the
light is connected to a wall outlet
and the alternating current source
the light will continue to burn,
being fed bv the battery. Also, if the
cable should be accidentally detached
from the wall outlet, the light will
continue to burn uninterrupted. The
plant can be disconnected from the
alternating current supply source and
moved around to any desired locafails

tion.

.

NEW

DISSOLVER PLACED

75-Seat Coast Theater
Orville, Cal— What is claimed as
the

smallest

picture

theater

the
located
in

world operated at a profit is
at Las Plumas in the Feather River
The house seats 75 perCanyon.
sons and patrons are permitted to
maintain charge accounts.

TALKING SHOP

A.D.C.

—

Allentown, Pa. No change in the
A.D.C. curtain control machine manufactured by Automatic Devices Co.,
is contemplated by that firm as a result of the sound picture developThis statement follows anment.
nouncement of changes made by
other companies' curtain control devices.

The Automatic Devices
not believe

there

that

is

Co.,

much

does
ad-

vantage to be gained by the plan of
running extra wires to a green and
red pilot light on the control switch,
to indicate whether the curtain is
open or closed. This view is taken
because of the fact that it always
is apparent from the booth or orchestra pit, or wherever the control buttons are located whether the curtain
is open or closed.

New

Screen Designed for
Sound Film Amplification

installed at the

ON MARKET BY PREDDEY

it

is

said,

This,
Capitol here.
adjusting of the

permits

mechanism

so that even distribution
sound is obtained, rather than
San Francisco Declared to require great volume in the front of the
only one 20 ampere arc of the mirror house, and little in the rear of the
type to produce clear, even, well- balcony.
of the

—

lighted

projection,

slide

the

new

The screen

local supply house.

The

dissolver

is

provided with one-half size achromatic lenses in spiral mounts, and
its telescoping pedestal may be elevated to the desired height as well
Features
as tilted to any angle.
claimed for it arc: automatic feed,
and the fact that it required but one
circuit, one rheostat and one switch.

Ad

made

of light-weight
so constructed as to
to pass through without affecting the volume or tonal
With this type of screen,
qualities.
the main reproducing horns can be
placed behind, instead of in front of
the screen and can be adjusted to
"Mouth-level," so that the sound
emanates from the same point upon
which the eyes are focused.

Preddey Dissolver has been placed material, and
on the market by Walter G. Preddey, permit sound

is

is

Cool Theaters Pay Returns

Box

at the

SPLENDID
this

Office

business being done
at Detroit first ri'"s

summer

is
due, according to
George W.
Trendle, of Kunsky Enterprises, to
the cooling
systems which make
these theaters a refuge from the city's
heat.
The firm, of course, has maintained a hi.gh standard of entertainment, but the cooling systems are
entitled to great credit, he says.
At Cleveland, a similar story is
told,
the
continued heat actually
boosting downtown
business,
because of the theaters' cooling systems.
The public has learned that
the theaters are more comfortable
than crowded roads, and automobile
riding has been abandoned in favor
of pictures.
The Stillman, Palace,

State and Allen, all artificially cooled,
are houses benefiting.
*

And

»

*

during
the
summer
there have been several Broadway
openings, where the audiences were
permitted to swelter, and the picture
placed under terrific handicap, because of the lack of any cooling
equipment, when a few hundred
dollars would have provided sufficient

give

yet,

temporary
the

relief,

at

show a chance.

least,

to

Summer

—

Hearing its close, now and_ if
is
you've stood the gaff this year, without a cooling system, you probably
can get by for the remainder of the
hot weather, but if j-ou're not laying
you're holding out
your plans
on yourself with false economy.

NOW

Film Plant at Kansas Shutter Designed to
Prevent Film Heating
City Destroyed by Fire

— Plant

of the United
Film Ad Service, one of the largest
producers of advertising film in the
United States, was destroyed by fire.
Damage to the building was estimated
at $40,000 and to the contents. $40,000. The company furnishes film ad
service to merchants in all parts of

Kansas City

not be interrupted as steps have
been taken to set up a temporary
plant until a new building can be
constructed.
will

It" Policy at

IN

—

Each unit is complete within itoperaself and provides for complete
The throw
tion without attendance.
over from normal source of current
to the emergency source is auto- the country and maintains branch ofThe service
fices in several cities.
matic and instantaneous.

"Charge

HYNES

Cincinnati Designed especially for
sound pictures, where the amplification horns are placed behind the
screen, a new type screen has been

the batterv

switch.

F.

NO CHANGE PLANNED

COLOR LIGHT ADVANTAGE

PORTABLE ROTH SYSTEMS STRESSED BY
Chicago

CHARLES

Drew Eberson Goes Abroad
Architect Drew Eberson, son

development

in

architecture.

=^S ALE!'==
The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD
Before

you buy, ^et the
on the

MOVIE CAMERA

facts

Holds 16 Feet Film— Cane— 6 Magazines
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

SUFMEME
WashedJtir

COOLING SYSTEM
of

Eberson, one of America's
foremost theater architects, is en
route to Europe where he is to study

John

— Special

shutter placed
projector has been
designed by E. E. Oliver of the
Oliver M. P. Supply Co., who claims
prevents excessive film heating.
it
One of the devices is in use at the
Oriental.

Cleveland

at the rear of the

SUPREME HEATER AM VENniOTNG
tORPORATION ..«,.... ST.UH/IS.USul
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Free Shows Announced
for 3 Nebraska
Omaha — Free slunvs have
gang, whicli liiially nabs licr and
her plenty.
Wlieczer, cutest
little
fellow, is Mary Ann's choice
to defend her honor. Mother has told

ilic

licks

Mary Ann

that

Whcezcr takes
he will become

if

enough cod liver oil
a giant.
So Mary Ann

does

the
trick.
In the meantime, a circus
giant comes to board and. learns of
the plan, substitutes for Wheezer.
From then on, everything happens
with the gang finally driving the
giant clean out of the neighborhood.

A

comedy.
thonv Mack.

An-

by

Directed

fine

Towns

Saturday.

Knoblauch

at

tor of the Criterion.

Monday
Trade Commission basing test case
on block booking on Paramount action.
Vogiie for sound beginning to assert itself
Federal

in England.
Joseph M. Schenck

Bridgeton

—

&

F.

R.

continues

Des Moines

new name

— The

President

EGGERS

will

is

to

former Orpheum

and Garrick when that theater
opens in September.

re-

expansion

progrram

INCORPORATED

in

Tuesday
exhibitor
vention.

Name Changed

of the

films

Northwest.

Iowa

be

talking

states

be shortlived.

Bridgeton. X. J.
Harry Knoblauch is resident manager of the new
Stanley which opened last Friday.

D. M. House

Stanley Levy at Chicago Criterion
Chicago Stanley Levy, formerly
in charge of Carl Laemmle's three
local houses, now is managing direc-

—

Week*s Headlines

been an-

nounced for three Nebraska towns.
Molbrook, which has no theater, is
to offer free pictures Wednesday and
Saturday; Lincoln is to have free
shows on Wednesday and Brock on

12, 1928

association

calls

sound

con-

RCA
R.

Photo
Engraving

preparing statement in interchange
ability with Western Electric.
F. Woodhul! tells exhibitors to shun oral

promises of salesmen.
Al Jolson signs long term Warner contract.
Universal profits in 1928 expected to top last
year's.

Lightman Buys Another
Paragould, Ark.— The Capitol has
been taken over by M. A. Lightman,

Sound

increasing his chain of theaters which
already the largest in Arkansas.

is

Dick Rich and His Melodious

Monarchs
.sound picture
In a snappy setting, Dick and his
.

melody-makers get of? some
popular numbers, which, coupled with

jang

of

make

clowning,

a corking

this

Buys

Collins

Memphis

Band Act
of production.

reel,

owner

of

—the

Two

Collins, formerly
Capitol,
Paragould,

Ark., has acquired the Palace, RecArk., and the Capitol at Marmaduke. Ark. It is understood that extensive repairs and changes will be
tor,

made

both houses.

in

which is just as good as though the
were there "in the flesh." "Ramona," featuring the cornets is play- Selmer, Tenn., House Changes Hands
Selmer, Tenn. The Famous has
ed by the band, then Dick sings it,
following this up with "There Must been bought by W. J. Matthews, of
Be a Silver Lining." A ventriloquist Bolivar, Tenn.
turn gets laughs, and orchestration
Fox Salesman Recovering
and singing of "Sunshine" closes the
number. Your patrons will like this
St.
Louis Hugh McLean, who
one, without doubt.
covered Southern Illinois for Fox
Pictures, is recovering from injuries
"Don't Be Jealous"
received in an automobile accident
Movietone
several weeks ago.
The vertebra in
A Comedy Wow
his neck were fractured.
He hopes

—

—

production. .sound picture
Joe E. Brown to get the
laughs, and how he does it in this
playlet, which will bring down any
house.
Joe is a dancing teacher in
this, coupling his lessons with loveof

.

to return to

duty

in the

Trust

'

He

making.

the particular affinity
'•f
a doctor's wife, and when she
'lueezes him too hard, he goes to
iiiend husband for treatment, making the mistake of showing the doctor a picture of the girl responsible
for his pain.
And then, the doctor
goes to work on him. The resultant
wreck is a scream. Bryan Foy did
a fine job directing this comedy wow.
The supporting cast is fine.

Type

— Movietone

Song Specialty
production. Sound

of

.

Picture

This team of Miller and Farrell do
:

short bit that registers just so-so,

with a combination
vocalizing.

Their

.of

mandolin and

number

is

"My

Ohio Home," which they get over
variations.
The
work is better than the voThe sound effects come
distinct, and the offering

acceptably

mandolin

calizing.
clear and
will get by

creating

W

but

One

distributor
shorts.

to A.

M.

Pinkston.

Rosser Gets Another House
Aberdeen, N.
Roy P. Rosser,
formerly located in Raleigh, N. C,
where he was connected with the
Stevenson chain has taken over the
Dixie from its former owner, T. J.
Coogan.
Rosser also recently acquired the Carolina at Hamlet, N.
C, from Chas. W. Picquet, president
of
the
Carolina Theater Owners

C—

Cleveland House Changes Hands
Cleveland B.
Z.
Levine
and
Ernest Schwartz have purchased the
Norval, 5306 Storer Ave., from
J.
Manak. Levine and Schwartz also
have the Broadvue.

—

Akron Opening Labor Day
O.
The Ambassador,

—

Akron,

])y W. Spayne,
open Labor Day.

being built
to

without

E. Otterson of Electrical Products denies
interchangeability is settled.
Ceneral release in September, by Paramount,
of
"Wings," "Patriot," "The
Wedding

J.

DAY AND NIGHT

March.

Friday

RCA

reported in control of Pathe, F B O,
Keith- Albee Orpheum.
problem to be highlight of national
M.P.T.O.A. meeting in October.
Pathe sound newsreel will be ready in the

Labor

fall.

Records replacing orchestras in the South.
First National to pass on 40% slash in negative

O.— The

is

sched-

to Dine and Dance
on Long Island

house leased
ville,
Essick and Reiff circuit of
Cleveland, will open Aug. 11 with
9U0-scat

"Good Morning Judge"

as

the

first

on

PANCHARD
MERRICK
MASSAPEQUA
Rd.,

Miles from Queensboro Bridge
Cover Charge except Saturday
Night Sunday Dinner a Specialty
29

No

—

West
NEW

Saturday

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-5

Joseph P. Kennedy to direct affairs of First
National for five years under contract.
British distributors sees period of stagnation.
W. S. Butterfield sees negative costs as
determining film rentals.

Beat Sunday Injunction

—

\Vhite Plains, N. Y.
An injunction restraining the Peekskill Board
of Trustees from interfering with
Sunday performances of three theaters
controlled by the
Peekskill
Theaters, Inc., was discontinued by
Justice George H. Taylor, in Su-

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

preme Court here.
The Board of
Trustees passed an ordinance last

May

prohibiting

Sunday

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the

pictures.

world for the purpose of public

—

Oberlin, O.
The Apollo, operated
by Jerry Steele, is closed until Sept.
for repairs and redecorating.
1

instruction.

.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

Where

Wilnby, new
by the Sco-

250

costs.

any particular comment.

illoiighhy,

Industry

sound

all

Repairing Oberlin, O., House

Ass'n.

ulofl

proposed to handle

Broadway still believes deal is one for purchase of Warners.
Changes impending at First National.

—

Anderson

ley has sold the

with

acceptably

Motion Picture

Thursday

Anderson, S. C., House Sold
Anderson, S. C. Mrs. J. W. Row-

Willoughby House Opening

attraction.

near future.

is

Miller and Farrell

to the

Cleveland, will not build theater.
"Wings," rounding out a year on Broadway.
in

set

A.

J.

act

Type

Specialists

concerned over availability of product.
Bristolphone soon to be placed on the market.
Fo.x,

Vitaphone

Type

Wednesday
Paramount and Fox bidding for
Warners in sound combination.
Neighborhood theater owners in Baltimore
Reported

-1001 FILMS''
Complete reference booklet,
at

listing

(Fifth Edition)

nearly 3,000 educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

A^e., Chicago, III

Recognizing the
in

method come

fact that

changes

in the

splendid

advancement of the motion picture
industry, the

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany continues

its

march and maintains

own
its

forward

supremacy

in presenting to the trade

Eastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type 2

— a perfected^ proven product
for

the

cinematographer

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

ADVICE/
S®UND
>HE newsreel of today, SPEAKS as
ivell as pictures the sivift moving
panorama of 'world events.
'

January 1st, Fox Movietone^vs
^vill have creMrs throughout the
'world covering Europe, South
America, Africa, Asia and every important key city in the United States.
A fortune has been invested in developing sound for new^s ivork and
sound recording apparatus —> to obtain, speedily and accurately, interesting ne'ws from the remotest
comers of the globe.

.By

HAVE YOU HEARD THE NEWS ?
You can

if

you hook

FOX
MOVIETONEWS
(i

It

Speaks for

Itself!^*

Moved

Pathe Production to be

N. Studios

to F.

iTHE

MEWS
ALLTHE TIME

ALL THE

;i^<*NEWSPAPER

o/'FILMDOM
VOL.
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Earnest
ERIOUS

meetings almost
New York indaily now.
^^
^'^ dependent theaters are conl>\

sidering consolidation. Nothing
Talked about
in the idea.
often all through the history of
This time,
exhibition.
local
however, many of the strings
are entwined around the fingers

new

of

"SMET

INCEL"

commands $4;9,!IS; IN

looks like an earnest effort
One large
to get somewhere.
holding company in place of
dozens of individual corporations, loosely knit and often as
loosely operated, would mean
much for all participating parIt

Varied interests sprawled
city
get nowhere.
the

ties.

over
Consolidated interests, functioning under a strong and efficient

—

management that's
much different. The indepen-

centralized

dents have been sold this idea.
It carries the earmarks of much

common

sense.

Down

Orchestras are catching the
below the Mason and Dixon line.
"Baby Vitaphone," non-synchronous
Western Electric device, plus stock
are

MEKS

Street Angel" grossed $479,sensational run of four
its
weeks at the Roxy, New York, playing second run after the roadshow
In view of the fact
engagement.
that the war tax now is off, and that
the picture played one less daily performance than "What Price Glory,"
which grossed $408,152 in three
weeks at the Roxy, a new record may
be claimed for "The Street Angel."
Weekly figures on the run are: $125,$113,400.
$118,947,
$121,616,
994,
Some of the hottest weather of the
year was bucked by the picture.

"The

957

in

TEXAS UNIT

making human

fiddlers

and horn tooters unnecessary.

The

Upshaw, Reformer, Faces
in Election Campaign

—

Kennedy Plans

Speeding up of Western Electric
sound projection equipment orders
and installations is seen as a result
virtual settlement of the interchangeability issue, and the clearing
up ot points at issue between Electrical Research Products and the Elecof

{

Continued

on

page

2)

FORESEE 'JAM' AT DENVER
here, following filing of demands for
a ten per cent wage increase, with
exhibitors countering for a ten per
{Continued on page 2)

"Godless Girl" Not to

K \ N N

all time, carried it to GenElectric which controls RC.\
and that General Electric officials
conferred with executives of the

sue for

at Opening
THE FILM DAILY

—
Angeles "The

West Coast Bureau,

of

American Telephone and Telegraph
Co. which owns Western Electric,
the outcome being Sarnoff's recent

A

cross pattern situation
prevails between G. E. and A. T. and
T. and so interlocking are their pattern interests on a number of matters that an open rupture over what
is after all only one phase of their

statement.

activities

widespread business

Have Sound

seemed

highly improbable.

There

still

remains to be defined,

attitude of Western
Electric toward other devices.

Los
open x\ug. 20 at the Baltimore,
Inminus sound accompaniment.
ability to complete the Photophone

however,

for
the
time
in
synchronization
premiere, led to decision to present

PLAN TO MERGE NEW YORK

Godless Girl"

will

it

the

as a silent picture.

THEATERS MOVING ALONG

to

Dispose of

Consolidation of

moved to the First National studios
Radio Pictures in Home
at Burbank and the Culver City plant
Are Called Years Off disposed of. Joseph P. Kennedy told
Pittsburgh — Home television will the board of directors at their recent
not come into common usage for a meeting which resulted in signing of

Handshakes, hearty ones.

It

eral

Cow's hide produces the gelatine
used in manufacture of raw stock.
Therefore, if it weren't for cows there
would probably be no motion pictures. Dr. Mees of Eastman vouches
for this. It's comforting information.
Enough all wet in pictures already
for which the bull is to be blamed.

runs,

statement on interis understood that
determiucd. to settle the isa

issue

Sarnotif,

STAGEHANDS, EXHIBITORS

Pathe Plant; F.N. Overhead Cut

'The Scarlet Lady" at the Embassy.
Columbia at last breaks into
of extended
the Broadway parade

Dav d Sarnoff's statement that interchangcability is a fact, no exception to RC.A's statement has been
taken and it is 1-ighly dubious if
there will be any contradiction.
Western Electric will pn bably

t>n

never

Science Note

Breaking In

Inlerchangeability oi RC.\ Photophone with W'estern Electric equipment is no longer an issue. While
the latter has no conmient to make

changeability.

—

mm

Lurking in the
idea is spreading.
Atlanta Because of his outspoken
background somewhere or other, is
opposition to the national ticket. Rep.
be
Progress may
the labor problem.
{Continued on Page 4)
progress, but you can't reasonably
expect musicians to sit quietly by
while the annihilation is under way.

SOUND SETS LOOKED FOR

Denver- Trouble between thea-ter
owners and stagehands is anticipated

Dallas Demand of the Oklahoma
exhibitor unit that arbitration cases
involving its members be heard by
{Continued on Page 4)

Ban

Cross Pattern Situation a
Factor That Prompted
Settlement

FASTfR DEVELOPMENT ON

U

—

devil

records

GKSCS

TO ACT ON OKLA. CASES
South

Price 5 Cents

192»

INTERCHANGEABIUTY BETWEEN
RCA AND W. L NOW ASSURED

Ben Moss, whose reputation

as a chain operator
attention.

li,

Pathe's

production

forces

will

be

few years, at least, in the opinion of a five year contract by Kennedy, in
Merlin Hall .\ylesworth, president of complete charge of affairs of the
National Broadcasting Co., who at- company. E. B. Derr, secretary and
tended the demonstration of radio treasurer, is to be in charge of operations of the company.
motion pictures made here.
He has reduced overhead about
David Sarnoff. president of RCAPhotophonc, who also attended the $20,000 weekly at the First National
demonstration does not feel that studios, and further economies are
Al Rockett recently was
radio pictures wi.l prove deterimental planned.
placed in charge of production.
.L. picture or legit'mate houses.

pendent

theaters

New York
is

several

indesteps

nearer with development of a workable formula under which such conThe
solidation is to be effected.
groups interested are working with
{Continued

on page

2)

SOUND PICTURE CRAZE
IS

SWEEPING ENGLAND

B\ ERNEST W.

FREDMAK

"The Daily Film Renter"
London— All England is talking
sound pictures these days. Visit to
London of J. E. Otterson, president
{Continued on Page 4)
Editm-

.. ..

.

Monday, August

^ Plan to Merge N. Y.
Houses Moving Along,
JSewspaper Opinions
(Continued
Page

N. Y. Co-op Case Against
M. & S. Continues Today
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225.

liirther attack on legality of the
contract of the Greater New York
the
with
co-operative
exhibitors
Mayer & Schneider circuit, is expected to be made today in Supreme
New York, when Joseph
Court.
Froehlich of Natlian Burkan's office
tiles additional affidavits in defense
of the exhibiting firm to suit for an
injunction restraining playing of MG-M pictures. The product, the cooperative contends, was purchased in
violation of its contract to buy films
for the defendant.
The court has expressed the opinion that the state anti-trust law does
not apply to the exhibitor co-operative, whose legality was attacked by
Froehlich. Previously, motion for an
injunction against M-G-M, restraining service to the theaters was denied.

Stagehands, Exhibitors

See "Jam"
(.Continued

cent

wage

at

Denver

from Page

reduction.

1)

The operators

have about completed arrangements

Quotations
Am.

(s)

(cb)
•

.

do
Bal.

Low

Close

31

31

31

97

97

97
74 J^
12J4

6
....
....

23H

700
100

.

& Katz

.

•(c) Con. Fra. Ind
23 ii
(s)
do pfd
East. Kodak.. 180
(s)
do pfd.
... • •
•(s)
•(c) Film Insp. ..
•(s) First Nat. pfd. ....
•

Fo-x

277^

•(c) Intern. Proj..
•(b) Keiths 6s 46.

Loew's, Inc..
do pfd

<s>
s)

(c)

(b)
(b)
(s)

•

82^

Fm.

"A'
Fox Thea. "A"

IS)
'c»

The

High
Seat.
6s 36...

iik

180
128
354
.... 104
81 '4
82 "^
27 -4
2714
9
•

100

• • .

.

•

....

54

53-^

54

101

101
....

101

.

•

i

100

.

If))

l.'nited

Art.
pfd.

.

.

do
Univ. Cb. com
do pfd.
•(c) Univ. Pict.
'is)
..
do pfd.
(o)
(o)
io)

.

.

12

....
15

78

84

2
75

....

85

.

fc)
(s)

Warner

•

.

74

Bros.

do "A" ...
•(cb) do 6/j8 28

78M1

.

.

70
75-4

3H
....
....
....

19/2
97

73K
77
152

.

....
....
....
....
....

Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(c)
(s) Stock
fot Over

Exchange.
the Counter (Bid and Askad.)
.VOTE: B.ilalan & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skoiiris.

St.

Louis.

M-G-M Quarterly Dividend
Quarterly dividend of 1J4 per cent
on the preferred stock of M-G-M
has been declared by the board of
directors.
It is payable Sept. IS to
stockholders of record Aug. 25.
Ohio Theater Nears Completion
-Vapfik-on, O.
Within two weeks,
new theater will be opened here.

—

a

great emotional work.

*

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

»

*

In spite of

to "Legion of the
several shots to a "T"

ilarity
first

sim-

its

—
—Condemned"
"Wings," "The
the

Lone Eagle," "The Big Parade" and^ "What
Price Glory,'' some sequences in Colleen's
him pack much more than an average amount
•

thnll.

of

*

*

adds

little

distinguished or distinctive to the
camera record of World Far screen fiction.
Stripped of its martial sequences, which, aside
from the fact that they are familiar to
Broadway picture audiences by this time, were
well directed and vividly photographed, "Lilac Time" is another of those love stories
laid in France. * * *
that

Workers

1)

of the Building

Trades

.Some exhibitors have been holding
off on sound equipment, because of
doubt over interchangeability, and

IS

EVENING JOURNAL—*

* * It's a love
with a war background, and. for the
time in years. Colleen appears in a
first
straight romantic, instead of comedy role.
* * A goodly porEVENING
tion of this picture is told in comic vein,
and in this portion Colleen Moore is all to
the good. She is a charming comedienne. But
more than half of the story is given over to
deeper stuff to sentiment and to drama and
*
'Lilac
here the star is not so good. *
Time" IS a good picture, but it could have
been better.

story

WORLD—*

—

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

with this matter regarded as overcome, coupled with the settlement
of the row with labor, a speeding up
As a result of this
is anticipated.
settlement, union workers have returned to wiring jobs in Chicago,
Boston and New York. This means
that "Lilac Time," at the Central,
soon will have sound accompaniment,
score having been completed
the
prior to the opening, but its use held
up by the union squabble.

The

chief point at issue was the
insistence by the union that certain
phases of the work on sets be done
on the job rather that at the W. E.
Hawthorne plant.

moments.

—

four years assistant manager of
the Brockton, has been named manager of the Strand.
John Madden
has replaced him at the Brockton.

for

B. & K.
West Coast

Gang Kids
FILM DAILY
The Our Gang kids

for Our
Bureau. THE

Tour

Los Angeles

—

are to tour the Balaban

&

Katz

cir-

under a booking completed
through the William Morris Agency.

cuit,

Emmet
ager

New

York.

the Capitol,
for five and one-half years
has been manager of the State.
of

Emmet,

is

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

a thoroughly
*

*

ment

of

"hying

'

the picture

comes through, and with

to

co-

impossible
larger pro-

by the attitude of the
ducer-distributor groups.
it is expected theaters will begin
entermg the pool this week.

•

*

Time" when

U. A. on Time on Sound
Schedule, Lichtman Says
Synchronized prints of "Tempest"
be released by United Artists
Aug. 25, and of "Two Lovers" on
All of the company's picSept. 1.
tures will be released on scheduled
time, according to Al Lichtman, distribution head.
Eighteen pictures
are to be synchronized either by the
sound-on-film or disc method.
will

SALE!
The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

Holds 16 Feet Film^Case — 6 Magazines
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

U/iLLoaQHBys
no
West 32«*St,NewMi)rK.NLy^

colors.

POST—*

efforts

made

Colleen

Moore hits with "Lilac Time." In fact everyone who had any connection with the develop

it

Having never seen "Lilac
was Jane Cowl's play, this

Phone Penna. 0330

reviewer can not testity concerning the relation of the photoplay to the original. If the
latter was a sweet and affecting play, as it
is rumored, something has gone wrong in the
translation

—

SUN— *

comic

in

usual.

as

•

•

*

Miss Moore is permitted to be
the first half and deeply serious in
*

*

*
the last,
i prefer her as a comedienne. * *
Maybe you'll like it if you've never seen an
aviation film
but if you have, I think that
you will regard it as only a fair Hollywood
imitation.

—

TELEGRAM—*

*

*

The

true and beautiful,

est,

it.

*

*

TIMES^*
ture.

It

picture is honsalute those who

i

*

not

*

can be called a good
neither

excellent,

of

is

pic-

it

likely

—

—

WORLD—Although

"Lilac Time" is an
other of the war series with the aviators to
the fore, it can be said it is no second
"Wings," nor is it as good as "The Legion
of the Condemned," to which it bears striking
resemblance in several shots.
In the main it is an artless little love story,
with, a pert young French miss and a gallant
young airman for its hero and heroine. * * *

New House

for

Tuckahoe

—

Tuckahoe, N. Y. The Eastchester
town board has passed on plans for
a

YOU'LL USE IT

I

EVERY DAY

*

the
be
"good."
It
will
a box-office success, however, because of the
sentiment and the lilacs but it is not of
the type which starts heart-felt discussion
either pro or con. * * •
is

comparative

General Manager at Capitol

Major lidward Bowes has appointid Joseph K. Emmet general man-

honest

a competent
actress and her
is

performance in "Lilac Time"
workman-like one. • ' *

made

Morris Simms Named Manager
Brockton, Mass. Morris Simms,

Moore

Miss

comparatively

aiid

necessary because
ordinate have been

*

•

EVENING GRAPHIC—*

if

•

13,200
7,600

Last Prices Quoted.

(b;

{Continued from Page
trical

|

offered at a later date, but for the
present the bankers will carry a
by "sound," it boasts what its sponsors call
"effects," which insofar as we could make
large block on their own, so strong is
crashes.
orchestra
devastating
consist
of
out,
their faith reported to be in the pos* * * However, the picture itself is entertaining
and Miss Moore truly delectable. sibilities of the proposed consolida•
• *
tion.
There is some talk that one
DAILY MIRROR—* * * a good picture. of the large electrical groups will beHad it only been made before "Wings" and come interested
in the deal.
It is
"The Legion of the Condemned," it would
have been a sensation. Magnificent air fight- claimed by sponsors of the moveing. Strong love story. Fine acting and diment that consolidation has become
rection. Colleen Moore is the star. She does
as yet unaccompanied

*

ing

.

.

AMERICAN — *

plan,

J

New York

Central,

100

.

Trans-Lux

for

1)

S.

Financing is said to have been arranged with an important Wall
Street banking firm.
Stock is to be..

Union.
800

M. P. Cap..
8H ....
Orph. Cir.
3,000
iyji 20J4
2\'A
(s)
do pfd
81
i,i66
(s) Para. F-L
132
133
133
4
(b) do 6s 47
99;/,
99?^ 99V:,
•fb) Par.By.5/2s5:
10154
(s) Pathc
6'/,
6
6>i 10,700
fs)
do "A" ...
7,100
24/,
26!4
26'A
•(b)
do 7s37 ...
71/.
29 i/. 31
(o) Roxy "A" ..
....
....
(o)
do units .
iVA 34
(o)
do com.
6
7
....
....
Uf) Skouras Bros.
40
45
Is) Stanley Co.
37'^
37
400
iTVi
5 '/a
7
'(o) Technicolor
>
•(c)

Sound Sets Looked

400
....

•(9)
s)

"LUac Time"
First National

—

Faster Development on

1,400

do deb. rts.
14«
do 6s 41ww
108^
do 6s41x-war look lOOJi 100^
M-G-M pfd.... 25 >^ 25 J/2 25/2
.

Up."

from

Moss who, under the
would become operating head.
B.

* * Tossing aside,
possible, its lack of originality, its wildly
sentinientai subtitles and its somewhat lethargic pace, it can be said that "Lilac Time''
is at least a moderately pleasant program picture that somehow manages to have its touch-

> • •

90K

....

.

Sales

180
.

new contract.
agreement was
operators'
held up pending settlement of the
number of men to be employed in the
when sound pictures are
booth
played.
This resulted in postponement of the opening of "Warming

for their

1928

13,

1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

FREE
TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS
EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

theater

to cost $200,000.
Stores
and offices will be part of the new
building.

I

THE
August

Ml'iday,

^^

DAILY

1928

13,

Coast Wire Service-

No Slump

NOMAND TO SUE FOR

Columbia

at

SPLIT

On Broadway

ON PRODUCT
Astor

a

com

CHARGE

IN

WHILE HARRY

IS

Rejoining P-F-L?
Hector Turnbull, who
is
completing his duties as an associate producer at the Pathe
studios, is reported planning to

ABROAD

iToposed trip to Europe of Harry
Zijin, will cause no let-down in pro•

lition at
"in,

I

r\

is

supervise
production
's absence.

during

'U" Signs Gertrude Messenger
Messenger
has
been
jrertrude
iiied by Universal to play opposite

Lake

A,hur
!\

ood"

M m

Paramount.

Columbia studios. Jack
here from New York,

the

who

rejoin

in the

series

of

"Horace

in

Hol-

one-reelers.

Ann
Ann

Christy in Color Classic
Christy will be featured in
"The Love Charm," a Tiffany Color
Classic now in production.
Lucia
Flamma will play opposite Miss
Christy in this story, written by Duncan Rinaldo, an actor in TifTanyStahl features. Howard Mitchell will
direct.

Tattle to

Direct

Menjou

Menjou will have a new
with his next picture. Frank
H.
r tie has been assigned him.
Dibbadie D'Arrast will direct Flor-

D'Arcy for "The Family Row"
has been engaged by

^dolph

Roy D'Arcy

iiictor

"Divorce
Bound"
A'n she returns from Europe.

Vidor

eie

in

Tiffany-Stahl to play opposite Claire
Windsor in a production titled, "The

Family Row."

Doris Hill Gets Lead
Hill has been assigned the
linine lead with Jack Holt in "The
)uris

Ailanche," a

Zane Grey production.

Columbia Signs John Adolfi
!o'umbia has signed John Adolfi
"Sinners' Parade."
He is
wl'king on the script with Beatrice
tc'direct

V-i.

will di-

rect.

"Wolf Song" to Star Cooper
Wolf Song," Harvey Fergusson's
iiel, has been purchased by Paramjnt and will be made into a picfeaturing Gary Cooper.
John
tvl;
Flrow will prepare the adaptation.
Plduction starts early in September.

James Flood

— Suit

distributors
against
who did not give him a split with
the Griffith enterprises on service, is
planned by A. B. Momand of the
Enterprises, Oklahoma
o
a n d
Momand has written dischain.
tributors that he will hold them responsible for the damages he said he
suffered because of their failure to
give him such a split.

Dallas

This year, Momand will insist upon "a fair and equitable division of
product," and says that any further
failure of the companies to meet his
requirements will merely increase
their

liabilitj'.

—-"Wliiti-

—

the Capitol, West Main St., is
Bernard Grogan,
successor, while
chief of ushers at the Strand takes
Barrett's post at the Capitol.

Finn's

Globe— "The

in-chief of

Columbia Pictures.

Van & Schenck for Movietone
Van & Schenck have been signed
by Leo Morrison for four Movietone
features.
Morrison now is en route
to

Coast after signing Clark
for Movietone.

the

urday at the Embassy, New York,
opens a pop priced run at the Paramount Aug. 18. The picture now
is being synchronized.

Ray Doyle Assigned
Ray Doyle has been assigned to
the script for "Madonna of
Avenue A," which is to star Dolores

write

—

;

and
day:
".Saddle
-Mates'
"Into the
Night"; Saturday: "Night Idea"; Sunday:
"Three Ring Marriage"
Mark Strand "Glorious Betsy"
Paramount "Just Married"

—

— "The
Rialto

—i"The

Cast in "U"
idniund Cobb and Frank Clark
he been added to the cast of the
Final
nv Universal serial "The
I;koning," in which Newton House
3l
Louise Lorraine have leading
r
s under direction of Ray Taylor.
Carr Titling "Divine Lady"
iarry Carr will write the titles
"The Divine Lady," Corinne
ich

Frank Lloyd

directed.

Capra to Direct Lytell
"rank Capra has been assigned
tion of
'

for

featured.

6th in Novelty Series

"The Wash Line"
of

the

Laemmle

Jack Rollens

is

is

Ready

title

Novelty

of sixth
Series.

directing.

M-G-M Buys

"Perfecto"
"Perfecto," by Gouverneur Morris,
has been purchased by M-G-M.

recently completed picture,

ffith's

Columbia.

"Conquest" Started
has started on Monte Blue's
first talking picture, "Conquest" under direction of Michael Curtiz with
H. B. Warner and Lois Wilson play-

Work

di-

"The Lone Wolf's DaughBert Lytell will

—

(Opens Aug. 15)
Crime"

Patriot"
Perfect

Roxy "Four Sons"
Warners "The Terror" (lOpens Aug.

—

Brooklyn

Mark

Strand

—-"Glorious

ing chief support to the star.

16)

Betsy"

New Color Process Shown
Film Arts Guild is presenting at
the Cameo a new color film process
called British Polychromide.
number of subjects in (iolor will be
shown. The process is based on the
combination of four major colors.

A

IVest

Coast

Reopening

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

West Coast Theaters

is

reopening

the Criterion as a sound house Aug.
18, with "The Street Angel" as the
attraction.
The house has
initial
been redecorated.

^
KRAZY
KAT

"U" Signs Grecian Player

Paramount to provide the feminElene Aristi, Grecian actress, has
"menace" in Nancy Carroll's and
hard Arlen's co-featuring sound been signed to a long term Universal
contract and will be featured by that
;ure.
company.
Wallace Gets Assignment
lichard Wallace has been signed
Lyon in New Air Film
Paramount to direct "The Shop
Lyon will play a featured lead
Ben
)rn
Angel," the Gary Cooperncy Carroll co-featuring vehicle in "The Air Legion," with Bert
Glennon directing for FBO. Antonio
n to go into production.
Moreno and Martha Sleeper also are

Sras"

K/^AXY \^Ar

&

McCuUough

Tashman Signed
Tashman has been signed

.Soutli

in
Re<i

Criterion, L. A.,

Berman Joins Columbia
'Tempest' with Sound for Paramount
Pandro Berman has become editor"The Tempest," which closed Sat-

Ilu:

Dance"
Hippodrome--"Harold Teen"
Loew's New York Monday: "The Actress"
Tuesday: "Speed Traffic" and "Hands of
Wednesday: "Street of Sin";
Orlac"
Thursday: "None But the Brave"; Fri-

Lilyan

Serial

iu

Fifty-fifth

Costello for Warners.
.ilyan

Sli.uloHs

—
—
—
—
—^"Passion"
Fifth Avenue- -"Crime and Punishment"
—
the Arctic"
Gaiety "Lost

Rivali

N. E. Chain Switches Personnel
New Britain, Conn. Three transfers have been made in the management of the Hoffman Bros.-ContarasPerakos chain. Dan Finn, manager
of the Main St. Strand has been sent
to Hartford to operate the Strand
and Princess. Carlisle G. Barrett, of

——

Broadway "The Foreign Legion"
Cameo "Fortunes Fool"
"Mysterious Lady"
Capitol
Central "Lilac Time"
"Wings"
Criterion
Embassy "The Scarlet Lady"

ELECTED
Animated by
Ben Hrarrison
and

Manny Gould
^W*)».

MAfi^

THE CHAMPION
LAUGH GETTER
OF ALL TIMES

!!!!!!!!!!!
PRODUCED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

fPmijmountMlHTZ Cartoon

THE
Monday, August

DAILY
The Broadway Parade
BROADWAY

will

witness

two

first

during

nights

the

13,

Moving Picture^
Industry Is Moving!

Where

"The Patnot,"
succeeding "Loves

week.

night,
will have its premiere at the Rialto on Wednesday
an Actress."
Warners sponsor the second showing, that of "The Terror" at the Warner,
"Tempest" will be pulled out of the Embassy, after a
opening Thursday night.

of

the

run of nearly three months, in favor of "The Scarlet Lady," a Columbia release,
the company's first to make Broadway for a run.
I>icture

"Wings"
"The Red Dance"
"Lost

Arctic".

the

in

"White Shadows

Theater
Criterion

M-G-M

Aster

July 31

Central

Aug. 3
Aug. 6
Aug. 14
Aug. IS
Aug. 16

Globe
Gaiety

July 25

in

Seas"

South

Time"

"Lilac

..

Opening Date
Aug. 12, 1927
June 25

Distributor

Paramount
Fox
Fox
First

National.

..

FBO
"The Perfect Crime"
"The Scarlet Lady" ...Columbia
Paramount
"The Patriot"
Warner Bros
"The Terror"

RivoU

Embassy
Rialto

Warners

"

-

Texas Unit Refuses
Sweeping England To Act on Okla. Gases

m±
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Sound Picture Graze
Is
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r
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(Continued from Page

Products,
Research
Electrical
Electric
which markets Western
sound projection equipment, has in-

of

tensified discussions.

Otterson has stated that no hard
and fast rules have been adopted
with respect to use of other than
Vitaphone ,or Movietone films on
Western Electric equipment, although
he has said tiie interchangeability issue is not settled.
"We shall discourage the use of
apparatus that does not do justice to
a sound-production," he said in effect, "as well as the projection of
inferior pictures with our equipment."
The object, then, will be to protect
the reputation and interests of the
system, "not to establish a monopoly."

now

negotiating with
who seek
Movietone licenses. Another devel-

Otterson

several

British

opment

is

(Continued from Page

1)

is

producers

formation of British Talking Pictures, which is taking over
De Forest Phonofilms. The firm,
capitalized at $2,500,000, has I. W.
-Schlesinger. head of the South Af-

theater trust, as chairman of
board of directors. The firm is
continuing its expansion program,
and is installing equipment in theaters at prices ranging from $1,250
rican

its

Oklahoma

exhibitors, has caused the
unit to refuse to act on Oklahoma cases. This stand was made
known when the Texas unit declined
to act in a cast brought by Tiffany-

charge of the technical side
production and F. G. Kirby is to
manufacture the machines, through
Euston Ignition Co. Dudley A. Bott
Blattner Pic'.ures
is iiandling sales.
Corp., has been licensed, and plans

"Carmen" as its initial Phototone picture. The machine is to cost between
Pro$1,000 and $1,500, it is said.
ducers Distributing also will produce

Phototone

subjects.

subsidiary of
Acoustics,
a demonstration of
This process covits process soon.
ers sound on a separate film.

Weeks for "Ramona"
Toronto "Ramona" after playing
11

—

eleven continuous weeks, has closed
at the

Tivoli.

'1,

,

Marvin Woolfridge,
against
has sold his house at Altus,
Okla. Tiffany-Stahl has an office at
Oklahoma City, so the case probably
will be heard there, although other

lit'

"

ifiifi

Stahl

who

exchanges

who

have

Oklahoma

City

face

no

office at
difficulty.

real

"Wings" Fifth Picture to
Run Year on Broadway
"Wings" yesterday moved

into the

New

according to Albert Gray, head

least,

Paramount roadshow department. Other pictures which have enjoyed runs of one year on Broadway
of the

are:

"The Ten Commandments," The

played to a solid sell-out audience.
During the first year, more than 11,000 persons paid $1.10 each for standing room.
The picture had an advance seat sale of more than $32,000
it

— or

'Film

Center Buildiu

^^tb Street

NINTH AVENUE

•

'HE FILM CENTER BUILDING is scheduled
for completion in December
yet six of
the largest concerns in the industry leased large
units in July
.first, because it brings about
!

that

.

necessary in every industry

characteristic
.

.

.

and

second, because

Building is built to order for the safe and
cient handling of films.
Fireproof storage vaults
on every floor.

it

'^

effi-

Smaller units to suit individual needs.

Basement shipping platform with ramp to street.

Moderate rentals and

Special projection and
inspection rooms.

Four passenger and

floors of 18,000
feet.

Upshaw, Reformer, Faces
in Election Campaign

low insurance.
three freight elevators.
Entire conformance with
* municipal regulations.

AGENT

Ban

1)

W.
who

D. Upshaw, reform candidate
has been active in efforts to
l)ring about Federal regulation of the
fi'ni industry, is ineligible to run as a
Democrat as an opponent of Rep.
Leslie J. Steele.
This is the ruling
the chairman
iyeniocratic committee.

.

obviates that congestion which is specially
inimical to the distributing end of the film
industry ... and finally, because the Film Center

square

made by

.

.

CONCENTRATION

Whole

two weeks capacity.

(Continued from Page

^^th Street

•

,

select circle of pictures which have
played a full year on Broadway, being the fifth picture to achieve the
distinction.
While it is to be released on the Paramount program in
September, the picture is slated to
continue its run at the Criterion,
York, until the first of the year, at

British

Gaumont, plans

_

tcci prr

Texas

Covered Wagon," "The Big Parade"
and "Ben Hur."
to $1,500.
During the first seven months of
British Phototone Co., is becomits run, "Wings" every week turned
Smith
of
George
ing active, with A.
in an average of $400 more than the
Prod. Dist. Co., chairman of the
gross seating capacity of the house,
board of directors. W. H. Lynas is and for nine months
without a break
of
in

J LJ^

1)

of the

state

225 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.

XTW/ViyittM}

Phone: Ashland

Occupancy December 1928

420(]

7owa Exhibitors Adopt Waiting Policy on Sound
,

iTHE
/ILL THE

ALLTHE TIME

/"FILMDOM
XLV

»L.

Tuesday, August

No. 38

Wait and See
y ETWEEN now

and the
end of the year this shifting business will witness
eral changes that will cause

^«EWS

MAY

Price 5 Cents

1928

14,

UNITE 200

N. Y.

IND'FT

J

blase a

spot three.

11

uw

THEATERS

We

Shorts Popular

pass to

^nds other than those now at
|e wobbly helm. Who'll get it?
[{most anybody who can meet
e figure.

11

second large theater circuit
be absorbed by an even

l|-ger outfit.

f|dure

The same

enproducer-distributor,
the world but not so

jrcling

as it used to, may
expected to become part of a

now

lllurdily
I:

nmbination with several other
Itering organizations.

The

idea

bring them all together
id make a strong unit where
simply doesn't exist now.
It's going to be a nice, quiet
11
the season, we're referring
to

—

What

Else to Say?

The most graphic

stories

of

told

a line:
Street Angel," rounding out
ur weeks at the Roxy, rolls up the
No midrrific gross of $479,957.
ght shows and four de luxe perrmance over week-ends as against

"The

e

usual

What

five.

else

is

ARTICLE
A

Civil Appeals in Texas ruled, in brief,
that the renting of films by a Colorado corporation to a theater in
Texas constituted interstate commerce, and that the Colorado corporation could recover for unpaid
rental in an action in Texas although

the

have

Colorad'o corporation did npt
authority to do business in
{Continued on Page 8)

Paramount

to Handle
"The Soul of France"

United States distribution of "The
Soul of France," filmed on the battlefields of the World War, has been
The picacquired by Paramount.
ture will be synchronized, with sound
effects added and distributed in the
next group of Paramount releases.
(.Continued

Efficiency
stars in the heavens stop in
The Great Mind is
eir
tracks.
director whose name you
isy.
low well is at work. He is creathe finishes editing and
g.
six
itting the wastage goes into

A

When

The

littered

cutting

with dollars

room
in

floor
celluloid.

Hollywood.
In New York, overhead must be
So the clerashed into ribbons.
al force is compelled to cut down
This
1
towel and soap supplies.
his,

in

—

a business.

OECOmCE

K.C. THEATER FIELD

KANN

of

on Page

8)

Kansas

—

City
Publix
the
Newman

again

will

and Royal,
which were taken over by Loew's
last fall, following opening of Loew's
Midland. The Royal has been dark
operate

since passing into Loew control. The
Newman is to be wired for Western
Electric sound projection. No decision has been reached on the Royal.
Milton Feld, Publix district manager,
recently was here in connection with
his company's plan to take back the

SEVENTH ARBITRATOR NOT

large electrical group interested
sound pictures and an important
distributor have been approached to
join hands with 200 unaffiliated New

York theaters as the nucleus of a
producing, distributing and exhibiting organization designed, at a latexpand

nationally.
interests
represent
houses with a box office intake of
approximately $25,000,000 yearly and
a film buying power of about $4,000,000 annually. B. S. Moss, Aaron
Sapiro and Herbert A. Ebenstein are
the principal factors in the plan.
This is the latest development in
the plan to consolidate unattached
York
theater owners in the
territory under the wing of one holding company in which participating
ter

date,

The

to

theater

New

would share on a stock
Meetings of organizing committees are being held daily. Operators who several years ago, frowned
arbitraon any suggestion which would reexhibitors

USED

IN

CLEVELAND CASE

—

Cleveland A precedent in
procedure was established last
week when in a case presented before a seventh arbitrator by M-G-M
against H. W. Lundgren of the Globe
theater, Columbiana, Ohio, an award
was made by the board without calling for an opinion by the arbitrator.
tion

basis.

sult in elimination of their individual
(Continued on Page 8)

FOX NEWS GETS HOOVER

The Board of Arbitration had preIN
viously heard the case in which MG-M asked for $352 for payment
of pictures on a contract which they
Less than 24 hours after he detie vote
claimed Lundgren broke.
livered his acceptance speech at Palo
deadlock Alto, Cal., Herbert Hoover appeared
the
Because
resulted.
(.Continued on Page 8)
on the screens of New York first
runs Sunday afternoon delivering the
highlights of his talk via Fox Movietone News.
The Movietone negative of Hoover

Sound Pictures

Small

A

in

recent decision of the Court of

Day

there to say?

The

rures.

FILMS AS

Distributor

two houses.

Jg up the weak.

A

NEW ANGLE ON

old pro-

the strong fellow gobbl-

:

Advances Made to Electric
Group and Large

PUBLIX RE-ENTERING

—

subjects
Detroit
Short
again are getting a break at
first runs.
Some shorts are
played every week, with the
use of comedies on the increase.
Box offices are feeling
the result.

theater chain, pretty

ich in its dotage, will

A

PRODUCTION UNIT

IN

No names now,

we knew.

that

iOne big

surprise.

they happen you'll

whein

:t

J

little

Town is Held

SPEECH

ADVANCE

A

in

Distant

was rushed
mail

to

plane,

New York

arriving

by an

late
at

air-

Saturday

the Fox
A staff of men
sound device purchased for a "rea- night.
somewhat sonable sum" would be a "life-saver" Movietone laboratory worked all
distant when the small town and if immediate delivery were possible. night developing and printing the
(Continued on Page 3)
small theater can afford pictures con- However, as deliveries could not be

Des Moines

—The

day

is

sound, music and
sequences, Iowa exhibitors

talking assured until next spring, the exdecided hibitors decided on a policy of waitSons" Does $51,629
"sound convention" held ing, to take advantage of any imtheir
at
Over
Photoat
here.
and standardization
provements
J. O. Smith of
"Four Sons," grossed $51,629 in
phone, Earl Bell of Vitaphone and made, as well as possible reduction in
two days at the Roxj', establishing
L. J. Stern of the Han-a-Phone Co., price.
addressed the meeting.
"The increased amount of over- a new two day record at the big
Iowa exhibitors are "up in the air" head because of the synchronizing New York house. Saturday's gross
over sound, the meeting demon- cost and service charge makes sound was $25,264 as against $23,531 for
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 3)
All present agreed that a
strated.
taining

RCA

"Four

Roxy

Week-End

..

DAILV

li'esday,

y
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225.

Bernasek

cir-

cuit has been tlirown into receivership, making the third chain to be
placed into hands of a receiver. Both
Gregory and Bernasek are out, it is

with the Chicago Title
and Trust Co. in charge. Houses in
La Grange, La
the
circuit
are:
Grange; Parthenon, Berwyn; Palace,
Cicero, and an interest in the Milo
here.
A new house is under construction for the firm at Gary, Ind.
understood,

Illinois and Gayety at Ottawa,
were disposed of a few weeks

Tiic
111.,

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

Seat,
6s
36...

&

Bal.
(c)
(s)
(s)

K.-itz

Fm.

Con.
do

32
97

30
97

.

Ind.

\m

Kodak

179M

.

•(s)
do pfd.
•(c) Film Insp.
•(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s)
(c)

Proj..

Inteni.
(b) Keiths 6s 46..
(s) Loew's Inc. .
*'s)
do pfd.
deb.
rts.
c) do
b)
do 6s41ww.
do 6s41x-war.
(b)
•(s)
pfd. .
G
•(s) M. P. Cap. ..
(s) Qrph. Cir.
...
.

9

99 'A
S4l<

99J/j

53^

named

&

Vincent houses,
brought under operation of Loew's
through a pooling arrangement. Robert Ungerfeld has succeeded as manager of Loew's Temple, Birmingham.
are Wilnier

99 VI
54

lOOH
21}^

100J4

20

lOOJ^
2S!4
8/.
20J4

.

27W

.

4,600
5,366
4
2

15,300
14.700

.

do "A"
(cb) do 6>As 28
•

.

.

.

deal
places all
city's
theaters under
ownership and management of Miller, who, in addition to the
Rivoli,
owns the Pastime and Grand.

76H

—

200

Australia.

has aboard, Florence Vidor, Camilla
Horn and Harry Reichenhach.

Governor Backs G.M.S.
Coast

(s)

Stock

(o)

Over the

NOTE:

THE FILM DAILY

proclamation issued by

a

Gov. C. C. Young.

71^

84
152y< 150

....
19/2
97
IdVi 37,200
70,600
84
6
152Vi

play,

but

Week-end
Bebe

didn't get a solitary
a total loss.

idea.

A

in a7i
City, en route to

New

York.

in

Exhibitor apathy, caused by the
sound picture hysteria, is not holding back sales of Columbia product,
E.,
chiefly because Cecil
Maberry
refuses to let it.
Maberry has been
on the road almost continously since
taking over the Columbia post, and

has just returned to

New York

from

•.t

*

•*:

>*

WAFILMS,

and
Inc.

"Scarlet Lady" Opening
"The Scarlet Lady," first Columbia
roadshow, opens tonight for a run
at the Embassy, New York.

for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St.. New York
Bryant 8181

SERIALS
1650
Bia/ing

Pantages' stage.
She wanted t
the records for compara
tive purposes.
It is against Par

a

examine

policy to show the books t
anyone not connected with the con
pany in an executive capacity. I
spokesman for the theater character
tages'

ized the star's statement as an out
burst of temperament and said tha
the theater offered to show her thi

books covering the week of the em
gagement and told her "she migbplace as many checkers on the doo):
as she desired."

Judge Okeys Fight Films
Following a ruling b
Judge Hough of Cincinnati that figl
picture prints in Ohio can be show
in Ohio without legal operation, ti
Cincinnati

the

Trail"

—

ar
thii
th(

Arthur J. Lamb Dead
Providence Arthur J. Lamb, pic-f
ture producer, song writer and playwright, died here at the Miriam
Hospital
from embolism.
About
three years ago he produced a se-

—

ries of short subjects at

starring

Violet

New

York,

Mersereau.

interstate
films, as

transportation

fight
of
result of showing the
Tunney-Heeney fight pictures. He
was held in bail of $1,000 for the
October term of Federal Court.

a

Run Continues
Handling Gov't Products
"Glorious Betsy"
Sydney M-G-M
distribute
continues at the Tudor.
Now in its the Commonwealth will
and Dominion
sixth week this picture has caught
Governments' series in Australia ancf
popular fancy and its drawing power New
Zealand.
'Glorious Betsy"

New

is

Orleans

—

—

strong.

Big Feature Rights Buys Series
Louisville
Big Feature Rights
Corp. has acquired distribution in

—

EDITORS AVD PRODUCERS

Ten

(For Sound Pictures)

From His Magazine Story Entitled
"Root Ta Ta Toot Boys"
is

protected

and has not been sold.
1165 B'way, N. Y. C.

Hopp Hadley,

VAUDEVILLE

Stirring Episodes with

a Sterling

ATTENTION

HOPP HADLEY'S
Original Minstrel Script
"MERRY MINSTRELS"

AMALGAMATED
AGENCY
Attractions €or
Picture Theatres

Supporting Cast

Standard

Produced by

Walter A. Putter, Praa.

last week's er
last appearance

Fight Films Bring Federal Charge
Bert Margolies, veteran publicist,
Louisville Plea of not guilty has
is handling
the Roxy publicity de- been
entered
by Joseph Steurle,
partment during absence of Martha manager of the Walnut, to charge of
Wilchinski.
violating the Federal law prohibiting

— Johnnie Walker
—Tom Santschi

•..

Call

that

gagement was her

the Middle West.

Mason

Shirley

Skouras, St. Louis.

six
month
announce j

law.

"VULTURES OF THE SEA"
Drama

Pantages

to

was Tunney-Heeney fight pictures
yesterday
from Los Angeles now available to exhibitors in
airplane jump to Salt Lake state with the full consent of

Satiurday

Sensational Sea

last

Daniels

Already Booked by the Leading Circuits of the Country

Exchange.
Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balahan & Katz is liste<) in Chioago;

the

the

slated to take off

territory of the series of four
pictures Buck Jones is making for
Joseph P. Kennedy sails Satur- the independent market.
Charles
day for Europe, accompanied by J. Schwerin recently was here to close
J. Murdock and Pat Casey.
the deal with Lee L. Goldburg.

Sailing

for

Mae Murray

caused

this

Kennedy

85"

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.

Curb Market,

—

in

(b)
(c)

Bureau,

Los Angeles
Californians are
called upon to support Greater Movie
Season,

15

selling tickets at

is

—

Memphis Refusal of the managf
to show her the books of th

—

a

Travelers Back Today
The incoming He de France, due
today from Havre and Southampton,

West

85

.

Bros.,

The

Enterprises.
three of the

7

Trans-Lux

Warner

has purchased the Rivoli from Lee

left

.

12
United Art.
75
do pfd.
Univ. Ch. com. 2
75
do pfd.
•(c) Univ. Pict.
•(»)
do pfd.
...
(c)
(s)

Miller

F.

survey of the industries in America
and England, Walter Marks, M. P.,
Federal Commissioner for Films, has

.

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

J.

2,000

81

134
(s) Para. F-I
133/2
.. 99'/2
(b) do 6s 47
99*? 99/2
102
102
(b) Par.By.SJ^sSl. 102
(s) Pathe
6!/4
6!4
6?li
257^ 26 J4
(s)
do "A"
73-4
(b)
do 7s 37 .. 73 -^
73J4
30
(0) Roxy "A" ... 28
34
(o)
.
31
do units
(>%
(o)
do com.
S'A
45
(o) Skouras Bros., 40
37>4
37',^
(s) Stanley Co.
37J4
7
(o) Technicolor
i'A
•(c)

owned by

Co.,

Making Film Survey
Sydney With object of making

108^

do pfd

.

ment

5,700
6,000
....

14J4

I

'

M

'166
100
400

101

.

•

M

8

back door right onto a golf-links. He
sends word that he expects to go
bathing some day before he returns.

—

VA
104
83
82/2
28
27

Fox Fm. "A" 84 Ji
Fox Thea. "A" 28

•(c)

•(s)

1,400

M

pfd.

East.

32

97
74-4
12fi
23
179J4
128

—

Grauman

Pantages at Memphis in
"Jam" with Mae Murra
theater

GULICK,

60 different Los Angeles and southern California locations for "White
Weiss Heads Norfolk Theaters
Norfolk, Va. Harry H. Weiss, Shadows of the South Seas."
formerly of Birmingham, has been
Harry D. Goldberg and Arthur
named city manager here for Loew's,
spent the week-end on Fire
Brilant
which has five local houses. They
two
wisecracking for the
are: Loew's State, Granby, Norva, Island
Colonial and Strand.
The four last whole days. Brilant is writing a new

—

Sales

PAUL

14, 19;

ment

DALY

Universal's genial publicity chief, has found the
for him. He is at
ideal vacation spot
Chamberlain, Me., having taken a
cottage on the coast. He can step
out of his front door right into the
surf.
He also can step out of his

Sid

Competition Ended at Hickory, N. C.
Hickory, N. C. Hickory AmuseClose

That's That

By PHIL M.

ago.

Financial
High Low

And

of Receivers

— Gregory

August

NAT LEVINE
BROADWAY

NEW YORK

Cable Address

"LEOPIC"

Vaudeville Acts
CITY

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IN

THE FAST GROWING
OF SYNCHRONIZATION

FIELD

SOUND PICTURES
By

10

SERVICE CHARGE

— No

at the

charge for mainthe Han-aIhone Co. of the Northwest, accordig to announcement of Frank Rubel,
|ho with Dan E. Finkelstein com-

Cap

ADOPTING VITAPHONE

—

ore/zesrra o/ lOi/ pieces

si/T/i/}/ion_i/

Louisville
All first run theaters in
Louisville, apparently are turning to
Vitaphone. Vitaphone at the Strand
has now been a success for many

I to L TH E ATRE, starting^ tomorrou/

^

As New and
Distinctive as the

company, which controls
e Han-a-Phone in Minnesota, the
,akotas, western Wisconsin and upi;r

\'itapAone

TOMORROW!

The Firtl SlKwint

months. Fred Dolle intends putting
in Vitaphone at the Alamo and has

Hear Al, unj^'S

j

PAN

j

VTltCi'F.

already

VlTAPHDNE

"Vitaphone"

He

tttWt:

It's
A iiCTV moiei

Here!
trf

the marveloii<

»'»*>"*'

0RTH0PH0N1C,,
VICTROLA OFFER

!

Let Us Take You
to the Theatre!
tnt Mind

l^i: rev d
j'jji.t

lain

It.*

'

thi;W.<r

Orthophonic Victrola

i

Model

4

J

XK'PJLA

w

a

1)

c
Vir-ginia

Beclric

mi

Powsr forapany

/V^ySfyHWARTZte
FURKITUft£

Here's

«

COMPANY

how

the Capitol at

Richmond announced

the advent of Vitaphone

Named

Study Sound Films

Memphis Houses Lining up
Depinet Stresses Need of
On Sound Film Policies
Good, Silent Pictures
of making pictures for
the majority of theaters, which have

Importance

Memphis

returned

the

overhead cannot be secured and if
secured cannot be maintained after
the novelty of interpolated pictures
has worn off.

I

— "Warming

Up"

is

the

comprehensive study of
initial
sound picture to play here
pictures and all talking pic- no sound equipment, is stressed by openuig
The
at
Loew's Palace.
from the story standpoint.
Ned E. Depinet, vice president and State, for the time being, will not
general sales manager of First Na- be wired for sound and the Strand
The primary aim of his com- is to open around Sept. 1, as a sound
tional.
Wilby Contracts for Sound
"The Jazz Singer," launches
pany, he says, is to produce quality house.
Atlanta— R. B. Wilby has returnproduct for the regular run picture a sound policy at the municipal
!d from New York where he conopen
where
it
will
auditorium,
houses.
cluded negotiations for sound rearound Labor Day.
producing
and picture
apparatus
Installations Being Speeded
)roduct for several theaters in the
Minneapolis Speeding of MovieVarious groups which he controls.
Sound Introduced at Memphis
vVilby's interest include a number of tone installations is under way, so
Memphis
Sound w^as introduced
caught
with,
up
in
louses
several
that orders are being
in
Alabama.
jeorgia,
and the Publix-Saenger George Levine, Movietone repre- yesterday at Loew's Palace, with
"Warming Up" as the attraction.
sentative, declared here recently.
(Theaters, of North Carolina.
'nake
j.ound
lures

be

months

1)

Fields, Universal's eastscenario chief, has just been
^elected by Carl Laemmle, president
)f
the Universal Pictures Corp., to

Distant

in two or three
additional
overhead
might be taken care of by the increased gross business.
Until recently the small exhibitor was not
aware of the numerous charges made
for sound devices and sound pictures.
The increased rental which in some
cases is double the price of black
and white prints, the synchronizing
fee which goes to some one in between the producer and exhibitor and
tlie
service
charge for equipment
niaintainance increases the average
small theater overhead 100 per cent.
The required increase in gross business to take care of this additional

could

entertainment at that house.

i:rn

Towns

practically
prohibitive
in
towns under 25,000 population until
l)art of this expense can be eliminated.
If
the original investment

OnMMtMln

.4.1

I

to

Sound Films

pictures

liii

Leonard

of

In

tess

iji

Day

(Continued from Page

TO OUR PATRONS

Leonard Fields

new

Mar\ Anderson.

lirS

TkeDehutanieoftheSeasoj}

Gets Hoover
Speech in Advance

which carried not only the likeof the Republican candidate but
[Iso his words.
Prints were ready
[)r showing Sunday afternoon at the
tiatinee performances at the Roxy,
'ilobe. Gaiety, Astor and Strand and
j'ill
continue to be shown throughjut the week.
Hoover made his speech for Fox
ilovietone News in advance three
ays ago at Palo Alto, setting up a
iiractice
for the talking newsreels
imilar to that which has always been
sed in giving newspapers advance
opies of speeches.
Hoover's speech
uns five hundred and fifty feet on
he screen and lasts seven minutes.

two

his

>-

j-^'ox

(Continued from Page

in

houses, the Uptown and
Parks.
It is also reported that Ike
Lipson, on behalf of the Keith interests, has arranged to put Vitaphone in at the Rialto, Majestic and

Michigan.

V

installed

suburban

The Han-a-Phone

includes, besides
regular synchronizer, a non-synjironous,
double-turntable
device
Iiat is installed without extra charge,
ius giving the exhibitor either syn
'ironized or non-synchronized music
)r his productions.
In addition the features that will
?
produced during the coming scam for Han-a-Phone, the company
IS announced that there will be two
,iort
subjects issued weekly, or a
104 for the year.
i)tal of

AVAILABLE

LOUISVILLE 1ST RUNS

made by

the

•ises

wtth

|

EDDY

JOHN BARRYMORE /^'^hen aMan/bvef
^—
^^

Minneapolis
nance is to be

W.

Selling Vitaphone to the Public

ON

HAN-A-PtlONE PIANNED
j

ARTHUR

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DEVICES ARE NOW

TIPS

—

—

"Producers of pictures are in the
of talking only by thousands
and hundreds of thousands. The demand is so great for sound pictures
that practically all the companies are
synchronizing their better pictures.
This means that both kinds of prints
must be kept in every exchange in
the
United States and the extra
habit

for soui^d prints spread out over
about one thousand accounts now
have or will have equipment installed
by Jan. 1.
Until this synchronizing
charge can obtain a greater spread
or until the expense can be materially
reduced the small theater will have
to be satisfied with black and white
I)rints.
Where competition exists
this
will
mean that thousands of

towns will see many of the best pictures only as silent movies.
It will
be at least another year before the
bread and butter theaters will be
using synchronized pictures."

Sound Studio

for Boston?
Wenzel, here from
the Coast, is considering opening a
studio for sound film production.

Boston

— Carl
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WHOLE SHOW PROGRAM FOR 192829
Super Attractions: -Wings"
sound
I

effects

— exactly

as

Stroheim's "The Wedding
Prodnclioo,

March"— Emil

"mie Patriot"— Anoe

Canary Murder Case"

with fiyn<-hroDiz«d music score and

pretwoted (o 82 audiences

— Erich

voa

JanaingB io an Ernst Lubitscfa

Nichols' "Abie's Irish

— "Interference" — "ForTjollen

Rose"— The
Faces"

"The
Letter"— '•Soubrette''—"DiripibIe''— "Wolf Song"— Zane Grey's "Th«
Water floie"—"The Man I Love"— "The Hard Boiled Angel" and morel

Paramount News
HEAR WHAT YOU

SEEl

\.^

Christie Comedies
WITH SO UNO EFFECTS

Paramount Week
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15 PICTUfiES ON

NEW

Warners Jumps 7 Points,
Making New High Record

\\'arner Bros, made a new high
record
on the N. Y. Stock Exchange
'S
Texas (Alexander I'ilm Co. v. Lazeyesterday, closing at 84, seven points
ras & Morfesy. 7 S. W. 2nd. 599).
higher than the previous day's price.
Tlic fact.< were as follows: The
Berlin
With a program providing More than 70,500 shares changed
film company was incorporated and
15 pictures, Europaische Film-Prohands. On the curb, the Warner ishad its principal place of business duktion und Vertriebs-A. G. has been
sue likewise spurted, going to 76^2,
in Denver.
It had not obtained a organized through efforts of Orplida gain of Z% points, with 37,200
It
license to do business in Texas.
Messtro-Film.
George Jacoby has shares changing hands. The Warner
was represented by a special sales- been appointed managing director for
'28 bonds, selling on the Curb,
man workinK on a straipht commis- London as well as Berlin. Consider- 6^s
one-eighth of a point, closgained
sion basis. That salesman negotiated able acting, directorial and technical
ing
at 151 y&.
with certain theater owners in El talent has been engaged.
Commenting on Warner issues,
Paso, and obtained their signatures to
Sir Charles Wilson, manager of financial editor of "The Sun" said
a contract whereby the film company Barclay's Bank in England, is presiyesterday:.
agreed to supply to the theater a ser- dent of the firm.
"Warner pictures is holding around top
ies of advertising films for a conlevels much longer than it ever has been able
do after a sharp advance under pool ditinuous period of 12 months at an
Two-a- torection.
Opinions Differ
Whether this means that the pool
In substance,
agreed rental charge.
finding distribution difficult or that the
is
film
the contract provided that the
at Cleveland public is less afraid to buy is some one
company would ship films to the theCleveland Discussion as to wheth- else's guess. Listing of the B stock, now
expected,
ater in El Paso at the rate of one er the two-a-day show with reserved on the curb, on the Big Board is
so that the company will have Stock Exfilm every two weeks, provided each seats will ever be introduced again
change listing after retirement of the A
This stock, however, cannot be restock.
film was returned at the end of its has met with opposite views from two
is
deficit
current
capital
until
the
tired
screening period which was two local theater managers.
Frank A. turned
into a capital surplus, and apparently
weeks. The rental charge was $15 Hines, manager of the Keith's Pal- nothing immediate likely."
per month. The contract provided ace, says that he thinks such a policy
that it should not be binding nntil is plausible and could be profitably
Mpls. Exchange Closes Deals
countersigned by the film company worked out with five acts of vaudeMinneapolis Forty comedies and
This was done. ville and a feature picture at $1 top.
at Denver. Colo.
four serials, have been acquired for
The company supplied films pur- William Haynes, assistant general distribution in this territory by H.
suant to its agreement, but payment manager of Loew's Ohio Theaters,
O. Mugridge of Celebrated Film Exwas not made for some months, and on the other hand, states that a twochange. The pictures include the 40
this suit followed. The theater own- a-day
reserved seat policy would comedies on the Artclass program
ers urge that the film company can- raise the price admission out of reach
and a serial each from Nat Levine of
not sue in Texas because it docs not of the regular audiences and both
Mascot Pictures and W. Ray Johnhave a license to do business in tliat patrons and theater would suffer.
son of Rayart.
state as required by statute.
However, there is agitation afoot to
The court overruled the conten- restore the two-a-day reserved seat
Clayton Sheehan Sails
tion, and held that the film company policy.
Clayton Sheehan, manager of the
was entitled to recover. The court
foreign department for Fox, is en
said
only question was
that the
Charnas Returns to N. Y.
route to Europe on his annual tour.
whether this was a transaction in
Cleveland Harry Charnas has reHe will be abroad until the middle of
interstate commerce.
If it was, it
turned to New York and his active
was necessary for the film company interest in Vitaphone sales after October and will visit London, Paris,
to show that it had obtained a permit spending a week here in the interest Berlin, Vienna, and Rome.
to do business in Texas. And the of the Standard Film Service Co. of
Regular Paramoimt Dividend
court concluded that the transaction, which he continues to be president.
Regular quarterly dividend of $2
evidenced by the contract and the
on the common, payable Oct. 1 to
facts was one of interstate comGorrell Back with Standard
merce.
Since the transaction was
Cleveland Sam Gorrell has re- stock of record Sept. 7 was declared
one of interstate commerce, the film signed as manager of the Cincinnati yesterday by Paramount dir/ectors.
company might recover thereon, even branch of Security Pictures to re- The books are not to be closed.
if
it
was doing business in Texas join the Standard Film sales force.
Tour for Gotham Star
contrary to the laws of that state. Gorrell was with Standard for two
Virginia
Lee
Corbin,
star
of
years prior to going to Cincinnati.
His successor as Security manager Gotham's "Bare Knees" leaves this
to
week on a tour of the Middle West
has not been announced.
to make personal appearances in conSoul of France"
junction with the pictures.
In Sep$3 Top for Patriot
(Continued from {'age 1)
tember
she is expected on the coast
All seats will be reserved and sold
The company has distributed the pic- at $3 each, except the first ten rows where she will begin to work in "The
ture in France, Belgium, Switzerland.
which will be cheaper at the New- Head of the Family" from the story
Egypt and Holland, and has acquired York premiere of "The Patriot,"
by George Randolph Chester. Scott
at
rights for Australia, New Zealand,
Darling will direct.
the Rialto Thursday.
the Dutch East Indies and Berlin.
Handling of it, according to Adolph
Burke Named Phelps' Aide
Soviet Approves Films
/.ukor, indicates the manner in whicli
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Minneapolis
Frank Burke, for
Los Angeles Harold Lloyd pic- three years publicity director for
the company is prepared to co-operate with foreign producers of meri- tures are the first American films Twin
City
Keith-Albee-Orpheum
to be sanctioned by the Soviet gov- houses, has been named assistant to
torious films.
ernment of Russia, according to Frank N. Phelps, district manager
word received by William Eraser, for K-A-O. He will headquarter at
Blytheville House Reopens
general manager of the Harold Lloyd the Hennepin-Orpheum here.
BIytheville, Ark.— The Home the- Corp.
Pictures approved are "Dr.
ater here has reopcnefl after being Jack."
"Safety
Last,"
"A Sailor
Flinn at Los Angeles
flark several months, undergoing exM;.de Man" and "Grandma's Boy."
Los Angeles—John C. Flinn, Pathe
tensive remodeling anfl redecorating
vice president, has arrived on the
at a cost of $10.()0().
Branham at Detroit House
Coast for premiere Aug. 20 of "The
Detroit
Charles Branham, form- Godless Girl."
erly with Universal, now is managLeases Columbia, Ky., House
ing the Oriental here.
Blue" Committee Formed at Boston
Columbia, Ky.--R. L. Witliington.
Boston— Formation of "The S.O.S.
who ojjcrates the Parainoimt, has
Selmer, Tenn., House Sold
Committee," to work for defeat of
leased the new theater to be opened
Seinier,
Tenn. W. J. Mathews any initiative petition
to permit Sunhere as the Rialtf).
has taken over the Palace here.
day shows, has been announced here.
(Continued from Page 1)
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May

Unite 200 N. Y.
Houses in Production

(Continued from Page 1)
identities now are reported favorably
imif*ressed
with
the
consolidation

suggestion. In the event the merger
fact, the theaters in the pool
will be known as Moss houses, the
plan being establishment of a circuit
name which will eventually build up
goodwill to effectively compete with
Loew. Operating as a separate unit,
under the proposed holding company!
the producing unit is proposed.
The manner in which the Independent M. P. Exhibitors' A;ss'n,
Inc., the Sapiro unit, will fit into the
plan is more or less of an unknown
quantity at the moment. If the consolidation is perfected, the buying
power thus amassed under one lead-;
ership would make the present scope
of the Sapiro unit largely unnecessary. There is a possibility that an
ultimate absorption of the I.M.P.E.A.
by the larger group will result, but
those who are familiar with various
suggested moves declare that, if they
do develop, the purpose of the Sapiro
association will have been accom-

becomes

'

•

plished.

The production end of the enterprise probably will not be worked
out for this season in view of the fact
that Labor Day is but a few weeks
off.

However, organizing and promowork will continue without in-

tional

terruption.

Seventh Arbitrator
Not Used in Case

—

—

14,

(Continued from Page 1)

could not be broken a seventh arbitrator

was

invited to participate in a

second hearing.
However, at this
second hearing, new evidence was
introduced which swayed the board
sufficiently to grant an award to the
exhibitor defendant without referring
the matter to the arbitrator.
Judge

Thomas E. Green was the arbitrator
who heard the evidence but did not
participate in the award. The award
was granted

to

Ludgren on three

counts.

Lundgren

retaliated

in

a suit for

$500 damages against M-G-M. The
cash damage was not allowed, but
Lundgren in the award, was granted
the privilege of choosing gratis the
outstanding pictures of the contract
under controversy if they are in use.
This was the first time in the history of local arbitration that a seventh arbitrator case has been settled
by the board of arbitration without a
decision from the arbitrator.

"Four Sons" Does $51,629
at Roxy Over Week-End
(Continued from Page 1)
the opening Saturday on "The Street

Angel" while Sunday's business on
"Four Sons," totaled $26,365 as
against

$21,465

the "The Street
figures represent
Sunday records.

formances
Sons" as

the

first

Sunday

of

Angel" run. These
new Saturday and

Five de luxe pergiven
"Four
on
against four on "Street

were

Angel."

A line extending nearly a full
block was on hand yesterday morning awaiting for the doors to open.

I
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14,
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Production Active at Pathe Studios
M-G-M Making Two
Sound

for

Versions of "Trial of Mary Dugan",

Three Paramount Pictures

UFILM$INWOIiK,TWO

Two
Two

EDITING, THIRD STARTING
are active with
iiree features in production, two be\\% edited and another in preparatiou.
"Marked
are
production
In

— Other

directing; "Sal of Singapore,"
with Phyllis Haver starred, Alan
Hale the leading man, and Howard
"Ned McCobb's
Higgin director;
net

of Mary Dugan," one silent
and one sound, will be produced by M-G-M.

FILMS

Writing Another for Colleen
Tom Geraghty will write script of
"The Richest Girl on Earth," which
is

to

Sin,"

thetic

the

star's

current

pic-

ture.

Frodjiction

h,as

Carnation Kid," the

started on "The
first Christie pic-

ture sfj^ring Douglas MacLean with
E. MaSdn Hopper directing, which is

being ^juied in both silent and soundtalk ver^ons.
In order to insure the

Lorraine Eddy, Wm. B. Davidson,
Charles Hill Mailes, Francis McDonald, Carl Stockdale, Bert Swor, Jr.,
and Caroline Snowden.

Production

under

the
Christensen.

for

Dorothy
featuring
"Waterfront,"
This is
Mackaill and Jack Mulhall.
a story by Gertrude Orr and Will
Chappel. William A. Seiter directed,
and supporting cast includes Frances
Hamilton, Knute Ericson, Ben Hendricks, James Bradbury, Sr., and Pat

Harmon.
Neville

Going

East

Earl Neville, film editor of the
i,Darmour Co., will shortly leave for
New York to make a thorough study

sound picture situation from

a technical standpoint.

Columbia Film Started
original
an
Parade,"
"Sinners'
life,
club
centering around night
written for Columbia by,' Beatrice
Van, is in production under direction
Dorothy Reyier apof John Adolfi.
pears in the feminine lead with Victor Varconi playing opposite. Others
in the cast are John Patrick, Edna

Marion and Marjorie Bonner.

Gwen
Gwen

Lee's

be

"The

Wood
starting
or so.

will

Lee's

next

The Josef von Sternberg production,
"The Docks of New York," starring
George Bancroft; Clara Bow's "The
Fleet's In"; Richard Dix's "Moran

borrowed from

comedy

the

Next
starring vehicle

next

few

Bedford and
the

Conklin

feminine
has been

Paramount for the
Montagu Love as
Wid Gunning is pro-

lead with

the "menace."
ducing the picture.

Three Started by T-S

Gardner James has been cast in
"Gold Braid," being directed bv
George Hill for M-G-M.
Betty Compson in Two
^
Betty Compson, while completing

"The Docks of New York"
Paramount, also appears opposite
"Scarl?^
in
Barthelmess
Richard

a role in
at

Seas" for First National.

Dix and Florence Vidor Together
Richard Dix and Florence Vidor
be seen together in.
following the completion
skin," Dix's next vehicle,
Malcolm St.
conquered."
will

a
of

picture

"Red-

and "UnClair will

direct.

see three productions in full swing at Tiffany-Stahl
Elmer Clifton starts with
studios.
Patsy Ruth Miller and Malcolm McGregor in an untitled story of the

directing

for

Added

to

"U" Cast

ster."

days

Roberts in Pathe Cast
Theodore Roberts has been signed

Bartels Assigned

Louis John Bartels has been signed by Paramount for "The
Murder Case."

Canary

had

Seas."

guest

at

D.

the

W. Griffith as his
picture's premiere at

yan Dyke
the Grauman's Chinese,
gained much of his directorial knowledge from "D. W."
*

*

Two

members

interested

of

premiere audience were
Ernest Schoedsack and Merian
Cooper, who made "Chang"
and "Grass."

the

ered in "White Shadows."

Henry

for Pathe's picturization of the TheGuild play "Ned McCobb's
ater

Daughter."

*

*

*

a

Otto,

Seas

South

enthusiast, was a member of
Wallace Worsthe audience.
ley is another director, who
is an authority on the South
Sea Islands.
*
*
*

.
.'

Our Passing Show: Glenn Allv^e,

Wright and Pete Milne holding
Hollywood Boidev^rd;
Sir. and Mrs. Sig Schlager, Gebrge
Landy and Kathyrn McQuire play,.re-nnion an

ing tennis.

^

^4

^

^

Kaspar Monahan of the Denver
News is making a tour of the Coast

He

studios.

George Kotsonaros, Jack Raymond and Harry Tenbrook have
been cast in "The Shakedown,"
soutfa. seas; James Flood begins "The
featuring Barbara Kent and James
Family Row," starring Claire Wind- Murray, which William Wyler is diGray recting for Universal.
sor, supported by Lawrence
and Roy D'Arcy; and "The Floating
College" starts under direction of
Additions to "Fog" Cast
George Crone. Sally O'Neill, Buster
New additions to the cast of
Collier, Harvey Clark, Georgia Hale
Charles F. Klein's initial pro"Fog,"
and E. J. Ratcliife comprise the cast duction for Fox, include Fritz Feld,
on the latter production.
Andy Clyde, Crauford Kent, Robert
Lois
E. Homens and John Kelly.
Bosworth in M-G-M Cast
Moran and George O'Brien have the
Hobart Bosworth appears in sup- stellar roles. "Fog" is an original
port of John Gilbert and Greta Gar- crook-melodrama written by Charles
bo in "A Woman of Affairs," which Francis Coe, author of "Me Gangis

W

Bill

will

Brown

Hollywood
Van Dyke, who directed
White Shadows in the South
S.

the
"Sins
of
Marines";
the
Emil Jannings;
Fathers," starring
*
*
*
Evelyn
featuring
"Interference,"
"/ uneak away," said Raqnel TorWilliam
Kenyon,
Doris
Brent,
Powell and others, and the Nancy res, heroine of "White Shadows"
Caroll-Richard Arlen picture of New as she smilingly dodged crowd afYork stage life which Dorothy ter the premiere. By the way, the
Arzner is directing. The three wi" ^ M-G-M producers are scoring as
pickers of new talent. First, tvinhave dialogue and vocal effects.
sorfie Anita Page scores in "Tell It
to the World," while Raquel registJames in "Gold Braid"

of

M-G-M.

Sam
Little Angel."
the production
direct,

within

at

Barbara

Chester

leads.

Clarence

will

started on "The
First National
Benjamin
direction
of

has

Thelma Todd portray

This week

of the

tion, Christie is making sound shorts
as well as Douglas MacLean's new
"The Canary Murder Case"
feature.
is to be made with con.'iderable dialogue.
Pictures on the sound program are:

"Haunted House" Started
Haunted House"

"Waterfront" Completed
Final scenes have been made

*'Lots**

RALPH WILK

By

MacE^an Film Being Made
With^Two DiJRferent Scripts

Moore's next picwrote scenario of "Syn-

He

Little
from

NOW COMPLETED

has completed eight
pictures synchronized with sound and
now is making six more. In addi-

Colleen

be

ture.

A

Paramount

Rich and
Irene
Daughter"
working'out of the silent version iriGeorge Armstrong, directed by Wilrespective of its presentation as a
liam J. Cowen.
talker two complete negatives of the
"Annapolis" with Jeanette Loff and
are being filmed from
Mack Brown, directed by silent picture written
John
silent script.
a completely
and
"Captain
Cabanne;
Christy
At
the same time, another com'Swagger" starring Rod La Rocque,
plete negative is being shot from the
!with Sue Carol as leading woman
"talking script" in which all of the
and E. H. Griffith the director are
sound effects, dialogue, etc., have
being edited.
been written with musical accomIn preparation is "The Spieler,"
paniment to be added later
Alan
Logan
in which Jacqueline
and
The cast includes Frances Lee,
Hale are to be featured.
with

the Other Silent
Personalities by Ralph Wilk

"The Trial

The Pathe studios

Money," with Junior CoRhlan, Tom
Kennedy, George Duryea and Virginia Bradford, with Spencer Ben-

Sidelights and

PARAMTHAS8S0UND

Versions

versions of

One Sound and

*

O.

much

unearthed

has

for

excellent material
*

paper.

hi§

*

.'

Mclntyre, a GalliOhio boy who made

O.

polis,

good in New York,
ing Hollywood.
*

*;

is

visit-

*

Eniest Haller, former Easteini
cameraman, is keeping busy at First
National. He, has photographed ser-

eral of the pictures directed by AlFranlan Divan, Al Santell and John
cis Dillon.

Roth Signs New Contract
Murray Roth has signed a new
long

term

contract

with

Warner

to write dialogue
Bros entitling
and originals for feature productions
subjects^
as well as to direct short

him

Roth is at present collaborating \vith
Addison Burkhart on an onguial
story

for

the

all-talkie

field,

i

he

Queen of Night Clubs," which Bryan
Foy will direct.

HELD

OVER....S

UNITED ARTISTS--PUBLIX

RIVOLI, N.

Y.

Thousands Storm Em
In Thrilling Sound lu
First

Week

Of The

...

A

MIG

But Again FBO Reminds You: DonH Be Panicked By Sound
FBO Stands Firm>
Behind You With The Greatest Line Of Silent Attractions In The History Of Th;
.

.

.

Company. You Can Have 'Perfect Crime" In Either Sound Or Silent Form
Eithc
Way It Is The First Really Great Box-Office Smash Of The New Season.
*

.

.

.

ALREADY AN OUTSTANDING SILENT HIT AT UNITED
ARTISTS THEATRES IN DETROIT AND LOS ANQELES.

ii

ond

Terrific

Week

House To See And Hear FBO's De Luxe Mystery Shocker
Second Week Opening To Greater Grosses Than
logue
ishing Conclusively The Stupendous Box-Office Magnetism
is

T

.

.

.

MYSTERY SMASH

OF ALL

TIME.'

Olive

BROOH
3

Irene

An FBO SPECIAL
loming:

SHOW"
FBO'S SECOND

"HIT

of the

RICH

TULLY MARSHALL
EDMUND BREESE
Story by WM. LE BARON
ISRAEL ZANGWILLS

TALKER SENSATION.

niRECTED «>

Already a silent hit at the
Roxy, New York. Sound or

GLENNON

BERT

from
novel

"THE MIRACLE MAN" was GREAT
ii

THE RACKET"
Greater

Is

A GREAT

STAR
CAST
PICTURE
DIRECTOR

THOMAS MEIGHAN
IN

THE GREATEST OF ALL UNDERWORLD PICTURES
SUPPORTED BY

LOUIS WOLHEIM
GEO. E. STONE

LEWIS MILESTONE

Directed by

A CADDO

Production Released by Paramount

—

EAST
a motion
picture play of really worthwhile proportions, and I advise
the film patrons of this tojva to

go without delay and

Sfee

"

is

one of the best

of the crook films."

—Harrison Carroll in Los

"Thomas Meighan has regained

"There's

a

his pristine halo due to his wonderful showing in 'The Racket.' "

Racket,'

at

—Duliith

Angeles Herald.

mo-

a

— NORTH —/SOUTH

WEST

'The Racket'

same story

the

It*s

"'The Racket' makes

SKEETS GALLAGHER
LUCIAN PRIVAL

MARIE PREVOST
LEE MORAN

in a story

which seems

— Quinn

Martin

in

"Mr.

Thomas

"

'The
Racket'
is
Meighan's best film in

day."

many

—Cleveland

a

News.

"A

Meighan

does his best
work in several years in 'The
Racket,' and proves again that
he is a realistic actor without a

corker.

Mark

it

down

as

one of the best of the underworld films that are flooding
the market.
tion."

A

A

attrac-

—Film

Daily.

Class

rival."

—John
York

S. Cohen,
Su7i.

"The high mark

Jr.,

in

New

melodramatic aspirants to shoot at.'

—New

"Thomas Meighan
in the

most

logical

is

presented

and

pictur-

esque role of his screen career
in 'The Racket.'"

—Bangor, Me.,

for

York Times.

'The
this

Orleans States.

yf the maelstrom of unthere
has
derworld
pictures
come one splendid picture, 'The

"A good

story plus good direction plus a great cast is responsible for another great under-

world film.
Thomas Meighan
has his best role in years."

— Variety.

"One of the outstanding stories
of the year."

—New

Racket."

Times.

"Best picture that ever played
Paramount Theatre since it
opened. One of best pictures of
year!"

York Evening Post.

"Splendidly entertaining.
acrid, truthful, speedy."

—New

—Louisville

Commercial.

the Neiv

York World.

—New

State

"Out

al-

m.ost to fit him in every detail.
It is a pity that so able a performer as Mr. Meighan does not
find more often the opportunity
to show what he can do."

picture,

Loew's

Herald.

tion picture actor playing sensibly and with fine, dignified control

week."

great

Keen,

—New

York Journal.

"For sheer entertainment, gripping and absorbing, this picture
may be heartily recommended."

—New

York American.

York Mid-Week

Pictorial.

"Lines three deep in front of the
Paramount Theatre on hottest

—Harrison's

"More
world.'
years."

day of the year!"
Reports.

genuine than 'UnderBest Meighan in five

—New

York World.

]>ound Film Clause Drafted for

Free Lance Players

^\

ULTHE MEWS
ALLTHE TIME

i^/'FILMDOM
XLV

OL.
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Lady"

Scarlet

good box-ofLady"
Scarlet
deals with the Russian revojjtion against which background
e usual story of love, hatred
id intrigue are developed in
Alan Croste usual manner.
nd directed for Columbia and
ok no chances. The sure-fire
luff was stuck in and whatever
'T looks

like a

"The

fice.

oked dubious

left out.

Lya de Putti played the lead
her appeal
spotty fashion
as hurt because she was phoDon Alvar[igraphed poorly.
lo was splendid and Warner
;

I

Otto Matie-

jland satisfactory.
!)n

told

satisfactory

a

itter

TELEVISION PICTORLS

—

j

bpelessly behind deliveries

with no

forbidding the admission of all children under 16 years of age would be

punished by cancellation of their licenses has been carried into efifect.
Judge Lachance has abrogated the
operating license of the Arlequin and
(.Continued

on Page 2)

AWAY

SEEN AS FAR

QUEBEC LAW VIOLATION

Quebec The threat of the Quesound equip- bec Provincial Gov't that exhibitors
become available? While other who continued to violate the new law

Western

West

Coast

—

The

unaffiliated

later,

but

house

how much

will follow
And
later?

hat is to be done in the meantime?
ery shortly now de luxe operators
erywhere will be playing sound picires
regularly for the production

snapping

are

ills

when

up on output.

it

the Class

A

houses

finish

can show them?
The full seriousness of the situajOn will not assert itself into late
jinter and spring.
Then the yelps
'e
destined to ring out from all
iieir

runs,

who

pints of the

compass

A

at

tion of pictures by television will
be brought about in the next five
years in the opinion of John W.
Considine, Jr., president of Feature
Prod., and head of production for
United Artists.
His views are contained in an interview printed in
(Continued on Page 6)

Negotiations have been practically
Expansion in New England is
by Alfred E. Gottesman, completed by Gotham for synchronwho intends to dispose of his five izing pictures on its 1928-29 proNewark theaters to devote all his gram, Sam Sax, president, stated
time to the expansion program.
He yesterday prior to leaving New York
(.Continued

on

Page

(Continued

6)

sound.

published

in

Academy

the

to

on Page

little

old

on August 1. Reprinted here
throughout the country
id about which Chester B. Bahn,
icture critic of the "Syracuse HerId," is moved to remark:
"Truer words were never penned."

fiiper

there

KANN

RCA

Photophone in the
picture field are understood have resulted in a split between Joseph P.
Kennedy and David Sarnoff.
It

is

expected Kennedy will with-

draw

entirely from Photophone activities and that Robert T. Kane, who
has been representing the former in
Photophone, will resign his post of

contact between radio officials and
Kennedy interests. This will
the
mean that Photophone will seek to
make affiliations elsewhere and may
enter production on its own or in
conjunction with an existing pro(Continued on Page 2)

HUMAN ORCHESTRAS ARE
LOSING OUTATBALTIMORE
Baltimore

—This

city

gradually

is

weaning away from human orches-

When

tras.

the

Metropolitan

re-

Aug. 25, it will mean five
first runs and one second run will
The
be operating as sound houses.
opens

(Continued on Page 6)

Clause;

Poor

THd FILM D/dLY
Los Angeles Providing that players who work in dialogue scenes
should work under the same conditions

prevailing for retakes, that

is,

being paid only on days actuallj- employed, an an.endment to the sl,injard contract for free lancers has been
drafted and is to be voted upon by
tlie
Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences.

Under

playeis
accepting other
engagements, but are asked to cooperate with producers.

are not

retake

hampered

conditions,
in

Projection Hit
THE FILM DULY
—"Destructive
projec-

»«.' Coast Bureau of

Los Angeles

AUCMENTEMJESTRATO

6)

Vote on Sound

—

But
Certainly.
Use sound.
around the picture.
Don't build the picture around

opinion over busiregarding the partici-

of

planned

U'at Coast Bu.cau of

build sou7id

First

Gottesman Plans Program Gotham Practically Set
on Sound Film Plans
of Expansion in N. E.

one time.

Formula

Differences
ness policies
pation of

Universal distribu-

else

I

Reason

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Los Angeles

in sight.

;lief

f.

Television sets for homes are a long way off, leaders in
the field of radio manufacture believe, and accordingly,
the Radio Manufacturing Ass'n has named a committee to
keep the public informed about television development, so
people will not be misled into believing radio pictures are
imminent. Television will come about, leaders say, only
when sets can be made within reach of financial means of
the average home.

will

anufacturers promise,
Jlectric's is the only system in acal use today. That organization is
lead of schedule, but so heavily
ive producer-affiliated houses gone
for sound that W. E. finds itself

-

Different Ideas on Sound
Development the

Held Far Off

Television

enter-

breaci and
terrific
a

is

When

oblem.

ad

Home

REVOKES LICENSES FOR

When?
small theater — the
facing
house —

The

jut

KENNEDY AND SARNOFF SPLIT
OVER RCA PHOTOPHONE PLANS

as the

.inment.

cnt

Price 5 Cents

1928

Production values O. K.

ilet.
II

work

did very nice

15,

FIGHT SOUND AT DALLAS

—

Dallas A 21-piece orchestra is to
be used at the Capitol by Ray Stinnett,

in

petition.

nation's theaters was denounced at a meetmg of the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences, and
blamed for contributing to the reported slump in theater patronage.
Producers and distributors seem
unaware of the manner in which
their product is exhibited in second
and subsequent run houses, while
Arthur Miller called attention to
"the vicious practice of projecting
(Continued on Page 7)

move to fight sound comThe Melba, recently dis-

posed of its orchestra and organ
music when sound equipment was
(Contimted

tion," declared existing in nine-tenths

of

a

on

Page

6)

the

Fox Seeks Gershwin;

No

Contract Signed

While no contract has been signed,
George Gershwin, jazz composer,
yesterday stated he had been offered
a contract to write a musical comedy for Fox Movietone, for which
he was to receive $100,000. He says
he has a contract awaiting his signature.

..
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15,

19i

Kennedy and Sarnoff Revokes Licenses
For Law Violatioi!
Split Over Plans
(Continued from Page

»tl.
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California—Ralpb
Hollywood,
New York.
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Cohn Gets Russian Film
Nat Cohn has ac(|uired distribution
England
in the New York and Xew
territories of "The End of St. PeterRussian

burg,"

film.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(c) Univ. Pict.
Fanchon Royer Plans Several
...
•(s)
do pfd.
York
New
Bros..
(c) Warner
Fanchon Royer, now in

191/2

.

distribution of her first
feature, "Life's Like That," plans to
She
produce four or five features.
has options on the players and others
associated with the making of her

(s)

arranRing

.

.

(c-b) do 6J4s 28
'

Production will be at

initial picture.

"A"

do

the Coast.

mum

talking

six

of

with the

RCA
it

with

is

pictures

made

understood, could not

Kennedy on

a

number

sound studio in New
York. Kennedy had taken the matter up with Owen D. Young, of General Electric which controls RCA,
but the latter is reported to have
referred Kennedy and the plan to
SarnofT who voted thumbs down.
a

$1,000,000

.

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

(o)

Over

S.

....

97

7754 87,300
795^ 76
86i4
79M 82J4113,600
15
158
154
158

1)

Th

$10.

Victory,
is

London, Ont.
London, Ont. Thomas W. Logan,
manager of the Capitol, is dead from
in

—

I

—

as
reported.
not wired.

The

latti

Publix Remodeling at K. C.
Kansas City
Between $100,00
and $150,000 is to be spent on r;

—

conditioning of the Newman, vvh';has been turned back to Publix L
Loew's, together with the Roya
Both houses are dark, the Royal hay
ing been for a year, with no polic
for it determined upon.

P.-F.-L. Stock Split-Up Sept. 26
Paramount directors have selecte
Sept. 26, 1928, as the date for con
eluding arrangements for the prci
posed split-up of the common stoc'.j.
on a three-for-one basis.

Tubman Goes to Toronto
Arnold Tubman
Calgary
been transferred to the Toronto
office of U. A.

—

ha|

-

Logan Dead

By coincidence,
acute indigestion.
the last picture he played was "Happiness Ahead."

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)
(c)
(s)

Robertsons Arrive
Robertson and his wife,
Josephine Lovett, returned to New
York from Europe yesterday.

John

Denver

house

method.

.

.

of

"Lights" at Denver Aladdin
"Lights of
New YorM
played the Aladdin, operated by tl
Aladdin Theater Corp., and not tl

of the latter's plans regarding sound,
one of which called for building of

2m
80

fine

under Kennedy's business management, has signed with Western ElecPathc, another company which
tric.
is Kennedy-managed, is to use Photophone while FBO will have a mini-
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New

a

est in FBiO which Kennedy heads.
First National, which now functions

Sarnoff,

54
10054
25/2
854

imposed

also

proprietor of this house, a small th(
ater, pleaded guilty.
The theater ha
been closed and a request for the n
newal of the license has been refu
by the Quebec Gov't.

14M
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Scat.
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6s

Close

(Continued from Faije

1)

ducer not previously allied with Photophonc.
RCA, parent company of RCA
Photophone. owns a minority inter-

heail

,'

Dismantling Chinville House
Ky. The Raceland

Chinville,

—

i

being dismantled.

Stock Exchange.

NOTE:

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

Skouras, St. Louis.

Moeller in Detroit
Burger Returns
Mocik-r distributor of the
I.
A,
Edgar Guest Jewels, shorts, has gone
Paul Burger, assistant to Al Lichtto Detroit on a business trip.
man, is back in New York after a
ten day trip through Canada.
Tearle En Route to Coast
Revnes in N. Y.
After a vaudeville tour, Conway
Tearle has left New York for the
Maurice Revnes arrived in New
Coast.
York yesterday aboard the He de
France.

Stromberg Back from Abroad
M-G-M proStromberg,

trip
tlie

New York after a lengthy
He will leave for
Europe.
Coast in about two weeks.
is in

to

M-G-M Comedy
"Two
was

Tar.s,"

shown

Lady," at
the

its

Columbia Prem.
Hal Roach comedy,
"The
Scarlet
with

He

at

premiere

last

is

—

I

Theater

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as

1540

B'WAY

1

Specialists in

Leterman
& Gates
INCOMFO RATED

N.Y.C.

i

f

YOU ARE AMONG
THE FORTUNATE
IF

EXHIBITORS
PLAYING

Dark

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

"l

Louisville
The Sun here
closed for an indefinite period.

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

f

f

reported recovering rapidly.
Louisville

night at

Embassy.

f

Connolly Operated On; Recovering
Advices from London tell of an
operation for appendicitis undergone
by Jack Connolly, general representative in Europe for Fox Movietone.

Hunt
ducer,

BLOW YOUR HORN

OSWALD
SUPERVISION

GEORGE
WINKLER

THE LUCKY RABBIT

CARTOONS
PRODUCED BY

PICTURES
WINKLER
INCORPORATED

-TELEPHONE BRYANT 3O40

Vnwersal\i\\m.m Cartoons

SOUND
PICTURE HIT OF THE DAY!
THE BIGGEST

Doing "Big Parade** Business on
Broadway. Start YOUR Campaign

NOW

ALSO
Star values!

Picture values!

Showman

values!

The New

Fall

Get

1st

Season is a
Most Appetizing

set for these, too.

RELEASE
1928-29

I

'

in

Sound

PEOPLE

William Haints

lohn Gilberr
Greta Carbo
SPIES

M-G-M

in

BAGGAGE"

SHOW

THE CARNIVAL
OF LIFE

I

LAUREL &

M-G-M MOVIETONE SHORT SUBJECTS
Some

of the

HARDY in
"TWO TARS"

Mary Eaton and Oscar Shaw
Louise Groody and Eddie Allen
Keller Sisters and Lynch
Mabel Wayne (composer of "Ramona")

in

Ohhoy! Wait!

Colonial Sextette

Lucas Sisters
Sunshine Sammy
Walt Roesner and the Capitotians
Paul Tiesen's String Orchestra

Arnaut Brothers (Musical Clowns)
Elsa Ersi and Nat Ayer
Miller and Lyle
Marion Harris
Jules Bledsoe (from

"Show Boat")

Sound

and many more!

3

mori;

The Baby Cyclone
and 2 more

THE LOVES OF

CASANOVA

Europe'i Cunent
Koad SKoif Senjation

^LON CHANEY
While the C.tv
at\d 3 othett

t

2

Single Standafd

^

1

more

Excess Baggage
)

3

aUSTER
KEATON

3

more

mote

LILUANCISH

I
*
The Wind

Man

gTIM McCOY

1

Trial

The Bridge
Luis Rev

San

of

of

LAUREL-

CHASE
Mask

Ballyhoo

and

mote

The Camera
and more

1

The Bellamv
The Wonder

HARDY
10 CHARLEY

NORMA
4 SHEARER

WILLIAM
HAINES
and

and

Ahead

Mothers and Sons

10

Cold Braid
and I mote

Devil's

Breakers

3 ELECTRICLIGHT HITS

HAL ROACH
40 COMEDIES
10 OUR GANG

more

2 RAMON
NOVARRO

The

Daughters

Women

Dumb Dora

tORETA QARBO 2 JOHN
OILBERT
TlgetSkin.
and

Dog

more

3 MARION
DAVIES
and

COSMOPOLITAN
3 PRODUCTIONS
Out Dancing

3CODY-PRINGLE

and

IN

10

ALL STAR

NEWS
104 M-G-M
Twice Weeklv
GREAT
6 M-O-M
EVENTS
Entitelv in

Technicolof

ODDITIES
26 M-G-M
UFA world-wide
gems

METRO-Goldwyii-IVIayer
Lionized by

Morris and Campbell

Leo Beers
Ponce Sisters

and

Star in Crease Paine

SMrprue

Sleeps

Short Feature

DANE-ARTHUR
4
^ Campinn Out

2 FLASH
The Amaiing

Special

"EXCESS

M-G-M

SPECIALS
Marion Da vies

Features

you Ve lined up

with

THE GREATEST LINE-UP
SCREEN HISTORY

WILLIAM
HAINES

Dish—
If

GRETA GARBO in "THE MYSTERIOUS
LADY" now playing 2nd big week at the
Capitol, New York. JOHN GILBERT in
"FOUR WALLS" is a sure-fire clean-up!

The

Millions

^^Pil^^

^
I^

,

Three West Coast

States

break

FAZIL

STREET ANGEL"
^

J
Warfield Theatre, San Fran-

broke every
record of theatre and of all
theatres in the city with
cisco,

Cahf.,

"Fazil" last

week.

Broadway Theatre, Portland
Oregon, broke every house
record with "Street Angel"
last week.

r
- -

Just What

\

records with Fox Pictures!

fe

u

Th e

RED DANCE
Fifth

jy

Avenue Theatre,

Seattle, Washington,

ed by

exceed-

$4000 previous

weekly record with "Street
Angel''.

Rialto Theatre, Tacoma,
Washington, record broken

by

"Street Angel''.

Loew's State, Los Angeles,
Calif., only theatre in California with line-up on street

Monday matinee to see "The
Red Dance'\ which opened
last Friday for a week run.

S

r

West Coast needed!

Wednesday, August

DAILV
Seen As Far

bv

ARTHUR

W.

W.

THREE MORE VlTAPtWNE

E.

"The Examiner."
"Under the present

CANADIAN ONE!

ROADSHOWS COMPLETED
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of

—

Three more VitaLos Angeles
phone roadshows have been com-

The

pleted.

"The Singing

is

first

diFool," starring Al Jolson under
In the cast
rection of Llovd Bacon.
Dunn
arc Bettv Bronson, Josephine
David Lee. Arthur Housnian Reed

Montreal— The Research Products
Branch of the Northern Electric Co.,
Canadian affiliation of the Western
Electric Co., is manufacturing equipment for sound reproduction in theaters of the Dominion.

The
Palace,

installation

first

of

manager.

is

in

the

which George Rotsky is
This theater is closed for

A large stage, with
Howes. Edward Martindel and Rob- alterations.
Fannie Bnce dressing rooms, is being built simulert Emmett O'Conner.
aho has completed her first picture, taneously with the wiring of the
"Mv Man," directed by Archie Mayo
house for sound pictures.
Mark Canfield's story. Edna
Northern Electric has already lifroi'n
Murphy, Big Boy Williams. Andre censed a number of theaters across
and
Canada operated by Famous Players
de Segurola, Richard Tucker
Arthur Hoyt are

The
room

third,

the

in

now

in

Sin," star-

Conrad Naring Dolores Costello.
Behnore,
gel Georgie Stone, Lionel

cast.

made

Lacy, Warner Richand Nina Quartaro are in the producers in the United States and
Howard Bretherton directed. licensed under Western Electric patents come under the Northern Electric's scope in Canada.

De

Phillipe

mond

Plans are being
Corp.
to equip houses in the larger
centers of the Dominion to have theaters in the majority of towns equipped by the end of 1929.
Sound pictures made by major

Canadian

cutting

the

"The Redeeming

is

cast.

Gotham

Practically Set

Sound Sets Ordered
on Sound Film Plans 15
for Louisville Zone
(Continued from Page 1)

for

the

what

Announcement

Coast.

system

will
to be

be

of

by the

used

made at an early
The company s
declared.
date, he
policy on production and sound was
established definitely in New York

company

is

conferences between Sax and
Budd Rogers, vice president, and
based on exhibitor sentiment obtained in key cities by Sax on his trip
in

East.

Human

Orchestras

Losing Out At Balto.
(Coii/mHC<f

from Page

1)

which recently passed to
Loew management, is slated to follow soon, it is believed.
The Valencia and Parkway, both
Stanley,

Loew

theaters,

operate

New

are

the

latest

with mechanical music.

week

to

The

sound

Away

—

Sam J. Switovv, of the
Louisville
Switow Enterprises, Louisville, Leo
F. Keiler, of the Strand Amusement
Co. and Columbia Amusement Co.,
Paducah, and Lee L. Goldberg, of
the Principal Theaters Corp., have
returned from New York, where
they closed for 15 Vitaphone in.stallations in their various theaters. Incidentally they bought the entire
Warner product for all their towns.

(Continued from Page 1)

system,

he ducing

said, "150 or 200 prints of a feature
picture are made and shipped about
the United States in tin cans to
various exhibitors.
"Five years from now, I believe,
perhaps only twenty prints will be
made and shipped to important distribution centers.
"It will then be the practice for
an exhibitor to write, telephone or
telegraph to an exchange, his order
for a certain picture.
"On the specified day, the exchange will project that picture by
means of television upon the screen
in that exhibitor's theater.
"The idea is so radical that I almost feel like apologizing for offering it, but I believe television can be
perfected to that point.
"We are living in an age when the
seemingly impossible of today is an
Anyaccomplished fact tomorrow.

thing can be
fically sound.

done,

last

using

—

Installation of
Beaumont, Tex.
Buddy Page, master of
features.
ceremonies at Stanley, has gone to Vitaphone e(|uipment is under way
Mischa Gutcrson, former- at the Liberty, which is being reNewark.
The house is operated by
ly musical director at Valencia, has modeled.

replaced Felice S. lula. at the Stan- the JcfTerson Amusement Co.
ley as conductor and that orchestra
Fleischman Wiring for Sound
has been reorganized with men from
Toledo George Fleischman is inPaul TomValencia and Parkway.
Vitaphone in the Ohio,
kins, organist at \'alencia. has been stalling
State and World.
given a berth at the Stanley.

—

equipment now

installed,
of musicians at the house
ject of speculation.

With
largest

the futur
the suli

is

the Capitol going in for th
orchestra in the city, thi

outcome

expected to prove a

is

tes

the pulling power of an or
chestra, as contrasted with synchron
ized pictures.
The orchestra wil
be continued until the sound installa
tion, ordered by the Capitol, is made
The Old Mill also has ordered sounoj

over

equipment.

,'

Gottesman Plans Program
of Expansion in N. E
(Continued from Page

1)

just purchased the Plymouth
3,100-seat house at Worcester, Mass
In
addition
he has
the
Cameo

has

Royal

Bridgeport,

Garde,

Sherman,

Commodore

New London;

i

Nev

Hull, Derby;
Capitol, Mid

perfect our dletown; and Palace, Norwich, al
He is considering!
photography, but that feature also is in Connecticut.
of
three
more houses;
merely a matter of scientific study purchase
Gottesman has just disposed of
and development."
Considine's theory of the effect site at Peekskill, N. Y., to Public
upon the motion picture industry of for a house to seat 1,800.

"Of

course,

we must

;;'

Pittsburgh radio tests was not
shared unanimously by Hollywood
producers, says the newspaper.
"Motion picture complanies" one
producer declared, "with a total inthe

Chain Theatre Concern

terests

of

in

Box

man

for

Film Daily
Broadway, N. Y.

M-305,

1650

SALE!

pictures.

A

of experienced

development work. Must have knowledge of real estate business as well
as some knowledge of theatre operations.
Apply by letter stating full
particulars and
salary requirements.
All answers treated confidential.

and in$150,000,000
theaters worth $200,000,000 more, are not going to supinely
close up shop."
Other producers were inclined to
accept the invention as just another
means of creating interest in motion
vestment

services

desires

few of the opinions expressed

follows:

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

Program

RCA

its

however absurd Haven;

started its
neither orchestra nor
The Century started Fox
Movietone News presentations July tures. Complete interchangeability of motion picture theaters.
30. but the policy of stage presenta- sound films made by Movietone and
"For, after all, i)eoi)lc like to sec
has already
tion acts, organ solo, and orchestra, Photophone processes
They
bean achieved, according to claim of motion pictures collectively.
continues.
There
is no
like to be in a crowd.
of
acts
president
Sarnoff,
presentation
David
drop
will
Stanley
fun in looking at a motion picture
soon, it is said, and run United Photophone.
in a room by yourself."
Artists which first have been run at
Tex.
Beaumont,
for
Vitaphone
straight
running
latter
X'alencia with
policv,
orgaii.

The Palace has been n
musicians, and with soun

installed.

Al Rockett, general manager of
production for First National:
"Transmitting motion pictures by
6 Talking Pictures on
radio appears to be a highly scien1928-29
would
I
tific and technical matter.
been not like to discuss it until I have
talking ]>ictures have
Six
FHO for 1928-29. studied it more thoroughly."
by
scheduled
Those which will have musical, talkB. P. Schulberg, general manager
ing and sound accompaniment in- of
Paramount-Fafor
production
clude "The Perfect Crime" already mous-Lasky, declared that "if percompleted and now in its second fected an invention to broadcast moweek at the Rivoli Theater, New tion pictures by radio would add
York; "The Hit of the Show," tremendously to their entertainment
"Taxi 13," "The Circus Kid," "Gang value.
War" and "Blockade."
"Pictures by radio would create
RCA Photophone is being used added
interest and result in sendfor the synchronization of FBO picing thousands of new patrons to the

FBO

to Fight Dallas Soun(

(Continued from Page 1)

EDDY

192!

Augmented Orchestra

Television Pictures

Sound Pictures

15,

Holds 16 Feet Film— Ca»e— 6 Magazine!
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens

$29.S0

UIILLOCI^HByS
no
West 32*'St,Nc«)torh.Niy^
Pfaooe

y,

'WE

Penna.

0330

NEVER DISAPPOINT"

PRBHIOWFIIH

QMfilWJ
INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW Yonk

Phone: Wisconsin 6876
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p

THE

I
'ednesday,
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1928

15,

III

I

Coast Wire Service-

Sound

for All Christies
Arcs Better?

RODUCTION HflUED TO

Better photographic definition is obtained with arc lighting than incandescent illumination, Charles Rosher stated to
the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences.
He bases this asser-

MAP PLANS FOR SEASON
All
iced

Christie comedies to be profrom the present date forward

be filmed with actual talk inuded as well as the synchronized
usical and sound effects, production
i\v
being stopped on all pictures
hich do not include actual dialogue

tion

ill

on

first

part

of

made for Douglas
new picture.

productions
fir 1928-29

Injurious Projection
Is

pro-

the

UFA

tests

Fairbanks'

'iiiences.

During the

yi/^markahle
ARRAY OF

Hit

EVERYONE

By Academy

season, the comedies which
(Continued from Page 1)
include
filmed
already been
Charles Schoenpictures
too fast."
throughout,
music
pund effects and
baum asserted that a bad screen
'•eated on records synchronized with
often is to blame.
film by Victor Talking Machine
!c
Electrical Research Products,
musical
deM.,
and Paramount's
irtment, headed by Nathaniel Fins- which markets the Western Electric
sound projection system, insists upon
iii.
»
Christie's own machinery and other perfect projection as absolutely esluipment for recording in the stu- sential for sound reproductions.
iction

MADE^o-AMKICANS'

ive

ios
•

lis

in Hollywood is being shipped
week from the East and work is

(regressing rapidly on the soundIn the period while injroof stages.
':allations are being made, all prouction of two reel comedies will be
topped in order that as much of
le product as possible can be recordd directly in the studios with talk
sound effects,
lid
other original
jiaking as complete talking pictures
the Christie lineup as anything on
If market.
It is expected that this

Songs Written for

Nancy
in

Carroll Film

Nancy Carroll's voice will be heard
two songs written especially for

her by Victor Schertzinger as a part

new Paramount sound

of the
of

picture
stage life in which she
co-featured with Richard

New York
being

is

Arlen.

1

ill

production

in

will

over

be

Swanson Title Changed
"Queen Kelly" and not "The

by

)ct.
1
and that on that date the Swamp" will be the title of the next
dual start of talking comedies will Gloria Swanson picture for United
During this period the Artists. This is the story written
made.
(hristie studio will be closed in prep- by Erich von Stroheim for his own
ration for the filming of talking direction, starting early in September.
ictures and completing story mateal for them.
June CoUyer Assigned
This brief closing period, it is exJune Collyer's next assignment
ected, may take the place of the will be the feminine lead in "Capjsual early-Spring shutdown which tain Lash," an original by Charles
lay not be necessary this year, with Frances Coe, which will be John
le
working out of elaborate plans Ford's production following comple
>r
making of talking pictures, and tion of "Riley the Cop." Victor Mc
he
silent
versions which will be Laglen and Earle Foxe are featured
hiied of each picture thus made.
|!o changes in the Paramount-ChrisAustin Returns to Hollywood
j.e
product lineup are anticipated.
William Austin is back in HollyL'

Gordon in "Outcasts"
Huntly Gordon has been signed
jor

a

role

'rriffith's

^^nal.
lie

male

for

Corinne

"Outcasts,"

in

current vehicle at First Na-

Edmund Lowe

appears

in

wood
home

after
in

a vacation

England.

His

spent

at

act

first

his

was

a new Paramount contract.
has been assigned to the cast
of Clara Bow's next, "Three Week
Ends."
sign

to

He

lead.

"His Private Life" Menjou's Next
"His Private Life," a screen original
by Ernest Vajda, has been
selected by Paramount as Adolphe
Kathryn Carver,
'ill
direct for Universal.
The sup- Menjou's next.
lead. Frank
orting cast includes Al Ferguson, will have the feminine
will
direct.
Tuttle
iuck
Connors and Nelson Mc-

msm mmmaMiHT
Beaatifiditf iUusti'atedwUh

complete u^'mation on all
UFA productionsfor 192829

ismmmmmyov!
carefully

UFA

announces for 1928-1929

Kathleen Collins Signed by "U"
Kathleen Collins has been signed
3r the lead opposite Ted Wells in
Grit Wins," which Josef Levigard

)owell.

Reed Joins Fox
Luther Reed has joined Fox

as a

Caddo

Make Paramount Film

Prod,

Milestone to
ne picture.

has

loaned

Paramount

to

Lewis
direct

"The

pleted the direction of
Cage." for Chadwick,

is

making arrangements

for

at

Devil's

book and

this

learn:

NOW

GET

your copy at once

yv^c tfCRMM'^

present
the pro-

duction of four of his original stories,
"Lil of Los Angeles," "The Living
Flame," "Snowflakes," and "Back
Lash."

in

that every picture was made especially for Americans
that all pictures are ready to be shoum
that you can see all the pictures— before you buy
that you don't have to buy all to get those you prefer
that only actual production photos illustrate this book

— read

it

Noy Preparing Series
Wilfred Noy, who recently com-

upervisor.
Jilestone to

— reap profitably— study the amazing offer

READ

lAirtRN

from cover

^yX

to cover

DIVISION

DISTKI^VriON

EXCcvTtvc Of rices ~ 729 scvck/th Ave.
Ar£W YORK.

-

— and

i*i£U/

ACT TO-DAY!

DA^iOhRiLL.
^

voan

PHILADELPHIA ~ WASHINGTON- BOSTON ~ NEW HAV£N - BarfALO- Al&ANY - PlTTSauRCH

ANOTHER
SMASHING

TRIUMPH

TOUR SONS"
netted

$7,000
more than
"STREET ANGEL"
first two days at ROXY!
Police reserves ixrere called out to
croivds in order!

keep

Remember-'^Street Angel** broke all existing records tor receipts and attendance!

WATCH
?f

FOUR SONS
Specials Talk

Money

And Broken Records

'.

Warm

Sound Film Fight Continues

at

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

^^NEWSPAPER

XLV

OL.

[T

Thursday, August

No. 40

Terror"

''The

lete

sound.

For the lucky houses wired
sound, it's a
ire is loaded

la-la.

)r

The

pic-

down with

so

lany money-making possibilies that it's just too bad for the
Teater operator who doesn't get

This

.

N.Y.WINTER GARDEN FOR

was

a large evening. Last
night at the Warner theater,
several incidents worthy of
;ngthy chronicle took place,
hief plaudits properly go to
The Terror," the first mystery
tory to be produced in com-

is

why

:

"The Terror"

capitalize on its appeal as a
ovelty. That alone would be

'ill

to declare it in. But
dd to that an A-1 mystery yarn,
niformly
performexcellent

and fine production valand you get a bearcat of a
rawing card.
es

hike a Play
The dialogue
ve

although

it

main, effecdoes sHther off into

is,

in the

jthingness here and there. Roy Del
'uth directed and did a very good
)b, particularly in view of the many
id
knotty problems which must
ave been countered in the form
sound.
And the cast from head
toes did such splendid work that
e gladly
and vigorously doff our
litorial
chapeau
in
recognition,
ovely
May McAvoy gives her
cest performance
in
some time;

16,

Vitaphone roadshows will play the
Winter Garden, N. Y., under a long
erm lease closed by H. M. Warner.
The house will be taken over early
n September when Al Jolson's second picture, "The Singing Fool"
opens for a run. The Winter Garden

was the scene of many Jolson comdy triumphs. "Noah's Ark" will be
the second Vitaphone picture to play
the house.

STAND ON SOUND FILMS
BRITISH 1ST

By ERNEST W.

always an asset.
Louise FaMida, Alec
Francis, John Miljan,
olmes
Hoffman,
Herbert,
Otto
rank Austin, Joseph Girard fine
'ery one.
And for Edward Everett
orton

we

reserve particular
on.
He deserves it. An excellent
'rformer and an ace among polite
)medians.
"The Terror" easily becomes the
St of talking pictures so far made.
is very much like a stage play in
5
development and, despite that its
ngth makes it waver here and there,
le
off moments certainly are not
ifficient
to detract from the fact
lat
the production, in the main,
Is
the bill with loads to spare.

A

It
'.y

o.

Beau Geste

ccesses,

many Al

was annexed.

Jolson

stage

KA N N

(By

Wireless)

— Control-

First National-Pathe

has been secured by John Ma.xwell
International
British
Pictures.
The deal will not affect distribution
of First National product through
the English company.

Pass on

Dialogue When Hoover
Film Comes Up

—

Columbus, O. Ohio censors, who
have the backing of a ruling by the
attorney general of the state in their
contention that they have the right
to censor dialogue in sound pictures,
declined to exercise that right in case
of the Fox Movietone picture of Herbert Hoover's speech accepting the
Republican nomination for the presidency.
The film was passed yesterday.

JANNINGS STAYSON WITH

MADISON OVERSEATED

—

(Continued

on Page

7)

mount.

persistent

Chain of Suburban Houses
Being Planned at Dallas
Dallas

— Development

suburban theaters,
which members of

in

of a chain of

ownership of

are

the

community

to

more

there.

First Film to Determine

would return

to Berlin to produce
following expiration of his contract.
He is now working in "Sins of

the Father" which Ludwig Berger
directing.
Sound will be used.

is

"The Patriot," latest Jannings"
pictures iias its world premiere at
the
Rialto,
New York tomorrow
night at nine o'clock. Ernst Lubitsch
directed.

Reinhardt Future Course

—

Max ReinBerlin (By Cable)
hardt will produce films regularly in

Conferences are being held here beReinMorris Gest and Miss Gish.
hardt will produce the picture in

Hollywood

in

December.

St.

Louis

— While

continuing their

sound pictures, local
musicians have postponed adoption
of a new salary schedule and have
fight

against

volunteered to permit some neighborhood houses to employ musicians
at $13 a week less than heretofore.
The fight on mechanical music,
so called,
musicians'

WITH 6 TO

The agreement eliminates
talk that the German star

Musicians Postpone Increase
Demand and Offer Wage Cuts

"The Sing- tween Reinhardt, Joseph M. Schenck,

g Fool," Al's next Vitaphone spell opetjs the house.
A nice gesture.

FREDMAN

Beaverbrook Interests Go

was an interesting and exciting Germany if his initial picture wliich
for Warners in other respects, he is to direct for United Artists is
The Winter Garden, New York successful. Lillian Gish is to star.

)me of so

PROD.

to

Fo.x had refused to submit the
Despite rapid trend of theaters to B.I.P. in Britsh Deal
sound to censorship, contending the
throughout the country toward sound
John Ma.xwell, managing director board had no right to censor sound.
pictures, with resultant cutting of of British International who is in The board refused to get into any
(.Continued on Page 8)
orchestras, the American Federation
discussion on the subject, and waived
of Musicians professes do see no
examination of the sound, because of
permanent overshadowing of orchesthe nature of the subject, passing it
tral music, and any which takes place
without hearing.
will be short-lived.
This is the deduction made by Joseph N. Weber,
federation head, following a national
T;
survey of conditions, brought about
by advent of sound films.
IVest Coait Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
However, despite this view, Weber
Hollywood Emil Jannings has
has instructed his members working signed a new contract with Para1
RATIO

be invited to participate, is
planned here by A. M. Eminhiser,
who has two theaters at Oklanoma
men- City and is preparing to build three

—

I.

for

I

le's

B.

Editor "The Daily Film Renter"

ling interest in

FEAR OVER SOUND FILMS

Waive Claim

NAT! GOES

TO MAXWELL OF
London

MUSICIANS PROFESS NO

Price 5 Cents

1928

OHIO CENSORS CHANGE

t

Lifficient

nces,

Louis

St.

is

waxing warm, despite
on the wage

attitude

problem.

Governor Sam Baker
(.Continued

of Missouri
on Page 8)

Madison,

Wis.

—

This

city

has

more

theater seats per population
than any other city of its size in the
Middle West, according to local theRecords show that
ater managers.
the houses have a combined seating
With an esticapacity of 10,025.

mated population

of 57,000,

Madison

has a theater seat for every six people.
Because of the strong competition Madison is regarded as a good
theater town.

Atlanta Censors Ban
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"

—

Atlanta "Lhicle Tom's Cabin" has
been banned by the local board of
censors on the ground that its showing would tend to stir up sectional
Univerhatred and race prejudice.
sal is expected to abide by the ruling.

Colony Reopening as "U"
Sound Combination House
The Colony, New York,

will be re-

opened Labor Day by Universal with
a combination policy of pictures,
vaudeville and Vitaphone subjects.

—

;

Thursday, August

Ed. J. Smith Is Honored
by T-S Sales Organization

And

Tribute to Ed J. Smith, TiffanyStahl's general sales manager, is be-

PHIL M. DALY

REISMAN,

Pathe sales
going into
Last week
will
business.
after
exchanges
field
the
company's
the
break records this month, the com- he returned from a highly successful
sales trip, and yesterday took anpany states.
holidays
and
other jump. This time to the MidPublished daily except Saturday
dle West. He will return via Canada.
Chesterfield
Fishman Buys
Phil surely is pepped up over Pathe
Cleveland— Jesse Fishman, general performance this year.
Sermanager of the Standard Film
and'EdUoV; Donald M, ^'"«--• T^-^Vj
Entered vice
Co., has closed a deal with
Business and Advert.smg Manager
the
A couple of "smot creks" goniffed
1918, at
Bacheller for distribution of
as second class matter. May^21,
George
act
the
the Colyum which Ted Cook
from
^:st"ore\V'NewTo;k.NrY:. under
Michiin
Terms (Pos'^S' *;"> the Chesterfield product
King Features Syndicate:
for
does
of March i. 1879.
Pennsylvania.
New \ork. gan
western
and
United States outside of (.reater
s'"-—
,
months
3
$5.00;
months,
Trinity
6
$10 00 one year;
have been waiting patiently for someStandard now has Gotham,
I
Subscribers should
$15.00.
Foreign,
S3 do
one to remark that
in addition
Address all commun.ca- and Chesterfield features
remit" *ith 3er
The new talking pictures v/ill put the
1650 Broad- to shorts and serials.
to THE FILM DAILY,
tio"
movies on a sound basis.
4736Circle
Phone
way New York N. Y.
As no one has, I will rise to the crisis.
.Fflmday,
Cable address:
4737-473*-4739.
C. S. DUNNING.
Cleveland Showman Dies
Californ.a-Ralph
»
«
»
Hollywood.
York
New
Phone Gramte
ZofTer, one-time
Louis
guy who used to
the
VVirk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
that
Cleveland—
suppose
you
Do
The
Fredman
London-Ernest W.
6607.
theater owner, read the movie titles aloud will try to comdowntown
prominent
St., W.
Marlboroush
Great
Film Renter. 58,
pete with the talking pictures by lepeuting
Berhn-Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse. died suddenly from heat prostration.
1
the dialogue?
operated
and
owned
formcily
225.
Zuffer
An old timer is a fellow who can rememthe Corona on Prospect Ave. and the
picture theater was a nice
Both prop- ber when a motionfor
Reil on Easi Ninth St.
a nap.
quiet place to go
business
other
for
erties were leased
enterprises.
Clara Beranger and William C. de
Mille were married in the drawing
Pendleton Under Knife
room of a train en route from AlbuJack Pendleton, querque, N. M., to Los Angeles.
Cincinnati, O.
Xl»

Vil.

Ito.

40 Ttarstaj. »i|. «.

Wt Mm 5 CiiU

"OHIL

manager, believes

in

,

Net consolidated profits of $350,032 for second quarter ended June 13,
after depreciations, taxes and dividend requirements, is shown by statement of Consolidated Film Industries.
This is equal to 50 cents a
share on the 400,000 shares of nonpar common outstanding. The figure
compares with $351,344 of the preceding quarter. Total profits for the
first six months of the year are $701,-

Baldwin in N. Y.
Earl Baldwin, author of "Brotherly Love," recently completed M-G-M
feature co-starring Karl Dane and
Geo. K. Arthur, is in New York for

—
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Curb Market.

(o)

Over

Exchange.
Counter (Bid and Asksd.)
Balaban & Kati is listed in Chicago;
the

Skouras. St. Louis.

at

Martin's Ferry

O.— Drug

stores,

Martins
and
prescriptions,
dispensing
for
newsstands are the only two business establi.shmcnts permitted to operate on Sunday, as the result of the
controversy here. Exhibitors, arrested for operating on Sunday, demanded enforcement of the law
against all business houses and city
officials complied.
Ferry,

the

tried

the

M.

G.

S. at

Cleveland

Syndicate.

—

who

has waged successful fights here
against circuit competition.

Competition Keen at Donna
Tex. Keen competition
exists here with four houses operat-

—

Donna,

ing, two of them airdomes. One of
each type caters to Mexican patron-

age.

Mensing
Kenosha,

Kenosha, Wis.
Mensing
Retlaw as manager

at

Wis.

has replaced

you

under con-

Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
Tex. John E. and
A.
W. Lilly have purchased the
Palace and Titus from S. G. Fry,
Sells at

Pleasant,

J.

— Charles

Change Made
Racine, Wis.
placing

J.

at

— Herbert

new manager

the

I

Kenosha.

of the

at

Racine
Thacher

the

State

is

re-

H. Grant.

New Milwaukee M. C.
is being paged by
Milwaukee Richy Craig, master
booking agents as sound
of ceremonies at the Wisconsin, has
picture production takes shape in
been replaced by Nat Nazarro, Jr.
the East.
Jane Jennings

—

New York

Cleveland— Loew's Park has introduced a Greater Movie Season.

Gill Gets District Post
Guy Oliver, character actor has
Milwaukee Homer Gill, former;
been assigned to his three hundred
Simons With Universal
and tenth part with Paramount. He manager of the Oshkosh, has been
Milton Simons, veteran distributing will play in "Avalanche," forthcom- appointed district manager for Mid-j
wesco (F'ox).
executive, has been named special ing Zane Grey picture.

—

representative of Universal.

Our Gang Tour to Extend to East
Wisconsin Chain
Theatrical tour of the Our Gang
Green Bay, Wis.— Allen Theater players will extend to principal cities
Realty Co. has been incorporated of the East. They are first to stop
here to operate theaters and roof at Chicago and proceed eastward.
The new Ray Coffin, Hal Roach's personal
gardens in Wisconsin.

New

incorporated with 1,000
shares of no par value stock and
1,000 shares of preferred at $11 per
C. Lipshare by W. L. Davidson.
is

man and H. McDonough.
it

Stock

'Blue'

from

the casting diSecond
and me ain't on speaking
Month
Palace, Duncan, Dark for a
terms.—Ted Cook for King Features
Duncan, Okla.—This town will

have only one house in operation for
a month, the Palace having been
closed for remodeling.

Fry

Mt.

New York

rector

will

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.

(b)
(c)
(>)

Sundays

ering.

company

19/2
97

76!4
83!^
159

—
Star — No;

in
trip

is

j

!

85

(c)Vame?"i3ro;.. 79/,

NOTE:

Bebe Daniels
after an airplane
rushed
Louisville last week.
Coast.
to the Atlas Hospital, Louisville, and
operated upon immediately upon arHave
First Star
rival, and is reported to be recovtalkies yet?
is

He was

sales

com.

•

manager

<*''?

CiV.'...

(^)'orph.

lOOH 100^

of the local office of Standard Film Service Co., had an attack
of appendicitis while en route to

He

a brief vacation.
tract to M-G-M.

.

—

Hieh Low Close

U

376.

,

.

1928

Net Consolidated Profits
For 2nd Quarter $350,032

That's That

fly

ing paid this month by the sales
force in a playdate and collection
Results to date indicate that
drive.

16,

is

build

a

theater

at

The

firm

Green Bay,

announced.

Josef Wirminger at Oshkosh
Oshkosh, Wis.— Josef Winninger
is the new manager of the Rex, succeeding R. K. Mosiman, who has
left

New

for

York.

Winninger

is

the brother of the manager of Winstock
Wisconsin
Players,
ninger

representative, is in charge of the
tour and will act as master of ceremonies at the various engagements.

Film Shown
of Naples" was
Tears
and
"Smiles
shown Tuesday and yesterday with a
personal appearance of Miss Italy,
its star, at the Fortway, Fort Hamilton Pkwy. and 68th St., Brooklyn.

—

Austin First Run
Austin, Tex. The Crescent has
switched to a first run policy showing Columbia, TifTany-Stahl, FBO
and Educational.

—

Helena House Reopens
Helena, Mont. The Marlow, com-

—

bination house, has reopened
redecorating and refurnishing.

after

Maguire Made Ripley's Aide
Fred Maguire, formerly
with the Paramount advertising and
Boston

—

publicity stafT, has been named assistant to R. B. Ripley, advertising
and publicity director of the Netoco
chain.

now

managing

the
here for the Netoco chain.

cuit,

is

Mc-i
cir-

Jamaica!
1

Lebanon House Improved

—

>

Lebanon, Pa. Strand Amusement'
Co., has reopened the Capitol here,
for remodeling of which around $50,000

New

company.
Italian

McDermott with Netoco
Jamaica Plain, Mass. Joseph
Dermott, formerly with the Gray

was

spent.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Perm. 3580

City

has dcvble
valte to you

flCfU^

8 week run at the Embassy Theatre, New York,

By

its

"Two Lovers"

clearly showed itself to be one of the most

"Two Lovers"

proved

itself

by public

has

test, its

value as a box-office picture
has been tremendously increased by the addition of

powerful romantic dramas
the season had brought to

SOUND

light.

—A

A

Big as

tremenBig Picture
dous box-office production as

and musical synchronization.
These sound prints

effects

SILENT
'

screen
"will

will be available Sept. 7th.

entertainment that

please

the

fans

But whether you play

from

as

Silent entertainment or with

—"Two

Portland to Portland" as

Sound

the last co-starring film of

one of
buys of the season.

Golman and Banky.

Samuel

it

Lovers" is
the best booking

Cjotavoyn jjresents \

^
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M-G-M Mapping Sound Film Plans
Thursday. August

D/^ILY

16,

1928

Sound Features and Roach Comedies to be Made in West with "Vaudeville" Films to be
Produced in East New Camera Shots Being Developed Other News of the Studios

—

—

5 FEATURES,

MANY SHORTS

ARE SLATED FOR

Flynn to Direct Lia Tora
Einnictt Flyiin, who has been resigned by Fox Studios, will have as
his initial assignment, the direction
of a production featuring Lia Tora.
It is an original story, as yet un-

Airplane Camera is
Developed at Paramount
A still cametfa for use in aerial
photography and
where portability

SOiD

been

developed

long
is

by

range

work

a problem, has
the Paramount

Four new pictures, retakes on one
already made, and a number of short
subjects are included on M-G-M's
sound production program already
determined ui)on for 1928-29.
One
sound picture, "White Shadows in
the
South Seas"' already has been
completed.
"The Bellamy Trial,"
recently completed is to have a num-

studio photographic staff. The model
of the new camera was recently constructed in Hollywood from discarded
bits of camera et|uipment and in its
initial tests has proved successful, it
is claimed.
The camera carries a 12 inch lens
and focal plane shutter and utilizes
standard size 8 x 10 plates.
The
ber of retakes for incorporation of plate size obvitatcs enlarging from
dialoRue in the trial sequences. Disc smaller negatives.
and sound-on-film methods will be
The new camera was developed
used, under XW'stern I'.lectric patents. from ideas submitted by Eimmett
M-G-M's first all-talker will be Schoenbaum and constructed under
"The Trial of Mary DuRan." Bayard supervision of George Hommcll by
V'eiller, author of the play, will su- VV'. H. Hazel.
It carries a discarded
pervise production of the picture. finder which, with the fixed focus,
The picture will be released at a permits speed in operation.
It is
time when the stage version is tour- operated without a tripod and can be
ing key cities.
strapped on the chest of the operator
Almost all of the more important or carried in the hand. The camera
of the forthcoming M-G-M releases will receive its official try-out durwith musical ing the filming of "Dirigible."
will be synchronized

titled.

Douglas

on the

script.

Z.

Doty

is

working

\'irginia

\'alli

for

from

''Lots''

RALPH WILK

l^iHi^ By

has been signed by -1^ ing

the leading feminine
Street of Illusion." Ian

-

Hollywoi
who is direc

OERT GLENNON,

Columbia Signs Virginia Valli
Columbia

A Little

"The Air Legion," knows

He

airplanes.
in the air

has

had

h'

ISOO

hou;
"The
and is a licensed pilot. I'
Keith, Kenneth Thompson and Har- was an aerial gunnery
expert durir'
ry Myers appear in the supporting the war and taught
flying at Man!
Erie C. Kenton is slated to Field, Riverside,
cast.
Cal.
He also mat
direct.
The story is by Harvey the first motion picture of arn
Thew.
"stunt" flying and the picture is no
in the War Department archives
Bretherton to Direct Blue's Next

role in

Howard

Bretherton

will

direct

"The Greyhound Limited," starring
Monte Blue for Warners. It will
follow

the

roadshow,

star's

first

"Conquest."

Vitaphone
Albert

S.

Washington.

*

*

John P.

HarHs

Amusement

*

of

the

Harr\

which operate th}
aters in Pennsylvania and Ohio,
Co.,

,,

Howard, scenario editor, wrote "The
Greyhound Limited" and Anthony
Coldeway is preparing the script.

visiting the studios. He believes
hihitors of "talkie" features shou
lay much stress on the hour tht
start p'-ojectiyig the sound picturt

Adolfi Gets Assignment
John Adolfi is to direct Betty
Bronson and William Collier, Jr., in
"Haunted House" Cast Set
Cast of "The Haunted House," "One Stolen Night," Vitaphone proD. D. Calhoun wrote the
ready have been chosen for musical Owen Davis mystery sound melo- duction.
and sound sjnchronization.
drama which Benjamin Christensen story and Edward T. Lowe, Jr., is
Short features tentatively announc- is directing for First National, is preparing the script.
ed for synchronization include "Im- complete. The three new players are
agine Mv Embarrassment," "Early Edmund Breesc, Sidney Bracy, and
Fox Buys Play
to Bed." "The Ol' Gray Horse," aii Erville Alderson. Others are Thelma
Fox has purchased "Through DifOur Gang comedy, "School Begins," Todd, Larry Kent, Chester Conklin, ferent Eyes," novelty play by Milalso an Our Gang, and probably 30 Flora Finch, Barbara Bedford, Wil- ton Herbert Gropper, adapted from a
more comedies from Roach.
liam V. Mong, Johnnie Gough and story by Edna Sherry.
All of the Great Events series will Eve Sothern.
"Our Daily Bread" Started
be produced with sound. All the Ufa
Agnes Franey Gets Another Role
Production has started on "Our
Oddities will also be handled with
Agnes Franey has completed her Daily Bread," with Jack Pennick
unique sound accompaniment and effirst
screen role in "The Singing and a company of players and techfects.
Vocalized short features, handled Fool," starring Al Jolson, and has nicians leaving for Portland, Ore.,
by the film method of producing been assigned a part in support of to film exteriors. Due to the illness
sounds, will include a variety pro- May McAvoy in "Stolen Kisses" of Director F. W. Murnau, William
gram, with selections from Mary now being made under direction of Tunmiell is in temporary charge. L.
Shaw, Louise Ray Enright.
Eaton and Oscar
William O'Connell is in charge of
Groody and Eddie Allen, Keller
the camera battery.
Mabel Wayne,
Sisters and Lynch.
U. A. to Make Talker
Fejos Starts Second
Colonial Sextette, Lucas Sisters, SunA United Artists talking picture
Paul Fejos has started work on his
shine Sammy. Walter Roesner and based on "The Shot," by Alexander

as patrons who arrive during t},
sho^ving have much more difficu,
getting the trend of a "talkie" tho\
of a silent picture.

and sound effects. "Dancing Daughters." "Excess Baggage," "While the
City Sleeps" and "Nize Baby" al-

the Capitolians, Paul Tiesen's string Pushkin, is one of the latest
pictures
orchestra, Arnaut Brothers. Elsa Ersi announced by John W.
Consi'dine,
Miller
and
Lyle,
Nat
Ayer
and
and
Rod La Rocque is slated to
Jr.
as well as many others.
head the cast.

The

M-G-M News

will

alsOs^

be

^
produced with Movietone.
The sound stage now is being
completed for synchronization
at
Coast studios, while in New York,
M-G-M has acquired the Cosmopolitan studio for sound films. However,
Cosmopolitan will concentrate on

Roach Signs Nina Quartero
Leo

ordinary

McCarey,

supervising director
and vice president of the Hal Roach
Studios, to play the leading feminine role opposite Charley Chase in
his
next forthcoming Hal Roach

making only those features
which would be made in New York

M-G-M
Yates

is

comedy, as yet

untitled.

Hal

directing.

circumstances.

"Honeymoon"
Moran and Harry (iribbon
will have featured comedy roles in
M-G-M's "Honeymoon." an original
Cast in

Bakewell Gets Dual Role
William Bakewell will play a dual
role
in
Douglas I-airbanks' "The
Man with the Iron Mask," for United

Polly

|

Artists.

I

Lew
Herman
by

Lebedeff Signed by King
Henry King has signed Ivan Lebe-

Quartero has been signed by

Is'ina

shorts,

under

second production for Universal,
"Erik the Great." with Conrad Veidt
and Mary Philbin starred.
Others
in the cast are Leslie Fenton, Fred
Mackave and Gustave Partos.

Lipton,"^ to

be

directed

by

for one of the featured roles
"She Goes to War," the Rupert
Hughes' story which he will produce

defT
in

for

Inspiration.

€'..

'.

*

*

*

Excellent reports filter in on "0
phan of the Sage," which Louis Kiq
directed, with "Buzz" Barton as tl
star.

"Buzz"

King
in

has
*

directed

FBO

several
*

your

pictures.

*

Solly Biano, set violinist at
M-G-M, now has a house full
of silver cups.
He won the
singles in the motion picture
tennis taurnament and was
also a member of the winning
doubles team. In mixed doubles, he played with Irene
Mayer, with the satne success
that marked his work in the
other events.
*

*

*

Ernest Pascal, now with Par
mount, is one of the most prolifi
writers on the Coast.
He has mar
successful plays, novels and scenario
to his credit.
He wrote "The Cha
latan."
a mysterv play that w;
po])iilar on
Broadway.
His bool
include "The Dark Swan" and "Tl'
Marriage Bed." He is now writiri
the scenario of
%

"The
*

Letter."

|

*

Hugh Bennett, Joe Nadel
and Ted Sears, who have been
showing Milt Gross various
Coast sights, took him to Tia
Juana Sunday.

U. A. to Make Russian Film
.^nother
Russian
story,
"Taras
New Meighan Ready
1
Bulba," by Nikolai V. Gogal, is
slated to be brought to the screen
starriili
"The
Mating
Call,"
as a United Artists' special.
Plans Thomas Meighan, has been title
for the filming of the Russian story edited and shipped East for relea
await the completion of large sound by Paramount.
Evelyn Brent ai
stages now being erected at the stu- Renee
Adoree are featured wi
'

|

,

Rayniaker.

dio.

Meighan.

James Cruze

directed.

t

THE
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYN-

CHRONIZATION

SOUND PICTURES
ARTHUR

By

m Wm
Louis

es

t

is

off,

of

Withdrawal of "Wings" as a roadshow leaves "Simba" as the only
roadshow production sent out for the
new season. Eight "Simba" compa-

pic- nies have been organized, four carrypatrons ing complete equipment, for presenattitude. tation in the key cities, and four
fad, the carrying only the picture and its

critical
adopting a
J'-retofore regarded as a
now must present Dulcetone accompaniment, for playpicture
Sjnd
order to ing in the smaller towns. The pic(ality entertainment, in
ture will not be released for popleast.
at
locally
^t by,
priced
runs until next season, M. J.
sound
The principle competition to
Weisfeldt stating the company will
rinres, it is believed, will be the
on two-a-day showings at
insist
flesh, and patrons will

vw

the
synchronization in $1.50 top.
that the
Frank R. Wilson now is in LonMHid pictures be faultless.
don
arranging for opening of the
sound
installed
Skouras Bros., have
picture Sept. 10 at the Palace.
uiipment in the Ambassador. They
\ e
been playing Vitaphone in the
to
(and Central since last winter.
iLw's State also has been equipped,
;(i the Missouri is making its debut
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
lis
week as a sound house.
Returning
Los
in

i,t

i>t

1

AVAILABLE

—

The

cial

amplification

a speservices

is

The company

system.

the machine at a low cost.
It has a
public address system and also is
manufacturer of the Electrophone
radio distribution systems.

AND FOREIGN FILMS

USING GERMAN SYSTEM
London

Dramaphone, phono-

graphic machine, designed for cueing pictures, is being marketed by
Musical Devices Corp. The machine
has two turntables and is mounted
in
an indestructible steel cabinet.
Price ranges from $500 up.
No stock machine is manufactured,
each installation being built to specifications.

BRIT.

USES RECORDS

E,
Chicago

NEW CUEING

of

— British and

Foreign F'ilms

Frank Norman-Wright

which

managing

director will use
restoring to a German system
so.
Oscar Messter, a director
company, is identified with the
name of the unified German

is

sound,
to do
of the

Tobis,

sound

system.

The latest system on the British
market is Philmphone, sponsored by
the Electramonic Co., Ltd., of which
W. H. Sayers is managing director.
This is a disc system, using the Electramonic phonograph as the basis,
but which, it is said, permits recording as well. The company has built
a factory at Southwark.

Gus Edwards Signed
Aid M-G-M Sound Films Synchronization for N. Y.
Swift Names Managers for
"Lilac Time" Run Friday
Los Angeles —
to

y Completes

First

Sound

Single Reel Subject
Coast

est

Bureau,

—

t,

New

York
Angeles after a trip to
to confer with Eastern executives regarding sound pictures, Harry Rapf,

THE FILM DAILY M-G-M

Universal City Bill Bailey of the
udeville team of Bailey and Barun has just completed a talking
It is proUniversal City.
ni at
icid in the form of a vaudeville

having monologue and singing,

I'loduced by Movietone.
reduces such songs as

t

Bailey
"Rollin'

long,"
"My Mammy," "June
ight and "Canteloupe" in the film
unbers for which he is well and
vorably known on the vaudeville
The picture is a one-reeler.
age.

Musicians Profess

of Gus
tion of

producer, announces signing
Edwards to aid in produc-

sound and talking pictures.

leave New York
soon for the Coast, where he will
devote all his time to creation of
musical compositions and supervision of scenes in films involving
cabaret or musical comedy sequences.

Edwards

will

Texas Guinan Signed
as Star for Vitaphone
Texas Guinan will return to the
screen as a Vitaphone star, and her
first picture will be "Queen of the
Addison Burkhardt
Night Cluh."

and Murray Roth wrote
Miss Guinan will go to Hollywood
(.Continued from Page 1)
late
in
September to begin work
synchronizing studios in New York under Bryan Foy's direction.
ad on the Coast not to sign term
Showings of "Tom" with Sound
ontracts, but to work on a week-to'eek basis, pending determination of
Private screening of "Uncle Tom's
the

No Fear Over Sound

story.

!

il

federation's policy with respect
these musicians.
"Attempts to use sound pictures as
substitute for music are inspired by
ie exhibitor's desperation to retrive
bme of this outlay," says Weber.
;We do not believe he will find it
Sasible to do this retrieving at the
rice of debasing music because that
losses at a time
ill mean box-office
hen the contrary is unmistakably
le
>

Universal synchronized
being held throughout
the country, following the New York
Albany and Indianapolis
screening.
are cities where screenings have been
Cabin,"

first

picture,

are

held.

Blind "See" Paramount Sound Film
West Coast Bureau

Los Angeles
of

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Special

performance

"Warming Up," Paramount's

sound

first

was given here

for
several hundred of the city's blind.

idicated."

mother Sound House at Cleveland
Cleveland Loew's Cameo is being

—

quipped with Vitaphone. The Stilllan, Allen and State are already
quipped for sound pictures.

Sound for Stanley-Fabian House
Hoboken, N. J.—The U. S. has

!

|

NOW

Only Film

sound

with

VICES ARE

EDDY

W.

Handled as Roadshow DRAMAPHONE,

NEEDED

— Novelty

wearing

Now

"Sijniba"

AS NOVELTY WEARS OEF
;t.

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE-

TIPS

picture,

Alliance,

Neb.,

Alliance, Neb.

reopened
Sept.

1.

Orders Movietone

—The

Rialto

is

to be

by J. E. Hughes about
Movietone equipment has

been ordered for the house.

Thomas

—

closed for renovating

.

louse

reopens in September.

Coast house.

New

accomTime,"

will

Vitaphone Branches

Paul J. Swift, general sales manof Vitaphone, has appointed
at the Central, New York, starting ager
tomorrow.
Western Electric sound managers of the two new Vitaphone
branches to be opened in Philadelapparatus is being used.
presentation

of

"Lilac

Differences between unions as to phia and Dallas.
The branch at Philadelphia, will be
the wiring of the theaters, which prevented the use of mechanical sound in charge of George Lees. Division
accompaniment at the opening of Manager N. J. Aires will also make
"Lilac Time" Aug. 3, have been his headquarters there. C. D. Touchsettled and the picture will now be on, former Warner branch manager,
has been made manager of the Vitarun with the full sound score.

At the Carthy Circle, Los Angeles; phone Dallas branch.
Other additions and transfers in
the
Roosevelt, Chicago; the New
tirand Central, St. Louis; the Stan- Vitaphone personnel are as follows:
ley, Pittsburgh; the Burns, Colorado Harry Danto, formerly field repreS^prings and other cities, sound effects sentative in the Pittsburgh and Cincinnati territory, has been transferare being used.
red to Chicago as division manager
with supervision over Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Omaha. A.
W. Weinberger succeeds Danto.

"Perfect Crime" to Get

Week

Third
"The Perfect
talker,

week

will

at Rivoli
Crime," FBO's first Connecticut

Chain Signs
for Vitaphone Service

be held over for a third

at the Rivoli,

New

Photophone was used

York.

RCA-

for the

sound

.

New

Haven,

Conn.

—

Hoffman

Five other pictures are Bros.' circuit, which has ten Contheaters,
has signed for
slated for synchronization by this necticut
Vitaphone. Service is to start about
method.
Oct. 1.
Theaters in the chain are:
Strand
and
Princess,
Hartford;
Sound in Ottawa Suburban
Strand and New, Waterbury; CapiOttawa— P. J. Nolan of the Rex tol and Strand, New Britain; Capiand Columbia has caused some stir tol, Ansonia; Palace, Torrington;
locally by announcing that his new Gem, Willimantic, and State, South
suburban house, the Avalon, sched- Manchester.
uled to open in September, will be
wired for sound. Nolan claims this
Rinty First Dog in Sound Film
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
will be the first picture house in the
Rin-Tin-Tin, WarLos Angeles
Dominion to offer sound pictures as
ner Bros. Star, is the first canine
a permanent feature.
player to be starred in sound pictures.
The Warner Studio has ansequences.

—

Sunday Shows

Dallas

— Several

in

Texas

theaters

of

Texas now are presenting
shows, presenting programs

nounced that
south tures

Sunday
free.

at Portland, Ore.

F. T. Thomas,
Portland, Ore.
by Staney-Fabian.
Sound equipment and formerly located at Pomona, is new
new organ is to be installed. The manager of the Broadway here. West

jieen

Sound synchronization
pany

Sound

for

Texarkana

—

Tex. Sound pictures
are to make their debut at the Saenger here Sept. 27.

Texarkana,

with

finished.

two Rin-Tin-Tin picVitaphone are already

They

Silver Fox" and
Collar."

are "Land of the
"The Million Dollar

Talley Buys Devine, Tex., House
Devine, Tex.— T. H. Talley has
purchased the Majestic here from H.
H. Peace.

—

!

THE
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Musicians Postpone
OWUr

TIPS

WUI04 MEAlt

Increase

DOUABS FOC SU0WH04

Demands

jrom Fage

(^Continued

The clock
the local police station.
formed a part of the lobby display
that gave the box office a built-in

To

eflfect.

further

emphasize

the

lowering

a

admission

of

Signing

1)

and his police board in St. Louis
"The Big City"
have been accused of breaking faith
(M-G-M)
with organized labor by Stephen J.
Tlie theater sIkh artist arraiiRed a
Butler, business agent for Musicwindow iisiiiR stills and a one-sheet ians Union No. 2 at a meeting of
cut-out of Chanev blindfolded peeping the St. Louis Trades and Labor
out from behind a crepe paper cur- Union at Unitv Hall, St. Louis, SunCopy day, August 12.
tain with a gun in his hand.
on one of the cards read, "Use a
Butler made his attack on the govflashlight like this when surprised by ernor and police conmiissioners dura hold-up man in The Big City."
ing a debate on a resolution against
L. Cartwright, Carolina, Green- "canned music" in motion picture
J.
ville, S. C.
houses, theaters and other amusement i)laces and against the advance
"Chicago After Midnight"
in admission prices contemplated by
(FBO)
some theaters in St. Louis, because
Built a lobby clock to suggest at- stagehands seek wage increases rangmosphere of the feature. Each hour ing up to 25 per cent.
on the clock was marked with an
The Central Trades and Labor
suggesting some particular Union reiterated its previous stand
article
portion of the picture such as black against the use of merchanical music
jacks, brass kimckles, revolvers, etc. in anmsement places and delegates
On the face of the clock was pasted to the body were instructed to agigenuine criminal photographs taken tate through the membership of the
from the Identification Department of unions they represent to agitate for
prices

Before the Building's

rf

rrpr

rfT

'-rr

^m

^Ff rrr

-7

?5-

1-

r^^

^ r-

'"^q

The resolution finally adopted also
demanded that Governor Baker in-

"The Circus"

attempting to proclaim their griev(United Artists)
ances in a strictly constitutional
The Coco Cola circus displays are manner by distributing handbills or
miniature tents with small circus cards.
wagons, horses, people, etc., placed
On motion of Mary Ryder, deleTwenty of these circus dis- gate of Typographical Union No. 8
in front.
plays were on show in as many store an official of the Woman's Auxiliary
windows with a banner underneath Board of the Central Trades again
reading, "Charlie
Chaplin in The pledged itself to fight against the
Circus The biggest show of mirth
use of mechanical music in theaters.
Noble theater."— T. Y. Walker, Noble, Anniston, Ala.

Brit. First

?-* f^^

zf^tb Street

at

the

Granada

theater."

—

Granada, San Francisco.

"The Drag Net"
(Paramount)
Sold a merchant the idea of putting
in a window display of Dragnet hosiery.
A tennis net was draped from
one side of the window to the other
with a black satin drape as a background and bright yellow and blue
lengths of silk added to give brilliance to the display.
A small stand
in the lower left-hand corner of the

window carried copy of the roto
herald with full page ad of the store
carrying the Dragnet hosiery. A.

McRoy, Tampa, Tampa,

—

Fla.

NINTH AVENUE

•

45/^ Street

1)

New

York, explained yesterday that
his company had secured the holdings in First National-Pathe until
now held by the Beaverbrook group.
Diamond Laundry Company: "Let Will Evans, managing director of
the Diamond Laundry do your WashProvincial Cinematograph Theaters,
ing and then you will have time to
Ltd.,
one
of
England's
largest
see
'Diamond Handcuffs' at the chains
and an associate of BeaverGranada theater."
brook has retired from the F.N.-Pathe
Diamond Palace (Jewelry Store):
and has been replaced by Mux"One gem is missing from this col- board
well.
Johnson, foreign
lection.
You can see it in 'Diamond managerE. Bruce
for First National, and Rex
Handcuffs' at the Granada theater."
Diamond Grocery: "Do your shop- Benson, English hanker, continue as
directors.
ping early at the Diamond Grocery
and then go to see 'Diamond Handcuffs'

•

First National Pictures, Inc.
F. B. O. Pictures Corporation
Metro -Goldwyn Film Corporation
Educational Pictures Co. of Amer.
Universal Pictures Corporation
Exhibitors Progressive Poster Co.

National

(Continued from Page

TTf^ ^^:^

Film Center Buildinii

Acquired by Maxwell

of stills,
etc., in stores, basing the tie-ups on
the use of the word "Diamond" in the
store names.

Mi

^aa^^

—

Arranged window displays

f^

neighborhood theaters.

—

(M-G-M)

^-

W^

'Wi

Up!

to

theme of the story, all the ushers struct his St. Louis Police Board to
and cashier were dressed as thugs issue orders to the police to obwearing caps, sweaters, etc. Jack L.
serve strict neutrality in strikes and
Hobby, Strand, Tampa, Fla.
other labor disputes, and to restrain
them from arresting union men for

"Diamond Handcuffs"

Up

ALREADY

these six great institutions have arrangL ed to place their exchanges in the Film Center
Building leasing large units six months ahead of
release!
because they are tired of the intolerable
condition of makeshift quarters and because they
want to be sure of space in a building already sure
of success as Metropolitan Headquarters for the
distribution of films

—
—

—

Fireproof storage vaults on
every floor.
Basement shipping platform
with ramp to street.
Special projection and inspection rooms.

Mystery Week in Ottawa
Ottawa For the first time in Ottawa, "Take-a-Chance Week" was
put on when a mystery program was
offered by J. M. Franklin of B. F.

—

Keith's theater.
No clue as to the
subjects on the program or
vaudeville acts was given.

Whole

film

square

Smaller units to suit individual needs.

Moderate

rentals

and low

insurance.

Four passenger and three
freight elevators.

floors of 18,000

Entire conformance with
municipal regulations.

feet.

AGENT
Competition at Llano, Tex., Ends
Llano,
Tex. Competition
has
ended here with closing of the Opera
House. George Shaw runs the other

—

225

Fifth Ave.,

N.Y.C.

Phone: Ashland 4200

house.

Morgan

at

— H.

Louisville

Morgan, formerly
Ann, has been
named manager of the Alamo.
at

Louisville
Keith's

Mary

Occupancy December 1^28

Alamo

FILM CENTER,

INC., Builders

.

.

.

ABE N. ADELSON,

'Pres.

Papers in Fox-Poli Deal Not Signed

Final
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HOUSES FOR SOUND

3,000
Inevitable
thousand
THREE
Only
wired by

FOXMOVIETONENEWSFOR

NEW CONTRACT DEMANDED

theaters

1930!

six-

teen months off. This
Western Electric's analysis
the immediate future.

one

system

RELEASE TWICE A WEEK

is

of

Beginning Oct. 3, Fox Movietone
Mind you, News
will be released twice weekly.

—

The move toward sound

is

in-

West

Bureau,

Coast

Los Angeles

only is talking. Truck No. 19 went into commission
the others and there vesterday with eleven more to be
will be others
get started, pic- added between now and the date on
which the talking newsreel goes into
ture for yourself how long it
semi-weekly distribution.
will be before the nation's theExtensive plans are under way for
Fox Movietone News. By the first
aters will be wired.

When

FOR FILMING ON STAGE

That Number to be Wired
by 1930, Prediction of
Coast W. E. Men

of January, there will be a total of
60 crews in the field, their activities
extending around the world.

While the ruling does not apply to
productions made by regular picture
producers, for which players are
signed on- separate contracts. Actor's
Equity Ass'n., has forbidden members to appear in sight and sound
recordings of current dramatic or
musical plays in which they are apconsulting
first
without
pearing,
Equity headquarters.
The edict is contained in the current issue of "Equity," house or-

THE FILM DAILY

— Three

thousand theL'uited States will be
equipped for sound pictures by January,
1930, Western Electric repreAt that
sentatives
here estimate.
time, they believe, there will be 200
installations monthly.
They estimate
that there are about 16,000 theaters
to be wired.
aters

of

the

FRENCH TRADE VOTES TO
evitable. Troubles attendant upon the adjustments which a radgan of the association, which points
ical departure such as this bring
out that sound pictures are developCUT OUT BLOCK BOOKING
Smith's Acceptance via
•ng so rapidly that "Equity has been
Misin their wake, certainly.
-orced to anticipate the probable legtakes, naturally so. But out of Movietone News is Ready
Bookings further ahead
islation which may be necessary to
Paris
Five hundred feet of Governor
the indecision and uncertainty,
protect its members, in advance of than three months have been banned
address
and block booking forbidden by the
some tangible entertainment for- Smith making his acceptance
its actual application."
have been secured in advance by ^^^x
Legislation outlined in the edict Chambre Syndicate de la Cinematogmula will develop.
Movietone News and will be sho n
The organization will seek
intended to be temporary and to raphic.
is

—

in

Initiative
Beyond
from Fox

tlie

theaters

(Continued

on

throughout the

Page 3)

hold good only until the producing
(Continued

cryptic aniiouncemeiit

that Movietone

News

will

be released twice a week beginning
Oct. 3 is a story of enterprise and
initiative worthy of a permanent place
in
the chronicles of the industry.
Last October the first issue appeared.
Thereafter came eight, all designed
for Fox theaters alone. William Fox
was endeavoring to feel the pulse of
the public and also to see if it was
possible to issue a talking newsreel
weekly.
The answers came with
general distribution beginning Dec. 3.

And Its Reward
October thus rounds out the first
year and as the second starts, releases increase from once a week to

We

hold it to be a
twice a week.
trade event of not inconsiderable imFox Movietone News is
portance.
an outstanding attraction everywhere.
It
has done much to keep the
interest of the public piqued for motion pictures. The job has been a big
one, in point of organizing efTort,
and more formidable in point of expense. The vision is, of course, William Fox's.
Of Courtland Smith,
you hear little or nothing. It is he,
however, who has been the organizing force behind this interesting development. Considerable recognition
is

principal

his for a definite

accomplishment.

KANN

on

Page

3)

KENNEDYSEEKSTORETir,

Sound Novelty Soon to
Wear Off, Unions Feel

NAl

Novelty of sound pictures soon will
wear off, Joseph N. Weber, president
of
Federation
American
the
of

SPRING FROM 1ST

Musicians,

made by Joseph

says

that

additional

re-

have these rulings observed beginFirst
ning with the new season.
runs at seashore resorts ahead of
Paris key houses are objected to as

to

well.

Unions Condemn Bombing
Outrages at Seattle

—

survey on the subUnion leaders here have
Seattle
has conducted. come out strongly in condemnation
P. Kennedy to buy up the contract ject the federation
of Eight hundred locals throughout the
of Sam Spring secretary-treasui
of theater bombings, which have been
Spring assents nation report that despite the sound
If
First National.
confined chiefly to houses operated
he will retire Sept. 1. His contr-ct picture rage, three fifths of audi- by John Danz, since he adopted the
(Continued on Page 3)
expires Jan. 1.
open shop policy five years ago. The
latest house to be dynamited is the
Efforts are being

ports

show

in the

downtown theater.
ReColonial,
of $1,000 for apprehension of
the culprit or culprits has been offered by Mayor Frank Edwards, who
formerly was an exhibitor.
"The American Federation of LaYork office
bor, the Central Labor Council, or
Poli has contracted
an)' of its affiliated unions do not
output, Sagal told
(Continued on Page 2)

Couple of Wee *^s Needed to Close
Deal; Poll Opt sition Plays F-P-L
New

Haven, Conn.

— Final

from
papers

Fox's

New

Asked whether

ward

Fox's deal for purchase of the for the 1928-29
correspondent
Poli circuit have not yet been signed.
Report that the $26,000,000 deal was he could be arrested for asking such
to
Poli has not bought the
to be consummated Wednesday were questions.
general
first
Sagal,
M.
the
Louis
for
denied by
Paramount output, and
Hines' Picture
manager of the circuit.
time in years, opposition houses in West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
"The deal will not be concluded Poli towns are playing the product
of
Angeles— Roadshowing
Los
for a couple of weeks yet," Sagal
In Johnny Hines' next picture, ".\ Pair
first run ahead of Poli houses.
He declared Poli has no con- Bridgeport last week, the Cameo, of Sixes," is planned by C. C. Burr.
said.
tract with Keith-Albee-Orpheum to
Alfred E. Gottesman The production will have dialogue
book acts, and that as soon as Fox operated by
"Warming Up." and sound.
Paramount's
takes control, the acts will be booked played
in

THE FILM DAILY

Burr Planning

Show New

Road-
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Unions Condemn Bombing
Outrages at Seattle HitE EXIT MAINTENANCE
(Continued from Paijc
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kind or the destruction of property
declared David Levine, president of
the Central Labor Council. "Whether
this is the work of an ordinary crima misguided member of organized labor or by someone looking for
public sympathy to build up a business that is fast falling, we do not
know, but are perfectly willing that
the law take its course and the guilty
inal,
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Sunday Sought at Old Orchard Lewis Moses.
Old Orchard, Me. Reform elements here are seeking to close local Kingston, N. Y., Seeks Sunday Shows
theaters on Sundays.
Kingston, N. Y.
Sunday shows
'Blue'

—

—

House

Montreal

for

Montreal— Building of a $1,000,000
therater is to be erected near the
)ditorium
by
Famous Players
inadian Corp., slated for completion
by next Easter.

again are an issue here, following
presentation of a petition asking for
amendment of the ordinance to legalize them. The question has been submitted to the committee on laws and
rules, and probably will be put up
to voters at the general election,

Strombergs, Robertsons Leaving
Hunt Stromberg, M-G-M producer
direct a quota picture for Jury-Metro- who returned from Europe with his
Goldwyn. British Instructional Films wife Tuesday, leaves for the Coast
today to resume activities at the Mwill produce.
Mady Christians

Quota Film for M-G-M
London Anthony Asquith will

—

will

play the lead.

McCurdy

Roxy

Joins

Marsh McCurdy, head of the New
York Society of Theater Organists,
has

been

placed
organ.

in

charge

of

G-M studio. The Strombergs will be
accompanied on their trip West by
John Robertson, director, and his
wife

Josephine

Lovett,

a

scenario

writer.

I

cancelled, the landlord contends that the action of the fire marshal
was induced by
the tenant who was desirous of getting out
of a bad bargain.
The court held that the
tenant was entitled to have the lease cancelled.
There was no justification, the court
stpted, for the charge that the action of the
fire marshal was brought about by the tenant.
The adjoining owners had good cause to complain and the tenant was left no alternative
but to comply with the order to close the
theater.
The fire marshal had authority to
do as he did.
There can be no doubt, the
court continued, that when the means of
exit were closed the liuilding ceased under
the law to be fit for use as a moving picture
show.
One of the obligations of the lessor
is
to maintain the building in a condition
such as to serve the use for which it v^as
hired.
The want of a proper exit was a vice
or defect which the lessor guarantees the
lessee against, though arising during the continuance of the lease.

—

Louisville Keith

—

House Changes

Louisville
Second runs will be
the policy of the Majestic, Keith
house, starting in September, it is
reported.

Walter A.

Putter,

Inc.
Pr«.

for

Library Stock Scenes
W. 46th St.. New York

130

Bryant 8181

Y.— Fight

formances

will

at the Peekskill.

Zoning Change to Permit Theater
Wilcox Coming Over
Atlantic City, N. J.
Change of
London Herbert Wilcox is slated the zoning rules are to
be made to
to make a trip to New York next
Permit erection of a theater by the
month, taking with him prints of Freihofer
interests of Philadelphia, at
three British pictures.
Vcntnor and Martindale Aves.

—

—

Call

WAFILMS,

N.

for Sun- Perfect
Saturday
Crime,"
which
be carried to the opens its third week at the Rivoli,
courts, following vacating of an inNew York. The entire output will
iunction restraining the village trusbe coinpleted by Jan. 1, according
tees from preventing Sunday perto Le Baron.

shows

"Piccadilly"

London— E.

in

Work

S.

M.

Eisenstein, director of

kin," to

America.

ment was

closed,

—

International.

duced by Fritz Lang.

If
it

"Potem-

such an arrangewould have to be

through the Soviet.

"U" Company
Atlantic City

which

is

to

at Atlantic City

— L^niversal's

company

make "The Cohen and

Kellys in Atlantic City" has arrived
here.

"Motherhood" Goes Big
Poughkeepsie,
initial
run
in

N.

Y.

New

— Playing
York

its

state,

"Motherhood." roadshow attraction,
broke records, and the four day
engagement, scheduled to close yesterday, has been extended two extra
days.
The picture is handled by
States Cinema, New York.
Leighton Gets Middletown Post
Middletown, Conn.
Edward J.
Leighton is new manager of the
Capitol, succeeding Charles E. Lewis.

—

(Oome to

•51=

Washington
^e educational advantages of a visitto the Capital oF -

our Nation are of
'inestimable value

Stop ^t

^eand
Lee House
W.
/5th

I Streets, U.

Three squares to the White
A new and modern Hotel. ReFineoi environment.
-

House.

Z50 rooms

2,^0 baths

"^ates:
Single

room

$3.^'' daily

$5«> "
Double "
Smgle room (with meals) $6?°"
^persons Cwitli meals) $10.'*'"

France Bars German Film

A. Dupont has started
Paris The French censors have
actual production on "Piccadilly" for refused a permit to "The Spy," proBritish

of

— The

on Last
Quarter of its Schedule
Sevent)'-five per cent of the FBO

—

Peekskill,

prints

them syn-

After Eisenstein?
trade is speculating
over whether success or failure met
Joseph M. Schenck's efiforts to take
Berlin

urogram is completed, with camera
work on the remainder under way,
according to William Le Baron, vice

the

day

o'f

Schenck Arriving Tuesday
Joseph M. Schenck arrives in New
York Aug. 21 from Europe, accompanied by Arthur W. Kelly, vice
president and general manager of
foreign distribution of United Artists,

FBO Working

London Expects Marion Davies
London Marion Davies is ex- president in charge of production,
pected to visit London in October who is in New York conferring with
Grogan Named Manager
Xcw Britain, Conn. Bernard A. as part of a general tour. She is home ofTice officials on the output.
Six pictures are to be synchronized
Grogan, Jr., has been named man- now on the continent.
with music, sound and talking seager of the Capitol. Carlisle G. Bar-,
Peekskill Fight to Go to Courts
•'uences, the first of which is "The
rett is new manager of the Strand.'

Roxy

55

A case involving the rights be- by Samuel Goldwyn, it is claimed.
tween a tenant operating a theater The picture opens simultaneously in
and the landlord, owning the prem- September at the Rialto, New York,
ises, were considered by the Supreme
and a number of key cities and EuCourt of Louisiana in a case in which ropean
capitals.
Abraham Lehr,
the required exits were closed because vice president of the Goldwyn firm,
of complaints of adjoining owners, arrives in New York Sunday in conand thereupon the fire marshal or- nection with release of the picture.

—

$1,000,000

twenty

200 sets of records will be used, have been made

—

Corp.,

hundred

"Two Lovers," and
IN LOUISIANA SUIT chronized
for which

Rou.seo, 119 So. 586).
facts may be briefly stated as
follows: The statutes require that
ied any knowledge of the act.
there be adequate exits from picture
theaters, and authorize the fire marRosenbaum Retaining House
THE
shal to enforce the law.
building
Ogdensburg, N. Y.
Eli Rosen- designed for a picture theater was
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday.
Hollywood, California Ralph baum will continue operation of the erected to be leased by long term
New York.
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite Hippodrome,
following
failure
of agreement to a tenant. The tenant
'7.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
m Renter, 58, Great MarlborouRh St., W. New York interests to exercise the supplied the plans for the building,
which, when erected, complied with
I.
Berlin
Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse, option they hold.
225,
the law. The tenant took possession
Seventh for Martina Chain
and operated a theater for about two
Naples, N. Y. Increasing to seven years. The adjoining owners made
Is
the number of theaters in the chain, complaints, however, of the conduct
-Martina Bros, have taken over the of patrons leaving the theater by the
in
Pictureland
here.
side and rear exits. The side and
Detroit
Greater Movie Season is
rear exits were, therefore, closed.
being observed throughout Michigan,
S. I. House to Reopen
The fire marshal ordered that proper
with the main features of the camThe
Palace, Richmond. Staten exits be provided and this order was
paign centering here. The Kunsky
houses are backing the movement, Island, is undergoing redecorating communicated to the owner, the landwhich also has the indorsement of and probably will reopen late this lord. Nothing was done, and the themonth.
The house recently was ater was ordered closed.
the Michigan exhibitor unit.
The tenant now seeks to have the lease
taken over by the R.
L. Theatrical

for

dered the theater to be closed (Zibi-

Douglas, secretary of the
Seattle Musicians' Union, vigorously
assailed the bomb thrower and denJ.

Greater Movie Season
Being Observed
Mich.

1928

17,

Goldwyn Film, Claim
Three

UP

Made

320 Prints

1)

condone nor practice violence of any
ViL XIV Ni. 41
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Demand New

Sound Pictures
by

ARTHUR

iV.

EDDY

for'

(Continued from Page

DRAW

SEE SOUND
Bv

BRIEE

"The Daily Film Renter"
London (By Cable) There is wide
divergence of opinion among British
exhibitors on the subject of sound
[lictures. The majority believes that
sound films will prove a strong temporary draw, but not a permanent

—

addition to film programs, in their
present form. There is a -.vatchtul
waiting policy apparent, as exhibitors
seek to ascertain the respective merof the various systems on the
its

market.

Smith's Acceptance via

Movietone

News

(.Continued

coiuitry next

Ready

is

from Page

Wednesday,

The

lowing the speech.

1)

the day fol-

negative was

received by the Fox laboratories last
night and will be broadcast to be
held for theater release on the specified

date.

Sound Novelty Soon to
Wear Oflf, Unions Feci
{Continued from Page

1)

Warning
sound
this

meetings.

managers that the announcement in the news
papers was premature and that plans were
not
nearly as far advanced as that an
no\incement would seem to indicate. And they

nature

stage is
against

sound
pictures
is
sounded by James R. Quirk, editor,
in the current issue of "Photoplay
Magazine," pointing out that poor
talkers are worse than none.
Sound films, Quirk believes, will
favor

further

stampede to adapt further notified that they may not
to all new releases at sign contracts which contain riders
likely to curdle public or addenda covering such appearances

"With regard

that a

effects

"Kfjuity's executive secretary had attended
one of these conferences and was aware o(
the plans hut the discussion was tentative and
before anything definite could be reached
there would have to be investigation and

to future productions
Equity members are

ficially.

of that

ERNEST W. FRED MAN

Editor

were phmning to record performances of their legitimate productions
with their legitimate companies.

"Suddenly, without advance warning, the
newspapers informed Exjuity that these nego
tiations had been completed, that the managers were prepared to begin work on these
prraluctions. and asked Equity's reaction to
the situation.
The rulings given at the beginning of this article were then issued.
"Subsequently it became apparent from the

WARNING or

IS

defi-

and

acceptable proposition to
Equity. The association points out
that it does not question that such a
proposition will be forthcoming, although it not yet has been made of-

TAKE TIME ON SOUND

BRIT. EXHIBITORS

1)

managers involved make some

\

nite

MANY

Pact
Filming on Stage

unless they have the approval of
Equity," the statement continues.
"If any contracts are signed which
contain these added clauses and are
not approved by Equity, the association will not recognize the validity of
come into their own universally with- any matter which is foreign to the
in two years, if the are "allowed to text of the standard contract.
develop normally and are not forced
"These rulings cover only the draupon a patient public before they matic and musical productions in
reach an acceptable stage of advance- which Equity members are appearment."
ing or may appear and are not in"The sound picture is mechanically tended to include such productions as
well advanced," he says.
"It will are made by the regular motion piccome into its own just as the motion ture companies for which actors are
picture has, with time, and study and signed on separate contracts.
experimentation.
But if the produc"For a week or two prior to the
ing companies rush pell-mell into it, issuance of these regulations Equity
in a frantic effort to apply sound to
had been aware that a group of seven
everv picture they produce, it may or eight Broadway producing manresult in a surfeit of mediocrity.
agers, including W. A. Brady, A. H.
"The motion picture itself will al- Woods, the Shuberts, Arthur Hamways be the foundation of this form merstein, Sam Harris, Al. Lewis,
Sound effects, Florenz Ziegfeld and possibly one
of
entertainment.
music and voice should be added only or two others were considering the
as fast as technicians are developed
purchase of a device known as Vocato handle them skillfully and discrimfilm, a disc recording apparatus, and

have expressed preference to inatingly."
appearance of musicians in preferThe hu- Gerritt J. Lloyd
ence to mechanical music.
man element, he believes, will preU. A. Dialogue Specialist
vent any permanent victory of mechanical music over musicians. Sound IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Gerritt J. Lloyd has
pictures soon will find their ultimate
specialist for
position in the entertainment world, been named dialogue
United Artists.
VVeber believes.

protested with every evidence of sincerity
that they intended to lay a proposition before
Equity, prior to making any requests for
such services of their companies.
"Equity believes these assurances, but un
til
the proposition is made and accepted by
Equity the rulings must stand.
"Just one word as to why these rulings
have been issued for this particular type oi
work and have not been made for every form
of
sight
and sound recording. Movietone,
Vitaphone, Firnatone and all the others oi
that sort.
"In these latter forms the engagement is
made separately and is not conditional upon
another contract for a different form of
work. In other words the Equity member
does not have to throw in this work in order
to get some other engagement, or to give
it at a discount because of the other.
"Undoubtedly producing managers will pick
some of their future casts with an eye to
recording their performances. But in such
cases Equity thinks it only fair that whc
such recordings seem likely to interfere wit
the run of the play, and hence the lengti
of
the employment of the members, they
should receive suitable remuneration for it.
"Equity will keep in touch with developments in this field and will notify its members of any changes in these regulations."

Remodeled
—House
Remodelling
the

Louisville
Louisville

of

Shadowland here has been completed.

ences

Named

—

Marveltone Again Shown
West

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

—

Los Angeles Marveltone, "thinking talker" which was withdrawn
from Grauniaa's Chinese, was given
a demonstration at a press showing
and pronounced successful.

Sound
St.
tric

Augustine, Fla.

—

equipment

is

to

the new
will be
Liberty.
It
"LTncle Tom's Cabin."

followed

in-

Century

from

South

the

HAVE BEEN

and

Manny Gould

stalled

THE CAUSE OF
MUCH LAUGHBEEN SEEN.
I AM THE PRODUCT OF

FBO

—

—

I

TER EVERYWHERE I HAVE

—

—

THAT

FY

Ben Harrison

Jersey

The house is to
in the Jefferson with a new Amusement Co.
The be redecorated with Western Electric
cooling system also scheduled.
house, now dark, is to reopen Aug. sound projection equipment installed.
24.
The Jefferson, as well as the Shows will be continued while alteraOrpheum, were taken over some tions are being made.
weeks ago by the Sparks and Saenger
Criterion Maintaining Orchestra
interests.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILt
Philippine Islands Deal
Los Angeles Although it is openAmbrose S. Dowling, manager of ing Saturday as a sound house, the
FBO Export Corp., closed a deal Criterion does not intend to dispense
with the Acme Films, Inc., of Man- with its orchestra and will have 20
ila, whereby that company will dis- men in the pit.
product, throughtribute all the
Movietone at Pittston, Pa.
out the Philippine Islands.
Pittston, Pa. -Movietone recently
Competition Looms at Fort Pierce was introduced at the American here.
Fort Pierce, Fla. Competition will
Finn Gets Two Hartford Houses
be brought here next spring by H.
Daniel Finn
Hartford, Conn.
D. Sample, former lessee of the Sunrise.
The latter house now is being head of the Strand, New Britain, has
remodeled for reopening in Septem- been named manager of the Stran
ber under management of R. N. Tnd Princess, Hartford, to succee
Harry L. Needles.
Koblegard, Jr.

TESTI-

Animated by

by

—

be

HEREBY

the initial attraction under
sound picture policy at the

Installing Sound at Camden
House
Camden, N. J. Victoria AmuseWestern Elec- ment Co., has taken over the Newis

^

—

Angel"

for St. Augustine

sound

I

Soimd for Okla. City House
"The Street
Oklahoma City

K^A%Y VAT
(KRAZY KAT)

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

;^m

WfPtiranjou/jfMXNTZ Cartoons

J

New House
Record in
jBarrymore drew
'em in in droves
jKiiriu^K
_

for

leatreitsj^reatest

gross"

r

proves it's €
business pi<!

cLnet

any
drama

ihel

has few
Its performance record in
equals.
New York and Los Angeles prove

As

yts

n WEEK
Embassy

straight film

it

that.

Now

with

SOUND

new sensation.
York will send
when it opens at

We

a

run at the

New Tork >vas

a sensational
success from

Artists

But

August

it

to

it

new

L

will be

predict

the Rivoli

New

records

— United

25th.

— SILENT

You Have

esfxy standpoint

effects

SOUND

or with
in ''Tempest" a Positive

Box-Office Picture.

N
//

Tempest

//

»a

^}^
r^

One

of the
GREiST 19
TTOm

.

'

\

SOUND Prints
Available August

25th—
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ISTS for your best

\
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ASUPERB SUPPORTING CAST THAT INCLUDE<;-BETTY BROMSON ^.10 EPHINE DUNN
D R>.E
THE. PLA>
YFR
1

•

1

C.GRAHAM BAKER

LC5LIC

LLOYD BACON

f\valVaV>Ve

NL

$ eiKRf^.

Wi

ow/

*'THE TERROR"
ilGHTS^NEWYORK'H GLORIOUS BETSY
THE LION ^SSMOUSEl "TENDERLOIN'

ComVwg- HoaWs Xrk"
Made

to fop

anu picture ever made I

aOS XNGELES
critics said-^
TIMES: "Tempest'

qual-

Barrymore
production draws large
ity

feature.

crowds. His performance
is one of the best he has
Camilla Horn has
given.
the type of attractiveness
that one does not easily
forget."

RECORD:

"Tempest' has

crowds at opening. Barrymore is going to need a
supplementary battalion of
secretaries

to

handle the

mail that this picture is sure to bring. The
line that stretched down
the sidewalk yesterday
went in eager and came out
sighing and starry-eyed.
To those who are seeking
entertainment Tempest'
will be one of the picture
events of the year. High
school, stenographers and
shoppers will besiege it."

fan

Already Dated
for the following:
OLYMPIA— New

Haven

SHEA'S— Buffalo

HAMMONDS—Atlanta
TENNESSEE— Knoxville
TIVOLI— Chattanooga

FLORIDA—Jacksonville
STRAND— Birmingham

GARDEN—Milwaukee
>h

M. SchencK

presents

rieals

most

^uishe^ actor

RIVIERA— Omaha
DES MOINES— Des

Moines

PALACE— Dallas
ROYAL— Little Rock
METROPOLITAN— Houston
TEXAS— San Antonio
CALIFORNIA— San

Francisco

DENVER—Denver
COLUMBIA— Portland
STATE— Boston

REGENT— Harrisburg
COLONIAL— Reading
NORVA—Norfolk
lilla

Horn

isWolheim
f

TAYLOR

iroductlon
pervised

ALLEN— Cleveland

LOEWS—Canton
LOEWS—Toledo
OHIO— Columbus

by

W.Cc^nsidine

LOEWS— Richmond
LOEWS— Minneapolis
VENDOME—Nashville

LOEWS-U. A.-PENN— Pittsburgh
Jr.

LOEWS—Indianapolis
MIDLAND— Kansas City
STATE— St.

-i9a9

Louis

CAPITOL— Cincinnati
UNITED ARTISTS— Detroit

GARDEN — Milwaukee

EXAMINER: "John
Barrymore

scores

new

triumph in Tempest.' Remarkable picture. The
story, the action and unusual photographic effects
all

contribute

to

making

'Tempest' one grand
movie.

}}

HERALD:

"Barrymore's
Tempest' a hit. It would
not surprise me if it proved
the most popular he has
ever made.

EXPRESS: "A picture
that will delight his admirers.
Remarkable performance. Believable, moving,

Camilla

dignified.

Horn proves a worthy
dition

to

the

list

ported players "

ad-

of im-
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Sound Films
Paramount Not
Next

Two

to

Colleen

Use Extras

Moore Films

DROPPINfi SPECTACUlflR
IN

TALKERS SEEN

iUJlf>>^^JeMm

to

of Extras
Use
Cut
—

Bern to Finish Half Dozen By End of Year
be Made by Seiter— Wilk's Studio Personality Paragraphs

"Interference"
to

Warners Finishing New
Stage for Sound Films SIX PICTURES LISTED
The new

SCENES

in

1928

phone stage

steel
is

A Little
from nLots'

and concrete Vita-

nearing completion at

the Warner studio.
The structure
covers an area of more than 200 by
Sound pictures will curtail use of 300 ft. and will cost approximately
extras, it is indicated, by develop- $200,000.
ments to date in the field. This view
further strenRthened by the fact Seiter to Direct
is
2
that no extras will be employed by
Paramount in "Interference."
Colleen
Pictures
Cutting down on use of spectacular
William
A.
Seiter
will direct Colscenes will result from dialoRue se- leen Moore in her
next two pictures,
quences, it is believed, thus eliminat- "Synthetic Sin" and
"The Richest
ing need of many extras.
Girl on Earth."

Next
Moore

Judgment for Dorothy Devore
Boteler in "Gold Braid"
Judgment of $1,700 was awarded
Wade
Boteler has been cast in
Court
Superior
in
Dorothy Devore
"Gold
Braid,"
joining the cast, headfailure
against Krellbar Pictures, for
ed by Ramon Novarro, at San Diego,
of that company to employ her in
where George Hill, the director, will
"The Little Girl God Forgot."
take most of the scenes.

ON PAUL BERN SCHEDULE
Bern's program as an asso-

Hollyw d
producer at Pathe calls for
friend, Huntley Gordon is
production of six pictures under his
one of the most popular leaii;
supervision by Dec. 31. The pictures
He is now jare: "Geraldine," which will feature men on the Coast.
Eddie Quillan and Jeanette Loff; pearing in "Outcast," starring ir"Nosiy Neighbors," "Square Should- inne Griffith, and recently playenn
ers,"
"The Flying Fool," "Listen, "Sally's Shoulders" for FBO.
ciated

OUR

*

Baby" and "The Get Away."

*

and

strong.

Conrad Nagel

his Yale music" are billed
Europe.
His band consists of
Yale musicians, with his sister,
trude, as solo dancer.
Last Ch
mas. Bill also sent a Yale ban(
Europe, and last summer was
\'ienna during the riots.
No,
music did not cause them.

at

Atlantic City."

r

(

*

*

:

*

becoming cm
of our best Hollywood-New
York commuters. He is now
en route to the East to show i
Wells Root

BO

roles.

*

"Bill" Robson is a long-dist:
Players who will appear in these
productions are: Junior Coughlan, Paul Whiteman. Although he is Ic,
Basquette, serving as a member of the PiLina
William
Boyd,
George Duryea and Robert Arm- mount scenario staff, "Bill Robn

Nagel-Costello Again
is again co-starred
with Dolores Costello in "The Redeeming Sin," which Howard BrethSUls Finishes "Hard Rock"
In Vitaphone Picture
ertoii is directing. They are supportMilton Sills' latest, "Hard Rock,"
Jacqueline Logan has been signed
ed by Georgie Stone, Lionel Beledfor
room
cutting
has gone to the
by Warners for "Stark Mad," which
more, Philippe
de Lacy. Warner
It is a story by
iting and titling.
Lloyd Bacon will direct as a VitaThelma Todd, phone production. The cast to date Richmond and Nina Quartaro.
Frank L. Packard.
William Demarest, Wade Boteler. includes
H.
B.
Warner,
Louise
Third Role for F
Yola d'Avril. Sylvia Ashton, DeWitt Fazenda, Henry B. Walthall, Claude
Olive
Borden has been signed for
the
m
are
Murnau
Fred
Jennings and
Gillingwater,
John Miljan, Andre
'Love in the Desert," her third starcast.
Beranger and Lionel Belmore.
ring vehicle for F B O.
James Kirkwood Signed
Kent and King Assigned
Lowe-Sylvia Fields Co-star
Arnold Kent and Claude King have
James Kirkwood. who recently
Edmund
Lowe is to co-star in
Hollywood after a been added to cast of "The Letter,"
to
returned
Curtain" along with
"Behind
That
stage tour in Europe, has been signed which Lothar Mendes will direct. Sylvia Fields, who recently signed
Charles
in
Evelyn
role
Brent
and
Paul Lukas are
by Paramount for a
with Fox.
picture, in the cast.
starring
second
Rogers'
now
cast
The
Twenty-One."
"Just
Lina Basquette Leaving
Baclanova Added to Cast
includes Mary Brian, Chester ConkLina
Basquette leaves for New
Richard
Baclaiiova has been added to cast
and William Austin.
lin
York this week for the Eastern
of
"Avalanche,"
Zane
direct.
Grey picture
Wallace will
Girl," in
which stars Jack Holt for Paramount. premiere of "The Godless
The production
which she stars.
Otto Brower, recently made a diParamount Signs Herbert
opens simultaneously on Aug. 20 at
Hugh Herbert has been added to rector after several years as an as- the Biltmore in Los Angeles and the
department. sistant, will direct.
writing
Paramount's
Gaiety in New York City.
His previous work for pictures includes several Lew Cody and Greta Capra to Make Talking Sequences
"Sioux Blood" Role for Bracy
Frank Capra is to direct talking
Garbo vehicles.
Sydney Bracey has been signed
sequences for "Submarine," which
for a role in "Sioux Blood," Tim
he recently completed for Columbia.
M-G-M Signs Indian Girl
McCoy's current vehicle for M-G-M.
Dorothy Janis, said to be the first
John Waters is directing.
New Laemmle Novelty Finished
girl with Indian blood to be signed
Jacques Rolleiis has completed the
Pathe Signs Carol Lombard
as featured player, has been given a
direction of another of the Laemmle
former
Mack
M-G-M.
Carol
Lombard,
long term contract by
Novelties, "The Wash Line."
Sennett bathing beauty, has been
placed under long term contract by
Doyle Preparing Adaptation
Bob Curwood Starts Another
Pathe. She is at present working in
Ray Doyle, recently placed under
Production of "Ridin' Leather," "Ned McCobb's Daughter," which
contract by Warners, is working on starring Bob Curwood, has started
William Cowen is directing with
the adaptation of "The Madonna of at Universal under the supervision of
Irene Rich and Robert Armstrong
Avenue A," which Michael Curtiz William Lord Wright. Lotus Thomp- as the leads.
Costello,
Dolores
starring
will direct,
st)n is feminine lead.
who has completed work on "The ReCollegians Subject Completed
(K-iniing Sin."
"Pa<ddling Co-eds." one of UniBoyce Finishes First
"Collegians"
pictures,
has
St. Elmo Boyce has finished his vesal's
New Rinty Film Titled
f.rst directorial effort for
Darmour, been completed under direction of
"The Million Dollar Collar" has which is one of the Toots and Casper Nat Ross.
been decided upon as title for Rin- series based on Jimmy Murphy's faThis production mous comic strip.
Tin-Tin's newest.
The subject is
Cornelius Keefe Cast
recently completed was made under called "Train Time," with Bud DunCornelius Keefe has been selected
"The
Outlaw
the temporary name,
can and Thelma Hill playing the title to play in "The Cohens and Kellys

Dog."

RALPH WILK

Bj
Paul

is

print of "Varsity" to Princeto;
officials.
In addition to writ
ing the original story, "'Var.
sity,"
Wells also wrote th(
dialogue for the talking si

quences.

M-G-M

bankiuff heavily on
the Desuch a winner. The trio are C.
ence Broivn, the director, Jack
bert and Greta Garbo.
They
trio that

is

made "Flesh and

i

now working on "A Worrmn

of

fairs."
"'

who edited
Jack Dennis
River Pirate," William K. Howa
first production for Fox. will also
"The Fog." Charles Klein's inj
picture for Fox.
Our Passing Show: Eddii
visiting the Fox lot

Adams

Thalberg and Edd'i
Mannix visiting the Para
mount studio; Frank Joyce
and Bob Eddy motoring to
Irving

Burbank.
Herbert
in

who was
DAILY'S 1928

Brenon.

THE FILM

i

Poll,
and George Bari
led the cameramen, are work

rectors

who

on "The Rescuej"
Ronald Colman.

together
stars

"U"

Serial

wl

Completed

Final
scenes
of
"The MyslSl
Rider," chapterplay starring Will
Desmond, have been filmed at I
versal.
Jack Nelson, the direi
is now supervising the work of
ting the film into ten episodes.
'

'

I

August

d;,

17.
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^LAST MINUTE DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE INVESTMENT FIELD AND THE
DAY'S QUOTATIONS ON FILM ISSUES

Financial

Comerford Subsidiary
00,000 PREDICTED AS

Floats $1,250,000 Issue
Binghamton, N. Y.

MRSmUSBYJAN.

HOW BANKERS VIEW MOTION

— Gold

bond

TURES—WEEKLY

DUSTRY'S

MONEY EASES AND SENDS

Quotations

is-

sue of $1,250,000 is being floated by
North Penn Theaters, subsidiary of

EILM STOCKS UPWARDS

Dated June
Comerford chain.
stCoast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY 30, the bonds are
the due July 1,
Easy tone of money during the
J Angeles— Surplus of $2,000,000 1948. They are first mortgage guar- last week lent renewed vigor to trad|ued before Warner "A" can be anteed and carry interest of 6^ per ing which was reflected by new ad1^ for retirement, will be reached
Warner "A"
cent.
In addition to the issue, the vances by film stocks.
end of the year, it is predicted corporation's capitalization includes and Paramount surged to new highs
t
irl E.
Crowe, writing in "The conmion stock of $345,000. The bonds for the year on two successive oc"
The plan is to secure list- will be secured by a first luortgage casions. With Sept. 26 cited as the
the "B" on the New York on all properties, and are guaranteed date for the 3 for 1 split-up. Paraic Exchange, then call in the "A"
as to principal and interest by the mount was consistent in its advance
itirenient in order to encourage
Meco Realty Co., whose holdings to 139^ after dipping to a low of
rsion into "B" on a share to have been appraised at $3,300,000. 130J/2 the week previous.
While five
basis, he says.
The surplus North Penn Theaters, Meco Realty weeks remain before any action of
at about $1,000,000, an Co., and Comerford Theaters are un- retrieval takes place, there is a conA stands
It built up after erasing a deficit
der management of M. E. Comer- siderable amount of speculation as to
.i'i7,000.
the parity of new no par common
ford.
ne
Pa'i'amount,
Loew's,
First
NaThis, however, will be destock.
Penn
North
the
owned
by
Houses
other companies are on a talking
Luna and Vic- termined according to the value of the
'i-duction
I)asis,
Warner Brothers, Theaters Co. are:
licted, will have built up a
com
Hippodrome and stock on the exchange at present.
Danville;
toria,
lead" he continues.
"After its comManhattan, Whatever the value of the stock is
Pottsville
Capitol,
lave caught up, however, the future
Scranton; Capitol, Bloomsburg; Cap- on Sept. 26, the figure is divided by
nil- r Brothers is not so clearly defined.
iniKiny is virtually without its own thethree for the value of the new issue.
itol, Mauch Chunk, and Capitol, Wilntiet,
and may find itself bottled up
While no official dividend rate has
liamsport.
Ik other companies are in a more inbeen announced, some believe it likent position.
Exhibitors are now clamly that the stock will be put on a
for the Warner talking-pictures, and
the
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chains are forced to book them.

;;aier

the income from the distribution
':aphone pictures, Warner Brothers is
ig revenue
from royalties on the ma-

Consolidated Film Sales

Jsides

i

sold

1

It is
lectric
c.

C

and

manufactured

by

Western

generally understood that West-

pays royalties to Vitaphone on
manufactured under Western Elecitents, which excludes the Radio CorBin system of talking-pictures. Estimates
taphone's share of royalties run into
'ices

<

rifi^iures.

not generally known, Warner
i\s
harvesting a surprisingly large
is
eie
from its vaudeville song records.
the new Hollywood plant. These
I in
are
s
used between vaudeville acts
prologues, and the equipment is in1
wherever the Vitaphone device is used.
iptember 1 it is expected that net infrom this source will reach $40,000
or more than $2',000,000 annually.
hile
speculation in Warner shares is
ding at a fast clip, the full effect of
lone earnings is not expected to show
The Warner
early in next spring.
TS talking-pictures will not come onto
arket in volume until the late fall and
after which the company optjmistic,,
redicts record-breaking earnings."
Iii'ii^'h

,

rner
)s

"A"

Now Listed on

Angeles Curb Market

Sales of Consolidated Film Indusfor the quarter ended June 30
totaled $1,714,911, it is shown ])y
consolidated income account of tiie
which shows consolicorporation,
dated net profit of $350,032, after
depreciation. Federal taxes, etc. This
is equivalent to 50 cents a share on
the 400,000 share of no-par common,
comparing with $351,344 or 50 cents
a share on common the preceding
Costs for the quarter ended
quarter.
June 30 totaled $1,238,485, leaving
Other exa balance of $476,426.
penses and depreciation totaled $108,$367,600;
income,
operating
826;
other income $43,684; total income,
$411,284; other deductions, $10,675;
Federal taxes, $50,577, net profit,
$350,032.
tries

Lesser Seeking L. A. House
Coast

Los

Bureau,

Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Sol

Lelsser is
for lease of

looked for also.

$3 basis with extras

$1,714,911 in Quarter

West

PIC-

RESUME OF INSTRUCTURE

FINANCIAL

re-

The steady

rise in

Warner "A" and

"B" is attributed to the strong techWarnical position of the company.
ners is declared to have earned $5.62
a

share

May

in

the

nine

months ended

as compared with a deficit
cents in the corresponding
of 49
period of 1927, or $1,123,947, against
a deficit of $98,966.
26,

Net consolidated

profits

Con-

for

solidated Film Industries for the second quarter are $350,032. The significant factor is that no date has been
set for payment of dividend which is
said to be 50 cents on 400,000 nonpar common outstanding shares.

Pathe's both issues are holding up
well against the various money vicissitudes prevailing in the market for
The common conthe last week.
tinues to sell around 6>2, while the
preferred hovers about 27.
The pace slackened yesterday after
spirited turnover earlier in the week.

Paramount

and

Warner

both

High Low Close
(s) Am.
(c-h) do

Bal.
(c)
(s)
(s)

Con.
do
East.

Seat.
6s 36

.

.

..

& Ka^z
Fm.

IVA

UH

.

Ind

pfd.

96'A

3VA
96A

32

.

.

24

.

Kodak

185

.

23
183

'(c)

Fox Fm. "A" 84^4
Fox Thea. "A" 28
Intern.

Proj..

500

96/2
74/2
13^8
23/2

A

183^

*(s)
do pfd.
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s)
(c)

Sales

32

128
104
83/2

83^4
27'A

27M

2

1,066

700
1,700

3,900
5,600

9

96" 90
Keiths 6s 46..
Loew's Inc.
55K 54/2 55
do pfd.
100%
*(c) do deb. rts.
14M
do 6s 41ww .1085^ 108 f^ 108%
(1>)
100"^
do 6s41x-war.l00^
(b)
100/
26
26
(s) M-G-M pfd.
26
96'"

(1))

(s)
(s)

.

.

.

•(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)

M.

.

.

21 5i

20A

8014
.13954

80 /2

.

.

.

Para. F-L
6s 47
991/2
*(b) Palr.By.SJ^sSl..
.

.

(b) do

Pathe
do "A
do 7s 37
0>)

7

(s)
(s)

27 'A
.

.

(o) Roxy "A"
(o)
do units . .
do com.
(o)
(o) Skouras Bros..
(s) Stanley Co.
.

.

.

.

*(o) Technicolor
(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(c)
(s)
(c)
(s)

Trans-Lux

27>i

71A

.

.

7m

Bureau,

—
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Curb Exchange,

is $1,999,800 of $10 par value
outstanding, out of a total
The
orized issue of $2,000,000.
is currently selling on the New

ported

into

'.ere
::

the

local

downtown

"U" Quarterly Dividend

dividend of $2 on the
preferred, payable Oct. 1 to
stock of record Sept. 15. has been
Stock Exchange around $60.
Pictures.
(lis
issue has preference as to declared by Universal
js
and carries cumulative diviTrenton Co., Formed
's
of $1.50 a share per annum
N. J. Ridgefield AmuseTrenton,
March 1, 1925, from which date
end payments were suspended, ment Corp., has been formed here
convertible at any time into com- with capital of $20,000.
:

first

i;

—

stock on a share-for-share basis.
stocks have equal voting power,
bsidiaries owned or controlled
Hollywood Film Laboratories,
?raph Co. of America, Warner
hers'
Southeiti Ttheaters, Inc.,
e Theater Corp., Vitagraph Co.

Brothers
Warner
California,
of
Pictures, Ltd., Metropolitan Theater
Co., Piccadilly Holding Corp., Com-

Next regular quarterly dividend of
75 cents a share on the preference
stock will be paid by Schine Chain

to

The

$8.63 a share.

Ohio

is

in

upstate

expanding

chain,

500
466

12

15

78

84

2
75

19/

.

97

pfd.

78/ 38 200
84-% 36, 500
do "A" ... 86 Ji
159
*(c-b) do 6;^s 28
Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bend Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange,
(o) Over the Counter ( Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago
Skouras, St. Louis.
Warner

Bros,

81

78/
84%

'

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.
Members New York, Philadelphia

and Boston

Stock Exchanges

Corporate
Financing

which
and

New York

in the latter state.

Philadelphia

Banks Replaces Sidney
London Due to the death of Scott
pagnie Vitagraph de France, Warner
Monty Banks will direct
Brothers' Hollywood Theater Corp., Sidney,
Long and Short for B. I. P.
and Vitaphone Corp.

—

2

'3%

Theaters Sept. 1 to stock of record
Earnings, according to
Aug. 18.
Bonner, Brooks & Co., are equivalent
operates

966
600

39%

at-

Schine Quarterly Dividend

Quarterly

5

7
3

—

field.

100

44
38

the
dickering
highs in vain deKeith-Albee- tempted to top new
's
Angeles Warners cumulative Broadway Palace from
off of money from
easing
spite
the
This would mark first
'rred Class "A" stock recently Orpheum.
Theaters Corp., 6 to 4H[admitted to trading on the Los entry of Principal
W. O.
Coast

666

6A

5 'A

3 'A

United Art.
do pfd.
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd.
Univ. Pict.
do

'm
26/2
30
34

40

K

101
6-%

71H

39%

99

99 J4

28
31

20/
80/

\37A 138/1 58 500

SA

.

.

1

2

100

8/

Cap

P.

Orph. Cir.
do pfd.

1

,500

New York

Boston

flockingto
Why^^"^
m3
3*.

"««.

-'^:..

Cla

"''^UioL"'"'"^^::'''^

'-^

and f- 1

y°^

^U

a*--

°'^« our..,

<

^^^
*^We cannot reconcile ourselves to the belief that we
could further our interests • • ivithout the aid of such
box office stimulants as the neiv FOX productions**
•

Another shrewd showman books FOX 100%— Another showman
who knows who has the lump on everybody in sight and sound

has

6
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Man

YVutofHygp's

^iflM)l20
2
TREMENDOUS
Marvelous ^ttmcHon in its Silent Form,

A
LAEMMLE
SUPER
PRODUCTION

awinow

*iotth^^

Movietone

/

trkxx I
Syiichionization.

s<mnd^
A words cannotwithout
tell oS its greatVncomiiarable

ness with movietone ! Tlie senses
are staggered. Tlie tlirills are
doubled by adding hearing to
sight
Starring
1^

CONRAD VEIDT and MARYPHILBIN
with

Olga Baclanova, Caesar GraTina, Brandon Hurst,
George Siegmann, Sam De Gratse, and Stuart Holmes.

BAROMETER
UPON WHICH

QompXete Coverage

EXHIBITORS
CAN ALWAYS

Film Daily Revieivs

DEPEND

the recognized authority

A

IN

THIS ISSUE

REVIEWS
EMBRACING
16

ALL CU RRENT
RELEASES

v-^^reat new comedY xeriex
witK -a fart rising ^tar
I

lOllih

COMEDlEy^
cleRRV DReu:)
A

Motion Picture Naws says "This dapper comedian, cut
oul in sartorial splendor, with the polite manners and
individual technique, is mighty effective. He is a comer,
beyond a doubt, and he gives every assurance that his
new series, the Ideal Comedies, vfill swing the laugh
:

pendulum

vigorously."

One of tite screen's most promising
young comedy stars .... snappy
stories .... beautiful girls, and plenty
of tkent!
most -%velcome addition

A

;?!(:»»'

to £ducational*s ckampionsKip
line-up of Short Features is the Ideal

Comedy
you

series. You'll agree -«vhen

see the first

one

Ci#Aie/

0^aW

MEMBER, MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS' asp DISTRIBUTORS

^Wi7J //. JJccz^^, Prexjder,h
-THE SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

of

AMERICA

/nc

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,
V

:

Inc.

.ufational

Sound Convention Declared Sought
iTHE
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FILH DIGEST

(/FILMDOM
\)L.

XLV

No. 42

Sunday, August

MAL COLOR PROCESS
SOON TO BE ON MARKET
made by

a color filter
insad of the usual three, were demtrated at Newark and pronounced
lessful, and are to be marketed
olor films,

cnposed of seven color segments

1

utilizes
iContinued

disc of multi-colon Page 2)

Bureau of

Washington

—

Eva Le
rector

Gallienne, founder and dithe Civic Repertory the-

New York,
M'G-M to appear

has

signed

with

in talking pictures.

SOUND

IN

CARTOON SERIES

motion pictures, assisted by members
(Continued

Amendment

on Page 2)

Sought if
Censors Lose Sound Case

THE FILM DAILY
considered

of

ater,

MtNTZ PREPARING TO USE

GERMAN 'KONTINGENT'
.Islington

To
FOR M-G-M SOUND riLMS

Dramatic sketches which Miss Le
Gallienne will make for the talking

OVERNMENT MAY REVISE

Philadelphia

un-

—

to be

If the state

Supreme

George
Winkler,
supervisor
of
Court upholds the recent decision that
Winkler cartoons arrives in New
dialogue in pictures is not censor"^'ork today from the coast to confer
able,
holding such right an abridgecompetition by direct sub- with Charles B. Mintz on plans for
\-'gn
ment of freedoin of speech, amendles to German film companies, or the
use of sound in Winkler carment of the state censor law to give
it
it
will bring in any high tariff toons.
such right will be sought.
asures, which would be difficult
The Mintz organization plans a the board(Continued
on Page 2)
It

is

the Government in Geriinv will protect German films from
that

lcl>-

apply to film imports following exation of the present "kontingent"
(Continued on Page 12)

Sound Service Stations
Being Opened by U. A.
sound service

Six

stations,

in

as

my

cities that will serve as hubs
^ales areas, have been established
Ignited Artists' film maintenance
partment.
The stations are in

nipany
licago,

exchanges,

at

New

York,

Kansas
Dallas,
All will be

.Atlanta,

and San Francisco.

ty

operation Monday.
ins are planned.

Additional sta-

Started Over Stock
Issue of Vocafilm Corp.

uit

over issuance and to restrain
le of stock of Vocafilm Corp., has
en started by F. Dudley Kohler,
.Suit

Supreme
attorney, in
^urt.
He charges that 15,000 shares
the stock are about to be issued
(Continued on Page 2)

ew

York

\

ionsidine

on

Way

East

to Confer on Sound Films
John W. Considine, Jr., super•isor
at United Artists
Studio in
lOllywood, is on his way East to
' )nfer with Joseph M. Schenck, present of the company, about talking
I

(Continued

on

Page 2)

(Continued

on

Page

As Business
Advisor Just Prior

EVA LEGALLIENNE SIGNS

Studio executives estimate
that $150,000,000 is being spent
by theaters of the United
States on sound picture installations, stated a Los Angeles
despatch repolrted Friday in
New York over the Dow-Jones
ticker service.

I

It

Withdraws

Big Sound Outlay

30 days by Natural Color PicO.
-,
formed for the purpose.
MJrady of Newark has been workeight and one-half years on the
mtion. The process can be used
[irofessional as well as commerwork, as it employs ordinary
111.

Price 25 Cents

1928

KENNEDY BREAKS WITH F. N.
OVER DIFFERENCES IN POLICY

in

i

19,

Sailing

Prior to his departure Friday night
on the He de France for a five
\veeks' vacation abroad, Joseph P.
Kennedy, who last week signed a
five-year contract to become business advisor for First National, broke
with that company.
Withdrawal of

Kennedy from
to

the firm

is

attributed

differences

over policies of management. It is understood that Kennedy could not agree with certain
modes of procedure recommended
and rather than insist upon adoption
of his own plans, voluntarily served
notice of his intentions to
from the organization.

EXHIBITORS

withdraw

WANT SOiD

2)

British Phototone Rounds
Outi Its Organization
Jury

CONEAB, T.0.C.C.SAY8

Alleged Swindler Held
for U. S.
HV.tf

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles
the

mails

Grand

THE FILM DAILY

— Charged

defraud, in
(Continued on Page
to

with using
obtaining

it

all

— The

personnel of British
Phototone Co. Ltd. has been rounded
As noted, A. George Smith,
out.
(Continued on Page 2)

2)

What About
MONDAYed

London

the Others ?

The big moguls sat around a tal)le and thrashout. You see, some of the important folks who

have a good deal to say in the upper councils of General
Electric have a voice in the matters that count with American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. And if you reverse the process,
G. E. is papa to R. C. A. and
the same thing holds true.
So it wasn't very
A. T. and T. is daddy to Western Electric.
difficult to straighten out what appeared like a lot of trouble

Now

over interchangeability between

RCA

Photophone and Western

Calling of a national conference on
sound pictures will be necessary in
order to determine "how they stand"
on the new era being ushered in b\sound films, a majority of exhibitor
leaders of the nation believe, according to Sol Raives, president of the

New York, who states he
has just conducted a survey on the

T.O.C.C,
subject.

Raives declares he communicated
with practically all leaders, and that
a majority want a meeting held in

New York

around the end of Septem-

ber or early in October.
The proposed gathering, he said, would not
be an organization affair, but a general conference of exhibitors.
The
T.O.C.C. is not affiliated with the
M.P.T.O.A., which is to hold its
(Continued on

Electric.

Page 2)

East week we got to scratching our head about the other
sound systems. And this week it occurred to us harder than Netoco Circuit Buys Elm
ever before that the interchangeability problem is still very
Chain in Massachusetts
Boston Netoco has purchased the
tnuch of a problem. Solely so because of the many devices announced for the market. What the devil is going to happen to Elm Amusement Co., circuit, consisting of the Marlboro, Marlboro;
them? It seems logical to figure that if Photophone can inter- Elem, North Attleboro; Gem, East
change with Western Electric that other sound-on-film and Boston; Milford, Opera House, Milsound on-disc equipments which also set forth the claim of inter- ford. For some time there has been
changeability have much weight on their side of the fence, too. an operatin.g arrangement between

—

(Continued on Page

3)

the

two

circuits.
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is

a

speed

slightly

faster

than

which ordinary black and white

at
pic-

tures are run, alternate so fast that
of the colors appear to be present
The film can be
at the same time.
duplicated in unlimited quantities, it
is
claimed.
all

1)

reel novelties in sound,

using what Mintz
day as a brand new
tion pictures.

stated.

The color disc attachment, revolving in front of the film, behind the
lens, registers on alternate exposures
in which reds are basic and on the
other colors in which blues predominate. These, projected on the screen
at

one

series of

Considine on

.

.

.

.

.

.

East
to Confer on Sound Films
(Continued from Page

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

1)

Considine hopped off from
in an aeroplane on August 16th; he will stop at .San Francisco and Chicago en route east, ar-

Los Angeles

riving in

New York

following

day Mr.

Aug. 20. The
Schenck arrives

from Europe.

,
.

H

.

Last Prices Quoted.
Market.
Market,
Exchange.

(b) Bond
(c) Curb
(s) Stock
(o) Over

NOTE:

Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listc«i in Chicago;
the

Suit Started Over Stock
Issue of Vocafilm Corp.

Skouras, St. Louis.

(Continued from Page

Want Sound

Confab, T.O.C.C. Says
(Continued from Page

annual convention at

1)

Toronto

in

Oc-

tober.

"There

is

a great

need for such a

conference," declared Raives, "for it
is time that we get together and find
Sound
out where we're heading.
equipment is expensive and we want
to determine whether talking pictures
will last, or just what it's all about."

1)

name of David R. Hochreich.
company president, and says he is

in

Exhibitors

(Continued from Page

1)

managing

director of Prod. Dist. Co.
chairman.
Technical problems will be handled by W. H. Lynas;
E. G. Kirby will be in charge of
manufacture of equipment through
is

reported sale of clients' scenarios, but asked funds to "put the the Euston Ignition Co., Ltd. Dudley
scenario into proper form." He was A. Bott will handle sales while C.
arrested on a similar charge last Clayton Hutton will work with the
February and released to appear for Blattner Corp. on production. The
sentence in September on his prom- first picture. "Carmen" will be made
by Blattner Pictures at Ellstree.
ise to reform.
then

the

to half of any stock which
be issued to Hochreich.
The
hearing was adjourned until Aug. 29.
Theatrical interests are about to buy
stock of Vocafilm Corp. of America,
entitled

Vocafilm

Prod.,

Rayart Exchange Joins F.B.T.
Denver Rayart Pictures of Denver and Salt Lake City has just
iiecome a member of the Intermountain Film Board of Trade.

—

finds

Eva Le Gallienne
In Sound Film
(Continued from Page

1)

her Civic Repertorj^ Compar
will be chosen by her in confereW
with the producer from the reperto
of the plays in which she appears
Repertory Theater ai
the Civic
from the sketches which she prese
ed last month at the Palace. Ne
York. Work will begin shortly in
New York studio, in order that
may be completed before Miss 1
Gallienne begins rehearsals of h
company for its third season.
of

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
AND
GO-VVTNS

14.37

BWAY. N.y
ALSO 2S.0OO

UNIFOR.1MS
TEL 5580

COSTUMES TO

aCM-r

Let Us Solve Your Problems

1

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

may

and its subsidiary,
Kohler says.

be

pictures.

Ltd..

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,
1540

1

emphasized the peril of such auth
ity.
The governor recently tall
with censors on the subject a
agreed such an amendment shoi

jects.

Way

Alleged Swindler Held
British Phototone Rounds
for U. S. Grand Jury
Outj Its Organization
(Continued from Page 1)
funds from amateur scenario writers
throughout the country, Lester Hanger has been ordered held for the
Federal Grand Jury.
Hanger, it is
charged, advertised in film magazines
as a scenario sales corporation, and

si

sought, in event the high coi
against the board, in the c;
brought against it by Fox.
described yesterMeanwhile, the censors are for
character in mofied by a decision upholding its rig
to censor dialogue in Vitaphone si

(Continued from Page

1)

ored gelatin, which replaces the usual
shutters used on camera and proPhotography is possible unjector.
der ordinary lighting conditions, it

.

•

Amendment

The lower court pointed out that
an amendment is conceivable,

New Natural Color

(s)
(c)

beiiiR

6

225.

(c)
(s)
(s)

Tiffany-Stahl program i|
synchronized.
They
"The Toilers" and "The Cavalij
The company is not yet preparecl
announce the system beine used.!
Production of color pictures si
chronized with sound, also is planrl
including- the following:
"In A ll
sian Market," scheduled for relti
Oct. 1; "The Toy Shop," NovJ
'The Hawaiian Love Call." Dec.
"A Japanese Carnival," to be releaJ
Jan. 1 will be taken in natural col)
in Tokio during the coronation of
Japanese Emperor.
"In A ChinJ
Temple Garden" to be released
Feb. 15 will be photoRraphed
China.
are

i

STOCKS AND BLONDES
THE TERROR
7
THUNDER RIDERS
6
UNDRESSED
7
SHORT SUBJECTS

SILENT

]\

Tiffany-Stahl Starting

INDEX
WHAT ABOUT THE OTHERS

19,

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
mCOBPOEATED

N.Y.C.

telepkone bryant

3040

PENN.

THE
August

*SV day,

about

,A\at

19,

1928

Exhibitors want to

it?

cuttingest man. This and
about Joe Kennedy's trip to the
For insi are coming to light.
B. Derr on the
ce, Joe set E.
sheets at the First National stuind now it costs $20,000 a week
Not only
to run the big plant.
the Pathe units will be shipped
bag and baggage to First NaWhich will bring about sevil.
Firstly, Pathe's studio
Ihings.
will be trimmed, for it's a cinch
National, with Kennedy saywill make Pathe a better deal
,,,
,

1

,

is

than any other plant. And
F. N. operating cost will be disited over more units, all of which
mean less overhead. It's sim-

marvel of

it.

We

haven't got-

Almost half a mildollars grossed bv one picture
Yet "The Street Anair weeks.
Get these
did it at the Roxy.
week;
first
the
res:
$125,994,
')16, the second week; $118,947.
iver

yet.

it

and $113,400, the last. Some
weather during the phenoni-

third,

he

run was favorable;

much

of

it

Inconhottest of the summer.
able proof of the value of good
ures.

.

.

[

1

Too

No

distant, think we,
at this moment.
.

.

.

'uesday: For over ten years now
our seat on the sidelines we
la been observing the unsteady
of New York exhibitor orL
1

Exactly how many coition.
been
have
movements
Mtive
iched during that decade becomes

problem in higher matheThere have been plenty. In

ir
s.

L-rspective of time, it appears
cally all of them have ended on
icks of political byplay. Recent-

Sapiro bowed in and a
Cocooperative resulted.
iiiK
nation
was the standard and
!y it was unfurled to the breezes.
Exhibitors
nothing happened.
iv charged the big interests with
ndliness and a strange unfamilwith what coordination meant.
speaking
IS a case of each side
The next best
nt languages.
lure seemed to be consolidation.
liat brings the story down to its
Ben Moss looks
-lilt
chapter.
the new Moses to lead the New
bunch out of economic stagTalk about merging 200
IS into one pool; tie-ups with
electrical group and an existroducer and finally spreading
an-shape all over the country.
.iron

.

I

1.

large

I

order.

Moss knows

it.

Mg the theater boys forget peril ies,
politics and the like long

submerge
to
is
large outfit

jh

ly
r.
f

identities

in

something

swinging
There is this, however: A
kidding has been dropped,
has

succeeded

in

of these theater operators are
iij

in

a

new form.

Fox

more serious than ever before.
may be this very factor that will

like coming home again and for
Broadway, it means another outlet
for sound pictures.
Pretty soon the
Colony reopens with a combination
picture, vaudeville and sound policy.

be

And

Embassy

the

is

being

wired.

That means sound at the Paramount,
Strand, Embassy, Rialto, Rivoli, Colony, Winter Garden and Warners,

plane.
There's service for you, plus
a new note in newsreel gathering.
It took the police to keep the mob
in order.
What mob? The gang
that stormed the doors to see "Four
Sons" at the Roxy. Business is simOnly $51,629 in
ply terrible there.
Poor
Poor Bill Fox!
two days.

while the Astor, housing M-G-M long
runs, and the Gaiety and Globe, now
the accepted home for Fox specials,
must be included to round out the
list.
The novelty angle is fast disappearing.
Merit soon will tell the

.

Roxy!

.

.

story.

.

Herr
charm

Jannings

has

found

—

that much good would come from a
national conference on sound.
You
would think that their grasp on sound
pictures would be tangible by this
time, but such is not the case. Theretalk
about conferences and
fore,
such.
By goodness, what a lot of money!
"Wall Street Journal," well-informed
chronicler of happenings financial,
declares no less than $1S0,000,00(J
will be spent by this thriving busi.

.

.

If you would have
ness on sound.
any stronger proof of whether sound
is to be a novelty or a permanent adjunct, let the weight of these figures settle it for you.
By golly, even cartoons are going
Actually, Charley Mintz,
to talk.
who went into the dairy business just
to keep Krazy Kat plentifully sup-

.

.

More proof of the vast
uncertainty that prevails over sound.
The T.O.C.C, New York exhibitor
unit, has been waging much activity
through the mails and drawing conclusions from what leaders in exhibitor organization have to say, it
appears so the T.O.C.C. states

some

Hollywood after all. He
new contract with ParaSarnoff vs. Kennedy
mount and in America he stays to
Wednesday: Kennedy may have make his pictures. Near beer wins.
one toy less to play with now.
Smart boys, those Ohio censors.
When he was in California, several They knew what they were doing
telephone wires fairly burned up be- when they waived their right to centween the place where they make 'em sor the Movietone reel on Hoover. plied with Grade A milk, insists it's
and the place where they finance 'em. The governor of Ohio is a Democrat. true. Now making plans. W^onder
The scene was something like this: The censor board, being faithful po- what a cartoon voice will sound
.

.

.

in

has signed a

.

.

RCA

New

headquarters in
in the glorious West.
call.
Mr. Kennedy talk-

and Sarnoff decide to call it a day.
Our ordinary powers of deduction
us to believe that Sarnoff will
look elsewhere for production affiliations.
If you think his outfit, backed
as it is by millions, is going to allow
W. E. to walk away with the sound
lead

Kidding

?

Movietone News gets an advance on
Hoover's speech of acceptance and
shoots it all over the map by fast

it.

vorrv about

I

...
Journalism

ing.

York; Kennedy

ant date.

;

enable Moss to tread on the ground
never even approached previously.
Whichever way it goes, the move is
interesting and bears close watch-

Sarnoff at

.

the Others

(Continued from Page 1)

Aylesworth, presi- A telephone
of the National Broadcasting ing at length about RCA and sound.
now admits that home televi- Mr. Sarnoff very much inclined not
He sees to listen. That's one incident. There
is somewhat visionary.
common usage at some vaguely have been others. Result: Kennedy

knew

c

1

What About

tiif

~|iace

he

The Daze Continues
Today:

picture

field,

ening out.

you need some straightSo watch Sarnoff. He's

Who

We

picious.

.

.

.

continues to rock the
We'd
foundations.
like to meet the fellow who will
Just for
talk about something else.
But he's
the fun of it, nothing else.
as rare as Diogenes' honest man.

Sound.

industry

Take

It

to

its

a look.

Three more Vitaphone

— Human

orchestras being crowded out of Baltimore.
Gotham about ready with its plans
Fox after Georgie Gershfor sound.
win to write a muscal comedy for

roadshows

—

finished.

—

Canbusy up
Arts and

Movietone.— Western

Electric's

adian affiliation getting
North. The Academy of
Sciences trying to figure out how
to pay players who appear in diaOnly a part of one
logue retakes.
day's developments.

—

.

.

.

Thursday.

Quality

story before long.

will

tell

the

The Winter Gar-

den in New York has been leased
by the Warners for Vitaphone specials.
"The Singing Fool" is the
first to go in.
For Al Jolson, it will

like?

they

T+ie town's population is 57,six seats for every
Draw your own concluinhabitant.

seats.
000.

sions.

That makes
.

.

.

.

.

...

Eva Le

Gallienne, daughter of distinguished literateur and noteworthy
disciple of much that's best on the

American
pictures
sticks

make sound
Out in the
Those
means nothing.

stage, is to
for M-G-M.

this

who know Miss Le

Gallienne's work,
however, will look forward to someM-G-M has sevthing worthwhile.
eral additional surprises on the way.
If these steps and others we hear
about elsewhere become accomplishments, the motion picture is going
to take on lots more tone.
A few hours before he walked up
the He de France gangplank Friday
night. Joe Kennedy fired a parting
bombshell in which he broke with
.

Wildfire
Friday:

Off to a flying start and

The number
traveling like all hell.
of houses wired for sound is increasOne thousand
ing week by week.
extra men are busy at the Hawthorne
plant of Western Electric and all
they're doing is working on sound
equipment. Out of the West comes
a flash that in sixteen months, W. E.
expects to have 3,000 theaters inThat's a lot of theaters. The
stalled.
W. E. group has no flair for exaggeration and when it sets the figure
at 3,000, you can pretty much count
in its being close to the facts. The
outfit has the edge on all competitors,
near

and

But watch

far.

for

out,

the line other devices will reach the market and when
they do, the total will hit way above
the 3,000 mark.

somewhere along

.

.

.

Fox Movietone News
Good
becomes available twice a week after
news.

Oct.

3.

Exhibitors should relish that.

If we were in the theater business,
we'd turn a coupla handsprings.
How many sure-fire drawing cards is
anyone ever assured in one week?
.

Spring

Here and There

should

embarrass said governor by sitting
down hard on a film that sets forth
This, to our
the Republican creed?
way of thinking, keeps the censor
situation on sound in Ohio exactly
where it stood before the Hoover
matter was brought up.
Silliest example of silly business.
Madison, Wis., has 10,025 theater

clever.
It may or may not be significant
that he is a warm personal friend of
knows whether the
Sapiro.
fact that Sapiro is working with
Moss on the merger of New York
independent theaters has any beardon't know
ing on the matter?
for a fact, but we are strongly sus-

why

adherents,

litical

.

.

.

Sam

vs. Kennedy.
at First National.

has a
It runs
Joe has

contract
until the end of the year.
other plans and they don't include
Now it's a question exactly
Sam.
what will happen. We're not betting
folks, but remember Kennedy is running the First National shebang.
.

.

.

First National.

Joe,

who

is

.

.

a pretty

stubborn feller, had his own ideas
about running the company and it
happened they differed with some
other people's. This being the situation Joe voluntarily called it quits.

KANN

Williams with Stanley-Fabian
Anthony WilCity, N. J.

—

Union
liams,

for

16 years

manager

of the

Pastime, has resigned to become manager of the Lincoln for StanleyFabian.

Wilson to Write Musical Series
Mortimer Wilson is to write a series of numbers for synchronization
purposes for World Wide Music
Corp.
to Vote on Sunday Shows
Wessington Springs, S. D. Town

Towm

—

council turned down a petition signed
by 80 residents, asking for Sunday
shows, and decided that the question
could be settled only by vote. Preparations are now being made for a

referendum.
Fire at Boston Met.
Scenery worth $20,000 was
damaged at the Metropolitan when
fire of unknown origin broke out in

Boston

—

the prop room.
damaged.

The organ was

also

fi^^

DAILY

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND PICTURES

IN

THE FAST GROWING
OF SYNCHRONIZATION

FIELD

By

LATEST NON-SYNCIffiONOUS

MAD[

UNIT
.W)rtli

\ eriion.

—A

Filming of sound pictures between the hours of midnight
and 5:00 A. M., wrhen there is
practically no traffic, is proposed by Benny Berk, general

over

The device is electric-controlled,
has double electric turntables, electric pickups, amplifier, a horn with
an extra unit and a cabinet cue rack
The
with capacity for 84 records.
Platter company supplies 84 stock
records with each Phototone installation and has developed a special
it

calls

consists of a dynamic speaker unit complete with recflFTH
tifier with a five foot exponential bell
opening at the outlet of 42 inches.
The company asserts this is suffi- West Coast Bureau, THE
FILM DAIL)
cient to give enough volume to fill
Hollywood
With
work
on their
any auditorium regardless of size.
Kxtra horns, where necessary, are fourth sound stage under way, plans
available at nominal prices.
Can- are in formation for a fifth at the
Warner studio. Hand in hand with
celled installations can be made for
those who desire it, the company this development are augmented production plans for Vitaphone pictures.
points out.

"Dynapower."

It

SOUND STAGE

FOR

—

"Conquest," dealing with a flight to
the South Pole is finished.
It is in
it
is planned to make special theater
complete dialogue.
Others schedrecords for cueing purposes in the
uled for immediate production are
near future. An additional feature is
"On Trial," in which Pauline Fredmicrophone attachment through erick will
a
be featured.
"The Desert
which announcements can be made, Song,"
Shubert operetta, will go into
the "mike" being installed in the boxwork in the fall. The cast has not
oflfice, manager's office or elsewhere.
been selected, but it is reported here
many well known names in the world
of light opera will be brought to
Phototone is likewise the name of

While stock records are now used,

VITAPHONE ON THE

The

New York
I

offer

my

congratu-

lation upon the latest Film
Daily achievement, the Sound
Picture Eklition? It is but another example of Film Daily
foresight plus Film Daily initiative.

With even

the second run
Syracuse going
"sound" the edition, with its
wealth of data, becomes an in-

theaters

It was the experience of
these men, together with the advice
of experts in national advertising, that
convniced us the coming campaign
should be devoted exclusively to the
daily
newspapers.
The exhibitor
uses, even more generally than we
do, advertising of different types.
It
was the conviction of practically all
with whom we consulted, that the
best results in financial returns, came
from daily newspapers. Those men
are dealing day by day with the pub-

lic.
They have their hnger on the
pulse of their patrons, and through
this are able the more definitely to
place exactly the style of advertising
which brings the best returns."

London
don

—

It is understood in Lonthat visit of L. A. Young of Tif-

fany-Stahl

England
concerns
Local representatives
of the company state that work on
the company's first third dimension
film \vill get under way in Hollywood in September.
to

sound pictures.

CHESTER

B.

BAHN,

Dramatic Eklitor,
Syracuse Herald.

Orchestraphone Aids Business
Mendota, 111.
Orchestraphone,
phonographic cueing device marketed
by National Theater Supply, has

—

greatly

increased

business at the
according to Manager
A. M. Robertson, who says the instrument is more than paying for

Strand

itself.

here,

from 'The N.

Here

—

hibitors

when

contracts of musicians
expire on Labor Day, continues, due
to

the

Sun")

lieth Jane, a picture star

bread was nicely buttere
Until the speaking movies came
Revealing that she stuttered.
Sun Dial.
*

Here

*

+

May, a picture star
Whose salary check was fat
Until the speaking movies showed
She called eclat eclat.
Johnnie Spencer in Macon Tel
lieth

graph.
*

Here

*

*

Queen, a movie star.
The world was 'neath her thumb
But when the speaking movies can
They found that she was dumb.
lieth

Waycross Journal-Heral.
*

*

*

Here lieth Olga, a fine mixer.
That is to say, quite minglish,
But speaking movies showed her

Was

tat

what's called pidgin Englis!
Judd Lewis in Houston Post-Dii
patch.
*

*

Here

Chicago Awaits Labor Day To
in Sound Film Situation
Chicago Apprehension over the
situation which confronts local ex-

V.

Whose

*

Babe, a star well
job was crisped
blackened cinders when

lieth
LTntil her

of T-S Reported

in

valuable addition to my reference library.
Sincerely yours,

(Kc/^iiutt-d

Epitaphs of the Movie World

know

shown

That

'twa

she, oh, horrors! lisped.

Newark Advocatt

New Hamrick House Buil
Especially for Souni
Seattle — Especially constructed fo
Vitaphone and Movietone presenta
.the Music Box was openet
here recently by John Hamrick, as
sound picture house. Hamrick, wh(
tions

i

was the first exhibitor of the Fai
Northwest to play Vitaphone, ha;
had singular success with sound film:
in his

various houses.

Dallas Men Returning
Dallas Sound pictures are bring,

—

mg back
Melba, First Loew House
film men
in England on Sound
in N. Y. to Show Sound them are:

City,

Gentlemen:

May

Young

AVAILABLE

WAY

sound film situation.
The
trend toward more general use of
sound films is being felt here, and
just what will be the outcome is a
Hollywood for it.
a sound-on-disc system to be markEdwin Schallert of the "Times," matter of speculation.
The union
eted from New York.
So far as is in
an interview with Jack Warner hke those in other cities, has been
known, the companies are not conreports the latter as declaring that circulating propaganda against menected.
80 per cent of the existing talent in chanical music, and there have been
motion pictures will make good in pro and con views on the subject
sound while the remaining 20 per expressed. There is watchful waiting on the part of both exhibitors
cent will go by the board.
and musicians.
Invaluable
Syracuse, N. Y.
Film Daily.

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DEVICES ARE NOW

Sounding Off

newspapers.

Manhattan Studios,
New York, as a means to eliminate need of sound proofing.
Heavy carpets laid around the
of

ic

TIPS

HUGE AD CAMPAIGN TOR

shoes are worn.

manager

19,

EDDY

sets will prevent registering in
the microphone of attendants'
footfalls, he says.
As an extra
precaution, thick rubber soled

non-syn-

100 theaters in central, southern and eastern states according to
tlie
Phototone Co. division of the
Platter Cabinet Co.

W.

Approximately $1,000,000 has been
appropriated by Warners for advertising Vitaphone to the public, with
newspapers to be used in preference
to other media, according to H. M.
Warner.
"The exhibitor who operates a theater with Vitaphone installation" said
Warner, "follows up all our campaigns with advertismg in his local

chronous device using stock records
and known as Phototone is in use in

horn for amplification which

ARTHUR

Early A. M. Shooting

IN INDIANA

liid.

Sunday, August

a number of former loca!
to this territory.
AmonjJ

Jim McKinney, as general
Loew's Melba in Brooklyn leads southern representative for Vitathe list of 50 odd Loew theaters in
the phone; H. G. (Dick) Rosebaum as
Greater New York district soon to manager for the Dallas Vitaphone
open with Vitaphone programs. The office; Neal Houston in charge of
Melba will open on Aug. 20. The sound shorts sales for Paramount-

initial

Ben Broyles

with

Movietone shorts.

attraction will be "Tenderloin"
an accompanying program of
Vitaphone short subjects. There will
be three changes of Vitaphone each
week.
Other theaters in the Loew
circuit will follow with Vitaphone
as soon as installations have
been
completed.

Sound House
Brighton,

at Brighton, Mass.
Electric
will be a built-in feature

Mass.— Western

equipment
Netoco Egyptian being
here by the Netoco circuit.
of the

built

in

charge of sales of

Orlando Theater Goes Sound
Fla.— Western Electric
equipment is being installed in the
Orlando,

Beachani.
The first picture to be
heard with sound accompaniment is
booked for August 27. It is understood that the system, which includes
provision for both synchronous and
non-synchronous devices, will open
with the latter popularly dubbed,
"Baby Vitaphone."

THE

i

August

ianday,

19,

1928

J%l^^DAILV

ASSERTS SOUND PICTUilES

They Say-

COST LESS THAN SILENT
und, a Great Impetus
'Few peopk' realize tin- potentialinew nicdiuni
this
of
f>;reat
s
Dund). Four weeks ago I did not
ve much faith myself in the possiBut afities of the talking film.
seeing the newest devices I have
doubt in the world about its posThe advent of the talking
lilities.
Dtion picture or sound film will do
much for the motion picture instry as the telephone and telegraph

a
/

for

j

\ms in

newspapers.

in

Wil-

*

*

made

has ever

star

more good pictures

or

D.

J.

"The Cinema," London.
*

"No

—

a

four

year

It is impossible. Every
Steadily.
star is continually- trying to get
a good story to make up for sev-

poor ones which he is forced
make. There are two excepChaptions. Chaplin and IJoyd.
lin has never made a poor one,
and Lloyd makes consistently
good ones. But they make feweral

to

Adolphe Menjou.

pictures."
*

*

*

and voice
should be added only as fast as
technicians are developed to han-

Sound

Los Angeles

THE

i)ictures are
silent pictures,

cheaper to n-iake than
according to "Cinematters" appearing
in
the
"Record."
Features
which have required from 24 to 48
days to make now- are made in from
16 to 20 actual shooting days, the
paper declares, jirovided proper preparation has been made witli the dialogue.
"It

imipossil)le

is

effects, n-iusic

dle them skilfully and discrini;
Good cooks do not dump
inately.
the ingredients of a fine cake into
They stir
the bowl all at once.
each one in separately to avoid

curdling and lumping. Please do
not give us a curdle of sight and
are getting along
sound.
fairly well with the silent screen
and will be patient." James R.
Quirk, editor of "Photoplay.'"

show-

to

i-nore

than one hour's talking-film entertainment unless the picture is to be
labeled a special.
Therefore, it is
only necessary to shoot an hour of
dialogue.
No more will be used, so
why bother to continue to make lone
sequences of junk, queries the paper,
and continues:
"The successful dialogue film lies
in the treatment and nature of text
prepared with the utmost care before
the actual shooting is started.
Rehearsals on the set requ're a certain
amount of time, naturally, but this
of acquiring cinematic
entertainment a la speaking version
w-ill
eliminate the awful wastes of
the motion picture plot.

"The initial cost of establishing all
the necessary machines and aijparatus
But this
is, of course, rather steep.
great outlay of cash is quickly restored to the celluloid coffers by a
tremendous saving in actual negative
and time costs."

We

*

*

*

f>und in Small Towns
The possibilities for

real

history

aking and money making are at
ind with the advent of the "talkAnd these possibilities, while
S."
pt so at present, will be as great,
not greater, for the small town

lowman

large first-run
Of course the first-run
Duses.
Duses will reap the benefit at the
But the little fellows will
:ginnir-ig.
Miie in for their share later, when
elivery and installation of equipient

for

as

can be

the

made more

quickly and

of these installations is
In the
within their reach.
leantime the right kind of showmanbip, and it needs now to be exerted
lore than ever; the proper adversing of pictures that are still "silht"; these efforts will still continue
bring patronage to the box-office.
)
"Motion Picture Times," Dallas.

hen

cost

lore

*

*

Enterprise or
Is
ig

it

*

drivanother into
incidentally,
is

and,
pictures
liking
riving nearly everybody mad.*"
This is the question Hollywood is
It's not so
!sking under its breath.
ure, from present signs, that there's
the big noise but novThere is the feeling, too, that
Ity.
jcallv the talkies have not been put

nything

—

Macon, Ga. The Ritz will soon be
e(|uipped for sound pictures via the
Western Electric system. Both synchi'onous and non-synchronous deHowever, it
vices will be included.
expected that non-synchronous
is
subjects -will come first. The Ritz is
operated by United Theater

in

Ivening World.

Productions

for

all

of the Scenic

LARRY CEBALLOS STAGE
NEW WARNER BROTHERS THEthe

REVUES at the
ATRE in HOLLYWOOD

since the opening of this

beautiful playhouse, feel proud to have played a small

part in the sensational success achieved, and would be

ungrateful, indeed,

if

we

did not express our apprecia-

tion of the confidence placed in our ability by:

JACK WARNER
LARRY CEBALLOS
FRANK MURPHY

H. A.

thank

members of

and

also

who have

all

other

HALPER
GEORGE RILEY
HUGHIE REYNOLDS
the

House

Staff,

co-operated and been so helpful in every way.

STAGE EQUIPMENT, including
ARPO COUNTERWEIGHT SYSTEM also installed
byComplete

original

Enter-

Lucas and
are the prime

which Arthur

in

K.

William

Jenkins

ARMSTRONG-POWER

The

Rialto Theater here, a Publix
house, inaugurated \'itaphone and
Movietone about two months ago.

STUDIOS,

Clifton to Make
H'of Coast Bureau.

Los Angeles

—

T-S Sound Film
THE hlLM D.AILY
Elmer Clifton, who

Main

year made a trip around the
world, is to direct a sound picture
Patsy
for Tififany-Stahl. in which

Inc.

Office:

last

2301

Ruth Miller and Malcolm MacGregor

MIRAMAR STREET

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

are to be co-starred.

Photophone Equipment in Fall?
Photophone
Hagerstown, Md.
equipment ordered for Nixon's Acad-

—

until

theater here will not be installed
late

manager

fall,

Alan

J.

Bachrach,

of the house, believes.

Newmeyer

to Direct

City
LTniversal
direct sound

— Fred

NOTE:

Specially

PHONE

SCREENS,

Sound

Newmeyer

sequences for "It
Can be Done," Universal picture
starring Glenn Tryon.

FRAMES

—

been oversubscribed.

and

installed

PICTURES.

designed

and

approved

HORN TOWERS

and

VITA-

SPECIAL

SOUND-PROOF DRAPING, supplied
suitable for all Systems of TALKING

with

will

French Issue Oversubscribed _
Public stock issue of $750.Paris
Darnton
test.
3
a
real
jriting "In Hollyivood," for N. Y. 000 of the French Phototone Co. has
Charles

Inc.

Selected as the logical studio to execute

factors.

emy

Fear?

enterprise or fear that

one company after

Macon Houses Being Wired

prises

STUDIOS,

D.-IILY

1-lI.M

— S'ound

new process

Sound

>oks and

Bureau.

Coast

ll'rst

ARMSTRONG-POWER

THE

<Btl

DAILV

Warners

Syd Chaplin

"Just Married"

"The Terror"
Length: 7774
sound)

/(.

Parammint

Sunday, August

Length: 6039

liiJjjjt

"The Scarlet Lady"

in

Lotgth:

Columbia

"Skirts"

ft.

19,

6575

FOR BOX-OFFICE. Rl
FIRST MYSTERY STORY IN
Length: 5801 ft. SIAN REVOLUTION STORY
M-G-M
COMPLETE SOUND NOVEL. A FEW HILARIOUS SITUAFAMILIAR PATTERN WI'
KEYED FOR BIG MONEY. DIA- TIONS KEEP THIS FROM PONDEROUS AT TIMES BUT ALL OF THE NECESSARY
LOGUE RETARDS ACTION FLOPPING.
LIGHT FARCE HAS SOME COMEDY HIGH- GREDIENTS IN IT TO PUT
MAKING PICTURE VERY SIMLIGHTS. A GOOD PROGRAM OVER.
ILAR TO PLAY. VERY AVERCast.... Ruth Taylor, all right; COMEDY BUT A LITTLE TOO
Lya de Putti's work var
Cast.
AGE AS A SILENT PICTURE.
(/>(

O. K.

(

l."

.

Cast.

.

.

.

Uiiifoniily oxcellcnt.
via Vitaphone

May

McAvoy's voice

improving; her performance very good.
ICdvvard Everett Horton, fine as detective. Louise Fazenda splendid, as
usual.
John Miljan and Otto Hoffman effective in character-talking
parts.
Others, all first-rate, Alec
Francis, Holmes Herbert, Matthew
Betz, Frank Austin, Joseph Girard.
Story and Production. ... Mystery
meller.
A novelty first; secondly,

"The Terror" comes through
pretty good
mystery yarn.
spooky and

as

a

It's

despite the
fact that the dialogue slows up the
action and results in a picture which
has some noticeably prominent slack
What you really have is not
spots.
a
motion picture as pictures are
known but a stage play on the screen
with shadow players instead of the
There are shortcomings,
real thing.
but nevertheless the film ranks easily as the best made in sound to date.
The improvements over early efforts
are very marked.
Direction, Roy Del Ruth, generally
thrilling,

it's

very good; Author, I*3dgar Wallace:
Scenario,
Harvey Gates; Editors,
Thos. Pratt. Jack Kiloper; Titles and
Dialogue, Joseph Jackson; Photography, Barney McGill, excellent.

"A
Sterling

Length: 5366

/(.

HOODS.
Cast.... Reed Howes good as the
boy facing the death penalty. Josenicely as his sweetie

and daughter of the district attorney.
Others Mary Carr, Lee Shumway.

and

Production.

.

.

.

Crook

arn with most of the action provided in flashbacks from the court
room, where the youth is on trial.
Charged with killing a gang leader
the kid refuses to talk, although indications are that the district attorney,
\

ambitious to become governor,

is cerWhen her
of a conviction.
father declines to listen to her version of what happened the femme
tells
Then it develops
the judge.
that the boy, playing the gentleman,
willing to die so the girl's legal
is
papa will never know that daughter
disobeyed his conmiand to leave the
house that fatal night. It's hard to
swallow from the standpoint of plausibility.
Up to the expose, the story
manages to hold interest fairly well.

tain

.

Robert Hill, fair; Author, Piggy Gcddis; Scenario, l-ranDirection,

cis

tiuihan;

Editor,

Titles, I'ranci.'. Ciuihan;

.XOt

credited

Photography,

Herbert Kirkpatrick, okay.

good. Betty

is

satisfactory.
Not known here.

Others

who

is a stowaway aboard, and the
bride-to-be falls for a young ardent
who gets in her stateroom while
drunk.
Little effort is made to explain some of the far-fetched incidents, but there is running around
galore, and finally a double wedding
There are
in the captain's cabin.
times when this gets guffaws, so that
patrons probably will overlook the
weak spots. Some of the titles are
great, but the words put into the
mouths of Austin are hopeless. The
story moves at a fast clip. It's from
the play by Anne Nichols.

Eng-

.This BritStory and Production.
ish-made film is slow in developing
and sags at times, but there are a
few bits which carry a load of laughs,
notably the fight in the night club.
.

Story and Production. .. .Concerns
a series of mix-ups at sea, as a couple
is returning to America to be married.
The insipid bridegroom is running away from his French fiance,

.

wow, as are some of the
tempts of Syd and his boy friend

That's a

at-

to

square themselves, with their wives.
Syd has the added handicap of a
mother-in-law to overcome, in efforts
they spent the
to explain where
night, after a row in a night club.
A jealous prize fighter adds to Syd's
troubles.
Not much of a story but
there are some good situations to
You can put this over
get laughs.
on the strength of Chaplin, but don't
oversell it, as he's made a number of
much funnier features.
Direction, Jess Robbins and

Wheel-

Dryden, good; Author, from "Little Bit of Fluff" stage play by Walter W. Ellis; Scenario, Wheeler Dry-

er

Direction,

Frank

Strayer,

fairly

good; Author, Anne Nichols; Scen-

Frank Butler and Gilbert Pratt;
Editor, B. F. Zeidman; Titles, George

ario,

Marion, Jr.; Photography,
Cronjager, very good.

Edward

den;

Editor,

Ralph

Length: 6071

Not

Spence;

Guissart
good.

and

credited;

Titles,

Photography, Rene
George A. Pocknall,

ance.

First National

Don Alvarado good

Warner Orland, does

as lo\

work

nice

heavy; Otto Matieson, very good
valet.
Jacqueline Gadsden in mil
role.

Story and Production.
.Drama
Russian Revolution.
A number
pictures
dealing with Russia
Bolshevism rob this of its newne
You find a few of the circumstanc
changed and that's all. De Putti
.

.

;

the

commoner who

falls

in

love wi

Alvarado, the aristocrat; with Olai

Red leader forming the oth
of the triangle.
Aristocrat t
lieves connnoner untrue, throws h
out.
Then the revolution and the i
newal of the scales.
lords it over aristocrat, but love,

as the

end

Common

conquers;
De Putti sav
Alvarado just before execution ai
together they flee the country ai
end up in Belgium where they fir
happiness
It's been done before,
vou see, but it's full of sure-fire hoi

usual

.

if

;

not originality.

Direction,
Alan Crosland, sati
factory: Author; Elmer Harris; Scei
ario, Bess Meredyth; Editor, Frar!
Atkinson; Titles, Not credited; Ph«
tography, James Van Trees, spotty

"Harold Teen"
ft.

.

"Undressed"

Length: 7541

ft.
Sterling — S. R.
Length 5385 ft
VERY NEARLY A PICTURE
ENTERTAINGOOD
LIGHT
THIS
WITHOUT A PLOT.
WORN-OUT COMED'j
ROWDY, RIOTOUS
TALE OF A PRINCESS RE- MENT.
TURNING TO HER SMALL HIGH SCHOOL COMEDY THAT DRAMA PLOT USED
HOME-TOWN. NOT FOR BIG MAKES 'EM LAUGH FROM MEDIOCRE FILM. O. K. AS
HOUSE AUDIENCES.
PROGRAM PICTURE IN SMAL2|
Cast.... Mary Astor splendid as START TO FINISH.
:

III

Her work's improved
Cast. ... .Arthur Lake in the name
Lloyd Hughes does the old role perfect as our high school hero.
enough.
sweetheart
well
Louise Mary Brian more animated than
Fazenda and Lucien Littlefield cork- usual.
Alice White does nicely as
ing.
Others Thelma Todd, Ray- the other girl. Others Lucien Littlemond McKee, Eileen Manning and field, Jack Duffy, Ben Hall and Jack
Virginia Gray.
Egan.
Story and Production .... Comedy
Story and Production. .. .You've
drama of the American-born princess
seen the story screened many times
who, bankrupt, returns to her nabut it's the kind that never misses
tive heath and to her childhood love.
The town, including her aunt and when well handled. Harold Teen's
grandad sends him to high school
uncle, plan a big welcome-home rewhere he goes through the familiar,
ception. The princess arriving ahead
razzing.
His competitor in love is
of schedule, is mistaken for a seamhis cousin, who plays the cad, also
stress but the old boy friend doesn't.
in love with
Mary Brian, another
Realizing that the blowout means a
After gaining much popugreat deal to her aunt and other student.
larity through the introduction of the
relatives the girl makes a second entrance into the city, this time elegant- Harold Teen Drag, etc., he stages a
school movie which naturally is a
ly attired in royal regalia, or someburlesque, and a comedy smash.
A
thing like it.
All the moth-eaten
comedy hokum is brought in during goofy student blows up a dam and
preparations for the reception and Harold, suspected of having done the
the gathering itself.
And naturally, job, is wanted by the police. He
ducks out but is brought back to
the love interest.
It's antique but
sure-fire if the audience isn't too score the winning touchdown in the
big football game, which is another
particular.
Titles great.
Direction, William Beaudine, suffi- burlesque victory.
cient unto the story: Author, Juliet
Direction,
Mervyn LeRoy, fine;
VVill)ur Tonikiiis; Scenario, Adelaide Author, Tom
J. Geraghty; Scenario,
lleilbron;
Editor,
Frank
Ware; Xot credited; Editor, Leroy Stone;
Titles,
Not credited; Photography, Titles, Not credited: Photography,
the

Dunn does

Cast.... Syd always
Balfour,
lish.

.

generally very good. Photograph
badly and this hurts her perfor

LONG.

"Heart to Heart"

MODERATELY ENTERTAINWHICH
AVERAGE
ENDS WEAKLY.
STUFF FOR THE NEIGHBOR-

Story

Lila Lee, good.

First National

—S.R.

ditto,

Austin's role awful,
but William
though it's not all his fault, with the
handicap of silly titles thrown in;

Million for Love"

ING ON-TRIAL STORY

phine

James Hall and Harrison Ford,

a

princess.

lot.

Sol

Polito, good.

Ernest

llaller,

good.

THEATERS.

Cast. .. .Virginia Brown Faire
affected as the little girl of the stor>
i

Bryant Washburn, with his comi
mustache, plays a semi-serious heav>
Ernest Torrence and Hedda Hoppe
both good as the girl's parents.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
drama which goes to prove that
young girl should be given an allow
ance.
In this case father didn't am
the femme, in order to pay off
bridge debt, poses for a friend-artisi
The artist learns that she loves
youth and, in an effort to bust u
the engagement, does the portrai
over, this time in the nude.
Th
girl tries to destroy the picture,
squabble follows, in fact several, an
finally the artist is found apparentl
dead.
Everybody in the cast want
to be blamed for the "crime."
In th
last reel is develops that the artis
is not so dead, after all.
Like a tru
gentleman, he places the blame on a
imaginar\' burglar.
Direction,
Phil
Rosen, passabl
good; Author, John Leeds; Scenari(
Francis
(juihan;
Editor,
Rober
Carlisle: Titles, Terrence Daugherty
Photography, Herbert Kirkpatricl

okay.

"Midnight Madness"

Buzz Barton

"Stocks and Blondes'

Ted WellH

in

hi

"The Bantam Cowboy"
"Thunder Riders"
Length: 4363 ft.
COMEDY DRAMA FBO
Length: 4893 ft. Univeral
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT WHICH IS ANEITHER
HOT ON
THIS
IS JUST
SO MUCH
A SO-SO WESTERN. SUIT- FILM. EVEN THE KIDS
WITH FAIR STORY. FINE COMEDY OR STRONG ON
ONE OF THOSE ABLE FOR DAILY CHANGE ABLY WILL WALK OUT.PROBCAST, SOME HUMOR AND DRAMA.
IT'S
THINGS.
HOUSES AND THE KIDS. BUZZ PRETTY BAD.
THRILLS. WILL PLEASE.
Cast.
Skeets Gallagher gets by, BARTON A LIKABLE YOUNGCast.
.Wells does some riding
Length: 5G60

^nthe

ft.

FBO
WEAK.

.

.Clive Brook outstanding,
Cast.
with Jacqueline Logan scoring; Walter McGratli hasn't much to do.
.

.

Production. .. .Starts
out in New York, with a girl marryng a diamond "king" for his money.
When he learns of it, he takes her
to South Africa, where she endures

and

Story

believes friend husband
and hates him for it.
Just as he's to take her to England,
her former employer, to whom she
sent a cable divjlging location of the

hardships,
a

tightwad

mine appears to take her back. There
but
is a fight, and hubby is tied up,
she returns to save him from a lion.
There are some corking titles wMich
The climax
this up at times.
lift
carries a thrill.

And

the narrow es-

cape of the hero from the lion should
be played up in the advertising. Good
for any day of the week.

.

Length: 5493

/(.

.

only that. The direction or the situations were responsible, we don't
know which. Jacqueline Logan, the
feminine lead is satisfactory.
Gertrude Astor does her usual !>tuff. Albert

Conti, satisfactory.

Story and Production
There
very much to recommend in
this.
Gallagher plays the smart aleck
stock clerk who complains about
Miss Logan is
missing his chance.
isn't

his sweetie who works in a night
club and conceives the idea of picking
up tips from visiting stock
brokers, passing them on to Gallagher without advising him where
Gallagher cleans
they come from.
up. then catches the girl in an apparently compromising position and
throws her over. Girl figures it's the
money that is spoiling him, spills the
beans and finally breaks him. Then
he gets his old job back, reconciliaOrdinary in develtion and finish.
opment and the comedy misses nearly all the way.

Cast.

some

..

HOW HE

STER.
.

.

RIDES!

.Buzz Barton,

just a

and fighting but
whole-

The

acting is nothing to
even talk about.
Others include
Frank Rite, Dorothy Kitchen.
kid.

Story and Production.
Western.
don't change 'em very much.
.

.

.

They

either the oil stakes or the cattle that the menace and his mob are
after.
In this case, it's Briggs' ranch
through which it appears the railroad
wants to extend its trackage. Business of attempting to bump off the
old man in order to seize the propSheriff loves Briggs' daughter.
erty.
Buzz and his pal enter the proceedings and are instrumental in saving
Briggs' life, his daughters, the ranch
and in bringing together the girl and
the sheriff for the clinch.
It's
a
pretty tame affair, but in the neighIt's

borhood house where

this

was caught

the kids in the audience at times got
sutficiently enthused to emit a few
shrieks here and there.

Harmon Weight,
F.
Direction,
Direction, Louis King, all right;
Direction, Dudley Murphy, not so
good; Author, from "The Lion's good; Author, Dudley Murphy; Sce- Author, Rob't North Bradley; SceTrap" by Daniel Rubin; Scenario, nario, Dudley Murphy; Editor, Pan- nario, Frank Howard Clark; Editor,
Robert N. Lee; Editor, Ben Pivar; do Berman; Titles, Randolph Bart- Delia ^I. King; Titles, Frank DaughConway; Photography, erty; Photography, Roy Eslick, very
Jack
Titles, Edwin Justus Mayer; Photog- lett,
Virgil Miller, very good.
good.
raphy, David Abel, very good.

"A

'Prowlers of the Sea"
Length: 5160

Tiffany-Stahl

ft.

THE OLD GUN-RUNNING
PLOT AGAINST A CUBAN SETKEEPS THIS MELOITING
DRAMA IN THE SO-SO CLASS.
OKAY FOR THE SMALLER
HOUSES.

Bit of Heaven"

Excellent-S. R.

ft.

pretty

.

John

G.

Adolfi,

all

right; Author, John Francis Natteford; Scenario, John Francis Natteford;
Editor,
Desmond O'Brien;
Titles, Ludley Mason; Photography,
G. O. Miller, good.

Length: 4700

all.

The

Dyer, Leo White,

Bob Barnes. Peewee

Holmes and Vic

L' Estrange.
Story and Production.
.This will
take you back to several years ago,
when anything could get by if it
carried a western label, and contained a few fights, shooting and riding.
In this they try to sell a visit.

.

ing

eastern girl the idea that the
is wild and woolly.
Her fortune-seeking fiancee, turns out to be
a crook and abducts her, seeking to
force her to marry him.
He fails
and she takes the hero, for no good
reason, at all.
There are a few attempts to bolster it with comedy, but
these miss. All told, it's pretty blah.
Director William Wyler must have
had his hands full trying to make
something out of this, but it was just
too bad for him.

West

Direction, William Wyler; Author,
Basil Dickey; Scenario, Basil Dickey
and Carl Krusada; Editor, Harry

Marker; Titles, Gardner Bradford;
Photography, Milton Bridenbecker,
fair.

"Modern Mothers"
Length: 6540

ft.

/(.

Cast....Re.x Lease does a Doug
Fairbanks imitation.
Mildred Harris walks through the feminine lead.
Others Mitchell Lewis. Helene Jerome Eddy, Otis Harlan and Jack
Richardson.

Story and
Production .... Feeble
story, tied up with a poor continuity,
is a big factor on making this rambling affair mighty dull.
The girl
won't

marry her speed-crazed boy

friend unless he quits the track. Follows a dispute, made worse by the
villainy of the wish-washy heavy, and
the speedster goes off to Tia Juana to
raise
the
devil.
He incidentally
beats up a Mexican gambling dive,
gets jailed and then escapes through
the efforts of his mechanics. Trailed
by a flock of motorcycle cops he
manages to arrive at the track to win
the speed handicap.
The race, by
the way, is the tamest seen in some
time.
There is nothing new in the
picture.
Most of the names used
only appear in but a few shots.

.

banks, Jr., fair as the young playwright.
Barbara Kent ordinary as
the sweet young thing. Others Ethel
Grey Terry. Alan Roscoe, Gene

and George Irving.
and Production.
M.other
love story backgrounded by small
New England town and Broadway.
Keeping secret the fact that she is
the mother of a unsophisticated miss,
.~)tone

Story

.

.

.

a stage star visits her sister's home
to see the girl.
Her reputation, aided
bv sensational publicity, has beaten
her into town and consequently the
villagers shun her.
Her daughter is
in love with a hopeful young pli-ywright but through the wishes of her
supposed parents is engaged to a

poor;

bankrolled youth.
The girl sends
her sweetheart to the actress, who
aids him in getting his play produced.
Not realizing that the boy is her
daughter's sweetheart she falls in
In order to bring
love with him.
about a reconciliation between the
couple the mother frames a compromising scene featuring herself.
Story holds your interest throughout.

Rowland Kingston; Scen- Author, Not credited; Editor, BerWerner; Editor, Not tha A. Montaigen; Scenario, Not
Elsie
ario,
credited; Titles, Not credited; Pho- credited; Titles, A.\ Martin; PhotogSynder-Walter raphy, Max Dupont and Wm. L^nEdward
tography,

Direction, Phil Rosen, good; AuPeter Milne; Scenario, Peter
Milne; Editor, Ben Pivar; Titles, Not
credited; Photography, Joe Walker,

credit to Excellent.

bad.

Steele, Bill

Griffith,

.

.

Direction,

Julia

Columbia

Excellent—S. R.

about

COLUMBIA OFFERS A VERY
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT IN WEAK, FAMILIAR AUTO RAC- GOOD
DRAMA IN THIS ONE.
THIS SOCIETY-STAGE DRAMA. ING STORY LACKING ANY GOOD
ENTERTAINMENT
LOVE INTEREST, SUSNOT PARTICULARLY NEW PARTICULAR
BOX-OFFICE WITH
STORY SPLENDIDLY EN- MERIT. ONLY A FAIR NUM- PENSE AND SYMPATHY.
Cast.
.Helene Chadwick does the
ACTED.
BER FOR SMALL HOUSES.
actress painstakingly. Douglas Fair-

Cast....Lila Lee, pepped up and
.Ricardo Cortez gets by as
years younger, gives an outlooking
the
does
Myers
Carmel
the captain.
She's corkw. k. vamp stuff as the flame lead. standing performance.
George Fawcett gives a familiar ing, and no longer the old convenBryant Washburn does
iperformance as head of the Spanish tional Lila.
well as her husband. Richard Tucker
forces.
fine performThe contributes his usual Mattox,
Production
and
Story
Lucy
Others Martha
ance.
grandchildren.
has
old
it
story's so
Otto Lederer and JacBeaumont,
Commandant of Spanish forces in queline Gadsden.
Cuba assigns a dashing young capIt's the
Story and Production
tain to the job of preventing gunrunning on the coast. The Cubans family-interference theme that forms
commandeer a local vamp to take the nucleus of the yarn. Against his
the captain's mind off duty but the aunt's wishes Washburn marries a
girl makes
the mistake of falling stage star and said aunt, who has
The cap- been boosting another society bud
in love with her victim.
tain is broken in rank when a load as her matrimonial choice, sets about
of munitions slips through the lines. to break up the marriage. Washburn
The girl big-heartedly goes to the comes to believe that his wife is
A row
her friendly with a composer.
conmiandant,
confesses
both
Cap- ensues and he goes abroad, planlove and the Cubans' plot.
But his love for his
tain, also being big-hearted, forgives ning a divorce.
And that's SDOuse brings him back to the theand all ends sweetly.
that.
The production is well-made ater a year or so later and a reconthroughout and the acting is good ciliation is effected. The production
enough for the story. The titles are is carefully made and thoroughly a
Cast.

William

"The Speed Classic"

Length: 6867

that's

others struggle through the childish
story, without anything standing out.
Others in cast: Charlotte Stevens.

Direction,

Cliff

Wheeler,

good;

Direction,

Bruce

Author,

Haas.

good.

derhill;

Class C.

Mitchell,

thor,

good.

I
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"Smith's Restaurant"
Sennett Pathe

Usual Bcanery Comedy

"Vultures of the Sea"

Mascot

Pictures
Serial
a

Production

of

Houses

play

that

serials

everythinR

ROt

It's

.

.A.nn Jackson, take a crack at the
restaurant business or more honestopinly the restaurant business takes a
three
But the customers
crack at them.

have

winner in this, the reviewer's
ion hcing based on the first
episodes.

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The Smith family, namely Raymond McKee, Ruth Hiatt and Mary
.

Corking, Good Se7-kd

A
Tvpe

—

Mack

The murcamera started grinding.
der of Capt. Enright condemns the
elder Armstrong to death although
latter

is

The

innocent.

"Rubber Necks"
Let George

Do

Stern Bros.

son,
de-

Doesn't Click
played by Johnnie Walker, is
termined to find out the real mur- Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
derer and for that purpose ships
A lot of slapstick gags have been
aboard the Sampson, a "hell ship" injected into this in an effort to get
It
on which the first three episodes it over, but it falls pretty flat.
take place. Tom Santschi plays Capt. starts out with George and Pal as
Hawley and so well developed is the flapjack artists in a restaurant winyarn that you don't know whether dow% and includes a chase after a
Which purse snatcher, which sets the boys
he's a no good guy or not.
Shirley Mason ill with the girl and they become
is great for serials.
plavs the heroine and, while she dicks in her dad's apartment house.
hasn't much to do, her name plus A monkey brought in by a tenant,
the others, will give you something provides them with plenty of work,
There's a mysterious and then there are some spooky bits,
to talk about.
something for which all parties are but it's just too bad so far as laughs
That, in addition to the arc concerned.
gunning.
Gus Meins directed.
murder theme, supplies the background. The sea figures in important"Riders of the Woods"
ly and many of the shots of the
Universal
rigging and the waters are nicely
Just So-So
this
in
everything
get
You
done.
reel western
that the ideal serial should have, Type of production. .2
Edmund Cobb does some hard ridthrills, mystery, love and plenty of
ing in this western, and there is litIt's there.
action.
tle else to it but a hackneyed plot
which concerns itself chiefly with
.

.

.

"Just

Mermaid

Dandy"

— Educational

Usual Conedy Business

Type

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

Jerry Drew plays the lead in this
and contributes nothing of any great
value to a comedy that is, at best,
Like so many of its kind,
average.
the story is nil, or next door to it
and whatever ragged continuity you
find therein is strung loosely together
by a scries of gags, some of which
hold up fairly well, but most of
which are not particularly new. Directed by Stephen Roberts.

"Sunny Italy"
Aesop Fables Pathe
Aitwising Cartoon

—

Type

of production...!

reel

novelty

much-cartooned
kidnapping with
Maria Mouse as the sweet young
thing who is abducted while out in
a gondola with her l)oy friend, Antonio.
Our hero pursues the villain
to his lair.
The heavy flees with the
maiden, and our liero, on board of
a seahorse, overtakes them and efThis Aesop Fable
fects the rescue.
This

business

subject

the
offers
the
of

is

cleverly done.

is

way-

is

made

prisoner, but starts his horse for the
post with the gold tied to the saddle.
It works out with some fast riding
by all hands in chase of the money
bag. Of course. House proves to be
the big hero by freeing hin*6elf and
arriving with the marshal's posse in
time to capture the gang who had
captured the gal at the post station.
The kids will like this one, featuring
as it does the youthful hero doing
all the things boys dream that they
would like to do. Directed by Joseph

Levigard.

There
arriving at the final clinch.
is
the good old bank robbery, the
girl's brother framed, and the hero
But the villain
taking the blame.
had written a paper, which proves
his undoing.
It probably will please
the kids and the not-too critical
western fans.

Joseph Levigard

"A Hurry Up Marriage"
Snappy Comedy Universal
Mock Marriage
production.
.2 reel comedy
Type of
In the town of Sap Center they de-

—

.

up the barn dance with a
mock marriage. High-brow Harold
and Alice are made the goats. But
Harold slips one over by substituting
cide to pep

discovered before the ceremony is
concluded, so the wedding party slip
into a flivver and the minister finishes
the marriage speeding down the road
with the gal's father in hot pursuit.
The skit is well gagged, and delivers
a fair

hick

Sound
& McCullough
"The Interview"

Clark

Type

—

of production.

.

1

reel

magazine

A

rather diverting magazine-type
subject that rambles pretty much
around the world. The various shots
are held together through a peep
show idea in which you see a shot
of folks apparently at a circus side
show glancing into the peep machines, followed by the actual shot
of what they are supposed to see.

in

of production. Sound picture
There are some who may think
this sounds a bit tinny, but it will
get the laughs, make no mistake
about it, and the clowning of this
pair
treat.

of

musical comedy stars, is a
They appear as two moss-

Dick Rich and His
"Synco Symphonists"
Vitaphone (No. 2594)
FJxcellent

production. .Sound PictureFine entertainment this. Dick Rich
looks like AVhiteman, but indulges in
good iiatured banter where Paul does
not.
Rich's gang plays three numbers, "Chloe," "Lovely Little
Silhouette" and "St Louis Blues" and
each one goes over in fine style. The
boys in the band do specialties with
their
instruments very effectively.
"Chloe" is interspersed with vocal
selections while two attractive misses
dance during one of the other ofiferof

iiigs.

"The Danger Trial"— Featurette
Universal

Pioneer Days

Type of production. .2 reel Western
Newton House, the juvenile, shapes
up well as a rider, and goes through
some fast and snappy action in a
conventional

story

of

the

frontier

"Crowd" Stunt
arrangement was made

An

with the Illinois Power and
Light Corp., the Gushard Department Store and the Scovill
Furniture Store, whereby they
co-operated witJi the Lincoln
Square at Decatur, IlL, on a
stunt to have a girl live "as
c.T« of 'The Crowd' in a specially designed and furnished
apartment in Scovill's display
write-ups
Special
window.
were given in daily papers and
crowds were on hand at all
times when the young woman
was in the store window, which
was at meal hours and in the
evening after ten. Cards calling
attention to the picture and
teaser cards asking those interested in the girl to call a
certain number were on display.
The phone number was the
theater and meant "come to see

"The Crowd.'"

following with "Georgianna" and
ing with "Daisy Days" and "Five
Foot Two." In evening dress for the
opener and singing in a high treble
Norman then switches to a country
boy role for the second number,
changing his voice with the outfit.
The third is a flapper number in

Nice entertainment.
Albert Spalding Playing

"Gypsy Airs" and "Souvenir"
Vitaphone (No. 439)

.

back senators, about to be interviewed by a girl reporter.
Wisecracks and the typical mannerisms
will bring down the house.
Then
they wind up with a song, although
announcing "We don't sing so good,
but we sure sing loud."
A corker
for any bill.

Type

A

which Norman demonstrates his ability to sing al la female and male.

Movietone
Plenty of Laughs

di-

"The Peep Show"
Hodge-Podge Educational
Varied and Interesting

amount of laughs. It is a good
type of comedy.
Directed by

Doran Cox.

rected.

Type

.

his real sweetheart whose father objected to Harold. The substitution is

It Series

—Universal

192

a post rider carrying the

that

are seasoned deadheads and a lot of
anv serial ever made has, and a ROod calamity, some of which is funny, redeal more than many of those on the sults.
Daphne Pollard, the comic
market today.
English actress, helps the entertainTo begin with the story is there. ment, which is mild. Phil Whitman
What serial is directed.
Mystery, of course.
The usual lunch room
But "Vultures slapstick with antics dating back to
a serial without it?
of the Sea" shows signs of having the early Sennett era.
been carefully planned before the

the

is

Golconda Mine payroll, and
laid by the outlaws. The boy

Short Subject Reviews
Silent

He

19,

Karyl Norman in "Types"
Vitaphone (No. 2662)
Nice Entertainment
Type of production. .Sound Picture
"The Creole Fashion Plate" as
Karyl Norman, female impersonator,
is known does three numbers, open-

Very Delightful
production. Sound Picture
A noted violinist of the concert
stage, Albert Spalding has made for
Vitaphone a delightful and altogethFirst he plays
er charming number.
Type

of

.

His renthe familiar "Gypsy Airs."
He closes with
dition is exquisite.
"Souvenir" (Drdla), likewise a familiar and lovely composition which
.\
is
played with fine technique.
worthy addition to any program.
,

Rosa Raisa and Giacoma Rimini in
Duet from "U Trovatore"
Vitaphone (No. 524)
Opera at Its Best
Type of production. .Sound Picture
Another operatic number on the
This is more comVitaphone list.
l)rehensivc because a libretto, in the
form of a written title, explains the
motivation. The voices of Raisa and
Rimini are splendid, the latter's being particularly powerful and sustrifle long, but generally
tained.
excellent of its type.

A

1,200 Seater for Southampton
Schlanger and
St>utliampton, L. I.
Ehrenreich will draw plans for a
1,200-seat theater to be built at Main
It will
Street at a cost of $175,000.
open next summer.

—

Sallv Eilers Injured

West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILV

— Sally

Eilers,

one

of

the "Wampas Baby Stars," was injured when her automobile collided
emergency
truck.
.\fter
with
a
treatment, she went to her home.

OAlLY
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United Artists Ahead of Schedule
Thirteen of 19 Pictures on Program Already Completed or in Work- African Scenes to be
Intefwoven in New Paramount Sound Film ^ Ralph Wilk's Paragraphs on Studio Activities

IIX

MORE PRODUCTIONS

A

Little
By

Thirteen of the 19 pictures on the
928-29 United Artists' program are
ompleted or in production within
"Steamboat Bill, Jr.,"
he month.

Two

"Tempest," "The
Lovers,"
A/'oman Disputed," "The Battle of
he Sexes," "Revenge" and "Hell's
This is a
Vngels" are completed.
ecord for the company so far as beng ahead of scheduled is concerned.
Vilma Bankv's "The Awakening,"
Griffith's "The Love Song."
). W.
"The Rescue,"
Colman's
Ronald
Iron
"The
Fairbanks'
Douglas
^lask," Rex Ingram's "Three Pasions" and Henry King's "She Goes
o War" are in production, four of
he films almost completed.
Gloria Swanson's "Queen Kelly"
production before Sept. 1.
inters
Chaplin's unit is building
"harlie
ets for "City Lights." Camilla Horn
s en route to the Coast to play opposite John Barrymore in the Ernst
Lubitsch production that will be
Mary
started within a few weeks.
Pickford's story is nearly ready and
September.
in
begins
production
and
"Nightstick"
West's
Roland
Herbert Brenon's "Lummox" have
jeen scenarized and adapted and are
jeing cast.

from ''Lots"
RALPH

BRETHERTON,

the

director, and Charles R. Condon
have the distinction of having worked on "Caught in the Fog," the first
talking picture to play the MetroCharlie wrote
politan, Los Angeles.

Woman

Disputed,"

Norma

TalHolly-

.nadge's new picture, has left
wood for New York with a print of
The picture will be synthe film.
:hronized with score and sound efects at Camden, N. J.

Paramount Signs Arnold Kent
Arnold Kent, young Italian player
who came to Hollywood by way of
the German and French studios, yesterday signed a new featured player
His next
contract with Paramount.
part will be in "The Letter."

+

+

Carol

Ray

*

*

When

*

Our Passing Show: Ronald
Colman, Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Strange and Noll Gurney playing tennis on Colman's court;

Cummings,
and
Woolenstume

Irving

smiling
Charles

HuU

Frank

entering a projec-

tion room.

is

*
versatile, to say

HARRY DELF

*

*

*

Rogers, Jack Oakie,
Sam Hardy, Hai-ry Gribbon
and other Calif ornians, noted
for their wit, have new com-

she

"A Woman

completes her role

Director

Current Releases

in

which she
John Gilbert,

of Affairs," in

co-starring with
Greta Garbo will begin work

is

an

in

Starring "Chic" Sale
{Fox-Movietone

story by John Colton. Sidney Franklin, who made "Quality
Street," will direct the new M-G-M
picture, which is described as a narNo title
rative of tropical adventure.
has vet been selected.
original

vine,

who

is

here from

New

busy at the
Fox studio, viewing two pictures a day.
York.

Glenn

is

*

*

*

He
keeping busy.
is
now directing "Sinners' Parade"
for Columbia, following which he
will direct a picture for Warners.
Jack made "The Midnight Taxi," a
Warner picture, which will soon play
the Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Jack Adolfi

is

*

*

Extra

u^
um

Signed by F.

N.
James Ford, as extra in Corinne
Lady," has
Griffith's "The Divine
just been signed to a long term
He is
contract by First National.
now appearing in "Outcast," in which
he plays one of the supporting roles.
Miss Griffith is starred.

1

1

(

1

I

1

1

)

RALPH J.

n
m
n
3 M©yiKimvE n
DIETRICH

Film Editor

Columbia Signs Jacqueline Logan
Jacqueline

and Author

"The FamUy Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"
Fox-Movietone
(The
First
Comedies Made on the Coast)
Just Completed
"The Ladies' Man"

Will

Logan has been signed

^

for the lead in "Driftwood," a story

by the late Richard Harding Davis,
which Columbia will bring to the
screen. Christy Cabanne is to direct.

William <S& Pictures

u
n

*

Although Duke Martin has
been in pictures only 15
months, he has become a well

A Famous Doorway
in

Hollywood

MARK SANDRICH
DIRECTOR

comfort

means

wood

that

means home

to traveler*

—

peisonil
of this hotel means home
It also
pleasaol surroundings.
service
thai you are convenicndy located in Hollyamusement centef
film capttol of th< work)

The doorway

—

—

—

—

of Southern California.

Good Food

Pathe Dramas

and George Barraud are in the cast.
William J. Cowen is the director.

*

Lombard

By the way, Charlie and Ray the least. Usually she enacts the
Cannon, who are former trade pa- roles of sweet ingenues, but in "Ned
per boys, are noiv ivorking together McCobb's Daughter" she plays the
Charlie was on the old part of a sophisticated girl. She was
at Fox.
"Motography," while Ray edited and formerly under contract to Fox and
published "Camera." Now, Charlie Sennett, but is now free-lancing.
IS preparing the scenario for Ray's
original, as yet untitled, and which
Colton Story for Greta Garbo
will direct.

[

Sennett Graduate in
Carol Lombard, graduate of recent
Sennett comedies, who appeared in
"Show Folks," has been
Pathe's
given a part in "Ned McCobb's
Daughter," in production at the
Irene Rich has the
Pathe studios.
Robert Armstrong,
title role, while
Theodore Roberts, Edward Hearn

*

*

Rice in McCoy Cast
Frank Rice has been cast in "Humming Wires," Tim McCoy's ne.xt

The
starring vehicle for M-G-M.
picture is based on the building of
the first telegraph and will be directed by John Waters.

He also appeared in
"The Albany Night Boat,"
"Danger Street" and "The
Marriage of Tomorrow."

riyies."

screen story.

the

petition in genial Gleyin All-

Leaves with Talmadge Film
Hal C. Kern, film editor of "The

Schoedstack, producers of "Grass" and
"Chang," on Sept. 24 will begin direction at Paramount of episodes of
"The Four Feathers," into which will
be woven the pictorial material thev
obtained in their expedition to Africa.
The picture will be made with sound
The production is to be of
effects.
roadshow proportions, according to
Jesse L. Lasky.

WIi^K

known comedy "heavy." He
now supporting Richard
is
Dix in "Moran of the Ma-

Hollywood

HOWARD

Cooper and Schoedstack
to Work on "4 Feathers"
Ernest
Mcriani
Cooper and

a Feature

French cbei has auulc the dining room (amout.
breakiasts, hmcheojo o» dinners at popular
Alas • ta carte service.
price*.

A

Club

Just

Completed

'Runaway Girls"
Feature

For

Drama

COLUMBIA

Wruc

ior

reservstioni or free booklet eotitted,

" Hollywood."—today

The Hollywood
—where
Vine

cJie

Plaza Hotel

Aoarvaaj means tiome to travelen

Su ( HeOywood

Btwd, HoBrwood. Coliionte

:
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SELECTING CARPETING

CHARLES

The Stamp

FOR THE THEATER
to be considered in selecof the theater carpet are outlined in the accompanying article,
prepared by Williams
Saylor for
the Bigeloiv Hartford Co., of New
York.
This company specializes in
theater carpets, manufacturing the
Hartford-Saxony, a special weave
The firm supfor theater usage.
plies carpets for a number of leading circuits.
One of the chief problems that confronts the theater owner or manager

TEXAS EXHIBITOR INVENTS

Approval

of

NEW COOIING
Midland,

tion

connection with equipping and furnishing his establislimcnt is the question of selecting the rugs and carpets that are to go in the auditorium,
the lobbies, the balcony and other
in

parts of the theater.

Floor coverings for the theaters
cannot be selected on the same basis

THE

as those for other institutions, for the
PROVAL.
greater part of the areas to be covered in the picture house are spaces
which are not level. Ramps, aisles,
and stairways, these slanting areas
National
make up a theater to the almost complete exclusion of any level floors except in the lobby and possibly the
Chicago E.xclusive distribution of
mezzanine.
Consequently rugs and
the
Coinometer Change Making Macarpets must be chosen which are
made especially to stand up under un- chine has been taken over by Na-

Handling

New

Change-Making Machine

—

SYSTEf

Tex.— W. H. Williams

local

exhibitor, has applied for pat
ents covering a device which he in
stalled in his own theaters for cool-

Directional lighting is important in the operation of any theater, regardless of its size, for it eliminates confusion, helps quick
turnovers and prevents accidents.
By means of aisle lighting, theaters are speeding up the filling and
spilling process.
In this field, an unquestioned leader
is Kauselite Manufacturing Co., which
produces three types of aisle lights,
under the trade name Kauselite. These
are the wall type, made in two sizes,
standard and junior and the standard
chair type.
All three types of Kauselites fill a particular need in the theater.
New houses, of course, specify the integral light when ordering
their chairs.
However, the standard chair type offers great advantage and convenience for chairs already installed.
These are used
to supplement the two wall types.
1 ried and tested for economy and practicability over a period of
years, the Kauselites have
FILM
AP-

&

ing the houses.
The claim is mad(
that the system will lower the tem
perature from 15 to 20 degrees without setting up a gale in the house.
Air is projected from near the ceiling
and operates by inundating rather
than by breeze, as in other systems.
It
is
claimed that the system will

cause still lower temperatures
operated at full capacity.

—

Denv^er ^Song feature films, for
use as organ novelties, are being spe

DAILY STAMP OF

by Alexander Film Indus
which also manufactures advertising films.
These films are animated with live action against colorcialized in
tries,

ful backgrounds.
A color interlude
between stanzas is a feature. An animated figure or moving part of the
background sets the tempo.

Orohestraphone in Jacksonville
Remodelled and
with new equipment, New Frolic has
reopened with Orchestraphone.
Jacksonville, Fla.

—

V

from

Another

A

A

petent rug and carpet merchant.
skilled and experienced dealer is in a
position to make worthwhile suggestions about the three major problems
of selec
installing floor covd on Page 11)
1

—
Co., headed by Carl

White, has moved

new and larger quarters at 1518
Davenport St., formerly the home of
the old E,\hibitors Supply Co. Stocks
to

are to be enlarged as well as the repair department.

when

Alexander Firm Making
Specialty of Song Films

even wear on graded surfaces.

tional Theater Suppl}^ Co.
This is
characteristic of buying
manufactured
by
the
Universal
carpeting for a theater is the fact
that in addition to supplying color, Stamping and Manufacturing Co.,
beauty and harmony to the interior local concern.
The machine calcuof the building, the floor coverings
lates the change, vending it to the
must be such as will deaden the noise
of hundreds of feet during a perform- customer through a cup at either
ance, and also will minimize the dan- side of the machine. Only one stroke
ger to patrons in case of a fall. This of the keys is necessary to complete
means that the theater auditorium the operation, it is stated.
two
must be covered from wall to wall, year free service guarantee and a
and every inch of stair and ramp ten year guarantee against defects of
must be protected with sound-absorb- material or workmanship is offered.
ing carpet.
In order to obtain the most satisOmaha Supply Firm Moves
factory results, the
theater
owner
Omaha
Quality Theater Su'pply
should seek the advice of a most com-

ly;

HYNES

F.

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

Point a

19,

Management

Theater Equipment and
By

Sunday, August

Four Bare Walls
to

one of America's

IOWA

{The

finest

houses!

exemplifies^

the great advantages of Na- k»
tional's

One-Contract Plan J

Calvin Bard
of the New

owner

was

Iowa, says

without restrictions, to the National Theatre Supply Company to start with four
bare walls and accomplish the 100 per cent per-

".

.

.

it

left,

fect job of today.
"I feel glad that
equip my theatre.

this organization to
glad for the harmony
and efficiency which have prevailed during the in-

stallation.

selected

I

I

am

The harmony and smooth working

of

all details could not have been possible had t dealt
with half a dozen individual firms.
"My dealings with National Theatre Supply Company have saved me time, worry, and expense."

National's
One-Contract Plan

DeVry Camera
in
at

is the ideal means of producing a completely
excellently appointed theatre with minimum
pense.

High Favor
Hollywood

Constant

—

George Archainbaud
First National

Corporation,

UU

W.

Center

Offices:

St.,

Chicago,

The new IOWA, at Cedar
is an excel-

Rapids, Iowa,
lent

illustration

the
of
that mnke
National Sei~vice the most
complete, the most effec-

many

tive

things

and

available

reliable,
ever
to the theatre

industry

NATIONAL
THEATRE
SUPPLY CO,
general
624
MICHIQAN BOULEVARD, CHICAQO

I

j

ex-

cooperation with the architects during
the construction of each One-Contract Theatre
assures best results from projection and other necessary equipment as well as the selection and
adaptation of various equipment units to the individual requirements of the architect's design.
Another important feature of the One-Contract
Plan is its arrangements for financing in part or
complete from the ground up.

"Impossible in many shots to
use the Standard Camera. In
each case we took the shots
with a DeVry Camera."

DeVry

and

111.
>,>^Z*

>i^^^^^^^^^

S.

Offices in all Principal Cities
(4147)

y^

THE
unday, August

19,

«^E^
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TALKING SHOP
A

Silver Anniversary of a
Popular Supply Man
Take Stock of Equip-

—

ment Needs of Your
House Nowf
slightly
fTJoe but
Hornstein

"!i

is

over 25 years since
started cranking a

New

winning

personality

square-shooting have won for
lim a host of friends in the East.

md

NOW
your
S^our

is

the time to take stock of

equipment

needs for

Fall.

to

determine

A

general in-

pection tour of the house is in order,
and should be instituted without deStart with the booth and see
lay.
to it that projection, the first consideration in success of your theater, is
given the attention which is its due.
Cooperate with your operator. Then
go over every item of your equipthe equipment
ment, ordering
which is not in ship-shape condition,
or any which your theater has out-

NOW

grown.

By JACK

Keeping your equipment up-

to-date in every respect, and in perfect condition, is real economy. Your
equipment dealer is ready and willing
to extend you cooperation in taking
stock of your equipment, and his expert advice is valuable. Use it.

T OF

siderations
involves
choosing the
highest quality floor covering that
the theater management's allowance
for furnishings will permit.
Thought
must be given to the proper sort of
lining, also for a number of the linings now on the market are not suited to general theater use.
Next to special
type fabrics,
standaitl
grades of worsted wilton carpet are most desirable for use in theaters.
These materials
are hard-backed and have an exceptionally
sturdy surface.
Plain fabrics are sometimes employed, tui
not frequently, because a plain fabric shows
the effects of wear faster than a figured.
After quality and price have been determined, the second problem presents itself:
that of selecting patterns and colors that shall
harmonize with the interior decorative scheme
of the theater in question.
The best theater carpets are designed in
such a way that their colors are luminous
and pleasing under artificial light. The nKK.ern tendency in theaters is to use bright color
effects, which bring to the auditorium an air
of beauty, richness and gaiety especially appropriate in a place of entertainment and

amusement.
Particularly in motion picture theaters, carof brilliant coloring and striking design
make satisfactory installations.
Large and
small houses all over the country aie show'!
ing marked preference for mode
art patterns,, which have the strong colors and eflfei.-ti\e motifs that produce the desired effects.
When colors, designs, and grades have been
selected, there still remains the anual installation
the most trying and difficult
part of the whole tranasction, from the standpoint both of the theater owner and of the
merchant.
It is essential that only the most
skillful layers be permitted to put down the
carpet, for it has to be laid on staircases and
ramps and he fitted around pillars, railings,
seats, and the like.
When the theater is of
modern fireproof construction, the concrete
floors have to be drilled to secure the carper
... a difficult operation.
The seats are usually installed after the
carpet has been put down, being fastened to
wooden blocks inserted in the concrete. When
there are ventilating outlets under each seat,
the carpet must be carefully fitted around
each one.
Despite the difficulty of doing this successfully, it is absolutely essential that all-ovei
floor covering be used and not strips of carpen
When this
laid between the rows of seats.
procedure is followed, it is found that patrons
shuffle their feet on the bare concrete undCh
neath the seats in front, and produce highly
undesirable noise.
One of the factors that makes a theater
installation difficult is the fact that almost
always the carpet has to be put down in a
Especially when an old theater is
hurry.
being recarpeted. all the work has to be done
between the close of the evening performance
Whenever
and the opening of the matinee.
possible, the theater management should so
adjust its program as to allow the carpet laypets

.

.

.

maximum

of time to do their work.

S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel shows again
Snappy summer entertainment, this,
which is billed as "Bitter Sweet that he is a master of the prologue,
Blues," with Paul Ash and his band which first brought him fame, predoing its stuff. The hit of the bill is senting a touching and effective presMiss Wilson of Wilson & Wash- entation to provide atmosphere for
burn, who stops the show with a "Four .Sons."
His prologue demondrunken dude impersonation, high strates the effectiveness of an atmoshat, dress suit, cane and all, singing pheric introduction, and it alone was
"Good-Bye, Broadway. Hello. Mon- sufficient, from the stage angle, to
Miss supplement "Four .Sons."
with
doubles
She
treal."
However
Washburn doing some effective blue effectively staged and presented, and
Honors also go to Grace the balance of the show surel>' is, it
shouting.
Du Fay, whose contortions got a big seems superfluous in consideration of

hand.

the prologue.

Ash

follows Jesse

an organ recital called "The
Evolution of Moon Songs," tracing

the

wife,

A

is followed by
Pass By Your Window," which

ber wins applause and
"I

presents Henry Therrien, assisted by
Follows an effecIrene McBride.

built

tive

Chinese setting, with Berinofif &
performing some unusual

Fulalie,

Presentations Boost
Business in Australia

The Magazine and
Fox Movietone News is followed by
"The Chase," with the Roxyettes, at-

tired in snappy red blouses, white
doing
Sydney Large theaters, which re- breeches, boots and silk hats,
hoofing against a
effective
some
of
deperiod
through
a
went
cently
with the prologue
pressions, are adopting presentation woodland setting,

—

policies daily.

Six of Sydney's lead-

ing houses now spend more than
$8,000 a week on acts for the new

following.

Rube Wolf Transferred
Rube Wolf has
San F"rancisco
shows, with the result that business
Several been transferred to Loew's State, Los
has increased tremendously.
American acts much these shores Angeles, with Gino S«veri replacing
him at the Warfield here.
weekly.

—

of

Fanchon

& Marco

Standard

VAUDEVILLE

uiiLLoa^HBys
"^
no
West 32'*St,NcwyorK.r4y
Phone Penna. 0330

I

man and

beside

—

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres

$29.S0

PmSBURGH

home

a table, the
man singing "Mutterchen," thennsong of the picture.
spot thrown
through the scrim, reveals the mother
sitting on a pedestal, knitting and as
the song progresses, spots find out
the four sons, each depicted in the
They sing
light of their occupations.
the chorus, and the mother gives a
recital, the song fading into the start
of the picture. Tremendously effective and a fitting introduction to a
great picture.
The bill is opened by the Roxy
organists, followed by the Roxy orchestra, Patricia Bowman and Nicholas Daks then appear in "Fantasie
de Papillon," a butterfly dance number against a beautiful ice scene, assisted by the ballet corps. This numat

acrobatic dancing.

Holds 16 Feet Film— Cage— 6
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens

PENN AVENUE^

This introduces a
sitting

Mar-

as to
which house he is to be transferred.
He recently signed a three year contract with the presentation producers.

MOVIE CAMERA
Magazines

TIMES

dovvn

to precede the feature, "Just
ried."
The whole show was
for laughs and pep.

cision

STANDARD

LOEW BUILDING

numbers

Contract for Hermie King
Hermie King, master of
ceremonies at the Fifth Avenue, is
continuing at that house, pending de-

SEPT AUTOMATIC

SQUARE. NEW YORK

moon

various

through the years. It's a corking bit,
and Ash"s band is introduced in a
set resembling a candy box. The boys
are decked out like Turks and play
and sing "Constantinople."
Deszo Retter, veteran comedian
and acrobat, climaxes the stage show,
and his bit of wrestling with himbrought down the house, just
self,
as it has done in vaudeville for years.
Others in the stage show, were the
Dave Gould Boys and Girls, who do'
some fast stepping and Ginger Rogers, who hasn't much to do but look
A Russian Fantasy, boasting
cute.
some good Russian dancing, and
scenic effects open the show, which
had a Paramount News and a Clark
& McCullock Movietone short, the
first sound short to play the house,

Seattle

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

BROADWAY

who

Crawford,

gives

New

SALE!

1540

iROXY HAS IMPRESSIVE

PARAMOUNT PEP SHOW PROlOCyE FOR "4 SONS"

third, the actual installation.
first of these important con-

ers a

LOEW BUILDING

harrowek;

with the desired decorative scheme;

The

L

His

Presentations

(Continued from Page 10)
These problems
erings in theaters.
are: First, the selection of durable
fabrics at a price that meets the theater's budget; second, the choice of
correct colors and designs to blend

and

irojection machine at Coney Island.
since that time, he has served in
nany capacities, to finally emerge as
vice president of National Theater
supply Co., in charge of the
Joe has been a leadiTork district.
ng factor in development of equipnent merchandising to its present

standard.

Selecting Carpeting
for the Theater

11

for Motion Picture Preeentation

The FALLY

Lackawanna 7876

1531

=a

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
BROADWA>.

NEW YORK

CITY

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

THE
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Week*s Headlines

Prod., Ltd., of London,
here to produce "The

Twilight."
P.

1921

English Unit in Australia
A unit of Seven Sea

Sydney

Foreign Markets
By JAMES

19,

CUNNINGHAM

Many

has arrivei

Kingdom

added to the company.

i

Monday
between RCA and W. E.
sound systems now assured.
"Street Angel" grosses
$479,957 in four
weeks' run at Roxy.
Stagehands, exhibitors foresee "jam" at DenInterchangeability

GOf'T MAY REVISE

OBJECTS TO

N. Z.

BRITISHJUOTfl PLAN

—

Sydney
Objections to proposed
enforcement, by legislation, of the
law on June 30, 1929, accordinp to British quota system to make the
a report forwarded by U. S. Assist- showing of English product comant Commercial Attache Douglas Mil- pulsory in New Zealand, is voiced
ler. Berlin, to C. J. North of the M. strongly by leaders in the New ZeaP. Section, Dept. of Commerce.
land trade, who charge the quota is
German distribution is being reg- against all principles of ordinary
slated by Government rules which trade and that it savors far too
have been in force since Jan. 1928, strongly of Government interference
and will be observed until June 30, in "perfectly legitimate private en1929.
I'nder the present system, 260 terprise."
permits for the importation of foreign
Exhibitors are up in arms over
films are to be granted.
It has al- the proposal.
They point out that
ready been demonstrated that with films made in England already rethe end of the old "Kontingent" sys- ceive assistance in Australia and New
tem the necessity for producing com- Zealand, where they are admitted
pensation films in Germany has van- free and where foreign films are
ished.
German production program taxed two cents per foot.
for next season will be considerably
Back with M-G-M?
smaller than it has been in the past
London "Daily Film Renter"' reThis reduction will especialseason.
ly affect the smaller companies who |)orts John S. Robertson who is now
have no distribution organization and back in New York, will rejoin the
who have recently depended on sell- M-G-M directorial force.
ing their output to distributors of
Plans Three in England
films
compensation
.American
as
London
British Screen Prod.,
films.
Many of these small firms
will now be unable to produce, while have made plans for three pictures,
the German market will be closely (ieofifrey Malins will produce them,
controlled by a few of the larger probably in India.
companies, such fts the Ufa, and
(.Continued from Page

1)

—

—

Attention in German film circles is now
being placed on the nature of the regulaAt the
tions which are to be put into force.
recent meeting of the economic committee of
the League of Nations in Geneva the German representative stated that the protection of material culture, art, and tradition
from the influence of foreign films was not
which the economic committee
a subject
could handle, and that Germany does not

a continuation of the right to put
the importation of foreign films on. a quota
basis after June 30, 1929, but that Germany
ask

Comedy Completed

British

Emelka.

for

retains the right to protect its art and culture in other ways quite aside from any
quota or contingent system of film importation designed to protect its film industry, and
for this reason it is considered unlikely that
the Government will protect German films
from foreign competition by direct subsidies
It might easily place
to German companies.
restrictions on the exhibit of foreign films
in German theaters, putting such exhibits on
a percentage basis in relation to the Gcr-

Richmoufit Pictures
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

New York

City

Pres.

London

—The

of

first

Screen

Worton Hall

Prod.

Rowson Announces
London

— Ideal

Ideal's

Films

forcitjn
representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other lea<line independent producersanddistributors
Cable Address:
Address:
Cable
Cable Address:

of

Studios.

Line-up

release
69 features, 112 two-reelers and 52
one-reelers next season.
In the anwill

nouncement by Simon Rowson,

company

stated the
tire

it

is

will distribute en-

outputs of British Lion, London;

Terra Film
America.

("o

Berlin,

and

coast
studio.

plant,

moving company

to

1st

FBO

Tuesday
May

build

production unit.
Publix re-entering

K.

Fox Movietone News

C. theater field.
gets Hoover speech

in

advance.

Iowa exhibitors believe day
town is distant.

of

sound

in small

Wednesday
Different
P.
J
.

ideas

on sound development cause

Kennedy and David

Sarnoflf to split

their
to

own

find
chains of

it

necessary

theaters in
.some of the most modern
existence an extremely costly undertaking.
Until there is some assurance of permanency in German film regulations running for
10 to 15 years, foreign

now

compaiiie<;
"

RICHPICSOC. Paris
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC. N. Y.

Photophone plans.
manufacturers believe day

Radio

television

is

far

of

home

buy

—

in

will

hr<:ifnte
'

licenses of theaters for
violation of child-admittance law.
Human orchestras losing ground at Baltimore.

Motion Picture

Thursday

Industry

Ohio censors waive claim to pass
when Hoover film comes up.
New York Winter Garden to
phone roadshows.
Musicians profess no fear over
John Maxwell, of B. I. Prod.,
cures control

British

of

1st

to

best in Motion Pictures

No

make investments

PANCHARD
MERRICK
MASSAPEQUA
Rd-,

Miles from Queensboro Bridge
Cover Charge except Saturday
Night Sunday Dinner a Specialty
29

—

!|

on dialogue

house

Vita-

sound filiiis.
London, se-

Nat'l-Pathe.

Emil Jannings to remain with Paramount.
Madison, Wis., overseated by six to one.

DAY AND NIGHT

Friday
Coast Western Electric officials predict 3,000
houses will be wired for sound by 1930.
Fox Movietone News to be released twice a
week.
New contract demanded for filming on stage
by Actors' Equity.
French trade votes to eliminate block booking.
P. Kennedy seeks to retire Sam Spring
from First National secretaryship.
Few weeks needed to close Fox-Poli New
England deal.

250

Saturday

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus

Exhibitors of nation seek conference on sound
pictures in New York, Sol Raives, T.O.C.C.
president, says survey shows.
Theaters spending $150,000,000 on sound
equipment, studio executives reported as

4M 1-2-3

saying.
natural

New

market

M-G-M

color process to be placed on
in 30 days.
signs Eva Le Gallienne for sound

pictures.

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

Meistertone to Float Stock
Sponsors of the Meistertone sound system intend floating a
stock issue in the near future.

London

—

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the

world for the purpose of public
instruction.

R?

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

my.

to Dine and Dance
on Long Island

Exporting only the

to the

ofif.

Quebec Gov't revokes

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

Where
on

Specialists

RCA

over

E.

(Jermany or

theaters

Photo
Engraving

unites 200 N. Y. independent theaters in

of

in Germany would be seriously affected by
unrestricted competition of all American films
in the German market.
It is believed that
were this to be the case about 700 American
films would be brought into Germany each
year at cut prices, mining profits in production and distribution, and allowing German
theater owners to buy American programs
very cheaply.
Should this situation arise,

to

INCORPORATED

Nat'l

Bruce Johnson Sails
Bruce Johnson, vice president
man films. If the Government does not put in charge of First National's foreign
through some such regulations the German department, sailed Friday for Europe
exhibitors themselves may voluntarily prac- for an
extended tour of the comtice
exhibition restrictions, as the opening
This is
up of a free market would be injurious to pany's foreign exchanges.
Johnson's annual trip and he expects
certain
interests.
Atnerican companies now doing business to be abroad about three months.
,

EGGERS

increase.

Pushing plan to consolidate New York independent theaters.
Sound picture craze sweeping England.
Joseph P. Kennedy plans to dispose of Pathe

J.

series

12 two-reel Jackie "Hoo-Ray" comedies has been completed at British

American companies might

P'XCLUSIVE

a

wage

ver over

a

Australians will

"1001

FILMS"

Complete reference booklet,
at

(Fifth Edition)
educational films given

listing nearly 3,000

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

5 South

Wabash

Ave., Chiaxgo,

III.

Recognizing the
in

method come

fact that

changes

in the

splendid

advancement of the motion picture
industry, the

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany continues

own

its

march and maintains

its

forward

supremacy

in presenting to the trade

Eastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type 2

— a perfected^ proven product
for

the

cinematographer

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

WHAT'S THIS

V

ABOUT SCOOPS
«¥
Did Mre hear anyone say

^^the

old neivsreels'^ are slow^^f

FOX MOVIETONEWS
has just gotten the biggest ne^ws scoop in years!
Hoover's acceptance speech in Broadivay theatres
24 hours after delivery and Smith's speech of
acceptance to be delivered to theatres for simultaneous release.
fLead

what Arthur Brlihane^ neatest editor
wurites

about this enterprise in his

them
world famous

column **TODAr\ August

of

oil,

14th.

Today
By Arthur

Brisbane.

Herbert Hoover talked to 70,000 people
standing before him, all of whom heard
him distinctly, thanks to voice amplifying
devices. Millions on the Atlantic seaboard
heard him over the radio before he was
heard by those 100 yards away in the
crowd before him. His voice carried by
electricity at 186,000 miles a second went
3,000 miles before his voice carried by
sound waves could go 100 yards.

This is just the begin'
ning of Fox enter'
prise which will be
weekly reflected in

FOX

Twenty-four hoursafter Herbert Hoover
spoke in California he was seen and heard
on Fox Movietone, delivering the same
speech. The extraordinary device recording personality and voice had taken "a
picture" of Mr. Hoover's speech during
rehearsal a few days before the final delivery, and sent it East by air mail.

On August 22 Governor Smith,
York,

of

New

address of acceptance.
Fox Movietone will simultaneously show
the Governor and allow audiences in theatres all over the country to hear and see
the Governor speaking.
The speaking
will begin on Fox Movietone the moment
the Governor begins to speak before his
audience in New York State.

This

and

dc!i\'crs his

is

something really new

in politics

in "publicity."

MOVIETONEWS
'IT

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF*

Caused by N. W. Arbitration Fight

'Confusion

ULTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

^/'FILMDOM
XLV

OL.
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"The Patriot

9 9

MADMAN,

yt

^A
3om

a bestial, revoltine half-wit and vet a
pitiful figure whose throne
should have been a padded

ARBITRATION

Price 5 Cents

1928

ROW

W.

IN N.

BROUGHT INTO COURT

IS

Emil Jannings.

sll.

20,

A

patriot, a man motivated by
igh ideals who sees in the reloval of the royal idiot the one
•ay to save his country and is
etermined to take that way.

.ewis Stone.

A mighty empire, crushed and
owering under the savage boot

—

lunatic and crythe emperor
Russia.
ig for succor.
With these ingredients and a
uperb cast equal to every def

Injunction Secured by Ex-

KENHVIiFTISTIIAn

HEW

BV

MUM CONSOIT

CAPITAL OPERATORS DENY

Service Refusal

ANY "SYMPATHY MOVE"

company for five years,
tual consent of the board
tors of First National and

of

direc-

Kennedy.
en route to Europe

Washington Bureau, of

—

in the booth and the sound picture
"•^-jation, it is declared here, in deny-

—

Jannings

Paul,

is

by divine right

—

—

commentary

on
man.

histrionic
an actor succeeds in arousing hate and revolt then sympathy and pity, it appears he is truly touched by genius

ing

abilities

of the

terbury has been granted a temporary patent covering a rotating arm
which, he claims, makes possible adjustment of synchronization in soundon-discs systems.
Goreley's invention has no bearing
(Continued on Page

a

-4)

Utah Unit Extends Scope
Over Salt Lake Zone

—

Intermountain
Salt Lake City
Theaters Ass'n. is new name adopted
by the M.P.T.O. of Utah, which is
enlarging its scope to make eligible

membership all exhibitors served
out of this exchange center.
for

being wired for sound.

A

ence Vidor and Harry Cording.
{Continued on Pagi 2)

As-

STALLINC ON BUYING

AID TO INDEPENDENTS
Philadelphia

London (By Cable)

— Production

of shorts, a newsreel and synchronized pictures on a large scale is declared by British Talking Pictures,
Ltd., which has acquired assets of

De Forest Phonofilms, Ltd. ^ The
company is to be floated with capital

of $2,500,000.

Product of World Wide Firm
will

handle

physical

distribution of product of World
Wide Pictures, which is to market
in America the product of foreign
producers. The deal was closed prior
to departure for Europe Friday of

John

Maxwell

tional

Pictures,

British Internais a director of

IS

—

Independents here

continuing to cash in on the
Production of Sound Films are
hand-to-mouth buying of exhibitors,
on Big Scale Is Planned caused by the sound picture hysteria.

Educational to Distribute
Educational

Thoroughly exthe patriot.
cellent in his rendifion. Lewis Stone,
we think, here does his finest work.
studied, restrained part so capably
played that it defies criticism.
In smaller measure, but none the
less effectively is this true of Flor-

(Continued un Page 4)

"pretty tough sledding" for salesof the big companies, wlio find
exhibitors uninterested in sewing up
their playing time, until they first
(Continued on Page 4)
It's

men

Norman, Okla./Blue' Fight
Ends as Sunday Shows Win
Norman, Okla.

Gibraltar.

And

refused to post a deposit when he
defaulted a decision in a case brought
by the company.
This decision was rendered by the
board on which sit exhibitors appointed by the Film Board, which
Clinton and the Northwest exhibitor
unit of which he is a leading figure,
contends is illegal. The members appointed by the exhibitor association
were declared by C. C. Pettijohn to
have disqualified themselves, when

features

When

Stone

Northwest's arreached the courts,
when J. B. Clinton of Clinton-Myers.
Duluth, secured a temporary order

and shorts, the latter
The Rialto,
only Movietone News.
downtown house, and the Webber,
Ogden and Federal, suburbans, are
ing

the

This, Jannings
and generously so.
does.
He dominates "The Patriot"
like

—The

fight

THE FILM DAILY
Washington There is no connection between demand of operators restraining United Artists from shutwas by mu- for increased wages and more men ting off his film service, after he had

Severance of relations between
National and Joseph P. Kennedy, who was to take charge of the
First

—

imperor of the Russias. He lorded his
lomain for over four years, history
nforms a rule of terror. The story
)f "The Patriot" opens and closes in
In
1801, the last year of his reign.
Lubitsch
strokes
sweeping
fine,
graphically relates the horror that
Jannings is the crazed
prevailed.
:zar
he lives the part with all of
strange blending of the terrible
its
You can feel the
and the pitiful.
genuineness of the characterization.
It is an outstanding performance in
an outstanding career and an amaz-

Minneapolis

bitration

ing that the wage demands are part
Kennedy now is
nand made upon it, Ernst Lu- having
of a sympathetic support to musileft New York last Friday.
declared
)itsch has deftly and dramatiDifferences of opinion of policy led cians whose services are
pictures.
sound
threatened
by
magnificent
and
fashioned
a
Kennedy
between
ally
to the break
The union men point out that no
(Continued on Page 2)
notion picture. It is a tragedy
(Continued on Page 4)
nd no concessions to recogEight Denver Houses to
lized box-oftice formulas have
That matters not, INVENTS ADJUSTORfOR
be Equipped for Sound
)een made.
Denver theaters
Denver Eight
or nothing can rob "The Pawill be equipped for sound pictures
not" of its place in the all-tooDISC SYNCHRONIZATION by Sept. 20. The Aladdin, Amerimited category of great and
ican, Denver and Isis now are the
X rmanent motion pictures.
London Charles Goreley of Can- sound houses, the first three show-

Jannings

Prevent

to

hibitor

— Culminating a

bit-

issue, Sunday shows
have won out in this university town,
by vote of L339 to 1,109. The University theater led the fight. The issue was brought to the fore some
ter fight

on the

Ltd., London, is president of the months ago when arrests followed
company, J. D. Williams, vice presi- attempts to present Sunday shows.
dent, and E. W. Hammons, Educa-

director.
Ana
of product is to be made
soon with all pictures to be sold individually.
Financing was arranged through a

tional

president,

nouncement

Fox

to Build $2,000,000
Theater at Camden, N.

Camden, N.

— Fox

J.

build a
$2,000,000 theater and office building
Work on the structure is
here.
J.

will

World Wide.

transaction involving one of
jioint
London's strongest banking institu- scheduled to start within a few
The location is Hudson and
tions and one of New York's promi- weeks.

chairman

nent financial organizations.

of

of

who

Douglas Watson,
J.
United M. P. Producers,

Federal Sts.

)

.
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Bcaucaire"

—

the Arctic"
^"Lost
——""The
Red Dance"
Blondes"
Hippodrome—'"Beware
Loew's New York^— Monday: "The Racket";
and "Girl

Gaiety

in

Globe

of

Tuesday: "'The Devil's Cage"
Shy Cowboy"; Wednesday: "Hot News";
Thursday: "Harold Teen"; Friday: "How
Handle Women" and "The Body
to
Saturday: "Forbidden Islands";
PuiK-h"
Sunday: ""Virgin Lips."
Mark Strand "Out of the Ruins"

—

Paramount

—^'"The

—
—^""The
"The
—
Roxy ""Four
Rialto
Rivoli

Financial

First

Kiss"

— "Out

.Sons"

& Katz

Bal.

Fm.

Con.
do

(c)
(s)

Ind. \iii

26^

Kodak

12%
2SH

13/8
26Ji

130" 130
104
84

K

27^

27%

*(c)
(b)

Intern. Proj
Keith's 6s 46..

90

89

89

(s)
(s)
(c)

Loew's, Inc.
do pfd
do deb rts

55

S4H

.

83!<i

9

.

54H

600

3

6,100

1,200

100J4

.

14M

....

do 6s 41 WW
do 6s41x-war.l00^

108 "4
100-^
(b)
26
*(s) M-G-M pfd
TVz
IVi
TVi
(s) M. P. Cap. ..
21
21
... 21
(s) Orph. Cir.
78!4
•(s)
do pfd
13854 139
(s) Para. F-L ....139
do 6s 47
(b)
99K 99/2 99M
101
•(b) Par.By.5^is51

100^

6^

6^

Pathe
do "A"
•(b) do 7s37
(s)
(s)

2(>Vi

(o) Roxy "A" ... 27
do units .... 31
(o)
5
do com
(o)
40
<o) Skouras Bros.
39
Stanley
Co.
..
(s)
6
(o) Technicolor ...

•(c) Trans-Lux
(o) United Art.

29

100

400
1,466
5

33
7

is"

78

84

.

97
76
8254
156

7,300
6,900

Last Prices Quoted.

(b) Bond Market.
ic) Curb Market.
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter

& Katz

(Bid
ia

and

Coast

West

—

Body of Frank Urson, director, who died from heart
Niles,
while bathing
near
attack
Mich., will i)e cremated.
Walton

Page

1

to Coast

llohiies C. VV'alton, artists' and
representative,
back
l-roducers'
is
tioin a five months' trip to London
.Tnd is en route to the coast.

National

First National lot. During last week,
he also is reported to have broken
with
David Sarnoff, president of
RCA-Pliotophone, which has a finan-

Asked.)
Chicago;

to Be Cremated
Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles

(.Continued from

listed In

Urson

"Trial
marriage'^
by Elizabeth Alexander
DULY COPYRIGHTED

KANN

cial

Skouras, St. Louis.

l(-V..<

reason to feel proud of his accomplishment.

executives.
At the
meeting of directors recentl)', he announced the reductions he had made
in overhead at the Burbank plant,
and stated his intention of moving
the Pathe production forces to the

19 /i

74!^

—

force
all
these most certainly are
Lubitsch has every
the director's.

First

85"

.

He

to overplay.
didn't.
In less capable hands, "The Patriot" would not
be what it is.
Those fine touches,
that sly Lubitsch humor, the vast
ability for creating scene after scene
of superb dramatic composition and

200

39

7

12

Lubitsch who could
It was
have caused Jannings and the others

Kennedy Left Helm
by Mutual Consent
"iV%

.

the hand that guided these vaplayers, the greatest credit is

2,666

'

44
39

do pfd.
(o)
2
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd. . . 75
(o)
•(s) Univ. Pict.
...
•(s)
do pfd.
76 !4
(c) Warner Bros.
fs)
82 J4
do "A"
•ic-b) do bVi%2%...

Balaban

is

800

26

26

For
rious
due.

Fox Fm. ."A" 84^
Fox Thea. "A" 28

NOTE:

excellent cast
Neil Hamilton.

Lubitsch

1,500
6,400
10

(s)
(c)

•

1)

The

rounded out by

183K

130
do pfd
(s)
*(c) Film Insp
•(s) First Nat. pfd

"(b)

both.

sets

t<|

Ruins"

74!/2

pfd

•(s) East.

Sales

H

*(s) Am. Seat
do 6s 36
*(c-b)

the

of

''The Patriot
Close
32
96 VS

tion picture rights

Patriot"
Perfect Crime"

(Continued from Page

Low

that the undersignecl
is the oi^ner of the mo

;

Brooklyn Mark Strand

High

in

Please
Take Notice!

Avenue ^Saturday, Sunday: "Crime
and Punishment"; Monday, Tuesday: "The
Loves of Pharoah" and ""Passion" Thursday. Friday: "Peter the Great"

Fifth

20,

interest in

FBO.

Thompson

Joins Movietone

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

The trade is advised that th€
motion picture rights arc
fully protected and is ^rarn*
ed against any and all infringements. We shall hold
all violators liable foi

damages.

Los Angeles
David Thompson,
former First National executive, has
joined I""i)\ Movietone.

Columbia Pictures Corporatioi

MAYA
The Ward

is

liuzzitifr

'Ilouttd

1600 Broadway,

New York

Joe Brandt, President

EMIL JANNINGS
VORLD^S GREATEST ACTOR IN A

DRAMA OF

LIFE

'FORTUNE'S FOOL*'
cuss OF

SERVICE DESIRED

TELEGRAM
DAY LETTER

WESTE

UNION

AM

NIGHT MESSAGE
NIGHT

LEHER

Patrons should mark an X opposite the class of service desired;

MESSAGE
WILL BE TRANSMIHED AS A
FULL-RATE TELEGRAM
OTHERWISE

THE

NEWCOMB CARLTON.

GEORGE W.

PResiOENT

E,

ATKINS. FIRST viCB-PResiDBNT

1928 Aug
SA 382 69 NL- Schenectady NY

1

PM 10 13

1

Louis T. Rogers1650 Broadway NewYork NY-

Your picture The Age of Lust opened State Theatre today to
excellent business notwithstanding warm weather and every
strong opposition stop attendance far exceeded our

expectations stop very well pleased at the good comments on
the picture and on the acting of Emil Jannings stop feel

sure of a very good weeks business stop can recommend The

Age of Lust as a box office winner stop very best wishes-

William M. Shirley.

PLAYED ONE WEEK KEITH- ALBEE CAMEO THEATRE,

N. Y.

SEATING CAPACITY 530

12000 PAID ADMISSIONS— IN

HOT WEATHER

Now^ Playing Kelth-Albee Broad^ray Theatre, N. Y.

READY FOR RELEASE

LOUIS
1650 Broad^vay

Te

ROGERS
New York City

Telephone Circle 2S73-1562

;

:

THE
Monday, August

DAILY
Arbitration

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

they refused to act on cases involving United Artists, in protest against
that company's
non-theatricals.

service

to

films

of

In this stand, they
were acting on orders of the convention. The situation recently was
tiie subject of investigation by Dept.
of Justice operatives.

Meanwhile, there is considerable
confusion throughout the territory
W. A.
concerns arbitration.
as
StefTes, president of the Northwest
unit, has told his members to ignore
the present board, and not to pay any
until
the
arbitration
to
cleared, and the associa.Some
tion appointees again serving.
few, have abided by decision of the
present board, but the majority have

attention
situation

l!

Row

Invents Adjustor for
Brought Into Court Disc Synchronization

N.W.

20,

is

refused to do so.

1)

Reproduction is acon recording.
complished in the usual manner. The
rotating arm, however, can be moved
thus
and
automatically
forward
where the record may be slightly
in advance of the correct synchroni-

The BmiMmg
You Ought To Be In!
This

Is

zation position, it is possible to adIn the operation, the curit.
rent is temporarily turned off in order to prevent discord.

just

Capital Operators

Deny 'Sympathy Move'
(Continued from Page

1)

definite threat against musicians has
been made here, and that musicians'

contracts with exhibitors still have
two years to run, a three year agreement having been entered into last

l\

h
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August.

Stalling on Buying

Aid

to

Independents
from Page

{Contiiuted

get

Straight

Is

on

the

I)

sound

picture

situation.

Despite the fact that Western Electric installations cannot be had for
several

ery

on

months

to

come, and deliv-

RCA-Photophone

doubtful, there

is

sets

r

^

"rrt r"rr "-^f

rtft :fr^

ftMA-

^^^

l^^_/
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4xy.'riC;j

imii
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FILM CENTER BUILDING

settle differences.

still

a tendency to hold

silent pictures, probably
some cheaper
the belief that
equipment will be placed on the market and ofifered for early delivery.
off
in

The operators demand that six instead of five men be employed in the
booth of the larger first run houses,
because of the extra work and broader knowledge needed, due to sound
The wage increase demand
pictures.
ranges from 25 to 45 per cent. Conferences between the union and exhibitors are slated, in an effort to

buying

Kohner

to

Be Abroad

for

Year

44th Street

Paul Kohner, personal representaof Carl Laemmle, who sailed
Friday for Europe, will spend at least
one year abroad.

tive

•

Ninth Avenue

45th Street

•

These Six Comcems
Are Going To Be In It!
National Pictures, Inc.
F.B.O. Pictures Corporation
Metro-Goldwyn Film Corporation
Educational Pictures Co. of America
First

OSWALD
THE LUCKY

RABBIT

Universal Pictures Corporation
Exhibitors Progressive Poster Co.

And Here Are Some
Of The Measons Why!
Accessible yet away
congestion.

SUPERVISION GtOKGE WINKLER

ALWAYS BRINGS

HOME THE BACON
PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES

from

Full floors

— or

of 18,000

sq.

ft.

less.

Fireproof storage vaults on

Four passenger and three

all floors.

freight elevators.

Shipping platform with

Moderate

ramp

insurance.

to street.

Special projection and inspection rooms.

rentals

Entire conformance with
municipal regulations.

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

^sk—

to
225 FIFTH

and low

AVENUE

1928

show you
plans!

ASHland 4200

VniuersammiUl Cartoons

FILM CENTER,

INC., Builders
T^

.

.

.

"TT- »-«

ABE N. ADELSON,
-"wm-tr-

'=Pres.

Cause of Uneasiness Over Labor

t^ound Films

XLLTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

:4eHl¥S?mil

''DL.

XLV

Tuesday, August

No. 44

More Proof
The

•^ICTURES

agecount.
"^old argument, but its force
'
The
never grows weaker.
at

iditors

Roxy

the

CONTRACT DUE TO SOUND FILMS

half

are

Sons" rolled up
143.924 last week. Yesterday
le line reached almost to 6th
For a hold-over, don't
ve.
irget. The Capitol with a John
ilbert picture, "Four Walls,"
national political

)oked like a
invention.

N.W. ARBITRATION ROW

—

'em

lined

Patriot,"

I'-

The other houses on Broad-

films

to

J.

B.

of Clintontheaters at

Clinton,

Myers, which has
Duluth and one at

five

Proctor,

Minn.,

for his failure to comply with a de,ay with fair to middling at- cision handed down by the arbitration
actions did only far to middling board which the Northwest exhibitor
iK-iiness.
These facts tell the unit refuses to recognize. A similar
injunction has been obtained by H.
tory better than all the argu(Continued on Paye 2)
lents we could muster in a

weren't keen for the idea, but
It ended up with our
c yielded.
n_>ence in a projection room where
'irce episodes of "Vultures of the
Now we're
ca,"
were unfolded.
serial of Nat
stuff:
suspense,

This

it.

claring

that

the

issue

of

changed economic conditions
must be met at Toronto.
Premier William Lyon Mackenzie of Canada has been invited to attend.

"FOORSONS" FIRST WEEK
RECORDING LAB.

IN N. Y.

on the first week of
"Four Sons" entered its
Pathe and FBO, following tenta- second week at the Roxy with a

With

a gross

$143,924,

tive understandings covering a period smash, rolling up $46,723 over Saturhas the
(Continued on Page 2)
comedy, production values of several months, have actually
signed with RCA Photophone and
ml an excellently handled yarn
will have their own recording lab- Educational, World Wide
It's
lat is, based on what we saw.
in
New York in general
oratory
lit.ll
ringer for houses which use
to Have Separate Staffs

When we left,
type of picture.
and heroine were suspended on
wo ends of a broken ladder leading
We've been trying
into nothing.
o figure out ever since how the diAnd we
ector gets them out of it.

(Continued

hi>

OTt

Page 2)

fro

'ft'

aw

it

last

P.

K.

Kennedy
again, out again.
wanted to run First National hi?
vay.
The executive committee was
stubborn about its own way, the idea
)eing to trim some of Kennedy's
lowers.
Joe said: "No, you don't."
In

Committee

Kennedy

said:

"Yes,

we

will."

rejoined: "If you do,

without me."
And without Kennedy,

it

is.

That's

Not Silver, Gold
This year you may know, marks
the silver anniversary of the Fox or-

Some enterprising soul
ganization.
over there dubbed it a golden anniHe hasn't
versary for exhibitors.
much

at that.

are operated by W. S. Butterfield,
while Balaban & Katz have the Illinois houses.

KANN

New

Pact

pictures are threatening to
lead to labor difficulties in a number
of sections, with indications they will
prove the stumbling block in negotiations of new contracts, which in a
number of instances, must be secured
by Sept. 1.
Increase of wage scales, and additional men in the booth, due to advent of talking pictures are being
sought, in some cases by the oper.Ttors, while stagehands are seeking to
balk any reduction of the number of
men backstage in sound houses.
six-day week with seven days' pay
Musicians are trying
is
demanded.
to head off reductions of orchestras
in sound film houses, but in most instances their contracts have another
vear to run.

Arrangements for the physical distribution of World Wide Pictures'
feature subjects through Education(Continued on Page 2)

Refusal to Give Kennedy
All Control Caused Break

New York Mass

Meeting

Today on Operator Demands
The T.O.C.C. has

called a mass
York exof Greater
hibitors for the Astor today to consider demands of the operators' union
for an eight per cent increase over
the present wage scale. Existing contracts expire Aug. 31.

New

meeting

Runs Face
Walkout Sept.

Buffalo First

Danger

of

—

1

Buffalo This city is facing a walkout of operators and stagehands at
Absolute control of the manage- downtown houses. Sept. 1. The presthe
ment of First National and reluctance ent scale is $55, S65 and $75 but
operators want a raise to $100 a
(Continued on Page 2)
week, and want one day off in seven.
The managers have countered with
an offer of $75 for all operators for
a seven day week, which has been
Arbitration will be resorted
refused.
to in effort to break the deadlock. In
in the situaBritish and French Phototone com- addition, there is danger
house,
sound
Lakes,
Great
the
at
tion
capital,
relarge
panies, backed by
to discharge its orcently subscribed many times over. which sought
chestra and three of four stagehands,
.A.n arrangement between the British
but dropped this plan on threat of a
organization
company and a German
now in the making and may be walkout by operators.
is
announced shortly. In speaking of
in
Week, More
the sound situation in England, Bott Six Day
Booth Demanded at Cleveland
continued.
"There are now over 1,000 houses
Cleveland Local operators, in a
England completely wired and new wage scale submitted to theater
in

Sees 1,000 U.K. Houses Wired
with British Phototone Soon

it's

what happened on Madison Ave.

exaggerated very

—

Fitzpatrick & McElory
but three Illinois theaters.
Michigan theaters of the chain now

Chicago

now have

week.

J.

Now

&

McElory
Have But 3 Houses

Fitzpatrick

in
Sound

A

PATHEJBOTOHAVEOWN

Suspense
We

did

problem" will be a highlight
of the M.P.T.O.A. convention
to be held Oct. 16-18 at Toronto.
This was indicated in
a recent statement made by
President R. F. Woodhull, de-

ROXY DOES $143,924 WITH

^eek of Tuesdays.

lad we
A-\ine's
i\>tery,

Wages, Changed Working
Conditions Being Sought

Issue

Consideration of the "labor

Subway patrons
sidetracked down at the
Minneapolis Eight companies are
;ialto where that sterling ef- restrained
from refusing to serve
"The

An

8 FIRMS RESTRAINED IN

ere

irt.

Price 5 Cents

1928

UNION DEMANDS VARY ON NEW

"Four

ats.

21,

"Within nine months we expect to
equip at least 1,000 or a third of the
cinema houses in England with Phototone, and this at a cost of not more
than $1500 a theater" said Alan Bott,
director of British Phototone, in an
FILM
exclusive interview with

THE

DAILY.
Bott has just arrived in the States
for a complete survey of the sound
He represents both the
situation.

Men

—

(Continued

on

Page

6)

(Continued

on

Page 2)

..

THE
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Day Week, More Men

Six

Booth Demanded

(Continued from Page
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Financial
High Low
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(c-b)
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Bal.
(c)
(s)
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(s) East.
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Seat
6s 36

96^

97

..

Fm.

Ind. 13"^

pfd.

u
26'A

3,800
6,000

184W

1,500

i'3'

26J4 26
.184J4 183}^

...

Kodak

130
3'A
104

.

Fox Fm. "A" 85
Fox Thea. "A" 27^

•(c) Intern. Proj
(b) Keiths 6s 46

Sales

97

& Katz

•(s)
do pfd.
*(c) Film Insp
•(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

Close

84'4

84%

26M

26J4

85 j^'
54}4

85/2
547^

2,300
4,700

85>/i

Loew's Inc. .. 55Ji
100%
do pfd
lbs"' 108
do 6s 41 WW. .108
(b)
do 6s41x-war.l00H lOOH 100^
26
•(s)
G-M pfd
P.

Cap

20%

...140
(s) Para. F-L
(c-b) do
6s 47... 99 J4

137%

.

.

991/2

20%
7S'A
li9'A
99Ji
101

6K

7m

.

.

.

—

—

crease to six of the number of men
in the booth in first run houses are

demanded by operators

here.

.

.

.

H

Detroit

— Increase

wages

is

tors.

The

of 30 per cent in

declared sought by operaexhibitors have made a
counter proposal, and it is expected
that differences will be ironed out.

6

101
1
(b) Rar.By.5'/i's51.101
(s) Pathe
6%
6% 2,600
1,100
(s)
do "A" ... 26-^ 25/2 25/2
•(b) do 7s 37
29
(o) Roxy "A" ... 27
31
do units ... 29
(o)
do com. ... 5 J4
(o)
43
(o) Skouras Bros.. 39
37
37
3,000
(s) Stanley Co.
3S'A
6
7
(o) Technicolor .
•(c) Trans-Lux
ii" 15
.
(o) United Art.
78
84
do pfd.
(o)
2
Univ.
Cb.
com.
(o)
88
.
77
do pfd.
(o)
....
Pict
19/2
(c) Univ.
97
.
(s)
do pfd.
2-8,600
74
78
Bros.. 79
(c) Warner
81% SiA 21,500
do "A" ... 85
(»)
1
156
156
156
(c b) do 6J4s 28

M

members to ignore the new board.
Some exhibitors have done so and

its

some have complied whh awards.

Refusal to Give Kennedy
All Control Caused Break
(Continued from Page

1)

of First National's directors to place

such complete authority

in the

hands

of Joseph P. Kennedy were the factors leading to the break between the
latter and First National. The directors preferred to place some au-

thority in the hands of the executive
committee but Kennedy insisted upon
complete management or none at

Derussa,

German

Wide

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)

to

Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(Continued from Page

Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and A«k«d.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katr is listed In Chloago;
(•)

Have Separate

Stock

Skouras, St. Louit.

exchanges

merge
is

tain

WAHLMS,

have

Inc

its

own

will

World Wide
sales

no connection

staff,

mainwhich will
will

with the
cational sales force, he said.

Edu-

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46tJi S<^ New York
Bryant 8181

Dewey Bloom Back in N. Y.
Dewey Bloom, publicist, has

government

and

in the

trust

new

organization, which
to distribute all the films of these

Sergius
temkin";

M.

Eisenstein,

director

of

"Po-

VAUDEVILLE

re-

turned to New York from a three
weeks' trip to Canada.

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

W. J. Pudowkin, who made "The
End o£ St. Petersburg"; Jury Tarisch, who
made "Czar Ivan the Terrible"; F. Ozep.
director of "The Yellow Ticket"; KonstanEggert, G. Kosintzow, Rudolf
Ircderick Feher and A. Room.

tine

Meinert,

FBO to Have
Own Lab in N. Y.

Pathe,

(Continued from Page

1)

charge of Robert T. Kane, until now
Joseph P. Kennedy's representative

RCA.

Contracts

were signed prior to
Kennedy's sailing for Europe early
Saturday morning and indicate that
the strained business relations bordering on a complete break with David
Sarnoff have turned more amicable.
Colvin W. Brown, active head of
Pathe is now conferring with William Le Baron regarding sound fea-

tures with a program of sound short
subjects in the offing. Mack Sennett
is
completing a formal deal for a

Wklter A. Potter, Praa.
(or

film

companies in America. Among prominent Derussa directors are:

at

not in any way
affect the sales policy of Educational,
which always has been and will continue to be a specialist in short subjects exclusively, according to E. W.
al's

Hannnons.

Can

Staffs

1)

Soviet

combine, is the
latest continental producer to enter
Affiliated European Producers, Inc.
This is the fifteenth company to

all.

Educational, World
(c)

AMALGAMATED

Derussa Joins Gourland
Group; 15th Unit Lined Up

.

•

'

day and Sunday.

i

1

17,166

Sons'
1)

ti

30 Per Cent Increase Being
'"6 Sought by Detroit Operators

1,700

192

Yesterday mornim
before the box-offices opened,
a waS
also askiiiK that two operators be in
Clinton's court fight came as the nig hue extended almost
down to M
the booth of every theater which has Clinton
refused
to
recognize
the Ave. on the 50th St. side of the
tl
synchronizinR equipment. Local the- result of a case brought against him ater.
t|
ater owners state that this demand, if by the United Artists seeking en'ihis is less than a thousand
dollar
put into effect, will increase opera- forcement of an existing contract, under
the theater record which,
«
tion approximately 13 per cent.
It authority of the existing arbitration
ponit of gross, is held by "What
Prifi
has been estimated that sound equip- board and refused to abide by its de- Glory?"
with $144,265
the weel
ment and operation will cost Cleve- cision.
A verdict against Clinton endmg Aug. 20, 1927, for
but
of th^
land exhibitors a minimum of $500 was rendered by the board which figure,
about $10,000 went to the goi"
over the cost of the silent picture. took advantage of the clause in the
ernment ni war tax. Deducting
The new scale submitted by the oper- standard contract providing for "de- tax, "Four
Sons" outdistances th'
ators applies only to subsequent run fault" verdicts and, upon Clinton's
previous
by about $10,000 sina
houses
in
Cleveland.
Downtown refusal to abide by this decision, eight admissionshigh
at the Roxy are no longe,
houses last year sipned a two-year film companies asked for deposits betaxable.
agreement with the option of renewal fore continuing service to his thetor a second year.
aters.
Clinton refused to make the
Jones, McElwain at A.M.P.A.
deposits and as a result the film comIncrease in Men and Raise
panies suspended service.
Buck Jones and his production
Increase Sought at Memphis
Clinton has made a motion for a manager, Don McElwain are to adMemphis
Operators here want permanent injunction and a hearing dress the A.M.P.A. Thursday.
two extra men in the booth of sound on the motion, originally scheduled
houses, which would raise the total last week was postponed until the
Lefkowitz Opening Eleventh
at each house to four operators. They film companies have time to perfect
Cleveland—
The University, Euclid
are seeking a scale of $75, hoping to a reply to the motion.
Ave. and East 107th St., built by
get $70, the prevailing rate at NashThis is the outgrowth of the fight
Max Lefkowitz and associates, opens
ville.
Lionel
H. Keene, Loew's which started last spring, when the
Aug. 23. This is the eleventh house
southern manager, has offered to em- exhibitor association declined to perin the Lefkowitz chain.
ploy the additional men at the pres- mit its members to sit on cases inent scale of $60.
volving United Artists, in protest
against service to non-theatricals. C.
Beery Unhurt in Plane Crash
Increase of from 25-45
C. Pettijohn then declared the assoLas Vegas, N. M.— Wallace Beery
ciation arbitrators disqualified, and escaped
Per Cent Sought at Capital
injury when the ariplane in
the
Film Board president named which he was
'VasUington Bureau of THE FILM DAI Li
a passenger, crashed
Washington Wage increases rang- three non-members to serve on the near here.
board.
The
association
has
instructed
ing from 25 to 45 per cent, and in-

2,400

»'A

2\H

Orph. Cir.
•(s)
do pfd
(8)

(Lontinued from Page

Falls,

21,

$143,924

With "Four

'"i

M

M.

Roxy Does

last

9
..

(s)
(s)
(b)

•(s)

I)

(Continued from Page 1)
week, are a.skiiiR last
year's seven-day wage scale for a A.
Brumond, Thief River
six-day week this year.
They are Minn,, theater owner.
iiers

(_i\\
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8 Firms Restrained
In Arbitration Row

in

Cleveland

at

Tuesday, August

Photophone license which will
the Pathe line-up a list of sound
edies.

Soviet and

German

producing combine

has joined with

Affiliated
European Producers
Ir

729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

give

com''—•»—.,

THE LAST WORD
TALKING PICTUHES/

,

NOW TWICE DAILY
AT

WARNER

BWAY Cr 52

ST.

WARNER BROS.
2«^ 100% ALL TALNNG

PICTURE
ASTOUNDS CRITICS-AMAZES PUBLIC
An

avalanche of requests from leading
exhibitors for immediate dates is flooding
Warner Bros, offices! Have you set your
dates yet?
WITH

MAY

LOUISE

AIENDA

'AVOY

EDWARD MATTHEW
EVERETT NORTON ALEC FRANCIS
BETZ-HOLMES HERBERT -JOHN MILJAN
FROM THE PLAY

BY

EDGAR WALLACE

DIRECTED BY

ROV DEL RUTH

SCENARIO BY
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Gampany can give you

Q— 2 Road Show
Such as

specials
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STREET ANGEL
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EAZIL

XLNCI/E
M€TliEC MACHCEE

THE REE EANCE
THE AIR CICCUT
AiOTHEC rN€>V/ EETT

jV'
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EAST— WEST— NORTH— SOUTH

EVERYWHERE

Box-Office Records Are Being

Smashed by

FOX PICTURES

^
•

FALL IN LINE WITH THE HOUSE OF PROFIT

Hollywood

New

developments

in

the fast

growing
of

field

synchronization

SOUND PICTURES

been running
ning Post."

"The Saturday Eve-

in

ARTHUR

By

W.

IVest Coast Bur.

THE FILM DAILY

DIALOGUE CENSORSHIP

—

Los Angeles Within a few
years there will be central projection plants in theater areas,
projecting talking pictures on-

CONTROL OF VOKOHPANY

Vidor to Make Negro Film
lVaslnn0ton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
to a master screen, from which
Vidor will make a Negro
Washington An English syndicate
feed wires will cany imprespicture for M-G-M. It is based on a closely allied with British Brunssions to other theaters, it is
There will be only wick and Duophone Co. has acstory he wrote.
predicted by Roy Pomeroy,
one White person in the cast. Pro- quired all the shares of the Vox Co.
head of Paramount's sound picduction starts within a month. The and
its
subsidiary
companies in
ture department.
picture will be made on location in Frankfort, Dreslau, Vienna and Amsthe South.
terdam. The German concern is to
be largely extended.
British BrunsForm Dix-Vidor Team
wick are the controllers of Pana"Divorce Bound." originally sched- trope, and are allied to the new Brit- Sound Films Not Causing
sound film company, British
uled to begin at once with the return ish
Loss to Organ, Levy Says
of Florence Vidor has been post- Phototonc, Ltd.
Kansas
Citj'
Sound pictures are
poned to give the right of way in
not causing any loss of popularity to
in
"Unconquered,"
to
production
Sees 1,000 British
the pipe organ as a feature of thewhich Richard Dix and Miss Vidor
ater music, George A. Levy, sales
together.
seen
will be
manager of the Rudolph Wurlitzer
(.Continued from Page I)
Co.. stated on a visit here.
Bancroft Signs New Contract

—

King

POWER JIP^IN BRlTAi.
London— Whether
films will

Phototone Houses

"The Docks

of

New

a

new

latest,

York," directed

by Josef Von Sternberg,

is

now

in

the editing stage.

Gelsey Resigns
Krwin Gelsey has resigned as story
editor

for

M-G-M.

Ned Sparks Signed
has been signed for
Sparks
Ned
featured role in "The Canary
der Case," which Mai St. Clair
recting for Paramount,

a

Muris

di-

using our straight orchestra record
equipment.
Over 80 theaters have
dispensed with four, five and six piece
orchestras entirely and in place arc
using our Phototone exclusively. I
do not think that a sound device
costing more than $1,500 can be successfully marketed in England except in some twenty-five of the larger
houses."
Bott further stated that two new
sound proof stages are now being
erected at Ellstree and one at Welwyn for productions to be released
by his organization.
He leaves
shortly for a visit to Hollywood.

"Pipe organ music," said

Levy,

"has be

come such a

fixed part of the program of
the first class theater, that I doubt if we
will see the time when the theater organ is
discarded.
have not noticed, and do
not anticipate, any slackening of uur business, or in the demand for pipe organs.
The organ occupies such a widely separate
and distinct position in the field of theater music, that they are going to be used
just as much, if not more, in the future,
as they have in the past."
Wurlitzer is one of the oldest and fore

We

most firm

in

the theater organ

protesting

against

—

Indianapolis Sound pictures are
replace the stage band and presentations at Loew's Palace.
Harry
Fox, master of ceremonies, is out as
is
Emil Seidel's band.

to

Vitagraph Studio to Be
Reopened by Warners

HARRY DELF
Director

and Author

Two Vitaphone stages will be built
and the plant renovated preparatory
Talkers Cause Policy Change
to reopening of the Vitagraph stuVitaphone pictures have broken a
dio, Brooklyn, by Warners.
The stu- long standing precedent at the Rivoli,
dio has been dark four years.
The Baltimore, twice in one month, accompany will spend $500,000 on im- cording to word from Joseph S. Heprovements, states H. M. Warner.
brew, division manager for Warners,
who reports that, during the hottest
Sound for Talmadge Film
weather known in Baltimore for
IVest Coa.'t Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Norma Talmadge's many years, the Rivoli abandoned a
new United Artists picture, "The "igid one-week policy to hold over
"State
Woman Disputed," will have sound two consecutive pictures
Sadie" and "Women They
effects, John W. Considine, Jr., said Street
just before leaving for New York. Talk About."
Taking with him a print of "The
Dolle Wiring Louisville House
Woman Disputed," Hal C. Kern, film
editor, also left for the East to aid
Louisville
Western Electric sound
in synchronization.
projection equipment is to be installed by the Fourth Ave. Amusement
Pola Returning to Germany
Co. at the Alamo, which is closed
Pola Negri intends to return to for remodeling.
The house will be
(Jermany to make pictures.
dark three weeks, according to Manager Fred Dolle.

Current Releases
"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"
Fox-Movietone
First
(The
Comedies Made on the Coast)
Just Completed
"The Ladies' Man"

—

Starring "Chid' Sale
(Fox-Movietone)

—

SALE!

—

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Hold> 16 Feet Film — Cete- 6 Magazine*
2

in. F,

3.5 Len>i

The Screen Needs New
Leading

Men

WESLEY RUGGLES
UIILCOaCHBYS
•*
no
West 32''St.New york.My

|i

Phone Penna. 0330

If

Introduces one in his
next picture

such an examination.

Twenty Sound Projection
Sets Ordered by R.

&

R.

Dallas— Twenty Western Electric
Sound projection sets have been
ordered by Robb & Rowley. The installations are expected to be
made
after the first of the year.

Recently,
R. & R. had ordered five sets, as
did
the Griffith Amusement Co., of Oklahoma.
W, G. Underwood, Harold
Robb and Ed Rowley, who operate
the Pantages, plan to install sound
equipment, remodel the house and

change

its

name.

Kansas Board to

field.

Sound Films to Replace
Presentations and Band

dialogue
in
be submitted to the Lord

Chamberlam or to the British Board
of Films Censors for censorship
is
a matter which is still undecided.
In the meantime renters are
submittmg scrips, including dialogue, to
the_
censors,
withijout

—

George Bancroft has signed
His
Paramount contract.

now ava liable

EDDY

Pomeroy's Prediction

ENGLISH SYNDICATE GETS

on

and
vanous dev ices
are

Al Christie Buys Talker
Rights to Cohen Stories
Al Christie has purchased talking
picture rights to the Octavus Roy
Cohen stories of colored life in Birmingham, which for 15 years have

Tips

eq Uipment

Insist

Upon Censoring Dialogue

—

Topeka, Kan. State censors here
plan to insist that dialogues of talking pictures be submitted for approval.
No official action has been
taken, but Miss
Viets, chairman, says that talkers will have to
be censored as much. The board has
no sound projecting equpiment, and
the chairman says that a written dialogue of the picture should accompany each talker submitted.

Emma

Bible Films Plamied
Talking pictures based on Biblical
stories

in

their

historical

settings,

church
music
and
sermons are
planned by the Religious Film Trust,
formed in New York. A company
to be sent to Palestine next
to film the first picture.
is

month

Publix Wiring in Middle West
Publix houses throughout the
Middle West territory will have VitaAll

phone

and

Movietone

installations

within the near future. This program
includes the Minnesota at Minneapolis,
the Capitol at Des Moines, the
Riviera at Omaha and theaters at
Waterloo, Cedar Rapids and Fort

Armstrong, Iowa.
All-Talker Proving Hit

Sound for Birmingham House
Nashville— "Lights of New York"
Birmingham, Ala. Frank V. Mer- bids fair to surpass any picture playritt, general manager of the Marvin
ed in the Vendome during the past
Wise circuit, has returned from New ten months. Box office receipts for

—

York. It is reported he will install the first three days exceeded anv atsound reproducing equipment in his traction since "Ben Hur." An elaboFnpire, which has been dark for sev- rate exploitation campaign heralded
eral months.
the arrival of the first all-talker.

TVmniaOl
CLASS OF SERVICE
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Day
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UNION

AM
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GOLVIN BROWN,
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC., 55 W. 45th

ST.

DELIGHTED TO ADVISE YOU THAT WILLIAM BOYD IN THE GOP AT

CAPITOL THEATRE PLAYED TO MID SEASON BUSINESS IN HOTTEST

WEATHER OF SUMMER STOP PICTURE GREATLY PLEASED ALL PATRONS
STOP HOPE HIS NEXT PRODUCTION IS AS GOOD.
GEO W. TRENDLE

IWHEN SHOWMEN TURN
PRESS AGENTS
IT MUST BE PATHtS YEAR
^''406 M**''"

A ReMsa
Habit

John Ford's

\

SONS
FOUR
SMASHES
WORLD'S RECORD AT THE

ROXY!
NET
$143.906.7S
one
vueeh
took another FOX picture
for

YES sir;

It

previous record breakers

—

to top the

'*WHAT PRICE GLORY'*— "STREET ANGEL*'
JinoadwaySpecials ready

/orYOURPROSPEWTY/

Gotham Closes Deal to Market Bristolphone
%HEWSPAPERl t's the

ALLTHE TIME

FILMDOMNeiu Season

l#

V)L.

ULTHE NEWS

lo
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Open Door

Tie

IM WILLIAMS'

Price 5 Cents

22, 1928

REFUSING TO
E INDEPENDENTS HIT
E.

plan inter-

Imported pictures have
have merit, not political
1, to
Is ings, to secure release through
urld-Wide. An open door for
V and all producers. This, of
ests.

"Put

this a<,

and show^
of SeptemlJ

'

;

Only
it should be.
note of warning need
funded. Our friends in Europe ^
rust remember that American -J»j
(urse, is as

:hibitors

find

enough lemons'

native heath without pluckthem from strangers' orij

(I

It'

isier.

If not, well.

is not in polibut many individuals are
and should be, Joseph M.

7

_1

Schenck, United Artists pres-

Oil

Who

An age

of scientific miracles.
lows what will come next?
John
iiisidine pinholes 1933 as the year
liicli
will
witness elimination of
lilt
distribution in favor of projecn from central television stations.

Pomeroy

ficial,

commenting
caused by a speech by Mayor
Walker of New York on the
Coast, in which reference was
made that the industry was
favoring Hoover.
"I
in

(Continued on Page 12)

am

a

politics

Republican and have been
my life, but I'm not

all

dragging in pictures, or injecting my
views into pictures," he declared. "I'm
sure that Walker didn't mean to say
industry
was taking part in
the
politics as an industry."

CANADA BUYING NOTHIT
BY SOUND FILM ADVENT

Schenck and Louis B. Mayer
were
Republican
delegates,
and this fact, he said, may have
caused some misunderstanding.

—

Toronto Advent of sound pictures
Canada is having very little effect
upon film buying activities, according to important film exchange exe-

envisions a similar
iiilition.
Radio is the miracle
orker which is more untapped than

in

Amazing
Jiausted.
e on the wav.

cutives at Toronto.
There will not be

developments

in
yesterday,
on recent squabble

stated

ident,

...

The Age of Science

more than

$1,000,000 Attachment is
Filed Against Poli Chain

In
clean across the country.
as in almost every other prob111.
sound makes the situation more
Trouble ahead.
implicated.
IIIH-, however, both sides keep their
-^pcctive heads cool and bear in
lirid
that the public wants its enrtainment without interruption, laur or any other troubles notwith-

New Haven, Conn. Writ of attachment for $1,000,000, returnable in
the September term at Hartford, has
been filed against the Poli theaters,
by the Hancock Co., New York, for
broker's fees alleged due when it
produced the Stanley Co., and B. F.
Keith Corp., as one time prospective

Musicians of th'-'
st
St. Louis
to
runs here have offered volur.
'accept a cut of $4 a week, a'ld
promise to work in close co-opera-

ad

We

—

purchasers of the Poli chain.

—

(Continued on Page

Swagger"

Nice entertainment. Rod La Rocue starred with the personable Sue
Starts back
!arol, the feminine foil.
the days of the war and resumes
1
1928.
Rod gives a nice performnce but we've come to expect that
1

cm

him.

Final Meeting on N. Y.

Arbitration
Court actions, legal papers hurled
new
lack and forth and the like.
lattlefield for arbitration, the Northwest.
Regrettable that the industry
las not yet learned to keep dirty

A'lembers of the T.O.C.C. are willing to meet demands of eight per
cent increase from the operators'
(Continued on Page 12)

A

inen right in

its

own

laundry.

KANN

division manager in charge of
the eastern de luxe division of Publix,
embracing Publix theaters in New
York the Rivoli, Rialto, Paramount,
Shea's
Boston;
Metropolitan,
the
(Continued on Page 12)

named

—

lease

THE FILM DAILY

Western Electric
equipment to inde-

producers
not
releasing
through distributors having Western
Electric licenses,

it

is

reported here.

Western Electric will negotiate
licenses with any producer desiring
to secure right to make sound piclures under the company's patents.
This was the policy laid down at the
time the company through its subsidiary,
Electrical Research Products,
(Continued on Page 12)

M.&S. MOTION DENIED

for

an

injunction

brought by the Sapiro organization
to restrain the M. & S. circuit from
buying film directly from M-G-M and
other distributors was denied in the
New York .Supreme Court yester(Continued on Page 12)

EUROPEAN PACT AGAINST
U.S. PICTURES IS SEEN
(By

Berlin,

Cable)
popularity

counteract

Sound Is
Gotham Plan; To Market Device

D. J. Chatkin, formerly buyer of
short "subjects for Publix, has been

not
])endent
will

—

Operator Demands Today

Complete Program
Chatkin in Charge of
Division for Publix

Bureau,

Los Angeles

12)

^aiuling.

^'Captain

Coast

Application

Almost every year the trade gets
Labor troubles begin about
lis time to strew the highways that
lis,

with Anyone
West

A SETBACK FOR SAPIRO

STAGEHANDS GET RAISE

(Continued on Page 12)

They're Off

to

ST. LOUIS OPERATORS,

15

ni.

Company Policy is
Make Arrangements

tics

Joseph M. Schenck, declared
yesterday on his return from Europe,
reiterating his statement made recently in London, when he predicted

much

Schenck on Politics
The industry

TOT* QPfPP'n 1 'H

selective

is

rcumstances will become

iiy

C

predicated on qualWilliams' job, a difficult
under the most auspicious

World-Wide's

If

(tcess
\\

*

Talking pictures will be a shortlived novelty, although use of sound
effects will be permanent and bene-

ards.

(

*

beeptembCr releaSCS

ue

in

—

Move

of

American

pictures throughout Europe, is expected to be a highlight of the Ger(Continued on Page 12)

Up

to

141

Paramount Famous Players

Gotham is reported to have made a
Bristolphone, sound-ondeal with
disc device perfected by William H.
Bristol of Waterbury, Conn., whereby the former will handle exclusive
sale and installation of Bristolphone
in the United States.
The Bristolphone Sales Corp. will
be organized to market the system,

closed at 141 on the
N. Y. Stock Exchange yesterday, marking a new high for
The issue opened at
all time.
141, reached a low for the day
of 139 and closed at the high
Twenty-two thousand
figure.
shares changed
five hundred

with headquarters at 1650 Broadway.

hands.

(Continued on Page 12)

to

common

1

. ..
.

DAILV

Wednesday, August

Ahead of Schedule on Film Bldj
The new Film Center Bldg. beij

Serving as Acting Manager
Cincinnati
Sam GorrcU, wlui rc^
cently resigned as manager of Security Pictures' Cincinnati exchaTige
to join Standard Film Service in
Cleveland, is acting manager of the
1928 Prici 5 Cints Standard Cincinnati office until Jack
Fendelton has recovered from an
PUBIISHER appendicitis operation.
Gorrell

—

Vil.
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Orman Making Radio
Bureau.

Coast

litest

—

Talks

Thursday. The subject will be
"The World Force of American Mo-

»(s) Am. Seat.
•(c-b) do 6s 36
Bal. & Katz

Newspaper Yarn on Loew Time
"The Making of a Newspaper,"
originally intended for showing only
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clubs and before educational bodwill tour the Loew circuit, opening .A.ug. 23 in 45 Loew houses in

i

ies,

Fords

York.

"U" Chain Assignments
James A. Carrier has been transferred to the Uptown, Kansas City,
from the Capitol, Atlanta.
Fred G.
Wilson will continue at the Capitol
as acting manager. Loew's takes over
the operation of this $1,000,000 theater Sept. 1 on a partnership arrange-

6W

.

H

.

.

'

157

157

157

1

but more recently relegated to second class by the advent of larger thc:aters, will pass out of the picture
when the present lease expires and
The leasv^
be replaced by a store.
has another five years to run, but i'
piooable some arrangemem wll
is
be effected prior to that time to di&-

Casanave Books 2 in Ohio
manager of the Kansas City "LI'
Cleveland Charles Casanave, who
Chain will become supervisor of their
an
independent
theater
suburban Kansas City houses. These operates
the
Isis,
Apollo, Gillham, booking agencj' in Chicago, was in
include
town last week arranging for book(iladstone and Lincoln theaters.

(c)

Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(»)

Stock

to)

Over

NOTE:
Skoura.s,

Kxchange.
Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chioago;

Agfa Ansco Working

at Capacity

—

Binghaniton, N. Y. With its new
60 per cent completed, Agfa
Ansco's factory is working at capacity, with
nearly 1.000 workers employed. The new structure is expected to be completed by Oct. 1. Five
hundred more workers will be emplant

ployed.

Planning

Tri-State

Rock

Exhibitor

—The

Meet

Arkansas M.P.
T.O. is planning a meeting of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
units to be held sometime in October at Memphis.
Texas and Oklahoma may be asked to attend.
Little

ings of the Palace, Canton, and sevtheater in Marion.
These are
the only two Ohio houses in Ohio
for which Casanave is booking at the
present time.

eral

New B. & K. Opening Soon
Chicago The newest addition to
the Balaban & Katz chain is scheduled for early September opening.
Paradise has been selected as the
name of the house, located on Crawford Ave. at Washington Blvd.

—

I^uis.

Seco, Ky., House Closed
Louisville
The Seco, Seco.
is reported closed; the Duncan,
mouth, Ky., has ope;u:d.

—

1\\

Pa

^
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Room
Room

f'>r

Oae

with bath for

Two

with bat*i
*

•^HE

Rodey

is

City,

Md.— Edward

*

.

.

.

.

.

.

$2.50

$3.50

»

ROOSEVELT WELCOMES YOU!

President

Remodeling ElUcott House
EUicott

1D>X.

TO THOSE WHO PLAN A TRIP
TO THE CAPITOL AT THIS
TIME WE OFFER MOST ATTRACTIVE SUMMER RATES:—

B.

Banks

& Manager

A

remodeling the Earle.

'WE

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as

I

Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

STOP FOOLINO

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

PRJIHIOWFIIM
!Eillfi10J3
INCORPORATED

Stebbins,
1S40

START COOLINO

for the first time.

Frank

the

St.

York

—

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)

Charles King in New York
Charles King, better known on t
screen
as
"Mike," of the
Stc
Brothers "Mike and Ike, they Lot
Alike" comedies, is visiting Ne

iii.a.itle.

ant

•

.

(cb) do 6j4s 28

effects.

ment.
Martin Finkelstein, formerly assist-

.

lom

Csj

First Division's Plan
First Division Distributors, Ne
York, states that "The Lure of tl'
South Seas," which the company
tends to roadshow, will have sou

in

Sales

32/,
97

.
.

til

St.

—

Close

w

new

a

by (Solden State (West Coast). Tl
site is at Lacey Blvd. and No. IrW

Peru Night Showings Flop
Lima, Peru Peruvians have always viewed their films in the afternoon and do not care to attend
night showings. An attempt to change
Birmingham House Passing
to evening policies in several houses
Birmingham, Ala. The Trianon,
failed.
First showings are early in
once an ace house in Birmingham,
the morning.

Financial

— Construction

ater to be operated at Hanford,

Pictures."

New

Angeles

commence immediately on

h

XFI

tion

West Coast Plans Another
Coast Bureau, THE FILM PAIi

ll'rst

Los

—

High Low

erected at 9th .^ve. and 44th St., N»
York, is rapidly nearing completic
Vaults, projection rooms, special}
constructed flues, inspection rooii
etc., are being built.
Abe N. Adi
son, president of Film Center, Ifl
states the building will be finish
long ahead of schedule.

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Second of series of
weekly motion picture radio talks by
Feli.x
Orman will be given from

22, 19

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
nSCOBPO HATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3O40

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

'

KEEP THIS AD!
It^s

New

the low-down on the
Season which now begins

"Put

this

ad in the

and show

it

—

files, Tillie,

to fne at the

end

of September."

M-G-M

September

releases are

NOW ready for screening,
—
BOTH Sound and

Congratulations Bill

Silent

Haines, you'll bring ex(nofits uiith" Excess
Baggage." It will be
the talk of '28- '29/
cess

WILLIAM
IS

TO

a

Haines in

EXCESS BAGGAGE

wonder, a marvel, a pippin

see

or hear (or both!)

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS
PRE-RELEASED
DID

in Syracuse

biggest business of

LON

{Joan Crawford)

and Baltimore

months!

Chaney's

^t

thriller

''WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS"

ANOTHER
YouT name in electrics
makes cour\iless mil-

af

is

Cuu>/oui you're
gorgeous
"Our
Dancing Daughters."
They loie you. They
wane you more and
Joaii

"Unholy Three."

"THE BELLAMY TRIAL"

is

the

more.

m

And

u/hy

nor.'

More than
et'er— Lon Chane)'
lionshappy

GREATEST court-room drama
EVER made {plus gripping talking episodes),
UNQUESTIONABLY M G M has
THE grandest line-up of history!
THEY'RE ON
ALL aboard for a money-year with
BROADWAY NOW:
THE Happiness Boys of the industry.
you're the dough

The

only tuo-ree/ comedy to
play at a $2 house Wovjing
them indelmitely at the

METRO-GOLDWYN

Embassy.
^tan

N

Y

LAUREL
m TWO

ouver

HARDY

TARS

of Hal Roach's
M-G-M laugh -louder hits
for the new season

The

first

rER

THE
Wednesday, August

DAILY
NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND PICTURES

IN

THE FAST GROWING
OF SYNCHRONIZATION

FIELD

By
'

\Ll ST. LOUIS FIRST

RUNS ON SOUND POLICY
Louis

— All

of

the

first

runs

the
houses,

witii

vaudeville

Louis,
Orpheum and Grand
ipera House are now equipped for
und pictures and are including
n-ni as regular parts of their pro-

^i.

I

t

anis.

The l*"ox now under construction
Grand and Washington boule-

and which will seat 5000 perns and have accommodations for
.'iiOO additional, is designed for talkng pictures.
A number of outlying and neighIn rhood
iiouses are also preparing
I" install the sound pictures, while
Hast St. Louis, Columbia, Mo.,
;rds,

ringfield.
Taylorville,
111.,
111.,
Jacksonville, 111., and Paducah, Ky.,
theaters have already adopted sound
pictures or have contracted for such

'

The

Ambassador,

and

Missouri

l.uew's State Theaters all blossomed
forth as sound picture houses and
while silent feature pictures will be
"wn from time to time on the
reen of the Skouras houses, Loew's
ite has decided on a strictly sound
;

.dure policy.

Equipment for
Cutting Sound Films

Special
If est

Coast

1-os

Bureau.

Angeles

—

THE FILM DAILY

for the cutting of sound-synchronized
film has been installed in the laboratories of the Paramount studio.
Projection apparatus working in
Mchrony with the sound film makes
it
possible to throw the images of
players on a miniature screen and
hear their voices and incidental sound
or music effects simultaneously, just
as is the case in a theater.
In addition to the sound film projector, syn-

chronous cutting devices have been
installed to aid in this new branch
of studio work.
Andy Newmen and Merrill White,

two members
ting staff
the sound

of the

Paramount

who were connected

cut-

with

work done by Pomeroy

in

"Wings," have been detailed as specialists in cutting sound film.

Donovan Plans Feature
and Shorts with Sound
lli-sl

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE EILM DAILY

Los Angeles Frank F. Donovan,
I)ro(luccr and director of "short story
film classics," says he will produce
three features with sound.
He will
also make six short subjects that will
have voice and sound effects.
His
features
will
include "Love's
Re-

Leo Tolstoi, "A
by
Maker's Romance," which
is
now in production; and "Peg
Woffington."
demption,"

Cigarette

news-

follow:

AMERICAN — *

*

*

well.

DAILY MIRROR—*

* • make your bows
Brothers who needed only one
experimental production,
"Lights of
New
York," before turning out an all-talker which
tops the mystery field by a hundred miles.

Warner

to

«

»

New

York," the first allrun at the Strand for three
weeks, "The Terror" ought to stay at Warner's for three years.
It's that far ahead ot
the original production and the best answer
to the talker sceptics which has ever been
made.

DAILY

of

NEWS— Wow

What a thrillerl
It keeps you tight to your seat from
start to finish.
as a cinema enigma, it
tallies
with
lots
of
the best reminiscent
though it is of several mystery movies * * *
i-ur the first time since our screen favorites
*

*

I

*

And

—

started talking for the celluloid, voices add
rather than detract from the script.
Although the picture would have offered as
much to us jn silent form, we must admit
that some of the vocal demonstrations in
"The Terror" are topnotch.
John Miljan's
voice, his laugh especially, is the best in the

Louise

Next,

Fazenda's.
Louise's
grand.
* * * Edward Everett Horton registers
well by the Vitaphone, but it seems to us
that his gesticulations are a bit too Broadwayish. * * *
I'he dialogue retards the film's action somewhat, but, not nearly as much as it has in
previous pictures.

comedy

relief

is

perfectly

EVENING JOURNAL— The

picture has
its entertainment moments, due to the weird
effects of hooded figure creeping about, secret
panels and lights that flicker on and ofl.
But it isn't well placed, and it seemed at
times that the talking held up the action and
kept it all from going off as smoothly as a
well-oiled mystery play should go. • * •
The voices of most of the cast register
well, althougrh the mechanics of the talking
apparatus still cause the characters to hiss
the letter "s" ;
Miss McAvoy, who looks
very charming, continues to lisp as she did in
"The Lion and the Mouse," but she does a
few good screams.
Everyone acts sufficiently
mysterious, but Roy Del Ruth's direction is
a little too slow.

EVENING WORLD—

But,
because of
the imperfect nature of the "talkies," it is
not by any means a perfect fabric.
It is too
disjointed, to start with, and its continuity
lacks cohesion.

In short,

like all other "talkies," "The Terso mechanical that it resembles a
Christmas toy you have to stop every once
in a while to wind it up.
And that seems to
be the chief trouble with talking movies.
The camern and the "mike" have to hop
around too much, and this makes for disjointed and seamy drama.

ror"

is

—

But, when all is said and done. "The Terror" suffers from the inescapable fact that
talking motion pictures are a long way from
perfection
The thing will prove popular, no
doubt, but the popularity will come more
from the novelty of talking movies than from
any particular the play itself may offer.

—

Detroit
Western Electric
sound projection equipment has
been ordered for the Blackstone. Equipment and installa-

* *

and detract trom the film.
Judged on Its silent merits, the new

tion

cost about $13,000.
house, which seats but
288, is declared the smallest to
order Western Electric equip,

cellu-

not the best of screen thrillers. *

is

However, here is money's
ment and entertainment.

HERALD-TRIBUNE

worth

_

«

in
•

»

*

further

m

talking, movement practically stops, and when
It
at last resumes, the bewildered spectator
has lost his feeble hold on the plot. * * •

picture concluded last
night, slightly more successfully than it began, was because in the last few reels the
calking subsided oonsiderably and the picture
snapped into action, ending with a fight between a madman and a Scotland Yard capt:iin
foi
a gleaming knife which thieatened
the lives of both.
the

MORNING TELEGRAPH

—

ment.

excite-

strengthens the suspicion, gleefully lodged in
this reviewer's mind, that with the advent of
talking
tl)e "movies," they are ceasing to
move. * * * Had the picture run its course
swiftly and silently, the sinister note ot foreboding disaster and menace might have got
across perfectly, as it so often has on the
stage.
But "The Terror" is neither a play
nor a motion picture.
It is, unfortunately,
just a bore.
Every time a character starts

reason

will

The

trade-

Ihe only

If "Lights
talker, could

Small Sound House

GRAPHIC
may not be the ultimate
in talkies, but it shows a gi-eat improvement
over earlier Vitaphone efforts and is quite
superior to anj', of its type yet shown on
Broadyvay.
This is the first talking production ill which the voice does nut crudely in-

loider

heavily punctured with
blood curdlnig shrieks, whistling wind, banging doors and everything that goes toward
making the chills creep up and down your
•
»
» 'fhe
spinal column.
Warners have
taken a big step in the direction of sound
picture progress.
With their latest effort
it
is
talking from the go, even to the announcement of the cast.
Most of the players register exceptionally

cast.

Special equipment

New York

of

paper opinions on "The Terror," second-all talker now playing at the
Warner tiieater is generally laudatory.
Extracts from their conunent

:

equipment.

EDDY

•*

•

AVAILABLE

The Terror Arouses Interest
of N. Y. Critics; Many Praise
—

Consensus
St.

W.

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DErVICES ARE NOW

TII^S

'

*

xccptioii

ARTHUR

22, 1928

proved a

*
most interesting innovation in pictures. «
The story has been well carried to the screen

Sound Films Displace Acts
at Stanley, Baltimore

—

Baltimore
Stage presentations
have been dropped at the Stanley,
which has adopted a sound policy,
"Lilac Time" the initial attracThe orchestra and organist remain at the theater. Pictures which
vvith
tion.

formerly

played two weeks at the
seating
1,490,
now will

Valencia,

'

week

play

which

staiids
seats 4,000.

the

at'

Stanley,

Sound Craze

in K.C. Zone
Confined to Large Houses

—

Kansas Cit> While sound pictures
are gaining headway in this territory,
but the invasion is confined to the
larger houses, with owners of small
theaters marking time and neighborMiss McAvoy 's voice registers more pleas- hood houses indicating that they inantly than it did in "The Lion and the teiid to "stock with the silent drama."
Mouse," while Horton gives a most capable Price and
skepticism over future of
performance in the role of a boob sleuth.
The chief honors of the picture go to Otto talkers are factors in causing small
houses to hold off on sound equipHoffman in the role of "Soapy Marks," * *
Warners have a novelty in "The Terror," ment.
by Harvey Gates, while Roy del Ruth has
given it an excellent direction.
There are
numerous amusing comedy stiuations to break
the tenseness ot
the uncanny and weird
•
dramatic element.

well played and capably directed, that should
prove a draw for motion picture audiences
for several weeks to come.

POST—*

*

*

differs

no

in

remarkable

way from any other stage

or screen matter in
which dead men topple out of closets, fiends
prepare to torture young ladies and things
are generally unpleasant. » *
There was,
«
indeed, a good deal tooi much talking, *
Of a large cast, the adroit Mr. Edward

Another Milwaukee First
Run Acquired by Brin
Milwaukee
ates

the

— L.

who

oper-

independent

first

K. Brin,

Garden,

run in opposition to Midwesco, has
Everett Horton came away with whatever
acqinred a second theater, the Mahonors were to be tal<en, since he, less than
jestic, which he will reopen with picany one else, took the matter seriously.
SUN As entertainment "The Terror" is tures Aug. 31. Sound equipment is
a mediocre mystery thriller, made occasionto be installed after Jan. 1.
The
ally effective by its use of sound effects.
It
A full time oris
an old production, cluttered with action house seats 3,000.
chestra will be employed.
and yet slow moving.
More plainly than any of its predecessors
"The Terror" points the way that talking

—

movies are headed.

If this be a fair indication of their progress the movie of the future
more closely resemble the stage play
than it will the silent picture of today. • • •
audiences will troop into the Warner Theater for weeks to come.
The fascination of
watching a new art develop has not yet
will

faded.

TIMES— While

this

mystery melodrama

its

type,

manner

the
in

being chiefly
the performers

faults

which

speak their lines and not to the Vitaphone
device.
There are, however, at least two of
the actors who give an excellent account of
themselves.
They are Edward Everett Hor-

ton and Otto Hoffman.
Roy Del Ruth has shrewdly combined good
picture ideas with the sound incidents.
His direction of the talking of the
players, however, is another matter.
*

•

motion

WiORLD—

—

the feature.

is

by no means without its shortcomings, it is
an emphatic improvement over any other
pictures of
due to the

Vitaphone at Greensboro
Greensboro, N. C. Vitaphone has
made its debut at the Carolina, owned
and operated by the Publix-Saenger
enterprises, with "Glorious Betsy'' as

Though it is still far from tlie
perfection
which probably eventually will
come about, it must be said that it is en-

ormously interesting, both by virtue of its
step forward of this new art, and also because
the story is an excellent example of the
thriller melodrama at) about
sible but most exciting. * *

its

most impos-

*

Of the players, Edward Everett Horton,
whose whole performance was excellent; Alec
Francis and Louise Fazenda created most
effect

with

their

voices.

May McAvoy

has

and John Miljan's comedy relief
scored. * **. 'In spite of these defects, "The
Terror'' rHiarks- an enormous step forward,
and is Well worth a visit if only on tnat
sfore, let alone the fao^ it is a'n amusing
and exciting a. screen mystery ithriller', as
<
"The Bat" was on the legitimate stage.

improved

pT-.-i^47*p-«_^-.
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FOX
MOVIETONEWS

1

No. 38

ALFRED E. SMITH
men

to

come

summons

all

good

to the aid of their party

^

BEGINNING Wednesd
Two

releases

each weeM

I*

FOX

"^^HeMost Imp^

N

listens

ETONEWS
SPEAKS from

Palo Alto,

qw^to

Calif.

FOX
'lETONEWS
No. 37

HERBERT HOOVER accepts the
responsibility of leading his party

tober 3^ there will be
d of one as heretofore

itt

Influence tncAmertcan LifeVoday''

The Best

Pictures of the

THE BARKER
THE
FOUR WALLS
FORGOTTEN FACES

Month

WOMAN

DISPUTED

POWER
CRAIG'S

ances of the

WIFE

Month

Four WaUs"
e Barker"
he Barker"
rious Lady"
Barker"
an Disputed"
ife"

Wife"
alls"

isputed"

ofthe sac

PICTURES
OF MONTH
James

R. Quirk, Editor of Photoplay, gives Pathe' top
honors in "The Best Pictures of the Month." 6 Winners

Out Of Six, Pathe' Hits-4 for all other comcombined- "Craig's Wife" and "Power" chosen

selected. 2

panies

from hundreds of films as supreme entertainment.
Critics, Editors,

Showmen and the Public

are all in favor
ofthe Pathe' Platform-Super Pictures plus Super Service,

Lew program clicks
Two of the season^s big ones pass critical
test and walk away with first honors on
Photoplays^s

list

WILLIAM
IN

of best pictures of month.

BOYD

POWER
with

JAQUELINE LOGAN

and

ALAN HALE

is classed as one of the best of the month for no particular reason except that it keeps you laughing throughout.

**npHIS picture
-I-

Boyd again appears as a humanly humorous smart aleck,
which seems to be the type the public demands of him. This time
Boyd and Alan Hale are teamed as "two-fisted workers on both dams
and feminine hearts." They swing back and forth over the highest
dam in the world without the bat of an eye, but when the girl "looking for 'clucks' with loose jack" comes to town, they fall like weaklings and are both duped by the same gold-digger.
Jaqueline Logan very capably plays this girl of "Quaker mien and
crafty heart." There are thrilling fights and near-accidents, but the
picture is essentually a comedy."
Photoplay
Bill

A Ralph Block Production
Story and continuity by Tay Carnett

Directed by

Howard Higgin

CRAIG S WIFE
u,itii

and

IRENE RICH

WARNER BAXTER

"WTILLIAM DEMILLE

Broadway
» success, completely avoiding spectacular melodrama and forced
situations. It starts quietly enough, but with a sure, smooth tempo,
builds to a tensely dramatic finish. The director has surpassed himself in his unique power to portray the intrinsic drama of the ordinary

human

gives a brilliant picturization of a

A WILLIAM

C.

DEMILLE

Production
Adapted by Claru Beranger
from the stage play by George Kelly

frailties.

Irene Rich, as a woman who married wisely, but too well, has a
rare opportunity to show her gift for intimate characterization.
Warner Baxter plays the role of the slightly henpecked gentleman
with marvelous sympathy and restraint. A simple story, yet its
handling makes it drama of the highest order."
Photoplay

Pathe (#) Pictures

THE
^

Wednesday, August

10

Each

Year

We Have

22,

the

Opportunity of Making The
Film Daily Year Book Bigger
and Better Perhaps Thafs
Why We Get Such a Kick

Out

of

Doing

It.

THE 1929
FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK
IS

Now

in

Preparation

Filmdom's Recognized
Book of Reference for
the Past Ten Years

COVERS EVERYTHING
GOES EVERYWHERE

f^dnesday, August

22, 1928

Coast Wire Service

Columbia

at

A

Capacity

Francc>
Pcrrett,
former
sport
writer, assembled a wealth of athletic
talent for a recent
gather-

Little
from

Wampas

*'Lots*'

RALPH WILK

By

Chandler Signed for

CK COHN

IN

CHARGE;

Series of

"U"

Hollywood

2 Reelers "lyfAX REE,

George

iRRY ON EUROPEAN

TRIP

A'ith the arrival of Jack Cohn to
over the reins of production

Chandler, former vaudehas been placed under contract by Universal to make a series
ville star,

of 12 two reel Tenderfoot Western
Thrillers under the supervision of

Kc

William Lord Wright.

Harry Cohn takes an extended
ration
in
Europe, Columbia is
fictioning to capacity with two pro-

ian will direct the first of the series,

Mile

\

work, several in the cutrooms and two in preparation.
er
The pictures now shooting are

(ctions in
t

Street

''he

"rginia
ith

featuring

Illusion,"

of

C.

Ken-

and

"Sinners' Paide," featuring Victor Varconi and
Ijjrothy Revier.
John G. Adolfi is
ijndling the latter.
'("Submarine," directed by Frank
I^ipra, featuring Jack Holt, Dorothy
j']:vier and Ralph Graves, is finished.
iphn is carrying it East. "Runaway
directed by Mark Sandrich,
jirls,"
Mason, Arthur
Maturing
Shirley
Imkin, Hedda Hopper, Alice Lake
bid Edward Earle, is also in the cut;ig stages ready for early release.
j'About to be begun are "Driftwood"
"Driftwood"
id "The Wild Cat."
being adapted from Richard Hardg Davis' story by Lillie Hayward
id will be directed by Christy Camne.
Jacqueline Logan plays the
direction,

minine lead.
Karl Brown is preparing his own
ory for "The Wild Cat," which will
made ivith an all-featured cast.

ialph

Block Puts 2
Pictures in

Work

Ralph Block, associate producer at
,e Pathe studios, yesterday put into
"The
'eduction two new features.
pieler," will feature Alan Hale and
icqueline Logan and "Office Scan-

Haver

vehicle with
Tay Gareorge Duryea featured.
Jtt will direct "The Spieler," from
script prepared in collaboration
Edward H. Grifith Hal Conklin.
th will direst "Office Scandal" from
delaide Heilbron's scenario.
is

a

Phyllis

Gloria Gray will

in

Griffith

Cast

Henry Armetta has been added to
le cast of "The Love Song," now
production at the United States.
Villiam Boyd, Jetta Goudal, George
awcett and Albert Conti are featred with Lupe Velez.
1

Added

to
Ratcliffe

Hero,"
appear

which
the fem-

in

in

inine lead.

TurnbuU Gets

Special

Post at Paramount
Hector Turnbull
cial

new

assuming speParamount, tak-

is

editorial post at

ing over the

duties Sept.

1.

Sedgwick to Direct Next Keaton
Edgar Sedgwick, who has just completed Buster Keaton's "The Cameraman,"

second in
the series of comedies which Keaton
will do for M-G-M.
No title has
been selected.
will

direct

the

M-G-M

Signs Eugenie Besserer
Eugenie Besserer has been signed
by M-G-M for "The Little Angel,"
Norma Shearer's next production.

Sam Wood

direct "The
Angel," with a cast including
will

ny Mack Brown,
and Gwen Lee.

Lowell

Little

John-

Sherman

ole

m

a talker.

*

boys who performed were Joe Bonomo, Mushy
Callahan, George Kotsanoras, Harry
Burns and others. Charles ("Buddy") Rogers played two trombone
solos.
Don Terry, former Harvard
amateur boxing champion, who played the title role of "Me-Gangster,"
for Fox, was introduced.
*

It is

J.

Grubb Alexander

say the

least.

He

is

is

versatile, to

writing stage

story, with a

South

plays, originals and scenarios.
His
play, "Wedlocked," will soon be proin London, with Ruby Miller
the star, while his original story,
"Come Across," will serve as Mary
Nolan's first starring vehicle.
He
also wrote the scenario of "The Man

duced

as

Who

Laughs."
*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Adolphe Menjou and a party of
friends watching Frank

Philbin in "Heart and Hand," for
Universal.
Jack Oakie, who was
discovered by Ruggles, is now under
a long term contract with Paramount.

Added to "Honeymoon" Cast
Moran and Harry Gribbon
have the featured roles in M-G-M's
"Honeymoon," which Herman Raymaker is directing. The story is an
Polly

original by

Lew

Lipton and stars the

dog "Flash."

Marines" ; the two Als Rovisiting
sen and St. John

Working on "The River"
Winter scenes of "The River have
been completed by Frank Borzage.
Charles Farrell and Mary Duncan

the Tiffany-Stahl studio.

iieaa tne

Strayer
in

direct

scenes for

Richard Dix

"Moran

—

of the

—

"

K/;>A'Z.Y

^

cast.

KAT

LET IT
RAIN
f 1 1 f f
•

•

•

•

•

LET IT

POUR

Starts London Story
has started on a Jack Lonstory for Tiffany-Stahl under

T-S

The
the direction of Elmer Clifton.
cast so far selected includes Patsy

low "The Rescue."

directing for Warners.

is

an aviation

Work

"Condemned to Devil's Island,"
Blair Niles' story of the French penal
colony, in the Guianas, has been
selected by Samuel Goldwyn as the
next Ronald Colman picture to fol-

*

the screen ver-

Sherman Ross is being kept busy Pole setting.
at the Fox studio. He recently finished ayi important role in "Making
the Grade," which Al Green directed,
MacKaye Again Opposite Philbin
and is now working in Irving CumWesley Ruggles, who discovered
niings' production, ivhich is still unFred MacKaye and who used him
titled.
in "Salvage," opposite Mary Philbin,
*
*
*
will also use
MacKaye and Miss

playing the principal roles in the
Tiffany-Stahl production "The Family
Row" now being directed by
James Flood.

Ruth Miller, Malcolm McGregor,
Wallace MacDonald and Ray Hallor.
The story and continuity is credited
to Bennett Cohen and it is being
photographed by John Boyle.

*

"The Conquest," which Roy

sion of

Del Ruth

*

the

Eve Unsell wrote

Playing in "The Family Row"
Lawrence Gray, Claire Windsor,
Roy D'Arcy land Jed Prouty are

Vilma Banky Plans N. Y. Trip
E. J.
Banky plans to make a brief
Yilma
ave been added to the cast of the
"iffany-Stahl production "The Float- trip to New York following the comig College" in which Sally O'Neill pletion of "The Awakening," now in
nd Buster Collier plav the leading final stages of production under the
oles under the direction of George direction of Victor Fleming.
Georgia Hale, Harvey Clark
^rone.
nd Georgie Harris are also in the
Colman's Next Chosen
Talker Role for Stone
Arthur Stone, who is finishing a
"The Farmer's
in
role
eatured
Daughter," for Fox, is considering a

direct.

Alf Goulding Signed

T-S Cast
and Gene Alsace

ast.

in

Alf Goulding has been engaged by
Tififany-Stahl to supervise gagging
of "The Floating College" starring
Sally O'Neill and Buster Collier and
directed by George Crone.

don

Another

Tenderfoot

Ian Keith and Ken-

Valli,

Thomson, under Erie

li's

"A

Walter Fab-

addition to his duties as costumer director at First
National, will also design the costumes for Gloria Swanson and the
other members of the cast of "Queen
Kelly," which Eric von Stroheim will

^"

Among

ing.

f f f

KRAZY
KAT

^^
Animated by

Ben Harrison
and

Manny Gould

f f

WILL INSURE YOUR

BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS
PRODUCED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

U^aramount MINTZ Cartoons

THE*
Wednesday, August
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European Pact Against
Schenck Again Raps St. Louis Operators
U. S. Pictures Seen
Talkers as Short Lived Stagehands, Get Raise
(Con/inwfd from Page

1)

{Continued from Page 1)
exhibitor
convention,
which
opened here 3'esterday, with delegations from 14 nations in attendance.
France has sent 60 delegates, and
Great Britain has a big representation.
secret move to boycott American films in anticipated, and legislaState.
tion will be favored to place a proThe reduction places the musicians' hibitive tax on pictures imported
scale at $82. but carries a proviso from America.
that 20 men must be used in the
pit, as against 15 under the present
contract.
All of the houses have
more than 20 piece orchestras. Musicians are to confer with owners of
smaller houses, where the scale is
{Continued from Page 1)
$43, and indications are they will installations of sound
equipment this
accept a cut.
year it is believed, and these will be
Musicians, entering deliberation in almost exclusively
in
big Famous
a spirit of cordiality, are said to Players theaters.
One general manresent the statement credited to an ager
expressed the belief that the
official of the stagehands' union that
inaximum number of wired houses
the main concern of the organization in
the Dominion during the next 12
was better conditions for its mem- months would
be from 30 to 40. Few
bers regardless of mechanical music.
independent exhibitors are directly
Stagehands obtained an increase of
mterested in sound installations it is
a week and operators $5 weekly.
said,
because of the cost of the
(.Continued from Page 1)

but about six tion with theater owners, as a means
to offset inroads of sound films, but
months.
Three or four talking pictures will operators and stagehands have sebut cured advances, with the number of
prove
successful,
financially
people will find when 30 or 40 talk- men in the booth doubled in sound
ers have been made that they don't houses.
Houses concerned are the
want dialogue to replace the silent Ambassador, Missouri and Loew's
the

talkers

would

last

Dialogue in
Schenck says.
films destroys their sincerity, he believes, and the unreality of mechanical voices will mean early death for
of
pictures
Talking
talkers.
the
Schenck believes,
vaudeville
acts,
will replace presentations as a novelty for a while, for the prologue already has demonstrated that it is a
great failure. Pictures only are what
picture houses need, he believes.

drama,

Talkers have not made any great
to
according
impression
abroad,
Schenck, who says the European
mind will not turn so rapidly to a
novelty as do Americans, hence the
outlook there for talkers is more
gloomy than the picture he paints
Synof their future in America.
chronization, however, has a great
future and will be of great value in
supplying proper music for theaters,
Schenck believes. He predicted that
installations in time will be brought
as

$400,

equipment.

Higher Wages Granted
by Milwaukee Exhibitors Chatkin in Charge of
Milwaukee —

to make a picture for his company.
Russia's development he believes will
be slow and never will be a really
good market as many theaters admit
patrons free, while at others the card
of a trade union member entitles
the bearers to a 50 per cent discount.

Considine, Jr., is in New
York for conferences with Joseph M.
Schenck, and to complete production

W.

arrangements for the sound picture
to be made by United Artists starIrving Berlin
ring Harry Richman.
now is writing the story and lyrics.
The picture will be filmed at the
Cosmopolitan studio, New York.

to
First

National's

1928-1929

(Continued from Paiic

\)

union half way.
A final meeting
be held today, committees representing both sides having agreed
will

to

settle

the

matter.

and Shea's

the theater chain, while the distributor was represented by Ned Depinet, R. C. Seery, Jack Brower and
Charles Muehlman. In Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Seattle and Oakland,
the product will be split by West
for

Coast and Orpheum.

"Dinner Time," the Pathe Aesop
Film Fable which claims the dis-

Chatkin will continue to deal with
the buying of short product for Publix, in addition to his duties
as general supervisor and manager of
the
Eastern de luxe division.

M. &

S.

Hamlin Recovered
publisher of the

New York regional, "Film Curb,"
has returned to his desk after three
months' illness during which he underwent an operation.

Motion Denied

A Setback for Sapiro
{Continued from Page 1)

day, thus marking another and secend setback to the I.M.P.E..A.. in its
efforts

to

enforce

its

contract with

the chain.

Sapiro can appeal or wait until the
comes to trial. Exactly when
this will be in view of summer court
schedules and heavy dockets for the

action

is

{Continued from Page
It

is

understood

1)

presents,''

GILDQ
lOVE

and,

it

is

claimed,

One

of Jennifer West's silken love-tales

the story of a luxury-loving night-lile b

installations
are
and that theaters

ready upon order
can
be equipped
beginning next
week. The device will sell for about
$3,500,

S ftMUEL7IERLER.

difficult to figure.

Complete Program in
Sound for Gotham

of

Thomas Hamlin,

in

polis.

fall

First Cartoon in Sound
Playing at Mark Strand

1)

Hippodrome

Buffalo, the Olympia in New Haven,
and the new Minnesota, in Minnea-

group

been sold to West Coast Theaters.
Harold B. Franklin signed

E. Refusing
to License Indpts. Hit

Operator Demands Today

Buffalo

West Coast Theaters

being the world's first
animated cartoon subject in sound, is
currently being seen and heard at
the Mark Strand, New York.
The cartoon was made with the
{Continued from Page 1)
began production of sound picture Photophone process, and is being
and it has not been shown at the Mark Strand on Weste(|uipment,
changed, it was stated yesterday. ern Electric equipment.
While no official statement was forthWeiss Sails Soon
coming, the Coast report was reFollowing the conference of Artgarded as unfounded, in view of the
class officials to consider entering the
company's policy.
sound picture field, which will take
place next week. Max Weiss will
sail for Europe on a sales tour.
Final Meeting on N. Y.

W.

{Continued from Page

has

tinction

Report

Division for Publix

avail

Group

John

A

Canada Buying Not
Hit by Sound Films

Milwaukee operators
so that all
themselves of and the Milwaukee Theater Owners
United Artists will Ass'n have arranged a higher wage
sound pictures.
concentrate on silent pictures, but scale for the operators.
Operators started agitation somewill make a few talkers, to determine reaction of the public, and "if time ago for a higher wage on the
people want talking pictures, they ground that with the advent of sound
shall have them," said Schenck.
pictures their duties were much inAmerican pictures are increasingly creased. The operators are now mupopular abroad, said Schenck, who sical directors, they claimed, inasGermany soon will much as they must show pictures
that
believes
The United s>nchronized with speech and nuiiic.
drop its "kontingent."
Artists head announced that S. M.
Eisenstein, Russian director, is com- 1st Nat'l Sells
ing to the United States this fall

down as low
theaters
can

man

is

inter-

changeable with any other disc reproducing equipment on the market.
Gotham has made immediate plans
to synchronize ten pictures, some of
which will have sequences in dia-

terfly,

broken on the wheels of desu

Ver)

modem,

very

true,

intensely

triguing!

reel novel-

V/^ PICTURES CORPORATIC

contemplated, the
final objective being to place on the
market a complete program in sound.

SAMUEL ZIERLEP^ presldet
Y O R— K
N E \A/'

logue.
ties

A

program

and acts

of

two

is

"Nick" Schenck a Daddy
daughter was born yesterday
at Fifth Ave. Hospital to Mr. and
Mrs.
Nicholas
Schenck,
M-G-M.
The infant will be called Martha

A

Elizabeth.

r

Mid-West Showmen Seek Cut on $ilent Films
ALL THE HEWS
ALL THE TIME

^€>NEWSPAPER
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Talkers
ON DON

r

did not misquote

U. S.

Joe Schenck, back in
New York, l)udges nary an
He
on talking ])ictures.
liim.

I

nil

them as short-lived novelsees big money in three or
and poison in thirty or

ips
es,

lur

Sound

Mly.

"Where

l)()on.

"Falking

ox

have

Decidedly.

office.

lyhody

been

Now

ev-

moving mountains

is

to

on the market. Ennatural, too. But in a cou-

a talker

(.t

ly

I

pictures

of

Ii

months

you'll find plenty

them, some good, a lot of
hem rotten and the novelty will
I

worn

(
i>t

The

off.

public

may

turn sour on talkers, but the
is skimming on the edge

r.ule
f

uncomfortably thin

A

PROBE OF N. W. UNIT
HELD UP DURING SUMMER
Await End

started, I don't know.
There is no
truth to it. Somebody, unknown to me and for what reason I cannot understand, is circulating these reports. Not only have I never
communicated with Warners about the purchase of control of their
in the

world

it

and

Bri.stt)liJhoiie.

So!

at this
luiuiry into

BUYING SITUATION TERMED

Both

il's.

Western Eleccarry the sound on

under

Bristolphone claims complete
itcrchangeability with all other disc
jstems. What W. E. will say about
may carry a different tinge.
iscs.

A
However,
hone
unner

may
of

Forerunner
the debut of Bristolbe construed as a foreother equipments and a

indication that the buying
efinite
xhibitor will have a number of sejctions from which to make his pick,
^he greatest caution will have to be

Correct and authentic
interchangeability is imortant, since the source of product
5
involved.

ixercised.
!ope
on

Breathing Easier
Some of the panting has ceased,
tiany of the folks at First National
and West are breathing lots
'.ast
asier.
For Kennedy, that quiet and
irovocatively silent man, is no longgunning on the organization's prei:r
icrves, and, it seems, some of the

—

jame frequenting those

woods will
The cheers

•cam freely as of yore.
:hat greeted news of the break might
lot have been stentorian in volume,
)ut never doubt the degree of their
liincerity.

KANN

officials

cuss

AWEUL AT CLEVELAND

BRISTOLPHONE PLANNED

nothing much is being
end with respect to the
trade

practices

the

in

Northwest territory, where alleged
boycott and coercion against United
Artists was under scrutiny.
Department investigators are understood to
have been studying the matter, but

h;it

iii^iderably

month,

the

declared.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON

being done

is

at

Donovan, who is not expected
return to his desk until the end of

done

ice.

deal carries clearly defined earlatks of a most interesting situation,
w
Bristolphone
is
.begin
with,
ady to install at once at a figure

THE FILM DAILY

Llill)

to

Debut of Interest

(lotham

Washington
Washington

the present time
in the way of investigational work by
the Dept. of Justice, due to absence
o{ many of the higiier officials tin
their summer vacations.
As a result of absence of Col. (Wild
11

is

Warner

to

of Officials'

— Little

is

nothing," Harry M.

Bureau of

n\i.ihington

all a joke, ridiculous.
We have no idea of selling out.
nothing to these reports so far as I know, and I think I
should, since the Warner Brothers control the majority stock of
their corporation.
It is possible that outside interests are buying
the company's stock in the open market.
Of that I would know

There

Others,

Vacations

all

company, but nobody connected with the Paramount organization
has.
We have no more idea of taking this step than we have of
buying out Childs' restaurants or United Cigar Stores." That is the
statement of Adolph Zukor to THE FILM DAILY again denying
reports that Paramount had paid $20,000,000 for control of Warner
Bros.
"It

Like

Inquiry,

The $20,000,000 Mystery

and music,

effects

Price 5 Cents

1928

23,

—

here

are

reluctant

to

dis-

it.

TORONTO CO-OP NOT TO

Immediate installation of BristolCleveland Awful is the word used
phone synchronizing systems, to be by distributors here to describe the
used in conjunction with Gotham buying situation.
AGAINST ANY CHAIN
Sound films have
Prod., will be available, according to the territory dizzy, so far as buying
report from Waterbury, Conn., product is concerned.
Exchanges
a
Toronto
No campaign against
where the sound disc equipment is estimate that buying is of? to the other theatrical interest or exchanges
(Continued on Page 2)
extent of $2,000,000.
is
planned by Exhibitors Co-operative, Ltd., formed here with a mem-

WAR

—

600 in Attendance at
Berlin Film Conference

—

Berlin (By Cable)
Six hundred
delegates are in attendance at the
first
International
Film
Congress
which got under way here yesterday.
{Continued an Page 2)

"U" Talkers

to be

Made

in

bership of 50 out of the city's 104 pic(Continued

London, Bryson Says

on

Page

2)

—

Movietone
London (By Cable)
made by Universal
in London on a large scale, James
manager of
general
Bryson,
V.
pictures are to be

(Continued

ATTACHMENT EXPECTED

on Page £)

TO HOLD UP POLI SALE

Sound Film Emphasis Declared
Cutting Silent Picture Value
Frank Plans Chain of
Nebraska Theaters
Waterloo,

la.

—

Alexander Frank

has sold his interest in the Plaza and
Rialto here, and will open the York,
York, Neb., early in September. The
new house, which is to seat 1,000,
is one of four Nebraska theaters to
be constructed this season in towns
of from 6,000 to 15,000 population.
It will be a sound picture house.

Louis— Exhibitors

St.

tory,

of this terri-

smarting under reverses of hard

times,

are

rentals

of

sound

demanding reduction
silent

picture

films,

vogue.

due

to

in

the

Producers,

playing up sound films, have discounted the value of silent films, the
contending they
claim,
exhibitors
should not pay as much for silent
features

and shorts as formerly.

—

Filing of
New Haven, Conn.
writs of attachment against Poll theaters here and at Hartford, will hold
up proposed sale of the chain to Fox
(Continued on Page 2)

Taylor Gets District Post
With "U" in Middle West
Kansas City
been

named

— Harry

district

Taylor has

manager

for

Universal with supervision over the
Kansas City, Omaha, St. Louis, Des
Moines, Minneapolis and Sioux Falls
Harry Hynes, former
branches.
salesman, replaces him as local ex-

change manager.

tv

THE

^an

PAILV

Expect Attachment
to Delay Poli Sale
(Continued from Page

1)

months, it is believed, althouRh in the absence from the city
iif
S. Z. Poli and his Kcneral manager, Louis M. Sagal, no confirmafor several
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Toronto Go-op Not
to War on Chains
ture

High Low

Close
(s) Am.
Seat.
... 32}4
31J4 32
(cb) do 6s 36 ... 97
96/2 96'A
Bal. & Katz
74J4
13/2
(c) Con. Fm. Ind. UVi
26
(s)
... 26
do pfd.
25'A
(s) East.
Kodak .185% 1S4'A 185
128
•(s)
do pfd
" (c)
Film Insp
3/8
104
•(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s) Fox
Fm. "A"' 85J4 84 J4 84 J4
27/2
27/.
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 28^8

Para. F-L
(b) do 6s 47

(s)

(b)
(s)
(s)

(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(s)
(0)
(c)

...141
99J4

1,000
2

2,266
3.700
3,000

5,600
4,000

89/2
55
55
lOl"^ lOi'A
16
16
108J4 108M
100 >i lOOH
26
8/2
19% 20/2
80

of the Cumbac is president, Nathan
1 aylor,
treasurer, and J. Earl Lawson, chairman of the buying board.
No powers are to be taken from the
individual exhibitor, the organization

buying only what he

"U" Talkers

139" 139H

specifies.

to be

Made

200
2

10

in

London, Bryson Says
(Continued from Page

4,500
100

is

Baillie

1)

European Motion Pictures, stated on
his return from the United States.

They

will
he said.

4,500

be

made

Sunday Issue
Nyack, N. Y.

8,366

at

town

though theaters deny any plan to take

(>Vi

"A"

28
7s 37 .. 72^4
Roxy "A" ... 26
29
do units
do com.
A'A
Skouras Bros.. 39
Stanley Co.
38H
Technicolor ...
6
...

Trans Lux

6
23
71

7

3

3

IS

Warner

Bros..

85"

38/2

3

"

1,000

'366

'.'.'.'.

'.'.'.'.

16
97

do "A" ... 84%
(cb) do 6/2S 28 .157
* Last
Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.

7954
82/2
156

80%

24,300
83J4 10,500
156
16

the Counter ( Bid and Askad.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Cbioago;

Over

NOTE:

action to force

permission for

Sunday shows.
Novelty

84

81 !4

legal

al-

31

United Art. .. 12
do pfd. ... 78
Univ. Ch. com. 2
do pfd. ... 75
•(c) Univ. Pict
*(s)
do pfd

...

36,800
10,800
27
11
7254

stir this

2-8

S'A
42
37J4

—

A

novelty
on at the Floral
Park by "Florence," featured organist.
A film showing her flying to
work in an airplane, at the finish of
which she dashes down the aisle to
play the organ, is being shown at
the house.
I.

Kalich Leaves
Lillian Kalich has left for the coast,
Lillian

where she will join the M-G-M scenario department and possibly assist
in

the production of talking films.

Colton in N. Y.
$35 Television Sets
Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

John Colton, who has

just

com-

pleted a story of tropical adventure,
sets not yet titled for Greta Garbo, has
Television
wliich will retail for $35 have been arrived in New York.
developed hy C. Francis Jenkins,
pioneer in radio transmission of picMorris Making Tests
tures.
Al Morris, assistant to Harry Rapf
of M-G-M, is in New York, superRubin Returning
vising a number of screen tests for
parts
in King Vidor's new all-negro
vice-president
and
Rubin,
Robert
J.
general counsel of M-G-M, arrives picture and also taking charge of

Wa.shiiiKton

in

New York

—

•

from Europe tomorrow.

local

sequences for "Nize Baby."

(Continued from Page 1)

being manufactured.
W. H. Brist
inventor of the system, claims
have had his device assembled yea
before
of

"sound pictures" were

"I
the

refrigeration.

am

cooling mine," he says, "by

atmosphere

from

National Convention."
ning Sun."

—a"N.Republican
Y. Eve-

"Godless Girl" in N. Y. Aug. 31
Premiere of "The Godless Girl,"
Pathe roadshow, is scheduled for
Aug. 31 at the Gaiety, New York.
The picture opened Monday at the
Biltmore, Los Angeles.

Advance on Gov. Smith Speech

hea;

the

in

industry, but refused
commercialize it before perfected.

Maintenance

of factories

which

fi

years had been making commerci
recording devices, has made it po
sible, it is claimed, to reach a per
of production activity at this tiir

where

it

is

possible to ship and

systems

stall

on

i,

demand.

Bristc
phone Sales Corp., is being organiz('
by Gotham as distributor of tl

equipment.

"Times

Square,"

fir

feature on the Gotham 1928-29 pn
gram is slated as the initial produ'
tion to carry the Bristolphone syi
chronization.
It
will be
release
Sept. 20.

Ass'n of Foreign Correspondents.

electric

19;

on Bristolphone Se

Madge Bellamy was chosen as the
American beauty by the Hollywood 600 in

Attendance at

Berlin Film Conferenc
{Continued from Page

1)

The

conference, called by the Ge'
man exhibitor association, is expectel
to result in a pact against America
pictures by European nations.

Murray Garsson Sailing
Murray W. Garsson, president d
the Buck Jones Corp., sails tomor
row for England to arrange producj
tion

make

plans for a picture Jones is t(!
from a story by Reginah

Denny.
Brulatours

Return to N.

Hope Hampton and
tour have returned
from Europe.

Y.

Jules

to

New

Brula
Yorl

SALE!

s

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

Stebbins Heads Fax Houses
Detroit S. J. Stebbins, manager
of the
Fox, Washington, will be

—

managing

Organ Stunt

Floral Park, L.
stunt is being put

Skouras, St. Louis.

IVoshintiton

SL.a

shown in Fox Movietone News today in Broadway theaters. The shots
were made last week.

timent continues to

do
do

DALY

Nyack, N. Y.
shows sen-

— Sunday

5

Patlie

By PHIL M.

Highlights of Gov. Smith's speech
of
acceptance as the Democratic
nominee for the presidency, is to be

3

99/2

That's That

as ciuota pictures,

99/2

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

(o)

Sales

Bud Lennon

W. Adam

Par.By.S-^sSl.lOlK 10154 10154

.

(c)
(s)

The organization was

houses.

a statement says.
purchasing agent.

9

Intern.

.

And

formed for collective buying of films
The proprietor of a Times Square
and supplies and "to obtain fair treat- jicture house boasts that he has somement and maintain fair competition," thing better than a theater cooled by

Financial

Proj..
•(1.) Keiths 6s 46.
(s) Loew's Inc.
56fi
(s)
do pfd.
.101 /a
16^
do deb. rts.
(c)
(b)
do 6s 41ww.l08ji
(b)
do 6s41x-war.l00"/j
•(s) M-G-M pfd
•(s) M. P. Cap
21 fi
(s) Orph.
Cir
•(s)
do pfd

1)

23,

Immediate Delivery

(Roxy) Rothafel has left for
vacation in the Adirondacks.
In view of the sensational business
tion could be obtained.
The Hancock Co., of New York the Roxy is doing, he should not have
has f^led two $1,000,000 writs of at- to worry over attendance during his
tachment against the Hyperion, Bi- absence.
jou and Palace lierc and the Capitol
Exhihit(yrs of the St. Louis zone,
and Palace at Hartford. Poli Corp.,
Poli
Reality,
Theaters, demand a cut in rentals, because,
Poli
Poli
Theatrical
Enterprises they say, producers are layinc/ such
and the personal realty of Poli and stress on talkers that sileyit pictures
They claim it's a
Sagal are affected by the attachment. are suffering.
The writ alleges that the complain- sound argument.
ant secured the Stanley Co., and the
Paul Whiteman and his band have
B. I'". Keith Corp., to purchase the
Poli circuit, and that $986,000 is due made a Columbia record of "Felix
the Hancock firm, Poli refused to ro tile Cat," the song and instrumental
number which was inspired by the
ihrouKh with the deal, it is claimed.
Felix the Cat animated cartoon comedies released by Educational.

(Continued from Page

*U)

b

Thursday, August

director of the new Fox
here, as well as the Fo.x under construction at St. Louis.
W. S. Scott
will be local house manager.
Stebbins also has jurisdiction over the

Fox Philadelphia house.

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD
MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film— Case— 6 Magazine!
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens

$29.S0

uiiuoa^HBys

Texas Guinan Leaves N. Y. Sunday
Production will begin Sept. 1 upon
Texas Guinan's Vitaphone picture,
"Queen of the Night Clubs." She IL
will leave
New York Sunday for »-»
Hollywood.
Television Pictures Sent Ten Miles
Television motion pictures were
sent from Coytesville, N. J., to Philosophy Hall at New York University, a distance of ten miles in first
New York demonstration of radio
transmission of pictures.
Television Talker Demonstrated
Newark, N. J. Television talkers
were demonstrated at L. Bamberger &
Go's, store here, with a drama presented by means of puppets.
The
broadcast was by wire to a different

—

part of the building.

110

West 32«'St,Nc«ybrk.N.y.'
Phone Penna. 0330

^

=J

—

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

l__

City

.---J

I

I

f

YflNGS

//

paramount
picture
going stronger than ever in 2nd YEAR

OF CAPACITY BUSINESS AT $2
Criterion Theatre,

New York.

will be released to picture

IN

SOUND

in September.

at the
*•!•'!•

-i-

houses

Set your

dates now! 4"*^4''f''i'*'i"4''i'4'4'

TRADE w'>C'^^ 3fw MARK

Q^imMbimt

X

THE GREATEST BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION IN MOTION PICTURE HISTORY!
4^
And, of course, paramount!
-f

-J-

LL_ji^

Lucien Hubbard Production

Directed by William Wellman

Clara Bow, Charles Rogers, Richard Arlen, Gary Cooper

!

!

HEAD AND SHOULDERS ABOV\
ANY OTHER SCREEN ATTRACTIO
ON B'WAY DURING THREE SMAS\
WEEKS AT N, Y. RIVOLI

BIG TRIAL

SCENE
IN

TALK

.

.

SENSATION

WHEREVER

SHOWN

FBO's
SECOND TALKER
WALLOP:

"HIT OF
Already a

hit

in

THE SHOW"

silent

form at the Roxy, N. Y.

DON'T BE PANICKED BY SOUND

THE

11

IIIJU

Coast Wire

T^ T«

Exchanging Exchanges
in Filmdom!

More Power
KENNEDY'S WITHDRAWAL

Service-

for

Grinde to Direct McCoy
Nick Grinde is slated to («

Imi McCoy
neur

INCREASES HIS AUTHORITY

THE

Film Center Building has given impetus to a long neglected movement in tlie
it knits together the scattered
film industry
promotes efficiency
forces of distribution
minimizes danger by
by concentration
and observes the law
avoiding congestion
by being built to order instead of flouting
the law with bootlegging technicalities!

—

——
—

rr
'sS'i-'«i

Boat,"

cials,

yesterday on his return to

left

the Coast.

part

now

"Ned McCobb's Daugh-

this summer, is to arrive in
Hollywood early in October to appear in a talker which H. DAbhadie
D'.Arrast will direct for Paramount.

abroad

Film Center Buildim

New
"The

^5//^ Street

has

for

This

:

Rinty Vehicle
Dollar Collar"

Million

decided upon as the definite
Rin-Tin-Tin's new vehicle.
production recently completed

been
title

made under the temporary
name, "The Outlaw Dog."
was

Accessible yet away from congestion
Fireproof storage vaults on all floors
Shipping platform with ramp to street
Special projection and inspection rooms
Entrances on two thoroughfares
Full floors of 18,000 square feet
or less
Fast passenger as well as freight elevators
Moderate rentals and low insurance

FBO

Plans All-Talker
Engineers are on their way to the

FBO

studio

to

install

additional

sound equipment for the company's
first all-talker, soon to be started.

—

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

5

FILM CENTER, INC.,
\fd

x^JJ^JJ -»»—IX-

n

11

FIFTH AVENUE
ASHIand 4200
'Guilders

.

.

TT -rw—rr~n—rr

.

the

under

studio to begin
direction of

H

i

r

"The Shakedown" Completed
Production

of

"

Univcrsal's

Shakedown" has been completed

HARRY DELF
Director

1928

show you
plans !

ABE N. ADELSON,

and Author

Current Releases
"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"
(The
First
Fox-Movietone
Comedies Made on the Coast)
Just Completed

"The Ladies' Man"
Starring "Chic" Sale
^res.

was.

ters'

first

being directed by William

Chevalier to Make Talker
Maurice Chevalier, European playei;
signed by Jesse L. Lasky while

22

to

teriors,

will

Cowen.

J.

to

prodiu

Pollard.

the cast of

f^sk-

Universal

featuring
Laura La
Plante
Le Baron, who has been in New Joseph
York for conferences with FBO offi- returnedSchildkraut, the compaiii

ter,"

•

v,

(

tpPf ?l£

NINTH AVENUE

starring

"Humming

t

i
ah

•

Gcvt

which

Director
William Wyler.
|,i
be in "Hard Boiled Murray and Barbara Kent arc
Rose," now being directed by F. Har- ured in "The Shakedown."
mon Weight, with a cast including
Myrna Loy. William Collier, Jr. and
Semon Suffers Breakdown
When Shackelford
John Miljan.
Larry Semon is confined to a s
completes this role he will begin another in "Stark Mad," an all-talking tarium following a nervous br<
N'itaphone picture with H. B. War- down.
ner, Louise Fazenda and Jacqueline
Logan working under direction of
Watters Signs Paramount Pact
Llovd Bacon.
George Manker Watters, autl!
of "F^urlesque," has signed a n
Natheaux Assigned
contract to write for Paramou
Louis Natheaux has been added to "The Sawdust Paradise,"

-f-rr'

^^th Street

romance,

McCoy's

as

following

36 feature pictures.

for

first

3J&

fFf

•serve

"Perfecto."

in

Morris'

Wires"
"Sioux Blood."
Marion Dei
Withdrawal of Joseph P. Kennedy appears opposite McCoy.
John
from First National, will enable Wil- ters is directing.
liam Le Baron to assume much of
the control of Pathe production. He
"Show Boat" Unit Returns
is
production advisor of Pathe, as
After five weeks spent on the
well as head of production for FBO.
ramento River filming exterior^
The Pathe production program calls "Show

Floyd Shackelford Signed for Two
Floyd Shackelford has been signed
to appear in two Warner Bros, pictures both of which are now in production at the Warner Studio.
His

ffZ

LeBaro

{Fox-Movie tone )

W

scenario effort.

Housman in Jannings Picture
Housman has been adc

Arthur

to the cast of "Sins of the

Father

Emil Jannings' next. Barry Norti
Jean .Arthur and Ruth Chatterl
are in the cast.
Ludwig Berger
directing.

Speaking Role for Jacqueline Log
Jacqueline Logan will appear
her first talking picture when "T
River Woman," the Sam Sax picti
in
which she is co-starred w
Lionel Barrymore, is synchronizi
Sax is in the East at present maki
negotiations for a recording syste
'The Spieler," the Pathe-DeMille p

ture which Miss Logan will ma
next, also will be synchronized, it
reported.

Haas Signed by King
Henry King, producer for

Ins]

ration Pictures, Inc., has engag
the services of Robert M. Haas
art director for his forthcoming pr
fiuction, "She Goes to War," to
released by United Artists.

The Screen Needs New
Leading

Men

WESLEY RUGGLES
Introduces one in his
next picture

" ^Lilac Time* smashed all house records
at Roosevelt first week. Opening day

week surpasses opening of
week, making new history for this

of second
first

theatre

"

1-MAX BALABAN, Chicago.

U7 II'
ill
.^

" 'Lilac Time' has broken every record at
Stanley Theatre, Pittsburgh, including

G

single

day record and record for

three

days."_sj]vioN H. FABIAN.

f

first

CRecords.

All records broken in Los Angeles.
Sixth week of ^2.00 run at the famous

Carthay Circle, and each week's gross
thousands ahead of any previous
'%

fiigures.

every one of the 6
^key theatres it*s playtin

ed to date one OR
MORE house records

have heen smashed
sky^-hi^h hy this
streak of Box -Office
Lightning! N^o douht

ahout it now-it's THE
BIGGEST THING IN

SiGHT-or SounAl

Second week of Broadway ^2 roadshow engagement beat Central Theatre's best previous gross by ^1,000.

" *Lilac Time' opened to sensational business

at

Grand

Cfentral,

St.

Louis,

surpassing business achieved by

previous

super -productions

this theatre."

all

playing

_CHAS. P. SKOURAS

First five

days at

Bums

Theatre, Col-

orado Springs, beat house record by
thousands.

Picture booked for longest

run of any attraction in

IRST

this city.

NATIONAL^^ cJmazimr CiircSpeciol/

WAKNER

OalkAbout
IfVENEmCM
AUDI\EYFEI\I\IS
WILLIAM COLLIER.jn.
CLAUDE CILLINOWATER
"•

LLOYD BACON

'"""'^•o/io

A WARNER BROS PRODUCTION

H

A TICKET SELLING

EET

18 SPECIAL

WARNER WINNERS
for 1928-29

EACH WITH

2

NEGATIVES

STATE STREET SADIE

WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT
CAUGHT IN THE FOG
THE MIDNIGHT TAXI
LAND OF THE SILVER FOX
BEWARE OF BACHELORS
KID GLOVES

FROM HEADQUARTERS
STOLEN KISSES
HARD BOILED ROSE
THE LITTLE WILDCAT
ONE STOLEN NIGHT
THE MILLION DOLLAR COLLAR
NO DEFENSE
FANCY BAGGAGE
THE GREYHOUND LIMITED
KING OF THE WILDERNESS
SHE KNEW MEN

I
Cnmin^
K^MIIi'irlir^ I

noahs ark

'
,

Made to top any picture ever made/

COMING TO
THE NEW YORK
WINTER GARDEN i«

AL JOLSON

THE SINGING FOOLf

MEMBER MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF AMERICA,

INC.

/

Steffes Still

Plans to Revive Allied Association

MEWS
ALLTHE TIME

/ILL THE

aemfSPkPUt
^/'FILMDOM
XLV

OL.

Price 5 Cents
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Our Guess
By

JACK ALICOATE

EXHIBITORS IN SEVERAL KEYS
Joe
SEEK CUT ON SILENT FILMS

something about
rHERE
frankness
of
the
is

Schenck that we have aluys liked, despite the fact that
e can give us a half stroke at
olf and outtalk us at bridge.
ie has more money invested in
ictures than we ever hope to
and with

^-

orries
a\e

—

than

it

F.

more production

we

which

WIIH

ever hope to
makes us all

We

!i:-mselves.

Not Even a Scratch
We

hold no brief for the present
other than its novelty and
ihcrent ability to point the way.
Everything must have a start. You
aniiot create a new art over night.
"he present talkie to us, compared
,1th what is coming, is but a third
itc stock company in its relation to
,n Arthur Hopkins production.
ave plenty of talk now, but hardly
The surface isn't even
voice.
cratched. With the voice of a Barymore adding a new dimension to
he screen and the directorial touch
who know dialogue beyond
)f those
luestion in its relation to dramatic
echnique will come results that will
>e revolutionary.

M

alive,

Exhibitors
In our modest opinion the exhibtor, within the next two years, who
loes not have an adequate hook-up
or sound and talkies will find himIn
ielf on
the outside looking in.

words no sound, no biz. So
written on cinema futures as
)ig as a twenty-four sheet. You can
iwim against the current for a while
md then you either go with it or go
iown. The current now, along with
tiverything else, is synchronized. Ex[libitors who do not start talking
soon must forever hold their peace
That's our guess, right or wrong.
»ther
s

president

tendered Texas Guinan.

THE

West

Coast

Los

Bureau,

Angeles

GOTHAM TO GET CUT ON

THE FILM DAILY

—

Burbank
Na-

The

T

studios, like other parts of First

along the line," are
tional,
"all
Gotham Prod., which is to organbreathing easier now that Joseph P.
Kennedy is out of First National. ize Bristolphone Sales Corp. to marThere has been a feeling of uneasi- ket Bristolphone, will get a cut on
ness at the studios ever since Ken- every installation of the disc talker
nedy came West to cut overhead at equipment, under terms of its deal
The impression now is with William H. Bristol, inventor of
the studios.
that the axe-swinging period is over. the device.
Gotham is now in negotiation with
Kennedy's retirement also sets at
short subject producers for
several
National
was
First
that
rest reports
a tie-up on two-reel sound films and
to be merged with Pathe and FBO.
one-reel novelties.

Asked

iContiniied

on Page

alkie,

We

Warner

stated yesterday at a luncheon

advised
in a radiogram
from the He De France, on
which he is en route to Europe.
he

advisor,

the

FILM DAILY

ini

li

KEIinf

Vitaphone will never be sold
any organization while H.
M. Warner or his son are

to

Joseph P. Kennedy is continuing with Pathe as special

rpiare.

cannot sit back and see
take a crack at the underourished, undeveloped, uneduited but golden talkie youngtcr
without chirping in our
lodest defense of this aggresThe talkie is here to
ive youth.
tay, Mr. Schenck, and, when it
rows into sophisticated manu.hI, will exert an influence on
amusement world as great
> the advent of silent pictures

J. P.

Middle West Showmen Say
Producers are Hurting
Values of Pictures

Not for Sale

OSIER

N. BIIAIIIES

Confidence in N.Y. Co-op

Sound pictures are now in their
infancy
but will develop into a vastly
iContinued on Page 8)
entertainment,
of
form
popular
Florenz Ziegfeld stated prior to his
Off in
Television
departure from New York to Quebec.
The impresario is confident that
Forest
Opinion of
talkers will not injure the legitimate
Television in the home is far of?
stage, stating they will not "hurt
Forest,
in the opinion of Dr. Lee De
worthwhile" on the speakanything
For the
Phonofilm.
inventor of
ing stage.
(Cotitinued on Page 8)

mem-

Far

De

Unit Headto Meet Number

Leaders

of

to

Chase Slated to Succeed
Zierler as Excellent

it

Maurice A.
of

Excellent

Chase,
Pictures,

vice
is

Head

slated

to

helm at that company
when Samuel Zierler retires to assume a production position with Uni-

assume

the

versal.

The company

will

continue

distribution of pictures for the state right market.

production

and

Confer on Plan

Fox has completed purchase

of

the Poll chain in New England, taking over the properties, the com-

pany

states, free

from encumbrances,

except the mortgage covering the
purchase. It had been expected that
the attachment suits filed against
various Poli houses, would hold up
Policy of the houses now
the deal.

being determined, with a number
them to be remodeled with sound
ecjuipment installed.
is

of

int'leedIatIof
exhibitors is planned

—

Formation of
Berlin (By Cable)
of Allied
an international federation of theater
in
planned
States Ass'n, which was
owners will be outlined in detail at
July by W. A. Steffes, head of the
(Continued on Page 8)
former organization, has not been
dropped, and will be attempted this Business in
Fine,
Steffes intends to confer with
fall.
Phil Reisman Declares
Frank J. Rembusch, Indiana; H. M.
Business in Canada is "fine," Phil
Richey, Michigan; Col. H. A. Cole
and other state leaders at a meeting Reisman, general sales manager of
It Pathe, declared yesterday on his reto be held next week in Chicago.
Minneapolis

president

FORTOLI CIRCUIT

8)

Voted by Membership Great Future for Sound
Confidence in the Greater New
Films Seen by Ziegfeld
was

N. W.

fOX COMPLETES DEAL

for a state-

is

York exhibitor co-operative
voted unanimously by the full

Exhibitors
in
several
exchange
centers of the Middle West are declared to be demanding reductions in
rentals of silent pictures, due to producers' action in playing up sound
films, and thus minimizing the value
of silent pictures.
Fear that the agitation will become national in scope
is said to be entertained by several
sales organizations.
Exhibitors of the St. Louis territory have taken the lead in insisting
upon a cut on silent pictures, due to
the splurge producers are making on
sound.
By their own statements
producers, exhibitors contend, are detracting from the value of pictures
without sound.

—

Revival

Canada

{Continued

on Page

7)

turn to

New York

from

a sales trip.

.

THE

—

.

c&m

DAILV

George White Quits Stage
to Make Sound Pictures

And

George White, Broadway producer,
intends to retire from production of
VbI.

XIV Ns. 47
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Friday. Au£. 24.

Prici S Cents

PUBLISHER

lOHN W. ALICOATE

for

United Artists,

which

REGULAR,

and holidays
York, N. Y., and
Wid's
Films
and Film
(1928) by
Folk. Inc.
\V. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publislier; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager.
Entered
Puhlislicd daily except Saturday

New

Broadway,

1650

copyright

as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
postolTice at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New Y'ork.
$10.00 one year; 6 months. $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communications to
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736•4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,

DALY
Will Rog-

and how!

ers has offered to sacrifice $500,-

is

000 in pictures and feature writing in
order to substitute for Fred Stone
in the latter's play.
Stone was hurt
in a recent airplane crash.

being written by Irving Berlin.
at

That's That

By PHIL M.

stage plays to devote his time to making sound pictures.
White is to direct the picture Harry Richman will

make

Friday, August 24, isl

Smith Drive Progressing
E. J. Smith Testimonial Collection Drive being conducted by the
Conducting
sight-seeing
tours
Tiflfany-Stahl sales force during Au- through Loew's New York seems to
gust is showing gratifying results and be part
of Wallace Biidd's duties.
developing keen rivalry among the Manhattan visitors from. Alaska and
counbranches in every part of the
even Cape Toivn call upon the as-

The

Irving J. Briskin Name^
Sterling Vice Preside
Irving J. Briskin, with Ster)
Pictures, since its inception has b.
promoted to vice president. His r
duties will give him complete ope
tion of the company, handling

matters

concerning

domestic

i

foreign sales.

Artclass Deals Closed
Distribution of the three series
Artclass comedies, each consisting^
ten two reelers, has been acquii
by Favorite Film Co., Detroit; C
lumbia
Film Service, Pittsburg
Greater Features, Seattle; Co-opej

try, the
company states. The ten sistant manager for personally-conlive Film Exchange, San Francisi
leading exchanges
are New York, ducted tours
of the theater.
Detroit,
Cincinnati,
Los Angeles,
Omaha, New
THE FILM
Cleveland.
Buffalo,
Commander Richard Byrd will take Okla. Town Wants Sunday Shoi
Haven, Milwaukee and Charlotte.
Norman, Okla. Residents of Nt
with him on his South Pole expediNew York.
Hollywood, California Ralph
man
voted for Sunday shows, begij
tion
a
well-stocked
film
library
selectWest Coast Invading Walla Walla
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
ning immediately.
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Walla Walla, Wash.— West Coast ed by the National Board of ReFilm Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Theaters is reported planning an in- view, of which he is a member.
I.
Berlin
Lichtbild-buebne, Friedrichstrasse,
vasion here with a 900-seat house.
225.
Sol Levitan, Madison, Wis., theFred Mercy operates the four local
CLIENTS INhouses, the Liberty, Strand, Capitol ater owner and treasurer of WisconIN
PURCHAS'
sin, was made chief of the WinneVoters and Keylor Grand.

—

—

—

—

WE HAVE

Amusement Group
Form Coast Organization
West

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Legislation favorable
to the amusement industry will be
worked for by the Federated Voters
of Los Angeles Amusement Organization.
Theater employes of the city
are included in the association's membership.
P. O. Paulson is president.
Organized people of the amusement
industry constitute the closest knit
group of any in the country, the announcement claims.

Will King at Portland
Ore.— Will King, Fanchon & Marco master of ceremonies,
Portland,

is

at the Portland, after

booked into the Seattle

which he

is

at Seattle.

Another Toronto House Passing
Toronto The Gayety is in the
hands of the wreckers, the second of

—

Toronto's downtown theaters to be
razed this summer, the other being
the Grand.
It has also been inti-

mated
the

haho

Damage Caused by Vandals
Pelham, N. Y.— Damage of $10,-

000 was caused during the night by
vandals, for arrest and conviction of
whom, a $300 reward has been posted
by the Pelham theater management.
Seats were torn lose, carpets ripped,
the piano in the pit ruined and proequipment battered.
The
jection
house has been operating on a non-

union policy.
Pathe's Australasian Deal
William M. Vogel, general manager of Producers International Corp.,

has closed with Hoyts Theaters, for
showing of Pathe Pictures in Australia
and
New Zealand. Hoyts,
which has 90 Australasian theaters,
now is building several other houses.

"^
washingtofi

^Come to

that a third downtown house,
is to be dismantled.

^e educational advantages of a visit
to the Capital oF

"Godless Girl" Opening Sept. 7
Premiere in New York of "The
Godless Girl," Pathe roadshow, has
been set back one week and will
open Sept. 7 at the Gaiety, instead
of Aug. 31 as previously announced.
This is due to the fact that Fox will
relinquish control of the house until

Wash.-

— Detectives

two slender clews

*Tliree

X^O rooms

Finance Bldg.
Penna.

J

i

THRILLING! DARING!! REALISTIC!!!

\

Abounds

in

3

most

"GREAT

more

—

reels

its

ARCTIC
SEAL

than

—

features

BOOK IT—
AT ONCE!
It's

HUNT"

Different!

"More

A

short feature

three reels

remains

memory
cite

WAFILMS,

—

It's

Timely

I

Seal

Cameo Theatre, B'way, New York
Playing on the Keith-Albee Circuit

—

than 'Grass,' 'Chayig,' 'Nanook of the North,'".
N. Y. Evening Telegram

—

"Absorbing from hegiyining to end. .infinitely more drama than
7nany a Hollywood piece of film-fiction."
N. Y. Times

—

.

-

"Unusually
nigh

interesting
perfect.

vast

ice

country

.

payiorama. .wellVariety

—

.

baths

room
$3.^^ daily
Double "
$5.°°
"
Single room (*;th meals) $6?°"
^persons CmiiIi meals) $10.°°"

Inc.

for

Library Stock Scenes
W. 46ih St.. New York
Bryant 8181

please

patrons

etc.

Single

Walter A. Putter, P™«.

130

ex-

BOOK IT—
NOW!

Wire, Phone or Write for Dates, Terms,

CaU

in

—will

and

your

— that

long

at the

realifftic

W.

environment.

"^O

Law &

Pittsburgh,

A FEW COMMENTS:

White
A new and modern --

Hotel. Refined

taken soon.

/V.

squares to the

House.

vote will be

Stt-eets.

606

the Lyric theater front,
St.
Damages caused a
dark house for repairs.

The Actual Drama of the Perils and Hardships of a
Hunt in the Bleak Wastes of the Frozen North

Lee House
I

Realtors

are
the

•

Stop at
"Hie
/5 th and

in

bombing of
Washington

— Now

—

A

Spokane,
tracing

OHIO.

SACHSREAUSTATECOMPAN)

Northwest House Bombed

One Week

Fighting Sunday Shows
Ahce, Texas The Sunday show
question is being agitated here between one faction headed by church
people and the other sponsored the
interests.

Alexander Kempner, vice president
Fox Theaters, and Evelyn Viola
Richard, screen actress, have obtained a marriage license.
of

•

our Nation are of
inestimable value

I.

theatrical

a recent ceremony

vivid thriUs in

Regent,

Sept.

m

tribe

$10,000

TERESTED
ING OR LEASING GOOE
THEATRE PROPOSITIONS
IN PENNSYLVANIA AND

L-

President

^

MARATHON PICTURES CORPORATION
500 FIFTH

AVENUE

Longacre 10465
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lEIGN STARS BEING

Sound Pictures

first

est

Ihircau.

Hollywood
signed

g

are

hich

— Foreign

for
slated

French and

,an,

THE FILM
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lound Films Boost Foreign
•reduction, Stromberg Say
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
'est Coast

—

Angeles Production of picabroad has spurted due to adent of sound pictures, according to
[unt Stromberg, M-G-M producer,
Foreign
ist returned from Europe.
reducers, who have not yet adopted
le idea of sound pictures, are show-

Los

ires

ig renewed activity in the silent
raina, according to Stromberg.
in Movietone Film
THE FILM DAILY
Vest Caa^t Bureau.
Los Angeles Ray Gannon is to
irect a

to
i)r

Fox Movietone

star

Gonrad

which
borrowed

picture

Nagel

ARTHUR

Here's

Philadeliihia

— An

IF.

—

FILM

!i,UI.,'

talker.

unusual

booking

IVest

Bureau,

Coast

Los

Angeles

THE FILM DAIIY

—A

—
—

and

"Louis
Schenck,

Wilmington, Wilmington.

In the Air
"Lilac Time," with soinid acconipaiu'ment,

aboard
Gorp.

is

an
plane

be
Atlantic
to

Sunday
Goast Afrway
between New

shown

flying
Gitv.

R.

Mayer

and

among

"Mary Pickford
emphatically

ad-

may

has discarded the
her next pic-

for

Coast

THE FILM

Bureau,

Los Angeles

— After several

predicts disaster as a futile imitation
of the stage.
"Meantime word comes to the producers that exhibitors showing the
talkies in some form are getting the
business.

"And meantime,

also, the

Warners,

the novelty far
ahead of the field, are throwing
ccnsternation into the ranks of their

with

a

supply

of

rivals.

"PZvery important studio in Hollystages
is equipping with new
as fast as it can be done and at a
cost of millions."

wood

ture.

"Dr. Daniel Garson Goodman, long
of
Gosmopolitan,
executive

chief

HOUSEo/ SHAME

Vpn

A
11.

DAI'.Y

months

of preparation. Harold Lloyd is slaicd
to start shooting Sept. 4 at the Metropolitan studio, on his latest production, and the first of the sound era.

Joseph

the producers,
mit their fears that the talkie
mean an artistic descent.
idea

Lloyd Starting Sound Film
IVest

One That SOUNDS Great!
n

fl

man

,

Day and Date Runs

York and Atlantic

the purpose.

EDDY

W.

strong tide of
has been achieved by Joseph Hereaction against the talking picture
brew, of Warners, for "Tenderloin."
is
setting in among the studios of
This Vitaphone production is plavHollvwood. Monroe Lathrop reports
ng this week day and date in 15
in "The Express."
Philadelphia theaters, as well as be"The stampede for a place on the
ing the current attraction in four adbandwagon
is
sweeping pros and
houses
in
surrounding
ditional
towns,
cons along, nevertheless," he says.
"Tenderloin" is playing here at
"The producers are like a squirrel
the
Metropolitan,
Model,
Astor,
Lindy, Grosskey's, Colonial, Logan, in a cage unable to stop lest they
Kemp, Jackson, Roosevelt, Lindley, get hurt economically, as they fear.
"King Vidor and Herbert Brenon
Park, Parker, Liberty and Ogontz
and at the Gamden, Gamden; Lan- are among the leading directors outcaster, Lancaster; Ghester, Ghester; spoken in their opposition.

Nagel

—

I I

Angeles
Paul WTiiteis expected to star in a

Reaction Against Sound
Arranged on "Tenderloin"
Films Called Vain

15

stars are bctalkers

mglit.

^''

by

American

Gerfor export.
Italian players are

(o„<l lUu^

LfOS

SIGNEDJOR TALKERS
linj,

Whiieman in Talker?
li'e-t

VIRGINIA

Drama

Typical

BROWN

of Today, with

FAIRE,|CREIGHTON HALE,

Lloyd Whitlock, Florence Dudley and Star Cast
Direction Burton King.
Supervised by LON YOUNG
Not

a

SQUAWK

in

it

or about

A Sensational

it.

SYNCHRONIZED

Title but a

with your Box-Office.

Censor Proof Picture

{Passed hy Nat. Board oj Rei'ieji; N.

Y.

State, ere.)

Unusual in Theme, Treatment and Drawing Power
The

SECOND

of a Series of Eight Exceptional

CHESTERFIELD PRODUCTIONS FOR 1928-1929
Now
I

booking thru Regional Exchanges Everywhere.

For remaining open territory communicate with

^—^^^^

Chesterfield Motion Picture Corporation
Qeorge R. Batcheller, Pros.

1540 Broadway

New York

Ci'ly
V>iOTiON PICTUBB-

Foreign Rights Controlled by Richmount Pictures, Inc., 723-7th Avenue, N. Y. City

Oiere
4^1

a box-office
Eicture that wi
iring them in

Jean Hersholt
lovi)ig

the

«.s

who

gets

lather

playful

Phil His Haver
as the vamp who
assists
father to
become playful

The

"Griffith Is Still

Master.

Here

Box-Office

Picture
Bring Them

That Will

D.W.
GRIFFnifS
"^e

a

is

In.

"In the opening sequence, Griffith has

Bennett

Belle

as the wife who catches
father playituj

outdone them all, for
here it is that the battle of sexes starts, and
!

doesn't finish until the
final fadeout.

"There is also a
quence which gave

se-

me

just as big a thrill as

the ice scenes in

Don A vara do

Down

East!'

must see

it

'Way

You

yourself.

I

the

Battle
oftite

Sexes"
w itl,

vamp's

helper
in gold-digging playful
fathers

as

.'

"It

is

REAL, and HU-

MAN and a GREAT
PICTURE."
Paul H. Allen
Daily Screen World,

Jean Hersholt,
Phyllis Haver,
Belle Bennett,

Don Alvarado,
Sally O'Neil

Salli^

O'Neil

as the daughter who
stops father playing—
by stepping

A
A
A

Great Cast
Great Story
Great Picture

for big business

From the story by Daniel
Carson Goodman — Adaptation
6y Gerrlt 1. Lloyd.

another
w of^e

Great

jg
xrom
UNITED
ARTISTS
for your
Scene from

The Battle of
the Sexes"

The

battle

being fought

forever

—

but

never won.

iCLND

May

Best
1928
1929

be booked
with Sound Effects

or Silent.

—
— ——

—

—

——
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Coast Wire Service
Talkie Tales

Concentrates at Culver City

^^Rcfortcd by PHIL M. DALYi
looks a record-breaking
— "It
Walter Wanger.
*

PATItE STUDIO INSTALLING

from

PHOTOPHONE EQUIPMENT

RCA

Production
Photophone equipment.
of pictures on the 1929-30 schedule
is slated to get under way early in
October.

**Lots*'

at

titled.

Six

Added

to

M-G-M

Cast

Six additional feature players have

been added to the cast of

man

"A Wo-

current John
Gilbert-Greta Garbo production which
The
Clarence Brown is directing.
new selections are Gertrude Astor,
of

Affairs,"

the

Esmelton,
Chadwick.
Fred
Blanche Craig. Charles Hagen and
V Finch Smiles.

Cyril
.

description

Richard Dix's
Marines." while he also sup- rapidly in front of the lens. It tunes
ported Dix in "Warming Up." Ros- up light wave lengths until they sencoe broke into pictures while with sitize the film with color
values. The
the Morosco stock company.
His attachment to the projector is someof the

discoverer
placed him
tract

was

King

under

a

Vidor.
personal

who what

*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Jesse
Lasky visithiff Winfield
Sheehan and Sol Wurtzel at
IJ.

M-G-M

leave

many

has
to

his

who

Morgan,
in

will

December,

successful

credit.

originals
They include
Smart Set,"

"Rookies." "The
"The
Fair
Co-Ed,"

similar.

con-

for a year.

Byron

Dan Keefe Promoted

the

is

"Gold
Camera-

Camilla Horn Returns
Camilla Horn, who will play leading feminine role in Ernst Lubitsch's
next production starring John Barrymore, has arrived, having returned
from Germany.
Director Lubitsch,
Barrymore. Miss Horn. Mona Rico,
Victor Varconi and other members
of the company leave this week to
film Swiss mountain scenes.
The
screen story, by Hans Kraly, is
adapted from a European novel, "Der

Koenig der Bernina."

Worne Completes Film
Duke Worne
tion of

"The

has completed direcof Missing
Santschi for

Isle

featuring Tom
Carr Prod.

directing for Universal. Others in
the cast arc Louise Lorraine. Buffalo
Bill.

Ir.,

and Edmund Cobb.

Wilson

to

Men,"

and

"The

D. W. Griffith Starts "Love Song"
D. VV. Griffith has started production of "The Love Song."
Sound
sequences will include the singing by
Lupe Velez of Irving Berlin's "The
Love Song." and the singing of "La
Marseillaise."
William Boyd has
the principal male role, with Jetta
Goudal opposite.

Extra

Gets Featured Role
Rico, the extra whom Ernst
tinuity of "(jeraldine." the new asLubitsch "discovered" recently and
sociate producer's initial production
who was immediately placed under
for Pathe.
a five year contract by United Artists,
has been assigned the second
Paramount Signs Totheroh
feminine lead opposite John Barrypan Totheroh, novelist and play- more in the Lubitsch production,
\N right,
has been added to the writ- sharing supporting honors with
Caing department of the
Paramount milla Horn. Victor Varconi and

studios.

*
like

this prei
see, hear

and

in

other t)rincipals.

case:

with a nagging
wife, whose telephone got hookec
up by mistake on his sound pic-,
ture loud speaker.
Original (andl
not so good) idea of Film Daily
staff.

*

*

*

be a great moment in
extra's life when he writes back
will

It

the

home

folks

and

them

tells

tl

he has been promoted to an echo
a mountain classic. "Bugs" Baer.
*

*

,

*

Now

that sound is a fact, why
not smells in the theater. A garden scene would mean suffusing
the audience with the odor of
roses, etc.
Victor M. Shapiro.
*

*

westerns, we
you'd drown the audience
of dust.— Phil M. Daly.
for

*

*

suppos
in

cloud

*

sound pictures will
end of vamps. Wil-

bet
the

liam Powell.
*

*

Why?— Wally

I

Beery.

*

will

the

— Ha

exhibitor,

mean

Nigh Signs New Contract
William Nigh has signed a new
long term contract with M-G-M and

*

+

Aren't they sirens?
reply by Powell.
*
It's

Snappy

*

going

people.

to be tough on a lot
Powell, off again.
*
*
*

Why?—Wally.
*

*

Well, just think of the difficulti
of making a scene of the Tower
Babel, for example.
The babb
couldn't be controlled. Or supposi
a picture troupe went to Port S«
on location. Powell.
*

cast

How

*

about

*

Puget

Sound?—

Beery.

Condon

*

Completed

Script

Charles R. Condon has completed
the scenario for the Fox production

quence.

working title,
by Raymond

Send

of "A Slice of Life,"
vvhich will be directed

Cannon.
Philbin Title
of

Chosen
Dreams" has been

selected by Universal as the releasing title for the latest Mary Philbin
starrmg vehicle made from an origmal, "Salvage."
Wesley Ruggles directed.

"U" Signs Turner
Wilham Turner has been added

*

Erie,

Bill.
*

yours

*

for
*

in.

a

spooky

*

None

credite

and Mary Philbin.

Paul Fejos

is

Rosenthal Gets District
William Rosenthal has been ap
pointed by AI Lichtman of Unitei
Artists

as

district

manager

of

th

Middle West territory that embrace
Chicago,
Indianapolis,
Minneapoli
and Omaha exchanges.

Montreal House Reopening
Montreal The Princess is re-openl
ing Sept. 3 with A. C. Wright a;
manager.
Wright was manager o
the house from 1913 up to last yeai
when Ed. Charlton was in charge.

'

to
the

the cast of Universal's "Erik
Great,"
co-starring
Conrad Veidt

recting.

Or Lake

without contributor's name.

"The Port

Mona

The

Trem-

man."

Adapt "Geraldine"

Paul Bern has selected Carey Wilson to write adaptation and con-

*

read

"Come

soon:

I'll

for

is

*

will

*

of this film.

Stunt Rider Signs
Newton House, 16-ycar-ol(l stunt
rider, has been cast in the starring
role in "A Final Reckoning." ten episode chapter play, which Ray Taylor

nodding assent.

And

probably direct several of its
productions for the coming season.
Nigh's next assignment' is "Thirst,"
*
*
*
another Gilbert vehicle which is
"Sweetie," a two reeler, has atscheduled to go into production
tracted much attention among studio
when
"A Woman of Affairs," co-starexecutives who have seen it.
It
was p7-oduced and directed in four ring Gilbert and Greta Garbo is comSundays by Donald Davis, who pleted.
also plays the leading male role.
Aileen Pringle Cast
Davis' acting has ^wn him a flatter-A-ileen Pringle has been given one
ing offer, but he prefers directing
oi the principal roles in "Adrienne
and writing. He is a member of the LeCouvreur,"
which Fred Niblo will
Paramount scenario staff. His col- direct for
M-G-M. Joan Crawford
laborator on "Sweetie" was Dorothy
and Nils Asther are the only other
Mathews, who plays the title role. players
so far selected
Braid,"

pictures,!

is

Preparing Next Gaynor Film
lesson in automobile driving
Tristram Tupper is putting finishNat Dyches discussing hi^
play, "Don't Tell Becky."
ing touches to his original, which is
to serve as Janet Gaynor's next ve*
*
*
of
for Fox under direction
hicle
Lorraine Eddy, one of Hollywood's
William K. Howard.
most beautiful blondes and the local
crop of beautiful blondes is large
is playing an important role in
Hergesheimer Story for Colman
"The
Joseph Hcrgcshcimer has signed a Carnation Kid," starring Douglas
contract with Samuel Goldwyn to MacLean.
*
*
*
write an original for Ronald Colman.

Keefc. for years the assistant
to Director Rowland V. Lee, has
been made a company business manager at Paramount and is now handling production affairs for the current Buddy Roger's picture, not yet

Revolutionary

sound

of

applied to Cameraman Max B. Du- feel your favorite players.
becoming a pont's new color process. The appli- Reichenbach.
*
*
*
Paramount.
He is ance is a combination color filter at"buddy" in "Moran tached to the camera and revolves
The world's most pitiful

ROSCOE KARNS

Fox; Charles Judels taking a

Dan

REVOLUTIONARY STEP

*

according to a modest contrib,]
yes nien will have to take to

The ads

Hollywood

fixture

CLAUD AS

RALPH WILK

By
All Patlic product will he made at
the Culver City studio, formerly the
De Mille plant, it is declared followiiiR expiration of lease on the Metropolitan studios and retirement of
Joseph P. Kennedy from First NaThe latter had planned to
tional.
move Pathe production to the First
National plant at Burbank and to
dispose of the Pathe studios.
oiiKineers now are installinp RCA-

COLOR FILTER

A Little

*

With advent

di-

—

Hamrick Leases Another

Oxford Film Corp. Wins

Theater at Portland

—

Record for Loew's?
Record return for Loew's,
which will be in excess
of $7,50O,OCO, is predicted by
"The Wall St. News" for the
quarter ending Aug. 31.

I

Portland,
Ore. John
Hamrick,
who recently opened the Music Bo,x,
.Seattle sound house, and who has
the Blue Mouse theaters here and at
Seattle, has taken over the Liberty,
which will be remodeled at a cost
of $50,000 and reopened as a long

Quotations

Inc.,

I

i

run house for sound pictures.
High
(s)

Am.

.Seat.

(cb) do

bs

Effort Being Made to
Interest Financial Firm

,

'Denial that any deal is on for conilidation of theaters of the Sapiro
i-operative, B. S. Moss and RCAlotophone, for financing by Kuhn,
Co., is made by Herbert R.
i)eb
oenstein, one of the prime movers

&

the Sapiro organization. The deal
ftween the three firms, however, is
but there is no provision for
!,
}

iiancing
iCA.

by Kuhn, Loeb

&

Co. or

Earner Activity Follows
Listing on Big

Warner Brothers

Lively trading in

fimmon followed
on the New
liy

|iy

at

vester-

York stock Exit

had been on

84^

closed yesterwith 31,800 shares chang-

Warner "A"

hands.

;g

listing

The stock

Curb.

e

its

Formerly

:iange.

Board

also

^yas

active yesterday, in expectation
The "A" is
being called in.
[lling at 84:^.
•lite

its

I

jtock Issue
ji

British

—

Associated
Distributors will

bat a public stock issue in Septem;r.
I.

The company has been formed

handle British production through-

lit

the

Empire.

Ind

pfd.

.

.

Kodak

East.

do pfd.
Film Insp

.

.

ij"
26
184

K

.

(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s) Fox
F"m.
"A"
(c) Fox Thea. "A"

27^

.

.

3IK2
96 /,
74 J4

200

13

200
400
200

25/,
184
128

5,000
1,800

27^
89/2
S554
101/2

SSVi

1,800

(b)

(s)
(s)

.

.

.

.

.

PartBy.Si^^sSl

Pathe
do ''A"

.

.

9

100
100
1,200
100
6,800

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

bH

'6K

6/

25
72'^
28

25/8
72^4

.

Trans-Lux

26
29
4/2
38
38-5^
6
3

United Art.
12
78
do pfd!
Univ. Ch. com. 2
75
do pfd.
Pict..
*(c) Univ.
*(s)
pfd
do
.

3

101J4

72M

.

(b)
do 7s 37..
(o) Roxy "A"
(o)
do units
(o)
do com.
(o) Skouras Bros..
(s) Stanley Co.
(o) Technicolor
(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

5

.

.

1,166
3,500
3

31

38/

7
3

'3'

400

held

House in Proposed
Al Boyd Chain Opened

First

—

Allentown, Pa. First in the chain
of theaters planned by Al Boyd, the
Embassy here has opened. It former-

16
97

.

M

84/

80
82 5^
159

84!,

161

Warner Luncheon

Tex Guinan
Texas Guinan's
pending trip to Hollywood to make
Vitaphone production, Warners
a
In celebration

for

of

sentatives yesterday at Sardi's.

Transferred to Rockwood

—

around $45.

Recent heavy buying

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
Curb Market,
Stock
Exchange.
(s)
(o)

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

Over

NOTE:

Skouras, St. Louis.

Britain, Schenck Says
stock issuse is
isy in England, according to Jos)h
M. Schenck, United Artists
resident, who says practically any
sue can get by since enactment of
People beBritish quota law.
le
eve there are fortunes to be made
British pictures, said Schenck.
Flotation

of

film

tered the insurance business here.

Quarterly dividend of $2 on the
ight per cent first preferred stock
f
First National will be paid Oct.
to stock of record Sept. 13.

for-

REAL HUMOR

EDWARD B.SMITH

ALWAYS

&C0.
Members

New York,

and Boston

BROADCAST

Philadelphia

Stock Exchanges

s^^-t>^^

Corporate
Financing

SUPERVISION

GtOKGE
WINKLER

BY

OSWALD
THE LUCKY RABBIT
PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES

I

F. N. Quarterly Dividend

Fenney Quits Exhibition
Okla.—John Fenney,

Tulsa,

IS

stock.

iasy to Float Stock in

Television Discussed at Rotary Meet
Lieut. Sterling S. Sears, research
engineer of the Naylor Radio Corp.,
discussed the progress and possibilities of television at the recent meeting of the Rotary Club at the Astor.

'

followed knowledge of the splitthat
p plan, coupled with the fact
le Du Fonts, through their investlent company, are purchasing con-

Paramount

disputed territory. Consequently, ail
exhibitors who have booked this hnr.

land.

is

derable

curity Corp., but the decision ruled
that they were powerless to act for
the owner of the film after "April 15,
1924.
Defendants, on the other
hand, had widely advertised the contemplated showing, and the justice
decided that they were entitled to
plaintiff
restrain
from interfering
with the defendants in making contracts as owner of the film in the

merly (Oklahoma exhibitor, has en-

'

.

tion witii the ownership of "The
Right Way," a feature of prison life
written by Thomas Mott Osborne.
Plaintiff claimed to have obtained
title for the film from Producers Se-

31,800
27,500
43

(b)
(c)

Cause Paramount Buying
Faraof
split-up
Three-for-one
ount stock, recently decided upon
V directors, is expected to place it

lias

Schmuck

Rockwood, Tenn. Lester F. Fulks
succeeds M. Ware as manager of the
Princess. Ware was shifted to Cleve-

by

Expected to

been handed down uy
in the N. Y. Supreme Court denying motion for injunction brought by Biitniore Films
against Benjamin Stearns in connecJustice

through Oxford Film Corp., who are
handling it for Stearns, are declared
ly was the Pergola.
Boyd now is to be perfectly safe in playing the
preparing to open the Boyd at 19th picture without question of interference.
Louis Nizer handled the acand Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia.
tion for the defendant.

166

85"

M

will

a few days prior to the
convention of the M.P.T.O.A., which
opens at Toronto, Oct. 16.

called

'

84

M

1)

meeting

gave a luncheon to the press repre-

41
38/,

15

.

likely that a national

ioo

.

MGM
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Major
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take over contracts
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Plan International
Exhib Federation

Television Far Off in
Opinion of De Forest

today's session of the theater owners'
congress here, wliieh is bein^; attended by representatives of practically

European nations.
A
against American pictures

combine

all

to be
is
fostered by the gathering. Provisional statutes to be fostered have been
A banagreed upon for one year.
Yesterday
<iuet was held last night.
the meeting discussed formation of
Proteca Kuropean film syndicate.
tion against imports is to be continued, a government representative declared amid great applause yesterday

morning.
Sapiro Invited to Sessions
.\aron Sapiro, head of the Greater
N'ew York exhibitor co-operative,
has sent a letter of regret to tiie
German exhibitor association over his
inability to attend the Berlin sessions, as requested by the German
exhibitors.
The association has 700
independent exhibitors, who three
years ago established their own disabout 20
issue
tributing
system,
films annually, and intend to start
producing pictures Jan. 1.

Fox

from

ifnttiiued

I.L

(.Continued from I'age 1)

Fayi'

1)

Inside Stuff

next few years, he says, radio fans

much

"will derive

interest and amusesmall, poorly il-

ment from receiving

luminated, coarse-grained unclear silhouette and half tone eflects.
"All this talk about motion pictures
by radio in the home and color by
television is the veriest bunk," he
said,

"and

common

the

in

from
TRAD I

sense and on

MOTION PICTURE

of fact,
behalf of the

couraged.
"Real television will sometime arrive, but will always be much more
satisfactory over the wire than by
radio," he says predicting the development will be a matter of ten
years or even more.
Television Pictures Thrice

—

**"]f^MAWK

interest

Cparamount

theater owners and sincere purveyors of motion picture entertainment,
some of whom are actually panicky
pipe
the
future
such
concerning
dreams should be conscientiously dis-

Washington Bureau of

,^^t

HEADQUARTERS

-X
[ictiuvs^

aIl^

^ A

PARAMOUNT,
off the

Thanks!"

Weekly

THE FILM DAILY

^ You're welcome! Notice how

\\'ashington
Television pictures
broadcast three times a week
by 3XK, radio station connected
with the laboratories of C. Francis
Jenkins, who has developed a telewill be

PARAMOUNT'S

Los Angeles, on Oct.

vanced

prices.

The

adpicture has four
1

at

dialogue sequences in Movietone, according to Glendon Allvine, director
of publicity and advertising of Fox,
who returned to New York from a
trip to the studio yesterday.

(Continued from Page

of its contract

Changes

Gotham Prod, to Get
Gut on Equipment
(Continued from Page

I)

ment on the company's activities,
of
Vice-President
Rogers,
Budd
Gotham, said he had nothing to say
next ten
at this time, but that
days or so would see an official conthe

summation
and plans.

of

the

company's policy

Paramount, N. Y
Ambassador, St.L

\)

films, in violation of the

n

\

f

$74,000
41,000

San Antonio, Salt Lake City,

Birmingham

—

all

records

terms

smashed. Typical!

with the association.

the

in

picture in

everywhere?

bership yesterday, and decision made
to appeal from the Supreme Court
decision denying an injunction restraining the M. & S. circuit from

buying

first

SOUND, Richard Dix in "WARMING UP", lis knocking 'em dead

Booked in
L.A.; AUvine Returns Confidence in N.Y.
Co-op
"Mother Knows Best" with Madge
is Voted by Membership
Bellamy, opens at the Carthay Cir-

cle,

a week after week supply of

new season with

good product.

fellows at

as usual, are the only ones starting

vision set to retail at $35.

Special

"You

leading exhibitor writes:

buying

policy are
the situation caused

planned to meet
by the M. & S. case.

Public Scenarists Warned
National Better Business Better
Bureau
is
advising
the
public,
through newspapers, not to send original stories, or scenarios, to producers, who are steering clear of unsolicited manuscripts because many
have caused legal tilts.

^ But

don't worry

Look at the

FACES"

if

your house isn't wired yet.

b. o. records

SILENT "FORGOTTEN

(Spyros Skouras wires: "Exceptional busi-

ness at the Missouri.

Most remarkable picture of

"THE FIRST KISS", "JUST MARRIED",
"THE RACKET" and "SPEEDY" are making.

the year".)

']

»

IHE VANISHING WEST
Mascots Second Serial for 1928-29

^ Why

with

THE GREATEST CAST EVER ASSEMBLED
FOR ONE SERIAL
Jack Dougherty
Yakima Canutt

Jack Perrin
Eileen Sedgewick
Little Mickey Bennett

Leo Maloney
Fred Church

PARAMOUNT exhibitors wear smiles:
AUGUST— "THE PATRIOT" (N. Y.
tremendous opening)

SEPTEMBER— "WINGS"
OCTOBER— "THE WEDDING MARCH"
A prediction: 1928-1929's THREE BIGGEST $$
MAKERS!

«Na/t5^«

fl

Produced by

NAT LEVINE
1C50
'Blazing

the

Trail'

BROADWAY
Cable Address

NEW YORK
"LEVPIC"

70

from

this season.

CITY

SOUND.
on

all.

PARAMOUNT
50 or

SILENT

more

in

prints

Either way, 100%

PARAMOUNT

quality.

«***.
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)

AND WEEKLY
FILM DIGEST
>.fcA^»iJg

.

Price 25 Cents

Playingf to

ndous Business
m^^ United Ar
OS Alleles
and

at other of the biggest

FIRST

RUN HOUSES-

watch our advertising for
further good news!

MARVELOUS
in the Silent

Drama

ASTOUNDING
with

MOVIETONE

^CARl lAEMMIE
^

^ fa6£r

"Productions^

Maintaining Unquestioned Leadership

Film Daily Reviews
30

features reviewed in this issue

^

-l-..l-..-l-,-l-,-tv

GENERAL PICTURES CORPORATION
Offers to the State

Right Buyers

4®
rK-

(rv9

--.

(^^^

Richard Talmadge

1

PRODUCTIONS

T>:;',

STORY AND DIRECTION TO SUIT THIS AGILE

AND POPULAR MOTION PICTURE STAR

^%

Great Entertainment and Box-Office

^

These

Draw

pictures will be synchronized with music

and sound

effects

and with dialogue where

it

will

be good entertainment and not slow up the action.
1650

BROADWAY
^xdie

NEW

QENERAL PICTaRES CORPORATION

902

YORK,

N. Y.

OSCAR

1
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PRICE,

President

Bristolphone Series

May Be Made

by Sennett

ANDWEEKLY
FILH DIGEST

^/FILMDOM
XLV

VOL,

em
'

TO MAKE SERIES

Bureau.

Coast

\West

Los Angeles
Gotham,

it

that

Ihere

THE FILM DAILY
Sennett may

— Mack

of sound shorts for
indicated, with report
negotiations are in prog-

This would be
Sennett will
[pictures

in

addition

produce

to
for

negotiations are consuniIniated, Sennett would use the Bristolphone disc sound device, which
the
iGothani will market through
IBristolphone Sales Corp.
If

No comment on

the Sennett recould be obtained yesterday at

Iport
ithe

New York

of

office

Gotham.

GETS 3 P.C.
CUT ON W.

E.

LICENSES

Vitaphone secures royalty of three

1

by
from

per

j

I

!

i

'

BLOCK BOOKING, COMPULSORY
ARBITRATION BAN TO BE SOUGHT
womiMinDEToomiE
ON "OPfN

Door

SOUNDSTUDIOSFORMEDTO

my

the New York
The company is

common on

shares of

Functioning under an "open door"

World-Wide Pictures are
mapping plans to actively enter the
selling field by early fall. With physical distribution set through Educa-

phone, as president.
president
as

tional immediate problems concerns
selection of a sales manager and

vice

salesmen.

The company

Releases for the first year will
range between 30 and 50, the probaMany of
bilities favoring the latter.
the pictures will be English and are
The product of
already completed.

pictures.

Brown,

first

hattan
124th

Kennedy
Colvin

is

is

a

W.

vice president of Patlie.
will make Photophone
is

studios,

be

to

at

Park

on

the ManAve., and

COURSE AT BERLIN MEET
(By Cable)

Berlin

— Eleven

Euro-

nations have agreed in principle upon the organization of an international federation of exhibitors to
advance European films, and counteract popularity of American pictures.

pean

and Sound Film
Film Bldg. Cornerstone

Silent
in

Emphasizing the present period of
in development of sound
two strips of film have

transition
pictures,

been
Film

The

Washingto%t Bureau of

Max Manne, who

re<;ently resigned
at the Roxy,
York, stating at the time he
intended to devote his time to sound

Washington

manager

THE

— The

The Week
MONDAY

in

Review

Disturbing signs. Exhibitors are not buying silent
last
pictures with the same fervor that marked their
has
demand
the
because
sound
want
They
year's activities.
:

been created for sound. Yet

little

can be done about

ing of
urday.

Equipment

in

corne-rstone

of

(Continued on

Page 2)

was not acted upon.
to be introduced will be

tration.

MARVELTONE SCHEDULED
FOR NEW YORK SHOWING
Marveltone, sound film recently introduced at Grauman's Egyptian in
Los Angeles, is to be demonstrated
soon at a New York legitimate theater.
It

is

a

and

film

combination of sound-ondisc,

employing

a

secret

Western Electric is long. Opera- synchronization process. Figures on
The waiting list
is not available.
screen play numbers requested
and sales quotas the the
tors are buying only what they need by way of film
audience and answer questions
by
asked by George Lovett. inventor of
are getting poked unceremoniously where it hurts most.
Ask the process, who works in the audiGetting top prices for sound pictures is proving a cinch.
There is no wear and tear on
ence.
you'll
clean,
come
will
he
if
and,
films
any sales manager about silent
no
at

Distributors, it appears to us, have already
get a rather sad story.
It was
realized how peculiar is the situation that confronts them.
revolved
paper
copy
trade
of
all
tenor
the
only a few weeks ago that
Not that the box-office potentialities of
completely around sound.

the

Center Building, under construction on Ninth Ave., from 44th
A copy of
to 45th St., New York.
FILM DAILY
last Sunday's
also is

it.

bills

identical with the one introduced in
the Indiana legislature which makes
it a misdemeanor to force block booking of pictures and compulsory arbi-

Harry

But it
Foolish to do that.
sound pictures should be overlooked.
thoumany
so
when
alone
sound
stress
to
was even more ill-advised
swingis
balance
the
Now,
way.
that
exhibit
sands of houses can't
THE
ing the other way. Distributors are selling sound and silent versions
sealed in the cornerstone, laywhich is exactly what they should do. They are beginning to recogwhich was completed last SatExactly
nize that where one outlet existed before, there are now two.
It is not to be construed,

placed

Feick says that enactment of the
law is the only means to bring about

try but this

studios.

nation's business
Stock lixchangc.
1928 exhibited
half
of
first
during
the
purchasing in the open market its 6^ New
continuance of the activity and
a
per cent notes, which mature Oct. Is,
produc- progress which has now lasted for a
and already has bought up $2,450,000 production, has been named
cir- suffcient number of years to mark a
Fox
entire
the
for
manager
tion
of the total of $4,000,000.
(Continued on Page 2)
Fuchs is his assistant.

NATIONS ACRIED ON

the last legislative session in Indiana. This bill generally was believed
to have been fostered by Frank J.
Rembusch, veteran Indiana exhibitor

St., New York City although a remedy of existing conditions. Some
no lease actually has been signed. time ago he advocated a get-together
Both Pathe and FBO are to use the of various factions within the indus-

Manne Named Production Business Continuing on
Head for Fox Circuit Even Keel, Survey Shows
FILM DAILY

cuit.

—

leader.

Production

International of London will
(Continued on Page 2)

as production

Bill

in

(iarrott, Ind.
Outlawry of block
booking and compulsory arbitration
Sound Studios, Inc., has been or- through enactment of state laws will
ganized by the Joseph P. Kennedy be sought this fall and during 1929,
interests with Robert T. Kane, re- by Fred L. Feick, local attorney, who
cently associated with RCA-Photo- is author of the bill introduced at

policy,

British

Author of Indiana
to Push Measure
Other States

MAKE PHOTOPHONE FILMS

received

cent of the gross
Research Products
Klectrical
'licenses
under Vitaphone patents.
,;This is set forth in application of
Warner Bros., for listing of 350,220
]

Price 25 Cents

1928

is

jress.

iPathe.

26,

series

a

jiiiake

Sunday, August

No. 48

(Continued on Page 12)

the

film,

and the device requires

more servicing than

the average film.

skilled projectionists are necesThere is no installation cost,
sary.
and Lovett claims a theater doesn't
have to be wired to show the films.

Three

"Eddie" Eschmann General
Manager of Theater Chain
E. A.
general

Eschmann has been named
manager

Operating Co..

of

New

(Continued

on

the Playhouse
York, which is
Page

2)
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26,

1928

Stage and Talker Acting
Described as Different
West

Coast

Los

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

Angeles— Acting

for talking
pictures differs greatly from acting on
the stage, declares Adele Rowland,

musical comedy star, who has appeared in several sound films.
"The people of the speaking
stage love the appreciation and applause of an audience. They will be-

come aware that displaying one's
talents for the talking pictures camera and recorder is a cold, mechanical proposition, compared to footlight activity," says the singer.

7
5

4
5
5

WOMAN

Silent and Sound Film
in Film Bldg. Cornerstone

6

SADDLE MATES
STORMY WATERS
THREE RING MARRIAGE
TWO BROTHERS
WRIGHT IDEA
WYOMING
SHORT SUBJECTS

6

6
5
7

4
6
7

(Continued from Page

1)

A.

N. Adelson, head of Film
Center, that one print represents an
antiquated phase of the industrv and
the other the new, but rather that
States

the strips of film are representative
of the present era of entertainment.
Many film companies are to be
housed in the new building.

CocaUs Deal Dropped

World-Wide to Operate Business Continuing on
Keel, Survey Shows
on "Open Door" Policy Even(Continued
from Page
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general

unparalleled in the
economic history of the United States
or any other important industrial
country.
This conclusion is based
ui)on
business indicators compiled
from reports of governmental and
private statistical organizations for
the Commerce Dept. semi-annual review of economic conditions.
The
department also points out that the
indices show that the only important
industries which are lagging behind
the national pace are textiles in the
manufacturing group, and agriculture,
and coal among the basic raw material

stability

industries.

—

—

Smith, pioneer Hazelwood exhibitor.
He was 79 years old.
Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles— Pictures are being
shown on a 24 by 36 inch screen in
of

the

ringer Players for the Franklin Park,
Dorchester, and the Waldorf, Waltham. The latter is to open Sept. 17.

THE FILM DAILY
Roosevelt

Hotel

Schines Paying Dividend
Regular ciuarterly dividend of 75
cents will be paid Sept. 1 by Schine
Chain Theaters.

Millard
West

Coast

Must Stand Trial
THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

citizens of $25,000 in a

He was

Pantages Celebrating Anniversary
San Francisco
Alexander Pan-

—

tages

this

week

celebrating

is

his

anniversary
in
the
show business. His first house was
at Dawson, Alaska.
Television to Be Demonstrated
Television
broadcasting
will
be

demonstrated
Fair,

to

be

at

held

Radio World's

the
in

New York

in

September.

—

San Francisco
S.
S.
Millard,
former inmate of San Quentin prison,
must return to Chicago to face a
I'-ederal charge of swindling Illinois
ago on

chain.

twenty-eighth

Pinanski Books Stock Companies
Hazelwood Exhibitor Dies
Hazehvood, Pa. Funeral services
Boston Samuel Pinanski has enwere held recently for George W. gaged two companies of Al Lutt-

the lobby
here.

15

85
,

acquiring

complete
Aionday.

I)

Films in Hotel Lobby

84

...

Bros..

•
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41
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"Eddie" Eschmann General
Manager of Theater Chain

5'/,

do pfd.
Univ. Ch. com. 2
do pfd.
75
Univ.

6,600

.

.

7

6/

.

.

7,800

I)

1)

be released through World-Wide, but
pictures will be drawn from any and
all
countries.
Douglas Watson,
J.
chairman of United M. P. Producers,
Ltd., president of World-Wide and
financier behind it, is expected to
leave for England tomorrow.

dent of

6-4

.

(Continued from Page

Sales

96^

.

(c)
(c)
(s)

pfd.

Close

Insistence of M-G-M on a 35 per
cent increase in rentals over the entire circuit of 22 Cocalis theaters has
led Sam Cocalis to abandon plans for
taking over operation of the Stale,
his opposition at Elizabeth, N. J., he
stated yesterday.
Other exchanges
were ready to assign contracts to
him, Cocalis states. Cocalis has been
pulling the 22 houses out of the red
since he took over operation on request of Matty Chrystmos and Stamatus Bros., Mho Cocalis says dropped considerable in operating the

film

project.

arrested here several months
request of Federal author-
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Week's Headlines

NOTICE

Monday
Clinton of Clinton-Myers, Dululli, se
Minneapolis
restraining
injunction
cures
exchanges from refusing him film service,
for refusal to abide by decision of arbitra
B.

J.

Imard.

lion

P. Kennedy resigned from First National because of differences of opinion on
policy.
Holding off on Imying, due to sound films,
independents in Philadelphia terriaids

loseph

Washington
have any

sympathy

aspect in connection
against sound pic

fight

tures.

Educational

product

distribute

to

Pictures, organized by J.

Wide

I).

To

the

of

That we own and control the exclusive rights to the
entire World (outside of the United States of America)

World

Williams.

Tuesday
Union
due

demands
advent

to

Motion Picture Trade

demands

deny

musicians'

with

wage

operators

in several key cities vary
of sound pictures; subject

to

all

ESSANAY CHAPLIN COMEDIES:

at M.P.T.O.A. convention.
to have own recording labora-

to be issue
Pathe and

FBO

New York.
New York, grosses

tory
Ko.xy,

"Four Sons" first week.
One thousand British houses
for

J

in

nine

within

Phototone

with

$143,924
to

be

months,

wired

pany director says.

Wednesday
Report Western Electric refusing licenses to
independent producers not releasing throu:-'h
distributors licensed by W. E. is denied.
Complete program in sound planned by Coth
am which is to market Bristolphone.
Schenck again hits talkers as
Joseph M.
short-lived

novelty.

application
injunction
Sapiro co-operative's
against Mayer & Schneider denied.
Buying in Canada not affected by advent of

sound pictures.
Louis stagehands and operators get wage
musicians voluntarily accept
increase as

St.

reduction.

Thursday

A

Justice probe of trade practices
Minneapolis held up during summer, due
to vacations.
Immediate delivery on Bristolphone planned

Dept.

of

Shanghaied
Jitney Elopement

PoUce

by Gotham.
Buying situation termed awful at Cleveland.
Producers' emphasis on sound films detracting from silent film value, exhibitors of
St.

in

V

The Tramp
The Champion
Night in a Show
By The Sea
His Night Out

corn-

His

Louis zone contend, seeking reductions
rentals.

New Job

Woman

Adolph Zukor and Harry M. Warner again
Paramount has purchased
report
deny
Warners.

Friday

Triple Trouble

Exhibitors in several keys seek out on silent
film rentals, Iiecause of sound picture vogue;
fear move may become national.
Vitaphone not for sale, H. M. Warner states.
First National workers breathe easier follow-

Work

withdrawal of Joseph P. Kennedy.
Revival of Allied States Ass'n again planned by W. A. Steffes, head of the former
ing

The Bank

organization.
deal for Poli circuit.
federation of exhibitors pro
International
posed in Germany.
Television far off, I)r. Lee De Forest says.

Fox completes

Saturday

Sound Studios formed by FBO and Pathe
to make Photophone pictures.
Bills modeled on proposed Indiana measure
to ban compulsory block booking and compulsory
states

arbitration,

to

by sponsor of

shorts.

at

r

pushed in other
Indiana measure.
be

Mack Sennett reported negotiating with
Gotham to produce series of Bristolphone

New Owners

\

In the Park
Burlesque on Carmen

Monticello,

Ind.

—

The

trade

against

all

is

advised that

infringements.

MonticcUo, Ind. Carey & Alexander of Lebanon, who recently purchased the Strand from R. A. Shobe,
have closed the house for repairs
The Lyric now is being operated.

Renovating Nashua, N. H., House
H.— The Colonial,
N,
Nashua,
renovated, has reopened, after being
(lark

during

summer months.

Oshkosh House Cuts Prices
Oshkosh, Wis.— The Rex has

re-

reduced.

are fully protected

and

is

warned

We shall hold all violators liable for damages.

Communicate with

PETER

H.

729 Seventh Avenue

opened as a second run house under
new management. Prices have been

all rights

WHITE COMPANY
New

York City

Cable

"PETERWHITE"

—

Sunday, August

PAILVL
John Gilbert

EmU Jannivgs in
"The Patriot"
LviKjth: 9819

in

ft.

192f

"Craig's Wife"
The First Kiss"
Length: 6670 /
Length: 6134 ft. Pathe
IMPRESSIVE PRODUCTIO
SLOW MOVING AND ONLY
HANDLEI
SAVED FROM A FLOP BY SKILLFULLY
CHARACTERIZA- IRENE RICH SENDS IT OVE
SPLENDID
TION OF GARY COOPER. BIG. SIX REELS OF CLASSY
ENTERTAIN
IDEAL LOVE INTEREST WILL INTELLIGENT

Paramount

"Four Walls"
Length: 6620

M-G-M

26,

ft.

GILBERT AND HIS DRAWMAGNIFICENT. TRULY A ING POWER SEND IT OVER.
GREAT PICTURE. A TRAGEDY A CROOK DRAMA WITH A
OF RUSSIA AND A MAD CZAR REGENERATION THEME PLEASE FEMMES.
MENT.
IN WHICH JANNINGS PLAYS SLIGHTLY
LONG, BUT ON
Cast. ... Irene Rich in name pa
Cooper thoroughly
Ciary
Cast
SUROLE
A STUPENDOUS
PRETTY WELL excellent, and gives a sincere and as selfish wife gives one of mo;
WHOLE
THE
EXPERBLY. LEWIS STONE
DONE.
convincing performance that stamps satisfactory and striking characterizi
CELLENT. OTHERS IN CAST
Cast
John (Gilbert does good him as star material without any tions of the year. It's something t
DISPLENDID. LUBITSCH'S
work but doesn't look the gangster
He's immense. Fay Wray remember. Warner Baxter as he
RECTION WELL NIGH PER- type. J«an Crawford, a surprise. maybes. winsome
and charming, and husband fits the part complete!I'linniiuHiit

FECT.

Vera Gordon, good; Carmel Myers,
Others Robert Emmett O'ditto.
Connor, Louis Natheau.
.Drama of
Story and Production.
Flor- the East Side based on stage play of
as the patriot defies criticism.
Hamilton and same name by Dana Burnet and
Neil
Vidor,
ence
fine.
Cording
George Abbott. Gilbert, head of the
Marry
Tragedy gang, is sent up the river where he
Story and Production
that
based on play of same name by Al- serves four years and discovers
Jannings is Czar four walls don't constitute any prison
fred Neumann.
mind attuned
Paul, a maniac sitting on the throne as effectively as the
Back to the old
Stone, as along w-rong lines.
of Russia bv divine right.
Count Pahlen, his war minister and life where the struggle ensues beto shake
closest friend, plots to remove Paul tween his determination
and his vow to drop
as the step by which oppression in Joan Crawford
connected
Russia can be brought to an end. the old life and everything
.Jannings dominates in a
Cast.
madman's role. His work beggars
adequate description. Lewis Stone
.

.

Paul is
plot is carried out.
choked to death by a palace guardsman who later, by Pahlen's own orRusder, shoots the war minister.
The acting, the
sia thus is freed.
dramatic development, the finesse and
comedy injected by Lubitsch
sly
make this a picture that will be

The

.

with

it.

The

girl

makes

.

a play for

him and lands him, then recognizes
Monk, gang
that the boy is right.

leader, falls ofT a roof while scrapping with Gilbert over the girl. The
the
fasten
attempts to
detective
blame on Gilbert, but Carmel Myers,
m love with the latter, alibis for him.
William Nigh, good;
Direction,
talked about far and wide.
Direction, Ernst Lubitsch, oustand- Author, Dana Burnet and George
Miller;
iiig; Author, Alfred Neumann; Scen- Abbott; Scenario, Alice D. G.
Hans Kraly; Editor, Ernst Editor, Harry Reynolds; Titles, Joe
ario,
Johnson; Farnham; Photography, James Howe,
Julian
Titles.
Lubitsch;
Photography, I'crt Ciknnon. excellent. very good.

Johnny Hines

very

Others Virginia Bradford, Carre
Nye, Lilyan Tashman, George Ir\
ing,
Jane
Keckley,
Mabel Va
ton, Paul Fix, Malcolm Williams.
and Production ....Love Buren.
Story
Story and Production .... Domesti
Adapted from the story
drama.
From the stage play b
"Four Brothers." Taken as a char- drama.
They started rig!
acter portrayal done by Cooper, it George Kelly.
a stage play that was esser
is one of the best the season affords. with
As a screen diversion, it is light tially dramatic, without bunk, an
weight and will stir up no wide com- full of natural picture values. The
ment.
Just a passable programmer. they picked two leads who nevt
Cooper and his three brothers are overact, placed it in the hands of
in
Mary- sympathetic director who could fe<
fishermen down
oyster
Dad died of drink, and hero the story, and the result is som<
land.
selection

ideal

Chesterfield

"The Wright Idea"

Length: 5^00

idealistic

for

make men out

of his thing for every intelligent exhibitc
give them to give thanks about.
perfectl
Worlt
an education he is forced to turn natural, very human story.
Heroine has told him up slowly with cumulative efifect ti
river pirate.
he is "poor white trash." and he is the final scene still moving unhui
He is riedly and leaves you sitting wis!
determined to make good.
arrested and tried for his thieving, ing that there was some more. Whe
when the truth comes out that he a film can make a hard boiled criti
Court feel that way, it's got something
did it all for his brothers.
room scene too long and draggy. brother. Get this yarn of the selfis
Fine ocean shots, nice love interest. woman left alone, or miss a wow.
Lee,
Direction, William C. de Mille, e>
Direction,
V.
smooth; Author, Tristram Tupper; pert; Author, George Kelly; Sc(
Scenario, John Farrow; Editor, Not nario, Clara Beranger; Editor, Ann
Not
credited; Bauchens; Titles, not credited; Phc
Titles,
credited;
Photography, Not credited, good.
tography, David Abel, fin e.
sets

out

to

three loafer brothers.

A

To

—

Rowland

Rod La Rocque

in

"Hell Ship"

"Captain Swagger"

ft.

YOU CAN TALK ABOUT THIS

part.

Others Lane Chandler, Leslie Fen-

"The House of Shame"

in

Length: 6225

is

Pathe

Length: 6312

ft.

Svensk Filminelustri-Colly wn
Length: 5800

/,

INTERESTING STORY O
ENTERTAINSEA
BEST HINES COMEDY
PIC
MENT.
NICE
BOX
OFFICE
FOR CLEVER STORY WITH VALUE IN COMEDY DRAMA TUREDREALISTICALLY
BY DIRECTOR SEA
SOME TIME. GOOD GAGS IN LY
SURPRISE TWISTS THAT
STROM IN AN IMPORTE]
A PLAUSIBLE, FAST-MOVING BUILDS REAL SUSPENSE. OF THE WAR AND NIGHT PRODUCTION.
HAS SOM!
LIFE
NEW
IN
YORK.
STORY WITH HINES DOING CLASSY DIRECTION.
Cast
Rod La Rocque, very GOOD DRAMATIC PUNCHED
HIS USUAL STUFF.
He's a trouper, never NICE PROGRAM.
Virginia Brown Faire at good indeed.
..Cast

First National

.Johnny

/(.

ONE.
IN

Hines,

pleasing.
Others do passable work and include
Louise Lorraine, Edmund Breese,

Cast.

..

Walter James, Fred Kelsey, Charles
(iiblyn and George Irving.

WORTHWHILE

CHIEF-

gets an acting part, and she is
Hale as her
a
treat.
Creighton
crooked hubby lends strong support.
Lloyd Whitlock in novel lover role is
very good. Others Florence Dudley,

last

Fred Walton, Carlton King.
Story and
.. .Johnny
Story and Production
Drama.
invents a blotterless and luminous
ink.
His efforts to get it on the This one is meaty with entertainment
market provide the story for "The values, and will have no trouble holdWright Idea." The events leading ing the interest of any audience. It
up to the desired end are interesting, is tricky, and keeps you guessing
well done and amusing. Hines bumps right along with clever twists and
into all sorts of situations ranging surprise developments in the story.
from a nut who gives him a yacht Yet it is all perfectly logical and
presumably, to a girl who thinks he's plausible, and very true to life.
Production.

a crook

and the

final

business aboard

where the crew is
headed for rum row to take on a
cargo of hooch. Johnny, of course,
ruuts them all and the revenue cutter takes charge.
Hines uses his
luminous ink on the side of the ship
to spell out the word "Help" and
the yacht at sea

thus directs the cutter to the rescue.

The owner
ing man,

of the yacht, an advertisintrigued by the idea makes

Heroine's hubby is cheating in business and love. The wife goes to the
boss to square him for stealing funds.
Then it appears for a long time as
if
she is playing around with the
boss as the price for her husband's
safety from the law.
But he is in
love with her, and sets out to prove
to her just what a rotter her husband
is.
One surprise after another follows, building fine suspense and a

thoroughly enjoyable picture.
Direction, Burton King, excellent;
Direction,
Charles
Hines,
very Author,
Lee
Authmar;
Scenario,
good; Author, Jack Townely; Scen- Arthur Hoerl; Editor, De Leon Anario,
Jack Townley; Editor, Not thony; Titles, De Leon Anthony and
criditcd; Titles; Not credited; Pho- Lon
Young; Photography, M. A.
tography, Not credited, very good.
Anderson, okay.
a deal for

marketing the

ink.

PLEASING

doubt it. Sue Carol, supplies the sex
and the excuse for the many things
that happen.
Others, all good, are
Richard Tucker, Ulrich Haupt and
Victor Potcl.
Story and Production. ... Opening
with a war sequence in which La
Rocque shoots down a German ace,
played by Ulrich Haupt, the story
shifts to

New York

que's efforts to

wean her away

fro'm

Tucker. A real hold-up is staged by
Haupt, who reappears on the scene
as "master crook."
Sue blames Rod.
The latter helps Haupt escape because of war sentiment and finallj'
the situation

is

cleared up.

Not heavy

weight entertainment, but its gets by
very nicely.
Direction, E. H. Griffith, good;
Author, Leonard Fraskins; Scenario,
Adelaide Heilbron; Editor, Not credited; Titles, Not credited; PhotograJ.

J.

Mescall, excellent.

..

.Victor

Seastrom,

the

d

leading characte
mate on board the ship, an
gives a finished and realistic perforn
ance. Matheson Lang as the captai
is not far behind him. Jenny Hassel
quist plays the role of the captain
wife, and looks the part.
Othei
good sea types.
is

also

the

Story and Production.

La Roc- the
turn highwayman to ism
in 1928.

que decides to
maintain his Park Ave. apartment.
Meeting Sue Carol in the park, he
takes her to his home since she has
none of her own.
Later they become dancers in a cabaret. Sue accepts attentions of Richard Tucker,
wealthy man about town and the
rest of the picture concerns La Roc-

phy,

Cast.

rector,
of the

.

.

.Drama

c

Chiefly notable for the rea!
of the action and incident, an
the
lifelike
characterizations,
fo;
which Director Seastrom takes credij
The story is rather involved, an
therefore moves rather heavily a
times.
Seastrom is a shiftless sailo
who had been a sweetheart of th
captain's wife in their youth. Throug
sea.

combination of circumstances h
shipped on the captain's boll
which is running contraband goodji
a

is

The captain is insanely jealous o
the mate, although his wife has give:
him no cause

to be so.
After
of dramatic incidents involv
ing the woman and the two men,
works up to a clear understanding.
series

i

Victor Seastrom, realisi'
Author, Victor Seastrom; Seen'
ario, Victor Seastrom; Editor, No
credited; Titles, J. H. Wallraven
Photography, J. Julius, uniform!}
good.
Direction,

tic;

THE
llunda:
lunday.

August

26,

"No Babies Wanted"

Richard Barthelmess in

"Out of the Ruins"

Plaza-S. R.

Lenqth: 6100

National

ist

^at

DAILV

1928

5215

Lencjth:

"Three-Ring Marriage"
ft.

ft.

HOLDS STRONG APPEAL
FAIR ATTRACTION.
STAR CHANCE FOR WITH UNUSUAL STORY OF
MOTHERING OF A
ACTING
ROLE IN CHILD'S
iNE
BABY.
VERY
SIMPLY AND
WITH
jPRONG LOVE STORY
SINCERELY TOLD.
I'AR BACKGROUND.
JUST

irVES

(Cast. ... Richard Barthelmess has
strong part that calls for real actg and he makes the picture conMarian Nixon does perhaps
ncing.
Robert
le best work of her career.
razer very good in supporting role.

Emile Chautard, Bodil Rosjg, Eugene Pallette, Rose Dione.
Drama of
Story and Production.
From the story by
e World War.
ithers

.

.

.

Cast.

Philip

Gibbs.

The

story

set

is

sombre colors, and looks as if it
in one of those
("ere going to end
Then a last mini>peless tragedies.
te twist in the plot gives it a happy

Moran

i^riscilla

the

is

.

practically

is

she

makes

a

.

whole story, and
very good job of it. It
the

a natural because of its appeal to
the women, especially the mothers.
is

The

with her old
grandad, and they adopt a deserted
little

lives

girl

The chief fault is that the baby. The old man is injured and
moves slowly and the suspense sent to the hospital, leaving the kid
It alone to take care of the infant. From
not come til! near the end.

[iding.
(;tion

Des

heavily in spots.

frags

It is

the fine

Barthelmess, ably assisted
Marian Nixon, that puts it over.
y
arthelmess is a soldier of France
ho goes to war knowing that the
'irl he loves is pledged to marry an!ther man against her will in order
The day beplease her family.
jore
the wedding he is apparently
;illed, but shows up in time to save
Barthelmess' name
situation.
le
[ill carry it.
Direction,
John Francis Dillon,
imooth; Author, Sir Philip Gibbs;
cenario, Gerald C. DufTy; Editor,
::yril Gardner; Titles, Not credited;
''hotography, Ernest Haller, good.
ork

of

'

[)

then on till the close the story holds
you with a lot of genuine sentiment
as the little girl fights and schemes
to overcome all sorts of obstacles
that arise to separate her from the
baby she has adopted. It is an unusual story, and very simply and
sincerely told, which gives it the
heart punch which sends it over.
Little

Lenc/th: 5334

'iffaiu/Stahl

will

your house with

make

friends for

'

Wm.

Lenc/th

:

4975

ft.

acterization

that

will

collect

plenty

hat's

anywhere. Louis Fazenda
ably seconds him as his sweetie.
Others Myrna Loy and William De-

.8

marest.

eatured in

about all. He's only passable
an actor.
Gertrude Olmstead is
harming, as usual.
John Harron

Others
.iedda Hopper, Ray Hallor and Lincoln Stedman.
idequate as her sweetheart.

Story and Production
Comedy
Irama set against a Frank Merriwell
Following the popular
background.
.ormula Harron's dad goes bankrupt
md Harron, in order to remain at
lear old so-and-so, must
get
the
to

win

a

golf

necessary
dough. Tough luck comes along and
enters Hagen, famous for wielding a
wicked club. Stedman, Harron's pal,

:ournament

game

throw Hagen
But the golf
:hamp, becoming aware of Harron's
off

tries

to

out

unsuccessful.

:ircumstances,

deliberately

his

duffs

his

jame away, allowing our hero to win.
Golf enthusiasts may go for it.
Direction, Al Raboch, fair; Author,
Wellyn Totman; Scenario, Wellyn
Totman; Editor, Robt. Kern; Titles,
Paul Perez; Photography, Jackson

Rose,

satisfactory.

of laughs

Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
This one was built for laugh purposes
only, and succeeds very well in its
object.
Clyde Cook and Demarest
are conductor and motorman respectively on the neighborhood trolley
car, and Louise Fazenda is Cook's
sweetie who is stolen by the motorman.
There are two very high
powered laugh sequences that are
played up for all they are worth.
One shows Cook dressing for the

motorman's
that

is

ball in a stolen outfit
The
miles too big for him.

But
comedian's antics are a wow.
he outdoes himself in a prize waltz at
the ball, where he dances with Louise
who is rigged out as a Spanish vamp.
This is without doubt one of the
funniest comedy dances ever screenIt alone would send the picture
ed.
over for the big percentage of laughs
it

collects.

Lnx/th: 5656

plenty

goes

Howard

/(.

good

ft.

Alice White takes the part
Lingerie, a little French girl in
love with the American doughboy,
She is a natural draw on looks and
personality. Malcolm McGregor very
effective
as
the
doughboy hero.
Others
Mildred
Harris,
Armand
Kaliz, Cornelia Kellogg, Kit Guard.

Cast

Same

of

Others

Harry Earles,
Alice White and Law-

Truesdale,

Tiny Earles,

ford Davidson.

Story and Production.
.Same old
chestnut, this time with a background
of circus tents and performers. Hero,
realizing that he's just an ordinary
ccwpuncher and not worthy of the
girl, joins the circus.
Heroine follows suit and the owner of the outfit, the menace, makes a play for her.
Hero tries to make heroine jealous
through flirting with the circus'
sexy vamp.
Lovers' spat ensues.
Then the femme, aided by a girl
friend, frames a meeting with the
menace at a hotel and her accomplice
.

tips

ofif

.

her ex-cowpunching sweetelse could happen

heart.
Nothing
but a fight, first

between the femme
and the heavy, and then, of course,
between the heavy and hero. That's
the whole story, nothing more or
less.
is

the

The best
work of

is

funny

assisted

stuff

a

in

the

picture

midget performer,

by some hokum but

titles.

Direction, Marshall Neilan, ordinary; Author, Dixie Willson; Scenario, Harvey Thew; Editor, Stewart
Heifler; Titles, Not credited; Photography, David Kesson, good.

Story and Production.
of

'

World War.

the

Universal

.Romance

..

Here

is a very
carries a large
percentage of human interest that
will get the average fan, both sexes.

pleasing

The

story

that

American

France

doughboy lands

in

discovering that
his wife whom he had just married
was in love with another and after
his money.
He meets Lineerie undjr
romantic circumstances, and when he
is
paralyzed
from
wounds and
shipped home, she follows.
Then
the story works out with strong suspense showing how he gets the goods
on his wife and her lover and finds
with
his
little
French
happiness
sweetheart. The director handled the
direction unusually well and kept the
action nicely paced and building to
The type of war
good suspense.
storv that gets a play at any house.
Direction, George Melford, very
good; Author, John Francis Natteford; Scenario, John Francis Natteright

after

Byron

ford:
Editor,
Titles; Ben Grauman

Robinson;

Kohn, Photog-

raohv. Tarkson Rose, verv trood.

"Ransom"

Mad"
Length: 6,032 ft
THAN AVERAGE

"Jazz

ft

Walter Hagen, although
the billing, plays golf and

Mary Aster

for the insipid part.
for
Lloyd Hughes.

"Pay As You Enter"
Warners

GOOD LAUGH NUMBER.
WEAK COLLEGE STORY GETS
OVER WITH FINE COMiUILT AROUND WALTER EDY TEAM WORK OF CLYDE
lAGEN, GOLF CHAMP. HAS COOK AND LOUISE FAZENDA.
JOTHING MUCH TO DRAW
Cast. ... Clyde Cook as the goofy
EM TOWARDS THE B. O.
motorman does a slick comedy charCast

Cast....

enough

who

this.

Direction, John Harvey, very good;
Author, Not credited: Scenario, Harriet Hinsdale and H. T. Crist; Editor,
Titles,
Harry
Cliandlee;
Harry
Chandlee; Photography, L.
O'Conncll. fair.

"Green Grass Widows"

11

Priscilla

Length: 5800

HAS GOOD AUDIENCE APDULL, DRAGGY CIRCUS PEAL AND TELLS PLEASING
STORY BASED ON A FAMILIAR STORY WITH WAR BACKCAPABLE CAST
FORMULA. CARRIES LITTLE GROUND.
MAKES THIS A POPULAR
OF ENTERTAINMENT VALUE. PROGRAM.

child

very unusual and talented.
Should make a lot of friends.
William V. Mong does nice characterization as the old grandad.
Dorothy
Devore, Emily Fitzroy, Cissy Fitzgerald complete a competent cast.
Story and Production.
.Drama of
child life.
Eight-year old Priscilla
star: she is

I

r

.

First National

"Lingerie"
Tiffany-Stahl

Length: 5584 ft.
Columbia
BETTER
COMMONPLACE
'FRISCO
FNTERTAINMENT OF STRUGGLE OF OLD COMPOSER FOR CHINATOWN YARN OF NO
SUCCESS.
SLOW IN SPOTS.
ENTIRELY SUITABLE FOR UNUSUAL MERIT. ALMOST
MINUS ANY THRILLS. NOT
FAMILY TRADE.
-

-

Cast.... Jean Hersholt in another
performance.
Marion Nixon
splendid as the composer's daughter.
George Lewis passable as the millionaire's son.
Others Roscoe Karns.
Torben Meyer, Andrew Arbuckle,
Charles Clary, Clarissa Selwynne and
Joe Girard.
Story and Production. .. .Well-puttogether yarn, although not so new.
fine

SO BOXOFFICEY.
Cast.... Lois Wilson far better
than the familiar role she plays. Edmund Burns does his usual stuff with
the male lead.
Others William V.

Mong,

Blue

James

Washington,

Leong.
Story

and

Production.

..

.Tirae-

worn plot involving efforts of Chink
Old German composer and daughter gang to steal formula for deadly gas.
come to America to seek fame. No The Chinks break into the laboratory
one wants his symphony.
Daughter of an inventor, who is the lead, but
falls in love with millionaire's son.
the nasty stuf? kills most of the ilFather, in order to allow her to
Their next move is to
legal visitors.
marry, goes to work leading a comic
an attractive

kidnap the child of
jazz orchestra in night club, although
widow, in love with the inventor.
jazz is revolting to him. When boy's
The head Chink offers to return the
parents learn of the father's job (they
child providing the mother induces
thought he was a high-brow comher inventive sweetheart to turn over
poser) the marriage is off. The comformula.
He refuses, she makes
the
poser collapses and is taken to a
prisoner, and with a vial of
him
a
hospital.
The boy's mother tries to
buy the girl off and the femme, need- what she supposes is the deadly
But the
ing the money for dad's hospital stuff, returns to Chinatown.
She, in turn, is
contents are water.
bills, takes it. agreeing to forget the
sweetheart, getlad.
Eventually, through the efforts held captive and her
his way to the dive
lose,
makes
ting
of a friend, the symphony is played
cops
publicly and all the tangled ends are and follows the w. k. battle, with
swinging their clubs, etc.
adjusted.
Direction, George B. Seitz, okay;
Direction, F. Harmon Weight, generally
satisfactory;
Author, Svend Author, Geo. B. Seitz; Scenario,

Lloyd
Bacon,
good;
Author, Gregory Rogers; Scenario, Gade: Scenario, Chas. Kenyon; EdiDorothy Howell; Editor, Not credFred Stanley; Editor, Not credited; tor, Not credited; Titles, Not crediPhotography, ted; Photography, Gilbert Warren- ited; Titles, Not credited; PhotogTitles, Not credited;
raphy, Joe Walker, satisfactory.
Norbert Brodin, good.
ton, good.
Direction,

DAILVL
Wally Wales

"Making the Varsity"

Sunday, August

Tim McCoy

in

iv

26,

192

"The River

Woman"
"Wyoming"
"Saddle Mates"
Length: 5400 ft.
Gotham
Excellent
Length: 6200
M-G-M
Length: 4435 ft.
Length: 4520 ft.
THIS WAS BUILT RIGHT TO
A CRACKERJACK FOOTBALL Pathe
MELODRAMA WITH GOGI
SPECIFICATIONS.
NOTHING
PICTURE WHICH HAS ACGOOD CLASS WESTERN EN- NEW IN IT BUT TRIED AND STORY BUT IT MOVES SLO\
TION. SUSPENSE. HUMOR AND
PATHOS: GOOD FOR ANY TERTAINMENT WITH A PER- TRUE INJUN STUFF TO GET LY DUE TO EXCESSIVE FOCI
AGE.
HAS SEVERAL GOOr"
HOUSE.
SONABLE STAR. WILL GET THE KIDS.
Cast.... Rex Lease's work is outstanding in the cast, despite the tendency of the director to Rive him too

many
as

the

Arthur Rankin fine
weaker brother. Gladys Hu-

close-ups.

name to pay gambling
brother's
Brother shields him but
debts.
shuts off his source of revenue. The
elder brother becomes captain of the
football team, and forbids his brother
in
a crucial game, after
to play
learning he intends to throw it. Then
the younger brother does get in, the
older brother slugs him to get him
After a gruelling game, the
out.
older brother scores the winning
the younger brother in
tally, with
the hospital, having learned his lesson. The college atmosphere is good
It
and the story well handled.
should be a good bet. particularly for
the younger element.
Wheeler, good;
Direction,
Cliff
Authors, Elsie \\\"rncr and Bennett
Southard: Scenario, Elsie Werner
and Bennett Southard: Editor, Lee
.•\nthony: Titles,

tography,

Kull. good.

Agnes Ayres in
"Int<i the Night"
Length: 5712
Raleigh— S. R.

Cast .... Agnes Ayres gives excelp.-rforniance as the girl.
ForStanley plays the district attorney well enough.
Others Robert
lent
rest

Lingham.

Story and Production.
Based on
girl's efforts to keep her dad out of
clutches of the police and prove he
is innocent of a crime for which he
has been convicted.
Steals confession from district attorney's home.
Later a blackmailing detective compels her to hel]) frame the husband
of a woman who wants a divorce.
She falls in love with the district attorney.
The crooks who framed her
papa appear and after a lot of excitement which for the most part is
incoherent, they clash with the district
attorney,
consequently
get
nabbed and confess that the little
.

.

.

daddy was not guilty.
The
wanders aimlessly, it seems,

during the greater part of the picture.
It's
nothing to get excited
over, this production.

Duke Worne. mediocre;
Geo. W. Pytcr; Scenario,
James Bronis; Editor, Xot credited;
Titles,
Joe
Traub;
Photography,
Direction,

Author,

Jack

Bell,

Charles Whittaker.

Production .... Nothing
is
served up by this
Western, which shows Wally and his
pard searching for the man who
gypped them in a ranch deal. They
meet up with him and of course he's
the brother of an attractive girl. The
brother instructs the assistant heavy
to kill Wales in a brawl but a tipMore exciteoff spoils this game.
ment occurs when the heavy sends
Story and

new

his

and

The

plot

in

gang

of

gunmen

to

get

Wales

partner but the girl warns.
side-partners abduct the heavy,

his

bank and force him to
square the account. About this time
the assisting heavy shoots Wally's
pal and Wally ends up the picture
by fighting him all over a tnoving
take

him

to a

freight train.

Good

set of titles.

Frank

L.

Ray

Not
credited: PhoEditor,

Ries, good.

of Orlac"
Length: 6500

satisfactory.

mention.
Story and Production .... The days
of
the
covered wagons trekking
across the Indian country revived
and put in attractive settings. There's
the girl leader of the caravan, who
refuses to heed Tim's warning not to
cross the reservation, an Indian mas-

men

sacre

of

train,

and the rescue

all

the

of the
of the

wagon

women

by a cavalry troop, which, outnumbered by the Indians, faces annihilation, but is rescued by reinforcement
brought by Buffalo Bill. A wild and
woolly time of it is had by all, and
the kids and western fans who like
their meller spread on thick will clap
and cheer. Miss Sebastian certainly
is dolled up for a pioneer woman, but
the fans who like this type of stuff,
hardly will bother about that.
The
title
offers exploitation suggestions
and the Indian and covered wagon
stuff are material for ballyhoo. McCoy has a real background of experience with Indians, which can be
exploited to advantage.

"Beware of Blondes"
ft.

Columbia

SELLING ANGLES.

Cast. .. .Jacqueline
Logan
aru
Lionel Barrymore featured and botl
do .good work, Charles Delaney
,-

good

juvenile.

Others Harry Todd
Mary Doran and Sheldon Lewis.
Story and Production
Josepl
Henabery had a good yarn to worl-

on, but his tempo is slow, with
th(
picture dragged out to an unneces
sary length.
Five reels would hav(
been plenty. Jacqueline is a come
on girl in a honky-tonk of the levees
The owner is in love with her, bul
she falls for a young worker on ont
of the river boats.
The latter save;
the saloon owner in a drunken brawl
and is given a job in the resort. Wher
the flood comes, the youth prepares
to take the girl away to be married

but she determines to go with her

employer, when the latter
crook who is out to get her.
ever,

colldpse

in

employer

is

of

killed.

the

kills

a

How-

saloon,

the

There are some

mconsistencies

and
some ragged
spots in the story, but the picture
gets over as fair entertainment, despite its slow tempo.
Sell it on the
strength of Barrymore and Jacqueline and play up the flood sequences,
which are good.

Direction, Joseph Henabery, good.
Author, Harold Shumate; Scenario,
Adele Buffington; Titles, Percy Robinson; Photography, Ray June, good

"Stormy Waters
Tiffany-Stahl

Length: 5000 ft.
ft.
HEAVY AND AT TIMES RELOSES PUNCH WITH REPEVOLTING MELLER IN A FAIR CROOK DRAMA. NOTH- TITIOUS
STORY OF PASSION
TYPICALLY GERMAN STYLE. ING NEW IN PLOT,
ON
THE
HIGH
SEAS.
AND
SUSNOT BOX-OFFICE FOR GENCast.
l<2ve Southern as a girl of
ERAL HOUSES BUT OKAY FOR PENSE NOT SO GOOD, BUT many
loves handles a difficult part
SOPHISTICATED AUDIENCES. GOOD DIRECTION AND ACT- with finished
technique, and makes
Cast. .. .Conrad Vcidt splendid in ING SEND IT OVER.
an ordinary picture worth while.
Leyigth: 5649

.

principal role.
Other players
known to American fans.

un-

.

.

Malcolm McGregor satisfactory as
Cast
Dorothy Revier makes it
the sailor hero.
Others Roy Stewher
picture
with
snappy
playing. She art,
Story and Production. .. Foreign
Shirley Palmer, Clin Francis.
looks
better
than ever.
Matt Moore
background yarn which moves slowStory and Production
Drama
ly most of the time.
Weird plot does his usual absent-minded hero of the high seas. Suggested by the
part. Roy D'Arcy the polished underconcerns a
pianist
whose hands
Jack London story "The Yellow
undergo amputation following a rail- world master mind.
Handkerchief." Director Lewis hanroad wreck.
surgeon grafts in
dled this with restraint and intelliStory and Production
Crook
their place the hands of a murderer
drama. Director George Seitz should gence, and did a lot with a scenario
just executed and when the pianist
be credited with extracting a lot
out that had nothing very strong in the
learns of this, it nearly drives him
of material that was not so hot.
way of dramatic suspense. The hero
The
insane.
hospital attendant mur- plot was
rather frayed, and carried is mate on a ship of which his elder
ders the pianist's father and frames no
outstanding
brother is captain.
the son.
The surface motive is that gripijing suspense.situations or really a dance hall girl In Rio he meets
But
who makes him
through
his
the pianist, angry because the father handlnig
of incidental business and believe that he married her while
wouldn't come through with funds characterization
Seitz made it satis- drunk, so he takes her along on the
he needed, killed him.
The real factory.
The story involves an homeward voyage.
The dame of
murderer has left the pianist's finger- emerald that
the hero is taking for easy morals who has passed herself
prints as part of the frameup.
But safe keeping to Honolulu.
A gang off as his wife is about to elope with
the hospital attendant's mistreated of
crooks is after the jewel, and hero a prizefighter when he stops her. On
sweetie spills the inside story and the has been
warned to watch out for a board ship again she starts to mix
pianist goes free.
The constant em- notorious blonde jane
who is after with the crew until the captain takes
phasis on the grafted hands makes the stone.
The heroine, a blonde, in her in hand and practically makes
the picture nauseating in spots and order to
catch the crooks poses as her a prisoner.
Sordid story not
doesn't help it from the standpoint the wicked
blonde.
So there you family entertainment. Has good sea
of family trade.
have the complications.
atmosphere.
Direction,
Robert Wiene, good;
Direction, George B. Seitz, cleverDirection, Kdgar Lewis, very good;
Author, I'rances Kenaud; Scenario, Author,
Harvey Thew-(ieorge c' Author, Jack London; Scenario, HarNot credited; Editor, Not credited; Hull; Scenario,
Peter Milne; Editor ry Ditinar; Editor, Martin Cohn;
Titles, Not credited;
Photography^ "'
No t credited '"'
Titles, Leslie Mason; Photography
Not credited, fine.
e.
Phi "'''''u''^'T^'*Jf?'„^°^"^^'^^^n
Photography.
y y
Joe Walker, fine.
E. Q. Miller, fine.

A

A

I

Jcllet.

Cast.... Tim McCoy the hard-riding cavalry officer, does his usual,
consistent work. Dorothy Sebastian
a pretty heroine.
Charles Bell, as
the old Indian chief deserves special

Direction, W. S, Van Dyke, good;
though stereotyped; Author, W. S.
Van Dyke; Scenario, Madeline Ruthven and Ross B. Will; Titles, Ruth
Cunimings: Editor, \Vm. L. Vanwav;
Photography, Clyde de Vinna, good.

Direction, Richard Thorpe, good:
Author, Harrington Strong; Scenario,

"Hands
ft.

Hank

McKee,

Lafe

Others

Awyon-S. R.

THAI'S ALL.

story

Peggy Montgomery

good.

is

ought to
His
Westerns.

like

satisfactory as the usual sweetheart.

tography,

TANGLED-UP MELODRAMA
BOASTING ONLY THE OLD
STUFF. DIFFICULT TO FOLLOW.
A
FAIR
NUMBER,

girl's

women

Inghram;
credited;
Titles,
Not
Lee Anthony: Pho-

Hdward

Tom

Wales

Wally

Cast

make
York.
work

Others: Edith
good.
lette
Florence Dudley and Paul Miller.
Production. .. .This
and
Story
moves along all the way. Of two
brothers in college one is square
shooting and regular, the other weak
and more concerned with stepping
than college life. The latter falls in
with a pair of crooks, and forges his

Russell,

OVER NICELY WITH OUTDOOR PICTURE FANS.

<

August

lunday,

26,

1928

Conrad Vcidf

Charles Alden in

ni

"Two Brothers"
Lenqth:

fa

"Golf

"The Gay Adventurer"

6300

Columbia

ft.

IMPORTED PRODUC- A.B.A. Film Corp. Length: 6400 ft.
iION MOVES HEAVILY AND
CHILDISH STORY WHICH
TOO INVOLVED. AFTER WABBLES
THROUGHOUT.
[HE GERMAN MANNER. TERRIBLE ENTERTAINMENT
EIDT IN DUAL ROLE MAKES WITH FEW STUNTS PREr INTERESTING.
VENTING IT FROM BEING A
Cast.
.Conrad Veidt plays dual TOTAL LOSS.
of two brothers
THIS

Widows"

1}

Length

:

5592

JUST A TRITE LITTLE STORY OF GOLFING. NOTHING
EXCITING BUT A FAIR STORY

WELL

WHICH

HANDLED

WILL GET

BY.

and

his technique

finished performance form most
Cast. .. .Charles Alden is a good
the entertainment.
Lil Dagover stunt man, but he flops as an actor.
the chief European exponent of He's the only one billed in a cast
jphisticated screen portrayals will obviously foreign.
irove
attractive.
Others German
Story and Production. .. .This is
layers not known here.
listed as a story of Alaska, but it
Story and Production
Drama. just doesn't get to first base. Class
typical German production of the
railroad
carriages
which patently
iffa school,
which runs too long, is are Continental,
horse sleighs, etc.,
bo involved, and is slowed up by a
give it away as an imported proof incidental business that fails
l)t
duction.
There are some thrills to
advance the action.
,)
It is also
compensate for an otherwise insipid
looniy, and full of a sense of imand inane production. For some rea•endinp; disaster to the principal charson, the hero is framed "in Alaska,"
acters.
It lacks pace and tempo, and
and
made to appear as a murderer.
bme American editing could improve
the villain and the girl framed
a lot in this direction.
But Veidt,
him is pretty much of a mystery,
[laying the parts of the brothers, is
and there are other glaring inconIvi^ays
interesting.
His work is
niooth and finished and he holds sistencies to keep the audience wonThere
.he
interest in spite of the weak- dering what it's all about.
is an exciting airplane fight, with the
jesses of the picture.
Lil Dagover
hero and villain continuing the melee
Jinds fine support.
k1

.

f

Cast.... Vera Reynolds hasn't an
awful lot to do, but she's good, as
usual. Harrison Ford gets over some
laughs.
The balance of the cast is
satisfactory and includes John Patrick,
Sally
Rand, Kathleen Key,

Vernon Dent and Will Stanton.

I.

Why

[

Story

involves
Veidt's

in a parachute jump.
That is an anappreciated, this will go gle you can use in selling this, and
tver.
A feature for the arty houses, you can also play up the star, who
There is a good
liut
too heavy for most American can do stunt stufT.
bit also in the scene where wolves
udiences.
Direction,
Carl
Grune,
heavy; chase the sleigh.

iidustry
l/ork

and

finance.

Where

is

Bernard Kellerman; ScenDirector,
Lucio Malassma, fair;
Bernard Kellerman; Editor, Not Author, Not credited; Scenario, Not
'redited; Titles, Not credited; Pho- credited; Editor, D. Stern; Titles, D.
ography. Not credited, good.
Stern; Photograohy, M. Sasra. fair.
Author,
rio,

Emil Jannings

Story and Production.
.You can't
much on the basis of the
story, but it's handled well, and so
registers as fair entertainment. Two
wives decide to go stepping when
their husbands insist on playing golf.
They go to Tia J nana and friend
husbands follow.
There's a merry

mix-up and the husbands are
cured of golfing.
Not much to it,
but enough to provide an hour of
diversion.
Vera Reynolds is Ford's

who

tags after the party to Tia
Juana. There are some comedy bits
in the race track scenes, and a couple of thrills as the party tries to
make the border before the closing
hour. Bill it as just a fair program
girl,

and you won't

"Fortune's Fool"
Pathe

Length:

ride

5494

any jam.

into

Rogers—S.R.

SPLEN- PACE. STAR'S

Cast

Jannings goes from comtragedy with equal facility.
Dagma Servaes not an American
Judience's conception of a leading
A-onian.
Others unknown to U. S.
;dy

to

ans.

Story

and

Production

German

picture deals with a "Beef King"
ind his love for his son.
Uncouth

ind vulgar the multi-millionaire induces a girl, formerly of the aristocracy, to become his fiancee.
His son,
realizing the maid loves an inventorfriend of his, tries to persuade not

marry his father. Jannings comes
upon the scene and orders the boy
to

3ut of his house.
Unbeknown to the
beef king the lad enters an automobile race as a mysterious driver
in

competition

against

the

father's

Jriver.
Not realizing that his
the opposition the father has

sociate

frame

an

accident

son is
an as-

which

causes the boy's death.
Direction, Reinhold Schunzel, good;
Author, Hans Kraly; Scenario, not
credited; Editor, Elmer McGovern;
Titles,

John Conway; Photography,

Not credited,

fair.

of production

2 reel

comedy

but
cleverly-done
slapstick
highlights this Van Bibber comedy,
with Tyler Brooke and Natalie Joyce.
The girl asks her suitor over to put
the question to pop.
He runs out
for a shave and meets the girl's
daddy, without knowing his identity.

They get into a mess of trouble
while trying to find an empty barber
shop chair.
Finally, they are formally introduced at the girl's home
and the picture fades out with the
suitor still very much in Dutch with
prospective Pop-In-Law. Good stuff,
if

you

like

slapstick.

"Treacherous Waters"

Ufa

Amazon Fish Story
Type

of production. ... 1 reel novelty
Fishing in the Amazon is the topic

of

the

short

subject

which

John

Michael Flick edited and titled for
Ufa.
It shows an expedition traveling along "the big drink" up in the
interior, with occasional shorts of
wild animals along the banks.
The
party kills a tapir, which somewhat
resembles a hog, and dangling it into

First Division

"Screen Color Symphony"
British Polychromide Co.
Displaying a New Process
Type of production .... 1 reel novelty
This is an assortment of magazine
odds and ends done with the Polychromide color process and done

Cage"

Length: About 5600
ft.

PERFORMANCE
DID
JANNINGS' PERFORM- ONE OF HER BEST. LAUGHS
ANCE. MODERATELY GOOD COME EASILY.
Cast.
.Marie Prevost has a real
ENTERTAINMENT ESPECIAL- part,
and makes the most of
CulJLY FOR STAR'S FOLLOWING.
len Landis her support.
Ned Sparks
I

Type

the river, attracts hundreds of
saw-teethed fish, all of whom are
very hungry and vicious.
Only fair
entertainment.

Erie C. Kenton, good;
W. Scott Darling; Scenario,
W. Scott Darling; Titles, not credited; Editor, not credited; Photography, .\rtlnir Todd, v^ry good.
Direction,

:

WAR GERMANY WITH

Daze"— Fox

Author,

ft.

PRETTY TERRIBLE.
HAS
Length 6100 ft.
VERY NEAT FARCE COMEDY NOTHING FROM ANY ANGLE
"TRAGIC COMEDY" OF POST- ZIPS ALONG AT A LIVELY AND LOOKS LIKE A USELESS
WASTE OF FILM. DRAGGY—

L. T.

of

Good Slapstick

little

"Devil's

"On To Reno"

.

.

give this

Marie Prevost in

in

"A Knight
Old

..

lie

Short Subjects

ft

STUPID.

—

The color attains a natwhich some other processes
lack.
The subjects included

beautifully.

uralness

seem

to

.Pauline Garon is the only in the reel are the Swiss Alps, kitone who gives any kind of a per- tens, London scenes and bathing
..
formance, and even she is stopped beauties. It's a good number for big
it.
by the hopeless stupidity of the whole house bills.
affair.
Donald Keith as the hero acts
as the innocent husband contributes mechanically throughout.
"Calford vs. Redskins"
Ditto for
most of the comedy, and makes the Lincoln Steadman.
Collegians Universal
Armand Kaliz
picture.
Others Ethel Wales, Jane as a F"renchman goes melodramatic
Ordinary
Keckley.
Type of production. .2 reel collegiate
and is pretty awful.
The idea in back of this picture
.Drama of
Story
Story and Production.
and
Production .... Farce
omedy. Looks like a director's pic- life in a Paris cabaret. Just another is so far fetched that it takes the
ture, for it was the deft handling of of those near crimes committed in kick out of a lot of the proceedings.
situations by James Cruze that kept the name of that dear Paree.
It The coach of the college arranges
building the comedy values into a starts with a weak and artificial with the Indians on a reservation io
nice bit of entertainment. The theme story, ambles along listlessly as if allow his track team to train en
easily lent itself
to good
comedy not quite sure what it is all about, their property. The business works
situations.
A rich society woman and the director and the cast act up to an athletic meet between the
wants a divorce and hires the heroine the same way. It's a cinch that the Calford boys and the Indian college,
to establish a residence at the di- audience won't know either.
A per- with the mile race at the finish. The
vorce colony and masquerade as her fectly nice little French gal is kicked college hero and big athlete has been
employer.
The heroine is married, out by her landlady, and then goes held prisoner by a ruse so he cannot
and through a misunderstanding he into an underworld dive and hires run against the Indian champ, but
thinks his wife has gone to Reno to herself out as a dancer.
She is be- he gets free in time to enter and win
divorce him.
Both husbands arrive friended by one of those young the race. Just another of those cut
on the scene about the same time, .A.merican geniuses who has made a and dried collegiate yarns.
George
and then the fun grows hot and name for himself in the world of art. Lewis and Dorothy Gulliver play the
heavy.
The misunderstandings and Pierre, the dance hall proprietor, leads, and Nat Ross directed.
mixups follow each other in rapid goes mad with jealousy because she
sucession and keep the fun rippling. likes the American. And when Pierre
Pathe Review No. 35
Light, breezy and intelligent.
goes crazy, so does the picture.
Variety
Direction, James Cruze, smooth;
Direction,
Wilfred Noy, awful; Type of production..! reel magazine
Author, Joseph Jackson; Scenario, Author, Isadore Bernstein; Scenario,
With Terry Ramsaye acting as edWalter
Woods; Editor, Mildred Not credited; Editor, Gene Milford; itor, there is a big improvement in
Johnson;
Titles,
Walter Woods; Titles, Not credited; Photography. this number. Opens with "Skies of
Photography, Ernest Miller, okay.
Ted Tetzlaff, ragged.
the South Seas," a fine series of
Cast.

..

—

.

.

—
THE

ia^SlDAILY
pictured bv Alvin Knechtcl
Another Proposed at Madison
and Bonny Powell. Tliis is followMadison, Wis. With this city aled by sonic very interesting shots of ready greatly overseated, boasting
the desert people of Nortli Africa one seat for every six persons, anconiinp to town for a party.
The other theater is being proposed.
habits and customs of the.se interest- This is an East Side theater with a
ing iH-ople furnishes some real en- seating
capacity
of
which
1,000.
tertainment. Then comes Pathecolor would bring the seating capacity to
shots of the paudy hibiscus flower, 11,000.
According to records, the
showing it opening under slow mo- seating capacity is as follows: Cap-

Sunday. Aueust

26,

1928'

views

—

tion.
The interesting reel concludes
with a comparison of wash day in
grandma's time with the present

day.

Mud"

"Mississippi

Oswald

— Universal

Clever
Type of production. .1 reel cartoon
Oswald is deck steward on a Mississippi river boat, and when the
villain kidnaps the beautiful heroine
and takes her away on the boat, then
The
the fun begins for all hands.
cartoonist has evolved some very
clever cartoon gags and sketches for
showing the antics of the animated
rabbit, and of course it winds up
V ith tlie hero rescuing the girl and
jiroving his right to her love. Well
up to the high standard of this se.

ries.

.

*

"In the Bag"
Fables Pathe

nic.
Al tries his hand at all the
games, and generally comes off second best in his experience with the
ri'Iitr coaster, the chutes, the greased
pig and the sack race.
The cartoon
is lively, and has all the animal antics that appeal to the kids.

—Universal

Buster Brown
Foothall

sneak

off

.

minding the baby

in

love.

Directed by Newfield.

"The Chicken"

Mack

Sennett
Lively

— Pathe

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Mary Ann Jackson, the little star
.

.

player, causes a lot of trouble bv
mislaying the chicken prepared speC'ally for the parson.
This is one
of the cleverest comedies built around
the dining table theme in a long
time.
It is pepped up with a lot of

origmal gags and keeps building all
the way to a fine suspense and a

knockout finish. You can't go wrong
ill
booking this one. Raymond McKee furnishes most of the comedy a.s
the liufband

who

'O his guest,
k>-eps getting in
ll'.'-

it

Pennsylvania.

trying to be pothe mini.^tci, but

Washington

production

New Tube

for Television

tube which generates electrical
energy through the action of sun or
other light upon it is announced by
the Radiovision Corp.
Engineers of
the company believe that the tube
may not only bring practical television much nearer, but that it may
of experimenta-

fields

Films Beat Churches at Dallas
Dallas Check-up by the United

—

Press reveals that more people are
attending film theaters than churches
and Sunday schools. Taking a nor-

mal Sunday, it was found that
149 saw picture shows and only
140 were at church.

53,-

37,-

Predari Joins Foto Art
San Antonio, Tex. C. John Predari has joined Foto Art Prod., with
at

5800 So. Presa St.
The
plans a series of Westerns

featuring Jack Hoey, a
bov.

Denver Branch

for

— Tiffany-Stahl

Denver^

Texan cow-

is

T-S
planning

open an exchange here.
S. B.
Rahn. district head, expects to have
the branch in operation by Sept. 1.

1927.

New

— Defu

productions

autumn and winter

in

by

First

be
this

Na-,

tional-Pathe are as follows: "Two
Red Roses," with Liane Haid, Harry'
Halm and La Jana; "My Girl is in
Paris," with Harrv Liedtke, La Jane
and Betty Bird; "The Shop Prince,"
with Harry Halm and La Jana; "The
Saint and Her Fool," with William
Dieterle and Lien Dyers; "Rogue's
Love." with all-star cast; "Knight
of Nights," with Knowal-Saniborski
and La Jana; "Marv-Lou," with Lya

Veber Named Assistant
to Sapene in French Firm

Standing Joins B.

London

— Wyndham

has appeared in
tures, has been

I.

P.

Standing,

many American

who
pic-

added to the cast
Paris— Pierre Gilles Veber has become assistant to Jean Sapene in of "Widdicombe Fair" which British
Cineromans Films de France. He is International will produce. Norman
Walker is to direct.
now in charge of all business
matters.

Veber has been
tion since the
as an actor.

in

French produc-

World War,

starting

Old G.T.C. Board Resigns
London George Black is the only

f

—

Three more stages are under con- remaining director of the former
at the Cineromans Films board of General Theaters
Corp.,
de France studio.
Four units are stock of which was purchased by
working.
Gaumont-British Corp.
The six directors of the old board resigned imHansen in Swedish Film
mediately aft'"'- the deal.
Stockholm "Estacy" is tciiig produced under the joint auspices of
No Connection with Phototone
British
Instructional and
Swedish
London There is no connection
Biograph.
Elissa Landi is starred between British Phototone
and the
with Lars Hansen, who has appeared American
company of the same name.
in a number of American-made picAn announcement soon is to be made
tures, appearing opposite.
which will make existence of the
American firm "immaterial to us,"
Wage Row at Sheffield, England
it
is said.
Sheffield,
England Rowdyism is
struction

—

—

—

characterizing the wage controversy
here between exhibitors and the National Ass'n of Theatrical Employes.
Wage increase demands recently

were refused.

—

studio near this city.
It will include
five stages and a hotel where players
|
may live during production.

Leslie Joins Fox
London
Pett Leslie has joined
British Film Completed
Fox as successor to Clayton Hutton,
London British Filmcraft Corp.,
who has become associated with has completed Maeterlink's
"Burgo-

—

— Revised

George Ban-]

—

Richmount Pictures

Dismantling Louisville House
Sees Television Increase
Louisville
Mrs. R. L. Condon has
London That television sets will
purchased the Cherokee from Alfred be installed in 14,000,000 homes withKnopf. The house will be disman- in the next 12 months was the
protled.
phecy made here by Samuel Izen-

—

stark,

Blasius Plans

Denver

— Clyde

D.

J.

MOUNTAN,

New

York City

Pres.

—

New Company

Blasius,
formerly
National Theater Supply Co., here,
plans to open Service Theater Supply Co., an independent concern.

Peekskill Reopening

—

Labor Day
Reopening of the

Peekskill. N. Y.
Peekskill, now undergoing remodeling, is scheduled for Labor Day.

called

the pioneer of wireless

manufacture in America.
"There is little doubt that television will soon be a serious rival to
films,"

he

New

declared.

Multicolor

—

Company

London
With British Amalgamated decided upon voluntary liquidation, a new company is to be formed to handle Multxolor in Great
Britain.

m

Plan Studio With Hotel
Omnium Francais du Fulm,
French producing firm, will erect a
Paris

Theater Rules
British Phototone.
master of Stillmonde."
rules and regufield directed.
To Produce in British Africa
lations of management were submitLondon
ted by the Theaters and Music Halls
Production in British
Committee at the recent L.C.C. meet- Africa is planned by African FilmLtd.,
ing.
It is proposed that these regu- craft,
formerly
known as
Rhodesian Film Co. Arthur Shirley
lations become effective Jan. 1.
heads the firm.
723 7th Avenue
Inc.

London

to

Kingdom

Mara.

to

Seeks

and Winter

released in the United

THE FILM DAILY

— Feature

Germany during

in

A

Fall

Releases Set for U. K.

the first six months
of 1928 showed considerable increase
over the corresponding period of the
previous year, says a report to the
M. P .Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
During the first half of this
has secured Chesterfield pic- year 229 features were made as comfor
Michigan and Western pared with 246 during a similar period

is

wrong no matter
wnat ht does. It was directed with
real
ass by Phil Whitman.
t

that
tures

order

to take part in the fun.
The game
proved to be quite hectic, with Oatmeal, the colored youngster proving
to be the star performer and winning
the game with his tricky plays. The
kids will enjoy this one, for it is
is full of the pranks that all children

Defu

GERMANY INCREASES

Washiiujton Bureau of

—

studios

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The gang have organized a football team, and Buster and Mary Jane

CUNNINGHAM:

P.

London

IN

and Place, each

Standard Buys Chesterfield
Cleveland Standard Film Service
Co., which last week announced the
purchase of Gotham pictures for
Ohio, West Virginia and western
Pennsylvania, this week announces

company

Fun
.

Majestic, 650; Orton
300; Garrick, 1,052.

—

"Halfback Buster"

JAMES

FEATURE PRODUCTION

2,280; Orpheum, 2,246; Strand,
1,400; Parkway, 1,234; Madison, 743;

tion hitherto unexplored.

Peppy
Type of production..! reel animated
More country fun, with old Al taking his gang to the Farm Hands pic-

\By

itol,

open up wide

—

Foreign Markets

P^XCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersanddistributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC, Paris
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC, N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

.

tr^^
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DeMille Revises Opinion on Talkers
Producer, Believing Dialogue Films Here to Stay, Will Use Sound in First Picture for M-G-M
Charles Brabin to Direct Prize Story— Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs of Studio Highlights

i

IT OF TALKERS MUST BE

A

Little

from

By

RALPH

Hollywood
skepover the future of talkers, has
j.al
Boasberg is one of Hollywood's
'vised his opinion and now contends
When he is
busiest humorists.
t\'
are here to stay.
He intends not titling or writing comedy conuse dialogue in his first picture
uction, he is active as an after
,r M-G-M, production of which gets
dinner speaker or radio announcer.
ider w^ay in October.
He and Sam Wood, the director, are
"I am tremendously interested in now on their sixth joint picture at
Iking pictures, he said in a recent M-G-M.
*
*
*
terview.
"I haven't missed any of
leni.
There is something more than
By the way, Emory Welch,
|iere novelty that interests the pubBritish vaudeville actor, has
I
don't know what it is.
I
ic.
come from England to have
iaven't analyzed it.
Talking pictures
Al write a sketch for him.
re here to stay, but they will not
Negotiations were conducted
eplace entirely the silent pictures.
by cable.
*
*
!'wo years from now I would not
[azard a guess as to which will he
Our Passing Show: Eugene Walle more popular.
ters and Charles Judels, well known
"The art of a third medium has Broadway figures, conferring with
be developed.
Right now we do Freddie Schader, who now prefers
ut know how to use it properly.
It
California; J 90 Reddqj examining
,Dok the silent pictures a good many his new automobile.
*
*
*
ears to develop to the perfection
;hey have attained.
The talking picEven our restaurants have gone
B.

De

Millc,

''Lots''

who was

AL
,

i}:

)

will direct
of San Luis Rey,"
the Pulitzer prize novel recent-

WIi-K

purchased by M-G-M. Production is scheduled to start
within a month, but no selecly

"Adoree, I adore you" a song written by Eugene West and dedicated to
Renee Adoree, has made a hit as a
dance and vocal number, and is being featured by all the leading orPaul Whitechestras on the Coast.
man is leading with it on the September issues of Victor records and
two recordings have been made on
Brunswick records by leading East-

tions for the cast have yet been

announced.

HARRY DELF

ern orchestras.

Director

Warners Making "On Trial"

"On

Trial"

has

must start
I hope it

at the beginning
will not take them

"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"
First
Fox-Movietone
(The
Comedies Made on the Coast)
Just Completed
"The Ladies' Man"

for production as a Vitapicture.
Pauline Frederick

phone
Lois Wilson,
will head the cast.
Holmes Herbert and Richard Tucker
The screen
have prominent roles.
is
now being prepared by
Robert Lord and Max Pollock and
the production will be made under
direction of Archie Mayo.

version

to achieve perfection.
An
the talkies must not forget
;he screen technique he has learned in
fhe silent pictures, and at the same
jinie reinforce it with audition values
lor the ear.
"Some people fear that the talkies
jvill create a desire for spoken plays
the part of screen audiences.
\}\\
I
not think so.
iio
The medium is
lo

long

(Ctor

in

I

listinct

in

itself."

Mrs. Reid to Direct
Mrs. Walalce Reid is to
Helen Foster in "Linda."

Hale in Talker
For months a popular eat"talkie."
Alan Hale will speak in "The Spieling place opposite the Warner studio
was known as the Iris Restaurant. er," the Tay Garnett-written and diA few days ago the proprietor rected special to immediately follow
changed the name to Vitaphone.
"Sal of Singapore," in which Hale is
*
*
*
being co-featured with Phyllis Haver
and which will be completed this
John Stone, who several
stopped teaching
years
school, is one of Hollywood's
His
most prolific writers.
origbml story, "Homesick," is
He is
being made at Fox.
now writing the scenario of
"Nobody's Children."

ago

*

direct

*

*

Ralph J. Dietrich is cutting
Movietone sequences of
"Making the Grade" and "The
the

Barrymore Film Titled
"King of the Mountains" is the
:itle of John Barrymore's next United
A.rtists Picture, which Ernst Lubitsch

Starring "Chic" Sale
(Fox-Movietone)

is
directing.
The story is adapted
from "Her Koenig der Bernina," by
the late Jacob Christoph Heer.

in

which

in

the

MARK SANDRICH
DIRECTOR
Just

Boy

You'll Like

in

WESLEY RUGGLE8'
Next Picture

=3
1

(

)

n

^B

J

^

1

The doorway

Film Editor
William

that

<32>

means home

n

Pictures

to traveien

means home

0/ this hotel

com/on— sennce — pleasant

— penonil

nirroundings.

It

also

meam'that you are nnvaicBily located in Hollywood^BIro capitol of thrf world-—amusement centw
of

Completed

Runaway

Girls"

Southern California.

French chef has utaifai the <lii>iiig room famota.
Club breakfasts, hutcheods or dinners at popular
price*.
Also • b carte service.

A

Write

ier

reservations or free booklet contled,

"HoOywood,"—roday!

Feature

For

Drama

COLUMBIA

The Hollywood

Plaza Hotel

—vAtat Ae ioorwof means home
Vtaw

)

M©YIKT#\K
m

Gtxxl Food a Feature

fall.

A

I

Hollywood

Jolson

in

1

)

A Famous Doorway

Al

will be heard on the Vitaphone during "The Singing Fool,"
will comprise many old favorites as
well as several songs to be introduced for the first time. "The Singing Fool" is being edited for release

Poland Writing Denny Story
Joseph Franklin Poland is writing
an original tentatively called, "Clear
the Deck," to be Reginald Denny's
next starring vehicle. Poland is also
Supervising Glenn Tryon's current
production for Universal, "It Can Be
Done."

Bess Meredyth Renews
Bess Meredyth has been placed
Harry Braxton's hobby, etchings, under long term contract to M-G-M.
When he is
is keeping him busy.
not titling pictures, Harry is buying etchings to fill orders from

New Number

The song numbers

RALPH J.

u ^ DIETRICH

week.

*

*

friends.

Jolson Singing

H
1

1

Air Circus."
*

and Author

Current Releases

been secured by

Warners

I

|ures
[gain.

Brabin

Charles

"The Bridge

)EVE10PED,8AYSDEM1LE
Cecil

Brabin Gets Plum

SU M Hoaraood

to travelers

Bb< Hoaywonl. Califonte

>

DAILV

10
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Theater Equipment
,By

TWO

TYP[S OF

C.

&

H.

The Stamp
An

Milwaukee

—Two

of

The

for

i)ushbutton control type
control
requiring
application
from one or more remote points. A
motor provided for each dimmer or
for various groups of dimmers according to requirements of the efEach motor will opfects desired.
erate as many dimmers as are interlocked with it.
is

The dimmer plates with motor
drive can be installed in any outof-the-way location with one or
more pushbutton control stations
mounted at the points of operation.
At a touch of a button, the dimmers
respond immediately, bringing the
light to the pre-determined brilliancy
to produce the desired color effect.
Individual and interlocking master
control of the motors is provided as
The several
on manual dinuners.
motors operating their respective
dimmers can be operated simultaneously by the introduction of a motor
switch that will start or stop all
motors simultaneously.

The continuously operating type is
used where a continuously changing
Adjustable driving
cycle is desired.
members make possible the pre-setting of any color arrangement desired and permit changes in the color
cycle according to the requirements.
The color sequence is created by
simply starting the motor and the
cflfect
is
repeated as long as the
motor continues to operate.
Motor driven dimmers have
same characteristic features as

the
are

in the standard C-H "Simplicplate-type dimmers.

found

MULTI-PRE-8ET 'BOARD

IS

WESIINGHOOSE SPECIALTy

TALKING SHOI

endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by

Pittsburgh— The

Multi-Pre-

THE

PROVAL.

Every

Have

[LOCK LENSES FEATURE OF

Exhibitor

Camera

a

Shouldl

for

Mak-

ing Local Newsreels-r

They

VALUE

Sell Seats

amateur

of

cameras

taking newsreel shots was
phasized when F. D. Hancock]
New York, secured with his Cfi:
pictorial record of the rescue in d
t)cean of aviator Frank Courtfl
following his unsuccessful translantic hop. The pictures were "b

up"

IMPORTANCE OF PROPER

by

News and madq

Pathe

part of one of

its

recent issues.

Amateur cameras are proving
great value to exhibitors throughq
the country in taking local \\f\
reels.
Enterprising theater owr
find that local events, shown on
screen, pay dividends at the box"
fice, and they are letting no opp
tunity escape for making local re^
If you aren't taking advantage
this source of revenue, you're passj
up a real bet.
1

SCREEN

STRESSED

MADELITEBORDERLIGHTS

Chicago Importance of selecting
proper screen is empliasized in
literature prepared by the Da-Lite
Screen Co.
Adjustment of projec-

lens frames
Madelite borderlights,
manufactured here by the
Belson
Manufacturing
Co.
This
frame permits use of natural color
lenses,
which produce permanent
color effects. The frames lock to the

IS

—

the

tion is essential in order to avoid too
high or too low brightness, which
contributes to visual fatigue.
"The optical properties of a screen,
largely determines the ultimate efficiency of the entire installation," the

company

points out. "It is desirable
screen surface has a high
reflective factor, but it is even more
important that it directs the maxipart of the light back within
an angle which includes all the seats
and that the light will be so distributed that the screen will appear
as nearly as possible equally bright
from all the seats.
"In wide houses, the outer seats
in
the front rows often make an
angle of 60 degrees with the center
of the screen.
In the narrow houses
this angle is sometimes as small as
30 degrees. When the vertical plane
is considered, the lowest front seats
are occasionally as much as 25 degrees below normal to the screen,
while the balcony seats are 20 degrees above it.
"When the question of adapting
a screen to a particular auditorium
is considered it is found that while
one type of screen will give excellent
results in one house this same screen
may completely fail in another. This
fact is one of the chief causes why
many owners and managers are misled in their selection of screens.
"The ratio of the reflecting power
of the screen measured at normal
ob.servation
(center aisle
to
that
measured at the maximum angle ( end
that

the

mum

switchboard, i.s a specialty of the
VWstingliou.sc
Kleclric and
Manufacturing Co.
The boards, the company states, enables complete control
of lighting tlTecls to be concentrated
into a small space bv combining the
dimmer bank and the switch con- ^eats in first row) in any given introls into a single unit.
The boards stallation should serve as a criterion
are completely assembled at the fac- by which to
select the most suitable
tory.
Circuits are provided so that screen."
it is not necessary to set up
auxiliary
control apparatus.
Scene lightings
Repairing Hudson, N. Y., House
are changed bv operation of a single
Hudson, N. Y.— Repairs are being
switch.
n)ade at the Playhouse here.
.Sct

Approval

Your curtain is all important in determining the success of your
show. Proper control of it, magnifies the value of your programs,
and is of little less importance than the proper projection of your
picture. The curtains draping the stage should be operated automatically to emphasize their beauty and gracefulness.
Complete
uniform and instantaneous control of your curtains from one of
several points in the house can be obtained through use of the A.
D. C. Automatic Curtain Machine, manufactured by the Automatic
Devices Co., of Allentown, Pa. These machines are efficient and
economical and have
FILM DAILY STAMP OF AP-

illumination.

F.ast

of

motor

the

ity"

HYNES

F.

The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit
types

driven theater dimmers, pushbutton
control type and continuously operating type, are marketed by the CutlerHammer Manufacturing Co. The
dinmier is used especially in foyers
and lobbies to maintain softly changing

CHARLES

Chicago

are

a

— Bayonet lock

feature

reflectors,

so

of

that

the

glass

lenses

cannot fall off, for a quarter turn is
necessary to remove them. Gelatine
frames also are furnished, which lock
against the reflector similarly to the
lens frames. The border light is balanced for hanging, with adjustable
steel chain hangers furnished.
These
permit variations of the angle of
light.
Each borderlight is equipped
with a plug-in receptacle, wired on
separate circuits for work lights, extra spots or other special lighting

The Courtney

pictures were tail
16 millimeter camera,
there are available cameras of reg
lar-size film.
Of particular vali
the DeVry camera, which is givS
real service to exhibitors in mak«
their local newsreels.

with

NEW HYDROGEN COOLING
SYSTEM

units.

Direct Service on Fabrics
Philadelphia Service direct from
mill to theater owner is supplied on
Kapock decorative fabrics, manufactured here by A. Theo. Abbott
& Co., Draperies, valances, curtains
and seat covers are manufactured by
the company which has offices at

—

New

a

York,

geles.

Chicago and

IS

DEVELOPI

—

Schenectady, N. Y. Developme
new cooling system, employi
hydrogen gas, with a totally end ose
rotating machine, has been comiple
ed
by the General Electric
of a

The new system makes it possii
to use 50 per cent more power

the same size electrical equipm
Los An- increasing the load without increi
ing the temperature beyond the poj
of safety.

Memphis House Reopening
Memphis The Strand, which has
been closed since Loew took over

—

SALE!

the operation of local Publix houses
ni July, 1927, is to reopen with sound
picture policy.
The house is completely wired with Western Electric

The

Latest Model

Double

Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

equipment.

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film— Case- 6 Magrazines
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

$29.50

no
[1

West 32<^St.Ncw>tork.Ny
Phone Penna. 0330

•
i

August

Bday,

26.

1928

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND PICTURES

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF

SYN-

CHRONIZATION

ARTHUR

By

SUND CRAZE NOT OUSTING
INYONE AT PARAMOUNT
Coast

./

I

THE FILM DAILY
one name has

Bureau.

Angeles

A)s

— Not

bin removed from the contract list
a Paramount during the last four
indicating that no drastic
rinths,
C|Lnges are to be made due to -the

W.

Mechanical Music Panned
in Debut at Cleveland

Effective Selling

TALKERS TO DEVELOP

—

Cleveland Mechanical music provided with "Lilac Time" at the Stillman was put on the pan by "The
Cleveland Press," which does not believe it will be an acceptable substiThe Stilltute for orchestra music.
man is to close soon, with its shows
to be transferred to the Allen and
the stage shows at the Allen switched to the State.

SCHOOL

Or.
over sound pictures.
contrary, 12 contracts have been

owed.

Olga

Arthur,

lean

Cromwell

,

1

i

ics.

\niong players

who have had

their

renewed in recent months
George Bancroft, Mary Brian,

tiifracts
:>:

Jannings, Louise Brooks, Ches1Conklin, William Austin, Nancy
irroll. Neil Hamilton, Arnold Kent,
iUiam Powell and Jack Luden.
nil

ound Equipment Added
to Arpo Studios' Line
est

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

— Specially

Oct.

13.

Norma Talmadge

in

Woman

Disputed" will be distribuOctober 20th; and Novermer 3rd
is
the date on Dolores del Rio's
All are completed and
"Revenge."
will be synchronized with scores and
sound effects.
John Barrymore"s "Tempest" was
set for national release Aug. 25, with
synchronized prints; and "Tw'o Lov-

Francisco

*amc

I

ers,"

final

Colman-Banky

goes out to the country Sept.
sound.

Dean Imniel of the University of
Southern California, for 15 years an
expert on speech development, and
now cooperating with the M-G-M in
voice tests believes that, rather than
taking its future actors from the
stage, the talking picture will develop
its own.

MAC*?

fBUFFAN
aju]

on the stage

leorgeGivDt
PUBin^HEYHEV'
-JI>MV BOVI.K

picture,
7,

get.s

tliey iiad to learn a different technique.
The
will Ije true of the talking picture stage
actors brought for their voices will find that
they will have to undergo a new development
for the new form of expression.
In this
regard the situation remains the same."

IN THE

ted

with

"It

will

aflford

a

great

opportunity

young people with good, trained
The Metropolitan, Los Angeles, op- many
which can be adapted to motion
erated by West Coast had some- woik," he declared. "At the present

Paramount Starts Sound Film
thing to sell ivhen it put on its first
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
sound picture. One of the many
"Inter- newspaper ads used to get over the
of
Los
Angeles Cast

IVest

—

designed ference," now in production at Para- message.
itaphone screens, horn towers and mount, yesterday reported for work
mies Vi'hh sound-proof draping are at the new sound stages for the first
Dialogue from the Roland
nong items of new equipment added time.
Bryson
play will be used in several
Pertwee
the line of the Armstrong-Power

San

*'is far different from the reaction
on the stage.
This was true in
tlie silent drama, and only a few stage' actors,
first
coming to pictures, ever succeeded, for

^TTinlT

*

"The

CONTENTION

Harryniore,

one

PRODUCtibN

.

1$

OWN

While "talkers" may be a boon to
picture actors who were formerly on
the stage, they are no "open sesame"
to screen fame for present stage actors, according to Lionel Barrymorc.
"The reaction, when working before the
Movietone camera and microphone," said

VITAPHQNE

Five U. A. Sound Films Set
D.
W. Griffith's "The Battle of
Baclanova,
Guertzman, the Sexes" will be released nationally

Paul
Loder, Jack Oakie and Phillips
Holmes are players signed since
Chevalier
;\cnt of the sound craze.
to do extensive work in sound pichii
lin

AVAILABLE

EDDY

1-^teria
I

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DEVICES ARE NOW

TIPS

for

voices,

picture

time it
break into
silent pictures, but with the advent of the
talking drama doubtless openings for many
quite

is

hard

for

newcomers

to

newcomers

will
be created that would not
existed under the old system.
Thus
not I;eyoud possibility that eventually a
new generation of talking picture stars will
spring up."

have
it

Forecasts
Films

End

is

of
Tod Browning, inclines to the belief that the ultimate value of Movieadditions
were
sec|uences.
more
udios.
The company, which marSilent
in 6
tone will be in sound effects. In his
work bethe Arpo Counterweight Sys- made to the cast as sound
its
opinion reproduced voices will probLawrence
Raymond
They
are
gan.
think
London
"In
six
months
I
m, recently installed stage equipwho will play a there will not be such a thing as a ably always detract from the drama.
ent for the Larrv Ceballos Stage and Sydney Jarvis
"But for sound effects it is remarkable.
direct- silent picture," states James V. Byrevues at the new Warner in HoUy- Doliceman. Lothar Mendes is
One can have the booming of surf in sea
ing.
returned
from
son
of
European,
just
scenes, the roar of the crowd in mob scenes,
ood.

Two

Harris Houses Installing Sound
Harris
AmusePittsburgh The
'est
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles "The Flight of the ment Co. will install W. E. equipouthern Cross," produced by Fred ment at the Harris, South Hills, and
tanley, was received enthusiastically Sheridan Square.
The Harris company is the pionSound accomits preview here.
aninient for the picture is planned. eer in this territory, having had
sound in its house in McKeesport,
for almost two vears.
Sound for "U" Houses
Flight

Film Previewed

—

—

t

Milwaukee

Circuit
It dates of openings of four of
ter

its

with Vitaphone installation.
Jhambra, Sept. 19; Venetian, Dec.
-.eaters

;

9,

America.

the

mechanical

European will have its production
program under way by Christmas,
Bryson said, and announced that
Universal will send someone over to

and

all

take
l)Ut

shall

Sheyboygan, Sheyboygan,
and Venetian, Racine, Oct.

Nov.
18.

Cork Used
IVest

Coast

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Two layers of cork
are being used in the foundation for
Universal's sound-proof btiilding for
Cork
making of sound pictures.
minimizes ground vibrations.

to

never

"We

shall certainly
films, because we

the
get

American

release

noises in airplane pictures,
noises of nature in outdoor pictures, and I think this will greatly heighten
the illusion of the screen drama."
he said.
"Also, of course, the synchronized musical
scores will make music for pictures foolproof in the smaller theaters."
the

Talkers to Give People

More

U. A. Sound Film Titled
"Say It with Music," is title

for Sound-Proofing

Bureau,

charge.

sound

otherwise," he said.

—The

Milwaukee The(Universal) announces

Months

se-

lected for the United Artists' sound
written by Irving Berlin,
picture
which is to star Harry Richman. The
production will be made at the Cosmopolitan studios, New York.

for

Money

is

View

With the advent of talking pictures, audiences will get more story
for their money in the opinion of
Robert Z. Leonard, of M-G-M.
"Where formerly we had to use
several hundred feet of film to express an idea, w'e can now do it in a
paragraph of spoken words and have

"Talkit
plausible," states Leonard.
Sound House Chosen at Philly
ies will also permit of a verbal cut
The Chestnut St.
Philadelphia
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
back to past happenings which should
Towns, De Mille Believe^ li'est
Los Angeles Representatives of Opera House is to be the first local improve the logic of all screen stortalker theater, presenting plays
Vest Coast Durcau, THE FILM DAILY Al Woods and other New York legiti- all
Los Angeles Talkers w-ill prove a mate producers who are planning to staged by the Shuberts and other ies.''
The director produced and acted in
;reat benefit to the small towns, ac- make Vocafilm productions of their legitimate producers using the Voca42 sta.ge productions before entering

ralkers Will Benefit Small

Legit Producers Seek Directors

—

—

—

ording to William de Mille,

ejoined

Paramount

to

who

has

stage plays, are dickering with Holly-

make sound wood

film
ft

directors.

is

method.

Top

prices will be $1,

stated.

)ictures.

Building-in Sound Equipment
Loew's Opens with Sound at N. O.
Henderson, Ky. Vitaphone equipNew Orleans Loew's State inaugRogers in Talker?
West Coart Bureau. THE FILM DAILY urates sound pictures Saturday, pre- ment will be a built-in feature at the
Will Rogers may senting Paramount's "Loves of An Henderson, atmospheric house, to be
Los Angeles
Actress," and Fox Movietone News. erected here.
ippear in a talker for Paramount.

—

—

—

pictures.

Shuberts May Take Over House
Cleveland The Shuberts are reporttid planning to take over the
Olympic and equip it for showing of
Vocafilm pictures.

—

THE
12

-:xi^DAILV
The Week

Presentations
By

AT CAPITOL.

NEW YORK

how the buying reluctance whicji is
spreading everywhere will be counter-

CLICKS AT PARAMOUNT

acted is difficult to outline. The distributing end of the trade has let itself in for something that will prove

an

Argentine

tango

with

Mario Naldi and the last half of the
turn put on by the Novello Brothers
turned the trick.
This week it was

tlic overture from
"Tannhauser"
that
launched
the
show.
Followed the newsreel and
then came the stage opus called "Ar-

gentine
Nights." a
Boris
Petroff
Prod. Two soloists. Louise Bave and
Frank .'^tevcr. broke up the orchestral numbers but didn't do very much
by way of aiding the proceedings.
Jackson, however, deserved the hand
he got. He has the craziest, goofiest
-ort of legs and the funny things
they do are genuinely amusing. The
audience went over to him completely when he began to conduct the
<fage band as he danced.
The Novello Brothers did a two turn affair.
During the first they did acrobatics
while playing fiddles.
It was their
interpretation of
that tickled the

two birds, however,
mob.
Miss Berke

(Mrs. Boris Petroflf) really deserved
applause
she
received.
Her
dancing deserved it and while not
very much can be handed Petroflf for
his unit, there is no denying that his
the

charming dancer.
The
Chester Hale girls did several dance
formations which were all right. The
hats they wore made them look
more like Halloween witches than
wife

is

a

\rgentine hot gals.

Sunday Shows Win

—

ScottsblufF.
Neb. Sunday shows
won in a referendum here bv vote of
S25 to 717.

Standard

VAUDE VI LLE
f(»r

.Midion I'irliirc

l*rc-ii(*Tilati<in

MARKUS

The FALLY

VAUDKVILLE AGENCY
l.drkiiwanna

1531 »KOAl)WA>,

7876

NEA YOHK CITY

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
J'hone Perm. 3580

of

difficult
itself

individual numbers carried
the Capitol sliow from almost nothing at all to something in particular.
Wally Jackson, eccentric dancer and
a very clever one at that; Dorothy
Rerke. who did a lovely piece of
in

192

Review

in

(Continued from Page

JOSffH SANTLFY REVUE

Three

work

26,

1)

JACK HARROWER\

SHOW

CLEV[R BITS LIFT

Sunday, August

It

suggests

that consistent

hammer-

e-xtrication.

to us

"Wonderful Girl" was the title of ing on the commercial value in picthe musical revue tab show
that tures whether sound or silent proJoseph Santley staged

at the Paracleverly worked out,
and crammed a lot of entertainment
into less than three-quarters of an
hour.
Four scenes gave the atmosphere setting the deck of an ocean
liner, the dock in New York, stage
of a theater, and the front of a
church.
The libretto covered the story of
theatrical people on the way to New
York from London to stage a new
play.
The author was Paul Ash. the

luount.

It

was

—

way

vides one

out of a bewildering

maze.

The Labor Problem
dition, you find the usual difficulties
which always develop in late August
with labor unions. In a few instances,
contracts signed last year run on into

the greater number of
projectionists, with sound to
handle this year, are making new
demands either in the form of in-

In

c.
The "wonderful girl" was a
voung Russian who was coming to creased money, added manpower or
New York to try her luck on the decreased working hours. Bringing

m.

stage.
Chorus, etc., made up the
rest of the steamer group.
The thin
plot was very well handled, and gave
a chance for the specialty numbers
to do their acts, and for Paul and
his band to get over their harmony.

Highlights

were the Dave Gould
Girls, who opened with a very neat
novelty.
They sing song a ditty sitting down in front of the band, explaining that they were too tired to
stand after the long walk back home.
Then they did a novelty tap seated,
making clever use of arms, hands and
elbows. It scored strong. The other
feature act was Al and Ray Samuels
who did some rhythmic tap stufT
that was way above the average.
The scenics were pretty crude, and
detracted from the otherwise unitJDrmly
good work of all hands.
Santley deserves a lot of credit for
l)eing able to crowd so much grade
entertainment into so short a space
of time.
And made the material go

over smoothly and intelligently.
1,400 Seat House for El Dorado
El Dorado, Ark.— Costing $200,000
and seating 1,400, a theater is being
built here for early fall opening.
It
will be called the Rialto.

Goldstein Bros., Get Another House
Worcester, Mass. Goldstein Bros,
who operate a chain of 20 New England
theaters,
have acquired the
Steinberg, and will reopen it Sept. 2
as the Regent.
A Vitaphone is being installed and will be in operation
Dec. 15.

—

Mainhard Leaves S-F
Bayonne. \. J.— Frank Mainhard
has resigned as manager of Stanley[•"abian's De Witt to become manager
of the

Walker, Brooklvn.

Durant's Philosophy via Films
North Adams, Mass. On a visit
to his former home here. Will Durant
revealed that he is negotiating with
a large producer to make a talking
film on philosophy.
His idea is to

—

write a history on several great philosophers and deliver these works as
lectures.

up the rear

at this

millions ar
go abeg
ging.
Nobody seems willing
claim thern, yet this is the figure re
ported paid by Paramount for pm
chase of Warner Bros.
"We hav
no more idea of taking this ste
than we have of buying- out Childrestaurants or United Cigar Stores.
Mr. Zukor is talking.
"It is all
joke, J-idiculous."
So speaks Mr
a

time are the mualoof trying

sicians who still hold
to figure out exactly

t'

Harry Warner.

develop.
It looks like a very
active winter season. . . .
Pete Woodhull, for one, appreciates how many the difficulties are.
Therefore, labor pretty much heads
the list of discussions for national

conventions in Toronto in
mid-October.
Kennedy and Sarnoff having gotten a little closer on sound, Pathe
and FBO sign for Photophone li.

.

Which means

censes.

studio

a

for

recording purposes in New York and
Bob Kane to handle it. Acts, novelties,
etc.,
planned.
Another move

toward
sound.

complete

a
.

.

program

in

.

Licenses
Wednesday :
Hollywood hears
Western Electric will not lease
equipment to independent producers
not releasing through those distributors operating under W. E. licenses.
To which the company in
York
takes definite objection.
Anybody
can negotiate for recording licenses,
states W. E., but adds nothing about
meeting the price. There's the crux
of the whole matter.
many, if

New

In

.

.

.

.

Louis,

exhibitors demanc
on the non-speakinj
picture.
They argue thusly:
Producers have played up sount
pictures and discounted the value o
St.

cuts

prices

in

silent pictures. Silent pictures, there
fore, are not worth current prices anc

are in order.

.

.

.

Spreading Out

Friday:

So

it

is

not confined

t(

Louis after all. Seeping througi
the Middle West is an exhibitor in
tention to seek lower rentals on sileni
pictures.
The national ballyhoo foi
sound,
is
of
course,
responsible
Headaches.
The M.P.T.O. meets in tlie fall
A\ StefTes talks about reviving Allied which, you may remember, was
originally
a
strong
Mid-Westeri
St.

.

coalition

of

.

.

exhibitor

organization:

opposed like death itself to anvthinf
smacking of the M.P.T.O. or
lienchmen.
Chicago and next week
will tell the story.
There hasn't been
it."^

a real exhibitor squabble now in
several years. ...
This should end irresponsible reports.
Harry Warner declares Vitaphone will never be sold as long a^
he or his son are alive.
W^ay in the distance is television,
for the home, according to Lee Del
Forest.
An authority is speakingj
It
would be well to lieed hig
.

words.

.

.

.

.

.

Headlines

How

any, independent producers can?
Now that Gotham is set with Bristolphone, plans are proceeding apace
for
marketing.
Equipments
arc
ready, we are informed, for installation any time.
Price is very low as
compared with the Western Electric

.

...

prevails.

will

exhibitor

.

Cleveland reports the buying sit
nation is "awful." Territory is dizzover sound and sales on silent film
are off $2,000,000. that's all.
Furthe
indication of the uncertainty whicl

how far the reductions
movement toward mechanical music

.

to

,

Tuesday: Adding to the kinks in
an already troublesome general con-

next.
cases,

Mystery Millions
Thursday: Twenty
good many millions

Today:
booking

That

bill

Indiana. Another bloc^
to be introduced sooE

fire-eater,

behind

it,'

Frank Rembusch

we'll bet right

work for Charlie Pettijohn.
Los Angeles. Mack Sennett
.

ij

Mor

now.
.

,

serieS

of
sound
comedies
for
Bristol-!
system but, removing all argu- phone, via Gotham.
My goodness,^
ments aliout tonal quality and gen- Gotham is sure moving. ...
eral
efficiency
of
one device as
Berlin.
Eleven nations forgingjj
against the other, tiic problem of links in the chain against America]
interchangeability assumes knottier and her films.
The situation grows
disc

proportions than
tolphone claims

ever before. Brisit
can reproduce

more serious every time
boy dumps a cable in our

RCA

the
laps.

.

.

.

Vitaphone records.
If it can,
will
Little old New York.
Vitaphone
W. E. permit it?
ekes three per cent from every WestAnother economic crack at Ameri- ern Electric license. It means money,
can pictures on the way. A film con- money, money for Warners.
gress in Berlin is considering an inWorld-Wide Pictures getting ready
ter-nation
pact
against
American to market its imported pictures. Surfilms.
There should be no snoozing t)rise in store when you learn who
on the job if this is true. Too much the sales manager is.
.

.

.

.

at stake.

...

.

.

KANN

i

Recognizing the
in

method come

fact that

changes

in the

splendid

advancement of the motion picture
industry, the

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany continues

own

its

march and maintains

its

forward

supremacy

in presenting to the trade

Eastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type 2

— a perfected^ proven product
for

the

cinematographer

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

'trf^

»

^e^!^

FOX MOVIETONEWS
Beginning Wednesday, October
I9Z8, there ^rill be X^no releases each iveek instead of one
as heretofore.
3,

Thirty creiiv^s in the field on
that date makes possible this
tremendous forivard step.
CL

Thirty more in the field by
January 1st ifvill give a 'wealth
Of material from all corners of
the ivorld.
CI

FOX
MOVIETONEWS
^at Speaks for Itself*'
and it f oIIomts no one.

Producers Seek Talker Talent Abroad

S.

U,

ULTHE MEWS
ALLTHE TIME
OL.

XLV

80%

That

I
"r F

Monday, August

No. 49

Millions for

you know your Michigan,
you will understand how

I
*
much

W. S. Butterfield
neans in the exhibition scheme
He expounds this
a that state.
"AJHraportant producers are trying to
make productions for talking picture
machines and only about 20 per cent of
the theaters in the United States will be
for

1928-29.
good talking

season

the

of

$40,000,000 will be spent
the coming year on

sound

pictures,

Frederick

James Smith states in an article
on the subject of talkers in
next week's issue of "Liberty
Magazine." Of the total, producers will spend $30,000,000
producing sound pictures, with
musicians raising the other
$10,000,000 to fight them.

bought

wired

Over

By

pictheir anxiety to make
tures, producers may fail to make first
class silent pictures which will make the

other 80 per cent of the theaters suffer a
loss because the public today will not go
to see an inferior silent picture."

colonel has struck on a
nost important angle, for the
langer he points out is a real

The

SOUND

Arbitration Action Based
Sales Price

PRODUCERS EOR SOUND
Gotham does not intend to use
Bristolphone exclusively for its own
productions, though the coinpany has

Vm POPULAR

the

sole distribution rights
installation of the system,

CHICAGO TERRITORY

,)ne.

This

Chicago

May Explain

Computing in averages, 72 per cent
American gross comes back
)f the
o the distributor in the

twelve

first

veeks of any picture's release.

The

•emaining 28 per cent in two years.
The big theaters nab the big

md, since it is the Class
for sound, it
s wired

A

money

house that

is

easy

to

why producers are not worryng much about small towns.

— Sound

A

Sounds like
good one.
"Dinner Time" is the title. It is one
of the Aesop's Fable series scored by
RCA Photophone with sound effects
fthat
are
amusing and diverting.
i

cartoon

novelty

in

and

sound.

it

A

is.

Photophone, we believe, is
ly
interchangeable with Movietone
land, while there may be no trouble
arising from using Western Electric
reproducing equipinent, it might be

complete-

advisable to find out

It Is

first.

turn, sits

he

would

Bristol-

phone Sales Corp. The company

will

license other independent producers.
the list of forthcoming Gotham
releases scheduled for sound are:
"The Girl from Argentine," starring
Carmel Myers; "Times Square," fea-

seem

to

be generally accepted throughout the
Chicago territory as a coming thing.
Marks Brothers' Marbroand Granada have had tremendous success
with them. They have been the outstanding attractions at the National
Playhouse theaters, the Capitol and
Avalon.
Balaban & Katz have had a great
deal of success with them at the McVickers and Roosevelt. The Chicago
{Continued on Page 2)

Aviation Industry to
Fete Film Business
The part the motion picture has
played in the development of aviation
throughout the world will receive official recognition Sept. 24 when the
the
at
aviation
industry tenders
Waldorf Astoria, New York, to the
industry a testimonial dinner of appreciation.
film of Lindbergh's
Copies of
flights will be screened.
it are to be presented to the American and other governments visited by
Lindbergh.

A

turing Alice

Day and Arthur Lubin;
Page 2)

{Continued on

Denver

— The

mission handed

retire as president of

United

This is how he explains it:
"Without me there is no United
for

I

am

the

united

part,

keeping the artists together."

KAN N

Acoustical Plan for

be a feature of the new Fox
being built at Flatbush Ave., and
Nevins St., Brooklvn. The house will
seat 5,000 and be part of a $10,000
A double-decked stage to
project.
facilitate handling of sets, also is a
will

feature.

in

Vitaphone's

arbitration

suit against Electrical Research Products,
Western Electric subsidiary,

which markets disc equipment using
Vitaphone product, is still hanging
fire, the case having been postponed
for the summer.
Hearings are to be
resumed early in September.
Vitaphone Corp. charges that Electrical Research is not making installations as rapidly as possible, and
that wider sale of Vitaphone is being
prevented because too high a price
level is maintained. There is a clause
in the contract between the two companies which throws any dispute to

arbitration.

comcompromise
demands in

state industrial

down

a

decision on operators'
sound houses. The decision followed
protest of R. V. Connor, I sis manager, who declared he could not pay
the $66.88 scale demanded and employ four, instead of two men in the
{Continued on Page 2)

Columbia Has Another for
Run at N. Y. Ambassy
Columbia

is

retaining the Embassy,

New

York, for presentation of "Submarine," which succeeds "The Scarlet

Lady"

Aug.

30

at

legitimate

prices.

Want Foreign-Language Stars
New

Action

Compromise Decision on
Denver Operator Demands ORCHESTRAS PASSING

—

Berlin (By Cable)
With an antiAmerican picture combine in formaFox, Brooklyn Theater tion here, American producers are
Joe Schenck, upon his reacoustical arrangement which mapping plans for a defense, through
An
down hard on reports that
makes the entire auditorium a unit signing European players for talkers

Artists.

Artists,

organization,

the

for Talkers Planned for Eufope

Like This

Aside from creating comment far
and wide over his stand on talking
pictures,

subsidiary

for

through

On

pictures

igure

Novelty

on Installations and

GOTHAM TO LICENSE

its

IN

Price 5 Cents

1928

VITAPHONE-W. E. TILT
TO BE RESUMED IN SEPT.

Sound

during

27,

designed for distribution in the particular countries represented by these
players. Paul Wegener, an outstanding German legitimate player, is to
go to New York to make a picture,
designed for distribution in Europe.
{Continued on Page 2)

AT SYRACUSE THEAHRS

—

Syracuse, N. Y. Orchestras are
passing out of the picture at local
houses, and there doesn't seem to be
any objection on the part of patrons.
Only three local houses playing picB.
F.
Keith's, combination
house, the Savoy, stock burlesque and
film house, and Loew's State now
{Continued on Page 4)
tures,

Premium for
Warner Noteholders

Special

Premium of $50 cash or in certificates for 7^ shares of common for
each $1,000,000 note to be paid Oct.
15, is unexpected bonus for holders
of three year 6J/2 per cent notes of
Warner Brothers Pictures, as result
of an agreement made between them
and the company three years ago.
Since the common stock sold at
{Continued on Page 4)

Taxes $17,724,952 on
Tickets Up to June 30
Washington

—

Taxes collected on

admissions to places of amusement
or entertainment during the fiscal
vear ended June 30, last, totaled $17.against $17,940,636.69 in
the fiscal year, 1927, according to
figures made public today by the
{Continued on Page 4)

"724,952.08,

'

....

:
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Roxy continuing

the

week

sensational
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(Continued from Page

in its third

"Wings"
"The Red Dance"

at

"Lost

in the Arctic"

"White Shadows

.

Paramount
Fox
.Fox

.

bination to effect a unified .sound pre
jection equipment to head off th

Opening Date
Aug. 12, 1927
Juoe 25

Theater

Distributor

Criterion

Globe
Gaiety

threatened

M-G-M

Time"
"The Scarlet Lady".
"The Patriot"
"The Terror"
"Lilac

First
.

"Tempest"

.

.

National ...

United

Astor
Central

Aug. 3
Aug. 14
Aug. 15
Aug. 16
Aug. 25

Warners
.

.Rivoli

(Continued from Page

—

—

New Rumanian

to Build 4,000

Seater at Youngstown, 0.

—

225.

Youngstown, O.

Warners

a 4,000-seat theater, the

build

will
city's

largest, here, David Robins, manager
of the local Warner house, stated on
Work
York.
his return from
on the house is to be started in

New

Financial

the spring, he said.

Rules
Govern Showing of Films
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—A

report

the
has
issued the following regulations governing picture performances:

No

film can be shown in public without
written authorization of the commission
attached to the Ministry of Arts.
Authorizations given before January 1, 1925,
must be presented for reexamination.
In
addition the censored films must bear a perforated mark of approval on the first scene
of each act.

Am.

*(s)

(cb)
*

(c)
(s)
(s)

Seat.

.

.

do 6s 36...
Bai. & Katz
Con. Fm. Ind
do pfd.

96 /i

."

13'"

'.

96 i^

12k

.

185^ 185"

Kodak

East.

•(s)
do pfd.
*(c) Film Insp.
•(s) First Nat. pfd

32-^
96/2
74 !4
12}4
26
185 '4
128

*(c) Intern. Proj..
(b) Keiths 6s 46.
(s) Loew's, Inc.
56/j
(s)
du pfd
.

85/2
27^4

87^

8,700
1,106

9

89!^
S6/2

56

Onh.

Cir.

...

•(s)

d. pfd
Para.
d<.
6s 47

...
...

(s)
,1))

•(b)

FL

.'26'

7s37

99;^

72M

Roiy "A"

... 28
do units .
29
do com
S
Skouras Bros.. 40
St.-nlcy Co.
40'4
Technicolor
6
Tr.Lns-Lux
3'A
United Art. .. 12
do pfd.
78
Univ. Ch. com. 2
do pfd
77
Univ. Pict.
16!4
do pfd.
.

.

.

.

.

* I..ast

19«

99 'A

'6%
2S^A
72
30
32

100

'366

Sound Films Popular
(Continued from Fage

1,800

26

600

72H

2

1,600

7

3%

"i]i

'266

15

sented

has
as

been

its

first

1)

and presound picture

wired,

"Warming Up."
The Tivoli, Uptown and

88
16/,

96"
88«
168

100
97
92}^ 27,500
93
34,400
168
6
IbYi

are expected to present sound pictures about Sept. 1. Lubliner & Trinz
and Great States houses are being
wired as rapidly as possible.

Orchestra for "Godless Girl"
Pathe presents Cecil B.

When

(jrcjssing $51,417 in its first week at
the Rialto. New York, "The Patriot"
established a new record for that
house.
The gross is $1,470 higher
than the record established by an-

picture,

"The

Angeles

(Continued from Page

My

"Among

lights,"

Souvenirs,
an"

"Goodbye Broadway," "Father
Son," "Abie of the

"Pajamas

for

U.

S.

A." an

Two."

Films Aboard Seaplanes
Pictures are to be shown aboar
the seaplanes which will -make rej
ular scheduled trips between Nei
York and Atlantic City. Music wi
be supplied by radio.
The plane
will carry 25 passengers.

Davis with Netoco

—

Portland. Ore.
Lester Davis, foi
merly with Publix, has been name

manager

of the Maine,

Netoco

houst

SALE!
The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

Boom

MOVIE CAMERA
Hold* 1 6 Feet Film— Caae— 6 Masasine*
2 in. F. 3.S Lens

—

being observed by

1)

"Red Velvet," starring Lionel Barr}
more and Jacqueline Logan; "j
Modern Sappho," "Across the Foo

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

to License
Producers for Souni

version.

pictures displaying in their principal
scenes the uniforms of the AustroHungarian Army are prohibited in Transylvania, Benat, and Bucovina, and those displaying the uniform of the Russian Army
may not be shown in Bessarabia.
In towns and communes which are under
martial law the censorship of moving pictures shall be accomplished by representatives
of the army general headquarters, especially
authorized by the Ministry of Arts.

Fifty per cent intheater attendance due to
improved pictures is predicted by
James B. Grainger, Fo.x sales manager, during Greater Movie Season,

De

West Coast The-

aters.

Daylight Saving Extended
Kingston, Ont.
Daylight saving
should terminate here Sept. 3 but
Mayor Craig has decided in favor of
the proposal to have it extended to
Sept. 29, to conform with the summer-time period at Toronto, Ottawa
and other cities of eastern Canada.

$29.S0

lOIUPaVHBYS
110
no

lUcst
32*'St.NewyorK.NLy.<
\UksX. 32*'»^Neai>tark.N.y.*>
Phone Penna. 0330

IL

—

or

picture is being published by Irving
Berlin and will have public distribu-

Managing Charlotte "U"

next week.

Charlotte,

new manager

Van

Zandt's Son Hurt
John Van Zandt, 16-ycar-old son
of Charles Van Zandt, Educational
treasurer, is in a New York hospital,
due to injuries he received in the
subway disaster.

Rumanian

Moving

Los

Hollywood engagements.
Josiah Zuro composed the
original music score for "The Godless Girl."
The theme song of this
tion

authorized

usini

Gotham

crease in

be no sound devices used for the

New York

the

West

Mille's latest melodrama, "The Godless Girl," at the Gaiety Sept. 7, the
musical accompaniment to this picture will be played by an orchestra
of symphony musicians and there
will

Every moving picture which is shown in
public must fulfill these conditions.
The commission may authorize performances for the whole country or only for
certain regions.
Films shown in Transylvania, Benat, and Bucovina, where the population
includes
the minorities,
may have
titles
written in Hungarian and German.
These titles must be exactly translated from

Grainger Sees Attendance

Oriental

'

Breaks Rialto Record

Last Command."

Theater

84

Prices Quoted.

Emil Jannings

Chicago Territory

in

3,266

Stock

other

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Marshall Neilan is
an
indeplanning production
of
pendent talker. It is believed a national distributor will handle release.
P. A. Powers is reported planning to
finance the production, although it is
not known whether Neilan will use
Cinephone.

99/.
10154

40

Bureau,

1

6
45

39J4

Coast

i

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

•'Patriot"

West

'

Exchange.
the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
(.0) Over
NOTE Balaban & Katz Is listed in Chiaago;
Skouras, St. Louis.
(s)

Neilan Plans Production
of Talker Independently

80

Pir.By.5j4s51
Paihe
do "A"
26
d.

i9J^

146" 138i4 139

(s)
(o)
. .
(c)
.
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(c)
.
•(s)
<») Warner Bros., 93 ji
(s)
do "A"
93y^
(cl.) do 6Vis28
168

(c)

2',966

101

.

(s)

(b)

'600

27}i

do deb. rts.
16
d» 6s 41ww. 108Vi 108/, 108 /2
do 6s41.x-war 100 >4 100/j 100/j
M-C-M pfd. .. 26
26
26
•(s) M. P. Cap. ..
S'A

(s)
(s)
(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

'200

104
'

(c)
(c)
(b)
(s)

"i

3'/i

Fox Fm. "A' 87-4
Fox Thca. "A' 27y^

(s)
(c)

of censors

Sales

usta

operator should be paid $49.8

that

the

High Low Qosc

was

stated he

and the second $46 in houses
sound pictures only part time.

U.

the

to

Commerce indicates
Rumanian Ministry of Arts

Dept. of

S.

1)

Movietone only part time, and pay
ing the two operators $54.75 a wee
each. The commission ruled that th
first

Warners

Connor

booth.

THE

—

in

Compromise Decision on
Denver Operator Demanil

July 31

RiaJto

Artists

film

July 25

E^mbassy

Columbia
Paramount
Warner Bros

American sound

vasion.

in

South Seas"

1)

Plans are under way to sign u
French, Italian and English player
for speaking parts. Meanwhile, plan
are under way for a German com

business at the run houses has not suffered,

and the line-up is unchanged, save for "Tempest," which went into the RivoU
Saturday for a top priced run, following its long run at the Embassy. The RivoK
The lineup
presentation is synchronized writh sound.

PUniSREI

IIIN V. UICOITE

a dizzy pace with "Four Sons,"

at

the house,

at

I

'

N.

C—T.

Branch

O. Tuttle

when

he relinquished the

WE HAVE

CLIENTS

IN-

TERESTED IN PURCHASING OR LEASING GOOD
THEATRE PROPOSITIONS
IN PENNSYLVANIA AND
OHIO.

is

of the Charlotte branch,
succeeding E. F. Dardine, who resigned because of ill health.
Dardine had been manager of the exchange since 1913. He was the recipient of a bonus from Carl Laem-

mie,

'

Seek Foreign Stars
For Europe Talker

The Broadway Parade
WITH

27, 192

office.

SACHSREAlfSTATECOMPANY
Realtors

606

Law &

Finance Bldg.
Penna.

Pittsburgh,

ft.nday,

August

^jxe^.DAILV

27, 1928

WARNER

BROS.

PICTURES,

Inc.

NOT FOR SALE!
WE HAVE

felt

greatly flattered

by the many

reports that have filled the press regarding the sale of Warner Bros, and Vitaphone,
Inc. to other organizations.

Do

not he misled

by what salesmen
for

may

you!

Our Product

will

only hesold through

our

ing leadership.

do not seek

to

For it is obvious that people
buy failures.

other compa'
tell

nies

All this has emphasized Warner Bros, outstand-

oum

However we feel that this institution is much
more than a personal business. You have had
a vital part in creating Warner Bros, success.
And this we recognize as an obligation not to
be lightly cast aside.

sales or

As we did not

ganization*

you in the days of struggle,
we WILL NOT fail you in the days of success.
Therefore to all who are in any way concerned,
we wish to say emphatically and publicly
fail

WARNER BROS. PICTURES, Inc. and
VITAPHONE, Inc. ARE NOT FOR SALE.

WARNER
August 24, 1928

BROS. PICTURES,

By H. M.

WARNER,

Inc.

President

i

—

!

—.gBg^

Monday, August

DAILY

27, 19}|

Premium for
Warner Noteholders

Special

(Continued from Fafic

1)

than $20 a share when the notes
were issued on Oct. 15, 1925, the
value of the 7}/2 shares was not great,
but at yesterday's price of nearly $90
the noteholders will receive a premium of practically $675 for each
note redeemed.
less

— "White Shadows in
Broadway — "The Komance
Cameo— "Dawn"
Astor

the South
a

of

Seas"

Ropie"

—
—
—
Embassy — "The Scarlet Lady"
—
Gaiety "Lost
the Arctic"
Globe— "Tlie Red Uancc"
Hippodromt — "Tluand
Loew's New York — Monday,
Capitol
"Four Walls"
Central
"Lilac Time"
Criterion
"Wijips"

A Building Thafs
A Crying Need!

in

¥.gg Man"
"Telling the
Brothers" and

liutter

World;" Tuesday, "Two
"Black Acr;" Wednesday, "Finders Keepers;" Thursday, "\\ IiliI of Chance;" Friday. "Manhattan Nights" and "Trailing
Saturday,
Broadway;"
Back;"
"Beau
Sunday, "Foreign Legion"

— "Oh Kay"
— "Sawdust
Paradise"

Mark Strand

— "The

Paramount
Rialto

RivoU

Patriot"
— "Tempest"

Taxes $17,724,952 on
Tickets Up to June 30
(Continued from Page

1)

Bureau of Internal Revenue.

The

1928 total

represents the last large
collections
which the government
will receive from the admission tax,
the exemption from which was in-

under the revenue act of
1928, effective at the end of the fiscal
year.
It is anticipated that the collections during the present fiscal year
will be well under $2,000,000.
More than $14,000,000 of the total
collections
were secured in nine
States, receipts from which were as
creased,

Roxy^"Four Sons"

Orchestras Passing
at Syracuse Theaters
(Continued from Page

1)
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have orchestras. The latter house is
wired for Vitaphone and Movietone follows: New York, $7,646,068.48;
and is trying out a straight picture Illinois, $2,146,366.63; California, $1,policy, with likelihood seen that the 315,313.48; Pennsvlvania, $1,308,927.house may drop its orchestra. The 26; Massachusetts, $871,557.54; Ohio,
Michigan, $511,740.12;
Eckels, Strand, and Empire are first $663,038.80;
Misruns, where orchestras have been New Jersey, %i7 Z,%i7 .2>7 and
,

souri,

eliminated.

$352,998.68.

What has been public reaction to
"Officer 666" Author Dead
elimination of orchestras in Syracuse
Augustin McHugh, author of "Oftheutersf A survey of the situation
will appear in the Sound Picture ficer 666," which
was filmed by
Edition of THE FILM DAILY, to Douglas Fairbanks, died in New York
be issued Sept. 2.
of pneumonia.

Center Buildin]

iFilm

^/^th Street

KRAZY
KAT
CARTOONS

MANY

•

NINTH AVENUE

hope

buildings are built in the

they will be wanted

ing

^^th Street

•

that

— the Film Center Build-

being built in the knowledge that

is

—
—

it's

—

needed! it isn't a real estate speculation
it's
an investment in a neglected phase of the film
industry
designed, built and equipped for
Film Exchanges concentrating them under one
roof isolating them away from congestion
!

—

—

within reach of everything and yet
the law

BEN HARRISON AND MANNY GOULD

NEW

ORIGINAL

GAGS

GAGS

PRODUCED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ >S^

Whole
square

within

!

Fireproof storage vaults on
every floor.
Basement shipping platform
with ramp to street.
Special projection and inspection rooms.

.ANIM.ATED BY

still

Smaller units to suit individual needs.

Moderate rentals and low
insurance.

Four passenger and three
freight elevators.

Entire conformance with
municipal regulations.

floors of 18,000

feet.

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER
Mt^^Q:^
225 FIFTH

to

1928

show you

AVENUE

ASniand 4200

FILM CENTER, INC.,

Guilders

.

.

.

ABE

N.

ADELSON,

'^res.

Deal for RCA-Photophone

^iffany-Stahl Closes

-^

iTHE
JffcNEWSPAPER

ULTHE NEWS

</'FILMDOH

ALLTHE TIME

V)L.

XLV

Tuesday, August

No. 50

Boiling
T

sure does look like the
merriest of all falls. On this
side of the pond, you find
.-and the biggest of all probTalking pictures have
1ns.
overbuilding, negative
i)\ed
tsts and all other kinds of costs
IK) the sidelines. On the other
^Ic. coalitions are forming here,
'

i;re

DEPINET AND BOOTHBY AT HELM
KENNEDY WITHDRAWAL TO

Denied

and everywhere with one

"It

so

is

why

face,

ridiculous
talk about

on
it

its

fur-

mind and that is the
leaking down of the supremacy
the American picture in Con-

yesterday in dismissing reports
linking Warners with purchase

nental markets.

of First National.

ther," said

(

It was written in many of the
'US that the foreign problem
)u]d propel itself into the fore
ain.
What the various parts
the industry are doing over

8TRENGTHH[1STNAT'L?

Harry M. Warner

National's position
strengthened, and "bigger
and better things than ever before
will be accomplished," Ned E. Depinet, vice president in charge of sales,
told Leslie Wilkes, local manager, in

ROW OVER OUSTER FROM

front page

is

Smashing the Barrier
riu-

movements now

afoot against

film are taking the
isc of retaliation for the failure of
pictures to break into this
rci.u;n
V

American

irket.
It we can't get in, we can
Unipt to keep America out, seems
For our part, it has
lie the idea.
im been our contention that a
iciidly enough cooperation has not
in extended to producers in EnAmerican companies have proin.
iccd in Europe, it is true, but the

instances
vials that in each case, reciprocity
as not the aim, but complete domiition.
By that we mean that when
nurican companies did go in, they
ere not willing to become partners
itli
foreign capital, but sought to
stiiry

nitrol

of

most

of

these

it.

(Continued on Pafic 2)

along World-Wide
of
producers
Foreign
ictures.
uality pictures here find an outlet.
such producers get a break in this

Chicago

IN

to it that they retain
theaters which install
it

mands

is

new

it

up."

intend

to

their

jobs

in

contract. Local

works," and Al Rockett in complete
charge at the studios.
No effort is being made to find
any other executive to fill the place
made vacant by Kennedy's hasty

TO HANDLE EXPORTS
Pathe

International

Corp.
to

is

the

been appointed
sound
on the
company's sound program, "The
Glol)e Trotter," has been received
Julius

Singer

IN

EAST

Early sound production activity is
presaged for Gotham in that the
company is to erect two outdoor
sound stages at W'aterbury, Conn.,
where the factory for manufacturing
the sound disc
(Continued on Page 2)

Bristolphone,

device

has

sales manager of Universal
The first subject
shorts.

home

SOUND STAGES

take

Julius Singer Named Head
of "U" Sound Shorts

at the

(Continued on Page 2)

the company running smoothsince bugbear of "head-cutting,"
which was expected to follow Joseph
P.
Kennedy's
advent,
removed
through withdrawal of the FBOPathe head. First National will continue under its present leadership,
with Ned E. Depinet, vice president
in
charge of sales, and W. C.
Boothby, comptroller, "running the

NEW PATHE COMPANY

(Continued on Patje 2)

see

With

(Continued en Page 2)

over
export department of Pathe and Producers International Corp., complete

sound equipdemonstrated in their de-

here for a

built

new company formed

SOUND HOUSES

— Musicians

office.

ADMITTING KIDS TILL

QUEBEC LAW

IS

TESTED

comes

Color Shorts
Planned by T-S with Sound

specials, 1

1

li

watch how fast their home
America
toward
attitude
If
the gentlemen who
flanges.
higher
councils
up
Dniprise
the

larket,

round

'ould
'ould

men who

MUSICIANS ACT TO HOLD

JOBS

of

i.->

the

— Differences

existing between Thomas A. Branon, president
of the Eltrabran Film Co., and the
Atlanta Film Board of Trade, which
grew out of action by the board to
expel Branon on a charge of violating certain rules, have been amicably
settled, as evidenced by formal consent from Branon authorizing the

ment,

Does the Vision Exist?
Now

Atlanta

withdrawal
from the
Joseph P. Kennedy.
Withdrawal of Kennedy, Depinet
says, "means that First National
to carry on under the direction of

announcing

ATLANTA BOARD SEHEED

stuflf.

Dallas
being

company

—

ly

— First

is

,

ere

Kennedy Post
Abandoned Rockett in
Charge of Studios

Proposed

JLctive in

.

Price 5 Cents

RUNNING SMOOTHLY WITH

F. N.

-

1928

28,

some advice, we
to
suggest that they extend a
listen

hand toward Worldynipathetic
Vide and what it proposes to do to
lake the imported picture popular in
country.
Not because it is
lis
Vorld-Wide; any organization with a
intent would carry our stamp

.iniilar

We

are curious to see
if approval.
j'hether the vision to grasp the readyiiade opportunity asserts itself.

K

ANN

—

Montreal Children again may be
admitted to picture theaters throughout Quebec, following issuance of a
temporary order by Superior Court
restraining

the

criminal

court

from

(Continued on Page 2)

Photophone to be Used
for New Swanson Film
Gloria

Swanson

will

use

RCA-

Photophone to record her voice,
sound effects and synchronization for
new picture, "Queen Kelly."
her
United Artists, which will handle the
contracted for western
Electric sound recording on pictures
will produce, which means that
it
the company will handle pictures enipiiture,

has

(Continued on Page 2)

RCA-Photophone will be used for
Tiffany-Stahl sound pictures, which
are to be known as Tiffany Tone
Productions. Ten productions using
sound are planned including four
Reginald Barker productions, four
John M. Stahl pictures and two
others to be announced. In addition,
Tiffany
Color
Symphonies,
ten
color shorts, are to utilize sound.
Synchronization of "The Toilers"
and "The Cavalier" now is under
way.

Phil Gleichman Files New
Suit Against Paramount
Detroit

owner
troit,

—

of the

Phil Gleichman, former

Broadway-Strand, De-

who

lost a conspiracy case he
to the state Supreme Court

carried
against Paramount and J. H. Kunsky, has filed a new suit against
Paramount for $600,000 for alleged
failure to supply him with pictures
for which he had contracted.

....
..

-^^

THE

DAILV

ARONSON LEAVES METRO

AT

Tiistai,

*£.

Prici 5 Cists

28. 1928

—

lOIN V. UICBATE

PUBLISHEI

and holidays
at
lb50 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk. Inc.
VV. Alicoate, President and
J.
Puljli>.her; M.iurice U. Kann, Vice-President
anil Kilitor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Business and Advertisini; Manager.
Entered
Pulilished daily except Saturday

as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
postofFice at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3,
1879.
Terms (Postage free)
L'nited States outside of Greater New York.

$10.00 one year; 6 months. $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign. $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communications to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway. New York N. V.
Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday.
New York.
Hollywood. California Ralph
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Kenter, 58, Great Marlborough St., VV.
I.
Berlin
Lichlbild-buebne, Friedricbstrasse,
$3.00.

THE

—

—

Alexander
Wireless)
Aronson, general representative for
M-G-M in Europe, has resigned to

organization.

Musicians Acjt to
Hold Chicago Jobs

Row Over

Ouster
At Atlanta Settled

—

(^Continued from

225.

Page

1)

withdrawal of the injunction suit
which he instituted several months
ago to prevent his expulsion.

Am

(^)
<c I))

Seat.
6s 36

do

do

(s)
(s)

.

.

Fm. Ind.
pfd.

East.
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.

26
185>i 185
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.

.

Fox Fm. "A" 90 Ji
Fox Thea. "A" 277A

(s)
(c)

97
74/2
12J4
25/2
185fi
128

.

& Katz

Bal.

*(c) Con.

In his petition to the court, Branon
declared that the action of the board
was illegal, claim being made that it
was not in accordance with certain
specifications embraced in the byaws.
Later the board rescinded its
action and Branon was reinstated to

3i

.

.

membership.
700

i'A
104
877^ 88
29,600
27
27
7.100

M

*(c) Intern. Proj..
•fb) Keiths 6s 46

9
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29
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5
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SkiMiras Bros.. 40!/,
Stanley Co.
41W
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.

Trans Lux

3
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United Art.
do pfd. ... 78
I'niv. Ch. com.
2
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(») Warner
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6.266
15

4,466
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7
3
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injunction suit was still pending,
with speculation rife as the possibility of it coming to a hearing.

•

>
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97
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(By

join World-Wide Pictures, international distributing organization form-

(Contitiued

from Page

New York

in

for

by

bracing the three systems.

Film

1)

William

(.Continued from Page 1)
exhibitors are to meet today to consider the demands which include a
clause to force retention of musicians
in houses which install sound equipment.
Retention of present conditions in most instances is sought in
the proposed one year agreement.
Consecutive weeks, which are to constitute the year vary from 52 to 35.
A minimum of four men, excluding
organists, is the smallest orchestra
which can be employed, under terms
of the demands.
Musicians also demand that houses

which

install

retain

a

sound equipment must
of six men, ex-

minimum

cluding organists, who also must be
retained, at all times the instrument
in

operation.

exit,

and the

1^

special advisor plan has

been dropped.

Depinet and Boothby

are in charge of operation, under direction of President Irving D. Rossheim, and are doing such a good job
of it, that no change is contemplated.

Spyros Skouras and

Max

Balaban
are acting as advisors to Depinet and
Boothby. A report of their stewardship

is

to be

made

committee after

six

to

the executive

months

of oper-

ation.

New Pathe Company
To Handle Exports

produce the picture,
(Continued from Page 1)
which Eric von Stroheim will direct
and Joseph P. Kennedy finance. The ownership of which has been acKennedy hook-up is regarded as the (luired by Pathe, through purchase
reason for plan to use Photophone. of holdings of all minority stockholders.
William Vogel. who established
Producers International, remains with
the company as vice president and
Building
general manager, is to leave imStudios in
mediately for Paris on a trip to Eu(Continued from Page 1)
ropean key cities.
to be distributed by Gotham, is already at work producing sound systems for immediate delivery.
The
I
two stages, apart from being used for j
sound recording, serve as the eastern
that knows the State of New
production studios for Gotham, be- I Jersey and
the motion picture
ing equipped with facilities to probusiness can make a good con\
duce an entire picture in sound, if
nection.
is

to

Von

Josef

Sternberg,

director

"Underworld"; and Clarence Badg

J.

(Continued from Page

New Swanson

Von Sternberg and Badg,
Win Paramount Meda

third

1)

orocecding with a charge against
Raoul Rickner of the St. Denis,
charged with violating the law forbidding attendance of children up to
the age of 16.
The writ has the effect of suspending the act until constitutionality is determined, exhibitors
claiming the legislature exceeded its
authority, and that only the Federal
parliament can enact such a law.

Hollywood

who directed "It"; have been awarr
D. Williams. gold and silver medals and $10,(i
Aronson joins the company in about and §5,000 respectively by Paramoi
four weeks, and will advise European for the two most successful
pictui
producers releasing through the or- shown at the Paramount, New
Yo
ganization on stories, casts and di- during 1927. Mauritz Stiller,
direct
rectors.
of "Hotel Imperial", is to receive
ed

Admitting Kids Till
First National is
Quebec Law Tested
Running Smoothly

Le Baron

85

Berlin

is

(Continued from Page
166

84

.

however,

Photophone to be Used

31
6

•

Meanwhile,

his

1.000

—

Minneapolis Calling of a convention in Chicago just prior to the
M.P.T.O.A.'s annual meeting schedin
October at Toronto, is
uled
planned by \V. A. Steflfes, head of the
former Allied States Ass'n., he is reported planning to resurrect. Steffe.s
is
to confer in Chicago this week
with Jack Miller, Chicago, Frank J.
Rembusch, Indiana, H. M. Richey.
Michigan, and Col. H. A. Cole,
Texas, all prominent in the former
StefTes called ofT a
convention to revive Allied which he
had planned early in ]u\\.

U

28,

TO JOIN WORLD-WIDE

ISNEWPLANOFSTEfFES
riL XLV Ni. SO

Tuesday, August

medal as winner of third

pla.

Henry Murdock Dies
Strangulation, caused by a piece
beefsteak lodged in his throat, prov.
fatal

Henry

to

Murdock,

vetei

player in Educational comedies,
recently completed work in a Cam

comedy

in

support of Gene Stone

Estelle Bradley.

Morton, Gaynor's Lead
Gaynor will have Chai

Janet

Morton as her lead in "The Str
Fair," which will be put in prod
tion soon under direction of Willi
K. Howard.

M-G-M Signs Willard Mack
Willard Mack, playwright, has be
signed by M-G-M to assist in dir
tion of talkers.
He is to leave
York for the Coast by Oct. 1.
play, "A Free Soul," is to be filn

N

by the company.

Murray

to Freelance

Charlie Murray has coiiii)leted
contract with First National and
tends to freelance.

HARRY DELF
Director

and Author

Current Releases
"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"

"The Ladies' Man"
(The
First
Fox-Movietone
Comedies Made on the Coast)

FREE-LANCING
Available for Eastern Offices
6734 Wedgewood Place

Hollywood,
Tel.

Cal.

GRanate 3716

Gotham

•

Lait Prices Quoted.

Sound

Market.

(b)

BoM<l

(c)

Curb Market,

Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Bnlabaii & Katz is liste*! in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.
(s)

Slock

CaU

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Putter, Pr««.

East

WANTED— A MAN

neccssarv.

for

Library Stock Scenes
Ui VV
4')ili
,Si
New York
.

Biyant 8181

U. A. Officials Leaving
Joseph M. Schenck. John \V. Considinc, Jr., and J. Gerritt Lloyd leave
New York today for the Coast.

Address for appointment
Box M-302
c/o Film Daily
1650 B'way., N. Y. C.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions £or
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

''You

who make

it

a point to keep lists of the

year's greatest pictures, just chalk
Patriot', for there'll be
i

screen in

finest things

many

"'The Patriot'

years".
is,

down 'The

rob 'The Patriot' of

few screen plays this

<!<•

/V.

It is

magnificent".

same time box

1928
office all the

•»!)

_N. Y.
DAILY NEWS

way.

A

credit to the industry; a

August 17th,

New York, on
"THE PATRIOT" did

yourpocketbook. ^ With "WINGS",

week breaking

'THE WEDDING MARCH"and "THE

literally

PATRIOT", Paramount exhibitors
start the new season with the three

all

house records.

It

is

the sensation of Broadway.
artistic

masterpiece that

all

— Exhibitor^s Daily Review

the Rialto Theatre,

first

mo-

—Film Daily

the so-called 'wonder-pictures' are forgotten.

Y. Graphic

a long run engagement at

$51,500 on the

all -too-

"'The Patriot' should be remembered when

THE PERFECT FILM OF
^ Opening

place in the

vAin

—

in this reviewer's opinion,

Broadway".

Nothing

"For absorbing acting and direction, don't miss
seeing 'The Patriot' ".
IW.Y. Eve. Journal

—

the finest picture this season has yet brought
to

its

tion pictures".

we have seen on the
Brooklyn Eagle

—

picture.

limited category of great and permanent

N.Y. Eve. World

season which will surpass it".

"One of the

"A magnifi«;ent motion

is

^ An
at

the

biggest

bonanza for

money-makers of 1928-9.

THE PATRIOT

EMIL JANNINGS
in the

ERNST LUBITSCH
Production. With Florence Vidor,

Lewis Stone, Neil Hamilton.

PARAMOUNT

Chicaqo £venin(^ /JmeHcan

'CTIOH

coa
shots in
^i\\ appeal-

CHICAGO EVENING AMERICAN
Strikes a sonw^what different note

on the cinema

Many

lute.

thrills

Among Year's Best Films

—

"The

Toilers" sustains interest.
Detroif Exvnins Ttmcs.

—

With Young Doug

"Toilers"

are afforded in the mine scene.
Detroit Free Press.

ind or the tEin who aams hU
b<f3d with Ms hands.
Fairbanks, the boy. la clean-Unnbed
and cle^n-souled Of the olht. two..
one Is a chronic grouch. fh« «hetgreat-hcarted, good-natured brute.
Tojelher they are happy '« *bpll«

by Itcrin4l(l turltrr.

CAST or CHAB4CTEBS,
:

,

...

I

i^
Xobr-

.P0W'*> FMiOanki

.

it, .....

.

,

JoB»ni

^lliirvr?

,

.

.

.

3t

Bainion
Clark

Ro»*ft R»«n
-Wxla DMiilcr

.

irhelor rioarters, until one Christ-

as eve a bllsizord blows a giri

BV ROB REEL.
Doug

Tounjc

^oivn upWiib "The

b*a

FiUrtHuikB

ToUert"'

\« Imivm

t*«

deliucatlon of mute flappers' behind
And BUCce&stUlly usaya an &(Ialt

roVacenis only

It

yesterHly thai
I>ous Jr wfc'< an
a p p 1 • • ^tif'tcd

younmicr, p«MInp Oirough t'lilcjifio
lit
a -Viia

MO/T/flTI/FVINt

cuilc«lAie

suit

buRe
n ccut.
umo his

and

A

race oo

/9UDIENCE

Th^n

firpi movie p&fU.
in wiiich he was

\aPPECL

called
upon to
n la y cJHibertrtl^
bco'i Of the }Jis
ft

Sc mostly.

Thpn

hQ ijlwippaared from plo
ti<»TS. and' word

Unva faltbutki

Jr.

came through
from the coast that he wu making
hi "Young Woodley," the ploy
a, hit
hereIn wVilcb Glenn Hunter starr.
abouta. -Aiong about this time, too.
came news ol a /-eported engage-,
ment to Join Crawford, though this
i

T hear re

denied.

wail

<.^^^^

But'-tt

long«r a

Bervoa

all

young Doug

remind, us

thftt
tx»y

»

';Tbe Tclipr*,"
further pro'/PS this.

Doug

cITOirs,

Is

we have

mm

(the niitnB

In

It

to

no

oald.

young
in sj.lte

cveryUilngl betrays the (irat hint
"
wbal hl» Hcreun luture-la to be.
not l"o « comedian or romani> will
; ACtnr
Uke hU dither. That, now,
oertaln.
Hp beUaya Insttad an

tif

:^^^

:f;

<)^

Irt-

slde their domestic ctrrle. Hf>w they
enent her. yet have not the heirt to
turn her out. makes a sltu.ition that
at the aanio time comic and
Is
pathetic,

VOUNG DOUG CAN FIGHT
In spite ot bla comrades' rldleuJa
the bey growa to love her. and thra
onn day. wlien she barely esrarea
h.trm
at
the lian-Ia of a brul»
butch<T who misunderstands the rea
son lor her being In the three men's
With wt
llitle home, he realizes it.
tteth and grim Jaw. the boy marches
<lown the main atnet of the town
und Into ihe meat market. He l>eat»
the rr.in Inside the store and Ilnully
v.inqulshPs him out li the Bnnw.
Then he <1rag? him all the way bart
to the house and makes him anclopite.
Then. Bs the boy and girl realii*
thrlr love and plan marriage. th»
tr.ieedv that Is otttimcs the miner's
There Is an explosion of
lot stalks
gas. a (Ire, and twelve men arw
penned up in the shaft among there
the bov and the grouch. Gradualir

—

the doicen humans retreat from the
noxious (umea that will kill them, un*
tn at last they have elected the lut
barricade they can go no tarther
The boy. re.M'zIng that they hciff*
only one chance In a million of ev4r
getting out alive. ret>eU. and In a
frenzy attacks the barricade, sarlng
tht-y might as well get the agnny
of death over withal once.
Bncthe
other men restrain lllm. and th«
grouch, he whti had m.ide fun of life,
love, everything, takes him In bis
arms and tells him not to give up
hope that life la a beauUful -Qilns

—

—

after

all.

.

iinty

•"""

f'lr

h^avj welt

in

ihe-moro

'

tttth

KPIC OF

XHK MINKS.

The Tollirs

"'

Ln

one

1

the beat
an eplr song
ot

pictures of 19J8. If is
humDns—ccal miners— who
if three
vitb then plCt^tf und shovels Ble In
ho btrwclfl Ot.thfc tirlh foT the-'fuel
hat drjiieB the muehlnery of our
It hsji Intenee drima, louchiR*

neally. this picture Is ono of the
finest things we have seen this j-cac
^nd Is played with such sincerity bv

ouns Fairbanks, Hapvey Clark and
the real that It becomes memorable.
As for Jobyna Kalston as the girl
we bardly recoRnlicd her. Di
r Reginald Barker has
tn
formed her arva she does a magnlii:ent piece of work

.

nft

^^
^-

.V.
..^

i'"*

-«•'*

,1

jir

<S**

.rfj

einvfncins afmosphere

Meroffa "Porcelain Dolls* produ*llon, a show of more than ordinary
merit.
There la' a venirlloqulat In
the cast who presents the most novel
act of thla kind we have ever st-cn
and on© which would be a feature
kricfTB ol a oert:iui huKe mlno. All of any blgtlme vaudeville bill- Anir.y they tolUiotjether beiow the »iir« other net. prcsentlnK two youthful
dancers, rope-throwers and contor
tf\cf, of the eatth, to emerge at nlghl
fTjmy and rftlcky,.but wllh Uie peac* tinnlsts. Is also of blg-tlme caliber.

1*v*

paiho(t,

ind fipproprtatt! ccmo-dy relief. And
nati
haj< some of' tb<i rnont
t

v»

^f»*

.r*

*"-oduced

tj,

'^^ finest
.„^
^'^*''.6,>o.,

oJ/"«ures

,.

,

POWERFUL

BOX*OFFICE
Tl FF<1

NV-y^Tfl N L PRODUCTION./^ IN C

1540 Di^oriDV^y

MEW

yOl^K CITY

i-'

Oklahoma Exhibitor Unit

of Justice Probes

)ept.

I

iif^NEWSPAPEK

ALL THE NEWS

i/'FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

UL.
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Trouble
foreign situation
rHE
makes page one again

Make no

dates for September
11, for this is the day designated by the committee for the
fall golf tournament to be held
under auspices of
FILM
DAILY. Three clubs were
discussed at the first commitmeeting held yesterday.
tee

this

Seventeen Eumornnig.
pean countries, among them
most important of this
ide's export markets, are fernting an exhibitor combinafilms
to kick America's
)n
rd

in

their

Decision

powers

World

once.

But remember:
Hold September

may have
ban war, but

maypole party.
ippose in its usual laggard
shion the trade here will watch
id wait until the menace is

up and envelop
an economic vise before

in

stirring itself.

Hail,
Everything

Columbia
down

Coends

bustle
"The Scarlet Lady"
imbia.
second week at the Embassy here
little old New York up near the
0,000 mark and the box-office rcrts which prove it are available at
jlumbia to all those who think
"Submarine" opens at
herwise.
at theater tomorrow night, preluded
many rare and little-used adjec7es pouring forth from the eager
lis

s

of Joe
a large

is

at

Brandt and Harry Cohn.

week

for the

boys.

Luncheon Tidbits
Yesterday some

met

'Iks

of

the

Harry Cohn.

newspaper
It

was

at

ncheon, and, unlike most luncheons.
function was interspersed
is
little
ith a lively flow of chatter about
is
and that. Cohn was refreshing
cause he cut the bunk right to
marrow and spoke about p'ce

and how

res

He

jisiness.

terribly

!-ing

"Names"
scramble for sound picture
Wait
lent hasn't even started yet.
of the "names" for
.gotiations are under way are

some

which

made

picture business is about
much of it.
take on tone

iblic.

Il

Indianapolis Show business here
very much "up in the air," as ex-

hibitors try to figure what it's all
about, as regards sound pictures. The
Circle led ofif a year ago with sound
films, but discontinued them when
patrons failed to respond at t'he box
Several months ago, a sound
office.
policy was adopted at the Apollo

The

—

KANN

If the response
held inadequate.
indicates fire hazards, the state fire
marshal is notified and asked to make
a rigid inspection.

is

Riesenfeld Completes Score
of First Tiffany Tone Film

Scoring of "The Toilers," first of
Tiffany Tone Prod., scheduled
for release "by Tiffany-Stahl, has been
12 Talkers;
to
completed by Hugo Riesenfeld. "The
Films Cavalier" now is being synchronized
Four Other
musical director.
While the meetings were concerned by anollhcr
silent
of
discussion
with
a
chiefly
pictures, for the thousands of thea- Rayart Plans Studios,
ters not wired for sound, Lou R.
Carr Declares
Mctzger, Lhiiversal sales head, told
eastern managers at a week-end conTrem Carr, producing head of Rayvention in New York the company art, which has been producing at the
has decided upon 12 talkers and four large Metropolitan Studios in HollyThe wood, announced this week that he
with music and sound effects.
sound pictures will also be available as is negotiating for several sites on
The managers re- which to erect new studios to house
silent pictures.
(Continued on Page 4)
turned to their branches yesterday.
on

(Continued

Paiic

4)

the

Have

"U"

Sound

Trem

Quizzes Spearman on Non-

U. S.

Theatricals; Pickrel Quitting
IVa-diington

Bureau

Washington

of

THE

— Inquiry

I-'ILM

DAILY

as to probable conspiracy in restraint of trade
by the Oklahoma exhibitor association, is under way by the Dept. of

which recently summoned
Spearman, president of the as-

Justice,

W.

The

itil

—

s

to make 'em as a
can't be accused of
artistic in his view-

Columbia is on the map,
lose lines.
to make good pictures at
\: declares,
price that permits exhibitors and
And
e company to net a profit.
ere you are

IN

AIR" OYER SOUND FILMS

but he makes no claims along

!)int,

department of the Hays associaThe campaign is declared to
be due to the recent film fire disQuestionaster at a Texas prison.
naires are being sent to non-theatricals by local Film Boards, to determaie the status of equipment. Service will be refused where equipment
tion.

"UP

J.

sociation, here for questioning.

The

determining whether
is
indictment against Spearman is to be
sought, for his act in sending out a
letter to members in connection with
companies serving non-theatrical ac-

department

counts.

Berlin

ganizing

for

tion

much INDIANAPOLIS
But we

Oklahoma

City

— Oklahoma's

non-

theatrical problem, which has gained
national attention, and which now is
the subject of a government probe
into action of exhibitors to combat
it, has been projected to the fore by
a statement of Fred Pickrel, Ponca

City

showman, who perhaps,

hard

hit,

because

competition.
Pickrel has been

Ponca
erator

most

non-theatrical

seeking

relief

at

a wealthy oil oppresenting free shows in the
(Continued on Page 4;

City,
is

of

is

where

to

Federation
of Exhibitors

National campaign to eliminate fire
hazards at non-theatrical showings
has been launched by the fire preven-

reens doesn't look very

)OUt to reach

open

Named

3

Organize

OFNON-THEATRICALSHOWS
11

golf.

hat the film citizenry in those
ry lands plan to do to keep
country's films ofT their
is
te a

made soon
made at

be

will

Committee of

MOVE TO CUT FIRE HAZARD

MOVE

FILM

S.

announcement

and

its.

a;ned a treaty to

IN ANTI-U.

THE

self-complacent

Cents

EUROPEAN NATIONS

17

Fore

Price 5

1928

29,

(By Cable)— Work
in
17
European

of

or-

countries
the
International
Federation
of Exhibitors, sponsored here at the
recent conference as a move against
American pictures, has been begun
by the committee of three appointed
for the purpose and consisting of the
heads of the German, French and
America, of
British exhibitor units.
course, was not invited into the fed-

The

eration.

moved
tion.

French

delegation

formation of the federaTurkey is to be included in its
for

membership.
Protection of "European exhibitors
{Continued

Page

on

4)

GOTHAM TO LEASE DISC
SYSTEM ON RENTAL BASIS
Bristolphone will be handled only
on a rental basis by Gotham, no installations being sold outright, ac.'ording to the policy being outlined
(Continued

on

Page

^)

Aronson Coming to N. Y.
Soon to Meet Williams
Al Aronson, who has resigned as
Central European sales supervisor for

M-G-M

to join World-Wide Pictures,
(Continued on Page 4)

Loew, Interstate Pool
Discussed at Birmingham

—

Birmingham, Ala. Pool of interests here of Loew's and Interstate
is a subject of discussion.

Back Musicians

—

Stagehands here
Chicago
stand four square with musicians in the latter's new contract demands now before the

Chicago

exhibitor

for discussion.

association

The musicians

seek an agreement forcing retention of an orchestra and organist in houses which adopt
a sound picture policy.

..
...
.

Sound Films Eliminate
"Four Sons" Holding Up
"Four Sons," which continues its Birmingham "Vaude" ActSj
popular price engagement at the
Birmingham, Ala. Sound picture;
Roxy started on its third week with
ll'ashiiiglon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
office have eliminated vaudeville acts at tK<
box
in
deterlet-down
is
appreciable
Australia
no
Washington
The receipts for Saturday Ritz, Interstate house. "Street An
mined to protect its musicians from receipts.
foreign competition, it is reported to and Sunday registered over $46,000, gel" ushered in the new "all on tht
the screen" policy.
the M. P. Section of the Dept. of only a few hundred dollars below
Commerce. Under the new regula- two opening days of the second week.
tions, application to Federal authorAustin, Minn., House Destroyed
"Connie" in N. Y. Tomorrow
ities must be made and approval obAustin, Minn. No lives were los
tained from the Minister for Home
On her way to Paris and Nice, in the cyclone which destroyed Fin
arrangements
and Territories, before
where she will make a picture for kelstein & Ruben's Park theater here
musiAustralia Regulates to
Protect Own Musicians

—

—

fH

M.

Xll

29. 1921 PriM 5

liiMsiii.AH.

i\

Cuts

—

and holidays
Published daily except Saturday
\ork, N. »,• »"^
at 1650 Broadway, New
Films and Film
convriKht (1928) by Wid's
and
W. Alicoate. President
Fok Inc
J
Mauri'ce U. Kann. Vice_Pres>dent

arc made to introduce foreign
United Artists, Constance Talmadge
orchestras or bands in will arrive in New York Thursday,
cians into
Orchestra conductors or from Hollywood. Shortly thereafter,
Australia.
special performers are not hit by the she will sail for France, to star in
ruling, which is aimed only at pit "The Venus," a film that will be dimusicians, who might displace Aus- rected by Louis Mercanton, French
tralian musicians.
director.

VXi":

"
and Editor; Donald M, ^i^J^^^'/^pl
En eredd
Business and Advertismg Manager

21, I'lS. a' tne
York. N. Y., under the act
Term, (Postage free)

May

as second c ass matter,

^st

at

office

T^Urtn

New

1879.

i.

New \0Tk.
United States outs de of Greater
3 months
$10 00 one year; 6 months. $5.00;
should

Subscril>ers
Foreign. $15.00.
Address al> communicawith order
FILM DAILY. 1650 Broad.0
tTo^
Circle 4/36way New York. N. Y. Phone
Filmday.
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.

11 do
remit

Businessmen Aid Return of Films
Peruvians Prefer Daytime Shows
Hailock, Minn.— Bennie Berger is
Morning matinees
Lima, Peru.
making a success of a theater here,
afternoon and evening shows
and
picwithout
after the town had been
Peru, with
in

THE

Wilk
6607.'

Film Renter.

58,

Fredman

W.

London-Ernest

Great Marlborough

The
\>.

St.,

tagonism of the local administration.
delegation of businessmen prevailed
upon Berger, Grand Forks, N. D.,
exhibitor, to reopen the local house.

225.

A

High Low

Close

Scat.
(s) Am.
•(c-b) do 6s 36
74>/4
•
Bal. & Katz
•(c) Con. Fm. Ind
do pfd. ... 25^ 25/, 25/2
(s)
184
_(s) East. Kodak .184'^ 184

pfd
Insp
•(s) First Nat. pfd

do

(s)

(c) Film

•(c)
(b)
(s)
<s)

128
l\i
104
80

88^

Cir.
.. 20K
(s) Orph.
... 78
do pfd.
(s)
(s) Para. F-L ...138/.
(b) do 6s 47 ....

9m

•(b)Par.By.5J^s51

74 Ji

(o) Roxy "A"
do units .
(o)
do com. .
(o)
(o) Skouras Bros.,
(s) Stanley Co. .
(o) Technicolor
.

.

•(c) Trans-Lux
(o) United Art.

.

28

.

31

.

S

n"

is"

.

78

84

.

2
75

.

Bros., 9574
do "A" ... 95fi
•(c-b) do 6J^» 28

Warner

93
93

7

3

'566
4,500
100
4,600
5

....

(,% 14,600
7,100
25
4
74H

46?^ 10,400

16Vi
97
94 }< 13,500
12,400
95
168

Sue Carol Goes Abroad
Carol, who recenly renewed

Sue

Fox

her

contract,

is

left last

after arriving in

en

route

twister,

donated for Red Cross

The Park

State.

Chicago

is

relief

by

the

to be rebuilt.

Wernicks Organize

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film— C«»e— 6 Maeazines
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

City," have
the Kellys in
arrived in New York from Atlantic
City to take scenes for the picture.

Saturday soon
from the

New Firm

— Wernick

Springfield, Mass.
ater and Amusement

Sells

productions
upper New York state and
Detroit with First Graphic Film Ex-

for

The-

uiiuoavHBys
110
West JZ^St.NcwMorK.NLy^
Phone Penna. 0330

I
WE HAVE

Boston Heights Fin" Formed
Wilmington, Del. Bc^ston Heights
Amusement Co., has been incorporated here for $350,000. M. M. Lucey,
R. E. Thompson and L. S. Dorsey

CLIENTS INTERESTED IN PURCHASING OR LEASING GOOD
THEATRE PROPOSITIONS

are incorporators.

IN

—

PENNSYLVANIA AND

OHIO.
Jackie in Person in N. Y.
Jackie Coogan is to appear in person at the Paramount, New York,
the week of Sept. 8.
He appears in
a vaudeville act with his father.

SAdlSRfAlESTAltCOMPANY
Realtors
606

Sentry Safety Control Deal
London Walturdaw Co. has acquired distribution of Sentry Safety

—

company, which is establishing its
office Aug. 30 at 130 W. 46th

home

York.

$29.S0

changes.

Corp.

New

Series

Corp., has comdistribution of its

pleted a deal for
four Richard Talmadge

Rcmsseau, a Vice President
Arthur Rousseau, for 12 years
manager of Pathe's export department, is a vice president of the newly-formed Pathe International Corp.,
which has absorbed the department
as well as Producers International

St.,

Talmadge

General Pictures

Co., Chicopee,
has been organized here with capital
are
Incorporators
of
$100,000.
Jacob, Samuel and Ernest Wernick.

the

—

over Chicago, Mil
waukee, Minneapolis and Omaha.

Craft

to

Coast.

'

Law &

Finance Bldg.
Penna.

Pittsburgh,

Control.

,^J^

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as

I

Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

Leterman
& Gates
CO KTO HATED
IN

1S40
s^ START

R. house, wai
while thil
Eagle, independent house, escaped
damage. Three days' receipts weni

and his
company making "The Cohens and
William

Director

New York

it

1
^

&

by the

—

Let Us Solve Your Vrohlems

Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balalian & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras. St. Louii.
(s) Stock

roouNO

was caused tc|
Roof of th(l

"WE NEVER OiSAPPOmr

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

u STOP

Sunday Show Sought at Cobleskill
Sunday shows
Cobleskill, N. Y.

World Wide Naming Sales Manager
Sales manager of World Wide Pictures is to be named next week by

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)
(c)

pic-

the

objectionable.

Europe having

85"

•(c) Univ. Pict. ..
...
do pfd.
•(s)

•

....

45
427/4
7

do pfd. .
(o)
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd.
(o)

(s)
(«)

400

7

6

.

.

.

40
47/2

6 '4

was not

1,200

H

24'4
73
30
34

off

Atlantic

101^

.

_^}i
27/2

P.ithe

do "A"
(b) do 7s 37

20/2
19/.
78
78
137/. 138!/i
99
99 Ji

another F.

|

which were overruled when
censor informed the mayor
ture

•

•(c) do deb. rts
do 6s 41ww.. 109^4 109'A 109}i
(b)
do 6s41x-war.l00/a lOO/i 100!^
(b)
26
•(s) M-G-M pfd
7 'A
7/2
Cap...
7J^
P.
(s) M.

(s)
(s)

100

13,700
27
27'/i 21,800
9
Intern. Proj
88" 88
1
Keiths 6s 46.. 88
5,000
57
Loew's Inc. ... 57 !4 56/2
100
101
101
...101
da pid.

Fox Fm. "A" 90
Fox Thea. "A" 27Ji

(s)
(c)

Sales

33
97

33

33

State,

blown

are an issue here, following action of
Schines in applying for permit for
"Uncle Tom" Opening at Dallas
of
outside
performances
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" Sunday
Dallas
hours.
church
opens at the Capitol here without
protests made,
despite
alterations,
the city "Cohens and Kellys" Unit in N. Y.

—

Financial

,

district.

Danto Gets Vitaphone District
Harry Danto has beer!
only are successful
appointed division manager for Vita
tures for four months, due, it is said,
Best
night performances failures,
phone, with offices here.
He wil
to lack of patronage caused by anbusiness is done about 6:00 P M.
have supervision

Berlin— Lichtbild-huehne, triedrichstrasse.

I

of $1,000,000

business

the

—

.

Hollywood. California-Ralph
York.
Granite
6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone

New

Damage

COOLINO^tti^^

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

tblephone bryant

3040

wmm
mmm

INCORPORATED
220 WEST 421? STREET

NEW YOPk

Phone: Wisconsin 6875

ALLAN A.LOWNES.GEN.MCR;

LOUD SPEAKERS

»

WilUam
Haines in "Excess

Baggage" takes State

"White
Shadows in the
South Seas"

is

history at $2

Theatre, Los Angeles, like a

the hit of

New

and Los Angeles.

tornado. Sound or

York
it's

silent,

the big noise of

M-G-M

'Two

'28-'29

beats the field with the biggest

Tars'

the Laurel-Hardy

sound road show

wow

on the market!

is

comedy

Hot dogf

what

the only 2-reel

to play at $2.

a gold

mine

And

at the

Embassy, N.Y. You'll
go nuts about
it

"Our
Dancing Daughters'*
with ravishing

Joan

The

Crawford makes b.o. history in Syracuse, Bakimore,

outstanding business
is

Sound or silent it's
the loud speaker
for Septem-

being done by

M-G-M.

etc.

"Mysterious Lady"(Garbo)

"Four Walls" (Gilbert) each
held over 2 weeks at Capitol.
Marion Davies in "Card-

ber!

board Lover" another
riot!

The
industry marvels at

M-G-M sound progress.
Sound

studios East

ill

and

West. Broadway's biggest
acts in

M-G-M Movietone,

Shorts and
in

sound

features
all set

to go!

THE LION ROARS!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAY

Hot damn!

Ai^

THE

*.
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17 P^uropean Nations
in

Newspaper Opinions
AMERICAN— If

you like a well-thoughtgood acting and intelligent direct
•
• * take a look at "Forgotten Faces."
*
*
*
Crook storiei se«m to be having a
vogue these days and "Forgotten Faces"
is one of the b«st of the lot
DAILY MIRROR—* • * Powerful drama
Strong heart-stuff.
Splendid acting.
*
*
DAILY
•
a tale which is
melodramatic and mushy, but nevertheless,
highly plausible.
Also, it has been done many
times before.
Considering all points, we rate

out
ing

story,

NEWS—

it

good.
Replete

ing

a

with

performances and boast

fine

•

smooth flowing scenario.

•

•

Clive

•
Brook's performance in * * * one scene * •
rises to dramatic heights.
As for Badanova
she's the best character bet on the Para
William Powell is his usual
mount lot.

—

personable

•

self.

•

*

EVENING JOURNAL—*
ors *
bines

*

*

go

to

Baclanova

*

•

*

Acting hon

•

•

she

com

a natural talent for acting with an
The
unusually dy-namic screen personality.

picture,
slow. * *

which

well

out

starts

is

rather

*

EVENING GRAPHIC— *

•
* has a con
sustained dramatic
sense which, with the work of the featured
direction,
Schertzinger's
and
Victor
trio
makes it a good entertainment. • " *
is
the only crook
picture put out in recent months which be
gins to approximate the warth of the above
*
mentioned masterpiece ("Underworld") * *
portrayed chiefly by Clive Brook and Wil
liam Powell, and these two chappies certainly
make a great team. * • • they are assisted
by Bacl.inova • • • who gives one of her masterful performances.

sistency

of

plot

and

a

EVENING WORLD—

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

Baclanova

gives further indication that she is one of
the most dynamic of screen players • * •

OS

complete

This

Paramount
Paramount Theater, New York

triumph

personal

more notable because the

all

the

acting, the story

and

is

direction of "Forgotten Faces" are so
The acting, particularly
highly efTective.
contributed by Clive Brook • • • and William
Powell * * * has all the credibility, dramatic power and orchestrated effectiveness of a
film
made by Von Stroheim or Lubitsch.
the

m

•

•

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

"For

an audience satisfaction that has been unusual these last few
•
*
*
Don't be disappointed when
months.
£ome one tells you that it is another crook
Faces"

gotten

play; that
but there

the

is

giving

is

way

has to be classified,

it

no regeneration in it. * * *
POST Touted with many exclamation
points as a great mystery picture, "Forgotten
Faces" is another of those films that start off
with a good deal of momentum and then
is

—

fade
ifood

SUN — *

*

conclusion.

the

at

entertainment.

•

*

*

It

is

very

•

*

Here, a clever but somewhat
old-fashioned story is made interesting by the
Baclanova, I think, is its most incast.
teresting member. • • * Unquestionably, she
most
fascinating actress of the underis the
mining type that has appeared for some
•

time.

*

*

*

•

TELEGRAM — This

drama,

full

*

"The

•

of

*

villainy.

superb
•

is

a

nice,

clean crook

and excitement.
Baclanova makes an art

heart

of

throbs

* * The theme is sentimental
but certain scenes and some good
acting bring it up from the cellar, where it
ordinarily would be, to about the first floor.
old,

WORLD—

*

*

Some

situations
are ingenious and dramatic and some are
drawn out to an interminable flatness, but the
result is all on the side of that culfinal
minative suspense providing whatever is the
movie term for "good theater." Most of this
excitement rested with Baclanova. who ai
the vicious siren played her evil tricks with
most convincing depravity. • • •
*

S.
Pacie

Move

(Continued from Page

film

on which to base
can use

which

films.

And Europe

as well as Hollywood,
sixty per cent of the
by the movies in Eng-

money
takes

money made
land."

"Up

Indianapolis

In

from Page

1)

with great success, which led the
Indiana exhibitors to wire for forth-

coming opening

of

Vitaphone

and

The house and

the Circle are the only one retaining a stage

Movietone.

band

of

the

WAL D

THE LUCKY RABBIT

EVERY ONE A RINGER

I)

municipal auditorium. The free show
have closed all but two of Pickrel'
houses, and he is powerless to secur
relief

Pickrel,

locally.

in

his

statt

ment, announces he is quitting th
vice presidency and board of direc
tors

of

the

state

exhibitor unit, be

cause of action of its non-theatric<
committee, according to testimonj
in a recent arbitration case, in grant
ing permission to Pathe to serve th
free shows, and its failure to reliev
the Ponca City situation.
Pickrel has tried successfully t
secure rental reductions, in order t
compete with free shows, and recent
ly was ordered to play for FBO filml

under contract, on which reduction

Air" Over Sound Films
(.Continued

192(

Competition Causes
Pickrel to Qui

1)

policy.

Now,

*

TIMES — *

and

from

interests against
present dangers" is to be the expressed purpose of the organization.
The general feeling was summed up
at the recent convention here by Victor Davis, head of the British association, who said:
"European films must be safeguarded now. Europe has richer and
more interesting stories and literature

European

and

"Forgotten Faces"

Anti-U.
(Coiitiinifd

29,

the Palace has released its
orchestra, in preparation for a sound
policy, and during the "jam" between the union and Western Elecpicture
tric, swung into a straight
policy, which is reported as successful.

The arbitration boar
rejected his plea for a 66 2/3 per cen
reduction from Fox, holding pric
reduction was beyond its authoritj
but recommended a cut, which ha
not been granted.

was sought.

Aronson Coming to N. Y.
Soon to Meet William
(CotitinKcd
is

expected

from Page

New York

in

1)

sometirn

October

to confer with J. D. Wi!
liams regarding plans for the new ir,
in

ternational

distributing

organizatioi

World-Wide was organize!
Aronson had in mind an identicj

Before

organization. When Williams learne
of the plan, he discussed with tli
latter the advisability of consolidatin
compani
into one
the joint idea
{Continued from Fufie 1)
which was done. Aronson will spen
in preparation for an early fall campaign.
Because of this arrangement, the major portion of his time on tl"
with the easy payment system it continent, as the contact executi\
offers the small theater owner who is between producers releasing throug
World-Wide and the home offic
in no position to lay out a measur-

Gotham

Lease Disc
System; Rental Basis

able

sum

mated that

to

for equipment, it is estithis device will find favor

with the smaller
out the country.

theatres

through-

The name of the handling corporation will be known as the Bristolphone Service Corp., instead of the
Bristolphone Sales Corp. as originally idanned.
Rcthstein Going Abroad
Roihstein, Universal advertising and exploitation head for Universal, sails Friday for a two months'
trip to Europe.

Nat

in

New

York.

Rayart Plans Studios,
Trem Carr Declare
(Continued from Page

1)

several Trem Carr-Rayart unit
Tentative selections are at the ne
Studio City properties where Senne
has already buijt and the Christie
are building.
As laid out by Carr, the Raya*
plant will consist of three separal
studios, two for silent pictures an
the

one sound proof studio,
be broken by about Oct.

ground
1.

Announcement
The newest, most luxuriously appointed and completely equipped

O
S
WA
LD
THE MASTER OF MIRTH
SUPERVISION GEORGE WINKLER

PRODUCED BY

WINKLER BROTHERS

hotel and baths directly on the

boardwalk

at

LONG BEACH
Here you may experience

a diversity of comforts consisting of a
che ocean; hot salt water bath; Turkish baths,
alcohol rubs, also surf bathing; restaurant

room overlooking

CENTRAL HOTEL and BATHS
Boardwalk and Jackson Boulevard
Reservations

Z/wWrscz/WINKLER Cc^r^oons

Telephone Long Beach 2000

Recommended

BOOKLET FREE
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DALY

Coolidge banner

official

their car, obtained wlien they

escorted the President from Superior,
Wis., to Duluth, Minn., failed to save

Frank

Buckley and Roy McMinn,

J.

Superior theater owners, from arrest
for speeding, while pasing Wyoming,
Minn., en route to Minneapolis.

Frank Fay, veteran master

of

ceremonies in picture houses, was
ived Suyjday to Barbara Stanwyck,

New Fox Comedy Tean

— Loew vaudeville

will shift
to the Capitol, erst-

from the Grand

while Universal house, when
theater Sept. 3 comes under the
banner.
Thomas H. James

\\

29,

Coast Wire Service-

Loew's Policy Change Is
to Be Made at Atlanta

That's That

Wednesday, August

that

Loew

to
is
theaters.
The Grand,
which is wired for Vitaphone and
Movietone, is to adopt a straight picture policy.
The Capitol also is installing sound equipment.
James A.
Carrier, Capitol manager, who was
to have been transferred by Universal to Kansas City, is resigning from
the company to launch an enterprise
of his own.

manage both

SAMMY COHEN AND

Making 5

iVAN

LINOW TO BE CO-STARRED
Winfield Sheehan intends co-starSammy Cohen and Ivan Linow

ring
in a

of

series

Serials

Five serials, now being made
at Culver City, are now included on Pathe's general production schedule.
Previously
Pathe serials have been produced independently of the
regular program.

comedies for release

by Fox.

stage star.

Cohen has appeared

in a

number

of

Fox's First Film with
Fox pictures and will no doubt be Al Green Joining First
He's gone and done
Jack Trop
particularly for his work
remembered
Dialogue Opens Saturday in "What Price
has crashed the Sunday magazine
National in Few Mont
Glory?". Ivan Linow
section of "The New York World."
"The Air Circus," first Fox-Movie- is one of the featured players in "The
Alfred E. Green has signed a
it.

Right alongside Milt Gross' colyum,

tone

ci

employing

dialogue,
too.
There are a lot of good writers opens Saturday at the Gaiety, New
in this business who have to go out York.
It had been planned to open
and bust into newspapers and maga- the picture at the Globe, but decizines before this industry "discovers" sion has been made to hold over
them.
"The Red Dancer," necessitating the
switch.
This has resulted in postChalk tip another Pathe forward ponement of "The Godless Girl" at
step, for Harry Scott, shoi-t subject the Gaiety.
sales manager, teaming with E. S.

Oldsmith, Kansas City manager,
has closed a 100 per cent contract
with the Grubel circuit of Kansas

picture

Woodhull Buys Interest
in Connecticut Circuit

City and Missouri.

F. Woodhull, president of the
M.P.T.O.A., has acquired an interest
in
Danbury Theaters, Connecticut
firm with headquarters at Danbury,
and will take charge of public relaParamount picture.
tions work for the chain. Joseph W.
Walsh, member of the adnniiistrative
Rockett on Way East
of the
M.P.T.O.A., is
lyest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY committee
Los Angeles Al Rockett, First president of the company, Ralph A.

R.

Russell Holman, Paramount advertising manager,
has written a
novelization of "The Fleet's In," new

—

National
for

New

production
York.

chief,

has

Griffing,

VkilaJelpkia

XlourOxoiceSkoxildBe

Sound Films for Daytona Beach
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Vitaphone
and Movietone will make their debut

—

Sept. 9 at the Florida, Publix house.

An
to

extensive campaign
herald the opening.

Booms

Business

BROAD

St

AND GIPARD AVE

LARGE ROOMS

only Hotel in Philadelphia
with a subway entrance from
main lobby

MOST MODERATE RATES
room,

Single

running

water

For two
Single room, private bath
For two
Wire

at

OUR

Jno. C. Gossler
Mgr.

$5-$6

expense for

Reservations!
'

$2.00
$3.50
$3.00

Dir.

Shrcveport, La.
being enjoyed

is

under way

with Sound

—Unusual

business

by the Majestic,
sine opening of Vitaphone and Movietone.
The house seats 932.
is

400

"The Power of the Press"
Capra's Next for Columbia
Frank Capra will direct "The Power of the Press," as his next assign-

ment

for Columbia.
Sonya Levien
doing the script, with production
slated to begin within two weeks.
"Submarine," which Capra directed
for Columbia, opens at the Embassy,
New York, tomorrow night.
is

Harry Delf to Freelance;
Made Sound Comedies
Harry Delf has resigned from Fox
and intends freelancing.
He wrote
and directed the first three two reel
comedies in Movietone for Fox.
Stern

—

Gainesville

House Being Wired
Western Electric

Gainesville, Fla.

—

sound projection equipment
installed
uled to

Treece

at

the

new

will

manage

Newt

the house.

Changed

to

"Manhattan

Cocktaii

"Soubrette" has been abandoned

Paramount as a title for the Richs
- Nancy Carroll back - sta
story now nearing completion. "Ms
Arlen

hattan

Cocktail"

is

the

final

sell

tion.

Russian Refugee Gets Role
Paul Geurtzman, Russian refug
boy brought to Hollywood frt
Paris by Jesse L.

Lasky

been assigned to his
is

now

a

Private

member

in June, h

role
of the cast of
first

Adolphe

Life,"

"f.

Menjo)

next.

En Route East
completed on "T
Singing Fool," Al Jolson is en rot
East.
His immediate destination,
Al Jolson

With

work

Washington where he will stop o\
for a day or two to visit his fath
proceeding then to
riving

New

York,

<

Thursday or Friday.

Jannings Voice to be Heard
Blumenstock Busy
Emil Jannings will speak in d;
Morton Blumenstock who has done logue sequences in his current pi
Rt
considerable titling in Hollywood, is ture, "Sins of the Fathers."

now

turning

inals,

his

first

his

attention

being

to

orig-

"Home James"

Chatterton also is to have a speakiT
Production of the spoken dl'
part.
logue episodes will be started in t'

which Laura La Plante is star.
Blumenstock spent a year at First or three weeks by Roy J. Pomen,
National, following which he wrote following completion of the siU
titles for about 20 Columbia produc- version of the picture under directi
tions and a number of treatments of Ludwig Berger.
in

for Columbia.

is

10.

Directing

"Geraldine"
Paul L. Stern will direct "Geraldine," Booth Tarkington novel which
Paul Bern will produce for Pathe as
his initial production under his present contract.
Jeanette Loff and Eddie Quillan appear in the stellar roles.
Carey Wilson is doing the script.

being
Florida, sched-

open here Sept.

tract to direct for First National a
will join that organization about
first of the year. Green is now roui
ing out his agreement with Fox.

t

treasurer.

Detroit Meeting Oct. 9 and 10
Detroit Oct. 9 and 10 have been
set as dates for the annual Michigan
exhibitor convention here.

'X
<r

left

Red Dance."

King

Adds Players

Gertrude Astor and Al
are

the

latest

St.

additions to the

John
cast

"She Goes to War," which Henry
King is to produce for Inspiration.
Tony Gaudio has been secured to

is

Colin
dead.

Colin Campbell Dies
Campbell, veteran directi
He is perhaps best kno\

"The

for direction of

Spoilers."

of

Milwaukee Reopening Set
Milwaukee
With sound equipment installed, the Alhambra here is
to be reopened Aug. 31 by Midwesco.

—

Dua Gets Community Chain Post
Milwaukee Frank Dua has been

—

named exploitation manager for
Community Theaters, which operates
a chain of

Wisconsin theaters.

Sarecky in Charge

Lou Sarecky

FBO

is

in active

Niblo Rounding Out Cast
Aileen Pringle and Warner Oland
have been given roles in "Adrienne
Lecouvreur," Fred Niblo's next for

Now Freelancing
Marceline Day, having complef
her contract with M-G-M, is nc

the

it.

M-G-M. Joan Crawford
Asther play the leads.

and

Nils

studio,

free-lancing.

Dr. Sekely

Olson Reopening Milwaukee House
Milwaukee The Peerless is to be
reopened by Eddie Olson.

—

charge

under supervision
William Le Baron, who also is s
pervising head of the Pathe studio.

photograph

O'Donohue Dies
Heart

trouble

proved

James T. O'Donohue,

Dr.
fatal

scenarist.

to

visor

for

Dead

Sekely, editorial supe
First National, died he

Bela

on Monday.

@l®@il5@i5@!e5^®i®^

The

First

Richard Talmadge Production
ready

September

15,

1928

OSCAR PRICE
presents

Richard Talmadge in

m^

m

''The Bachelors' Club**
"(working

title)"

Supported by

Barbara Worth and Edna Murphy

and

A

cast of well

known

gs.

players

moving comedy-drama

©?
sx

Production and exhibition value unexcelled

^

ivith suspense,
thrills and stunts ^which only Talmadge can do.
fast

w^

Produced by the Richard Talmadge Productions, Inc.
for the

General Pictures Corporation, San Mateo, California
Wk
For Territorial Rights Wire

GENERAL PICTURES CORP.
1650

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

CITY

OSCAR

PRICE,
President

g
iS.

'B

I

—

!
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jbefore release.
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Pooling
QtGNS

of the times, so clear
that they are unmistakable.
~.\ pool between the Loew

Interstate interests in Birnligham is on tap. Others inwing different interests may
Kcxpected elsewhere. It isn't

you
understand,
show
The important
that aren't overseated are
to

'w.
iiS

,

to

icult

1

l)erly

)

So

find.

equipped

are

showmen

the

iniER BOILDIIIC

to

Sydney, Australia

only sensible solution
ich has so far asserted itself
Mins to be a pooling of inter!'he

i\

s

-

I

and the closleast one com-

where

feasible,

down

of at

theater so that the others
Disrating- in the same city can
tiiiction without dipping into or
bj'dering on the red. The practje is spreading.
).itive

From

Which makes Indianapolis
dumber than the rest of the land
:e far and wide the same indeon prevails. Exhibitors are bumpheads everywhere
to

dope

it

in

a wild

ef-

out.

No
Set!

— There

ater building race in progress between
Australia's two most powerful cir
cuits.
Union Theaters, Ltd., and
Hoyt's Theaters, Ltd.
It
started
when Hoyt's began launching of new
theaters at Sydney, Perth and .\de
laide, with Union retaliating with the
Gapitol and State, Sydney and the
Brisbane Tivoli.
Then Hoyt's announced the Regent, Melbourne and
Union countered with the State,
which is to be the largest house
Hoyt s
season's
of
the
outi)ut.
(Continued on Page 2)

veterans

Sound View,

learn

to

that

Great Neck, L.
I.,
has been the committee's
choice for the fall tournament.
at

September

Make no

11

other

is

the

day.

engagements

and get busy fixing it so that
you can slip away for a day
in the country.
Fill the entry blank appearing on page 2 and send your
check in pronto. Ten dollars,
as usual, covers everything.

Sound Device Announced
ST. Loots NOSICIANS
by Inventor on Coast
Coast

H'est

X will
the wire to the Emis giving
!sy, in New York and before you
3w it, practically every theater on
main avenoo will resound with
and.
What happens then will be
th funny and tragic, depending enely on your point of view, in view
the weather.
With one or two or
ee theaters equipped with screens
It
talk, novelty was cock o' the
With
.Ik with nary a contestant.
dozen contenders for box-office
nors the big street will soon look
e a quiet 5:30 in the Times Square
;

station.

He'll Find

Cents

Trouble

Anticipated

Because of Sound Films,
J. N. Weber Says
One hundred

trade agreements
various cities between exhibitors and musicians, and
150 more are yet to be closed, according to Joseph N. Weber, president of the American Federation of
Musicians. No trouble is anticipated
fifty

have been made

in

in any cities because of the sound
picture situation, he declared.
In some instances, musicians have
been granted wage increases, while
in others they are continuing at the

current

scale,

and

in

at

Louis, musicians
cepted a reduction.
city,

Los Angeles

— Sound

apparatus us-

ing the disc method of synchronization,
has been invented by Glenn

The equipment is installed
the projection booth, at a cost of
Lambert states he will
about $400.
produce sound dialogue shorts.
Lambert.

Out

The fellow who plays pictures that
The one who
e good will win out.
and thinks the publijc
quarters and
itself from

lys the junk

part
the ad
because
dollars just
"iter uses 72 point type to tell the
Drld that the picture has sound,
11
find out what's going to happen
him.
If

K ANN

Go to Berlin
forM-G-M; Sails Shortly

Lawrence

St.

one
have ac-

least

to

representative

for

M-G-M

Chicago

—

Louis Musicians here, who
St.
accepted a cut of $4 per man at the
large first runs here, have shown the
same liberal spirit in dealing with
the 59 theaters controlled by members of the independent e-xhibitors
union and have made a number of
concessions. The union here has been
(Continttcd

home

headquarters in
New York, sails for Berlin on Wednesday to take over duties of Central
European supervisor now being filled
to

by

the

office

Al Aronson

Wide

who

Para.,
Denial

Pittsburgh Operators Seek
Increases Up to 40%
Pittsburgh — Wage increase of from
15 to 40 per cent are
of operators.

embodied

in de-

Discussions are
being held on the matter.

Buying Circuit Buys

M-G-M, Columbia, Pathe

Made du Fonts

are

Y.—

Bufifalo. N.
.Affiliated
cal Utilities Corp., buying

Theatri-

— Probe

of the Dept.

on alleged conspiracy charges against Chicago
exhibitors and exchanges, for
of

Justice

shutting

alleged
service

off

of

film

during the strike last
year is being continued. Government agents also are investigating
charges of con-

and

restr?' .t of trade
of Marks Bros.
versus Paramount, ^I'^lix, Balaban
Katz and a number of
distributors.
s-piracy
in the

Page 2)

World- mands

joins

Pictures in about four weeks.

Affiliated

an

in

Western Europe and now attached

AVERTED AT CHICAGO

AGREE TO CONCESSIONS

Ludwig Lawrence, formerly general

IS

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

happen soon. Western Elec-

II

Heat or no heat, the golf
committee is moving along. It
will be good news to many
golf

a the-

is

in

On Ye Main Stem

bway

5

WALKOUT OE MUSICIANS

cliws.

t

Price

the Field

ndiaiiapolis up in the clouds over
nd.
Nobody
What to do?

I

m

WKMMDUWAV

them.

1

1928

CONTRACTS NOW SIGNED
BY MUSICIANS; 150 PENDING

150

ii,

liicult

30,

case

&

—

Threatened walkout of
Chicago
musicians here has been averted
through granting of their demands by
This means that an
theater owners.
(Continued

oti

Page

2)

Fox Brooklyn House 360th
Theater in Firm's Chain
Presaging keen competition for the
city, and increasing to 360 the theaters in the William Fox chain, the
Fox,
S,000-seat
house,
opens in
Brooklvn tomorrow. It is part of a
"Street Angel."
$10,000^000 project.
Movietone production, will be the

combine
Buying Into Paramount headed by Nikitas Dipson and
Fred
Official denial that the du Pont Zimmerman, which last season eninterests have acquired "a substantial countered difficulties is buying of
stock interest" in Paramount, and product, is not meeting opposition
would be represented on the board of now, despite expressed aversion of initial attraction.
Max Manne is
directors, was made yesterday by E. distributors toward buying circuits.
production manager at the house and
(Continued on Page 2)
I. du Pont, de Nemours & Co.
Charles Previn director of music.

"
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Here is my entry and ten dollars for the Fall Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday, Sept. 11, at the Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, L. I.

rriM 5 Cllts

PIBLISIEI

Name

Saturday and holidays
York, N. Y., and
Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
\V. Alicoate, President and
J.
Piil)li<her; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Kditor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertisine Manager.
Pulilished daily except

New

1650 Broadway,
copyright (1928) by
at

The Cotnmiitee
Bruce Gallup, United Artists.
Brandt, Brandts Theatres.
William A. Johnston, Motion Rcture News.
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman & Gates.
Don Mersereau, The Film Daily.

Wilham

THE FILM

4737-4738-4739.
Filmday.
Cable address:
New York.
Hollywood, California Ralph
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest \V. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., \V.
I.
Berlin
Lichtbildbuehne. Friedrichstrasse,

—

—

Earl

(s)

Am.

Seat.
...
•(cb) do 6s 36..
Bal. & KatE
(c) Con.
Fm. Ind
(s)
do pfd.

32J4

Low
32K

(s)

Ea.sl.

.

.

Kodak

.

13^4

12J4

.

.

100

26H
186J4 184

.

Fox Fm, "A" 92%
Fox Thea. "A 29
'

*(c) Intern,

9054

27^
89"

91/
28/

4,100
4,300
5,200

34,000
83,300

Proj..
9
(b) Keiths 6s 46.. 90
90
"ii
(s) Ix)ew's Inc. .. 59
5754
58/ 27,500
(s)
do pfd.
....lOlK 101
101/
300
(c)
do deb. rts.
17
1854
18
700
(b)
do 6s 41 WW. 109'A 10954 109/
1
fb)
do 6s41xwar. lOOfi lOOH 100^
1
•(s)
pfd.
26
•(s) M.
P.
Cap.,
(s) Orph. Cir.
24
20
23^ 16,500
(s)
do pfd. ... 815^ 7954 81/
400
(s) Para.
F-L ... 1435^ 14054 142
34,600
(b>
do 6s 47
100
99% 100
2
(b) J*ar.By.5/,s51 1021/2 102
102
2
(s) Pathe
8,500
(s)
do "A"
25/ 1,900
26Ji 2S'A
(b)
do 7s 37
75
75/.
12
75/
(o) Roxy "A"
28
30
(o)
do units
31
34
(o)
do com,
S
7
(o) Skoiiras Bros.
40/, 42/
fs) Stanley
Co.
S\H 48f4 50
32,800
'o) Technicolor
6
7
'3'
'266
(c) TransLux
3
3
(o) United Art.
12
15
(o)
du pfd
78
84
(o) llniv. Ch, ci
2
(o)
do pfd,
75
85
(c) Univ.
Pict,
19/ 19/ 19/
"ioo
•(«)
do pfd.
....
97
<») Warner
Bros,, 95
93
9^ii 12,566
(s)
do "A" ... 96
9354
94>4 14.200
.

.

.

MG-M

.

.

7/

.

.

.

.

an

.

6^

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"

•(cb> do h'Aa 28

.

lfi8

• La«l
Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.

(c) Curb
(s) Stock

(o)

Market,
Exchange.
the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

Over

NOTE:
Skoura!<,

St.

Smith
K.
.sales

Louis.

at

The

1)

firm already has purchased Para-

product.

Last season,
that

circuit was told
would not sell to

t'he

distributors

booking combines, but this season
there seems to be a rush to obtain
bookings.
This may be due to the
fact that Affiliated buys for about 59
houses, many of which have no opposition, in this zone, and 163 theaters in the Pittsburgh zone.
Reported friction between Fred R. Zimmerman, in charge of the circuit, and
Nikitas Dipson, its president, over
signing of M-G-M contract, has been
rernoved, it is declared. Dipson now
is

in

Europe.

6^

.

.

(Contmuvd from fage

mount, M-G-M, Columbia and Pathe

74/
13/
26
184
128
3/8
104

•(s)
do pfd.
...
*(c) Film Insp.
•(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s)
(c)

32/
97

.

.

Sales

Chicago T-S Meet

Theater Building
{Continued from Page

Dickson,

St.

Harry Lcfhohz, (Jmaha; L. J, Miller,
Minneapolis, and Jack O'Toole, Milwaukee,

Operators Refuse to Takel
Cut; Demand Wage Bool
Louis

—

—

a

first run houses have settled
havil
obtained an increase of $5 week!
while stagehands in those houses I
ceived $10 weekly.
Fred Wehnl
berg,
president of the exhibitol
association, has told operators til
exhibitors must have reductions I
they are to keep their theaters opt

Walkout
Musicians
Averted At Ghicag

i

picture

policy, and increase of
p
from %77 to $90 a week. Earlier
Informal Opening of M. P. the week, theater owners had
reject
Club is Set for Sept. 10 the demands and a walkout seem
Extra musicians in bi
Sept. 10 IS date set for informal imminent.
opening of the M. P. Club of New lesque houses also were granted
creases.
York at 1560 Broadway.
Formal
opening and dedication is scheduled
Sound for Loew Cleveland Rous
Sept. 12.
By-laws have been agreed
Cleveland Loew's Cameo here
upon and are being printed for the
installing
Western Electric equi
^iS members, with which the club
ment.
i

—

will

start functioning.

Plans Ten
Foreign Sales Branches

Ten

foreign exchanges are included
lurther plans for World-Wide Pictures, which will distribute throughout the world when the organization

m
is

Decision Reserved in Vocafilm Suit
Supreme Court Justice McCook in
New York has ordered David R.
Hochreich, president of Vocafilm, and

F. Dudley Kohler to file their
replies
by Thursday and Friday, in Kohler's
suit to enjoin Hochreich from selling
his share of the corporation to
Broadway producers. Meanwhile, decision
on the injunction application has been
reserved. Kohler claims he is entitled

to a

Kansas City;

30 minutes.

Los Angeles Harry i^angdon has
been booked by Fanchon & Marco
to play Seattle, Portland and San
of
Prancisco houses for one week each.
He is to get a salary and cut on the
grosses and will star in a talker fol{Continued from Page 1)
lowing completion of the engageorchestra
of at least six will be
ments.
Langdon formerly was a
tained in any house adopting a sous
vaudeville 'headliner.

1)

bought 52 pictures from British Dommions Films, and the alleged American interests have boycotted the firm
for this move.

Smith, Tiflaiiy-Stahl general
maiiafjcr, has koiic to Chicago

ty,
Indianapolis; Roy
Louis; G. I. Bradford,

plays two instruments, as wellL
the 50 per cent increase for
appel
ance of musicians on the stage, a|
has increased the hours of work

Race In Australia World-Wide

half interest in the

stock.

J.

fo preside at the divisional meetiiiK of
his firm.
Attending are: Sam Galaii-

independents, is president of I
eastern Missouri and southern ll
nois exhibitor association and to
J
able these houses to retain musicil

Operators here have (I
ten per cent wage cut al
insist upon an increase from
$54]
$63 a week in the 58 independil
houses of the city.
Operators 1

Harry Langdon Signs for
Buying
& Marco Tour
Chain Gets Product Fanchon
Coast Bureau, THE FILM. DAILY

Close

1)

waging a militant campaign to hi
off encroachments of musical
mul
Fred Wehrenberg, head of the lol

clined

Affiliated

H-'cst

Hik'h

to Goncessiol

{Continued from Page

St.

Educational Pictures.

Jerry Beatty, First National.
Jack Alicoate, The Film Daily.

—

22S.

Financial

Hammons,

Agree

and refrain from installing mechai^l
music devices, the union has wai/
extra charge levied when one J

Address

as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 18/9.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $3.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should
$3.00.
Foreign. $15.00.
remit with order.
Address all communications to
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736-

l|

Louis Musicians

St.

Golfers, Sign This!

30,

"Submarine" Opening Toiiight
"Submarine,"
Columbia
picture
which opens tonight at the Embassy,

New

York, as the second $2 top at-^
traction presented by that company,
IS
to be synchronized, within the
next few weeks.

completely rounded out. Arrangeto enter the Australian dis-

ments

tributing field are practically set.

AMALGAMATED

KOOSEVELT

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts

TO THOSE WHO PLAN A TRIP
TO THE CAPITOL AT THIS
TIME WE OFFER MOST ATTRACTIVE SUMMER RATES:—
Room with bath for One ... $2. 50
Room

with bath for
*
*

.

.

.

$3.50

*

THE ROOSEVELT WELCOMES YOU!
*

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Two

*

*

Frank B. Banks

V.

President

& Manager

IVENTFUL YEARS
It Years
^

of triumphant
prog^ress ... of indomitable purpose and
unswerving devotion to an idea! of
perfection
.

.

ulminating in
ythe birth of a

n e IV and
artisti
achievein enf

riET#.VE
jntiij:i:

WILLIAM

has not only given the motion
picture industry a voice, with
the development of sound on
film— but has, in the past, maintained a rig'id fidelity to the
production of great box-office
pictures, striving constantly
to meet and solve exhibitor
problems with such marked
unselfi^ness that he may be
justly called,

"The One Great

Independent. ' ^

With a quarter Century of Achievement as a Background William Fox
Offers,

ill

Celebration of his

Beginning September 1%
f 2 Specials with or withoutMovietone:
'^•H^llPiiiiiiwi

66

Street Aiig^el"

Frank Borzage,

"Mother Maeliree"
John Ford production
with Victor McLaglen,

director,

with Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell in their

Belle Bennett, Neil Hamil-

ton and an

greatest success.

all-star cast.

" Jir gnWttUs for iisel
Suiirl^^e''

W. Murnau,
with Janet Gaynor and
Directed by F.

George O'Brien. "The most

important picture in the
history of the

movies."

Robert Sherwood,

Life.

nsaiions

TheRedDaiiee"
Charles Farrell and Greta

Nissen in

starring

Howard Hawks'

romance of forbidden

Dolores Del Rio

with Charles

Ivan Linow.

love.

and
Directed by
Farrell

Hotter than Sahara

Raoul Walsh.

•Mother Know^ Best"

"The Air Cireus"

Edna

Young America

Ferber's sensational

Opening at Carthay
Circle, Los Angeles. With
Madge Bellamy, Louise
Dresser, Barry Norton,
Albert Gran and Lucien

story.

Littlefield.

production.

J.

G. Blystone

Conquer!

Flies

to

With Louise

Dresser, Sue Carol, David
Rollins

and Arthur Lake.

Directed by

and Lew

Howard Hawks

Seiier.

••»;«

M'^^

ll^^ill*^^ •*'**:tlJ^^

«;

fa
km

acitl test of

by the

Broadway.

Every one

of these box-offiee

bonanzas

is

a sure-fire

liit!

Every niontli from now on you
can expect a $2 Broadway special—FOX has ei^ht now reaay
for your prosperity.
Every weelc FOX Movietone News^
— Xf speaUs for iiseifS

Every weelt FOX Movietone
Entertainment featuring
Broad^vay's greatest
stars.

Every TFeelc is Jubilee Weeii for the
happy sliowman ^
riding along
with the Fox
bandivagon<
LeVs

all

r

celebrate
SMUicess

1

.xl^l» jrii

1

with

1:

I

sx

^iiivi

|i

jr
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Coast Wire Service-

Paramount Studios Busy
TUDIO

NOW WORKING ON

Paul
doubles
pictures,

DAY AND NIGHT SCHEDULE
With three sound pictures being
two companies on location,

ihned,

at work in the
ictures in the cutting

'lins

rooms and

are

was

a

great many
badly injured

iiifts.

was
working in "The Isle of Lost Men."
a Rayart-Trem Carr Production, directed by Duke Worne.
Sharon Lynn Gets Contract
Fo.x has taken an option on services of Sliaron Lynn for a period of
five years.
Miss Lynn appears opposite Conrad Nagel in "A Slice of
Life." Ray Cannon's initial directorial
his

present

con-

Chaplin's Mother Dies
Arlen in a picture not yet
Charlie Chaplin is mourning death
Richard Dix and the "Redof his mother, resulting from an inl;in" unit, headed by Director VicHe was reported in
r Schertzinger, are on location as ternal disorder.
^
tibe
Jack Holt company filming a state of collapse at time of his
In the studios, there mother's death.
'Avalanche."
ire being made "His Private Life,"
Orman on Public Tastes
kvith Adolphe Menjou and his bride,
"What the Public Wants" is the
Carver;
final
scenes
of
Katbryn
ivichard Dix's "Moran of the Mar- title of the third of a series of weekncs," and a new
Charles Rogers ly radio talks given by Felix Orman
on film subjects of international inture.
The four pictures in the cutting terest. The speaker discussed the
rooms are "Take Me Home," star- advance of public intelligence, disring Bebe Daniels; George Bancroft's criminating tastes and appreciation
"The Docks of New York;" Charles of the finer picture values in their reRogers' "Varsitv" and "The Fleet's lation to the progress of motion picture art and entertainment.
In."
\ichard
iiled.

I

Pictures in preparation are: "The
Wolf of Wall Street," for George

Canary
Murder
iase;" "T!he Case of Lena Smith,"
]

Bancroft

;

"The

Esther Ralston; the CooperSchoedsack production, "The Four
athers," from A. E. W. Mason's
ii'ivel; a new
Bebe Daniels picture,
I

r

I

and "The Tong
Wallace Beery.

War,"

to

Sub^Titles!!

in

when he

eighty-two feet from a mast to

The three sound pictures are: "InEvelyn Brent, Wiliam Powell, Clive Brook and Doris assignment under
\enyon; Emil Jannings in "Sins of tract with Fox.
Fathers;" Nancy Carroll and
lie

lerference" with

Film Center Building

who

stars

the deck of a ship on which he

six

Paramount's stuworking on day and night

prepared,

eing

for

four

studios,

hree

fell

Stunt Actor Injured
Malvern, stunt actor

Keith Returning to Stage
Ian Keith, who is playing a featured role in "The Street of Illusion,"
leave for New York to begin
rehearsals for "By Royal Appointment," upon the completion of the
Columbia picture.
will

Built to order for

Exchanges

Far enough from congestion to be safe
Close enough to be easily accessible
Fireproof storage vaults on all floors
Special projection and inspection rooms
Four passenger elevators and three freight
Light on three sides
entrances on two
18,000 sq. ft. floors or smaller units
Moderate rents and low insurance rates
Shipping platform with ramp to street,
eliminating sidewalk shipping

—

—
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New

Quillan Vehicle Selected
"Noisy Neighbors" has been se-

Mrs. Reid to Direct
lected as Eddie Quillan's new vehicle
Foster is to head cast of for Pathe, following
"Geraldine." F.
I'Linda," which Mrs. Wallace Reid Hugh
Herbert
is
preparing
the
Iwill direct for Cliff Broughton.
script.
Junior Coghlan will be in the
Helen

cast.

Complete "Conquest"
"Conquest," Vitaphone roadshow
starring Monte Blue, has been completed.

Beaudine Making Four
\Villiam Beaudine will direct
iM tures for Fox, it is reported.

four

Jeanne Eagles Offered Sound Role
Jeanne Eagles has been offered a
starring role in a
reported.

sound picture,

it

is

Paramount Borrows Milestone
Lewis Milestone has been Ijorrowed
by Paramount from Caddo Prod, to
direct a picture

not yet selected.

George Stone Signed by F. N.
George E. Stone, featured character player, has been signed by First
National for a role
be directed by

to

in

"Ritzy Rosy,"

Mervyn LeRoy.

Alice White and Jack Mulhall have
the stellar roles, with production to

begin this week.

HARRY DELF
Director

and Author

Current Releases
"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"

Film Center Buildini
/f^tb Street

•

NINTH AVENUE

These Six Concerns Are Going

•

^^t/j Street

To Be

In

It!

First National Pictures, Inc.
F. B. O. Pictures Corporation
Metro -Goldwyn Film Corporation

Educational Pictures Co. of Amer.
Universal Pictures Corporation
Exhibitors Progressive Poster Co.

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

1928

"The Ladies' Man"

We
My

Think the Leading Man in
Next Picture Will Be a
Star Soon

WESLEY RUGGLES
p. S.

And Watch Jack

Oakie!

(The
First
Fox-Movietone
Comedies Made on the Coast)

FREE-LANCING
Available for Eastern Offices
6734 Wedgewood Place

Hollywood,
Tel.

you more

about
225 FIFTH

it!

AVENUE

ASniand 4200

Cal.

GRanate 3716

to tell

^sk^FILM CENTER,

INC., Builders

.

.

.

ABE N. ADELSON,

"Pres.

J

—

it's

nautical but nice!

JiinruY Hull as the gob.
Mai St. Clair directed.

"

The

Fleet's

In !

"- and

it's

CLARA BOW'S best by far!
^ Not

a headline.

projection room.

A

fact!

Never heard such raving before

^ Better than

frolicsome. Laughs galore,

"It"?

enough

By

a mile!

It's fast,

"it" to sink a battleship

in a

frisky,

and
c

believe

Bow
THE MOST POPULAR CIUL
I.N THE WOULD. Clara liow
gels 35,000 fan letters a
She's the craze of
hour.
No oilier star can
th<'
touch her for pulling power.
inuiilli.

it

or not

— a tear or two.

^ Clara Bow as the millions of

fans want to see her. Imagine

— red

headed Clara as a dance

hall hostess battling shore-going sailors for the
seize.

^

A

RUNS. You

tip:

See

it.

Grab

it.

cheat yourself of easy

PARAMOUNT
"WI]NGS"-"THE PATRIOT"-"THE

BOOK
money

the

IT

if

freedom of the

FOR EXTENDED

you don't!

dough getter

WEDDING MARCH"."THE FLEET'S IN!"

ox Spending Millions on Movietone Studio

ULTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

f/'FILMI !!•
XLV

L.

•

(4

Submarine

-^

ARRYING an
peal

I

9 9

audience ap-

17

wide as the At"Submarine" nosed

as

lantic,

into New York last
Touted by Columbia as

way
j-ht.

Price 5 Cents,
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best picture the company
ever made, it lives up to
forecast with plenty of
lat
iprgin to spare. Easily a pro([ction which would do credit
the biggest company in the
Ifsiness, "Submarine" most cerlinly is Columbia's gem of the

SOUND STAGES SUTED TO
BE IN OPERATION BY NOV.

1

tie

Is

Five Fox Talkers Ready by
Jan. 1; 4 Stages Under Way

li

(lean.

The

West

vigorous

ad dramatic, with many com<'y shadings
that help it imlensely. The acting is uniformgood while some of it well
\
ligh approaches
the outstandDirection, too, is splendid,
ig.
'irom all of which you might
jither
that the picture is a
i.rned good one.
So good, in
ct, that it rates first run show;gs everywhere from the Roxy
What
jht down the line.

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

— Fox

will

have

five

talkers ready for delivery by Jan.
The company's plans for talkers

all
1.

effort is honest,

Coast

Los Angeles

be completed by Oct. 1, when
four sound proof stages now being
Each stage
erected are completed.
is 220 feet long, 60 feet wide and 70
feet high.
Two organs are to be inwill

The company
stalled on the stages.
also is building an administrative
long,
dressing
building
200
feet
rooms, and installing an electric gen-

REGULATE

31

While many folks have been dodgthe heat and business at the same
lie,
some of the more ambitious
I've been very much on the job. Relets have it that several big deals
lich have been cooking for some
tie are pretty near the boiling point.
they do not concern sound picItres, strange as it may seem.
Spelically, there are two and both coni,,'

I

A

NOT MUCH HEADWAY HELD

London Regulation of admission
of children to picture theaters is the
subject of special laws in 31 countries,
according to a survey made by the
International Committee for Protection of Children. The inquiry covers
In general, the regula47 nations.
tions apply to persons less than 18

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—While

the

policy of
the Dept. of Justice is one of secrecy
while investigations are in progress,
it
is
indicated here that probe of
alleged restraint of trade tactics on
the part of the Oklahoma exhibitor
association
has not been making

years of age.

(^Continued on Parje 2)

\'\:>,

I'rn

a transfer in

ownership of large

important chains. Several weeks
o we alluded to them in vague
ineralities, purposely so, because it
i
not appear in the cards then
Ht the deliberations would proceed
;d

I

But we were wrong. It's
much in the bag right now.

'.rapidly.

'

:atty

Reinhardt and Gish
Max

Reinhardt,

Continental

diswill direct Lil-

of art in drama,
n Gish in a picture for United Arts.
Sound will be used with dis;tion and good judgment.
hail
s blending of artistic endeavor as
ile

Fare and One Half Rate
Chicago Exhibitors Meet
on Musicians' Contract for M. P. T. 0. A. Conclave
Chicago— Exhibitors here met
with
to iron out
terms for a
terday

of the most important in recent
n history. It is difficult to imagine

ything

extremely worthemanating from such a

but

effort

,

lile

'

mbination.

an

K ANN

difficulties

yes-

an effort
and agree on
in

The presettlement concerned only legitimate theaters. Musicians demand a clause providing
for retention of at least six men in
sound houses.
viously

new

contract.

announced

Reduction of 25 per cent on railroad fare to Toronto has been obtained by the M.P.T.O.A., for those
who are to attend it's annual conven-

The fare
tion Oct. 16, 17 and 18.
and one-half rate applies to all parts
of the United States and Canada, and
to all trunk lines. Arrangements for
the convention are progressing rapidly and a big turnout is predicted
by the association.

"Wings" Opening First

We

e

musicians

Popular Priced

—
Chicago "Wings"

Run

today will open
its first popular priced run, playing the
McVickers, sound house. The picrecently rounded out a
the Criterion, New
where it still is playing.
ture

run

at

Coast

THE hlLM DAILY

Bureau,

Hollywod

— By

Nov.

year's

York,

Universal Net Shows

Gain for First 6 Months
income
Pictures' net
months ended May
six
the
5, 1928 showed a gain over the same
period last year, with $651,133 reiContinued on Page 7)
Universal

for

17

1.

sound

stages will be going full blast. Fox
is building a whole new studio, which

now being rushed at Fox Hills.
Warners have three stages operating and the fourth will sooa be comis

A

pleted.

fifth

is

under considera-

tion.

will be represented by
stages, while United Artists will
have a like number.

Universal

two

M-G-M

wanted its stages in a
and offered a bonus to the
contractor.
Irving Thalberg
supervise sound and voice pro-

hurry

duction at

M-G-M,

with

(.Continued on

Lew Kolb

Page 2)

MADE IN OKLAHOMA PROBE 2 OPERATORS HELD

Of

—

Heat Waves

A

Way

Under
West

steel
will

would you ask?

ore

erator and refrigerating plants, as
well as incidentals such as carpenter,
machine shopj, etc.
The building
program is to total ten millions.
For the last 90 days, 2,700 men
have been working three eight hour
shifts a day.
hill 27 feet on the
Movietone site bas been cut away.
wall seven feet high is to surround the plant, and no employee of
the studio, outside of those employed
in the Movietone department, will be
allowed at any time to enter the
Movietone stages or plant.

Producers Rushing To Get
Sound Film Programs

VITAL

TOSOUNDTILMPROJECTION

—

Two operators
absolutely necessary to give a

Birmingham, Ala.
"are

of
Vitaphone
(Continued on Page 2)

performance"

proper

Listen Golfers!
Howdja

like to spend an enjoyable
day outdoors on a
beautiful and cool spot on Long
Island? Nine holes of golf in
the morning over a perfect
course.
A tasty lunch and a
rest before tackling the
little
Back
big 18 in the afternoon.
to the clubhouse at five.
cool, refreshing shower, songs
and fun before dinner. Appe-

A

—

and how.
rarin' to go
Next conies the 'razzing' period
and funfest, climaxing a day of
real sport and good fellowship
tites

with buddies of the industry,
and then a trip home to show
the folks those prizes.
Oh, yes, the Film Golf
Tournament will be held on
Tuesday, Sept. 11, at Sound

View, Great Neck, Long Island.
Shoot your entry in right away.

..

Friday, August 31, 19

DAILY
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Sound Stages
Slated By Nov.
(.Continued

from Page

XLV Ni. 51
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THE

—

is

now

in

Portland, Ore., and, according
a telegram sent Universal by W.
E. Tibbets, owner, the business done
will result in its being held over

another week at

least.

—

—

West Texas Exhibitors
See Business Betterment

—

Dallas

Optimism

is

prevalent

throughout western Texas, with exhibitors of the section showing confidence in the future.
However, film
buying in the territory is off due to
the sound picture hysteria.

Financial
High Low Close

Am. Seat.
(c-b) do 6s 36
.. 96/2
Bal. & Katz
77
(c) Con. Fm. Ind.
(s)
do pfd.
(s) East.
Kodak
186^
*(s)
do pfd.
...
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s) Fox
Fm. "A" 91^
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 29'A
.

.

96 J4
76

.

12^

i2H
96/
76M
13/

25J4 25J4
184
185 Ji
128

Sales
1

'eon
1,800
1,800

i'A
91

28

29H

89"

90

—

lesque theater, has closed its doors
as such, and is being taken over by
Johnny Mednikow, who will operate it as a straight picture theater at

popular prices.

104

90^

Switching to Pictures
Chicago The Midway, which for
years has been a South Side bur-

12,500
57,500

'"5

$50,000

Loew's Inc.
59
58
58^ 11,500
300
do pfd.
lom 101 101J4
5
do 6s 41ww. 110/2 110/ 110/
8
do 6s41x-war. 101/2 101
101/
(b)

Bomb

Proj
*(c) Intern.
(b) Keiths 6s 46..
(s)
(s)
(b)

.

.

.

.

.

96"

(c) M-G-M pfd. .. 25
(s) M.
P.
Cap...
8
Cir.
(s) Orph.
247A
82
(s)
do pfd.
F-L .. 143
(s) Para.
100 '4
(c-b) do 6s 47
(b) Par.By.5!^sSl. 103
(s) Pathe
7/2
do "A' '... 2SU
(s)
(b)
do 7s 37 .. 77
2S
(o) Roxy "A"
do units
31
(o)
do com.
5
(o)
(o) Skouras Bros., 40
Co.
(s) Stanley

(o)

Technicolor

(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(c)

Trans-Lux

.

.

.

.

.

(s)
(s)

.

*

.

.

.

.

do
•(c-b) do

8

7

Bros.,

"A"

...

6!/iS

28.

47'A 13,100

<c)

2V4

12

15

78

84

2
75
.20

'2Ji

'166

85"
19-^
.

96H

.

.

94
94

96

.

20
97

94^
95

200
15,500
10,400

168

operated by the GregoryBernsack chain, which recently passed into the hands of receivers. This
is the second bombing, the first having caused damage of $10,000. The
new outrage has led to a new probe
into the mysterious death of a Mr.
Youmack, owner of $30,000 worth of
stock in the theater, who was found
dead soon after the house passed inthenon,

to receivership.

Jack Warner Coming East
Jack L. Warner arrives in New
York next week, bringing with him
a print of "The Singing Fool," Al
Jolson Vitaphone special.
He will
remain in the East until after the
picture has had its premiere at the
Winter Garden.

Movietone

—

Bond Market.
Curb Market.

Exchange.
<o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

Skouras,

Louii.

at

His article stresses the importance
proper starting and changeovers a
states that the "A" and "B"
batteries must be recharged
each day's use.

tjr
afl

New

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Vote of the slate of officers selected
George Arliss yesterday signi
by the nomination committee of the
with Warners to appear in a seri
meetthe
scheduled
at
P.
A.
is
A.M.
George Harvey is the of Vitaphone sound films. The st
ing Sept. 13.
and others now is in London.
president,
choice
for
chosen are: Paul Benjamin, vice
president; David Bader, secretary;
Sound for 35 Out of
C W. Barrel!, treasurer; Bruce Gal40 Hal Roach Comedi<
lup, Al Selig, Ed McNamee and Alex
Moss, directors; A. P. Waxman,
Thirty-five of the 40 comedies
Happ Hadley and Leon Bamberger, the 1928-29 Hal Roach program w
auditing committee; Al Fineman, naThe five whii
be synchronized.
tional councillor U. S. Chamber of
are to be minus sound accompar
Commerce; J. D. Trop, managing ment are the first five on the sche
editor and Joe Fine, business manager
ule,
which were completed ai
of "The
trustee.

Bulletin;"

L.

C.

Yearsley,

shipped to New York before sou;
adaptation could be arranged.

Midnight Shows Idea
Phonofilm License Can E|
Spreading in Chicago
Had by All British Firiri
Chicago— Midnight shows, started
the Diversey here by Louis Anare continuing successfully at
the house under operation of Jones,
Linick & Schaeffer, and the idea is
being adopted by other houses. The
plan was adopted by de lu.xe houses
and then by the straight picture
houses
downtown, including the
United Artists. The Diversey plans
pictures and vaudeville.
at

Adler with Marks Brothers
Chicago William Adler, formerly
in charge of the publicity department
of the Lubliner & Trinz circuit, is
now with the publicity department of
Marks Bros., w*hich is headed by
Jack Hess.

—

London

—

British Talking Picturt
offering lease of Phonofil
Tl
equipment to all producers.
company has a fully-equipped stud
at Wembley which it is offering f
lease, as well as its technical ai
Over 50,0'
printing departments.
feet of talkers have been made sin
Ltd.,

is

January, it
quota films.

stated,

is

all

ranking

Sonora Firm in Church Field
Sonora Phonograph Co. is alli|
with Religious Film Trust in
plan to produce Biblical talking pij
The move
ture for church use.
t,;J

non-sectarian.

THE FARRAGUT THEATRE, BROOKLYN
One

of the A.

Walter A. Putttf, Praa.
for

Library Stock Scenes
New York
130 W. 46lh St
,

Bryant 8181

SCHWARTZ

H.

Circuit of Theatres advertises

YEARS AND YEARS
has shown a serial.
on the market.

have passed since the Farragut Theatre
This was due to the lack of truly good ones

WE NOW PRESENT ONE WORTHY OF A
PLACE ON OUR SCREEN.

VULTURES OF THE SEA
with

JOHNNIE WALKER— SHIRLEY MASON

policy.

and

Not Much Headway
Made In Okla. Probe

TOM SANTSCHI

starting

August

DISTRIBUTED
and

1)

25th, 1928

in

GREATER NEW YORK

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY by BILTMORE

FILM EXCHANGE, 729 7th

much headway, and

that no decision
has been reached as to what action
is to be taken.
Officials of the department are still
studying the situation but are noncommital as to what has been developed by the investigation.

i

Georges Arliss Signs for
Officers on Sept. 13
Series of Vitaphone Filir

Pueblo

(Continued from Pane

CaU

«H.

of developing a synchronization system suitable for universal use, says a report to
the M. P. Section of the Dep't
of Commerce.

Pueblo, Colo. The Colorado, Publix house, has started its Movietone

<8) Stock

St.

Damage Caused by

"The Labor Advocate," explain'
between the two systei

difference

sell,

at Berwyn, Theater
Berwyn, 111.— Damage of $50,000
was caused by a bomb at the Par-

Last Price* Quoted.

<b)

in

7

2H
.

Warner

24«

8

42
46

sm
6

.

24^

500
100
22^4
22/8 18,500
700
81 /
81/
140/ 142/ 21,600
4
99M 100
103
1
103
6'/,
72,800
7'A
26
36.700
25Ji
11
75>4 76^
30
34

.

United Art.
do pfd.
L'niv. Ch. com.
do pfd.
Pict.
Univ.
...
do
pfd.
•(s)

9

president of the state Federation
Labor and business agent of |
operators local, declares in an arti

view

ental,
to

1)

and Movietone, Ralph A. Root, v

talking films represented in the
combine. It is understood that
the firm is experimenting with

A. M. P. A. to Elect

Projectiq

(Continued from Page

at

Deutsches Tonbild
Film-Syndikat has been formed
with nearly all producers of

use.

"Uncle Tom" Opens Oregon House
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" was the
opening attraction at the new Ori-

—Capitalized

$2,400,000

Metropolitan studio, which is being
operated by the Christies, will have
two stages equipped by Oct. 1.
Paramount has one sound stage,

which

To Sound

THE FILM DAILY

Washington

1)

Cuts

at

*(s)

Wash. Bur. of

charge of the electrical
Dougla.s Shearer, head of the special
effects department, also very active.
First National is operating an exPIHISIU
perimental sound stage, while the

192S

Frldi), Aif. 31,

1.

work and

in

Til.

Two Operators Vital

Combine on Sound

DAVE SOHMER,
Produced by
"Blazing

the

Trial"

Ave., N. Y. City,

Manager

NAT LEVINE

Distributed by Mascot Pictures Corp.

1
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"$IJBv%4AmNE
A
Terrific Hit!

at

Embassy Theatre,

New York

Broadway's De Luxe Presentation Theatre

Get in touch with your .Columbia Exchange immediately on
this overwhelming Box'Office Success
or you'll
regret it for the rest of your life I

—

THE
August

riday,

31, 1928

Coast Wire Service-

"'Submarine" Opens

WARNER

T-S Has 10 Completed
Sound
IIODUCTION CONTINOESAT

to be

ON REMAINDER

in

Max

which

be used

will

Hollywood

in

STOCK MARKET FEATURE

Make

the picture

Reinhardt is to make at
United Artists, with

for

Gish as its star. No decision
has been made as to whether dialogue will be used.
This is to be
Lillian

Production
the

at

ip

is

proceeding

Tiflfany-Stahl

at

a fast

studios,

(here ten of the schedule of 34 picres have been completed, and seval others are in work.
The pro•am calls for synchronization of ten

and some of the Color Clas-

ctures
cs.

already completed are:
Ghetto" and "George Wash.gton Cohen," both of which star
Pictures

the

picture to be made by the
impresario,
and
Miss
first starring film for United

first

European
(jish's

Artists.
No announcement has been
made of the story, on which the star

and Reinhardt have been conferring
in Germany.

Jessel; "The Power of Since," an original written for Belle
ennett;
"The Floating College,"

and Buster Col-

O'Neil

Sally

•ith

"The Naug'hty Duchess," with
Sothern; "The Gun Runner,"

ier;

kVe
/ith
er's

Ricardo Cortez; Reginald Bar"The Toilers," and "The Rain-

John M. Stahl's "Tomorrow"
nd "The Cavalier."

Rise of Warner stock, which today
has reached 95 has been one of the
most spectacular of any issue in recent weeks. In three years, the stock
has advanced from $20 a share. The
talking picture vogue is attributed to
the sudden climb, which has been a
feature of Wall Street trading.
Recently, the company sent out
notices to holders of three year 6"/^
per cent notes, which it offers to redeem at any time, that they were to
receive a premium of $50 in cash or
script certificates for 7^ shares of
common for each $1,000 bond. This
is

accordance with an agreement

in

made

The

eorgie

three years ago.

Lewin Promoted
Albert Lewin, for four years associated with the scenario department
of M-G-M, has been elevated to the
position of an assistant to Irving G.
Thalberg. Lewin will take over the
of Paul Bern, who recentlj' resigned from the organization to become producer at Pathe.

work

Cumberland House Reopens
The Liberty,

—

Cumberland, Md.
practically

Theater in Deal

Billings

Frank Bangs Dies
Frank

Bangs,
rman, has died.

Ray

veteran

still

cam-

Direct Belle Bennett
has been engaged by

to

Ray

Albert

Belle Benlett in her next starring vehicle for
hat company entitled "The Queen
riffany-Stahl

to

Justis Making "Gold"
"Gold," a Tiffany Color Classic, is
low in course of production under
iirection of Martin Justis with HarHe is
/ey Clark playing the lead.

Harry Murray, DoroNourse and Eddie Barnell.

supported by
:hy

Man's Man," William Haines' next
vehicle vi^hich James Cruze is directing.

Sam Hardy

also appears in

a

featured role.
Claire Windsor with Fox
Claire Windsor has been signed
by Winfield Sheehan to play the feminine lead opposite Victor McLaglen
in a Jack Blystone production
will start shortly.

—

Norman, Okla. Effective Sept. 1,
Mrs. T. Colbert will operate the Billings.

aldine," the
for Pathe.

Wolheim
Louis
ture
3f

for

Booth Tarkington novel

Simpson

in

T-S Cast

Russell Simpson has been engaged
by TifTany-Stahl for a Jack London
story now being filmed under the
direction

of

Elmer

Clifton,

starring

Patsy Ruth Miller and Malcolm McGregor.

"U" Cast
has been added to
the cast of Universal's "The Cohens
and Kellys in Atlantic City," which
William James Craft is directing.
Kennedy

in

plause."

of Universal's scenario staff, are preparing the screen version of E. J.
Rath's novel, "When the Devil Was
Reginald
for
Sick," as a vehicle

Grinde-McCoy Teamed Again

WESLEY RUGGLES
Next Picture

its

declared

gross

$10,000

of

last

Maberry, Columbia
sales manager, brought a number of
eastern branch managers to New
York for the opening and for sales
week.

Cecil

E.

meetings.

Ufa Film Makes Big Hit
(By Cable)
Introducing

Berlin
the
new

—

star,

Dita

"Homecoming" made

a

Parlo,
Ufa's
big impres-

world premiere. The press
were very enthusiastic.
Eric Pommer produced the picture,
Joe May directed and Gustav Froehlich has the male lead.
Pommer was
wildly acclaimed at the premiere.
sion at

its

comments

Shrader Opens Gotham Exchange
R. S.
(Bob) Shrader, who for
years was division manager of Pathe
in the Middle West, has opened a
Gotham exchange at Indianapolis,
which is the newest link in the com-

This is equivalent, after all
charges and Federal taxes, to $1.94
a share on 250,000 shares of common
Last year, the net for
outstanding.

product.

the period was $543,814 or $1.46 per
common share.

"U"

Finishes Third Sound Film

Universal's third synchronized picture "Man, Woman and Wife," has
been received in New York.

K/>AXY \^<r

KAT
KRAZY
CARTOONS

Nick Grinde will direct "Perfecto,"
Gouverneur Morris' story of the
tropics in which Tim McCoy will be
starred.

Reisner to Direct Dane-Arthur
Charles F. Reisner is slated to direct the next Karl Dane-George K.

Arthur vehicle, ".Ml

ANIMATED
BY
BEN HARRISON
and

Preparing "U" Script
Earle Snell and Gladys Lehman,

Lewis Milestone.

of a Favorite
Feminine Star in

pic-

roadshow prices on
Broadway, "Submarine" opened last
night at the Embassy, New York.
Owing to the short lease the company has on the house, "The Scarlet Lady" has been pulled off, despite
to play at

Tom Kennedy

to Make Paramount FUm
Wolheim is to make a picParamount under direction Denny.

A Revelation

Embassy

('iiiuniljia

ported.

which

Archainbaud Assigned
George Archainbaud has been as- Other members of the cast are
Vera Gordon, Nora
signed by Tiffany-Stahl to direct the George Sidney,
Swain,
Kate Price and
Mack
Lane,
first of four Peter B. Kyne stories to
Cornelius Keefe.
It is "The
be made by the company.
Man in Hobbles," continuity of
Eddie Cline Signed by T-S
which has just been completed by
Eddie
signed
Tiflany-Stahl has
John Francis Natteford.
Cline to direct Sally O'Neill in "Ap-

Brown Gets Assignment
Melville Brown will direct "Ger-

at

>ccon(l

Mae Busch Signed
Universal Net Shows
pany's chain. He also will be active
Mae Busch has been signed by
sales promotion work with other
Gain for First 6 Months in
M-G-M for a prominent role in "A
Middle West exchanges handling the
(Continued from Page 1)

direct

Burlesque."

j)f

tin-

•

has reopened.

rebuilt,

bow;"

'"U's" First Talker
Universal has completed its first
talker, which Archie Heath di;11
iected with Walter Pidgeon and Milllred Harris as leads.

Marking
ture

U. A.

Film Reinhardt Will
Sound

=A$TiPACE

Used

RISE HAS BEEN

at Sea."

MANNY GOULD

THE SEASON^S BEST
PRODUCED AND PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

W^aramount MINTZ Cartoons

j

x«w
A

f\

New Record Breaker from

THE RIVER PIRATE
did the

Best

Weekend Business

Months

in 6

at the
i

GRANADA, SAN FRANCISCO
While

box-ojfice statements

to the

golden success of

from coast to coast testify
Fox Silver Jubilee Product:

^P^%MJW^
^itf^ltf ^i "^^ *^^ Roxy piled up biggest
* ^^%^Mm <9%^A^^P
in the world!
C^npi^ mf E|"1^ A IkT^^Py Holder of long run
1^ M, MM,MitM:4 M,
.^m^^ %9MltMa

V^^mjMMj
A7T¥

M^

^*^* ^^^y broke

week's gross of any theatre

record at the Roxy, netting
almost half miUion dollars in 28 days!

weekly record

at Warfield,

all RECORDS for ENTIRE CITY!

THE RED DANCE
A T¥^ ^^Ttt^^TTCk
l^ffC*
V^mX%V^^i9
* ***-• ««^**%

San Francisco, but

ltLTA::i!or'''

BROKE

^'"'''

'''

Movietone Feature from Fox
opening next Saturday at Gaiety, N. Y., for
First talking

$2 twice daily run.

MOTHER KNOWS BEST
^^T]^
ATT
I^T
•A^ TH
M C«f
* MM^^
%^ Mm%Md
when

It

opens October

1st

for

$2 twice daily run

Book

I^L^Yt: str US

at

Carthay Circle, Los Angeles.

this

synchronized feature for your

football season

When you

and score

count up your

house the profits come front

a

touchdown.

Warner

Exchange

to

IVi

Shares for $1,000 Notes

Formerly EXHIBIIORS
.\«'«-
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KANE-SCHNITZER-BROWN HEAD

NEW KENNEDY SOUND

drade Directory
Herbert D. Seibert

c

have

Co.,

tliat

"Wow".

a

is

It

M-G-M

something over a 1000

contains

a

manner

any part

for

on

finger

of

a minute.

in

it

stage play of the current season,
by Crane Wilbur has been pur-

can lay his

it,

chasea by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Georgie
talking
pictures.
for
Price, star of the play, has also
been signed by the company and

This

publication will be a great help
to

for Talkies

"The Song Writer", New York

one searching

tliat

every person in this industry.

after the New York run, the film
version will be produced.

Wife"

Craig's

Our hat

Pathe

to

off

is

WARNER STOCK IN
SPURT TO NEW HIGH

and

William C. DeMille for their production of "Craig's Wife".

It

is

an excellent picture and should
prove

a

box-office

ever shown.
ic

Since transference of the Warner
Brothers "B" stock from the N. Y.
Curb to the N. Y. Stock Exchange
several days ago, there has been a
rush to buy up the "B" inasmuch
as the present "A" stock on the Exchange earns $1.50 per share and
no more while the balance of the
funds available for dividends goes
to the "B".
The "B" stock rose 5% points yesterday to a new high record of 89%,
with 40,000 shares being traded in,
while the "A" went to 3% points up
a new high of 88%, with 24,000
shares traded.

where

treat

This one has a trag-

and unhappy ending, but any
would

other,

have

been

the

to

detriment of the picture.

Clara

Beranger made the adaptation.

Tin

Pan Alley"

Looks as
going to

if

"Tin Pan" alley

come

glorifying.

in

First

for

a

lot

is

of

Warners came

out with the "Jazz Singer",

to

United Artists

do "Say

It

are

FIVE BIG CIRCUITS

soon

With Music", Harry

ADDED BY REISMAN
j

Phil Reisman, General Sales ManRichman doing the "saying"; and
ager for Pathe pictures, announces
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
are
to the signing of five more chains
make "The Song Writer" with the Shine, Nathanson, Robb and
Rowley, Griffith Amusement and Mo-

Georgie Price in the lead.

mand

to

play

fills'

season's

Pathe

product.
//

in

No
make

Reisman has

Step
soonei

does

one

producer

a success of a picture of a

In Europe
Gold-Hawk

Pictures, Inc., the producers and owners of the exclusive
rights
photograph the recent
to
Tunney-Heeney boxing contest are
going to institute suit against Paramount for stealing shots of this fight
and exhibiting them throughout

Europe.
Sol

executive of this
instructed their attor-

Brans'tein,

company has

just

returned

from

a sales trip to Canada where he
closed with the Nathanson Circuit
controlling houses throughout the

(Continued on page

Sound Studios, Inc., has
ganized by the Joseph P.
interests for the production
pictures in the east.
Bob Kane, widely known
ducer, is to be president.

been or-

Kennedy
sound

of

film pro-

Joseph

Schnitzer, vice-president of FBO,
and Colvin Brown, vice-president of
Pathe, are to serve as vice-presidents of the new corporation.
The Pathe studios at 134th Street,
I.

nies, Roth-Mayer-Zizleman, to file
suit for damages to the extent of
$200,000.

New York

UFA IMPLORES GOV'T
TARIFF ON U. S. FILMS

perfection in recording.
Sound Studios, Inc., are to produce
by the Photophone method which records sound and sight simultaneous-

City, has been acquirea
by Sound Studios, Inc., and is to
be completely equipped for the proBranstein contends that "when duction of talking pictures by this
Charles Jawitz arrived in London in corporation with RCA Photophone
an effort to sell the rights for these paraphenalia.
pictures, he found that Paramount
One of the world's foremost acouswas releasing, in conjunction with tic experts is supervising the over(Continued on page 2)
hauling and reconstruction of the
Pathe studios to guarantee absolute

(Conttnued on pagre

BERLIN— Ludwig

now

they have Jolson in "The Singing
Fool".

GOLD-HAWK TO SUE To Produce FBO Pathe
Photophone
Pictures
P-F-L ON PIRATING
In Old Pathe Studio
Accuses Newsreel of PRESENT LESSEES
Using Fight Films
DENY SIGNING
-

Buys ''The

Song Writer"

pages of information compiled in
such

STUDIOS

motion picture trade

just issued a

directory

&

Klitsch,

sentative of Dr. Alfred Haugenberg,
head of UFA Pictures and most
powerful picture man in Germany,
has announced at the International
Motion Picture Conference now in
session in this city, that the support
of the German Government will be
forthcoming in the form of a stiff
tariff on films from the United States.
Despite existing trade agreements

and financial arrangements between
American and German producers,
(Continued on page

2)

repre-

2)

Harry Cohn Arrives
with "Submarine"

AI Christie Here with
Bride on

Honeymoon

Christie Film
company, yesterday claimed as bride
one of the firm's popular actresses,
Shirley Collins, the nuptials having

Al

Christie,

of the

taken place in Yuma, Arizona. The
couple left Hollywood last week by
motor are spending their honeymoon
in

New York

City now.

Sue Carol In

New York

for Trip to

Europe

Sue Carol, having signed a new
certain type, than all the rest of
contract to appear in Fox pictures
Harry Cohn, Columbia V.P. in is on her way to Europe for a vacathe crowd fall in step, grab the Film Pioneer Le Roy
charge of Production arrived in New tion. She arrives in New York SunYork
idea, and produce one themselves.
with the answer day morning and will sail on the
In Bellevue Hospital print ofyesterday
"Submarine" the company's S. S. Majestic Monday. She just reNow it seems that no less than
Jean Le Roy, 74, inventor and pio- latest road-show special.
cently completed work in "The Air
five studio's have thought of the neer in the Aim industry who has
Circus" at the Fox studios in Hollybeen critically ill has' been taken
wood.
one type at the same time, for
to

the

2)

Bellevue Hospital, suffering

New

Kutinsky House

The New Jersey Theatrical EnterMetro-Goldwyn- from a cerebral hemorrhage. Mrs.
Le Roy accompanied him to the hos- prises' will open their new Passack
Holman Pens Another
Mayer, Paramount and Warners pital and is remaining by
his side.
Theatre in Westwood, N. J. on Aug.
Russell Holman, advertising manLe Roy was also found to be penni- 30th.
are making stories of back stage
ager
of the Paramount, has written
less and there is talk of a benefit
This is part of the Morris Kutinlife.
being organized within the industry sky Chain which will now control a full book length novelization of
WILKERSON
to raise funds.
10 houses.
•The Fleet's In".

Fox,

Universal,

Exhibitors
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Warner Brothers are

calling

for

redemption of their three-year
notes, which are due on October 15th. The company through the
Central Union Trust Company, will
meet payments on that date, of principal and accrued interest as well.
Note-holders may elect to have the
company in addition pay a premium
the

6 ',2%

of $50 in cash, or deliver stock or
scrip certificates for 7% shares of
Common stock of Warner Brothers
Pictures, Inc., with respect to each
.n.OOO note.

Hamrick Leases New
House In Portland

25, 1928

"HOUSE OF SHAME" GETS'
BUTTE AWARDED PALM
FOR FIRE PREVENTION FULL CENSOR APPROVAL!
Despite any apprehension that
might have been felt by a few exchangemen and exhibitors because

Butte has one of the finest records of any city in the United States
or Canada in the matter of firm
prevention in film exchanges and
moving picture booths, it is shown
in a recent publication of the Film
Board of Trade Bulletin. Butte is
one of four cities that rated 100 per
cent during June, the bulletin shows.
There never has been a film fire
of any consequence in the city, and
not a film blaze of any kind has
been recorded in the last four years,
according to Fire Chief Fred Martin
Butte, Albany, Winnipeg
of Butte.
and Vancouver were the only cities
with a clean slate during June, according to the bulletin.

PORTLAND — John

the largest

in

the

east will

Incorporations
The Progressive Poster Exchang
has been organized in Manhattan
engage in the business of motio
picture supplies.

Kane-Schnitzer-Brown Head

New Kennedy
(Continued

on the

Studios

from papre

1)

film.

Pam

Blumenthal, President of
Stanley Advertising Company, the
Stanley Co. of America Educational
A.

Division,

who

(Contiiuiori

from

page

It will

start witl

a $10,000 capital.
In South Orange, N.

J., the Motioi
Picture Institute was formed to dis

tribute motion pictures.

common

It will

stock of 1,000

a capital

hav(

shares o

stock.

In Wilmington, Del., the Uptowi

Theatre Operating Corporation wai
formed with 100 shares of commoi

picture for next season.

stock.

1)

Dominion.
L. W. Kniskern, Reisman's assistant and Charles Stombaugh, Pathe
branch manager at Albany brought
about a deal whereby "The King of
Kings," as well as the other 1928-29
product will be seen in the entire
Shine Circuit, embracing thirty five
tlieatres throughout New York and

Just Published

ff

The

Ohio.

Dan Michaelove, Southern Division
Manager, and E. C. Leeves,
Dallas Branch Manager, booked all
shorts and features in the season's
array to play the Robb and Rowley
Circuit,
with theatres in twenty
towns in Texas and Oklahoma.
Michaelove and C. W. Allen, Oklahoma City Branch Manager, continued the march through the South with

—

Story of

Sales

descent lights.

ly

Added by Reisman

be

opened this fall for the production
of Vitaphone talking pictures and
extensive alterations are now under
way to provide it with the complete
equipment necessary to the making
of sound films.
Warner Bros, will spend half a
million dollars in renovating the
building. The improvements will inVitaphone
enormous
two
clude
stages with the newest type apparatus, sound proof walls and incan-

recently
season's

series.

FOR WARNER
BROOKLYN

of

title

Chesterfield

have
Adorable
Cheat"
signed up for the entire

"When
Was

1.

somewhat sensational

second

Production
"The House of Shame" received a
clean bill of health from the National Board of Review and the New
York State Board.
Many distributors who held bach
waiting to see if Chesterfield could
follow up their first production "The
the

Hamrick, who
r,
r,
Universal Buys
Canadian Office: Canadian Moving Picture Di- recently opened his new Music Box
gest. 2'9 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada.
theatre in Seattle, and which has
The Devil
Sick"
been playing to capacity houses, has
in
sub-leased the Liberty Theatre
the
purchased
Universal
has
$500,000
this city, and will spend $50,000 in screen rights to the novel, "Wben
remodelling the property before rethe Devil Was Sick," by E. J. Rath.
STUDIO IN
opening it on October 1st.
The house will follow the policy It appeared originally in Munsey's
For the first time in four years of the Music Box with long-run Magazine.
the Vitagraph Studio in Brooklyn sound attractions.
No announcement has yet been
will soon resume production activiIt
made
as to cast and director.
ties'.
Five Big Circuits
probably will be a Universal Jewel
The Brooklyn plant which is one

W

the

of

asserts

that the

old

Pathe Studio now called the Manhattan Studios, which they have
under long-term lease has not subleased the studio to any company
exclusively up to the present time.
He admitted that several of the
large companies have been dickering for a lease for S'ome time.
The FBO plans in the new studio,
if they have taken it over, will have
the cooperation of the RCA experts.

the signing of the

Momand

the Films"
Edited by

was

UFA

Implores Gov't

Gold-Hawk

Sue
P-F-L on Pirating
to

(Continued from
their

XMigr*

1)

Paramount News,

round by
round pictures of the fight". "Not
only was this true in England, says
Mr. Branstein, but the Parufamet
company of Germany, and the Paramount offices in France, Holland and
Switzerland had already flooded the

MUCH

has been written about tiie movies, but here at last is the book that
sives the only autltrntk version of the origin, growth and development
of the movies as told by the p oneers of the industry themselves -men
of vision, who early recognized the immense possibilities of the motion picture,
nursed it through its cradle days, ventured their all of capital and energy upon
its future, and reaped great rewards as the infant grew to a giant.

—

Never before have the intimate secret of filmdom been told so clearly, yet
simply.
One by one, men like Will Hays, .Vdolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky,
Milton Sills, Sidney Kent, Samuel Katz and a host of other outstanding movie
;

personalities talk as face to face with you, answering practically every
portant question on how motion pictures are made, sold, and shown.

Pulsing with

]..ife,

im-

Brimming

Over with St rprising Facts
About the Motion Picture
Industry
1

ready.

EXAMINE FREE
Injunction In England
"We got out an injunction in Eng-

land and the prints were withdrawn
Tariff on
S. Films immediately, but the damage
had
,'on tinui-d
from page 1)
been done, as is the case with every
some American producers might take other European country." Branstein
matters into their own hands and states that his company offered all
launch some concerted action against the news reels news shots of this
the UFA campaign.
flght but that only M-G-M and InThe Hays office is sitting tight ternational News accepted them.
and watching developments. Curtis "Paramount refused and stole the
Melnitz, U. A. representative in Ger- fight on us and through the
exhibimany is reported to be active in the tion, Europe is almost a dead loss

U.

(

I

counter-campaign.

KENNEDY

of

Robert Kane who has been making
liis headquarters at RCA has been
merely acting ou behalf of Kennedy
in getting preliminary pictures synchronized at the 411 Fifth Avenue
studio until such time as the new country with the stolen shots".
project

P.

The Intimate Story of the Unpublished Secrets
ofths Movies, Past, Present and Future!

Circuit

Oklahoma, embracing nine towns
and the Griffith Amusement Company, with houses in twenty towns
in Oklahoma and Texas, the deals
covering the 1928-29 Pathe product.

JOSEPH

PRESIDENT, FBO PICTURES CORPORATION

to us".

A.

W. SHAW

COMPANY

Huron and

Csss,

Erie Streets, Chicago

Please send rae. on approval, your new book, "The Story of the Films," vellum de luxe
binding, gold stamped.
Within five days after receipt, I'll send you $3.75, plus few
cents for mailing charge or return the book.
TH-EU
i

Name
& No

Street

City

&

State

(Canada $4.2S, duty prepaid, same terms; U.
wilk order;

all

S. Territories and Colonies $3.75, cash
other countries $4.25, cash with order).

^
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PICTURE REVIEWS
"THE FIKST KISS"
aramount.

"CRAIG'S WIFE"
Pathe

"OUT OF THE RUINS"

"BEWARE OF BLONDES"
Columbia

First National

William C. DeMille
V. Lee Directed by
John Francis Dillon Directed by
George B. Seitz
Featuring
Irene Rich, Directed by
Tristam Turper
Warner Baxter.
P^eaturing
Richard Barthelmess Featuring...
Matt Moore,
Gary Cooper,
hotographed by
Here is one stage play which was
and Marion Nixon.
Roy D'Arcy, Dorothy Revier.
Fay Wray. Leslie Fenton, Lane not hacked to bits in its transference
The splendid work of BarthelA good cast, plus an interesting
A Pulitzer prize play
to the screen.
Chandler.
||
mess
and particularly Nixon will mystery story with sufficient suswhich had a long run on Broadway
Contrary to its sacharine title. and which should
please audiences put this picture over to the satis- pense to hold the interest of the fans,
faction of any audience although for will please all audiences aside from
The First Kiss" taken from an ad- who want intelligent pictures.
The story is a study of the woman a French War romance, the pro- a few cultured key-city spots with
lirable story by Tristam Turper, is
duction hardly measures up to previ- critical clientele.
whose
sole idea of marriage is to
It deals primarily
good picture.
Though the ending
obtain security through control, first ous versions.
Matt Moore is chosen to deliver
'ith the ambition and sacrifices of a
is happy with the lovers reunited,
of her home and everything that is
an
emerald of fabulous worth to
the
climax
lacks
fire.
'Poor white trash" boy to give his connected with it, and second the
Honolulu An International
gang
Barthelmess,
a
Devil"
officer
"Blue
iiree brothers an education.
This subjugation of mere friend husband.
plots to secure the gem, as does an
while on love in Paris meets his
e does, even at the cost of his lib- Through the woman's own cupidity,
independent crook. Blonde Mary. The
series of events begin the gradual buddy's sister and instantly falls in gem is stolen the
a
last night on the
rty, having become a river pirate
love
the
affair
develops
all
but
disintegration of her home, until one
boat
but
week
a
later, Moore disb get money for them.
This is a by one, servants, relatives, friends army leaves are cancelled and he
covers the crooks in the nick of
return Another
suitor
is
'ecidedly different type of story and and husband leave her to the glory must
time, and in an interesting and wellstriving
girl's
for
the
hand
and
our
of an empty house and empty heart.
set against a new background
developed climax, everything turns
The ending of the play and the hero takes "French Leave" to go out well for the hero, the
stone, and
lat of the Deleware oyster bed.
It
picture, which is a faithful tran- back to his sweetheart after a week
the heroine.
well directed and photographed; scription, is a sad and drab-gray of bliss, he is awakened to the
While the direction is straightof affairs
which may not enormity of his desertion returns
lUd even the terrible facial distor- state
please some women and some audi- to the front is court-martialled, forward and sticks to the beaten
fions practised by Miss Wray do not
ences. But all in all, it is an enter- shot, but comes back to Paris in the path, excellent work by Dorothy
ijssen the fact that it is a .good
taining lesson, with Irene Rich and nick of time to prevent the forced Reier, D'Arcy and Moore makes the
icture.
picture a satisfactory one.
Warner Baxter doing expert work. marriage.

^

lirection

Rowland

tory

1

—

—

—

-

—

)

—

—
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"THE PATRIOT"

"TWO BROTHERS"

"THE HOUSE OF SHAME"

I'aramoBiit
directed by

Film Arts Guild—UFA
Chesterfield
Ernst Lubitsch
Featuring
Conrad
Veidt,
Directed
Burton King
by
iamera by
Bert Glennon
Lil Dagover, Liane Haid
Photographed by
llast
M. A. Anderson
Emil Jannings,
Lewis Stone and Florence Vidor
Creighton Hale.
A German production made some Cast
One of the finest pictures' it has years ago,
starring Veidt in a dual
Virginia Brown Faire, Lloyd
^ver been our good fortune to see.
role;
production crude compared
Whitlock.
is
perfect in every detail and
t
with modern standards, and surjeaches the highest point of pantoThis looks like a good bet for
roundings depressing Will do for a
[limic art.
Is a story of the early
most any theatre, saying nothing
program filler.
ilussian days during the reign of
Two brothers are depicted, one a about the exchanges who have
,the mad Czar" Paul I.
Emil JanIt is a little rough in
;ings is marvelous in the character grasping and ruthless financier who bought it.
drives his enemies to the wall as spots due to S'orae poor direction at
A Paul.
It is the outstanding characteriz- well as innocent lives and the other times, but as a whole it looks good.
iion of this outstanding character a humanitarian who uses money for
It is impossible to guess the story,
ctor. Lewis Stone has the title role the betterment of mankind.
which we understand was an orif the patriot, and to some, walks
The money-made brother revenges
way with the picture. Florence himself on a former employer al- ginal by Arthur Hoerle, it has twists
'idor is excellent in her role, as though secretly desiring his daugh- you would never expect. The camera
he mistress of Stone.
The direct- ter He meets another woman in work is exceptionally good. With
Ion of Lubitsch is
superb.
Some the meantime and installs her in his
houses and some localities might home, intending to marry her but this title to work with, it should be
:iot want this one, as it is a little
jilts the girl.
He goes after the a cinch for any theatre to get the
isque in spots and part of the action first woman and finally marries her crowd in and once they are in they
light go over their heads.
will be very well pleased.
but the affair has a tragic outcome.
.,

I

i

—

j!

—

"FOUR WALLS"
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Directed

William

by._

Nigh

Camera

James Howe
Cast
John Gilbert,
Joan Crawford, Carmel Meyers,
Vera Gordon, Louis Natheux.
This rather commonplace story of
a crooks regeneration through four
years in prison, is
lifted out of
mediocrity by William Nigh's excellent direction and the fine work
done by the entire cast. Of special
notice is the original handling of
the love scenes a departure from
the usual Gilbert technique and very
interesting.
The picture drags a
little in spots but is redeemed by
a very exciting and surprising finish.
Put this one on the list of "good
entertainment".
Joan Crawford as
the gangsters "sweetie" does the
best work of her screen career and
Carmel Meyers, seen for the first
time in a "plane Jane" role, also
shares acting honors.

—

I

Sound Featurettes
"BROADWAY'S FAVORITE"

"DINNER TIME"

'athe

—Photophone
Terry—Aesop

Vitaplioue

— Winnie

Lightner

Fable in Sound
A full reel of jazzy, peppy songs,
sound animated cartoon exclusive over the Vitaphone and
rhich has found so much favor with put over in the inimitable style that
ans throughout the world in silent only this enthusiastic singer has.
orm will add even more adherents
Miss Lightner sings three num.'ith
howles. bers, all sung from one spot as
whistles,
screeches,
Dices, bells and comedy effects syn- close as the camera can go to her
face.
The songs follow each other
hronized perfectly.
immediately- and her delivery of

•aul

This

first

This picture

dth

ihe

is

a distinct laugh-hit

audience

them helps the laughs.

This subject will go great in topway
are many new notch talkie houses where hot BroadExhibitors can- way stuff is needed to pep up every-

(irough and there
nd distinct gags.
ot go wrong on this
lore like it.

all

the

one and any thing else and where a little risque
tag line endings won't be objected to.

"THOSE HOT TAMALES"
Vitaphone—Billy & Elsa Newell

"THE PREDICTION"
ViUiphone-Hugh Herbert & Co.
Murray Roth
Directed by

A very pleasing and rapid-fire
_
Hugh Herbert
clowning pair of songsters and in- Featuring
An excellent and intriguing featstrumentalists. Billy twangs a mean urette in sound for talkie houses.
guitar and has a delicious sense Herbert and Otto Lederer dialect
eccentric will produce lots of laughs.
of humor while Blsa's
Wife of a Jewish business man is
clowning as Billy's foil tickles the
the husin love with another chap
risibilities of the crowd.
band is tipped off by the butler that
They sing several numbers and all is not well attempts to fortell
Elsa's business with a pair of dummy the future with cards husband viscene where he surprises
sions
legs, while seated atop a garden
lovers and kills them brought back
wall, will please the kids as well to reality, wife and husband's friend
as the grown-ups, although the en- return from the theatre and husband
loves.
tire skit is done in Broadway style. finds he is the one she really

—

—

—
—
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SIXES" TO
GAYNOR TO DO "STREET FAIR" "PAIRBEOFMOVIETONEC
William

Howard Gets

K.

Directorial

Fox

with
ily

Film

Star

('i>rr<>Ni><iiiil«>nt

That brilliant young director, William K. Howard has been selected
by Winfield R. Sheehan, general
manager at Fox's to direct Janet
Gaynor in a big special written by
It will be titled
Tristam Turper.
Fair".

Howard

"The
recently finished
River Pirate" for the same organization and this new assignment is
in form of a reward for his unusual ability shown with this production.

Everyone around the Warner plant
have a smile a mile long as a result
of the wonderful comments being expressed by all who were fortunate
enough to see the preview of the
new Jolsoa picture "The Singing
Fool".
It looks better than "The

of three well-known
character actors to the cast of "Soubrette", the back-stage story featur-

ing Nancy Carroll and Richard Arlen,

has just been announced by Paramount.
The new members of the
company are Bert Woodruff, who
Jazz Singer".
will act as a stage doorman, Joe
Marba, who will be a stage manager,
Newton House 16 year old stunt and Danny O'Shea, who will be a
rider, has been signed by Universal
small town boy who comes to crash
for the leading male role in their
the New York gateway to theatrical
serial "The Final Reckoning".
fame. The director of the picture is

Earle Siiell and Gladys Lehman Dorothy Arzner.
have been assigned the task of preAntonio Moreno has been selected
Joseph
Hergesheimer,
famous paring the new Reginald Denny story to play the lead opposite Billie Dove
novelist and S'hort story writer, has "When the Devil Was Sick" taken in her next First National producsigned a contract with Samuel Gold- from the original by E. J. Rath.
tion.
wyn to write an original screen story
Frank
Cai>ra, directly after finishfor Ronald Colman on a theme alDon Totlieroh, novelist and playing his best p'cture "Submarine" for
ready agreed upon.
Production of
Columbia, has been assigned to di- wright, has been added to the writthe Hergesheimer story is expected
rect the Fanny Hurst yarn "It Is To ing staff at Paramount.
to begin as soon as Colman's next
Laugh", which will be brought to
scheduled vehicle "Condemned to
Larry Steers, E. Alyn Warren,
the screen under the title of "YoungDevil's Island" has been completed,
Richard Cramer and Fred Esmelton
er Generation".
which will probably delay it until
have been added to the Richard Arnext May.
Henry Arniepta originally em- len-Nancy Carrol back stage story
ployed by D. W. Griflith for an in- now being made by Paramount.
Brabin Gets Prize
significant role in "The Love Song"
Meryyn LeRoy and Tom Geraghty
Charles Brabin will direct the has been shifted to another and more
screen version of "The Bridge of important part.
are writing an original story for the
screen with (he
San Luis Rey," the Pulitzer prize
One of the most important sup- pee" which will title "Making Whoonovel which was recently purchased
be made into a picporting roles in Paramount's screen
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
ture by First National with Le Roy
Producversion of W. Somerset Maugham's
tion is scheduled to start within a
directing.
play, "The Letter," is to be played
month's time, but no selections for
by Claude King, stage and screen
the cast have yet been announced.
Dan Keefe, for several years asveteran.
sistant to Rowland V. Lee has been
Arthur Housman, whose specialty promoted by Paramount. He is now
Moses in N. Y.
Vivian Moses, head of the Para- is heavy roles with a comedy angle, a company business manager.
mount West Coast story department, has been added to the cast of "Sins
"Divorce Bound," originally schedis coming east to look over the early- of the Fathers", Emil Jannings' next
The addi- uled to begin at once with the return
season play crop and to confer with Paramount production.
publishers on adaptable story mater- tion of Housman brings the list of of Florence Vidor to the Paramount
ial.
He will leave Hollywood on principals in the Jannings picture studio has been postponed to give
uj) to five.
Barry Norton, Jean Ar- the right of way in production to
Monday.
thur and Ruth Chatterton will also "Unconquered", in which
Richard
be seen in support of the German Dix and Miss Vidor will
be seen toFlorey in
York
star.
Ludwig Berger is directing.
gether. With "Moran of the Marines"
Robert Florey, the young impresDix's present vehicle nearing comsionistic director recently signed by
James Kirkwood, who recently re- pletion, "Unconquered" should
Paramount, has been sent East by turned to Hollywood after a stage be before the cameras at the soon
Parathat organization. He is now at the Lour in Europe, has been signed by mount plant.
Malcolm St. Clair is
Long Island Studio writing and pre- Paramount for a role in Charles to direct.
paring a series of two reel produc- Rogers'
second starring picture.
tions which will be made with sound "Just Twenly-One".
On the legitiMary Brian today denied persistunder his direction.
mate stage Kirkwood's best known
ent rumors that she is engaged to
role was the lead in Channing Polmarry "Bif" Hoffman, captain of the
lock's "The Fool".
Before he went Leland Stanford
football team.
The
Nixon for King Lead
abroad he had been appearing in
presence together of the Paramount
Marion Mxon has been selected by motion pictures. Besides Kirkwood,
Henry King to enact the feminine the Rogers cast now includes Mary player and Hoffman at several parties in the film capitol lead to the
lead in the Inspiration production Brian, Chester Conklin and William
report of their engagement. Mary's
Austin. Richard Wallace will direct.
"She Goes To War".
denial was emphatic.
-

New

Chester Conklin, now definitely established as a dramatic actor as well
as a comedian, has just been given
a strong supporting role in Clara

The entire action of "Beggars of
Life", the first dramatic picture usVictor Voydu. brother of Ernest
ing America's half million homeless
Vajda. has been selected by B. P.
wanderers for its background, takes
Schuiberg to act as associate pro- Bow's
next
Paramount
picture. place in 48
hours.
This story of
ducer on the first Maurice Chevalier "Three Week Ends", from an
original Hobohemia. which
presents Wallace
vehicle to be made by Paramount. story by Elinor Glyn.
Conklin's first Beery in a
dramatic role for the first
He will act in the same capacity with important dramatic part was
in time in two years,
has all its romthe Adolphe Menjou production unit. "Varsity", the forthcoming
college ance and adventure
crowded into two
picture which will introduce Charles
days and nights. Richard Arlen and
Rogers to stardom.
Louise Brooks play important feaBrabin at
tured roles in "Beggars of Life",
Charles Brabin the director, reThe next Georjfe Arthur-Karl Dane which was adapted
cently at First National has been
comedy to be made by M-G-M is to by Jim Tully, himselffrom the novel
a hobo before
signed to a Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer be
called '.'All At Sea". Chuck Reis- he became a
noted writer. William
contract. He will direct "The Bridge
ner will direct, production to start Wellman, who
directed "Wings", also
of San Lui» Rey".
immediately.
directed this picture.

M-G-M

to

Johnny Hine;
Use Stage

The addition

Sign Hergesheimer

Vajda's Brother Working

-

Tour Try-out

.lOK Itl.AlK

lIollytxKid

"The Street

C. C. Burr

Assignment

Predicting a radical change in thi
present method of film distribution
C. C. Burr, chief of the Burr-Hinei;
Enterprises, at Tec-Art studios, haii
announced plans for the immediat
filming of the first "all-talkie" come'^
dy.
The picture starring Johnn;;
Hines in a screen version of "i
Pair of Sixes," will be filmed witli
the same Western Electric systen
as employed by Fox in Movietoni.
and Warners in Vitaphone.
'

On

the Film

"This will not be a synchronized
phonograph record type, which i
made after the picture is completer
and an attempt made to synchroniz
music and sound effect with the pic
ture," said Burr.
"We expect the picture to be read;
for release in the big theatres noil

equipped with Vitaphone and Movie|
tone

three

or

four

any other comedy of
for the

months
its

kind

befo:
is reai

market."

Stage Tour
planned to make the movii
picture in the usual fashion and th^
rehearse the players during the laf
weeks of the picture. The compai
will then be taken on a stage to^
for several weeks during which tir
the laughs will be "clocked" and t^
"spacing" perfected.
It is

"The company will then be brougd
back and come in on the sound stag
and go right through with the sour
picture, with the play in charge
an experienced and successful stag
director," said Burr.
"He will bl
imported, probably from New YorlJ
The straight motion picture will b|
in charge of a moving picture dire
tor."

Nagel and Collyer In
Fox-Cannon

Filnj
Conrad Nagel has been signed bl
Fox Films to play the lead with Junl
Collyer in "A Slice of Life", whicl
Ray Cannon wrote and will direcl
Sharon Lynn also will have an ii
portant part in this production.
Cannon, who has been best knowB
as a scenario writer, was signed bl
Fox officials after they had seen hi
personally produced, "Life's Lik
That". Cannon will be author, dii
ector, and supervisor for his ne'
production.

Use Park Central
Frank

for Location Scene
Abrams, who is makin

R.

a series of fashion reels for shoT*

ing on the Keith Circuit and to
seen at the different showings
the Garment Retailers of Americj
used the Arabian Room at the Par
Central yesterday, for one of his ir
teriors.

Beauties

and

from both the Ziegfel
shows were used

Carroll

models.

j

'

t

c

j

First

Movietone with Dialogue Opens in N. Y. Sept

Formerly EXHIBHORS
24

I'Oli.

IV

New

4!)

o.

OBSERVATIONS

|

Reports
They are coming so
silent

and

we

both
goes

them
trace
to
was bad enough when

It

had the silent pictures to
deal with, but with the addition
of "talkies" its getting beyond all
just

control.

Whiteman
We

spent most of yesterday trying to run down the coast report
that Fox had signed Paul Whiteman and his' band for a MovieNobody would say "yes"
tone.

nor did they say "no". Not even
But
a bit of encouragement.

announcements,
begin to pop over
are going
at Fox's soon and the list will
icpresent an excellent Who's Who
things,

that

is

to

•

of

York, Tuesday, August
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FIVE CENTS

28, 1»28

LOEW POOLS FOUR THEATRES
IN NEW EAST SIDE COMBINE
-^

trying

"goofy"

down.

sound,

fast,

one

TRADE

They do

the theatre.

things'

very quietly over on Tenth Ave.
Too quiet for our pleasure.

Qohan
We

WARNERS PAY

Page Tex Rickard
If Tex Rickard could have been
around the N. Y. P'irst National
exchange Friday, he would have
grabbed "One Round Levy" for
nis heavyweight eliminations, as
a result of his one round, onepunch knockout of Louis Goldberg, booker of the M .t S ("ircuit.
We understand that First Na-

tional

Jules

Round

considering
sending
(beg pardon, 'One
Levy") into the Chicago
is

Levy

territory

to

some unruly

dictate rentals
exhibitors.

to

"AIR CIRCUS" WITH

DIALOGUE SEPT.

$7,000

FOR WINTER GARDEN

1

$3.30

at the

Winter Garden which Warner

Brothers have taken over on a longterm lease approximating $7,000 rent
per week, when Al Jolson's "The
Singing Fool" open there about the
15th of September.
This rental will be the highest ever
The
paid for a Broadway theatre.
house seats approximately 1,800 and
with capacity audiences should gross
between $50,000 and $60,000 per week
for the first few months.

"U" SOUND DISTRIBUTION
HOLLYWOOD—

distribution of sound pictures.
Zierler was formerly with Universal and served in the capacity of
manager of the Big U exchange in
New York. He started with Universal as a poster boy in the old 23rd
Street office.

Sarthelmess
I

Coast reports have Dick Barthelmess going to Paramount to do
"An American Tragedy". There
is
no one the screen, or off of

who is so perfectly cast for
We underso important a role.
stand Dick's First National contract is up soon.
it,

WILKERSON

One of the biggest theatre pools
ever formed in Greater New York is
reported to have taken place last
week, embracing theatres in the lower East Side and upper Harlem, operated by the Loew Circuit, Mayer &
Schneider and Blinderman & Steiner.
26 theatres are in^"~'ved, 12 of them
situated downtow
and 14 uptown.
Nicholas M. ScL.
s stated yesterday that contrary „o the report, it
is
positively not so, and they are
not making any deals with anybody.
Nevertheless, the deal has gone
through, according to reliable informants.
Mayer & Schneider will head the
combination and operate the pool
with Louis Goldberg, present M & S
booker doing the booking for the
(Continued on page 2)

FOX FORCED TO FILE
$1,000,000 POLI

Starr in England
Herman Starr, Warner Executive

BOND

The filing of a $1,000,000 bond by
the Fox Theatre Corporation with
the Superior Court in Hartford, Conwas necessary last week
Fox could finally claim full

necticut,
title

and operation of the Poll chain.

The bond was necessary to prohas arrived in England \yith a print tect the claims of the Hancock Co.,
of "Noah's Ark" for trade screen- Inc., of N. Y. which slapped a $1,000,ing.
The picture is being heavily 000 attachment on five Poll houses,
in lieu of commissions owed in findadvertised on the continent.
ing purchasers of the chain for Poli

and which

offers he rejected.

Cool Weather Brings
Big Grosses to B'way
Three films stood out particularly
Broadway last week, which
probably had the advantage of a
cool and rainy spell to bring people
well on

Actual closing of the deal between
RCA Pliotophone Corporation to the theatres.
"The Patriot" with Emil Jannings,
and a group of New York independent theatre owners, headed by B. in the first week at its Rialto run
S. Moss, v/hereby RCA in return for broke records at that house with
(Continued on page 4)
Colleen Moore's latest First Na- securing a great number of theatre
outlets in New York on Photophone
tional picture "Heart to Heart" is
Aronson World
productions, will advance up to $3,to have its New York premier at
financing the Moss Pool,
J. D. Williams yesterday announcthe Paramount Theatre starting Sep- 000,000 in
was yesterday reported.
ed tirat Alexander F. Aronson, who
tember 8th.
The I.M.P.E.A. last week issued a for the past five years has been forThis is a comedy of a little Italian
Princess who returns to her native denial that they had approached the eign representative for the M-G-M
town in the United States and there RCA people with any financing pro- company will immediately become
meets her former sweetheart. Mary position, but this latest report would associated with World Wide Pictures
His headAstor and Lloyd Hughes are in the tend to clarify the situation and ans- in a similar capacity.
in London.
will
be
quarters
page
on
4)
(Continued
cast.

LATEST COLLEEN MOORE

another story.

Group

CONTROL BUYING

before

RCA DEAL CLOSED FOR
MOSS POOL FINANCING

well, that's

Schneider Houses
Join Loew-BIinderman8C

top will probably prevail

Along with the reThe first Movietone feature with
dialogue to be released by any com- signation of Samuel Zierler, as prepany, "The Air Circus", will be pre- sident of Excellent Pictures Corp.,
comes the rumor that Zierler has
.sented by William Fox at the Gaiety
Theatre for an extended run be- been engaged by Carl Laemmle, preginning next Saturday afternoon, sident of Universal for an important
executive position at the New York
September 1.
with the
In this production which supplants home office, in connection

Heads West

Mayer

Steiner

A

SAM ZIERLER HANDLES

had not finished on Whitebefore a report came in that
Warner's had bought the right to
the George M. Cohan musical, "Lost in the Arctic" Louise Dresser,
"The Merry Malones" and that David Rollins, Sue Carol and Arthur
George M. himself would go to Lake all speak their lines.
(Continued on pag^e 2)
the coast to act one of the leading
roles and supervise the Vitaphone
record of this play. Harry Warner
Schenck
said "no" to this one, but that
Joseph M. Schenck, John W. Condoes not make it so. H. M. has
Gerrit Lloyd, all
sidine, Jr., and
the denying habit now. Its probUnited Artists production executives
ably a very beneficial habit.
are leaving on the Century today
for Hollywood, to put into producFirst National-Warner
tion several new U. A. productions,
And now we have the story of among them "The Night Stick" and
Warner's buying First National. "Lummox".
Both
Reads and listens good.
organizations receiving finances
from either the same source or
sources that are extremely friendHowever, until some deal is
ly.
positively announced we are going
to stick to our yarn that Paramount exchanges will house the
story
Warner product.
If this
goes against us, we will be shown
up as about the worst "mug" in
If it turns out as
this industry.
we have, positively, printed
IN

man

1

BOOKED

the

PARAMOUNT

Wide

Exhibitors
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JULIUS SINGER GETS

W.

WILKERSON,

R.

Abraham
J.

Schleier.

Brrnstein.

Butintw

Publhher

Julius Singer, veteran Universal
sales executive, has been selected
as Sales Manager .for Sound Short
product for Universal, it was an-

Edilm

anil

Herm»n

Man.iijinc Editor;
Manager; B. F. Livingaton,

Circulation Manacet.
•5th
Eitcuiivc and Editoiial Office.. 4? We.t
Telephone Bryant 6150.
Street. New York.
Uttjcei.
Executive
Addrrs* all communicntioni to
Rate. includinR postage paid, per
,

-i

York, under the Act of March 3.
Publi.hcd and copyright by Exhibitor.
1879.
Review Fubluhing Cornoration. Printed by Cline
Printing Corporation. New York City.
Most of our New York City iub.criber. are
fhJt
fvrni'H'H i!iri<- paprri bv carrier-, in r.rder
that
ihey will get a uioie piouipi «;ivicc ihjn
SubKriber. will oblige by notigiven by mail.
'.:<
;biut .niiy b;'K i" wrvire.
vi:
s
joe

•

New

ol

Co»«t Representative.

ft'e.t

Blair,

sales manager for all
short product, Singer will immediately develop this new phase of UniIfniversal's

monev
Kcondcla..
office

WITH MOVIETONE
BALTIMORE—The

action

of

the

Valencia Theatre here in reducing
admission prices in half and charg-

nounced yesterday by Lou B. Metz- ing 35c despite the installation of
general sales manager for the Movietone apparatus and adopt ioi.
Laemmie organization.
of talking-picture policy has caused
Working with Fred J. McConnell, a storm of protest by other '^^heatro

State, and Canada. $10; l-oreigo.
Remit by check,
cent..
copie..
Entered as
otdei. cuirency or postage.
matter January 4. 1926. at the po.t

.ingle

More Records

ger,

Subicnition
United
vear
SI 5;

DROPS ADMISSIONS

SOUND SHORTS SALES

Reg. U. S. Pit. Off.
PubliahcJ Usily ExccpC Sunday

28, 1928

Tamarind Avenue. Los Angele. (Phone
Hempstead 1514).
u
London Office and Correspondent: Samuel Harris.
•The Cinema'", 80-82 Wardour St.. Undon.
1255

,

Canadian Office: Canadian Moving Picture Di259 Spadina Ave.. Toronto, Canada.

gest.

owners.

for

''Lilac Time"
Three new records have been
established by the First National
production of "Lilac Time". At the
Stillman Theatre in Cleveland the
picture broke every known record
for a single week's run and grossed more business in one week
than a First National picture ever
did in two weeks.
At the Buffalo Theatre, Buffalo,
the house shattered all existing
Saturday and Sunday records, the
first two days of the run of the
picture. The same condition holds
true with the past Saturday and
Sunday in Dallas.

'

Because of the reaction on the
neighborhood houses, the M.P.T.O. of
versal's activity.
Maryland has sent a committee to
Coincident with this appointment. New York to take the matter up
Universal has received its first Sound with the Loew organization, because
short novelty from Universal City. the monopoly now existing will afIt is entitled "The Globe Trotter"
fect every neighborhood house in
and is listed as a Universal Vaude- Baltimore.
Host
Harry
ville Novelty.
The Loew Circuit which operates
Ijaemmle
with
the
Singer has been
the Valencia has given no reason for
at Park Centra
organization almost twenty years. its change in policy.
Pictures
Columbia
Corp., is givin
He has been Short Subject's Manaluncheon
the
trade
press toda^
a
to
ger, and in other executive positions.
al the Park (^entral in honor
Loew Pools Four Theatres
Harry Cohn, general manager
in
East Side Combine charge of west coast production.
Sunday Victory
(Continued from page 1)

Cohn

New

SCOTTSBLUFF, Neb.— This town

will

have Sunday movies, as the

re-

of 717 to 136 in the
special election held July 26th. The
vitory was in response to the campaign Instituted by William Ostenberg, Jr., owner of the Orpheum
sult

of a vote

Theatre.

New York:— (irob &
Damon and Pythias of

the

Kiioble,

the

exhibi-

have joined the no-hat lodge
and yesterday gave a two man parade down Broadway
J<»e Kentors,

.

nedy,

coming

seems

to

liouse

a

like

.

.

afire,

have stubbed his toe over
at First National and now everyone
is telling how and why Joe hasn't
said a word
Fred Koclie is the
publicity head of First National, according to the New York World's
.

.

.

story of a busted stunt, but Jerrj'
neatly doesn't believe it
Al
Christie is here from the coast on
a honeymoon tour, and incidentally
his bride is touring with the comedy
.

maker

.

.

Dave CliatJiln has been
given a bigger and better job and
why not asks all of those who know
best the life and works of the Publix theater hustler
Rnssell Holnian, who writes good advertising
for Paramount, is out with a new
.

.

.

.

.

.

book and now we know what that
boy did On his vacation besides
catching fish
Lou Rluiiieiithal.
chairman of the membership committee of the Motion Picture Club,
likes his committee pretty well but
he'd like them a darned sight better
.

if

more

the

of

.

.

them would turn out

mcietings

.

.

W.

.

formerly one of the big
film

industry,

L.

men

to

Sherry,
of the

now

in the advergoing great
has been hiberfor a long time
of his smile on
Broadway yesterday
Eddie Ksehmuiiii,
formerly one of our best
known sales managers, is now general manager of a chain of twelve
theaters and everybody is pulling
for filddie to go as big in this as he
is

tising business and
Arfis Hrillhint, who
iiating In Brooklyn
past, Bbed the light

.

.

did in his old line

.

.

.

.

.

.

Drops "U"
HOLLYWOOD—The

Suit

entire circuit.
The theatres involved are Loew's

Delancey,

Canal,

Avenue

M&

Commodore

and

Wesco In Walla Walla
West Coast Theatres,

Inc.,

may

i|

Florence, Clinton, vade Walla Walla in Washingtfl
Mt. Morris, Hollywood, New Douglas, with a new 900 seat theatre.
Tl
New Delancy, Roosevelt, Odeon, New theatre will je built for the Wesi
Law and the B & S Cosmo, Stadium, subsidiary, the Pacific Northwe
Regun, Jewel, Sunshine, Mecca, Har- Theatres.
lem Grand, New 125th Street Harlem
The city has four theatres notiP
.^)th Avenue, Ruby, Palace and Palaeall operated by Frederick Mercy.
B.

S,

stine.
suit against
The Loew Delancey has been a
Pictures demanding an
gold-mine since its inception
the
Laughs" Shov
of the profits of "Jazz
been dropped by Mrs. D. Avenue B is doing a fair business
There
will be a Universal trad
but the Canal and Commodore have
in Judge Murray's Court,
showing of the synchronized vei
losing a lot of money. The other
been
that
of
her'b'
charged
an
idea
who
sion of "The Man Who Laughs" a
houses
chain
in this pool have likewas Incorporated in the picture.
wise been faced with poor business, the Globe theatre today.
due to competitive bidding and the
tact that the downtown neighborhood
Crystal Re-opcns
The Crystal is not what it once used to be, caused
JOSEPH,
St.
Theatre is re-opening after being by the addition of new houses to the
dark for seven years and Is under- territory which means over-seating,
by the migrating of the East
going a complete remodeling and re- and
Side's population to other sections
novation.
of the city.
First-run pictures and vaudevilit
Consequently this' deal was the
will begin on August 15th.
logical solution to a perplexing prob-

Universal
accounting
Mad", has
K. Martin

"Man Who

;

THE

Mo—

OGDEN

lem and was bound to come. The
combine will now have a central
buying control and be in a position
WICHITA, Kan.— The first eub- to
dictate prices if it so wishes.
urban theatre, the Uptown, was
opened here last week by Harry J.
Stockman, president of the theatre
"Speed Classic" Ready
company. The opening picture was
within the week Excellent Pic"The Jazz Singer". J. C. Hartman tures Corporation will ship to Its
l8 manager of the house.
franchise-holders prints on "The
Speed ClasBlc".
"The Speed Classic" Is a plcturlzed
"Air Circus" with

Stockman House Open

a(!aptatlon

Dialogue Sept.

1

(Continued from page 1)
In addition to the dialogue in "The
Air Circus" the thrills of flying are
enhanced by the whirring of the
aeroplane motors, the crashing of
planes, and other attendant sounds
at a commercial aviation field.

.

Dardine Leaves

"U"

Tuttle Replaces

Off''

of

the

and comes near

comedy

story, "They're
to fitting In the

claire.

Promote Golden
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have promoted George Golden, former assistant director to King Vidor, to tho
role of director.
He is making
"Honeymoon". Polly Moran, Harry
Gribbon and the dog "Flash" are in

,'.0

W. 72nd St^ IVew York City

NEW YORK'S NEWEST
APARTMENT HOTEL
between Central Park and the

HUDSON RIVER

the cast.

2-R Christ Film

homelike
atmosDelightful
Inviting and Quiel
phere.
minutes
within
a
of
few

Protecto Films, Inc., have obtained rights to a two-reel version of
life in the Bavarian Alps where the

Everything in New York City,
and a complete Golf Course
on Roof.

Him

E. F. Dardine, Universal manager
at Charlotte, N. C, has' resigned because of ill health. He is Univer-

In defense of a jest made by Buck sal's outstanding record holder, havJones about his first independent ing been in charge of the Charlotte
production "The Big Hop" last week, since 1913.
He started in the film
in which the western star referred business in 1911 as a salesman for
to the picture as 'the big flop', it is Universal in Philadelphia.
understood that his remark was' not
T. O. Tuttle. formerly Universal
a
serious one and merely arose manager in Charleston, W. Va., has'
throiigb a general discussion of air- been transferred to the Charlotte ofplane pictures.
fice to succeed Dardine.

—

Passion Players of Oberammergau
appear in their religious play every
year.

Anton

shown
cipal

Lang, the "Christus" is
as well as other of the prinplayers, and traditional folk

dances and costumes.
be synchronized.

The

film

may

1

2

&

3

Rooms

with Serving Pantries
Furnished or Unfurnished
Permanent or Transient

—

Excellent 'Pood -Mode rate Tariff
Endicott 3333

iM
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Pathe Forms International

Corp.-Vcgel Offices Absorbed
0-

fOODHULL BUYS

Pathe has purchased

IN

)ANBURYJHEATRES
National President R. F. Woodhull
the Motion Picture Theatre Ownrs of America, has recently taken
interest in the Danbury Theatres,
nc. of Danbury, Conn, and is taking
harge of the Public Relations work
or all of the company's tlieatres
ocated in Danbury and elsewhere
a the State.
Chairman Joseph W.
(A'alsh, of the Administrative Comnittee of the Motion Picture Theatre
)wners of America, is President of
he Danbury Theatres, Inc., and
lalph A. GrifRng of Danbury, Trea1

1

II

,

i

;urer.

In speaking of Mr. WoodhuU's afwith their company, Messrs.
and Griffing declared they
iV'alsh
onsider,ed the move of the greatest

I

iliation

Importance and that it placed these
iheatres in the foreground from the
itandpoint of giving real service to
fhe different

communities

in

which

hey are located.

GENERAL PicfURES GETS

TALMADGE BOOKINGS

minority

interests in the Producers International Corporation and
the business of that company and the
Pathe export department will be

merged

in Pathe International Corporation, a one hundred percent subsidiary of Pathe Exchange, Inc., an-

h<-

111'

"The Producers International Corporation brings to this new Pathe
organization sixteen foreign offices
in Englad. Germany, France, Czechoslovakia, Belgium, Switzerland, Swe-

and Michigan.

State

New Cinema
ihares

of

common

tnown as the

Little

stock.

has been handling the foreign sales
of Pathe features, remains with the
company as Vice President and General Manager.
Under the consolidation, features and short subjects will
continue to be handled by separate
departments. Arthur Rousseau, who
has managed the Pathe Export Department for twelve years, continues
with the comnany as Vice President.
Vogel leaves for abroad immediately in the interests of the organization.
Paris will be his first stop
and his itinerary includes Berlin,
Stockholm,
Copenhagen,
Prague,
Brussels, Madrid, Rome, Milan and

personnel of the

Pathe Building

to the

at 35 West 45th
the main offices of
Pathe International Corporation will
be established

where

Street

sts

Stroock

&

It

1b

TOP FOR WOODS
VOCAFILM PLAYS

Cinema Theatres

Stroock Incorpor-

Corporation's advertising
department.

and

publicity

chronized with Vocafilm, as the first
attraction for the road-show houses
controlled by the ass'ociated producers.

Classified

\

j

(

I

rr rn

Advertisements

Ailverti.sements In thif column, 5
cents per word.
(."ash
must be
Bent witli order.
No charge for
Box Number line. Minimum order,
$1. 10% discount 12 issues or more.

A top price of $1.00 is to be
charged, assuring the new form of
entertainment a steady patronage at
prices within reach of all.

trade or »«1I equipment, or
almost anything else In tne motion
•icture busl«©s8, an ad in this departtifcnt
wiU get you results. If you
rant us to word the ad for you, the
ervices of our advertising experts
..re at your call.
Simply tefl us what
'ou want to do. and how many words
'OU want used.
Exhibitors DAILY
htiatr.e;

'

lo

i

IBVinw.

l

4

l
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Baclanova to

HOLLYWOOD— When
nova,

Wed

T

p~rT

^[-[-r

if.Cf'
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'
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TIC

iFilm Center Buildini
^^th Street

MANY

NINTH AVENUE

•

^^th Street

•

hope

buildings are built in the

they will be wanted

that

— the Film Center Build-

being built in the knowledge that

is

it's

—

—
—

it's
needed! it isn't a real estate speculation
an investment in a neglected phase of the film
industry
designed, built and equipped for
!

Film Exchanges

— concentrating them under one

— isolating them

away from congestion
within reach of everything and yet still within
the law
roof

!

Fireproof storage vaults on
every floor.

Smaller units to suit individual needs.

4.

Basement shipping platform

Moderate

with ramp to

insurance.

street.

Special projection
spection rooms.

Whole
square

Murdock Dead
POSITIONS WANTED
PIIKATHK MANAGKR AND PUBLIHenry Murdock, comedian who has
ity
man desires position.
Have
landled Vitaphone, stoclt and legiti- appeared In Educational comedies
nate theatres.
Will go anywhere. for many years, died last week In
Jest References.
Box 32 Exhibitors Hollywood, from strangulation. His
)A ILY RE VIEW.
last picture for Educational was in
Bl SINESS OPPORTUNITIES
a Cameo comedy with Jeane Stone
TllfcTHER 'fOU WANT TO HIRE and Estelle Bradley.
ome one or be hired; buy or sell a

rrT

•

ing

$1.00

The Chestnut Street Opera House
in Philadelphia and another theatre
ited.
in Washington may be turned over
to sound pictures for the newly orU.A. Signs Finney
ganized theatrical producers. Woods,
Edward Finney has been engaged Shuberts, Brady, Joe Gates, and
Shapiro of United Artists Arthur Hammerstein.
jy Vic
"Jealousy" with Fay Bainter and
jo take charge of the Exhibitors'
Service Division of the United Art- Glenn Hunter is now being synsrhich

Lr rrr rrr M

Brown.
William Vogel, who established
and directed the enterprise, which

Chain

another "little theatre" movenent chain has been organized In
view York with a capital of 500
Still

^rr

den and Mexico; eight exchanges in
Great Britain and distributor affiliations in practically every country of
the world including Russia," says

subjects,

rights to these four subjects for
territories of upper New York

""^

Vice President.

New
announces York headquarters
of Producers Inhat
the First Graphic Exchange
ternational Corporation now located
)f Buffalo and Detroit have acquired
at l;?0 West 46th Street will move
Talmadge

11(1

^

.»

nounces Colvin W. Brown, Executive

Weinberger, sales maniger of General Pictures Corp., proLondon.
ducers and distributors of the RichThe entire
D.

;\rack

all

stockholders'"

A Building Thafs
A Crying Need!

and

rentals

and low

Four passenger and three

in-

freight elevators.

Entire conformance with
municipal regulations.

floors of 18,000

feet.

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

^sk—

to
225 FIFTH

1928

show you
plans!

AVENUE

ASniand 4200

Olga Bacla-

Paramount

star receives a
Russian divorce from a former hus-

band, she will

marry Nicholas Sousand stage player.

sanln. Russian film

FILM CENTER, INC.,

'Guilders

.

.

.

ABE

N.

ADELSON,

'Pres.

Exhibitors
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Photophone Chosen for Swanson^s Next
Badger-Von Sternberg Win Honors
Engineers on Way to
Coast to Aid Le Baron-

RCA

Von

Stroheim

n^ JOK BL.AIR
Hollywood ('orrenpondent

riFFANY-STAHL SIGN

FOR PHOTOPHONE

Al St. John the comic, has been
engaged by Henery King to enact the

Tiffany-Stahl

leading comic role in "She Goes to

America will
furnish the sound for her United
Kelly"
Artists production "Queen
soon

Cori)oi-atioii

ol'

go into production. It will
not be an all-talkie, but will have
several talking sequences in it.
William LeBaron, res'ponsible for
the
production
of
management
"Queen Kelly", conferred last week
with United Artists ofUcials in New
York and then departed for Hollywood, where production of the film
will be begun on September 3rd.
Radio Corporation engineers accompanied him.
Mr. LeBaron announced that Walter Byron. Tully Marshall, Maude
George and Albert Conti have been
signed to support Miss Swanson in
this Erich von Stroheim story, which
the maker of "Greed". "The Merry
to

Widow" and "The Wedding March"
direct.
It is planned to have
"Queen Kelly" completed by Decem-

will

Bern is leaving Hollywood synchronization of their product. It
is understood that RCA guarantees
in about two weeks to meet Joseph
1'.
Kennedy on his return from interchangeability and ability to play
Photophone over Vitaphone anil
Europe.
Movietone apparatus.
Tiffany-Stahl
now has in the
The featured players for Paramount's "Buresque" have finally course of synchronization two of
been decided on.
Jack Oakie and their ten special productions, "The
iVancy Carroll will have the leads. Toilers", a Reginald Barker Special
and "The Cavalier", to be known as
Ilalpli
Block, production super- 'riffany Tone Productions with scores
effects
by RCA Photophone.
visor at i^athe's announced that the and
next Pbylis Haver picture will be These are to be ready for distribu"The Shady Lady" instead of "The tion by September 15th.
The scoring of "The Toilers" has
Office Scandal".
The later producEdward been completed under the direction
tion will be done later.
Griffith will direct from the original of Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld who has
given this great mine epic an exstory of Jack Jungmeyer.
ceptional
musical accompaniment.
Louise Dresser has decided she Another famous Maestro is also comneeds a vacation. Together with Mr. pleting the scoring of "The Cavaand Mrs. William Courtney, she will lier".
journey to New York in the next
In addition to the synchronization
few days.
of the ten special productions the
company will also produce with
Doris Anderson is the author of sound ten Tiffany Color
Symphonies
the next Kay Wray-Gary Cooper pic- the first of short subjects
to be synture, "Rodeo Romance".
This little chronized in natural colors.
girl is pretty enough to be starring

ber l.'jtb, when three negatives will
be delivered to United Artists; one
silent negative for Ameiica, one silen negative for foreign countries,
and one sound negative for America. in pictures instead of writing them.
The climatic scene in the final reel
Gladys McConnell has been chosen
will witness a combination of voice,
to play the lead in the ten episode
rrchestral music, sound effects and
serial to be made by Pathe, "The
visual spectacle.
Tiger's Shadow".

Gilbert to Leave

M-G-M?

Aileen Pringle has been added to
the cast of "Adrienne Lacouvereur"
the M-G-M picture soon to go into

The contract between John Gilbert and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ex- production.
pires around the first of the year
and Gilbert is reported to have said
that "it would not be renewed".
It is known that several producers are angling for the services of
this star, even at this early date.
J. Robert Rubin, in charge of production at the New York office, on
being asked about the contract said,
"it is not fair for you to ask me such
a question, why should we disclose
when his contract is up and give
our competitors a chance to bid for
his services".

Mrs. Reid to Direct
Mrs. Wallaoe Reid will soon bethird feminine director
joining the ranks of Lois Weber and
Dorothy Arzner.
Her first picture
will be "Linda" and Helen Foster
will have the lead.

come our

Goulding's Original
Edmund Goulding has written an
original for M-G-M soon to be produced. It is to be known as "Broadway Melody' and is a story of New
York night and back stage life.

Censors Talkies
HOUSTON - Mrs. T. H.

Eggert,

City Censor of this city, has decided
to exercise her authority over sound
sequences in pictures as well as
over silent pictures.

John Davidson and Eddie Foy, Jr.,
have been signed for leading roles
in "Queen of the Night Clubs" to be
made by Warner's with Texas Guinan in the lead. Roy Del Ruth will
direct.

Depinet Lines up
3

Mackaill-Mulhalls

Ned E. Depinet, general sales
manager of First National Pictures
announces a new line up on the
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall
pictures for the President Group of
releases for 1928-29.
The two players will be teamed in
three
productions
"Waterfront,"
which William A. Seiter has just
completed, "Children of the Ritz",
from Cornell Woolrich's prize-winning novel, and "Two Weeks Off",
from the play by Kenyon Nicholson

and Thomas Borrow.

RCA

Symbolizing

yester-

their

directoria

day announced the signing of con- achievements in producing the
standing pictures of the 1927
tracts wtih RCA Photophone for the

The New York office oC Gloria War".
Swanson has announced that a deal
has just been concluded whereby the
I'jiul
Radio

Productions

Paramount Directors Wii
Lasky Gold and
Silver Medals

Miss Mackaill will be featured
alone in "The Girl in the Glass
Cage", from the novel by George
Kibbe Turner, and Mulhall will be
(Continued from pa^e 1)
wer the queries of the exhibitor lead- featured alone in "Ritzy Rosie" from
ers who were demanding a show- the short story by Charles Beahan
down this week on assurances that and Garrett Fort.

Deal Closed for
Moss Pool Financing

the pool would produce some action
before the first of September.
Despite the further denials of Herbert Ebenstein. I.M.P.E.A. secretary
that Kuhn Loeb & Company had been
approached with a proposition of
mortgage financing, the Theatre
Factors, Inc. it is more likely than
ever that this part of the B. S. Moss
pool is going through and will mean
that independent exhibitors hereabouts will have little to worry about
as far as money obligations go, if
the combine is consumated.

bk; (;i{Ossfs

o.v

broadway

son at the Paraim-unt theater in
York, medals of honor in gold

out
fea
i\e\

were awarded to Josef
Sternberg and Clarence Badger

silver

an:
voi

to

day.

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice presiden]
charge of production, personall:
made the presentations on behalf o!
the Paramount Famous Lasky corI
in

poration.

Awarded for 'Underworld'
Von Sternberg's medallion cast

ii

solid gold, memorializes the selec
tion of his production, "Underworld

as the most successful picture shoW)
Paramount theater during th
1927 season.

at the

Badger's medal, of pure silver,
a token of the success of "It" whici
ranked second in the 1927 tabula
(ion, made by the judges, Jesse L
Lasky, S. R. Kent, general manage
of the corporation, and Sam Katz
president of Publix theaters.
i;

I

M-G-M SIGNS WILLARD

MACK FOR PRODUCTIO^
Willard Mack, playwright has beei
signed
by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei
Corporation to assist in the super
vision of talking motion pictures
The author and producer will leav(
for Hollywood not later than Octo
ber 1st to take up his productioi
duties.
It is also probable that one o
Mr. Mack's plays, "A Free Soul" wil
be made by M-G-M as a talkie under

Mack's direction.

U. A. Buys Russ Film
Joseph M. Schenck has broughJ
back for United Artists a Russian
film, "The Tsar and the Poet" alT
episode in the life of the Russial
national poet, Pushkin, which wirP
be reedited and recut to suit Ameri
can audiences.

Blumenstock Hits One
in "Home James"

(Continued from pa^re 1)
In addition to having titled sonif
.$51,400.
"Four Walls" with John 35 pictures in the
past year, Mori
Gilbert, at the Capitol took in .$7(;,Blumenstock.
formerly
tht
with
.;77.25
and exceeded Paramount'.s- home
office of First National is blos"The First Kiss" which did $75,900
The other winner and best showing soming out as a scenarist.
His original screen story for Laura
of the week was the second week of
La
Plante on the Universal program'
"Four Sons" at the Roxy which did
"Home James" has been completed
$130,917.50.
and is said to be one of the be.st veWarner Bros. "The Terror" in its hicles Miss Plante has had to date.
second week did $21,177.26; "White
Mort has titled over 20 pictures
Shadows" at the Astor picked up for Columbia 12 for First National
with $20,044.75; "The Perfect Crime- and several for FBO.
in its 3rd week at the Rivoli
did
P-F-L Signs Florey
$18,900 and "Lilac Time" at the CenRobert Florey, who gained quite a tral also did well with
$16,116.75.
Fan Mail
bit of publicity on the strength of
"Wings" continues strong with
Paramount
receives
on the averhis statement that he had made a
14,000; "Red Dance" at the Globe
age of two letters a day addressed
picture at a total negative cost of did $8,926; "Lost in the Arctic"
at
Rudolph Valentino and one
to
197.00, has been signed by Para- the Gaiety. $5,804 and
"Two Broeach day for Wallace Reid.
mount to write and direct.
thers" at the Cameo, $5,170.
;

Dead

!f

m

Tent Show Opposition Closes Seven Okla. Houses

Formerly EXHIBHORS

New
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GovH* Seeks
"Show Girr—The Book
Ned Depinet asked us to read
"Show Girl". We did and never
enjoyed a book so much. It was
written by J. P. McEvoy and is
being done into a picture by First
It's a cinch attraction,
National.
F. N. have put one
can't fail.
over in acquiring this book.

MPTO
F

--

review

Reg. U.

Girr—The

Picture

Advices from the coast from one
who has seen most of the "rushes"
of this picture being made by Al
Santell labels

it

"wow" and
Much praise is

as a

one for the book.
being voiced for the marvelous
work of Alice White, in the lead.
She is made to order for this part.
Although I have not seen the picture, but HAVE read the book
and have received very authentic
information from one who knows
regarding the merits of the picture we suggest to those interest"grab this one".
ed

\Harry

Spearman Summoned

for Vitaphone Product in

is just that way though, always
On the lookout for the best and
when he finds' it, goes out of his
way to let the world know. He
was finally prevailed on to mention "Submarine" his latest Columbia. Opening at the Embassy,
Thursday night. From the way
Harry talked about it we are expecting something out of the
And it will probably
ordinary.

Rothstein

Nat Rothstein, the Barnum of
motion picture advertising men,
has topped them all with his
It's
not so "Barnum".
latest.
It's

a bit more serious, more dig-

nified,

Up

in the

Air

New York
If

take

City.

any more picture executives
to

the

air,

reporters -will

soon be cha-sing them through the
clouds in pursuit balloons
gather news of the industry.

to

P.

with

N.W.

more

sincere.

It is

an ex-

pensive parchment heralding the
synchronization of the two Universal pictures "The Man Who

Pantages

is

planning a change

in

the policy of many of his theatres
and was dickering to get first-run
privileges
on Vitaphone for this
coming year in Minneapolis, Duluth,
Fargo, Aberdeen and other North-

west spots.
Finkelstein & Ruben were origoutbid by Pantages for the
product but from Warner home-of-

inally

fice infori.... .Ion, it

finally

made

seems that F &

R

the highest offer.

Disgusted

Organization

Threatens to Resign

OKLAHOMA CITY— The
the

ranks of

Oklahoma theatre owners may

soon be disrupted by the threatened
resignation of Fred Pickrel as VicePresident and member of the state
organization.

W. 7j. Spearman, head of the M.P.
T.O. has been called to Washington
liy tlie Federal authorities to show
cau-se why the M.P.T.O. of Oklahoma
should not be indicted for violation
of laws governing restraint of trade,
as the outcome of their stand on
arbitration.
Pickrel

charges

non-support

by

his organization in the troubles that
have arisen in Ponca City by the

METZGER POSITIVE
16

"U'JYNCHROS

CONFERRING

WILLIAMS LOCATES

NEW

CHICAGO WITH LEADERS

ON

;

poration of New York
New York showing at

at

its

first

Theatre, Newburgh
week
last
Theatre, Poughkeepsie
broke every known house record.
The picture will play return dates
in early October.

RE1SMAN~ANN0UNCES
GRUBEL CHAIN BOOKING

Phil Reisman, General Sales ManLaughs" and "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
inscribed with the names of every ager of Pathe, reports that Harry
The whole Scott, Short Subjects Sales Manaofficial of Universal.
thing is different, it is new. It's ger, now on a mid-west sales trip,
effect will be instantaneous. Con- teamed with E. S. Oldsmith, ManaEvery theatre ger of the Kansas City Branch, in
gratulations Nat!
equipped for sound will want a signing up the Grubel Brothers Circuit for this season's entire Pathe
copy and will get one.

WILKERSON

big deal for Vitaphone product with
the F & R Northwest Theatre Circuit, for which product the Pantages
Circuit had been bidding.

Pickrel

.free-show menace. He has brought
Other states that Pantages is charges against Pathe, FBO and Fox
prominent in are being negotiated for selling to the tent opposiljon,
for and it is most likely that Warn- at various times and has subsequenters will close with him shortly for ly lost arbitration decisions against
Vitaphone in the Pan coast houses. them.
Pantages is also reported dicker(Continued on pas's 2)
ing for Educational product including the Kinograms Newsreel and
IN
Lou B. Metzger held a home-office sound comedies made with Vocafilm. STEFFES
Eastern Sales Convention this past
week-end and announced to the sales
forces that Universal will positively J. D.
have 16 synchronized pictures for
W. A. Steffes is in Chicago today
46 ST. conferring with H. M. Ritchey,
OFFICES
Fall and Winter; four of which will
be with music and sound effects,
Frank Rembusch, Col. Cole and Jack
some all-talkies and the others with
World Wide Pictures, Inc., have Miller on Steffe's pet plan to resurdialogue.
leased the 8th floor of the Leavitt rect the Allied Group of Independent
Every Universal picture will have Building, 130 West 46th Street, which exhibitors.
two negatives, silent and sound.
It is thought that Steffes will rewill occupy commencing August
it
commend calling an open meeting
30th as its home office.
D. Williams
the Company's of independents at Chicago, the week
J.
"'Motherhood" Breaking
sales manager, whose name will be before the convention of the M.P.
Up-State B.O. Records announced next week, and the ad- T.O.A. which meets in Toronto, OcThe picture "Motherhood" being vertising and publicity departments. tober 16, 17, 18.
released by the State Cinema Corthe Cameo
and the Strand

be that.

^arnum

Officials

Sidney R. Kent and Emmanuel
Cohen were in conference Monday but nobody was allowed to
leave the room. The reason for
this v/as that the conference was
up in the dirigible "Los Angeles"
when it flew from Lakehurst to

ON

Cohn

Harry Cohn was host to a few of
us yesterday at the Park Central
and took up most of his and our
time, telling us what a great picAnd
ture "Noah's Ark" was.
Warner's made this one. Harry

Okla*

to Indict

& R Outbids Pantages in Scramble

Paramount

Pat. Off,

FIVE CKNTS

29, 1928

Warner Brothers have closed a

["Show

S.

program.

$10,000,000 Fox-Brooklyn

Newest

in

Chain Opens

Fri.

The New Fox Theatre at ^'atbush of the best equipped to be found
Avenue and Nevins Street, Brooklyn, anywhere in the country.
The entertainment policy which
which according to the Building Department records is the largest and has been prepared by the executives
most costly playhouse in that bor- of the Circuit calls for de luxe proough, will be formally opened on grams, with "road show" motion picFriday, August 31st. The house has tures as a nucleus surrounded by
a capacity of 5000 seats and repre- stage and concert presentations and
Fox Movietone features.
sents an investment of $10,000,000.
A special orchestra has been asThis most recent addition to the
Fox chain, which now embraces sembled composed of seventy pieces
more than 280 theatres throughout which will be under the leadership
the United States, is the most ornate of Charles PreVin, with Frederic
ever built by the Circuit and is one Fradkin as associate.
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Spearman's actions

Hollywood, announced thi.5 week
gives him a disgusted opinion of
that
he is negotiating for several
arthe
with
the M.P.T.O. together
on which to erect new studios
bitration board and its methods. He sites
complains that every theatre in to house the several Trem Carr-Ray-

Ponca City with the exception of
two in their Bogan chain of 9 houses,
has been forced to close and that
the exhibitors organization has afforded them no relief.

New

—

.

.

Sam

.

Harry as the

Zierler

spending a

is

time at the Universal home
offices readying himself up for his"
nevy job as special representative of
Pete Woodthe sales department
M.P.T.O.A. is
liiill, president of the
.

.

.

again a theatre owner, having bought
into the Danbury Theatres, of Danbury, Ct.
A. J. Karcli, steward
of the Motion Picture Club, is already being besieged by those who
know his food, for schnecken, in the
making of which he is a past master
Lee Ofhs, chairman of the house
committee, says one of the rules of
the club will be that schnecken must
not be dooiiked deeper than the second knuckle
Abe Meyer, just
back from the coast, says Hollywood
is all right, BUT
Eddie Smith,
.

.

formed

has

at

;

*

falo.

of

lot

.

Inc.,

Society,

Albany to experiment in transmission and reception
of radio motion pictures.
Offices will be in New York City
and among the directors and incorporators are: George H. Clark, 2133
Broadway, New York City; Alva A.
Harold G. Brstrom and
Carter,
Charles Izenstark, Chicago; George
Lewis, Newark, N. J.; John T. MorMichael
gan, Charleston, W. Va.
Milwaukee, Wis.; Henry M.
Ert,
Lane, Belmont, Mass.; Fred D. Williams, Cambridge, Mass.; Harold J.
Wrap and Julian E. Sampson, St.
Louis, Mo., and John Van Allen, Bufbeen

host

Body

Television

Formed In Albany

New York: Harrj Colin, of Columbia Pictures, fed a lot of hungry
Xevv York film scribes yesterday at
the Park Central, and they can stand

.

.

Win

S 'nday Movies

In

OKLAHOMA

Norman, Okla.
CITY—The

Blue-

Xose element has lost its fight to
ban Sunday motion pictures in Norman, Okla. An election on August
7th, ended a bitter controversy of
long standing in this University

.

.

.

sales

manager

yesterday

key

.

.

of Tiffany-Stahl, left

Tentative selections are
art units.
at the new Studio City properties
in which Sennett has already built
and the Christies are building.
As' laid out, the Rayart plant will
consist of three separate studios,
two for Silent Pictures and one
sound proof studio in order that the
Rayart organization will be in line
to meet the demand for sound pictures in case the demand continues.
Trem Carr has built up a very fine
organization, headed
Scott Pembroke and

by

directors

Duke Worne.

.

with Joe Sclienck et al,
and hasn't yet wised us up just what
a director of dialogue is
Julius
Sln(?er, just appointed sales manager of Universal's short sound pictures, will sing for the exhibitors
if anything
sliould happen to the
sound
Al Selitr, of Tiffany-Stahl,
is taking a week's rest and chose
Milford, Ct. as the place to do it
Harry Hrandf says Bernard Edelliert/ is busy writing Yiditorials for
the American Hebrew
Kalpli Williams, Southern District Manager of
Universal, is spending several days
in New York before returning to Atlanta
Tharles Dedirandconrt, of
National Screen, is vacationing at
Saratoga, and ma.vlje he isn't taking
peep at the ponics when they
a
run
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

hqs

Fox

activity on the

This organization

all-talkie pictures in proseveral
addition
to
in
of the silent one's, and in making a talkie, it seems that twice
five

duction

as

many

people are involved. That
fact, but it seems so.

might not be a
2

BROADWAY ARTISTS

all-talkies John Ford is
making "Napoleon's Barber" an original by Arthur Ceasar. Raul Walsh
is
making "Caballeros Way" with
dialogue by Tom Barry.
Lou Siler
is making "Badges" by Max Marcia
J. G. Blystone is making the Milton
Gropper story "Through Different

Of

the

Eyes".

This

by the

way,

is

Bly-

stone's forty-fifth Fox picture and
his second Movietone, the other being "Mother Knows Best" that is

capital.

Irving

W. Scott Darling, author

Cummlngs

is

making "Rom-

of "ScarSeas," the next Richard Barthelmess offering, is now collaborating
with Neilan on the story.

ance of the Underworld" with Gertrude Astor, John Bowles and Ben

Jolson Here Friday

Hines for Smith Rally

let

Bard

in the leads.

town.
Exhibitors will now have a potential audience of between five and
six thousand patrons, mostly made

up of college students.

to

arrive here Thursday or Friday.

Among

other names announced for
gathering are Tom Mix, Charlie
Murray, Bebe Daniels, Sally O'Neill,
Molly O'Day and Lois Wilson.
this

Fox Movietone Signs
Golden Stage Star

Fox Gets Hersholt

Jean Hersholt has been borrowed
from
Universal for one of the best
Fox Movietone has engaged one
of Broadway's noted dramatic actors roles in the F. W. Murnau producfor their talking picture stock com- tion "Our Daily Bread" which he is

He

pany.

is

Muni

Wiesenfriend,

to

make

for Fox.

"We Ameriand "Four Walls" which Sam

star of the stage plays

a

coast

There is great
West Coast lot.

Own

the Yiddish tongue.

Exhaustive tests of Wiesenfriend
were made by Fox-Case in New York
and as the art and voice of the
character actor exceeded all expectations, he was given a three-year
contract.
Wiesenfriend leaves for
Hollywood ill a month to start his
first

We furnish

direct.

Wire and Local News

Our Readers

to

picture.

Simmons and
Mike

Simmons,

.

caster over

WPCH

Hy Daab
Gotham

broad-

every Thursday
guest tomorrow,

will have as his
August 30th at 7 P.M., Hy Daab of
FBO and Ted Paramore, Jr., collaborators on "Ringside" a Gene
Buck stage play which opens on

Broadway next Wednesday evening.

P-F-L Borrows Velez
Lupe Velez has been borrowed by
Paramount for an important role in
their
all-talkie
first
"The Wolf
Song".
Lupe in addition to speaking her lines will sing several Mexican songs. John Farrow has written
the scenario from the Harvey Ferguson book and Victor Flemming will

cities of the

the

BUSY ON^FOX LOT

Arthur Hoerl and George Pyper are soon to have its world's premier
chief scenarists, while Buddy Post at the Carthay Circle Theatre in Losj
has been appointed production mana- Angeles.
.ALL SVMHROMZRO
ger and J. S. Harrington Editor-inChief.
Of the silent variety (but with
Ground will likely be broken for synchronization) F. W. Murnau is
the Rayart Studios by October 1st. making "Our Daily Bread" with
Present plans contemplate the ex- Charles Farrell and Mary Duncan;
penditure of a considerable sum in Frank Borzage is making "The Rivreal estate and studio properties.
er" with the same two players;
Henry Lehrman is doing "Homesick''
with Sammy Cohen and Marjorie
Neilan's
Talkie
Bebe; Raymond Cannon is' directing!
Marshall Neilan is making plans June Collyer and Conrad Nagel
in]
for the immediate production of an
"Husbands Are Liars"; William K.
all-star "talkie," which will be made
Howard has Janet Gaynor and Charon a large scale with Independent les Morton in "Street Fair";
and}

swing around the cans"
midwest and south H. Harris and John Golden staged
Jack Llojd left yesterday for last year, and of countless plays in
for

FIVE ALL-TALKIES

Johnnie Hines is in charge of an
Work having been completed on
his
Warner !Bros. Vitaphone pic- immense "Al Smith Boosters" rally
ture, "The Singing Fool', Al Jolson to be held at the Hollywood Bowl
is
en route east.
He is expected on Tuesday evening, September 11.

.

.

Carr, producing head of Rayart Pictures, who have been producing at the large Metropolitan Studios

Trem

in

The Television

that pretty often with

M.P.T.O.

(Continued from page 1)
states that

NEW STUDIOS FOR
TREM CARR-RAYART

Seeks to

Indict Okla.
He

1879.

Joe

rz overnment

as

post

the
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Published and copyright by Exhibitors
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that
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office

re-

drafted their artists contracts to
load that players may be used
for either S'ilent or sound pictures.
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he

Two

Giants

General and Western Electric
have a lot of our big executives
worried at the present moment.
fact can't be denied that with
resources
of these two great
the
organizations and the added fact
that the motion picture industry
is acting like a child with a new

The

York, Thursday, Angnst

review

Reg. U.

IN P-F-L

About

BERLIN INT. CONGRESS

REGRETS

SENDS STOCK HIGHER

Pat. Oft.

FIVE CKNT.S

30, 1928

WILLIAM FOX BUYING 100
THEATRES IN GREATER
DU PONT BUY

S.

U. S.

ABSENCE

to

N. Y.

Close

Deal

for

the Purchase of Controll-

ing Interest in Moss-

By Dr. R. Otto
Spreading out their activities in
Berlin Correspondent
Sapiro Group
the film production and distribution
BERLIN I am authorized by the
toy, it will only be a matter of business,
the Du Pont interests are
William Fox is about to close a
Council of the German Exhibitors'
time before these two giants will reported to have bought a considerAssociation to convey the following deal for the purchase of the conclose in and gobble up all the able block of Paramount Famous- message
to the American exhibitors. trolling interest in close to 100 theLasky stock on the open market, and
candy.
"The Council greatly regrets that atres' in New York City and BrookP-F-L
will be represented on the
American delegates can be wel- lyn.
Board of Directors at the next quart- no
If and when the deal is closed,
comed at the present Exhibitors'
Immun'tt'ton
erly meeting.
Meeting together with the represent- it will rival the acquisition by this
Whether this report had anything atives
The "electric's" have motion
of seventeen European coun- startling operator of the purcha-'jo of
to do with the Paramount stock leadpictures' eating out of their hands.
tries.
the West Coast Theatres late last
ing other film stocks with a 3'^ pt.
"The German Exhibitors' As'socia- winter in that it will involve equally
They are feeding them with food rise yesterday to 142, a new high
tion would have been specially plea- as much money and also the length
that, although tasting good, is for
the year, is not known, but it
sed to have American comrades in of time required to close.
going to prove very indigestible is known that certain Wall Street
It
is
a known fact that Fox
its midst at these festivities, as it
before long. They have every im- interests, as early as June were en- is our American colleagues who are stepped into the West Coast field
gaged in gathering up all available
portant company tied in for a lot
the most successful protagonists in on a few hours notice and closed it
shares in an effort to send the price
In the
the struggle for all that which the with almost equal rapidity.
of money and it is this money
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 4)
present instance he was informed
coming from motion pictures that
forty-eight hours ago that a deal
will be used as ammunition to
could be made with members of the
COLUMBIA'S 'SUBMARINE'
kill
them off when the proper
Moss-Sapiro pool and if the sale

moment

BROOKLYN-PARAMOUNT
AT EMBASSY TONIGHT TO OPEN IN NOVEMBER

arrives.

^hat Service

Fee

We

are told there is a clause
in the contract for the installation

sound equipment

of

—

in

the-

atres calling for a fee of $60.00
This has
a week "for service"

be paid weekly In addition to
any other charge that might be
Assuming that in time,
levied.
to

houses be10,000 of our
fee alone
the
service
wired,
come

The second Columbia Pictures
Special to play Broadway this season at a 2-a-day $2.00 top is "Submarine" which opens tonight for a
run at the Embassy Theatre.
The
first was "The Scarlet Lady" with
Lya de Putti which preceded "Submarine" at the same theatre.
Jack Holt, Dorothy Revier and
Ralph Graves are the principal players and Frank Capra directed.

amount

to

THOUSAND

A

SIX

HUNDRED

WEEK.

This

alone would pay the
weekly production costs of all the
major studio's. With several of

amount

the small

small
'

one's

change

financed

on the

left.

ascmattng
The motion

picture business is
very fascinating. Few have ever
It has
left it, once they got in.
a stronger pull than the newspaper and the circus.
It has a
great enchantment and once set.
It is the
the reward is great.
world's fourth largest industry.
Consequently with the laying of
velvet carpets for them to enter,
feeding them from gold plates and
showering them with instructions
they have been paid to take, do
you think Western and General
will

say "No!"

WILKERSON

FORMAL

INDIAN BUYING FILM
India, largest controlling

The policy of the theatre will be in
factor in that country, has arrived
same as that of the New York in New York from London to purParamount, with pictures and stage chase films for his circuit for the
the

shows.

Rumor

next year.

of constructing the Motion
Picture
Clubhouse at 1560
Broadway has so far advanced under
direction of Mr. Lee Ochs that the
date of opening has been decided.
The board has decided to open
the club informally on Sept 10th,
when all of the functions of the Club
will be operative and every last bit
of decoration and furniture in place.

However, the formal opening and
dedication of the Club will not take
place until September 12th.
Elaborate plans are now being worked
(Continued on page 3)

Places

Warners

in

Control of Stanley

OPENING SEPT. 12
The work

not actually closed it will be witha few hours'.
(Continued on page 2)

nearing completion and will open
doors sometime in November.
The theatre is larger than the Para- Indian Theatre Magnate Laying; in
mount in New York, seating about
1928-29 Supply
five thousand.
It is located at DeJ. Madan of the Madan Theatres
Kalb Ave. and Flatbush Extension.
theatre
its

SUDDEN 10 PT. STANLEY
STOCK RISE MYSTIFIES
M. P. CLUB'S

in

The Brooklyn Paramount Theatre
is

21,000

will

is

Madan was dickering for considerable British product but did not purchase as prices were too high.

Fox Stock

Rises

Fox Film "A" yesterday rose

i'^/z

%

points of the
points to within
year's high mark of 9214- The stock
has gradually risen within the past
month, V2 point or 1 point at a time
in a sure but gradual rise.

Circuit

Shaw's
Mystifying reports were emenating from Wall Street yesterday,
based on the sudden rise in the
price of the Stanley Company of
America stock on the exchange this
week.

From

a closing of around 37 last

week, the stock yesterday reached
50, having gained over 10 points in
the last two days. Observers watching this stock closely circulated the
report that one possible explanation
of the rise was that Warner Brothers
were seeking to purchase control of
(Continued on page 2)

''St.

Made
LONDON

—

Joan"

to

Be

into a Talkie
George

Bernard

Shaw

will make another talkie
but not for movietone. This time
it will be with British Phototone,

with which Charles Clayton Hutassociated.
talkie will be a condensed version of "St. Joan" with
Sybil Thorndyke In the cast. Hutton was the one who persuaded
Shaw to do his first film talker
igainst Shaw's wishes.

ton

is

The next

Exhibitors
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any
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London Office
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Canadian Moving Picture DiAve., Toronto, Canada.

Office:

Spadina

PICTURE INDUSTRY

Edilor

tni

Pubtithe r

communicationa to Eiecutive

all

''Godless Girl"

According

to the

"Film Kurier" of

Germany, 12,500 persons are directly employed in the Berlin film in-

many

as in the Berlin
gas, water and electric works not
counting the affiliated trades of
dustry, just as

and

renting firms, consists of 3,300 persons; 1,800 workers are employed
in the studios, 800 in film labora-

SMITH HOLDING CHL

New York
November

REGIONAL MEETINC^
E. J. Smith, General Sales Manal
ger, Tiffany-Stahl Productions, lefj
Tuesday last to preside at a Divil
sional Meeting held at the ChicagJ

in

Exchange yesterday and today

October.

January

til

1st

and

is

opening

with "The Air Circus" for at least
a month's run on Saturday, having been notified that "Godless
Girl" would not be ready for its
scheduled opening on September

and Jack O'Toole

7th.

Actors

and actresses

in

regular

approximately 500 extras get interDirectors and techmittent work.

JACK WARNER BRINGING

J.

.550.

Warner, production head of
is due to arrive in
first week in Septem-

L.

Warner Bros.,
The Berlin picture theatres employ New York
the
and 1.900 musipersonnel of 3,150

a

He will bring with him the
completed print of Al Jolson's latest Vitaphone special, "The Singing
Fool", which is scheduled to have
Testinsj Darktown
premiere during September at
its
Voices in Harlem the Wint-sr Garden.
Mr. Warner will remain in the
Harlem in New York is' all aflutter.
Every person of ebony hue having East until after the engagement of
any stage experience is being rush- this production on Broadway is
ber.

cians.

New York local studio's for
as there seems to be a great
demand on the part of several producers for Negro players.
ed to

New York — Harvey

Day, just back
from Chicago, says it doesn't deserve
all its bad name
he was there three
days and didn't get shot at once
... Si Seadler entertained at lunch
at the Astor with funny stories, and
didn't quit telling them even when
the waiter brought the check
Dr.
Hu^o Reiseiifeld will be here from
the coast next week to synchronize
two pictures for United Artists, having just completed one for TiffanyStahl
Jules Levy, somatincs
called K. 0. Levy, was the first member of the Motion Picture Club to get
in an application for a locker, says
he wants soma place to keep an
extra collar
>'at Rothsteln sails
Saturday for a two months' trip to
Europe and the boys are planning to
spring a surprise on him at the dock
before his ship sails
Jackie
Cooj^aii in person comes to the Paramount on September 8 working in
an act with his father, and it's good
to know that the old man has finally
gone to work
Al Roekett, production head of First National, is
due here Saturday for conferences
with .>ed Depinet and Vf. C. Boothby
on the fall schedule of pictures
Lou Kauin inspected the new Motion
Picture Club yesterday and couldn't
find anything that didn't meet with
liis approval
Douirlass I>eis<-hnian, Comptroller of Universal exchanges, sails Saturday for a prolonged stay in Europe, during which
he will attend to some personal mat-

—
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ters for Carl Laeninile

.

.

AI Jolson,

.

having
completed
"The
Singing
Fool" will return to New York the
latter part of this week
Al Aron.son, who resigned his job as head
of Metro sales in Central Europe,
is coming to New York soon for a
conference with J. D. Williams, with
whom he has joined up
Julius
Stern, who is taking the baths at
Baden Baden, will soon be clean
enough to return to New York
Kddie Cantor made a singing test
for Paramount sound pictures recently, and according to rumor, got
some of his action fourteen frames
away from the sound
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Milwaukee.

launched.

the bag.

tests

King Vidor's representatives are
testing

for
the all-negro picture
Vidor was to have made for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer but
they

will

not

King trying
back

go

to get
the film.

understood
through with it.
it

is

Al Christie is
making tests for the leading characters in the Octavius Roy Cohen series
he is to make.
to

Sudden 10

..J

CALL

LOEW-FOX CIRCUITS

WAFILMS,

BOOK WARNER HITS
Herbert Kaufman,

Pt. Stanley

Warner
Loew and Fox
of the

This

for

(Continued from page 1)
the Stanley Circuit.
Others put forth just as excellent
reasons why thi.S' couldn't be so,

f.U)

.

Bryant 8181

1928-29 product by the
circuits.

important

booking provides
the exhibition of Warner roadshows and the special Winners in
the Loew and Fox houses throughout New York, Brooklyn and Greater

AND NOW
Drapery Fabrics

York.

- -

.VIoore

Not

in

"Heart to Heart" which has been
booked into the Paramount Theatre
for the week beginning September

withdrawn their support of Warners
or had been given the cold shoulder
by the Warners themselves, and that
the increase in the value of the
stock was caused by the excellent
prospects of the company for the
second half of 1928. Economy has
been the watchword of Rossheim.
the Stanley President, and all de
partments have been slashed as well
as expensive vaudeville presentationsunit shows scrapped and other de-

8th,

Hughes

Astor

and

own manufacture

Mendelsohn's Textile Corp.
156 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.

Lloyd

in the cast.

NEW YORK'S NEWEST

New

Around

the corner from
York'f exclusive shopping diftrict.
accessible to leading theatres, and railroad terminals, jret
in a neighborhood socially correct and away from the noise and
turmoil of the business district.
The Park Central enjojrt i
location distinctly unique in its advantages.
readily

the Park Central. New York's newest and finest hotel,
will find advantages heretofore unknown to Amerlcin
outlets
Electric Refrigeration
.
Five Period
Salons and Roof Patios for private social functioiu
.
SwiBtainf
Pool,
"Roof
Garden
fe.ituring
Central
The
Park
orchestr.i."
other features equally unusual and desirable.
Single rooms five dollars per day and up.
Double room* eight
dollars per day and up.

Come

to

where you

— Radio

.

.

.

.

.

.

Theatres
Corporation has purchased
three theatres in Lorain, O., from J.
V. Wolcott and associates.
Wolcott now retains only one theatre,
the Princess, a 24-hour grind house
in Cleveland. The theatres sold were
the Standard, Pearl and Park.

AND'

FINEST HOTEL
JMACTLT NCAK THE
CFNTCE or TfilNeX

hostelrics

Buys 3 Houses
CLEVELAND— The Interstate

avail-

(Samples upon Request)

not a Colleen Moore as erreported yesterday, hut

Mary

- -

able to suit your particular needs

roneously
features

our

of

"Heart to Heart"

is

for

SIGHT SOUND SERVICE

alleging that Goldman Sachs & Company, financing the Warner Brothers
and also the Stanley Company, had

partmental activities strengthened.
This may be the real cause of the
boom.
Major Albert Warner characterizes any merger with Stanley as
ridiculous and denie.s that his company has any need of further theatre
outlets at this time. Rossheim could
not be reached for particulars.

Library Stock Scenea
U 4« St.
l^ew York

Warner Bros.

for

Stock Rise Mystifies New

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.

Branch Manager in New York, signSamuel Goldwyn ed contracts this week for the use

.

.

of

(Continued from page 1)
William Fox and the Fox TheatresL
(Corporation at present stand heaMi
and shoulders over any other thea-j
tre organization and th.3 addition ol
these Greater New York houses wilfl
make this organization stronger tha^
even Fox himself ever dreamed
twelve months ago.
It has been known that the Radi
Corporation of America has been
dickering with this group offering
financial aid in return for these thel
atres
installing
RCA equipment!
This deal seemed set and ready foil
closing but the sudden switch to Foil
has left all other bidders holding

"SINGING FOOL" PRINT

architects,
number 100;
cameramen and scenarists may total

nicians

k^

William Fox Buying 100
Theatres in Greater N.

tories.

employment number about 400 while

.

In attendance are Sam Galanty oij
the
Indianapolis
Exchange,
Rojf
Dickson of St. Louis, G. I. Bradfonj
of Kansas City, Harry Lefholtz of
Omaha, L. J. Miller of Minneapoliijj

Fox has the Gaiety Theatre un-

—

piinting, costume making, etc.
The staff of the producing

1928

30,

"The Godless Girl" may not get
its New York premiere until November or later, as the dialogue
and synchronization will not be
of
end
the
until
completed

Premiere

Abriham BccnMem. ManaginB Editor; Hermaa
Schicicr, BiuincM Manas"; B- P- Living»ton,
J.
Circulation Manager.
Eiecutive and Editorial Office!. 45 Wert 4Sth
Street,

BERLIN

Ofl.

Pit.

Eictpt Sunday

n
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THE PACr CENTRAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7th

NEW YORK OTV

AVENUE

.

Exhibitors

!oxy Invited to

Aid Art Theatre
Rothafel has been
L. (Roxy)
S.
ivited to put the last beam in posiGuild Cinema, on
iO;i ia the Film
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CHICAGO THEATRES
IN

UNION^QUABBLE

CHIICAGO— No settlement of the
Eighth Street, the steel strucwhich will be completed differences between theatre owners
hursday, August .SOth. When flnish- and musicians' unions in this city
has yet been made. The Exhibitors'
1. this will be the first cinema speciAssociation headed by Jack Miller
ily built and dedicated to the film
is opposing the stand of the unions
It movement.
who are demanding the employment

i7est

of

[ire

of a stated

Mrs. Chaplin Dies

HOLLYWOOD— Charlie

Chaplin's
Mrs. Hannah Chaplin, 61,
led in Glendale, Cal., on Tuesday,
he comedian was at his mother's
edside when she passed away.

jiother,

House Organ

Rivo!i
E. Kelly,

A.

an,

B.

H. Hodgin, F. Z.

Kaye and W.

J.

MoynaJerome

four musicians.
It
costs $700
per theatre per week to install the
wired movies and ths musicians cost
for

$600.

•1ms.

Miller.

tie

first

',

Classified

Advertisements

Advertisements
word.

cents per
Bent with

in thii

column,

of mus'icians in

argument that movie
houses in Chicago are facing bankruptcy and that no new contract for
1929 would be signed with the musicians because of their demands.
"The union demands that wher^
we install movietones a'.ul vitaphon^i
we shall, in addition, hire six musiHeretofore the demand was
cians.

credited with having gotten out
number of the Rivoli Spot'ght, house-organ for the New York
ublix hou.se.
The book is entirely in mimeoraph, bound with a red cover and
almost entirely devoted to sound

jre

number

theatres.
It is Miller's

all

houses in Chicago ar.o albankrupt and it looks like
there will be more if the union
should get its demands," states
43

ready

DuPont Buy

P-F-L
Sends Stock Higher

6

Cash must be
No charge for

in

(Continued from page 1)
stock to 150.
$1. 10% discount 12 issues or more.
There has been no previous connection between the two companies'
and no Du Font representative has
FOR .SALK
HEATRK K<iUII'ME.VT BAR(;VI\S been on the board. Their activities to
-Bootlis, 167.00; Silver Screen Paint, date have been concerned with own;J.7n
quart; Ge'nerator, $45,00; Mer;jry
Arc,
Movie Camera, ership of a majority of the stock
$95.00;
New Emerson Motors, fits of the Du Pont-P'athe Film Mfg.
:75.00;
order.

Box Number

line.

Minimum

order,

ower's friction drive, $20.00; Large
a^azines. $5.00; Spot Light, mazd.a
carbon, $25.00.
Send for bargain
Box 67, Exhibitors DAILY RESt.

'

lEW.

Approximately

270

new

t-fly

frames
Barnd used projecting machines.

jeneer cliairs. Also generator,
ains.

Box

EVIEW.

534,

DAILY

Exhibitors

BISINISSS OPPOBTUWrriEB
'lifeTHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
ime one or be hired; buy or sell a
iaatr.e; trade or sell equipment, or
almost anything elBO in the motion
cture busi«ies3, an ad In this departIf you
get you resultB.
eiit will
ant us to word the ad for you, the
rvices of our advertisin'r experts
Simply tell us what
e at your call.
)u want to do, and how many words
Exhibitors DAILY
want
used.
)u
>

E\'TRW

Get Your Money^s Worth
from a newspaper that

SELLS!
The Daily Review Has Coverage

the

of

Company which manufactures raw
The Du Pont Company has
all the preferred stock and 51% of
the voting common stock of the Du
stock.

Pont-Pathe company.
Enough stock has been acquired in
P-F-L to considerably make the Du
Pont's a factor in the company, and
this has been made available by
the 3 for 1 split recently voted by
the directors.

Dispatches from Wilmington, withquoting any names, yesterday
afternoon denied knowledge of any
such purchasing into Paramount.
out

The

circulation of this publication reaches

Every important chain buyer and executive

Over Fifteen Hundred Towns under 50,000

Over Two Thousand independent

Over Eight Hundred neighborhood houses

Sept.

Over Four Hundred

12

At the last meeting of the Board
of Directors, too, the House Committee, after a thorough investigation
of the Club rules governing conduct

and play in every other important
New York club, made its report.

Over Five Hundred New York hand

EVERYBODY OF IMPORTANCE

After long discussion, a satisfactory

select the Great
Its wonderful localon In Chicago's •'loop". They
eturn because the large comfortable
coins, homelike environment, at>
entlve service, excellent food

noderate charges

make

It

an

and

Ideal

next few days.

New

Leatrice

Joy

Pathe feature release for September

Warner, John Boles and
Seena Owen head the supporting cast
which includes Jeanette Loff, Jay
Eaton and Sidney Bracy.
Ralph
Block supervised the adaptation of
Ernest Pascal'b'itory and Paul Stein
H.

Walter Craighead, Manager

4EARBORN STREET FROM JACKSOU
TO QUINCY
New Garage One-H alf Block

distribution

IN THIS

INDUSTRY

THE DAILY REVIEW

Release for Sept. 9
"Man-Made Women," a society
comedy starring Leatrice Joy, is the
9th.

lotel.

and

READS

set of by-laws vvas agreed upon and
will be printed and sent to every one
of the 235 members of the Club with-

rRAVELERS
Northern for

players, directors

production executives

(Contlnuad from pas* 1)
out by the House Committee and
will be announced September 4th,
when an official inspection of the
Club wil be made by the Board.

in the

in cities

Over Six Hundred exchange managers
and salesmen

M. P. Club's Formal
Opening

theatres

B.

directed.

and our

circulation

is

growing

in leaps

and bounds

Exhibitors
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REINHARDT ARRIVING NOV. 1 FOR GISH FILl
"COHENS AND KELLYS" LEAVES =FOR COASl
Von Hofmannstahl Noted
Librettist

Writing

U. A. Script
Bj

Craft

STUDIO QOSSIP

Completes Easter
Sequences and Will
Shoot Interiors

JOK BI.AIR

William J. Craft, Universal
rorrespondont
(ieorf^e B. Seitz wanted a big crowd film as a reward for her earlier
rector, and his company, which hi
sequence
picture
a
circus
in
work.
for
the
Others
"A
EuMan's
Reinhardt,
Man,"
in
SALZBURG— Max
been in the East for several weel
rope's foremost stage director and "Hey Rube" he is doing for FBO, so which is an adaptation of Patrick
Hugo von Hofmannsthal, librettist they had open house on the lot Sun- Kearney's play of the same name, taking scenes for "The Cohens ai
Kellys in Atlantic City", return
of "Der Rosenkavalier", who are day and invited the whole of Holly- include Mae Busch, Bert Roach, Sam
to Universal City, California, th
now at work on an original scenario wood to attend the Al W. Copeland Hardy and Arthur Hoyt.
week to complete the picture,
for the Lillian Gis'h production for circus. Needless to say he got more
teriors and talking sequences w:
Julian
Johnson,
who
titled
"The
than
he
wanted.
United Artists, will leave for United
Patriot" for Paramount has the titl- be made on the coast.
States and Hollywood the last week
The company, a full productic
Kdward Sedgwick has been signed ing assignment for "Interference."
in- October.
unit, spent ten days at Atlantic Cit
do
to
the
next
of
Buster
Keaton
"Moran
the
Marines,"
at
the
RichMorris Gest, who brought Schenck
RnA Reinhardt together will go to M-G-M. Eddie did Busters last one ard Dix-Ruth Elder picture just com- The cast was headed by George Si
pleted,
will
included Vera Gordo
be titled by George ney, and
Hollywood to assist on the film. "The Cameraman".
Kate Price, Mack Swain, Cornelii
Marian, Jr.
Reinhardt will personally supervise
Lenore Coffee has been signed on
Keefe, Nora Lane. Tom Kennedy ai
his first picture which will also be
a long term contract by M-G-M. Her
Sam I)p(»rasse has been cast in others. Jack Foley was Craft's a
Lillian Gish's first United Artists
first assignment will be the scenario
the role of the district attorney in sistant, Norman Deming the bus
picture.
of the Norma Shearer picture "The the Paul
Fejos Conrad Veidt-Mary ness manager and Al Jones, camer
Sound effects and music will be Last
of Mrs. Chaney".
Philbin picture, "Erik the Great." man.
employed by Reinhardt in the film
now being made at Universal City.
which is as yet untitled.
What's going to happen to Barney
Anders
Randolph plays the judg-\
(blazer out at First National. Barney
Beery with Paramount
George Irving the defense attorney,
was
supposed
to
havebeen
Joseph
Trial" Starts
Noah
Beery, expert in villainy, h
Charles
and
Clary
the assistant distP. Kennedy's representative at the
been signed with Paramount to pi
Actual filming of the Warner Bros,
rict attorney.
studio.
the slave-dealer role in A. E. W. M
vitaphone special began yesterday
Universal
last
week purchased son's "Four Feathers", soon to ent
in their Hollywood studios.
Archie
Resti
Meredyth, the writer, has "When the Devil Was Sick" by E.
under the direction
Mayo is directing a cast consisting
J. production
been signed by M-G-M for a long Ratli. author of the play, "The
of Pauline FYederick, Bert Lytell,
Ner- Marian Cooper and Ernest Schoe
ferm.
vous Wreck", adapted by Owen sack.
Lois Wilson, Holmes Herbert, Jason
The addition of Beery brings tl
Robards, Richard Tucker, Edmund
Hohhie (lark and Paul McCuUoiigh Davis.
list of principals assigned to "Fo>
Breese and Franklin Pangborn.
It have arrived in Hollywood
to MovieTwo of Universal's sound pictures Feathers" up to three. Richard A
will be an all-talkie.
tone for Fox.
were finished at Universal City last len will have the male lead.
Fa
week. They are "The Shake Down" Wray will be his leading
woman.
In production at the Pathe Studios with
Starring Crawford
James Murray and Barbara
are "Ned McCobb's Daughter" with Kent,
directed by William Wyler,
Joan Crawford will be starred by
Irene Rich featured, and "The Spie- and "It
at
M-G-M after the forthcoming proCan Be Done", a Glenn
ler" with Jacqueline Logan and Alan
Lucien Hubbard will direct "Tl
duction of "Adrienne Lecouvereur".
Tryon starring vehicle directed by
Mysterious Island," on which pn
In this production she will have the Hale.
Fred Newmeyer.
In preparation are "The Shady
duction will start at the Metro-Gol(
title role with Nils Asther playing
Lady" in which Phyllis Haver will
Curtis Benton has completed a wyn-Mayer studio within the nej
opposite and Fred Niblo directing.
be starred, and "Noisy Neighbors" continuity for "The Minstrel Man", ten days.
Under-water scenes f(
which will feature Eddie Quillan and a talking-singing-dancing picture for this picture, which is an adaptatio
Casting "Nize Baby"
the famous Quillan family.
which minstrels are being summoned of Jules Verne's imaginative stor;
Editing are "Sal of Singapore," to Universal City from all corners have already been made off
Harold Waldridge is the first
the Bs
player to be signed for the cast of with Phyllis Haver starred and Alan of the United States.
hama Islands by a special camer
the Milt Gross M-G-M picture "Nize Hale featured; "Marked Money" with
expedition.
The cast assembled fo
Baby". He will have the character Junior Coghlan, and "Show Folks"
the film includ'^s James Murray, Jac
Hoffman's
"Stool
Pigeon"
with Eddie Quillan and Lina Basof "Looy Dot Dope".
Renaud Hoffman independent pro- queline Gadsdon. Lionel Barrymon
quette.
ducer, is to make a picture, written Snitz Edwards and Montague Lovi
Jolson Writing Next
Chic Sales will have Ben Stoloff and directed by himself to he called
Santell-Banky
Al Jols«n has always had a strong as his director when he starts his "The Stool Pigeon".
Olive Borden,
desire to do a picture with a theme next Fox talkie.
Delaney, Lucy Beaumont,
Alfred Santell will direct Vilm
It will be known Charles
Louis Natheaux and Ernie Adams Hanky in an original story fc
in line with his famous "Mammy" as "Marching On".
are in the cast. It will be a Colum- Samuel
song, but having had several stories
Goldwyn-United
Artisti
Since the popularity of the song bia picture.
submitted to him, found them all
James Gleason is the author c
"Ramona",
Kdwin
Carewe
wanting.
has decidHe has decided to write
Banky's second starring role, folio
ed on more musical exploitations
it
himself.
It will be used as his
ing completion of her first, "Th
Signs
with
P-F-L
and has delegated Lewis and Young
next for Warner's.
Awakening."
J. Roy Hunt, veteran Paramount
to write the lyrics and Harry Akst
the music for a waltz song to be cameraman, has been added to the
Wolheim Signed by
company's contract list. Other camNagel with Fox
known as "Revenge".
eramen who hold Paramount conConrad Nagel who has been loan
Paramount Studio John Howard Lawson, author of tracts are Victor Milner, Arthur od to Fax by Warner Brothers fo
Louis Wolheim, whose work as Processional," "Loud Speaker" and Gilks and Henry Gerrard.
the production "Husbands Are Liars
ScarsM in the Caddo I^aramount film other expressionist plays, has been
is leported to be getting $30,000 fo
version of "The Racket" added con- placed under contract by Metrosix weeks' work.
Schildkraut with Fox
siderably to his already enviable rep- Goldwyn-Mayer.
Lawson will join
Rudolph Schildkraut has been enutation, is to make a picture for that company's scenario department
gaged to enact a leading role in Berlin Int. Congress
Paramount under the direction of at its West Coast studio.
"Street Fair".
William K. Howard,
Lewis Milestone, it was announced
Regrets U. S. Absenc«j|
"A Man's Man" went into pro- who is to direct, has had "Papa"
today at the Paramount studios.
(Continued from page 1)
Schildkraut
1
with
duction yesterday at the Metro-Goldhim on several picwyn-Mayer studio, with James Cnize tures. Janet Gaynor will be starred. exhibitors of the whole world an
fighting for.
Brennon
Soon
and William Haines, the combination
"The presence of American repre
LOS ANGELES— Herbert Brennon which just completed "Excess
Beery Flying
Bagsentatives at this international con
is reported on his way to New
York gage," in the roles of director and
Wallace Beery is flying his own ference would have fully brough
with several cans of his production star. Josephine Dunn,
ex-New York plane. And that's not a press yarn. into appearance the
"The Rescue" featuring Colman and show girl who played
real meaninj
the feminine Beery piloted his big ship to Jack- of this
international gathering t( J
Lily Damita, which he will cut in the lead in "Excess
Baggage", was given son Hole, Wyo., recently for
a few show a united front of the exhibitoni
East.
the chief feminine part in the new days fishing.
in all countries."
i
llnlly«vn<>d

"On

Hubbard

M-G-M
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Already Booked by:
SKOURAS AMBASSADOR
LOUIS— First Run House
ALHAMBRA THEATRE
ST.

SACRAMENTO— First

Run House

SKOURAS INDIANA THEATRE
INDIANOPOLIS— First Run House

INTO THEIR OWN
THIS SEASON

ST.

BALTIMORE— First Run House
CAPITOL THEATRE
DALLAS — First Run House
BROADWAY THEATRE

RICHMOND— First

j^

r/'

THEATRE

CLEVELAND— First Run House
NEW GARDEN THEATRE

Member Motion

SHORT SUBJECTS
ARE COMING BACK

105th

^^^i~^%j\^

^m^MM

i^^BP

KEITH'S

'

^^^

ilHi bI^Ii
An

Also— Bookings

are

pouring in DAILY
from Theatres all
over the NATION!

Run House

Picture Producers and Distributors of America^

original

serial

Cave

Girl."

"The Mucker,"

H.

Hays

NATALIE KINGSTON
FRANK MERRILL
by Jack

and

Nelson

Pres.

For shorts or features

Film Daily Revie'wr
the recognized authority

etc.

Starring

Directed

— Will

produced by Univer

Pictures Corporation by special arrangement with Edgar Rice Burroughs,
author of "Tarzan of the Apes," "The
sal

KEEP POSTED ON

SHORTS THRU
THE INDUSTRY'S
LEADING MEDIUM

i^-y'i^-pi^'y'i£<^iS<-pi^-i^i£<T^}s

1 5th

SemU Annual
i

FILM GOLF

TOURNAMENT
(Held Under the Auspices of the

FILM DAILY)

at

SOUND VIEW

GOLF CLUB

1^

on

TUESDAY

SEPT. 11th

GALORE
EATS EXTRAORDINARY
LAUGHS A PLENTY

PRIZES

Send in
Your Entry

THE FILM DAILY
Broadway
Here is my entry and ten
Tournament:
1650

dollars for the

Fall

Film Golf

The Committee
Bruce Gallup, United Artists.
William Brandt, Brandts' Theatres.
William A. Johnston, Motion Picture News.
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman & Gates.
Don Mersereau, The Film Daily.

To-Day

Earle Hammons, Educational
Jerry Beatty, First National.

Pictures.

Jack Alicoato, The Film Dnilv.
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Chicago Confabs Seek to Avert Musicians' Strike
iTHE

AHDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST
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XLV
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No. 54

Wmm

SEEKS OUTLET

SMALLTOWN HOUSES

IN

A new attachment

for Simplex proof installation in a
lilf-hour; a simplified amplifier which
'oerates without batteries of any na'tre; a new type of loud speaker and
iniediate launching of a production
ograni of two sound short subcts a week are promised by Phonom.
The company likewise intends
"ctors,

capable

features in sound.
A drive for business will be made
iiong smaller houses by De Forest
lionofilms, complete ownership of
{Continued on Page 7)
i:ring

to be Available in

m

iVcst

The

MIMOt OF MFKEK

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

— First

Los Angeles

make

Higinniiig at once, "Topics of the
a\," "Aesop's Fal)les" and "Grantmi Rice Sijortlights" will be availili
in sound as well as silent form,
atcs Amedee J. Van Beuren, presiof \'an Beuren Enterprises, proII I

Kcr.

Situation Quiet

STUDIO OmCIAlS

F. N.

National will

pictures this year, at least

65

companies are

Sound

at

Four

work, with six pre-

any mer-

officials in

denying

ger of the

company with Warners

officially

is

|)laniied.

Fox Subsidiary Gets

Title

to Poli Theater Holdings
Worcester, Mass.

— Fox

New Eng-

PLberson, one of the foretheater architects, is the first
a number of delegates to be asired to address the M.P.T.O.A., at
s
Toronto convention Oct. 16, 17
id 18.
Eberson will stress the va'ii< features of theater building and
-Mgn, selection of a site and other

two mortgage deeds for an aggregate
These were given by
of $18,000,000.
York Trust Co.,
Fox to the
wliich loaned $14,000,000, and to the
National Bank of Commerce, which
loaned $4,000,000. Purchase price is
declared to have been $25,000,000.

New

ctors.

'ox

Quarter Net Over
Double Last Year's

Net income of the Fox Film Corp.,

quiet

is

Wil-

Keen Competition Ushered
in By Fox Brooklyn House
Ushering

land Theaters has taken title to the
Poli
properties,
with registry of
deeds in the transaction as well as

John

situation

liam Canavan, president of the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes, stated
the
contract
in
describing
negotiations under way in a
number of sections of the counAll of the contracts are
try.
handled locally, he pointed out.

paring to start new pictures.
This is the answer made by studio

Kherson to Address M. P.
T. 0. A. Toronto Meeting
lost

Price 25 Cents

1928

SOUND SITUATION NOT AS BAD
AS MUSICIANS HAD EXPECTED

30 of which will have sound.

Van Beuren Subjects

2,

in a

petition, the Fox, Brooklyn, opened
Friday night. It is a 5,000 seater, and
part of a $10,000,000 building project.
The Brooklyn Paramount is^ to open

Thanksgiving Day.

all

depreciation and taxes

Warners Lease Piccadilly,
London for "Jazz Singer"

will he

—

Electric

of

resumed.

^^'arners emerge the victors, it is entirely possible that
many of the questions furrowing the brows of exhibitors throughout the country will be answered. No. 1 in the list is undoubtedly
cost, with availability of equipment the runner-up. Cheaper equipment won't mean faster deliveries, but at least the army of exhibitors clamoring for sound will have some assurance that iristallations at last have been brought within their reach even if
their houses actually won't get them until the sweet bye and bye.
If

Monday, September 3 being
Labor Day and a legal holiday,
there will be no issue of THE

FILM DAILY

published.

SETILEMINT EXPECTED
CHICAGO BY SUNDAY

—

Chicago All officials
hibitor association have
to cancel arrangements

of

the

ex-

^

1,282,929 in the quarter ended June
),
1928, an increase of 127 per cent.
)ove the net income of $564,306 re>rted by the company for the cor-

No Paper Monday

nounced.

been ordered
over Labor
London (By Cable) Warners has Day remaining in town in connecleased the new Piccadilly for six tion with the situation caused by
months, where "The Jazz Singer" is failure so far to agree on a new conto open Sept. 27.
tract with musicians.
The situation is uncertain and there
were presistent rumors yesterday that
a strike would be called, but in any
of events.

was

Weber recently completed a national survey of the situation, obtaining public reaction to sound films,
results of which recently were an-

IN

Important, this arbitration hearing for
Vitaphone.
otit of it may come a definition of price concerning
Warners claim W. E., through Electrical Research Products, has
l^een rubbing it in on installation costs; that more widespread
sponding quarter of 1927.
sale of Vitaphone service has been impaired because equipment
Earnings per share were $1.67 on is too expensive. Being on the opposite side of the argument.
767,216 shares of common stock Western Electric disagrees. So, by virtue of the contract which
'e
)W outstanding, compared with §1.12
binds them together, this dispute like all others which may arise
share on 500,000 shares outstanding
the corresponding period of 1927. between them, goes to arbitration for settlement.
'ter

The sound picture situation is only
20 per cent as bad as expected, so
far as nmsicians are concerned, according to Joseph N. Weber. So far,
he said, the number of musicians
who have been removed from their
l)osts, because of sound pictures is
about 350.

period of keen com-

Ttie Seven -Day Parade
Soon now
Swiftly goes the march
MONDAY:
words between Warners and Western
war
the

350 Musicians Removed
from Posts by Advent
of Sound Films

(Continued on Page 4)

event, it is not believed the theaters
will close as they did last year, as
they canot afford to, for the de luxe
houses would be open, their contract
having a year to run. It is believed
here that a settlement will be made
before Sunday night.

Entries

Pour

In

Scores of entries were received yesterday for the Fall
Film Golf Tournament, scheduled for Tuesday, Sept. 11, at
Sound View Golf Club, Great
The committee
Neck, L. I.
is

hard at work lining up spaplay and entertainment

cial

features to make this the most
previous
all
of
successful
events. Irving Lesser will supply a snappy jazz band for the
dinner and funfest at night.
If
fiiled,

your entry has not been
shoot it in now.

..
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Milwaukee House to Be Completed
Milwaukee After two and one
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—
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THE SEVEN DAY FAKADE, An Editorial by Maurice Kann
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LITTLE FROM LOTS."
A
SOUND PICTURES, bv Arthur

Prin25Ciib

lOHN W. XLICOATE

Ralph

by

Saturday and holidays
at
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film

2
3
5
5

W. Eddy
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Piihlisbed daily except

W.

President ai.d
PiiMisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
po«t office at New York, N. Y., under the act
March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
of
L'nited States outside of (ireater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months. $5.00; J months,
$J 00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
Address all communicaremit with order.
tions to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
way. New York. N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday.
.New
York.
Hollywood, California Ralph
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6()07.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Kenter, 58, Great Marlljorough St., \V.
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Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse,
Folk.

Inc.
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Harry Taylor Gets "U" District
Kansas City Harry Taylor has
l)een named district manager for Uni-

—

(s) Am. Seat.
33
(c-b)
do 6s 36 ... 96Ji
•
Bal. & Katz
(c) Con. Fm. Ind 14
(s)
do pfd
26
(s) East. Kodak
.186
fs)
do pfd.
...MlVz
.

.

.,

Low

Close

33

33

96%

96%

.

.

\m

25^

(s)
(c)

123!/,

76J4

UYz

8',466

26

1,000

123

5^

9i'"
29!^

(s)

Para.

(b)
do
(b) Par.

's"

Cap.

P.

New
new

started.

F-L

22%
81/

'.'.'.i'a'j'A

U2'A

143
100 Ji
193

47 ..100J4 100
By.5'^s.51.l63 102%

6s

Pathe
(s.
do "A"
(b)
do 7s37
(s)

7

(o) Roxy "A"
(o)
do units
(o)
do com
(o) Skouras Bros..
(s) Stanley Co. .
(o) Technicolor
(c) Trans-Lux
...
(o. United Art. ..
(o)
do pfd
(o) L^niv. Ch. com.
(o)
do pfd
(c) Univ. Pict.
(s)
do pfd
(s) Warner
Bros..
fs)
do "A"
•fc-b) do
6yis2S
.

.

'

l.jsl

fc)
(s)

Stock

(o)

Over

NOTE:

.

29
79-^
28

26H
77

31

30
34

5

7

40^^
497^
6

28

79/

1

'eoo
10,300
15,300
5

4

5,900
70

will be Hal Wallis, who is in
charge of studio publicity.
Warner

'3"

12

7
2
15

78

84

a

Comfeld En Route

88

19-^4

19/
97/
94/
94/

96J4

Cornfeld

Berlin, the
firm.
bound for

the

Dallas

19/
98/
95%
95
168

200
50
8,700
9,600

House Next Month

Seattle
Renovation is under way
at the Parkway, recently leased
by
West Coast, which now operates the
Rialto and American. The Parkway
is closed, but will reopen in
September.

European headquarters

He

on

is

the

of

Reliance,

London.

—Threat

That's That

i..i^_ By PHIL M.

LEVITAN,
SOLtheater

on

;

seat

2,000, has beei
building will be erectei

The

in

Cabin"

—

at

Memphis

There is considerable
here in forthcoming showSeptember of "Uncle Tom's

at the

Two

Pantages.

Circuits

Warner

Bros,

Book Warners
product,

First

House

New

Orleans

DALY ^i^^
Madison,

—

Warren

Co.,

J.

Cobb,

presi

dent.

Wis.,

Another for Ward in West Va.
owner and treasurer of
Summersville, W. Va. Okey War
Wisconsin, was made chief of the
will build another local house, hi
Winnebaho tribe in a recent ceresecond. Construction starts soon.
monv.

—

Ralph Block has completed 15 pictures for Pathe within a year.
That's a real record, and the beauty of it is that he combines quality
with speed.

circuits

for

Pathe.
Reisman anmore chains the Schine,

—

nounces five
Nathanson, Robb and Rowley, Griffith
Amusement and Momand will
play this season's product.
Reisman
has just returned from a sales trip
to Canada where he closed with the
Nathanson circuit controlling houses

Wheeling House Closes

W. Va.— The Capil
has closed for remodeling. Its shoi
have been switched to the Temple
Wheeling,

Virginia Theater Reopens
Norfolk, Va.— The Rialto at Pord
mouth has reopened after undergo!^

improvements.
Sell Syracuse House
Syracuse
Kallet Theaters ha4
sold the Lincoln here.
The hou|
has been dark for several months.

—

throughout the Dominion.

Providence House Reopens
Providence The Empire reopen
Labor Day.

Sound logic is being expounded by
Moss of Columbia, in pointing
out that his company has been mak-

Rockland, Mass.
be remodeled.

—

Remodeling Rockland House

.\lex

sound pictures for years.

ing

—

Palmer, Mass. The Cameo, now
undergoing remodeling, is to reopen
Labor Day.

THE NAME YOU GO BY
YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
UNIFORMS

—

J.

F.

and

W.

P.

Strand wi

WHEN

Portland, Ore., Firm Gets Another
Portland, Ore.
Circle Theater Co.,
which has the Capitol here, first run
house, has taken over the Union

from

—The

BROOKS

House Being Remodeled

R. E. Burt.

Tom" Booked

Memphis
ing

Louts.

C.

is

in

GO-WNS

1437 BWAY.

APtfD

N.Y.

-ALSO 25.0OO

TEL 5560 PENN,
COStUMES TO PCMT

I
>

Sinnott.

including

roadshows, has been booked for
Loew and Fox houses throughout
New York, Brooklyn and Greater
New York. Herbert Kaufman, New
York branch manager, closed the dfnl
for Warners.

Dent Chain Adding Three
Three theaters are to be
added to the Dent chain upon return
of Dent from Europe.
Dallas

—

Co.,

of
closing
local
retaliation to distributors
taking appeals to the full censor board
when rejections of the censor di:l not
appeal to the distributor, has been

interest

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is list»l in Chioago;

To Reopen W.

Berlin
Hoffen route to

to

Mayor Fighting Exhibitors

Dallas

"Uncle

2

77

95%

berg,

17,200

'466

to

—Work

for Louisiana Town
The first theater t
be constructed at Gentilly is now un
der
way, sponsored by Gentill

will remain in the east until after the
The Pathe sales organization, unpremiere of Al Jolson in "The Singder
the guidance of Phil Reisman,
ing Fool" at the Winter Garden,
continues to sign up the big theater

43

Exchange,

Skouras, St.

him

made by Mayor
47/

'JS'/i

of

Warner Bros., is due to arrive in
New York Monday. Accompanying

7^1 08,800 theaters

46H

3

"is

Prices Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(b)

8

22'A

.

3,00U

Kensington

Kensington, Pa,

house,

Amuse.

Des

S. Cornfield, vice-president of

H

23/,

..

Omaha,

And

St.

Warner, production head

L.

J.

9

lom

M.

10

90

.

Loew's Inc.
S8Ji
58/
58J4
•(s)
do pfd. ...
(b)
do 6s 41ww .112 110-4 112
(b)
do 6s41x-warniJ^
111/
•(s) M-G-M pfd
24
Orph. Cir.
*(s)
do pfd.

700

104
91/2 11,500
30
1 05,900

fs)

(s)
(s)

1

i'/i

Fox Fm. "A" 92
Fox Thea. "A" 30M

•(c) Intern. Proj.
*(b) Keiths 6s 46

400

184^ 184%

*(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd.

Sale;-

New

2,000 Seater at

Warner and Wallis Arriving

L.

I.

High

over the

Moines, Minneapolis and Sioux City
offices.
Leo Abranis has been transferred here from St. Louis to succeed
him. with Harry Hynes named St.
Louis manager.

Financial

th

on the site of the old Arcade theate
and People's store.

versal with jurisdiction
Louis,
Kansas City,

225.

state,

$70,000.

THE

—

half-finished

in

theater building at Homer and Kin
nickinnic Aves., is to be completed
It was sold at a sheriiif's sale to tli
Immel Construction Co. of Fond d'
Lac. after the original owners wer
unable to finance the completion o
the structure and had allowed it t.
stand unfinished.
Carl
Herzfieic
Milwaukee, one of the stockholder
in the Immel Construction Co. statei
that the theater will be completed a
once at a cost of approximate!

1

Wilk

REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELE.4SES, 'by Jack Narrower
THEATER EQUIP.VIENT AND MANAGEMENT, by Charles
PRESENTATIONS
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES. Resume of the Ne-.vs

Publisher

192

2,

Let Us Solve Your Problems

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

—

Employes Offered Fox Stock
Fox is offering stock in Fox Theaters to its employes at several points
below market value.
An easy paynunt plan has been devised.

I

Stebbins,

Leterman
& Gates
INCOKPO ATED
R

1540
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Foreign Markets

i

By JAMES

P.

EVANS RETIRING FROM

FOREIGN OrnCES

16

FOR PATHE UNDER DEAL
Sixteen foreign offices are brought
Pathe organization by the
ito the
all
;al whereby that firm purchased
in
interests
stockholders'
linority
xoducers International Corp. and
erged the business of that company

new organization

lathe

The

known

is

Internationa! Corp.
foreign branch offices

brought

Sliations

1

department.

export

Pathe

the

ith

ihe

Pathe

to

as

and
Inter-

itional include the following:
Great Britain^ rroducers Dist. Co.,

—

Ltd.,

London, which is the main office in the
South Africa I. V. T. A. of
Iritish Is'es;
lew York City and Kinemas Ltd. of South
Japan U. Ono in
and London
frica

—

i.

—

i

—

;

Pictures
National
and Hoyts Theaters Ltd.
South America Max GlucksSydney
Cuba, Porto Rico, Dominican Republann
and Venezuela Medal Film Co. of New
I;
ork City; Panama Zone and Jamaica
inema Pan- Americano, New York.
John Cronsjo;
States
Border
Pathe Exchange N. 1.
Indies
jiutch East
Java; China Hertzberg-Peacock EnterLyric
irises in Shanghai; Philippine Islands

Australia
iokyo
Australasia) Ltd.
;

First

—

;

—

;

,

—

Inside !^tufF

CUNNINGHAM

—

—
—

from
THAOt

F.N.-P.

—

London

^ ^w MAWK

Coincidental with

John

by

purchase

w-fc "^

the
chair-

Maxwell,

HEADQUARTERS

man

of B. i. P., of a controlling interest in First National Pathe, comes
announcement that Will Evans is retiring
as chairman of the board.

Evans is surrendering his renting interests and will devote his energies
in the future to Provincial Cinematograph Theaters, of wlhich he is
managing director.

Poland Has Novel Way
of Fixing Film Taxes
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington The Polish Republic
has hit upon a novel method of fixIVashinciton

—

ing its entertainment tax, states a
The
Dept. of Commerce dispatch.
will be levied according
to the artistic, moral and educational
Pictures will be
value of films.

assessment

n Did you read the reviews of "THE PATRIOT"
which we reproduced in this "little old
paper" (as Red Kann would say) last Tuesday? Ever hear such raving praise of a picture before? 'THE PATRIOT" broke the Rialto,
N.Y., house record the first week by $1,470.
This week, second of the long run, will
smack it even harder. Wotta hit!

in five groups by the censor bureau, the highest tax being
Politi and
'ilm Exchange in Manila; Egypt
in
fifth
films
the
Rosa-Film applied to the
idi, office in Paris; Yugo-SIavia
Belgrade; India Madan Theaters Ltd. in category.

[i

—
—

—

j:

—

classified

^ And wotta show snappy, redheaded Clara Bow has got in
"THE FLEET'S IN!". Publix took
one look at it and set it in the

lalcutta.

The entire personnel of the New
(ork headquarters of Producers Inrnational Corp. now located at 130
St. will move to the Pathe
,/. 46th
1

where main

ijilding,

offices

be

will

^tablished.

;

Guttmann Heads Berlin Houses
Herr Guttmann, manager
Berlin
the Beba Palast here, has been
^pointed general manager of the

—

f

houses of Emelka-Phoebus.

erlin

Form

I

India Producing

Firm

—

A new Indian producing
being organized by P. S.
alyarkhan and N. D. Ghandi, direcirs
of the Orient Pictures Corp.
iiropean talent will be imported to
Calcutta

MOTION PICTURE

Form Czecho-Slovakian
Quota Law Committee

—

Prague Under provisions of the
new Ceechoslovakian quota law, an
advisory committee will be formed
comprising two producers, two disof
representatives
tributors,
two
technical and two of cultural interFor a picture to rank for the
ests.
quota the producer or one of the
producers must be Czecihoslovakian,
a preponderance of native players
must exist in the cast and the producing firm must be a Czechoslovakian company.

Rivoli, N. Y., for a long run.

You'll give it extended time too. Clara, most

popular lady on the screen, sure deserves
"THE FLEET'S IN!" is her best, by far.
it.

Worth ten

"IT'S".

I

rm

is

ain local talent.

lich mount
|«3
1

7th Avenue

D.

J,

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

New York

City

Pres.

Catholics

Brussels

To

"Produce

— Establishment

of

a

film

producing firm by Roman Catholic
It will be
authorities is announced.
known as the Centrale Catholique du
Film, with a central renting branch
funct'oning here.

"Marie Odile" For Gilda
London Gilda Gray, now working
in "Piccadilly," which E. A. Dupont

—

directing for British International,
next be seen in "Marie Odile,"
in which she plays the lead.

^ A national institution: PARAMOUNT WEEK.
Next week. Week of
Labor Day. Featured
in PARAMOUNT'S re-

cent national newspaper campaign, in
695 newspapers,

is

pXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC, PariB
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC. N. Y.

Exporting only the
^test in Motion Pictures

will

reaching 100,000,000
readers. Free post-

Mosjoukin In Ufa Film

—

Free ad mats.

Ivan Mosjoukin, Russian
Berlin
has been selected for the male
lead in the new Ufa production,

ers.

"Manolescu, King Of Thieves." The

solid

star

stellar

female

trayed by

roles
Brigitte

are

to

be

por-

Helm, and Dita

Parlo.

Raymond Making B. D. Film
London Jack Raymond will direct
"A Peep Behind the Scenes," for

—

British Dominions.

Book PARAMOUNT

on PARA-

MOUNT WEEK. The
public expects

it.

Ask your PARA-

MOUNT

salesman.

2^^^9i^^^

.
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Some attention is being tlirouii in
tbe direction of tlie foreign probkni
in sound.
Efforts to confirm it are
like moving Gibraltar rock, but Berlin
reports American producers are
corralling foreign talent to appear in
talkers for distribution in Europe.
For instance, Paul Wegener, so it
is said, bas been signed for a dialogue
picture in German for the delectation
and delight of the proponents of
Pilsener and knackwurst.
Sounds
like a good story, but a little farParticularly so, when
fetched to us.
you remember that you can count
on fingers and toes the theaters on
the other side that are equipped for
sound reproduction.

.

.

.

Frederick James Smith, discoursing
"Liberty." estimates $40,000,000
will be spent on sound the coming
in

year.
He divides it like this: $.30,000.000" to be expended by producers
and $10,000,000 by musicians to fight
Well, Smith's figure is as
them.
good as any.
.

.

York, Ned handling sales and

lioothby general financial operation.
while on the coast, Al Rockett is head

The indications
studio.
are that in this wise matters will
continue for six months anyway.
TifTany-Stahl signs for
Another.
Photophone license. Take
an
the

at

—

.

.

.

RCA

out your little book and add ten more
sound features and ten more short
It's growing.
subjects to the list.
Day by day, the big companies are
making switches and changes. We'll
be up in the region of higher mathematics pretty soon.
The provincial fathers in Quebec
.

have come to

.

.

First A ban
picture theaters; now suspension of the law unconstitutionality can be detil
its

against

all

at

.

in

.

paper folks
(1) That his company is not for
sale to Paramount or anybody else.
(2) That Warners have not, will
not and don't intend to take over
I-'irst

National.

The

Hugenberg,

in.

Ludwig

through

Klitsch, active operating head of the
LTfa, has been taking some nasty digs
at this dear old celluloid institution,
which fact plus some others we have

The European cables
Over there where the

place, a number of gentlemen
banding together to strew the

1)

the opening of the Fox theBrooklyn, the roster of the
Fox chain goes to that number. And
the end is not yet in sight.
Australia is in for it.
A merry
theater race is getting the trade there
plenty excited. Improving exhibition
conditions, fine; elevating the standards of operation so that the public
finds picture houses more attractive,
great.
But Australia had better
watch the weather signals.
Overbuilding has done enough damage in
this country to provide an object lesson for the rest of the world.

With

ater

of

19;

inti.

This irksome issi
pops up almost every day, yet n
body can answer it although ever
hodv is generous in advancing clain
For instance, Phonofilm claims coi
plete
interchangeability
with
tl
Western Electric film system (Movi
tone)
while Bristolphone is ve
certain that over its apparatus, tl
VV. H. disc system (Vitaphone) c,
play.
But W. E., sitting in the sa
die, sits back and says nary a woi

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sound

Well,

we

Why

blame 'em.

don't

should they?

It

is

our ov

idea that, after the sifting process

completed, whatever equipments r
main on the market will be iiitt

changeable with each other.
It's
cinch, however, that W. E. will adni,
no such thing until holding out ai|
longer becomes completely inpo
sible

Friday
The Coast is burning up.
Sound is making some of Hollywood's
is Herrn Hugenliest-known temperaments even hardwho are pulling er to handle if you can imagine such

KA N

:

heard about gives strong conviction

and

it

Klitsch

many

of the agitated strings across
the sea in this present move.
The
industry here is aware of what is
going on, of course, but what would
be extremely interesting to learn is
how long this kicking around business will be suffered before hitting

back.
It

the

.

.

.

was just a brief note, buried in
news columns between an item

concerning the musicians' situation
Australia and the opening of
"Uncle Tom" in Dallas. This is how
re

in

it

Businessmen Aid Return o/
Minn. Bennie Berber

—

Films

making
here after the town hau
is

a success of a the.-iter
been without pictures for four months, due,
it
is
said, to lack of patronage caused by
antagonism of the local administration.
delegation
of
businessman prevailed upon
Berger, Grand Forks, N. D. exhibitor, to
reopen the local house.

A

it?
A delegation of businessprevailed upon Berger to reopen
the house.
Trade follows the films,
demonstrated so often now that all
argument against it falls to pieces.
The theater is a vital part in any comnumity.
It's up to the exhibitor to
realize it, get them a necessity complex and stay that way.

Get

men

.

.

.

Headlines
Thursday:

For two weeks

it

Davenport,

— H.

la.

L.

named manager

has

'

Davidsd

a

has been

about

houses here, replacing George Wjj
son, who has been transferred to a!

thing possible.
Seventeen stages
are building all at one time and along

of

Publi'

the first of November, you
might look forward to a grand push other territory.
toward sound to get under way. You
Dismantling Louisville House
know, there isn't a single studio on
the whole blooming West Coast that
Louisville
Dismantling of t
isn't nuts to turn out an all-talker Cherokee is planned
by Mrs. R.
while the extra big money can be Condon, who purchased the hon
separated from theaters. On the Fox from .\lfred P. Knopf.
lot, 2,700 men have been at it night
and day, working like the devil himTakes Over Mount Airy House
self to finish up sound stages.
WinMount Airy, N.
John
nie Sheehan is taking no chances.
A
seven foot wall is to be thrown Jones, Jr., has been named manag
around the Movietone studio „and no- of the National and Broadway. I
bodj' but those whose jobs concern formerly was connected with M-G-I
Movietone will be allowed near it.
Theater on Site of Burned One
At Warners, Jack Warner invites

—

C—

ran
Ilallock,

Davidson Gets Davenport Post

anybody

to

when they
at

8:31,

the

visit

start

the

plant

at

8:30

grinding there, but

welcome sign

and from that time on,
are asked to leave....
in

is

pulled
visitors

Competition
Today: The big electrical groups
are not to have their own way after
all.
Western Electric is sfeveral laps
ahead of the rest of the bunch, but
two more entries are chafing at the
tape, rarin' to get started.
One is
Bristolphone which declares itself

1

—

Eustis, Fla. -On the site of t
Princess, destroyed by fire July
will be erected a new structure
seat several hundred more than t
old
building.
Charles G.
00
bridge owns the property.

W

"Von Tilski
Ansonia, Conn.

Transferred

—

Benjamin VJl"
for the past five years assi|
ant manager of the Capitol, has be
placed in charge of the HofTman tlj
aters at Manchester.
Tilski,

been bruited about that the Du Pouts, ready to install sound reproducing
tlirough their investment trust, have equipment at a price
Anderson, Ind., House Damaged
below Western
been buying up large blocks of Para- •".lectric's lowest quotation.
Anderson, Ind. Slight damage v,
mount stock via the open market
In South Africa, if you were to caused by fire to the roof of t;„
route.
Mild excitement ensued in mention the name Schlesinger pretty Granada.
many quarters for those who knew much the whole populace would know
suddenly realized that it was in this the man you're talking about.
In Crystal, Mpls., Has New Mana
very fashion that they bought into London films circles.
Schlesinger's
Minneapolis Leroy M. Fuller
General Motors and finally secured monicker is a familiar one.
Here in been named manager of the CrysBcontrol.
Now comes the denial, of- New York, some folks know him as
ficial and conclusive.
the individual who operates in Cape
Villisca, la.. Seeks Sunday Shov(l'«
Harold is out for sound.
Lloyd Town as the South African Film
Villisca,
la.
referendtir
joins the ranks.
A trifle late, may- Trust. Schlesinger owns De Forest on Sunday showsSpecial
has been askedf
hap, but it had to happen.
There Phonofilms which is about to take its a petition presented to the counl
aren't many left who won't use it.
bovv in the active market for sound here.
Labor.
Straightening itself out devices.
Lee De F'orest, who pernicely.
Weber, head of the musi- fected this system and whose reputaRemodeling at Kaukama, Wis.
cians' organization. sui)plies the data. tion in technical
circles ranks very
Kaukama, Wis. The Rex is to
Declares 150 contracts between locals high, is understood to
have made a remodeled.
and exhibitors have been signed; as number of changes in the
apparatus
many more are pending. Chicago and everything is set for the splurge.
Parking Service for Patrons
avoids a musicians' walkout.
New Phonofilm is setting its plans for
Denver Theaters here are ado
York's
difficulties
with
operators small town business, being content to ing free parking
service for patrol
pretty well smoothed out.
So it forget big towns in view of W. E.'s Under the plan used by some housi
goes.
A few troublesome spots re- hold in that direction.
the patron pays the admission fj
main, but they bid fair to end amicOf course, back of these and what- when parking and is given a coupi'
ably. Fine. The show must go on.
ever other developments come is the good for admission.

—

—

.

.

—

.Xmerican film is endured only because there is no other to take its
arc
))ath

with the largest size boulders they
can find. Seventeen nations, not one
less, are being sought to join an organization of exhibitors, the chief
platform of which will be to sock
.\merican pictures where it hurts
most.
can't establish it as fact,

We

A

.

War Zone

Wednesday :
are hunnning.

its

last.

children

termined.
He's a tired man. Harry M. Warner has been spending most of his
recent days hanging on to telephones
and explaining to bothersome news.

if the scheme were traceable to
it
rather imagine
source, we
would end up in and around the Berlin office of .Alfred Hugenberg.
powerful figure in the German Nationalist Party.
Hugenberg secured
control of Ufa for political propaganda of the type that seeks to keep
iJie German flag on top of the heap.
Which is a perfectly proper Germanic move. But the program, indications have it, isn't such a kind
one where American pictures enter

but

berg

set-up is now this: Ned Depinct and
W. C. Boothby arc the works in

man

(Continued from Page

(|uestion

2,

changcabilit\-.

The Seven-Day Parade

to the belief that

They haven't gotten
Tuesduij:
over it yet. They had drawn mental
pictures of heads being lopped off
in the cause of efficiency and economy.
But that dreary prospect is
now removed. Joe Kennedy and
First National have washed their
hands of each other. Which makes
the crowd over on Madison Ave. and
out in Burbank loads happier than
The
it
has been for several weeks.

New

cver-vexatioiis

.

Bugbears — Out

Sunday, September

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

f

I
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12 Vitaphone Films Under

Six Roadshows of Group Now in Cutting Room, Several of Group are All-Talkers— Other
Late Production News and Ralph Wilk's Observations on Personalities at Hollywood Studios
Walsh Again to Double
Walsh is to act in and direct
"The Caballero's Wav," O. Henry
story which Fox wmII produce and
ivaoul

A

WITH SOUND ACTIVITY

Little

from

NORA

Other developments in the
sound picture field will be
found on page 6-7.

RALPH

has taken her f^rst
City.
She is
trip to Atlantic
there, playing the feminine lead in
"The Cohens and Kellvs in ,A.tlantic

Jack Cunningham, Al Cohn,
John F. Goodrich, Howard J.
Green and others dining at

*

stages

Kuis

of

\'Hrner studio.

productions at the
Six are in the cut-

of "The Madonna of
Avenue A," starring Dolores

Joseph Franklin Poland and Fred

rection

Costello.
*

Newmcyer

are holding a re-union ai

Universal.
the First

They worked together

HARRY DELF

at

Director

National studio in New
York, and now Joe is supervising "It

*

*

Next Picture

the Writers' Club.

Michael Curtiz, who directed
Noah's Ark," is busy on the di-

rwelve Vitaphone pictures, several
which will he all-talkers, are in va-

ringing

pictures are before the camras.
These are: "Stark Mad," which
J(.\-d Bacon is directing with cast
icluding H. B. Warner, Louise FaSix

Jacqueline Logan and Henry
Walthall; "Queen of the Night
Inhs," starring Texas Guinan, which

iiula,
5.

;r>an

*

Fool," starring Al Jolson.

Foy

is

directing;

"On

Trial,"

which

Robert

*

scenarists and

*

*

one

Lord,

of

magazine

the leading
contributors,

has renewed his contract with Warners.
In addition to his scenarios,
he also wrote the dialogue for "The
Lion and the Mouse" and other Warner "talkies."
*

Harry Deli,
and actor, who

*

*

"The Ladies' Man"
(The
First
Fox-Movietone
Comedies Made on the Coast)

FREE-LANCING
Available for Eastern Offices

*

Hollywood,
Tel.

playwright

directed

"The Fam-

Place

Cal.

GRanate 3716

RALPH J,

Hunt Signs Paramount Contract
Roy Hunt, Paramount cameraJ.

DIETRICH

is being directed
has been added to the comily Picnic," the first Fox Movietone man,
Mayo; "Hard Boiled
comedy made on the Coast, is con- |)any's contract list. Hunt has filmed
Myrna Loy and Conrad sidering picture offers for several of most of Bebe Daniels films/ for sev'Jagel,
F.
Harmon his plays which were produced in eral years. Other cameramen who
directed
by
Wight; "One Stolen Night," being the East. They include "Too Much hold Paramount contracts are Arthur
irccted by Scott R. Dunlap with Family" and "Atlas and Eva." Fox Gilks, Victor Milner and Henry Gertlty Bronson and William Collier, controls the rights to his "Family rard.

all-talker

n

Wedgewood

6734

Like the ball players who spends
his vacaton by going to the Polo
Grounds in New York, David Rollins, Fox's promising juvenile, spent
one of his vacation days by visiting
the Universal studio.

H<

director,

and Author

Current Releases
"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"

Dure Passing Show: An eightrooms.
These are slated as
year old girl rushing up to Charlie Can Be Done," which Fred is directnadshows and include: George M.
Chaplin to praise him for his work ing. By the wa.y, Joe has d sproved
olian's "The Home Towners," an
in "The Kid" and "The Circus," and the theory that supervisors are bad
ll-talker;
"The Redeeming Sin," Charlie responding with a pleasant spellers.
He wrote the continuity
"Con- smile; Charles Judels impersorvaiing for "It Can Be Done." He has superCostello;
tarring
Dolores
starring Monte Blue; "My a French press agent at a Wampas vised numerous comedies and farces
:|uest,"
at Universal.
(fan,' 'starring Fannie
Brice; "The meeting.
inu

talker.

A Rising Star in
WESLEY RUGGLES

versal studio; Paul Perez and
his dog visiting some studios;

Citv."
*

all

WI1.K

More Passing Show: Jules
Furthman visiting the Uni-

LANE

*

if

Lots''

an

By

Hollywood

Sound Pictures

'*

Archie
:k)se," with
y

•

"Stolen Kisses," starring May
li.\voy under direction of Roy En-

1

;

Upstairs," which

is still

very popu-

lar with stock companies.
*

i.kht.

By

the way, Harry was at one
most prolific writer in
the
vaudeville.
He had more than 20
sketches playing the various circuits
simultaneously. It is practically certain some of the sketches will find
their way into pictures as material

time

Cast for Pathe Film
(ieorge Duryea and Phyllis Haver
a\e been cast for i'Ofifice Scandal,"
liich Edward H. Griffith will direct
T Pathe.
Adelaide Heilbron wrote
story, an original.
for sound productions.
It

i

work in the title role of "The Wolf
Wall Street" at Paramount. Rowland V. Lee will direct.

A

100^
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ALL TALKING

Hollywood
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that
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means home
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Terror'^

Pictures
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Famous Doorway

DIRECTOR
"Conquest'^

William

of

in

ROY DEL RUTH

Film Editor

Bancroft Starts New Role Soon
George Bancroft is soon to start

*

*

--^y^
Gocxl Food a {Mature
cbd bn and* dM dtniae room (amou*

Vaeadi

Clab b«raHmi>
pticm.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

By

LASKy

Wm

CAUTION

A

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

AVOIDS CONFUSION OVER

SOUND

THE FILM DAILY

Newark, N. J. Differentiating beaii
tween various kinds of sound pictureiP

production
absolutely essential to lii^li quality sound pictures in the opinion
of
.le>>e L. Lasky who sees danger in
the making of sound pictures turned
out to satisfy a tremendous public demand but of a quality inferior to

has prevented confusion in the mindil
of patrons of the Stanley-Fabian cir)
cuit. due to advertising copy preparej
by David E. Weshner, director of aq

When

vertising and publicity.
a talj
er is played, Weshner stresses th
fact that the film contains dialoguej
featuring that angle in his adverti^
ing.
However, when a film only h^
a synchronized music score, he ad(!
a "sound line," but makes this angUl
subordinate to billing of the pictun

films.

"If pictures are
basis," he states,

produced on
"with sound

this

re-

garded solely as a novelty to draw
audiences into the theaters, irreparable harm will be done to the industry

in

general, for the public will
of audibility on the screen
if it
is not properly presented,
and
cease to be further attracted bv it
alone."
Lasky's ideas on the final form
which talking pictures will assume
apparently are fixed.
"It is my belief,"
he declares, "that production
will travel two different and
welldefined roads.
There will be the
all-dialogue picture, which will utilize
the best features of stage and screen

soon

tire

technique and which will be radically
different from anything we know
at
present.
This will be one distinct
type of production, perhaps the most

important from a popular standpoint,
and undoubtedly one which will per
nut the screen to attain a degree of

devdopment hitherto undreamed of.
"The second course of the cinema
concern itself with productions
devoid of dialogue, but with their
drama heightened by a thoughtful
use of the emphasis of sound.
It is
will

of this type that 'Wings,' 'Warming
Up' and 'Loves of An Actress' arc

forerunners. These pictures are com|)lete in them.selves.
having no dependence on sound, but they resoond
to the advantages of sound.
This
type of picture will prove particularly
valuable in its relation to the foreign
market. One of the industry's greatest problems lies in producing synchronized pictures for European release, for
to have

it

is

obviously impracticable

American players register
their voices in more than one language and still have their lips in synchrony with their words.
"The greatest benefits to the film
industry will come through a policy
of painstaking effort and aggressive
optimism that gives no recognition to
hvsteria.
Motion pictures will continue to appeal to the public on a
basis of merit and those producers
who give the public the greatest
measure of entertainment on the
screen will be the leaders in the future as they have been in the past."

Sound

at Buffalo Lafayette

Buffalo, N. Y.— The Lafayette, remodeled at a cost of $40,000. has reopened as a sound house.
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itself.

Lloyd to Use Sound and
Dialogue in Next Film
Someivhat crowded with copn, but nevertheless a good flash. Ivside spread IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los .A.ngeles Now convinced that
of a four page supplement published by the San Pedro, (Col.)
NewsPilot in cooperation with the Cabrillo theater, a West Coast house when "talking pictures are here to stay,''
Harold Lloyd intends to use both
"Waj-ming Up" played there.
sound and dialogue in his iie.xt Paramount production, which goes before
the camera soon.

—

INHRESTING EXPERIMENT

SOUND ON

"1 am thoroughly convinced that talkinK
pictures are here to stay and if handled
with the same degree of intelligence thai
has lieen responsible for our l)est silent pictures, will incalculably enhance the power of
The star was skepthe screen." I.loyd said.
tical about sound pictures until a tew days
ago when he was impressed by a dcnoi-jlratiim at the Paramount studio.

DETROIT

FOR KUE-GRAPH PLANNED

Detroit Jake Schreiber is about to
Detroit with an interesting
experiment in the drawing power,
plus or minus as the case may be, of
sound pictures. For 12 years, he has
been operating the Blackstone, a 286
seat theater, as a grind house. Xow
he has added a nut of $13,0t)0 to the
theater by ordering sound equip-

.\rrangements now are
by Herber Bros, and
Wolf to extend distribution of KueGraph, phonographic device which
cues pictures through the use of

ment from Western Electric.
Not only that. Schreiber is "going
off the nut" in other ways as well.
Me expects to siiend a lot of mone\
revamping the entire front, putting

N. W. Sound Firm Expanding
Kue-Graph was developed in DalMinneapolis The Northwest Han-j
a number of years ago, but was
not intended originally as a commer- a-Phone Co., operated by Dan E.

IN

IN

—

furnis'h

in a inar(|uee,

new

electric signs,

and

making

the house more attractive inside than ever.
It means going from
the ridiculous to the sublime and
catering to a new clientele.
"The talking pictures are going to
elevate many small theaters tliat have
been catering to the sensation-loving," Schreiber remarked the other
day. "Our policy will change entirely with the completion of the new

e<|uipment

change

Where we

installation.

bills

every

present policy,

same attraction

we

day
will

for

under

the

continue the

two and three

weeks, as long as the sound pictures
make money for us. My wild fronts
are for sale.
We are now going in
for beauty and dignity."

Dallas

under

—

way

stock records, in other sections of
the country.
Sales today are being
hand.ed through e(|uipiiient dealers
in the Southwest.

Sound Policy
has

Jacksonville
— "Warming
Up^

at
Fla.

Jacksonville,

the sound picturq
Florida, Publix house
Imperial is the long run Vita^

inaugurated

policy at the

The

phone house.

—

las

instrument for theaters.
Since
type of music is gaining in popularity, Herber Bros, and Wolf foresee the need to enter the field of
cial

this

and Frank Rubel, has
over distribution of Han-aPhone, synchronization device and
Finkelstein

taken

pictures, in the Milwaukee territory.
non-synchronous devices. They made This gives the company Minnesota,
a deal with the originators of Kue- the Dakotas, Wi.sconsin and upper
Graph and are now manufacturing Michigan.
the device here.
Ernest P. Herber
Bacon Starts "Stark Mad"
informs THE FILM DAILY that
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
such circuits as Dent Theaters, Inc.. West Coast
Director Lloyd Bacon
Angeles
Los
R. R. and VV'estex Theaters have instarted "Stark Mad," Vitaphone
has
stalled the equipment in one or more
production, from the story by Jerome
of their houses.
He states comment Kingston. The cast includes H. B.
on the efficiency of operation is most
Warner, Louise Fazenda, Jacqueline
favorable, a number of theater manLogan, Claude (iillingwater, Andre
agers featuring the instrument in
Beranger, John Miljan, Lionel Beltheir programs and devoting regular
more and Warner Richmond.

—

advertising

space to

it

as

(

well.

Fleischman Wiring Three Houses
Toledo George F'leischman is installing Western Electric equipment
been in the Ohio, State and World.

—

Fulton with Vitaphone
-Atlanta— W. B. Fulton has
Midnight Opening for "Lights"
named southern division manager for
Buffalo This city
had its first the Vitaphone Corp. He has named
Wiring Jersey Shore House
midnight performance when "Lights H. P. Rhodes manager
of the AtJack Myers has
.Shore, Pa.
Jersey
of New York" opened at the Great lanta branch and
C. D. Tuchon man- completed arrangements for Western
Lakes.
ager of the Dallas branch.
Electric
Victoria.
for

—

I

—

cciuipment

the
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SOUND FILMS

fOREIGN

IN

MARKKA BIG

„

PROBLEM

Addison Introduces Sound in
Buffalo via a Wow Campaign

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

—

THE FILM DAILY
Foreign markets

expensive,

— True,

was rather

increased

but

demonstrated

it

the

wisdom

business
the
theaters
of

The Great Lakes
represent about 40 per cent of the plan.
What to do about went to sound in as thorough a
world's gross.
sound pictures in those territories. fashion as Managing Director H. M.
Get this:
Under the heading "How'll They Addison knew how.
Edwin Schallert,
Billboards for 100 miles around
Falk in Europe?"
Buffalo carried the 24-sheet message
asks in the "Los Angeles Times."
He points out that the effect of of sound pictures. Ads in tiie 50
talkers is something to turn serious leading country newspapers of the
attention to, and of some of the dif- section carried the same message,
while the Sunday before the opening
iculties, points out:
"Even English-speaking countries advertisements in both local Sunday
Jo not thoroughly agree on the use papers totaled 120 inches, an unheard
Words fa- of amount for a single theater in
)f the English language.
have strange Buffalo.
Six. three and one-sheet
Iniliar and signirtcant
meanings in Great billboards were plastered with paper
iind surprising
lot of telling the world about the sound proBritain and its provinces.
Mang popular in this country, which gram and every exploitation angle
iiiKht add color to a production film known was used by the house press
or America alone, would flop dis- department to let Buffalo know there
nally if the talking picture were put was something unusual going on.
Radio, too, was brought into play,
)n in London, or Sydney, or even in
The talking pic- the theater's own studio being used
larts of Canada.
nic would have to limit its use of to good advantage during the first
\()rds to those that were distinctly week of "The Street Angel" showEven the ing to broadcast the entire orchesliterary and not colloquial.
tra accompaniment from tlie audi•act that certain stage plays that are
•opnlar in America succeed in Eng- torium.
;iik1 doesn't mean very much.
The entire exploitation system was
"Undoubtedly, the acceptance of changed, too, from the circus style
alking films would go quite a ways to the class angle.
Ads were set in
novelty in English-speaking light face in dignified type carrying
a
s
The British fan the simple announcement of the picountries, however.
vould have the same curiosity to ture and change in policy and prices,
tear what a star's voice sounded like for in addition to doing away with
Vitaphone, Movietone, or any of orchestra, vaudeville and organ spehe other various devices, as fans cialty, Addison boosted the top price
The words from 50 to 65 cents and increased
this country.
|iave in
jk'ouldn't matter so much in the bethe number of daily shows from
ginning, so long as t'hey conveyed three to six, resulting in a bigger
he plot."
turnover and. of course, added box
Schallert advances the interesting office receipts.
liought that the domestic market is
"The first sound picture was "The
oing to keep the industry busy
picjnough for some time and gives as Street Angel." .Surrounding this
ture was a program which c>aisisted
is forecast the following:
Fox Movietone subject, pre"It looks as if this might be the of a
Let foreign trade go senting Beatrice Lillie, together with
.evelopment:
Fox Movietone newsreel.
!ang for the time being, and trust current
.\i\A
that
was all. No orchestra, no
'
> the American audience to supply
From organ recital between shows, no
j'le necessary financial returns.
Evother specialties, no vaudeville.
ie interest that they are taking in
erything on the screen and all audilese pictures they probably will."
accompaniEsperanto is suggested as the fu- ble, either in orchestral
songs
by Miss
picture,
the
ment
to
ire medium of expression for the
music, talk and sound
orld at large because of this new Lillie, or the
-velopment, he continues and then of the newsreel.

A

II

And

Ids:

"Somehow
ted about
heoretically
lat's

about

can't

I

grow very ex-

Esperanto
it

all.

may

possibilities,

be

great

Esperanto has

but
al-

ays been that way."

Youngstown, O., House
Youngstown, O. Remodeling and

)und for
,

t
'

[decorating of the State is in progWestern Electric sound
ss with
ojectioti equipment to be installed.
[

''
'.

—

[

1

SMALLTOWN HOUSES

IN
Buffalo, N. Y.

il'cst

PHONOriLM SEEKS OUTLET

the

first

week was only a
was held

starter, as the entire show
over for the second week.

And

the

record-breaking crowds which packed themselves into the Great Lakes
proved rather conclusively that Buffalo, at least, like the change.

Right now, all the rest of the theaters in the city are explaining about
the "talking pictures" they are going
But Addison
to have in the future.
is showing actual sound programs.

Hot After Sound

—

Texas is receiving
sound cordially. Enthusiasm is
running so high that at HarDallas

lingen, for instance, the Chamber of Commerce, Lions' Club

and other

civic bodies

have en-

listed in a plan

to sell $10,CC0
worth of tickets to insure installation of sound equipment
at theaters there.
Jean Paschal!, general manager of the

Dent and Valley theaters

is

thusiastic over the outlook

en-

and

American Legion has planned a valley wide drive to sell
the tickets upon which they are
to receive a commission of five
per cent which will be utilized
in buying furniture for their

the

quarters.

{Continued from Par/e

which

is

vested

in

the

I)

Schlesinger

interests of London, New York and
South Africa.
Phonofilm attachment for sound reproduction was
originally placed above the projec-

The new attachment is located
below the projector head, a pos;tion.
the company claims, which will permit Movietone and RCA-Phonoplione
subjects to run through Phonofilm
(.-(Hiiiiment.
The attachment is described as being extremely simple and
attachable to the Simplex projector
tor.

thirty minutes.
Plionofilm declares it stands ready
to assure exhibitors that there is no
question
about
interchangeability
with Western Electric (film method)
in

and RCA Photophone. "This issue,"
Phonofilm states "will probably never
be actuall\ raised, because the law
involved in this matter is perfectly
clear,

it

being identical with the issue

which was raised by the old M. P.

Paramount Press
Book Emphasizes Sound

Special

E.xhihitor material designed by the
Paramount ad sales department foi'
advertising sound includes a series of
poster "snipes" in various colors for
pasting on the regular posters on
These "snipes" emeach picture.
phasize the sound feature in each picture on every poster.
Likewise a number of "slug" matare offered exhibitors to advertise

"eye and ear" entertainment and an
explanation of how to insert these
"slugs" in any advertisement is furnished.
i^ress stories describing the music,
the songs, the composers and the
other features of sound programs arc
included in press sheets and exploitation ideas, newly available for exhibitors with the advent of sound pictures, are outlined and suggested.
To climax this, a 12-page press
book, devoted exclusively to sound,
is
now on the way to exhibitors
This book is a resume of all that
Paramount has done in the way of
sound production and exploitation
and indicates what Paramount intends to do in the future.

Patents Co.. with which, of course,
industry is perfectly fa-

the entire
miliar."

Phonofilm
is

recording

distinguished

as

from

either built into the

attachment,
reproducing,

camera or

at-

tached thereto so that the same film
passes through the camera and the
attachment. Tv\o negatives are used,

one

the

in

picture

camera and

th--

other in the sound recording camera
whidh is synchronized with it. Lee
DeForest, inventor of the three electrode vacuum tube on which the radio
industry was in large measure founded, developed Phonofilm and. it is
claimed, the 80 mil sound track now
used as standard by both Western
Electric

and RCA.

IMPROVEMENTS MADE

IN

ELECTROGRAPH SYSTEM
Quincy,

phone

for

111.

— Addition

of a micro-

theater announcements

is

one of the improvements introduced
into Electrograph, a phonographic
instrument with magnified amplification which uses standard stock records for cueing of pictures.
Censors
Baltimore Police Back
Speed adjustments have been added
Baltimore Police here are pre- which, according to H. C. Gates of
pared to suppress talkers which cen- the Gates Radio and Supply Co..
sors may find contain objectionable manufacturers of Electrograph, permatter.
mit the motors to run at the same
speed as the projector in the bootii.
Sound Publication in Hollywood
He added speed of the discs can be
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY changed at any time during the acHollywood Cedric E. Hart has tual showing of a picture by shutting
formed Sound Waves Publishing Co. off the current for an instant to prewith himself as publisher and editor vent distortion during the change.

—

—

;
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"The Girl-Shy Cowboy"
Fox

Lvtu/th

4404

:

First National

"Sawdust Paradise"
ft.

5928

Length:

Paramount

ft.

BRIGHT AND SNAPPY WEST- A WEAK SISTER THAT
ERN. MOVES AT SWIFT PACE.
NEED LOTS OF OUTREX BELL IS COMING ALONG WILL SUPPORT
TO STAND UP.
NICELY WITH GOOD PERSON- SIDE
NOWHERE.
GETS
STORY
POOR
AND
ALITY AND RIDING
FIGHTING ABILITY.
Ralston
is not hard
.Esther
Cast.
.

Cast.
in

.

.

.

hini.scli

acquits

Bell

Rl-.x

jiood style, and should add to his
George
with this one.

Meeker
support.

buddy lends adequate
O'Leary is a good

as his

Patsy

Others
support.
Margaret Coburn,
Hetty Caldwell. Joan Lyons, Ottola
looking

femme

Donald

Stuart.

.

boiled enough for the grifter gal with
the carnival show, but does better
when she reforms and helps the
Reed Howes satisfactory
evangelist.
as the wise kid running the carnival.
Hobart Bosworth gives best performance as the evangelist. Others

following

Length: 6300

MECHANICAL

DIRECTION

HOLDS

.

Length: 6100

ft.

GETS OVER AS FAIR COM-

PLOT NOT ANY TOO WELL
.

.

.

.

Too Obeck.

Story and Production. ... Comedy;
From
the musical comedy by P. G."
it
and
the
Wodehouse. This one will bring 'em
is difficult to figure how they muffed
The result is that fullv half of in with Colleen Moore's name, but
it.
the footage shapes up as just plain it will be the fine work of Ford
dull, relieved only by the craftsman- Sterling as the Knglish sappy butler
will
hand them the laughs.
like work of several of the players that
who at least seemed to have caught Also some ril) tickling titles from
the spirit of the Kaufman idea. Mu!- the original libretto of P. G. Wodeshowmanship methods to his soul hall is the small towner who comes house that are a relief from the usual
into action, and delivers a fine brand
saving, and puts the "show" over to the big city and they take him wise
cracking
Hollywood variety.
of riding and fighting that will please
Trouble is the film doesn't ex- on Broadway, but at the finish he put Every time a Wodehouse title flashed
big.
Re.x Bell has the qnalificathe fans.

depicting the inside workings of
Hero and his pal take a carnival show on wheels that is
and hike.
charge of the female outfit, and, of playing the small western cities.
course, hero falls in love with the The sweetheart of the grifter who
Rivalry develops with
prettiest girl.
opens up his own show gets mixed
pal. and it winds up almost in
liis
up with an elderly evangelist. CirBut when the outlaw gang
enmity.
cumstances force her to work with
try to raid the camp and frame hero's
him for three months. She applies
gets
star
pal for a crime, then the
bits

plain

tions for a western hero that the fans
In this one he gets
like to root for.
opportunities to show his ability, and
makes the most of them.
Direction, R. Lee Hough, smooth:
Author, Scton I. Miller; Scenario, the

Editor, J. Logan
Graham;
Garrett
raphy, Sol Halperin, good.

-ame:

Titles,

R.

she

does

Just

it.

original

over

it

or.

fine

stage

frorii

play,

the wise ones in a

manner

shows you the results. This careless that carries some good dramatic susstory and direction are typical of the pense.
Will ride as programmer.

Length: 5600

Coleman

Length: 6370

Pathe

ft.

ft.

FIGHTING SKILL. THIS ONE THRILLS AND SUSPENSE.
WILL PLEASE THE FANS.
I'hjllis Haver gives an
Cast.

Alexander .Alt and Stuart
Holmes attempt to do a comedy team
Alt has ability, if properly diact.
rected and given decent material.
But Holmes doesn't click here as a
Pauline Curley just the
comedian.
Others
ordinary
femme support.
Ernest Hilliard. J. P. McGowan.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy

.

Cast....

Dan Coleman
and

footer, youthful,

He

looks

like

new western

a

sixa finished rider.
is

a

comer among

stars.

This

is

the
his third

for Pathe.

Jeanette LofF is unusually
good as the fenmie support.
Others Billy Butts. J. P. McGowan,

Noble Johnson. William Steele, Ben
Corbett, F.dward Jones.
Story and Production. ... Western,
cheapest and poorest alleged comedies based on the war that we have Looks as if the fans who like their
The
seen.
Looks like something westerns are in for a break.
yet
that was filmed in a coupla after- work of this boy Coleman is way
noons and some idle Sunday morn- above the average. He has the aping.
The oflfering is so cheap and pearance and personality, and also
tawdry that it hardly merits space intelligence, which is some combinafor reviewing.
But just to complete tion—for a western star, if you know
Outside of that he
the records, it is being covered liere- what we mean.
with.
There are several scenes and can ride like a streak and put up a

some

One

of

the

are positively vulgar,
nnist have taken a very cheap
mind backerl by unlimited gall to dareto put them on a film.
It is one of
those things that gives the censor
bodies and
other busybod es
the
grounds for their assertion that the
anfl

industry requires outside supervision.
Off down under out
for
the
count.
Direction, l-'rcd Windermere, hopeless; Author, Not credited; Scenario,

—

—

Xnt credited;
Titles,

Robf.

fight

titles that

it

Not

—

Ekiitor,

credited:
K. Cline. poor.

Nr)t

credited;

Photography,

that

Now go

looks like

the

real

thing.

on with the story. Hero is
adopted as a kid by a reformed
bandit.
Years later his foster father
is
framed for robberies by his old
partner through use of a tell-tale ace
of
diamonds which the reformed
bandit always left at the scene of his
crimes. Nice plot works up to strong
SI.' "^ use
Direction.
Leo
D.
Maloney,
smooth; Author, Ford I. Beebe;
Is-enario
the
-ame:
Editor,
Joe
Kane; Titles, not credited; Photography, l-'dward A. Kull, good.

I

I

.

ceptable

Avenue

.

performance as

the

P.

ac-

Tenth

G.

Syd

Djinamite

"Tenth Avenue"

in

"The Black Ace"

Jt.

Cast

War.

instantaneous
laughter.
musical comedy plot, it is

:

Da7i

SIBLE.

World

a

Luther
Reed,
poor;
George Manker Watters;
Pearson; Scenario, lionise Long: Editor, J. G. Le Roy Stone; Titles, Gene Towne Weatherwax; Titles,
Photog- Bachniann; Photography, Harold and Jack Jarmuth; Photography, house; Photography,
good.
Rosson, fair.
George Folsey, good.
Direction,

Author,

RATES FAIR AS UNDERLength: 5722
THROWN Pa the
STORY, WITH GOOD
TOGETHER REGARDLESS. NICE WESTERN GIVES NEW WORLD
AND
CHARACTERIZATION
STAR
PLENTY
OF
CHANCES
TOUTED AS A WAR COMEDY,
BUT WEAK ON
IT IS VULGAR AND IMPOS- TO SHOW HIS RIDING AND ACTING,

the

was

Being

Direction,

JUST A QUICKIE

of

there

full of holes that show up glaringly.
Direction, Mervin Le Roy, ordiRichard Wallace, ordiAuthor, George S. Kaufman nary; Author, P. G. Wodehouse:
nary
Scenario, Adelaide Heilbron; Editor, Scenario, Carev Wilson; Editor, Paul

entire picture.

"Devil Dogs"
Crescents.

how

just

«

Cast.... jack .\iulliall does one of ADAPTED.
the best characterizations of his carCast.
.Colleen Moore manages to
eer, and creates a highly sympathetic
extract
a
fair percentage of laughs
Greta
role as the sap hick producer.
Dosing as goofy maid, but has only
allurand
graceful
beautiful,
Nissen
one sequence where she really scores.
ing, never has appeared to better adFord Sterling is the real featured
vantage. Rest of cast shape up fine.
part, for he plays comedy
circles
DemWilliam
including Sam Hardy.
around Colleen and collects more
arest, Gertrude Astor.
Comedy laughs. Alan Hale as fake revenue
Story and Production.
From the stage play by officer also strong on comedy. Others
drama.
Lawrence Gray, Claude Gillingwater,
(jeorge S. Kaufman. This falls down
Julanne
Johnston,
Claude
King,
of
badly on pace and tempo, some
Edgar Norton. Percv Williams, Fred
the sequences dragging tilf the sus-

Maguire, George French, Alan
Xesniith.
Roscoe, May Aldcn, John W. JohnStory and Production. ... Western. ston, Frank Hrownlee, Helen Hunt.
The story departs from the usual
.Drama of
Story and Production.
formula for a western. It introduces carnival show life.
The best thing
is entirely lost.
the theme of a group of schoolgirls about this ofTering are some little pense interest
was there
material
for
the
bad,
camp
plains
to
who come out to the
.

First National

CHIEF FAULT, AND COMEDY EDY THAT WILL NOT STAMSEEMS FORCED. FINE CAST PEDE 'EM. MUSICAL COMEDY
IT UP.

.

Tom

"Oh Kay"

ft.

GETS A FIFTY-FIFTY BREAK.

1928

Colleen Moore in

"The Butter and Egg Man"

Esther Ralston in

Bell in

2,

WodeHickox,

in

"The Hound of Silver
Creek"
Universal

Length: 4095

ft.

FAIR DOG

OPERA HOLDS]
INTEREST
WITH CLEVE
WORK OF CANINE STAR WHO
IS PUT THROUGH HIS PACES
WITH GOOD DIRECTION.

trying to get a crook to
Victor X'arconi and Joe
Cast. ... Dynamite, the police d ^g,
Ross opposing each other for the is |3ractically the whole picture, for
girl's love give the i^icture all the the story has just been built to give
Louis the animal a chance to show what he
strength
it
has.
Others
F.deson,
Kthel can do. But he is good, and the dog
Natheaux.
Roliert
Wales, Casson Ferguson. Ernie S. fans will go away satisfied. The cast
includes Ednumd Cobb, Gloria Grey,
Adams.
Story and Production.
.Drama of (iladden James.
Story and Direction.
From the stage play of
Melodrama.
underwcirld.
same name.
The atmosphere of a Here is the usual story wr'tten in
eheaii boarding house i^atronized by the usual way to sihow the police dog
crooks is very well done, and the star doing his bag of tricks. Dynacharacterizations throughout are un- mite is an intelligent and well trained
usually good.
The story moves nat- animal, and for those fans who like
urally, and in the usual William de the dog operas, this one will easil\
Director Stuart Paton
of
Mille manner
direction, is not satisfy them.
overdrawn. Its weakness as a screen has directed several of these mellers.
nlay can only be attributed to the and knows how to bring out all the
fact that it was planned for the entertainment values through propspeaking stage and that's just what erly e.xijloiting the four-footed star.
is
wrong with it.
The action, The story tells of a wealthy plantathrills, and
mtiodramatic punch of tion owner w'ho murders the man
the tyi)ical underworld play are lack- whom he has defrauded and who
ing.
Tells the story of the .girl's comes to town to bring him to jusThe dog is a witness of the
love for a weak crook she mothers, tice.
murder, and succeeds in bringing him
and another reformed crook.
Direction, William de Mille, accept- to justice.
able;
Authors,
well
John
McGowan.
Paton,
Direction. ... Stuart
Lloyd (Jriscoin; Scenario, Douglas handled: Author, Paul M. Bryan;
Doty;
Editor,
Adelaide
Cannon; Scenario', the same; Editor, .Arthur
Titles,
John Krafft; Photography, Helton: Titles, Gardner Bradford;
David -Abel, very good.
Photography, Jerry Ash, clear.
Gfo

girl

straight.

.

.

.

—

.

.

I

I
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Esther Ralston in

"Submarine"
Length: 8192

Columbia

ft.

"Half a Bride"
Paramount

Length: 6263

ft.

ENTERTAINING PICTURE
TONIC FOR TOTTERING HOLDS INTEREST THROUGHSWOLLEN BOX OFFICES. OUT WITH UNUSUAL LOVE
COLUMBIA'S BEST TO DATE. STORY AND NICE SUSPENSE.
;A DRAMA, WITH PLENTY OF GOOD PROGRAM NUMBER.
COMEDY THROWN IN, OF Cast. F^sther Ralston has a fat
THE SUBMARINE SERVICE.
part and keeps the interest mounting
GRAB

QUICK.

IT

IT'S

A

.

Cast. .. .Very good all the way.
Ralph Forbes of the featured playrs, is the best.
Jack Holt, Dorothy

1

Rtvier

and

Clarence

satisfactory. •
Rankin outstanding'.

lutly

A

all

the

.

.

"Dinner Time"
Pathe

way with

Aesop's Fables

clever acting. Gary
as the unwanted lover gives

Cooper

Gallagher.

...

Coniedy-

A story of two naval
buddies and the afTair one of them
has with the other's wife, unaware
of the relationship. Graves plays the
repentant pal; Holt, the best diver
Graves'
ill
the service, is the other.
iilimarine is ranmied and sinks to
All efforts at rescue fail,
Hie Ijottoni.
dnd, although it is up to Holt, he
niclodrania.

act
because Graves is
to
the crew. Then, through tell
Holt learns the truth
lale garters.
and how the wife lied to shield herComes the rescue
^eU' from Graves.
and resumption of friendship between
It is the suspense, the
ihe two men.
romedy, the performances, and the
dramatic interest built up by the director that put this over with a bang.
Direction, Frank Capra, excellent;

refuses

among

Author, Norman Springer; AdaptaDunn; Continuity,
Winifred

tion,

Story and Production.

.

.Drama

.

of

From

the story "White
Hands," by Arthur Stringer. This is
a strictly modern story, employing
the idea' of companionate marriage.
Esther as a sensation seeker embarks on a trial marriage but her dad
has her kidnapped on his yacht. The
latter is wrecked, and she and the
captain find themselves on a deserted
island.
Here a neat love story
works out, showing how the girl
comes to love a man whom she had
always disliked.
It is a good story
of nVodern social life, and affords a
variety of atmosphere, moving from
scenes of wealth to the underworld,
life on board a pleasure yacht, and
then the desert island.
Nothing big
or startling.
Just a smooth program
number well told.
Direction, Gregory La Cava, good;
Author, Arthur Stringer; Scenario,
social

life.

Arthur Doris Anderson, Percy Heath; EdiEditor,
Howell;
Dorothy
Roberts; Titles, not credited; Photog- tor, not credited; Titles, not credited;
Photography, Victor Milner, fine.
raphy, Joe Walker, splendid.

Jack Miilhall

"Name

in

"Hearts of Men"
Length: 5400

the

Columbia

Woman"
Length: 6000

/(.

Fables

characters
including
BillyWaffles, Pat, Danny, Al Falfa
and others appear in it with sound
effects to enhance the entertainment
values of what is ordinarily a right
diverting reel.
The sound effects

were concocted by Max H. Manne,
tile
incidental music conducted by
Josiah Zuro and the RCA Photophone system used. A good jol) was
done by all.

..

.Mildred

Harris

and Cor-

nelius Keefe playing the leads are
the only two in the cast that register
They lend some
before the camera.
dignity to an otherwise hopeless proOthers Warner Richmond,
duction.
Thelma Hill, Julia Swayne Gordon,

Harry

McCoy.

Cast.
in

the

.Anita
featured
..

Stewart
role.

acceptable

Huntly Gor-

don and Gaston Glass as rivals both
give convincing performances. Others
Chappell Dossett, Julanne Johnston,
Jed Prouty.

Story and Production.
Mystery
diama.
This production was intelligently handled from all angles and
results in an hour's entertainment
that should please generally.
The
district attorney has been so wrapped
up in his work that he has neglected
.

Drama.
Story and Production
It was adapted from some story by
James Oliver Curwood. And the
way it was adapted it becomes just a
mess of jumbled sequences that hold
no* suspense, build no interest, and is
filled with glaring gaps and incon-

On

sistencies.

rection was
unintelligent.

top of this the disloppy, niechanical and

Like

all

Curwood

had action, plot and good

.

.

On New

his wife.
Year's eve he deserts her to attend to some business.
In a huff she accepts an invitation
from an old sweetheart to a masked

While in a private dining room
^tory values, so this is a clear case with him a murder is committed right
of careless work by all hands at the outside the door, and they arrest her
studio.
Hero is a young architect escort. The district attorney's wife
double crossed by the rich heavy for appears masked throughout the scene.
He is framed Later at the court, evidence points to
love of the girl.
tile
for a murder and robbery. He escapes another woman as the one involved.
lo the western desert, and is pur- The inystery is well handled, and
sued there by the heavy who is de- works up nice suspense to a surprise
termined to get him out of the way. climax.
stories,

it

Direction,
rible;

James P. Hogan, terJames Oliver Cur-

Author,

(No. 2566)

Good Harmony
Type

of production.

Colored Singers

These male colored harmonizers
are good as any of their kind, and
over a nice variety with four
numbers, as follows: "All Along the
Mississippi." "All God's Chillun Got
Shoes.' '"The Old Ark's A-Moving"
and "Hallelujah to the Lamb." These
Negro spirituals have been built up
by the group with some neat variations, and the voice recording is excellent. The backdrop used is cheap
and flat, and fails to create the proper atmosphere for a high grade
group of entertainers. Time, 6 mins.

wood; Scenario, not credited; Editor,
De Leon Anthony; Titles, not credited; Photography, Robert Cline, fair. Ben Reynolds, good.

and

pe|)

personality.

Time,

10

Florence Brady in Vitaphone
"A Cycle of Songs"
Vitaphone (No. 2699)
Popular Stuff
Type of production
Songs
In a cycle of three popular numbers, Florence Brady does a typical
warbling act in her free and easy
style.
She will not knock 'em dead
out where culture and refinement begins, but for the pop audience she
probably will be classed as something
of a riot.
She leads off with "Sunshine," and follows with "I Can't
Get Him Off My Mind." This she
does very effectively.
She finishes
with a number from "Show Boat."
Florence's singing voice comes c'ear

and

strong,

click with the

and this number will
mob. Time, 11 mins.

Bell and Coates
Vitaphone (No. 2697)
Nice Harmony

Type

of production
Songs
These two boys get over nicely
with three numbers, with one of them

the piano.
They are billed as
California Songbirds," and hai inonize nic^lv throughout. They lead

at

"The

with "That's My Mammy," and
do an original comedy number,
t^n'?hinLr_ with a ballad.
Both have

off

tiien

good
Lydell & Higgins
in "A Friend of Fathers"
Vitaphone (No. 2620)

voices, and make a classy appearance.
And they get their numIjcrs over the same way. They shouM
please generally.
Time, 14 mins.

Hick Stuff
.Comedy Sketch

r>i)e of production
One of those old

vaude skits that
been dug up out of the moth
It is hard to figure any audihalls.
ence anywhere that will not recog-

has

nize

this

as

old

stuff.

The young

on his girl. Along
comes the old rube dressed up and
country sport

"The Singing Fool"

calls

trying to be a regular cut-up. While
the girl goes inside the house to
dress for a party, the ancient hick
does his line of smart aleck tricks.
The type of hick he portrays passed
out with grandpa's goloshes twenty
years ago, but some vaude teams
haven't found that out yet. The cast
includes Al Lydell, Bobby Higgins

and Lida Leah. Directed by Murray
Roth. Time, 11 mins.
Florence Brady in Vitaphone
"Character Studies"
Vitaphone (No. 2734)

Peppy

Trailer

Vitaphone

.

ball.

Direction, Erie C. Kenton, satisfactory; Author, the same; Scenario,
Peter Milne; Editor, Ben Pivar;
Titles, Not credited;
Photography,

ot

get

ft.

PENSE.

Days"

"Dixie

Vitaphone

inay still he something of a namher
ill other sections.
Florence is at her
best in the colored songs, but manages to get these three over with lots

mins.

Bird,

ENTERTAINING PROGRAM
THIS IS EVEN POOR FOR A NUMBER. GETS OVER NICELY
CHEAP INDIE. A SLOPPY
DRAMATIC STORY CARSTORY DIRECTED AND WITH
RYING
MYSTERY AND SUSACTED THE SAME WAY.
Cast.

—

Clicks

Others Type of Production. .. Sound Cartoon
a convincing performance.
Burton emin- William J. Worthington, Freeman
Here it is, the first cartoon in
bit by Arthur Wood, Mary. Doran, Guy Oliver, Ray
sound.
All
of
the
well
known

Story and Production.

Ayichor—S. R.

Sound

Advance Publicity

Type

production. .Sound Trailer
Al Jolson plugging his ow^n picture
is sufficient of a novelty to make this
trailer better entertainment than the
average short talker.
Al walks on
smoking a cigar, and launches into
a friendly chat about himself, his public

of

and the coming attraction.

He

proves himself a good salesman, and
by the time he walks off it's a cinch
tliat the theater owner has his publicity
work half finished for him.
Time, 11 nrns.

Jack Benny in "Bright Moments"
Vitaphone rNo. 2597)

High Grade
Type of production
Sketch
Opens with Jack Benny standing
alongside

a

piano

and

starting

a

number with a pianist, who walks
out on him.
Benny lays aside his
and starts to tell the audience
about a cutie he has brought from
Philadelphia because she thinks she
can act. In comes Marie Mario, who
plays dumb throughout the routine.
He asks Marie to sing, but she in-

Type

of production. Character Songs
Florence Brady is not so muc'h on
looks, but she has one of those Al
Jolson personalities that gets her
songs over just the same. She leads
off with a specialty, then goes into a

violin

hick song that

She
is well presented.
"That's My Weakness
Now," which has been worked tn
deatli in the New York territory, but

sists

finishes with

story you told
train?"
asks

on

telling a story.

"The same

me coming up on
Benny.

{Continued on Page

the

"Uh-huh."
11)

—
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Theater Equipment
,By

NEW WiLITZER ORGAN

—

the first entry of the company
into the field of small houses.
In addition to the organ pipes, the
instrument has a full 88-note piano,

marks

use of the bass notes for forte exThe piano efTect as arpressions.

SUPERIOR PROJECTOII

___
—

Coxsackie, N. Y.
A new reai
.shutter has been added to the Supe-!

Space in the booth is limited, which compels use of compact
equipment. Howeve>", this compactness must be combined with a
usefulness and efficiency which will expedite presentation of the
show.
A fine space saver, as well as an inexpensive and efficient article
of equipment, is the Stern lA Unit. It consists of a steel table,
three drawers, safety can, reel cabinet enclosed rewinder with ball
bearing revolving shafts, hand or motor driven and a pair of No. 1,
rewinders.
For quality, safety, ease of operation and appearance, the unit,
m.anufactured by the Stern Metal Works has
FILM DAILY

t»r

equipped with Mandolin and Guitar
attachments.
The piano may be played by hand,
or it may be played by music roll,
wiWiout the organ pipes, as an automatic player piano, or it may be
played by hand or by roll with the
accompaniment of the organ pipes.
The oiano. when played by the
automatic rolls, has a range of 72,
playing notes, allow-ing an extensive

NEW REAR SHUTTER EOR

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

DcY.
Toiiawanda, N.
theaters with seatiiiR capacity up to 500, the Style •"W"
Wiirlitzer theater organ has been
placed on the market by the Rudolph
This
Wwrlitzer Manufacturing Co.
Xortli

HYNES

F.

The Stamp of Approval

IS

NADE FOR SMALL HOUSES
>iRned

CHARLES

projector, manufactured by
Coxsackie Holding Corp. This,
claimed, reduces the heat from
rior

Process Developed
for Transflex Gelatine
Chicago — A new and exclusive

TYPES MADE BY FLEXLOME
Buffalo,

N. Y.

process
has
been
developed
for
Transflex gelatine, reports the Cen-

Import

tral

—Two

types of interior electrical directional signs are

The
new name sesheets, now issued with
guarantee. The Trans-

Co.,

Super-Transflex

is

Development of a new Universal
Gyro Tripod is announced by the
Akeley Camera Co., New York. li
can be used with any make of camera, the company says.
It is adjusta
ble bj' hand manipulation to any
speed and any angle as the picture

rolls is divided,
the bass or treble sections of the
•piano being used separately as required, in connection w-ith the organThe haminer rail
pipe combination.

is

tripod
is
especially
adaptable to filming of talking pic
tures, the company claims.

distributors.

the

—

V

J-

—

Book These

—

—

OYMPHONY

—

theater

chestras, pipe organs,

counter; E single face, to rest flat
continuous music without a change of
The one roll re- against the wall.
the iTiusic rolls.
In standard signs, exposed glass
winds while the other plays, and the
faces are in the following dimensions:
nmsic may be changed from one roll
b% in. X 13H in-, 5% in. x 19^ in.,
playing to the other by pressing a
5% in. X 26J4 i"-, S^ in x ZiY^ in.
l)utton, without interfering with the
Extra sizes may be furnished when
playing of the instrument.

The Duplex Tracker Frame

and the funniest clowns will
bring their music to your patrons through Orchestraphone.

sic

Improving Pa. Theater
Connellsville, Pa. — Improvements
are planned for the Orpheum.

vanced or retarded, as desired. The
playing of the organ rolls may be
started or stopped, or changed from
one roll to the other, from the projection or ticket booth, by means of
a remote control button board, which
is connected by a cable to the instrument.

SALE!

^

The Lateit Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC

When you've heard Orchestraphone for yourself,
you'll

Every type and kind

also

-

solo-

—the greatest of opera stars

ists

specified.

is

ecjuipped with a device which permits a graduated regulation of the
nmsic tempo; the tempo may be ad-

Attractions

for your theatre!

—

abling the

of

mu-

at the touch of a finger

perfectly reproduced and cued
to your picture or stage presentation with

an excellence that
could
scarcely
be exceeded
were these world renowned artists to enter your theatre in

ket ..

The
cians

world's
will

patronage.

Master Musiyou musical
and
increased

Book

them

per-

manently with Orchestraphone.

li

Why

it

leads

its

Arrange
cost
a
demonstration or
send for Orchestraphone
.

.

.

for

It's
Free!
Adyour nearest National
Branch,
or
624
South Michigan Avenue,

Book.

dress

bring

independence

$29.SO

y^

.

in bringing the exhibitor better music
at

(4157A)

Holds 16 Feet Film—Case 6Magazines
2 in. F. 3^ Lens

Phone Penna.

is

Chicago.

person.

MOVIE CAMERA
—

i2«'St.NcwyorKN.y
no West 32''St,NcwyorKN.y

it

field

less

,

why

know

incomparable to any other
reproducing
theatre
instrument now on the mar-

STANDARD

no

t

The

taken.

Theater in New College Building
lected for the
manufactured by the Flexlume Corp., an unqualified
Meadville, Pa. Work has starte
the Flexray and Flexglo.
These are flex is made in Germany. No ad- on Arter Hall, a new recreatioi
furnished in either single or double vance in prices have been made in building for Allegheny College. Tbi
face and with one or two lines of connection with the new and im- structure will house a theater for!
films and dramatic presentations
operates automatically in conjunction lettering Silvertone attached into the proved product.
with the swell shades as called for back of clear plate glass, brought out
by a hidden electric bulb. Panels of
in the arrangement of the roll.
The Duplex Swell Shade system, translucent glass in a variety of plain
one swell shade being located so as and ornate styles are offered mounted
in finished metal frames.
to open directly above the pipes, and
The two types of direction signs
diopen
swell
shades
to
other
the
to
rectly back of the pipes, the organist are furnished in five styles: A
has control over the volume of the hang on mast arm; B with return
molding on end for attaching to side
instrument.
walls; C
with bracket on top and
the
of
part
player
automatic
The
supporting arm on bottom for attachpiano is standard Wurlitzer constrtjcing to molding; D with buttons on
and stage ortion, the Duplex Tracker Frame enbottom for resting on desk or
have
*^
operator to
ranged on the music

tt

Gyro Tripod Developed
by Akeley Camera Co

New
DIRECTIONAL SIGNS IN 2

is

tht

film.
The projector, its sponsors
claim, is adapted to use with Westerr
Electric sound projection equipment

THE

STAMP OF APPROVAL.

the
it

"^
'

0330

Jl

£\ational ^eatre SupplyTSompanf

1

- Vffictt in all Vrtncipat fUies

)

Why not hear Orchestra phone yourself 1
~\

r

i

junday, September

2,

—;gg^
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Short Subjects

TALKING SHOP

Presentations

(Conthntcd from Ptuir 9)

By lACK

Benny

her it is too strong for
a nice audience with that ending.
She says she's changed the ending.
So he lets her whisper the new ending in his ear.
"I still think you'd

Importance of Proper Ventilation Stressed by West
Good
Coast Organ
Advice to Heed

—

gets

t/fANAGEMENT

must

give

very important problem of propventilation the greatest considera-

Good

ion.

iiore

than

ss( iitial

to

ventilation is
providing fresh

remove bad

something

air

air

—

in

his

This
keep

decision.

big laugh, and
through
right

a

they

coming
the
the Benny has an easy Frank Fay

.tJ.
r

sing,"

better

it

and

is

in-

fresh air without causing
ihjectionable draughts, and toomuch
ittcntion cannot be paid to this imdetail of

management.

style

delivery that is very droll, and
takes the audience right along with
Benny shoos her off after she
him.
flops on a terrible impdrsonation.
Laughs aplenty. Time, 10 mins.
of

Larry Ceballos' Undersea Revue
Vitaphone (No. 2261)
Novelty

Type
The f|uestion of proper ventilation
not sul)ject to experimental ideas

>

Rawlinson as M. C. on Coast
West

GOLFING ATMOSPItERE

of production. .Tabloid revue
This will probably score as a novelty because of its comparative newness in the sound short field, although

ON PARAMOyNT STAGE

wthing

the

whims

will

Paramount show
It was

Cambria.

title

of the

by

Frank

staged

a diverting novelty.

Started off with the Ganiby-Ha'e
girls teeing off, driving cotton golf
Then Paul
balls into the audience.
Ash came on in his golfing togs, and
led the stage band in "You Have No
Idea," which was well handled. Specialty numbers were Duffin & Draper,
Earl La Vere and Rome & Dunn.
La Vere was given most of the
time, with Paul Ash cross-firing on
He lined out a
his line of chatter.
dozen Scotch jokes, and played these
all up with the question and answer
idea being worked with Ash, who, of
course, would give the wrong quesIt got
tion and crab La Vere's act.
plenty of laughs, and Ash was as
good as the comedian. Rome & Dunn
put over three ballad numbers in

.?.

Lyda Roberty and the a second edition of "Oddities," which
Atkins Sextette. The Vita- opened Saturday at the Capitol, New
phone Girls do the Ceballos dances. York.
Arthur Knorr, art director,
Time, 20 mins.
designed the set.
demons,

Tommy
reprinted
from
is
above
'Now," house organ of West Coast
It contains good, sound
Theaters.
Ivice for every operator of a theater, for ventilation is proper all- important, as the lack of it so promptly
(vill demonstrate at the box office.

The

Petroff

Good Laughs
Sketch
of production
This old vaudeville team have a
good chatter that gets over a neat
percentage of laughs. Their delivery
clear, and most of this material
is
will sound new to a big percentage
The best part
of picture audiences.
of the act is a gag at the finish in

which they use a long rubber band
which is stretched between them as
they hold

it

in

their

teeth.

Goes Abroad

One

stage

Boris Petroff, producer
presentations, who Friday concluded
his Capitol. New York, engagement,
of

Type

sailed at

Louis House Retains Murphy
Louis Bob Murphy will be retained indefinitely as master of ceremonies at the St. Louis, which plays
Keith-Albee-Orpheum
pictures and
St.
St.

—

vaudeville.

The various

sets are held
with a finale in

together by Murphy,

which

all

1540 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

PENN AVENUfil

LOEW BUILDING

PnrSBURGH
J

t
(

Wagner Again at Racine, Wis.
Racine, Wis.
Harry Wagner ha.s
returned as master of ceremonies at
the Allen here, bringing with him a

—

number

of novelties.

sound

according to
Joseph E. Shea, producer of the picture at the Playhouse, New York.
a

picture,

Conductor

— Announcement

Denver

soon

is

to

be made by Fred V. Greene, managing director of the Colorado, as to
the successor selected for Oliver Albert!, veteran conductor of the stage
orchestra, who has left for a California theater engagement.
Stage
shows are being continued at the
Colorado.

Fay Remaining

at St. Louis
Louis Frank Fay is remaining as master of ceremonies at the
Ambassador, following his marriage
to Barbara Stanwyck.

—

St.

Newspaper Opinions
"Powder My Back"
Warner Bros.
Hippodrome, New York
DAILY MIRROR—* * * Irene's
romance with the mayor
ture

(Richi

The

weak.

pic

mildly entertaining.

just

is

is

DAILY NEWS—*

*

This cinema piece

*

succeeds in being heartily amjsing in one
spot, but this one spot doesn t counteract all
the moments wherein the hiim'jr is forced
ard obvious.

EVENING GRAPHIC—*

from one

of

*

*

a

And
loses

It

i.'s

far

pictures

•

EVENING JOURNAL—*
*
along as a filler. *
EVENING WORLD—* *
just

*

many

the

Miss Rich has been seen tUeoS past

v,liich

1'.

best

the

of

silly,

trifle

and

has so many
count in listing

it

*

*

rambles

The story is
is out-and-out movie.
discrepancies that one
them. • • •

HERALD-TRIBUNE--*

*

*

*

The

etory.

while not of extraordinarily inspired matter,
is interesting and funny. * • •
* ' * one of those films that just
*
miss being amusing and gay. * *
TIMES This picture can be classed as
another movie whose entity deserves
just

SUN —

—

ranking of

the

WORLD— As

is

a

light

fair.
its

hearted,

ense which
• • •

also

*

*

*

name might suggest

this

frivolous piece of noncontrives to be amusitig.

is

"Elmer Gantry" as Sound Film
"Elmer Gantry" is to be produced
as

New

Greene Naming

participate.

VAUDEVILLE

TIMES SQUARE.

stage with Publix revues.
He
plans to go into vaudeville or talker.*;.

midnight for Europe.

supposed to pronounce the name of
Berg in Charge of Decorating
winding up
with
several
cities,
Carl R. Berg, of National
Seattle—
Omaha, which of course requires him
is to have charge of
to open his mouth, letting the rub- Theater Supply,
at the Mayflower,
decorating
interior
ber band loose to slap the other chap
But his partner beats first run house under construction
in the face.
architect
him to it, which brings a good sur- here. Sherwood B. Ford is
theater.
the
of
designer
and
This gag
prise laugh at the finish.
It
is well played up for suspense.
should please generally. Directed by
Standard
Bryan Foy. Time, 10 mins.

LOEW BUILDING

— Herbert

Rawlinson
opened a limited engagement at the
.Metropolitan Fr'day as master of
ceremonies and guest conductor on

few seasons.

&

Johnson
in "Terry and Jerry"
Vitaphone (No. 2588)
Fields

THE FILM DAILY

Bttrcait,

Angeles

the

"Teeing Off" was the

of management; it is the third tab revue that Cebalkeep a patron away more los has done for Vitaphone. Picture
eaclily than an uncomfortable the- audiences, however, who have been
Good entertainment cannot be educated up to the revue numbers as
itcr.
njoyable unless the patron is in a part of the stage show on their
entertainment fare will not get much
physical and mental comfort.
They will miss
of a kick out of it.
the color of the scenery and costumes good style, and sang the new "King
manager should assign the which is such a big percentage of any for a Day," which looks like a big
.\'o
any revue entertainment.
ventilation
to
Dancing and uoDular hit.
of
supervision
Ash led the band in
It is very essential that
hoofing probably hold less appeal on "Slavonic Rhapsody," which came
iihordinate.
he man who conducts the theater be a sound film than any other number, just before the finale.
The scenics
•esponsible for the comfort of his and there seems little excuse for in- were neat and lacking the usual
The following must be cluding these revues in the Vitaphone flashiness of the staging at this house.
matrons.
Here we have six numbers It was all nice light summer enter)oriie in mind if a proper ventilation schedule.
composed of the work of the Vita- tainment well balanced with girlies,
ondition is to prevail:
phone Girls, specialty dances and an color and harmony, also a nice
1.
Fresh pure air.
adagio team, which call entirely for sprinkling of comedy.
temperature.
2. Proper
foot work, and sound plays no posFreedom from odors.
The
sible part in the entertainment.
Osterman at Capitol, N. Y.
setting is rather flat, giving the uncirculation.
4. Good
Jack Osterman is to be featured
dersea effect. In the cast are James in the Mort Harris stage production,
Elimination of draughts.
5.
to

ir

Coast

Los

skit.

nuluce

i.utant

HARROWER\

tells

for

Motiou Picture Presentation

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1S31
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Concessions by Both Sides
Averts Strike at Buffalo
DATLY TIPS WHICH

MIAW CXXL&OS fDC SHOWMEN

"The Cossacks"

(M-G-M)
Ballyliooed witli a man on horseback dressed in Cossack attire.
A
costume of bright purple, a regulation Cossack hat and a knife between his teeth completed the barbaric make-up.
On the horse was a
banner reading, "John Gilbert in the
Cossacks Carolina Now Playing."
Warren Irwin, Carolina, Charlotte, N. C.

—

—

—

"Half a Bride"
(Paramount)
Three days in advance of picture
an illuminated shadow box in the
corner of the lobby was equipped
with
flasher
When \\
buttons.
flashed on, it showed a large question
off,

mark and when
it

— See

went
read "Companionate Marriage

v.- Coiiccs.sion.s were
made by both sides in order to reach
agreement on the new contract for
operators. Ma.xinunii increase of $20
a week, the new .scale iJrovidiiig for
$85 for all operators, lender the old
scale, the niininuini was $55 and the
nia.xinuim $75.
The operators withdrew their demand for one day off
in seven agreeing on si.x men in the
booth of large first runs, three men
to a si.x-hour shift.
Previously, a
strike was anticipated.

Hotel-Theater Bldg. for Ossining
Ossining, N. Y.
Headed by Ar-

—

thur Much, a Yonkers syndicate has
acquired the Weskora Hotel and
property. The building will be razed

make way

to

"Ladies of the

— Roy

Slents,

Mob"

brick hotel

girls assembled on an
appointed corner fifteen blocks from
the theater and paraded through the
main thoroughfares to the theater.
Two cut-outs of Clara Bow headed
the parade, followed in order by four
Are,"
banners reading, "Here
"Ladies of the Mob," "Starting Tomorrow," and "Florida Theater."
Guy A. Kenimer, Florida, Jackson-

50

We

ville,

Fla.

"A Ship Comes In"

button flasher. This occupied winspace on the city's most prominent
corner and was illuminated
with concealed lights.
The balance
of
the display consisted of travel

a

dow

A

booklcls. etc.
permanent sign reading "Get Tickets Here" was on one
side and a lettered card reading "For
out-going ships consult Poinsettia
Travel Bureau" was placed on the
other.
The mechanical display attracted
much attention. Fred M. Van Auken. Arcade, West Palm Beach, Fla

—

"The Vanishing Pioneer"
(Paramount)

The cnnjparison
of early pioneer
of the modern

theme used

of

the necessities

and the conveniences
household was the

to tie the feature picture

with electric fans

— thereby

obtaining

free publicity in two prcmiinent window locations. W. H. Hemphill,
Rialto, Macon, Ga.

—

WeelCs Headlines
Monday
Arlntration of Vitaphoiie action against Elec
trie Kescarch Products scheduled to I>e re-

sumed

September.

in

passing

Urcue^^tras

at
Sjraciise,
N.
theaters.
U. S. Producers seeking foreign stars
talkers to be distrilnited abroad.

V..
for

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Tuesday
First National running smoothly with Ned
E. Depinet and \V. C. Boothby at helm;
no successor to J. P. Kennedy sought.

Chicago musicians seek agreement requiring
theaters whicn adopt sound policy to reiaji.
orchestra

of

least

at

Photo
Engraving

six.

Pathe International Corp. formed to take
over Pathe export department and Producers International Corp.
Ten specials and ten shorts made by RCAPhotophone process planned by TitfanyStahl.

,

^

Eltraban's

Film

Atlanta

against

suit

Board

Wednesday
Otto Lang Transferred
Milwaukee Otto Lang, formerly

—

of the Venetian, now is
of the Riviera.
Leo Ames,
formerly of St. Joseph, Mo., now is
manager of the Venetian.

manager
manager

Ralph Kay at Dallas
Ralph Kay. formerly of
the Paramount exchange at Jacksonville, was recently placed in charge
Dalla.s

of

the

—

local

Evans

exchange.

Atlanta House
.'\tlanta
Harold Evans, who was
connected with the Newman, Kan-

—

at

recently when Publi.< icsuined
control from Loew, has
b-eu transferred to Loew's Grand
sas

City,

until

here.

Myers Buys Bankrupt House
West Asheville, N. C. Receivers
for the bankrupt West Asheville the-

—

have agreed to dispose of the
house to S. N. Myers, who was appointed manager on March 13, at the
instigation of receivers and creditors
ater

Texas Houses Being Remodeled
Dallas Remodeling and redecorat-

—

ing

under way

Dayton, formerly the Sterling, at Dayton; the
Palace. Dallas and Star, at Tokako.
is

at the

Novel Radio Hook-up
for

Paramount News

Lewis of I'aramotint's adverdepartment has effected a novel
hook-up for Paramoinit News
Station WOR, Newark, N. J.
Saturday night, the Playhouse
is broadcast.
It is a complete

Cliff

tising

radio
with
llach

Hour

Specialists

European nations forming
American pictures.
National campaign on to cut hre hazard of
E.Khibitors

of

federation

17

against

non-theatncal
Bristolphone to

vaudeville show
including comedy
and ncwsreel. The various events in
Paramount News are described in
detail, after which the orchestra plays
the music cued
for
the newsreel
se(|uence£.

Marley Heads Denver Exchange
Denver C. J. Marley is new manager of Columbia's exchange here,

—

succeeding
Dave Farquar.
The
branch is being entirely reorganized.

Coast Theater Unit Chartered
Sacramento, Cal.
Incorporation
papers have been granted the New
Auburn Theaters Co., capital $250,900, and headquarters in 'Frisco.

—

to

leased on

l)e

rental

basis.

Thursday

Industry

Louis musicians agree to concession; settlement made by Chicago legit houses.
Dept. of Justice summons W.Z. Spearman,
St.

president ol

Oklahoma

unit, to

Washington

answer

questions on alleged exhibitor
conspiracy on non-theatrical fight.
One hundred fifty contracts between exhibitors
and musicians, 15U more peiuuug,
Joseph N. Weber, president of the American Federation of Musicians, states.
Theater "war" under way in Australia between Hoyt's ami Union Theaters.
to

the

Motion Picture

shows.

DAY AND NIGHT

Friday
Seventeen sound stages slated
tion on Coast by Nov. 1.

be in opera-

to

much headway declared made in Dept. of
Oklahoma conJustice probe of alleged

-Not

spiracy.

Sattirday
National studio officials point to
duction program in denying reports of
merger with Warners.
Sound film situation only 20 per cent as
operators
as e.Kpected by musicians
stagehands contract situation quiet.
Phonofilms seeking outlet in small towns.
First

(Pathe)

A background of buildings was
painted on compo board, together
with the Statue of Liberty.
Figures
of immigrants were painted on another piece of the same material, then
cut out and olaced far enough in front
of the buildings to allow a colored
lamp to be placed behind.
Figures
for this w^re taken from standard
one-sheet.
A small white lamp was
then placed in front of the figures
and concealed by the strip bearing
the name of the featured player. The
title
letters were cut from compo
board and colored crepe paper glued
on the back. A small box and lamp
completed the small electric sign bearing the title, which was operated with

G. Rothstein, Universal adv crti^sing and exploitation director, sai ied
Friday for liurope on a two inont
vacation.

settled.

(Paramount)
About

1928

Rothstein Sails

and theater.

the lights

Half a Bride."
Rialto. Denver, Colo.

new

for a

2,

Nat

N.

liiiffalo,

Sunday, September

;

250

pro-

any
bad

—

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

Kiver here, the house having
been owned and operated by resit'eari

1108 Sixteenth Street
Wachington, D. C.

dents of the village.

Cummings

at

Lenox, Hartford

—

Hartford, Conn. James A. Cummings has become manager of the
Lenox, succeeding P. W. Anderson.

W.

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the

Va. Theater Reopens

W.

world for the purpose of public

—

Va. The Star has
reopened, giving performances three
nights each week.

Brownton,

instruction.

Schools, Churches
using

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

ana

Buys Community House
River, N. Y. John Handwerg, owner of the Westwood at
Westwood, N. J., has bought the
Pearl

West
NEW

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

Picture*

for

THE EDVCATIONAL SCREEN
mo
new

keep up-to-date with the
61tns and new equipment

FILMS'

'1001

Complete reference booklet,
at

listing

(Fifth Edition)

nearly 3,000 educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

Aie., Chicago,

III.

\

Recognizing the
in

method come

fact that

changes

in the

splendid

advancement of the motion picture
industry, the

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany continues

own

its

march and maintains

its

forward

supremacy

in presenting to the trade

Eastman Panchromatic
evative

Type 2

— a perfected^ proven product
for

the

cinematographer

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

J

FOX MOVIETONES at %
Louise Dresser
Dayld Rollins Sue Carol
Artliur Lake
all

speak their parts in

The AIR
CIRCUS

Directed by

HOWARD HAWKS and
LEW 8EILBR

fiovo playing at $2
twice daily

HOWARD HAVI KS'

FAZIL
CHARLES FARRELL
GRETA NISSEN

FOUR
SONS

SUNRISE

GAIETY
N EW YO R K

with

JOHN FORD'S

F.W.MURNAU'S

teith

JANET GA YNOR

GEORGE O'BRIEN

MOVIETONES
Opening
October First

with

MARGARET MANiN

CARTHAY CIRCLE

JUNE COLLYER

FRANK BORZAGE'S

STREET
ANGEL
with

JANET GAYNOR
.CHARLES FARRELL

LOS ANGELES

MOTHER KNOWS
BEST
Edna Ferher*s scnsafiotml story
directed in dialogue hy J. 6. BLYSTONE
with

MADGE
BELLAMY
an

emotional actrets of rare ability

JOHN FORD'S

MOTHER
MACHREE

and a cast including

RAOLL WALSH'S

LOUISE DRESSER BARRY NORTON

The RED

^

ALBERT GRAN
LUCIEN UTTLTFIELD

DANCE
starring

DOLORES DEL RIO

with

VICTOR McLAGLEN
BELLE BENNETT

FOX MOVIETONE

CHARLES FARRELL
IVAN LINOW

^^ "^"'^
vy^
profits

Cleveland Exhibitors Holding Back on Sound

ML THE

NEWS
ALL THE TIME

S/'FILMDOM
/OL.

XLV

Tuesday, September

No. 55

Waiting

THE

chain they operate

is

1 outfit in its neck of
Two mem
the woods.
)ers of the firm came to New
V'ork over a month ago to buy
)rr)duct.
The other day they

No.

neandered homeward and

left

New

York a
)ehind them in
rail of weary sales managers.
\'i)t a dollar's worth of film did
purchase.
Merely another incident

in

W
Nom

WfniAIION

'

Contract Expiring Dec.
Mayor James

nave in sound before signing
Distributors
any dotted lines.

do no more than promise
the very good reason that

can
for

they

know

don't

themselves.

The result is slowing up the
whole blooming sales machinery and, as pointed out before.
silent pictures are
ful

taking an aw-

wallop on the chin.

Night and Day
Xot that producers are lax on the
hb. No. indeedy. All effort in Holly'\i)od these days is being focused on
>iie
objective and that is to turn
lilt

The

all-talkers.

As

.-Uauinfi: up.

Warners

are
are talking pictures
So the Hollywood

exhibitors.
Thereranks wax mighty restless.
iVre, it is do or bust and all-talkers
it
will be.
If they are good, O. K.:
if
not, the novelty angle will put
iluni over.
This is how they dope
ii
Short-sighted, you may say.
uut.
^Certainly, but aren't they usually?
for

The Flood Danger
Jesse Lasky points out the positive
need for less haste in production. He
fears the public's taste will be soured
through a market burdened down
And in the
with poor sound films.
cool

light

of

agree that the
than potential.

reflection,

danger

is

must

you

more

real

Discovery
one
unearthed
we've
place that hasn't even heard of sound

Anyway

Bermuda is its
Actually!
name and there we're bound to see
just how they get that way.
pictures.

K

\

ANN

sues at stake has been reached, it is
stated by W. A. Steffes, president
the Northwest exhibitor associa)f
Pettijohn of the
tion, and
C. C.
Hays organization.
All cases decided by the board
which has functioned since members
of the Northwest association were
declared disqualified by Pettijohn,
will be retired, it is undrstood.
Arbitration difficulties arose here
when the Northwest exhibitor unit
refused to arbitrate cases involving
United Artists, because that firm was
serving non-theatrical accounts. Pettijohn declared exhibitors disqualified

themselves when; they refused
serve on United Artists' cases.

to

Walker

of

Unless

York, formerly counsel
of the M.P.T.O.A., will make
the principal address at opening of the M. P. Club of New
York Sept. 12. The organiza-

a

distributors will

J.

New

srniai

shown

—

Cleveland Easing of the theater
situation here is forecast by an-

nouncement that the Stillman, the
leading de luxe house since 1916, will
be closed permanently on Sept. 8.

announcement was made by
Wiliam Haynes, assistant general

The

(Continued

on Page

7)

which is located at 1560
Broadway, will start operation
with 235 members. An informal opening is slated for
tion,

aianship of the K-A-O board, Ken"headcutting"
duplicated the

nedy

UNIFORM PRINT MARKING
IS

ADOPTED

IN

DETROIT

—

Uniform working of
Detroit
prints for changeover, to avoid imperfect projection, caused by showing of a string of punch marks, stickers or white frames on the screen,
is eliminating the difficulty caused by
indiscriminate marking in this terriExchanges now place an "O"
mark in the upper left corner of a
frame five feet from the end of each
Operators are warned against
reel.
cutting it out or adding other marks,
under penalty of being charged for
cost of replacing the entire scene.
The small punch hole appears so
briefly on the screen that it is unnoticed by the audience, but visible
to the operator, who is on the lookout for it.

Cost Big Factor in Slow Buying
of Sound Devices at Cleveland
—

is

in

I

Sept. 10.

Pathe ortactics employed in the
ganization, but the "on paper" overhead reduction, is declared to have
been secured at the cost of efificiency
Stockholders not conand morale.
nected with the Kennedy group, are
in the majority, it is understood.

Lamb's and M. P. Club
Match a Tourney Feature
Plenty of spirited competition is
prospect for the semi-annual Film
Golf Tournament, to be held Sept.
II at Sound View, Great Neck, L.

in

I.,

for

of
the

warning against undue haste in
movement toward sound pictures.

heartaches,
of
effort have been
spent to bring the silent drama to its
present stage of perfection, and I

"Twenty-five

years

tremendous cost and

cannot

believe

that

producers

w;ill

throw all of this into the discard and jump into something that
lightly

may

Let us
not accept.
continue to strive for the"T)etterment

the
of

public

the

silent drama and experiment
(Continued on Page 7)

on that day the Lamb's Club
on the newly-formed M. P.

will take

Club for a match to obtain possesOscar
sion of the E. F. Albee Cup.
Shaw, who is chairman of the golf
(Continued

on

Page 2)

Golf Trophies!
Players

participating

in

the

Golf Tournament,
scheduled for Tuesday, Sept.
11, at Sound View, Great Neck,
Fall

Cleveland Cost of initial equipment and added expense attendant
upon installations suitable for both
film and disc, plus increased overhead in the operating booth, added
stage hands, maintenance and bigger
rentals for sound pictures are given
as the reasons why members of the
Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n
have not gone in for sound, according to J. J. Harw'ood, president of
He sounds a note
the organization.

improvemeiU

striking

conduct of Keith-AlbeeOrpheum by the end of the year,
contract of Joseph P. Kennedy will
not be renewed, and he will be removed from the Ijoard of directors, it
is understood.
Kennedy's contract has until Dec.
to run.
He now is in Europe with
Pathe president, and
J. J. Murdo'-k.
Pat Casey.
Since taken over chair-

tory.

Stillman Closing Eases
Situation at Cleveland

1

and Renewal Depends
on Showing

Walker Opening Club

IN

Minneapolis — Row between exhibbrought on by sound
itors of the territory and the Hays
This particular cir- office has been settled and arbitraDictures.
cuit has tasted the sweetness of tion will be resumed here Sept. 14.
talking pictures and now wants Complete understanding on the is-

know what

Cents

IMPROVEMENT OR KENNEDY
OUSTER FROM K-A-0 DEMANDED?

idiig series

U)

5

BIG

IS

!iey

Price

1928

4,

Film

L. I., will compete for the
largest and most beautiful lineup of prizes ever offered at any
of the 14 previous events.
In addition to scores of fourspecial
prizes,
some-winner
cups and trophies have been
presented by the Stanley Co.
of America, Stebbins, Leterman & Gates, J. P. Muller,
"Motion Picture News," Al Ruben, National Theater Supply
Co., Carl

Laemmle, FBO, Jack

Cosman,

Du

lumbia,

Pont-Pathe,

"The Film Daily."

Co-

j

Tuesday, September

Radio Corp. Planning

Lamb's and M. P. Club
Match a Tourney Feature
(i.

from

LiiitinufJ

committee of the

W.

Xl» Ni. 5S

iMsdaj,

S«pt. *.

'«» f™*

5

Sstarday and holidays

Pulilished daily except

lo50 Broadway,
copyright (1928) by

at

New

York. N. »••»""
Films and Film

Wid's

Pre-idcnt and
Vice-President
Maurice
Treaiurer.
,in<l Editor; Donald M. Mersereau.
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
at the
a. second class matter. May 21, 1918.
the id
-jiider
1.1. -t ..ifice
at New York, N. Y.,
Terms (PostaKe free)
M.nrrh 3, 1879.
i,{
United States outside of Greater New Y<.rk
months.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Subscribers shoul.i
Foreign, $15.00.
$3 00.
coramtimca
Address all
remit with order.
FILM DAILY. 1650 Broad
tions to
Phone Circle 4736
Y.
York
N.
wav, New
Fdmday
Cable address:
4737 4738-4739.
Ralph
Hollywood, California
New York.
Granite
Phone
Blvd.
Wilk 6425 Hollywood
6607."
London— Ernest W. Fredman. The
Film Renter, 58, Great MarlborouRh St..
Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse.
Berlin
I
Inc.
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Pul.li-her:

W.
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THE

—

W

—

225.

No

Quotations
and the Curb
Exchange
The Stock

Market was closed yesterday,

a holi-

— Expansion program

London

Provincial

Cinematograph

Theaters calls for eight new
houses which will be opened
at the rate of one a month for
the next eight months.

\V. Stebbiiis will i)e pilot of the M.. P. Club
Names of team memugKreRation.
l)ers are to be made public at an
eariv date.

nietiiod of synchronizing sending and
rece viiig discs used in radio television developed by engineers of the
Westinghouse will be one of the
main features in apparatus which'
will soon be put into use by the cor-

poration.

Made County

Clerk
William Malin,
Augusta, Ariz.
who operates the Lura here, has been
•lected county clerk.
Exhibitor

—

Oklahoma City Policy Change
Oklahoma City The Criterion, de

—

luxe house,
mate policy

switching to a
early in September.

legiti-

is

Sonora,
purchased
hian Velasquez.

CHAIN INSTALLING SOUND
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

— By

Feb. 1, 75 per
cent of theaters of the West Coast
chain will be equipped for sound pic-

Los Angeles

A

Kitchen reValencia from

L.

the

;ently

C.

tures. The circuit is spending $2,000,newspaper
000 for the purpose.

Buys Sonora, Tex., House
Tex. — R.

75 PER CENT OF W.

Anaheim, Cal., House Reopened
Anaheim, Cal. O. A. Olsen, Long
Beach exhibitor, has reopened the

—

campaign

involving

$1,000,000

The new apparatus is expected to
be ready for use to a number ofj
points before the end of the year. \
The main circuit will be between
New York and San Francisco d'rect,j
and the other circuits will be pro-|
vided between New York and San'
Francisco via Chicago. Another link!
will connect New York and New Orleans.
All the main cities reached!
will be hooked up with nearby cities
in

Television Broadcast in Chicago

planned.

Has

239 Theaters
Seating approximateFinland's theaters now

Finland
Helsingfors

—

ly

their section.

is

60, 3()b,

Chicago

— Daily

broadcast of telehas been started by
WCFL, operated by the Chicago Federation of Labor.
vision pictures
Station

Only three seat from
reach 239.
II
Helsingfors has 2,2
750 to 1,000.
Kalbine Gets District
Grand-United.
houses seating 11,791.
Union City. N. J. Harry M. Kal
The general situation in the picHouses
Sell Two Wellington, Kas.
ture trade here is seasonally quiet bine has been named district mana
Majestic because many people are away from ger of Stanley Fabian theaters.
Kas. The
Wellington,
and Ashland are now owned and op- the cities and the white nights are
Dismantling Butte House
erated by O. K. Mason and Myron a deterrent to theater attendance.
Butte,
Mont. The Empress here
Leehamam, who purchased from Roy Many theaters are undergoing annual
renovations anld will soon be re- is to be dismantled.
McDonald and W. F. McDowell.
opened. Those that are open are givWestboro Theater Opening
ing only two shows a day and are
Call
Westboro, Mass. The Strand, this exhibiting reruns of pictures which
Inc.
town's first picture house, opens had their premier earlier in the year

—

day.

"What Price Fame"
Edward M. Behrman has purchased "What Price Fame" and now
Purchases

is

Television Service
Arrangements are being made by
the Radio Corp. to extend television
service across the United States. The

of

will
team of

Clul),

his orKanizatioii's
^*^ captain
our members, while Arthur

POBIISHEI

lOHN W. ALICOAIE

8 For English Chain

1)

Fiitii-

Lamb's

1928

4,

selling territorial

rights.

"Miracle" Controversy Ends
Controversy between M-G-M and
First National over screen rights to
"The Miracle" has ended and the
latter company will film the produc-

—

—

—

about Sept.

15,

WAFILMS,

under ownersh'p of

George M. Beede.

tion.

Walter A. Futter. Pr.i

Busy at Ufa Studios
Berlin Ufa is active at its

—

for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46tli St.. New York

studic.

and is producing several feaErich
tures and shorts at present.
Pommer
is making "Hungarian Rhaphas reopened after effecting improvesody." Dr. Johannes Guter is makments.
ing a comedy-drama with Jenny
Jugo in the lead. "The Blue Mouse'
Mass.
House
Mix-Up
Closes
Reopening Bayonne House
is another, being made by Dr. Her
Lowell, Mass.
A mix-up in legal bert Nossen, who, for the first time
Stanley-Fabian is reHoboken
Jocuments involving the lease of the on a Ufa picture, introduces the
opening the Bayonne Opera House.
Rialto has darkened the house in- American production method of sepThe house has been dark for a year. definitely.
direction
and film cutting
arate
Piel, German stunt player and
Harry
Minn.
Staples,
Exhibitor
at
New
W. & F. Gets Whitehall Output
director has recovered from a recent
A. M. ,'\shenbrenStaples, Minn.
London W. & F. has acquired dis- motor accident sufficiently to conner has leased the Grand and will
tribution
of
output of Whitehall tinue with direction of "His Strongreopen the house as the New Staples. Films for a five year period.
est Weapon."

New

Contract at Detroit
Stagehands here have
Detroit
sigived a new contract with theater
owners.

—

Reopening Watertcnvn House
Watertown, N. Y.
The Liberty

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

—

Process
Colour Photographs,
London
Ltd., has been organized here to de-

Standard
Vaudeville Acts

British Color

1600 Broadway, New York

—

velop a natural color process.

It

I

is

Scenes are
capitalized at $500,000.
photographed through a single lens
onto a peak of three films, each of
which is sensitized to one color. The
three are separated, with each printed on a positive sensitized to one of
the colors and the three brought together as one picture.

The newest, most luxuriously appointed and completely equipped
hotel and baths directly on the boardwalk at

LUCKY GIRL"

All rights protected

Edward

L. Klein Corp.

West 43rd
N. Y. C.

Street

City

3580

a diversity of comforts consisting

SALE!
The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

LONG BEACH
Here you may experience

rhe ocean; hot salt water bath; Turkish
alcohol rubs, also surf bathing; restaurant

In preparation

Phone Perm.

Announcevfient

room overlooking
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SEPT AUTOMATIC
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baths,
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MOVIE CAMERA
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KING^KINGS
ty Jeanie Macpherson

The

Greatest box-office attraction of all time opens in
San Francisco and Oakland

Read
^^""King

the Reports

of KiDgs' opened to record business at San Francisco and Oakland."
Harold B. Franklin, President
West Coast Theatres, Inc.

we must tell you about tremendous business we are doing on 'King
of Kings'. Turned away two thousand people Saturday opening day.
Side walks blocked continuously Sunday 2:30 to 9:30 turning away over
three thousand. Monday big, Tuesday bigger and still climbing today.
^Teel

Another remarkable thing is class of patronage. Am certain hundreds of
these people don't go to theatre once in year. Some of them have never
seen a picture before. We expect three weeks' business limited only by
our seating capacity and length of programs."
Vitaphone Theatre,
Oakland, Cal.
J. G. Hunter, Mgr.

Pathe

®Pictures

SheSamyli
SONG
tie-ups.

Two

great songs

have been written
to tie-up with this
picture.

"REVENGE"
published by

Remick Music
Corp.

"DOLORES"
published by

Harms.

Distinctive

SOUND
COLOR
effects

and

sequences add
greater box-office
value.

'^he best thin^
the team of Del
Rio-Care^^^e have

yet turned out!
Member Motion

Picture Producers

and

Distributors of America, Inc.— W. H. Hays, Pres.

Oyi/so one

of

An

Advance Opinion as Expressed by
Hollywood

FILMOGRAPH
"Edwin Garewe has handled

"With 'Resurrection' and 'Ramona'
making screen history Dolores Del
Rio Scores in Gypsy rhapsody.
" 'Revenge' is

one of the

of screen art that

finest

duction in a masterly manner. There
are several dramatic climaxes in the
picture that place 'Revenge' in the
galaxy of screen achievements.

works

Hollywood has yet

"Has a dramatic

tensity that stirs the
emotions of the heart.

produced. It is another triumph for
Dolores Del Rio.

"Will click in the best theatre. Has
plenty of audience appeal, the women should rave over Dolores.

—

"A gypsy romance of fire and passion,
surging emotions,
colorful as a Romany costume, lilting
as a Rumanian rhapsody, glamorous
with romantic charm, dynamic in its
dramatic sweep that is 'Revenge'.

barbaric

in

this pro-

its

"One

of the best staged

stories

of

and love that has ever been
moulded into a motion picture pro-

gypsy

—

life

duction."

Harry Burns

EDWIN CARE WE
presents

DOLORES
ID

EL

mo

Release Date

November 3rd
either

SILENT

^CTVie

KONRAD BERCOVICrS

story

BEARTAMER!S DAtlCHTER
Screen story
y^FINIS FOX

NITED ARTISTS for Your Best 1928-29
Each Picture Sold Individually

I

— On Merit

or

SOUND prints.

CAREWE
EDWIN
production
from

for

THE

DAILV
M-G-

Hines for Bristolphone?
from

lohnnv Hines' new comedy, for
which a new form of liandiiiiK is
promised by C. C. Burr, is to use

FANNY

Bristolphone. it is reported.
The synchronization device is being placed on the market by William H. Bristol, head of the Bristol

sented him

of

star

"My

keeping very
sooner finished

is

He had no
"My Man" than he started work on
Conn.
Waterbury,
Machine Works,
"On Trial," in which he is directing
sales orIt is being handled by the
Pauline Frederick.
Gotham Prod., and
*
*
of
*
>;anization
a
on
wilt be leased to exhibitors
Morandini,
De
Professor D. M.
rental basis.
who has several radio mventians to
his credit, is acting as technical ad-

Unit on Location
visor on UniversaVs sound pictures.
*
*
*
Corinne Griffith and Edmund Lowe
are on location in San Francisco for
For the first time since he has
a few davs shooting exteriors for worked in an American-made picture,
"Outcast,"' which Bill Seiter is di- Fritz Feld is using no make-up. The
recting.
picture is "Fog," which Charles F.
Fritz
Klein is directing for Fox.
Fox Starting "Evangeline" Script was chosen after tests of 40 other
Incidentally,
Finis Fox has returned from a actors had been made.
vacation trip in the Yosemite Valley Fritz, who is a former stage director
and has started work on the scenario and who received his training under
Edwin Max Reinhardt, has ambitions to befor "Evangeline," the next
Carewe-Dolores Del Rio production come a screen director.
for United Artists, an epic of LongNorman Burnstine, who wrote
fellow's immortal poem.
Grififith

"Sins

Fathers,"

the

of

Eniil

Jan-

Angel" Being Cast
nings' current vehicle, is writing the
Casting is now under way at the dialogue with E. Lloyd Sheldon, NorParamount studios for "The Shop man, who is one the leading young
Worn Angel," in which Gary Cooper writers on the Coast, is also writing
and Nancy Carroll will be co-fea- "Vienna," for Jannings and "The
Paul Lukas yesterday was Saturday Night Kid" for Clara Bow.
tured.
Richard In addition to his screen stories, he
assigned to the heavy role.
has also had two one-act plays proWallace will direct.
duced in New York.
*
*
*
Cheron in Menjou Picture
added
long
an ace
Fischbeck,
was
Harry
yesterday
Andre Cheron
cameraman, is photographing
to the cast of the Adolphe Menjou
"Manhattan", which Dorothy
picture now in production at the
Harry
Arzner is directing.
Paramount studio.

"Shop

Adolphe Menjou production

uni
a stage director in Hut
before coming to this countr

Gladys McConnell Joins Pathe
Gladys McConnell, Harry Lang
don's leading lady in "The Chaser,
Pathe's new serial lead and wi
is
play in "The Tiger Shadow," a ter
episode serial, production beginnin
Hugh Allen play
in a week or so.
Spencer Bennet is slatel
opposite.

Fox studio; Ben
Horn and Harry

New York

to

club.
*

*

I-

i

direct.

I

*

Walter Fabian, Universal director,
guiding George Chandler in his
"The Tenderfirst starring picture,

is

Al

St.

John Signed

Inspiration Pictures has signed /

Goes to War,
St. John for "She
Hero," the first of a series of Rupert Hughes story to be directe
U "Tenderfoot Thrillers." Walter by Rupert Hughes.
will also direct George in "Saps and
Pathe Borrows Herbert
Saddles."
Associate Producer Paul Bern (
"Changeling" Going Into Production the Pathe studio borrowed F. Hug
"Changeling," the first sound pic- Herbert from Paramount to writ
ture to be made at the First National the original story and continuity (
studios, will go into production to- "Noisy Neighbors."
morrow. Dorothy Mackaill will be
Fay Wray Cast in "4 Feathers"
starred under direction of George
Fay Wray will have the feminin
Fitzniaurice.
lead role in Paramount's Coopei
Lubitsch Film "Titled
Schoedsack adventure picture, "Foil
"King of the Mountains" has been Feathers." Richard Arlen had pri
selected as the working title of Ernst viously been assigned the male leac
Lubitsch's production starring John Arnold Kent and Noble Johnso
Barrymore for United Artists.
have been assigned to the "Fou
Feathers" cast.
Vajda's Brother with Paramount
Archainbaud's Next
Victor Voyda, brother of Ernest
Vajda, has been selected by B. P.
"The Man in Hobbles" is to b
Schulberg to act as associate pro- Director George Archainbaud's ne>
ducer on the first Maurice Chevalier picture for Tiffany-Stahl.
oot

I

=

Worn

at the Paramount Long
Island studio before coming to
the Coast.

worked
Florence Vidor Back in Hollywood
Florence Vidor and Jascha Heifitz,
married in New York last week, are
scheduled to arrive in Hollywood this
morning.
Claire Windsor, McLaglen's Lead
Claire Windsor will play the lead

opposite Victor McLaglen in "The
been
Wastrel."
J. C. Blystone has
assigned to direct.

Lester

the

gary

boys, holding a re-union at
the Hollywood Legion fight

of
direction
that she prewith a gold cigarette case.

way Archie

the
busy.

to be made by Paramoun
will act in the same capacity wit

Voyda was

produce stage

Glicknmn, former

RALPH WILK

Man" liked the
Archie Mayo so much
By

He

judge their picture value.

ing from the
Silvey, Eddie

**Lots''

BRICE,

M Stage Plays?

M-G-M may

A Little
By

192

plays in Los Angeles in order
to

PROMISED FOR NEW FILM

4,

vehicle

Coast Wire Service

NEW METHOD OF HANDLIKG

Tuesday, September

Cohen Signs New Contract

Lester Cohen, author of "The
Great Bear" and "Sweepings," has
renewed his contract with ParaHe is now at work on an
mount.
original for Esther Ralston.

Color in Dix's Latest
All exterior scenes in "Redskins,"
Richard Dix's next, will be made in
natural color.

"U" Closes Story Deal
L'niversal has purchased the screen
rights to the novel, "When the Devil
Was Sick," by E. J. Rath.

*

*

Jack
Fox.

Dennis

He

Pirate."
directed.

also

is

*

*

*

Harry Carr Recently Said
"White Shadows in the South Seas"
piece of dramatic writing in one regard.

K.

Howa-rd

*

Our Passing Show: Fanny
Brice and Helen Ware motor-

i

an extraordinary

There is the conventional "heavy" to be sure; but he is
not the real villain of the piece. The villain is you who sit
You represent the white civilization
in the orchestra chairs.
which is spoiling life and happiness for the little native girl
and her lover.

—

can only recall one other play in which this broad device was used. The reason that "The Covered Wagon" had
an epic sweep was that the emigrants represented one love
element; Oregon the other. Oregon was, in a large sense,
the sweetheart to be sought. The "heavy" in that case was
the accumulated hardships and dangers.
A lot of wisecracks have been written about epics; but
this is the real difference between an epic and just a play."

HARRY DELF
Director

is

:-

I

editing "Fog" at
edited "The River

which William

In the Los Angeles Times

and Author

Current Releases

"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"
"The Ladies' Man"
(The
First
Fox-Movietone
Comedies Made on the Coast)

FREE-LANCING

si

The Screen Plays

for

both of these pictures were writ-

ten by

JACK CUNNINGHAM
who

has just finished the most distinctive big production of
based on

the year

—

"The Thrall

of Leif the

Lucky'

Available for Eastern Offices

6734

Wedgewood
Hollywood,

Tel.

Place

Cal.

GRanate 3716

The First Sound and Color Picture Ever Produced
Made by The Technicolor Motion Picture Company

l!

ill

[11

It

I

THE
uesday, September

4,
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Factor
in Slow Buying

-.%g^DAILV

^ost Big

(Cu(i/i)i»('i/

/rwm

/'ijyt'

On Broadway

1)

with these sound devices," he
I'HK FILM DAILY.
Harwood, speaking for his associa111,
refers to "sound" pictures and
alixiiiK" pictures and states that at
L-sent he sees no demand for either
)\vly

Id

If

in

"I

his

He

territory.

have been

added:

location ac.'cly
eiiRased in the exhibition of
clures for the past 15 years, and
iriiiR

tiiat

time

in

I

this

iiave

become very

ac(|uainted with a large percent'(.
of my patrons.
Up to this time
have not had any person approach
e v.'itn reference to sound in picres, and I take this as evidence that
c\ are satisfied with reel good enrtainment regardless of whether it
silent or had sound applied."
.11

Cleveland, he said, has had two
theaters
equipped
with

liiurban

—

"White Shadows in the Smilh Seas"
Broadway "Out of the Ruins"
Cameo "Dawn"
Capitol
"Tlie Water Hole"
Central
"Lilac Time"
Criterion
"Wings"
Embassy "Tlie Submarine"
—
Fifth Ave. t"Moana" and "Grass"
Fifty fifth
"Peter the Great," "Hunchback
of Notre Dame" and "Love Me and the
World is Mine"
Globe "The Red Dance"
Gaiety "The Air Circus"
Hippodrome "A .Ship Comes In"
Loew's New York Tuesday, "Beautiful But
Dumli" and "Apaches of Paris" Wednesday, "The Cossacks"
Thursday. "Good

Astor

—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

;

;

Morning, Judge"; Friday, ".Midnight Life"
" riuinder God"
Saturday, "The First
Kiss"; Sunday, "The Michigan Kid"
Mark Strand "State Street Sadie"
anil

;

—

Paramount— "The Water Hole"
Patriot"
— "Tempest"
— "Fazil

iRialto— "Tlie
Rivoli

Roxy

'

—

apparatus for many months, Brooklyn Mark Strand "State Street Sadie"
id
to his knowledge, the public's
action was extremely disappoint- tions, shall I call them, would
be unH to the owners with the exception necessary."
the well known feature.
Harwood
Harwood does not believe that the
•lieves sound can well be utilized national publicity given
sound picthe profit of the exhibitor, but the tures is going to materially effect the
ccess of the "talking" picture is to silent houses, providing the exhibitor
ill
very doubtful.
Sound used in is given suitable product. This, he
tiliigue
or presentation acts and holds, is essential at any time, but
u>ical scores set to pictures will be particularly
so since many of the
(ipttd and prove successful, in his first run houses are going in for
linion, but never will "talking" pic- sound,
and giving the matter so much
ics where entertainment has been newspaper publicity.
crificed for dialogue ever supplant
e
well-made, entertaining, silent
>uiul

ania,

Harwood

Take Space Where
You Take No Chances!
'TT'HE business of film exchanges

hazard-- ous
an isolated location is necessary
for public safety
structural safeguards are
imperative for employees' safety
and neglect must ultimately involve your legal safety
if only out of a sense of public and private responsibility, the FILM CENTER BUILDING deserves your consideration

—

—

is

—

—

Accessible yet
congestion.

away from

Full floors of 18,000 sq.

— or

ft.

less.

Fireproof storage vaults on

Four passenger and three

all floors.

freight elevators.

Shipping platform with
ramp to street.

Moderate

rentals

and low

insurance.

Special projection and inspection rooms.

Entire conformance

with

municipal regulations.

Stillman Closing Eases

avers.

"Real

honest-to-God pictures such
Situation at Cleveland
Street Angel,' 'Mother Machree,'
(Co)itinued from Pac/e 1)
'!«
Parade,' 'Ben Hur' and others
like type will get the people in
manager of Loew's Ohio Theaters.
JKther they have sound or are The
Allen will assume both
Stil'-

icnt."

says

Harwood, "but

my

fear

producers are sacrificing this
rill
of entertainment and spending
lie and money in an effort to make
e sound pictures a success for the
iijll percentage of the theaters that
n use them, to the detriment of the
iiiaining
thousands of the silent
eaters.
It is this fear that is keepK hundreds of exhibitors from buyThey are anxious to see
u product.
e picture now before they buy, or
K-ast get a 'line' on the product
lure buviig.
"Naturally, our members have intliat

the
policy and management.
Fred
Cleary, for several years manager of
the Stillman will have charge of the
Allen.
The Allen presntation shows
go into the State, and the State combination, vaude and picture policy,
will move to the Park.
The Cameo

man

has been wired with Vitaphone and
Movietone, and will play sound pictures entirely, being maiintained as a
first-run house.
Fred Cassin of Detroit is managing the Cameo, and George Gilliam
managing the Heights.
is
George
stigated sound pictures and equip- Dumond has been made manager of
out, but so far none have gone in the State, and Howard Foerste rer
installation for the reason that mains manager of the Park.
e cost is too great and two instaltiiins are required
one for disc and
Fire at Seneca Falls, House
K- for film.
This, coupled with the
Seneca Falls, N. Y. Fire damaged
cuased cost in the operating booth.
the Fischer here.
It was believed
i<Kd stage hands, maintenance, and
caused
by
wiring.
defective
latly added cost of the synchron(1
subjects, has made the matter
(ihibitive for the average suburban
Rebuilding Sheboygan House
iu>e.
These are the reasons that
Sheboygan. Wis.
Work of reiiipel our members to wait, not bebuilding the Van Der Vaart will be
nu- panicky, but continue to give
started by the United Studios, of
eir patrons the best that they can
Chicago.
The theater except the
cure in the silent market, and hope
skeleton will be entirely rebuilt, the
at the producers will not permit
interior to be
redecorated largely
eiiiselves to be stampeded in prowith drapery work similar to that of
iciiig
sound pictures and turning
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nied'ocre silent pictures as a reIt.
I
believe that if the exhibitor
re
given real quality production
^tead of the many 'duds' that he
s been compelled to accept during
f last year that he can again build
r>ublic interest in the silent their to the point where these innovat

Film Center Buildini
^/^th Street

•

NINTH AVENUE

•

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

^<yth Street

1928

to tell

you more

about

the Paramount theater. New York,
according to Nathan Blumberg, who
has a long time lease and option.

225 FIFTH

it!

AVENUE

ASniand 4200
Mayette Rebuilding
Plattsburg, N. Y.— William Mayette is rebuilding his theater, destroy-

ed by

fire

last

March.

FILM CENTER,

INC., Builders

.

.

.
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Louis M.

Boas

3/g

^They have box-office value and the exhibitor cannot afford to
run his theatre without them/'— You're right Mr. Boas!

has

^2 $2 Specials
^9 Ready

for your prosperity

ML

^Deal All Set for

Fox

Take over N,Y. Theaters

to

2^€*NEWSPAPER

ALL THE HEWS

o/'FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

VOL.

XLV
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An Event
By JACK ALICOATE
sixteen months ago

SOME
the 1927

WARNER DEAL FOR

Spring Fihn Golf

a serious note
was struck during the evening
merrymaking when Al Lichtman
proposed the launching of a Mo-

Picture Club.
During the
intervening time, a hard working Board of Directors and sevtion

committees

have
been industriously at work with
efficient

the result that the
ture Club of

Motion Pic-

formally open its
equipped rooms to

elajDorately-

New York

ship

and

of
fifty

tember

We

its

will

close to two hundred
on the evening of Sep-

and lunching at the club yesterday.
It is a credit to its sponsors and the
bears. Nothing has been overlooked for the enjoyment and welfare of its members.
it

A

splendid library, private dining
rooms, billiard rooms, a gymnasium,
card rooms, conference rooms, in fact
everything of which a modern club
can boast will be found. Our chapeau
is off to Al Lichtman, Bruce Gallup,

Lee

Sound for 300
Three hundred

Lou

Ochs,

Publix

houses

CHICAGO STRIKE SEEN
and

be
equipped with sound devices by
affiliated

will

AS LASTJNG ALL WEEK

Jan. 1, next, it was stated yesterday.
At present about 180
Publix theaters are operating

—

Chicago With de luxe theaters the
only ones presenting music, indications here are that row between the
musicians union and other theaters

with Movietone and Vitaphone.

of the city over contract demands will
not be settled before the end of the
(.Continued on Page 2)

CANADA THEATERS FREE

12.

whose name

Dave

Blumenthal,

F. N.

AND

STANLEY TALKED AT MEETING

member-

had the pleasure of inspecting

industry

Price 5 Cents

1928

at

Tournament

eral

5,

Chatkin,
Harry Reichenbach, Vic
Shapiro, Artie Stebbins, John Spargo, Emil Jensen, Paul Gulick, Billy
Brandt, Ned Depinet, Jerry Beatty,
Bill Johnston and the rest of the
workers for bringing this splendid
idea to a fine and complete realization.

"The Air Circus"
with a basis of human insprinkle with a goodly supply
I
ibf wholesome youth, drop in a bundle
jf laughs and add an occasional honist tear and you have a combination
Start

terest,

Of LABOR

nBANCES

ONLY SIXliCIANS'

—

Ottawa Picture theaters of Canada opened their 1928-29 season without labor disturbances, practically no
differences
having arisen between
managers and organized employes.
During the past summer the projection machine operators of Toronto
(Continued on

TRADE PACTS UNSIGNED
Only half a dozen trade agreements
remain to be signed between musicians and exhibitors throughout the
country, President Joseph N. Weber
(Continued

Page 2)

on

Page 2)

Negotiations Declared On
Despite Denials Made
Last Week
Warner stock furnished the
highlight of the New York Exchange yesterday, the "A"
jumping llYz points to a new
high of 118 and Warner Brothers Pictures, jumping 19 to
reach 115^. Fox also spurted
^Yz points to reach 99^.
Despite the denials made when
Jack L. Warner, on his return last
week to Hollywood, announced that
a deal for the purchase of First National was under way, and soon to be
consummated, the deal has not been
abandoned, and a meeting in connec(Continued

on

Page

6)

Loew Now Operating
"U" Theater at Atlanta

—

HRST BRISTOLPHONE

LABOR SITUATION CALLED

IS

PEACEFUL BY CANAVAN

ORDERED FOR CAPITAL
A. Julian Brylawski, prominent ex-

With

hibitor of Washington, D. C, is the
first
exhibitor to contract for the
installation of the Gotham-BristolMatty
phone synchronizing device.
{Continued on Page 2)

for the
in

New

neogtiations being continued
contract for stagehands
York, the situation through-

new

out the country is entirely peaceful,
with no serious difficulties anticipated,
(Continued on Page 2)

Fox Getting 100 Houses and

Atlanta Loew's on Monday began
operation of the Capitol, built by
Universal about a year ago. Thomas
H. James, managing director of the
Loew's Grand, will have supervision
over both houses. R. C. Speece, Jr.,
is his assistant at the Capitol.

"4 Sons" Gross for Three
Weeks Totals $389,094
'Tour

Sons"
grossed
$389,094
run of three weeks at the Roxy.
The first week, the takings totaled
$143,924.75; the second $130,917.50.
in its

and the third $114,253.

"The

Lee Ochs Gives Luncheon
for M. P. Club Directors

offering of
William Fox at the Gaiety, New
York. It will click anywhere as loud
is a Westminster chime and spells
i)ox office in letters so big that a

Lee Ochs gave the board of direcComing on the top of an expansion
program that has been startling in its tors of the M. P. Club of New York a
big surprise yesterday.
The regular
magnitude is the more than frivolous
meeting had been called by President
rumor that William Fox will shortly
.W Lichtman for the first time at the

;hat

Air

Dlind

is

hard to beat.

Circus,"

man

the

Such

is

latest

The

is

Sue Carol, David
and Charles Delany are
The directorial combination
)f Hawks and Seller has done a clever
iob while the authors Graham Baker
ind Andrew Bennison have brought
torth a story
palate of the

\

SEE FOX AS DROPPING

DEAL FOR STANLEY CHAIN

could read them.

Louise Dresser as the mother
superb.
Rollins
splendid.

Control of the Sapiro Co-op

kids,

that should tickle the
most jaded.

Philadelphia

— Regarded

as

defin-

nitely emphasizing that all negotiations for purchase of the Stanley
circuit are off, William Fox has announced a $50,000,000 theater building program for Philadelphia.
minimum of six de luxe houses are
(Continued on Page 6)

A

own

outright or control over 100 of
the larger neighborhood houses in and

around New York City. In most of
the instances it is said that spot cash
figuring in the individual deals.
is
Where manpower is needed a controlling interest is being sought.
Many of the houses mentioned are
now part of the Sapiro combination.
If the plan works out, and it looks
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued

on Page

6)

Entries Flood Fall
Film Golf Committee
A record-breaking crowd of film
golfers is expected to turn out for
the fifteenth semi-annual Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday
of next week, at Sound View, Great
(Continued on Page 6)

—

..

—
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New

"Miracle" to Cost Around
Treasurer First Bristolphone is
of Stanley Company
Ordered for Gapital $2,000,000, Rossheim Says
—
Is

Pliiladclphia
James J. Ncuinan,
vice president of the Loft
Candy Co., has joined tlic Stanley
This is said to
Co., as treasurer.
be a sequel to the withdrawal of
Joseph P. Kennedy from First National, a step declared anticipated by
Irving D. Rossheim, president of
Stanley and First National.
Several

former
Til.

XIV Ha. 56 Widiisda),

Sept. 5,
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other changes have been made, among
those the dropping of elaborate presentations and a return to a pictures
and vaudeville policy. This has resulted in transfer of Joseph Plunkett
back to the Mark Strand, New York.
Harry Davis has retired from active
duties at Pittsburgh, and his workis being done by Frank Buhler.
Abe
Sablosky is in charge of Pittsburgh
liouses, assisted by Edward L. Hynian, formerly at the Brooklyn Mark

1)

and a few other centers obtained a
concession in that they were granted
holidays with regular pay.
Otherwise, the situation has been practi-

same as last year.
There have been no rumblings in
the Dominion with regard to the
sound picture issue, and it is anticipated that there will be no trouble
cally the
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connection. It is pointed out
not more than 10 theaters in
Canada will be wired before the end
of 1928 and that it will be two years
before the principal houses generally
are wired.
By that time, the issue
in this

that

have been settled either one way
or another in the United States and
the final outcome in the States would
form a guide for the settlement of
the question in the Dominion late
in 1929 or in 1930.
will
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Musicians and operators in Canadian theaters have shown no indication of worrying over sound picture
installations but are watching developments in the United States with
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Lasting All
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The

out music.
are out.

theaters are playing with-

Seven hundred musicians

The musicians went on

strike

Labor Situation Galled
Peaceful by Ganavan
(Continued from Page 1)

44 400
50 100

First National will start immediatepreparing "The Miracle" for production, according to President Irving D. Rossheim.
A. L. Rockett,
ly

production and studio manager, will
leave Burbank within the next fewdays to come to New York to begin
preliminary production plans, he said.
"The Miracle" as a stage production

was in pantomime and of course, the
motion picture production will contain no dialogue, but sound effects—
symphony orchestras, famous soloists
and great choruses will be used to
provide
a
sound
synchronization
worthy of this unusual spectacle, he

—

continued. It is proljable the picture
will cost $2,000,000.

Ghicago Strike Seen

Sun-

day, after the exhibitors association
had obtained an injunction restraining them from striking.
Clarence
Darrow was retained as attorney, and
he advised that as long as their contract had expired they could quit and
would not be violating the injunc-

AT LIBERTY
DIRECTOR
Experienced Pictures
Stage Talking Pictures

Box M-307

N. Y. C.

Exhibitors do not seem to greatly
being without music, except
that the de luxe houses are playing
up the fact that they have music.

mind

Only Six Musicians'
Trade Pacts Unsigned
(Continued from Page

1)

American Federation of Musicians said yesterday. These unsigned
agreements involve between 300 and
400 men, he stated.
of the

Few controversies have occurred,
according to Weber, who declares
that musicians are generally being
retained in houses where sound equipment has been installed.

Truce Averts Tie-up of
Theaters at Washington
Washington Bureau

Washington

of

—

Now

in

Preparation

"The Greater Love"
Story and Continuity by

HELENE TURNER
All Rights Protected

THE FILM DAILY

A

truce

between

operators and theater owners has resulted in exhibitors agreeing to the
unions' demands pending final settle-

Machine operators. An early settle- ment of the new contract. Operators
ment will be effected in New York, it demand employment of three more
is
indicated.
men in two sound houses.

ROSEIAND PICTURES

CORPORATION
1650

'WE
Last

Film Daily

Broadway

N. Y. C.

5

Quoted.
{b> Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(s) Slock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NO'l'E: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.
•

c-o

1650 B'way

tion.

interest.

according to William Canavan, president of the International Alliance of
Theatrical State Employes and M. P.

15

....
....

house at Hagerstown, Md.
Preparations are being made for
immediate delivery of the Bristolphone system. Two sound stages are
now being built at Waterbury, Conn.
The first Gotham picture to be synchronized is "Times Square," for
which purpose Harold Shumate, associate producer, is on his way East.

12

29/
43
48

installation at the Earle, Washington.
Brj'lawski, incidentally, signed for the
entire Gotham 1928-29 output for his

week.

Canada Theaters Free
From Labor Rows

1)

Radin, Gotham sales manager, signed
Brylawski for the concern's initial

Strand.

{Continued from Page
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M-G-M IS
OFF TO A

FLYING

GAMBLING

START!
September Releases Clickl

WILLIAM HAINES
EXCESS BAGGAGE
(sound or
_

Thanks

to

M-G^M!

exhibition*

No

year!

We

Success*

worries*

stabilized

success!
tion, leading entire

OUR DANCING
DAUGHTERS

No unknown

ment safe*
itor,

Your theatre investOnce an M-G-M exhib-

always an

M-G-M

Warfield a sensa-

town. Same story

JOAN CRAWFORD
(sound or

SYRACUSE: At

t*

M-G-M has the stars, the

Gilberts,

Garbos, Chaneys, Shearers, Novarros, etc*
j

Because

Pep and Power of

M-G-M is the
this industry!

^
»^

State Theatre did biggest

them

in at

COLUMBUS AKRON, CLEVELAND.

LON CHANEY
WHILE THE CITY
SLEEPS
(sound or

Because M-G'-M is the
consistent hit-maker* Because

^>

silent)

business of months. Packed

exhibitor*

Why?

in

SEATTLE and PORTLAND.

unh

quantities*

State

Smashing

Theatre, leads entire town.

SAN FRANCISCO: At

Year after

silent)

LOS ANGELES: At the

At

enthusiastic preview,

the greatest Chaney
"Unholy Three."

it

silent)

is

hailed as

picture since

^) ($\ C^) c*
M-G-M RELEASING ONE
BIG HIT AFTER ANOTHER
What

a succession of knockouts!

M-G-M

nei-er

•MYSTERIOUS LADY" (Garbo) FOUR
WALLS" (Gilbert) each held 2 weeks at Capitol.

stops.

and repeating ei'eryu'here. 'TELLING THE
(Haines) 'COSSACKS- (Gilbert) con'CARDBOARD LOVER''
lirxue their clean-up.
(Davies) another riot! M-G-M now and next

N.

Y.,

WORLD"

season

—

the talk of the Industry.

,
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DAILY
NEW DEVELOPMENTS
FIELD OF SYN-

CHRONIZATION

Bv

DETROIT PROVIDES TIP

ON

VAIUHF

Mayer on Sound

NOVELTY

—

Detroit The test of the box-office
The new and
never yet failed.
tlie
novel will always influence the
For
public to part with its money.
instance, look what the Kunsky organization has done in Detroit with
Tom Monle supplied some
sound.
figures to the "Michigan Film Review," that are interesting.
When the State formerly played
pictures and presentations, with Fred
Stritt, Charlie Melson and others as
headliners, §10,000 weekly receipts
were considered good business. This
for seven days' business with a big
show. On the opening Saturday of
"The Lights of New York," the exact receipts were $9,968.75, or just a
few dollars less than the receipts for
the entire week under the old policy.
In fact, the total receipts for the first
lias

week

New York"

of "Lights of

were

over S50,000 or almost as much as
the Michigan, which has at least 1,500 more seats and is the finest house
Detroit.

in

A

story in

O

ARTHUR

West Coast Bur.

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood

— "Tremendous"

are the possibilities opened by
sound pictures, in the opinion
of Louis Mayer.
"Electrical science," he says,
"new advances in the technique of screen drama and
screen literature and discoveries that have opened the way
for the screen to appeal to two
of the human senses, as heretofore only one, have enfolded
for the future strides so enormous that to contemplate them
almost staggering to the
is

imagination.

"Of course, the

topic of the
day is the talking picture and
the use of sound in conjunction
with sight in a new and more
complete form of self-expression.
And the possibilities in
this

field

are

tremendous.

Through them we can evolve
an entirely new form of literature of the screen."

itself.

WAL D

S

"THE LUCKY RABBIT"

CONSISTENTLY
THE BEST
THE FUNNIEST

CARTOON
MADE

WA

SUPERVISION

CARTOONS
PRODUCED BY

Winkler Pictures
X

INCORPORATED

VmversaI\imiUl Cartoons
\

NOW

VICES ARE

AVAILABLE

RECORD SUGGESTIONS

Using W. E. Equipment

WITH ORCHESTRAPHONE

RCA-Photophone productions
by FBO will be shown

released

over Western Electric sound
projection equipment over the
Majestic circuit, including Fort
Worth, Houston, Dallas and
San Antonio.

— National

Theater Supply
theater
supplying
each
equipped with Orchestraphone a book
listing records best adapted for the

Chicago

now

device

and classifying the music

of

each into an individual or type of
scene for which its use would bring
This service is in
the best results.
addition to the actual library of 200
stock records furnished when the reproducing device is installed in the
theater.
The records are selected,
with reference to music best
first
adapted to the cueing of pictures and
secondly, to give the theater patron
a wide variation of types of music.
It is claimed that the pick-ups used

Orchestraphone are the results of
research and tests covering a period
of two years.
The contact of the
needle with the groove of the record
sets up an electric current within the
pick-up.
This current is amplified
and carried to the reproducing dialihragms installed on the horn. It is
obvious,
therefore,
that
for
good
musical production, the pick-ups must
be a highly perfected unit. Another
fundamental feature in the production of reproduced music for theaters
lies in the type of horn used. Orchestraphone horns are of the air column
type specially designed to deliver requisite volume for auditorium use
and still retain the exact tone coloring of the original music.
in

Orchestraphone is adapted to cuethrough the use of two turntables powered by synchronous motors and through special automatic
ing

needle

GEORGE
WINKLER

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE-

EDDY

W.

is

1928

TIPS

SOUND PICTURES

IN

THE FAST GROWING

5,

drops

attached

to

the

pick-

The needle drops allow each
pick-up to be swung into position
ups.

over any portion of the record from
which music is to be taken. As an
example, suppose that one record is
being played and the pick-up is set
above the record on the second turntable.
The changeover switch is
thrown. Immediately the pick-up in
contact with the first record lifts
and the needle of the second pick-up
is lowered to the new record.

Sowders
West

Is
Bureau,

Coast

—

Foy's Aide

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Eddie Sowders, formerly assistant director for Eric Von
Strohcim,
rector

to

has become
Bryan Foy,

Vitaphone directorial

R
in

assistant dichief of the

staff.

OBER

A TWO REEL TALKIE-COMEDYj
"A REGULAR BUSINESS MAN" |
Bry.

8027

(hy

,i„i,n

sioke»i Strand

NOW,

MECHANKAE MUSIC

IN

THREE SYRACUSE house;

—

Syracuse, N. Y.
Patrons of Syr*
cuse theaters do not seem to mino
the switch of three theaters to mechanical music, successful launching
of
it
demonstrates.
Perhaps the
strongest evidence of this is the simple fact that the Eckel's pioneering
example has been followed by two oi
its principal competitors, the Strand

and Empire, with Loew's
which recently dropped Publix

State,
pres-

entations in favor of a straight pic
ture policy expected to follow suit
Sound shorts now play the house and
quite a number of synchronized features have been booked.

The

theaters have Western Elecprojection
equipment,
which includes the non-synchronous
record device, and play some pictures with an organ only.
Only two
other theaters have orchestras, but
both are combination houses. Keith's
showing films and vaudeville and the
Savoy films and burlesque.
tric

sound

Talkers Getting Strong
"Play" at Birmingham
Birmingham,

— There

Ala.
talkers

nc

is

getting aj
Dating from the Moviei
tone newsreel
in
which Senator!
Robinson and Heflin held debate
which was presented in the Ritz
down to the acceptance speeches o)
the two presidential aspirants, there
has been a steady plugging of the

f|uestion that
strong play.

are

new style
Birmingham

film
entertainment in
theaters.
Last week
both the Strand and the Ritz featured
Al Smith and Herb Hoover on
Movietone, and there appeared to be
The
considerable
public
interest.
Temple, a Loew house, is the only
theater in the town, now run'
class
ning, not to have a talker installation, which leads some to believe that
there are certain plans on foot to
change the policy of that house, and
perhaps, move Loew attractions else

A

where.

West

Grauman Wiring for Sound
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILV

Los Angeles

— Vitaphone

ietone equipment

is

and Mov-

being installed

at

Grauman's Chinese.

I

More People Than
Ever Saw Any Picture

Anywhere Anytime

persons crowded in last

Saturday, Sunday, Monday
at the

with

ROXY

to see

Charles Farrell
and

Greta Nissen
record-'wrecker o£ all time

!

THE

^m

DAILV
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See Fox as Dropping

Coast Wire Service-

Stanley Chain Deal

Mascot Speeds Production

(.Continued

from Page

MORE HOLES SHOT

La Rocque Signing?
Negotiations are reported to
have been practically completed on a contract between
M-G-M and Red La Rocque.

NEAfiING COMPLETION
three serials
wliich are to comprise the year's output of Mascot Pictures Corp., is being speeded, with the second of the

Production

now

trio

of

the

nearing completion.

It

is

"The Vanishing West," and boasts
including Jack Daugherty,
Sedgwick, Jack Perrin, Leo
Maloney, William Fairbanks, Fred
Church, Micky Bennett and Yakima
Canutt. Richard Thorpe is directing.
Ben Schwalbe is production man-

a

Role for Eleanor Boardman
Eleanor Boardman has been signed
by Inspiration Pictures for a featured
role in "She Goes to War."

cast

Eileen

New

theater.
The house will seat 5,500,
will have an orchestra of 125 members, a permanent roster of talent
and performers of around 350 and an
operating staff of over 600.
Acquisition of sites and the construction of the theaters is to be put
Sites unin operation immediately.

Movietone Comedy Started
Your Business," a Fox
Movietone comedy, with Hugh Herbert. Ben Bard, Dorothy McGowen,
Mickey Bennett and Ben Hall is in
ager and J. J. Bryon business man- production at the Fox studios under
Mascot's first serial is "Vul- direction of Benjamin StolofF. Hugh
ager.
tures of the Sea" and its third will Herbert, who plays the leading role,
be "The Fatal Warning." Nat Leyine, also is the author of the piece.
president of the company, now is in

regarding
consideration
and
der
which subsequent announcements will
be made are: 52nd and Market, 69th
and Market, Germantown and Shclton Ave., Frankfort and Allegheny
Germantown and Lehigh
Aves.,
Ave., Frankfort Ave. and Orthodox
St., and Camden, N. J.

New

Fox Gets

York.

To Make "Broadway Melody"
will
direct
Beaumont
Harry
"Broadway Melody," Edmund Gould-

The picing's original for M-G-M.
ture will be made with sound effects
and talking sequences.
Lola Todd Signed by Fox
Lola Todd has been signed by Fox
studios for the feminine lead opposite Rex Bell in his next production

which Norman McLeod

is

slated to

"Mind

Schildkraut in Gaynor Cast
Schildkraut
has
been
signed for Janet Gaynor's forthcoming starring picture, "Street Fair."
William K. Howard will direct from
an original by Tristram Tupper.

Rudolph

QUEBEC CHILDREN LAW

Nagel,

June

and

Collyer

Trip

(Continued from Page

r

to

No

a picture for Tiffany-Stahl.
story has been selected as yet.

BROAD ST AND GIPARD AVE

LARGE ROOMS

only Hotel in Philadelphia
with a axbivay entrance from
main lobby

MOST MODERATE RATES
running

For two
Single room, private bath
For two
Wire

OUR

$2.00
$3.50
$3.00

$5-$6

expense for
Reservaticms

at

]no. C. Gossler
Mgr.

Dir.

Lila
lead in

Lee in T-S Cast
Lee appears in the feminine

"The Man

in

Hobbles," the

Kyne

story which George
Archainbaud is directing for TiffanyStahl.
Johnny Harron plays the
male lead and is supported by Eddie

Peter B.

Nugent, Lucien Littlefield, Sunshine
Hart, Betty Egan and Jacqueline
Gadsdon.
Fritzie Brunette Signed
Fritzie Brunette has been signed
by Jack Cohn for a role in "Drift-

wood,"

which

Christy

Cabanno

directing.
Lillie
Hayward
the screen version from the
Harding Da\ns story.

—

Edward Laemmle Returns
Edward Laemmle has returned

were

confined in former years to only Eastern film folk, have become nationally
prominent.
Players from Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Havana, Rochester,
Boston, Philadelphia, Youngstown, Washington and towns within
a radius of 100 miles from New York
will compete in next week's event.
In addition to those already announced, beautiful cups and special
prizes were offered yesterday by Jules
Brulatour, Fawcett's "Screen Secrets
Magazine," William K. Hedwig Laboratory, Budd Rogers, Gotham Prod.;

William Massce.

(Continued from Page

Club House
to

is

ultra vires.

Argument was heard

in the first
application for a writ of prohibition
but since the first judgment by Justice
Weir the writs have been issued in
routine order without argument although counsel for the exhibitor and
the Quebec government have been
present. Since the raising of the ban
on juvenile attendance at picture theaters, there has been an old-tune
crush of children and their parents
at the shows in Montreal and other
cities.

Warner Deal

was

in the

Bond

1)

Building.

It

for F. N.

and Stanley Talked
(Continued from Page

Monday.

1)

was held in New York
The proposed deal is de-

it

clared to be sought via purchase of
the Stanley Co., of America by the

Warners.
For several weeks officials of the
Warner and Stanley companies have
been considering just what advantages were to be realized by such a
deal.
The point of contact between
the two companies is Goldman, Sacks
& Co., a member of which, Waddell
Catchings,

is

a

member

of the boards

both companies.
Stanley controls First National, by
virtue of an agreement of other stockholders, but the company alone does
of

trol,

Lee Ochs Gives Luncheon
for M. P. Club Directors

is

in

not control.

Send Your Entry in Nozv!
The Fee is Ten Dollars.

judgments

these

of

each instance, the exhibitor
is
entitled to admit minors despite
the provisions of the Quebec statute
and is immune from prosecution until
the exclusion clause is passed upon
by the Privy Council in London,
England.
Until that is done, the
Quebec Court holds to the view that
that,

tion with

which

is

adapted
Richard

affected.
The effect

greatly outnumber the lineup
at any previous tourney
and they're
date

coming in.
These tournaments,

Lila

u

room,

1)

Neck, L. I. With the event still six
days away, the number of entries to

still

T-S Signs Lang
Walter Lang has been signed
direct

water

it

Entries Flood Fall
Film Golf Committee

finished his
work in "Making the Grade," a forthcoming Fox picture is arranging a
vacation trip to New York.

XjOwOioiceSkouldBe

Single

1)

were over, it would give
Fox between 60 and 80 per cent of
the voting power of the Sapiro orif

Sharon

Lynn.

Lowe Plans N. Y.
Edmund Lowe, having

400

(Continued from Page

as

—

Montreal Prosecution of 12 more;
exhibitors of Montreal for alleged
violation of the new Motion Picture
Act of the Province of Quebec has
been set aside by Justice Weir in
the Superior Court, Montreal, bj|
writs of prohibition which prevent the
Quebec government from pressing
charges against the theater managers
for admitting children under 16 years
of age.
The total number of writs of pro^
hibition issued by Justice Weir since
the upsetting of the act is 28, with
a total of 21 theaters of Montreal

the law

ganization or virtual control.
Murray Signed as Cannon Aide
This move, if carried through, will
Clark Murray has been signed by
Fox as an assistant director for Ray- give the Fox organization a dominmond Cannon, who is directing "A ating foothold in the most productive
Slice
of
Life,"
featuring
Conrad picture territory in the world.

direct.

(Vkiladelpkia

100 Houses,

Sapiro Co-op Control
now

IN

1)

within the next year in
to be
various neighborhoods of the city.
The chief theater will be at 17th
and Market Sts., will be part of a
Work of clear$16,000,000 project.
ing the site has begun.
An unusual
feature of the 16-story building will
he refrigerated air cooling for every
office and store as well as for the
built

SECOND OF 3 SERIALS

5, 1928

If

therefore,

Warners seeks

con-

have to

deal

it

will

with other stockholders, as well as
Stanley, for the stock is in escrow.
Jack Warner announced on the
Coast last week that the deal had
been under way for several weeks
and its closing was imminent. Prompt
denial was made by Irving D. Rossheim, president of First National and

and everybody
thought it would be a quick meeting Stanley.
before lunch.
But to everyone's inResnick Gets U. A. Post
tense surprise and delight. Steward
Mystery Blaze at Paramount Studio Karch served a luncheon.
Saul Resnick has been appointed
Damage of $10,000 was caused by
Formal opening of the club is by Al Lichtman of United Artists as
a
mystery blaze and fire, which scheduled Sept. 12, with Mayor James sales manager of the Minneapolis
wrecked stage No. 8 at the Par- J. Walker to make the dedication branch. He succeeds Herbert Haymount studio.
man.
speech.

Hollywood from a three months' vacation in New York and Europe.

called

for

12.30

THE
;?;dnesday,

September

5,
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DON'T MISS

The Greatest Show
ISr//

of

The Year

SEMI-ANNUAL

Film Golf Tournament
AT

Sound Vie^r Golf Club, Great Neck,
(Even the Club

L.

I.

Synchronized)

is

ON

Tuesday, September llth
DIRECTED BY THE FILM DAILY
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ALL STAR CAST OF 200 DUFFERS AND DUNKERS

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
MOTION PICTURE CLUB vs. LAMBS
FOR
E. F.

ALBEE CHALLENGE TROPHY

SEND IN YOUR ENTRY TODAY— 10 FROGS COVERS EVERYTHING

|

mm mim picmes

are sknoironized.
Bird's eye view
of Bristolphone
studio, factories
and laboratory.

Founded 1889.

Wm.

H. Bristol, M. E., Inventor
Bristolphone,
and formerly of
of
the faculty of the Stevens Institute
of Technology.

EXHIBITORS ATTENTION!
Professor

Wm.

H. Bristol Announces

BRISTOLPHONE
The

World's

Foremost

Synchronizing

Disc

Device

The mechanical
simplicity

is available immediately and will be
marketed nationally by

of

Bristolphone,

GOTHAM -BRISTOLPHONE

with its unique
re- synchronizing device, insures a foolproof presenta-

SERVICE CORPORATION

synchronized

EXHIBITORS— here

is

tion

of all

sound

films.

your best news of the year! Four-

teen years of constant perfecting,

and the experience

of

operating since 1889 one of the world's largest recording-instrument plants, has resulted in the Bristolphone
synchronizing device now ready for you!
While others

somewhere

are talking of installations

here

is

in the

dim

future,

a superb, perfected system, at a price within reach

ALL exhibitors, available IMMEDIATELY.
SHORT SUBJECTS, entertaining acts, the most novel
of

YOLRE

in-

novations in sound effects, the tried and proved box-office
calibre of Gotham Productions, plus the product of other
leading producers, will make your house the talk of the

community!
or phone to

Bristolphone

leady for you.

is

SOUND

Write, wire

SEEING

GOmM

PRODUCTIONS

GOTHAM BRISTOLPHONE SERVICE CORP.
1650 Broadway,
Factories and

New York

City

Laboratories: Waterbury, Conn.

PRODUCTIOM*

DIALOGUE

W. E. Installations at Rate of IQ^Daily Predicted

;!^€>HEWSPAPER

ULTHE MEWS

^/'FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLV

/OL.
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Chisellers

Price
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6,

5

Cents

EXHIBITOR CO-OPS IN KEY

By JACK A LI CO ATE

THESound

are back.
pictures offer tremendous opportunities to
Likewise to the
ithis industry.
promoter with
Isharpshooting
Inothing but a desk and a gift of
The money-making posis^ab.
jiibilities of pictures are enticing.
AnjEspecially to the outsider.
Anartists.
iDther crop of salve
other crop of suckers and bang
Iinother black eye to the inWhen you or your
dustry.
chisellers

CITIES

I

'ifriends

make

according to Sam E. Morris,
general manager of distribution for

run for the nearest raceback. You will at least get a

The companies of background and
I
lixperience in this industry will take
They have both mill:are of sound.
lions for experimentation and protecire
;he

protect

to

:ry

from

it

new

this

who

standing
achievement.
The
greater part of two years was
spent on production details,
five months of which was consumed by actual shooting.

there.

Their stocks in most instances
It is
of investment character.
duty of every man in the indus-

Warners,

yesterday consummated the deal
with Sid over long distance
telephone. The picture will be
shown twice daily at the highest prices ever charged on the
Coast. Warners is offering the
picture as the company's out-

'iind

!;ion.

To Toronto Combine
Since Formation
Toronto

Grauman's
Chinese,
Hollywood, at a date soon to be set,

through a new sound promotion
put a padlock on your pocket

Ithrill

PARLEYS AGREED UPON

Premiere of "Noah's Ark"
Vitaphone roadshow, will be at

night

over

million

New Members Added

70

"Noah's Ark" Set

have an opportunity to
a

OF CANADA PLANNED
—

Chicago Early settlement of Chicago's musician problem is seen with

announcement by Ben

C.

Marshman,

Dept. of
Jack Miller, president of

conciliator
Labor, that
the Chicago
C. Petrillo,

the

of

U.

S.

exhibitor unit, and James
head of local musicians,

have agreed to meet at his call, in
mediating differences which caused
walkout of 300 musicians. All but deluxe houses are without musicians.
Musicians walked out Labor Day,
(Continued

Page

on

6)

cities

kej'

Canada, similar to the one

of

Sevent}' members have been added
the roster of the Exhibitors Cooperative, Ltd., here during the first
four weeks of operations, states Bud
Lennon, its purchasing agent.
The
organization, which comprises independent theater owners, is centered in
Toronto but the movement is reto

ported spreading to London,
Catharines and other cities.

St.

Headquarters have been established
the Hermant Bldg.. 21 Wilton

Square, this

lEUGAlNST

of exhibi-

throughout

functioning in this province, will be
attempted, it is imderstood.

in

PROTEST

— Establishment

co-operatives

tor

city.

"CANNED" MUSIC CALLED EQIHIY AlirTMOVES

WARNER-STANLEY DEAL

nenace.

The
Working

Relief

Fund

KEEPS STOCKS ACTIVE

with unmisFilm Daily
Relief Fund will soon, in its annual
I'eport, open the eyes of an indusTy to the pressing need of more se•ious attention
We
to its needy.
lave harped on this before.
The ap:akable

but

silently

efficiency

The

Charging that
Va.
theaters are attempting "to

substitute
canned music for real
Reports of the impending deal with music," Frank P. Cowardin, presiStanley and First National, led to dent of the musicians' local, has called
great activity of Warner stock again a protest meeting for Sept. 9. Loew's

Warner Bros. Pictures
Warner "A" were particularly

(Continued

yesterday.

and

active advancing

and declining as was

(Continued

on

Page

on

Page

Compromise Made

6)

6)

in

New

parent lack of interest of the indus-

Contract at Cleveland

a black

Cleveland
Operators and stagehands have signed a new contract
with exhibitors, calling for a slight
increase in pay and a seven day
week, instead of a six-day week and

leaders in this matter is
nark growing larger with each
;ry

lay.
.0

THE FILM DAILY

is

new

happy

devote time and expense to this

nest worthy cause.
The members
)f the committee. Dr. Giannini, Bruce
jallup, Billy Brandt, Gov. Millikin
•

—

Richmond,

Richmond

ind ex-officio Bert Adler have
d nobly in this humanitarian

iowever,

workwork,

not the cause of the
ew.
It is far greater.
It belongs
o the industry itself.
Some day we

lope

it

it

will

is

awake

We
its

ip in

don't believe that
component parts

Louis

— Manufacturers

and

dis-

of sound picture devices
have been invited to address the con(Cantinued on Page 6)

Bristolphone Showing is
Scheduled for Today
industry
the
should mix
Waterbury, Conn. — A party of ex-

and doubly so the ex- hibitors today will visit the BristolHis house belongs to his phone plant where Prof. Bristol, inand not a selected class. To ventor of the disc synchronizing de-

>atrons
ester the

interests

of

few friends.-^and

nany enemies.

retention

of

the

old

scale,

as

a

candidate

sometimes

demonstration. The
was arranged by Budd Rogers,
vice-president of Gotham.

vice, will give a
visit

West

Coast

Plans of .\ctors' Equity in connecwith sound versions of Broad-

tion

way

stage shows are at a standstill

pending more definite announcement
concerning what Broadway stage
producers intend to do in making
talking versions of their plays. Frank
Gillmore, executive secretary, said
yesterday.
A.
general meeting of Equity is
scheduled for the .A.stor Sept. 21 but
Gillmore believes that the subject
of talking pictures will not enter into
the discussions.

de-

manded.

Lambs Pick Team

Telephone Firms to Handle
Maintenance, Sheehan Says

politics,

libitor.

nakes

St.

tributors

^

to this fact.

Politics
ir

Sound Convention to Be
Held in St. Louis Sept. 11

—

ON SOUNDJILM STAND

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles
Repairs on sound
picture equipment may be made by
local telephone coinpanies, said

Win-

Sheehan in an interview printed
by "The Los Angeles Times."
By

field

the first of next year installations will
he made at the rate of ten and more
a day, he declared, compared with
(Continued on Page 6)

to Play

Film Golfers at Tourney
Headed by Oscar Shaw, a team
composed of Leon Errol, Roy Webb
and Jack Patton
Lambs' Club in a
a crack N. Y. M.

will represent the
golf match against
P. Club foursome.
(Continued on Page 6)

"Heirs Angels" to Be
R<^adshowed by Pierson
Wayne

Pierson

is

to handle road-

showing of "Hell's Angels," Caddo
The picture
Prod., k is reported.
is to oqen in New York some time
Deceiuber,

it

is

expected.

K

....

THE
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tions

—

Berlin

I.

— Lichtbild-buehne,

Meyer Davis, who has a nuinher
of orchestras and house men, which
lie books to theaters and other places
of amusement, has been named general
manager of music for the Poli
circuit of 20
England houses,
recently acquired by Fo.\.

New

"Music Tax" Suits Planned
Against S. W. Showmen

—

Dallas Suits to force payment of
the '"music tax" are planned against
a number of Arkansas and Texas exhii)itors by Judge F. D. Robertson,
.Southwest counsel for the American
Society of Composers, Authors and

number
drawn

com-

of

plaints have been
ready for filing.

and

are

Homan

Mary

Pickford will make "CoUnited Artists picture, with
dialogue.
Sam Taylor who will direct the production, leaves
today for the Coast after

New York

spending
days studying the stage play.

Johnny Gray and Allan McNeil

will

write the adaptation.
"Spoken dialogue will not be inserted in 'Cof|uette,' " as seems to
be the current procedure with socalled talking pictures." said TayUir.
"Voice and action sequences will be
made simultaneously and the public
may be assured that Mary Pickford
will speak her own lines.
"I am going to make two distinct

one

silent

and one talking.

Dies at Pittsfield
will make the talking picture first,
Mass.— Fred W. Ho- using the distinct technique which
who last year retired from at least know has not been used tc
I

Pittsfield,

nian,

52,

I

Goldstein
ters,

a

Brothers' Pittsfield Theadied from septic sore throat at

local

three

Financial

KEXT FILM

IN

f|uette,"

three

hospital,

following illness of

weeks.

am

not going to explain this
other than to state that it
is much closer to the technique of the
stage than it is to that of the silent
picture and not until this production
date.
I
further,

1928

Deal for Purchase of
Vocafilm Going Through
Temporary

DIALOGUE

6,

I

NARY PICKfiD USIND

pictures,

Friedrichstrasse,

225.

A

Publishers.

Thursday, September

injunction

restraining

David R. Hochreich from selling his
stock in Vocafilm Corp. of America
to William A. Brady, A. H. Woods
and the Shuberts, has been denied
in Supreme Court, New York, and
suit of F. Dudley Kohler must be
tried.
Kohler claims he is entitled
to 50 per cent of the stock on a partnership
arrangement with
Hochreich.
The deal now is to go through
as planned, with the producers obtaining Vocafilm for filming their
shows.
Danville Musicians Out
111.
Picture theaters were
without music on Sept. 1 because the
Danville local of the Musicians Union
had refused to renew its contract with

—

Danville,

the

Home

Theater Company.

The

theater owners had offered to
pay the old wage scale and employe
the same number of musicians called
for in the old contract, but declined
to
submit to additional demands
made by the union.

Paramount, N.

Play
1st Nat'l Film
Y., to

is finished will
start to make the
Initial
Ohio Convention Date Set
silent picture."
"Heart
to Heart" opens Saturday
Columbus, O. Eighth annual con"The talking picture is not a rival at the Paramount, New York, the
vention of the Motion Picture Theaof the silent picture.
This view is initial First National picture to be
ter Owners of Ohio will be held
utterly ridiculous.
The motion pic- booked into the house.
here Nov. 20 and 21.
These dates ture did not kill the stage plaj'. The
were determined by the board of silent
screen play of today is too big
trustees which met here last week.
and fine a medium of dramatic exCommittee on arrangements consists pression
to fear its destruction."
of J. J. Harwood, Cleveland; J. A.
Ackerman,
Cincinnati,
both
v.'ce
I

—

High
(s) Am. Seat.
(c-h)
do 6s 36

& Katz
Con. Fm.
do pfd

.

.

.

.

i2V2
96 V4

Low

Close

Sales

32
96/2

200

32
96-^

*Bal.
(c)
(s)
(s)

East.

do
(c) Film

*(s)

Kmlak
pfd.

.

.

i3Ji
26f«
1835^

*(c)
•(b)
(s)
(s)
(c)

(b)
(b)
(s)

•(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)

.

3!X

.

.

.

pfd.

.

P. Cap.

700

3/2

'266

99 /z
2954

101^2 15,166
30f^8

40,100

9

..

lom

11

200

25^4

2syi

25 54

25M

23M

255^ 70.400
82-/8
600

81

144/2

146

41.600

do 6s 47 .. 101
lOOM lOOH
4
•(b) Par. By.5/,s51
103
'6%
'754
(s) Pathe
7H 50,600
(s)
do "A"
28
29
13,600
297/i
(b)
do 7s37 ...
78^ 7854
(b)

.

VAUDEVILLE

presidents

the

Tompkins

at N. Y. Mark Strand
Vincent T. Tompkins, Jr., former-

of the Earle, Washington,
assistant
manager of the
ly

Strand,

New

He

York.

is

assigned to the
N. Y.

new

.

.

29/2

.

.

.

31

succeeds

Stanlev, Utica,

.

.

.

.

Milder Back from Sales Trip
After a

49

535^ 45,200

7

3"

2M

sales

Middle
West of more than four weeks. Max
Milder, central sales manager is back
at

Warner

trip

Bros.,

to

the

New York

of an injunction has held up the release in Canada of 14 Gotham productions which

had been purchased by Cranfield

office.

'600

(c)
(s)
(o)

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City

Phone Penn. 3580

the meantime, bookings on the pictures in dispute are i^eing held up.
On the other hand. Cranfield &
Clarke have bought the 24 Gotham
releases for 1928-29 and bookings on
these are proceeding.

15

Anderson Returning to Stage Work
John Murray .A^nderson, producer

84

"
85
19/2

.

11

.

113
186

i

19/2

98/2
118

W-A
191

100

54,i66
72.100
13

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

of

presentations for Publix, is returning to the stage in November,

producing

revue, for which
Greenwich
Village
theater.
York, is being sought.
a

Sudekum Has

Exchange.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is UsteA in Chic'.<go;
Stock

Skouras, St. Louis.

Eraser

AGENCY

&

secured by Films De Luxe, Ltd.,
who claimed a breach of agreement
on the Canadian rights for these
features.
The civil action will be
beard at Toronto in the fall and, in

Montagne in New York
Edward Montagne, Universal scenario chief, is in New York on a
brief vacation.

New

Coming East

W'illiani R. I'rasir, Kcinral

nager
Harold Lloyd Corpora
n, lias
left Hollywood on an extend
I)usine.s.s
trip through Canada
id the
East, and will .spend several \tecks in
of the

Alabama

Huntsville, Ala.— The Lyric, Jefferson and Grand are being operated

0(b™ STIR1E(E¥ All

Model Double
Spring Motor

Latest

MOVIE CAMERA

Hold* 16 FMt Film—Cue 6 Magazine*
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

Room
Room

S29.S0

with bath for One
with bath for

Two

.

.

.

$2.50

.

.

.

$3.50

*

*

*

THE ROOSEVELT WELCOMES YOU

1

New York conferrinjj; with tne eastern organization of the Lloyfl Corp.

aC

TO THOSE WHO PLAN A TRIP
TO THE CAPITOL AT THIS
TIME WE OFFER MOlST ATTRACTIVE SUMMER RATES:—

STANDARD

total of 15 in the state.

VANdP'W

WASlHIDNiIilON

SEPT AUTOMATIC

by Tony Sudekum, of the Crescent
Arnusement Co., and C. A. Crute.
This eliminates one more competitive
point in Alabama and brings the
Sudekum-controlled theaters up to a

HOUEIL

IKOOSEVELT

SALE!
The

15 in

¥(H]!E

th<:

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)

— Granting

new Clarke of Canada. Ltd.. for the CanMark adian market. The injunction was

Frank M. Westphall, who has been

7m

.

Gotham Releases Held
Up in Canada by Suit
Toronto

.

(o) Roxy "A"
(o)
do units .
29
(o)
do com.
6
(o) Skouras
Bros, 40
(s) Stanley
Co.
. .54%
(o) Technicolor
6
(c) Trans-Lux
3
(o) L'niled Art.
12
(o)
do pfd.
78
(o) I'niv. (Jh. com.
2
(o)
do pfd
75
(c) I'niv.
Pict.
19/j
•(s)
do pfd. ...
(s) Warner Bros.
121/;
(s)
do "A" ... 127
fc-b)
do 6'/5»2><
192

'

of

association,
together with William James, president, and P. J. Wood, secretary.

28,500
61/8
104% 104/2 10454
300
22/2 22/2
500
22V2
113
4
114J4
64/,

83 /j
.. 146"/,

F-L

AMALGAMATED

90
63

..

Orph. Cir.
do pfd
Para.

.

2,766
1.300

104

.

.

do deb. rts.
do 6s 41w\v
do 6s41x-war

M.

3H

Proj.

Keiths 6s 46
Loew's. Inc.
do pfd

M-G-M

26
101.

123/2

Fox Fm. "A", 106
Fox Thea. "A" 30 M
Intern.

12%

1254
26

...

Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s)
(c)

3

7654
Ind.

Regular Loew Dividend
Regular (|uarterly dividend of 50
cents on the common has been declared bv Loew's Inc.
IL

Who West

*

MV

12<'» N«a> VtarkMy
110 lUest 32<'St.New)lo«K.Niy.<
Pbooa P«nn>. 0330

i

*

*

Frank B. Banks
President & Manager
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Coast Wire Service-

New

Rockett Signs
CONTRACT PLACES HIM

IN

BOW

CLARA

Pact

SIGNS

NEW

CHARGE AT F.N. 2 YEARS

T CONTRACT

AI Rockctt has signed a new contract with First National, it is an-

Clara Bow, the "It" girl, yesterda},'
signed a new contract with Para-

nounced

at

company.
two years

studios of that

The new agreement

is

for

Rockett
in
comjilete
and places
Erection of
charge of production.
sound stages is planned by Rockett.

Talker

is Completed
I'niversal has completed and prefirst

talker,

all

made

with

Sound to Be Added to
F. N/s "Haunted House"
First National will add sound
fects to "The Haunted House,"

Universal's First All-

viewed its
of
Love,"

mount.

ef-

re-

cently completed under direction
of
Benjamin Christensen.
In the cast

Thelma Todd, Larry Kent,
"Melody Montagu Love, William V. Mong,

Movietone.

are:

Chester Conklin,

Flora

Finch,

An

Early Choice

Means

Choicer Units!

'T'HE concentration and isolation of film
-^ exchanges is at last to be a reality
but
at the rate space is going in FILM CENTER
BUILDING, no time is to be lost 40% of it
is already leased
that's what the industry

—

—

—

thinks of

ing 60%/

it!

—

efficiency,

it

get your share of the remainmeans more safety, more

and more business!

Bar-

Heath directed the cast in- l)ara Bedford. Eve Sothern, Edmund
cluding
Walter Pidgeon, Mildred Breese and Sidney Bracey.
Harris, Tom Dugan and Jane WinDorothy Sebastian Starring
ton.
Dorothy Sebastian is to be starred
in "The Devil's Apple Tree," it is
Inspiration Unit Organized
Elmer Clifton starts
Inspiration Pictures has completed understood.
organization of the staff unit for work on it this week at the TifTany"She Goes to War" to be released by Stahl studios.
Arch

B.

United

Associated
with
production are
Harry Schenck, production manager;
Artists.

Henry King on
Marco

this

Elter, assistant director;

Tony

Gaudio, cameraman; Robert M. Haas,

Ned Mann,

art director;

rector; and Capt. N. R.
tary adviser.

technical di-

Daw ley,

mili-

Berger to
recting

Paramount, on completion
ture

will

Changes Screen Name

Flood Making T-S Film
James Flood is directing Eve
Southern in "The Girl Who Came
Back,"

for

TifTany-Stahl.

It

is

an

by Bennett Cohen.

original

for Corliss Palmer
Palmer has been assigned
"Applause," which Eddie

T-S Role
Corliss
a

role

in

Cline is directing for Tififany-Stahl.
Sally O'Neill and Roland Drew play
the leads.

"Show Boat" Unit Returns
five weeks of shooting
on the Sacramento River, the "Show
Boat" company, comprising more

Following

than 100 persons, has returned to
Universal City where the remainder
"Show
of the picture will be filmed.
Boat" is an adaptation of Edna Ferber's novel and is being directed by

Harry

Pollard.

Preparing for "Desert Song"
\\'arner Bros, is preparing for the
production of the first Vitaphone
Roy
operetta, "The Desert Song."
Del Ruth will direct the screen verVitaphoned
sion
which
will
be
throughout.
Harvey Gates is writing the continuity, and screen tests
with Vitaphone will be made next

week for players to
Camera work starts
tober.

be
early

featured.
in

Oc-

is

of the picto leave for Germany and
to direct a picture to be made

n.

m^S %h

'r^ ^rn

^ r

ffxt rr^r

\^mk

mMmMMkmim.

France
by his own company. Mary Christians
four

Jacqueline Gadsdon, M-G-M screen
player, has changed her name to
Jane Daly.

Make Film Abroad

Berger, who now is di"Sins of the Fathers" for

Ludwig

be

starred.
He will return in
to resume work for Para-

months

mount.
Signed for "Shady Lady"
Louis Wolheim and Russell Gleason have been signed for roles in
"The Shady Lady," Phyllis Haver's
current production now in work at
the Pathe studios. Robert Armstrong
Edward
appears in the male lead.
H. Griffith is directing.
Perez Titling "Gun Runners"
Paul Perez is titling "The Gun
Runners," his seventh consecutive asPerez
signment for Tififany-Stahl.
of
titling
the
recently completed
"Captain Swagger," a Pathe release
starring Rod La Rocque, and directed by Edward H. Griffith.
Color and Sound for M-G-M Film
Both color and sound will be utilized by M-G-M in "The Mysterious
Island."

HARRY DELF
Director and Author
Current Releases
"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"
"The Ladies' Man"
Fox-Movietone
(The
First
Comedies Made on the Coast)

Film Center Buildini
^zfth Street

Cal.

GRanate 3716

•

45//^ Street

—

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

^S^-

FREE-LANCING
Hollywood,

NINTH AVENUE

Fireproof storage vaults on all floors
Special projection and inspection rooms
Shipping platform with ramp to street,
eliminating sidewalk shipping
or smaller units
18,000 sq. ft. floors
Four passenger elevators and three freight
Moderate rents and low^ insurance rates

1928

to shoiv
225 FIFTH

Available for Eastern Offers
6734 Wedgewood Place
Tel.

•

AVENUE

you

plans!

ASUland 4200

FILM CENTER,

INC., Builders
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Father loved his home, his wife,
children, his pipe

and

his fireside.

His club was the only thing that
took himi out nights until^

A blonde Sheba crossed his path,
poor "misunderstood" damsel oi
modern mood. Father fell, and
1 so hard that
:

CT^'Wbeiher you pit
nviih. sound- or as m
buy, piciure for pici
T

put these
to work
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res enis
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salesmen for

5,500,000 silent

you, your box-office and

i'p

YOUR

PROFIT.
5,500,000

workers going

all

over

"The
what a

the country telling folks of
Battle of the Sexes"
fine picture

it is,

—

—what a treat

they have in store for them

when

comes

it

to

your

city.
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^
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This means that at least
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000 prospective ticket buyers
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and a very
colorful manner the message
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forceful

strong,
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15,000,-

that

most

when

this picture is adver-

tised in their city

see

UTED

it if

—They MUST

they want a perfect eve-

ning of entertainment.
r-

t

Book

it!

Date

it!

Play

it!

Get

Money That Is Being
For You Through This

the Big
Built

Great

National Advertising

Campaign.

Daughter, father's
real

little

mad and went

a

pal, got

gunning—

Blonde dears wer« her objective
and the season was wide open.

And

so "The Battle Forever Being
Fought But Never Won" goes on
and on. Man against woman
male vs. female.

—

tTNITED ARTISTS PICTURES

enterlainmenl you liave the best
iQZQ
ll>e marHei offers for igz6

lit

—

f-^El

DAILV

to Play
Says 'Phone Firms to
Film Golfers at Tourney
Handle Maintenance

Thursday, September

M
6,

191

Lambs Pick Team
(('tiii/iiiMfrf

tor

possession

jrom

of

Piijie

E.

the

1)

(Continued from

Albee

F.

the present rate of
one-half a day.
"There are some 5.000 orders in already and the only reason it has not
been possible to till them more rajiidly is because it has required time to
train the proper crews to install the
e()uipment." he said.
"Once a theater is equipped, the

News," Al Ruben, National Theater
Supply Co., FBO, Jack Cosman, Du

Wm.

Brulatour,

Jules

Pont-'Pathe,

K. Hedwig Laboratory, Columbia
Pictures, William Massce, "The Film
Dailv."

Tournament players

will

appear

m

a special newsreel which will be
screened at the dinner Tuesday night,
raw stock for the new^sreel being furnished by the Eastman Kodak Co.
Stills will be taken by a cameraman
to be sent bv David Barrist, publisher
of "The New York State Exhibitor."
The entry list is growing by leaps
and bounds. If yours has not been
tiled, shoot it in now, along with ten
which covers green fees,
i)crries,

good

lunch, dinner, prizes and a

time.

Warner-Stanley Deal
Keeps Stocks Active
(Continued from

the

Stanley

sympathy.
corner

in

Co.

I)

I'aiic

stock,

moving

in

There were reports of a
Warners, and moves to

trading
opinion

reduced to

a local telephone company.
"All that the theater owner will
have to do if he is in trouble with
his apparatus will be to call the company on the phone, and they will send
over a man to straighten out the diffiThis reduces the matter of
culty.
keeping the device in operation, once
is in. to an absolute minimum of
concern for the theater owner himit

self."

That

telephone
unable

are

em-

companies
to

repair

sound

equipment was the opinion expressed
yesterday at Western Electric. New
York.
.Such work is too technical
and involved for men not specially
trained

for

it,

it

was

declared.

Parleys Agreed
In Chicago

Upon

Walkout

(Continued from Page I)
their contracts expired,

taking

the position that in quitting they were
not violating an injunction obtained
by exhibitors to prevent them from
striking.
Some theaters have been

showing without music, while others
have been playing Vitaphone, Movietone and other synchronization devices, which are the cause of the disagreement which led to the walk-

on

Boston Contract Up Tomorrow
Boston Deliberations on a new
stagehands contract have been postponed until tomorrow, to i^ermit New

Quotations

on

picture

issues

appear

2.

Hairises

Buy Mo. House

—

out.

which

install

sound equipment.

—

Springfield,
Mo. Mr. and Mrs.
Harold H. Harris have leased the
Ritz, which they are remodeling. New-

York representatives of theaters to
be on hand for the final settlement.

policy, effective Sept. 8. calls for tab
The Harrises
shows and pictures.

Sturgeon Bay House Remodeled
Sturgeon Hay. Wis. Frank Horchert has completed remodeling of

formerly operated
lanta, Ga.

theater

a

at

.\t-

—

the

Door

theater.

hotel and baths directly on the

boardwalk

at

LONG BEACH
Here you may experience

a diversity of comforts consisting

room overlooking

the ocean; hot salt water bath; Turkish
alcohol rubs, also surf bathing; restaurant

Philadelphia

— Summer

of a
baths,

Boardwalk and Jackson Boulevard
Telephone Long Beach 2000

which

Vitaphone and Movietone
have aided business
owing to their novelty, but whether
they will continue to attract the public remains to be seen.
subjects

"The Jazz Singer," here, as in
other cities, played to big receipts,
but the figures on this picture carry
no especial significance other than
that the public will always
see an3'thing unusual or difPhiladelphians are becoming
more critical of sound pictures. An
illustration of this occurred several
weeks ago at a neighborhood house
when a synchronized short subject
that had been heard with rapt attention at the Aldine in 1927. was
heartily booed by the 1928 audience.
This merely proves that the device
itself is not going to attract the pato

show

pay

to
ferent.

is aided by a good
it
always has and always
be the backbone of every film.

trons

unless

story, wihich
will

The Aldine, the Fox and the oFxLocust have been the only downtown
first run houses equipped for sound
The last named has been
to date.
closed for the sunmier. The Fox has
featured Movietone newsreels and
shorts and has been playing to good
-

At
business, considering the heat.
the Aldine, "Tenderloin," "The Lion
and the Mouse" and "Glorious BetAtsy" have recently been shown.
tendance figures have been good, but
the films have not aroused the comment that certain silent roadshows
have occasioned during the past few
years.
after conindecision, has finally deUp
cided to wire alt of its houses.
to date onlj' certain of the circuit's
neighborhood theaters have been
The Stanley at 19th and
e<|uipped.
Market has just completed an instal-

Generally speaking, Vitaphone and
Movietone have aided the exhibitor

BOOKLET FREE

Number

ROBERT
TWO REEL TALKIE-COMEDY
"A REGULAR BUSINESS MAN"

Bry.

8027 (by John

directed

by

Stokes) Strand

NOW

Synchrophon

of

Installed in

—

New

Englai

Boston
Several installations
Synchrophone,
phonographic
s;
chronization
machine.
have
be
made in this territory. Three
ielivery is promised by Whalen
Mekelburg
distributors.
Hous
which have installed the machine ai
Porter Square, Cambridge; Pla
Fall River; Capital. Faukner.
mouth, and Milton, East Milton.
(

W

New Type

Electrograph
Planned for Large Housj

—

Quincy. III. Manufacture of a
instrument for larger theat|
is planned by the
Gates Radio
Supply Co., maker of the Won^
Electrograph,
synchronization
type

chine for theater use.

to Be
in St. Louis Sept. 1

Sound Convention
Held

(Continued from

Paf/e

1)

Missouri ar
vention
of
eastern
southern Illinois exhibitors, which
There
to be held here Sejat. 11.
great interest throughout the ten
tory in regard to sound, particular'
so far as the medium-size and sm;
theaters are concerned.

Protest Meet Against
'Canned' Music Galle(
(Continued from Pat/e

1)

house has not renewed its contrac
with the musicians.
manager o
Smith.
F.
Floyd
Loew's, and Joel Levy, director o
Wilmer & Vincent interests in Vir
ginia, denied a charge made by Cow

monopoly if
Cowardin said Wilmer &
Vincent, who own and operate tlit
National, Colonial, Bijou and Isis her(
and the Loew chain maintain a mono
poly in this city and will keep the
public here from having any rea
music. It is announced that the Naardin as to a theatrical

Richmond.

tion will retain

and
\

A

Recommended

be

is
to
Bell.

to
all-talker

attendance

figures being no criterion, it will take
another six months to accurately determine the actual drawing power of
the synchronized picture in Philadelphia.
The neighborhood bouses
are the only ones who have so far
gone in extensively for sound films
and to date. "The Jazz Singer" has
been the sole sj'nchronized feature
to be generally released in this ter-

short

Paramount

star in a

Monta

lation.

CENTRAL HOTEL and BATHS
Reservations

Jeanne Eagels Signs.

PHIUY SOUND REACTION

The Stanley Company

Announcement

,

Jeanne Eagels has signed

siderable

The newest, most luxuriously appointed and completely equipped

EDDY

W.

MONTHS NEEDED TO GAUGE

ritory.

ployees

when

ARTHUR

for

nil,

Musicians have been insisting
that a minimum of six musicians be
retained in orchestras in theaters

of

deal is
of both issues.
paijc

is

in the sensational
the last two days, but
that the Warner-Stanley
is
progressing, hence the activity

"spank" the bears,

by

maintenance and repairs are carried on by

problem

Cups and
as a special prize.
trophies have also been offered by
Carl Laemmle, Stanley Co.. Stebbins,
Leterman & Gates, Gotham Prod.,
I'awcetfs "'Screen Secrets Magazine,"
P. Muller Agency, "Motion Picture
J.

Sound Pictures

1)

about two and

The match will
Challenge Trophy.
be one of the features of the 15th
semi-annual Film Golf Tournament,
scheduled for next Tuesday at Sound
Charles
View. Great Neck. L. I.
Winningcr and John Price Jones have
been named alternates for the Lambs.
The film team is now being lined up
hv Capt. Arthur Stebbins.
Richard Brady, of Eastman Kodak,
beautiful
a
presented
yesterday

kodak

Paiic

continue

its

to

present orchestra
Keith-Albe

offer

audeville.

in

this territory

during a summer

o

Withii
depression.
a vear, when more elaborate box of
fic'e statistics on talkies are available
and when these can be compared
with returns on silent films, more in
teresting information may be brought

severe

business

to light.

THE
frsday,

September

6,

a^m
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Golfers GooSers
Duffers Dunkers

I
i
I

I

I
I
I

Film Golf Tournament
(15TH

SEMI-ANNUAL)
i

Sponsored by

THE FILM DAILY

Will be Held at

SOUND VIEW GOLF CLUB
GREAT NECK, LONG ISLAND

I

m
I
I
I
I

on

Tuesday, September 11th

I

I

Big Prize List-Special Eats— Laughs Galore

I

i

Send in
Your Entry

I

THE FILM DAILY
Broadway
Here is my entry and ten
Tournament
1650

dollars for

the

Fall

(WWiwi

i

i
The Committee

To- Day

Film Golf

Bruce Gallup, United Artists.
William Brandt, Brandts' Theatres.
William A. Johnston, Motion Picture News.
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman & Gates.
Don Mersereau, The Film Daily.
Earle Hammons, Educational Pictures.
Jerry Beatty, First National.
Jack Alicote, The Film Daily.

I
i
I
i
i

.^,

nau lU prepare liiia sictiiuiiig ivi III
details on the consistent successes of

iKf

I

U911

t^u

Fox pictures

f%
pictur
breaks another house reooi
Street

Raoul Walsh's

Angel

The River

Pirate

Four Sons
Fazil

o

Win That Qirl
Mother Knows Best

The Red Dance
with

Dolores Del Rio
Charles Farrell Ivan hlno'w
'•

Plastered in Paris

Me, Gangster

The Air Circus

2itd Biggest Week

Mother Machree

in entire history of

Sunrise

LoeMT^s Warfield

Making The Grade,
The Red Dance

Dry Martini

*

Movietone or

San Francisco
W9
now
1^ #V ff V Fox
Warneld
f
X%
W^
M
m
^ ^«^ ^iv ^ A#
August
week
Picture
M I^«3Ky "^ StUl
established

breaking records at
Record

holds
ending

llth.

Silent Prints

^X

recoidwredcer df all tiiti

General Strike in All Chicago Theaters Looming

ML THE

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

l^<*NEWSPAPER

^/'FILMDOM
XLV

OL.

No. 58

Friday,

The Danger

t

"OW

that our first synsummer has
chronized
been pasted in the scrap
|ook, it might be well for an iniustry that leaps before it looks
pick out for its collective self
.1
nice quiet spot and strike ofif

sound

first

trial

PURCHASE

balance,

"I

frame

in

The Jazz Singer."
There is no limit to what can and
be accomplished in this new field.
said six months ago it would
V^e
ill

jvolutionize the
the world.

Page

cannot discuss any deals

port that Warners' purchase of
Stanley has been completed or
nearly so.
Efforts to reach
Irving D. Rossheim, president
of First National and Stanley
in New York were unavailing,
nor could he or any other
Stanley executives be reached
at Philadelphia.

territory, William Fox is closing for
purchase of the Walter Reade circuit of 31 New York and New Jersey houses.
Various factors of the
transaction were being ironed out
(Continued on

Silent

was comment of
Harry M. Warner on the re-

fO«IEIIOI[BIIOMlV

us there was never any
Strengthening of his position on
oubt about it from that event- Broadway and continuing his aggresul day that Al Jolson first sang sive campaign of invasion of Stanley
to

6)

amusement business

We

ow

repeat it here, douSome of the things
spades.
on the synchronous frying pan

'ill

startle

led

in

tuation

is

Pioneers
trial heats of the sound
erby have been easily won by WarThey have
er Brothers and Fox.
of
golden reward
lazed
a
trail
irhere others have feared to tread.
Jot to be outdone the other stables
re grooming candidates. Secret trials
idicate
record
breaking achievelents. The coming year will see the
reatest free-for-all the industry has
ver known. And here is the danger.
first

Dynamite
The good

old public have accepted
ound pictures to the tune of bulging

They want more,

but.
hey will not be continually satisfied
lox

offices.

good as
the mediocre brand
for a start, now being released.
Quality
take the place of
ovelty.
In this the industry has no
Iternative.
Its sound pictures with
ach new release
be better
nd better. Far better to shelve an
mworthy picture and pocket the
Dss than drive those new talkie pat-ith
t

liOfiS ASK

VIRGINIA

like a bombshell.
The
fraught with glorious, un-

It is likewise
mited possibilities.
.adowed with a lurking danger as
owerful as TNT.

The

BERLIN CONFERENCE IS

ON SOUND FILMS

AID

MUST

MUST

away with

Cents

Richmond

— Sound

pictures, includ-

ing botn dialogue and musical synchronization, have caused the Virginia censors to appeal for help in
order to eliminate any objectionable
(Continued

on

Page

in
St.

Louis

Southern

— Betterment

London

—The

International

{Continued

theater

business in the southern Illinois coal
fields is forecast by announcement
from Chicago that agreement has

been reached by the mine workers
and operators.
The new scale will
enable this section to compete with
the non-union fields of Kentucky and
West Virginia, and result in emoioyment of thousands of additional men.

Film

on

Page

6)

Gaumont

to Release 24
British Films in Canada

Illinois
of

junk.
The result of the first harvest of
ound pictures is at least palatable.
Vhether the fruit from this season's
rop will be as easily digested or
:ive the grand old patrons a bellyche remains with the producing
lanters
themselves.
Our humble
dvice, from now on, is to experinent in the sound proof projection
oom and not on the public.

Toronto

—

Twenty-four

British

features will be released in Canada
during the 1928-29 season, according
to Edward Auger, managing direc-

Are Only Test

Being Made by B.

—

&

of

Chicago

K.

Whether patrons prefer
the entertainment on the screen,
1 policy revived here by the United
.A.rtists, is the subject of an experiment being conducted at the new
Maryland by Balaban & Katz. Pictures only are shown, and if the policy proves successful, it probably
Chicago

ill

will

be extended.

first
reported some days ago, the
Stanley deal is understood to have
been progressing rapidly, and the series of meetings was being continued
late yesterday in an effort to arrive

at

a final settlement.
deliberations
(Continued on Page 6)

The Warner

now

be-

K. C.

— Tie-up

of

all

theaters of

de luxe houses
not concerned in the controversy, is
threatened unless speedy settlement
of the musicians' controversy with
exhibitors is effected, for operators
and stagehands are prepared to walk
out in sympathy. The unions accuse
the

including

city,

exhibitors of stalling in the deliberations.
It is expected the theatermen
will have injunctions ready in event

walkout

SPECULATES ON 3
FIRST RUN THEATERS

—

Kansas City Future of three local
houses, the Orpheum, Royal and
Liberty,
is
the subject of much
speculation. At present all are closed.

The Orpheum, which showed

pic-

tures and vaudeville at $1 top last
season, usually opens the first week
in September but so far no opening
(Continued on Page 6)

Gaumont

British Corp., of
Offices are to be established in six key cities, but physical distribution will be handled by Canadian
Films.
Gaumont also
Universal
plans production of three pictures in
the Dominion, he says.
tor

Canada.

Chicago Operators, Stagehands
Threaten Sympathy Walkout
Pictures

Imminent
of Warner Bros., for purchase of the Stanley circuit is reported set, or practically so, with both
parties declared in accord.
Only
minor details remain to be worked
out, with signing of final papers declared imminent.
Although persistently denied since

Deal

Congress, recently held at Berlin,
goes down in history as a flop, according to a prominent figure in the
British industry who attended the

6)

Business Betterment Seen

Parties Reported in Accord
With Closing of Deal

TERMED FLOP BY BRITON

is

rens

5

DECLARED SET

IS

at this time,"

"o

way from frame

Price

Warner

FOX ElfllSINt HIS

fhat the so-called "talkies" are
ere to stay is an accepted fact,

is

1928

7,

WARNER DEAL FOR STANLEY

By JACK A LI CO ATE

Its

September

is

attempted.

New

Developments in

Television to be

Shown

Latest developments in television,
including a new instrument developed
by the General Electric Co., will be
shown at the Radio World's Fair to
be held at Madison Square Garden,
New York, according to Dr. E. F. W.
Alexanderson, engineer of the company.
While the new instrument
represents big advances it will add
nothing to television with clarity over
considerable distances as this is de-

pendent

upon

unknown

factors

of

radio transmission he said.

Sound Films Make Big
Impression in Canada

—

Montreal Sound pictures made a
impression in their Canadian
debut last week at the Palace. "The
Street Angel" headed the program of
sound subjects.
big

..

THE

^E^

PAILV

Greater Shows Season

New

is

Television Process

Latest Chicagro Wrinkle

—

Greater .Shows Season
Chicago
been inaugurated by Marks Bros.,
and for the next three months they
lias
Vil.

XLV Ne 5B

Frida). Sept.

7.

II2I

Pilei 5 Cllts

number

will feature a

of the nation's

outstanding stage
lOHN W. ALICOATE

POBIISHEI

Pulilished daily except Saturday

and holidays
at
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copynKht (1928) by VVid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Pulilisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Kditor; Uoiiald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager.
Entered
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post olfice at New York, N. Y., under the act
of Mardi 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign. $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communications to
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736-

THE FILM

4737-)738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood, California— Ralph
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest VV. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
I.
Berlin
Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse.

—

stars, in addition to
silent and sound, and

their pictures,
a stage band.

This is the latest development in the heated competition
under way between the firm and BaAll of the de
laban & Katz houses.
lu.xe houses are playing up the fact
that they are not affected by the
musicians' walkout.

Sunday Shows Win at Champaign
Champaign, 111.-— By vote of about
two to one, voters here have apAt Urbana,
proved Sunday shows.
Sunday shows twice have been debut

feated,

is

it

Champaign

result
other election.

may

the

that
lead to

an-

local
sales

manager.

Low

(s)

Am.

Seat.
6s 36

(cb) do

96'A

.

&

•

Bal.

(c)
(s)
(s)

Con.
do

Katz
Fm. Ind
pfd.

.

..

East. Kodak
*(s)
do pfd.
..
•(c) Film
Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

(c)

32
96/,

32'/,

.

13-4
12^
26/2 25/
184*^ 183

32

96/

Sales

400
]

13

183/

6,100
1,600

700

128

3/
104

Fox Fm. "A" lOS-^ 102^ 103)^107.000
For Thea. "A' 32
3044
31/101,300

•(b) Keiths

Proj.
6s 46

9
90
62

Loew's Inc..
63^ 615^
do pfd. .. 106H 106 J4 106/
do deb. rts.. 25% 23
23
(b)
do 6s 41ww. 1137^ n3% mVi
(b)
do 6341x-war iOlH 100)4 100«
*(s) M-G-M pfd.
25)4
(s) M.
P.
Cap..
9
9
9
(s) Orph. Cir. ..
28
26
267A
(s)
do pfd.
..
88
84
87
(s) Para. FL
.. 146J4 144
146
(b)
do 6s 47
WO 'A 100 J^ 100/
(b) Par.By.5/js51 lom 10H4 101)4
(s) Pathe
7«
T/f,
7/
(s)
do "A" ..
32
30
iWi
(b)
do 7s 37..
79
78/ 79
(o) Roxy "A" ..
29
31
(o)
do units
31
33
(o)
do com.
(,'/,
svn
(o) Skouras Bros.
42
45
(s)
(s)
(c)

.

Giannini Going to Coast
A. P. Giannini, head of Bancitaly
Corp., who has just returned from a
trip to Europe, plans to leave for
San Francisco toda)^

.

.

.

Mindlin House Opens in October

1,100
9

20

507^

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

11
2

38,600
28,60n
7

2%

Cleveland
sical

— Maurice

director

at

the

Spitalny,

mu-

Stillman

ever

opened, will conduct the orchestra at the Allen under the new
Allen policy.
And Angelo Vitale,
formerly orchestra director at the
.'Mien, will go to the Stanley theatre,
since

it

Roxy Usher Promoted
George Friary, usher of the Roxy,

700

New

84
85

19/
113

\U%

19%
98/

600

114/
116/

8,100
12,100

191

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
fc) Ciirli Market.

York, has been appointed asDouglas Murray, recentlynamed production manager.

Exchange.
Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz ii listed in Chisago;

Two
Election

Skouras, St. Louis.

Call

WAFILMS,
Putter,

— Engagement

at the State here

is

of

not

only because of its
contact with the

point

trade, but also its resultant influence upon the buying public.
William Johnston in "M. P.

Our

—

threatened

News."

in-

dustrial

—

to sell sound to the public.
Seventy-five per cent of the chain's
houses are to be wired by February.

circuit

New Firm Mapping

Plans

Bureau. THE FILM DAIU
Hollywood Circle Pictures, a new
Coast

ll'est

—

independent producing and distributing concern, with main offices and
studios here, is formulating sales!

Schine

Lynch,
circuit,

Gloversville,

York with

buyer
has

for

returned

for the current season.
CircUi
will enter the states right market iri
October with two pictures featur
ing Corliss Palmer, titled "About

Trial Marriage" and "Scarlet Youth.'
An eastern branch office is to be
established in New York.

Findlay,

O.,

—

Lynch Buys Pathe Product
George

the
to

bany Pathe manager, where he closed
a contract for all Pathe features, including "The King of Kings."

Pegler with Hanff-Metzger
Jack Pegler has resigned as advertising and publicity director of the
Poli circuit, to join the Hanff-Metzger advertising agency in New York

Doty Heads K. C. Film Board
Kansas City Leo J. Doty (United
Artists) has replaced Harry Taylor
as president of the Film Board. Taylor has been named Middle West di^
vision manager for Universal.

—

tion

of

members

new headParamount Hotel,
to

the

quarters in the
will feature meeting of the A.M.P.A.
next Thursday. There was no meeting yesterday.

Inc.
Prss.

Arthur Lange Signed
Arthur Lange has signed

House Reopens

FOR LEASE

J

I

of

M-G-M

films.

Palace

Oppo-site

Depart-

I

meat Store
I
I

Rosenbaum

Properties, Inc.

1

OWNERS

I

1415 Flatiron Building

New York

[
I

Finance and negotiate large loans
for Theatre, Realty and Industrial

I
f

projects.

,

8181

B.

Chicago

&

—

K.

Names

Eisner
.Adolph fclisner has been

appointed manager of
Katz's New Maryland.

Announcement
The newest, most

luxuriously appointed and completely
hotel and baths directly on the boardwalk at

equipped

LONG BEACH
a diversity of comforts consisting cil a
the ocean; hot salt water bath; Turkish baths,
alcohol rubs, also surf bathing; restaurant

room overlooking

CENTRAL HOTEL and BATHS

Balaban

&

Reservations

Telephone Long Beach 2000

j

j

Boardwalk and Jackson Boulevard

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46ih St
New York

I

Auditorium Theatre!
SPOKANE

Here you may experience

contract to make all special musical arrangements for stage presentation
and pictures at the Capitol, Nev\
York, and for synchronized scores
a

(

Findlay, O. The Marvin, operated}
by R. A. McAvoy has reopened. Itj
was closed for the summer.

after a trip to New
C. W. Stombaugh, Al-

A.M.P.A. Features
officers and introduc-

for

Bryant

Cleveland

of

the

Walter A.

first

authoritative trade paa power in merchandis-

sistant to

•

NOTE:

St.

Spitalny at Cleveland Allen

17,2j0

15

•(cb) do 6J4S 28

(«) .Stock
(o) Over

near Seventh Ave.,
is expected to take place about the
middle of October.

7
27/K

.

.

52

ing on 57th

16,900

.

.

ater,

300
76,700
800

.

(s) Stonlcy Co.
54/,
(o) Technicolor
6
(c) Trans-Lux
3
(o) United Art.
12
(o)
do pfd.
78
(o) Univ. Ch. com .
2
(o)
do pfd.
75
(c) Univ.
Pict.
i97A
•(s)
do pfd. ...
(s) Warner
Bros. .UGii
(s)
do "A" .. .\19'A

Opening of the Little Cinema thewhich Michael Mindlin is build-

12,500

800

ing,

Ohio

Richmount Representative in N. Y.
Frank Bates, Continental repre- district Monday in the last of three
sentative
of
Richmount Pictures, managers' conventions. As he did
New York, has arrived in New at Los Angeles and San Francisco,
York, bringing with him a print of Franklin will outline
the $1,000,000
"Verdun," French picture.
advertising campaign planned by the

'

Intern.

in

is

Another West Coast Meeting
Harold B. Franklin is to
address West Coast managers of this plans

76J4
26

The

Invoked Against Our Gang

Seattle

Close

Law

state labor law.

of
the
company's
by Cecil E. Maberry,

tisers.

per

manager

Office
of the Co-

A questionnaire just sent
out by the Association of National Advertisers establishes
trade papers as the second
most popular medium among
the country's leading adver-

He also has cut in half the wave band
length for use with television, and
thus obtains selectivity, it is claimed.

State Labor

will

ing.)

no moving parts, obtaining the necessary "scanning" by varying the current which plays over the image.

Gang
Detroit

try

Farnsworth's method employs

tial.

192!

trade papers of the councarry this year between $90,000,000 and $100,000,000 in advertising.
Half of
this total is placed by advertising agencies
(Estimate of
Class and Industmal Market-

Embodying new

television

Detroit J. H. Young
lumbia sales force, has been named

branch,

High

a

7,

The

process has
been evolved here by Phiio T. Farnsworth of Provo, Utah, who has secured the backing of two local capitalists.
Most systems employ revolving
discs to "scan" the image, at both
the sending and receiving ends, do
that synchronous revolving is essenprinciples,

by Lauretta
of the state
commission who swore out
affidavit
charging
Manager
an
George Dumond with violating the

Yoimg Gets

—

Financial

San Francisco

—

September

Trade Papers

Invented on Coast

Is

Beam

—

225.

expected

Friday,

Recommended

BOOKLET FREE

THE

FACTSi
CHICAGO:
^wire)

"'WINGS' opened McVickers

morning (Friday, August
31st) house completely filled in forty-five minutes and
box-office closed for one hour until next show, this
unheard of in Chicago, far exceeding opening records.'
this

HYANNIS, MASS.:
"WINGS" grossed $700 more than

the all-time

record for Hyannis.

ONSET, MASS.:

S,'*,

>..

"WINGS" broke

^v

??

•^^
#

all

records in this town.

WAREHAM,MASS.:
WINGS" gross double the previous

j^-^

record for this town.

aS,#

/

WOLFEBORO,N.H.:
"WINGS" sets up a new box-

m

office record.

SiB

NARRAGANSETT PIER, R.I.:
1^

"WINGS"

grossed $350
more than the previous
record.

-^.,

.^

A Lucien Hubbard Production.

William Wellman.

Directed by

Story by

John Monk Saunders.

With Clara Bow,
Charles Rogers, Richard Arlen, Gary Cooper

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

reate

NORMA TALMADq
Joseph M. Schenck presents

*fThe^Woman Dispute
HENRY KING production

'

GILBERT
Directed by

HENRY KING

ROLAND

and

Member. Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

bAM TAYLOR
America. Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

I

\

V?o*

ancqy^

Iklmad^e's
picture'

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE -SEPT.
''

1928

A DYNAMIC drama in which Norma
exalts a Magdalen to the
level of a patriotic saint*
She gives a
picturesque yet powerful characteriza-

'^^Talmadge

tion of a demi-monde;

MISS

it is

undoubtedly

TALMADGE^S GREATEST

CONTRIBUTION To The SCREEN.

subtlety, delicacy, and
restraint in a part which could so easily

She plays with

be morbid and maudlin.
The climax is drama of the greatest

poignancy,

powerfully handled by Miss Talmadge.

gorgeous production, smoothly directed — a
distinct triumph for every member of the cast."

A

RELEASE DATE
for

SILENT or

SOUND prints

October 20th
oi^^

ore^Vunited artists pictures
For

^ach

Best 1928-1929
Your
Picture Sold individually on Merit

)

H

DAILV
Warner Deal For
by

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

iContimied from Page

brought to a close, culminate
spirited bidding for the circuit, which
has been under way for months. At
ing

,

ported as seeking to close a deal for

BIG

AT SYRACUSE

HOLD AT CHICAGO

the circuit.

Acquisition
will

—

Synchronized
Syracuse
iliose with dialogue and those with
but sound effects and canned score,
have done far better in local houses
"The
than the non-sound product.
Jazz Singer," for instance, ran for
three weeks, and was brought back
last

films,

week

Eckel's

as the
attraction.

Week

State

Fair

Featured organists in the three
sound houses have generous followings, and this may be a factor in the
ready acceptance of the organ as a
eight to 2S-piece
orchestra previously carried.
The Eckel's adventurous step was
taken in the pre-Schine days when
the house was operated by Nathan
A. Robbins of Utica. Presumably, it
was dictated by economical condithe orchestra became too costtions
ly a burden for the house to bear.
Kcke'
Eliminating the band, the
passed along part of the saving to
The
the public in an admission cut.
house for a time was scaled at 25
cents; today, the top is 35 cents.
substitute

for

the

—

The Empire

in

the days

—

when

it

had an orchestra at one time, the
band totaled 25 men had a 50 cent
Today, it has a 35 cent tariff.
top.
The Strand, until it ehminated its
orchestra during the summer months,
charged 50 cents top. F'or the new
season, the house

is

—

sealed at 40 cents.

Summing up

the Syracuse situation, these factors play a part in the
passing of the human orchestra.
musicians, yearly demand1. The
ing increased wage scales, virtually
signed their own death warrant.
2. With
one theater, through the
elimination of its orchestra, offering
a box office saving to the public, it
was inevitable that others must take
the same action if to successfully

compete.
3.

hold at Chicago.

On

No

one can argue

has demonstrated this by
age attitude.

its

patron-

Reopening Cleveland House
Hippodrome,
The
closed all summer, will re-open late
in the fall, at which time it will be
c(|uipped with Phonotone and will
play sound pictures.
The picture
Cleveland

—

policy for the house has not been
definitely set yet, but it is rumored
that the Hippodrome will play long
runs of big specials.

?ober:
TWO REEL TALKIE-COMEDY
"A REGULAR
Bry.

8027

BUSINESS

MAN"

(by joho Stoker.) Strand

NOW

the

Stanley

make Warners one

of the

chain

most

formidable theater-operating concerns
of the country, as well as greatly
fortify the company's already-strong

exhibitors are
development. position among producer-distributors,
talking
about
the
Many are endeavoring to have equip- to which it was elevated by the trement installed with all possible mendous reception given sound picspeed.
However, in the majority of tures by the public. This is reflected
rise of the cominstances, great disappointment pre- by the sensational
and the company's revails because of the inability to se- pany stock,
Western Electric turn to a profit basis, after a period
cure apparatus.
n whicli deficits precluded any divis accepting contracts now for March,
dends.
April and May delivery.
The Stanley chain consists of
On the other hand, there are those
numerous around 275 theaters located in printhey
are
cases and
where theater operators are not cipal cities of seven states and the
signing for sound in view of late de- District of Columbia.
livery dates.
The de luxe houses are
installing sound, but are retaining
Smaller houses, due
their orchestras.
to the conditions outlined above, are
(Contimied from Page 1)
not yet in a position to definitely deOf course, a committee
termine their position. At this time sessions.
there are 11 installations in working was named to band together exhiborder, all to be found in the loop' itors of 17 European countries in an
and big neighborhood houses. Forty effort to promote European films but
more have been ordered for theaters whether this will get far is considered problematical.
of lesser importance.
Ernest W. Fredman, editor of "The
The general exhibitor reaction is
Daily Film Renter," considers the
this:
That sound pictures are established conference one of German propaand that the theater owner is already ganda.
"As a plain matter of fact," he
:onvinced, even on present results,
that improvements will be limitless saj's, "more nonsense is talked about
and installations in bulk merely a European pictures than anything
problem of manufacturing facilities. else under the face of the sun at
the present moment.
I
can understand the Germans wanting a European film alliance.
It's good business from their point of view, and
the German is a very good business
(Continued from Piu/c 1
that

—

off.

all sides,

—

Termed
By Briton

Berlin Meet
Failure

Va. Censors Ask
Aid on Sound Films

features

of

"speaking

movies,''

it

was learned today.
bi-weekly bulletin just sent
out, the Virginia Division of M. P.
Censorship requests all playhouses
using sound devices to place the censor seal in the box with the print
In

its

man !"

Fox Increasing His
Power on Broadway
(Continued from Page

cumstances insert the

seal in the film
as this causes very material damage
to sound."
Attention is called to the fact that
the first print of a film viewed by the
Virginia division and licensed in this
state was one in which eliminations

made by the Maryland
In the absence of an open
print, the censors here concurred in
toto with the Maryland board. Since
that time, however, the Virginia division viewed an open print and requested that numerous scenes be reTen or more deletions were
duced.
made in the film. TJie censors examined 84 films comprising 247 reels
and ordered eliminations in eight,
riicy also cut eight scenes and seven
had

—

Hartford, Conn. Attorneys reprt
senting S. Z. Poli have entered
plea of abatement in the Hartfor
Superior court against the $1,000,
000 suit brought by the Hancock Co
New York, against Poli for allege'

been

board.

subtitles.

Within the last few days the Virginia censors have found themselves
in a dilemma as to "speaking movies" and have requested the help of
a lip reader.
It is contended that a

This follows on the heels announcebuildas an
aftermath of the collapse of his deal
for purchase of the Stanley chain.
The Rcade circuit has a number of
houses in Stanley territory in New
lersey.
Fox is gaining a powerful position on Broadway, through acquisition of the Astor, Columbia, Bijou,
and Morosco, for when the deal is
set, the houses will go to Fox immediately, for none are under lease,

according to Reade.
lip reader may detect "shocks" not
observed by the censors.

Several

the

of

Richmond

play-

houses have recently installed apparatus for use in sound pictures. The

ment

cir'

It is claimed that since the Han
cock company has its place of busi

New York and the Poli ini
and individuals are resident!
New Haven, the suit should hav<
been brought in the New Haver
Superior court and not in Hartford
ness in

terests
of

The attorneys ask

the case be

that

thrown out of court and the

$2,000,-:

000 attachments against the Poli
holdings be lifted. The case will b^
argued here late this month.

First National Acquires

"CQmpanionate Marriage
First
National
eM
has
acquirer
"Compr.nionate Marriage," picturiza
tion of Judge Ben Lindsey's novel
It will be released in October.
The

was

produced by Ascher
Rogers and Sam Sax.
I
its cast are: Betty Bronson, Alec B
Francis,
Richard Walling, Heddal
Hopper and Arthur Rankin.
picture

Small

&

K. G. Speculates on
3 First Run Houses
(Continued from Page

1)

announcement has been made. A signi
on the Liberty marquee announces!
opening of the house "early in September."
United Artists owns this
theater. Publix's plans for the Royal
which it recently took back from
Loew's are unannounced.

"U" Schedules

8 to Start Season
Universal has doubled its normal
release schedule for September, with
headed by "Uncle
eight pictures,
Tom's Cabin," to lead off the first

month

of

the

season.

Movietime Peace Treaty Film

Fox

in

Paris

nouncing war,

Broadway

is

in

N.Y.

account

Movietone's

the

of

of the
treaty re-

to be presented at

theaters today.

details.

ment of a $50,000,000 theater
ing campaign in Philadelphia,

Capitol

in the sale of the

cuit.

signing

1)

Reade declaring that
probably would take a month to

yesterday, with

where the inspector may see it on it
Organs and synchronized scores demand and adds: "Under 1*10 cir- complete

are acceptable substitutes; the public

A

— Sound pictures have taken

Chicago

of

!

Entered in Poli Cas

times. Paramount, Fox and
Keith-Albee-Orpheum have been re- broker services

various

SOUND PICTURES TAKE

SOUND flU4$ DRAWING

1)

I

192

7,

Plea of Abatement Is

Stanley Declared Set

Sound Pictures

beptemhcr

Fridaj',

was the
here

first

Union Workers Out

at L. L,

Houses

All union workers except musician;
who threaten to strike in sympathy,
six houses of the
ire out at the
Calderone circuit in Long Island.

ID

it

Move to Halt 'Walkout
Negotiations were being continued
yesterday by New York theatrical
managers in an elTort to prevent a
walkout of stagehands, because of
deadlock on wage demands.

New Owner

place of ainuse-

synchronized
features.
Loew's followed. The Colonial is being wired.
to

Pinkham at Dover, N. H.
Dover, N. H.— Arthur W. Pinkham
transferred to inanagehas been
ment of the Strand and Lyric, PubI'x houses, both of which are wired
for sound.

adoipt

Stanley,

has
to

N.

announced
Dr.

J.

il

Bi

at Stanley, N. C.

C— \V.
sale

U. Stanley

A.

Harmon

of the Stanley
this week.
il

September

^"riday,

7,

DAILV

1928

Coast Wire Service-

Four

F.

N. Sound Stages

Sign this and forward to

I

i

Golfers, Sign This

•1500,000 BEING SPENT

ON NEW CONSTRUCTION
First National has started erection
four sound stages which are to
This is
est a reported $500,000.
aken as an impressive answer of
nactivity on the lot, due to reported
fforts of Warners to secure control
)1

Gladys McConnell in Patheserial
Gladys McConnell has returned to
Pathe in "The Tiger's Shadow,"
George Arthur Grey's latest chapter melodrama which is now in production at the Pathe Studios at Culof
direction
ver City under the
Spencer Bennet and supervision of
Teamed with Miss McPhil Ryan.
Connell

Hugh

is

hiction.

zine."

Hardy
Charles Lane Returning
Charles Lane, character actor
etired several months
urn to the screen in

who

ago, will re-

"The Canary

Murder Case," S. S. Van Dyke's
which goes into production at

;;tory

Paramount studio within

he

a fort-

night.

Von

Eltz in "Four Feathers"
von Eltz, who played
iljposite Florence Vidor in "Honeynoon Hate," has been assigned a
ole in the Schoedsack-Cooper adeiiture picture, "The Four Feathers,"
roni A. K. W. Mason's novel, which
s now being completed at the Para-

the

to

cast

is

of

new

Griffith's

National

First

Griffith

in

Sam Hardy

Van Dyke's New Assignment
W. S. Van Dyke has been assigned
i>y

M-G-M

*rith

to

direct

Ramon Novarro

"The Pagan,"
starring

and

Since this
Raque! Torres opposite.
)icture will be made before Van Dyke
sets out for Africa to film "Trader
Horn" the start of the latter expediion,

this month, will
late October.

planned for

lelayed

until

be

addition

"Outcast,"

Corinne

starring

now

in

vehicle

Lang's Next Set

assembled.

Albert

Direct Belle Bennett
Ray has been engaged by

rififany-Stahl to direct Belle Bennett
n her next starring vehicle for that
tompany entitled "The Queen of

Burlesque."

Jack Alicoate, The Fihn Daily.

Woman"

Blumenstock Titling Twentieth
Morton
Blumenstock is titling his
Walter McGrail has been cast in
twentieth picture for Columbia, "The
Veiled
"The
Woman," Emmett Street of Illusion," which has just
Flynn's initial directoral effort for been completed under Erie C. KenFox since his return to that organiza- ton's direction.
tion after an absence of two years.
Burton in "Stool Pigeon"
Lia Tora and Paul Vincenti have the
McGrail

leads.

in

The

"The Veiled

Clarence

story

is

an original by

for

Thalberg Aide

Bern, resigned to join Pathe.

Connelly in 14th Year
Connelly has signed a
contract with M-G-M, marking his

Edward

fourteenth year as a stock
with that organization.

player

direct for
the cast include

Aileen

CARTOON
IS

Others in
Joan Crawford, Nils

Warner

RECEIVED

WITH AS
MUCH JOY

Oland and Carmel Myers.
Jackson Contract Renewed
Warners has exercised its option
of Joseph H. Jackson,
pioneer film dialogue writer.

on services

Making "Gold" as Color Classic
Fay Wray Opposite Bancroft
"Gold" a Tiffany Color Classic is
Wray will be George BanFay
low in the course of production
Wolf
inder direction of Martin Justis with croft's leading woman in "The
this
produced
to
be
Street,"
Wall
of
suplead,
Jarvey Clark playing the
lorted by Harry Murray, Dorothy month.
sTourse and Eddie Barnell.
Preparing Redemption
Halstead Filming First
With three of their contemplated
general ten special productions already comHalstead,
Sargeson
V.
nanager of Thunder Bay Films, Ltd. pleted, Columbia is making immediPort Arthur and Fort William, ate preparations for the filming of
>f
Dnt., is in Hollywood to complete the next special which will be "ReEnglish interiors for "Spirit of the demption," a screen adaptation of
Vilderness," which Louis W. Chau- Count Leo Tolstoy's famous Russian
"Redemption" is considered
classic.
It is the first of six
let is directing.
jeatures scheduled this year with ex- one of Tolstoy's greatest works and
be produced along elaborate
criors to be filmed in Canada and will
lines.
ateriors in Hollywood.

Burton has been sign^ed
in
Columbia's "Stool

Ki^AXY y^AT

M-G-M.

Pringle,

role

Pigeon."

Myers Signed by M-G-M
Harry Myers has been signed for
"Adnenne llecouvreur." Fred Niblo
will

a

^
A KRAZY KAT

Douglas Z. Doty.
is

Al Lewin now is serving as assistant to Irving Thalberg at M-G-M
to which post he was elevated when
ii^aul

Earle Hammons, Educational Pictures.
Jerry Beatty, First National.

for

"Tlie Spirit of Youth" is the story
selected for Walter Lang's next production which he is to direct for Tiffany-Stahl. No cast has as yet been

Lewin

Bruce Gallup, United Artists.
William Brandt, Brandts Theatres.
William A. Johnston, Motion Picture News.
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman & Gates.
Don Mersereau, The Film Daily.

production.

to direct for Pathe.

is

Asther,

To

The Committee

Cast

latest

the

nount studio.

,-ect

Address

which

Theodore

Baclanova in "Wolf of Wall Street"
featured
Paramount
Baclanova,
ilaver, will play in support of George
Bancroft in "The Wolf of Wall
street."
Rowland V. Lee is to di-

Name

Maga-

Pathe Signs Marian Nixon
Marian Nixon has been signed for
the lead in "Geraldine," the Booth
which Melville
story
Tarkington

Brown

1650 Broadway.

Here is my entry and ten dollars for the Fall Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday, Sept. 11, at the Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, L. I.

F. N. Buys Cooper Story
Contracts have been closed by
First National for picture and talker
rights in Courtney Ryley's Cooper's

short story, "Weary River,"
recently appeared in Collier's

company.

DAILY,

Allan.

Another point is
he signing of a two year contract
Rockett, which
Ik- other day by Al
ilaces him in complete charge of prothe

if

THE FILM

AS A

ANIMATED BY
BEN HARRISON

AND
MANNY GOULD

NEW BORN
BABE
PRODUCED AND PRESENTED BY

CHARLES
Paramount

B.

MINTZ

MINTZ Cartoons

INDlt: ihe tsjj^ /vavertising department nas
had to prepare this standing form to rush out
details on the consistent successes of Fox pictures.

I

^
%

pictur
breaks another house recoi

f

I

Street

Angel

The River

20^000 Persons

Pirate

Four Sons
Fazil

Saw

^rank ^orzage^s
,

Win That Girl
Mother Knows Best
Plastered in Paris

Street Angel
with

I

Me, Gangster

The Air Circus
Mother Machree
Sunrise

Making The Grade
The Red Dance
Dry Martini

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell
in Biggest three days in history of

STRAND THEATRE

1,1001
[ Seats J

MILWAUKEE
Management ^was forced to put on
3 Midnight Shows

Movietone or
Silent Prints

recoidrwrecker of all tiiti

I

I^ryj-jtuitYtX,: ija5.:-X

ANDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST
VOL. XLV

No. 59

Sunday, September

9,
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Price 25 Cents

\Expect to make up off

'-Silent orSound- Carl Laemmle I^/mjO^

KEEP POSTED
ON DEPENDABLE
TIPS ON SILENT
AND SOUND
PICTURES

All the news of the

FILM D A LY

field

Theater Equipment
A

the Way///

service department that serves

I

REVIEWS
EVERYWHERE ARE
RECOGNIZED AS
THE AUTHORITY
wmm

y-^-

i'^^^^

Another Amazing Accomplishment by

FOX MOVIETONEWS

NOW
Released today

ready for your
audiences to hear

— Issue

No.

41—-Fox Movietone News

FOX MOVIETONE
"The Most Important Influence
in the World Today"

Compromise Ends

Row

Chi. Exhibitor -Musician

AHDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST

oyPILMDOM
XLV

VOL.

Sunday, September

No. 59

NEGOTIATIONS PROGRESS

ON WARNER-STANLEY DEAL
Nqgotiations were being continued Friday in the Warner deal for
purchase of the Stanley circir't, with
various details in the big transaction
being ironed out. As stated Friday,
the deal is declared practically set,
with the parties in accord, and only
a few details remaining to be agreed
Announcement of the signing
upon.
was looked for late yesterday, but
There is
none was forthcoming.

Boom Seen
THE FILM DAILY
Angeles— Attendance

If est Coast Bur.

LrOs

traded.
IVi to

SOUND FEATURE TOPIC

Warner Brothers was up

OF

117^.

Sound Houses

S. M. P. E.

M.P. CLUB OPENING BILL
H. Hays and Al Lichtman
supplement Mayor James J.

Will
will

Walker as speakers at the formal
opening of the M. P. Club Wednesday evening, Sept. 12. Harry Reichenbach will act as toastmaster and
the speakers will be introduced by
Al Jolson, Bugs Baer and Harry
Will Rogers may acHirschfield.
(Continued

on Page

sive.

There

—

Declaring that America is
Berlin
;xporting too many pictures, Herr
Klitsch, head of Ufa and president
of the Spitzen organization, asserted
that

it

of

technical

the

by

start

memoi

in

an

Film

Renter."
plain that films that go into
.\merica must be of a competitive
standard—ipictures that either present a new production angle or compare with the American film in en-

Mell-0-Tone Newest Disc
Synchronization Device

Klitsch said.

M

Milwaukee,

is

tertainment,"

—

Chicago Faced with the threat of
general strike in all theaters of the
city, operators of 250 Chicago thean all night session,
aters,
after
agreement
reached a compromise
with musicians, to end the deadlock,
which has kept musicians away from
a

work

,

,,ne

to the

list

—

Add Mell-Onn.
of phonograph syn-

chronization devices which have been
placed on the market. The machine
ii electrically operated and is being
placed on the market by Crockett
Brown, veteran local exhibitor.

since last

Monday.

Musicians restrained from striking
by injunction obtained by exhibitors,
quit their posts, upon expiration of
their contracts, because of exhibitors'
refusal to meet their demands.
to Friday, most of the houses were

tute.

The agreement

AGAINST UFA-LUCE DEAL

—

(By Cable) Proceedings
Berlin
against the agreement of Ufa and
Luce, which it charges constitutes a
monopoly for Ufa on the Italian market, are planned by the Cambre Syndicale of Paris,

it

is

reported here.

for retention
four musicians in
houses which install sound equipment, instead of the minimum of six
Musicians
demanded.
originally
agreed to less than the 36 to 40 week
(Continued on Page 4)

of a

"Joe" Schnitzer to Address

Chicago Sales Meeting
J.

I.

Schnitzer,

senii^r

vice

presi-

minimum

calls

of

Skouras Enterprises Sign
New Musicians' Pact
St.

would pay American compa-

ics "to send over their best,"
Daily
with "The
interview

"It

will be six papers

tne
Bell Telephone Laboratories, including practical demonstrations and tne
(Continued on Page 4)

bers

Four

run without music, while some employed mechanical music as a substi-

Sound

EXPORTING TOO MANY

of

Retain

Up

4)

MEETING

pictures will afford one of
the principal topics of the Fall meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers,
scheduled for Whiteface Inn, Lake
Placid, N. Y., Sept. 24 to 27, inclu-

to

Musicians

FRENCH FIRM MOVING

lllTSCH SEES AMERICA

Minimum

HAYS AND LICHTMAN ON

at

picture theaters of the nation
will increase at least 50 per cent
during the next six months,
James R. Grainger, general
sales manager of Fox, slated
on his recent visit here. Grainger bases his prediction on a
Coast to Coast survey.

firmed.

a gain
if 5-]4 points in yesterday's trading,
closing at a 122 with 5200 shares

Price 25 Cents

1928

CHICAGO SETTLEMENT MADE
AFTER GENERAL STRIKE THREAT

some talk in financial circles of
being
conKeith-Albee-Orpheum
cerned, possibly to be purchased by
Warners, but this could not be con-

Warner Stock Gains
Warner Brothers "A" scored

9,

Louis

— Skouras

Brothers

En-

terprises and the St. Louis Amusement Co., controlling the Ambassador, Missouri, Grand Central and
27 neighborhood theaters of St. Louis

charge of distribution, heads

and St. Louis county, have signed
executives who will a new agreement with the Musicians
address the company's regional sales Mutual Benefit Assn. settling the
E. B. Derr, sound picture controversy.
iiceting here Sunday.
treasurer, and t^ee Marcus, general
Steve Butler, business agent for
sales manager, also will speak at the the union, made public announcement

dent
the

in

list

of

FBO

(Continued

on Page

4;

(Continued

on

Page

4)

Bristolphone Studio Is

Being Planned on Coast
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

—

Los Angeles Building of a sound
studio for making of Bristolphone

pictures is planned, according to Sam
stages
Sax, Gotham president.
ire planned for the local plant, which
he says is to be started on comple:ion of stages in the East.

Two

M-G-M Signs More
Names for Sound
Frances

Williams

of

A
TUESDAY:

Rumblings of
Albee-Orpheum. It seems

George

White's "Scandals," is to do at least
one vocalized subject for M-G-M, as
{Continmd on Page 4)

dissatisfaction

concerning

OVER 135 ENTRIES FOR
ICeith-

that the efficiency program has hit
a snag. Results aren't jibing, so the story goes, with savings
on paper, and stockholders are frowning. Joseph P. Ivennedy, brought
boosting intake the while has a contract until
in to slash overhead,
Stockholders, not in the Kennedy group, are reported far
Dec. 1.

—

—

from

Shorts

Tough Grind
—

There must be striking improvement or else— 'tis
being termination of the contract, and removal as chair-

satisfied.

said, the else

disgruntled ones are declared to be in the
majority and so their reported demands call for some hustling. Show

man

of the board.

The

(.Continued on

Page

3)

FALL FILM TOURNAMENT
details completed, the
charge of the Fall Film
Golf Tournament has finished its
work of lining up entertainment and
play features for the 15th semi-annual event, to be held on Tuesday
at Sound View Golf Club, Great
Neck, L. I.
More than 135 players are expect-

With

final

committee

in

iContinufd

on

Page

4)
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J
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Prici

to Eliminate
Overseating Situation

lOHN W. ALICOATE

at

Cleveland— Consolidated Theaters
formed several months ago by
Phil Gleichman of the Ohio
Amuse
'"ent Co., and M. B. Horwitz of
th(
Washington circuit, to solve the diffi-

1

Co.,

2
4
5
5

SOUND PICTURES, by Arthur W. Eddy
REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST FEATURE RELEASES
SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS
THEATER EQ UIPMENT bv Charles F. Hynes
FOREIGN MA HKETS, by James P. Cunningham
THE PRESENTATION FIELD, by Jack Harrower.
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AND THAT'S THAT, bv Phil M Daly
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, COAST WIRE SERVICE
A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk

25 Cents

6-7
8-9

culties

9-12
10

PAGE
8

APACHES OF PARIS
BEAUTIFUL BUT DUMB
CARDBOARD LOVER
THE COP

8

12

9
8
8

PAGE

—

225.

N. Y.
The Ritz, at 180th Street and Boston Road, Bronx, which was closed
by the Jolson-Suchman Enterprises,
has been taken over by Irving Dashkin and Simon Osserman, the owner
the building, and will reopen
of
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Kiesling
West

Coast

Heads Wampas
THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

—

Los Angeles Barrett Kiesling has
been elected president of the Wam-

19%
122
191

4,800
5,200

Coast to
Thalberg

join the staff
at M-G-M.

of

Irving

Lenoir, N. C, House Sold
Charlotte
C. -A.. Peeler has purchased the Imperial, Lenoir, from
W. N. Sherrill, who also owns the
Falls at Granite Falls.

—

Exchange.
Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & KaU is listerJ in Chicago;

Form Industrial Firm
M-G-B Industrial M. P. Co., New

Skouras, St. Louis.

Hoover Television Pictures
THE l-'ILM DAILY

n^ashington Bureau of

— Television

passed upon.
Poli

pictures of

Announces

New

Retirement

—

London, Conn.
His retirement from business is announced by
Sylvester Z. Poli, after nearly 50
years in the theatrical field. Offices
of the chain which he sold to Fox,
are to be moved from New Haven
to New York.
Poli intends to spend
his time in rest and travel.

Bros.

Coast studio
where he will confer with Nugent
Slaughter, chief engineer for Vitaphone.

George Young Transferred
Philadelphia George M.
Young,
manager of the Globe at Atlantic
City, will take charge of the Met,
Stanley house, which opens here
Sept. 22.
He was formerly general
representative for Keith-Albee in this

Mc Bride,

broker, and Otto
Backer, real estate operator.

so

Let

\Js

Ames,
to
.

Ames,

la.,

circuit and th(
to the
Ohic

Sunday Fight

Be Carried
la.

—Appeal

to Court

to district cour>

to be taken by Joe Gerbracht, lo
exhibitor, who was fined for operating one of his theaters on
Sunday.
The mayor refused to hear ar
appeal.
IS

cal

Not Rebuilding at Richmond
Richmond, Va.— All that remaini
of

the
niond's

which

months

Academy

of Music,
Rich
leading
pIayhous«
was ruined by fire manj
ago, is being removed anc

former

there is no likelihood that a new plac«
of amusement will be constructed or
the site of the old structure, it is
learned.
••,»"»«»W#,B

WANTED

ALERT EXPERIENCED MANAGER for a large neighborhood
house in a city of two hundred
thousand population in New York.
State
experience,
references
and
salary expected.
Write or wire

Box

X

c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

BROOKS
THE NAME

WHEN

VOL) (30 BY
YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
I437 BWAY, N.y
lALSO ^5.0OO

TEt. 5500 PCNN.I
—
COSTUMES TO apM-i
RENT
>

Solve Your Prohlems

1

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

P.

Herbert Hoover will be broadcast by
Palace, Danbury, Opens
the Republican national committee
Newark,
N.
Danbury,
speaks
at
Conn. The Palace has
when he
J.,
Small receiving screens been opened by Danbury Theaters,
17.
Sept.
will be installed in several cities, in- Inc., of which Joe Walsh is presicluding San Francisco, Chicago and dent and R. F. ("Pete") Woodhull
director of public relations.
Washington.

Stebbins,

—

1$40

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

thej

belongs

city.

York, has been formed by Sidney M.
Goldin, producer and director; James
S.

to the

West

Points

company.

the

injunction to
restrain
the
village
trustees from enforcing an ordinance
prohibiting Sunday shows, will be

—

Revnes Joining Thalberg
Maurice Revnes is en route to the

98/2

until

term
Supreme
Court when the application of Peekskill
Theaters, seeking a permanent

Warner

the

WasliiiiRton

September

—

at least
of
the

unsatisfactory,

Washington

the

to

Sunday Shows
Five
Y.
Sunday shows

visit

rope.

85
....
....

Peekskill

Peekskill, N.
here are banned

pas.

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(b)

14

Ban

has been discontinued because of the
of the road tours of
"The Godless Girl" and the synchroproduction.
Sam
nization of this
Evans Joins Vitaphone
Blair, who was handling the bookPorter H. Evans, who for eight
ing, and Joe Shea, in charge of the
years has been connected with the
publicity, have left Pathe.
Bell Telephone Laboratories as radio
engineer, has joined
Vitaphone as
Shauer, Meyer Return
engineer in charge of the new VitaEmil Shauer, head of Paramount's phone studio in Brooklyn, which
foreign
department,
and
Frank opens about the middle of October.
Meyer, general purchasing agent, Before starting active work there,
have returned to New York from Eu- Evans will make a brief

postponement

84

.117% luVt 117/2

do "A" ...122
•(cb) do 6>4s 28

Drop Pathe Road Show Dept.
The Pathe road show department

600

Fox Fra. "A".109K 104J^ 109^100,000
Fox Thea. "A" 3214 31/2 3214 102,100

(s)
(c)
(b)
(s)
(s)
(h)
(b)

The

theater is being entirerenovated, redecorated, and rely
Irving Dashkin, who forjquipped.
merly managed the Ritz for four
has recently been the
years, and
managing director of Hy Gainsboro's
Roosevelt, and Isaac Katz' Stillwell,
will have supervision of the house.
shortly.

Financial

Ritz,

Consoli-

henceforth be operated on a co
operative basis.
Pictures will be se
lected so that they will not
be duplicated in type.
If this plan does
not work out advantageously,
ther
the two houses will be operated
or
alternate nights.
The Plaza belong,

—

Take Over

competition
1.

will

9

THE

—

proved

sis,

8

STATE STREET SADIE
TRAILIN' BACK
WA TER HOLE

unsuccessful

dated controls the operations of
the
Five Points and the Plaza.
Both
houses are located in the St. Clair
Ave. East 152nd St. district.
This
locality IS greatly overseated.
The
Plaza and Five Points, operated
ba-

11
11

MANHATTAN KNIGHTS
RED MARK

of

began operations Sept.

REVIEWSAIR CIRCUS

1928

Firm Formed

INDEX
A TOUGH GRIND,

9,

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

Siq

Sunday, September

f-^^

DAILV
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9,

and
particularly pictures
is
a complicated affair
and a tough grind, at best.
Exhibitors are breathing easier,
after the Labor Day holida^^
Labor
troubles which threatened to tie their
houses in knots, have been straightened out in most instances.
Chicago's the big exception. The Windy
City boys had quite a session last
year, when the labor "jam" caused
business,

them

to darken their houses. Strong
labor town, that, and they were
leary of an out-and-out battle, so
shut up rather than run non-union.

A
This year,

Test

the

of sound pictures.
that unless they act,

larity

members

their
cold.
law,

And

be

wall

They
a

out

fig-

lot

in

they laid down
that houses which wire
sound must keep at least six
so,

of

the
the
for

men

as well as retain the orLegit houses have agreed
demand, and the de luxe
houses have a contract which runs
until next year.
But the smaller
theaters renege at the compulsory
six-man clause. They say the nut is
too high
that they can't accede, and
so obtained an injunction restraining a walkout.
Musicians, however,
on advice of attorney, declare their
contracts have
expired, and
they
have a right to quit. Result: Some
300 houses of the city are without
musicians.
But the public doesn't
seem to mind, and mechanical music fills the gap in some show shops.
This may prove a test of mechanical
versus manual music in theaters.
in

the

pit,

ganists.
to the

—

The Right

Spirit

Al Steffes and his militant asso:iation of Northwest showmen, settheir long fight and arbitration
tle
Dnce again plies on even keel in that
erritory.
That's good news, for arDitration certainly is right in prin-

though growing pains
apparent.
The Northwest
)oy, objected to service to non-theitricals, refusing to act on cases of

:iple,

even

nay be

offenders.
That led to
deadlock, and naming of another
actions by exhibitors,
,)oard, court
Now everylad feeling all around.
hing is rosy, thanks to willingness
)f
Steffes and C. C. Pettijohn, to
together on common ground.
fet
which
spirit
kind
of
That's
the
Let's
have
rompted arbitration.
nore of it.
distributor
I

Bad

prints

give

pictures

a

black

Regardless of where shown,
ye.
"here's a lot of buck-passing, as to
But, pinchmarks and
tickers, as guides for changeover,
re inexcusable, as well as unnecesary. Detroit's Film Board has workd out a system of uniform print

he

blame.

"O"

An

almost invisible
lark, gives the operator the needed
Better projection obviously will
ue.
illow. The system was worked out
larking.

Detroit operators. Another exmple of what cooperation can do.
'ith

Hizzoner
ouors.

Jimmy Walker

When

the

M.

P.

to do
Club of

is

Con12.
on securing
le popular "Jimmy," and to HizDner, on being chosen to dedicate

^ew York opens Sept.
gratulations to the club,

plans

Tough Grind

bidding

program
ing

(Continued from Page 1)

it

through purchase, now pend-

ing, of the

and
praiseworthy organization.
Sound, sound, sound. It's the topic
of the day everywhere. West Coast's
chain will have 75 per cent of its
And is
houses wired by February.
spending $1,000,000 to sell sound to
At Cleveland exhibitors
the public.
Sound's too
are biding their time.
expensive, as yet, they believe.
such

United States.
A start's
been made at Toronto, and now the
HI

a

these

gag

is
to spread the movement to
other Dominion keys. Interesting to
watch, particularly as to what distributors' reaction will be.
It's a pretty hard job these days
trymg to keep Warners ofT the front

when he announced

his $50,000,000 building
in Philly, and is emphasiz-

foi^

New

Walter Reade

New York

That will
fortify Fox on Broadway, and give
him a strong foothold in .Stanley territory in
Jersey.
Jersey

chain.

New

In England they fail to get steamed up over the recent Berlin conference of European exhibitors whose

purpose was to form a European
combination against American picpage.^
They've
finished
"Noah's tures. Just a lot of German propaArk," and certainly are proud of ganda, cleverly and skilfully exetheir achievement.
Something en- cuted, is the way Ernest W. Fredmaking tirely^ new is promised. The pre- man of "The Daily Film Renter"
They're
Wednesday
whoopee these days, with Warner miere's to be at Grauman's Chinese puts it.
Efforts
to
stop quality
on the Coast. Watch for surprises. product by boycott or legislation
stock.
It's been a blue chip, since
The War- Incidentally, though the air is* thick never have i)een successful for long.
Vitaphone first clicked.
Taking it with denials, that Warner-Stanlev
ners have been patient.
But going deal still is on, and the flurries in
on the chin at times.
steadily forward, sold on the talker the stock of both companies are reToday:
It's all over now, for a
idea.
Now the harvest is starting, flecting it.
compromise agreement has been
The
and, boy, how they're sitting.
Western FZlectric installations will reached in Chicago.
That ends a
"A" at 118 today, and Warner Pic- be made at the rate of ten or more situation, which for awhile looked
Now
a day after Jan. 1, and maintenance
tures at llSyi tells the story.
threatening.
Musicians out in most
Eyes are cast will be a cinch, being handled by lo- houses, with stagehands
they're reaching out.
and operaon Stanley, and First National as cal telephone companies, Winfield R. tors ready to sail along in
sympathy,
A meeting on Monday is said Sheehan says on the Coast. West- presented a situation comparable
well.
to
The War- ern Electric, however, is skeptical last year's,
to have made progress.
when practically all
some,
and
they're
stepping
ners are
about the maintenance prediction, Windy City houses went
dark. Both
stating the intricate mechanism of
just getting started.
sides made concessions in the all n'ght
The way the stock's been jumping sound equipment requires men espe- conference, and everything is hotsyhas made even the bulls dizzy. Whis- cially
trained
for
maintenance. totsy now.
perings around, tell of spankings ad- Great interest centers upon the imFifty per cent increase in atttendministered to some of the boys who portant question of maintenance.
sold short, while others in the know
Richmond musicians are riled ance in six months. That's "Jimmy"
over mechanical music, and they're Grainger's prediction. And "Jimmv,"
have cleaned up fortunes.
spends
his
time
traveling
editorialWatch Bristolphone, we
preparing to tell the world about it. who
The device is They charge that an effort is being throughout the country, selling picized some time since.
moving fast, on its way to market. made in their city to prevent the tures, should know, because he's in
A. Julian Bryslawski, veteran exhib- public from hearing manual music constant close contact with exhibitors and gets a quick reaction to
itor leader, sees it as a big thing, at the theaters.
Accordingly, they've
office tendencies.
box
machine
for
first
ordered
the
and
called a protest meeting on the subThe Fall meeting of the S.M.P.E.
his Wasliington house.
ject.
Publix is hustling to cash in on
Mary Pickford is to star in "Co- is called for Sept. 24. Sound is to
By Jan. 1, it is promised, quette," an all-talker, which Sam be the big topic of discussion. It
sound.
300 of its houses will be wired, Taylor will direct.
Sam, who is a should be interesting and enlightenabout 180 of the circuit now have salesman as well as director, has stir- ing. S.M.P.E. meetings always are.
Western Electric equipment. In- red up a lot of pep over the forth- There's an organization which knows
stallations are coming fast.
coming picture, which he says will its business, and is doing great things
Chicago theater owners and mu- be something entirely new.
The for the technical advance of the insicians are conferring to end the con- talker, Taylor believes, is a new art, dustry.
The Warner-Stanley deal, not j-et
troversy which is keeping the houses calling for a technique as different
progressing.
It
but
looks now as from the silent picture and the stage, announced,
It
without music.
though some mediator may be called as the technique of these two medi- won't be long, now.
in to help break the deadlock. Tick- ums are to each other.
HY>:':3
Taylor will
lish business, settling matters of this
make two pictures, which he says
Except for Chicago, all ap- will differ greatly in treatment. Taykind.
Fox Stock Active
pears comparatively peaceful on the lor is completing the cycle, so far

Warners Reaching Out

musicians are the
point of controversy.
The unions
view with alarm the continued popuure

the

of

A

vaudeviille,

:

Good News

_

,

j

j

as variety

William Fox some time ago

in

successful

direction

is

an-

concerned, for he's gone from comnounced an expansion program which edy to drama and light comedy
proved sensational. He meant busi- drama and now to an entirely-differHe's showing that in his dic- ent type in "Coquette," his first
ness.
kering for 100 New York indepen- talker as well as Mary's, whose

the deal goes through.
to 80 per cent
in the Sapiro
What a change that
organization.
will make on the Greater New York
theater map. At Philly, too, Fox is

dent houses.

If

from 60
of the voting power

Fox

will get

A

campaign

preparing
involving $50,000,000 is planned, he
Included is a $16,000,000 prosays.
It
ject, with a theater seating 5,500.
is to be the last word in theater conNo halfstruction, Fox promises.
way measures about WiUiam Fox.
When he gets started, he moves
his ofifensive.

swiftly

and

surely.

Canada's Co-ops
Canada's going in for
exhibitor co-operatives, attempted at

Thursday:

various

Activity was reflected in tr
Fox stock yesterday. Fox Film
showing a turnover of 100,000 shares
with a gain of approximately 6 points
Fox
to a closing price of 10954.
Theaters "A" remained firm at 32 !4
on a trading of 102,100 shares.
'.

labor horizon.

times with varying

success

voice he says reproduces well.
The
picture represents a radical departure for Miss Pickford, so the result
should be highly interesting.

That Deal

Gordon Square Leased
The Gordon Square,

Cleveland

—

neighborhood house theatre belong-

Ohio Amusement Co. cirhas been leased for the season
for dramatic stock.
ing to the
cuit,

Warners' deal for purStanley chain is declared
all set, with both parties in accord.
Signing of the deal is reported imThat will cinch a theater
minent.

Friday:

chase

in

of

in

Marion, O., House Opens
Marion, O. Ed Reynard has reopened the Orpheum on a Saturday
and Sundav schedule.

front, for the Stanley chain occupies a real position of prominence.
It also will sound taps on the other
deals for the circuit, which have at

Mebane, N. C. The Majestic has
been sold by Eaves Theaters Corp.

position

for

Warners

right

up

times involved Paramount,
Keith-Albee-Orpheum and Fox.

various

The

latter

indicated that he's out

—

KeUy Buys Mebane House

—

to A. F. Kelly, who has been manager of the theater for some time under Eaves' control.

f^^
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Over 135 Entries
For Golf Tourney

Golfers, Sign This!
Sign

and forward

this

to

THE FILM

DAILY,

(Continued from Page

I.

Club and M. P. Club of

Address

tain;

Bruce Gallup, United Artists.
William Brandt, Brandts Theatres.
William A. Johnston, Motion Picture News.
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman & Gates.
Don Mersereau, The Film Daily.
Earle Hammons, Educational Pictures.
Jerry Beatty, First National.

Jack Alicoate, The Film Daily.

Sound Feature Topic Chi. Settlement Made
After Strike Threat
At S.M.P.E. Meeting
{Continued from Page

1)

very latest Western Electric sound
recording apparatus will be installed
The various
in the convention room.
papers on sound recording promised
to date are as follows:
"The Quality of Speech and Music" with
C.

J.

Steinberg, Bell Tele-

phone Labs., Inc.
"Sound Reproduction in Theaters" by O.
E. Scriven, Bell Telephone Labs., Inc.. and
H. B. Santee, Electrical Research Products,
Inc.

"General

Principles

in

Sound Recording"

by E. C. Wente, Bell Telephone Labs.. Inc.
"Methods of Synchronizing" by H. M.
Stoller, Bell Telephone Labs., Inc.
"Recent Advances in Wax Recording'' by
H. A. Frederick, Bell Telephone Labs., Inc.
"Light Valve Recording" with demonstration, by
Donal MacKenzie, Bell Telephone
Labs., Inc.
"Installation and Operation of the DemonBtration Exjuipment" by H. B. Santee of the
Electrical Research Products, Inc.
"The Organization of Research in the Bell
Telephone Laboratories" by John Mills, Director of Publications of the Bell Labs.

"The Three Electrode Vacuum Tube and
Its Application in Sound Recording" by E.

W.

Kellogg,

General

Electric

Co.,

Schenec-

Udy. N. Y.
"Characteristics
of
Photo-Electric
Cells"
R.
Roller,
General
Electric
by L.
Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
"The Optics of Sound Recording Systems"
by A. C. Hardy. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Boston, Mass.
"Acoustics of Theaters" by Prof. Paul E.
Sabine, Geneva. III.

"Acoustics of Sound Recording Rooms"
by Dr. Heyl, Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.
"The Sound Motion Picture Situation in
Hollywood" by Frank Woods, Secretary of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, Hollywood, Cal.
"Sound Synchronization and Projection"
by F. H. Richardson, technical editor, "Exhibitors' Herald and Moving Picture World."
There will be a series of technical papers
by staff members of the Research Laljoratories of the Eastman Kodak Co.. including
a_ description and demonstration of the new
Kodacolor process of motion pictures in color.
Other papers scheduled are as follows:

"An Experiment

Class Room Films"
by T. E. Fincgan, president. Eastman Teaching Films, Inc.
in

"Under Sea Motion Picture Photography"
by Floyd Crosby.

"Heat Absorbing Glasses" by H. P. Gage,
Corning Glass Works.
"Stereoscopic Motion Pictures" by Wm.
V. D. Kelley, Kelley CoJor Films.

Leon

Errol,

Roy Webb and

FBO

Pictures,

Carl

Laemmle, Na^

Theater Supply Co., Al Ruben, J. P. Muller Agency, Stebbins,
Letterman & Gates, Stanley Com(Continued from Page 1)
pany and "The Film Daily." They
employment period, originally de- will be awarded to low net, low net
manded, the number of weeks de- runner-up, low gross, low gross runpending upon the individual the- ner-up, low exhibitor score, the
ater's requirements.
Friday's settle- same for morning round and also
ment came after a threat of a sym- two trophies for driving, another for
pathy walkout was made by stage- a birdie, and other events.
hands and operators, with a call sent
out for a conference between operaSkouras Enterprises Sign

tors of all the theaters.
Previously,
the negotiations were conducted by
officials of the exhibitor association.
De luxe houses were not affected.

"Joe" Schnitzer to Address
Chicago Sales Meeting
from Page

(.Continued

William

meeting.
statistician

will

Abrams,

1)

Dahler,

attend,

following managers:
Charles Rosenzweig,

Sam

as

Milwaukee;

chief

will

New

the

York,

M. J.
Zimmer-

Minneapolis; Roy
man, Sioux Falls; S. W. Fitch,
Omaha, Harry Frankel, Des Moines,
Frisch,

Roy

Churchill, Kansas City, Harry
Weiss, St. Louis, Claud Penrod Indianapolis, A. M. Elliott, Detroit,
Harry Michalson, Cincinnati, A. j.

Mcrtz Cleveland and Harry Dixon,
Buffalo.

Considine Coming East
John W. Considine, United Artists
studio head, will fly to New York
next week with C. Gardner Sullivan,
scenarist, to place in production "Say
It

with Music," Irving Berlin talker,

which

will star

"A New
by

J.

P.

Harry Richman.

IntermiUent

Optical

Projector"

Leventhal.

"Dye Toning with

Single Solutions" by
Crabtree and C. E. Ives, Eastman
J.
Kodak Research Laboratories.
There will also be a session devoted to
announcements of new apparatus by manufacturers.
This is an opportunity which the
Society oflfers to all manufacturers gratis to
announce and describe their recent apparatus,
products, or processes.
Manufacturers wishing to take advantage of this opportunity
should communicate at once with the Chair
man of the Papers, Publications and Arrangements Committees, J. I. Crabtree.
I.

By PHIL M.
Rogers'

1928

That's That

piRANK PADWE

A

9,

office,

DALY
of

New

closed

Louis T_
York, hai
Jack Mill;

a contract with
under terms of which the latter wil
publish the theme song "Fortune's
Fool," written for the Emil Jan
nings' picture of that name, whiclRogers is handling.
Incidentally
the picture received unusually-fim
notices in its New York run, anc
territorial sales are proceeding rap
_

Jack Patton, with Charles Winninger
and John Price Jones alternates. The idly.
film team, captained by Arthur StebAnother theme song, which look:
bins,
includes Tom Moore, Chris
h'ke a hit, is "When Love Come:
Diebel and Edward P. Curtis.
In addition to regular foursome- Stealing," written for Universal':
winner prizes, beautiful cups, trophies "The Man Who Laughs." Joe Weil
and plaques have been presented to advertising and publicity director o.
the tourney by Eastman Kodak Co., the Universal circuit, is pepping uj
William Massce, Gotham Prod., Faw- hause managers to put over thi
cett's
"Screen Secrets Magazine," song in their communities.
Columbia Pictures, Wm. H. HedAlthough he has "graduated" fron
wig Laboratory, Jules Brulatour,
"Motion Picture News," Du Pont- the "fillum game," Lou Guimond
Pathe Film Mfg. Co., Jack Cosman, veteran advertising and publicity di

The Committee

demonstration, by

New York

possession of the E. F. Albee
Challenge
Trophy, marking
hrst
time it has been played for. On the
Lambs' team are Oscar Shaw, capfor

Name

And

1)

ed to compete, including many from
distant points, Rochester, Minneapolis,
Washington,
Los
Angeles,
Voungstown, O., and other cities.
One of the scheduled features is
a match play between the Lambs'

1650 Broadway.

Here is my entry and ten dollars for the Fall Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Tuesday, Sept. 11, at the Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, L.

Sunday, September

tional

New

Musicians' Pact

(Continued from Page

1)

settlement, saying that it is
considered a victory for the musicians.
He pointed out that the installation of sound picture equipment
jeopardize
in some theaters might
musicians, but under the arrangements made with the Skouras-Kopiar
organization there will be 15 more
musicians employed in their theaters
on the whole than occupied the pits
of the same theaters last year at this
time.
The basic wage scale will be
$53 a week. Under the new contract
the Missouri Theater, Grand and
Lucas Avenue will have 30 musicians
and the Ambassador 25.
Previously
the
musicians
had
signed agreement with the 58 independently operated theaters of the
St. Louis district under the terms of
which each musician accepted a $4
a week reduction while the one and
two-men theaters also received the
benefit of a reduction in the wages
of leaders from $63 to $49 a week.
In the smaller theaters the musicians
will be paid $44 a week instead of
$48 as formerly.
of

the

Brenon Called East; Mother

is

directing

awaits the
turn to the Coast.

is

sound

for
Samuel
director's re-

says

he

a racket
pictures,

sees

— only

(or hears)
lender, due

y
tc

and for sent'menta
glad that he doesn't havi|
to believe all that he hears.
reasons

is

Ufa Eastern Division
Getting Branches SeJ
leases now being negot'atetl
branches at Washington, NevJ
Haven and Albany, Ufa Eastern Dil
vision, winch handles product of Uf;j
in Eastern states, rapidly is gettinJ
set on its distribution program, acf
cording to Dave Brill.
Jack Myera
has been transferred from the Bostoi

With

for

the

to

Philadelphia

branch,

Dave Segal named manager

witj

Phih
delphia.
Bazil Brady heads the Buf
falo and Jack Eithers the Pittsburg|
at

offices.

If

M-G-M Signs More
Names for Sound
(Continued from Page

Short
111

1)

Robert Chisholm, who
in
"Golden Dawn."
Other
signed by the company for

will

starre(
artist

souni

shorts include:

'"
'

^'f
]-

John Charles Thomas, tenor; Al
Ian Prior, the Australian tenor; Ell
Shields, English singing comedienne
George Dewey, vaudeville sing?
known as "the golden voice c
the South"; Joseph Regan, Americar
Irish tenor; Kramer and Boyle, com

vaudeville team; Harry Rose
of vaudeville; Mr. and Mrs
Norman Phillips and Norman Phil
lips, Jr., of last year's "Scandals."

'^

f

k

sll

'j

I'li

edy

also

Hays and Lichtman
At M. P. Club Opening

111

Herbert Brenon, who arrived in
the East last Wednesday, will remain
pending outcome of his mother's
serious
illness,
which called him
East.
She is Mrs. Frances Brenon
of Little Neck, L. I.
Meanwhile,
work on "The Awakening," which

Brenon
Goldwyn,

rector,
still

(Continued from Page

D

rem

»!11

toe

Ir.

1)

cept President Lichtman's invitatio
to attend.

|

The

club dedication dinner begin
at 7 o'clock.
About 250 can be com
fortably seated in the dining room,
Although the formal opening doe
not take place until Wednesday th
club rooms will be open from Moi|
day each day from 11 A. M. to

Adai

A. M.

Oar(
port!

J
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Largest Vitaphone Stage Opens
Stage Built at Cost of $300,000 by Warners — All Paramount Stages Busy with
Nine Pictures in Work, Five Starting Other Coast News and Ralph Wilk's Studio Personals

New Sound

—

Santell

'STARK MAD" FIRST FILM

FOR

A

NEW SOUND STAGE

Fourth and largest of the Vita)hone sound stages, now is in use,
vith production of "Stark Mad," inthe structure, erected at a
reported cost of $300,000. The stage,
numlier of
t is said, incorporates a
itiating

Kw

improvements.
Cutting rooms,
playback rooms, recording apparatus,
projection rooms and other equipment, feature the new stage.
The stage is built of concrete and

Alfred

Little
By

from

EDWARD

H. GRIFFITH and
Louis Wolheim are holding a reunion at the Pathe studio, where the
former is directing Wolheim in "The
Shady Lady." The director and ac-

met

in the East,

where

next
picture
for
James
Gleason. Production will cancel the
star's proposed visit to New York.

''Lots''

Compson will
Loretta Young

fore entering production.
*

*

*

five

"The Perfect Crime," "Gang
War" and "The Air Legion,"
will next direct "The Voice in

more.

the Storm," for FRO.
Following this he will make a picture for Pathe.
*

Gary Cooper
"The Shop-Worn Angel," "Red-

iCharles Rogers' picture;
in

Nick Mnsuraca, who learned photography at the Vitagraph studio in Brooklyn, is
"shooting"
"Tropical
Madness," which Robert G. Vigno-

skin" and "Avalanche."
In preparation are: "The Wolf of
Wall Street," starring George Bancroft; "The Canary Murder Case,"

"The Case

Lena Smith," to star
[Esther Ralston; "Tong War," to star
Wallace Beery, and a new Bebe
Daniels'

la is directiyig.

of

picture.

Victor Schertzinger probably holds
the record of having ivritten

successful

Another for Columbia
Don Alvarado has again been borrowed from United Artists by Colum-

'Alvarado in

bia

to

portray

the

lead

in

*

*

songs

than

work

HARRY DELF
Director

of

copies

of

his

other
Millions

"Mancheta" were

is

di-

recting.
Marceline Day appears opposite.
The cast includes Alan Roscoe, J. W. Johnston, Fred Holmes,
Nora Cecil and Joe Mack.

"Stool Pigeon" Started
Production has started on •Stool
Pigeon" at Columbia under direcIt is an
tion of Renaud Hoffman.
underworld drama featuring Olive
Borden and Charles Delaney. Lucy
Beaumont, Louis Natheaux, Ernie
Adams, Al Hill, Robert Wilber and
Clarence Burton comprise the supporting cast.

+

"The FamUy Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"
"The Ladies' Man"
(The
First
Fox-Movietone
Comedies Made on the Coast)

FREE-LANCING
Available for Eastern Offers

Wedgewood Place
HollyTvood, Cal.
Tel. GRanate 3716

6734

'

u B RALPH D
u DIETRICH n
P
J.

*

By the way, Dix's cameraman, Eddie Cronjager, who
has been with him for several
years, lost little time between

y
n
MOYIKimVE u
LJ ^

completion of "Moran of
Marines" and the beginning of "Redskins."
the
the

*

*

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

+

Douglas Fairbanks has two dogs,
"Robin" and "Rooney." "Robin," of
course,
is
named after "Robin
Hood" and "Rooney" after "Little
Annie Rooney."

Filiii

Editor

William <S& Pictures

1

n
-

A Famous Doorway
in

"Drift-

wood," which Christy Cabanne

*

and Author

Current Releases

more

any

jnember of the film colony.

with

play opposite
the cast.

in

Grif-

used Wolheim in "Unseeing
Eyes," a Metro release, and "The
Go-Getter," for Paramount.

fith

Pictures in work are: "Sins of the
Fathers," starring Emil Jannings;
"His Private Life." starring Adolphe
Menjou; "Four Feathers," "Manhattan Cocktail," "Interference," a new

Seas" Started

"Scralet

His

newest composition is
Richard Barthelmess has started
"Chalita," while he has also written "Another Kiss" for "Manhat- work on his new First National pic"Scarlet
Seas,"
which John
tan," a Paramount "talkie" feature. ture
He was an orchestra conductor be- Francis Dillon will direct. Betty
sold.

PEAKONPARANOUNTLOT

launching of

Vilma

direct

Banky's

John Darrow is keeping busy. His
in "The Racket" was so pleasing that Paramount borrowed him
from Caddo Prods., to play the juve*
*
*
insulated and sound-proofed
steel,
Howard Estahrook, who worked nile lead in "Avalanche." John also
ind measures 300 feet by 200 feet. on "Dressed to Kill" and "Forgot- played prominent roles in "Prep and
With its opening, all available stages ten Faces," wrote the adaptation Pep" and "The High School Hero"
md equipment are working at top and conthiuify of "The Shop-Worn for Fox. He will be seen in "Hell's
peed at the Warner studio.
Girl," which Richard Wallace is Angels" when it is released.
*
*
*
directing at Paramount, with Gary
Our
Passing
Show:
MalCooper and Fay Wray as the stars.
*
*
*
colm Stuart Boylayi giving a
ride to an appreciative pasJoe E. Brown, the comedian, has
senger; Noah Beery, Dave
returned from New York, where he
Stamper, Al Hill, Joe Traub,
in
aijpeared
sound sequences for
Charles Kenyan, Jane Witv"The Hit of the Show." The prologue
ton at a performance of "A
and epilogue are also in sound. Joe
Pair of Docs."
Each of the ten stages, as well as is now busy at the Tiffany-Stahl
*
*
*
studio,
where
he
is playing a very
the exterior settings at the Paraimportant
role
in
"The
Queen
of
George
Lollier
holds
a little record
mount studios in Hollywood are in
of his own.
He has worked in six
operation this week.
Nine pictures Burlesque."
Richard Dix pictures and will also
are under way, and the technicians
Bert Glennon, who directed
support the star in "Redskin."
are at work on the preparation for
Ithe

Direct

will

RALPH WILK

Hollywood

tor fiist

to

Santell

Hollywood
The doorway

MARK SANDRICH
DIRECTOR

that

means home

o( this hotel ineans

— service — pleasant

to traveler*

—

home

personal

surroundmgs. It also
means that you arc nnvinuntly located in Hollywood film capnol of th< world amusement center
of Southern Caitiomia.
comfort

—

—

Good Food

a Feature

A

"Runaway
(Fe.Jture for

Girls"

Columbia)

Fieocfa cbef has aacb ifac duiiag room (ainoai.
Chib brcakfssis, haacfaeoo* or diofters it popubr
lovice.
Ako a la
prices.

ore

Wmc

(w Kservanon
"Hollywood,"—today!

or (rce booklet cnatled,

In Preparation

"The Wicked Angel"
(Columbia)

The Hollywood
<Mw

d^

Plaza Hotel
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SOUND

THE

FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

ARTh

By

A Home-Made

Sound Pictures Getting a
Big Play in Far Northwest
—

with sound, but flops without.
are not anxious to get their

though John Hamrick's three Blue
Mouse theaters, in Seattle, Portland
and Tacoma, are small, they are the
only ones which have had to keep
the S. R. O. sign dusted off.
Hamrick's houses were the first to
have Vitaphone, and were also the
first to take on Movietone; and while
other key city houses have had an
Mouse
Blue
the
line,
occasional

soon find that they can get a lowpriced installation to handle sound
So they are waiting, waitpictures.

and
Seattle
in
especially
houses,
Portland, have been standing them
out almost every night since the first
partly-Vitaphoned show.
Spokane, Ray Grombacher's
In
Liberty and Granada are enjoying extra good business with sound picIn Everett, Bellingham, Abertures.
Olympia, Salem, Pendleton,
deen,
Medford, the wired houses are grossing much bigger business than they
would \)e doing otherwise.
In suburban Seattle, Rosenberg &
Finkelstein say their increased overhead with Vitaphone and Movietone
Egyptian is just about
their
at
breaking even with their increased
patronage.
The sound situation has already

down
come

time

to

HE/VR/
a fparamoimt
QualUni

LOVES'?/'!

Sound

«^

some

of the hullabaloo to die
and for some definite plans to
out of the present condition in

RlALTO

ACTRESS
1

Another change attributable to
sound is the building of a new theater in Seattle and leasing of a house
He
in Portland by John Hamrick.
recently opened his Music Box, a
house about the same size as his
Blue Mouse and right across the
The Music Box was designed
street.
for sound attractions. Hamrick leased
the Liberty in Portland from West
Coast and will spend $50,000 remodeling it for sound pictures.
Recently, an exchange manager
who had requested information regarding his company's sound plans,
as well as a quantity of inserts on
sound product, was answered that
this territory had very few installations and the expense of circulating
this territory with sound literature
was too high.
Those showmen who do not have
their houses wired are either anxiousawaiting the completion of a
ly

Use the Marquee

Paramount has

available a series of "snipes" to be used in conjunction with regular paper.
This illustrates a regular 24 sheet turned
into a 28 sheet by addition of one of the several types of "snipes."

NO TURNING BACK NOW,

JACKSON'S VIEWS ON
WRITING FILM DIALOGUE
IVest

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

— After

having

written

the dialogue for several Vitaphone
productions, Joseph Jackson has arrived at some interesting facts regarding the fundamental difference
between writing titles for the silent
drama and dialogue for the "talkies."

"In the

first

place," he states, "the

of t'he silent movie may be i:tterly foreign to action or thought of
This is very often the
the picture.
wise-crack, as
case in comedy.
long as it is funny, fills the purpose.
It brings a laugh and that is all that
seems to be necessary. Then, the
written titles crams into a very few
words many feet of action and often
With talking
a wide span of time.
title

A

scene

motion

picture

must be
ity and

built up in sensible continuintelligent words and must
in correct keeping with the

be kept

dialogue,

the

characterization depicted. The writer
of dialogue must lead up to his situation as it would ihappen in life, although he must keep to the main
point of his thought in story.
"Probably
garding the

reinteresting fact
the most
difTerence between the written
"
film title and the dialogue of the 'talkie.'
continues Jackson, "is a very fundamental
It is a known
one and purely psychological.
fact that people possess two kinds of vocabularies, a reading vocabulary and a colloquial
one fliat is people read in one vocabulary
and talk in an entirely different one as words
that they can read and understand they never
The dialogue
use in ordinary conversation.
writer for Vitaphone then cannot use the
same kind of words the title writer can.
If he did the audience would never stop
laughing at the funny words that author put
in the actor's mouth."

—

Sound Off

An

instance

B. and K. Showmanship. The theater is the
Chicago and the picture, "The Street Angel."

of-

i

Sat. Sun. Mott.

the industry.

changed the theater map in the
The buy- contract already made for wiring, or
Northwest considerably.
ing season has been postponed on are hopefully anticipating a decrease
account of the sound question. Ex- in price or a possibility of an early
hibitors are loathe to sign up for installation date so they, too, may
product which may be drawing cards give their patrons sound pictures.

Hozv

SEE./.

up on non-sound product and

ing for

f:

28 Sheet Boosting Sound

They

In the Pacific Northwest
Seattle
for the past several months sound pictures have been getting the play. Al-

tied

192il

Mc

Vickers,

Talking about "sound" pictures
says Joe Weil: "Producers are making a lot of noise over 'sound' pictures but much of the sound is turning out to be a

lot of 'noise

1'

"

IS BELIEF
Poorly

executed

OF

sound

SILL!
pictur

will kill the public's taste for ther
and their production is a misste;

that the industry

Milton
for

Sills

in

must

avoid, declare

a statement preparei

United Press.

the

"The talking
states,

"still

picture is here," h
crude, still groping, bu

a formidable and imposing fact. Th
change is inevitable. There can bi
no turning back.

"Just when the scenario form ha(
apparently
crystallized
came thi
shattering blow to audible speech
No longer can we use the convenien
spoken title written by a film edito:
after the picture is complete
to cov
er a multitude of literary and direc
sins.
Afterthought will n(
torial
longer do; forethought must providi
brilliant and succinct dialogue and
preparation of manuscript
careful
Painstaking rehearsal of actors will
be necessary.

—

—

"Actor and director alike will b<
compelled to undergo a longer an(
more arduous apprenticeship in thi
Greatci
school of spoken drama.
more strenuous stud;
intelligence,

And all in all,
be essential.
exigent and interesting art
should evolve.
"All this cannot be expected in s'
The thing must insinuate itday.
self gradually.
"The most alarming thing on tin
horizon is the production of a nuni
ber of hasty and poorly executed
talking pictures, which after the first
flush of novelty has worn off, will
leave the public disgusted and disilThis will be an easy and
lusioned.
expeditious way of killing the golden
goose.
"If the talking picture gets off on
will

:

most

t'he
tific

right foot, with the right scien

and

chanical
ent,

it is

artistic preparation in
apparatus and creative

certain of

enormous

mc
tal-

success.
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NOW

EDDY

^

Silent Film Position

Le Baron's Idea

as Stronger

talking picture is a new
and distinct form in the field of
according
to
entertainment,
William Le Baron. He sees it
affecting the motion picture as
motions pictures affected the
stage when they first appeared
Despite
about 30 years ago.
the vogue for sound films, he
does not think they will replace silent pictures, but will

The

West

Los

SOUND POLICY OUTLINED
How

a theater adopting a Vitaphone policy can outline a campaign
the news to every possible
to get
nistoiner-prospect is shown by the
tliorough exploitation campaign put
over by the Strand in Montgomery,
Ala., where the first feature follow110; the installation of equipment was
'When a Man Loves."
Nearly seven weeks in advance of
he opening local newspapers carried
hrst announcement that Vitaphone
.vas

coming

nn

to

town.

new and

development

At

brief

interesting

sound

in

Angeles

—Three

years

from

equipped to exhibit sound pictures
by January, 1931. This would still

CAMPAIGN rOR SELLING

tervals

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

now will find the silent drama in
stronger position than ever before
and appreciated far more than it is
today, in the opinion of Victor Halperin, co-producing with Inspiration
Pictures, as expressed in an interview in "The Los Angeles Record."
"The most optimistic statements
to date from those manufacturers of
sound equipment controlling the basic
theaters
see
only
7500
patents,

strengthen them.

I

Coast

in-

angles
pictures

urnished the subject matter for _adMeanwhile, Vitalitional
stories.
)hone was billed like a circus not
mly in Montgomery but in the rural
iistricts surrounding the city.

Arrangements were made with
very bus line running into Montgomery whereby each vehicle carried
banner announcing Vitaphone tied
with the slogan "See and Hear."
rhrough cooperation with two rail-

leave aljout 15,000 theaters unwired,
or two-thirds of the entire number of
theaters in the United States.
"Furthermore, the estimate for
1931 includes less than 10 per cent
of the entire foreign exhibition field
a field now delivering from 25 to
40 per cent of our total grosses.
Therefore, it is to be assumed that
the great majority of theaters will
continue to flourish on silent pictures
for the next three years.
"These pictures must, of necessity,

—

be of a higher quality, embodying
superior entertainment values than
the pictures of today for two main
reasons: first, the unrest in the public mind created by sound pictures—
the competition of sound pictures in
other words, which will force suSecond, the silent
perior product.
version of the 'talkies' designed for

How

in

Seen
Three Years

Using a Herald
THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles A descriptive
herald was prepared by Bob
West Coast Bur.

Doman,

houses are very apt to

the

'silent'

be

inferior

those pictures produced without voice synchronization.
'talkie'

producer

will be for the next three
years in a highly experimental state.

forced by the 'talkie' innovaforesake his already proven
movie' technique and experience for
some new method he knows nothing
about.
is

tion

to

"Furthermore, every

representa-

West

Coast house, for "Caught in the
Fog," first all-talker to play
that theater. By use of photographs,
diagrams
and
the
proper explanatory matter. Doman succeeding in disclosing
how talking pictures are made.

and

He

publicity

tive of the Metropolitan,

to

"This, because the
is

—

'talkie' in orbenefit of all the
theaters in the field will also have
have a 'silent' version.
This
to
means that a picture specifically constructed for dialogue and sound effects involving a technique all its
own, will be devitalized by the substitution of the old sub-titles for the
dialogue.
shall
be witnessing
therefore a 'sound' picture minus

COMEDIES MUST ADOPT

sound.

we do

"On the other hand, sounds competitor will be a highly improved
type of silent picture designed for
one purpose only silent entertainment for the 15,000 silent houses.
The 'talkies' will force open new
avenues for the presentation of novgreater novelties in silent pictures

the
tainly go

der to get the

full

We

—

—

—

elties

have ever before

than

Among

to see

these

more foreign

They Do

It

"TN my
-'-

ries

opinion," says Larry Darfour two reel seFBO, "the entrance of all
producers into the talking

mour producing
for

comedy

Naturally
is inevitable.
not propose to be the rear of
procession and will most cer-

picture field

for sound and talking
time.
are inclined,
however, to go slowly and will invarious
thoroughly
the
vestigate
phases of production as they refer
to talking pictures before taking them
believe ourselves
up extensively.
effects

in

We

in

We

having four series which
we believe will adapt themselves extraordinarily well to sound and talkWe have not, as yet,
ing effects.
decided upon any particular method

been fortunate

we are sure
subjects, involving foreign locale and casts; more
fantasy, more historical and more
biographical subjects."
presented.

SOUND, DARMOUR SAYS

in

of reproduction."

on the West Coast

I

11

1

oad

lines, stations all

ion

of

the

state

over that sec-

were heavily

pla-

yWEST Ctl/VST
THEATRES
lUt rfu—4)UI BMTT BullWl HOBdr US
" L
D V/
J
DsnUif Marlialll tirt MnlhaD
KitdTlO KBVITB -lUtABV"-—Ut* O

BE—

A

PUBUX'

O O O

:arded.

iJanners were placed outside hotels

md public buildings in profusion
md many merchant tie-ups were negotiated,
I'eaturing

every soda fountain in town

"Vitaphone

Sundaes" and

devising

special

'nany restaurants
/itaphone dishes for their menus.
Thousands of cards in several dif-

erent styles were distributed by
land in the business and residential
lections.
One that was particularly
'.ffective was printed in black and
•ed and proclaimed the success of
he opening performance.
The slogan "See and Hear" was
ied in with cooperative ad pages in
dl the local papers and a special
:ditorial section explaining the mar'els of Vitaphone was published by
he Montgomery Advertiser.
The campaign was the work of
«[anager H. C. Farley of Publix, as-

by Hugh J. Smart,
nanager of the Strand.

sisted

.

house
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Selling copy for the first all-talker to play the Metropolitan, Los Angeles, a West Coast house. Jack Warner
himself called them the finest examples of newspaper advertising on talking pictures he had ever seen.
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DAILV
Length

Fox

Marion Davies in

"State Street Sadie"

"The Air Circus"
7702

ft.

Non-Synch. Length: 6,313
Length: 71(59
Wai-ners

Sunday, September
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9,

"The Water Hole"

"The Cardboard Lover"

Paramount

Length: 6319 /Ji

GETS OVER AS NEAT KIdP
Length: 7,108 ft.
WIDE POPULAR APPEAL DIALOGUE AND SOUND EF- M-G-M
DING
OF ZANE GREY WEST
CLOWNING AND ERN. GOES
STAR'S
MAKES THIS SURE-FIRE BOX FECTS PUT OVER VERY SLAPSTICK
SERIOUS IN FINA]
MAKE THIS A REELS, AND
OFFICE. AVIATION THEMELOSES KICK!
STORY.
UNDERWORLD
WEAK
—
STORY
LAUGHS.
FOR
WOW
MOTHER LOVE — THRILLS
POPULAR
PROGRAM.
ACTAND
DIRECTION
GOOD
LIGHT AND FOOLISH. STORY
COMEDY — YOUTH. WILL ING. WILL SATISFY.
Cast.... Jack Holt returns to h«!
IS THE WHOLE SHOW.
:

CLICK ANYWHERE.

Dresser does a
mother role that grips with its sinLouise

Cast

David RolHns as her aviator son afraid to fly does an impresArsive bit for such a youngster.
thur Lake of Stern comedy fame
surprises in a difficult comedy role.
Sue Carol adds all the youthful
beauty any light comedy drama
cerity.

needs! Charles Delaney another good

A

juvenile.

from

all

youth

bang-up

cast

angles.

StcTy and Production .... Comedy
drama. This i.s a director's picture,
cunningly connived to sell 'em with
A story
a lot of the sure-fire stuff.
and aviation two kids,
of youth
The jazz.y
buddies, learning to fly.

—

kid makes good— the serious boy
flunks on his first solo flight at the

Then comes mother
school.
air
In a crisis,
love, backing him up.
fear
to save his pal, he forgets his
conquers the air. Works up to
and

thrill

with the kid doing dizzy

finish

stunts, all exultation, with the title
flashing at the close: "I can fly—

May sound simple, but
fly!"
It gets you.
a kick!
what
man.
Oh.
can

Direction,

Howard

Hawks,

Lew

combination; Authors,
Graham Baker, Andrew Bennison;
Editor, Ralph Dixon; Titles, William
Kernell; Photography, Dan Clarke,
Seiler,

slick

expert.

ft.

to
Nagel
out
brother framed by the
gang does his usual finished work,
and his talking sequence a great a.sThis also applies to Georgie
set.
Stone, who as the comedy gangster

Cast.

avenge

..

.Conrad

his"

William
colors the whole picture.
Russell a strong gang leader. Myrna
Loy seems miscast as police captain's
daughter.
Production. ... Melodrama of the underworld. From a
very ordinarj- story a clever scenario
and expert direction manage to turn
But
out an entertaining number.

and

Story

...

of
the west
ished performance.
a pleasant surprise

role

with

firj

Nancy Carro
with some fin'

comedy work added to her beaut,
and charm. These two are the wholj
vamp rival lends nice contrast. Nils show. Others John Boles, Mont^
Asther, for whom the girls fight, is gue Shaw, Ann Christy, Lydia Yea(
a pretty youth who fits the part. mans Titus, Jack Perrin, Jack Mo
Others Andres de Segurola, Tenen wer, Paul Ralli, Tex Young, Bol
Holtz, Pepi Lederer.

Story

comedy.

and

From

Miles.

Production.
the

...

stage

Farce

plaj'

of

Story and Production. .. .Coined;
drama.
Adapted from Zanc Grey'

Leonard
Director
up with some of the
most gorgeous sets seen in a picture
this season, and then took the very
thin plot and jazzed it up into a

story.
Taking a typical story by thii
author, they jazzed it up with som
very light and clever kidding an(
made it a thoroughly delightful pic
what really makes it is the work of a
ture.
Jack Holt and Nancy Carrol
competent cast, and two very effecThe rest of glorified Mack Sennett slapstick. carry scene after scene over enter
tive talking sequences.
Then about the last twi
the sound effects are uniformly good, Marion Davies carries the picture taiiiingh'.
Marion is sightseeing reels the plot suddenly goes serious
especially in a final scene when the throughout.
police emergency squad on motor on the Riviera and falls hard for the with hero and heroine fighting fo
He is in- their lives across the hot desert, tb
cycles and with machine guns later French tennis champ.
popping put over a big thrill se- fatuated with a vamp. Marion jim- bad man getting them in his powet
The story is full of holes mies and hijacks herself into the etc. The film takes a decided slum]
quence.
and very artificial. Nagel starts out young man's life and no matter w^hat right here. Heroine follows the en
to avenge his tw^n brother who has he does to get rid of her to join his gineer to Arizona in order to teact
goofy him a lesson after he has snubbe<
been framed by the chief of the vamp, Marion pulls some
Had her. He kidnaps her to the deser
gang. He poses as his twin brother, stunt to hold him for herself.
and with the help of the girl finally a Broadway audience laughing al- to teach her a lesson and tame her
Nice tricky twists most continuously. Silly and nutty, This sequence is clever and funn}!
lands his man.
and surprises smooth out weak story. but a laugh wow. Marion immense. Rides easily.
Direction, F. Richard Jones, clever
Direction, Robert Z. Leonard, boxDirection, Archie Mayo, very good;
Author, Melville Crosman; Scenario, officey; Author, Jacques Dezel, Scen- Author, Zane Grey; Scenario, Zan.
E. T. Lowe, Jr.; Editor, not credited; ario, Carey \Vilson; Editor, Basil (jrey; Editor, Albert Shelvy Levino
Photography, Wrangell; Titles, Lucile Newmark; Tit'es, Herman Mankiewicz; Photog
not credited;
Titles,
Photography, John Arnold, A-1.
raphy, Edgar Schoenbaum, fine.
Barney McGill, good.

Buddy Roosevelt in
"Trailin' Back"

William Boyd in

"The Cop"

man

Marion Davies does a low
comedy roie and with some dizzy
clowning proves that th/is is her
natural field.
Jetta Goudal as the
Cast.

same

dressed

name.
this

"Manhattan Knights"

"The Apaches of Paris"
Ufa

Length: 7200

ft.

ExceUent-S. R.

Length: 6000

ANOTHER

fi

UNDER
PARIS WORLD STORY THAT FAILJ
IS MUCK
DRAGGY
STORY
OF
WESTERN
STAR
GOOD UNDERWORLD YARN, BETTER THAN THE ORDITOLD IN CON- TO CLICK. MECHANICALL"5
WITH WILLIAM BOYD DOING NARY MATERIAL THEY FUR- UNDERWORLD
TINENTAL
MANNER.
HOLDS DIRECTED FROM COMMON
AS
NEAT CHARACTERIZATION
NISH
HIM, RATES AS FAIR
LITTLE FOR AMERICAN AUD- PLACE SCRIPT.
THE COP. BUILDS LOTS OF WESTERN.
Length:

Pathe

7054

ft.

Length: 4652

Rayart

JUST

ft.

SUSPENSE.

IENCES.
Cast. ... Buddy Roosevelt as tin
Boyd as the sheriff after his man shapes up
William
Cast
Cast. .. Jacques Catelain, a
rookie cop does nice work without much better than the story which
man,
takes the lead as the
satisLogan
Baker
lines.
Betty
follows
routine
Jacqueline
overacting.
hero,
and proves a very
ArmRobert
femme support.
passable
the
as
factory as support.
Lia Eibenschulz, a
strong the heavy. Others Alan Hale, Others Lafe McKee, Leon de la hero.

Tom

Kennedy, Louis Nathcaux, Phil
Sleeman.
.Drama of
Story and Production.
This is told as a
the underworld.
vcrv natural and lifelike chapter in
the life of a metropolitan cop, and
has little of the bunk and far-fetched
.

.

situations which characterize most
of the underworld screen yarns. Wil-

Bovd is convincing and likable,
holds the interest throughout.
Before he gets on the police force, he
befriends the leader of the gang
without knowing the latter's identity.
Later, as a rookie, he is out to get
the gangster who has killed his buddy
This
in a holdup of an armored car.
sequence is well handled, and built
to |)rovide a lot of suspense, with a
great fight being staged between the
The cop
gangsters and the police.
.\n entergets his man eventually.
taining program number intelligently
handled.
Direction, Donald Crisp, smooth;
Author, Elliott Clawson; Scenario,
Tay Garnctt; Editor, Barbara Hunliam

and

ter;

Titles,

Not

credited;

raphy, Arthur Miller, clear.

Photog-

French-

Apache
wooden
German

Others in
Mothe, Tommy Ray, Bert Sander- blonde, is little better.
cast are Ruth Weyher, Olga LimAl Bertram.
Story and Production. .. .Western. bing, Charles Vanel.
Adapted from the novel by Victor
Story and Production.
.Drama of
Rousseau. Chalk this up as the usthe Parisian underworld.
This imual formula western directed and
ported picture is in slow tempo. The
acted in the usual way. It has Budstory is draggy, heavy and lacking
dv Roosevelt to lend it some class,
in
suspense, and the continuity is
alone
it
better
and that fact
makes
loosely strung together.
There are
ilcrtainment than it really is. Budtoo many scenes and sequences that
dy is a real western star, and sells
are strung out for unnecessary foothis personality all the time he is before the camera.
The story tells of age, and the action and interest lag
in consequence.
An American girl
the bandit hiding in the ranch where
slumming
her aunt and
goes
with
The
.he girl lives with her father.
uncle in a Parisian dive.
She besheriff has a hunch the bad man is
there.
But one of his posse comes interested in an Apache withson,

.

hiding
s

member

a

of

tiie

Throughout

the yarn
steering
keeps

erate

bandit
this

wrong and gumming up
But

the

hunch

siieriff

gang.
confed-

the
sheriff
the works.

one amazing
and so succeeds

gets

after another,

triumphing. Buddy carries it.
Direction, J. P. McGowan. fair;
Author, Victor Rousseau; Scenario,
not credited; EMitor, not credited;

in

Titles, Arthur Hoerl;
Bob Cline, good.

Photography,

.

out knowing that he is a member of
a notorious gang.
He and his companions start out to rob the girl of
a valuable bracelet.
The plot develops
heavily
and mechanically,
ending in the Apache's reformation
and the final clinch. A total loss.

Cast. ... Barbara Bedford the ga
trying to save her brother from thi
clutciies of the gang is better that
the material.
That also applies tc
Walter Miller, the hero, and Crauford Kent, the heavy.
Others Raj
Hallor, Eddie Boland, Betty Worth
Noble Johnson, Joe Burke, Lee

White.
Story and

drama

Melo

Production

Here if
the underworld.
one of those quickies evidently madf
on an efficiency basis of so mucl
money and so little time, or vice
versa.
In any event the studio sys
tem failed to develop anything but
a iTiCchanical scenario full of artifi'
cial situations and no real heart
It is merely a sue
terest of realism.
cession of incidents strung togethei
of

m

to

make an underworld

girl's

the

The

brother

forges

underworld
leader

is

a

start

killed,

to

plot.

check,
ride

The
anc

him

and they fram«

Then the
the crime.
hero enters the scene, and saves the
boy. Works up to wild meller scene
of a fire with the hero, girl anc
brother locked in the burning room
.Small stands only.

the

boy

for

Direction, Nicholas Malikoff, poor;
Direction, Burton King, poor; AuAuthor,
Carco;
Francis
Scenario, thor, Adeline Leitzbach; Scenario
Robert Reinert; Editor, not credited; not credited; Editor, De Leon .^n
Titles, not credited; Photography, J. thony; Titles, the same; PhotograKrugcr, N. TorporkofT, spotty.
phy, Eddie Kull, Walter Haas, poor,
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Dumb"

"Beautiful But

Length: G157

iffaini-Stahl

ft.

NICE SEXY OFFERING WITH

OMEDY HIGHLIGHTS PUT
»VER STRONG BY WORK OF
ATSY RUTH MILLER, WHO
AMPS HER BOSS.

Clarence Badger

Sound

directed

Patsy Ruth Miller has the

Cast

film

ntire

practically

herself

to

hanging from a plain and

efficien

vamp, she
this an entertaining number.
Charles Ever, George E.

Type
The

Irving,

songs

Palmer. Harvey Cook.
Story and Production. ... Comed
John Francis NatteforJ
nuance.

"The
Long

into

k-nog
lakes
)thers
tone,

a

Gretel

butterfly

Yoltz,

Bill

liirley

(

Short Subjects

mention

He

is

Chief Caupolican
"The Indian Baritone"
Vitaphone (No. 2598)
Clicks
of production
Songs
Indian baritone puts over three
very impressively.
They are
Bedouin Love Song," "After
Absence" and "Pale Moon."
dressed in his chieftain's cosand makes a fine appearance.

for creat
the story and continuity. He has
iLi
luitrived a" nice sexy picture that
It gives
.
clean yet very alluring.
Vitsy Ruth Miller a splendid opporunity and she makes the most of it.

His voice registers clear and vibrant,
and his selections offer a good range
for his splendid baritone.
This number will meet with popular appeal.

is the plain but efficient stenog
Wised up by
love with her boss.
flapper in the office, she transornis herself into a super-flapper and
In a
tarts out to vamp her boss.
.cene with the boss at his home
\hcre she tries her new luring
n him Patsy does a clever bit that
s
good for many laughs. It works
into a very entertaining love
Hit
,t..iry
as the boss realizes that he

Winnie Lightner
"Everybody Loves My Girl"
Movietone
Popular
Type of production.
Song number
Always a strong favorite, Winnie
Lightner puts this number over in
her characteristic manner and does it
as if she really enjoys it.
Her voice
is clear and strong, and she shapes

special

(.serves

Uie
II

wks

more

iceds her
1(.LS

in his

he

Popular program.

his office.

in

home than

Direction, Elmer Clifton, expert;
\uthor,
John Francis Natteford;
.cenario, the same; Editor, Desmond
)'Iiricn;
l.itton;
1

Tifes, Frederick and Fanny
Photography, Guy Wilkie,

tume

.

.

.

up as one of the best femme vocalists putting over the pop stufT who
has yet appeared in the sound shorts.

They should

feature her in a series,
for she has the kind of thing the
crowds seem to like, judging by the
unusual reception this number received.
Time, 5 mins.

ar.

Bow

Clara

in

Clara

Length: 6452

ft.

Silent

Length: 7937

Pathe

"Caught
ft.

STORY
RATHER HEAVYCHIEFLY

DRAGS IN SPOTS.

NOTABLE FOR FINE CHARACTERIZATIONS BY GASTON
GLASS AND VON SEYFFERTITZ.
Cast. .. .Gaston Glass, as young
convict at French penal colony, concharacterization.
So does Gustav von Seyffertitz as the
Nena
evil governor of the colony.
Quartaro looks foreign and does fair
tributes

a

finished

Others Rose Dione, Luke
work.
Eugene Pallette, Jack
Cosgrave,
Roper, Charles Dervis.
Story and Production. .. .Drama.
Founded on a story by John Russell depicting the life on the French
penal island of Noumea. The atmosphere is painstakingly worked up and
gives the entire production a foreign
stamp, although the American technique of director James Cruze is al-

ways
is

who

The young

convict

with the niece of a

woman
He in-

in evidence.

in love
is

serving a

life

term.

curs the enmity of the governor-executioner who has decided to marry
The girl's aunt discovers
the girl.
that the boy is the long lost son of
He has a tell-tale red
the governor.
ring birthmark around his neck. Nice

suspense is worked up in
where the governor is about

climax
to exe-

cute his own son so he can marry
Satisfactory program.
the girl.
Direction, James Cruze, good; Author, John Russell; Scenario, Julien
Josephson; Editor, Mildred Johnson;
Titles, Not credited; Photography,
Ira Morgan, okay.

in

the Kitchen"

—

Mack

Sennett Pathe
Gets Over

Type

of production.
.2 reel comedy
is
the first of the new series for Billy Bevan, called "Tired
Business Man." If they all hold to
the pace this one sets, exhibitors are
in for a treat.
It has a very good
plot, and the gags are spread thickly
right through
the footage.
Billy
meets a girl at a restaurant, and
makes the acquaintance of a respectable married couple who assume
that Billy is with his wife.
Later
they call on Billy at his home. Meanwhile Billy's restaurant friend turns
out to be a maid, who has been hired
by Billy's wife. Here is a peach of
a situation that has been played up
for all it is worth.
The friends take
the maid to be Billy's wife, and the
wife to be the maid.
And Billy is
kept busy trying to keep his wife in
the dark as to his little escapade.
Good for plenty of laughs.
Phil
Whitman directed.
.

.

This

"Just

Wait"— Stern
Peppy

Type

reel comedy
Mike and Ike start out to act as
waiters at a private party at the Van
Camps. They run into the two Van

of production. .2

Camp

girls, without knowing vyho
they are.
Trying to make a hit,
they borrow a beautiful car, and start
for a ride.
Then the fun begins
when they find out who the girls
are, and they try to disguise themselves as they wait on the guests at

the party.
(.Continued on

Page

12)

Paramount

Length: 6331

ft.

CLICKS AS A "HOT" NUMBER
ON SEX APPEAL WITH
BEST.
AN ELINOR GLYN
CLARA
HER STEPSTORY THAT HAS MORE GEN- INS ANDSHOWING
WHAT-NOT. PIFFLE
UINE AUDIENCE APPEAL AND STORY WITH B. O. DIRECLESS SEX APPEAL.
TION.

ANOTHER OF THE WEEK'S

Cast
Clara Bow gets a real
chance and carries it off with honors.
Antonio Moreno the handsome object of her vamping and William
Austin the silly, but always amusing, go-between.
Others Jacqueline
Gadsdon, Julia Swayne Gordon, Priscilla Bonner.

Cast.... All Clara Bow, in bathing
undies, and doing a gold-digging act with jazz and laughs. Lane
Chandler a good looking support.
William Austin gives best performance in sugar daddy role. Other principals Lawrence Grant, Claude King,
Jacqueline Gadsdon.

Story and Production. .. .Comedyromance.
The famous tiger rug
In fact
hasn't found a place in "It."

Story and Production
Light
comedy, from an original by Elinor
Glyn. Director Clarence Badger col-

more real situations, more
good comedy, and less of the Elinor
Glyn in "It," a sprightly little yarn

lects at least 75 per cent of the credit.

there are

about a shop girl who won the boss
through a series of tricks all her own
certain something defined as
Clara Bow has "it" all right
and she knows how to use it. Director Clarence Badger has fashioned

and

a

"it."

"The Red Mark"

in

"Red Hair"

"It"
Paramount

Bow

an

box

interesting

office

attraction.

Clara Bow is really the whole show
but there is a fine supporting cast,
production, and all the
excellent
other requisites.

suits,

It's

Badger;

clever.

Three sugar daddies giveand Clara takes all and
Clara disrobes and
gives nothing.
throws her undies at the old boys
who bought 'em. Hero cheers. But
cover

Author and Adaptor

.

Scenario

Hope Loring-

.

jazzy

—

Badger and

dizzy

Bow

Photography.

.

.

.

H.

Kinsley

Mar-

—sexy

laughable.

hit the B.

Clarence

O.

Badger;

showmanship.
Elinor Glyn

Author
Scenario

Louis D. Lighton

tin;

it.

give-give,

Direction

Elinor Glyn

Madame

picture.

director's

She's an acof too many close-ups.
tion girl, but it took Badger to dis-

it's

Clarence

Direction.

a

Glyn passed him a sappy story and
he moulded it into screen gold and
how. He puts Clara through all her
sexy paces and keeps the interest
zipping by keepings the red-head out

Agnes Brand Leahy
Arthur Gilks;

Photography
excellent.

excellent.

and

Now

Clarence

Clara

Badger

Bow

(The "IT" Combination)

are Making

"Three

Week Ends"

By Elinor Glyn

—
THE
10
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Theater Equipment
CHARLES

By

F.

HYNBS

GARDINER ARC LAMPS ARE

TALKING SHO

SOLD RIGHT TO CONSUMER
Columbus,

The One Contract

— Branching

out in
the field of theater equipment, the
L. J. Gardiner Co., which for about
17
years has been manufacturing
Gardiner's Velvet Gold Fibre Screen,
has placed on the market the GardiThis is
ner Reflector Arc Lamp.
part of the complete line of projec-

O.

Purpose and Scope
National Screen's New

Its

Sound Trailer Praised

11'

NATIONAL
strated

— Unusual

design

ture of the Heywood-Wakefield
ordered for the new Fisher, being
built here.
The aisle light standard
harmonizes with the Magyar Indian
pattern upholstery used on the back
of the chairs.

National Branch Claims Record
Seattle
It took the Seattle branch
of National Theater Supply Co. just
five working days to install new dec-

—

drapes, carpets, stage and
equipment at the Rex and
Theatorium at Lewiston, Ida. Outside floors also were provided, so
the branch is claiming a record.
orations,

booth

Gets

Judell

Chicago

^It

mind

The Gardiner Reflector Arc Lamp, 30 in. long, 30 in. high, 13 ^^
Net weight per pair is 310 pounds.

the

Style "W" Wurrecently placed on the
market by the Rudolph Wur-

Chesterfield product

for

Illinois

and Indiana.

SALE!
Spring Motor

Manufacturing Co., is to
as a Wurlitzer Organette, to distinguish it from
the Wurlitzer Organ. The instrument, which was described
in detail in last week's issue,
is designed for theaters up to
be

known

500 capacity.

Stinson with Hesrwood-Wakefield
St. Louis
Jack Stirsson, who several
years ago was manager for
Vitagraph in St. Louis, has accepted
the post of special representative in
the St. Louis territory for the Heywood-Wakefield Co.

—

with Marr-Colton
Chicago— G. L. "Larry" Stiles has
been placed in charge of sales of the
Marr-Colton organ in the Middle
West territory, with offices here.
Stiles

Manchester, N.

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

—

redecorating, has reopened.

MOVIE CAMERA
HoId«I6FMlFilm-0>e-eMBK*zinM
2 in. F. 3.5

j^ STOP FOOUNO

Lent

uiiLCoacHBys
UO
West 32'*St,N€w)torK.My.^
Phoo* Panna.
11

MM

i*

wide,

HREPROOEING TRISCO
THEATERS IS ORDERED

litzer

Manchester House Reopens
H.
Presenting
pictures and vaudeville, the Palace,
which has been dark all summer for

Tha L^tmt Model Double

in.

The new

litzer,

Chesterfield

— Ben Judell has purchased

a dem
soundni

'\

The Organette

a feachairs

is

is

Its

company:

Unusual Design Feature
Detroit

success.

coupled with efficient administrati
guaranteed that but there still
some misunderstanding of it. H
is a brief outline of it given by

basis.

of Chairs for Detroit

Theater Supply C

One Contract Plan

equipment now manufactured
by the company. All of its products
on a direct-to-consumer
are
sold
tion

The entire lamp, including the sheet
metal lamp-housing, is made in the
They have
(iardiner factory here.
been a part of the Gardiner line for
the last two years, and according to
company claims for durability of the
equipment, not $10 worth of replacement parts are sold per month.
The lamp has been passed by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters.
Lamp houses are of heavy sheet steel,
The lamp is finished
spot welded.
The arc is automatic
in crystalline.
and takes a full carbon trim.

Plan,

i

1

^ji

rli^ ir^T]R^^ff~9B^5^!u*5B

i

—

San Francisco
Installation of
complete fire-prevention apparatus
has been ordered in 35 local theaters
by Fire Chief Thomas R. Murphy
after

months

"Let

of

investigation.

be understood that none of
the theaters complained of is considered a 'firetrap,' " Chief Murphy
said, "but I have found that, with
the exception of the big downtown
theaters nearly every showhouse in
the city is operating without the fire
equipment required by law.
is

"Twenty-three of the theaters complained of are operating without fireproof asbestos curtains. Others have
been cited because of lack of sprinkling
systems and other requirements.'

New

Wisconsin Firms

—

Wis.
The Beverly
Theater Corp. of Jancsville and the
Eeloit Rex Theater Co. have been
incorporated during the past week
by the following incorporators: C.
Goetz, Mabel Goctz and John
J.
Goetz, who operate United Theaters,
Wisconsin chain.
Each company
was organized with 200 shares of
common stock of no par value. Certificates have been granted each of
the companies, though under the
Jancsville,

same management.
Reopens Oberlin,

1^

1

V.START COOLING^

Oberlin,

O.— The

O.,

House

always well to bear

ii

Service coii

cerns itself first of all witi
equipping and furnishing. PropC'
installations of equipment depeno
a great deal on the style and de^
sign of each particular theater
Consequently, highest excellenct
in
equipping can be achieved
only througii working and cO;
operating with the architects w
have designed and who supe:
vise
the
construction
of
tb
theater in question."
National Service does not in a;
way attempt to eliminate or to sk|
plant

the

services

compet

of

Theater architects a
the National Theater Supply havef
common goal for both are strivir'
architects.

to secure the best possible results
erection and equipping of the th
ater.
The service which Nation
has introduced into the field of equii,
nient, has ushered in a new era
the industry.
National Screen Service has reasc
to be proud of the synchronized trai
i

completed for "Wings,"

er just

whit.

Paramount terms one

of the bei
pieces of high-powered selling mat
rial ever issued on a picture.
Pun
scenes from the picture, selling titl
an account of the film's roadshow ret
ord are included in the trailer, whi

runs

about

250

Arch Reev

feet.

studio

publicity representative foi
warded the material, which was ajl
sembled, titled and edited by Russe
Holnian, Paramount advertising mai I
ager, and his assistant. Cliff Levvr
To this array of talent, was addiPat Garyn's gang of National Scree
Service hustlers, and the result a

aforementioned. National
ing

the

is

distribut

trailer.

Thompson Remodeling

—

Fort Atkinson, Wis. The Crysta
theater is being remodeled at a cos
of $15,000, according to N. Thomp
son,
manager.
Improvements ni
elude

Apollo, closed
for six weeks, is again open.
Jerry
Steele, owner, has redecorated the
house.

is

that National

a

new

front

and

enlargcc

stage.

May Use

Dialogue
,.
sound anc I
with "The i
House of Shame."
r
Chesterfield may use
dialogue in connection

I

il

THE
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Foreign Markets
\By

JAMES

P.

Cunningham:

IMONT BRITISH TO

—A

Visit Hollywood
Moscow — A commission ap-

pointed

a recent visit to

London

been here on a business

One

trip.

commission will be
S. M. Eisenstein, who produced
"Potemkin."

of the

anaging director of British Dominn Films, Melbourne, which will act
Australian and New Zealand rep-

A

sub•sentatives for Gaumont.
antial cash deposit will be paid on
:ch approved Australian picture, it
stated, in addition to the guarantee
the end of a fixed period and re-

from

iriis

a

35 SPANISH THEATERS
POOLED

IN

NEW COMBINE

Madrid

*ommer Remaining With
Ufa for Two More Years

— Pool

theater and
renting interests has been effected by
the
association of Verdaguer and
of

35

V^ilaseca
y Ledesma with Cinaes
(Cinemetographfica National Espanola).

—

Precluding possibilities of
Berlin
is return to America for some time,
rich Pommer has extended his conact with Ufa for another two years.

anced piece of work from John Murray Anderson. It was in three scenes:
On the Boulevards. Interior of Restaurant, and A Cafe in Montmartre.
Henry Mack opened with "C'est
Paree," followed by Dorothy and
Hannah Williams in two numbers.
They scored heavily with their "Sam,
the bid Accordion Man."
Paul Ash as m. c. kept things gong smoothly all the way, working
with the different acts and building
them up in his own inimitable man-

With his band he delivered "It
Goes Like This," a neat novelty usner.

arrange-

percentage

icnt.

Percy Marmont Playing
Lead in Fitzpatrick Film

topical stuff.
Henry Mack in
cafe scene sang "Montmartre
Rose," featuring quite an elaborate
Apache dance with gendarmes, cigarette girls, etc.
The surprise hit of
the show was the colored artist,

ing
the

Would Ban Theater Smoking
laces
(r-ed
illors.

the

f

— Ban

on smoking in all Paris
amusement has been proby a number of Paris counThe movement is a result
of

recent

fire

which

destroyed

Salle Pleyel, picture house here.
(1
far the prefect of police has reisi-d to order such a ban, leaving
to each house to decide the mat-

U'

?r.

Ufa Opens

Two New

Theaters

recently
l)i_ned two new picture theaters in
The first theater to be open!erlin.
(1
was the Kammerlichtspiele at the
^alace of the Nations, Potsdamer
In the western part of Berlatz.
m, LTfa opened the Universum which
the largest theater in the city.
,

rta

have

Productions

with its body reared high
At end of the snake dance,
of the ensemble draped motionless around the pedestal come to
life and weave and twist
to front of
stage in imitation of an enormous

George Dewej' Washington.

Ash

in-

green snake.

Their green spangled

skin tight costumes create a remarkable effect.
The spectacle ends abruptly with the death of the king at
the hands of his snake charmer bride.

There

is

mg

chiefly

is

little

action,

and the

offer-

notable for the lavish

setting with the gorgeous costumes
the general
richness of the

and

Oriental atmosphere.

The overture was "Orpheus," followed by "Roses of Yesterday," an
elaborate bit built around Irving Berlin's new song.
The girls have headgear representing rose petals, and in
the intricate formations the 36 dancers form an enormous rose opening
and closing.

MORT HARRIS STACES

HIS
troduced him as a find he had made
in San Francisco several years ago,
and Washington more than lived up
CAPITOL
London Percj' Marmont will play to the nice things the m. c. said
He sang "Chloe" and
the lead as King of Scotland and about him.
Benita Hume will plai' the Lady of "Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky."
Mort Harris staged the second edithe Lake in a Gainsborough film to This boy is an artist, getting his tion of "Oddities" at the Capitol, and
be made by James A. fitzpatrick, numbers over with a quality of feel- It was a b.^ng up performance from
American producer who has produced ing emotion that is seldom ancoun- all angles. Jack Osterman was feattered in a picture house.
The revue ured as the temporary master of
several series for Paramount.
was one of the best offerings at this ceremonies, with Walt Roesner workhouse in several weeks, and closed ing in the pit for a change.
Ufa in Austrian Film Council
This
with "Memories of France," the flash was Osterman's first try at the picrierlm Austrian Mnnster oi uoiu
merce and Traffic has appointed Mr. being three striking war tableaux of ture house racket, and his style of delivery didn't get over so well.
VV. Karol, who is the Ufa represen- trench and other scenes.
It
Southeast
Central and
was too fast, and it is doubtful if
tative
for
turope, as a member of the new
customers half way down the aisles
could catch half his patter. He sang
Austrian Advisory Board of motion ORIENTAL
three songs, which went over betpictures.
ter than his chatter.
Schlesinger in London
The best act on the bill was Ruby
London Gus Schlesinger, foreign
Keeler who put over two charactermanager of Warner Bros., has aristic dances with lots of pep.
The
:"A Tale of Araby" was the Roxy
rived in London from the Continent
Chester Hale Girls contributed two
stage
presentation,
which
served
also
Starr
to confer with Herman Starr.
numbers, and in striking costumes
as a very elaborate prologue for the
recently landed from America.
their routines were put over with a
feature, "Fazil."
Before the curtains
lot
of class.
Since the Roxyettes
part, a figure announces from one of
Ufa Making Circus Story
have started the big street talking,
is
the
the
balconies
briefly
that
it
Ufa is producing "Looping
Berlin
there has been a noticeable improvetale of the festivities preceding the
the Loop," circus story with Dr. ArArabian king's marriage to his Moor- ment in the work of the girls at both

SECOND

—

I'aris

and hands in imitation of a twisting
snake.
At rear of stage is a model
of an enormous green cobra on
a
pedestal

"Parisian Nights" was the stage
revue at the Paramount, a well-bal-

of the

NARROWER,

air.
AT THE PARAMOUNT m
figures

by

to study film production, making the visit at the invitation
of Joseph M. Schenck, who has

reciprocal

ANDERSON SHOW

NITTY

Sovkino will visit
Hollywood in about one month

agreement
Gauniont
Iiy
negotiated
lieing
-jtish which intends to acquire and
AustraHan-produccd
certain
lease
tiires throughout the British Isles.
his arrangement is said to result

im

By JACK

To

CET AUSTRALIA FILMS
London

Presentations

SHOW

—

ATMOSPHERE

EORROXY STAGE SHOW

—

—

{lich mount
3 7th Avenue

f

D.

J.

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

New York

City

thur Robinson directing.
Werner Kratjs,
includes

Ward, Jenny Jugo and Gina Manes.

Pres,

Mosjoukin

pXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors

Moscow

RICHPICSOC. Paris
DEEJAY. London

RICH PIC.

N.

Y.

Exporting only the
i»est

in Motion Pictures

—

in

Ivan

Ufa Film
Mosjoukin

has

been selected for the male lead in the
new Ufa production, "Manolescu,

King
male

of Thieves,"
The stellar
roles are to be portrayed

fe-

by

Helm, now in "A Scandal
Baden-Baden" and Dita Parlo who
in "Hungarian Rhapsody."

Brigitte
in

Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

The cast
Warwick

is

New Era

—

Producing One

London In production for New
Era is "The Infamous Lady," with
Ruby Miller in the title role. She is
supported by Walter Tennyson, Ion
Swinley and Muriel Angelus.

The

ish bride.

stage

is

crowded with

{Continued on Page 12)

figures in rich costumes throughout
the scenes.
Opens with three girls

doing some spectacular contortions.
Then the king enters, and his bride
is

carried

in

seated in

a

palanquin.

This is followed by a spectacular
snake dance.
The dancer is seated
center stage, and she does a remarkable bit of contortion with her arms

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres

Standard

VAUDEVI LLE
for

Motion Picture Preaeotation

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanoa 7876

1531

BROADWAl,

>(Ev\

YORK CITY

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
•T-TTT-M^M

'

WMM ^^

——

fj^^

DAILY
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Short Subjects

298 PICTURE HOUSES

^

Sunday, September

Rebuilding at Kepler, Wis.
Kepler, Wis.— The Garden whi(
was destroyed by fire recently w
be rebuilt immediately, according
J. A. Keppler, owner.

Week*s Headlines

(Continued frotn Paqc 9)

19

9,

.

SWITZERLIIND'S TOTAL
"Girlies Behave"— Ideal
Eklucational

Washington Bureau of

Washington

Good Gags
T^'pe of production .2 reel comedy
Jerry Drew is stepping right along
as a comedian, and in this offering he
gets lots of opportunities to unload
He is a clerk
his individual stvle.
in a hotel, and when a theatrical producer arrives from Brazil with hir
fiancee, things begin to happen. One
of the guests gets mixed up in a
rehearsal scene, and in the general
excitement takes the count. A pulmotor is rushed to the scene by the
police, and when Jerry gets through
with if the patient is almost through,
too.
Directed by Charles Lamont.

Conquest Pictures
A Real Fight

Type of production..!
Here is a novelty that

reel special
will appeal
to all sport lovers, especially the fight
fans.
This is a really historical film.

for

was taken 22 years ago when
lightweight battle
was

it

great

the

Nevada, beGoldfields,
at
tween Gans and Battling Nelson.
This was one of the most sensational
fought

fights in the history of the prize ring,
forty-two rounds until Gans
was awarded the decision on a foul.
And the two fighters keep boring in

going

— Switzerland

has 298
cinemas, with a total seating capacity of about 113,000, states the Dept.

.

Gans vs Nelson

THE FILM DAILY

Of

Commerce.

of

this

total,

108

cinemas

with 65,000 seats operate
daily;
while
the
remainder,
190
cinemas with 48,000 seats, operate
irregularly.
In nearly all cases programs change weekly. Except in the
Geneva Canton, where two shows a
day are given, the program is con-

Swiss cinemas ranges from 1 Swiss
franc
(about $0.19)
to
5
francs
(about %\), while for the secondgrade houses the scale is reduced by
about one-half.
The key cities of Switzerland are
Zurich, Basel, Geneva, Berne, and
Lousanne, and considerable doubt

companies are American, 3 are
German, and 6 or 7 are Swiss.
French companies operating in Swit-

zerland generally sell their product
outright to Swiss agencies in Geneva

and Lucerne.

The
ling fight pictures ever filmed.
highlights of the various interesting
rounds are shown right up to the
punch.

final

It

makes

the

present

day championship fights look like nice
quiet pink tea parties in comparison.

"Panicky Pancakes"
Oswald Winkler
Universal
Lively
Type of production. .1 reel animated
Oswald is running a concession at
the county fair, when various animals
start to interfere with his business.
First the elephant drains his lemonade bowl through his trunk, and then
a pup steals his pancakes as he flips

them

in

the

air.

Finally the bandit

mice steal his cash register and Oswald has some exciting time before
he recovers it. Good gags put over
Hamilton and Palat a lively pace.
mer are now handling the work on
this

cartoon series.

"Cook, Papa, Cook"— Cameo
Educational
Family Troubles

Type of production..! reel comedy
Henry Murdock is the hubby who
cooking breakfast for
change. Many things
the kitchen and to hubby

finds himself
his wife for a

happen

in

Mort Harris Stages

Uniform

marking

print

this
ine

house and the Paramount. Max-

Lewis did

a

ballad

in

a

much in the
The finale was

way

of a reception.
the best part of the show, with some
fine electrical effects, and a display
of girlies draped in panels and swing-

ing
It

down on

was

a great

wires from

overhead.

smash and scored

in

De-

Cleveland territory marking
time on purchase of sound equipment.
Seventy-tive per cent of West Coast chain
to be wired for sound by February.
of

held

New York Monday

in

Warner deal
Warner

cussed

circuit;

ley

hundred

Three
by

Labor

dis-

Stan-

theaters

tuted its new all-talking first-run
policy on Sept. 1.
Admissions are
25 cents for matinees and 50 cents
for
evenings.
The Stillman will
r e o p e n
on
Sept.
8
at
which
time long runs, both sound and silent,
will be shown at the Allen.
Publix
shows will move over to the State.

The

Park

will

play

combination

vaudeville and first run pictures with
two changes a week.

Wallace MacDonald.

pheum

Industry

Philadelphia.

for

Thursday
Exhibitor co-operatives throughout Canadian
key cities planned; 70 new members added
in Toronto, is claim.
Protest meeting against substitution of mechanical music in Richmond theaters is
planned.
Report of Warner-Stanley deal keeps stock
of both firms active.
Telephone firms to handle sound equipment
maintenance, with ten installations daily
after Jan. 1, Winfield R. Sheehan says;
Western Electric says special training is
necessary on maintenance.
Parleys agreed to in Chicago musician con-

DAY AND NIGHT

I

troversy.

250 West 54th

Friday

NEW

Warner

deal for purchase of Stanley chain
reported set, with singing of final papers

Telephone

imminent.

:

Street

YORK

Columbus

4

I

4

I

2

1

power on Broadway and
increasing
gaining New Jersey foothold by purchase

Fox

of

Walter

Reade

chain.

stagehands threaten
unless settlement of musicians' controversy is made.
Berlin anti-American film conference called

Chicago

and

operators

sympathy

strike

and German propaganda.

flop,

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Warhington, D. C.

row settled after
threat; compromise effected.
moving against Ufa-Luce deal.
Will. Hays and Al Lichtman to speak at
M. P. Club opening at New York WedChicago

general

exhibitor-musician
strike

French firm
nesday.

Negotiajtions progress on

Warner-Stanley

deal.

Educational Opening Portland Office
Educational is to
Portland, Ore.
open a sub-branch here, which will
be under jurisdiction of the Seattle
exchange, headed by B. W. Rucker.

—

Co-operating with 42 Govern-

ments and loaning films
and speakers throughout

using

Motion

free

the

world for the purpose of public
instruction.

Schools, Churches

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

Orpheum Dividend Declared
Regular quarterly dividend of two
per cent on the preferred, payable

FILMS"

"1001

Complete reference booklet,
at

at

Circuit.

Motion Picture

Sapiro exhibitor co-operative; building program of $50,000,000 announced by Fox

K-A-O Dividend

Oct, 1st, to stockholders of record
the close of business on Sept. 19,
has been declared by directors of Or-

to the

culties.

Directors of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
have declared the regular quarterly
dividend of ly^ per cent on the convertible preferred, payable Oct. 1st,
1928, to stock of record at the close
of business Sept. 19.

before the breakfast is ready. Meanwhile his partner is wailing outside
lor him to come to the office.
It is
well gagged, and believe it or not,
they get some new variations on the
old line of things that can happen
when somebody prepares a breakfast
in a screen comedy.
Directed by

Specialists

Fox acquiring control of 100 Greater New
York houses and majority of votes in

Saturday

—

i

generally peaceful, except
300 musicians are out;
free of any labor diffi-

where

Chicago,

for purchase of
stock soars.

Publix houses to be wired
180 now equipped for sound.

Jan. 1;
situation

Canada

big.

All-Talking Policy at Cleveland
Cleveland
Loew's Cameo insti-

Phoro
Engraving

Wednesday
Meeting

high

without getting

voice

adopted

is

troit.

Exhibitors

Second Capitol Show
{Continued from Page 11)

INCORPORATED

settled.

in

of the

EGGERS

Big improvement of Keith-Alljee-Orpheum by
end of year or ouster of Joseph P. Kennedy declared demanded by stockholders;
renewal of contract expiring Dec. 1, declared upon showing made.
Minneapolis territory
Arbitration
row
in

exists as to which of these constitutes
the film center of the country.
There are in all 39 film distributors

Switzerland:
Geneva has
16,
Zurich 14, Berne 4, Basel and Lucerne 2 each, and Montreux 1. Eight

=J

Tuesday

tinuous from 3 to 11 P. M. The admission scale in the better grade

without clinching right through the
melee. The marvelous skill of Gans
and the rushing tactics of the battling
tornado make one of the most thrif-

Monday
Labor Day.

listing

(Fifth Edition)

nearly 3,000 educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

Ave., Chicago, lU.

b

i

Recognizing the
in

method come

fact that

changes

in the

splendid

advancement of the motion picture
industry, the

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany continues

own

its

march and maintains

its

forward

supremacy

in presenting to the trade

Eastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type 2

— a perfected^ proven product
for

the

cinematographer

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

!

The ONLY Sound News

FOX MOVIETONEWS
It

Speaks for

Since October, 1927t

been speaking the

Itself

FOX MOVIETONEWS

has

oS the ^^vorld in

Fox

neifirs

Theatres.

Since December

y,

1927i

FOX MOVIETONEWS

has been issued regularly each
is

ifireek,

and today

a most important box-office attraction in

wired theatres.
'•1

Beginning next month

comes to you
ne^firs,

t^i^ice

FOX MOVIETONEWS

each -weeK^ bringing the

true as your ears, from America, Europe

and the Orient.

^irst and Foremost
in

Sound on Film

Forest Announces Phonofilm Equipment Ready

|De

iTHE

ULTHE NEWS

rAemtsPkPui

ALL THE TIME
XLV

^OL.

Monday, September

No. 60

By The Way
HE

~r~\

merry

battle

between

PROPOSED DEAL WITH WARNERS

the troublesome talker and
inarticulate cinema wages
varmer with each new sunrise.
I

comes the

>Iow

ess
rem

none
announcement

startling but

interesting

outh of the Tehachapi that Mary
"Copurchased
has
'ickford
[uette" and will do it as an all-

This move

alker.

is

significant,

break in the
anks of the recognized stars to
he newer order of things. With
am Taylor at the megaphone it
hould mark a milestone in sound

marks the

t

first

A minimum

of 135 golfers will turn out tomorrow for the 15th
semi-annual Fall Film Golf Tournament, to be held at Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, Long Island.
Cloudy weather or a light drizzle will not interfere with the
affair.
Orily very heavy rain will cause postponement until the next
day.
If you are doubtful, call the office of
(Circle 4736), where a member cf the committee will be on hand at
7 A. M. to answer queries.

THE FILM DAILY

How

to Reach Sound
BY TRAIN FROM NEW YORK: Long

View Clubhouse
Railroad at Pennsylvania StaTrains leave at 7:05; 7:43; 8:05;

Island

train to Great Neck, then taxi to Club.
8:39; 9:09; 9:41; 10:31; 11:31 (Daylight Saving Time).
BY
YORK: Queensboro 59th St. Bridge. Turn left
at Queensboro Plaza, going through Corona. Flushing, Bayside, Douglaston into
Great Neck, turning left at sign marked: "Great Neck-;Sound View Golf Club."
tion,

MOTOR FROM NEW

The Star Reporter

Shaw

)ther

to

the talking screen

achievement.

real

work

da\-"s

to

It

is

just

an-

Four additional houses under construction or planned by Publix will
increase the chain's seating capacity
by appro.ximately 15,000 seats.
Two theaters are scheduled to open
iContinued on Page 2)

Sound Convention Opens

Tomorrow

Jack Connolly.
St.

A
What

the country's largest

S'ational City

•usiness
:xcerpts

is

De Forest Phonofilm

Septendjer bulletin:

incing evidence of business recovry and few persons now have any
loubts about business being good
his fall.
One industry after another
las been falling in line with the beter trend, so that while some unsatis-

actory spots can still be found, genral business is unquestionably geting back rapidly to a normal foot'ig.
.A.gain the country's recuperaive
powers have been underestiaated, and revival has come more
wiftly and vigorously than even the
Inciden'IJtimistic had anticipated.

another demonstration has been

urnished of the fallacy that presiential
years are necessarily bad
ears for business."

be chief subject of discussion at a
meetin.g of First National directors
tomorrow. Position of the company,
as a result of the Warner deal for

purchase of .Stanley, now Hearing
completion, is unchanged, by virtue
of the pooling arrangement completed
by the company early in June, and
FILM
exclusivclv reported bv
D.A.ILY.
Under terms of the pooling ar-

THE

"

pictures,

Vitaphone-W. E. Case to

Be Resumed

they affect the small
to be the chief topic

Sept. 17

Arbitration of Vitaphone Corp.'s
complaint against Western Electric,

charging holding up of installations
(.Continued on Page 2)

Salesman 's Instructions Part
of Contract, Ark. Court Rules
Exhibitors' Free

Shows

Hamper N. W. Exchanges

—

Minneapolis E.xchanges here arthaving difficulty in co-operating with
exhibitors against the free show evil.
The reason is that some exhibitors
are sponsoring free shows without
As
the knowledge of distributors.
this is violation of the contract, which
for a minimum admission fee
of ten cents, exchanges are quick to
take action when advised of free
shows, films for which have been
sold in good faith.

calls

franchise holders for sale of theater
This was done to safeholdings.
guard future of the company, at a
time when William Fox was angling
Stock of the various
for control.
(Continued on Page 2)

ready to

{Continued on Page 2)

at St. Louis
sound

is

sound projection equipment
in theaters, following completion of
experiments in connection with recording, states Dr. Lee De Forest,
install its

of

'The past summer has given con-

ally,

as

THEATER INSTALLATIONS

{Continued on Page 2)

bank

(New York) — thinks
its

— With

town showman,

indicated by the following

from

Louis

particularly

Bank's View

PUBLIX SEATS

15. 000

lis

Bernard

PKONOEIIN READY FOR

FOUR HOUSES

ccord not only deserves praise from

employer but the industry that
We write not merely
ic represents.
roni hearsay, for we were recently
v'nh this pictorial journalist in Lonlon and Paris and had the pleasure
Bringing
if
seeing him in action.
t'lussolini, The Prince of Wales, and

Whether proposed deal for purchase of First National by Warners
is to be considered by the former will

rangement, the company remains intact, regardless of any deal made by

Seeing the Movietone of the signthe Paris Peace Pact brings
iig of
our mind the accomplishments of
certain young man whose splendid

Directors Meet Tomorrow
Stanley Deal Not to
Change Firm Status

—

All Set for Fall Tournament

trenches

production

the

Price 5 Cents

1928

DIRECTORS TO CONSIDER

F. N.

By JACK A LI COAT E

10,

—

Instructions to
Little Rock, Ark.
salesmen, embodied in the code of
ethics printed on the uniform con-

WARNER NET FOR AUGUST
lESTIMATED HALE MILLION
Net

M.

tract are a part of the contract, the
state Supreme Court has ruled in

case brought by Vitagraph versus M.
Watson, who operates the Strand,
Paris,

.-Xrk.

After signing the contract and paying for and playing certain of the
pictures, the exhibitor alleged the
distributor,

exclusive

after
ri.ght

so
to

selling him the
pictures,
the

(Continued on Page 2)

earnings

of

approximately

$500,000 for Warner Brothers are
estimated in August, which brings
the total net income for the fiscal
vear ended August 31, 1928, to more
than $2,000,000 after charges and
Federal taxes, says "The Wall St.
Current earnings are runJournal."
ning at the rate of more than $500,000 monthly and it is expected net
this fall will run as high as $800,000
monthly, the paper states.
The extraordinary gains in the
company's earnings is due to Vita(Continued on Page 2)

With

P.
all

Club Open
departments in

full

operation, clubrooms of the M.
P. Club of New York will be
opened today to members, the
hours being from 11 A. M. to
1

A. M. Luncheon and dinner
be served. Formal opening
scheduled Wednesday night.

will
is

—

5

THE

Sink

PAILV

Sept.

PrietSCenU

10.1928

PUBLISHER

lOHN W. ALICOATE

Pulilished daily except Saturday and holidays

1650 Broadway,
copyright (1928) by

at

Folk,

Inc.

W.

J.

New

and
Film
President and
N.

York,

Y.,

Wid's Films and
Alicoate,

Kann, Vice-President
M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
po^t olfice at New York, N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free)
1879.
of March 3,
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Publisher; Maurice
and Editor; Donald

D.

Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
Address all communicawith order.

$3.00.

remit

to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadPhone Circle 4736way, New York N. Y.
Filmday,
4737-4738 4739.
Cable address:
Ralph
California
Hollywood,
New York.
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.

tions

—

—

Berlin

I.

— Lichtbild-buehne,

Friedrichstrasse,
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Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(fi)

Stock

N. to Consider
Proposed Warner Deal
F.

(Continued from Page

holders in the group was
pooled and placed in escrow.
This

group controls a majority) of the
stock, so that sale of Stanley has no
bearing on First National, as Stanley
P'irst
National stock, consisting of
24,000 shares, is in escrow together
with that of others in the pool.

Tomorrow
25

9

9S</2

119?i 124
12454 128

175
225

191

at St. Louis

(Continued from Page

of

1)

discussion,

annual convention of
the M. P. T. O. of eastern Missouri
and southern Illinois, gets under way

Exchange.

Arthur A. Lee

Sails
.Arthur A. Lee. prcsirlent of Amer•AiirIo
Corp., sailed
Saturday for
HiiRland to confer witli the executives of Gaumont Company, Welsh-

expected

to

return

in

five

or

six

United

"Submarine"
"The Air Circus"

Columbia
Fox

week.

is

returning to

the

.

.

Paramount
Warner Bros

Be Resumed

Artists

Globe

Opening Date
Aug. 12, 1927
June 25

Astor

July 31

Central

Aug. 3
Aug. 1
Aug. 16
Aug. 25
Aug. 31

Rialto

Warners
.

.Rivoli

Embassy
Gaiety

Coast

Sept.

1

(Continued from Page

1)

due to

Sept. 17

(Continued from Page 1)
high cost of equipment,

is

1)

the

to

open Thanksgiving Day, with

.

Paul Ash will be switch*
to this house with a stage band.
^
yet no announcement is made as
who will succeed him at the Par
mount. New York.
The Capitol, Cedar Rapids, open
last
Saturday with 2,500 capaci'
playing all sound pictures.
000 seats.

will

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Still

sizes

—

& Howell Akeley Cameras
Cameras Graflex Cameras all

—

— Portable

Lights

— Projectors.

FOR RENT

ankle.

IRVING
j

for

1.

Spring, with 4,000 seats. Publix ur
shows will play the house.
At Brooklyn the Pararfiount is d

Willey Breaks Ankle
Detroit— C. S. Willey of the Willey
Sign Co., is suffering from a broken

Warner Net

One

Tenness
at Knoxville, seating 2,800.
Tb
house will use both sound pictur
and a stage band. At Chattanooj
the State will open with 2.800 sea
playmg all sound pictures. The Par
mount at Toledo will be ready in tl
about Oct.

:

be resumed around Sept. 17, according to George E. Quigley, vice president of Vitaphone. The contract between the two companies contains
Mu arbitration clause, under which
the prcKeedings were instituted.

BROWNING-llOW.

New York

City

Penn.

4CthSt.
125S-9

Aug.

Estimated Half Millon
Page

1)

phone.

Preliminary negot'ations are
under way for expansion into the
theatrical field.
It is expected that a
combination will be effected with
Stanley Company, as both concerns
have the same banking affiliations,

GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION

'A

the publication declares.

SALE!

3fe

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC

YEARBOOlt

STANDARD

1926

MOVIE CAMERA
Holdi

1000 Pages
Cloth Boun<

FREE
TO

Film Dail]
SUBSCRIBERS

16 Fe«t Film— Caw— 6 Magazine*
2 in. p. 3.5 Lens

$29.S0

COVERS
EVERYTHING

UIILLOa^HBy^
••
no

GOES
!
EVERYWHERlll

—

star

National.

Vitaphone-W. E. Case to

(Regal), vice president; Harry Law
(Univ.), secretary-treasurer; G. O.
Burnett, executive secretary.

Bebe Daniels at Opening
Danbury, Conn.
Bebe Daniels
Pearson-Elder Films, Gainsborough made a personal appearance last FriPictures, British Instructional Films, day at the new Palace, opened
by
and British .Screen Prod, for whom Danbury Theaters. Her jjicture, "Hot
he is American representative. He is News" was the initial attraction. The
^vceks.

First

(Continued from Page

Henry O'Connor

officers are:

Theater
Criterion

inventor of the process.
It is now
possible to secure fidelity of recording in registering a range of sounds
from a w'hisper to the tinkle of
sleigh bells, according to Dr. De
Forest. The company, which started
production of sound subjects four
years ago, has held up production
during the last year, until De Forest
could perfect his idea to overcome
failure of the process to register certain overtones.

Murphy Heads Toronto Film Board
Toronto— Barney Murphv (FBO)
is new president of the Film Board.
Other

business

in

Phonofilm Ready for
Four Houses Adding
Theater Installations
15,000 Publix Sea

here tomorrow.

Over

Time"

(Continued from

85

2054

Distributor

Bell
1)

franchise

....

having shown a decided spurt

Paramount
Fox

"The Patriot"
"The Terror"
"Tempest"

pur-

Sound Convention Opens

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOCE: Balabaii & Katz is listeiJ in Chicago;
'^kollr»s, St. Louis.
(o>

its

=

"The Red Dance" being con-

as last week, with
least,

M-G-M

South Seas"

25

Ouoted

(h)
(c)

such were not

2

10054 lOO-^^ 10054
Par.ByS^sSl. .10154 10154 101)4

(s)
(s)

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(s)

If

pose, the directions to salesmen could
have been given privately, either in
person or by letter, the court held.

24^

do 6s 41WW..I12J4 112^ 112J4
do 6s41x-war.l01
10054 101
*(s) M-G-M pfd
253A
(b)
(b)

Picture

"Lilac

at

[

scheduled to leave the Globe.

"Wings"
"The Red Dance"
"White Shadows in

in

110

1

14

25M

Sales

32J^
96J4
7454

& Katz

Con. Fm. Ind. 15K
26
do pfd
East. Ko<lak ..184
*(s)
do pfd
*(c) Film Insp
•(s) First Nat. pfd
(c)
(s)
(s)

.

Low

32^

Am.

(s)

after having been

plication to your exchange and make
no further effort to sell the same service to any other exhibitor until the
application has been duly rejected,

430

Financial

same

lineup remains the

tinued for another week

"Directions to salesmen.
While
you have every right to trade among
pro.spective customers to obtain the
best offer possible for your products, after you have selected a particular exhibitor whose offer you believe to be the best obtainable and
have taken a written application
from such exhibitor, forward the ap-

The court sustained the position
of the exhibitor holding the printed
form of agreement prepared by the
distributor which must be construed
most strongly against it, said the
ruling.
The directions to salesmen
became a part of the contract, and
the effect thereof was to rent the
exclusive right to a particular exhibitor to exhibit the pictures, the
Court held. The only purpose of the
direction in being printed at the foot
of the contract was to convey the impression to prospective customers
that the particular one selected to
exhibit the pictures should have the
exclusive right to do so, said the de-

225.

TJHE

right to exhibit the same pictures to
another theater.
Accordingly the
exhibitor refused to go ahead with
the contract.
He base his stand on
the following part of the code of
ethics, printed on the contract:

accepted or has been withdrawn
accordance with its terms."

1!^

The Broadway Parade

1)

breached the contract by leasing the
XLVNe. 60 Mondai,

«ol.

10,

r

Says Salesman's Rules
Part of Contract
(Continued from Page

Monday, September

West 32*St,Ncwybrk.Niy
PhooM Panna. 0330

this
II

||

1

fonday, September

n

Kohler Wins Gubernatorial
Nomination in Wisconsin

On Broadway

Milwaukee,
ler of

— "White Sliaduvvs
Suiith
roadway -"The Scarlet Lady"
— "Dawn"
ajneo
C'ardboafd Lover"
—"The
"Lilac Time"
stor

in

apitol'

Seas"

tlie

-

—

entral
riterion

"Wings"
mbassy^-"The Submarine"

ifty-fifth

——^"The Red Dance"
"The Air Circus"
ippodrome —^"Home. James"
oew's
New York — Monday,

"Ramona;"

"Sweet Sixteen" and "I-ady of
I'rtrugrad;"
Wednesday,
"The
Head
M.in;" Thursday, "Gram of Dust;" Friday. "Albany
Night Boat" and "Divine

"Shadows
Xight;" Sunday, "Oh Kay"
Saturday,

— "State
— "Heart

Strand

aramount

—

of

the

factures a number of articles including an cmergencN' light plant for
theater
u.se,
won the Republican
nomination for governor, in a sur\)rise victory
over the La Follette

— "State

Mark Strand

.\tlanta
A narrow escape from
attack by an 18-foot shark, was the
recent experience of A. B. Cheerton.
Fox cameraman, attached to the
company's Atlanta office, who has
returned from Florida waters, where
he has been making deep sea pic-

Street Sadie"

Gourland Going Abroad
With Free Trade Plea

I'^oreign producers' and exhibitors'
current agitation against American
Lauder Songs for Film
(ilasgow
Harry Lauder will sing pictures comes at a time when America is ready and eager to receive forlur songs in "Auld Lang Syne," his
itest
film
following
"Hunting- eign pictures, stateg Michael J.
)wer."
They are on gramophone Gourland, president of Affiliated Eucords which will be synchronized ropean Producers, who says he will
sail from New York for Europe Sept.
ith the picture.

—

plead for free trade of films
the various nations.
Gourland will point to the progress made
by his company, in his conference
with European executives
telling
them that continued anti-American
agitation will lead only to further
misunderstandings.
15

unday Shows

at

General Pictures
Corporation
Offers to the State Right Buyers

tures.

Sadie"

Patriot"

"Tempest"
Gxy— "Fazil"

Koh-

Heart"

to

ialto-^"The

rooklyn

Street

J.

—

Tuesday,

lark

— Walter

Cameraman Has Narrow Escape

lobe
aiety

.dinner:"

Wi.s.

Kohler, whose company manu-

forces.

—^"Kreutzer

Sonata"
—"The Loves of Jenny Ney"

Ave.

ifth

^.ivoli

d

DAILV

1928

10,

Bloomington, Ind.

—

Bloomington, Ind. Sunday shows
been started here.
Blooming'H is one of the few Indiana cities
its size which have been "blue"
Sundays.
ive

1

to

among

OSWALD
HITS

THE NAIL

ON THE
HEAD
WITH

SUPERVISION

GEORGE WINKLER

FUN
JOY
LAUGHTER
PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES

4

RICHARD

TALMADGE
PRODUCTIONS
Great Entertainment and

Box

Draw

These Pictures w^ill
be synchronized v^ith
music and sound effects

and ^rith

dia-

logue ^wher e it ^will be
good entertainment
and not slo^w up the
action
Produced by The

RICHARD

TALMADGE PRODUCTIONS
for the

GENERAL PICTURES CORP.
SAN MATEO, CALIFORNIA

For Territorial Rights

— Wire —
General Pictures Corp.
OSCAR
1650 Broadway

hiuersa/VI\HKLE^ Cartoons

Office

PRICE,

President

New

York City

SAFE and

SOUND
Broadway
on

at

^2 top, twice daily

THEAin
Hock
joins the

is

o

soaring miles and mil

No wonder

wIm

CIRCUS
top specials

them all!
ounnen are flocking

iibove

to

# STREET

ANGEL

SUNRISE

FOUR SONS
FAZIL

THE RED DANCE
MOTHER MACHREE

MOTHER KNOWS BEST

FBO's

SOUND AND SILENT

SUPER-SMASH

ENGULFING ALL
PAST RECORDS!

SOUND or
SILENT

FBO
TOPS THE

FIELD!

NATIONWIDE SWEEP

INCLUDING THREE
SENSATIONAL WEEKS

RIVOLI, N.Y.

Gluv

Dnooh
Irene

RICH

TULLY MA^HALL
EDMUND SrEESE
Story by WM. LE BARON
from

ISRAEL ZANGWILL'S
novel
DIRECTED

liY

BERT GLENNON

''SENSATIONAL!"
"Sensational business Fort Worth, Houston, San Antonio."
R. J. O'Donnell

''SPLENDID!"
''One of real splendid synchronized pictures*"

Vernon Beaver,

Ritz Theatre,

Birmingham, Ala.

"CAPACITY!"
"Opened

capacity.

Gives us more like

it."
J.

C. Hartman, Wichita, Kans.

"TURNED 'EM AWAY!"
"Opened Sunday turn away

business.

Bigger

ing release "Hit of the Show."
Alfred Gottsman, Garden Theatre,

Monday. Await-

New

London, Conn.

!
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Coast Wire Service

F.N.Seeks Stage Directors
Conselman Resigns as

ROCKETT ON WAY EAST

Supervisor at Fox
Conselman

William

TO SIGN NEW TALENT
Rockctt is en route to New
York to engage three stage directors
Al

to supervise
tional.

talkers

First

at

is

Na-

building four

has

Fox

res'gned
studios.

Fleck to Be Paramount
Casting Director in East
Meek

I">eddy

New York

The company now
sound stages,

for

as a supervisor at the

at the

is

leaving today for

become casting director
Paramount Long Island studio.
to

an estimated cost of

$500,000.

Within Reach and
Within the Law!

Barton Injured
Barton,
13-year-old
FBO
western star, is incapacitated temporarily as the result of a fractured right
wrist and severe bruises sustained
when he fell ten feet from a set.
Production work on "The Little Savage," being directed by Louis King,
will ])e delayed indefinitely.

"PILM CENTER BUILDING qualifies on both
-^ counts
located Within Reach and built
Within The Law! isolated for public safety
and built for the tenant's safety
every
inch of it designed to promote the business
and remove the hazards of film exchanges
!

er's

next vehicle, "The Last of Mrs.

Robert

Cheney."
direct

ing

the

Miss

Z.

Leonard

will

production, and is assistCoflfee in the preparation

of the script.

Mix

Tom Mix
Harold Waldridge Signed
Harold Waldridge, Broadway comedian, has been signed by M-G-M for
"Nize Baby."

Completing "Mysterious Island
plans to complete "The
Lucien
with
Island,"
Mvsterious

M-G-M

Hubbard

directing.

James Murray

Gadson, Lionel BarryJacqueline
more, Snitz Edwards and Montague
Love are to be in the cast.

Starting Another
and Tony face the cam-

week when production
he launched on "Outlawed," third
of Mix's features for FBO.
It will
he directed by Eugene Forde.

eras again this
will

Brown Succeeds Dodds
Brown lias been ap|.)ointcd

B. E.
assistant
sal

casting director at Univer.studios, following resignation of

Ray Assigned
Ray is directing "Queen

.•Mbert

of

Burlesque" featuring Belle Bennett,
Joe E. Brown, Alberta Vaughn and
Charlie Byer for Tif?any-Stahl.

FOR EXAMPLE:
Far enough from congestion to be safe
Close enough to be easily accessible
Fireproof storage vaults on all floors
Special projection and inspection rooms
Four passenger elevators and three freight
Shipping platform with ramp to street,
eliminating sidewalk shipping
Moderate rents and low insurance rates
Light on all sides
entrances on two
18,000 sq. ft. floors or smaller units

—

—

rr
Jones Gets
Allen

Albert

—

Harold Dodds.

C.

5

Jones,

Year Pact
cameraman,

i)ecii placed under five year
M-G-M Signs Lawson
to Lhiiversal, according to
John Howard Lawson, author of
nouncement.
"Processional," "Loud Speaker" and

other expressionist plays, has been
placed under contract by M-G-M and
will join the scenario department.

—

!

Ihizz

Lenore Coffee Assigned
Lenore Coffee, scenarist, has been
signed by M-G-M to do the continuity and adaptation of Norma Shear-

—

has
contract
late an-

Sally Filers Cast
Sally Filers appears in the feminine
lead in the film version of "Nize
Baby,'' Milt Gross story, which MG-M is bringing to the screen. Harold Waldrige, stage comedian, plays
opposite.
Vera Gordon, Alexander
Carr and Tenen Holtz are in the cast.

III
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Van Dyke Assigned
Bakewell in Griffith Cast
W. S. Van Dvke will direct Ramon
William Bakewell has been added N'ovarro and Raquel Torres in "The
to D. W. Griffith's "The Love Song,"
Pagan" before he departs for Africa
now in production at the United Art- to screen "Trader Horn."
ists' studio.
He will be used in the
Movietone sequences of the picture.
Paul Panzer Joilns Dix Cast
Paul Panzer has been added to the
Third of International Series Starts cast of the Richard Dix starring pic"The Girl with the Golden Eyes," ture "Redskin," to be filmed by Para-

third of the series of 13 international
short story classics is in production.
Frank P. Donovan adopted the story
by Balzac and the cast includes Jean
Girard, Paul Ellis, Victoria Alden

and Jack Hopkins.

mount

in

natural color against the
of the Indian country

backgrounds
of

the

Pacific

Perez Titling Two
Perez is titling "The
Runner," by Arthur Stringer,
Paul

To Speak on Talkers Abroad
"The Floating
W. B. Pcttus, principal of the ly O'Neill for
i'cking, China, high school, is to address the Society of M. P. Arts and
Sciences, Sept. 10, on American talkers in foreign countries.

Delf Plans to Freelance
Delf, who wrote the

Harry

lance.

Film Center Building
zf/ftb

Street

first

•

NINTH AVENUE

•

^^tb Street

Gun
and

College," starring SalTiffany-Stahl.

Ruth Taylor Recovering
Ruth Taylor is recovering from an

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

^S^-

to

1928

show you

attack of influenza.

225 FIFTH AVENUE
ASHliind 4200

Brown

comedies produced by Movietone, has resigned from Fox to freethree

southwest.

to Direct "Geraldine"
Meiville brown is to direct Booth
Tarkington's "Geraldine" for Pathc.
Carey Wilson adapt,ed. Eddie Quillan and Larry Kent are in the cast.

FILM CENTER,

INC., Builders

.

.

.

plans!

ABE N. ADELSON,

'=Pres.

Trade Commission Activity After Sept. 15
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To-Day It's Golf
Bij

JACK A LI COAT E

anyone of
cinema circles
today, our tip is to hop
down to the Pennsylvania Stayou want

IFimportance
jump on

tion,

to see

in

a train for

Neck
Sound View Golf Club.
you

will

ting),

find

(i,(iH,ooo

of

the

mm

Rialto

enjoying a splenwith all shop
the
open
day
in
did
The event is the
talk barred.
Semi-Annual Film Golf
15th
film fraternity

Tournament conducted by The
Film Daily. It is a day devoted
fine
and
goodfellowship
to
sportsmanship and long since
has become an established event

Price 5 Cents

1928

No
TO

Deal for Sale of Either
F. N. or Stanley Planned,

Fore!

Here

Members

ADVEfiMVITAIHONE

of

the

picture

campaign to advertise Vitaphone pictures. Hook-up of exhibitors

semi-annual

Tournament.

playing the pictures is provided for
in the advertising copy.
One hundred and twenty-five key city dailies,
with an estimated total of around
15.000,000 readers, will carry the advertisements, first of which is a page
advei tisement on "The Singing Fool,''
which will appear the week of Sept.
17, when the picture begins its run
at the Winter Garden, New York.

out

is

Warners has appropriated $1,000,000 for a direct-to-the-public news-

land,

pai^er

to

compete
Fall

in

the

Film

15th

Golf

A record turnforecast by the large list
of entries received.

K. P.

is

CLi

ACCLAilED

A

Film Daily representative attending every session of this international gathering reports the reaccomplished as a complete
sults

The

most

significant

sign

have been the absence of
Other
representation.
,^merican
than an unusi,ual number of meaningless

tion

the

to

speeches, the principal proposiset forth was a proposal by
Lichtspiel-Syndikat
Deutsches

formation of a number of European producing units to be owned
and operated by exhibitors. In other
words a good time was had by all
and if our remarks are inclined to be
less charitable it is probably because
we were not personally invited to a
conference in which our weakness,
good old German beer, played the
most important part.
for the

War

is

made

several

rectors.

That Berlin Conference

bust.

a reiteration of that

days ago after Jack Warner on the
Coast had announced that the deal
was being completed.
"I know of no deal," was the substance of his statement adding that
circulation of the reports may be a
case where the wish is father to the
thought.
He also declared that the
subject is not on the calendar of today's meeting of First National di-

AT INFORMAL

within the industry.

seems

President Asserts

in-

dustry in the East today will
assemble at Sound View Golf
Club, Great Neck, Long Is-

lymphatic denial that any deal for
sale of the Stanley circuit or First
National to Warners is under way
or contemplated, was made yesterday by Irving D. Rossheim, president of both companies. His denial

(weather permit-

some 200

11,

ROSSHeM REITERATES DENIAL
OF F.N., STANLEY, WARNER DEAL

Great

and then take a taxi to the

Seen

is

War

TORONTOlPSRANSFOR

indorsed by the
throngs of visitors who attended as
a credit to the industry it represents,
Enthusiastically

M. P. Club of New Y'ork was
opened informally yesterday noon.
Formal opening of the clubhouse at
Toronto Committees here are dili- 1560 Broadway, is scheduled togently at work with local prepara- morrow, with the full membership of
tions for the 1928 convention of the around 250 in attendance.
Yesterday's opening came within
Motion Picture Theater Owners of
America, which is to be held in the a year of the time the very first sugKing Edward Hotel Oct. 16, 17 and gestion of the club was made, at last
(Continued on Page 6)
Arrangements are proceeding
18.

M.P.T.O.H0NVENT10N

the

$3,873,627

NET FOR SIX MONTHS

—

(Continued

oti

Page

6)

$4,000,000 Issue to
Finance Poli Deal
Fox Theaters
l)art

cuit

Corp., will finance in
its acquisition of the Poli Cirthrough an issue of $4,000,000
(.Continued on Page 6)

Picture Stocks Continue
as Favorites in Market
Picture stocks continued favorites
the New York Curb market yesUniversal Pictures showed
terday.
unusual strength, advancing seven

in

(Continued on Page 2)

Action Is Expected Soon in
Move Against Block Booking

PARAMOUNT

18

Combined net profit of $1,609,478.2,1
for the three months and $3,873,627.19
for the six months ended June 30,
after deducting all charges and reserves for Federal income and other
taxes, is reported by Paramount in
This inconsolidated statement.
cludes earnings of subsidiary com-

its

panies.

The

months

figures include
undistrib$111,060.65
uted share of earnings of Balaban &
Katz a 65 per cent owned subsidiary.
The profits amount to $2.34 per share
for the three months and $5.63 for the
six months on the common stock of'
Paramount outstanding.
six

Paramount's

Net of $257,935 for 6
Months Reported by K-A-0

Tliat irrepressible warrior, Bill Fox,
buckled on the armor and is at
it
new theater in Brookagain.
lyn that is the talk of Greater New
York.
5,500-seat house under way
in
Six new sound proof
Philly.
stages for Movietone on the Coast.
A drive for neighborhood houses
War is War
the metropolitan zone.
and as Napoleon once said: "Victory
is
on the side of the heaviest bat-

THE FILM DAILY
Keith-.\lbee-Orpheum Corp. and
Washington Winter activities of subsidiaries report net income of
the Federal Trade Commission will ^"257,935 for the six months ended
Carl Sonin leaves Saturday for begin after Sept. 15, at which time
(Continued on Page 6)
South America, where he has been hearings will be resumed in the comnamed general manager for M-G-M mission's probe of the public utility Lindbergh Newsreel Views
Spanish-speaking countries. situation and other investigations will
in
the
Seen by Three Billion
South America except Brazil again be taken up.
All
A teswill be under his jurisdiction.
than 3,000,000,0000 people
is
impossible
More
summer
it
the
During
timonial party in his honor was given for the commission to do much in the throughout
world have seen
the
at the M-G-M New Y'ork exchange
way of investigation, due to the more newsreel pictures dealing with Col.

talions."

last

lias

A

A

m

Carl Sonin Gets M-G-M
Post in South America

night.

Washington Bureau of

—

(Continued

on

Page

6)

(Continued

on

Page

6)

—
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Compromise Averts a
"Red Ink" Closes Loew
N. Y. Stagehands' Strike
House at Birmingham

—

Ala.
Loew's Temclose its doors and pass
out of the picture as a link in the
Loew chain Saturday night, Sept. 15.
This decision was reached after failure of local stockholders of the Birmingham Amusement Co., operators
of the house, to advance funds to
Loew's is said
continue operation.
to have advanced about $50,000 for
operation, and was willing to continue putting up a proper proportion
of additional sums required, but that
local stockholders. R. A. Brown and

Birmingham.
will

ple

IQHN H.

Priei

1921

Sept. 11.

XIY Ne. 61 Tuesdai.

»ol.

5C«ti

PUBLISHER

UlCOkTE

and holidays
Published daily except Saturday
N. V-. '"^
1650 Broadway, New York
and Film
Films
convr.Kht (1928) by VVid's
W. Alicoate. President and
Inc
Folk
J.
Vice-President
Pu Mi^cr: Miurice D. Kann.
Treasurer
and Editor: Donald M. Mcrsereau,
"^°
Business and Advertising
"%"?«Y<;,„^"
1918. at the
as second class matter May 21,
£,ct
the
under
Y..
N.
York
post office at New
Terms (Postage free)
oi March 3, 1879.
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Cited States outside of Greater N^wmonths
$10.00 one year; 6 months $5.00 3
Subscril>ers should
Foreign. $15.00.
$3 00
Address all communicaremit' with order.
16=0 Broadtions to
Phone Circle 4736way. New York. N. Y.
Filmday
address:
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4737-4738-4739.
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New York.
Granjte
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
6607."
London— Ernest W.Fredman The
\"».
St.,
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Erskine Ramsej', were not agreeable
to
putting up any more money.
When matters reached this point directors of the Birmingham company,
due to lack of funds to continue, accepted the alternative and decided to

FHM DAip.

THE

close.

Closing of Loew's Temple has no
connection with the reported negotiations between Loew's Inc.. and Interstate to pool their interests in Bir-

225.

Financial
High
3i
(s) Am. Seat.
96'A
c-b) do 6s 36
Bal. & Katz
(c) Con. Fm. Ind 17
29 >A
do pfd.
(s)
183
Kodak
(s) East.
.

.

.

"

.

.

Low

Sales

Close

300

33.

32'A
96 K-

3

96/.
74

6,566
15/2
27yi 23.500
500
182
128

14J4
26
182f

3/
104
115
32

Fox Km. "A". 119^ 113/^
Fox Thea. "A" 33 Ji 32

Proj
Keiths 6s 46.
Inc.
(s) Loew's
do pfd
(s)
do deli. rts..
(c)

91

(b)

:

9
91

•(c) Intern.

91
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37,500
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(tiH
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1041/2 105
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25^4
25^4 24
32
do 6s 41ww.ll3>4 113'/» 113'4
(b)
2
do 6s41x-war.l00^ 100J4 lOOM
(b)
2554
•(s) M-G-M pfd
9
8H 8-^ '466
(s) M. P. Cap....
24^ 24% 59,500
.. 27'A
Cir.
(s) Orph.
1,000
88
88
do pfd. ... 90
(s)
143>4 144/ 12,300
...146
(s) Para.
6
1005^
do 6s 47 ..lOOM 100}^
(b)
10154
•(b) Par.By.5/is51
6% 2.S.366
654
7J4
(s) Pathe
7.400
29
29
do "A" ... 32
(s)
78J4 7854
do 7s 37 .. 79'A
(b)
3d
(o) Roxy "A" ... 33
40
(o)
do units ... 37
9
8
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(o) Skouras Bros.. 42
Co.
54^ i2% 52/ 14.700
(s) Stanley
7
6
(o) Technicolor ....
1
"i"
3
...
3!4
(c) Trans-I.ux

from being on hand in person but
he delivered the opening address from
his office in New York by long dis-

Those
attending
tance telephone.
the
conclave listened through 20
pairs of ear phones.
C. C. Ezell
presided.

ing
A.

now

is

M.

A.

9

than 8

ratlier

FL

showing of "Submarine"
has been arranged by Columbia for
officers and men of the U. S. Utah
for tomorrow afternoon at 5 o'clock
at the Embassv, New York.
special

Benjamin Warner in N. Y.
Benjamin Warner, father of H.
M.. Albert and J. L. Warner, has
arrived in New York from California, bringing with him the first print
of Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool."
which opens Sept. 19 at the Winter
Garden.

.

'

12
Art.
(o) I'nitcd
... 78
do pfd.
(o)
2
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
... 75
do pfd.
(o)
..
P.ct.
Tniv.
35
(c)
Ji
do pfd
•(s)
Bros. .132 ^i
(s) Warner
do "A" ...136M
(s)
(c-b) do 6'As 28 .198
.

l.JKt

Prices

84
.

.

ic)

Bund Market.
Curb .\l;irkri
Stock

Exch.tiige.

Over

the

.

.

85
28

35

3.30.')

126.^^

127/ 25,100

129
195

131

30.200

198

5

Skouras.

Two

St.

Louis.

Men Die
William Miller,
has been connected with JackJacksonville Theater

jacksonvilli-,

who

Fla.

sonville theaters for several years,
died at a local hospital Sept. 4. Miller
was at the time an employee of the
Palace.
Wallace Thigpen, treasurer
of the Temple, died of heart disease
at his

home

here.

—

was feared

that internal
might cause her death.
it

98/

Counter (Bid and Asked.)
N(^I'K: B.-ilabaii & Katz is listr- in Chicago;
(o)

Pola Negri Recovering
Pola Negri is recovering in
a local hospital from injuries received
in a fall from a horse.
For a time,
Pari.s

(.Quoted

M)

(111

14

Taylor on

Way

Bristol.

.'sam Taylor, who is
Mary
Pickford in her first all-talker, "Coquette," is en route to the Coast.
He was guest of United Artists home
office executives at a luncheon prior
to his departure Saturday from New
York.

Col.

Levy

in

New York

Fred Levy, veteran Louisville
showman, is in New York.
He is
o return to Louisville tomorrow.
Col.

Dinner for

merce

Finger

—

—

Named

of
Com^
Waldorf A*

at

York.

Opening

of fall meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers, Whit&
face Inn, Lake Placid, New Yorfc

Singer"

Sept. 27 "Jazz

opens

at

F*iccadillyj

London.
Oct.

1

M-G-M's London
pire.

M.P.T.O.
at

Oct.

at

the

of

Michigan

conventioii

MP.T.O.A.

convention

Toronto.

Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages conven.
tion at Columbus.
Nov. 25 Paramount. Brooklyn, opens.
Nov. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.)

Reade Seeks Receiver
for New Jersey Houses

—

Trenton, N. J. Charging the theonce profitable, had "been run

aters,

into

a_ financial hole," and that at-j
tempt is being made to oust him from
the company, Walter Reade has asked the New Jersey Court of Chan-

cery

appoint

to

a

receiver

for

the

Colonel

Palace

and South Broad, Trenton;
and Rivoli, New Rrnns-

State

arid

wick.

Kentucky.

Union Meeting Sept. 17
Sacramento, Cal. Sept. 17 is date
set for meeting here of the state

AMALGAMATED

federation of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes

AGENCY

California

and M.

P.

—

VAUDEVILLE

Machine Operators.

Sunday Shows

at

—

Lexington,

Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres

la.

Lfxington, la.
Sunday shows
have been received with open arms
i)\local citizens.
A recent "test"
show emphasized that sentiment is

overwhelmingly

against

Standard
Vaudeville Acts

"Sour

a

Sabbath."

I

Picture Stocks Continue
as Favorites in Market
(Continiird from

Pcuic

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

SALE!

1)

new

high, while Fox Theaters gained a point, and was heavily
traded in.
On the Stock Exixiints to a

Warners continued

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC

upward climb, the Warner Brothers
Pictures advanced i'/i points, while
the "A" gained three points.

f

Em-

Detroit.

Annual

16-17

Theater,

opens.

manage- Trenton-New Brunswick Theaters, in
which he controls 25 per cent. The
company operates the Capitol, Trent.

Louisville
Abe Finger, manager
of the Gayety. has been appointed a
Colonel of the staff of the governor
of

Sept. 24

bj

Chamber

America

of

New

toria,

industry given

film

Aeronautical

Oct. 9-10

First at Newman
City
With "Wings" as
attraction, the Newman re-

the initial
opens Sept. IS under Publix

change.

to Coast
to direct

19

j

supervise several Gotham films as
well as write dialogue sequences for
the Gotham product.

"Wings"

caa

delphia.

quaint the company sales personnel,
franchise holders, and even exhibitors
in the various features and details of
Bristolphone. is planned by GothamBristolphone.
according
to
Budd
Rogers, who engineered the deal be-

Kansas

Electric

to be resumed.

trial

Sept. 24

injuries

Lore Leni Arrives
Lore Leni, film actress, arrived in
New York yesterday from Germany.
She is en route to rejoin her husband, Paul Leni, on the Coast.

Vitaphone-Westem

Premiere of "The Singing Fool" a
Winter Garden, New York.
Sept. 22 Met. Stanley house, opens in Philajf

Is

ment.

A

17

Establishment of a school to ac-

Gotham and

o
Neiv

York.
Sept.

Being Planned by Rogers

tween

election

Paramount Hotel.

at

Gol
Gol

I.

A.M.P.A.
officers

Sept.

M.

Bristolphone School

13

View

Sound

Great Neck. L.
holds annual

Club.
Sept.

Film

semi-annual

Fifteenth

Tournament,

and 75 cents on the basis of pay
each performance. Department heads
received $82.50 and their assistants
The only change in working
$72.50.
conditions is that the hour of report-

Gobs To See "Submarine"

''3

.

*

Today

for

is

of business prevented the sales chief

M

do pfd
•(s)
•(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

Compromise settlement averted a
New York stagehands, with
a new two year contract signed on
Saturday. The wage increase granted is $7.50 more on the weekly basis
strike of

Robinson with Gotham
Casey Robinson, former newspaperman and vaudeville writer, has
been signed by Sam Sax as superMorris Opens Sales Meet by Phone visor for Gotham. Harold Shumate,
.Sam E. Morris, general manager associate producer with Gotham, has
of distribution, opened the sales con- left for New York to bring to the
ference of Warner Bros, southern Coast Bristolphone equipment from
branch managers which took place New York and Waterbury, Conn.
last week in New Orleans.
Pressure Robinson will assist Shumate and
It

1928

The Industry's
Date Book

understood from
authoritative sources that no deal
is
i)ending between these interests.

mingham.

11,

its

STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Fe«t Film— Ca»e— 6 Magazinef
2 in. F. 3.5 Len*

m.~,

Call

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Putter. Pr«»

no

for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46lh St., New York
Bryant 8181

West

52''St,N(s«;york.NLy

Phooe Panna. 0330
i

I

^^

MORE

FACTJi!

Wire from George Zeppos^ Wheelings W, Va,:

KENT
PARAMOUNT
S.

R.

never knew before the capacity of my theatre stop never thought such a
gross could be made in a single day stop I cannot remember of another
case where so many people turned out for the opening day of any show
stop It took Wings to bring forth the above statements and to break all
past records of the biggest box-office successes shown up to the present day
in my city stop I dare to make the following suggestions to all the de luxe
I

managers of America stop By all means to cancel all presentation acts
during the showing of Wings and double their playing time stop And I
advise the theatres where Wings has not yet been shown as a road show not
to

make

If

any manager is skeptical of the above statements I shall be only too glad
assume the risk stop Wings silent or sound will establish unbelievable

to

the terrible mistake of failing to raise their price of admission stop

records congratulations Wings will be held over for another week at

GEORGE ZEPPOS

theatre.

•/Ui'ilwe reeordH SBnashed!

CHICAGO
HYANNIS, MASS.
ONSET, MASS.
WAREHAM, MASS.
BAY SHORE, N. Y.

PATCHOGUE, N. Y.
.Fust the staB*t!

A Lucien Hubbard

Production. Directed by

William Wellman.

Story by

John Monk Saunders.

With Clara Bow,
Charles Rogers, Richard Arlen, Gary Cooper

PARAMOUNT PICTURE

my

——

—

—

z4cclaimedhyPress andhthli
N«to f^rk
EverFilmed f
^\st

Sim«;S.

k(

Ingeniously contrived undersea melodrama
Scenes are so compelling and acting so com
petent that interest never slackens ... A real
of the horrors aboard
istic conception
sunken submersible. Another praiseworth*l(
point is that the characters are particularljles
well drawn. Direction is especially clever.

r

a

Fkyui^to

—Mordaunt Hallh]
j

^wn

STb^

every peiforniance
BffiASSriHE/irRE

An

undersea disaster graphically depicted. Vivid and
Admirably photographed and acted. As arresting a melodramatic episode as the past season has
brought. When the big moment arrives, it is big in-

U

aflfecting.

deed.

John

S.

Cohen, Jr.

NE^V YORK CITY

at

in

I

a Top

O^bcMoniin02^kflrap|
A

genuine

hit.

movie audiences

Has everything that
literally eat up ....

Breath-taking suspense, heart interest,
a well developed story, an excellent

I

cast and perfect direction. Abounds
in interesting sequences of submer-

NEW .5^ YORK

Keralb

^m* aTributie

Something ot the overpowering horror
of a submarine disaster, of the hideous
tragedy of a group of men left to go mad
and gradually suffocate in the ocean's
depth, is graphically depicted. Nothing
short of brilliant in
effectiveness.

its

sheer dramatic

With considerable

and numerous instructive shots
to us 'land-lubbers' who have no doubt
sibles

A natural

atten-

tion to detail and romantic effect, it captures the proper mood of its timely and
terrifying subject with authentic power.
—Richard Wafts, Jr.

box-office success with a theme
that millions of people have become ac-

seen our subs only in news reels. Unusual humor in the characters. The
picture is a triumph.
H. D. S.

quainted with and that will cause hands
to grip seats and lumps to rise in everyone's throat.

Good

,

cast, fine direction

and advance expoitation already created
gratis, before you play it.
Wilkerson.

DAILV a MIRROR
A

thrilling movie which stands beside the $
specials turned out by the big boys. Has laugh
tears and thrills. And what thrills! Has such
wallop it tears you out of your seat. D/atit

Johaneson.

GET IN TOUCH WITH VOUI^
- SUBMARINE' IS THE GREATEST BOX-OFFICE AT

iheMostSensationalRcture
he New\brk Telegram
unheralded epic in the annals of thrillpictures .... A picture no film-goer
lould miss. In graphic shots that have
Idom been duplicated, -"SUBMARINE"
kes one down to the ocean's bottom.
'/ill bring hearty laughs and
a choking
.mp in your throat. Each player gives a
arvelous performance.
—Russell J. Birduell.

Shockingly vivid scenes showing
what happens inside a submarine
when one of these vessels is rammed and sunk
Much of informational value in the production.
Interior shots of submersible splen-

in

Ig

.

didly

.

.

made and

technical

scenes

explanatory of the action of the
:Sf<>NEWSPAPEB

TIME
ALLTHE Tiuc
^I'i'Tnr

e/'FILMDOM

when danger

men

threatens were ex-

(.eiient._0///«« jMarthi.

as the best picture the company
has ever made, it lives up to that forecast with plenty of margin to spare.
Easily a production which would do
credit to the biggest company in the
business. The picture is a darned good
one. So good, in fact, that it rates firstrun showings everywhere from the Roxy
Kann.
right down the line.

Touted

NK.VM

BiTENiNo
.ealistic

YORK

Graphic

seamen in the
craft deserve serious

shots of stricken

loomed undersea
ansideration.

—

Betty Colfax.

The most powerful
have seen
one.

in years.

The suspense

movie property I
if there ever was
overpowering.— H^rry

bit of

A thriller,
is

Hershfield.

%t
which anyone of the major prowould have been proud to sponsor.

cture
rs

Li

r

is

deeply thrilled

J?.

«%

by the undersea

:eences. These are fully worth the price
Fljmission.
George Gerhard.

strong and stirring picture
Columbia's second straight picture on
Broadway and will add lustre to the
Company's standing nationally. A draLand.
matic and box-office clicker.

Is a

.

.

.

I^AIUV^ ISTEIWS
Should prove of interest
movie-goers. Breath-raking and really
vially absorbing. Clutched at the heart and
)iught many a tear. You're bound to like
jJDd audience fare.
(^

iJBMARINE".— /rewe

%%7^

Thirer.

DLUMBIA EXCHANGE
n^lON OF THIS

OR ANY OTHER SEASON

lOi^

M.

The Date—
TODAY
Tuesday

Club Acclaimed
At Informal Opening
P.

(Continued from Patic

early

J'"ilin

today.

The PlaceSound View
Qolf Cluh

made

for

his

M. P. Club.
or Broadway end of

for the

At the front

(TVS)

The Event—
Fall Film

Qolf Tournam^ent
(15th Semi'Annual
Conducted By The Film Daily)

The CostTen Frogs
Includes Everything

— Dinner

Qreen Fees — Prizes

The Result—
In

in

Day
The Open With
Great

200 Regular Fellows
of

Laughs
all

about

it

tomorrow's

FILM DAILY

luncheon and

for

new
membership came
the

applications
in

for

was nobody's

business.

Artie Loew said that the
application of a well known
star had jtist been turned
down because the said star insisted, in the event it were
posted, that his name appear
at the head of the list and in

larger

than

type

anyone

else's.

The membership
close to 250.
tions the full

of the club

is

now

From

present indicamembership and a waitng list will be the order of things
within the next three months.
Yesterday, the club dining room looked
the Astor on a busv dav.

like

Harry Reichenbach asked an
exhibitor member if he had
wired his house yet.

The

hibitor answered that he
just wired home to close

Arrangements are

ex-

had
it.

com-

practically

formal opening of the
club on Wednesday night.
This
promises to be the event of the year
plete

for the

in

film
will be

circles.

The

principal

talks

by Mayor Walker, Will H.
Hays and President Al Lichtman.
Acting as advance agents in present-

club furniture has been
arranged according to the
architect's plans, all upholstered in
bright red leather, or embroidered in
needle work.
Beautiful

In

artistically

ticker for those

up gymnasium and the showand locker rooms.

order to

cut

down

the

overhead on table cloths the
board of directors have had
printed for free distribution
blanks ruled according to pro-

who

cannot eat lunch without watching the
stock market has been installed in a
corner of this room.
From the north entrance to the
library a second corridor extends
way to the back of the building. OfT
this corridor open five card rooms
full>- eipiipped, a billiard room with
two pool tables and one billiard table,
locker rooms for members and for
the
club
attendants,
a
splendidly

duction, distribution and overhead, for the use of all motion picture promoters.

The motion

picture club
a credit to its sponsors
industry that it represents.
It is

is

over.

and the
It

fills

long felt want in cinema circles
and deserves the unqualified support
of all who take this business seria

the opposite side of the club,
south side, is the dining room
panelled in English oak to the full
height of the ceiling and so arranged
that it can be divided into five smaller rooms, if occasion demands. Yesterday the entire space was used and
was required for the luncheon partthe

'

which

splendid

thoroughly
liosijitality

enjoyed
of

the

Steward

The

the executive secretary is just west of this dining room,
while across the hall from this office
is an ample coat room, a ladies' boudoir and a storage room for all of
oFlice

of

J.

1)

C

Bra.

proprietor of the Afadison, Toron
who IS chairman of the general c(
vention committee.
Brady has b(
president of the M.P.T.O. of Can?

number of years.
Brady is enjoying the active
operation of many Toronto exh
for a

c

^ors, as well as other organizatio

Ihe Toronto Tourist and Public
Bureau has sent out considerable

1

erature to prospective delegates
wh
an invitation has also been extend

by Col. John A. Cooper, president
the M. P. Distributors and
Exh
itors'

Ass'n.

Committee chairmen include:
urer,

Sam

jor's

St.

Major, proprietor of

tre,
lA

and

Clair

Rodger Roe
Harry Sedgwick
the Tivoli; reception. Alderman
A. Summerville, Prince of Wa;
and Eastwood; finance, Harry Ak

ander, Park; and secretary of
t
convention. Miss Laura Elston. Co:
niittee meetings are being held reg
larly for the consideration of
detai

Net of $257,935 for 6
Months Reported by K-A(.Continued from

June

30,

after

Page

1)

charges and

Fedei
This is equivalent to $2 57
share on the $10,000,000 seven
p
cent cumulative convertible preferr
taxes.

stock.

The income account follows- ^
come, $17,286,257; expenses, inclu
mg interest, depreciation and amor
zation,

$17,509,217;
other
incon
deductions, $576,337; total i
come, $363,367; net income, after pr
vision for Federal taxes, $257,935
less

Expect Action Soon
In Block Booking Gas
{Continued from Page 1)
or less general absence from busiiK
of company executives with who
the commission's agents desire to
g
in touch.
It
is also
expected that late th
month or early in October the leg

machinery will begin to move in tl
suit_
brought by the commissic

Paramount for enforceme:
block booking order.
Deve
opments in this case will occur
New York, the suit having been
stituted in the Federal Court in t
against
of

its

citv.

luislv.

$4,000,000 Issue to
Finance Poli Dej

litted

ers

[Continued from Paqe

under the direction of

'^

field.

A news

Toronto Maps Plans
For M.P.T.O.A. Me

entertainment,

ing.

Karcii.

in

way

the

ing these well known figures will be
the greatest wit of them all, Al Jolson. Bugs Baer and Harry Hirsch-

ies

Read

gang was on hand

the foyer, double glass doors swing
open into the lounge and library,
which runs the full width of the
i)u Iding on the Broadway side.
A
space 36 feet by 56 in dimensions,
paiu'lied to the ceiling in selected
walnut and carpeted with three rugs
runs the entire width of the room.
The north wall consists of built-in
book shelves from floor to ceiling,
also in walnut.
Yesterday they were
empty but it is expected that a number of volumes pertaining to the picture business, later to be collated
and catalogued, will be contributed
to form the nucleus of two thousand
volumes, for which there is space.
lender the three rugs there is a
specially constructed linoleum dancing floor and the uninterrupted character of the room itself lends it admirably to the reciuirements of danc-

On

And — Lots

Picture Club of New
a reality.
After 15
months of earnest and conscientious
effort, President .W Lichtnian and a
hard working board of directors and
committeemen have presented to the
industry a set of club rooms of which
it
may well be proud. Yesterday's
opening was a gala event. All of the

occupied one end of this
foyer, whicli runs the entire length
of the floor.
In this foyer also will
be the cigar stand which is being especially

A

came

share of congratulation yesterday because of the excellence of the first
regular luncheon ever served in the
Club dining rooms.
Seventy-five
members took advantage of the opportunity to test the club's cuisine
and give the clubhouse official onceover.
As thej' entered the sixth
floor from the elevators, a spacious
foj^er
opened, luxuriously carpeted
and decorated in cream and old-gold
ininelling.
.\
switchboard with an
information
clerk
and
telephone

which

the club

c;f

The Motion
York is now

booths

(Qreat Neck, Long Island)

Lunch

Karch

Steward

September llth

1)

Golf Toiirnaiiieiit.
The
clublunise will be a subject of discussion ill the touriiaiiieiit which
Kcts iiiuler w'ay at Great Neck, L. 1.,
'all's

the appurtenances
are not in use.

Lindbergh Newsreel Views
(.Continued from Page 1)
Seen by Three Billion Fox-New England Theaters,
(Continued from Ptuie

1)

Lindbergh's flights, of which 318
separate subject shots were taken by
the six .American newsreel companies.
More than 42,000 feet of positives, for which 477,000 feet of negative film was exposed. The first were
comi)ilecl by the Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce, through which the
aviation industry is tendering a dinner to the picture industry at the
VVa'dorf .Astoria, New York, in recognition of the industry's work in developing flying.

li.,

per cent convertible debenture
just purchased bv Halsev, Stuart
Co. and A. B. Leach & Co.
The Poli acquisition raises to
the number of houses in the Fo
Theaters chain.
Fox Film has 2
houses.
Some time ago, it was n
ported that the two firms are to h
(}]/>

merged.

Renovating Camden,

Camden,

S.

been closed
renovation.

S.

— The

C.
for

three

C, House

Majestic he

weeks

f^

ii

i

i
1

)!

THE
September

esday,

CAILV
ICSBmm^^L

1928

11,

INE RECENT CHANGES

Coast Wire Service-

BUSINESS MEN FINANCE

THE THEATER EIELD VITAPHONEINSTALLATIONS

IN

—

Dallas
Through tieiips with
Chambers of Commerce, three houses
Id are reported regularly by owned of the Dent Circuit are beIE FILM DAILY in coopera- ing equipped with Vitaphone, .supn with the various Film plementing one Dent theater already equipped through a similar deal.
•ards of Trade throughout the
The Arcadia at Temple is the house

The changes

in the exhibition

The

States.

lited

latest

fol-

ALABAMA
Changes
Ownership
bama City — Star, sold to Tony Sudekum
in,

y Jack

—

Martin; Ashville Strand, sold
Davis by M. J. B. Johnson;

L.

&

Suker

)

—

Liberty, sold to L. Goldstein
[urtsboro
Jacksonville
y Chas. H. Owens, Jr.
;

Mrs. Sallie Ferguson by
Kinston Grand, sold to
O. F. Gat'in
Loxley-—
lie
T^oxley,
sold
to
G. E. Fuller by
larence Fuller
Samson Royal, sold to
S Owen by Mrs. D. C. Stringfellow
'owmley
I^yric, sold to L. W.
Bagwell
sold

'alace,

to

ames

Williams
F.
Bell by

;.

—

;

;

—

;

—

.

Hendon.

B.

C.

Closings
Cuba High

—

— Avon;

mingham

School.

ARIZONA
lean

Closings

—-The

— Lyric.

Duncan; Jerome

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership

— Best,

sold

ffithville

&

Neaville
rown's. sold

y

to

W.

John

Sherrod

Storey

Harrisburg

;

H. Thompson by
ionel Brown; Holly Grove
^Royal, sold
W. E. Matthews by L. G. Renfro

)

M.

to

—

— Royal,

Springs
lot
"heaters Corp.
da

— Gem.

Tri

to

.sold

State

by

Mt.
G. Blaschke
J.
to Joe
A. Guthrie by

sold

:

—

Ozark New. sold to C.
mith & Myers
Jenkins by Mrs. Will Hargus.
;

Closings

—
FishThe Fisher;
— New; McNeil
trand
Maynard — The Maynard; Mineral
prings—^Hacco
MurMt.
Ida— Gem;
—
eesboro ^Picture
Palestine— The
Pales—
Royal
Strong
^Lyric
Sparkman
—
ne
Wifton — Gem
Warren — Douglas Water—

— Pastime

lisle

Corning

;

^Starlight

Competition Ends at Hickory, N. C.
Hickory, N. C. J. F. Miller, owner of the Grand and Pastime, has
purchased the Rivoli, formerly operated by C. A. Peeler, of that city.

—

—

M. Wood;

D.

Palm, sold to
Littleton
by H. E. Beattie.

W. Kessey

M.

;

;

;

Blanca

;

CALIFORNIA
New Theaters
Park

'ntington
.sco

— El

— The

Park

San

;

Fran-

Capitan.

—^Gerdes

imento

—

;

Cambria)

(formerly

;

Changes

in Ownership
Gardena. sold to Clarence
Los Angeles
oyle by L. E. Anderson
lay, sold to G. J. Dowding by L. I.
ing
Rex, sold to R. M. Robbins by
Ion Thornburg; Washington, sold to Ncist
Newport
Manny by L. E. Zaniha
Allison's, sold to J. P. Allison by
each
OroviUe Gardella and
tadame La Rue
.ex,
sold to Mrs. T.^. Slisman by .Seipel
Chamberlain; Riverside T^os Angeles,
)ld
to
Warrick by C. L. Vernon;
S.
an Francisco Lark, sold to Kinema TheLorene, sold
;ers Co. by James Barlow
Mrs, Viola Langer by B. C. McLaugha; Parkview, sold to Alexander Horr by

Changes

;

;

;

—

—
—

;

—

;

)

Viola
Langer
/heatland, sold to John
[rs.

;

—

Cocoanut

Dock

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

•nperial

;

Taft

;

—

— —

—

;

;

;

— Playhouse.

— School

he

Paonia.

Manitou

ter
in

—The

by

L.
!oUy

1

in

—

Isis.

—^Cameo

;

Paonia

Ownership

—

;

sold

to

H.

by

—

sold

to

—

Meade Majestic
Fort
Daytona ^Crystal
La Belle—^The La Belle; Lynn Haven—
The I^ynn Haven Venice ^Venice Noko;

—

;

S.

Edwards by

More Vitaphone Talent
Warner Brothers continue to sign
Vitaphone talent.
Edward Everett
to appear in
the firm's pictures.
Jane
Green, "blue" singer, and Pert Kelton, musical comedy star, also have
been signed.
of

"Mysterious Island" Cast Complete
.Selection of Lloyd Hughes to play
the romantic lead completes the cast
for "The Mysterious Island," which
Lucien Hubbard is directing for M-

G-M.
Bert Roach Signed
Bert Roach has been added to the
cast of "A Man's Man," William
Haines current starring vehicle which
James Cruze is directing. Josephine

appears in the feminine lead,
supporting cast including Sam
Hardy, Arthur Hoyt, Mae Busch and

others.

Ken Maynard's Next

mis.

GEORGIA
Changes
by

Jr.,

in

— Mildred,
J.

sold

to

McCarty;

M.

sold to

"The Lawless Legion,"

Ownership

Knox Gholstron by

—

Pocatello

M. W. Smith,
Comer Royal,
J. M. Mitchell;

—

—

—

—^Audit.

— Grand,

Boise

IDAHO

sold

to

A.

in

Ownership
Neilson

;

Closings

Malta

T. Home houses;
— Weippe
— Family.

ples;

J.

up
of

his duties as De Mille's director
publicity.
Kiesling for the past

year has been with Samuel Goldwyn.
Hank .Arnold, formerly with Goldwyn and more recently with M-G-M,
succeeds Kiesling in the Goldwyn
post.

"Shop Worn Angel" in Production
"The Shop Worn Angel" has been
put into production at the Paramount
studios with Gary Cooper, Nancy
Carroll and Paul Lukas members of
the cast chosen so far.
Wallace is directing.

F.

Richards

Phillip Holmes in Hollywood
Phillip R. Holmes son of Taylor
Holmes, stage player, has arrived iv
Hollywood to commence work un-

der his recently-signed contract with

Paramount.

Wood

Recovering After Operation
is recovering from an

Sam Wood

appendicitis operation.

Next Dane-Arthur Set
at Sea" is title of the new
Karl Dane-George K. Arthur co-star-

"All

ing vehicle for

Belle

M-G-M.

Bennett Title

Selected

"The Power

of Silence" is
Belle Bennett's

new

till,

starrin.e
selected for
picture for TifTany-Stahl. In the cast
are: John Westwood, Marion Douglas, John St. Polis, .\nders Randolph,
Raymond
and
Pearson
Virginia

Keene.

Leonard to Direct Norma Shearer
Robert Z. Leonard will direct Norma Shearer in "The Little Angel."

Sam Wood, originally
an original.
assigned to this story, was obliged
to relinquish the post due to his operation.
Johnny Mack Brown has
the masculine lead.

hicle

New

upon the latter's return from
York where he is vacationing.

Albert Rogell

is

Potlatch

Rialto,

— Peo-

slated to direct.

Stanley Leaves for East
Stanley has left for New
York with a print of "The Flight of
the Southern Cross," based on the

Fred

New Fox Player
Betty Collins has been placed under contract to Fox studios and will
be a featured player with that organization.

Kohler
Fred Kohler
Pathe for .Man
Tay Garnett is

Hale Cast
has been signed by
Hale's "The Spieler."

in

directing.

original

trans-Pacific flight.

Openings

sold to Mike
C. Gordon.

aji

Bennett Cohen, will serve
as Ken Maynard's ne.xt starring vestory by

Conyers America, sold to R. O. Wilder
Glenville ^Princess,
Buster
Miller;
by
sold to Liberty Amuse Co. by Nelson &
Lipsitz
Lyons Lyonian, sold to E. L.
•Thomas by C. E. Spence.
;

Barrett Kiesling renews a sevenyear association with Cecil B. De
Mille next week when he again takes

and

the

;

Kiesling Rejoining De
Mille as Press Agent

Dunn

Fields.

Closings

B lakeley—iPalace

Center, sold to American LegDenver Fun, sold
G. Markland
M. Garrett by Carl D. Thomas;

J.

— Lincoln,

Branon by A. A.

I.

Changes

Changes

Clark

— The

Sanford

Arnold;

Ivan
Jos

Openings
;

L.

Lakeland^

Rush

Miss

to

;

Closings

COLORADO
oa

Jr.

Mayo, sold
to T. I. Funderburk by P. M. Fontaine;
Mulberry— The Star, sold to Grady ValdFeaster & Reynolds; Palatka—
well by
Lincoln, sold to Judge Causey Green by

Barnesville

Closings

sold

Price,

Hammer; Mayo

S.

Wheatland The
Hansonby by M.

Lake Highlands ^Lakeview
El Ceno The El Centro
FuUerton Rialto
arden Grove The Garden Grove
Hanird
Golden State
Live Oak The Live
lak
Los Angeles California and Dayin
Point Richmond
Riverside
Point
orning;
San Francisco- ^California and

—
—

—

in Ownership
Grand, sold to Sam

Grove
by C. C.

Princess,

O.

Beilby.
»r

;

FLORIDA

Sac-

Lyric.

ter." "Annapolis" is completed
ready to be shipped East.

;

;

;

— The

dena

— Princess
—^Empress; Chester
Hartford — Rialto;
Rockyville
Higganum — Town Hall
Granger's
Hall
Terrington —^Alhambra
Waterbury— Belmont.
—-Capitol

Danbury

Re-Openings

ibria

Closings

Bridgeport

"Marked
Money," and "Ned McCob's DaughFolks," "Sal of Singapore,"

three

Blanca.

CONNECTICUT

;

;

Closings

— The

-Hacco.

loo

ON SEVERAL PICTURES

Horton has contracted

;

:

BLOCK AND BERN BUSY

which secured Vitaphone through
Production is progressing at a
this arrangement and the other three rapid pace at the Pathe Studios in
are at Tyler, Harlingen and Ranger, Culver
City.
Associate
Producer
this state.
Ralph Block has placed "The Spieler''
Representatives
of
Temple in production with a cast numbering
the
Chamber of Commerce, realizing the Renee Adoree, Jacqueline Logan and
value sound pictures as entertainment, Alan Hale with Tay Garnett directwhich attracts crowds to town, went ing. Director William J. Cowen has
to Dent officials and asked that Vita- completed "Ned McCobb's Daughphone be installed in the Arcadia. ter," in which Irene Rich is featured
Explanation was made that the house in a cast listing Theodore Roberts.
could not afford to buy the equip- Robert Armstrong, George Barraud,
ment. The businessmen then devised Dan Wolheim, Carol Lombard and
a plan to raise the necessary money Jack Perry.
through the sale of books of tickets,
Associate Producer Paul Bern will
each book selling for $2.50 and have two productions this week,
entitling the holder to attend Vita- "Geraldine," which Paul Stein will
phone shows in the Arcadia when the direct with Jeanette LofT and Eddie
installation was effected.
Total of Quillan in the leads,
and "The
$11,250 was raised in this way, with Shady Lady" starring Phyllis Haver.
the local newspapers giving the cam- "The Office Scandal," scheduled to
paign a big front-page play.
precede "The Shady Lady," will now
All four towns have populations follow it due to a change in plans.
Films now being edited are "Show
of not more than 15,000.

;

Gillette

Pathe Speeds Production

HARRY DELF
Director

and Author

Current Releases
"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"

"The Ladies' Man"
Fox-Movietone
(The
First
Comedies Made on the Coast)

FREE-LANCING
Available for Eastern Offers
6734 Wedgewood Place
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Film Fables

MARKS

By JACK A LI CO ATE

ONCE
was

upon a time there
good old goose that
laid a golden movie egg
from which came strange sounds.
The sounds were immature,
jerky, squeaky but nevertheless
sounds, and an eager populace
Rival producers
ate them up.
became jealous and immediately

silly

most

talk and stale noises
of the willing geese

and
got

When

the eggs
came, they look like gold but when
the public ate them they were as
heavy as the doughnuts of a one day
Moral: You can't continually
bride.
sell cold storage eggs at fresh egg
prices and get away with it.

noisy

indigestion.

It

Can Be Done

BROS. HELD CONTINUING

CHEIT

m MS

IHE

m m ]mmm

The fifteenth semi-annual Film
Daily Golf Tournament held yesterday at Sound View Golf Club at
Great Neck, L. I., was attended by
a great crowd
enthusiasts.

of

golfers

and golf

the world.
With swimming pool,
golf courses, polo fields, and yacht
landing.
Everyone would shout hip,
hip hooray, drink another highball,
go home and sleep it oS and forget
all about it.
About 16 months ago.
with little noise, a willing band of
workers got together and from a
modest spark has arisen a splendid
club and tribute to this industry that

formally open its doors tonight
Moral: Work
250 members.
and not talk does things, even in the
business.

Way

back

in

when

cutive,

a

director

and

a

beer

All

three were regular fellows and beAs
loved by their fellow workers.
time went on the executive got

and immediately became important, the director happened to
ring the bell and forgot his co-workers and the star became famous over
night and began to talk about his
public.
All three changed their common garb for silken raiment. This
enraged the good little fairy that
takes care of such things and he rose
up and smote each of the three respectively on the bean with such force
that
they became hiuman beings
again.
Moral: He who takes himself too seriously, is in danger of
having his high hat knocked ofT.
lucky

of

had confirmed continuance of
negotiation and said that, according

ATM. P. CLUB

it

to report, Stanley was offered to e.xiContinued on Pai/e 2)

TALKER TALENT GALAXY

—

Chicago Marks Bros., it is understood, have not abandoned plans for
a big de luxe loop house, despite the
new Balaban & Katz house, the Paradise, soon to be opened.
This is a
de luxe theater seating around 4,000,
which was started by Cooney Bros.,
who ran into difficulties financing the
house.

there will be a
(Continued on Page 2)

this

feature

No

Strike Anticipated in

lot

of

With

for

40

SOUND INSTALLATIONS

—

London Sound films are increasing in importance in London, with
a rush being made to wire houses.
The Piccadilly, recently leased by
Warners, the new Regal, Marble
Arch are installing Western Electric
The Bernstein circuit is
e(iuipment.

It

Resignation of -Sam Spring as vice
president and treasurer of First National was announced by President
Irving D. Rossheim following yesterday's meeting of directors.
Warren C. Boothby, comptroller, was
named to the post of treasurer,
Spring is returning to practice of
law it was announced.
Directors
passed a resolution of thanks to
Spring for his work in behalf of the

company.

Warners

will charge $11 for all
at the world premiere of Al
Jolson in "The Singing Fool" at the

seats

Winter Garden,

New

York, Sept.

19.

Has Three Reproducers
new

Schenck Says

1 9,

made

the East.
Estimating that more than 1,000
theaters will be wired by Jan. 1,
Schenck said "Our studio at the

Coast
in

ber

be

in

full

operation with-

out we will be similarly sitthe East with opening of
M-G-M sound studios which

is

in

were formerly run by Cosmopolitan."

disc sj'nchronization de\nce.
(Continued on Page 2)

The

Warner-Stanley
Deal Closed?

in

a few weeks and before Septem-

uated
the

will

—

Neb. Good-.Ml Electric
Manufacturing Co. has placed on the
market the Good-.'Ml Orchestrola,
Ogallala,

-

40 M-G-M pictures will
Nicholas
M.
sound,
stated
Schenck yesterday, in announcing
the firm's revised production plans.
Nineteen features will have partial or
said
talking
sequences,
complete
Schenck. with 20 more to have synchronized scores and sound effects.
Thirty films of a vaudeville nature

Resigns with
F. N. Treas.

New

$11 Admission to Be
Jolson Opening Price Synchronization Device

will be

About

it to comwas figured that Marks
Bros, would not go ahead on a loop
house, until determining what effect
the Paradise would have on the
Marbro, which is just around the

pletion.

Boothby

M G'M Pictures,

Dialogue in
have

house,
Paradise and are rushing

Sam Spring

(Continued on Page 2)

negotiations
declared progressing, early settlement
of differences between exhibitors and
A year
operators is forecast here.
ago, operators went on strike when
their wage demands were refused,
but no difficulty is expected this year.

Sound

offset

(Continued on Page 2)

LONDON HOUSES RUSH
galaxy of talker talent will be
presented tonight when the M. P.
Club of New York formally opens
its clubhouse in the Bond Bldg., 1560
Broadway, with a dedication dinner.
Formal addresses will be given by
Mayor James J. Walker, Will H.
Hays and Al Lichtman. Preceding

—

& Katz, evidently hoping
plans for the Marks' loop
took over the unfinished

Balaban
to

OPENING

A

Minneapolis

was five cents a glass and women
wore underskirts there was an exestar.

denials

Minneapolis This Year

Raiment
the days

rc'peated

the

deal, reports persisted yesterday
continued
financial
circles
in
of
progress in the reported Warner
move for acquisition of Stanley. One
version was that the time limit for

DAILY

its

Silken

Despite

any

golf acceptance of a proposition offered
usual FILM
prevailed as to weather and by Warners was to expire yesterday,
about 150 turned out for the tourna- but whether the reported ofTer was
Among those present were accepted could not be ascertained.
ment.
{Continued on Page 4)
"The New York Herald-Tribune"

The

will

picture

REPORTED OFFERED

IS

luck

in

to

Project
Is
Still
Alive
Despite New B. & K.
Opposition

EXCHANGE OF STOCK

said

Not once upon a time but once
upon many times a cocktail flushed
enthusiast would arise at a film banquet and suggest a Motion Picture
Club for the clan. The greatest club

Price 5 Cents

1928

PLAN FOR CHICAGO LOOP HOUSE

a

gathered together all the geese
They fed 'em
in the world.

12,

Although no

officials of either

company could be reached

for

statement, reports on the
street held that the WarnerStanley deal was closed early
yesterday afternoon.
a

.

—

,

DAILV
ACADEMY SEES

Wednesday, September

See Marks Continuing
Loop Theater Plans

BIG EIELD

(Continued from Page

OF TALKER DEVELOPMENT
Til.
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12.

IVcst

Pulilished daily except Saturday

and holidays

New

York, N. V., and
Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk. Inc.
J.
Pulilisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
po^t oince at New York, N. \'., under the act
Terms (Postage free)
1879.
of March 3,
United States outside of Greater New York.
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
year;
6
one
$10.00
Subscribers should
Foreign. $15.00.
$3.00.
1650 Broadway,
copyright (1928) by

at

remit

with

Address

order.

THE FILM

communica-

all

BroadPhone Circle 4736way. New York. N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737 4738 4739.
Hollywood. California Ralph
New York.
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Film Kcnter, 58, Great Marlborough St., \^.
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse,
Berlin
I.
tions

to

Los

PUBIISHEI

lONN W. ALICOATE

1650

IJAII.Y,

—

—

—

225.

Coast

Bureau,

Angele.s

THE FILM DAILY

—Talkers

*(s)

Low

Am

Close
33
9614
96i4
74 J4

Seat

..9654
(c-b) do 6s 36
•
Bal. & Katz
(c) Con. Fm. Ind U7A
do ,,fd.
(s)
29^4
Kodak .181
(s) East,
•(s)
do pfd.
.

.

ie"

,

*(c) Film
*(s) First
(s)
(c)

Insp
Nat. pfd

16%

5,300

28"^ 12,000
1,800
18054 ISO'A
128

.

3 'A

.

Fox Fm. "A". 117^ 1145^
Fox Thea. "A" 32fi 3154

104
11554 69,200
31-% 36,500

•(c) Intern. Proj
*(b) Keiths 6s 46

9

91
64

.

.

H

pfd.
.
25 54
(s) M-G-M
(s) M. P. Cap....
Cir.
.. 26J4
(s) Orph.
do pfd. )..
(s)
(s) Para. FI.
...144^
(b)
do 6s 47 ..100J4

25
854
24 !4
85

8%

143^
100

100%

•(b) 'Par.By.SVisSl

*

b'/is

28

6%

"6H

.

9 800

28

29

54

3,900

77%

7/%

21

35
9

44
54

4

59

7
3

96,400

'3%

"466

14

.

teach

88"
31%
"

.
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St

K.itz
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The greatest undeveloped power in
the world today is the voice, of Hollywood, according to Helen Miller
Senn of the University of Oregon.
She declared a new technique of
voice for talking pictures must be
\"ocal
training
never
perfected.
should be taught independently of
pantomimic training, she said.

chain.

have sound in all of its houses,
although the system has not been determined upon, and the Palladium,
Marble Arch, Shaftesbury Pavillion,
the .Astoria and Capitol have been
w'red by British Acoustic Films.

Exchange of Stock
is Reported Offered
(Continued on Page 2)
its stock at $55 a share for
issue of $4 preferred of WarRise of the stock of both,
ners.
Stanley rising 6^. lent strength to
belief the reported deal was near

new

At M.P. Club Opening
(Continued from Page

2,600
365^
....
9854
129
28,100
134 54 3j,20u
198

—

New

York, has purchased the State from
D. Bly.

Vitaphone-Westem
Electric
cas^
trial to be resumed
Premiere of "The Singing Fool" a
Winter Garden, New York.

Sept. 22 Met, Stanley house, opens in Phila
delphia.

Dinner for

Sept. 24

is

listr-

in

Cbica^o;

_

START COOLING

B'WAY

Oct.

1

opens at

M-G-M's London

Piccadilly,

M.P.T.O.

Oct. 9-10

16-17

Em-

Michigan

of

convention

Detroit.

at

Oct.

Theater, the

opens.

pire,

Annual

M-P.T.O.A

convention

Toronto.

at

Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
i
Nov. 25 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
1
Nov. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis open*|

Cleveland House Changes Hands
Cleveland Wachte, Faut and Nawacki have purchased the Polonia

—

I

Wejrock.

J.

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
& Howell— Akeley Cameras
Cameras—
Cameras
— Portable Lights —
Bell

Graflex

sizes

FOR RENT
BROWNING-llOW. 4MhSt.

New York

The

STANDARD
Holds 16 Feet Film

bells.

to

Schaefer in N. Y.
(jus J. Schaefer, Berlin general sales
manager of Paramount in Central
Europe, has arrived in New York for

Paramount home

TELEPHONE BRYANT

-

Ca>«— 6 Masazines

2 in. F. 3.5

Lens

$29.SO

ll/ILL9a^HByV
•^110

West 32«*St,Newyt)rK.Hy.**

J.

a visit at the

Model Double

Latest

MOVIE CAMERA

maintain a
record service, supplying on rental
or purchase plan, records to synchronize with any picture.
plans

1258-9

SEPT AUTOMATIC

instrument has three separate reproducers, for bass notes, medium notes

The company

Penn.

Spring Motor

1)

and voice, and high violins and

City

SALE!

Has Three Reproducers
(Ccntinned from Page

all

Projectors.

IRVING

Synchronization Device

Phone
11

Pcnn«.

03M

office.

NEVER DISAPPOINr

I

Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

Singer"

3040

PROHLOWFIIH
aMfiiiyj
INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YOPk

Fhone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES.CEN.MCR.

I

1'

Al

York.

London.

be served at 7 o'clock.

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

1540

b]

Comn;

of

Waldorf

of fall meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers, Whiteface Inn, Lake Placid,
York.

Sti.l

FOOUNO

OMAHA USA

New

at

New

1)

Asked.)

and

Chamber

America

of

Opening

Sept. 27 "Jazz

when

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems
(Bid

industry given

film

Aeronautical

*WE

Stebbins,
i.3'^""

7

Sept. 19

the speakby Al Jolson.
Bugs Baer and Harry Hirschfield.
Will Rogers may drop in to represent Beverly Hills, of which he is
Harry Reichenbach will ofma}'or.
Dinner will
ficiate as toastmaster.

witty sharpshooting
ers are introduced

Gus

Shea Buys Ohio House
Conneaut. O. M. A. Shea.

at

Talker Talent Galaxy

London Houses Rush
Sound Installations
to

dinner

P.

York.

from

I.oiii*.

STOP

1

of

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
,^

Sept.

dedication

M. at clubhouse, 1560
Broadway, New York
A.M. P. A. holds annual election of
officers at Paramount Hotel, New

Sept- 24

Steiner-Blinderman is to head the combination.
Other houses of the two chains are
M. & S.not affected, it is stated.
Steiner-Blinderman circuit will be
the name of the new company. This
sets at rest report that Loew's might
acquire an interest in the M. & S.
treasurer

berg,

Last Prices Quoted

(h) lioiid Market.
U'l I mil Miiikri.
t»» Mivck I'^xchantfe.
(•il Okcr
the Counter

13

consummation.

84

123
129

Sept.

Club

P.
7

to Pool 27 Theaters

their

1)

S.-S.-B. Circuits

Pooling of Z7 East Side and Harlem houses of the Mayer & Schneider
and Steiner Blinderman circuits, to
eliminate overseating in the districts
involved, is declared being contemplated by the two firms.
S. Kron-

.Alex B. Francis urged
Irish Rose."
that talkers do not become too academic.
He asserted that talkers will
teach parents how to talk properly,

a

M.

merce

&

M.

Monte Blue declared at the meeting that 95 per cent of the writers
who attack talkers do not know anything about the subject.
Jean Hersholt related his experiences learning
Hebrew for the dialogue of "Abie's

change

40

.

•(cb) do

IS

10154

(s) Pathe
7
(s)
do "A" ... 30'A
do 7s 37
78
(b)
(o) Roxy "A" ... 33
do units ... 37
(o)
8
do com. ...
(o)
(o) Skouras Bros., 41
(s) Stanley
Co.
59 ^i
6
(o) Technicolor .
(c) Trans-Lux
3J4
(o) United Art.
12
do pfd.
78
(o)
(o) Univ. Ch. com
2
78
(o)
do pfd.
(c) Univ. Pict.
36%
...
•(s)
do pfd.
(s) Warner
Bros. .132^4
do
.139 !4
(s)
"A"
.

1,200

8 'A

500
2654 24,500
300
87%
6,300
143J4

87%

.

2SH

Marks' supply of films and vaude-

Today

ville.

that of the stage.

(Continued from Page

64
15,200
65
Loew's Inc.
400
104 J4 104 !4 10454
do pfd
300
... 87%
85
87%
do pfd.
16
(b)
do 6s 41ww..ll3H 112/2 113H
3
do 6s4Ix-war.l00H 100J4 100 54
(b)
,_,
(s)
(s)
(s)

new

toria,

they in turn will
children proper speech.

High

1'.:°

expressed, and most speakers enthusiastic over the new development.
Talking pictures ultimately will be
an amazingly-fine art, William de
Mille declared.
The talking picture,
he said, will be dominated more by
the technique of the screen than by

and

Financial

were

chief topic before the meeting of the
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
with various viewpoints on talkers

The Industry's
Date Book

1)

Howhouse.
ever, it is reported, that the Marks
do not consider the heart of the West
Side overseated, feeling that another
big house will be justified by the
draw, and so are going ahead with
Marks Bros,
plans, it is reported.
and B. & K. now are engaged in a
bitter competitive fight, a climax of
u'hich was filing of a Federal suit
against B. & K. and other defendant'i,
charging a conspiracy to shut off
corner from the

12, 1928

r|

WE'RE
THRILLED
CECIL B.
DE MILLE!
We^ve

just

heard the

great plans for your
hig

M-Q-M
CECIL

productions
DeMille

B.

MONEY showman
NOW with U'GM
WILL make the most
SENSATIONAL attractions
OF film history
a promise)
(it's

FOR

the

showmen

of

N- MAYER

METRO-GO
DOING

THINGS!
W-}'
fcA--

:c^^<r

3 EXTENDED

RUNS
M-G-M
stars.

IN

stars are

One

A ROW!
extended run

right after another

had

be held
over for two weeks at the
Capitol, N. Y., and elsewhere:
these big hits

to

JOHN GILBERT
FOUR WALLS

GRETA GARBO
THE MYSTERIOUS LADY
MARION DAVIES
THE CARDBOARD LOVER

NAMES FOR M-G-M

BIG

MOVIETONE SHORTS!
Every day headline celebs added to
big

list

of star talent for

Movietone Short Subjects.
a few more just signed:

M-G-M
Here are

VAN & SCHENCK
FRANCES WILLIAMS
EVA LA GALLIENE

ODETTE MYRTLE
CHARLES KING, etc.
Sound Studios East and West. "Our
Dancing Daughters," "Excess Baggage," "While The City Sleeps" ready
to SEE and HEAR!

JIMMY VALENTINE"
PREVIEW SENSATIONAL!

''ALIAS

Daily Review's Hollywood correspondent caught a preview of M-G-M's
newest marvel, William Haines in "Alias
Jimmy Valentine" Listen to him:

The

«Put

this

click in

sure

down on the

any

fire

list.

locality. It is

It will

one of the

hits for

the coming season. And if you
have installation,
they will have a

Have You Seen

of the

M.oment

'talkie' version for

WRITE:

MG-M,

you."

M-G-M—THE BOYS THAT NEVER STOP

ODDS AND
ENDS
The Magazine
1540B'WAY,N.Y.

DELIVERING!

—

!
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Great Day Marks the

Jhe Winners:

Tournament

Fall Golf

(Continued from Page

Low

1)

Thomas Meighan, Tom Moore,
Gene Sarazen,

Shaw with
The speeches
their

R. A.

comedy

antics.

were short and
by Al Lichtman who in-

snappy, led
troduced the various speakers with
his usual fund of humor. The guests
were entertained with a succession of
brilliant remarks from such speakers
as Al Grey, Rex Beach, Thomas
Meighan, R. A. Rowland, and others.

—

This foursome represented the Lambs

links.

for a time under the Netoco banner
as manager of that organization's
Rivoli, Roxbury, Mass., has resigned
his position as manager of the Goldstein Brothers' theaters at Pittsfield
affiliate
Keith-Albee-Orwith
to

pheum

New

in

wrOxokeSkou'

Low

Net

Runner-up
Prize)

— A.

Low

Exhibitor

(M.

Gross

P.
Trophy)— Chris Diebel.

Low

—Henry

(Jules

Dicken-

Score

—Jerry
(Jules

News

Gross Runner-up (Al Ruben Trophy) Tom Moore.

—

Second Runner-up (Du Pont
Cup) Artie Stebbins.
Low Net Morning Round (National Theater Supply Trophy)

—

Orr.

Runner-up (Massce Cup)

C. Siegel.

Runner-up (Screen Secrets Cup)
H. Schwartz.
Putting Trophy (Carl Laemmle
Cup)— Fred McConnell.
Runner-up (Gotham Prod. Cup)
H. Rust.
Driving Trophy (Jack Cosman
Cup) L. Slingerman.
Runner-up (Pathe Trophy) E.

—

son.

—Wm.

Beatty.

Mastbaum Memorial Trophy)

Brulatour

Low

—

Runner-up (Hedwig Cup)

—John

Hamilton.

—

—

Aaron.

Birdie— (FBO Cup)— Ed. Curtis.
Runner-up (Eastman Prize)
Chas. Casey.

Wm. Johnston, Arthur Dickerson Hardman,
Goodfield, Wm. Massce, Chas. Casey, Stuart Brandon,

McConnell, Paul Burger, Fred Mitchell, H. Rust, C. Mackinnon, Chris Diebel,
H. Schilt, H. Siegel, Hy Gainsboro, Richard Brady, L. Wingart Madan, Sam

and William

Brandt

Brandt,

C. Swartz,

Sedran.

cards.

Miss Darling in N. Y.
Managerial Change at Louisville
Miss Velva G. Darling, writer, is
Louisville
Al Irwin last Tuesd
C.
held at SOUND
in New York from the Coast.
Her turned the managership of the Ma
Stanley Hand, of Electrical Research jumped
story, "Hey, Hey Henriette," is on Anderson Theater over to J. V. Be
the first train to Great Neck to find out if
there were any patents violations.
the Fox schedule as a James Tingling well, former manager of the Nation
production, with Sally Phipps and Irwin said he would probably
represented
Curtis
Richard Brady and Ed
transferred to a western house.
Eastman Kodak. Curtis made the trip from Nick Stuart heading the cast.

—

they heard the tournament was being

W. Bunn and

View,

'

Rochester

Monday

night.

Eugene Zukor and Dave Chatkin swapped
while

those-kind-of-stories

the

socking

pill

holes.

different
sell

K/>At.Y

VAT

Sup-

Theater

ex-

one syn-

Quinn Martin, critic of "The World," and
Fred Mordaunt Hall, "Times" film editor,
were seen at lunch, listening attentively to a
lecture being delivered by Jim Beecroft.

THE WINNER

'<f

y

Reisman.

Phil

Pathe

sales

chief,

f t « t f

forgot

about sales drives in favor of golf drives.

•

•

•

•

•

Fred McConnell, of Universal, entered the

Laemmle
to keep the Carl
He did, winning the
the family.
putting contest, after a hard fought battle in
Herwhich Paul Gulick was a participant.
man Rust, runner-up in this feature, lost
Rust copped the Gotham
by a hair's-breadth.
event

primarily

Trophy

BROAD ST AND GIPARD
400

AVE.

LARGE ROOMS

Hotel in Philadelphia
vnth a subway entrance from
main lobby
only

MOST MODERATE RATES
room,

Single

For two
Single room, private bath

For two
Wire

at

OUR

KRAZY
KAT

Trophy.

A merry old party of seven-twenty-niners
were hitting on all fours while on Northern
Blvd., en route to Sound View, when the
and how
rear end of their car dropped out
it dropped.
Page Bill Raynor.

—

$2.00
$3.50
$3.00

Ben
tions,

Shlyen,

Kansas

head
City,

of

was

Associated

on

hand

Publicafor the

banquet and funfest at night.

$5-$6
expense for

Resorvatioiis

Jno. C. Gossler
Mgr.

in

running

water

Dir.

IL

—

who

Harry

operate theaters in Brooklyn as a pastime
led the exhibitor contingent, from the MetThe Brandts always act as
ropolitan area.
arbiters on the links, in all arguments against
producers and distributors over phoney score

Joe Hornstein, of National
ply Co., played in eighteen
hibitor foursomes, but did not
chronization device.

Vklladelpkia^

—

Taylor.

Gross Morning Round (Co
lumbia Cup) Rex Beach.

Marty Schwartz, Bob
Dave Mountan, Rudy
Wolf
Cameron, Rex Beach, Jerry Beatty, Arthur Kleesrath, Al Grey, Jean Hombostel,
Wm. K. Hedwig, Sumner Taylor, Arthur Stebbins, C, W, Bunn, Wnn, Orr, Fred

around 27

York.

—

Low

against the N.Y.M.P
in the contest
Club, to secure possession of the E. F. Albee
Challenge trophy.

Club

When

MacNaughton with K-A-O
W. C. MacNaughton who sailed

Net (Leg on Film Daily
Stebbins, Leterman &
Gates Trophy) Al Ruben.
Low Net Runner-up (J. P. Muller Agency Trophy)
Sumner

Cup and

Chris

Rowland,
At six yesterday morning. Tournament
Committee members were awalcened by heavy
Rex Beach, and Sessue Hayakawa.
Supported,
on the clubhouse door.
One of the highlights of the day knocking
morally at least, by Artie Stebbins. Bruce
was the match between the Lamb's Gallup, Jack Alicoate and Ed Churchill,
Club and the M. P. Club of N. \. Harry Reichenbach, in heavy flannels and
cap, stole down the stairs, candle in
This special competition was for the night
hand, to stop the disturbance, only to find
was
and
Cup
Challenge
E. F. Albee
out that Jerry Beatty and Jesse Gourlay, of
won by the Motion Picture Club, First National, had slept on the clubhouse
doorsteps
all night to make sure they were
Stebrepresented by Arthur W.
They could not underthe first entries.
Chris
Moore,
Tom
Capt.
bins,
stand why film golf committee members slept
Diebel and William Rabell in the later than six.
morning round and Ed Curtis in the
Loew, Howard Dietz, Carl Sonin
The Lambs were andArthur
afternoon round.
Mort Spring played bridge in a secluded
represented by Oscar Shaw, Capt. spot near the furnace room.
Charles Wininger, John Price Jones
Rex Beach was on hand. He wrote two
and Leon Errol.
novels while waiting for his partners to putt.
The news reel of the day's event
Oscar Shaw, Charlie Wininger, Leon Errol
was an outstanding feature, and the and John Price Jones, offered competition
of
aplenty to those film golfers who have heretoLamb's Club scored a succession
laughs with Leon Errol and Oscar fore been considered beau brumraels of the
Diebel,

12, ISl

Herbert Brenon Returning
Herbert Brenon, who was called
to New York on account of his
mother's illness, left for California
yesterday complete "The Rescue,"
starring Ronald Colman, which he
has been directing for Samuel Goldwyn. Brenon is expected to return
to New York in about four weeks to
confer with Fannie Hurst on his
forthcoming picturization of "Lummox," an independent production for
through
released
to
be
Brenon,
United Artists.

ANIMATED BY
BEN HARRISON

RUNS AWAY

AND
MANNY GOULD

WITH ALL
HONORS
PRODUCED AND PRESENTED BY

CHARLES
9^aramount

B.

MINTZ

MINTZ Cartoon.

<,Varner

Buys Stanley and

Now

is

K-A-O

Seeking

ULTHE MEWS
ALLTHE TIME
)L.

XLV
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No. 63

Realism
are several producrHERE
tions playing the big stem,
successful ones
losing a certain

because

tronage

too,

too

are

certain sequences. Mak^ a picture honest and true to
Bringing in
e is one thing.
rilly shots that nauseate the senalistic in

is

ilsive

s

entirely

sights

forced to
screen?

A

in

sit

real

Why

life.

through them on

Movietone Scoop

Quite the biggest event of the
rrent newsreel .season is the pices of the Paris Peace Conference,
cen by Movietone, and now being

own on Broadway.

Here

Yankee

spirit

of Bill

in

New Warner Move
With purchase

of the Stanley circuit
completed, Warners now are
seeking to obtain control of Keith-

M. P. CLUB HAILED AT

FORMAL DEDICATION

Make Whoopee

negotiations
.\lbee-Orpheum, with
A working aralready under way.
rangement with the Shubert interests

Hailed as a great forward step
affairs

of

the

industry,

M.

the

in

P.

New

York, 1560 Broadway,
was formally instituted last night by
Will H. Hays and Mayor James J.
Walker. The club, proposed at the
Film Golf Tournament last
Fall
year, begins operation with a mem-

Club of

Harry Reichenbach acted as
of the occasion and

master

{Continued

on

Page

toastintro-

PARAMOUKT BUILDRJC 4

IVest

Bureau,

Coast

—

EM

THE FILM DAILY

sought.

declared

is

The

houses are owned 50 per cent or
more, while 51 of them are owned by

Deal Finally Announced
After Repeated Denials
of Negotiations
Warners yesterday completed purchase of a controlling interest in the
.Stanley Co. of .'Vmerica.
This confirmed the oft-denied story,
first

THE

printed in
FILM DAILY, that
acquisition of the company was being
sought.
The deal elevates Warners to a
commanding position among theater
operating firms, for the Stanley chain
numbers around 270 with houses in
practically all principal cities in At{Cantinued on Page 7)

{Continued on Page 7)

E.N. STATUS NOT TO BE

Louis First Runs

Boost Admission Prices

—

Louis The Ambassador and
Skouras
controlled
by
Missouri
Brothers on Sept. 15 will mcrease
their top from 65 cents to 75 cents.
The new scale will not affect matinees except on Sundays and holiSt.

6)

STAGES FOR SOUND

also

Keith-Albee-Orpheum chain consists
of 37Z theaters stretching from Coast
to Coast in the United States and
One hundred ten of the
Canada.

St.

bership of 250.

and the aggressive-

Fox.

Earners

Sought

an

is

hievement to which the entire moil
picture industry can point with
ide.
Chalk up another good deed
ss

Keith- Albee-Orpheum Purchase

We

another.
low of several instances where
en have refused to allow their
bmenfolk and children to attend
ptures which have stepped over
e line of propriety in this reMost of us turn from reect.
ive

Cents

OF STANLEY CIRCUIT CONTROL

which

amount of

they

.5

WARNER COMPLETES PURCHASE

By JACK ALICOATE

e

Price

1928

13,

days.

Reasons given for the advance in
prices are: Increased salaries to employes and the employment of additional men in all union crafts includCContinued on Page 6)

CHANGEDBYWARNERDEAL
Status of First National, as a company, will not be affected by WarThis is
ners' purchase of Stanley.
due to the pooling arrangement completed by franchise holders early in

June
pany

in an effort to keep the comintact, regardless of any theater

At
deal made by franchise holders.
Hollywood Paramount has brokfranchise
holders
placid
that
time,
the
en ground for four sound stages,
their First National stock in escrow.
which will be rushed to completion.
display
The pooling arrangement was deothers will set off another
Each will be 70 feet wide and 100 One First Run House
cided upon at the time when Wi
movie fireworks when they open feet long. Work on the new stages
Is Eliminated at K. C. Ham Fox was angling for control of
big Winter Garden with Al Jol- started yesterday following return
:
Kansas City Easing of the local the company.
n in "The Singing Fool" on the from the East of Frank A. Brandow,
situation through elimination of the
It was Jol?ht of September 19.
"Interference,''
manager.
studio
Orpheum, combination house, is foren and his success in "The Jazz
which is being synchronized, is to be
nger" that awakened an industry an all-talker, and will be released in cast. The theater, now dark, will not
There is
reopen, it is understood.
the glittering possibilities of sound,
November.
speculation over future of the Royal,
le coming opening will add an inNot satisfied with grabbing all of
2
newspaper headlines for the past
o weeks the incorrigible Warner

—

M.P.T.O.TOGETBIDTO

resting page to the history of
d pictures.

sound

Sapiro

Six Companies Set on
First Runs in Detroit

—

About a year ago we had lunch
th the earnest, polite and clearnking Aaron Sapiro. He told us
his plans for the independent exjitor and the methods by which
hoped to accomplish results.
:ed this young man's aggressivedoubted his
ss and sincerity.

Detroit Six companies are set in
Detroit on a first run outlet in the
Kunsky houses. They are: ParaNational,
M-G-M.
mount,
First
Pathe, Warners and Universal.

We Ludwig Lawrence

We

to succeed on his
tlined and told him so.

ility

program

He

is

as

now

parently up against a stone wall.
i is licked but will he stay licked?
[mehow we think the industry will
iar more of Aaron Sapiro.

New

M-G-M Foreign Manager
Berlin

—

Ludwig

L.

("Lordy")

Lawrence has been appointed foreign
manager for M-G-M, succeeding Al
Lawrence
Aronson, who resigned.
has just arrived in Europe from New
York.

which with the Newman, recently
was taken back from Loew's by PubBoth houses are dark, but the
lix.
Newman is reopening soon as a sound
house.

Win
Wages at

of

—

Increase
St. Louis

Louis Pay of stagehands employed at leading picture, dramatic,
vaudeville and burlesque houses of
St. Louis, Me., have been increased
from $70 to $75 a week under_ an
agreement signed by representatives
of the theater owners and union officials.

Under terms

of the

{Continued

on

new

Page

6)

contract

(By Cable)—The M.

P. T.
invited to join thj
International Ex'iibitors Federation,
formation of whi:h was voted at the
international congress recently held
{Continued on Page 6)

Berlin

O.

Stagehands
St.

JOIN INTl FEDERATION
A.

will

be

Launched in
August
Daring
East

52 Theaters

theaters, involving $6,of whic'i 40, involving $2,836,900 are exclr, ive picture houses,
were launched in 2>7 eastern states

Fifty-two

991,900,

during August.

..
..
.

DAILV
Prize to

hews
lULTUE TIME

MD^^ZTlltue

Members

»

MM W.
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SUCCESSfULBROADCAST
Of PLAY BY TEUVISION
Schenectady, N. Y.
broadcasting of a one

Successful
act play by
radio and television, so that voice
and action was received in synchronization is announced by the General
Electric Co.
Actors went through
their parts in a locked room, and
their figures and voices were translated into electrical impulses, carried
by land wire to a broadcasting station four miles away, then broadcast,
and picked up again at the laboratory
where the play was presented.

Daily" Cup.

Al Rockett
|

•

a

in

New York

Al Rockett, who has just signed
two-year contract as production

studio manager of
tional Pictures, arrived in

New York

confer with Irving J.
Rossheini, president of First National
He
Pictures and other executives.
expects to remain in the East for

yesterday

to

Springfield,

Houses
Irving T. Mc-

Mass.

—

Donald, manager of Fox's, has been

named managing

director of Fox interests here, and assistant general
supervisor of bookings in the eastern
division of the Fox-Poli circuit.

annual

holds

election

Paramount Hotel,

at

Ni

York.
Sept. 19 Premiere of "The Singing Fool"
Winter Garden, New York.
Sept. 22 Met. Stanley house, opens in Phi
delphia.

Dinner

Sept. 24

Chamber

Sept. 24

America

of

toria,

New

Opening

of

given

industry

film

for

Aeronautical

merce

I

Cq

of

Waldorf

at

i

York.
fall

meeting

of

the

!

ciety of M. P. Eng.neers, Whi
face Inn, Lake Placid, New Ya

Singer"

"Jazz

Sept. 27

opens

Piccadil

at

London.

M-G-M's London

1

8-10

Oct.

Theater,

E

the

opens.

pire.

Springfield

about two weeks.

Financial

— A.M.P.A.
officers

Oct.

McDonald Heads

Na-

First

and

Today

—

192

13,

The Industry's
Date Book

of the

with a set of silver goblets, offered by Julius Cohen.
A. L. Grey, of Paramount,
and not Al Ruben, as originally announced, was the winner
of the low net, receiving the
Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
trophy and a leg on "The Film

it

THE

ambf

Lambs' Club
team, defeated Tuesday by the
M. P. Club of New York foursome in the Albee trophy conFall Film Golf
test at the
Tournament, were presented

WKSIUY"
fiLXLIIIt.

I

Thursday, September

M.P.T.O.

of Michigan convent^
Kalamazoo.
16-17 Annual
MP.T.O.A convent!
at Toronto.
20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages conv^
tion at Columbus.
25 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens
25 New Fox house in St. Louis opei
at

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

"Motherhood" Sold in Middle West
Schenck Gives $25,C-00 for Smith
Hal Roach Studios Net
James Zanias of Regal Films, MilNicholas M. Schenck, president of
and
Miimeapolis,
waukee
has ac$321,439 for 12 Monti
Loew's, Inc.. and M-G-M, yesterday quired distribution
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIl
of "Motherhood"
contributed $25,000 to the Smith for Minnesota,
Los Angeles Earnings of $32^
the Dakotas, Wisconcampaign fund.
His sin and
presidential
Upper Michigan, Charles S. 439.77 after provision for Federal
brother, Joseph M. Schenck, United
Goetz, president of State Cinema, come taxes, are reported by H
Artists president, was a delegate to
New
York, a«nounced yesterday. Roach Studios for the fiscal yei
the Republican convention and is a
The picture will be roadshowed. ended July 28.
strong booster for Hoover.
Zanias now is handling "The Port

—
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Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(0)

Over

NOTE:

First

of

a

opened
season,

lee

of new theaters
during vaudeville's jubithe
Kenmore, Keith-

score

Albee-Orpheum house. Church Ave.,
near FJathush Ave., Brooklyn, is to
Mondav.

open

The

36
4.500
9S'A
125/2 16,266
1295i 35,200
198

Exchange.
Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is Iis(e4 in Chicaso;
Louis.

Bradley with Columbia

Appointment of George E. Bradley, former motion picture editor of
"The Morning Telegraph," as his
assistant in the publicity department,
director of advertising and publicity for
Columbia, prior to his departure from
New York for a vacation in Canada.

was announced by Alex Moss,

house

seats

2,500.

Mrs. Leni Leaves for Coast
Mrs. Paul Leni, wife of the Uni-

New York

director, left
terday for the Coast.
return to
York

New

pleasure

the

St.

K-A-O Brooklyn Opening Monday

band

Stock

Skouras,

dialogue.

..5..

Last Price* Quoted.

(b)
(c)
(•)

eighth $2
the opening of "Mother Knows Best" at the
Globe, Saturday afternoon.
It will
have Movietone synchronization and

2.600

.

.

Affiliated
Afifiliated

Broadway will see the
Fox special this year with

versal

.

Missing Girls."

of

Another Movietone Opening

to be
4,606

9

33/^232,300

6%

28^

.

1

1045^
27 y«
112?i

.

27^

4,900
7,000

181
128

« 64^

65H

.

200

17/8

28-4

.

i

Sales

Close
32
96

74J4

.

(s)

•(s)

32^8
96/2

Low

in

about

two

with her husfor

a

trip.

Signs for

Movietone Subject
is coming I'^ast to
appear in a Movietone subject with
Clark & McCullough. She will sing
songs she has composed and play the
Carniel Meyers

ukelele.

Hurt by Wind Machine
Lake City— De Vere Childs,
construction manager for Pioneer
Film Co., was struck by the propeller
of a wind machine during filming of
"The Exodus." An operation was
performed and he

will

recover,

featuring

Mary Nolan

Proctor House Reopening

New York,
Saturday with a combination
This commemorates F. F.

Proctor's Fifth Avenue,

Proctor's fortieth vaudeville year.

pi

(Imi

gene Wilson), which were maqi
Hollywood, where he is to take up abroad.
The pictures are: "Her Vierf
his residence to complete the six
nese Lover," with Nils Asther; "Oui
pictures remaining on the schedule
Daily Bread," with Paul Hartnian
of Chesterfield M. P. Corp. "South
Reinhardt's

of Panama"
ture, and is

duction Oct.

is to be the
next picscheduled to go in pro-

Barron at Brookljm House
Sam Barron now is operating the
St. George, Brooklyn, formerly operated by the Fifth Ave. Playhouse
Group. Previously, it was erroneously reported that Joe Fliesler had the
house. Fliesler is operating the 55th

St.

Cinema,

production,

"Danton".

Tod"; and "The Virgin" with Jean
Balzac and Tamara.

Centralia

d<

1.

New

Chicago House Closed
Chicago The Drake, owned anc
operated by the Ambassador Theaters Corp., has been closed indef

—

initely.

York.

Wants

Liberal Sabbath

—

Centralia, 111.
Petitions signed by
1300 voters have been filed with the
city clerk demanding that the city
council call a special election on the
proposition to legalize Sunday picture shows.
1I!H1E

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres

ac-

cording to physicians.

policy.

for

AMALGAMATED

Salt

re()])ens

York, has acquired a series of
tures

yes-

She expects to

months

Young Leaving for Coast
Lon Young is leaving soon

Gets Series

European Producers, Nc

Standard

UOWt

KOOSEVELT
STREEIT AT VANdf W
0(b™

TO THOSE WHO PLAN A TRIP
TO THE CAPITOL AT THIS
TIME WE OFFER MOST ATTRACTIVE SUMMER RATES: —
Room
Room

with bath for One
with bath for
*

Two

.

.

.

$2.50

.

.

.

$3. SO

*

*

Vaudeville Acts

THE ROOSEVELT WELCOMES YOU

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Pcnn. 3580

Frank B. Banks

*

President

*

*

& Manager

^/:
'«V>-

REET
grab
^ George Marion,

em

goal 'em and go!

ace of title
writers, contributed the headline
for this ad. It's just one of his hundred sizzling sayings that help make
"THE FLEET'S IN!" the riot that it
is.
^ Clara Bow's best picture, bar
none. Worth ten "It's" Clara's the
Jr.,

!

most popular female

star

on the

screen today. 35,000 fan letters a
month, the Hollywood record, proves
that
if you need any more proof

—

than your

'em

box-office.

^

First

run exhibitors

all

over

the country are booking "THE
FLEET'S IN!" for extended
runs. Anything else would be
a crime to their pocketbooks.
It's one of those heaven-sent
naturals that mop up a town.

^ Malcolm

St. Clair

produced

it. James Hall is Clara's seagoing sheik. ^ Just one more
reason the trade is saying that if
you haven't got PARAMOUNT
you're out in the cold this
season

m^ mAM^m%J^k.

"Wings', "The Patriot", "The Wedding March", Anne Nichols' "Abie's
Irish Rose", "Docks of New York", "Warming Up", "The First Kiss", "Forgotten Faces"—
not four or five big pictures and the rest a blank, but great product week after week makes

q "The

Fleet's In!",

PARAMOUNT-Motion

Picture Headquarters

Joseph

M. Sclienck

presents

BARKYMOm
Camilla Ho
Louis WoWie:

(f*

s^ Sam. Taylor Production

Supervised

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

America. Inc.

V JohnW Consid
Will H. Hays, President.

tds fall
n
Ifnmense
m

nvitli
isfEWYORK,

^1^

crry

A

wPlj^*^S\
\l^^

'Ht^X

and

Barrymore's latest"
Greatest
production
^7
/

^r

After 13 sensational weeks at the Embassy, at $2.00 top, "Ternpest" opened at the Rivoli, United Artists, to tremendous receipts
and for the first three days of second week set a new house record.

CHICAGO
"Tempest broke house records at the United Artists Theatre.
You will 'eat up' every moment of it and wish it might never end."
Evening American.
.

.

.

—

DETROIT
"Tempest opened at United Artists Theatre to biggest business
Lining them up daily." Manager.
in history of house.
"Outstanding. A picture to see." Qlohe. ... "A screen triumph.
"One of the best of the
See it by all means." Post-Dispatch.
Loew's
State
VERY BIG.
Business,
Star.
year."
.

—

P r% CTTl \T

Has what every showman

—

"Barrymore
American.
at his best."— Transcri/?t. ... "A Great Film."— Tra-veler.
lirf^n^d real
WiW»A "nvir»r»iriorpjjl acting,
n^fino- vivid
vivirl film.'
film." -Herald.
T-J^mlrt
Tiii<
Business
Gripping scenes,
at Loew's State— VERY BIG.

^^W^
\LI*

.

.

.

.

.

is

after."

.

.

.

.

"Great."

Journal.

— Constitution.

.

.

scenes beautiful."

.

.

.

.

"Skillfully directed

—

"Fine the
Qeorgian.

.

.

.

and masterly acted."

mob
.

.

•

scenes are massive, the love
Business at Howard GREAT.

—

;—% ^TJrought them in in droves at the United Artists Theatre."
"Draws large
"One Grand Movie." Examiner. .
Variety
picture
events
of
the year."
the
of
"One
audience." Times
'

.

.

•

.

.

—

^

Record.

stirring drama— rich in pathos and intenseness. Action is
"Barrymore conveys the utmost of meaning
swift."— Press.
Fost-Qazette. .
with every look, gesture and meaning."
characterization."
screen
"Barrymore rises to the pinnacle of
.

1^^

.

.

—

.

.

Sun-Telegraph.

"Picture holds audience spellbound as
action-filled

—BIG.

scenes."— Post-Dispatch.

moves swiftly through

it
.

.

.

Business at Metropoli-

tan

<A\so one of the

Great icj

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES
on merit
—
IQZS^IQXQ

each sold individually

fofyoupBest

12)
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Hines Maps Sound Plans

M.

p>
DAILY

(Continued from Page

TO BE USED, BURR SAYS
Xo

decision has been made,
for the sound system to be used by

Mack Sennett will begin production of talking features in
October, it is understood.

as yet,

Series of Shorts to

next comedy,
Utilize Extras Only
according to C. C. Burr, producer of
"Women Were His AVeakness" i,s
the
Hines pictures, althouRh the
Western Electric system may be to be the first of a series of 12 two
reel subjects to be produced by Opused, he states.
Burr denies that he intends to use portunity Pictures, with only extras
Richard
Bristolphone. stating that his repre- to be used in the cast.
sentative, Charles Hines, investigated Disraeli will direct.
and inspected all devices, which Burr
Alberta in "Queen of Burlesque"
had not inspected [)ersonally. Hines,
Alberta Vaughn has been cast in
he says, went to Waterbury to look
over the Bristolphone. but no deal one of the leading roles in "Queen of
Burlesque" being made by Tiffanywas made.
Other featured players inBurr has contracted with Christie Stahl.
Belle
Bennett and Joe E.
for use of the sound stages at Metro- clude
Miss Vaughn has just compolitan, as soon as they are ready, Brown.
with Nov. 15 the scheduled date of pleted a series of 12 two reel "Racing
These are equipped for Blood" stories for Darmour-FBO, in
opening.
recording by the Western Electric which she was starred.
system, and in all probability. Burr
MacLean Has Narrow Escape
will use this system, which is MovieDouglas MacLean was near death
tone and sound-on-disc recording.
Burr is scheduled to leave soon for from asphyxiation while filming "The
New York in an effort to arrange Carnation Kid" at the Christie Stuwith Electrical Research Products, dios, when monoxide fumes entered
Western Electric subsidiary, for a a closed car and rendered the actor
He was revived by
license, under which he would dis- unconscious.
two doctors and rushed to a nearby
tribute his own pictures.
hotel where he was said to be in a
dangerous condition for four hours.
Kent and Johnson Added

Johnny Hines

in

his

He was later removed to his home.
Arnold Kent and Noble Johnson
Work on his picture was delayed 24
"Four
have been added to the cast of
hours.
Feathers" on which Ernest Schoedsack and Merian Cooper are now
Cast Opposite Mix
working at the Paramount HollySally Blane appears opposite Tom
wood studios.
Mix in "Outlawed," his current pro-duction for FBO, which Eugene
Cast Opposite Lake
Forde is directing.
Eleanor "Goldy" Flynn has been
signed by Universal to play opposite
Lowe to Adapt "Broadway"
.Arthur Lake in his next one reel
Edward T. Lowe, Jr., will adapt
comedy of the "Horace of Holly- and write continuity of "Broadway,"
wood" series.
which Universal will produce.
Dr,
Paul Fejos is expected to direct the
4 Added to "U" Cast
production in which Glenn Tryon
Four additional actors have been probably will be cast.
added to the cast of "Erik, the
"Signed for "Nize Baby"
Great," the Universal picture co-starJune Gittelson has been assigned
ring Conrad Veidt and Mary Philbin.
They are Sam de Grasse, Anders a role in the filming of "Nize Baby,"
Randolph, George Irving and Char- from the original Milt Gross story.
Jackie Levine also appears in a
les Clary.
Paul Fejos is directing.
juvenile role.
Hobart Henley will
handle the megaphone.

HARRY DELF
Director

and Author

Current Releases
"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"

"The Ladies' Man"
(The
First
Fox-Movietone
Comedies Made on the Coast)

FREE-LANCING
Available for Eastern Offers
6734 Wedgewood Place

Hollywood,
Tel.

Cal.

GRanate 3716

Orman Talks on Europe
"Europe Declares War on American Films" was the subject selected
by Felix Orman in his weekly radio
talk last week.
The speaker traced
the history of the movement in European countries to combine an alliance against the dominance of the

world's

screens by American pictures, as he observed it for seven
years abroad.
This was the fifth of
the series of talks.

Beaudine to Direct
William Beaudine is to direct "The
Head of the Family" for Gotham.

1)

(Continued from Pape

the speakers.
The banquet
started by the singing of "The

Spangled
Stella Powers.

Sennett's Talkers

Banner"

of

is

much

as

the industry as he

eight each.

Mayor
home in

at

No agreement

has been reached as
regarding the employment of
stagehands
in
the
neighborhood
houses that present vaudeville, according to John Nick, secretary of
the stagehands union.
Negotiations
affecting the smaller houses are now
under way.
yet

the City Hall,

is in

and bv an earnest address by Will
H. Havs.

Louis First Runs

Boost Admission Prices
(Continued from Page

ing

projectionists,
stagehands as well

installing,

sound

1)

musicians
the

as

Movietone Scores Scoop
on Spanish King's Speech

and

cost

of

operating and maintaining
equipment.
Stage
two houses will be

For

the

first
time in history a
address American picture
audiences.
A Movietone recording
of a speech by King Alfonso XIII
of Spain has just been received in
New York by Fox and soon will be
seen and heard throughout the coun-

picture
at the

shovvs
continued.

1)

crews at the Ambassador,
Loew's State and .St. Louis

have been doubled, two shifts of carpenters,
electricians
and property
men to be employed in the future.
Under this arrangement the Ambassador will have 13 stagehands and
the St. Louis, Missouri and Loew's

a

to

Increase
St. Louis

(Continued from Page

the Stage
Missouri,

speech by

\yitty

Win
Wages at

Stagehands

Reichcnbach then introduced Attorney Nathan Burkan, who has been
identified for the last 25 years with
the industry and all of its phases.
Bugs Baer, humorist, and Sam Katz,
then were introduced.

The program was brought

1)

presidents of the English

French and German associations, H
V. Davis, Mons. Brezillon and Hen
Guttman, are expected to meet ir
Paris this fall on organization work

by

such an institution.
He also described the processes by which the
desire of the entire industry found
its expression in the club as at present constituted.

climax by a
Walker, who

The

here.

Miss
First President AI
Lichtman explained the purpose and
scope of the club and the need which
has been universally recognized for

St.

192'

Club Hailed At M.P.T.O. To Get Bid
Formal Dedication
to Join Federatior

Star

SYSTEM

13.

P.

duccd

was

.t.

Thursday, September

King

Loew's State, which has not advanced prices, has eliminated stage
shows since installing sound picture
equipment.

will

try.

0.^
N<5'

Russia Bars

Own

Film

Washington, Aug. 21.
High censor bureau of Soviet
Russia has prohibited the showing
^of "The Lame Gentleman," pro-(
duced by Meschrabpt>m-Rus3 from
Tolstoi's novel.
In making the report to the Dcpt.
of Commerce, George Canty states
the Russians pronounced the picture "socially dangerous." It is also
the Derussa-l'ilm.
that
expected
Vera Mirzfwa " kno\vn''in Germany
»s -.rhe Case of Attorney Gener;>l^
M, will m'-Ut the s;imo late
A.

•

"VERA MIRZEWA''
•

•

•

•

iJf^

•

•

•

•

''The Case of District Attorney
•

•

or

»

•

•

M/

11

•

Whatever the American

Qod and Censors

title

may

be

Willing--

will be distributed in the United States by

Affiliated

European Producers,

Representing the leading producers of the Continent

729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

inc.

i

THE
iThursday, September

13,

1928
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Chronology of Warner-Stanley Deal

01

Aug.

28.

First National
ment to

Built -to '¥it Instead of

Reports linking Warners with possible purchase of
branded as ridiculous by Harry M. Warner, in state-

THE FILM

DAILY.

Aug. 29. Jack Warner in Hollywood announces negotiations
for purchase of First National nearing consummation after weeks of
deliberations.
Aug. 31. First National studio officials deny any sale of company is planned; Irving D. Rossheim, president of Stanley and First
National, also makes denial.
Sept. 5.
exclusively reports Labor Day
conferences were held in
York on proposed purchase of Stanley chain by Warners; Warner stock in sensational rise.
Sept. 6. Report of Warner-Stanley deal keeps stocks of both
companies active.
p-'.c'usively reports Warner deal
Sept. 7.
for Stanley purchase set, with but few minor details to be ironed
out.
Sept. 8. Extension of Warner- Stanley deal to embrace Keith-

Changed'to-Fit!
r^h

THE FILM DAILY

.-^!^'

New

THE FILM DAILY

Albee-Orpheum being

discussed.
First National directors' meeting Sept. 11 expected to
take up reported proposal of Warners for purchase of company,
and status as result of Warner-Stanley deal.
Sept. 11. Irving D. Rossheim reiterates denial that any deal for
sale of Warners to First National is under way or contemplated,
saying he knows of no deal, and the subject is not on calendar of
directors' meeting.
Reports persist Warner-Stanley deal near consumSept. 12.

rr

Sept. 10.

rtjrr

^{T-

rm
'--7^

r-rr rpj-f -iTf
:rr' pj-ft rrcr

'f^f

FfT
ir? ;;'

W^- ^

^Frr

-

-'

""

i-

'

'

mation.
Sept.

13.

Announcement made Warner-Stanley

deal

closed

yesterday.

t^'

..

.

(

W^arner Completes
Stanley Control Buy
(Continued from t'age

1)

seaboard states from New
/ork to the District of Columbia.
The two firms are to be pooled into
single corporation with assets said
antic

i

amount

o

Tile

to $100,000,000.

Warner-Stanley deal was con-

mmmated

with considerable speed,
or it was but a few weeks ago that
Pox's plans for acquisition of StanThis, it was said
ey fell through.
time, was due to a block of
it the
stock which was held in escrow, and
;ouldn't be sold until a given date.
However, the report was not conirmed, and Warners apparently have
jeen able to overcome the obstacles
<vhich blocked the proposed Fox pur;hase.

Stanley stock quickly reflected the
one block of 30,000 shares at
59^, an advance of 10^ points over
Pecu:he previous day's closing.
stock
Warner
liarly,
however,
dropped, the "A" losing 5i^ points,
ind Warner Bros. Pictures 3^ points.
leal,

convertible for two years into Warners common stock, in the ratio of
$55 per share for the Stanley stock
and $125 per share for the Warner
common stock, plus 1-10 of a share
of Warner Bros, common.
For the
remaining 20 per cent of the holdings
of each stockholder of Stanley, Warners to pay $57.50 per share in cash.
The offer of Warner Bros, is subject to appropriate action of a meeting of Warner stockholders to be
called later.
The large stockholders of the Stanley Co. have already agreed to the
change on that basis and the offer is
being transmitted to all other stockholders with recommendation of the
Stanley board that it be accepted.
The date of acceptance will be an-

nounced

later.

K.-A.-O. Purchase Is
Sought In Expansion
{Continued from Page

Orpheum,

1)

which

recently
merged
Acquisition
of
K-A-O, it is felt, would give Warners an inside track on vaudeville

with

Keith-Albee.

talent for its Vitaphone pictures.
KWarners Redeeming Class "A"
A-O, common rose seven points on
H. M. Warner announced yesterthe strength of the Warner report,
day that Class "A" stock of the com-

called for redemption on
Dec. 1st, 1928.
Prior or upon this date, all holders
jf Class
stock must turn the same
over for redemption or conversion
into one share of the common.
H. M. Warner, president of Warners, and Irving D. Rossheim, president of Stanley, state that at the

pany

is

A

board

meetings

held

yesterday

by

Warners and by the Stanley Co.
Df America, it was agreed that Warners would make the following ofthe

to the stockholders of Stanley.
Warner Bros, to offer to each holder of the common stock of Stanley
Co. for 80 per cent of his holdings,
one share of a new preferred stock.

with

the

preferred

advancing

7^^

points.

Considers Importing Sound Devices
Practicability of importing German
sound films and German sound devices is one of the questions which
Michael J. Gourland, president of the
Affiliated European Producers, will
study on his trip to Europe.
He
sails
Saturday for a three weeks'
visit

to Paris, Berlin

and Moscow.

I

Film Center BuiMini
^^th Street

•

NINTH AVENUE

THE space you now occupy was ChangedBuilt-

— FILM CENTER BUILDING
—every inch of from ramp
exchanges — concentrates
designed
—
them
them
— and embodies every device and
to-Fit

IS

to-Fit

Buffalo

for film

safety

is

it

for efl&ciency

for

isolates

it

it

safeguard necessary to comply with the letter
and the spirit of the law ^o% of the space is
gone how much of the balance do you need?

—

A FEW TENANTS

A FEW DETAILS

National Pictures, In-

Fireproof storage vaults on
every floor.
Basement shipping platform
with ramp to street.
Special projection and inspection rooms.

First

Whole

Moderate rentals and low

Educational Pictures Co. of
America.
Universal Pictures Corpora-

insurance.

tion.

Entire conformance with
municipal regulations.

Exhibitors Progressive Post-

square

corporated.
F. B. O. Pictures Corporation.

Metro-Goldwyn Film Corporation.

floors of 18,000

feet.

er

Company.

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER
r^sk-

to
225 FIFTH

AVENUE

1928

show you
plans!

ASniand 4200

House Reopens

—

to roof,

it,

fer

Buffalo, N. Y. -Remodeled and redecorated at a cost of $50,000, the
Victoria here has reopened.

/fph Street

•

FILM CENTER, INC.,

<^mlders

.

.

.

ABE N. ADELSON,

-Vres.

nnouncing

The
Quality Group

the appointment of

FORREST

O.

Film Trade Papers

POOR

Serving the Motion
Picture Industry in
Thirty States.
1.

Film Trade

TOPICS
Covering

As

Salt

2.

Advertising

Denver

Lake

and

territories.

MOVIE AGE
Covering Omaha and
Des Moines territories.

Director

3.

with headquarters

REEL
JOURNAL

The

Covering Kansas City
& St. Louis territories.

at

4.

Exhibitors'

TRIBUNE
1018 So.

Covering Okla. City

Wabash Ave.

Memphis

CHICAGO

5.

&

territories.

Motion Picture

DIGEST
Covering

Chicago

and

Indianapolis territories.

Telephone

6.

Michigan Film

REVIEW

Wabash 1063

Covering

Detroit

ter-

ritory.

7.

The OHIO

SHOWMAN

Cleveland &
Cincinnati territories.

Covering

Mr. Poor

will

have complete charge of the advertising and
merchandising service of

8.

TIMES

KINE-QUIPMENT
Published Every Fourth

Week

as a

Motion Picture
Covering Dallas and
New Orleans territories.

9.

New England
FILM NEWS
Covering Boston, New
and Portland

Supplement to Our Trade Papers

Haven

territories.

With a background of 18 years' experience in the
equipment trade publishing business and with a
thorough knowledge of equipment merchandising

10. Exhibitors'

FORUM

Mr. Poor is prepared to render valuable service to
manufacturers and distributors of motion picture
equipment.

Covering Pittsburgh
Buffalo territories.

m

Associated Publications, Inc,
General Offices

New York Office: 551

:

Glover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Fifth Ave. Chicago Office: 1018 So.

Wabash

One Order
One Plate'
One Bill
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Warner Deal for K-A-O Buy

is

Held Progressing

TAemfSPkPOt
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Romance
By JACK ALICOATE
is something akin

THERE
splendid
to
in

sentimentality
the spectacular rise of

Warner Brothers to one of
secure position and power in
No true business
this industry.
the

sportsman will begrudge them
one iota of their deserved sucTheir rise might well be
cess.
termed a Romance of the MovHard hitting but square
ies.
shooting boys, they have gained
sheer
position through
their
They
pluck and perseverance.
have broken bread with old man
adversity and still smiled. Their
open book.
fine record is an
There still is and always will be
tremendous opportunities in this

September

FOIOVOX GETS

PKOII

Warners' Statement

sm mjm nuts

"With reference to the statement that Warner Bros, are
about to take over the KeithAlbee-Orpheum chain of theaters," H. M. Warner said, "at
this time there is no immediate prospect of such a deal be-

Immediate production of 52 short
Powers Cinephone process of sound recording, is
planned by Fotovox Talking Pictures
which today takes over the Paragon
subjects employing the

Studios,

Fort

Lee,

N.

J.

ing consummated.

"We are, of course, as a developing firm seeking an out-

Joseph

let

A

Lindbergh

will be

shown.

take on an international
as representatives of several
governments will be present.

MADE WEEKLY

IS

would

broaden our selling
strength. That does not mean
that Warner Bros, is indiscriminately going to buy theaters singly or in chains."

GERMANS SEEK CONTROL
OF NEW COLOR PROCESS

CLAIM

affair

West

—

—

theater installations under way, Dale
Hanshaw, president of Hanshaw
Pictures is mapping plans for propictures using the HanIt seems that motion pictures are duction of 12
Hanshaw has world
process.
a-Phone
It
all.
after
infancy
not in their
was just 50 years ago that Eadweard rights for production of Han-a-Phone
Maybridge completed his first ex- leatures. Selection of the 12 pictures
periments in motion photography. is being made from 19 stories acquired

Growing Up

sc< ne was the Palo Alto farm of by Hanshaw.
Governor Stanford in California and
the players were chosen from an all

The

The excast of race horses.
periments were carried on for sevQuite some little water
eral years.
has drifted under the cinema bridge
We wonder
during these 50 years.
if
the next half century will be as
star

eventful.

Color
Quite startling was the announceof Mr. Eastman of his color
process for the so called amateur
photographer. If it is practicable for
the little fellow why not for the big
To our mind, the next
boys too?
forward film step will be color, and
it's not far away at that.

ment

and Warner

Many

Details Remain to
be Ironed Out, However,

Report Says
While there are many details to be
ironed out, reported deal of Warners
tor purchase of control of Keith-Albee-Orpheum is declared progressing
favorably, with the parties declared
practically in accord.
H. M. Warner stated yesterday
that he could see no immediate prospect of the deal being closed, but the
speed with which the negotiations
are reported to have progressed, is
believed to presage early closing oi
the transaction.
There are, of course, a number of
reports being circulated about the
company, but Warner made clear that
there is to be no indiscriminate buying of theaters.
The company is
proceeding surely toward a definite
objective, and not being stampeded
promiscuous buying campaign,
because of the swift change of its
into a

position in

Berlin
Efforts are being made to
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Declaring that Han-a- secure exclusive rights for the Ger- H.
Hollywood
aspect
Phone machines are being manufac- man film industry to the new color
foreign
tured at the rate of 50 a week, and process developed by Dr. Boris Loun-

The

will

HAMllES BEING

50

for Vitaphone

Bros, pictures, always ready to
consider any proposition wrhich

High

New

Price 5 Cents

1928

ACCORD REPORTED NEAR ON
MAJOR POINTS OF K-A-0 DEAL

Gransky, Broadway ticket broker, is
president of Fotovox, and on the
board of directors are: Frank G.
Bowers, internal revenue collector in
New York; Eddie Dowling and Frank
business for those of foresight.
Lauste, formerly associated wilh Du
The company
Forest Phonofilm.
Flying
plans to issue 200,000 shares of no
A notable tribute is being paid the par stock, half of which is to be
Motion Picture business on the eve- placed on the Curb Market.
ning of September 24 when the Aviation Industry of America will give

York to this indusa dinner in
try in recognition of the contribution
of motion pictures to the progress
and development of aviation throughspecial picture of
out the world.
epoch-making flights of Col.
the

14,

Russian chemist, who has been
on the process 20 years.
As many positives as desired can be

WARNLH BUSINESS
TO

dine,

N. Y.

COOP

working

made from

A

the negative, it is said.
special emulsion, it is claimed, per-

photographing natural colors
which can be transferred to paper
or film just as a black and white

mits

print

now

is

transferred.

$500 Week Overhead Boost for
Sound Figured
—

M.

the industry.

at Cleveland

Warner ve-terday was
business ac
o the exhibitor co-operative, ±
iDtri R. Ebenstein announced following the meeting at which a vote of confidence in
the organization was expressed and
decision made to carry on.
There is no significance, at present
at least, said Ebenstein, in Warner's
appointment, other than that the association felt it needed the advice of
the man who has been negotiating
(Continued on Page 3)
M.

H.

named

former years, distributors estimate.

Cleveland Sound pictures increase
Vitaphone has installed in 28
the nut of local houses approximate- houses in northern Ohio, five of the
ly $500 per week owing to present
Four
theaters being in Cleveland.
labor demands, local exhibitors estihouses
are ready with sound,
Loew
mated.
About 25 houses are now equipped namely, the Cameo, Allen, State and
The Ohio Amusement Co.
in
this territory while more than Circle.
600 theaters continuing with the has installed Vitaphone in the Linsilen't picture, awaiting developments. coln, neighborhood house, and also in
This "watchful waiting" policy has the Garden, which will be ready Dec.
slowed up buying of silent product 15. Keith's Palace will have Phonothat
northern Ohio is about tone equipment in operations early in
so
$2,000,000 behind the average for the fall.

Challenge M.

P.

Club

Club of New
York,
in the
E. F.
Albee Challenge Trophy contest at the recent Film Golf
Tournament, has been challenged by the Lambs Club to
again battle for possession of
the cup at the next tournament.

The

M.

P.
victors

—

H

i
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Fred Knispel Gets Middle
West Columbia District

That's That

By PHIL M. DALY

CREDIT

Nat Rothstein, Univergo-getting advertising head,
with a real piece of effective copy, a
scroll
signed by Universal execusal's

PUBIISHER

lOHN N. ALICOATE

Pulilished daily except Saturday and holidays

tives, testifying to the quality of

"Un-

New

Cabin" and "The
Who Laughs," in silent and
chronized versions.

Man

York, N. Y., and
Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
VV. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post otBce at New York, N. Y., under the set
Terms (Postage free)
of Marcli 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadtions to
Phone Circle 4736way, New York N. Y.
Filmday,
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest VV. Fredman, ITie
Film Kenter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Berlin
Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse,
I.
1650 Broadway,
copyright (1928) by
at

THE

Tom's

cle

syn-

Fred H. Knispel has been named
Middle West district manager for
Columbia Pictures, Cecil E. Maberry,
general sales manager, announced
Knispel resigned as speyesterday.
cial representative of Pathe to take
over the post, which was made vacant
by resignation of A. H. Fischer, who
is new manager of the United Artists
Knispel was asChicago branch.

Maberry when the latter
was district manager in the Middle
Take it from "Pete" Woodhiill, West for P.D.C. and Pathe.
Behe Daniels surely knocked 'em
Rand Gets Columbia Office
cold in her personal appearance at
Omaha Walter S. Rand, formerBebe's winning
Danbury, Conn.
personality -made them go wild over ly with United Artists on the Coast,
has been named manager of the Coher, he says.
sistant

the announcement
that Billie Rainsford, who has played
numerous picture leads, and Alden

—

—

Miller, formerly with Cosmopolitan
and Gloria Swanson firms, were married several months ago.
Congrats!

—

22S.

lumbia branch here by Cecil E. Mageneral sales manager.

who was

assigned by Terry Turner

Loew's Grand.
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do 7s 37 ... 80
(b)

6J4
27
78
33
36

...
...
.

.

do

6

...
...
.

Warner

12

14

77

59>4 35,400

85

'4J4

4',666

2
75
35 Ji

85
31

31/
98/

.

...USa

1

14

113

•(c-b) do 6'/.s 28

•

"Odds and Ends"
clever

116
115
198

(c)

composer

is

2,200
36,266
32,700

S.

J.

Zamccnik

is

Picture Hit Changes Closing Plan

Cleveland

—

Success

"Lilac
Time" at the Stillman has resulted
in decision to keep the house open.

Loew's had planned

of

to close

it

Sun-

day.

Epidemic in Manitoba
Winnipeg Infantile paralysis

—

FOR SALE
REEL
^ Q ]^ |^ J Jt
with
of

Inc.

Walter A. Putter, Prt«.

a

Z

729 Seventh Ave.

Bryant 8181

I

I

!

Brookl}

Singring Fool"

New

York.

Chamber

Aeronautical

merce

America

of

at

New

Cw

of

York.
Sept. 24 Opening of fall meeting of the S
toria.

ciety of M. P. Engineers,
face Inn, Lake Placid,

New

Singer"

Sept. 27 "Jazz

opens at

Whit
Yor

Piccadill

London.
Oct.

M-G-M's London

1

pire,

Oct.

Theater, the

Eli

opens.

M.P.T.O.

8-10

of Michigan conventio
Kalamazoo.

at

Annual

16-17

at

MP.T.O.A.

conventie

Toronto.

Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convei
tion at Columbus.
Nov. 25 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Nov. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis opea

Huebner Named Receiver
Marion, O.— J. J. Huebner ha
been appointed receiver for the Oaki

owned by R. Maxson. HueB
was manager of the house

land,

ner

Gores
IVest

Reopening L. A. House

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM

DAIV.
Brothers plai
to reopen the California today as
combination house.
A spLt-weel
policy with admissions of ten and 2i
cents is planned.
The house seat:

Los Angeles

— Gore

,

1,800.

Two U. A. Branch Manager Change:
Two changes of branch manager;
were announced yesterday
Lichtman, head of United

by

A

Artist;

distribution.
They are: appointmeiH
of A. H. Fischer to the Chicagc

succeeding

J. S. Abrose, and
Russell Egner tc
management
the San Francisco
exchange, replacing Kenneth Hodkinson.

office,

appointment

of
of

Remodeling Ritzville House
Wash.
Dillingham

—

Ritzville,

&

Luft are remodeling the Ritz.

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Bell
Still

sizes

&

—

Howell Akeley Cameras
Cameras Graflex Cameras all

— Portable—

Lights

— Projectors.

FOR RENT
IRVING BROWNING-110 W.

New York

City

Penn.

4(lthSt.
1258-9

Auditorium Theatre
SPOKANE
Rosenbaum

Properties, Inc.

OWNERS

complete line
matter

1415 Flatiron Building

New York

INC.
N. Y. C.

t

Waldorf A

Opposite Palace Department Store

^^^S^atives

IK

Dinner for film industry given

Sept. 24

I

advertising

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

"The

I

FOR LEASE

For particulars write

for

192i!(

Sept. 22 Met, Stanley house, opens in Phfi
delphia.

is

causing considerable concern in the

for "Neapolitan
the love theme of

Call

'^

quarters are the battle ground for a
three-cornered fight for patronage,
following opening of the Chapultapec, which brought a new factor in
the field.
Opposition houses are operated by International Amusement
Co., which has a string of five, and
Senor Alderette, who has several
houses.

SIX FIVE

original

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46ih St., New York

—

melody

Louis.

WAFILMS,

who

El

3-Cornered Fight On
Paso
This city's Mexican

cities and towns of Manitoba and
the schools were not reopened when
"Fazil."
the scheduled dates arrived.
As yet,
the Medical Health officials have
"My Heart's Longing for You taken no action with regard to atElaine" is to be theme song for tendance at the theaters but Sunday
"Times Square," first Gotham pro- schools have been closed at the reduction to be synchronized with quest of the authorities. Upwards of
Bristolphone. Mike Simmons closed 100 serious cases have been develthe deal tvith M. Witmark & Sons oped during the past three months
for publication of the song.
and there have been about 12 deaths.

the

Stock

St

the title of a

Silver Jubilee celebrating
the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Fox Film Corporation, a special
march, "The Silver Jubilee March"
was dedicated to William Fox in
commemoration of the occasion. The

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

Skouras,

is

For the

Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz la Iiste»( in Chicago;

(s)

a short in-

booklet being issued by

little

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)

make

edicorrespondent. It's a breezy little volume of wise-cracks and selling
arguments on M-G-M product, cleverly done. It's to be issued monthly.

wrote

m

will

troductory address.

Nights," which

7

4J4

Bros.. 123

"A"

en

43
58

.

Trans-Lux

4
36,700
6,700
27/8
20
78

101

.

United Art.
do pfd. ...
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd. ...
Univ.
Pict
•(s)
do pfd
(s)
(s)

31

do units
33
do com.
T/i
Skouras Bros.. 41
Stanley Co.
63
Technicolor

H. M. Warner

.

.

Roxy "A"

stations are included in the hook-up.

.

.

Yitaphone Jubilee Hour. Twenty

M-G-M, with Howard Dietz as
"2 tor and Pete Smith West Coast

9

(s)
(s)

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(s)
(o)
(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(c)

2

3,i66
2,500
1,400

91^4 91H
11,500
63 ^^
64
3on
104!^ 104 J4
500
25/2 27
113
5
113
7
100
do 6s41x-war.l005^ 100 ^i
J4
25 '4
25-4
100
M-G-M pfd.
25J4
400
M. P. (5ap. ,. 9'A
9'A
9'A
.. 33
30
Orph. Cir.
30>41 88,200
93
93
12,200
do pfd.
.. 99J4
Para. F. L.
.142^
7,600
do 6s 47
8
.101^ 99% 100
.

(b)

first

.

pfd
"A". 112

Nat.

•(s) First

400

the

in

19 Premiere of

Winter Garden,

next

the. air

WOR

Sales

27/2 27^
180
180
128
i'A
104
105 -4 10654 55,800
30
30% 31,600

2854

.181

*(s)

(s)
(c)

32

& Katz

Con.
do

(c)
(s)
(s)

32
96'^

Al Jolson is to go on
Monday over station

Sept.

Oct.

to cover the opening of the Capitol
Columbia is continuing its fast under the Loew banner, and who has
pace on the Coast in rapid succession. spent two weeks here in that conAt San Francisco, first runs are nection, is to remain permanently in
He will have charge of
playing "Court Martial," "The Scar- Atlanta.
publicity for both Loew's Capitol and
let Lady" and "Submarine."

Financial

17

Cowan Remaining

—

Kenmore,

Keith-Albee's
opens.

Sept.

berry,

at Atlanta
Atlanta
Larry Cowan, of the
home office publicity staff of Loew's,

14,

The Industry's
Date Book

to

—

And now comes

September

Friday,

Finance and negotiate large loans]
for Theatre, Realty and
Industrial projects.

-•^%
>

^:>

^

,

THE

\"*'

II

September

liday,

I

Company Formed

lolding

k

1928

14,

Photo Products Firms

Ampas

Those

—

N,. Y.
Graves Holding
been intor^pOrated here to
(iitrol
Consumers' Photo Products
II..
Mars, Pa.; Orthophoto ProdMs Corp., New York, and the Artiu Corp,., Delaware, which has ex(isive license privilege on patents reing to cameras, motion picture
ins and similar products. George B.
aves, executive secretary to Gov.
iiith,
is
president of the Graves

.\lbany,

iirp.

Another Regional FBO
Sales Meeting Called
J.

\\as
,

nipany.

'

The

AMPAS

meeting

at the
terday for the

For once

1,042

New

Accounts, Morris Says
Warners has added

new

1,042

acunts on the 1928-29 product, acrding to Sam E. Morris. None of
ese houses are wired for sound picres.
Last month the Boston branch

new account each

ded one

day.

Fischer Buys Serial
Cleveland
Meyer Fischer, presint of the Fischer Film Exchange
.s purchased from Mascot
Pictures,
ew York, three serials, for distriition in Ohio.
They are "Vultures
the Sea" with Shirley Masftn ^and
","^6 j* Vatiishing
)hnny Walker;
fest" with Jaj;k- Perrin, Leo Mane^T^ieicef Bennett, Eileen Sedgeviet^J^ack—Daugherty, Yakima CaWilliam Fairbanks and Fred
utt,

—

•i

and "The Fatal Warning"
unannounced.
They will

hurch,

cast

ith

released in

October.

Dave Good at Denver
Denver Dave Good is new mas-

—

ceremonies

the Colorado,
placing Oliver Alberti, who left to
a Coast engagement.
of

r

at

1

Eagle Lake House Sold
Eagle Lake, Tex. Mart Cole and
lirl
Malintz, who operate a chain
six theaters including houses at
osenberg, Richmond, Halletsville,
eedville
and Wallis, have taken

—

Rex

er the

Stench

here.

Bomb

at

K. C. House

—

Kansas

Citj'
Police here are seekg the vandal or vandals who threw
stench bomb in the Capitol during
performance.
The house recently

gan

employing

on

musicians

an

annual

in its history the

AM PA

guests.
Fortified with
some good duck soup, artichokes,
breaded veal and coffee get this in
individual silver pots, everybody had
a lot of strength to take an interest
in the proceedings. Every place you
gazed important people in full dress
were standing around. Looked as if
the Coolidge administration was recognizing the organization at last with
official
representation.
But they
turned out to be the head waiter and
really fed

Add

their

Reopening Salisbury House
F. Sams, Jr., of the Piedmont
itnusement Co., soon will open the
[ictory, Salisbury, which has been
osed since it was damaged by fire
I

'A.

the spring.

its

—

—

his assistants.
..'''•

Added

to the

'"

Famous Last Words

of Bruce Gallup, the retiring president. He got up impressively and
said: "Pay one dollar and ten cents
as you go out."

The Sam Harris cup
who has done the most

for the guy
to promote
cordial relations between the British
and American film industries was preSix trade
sented by Eddie Klein.
paper and newspaper editors are to
decide the winner. That means that
six editors will be selected.

Jack Trap, retiring secretary,
talked interestingly, but Jack Fuld
alongside us ivas gargling the best
soup, we ever heard, so we got little
of the speech.
George Harvey,

retiring

treasurer,

We

read from a detailed report.
gathered that there was a deficit from
the T.N.T. annual banquet but when
George and Bruce got through explaining the deficit it became a posieverybody cheered
tive
asset and
them, for no good reason.

to

feature
IS

.

—

reopened

&

its

is

Broadway, which

the

of

combination policy.

R. Gets

Warner

Product in Bidding
Minneapolis
|g
jr

Circuit

s

their

closed

tput.
|!

spirited bind-

product between the
and Pantages, Northwest Thea-

for

|m

— Ending

(Finkelstein &
the 1928-29

for

Ruben)

Warner

in

the offing.
SnPl'i' ^ 'contact man
essential trt prptjtfjt //their investnieuts Ebenstein saj.,s_n|embers of the
Li f IJ
co-oiicrative felt.
Aaron Sapiro, whq jjijcsided at the
meeting, will continue as head of the
organization and 'bel W;n more active, ^h^n before, Ebenstein declared.
He' also said that cdn»ft6)fJB
aiid Patlic product hayobeen signed,
and tlwt contracts 'ar6' expected to
be signed with FirS* "National .aiiTi*^,''',
'

in»

Is'

<

'

sales

;& FBO

Universal, with dickering

Columbia and TifYani-^gjSg^ST^
There has been jrr^wWiopposition on the part of some companies
to the co-operative, and in a few
highly-competitive spots, where memuct.

felt they needed certain prodthey were given permission to
buy the product individually, he de-

bers
uct,

fine

AMPAS
Paul

tel.

hotel

layout they have
at the

for

Paramount Ho-

bought a

stock,

and

share of the
he's taking no

chances.

The new officers are: George Harvey, president; Paul Benjamin, vicepresident; David Bader, secretary; C.
W. Barrell, treasurer. The directors
are Bruce Gallup, Walter Eberhardt,
A. L. Selig, Edward McNamee, Alex
Moss.

K-A-O Opening
in

at

8 Houses

"New Era" Compaign

Coincident with the New Era campaign for vaudeville and the celebration
of
consolidation of the
the
Keith-Albee and Orpheum circuits,
Keith-Albee will open eight theaters

throughout the countrj'.

At Brook-

lyn the New Kenmore, called one of
the finest houses in the circuit, opens
Mondav in the Flatbush district.

O S WA L D

THE LUCKY RABBIT

SOARS HIGH
ABOVE ALL

OTHER CARTOONS
BECAUSE HE
CONTRIBUTES

MORE

mind.

multitude gazed
and admiration.

un^rf^'v

for

and yiobody seenned

Harvey, speaking as the
president, admitted he had a
coupla ideas that he was going to
New
spring on the organization.
ideas in the film industry was a staggering thought, and the assembled

1)

clared.

ivhat a
the

They cheered
mixed.
when Bruce spoke of quittiyig, and
when, he introduced George Harvey
as the new president they started
crying. Biitf. press agents are notoriously erratic,

I'uiir

moves, i/lijirhilhas .Resulted
purchase of Stanjev,. with others

gigantic

manager; C. F. McGerigle, Boston;
Jerome Safron, eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey sales manager; John J. Lane, New Haven; A.
J. Gutek, Albany; C. L. Peavey, Atlanta; William Conn, Charlotte; P.
M. Baker, Memphis; F. L. McNamee,
Washington; J. Schaeffer, S. Rosen,
H. W. Tyson, S. Perlsweig, S. Palan and O. B. Derr, salesmen at
Philadelphia and R. J. Folliard, G.
H. Payne, T. F. Smith and H. Kahn,
salesinen at Washington.

was

George

Stage at Springfield
Springfield, Mass.
A new stage

{Continued from

Wm.

liam Dahler, chief statistician;
H. Gardiner, New England

really a Bruce Gallup testimonial meetiyig. There was lots of
real emotion and enthusiasm from
the retiring president. But some of
the guests got their emotions and enIt

new

New

Business Advisor

presi-

dent in charge of distribution, heads
a delegation of home office officials
who will address the FBO regional'
sales convention scheduled Sunday

thusiasms

)en shop'basis.

i

senior vice

purpose of booing out at Washington.
Lee Marcus, gen-i
the old administration and razzing eral
sales
manager will preside.
in the new.
Both the boos and the Others who will attend are: E. B.
razzes were given by all hands with Derr, treasurer; Charles Rosenzweig,
vvim, wigor and witality.
New York State sales manager; Wil-

.

/arners

held

Paramount Hotel yes-

Schnitzer,

1.

H. M. Warner Co-op

SUPERVISION

GEORGE WINKLER

MERRIMENT
TO A PROGRAM

George with awe

Walter Eberhardt proposed a vote
of thanks to the retiriyig president,
in his shy ivay

and Don Hancock

made a pretty little speech as he
presented an overnight bag to Bruce
Well, who do you fill
filled with
overnight bags 2vith? Paul Benjamin told us to be sure and mention

PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
Ur2iuersa/)tJ\miEQ.Carhons

m

"

"
\^

Two

a h'%

^n i^os
Examiner

ivoinante with Popular Appeal.
It has everjihinj*: the romantically inclined
will enjoy. Mr. Colman gave the women a
thrill. 'Two Lovers* is an audience picture.
It
ispense, romance and plenty of in;

trigue.

"Two Lovers' hit at U. A. Picture
fans crowded the United Artists Theatre at
every performance."

Record:

"Photographically beautiful.
'Two
Lovers' rises above the average run of
films. The stars are excellently suited for
the roles. The love scenes .are exquisite.
Excellent entertainment."

Express:

Times: "Beauty in- Romance at United. Settings and costumes are beautifully effective.
The picture is an optical feast. Both of
the stars do excellent work. Sound effects
enhance 'Two Lovers.'

'Samuel Cjoldwvin presents

RONALD
COLMAN
VILMA
BANKJ
In

all

"Two

key centers

""H^^

Available

SILENT
or with

SOUND
effects

and musical
synchronization
by Hugo Riesenfeld

— wherever

Lovers^' has played,
"from the novel

reports say

by Baroness Orcxy

"BUSINESS

TREMENDOUS"
Member Motion

X eather face

FRED
NIBIO
pro ductlon

Picture Producers and Distributors of America Inc.—
Will H. Hays, President.

'

F
i :'

\\

ader

Public Ledger: "ftere is a good picture with two
of filmdom's most famous in the star roles—

Inquirer:

man

Bulletin: "The film is as enjoyable and perhaps
just a bit better than any of the other four
in which this team appeared. Swiftly'
moving, full of action.

"Two

Lovers' Thrills. Ronald Coland Vilma Banky are ideally cast in

A

teeming historicJil
historical romance.
romance of the days of William of Orange,
OBulent in action and crowded with color.
The picture has been produced with a lav-

The
Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman.
likeand
stars,
two
story is worthy of these
'Two
wise they do well in their parts.
Lovers' pleases, because there is continuity
to the picture, because the love scenes are
short, yet sweet; because therje is no illplaced humor or hokum, and finally because
of the excellent photography."

E)

ish hand.

Rich in

thrills."

Record: "Is exciting as yesterday's enthusiasspectators attested. Had women at the
Stanton yesterday biting their finger nails

tic

'

Miss Banky and
in trepidation.
are most effective in love scenes."

Fascinating historical film."

^nilBoin^

Colman

—

——

——
;:

;;

DAILY
Changes

Hotel,
—
Ripley

Alvord

NEW THEAUR CHANGES

W.

sold

to

man

sold

Witt

;

—

;

Ownership

in

Blandinsville-Komacc soM to «;»• ^>';'""
»oy Scout.
by R E. Grigsby; Blueford—
Chicago— Home, sold to P. Conrad by
E.

to

sold

Collins

C.

and
Thevor;

A
Ha-

;

Newman — Illinois,

& McLain

Omer

to

Skinner

to

Quincy—Km-,

by C. L. Reed;

sold

cess,

sold

NewrtT-T^jr-i O-

—

'

F.

Rantoul BlackstOtie.; sold to A
L. Revert by E. E. Alger; St. AnneOpera House, sold to Ideal Pict. Corp. by
Cres
B. E. Spaulding; St. Francisville
cent, sold to "E, F. Stanley by F. BeauSandoval Gem, sold to G. A.
champ
Gibson by Anna M. Peters; Spring ValLiberty, sold to D. W. Langenbagen
ley
Grand Syracuse
Sullivan
bv Lui Ring
-Community, sold to N. Calbeck by M.

Aaron;

—

—

;

—

—

;

Rialto.

Graves by H.

«:

/

— Temple

Auburn

;

—

—

—

;

—

—McQure; Orient
—
Pleasant
— Eltinge; Sullivan
;

McClure

•

Hill

Fellows;

;

Orient;

Tlie

— Odd

;

Illinois;
Star.

—

Grove

Villa

INDIANA
Changes

—

D Anderson Apollo, sold to Mrs. Feathersone
•>>'
Ashley Rialto, sold
by Donald Friend
f
Amuse
'-^to Leslie Dively by St. Joe Kalley
'

—

;

—

Hammond Columbia, sold to
Zaleski by John Gustathias
Fort
Wayne State, sold to Amelia Ruess;
Huntington Jefferson, sold to E. M. Frey
Co.

;

John

East

—

;

—

Goldberg Amuse Co.
Indianapolis
Rex. sold to l^uis Markun by J. F.
McCoy Knightstowm Strand, sold to Max
Adolph by A. Chiarenza; Kokomo <Wood,
sold
to
Diana Ttieater Corp. by M.
Wood; Lowell Grand, sold to P. M.
Tracey by Vought-Hurt
Monroe City
Monroe, sold to R. L. Nellis by Mrs.
New Richmond Shadow,
J. T. Williams
sold to H. H. McCall by Ray Minnick;
Stilesville
Star,
sold to E. J.
Milhon;
iSyracuse
Community, sold to N. Calbeck
by N. M. Buckingham: Tipton Diana,
sold to W. S. & W. R. Thompson by
N. Paikos; Union City Grand, sold to
Mrs. E. L. Romshe by K. H. Sink.

by

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

—
—

—

—

Closings

——

Batesville— Lyric
Bloomington Ritz; Dug
gor .Majestic; Elizabethtown
Strand;
Indianapolis Emerald, Howard and Lau-

—

;

—
—

—

Kouts Gem;
Leavenworth Wyandotte;
Markle Pantheon;
Newburg

rel;

Princess

:

Strand

— New

—

Owensburg

Home; Tyner—The

— Star

Lil)erty.

KANSAS
New

— .\irdome

Somerville

Stratford.

Cubai— Star
— Diamond

Devon'

;

in
Community,

—

Parons

;

Hazelton
sold to C. A. Hyatt
by C. S. Williams; Leavenworth Lyceum,
Orpheum and Strand sold to Ed Dubinsky
by Walter Wallace;
Miltonvale Majestic, sold to
Delmar F. Harris by W. C.

Thompson

—
—

Moundridge

;

&

—iPastime,

cast for the first of the Pathe Topics
of the Day Talkies has been chosen
and the initial subject is scheduled
to go into production this week at
Photophone studios in New
the
York. Topics of the Day are to be
presented with each chapter as a
complete sketch, all the gags being
in dialogue.

Becker Gets New Brunswick Post
New Brunswick, N. J. R. A. Becker, formerly Los Angeles newspaper
advertising man, has been named director of advertising and publicity
Man- director for the Rivoli and State,

sold

to

—

Krehbiel by F. S. Hurlbut
Wellington ^Ashland and Majestic, sold to
O. K. Mason by W. F. McDowell.
.Stucky

—

Closings

—

Jewell
Hardtner— Navajo
—Humes
Leon— The Leon
Queen
Keith houses.
Roseland — The
City — Ritz
Roseland
—
—
Hall
Chetopa
lOpera
House.
Voda ^Voda
New Owners
KENTUCKY

Chicopee

;

;

^

ter

;

;

;

;

Capitol.

Changes

by

B.
S.
sold to J.

Burlington

sold

—The

Theo.

Mitchell
—'Kentucky,

to

Burkesville

Brown by

Frank

Curtis;

Burlington, sold to Cecil
Peterson
Butler Comet,
sold to S. W. Gray, Jr. by Owens &
Ducker; Covington Strand, sold to L.
B. Wilson by Willis Vance; Guthrie
Dreamland, sold to E. M. Frey by Goldberg Amuse Co.
La Grange ^Griffith,
sold to Irene Payton by C. D. Arnold

Burns

Mr.

by

—

;

—

—

;

—

Louisville Capitol,
to
sold
Sylvester
Groves; Lyric, sold to J. A. C. Lattimore

Amuse Co. Park,
Broadway Amuse Co.; Parkland,

by

Douglas

Greer

;

sold
.sold

to
to

&

Pflanz by H. G. Peliter; Sanders
Sanders, sold to Thos. Crawford by
Shirley & Gardey
Springfield
Masonic,
sold to Walker & Ray by| Jack Sims.

— The

—

;

— The

— Masonic
— Cumber—
Electric;
Falmouth — Duncan
Haldeman — The
Haldeman
McHenry— Parent
Teachers
Assn; Morton's Gap —-Grand;
Charles
—'San Carlos
Springfield —(Masonic
Allen

—
Danville— Lincoln
Greenup — Theatorium
;

New Owner
taken

Bardstown

;

Beattyville
Lyric
Burkesville
land, Lewis and Lyric; Cleaton
;

;

;

;

at Vinita, Okla.
-C.
C. Porter has

—

Okla.
over the

Vinita,

&

from Robb

—

—

:

St.

Lyric

and

Grand

—

—

in

»

Miss

Garbo

is

;

DAILY MIRROR—*

• a dandy movi
Clothes, Swank s.
ciety.
Uniforms.
And hot love scenes b
tweeii Greta Garbo and Conrad Nagel. * *
Terrific suspense in the whole picture. * *
* as regular mov
house farce, it is more than merely gow
*
*
*
Greta Gariio's latest hits the hig
mark.
This is not a great, powerful pn
duction.
Yet the superb acting of la GarU
and the fine support of Conrad Nagel, couplej
with the diKiiified direction of Fred NibU
certainly make it worth while seeing.
* * gets bett«

for

the

girls.

DAILY NEWS—*

EVENING GRAPHIC—*

treatment than its time-worn theme deserve
Not only does the seductive Greta slink int
some of her most familiar postures and int
mate poses, but she has splendid suppoi
from Conrad Nagel.

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

*

The

stor

highly romantic, with Greta moving throug
in the manner of a Michael Arlen heroine
There's also plenty of colorful action. * *
If
it
weren't fa
the presence in its cast of Greta Garbo, Colli
rad Nagel and Gustav von Seiffertitz. "Th
• But
Mysterious Lady" probably would *
because of the masterful performances of th
above-mentioned players, the picture is lift"!
to a rather high plane.
Of course, Miss Garb
* * •
is the best of the lot.
* * Yet so stimu
lating is the presence of the langorous-eyei!
is
it

EVENING WORLD—

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

Miss Garbo and so dramatic in itself is th'
pleasure of watching her in action that "Th
Mysterious Lady," aided by the glamour o
its uniforms and its intrigues, becomes .a •:!pf8
ture worth watching. * * *^JUitvif'-is Misl
Garbo who makes the. photoplay somethin(
approaching" "an

faintly

event.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*
*
Thi
while nothing particularly original
has been so interestingly transcribed to th<
screen with such a perfectly balanced cast
coupled with the deft direction of Fred N^blo
that it takes on the element of newness

story,

—

POST * * * as one undeniable fact con
fronting another, Greta Garbo is Greta Garbo/
and if she's your weakness now, you may,
"The Mysterious Ladv"
no telling when she will
the story she deserves.
Conrad Nagel is
properly bewitched young man. * * *
just

as

see

well

There

.SUN

—

is

a«
get
th(

may be described
summer fare. Perhaps

*

*

as mildly
entertaining
she makes
it a bit
more than that, for she has learned'
several new tricks in the game of love. • • •
There is no one in pictures
quite like this Swedish siren, Greta Garbo.
In "The Mysterious Lady," however, she has-,
an excellent film, with unusually able direction by Fred Niblo, whose knowledge of the
business of movie making is complete and
*

TELEGRAM—

* *

TIMES — *

fine.

Rowley.

*

*

*

None

of the actors are able

do much about it save to wander through
and hope for something better next time.
Miss Garbo is pretty but she doesn't make
too good a Russian spy. * * *
* * Miss Garbo, as ever, is
a remarkably stunning person who is required to do little real acting an-1 in this

Reopens Hickory, N. C. House
Hickory, N. C. The Rivoli, dark
since August, has reopened under

—

management

of

J.

F.

Miller.

The

house has been remodeled.
Overstreet Gets Atlanta House
Atlanta J, C. Overstreet has been

—

named manager

of

Loew"s Grand by

Thomas H. James, managing
Hevia

Grand and

New

direc-

Capitol.

Hartford Manager

—

Hartford, Conn.
Harold Hevia
has succeeded George A. Marsh as

manager

of

the

Capitol,

Fox-Poli

houses.

WORLD—*

film she fulfils her requirements. The other
and the wnole film
acting and the direction
itself
are capable and without distinction.

—

—

Kirby Getting Oxford
O. T. Kirby, of
Oxford, N.
Roxoboro, will take over the Princess
from Harris & Crews on Sept. 15.

C—

Sound

for Raleigh

C—

House

The Palace, PubRaleigh, N.
lix-Saenger house, will open Sept. 28
with Vitaphone.

;

Monahans House Changes Name
Monahans, Tex. The Riggs has
changed its name to the Monahans.

Cramerton House Changes Hands
Cramerton, N. C. The CramerIt is operated by John Smith and R. ton, which was operated by W. T.
L. Keaton.
Smith also is operating Gray, has been taken over by B. P.
a house at Grand Falls, new oil town. Robertson.

—

LOUISIANA
Changes

AMERICAN—*

capable an actress as she is an alluring w
man and that, you'll admit, is sufficient prais
The picture boasts some lavish sets and love
photography.

to

tor of the

Closings
Allen

—

Ownership

in

Lutes;
C.

Reopen Indiana House

Carey & AlexMonticello, Ind.
ander, new owners, have reopened
the Strand, after redecorating.

Theaters

—
Beattyville— Lyric,
Louisville

M-G-M
New York

Capitol,

not.

;

;

;

Starting Topics of Day Talkie
After a series of voice tests, the

RCA

Ownership

— Legion.

;

—
—

;

White Plains

House Alvord Hotel Calumet Opera House; Clear Lake Palm &
Uptown; Fonda Amuzu
Holstcin
Scenic;
Sioux
City Park;
Stratford— The

—

Theaters

Montezuma

;

Openings

—lOpera

Miller

;

;

;

Tyner.

IOWA
Alton

Melcher

;

;

New

Ownership

in

—

;

.The

— Orpheum; Pomeroy
Stratford —^The Stratford
Varina

Changes

;

—
—

Melcher

;

Ottumwa

Ray;

Cozy.

—

;

——

;

Leeds;

Rost

;

—

;

"

to

—

Tonica

;

—

;

—

— Bijou

—

—

-

S.

Blue Mound
,Happy Hour; Braidwood Pastime: BuckVance: Middleburg Rex. sold to Mr.
Community, sold to Walter Seaman by
Mentor State,
.Vedry by I. J. Craite;
sold to N. O. Sletten by J. E. Sletten
Movies
Cabery Mutual
ner -Kozy
Mohawk ^Bates
Banks, Pine & Vance
Peoria
East
Cooksville
Or^ ra House
Louis ^Tdlewild
Bird:
East
St.
Blue
Livingston
Eagle
Freeport Supcrba

Alton

—

—

-

;

Primghar, sold to Arthur Drefke by
Grand, sold
L. W. Rasmussen; Riverton
Rock Valto E. Kidd by Claude Tynor
Orpheum, sold to W. L. Hill by J.
ley
Sioux City ^Strand, sold to
A. Sebesta
Henry Hurwitz by H. Goldstine.

Chanute
Rex

Closings
•

Primghar

Joe Leo of the Fox theater department, and H. J. Fitzgerald, general
manager of Midw£sco.
This may
presage a building race ior several
other". c.irciiit.s ar-e- declared' planning
house here.
a
The Strand has
Closings
switched to a sound policyi.with the
Calumet Opera
Boye#-'-^O0,«&a;-.'-,i ^House
Grand on a combination ba^sis, and
House;' dastflJiji^-Opera House; Durant
the Colonial continuing to play silent
Hawkeye
Opera House; Galva-Loeb
Kalona The Kalona
Leeds The films.
Cozy

—The

WauDan

sold

—

;

by

Tlie

— Wright.

yMutphy; YorkviUe
'

—

Harvey

Chas.

to

sold

;

—

:

Wauconda

Buckingham;

M.

conda,

—

—

Roy Tobin by Genevieve Jones

sold

R Peart bv Oscar Wesley:
to G
vard— Majestic, sold to J. E. Wilhs b>
Nat Wavne; Livingston— Eagle, sold to
LoamtrG. R. Peart by Oscar Wesley
Loami, sold to Joe Studies by SWolies &
Gard

—

;

C.

—

Heffler

\V

Midwesco Making Changes
at Green Bay, Wis., Houses

S.

Dwan

to

;

;

W.
Ho
sold
by
Peake
R..
S.
Colonial,
Gillespie

plan to appeal.

trial,

Green Bay, Wis. A number of
changes including building of a house
Foxy and Grand, sold to Graham & seating 2,100 are to be made here by
Plainfield
Stanley by Youngclaus & Latta
Legion, sold to Mrs. H. L. Roach by Midwesco, following visit to the city
Pomeroy Strand, sold to of Jack Leo, vice president of Fox,
K. B. Orcutt

I?.

Galva,

sold

;

Stone by
Hooth; New Lyric, sold to M.
sold to
Clay City— Gem
Sarah Lipton
Lync
Ed Cook by Chas. Cook; Enfield—^lles:
Dunn by B O.
sold to Curtis

Galva— Tlic

new

"The Mysterious Lady"

especially

Perkins; OUie
Frederick by C.
H. Leai-y Oskaloosa Odeon, Rivola and
Strand, sold to Staak & Pierce by Rivola
Lyric, sold
Pacific Junction
Amu.se Co.
to H. J. Krohn by Victor Newton Perry

Richardson by E.

Glen

—Unique,

Semadales-Nichols; Janet, sold to J-.^?P;
Mrs. I. Siskin
pel and H. Krause by

by M.

tion for a

—

;

,

Lawn,

eph Million, are serving prison terms
for their part in the bombing. Kleihege's attorneys, denied in their mo-

—

Luxe.

Changes

Hammond, which was wrecked by a
bomb, was sentenced to from two to
14 years in the state penitentiary and
fined $1,000.
Harry Ames and Jos-

—

:

1921

hege, convicted of conspiracy to dynamite the $1,750,000 State theater,

—

Scenic, sold to J. A. Ebersole by E. Reckto
Electric, sold
C. A.
Manilla
nagle
Sample bv C. R. Grimes; Mechanicsville
Rialto, sold to A. T. Chado by H. S.
Dreamland, sold to
Merrill
Robert.son;
Muscatine
Geo. Corner by Kale Bros.
American,, so'.d to C. T. Wittman by R.
Novak
New London Alamo, sold to

ILLINOIS
;

;

to

;

— De

by R. J.
R. A. ErdEsterhville

to

Johnson & Waldorf by
PolkaChatclain & Gurncy; Fort Dodge
dot, sold to Frances Mahoiiey by Smith
& Eyerly Hartley Capitol, sold to A.
M. Inman by A. H. Sartorius; Holstein
Grand,

continued

Re-Openings
Mounds— Lyric
Carlyle— The Carlyle

McCoy

J. *_C.

Creston— Cr*M,j sold
Eidman
F.
by
J.

Rolf;

BY THE EILM BOARDS

CIw' J^al{e— Electric and Up-

;

town,

by A.

Peters

to:l'"re(l

14,

Ind. Exhibitor Draws
Jail Term for Bombing
Crown Point, Ind. — William Klci-

Ownership

in

solcj

Friday, September

Ownership

Lutcher Victory, sold to J. B. Dumestree
Sr. by W. J. Faucheaux; Oakdale
Scout,
sold to R. L. Bailey by M. Koblen.

—

—

it

September

((Friday,

—JJS^.OAILV

1928

14,

Coast Wire Service

Musician Settlement
at St. Louis Lauded

Uniform Sound Stages Urged
Named for Awards

ICADEMY ASKED TO NAME

A

Twelve hundred nominations
:;

SOUND STAGE COMMITTEE

^i

Formulation of plans for standard
stages was urged by Prof.
;« sound
? Verne Knudson of the University
California, at a meeting of the
)f
\cademy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
ivho says a committee should be ap)ointed to work on standardization.
*
Some stages do not exclude suffi;ient of the noise, while others have
U

have been submitted by

'

bers of the

Arts

and

Academy

of

PI

M.

Hollywood

P.

among the
HENRY
cameramen who have made rapid

GERRARD

Sciences.

much

Henry
"The Legion of the
Condemne d," "The Magnificent
Flirt," "Ladies
of the Mob," "In-

photographed

Hobart Henley Completes

he

installation,

asserted.
Eighty per cent of the theaters have
acoustics, he claims, point,^ lefective
ng out that small rooms are bet:er for recording.
Humidity affects the acoustical
J
"juality of recording, Paul H. Sloane
his observations in the
East
J^;aid
ndicate.
Fred Pelton declared that
or naturalness, engineers favor film
ecording in preference to recording
in disc.
Lack of surface noise is anither factor in this choice he said,
idding that 90 per cent of the value
if
sound depends on the technique
>f
recording crew.
the
Delmar
v\ hitson,
inventor of a reproducing
.\stem using a polarized beam of
i.ijht,
urged use of a telegraphonic
)layback, which would enable direcors to test the value of voices with)ut delay.

First National Contract

lo

ij

;«

Hobart Henley has completed
contract as a

First

his

National super-

visor and is making new affiliations,
soon to be announced.

Withers in Blue Cast
Grant Withers has been cast

for

Monte Blue's next picture, "The
Greyhound Limited," which Howard

terference" and "Beggars of Life."
*

Andy Rice Resigns
Andy Rice, writer, has
from Fox Movietone.

rapher,

the light.
*

Vitaphone Films Completed
Vitaphone pictures have been
lompleted at Warners.
They are:
2

Two

Kisses,"

'Stolen

starring

May Mc-

Howes,
Edna Murphy, Agnes Franey and
Zlaude
Gillingwater,
and "HardA.voy,

supported

by

Reed

)oiled Rose," featuring Myrna Loy,
William Collier, Jr., John Miljan and
jladys Brockwell.
Ray Enright di-

ected the former
iVeight the latter.

and

F.

Harmon

with Halsey
working with ForHalsey on the gagging and comis

cast of "The Mysterious
sland," which M-G-M now plans to
l.:omplete.
Others are Jane Daley,

Jonel Barrymore, Gibson Gowland,
^lontague Love, Snitz Edwards and
3arry Gribbon.
Florence Vidor Co-featured
Florence Vidor is to be co-featured
vith

in "Tong War,"
Wellman will direct.

Wallace Beery

vhich William

Lukas

in

"Shop- Worn Angel"

Lukas, Paramount leading
(nan, has been cast in "The ShopiVorn Angel," which is to be the

Paul

co-featuring vehicle for
!Jarroll and Gary Cooper.
iiext

Nancy

*

*

United Artists' Portland
House Opening Today
Portland, Ore.

United

Artists,

the old

Majestic,

*

*

—

Opening

of the

reconstructed

from

slated for Sept.
14.
Rebuilding of the house involved
a reputed expenditure of $250,000.
The house has been dark since
March, 1927.
Work or rebuilding
started in June of this year.
J. J.
Parker, head of Consolidated Portland
Theaters, who controls the
Rivoli and Peoples, will operate the
is

new house in conjunction with
United Artists. The theater is equipped for sound.

*

—

Several years ago,
banks attended the
few
high school.

—

tle,

who

has

arrived

at

the

Coast

Island" Cast Complete role will
be opposite Clara Bow in
Lloyd Hughes has been signed to "Three Week Ends," an Elinor Glyn

omplete

institutions and that therefore the interests of the patrons are paramount
to what might be regarded as the
selfish concerns of either party.

Taylor House on Seven Day Basis
Douglas FairTaylor, Tex. ^Bland & Hoke now
East Denver
are operating the Colonial on a fullhe
ago,
weeks
A
Duty."
time basis. Tlie house had been runengaged a graduate of the same ning
but one day a week. The firm
school to support him in "The Iron
"Capt. Swagger" with Sound
also has the Howard here.
Walter
graduate
is
The
Rod La Rocque's new starring pic- Mask."
ture, "Captain Swagger," is to be "Beau" Rogers, a former Carnegie
Says Ambrose Small Murdered
synchronized by the RCA-Photo- "Tech" student, who is making his
phone process, according to Phil debut in pictures.
Calgary, Alta.
That Ambrose
*
+
*
Reisman, general sales manager. The
Small, missing Toronto theater opsound version will be released Oct.
erator, whose disappearance in 1919
Our Passing Show: John
has been one of Canada's most baf28, the silent version Oct. 14.
Francis Dillon, Leslie Fenton,
fling mysteries, was murdered, is the
Shirley Mason, Sidney LandNew Player For Paramount
assertion
Lou Seiler at "Clarof
Max A. Langsner,
field,
Vienna criminologist.
ence."
Paramount has signed Robert Cas-

from Vienna, where he was "discoverad" by a Lasky scout. His initial

'Mysterious

Butler said that the musicians
union regards the new agreement as
a triumph for the principle of collective
bargaining in its most sympathetic and understanding form, not
alone
in
harmonizing conflicting
viewpoints, but also in the fact that
it recognized theaters as quasi-public

Melville Brown, the director,
believes the public should be
fed "talkies" in small doses and
that an ideal program would be
a three-reel talkie and a silent
feature.
He believes motion
picture history would repeat itself and that the public's taste
for longer talkies could be developed as it was for featxires
following the advent of threereel silent subjects.

resigned

dialogue for "Saturday's Children," Corinne Griffith's next starring vehicle which Al Green is to
direct.
Towne has just finished the
adaptation and titles for "Do Your

aters.

on "The Haunts and Habits of the
Goboe," which won many laughs.
By the way, a "goboe" is a black
board use to shade the camera from.

edy

Lionel Belmore Signed
Warners has signed Lionel Belnore to appear in "Stark Mad," fea;uring H. B. Warner, Louis Fazenda
ind Jacqueline Logan.

one of the hum,orists of
Ted wrote a treatise

is

agent for the musicians union submitted a report on new contracts
signed with the motion picture the-

the film colony.

Towne Working
Gene Towne

*

*

Speaking of cameramen,
Ted
Pahle, former Eastern cinematog-

Bretherton will direct from the story
by Albert S. Howson.
Anthony
Coldeway is doing the script.

rest

is

strides during the past year.

year.

;J

:oo

**Lots'*

RALPH WILK

By

of Musicians, in effecting settlement of differences between the
musicians and picture theater owners
of St. Louis was enthusiastically applauded at a meeting of the Central
lion

Trades and Labor Unions of St.
Louis when Steve Butler, business

mem-

Final
awards are not expected to be
made before the first of the

*J

i«

Little
from

for awards of merit for the
best achievements in the various branches of production

—

Louis Co-operation of the
St.
Musicians Mutual Benefit Ass'n, Local Union No. 2, American Federa-

.

.,
1

We

!

I
I

in

her.
"Saturday's Children," which will be her next picture,
now is being prepared for the screen.

associate producer.

distributing rights to

"THE RED KNIGHT OF GERMANY"
No

accompany

Hurley Named Fineman Aide
Harold Hurley, former assistant to
Arch Reeve, Paramount's Coast publicity director, has been transferred
to the production department as assistant to B. P. Fineman, Paramount

are the exclusive owners of

the U. S. and Canadian

story.

Corinne Griffith Plans Vacation
Corinne Griffith is to leave this
week for several weeks' vacation in
New York. Her husband and business manager, Walter Morosco, will

——WARNING!-

one
any form.

Any

\

is

authorized to offer this film for sale or exhibition

infringement of these rights will be rigidly prosecuted.
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Fox-Warner Struggle Renewed

for

N. V. Independent

EXHIBITliM x
dL

JI.\iL

Formerlv FXHiRnoR';

Now

TRADF. rfxtfw

York, Friilay, September

14,

Hep

IJ.

1928
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WARNERS OFFER TO BUY HALF

OBSERVATIONS
Stocks
Thi

Earners

close their Stanleyi

'he stock of both

deal

Stanley four and

drop.

comt^

Warners

a half-points and

four-

Ths whole market for

teen.

ture stocks were

does this

mean?

away
Does

What

off.
it

pic-

INTEREST IN 80 N. Y. THEATRES
H. M. Warner Summoned
K'A'O Deal May Be Held
IMPEA
Terms
Up in Warner Theatre Plan
Meeting

to

Proffers

signify

EBENSTEIN CLAIMS H.
M. MERELY "ADVISOR"

Harry M. Warner yesterday ad- selling strength,'' he said.
"That
and Warners, for ex- mitted that there had been negotiadoes not mean that Warner Brothers
ample are less valuable today tions on for a deal for taking over are indiscriminately going to buy theKeith-Albee-Orpheum
Circuit atres singly or in chain. When neWe the
than they were yesterday?
?hain of over 200 theatres, but there gotiations of importance have reachdon't think so.
s no immediate prospect for com- ed the stage where facts can be
I

that Stanley

!

,

[

Wliat was to be the firal meeting
of the group of independent exhibitors who are represented by Aaron

i

Control

Who controls this old picture
Wall Street,
business anyhow?
and brokbankers
of course. The

pleting these negotiations at tho given, it will be our pleasure to
present time, the question of terms communicate them to the newspapers
holding up assent of the K-A-0 and the public."
Terms for the acquisition of stock
stockholders.
"We are, of course, as a develop- of the Stanley Company of America
ng firm seeking an outlet for Vita- by Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
ihone and Warner Brothers pictures were announced yesterday.
The offer, the same as that acilways ready to consider any pro(Tontinued on pagre 4)
)osition which would broaden our

can snap their fingers and
happen.
will
almost anything
They decide today that it would
be a good thing, for their own
have this company
profit,
to
merge with that one, and merge
LOEW-K-A-0
they do, regardless of any advantage or lack of it, from a busiPermanent certificates for the preDoug N. Tauzig, formerly Trea^3rred
and common stocks of Loew's,
view.
The
ness (picture) point of
Inc., have been admitted to the list surer of Fox Film Corporation and
manipulation is tremendous and
V.P. of the Fox Theatres Corpora
jf the New York Stock Exchange,
is all in the hands of the finanhe temporary certificates will be tion has become associated with the
cing groups.
They tell Zukor, tricken from the list September 18. newly formed Graves Holding ComPermanent certificates for the pre- pany which controls photographic
Schenck, Warner, Fox and all the
(Continued on page 6)
ferred and common stock of Keithrest what THEY want to do and
Albee-Orpheum Corp. have been adthese gentlemen do it.
mitted to the list.
The temporary
Kelly-Rothacker
certificates will be stricken from the
(Continued on page 4)
Kelly, assistant chief of
Edward
ihort
the Motion Picture Laboratory of
the department, has resigned to beEven with the drop in Warner's
Fischer with U.A.
come
manager of production for the
today, how would you like to be
A. H. Fischer has been appointed Rothacker Film Corporation of Chiin the position of one very high United Artists' sales
manager in cago.
Kelly became associated with moexecutive in motion pictures who Chicago, succeeding J. S. Abrose,
started
selling
Warner slock resigned. Russell Egner has suc- tion picure work in 1921 as film ediKenneth Hodkinson as sales tor and directed nearly 100 educaSHORT at 85? He has had and ceeded
tional films.
manager in San Francisco.
will continue to have for some
time, many anxious moments. He
will, very likely quit the transers

EXCHANGE ADMITS NEW TAUZIG-GUS
PREFERRED

JOIN

action

quite

a

big

"wad"

loser,

and we are told this individual
has around twenty thousand
That's some selling.

shares.

M. P. Club
The industry should well
Club.

a delight to the eye,
a great comfort and fills a long
felt want.
And above all, the
food is EXCELLENT.
Wonder
It

is

Headache!"

Plaint of

feel

proud of the new Motion Picture

a

Lambs

Every film stock on the market
was off yesterday, Warner "A'' headwith a loss of 14'i/g points
and dropping to 115. The "B" was
ing the

list

off 91/2 points, to 116.

Fox Film "A" went down 5%
happen to the points to 1061/2; Stanley lost iVz hitHunting Room now? That a good ting 591/4; Universal lost 41/2 and
one to sell short.
Iropped to 31%. Paramount was off
WILKERSON
r%; Fathe off 1%.
what's

going

to

''But

All members of this group had
met with the expectation of "washing up" Sapiro and the entire organization,
but
what
happened,

sounds

like a twisted tale.
Conflicting Versions
From Herbert R. Ebenstein, secretary of the organization, it is
understood that they absolutely deermined to continue the organization, the vote being taken because
of numerous stories that they were
through'.
At the invitation of the associa-

NEW VENTURE

HATCHET ON ARBITRATION
What

tomorrow.

ROGERS

PETTIJOHN-STEFFES BURY
'Oh,

Sapiro, was called yesterday morning at 11:30 A.M. The rc eting lasted until after 7 P.M. last night, with
still another meeting to be held to-

(Contlnued on pagre

8

NEW

2)

PICTUR'^S

HITTING

BROADWAY

One of the finest weeks on Broadway, from the standpoint of brand

new
is

pictures for the first-run Tiouses,

on tap starting today, with

8

new

films to curry public favor.

Two Fox pictures head the list,
"Mother Knows Best," second Fox
Movietone
film
talking-sequence
ipens at the Globe and "The River
starring Victor McLaglen
be at the Roxy.
Next in importance is George Ban-

Pirate"
will

croft's "Docks of New York" at the
Paramount, supported by Baclanova.
Buster Keaton in "The Cameraman"

(Continued on pag:e 2)

Not in Each Other's HARVEY TICKET SWEEPS
Heads" Says
ANNUAL AMPA ELECTION
Minneapolis

Pettijohn and Al Steffes have
buried the hatchet, according to
those in the know, in the Minneapolis sector, and starting today, arbitration proceedings will be resumed by members of the Northwest
Theatre Owners Association, which
Steffes heads.
(Continued on page 2)
C. C.

One vote cast by the entire Association of Motion Picture Advertisers at the annual meeting, held in
the Paramount Hotel, elected the
entire ticket of officers proposed by
he nominating committee, consisting of George Harvey, President;
Paul Benjamin, V.P.
Dave Bader.
Secretary
and
Charles
Burrell.
I

;

(Continued on pagre

2)
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— Bruce

Ciallup retiring

.

.

making much headway, as the

result

backing into one of
when
he was looking the
his feet
taxicab

a

of

other way
Dave Blum, of Metro,
according to rumor, is planning on
doing a little broadcasting and recently acquired temporarily a cute
.

.

.

microphone

little

handsome son

.

.

.

Mike

Feist,

of the ditto Felix,

is

now

engaged in production for
Metro, and helped shoo the feminine members of the crowd back
during the taking of a mob scene
front of the Loew Building
Eddie Golden is not "of Boston" anymore, having joined up with Lou
Metzger and been placed in charge
in

.

.

.

Universal's Talkie Picture Division
Leon Kosenbiatt of New
of

.

.

.

Harvey

(ieorge

.

is

now

presi-

dent of the A.M.P.A. all since yesterday and now watch Mr. Harvey's

boy chase along at the fast pace
Bruce (Jallup during the past
year
Al Grey says it is pretty
tough to win the big golf prize of
the year—and he worked hard to
do it and then have another Al
given the credit, and we'll say iff
tough
Bruce Jolinson will leave
in a couple of weeks for Europf
to remain until time to come home
and erect the Christmas tree foi
the family
Dave Bader has beer
given a big promotion by Universal
naving been made assistant to tht
set by
.

.

.

—
.

from p»v«

1)

Harry M. Warner was

called
act as advisor to the organi-

zation.

From another

source, however,

it

was learned that after most everyone had been accused of everything
short of murder, Sapiro blaming the

.

.

.

.

H-aslern District Sales

Manager

Gallup, retiring Preside:
leaves New York t
night for a two-week vacation
Florida. He will return to his Uni
ed Artists headquarters about Oct,

TALKIE SENSATION
Broadway

of the

Fox

will see the eighth $2

year with the opening
Knows Best" at the
of "Mother
Globe Theatre to-morrow afternoon
with Movietone synchronization and

special

this

AMPA

Hammons
E.

Returns

W. Hammons, president

of Edi

Film Exchanges, Inc., r
president turned to his desk this week, follo\
cational

dialogue.

Winfield Sheehan, vice
and general manager for Fox, pre- ing a brief vacation.
dicts it will
sensation.

be nothing short of a

8

New

Pictures

directed,
with
Blystone
Madge Bellamy, Louise Dresser and
Hitting Broadwa
Barry Norton in the principal fea(Continued from page 1)
tured roles. Bellamy gives impers- will be at the capitol. At this tht
onations of Harry Lauder, Al Jol- atre in addition, "Our Gang" kic
son and Anna Held, singing some of from Hollywood will make person}
fheir
famous songs and going appearances.
through their familiar antics.
"The Whip", with Dorothy Mad
The stage scenes were staged with aill will be at the Strand as we
great attention to detail.
Eugene as Vitaphone featurettes.
At th
Walter,
well
known
dramatist Hippodrome Pathe will have "Mat
and author of "Paid in Full" and Made Woman" with Leatrice Jo
"The Easiest Way", wrote the dia- and "Freedom of the Press'' stai
logue.
The stage embellishments ring Lewis Stone is at the Broad
were done under the direction of way, for the first time.
Charles Judels and Dave Stamper.
"Q Ships" a British mystery fill
will have its premiere at the Camec

John

Harvey Ticket Sweeps
Annual AMPA Election
(Continued from page 1)
Treasurer.
After secretary's annual report,
and George Harvey's financial analysis of the present status of the organization, Brue Gallup made his
last official speech of the year and
asked that the support of the entire membership be given the new
officers in their endeavors to put
over the next Naked Truth Dinner.
Gallup was then presented with a
new travelling case, as a mark of
appreciation on the part of the mem-

anything else they might want.
Warner Sensation!
After Whyte was granted the five
minutes, and this time was one minute past due, he walked into the
meeting room with H. M. Warner.
As can be imagined, a sensation
was created On the spot at the identity of Whyte's
saviour.
Warner
came to the point immediately and
when he was finished, the Warner
proposition was an offer to buy fifty bership.
percent interest in all the theares
Harvey, the new president, made
owned by those members present, the his inaugural address and accepted
owners to keep the management of the office as a real opportunity to
the houses.
render a service, and also paid a
At the meeting today, some con- fine tribute to the personality and
crete proposition based on the earn- work of the retiring president.
ing power of the houses together
Ed Klein, on behalf of Sam Harris
with the property values will be of the London Cinema, presented
formulated and presented to Mr. the Harris Cinema Challenge Cup
Warner.
to the Association.
Until such time
Most of the houses Mr. Warner as the organization with the help
propositioned are the same that Wil- of the various trade-paper editors
liam Fox is working on a deal with. decide on the winner, it will
be on
But the Fox deal is an outrighi display at the headquarters
of The
buy, with the present owners not Motion Picture Club.

TRAVELERS
Nortbern for

select the Great
Its wonderful leca«

tlon In Chicago's "loop". Thejr
return because the large comfortable
rooms, homellKe environment, attentive service, excellent food and
moderate charges make It an ideal
hotel.

Newly Furnished Rooms, -fl
and up. Sample \l
Rooms S4.00, $5.00. $6.00. $7.00 P
and
$8.00.
il
f400
Walter Craighead, Manager
S2.50 a day

DEARBORN STREET FROM JACKSOW
TO QUINCY
New Garage One-Half Block

participating in any manner after
the deal is made, if they do not wish
to.

Petti john-Steffes

Bury

.

Jersey and Europe, celebrated his
return from abroad by taking lunch
yesterday at the Moion Picture Club
.

(Continued
tion,
in to

organization, the organization shifting it back on his shoulders, Arthur Whyte calling the lie to Aaron,
etc., etc., the members were astounded at the statement of Arthur Whyte,
who has been holding the office of
Film buyer, that, given five minutes,
he would produce a man who would
'feep the organization intact;
buy
furnish finances; or
the houses;

president of the A.M.F.A. who goes
to Florida for a two weeks' vacation,
was presented with a handsome
traveling bag by the Ampas and
plans to use it for carrying his other
Howard Dietz is
suit of clothes
trying to walk with a cane, and not
.

make

Warners Offer to Buy Half
Interest in N. Y. Theatres

West Coast Representative,

Blair,

Joe

Hal Roach's inimitable rascals
a personal appearance
the Capitol Theatre beginning
at
Saturday in the Mort Harris revue,
"Rhapsody in Red, White and Blue".
They will appear in conjunction
with a two-reel Hal Roach "Our
"School
entitled
comedy
Gang'"
Joe Cobb, Harry Spear,
Begins".
Jean Darling, Mary Ann Jackson,
Farina, Wheezer and Pete the dog,
will all be there.
kids,
will

Gallup Heads South
Bruce

Appearance at Capitol
The real Hollywood "Our Gang"

Reg. U. S. Pat. OS.
PublnheJ Duly Except Suiuby

1928

14,

Hatchet on Arbitration
(Continued from pare

The row over arbitration

NEW YORK'S NEWEST AND
FINEST HOTEL

1)

in

Minn-

apolis started shortly after the exhibitor convention in April, when
the association members went on
record as refusing to sit on arbitration cases of companies that appeared to be deliberately soliciting
trade from non-theatrical institutions
4iat were operating in direct competition to regular theatres.

After
numerous
attempts
to
straighten the matter out, without
results, the distributor members of
the Arbitration Board were instruct3d to secure exhibitor members from
outside the ranks of the Theatre
Owners Association. This "outlaw
board"
was finally secured after
nuch effort and held several meet•ngs in which a number of decisions
vere rendered. These cases will be
hrown out of the records and will
'>e retired by the regular
operating
members of the constituted board

JMACTLT NtAC THE
CfNTEC or TlilNCX
iliLcDiiuT from New York's exclusive shopdistrict,
rctdily
accessible
to
leading theatres,
railroad terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially
correct and away from the noise and turmoil of the
business district.
The Park Central enjoys a location distinctly unique in its advantages.
C^ome to the Park Central,
York's newest and
finest
hotel,
where
you
will
find
advantages
heretofore unknown to American hostelries
Radio
outlets
Electric
Refrigeration
Period
Salons and Ruof Patios for private social functions
swimming pool
Florentine Grille featuring the Park Central Grille Orchestra
other
features equally unusual and desirable.
Single rooms
five
dollars per day and up.
Double rooms eight
dollars per dav and up.

.-\muiid

ping

and

New

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

THE PACr CENTRAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7th

NEW YORK

CITY

AVENUE

.
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M SCHINE

SCHINE CIRCUIT

TKl> b i^AJH-rate
Telegram or Obfepam unlni its character is indKatcd by
»ymbol in the thnk
•r in the aJdrcM.

WESTERN
•f^WCOW*

CADbTttfl.

SYMBOLS
V

Hirt

Letter

Ni,Kt

M«»M^

W«ck

Prv4 Letter

»«•«*«««

Rc(L;Ive4«t

GLOVERSVILLE NY

SEPT 10 1928

BENO RUBEL
UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGE
IN MY ESTIMATION SYNCHRONIZATION ON MAN WHO
LAUGHS IS A MARVELOUS PIECE OF WORK OF MUSIC

The

Carl

duction

Laemmie Super

—2

Negatives

EFFECTS AND VOICE ARE EXCEPTIONALLY WELL
ARRAINGED AND IS SUPERIOR TO ANYTHING I HAVE
SEEN IN THE LINE OF SYNCHRONIZATION REGARDS

Pro-

— SYN-

CHRONIZED WITH MOVIETONE

or.

J

SILENT.

laiffim
Paul Leni's Dramatic marvel

made from

VICTOR HUGO'S most powerful, and
thrilling novel.

A PICTURE FOR ALL PEOPLE
\l

and

MARY

PHILBIN

starring

CONRAD VEIDT

with the screen's greatest vampire,

Olga Baclanova

M SCHINE

u

!
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Universal Canadian to Distribute

Gaumont-British in Dominion
•>-

Built- to- Fit Instead of

24-30 Foreign Films Scheduled

—Auger

Has

It'll

Changed- to - Fit

Be a Cold
Cold Winter, Leon!

Sales Force

At the AMPA luncheon yesterday in the restaurant of the Para-

Arthur A. Lee, Vice-President of
of
Corporation
Gaumont-British
Canada. Ltd.. has arranged for the

Hotel, Leon Bamberger,
P-F-L exploitation, remarked
on the freezing draft that was
wrapping itself about his frail

mount

^^tM*m

of

physical distribution of their pictures in Canada through the Canadian Universal Film Company. Ltd.,
with offices throughout the Domini-

shoulders.

Evidently liCon has never heard

Paramount Refrigeration.

of the

on.

The Gaumont-British Corporation
have their own sales organizaunder the direction of Edward
They
Auger. Managing Director.
will
release from twenty-four to
will
tion

12

thirty feature pictures.

K-A-O Opens Kenmore
Keith-Albee-Orpheum's

New

Era

oper.ing of
eight new theatres, to celebrate the
consolidation of the Keith-Albee and

Campaign includes the

Orpheuni Circuits.

As

local representation in this
Greater New York will

its

campaign.

on Monday night witness the opening of the new Kenmore Theatre
at Flatbush and Church Avenues,
with a split-week vaudeville and picture policy.

K-A-O Deal May Be Held

Up

in

Warner Theatre Plan

X 12 TELEVISION
G. E.-CHA1N PLANNED

Dr. Alexanderson of the General
Electric Company has succeeded in
transmitting a television performince of a legitimate playlet, "The
Queen's Messenger", at the labora-

rr ''}'JJl^^_\

r'F

1,

tories in Schenectady.
The effect was that of listening to

play over the radio but in adfliperformance of the players
was seen in a 3x3 field. This size
will soon be stepped up to 12 x 12
inches by the Professor.
Alexanderson predicts the creation
in the future of a special chain of
Television Theatres without actors,
musicians, scene shifters or stage
hands, receiving simultaneous broadcasts from a central station.
The Professor employed three
cameras in the televising one camsra took the scenes in which the
feminine lead appeared; another that
Df the male star and the third those
>cenes with only the hands of one
or the other, or of various props.
a

tion the

iriTnrfatiiaft

Film Center Building
^ph

Street

NINTH AVENUE

•

•

^<yth Street

—

(Continued from page 1)
cepted privately by large stockholders of the Stanley Company, will give
each minority holder for 80 per cent
of his holdings one share of new
Warner preferred stock, convertible
for two years into Warner common
in the ratio of $55 per share for the
Stanley stock to the extent of 80
per cent of his holdings, the Stanley
shareholders also will receive onetenth of a share of Warner common
For the remaining 20 per
stock.
A radio treat for motion picture
cent Warner Brothers will pay $57.50 fans will
take place on Monday evenper share in cash.
ing, September 17th, at 9:30 o'clock
The new preferred stock will be when Al
Jolson will appear on the
cumulative, probably of no par value
3rst Vitaphone Jubilee Hour over
$2.20
rate
of
with a dividend at the
Station
in New York City and
a share until the expiration of the
twenty other stations- on the Columconversion period and thereafter at
bia Broadcasting Chain.
the rate, of $3.85 annually.
The period between 9:30 and 10
Thus, a holder of 100 shares of o'clock
every Monday night thereStanley Company stock would reafter for 26 weeks will bring before
ceive at this time $1,150 in cash for
the radio audience some nationally
shares
of
twenty shares';
eight
known
entertainer through the courtWarner Brothers common stock,

JOLSON TAKES THE AIR

OVER WOR MONDAY

WOR

worth $1,000 at
$125

Ff' F'ti FfCF "FT'

JLa?_''f

per

last night's price of

share,

and eighty shares

of preferred stock convertible into
35.2
shares of Warner common,
worth at last night's market $4,400.
The total value of Stanley Company
on that basis would be $6,550 for
the 100 shares, or 65% per share.
H. M. Warner announced that the
class A stock of his company will
be redeemed on December 1, 1928.
Prior to or upon that date all class
A stock must be turned over for r-^demption or for conversion, share
for share, into common stock.
The

redemption price

compared

with

is $17 per share,
yesterday's closing
for the A stock and

price of 129%
125 for the common.
The offering for Stanley Company
stock is subject to approval of stockholders of Warner Brothers at a
meeting to be called later.
The

Stanley board will recommend to its
that the offer be ac-

f>wn holders
cepted.

esy of Vitaphone and
Pictures.

Warner

Bros,

Exchange Admits New
Loew-K.A.O. Preferred
(Continued from pac*
list

September

1)

18.

Loow's
Loew's has not shared in the
strength which has developed in
!)ther amusement stocks during recent weeks.
This has caused some
switching from Loew's into other
issues.
However, there has been
good buying of the stock by inlerests who insist that before long
the stock will be brought into line.

The

Start 40 Theatres
F. W. Dodge Corporation

reports theatre building operations in
37 Eastern States during August,
amounting to $2,836,900. 40 projects
were started in this period.

'T^HE Space you

now occupy was Changed-

—FILM CENTER BUILDING
—every inch of from ramp
designed
exchanges — concentrates
—
them
them
— and embodies every device and
"

to-Fit

is

to-Fit

to roof,

it,

for film

is

it

for efficiency

safety

Built-

for

isolates

it

it

safeguard necessary to comply with the letter

and the
gone

spirit

of the law

— ^o% of

the space

is

—how much of the balance do you need?

A FEW DETAILS

A FEW TENANTS

Fireproof storage vaults on
every floor.
Basement shipping platform
with ramp to street.
Special projection and inspection rooms.

Whole
square

First

tion.

Metro-Goldwyn Film Corporation.

floors of 18,000

Educational Pictures Co. of
America.
Universal Pictures Corpora-

feet.

Moderate

rentals

National Pictures, In-

corporated.
F. B. O. Pictures Corpora-

and low

insurance.

tion.

Entire conformance with
municipal regulations.

Exhibitors Progressive Poster

Company.

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER
^sk-

to
225 FIFTH

AVENUE

1928

show you
plans!

ASHland 4200

FILM CENTER, INC.,

'Guilders

.

.

.

ABE N. ADELSON,

'Tres.

COLUMBIA IS DEUVERINGTHE
BIOGESf PiaURES OFT»E YIART
".ssz-xc ^^T'-s-stsaa

If Youie

a Smaii Showman,

YouieCashing In With Other

Smarf Showmen Who Are
Playing

The Perfed 36

i
HERES
ONETHATS

for Plenfv of Profits-

BOX-OFFICE

/

-AUTHEWAY

X^

THROUGH'

FEATUR.ING

Qlf^4u^er/
M

LYAdePUTTI DONALVARADO
WARNER OIAND

#

An ALAN CR.OSLAND Production

FEATURING

THE HIT

JACK HOLT '^Hk Btiry C0MP50IN
A GEORjGE

.^;:J?F^E:YEAR-

B. $£-ITZ Pioduction

AeClAlNto BY PRESS AND
Pl)BLl£fti£il05f;SENSAnONAL

PiCTlfilM|ffl|fEp

T

.

Now W^|iW|3 slftja at the
EMR4$^^iifpN£ Ar$2. TOP
with JACIt'HOtfAoROTHYRSVIER. and RALPH GKAVB

1
Siltr'^^-V'

-^TT:?'s^,wsmsrr-n;m^r^

PROFIT WITI4 COEUifBIJS "PERFECT THIRTY SIX'>^
T»E BEST BOX'^OFFICS l^ill^ IN THE INDUSTRY T
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—
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COAST PRODUCERS MOVE TO STUDIO

7

Third of 531 Films This
Year to Be Made
in New Colony

A Santa

Karl Gottlickoiionski.
No interest

Studio City and environs are going to get the play
activities.
production
future
for

Looks as

if

gram,

according

to

coniniuiiity.

Motion-picture
organization
already having permanent locations in
the North Hollywood-Ventura Boulevard district have assets- of approximately $250,000,000 with an annual
expenditure of $50,000,000.
The 1928-1929 program of organizations having permanent locations
or land holdings in the new motionpicture community provides for the
following schedule of pictures:
Mack Sennett
_
60

Trem Carr Productions
Christie Film Company
Lasky

15

34

..._

274
52
56
40

_.._

M-G-M

_

_

,._.._

First National

Universal

_

Total

.._

531

_..

Next year

will

probably be a

ferent story altogether.
be a lot more.

Doug's

There

dif-

will

New Picture
Now in Full

to

paper

Rasmus

Thias

V/al-

should have read Karl Dane
Thias Zaldenar and then we
would know what thsy were talking about, for that is their "professional" names.

HEMILLE EXODUS

ON WITH BIG STAFF
Cecil B. DeMille has moved to the
sudio.
With him went quite
a cast including, Jeanie Macpherson,
Elizabeth Mchis special writer;
Gaffey, research; Mrs. E. K. Adams,
story department; Peverell Marley,

M-G-M

jinematographer;

Leisen,
assembling
material
for
DeMille's
aext picture)
Roy Bruns, assistant
director, and Barrett C. Kiesling,
press representative.
art director

(now

Mitchell

in

New York

ing

Shades of Hollywood! Paramour
up little old New York las
night, when 6th Avenue and 50t
girl.
Street was roped off with the ai
Andrew Callahan, former sales of the police department, to allc
manager of Technicolor, has a role in Robert Florey to shoot elevate
the Dix picture at Paramount.
scenes for "Night Club"; a two-ret
Pola Negri has sold her beautiBeverly Hills home. We are told
that all of her remaining property
will be disposed of, as his temperamental artist has decided to remain
in Europe.
ful

M-G-M
voice

is

tests

greatly elated over the
of

Ramon

Navarro.

If

they give Ramon just half a chance
he will make M-G-M talking pictures

worth while.

tied

picture with sound, starring

Thousands
part of the

hear that Lionel Atwell, the
star has left New York for
Hollywood and Fox.

of New Yorkers former
mob scenes but one

them, a bit peeved at being heh
up thought the 'pitcher' guys ough
to be arrested.

STERNS USHER IN

We

stage

Bobb

Arnst.

4

FOR NEW SEASON

Team

CULVER CITY HUMS
WITH PATHE PROD'S

of stringed instruments to
furnish tuneful Spanish music, Raoul
Walsh left Hollywood this week for
Zion Canyon in Utah to make exterior scenes for "The Caballeros
Way", the first 100 percent talking
feature to be produced by the Fox

Barry,
for

who

recently deserted

Hollywood and Fox

Movietone

will be sent East in the very near
future to film scenes for a production, as yet untitled and written by
James Gleason, which Sam Goldwyn
will release through United Artists.
It
will have quite an amount of
"talk- in It.

and

Jl

Broadway

Goldwyn Company East

Hale

will be co-featured in
the Pathe production of "LeatherLina Basquette will be the
nick"'.

j,

Tom

A company headed by Vilma Banky

Alan

Boyd

stern Brothers are starting
Knth Taylor will not appear in
"The Canary Murder Case". Jean the new season this month by brin^
ing four comedies to the screen,
,
Former DeMille people now with Arthur has been given her part.
This group includes one from eacn
M-G-M include Adrian, designer and Ruth is still at home recuperating of the four Stern Brothers Come?
from the Flu.
Lenore J. Coffee, writer.
dies announced for the 1928-1928
Seems funny to see Bill Haines market. The lead-off comedy of th«
and Karl Dane on the Paramount new season is one of "The NewlyComedy
Cast
lot in makeup.
M-G-M is using the weds and Their Baby'' comedies
Bobby Clark and Paul McCullough sound
stage
for
"Alias
Jimmy featuring Snookums, the precocious"
who recently arrived in Hollywood Valentine".
child star.
to work in Fox Movietone producTh3 other Stern Brothers series^
tions, have been cast in "The Bath
Bufh Clifford, having been away are the "Let George Do It" series,;'
Between",
a
two-reel
Movietone from the screen for some time,
also a George McManus adaptation;
is
:omedy written by Hugh Herbert returning with a part in "The
the E'.ist3r Brown series, adapted,
Devil't
\nd Sidney Lanfield. Benjamin Stol- Apple Tree" being
made by Tiffany- from the R. F. Outcault cartooni
-yfi
is
directing the two former Stahl.
;omics, and the "Mike and Ike"jBroadway comedians in this all-talk?o:""eJies, adapted from Rube Golding short subject.
The completed cast for "Fancy berg's comic strip of that name.
Baggage" being done at Warner's
is: Edmund Breese, Hallam Cooley
Walsh on Location
Wallace MacDonald, Eddie Gribbon.
With a carload of Movietone equip- Burr Mcintosh, George Fawcett and
ment, a score of players, and an Audrey Ferris.
Some cast.

D'Artagnan, Ale.xandor lOumas'
swashbuckling hero of the seven- company.
teenth century.

Armstrong,

;

Blast
three muske- orchestra

D'Artagnan and the
teers are riding once more.
Douglas Fairbanks is in active production of "The Iron Mask", the sequel to his story of "The Three Musketeers", which he made nx years
ago.
Again Mr. Fairbanks irf play-

Bob

V»illiani

to

motion-picture

executives.
More than $75,000,000
of the total 1928-1929 production
expenditure of $115,000,000 will be
spent by studios located in or having land holdings in the new film

Calif,

It

Property in Hollywood has become
so valuable, that studio officials are
selling the plants and moving out
into less valuable territory.
Motion picture concerns having
land holdings in North Hollywood
and the Ventura Boulevard area will
produce 531 pictures out of a total
of 780 pictures to be made in Los
Angeles under the 1928-1929 pro-

Monica,

I

FLOREY TIES UP 6TH
AVE. FOR^GHT CLUB

What's This?
reports the marriage of

Cm

production
work,
has
the dialogue for this O.
Henry tale. Walsh will play the
leading role of the "Cisco Kid" as
well as direct the picture and other

At the Pathe Studios in Culver City
Henry Sharp is doing the camera
work on the Fairbanks picture "The "The Spieler", a story of carnival
Iron Mask''.
He did "Don Q" for life as being enacted by Reuee
and

Doug.

Tauzig-Gus Rogers
Join New Venture
film

written

(Continued from page 1)
and photographic supply com-

panies v/ith 87 patents.
Gus A. Rogers, former general
r-ounsel of Fox Film Corporation and
Fox Theatrical
is also
members of the cast who will have on the Board ofEnterprises,
Directors, as well
chance to try their voices for the as Fred Hochstetter,
1
inventor of moIrst time are Maria Al, Edmund rion
picture patents.
Lowe,
Farrell
Macdonald,
Ivan
Linow, Lola Salvi and Elena Llota.

Cameraman Signed

Newmeyer

A

five

year contract for the serv-

Adoree, Alan Hale, Fred Kohler
Clyde Cook is in mid-production;
final preparations for "The Shady
Lady'' and "Geraldine" are being
completed; two new directors have
been signed, Melville Brown for
"Geraldine'' and "Chuck" Reisner for
"Noisy Neighbors" and two new
stories are under way.
Charles A.
Logue is writing "The Flying Fool"
for William Boyd and Paul Gangelin
is at work on "The Office Scandal",
to star Phyllis Haver.

Rand with Columbia

Withers

in Cast

S. Rand assumes the post
Exchange Manager at Omaha for
player Columbia Pictures Corporation this

Grant Withers Is the first
chosen to support Monte Blue in
his next Warner Bros, picture, "The
Greyhound Limited" which Howard
Bretherton is preparing to direct
In a few days Anthony Coldeway
will

finish

the

script.

Walter

of

'veek.

Mr. Rand comes to Columbia after
^even years with United Artists, five
if which he spent as branch mana°;er at Los Angeles and two years
aa Pacific Coast supervisor.

Universal Films

I

MCCONNELL BACK IN
PATHE SERIAL WORK!

at Fox
ices of Allen C. Jones, cameraman,
Starts Soon
Fred Newmeyer, the director, has has been
Gladys McConnell comes back to
signed by Universal PicWilliam K. Howard, Fox director,
been signed to do a picture at Fox's tures Corporation,
is soon to start on
according to an Pathe as the heroine of "The Tiger's
"Street Fair". It will
be a newspaper story and aiinounroment by
Sets are being built ai Fox HilltPresident Carl Shadow", George Arthur Grey's lattitled "Newspaper".
est chapter melodrama which is now
Laemmle.
showing an entire Holland village.
in production at the Pathe Studios
Janet Gaynor will be the star.

Howard

[)

at Culver City under the direction
of Spencer Bennett and supervision
of Phil Ryan.
Teamed with Miss

Comedy Western McConnell is Hugh Allan who has
"A Dangerous Dude", starring attracted attention by his work in
George Chandler under direction of "Dress Parade" and "Annapolis".

Walter Fabian, has been completed,
Miss McConnell's first appearance
according to an announcement from for Pathe was as leading lady in
Universal.
The picture is a two he human cast of Hal Roach's big
reel
Western in the "Tenderfoot feature "The Devil Horse." with
Thrillers" series.
Rex, the King of Wild Horses.

'

Qotham-Bristolphone Expects 2500 Installations by

Formerh FXHiRiiORS
24

Ol..

IV

o.

Ne>v York, Saturday, September

«3

Warner^R

OBSERVATIONS
'^aramount-Pomeroy

for

Word comes from the coast that
Roy Pomeroy, sound expert at
Paramount has perfected an attachment for a projecting machine, that will make it possible

WILLIAM FOX POST

on one machine. If this is true,
our complaint in this column some
time ago that "the Paramount
method was too expensive" has to
be discounted a bit.

H. Talley, Managing Director of Fox Newsreel, has been
nade one of William Fox's rightland men at the home office.
The Fox organization is highly
jratified with the prestige attained
md the increase in bookings of the

Truman

Method

lewsreel, under Talley's managenent and with the fine organization
le has built up.
Talley will take important detail
vork off the shoulders of both Mr.
Pox and Winfleld R. Sheehan.

As set forth before, the Paramount method of making talking
pictures is to use two negatives
exposing

One

both

for the voice

simultaneously

and the other

By thi?
photography.
for the
to depossible
then
is
it
means,
velop both negatives separately;
and as a result bring out both the
voice and photography in a man-

WWW

rfvifw

1.1,

HfL'

IT
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CANADIAN CO-OPS

S

r>(T.

I'.it

l-'IVK

t'KNTS

& R Supreme Deal

8 Brooklyn Houses

FALLEY GETS BIG

for a 'theatre to run both prints
(one sound and the other story)

''he

TRADE

March

On

Makes Individual Offer
Jack and

Jill

Came

"Humpty-Dumpty

Rachmil-Rinsler

Down

Tumbling

Circuit

on

the
wall, and oh, what a fall there
was," was the chant of the holders
of picture stocks yesterday as
they watched such favorites as
Fox - Warner - Stanley and others
tumble.
Warner "A'' dropped 18 points
to 99 and the "B", 19 points to 97.
Fox went off 4 to 102 y2 Universal
fell

to

7

to 241/8;

5.31/4

sat

Stanley dropped

and K-A-0 was

for

off

2%

In addition to meeting with the
committee of independent theatre
owners of New York yesterday, for
the purpose of lining up on the purchase proposition advanced on Thursday, H. M. Warner yesterday made
an individual offer to Rachmil &
Rinsler of the Supreme Circuit of
Brooklyn, for the purchase of their
eight houses.
Pending the appraisals of the majority of the 80 independent theatres
in the Sapiro association, similar
oft'ers will be made individually from
time to time, for either outright pur-

6

to

271/0.

"OUR GANG" IN TOWN
AT THE PARK CENTRAL

—

chase or 50%.
William Fox has been working on
deal to buy outright as many
of the Sapiro group theatres as possible, for the past ten days and from

the

FUNCTIONING 100^°
TORONTO — The Exhibitors Co-

"Our Gang" is here. Bag and
(Continued on page 2)
baggage this troup of six artists
were
and
yesterday
arrived
town
in
ner that is entirely satisfying
immediately quartered at the Park
BUT this requires the cost of two^ operative Ltd., an organization form- Central. "Fatty" Joe Cobb, freckled
purpose
ed some months ago for the
prints of equal footage on everyi
Harry Spear, Jean Darling, Mary
5f combining their film purchasing;
had
to;
machines
Ann Jackson, Wheezer, Farina and
subject and two
power, vigorously denies story car-;
"Petie", the dog mascot comprised
be used, projecting both at the' ried in the Review On September
the gang from the Hal Roach Studio
11th from its correspondent "The
same time.
TheaCanadian Digest" to the effect that' that will appear at the Capitol
Budd Rogers, V. P. of Gotham
all next week.
tre
suei
Productions, announced yesterday,
this organization intended to
different
who had;
phoning Sam Sax in
several of the members
that, after
Hollywood, the Gotham-Bristolphone
With the new Pomeroy invention} signed originally to do their pur-:
is laying plans to equip 500 houses
a better part of this cost is elimi-j "basing through the new association,'
who
since
withdrawn
therehad
with
their sound disc device by Janmd
running:
nated and the expense of
(Continued on pagr« 2)
uary 1st, 1929, and 2000 more by
will!
two prints of equal footage
March 1st, 1929.
"Times Square", recently comhardly be more than the mone>
pleted, will be Gotham's first Bristolspent in replacements on disc
Warner
The call sent out by
phone picture. Harold Shumate, asrecords, providing the exhibitor if
Brothers for the redemption of the sociate producer for Sax, and Alice
also.
running the disc method
Class "A" stock by December 1st, Day. the star, are enroute to New
at the latest, after which time that York to add sound effects to the
class sock will cease to draw di- picture. Two sound stages are now
Tests
J. p. Kennedy, J. J. Murdock and
vidends,
may be futile, according in the process' of construction at the
Quite a few prominent actors
back in New York to financial experts of the N. Y. Bristolphoue
studios,
Waterbury,
and actresses in Hollywood have Pat Casey are due
Europe the first week in Oc- Times.
Conn., as well as two on the coast.
had tests made by Paramount from
A big Keith-Albee-Orpheum
The stock is called for redemption
using their method. And all with tober.
will be held, to pui at .$17. a share, plus unpaid and
considerable success. We hear general meeting
into effect the plans the three exec- accumulated dividends, totaling $21.50 Fox Publicity
that through these tests Mary
have been making on the a share.
Pickford was finally won over tc utives
Coast
Here from
iresent trip.
Inasmuch as Class "A" is now
the "talkies." And it seems evident
meeting is sheduled with selling at 99. it appears certain that
Another
Coast
West
Frank
Murray
of
the
thif
might
use
Pickford
Miss
that
out all will be converted into common Publicity Department of Fox Film
method in her all-talkie produc '^BO executives, with Kennedy
'o still any talk about the insecurity shares, which closed at 97.
Corporation is in New York on a
tion of "Coquette".
Both Warners and Fox are re- visit to the home-office and leaves for
However the point of it all is ^f his position, either in Keithported making offers for the Keith- California next Wednesday.
Frank
some of us not in on the knov \lbee-Orpheum, or FBO.
Kennedy still retains a strong Albee-Orpheum, but neither offer is a Minneapolis-St. Paul off-shoot
and trying to estimate the valu.'
(Continued on pag:e 2)
has brought K-A-0 Board of Directors and well-known to the major theatre
of the different methods of sounf
to the actual point or merging.
circuits in that territory.
tc
were
tempted
reproductions

BRISTOLPHONE PLAN

500 INSTALLATIONS

j

\

WARNER CLASS "A"

I

REDEMPTION FUTILE

KENNEDY AND K-A-0

OFFICIALS TO SAIL

Man
W.

•

ridicule the
i.

Lasky Coming East

Paramount idea duf

expense entailed ir
production and projection. Pom
eroy has clipped half this off an^"

to the great

we

are told, other reductions' i
expense will be made as a resu'
of work now being perfected.

WILKERSON.

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president
'n charge of production for Para-nount, who has been in Hollywood
ir several weeks looking over the

picture making
ctivities, will leave for New York

ompany's

m

Monday.

heavy

Press Club Meets
The Film Press Club

is

again hold-

ing regular meetings on Fridays, a
on 49th
at headquarters

meeting

having been called for last
night by Tom Hamlin. President.
street

^1,000,000 Talkie Co.
The General Talking Pictures Corporation of Wilmington was formed
yesterday in Delaware, with a capital
of $1,000,000, BOn.OOO shares of romraon stork.

.

^
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West Coast Representat ve
'

air.
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1155

Hcmpstcd

1514).
LondLii Office and Correspondent: Samuel Harris
•The t::neina". 80-82 Wardour St.. London.

W.

,

u

in association with
representative British residents of New York, has organized
the British Film Society of America.
The Society plans to give a series
of ten bi-monthly entertainments,
afternoon and evening, at a prominent and convenient Times Square
Theatre, commencing in October.
Each entertainment will comprise a
exBritish
film
feature,
special
cellent music, together with novelty

Arthur A. Lee,

and

specialties.
The object of the Society is solely
to provide an
opportunity to see
these British productions, and at the

Canadian Moving Picture Di
25) Spadina Ave., Toronto. Canada.

gest.

from page

100%
1)

from.

They now

and

—

down

in future will lie

together

and the lamb, and which
and which the lamb?

like the lion
is

the lion

state

that

Canada

is

functioning 100% with a cooperative
movement, with no dissention.
The names of those who had withdrawn from the association, according to the "Digest'' were Tom Moorehead of London, Ontario and Gordon
Fillman.

York: ^Cliarlie Fettijolin and
Al Sli'ft'cs have buried the hatchet

.

.

.

Kennedy and K-A-O
Officials to Sail
(Continued from pagre 1)
financial interest in FBO and according to a Boston financier, has no

Harry Warner has ordered a million
newspaper campaign to let the intention of disposing of that interest,
some time ago, contrary to
public know all about Vitaphone pic- current rumors that
Kennedy is
tures, and those Warner boys now through with K-A-O and E. F. Albee
have that million and so many more will again be the commanding figure.!
it is a headache to think of it
dollar

.

.

Dillion,

(ilads'S

for

.

and rlanning

.

make a permanent

to

home

.

out there
Al Rocketl, whc
here at last from the coast, planf
to stay a couple of weeks, and maybe
by that time it will be settled whc
.

.

.

is

in control of the destinies of Firs1
National
Lee I). Balsly, who has
been handling exploitation accessories for a long time, has been ap
pointed to succeed Dave Bader af
head of Universal's accessory department
Colyin Brown, who i;
on the coast is expected home ii
about three weeks
Paul Benjamli
somewhat of a social butterfly, ha;
been selected to put on a numbei
of social events for the A.M.P.A. dur
Ing the winter months
Eddi'
>rac>'aniee announced yesterday tha
lie planned to spend part of KosI
is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hasli(»nah at

St. Patrick's Cathedra
Tiseher, of Exhibitor:
Herald and new member of the Mo
tion I'icture Club, celebrated his ad
vent by giving a luncheon at th'
club for three guests and he actec
as ir he enjoyed the company ant
the lunch
Lou Metzjfer receive

I'eter

.

a

.

.

"Happy New Year" telegram

print
yiddish, the sender being aIrish friend named Beverly
UrUmh
i'lnl Lou was' happy

ed in

.

.

Division

in

Golden Care

Sept.

Lou B.
Manager

19th.

nil

Metzger, General Sales
Universal, announces
of

Carl Laemmle has engaged £. V.
Edward Golden to take charge of the

RICHARDS MERGING
SOUTHERN EXHIBITOR

that

Talking

Pictures

Division

of

Uni-

versal.

theatres of New Orleans are organ
throughout the country.
'.zed into a two million dollar profll
This department will book direct, sharing company, with E. V. Ricl
synthe
of
all
being,
for the time
srds, President of Saenger chain (
chronized product for which sales! theatres.
plans have not already been an-i
Audits are now being made c
The first production for ach theatre to be given stock in th
nounced.
"Lonesome",
the new Division will be
new company in proportion

Universal's first talking picture.
Next is Universal's first one hun-i
dred percent talking picture, "Ma-j
delon", recently previewed at Yost'sj
Broadway Theatre, Santa Ana, Cali-I
fornia. "Madelon", directed by A. B

I

j

Heath, with Walter Pldgeon, Mil-j
dred Harris, Jane Winton, Tommy
Dugan and Jack Richardson, waf,
referred to in the studio while in th(|
making as "The Melody of Love"}
"Madelon" will be handled through!
the new Talking Pictures Division aS]
soon as prints can be shipped.
Mr. Golden has three short talking!
}

subjects also for immediate distribution through his department. They
are Bailey and Barnum, Brox Sisters
and Zimmerman and Granville.

.

ten years
Universal, was given a preweddiiig shower in the company offices, and Lou Metzf?er presented her
with a beautiful silver service, and
this is the first time a young lady^
has made this column
Lon Young;
is preparing to leave soon for the
coast, taking his family with hin

Miss
with

Picture

Talking

loi

i

(Continued

Xew

of

versal

Canadian Co-ops
Functioning

Office;

Sales

Wed.

Mr. Golden, formerly part owner
NEW ORLEANS.—With theatjl
Comof the American Feature Film
in the Northern territorif'
mergers
from
organizing
pany of Boston is
Fifth Avenue taking place right and left thest
730
Office
at
Home
the
*
same time have them reviewed by
department. He lays, one of the most importai
the American press, in order to an entirely separate
nergers in the South is about
?
Uniwith
acquainted
is thoroughly
widely disseminate their merits.
ake, when 24 suburban independer- f
product and with exhibitors

I.

Canad an

Jolson Premiere

In listing 8 new pictures coming to Broadway this week, mention was inadvertently left out ol
the 9th and probably the most
important opening of the week,
Al Jolson's premiere of the Vitaphone "Singing Fool" at the Win-Iter Garden on Wednesday evening,*^

TALKIE DEPARTMENT

S.

several

reels

1928

3

Columbia Specials

Warner-R

Score in Frisco
Columbia
Pictures
Corporation
had several big weeks in San Francisco with the booking in rapid succession at important first run-houses
of its first three specials, "The Scarlet Lady," "Court-Martial" and "Sub-

8C

R Supreme

Deal for 8 Bklyn Houses Onl
(Continued from pas* i)
sources close to both parties, it isj
said the transaction is ready for]
completion and final closing onj

\

Monday.
Harry M. Warner come into this
marine."
Thursday afternoor
openly
deal
"Court-Martial," a Civil War picwhen, at the suggestion of Arthur
ure with Jack Holt and Betty
Whyte, the group in meeting at the
Oompson, went into El Capitan Satoffices
of the Sapiro organization
urday for a week's run, followed
with him to discuss terms for a
met
Sunday at Pantages Theatre by th^
Thq
sale of some of the theatres.
Western premiere of the Russian
meeting was adjourned until yester-]
drama, "The Scarlet Lady," with
jay morning, at which time a com-Lya de Putti, Don Alvarado and
mittee appointed by the Sapiro group
Warner Oland.
met with Mr. Warner to work out q
Booking of the two specials follow- plan.
THE DAILY REVIEW wa^
3d closely on the heels of the aninformed that this meeting was ad-j
louncement that Alexander Pantages
journed until Monday after mord
tiad booked the Columbia
product than an hour's discussion.
tor 1928-29.
Whether it be Fox or Warner, it
"Submarine" will follow "Court-^
seems most evident that a sale wilj
Martial" and "The Scarlet Lady" inbe made, thereby giving Fox, if he is
to San Francisco very shortly.
the purchaser, a tremendous hold in
greater New York, and if the housef
Crawfords O.K.
go to Warner, an outlet for Warner
Publix officials are sending out Brothers and Vitaphone pictures
)fficial
denials of any rift in the greater than that of any other orute of the domestic life of Mr. and ganization in the metropolitan dis'

Jesse Crawford, organists at
he Paramount Theatre in New York,
md assert that such rumors have
'risen through a misinterpretation
)f one of Crawford's
illustrated songs.
vTrs.

Reeve

File's

Petition

Arthur B. Reeve, well known
lovelist and scenario writer has filed
petition in bankruptcy
in
New

I

t'ork,

listing liabilities of .$39 271 8^

uul ass-ets of $tWO.

trict.

Universal Premiere
"Freedom

of the Press" a Univerpicture with a splendid cast including Lewis Stone, Marceline Day
sal

Malcolm McGregor, Henry B. Walthall, Hayden Stevenson and others
will have its New York premiere at
the Broadway Theatre starting Monday.

George Melford directed.

value of the property

•'

111

f

IK

to th
put into th I

merger.

is

Some

k

of the 24 houses will h'
scrapped and the balance brough
up to date and wired for souni

^

pictures.

Richards
.0

^n

is

said to be the sponso P

merger plan and

for the

is report©
be interest in half a dozen house
the 24.

DAVE BADER GETS
SCHLANGER "U" POSl
Dave Bader, for the past thre
years manager of Universal's depart
ment of accessories, has been pro
moted to the post of Assistant to th
Eastern Sales Manager, Ted Schlan
ger.
Bader in his handling of th
accessories is thoroughly familia
vvith sales practice and with the ex
change managers and salesmen. Hi
enthusiasm, energy and knowledgi
of the field will find a splendid out
let in the Sales Department.
At the same time, Lee D. Balsl;
has been made accessory manager.

Darst Proud

'hese days around the home office
the reason being a baby daughter
eleven days old.

Still

CINKMATOGRAFHKR.S
& Howell — Akeley Cameras

— Graflex Cameras
—Projectors
Portable Lights^

Cameras

All Sizes

For Rent

110

W.

IRVING BROWINING
40th Street, IVew
Penn. 1258-9

TELL 'EM

WITH TRAILERS

;•

.

;j

j.
'

'

1

%
,

Daddy

James E. Darst, Managing EMito;
of Pox News is wearing a wide grii

Bell

j.t

York City

;

-

,
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PICTURE REVIEWS
"THE CIRCUS KID'
BO

HOME

JAMES"

inVIVERSAL

George B Seitz Directed by
William Beaudine
Frankie Darro, Featuring
Laura La Plante,
Joe Brown, Poodles, Hanneford,
Charles Delaney, Arthur Hoyt
Helene, Costello, Sam Nelson
Sprighty vehicle for La Plante,
Phil Tannura full of non-sensical situations which
['hotography
Picture has several good qualities are nevertheless laugh-provoking in
iMl»a Darrow, Poodles Hanneford Cirmany spots Delaney gives capable
loijus performers and a good climax, performance as does Arthur Hoyt
dded to a story of circus life, La Plante is not given any oppor'here is nothing else however to tunity to wear attractive clothes and
:et
it
a first-run showing in the her appearance suffers
lig towns
Story is slow, titles orart student
Girl
comes to big
inary and Brown who had a big town to make good and her come
ne in "Hit of the Show" is burled down finds her selling art in departPicture is average en- ment store love affair with store
1 this one.
ertainment but may get break owner's son develops, girl, however,
hrough Darro's work.
thinking he is just a chaft'eur girl's
Ad orphan, runs away from the relatives come to city to find out how
nstitution and becomes part of a she is getting on and in a pinch
lircus
he is made a pal of an ex- the wealthy hero offers her his own
ion tamer who finally overcomes home for appearance sake ensuing
lis fear of the king of beasts with
mix-ups between the son and his
he help of the orphan.
That his father cause the store owner to be
irl
does not love him finally is thrown in jail as intruder in his
jjjirected By
'eaturing

—

—

—

—

—

ealized
')ack

in

—

The circus, own home explanations are forththe orphan's home-town is coming and everything ends well.
by

the

hero.

giving a performance during a heavy
torm, the big lion-tamer is clawed
y the cats and saved from death
[)y the orphan and the ex-lion tamer

"KREUTZER SONATA"

—

—

Direction

William Beaudine
Featuring
Mary Astor,
Lloyd Hughes, Louise Fazenda,
Lucien Littlefield.
This is a "weaksister" to "Mr.
Frisbee's Princess," so ably produced
some time ago. Here we have the
story of an American girl who, having married a prince in Italy, returns after several years to her home
town in America unrecognized for a
time with the ensuing monkeyshines.
The picture has practically
no love story, making us wonder just

where the title fits in, and is' for the
most part very slow moving. The
burden of entertainment falls upon
the always capable shoulders of
Louise Fazenda, who as usual gives
a
great
performance. William
Beaudine's
direction
is
excellent
throughout in s-pite of the weak story
and small time gags. The best we
can give this is "fair program.''

]»IA]V-MADE

WOMAN"

Pathe

M. S. Films (German)
Directed by
J. Machaty
vho dies.
Featuring
Eva Byron
and Jans Petrovich.
'THE CITY WITHOUT A HEABT"
Story founded on Tolstoy's noted
Japanese— Kato Edngechi
novel and produced in the typical
'Produced in Japan
Continental heavy manner^Film has
featuring
„
Komako Sunada been crudely cut for the American
Picture with Japan's greatest art- market and direction of the picture
an exposition of pictorial art
i8t
is not too ex pert.
Cast fair Should
utory embodying Japanese stolclBin go well in cinema-art theatres and
find
fatalism romance of France foreign neighborhoods.
ind Japan With judicious cutting
A railway traveller tells his fellow
will prove novelty.
journeyers, out of a clear sky, that
Leading lady, cross between Jetta he has committed a murder, caused
Groudal and Greta Garbo, Is aband- by jealousy and the eternal triangle,
ijned by her husband
thrown upon wherein he discovers his wife having
an affair with a violinist.. The action
the world she would commit suicide
flashes back and forth from the
but is saved from drowning by young traveller telling the story
to the
sculptor.
She gets work In a Club, actual occurrences
The woman, Eva Byron does creditmeets her husband who causes quarable work although she is not the
rel In sculptor's studio; husband is
American audiences
typa
like
shot by wife.
She takes to drink Petrovich as the jealous husband
and Anally dies in a hovel.
has a good sense of dramatic values.

—

-HEART TO HEART"
FIRST NATIONAL

—

—

—

.

Directed by
Paul L. Stein
Featuring
„
Leatrice Joy,
H. B. Warner.
Production stands out because of
splendid work of Miss Joy and Warner, but theme is somewhat trite.
Director has labored to turn out a
fast moving picture through many
dissolves which run a bit too fast
Settings tone up the production, and
it should do well as a program attraction. John Boles might do better
work if he could loosen up his expression and gestures.
Husband cannot allow his wife to
retain her own
personallity and
desires, but wishes to mold her into
his conception of a what a wife
should be. This outrages the wife,
who leaves him, although she loves
him an old admirer reappears on
the scene and though he desires her,
agrees to help her win back her
husband, provided she comes to him,
if the plan fails.
She wins the stubborn and
proud husband back,

—

through femenine lures.

"KEADV, SET, GO!"
Grecia>;o I'rodaction
Directed by.

Featuring

A

fine

Ray McCarey

Spec O'Donnell
comedy, clean and spon-

—

taneous with youthful zest the cast
is well balanced and the whole family will enjoy this one.
The story is about a boy whose
uncle has mortgaged the farm to
provide him with a college education.

The

lad, of course, is frivolous

and he takes the school idea as an
opportunity to display a barrel of
tricks.
At
college
Spec accomplishes many things through no endeavor of his own, but fate is with
the freckle-faced kid. It is a simple
story, plainly told of the boy who
goes from the farm to college and

how!

Muriel Montrose, Bruce Coleman,
Joe Cobb and Joe Young fill their
parts capably.

BLACK BUTTERFLIES"
Abe Carlos Prod.
Directed

by......

James W.

Home

Featuring
Jobyna Ralston.
Mae Busch, Lila Lee

Photography

An

Max Duponl

interesting and different story,
which has some bad implausibillties—
such as a woman dying from childbirth, getting out of bed and playing
a farewell song on the piano—
needs
recutting for proper eliminations.
Excellent cast does wonders with
this one.

A young and headstrong girl orphan is left a large fortune— she
wants to forget her horrid life and
runs wild becoming mixed up with
a group of wasters pleasure-bent,
known as the Black Butterflies. When
her allowance is stopped, she marries
a young lawyer for convenience.
Returning from their ill-spent honeymoon, the girl crashes into another
car, blinding her

husband. The accident closing his eyes, opens hers
and she is reborn during the husband's convalescence.

Sound Featurettes
JIMMY LYONS"
monologue. Jolson is Jolson and he
Miljan, whose personality without
devotes most of this talk to his trip
make-up does not get over so well Yitaphoiie-Warner Bros.
Vaudevillian puts across dandy abroad and other wise-cracks.
Three good original songs are put as in "The Terror." All Vitaphone
bit.
Will delight
all
over in this short pianolog. In or- trailer speakers ought to appear in monologue
"TUNING IN"
der of presentation they are "Beside character from the picture intro- audiences.
This is not the first time Jimmy Vitaphone- Warner Bros.
a Lazy Stream" by Bud Cooper lyric- duced.
Bryan Foy
Lyons has appeard in the talking Directed by
ist, second, a solo by Stept, "High
Good idea with novel angle, but
JOE HOWARD"
films, and those who have seen him
Life made a Low Life Out of Me" and
before will be certain to want to doesn't quite make the grade as good
finally, another by Cooper, "No One VITAPHONE— FEATURETTE
Entertaining for older folks who hear him again.
He records ex- entertainment.
but My Tootsie."
Both the broadcasting end and the
Stept is not a newcomer in these heard and enjoyed Joe Howard on ceptionally well and the matter he
Vita shorts having appeared with the stage for two decades. Wasted choses always gets across big. This receiving end of the radio are shown,
Al Bernard and Frank kamplain as on an audience of the younger gen- time he makes one of his political the announced acts are burlesqued,
eration upon whom they would have speeche,s and hits a home run al- with the announcer being exhibited
the Record Boys.
as doing nearly all the stunts himNumbers are appropriate and are no effect. Howard sings four songs, most every time he goes to bat.
self.
This faking is amusing. For
gotten across with good effect. En- two of which are "Dreaming" and
instance an announced tap dance is
"Who's Kissing Her Now" both of
SINGING FOOL" TRAILER
joyable and should be booked.
accomplished by the beating of cowhich were popular years ago. A Vitaphone Al Jolson
CAUGHT I\ FOG" TKAILER mediocre song act to be used in case This advance theatre trailer on coanut shells together. But the
Tifaphone Jolni Miljan
of necessity.
Howard's appearance "The Singing Fool" just completed lister-in at the finale is no longer
Trailer for forthcoming Warner On the screen is quite satisfactory. by Jolson is a treat and is almost amused and is not loath to show
release, introduction
delivered by Accompanies himself in (>ae melody. as good as a 10-minute vaudeville his rath.

COOPER AND STEPT"
Mi APHONE— FEATURETTE

—

—
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fact that

changes

in the

splendid

advancement of the motion picture
industry, the

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany continues

own

its

march and maintains

its

forward

supremacy

in presenting to the trade

Eastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type 2

— a perfected^ proven product
for

the

cinematographer

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Production

A

Harry Pollard
Production
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Warner Deal Awaits Return of K-A-O- Executives
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No. 65

lUOTA LAW PROP0S[D

FOR CZECtiO-SLOVAKIA
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington

— Adoption

of

a

quota

system to govern the distribution and
xhibition
in
Czechoof pictures
slovakia will be asked of the Parlianent there this fall, states a report
M. P. Section of the Dept.
:o the
Draft of the legislation
jf Commerce.
las been submitted to interested firms
ind organization of the country with
1 request for their comment.
Under the bill, a certain percentage
if the films shown within the country must be of domestic origin, the
definite quota to be fixed by government agencies.

Golden Heads New "U"
Talking Film Department
Edward Golden has been placed
:harge

talking

of

He now

versal.

pictures

Fox

Running Ahead

GO-OP'S BID TO

Parastrength of
mount stock is being attributed
in financial circles to the report
current that rentals for the
year to Sept. 1, are running
$2,000,000 in excess of the same
period last year, despite the
buying letdowm throughout the
United States caused by advent

department at the home office.
This department will book direct, for
the time being, all synchronized product for which sales plans have not
already been announced.
The first
features to be handled are: "Lone"Madelon," the first
some," and
shorts Bailey and Barnum, Brox Siscial

and Zimmerman and Granville.
Golden formerly was part owner of
the American Feature Film Co., Bos-

ters

Foreign
of
sound pictures.
rentals, these reports contend,
are about ten per cent ahead of
last year.

Bidding, but

HELD PROTECTION MOVE

EXCHANGES RESTRAINED
IN ARBfTRATHlN
Pittsburgh

— Injunction

ROW

restraining

film companies from shutting off service to the Erie, because he has refused to arbitrate a dispute with
Paramount, and refused to file bond,

has

been

Ham-

secured by H. E.
of the Lyric Amusement

Fox Theaters' Record
Week Net is $83,000 Warners Plan Eastern
theaters enjoyed a record net

the Greater New York
co-operative in asking H.
M. Warner to become business advisor of the organization is to protect members of the association, and
has no "political" significance. This
is
the statement made by Herbert
R. Ebenstein, in correcting the typographical error which stated that
Warner had taken over the post. He
has not yet accepted, however.

Move

of

exhibitor

to

become

busi-

ness advisor at a meeting held ThursThe co-opday, which he attended.
erative group feels that with an advisor like Warner successful effort
can be made in protecting members
in the deals now being made, which
they feel might otherwise jeopardize
Aaron Sapiro is
their investments.

week, according to William Fox,

when $83,000 was

reported, a figure

Loew London Theater
Opens Late
Opening
house
late

in

in

of the

in October
new Empire, Loew

London,

October,

will

E.

A.

Loew's said yesterday.
seats

place
Schiller of

The house

3,500.

The next Loew house
this

take

open

to

in

country will be Loew's at Provi-

dence,

R.
seats 3,500,
six weeks.

L

The

will

The chain

One

has

be

theater,

ready

just

which

in

opened

about

two

Capitol at Atlanta, seating 2,500, and the other
is Loew's and United Artists' State
at Louisville, this seating 3,300.
houses.

is

the

company

in

Warner

Deal for purchase of Keith-Albeewill await return from Europe of J. J. Murdock,
Joseph P. Kennedy and Pat Casey,
This phase of the
it is understood.
situation is declared behind statement of H. M. Warner that he sees
no immediate prospects for closing of
the deal.

There were reports yesterday that

Fox had

reentered the negotiations
an effort to take over Keith-Albee-Orpheum, but these were unconin

It is believed that the Warfirmed.
ner deal has progressed to a stage,
where only the details are to be
straightened out, although there are
so many ramifications, involving the
widespread K-A-O interests, that
straightening them out may be expected to consume considerable time.

(Continued en Page 15)

TITLES

GERHAN CENSORS NOT
TO PASS ON DIALOGUE

Vitaphone Stock Company

Organization of an eastern stock
is planned by Warner Bros,
double that of any previous week. in connection with production at the
This is exclusive of earnings of the old Vitagraph studio in Brooklyn,
Poli chain, recently acquired, a half now renamed the Vitaphone studio.
interest in the Roxy and the new Although all details are not set as
Fox at Brooklyn. This is at the an- yet, it is understood that stage and
concert big names will be signed.
nual rate of $4.80 a share.
last

Again

Orpheum by Warners

Berlin

—

Jurisdiction

of

German

censorship boards does not extend to
dialogue in pictures, the German censorship appeal board has ruled. The
decision is the result of contention
of two exhibitors that dialogue of a
film of a revue was not suitable for
children.

Big Doin's

Big
MONDAY:
buy Stanley which

That Warner deal to
doin's in the air.
week
was set surely is.
we said last
with the
connected
mystery
even though there's a lot of
That is
control?
National
transaction. Are Warners after First
because
issue
the
clouding
of
There's some
the big question.
some believe the Stanley purchase will give Warners control of

OFM

SOUND

PICTURKJRE

Co.

Fox

Reported

Accord Seen

Warner was asked

mond, head

ton.

WARNER

Steady

in

organizing a spe-

is

MURDOCK, KENNEDY, CASEY
SEEN NEEDED ON K-A-0 DEAL

Uni-

for

Price 25 Cents

1928

16,

Titles

of

M-G-M

the

use
product

which have sound this season are announced by Nicholas M. Schenck.
Nineteen will be given dialogue
while 40 will have sound effects.
Pictures which are to be made entirely in

dialogue or with talking se-

quences follows:
William

Haines

"Alias

in

Jimmy Valen-

San Luis Rey"; William Haines in "A Man's Man"; John Gilbert in "Thirst"; Ramon Novarro in "The
Pagan"; Marion Davies in "Dumb Dora,"
"The Little Warrior" and "Buddies"; Norma Shearer in "Ballyhoo," and in "A Free
Soul"; Karl Dane and George K. Arthur in
"All at Sea"; Buster Keaton in "Spite Mar"Broadway Melody," by Edmund
riage";
Goulding; "The Last of Mrs. Cheney," with
Norma Shearer; "The Bellamy Trial," with
(Continued on Page 16)
tine";

"The Bridge

Dave Bader

of

is

Named

Aide to Ted Schlanger

Dave Bader, for three years manof Universal's accessory departager
pool
the
part
of
Stanley
is
That is incorrect.
First National.
has been named assistant to
ment,
which controls First National, but the stock of members of the the eastern sales manager, Ted
pool is in escrow. That arrangement was made in June to keep Schlanger. Lee D. Balsly has sucthe company intact regardless of any theater deal made by any ceeded him as accessory manager.
with Universal seven
franchise holders. At the time. Fox was angling for control, and Bader has been
{Continued on Page

3)

years.

J

..
.
..
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Sept.

19 Premiere of

Winter Garden. New York.
opens in PhilaSept. 22 Met, Stanley house,
delphia.

Sept. 24

Dinner

•

industry

film

for

given by

Com-

(b)
(c)
(s)

Sept

York.
So24 Opening of fall meeting of the
ciety of M. P. Engineers, WhiteYork.
face Inn, Lake Placid, New

Sept,

27 "Jazz

toria.

Chamber

America

of

at

of

New

Singer"

opens

at

Bond Market.
Curb Market.

Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Aakad.)
NOTE: Balaban & Kati ii listeJ in Chioaco;
Stock

Skouras. St. Louia.

Piccadilly,

Derby House Mav Reopen

London.
Oct.

1

M-G-M's Ixjndon
pire,

Oct.
Oct.

Theater, the

Em-

opens.

Michigan convention
at Kalamazoo.
MP.T.O.A. convention
16-17 Annual

8-10 M.P.T.O.

at

of

Toronto.

Nov, 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention

Columbus.

at

Nov. 25 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Nov, 25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.

— Pantages

will

offer

Biehn, New
representing

New

York.

its

York

realtor, said to be
Alfred Gottesman of
Trust Co.,
The

Home

holder of the $75,000 second mortgage closed out their interest for
It

foreclosure

16
16

k
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POWER
SWEET SIXTEEN
BROADWAY DADDIES

13
13
13
13

13
13
13
13

LADY OF PETROGRAD

?

is

that the
the $200,000

understood

action

on

will be dropped. Biehn
sound picture Nov. 3 when first mortgage
will also have to dispose of some
Openopens.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
$23,000 in small claims.
ing was postponed from Labor Day.

Sound For Hanover, Memphis

Ashland, O., "Blue"
Ashland, O. Picture theaters here
will remain closed on Sundays, following failure of the passage of a
Exhibitors and
referendum vote.
merchants have settled their difficulExhibitors had deties amicably.
manded that merchants be forced to
observe the blue laws as well as the

—

Memphis

—

Movietone
and
Vit
phone equipment will be installed
the Hanover, in Hollywood, subu
The house, now und
of this city.
construction, will open with soui
about Jan.

K

ti

1.
M

Drop Shows For Sound

referendum showed
public wanted the stores
open and the theaters closed. So it's
that way now.
theaters.
that the

The

—

Indianapolis The Circle has aba
doned stage shows in favor of sour
pictures.
The new policy was e
fected Sept. 15 when "Lilac Timi
opened. The Palace dopted this pc

icy two weeks earlier.
Hortense Schorr Back
Hortense Schorr, who formerly
Sound For 5th Kunsky House
handled publicity for Columbia Picfrom
York
to
New
The Adams, Kunslt
tures, has returned
Detroit
Hollywood where she was the guest house, is being wired for sound pi
This is the fifth Kunsk
of the Mervyn Leroys (Edna Mur- tures.
phy) and the Larry Wheelers (Al- downtown house to be equippe
Others are the Michigan, Madiso
lene Ray).
State and Capitol.

—

—

ine Commodore
Derby, Conn.
Hull theater may be reopened within a few months as the result of the
N.
sale of the house to William

$1,500.
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EVOLUTION OF SOUND PICTURES, By MerrUt Crawford
SOUND PICTURE EXPLOITATION
SOUND PICTURE AND MUSIC DEVICES
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS. COAST WIRE SERVICE
••A LITTLE FROM LOTS." by Ralph Wilk
REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST FEATURE RELEASES
THEATER EQUIPMENT, by Charles F. Hynes
FOREIGN MARKETS, fcv lames P. Cunningham
THE PRESENTATION FIELD, by Jack Harro-.ver
SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS
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by Charles F. Hynes

"Our Gang" Arriving

BROOKS

Hal Roach's "Our Gang" arrives
in New York Saturday from Chicago on their picture house tour.
Roach, who preceded them East by
and Major Edward
three weeks,
Bowes will meet them at Grand
Central.

The Gang
week and

COSTUMES
OOtVNS

plays the Capi-

broadcast
from that theater Sunday evening.
tol

ne.xt

THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

.

will

B WAY.

14.37

./VND

N.Y.

*l-SO ZS.OOO

UMIFOR.IMS

=

TEL 5560 PENN.
COSTVMES TO H£NT

initial

Ben Blumenthal Moves
Ben Blumenthal and Export and
Import Film Co. have moved to the
Tecla
York.

Bldg.,

398

Fifth

Ave.,

New

Bergenfield Wants Sunday Shows
By vote of
Bergenfield, N. J.

—

2,683 to 335, Sunday shows were victorious in a canvass conducted here
by the Chamber of Commerce.

Ne'w York's Neivest and Finest Hotel
Around
district,

corner from

the

New

accessible to

readily

York's exclusive shopping;

leading

and railroad
and away

theatres

terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially correct

from the noise and turmoil of the business district. The
Park Central enjoys a location distinctly unique in itsj
advantages.

Let Us Solve Your Frohlems

1

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as SpecialisU in

JMAI?TLr NEAR THE
CCNTEI^ or THINGS

The Park Central. New York's newest and
where you will find advantages heretofore unElectric
known to American Hostelries Radio outlets
Period Salons and Roof Patios for priRefrigeration

Come

finest

to

hotel,

—

.

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

.

.

vate social functions

1540

& Gates
Leterman
mOOKFOBATKD

B^WAY N.Y.C

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

.

.

.

.

Swimming Pool

.

.

.

Florentine

other
featuring the Park Central Grill Orchestra
Single rooms, five
features, equally unusual and desirable.
Grill,

Stebbins,

.

.

dollars

.

per day and up.

THE PACr CENTRAL
NEW YORK

CITY

.

Double rooms, eight dollars per

day and up.

FIFTY-FIFTH STKEET AT 7lh

.

AVENUE

THE

2^E^
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was formed to counteract
move.
At any rate, if a ma-

pool

le
lis

cuous theater buying.

leeting

tomorrow and developments
cussed at today's meeting of direc-

expected.

re

Dr. Lee

De

Forest, pioneer in the
ilker field, announces he has comleted experiments which have held
ack sales of Phonofilm, and that

ow

everything

ion of

for installatheaters. Here's

set

is

equipment

in

nother big factor to consider in the
field.
There'll be more,
or plenty of competition is looming.

ound picture
Vise

exhibitors

make

a

momentous

step

of

installing

quipment.

The Code of Ethics

been made in
between disributor and exhibitor, but the Utopia
The tenlas not yet been reached.
have

strides

(romoting

confidence

lency to cooperate is a hopeful sign.
Delightful members are impressed
vith the beauty, comfort and practifeatures of the M. P. Club of
:al

^ew York, which throws opens

its

loors today.

Hail to*the hard work-

ng

and

officers

who

committees

splendid achievenent, within a year after first pro)osal of the club was made.

nade possible

this

Denied Again
Tuesday: All wet says Irving D.
Rossheim, in substance, hitting
7ILM DAILY'S story that the
Stanley deal was set or that a proposed purchase of control of First
>Iational by Warners was to be dis-

THE

Boost Juvenile Trade
Welland, Ont. Juvenile patronage
las been developed at the Capitol
)n Saturday afternoons through fornation of a Matinee Club by ManTen cards beariger Tom Forhan.
ng spaces for punch marks are is-

—

the children, the names of
respective members appearing
:he
When a ticket is pur)n the cards.
After
I'hased, the card is punched.
Saturday
successive
ittending ten
shows, the membership card is good
;ued

:or

to

one free admission.

New Manager

at Erie, Pa.
Herman Laurence, a
Pa.
epresentative of the Stanley Co., has
iucceeded N. C. Wagner as maniger of the Perry.
Erie,

—

Vitaphone for Montgomery
Spartanburg,
stalled

— Publix

S.

C.

Vitaphone

in

ery.

the

"I

THE FILM

Warners has gone ahead by spurts
with

Vitaphone, but doesn't intend
on its oars. As witness, the

to rest

company

ping organization persists in keeping in the headlines.
Enterprise
plus is the answer.

With advent

Instructions to salesmen are part
if the
contract, and violation of the
ode of ethics, in which these intructions appear, breaches the conThat's the decision of the Suract.
An imireme Court of Arkansas.
lortant decision and one which will
lave a great bearing on future relaions
between buyer and seller.
Sreat

know

of no deal," was his
emphatic statement to
DAILY, stating reports concerning
buying of Stanley or First National
may be a case where the wish is
father to the thought.
tors.

announces
a
$1,000,000
newspaper program to boost VitaThe fast-steptaking phone productions.

thorvarious sys-

will

ugh study of all the
ems on the market before
he

{Continued from Page

has in-

Montgom-

of Fall, action on the

Federal Trade Commission's campaign against block booking, is expected soon.
The commission usually swings into its winter schedule
about Sept. 15. There's going to be
a long, drawn out fight on block
booking, with the whole system of
group selling of product hanging in

That's good

moving

steadily

M-G-M

is
going in strong for
Nick Schenck says that 40
pictures on the program will have

sound.

sound, with

19 containing dialogue.
Interesting, the difference in viewpoint between the brothers, Nick and
Incidentally,
Joe, on this question.
they're on opposite sides of the political fence, Nick having contributed
$25,000 to Smith's campaign, while
Joe is an ardent Hoover booster.

Confirmed
Well,

over

that's

with, so far as confirmation is concerned.
Meaning, of course, the

Warner-Stanley

A

deal.

newspaper

has got to continue to publish the
news, even in the face of denials,
which explains our persistence on the

business advisor.
They feel that
with his association with the big
deals now on, that he'll be able to
protect them, in keeping the market
open and competition alive. Sapiro's
not resigning, in fact he plans to be
more active than before.

Fotovox, new talking picture film,
over the Paragon studio at
Fort Lee, N. J.
Production is to
start on 52 shorts using the Powers

takes

Cinephone process.
gogetters with
be heard from.
duction move

There are some

this

firm,

who

will

Another sound prois
reported by Dale

Hanshaw, who has production rights
Han-a-Phone features. He's get-

to

ting set for production
of 12 pictures.

of

a

series

Deal Held Up

Now, WarWarner-Stanley yarn.
It will be some time beToday:
Keith-Albee-Or- fore
seeking
ners
is
the
Warner-Keith-Albee-Orpheum. What next? It's an inter- pheum deal is closed, for the propoesting story.
First National is still sition now awaits return from Euintact, by virtue of the stock pool,
rope of J. J. Murdock, Joseph P.
producer-distributor Kennedy and Pat Casey. Fox is reso
from the
the balance.
standpoint, there is no chance. First ported again trying to buy K-A-O,
National directors are still in a hud- but inside dope is that Warners and
Chicago's Fight
made, K-A-O are near agreement on the
Marks Bros, still dle, and no announcements are
Wednesday:
that Warren V. Boothby has big points.
There is a maze of deplan to go ahead with their pro- save
Spring as treasurer, tails to be worked out, and it will be
posed Chicago loop house. And this replaced Sam
of some time before the proposition can
despite
the
new Paradise, which with Spring returning to practice
his many be consummated.
company
and
The
law.
Balaban & Katz has opened. Chicago
regret to see Spring rehas been witnessing a terrific battle friends will
Czecho-Slovakia is horning in on
between various houses of these two tire from the industry.
the popular European pastime of
They certainly cheered the M. P. "drafting" American films, and now
circuits, with Alarks Bros., going to
European exthe Federal Court for relief against Club of New York at its formal dedi- wants a quota law.
an alleged blacklisting on pictures cation last night, and little wonder. hibitors who formed a combine
and vaudeville. If this fight now is It's an institution of which the in- against U. S. films, now plan to inand is.
to spread to the loop, things are go- dustry may be proud
vite American exhibitors in on the
ing to be mighty interesting in the
A jumbled situation,
proposition.
Cautious
Windy City.
hut one which co-operation can remWarner's deal for pur- edy.
Talk of Warner-Stanley deal perGerman censors won't try to
Friday:
Funny
Keith-Albee-Orpheum is censor dialogue in films.
sists
despite the repeated denials. chase
of
Stanley stockholders are declared to declared progressing, although H. M. thing, that Europeans value freehave balked at the terms offered in Warner says he sees no immediate dom of speech more than do cenexchanging their stock, but the deal prospect of the deal being closed. sors in various states of this nation.
just won't take a back seat, just be- His firm, he makes clear, doesn't inHYNES
cause it's denied.
tend to start on an orgy of promis-

—

Warners

Eubanks

at

Rocky Mount

Charlotte— W. H. Eubanks, who
was formerly connected with Liberty
Film Distributing Corp. and also
manager of the Carolina, West Asheville, N. C, is manager of the Cameo
in Rocky Mount, N. C, for C. H.

Y. — The

May

Reenter Field

— G. Varnell,
exhibitor ranks, but

Birmingham, Ala.
long active

in

J.

who

retired earlier in the year upon
disposing of his Princess theater at
Piedmont, Ala., is considering plans

to reenter the theater field.

Nolan with Gusdanovic
Cleveland David Nolan, formerly
in charge of exploitation and publicity at Keith's Palace, is now with
the Paul Gusdanovic circuit in a

—

similar capacity.

—

at

Toledo

Cleveland J. Knox Strawn, forLexington House Reopened
Phoenix Amusement merly with the Universal-Variety cirLexington
3o. has reopened the Strand remod- cuit, has resigned to handle the pub;led and redecorated at a cost of licity for George Fleischman's State
and World, Toledo.
IIOO.OOO.

—

Milton Korack, former
Rochester, N.
Hipcombination house which has been assistant manager of Reade's
the New
purchased
has
podrome,
changed
has
spring,
last
since
dark
Road from
hands and is to be reopened, it is Carlyon, 9107 Buckeye
reported, with a burlesque and pic- Mrs. Sara Robinson.
Victoria,

Cleveland

ture Rrind policy.

To Remodel
Florida

Varnell

Korack Buys House

Reopening Rochester House

Arrington.

Strawn

—

is

and surely toward its objective and
won't be stampeded.
Members of
the Sapiro group want him for their

I)

Thursday:

Warners

sense.

Great Doin's

votes of the pool (of wliich
) per cent is controlled by Stanley)
•ant to make a deal with Warners,
lat's another story.
Directors are
)rity of

House Burns

Green Cove Springs,

Fla.

— Fire

San Saba, Tex.
of

unknown

origin, starting next door,
totally destroyed the Palace here.

Murray Managing

—

Two

Houses

Hurley, N. M. L. D. Murray has
been named manager of the Hurley
here and the Orpheum at Santa Rita.

Free Shows at Limon, Colo.
Free shows are preLinion, Colo.
sented at the Auditorium here each
Saturday afternoon for the benefit of
local merchants.

—

Reopening with "Kings"

—

Cleveland A report, unverified but
generally believed, is that the Hippodrome will open Sept. 27 with "The

King of Kings." The house
wired for Phototone.

is

being

the
the

San Saba
Remodeling

at

—

of

here is planned, with
of the house to be changed

Majestic

name

to the

Palace.

StoU

Official

London

Visiting Studios

— Sinclair

Hill,

of Stoll, is
England for France
to visit studios.

director

managing

soon leaving
and Germany

Hastings, Fla., House Improved
Fla.— Maltby & Hall
Hastings,

have completed improvements at the
Casino. A Lake ventilating and blower system has been installed.

Devaney Gets Cleveland Office
Leo Devaney has been
made manager of the Universal exCleveland

—

change, and Cowan Bain has been
appointed sales manager of the office.

f^^
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The Evolution
By

in

tive film.

Sound

pictures are not an
overnight discovery, but the result of years of experimentation.

Brown
vibra-

graphic plate, which was kept in
motion by a clock-work mechanism.
Several years later Professor Hermann, at the International Congress
of Physiology at Liege, Belgium,
used a microphone in connection
with a phonograph, the sound being
recorded photographically on sensi-

by the phonograph record, the beam
of light from the mirror varying acHis device is of interest
cordingly.
because an oscillating mirror is today one of the important steps in
recording sound on sensitized maof the leading
terial used in one
"sound-on-film" recording and reproducing systems the RCA Photo-

—

film.

"Chronophotophone."

showed

It
the first real "talking pictures."
consisted of a series of lantern slides
for projecting the picture on the
screen, combined with a lantern and
cylinder phonograph and mechanism.
In 1894 Thomas A. Edison announced a combination of the phonograph and "Kinetoscope" called
The pictures
the "Kinetophone."

THE FILM

its

NEW

AND IMPROVED METHOD OF
AND MEANS FOR SIMULTANEOUSLY RECORDING AND REPRODUCING MOVEMENTS
AND SOUNDS."

device was exhibited for sevmonths in 1895 at RafT & Gammon's "Kinetoscope Parlor," 1199
Broadway, New York, but eventually

withdrawn, because the public liked
the "silent" Kinetoscope better. The
"peep box" also did not require such
frequent mechanical attention.
In 1910 Edison also used a device,
consisting of a phonograph on the
stage coupled by a wire drive belt
with the projector in the booth, in
an effort to secure synchronized
sound effects with pictures.
This

Lauste's complete specification was
accepted Aug. 10, 1907 and a patent
issued, dated A.D. 1906.
It is numbered 18,057 on the records of the
British Patent Office and the preamble to it reads:
"It has been proposed to patent. No. 18,057, A. D. 1906, a
device to record simultaneously
the movement of persons and objects and the sounds relating to
them optically upon the same

of the B. F.

no further
commercial success.
The "Cameraphone," brought out
by Whitman in New York City in
1904 may be said to have attained
the first real commercial success
with synchronized sound and picfilm

in

had

this

device

photographic
records
running
side by side with and at the same
."
rate as the images received.
This description is especially in.

teresting l)ecausc

said,

The

effects

obtained,

it

it

makes

.

clear the

importance of Lauste's disclosure in
the Hght of claims which have since
been made relative to sound pictures
and their development.
Lauste called -his device the "Photocinematophone" and demonstrated

was

synchronized with a phonograph disc
record, just as the Vitaphone and
most other disc systems are recorded
today.

original

Home

this

patent

A

score or

more patents were

is

were most harmonious.

his

method

in

London many

times,

The "Cameraphone" was used in photographing the voice and music
many theaters over a period of years, simultaneously with the action rei

TAoaNcTpiamB
VITAPHONE
;iS*-^\-;.!i

FOX MOVIETONE

is-

Practically all of his
possible.
patents have now expired, however,
and are in the public domain, where
all may use them.

of

Company in experimental work, filed
an application for a patent in Lon-

The

The

his

sentiment

In
year
that
Eugene Augustin
Lauste, an electrical engineer, who
had previously been employed by
Edison and also the old Biograph

eral

tures.

Every

1921

employ

art,

sued by almost as many countries
and a number of applications awaited
action up to 1914.
Many other patents have been issued since.
Lauste undoubtedly has the distinction of inventing the master patents by which the "sound-on-film"
talking pictures of today have been

1906.

used ear tubes.

some

this

specifications.

in

were crudely synchronized with pho- don, which was described in its prenograph records and the listener Jiminary specification, as, "A

ran for 16 weeks in
Keith houses, but

in

to

first

in

made

and

active,

is

although past

somewhat

today alive
70.

He

is

circumstanhaving spent a fortune of more than $100,000 in an
unsuccessful effort to have his in-

in

ces,

it

is

straitened

said,

vention recognized.
spite

of

C. L. Laws, manager of the Canipm
a West Coast house at Berkele%
Cal., carried the message of Movie
tone and Vitaphone into every horn
in his town by landing a yaryi i;
"Shopping News."
cost
It
hi%

exactly nothing.

disappointments,
however, he may be seen in his little
workshop in Bloomfield, N. J., where
this writer recently interviewed him,
continuing his experiments with unIn

his

wave

line record,

similar to

thi

recording of sound upon a disc.
speaker unit with an electrical

cir

of a

dimmed enthusiasm and faith. He is cuit is employed
working on a new type of amplify- on the film and

ing device, which he predicts will
be as revolutionary as his earlier inventions in the picture field.
During the war few new disclosures were made on the "sound picIn 1921 Sven Bergland of
The beginning of the true sound ture."
picture, i.e., the photographic com- Stockholm, Sweden, disclosed a deIn Augbination of synchronized sound and vice for "talking pictures."
Valdemar P'ovelson of
1922,
action on a sensitized film, came in ust,

Professor Hermann, howphone.
ever, used sensitized paper and not

1892,

emphasized

the

cell

The aged inventor

Professor Hermann used a microphone furnished with a small mirror, which vibrated or oscillated in
accordance with the sound produced

Paris,

is

novelty eventually wore off,
for after all it was only a phonograph and the people were then listening to phonographs in their homes.
For a long time, however, it was
tremendously popular, as many oldtime showmen will testify.
Gaumont's "Chronophone" about
the same time was popular in Europe, but was never shown here.
Like the "Cameraphone," this device used disc records and a springoperated motor, synchronized with
short length films.
In 1905 the "Deutsches Vitascope,"
a similar device was shown in this
country, but never attained any commercial status.
but

in

This

He was

selenium
being cited
the

the accompanying article by
veteran
Merritt
Crawford,
screen publicist, former trade
paper editor and title wrriter,
who has made a long study of
the subject.
The views he
expresses in the article are his
own, and are not necessarily in
conformance with the editorial

DAILY.

tized paper.

Demeny's

to

16,

m SHOPPING NEWS B

sound photography

tions of a microphone diaphragm by
means of a small mirror, which reflected a beam of light on a photo-

brought out

!_L!

.-.1

corded on the same sensitized nega-

date back more than half a century.
Czcrniak, of Vienna, in 1862, photographed the vocal chords in action,
but his experiments did not record
the actual sound vibration.
In 1878, Professor Blake of
University, photographed the

Went

of Soiund Pictures

MERRITT CRAWFORD

Experiments

.

Sunday, September

Denmark was announced
made some discoveries in

to have
the syn-

chronization of sound and photoNo further angraphed action.
nouncements, however, have since
been forthcoming, so apparently both
these devices remain in the experimental stage.
To Dr. Lee De Forest must go the
distinction for having first made the
"sound picture" a commercial possiIn 1923 he announced his
bility.
"Phonofilm," which was shown in

many theaters in that year.
The De Forest method in many

re-

spects appears to parallel the system
employed by Lauste 1906-1912-1913,
whereijy with the use of a selenium
cell the sound light ray is imprinted
upon the sensitive photographic film
coincidentally with the action.
De Forest used the same means
to make the sound record as Lauste,
but differed in the method of reproduction, using radio tubes for amplification of the light ray that electrically reproduces the light variations of the photographed sound. Ht
also used loud speakers to convey
the voice and music in time with the
picture projected upon the screen.
In the past three years another
inventor, F. V. Madelar has devel-

oped another method

of

"sound-on-

recording.
picture is photographed on the
emulsion side of the film in the usual
manner, but upon the unsensitized or
film

The

plain side of the film strip, by means
of a diamond stylus, he engraves the
sound on the celluloid in the form

with suitable

I

up the souni
again reproduce!
apparatus, using coni
to pick
is

speakers.

Regarding

this

method,

is

it

inter

esting to note that a similar metho(
of sound engraving on film was per
fected by James H. White of thi
Edison Company in 1903 or 1904.
Dr. De Forest's public demonstra
tions of the "Phonofilm," while no
regarded seriously at that time by th;
film industry (1923) nevertheless mai
be said to mark the beginning of th(
present vogue of the "talkies."
A short time later (1925) Harrj
Mr. Warner, president of Warne
Brothers, was led to investigate th(
possibilities of the disc-recording an(
reproducing device, which had beer
developed by the Western Electric
Co. and the Bell Telephone Labora

His keen showman's instinc
once grasped its possibilities, a!'
though the device had up to that tim«
been offered to practically every oni
of the larger film companies, all o:
whom had rejected it on the ground
tories.

at

that it was not adaptable to the mo-:
tion picture business, as then organized.

About the same time William Fox
president of Fox Film Corp., alway;
a keen observer of the trend in the
amusement field and a leader in its
development, sensed the tremendous
box office potentialities of the "sounc
picture" and formed an alliance wit!
Theodore W. Case, an inventor and
capitalist, who had previously been
associated with De Forest in some
of his experimental

work, when

de-

veloping "Phonofilm."
In 1926 the Vitaphone,

the trade
of the phonographic disc-device for recording and reproducing
sound with pictures used by Warner

name

Brothers, was given
stration

in

its

a theater.

first

In

demon

1927,

thej

Fox-Case Movietone, the trade namei
for

the

photographic recording and
(.Continued

on

Page
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ML TOWN

ANGLE ON

1928

How

the

Marquee Helped

Sell

Sound

SILENT HOUSES SEEN

SOUND riLMS CITED

—

HARD HIT BY

dAZE

Dallas Western Electric apparahas been or is being- installed in
nearly all cities and towns over 15,population in Texas.
300
Newsoapers throuRhout the state are deI'-otingplenty of space to sound
pictures
and while most of the

of
the
motion picture.
This is
especially true in the smaller towns
where music has been poor. I think
this feature alone will be the greatest
step that the so-called sound pictures

theaterg-oers in the state, particularly

self

:us

small towns, have not seen ^r
in
heard them yet and are consequently
curious to learn whether sound is a
iio\'elty or permanent, the near future will tell the story more adequately than any forecasts.

THE FILM DAILY

sought and

the reactions and observations of Col. H. A. Cole, president of
the state unit and obtained from him
Here's how the Paramount, Publix's ace house in New Yorkthe following which embodies his
handled Paramount's first sound picture. It is readily seen
personal viewpoint only:
what big showmen think of sound as a selling point.
"My own opinion is that the
'talking' angle is very much overdone, especially right now when the
public gets its second wind. ably be just a novelty, which will
not
discovered
the the
industry
has
It is Talking may and probably will have soon lose its force at the box office.
technique of handling same.
"The musical accompaniment,
that the 'talking' a distinct place in the motion picture
also my opinion
angle is at present just a phase which several years from now, but I think sounds and effects have added trewill be considerably overdone until during the coming year it will prob- mendously in the entertainment value

secured

ROY DEL RUTH
Director
Now

in Production

"CONQUEST"
100% All Talking

SPECIAL

^'THE TERRORS'
100% All Talking

SPECIAL

NOW

AT WARNER BROTHERS THEATRE

NEW YORK CITY

have brought.
"1

am

installing
a
people.
Under this
the installation cost
at

Marshall,

equipment

town
size

of

my17,000

population

and the added

weekly expense is, at present, too
great for the average theater to consider.
I do not look for the average
theater in towns under this size to be
able to make installation until the
cost of such complete installation
gets under the $5,000 mark and the
additional cost of service, etc., gets
down around §100 a week, or at the
outside $150.
"As to the effect on theaters
not equipped my opinion is that
there is going to be a distinct
loss in patronage in towns within thirty or forty miles of a theater so equipped.
"It is hard to judge the psychoiContinued on Page 16)

—

—

Fox
By

Activity in Sound Film
Field Outlined by AUvine
GLEN DON ALLVINE

WITH

showing of "The Air Circus" at the Gaiety, Fox presents

its first feature fihn in dialogue. Just
as "The Family Picnic," first shown
to the public at the Globe theater on

were rehearsed and staged by
Charles Judels.
The third dialogue feature from
Fox has been completed and previewed. This is George Ade's latest
story "Making the Grade," published
tions

for March.
Tune 25 was "The Great Train Rob- in Cosmopolitan Magazine
for the first time, admirers of
Here,
the
blazing
pictures
sound
bery" of
way for dialogue on film, so "The Lois Moran and Edmund Loew will
from the
Air Circus" is the first Fox feature hear them speak their parts
screen.
the
which
in
picture ever presented
Even more sensational from the
actors speak their parts from the
box office point of view is a comfilm.
A 2A-sheet devised by Fox to plug its aviation picture, "The Air Circus,''
The former general stage manager plete high church wedding ceremony
now current at the Gaiety, New York.
Charles Judels, recorded in about a reel and a half
Shuberts,
of
the
Louise
which
of Movietone.
staged the dialogue by
Dresser, Sue Carol, Arthur Lake
In addition to these completed picand David Rollins speak their parts. tures every director in the Fox stuwhich
(Continued from Page 4)
Judels had problems to solve
dios with the exception of F. W.
were worked out with the coopera- Murnau, who is on location with reproducing system developed by the extend all the way across the sound
tion of Lew Seiler, director of the "Our Daily Bread" and Frank Bor- research staff of Fox, made its first track and are of variable density.
studio sequences of the picture. How- zage, who is finishing "The River," public appearance.
In the one case the width of the
ard Hawks, himself an aviator, made is making a Movietone production.
The success of both devices was sound vibration while in the other
many
sequences,
the striking flying
At least five dialogue features will instantaneous and has since led to the density determines the tone qualof which he directed from the air.
be out of the studios by Christmas, a popular demand for synchronized ity of the sound, when reproduced.
The second Fox dialogue picture, according to present indications. Of screen entertainment, which to data
In their amplifying and reproduc"Mother Knows Best," will have its these the first to be completed will shows no indications of having
ing systems, the Vitaphone and Moworld premiere at the Globe, New be Raoul Walsh's production "The reached its peak.
vietone (Western Electric) use the
York. Madge Bellamy, in this pic- Caballero's Way," based on an O.
Both the Vitaphone and the Movie- horn type of loud speaker, while the
ture, draws upon her stage experi- Henry story with dialogue by Tom tone systems are now owned and
RCA Photophone (General Electric)
ence previous to her screen career Barry, and Maria Alba playing the controlled by the Electrical Research
the cone.
uses
portrayal
of
in giving an emotional
girl who loved the Chico kid as well Products Company, a subsidiary of
No attempt can be made here to
a stage star.
the Western Electric Co. which in- describe in any detail the mechanical
as the desert ranger.
Miss Bellamy, playing the part of
"Badges," the Broadway play by stalls and services the recording and and other differences of the various
a stage headliner, mimics on the Mo- Max Marcin, is being made by Lew reproducing units of both.
systems for recording and reproducvietone Al Jolson, Anna Held and Seiler into a Movietone feature with
The reproduction attachments for ing sound pictures, which are now
impersonaHer
Sir Harry Lauder.
dialogue.
Vitaphone and Movietone have also on the market or announced. Even
On the completion of "The Cabal- been designed for one projection ma- a summary would require more space
lero's Way," Raoul Walsh will begin chine, the telephone equipment being than this entire article.
production of the Earl Derr Biggers the same for both. This enables the
It is sufficient to say that the prinmystery melodrama "Behind That exhibitor, after installation, to use
ciples underlying all phonographic or
Curtain."
either of these systems in his theJ. G. Blystone will make
disc devices are essentially the same.
"Through Different Eyes," Milton ater.
This does not mean, however, that
months
there
During
18
Cropper's play, in Movietone.
The
the past
they are necessarily interchangeable.
title for the fifth all-talking feature
have been so many new companies
Mechanical and other differences, in
has not yet been selected.
formed to manufacture or service
their methods of recording, for inIn the comedy field the Fox com- sound picture equipment, that to atstance, which are mainly entirely arpany has three two-reel dialogue tempt to list them, even in part,
bitrary, will prevent interchangeabilall
They
are
comedies completed. They are "The would only confuse.
ity,
until some standard of equipFamily Picnic," "Mystery Alansion" of either the photographic or the disc
ment and manufacture has been deand "Four A. M."
type and of many varieties and price.
cided upon.
"Napoleon's Barber" by Arthur
The most important of them is the
In the case of the photographic or
Caesar, is being made into a two RCA Photophone, formerly the Pal"sound-on-film" systems, some progrecordphotographic
reel
lophotophone,
Movietone comedy by John
a
ress has been made along this line.
s
Ford.
"Mind Your Business" by ing and reproducing system, invented A sound
track of 80 mils in width has
Hugh Herbert, who plays one of the by Dr. C. A. Hoxie of the General been made
the standard, so that, meleading roles under the direction of Electric Go's research staff and deFirst
chanically, the Photophone and MoBenjamin Stoloff, is another of the veloped by that company's experts.
new comedies. The other members An indispensable unit in this system vietone are interchangeable.
In concluding this article, it may
of this cast include Ben Bard, Dor- is the powerful auditorium public
othy McGowan, Mickey Bennett and speakers of the cone type invented be said, that the sound picture owes
Ben Hall.
by Dr. C. W. Hewlett, also of the its development to the genius of many
Even in a record as brief as
Charles (Chic) Sale has already G. E. staff, used in reproducing and men.
this, mention must be made of such
completed work on one dialogue com- amplifying its sound effects.
experimenters
Erne<i
as,
edy and is now at work on a twoThe Photophone method of record- early
reel Movietone comedy titled "The ing is almost identical with Lauste's, Ruhmer, Ernest Walter, Professor J.
I
Ladies Man." The piece was writ- in that the sound may be recorded T. Tykociner, Dr. H. Thirring, Griiiten by Harold Atteridge and is be- on the film on which the picture is dell Matthews and Dr. Rankine, all of
ing directed by Harry Delf with a being photographed or on another whom have contributed importantly
cast including Bert Holmes, Bess separate film.
In either case the to the sound film as we know it toFlowers and Clarence Sherwood.
sound track is reduced in size and day. Many others also should have
This rapid development in the pro- the picture enlarged to correspond mention, if space permitted.
duction of feature talking pictures by proportionately by projection printTo only two men, however, will
Fox Film Corporation is being par- ing, when exhibition prints are history award the supreme laurels
alleled
by Fox Movietone News, made.
Dr. Lee De Forest for first successwhich will offer two releases weekly
Like Lauste's also, the developed fully commercializing the sound film
beginning Oct. 1, instead of one as sound film of the Photophone proc- and making it a theatrical reality
at present.
By that time thirty field ess shows a zigzag, saw-like line of with his "Phonofilm," and Eugene A.
units will be scattered throughout the sound vibrations recorded by light Lauste, the pioneer, who first recordworld, gathering news events in sight waves of variable width, differing ed sound on the film alongside the
and sound.
from those of the Movietone, which picture.

The Evolution

RAY

HARRIS
ADAPTED

Paramount*

Sound

Synchronized
Picture

"Warming Up"

Starring

RICHARD DIX

of

Sound Pictures
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SOUND PICTURE AND MUSIC DEVICES
picture which may break and tbrow
the sound out of synchronization for
a second or two which would under

the past insofar as it employs a small to be sturdily built. The system uses
diaphragm to which the stylus is at- no phonographic records as the VitaVARIOUS SYSTEMS FALL
tached, and which, in turn, is riveted phone, nor does it make use of photoordinary circumstances cause much in three places to a larger diaphram. election
caused by
non-theatrical
trouble. The whole device is compact This method of construction is said competric coils as the Movietone and
INTO 2 MAJOR CLASSES and easily attached to any standard to permit the use of a very thin and Photophone apparatus do.
The
projector. The amplifying device is therefore sensitive diaphram. Due to Madalatone picks up the sound from
also very simple. It consists of an the construction, the possibility of
There is considerable confusion amplifying unit similar to that used chattering or blasting is actually elim- the film itself and conveys it to an
amplifying device, from which it is
regard
industry
with
xisting in the
in large radio sets with a horn set
inated regardless of the amount of carried to loud speakers.
o the various types of sound sys- back of the screen. The horn used volume thrown through the speaker,
Servicing Requires an occasional
synchronization devices and
enis,
Han-A-Phone asserts. This unit has cleaning. Normal weekly charge.
is light but durable.
)ther forms of mechanical sound for
therefore overcome

—

—
—

—

the objections
Servicing No special attention rethis,
Manpower
Normal projection
that
heretofore have been raised
presenting the fol- quired.
against other air column speaker room force can handle.
Manpower Can be handled by op- units,
owing outlines of the various systhe company maintains.
erator in booth.
ems on the market.
Movietone
Servicing
No special care remay
be
Sound picture equipments
quired.
(Sec
Western Electric)
In
divided into two classes:
(1)
Cinephone
Manpower
Regular projectionist
Afhich the sound is synchronized with
Manufacturer Powers Cinephone can handle.
he film and is reproduced through
Phonofilm
he operation of synchronous motors, Equipment Corp.
Manufacturer De Forest Phono
Photographic.
Dne attached to the projector and
Type of Device
film Corp.
the other, to the sound reproducing Sound on film.
Type of Device Sound on film.
Madalatone
Non-synchronous
ittachments.
(2)
Description Sponsors state that, in
Description
The synchronizing atphonographic instruments general, the principles behind Cinesystems,
Manufacturer Madalatone Corp.
tachment embraces a small incanwhich use radio tube and loud speak- phone are similar to the technical
Type of Device
Photographic.
descent lamp and highly sensitive
amplification, to secure volume problems met in sound reproduction .Sound on film method.
er
photo-electric cell. As the film passes
ind standard disc records to secure via Movietone (Western Electric)
Description The system uses a between these fixtures light falling

To
he theater.
?ILM DAILY is

THE

correct

—
—

—

—

—

music.

—

and Photophone (RCA). The sound
track is to be found along the edge of
the film.

— Device requires normal
Manpower — Normal projection

Servicing

Sound

Picture Devices

attention.

force can handle.

Bristolphone

—The William H.
Mfg. Co.
Type of Device — Phonographic.
>iinid on
Description — A turntable conManufacturer

Bristol

disc.

lected to the projector which can be
ipcrated by one man in the booth.
It is understood that the sound can
DC stopped and started without get:iiig out of synchronization with picture by simply turning a device atliached to the machine which will imImediately resynchronize. This is a
Unique feature which is important to
the operator who may be showing a

C.

—

—

—
—

—

stylus, picks
film through

up the sound from the

amplifiers fits quickly
between the upper film magazine and
the projector head, and takes exactly
one-half hour to install, according to
glass-inclosed casing
its sponsors.
permits visibility of operation at all
times, while the few parts are said

A

upon the

cell

regulates

Amplifiers.

Servicing

— Extra

(.Continued on

— Voiceaphone
Type of Device — Phonographic.
method.
Sound
turntable
Description— This

RCA

Page 10)

Co.,
i?

in disc

disc

is

attached to a standard projector by
a Universal joint, there being two
turntables on each equipment. Amplification is obtained through special
radio tubes developed in the Utah
Radio Products Co. and is a system
peculiar to

Han-A-Phone

alone.

JOHN

G.

ADOLFI

Director

The

construction of this unit is claimed
to be radically different from that of

THE MIDNIGHT TAXI"

A

VlTAPHONi Special

Now in Production

'^THE SINGING FOOL'*

"FANCY GOODS"

AL JOLSON)

A

**CONQUEST"
MONTE BLUE,

standard

Inc.

VITAPHONE DRAMATIZATION

(With

electrical

Han-A-Phone

Manufacturer

GRAHAM BAKER
(With

its

This controls amount of
telephonic current being supplied by
a connecting battery which is then
amplified through a series of Audion
resistance.

H. B.

WARNER

VITAPHOMB special

and

LOIS WILSON)

WARNER BROTHERS

WARNER

BROS. PICTURES
i

Producers Speed Sound Programs
Feverish Activity Marks Building of Sound Stages— Score, at Least, Stated to be Ready by
Other Studio News and Wilk's Personals
Several Sound Systems to be Utilized
Nov. 1

—

—

Sound Pictures Continue as
All' Absorbing Studio Topic
Sound pictures continue to be the
all-absorbing topic at the studios,
with the various companies speeding
plans to get their sound and talker
programs under way.
At least a score of sound stages
are slated to be in operation by
Nov. 1. Fox is building a whole new
studio to house its Movietone proFour new stages
duction activities.
are under way.
Paramount is at work on its first
talker which is to be "Interference,"
and this week broke ground for four

Warners

has

three
a fourth
Two stages are
under way at United Artists, and a
First Nalike number at Universal.

new

studios.

operation
soon to be opened.
stages

in

at

work on

tional

is

stage

and the

is

installing

with

its

sound

first

studios

Metropolitan

two.

Photophone equipment is being installed at the Pathe and FBO studios, and the stages there soon will
Harold Lloyd is
be in operation.
working on a new comedy which is
expected to contain dialogue. Mary
Pickford now is preparing to start
filming of "Coquette," which will be

and
all-alker,
the star's first appearance in a talker.
United

Artists'

first

work

C. B. DeMille

to

Moves

M-G-M

Karns in Novarro Cast
Roscoe Karns, character comedian
has been added to the cast of "Gok

CAUTION NEEDED ON

Studio

M

Ramon

Braid,"

Novarro's current
of
naval aviation
directing with Anitil
the feminine lead.

G-M romance
SOUND, WHITE WARNS George
Hill is
Page
By JACK

in

WHITE

cii

111

THOSE

who

are

mistaking

the
Bringing with him his personal staff
status of the sound picture as a
and his own special equipment, Cecil
temporary fad, and reflecting that atB. DeMille has moved into the Mtitude in the quality of their product,
G-M studios preparatory to taking will
soon face a day of reckoning.
up active work there under the terms
True, the public is agog with the
A bungalow is novelty of it all, but,
of his new contract.
unless sound
now- being constructed on the M-Gand pictures are blended intelligently
lot to house the producer-director.
and convincingly, then the purpose,
Jeanie MacPherson, scenarist, will if not defeated, will be sadly bent.
work with him at th studio, as will
Those rushing headlong into sound
Elizabeth McGaffey, research expert,
production without properly experiPeverell Marie}', photographer, Mitmenting are sure to hit a snag that
chell Leisen, art director, now in New
can result only in a set back for
K.
Adams,
story
ediYork, Mrs. E.
sound pictures.
tor,
Roy Burns, assistant director,
Jack White Productions, for 'one,
and Barrett C. Kiesling, press repwill exercise the fullest caution and
resentative.
make a thorough analysis, so that
the highest possible standards comRosa Rudami Signed
bining the elements of pictures with
Victor Halperin, now co-producing sound may be attained.
"She Goes to War" with Inspiration,
for United Artists' release, has signMaynard on Vacation
ed Rosa Rudami to appear in a series
Immediately
after completing
of productions to be filmed by Hal"Cheyenne," his latest western featperin immediately upon completion ure,
Ken Maynard, First National's
of "She Goes to War."
cowboy star, left Burbank for a three
weeks' vacation. He will make sevCast
Sally O'Neill in
eral
stop-overs en route to New
Sally O'Neill will play the leading York.

M

Stein's Next, "Office Scandal"
Paul I. Stein's next assignment foi
Pathe will be direction of "Office

Scandal,"

is

Haver

Phyllis

starring

Ralph Block

producing.

This

fol-

lows "The Shady Lady" which Miss

Haver

is

working

in

at present.
It

Gran Signed for "Geraldine"
Albert Gran has been signed for a k
role in "Geraldine," featuring Eddie
Melville Brown
Quillan for Pathe.
is wielding the megaphone.
Three Added to Menjou Cast
Three additional actors have been
signed by Paramount for the new
starring
Adolphe Menjou,
picture
tentatively titled "His Private Life."

They

are Sybil Grove, to play the
role of a maid; Alexander Melsh to
be a salesman, and Alexander Wolo
Kathryn
skin to be a hotel clerk.

Carver
Tuttle

is
is

leading

woman, and Frank

directing.

FBO

under
MacLean Cast Complete
way on sound comedies, which will feminine role in "Hardboiled," which
Carnation Kid,"
Cast of "The
comprise the major portion of the
will be directed by Ralph Ince and in
Haines Signs New Contract
Douglas MacLean's new picture, has
company's output. Mack Sennett is
which he will portray the leading
William Haines, who won his way been completed with signing of
also working on preparation of sound
role for FBO.
The story is by Ar- to stardom with Metro-GoldwynFrances Lee,
featmake
some
Francis McDonald..
comedies, and may
thur Somers Roche.
Mayer, has signed a new long-term Lorraine Eddy, William B. Davidson
ures, utilizing Photophone.
contract and begun work in "A Man's and Charles Plill Mailes are in the
Sam Sax of Gotha mis preparing
M-G-M's First Talker
Man," which James Cruze is making. cast. E. Mason Hopper is director.
to construct a sound stage which will
"Alias Jimmy Valentine" will be
introduce Bristolphone production on
the first M-G-M picture to contain
Dale Henshaw is about
the Coast.
a talking sequence.
This popular
to begin production of 12 pictures
stage property is now in production
utilizing the Han-a-Phone process.
on the Coast, with William Haines
?
in the starring role and Jack ConLina Basquette Improved
way winning the distinction of being
Lina Basquette is recovering from the first director to do a part diaan intestinal operation.
logue film at this studio.

At

the

Roach

studio

is

HARRYAND AUTHOR
DELF
DIRECTOR

Current Releases

MARK SANDRICH
DIRECTOR

"RUNAWAY

GIRLS''

"THE FAMILY PICNIC"
"THE MYSTERY MANSION"
"THE LADIES' MAN"
(First

Fox-Movietone Comedies Made on the Coast)

(Feature for Columbia)

FREE-LANCING

In Preparation

Available for Eastern Offers

"THE WICKED ANGEL''
(COLUMBIA)

6734

WEDGEWOOD PLACE
Hollywood,

Cal.

Tel. Granite 3716

"
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llBLO SEES TALKERS

William Francis Dugan, who
"The Tantrum," "The
Virgin Man" and other Broadway plays, and Murray Roth
have written the story and dialogue of the Texas Guinan picwrrote

A

Little

El

By

from "Lots"
RALPH WILK

ture

By

When

I

Hollywood

FRED NIBLO

see

lunginK bhndly into

industry

great

this

unknown

lands,

WE add

Henry King and Bob Haas are reunited.
Bob is doing the art work
for "She Goes to War," which Henry

Ray Doyle, who wrote the
screen story of "White Shadows
King

I
1

frightened.

Frankly,

am

I

in

do not believe that public interest
the

silent

where

oint

landed.

The

is flagging to the
innovations
are
de-

film

trouble

lies

in theater

verdevelopment, more seats than
an possibly be filled. Turn half our
heaters into garages and there will
e no more complaint on the score
f patronage.
The silent drama has a great

titlin^i

ists;

Tom

of the greatest assets of picthe musical score.
Whatever happens, let us retain this, either
is

3y sound device or orchestra.
"I would suggest that we go in for
50und pictures before embarking upDn talking pictures. Reproduction of

may be very effective.
would have liked sound effects
sounds

I

for

such scenes in "Ben-Hur" as the
galley-fight and the chariot race.
"I have said I would like to see
half our theaters turned into garages.
would rather see them turned into
juvenile playhouses."

A
in

Our

of

list

foreign

cor-

growing. From
Berlin, comes a card sent by
Ernest Maas and his wife,
Fredrica Sagor, while from
London comes a note from that
respondents

is

dashing

Oliver Drake is writing the conand scenario of "The Yellow
Back" James Oliver Curwood story,
which will be produced by FBO,
tiyiuity

ivith

most

competitive play.
*

Noah Beery and Tom Moore
William.

*

Kernell,

*

former Broad-

raconteur,

composer, has written "Sally of
M-G-M executives were well rep- My Dreams," which ivUl be used as
resented at the opening of "The God- the theme song of "Mother Knows
less Girl," Cecil B. De Mille's new- Best," a Fox special. Bill, who wrote
est production.
"C. B." as he is the music for two Elsie Janis regenerally known, has joined M-G-M. vues, is now writing titles at Fox.

Harry

graduate of publicity
and newspaper sporting departments.
Harry is with the
Dave Butler unit, which is making a feature for Fox.
*

*

.Ralph J»

*

Our Passing Shoiv: Charlie
Chaplin, Sid Graiiman, Andres de Segiirola and Harry

Dietrich

Crocker dining in Hollywood;
Louis King returning from a
location trip.

George

O'Brien is Hollywood's
hard luck star.
While on
"Sharpshooters" he injured his left
foot, whiie on "Noah's Ark" he hurt

Ol

B
C

»i0VIET#XE:

prize

his right foot.

He

is

still

limping.

"Tangerine" has traveled 6,000
miles and is now a popular figure
on the Paramount lot. By the way,
"Tangerine" is sometimes called
"Tayigy."
Before going any further, it might be ivise to say that

Film Editor

[

William <S& Pictures

C

"Tangy" is a dog and is owned by
John Loder, who was signed in
England by Jesse L. Lasky. Loder,
tvho has been in pictures 20 Tnonths,
has worked in 18 pictures.

Hollywood

that

means home

—

ROBERT LORD
WRITER

to traveler*

—

pcrsorell
at this hoceJ means home
It aUo
pleasant sorroundings.
service
means that you are cmmaueady located io Hollywood 6lro Capitol of th< worW amusement center
ei Southern California.

The dooiway

—

—

—

Good Food

Under Contract

Wiitc fer icacfvatKna or bee booklet enatlcd,

•Hollywood,"—«>d«y!

The Hollywood
mw die ieat miy
y

Plaza Hotel

wwini Jmhrc

to

to

Warner Brothers

SCREEN PL A Y

a Feature

A Ftencb cbd bas mada ibe dining room famrnn,
Ch^ breayasa, hmdMOO* or dimicn at popular
pricea.
Ako a b carte (cfwice.

iuI

of the

generous scenarists in the industry.
Grover Jones, who sponsored the
Paramount hockey team, has now
hung up a silver cup for Paramount
handball
champions, while Lloyd
Corrigan will also award a cup to
the
studio's
handball
champion.
Monte Brice recently donated a silver cup to the Hollywood Horseshoe club, which will be offered in

Brand,

Famous Doorway

comfon

*

*

*

way

"What will become of our foreign
narket?" What will become of our
oreign stars, with imperfect knowledge of our language.
And what
vill become of some of our greatest
ictors, who are not especially favored as to voice?
I fear that many

One

Earle Hampton, publicity man;
J. Gcraghty. with First Nation-

*

made by Warner

*

co-featured.

"The public loves youth and
)eauty on the screen. Shall we sacriice youth and beauty to voice? And
good voice in a talking picture will
)e a canned voice, nevertheless.

ures

Charlie Logue
free-lance scenar-

Jack Meador, who is in New
York; Butler Reed, Fox supervisor.

Shall we jeopardize this
tinkering with the type of pictures
hat has built
up this following?
shall
we drive film patrons from
heaters by presenting them with
nediocre talking pictures?

—

*

F B O;

al;

lientele.

drama may have
tongue of clay or rather of brass
—in talking pictures.

for

and Harvey Thew,

ly

in idol of the silent

the

be

Paramount has some

will direct and produce for InSouth Seas," to our list of spiration
King and Bob
"New York Herald" graduates who worked on Pictures.
fraid.
"Roniola" and "The White
I
would like to sound a warning are active in the industry. The list Sister." For the past several months.
gainst this stampede.
At least, let includes Randoh^h Lewis, who was Bob has been studying sound and
take
time
consider
where we city editor under James Gordon voice synchronization in the East.
s
to
Bennett; Paul Thompson, who is now
re going.

am

to

Brothers.

trovden

For

**ON

TRIAL"

A Vitaphone Special

—;%g^
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Sunday, September

16,

19:1

Detailed Description of Synchronization System,
A Window Display That's a Wow
Any
men
(Continued from Page 7)

in
photographing and recording
scene is taken in a studio equippe
with special facilities. These includ
one or more microphones place
about the studio, out of range of th
camera, but near enough to the pet
formers to pick up the desired sound,
of
orchestra,
speaker or vocalis'
Sound-proof booths house the cam
eras, so that no extraneous noise

tubes furnished with each device.
unusual repairs needed made by
from company headquarters.
Manpower Usual projection room

—

force.

Photophone

— R C A PhotoType of Device — Photographic,
Sound on the
Description — Photophone projecManufacturer

may

phone; Inc.

When

generally similar to ordinary
motion picture projection except that
it
has added to it a "sound-head"
which enables a narrow line of light
to be thrown on the sound-track on
the film. The light getting through
the sound track on the film then falls
on the sensitive photo-electric cell
which produces electric currents corresponding to the original sound. Anamplifier in the projection booth increases the power of this current
which is then transmitted by wire to
the loud speakers back stage.
"The loud speakers which are cones
produce a diffused fan of sound. They
reproduce accurately extremely low
notes and very high pitched notes as
well as the middle register," Photophone claims. "They are also capable
of reproducing sounds of any loud-

natural and dramatically
effective reproduction of sound is
obtained, with a definite illusion that
the voice or sound proceeds from the
appropriate point in the moving pic-

extremely

ture."

Photophone

declares.

are concealed at the sides
screen and, in the instances,

The cones

of the
of large capacity houses, a bank may
be used topping it. Four cones, comprise a bank, each bank w^eighing 250
pounds. Volume is controlled from
the projection room, where is located

Servicing

An

Arranged by the
excellent display on Viiaphone and Movietone.
Vitaphone theater of Oakland, CaL, in window of most prominent department store in town. Strips of Movietone film, were used in place of tape
to connect charts with various pai-ts of eqidpinent; also strips of film
across front of window with arrows pointing to the sound track. Stills
included shots of different parts of equipment and photo enlargements of
scenes froTn Movietone subjects.

with a synchronizing device
interposed between the reproducing
turntable and the flexible coupling
leading to the projection machine.
This synchronizing mechanism controls the speed of film through projecting machine, keeping picture and
voice in synchronization. It is possible to use 10-inch records with this

clares.
Vocafilm adds the device
without sacrificing quality, has elim-

equipifient.
The starting and stopping of turntables is controlled by

Servicing There will be
vice charge to exhibitors.

chine,

the film, thereby relieving the operator from any mechanical or other
work in synchronizing picture and
voice.

Servicing

— Equipment

inated

delicate
mechanical details

intricate,

all

and

troublesome
difficult to handle by anybody but highI3' trained technical men and that the
simplicity has cut the time required

how

to learn

a

to operate the device to

minimum.

—

—

Manpower

Normal

no

ser-

projection

crew can handle Vocafilm.

leased

is

—
—

{See Western Electric)

—A

Manpower
room

—

projection

force can operate.

Type of Device

—

—

Sound-on-disc.
Description Records are
synchronization with film.
carried

through

grown.
of

Phonographic.

—

Phototone

amplifier

run

to

in

Sound
loud-

Manufacturer Phototone Corp.
speakers placed in suitable positions
Phonographic, behind the screen. Vocafilm stresses
Type of Device

—

Sound-on-disc.
Description Any number of turntables can be used, which are controlled by the film. Ordinarily use
two turntables running nominally at
speed of 78 revolutions per minute.
There is a flexible coupling between
the turntable and projection ma-

—

—The

telephone

is

the

root from which sound pictures have

Vocafiliti
Manufacturer Vocafilm Corp.
America.

normal

Description

will ser-

vice sets but it is claimed that except
for major repairs, the regular projectionist will be able to service the

machine.

sounds, striking the dial'
of the microphone, cause i'Ii»
to vibrate and these vibrations ani
translated into a fluctuating electric
current that flows through wires to <
control room.
There the curren'
passes through an amplifier systerr
on to a recording device where the
fluctuations
of
the
current
are
changed into mechanical vibrations
which are recorded on a disc of soft
wax. To insure that the picture and
sound are perfectly synchronized, the
motors which run the cameras and
the turntable carrying the disc are
made to run at uniform speed and iuj
synchronism.
These
motors
are
started and reach full speed together
and continue to run together.

the simplicity of operation.

apparatus

has

beer)

The whole

designed

with

mind to perfect a device which
no way is beyond the comprehension of any ordinary projectionist

that in
in

with whom, after all, the successful
reproduction of synchronized motion
pictures depends, the company de-

It

was while carrying on

studies of communication problems
that engineers of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories developed for Western
Electric Co., the different elements
that make up the Western Electric's
system. These elements include the
public address system for amplifying
and distributing sound,
electrical
methods of recording sound on
phonograph records, {Vitaphone) and
the recording and reproducing of

sound

conjunction with motion picture film. (See Movietone.)
In
the
Vitaphone method, the
sound is recorded on and reproduced
from
a
wax disc operated in
synchronization with the film.
in

With

the disc method, the

When
by

this

picture

and sound recorded

method

are reproduced in a

other

theater,

Western
Western

equipment made
and known as

Electric
Electric

Sound

by
the,

Projector

employed.
A standard
projector is used for the film while
a turntable is added for the sound
record.
Both are operated by the
same motor and means are provided
to control the speed automatically.
System,

is

An

adaptation of the Western Elecpublic address system makes it
possible to pick up electrical vibrations from the reproducer, amplify
them and by means of loud speaking
telephones located in the theater,
transform them into sound. For the
average theater, four horns, placed
behind the motion picture screen, are
tric

—

—

the recording]
to be recorded, tW

These

—

The company

is

phragm

Western Electric
and serviced to the theater. Through
Manufacturer
a complete record library the theater
Electric Research
manager or orchestra leader can se- Products, Inc.
the amplifier panel.
lect discs that will be adapted to
Type of Device Photographic and
Cost Photophone is to be manu- round out a complete score.
phonographic. The first, which carfactured in five sizes. The smallest
Manpoiver Requires none addi- ries the sound on the film is known
equipment is for school rooms and tional, due to the mechanical opera- as Movietone. The second, with
800
to
up
respective sizes for houses
sound on discs, is known as Vitation above outlined.
seats; from 800 to 1,700 seats, from
phone.
2,500
over
and
seats;
1,700 to 2,500
specificaPrice depends upon
seats.
Vitaphone
Vitaphone Description
tions.

with

interfere
a scene

sounds.

is

ness, literally from a whisper to a cyclone, or from solo instruments to a
a
full orchestra," it is asserted. "As
result of these three characteristics,

|K

camera photographs it while thi
microphones pick up the desire

film.

tion

(ItfC

first

step

sufficient.
{j

The

and the needle

for playing
record are set in place as
the
indicated by marks prior to running
The motor is
off the sound picture.
then started and the film and the
film

record are mechanically operated,

in

synchronism. The mechanical vibrations of the needle are transformed
into sound vibrations which pass
through the horns behind the screen.
Servicing Nominal, dependant on

—

the equipment and
removed theater is from
Electric service station.
size

of

how

—

Manpower
ditional

far

Western

Company says no
manpower is necessary.

ad-

Movietone Description
Description

—A

sound-on-film sys-

The sound is photographed by
means of light variations on the side
tem.

the film.
This process consists
photographing variations in light
intensity on the film. The sounds to
be recorded are picked up by microphones which have the property of
of
in

1
i

\

!

THE
unday, September

16,

sound vibrations into elecThese electrical
vibrations.
hrations are amplified and in turn
iry the intensity of a recording light.
lanjrinp

I

ical

liis

recording light

is

contained in

inserted in the back
such a way that the
iriations in light intensity fall dictly upon a narrow edge of the
cpative film on which the motion
ictnre is also simultaneously being
curded. Aside from the fact that

tube that
a

f

ic

is

camera

camera

in

is

motor-driven

and

is

innected by wire with the telephonic
(iliaratus, there is little difference beAcen the recording of picture and
oice by this method and the ordinary
ictiire recording in a studio.
The presentation of one of these
lund films to an audience is in effect
reversal of this process. The standrd film, containing both picture and
ound in a photographic record, is
un through a standard projection mahine to which has been attached a

This unit
reflected onto

ound reproducing

unit.

Includes a light that is
,he sound record of the film. As the
lound record on the film passes the
light, it interrupts the constant light
Ihining through it and sets up light

to those
ihotographed. These variations then
on a photo-electric cell which
lall
'hanges the light variations back to
Itctrical variations. The latter variaions, being too delicate to be heard
jlirectly, are amplified and carried by
Vires from the projection booth to
he horns placed back of the screen,
rem which the sound emerges.
Servicing Nominal, operates on a
iliding cost scale dependant upon the

corresponding

ariations

—

;ize of the equipment and how far
removed
[heater is geographically
'rom nearest Western Electric ser•icc station of which there are now

Manpower

—No

extra

;xi^
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force

re-

in ired.

and containing mechcueing standard records.
Amplification system and speaker inible steel cabinet

closely

anism

it

for

stallation

are

flexible

and

are

the

special at-

tention.

projection

force necessary.

Dramaphone
Manufacturer

—

[Corp.

Type of Device

Musical Devices

—

Phonographic

outlined

—

—
—

inches high. The amplifier is set in
the base and the mechanical equipment is in a dust-proof compartment.
No wiring or machinery is exposed.
Operation is possible with the doors
slight movement
closed or open.
of the control lever changes records.
By hooking up with a radio receiver
broadcasts can be projected.

Electrograph

matically switches the other turntable
into play.
The device permits control of volume of sound.
Good-All
Orchestrola sells for $495 cash, f. o.
factor at Ogallala, Minneapolis
b.,
or St. Louis. Under terms one-third
cash is required, with the balance in

monthly payments.
Servicing No more than required
for normal wear and tear.

six

—
Manpower— One

person can oper-

ate.

Han-A-Phone

— Voiceaphone
Device — Phonographic

Inc.

— Gates Radio and
Type of Device — Phonographic

Manufacturer
Supply Co.

re-

producing instrument using standard
records.

—The

cabinet is made
theater requirements,
occupying a minimum space and so
constructed that there is no obstruction to visibility of the picture. The
equipment consists of two felt covered turntables driven by individual
spring suspended, noiseless, electrical
motors with automatic stop and
speed regulator. The pick-up is specially wound for this particular purpose to match the impedance of
The power unit is
power unit.
housed in the lower compartment

Description

to

conform

to

reproducing instrument using standard records.
and built to stand continuous serDescription A complete two turn- vice, yet simple in construction. The
table machine, mounted in indestruct- impedance of the various units is so

—

as

—
—

—

— Requires no
Manpower — Normal

specifications,

—

Manufacturer

Servicing

Its

—

—

Ipower.

room

ords.

if

—

—

1

amplifier,

pressions of the original artists as

—

—

Description Similar to the major
Bristolphone used for sound picture
Ireproduction, uses a double turntable
device which can be hooked up to
the same amplifying unit on_ which
stock records can be played with sufificient volume to fill an average sized
itheater without putting on additional

specially-constructed

with a specially-designed horn and it
plays standard 10 and 12 inch rec-

—

—

records.

a

—
—

Servicing No charge for three
months
following installation. Then
Bristolphone
on a per hour basis when necessary.
Manufacturer William H. Bristol
Manpower Normal. One person
'Mfg. Co.
can handle.
Phonographic,
Type of Device
reproducing system using standard

i

and accurately matched that

reproduces from any phonograph
record the identical tones and ex-

product of research engineers who they were present in person, it is by the dealers, follows:
have had considerable experience claimed.
Two special electrically driven
with this general type of work. The
There are no batteries or elim- turntable units, with control
company does manufacture a stand- inators to contend with. Connection for speed regulation, stop, switches
start, and
ard machine to fit any theater. The is made with the light socket, and
master "play" switch.
requirements are analyzed by an ap- is always ready for use. The switch
Two electric pick-ups making posparatus so arranged that maximum hoard and volume control is directly
efficiency can be obtained.
The am- in front of the operator on top board sible perfect cueing of picture, without intermission.
plification and speakers are not mere- and so arranged
that it makes cueing
Special amplification unit, designed
ly an assembly of radio parts, but of
pictures a simple matter. Records
are especially constructed for the- can be instantly changed and at any by radio experts especially for the
instrument.
atrical work.
This basic equipment volume.
is claimed to be
highly efficient in
Latest type loud speaker unit.
Servicing No more than required
reproduction and so arranged that
Specially designed horn.
in normal wear and tear.
any synchronizing or talking picture
Volume
control, from barely audManpower
One
operator;
muno
attachment may be applied to it, givible to sufficient volume for a large
sical experience necessary.
ing the maximum sound results.
auditorium.
Servicing Taken care of by comThe tone is due to a special ampany servicing department at a small
Good-All Orchestrola
plifier constructed for this instrument,
cost for installation.
Manufacturer Good- All Electric and also due to a specially designed
Maiipower Normal staff can han- Manufacturing Co., Ogallala, Neb.
horn attached to a loud speaker.
dle it.
Type of Device Phonographic. Other than that, Kue-Graph is simSound on disc.
ilar to other makes of this type, playDescription A
turntable
device ing the standard 10 inch and 12 inch
Duplex Orchestrola
run by an operator and not auto- records from a magnetic pick-up and
Manufacturer
Demonstration matically synchronized with the pic- double turntable arrangement perture.
Contains three separate repro- mitting cuing of the picture.
Sales Co.
ducers.
One reproduces the deep
The special case is equipped with
Type of Device Phonographic reproducing instrument using standard bass notes of a powerful organ, an- record magazine holding 16 twelve
other brings out the medium notes inch records and 24 ten inch recrecords.
and tones of a speaker's voice and ords, placed just behind and above
Description The basic idea in- the third reproduces high violins and
the turntables so that the music for
volves use of the disc. It consists of bells.
The apparatus resembles a a particular picture can be selected,
three parts: mechanism for turning desk, both in construction and size.
arranged, and played with ease. The
the records and transferring the or- It is 30-inches by 50 inches, in golden
left side cabinet can hold over 100
iginally recorded sounds to the elec- oak or mahogany. It carries standrecords, while the amplifier is in the
for
trical system; electric amplifiers
ard interchangeable parts and can right cabinet, with ventilators for heat
increasing the volume of sound im- be installed in 30 minutes, according
from power amplifier.
pulses before they enter the audio to its manufacturer.
It requires 110
Servicing No more than required
projector, and a tone projector which volts A. C.
Indexed record capacity
converts electrical impulses into a of the device is 500 10-inch records. in normal wear and tear.
Manpower Operated by one pertone blend. The device is housed in a As the scene changes, thus requiring
steel cabinet, 36 by 18 inches and 42 different music, the operator auto- son.

A

1

11

Co.,

Type of
recording instrument using stock records.

—

Description Han-A-Phone is used
for both sound pictures and for cueing non-synchronized pictures. This
is done by disconnecting a universal
joint which unites the reproduction
unit with the projector. The amplification in bsith pictures produced via
Han-A-Phone and those
scored
through the use of standard records
See Harv-A-Phone.
is identical.

Kue-Graph

— Herber Bros, and
Device — Phonographic

Manufacturer
Wolf.

Type

of

reproducing instrument using standard records.

Description

— The

device embraces

Mel-0-Tone

—
—

Manufacturer Crockett Brown.
Type of Device Phonographic reproducing

instrument

records.

using

stock

—

Description!
Operates with two
turntables, each of which is driven

independently by a small motor, belted so that it is claimed to attain
normal speed in less than one-half
a revolution. Cabinet 40 inches high
by 23 inches wide with roll top.
Equipped with unit and 12 foot air
columns type speaker, placed anywhere in theater. Amplification furnished by six-tube amplification set.
Servicing
Depends on normal

—
Manpower— One

wear and

tear.

person can oper-

ate.

Monronaphone
Manufacturer

—

Mfg. Co.

Type

of

Device

Monrona Radio

— Disc-turntable,

using P50 Monronaphone amplifier.
Description Three different types
of turntables furnished. No. 1, a single turntable induction motor and
volume control; No. 2, a double induction motor turntable with two
switch
individual
pickups,
electric
arrangement with a fader to fade
from one record to another; No. 5,
automatic changeover for records,
taking 10 records and repeating them

—

(.Continued

on

Next

Page)

THC«
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is turned off.
P50 Amoperates from 110 volts 60C
current and will operate with a microphone or record pick up, or both
at
the same time.
Radio can be

until switch

electricallj^

plifier

used.

plugged into the set. System of amis a combination of choke,
resistance and impedence coupled.
Sen'icirig
Extra parts supplied;
other repairs made from headquarters.
Manpower Operated by one person or by a member of the regular
plification

—
—

room

projection

force.

Orchestraphone

—

Orchestraphone
Manufacturer
Co.
Marketed by National Theater

Supply Co.

—

Type

Phonographic reof Device
I^roducing instrument using standard
records.

—

Description
This equipment is
housed in an upright console, conof heavy gauge furniture
and finished in optional colors.

structed
steel

At the top

of the console is the control board with two turntables, pickups, automatic control and two operator's lights. Orchestraphone stresses its pick-ups, which, it is claimed,
produce a constant volume over a
range extending from the third octave below middle C to the fourth
above. In this entire interval, tone
quality remains exactly as it was in
the original music, it is asserted, and
there are no high peaks or "blasts"
on the notes of upper registers nor
are there overtones in lower registers.

The

pick-ups are essentially

little

through
Their contact,
needles, with the grooves of the
record, generates a slight AC current. This current is carried to the
amplifying chamber in which vacuum
glass capsules amplify it in order to
obtain the necessary volume for auditorium use.
The amplifying current is then carried to the reproducing unit installed on every Orchestraphone horn. Orchestraphone horns

dynamos.

are usually installed in the orchestra
pit or in tone chambers placed at
the side of the stage.

Music is synchronized through the
use of two turntables and an "automatic change-over." The turntables
are driven by synchronous motors.
While one record is being placed,
the one next to be used is, at the
same time, turning with its pick-up

immediate operation. When a
change of music is desired, the Orchestraphone operator simply touches
set for

Pick-ups
are
"set"
by simply
swinging them into position above
that portion of the record from which
the music is to be taken. In this way,
a bugle call, or any short strain, may
be taken from one record and the
music changed at once into another
theme. In "playing a picture" the
operator simply follows a cue sheet,
taking the records in their indicated
order.
This method of synchronization has its special advantages, the
manufacturer states. First, it is en-

separate

from

the

projection

room equipment. Second, it places no
additional work on the projectionist.
Third,

music

not produced by
one single orchestra or a limited
group of artists. Any and every type
of music recorded on standard or
its

j

may

Box-Office Copy

be

200 selected records
for Orchestraphone is included with
each installation. These are filed in
individual catalogued compartments
in a steel cabinet. In conjunction with
this library, a booklet of records is
furnished for the convenience of the
operator.
These records are classified as to type of music, atmosphere
or theme, and in general, the sort of
situations in which they are used to
best advantage.
The name of the
record manufacturer and record aj)pears in each instance.
Special installations with remote
control horns can be made. For instance, the theater owner wishing to
entertain his patrons who wait for
seats in a lobby can, with a small
additional expense, have a separate
library

of

Orchestraphone horn installed
lobby.

Servicing

— Maintenance

installed in the box-o£fice,
oi^ce or elsewhere.

can be

theater

—

film record using
film amplification.

Sti

Projecto-Phone

— Walter G. Pred
dey.
Type of Device— Phonographic
cording
Manufacturer

STREETANGEL
FBAHK BORZACETS Nnpoliun Uro Lrrie
GAYNOR and CHARLES FARRELL'
FOX-MOVICTOHE ACCOHfAMIMEHT

re

-Mins CB^nofa
llveniM,

I

The

ImunllnK

tinti

allurlnit

oo-sUrx

Ii

Is

—

Fox- Movietone Special

Inttrnstion^l

Comedienne

"Rambling Along iht Highway" and "Aoaea Mada
Rmmmrnhmi," both of u/hith aAc madt farnou*.

Lttli* ting*

Mm

GreatLakes

Forest Phonofilm

strip
It

record of sound,
ft., capable of running
400 minutes without changing.
Servicing Ordinary parts supplied
with device for installation by operator; others from company headspiral

totaling 20,000

—

is

Manufacturer

2 cols by 7 inches

—

Description The device can be
adapted to the use of any recording
discs, using two turntables running
nominally at a speed of 78 revolutions per minute. Ten-inch records
can be used with this equipment.
Phototone will also supply its own
record library, permitting the theater
to select discs that will build up a
score on any picture.

quarters.

—Usual projection room

Manpower
force.

Servicing

—The

equipment

leasing basis, and

is

is on a
serviced to the

theater.

— Can

Manpower

Phototone

—

Vitaphone

Fine example of ads used by H. M.
Addison for "Street Angel"' in Buf

was

nil-

Description Projecto-Phone oper
ates with two and three turntable;
with loud speaker amplification sup
plying the volume. It is largely sinv
ilar to other recording instruments
on the market, such as Electrograph
and Orchestraphone.

BEATRICE LILLIE
Mtat

Ik

k

by

enhiinced by (ire ijri
Llory.
The avtllnMn nrf
iil>

(h<

Oy'

standan

Furri-li-K

or KhI
sclilJmcnl of U

irK-luiIlf*

III.'

using

Itan

records.

She ivIrt^ncM the raresi nensl-

radlntit

t

instrument

— Electrical Researcl

Spiral sound-on-

De

which runs through attachment.
comj'prises

from regula

Products, Inc.

— Separate

Description

recruited

staff.

i"

falo. Origiyial

Type of Device

!Bir:t

ini

—

film Corp.

manager

les't

are

Forest Phono-

;iE'

%'

Manpower It takes one person to
operate and to care for the library
of records. The operator need not be
a musician.

— De

[HA'

—
upon norms
M
Manpower— Requires one operate
who

with JA.HET

Phonofilm

IV

Servicing Depends
wear and tear.

practically nothing, the manufacturer
says, while only minor and inexpensive amplifying units are subject
to replacement, necessary only over
long intervals of time.

Manufacturer

19.

tachment through which announc.
ments can be made, the "mike" bein

in his

costs

16,

those who desire it. the compar
points out.
While stock records ai
now used, it is planned to make spi
cial theater records for cueing
pu
poses in the near future.
An add
tional feature is a microphone a

Manufacturer Phototone Corp.
Type of Device
Phonographic,

be operated read-

by orchestra

ily

no additional

leader,
help.

and requires

—

sound-on-disc.

Phototone

Coverage

Manufacturer

—

Cabinet

Co.

Type of Devfce^Phonographic

re-

records.

Description— Tht device
controlled,
tables,

is

electric-

has double electric turn-

electric

pickups,

Type of Device
producing

— Phonographic

instrument

using

re-

stock

records.

Description

known

—This

is

commonly

as "Baby Vitaphone."
The
amplification is similar to that used
in the major Vitaphone described on

page 19. In this system the record
does not have to be synchronized
with the film. It is not necessary tof
drive projector and turntable by the
same motor; therefore the turntable
need not be in the projection room
but can be in any part of the theater
where the operator can see the screen
and hear the music.
Then again,
since it is not necessary for each
record to play throughout a whole
reel,
large slow-speed records are
not required, and therefore records of
usual type, operating at the
standard speed of about 78 revolutions per minute, can be employed.
the

Platter

producing instrument using standard

a button.

tirely

A

produced records

Sunday, September

amplifier,

a

horn with an extra unit and a cabinet cue rack with capacity for 84
records.
The Platter company supplies 84 stock records with each Phototone installation and has developed
a special horn for amplification which
it
calls
"Dynapower." It consists
of a dynamic speaker unit complete
with rectifier with a five foot exponential bell opening at the outlet of
ITWiaTtMCPOPYDUTOTWMtfWa-fPaBfr/
42 inches. The company asserts this
is sufficient to give enough volume to
Copy used by Great Lakes, Buffalo fill any auditorium regardless of size.
in 23 country newspapers at total
Extra horns, where necessary, are
cost of $150.
Original was 3 cOls available at nominal prices.
Canover 5 inches.
celled installations can be made for

To permit continuous playing, two
turntables are employed; these are
driven by universal motors, and the
change from one record to the next
is made by means of a fader.
It is
often desirable with this equipment
to play only a portion of a record;
guide

provided for this
enables the desired
part to be conveniently and accurptely selected from the record and
played as desired.
By adding tha
necessary apparatus to the projectors, a system of this type can at
any time be equipped for sound picture reproduction.
a

special

purpose

is

which

—

Serviciyig
Based on proximity
Electric service situation
The scale is, therefore, a sliding oii'

Western

Manpower
one person.

— Can

be

operated

liy

:

THE
unday, September

16,
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Louise Fazeiida in

Five and Ten Cent Annie"

Olive Borden in

"Celebrity"
Pnthe

Lcugth:

(5145

ft.

Leyrgth: 6400 ft.
GOOD STORY OF PRIZE
ordinary number RING. MOVES SLOWLY AT
'hat gets laughs due to FIRST. BUT WORKS UP TO
:lever comedy work of STRONG FINISH AND PUNCH
.ouiSE fazenda and IN CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT.
Varucrst

tust

:lyde cook.

Cast .... Louise P""azencla lias the
anie part and does her usual good
work in ordinary script,
oiiiedy
riyde Cook her street cleaner sweet-

who

eart

falls

heir

to

a

million.

Dthers William Demarest, Gertrude

Tom

\stor,
rd,

Ricketts,

Douglas Ger-

Andre Beranger.

Story and Production. .. .Comedv.
\ very ordinary story is made fairly
,vorth while by the good comedy
eam work of Louise Fazenda and
^lyde Cook. Cook as a street cleanr' inherits $1,000,000 from his uncle.
The terms of the will state that he
must keep the uncle's valet in his
employ until he is married, and also

five
at
be at the lawyer's office
o'clock on a certain day to become
This gives
eligible to the fortune.
the villainous butler a chance to gum
up the works, and the comedy results from the hero and heroine trying to outwit the valet. It works up
to one of those last minute complications where it looks as if the hero
is going to be late and miss the forThe work of the comedy
tune.
team makes this just so-so entertain-

ment.

Robert Armstrong handles a satire on Gene Tunney as the
literary prizefighter and does a clever
characterization without overacting.
Clyde Cook plays straight as his
Lina Basquette has lost
manager.
some of her screen charm. Others
Dot Farley, Jack Perry.
Story and Production.
.Romantic
drama, adapted from the stage play.
Cast

'

.

Works

out

a

.

entertaining

rather

prizefighter who is put
over through the clever publicity
campaign of his manager. The latter
conceives the idea of making his
fighter a gent with literary ability.
He also lines up a romance for him
But
purely for publicity purposes.

story

of

a

something unforeseen happens. They

Then
in love with each other.
the kick comes at the climax when
the fighter is led to believe that his
manager broke a story with a newspaper that his literary efforts were
Meanwhile the girl has apa fake.
fall

Apparparently gone back on him.
ently all alone in the world, with his
back to the wall, he goes in fighting

mad and knocks
Direction, Tay

the

champ

Garnett,

cold.

smooth;

Roy Del Ruth, fair; Au- Author, Willard Keefe; Scenario,
Leon Zurade; Scenario, Char- Tay Garnett and George Dromgold;
Editor, Doane Harrison; Titles, John
les R. Condon; Editor, not credited;
not credited; Photography, Krafft; Photography, Peverell MarTitles,
Direction,

thor,

ley,

not credited, okay.

Rayart

Length: 5991

ft.

GETS OVER AS FAIR ENTERTAINMENT
WITH STORY OF
WEAK FILM STRINGS
ALONG ON ONE IDEA UNTIL MODERN YOUTH. LOOSE CONIT BECOMES MONOTONOUS. TINUITY MAKES IT DRAGGY
LOOKS LIKE TWO REEL COM- IN SPOTS.
EDY STUFF DRAGGED TO
Cast. ... Helen Foster in the name
FEATURE LENGTH.
Length: 6092

ft.

William Boyd does the

Cast

best he can with flat characterization
of ironworker that gives him little

Ditto his pal, Alan
opportunity.
Jacqueline Logan and Jerry
Hale.
Drew are the wise team who take
the other two.

Story and

drama

of

working on

Production.

two
a

...

Comedy

construction

dam.

The

hands
troubles

with this production is that there was
no story. It plays up the idea of the
two buddies working on the dam
who spend their spare time as Romeos with all the girls in the nearby town. The pals divide the town
between them, and then keep encroaching on each other's territory,
stealing each other's girls, etc., etc.,

.

who

thinks
she is grown up and can have love
affairs.
Gertrude Olmstead the older
sister.
Gladden James the heavy.

part well cast as the kid

Others Lydia Yeomans Titus, William H. tooker, Harry Allen, Reginald Sheffield, Carolyn Snowden.
Drama
Story and Production
There is nothing
of modern youth.
very exciting or dramatic in this, but
it
pans out as fairly entertaining
story of a young miss who started
a romance with a young rounder and
almost got into trouble. It's the kind
of story that they like in the smaller
houses and neighborhoods, and makes
a good family picture as it points out

.

.

and he is made to overact
throughout the footage.
Joe
E.
Brown as the lion tamer fighting a
craving for booze supplies all the
sobby sentiment, and it gets monotonous.
Helene Costcllo the girl.
Others Poodles Hanneford, Sam NelOthers Marshall Ruth, son, Lionel Belmore, Charles Miller.
the picture.
Johnny Gough.
Alexander Gill, Erne Veo.
Story and Production. .Drama of
aichjStory and Production
circus life.
Good atmosphere. The
drama of Mexican bandit life. This shots of the events under the big
the
tale
of
swashbuckling
is a good
top are interesting, and there are
bold bad bandit who tries to have his many of them.
But the story itself
way with the beautiful American girl, is a lot of sentimental hokum that
her
and
saves
but the hero steps in
travels one main string until it gets
cus,

Borden

plays the
white girl in the clutches of the
Mexican bandit, and is the appealing
John Boles the
type for the part.
Richard Alexander the
aviator hero.
Mexican bandit, is the best part of

Cast

Olive

Nothing
risk to himself.
that^ but yet it is so directed and acted that it makes fair
The girl lands at a
entertainment.
at

great

The orphan kid runs
the circus, and becomes
a part of an acrobatic act, doing a
double for the clown.
He chums
The
girl.
dance
joint
as
Mexican
a
with the lion tamer, who has lost his
bandit raids the town, and makes his cunning of facing the big cats,
headquarters at the dance hall. There through too much booze.
For the
he meets the girl, and starts to work sake of the gal he is manfully abMeanwhile hero, who is staining from drink and is about to
his wiles.
after the bandit, manages to get into stage a comeback.
Ends in the big
the dance hall and get the soldiers sacrifice act to save his rival from
there in time to save the girl. Good lions.
suspense, and lots of action.
Direction, George B. Seitz, script

new

in

all

Direction,

Elmer

satisfac-

Clifton,

tory; Author, Charles Beahan; SceEditor.
Howell;
Dorothy
nario,
not credited; Titles, not credited;
fair.

Columbia

Length: 6320

monotonous.

away with

blame; Author,' James Ashmore,
Creelman; Scenario, Melville Baker;
Editor, Ann McXight; Titles, Randolph Bartlett; Photography, Philip
Tannura, good.

to

"The Lady of Petrograd"

"Broadway Daddies"

"Sweet Sixteen"

"Power"
Pathe

"The Circus Kid"
Lfni(/tli: 0085 ft.
FBO
"Virgin Lips"
FILLED WITH A LOT OF
Columbia
Leuf/th: ()048 ft. CIRCUS HOKUM.
STORY IS
SENTIMENTAL AND
MELLER PEPPED UP WITH SOBBILY
TO CARRY CONVICGOOD ATMOSPHERE AND FAILS
TION.
SOME SEXY STUFF. OLIVE Cast. i^rankie Darro is cast as
BORDEN A PLEASING EYE- a precocious kid who joins the cirFULL. POPULAR PROGRAM.

Photography, Joe Walker,

good.

William Boyd in

13

ft.

Affiliated Euro-pean-S.R.

Length

PLEASING NUMBER WITH
JACQUELINE LOGAN DOING

:

6000

ft.

DRAGGY IMPORTED NUMNEAT WORK AS NIGHT CLUB BER TELLS INVOLVED STORY
DANCER. WINDERMERE'S DI- WITH RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
RECTION GIVES SLIGHT STO- AS BACKGROUND. HEAVY
RY CLASS.
STUFF WHICH MOVES SLOWLogan as the
Cast. .. .Jacqueline
night club girl pursued by a Broadway daddy gives a good account of
Rex Lease is fair as her
herself.
Alec B. Francis does his
support.
daddy role. Others Phillips Smalley,
DeSacia Moore, Clarissa Selwynne.
Betty Francisco.

Story and Production. Romance
.

Just the usof Broadway night life.
ual story of the little night club girl
pursued by a rounder, but who loves
the nice young boy. It's the way that

Director Fred Windermere has handled it that lifts it out of the ordinary
He has given it good pace and
rut.
worked in little bits of business and

LY.

Cast. ... Jacques
double role and

Kmmv
grad
well.

is

Catelain

plays a
impress.
Lynn as the lady of Petropleasing, and carries her part
fails

to

Others Roger Karl and Gaston

Jacquet.

Drama
Story and Production
based on the Russian revolution. This
(production was made in Paris by the
Pathe-Consortium-Cinema. It has a
very involved story, slow action and
draggy continunity. The direction
and vitality, and the
is a very tedious hour
The
watching the plot drag out.
countess is married to a Russian

a

has no snap
general result

The result is a
characterization.
The kid pleasing film that runs smoothly and general but loves a young captain.
tries to step out with a young artist,
The plot varies In a fit of jealousy the general kills
holds the interest.
but the older sister knows that his
Finally
a
monotonous.
until its gets
from the usual formula by having the captain, then as the revolution
level, and
wise gal from the city teams up with intentions are not on the
the voung hero pose as a poor boy in breaks out, flees to the Riviera with
the affair.
block
her
best
to
does
two
the
separate
slicker
to
There she meets
a city
order to test the girl's love. Through his beautiful wife.
she
buddies from their bank rolls under Works up to a situation where
a misunderstanding it looks as if she a young Frenchman who is her dead
Just a two sacrifices her own rep and almost is playing around with the old roue, lover's double.
pretense of marriage.
More jealousy and
out to loses her sweetheart in order to pro- but true love is at last rewarded.
stretched
A draggy action. Death of the general
gag
reel comedy
been
A sensational climax show- tect the kid. If the script had gone
footage.
pleasant program number that will brings happiness to the two lovers.
would have
ing Boyd rescuing his buddy caught tightened up. it
ride easily.
Direction, Marcel L'Herbier, heavy:
much stronger.
in a crane lends a kick.
Scenario,
Mere;
Charles
Author,
Windermere,
Fred
Direction,
fair;
Direction,Pembroke,
Scott
Direction, Howard Higgin, handiEditor, not
Mallet-Stevens;
Robert
SceMoore;
Victoria
Author,
capped by script; Author, Tay Gar- Author, Phyllis Duganne; Scenario, smooth;
credited; PhotogEditor, J. F. Harring- nario, Anthony Coldeway; Editor, credited; Titles, not
nett; Scenario, Tav Garnett; Editor, Arthur Hoerl;
Theyer, J. Letort, J.
Hans
raphy,
credited;
not
Titles,
Roberts;
PhotogArthur
credited;
ton;
Titles,
not
Doane Harrison; titles, John Krafft;
Balboni, clear. Marsh, uneven.
a

moral for young

Photography, Peverell Marley, okay. raphy, Walter

girls.

Griffin,

good.

Photography, Silvano

z^mk
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Theater Equipment
;

By CHARLES

F.

}*

HYNES

NATIONAL SUPPLY SAY

TALKING SHOP

BUSINESS ON UP GRADE

The

ness.

several changes in

Equipment

last

INCREASE

man-

ijl!v

m

business this year
reported by the National Theater Supply Co.
That is

May

over last

of

is

interesting and gratifying, for it emphasizes a health trend in the industry.
The big increase cannot be ascribed wholly to new theaters, for
theater building is under last year's
record peak, and competition this
year is keener in the theater equipment field. The increase, then, must
be ascribed to action of exhibitors in

On

the basis of these and further
figures from the auditing department
the company expect that sales during the coming year will reach a
minimum $2,000,000 increase over
last year's business.

Peterson's Cool Air Gets

keeping their equipment in first class
condition, taking advantage of new
improvements, replacing equipment

Charter in Oklahoma

—

City With capitalizaPeterson's Cool Air,
The
Inc., has been chartered here.
company's factory is at Atchinson,
Kan., but will be transferred to here
as soon as sales justify the change.
The company manufactures Peterson's Freezem, cooling system.

iPf'--

National's

Business Increases

crease.

Oklahoma

Keeping

in First Class

—

Shape

has been a
contributing factor in the business in-

agement made

Now

Exhibitors

Increase of 18 per cent during July,
over the same month in 1927, and 23
per cent above August of last year
reported in business of National
is
Supply Co. The company, according
to the auditing department figures,
has enjoyed a steady increase in busi-

which

is

outgrown or worn

out.

tion of $50,000,

Damages Asked

in Sale of

Theater Equipment Firm
Seattle— Damages of $40,000 are
sought by National Theater Supply
Co., from B. F. Shearer Co., and
the company and its trustees, B. F.
Shearer and A. M. Larsen, in two
suits filed in Federal Court here. The
suits are the outgrowth of the sale
of the Shearer firm two years ago to
National.

Nat Barach Back on Job
Cleveland Nat Barach, formerly
district manager for Warner Brothers

A

from active business last
year on account of poor health, has
completely recovered and is now
retired

representative
Service Corp.

for
in

Advance Trailer
Ohio and western

Pennsylvania.

SALE!

500 capacity.

Los Angeles Safety Code
Electric Board to Tell
Being Held Up is Charge
What Part of Show is
IVest

—

declared holding up the theater
safety fire ordinance, which has for
its object safeguarding of patrons of
Practically all exsmall theaters.
hibitors, and all the downtown theater owners, are said to favor the
ordinance.
is

Install
Seattle

called the largest
asbestos drop curtain in the entire
West has been installed in Seattle's
new Civic Auditorium. The curtain,
sold by National Equipment Co., is
made of three pounds per square
wire-inserted asbestos
cloth
yard,
and its total weight is said to be
more than three tons. The curtain

first

$X9.S0

no

Ph«B« Paoaa.
II

MM

^*
\\

is

counter-balanced.

Week

On

installed in the lobby, registering the
part of the program being shown at
the time the patron enters the house.

The small signboard

will tell

by National Theater
manpower. Since re-

Auspicious

the

business

last

at

week, the

Loew

banner.

L. Clarke succeeded to the presidency, and George De Kruiff took
over handling of sales, there has been
a steady improvement.
Clarke and
De Kruiff know equipment, and combine that with ability to run an orAdd
ganization and salesmanship.
these qualities to a real organization,
with men like Joe Hornstein in the

East, Oscar Oldknow in the Soutli
and O. H. Dutton in the West, and

the reason for National's gain

is

ap-

whether parent.

a comedy, newsreel or feature is on,
and in the case of the latter, how
much of the feature has been shown.

Audience Reaction Guide
in Making N. S. Trailers

Morrone Celebrating Anniversary
Audience reaction is a factor vidiicti
Pittsburgh A. F. Morrone this enters into the devising of trailers
month is celebrating his second an- by National Screen Service. Memniversary as head of the Superior M. bers of the company's staff spend

—

P.

many hours

Supply Co.

in theaters watching the
of scenes upon audiences and
use the information gathered through

effect

Economy Drive Launched
By West Coast Theaters
IVest

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

was done

week under

—

Fort Pierce, Fla. An electrically
illuminated enunciator will be a feature of the new theater being built
here by D. H. Sample.
It will be

—

THE FILM DAILY

As part of a general
drive, J. E. Mansfield and
W. H. Lollier of the West Coast
home office soon will tour the circuit in an effort to effect overhead
reductions.
They will cover all divisional points and study individual
theater and divisional problems.
Jeff Lazaraus, advertising and publicity director, has already sent comeconomy

— Phenomenal

the Capitol

L*iM

West 32-*St.Ncu<*xH.My

Large Asbestos Drop

— What

First

Holdal«FMtFi)m-Cu* eMasasia**

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Los Angeles Alleged jealousy of
building and safety commission
over its power in granting permits,

Atlanta

MOVIE CAMERA
2 in. F. 3.5

Coast

the

is

STANDARD

is

The Style "W" Wurlitzer Organette, recently placed on the wurket by the organization of the executive perRudolph Wurlitzer Manufacturing Co. It is designed for theaters up to sonnel a few months ago, when H.

Tha LatcM Uodal DoubU
Sprint Uotor

SEPT AUTOMATIC

made

Supply Co.

—

who

big factor in the steady advance

being

surveys
these
other trailers.

preparing

in

|
'

National Screen Service

now

main-

tains 20 sales offices in key cities of i
the United States, the British Isles,
|
Continental Europe, as well as in

Cenertal

America and Canada.

Remodeling

at Cleburne,

Tex.

—

Cleburne, Tex. The Rex has reopened after remodeling. The Palace
is to be closed for the same purpose,
E. Queen, manager.

munications to division managers on
the subject of new economy moves.
He has instructed managers to discontinue programs and newsettes

states S.

which

carry
advertising
sufficient to pay 75 per cent of their

of $20 for operating his Palace
on Sunday in violation of the "blue"

cost.

ordinance.

fail

to

,

other

Lubbock Sunday Show Brings Fine
Lubbock, Tex.
fine

—

Cliff

Lindsey paid

THE
unday, September

16,

cMHk

£A|L^

1928

Foreign Markets

Presen ta tions
By JACK

mm

CLICKS WITH

HARROWER;

fl

\By

Presentation Obtains
Sound Picture Effect FRfNCH
Ottawa

around show at the Paranount this week, with Jackie Coogan
ippearing in person along with his
Jackie and
ather in a talking skit.
in
lis dad are dressed exactly alike
rutaway, high hat and spats, and the
?ags are built around the idea of
ackie kidding his father on the fact
hat the kid's picture work has been
all

supporting the old man for the past
Jackie has good stage
light years.
Dresence, and the audience gave him
Preceding his ap1 big reception.
pearance was a special reel of clips
from many of his old productions

showing the kid in characteristic bits.
Joseph Santley staged "High Hat,"
nd it is one of the best units Para-

me

JAMES

P.

CUMNINGHAM',

Wire

PHOTOTONE

prospective wired houses.

VVitn tne appearance on the screen
of ttie regimental band of the governor general s foot guards, ttie nouse-

noid regiment of Canada's governorgeneral, the strains of the regimenlai march were heard by the audience,
ihe band, in scarlet and gold,
marched and remarclied in the picture, the music becoming louder
until tne ladcout, wlien the curtain was
raised revealing the
band of 53
pieces on the stage.
A concert was
men played.

—

DEVICE COSTS $1,500
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Installation of Phototone costs about $1,500, according
to French Phototone, Ltd., says a
SimDept. of Commerce despatch.
ple construction of the device eliminates
speciallythe
necessity of
trained operators, Phototone claims.
French Phototone is a branch of
British Phototone.

—

have been completed by Enrico Guazwho made "Messalina." They
introduce two new stars, Ines Fa-

zoni,

A

—

singing in the club, with her
trying to get her to go
The lines are snappy
back home.
and full of comedy, and the entire

used 111 the individual units,
it is
expected to secure acts that can douDie tor numbers, and do specialties.

show moves smoothly and keeps the
fun sizzling all the way. The prin-

Lange with Capitol

is

old sweetie

Arthur l-aiige has been signed by
Ginger Rogers, Tom M-G-Al to handle the musical scores
cipals were
He will make all
Ross, Victor Henry, Clara Gould, at the Capitol.
Jane Bowers, Alice Roy and Art special musical arrangements for the
As the girl's grandpa. Art stage shows and features at the theFrank.
Frank was the comedy riot and al- ater. He will also handle the synmost stopped the show. He should chronized scores for the company's
put his grandpa characterization in teatures.
a three act play. It's one of the best
things ever seen in a picture house.
Loew Books Acts
The Gambv Hale Girls clicked with
The Loew circuit has lined up the
a decided novelty, wearing stockings following acts for a full season's
on their arms and shoes on their work: Emil Boreo, Glenn and JenWith their feet and arms
hands.
kins, Jack Osterman, Dooley and
going with this layout, the effects
Sales, Harris and Van, Leo Bill,
Paul
were novel and entertaining.
Kramer and Boyle, Al Herman, PaAsh and his orchestra came through
tricola, Jones and Rea, William and
with some peppy harmonizing, inMandel, Clark and Bergman,
cluding "Angela Mia" and "Imagina- Joe
Gracella and Theodore, Dave Harall
from
entertainment
Nifty
tion."
ris,
Ross Wyse, Jr., McLallin and
production angles.
Sarah, Ed Sherif? and Company, and
Karl Emmy's Pets.
Young Succeeds Padden
Leo Young has succeeded Harry
Montreal Off Publix Route
Padden as associate of Joseph SulMetropolitan
the
Publix has discontinued the Capheading
livan,
Booking Offices in New York City. itol at Montreal from the routing
Young formerly booked the Inter- on its units. This was a last minute
the New England move, as the house was scheduled to
state claim in
open with a Publix unit this week.
territory.

The Sunday
as the Capitol

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

the cause,
unable to play Sun-

agitation
is

is

"Home-Coming," an
production; "The Carmen of St. Pauli" and "The Yacht
In the Pommer
of the Seven Sins."
picture appears Dita Parlo, Lars Hanson and Gustave Foelich; Jenny Jugo
land.

They

Eric

Pommer

which

is

equipping seven

About 10 other houses
London and environs have

houses.
in

been equipped.

1,700,000 SEATS IN

GERMANY'S THEATERS

— Aggregate

seating capacitheaters is 1,700,000,
according to a census just made. Six
houses seat 2,000 to 2,500, 17 from
1,500 to 2,000, 106 from 750 to 1,000.
Houses with
574 from 500 to 750.
less than 500 seats total 4,302.
Berlin

ties

of

German

B.

&

D. Officials Coming

are

to U. S.
London

To Study Sound

—With

object of studying

American

—

—

—

"The Lily of Killarney," based
on the famous opera of that name.
ing

the director.

Ufa Reopens Old House
Lachman Making B. I. P. Film
Ufa has reopened the old
Berlin
London Harry Lachman will pro- Kammerlichtspiele, which has been

—

—

duce "Under the Greenwood Tree"
International

British

for

practically rebuilt.

Pictures.

Vitaphone Films For Piccadilly

—

After the run of "The
Singer," which opens at the
Piccadilly Sept. 27, Warner Brothers

London

Jazz
will

book

in

"The Terror," "Lights

New York"

and "Noah's Ark,"

Making Novello Film
London Having rejoined Gainsborough Pictures, J. Graham Cutts
will first make "The Return of the
Cutts

Rl chmount Pictu res
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Inc
MOUNTAN.

New York

Ctty

Pre*.

all

Vitaphone productions.

Marie Dressier as M. C.
Marie Dressier is acting as mistress of ceremonies at Loew's 46th
Street, combination house at 46th
and New Utrecht Ave., Brooklyn.

cuit

sound picture methods,
Brigitte Helm
is in the second and
Henderson-Cleland, chairman of Britappears in the third.
ish and Dominion Films, and Herbert Wilcox, production, are going
Phototone Unit at Berlin
Wilcox is takto the United States.
Berlin A British Phototone unit ing with him prints of "The Woman
is here working at the Lignose Stuin White," "The Bondman" and "The
dios in charge of Clayton Hutton. Triumph of the Scarlet Pimpernel."
Karl Freund is cameraman and J.
B. Sloan is production manager.
Make M-G-M Quota Film
Welsh-Pearson-Elder
London
B. I. P. Buys Stories
will make "The Broken Melody" as
London "The Informer," novel by
picture for M-G-M.
Liam O'Flaherty, will be produced its second quota Georges Galli, Cecast includes
The
by British International Pictures.
Humphries, Audree Sayre and
cil
Dr. Arthur Robison will direct.
Enid
Stamp Taylor. Fred Paul is
is
makBritish International also

of

day shows.

One of the latest additions to
the group is the Bernstein Cir-

Italian Films
Italian
productions

lena and Isa Pola.
Change Publix Policy
change in the i'ublix policy in
mount has seen. With a night club order to economize will result in
Three Ufa Films For Gaumont
setting for atmosphere, a regular plot usmg two big acts and a girl troupe
Berlin Ufa has delivered three
works out about the small town girl in piace of tne four acts now being features to the Gaumont firm, Eng-

who

Houses

London Wiring of English
theaters for sound is going
ahead without much ballyhoo.

Two

Makes

Rome —Two

U. K.

—

—

M. Franklin, manager
J.
B. F. Keith's, put over a sound
picture effect recently which aroused
considerable
enthusiasm and also
caused some talk about beating out
of

Good

15

—

EXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors

Rats," with Ivor Novello.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Pre»entmtion

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
LackawanDa 7876

1531

BROADWA),

NEW YORK CITY

Filmcraft's

London

— British

Next Set
Filmcraft's fourth

production will be "Juanita," which
will be filmed in Seville and Madrid
in cooperation with the Spanish government. George Banfield will direct
with Gladys Frazin starred.

Cable Addreu:
Cable Address:
Cable Addreu:

RICHPICSOC. Pmrii
DEBJAY, Loodoa
RICHPIC, N. T.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

j
\

—
THE
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Houses Seen
Hard Hit By Graze

Sunday, September

—

Week's Headlines

(Continued from Page 5)

reaction of the public, but I
cannot see how my little show at
IWonday
Jefferson, Texas, a town
of 2,500, First National directors to consider proposed
fifteen miles from Marshall with an
deal with Warners at meeting tomorrow.
excellent road can possibly hope to Warner net for August estimated at half
million.
do much business, when a large proDe Forest Phonofilm ready for theater inportion of the automobile trade (and
stallations.
that
includes
about 75% of our Salesmen's instructions part of contract, Arkansas
Sui)reme Court rules.
patronage these days) can drive
All set for Fall Film Golf Tournament.
over to Marshall and get ten times Publix adding 15,0(10 scats in four theaters.
as good a show for very little addiTuesday
tional expense.
Of course, gas and First National president reiterates denial
deal involving Stanley, Warners and
of
tires cost money but people are ridhis firm.
ing anyhow for pleasure, so they can Paramount net profit for
six months figured
readily combine their riding and picat $3,873,627.
Trade
Commission
expected
to resume block
ture show at the same time.
booking action against Paramount after
"The only thing that I can see to
Sept. 15.
do about it, as an exhibitor who is Warners spending $1,000,000 to advertise
Vitaphone.
buying for a town without sound, is
M. P. Club acclaimed at informal opening
to be mighty conservative in my buylogical

"The Lucky Duck"

Cameo

Educational

Breezy
of production..! reel comedy
Billy Dale is the comedian who
tries to make a hit with his prospective father-in-law by makinp him
a present of a radio set which he has
won at a raffle. But before Billy can
secure the prize, he goes through a
series of comic adventures trying to
recover the raffle ticket which has a
habit of getting away from him. This
fun reel has a lot of suspense tied
up with the laughs, that come easily.

Type

Directed by Francis

J.

"Kicking Through"

Martin.

—

Collegians
Universal
Usual Collegiate
Type of production
2 reel college series
This release features a soccer game
at Calford college with the usual plot
of the hero being double crossed by
his rival on the team who frames him
so that he cannot play in the big
Hero is finally permitted to
event.

ing and pay only rock bottom prices
If I
for the best product possible.
can't get it then, I had better not
buy at all. That is the only answer
I have to that question.
"To sum it up, my course of procedure is to sit steady in the boat.
Put in sound pictures if there is a
clientele large enough to take care of
the extra expense and pay for the
device within a year or two, otherwise buy cheap or close up the

game in the last five minand manages to score three goals
and win the game. Very juvenile, show."
both in cast and direction, also story.
enter the

utes,

With so much

college
athletics, it should be possible to dig
up a really plausible and interesting
storv of rivalry.
Directed by Nat
of interest in

Ross.

Type

of

A

production. .2 reel comedy
ingenuity was used in

of

lot

making

Perils"— Mermaid
Educational
Cool Laughs

this one.

Monty

Collins, his
girl and a colored servant are wrecked in the arctic when their plane
crashes.
They are befriended by a
group of Eskimos, but Monty and
his colored pal discover a lot of goofy
things to do which almost results
in their losing their lives on several
occasions.
highlight of the com-

A

where the colored boy is chased
all over the place by a seal.
With
the ice settings, this is a good novelty, and carries a good percentage of
laughs.
Directed by Stephen Rob-

edy

is

erts.

Are

Listed

(Continued from Page 1)
Betty Bronson; "The Trial of
Mary Dugan"; "Nize Baby." with Vera
Gordon,; a story of Negro life, directed by
King Vidor;
Productions to have synchronized
scores and sound effects are:

"Show
Cecil
B. De Mille's productions;
People." co-starring Marion Davies and William Haines; John Gilbert and Greta Garbo
in "A Woman of Affairs"; Greta Garbo in
"Tiger Skin," and in "The Single Standard"; John Gilbert in "The Masks of the
William
Wasserman;
Devil,"
by
Jacob

Pathe Review No. 38
Diversity

Type of production..! reel magazine
Opens
with
"When
Summer
Comes to New York," showing what
happens

warm

to

the

weather.

camera on

Some

job.

metropolis

in

the

Ray Foster handled

and did a neat
remarkable views are

then

this

presented of prize rooster in
Japan with enormous tails.
Microscopic studies are presented of the
htmihle Boston bean.
A Pathecolor
subject

in

"Excess

Baggage";

"Wliile the City Sleeps"

;

Lon Chaney

Ramon Novarro

Braid"; Lillian Gish in "The
Wind"; Peter B. Kyne's "Tide of Empire";
Joan Crawford in "Our Dancing Daughters";
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle in "The Baby
Cyclone"; "Tr.ider Horn," directed by W.
S. Van Dyke; "Mother and Sons"; a Cosmopolitan production, "The Trail of '98";
"White Shadows in the South Seas," with
Raquel Torres and Monte Blue; "Adrienne
Lecouvreur," with Joan Crawford.
Only seven of the total number of
new season films will be or-

"Gold

and these
sound or
are of
dialogue would obviously do nothing
to enhance their dramatic value. The
list

"silent pictures,"
such a nature that

follows:

in

conven-

Specialists
to the

held continuing to build house
in Chicago Loop, despite new B. & K. opposition.
Stock exchange reported offered in Warner
deal for acquisition of Stanley chain.
Great day marks Fall Film Golf Tournament.
London theaters rushing installations of sound
devices.
Galaxy of talker talent on M. P. Club dedication dinner bill.
Sound for 40 M-G-M pictures; 19 to use
dialogue, Nicholas M. Schenck announces.

Status

control;

changed as

Motion Picture
Industry

Stanley chain
National
not

of
First

of

DAY AND NIGHT

result.

Warner now seeking to buy Keith-Albee-Orpheum in new move.
M.P.T.O.A.

to

invited

l)e

to

join

Interna-

Federation.

Exhibitors'

tional

M. P. Club hailed at formal dedication.
Paramount building four sound stages

at

Coast studios.

250

Friday
Warner deal for
Orpheum held

purchase

Keith-Albeeaccord reported near on major points; "No immediate prospect of such a deal being consummated," says Harry M. Warner statement.
H. M. Warner becoming business advisor of

New York

progress,

of

with

"Beau

"Humming

Broadway"; Tim McCoy in
Blood"
and
"Sioux

Wires,"

"Perfccto."

Co-op's Warner Bid
Held Protection Move
active than before," says Ebenstein.

Fein Buys Another
Browning Returns to New York
Cleveland Sam Fein, owner of the
Irving Browning of the Browning
Fairyland, has bought the National,
Studios has returned to New York
East 55th St. and Payne Ave. from after filming
local Our Gang comBen Wise.
edy reels in a number of key cities.

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

headed by Aaron

co-operative,

Sapiro.

Cleveland exhibitors figure sound adds $500
week overhead.
Fifty Han-a-Phones being made weekly at
Coast, Dale Hanshaw claims.
Fotovox gets Paragon studio, Fort Lee, for

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

sound films production.

Germans
color

seeking

to

control

1)uy

of

new

1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

process.

Saturday
Warner

deal seen awaiting return of K-A-O
executives from Europe.
Quota law proposed in Czecho-Slovakia.

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and spealcers throughout the

Thomas Buys "Fortune's Fool"
Harry Thomas of First Division
Pictures, New
distribution of

New

York, has acquired
"Fortune's Fool" in
York and northern New-

world for the purpose of public
instruction.

Jersey.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

follows,

—

Photo
Engraving

Marks Bros,

in

Sam

fol

INCORPORATED

16.

(Continued from Page 1)
showing the oldest
America built at Williams- continuing as president of the organization and will continue "even more
burg, Va.

church

is

EGGERS

Wednesday

Greater

"Buster Keaton in "The Cameraman";
Karl Dane and George K. Arthur in "BrothLove";
Flash,
wonder dog. in
erly
the
"Grease Paint"; Lew Cody and Aileen Prin
gle

decided to opei

on Saturday and the Strand
lowing suit.

M-G-M

thodox

the

M-S-M Sound

Pictures

in
in

tion starting Oct.

amo and Loew's have

Thursday

Titles of

Haines

at New York.
Toronto maps plans for M.P.T.O.A.

Warner complste purchase

Leatrice Joy,

"Polar

192

Saturday Change at Louisville
Louisville
The Rialto and Gayet;
are the only houses here which be
gin new shows on Sunday. The AI

Silent

Short Subjects

16,

and

Iceep up-to-date with the

new

films

and new equipment

"1001 FIL MS
Complete reference booklet,
at

'
'

(Fifth Edition^

listing nearly 3,000

educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

A«e., Chicago,

III.

Recognizing the
in

method come

fact that

changes

in the

splendid

advancement of the motion picture
industry, the

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany continues

its

march and maintains

own
its

forward

supremacy

in presenting to the trade

Eastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type 2

— a perfected^ proven product
for

the

cinematographer

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

1

The Only Talking Neivsreel
Builds Business

While Speaking World News
The public

is

demanding

its ne'w^s in

sound.

,

W

Have you heard the

ne'ws?*' one
customer asks another as they build
ifvord-of-mouth advertising for your

^*

.

theatre.',;:'

That's

:

why modern

theatres every-

ivhere* are playing

FOX MOVIETQNEWS
IJl

•

CHICAOO-

BALTIMORE-

LOS ANGELES-

ST. LOUIS -

McVicker's

Loew*s Century

Carthay Circle

Ambassador

Roosevelt

Rivoli

Criterion

Marbero
Cranada

Ne^v Theatre
Loe^v's Stanley

Figueroa

Missouri
Locw^s State

Ttvoli

Uptown

Grauman^s Chinese
Loew's State

ATLANTA-

BUFFALO-

CLEVELAND—
Loew*B Allen
Loew*s Stat«

Great Lakes
Publix

Hippodrome

NEW ORLEANS—
Saenger
Loew*s State

Rialto

Metropolitan
Loew^'s

Grand

Industry

Must

be Neutral in Politics

is

Warning

UL THE

HEWS'
ALLTME TIME

o/^FILMDOM
XLV

VOL.
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Prosperity
By J.XCK A LI CO ATE

D

ESP|TE

the repeated cry
of 'iRvolf, wolf" by those

whor would have some of
us believql otherwise, the country as a whole is prosperous.
Financial and industrial leaders
predict a better than average
fall
and winter. Business is
once more on the up grade and
crops are reported as satisfactory. With this healthy nationwide condition the motion picture business as a whole, despite
the recent turmoil due to sound
amalgamations,
pictures
and
should enjoy its most successful year. The amusement business is one of constant and
radical changes. The public is
,

constantly demands
unusual. The socalled showman, who does not
keep up with these overnight
fickle.

the

It

new and

changes, sooner or later finds himself
out of the picture.
The amusement
bird that sleeps with one eye open is
usually the one that gathers in the
golden worms. So has it always been,
is now, and will continue to be.

Stock Acrobatics
It

is

W.

SCOUTS REPORT OF ANY

E.

MERGER ON SOUND DEVICES
Coast Report

MND nms TO BE HG

m. a M.P.T.O.HEET
Sound

pictures

be a feature
convention t/j

will

of the M.P.'T.O.A.
be held Oct. 16, 17 and 18 at Toronaccording to R. F. Woodhull,
to,
president of the M.P.T.O.A. Experts
on various phases of sound pictures
are being invited to address the convention, as have experts in other
John F. Eberson,
he said.
lines,
noted theater architect, has promised
to address the delegates. This year's
convention will be marked by a number of "new faces," says Woodhull,
who declares that many reservations
are being received from exhibitors
who never before have attended national conventions.

N. C. Unit Sold for M.P.
T.O.A., Picquet Declares
Carolina exhibitlors stand
squarelv behind R. F. Woodhull and
the M'P.T.O.A.. says Charles W.
Picquet, head of the North Carolina
exhibitor unit, who is in New York.
His association, Picquet announced,
{Continued on Page 6)

North

certainly not a healthy thing

for this industry to have the stocks
of some of its leading and most rep-

resentative companies turning handsprings every 24 hours. Occupying
as it does a quasi-public relationship,
this industry, and those in power representing it, should do all in their
power to keep its stocks from becoming footballs in Wall Street.

A Dynamo
Permit us to introduce to you filmdom's busiest man and one of its
most regular fellows, Bruce Gallup.

member

President of the A.M. P. A.
of the Relief Fund, secretary of the

Motion Picture Club and handicapper
of the Film Golf Tournaments, besides acting as right hand man to

White and Allen to Confer
on Educ'l. Sound Plans
Jack White and E. H. Allen are
en route to New York to discuss
Educational's

Au Revoir
past

down

hate to admit

it

two weeks we have had

to get

morning.

With

at nine in the

St.

ture

due modesty we now turn the gavel
over to our editor- "Red" Kann who
has just returned from a two weeks'
visit to the onion fields of Bermuda.

national release date,
Twelve and onehalf per cent of the showings
is

states.

be with sound.

will

SOUND

PIGTUilES HIT

AS

DETRIMENTAL TO MUSIC
Toledo,

O.

were

—Talkers

and

—

Jersey City Subpoenas have been
served on managers and owners of 40
theaters in this city requiring them to
{Continued

on

Page

6)

exhibitors to pursue,

ago, when he
industry
picture
should not become too active in parIt is certain that any
tisan politics.
attempt on the part of any in the
industry to deliver it over to either

especially

some
that

Products, Western Electric subsidiary which manufactures Vitaphone
and Movietone equipment with RC.'\Photophone, were scouted Saturday
at the offices of

Western

Electric in

New

York.
"No one here has ever heard of
such a deal, or possibility," was the
substance of replies to inquiries.
A report published on the Coast
stated financiers connected with the
larger film companies had formed a
pool to bring about the proposed
amalgamation to reduce installation
costs and to assure interchangeability of systems and patents.

hit

Jersey Theater Owners
CaUed in "Blue" Probe

stated

Coast report of a proposed amalgamation
of
Electrical
Research

sound

as detrimental to
good music, and prejudicial to the
interest of music lovers and to cultivation of taste for good music in
a resolution passed by the Ohio Music Merchants' Ass'n, at their conve'.ition here.
Elimination of orchestras in theaters will deprive the public of hearing music correctly played in thea(_Contini<ed on Page 6)

pictures

weeks
the

year, 160 members of the M.P. candidate would bring resentment in
T.O. of E&stern Missouri and South- eastern Missouri and southern Illiern Illinois decided at its annual nois.
convention here.
Because of the failure of the large
The consensus of opinion of those distributors of talking picture depresent was that Mayor Walker of vices to send experts to St. Louis
New York handed out some very to address the convention it was not
(.Continued on Page 6)
good advice in 'his speech at Hollytial

but for the

which
Pathe

Stated

Negotiated

simultaneous

"The King of Kings" will be
shown in 300 theaters of the
nation on or about Sept. 30.

wood

—

during the excitement of a presiden-

We

a

advertising campaign in eight
nationally-circulated magazines,

St. Louis Convention Declares
Aiding Any Candidate Unwise
Strict neutrality upon
Louis
all matters of a political trend is the
only safe course for the motion pic-

is

by

Had

Amalgamation Being

300 Runs
Backed

sound picture plans.

a big enough day's
work for any man. He leaves today
for a well earned vacation with the
well wishes of everyone.

Vic SKapiro,

Price 5 Cents

1928

17,

BRITISH f IRM

PUNS

SIX

SOUND FEATURES, SHORTS

—

London Six sound features, first
of which will be "Sinews of War,"
are scheduled for production by BritIn addition,
ish Sound Film Prod.
26 shorts, a series of talking cartoons
and a talking newsreel are planned.
Three acres are to be devoted to proThe comduction of sound films.
pany is licensed by British Talking
Pictures, Ltd., which holds the De
Forest Phonofilm patents for Great
Britain.

Fox May Make New
Offer of Class

A

Stock

Offering of a $12,750,000 issue soon
will be made to stockholders by Fox,
according to a Wall Street report,
consisting of 150,000 shares of Class
A at $85 a share to stockholders at
the rate of one share for approximately each four held. It is expected
that proceeds of the issue will be
used to defray the expenses of purchase of the Poli circuit.

Great States Adds 8 More
Illinois Houses to Chain
Joliet,

Balaban

111.— Great States Theaters,
& Katz subsidiarj% has
(.Continued on Page 6)

—

1
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entrants this week, with

nevir

On Broadway

Fox showing "Mother Knows Best"

at the

Globe and Al Jolson's "The Singing Fool" opening at the Winter Garden.
rest of the lineup among the top-price shows remains the same.

The

PIBIISIER

iOIH W. ALICOtTE

wo

"Wings"
"White Shadows

.Paramount

"Lilac

Criterion.

.

.Aug.

12,

M-(j-M

Time"

National

Firet

Paramount

"The Patriot"
"The Terror"

Warner

"Tempest"
"Submarine"
"The Air Circus"
"Mother Knows Best"..
"The Singing Fool"

United

Bros.
Artists

Columbia

Fox
Fox
Warners

.Astor
Central

.

.Warners

Embassy

.

.

Gaiety

.Globe
Winter

Sept.

—

—

1

Sept. 15

Garden.. Sept. 19

Financial
High Low
*(s) Am. Seat
*(c-b) do 6s 36

& Katz

Bal.

Con.
do
*(c)
(c)

Fm.

Ind.

16^

16

Close

3154
9654
7Wa,
1654

Salei

1,100

27%

pfd

'56b

(s) East. Kodak ..179
178J^ 1785^
128
do pfd
*(s)
354
*(c) Film Insp
104
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(si Fox Fra. "A". 105 54 1025^ 1045^ 19,000
28% 2914 5,100
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 30
9
*(c) Intern. Proj
9154
*(b) Keiths 6s 46
2,100
62 J4
635^ (>2yk
(s) Loew's, Inc.
100
104
104
104
do pfd
(s)
.

(c)
(b)
(b)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)

.

do deb. rts.. 24% 24.% 24%
do 6s 41ww.ni}i
do bs41x-war. 10054 10014 10054

200

2'5-%

25%

10

10

100
200
8,500
200

iim iim

M-G-M
M.

P.

pfd.

Cap.

Orph. Cir.
do pfd

..
..
..

Para. F-L
do 6s 47
(b)

25H
10

29
90
141

100

Par.By.5J^s51
(si Pathe
(s)
do "A"
do7s37
(b)
(b)

6J4
27
79

(o) Roxy "A" ...
do units ...
(o)
do com. ...
(o)
(o) Skouras Bros..
Stanley
Co. ..
(s)
(o) Technicolor ...
...
(c) Trans-Lux
fo) United Art. .
...
do pfd.
(o)
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
...
do pfd.
(o)
.

31
33

29
27/2
8954
89!^
141
140
100
100
10054

554

2654
79

6
265/2

1
1

3,300
4
8',86b

700

79

33

36

7^
41
56}4
6
4Ji

44
5454

12

14
85

77
2

75

7
4

56%

18,500

'4%

'600

85"

3154
•(c) Univ. Pict
9854
•(s)
do pfd
107
32,200
100'4
(s) Warner Bros. 107
10754 26,700
(s)
do "A" ..107J4 100}^
198
•(c-b) do 6'/s 28
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"Times" Sees Sound Films
Niagara Falls Exhibitor
as Boon to Vaudeville
Puts Vitaphone Over Big
Sound pictures may prove a boon
N. Y.— "The Jazz
yesterday at the fo vaudeville in that the demand for
Manager Harry Carroll that type of entertainment will be
Cataract.
knew he had to put over Vitaphone enhanced by "talkies," in the opinion
Did he wait until of the "New York Times." Editorwith the public.
He did ally, this thought is expressed:
the opening was upon him?
"The movies have brought an ennot and here's your proof:
The theater took advantage of the ormous expansion in the demand for
The legitimate theater
fact that Niagara Falls is a magnet amusement.
that draws thousands from all over or vaudeville was, for the individual
the country during this season of the customer, a once-a-week recreation.
The movie fans who attend several
year.
The newspapers a month in ad- times a week are numbered bv the
The demand for talking
vance started running teaser ads an- millions.
nouncing the fact that "Vitaphone vaii)deville is bound to be several
was coming to Niagara Falls to thrill times greater than for the present
you." The newspaper campaign was spoken entertainment, with a, corsupplemented by a big outdoor bill- responding increase in employment
campaign which extended a for vaudeville artists in the studios.
ing
radius of 40 miles of Niagara Falls. Actually, the addition of sound to
The Cataract used 3,000 sheets of shadow in the films may work an
stock Vitaphone paper which was improvement over present conditions.
supplemented by a like amount of At Hollywood apprehension is reblock paper which the theater print- Dorted among the owners of pretty
faces without voices to match.
The
ed up of it own accord.
will
now
speaking
actor
have
better
a
The house, which also operates the
Strand here, ran an institutional chance in competition with the beaucampaign in trailer form for sixty tiful but dumb."
Both theaters had prominent
sheet
stands
and marquee Television Demonstration
strips
announcing the coming of
Radio World Fair Feature
Vitaphone.
Vitaphone was promFirst major public exhibit of teleinently printed on hotel and restaurvision
will be a feature of the fifth
ant menus throughout the city.
An
elaborate
radio
tie-up
was made annual Radio World's Fair, which
through station WGR, Buffalo, an- gets under way tonight at Madison
nouncing the coming of Vitaphone Square Garden in New York. The
to the Cataract.
Arrangements were fair continues through Saturday.
made with the "Niagara Falls
days.
three

Gazette" to run a double truck cooperative ad in which merchants participated.

This double page spread

ran

column streamer reading,

a

16

"Vitaphone

is

here to

thrill

you."

(c)

Bond Marfat.
Curb Market.

Exchange.
(Bid and Ask«<i.)
(0) Over the Counter
NOTE: BaUban 4 Kati Is fisteJ in C^bisago;
(•)

Stock

Skouras, St. Louis.

Pathe
its

first

News on Saturday
Photophone

received
and betaking of its

truck,

gan immediately the
talking newsreel.

I^tt Prices Quoted.

(b)

Pathe News Soon to Make
Appearance as Talker

Chic Sale Busy
Charles (Chic) Sale, who recently
deserted Broadway for the talking
oictures, has finished "The Ladies'

Man,"

Fox

Movietone comedy
written by Harold Atteridge and diEugene Lauste with Fotovox
rected by Harry Delf, and started
Eugene Lauste and not Frank "Marching On." This also will be
Lauste as previously reported, is a Fox Movietone comedy from the
Marcel
chief consulting engineer of Foto- pen
of
Silver
and Ben
vox Talking Pictures. Lauste is a Holmes. Silver is directing this diapioneer in the development of talk- logue comedy and in addition to Sale
ers.
Fotovox has acquired the Para- has Ben Holmes, Jerry Madden,
gon Studio, Fort Lee, N. J., for pro- Blanche Irederici, Aileen Carlisle and
Bob Milasch in the cast.
duction of sound films.
a

West En Route To Coast
George West is en route to the
Coast after closing foreign deals for
his product.
He will resume production on his return to the studios.

EXPERT

SOUND CAMERA
AVAILABLE

with

Specially geared, motor driven Bell &
Howell Camera with the new AKE-

LEY

POD.
Ave..

UNIVERSAL GYRO
JOE SEIDEN,

729

TRISeventh

N. Y. C.

Phones Bryant 3951-0586
Member International Photographers

War"

iSt.

—

Best"
Circus"

"The Air
Hippodrome "Man Made Women"
Loew's New Yortc— Monday, "The Mystei
ious Lady;" Tuesday, "Bitter Sweets" an<
"The Adventurer;" Wednesday, "Kit Cat
•son;" Thursday, "The Street Angel;" Fri
day, "Romance of a Rogue" and "Clearini
the
Trail;"
Saturday,
"Loves of a
Actress;" Sunday, "Out of the Ruins"
Mark Strand— "The Whip"
Paramount— "The Docks of New York"
Rialto— "The Patriot"
Rivoli
"Tempest"
Roxy "The River Pirate"
Brooklyn Mark Strand "The Whip"
Gaiety

Niagara Falls,
Singer" opened

225.

— "Guilty"
—"Mother
Knows

Fifty-fifth

Globe

THE

—

—
——

—

Aug. 3
Aug. 15
Aug. 16
Aug. 25
Aug. 3

.Rivoli

— "Q— Ships"

Capitol ^"The Cameraman"
Central ^"Lilac Time"
Criterion
"Wings"
Embassy ^"The Submarine"
Fifth Ave.— "Germany's Side of the

1927

July 31

.Rialto

"White Shadows in the South Seas
Broadway ^"Freedom of the Press"

Cameo

Opening Date

in

South S«as"

at

Theater

Distributor

Picttire

—

Astor

—

—
—

—

Three Runs Set

"Two

Lovers,"

Vilma

starring

Colman
York,

final

picture

co-

Banky and Ronald

is to play the Rivoli, New
Sept.
22 at "pop" prices.

About Nov.

IS, Vilma Hanky's first
starrmg picture, "The Awakening,"
will have a two-a-day run, while Colman's first vehicle, "The Rescue,"
IS to open early in December.

Hollywood News Agency Formed

West

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Verricogram, a news
agency exclusively for Hollvwood,
has been organized by Alfred Verrico, veteran journalist and publicity
director.

Verrico says so far he has
1,750 credentials authorizto act as Hollywood correspondent for various newspapers

received
ing him

and magazines.

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
& Howell— Akeley Cameras
Cameras
— Portable—Lights— Cameras
Bell

Still

Graflex

sizes

all

Projectors.

FOR RENT
IRVING

BROWNING-llOW.

New York

City

40th

Penn.

St.

1258-9

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION
1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

FREE
TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

THE
Monday, September

Sept.

"The Singiag Fool"

19 Premiere of

Winter Garden,

New

at

Tork.

Sept. 22 Met, Stanley house, opens in Philadelphia.
Sept. 24

Dinner for film industry given by
Aeronautical

merce
toria,

Sept. 24

—

—

Brooklyn,

Kenmore,

Keith-Albee's
opens.

Plug Jolson Theme Song
Two Winnipeg Houses Being Wired
Vitaphone For Seven
Bros, and DeSylva, Brown
Winnipeg The Capitol is being
Hoffman Houses in Conn. wired
for the Movietone equipment
and Henderson are getting back of
New Haven, Conn. Hoffman Cir- and a new organ is being installed.
a tremendous advance campaign on cuit houses, numbering seven, are inVitaphone equipment is being in"Sonny Boy," theme melody of Al stalling Vitaphone. They are: Strand stalled at the Metropolitan.
Jolson's new Vitaphone production, and Princess, Hartford; Strand and
"The Singing Fool," which opens at New, Waterbury; Capital and Strand,
Winter Haven House Reopens
the Winter Garden, New York, Sept. New Britain; Capital, Ansonia; Pal19.
Jolson composed the piece with ace, Torrington; Gem, Willimantic
Winter Haven, Fla.— F. E. WilThe liamson has reopened the Williamson
B. G. DeSylva, Lew Brown and Ray and State, South Manchester.
Henderson.
equipment will be ready about Oct. 1. after remodeling.

Warner

The Industry's
Date Book
Today

jg^

DAILV

1928

17,

of

Chamber

America

New

U

Com-

Waldorf As-

at

High class audiences
will welcome it!

York.

of fall meeting of the S<hciety of M. P. Engineers, WhiteYork.
face Inn, Lake Placid,

Opening

— Variety

New

Singer"

Sept. 27 "Jazz

opens

at

Piccadilly,

London.
Oct.

1

M-G-M's London
pire,

Theater, the

Em-

opens.

Oct.

8-10 M.P.T.O. of Michigan convention

Oct.

16-17

at

Kalamazoo.

Annual

M-P.T.O.A.

convention

at Toronto.

Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
Nov. 21 Paramount, BrooByn, opens.
Nov. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.

OVERSTATING

IS

BLAMED

FOR CHICAGO REVERSES

—

Chicago Show business here has
been "tough" for neighborhood theaters during the last year, due to
overseating, it is emphasized by the
number of houses and circuits which
have been thrown into the hands of
receivers.

The

latest

is

the

Am-

bassador Theater Co., which operates
the Ambassador, 5825 W. Division
St. and the Drake, 3548 Montrose
Ave.
Claims of publishers led to
the appointment of a receiver, with
liabilities
of $65,000 and assets of
The buildings oc$25,000 alleged.
cupied by the theaters are under
foreclosure proceedings.
Circuits and theaters which have
passed into receiverships are: Ascher
Bros., circuit; National Playhouses

A Frank Austin Praduction

A ROAD SHOW

SPECIAL
For Extended Run Houses

(Cooney Bros.), Gregory &
Bernasek circuit, Admiral theater,
20th Century theater and the New
Evanston, Hoyburn and Varsity at
Evanston.
circuit

New Equipment

to be

Will Smash Box Office Records!

Listed at S.M.P.E. Meet
New equipment will be described
at a session in connection with the Fall meeting of the
Society of M. P. Engineers, beginning Sept. 24 at Whiteface Inn, Lake
Concerns which will
Placid, N. Y.
take part include: E. Leitz, Meteor
Photo Chemicals, Film Inspection
Machine Co.; Eastman Kodak Co.;
Kleigl Bros., Arthur J. Holman, Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co., and Electrical Research Products.

by manufacturers

$100,000 Studio Rental

M-G-M is understood to be paying
an annual rental of $100,000 for Cosmopolitan studio, New York, at which
sound stages are now being constructed.
Tennessee House Equipped
Johnson City, Tenn.--The Majestic has been equipped with Vitaphone.

A Vital

Theme

Superbly Screened!
r

Yuti'll

hear

more

beautiful

of

MARY JOHNSON and ravishing NINA VANNA, the two
GIRLS GO
sisters in "WHY
WRONG,"

whose work

is

of stel-

_

lar quality.

considers the situation approaches

The scene where the girl stands on the wet pavement and
-Mordaunt Hall in
genius!

WIRE!

FOR BOOKINGS AND TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTION

ROAD SHOW
489

Fifth

NEW YORK

Avenue

TIMES.

WIRE/

PICTURES,

Inc,

New

York City

Telephone Murray Hill 4562
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$1,000,000

Appropriated
to Advertise Warner
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Bros. Pictures and Vita
phone— a Million to Start
the Parade of Warner
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9:30

[)AST to Coast Radio
Coverage through all
ons of the Columbia
dcasting System!
Stars and Guest
for the 26 Warner

a

present

dBrilliant Program Featuring

Of:

(ft

3

famous Guest Stars
THE INITIAL PROGRAM OFFERS

AL JOLSON
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And

That's That

1)

possible to put on the kind of demonstration of sound pictures President Wehrenberg and the other officers
had 'hoped for.
However,
sound pictures occupied most of the
time devoted to the executive session and all phases of sound picture
exhibition was gone into.
Most of the exhibitors present
agreed that from a practical standpoint the immediate installation of
apparatus for showing sound pictures
is out of the question as far as small
exhibitors
are
concerned.
Sound
pictures are too costly to be practical for the small theaters of this
territory exhibitors believe.
Fred Wehrenberg, veteran leader,
was reelected president, the first to
be named for three terms. Other officers elected are:

By PHIL M.

WITH

DALY

coming

talkers

into vogUi

time-worn wheeze, "Unax

the

customed as

I

am

)

to public speal

I

ing" ceases to be a joke.
*

*

*

Frank R. Wilson, who has opem
"Simba"

at
the Palace, Londo:
cables that the picture has been ei
thusiastically received and is doiri
turnaway business.
It is
bein

presented with Dulcetone accompan
ment.

made

*

«

*

Oswald,

Lucky

the

a departure

in

Rabbit,

his

ha

amusemer

program. Heretofore there has bee
nothing topical in the cartoons
which Oswald is depicted. But th
imagination of Oswald's creator, th
Vice presidents, W. W. Watts, Springfield, Winkler Company, was so fired b
in., I. W. Rodgers, Poplar BlufF, Mo., and
Commander Byrd's determination t
Cairo, III., J. F. Ross, Wellsville, Mo., J.
reach
the South Pole, that they hav
C.
Newitt, Robinson, 111., T. E.
Yemm,
made and will release in a very shot
Duquoin, 111.
secretary,
Louis C. Hehl

rrrf:

[f
re

See Meet Aiding Any
Candidate as Unwise

17, 1ft |

-[Tf

i

;

—

r-

p

-—

'-'If

I-

-..

treasurer, Oscar C. Lehr, St.
geant-at-arms, G. M. Luttrell,

i^"

-

••

Louis;

ser-

Jacksonville.

III..

Executive committee: Joseph Mogler, St.
Louis; J. C. Hewitt, Robinson, 111.; W. W.
Watts, Springfield. 111.; Miss Mabel R. Miller, Madison, 111.
Charles Goldman, Thomas
James, Maury Stahl, W. C. Reeves, St.
Louis; T. E. Yemm, Duquoin. III.; Mrs. A.
Hall, Dupo, 111.; L. A. Burenstein, Springfield, 111.; L W. Rodgers, Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
;

Film Center Buildin
^^tb Street

•

NINTH AVENUE

•

^^th Street

and

Cairo,

111.

Delegates to represent association at the
national convention to be held at Toronto,
Oct. 16, 17 and 18, are Fred Wehrenberg,
Oscar C. Lehr, Charles Goldman. Thomas
James and Clarence Kaiman. all of St. Louis;
Robert C. Cluster of Sparta, 111., and Johnston City, III.; T. E. Yemm, Duquoin, 111.,

and G. M. Luttrell, Jacksonville,

space you now occupy was Changedto-Fit
FILM CENTER BUILDING is Builtto-Fit
every inch of it, from ramp to roof, is
designed for film exchanges
it concentrates

THE

—

them

Great States Adds 8 More
Illinois Houses to Chain

—

for efl&ciency

— and

{Continued from Page

—

—

isolates

it

them

for

it

cuit

—

A FEW DETAILS

First

Whole

National Pictures, In-

Metro-Goldwyn Film Corp-

Moderate rentals and low
insurance.

tion.

Entire conformance with
municipal regulations.

Exhibitors Progressive Poster

Company.

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

Showman

Joins Fox
Take Over Ger. Post
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

—

where Buck is to become divisional
manager for Fox. They sail from
New York Nov. 15. Burk recently
sold his Clarick, Empire and Orpheum, Baker, Ore., to Guy D.
Hazelton of Missoula, Mont.

oration.

feet.

62 Illinois theaters.

Los Angeles K. L. and Mrs.
Burk, their son and two daughters,
were scheduled to sail Saturday for
New York en route to Germany,

tion.

Educational Pictures Co. of
America.
Universal Pictures Corpora-

square

West

corporated.
F. B. O. Pictures Corpora-

floors of 18,000

now numbers

Ore.
to

A FEW TENANTS

Fireproof storage vaults on
every floor.
Basement shipping platform
with ramp to street.
Special projection and inspection rooms.

Sound Pictures Hit as
Detrimental to Music

1928

(Continued from Page
tcrs,

z^sk—

to
225 FIFTH AVENUE
K'S^Mand 4200

FILM CENTER,

INC., Guilders

.

.

.

ABE

N.

show you
piatjs I
ADELSON,

1)

added eight theaters to its chain, according to Jules J. Rubens, vice president and general manager. The new
additions
are:
Lincoln-Dixie
and
VVasliington, Chicago Heights; Harvey and Garden, Harvey; Lyric and
Grand Blue Island; Hippodrome and
Grand, Alton. The Great States cir-

embodies every device and
safeguard necessary to comply with the letter
and the spirit of the law ^o% of the space is
gone how much of the balance do you need?
safety

111.

I'rcs.

1)

decrease interest of music pub-

lic and lessen desire on the part of
children to learn to play musical instruments, the association believes.

Joyce and Moore in Stage Play
AJice Joyce and Owen Moore are
to appear on the stage in "The Marriage
Bed," Ernest Pascal's new
play which is to have its premiere
on the Coast.

time a picture entitled "The
Pole Flight."
*

*

*

And

Sout

Columbia

is preparin
"The
for
Street
Illusion.
of
Charlie Branham, who recently too
over
the
Oriental
Detroit
at
screened it and pronounced it a woni
wiring his enthusiastic views /jl

noiv,

the home office.
Peculiarly,,
home office print has not yet
rived,
there.

so

there's

tn\
ai

great anticipati&\

N. C. Unit Sold for M.P.
T.O.A., Picquet Declarel
(Continued from Page

has

named

tional
16, 17

1)

!

delegates to the naj
convention to be held Oct.
its

and 18 at Toronto. They are
A. F. and Fuller Sams, andP.
U. K. Price, Winston-Salem; an(i
Picquet, Pinehurst.
A nutnber o
other members will attend the meet'
ing, he declared.
Sen.

Jersey Theater Owners
Called in "Blue" ProbI
(Continued from Page

appear with

1)

books and othe
business records in Trenton nex
Monday before the Case legislativu
committee which is investigating fht
administration

their

Hudson

Coui
received infon
tion that the theaters here for sevi
years have been compelled to ecu
tribute to an annual campaign fuiu
of the Hudson County Democratic
organization, which action permittc
them to give Sunday shows.
of

The committee has

Edward Kelly with Rothacker
THE FILM DAJl'.
Washington
Edward Kelly, as

Washington Bureau of

—

chief of the motion pictiiri
laboratory of 'the Dept. of Agriciil
ture, has resigned to become man
ager of production for the Rothackc
Film Corp. of Chicago.
Kelly be
came associated with the motion picture work of the department in 1921|j
as film editor and during his severjl
years with the Motion Picture Lab
oratory prepared scenarios for anc
directed nearly 100 educational films,
sistant

1

THE
Honday, September

^an

DAILY

17, 1928

Coast Wire Service-

Para.

Genial Bill Beaudine

A Little

Schedule Heavy

from
By

AT STUDIO NEAR PEAK
director and
layer has been called into action at

Every available

star,

The present
he Paramount studio.
jrcduction schedule marks the heavist ever undertaken by the studio.
Nine pictures are in the making,
vith two companies on location. Asociate producers, directors and auhors are at work on six others which
vill be launched this month, while
hree have just been handed over to
:he

cutting department.

first
"Interference," Paramount's
features Evelyn Brent, Wiliam Powell, Clive Brook and Doris
Kenyon, Harold Dearden and Rolmd Pertwee wrote the story. "Manhattan Cocktail," the Nancy CarrollJRichard Arlen vehicle, written by
Ernest Vajda, is well under way.

alker,

Jack Holt and unit are in Arizona
liming "Avalanche," by Zane Grey.
lElizabeth Pickett, novelist, did the
briginal and the scenario for "RedRichard Dix's natural color
|5kin,"
lieature now in the making in New

Vajda, in collaboration with
K(.ene Thompson, was responsible
'ur "His Private Life," which serves

Mexico.

IS

Adolphe Menjou's next.

The new Charles Rogers'

starring
Vehicle is from an original by Alice
Duer Miller, and Dana Burnet wrote

Glimpses

W.

Griffith is to make an
all-talker for United Artists.

D.

Three Directors Signed
to

Make Fox

Fox has placed

Pictures

new
many

three

directors

under contract for as
pictures.
Fred Newmeyer is slated to begin
on a production tentatively titled
"Calamity."
No cast has been selected as yet, but it is understood the
picture will be produced along million dollar lines with talking sequences and sound effects. William
Beaudine will wield the megaphone
on "Subway," while Norman Taurog
is
scheduled to make a Movietone
feature.

"U" Renews Contract
of Wesley Ruggles
Universal has exercised

its

option

on Wesley Ruggles' services for another six months, it has been announced. Ruggles has just completed
"Port of Dreams," featuring Mary
Philbin, Fred MacKaye, Otis Harlan,
Edmund Breese and Francis
MacDonald, and is at present collaborating with Paul Scofield upon
another dramatic story to serve as
a future vehicle for Miss Philbin and
the new leading man, Fred MacKaye,
a "discovery" by Ruggles.
Barthelmess Slightly Burned

'The Shop-Worn Angel," being filmed with Nancy Carroll and Gary
Cooper. Elinor Glyn's "Three WeekEnds" is Clara Bow's latest starring

*'Lots**

RALPH WILK

Hollywood

D. W's Talker

IRODUCTION ACTIVITY

own

While making a ship explosion
scene for "Scarlet Seas," First National picture, its star, Richard Barthelmess, was slightly burned, along
with other members of the cast.

at

"The

Godless

Beranger interested spectators.
*

"Sins of the Fathers," the latest to
from the pen

"The Canary
Murder Case," "The Case of Lena
Smith," "The Wolf of Wall Street,"
a Bebe Daniels' vehicle, "The Four
Feathers" and "The Tong War" are
being prepared for early starts.

Pauline Frederick Signed
Pauline Frederick has signed
two year contract with Warners.

Gwen
er,

Gwen Lee Renews
Lee, M-G-M featured

has signed a

year," said Lane, with a smile.

dreds

*

Motion Picture and Dialogue rights available to a smashing

newspaper melodrama

DEADLINE

*

*

He

"She
Goes ^o War," which Henry King

will direct for Inspiration.

and

CHARLES BEAHAN

"JARNEGAN"
"RED LIGHT ANNIE"
"MAN BAIT"
"DEADLINE" is as excellent a story for the screen as New York's
hits,

"The Front Page" and "Gentlemen of the Press."
Communicate with

ARTHUR

M.

LANDAU,

Inc.

Representing Foremost Directors, Artists, Writers and
for Screen and Stage

1509 N.

VINE

ST.,

HOLLYWOOD,

*

K^A%Y Y^AT

A HOT MIXTURE
KRAZY
KAT

»;

CARTOONS

^

^:- THE PEPPER
AND SALT OF

ANY
PROGRAM

and
Manny Gould
''^''

authors of such outstanding Broadway plays as

current

*

has been making personal appearances in connection with "Warming
Up." When Oscar is not acting, he
can be found "warming up" by shining shoes at the Paramount lot.

Ben Harrison

written by

NORMAN HOUSTON

*

Oscar Smith, the bootblack-actor,

Animated by

»»

*

and Marty Santell discussing Miss Pruett's plans
for her initial trip to New
York.

John, who has created hunof laughs on the screen, is

entitled

44

«

unit,

St.

venturing; into the feature field.
will play the featured lead in

*

Passing Show: R.
Kliine asking Gerrit J. Lloyd
regading his New York trip;
Miss Dell Pruett, continuity
clerk of the Alfred Santell

play-

tract.

*

More

Billy Leyser discussing varisubjects;
ous and sundry
"Extras" in "The Thrall of
Lief the Lucky" tossing lumber at the Tec-Art studio.
*

*

is one of the
busiest title writers on the
Coast.
He has titled twenty
pictures since JanuaryHe is
a former New York newspaper
man and vaudeville writer.

*

More Passing Show. Nate
Stein, Jack Oakie and Ruth
Mix entering the United Artists studio;
Al Rosen and

a

new long term con-

*

Casey Robinson

$10,000 contest.
He recently finished
working in "The ShakeDown" at Universal.

effort.

star Emil Jannings, is
of Norman Burnstine.

closed to strangers.

Jacques Lory is versatile, to say
the least. In addition to his activities as an actor, he is writing a 70,000 word novel, which he will submit in the Harper Bros.' annual

*

Lane Chandler is one of the
newer and better philosophers.
"Judging from the articles I
have read on sound, it is a i>ermanent thing that will last a

Al

his

Angeles

apartment owners barred children.
Bill built a big apartment house
and welcomed large families. At
First National, a big "Visitors Welcome" sign was always on view on
Bill's set, while other sets were

Girl"

premiere: Irving Thalberg and Norma Shearer congratulating C. B. De
Mille; Hunt Stromberg being welcomed back to the Coast; Jeff McCarthy chatting with Sam Behrendt;
Noah Beery and his son viewing the
picture; William de Mille and Clara

makes

When Los

plans.

Dramists

CAL.

PRODUCED AND PRESENTED BY

CHARLES
fpdratnou/jl

R.

MINTZ

MINTZ Cartoons

—

—

9

Vhen

GOOD

PICTURES
oo into your theatre

GOOD

BUSINESS
eomes to your
BOX-OFFICEWhen You

Put The Best Into Anything
The Best Must Come With The Finished Product.
United Artists Pictures for 1928-1929 represent
the finest group of productions picture for picture that have ever been released by this company
or any other company in the industry.

—

—

Personalities

— greatest

!

Pictures

—

finest

!

and a

sales policy that cannot be figured as being any-

thing else but the very fairest

Each Picture Sold Individually

Book United

Artists

Pictures

— On

NOW

Merit.
for

Your

Best 1928-1929.
Effects and musical synchronization will be a part
of 18 of the 15 pictures to be released during 1928-

1929.

De Forest Moves

Halt Movietone

to

Canada

in
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Barely a Year

THERE
dressed

sat,

nattily-

gray and
As he spoke, he re-

blue.

many

vealed

he

light

in

of the

mannerisms

and much of that dynamic something which make Al Jolson
what he is. He didn't know it,
but we watched and as his inpersonality unfolded
suddenly it occurred to us
that just about a year ago it
was that his "The Jazz Singer"
meteored its way across the film
teresting

WARNER-FIRST NATIONAL POOL
HINGING ON DL4L FOR K-A-0
Overbuying Hit

N.W.WI1limilOIIIID

The evening

to

make

A New
Think

Arbitration in this

tent of the practice.

which has charted a rocky
since the Northwest exhib-

of

October 6th,

itor
its

associations refused to permit
to sit on cases involv-

members

ing United Artists, will be resumed
The muddle which resultSept. 21.
ed from the deadlock recently was
cleared up by C. C. Pettijohn of
Film Boards of Trade and W. A.
Steffes, head of the Northwest exAll cases tried by the
hibitor unit.
"outlaw" board, will be retried in
every case where members of the
exhibitor unit make such request.

HORRICANEDiTROYS 125

Business
in

An industry so
than a year!
changed and changing that to term
business is no exaggeration.
The entire frenzy over sound in all
of its many aspects can be traced to
one personality and one picture: JolWhat
son and "The Jazz Singer."
business that you know of reacts
so quickly and so sensitively to the
new and the novel?
Progress and double-stepping to
maintain a place at the head of the
are as necessary as they are
j march
a

new

PRICE CUTTING

WARNING

IS

—

Warning against price
Chicago
which he says will result in
elimination of smaller circuits and
individual operators, has been sounded by Jack Miller, head of the Chicutting,

,

heim,

foreign
(Continued on Page 2)

Universal's

manager

With negotiations for purchase of
the control of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
still
being carried on, Warners are
working toward a pooling of interests
with First National franchise hold-

INTO DETROIT BUYING

Detroit

— Sound

it

is

understood.

Despite

the

denials which have been
made since Jack W^arner announced
on the Coast that deal for purchase
of First National was near consummation, it is understood that the proposed deal has not been dropped.
The Keith-Albee-Orpheum deal
must await return to New York of
J. J. Murdock, Joseph P. Kennedy

repeated

and Pat Casey, before any final decision is made.
They are slated to
return from Europe at an early date,

when

SOiD CRAZEPUTS CRIMP

MATERS IN PORTO RICO
Every picture theater in Porto
Rico was destroyed by the hurricane which swept across the island
a few days ago, according to a cable
received yesterday by N. L. Man-

Will Join

ers,

(Continued on Page 2)

it.

what has transpired

of

course

less

it

in this territory, fol-

lowing a number of arbitration
cases which emphasize the ex-

territory,

1927 in New York, and the
countless evenings that followed
all over the country, impressed
themselves permanently on the
escutcheon of the business. To
what ends the path cleaved by
Jolson's first talking picture will
reach is as easy to figure as what
tomorrow will bring. Certain it
is that the road thus laid open is
as wide and as fruitful as those
who trod it have the good judg-

ment

—

way

der

Circuit,

F. N. Directors

Campaign against
overbuying by exhibitors is un-

nicsjiii WDiv
Minneapolis

Former Nabs

If

—

Dallas

itself,

horizon.

Price 5 Cents

1928

18,

papers are expected to be
signed.
When and if the K-A-O
deal materializes, Warners, it is said,
wmH invite First National franchise
holders to join with them in a poolUnder such coning of interests.
ditions, the franchise holders, it is
said, are willing to make a deal.

pictures have put a

crimp into buying

in

this

territory.

hysteria over talkers 'is '•esulting
in a "hand to mouth" plan of buying.
There is great uncertainty among theater owners, who are "on the fence,"
with respect to sound installations.

The

Warners Complete Deal
for Radio Hook-up
Warners has contracted with

WOR

Sta-

and the Columbia broadcasting chain for a radio hook-up
each Monday from 9:30 to .10:00 P.
Building Race Expected
Theaters Bought M., to advertise Vitaphone pictures.
Hoboken
The first program was given last
Philadelphia Firms
Protection, Manager Says night when Al Jolson was on the
Philadelphia What is expected to
Eight Hoboken air.
Trenton, N. J.
He was introduced by H. M.
Stanley
We would temper cause a building race betweencontained
commendable.
theaters paid monthly sums ranging Warner.
this observation with one piece of and William Freihofer is
from $50 to $100 each to the license
advice and that is, the necessity for in announcement that Stanley is go{Continued on Page 2)
Page 2)
on
(Continued
Arthur
Vice
caution and the exercise of good business sense to the end that the objecPresident
of
M.
P.
Club
tive is not defeated by well-intentionArthur
Loew
yesterday
was
unanover-zealous effort. You will

By

—

tion

—

Loew Named

ed but
get

what we mean,

of course.

At Home
When we

ducked out of things a
few weeks ago, the Motion Picture
YesterClub was assuming form.
day we visited, inspected and lunched there and agreeable proceedings
they were. The
has a home at

trade in
last.

A

New York
long time

Injunction to Restrain Movietone
Showings at Montreal is Asked

of
presentation
restraining
pictures at the Palace.
Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd.,
which operates the house, has until

coming perhaps, but the

tion

warrant the wait. A
the industrv might well be proud.

Movietone

results well
club of which

KANN

to file its answer to the
action, which also includes a claim
for $25,000 damages.
The action alleges that De Forest

tomorrow

—

Montreal Effort will be made by
DeForest Phonofilm of Canada, Ltd.,
to prevent showing of Movietone pictures throughout the Dominion, it is
demonstrated in a suit for an injunc-

patents are being infringed upon by

imouslv

elected vice president of
the M.' P. Club of New York, to fill
the vacancy caused by resignation
of Elmer R. Pearson. The latter re-

signed because of his continued ab(Continued on Page 2)

Publix Heads Discuss

showing, which started Sept. 1.
Sound Picture Problem
The Palace is the first house in CanSound pictures is the chief topic of
ada to show Movietone. The American De Forest company has pending discussions at meetings of Publix dian infringement suit against the Fox- vision managers now under way in
New York.
Case Corp., sponsor of Movietone.
the

—

M
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Price Gut Warning
Hurricane Destroys
Sounded in Chicago
125 Porto Rico Houses
from Page
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Price 5 Cents
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(Continued from Page,
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hofv. ?the company's agent in San
The message indicated that
Juan.
business everywhere was completely
paralyzed.
1928 FILM
According to
BOOK, there were
D.^ILY
125 theaters in Porto Rico, 13 of
which were in San Juan.

THE

YEAR

I'ulilished daily except
16,i0 Broadway,
al

Building Race Expected
By Philadelphia Firms
(Continued frorn Page

1)

ing throu.gh with building of the Cir4652 Frankford Ave., a terricle,
tory long controlled by Freihofer.
The ten year agreement of the two

companiqjf under which they jointly operate theaters on S2nd St., is
to expire

in

Freihofer

is

number

a

the

for

Meanwhile,

Sept. 1929.

High

Low

of

theaters

in

retaliation

Stanley move.

Sophie Tucker has been signed by
for an all-talking and singing Vitaphone picture.

Warners

Close

Sales

Seat.
3lM 31-54 31
(c-b) do 6s 36
96'A
•
Bal. & Katz
74
16
16
(c) Con. Fm. Ind.
I6V2
2754
(a)
do pfd. ... 28
27J4
Kodak .180^ 1805^ 180 54
(s) East.

100

(s)

.\ni.

.

.

.

M

.

1,500

800
300

128
354
104
pfd
(s) Fo.x Fm. '•A".102J4 105?^ 106»^ 23,200
29'^
9,000
30
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 30
9
•(c) Intern. Proj
9154
*(b) Keiths 6s 46
62
3,000
(s) Loew's, Inc.
6354 62
100
103^^
(s)
do pfd.
103J4
...103J4
27
*(c)
do deb. rts
(b)
do 6s 41ww.n2
ni'ii 112
100
do 6s41x-war.l00}4 100
(b)
1,000
26
26
25.>^
(s) M-G-M pfd. ..
200
10
10
(s) M.
P.
Cap... 10!^
29/8 15,000
(s) Orph. Cir. ... 2954
300
90
90
(s)
do pfd. ... 91
...141
(s) Para. F-L
139M 13954 7,500
10
lOO-^
(b) do 6s 47
10054 lOOJ/s

do pfd
*(s)
*(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat.

.

.

(b) Par.By.5VSs51.1005i
6
(s) Pathe
do "A"
(s)
27.H
do 7s 37 .. 78%
(b)
(o) Roxy "A" ... 30
ii
(o)
do units .
do com. ...
754
(o)
(o) Skouras Bros.. 40
.. 58J|
(s) .Stanley Co.
6
(o) Technicolor ...
...
(c) Trans-Lux
12
fo) United Art.
... 77
(o)
do pfd.
2
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
... 75
(o)
do pfd.
.. 26
(c) Univ. Pict.
do pfd
*(s)
(s) Warner
Bros. .118
.

.

4^

.

"A"

do

(s)

.

...116

•(c-b) do O'As 28

•

Last

SH
26/2
7SVa

100.>^
6

2654

10,000
1,800

43
56'A

5754

7

'45^

4
14

ii2i/>

111K> 113
198

(c)
iS)

Sli'ck

—

-Albert
critic

were conducted here

was

for

M. Gunst, 49, former dramatic
and theatrical publicity man.

for a

number

last

week.

He

of years associated

Hoboken Theaters Bought
Protection, Manager Says
(Continued from Page

inspector,

NOTE:

York. Jack Alicoate
was named charrman of the athletic
Res'gnation
of
committee.
John
Sprrgo as a memlier was accepted,
to D.rmit him to qualify as manager

Closes Deal
Piccadi'ly Film Co., has taken over
distribution in Greater New York and
northern New Jersey of "For Yout
Daughter's Sake."

a four-year old play-

be made as talking pictures,
probably via the Bristolphone process.

New Manager
IVest

at
Bureau,

Los Angeles

L. A. Orpheum
THE FILM DAILY

— Fred

Campbell of
the Hillstreet, has replaced George
C. Sackett as manager of the Orpheum.
Recently usherettes and
floor directors walked out, and Sackett's removal is said to be due to employees' differences.

Record

Inc.

VAUDEVILLE

for

Indianapolis
Indianapolis
I

lo

the

Strike

New

at

Opening

of fall meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers. Whiteface Inn. Lake Placid, New York.

Sept. 24

Singer"

Sept. 27 "Jazz

opens

Piccadilly,

at

London.
Oct.

M-G-M's London

1

Theater. th=

Em-

opens.

pire,

Oct. 8-10 M.P.T.O.

cf Michigan convention
Kalamazoo.
16-17 Annual
M.P.T.O. A.
convention
at Toronto.
20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
25 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.

at

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

EXPERT

SOUND CAMERA
AVAILABLE

with

Specially geared, motor driven Bell &
Howell Camera with the new AKE-

LEY

POD.
Ave.,

UNIVERSAL GYRO
JOE SEIDEN,
Y.

N.

TRISeventh

729

C.

Phones Bryant 3951-0586

Member

Photographers

International

HARRY DELF
Director

and Author

Current Releases
"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"

"The Ladies' Man"
(The
First
Fox-Movietone
Comedies Made on the Coast)

FREE-LANCING
Available for Eastern Offers

Wedgewood

Tel.

Place

Cal.

GRanate 3716

WANTED—
Now!

Right
An

experienced

adver-

and publicity man
one who can get the
most out of an idea in a
hurry He must be able
to
make layouts and
write copy with real
tising

—

An

un-

sound

pictures

Picture Tiieatres

ing problems will help.

Write

their

sell-

in detail at

once

to
{

M-306

c/o Film Daily

1650 B'way.
j

Phone Henn. 35S0
fhone

and

j

1600 Broadway, New York City
j

Waldorf As-

at

Attractions for

Vaudeville Acts

(jranling of increases

Com-

of

York.

selling

Standard

Ends

stagehands has ended the strike
Lvric

of

toria,

punch.
derstanding
of

AGENCY

lirevioas high.

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46ih St.. New York

Chamber

America

merce

by

given

industry

film

for

Aeronautical

—

AMALGAMATED

of $5 and $6 for vaudeville and picture houses in a compromise settlement effected Sunday.

Walter A. Futter, Pr«».

Bryant 8181

Coast

wage increases

Call

delphia.

Sept. 24 Dinner

6734

of the club.

Stagehands Get Increase
New York stagehands were granted

WAFILMS,

1)

New

Piccadilly

Bobby Burns,

of "The Singing Fool
i
Winter Garden. New York.
Sept. 22 Met. Stanley house opens in Philarj

Premiere

at

1)

for which they
for operating on

were not molested
Sunday and admitting children under
16 unaccompanied by adults, Samuel
Tammen, former manager of the
United States theater, Hoboken. testified at a legislative committee hear-

Grossing $35,110 on Saturday and
Sundav,
"Docks of New York"
chalked up a new record at the
Paramount. New York. This is approximately ?4,000 more than the

Exchange.

return

Tomo rrow

Hollywood,

Rogers Signs Child Player

New Paramount

Over

in

with the late Jake Wells.

19,300

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
U;ilaban & Katz is liste<j in Chisago;
Skoiira>. .St. Louis.
(o)

A

serce from

tract.
Fie will be brought over in
January to appear in a picture for
SAob which a story is now being written.
Rogers also holds option on two
current London stage plays which

'

situation was brought about
the Lincoln-Hippodrome went
to ten cents in the afternoon and
Lubliner
five and 15 cents at night.
& Trinz cut the Michigan to five and
15 cents afternoon and five ,;nd 25
cents at night, playing pictures one
Two
week after general release.
other houses are to adopt a similar
15 cent downpolicy, it is stated.
town house is running pictures in the
first week of release.

The
when

(Continued from Page

Richmond Publicist Dies
Richmond
Funeral services

15,000

26
ioO
98 54
11414 21.600

He

President of M. P. Club

will

26

15

advises members to inrelease.
sert a protection clause in contracts.

Sept. 27 at the Piccadilly.

America and now living in
^s been signed by Charles
R. Rogers under a five year con-

32
36
SVz

on

Loew Named

er born in
Berlin,

78%

than

The Industry's
Date Book

1)

exchanges to recent houses less
ten weeks behind on
and ten cent houses
one year behind general

Miller calls
fuse to serve
than eight or
general release
less

1928

18,

unit.

Jolson Sailing Saturday
Tammen says
ing here yesterday.
Al Jolson in New York from the
he collected the sums for the inspecCoast to attend world premiere of
tor.
He named the United States
"The Singing Fool" at the Winter Palace,
Bishop,
Manor,
Rivoli,
Garden, will sail Sept. 22 for England
Eureka, Libertv and Citv theaters.
to make a personal appearance at the
first London showing of "The Jazz
Vice
Singer'' with Vitaphone scheduled for Arthur

1

Prices Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(b)

100^

cago exhibitor

planning construction of

Sophie Tucker Signs
for Vitaphone Picture

Financial

Tuesday, September

'

N.Y.C.

^exceptional
entertainment

a qreat picture

'

was the report of the
Reviewing
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ofpubiuiheairesafiei
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Ij
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Scoop Sen§ation of the Hour, by

I

.ipi.....vi:^i.w

The theme of the
moment! You cash
in on MILES of

Sincere, impartial,

authoritative; writ-

ten by the famous
oiigiuator of this au-

ne'vspaper, magazine

dacious love

and book publicity
Not a scientific
treatment but A GREAT
.
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plan
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B.

I.II\'I>SEV, and Wainwright Evans. Class production with lavish cabaret

Pre-

by The C. M. Cor-

scenes,

poration. Directed by Erie C.

RKADY

and

i\0\V!

and class

cast in-

BETTY BRONSON
ALEC B. FRANCIS.

cluding

Kenton.

Member

-
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.
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One Defect
MAN

y^

know

you

rA enough,

talking

at

well
large

about Hollywood and one

'

the

I

ills

that beset

it:

"The business suffers a curious
damage from men and women

who

isolate

themselves

self-content

in

know

so

the rest of
There are too

many who came

in California without interruption, give the rest of the
world the raspberry until final'!y the rest of the world turned
And
the raspberry on them.
then they spend the rest of their
live

—

wondering why.
"The fatal defect of Hollywood
narrowness, accented by
its

lives

the fact that

it

a city of one

is

mode of living and one theme."
He's right, down to the final

But where this executive
his
brief as the solitary
rgues
eriod.

USniNGWAVmHITIWW
Atlanta

— While

no

definite

word

"Mother Knows Best"
Very good

entertainattraction for
lent and a Class
In many
leaters, large and small.
pots, it creeps in under the skin and
lays a sweetly sad tune on the hearta whole:

A

Louise Dresser, always a
performer, comes out atop
But Madge Bellamy,
f the heap.
1
what we believe to be her first
ramatic role, proves a pleasant surtrings.

terling

rise.

M. A. Schlesinger has formed Gen-

Talking Pictures Corp., to make
Phonofilm pictures, sound projection
equipment for theaters and to license
Palm Beach, Fla. in producers to make pictures by the
of
vicinity
which zone there are 23 known dead, Phonofilm process. The first licensee
and lashed northward along the At- is American Sound Film Prod., also
Georgia and a Schlesinger company, which will
into
coastline
lantic
North Carolina. Millions of dollars produce shorts in New York, later
damage was done by the hurricane, beginning production of features. Anand crippling of theater business in other Schlesinger company, Interna(Continued on Page 4)
the section is certain. In Porto Rico,
125 theaters have been closed as a
result of the storm disaster where
1,000 are estimated to have been
to

eral

—

DEFORESTlmiLSTO

of Directors on

Hand

Several different plans of action,
including the proposed Warner deal
are understood to be under discussion by First National directors, a
number of whom are in New York.
Several meetings are understood to

have been held, although they have
been of an informal nature.

While the

entire personnel of the
New York, several
Developments are exdirectors are.
pected following a meeting reported
slated for Thursday.

board

is

not in

REELTONE NEW ADDITION

killed.

hearings

delayed

on

complaint

the Vitaphone Corp.,
against Electric Research Products,
Western Electric subsidiary which

by

brought

manufactures Vitaphone and Movietone equipment. Vitaphone is charging that cost of the equipment has
been maintained at too high a level,
resulting in slowing up installations.

TO TALKING DEVICES

HALT CANADIAN WIRING

— Famous

Players Canadian Corp., is continuing the wiring
of its leading houses in Canada, despite the suit filed by De Forest

Montreal

Phonofilm

of

Canada,

to

restrain

presentation of Movietone attractions
Infringement of De
at the Palace.
Forest patents is alleged in the suit.
The Palace is the first theater of the
Dominion to be wired for sound.
About ten others are being so
equipped.

Reeltone is the latest talking picture device to be placed on the market.
It is a disc synchronization deThe Reeltone Corp., was
vice.
formed by Morton A. Nathanson of
the Hi-Mark film exchange and the
Safe Deposit and Trust Co. trustee
of the estate of M. Webb, inventor
of the Reeltone. The company plans
production in the East of 30 features and 104 shorts. The first machine will be ready for installation by
Nov. 1, the company promises.

lingerie-display

New Chicago House Proves
Stimulant to Business

Fotovox Starts Signing
Maryland Unit Refuses
Talent for Talking Films
Resignation of Rome

new
the
Chicago Opening of
Paradise by B. & K. has proved a
great stimulant to business on the
Last week end, the
West Side.
(.Continued on Page 4)

George Jessel, Jimmy Hussey, Jack
Rome has
Baltimore J. Louis
Fred Ardath, Henry Santry tendered his resignation as president
Williams
Orchestra,
Sisters of the M.P.T.O. of Maryland, but it
and
Harry and Anna Seymour, Healy & has not been accepted. This action
(Continued on Page 4)
was taken because of pressure of

of

her is
ork is to take a serious turn. Fine
3r Madge; fine for exhibitors beause this personable young woman
in troup.

Before we close this chapter, it is
nportant to pass on the word that,
hile several Movietone sequences in

make a good picture better,
'ithout sound and with some trimting which would help considerably
ialogue

production comes through with
anners flying.

—

He Knows Nothing of
Story He's to Leave K-A-O

Says
Bv

ERNEST

IV.

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"
Joseph P.
London (By Cable)
of
that he "knows
yarn of rum-soaked seafaring Kennedy stated here
nothing" of reports that he is to
len and ladies of doubtful virtue
Keith-Albee-Orpheum. It has
leave
sordidness
[anted in the muck and
stockholders, disNew York's waterfront. Strong been reported thattrend
E
of events in
satisfied with the
family
for
red
perhaps
too
leat,
operation of the company, are de{Continued on Page 2)

"Docks

New

York'*

—

Pearl,

_

le

A

PROMMNOFILM

over and from now on her

The day

)r

TO

of

theaters in the stricken
zone has been received, the Carribean hurricane yesterday ravaged the

damage

lollywood ailment, we believe Arbitrator's Illness Delays
More Vitaphone Case Vs. W. E.
is but one of several.
time.
other
some
bout that
Illness of Samuel Untermeyer, a
member of the arbitration board, has
As

F. N.

Informal Meetings Still On
in N. Y. with Number

THREE rifiMS FORMED

let

from the East with bright prospects, who have been content to

is

SEVERAL LINES OF ACTION
UNDER CONSIDERATION BY

serene

the world go by.
many of them who grow into
that fatal California condition
a belief that whatever happens
beyond the Sierras does not matI

Price 5 Cents

1928

Hollywood and

in

then proceed to

ter.

19,

Editor

—

manding

improvement

by

Dec.

1,

otherwise they will ask for Kennedy's ouster as chairman of the
board.
It also is stated that if the
sale of the circuit to Warners is consummated, Kennedy will be retired

from direction of K-A-O.
is

sailing

day.

for

New York

work

connection with his position
as general manager of Associated
Theaters here, and orders by his
He has been
doctor to take a rest.
given leave of absence and Louis

Garman, M.P.T.O. vice president,

is

acting in his place.

Fox
to

More Stock
Erase Company Debts

Issuing

issuing 153,440 additional
is
of Class "A" stock to stockholders and the proceeds which will
(.Continued on Page 4)

Fox

Kennedy shares
on Satur-

in

—

—

..
.
.
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The Industry's
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(Continued from Page 1)

ULTHE TIME

but notwithstanding a farabove-the-average picture. Joe Von
Sternberg, who, more often than not,
makes films of life as it is, not as we
Hke to imagine it, whittles another
notch in his directorial gun. A fine
trade,

XLV N(. 88 Widnesda), Sept. 19, 1928 Price 5 Cents
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Bancroft, Compthe casti
Baclanova, Mitch Lewis, Clyde
Cook all eighteen jewel.

And

son,

—

KANN

Chamberlin, Himes Return
Peggy Chamberlin and Ross Himes,
who have played numerous picture

house engagements, returned to New
York last night on the Paris after
playing at the Kit Kat and Ambassadeurs clubs in London and Paris,

at

delphia.

Sept. 24 Dinner

and

Alamo,

at the

Sept. 27 "Jazz

High Low Close

Am.

32
Seat.
.
• • • •
*(c-b) do 6s 36
•
Bal. & Katz
< • < •
(c) Con. Fm. Ind
16J4
..
27^
(s)
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•(s) East. Kodak
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•
....
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(s)

.
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•

.

.

(s) Fox Fm. "A"
(c) Fox Thea. "A'
Proj..
(c) Intern.
(b) Keiths 6s 46
(s) Loevv's Inc. .
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4,600
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6

.

.

26

36
8/2
50
54

Oct.

.

-

.

>

27

was
state

reelectecL as a member of
house of representatives.

pire,

Oct. 8-10

at

Oct. 16-17

opens.

M.P.T.O.

FOR SALE

Michigan convention

fo

Kalamazoo.

Annual

M.P.T.O. A.

1,000 Upholstered Theatre
Chairs.
Apply

convention

Toronto.

M.P.T.O.

of Ohio stages convenColumbus.
Nov. 25 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Nov. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.
201-21

MILTON KATZ

tion at

306-312

(c)
Cs)
(0)

54^

10,000

4'4

2,100
•

....
....

85

.

.

•

and publicity for Gotham and
Gotham-Bristolphone, will lecture to

trip

on

Sunday

the

New York after a
He is to leave

road.

The program,

for Toronto.

being received enthusiwill be twice as large
as originally planned.
he

says,

astically,

is

and

Talking Sequence for British Film
Talking sequence of Admiral Jellicoe's interview with Admiral Sims is
planned for "Q Ships," English film
on submarine warfare, which has
been held over a second week at the
Cameo, New York.

a class

EXPERT

of

theater

managers

at

• • • •
• . . .

26^

UNIVERSAL GYRO

LEY

JOE SEIDEN,

POD.

.

.

New

of

the

York.

company

from its main
many.

is

all

business

be handled
Dresden, Ger-

to

office at

Exchange.
Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

Stock

Member

Waterloo
Waterloo,

la.

Strike

Settled

STANDARD

operator walkout here,
quickly settled. The operators went
out in sympathy after musicians had

MOVIE CAMERA
Hold*16FeatFiitn— Qaae— SMacasinet
2 in. F, 3.5 Lena

struck.

$X9.S0
at

Polls

UiiLCoa^HBys
no

West JZ^St-Ncwyork.My.^
PiMMM P«Diia. aSM
II

of a bill providing for Federal regulation of the industry, was defeated
in

campaign

for

NOTE:

nomination to Con-

E]

gress.

Let Us Solve Your Problems

/

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Still

—

&

Bell

Howell Akelcy Cameras
Cameras Graflex Cameras all

—

sizes

—
Portable Lights

— Projectors.

FOR RENT
IRVING BROWNING-

New York

City

now.
Penn.

1540
4CthSt.
1258-9

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

mmm
mm^m
INCORPORATED

Stebbins,
B^WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INOOBPORATKD

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

9B

SEPT AUTOMATIC

show was
and
which was

cancelled in the musicians' strike

—

Photographers

Th« Lat«at Modal Double
Spting Motor

— Only one

Reformer Defeated

International

SALE!

with "Fortune's Fool."

the

Skouras, St. Louis.

TRISeventh

Phones Bryant 3951-0586

American Offices

In future

729

N. Y. C.

Ave.,

Rogers Leaves for Middle West
Lou T. Rogers is en route to Chicago on a sales trip in connection

Europa Fabrikcn Cine has closed
Atlanta Culminating an intensive
New York and Chicago offices, campaign, former Representative Wilfollowing resignation of E. S. Krauss liam D. Upshaw, reformer and author
in

SOUND CAMERA
AVAILABLE

vnth

Specially geared, motor driven Bell &
Howell Camera with the new AKE-

the

Publix Managers' School today. He
'has taken for his topic, "Maximum
Ad Value at Minimum Cost."

its

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over

Street

City

Shahan Leases Bronx House

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)

West 52nd

New York

'WE

•

the

M-G-M's London Theater, the Em-

, ,

300
26!^
....
9Sy2
. .
26,600
Bros. liiii 101/, 106
(s) Warner
(s)
do "A" .. 1157^ 102>4 107H 35,700
198
•(c-b) do 654 s 28
.

has returned to

Closes

•

1

Legislator
Fowler, whc
and Douglas

—

tising

Block Returns to N. Y.
M. A. Block, who is handling arrangements for the equipment exihibit
and souvenir program for the M.P.
T.O. national convention next month,

7

4 '4
14
85

opens at Piccadilly,

Singer"

Fowler Reelected
Atlanta Alpha A.
operates the Empire

4,700.

400

3 '4

• . • •

6

United Art.
do pfd.
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd.
Univ. Pict.
•(s)
do pfd.
..

26yi
179
128

9

do units
do com.
Skouras Bros,
Stanley Co. .
Technicolor
.

Trans-Lux

96^
74U
15^

....

1
94
94
3,000
62^ 61J4 62
"4
200
1037/, 103
103J4
27
.
8
112
111!^ lllj^
22
100>4 lOO'A 100 J4
500
26
26
26
91/2
10'4
1,100
10J4
29^ 27?4 28^ 21,000
400
91
90
90
140^ 138K 139'4 7,300
100
5
100 J4 100

*(b) Par.By.5Hs5:

Pathe
do "A"
*(b)
do 73 37

32

industry

Chamber

Albert Strauss has leased the Ritz,
180th St., for the Hermitage Realty
Corp., to the Bronx Park AmuseTelevision Shown in Boston
ment
Co.
The Bronx firm, headed
Television, which is being exhibited
publicly for the first time at the by Morris Shahan, operates the Band
Box, Fordham Rd., and the Lyric,
Sales Radio World's Fair, which has just
Third Ave., house.
300 opened at the Madison Square Garden, New York, is to be featured
Addressing Publix Managers
at the Boston Radio Exposition to be
700
500 held from Oct. 1 to 6.
Mike Simmons, director of adver-

94

WW

(s)
(s)

30^

3m

film

London.

The two houses opened the same day,
the Alamo having been remodeled,
while the other is a new house.

Financial

—

burgh and Cincinnati territories. Jess
Fishman, general manager of Standard, says that there will be a com
pleted installation of this sound degriven by vice in each of the three key citie;
Com- in a month.
of

merce of America at Waldorf Astoria, NewT York.
Sept. 24 Opening of fall meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers, Whiteface Inn, Lake Placid, New York.

Nov.

—

for

Aeronautical

at

LouisviUe Attendance Marks
Opening attendance at
Louisville
Loew's State and United Artists was

Gotham -Br istolphom

for

Cleveland Standard Film Servici
Co. will handle sales of GothamBristolphone in the Cleveland, Pitts

of
"The Singing Fool"
Winter Garden, New York.
Sept. 22 Met. Stanley house opens in Phila-

Premiere

Today:

respectively.

set at 11,000

19, 1928

Standard Completes Deal

One Defect
iklLTHE

Wednesday, September

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876
3(V40

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

WHO IS THE GREATEST
DRAWING POWER IN
SHOW BUSINESS?
IVIANY names

you

will occur to

as possibilities

—

FACTS and figures prove that the
GREATEST personalities drawing attendance
TO theatres today are
HAL ROACH'S ORIGINAL HOLLYWOOD
.

RASCALS KNOWN AROUND THE WORLD AS

OUR GANG
smashing every existing record wherever they play!
From Detroit Free

Press

''Gang' sets Becoru.

comedy kids
pearance

at
at the

Chicago Theatre and
North Shore (return engagement)

in their first stage ap-,

east ot Hollywood, are

prnvt n-; lhemBelvi-|? Hfe mnst senaatloSai theatrical attraction In the
lasl ten years, according to local
ilibwmen. The Michigan theater
filled up at noon Saturday and remained filled until close to midnight.
Then It repeated that record Sunday. The records established by Mae

Murray. Paul Whlterian. Vincent
Lopez. John Philip Souaa, Gertrude
Ederle were exceeded so far that it
Is probable the Our Oangstera will
forever be the Michigan's greates'.
attraction. Extra shows are being
planned for around 5 p. m. each day
during the week. In Chicago the
children appeared at 35 shows during the week— Ave each day— and set
an almost unbelievable record for

CLEVELAND—'Panicked them at Stillman
DETROIT— Wowed 'em at the Michigan
NEW YORK —Now playing/ Raising the
Capitol roof and crashing every
record known to Broadway!

ANY theatre that doesn't play M-G-M's
OUR GANG comedies not hep to

M-G-M's

SUPER-SHORTS

is

THE

most

lucrative of

^'SCHOOL

all

40

short subjects!

Begins" iwliat a time

to

play

first

104
6

ROACH ALL-STAR

M-G-M NEWS (Twice Weekly)
M-G-M GREAT EVENTS
M-G-M ODDITIES

OOLDWYN A,

N-MAYER

METRO-GO
LIONIZED BY THE MILLIONS

Member

"OUR GANG"
LAUREL-HARDY
CHARLEY CHASE

(entirely in technicolor)

26

has the Super-Shorts!

HAL ROACH COMEDIES
10
10
10
10

this one)

AND "The OV Gray Horse" are the
OUR GANGS this season— they're grand!
M-G-M

jm

CHICAGO— Knocked 'em for a Loop

Saturday and Sunday records,
of the Michigan theater were shattered last week-snd! The Our Gangi

AH

of

Motion

Picture Producers

and Diaitibutors of America, Inc

THE
Wednesday, September

New

Fox Issuing More Stock

Synchronization
Device is Announced

GETS FOUR

list

Forrest D. Layne, formerly
with the Southwest Bell
Telephone Co., is inventor and manu-

aters.

associated

facturer of the device.

Erase Company Debts

to

—

Cit>
Add Theatrola to
of synchronization devices
the
now on the market. The instrument
is especially designed for small the-

Oklahoma

IT

(.Continued from

UFA

FILMS, N-G-M

Page

ONE

Form Three Firms
Promote

1)

total about $12,500,000 are to be
to wipe out all funded debt and

19, 19

to

Phonofili

(Continued from Page 1)

used

bank tional Photoplay Distributors, h
loans and to pay for the new Movie- been formed to distribute the Phon
film product with exchanges in
In what Ufa claims is its record tone studio. Mortgages of more than
key cities planned.
Equipment
j'ear for United States sales, the $7,000,000 and bank loans of around
company has sold four features to $2,100,000 will be eliminated as a re- theaters is to be manufactured it
sult of the new financing.
Holders mediately.
Paramount and one to M-G-M.
Dr.
Lee DeForest, inventor
of
the
"A"
and
"B"
are
being
offered
Pictures acquired by Paramount
are: "The World War from the Ger- right to subscribe to the new stock Phonofilm, has taken a stock intere
man Side," parts one and two; at $85 a share in ratio of one new 111 the installation and licensing cot
"Homecoming," Erich Pommer pro- share for each five held. Rights ex- pany, and has also accepted a lor
term contract with it to act as
duction; "Looping the Loop," Ar- pire Oct. 22.
visor and chief consultant in the
thur Robison picture.
M-G-M has
r
search department.
Negotiations
secured "The Spy," a Fritz Lang proChicagd
House Proves the transfer of all the patents ar
duction. Most of the balance of this
;

f

.

$100

Award Granted

to

Sanders for Buckled Film
Rudolph Sanders of the Sanders,
Brooklyn, was awarded $100 damages
against the Tiffany-Stahl

New York

ai

New

exchange, due to buckled film caused
by high intensity lighting. The dif- year's product has been sold to other
ficulty was no fault of the exchange, American
concerns,
the
company
and as soon as the matter was states.
brought to its attention everything
possible

was done

to rectify the dif-

ficultv.

N. Y. Capitol Opening
Sound Film Policy Sat.
"Excess Baggage" and Fox Movietone News on Saturday will inaugurate the sound policy of the Capitol, New York.
This is the last of
the Broadway houses to install sound
equipment.

43 Schine Theaters to be
Wired for Sound Films

fi

Stimulant to Business
(Continued from Page

1)

was jammed, as was Marks
Bros.' Marbro, which is just around
the corner from the new house, which
house

Shumate Conies East to

has

Synchronize "Times Sq."

entered

the
the

struggle

for
Side.

su-

premacy of
West
The
Harold E. Shumate, Gotham pro- Marks house put over a strong adduction head, is in New York for vertising campaign, with Eddie
Canconferences with company officials. tor heading a big bill.
He is to remain in the East two
weeks,

supervise

synchronization
of "Times Square" with Bristolphone
at the Waterbury, Conn., studio of
the Bristol company. Several dialogue
se(iuences are planned.
to

— Forty-three

M-G-M

Sells

Twin

Product in

pending
sumated

Cities to

K-A-0

—

—

of the circuit.

product

in

M-G-M

recently sold

Milwaukee away from

Midwesco.

and
this

expected
week.

to

be

coi

Fotovox Starts Signing
Talent for Talking Film
(Continued from Page

Babe

Minneapolis M-G-M has sold its
product to Keith-Albee-Orpheum for

its_

Delaware corporation, to the instal
ing and licensing company, are
no

Cross,

the Hennepin-Orpheum, MinneapoByrne Returns to Omaha
lis, and Palace, St. Paul.
This is the
of
Omaha William P. Byrne is rethe 94 New York and Ohio theaters turning to the Orpheum as tempo- first time that Northwest Theater
of the Schine circuit, soon will be rary manager, replacing W. A. Har- Circuit (Finkelstein & Ruben) ihas
equipped for Vitaphone and Movie- tung, who is to open the new Or- not played the product first run in
the Twin Cities.
The deal is the
tone.
pheum at Memphis Nov. 15.
more surprising because F. & R. has
booked the product over the balance
Gloversville, N. Y.

riglits
of Dr. DeForest, DeFore
Phonofilms, New York corporatio
and DeForest Phonofilms Corp.,

Keller

Egan's

1)

and Lyncl
Redheads, the Fou
Sisters and France
Sisters

Rajahs, Lane
Sebel are artists already signed fo
Fotovox subjects, according to Loui
The company recent!'
J. Schwartz.
took over the Aurora studio. For
Lee, N. J., and plans production o
52 shorts and some features.
Inter
changeability with other systems
claimed for Fotovox, which uses th(
sound-on-film and disc system.
i

Block Arriving Today
Ralph Block, associate producer al
the Pathe studios, Culver City, arrives m New York today for a series
of conferences.

FAMOUS FUN-FEATS
O
S

w
A

SUPERVISION

L

GEORGE WINKLER

D
THE

Our Gang Breaks Record
Sunday

broken at the

records

Capitol,

New

were
York,

where Hal Roach's Our Gang kids
are making a personal appearance.

Three Star Guests at A.M.P.A.
President George Harvey of thi
A.M.P.A. will start oflf his first meet
mg with three guests announced am
possibility

of

others

board tomorrow noon
Ornstein Represents Regional
William Ornstein is New York

mount
re-

presentative of the "New York State
Exhibitor" with offices at 125 W. 4Sth
St.
The new regional is a BarristGoodwin publication and contains a
"Brevity" supplement. It is issued on
the 10th and 25th of every month.

Hotel.

announced

at the
at the

festivf

Para

The guests alreadj
J. P. McEvoy, author

are:
of "Show Girl," and "The Potters";
Nellie Revell, publicist; and Harry

Carey.

Trowbridge Leaves for Coast
Carroll S. Trowbridge, personal
representative of Douglas Fairbanks,
has left for Hollywood where he will

"Singing Fool" Opening Tonight
spend some time at the studio.
With an admission of $11 top being charged, Al Jolson's "The SingRosen in New York
ing Fool" opens tonight at the WinEph Rosen, TiflFany-Stahl manager
ter Garden, New York, the first pic- at Chicago,
is in New York on acture to play the house.
count of illness of his mother.

LUCKY

Now

RABBIT

Available

for State Rights

Always Rings the Bell

"GERMANY'S SIDE OF THE WAR"

an authentic film produced behind the German
lines
now breaking all box-office records at
the Fifth Avenue Playhouse

—

PRODUCED BY

WINKLER BROTHERS
Umuersam mHQ Carhoons

attendance

The "Big Parade"
of Germany

j

Apply Fifth Avenue Playhouse Group, Inc.
MICHAEL MINDLIN, Managing Director
.n .1,
67 West 44th St.
Phone Murray Hill 5796

^rm^

ALWAVS

ff

LI'AD

and

exclusive

PORTO RICO HURRICANE
film

^w^as

seen by thousands

YESTERDAY AFTERNOON
thanks to the resourceSulness* of

FOX NEWS
Mightiest of All
Undaunted by a terrific gale,
Juan E. Viguie filmed the wreckage in the tail of the tornado and
placed the negative aboard the
S. S. San Lorenzo last Friday—
FIRST and ALONE.
'*^

the ^world's most comprehensive neivsreel

organization

DAILY
Coast Wire Service-

Sound

to Cut Waste?

Wednesday, September

Blaydon Named Manager
of Paul Bern Prod.
Blaydon

Richard

manager

pointed

been

has

for Paul

A

Little
from

ap-

Bern Prod.,

producing for Pathe.

^297 Negative Cost

MURPHY SEES DIALOGUE

"Scrapped;

AS BOON TO PRODUCERS
of dialogue in association with films will prove a boon to
producers in furthering the elimina-

Development

waste in time and film with
the consequent increase in picture
costs occasioned by the lack of proption of

er

preparations^

in

the

Corp.
"Preparation will of necessity be the keynote of all productions involving sound and
"There can
dialogue" according to Murphy.
be no rushing pellmell into the shooting of
a picture, for dialogue will have to be stud
ied and rehearsed just as any stage producActors will have to thoroughly fation is.
miliarize themselves with their characterizawhen they are engaged for talking
tions,
Scenarios will have to be as
productions.
carefully and as meticulously detailed as the
The exscript for a legitimate production.
cessive use of retakes will be eliminated, for
of picthis
scourge
obviate
rehearsals will
Performers will not be
production.
ture
shot into productions hardly knowing just
exactly what they are to do, and having no
preparation other than a director's meagre
explanation of what is expected of them."

Doris Anderson Renews
Doris Anderson has renewed her

Paramount

Life

Jimmie

writer.

Edwin

Gelsey has been named
head of the Pathe story department.

Beaudine to Direct "Subway"
Production is due to start shortly
on "Subway," William Beaudine's
for

first

Bellamy

Fox
will

in several years.
be starred.

Fox Employes Pledge Best
Efforts on Sound Films
Eighty Fox Movietone employes
have pledged their best efforts to
Fox in the making of Movietone picThe new Fox sound stages
tures.
are to have an even temperature of
it

is

stated.

lege
Jr.,

Jacqueline Logan will make "Red
Velvet" for Gotham, designed as one
of the four specials Sam Sax will reMiss Logan is at
lease this year.
present working in the Vitaphone

"Stark Mad," and is
slated to do another for Columbia
following this.
production,

he and Sylvia Thalberg are writing

direct.

*

TOWN

PAPERS'

and Informal*
With things you DON^T know
about the men you DO know
in New York state and north-

mer

C.
player,

ern New^ Jersey.

*

"PWlYP^ 5VPPLEME/ST

*

"The

Mad"

*

'X

VkilaJelpkia
mrOiokeSkouldbe

y

hat that Lloyd Bacon
Lloyd directed the pictures.
soft

LARGE ROOMS

only Hotel in Philadelphia
with a subway entrance from
main lobby

MOST MODERATE RATES
room,

running

For two
Single room, private bath

For two

OUR

$2.00
$3.50
$3.00

$5-$6

expense for
Reservations

Jno. C. Gossler
Mgr. Dir.

wears.

*

*

Paul L. Stein and Nate Stein met
the other night,
hi fact, we did
the introducing. "I bet you do not
spell your name the way I do mine,"
said Paul to Nate. "S-t-e-i-n is the

way

and

I spell it," said Nate,

the
Artists'

and the United
"Nate" both smiled.

director
sttidio

BROAD ST AND GIPARD AVE.

*

Singing Fool" and "Stark
have been inscribed on the

Dialogue for "Lummox"
Although he still is bitterly opposed to talkers,
Herbert Brenon
probably will make two versions of
"Lummox," one with sound and one
without.
Brenon has just returned
from New York.

Tom Mix Hurt
Tom Mix suffered injury
leg

and kneecap

lawed," his third

in

to

his

filming of "Out-

FBO

feature.

Brown Returns
Brown has returned

Jo«
Joe E.

FBO

studio

after

a

trip

to

to the

New

York.
Sequel to "Submarine"
Success of "Submarine" may lead
to a
sequel built around another
phase of naval life and handled by
Frank Capra again for Columbia.
Barker's Next Chosen
Orleans," by John Frances
Natteford, has been selected as the
next directorial assignment for Reginald Barker to be made for TiffanyStahl.
Ricardo Cortez is being starred, supported by Alma Bennett.

"New

Barrist-Goodwin Publication

*

choosing sets at Universal
City; Jack Warner and Joe
Marks discussing the pictures
that play the Dome theater,
Warner house in Youngstown, 0.; Freddie Fleck and
Frank Walsh reminiscing;
Captain H. H. Caldwell and

Roach Contract

water

W^IBIToR

*

Our Passing Show: Walter
Fabian and David Garber

*

at

Columbia,

at

is

Katherine Hilliker motoring
to the United Artists' studio.

Home Gets
James Home

Wire

Mille contract

busy

playing a prominent role in "The Stool Pigeon."
He worked in "Four
Walls" and also played in
"Ned McCobb's Daughter."

M-G-M.

Single

THE NEW YORK 6TATE

De

B.
is

where he

will direct.

400

*

*

Speaking of Culver City,
our friend, Louis Natheau, for-

Schayer Doing Adaptation
Richard Schayer has been assigned
to adapt King Vidor's forthcoming
picture of negro life, as yet untitled,
for

in

an adaptation of a Marion Davies'
story, which Robert Z. Leonard' will

Another Gotham Role for Jacqueline

Bright, Breezy

A

Sennett comedy lots, is
Culver City as a member of
the M-G-M scenario staff. His last assignment was with Paramount. Now,

Anita Page has been selected for
one of the feminine leads in "Broadway Melody," which Harry Beau-

mont

Mack

and
back

Page Assigned

has been placed under long term contract to direct for
Hal Roach M-G-M comedies.

"'"'

-•

life written by Carl Laemmle,
and directed by Nat Ross.

Anita

BUTLER,

former actor
and graduate of the Hal Roach

under contract by Universal and will
be used in stock.
Her first appearance will be in "The Collegians," a
series of two-reel comedies of col-

A REAL
''HOME

Madge

Hollywood

pRANK

"U" Signs Peggy Howard
Peggy Howard has been placed

Kellar.

67 degrees Fahrenheit,

Pathe Story Department

Story in

opinion of
years pro-

John L. Murphy, for five
duction manager of the Harold Lloyd

contract as a

A

Tabloid," a novelty drama in
one reel, has been produced by
a group of Hollywood studio
workers at cost of $297. The
picture was written and directed by H. A. Woodmansee,
photographed by Joe Darrell,
and enacted by Ned La Salle,
Mignon Rittenhouse and Baby

Lots ff

RALPH WILK

By

Edwin Gelsey Heads

(t
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I
t
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shows
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HURRICANE
Delivered to theatres

Tuesday afternoon, Sept 18
Air mailed to entire country
Part of
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to subscribers
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What a Smash!!!
ALL SOUND TRAILER
ON

You SEE and HEAR
The

roar of planes

— Zooming across the skies— Bursting — Exploding—

The deadly rat-tat- tat of aerial machine gun fire—
The crash of stricken planes
It i^ill thrill and electrify your audiences
The most sensational advertising medium conceived

Smash Box
No

wired theatre playing

Office Records
"WINGS"

can afford to pass

it

up

No^v Ready
WIRE — PHONE — WRITE

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
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Fool" a Smash Picture

4/ Jolson in **The Singing
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A

Sensation
9:15
11:15
FROM
night, or
exactly two
to

last

Price 5 Cents
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20,

MANY THEATERS

IN

PATH OF

in

hours as the clock goes, a

volume was added

e\v

picture

ion
jtone

nd
sll

SOUTHEASTERN HURRICANE

mo-

to

A

history.

mile-

was reached and passed

now we
you why

shall

proceed to

Heavy Loss

The Industry Will Respond

The occasion was the premiere
f Al
Jolson in "The Singing
'ool," his

The Red Cross

second Vitaphone pro-

The Warners must
ave known what was coming,
ut the audience certainly was
Granted it was that
a the dark.
olson would come through with
real picture, but there was litpreparation for that which
nsued.

le

"The Singing Fool"

is

one of

he greatest productions made
ince motion pictures were con;eived three decades ago.
Placng any picture so high in the
innals of a business-art so pro-

worthwhile efforts
assuming a dan
^erous liberty, but it is our conluctive

Atlanta

like

opinion that this statenot be contested because all argument against it
,vill fall of its own weight.

Like a Tidal

Wave

For over ten years we have been
"cviewing and, in our own way, passng judgnient on the merits of this
Mcture and that. Rarely in our memory have we been stirred as Jolson

"The Singing Fool" moved

'nd

us.

experience have we
elt the reactions of any audience so
iefiniteK- as that at the Winter Garden last night.
If you can imagine
Rarely

in

our

and women alike teary and redand unashamed to stay that
way for an hour or more because
they couldn't help themselves, you
will perhaps get a conception of how
leeply this picture moved them.
lien

;yed

Jolson

^

carried all the pathos and heart^^earning of a
song.
It
Dpened with a laugh and a tear in
3ne and so it unfolded itself to the
;nd.
Jolson. the jazz singer, demonIt

mammy

he had something deeper in
make-up. Never did we believe

strated
bis

(Continued on Page 2)

FILM ^UIT AT MONTREAL

—

Montreal Postponement until Saturday of the injunction suit filed
against Famous Players
Canadian
Corp., by De Forest Plionofilm Co.,
of Canada. Ltd., yesterday was granted by the court at the request of the
defendants.
The De Forest firm
charges that Movietone presentations
at the Palace here infringes upon its
patents and asks an injunction and
damages of $25,000.
The Palace

SOiD

Loew

long in
the memories of the fortunate who
secured tickets for the world debut
of A\ Jolson in "The Singing Fool"
at the Winter Garden, New York
last night.
It was the outstanding
premiere of the year in film circles
and easily one of the most brilliant
openings in the history of the induslinger

try.

From
line

the

Will

Hays right down the
was cluttered with

theater

possible

around

2,000,

400 of

death

list

which are

at
in

portion of which embraces theaters.
Palm Beach felt the height of the
hurricane's fury, so far as the United
States is concerned, the storm cutting a swatch northward, which extended to Charlotte. Martial law is
in force at Palm Beach and the Everglades, with business at a standstill,
as all factors are working on relief
Palm
to victims of the disaster.

BY NOV.

Beach and
I

West Palm Beach

are

with hardly a building escaping damage, and debris covering
desojate,

throughout the the streets.
Information as to the extent of
110, will be
ef|uipi)ed with both Vitaphone and theater damage is unavailable, due to
(Continued on Page 2)
Movietone by Nov. 1, it was stated
yesterday.
Ninety per cent, of these
theaters are now operating with these
sound devices.
ACTS
26
Loew houses being equipped include about 60 in New York.
The
Capitol becomes a sound house SaturN-G-M IN
day when "Excess Baggage" opens.
All

houses

FROM

MOVIETONE

TWO MONIHS

(Continued on Page 2)

Al Jolson and Film Cheered at
Opening; His Next ''Mammy"
will

THE FILM DAILY

the

country, approximating

(Ccnitinued on Page 2)

The occasion

for

with many sections as yet
unheard from. Property damage is
estimated as high as $100,000,000, a

ALL LOEW HOUSES SET

WITH

terday
placed
Florida,

ident

Tient will

Carribean hurricane,

Estimate made here yes-

received.

K ANN

DEIAYGRANTEDINSOUND

—The

which devastated Porto Rico, Guadeloupe, and 65 of the Virgin Islands,
then lashing the South Atlantic Coast,
threatens to become a national disaster, as reports of heavy loss of life
and property damage continue to be

of

nay sound

in

Stricken Zone

appealing for funds to assuage

the sufferings of hurricane victims in the West Indies
and in Florida. The need for food and shelter is a
crying one and haste is imperative. This industry,
never yet found lacking where human distress
made necessary the collection of money, should and
undoubtedly will strip to its shirt sleeves and help.
In 1926, Florida was hit by hurricanes. Last year,
the Mississippi Valley was flooded. The work done
then by the industry was noble. Now nature plays
a devilish prank elsewhere and many lives hang in;
the balance.
The public supports this industry. A portion of that
public needs help. No theater can fail to heed the call.

uction.

'

is

of Life and

Property Damage

who had been invited to
new Jolson film of which
was known except that it was

notables
the

see

little

his

second

What
there

over

effort.

was no

—

did see
and
differences of opinion
was one of the great-

audience

the

—

either
est attractions in filmdom's fruitful
history.
The reaction of both men
it

and

women was

ran

freely

fully

M-G-M Movietone
Twenty-six
comprising a wide range cf
subjects, will be released between
Sept. 29 and Nov. 17, according to
acts,

M-G-M

presiNicholas M. Schenck,
All but three of the acts are
dent.
specified as to subject and release
date.

Joe Skirboll

Head

for

Named

Sales

World Wide Firm

Joseph S. Skirboll, for the last
year Coast sales manager for Vitaphone, has been appointed general

identical.
Mascara sales manager of World Wide Picfrom carefully and art- tures. He plans to immediately ormade-up eyes, but the women ganize an American and Canadian

(Continued on Page 2)

(Cmitinued on Page 2)

THE

A
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David Lee, a Marvel
picture is firstly his, but close
on his heels for high honors is a
hitherto unheard of youngster, a tot
barely able to walk who, through
Vitaphone, talks and as he does so,
reaches right into your insides and

captures your heart.

David Lee is
his name.
Mark it down. Tell your
audiences about him as well as Jolson.
They'll love this baby because
he

much

symbolizes

and charm

in

Some

of

the

beauty

life.

of the Wallops

The

split.

girl leaves

to

The faith of his old friends
the fires of ambition within him
and for the sake of the baby, he
climbs the success ladder again. Then,
fate plays another trick.
The boy
becomes ill.
Jolson arrives at the
hospital in time to take him in his
arms and sing him a song as of old
before the end.
But the first rule
of theater still calls.
The show
must go on.
His heart torn to
shreds, Jolson keeps trust, does his
turn and as the curtain rings down,
collapses,
temporarily
a
physical
wreck but raised to a far higher
spiritual plane than ever before in his
life by the mental picture of the dead
baby's face that permanently haunts
him.
smash.
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Bond Market.
Curb Market.
(Bid

Balaban & Katz
Louis

and

s listed

Asked.)
in Chicaao:

Skouras, St.

celluloid.

as

farflung

Loew Houses
(Conliinied

from

Faf/c

all

the

tomor-

We

it

embraces.

Months

Set

With Sound by Nov.

as

rows.
The Jolson film is only the
beginning, only a forerunner of what
may be expected.
see no further arguments against sound and
the possibilities

All

1

1)

Under contracts with

Electrical Research, installations were supposed to

be completed by Oct. 15, but labor
difficulties in various sections of the
country have prevented this.

preciation for the reception, the sincerity of which was entirely and totally beyond question.
He narrated
some of his experiences in the making of the film and then stated that

"Mammy,"

the

lobby,

is

the

around Jack Warner

now

in

prepar-

crowd

milled

in its efforts to

pass on congratulations.

Harry and
Abe Warner were similarly surrounded.
The prediction is lame hands for
them

morning.

this

outstanding

evening,

To

cap

Sime

an

Silver-

man and the "Variety" staff turned
out a 24-page special edition largely
devoted to "The Singing Fool" and
the activities of the Warners in the
field of talking pictures.
The stunt
elicited

ago. The Film Dailv predicted that talking pictures will revolutionize the amusement industry
of the world. "The Singing Fool" is
the first real shot to be fired.
It is
destined to reverberate clear around
the globe.

The

revolution

is

on.

KANN

Sept. 22 Met. Stanley house opens in
delphia.
Sept. 24 Dinner

night.

Jolson sang seven songs during the
action and after each spontaneous applause rang through the house. At
the conclusion of the picture, Jolson
reached the stage, half-walking, halfcarried there and expressed his ap-

considerable

favorable

com-

ment, the consensus of all available
opinion being that once again "Variety" had demonstrated its initiative.

for

film

Aeronautical

merce

industry

America

of

Many Theaters
Path

of

In

Hurricane

(Continued from Page 1)

paralysis of telegraph facilities. The
damage, however, is certain to be
heavy. E. T. Brown, head of Sparks
Enterprises, Atlanta, has been endeavoring to get telegrams through
to Sparks houses in the stricken area.
The theaters, in the direct path of the
hurricane include houses at West
Pierce, St. Petersburg, Lakeland, Arcadia, Plant City and Kissimee.

Other towns

in

PH

given
C«

Chamber

of

Waldorf

i

York.
Sept. 24 Opening of fall meeting of the

\

toria,

at

New

ciety of M. P. Engineers. Wli
face Inn, Lake Placid, New
Yf

Sept. 27 "Jazz

Singer" opens at Piccadj
London.
M-G M's London Theater, the t
|

Oct.

1

pire, opens.
Oct. 8-10 M.P.T.O. fo

Michigan convenlj

Kalamazoo.

at

Oct. 16-17 Annual

M.P.T.O.A.

convent

Toronto.

at

Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages conyi
tion at Columbus.
Nov. 25 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Nov. 25 New Fox house in St. 1/Ouis op

Grant Delay In Sound
Film Suit at Montrea
{Continued from Page

1)

opened its sound policy Sept.
Meanwhile, about ten other Famou
Flayers' houses in the Dominion art,
i

being wired.

Named

Joe Skirboll

Head for World Wide
{Continued from Page

Sale

Fir

1)

sales staff, to work out of Educa
tional exchanges which is handliij
physical distribution of the import

pictures in
specialize.

western
National
tive

which World Wide w
Skirboll
formerly wd

district

manager

and European
for that company.

for

Firi

represent^

Hart Gets Jones' Series
Harry Hart of Hart Picture!
Milwaukee, has acquired
Buck Jones pictures
Wisconsin and upper Michigan.
Corp.,
series

of

t:
fi

the storm area in-

clude:

Jupiter, Lakeworth, Moorehaven, Lake Sterns, Avon Park, Richland, Dade City, Mineola, Okeechobee City, Delray, Deerfield, Boynton
and Pompano. No direct word has
been received from Jacksonville theaters or exchanges.
Telephone lines
are down in that vicinity. Train service to Atlanta from Florida and

Without sound, "The Singing Fool"
ranks high. With it, it falls into the South Georgia is demoralized because
of severed lines of communication
category of sen.sations.
Aside from and
washouts.
its tremendous value
as a saleable
commodity, it proves beyond all question that sound pictures have a future

•» Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter

NOTE:

and where he replies in conversation
and in song are of permanent achievernent.
So natural, so charming, so
simple and withal so touching, these
corded on

26-4

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)
fcl

the picture is in sound.
Jolson sings seven songs as only he
can sing them.
His two long sequences where the baby talks to him
of

particular stretches of footage are
the most magnificent ever re-

85

.

Most

particularly.

it

Palm Beach, Fort Lauderdale, Fort

among

85

.

.

Vindication

mind

to

The Industry's
Date Book

1)

Executives and hard-boiled theater
operators whose tears are usually of
the crocodile variety shed real ones

In

him,

baby and Jolson goes

seem

didn't

his next
ation.

The story is a simple affair. Jolson, a singing waiter, gets his chance,
makes the grade, becomes the star
of a night club and marries the girl
of his dreams. It is his song writing
that paves the way for the girl's
way to musical comedy stardom.
the
takes the

{Continued from Page

last

The

Then

Financial

Al Jolson and Film
Cheered at Opening

1)

he possessed any real histrionic ability, but now he has proved he has.
The man can act. His new picture
establishes that beyond all doubt.
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Vaudeville Acts
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TO THOSE WHO PLAN A TRIP
TO THE CAPITOL AT THIS
TIME WE OFFER MOlST ATTRACTIVE SUMMER RATES:—
Room with bath for One ... $4. 00
Room

with bath for
*

*

lal

Two $5.00-$6.00
*

sil

THE ROOSEVELT WELCOMES YOU
»

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn, 3580
1.

aC

Frank
President

*

B.

*

Banks

"I

& Manager

1;

$59.0^1.10
four days at

in first

Paramount Theatre, N. Y,
{3^500 seat house)

Gt^OnUV^ B A:\CR0 FT

BETTY COMPSOIV

—Virile star of "Underworld", "Showdown", "Drag Net" in a great role as
the two-fisted terror of the docks.

BACI^ATIOVA— An old favorite

— Another

and a new one, in the supporting cast,
with Clyde Cook and Mitchell Lewis.

"Underworld", "Last Command",

Mobs clog Broadway

€}i:ORGi:

dlent,

"Drag Net"

week

all

hit for the director of

—four in a row!

to see

BANCROFT

in

DOCKS OF NV^W YORK'
^ Four-day house record
latest

JOSEF VO!¥ STER\BER«

aii«l

smash
still

"^Patriot",

hit

— by thousands.

Critics rave.

And

the public

is still

of the star and director of "Underworld" and "Drag Net".

do great business

— but

"Wedding March",

they have to be great!

"Fleet's In!",

sound and

^

flocking to see the

^

Great pictures,

"Docks of New York", "Wings",

silent,

to

name

a few of the hits in
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

SOUND PICTURES

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYN-

CHRONIZATION

By

ilECTRAMONIC NEWEST

— Electramonic,

syn-hronizinK device made by the Elecramonic Co., is the latest sound de.•ice to appear on the English market.
The company plans to produce both
eatures and shorts at its studio at
iCnightsbridge, starting before Christdisc

nas.

One

heaters,
ievice's

of

the company
gramophone

states.

The

inamplifier
patented pick-up of special

:ludes a
design and

balanced
oudspeakers.

armature cone

Philadephia Installations Held Up
Although the elecPhiladelphia
ricians' strike here has been settled,

—

in

a

territory

composed

are here to stay, Lightman
declared further that the continued
favorable public reaction to sound is
unquestioned, provided it is applied
intelligently by producers.
However,
he sees no permanent future for the
complete talking picture.
"Undoubtedly, sound pictures are
a novelty right now," he added, "but
that does not mean that the novelty
will wear off soon, and it does mean,
in my opinion, that the development
of sound pictures will progress rapidpictures

Movietone installav'itaphone and
ion men still are out, and will be
agreement is reached
jntil a new
.vith National Research Laboratories,
receiving
after
ilectricians
settled
ly
vage increase.
Claims 1,000 Han-a-Phone Orders
Pittsburgh Robert Hanover, in/entor of the Man-a-Phone, was here

—

week supervising

installations of
Orhe apparatus in local houses.
lers for 1,000 installations have been
cceived, he claims.
ast

Cast in "Desert Song"
Johnny Arthur and Edward Martindel have been cast for "The Desert
Song," Vitaphone production which
Roy Del Ruth will direct. Harvey
3ates wrote the script.
Distributing

Kue-Graph

—

Fayetteville, Ark.
E. C. Robert>on is distributor in Arkansas and
Dklahoma for the Kue-Graph, manu'actured by Herber Bros, and Wolf
if
Dallas.

enough to overcome any tendency
towards a temporary interest in them.
In other words, I believe that sound
pictures are with us to stay.
In fact,

I
believe that within the course of
the next five years the silent drama,
as projected in its present form, will
appear to be very crude, and unless
an exhibitor is progressive enough to
realize this, he will probably find
himself in the same category as the
exhibitor of yesterday found himself
if
he had a store show theater, and
thought that would suffice while the
more alert and progressive exhibitor
built a modern theater next door to
him and forced him to resort to a
second run or western policy."
Western Electric, he believes, is
so swamped with orders that no efforts are being made to solicit small
town business as yet.
Lightman
holds that the national publicity accorded sound pictures will not hurt

small town exhibitors showing silent
Henaberry to Make Denny Talker
This is his argument: "The
Henaberry is to direct films.
Joseph
Reginald Denny in "Clear the Deck," small town has not been able to get
for Universal.
This will be a talker Keith vaudeville, or road shows, nor
from the original by Gladys Lehman have they been able to get grand
and r£arle Snell.
opera, nor the big $2 roadshow picture attraction, yet they have not deDialogue for "Circus Kir""
manded the exhibitor in the town
FBO is planning sound and talk- to get these things, because they
nt: sequences for "The Circus Kid,"
which Joe E. Brown and Frankie
Gibson May Use Sound
iJ.irro are featured.
Hoot Gibson has purchased "The
Hell Wrecker," a novel by BuckSound for "Cincy" Suburban House leigh Oxford, which he will produce
(incinnati
Sound equipment will shortly under the direction of Reeves
installed at the Orphcum, first Eason.
)c
It is reported that Gibson is
suburban house here to be equipped considering using sound effects on
for Vitaphone and Movietone.
this production.
!

—

Lloyd Starts Sound Comedy
Harold Lloyd has started work on
his new comedy which is to utilize
sound and dialogue.

W.

Banners Buy Vitaphone
Airy, N. C.
John Banner
purchased Vitaphone for the

Mount
has

Grand.

—

20,

192''

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE-

TIPS

VICES ARE

NOW

AVAILABLE

EDDY

Watchful Waiting

have alpractically of all small towns.
United Kingdom
Expressing the belief that sound

of installations
in

—

Dorado, Ark. Conditions surrounding its development at this time
are too uncertain, equipment is too
costly and too difiicult to secure and
maintenance is beyond reach for
small town exhibitors to undertake
without first observing the results of
a few installations.
This is the opinion of M. A. Lightman, president of
the M. P. T. O. of Arkansas, which
El

functions

A number

eady been made

ARTHUR

Arkansas' Attitude on Sound
[s

DEVICE IN y. K. ElELD
London

Thursday, September

realize that
to do so.

it

is

The

impossible for him

towns were
responding to sound pic-

f XPLOITilTION PLUS 08ED
IN

TACOMA FOR TALKERS

larger

—

very slow in
Tacoma A banner, 42 ft. high,
In spite of the fact that "Don with a yellow
background, top and
Juan" was a decided success in Vita- bottom letters in black
with center
phone, very few of the large towns
letters red with
demanded that installations be put in.
:?-'
a black outline,
They were contented to wait. In
announced to all
other words, the smaller town paTacoma that the
trons realize that it is impossible for
Rialto, a West
the
local
exhibitor to do certain
Coast
house,
things, and, as a rule, you will find
screen talks and
they are reasonable.
I
think the
sings.
Manager
publicity that will be given sound
W. S. Perutz.
pictures will be a decided asset to
selling
Moviethe silent exhibition in the smaller
tone and Vitatowns, provided the distributors will
phone
to
his
not lose cognizance of the fact that
community, thus
after all a great many of the exis
emphasizing
hibitors will be forced to show the
the phrases that
picture without sound; that, bearing
make Movietone
this in mind, the story value will
and
Vitaphone
not be jeopardized for presentation
s y n o n o
o us
in the silent form for the maximum
with sound.
It
result for sound usage.
In other
is
the emphasis
words, the greatest damage lies with
of these phrases
the producer rather than with the
that will make
public."
the people realbtriking an interesting and little
ize that the vartouched upon angle, Lightman said;
ious talking de"The temptation to build a picture
vices make the
with only the thought in mind as to
screen alive,
how wonderful it will be with sound,
make it sing
with no thought as to how the picand
talk
and
ture will be without sound, will be
laugh,
Harold
very great. The most outstanding il- a. Franklm, president of the chain,
lustration of this is "The Jazz Sing- believes.
Perutz
utilized
er."
There can be no question but
the
illuminated
that this has been the most phenom- sign of the Broadway, now closed.
enal picture to date with sound, but Flashers are on separate circuits and
I
doubt seriously that it will be con- Perutz is using only the flashers
sidered a good average picture with- around the banner.
Perutz's campaign was a wideout sound.
It
has had unlimited
publicity, but I do not think that the spread one. For two weeks prior to the
public will accept the picture very opening of Movietone in the Rialto
he had stories in all Tacoma newslavorahly without sound.
"Summing up, I think every live papers, some on page one. Four
community with a population large days before the opening he used 10enough to support sound mstallations inch display ads, featuring the variHe used 25
will be compelled to resort to this ous Movietone subjects.
new development within the near fu- six-sheet stands, 100 three-sheets and
ture.
I
do not think that any ex- 100 one-sheets. He had lOO window
out-of-town
hibitor in a small community need cards placed and the
get alarmed over the situation, how- posting consisted of 200 one-sheets
and 175 half-sheets.
All 24-sheet
ever, for the coming season.
I
do
think that the distributors will have stands carried Fox Movietone News
snipes.
to give better pictures in the silent
form, and unless this is done, a seriBUnd "See," Hear Film
ious situation will develop."
Blind citizens of Rochester, N. Y..
were guests of the Rochester theater
Goulding to Do Dialogue
Edmund Goulding will do the talk- recently at a special showing of "The
ing
sequence for "The
Bellamy Street Angel." This suggestion was
Trial," the screen version of Frances made to the management of the theNoyes Hart's serial which was made ater by Dr. Clinton Wunder, pasrecently
as
silent
a
picture
by tor of the Baptist Temple.
"On the face of it, this sounds like
M-G-M.
a complimentary idea," said Dr. WunExtra Sound Shows
der,_ "but with the Movietone accomMontreal Manager George Rotsky paniment and some one reading the
is
giving special morning shows at titles it is possible for the blind to
the Palace owing to demand to see enjoy motion pictures today along
and hear sound pictures.
with the rest of the audience."
tures.

m

—

—
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Coast Wire Service-

fathe Moves to Cut Costs
8

BUDGET MUST BE ADHERED
Eight

Early Choice

Means

Work

in

now

productions

An

Choicer Units!

in

work on

the Vitaphone stages
are: "Noah's Ark," "Queen of

TO,
Budget allotments will be adhered
rigidly by Pathe and no increase
permitted except upon "executive decision that material in development
gives adequate promise of substanto

tially
greater returns for the increased investment," Jimmy Starr reports in "The Los Angeles Examiner," in commenting on presence of
the studio of Colvin
Brown, first
vice president of Pathe.
A policy of
"no politics" will be enforced at the

W

Brown

studio,

Baron are

,

and

reported

to

William
Lc
have made

clear.

The studio. Brown points out, is
to be devoted to the making of i)ictures at reasonable cost.
The budget is declared to call for expenditure of around $8,000,000, for around
40 features, most of which will be
synchronized.

Patheserials,

shorts

and novelties.

in

at

W'illiani Kernell,

Fox Studio
former Broadway

composer who wrote the words and
music for "Sally of My Dreams," the
theme song for "Mother Knows
Best," the Fox Movietone feature

Liars,"
for
June Coll-

production

Fox.
Conrad Nagel and
yer have the leads.

Lois Wilson Signed
Lois Wilson has closed a long
term contract to be featured in Vitaphone pictures, first of which will be
"Kid Gloves."

—

—

ing 60%/

—

means more safety, more
and more business!

efficiency,

it

now being shown at the Globe. New
York, has moved his piano to the
h'ox studios.
He is now busy writing incidental music for Fox Movietone productions
songs.

as

well

theme

as

Louise Dresser in Warner Cast
Louise Dresser will portray the

mother

role in

"Madonna

of

Avenue

the Vitaphone production which
is the next vehicle for Dolores Costcllo.
Actual work will start as soon
as the script is completed by Ray
Doyle.
Michael Curtiz will direct.

"Husbands Are

Raymond Cannon's

'T^HE concentration and isolation of film
-- exchanges is at last to be a reality
but
at the rate space is going in FILM CENTER
BUILDING, no time is to be lost 40% of it
is already leased
that's what the industry
thinks of it!
get your share of the remain-

—

Composer

A.,"

Signed for Fox Film
Margaret LaMarr, Mike Tellegen
and Bo Ling have been signed to
play roles

the Night Clubs, "Stark Mad,"
"Madonna of Avenue A," "The
Greyhound Limited," "Fancy
Baggage," "One Stolen Night,"
and "Hardboiled Rose."

Cast in McLaglen Film
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Albert Conti and Clyde Cook have
been signed for roles in "Life's a
Gamble," Victor McLaglen's current
starring vehicle for
Fox.
Claire
Windsor is seen in the feminine lead,
with J. G. Blystone handling the
megaphone. The story was formerly titled "The Black Gang."
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Titling Daniels Film

Two

Pathe Signs

Writers
Charles A. Logue and Paul Gangelin
have been added to the Pathe
staff, Logue is writing "The
Flying Fool" for William Boyd and
Gangelin is writing "Office Scandal"
for Phyllis Haver.

writing

tional

Dorraine,
star,

;.as

Defu-First
been cast in

Billie

Dove's new picture, as yet untitled.

Kent Again with Pathe
Larry Kent who teamed with Jean
Arthur
serial

turns

in

the

"The

leads

Masked

of

the

Mankiewizc

is

titling

"Take
Me
Home," which was directed by MarBebe

Daniels'

film,

Neilan.

shall

"U" Completes Western

"A

Dangerous

Dude," starring
George Chandler under direction of
Walter Fabian, has been completed
Na- by Universal.

Derufa Star Cast

Lucy

Hermann

Pathe-

Menace,"

re-

Pathe to play in "Geraldine," which is Paul Bern's initial

Cameraman Gets Long Contract

A

five

year contract for the ser-

vices of Allen C. Jones,

cameraman,

has been signed by Universal. Jones
has worked on the past four Glenn

Tryon

pictures.

to

production for Pathe.

Director

Todd and Mailes Cast
Todd and Charles

Harry

Hill
to the feat-

Mailes have been added
ured array in "One Stolen Night,"
D. D. Calhoun's story now being
directed for Warners by Scott R.
Dunlap with Betty Bronson and
William Collier, Jr., in the leading
roles.

Drew Opposite
Roland Drew is

Sally O'Neill
to play opposite

Sally O'Neill in "Applause," her
Tiffany-Stahl starring vehicle.

HARRY DELF

new

and Author

Ctirrent Releases

"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"
"The Ladies' Man"
(The
First
Fox-Movietone
Comedies Made on the Coast)

FREE-LANCING
Available for Eastern Offers
6734 Wedgewood Place
Hollyvsood, Cal.
Tel. GRanate 3716

Film Center Buildini
^zfth Street

•

NINTH AVENUE

•

^^th Street

Fireproof storage vaults on all floors
Special projection and inspection rooms
Shipping platform with ramp to street,
eliminating sidewalk shipping
or smaller units
18,000 sq. ft. floors
Four passenger elevators and three freight
Moderate rents and low insurance rates

—

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

^5/t-

to
225 FIFTH

AVENUE

1928

show you
plans!

ASUland 4200

FILM CENTER, INC.,

Builders

.

.

.

ABE N. ADELSON,

"Pres.

Herbert Hoover
says
44

:

Very few firms have the capacity for selling the United States as a
whole, but we find many of them trying to do this.
A great many
firms will undoubtedly find that by limiting their efforts to more circumscribed areas and intensifying their sales activities in such areas,
they would not only reduce their selling costs but would probably produce a larger volume of business.^^
.

wont

Sales

.

.

cost

much

so
and you II
^HE TREND

''

I

--

localize ... to

sales at a

good

sell

more product!

today in marketing

is

to concentrate ... to

do intensive work where you can make

profit.

The Associated

Publications offers an unparalleled opportunity for intensive selling
.all the advantages of National coverage, without the disadvantages. No waste. Localize your advertising to fit each local need.
.

.

Follow Herbert Hoover's advice. Intensify! Concentrate!
Dig where the "pay dirt" is!

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS,
New York Office: 551 Fifth Ave,
Chicago Office: 1018 So. Wabash Ave.

General Offices
Glover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
1.

Film Trade
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Michigan
fc>"*' Film

8.

REVIEW
Covering Detroit territory
''

Cleveland

and

Cincin-

territories.

Motion Picture

New England
FILM NEWS

Covering Boston, New
and Portland territories.
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Covering

Pittsburgh

FORUM
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Southern Coast Cities

Are Paralyzed by Hurricane
aZlthe nWs
allthe time
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VARNER-F.
To Arms

by Theaters in Hurricane Belt

to

it?

ly

Red Cross today appeals
noaid. Thousands
knows how many are in

—

—

Atlanta

Benefits Planned
Publix theaters will hold a

Financial assistNow. At once,
;e is needed.
e call cannot be ignored.
Viembers of the Hays associaa are making a cash contribuSplendid. Publix, a pubn.
spirited organization if ever
re was one in this industry,
11
run benefit shows. That's
distress.

e

Who

stuff.

is

Warners

again.

funds

If you were
ches on in a hurry.
the neighborhood of the Winter
rden yesterday afternoon, all doubt

have been removed.
'Jew comes the First National

So close
washed up today.

that

it

deal,

may

The Warare very much present
fellows who count when

boys
ong the
But
a talk about pictures today.
Al Jolson says, "You ain't heard
More, much more, is
thin' yet."

Looks as if the breththe wind.
1 are on
the front page to stay.

Twenty Years After
started in the business twenty
Every exhibitor in New
ars ago.

He

Now, and it
;ms a suitable way to celebrate
2 20th
year, Harry Thomas takes
lock,
er Commonwealth exchange
)rk

knows

him.

—

barrel and the rest of the
mniings.
It may mean nothing
you, but it means plenty to
And his friends. Cheerio.
lomas.
5ck,

On

Friday Next

Joe Kennedy ambles of? the gangWent abroad
ink a week today.

We

a rest.
hope he got it. For
of things are going on and, unis
we are sadly led astray, Mr.
;nncdy's going to find plenty to do
len he hits
York.
r

:s

New

relief

raise

of

Who

is next on the
Roll of Honor?

KANN

— Tremendous

Joint Management Under
Individual Identities
Is the Plan

damage has
While

full
agreement has
reached on terms and
necessary papers drawn, it is
understood no signatures have
been affixed to contracts where-

been suffered by Florida theaters in
the story area, according to fragmenAs
tary reports being received here.

been

indicated in the estimates made yesFILM DAILY,
terday for
there have been tragic loss of life

THE

by the Warners secure control
of the Stanley Company. Certain Stanley stockholders are
said to have raised objections
to the proposed deal, but in well-

and staggering property damage.
The havoc wrought by the disaster
and the demoralized conditions due
to the desolation which have follow-

informed quarters it is anticipated it will go through as per
schedule because most of the
holders of large blocks of
stocks have sanctioned it.

the wake of the hurricane,
struck a terrific blow to the
state, which was on the road to recovery from the disaster of two
years ago.
Other neios of the Florida disas-

ed

in

have

PUBLIX SOfFEfiS THEATER

ter

LOSS

Publix theaters in Florida and the
Southeast were badly hit by the hurricane which swept up from the West
All houses
Indies a few days ago.

Palm Beach and West Palm
Beach were damaged, according to
Sam Dembow, vice president of Pub-

lix,

while the Kettler

in

West Palm

Beach was entirely destroyed.
The Paramount in Palm Beach, a
new theater representing a heavy investment was severely damaged and
(.Continued

"U"

to

on Page

6)

Use Sound With

New

"Collegians" Series

satisfactory.

—

Return of miners to
southern Illinois coal
fields, following agreement upon a
lower wage, is hailed as presaging a
period of better business in this terThe majority of the coal
ritory.
Louis

diggers,

money

the

in

it

or TURNTABLE DEVICES
Another synchronization device has
been added to the growing list of
phonographic machines for cueing
pictures with placing on the market
_

Screenaphone, a turntable device
manufactured by Screenaphone Co.,
New York. The firm is headed by
Michael Hoffman, for six years head
of the Hoffman Music Service, which
supplies music and scores pictures.
Four of the machines already are installed and 40 are declared under
of

(Continued on Page

T.

&

8)

D., Jr., Circuit

Gets

Four More Coast Houses
&

D., Jr.. EnRedding, Cal.— T.
terprises, which has a string of 50
Coast theaters, and is affiliated with

East Coast Theaters, has taken over

Business Betterment Is
Seen in St. Louis Zone
St.

6.

screenaphonTnewest

Movietone

the
"The Collegians,"
states Carl Laemmle, Jr., creator of
Sound effects
the two reel subjects.
and dialogue will be employed. Tests
of the principals are pronounced as
will
Universal
fourth series of

work

appears on page

THE SOUTHEAST

IN

in

iild

•

for

tribution.

All over the

yesterday "The Singing Fool"
The word-ofs being discussed.
uth advertising is spreading fast,
fiybe you don't think the pubHc

all

to

hurricane
victims in the South. The entire proceeds will be turned
over to the Red Cross for dis-

de

oks close.

performance

benefit

next?

deadline Monopolists
he

DEAL NEAR

N.

Tremendous Damage Suffered

do
are you going
VHAT
about
The American
you for

Price 5 Cents

is

said, will receive

more

this year under the new scale
(Continued on Page 8)

the Redding and the Market St., here
from Northern California Theaters,
and the Orpheum and Granada, Red

ner Bros, and First National whereby each company will maintain its
individual identity, but operate under consolidated selling and production forces.

The purpose

of the plan is to efsavings in the overhead of First National to increase
its earning power to the point which
fect

sufficient

directors feel the company must attain before its business house can be
said to have reached perfect order.
The Warners, through control of
the Stanley Company, own a large
block of shares in First National.
This represents 50 per cent of the
voting
power of the controlling
board
of
trustees
formed some
months ago to keep First National
intact and out of the hands of other
(Continued on Page 6)

Prejudice Over Imported
Films in St. Louis Zone

—

St. Louis
There is great prejudice
against imported pictures among exhibitors and public of this territory,

demonstrated by statement of
president of Progressives,
in
promptly denying report
that his firm was to handle some European product. This caused exhibitors to hesitate about signing con-

it

is

Tom McKean,

Bluff.

International Debate on
Value of Films Scheduled
fVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— "Would the World
Be Better Off Without Motion Pictures"

Official
announcement may be
made today of the formation of an
operating agreement between War-

is

the

subject of
on Page

(Continued

a
6)

debate

tracts, he said.
It will take considerable missionary work to convince
exhibitors and public that foreign
(Continued on Page 6)
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Sound Studios Signs Lease Harry Thomas Takes Over
for Manhattan Studios Commonwealth Exchange
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225.

pictures with the
yesterprocess,
day signed the lease for Manhattan
Studios, New York, A. Pam Blumenthal, president of Stanley Educational Film Division, stated yesterday.
Some of the pictures on the
Stanley program for 1928-29 are

scheduled to be

Sale has returned to New
York from the Coast where he made
four Alovietone two reelers for Fox.
Only the fact that he is under contract to make a western tour with
"Gay Paree," kept him from continuing at the Fox lot, the company
states.

Pearson Named to Censor Board
Toronto Robert Pearson has been
named a member of the Ontario censor board to fill the vacancy caused
by death of J. M. O'Brien.

—

Lrinn Dies
Funeral services will be held today at the chapel of Joseph Herrlick
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at Canon City
City, Colo.
Fire, the second within a year, caused damage of
It
$3,500 to the Sarah theater.
started from an ashpit in the rear
of the building.
The building just
had been completed after burning

Second Fire

Canon
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management

Amusement

Co.,

Stock

Skouras, St. Louis.

Berg Returns to N. Y.
S. M. Berg has returned to New
York after six and one-half years in
England, to become general manager of the synchronization and mudepartments of the Sam
Fox Publishing Co. of America,
New York. J. S. Zamecnik, William
Frederick Peters, Louis De Francesco and Edward Kilenyi will be
associates in the new department.
sic

score

Sept. 22 Met. Stanley house opens in
delphia.

Sept. 24 Dinner

Sept. 24

A

party

industry p.\

film

merce

of

Chamber of
at Waldc

toria.

New

America

York.

I

Opening

of fall meeting of tl
ciety of M. P. Engineers,
face Inn, Lake Placid, New

'

Officials
of

Here Today

M-G-M

officials

will

New York

today for a conference on forthcoming productions.
The party includes: Al Lewin, assistant to Irving Thalberg, who is
in search of play and story material;
Joseph Cohen, production manager
and Edward Brophy, his assistant;
Pete Smith, studio publicity manager, who will confer with Howard
Dietz and Joseph Rapf, manager of
the wardrobe department, who is
looking for new fashion ideas.
arrive in

for

Aeronautical

New

Sept. 27 "Jazz

Singer"

opens at

m

Pici

London.
Sept. 30 Universal reopening

with
Oct.

M-G-M's London

1

pire,

I

Colony,

"Lonesome."
theater,

th

opens.

Oct. 8 10 M.P.T.O.

Michigan conv

fo

Kalamazoo.

at

Oct. 16-17-18 Annual M.P.T.O.A. c»nv

Toronto.

at

Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages c(
tion at Columbus.
Nov. 25 Paramount, Brooklyn, opetis,
Nov. 2S New Fox house in St. Louis

i

U.
Be Represented at Dinner
Assistant Secretary of State WilS. to

liam R. Castle, Jr., will officially receive the Lindbergh film for the
United States government at the dinner the aeronautical industry is giving next Monday night to the film
industry at the Waldorf Astoria,
New York. The dinner is in appreciation of the contribution of the industry to the progress and develop-

ment

Theater "Shakedown" Denie
Trenton,
N. J. Charges o

—

"shakedown" of the Majestic,
City, were denied formally by

Hague

of Jersey

who

City,

J«

M

saic

closed the

kouse because of
immoral shows.

all

Reisman on Sales Jaunt
Phil Reisman, general sales n
ager of Pathe, has left New
on a sales trip, which is expectet
take him to the Coast. His first
tination is Chicago.

of aviation.

Coast Reports on Television
Schenectady, N. Y. Results were
only fair, due to fading of the 21
meter wave, the voices were strong
Mae Murray for Palace
with occasional glimpses of faces,
Mae Murray plays the Palace, ]
Kenneth Ormiston and Gilbert Lee,
independent observers at Los An- York, the week of Dec. 31 in an
geles, reported to General Electric reminiscent of "The Merry Wide
on the television broadcast of a oneM-G-M Signs Robert Cloy
act play.

—

Coast

IVest

Bureau,

Los

Minneapolis Operators Get Raise
Al Jolson sails shortly after midMinneapolis Temporary compro- night for London, there he will atmise has been effected between ex- tend premiere of "The Jazz Singer."
hibitors and operators, with a seven Sept. 27 at the Piccadilly, London.
per cent wage increase and an additional man in the booth in houses
Leo Jones Gets Theater Post
equipped for sound. Final settlement
Cleveland Leo Jones has resigned
awaits arrival here of Harry Sher- as short subject booker at the M-Gman, supervisor of labor for Publix.
exchange to become manager of
the Orpheum, one of the houses of
Ferri Transferred to Coast
the Gusdanovic chain.
Frank Beck

—

Angeles
been signed by

THE FILM DA

— Robert
M-G-M

subjects.
He may
two reelers or as an actor
in features.

Cloy

Ma

for

tone

appear

and

siq

—

CINEMATOGRAPHERS

M

Ferri, Fox exploitation chief,
leaving for the Coast, where he is
to
make his headquarters.
Tom
Commisky is taking over editing of

Roger

is

"The Fox Dynamo," company

was promoted from poster clerk
short

subject

booker,

sales
er

Gallatin, Tenn.
Mae Allen Roth,
operator of the Palace, died here
after a prolonged illness of tubercu-

at

Detroit.

FOR RENT
BROWNING-llOW.

New York

of
state

i'hotographs taken at the Fall
Film Golf Tournament will be a feature of the Sept. 25 issue of "The N.
Y.
State
Exhibitor."
Duplicate
photos
are
being
distributed
to

has
joined Columbia Pictures with headquarters at Chicago, Cecil E. Mabcrry, general sales manager, announced yesterday.
He also has
named Sam Nathanson city salesman

all

IRVING

Recovered
H. Eddy, ownthe Princess and secretary of

City

Penn,

40th

St.

12S8-9

FOR LEASE

Gallatin Exhibitress Dies

—

& Howell— Akeley CamerasCameras Graflex Cameras
— Portable—Lights— Projectors.

to

exhibitor unit, has recovered from a recent operation.

Dan Roche With Columbia
Dan Roche, veteran exploiteer,

Still

succeeding

Film Tourney Pictures Featured

golfers.

Bell

sizes

W. H. Eddy
Indianola, la. — W.
the

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is liste«< in Chisaco;
(s)

Sam

Al Jolson Sailing

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)
(c)

York, formerly headed by

Denver.

organ.
•

New

Zierler.
He expects to liquidate assets of Commonwealth.
Thomas for
the last 20 years has been a salesman
and exchangeman in the
York
territory.

Completes Movietone Series

Chic

The Industry's
Date Book

Division
acquired

Pictures, New York, has
the Commonwealth Film Exchange,

M-G-M
Sale

First

of

made with sound.

Kurt

Financial

Harry Thomas

Sound Studies, formed by Pathe
and

TiLXLVNa. 70

Friday, September

i

Auditorium Theatri
SPOKANE
I

Opposite Palace Department Store

losis.

Rosenbaum

t

CaU

WAFILMS,

Properties, Inc.

OWNERS
1415 Flatiron Building

Inc.

New York

Walter A. Putter. Praa.
for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St., New York
Bryam 8181

^

i

t

'

Finance and negotiate large loan
for Theatre, Realty and
Industrial projects.

September

21,

DAILV

1928

lALOGUE

PIIODUCTIOM9

OUND

w

i

i

i
I

E

gratefully

acknowledge the

overwhelming response with

which Bristolphone has met
all

over the country. The

rush of orders has been tremendous.

I

Applications are pouring in so fast that

we must

I
I

take this occasion to apologize

them

I
I

I
I

Be

i

for not acknowledging

i
i
i

assured, these applications are being filed

sooner.

I

I

in the order of their receipt. Bristolphone

machines are being allotted accordingly.

I
i

inspiring to note the alertness of

I

the exhibitors of America to the box-

i

It is

office

value

chronizing

i
i

of the
system.

Bristolphone

syn-

To be worthy and

deserving of this whole-hearted confidence
I
will be the prime ideal of our business

i

i
I
I
i
I

policy.

i

M

i

Gotham
1650

Bristolphone Service Corp*

BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

Factories, Studio and Laboratory

Waterbury, Connecticut

i
I
I
I
i

I

I

I
i

mmm
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FIRST SIX RELEASES from
UNITED ARTISTS ALL WINNERS
United Artists 1928-1929 Schedule Considered by
Those In The Kno^v — As

BEST BUY for the NEW SEASON
Tremendous Box- JOHN
Office Value of "TEMPEST"
Nineteen United
The

3?-d release

is

BARRYMORE'S

(jreatest picture

Artists Pictures
Amazes Industry

picture.
taining."
rial,"

The

first

The second release

picture to be released

by United Artists for the
season was

new

'^STEAMBOAT

is

engrossing,

enter

"Strong First Run Mate,
Daily Review.
Release dat<

with Sound or Silent prints Oct. 13

TWO LOVERS
VM Bi ^^m

ffi

—

Human,

99

1
^

m
1

•l1

BILL JR."

1
'

0.
1f
w .m^

BflB^^^l^

Samuel

Goldwyn's

picture starring

COLMAN

and

great

RONALD

VILMA

Joseph M. Schenck presents
which played to
tional

business

13

weeks of sensa-

at

$2

Embassy, N. Y. C. and

top

at

NORMA TALMADGE

"THE WOMAN
DISPUTED"

the

now

packing them in at the Rivoli-United
Artists.
"Tempest" has also proved
a huge success in Phila., Detroit, St.
Louis, Boston, Atlanta, Los Angeles,
Pittsburgh,

A

is

JLA^r^^

Houston and Cleveland.

^^

Sam

Taylor Production with
Camilla Horn and Louis Wolheim.
Supervised by John W. Considine, Jr.
Musical synchronization by Hugo
Riesenfeld.
Now Booking Silent or
Sound.

The Following Three Pictures Prove
the picture that played Their Power by Pre-View Tests.
to big business for NINE weeks
starring Buster Keaton and Ernat the Embassy and now naD.
GRIFFITH'S
est Torrence is proving a fine
tionally released with sound efmoney maker all over. New^sfects or without.
papers and public credit it with
A
great success in Phila., Los
being one of the funniest comAngeles,
and all key points
edies ever released and by far
where
it
plays.
Musical score
Keaton's best.
and synchronization by Hugo with Jean Hersholt, Phyllis Haver,
Belle Bennett, Don Alvarado and
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck Riesenfeld.
Key city reports Sally O'Neil. Said
the Film Inspecand directed by Chuck Reisner. "Tremendous Business."
tor of Hollywood: "Griffith's best

"THE BATTLE
of the

SEXES"

^^^^1 ^^^^ULi.

>

.

Jm

^p «v^^^K^^i|0''^.

^^K'^^l^^^r

''.#i

HImd

is

W.

i

umIHI

BANKY.

This

in

A

Henry King Production

Gilbert

Roland.

with!

Directed

by

Henry King and Sam Taylor.

PHOTOPLAY

says: "It

is

doubtedly Norma's greatest
tribution

to

the

screen.

uncon-j

A

gorgeous production, a distinct
triumph." Available with Sound
or Silent prints Oct. 20th.

—

—
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Edwin Carewe presents

DOLORES DEL RIO

Herbert Brenon
Production

in

"LUMMOX"

"REVENGE"

SOUND
Every

United

Picture

Jr."

will

To

*'

be

witl
released
and Silent print!

Sound

December.

W.

D.

SILENT

entertainment or with

SONG"
William
Boyd
Goudal and Lupi

with
Jetta
Velez.

prepared

Scores

A

with Leroy Mason.
wood Filmograph

said

is

it

"Where is the Song o
Songs For
Me," bj

by Hugo Riesenfeld and special
theme songs by Irving Berlin.

Production
The Holly-

dranu

stirring

theme song

with

An Edwin Carewe

Griffith's

"'THE LOVEl

SOUND effects and musical synchronization.

Son

and

"iSorrel

of

Bill

bes

An

engrossinj
drama of human enio
tions well suited to th
genius of the directo

Steamboat
be prepared for

with the exception of

popular

seller.

Artists

Fanni

from

adapted
Hurst's

Irving Berlin in Movii
tone and sung by Mis:

Novem

Ready

Velez.
ber.

of the finest works of
screen art that Hollywood has
yet produced. Will click at the

"One

best

tion

A

Silent or Sound prints
able November 3rd.

avail-

adapted from the grea

A

MARY PICKFORD

her

in

Broadway's

greatest stage sucMiss Pickcesses.
ford will make this
powerful play as an
All Talking picture.
It will be a Sam

Taylor Production
and wiP be available

Sound or as Sientertainment
lent
in April.
in

GLORIA SW ANSON
"QUEEN KELLY"

in

di-

Von

Will be

hailed as this star's
finest

screen effort.

With Sound

effects

and dialogue. Prints
will

either

Sound

be

available
Silent

Byron.
e

m

A

or

in January.

bj
Presented
Pictures
Inc.
A tremendou;
drama of the war anc
played
part
bj
the

women,
rpsin

'able

from

this

Victor

Production. A tremendous
triumph for Miss
Banky. Sound or
Silent prints ready
Nov. 17th.
ing

"Tempest."

With

Sound

effects

PASSIONS'

in

With Alice Terry, Clar
Eames and Ivon Petro

A

the
the
cafes and the night

story

of

boulevards,

Chaplin

in
the most rollicking,
laughable role in his

clubs.

entire screen career.
Written and direct-

ed by Mr. Chaplin.
With musical sjmjchronized score. Release date Feb.

A

vitch.

and

big

February.

March.

"HELL'S

ANGELS'

RONALD COLMAN
first

starring

Greatest of air films
More than a year in th

making.

picture

Adapted

from

of

A

the

i

s s

Herbert Brenon
To be
productioru
released with Sound
or
dialogue
and

—November.

cas

Lyom

o n

Inc.,

and

under personal su

pervision

Hughes.

of

Howari

Soun<
Movietone.
Road Show Production

effects

Special

in

sea.

A

Silent

star

Ben

James Hall.
Produce<
by Caddo Productions

thrilling

the

N

Greta

Joseph
by
novel
Conrad. With Lily
Dimitri.

All

includes

"THE RESCUE"

story

pictur

by the director of "Th
Four Horsemen." Re
lease date,

his

novel

latest

Available

zation.

in

Ham

Cosmo

based on

synchroni-

musical

am

"THREE

Samuel Goldwyn presents

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

Disputed"

ilton's

follow

th

Rex Ingram Productioi

pop-

ular star to

by

directed

who made "Tol
"Th
David,"

"Stella Dallas." Avail
able in Sound or Silen
in March.

JOHN BARRYMORE in
an ERNST LUBITSCH
ture

Ru

the

Inspiration

date January.

great box-ofiice pic-

1

from

Hughes Red BooV

story.

Movietone. Release

Marion with Louis
Wolheim and Wal-

F

pert

in

score

musical

production. Another

ter

TO WAR'
adapted

have

Will

Kingr's

"SHE GOES

"The Three Muske-

by Frances

"CITY LIGHTS"

and

rected by Eric

Stroheim.

in

starring picture

of Love,

Henry

future adventures of

teers."

talkie

all

pic-

Joseph M. Schenck presents

THE AWAKENING"

"COQUETTE"

Written

first

in

Woman

Samuel Goldwyn presents

VILMA BANKY

sound eflect
Movietone
Ready December.

Dramatic

Tells of the

ture.

the pictures yet to be
released.

tremendous

stoi-

crook life particu
of
larly well suited for th
director of "The Bat.'

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in "THE IRON MASK"

grasped by studying

of

A

stage success.

Some idea of the
strength of the United
Artists lineup may be

One

Produo
be

will

"NIGHTSTICK"

A dynamic roDel Rio triumph."

theatres.

mance.

West

Roland

And what makes

the United
Artists line up particularly attractive is its selling policy
Each Picture Is Sold Individually
On Merit.

—
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Florida Staggers Under Hurricane Blow
>ALL

Recalling Florida Salesmen

HANGING OV[R

Atlanta

WEST PAIM BEACH
\tlanta— Desolation

at

West Palm

description and death
I'd suffering have cast a pall over
citv, M. C. Talley of S^parks headirte'rs at Lakeland, declared in a
elegram to E. T. Brown, head of
All forces
he Sparks office here.
co-operating on relief, with hos-

Uach beggars

facilities wholly inadequate to
Sparks' Arthe situation.
with
e
new and beautiful house, is
jle,
l,.sed, with water a foot deep in the
It is impossible to esuditorium.
imate the extent of the damage. The
lialto at West Palm Beach, also is
ooded. The Stanley at West Palm
Jeach is closed due to heavy dam-

— Salesmen

are

being

THEATER DAMACE STORY

by the hurricane, for belief is general that
enterprises v*rill be taken, before
amusement
a fearful toll from
staggering blow.
Business
second
this
from
the state recovers
previous
hurricane,
from
which
the
wallop
by
was given a terrific
will
the
demoralization
be
felt
and
recovering,
the state was just
come.
Several
exchanges
reto
time
long
a
at box offices for
salesmen
Florida,
from
their
in
doubtword
without
port they are
of the arisis caused

lessly because of the fact that telegraph lines are

—

dowa

il

Re.

>ops Are Hit for Second
Time in Arcadia District

—

Atlanta Xo property damage was
one at Arcadia, Fla., according to
dvice from Ernest Aiken, manager
f the Star there, but fruit crops susCitrus and truck
led a heavy loss.
.oins in the vicinity were almost
uined a year ago, and this second
isaster will cripple business for an-

if

ther year.

Publix Suffers Theater NEARLY
100 FLORIDA
Loss in the Southeast
(Continued from Page
HOUSES IN STORM PATH
practithe Garden in the same city,
1)

Dembow

declared
Miami was not so badly hit, but
elsewhere in the Southeast, the storm
In Columbia, S.
left various marks.
C, the power plant was put out of
commission, thus making it impossible for theaters there to operate.
Publix has sent a representative
to report in more detail on the
cally demolished.

South

effects of the twister.

Owmer at Alliance, O.
O.— H. L. Herkimer
Alliance,
bought the State from S. J. Knight.

New

Meager wire reports

indicate that
nearly 100 Florida theaters are embraced in the area devastated by the
hurricane.
Houses in the towns
swept bv the disaster are listed by
the
1927
as follows:
Arcadia Star and Palace.
Boynton Palmetto.
Bushnell Biddle. Franklyn and Sunland.
Dayton Beach Crystal, Kingston. Lyric.
Midway, New Florida, N. & I. Institute and

FILM DAILY YEAR

——
—

—

Vivian.

— Crescent and
Delray— Washington, Delray, Bijou and
Williams.
Deland — Athens, Dreka, Washington,
Williams.
Lauderdale— Queen, Sunset. Palace and
Garden Court.
Pierce— Sunrise and Rex.
Kissimee— Bon Air and Casino.
Lakeland — Lakeland.
Palace,
Princess,
Strand and Sparks Arcade.
Lake Worth — Liberty, Garden and Oakley.
Cocoanut
Dade City

Colonial.

Bi-

jou,
Ft.
Ft.

—

Miami Biscayne, Plaza. Capitol.
Grove, Community, Fairfax. Flaeler, Fotosho.
Hippodrome. Lincoln. Lyric, New Strand,
Paramount, Q.
Garden,
Olympia,
Palms,
Rialto Seventh Ave., Rosetta, Skydome, Temand Tower.
Beach Garden, Paramount, Palm
Beach and Beaux Arts.
Plant City Capitol and Lincoln Park.
Pompano Pompano.
St.
Petersburg Alcazar, Capitol. Dream.
Florida, La Plaza, Liberty, Patio, Phsil and

ple.

Tivoli

—

Palm

—— —

With the same

Staff of Brilliant

Rex.

Every Issue of

THE NEW YORK 6TATE

—

Arcade. Dixie, Flam
Grand, Kettler, Paramount, Rialto and

West Palm Beach
ing-o.

Writers and Cartoonists now^ a
Regular Semi-monthly Feature in

(Ccttiiyiucd

from Page

1)

scheduled here Oct. 25 between teams
of the University of California and
University of Sydney, Australia. Picture stars and executives are slated

(Continued from Page 1)

Barrist-Goodwin Publication

Wolfsohn

Miami have wired

pictures can measure up to American
standards, in the opinion of observers.
In the metropolitan centers, such
as St. Louis proper, this same feeling
does not exist, especially among the
regulars at the leading first run
houses. There the quality of the picture governs and if the film has class
it will go over, otherwise it will flop.

but

&

has

re-

Myers

of

to discontinue ser-

colored house
open the Lyric.
While information is lacking from

vice to the Lincoln,
there, but are keeping

many
and

theaters, the fact that power
light lines are out of commis-

sion

proves

that

undamaged,

were

theaters
forced

otherwise
to

close,

temporarily, at least.

Governor Making Survey
In Lake Okeechobee Zone
Atlanta

— So

serious

is

the

situa-

Lake Okeechobee region
Florida that Gov. Martin is mak-

tion in the
in

ing a personal survey to help direct
relief work, backing up his urgent
call for help.

Warner-First Nat'l
Deal is Nearly Set
(Continued from Page 1)

interests,

whose

principally William Fox,
likewise
interest
is

stock

heavy.

The remaining SO per cent of the
group which controls First National
is composed of Balaban & Katz, Spyros Skouras,
ers.

International Debate on
Value of Films Scheduled

Prejudice Over Imported
Films in St. Louis Zone

A

Monday and Tuesday

& Ruben

Stanley.

to attend.

^^'^M^Vfty $VPPLEMt/ST

Atlanta Cancellations being received by exchanges here tell an advance story of the appalling damage
suffered by theaters in the stricken
zone.
Instruction for discontinuance
of service have been received from
the Oakley theater, top of which was
blown off, and the Lake Worth
house. Grand, Winter Haven; Delray, Delray, which was badly damaged.
Roof of the Franklyn, at
Bushnell is gone and the Lyric, Daytona Beach is damaged, but is rushing repairs so will not close.
The
Dreka, Sparks house, was closed
opened.

BOOK

ML

CANCELLATIONS

from Florida, because

recalled

ners

Abe Blank,

Finkelstein

and other franchise hold-

Despite the fact that the Warhave the largest individual in-

First National, their holdings are not sufficient to swing control.
This would become possible,
however, if franchise holders who,
with the Stanley interests, have three
members of the board of six trustees decide to join forces with Warunderstood that they
It
is
ners.
have practically determined to do
terest in

this.

Their decision would result in the
formation of a new pool representing
about a 56 per cent interest in First
National.
est then

The

largest outside inter-

would be the Fox holdings

which represent 25 per cent or more,
the rest being scattered.

New Owner

at Biscoe, N. C.

C—

E. R. Burt has
purchased the Carolina from J. O.
Biscoe,

Childers.

N.

tHE

-^^^^^^
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HURRICANE RELIEF FUND

Appeal
To

Exhibitors, Producers, Distributors

and others

of the Motion Picture Industry
'T^HE American Red Gross is appealing to the Motion
Picture Industry for funds to help the stricken
people of the West Indies and Florida. In the past, in
similar disasters, you have been generous with your aid
you have given freely of your time, space, labor and
money. Therefore, the American Red Gross appeals to
you in confidence, knowing that its call will meet with
immediate response. The reports of loss of life are growing daily; the figures of damage to property mount by
-*-

—

millions.

The American Red Gross has established one fund
for both the West Indies hurricane and the Florida disaster known as "The West Indies Hurricane Relief
Fund." Gontributions should be sent to the American
Red Gross, 598 Madison Avenue.

You have been
generous

generous before, will you not be

now?
{Signed) Mortimer N, Buckner,

New

Chairman
York Gounty Ghapter and the Bronx.

AMERICAN RED CROSS

Friday, September 21, 1928

George Harvey A.M.P.A.

Coast Wire Service-

FBO

Ahead of Schedule
Serials Stage

85 PER CENT OE 1928-

29 PROGRAM COMPLETED
FBO

is entering the home stretch
Dn production of the 1928-29 product,
Five of
finder WilHam Le Baron.

specials synchronized with
Mix
sound; two of the three
Gold Bonds, with
eight
Specials;
four others under way; three of the
four Bob Steele pictures; five of the
six Buzz Barton pictures; the entire
Tylers, three of
series of seven
These
four Ranger pictures.
the
comprise around 85 per cent of the
1928-29 schedule.

the

six

Tom

Tom

Fox Contract for Betty Collins
Betty Collins, a 'discovery' by
Charles Klein, Fox director, has been
placed under contract to that organisation and will be seen in a featured
role in "White Silence," Klein's next
assignment.
Santell

Going East

Alfred Santell, director for the next

Vilma Banky picture to be made by
United Artists, will take five members of the troupe to

New York

on

location.

for

Carl

Madge Bellamy's

next

story

Fox.

La Cava Directing Corinne
Gregory La Cava is to direct Corinne Griffith in '"Saturday's Children."
Forrest Halsey prepared the
adaptation.

States

Return to popularity of serial pictures is one of the features of the
1928 season, according to Carl Laemmle.
"Fans from all parts of the world,"
said

Laemmle, "have been writing

in

asking us to make chapterplays.
It
it in response to this demand of the
moviegoers that Universals plans to

make

five

of

them

in

recting.

To

Title "Farmer's Daughter'

Graham has been

signed to

"The Farmer's Daughter" for
Fox. This is a rural comedy featur-

title

ing Arthur Stone and Marjorie Beebe directed by Norman Taurog.

New

Norman Taurog

Sills

Vehicle

Leo

Julian to Direct for M-G-M
Rupert Julian is to direct a mystery picture for M-G-M.

Norworth Sigrned for Guinan Film
Jack Norworth has been signed for
"Queen of the Night Clubs," Vitaphone picture starring Texas Guinan.

M-G-M
M-G-M

write and direct talkers.

Razing Lasky Bam
Paramount plans to raze the historic Lasky barn, birthplace of the
company's

make way

production
for a

sound

activity,
to
film projection

room.

EUers Cast
Director Hobart Henley has cast
Sally

Sally Filers for the feminine lead in
"Nize Baby," by Milt Gross. Other
principals include: Harold Waldridge,
Tenen Holtz, Vera Gordon, Hank
Mann and Alexander Carr.

Green to Direct Marion Daviea
Alfred Green has been engaged by
M-G-M to direct Marion Davies'
As
next picture, as yet untitiled.
Miss

Davies

is

in

London

at

Newest

the

secretary.

L.

Selig.

A.

Auditing:

P.

Waxman, Hopp Hadley,

Is

of

contract, with guarantees of oneweek delivery being made. Houses
which have installed the machines
are: Burke, Star and Arcadia, the
Bronx, and the Sanders, Brooklyn.
The device employs
amplifica-

RCA

tion.

The machine

is sold on a time paywith 600 recorded compositions furnished as a library. Cue
sheets on all pictures are to be pre-

ment

basis,

pared, and supplied to exhibitors at
a $5 weekly fee.

Business Betterment Is
Seen in St. Louis Zone
(Continued from Page

Leon Bambeiger.

than they did at higher

Dinner committee: Don Hancock,
chairman. Jack Harrower, Leon Bamberger,
Edward Klein, Lou Rydell, Tom Wiley and
Hopp Hadley.
Art: Theodore Jaedicker, director, Karoly
Grosz and Morris Meyer.
"AMPA Bulletin": J. D. Trop, editor
and business manager.
National Counsellor of U. S. Chamber of
Commerce: Al. Fineman.
Service
committee:
Eberhardt,
Walter
chairman, Bruce Gallup, Jim Milligan, Lou
Rydell and Joe Fine.
Publicity: Rutgers Neilson, J. D. Trop
and John Level.

ters of the

T. N.T

C. L. Yearsley.

McEvoy

barrage at the increative brains are
needed in the making of pictures,"
he declared, but gave the publicity
men a break, asserting that "they are
twice as clever as the men who produce pictures." While the technical.
dustry.

fired a

"More

Devices

{Continued from Page 1)

1)

Theazone have been hard hit

by the protracted lay

level.

off of miners.

and promotion phases of the
industry have progressed, McEvoy
said, production has not.
He assailed producers for not allowing
authors to have more "say" in producing their stories.
The public
doesn't give "a damn" about stage
presentations, the writer declared.
Shipman, just returned from South
America and Louisiana, boosted the
state as suitable for production activities and said that the State Chamber of Commerce is ready to co-operate with picture companies.
Don
Hancock read a letter from Senator
Arthur Capper expressing his regret
at being unable to attend.
sales

KiC>A%Y K^T-

KAT
KRAZY
SENTENCES YOU TO

Edwards at M-G-M Studio
Gus Edwards has arrived at

the
studios to take up his duties
in assisting production of sound pic-

M-G-M

iEiM.

tures.

Making "Haunting Melody"
"The Haunting Melody," an original by John Farrow, is to be produced as a talker by Paramount, with
Gary Cooper and Fay Wray cofeatured.

Haines' Next Set

William Haines

is slated to make
Out,"' with James
Cruze directing, as his next production for M-G-M.
Before starting,
Haines will spend a vacation in

I
'

Animated by Ben. Harrison
and Manny Gould

|
I

GALORE
LAUGHS
CARTOONS
ANY
WHILE SEEING

OF HIS

"The Duke Steps

New

York.

the

present time, this film will not go
into production until her return in
October.
Green directed "Sally,"
"Irene," "The Music Master," and
"Is Zat So?"

the

Advisory council: P. A. Parsons, Paul
Gulick and Frank Wilstack.
Membership: Hopp Hadley, chairman, Joe
Fine, Julian Solomon, also the treasurer and

Contract
has been placed
contract by Fox.

under long term
His initial assignment is direction of
a series of Movietone short subjects
starring Clark and McCullough. Following this, he is scheduled to make
a Movietone feature.
Preparing

of

appointment of a service committee
which will function as an employment
clearing department for A. M. P. A.
Other committees anmembers.
nounced are as follows:

Trustee:

Stone in Fox Cast
Arthur Stone has been signed for
a featured role in Raymond Cannon's current production for Fox.
Conrad Nagel, June Collyer and
Sharon Lynn appear in the leads.

to

Delf Joins

Gotham supervisor.
Announcement was made

mate,

1928."

Birinsky, German author, and
Dr. Josef Laszlo, Hungarian writer,
are preparing continuity of "The
Comedy of Life," Milton Sills' next
picture for First National.

Harry Delf has joined

administration
of the A. M. P. A. had an auspicious
start yesterday at the weekly lunGuests
cheon at the Paramount.

Finance: president, secretary, treasurer and

F. N. Signs Prival
Lucien Prival has been signed by
First National for a prominent part
in "The Stolen Kiss," Billie Dove's
current vehicle.
Frank Lloyd is di-

Screenaphone

The George Harvey

A.

Garrett

Bow

were J. P. McEvoy, Nellie Revell,
Ernest Shipman and Harold E. Shu-

Comeback,

Laemmle

Taurog Signs

Lazarus Signed
Sidney Lazarus has been signed to
write

Administration In

Developing Accompaniments
Rudolph Berliner is busy at the
Pathe Studios working out sound
accompaniments for "Show Folks"
and "Captain Swagger."

PRODUCED AND PRESENTED BY

CHARLES
Paramount

B.

MINTZ

MINTZ Cartoons

'\~
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Price 25 Cents

A PAUL FEJOS PRODUCTION
Supervised by Carl Laerrvmle, Jr.

PRACTICAL GUIDES

TO

B. O.

DRAWING

POWER AND

ENTERTAINMENT
VALUE

Use them

in

your bookings

Film Daily Revie^wrs
the recognized authority

CONCISE, THOROUGH, UNBIASED,
RELIABLE TIPS ON
ALL THE FEATURE
RELEASES

...

**

-^

Authentic - Reliable
Complete -Filmdom *s
Book of Reference
For Past Ten Years

1929 FILM

YEAR BOOK
Now

in

Preparation

BIGGER AND BETTER
IN EVERY RESPECT

Covers Everything

Goes Everywhere

:

Greater N. Y. Buying Combine

to

Disband Dec.

1

iTHE
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F. N.

Sunday,

DEAL

to

failed
it

is

the final details will

materialize

Fri-

understood that
be straightened

out today.

KimN

very close to consummation and in quarters familiar with
the negotiations it is taken for granted that it will be closed momentarily.

The

deal

Canada Test Today on
Sound Film Patents

—

Forest
Montreal Whether
De
Phonofilm of Canada, Ltd., has priority rights in the Dominion over Mois

the question at issue here

Saturday in case brought by the
former to restrain presentations of
Movietone at the Palace and to col-

The test
of $25,000.
case is expected to have a large bearing on Western Electric sound equipment installations throughout the Dominion.
The De Forest firm claims
infringement of patents.
damages

lect

Fanchon

&

Marco Remain

W. C,

Franklin Says
Seattle — Fanchon & Marco, presen-

with

tation firm, is to remain with West
Coast Theaters, Harold B. Franklin

Members Wanted Release

SIIU

First In

IN

im, mi SHOWS

is

Television

vietone

made

is

still

in

infancy,

its

Radio World's Fair
at Madison Garden, New York, show.
Radio authorities are cautioning the
public not to expect too much soon
from radio pictures. One authority
tests

at the

declares that television is in the same
state as the automobile of 25 years
ago.
No set will be marketed on a big
scale until it is as easy of operation
and fool-proof as the radio receiving
set of half a dozen years ago, it is believed. One chief defect of television
at present is that pictures transmitted
are lacking in many details.

Film Held Unharmful
to Morals in India
Motion pictures, and particularly
American-made motion pictures, are
completely absolved of any deleterious effect on Indian audiences, in a
book-length

report

of

the

Indian

Cinematograph Commission, a govstated
at
a
meeting of company ernment body. A complete copy of
managers here. He also announced the report has just reached this counthat

new

theaters are to be built at

Spokane, Wash., and Billings, Mont.

New Type

of Display Is

Introduced by Paramount
Color-Paint is the name of a new
display being put out by the ad sales
department of Paramount. It is the
size of a one-sheet containing hand
colored photographic enlargements
scenes from particular pictures.
The first display is for "Wings."

of

20,500

U. S.

Washington

Houses

— United

Commerce

state-

ment. Total of 15,000 features
are required annually by these
theaters.

American motion pictures
tute 78 per cent of the footage
(Continued on Page 2)

consti-

shown

First in the industry to respond to the Red Cross appeal
for aid in the Hurricane Relief

Playhouse

Fund,

Operating

Co., has set aside Oct. 2 as a
day of relief and will donate
the day's receipts to the fund,

Eschmann, general man-

E. A.
ager,

stated

company has

Friday.
a chain

New York

Greater

RCA Names

The
of

13

houses.

Foreign Dept. Heads

Mayer Arriving

in N. Y.
for Series of Confabs

Louis B. Mayer is arriving in New
York Saturday for conferences with

M-G-M officials in connection with
proposed new contract of John Gilbert.
While in the East, he will map
plans for sound pictures which are
to be filmed at the Cosmopolitan
studio in New York.

Week of Headlines
A
MONDAY:

flash: An amalgamation between
and RCA Photophone in the wind.
Denied tip and down and several other ways. Very well.
The rest of the story ran something like this

Hollywood

Western

Electric

\ report published on the Coast stated financiers interested connected with the larger film companies had formed a pool to bring
about the proposed amalgamation to reduce installation costs and to
assure interchangeability of systems and patents.
Maybe you think that's a bad idea.
Sound films and what to do about them will be one of the
.

.

matters discussed at the M.P.T.O. convention across the border
in Canada next month. John Eberson, architect, who knows his
theaters, will talk. So far no politics have appeared on the horizon. Let's hope it stays that way. Telling the assembled exhibitors how to make money is considerably more vital than de(Continued on Page 12)

to Negotiate Deals

on Theaters
Members of the Greater New York
exhibitor co-operative Friday were
freed from their contract on purchasing of films, at a meeting called for
the purpose.
They also were freed
of all obligations to the association
until Dec. 1, when it is expected the
organization will be disbanded. Aaron
Sapiro, president of the organization,
presented the resolution releasing
members

Commercial,

Establishment of a commercial department and appointment of E. O.
Heyl to develop RCA-Phonophone
business abroad were announced Friday by RCA-Photophone directors,
Leroy P. Sawyer, for years connected with General Electric, heads the
new conmiercial department.

.

States
has 20,500 of the 50,000 picture
houses in the world, according
to a Dept. of

Cents

SAPIRO ASS'N TO WITHDRAW

Expected action on the Warner deal
working arrangement for First

for a

National

Price 25

1928

23,

"BOYCOTT" BY BIG THREE LEADS

18

STILL BEING NEGOTIATED

day night, but

September

to

buy

their

own

films.

In presenting the resolution Sapiro
said that the membership goal of 75
per cent of Greater New York independent exhibitors never had been
obtained, with but 50 per cent of the
group enrolled, that "three leading
film producers" boycotted the association and that members sought sale
or consolidation with other interests.
Sapiro recommended that the association continue its legal existence,
so it may be renewed if members desire, stating he stands ready to "go
with you in whatever direction you
choose to turn." He said he has received nothing for his services, and
under present circumstances will receive nothing.

Like other booking combines formed by independent exhibitors, the Sapiro organization encountered distribEfutor resistance from the start.
forts to buy film met with but slight
response, with a number of companies declared openly opposed to servThis was in line
ing the circuit.
with a policy enunciated last year
by distributors, when they declined
to serve some booking combines, declaring that to buy product for a
given theater, the buyer must own
at least a 50 per cent interest in the
house.
Opposition of distributors was reiConiinued on Page 2)

S55,000 Advance
sales on "The SingFool," Al Jolson vehicle
at the Winter Garden,

Advance
ing

now

New

York,

ported
$55,000.

as

Friday were retotaled
having

September

Sunday,
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Paper

1)

garded as having culminated in the
case of the Sapiro group against Madelphia.
yer & Schneider when that firm
by
given
Dinner for film industry
This reChamber of Com- booked M-G-M product.
Aeronautical
merce of America at Waldorf As- sulted in injunction proceedings, with
toria. New York.
legality of the Sapiro group under
meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers. Whiteface Inn, Lake Placid. New York.
of

fall

Singer"

Sept. 27 "Jazz

opens at

Piccadilly,

Oct.
Oct.

court.

fire in

The

application for the

M. & S. was denpresaged defeat for the

injunction against
ied.

Many

organization from that point.
recommended
yesterday
Sapiro
Y..
N.
Colony.
30 Universal reopening
(hopping of the appeal from the M.
with "Lonesome."
M-G-M's London theater, the Em- & S. decision and to leave any other
1
pire, opens.
action against the circuit in connec8-10 M.P.T.O. fo Michigan convention tion with dues, to the discretion of
at Kalamazoo.
the administrative committee.
Sa|)iro

London.

Oct.

*(s)

12
12

(c)

16-17-18
at

Annual M.P.T.O. A. convention
Toronto.

a trip to the

Film Held Unharmful
to Morals in India

Officials

mining Indian culture and having a
harmful effect on moral concepts.

Middle West.
at

Fox Opening

William Fox, Jack Leo and Maj.
John Zanft headed the list of Fox
notables who attended opening of the

new Fox

theater

at

Detroit,

5,000-

scat house.

pfd

Insp.
First Nat. pfd
.

PACK
7

3

.

Ernst Laemmle Going Abroad
Ernst r.arniiiili.-, Universal director,
is en route to Berlin to recover his
Six months ago he was in
health.
an automobile accident.

'366
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1,800

2,600
100
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...
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(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

pfd.

P.

Roxy "A"

31

...

projected by reflected

is

film for the present,
primarily for
use.
The spools are

designed

non-theatrical
exposed, the projection mechanism
being enclosed in a glass enclosed
box with a wooden lamphouse. Two
250-ampere lamps, placed in front of
the aperture, provide light from projection.
The film is printed on but
one side, a special invention preventing sprocket tears.
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was demonstrated in New York
Thursday by tlie Graves Holding
Corp., headed by George B. Graves,

New
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'366
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light
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26'A
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(s) Fox Fm. "A". 103^ 102^^ 103 54
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 29}/^
28J^ 28.^
9
*(c) Intern. Proj
*(!)) Keiths
6s
46
9354

Skouras, St. Louis.

Loew's 167th St. Opens
With N. T. Granlund as master
ceremonies and a number of stars
Loew's 167th
Bronx, opened Thursday.

attendance,

St.,

of
in

the

BROOKS

Plymouth Exhibitor Killed
Reuben Deisler.
owner
of the Deisler was killed when
1)
(.Continued from Page
his automobile was struck by a train
in India and Burma, and the com
near Tiffin.
With him at the time
Indian
the
of
mission,
created
by
act
Cresson E. Smith Returns
of
the
accident
were his wife and
Cresson E. Smith, assistant gen- Legislative Assembly, was asked to
twelve year old daughter who escaped
from
that
films
on
charge
report
the
United
Arof
manager
eral sales
the western hemisphere were under- with minor injuries.
tists, has returned to New York from
Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
Nov. 25 Paramount. Brooklyn, opens.
Nov. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.

do

16

.179

Film

*{s)

"Boycott" Leads Sapiro Paper Film Projected by
Reflection Demonstrated
Ass'n to Withdraw

opens in PhilaSept. 22 Met. Stanley house

Sept.

11

Sales

96 54
94J^

..

Iiid.

Kodak

CInse
32

do units ... 34
8
do com. ...
Skouras Bros.. 47
Stanley Co.
f,'
*(o) Technicolor ..

(.Continued

Opening

East.

Friedrichstrasse,

The Industry's
Date Book
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INTO NO MAN'S LAND
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ADVENTURER, THE
KIT CARSON
7
ALBANY NIGHT BOAT
MAN-MADE WOMAN
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BITTER SWEETS
MOTHER KNOWS BEST
9
BLONDE FOR A NIGHT
RIVER PIRATE
7
j^URNING BRIDGES
SINGING FOOL
9
^CAMERAMAN. THE
WATERFRONT
C
DANCE FEVER
H/H/P, THE
7
DETECTIVES
WICKEDNESS PREFERRED
6
DIVINE SINNERS
6
HOME,
JAMES
YORK
NEW
DOCKS OF
SHORT SUBJECTS

Fredman. The
Great Marlborough St., W.

Film Renter. 58.
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THE NAME VDU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
B'WAY. N.Y
ALSO Z5,0OO

14.37

I

TEL 5560

COSTUMES TO

PENN.
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York's Newest and Finest Hotel
Around
district,

corner from

the

readily

accessible

New
to

York's exclusive shopping

leading

and railroad
and away

theatres

terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially correct

from the noise and turmoil of the business district. The
Park Central enjoys a location distinctly unique in its
advantages.

Let Us Solve Your Vvohlems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as

I

JMAPTLT NEAR THE
CENTER OE THINGS

The Park Central. New York's newest and
where you will find advantages heretofore unElectric
known to American Hostelries Radio outlets
Period Salons and Roof Patios for priRefrigeration

Come

to

finest hotel,

Specialists in

—

.

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

.

.

.

.

.

Florentine
Swimming Pool
vate social functions
other
Grill, featuring the Park Central Grill Orchestra
Single rooms, five
features, equally unusual and desirable.
Double rooms, eight dollars per
dollars per day and up.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Stebbins,
1$40

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCOKPORATKD

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

.

.

day and up.

THE PACr CENTCAl
FIFTY-FIFTH STKEET AT 7th

NEW YORK OTY

AVENUE

i<

WEST PALM BEACH'S MAIN STREET
motion

picture.

in hurricanes grip. One of series of stills from great PAKAMOUPsT NEWS Florida Hurricane
Used by leading newspapers everywhere with credit to PARAMOUNT NEWS.

PARAMOUNT NEWS
beats all competitors
with first pictures of

FLORIDA
HURRICANE
On

screens of

New York

theatres

SEPTEMBER 20th. Air
MORNING, SEPTEMBER

THURSDAY AFTERNOON,

mailed to whole country
21st.

No

FRIDAY

extra charge to subscribers.

DAILY
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23,

FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

ARTHa

By
He

made him.

NEW YORK

"Sonny Hoy," aboul whom
the picture is written, and

is

main song in
he gives one of the best
the

CRITICS PRAISE

GRAPHIC—*

wow. * * *
"The Jazz Singer" was an amazing boxoffice success,
and by that criterion 'The

JOLSON'S SINGING FOOL"

*

•

Singing Fool" will be an avalanche.
This picture, at last, is justification for the
talkies, an impressive and effective demonstration of what an outstanding voice and
a great personality, combined with the acting ability that Jolson consistently exhibited
througli every reel, can do for the tynchronized pictures.
"The Singing Fool" is so
much ahead of every other sound picture
thus far made it shouldn't be mentioned in
• There are sequences
their list.
of "The
Singing Fool" we'd like to hear several times
again.
But go and see it and rave, too.
'

Consensus of

critical

opinion of

all

New York daily newspapers on "The
Singing Fool" now in its first week
at the Winter Garden, follows:
AMERICAN —"The

Singing Fool"

one

is

of the slickest, to be real slangy, pieces of
silver sheet entertainment we have ever seen.
* * * It is safe to say that if Mr. Jolson

you as "Tlie Jazz Singer" he will
for his
thrill you as "The Singing Fool,"
histrionic improvement, with his vocal stuf?
and strong personality, would make him a
hit even in a one-man show, and this picture doesn't attempt to be that. * » * Last
but indeed not least, is David Lee, tlie
sweetest baby we've ever seen on the screen.
There is no need to describe "Sunny Boy,"
for even superlatives would fail to put across
his charm.
"The Singing Fool" undoubtedly is one of the best pictures that has ever
reached Broadway and if your amusement
allowance isn't much, spend most of it at the
Winter Garden. For tlie picture abounds in
love interest, comedy, pathos and the atmo-

—

HERALD-TRIBUNE— For

pleased

sphere that theatergoers revel

in.

DAILY MIRROR — Jackie

may

Coogan

have been a remarkable child actor, but it's
time for him to wrap up his crown and deliver it to a chubby 4-year-old named David
Lee, who has stolen "The Singing Fool" from
Al Jolson. * *
has a more universal appeal
than "The Jazz Singer."
It ought to be a
riotous

*

*

The

story itself
more than an excuse for Jolson to
his popular Winter Garden songs.
hit.

DAILY NEWS—*
them

*

*

is

little

is

sing

all

going to crowd

the Winter Garden as long as
content to serve his tremendous
array of fans with photographed fare instead
of an in-the-flesh performance.
If the actor
into

Jolson

wanted

is

to retire

—

tomorrow

—which

he doesn't,

we're sure the talkie film he offered last
night would be sufificient to maintain his popularity forever and a day. * * * Al completely sells his personality in this "Singing Fool."
He is wholly delightful throughout a two hour session of cinema, most of
which is given over to his own use. * * *
At times the story falls short, but always
Jolson jumps in, catches it up and makes
you laugh or cry.
It's a movie to which
you're reacting every minute.
Not a dull
moment in the full 120. • • » Tlie real hit
of the evening, however, outside of Al, is
little
David Lee, a 3-year-old actor who

must have been
\ itaphone,
he's

is

the

(|uite

Jackie

bom

His

one.

diction,

via

entrancing and intriguing. And
cutest thing we've seen since

Coogan was a

child.

he is, above
things, the master salesman of his time.
Without any particular epoch-making talent
for singing or dancing or clowning,
he has
the tremendous ability to put over n.it
on.'y
what skill he possesses in each of his fields,
but also to impress you with an individuality
that, through its sheer gusto, dominates
its

EVENING JOURNAI.—

handkerchiefs were very much in evidence
last night
and not all the users had colds
either. * * * But despite several too
obvious

—

EVENING WORLD-Indeed,

it

is

aimed

straight at the box-office, that bugaboo
of
a success or failure.
But this one is
aimed so straight that it never will strike
the red side of the Irooks in that
hoxoffiice.
As a performance, Jolson's work is a vast
improvement over that in "The Jazz Singer,"
and, as the millions who have seen that
first

many

effort

will

no mean order. But
as a story, "The Singing Fool" falls
a trifle
attest,

this is

short of Its predecessor. • * * Jolson
is. of
course, the whole picture.
Josephine
who portrays the part of the wife, is Dunn,
quite
good.^but her role is vastly unsympathetic.
.

movie

.'^
^°y picked
P?""',by^<^?'
lots
Jolson, is great,

can just rest assured

that

this

up on the
and you

picture

has

is
one of the first daily
newspapers of the country to
devote part of its picture page
to sound pictures.
W. Ward
Marsh, photoplay editor, has

er"

inaugurated a Sound Picture
Question Box.
All questions
on talkers submitted by fans
will be answered.
Marsh says
that this poHcy was adopted
because his department has received so many questions from
readers.

ON SOUND
Minneapolis
sound in this

IN

NORTHWEST

— Everybody
territory,

is

talking

but the ma-

them don't know what it's
about, so far as permanency of
somid pictures is concerned.
The
talking picture vogue might be referred to as a whispering campaign,
for the majority of exhibitors of the
territory don't even like to talk about
it,
because of the cost of sound rejority of
all

producing installations.
Northwest Theater Circuit (Finhowever, one of the best entertainments in
New York.
This is hokum at its peak, kelstein & Ruben) is going in heavily
hokum that frankly asks for tears and is on the sound
movement, with 25 thegiven them ungrudgingly.
aters slated to be wired in key and
audience. * *
The Jolson presence in a
TELEGRAM As a motion picture "The semi-key towns, but other small
him that is practically a monologue for him
Singing Fool" is no world beater.
In fact,
would be enough to make the success of
the considered aside from Jolson and the Vita- towns might just as well forget about
production, hut when this is combined
with phone trappings, the most you can wire the
the sound racket for the present.
a
Laugh. Clown, Laugh" story, the box
folks
about is a simple and occasionally There
office
potentialities
are practically
are a lot of inquiries on the
endless
cloying
little
story
about
singing
waiter
a
In a word, —The Singing Fool"
is,
if
this
subject being made, but a watchful
department is any judge of such matters
already a financial success.
But then, how can you consider a Jolson waiting attitude has been adopted by
Taken just as a
motion picture, the photoplay is
picture aside from Jolson ?
The giant vital- the rank and file.
nothing to
get excited about. * * * What
"The Singing ity of the man would blind you to the de-

—

'

Ar.°L
drama
Olson

Even

man

^^ '^''^" ^°' '^ ""' a screen
at all, but a grand side
show that the
alents have provided for his
admirers.
Hiough the him is essentially
a

T^u

afl^air,

would be unfair

It

one-

omit

to

work provided by the support the
Most distinguished, perhaps? is ng
h?
contribution o
a child actor named David
Lee, who. both vocally
and pantomimicaHy

excellent
players.

""'"^"^^'^ "^"-'"g ^"d believable

actor.
It

httlte

doubtful if there is any
other actor
on the screen who could
have lent the*"''^
touch
of sincere pathos that
Jolson has * *
ia

^"'P^thy and sentirnem
umcnt, "an'd
/"If'''' role,
and t'lf'
the leading
payed bv anv
but an artist such as
Jolsot^ is, mtht have
P^P^rtions of supe"time:i'
'i^'^

tSty.''^.

to be congratulated
pic^?e"Th,Vh^
picture,
which will bring

upon

this

Jolson even greatef

jSl'z

^''

•'"

SiiVger

POST— Biit

^"' Vitaphone
was

it

_

with

a

fi?mf

ballad

"The
called

Hkrit°^ilrkeir?^i!'c!irit.^-«^-'>"-'<=-^^

They wrote
T"' "

hkfT

this
i'^'^

^ J"^\ " «''>' •'"'' "I'-'tidlin tnd ah
"t-mental. and for each such
tingling

ZV^
mood f
there

a song.

is

^

(Jreadfully bromidic
?r"-,rfi\-'°i"\'''
'^'"'"' '••\"«''ter, and a child
dym, .1!?
trying
to come back-don't
"2,"
")
be H..^deceived.
Before you get a chance to be

mean and carping about anything

n„3^^"

'"'«'"

like

that

with

the most
'"''""
''"^''/"? stopping of chants, the
T*!lyrical
gayest of
fo<jlishness. * * * for ail its
familiar hokum he played
it
with all sincerity and genuine feeling,
particulariy in
those scenes with his little son,

youngster

''S-'''"

named David

'.'"«
v ^^.vi—'^y.^
Singing

Even

in

the

with

the
I'ool"

Warners have done
proves what "The

exhilaration
a

a story half

as faltering as that of

Winter

of

last

Garden

night's

audience

sobbing in the aisles and Al Tolson weeping
cheerfully upon the
stage.
"The Singing
tool
did not seem a great picture.
It is,

COMPEETE ORGANIZATION

TIMES— Mr.

Jolson has put a great deal
of feeling into bath his singing and acting
in
this new
offering,
in
which there are
*
peculiarly appealing bits of sentiment.
The chief interest, in this production, however, is not in its transparent narrative, but
*
*
in Mr. Jolson's inimitable singing.
The story of this offering is never tedious
and it is cleverly and shrewdly pictures.
The dialogue is a little halting. » * *

WORLD— He

brought

superbly, timed them
was he in better voice.

off
melodies
his
skilfully,
and never

The Vitaphone,

still

irritatingly Ixjisterous in its volume, did seem
to capture to a grea,ter degree than ever before the peculiarly adaptable quality of Mr.
Jolson's vocalizing, and this is promising.
* * * It is sob stuff, no end, and incredible.
Even so, the fine playing of Mr. Jolson in
several scenes designed to promote the deepest of human despair is affecting and genuine, * * * It is a show which will continue
to amaze you,
even ,though you've alrea<ly

heard the movies

Of SOUND DEVICE MERGER
Berlin

— Organization

of a

firm

in

which all German sound systems are
merged is now complete and is
known as the Tobis Sound-Film
Syndicate.
Kurt Sobernheim, general manager of the Commerz and
Privatbank, lias been elected president
and Consul-General Bruckmann vice
president.
Dr. Bausback, formerly
is a member of the board.
The Triergon Music Co., which

of Ufa,

forms part of the organization, has
increased

its

capital.

talk.

Final Settlement

Made on

Western Elec. Labor

Row

While agreement on labor difficulties which held up manufacture of
Movietone and Vitaphone sets was
made some time ago by Western
Electric and the labor unions involved final settlement was not made
until Tuesday of this week.

played by a

Lee.

V
o'"^
Jazz Singer- hinted, a strong hint and one
taken by every producer.
The talking picture IS practicable, inevitable and, in this
case
at least, povyerful.
"The Singing Fool" jus'
tihcs the Vitaphone and all the
experiments
that have hitherto passed as talking
pictures

cheering,

of

"The Singing Fool," * * * first and last,
"The Singing Fool'; spells J-O-L-S-O-N,
which means one ringing echo in the Winter
Liarden for many moons to come.

t.""K

» *

*

the\^e

?'

fects

story for and around Al
''™' '^'^ the saying goe^

tear-jerkers,

the picture is good entertainment.
And Jolson's work in it is a great
improvement over his first screen appearance.

DEVELOf MEMS AWAITED

?''.

w^v.

* *
Has all
the ingredients of popular success. *
» The
story itself, it is one's duty to report, becomes overly sentimental at times.
But

Box

Cleveland— "The Plain Deal-

a box-office

'*

'

Question

boy performances

years.

in

1928

SOUND

THE

IN

Sunday,

U. S. Debates if Talker
Film or Phonograph Disc
Whether sound

pictures should be
classified as films or phonograph records is a problem confronting the appraises stores in New York.
Tariff
on films, it is pointed out, is levied
on a lineal foot basis while a 30 per
cent ad valorem tax is provided on
phonograph records.

Kane Getting Set on N. Y.
RCA-Photophone Prod.
Robert T. Kane has selected the
vehicle which will be produced
at
Sound Studios, the Manhattan
plant in New York, just taken over
by Sound Studios, which was formed
by Pathe and FBO for manufacture
first

RCA-Photophone products. Sound
proofing and electrical installations
have been completed.
The RCAPhotophone truck now working in
New York wil Ibe utilized for all exteriors of talkers made with the procof

A

ess in New York.
tors and cameramen

staff of direc-

has

been

en-

gaged.

ittr;

out

Talkers for Vancouver
Vancouver- First talking picture
will be presented Oct. 1 at the Capi-

—

"\

Qo
?rea
les

tol

here.
Sled'

A

THE
lunday,

September

23,

jg^

DAILY

1928

PICTURES

TIPS

ON

EQUIPMENT

VARIOUS DEVICES
AVAILABLE

AND

NOW

<SDDY

Entohasizing Sound

in

lAKLAND SOLD HARD ON

SOUND- AND

Newspaper Copy

Km SOLD

ARE PHONOrHM-EQUIPPED

—

London

Oakland, Cal. Sold and kept sold!
n a word, this describes how talking
)ictiires have been put over in Oakand b)' the \'itaphone theater. The
act that this house is the only one
n the city so far wired, has been of
naturally, but J. G.
jreat benefit
Hunter, managing director, evidenced

good

snse

Olga Tschechowa, and "The Meistersinger," Ludwig Berger production.

including
feet
of
shorts,
sketches with Ernie Lotinga, George
Robey and other vaudeville stars.

London houses Phonofilm-equipped are: Old Kent House, Woolwich Hippodrome. Kennington theater. Rivoli. Whitechapel road; Empire, Mill End: Shakespeare. Lavender Hill; the Palaceum. Commercial
Road; Kilburn Palace. Camden Hippodrome. Broadway. New Cross;
Putney, Hippodrome, Stamford Hill
Cinema and Palace, Southall.

A

"dope capsule" proved one inNot new. but
terest-arousing stunt.
effective.
out, the

Ten thousand were passed
copy reading:

You Thrill
Drive
See and Hear "Lights of New
The First Complete Talking
York.'
One Hundred Per Cent
Picture.
Talking Thriller—-A Great Cast—
Novelty.
Great
Story A
Great
Starts Aug. 4 Vitaphone Theater."
Cohen, outlining some of the de-

"Dope— Will

Mad!

—

tail

Baltimore Firms Merged
Baltimore Durkee Theatrical
terests have sold the Palace to
Theater Co. and have bought
Wing from Gaertner Bros, who
operate the Ritz company.

—

were tagged from each explana-

billboards referring to
theater and the attraction were
broadcast in jewelry stores and other
places of business where larger display was not possible.

of various stunts, states:

"We

have

made our

advertising

attractive, not only in the papers but

on the board.
"We had a

splendid tie-up for
'Glorious Betsy' which attracted a
great deal of attention. Secured the
Thorfinest florist store in Oakland
sted's

—and

—

had

an

enlargement

in

The company has made about

100,000

three weeks of effort, arranged a tieup with the H. C. Capwell Co., the
finest department store in Oakland.
The best window in the store was
turned over to a layout which included a Simplex projector, various
pieces of sound equipment all propTwo large charts
erly placarded.
flanked the display on which the detailed explanation of the mechanism
appeared, while strips of Movietone

Miniature

be-

the firm states.
British International has put sound
effects into "After the Verdict," directed by Henrik Galeen and starring

The job involved a good deal
work. One problem was to impress
he public with the fact that Vitaphone and Movietone were not the
name of a particular picture, but
brand names for talking films appearing at the Vitaphone theater
Stories planted with loegularly.
al papers helped. To cap the campaign of education, the theater, after

the

is

Talking Pictures. Ltd.. distribuForty theaters
of the device.
have been equipped with Phonofilm.

of

film

Phonofilm

ish
tors

to

tory note to the piece of equipment
Ribboned on the winso described.
dow were two large strips of Movietone film with arrows pointing to the
sound track. The entire layout secured further decoration by stills
showing equipment and scenes from
The display
Movietone pictures.
aroused so much interest that all the
papers in town played up the yarn.

— British

ing used by British Sound Film
Prod., Ltd., and British International
Film Distributors. Ltd., states Brit-

give M. J.
bhen, his publicity man, a free hand
n maintaining the public's enthusiism for sound.

nough

SAY 40 LONDON HOUSES

InRitz

Red
also

This

Ritz Co. the Palace, a
talker and the Ritz a silent house in

gives

A

layout that clearly draws attention to

the

Vitaphone theater, Oakland,
ture.

Cal.,

"

its

most itnportant point: that

playing

of

'Glorious flowers at Thorsted's
and "Glorious Betsy' at the Vitaphone

same vicinity and Durkee interests
the State, with vaudeville and films;
the Red Wing, silent and the Belnord,
just wired for sound, in same locality.

its first all-talking pic-

Therefore, a good piece of copy.

The
Dolores Costello.
window was decorated with the most
gorgeous flowers to be had. In the
center for a background we used the
enlargement with the card reading:
colors

is

the

By

between

this maneuver competition
companies has been elim-

inated.

as Cohen states, "we feed 'em
talking pictures at every meal."
Oakland is across the bay from
San Francisco, has a population of
342,000 while its theaters draw from

sound

many surrounding towns

in

Alameda

New Title for Walsh Talker
"In Old Arizona" will be the newof Raoul Walsh's first all-talkWalsh is playing feature for Fox.
ing the lead as well as directing and
other members of the cast include
Edmund Lowe, Maria Alba, Farrell
title

which has a population of Macdonald, Ivan Linow and Elena
There are ten theaters in Llota. Tom Barry wrote the story
"
theater.'
downtown Oakland including houses and dialogue.
show pictures, vaudeville and
'.\t night we used a spot on the that
enlargement and it attracted atten- legitimate shows. About 50 theaters
Sound for Columbus, Neb., House
tion of the crowds for two weeks. On cover the outlying and suburban disColumbus. Neb. Western Electric
tricts.
the opening day of "Lights of New
reproducing equipment will be
sound
manager.
and
Hunter,
house
York' we had three dozen large peninstalled at the Swan, C. P. Rose
work
Cohen,
publicity
purveyor,
nants (made to order) strung under closely together.
Their cooperation states.
the marquee and these read alter- is complete, which may have a good
W. E. Equipment for Kenosha
nately, 'Lights of New York' and deal to do with the manner in which
Installation of
Kenosha, Wis.
'The first all talking picture.' They they are putting over the theater.
Movietone and Vitaphone is to be
were made of oil-cloth for a reverse
the Gateway.
side
and painted yellow and the Three Sound Houses at Asbury Park erected at once at
front was of red with a blue letter.
Asbury Park. N. J. The St. James,
Sound for Council Bluffs House
Could be read a half block away."
Lyric and Mayfair here have installed
Council Bluffs, la. Movietone and
Business at the Vitaphone has Western Electric sound projection Vitaphone equipment will be installed
been phenomenal since the advent of equipment.
at the Broadwaj' here.
count.v
450,000.

—

—

—

—
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:xi^

DAILY

A\

Jolsi))!

George Bancroft

"Mother Knows Best"

i)l

"The Singing Fool"

Length

Fo:c

:

10100

Cast.

.

.

.

Jolson

^7.

an actor of

i)roves

real merit as well as an unparalleled
warbler (it jazz numbers and ballads.

David

Lee,

THIS

IS IN.

WITHOUT

IT.

Cast. .. .Madge Bellamy in a dramatic role acquits herself very credgor- itably; Louise Dresser, excellent as

himself around
Josephine Dunn photojfraphed
geouslj- and does satisfactory work; usual;
Norton,
Barry
passable.
Arthur Others, Lucien Littlefield, Albert
Betty Bronson, pleasing.
Housman. Edward Martindel, Reed Gran.
Howes and Robert Emmett O'ConStory and Production.
Drama of
nor the others.
stage life and of the ambition of a
Story and Production. .. .Comedy- mother to place her daughter's name
drama of stage life. A commonplace in stellar lights, everything else notstory of a singing waiter who reaches withstanding.
Material success is
fame, touches the depths through the achieved but the soul of the girl is
infidelity of his wife and again climbs thereby killed.
When all hope apthe ladder, spurred on by the thought pears gone and the actress finds herof his baby son only to lose the child self on the deathbed, her war-time
by illness. Certainly not an imusual romance is renewed by the return of
story, but most assuredly an unusual the lover reported killed in action.
picture because of the Jolson per- Thus the story draws to a happy
sonality, the songs he sings and the close.
Louise Dresser dominates
situations between Jolson and little throughout, although Miss Bellamy
David which pull mightily at the comes through favorably indeed in
heartstrings. Here is complete vindi- what is believed to be 'her first dracation for the advocates of sound matic role.
Several sequences in
pictures.
"The Singing Fool" is the Movietone dialogue lift a very good
finest example of sound pictures made production
into
something better.
to date.
Despite this, however, the picture
Direction .... Lloyd Bacon, excelDirector, Jack Blystone, fine; Aulent;
Author, Leslie S. Barrows; thor, Edna Ferber; Scenario, Marion
Scenario, C. Graham Baker; Editor, Orth; Editor, Margaret V. Clancy;
Not credited; Dialogue and Titles, Titles, Will Kernell and Edith BrisJoseph Jackson; Photogfraphy, Byron tol; Dialogue, Eugene Walter; PhoHaskin, splendid.
tography, Gilbert Warrenton, good.
.

Tim McCoy

in

Paramount

Length: 7202

ances of his career. Betty Compson,
under
von
Sternberg's
direction,
holds her own with Baclanova, which
is
saying plenty.
Baclanova beats
here performance in "Streets of Sin"
in a very similar role.
Clyde Cook,
Mitchell Lewis and Gustav von Seyffertitz round out an ideal cast with
bang-up performances.
Story and Production.
.Drama of
the New York waterfront.
Suggested by John Monk Saunders' "The
Dockwalloper" Chalk this up as an
altogether satisfying show from any
angle.
Director von Sternberg has
crowded entertainment values into a
.

sordid

story

through to the
a

minimum

M-G-M

Length: 5011

that

.

you right
Told with

grips

final flash.

of bunk, yet highly the-

atrical after the von
ner.
The way this

Sternberg man-

boy can mould
one scene into another and keep suspense mounting is a joy to watch.
Takes place wholly in a waterfront
dive.

Direction, Joseph von Sternberg,
splendid; AulJior, John Monk Saunders; Scenario, Jules Furthman; Editor, not credited; Titles, Julian Johnson; Photography, Harold Rosson,
beautiful.

Length: 4187

.

and

his

owned by
nap the
lines
fights,

ft.

gang capture the mine
the gal's dad, and then kidgal.
It follows the usual

of any formula western, with
intrigue, escapes, wild riding,

etc.

Director, Viachetslav Tourjansky,
very poor; Author, Leon Abrams;
Scenario, Jack Cunningham; Editor,
Sam S. Zimbalist; Titles, Ruth Cummings; Photography, Clyde De Vinna, good.

Cast.... Lew Cody as the sheik
author does his best with a tough
part.
Aileen Pringle fine as his indulgent wife.
Mary McAllister and
Bert Roach the other married couple.

Story

and

Production
Farce
This is one of the hardest
types of entertainment to put over
on the screen, and the authors did
not make a very good job of it. The
story drags heavily in spots, and the
plot is so light that they had a rocky
time stretching it through the footage.
Cody is the famous author who
has written a hot novel about love on
a tropical isle where Kis hero and
heroine are shipwrecked.
He comes
to a summer resort with his wife, and
a young married woman falls hard

comedy.

Paramonnf

Siiiidi

in

Length: 7464

ft

MISSES PLENTY IN STORY

FOUNDED ON ROMANCE IN
FAMOUS SCOUT'S LIFE. DRAGS
HEAVILY AND DIRECTION IS

PI

STO
LIF'

MECHANICAL.
Cast.
of

his

.

.

.

I-"red

element
and fails

Thomson seems

WA'

out

GEt

famous
scout
to make any real
impression. Nora Lafie as the Spanish beauty just soso.
Raoul Paoli
a convincing heavy.
Others Dorothy
Janis,
William Courtright, Nelsoti
in

role

of

McDowell, Raymond Turner.
Story and Production
Drama
west

D
Scl
to

JEALOUS

HUSBAND. IMPORTED FILM HAS AMERICAN

Lois
Cris
sple

of

in

S'

wor
kacl

the
tiar

iiiin

not
iiiei

romantic episode it falls pretty flat
and offers little in the way of real
entertainment.
It drags heavily for
a

three reels and the action comes only!
occasionally.
No proper suspense is
built and the Indian atmosphere is
not any too impressive.
Kit Carson
makes friends with an Indian tribe
by tracking down and killing the
man who caused the death of the

Round

chieftain's daughter.

this in-

cident is Iniilt the story.
Direction, Alfred L. Werker, Lloyd

Ingraham;

Author,

Paul

Powell;

Scenario, Paul Powell; Editor, W.
D. Mansfield; Titles, Frederick Hatton;
Photography, Max Stengler,

Vera Reynolds in

ANGLE.
Corda as the wife
contracts the dance craze does
a neat bit of acting throughout and
plays her part with smooth sophistication.
She is ably supported by
Victor Varconi and Willy Fritsch.
Cast .... Maria

who

I

"The Divine Sinner"
Rayart

Length: 5683

ft.

ENTERTAINING DRAMA OF
CONTINENTAL LIFE NICELY
DIRECTED AND ACTED. WILL
INTEREST THE WOMEN WITH

UNUSUAL LOVE STORY.
Cast.
V^era
Reynolds
creditable performance in

gives a
a rather
difficult role.
Nigel De Brulier as
the Parisian minister of police is outstanding in
the
picture.
Others
.

.

.

Bernard Seigel, Ernest

Hilliard,

John

Peters, Carol Lombard, Harry Northrup, James Ford, Alphonse Martel.

Story and Production .... Romantic
drama with European setting. Scott
Pembroke has intelligently directed
a very entertaining romance that un-

Story and Production.
.Drama of
married life. It appears that not much folds a unique love story. The plot
money was spent on it.
But the is a trifle involved, and if the scenario
story was there, and it was intelli- had been simplified it would have
gently directed by Alexander Korda, made a stronger feature. But at that
and very well acted by Maria Corda, it will hold its place on the screens
Varconi and Fritsch.
The photog- of first class houses. The daughter
raphy is good and works in some of an Austrian family impoverished
Especially those by the war goes to Paris to earn a
for him, believing him to be the same neat trick shots.
romantic type as his fiction hero. which portray the results of the living. She is employed by the minThey wind up on a deserted island dance fever as it affects the various ister of police to make love to Prince
where she discovers that the author members of a hectic party. The story Josef for diplomatic reasons. They
is
just a simple boob without any takes place in a fashionable apart- fall in love with each other, and a
The wife joins a very tense and dramatic story dehere) qualities.
Titles don't mean ment in Berlin.
dance party downstairs, meets a chap velops. This attraction has a strong
a thing.
Rates as just fair program.
who is a dance expert, and starts appeal to women because of its unDirection, Hobart Henley, ordinary;
to jazz around with him at all sorts usual love story.
Authors, Florence Ryerson, Colin
of dance parties. The action is good,
Direction, Scott Pembroke, very
Clement; Scenario, Florence Ryerson
and
the suspense builds neatly to an good; Author, Robert Anthony Diland Colin Clement; Editor, William
interesting climax. Good program.
lon; Scenario, Robt. Anthony Dillon;
Hamilton; Titles, Robert Hopkins;
Editor, J. E. Harringion; Titles, not
Photography, Clyde de Vinna, very
Direction, Alexander Korda, satis- credited; Photography, Hap Depew,
good
factory; no other credits given.
okay.
.

.

1

ilier

the pioneer days.
Paul
Powell, a director, wrote the script.
Two directors who directed Thomson
in westerns handled this opus. Those
facts are submitted as a possible explanation of why this film fails to
click.
As an account of the great
Indian scout's life centered around
tile

Maria Corda in

pt.

Cast ....Tim McCoy heroes all
over the place in a wild story that
won't even impress in the cheap
stands.
Dorothy Sebastian not the
Spanish type.
Others Charles Delaney, George Cowl, Michael Visaroff, Gayne Whitman, Alex Melesh,
Katherine Block.
Story and Production. Melodrama.
Viachetslav Tourjansky, the Russian
who directed "Michael StrogofT," was
given the assignment on this one,
and he certainly made a mess of it.
At that he may be less to blame than
Leon Abrams, who furnished the impossible story. It is just a wild hash
such as some indie company might
have turned out, and reflects no credit
on a major producing organization.
McCoj' as the American hero mixed
up in a South American revolution
does his stuffs nobly.
The villain

1928

fine.

"Dance Fever"
COMEDY OF TWO MARRIED
Length: 6450 ft.
Ufa
WILD MELLER WITH SOUTH COUPLES DRAGS WITH A
AMERICAN REVOLUTION SET- WEAK AND FAR-FETCHED MAKES FAIR ENTERTAINTING.
LOOKS LIKE AN EX- STORY. CODY AND PRINGLE
PERIMENT WITH A NEW DI- WORK HARD FOR SCATTERED MENT WITH STORY OF THE
DANCE MAD WIFE AND A
LAUGHS.
RECTOR THAT FLOPPED.

M-G-M

23,

"Kit Carson"
ft.

Cast. ... George Bawcroft as the
stoker gives one of the best perform-

"Wickedness Preferred"

"The Adventurer"

Fred Thomson

in

New York"

SCORES DECIDEDLY WITH
VON STERNBERG'S CLEVER
DIRECTION OF ABSORBING
STORY IMPRESSIVELY ACTED
BY HAND-PICKED CAST.
CLASS ATTRACTION, IM- PRETTY STRONG FOR FAMPROVED BY SOUND, BUT O. K. ILY TRADE.

wraps
youiifjster,
your heart like a vise.

the

"Docks of

ft.

A PEACH OF A
A SENSATIONAL SMASH PIC- WOMAN'S PICTURE AND OF
TURE IN SOUND. IT HAS THE WIDE APPEAL TO ALL
ONE AND ONLY JOLSON SING- CLASSES. CARRIES A TEAR
ING SEVEN SONGS DURING AND A SMILE AND LOADS OF
ENTERTAINMENT. A FIRST
ING SEVEN SONGS.
Length: 9552

Warners

Sunday, September

—

.

THE
Sunday, September
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1928

23,
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Victor McLaglen in

Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall

"The River Pirate"

in

"The Whip"
First Natio7iai

"Waterfront"

Length: 6058

"The Albany Night Boat"
ft.

Tiffany-Stahl

Length: 5844

/<

WITH OUT- POPULAR FILM FARE
Fir^ National
Length: 5976 ft. DATED
MELODRAMA
THEY SCORES EASILY WITH SEXY
PLEASING. INTERES TING
GETS OVER WITH NICE WERE DOING 20 YEARS AGO. SITUATIONS AND MELOSTORY OF UNDERWORLD TEAM WORK OF MACKAILL LACKS ACTION EXCEPT IN DRAMATIC HIGHLIGHTS
LIFE ALONG NEW YORK'S AND MULHALL IN ONE OF FINAL SEQUENCE.
OLIVE BORDEN GIVES IT A
WATERFRONT. WILL PROVE THEIR TYPICAL COMEDY Cast
Dorothy Mackaill looks KICK.
pleasing in easy part. Ralph Forbes
GENERALLY SATISFACTORY. SWEETHEART ROLES.
Cast.
.Olive Borden as the young
Fox

Length: 6937

FALLS

ft.

FLAT

.

Cast. ... McLaglen does nice work;
Nick Stuart so natural that it's hard
to believe
he is performing and,
therefore, first honors go to him.
Lois Moran, pleasing as is Donald
Crisp.
Earle Foxe as the water rat
sp-lendid.

Story and Production. .. .Underworld drama against a waterfront
background.
The story deals with
the commitment to the state penetentiary of a boy (Nick Stuart) for a
minor oflFense of which is legally but
not
morally
guilty.
There
he
meets McLaglen, the river pirate,

the personable hero. Lowell Sherman
Mackaill as the
daughter of the old tug boat captain does his smooth and polished heavv
makes a very attractive heroine. Jack impressively. Anna Q. Nilsson gives
the
only
worthwhile-talking-about
Mulhall as an oiler on a tramp steaml)erfc)rmance
as
the
adventuress.
er does his smart aleck stuff and
Others Albert Gran, Marc McDermakes you like it.
Others James
inott. Lou Payne, Arthur Clayton.
Bradbury, Sr., Knute Erickson, Ben
Story and Production. Melodrama.
Hendrix,
William

Cast.

..

.Dorothy

Norton Bailey,

Jr.,

Pat Harmon.

stage play of grandpa's time.
The
Story and Production
Comedy settings arc impressive and the Engromance. A light and pleasant story lish atmosphere is well done. They
of the San Francisco harbor.
There spent money on this production, but

no heavy laughs, but the comedy
keeps rippling right through the reels.
Dorothy Mackaill looks better than
who aids him to escape. Once free, ever, and has a pleasing personality
both become waterfront plunderers that should add to her following with
but the detective's daughter played this one. Mulhall shares honors with
by Lois Moran is the influence which her and gets over his smart aleck
persuades the willing boy to go stufif with a soft pedal.
Jack falls
straight.
The boy and girl love in- in love with the captain's daughter,
terest is secondary to the strong but as he has antagonized the old
bonds of affection that tie McLaglen man, has a hard time trying to court
and Stuart, a story twist which gives the girl. The best laughs come in a
the picture a different form.
Sound sequence where Jack frames her as
in dialogue.
The picture is better a stowaway on his tramp steamer in
order to digust her with sea life.
without it.
Director, William K. Howard, satisfactory; Author, Charles
Francis

Coe; Scenario, John Reinhardt, Benj.
Markson; Ekiitor,
Dennis;
Jack
Titles, Malcolm Stuart Boylan; Photography, Lucien Andriot, good.

are

licked it.
Old fashioned
stufif, and with the action spotty.
It
only gets going near the end with
a train wreck and a horse race. Lady

the

story

Mackaill
villain

Lord

loves

Sherman

Forbes, but
gets in his dirty
assistance of Anna
pawned off as the

work with the
Nilsson who is
Lord's wife, he having lost his
memory and not being able to prove

Harry Carey

in

"Into

"Burning Bridges"

Length: 5700 ft.
IS TOO IN- Pathe

Excellent

No

Length: 5400

Length: 6,700

ft.

ft.

Cast. .Barbara Bedford and Ralph
Cast. ... Harry Carey in dual role
Graves play the leads and do creditable
work.
Crauford
Kent the of twin brothers does his usual good
heavy. Others Joy McKnight, Ethan work and holds the interest easily.
Others
Laidlaw, Frank Crane, Richard Bel- Kathleen Collins the girl.
William N. Bailey, Dave Kirby,
field.
Edward Phillips,
Story and Production
Melo- Raymon Wells,
drama.
A story of blackmail and Florence Midgley, Henry A. Barrows,
.

—

murderer and

heroine traps the
clears everything up

satisfactorily.

What

is

supposed to

be the big scene at the climax falls
very flat, with an auto chase of the
criminal that is staged like a comedy
chase in a two-reeler.
It's worst
fault is that too much involved plot
is crowded
into the footage in the
mistaken idea that plot makes story
interest.

Direction, Charles Hutchison, ordinary; Author, John C. Brownell;
Scenario, Elaine Wilmont; Editor,

Bernard

Ray; Titles,
Daugherty;
Photography,
Shamroy, fair.

Terence

Leon

crook under cover who reforms and
does a sacrifice act for the sake of
his
daughter's
reputation.
Jack
Daughert}' heroes around. Josephine
Norman the gal. Betty Blythe and
Crauford Kent do the dirty work acceptably.

Story and Production. .Melodrama
with a war background. Another of
those involved stories overloaded with
plot which the indies love to make
because it gives the director lots of
readj' made action without requiring
too much thought.
If this story had
been cut to the main theme and the
director had played with character
development it would have resulted in
But it follows
different. The hero has a twin broth- an impressive story.
quickie lines of throwing in
er who was shell-shocked in the war. the
It has affected him mentally, and he everything and trusting to luck that
It does, after
develops a mania for holding up the a picture comes out.
pay trains. The heavy, who of course a fashion. The gal's dad is the under
cover crook. Hero is the district atis the star's rival for the gal, is also
Dad
the secret leader of the bandit gang, torney in love with the gal.
daughter's
happiness
is
and he pulls a holdup of the pay realizes
train also.
Circumstances pin the wrapped up in hero. So he enlists in
crimes on the hero till his fast work war, changes his name, disappears
big sacrifice act.
clears everything up.
Direction,
Cliff
Wheeler,
fair;
Direction, James P. Hogan, all Author,
FAsie
Werner,
Bennett
right; Author, Jack Boyle; Scenario, Southard; Scenario, Elsie Werner;
Ed.
Meagher; Editor, Harry Editor, Not credited; Titles, Not
J.
Marker; Titles, not credited; Photog- credited; Photography, Teddy Tetzeraphy, Sol Folito, clear.
loff, good.

murder that unwinds very mechani- Sam Allen.
cally and without anything to lift
Story and Production. .. .Western.
it out of the rut of quickie
produc- This is a Charles R. Rogers productions.
The heroine takes a job to tion and shows Harry in his typical
endeavor to secure certain incrim- role of the genial cowboy. It is the
inating letters that the heavy is
kind of solid entertainment that he
using to blackmail a society girl. knows
how to pass out. Nothing
The heavy is shot by a gangster, particularly new but just the way
and the hero is arrested for the mur- that Carey does it makes it seem
Eventually

young couple

nary circumstances

in ordi-

who

get married
and try to be happy with a menace
hovering around.
The two buddies
operate the searchlight on the Albany
night boat, and fall in love with the
same girl. After the hero marries
her, the heavy boards with them. One
night while hubby is on duty the
heavy tries to attack the wife. This
scene is very well handled and built
up for a lot of footage that packs a
fine wallop of suspense.
Good action
picture with strong sex angles that
will please the average young fan.
Olive Borden has a lot of sex lure
and makes this real entertainment.
Direction, Al Raboch, very good;

Karl Dane and George K. Arthur

Man's Land"

A QUICKIE MADE ALONG
VOLVED. DIRECTED AND CAREY IN TYPICAL ROLE FORMULA LINES. MIXES ROMANCE, CRIME. UNDERACTED MECHANICALLY. AN OF GENIAL COWBOY PLAYS A WORLD
STUFF AND WAR
INDIE PRODUCTION THAT DUAL PART AND TURNS OUT SCENES.
RATES AVERAGE.
AN ENTERTAINING NUMBER. Cast.... Tom Santschi is the big

DRAGGY FILM

der.

a story of the

anything different.
Then the "Kentucky Derby" stuff with the horse
almost killed in a train wreck, but
coming through unharmed to win the
great Ascot race.
Direction, William A. Seiter, good;
Direction, Charles J. Brabin, inAuthors, Will Chattell and Gertrude different:
Author,
Not
credited;
Orr; Scenario, Tom Geraghty; Edi- Scenario, Bernard McConville, Editor, Author, Wellyn Totman; Scenario,
tor, John R. Rawlins; Titles, Gene (jeorge
McGuire; Titles, Dwindle the same; Editor, Byron Robinson;
Towne and Casey Robinson; Photog- Benthall and Rufus McCosh; Pho- Titles, Al Martin; Photography,
raphy, Lee Garmes, okay.
tography, James Van Trees, fair.
Ernest Miller, expert.

"Bitter Sweets"
Peerless

.

Adapted from the old Drury Lane

.

married girl fighting off the boarder
in hubby's absence has a great
scene
and makes the most of it.
She is
splendid all the way.
Ralph Emerson and Duke Martin the rivals make
the picture very realistic with natural
acting.
Others Nellie Bryden, Helen
Marlowe.
Story and Production
Melodrama of an average young couple.
This one carries a strong appeal for
the younger fans of both sexes with

in

"Detectives"
M-G-M

Length: 5842

ft.

GETS A FAIR PERCENTAGE
OF LAUGHS FROM A SCRIPT
GAGGED LIKE A TWO-REEL
COMEDY. DANE AND ARTHUR

BETTER THAN THE STORY.

Cast.... Karl Dane and George K.
Arthur as the house detective and
bellhop respectively in a smart hotel
keep the comedy going at a fair pace
as they battle for the love of the
public stenog.
Marceline Day ver>attractive as the girl.
Others Tenen
Holtz, Felicia Drenova. Tetsu Komai,
Clarence Lyle.

Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
Gets by as a fair program number
with a reasonable amount of laughs
spread through the footage.
Dane

and Arthur are the whole picture
and shape up better than the script
which sags badly in several spots.
Quite a few thrills are worked into
the mystery plot concerning the disappearance of the jewels which have
been stolen by the master crook in
the hotel, posing as an Egyptologist.
The two comedians act as the amateur
detectives
tery.

A

trying to solve

lot of the

comedy

mysworked
the two

the
is

through the rivalry of
the hand of the pretty stenographer at the hotel.
Some spooler
stuff is worked in via a haunted
up

for

grotto.

Chester M. Franklin,
Author,
Robert
Lord and
Chester M. Franklin: Scenario, the
same; Editor, Frank Sullivan; Titles,
Robert Hopkins: Photography, John
Direction,

fair;

.'\rnold,

good.

j
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Short Subject Reviews—Sound and Silent
Ward Howe

Lionel Atwill in

Sound

"Deburau's Message to His Son"
Mischa Levitski Playing
Movietone
"Liszt's 6th Hungarian Rhapsody"
Mediocre
Movietone
Type of production Dramatic poem
High-Grade
The chief fault here is the extreme
Piano solo length of the subject. The audience's
Tvpe of production
An offering for hig-h-grade and interest dwindled down to nearly
Mischa Le- nothing by the time the final fadeout
sympathetic audiences.
.

has established for himself a
reputation of renown on the concert
To the general crowd of picstage.
ture fans, his name will mean nothIn this Movietone release,^ he
ing.
gives a fine rendition of the "6th
vitski

Hungarian

Rhapsody"

by

Franz

Levitski's technique is fasLiszt.
The producer,
cinating to behold.

cleverly swings the
realizing
camera toward the pianist until a
fine view of his agile fingers as they
play over the keyboard is obtained.

.

dramatic actor of
His
repute, does well, in the main.
voice breaks into whistling sounds
here and there, but wihether this is
the fault of the recording or the operator at the control board of the

comes.

Atwill,

was
subject
is not in a poTime, 8 mins.

report.

to

this,

Time.

C)

in

Vitaphone

mins.

Kitty Doner in

"Crooning Along"
(No. 2865)

Poor

"A

Bit of Old Scotch"

Vitaphone (No. 2668)
of production.
acter songs.
With a piano

Type

..

.Scotch

char-

accompaniment,

Kitty Doner does her Scotch
ber in costume, and adds a

Type

of production.
strumental.

numlot

of

suitable for the
Starts with a
screen presentation.
lot of comedy stuff as Kitty changes
into a male kiltie costume, and she
does some good kidding with a

trimmings

She finally completes
colored maid.
her costume, then goes into a song,
and finishes with a dance. Light bit,
entertaining.
is
and
breezy
but
Length, 7 mins.
Raquel Meller
"Corpus Christi"
Movietone
Classic

Operatic
Type of production
The Spanish songbird appears in
quite a pretentious production, singing the aria from "Corpus Christi."
Just before the church processional,
she appears on the steps leading to
As she is almost finthe cathedral.
ished with her dramatic recital, the

processional appears and passes her.
Her voice is splendid, and with the
elaborate setting this number rates
high grade entertainment that will
be welcomed by any grade house.
Time. 7 mins.

..

.Song and

in-

The

ballad

was

the rest of
10 mins.

no consequence.

"The

Hymn

Battle

—

"Handicapped" Universal
Unusuul

Type
a

of production..! reel novelty
This is a very good novelty, telling
dramatic story mostly through the

No
picturization of various hands.
faces of any of the actors are seen
throughout the reel. First is shown
a tramp sitting on a park bench reading in a newspaper that he has inThen the story
herited a fortune.
works out with the drama of the
digger,
gold
a
tramp marrying

fair,

Time.

of the Republic"

Movietone
Interesting
production

of

the

Telling

story

of

Dialogue

how

Julia

New

Firm Acquires
Nassau County Houses
Wheeler

president of a
is
chain theater firm formed
to take over the Floral Park, Jamaica Ave. and Park Place, Floral
Park; 2,000-seat house; the Lily,

Irwin

men

do.

— Bijou

"Jungle Bungles"
Educational

New York

Floral Park; New Hyde, New Hyde
and Bellerose, Jamaica Ave.
Hyman
and 244th St., Bellerose.
Moss is vice president, Myron Sulzberger, treasurer, and Nathaniel L.
Commissioner
Goldstein, secretary.
Charles C. Lockwood, Jacob Schech-

Park,

"Chips of the ter. Judge W. Royden, Klein and
The Fay Family
(loldstein represented the interests
Old Block"
merged in the purchase.
Vitaphone (No. 2580)
Lively
Film Guild Sets Premiere
Tab revue
Type of production
"Mother O' Mine," European proAn interesting presentation of the duction, formerly known as "Faces of
Fay family, with tlie four boys and Children," and directed by Jacques
two girls all doing their stuff for a Feyder, is to have its American prepleasant few minutes of entertain- miere in October at the Cameo, New
ment. In turn they go into their acts, York, sponsored by the Film Arts
and keei) the fun moving at a lively Guild. Feyder is to come to Amerpace with a nice assortment of sing- ica this fall to direct for M-G-M.
ing, hoofing and comedy gagging and
The youngkidding of each other.
Clarke Leaves Eastman
Eric Thatcher
sters are there, and with their youth
Rochester, N. Y.
and pep will be received at any Clarke, for five years manager of the
Length. 12 mins.
Eastman, has resigned.
house.
in

—

Firemen"

"Fiery

of production..! reel animated
Oswald, the funny rabbit, turns
fireman, and proves himself a hero
when he tries to save Miss Hippo,
but she falls on him and flattens

Type

mention.
Felix is pursued by
savages.
He develops his film, and
projects it against a large rock, showing the wild animals coming rushing
toward the savages, who flee in terror, leaving Felix safe.
cial

"'A Tenderfoot Hero"
Featurette Universal

—

No Excuse
Type

of production.
.2 reel western
This one is an absolute waste of
anybody's time. It tells of a tenderfoot out west learning to ride b>'
correspondence.
With such a fool
start, anything can happen, and it
does.
Of course the ranch is mortgaged, and the heroine must save
dad's property, while the villain holds

Bombed
Berwyn Theater Held
oalvanos

J.

Gregory

was held by Chicago

police in connection with alleged irregularities in
funds of the Parthenon theater, Berwyn, which amounted to $200,000.
The house, part of the GregoryBernasek wh ich recently went into
The house
the hands of receivers.

was bombed Aug.

29.

Farrell, Pa., House Sold
Lawrence Amusement
Farrell. Pa.
Co.,
Castle, has purchased the

New

—

Capitol here from
also operates

who

Nulnna

.

"The Newlyweds Welcome"
Stern

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Snookums is as usual the center
.

.

of the commotion, and this time he
starts the fun by almost drowning
The Newlyhis dad in soap suds.
weds inherit a ranch, and go west
in

cowboy

attire,

punchers have a
expense.
It
rected with
Directed bv

is

all

where

the cowof fun at their
lively fun, and di-

lot

snap and brightness.
Francis Corby.

Fighting Forester"

— Featurette

Poor

at

T>pe

Sharon.

— Universal

Good Juvenile

Sam Friedman, "The
the

.

mortgage and insists on the gal
marrying him.
With this frapped
plot, the film unwinds into a jumble
of alleged comedy, meller and what
have you. There seems no possible
excuse for wasting good film on this
mess.
George Chandler is featured
as the tenderfoot comedian, and he
terrible.
Walter Fabian directed
is
and his direction is the same.

Official of

—

animated

the

— Winkler

Universal
Clever

Chicago

of production..! reel

Felix, the Cat, gets an idea to shoot
motion pictures of the animals in the
jungle wilds, and sets forth alone on
his adventure.
This results in some
of the cleverest cartoon work that this
series has recently produced.
One
stunt in particular is worthy of spe-

little

ing their ukes.

Type

mechanical beds that are almost human and answer the fire alarm and
do almost everything that the fire-

Good Cartoon

Silent

of production.

Edmund Cobb

is

.

.

.2 reel

western

featured in just

Ralph Ungrodt writh Publix
Ungrodt,
Rockford,
111.— Ralph
formerly with the Capitol, Madison,
W'is.. has resigned to accept a position with the new Publix Coronodo.

another formula western that goes
over the same ground that has been
covered so often before. The ranger
starts out to capture the claim jumper with a reward of $500 as the in-

Piqua House Improved
Piqua, O. The Bijou, closed for a
week was reopened last week. New
lighting, plumbing and heating systems have been installed in the theater, as well as new auditorium and

buddies escajje to a
by the gal and her
away, but the gal is
the ranger arrives, she
ture the desperadoes.
mechanically.
acted

centive.

—

stage

decorations.

ir

him out. Some tricky stuff is worked
in by having the firemen sleep or

Type

excuse for making this squandering his fortune on her, and
one, for there was no unusual song eventually landing up a bum once
And the more on the park bench where he
in the act to put it over.
instrumentation, mainly on the ukes, started. And all the dramatic action
Three boys is shown through the action of the
was very ordinary.
handle the skit with nothing about hands of the players. It was directed
their singing or playing to make it by Jacques Rollens. and has been
worth talking about. First is a uke done effectively and with a strong
harmonv numljer, then a solo, "1 punch. Here is something out of
Want Your Love," and finishing with the ordinary.
a jazz song by the three boys play-

Seems

Peppy

special

The Croonaders

"Battle Hymn of the Republic." Her
daughter, Mrs. Maude Howe Elliott,
explains the circumstances to her
niece and finishes the short number
with a dramatic rendition of the universally known lines of the hymn to
the accompaniment of the appropriTime. 4 mins.
ate music.

a

this
where
theater
caught, the reviewer

sition

wrote the world-famous

The heavy and

worth talking about.

cabin
dad.
there.

helps

his

two

occupied

Dad

is

When
him cap-

Directed and
Has nothing

LA
If

|
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Bufilcr Keutoii

Laura La Plante in

"Home James"

"The Cameraman"

Length: 6307

Jniversal

in

ft.

M-G-M

Presentations

Le)i(/fh: G99.5 ft.

GIVE YOUR PATRONS A
SUREFIRE DRAW. ONE OF
KEPT A
TREAT WITH THIS COMEDY. BUSTER'S BEST.
DIRECTOR BEAUDINE AND BROADWAY AUDIENCE ROLLLAURA LA PLANTE MAKE ING IN THEIR SEATS. HAS
THIS A JOY FEST.
Cast.

..

.Laura La Plante outdoes

nerself in a comedy role built to or;ler for her genuine comedy talents.
She is practically the whole picture,
Arthur Hoyt as
and she's enough.
Charles
a floorwalker does a slick bit.
Delaney as the hero does very well.

REAL BELLY LAUGHS. SPLEN- ROXrS
DIDLY GAGGED.

Cast. ... Buster Keaton with his
frozen pan is the whole show and
he's plenty, and then some. As good,
better, than "The Navigator"
if not
as far as Buster's work is concerned.
Marceline Day as the girl is a neat
Others Aileen Manning, Joan Stand- decoration. Others Harold Goodwin,
ing, George Pearce, Sidney Bracy.
Sidney Bracy, Harry Gribbon

Comedy
Story sind Production
a shopgirl. Placing credit where
belongs. Director William Beauit
dine got the kind of script that is
He turned out a
meat for him.
comedy that keeps the
delicious
laughs rippling from the first reel to
of

the

last.

Not a riotous comedy.

Just

with cleverwith the
laughs coming without any apparent
Laura gives one of her best
effort.
performances, and proves herself to
be in the first rank of screen comea darn good offering told
and
sprightliness,
ness,

diennes.
The plot

Her mimicry
is

aged,

immense.

is

but

Beaudine's
look quite

handling of it makes it
new. Working in a department store,
the owner's son makes love to her as
the chauffer.

Beaudine, clevGladys Johnson; Scenario, Morton Blumenstock; Editor,
Robert Carlisle; Titles, Albert De
Mond; Photography, John Stumar,
good.
Direction, William

er;

Author,

Marie Pyevost in

NEAT

—

SHOW A

HARROWER

PARADE NUMBER AGAIN
A

One

for

ft.

KEEPS
CLEVER STORY AND GOOD
WORK OF COMPETENT CAST.
SHOULD PLEASE GENERAL-

\

"OUR GANG"

PIP;

IN

LIVEN CAPITOL
With

the

"Our Gang"

ai)p:aring in
the rest
motion of the stage bill was cut short, for the
cathedral
of
the
for
his
ture.
The iJcer of showmen con- kids were the whole sIkjw and drew
enormous crowds right through the
Story and Production. .. .Comedy. cocted an adroit mi.xture.
week, with the help of Buster Keatfolrecital
was
organ
The
usual
picture
Vou can think back some in
on's new opus. All the six kids were
playentire
orchestra
lowed
by
the
annals before you can pick a feature
on, and the director put them through
"Rhapsody
in Blue,"
ing
Gershwin's
richand
profusely
is
as
comedy that
their studio stuff, with the cameraIt
went
conducting.
Rapee
Erno
This number
ly gagged as this one.
man shooting a typical "Gang" scene,
is
a tribute to the gagman's art. over like a couple of houses on fire.
which had i)reviously been shown on
order,
Roxy
usual
Reversing
the
the
collect
Whoever they were, they
the screen.
Each kid got a big hand.
presentaan
elaborate
on
next
puts
And how Buster took
chief honors.
It was one of the best juvenile acts
Kept a Broad- tion of Mana-Zucca's "Rachem" in
advantage of them!
that has probably ever hit Broadway.
way audience guffawing continuous- recognition of the Jewish New Year.
The stage show proper was called
were
staircases
sp'ral
this
the
That's about all you really need For
ly.
"Rhapsody in Red, White and Blue."
Very
imfull
stage.
the
and
used,
dumb
usual
the
Buster is
to know.
with the atmosphere set by the 32
goof who graduates from a tin-type pressive, very well done and fully ap- Chester Hale
Girls.
They did a drill
full houses in atstreet photographer to a news cam- preciated by the
on an enormous red, white and blue
caught
show
was
the
when
tendance
of
a
efforts
eraman through the
Paderewski's stairway in costumes to correspond,
reviewer.
this
stenog who works for the M-G-M by
Another
It was a with plumes in their hair.
followed.
then
"Menuet"
are
highlights
Laugh
outfit.
news
beautiful bit was their routine in
in
an
apset
scene
court
French
and
many fire scene, bathing pool,
Mig- gorgeous costumes of different colors
Buster's photographing a tong war in propriate cutout frame. Jeanne
front and back, with false faces showsang
Loca
de
Adelaide
and
nilet
kind
of
Any
riot.
Chinatown is a
ing as they reversed.
This was a
Paand
played
violinists
while
two
audience will laugh with this one.
Tomaroff color smash. The Pasquali Brothers
Direction, Edward Sedgwick, aces; tricia Bowman and Aron
did a comedy acrobatic that was a
Author, Clyde Bruckman; Scenario, danced the minuet.
standout.
Frank Stever in the pit
Woodof
the
Parade
"The
During
Basil
Editor,
Schayer;
Richard
a baritone number, and Gil
in sang
number
next
the
Soldiers,"
en
Farnham;
Titles,
Joe
Wrangell;
which the entire dancing ensemble Wray, a new band member, did a
Photography, Elgin Lessley, fine.
was used on a full stage, the spon- lyric tenor bit that got a big hand.
Leatrice Joy in
taneous applause of the audience Walt Roesner's band did a comedy
lyric working in the presidential canInirst forth no less than four distinct
well worth it did the didates and other national figures
And
times.
Length: 5762 ft.
Pathe
so darned with the lines spoken and sung by
It was
number prove.
pleasing various groups of the boys.
extremely
so
and
perfect
LIFE that there doesn't seem to be very
delight to behold.

finest

of

the

shows Rox}- has ever staged

person

in

a 20-minute

skit,

—

"Man-Made Woman"
A Night"
Lencjth: 5927
STRONG SOPHISTICATED
FARCE COMEDY DRAMA
OF SOCIETY
FUN GOING WITH
WITH

"A Blonde
Pathe

By JACK

'

HOLDS INTEREST
CLEVER STORY, ACTING AND

much more to say. The dance was Alan Foster Girls in the English
repeat number and, so far as we
chappie rigs doing some nice tap
DIRECTION. INTELLIGENT aare concerned, Roxy can bring it work.
Paul Ash and his band come
Followed
FILM FARE.
week.
other
everv
back
through with "I Can't Give You
"Tin
Types"
Cast. .. .Leatrice Joy gets a sweet the newsreel and then
.Anything But Love."
Then SamLY.
part and makes the most of it as the in which the whole company gave uel Lewis and Patty Moore shot
Cast. .. .Marie Prevost does some wife who wanted to be herself.
H. the mob an idea of how the folks in
good comedy work in a rather diffi- B. Warner plays the other man with the late Victorian era secured their over an eccentric dance routine that
clicked without any trouble.

cult role which she
Franklin
intelligently.

handles

very

Pangborn

modiste, and

as

Harrison

his usual finesse and acting ability. amusement.
John Boles the hubby. Others Seena

Parisian
Owen, Jay Eaton, Jeanette Loff, SidFord as the husband keep the fun ney Bracy.
going at a fast clip. Others T. Roy
.Drama of
Story and Production.
Barnes and Lucien Littlefield, com- society.
Seeing that the author of
pleting an excellent comedy cast.
the original story was Ernest Pascal,
Farce they start with an intelligent story
Story and Production
comedy. Starts out with a good idea, full of sophisticated touches and
and keeps the plot boiling with clever building dramatic suspense right to
An American couple just the final scene. Director Paul L.
twists.
married in Paris are stopping at a Stein has done a fine job, proving
hotel.
Hubby neglects wifey for a that he is a master of a technique all
buddy he has just met. She goes off his own. There is scarcely a wasted
The
to the modiste shop of an old suitor, foot of film in the six reels.
and is posing in a blonde wig and a work of Leatrice Joy and H. B.
new gown when hubby walks in. Warner makes this thoroughly enFrom here on the action builds into joyable entertainment for all those
And yet it is
a lot of funny situations, with the mentally grown up.
husband as well as the other two far from being over the heads of
men trying to outgeneral each other the mob. A clever story of the wife
After who insisted on being herself even at
for the blonde's attentions.
the wife has had her fun, she returns the risk of being accused of playing
to her hubby.
around with the other man.
Direction, Paul L. Stein, splendid;
Direction, E. Mason Hopper, good;
the

.

.

Scenario,
Pascal;
Ernest
Author, Willson Collison; Scenario, Author,
Rex Taylor; Editor, James Morley, Alice D. G. Miller; Editor, Doane
Titles,
John Krafft; Photography, Harrison; Titles, Edwin Justus Mayer; Photography, John Mescal, fine.
Dewey Wrigley, good.

Arthur Ball with the Chester Hale
"Angela Mia" and his rich
tenor had them encoring for more.
But the hit of the show, as last week,
was the holdover colored singer,
George Dewey Washington. He did
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh" in his own
individual way and made most of
Girls did

nicgemeyerIuts over
neat paramount bill

the regular peddlers of this
C. A. Niggemeyer takes the credit
for a nifty stage show at the Para-

The
"Blossoms."
styled
scenics carried out the flower motif,
with purple wistaria draped across
stage with an old mill setting bathed
The show was
in blue flood lighting.

mount

staged

like

an

and

comedv

throughout.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

musical
paced
with the

abbreviated

was

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

nicely

Started

off

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1531
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Studio
Columbia
FiveUnder Way at
—

--

Company Embarked on Ambitious Program Paramount to Send Associate Producers East to
See Stage Shows Ralph Wilk's Paragraphs on Studio Personalities and Other Coast News

"SINNERS PARADE"

Hamilton Opposite Clara

Paramount Producers to
See Shows in New York

IS

A Little

monthly trips to New
see new shows are planned

Regular

NOW NEARLY COMPLETE
With work

started on five producstars, directors
and writers are in the midst of one
of the heaviest schedules ever launch"Sinners Paed by the company.
tions

Columbia,

at

make the trip,
next month.

leaving

Bonner in support.
Other productions nearly ready are
"Driftwood." "Stool Pigeon," "Greenwich Village," and "The Power of
the Press."

Al Rogell.

K.

Calvert has been signed for

11.

Paramount's

picturization

of

S.

S.

Dine's "The Canary Murder
Case."
Jean Arthur recently was
signed for the picture.

Van

Production of "4 Feathers" Starts
.\fter spending more than a year in
.\frica filming sequences, Ernest B.
Schoedsack and Merian Cooper have
studio scenes for "The
Four Feathers," A. W. Mason's
story. The cast includes Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, Noah Beery, Clive

commenced

Brook, Theodore
Johnson.

Von

Eltz,

and No-

ble

Howson

"Stranded in Parafor "Changeling,"
in which Milton Sills is starred, and
"Adoration" takes the place of "30th
Day of October," former title of the
in

production.

dise"

new

is

new

Billie

writer,

now

*

Ruth Eddings,

new-

leading woman, plays opposite Lupino Lane in "Fisticuffs," his second
vehicle of the season.
Harold Goodwin plays opposite Dorothy Devore
in her first picture for the new sea-

Gary's
Post"

"Companionate Service."

son,

produce.
The story is
based on Cornell Woolrich's novel.
will

M-G-M
Carlo

Signs

De Angelo

M-G-M

studio

to
directorial

and

De

Angelo'
has been signed

will

come

do scenario and
work.

the
possibly
to

"Kid Gloves" Next Nagel
"Kid Gloves" will be the next Warner picture in which Conrad Nagel
will be starred.
The story is by
George L. Hartley.

Brown Named
B. E. Brown

Casting Assistant
has been named to

the position of assistant casting
director at Universal studios left vacant by resignation of Harold Dodds.
fill

The

serial.

story

Eveninj
is

*

painting abroad for
years, has joined the

the

am

°"
"!'

Paramount
in

is

charge

and Author

"The Ladies' Man"
(The
First
Fox-Movietone
Comedies Made on the Coast)

two

past

art
of

FREE-LANCING
Available for Eastern Offers

Newmeyer
who never had

Freddy

is

one

Wedgewood

6734

hall

Place

Hollywood, Cal.

trouble with
iirnpires judging from, the correspondence he still receives from um.pires.
This iveek Freddy received
letters froTn Jack Powell, who officiated in the Pacific Coast league,

player

Tel.

and Frank Neivhouse, a former
Western league arbiter. Freddy was

GRanate 3716

MARK SANDRICH

professional ball player before entering production and knew Poivell
a7id Neivhotise in the ivestern loop.
a

DIRECTOR
"Runaway

n RALPH DIETRICH
a M0YIKimVK
D
J.

William

<32*

Girls"

{Feuture for Columbia)

In Preparation

Film Editor

"The Wicked Angel''

Pictures

(Colun\hia)

title

Dove

production.

Extra Girl Cast Opposite Dix
Gladys Belmont, extra girl, has
been cast opposite Richard Dix in
"Redskin."

A Famous Doorway

ROY DEL RUTH
DIRECTOR
Conquest"
100^

"The Terror"
ALL TALKING

VlTWHOHi SPECIALS

Hollywood

that

means home

to travelen

—

pereonil
ol this hotel means home
It also
pleasant surroundings.
service
means that you are convaiieat/y located in Hollywood film capitol of thi world amusement center
ol Southern California.

The doorway

comfort

—

—

—

—

Good Food a Feature
A French cbef has mad* tfac dining room tunoua.
G\A brcakfasoi, hmcheoo* or dinners at popubr
b cane service.
pnoea. Alco
Wnce tm rcaetvationt
-HoOywood,"—today!

Of ircc booklet cntillol,

The Hollywood
—vihtn
Vte*

SU «

die

Plaza Hotel

dmnvjay moons home

HeOrwooil

Blvd..

^i
Tl

bein(

Shrock

Current Releases
"The Family Picnic"
"The Mystery Mansion"

*

(

^j

tvl'

HARRY DELF
Director

any

-^

;

Ihnen, former Eastern art
who has been studying

department, which
Van Nest Polglase.

Preparing "Children of the Ritz"
Adelaide
Heilbron is preparing
adaptation and continuity of "Children of the Ritz," which First National

*

"Saturday

recent

adapted by Raymond
Madeleine Ruthven.

"Stolen Kisses."

W. B.
director,

sta

"The Duke Steps Out," Lucief

*

in

((

in

"The

also preparing the "lines" for
Wolf of Wall Street."
is

be paired with this

again will

is

v\riting dialogue.
He wrote the dialogue for "Sins of the Father" and

*

story.

Two F. N. Title Changes
Changes have been made in titles
of two First National pictures now

title

)K

'

James Cruze, who is making j
Man's Man," with William Hainet

MANKIWIECZ,

J.

known

•

lie

Hollywood
well

Ends," Elinor Glyn story.

Cruze to Direct Another Haines

Ray Enright, who has directed
Two New Ekiuc'l Leads
seve7'al pictures for Warner Bros.,
Two new leading players are ap- will next make "Kid Gloves." He
pearing in two forthcoming Educarecently completed the direction of

i)y

Cast Opposite Monte Blue
Kdna Murphy has been cast opposite Monte Blue in "The Greyhound
Others in the cast are:
Limited."
Lucy Beaumont, Lew Harvey, Ernie
Shields and Grant Withers. Howard
Anthony
director.
is
Bretherton
Coldeway adapted the Albert S.

Week

RALPH WILK

By

HERMAN

tional comedies.

"Canary Murder Case" Cast Addition

''Lots**

studios

the

Maynard Starts Another
Ken Maynard's latest production
rade" is almost completed. Dorothy for First National, "The Lawless LeRevier is starred with Victor Var- gion," is in work under direction of
coni and Marjorie

from

York to
for associate producers of Parahiount.
J. G. Bachmann is to be the first to

Bow

Neil Hamilton, instead of Robe
Castle, as announced last week, wi
play opposite Clara Bow in "Thretpi,

to travelers

HoUywood.

Califocnte

(hi

THE
anday,

September

23,

c^H
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Theater Equipment
\By

m

STYLES OF FOUNTAIN

The Stamp

OFFERED BY VOICT CO.

—

Diiinking fountains
Philadelphia
in four styles for theaters is
new specialty of the Voigt Comany, designers and manufacturers
decorative liKhting for theaters.
f
'he four styles are: Art Moderne,
panish, Classic and Adam.

PERHAPS

HYNES

of

DIRECTORREKOTECONTROL

Approval

SElECTOR-OyplEX FEATURE

—

( hicago
Selector-Duplex
organs,
manufactured by the Nelson-Wiggen
Piano Co., offers direct or remote

outside the picture, itself, accomplishes SO' much in building up a theater's box office receipts as
does electrical advertising. Pulling patrons off the street and into
the house by centering attention on the theater as an institution, and
secondly on the current program, are the functions of the outside
There must be an element of drama in the sign featuring
display.
the theater and its attractions.
In this sales effort, Flexlume Corp. is playing an important
The company's interchangeable letters, which furnish variety
part.
to the announcement board, are a big factor in putting ovei< the
house. This furnishes day and night publicity, and there are twice
as many hours of daylight in which theater seats may be sold. Flexlume electric displays have demonstrated their efficiency, and their
FILM
effectiveness and low cost have won for them

The metal

tyle

Ornamental parts of the Classic
model are of cast imitation travertine,

F.

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigat^ion of qualifications and merit

one

parts of the Art Moderne
are of cast hronze, with the
nirror having^ a colore'd carve-art
rnament fired in glass. The leaded
,'hite art glass cylinder (four inches
n diameter) on either side of the
nirror has two lights, concealed in
The Spanish model
ach cylinder.
of cast bronze with perforated
s
mitre-cut
with
mirror
ornament,
amber art glass
effect;
iunburst
:ylinder (four inches in diameter) on
either side of the mirror has two
ights concealed in each cylinder.

CHARLES

no single

factor,

THE

control,
enabling the operator to
select any of the 10 to 20 composition on the player rolls, by pressing
a button either at the organ, from
the booth, or any part of the house.

The machine is called duplex, because the roll runs and plays both
ways, running forward and backward
and requiring no rewind or changing
or rolls during a performance.

DAILY

The instrument can

STAMP OF APPROVAL.
See Noiseless Fans Need
plugging Sirocco Fans, Naat Exposition tional Theatre Supply Co. is pointing
A. Bachtold, DeVry out that with the advent of sound

DeVry Presented with

Won
Chicago —

Medal

In

recently pictures, absolute silence in the operarepresentative,
European
with a mitre cut mirror with bronze was here and presented to the De- tion of ventilating fans is of greatest
rosettes.
No illumination effect is Vry Corp., the gold medal which the importance. Claim is made that the
provided.
The Adam type has a Company won at the International product of the American Blower Co.
He is noise-proof.
compolite hood and mirror frame; exposition held at Turin, Italy.

mitre-cut mirror with bronze rosettes
and illumination is inside the top

hood through amber glass

jianels

and

crvstals.

for

G. E. Cooling Process

—

Schenectady. N. Y. Hydrogen gas
employed in a new type cooling
system being developed by the GenThe device has
eral Electric Co.
an eclipsed rotating machine. Reduction in use of power is claimed for

new

New

process.

Dissolver Is Being

Marketed by W. G. Preddy

—

San Francisco Walter G. Preddy
placing on the market a new dissolver.
This is declared to require
but one 20-ampere arc of the mirror
type to produce clear, even slide prois

of this country for taking local
newsreels, and said that the pictures
of the international meeting of military airplanes, taken with DeVrys
last year, were released by Ufa, and
that 75 per cent of the film ac-

cejited

The

—

Reduction of the
Co.xsachie. N. Y.
heat from the film is a feature clainaed for the rear shutter added to the
The machine,
Superior Projector.
claim its sponsors, is adapted to use
with Western Electric sound projection

dissolver

sired height, or titled to
angle.
Automatic feed,

WHAT-is
for

was DeVry made.

Superior Projector Is
Improved, Sponsor Says

An

from the other.
ing

device

is

manufacturer

automatic track-

feature,

a

claims,

which the

eliminates

constructed

in

one

unit.

there in

YOU

it

?

Here's what there's in National's One Contract
because it
Plan for you.
It saves you money
gives you the benefit of volume purchases; saves
you time because all details are worked out in
advance, and you are saved the search here and
there for the equipment you need saves you worry
because it places expert men at your services who

—

—

;

—

will relieve

you

of all details.

financing arrangements are centered
one concern, with only one negotiation for credit
necessary and, if desired, on the most liberal de-

Then your

—

is

SALE!
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC

one rheostat and switch are features
claimed for the new equipment.

STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film— C*>«— 6 Masaainei
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

UIILCQCI^HBy^
Ny ^^
110 UJest
West

52*St.N'*<»'
SZ-^St

Pheoe Penna.

li

—

ferred

payment plan

in existence.

—

Whether it's one equipment unit you need or a
completely furnished theatre The National's One
Contract Plan affords you big savings in time and

—

The Latest Model Double

any desired
circuit and

in

^«orK

QUO

money
One

de-

struction of rolls as well as prevents
discords. The blower and pump are

equipment.

"Acquire "Exiled"
London "Exiled" is the title of a
picture which Butcher's Film Service
has acquired from Terra studios.

provided
with one-half size achromatic lenses
in spiral mounts, and the telescoping
pedestal may be elevated to any dejection.

88-note piano keyboard, each separate

stressed the results being obtained
with the DeVry Automatic Camera,
which is used by numerous exhibi-

is

the

It
from the roll or by a musician.
61standard
a
has two keyboards,
note organ keyboard, and standard

tors

Power Cut Claimed

New

be played either

—and relieves you of

all

worry and

troubles.

of our thirty-one branch offices is near you,
ready to serve you by day or by night.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
(4106A)

THE
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A Week of Headlines

Foreign Markets
,

By

JAMES

P.

.

A

Bathing Girls ''Out"
Singapore

THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington Theaters in six European countries, namely Austria,
Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Netherlands.
Portugal
and
Yugoslavia,
total 2,958, states a Dept. of Commerce despatch. Of this total 1,082
arc operated daily and 1,876 irregularlv.
Estimated seating capacity
totals 955.530, of which 432.020 seats
are in daily use and 532,510 in irregular use.

Two
Tokio

First Class Tokio

—Two

Houses

first class houses are
for this city, with a third
theater to be renovated into a high
class bouse. The Ginza Gekijo, now
under construction, will seat 3,000
and WMJl be the largest house in

planned

—This

city is goone better on

ing the world
censorship.
All bathing girls
on posters are barred.
The
only way to get them past the
censors is to paint knee-length

El

skirts over

them.

Cinema Art Will Handle
B.

I.

P. Films in Antipodes

—

Sydney

Distribution of British
International
Pictures
product in
.•\ustralia
will be through
Cinema
Art for the next five years under a
contract just signed. The agreement
calls for a minimum of 16 pictures a
year but Capt. Dawson, general sales

manager, states Cinema Art will handle 36 out of the 40 British International schedule.
The only British
International picture that Cinema Art
not get is "A Little Bit of Fluf¥,"

will

Tokio.

-Syd

Handling 'Plane Trip Film
Paris
Paramount will distribute
in
Europe a film record of a trip
made by the Paramount-Petit Parisian aeroplane between Paris and
Cape Town, Africa.

—

Allen Joins B.I.F.D.
London
N. Atwood Allen has

—

joined
British
International
Film
Distributors as sales organizer.
He
plans to open branch offices in all

beginning

territories,

immediately.

Blackwell in "The Wrecker"
Blackwell is featured in "The Wrecker," which Gainsborough has just completed.

London— Carlyle

Ufa Gets Two More Theaters
Berlin— Ufa has acquired a sufficient amount of stock of the leading

Chaplin vehicle.

.

Monday

Tuesday:

Directors of both coni|)anies have ratified the deal.
No papers signed yet, but the WarnerStanley combination may be accepted as closed.
The Warner organization is traveling fast toward its
goal as one of the biggest outfits in
the whole darned business.
In the
offing
and not at all far distant
are First National and Keith-AlbeeOrpheum.
Maybe you don't think
that would make a very sizeable com-

—

bination.

.

.

organization
scratching
troubled
heads over the problem.
In many
offices, executives whose names are

words to all who
their picture business, are indulging in the same proceedings.
household

know

didates,

Wednesday:

.

.

Warner-First

tivities

to go.

up for consideration,
tell

which way the

too.

cat will

jump, but we are placing our money
on the Warners.
.

.

.

Know M.

A. Schlesinger?
Pretty
much the whole film business in
South Africa, of considerable importance in London as well and a
chap who has a reputation of finishing whatever he starts. Phonofilm is
his latest venture, all set and ready

...

Introducing

board

two

new

First

National

deal with Warners.
Three companies formed to promote Phonofilm.
Storm ravages Florida as it heads northward.
Joseph P. Kennedy in London says he knows

nothing of story he's

to

arrivals

in

Many

theaters in p.ath of Southeastern hurricane; heavy; loss of life and property.
to release 26 Movietone acts in twomonth period.
Delay granted in sound device injunction
action brought by Phonofilm against Famous
Canadian houses.

M-G-M

Al Jolson

and

jj

"The Singing Fool" cheerem

New York Winter Garden
Friday

at

Richmount Pictures
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

New York

City

Pre*.

EXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersanddistributors

will

RICHPICSOC. Pari*
DEEJAY. Londoo
RICH PIC. N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

.

proposed.

!

Tremendous damage

New York
Dec.

suffered theaters in Flor-

exhibitor

Thursday : Last night was a history-maker for pictures. Jolson sent
Winter Garden audience

into

distributed bv Star-Film and in a frenzy of enthusiasm over "The
France by Aubert. Dr. Willy Wolff Singing Fool."
He swept the thewill direct them.
ater right to its timbers.
"The Jazz
Singer" made loads of money everywhere, but wait until this one gets
"Asphalt" For Ufa
Berlin
Robert Herlth and Walter going.
Babee!
Was a time once
Rohrig. two of the most successful and when the S.R.O. sign was used freeexperienced architects on the UFA ly.
Not so much in latter years.
staff, are now preparing the sets for But you might just as well get ready
the third Hlrich Pommer production, now for it.
Dust it of? or have it
"Asphalt" which will be directed at reiiainted, it doesn't matter which,
Neubabelsberg by Joe May who di- but rest assured vou are going to use
rected "Homecoming" also an UFA it.

he

—

production.

Biggest London House Opening
London The new Empire, Lon-

—

don's biggest house, will open late in
October.
It will cost approximately
$3,500,000 and has 3,500 seats. Features include a tea room seating 400.

.

.

Page One
Fr'iday: Closer and closer. Warners and First National are flirting
just as hard as they can.

Deal ready
almost any minute now. May mean
maintaining individual identities but

consolidated

selling

houses

'

suffer;

and production.

disbanding

co-operative

1.

would

First
National
earning power.

increase

its

Stockholders would

Warners would

get better returns.

prosper because of its heavy interest
in
First National secured via the
.Stanley deal.
Gives Warners more
outlets for product and First National franchise holders assu'"ances
of landing talking pictures which are
the thing today.
.

.

.

Another body blow for Florida.
Theater damage heavy, Publix and
E.

Sparks suffering

J.

for

in particular.
to organize benefit shows

of the

relief

an idea
immediate

distressed;

will, of course, find

Sapiro

.

Mr. Al Jolson

.

Cable Address:
Cable
Address:
Cable Addrees:

~
.1

plan

other

Germany they

premiere.

Warner-First National deal nearly set; joint
management under individual identities ist

of

disc

.

In

K-AO.

leave

Thursday

response everywhere

"Black Spy."

1

considering several',
connection with proposed'

directors

lines of action in

the

—

a ritzy

ac>

Montreal.

Moves on

the sound picture family.
To Make Two Co-op Pictures
Washington Buyeau of THE FILM DAILY which finds its voice via

sellschaft of (jermany. says a Dept.
of Commerce, M.
P.
Section despatch.
They arc "Immorality" and

resumes

i

cinema theaters in the Rhine ProWashington
Two films will be system and Fotovox which intends
vinces, the Residence Theater at Dusproduced
jointly by Vandal et Delac warbling via records and film.
seldorf and the Modern Theater at
of France and Ellen-Richter FilgeElderfeld. to

make them members

dei

next Friday.

which

rhriiTi.

on

Hurricane destroys 125 theaters in Porto Rico.
De Forest Phonofilm of Canada seeking in^
iunction to restrain Movietone showfngs

Reeltone

it<;

hinging

Saturday

Informal meetings

liament.

to

pool

arbitration

hurricane belt; Publix
Publix plans benefits.

National directors continue.
The Warner tie-up continues to look
very attractive.
Several other lines

Hard

National

K-AO.

for

Northwest

of First

action

Illinois.

Tuesday

ida

censorship authority in Australia is in prospect with five of the provinces agreed
to surrender individual rights in the
matter, according to Australian newspapers. The recent report of the film
commissioners reconnnended the appointment of a Federal authority and
Sydney has been mentioned as the
censors'hip headquarters.
It is believed that a Conmionwealth
Films Bill will be among the first
of next year's legislative proposals to
be considered by the Australian Par-

of

should not aid any political caL
opinion of M.P.T.O. of easteri

is

Missouri and southern

Powwows

Censorship in Prospect
of

Kins; of Kings."

Exhibitors

Wednesday

tone.
An interesting situation. Look
for developments of importance there,
no matter how the courts decide it.
Sam Katz's divisional managers
reach New York for a round table
on sound.
Publix is not the only

like

\Vc .tern Electric scouts reports on ;my niei
gcr on sound devices.
Three hundred simultaneous runs for "Thj

.

Eyes toward Montreal. The patent disturbance over sound picture
equipment is beginning.
Phonofilm
is
suing Famous Players Canadian
Corp. to restrain showings of Movie-

Centralizing Australia

— Centralization

.

Step Nearer

.

Sydney

Week's Headlines

1)

terminating how many and who shall
be on the executive committee.

CUNNINGHAM^

2,958 THEATfRS IN SIX

IVashinoton Bureau of

(Continued from Page

Bows Out

Going the way

Today:

of

all

cooperative buying
New York, the Sapiro

previous

schemes

in

organization

December

1,

now
the

folds the tent.

By

movement, launch-

ed with a flush of much excitement
and considerable ballyhoo, will be a
thing
Distributors
of
the
past.
fought against it tooth and nail.

From

their angle, we suppose it was
But never
attitude to assume.
discount the fact that Sapiro had one

the

merry time keeping

He

his

members

to-

snags no different
from those encountered in previous
years.
The Associated Booking
Corp., in operation some years back,
gether.

hit

ran afoul of the same petty jealousthe same mistrust and the same
reluctance on the part of the individual operator to relinquish any rights.
The debacle will occasion no real
surprise
among those who know
something of the peculiarities in exies,

hibitor psychology.

K ANN

]

fl

Recognizing the
in

method come

fact that

changes

in the

splendid

advancement of the motion picture
industry, the

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany continues

own

its

march and maintains

its

forward

supremacy

in presenting to the trade

Eastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type 2

— a perfected^ proven product
for

the

cinematographer

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

}

Circuits of

with

Hundreds

of Theatres

Build Business
the Talking Ne^vsreel

Every theatre circuit in America,
practically, plays Movietoneivs.

Consider this impressive
Publix

Interstate

Stanley
Saenger

Skouras

Hohlitzel

West Coast

Libson

United Artists

Sparks
Comerford
Ed Fay

Nathanson
Fred J. DoUe

(

)

list:

Finkelstein & Rubin

FroWrXoast to Coast Americans are
hearing the ifirorld^s news just as it
happens in London, Ontario or
London, England; in Paris, Illinois or
Paris, France-^thanks to the Sar-Hung
cameras and microphones of Fox-*the
ivorld^s greatest ncMrsgathering
organization.
"It

speaks far

itself!"

I

MOVIETONEWS

—

Warners Starting Campaign

to

Acquire Theaters

ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

ojf FILMDOM
VOL.

XLV

Monday, September

No. 72

Means

What

It
ACLOSE-np

of the latest
big deal in pictures
Warners, riding sky high
on the popularity wave of sound
pictures, out after theaters and
guaranteed playing time and already in exhibition with one
formidable foot, via the Stanley

First National franchise holders, interested primarily in adequate protection of their extenand
theater
properties
sive
aware of the chance to sew up
a line of box-office commodities
via sound pictures and the Warner route.
Already partners, Warners
control about 30 per cent of
First National and a half dozen
or so franchise holders 25 per
cent more. The opportunity for
a mutually protective arrangement became obvious. And so
it

is

Will Get

For the Warners, the combination
means this:
A further dent in exhibition by virtue of agreements with the theater

turn,

at

who

constitute the control
This, in
First National.

means assured playing time

in

many

key centers for Vitaphone
product, and a consequent jump in
revenue.
Also a step whereby the
Warners move decidedly forward in
their ambitious plan to develop into
one of the top-notch organizations in
the industry.
For First National:
Strengthening the backbone service
of the theater men who comprise it
by the addition of the commerciallyinvaluable sound product emanating
from the Warner studio.
costs
Reduction
of
operating
through sizeable savings in selling
and studio overhead and a consequent stepping up of earning power
a surgical trick which should make
all stockholders less sour.

Business

Acumen

Good business judgment

is

being

in
is

combine.
Both Fox and
Warners are declared to hold options
on a number of houses, the latter

buying

key

theaters

of

the

has been

{Continued

M.

&

S.-B.

as yet as to whether the
industry as a whole is to back
Hurricane Relief Fund
the
being raised by the Red Cross
for relief of West Indies and
Florida hurricane victims. Pubis planning benefit shows,
but no date has been set. Playhouse Operating Co., which has
a string of 13 Greater New
York houses, is to donate its

lix

receipts

entire
fund.

Oct.

2

tO'

the

&

on Page 4)

S.

SOUND FILMS CHIEF TOPIC

Pool

Schneider, Steiner-Blinderman pool
which has been pending for quite
some time has ben completed, it is
Refinancing will take
understood.
place as soon as actual plans are laid
out for the changing of policies of
several houses, 27 of which are involved in the reported merger. This
makes the new combine one of the
most important independent chains
in Greater New York.

Limit on Agency Fees
Limitation of payments by members to employment agencies and
has ben decided upon by Actors'
No member will be
Equity Ass'n.
{Continued

0F$.N.P.LDISCUSS1

—

Placid, N. Y.
Sound picthe mechanics of their
presentation will be the chief topic of
discussion at the fall meeting this
week of the Society of M. P. Engineers, which gets under way today.
(Continued mi Page 4)

Lake

and

tures,

Junior Orchestraphone
Is Placed on Market

—

Actors' Equity Places

on Page 4)

Orchestraphone Junior
Chicago
ben placed on the market by National Theater Supply Co., designed
lias

for smaller theaters.

which
tion,

The instrument,

for synchronizaturntables, powered by

designed

is

has two

synchronous motors.

Warners is entering on an aggrescampaign for acquisition of theaters throughout the nation.
With
sive

an outlet assured for Vitaphone productions through the deal with First
National, and the houses its franchise
holders control. Warners are reaching out for theaters in other directions.
The Stanley deal is understood to be the first of others under
'oonsideration.
Belief that the successful producerdistributor today must have strategically located theaters as well is the
reason behind the expansion plan.

Staff for

Negotiations on New Salt
Lake Contract Continue
City — Negotiations

K A N N

creased wages and improved working conditions are sought.

still

A

Schine
93 upstate

Chain Theaters, operating
New York and Ohio the-

within a short period will be
acquired by "one of the leading producers," it is predicted by Bonner,

aters,

Brooks

&

Co.,

New York

financial

house, which is handling an issue of
Schine convertible preference stock.
The financial firm says it considers
such a step inevitable. Universal has
a minority interest in the Schine circuit.

Sound Studios

Named by

Robert Kane

E. Fitzgibbon, former sales promotion director for FBO, has been
named studio manager for Sound
Studios, formed by Pathe and
to make RCA-Photophone films at
the Manhattan studio, New York.
S.

FBO

Ben Berk has been named production manager, George Wilson, head
electrician, Joseph Clement, art director. Jack Strieker, head carpenter,
and J. E. W. Seymour, assistant to

Robert

S.

Kane,

who heads

the

com-

pany.

"Four Devils" to Open
at Gaiety, N. Y., Soon
In
about
Devils,"
F.

weeks,

four

W.

American-made

'Leading Producer' to Acquire
Schine Chain, Broker Predicts

way

each camp. A
being grasped.

Cents

Productions

made

metropolitan area.
Warners, it is pointed out, are in-

Salt Lake
are on between exhibitors and musicians, stagehands and operators.
walkout Sept. 1 was averted when
theater operators agreed that the
determined upon
contract
to
be
would be retroactive to Sept. 1. In-

One group
exercised all around.
gets this, the other that. Whether
the Warners are to profit thereby in
greater proportion than First National or vice versa appears to us not
There
to make any great difference.
were problems
to solve them

DEALS

control of theaters embraced in the

in

5

Firm Moving to Assure
Market for Its Sound

Is

What Each

group

mm

Vague

No announcement

Release of the members of the
exhibitor
co-operative
in
Sapiro
Greater New York, from their obligations on film purchases is expected
to speed deals of Warner and Fox for

principally

Price

Relief Plan

OF CIHIP

Reported Completed
Mayer &
the
Completion
of

being done.

operators

DUDMEIIT
SEEN

1928

DEAL STEP IN WARNER
BID FOR THEATER OUTLETS

F. N.

:

Company.

24,

picture

opens at the Gaiety,
an indefinite run.

Hollywood
opens

at

New

second
for
Fox,
York, for

— "Mother Knows

the

"Four

Murnau's

Carthay

Circle

Best"
today

for a run.

Settlement of Musician

Row Made at Des
Des Moines — Agreement

Moines
on the

la-

situation has been made here
between the unions and Blank-PubFourteen men are to be retained
lix.
by the Capitol orchestra, under terms
of the agreement. At the Des Moines,
sound picture house, five pieces will
The firm has settled
be retained.
labor difficulties at Davenport, la.

bor
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Am.

Seat.
do 6s 36..

*(c-b)
*
Bal.

.

.

.

Kodak

.

15^
26^

.

.

M-GM

.

.

(s)

<o)
<c)

do

units

.

.

.

..

31

.

34

.

do com.
Skouras Bros.

8

.

Stanley Co.
Technicolor

TransLux

49
55

.

.

6
4
12

.

.

(0) United Art.
do pfd.
(0)
(0) Univ. Ch. com
do ppfd.
(0)
•(c) Univ. Pict.
do pfd.
..
*(s)
.

.

Warner

(s)
(s)

.

77

200

26

180M

100
300
200

104
100-^ 101/2
28 '4
2&H

3,000
2,500

77

.

Bros.

93
61
103

.

Ill
100
257^

93
61!4
103
27
111
100

a
to

Sunday Show Row at Ames, la.
Ames, la. ^Joe Gerbracht was ar-

—

rested recently for presenting a Sunday show, because the mayor believes the ordinance permitting Sun-

day shows

A member

illegal.

is

of

257/,

10

10

28
90

zr'A
.

.

.

140V(i

141

100
101

100
101

Skouras,

.

1

57/,

23 '4

23 54

400

75H
9
51
S4'/2
7
37/,

—

who now

New

the

—

200

37/,

1,766

Special
Special

14
85

88

6.500
4,000

Sound Paper on "Wings"
one and three-sheets em-

bodying essential features in advertising "Wings" as a sound production are being issued by the Paramount ad sales department.

New P-F-L Cleveland Branch
Cleveland The Paramount offices
will be in their new building on East
:3rd St., by the first of October, according to Manager J. E. Fontaine.

—

at

— Harrv
new

Sheboygan.

Milwaukee Firm
Marland Amusement
Co. has been formed here to operate
Milwaukee

"Blue" Fight to Continue
Roselle Park, N. J.— Efforts will
lie contiimed by the American Legion
to legalize

his

at

and Herman Larkey,

....
55

Louis.

Richmond

is

theaters.
Members of the company
are Adolph Pokras, Morris Zaidins

33
38

Richmond
Somerville

duties as

Ins

Midwesco

the

of

chain,

Coogans Sailing
Jackie Coogan and his father sail
for Europe soon to make personal
appearances in a number of cities on
liie

is

of

general

Sid Glenar,

leave Oct,

1

—

as

manager

of

the

local

branch of National Theater Supply.
O. J. Hazen has replaced him. Smith
will devote his time to the new Tower, which he recently opened.

Navy Buys "Submarine"
Navy Department has

The

Continent.

for
of

Chamber

America

New

toria,

at

by
Com-

given

industry

film

Aeronautical

of

Waldorf As-

York.

Opening

of fall meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers, Whiteface Inn, Lake Placid,
York.

New

Singer"

Sept. 27 "Jazz

opens at

Piccadilly,

London.
Sept. 30 Universal reopening Colony,

with
Oct.

M-G-M's London

1

pire,

N. Y.,

"Lonesome."
theater,

the

Em-

opens.

Oct. 8 10 M.P.T.O.

of Michigan convention
Kalamazoo.
Oct. 16-17-18 Annual M.P.T.O. A. convention
at

at

Toronto.

Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O.

of

Ohio

stages

con-

vention at Columbus.

Nov. 25 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Nov. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.

Industry to Be Honored
at Aviation Dinner Tonight
Tribute to the film industry for its
contribution to the advancement of
aviation will be paid in New York
tonight at a dinner given the industry by the Aeronautical Chamber of
Commerce of America. A picture of
Lindbergh's exploits is to be presented by the industry to the United
States government as well as to governments of foreign nations he visited.

for the Coast.

Resigns from National
Earl D. Smith has
Salt Lake City
resigned

Dinner

merce

Fire

Damages Neon, Ky., House
Ky. The Cumberland has

—

Neon,

closed because of

fire

damage.

Watson M. C. at Milwaukee
"Happy Monk" Watson is the new master of ceremonies
Milwaukee

—

Midwesco's Wisconsin, succeeding
Nat Nazarro.

at

pur-

chased four prints of the Columbia
Special "Submarine" now playing at
the Embassy, New York.

"King of Kings" at Capital
Washington As the feature of the
season's inaugural program of the B.
F. Keith's "The King of Kings,"
opened for a two weeks' engagement,

—

first

run in the city at popular prices.

M.

P.

Gold

Club to Honor Walker

membership

certificate of life

New

York is to
P. Club of
be presented to Mayor James J.
York. It is planned
Walker of
to put the certificate on display until
it
is presented
to the mayor.
in

the

M,

New

SALE!

Omaha Rayart Exchange Opens
Omaha— E. J. Drucker has open-

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

ed Rayart Pictures, Inc., devoted exRayart
to
handling
of
clusively
product
in
Iowa and Nebraska.
Drucker has Rayart exchanges at

Denver and

Salt

Lake

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

Citv.

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film — Caae— 6 Magazines
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

-Segal

Mosque, independent house.

has managed theaters in Chicago,
Detroit, Cleveland and Buffalo for
Co. of
the Interstate .^muscnent
He wa.s later manager of
("hicago.
the I'utili.x theaters in ]Daytona.

ment

Today

Sunday shows

here. Isaof the New Park, drew
"me of $1 for presenting a show last
.Sunday,
iiire

manager

M

Kline Poster ExPoster Ex-

3',766

SH

275^
985^
110
lio
107
1115^ 107^ 110%
198

Somerville

assumed

—

change and National
change have merged.

berg,

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
St.

Firms Merge

kee Theater Circuit, Universal subsidiary.
He succeeds Nate Bium-

3

Theaters is
with expansion plans,
despite reported poor business in this
territory,
where the former Saxe
chain operates.
These incliide a de
luxe house for Milwaukee afd theaters at Green
Bay and Appleton,
with others declared in the offing.
The firm has competition here from
L. K. Brin, who has the Garden,
and soon is to reopen the Majestic,
Universal, which has the Alhambra,
and keith-Albee-Orpheum.
The town is regarded as overseated, and an old agreement keeps
Publix and Loew's out of the city.
M-G-M product recently was sold
Brin, for the first time in years that
it
hasn't
been booked into Saxe
houses.
Midwesco has the Paramount and Fox product to draw
upon, and recently booked Columbia,
so apparently the independents are
to get a break, because of the M-GUniversal has booked Msplit.
G-M for subsequent runs in Milwaukee and neighboring tov^ms. Joe Leo
recently took over executive manage-

Glenar Going to Coast
who has been working
on trick photography on "Out of the
Inkwell" cartoons, has resigned to

100
100
5,000

1,700

— Midwesco

Albany Leads in Warner Drive
Warners' Albany exchange is leading in the company's drive for 3,000
new accounts by Nov. L
Po'ster

The Industry's
Date Book

ahead

which Harold Fitzgerald
manager.

10

i

Milwaukee

going

metnber was elected.

Over

NOTE;

He

Louis

Meyer Heads Wis. Chain
Milwaukee Fred S. Meyer, veteran manager of the Alhambra here,
has been named director of Milwau-

1

1,600
100

•Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.

of

St.

year ago, coming from London
take over the master of ceremonies
job at the Ambassador.

Philadelphia

2

.

do "A" ...
•(c-b) do 6K,s 28

(o)

in

9

93
Loew's, Inc.
61 J4
do pfd
103
*(c)
do deb. rts.
(b)
do 6s 41 WW. .111
(b) do 6s41xwar
100J4
2574
(s)
pfd.
(s) M. P. Cap. ,.
10
(s)
Orph. Cir.
2&H
•(s)
do pfd.
..
(s) Para. F-L
ui'H
(b)
do 6s 47
100!4
(b) Par.By5'/2s51. .101
(s) Pathe
6
23 >4
(s)
do "A" ...
-(b) do 7s37 ...
.

Sal^'

3

(s)
(s)

<o)

Lowry appeared

128

'

*(c) Inter. Proj..
(b) Keiths 6s 46.

(0)
(0)

74^
15M

15^

26
.18054 180

.

Fox Fm. "A" .103
Fox Thea. "A' 28 i^,

Roxy "A"

31

.

.

(0)

31

9654

& Katz...
Con. Fm. Inc
do pfd

East.

31

.

*(s)
do pfd. ...
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

—

St. Louis
Ed Lowry has signed a
three j'ear contract under the terms
of which he will not only serve as
master of ceremonies at the Ambassador, but at other Skouras houses
in St. Louis and elsewhere, but gives
the bkouras organization control of
his services for Vitaphone short subjects or other feature productions,
it is said Lowry will be paid $250,UOO over the three year period, a new
record for St. Louis.

council recently moved away,
and his successor was named by remaining members of the council and
tiie ordinance later was enacted. The
mayor says it is illegal because of
the manner in which the council

High Low Close

(c)
(s)
(s)

Lovvry Signs for Three Midwesco Plans Building
Years With Skouras Bros.
Program in Wisconsin

the

Financial

(s)

1928

24,

WANT TO BUY OR

LEASE

$29.S0

SMALL THEATRE

city or
suburbs. New York, Brooklyn,
Westchester,

Write F,
c-o

Film Daily
.\'<:7v

K.,

VVim
110

Box M-308

1650 Broadway
York City

32wSt_Ncwyorh.N.y.*^
West 32«St,Ncw>brh.N.y.'
Ph<Mu Pcnna. 0330

11
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THE
/londay,
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1928

24,

Coast Wire Service-

Menjou's Next Set
Frederick Arnold Kummer's story,
"Marquis Preferred" will serve as
Adolphc Menjou's next vehicle when
the star completes "His Private Life."

Fox Studios Near Peak

Frank Tuttle, now directing Menjou,
will

IN

WORK, 5

COTTING

IN

Wife

of

Stephen Tromholt" by Her-

mann Sudermann

for

features are in production,
are in preparation and five are
n the cutting room at Fox.
Raoul Walsh has gone to Bryce
Ilanyon for making of "In Old AriBarry.
ona" from the story by
A/^alsh plays the lead in this Movieone feature, as well as directing
)ther members of the cast, headed

He

have been

Af-

several

declared to be adapted from
"The Green Hat," which previously
had been banned as a screen subject.

Tom

Edmund Lowe, Maria

)y
ell

Alba, Far-

Macdonald and Ivan Linow.

It

m\\ be an all-talker.

Lew

Comedy Drama

Erie C. Kenton, will direct Colum-

comedy-drama "Nothing

latest

bia's

Production

Wear."

to

starts

im-

mediately with Jacqueline Logan and

Theodor Von Eltz featured and
Bryant Washburn, Jane Winton, William Irving and Edythe Flynn in the
cast.

Seller will begin

been assigned principal parts.

mond Cannon

is

Ray-

about half through

"Husbands Are Liars," featuring
June Collyer, Conrad Nagel, Arthur
3n

Stone and Sharon Lynn.

Emmett

J.

Flynn

is

completing

Lia Tora,
Veiled Woman."
;Paul Vincenti, Kenneth Thompson,
iWalter McGrail and Josef Swickard
have the leading roles.

"The

David Butler is touring the Continent
Nick Stuart and Sue Carol who appear
"Chasing Through Europe," a follow-up

witli

"The News Parade."
The next Victor McLaglen vehicle will be
This will be put in work
"Life's a Gamble."
Rex Bell is working in his fourth
soon.
western, "Taking a Chance," directed by
Nonnan McLeod.
preparing for his second
dialogue production from Milton Cropper's
stage play to be released under the title
Irving Cum"Through Different Eyes."
mings' "Romance of the Underworld," with
Mary Astor, John Boles, Ben Bard and Lia
Tora: and "The Case of Mary Brown," a
Charles Francis Coe story written for Lois
Moran, George O'Brien, Earle Foxe, Don
Terry and Maria Alba are finished.
Others in the cutting room include "The
River,''
by Tristram Tupner with Charles
Farrell, Mary Duncan, Ivan Linow and Margaret
Mann; "Homesick," with Sammy
Cohen, Marjorie Beebe and Harry Sweet
and "Riley the Cop" featuring Farrell Macdonald, Louise Fazenda, Nancy Drexel and

John BIystone

David

Starts

supporting

soon on an
ill-talker Movietone feature based on
Max Marcin's play, "Badges." Helen
Iwelvetress and Charles Eaton have

in
of

Kenton

"Head of Family" Started
Casting has been completed and
production begun on "The Head of
the Family," last on the 1927-28
schedule of Gotham. The story, by
George Randolph Chester, adapted
by Peter Milne. The cast includes
Virginia Lee Corbin, William Russell, Mickey Bennett, Richard WalJoseph C.
ling and Alma Bennett.
Boyle is directing.
Pathe Unit Going to Havana

Zane Grey's "Avalanche," have
turned to the Paramount stiulios.

Wolheim in Pathe Cast
Louis Wolheim has been cast in
"The Shady Lady," Phyllis Haver
starring vehicle for

Pathe.

cast of

the cast.

Lazarus with Fox

Lazarus, publicity director of
Theaters, has signed a
five year contract with
Fox as a
member of the firm's production staff.
Jeff

West Coast

Willis

company

Named

Director

H. Griffith

is

Signed
Leone Lane, who has played in
several two reel comedies, has been
signed by Paramount as a featured

—
— —
— "Two Lovers"

Roxy

—^"Plastered

in

—

Paris"

Brooklyn Mark Strand

"The Lion and
Mouse"
Warner '"The Terror"
Winter Garden "The Singing Fool"

—

the

—

player.

Paramount Re-Signs Ruben
J.

Walter Ruben, co-author of the

latest

Clara Bow film, "The Fleet's
signed a new Paramount

In," has
contract.

Pathe Directors Switched
Ralph Block has made a switch of
Pathe directorial assignments and
Edward H. Griffith will direct the
Phyllis Haver vehicle, "The
Shady Lady," and Paul L. Stein will

next

Farrell Title Changed
Title of the first Russ Farrell aviator picture is "The Sky Ranger,"
instead of "The Round-Up on the
anpreviously
Rio
Grande," as

Lila in

Texas Guinan Cast

direct the one immediately following
Originally
"The Office Scandal."
Griffith was to have directed "Office

Scandal"
Lady."

and

Stein

"The

Shady

OSWALD

Lila Lee has been signed for Warners' Vitaphone production, "Queen
of the Night Clubs," starring Texas

Bryan Foy

Guinan.

is

directing.

Sweet to Direct Fox Comedy
Harry Sweet is to direct Sammy
Cohen and Ivan Linow in a Fox
comedy.

Love Returning
Bessie Love has returned to

THE
BENEVOLENT
KING OF CARTOONS

Bessie

the

feminine lead in
"Broadway Melody," an original by
Harry BeauEdmund Goulding.
for

the

will

direct and the picture,
have dialogue sequences,
give Miss Love a chance to talk

and

sing.

mont

which

GIVES HIS
SUBJECTS

will
will

in Jessel

Hasbrouck Cast
Olive Hasbrouck has been signed
for the feminine lead with Reginald
in his next starring vehicle,

Denny

Joseph
"Clear the Deck."
berrv is slated to direct.

"The Getaway."

Songs

Man"

Mark Strand "The Lion and the Mouse"
Paramount <" Beggars of Life"
Rialto
"The Patriot"

directing for Pathe.

Olive

Goldberck, former M-G-M
has been named a Pathe
His first picture for that
is

.Street"

Lo-w's
New "yort^Monday, "Forgotten
Faces;" Tuesday, "Charge of the (Jauclios" and "City of Purple Dreams;" Wednesday, "Four Sons;" Thursday, "Home
James;" Friday, "Heart to Heart" and
"Man from Headquarters;" Saturday,
"Baby Cyclone;" Sunday, "Butter and Egg

Rivoli

Leone Lane

SUPERVISION
scenarist,
director.

Fifty-fifth

Wolheim is scheduled to leave shortEdward
ly for Havana on location.

screen

Goldberck

Edward

H. Griffith will direct. Robert Armstrong and Russell Gleason are in

"Shady Lady" includnounced.
Phyllis
Armstrong,
Robert
ing
Haver, Russell Gleason and Louis

The

for
for
re

is

Rollins.

Jeff

"Avalanche" Unit Returns

in Arizona on location
weeks making scenes

—
—
——
Central —'"IJlac Time"
Criterion— "Wings"
Embassy —".Submarine"
Fifth Ave. — "Germany's Side of the War"
St.— "The Lfght of Asia"
Globe— "Mother Knows Best"
—
Gaiety "The Air Circus"
Hippodrome— "Danger

Astor "White Shadows in the South Seas"
Broadwray "State Street Sadie"
Cameo -"Q Ships"
Capitol
"Excess Baggage"

one.

and

fairs,"

ICJKht

new

Headed by Jack Holt, 150 actors,
cowboys and technical workers, who

M-G-M.

directing John Gilbert
is
ROOM, 2 BEING STARTED now
Greta Garbo in "A Woman of

wo

be in charge of his

Clarence Brown Assigned
Clarence Brown is to direct "The

On Broadway

Film

Georgie Jessel, star of "The Ghetto," Tiffany-Stahl production, is to
sing several songs in the picture.

Planning to Roadshow "Tomorrow"
Tiffany-Stah! is planning to roadshow "Tomorrow," in which Patsy
Ruth Miller and Lawrence Gray have
leading roles.
Hugo Riesenfeld
is scoring the picture.

now

Anita

Anita Page Cast
Page has been cast

Hena-

NOTHING
BUT MIRTH
\\

for a
talk-

part in "Broadway Melody,"
ing picture which Harry Beaumont
is
to direct for M-G-M from a)i
original by Edmund Goulding.

F. N. Title Changed
Yankee Girl" is new title
selected by First National for Mack
Scnnett's "The Good-Bye Kiss."

"The

GEORGE WINKLER

PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
Vnwersa?\immJEXiCaHoons

I

fsJS^

DAILV

Monday, September

24, 1928

Sound Films Chief
Topic of S.M.P.E. Meet

The Broadway Parade
THE
exception
long

run
of

attractions

the

continue

substitution

of

week without any change, with the
"The Tempest" at the Rivoli with "Two
this

Lovers," which had a run some time ago at the Embassy.
Picture

"Wings"
"White Shadows
South

Theater

Paramount

Criterion

Opening Date
Aug. 12, 1927

First National.

"The Air Circus"
"Mother Knows Best".
"The Singing Fool"
Lovers"

.

.

Paramount
Warner Bros
Columbia
Fox

"Submarine"
.

Astor

July

Central

Aug. 3
Aug. 15
Aug. 16
Aug. 31

Rialto

Warners
Embassy
Gaiety
Globe

Fox
Warners
United Artists.

Winter Garden.
.

.

.

31.

Sept.

1

Sept.

15

Sept.

19

Rivoli

192S

"ReiJOTt of Progress in the

permitted to pay more than one-half
week's pay to any dramatic or employment agency. The only exception is in the case of a personal representative guaranteeing the actor 20
weeks' work.
This permits him to
collect 10 per cent of the weekly salary for duration of contract.
Another condition laid down is that

managers
through

hire its members
licensed agencies.

must

its

—Labor

lieved behind kidnapping of Max Ruben, secretary of the M. P. Operators union, with police fearful that
he may have been "taken for a ride."

Ruben

had

been

working

under

guard after telling police he was
afraid of persecution. The thugs abducted him from his

office.

Transfers K. C. Acts
Kansas City With closing of the

—

Orpheum, Keith-Albee-Orpheum

acts

be transferred to the Mainstreet, grind house v^^hich has been
playing junior Orpheum acts.
The
Mainstreet now is being wired for
sound. The Orpheum was built in
1914, replacing the old Orpheum,
built 29 years ago.
It has been in
Lincoln several years ago.
They the red for the last three years. Adwere among the first exhibitors in dition of feature pictures last year
the city to install Vitaphone, and failed to put the house on a paying
played Vitaphone acts at the Lincoln. basis.
When they sold the Lincoln to the

Glen Crockett Retires
Cleveland Glen Crockett has retired from active participation in the
exhibition field.
He has been managing the Capitol, one of the houses
belonging to the Ohio Amusement Co.
Crockett and Charles Burton built the

—

Ohio company, Burton retired from
business, and Crockett continued with
the circuit.
James Surrell has been
appointed manager of the Capitol,
succeeding Crockett.

Hennecke Busts at Weimer, Tex.
Weimer, Tex. Charles A. Hennecke has purchased the Happy Hour

—

and changed

its

name

to the Palace.

Barry Quits "Daily Mail"
London Iris Barry has resigned
Iris

—

as picture critic of

"The Daily Mail."

Russell Stannard has succeeded her.

Another Bryan,
Bryan,

O.—

O., House
Manager L. D. Miller

of the Temple has plans under way
for a new theater to be built on the
site of the present Temple, with 700
seats, and entire fireproof construction.
Work will be started next
spring.

Laemmle

Attend Colony Reopening
is to conic East in
time for reopening of the Colony,
New York, which on Oct. 30 will
present "Lonesome," Universal's initial sound picture.
to

Carl Lacinniic

are

Electric Co.

"Sound Synchronization and Projection" by
F. H. Richardson, Herald and M. P. World.
6:30 Get-together Dinner.
8:00 In the Wigwam:
"The Organization of Research in the Bell
Telephone Laboratories" by John Mills, Bell
Telephone Laboratories.
Sound
Motion
Picture
Entertainment,
courtesy Electrical Research Products.

to

Disbandment of Go-op
Seen Speeding Deals
{Continued from Page 1)
terested
chiefly
in
acquiring key
houses to assure the firm representa-

than seeking numbers of
theaters.
Arthur Whyte is to continue as advisor to members of the
co-operative in purchase of film, at
least until Dec. 1.
tion, rather

Minneapolis First Run Reopens
Minneapolis With sound equipment installed, the Strand, first run
house, has been reopened by Finkelstein & Ruben.

—

Fire

at

Macon,

Macon,

—

Ga.,

C—

Ky.— The

Capitol,

new

sub-

Watts,

Jr.,

a

urban theater at Preston and Eastern Parkway, opened Sept. 1.
It is owned by Sylvester

Groves.
Williamston,

owner

of

C—

N.

the

Sitrand,

ber.

J.

will

W.
open

in

—

Graham, N.

C.
A. B. Thompson will open
theater about Oct. 1.
Guntersville, Ala.
Amusement Enterprise*
opened the Palace on Sept. 3. The company
operates the Rialto at Boai; the Princess at
Albertsville; and the Liberty at Attalla.

a

new

—

Ranger,

Tex.—Dent

Theaters

has

aters.

—

Temple. Tex. The Arcadia will open here
in September.
Wajhington,
Ind.
Frank
Young
has
opened the Washington.
Hammond, La.—The Columbia, a $150,000
house, was opened Sept. 1.
Eastland,
Tex. Campbell Theaters have
ried the Arcadia under management of J.
Hughes.
Richmond,
Va. The
William
Byrd, a
$500,000 theater, has opened in the residential section of Byrd Park.
Charles A. Sorama is the principal owner.
early

—

—

—

OU

City,

Pa.—The

Vemark Theater

Colonel

Drake seating

headed by George J.
opened under ownership of the
Veach and Mike Marks.

2,500,

Co.,

has

Ritchey.

racing picture with Germaine Berger.

—

Twice a Month

On
CVERY

—

the 10th

and 25th

Exhibitor in

New York

State and Northern Neiv Jersey
gets his copy of HIS ^^Home

To^vn Paper/'

House

THE NEW YORK

vSTATE

—

is

new manager

C—

Saenger.

opened

the Arcadia under operation of Campbell Thft-

Newman Making Feature
London
Widgey Newman will
produce "The Man in the Saddle," a

—

Chapin Transferred to Jackson
Jackson, Tenn. C. T. Chapin, formerly manager of the Palace at
Jacksonville,
Lyric.

Novem-

Conrad, Mont., House Sold
Conrad, Mont. William Lavin has
purchased the Orpheum from L. E.

Ga. Through the quick
work of firemen the Criterion here
was saved from fire when flames
broke out in the ventilation shaft at
midnight threatening the theater and
adjoining property.

"'"'

of the

"Our Dancing Daughters" First
Publix-Saenger Adding Another
The Capitol, New York, is installChapel Hill, N.
The Pickwick,
inng Movietone facilities this week formerly managed by V.
A. Hill and
for the presentation of its first sound owned
by S. J. Brockwell, will be
picture, "Our Dancing Daughters," taken
over Sept. 28 by Publix-

next Saturday.

C. Steinberg, Bell Telephone Laboratories.
12:30 Dinner.
2:00 Papers:
"The Public and Sound Pictures" by William A. Johnston, M. P. News.
"General Principles of Sound Recording"
by E. C. Wente, Bell Telephone Laboratories.
"Sound Reproduction in Theaters" by E.
O. Scriven, Bell Telephone Laboratories, H.
B. Santee, Electrical Research Products.
"Methods of Synchronizing" by H. M.
Stollers, Bell Telephone Laboratories.
"The Three Electrode Vacuum Tube and
Its Application to Sound Recording" by E.
W. Kellogg, Research Laboratory, General
J.

racketeers are be-

C—

Gastonia N.
E. Webb, of Webb*
J.
mister. Shelby, is building a new theater
North Wilkesboro, N.
Wilbur C. MeIntyre. formerly of Burlington and FayetteviUe, IS building the Rose here
which will
open about Oct. 15.
Vineland, N.
A. F. Powell is building
a now theater, which will be leased by W.
D. Connor.
Louisville,

P. Industry"

by Frank Benford, Research Laboratory,
General Electric Co.
"Public Reaction to the Sound Movies" by
F. Mordaunt Hall, New York Times.
"The Quality of Speech and Music" by

Sept. 22

Detroit

M.

Theaters

C—

B. Cook,

Kodascope Libraries.
Report of arrangements committee.

Fear Union Secretary
Limit on Agency Fees
Kidnapped at Detroit
1)

listed to-

W.

10:00 presidential address by

Actors' Equity Places
(Continued from Page

There is a demonstration of sound
pictures scheduled tonight, following
speech of John Mills on "The Organization of Research in the Bell Tele-

day:

M-G-M

Seas"

New

1)

phone Laboratories."
Following is the program

in

"Lilac Time"
"The Patriot"
"The Terror"

"Two

Distributor

(Continued from Page

A

MtriTfy 5UPPL^/HtNT

Barrist-Goodwin Publication

Equity to Govern Cases of N. W. Arbitration Board
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WARNERS BUY
Time
WRITE
One

to

Halt

cuff:
of the biggest detriments to sound pictures

TOnGUftEO(JIBO«S
Milwaukee — Topsy-turvy nature

by Warners in the past two
years or more will be made

the misleading advertising
of
used generally throughout the picture business throughout the counProducers are primarily try, due to consolidations and advent
land.
guilty, but exhibitors are equal- of sound, is reflected here in the
booking situation, which is revoluly culpable in passing on to the
tionary in the light of the line-up in
public information that is not previous years.
correct.
Midwesco (Fox) has Fox, Paramount
and Columbia bought for its
Showmen must differentiate
is

N. In Sound

available to First National under the terms of the deal whereby Warners secure stock control of the former organization.

This is to be one of the immediate benefits obtained by
First National from the merger.

Wisconsin, Strand and Merrill, with
L. K. Brin having M-G-M for the

between synchronized pictures
and talking pictures. Kidding Garden and Majestic, and Warners
the public into parting with and United Artists for the Garden.
{Continued on Page 7)
money for something which it
doesn't see or hear is shortsighted and very punk business.

Figures That Yell
"The Jazz Singer," playing somewhere between 500 and 700 wired
theaters, has
000 to date.

grossed about $1,500,-

With new

swelling the list
theaters weekly,

of

who

installations

sound-equipped
can tell where

the figure will end? The significance
of the story behind this phenomenal
Now that you
gross is tremendous.
know what the first Jolson picture
did, it becomes easier to understand
tothe producers' wild stampede

ward sound.

Screen
collusion with

National

customers.
Service did the job in
Messrs. Finston, Holman and Lewis

at

ABOUT SOUND ON COAST

N. Y.— What
doing with sound will
greatly affect star percussed by Frank Woods, secretary of but will not
believes, except to attract
he
sonnel,
and
Arts
M.
P.
the Academy of

Lake

wood

Placid,

is

Warmorning session of new personalities to the screen.
before
M. P. Engineers at ner contract players, signed
At the same advent of talkers, acquitted themWhiteface Inn here.
Sciences, at the
the Society of

Chamber

of

Commerce.

A

Lindbergh's various flights
was shown and presented to the gov-

ernment

for

its

archives

Spirit

Playhouse Operating Co., running
a string of 13 Greater New York
houses, will run a benefit show for
hurricane relief, evidencing a spirit

at

Wash-

when

Thus a small chain,
is genuine.
recognizing a need, steps in where
that

the larger circuits, aside from Pubfail

to

tread.

KANN

amining papers, although the deal is
Members of
entirely agreed upon.
the Warner firm, away for the weekend and the Jewish holiday, are expected to make formal announcement momentarily and certainly before the week draws to a close.
The stock structure is now as following:
the approximately 75,000 shares
First National stock outstanding,
the Warners secured 23,000 by purchase of the majority interest in the
With the stock
Stanley Company.
{Continued on Page 7)
of

SLOW RECOVERY

equity and not
necessarily the written contract is to
govern arbitration in this territory,
was demonstrated when H. A. Brumund, former owner of the Princess,
Thief River Falls, Minn., won the
right to cancel an unfinished contract

IS

SEEN

Compulsory Employment
Clause Dropped at Chi.

Atlanta Following a visit to the
desolated Lake Okeechobee region,
Gov. John W. Martin of Florida yesterday issued a statement to newspapers in West Palm Beach estimating the loss of life in the hurricane

said.

—Abolition

comthe
of
clause in the
agreement between the Chicago Ex.A.ss'n
and the Chicago
hibitors'
Chicago

pulsory

employment

Federation of Musicians

is

agreed to

a letter sent by James C. Petrillo,
Ijresident of the musicians' organizaThe
body.
tion,
to the exhibitor
clause specifies the number of musi-

in

must be employed.

Arbitrators Permit Exhibitor
to Cancel on Ground of Equity
—That

At a cash outlav of approximately
Warner Bros, through
$3,800,000,
their bankers, have secured control
The 19,000 shares
of First National.
owned by First National stockholders and represented on the controlling board of six trustees by three of
that number, are to be bought at $200
a share.
Attorneys for both groups are ex-

FROM FLORIDA DISASTER

cians whicii

ington.

Minneapolis

Control

7)

Contribution of the industry to advancement of aviation was recognized
formally last night at a tribute dinner to the industry given by Aeronautical
film of

Shares,

assigned

satisfactory
meeting L. R. KoUer, research labo- selves
speaking parts, he
ratory. General Electric Co., ScheneciContinued on Page

42,000

Paying $3,800,000 for

Of

Eighty per cent of present screen
favorites will survive advent of talkers, in the opinion of J. L. Warner,
VitaHolly- Vitaphone production chief.
production
revolutionized
has
phone
be dis-

Paramount-Publix.

The

lix,

TO SURVIVE TALKERS

at Dinner Given
by Aviation Industry

Sat through three minutes or so
of the sound trailer for "Wings." A
All
sure-fire argument to sell seats.
wired houses should go for it. Has
everything and more to interest po-

80 PER CENT OF PLAYERS

TELL S.M.P.E.

Honored

Sales Fodder

tential

WOODS TO

Now Own

Full benefit of the knowledge of talking pictures gained

on your

this

NATl

1ST

F.

MILWAIEE DIZZY TRYING

Price 5 Cents

1928

25,

with Educational, after the latter had
cancelled a newsreel shipment, because of its inability to supply a subNo time
ject less than one week old.
limit was found in the contract, but
the exchange claimed a 14-day sub(Contimted on Page 7)

—

at'

1,500.

Moreover, he admitted that he was
unprepared for the horror that met
his
eyes in the devastated area.
Stark dead bodies in advanced stages
of decomposition threaten to pollute

Contamination of
the entire region.
the water supply is causing voluntary
{Continued on Page 7)

Jacksonville Exchanges

Report on Storm Damage

—

The West InJacksonville, Fla.
dian hurricane that struck the lower
east coast of Florida between Fort
Lauderdale and the Palm Beaches
recently did widespread damage to
theaters in the storm area, according
{Continued on Page 7)

^JXI^
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Dynamiting Threatened in
Kansas City Labor Row

—

XIV

lit.

73
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lORN W. AllCHIE

Satarday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New Yoric, N. Y., and
at
eopyright (1928) by Wid"$ Filmi and Film
W. Alicoate, President and
Falk. Inc.
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-Preaident
and F.ditor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Entered
Buiiinemi and Ad»ertising Manager.
Pulilished daily except

as sectmd clai.i matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post office at New York. N. Y., under the act
Termi (Postage free)
of March, 3, 1879.
UniJra Sfates outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one Tear; 6 monthi, $5.00; 3 months,
Sub»crlbers should
Foreign. $15.00.
$3.00.
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THE FILM

Filmday,
Cable address:
4737 4738 4739.
Ralph
California
Hollywood,
New York.
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite

—

6607."

London

— Ernest

W.

Fredman.

The

Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse,
Berlin
I

—

225.

Financial

chain.

The two

circuits

were merged

(s)

Am.

Seat.
6s 36.

.

•(c-b) do

.

Salei

31/8

30>^

30!^
96'4
74Ji
1554

500

.

.

& Katz

Bal.

Close

.

Con. Fm. Ind.
100
26 '/j
26'^ 26-/2
do pfd.
(s)
800
182
18154 181!^
(s) East. Kodak
128
...
do pfd.
•(s)
3
•(c) Film Insp. ..
104
(s) First Nat. pfd.
18,200
(s) Fox Fm. "A", losii i66" 10254
28 J4 9,400
28
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 28H
9
*(c) Intern. Proj..
93
•(b) Keiths 6s 46
3,500
6034
6\%
Inc.
(s) Locw's
100
102% 1027/, 102Ji
do pfd
(s)
200
i2% 327/, 32%
do deb. rts.
(c)
2
110.% 11054
do 6s 41ww. 111
(b)
20
100 !4
do 6s41x-war. waVi 100
(b)
25%
•(s) M-G-M pfd.
'566
10
10
10
(s) M. P. Cap.,
7,600
28
27 /j
... 285^
(s) Orph. Cir.
90
...
do pfd.
•(s)
9',666
... 143 j/i UO'A 143J4
(s) Para. F-L
3
100
"4
100
yyji
do 6s 47
(b)
101
•(b) Par.By.5!^5Sl
5^ 5% 3,666
"s%
(s) Pathe
800
24'/4
23.y,
247/,
do "A"
<s)
2
76
7654
76 >4
-4
do 7s 37
(b)
33
31
(o) Roxy "A"
38
34
do units
(o)
9
8
do com.
<o)
50
(o) Skouras Bros. . 45
4,200
57
54-4
.. 57
(s) Stanley Co.
7
6
(o) Technicolor
'766
4
4J4
4'/S
(c) Trans-Lux
14
12
(o) United Art.
85
77
do pfd.
(o)
,
2
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
500
27
27 Ji
27H
(c) Univ. Pict.
98/2
...
do pfd.
•(s)
8,566
113
Bros., 1LV4 109
(s) Warner
114!^ 10,200
do "A" ... 114^ 109
(s)
198
•(cb) do 6/iS 28
*(c)

.

.

.

.

6m

.

York.

main for a couple

of

He

will

re-

weeks on a va-

prior to the return of the
to the Coast, where the rest
of this year's two reel program will
go into production.

Sunday Change Planned
Sunday change in all theaters
the Keith-Albee-Orpheum houses

H. MUler Dies
Horace Miller,
Philadelphia
J.
stage and pioneer film player, who
has been engaged in the costume busi-

cation

is

Serial

ness

here,

here.

He

—

died at his home
was 66 years old.

near

increasing length of
"Tarzan the Mighty," current serial,
New Pathe Managers
for 15 chapters, instead of the 12
This according
previously planned.
R. Mochrie, who has been Pathe
to Fred J. McConnell, short subject manager at Pittsburgh, has been asand serial sales manager, marks a signed to Philadelphia to succeed W.
production innovation, undertaken on G. Humphries who has resigned. A.
request of exhibitors.
Goldsmith succeeds Mochrie.

Universal

Detroit
Detroit

25,

The Industry's
Date Book
Today

Second day

fall

meeting of the So-

M. P. Engineers., Whit©,
Inn, Lake Placid, New York.

ciety of

face
Sept. 27

"Jazz Singer" opens at Piccadilly,

Sept. 30

Universal reopening Colony, N. Y.,

Oct.

M-G-M's London

London.
with
1

pire,

"Lonesome-"
theater, the

Oct. 8-10 M.P.T.CJ.
at

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.

of Michigan conventio*
Kalamazoo,

16-1 7-18
Annual M.P.T.O.A. conv«
tion at Toronto.
20- 21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.

25
25

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
house in St. Louis open*.

New Fox

Daylight Saving to End Sunday
Daylight saving is to end next
Sunday morning, with clocks to be
turned back one hour, in the East
at 2 A. M.

is

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York Gty
Phone Penn. 3580

Operators Get Increase

— Operators

here won wage
Additional men in Vitahouses are provided for.

increases.

phone

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

(s)

Stock Exchange.

(o)

Over

NOTE:

Conant New T-S Denver Manager
Denver J. A. Conanl is new man-

—

ager of the Tiffany-Stahl branch, replacing S. B. Rahn, who has a similar
post with Columbia.

Another "Blue" Elizabeth Arrest
Elizabeth, N. J.
Hearing on

—

charges of violating the "blue" law
Isidore
is to be held Thursday for
Segal, part owner of the Park, who
was arrested when he tried to present
He says the
a benefit last Sunday.
house will be open next Sunday.

SALE!

•Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,

The

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

I

for

.

.

Important Notice

Denver Settles Labor Issue
Denver Slight increase in wages
been
have
stagehands
night
Wage of
granted by local theaters.
day stagehands remains the same.

pOLUMBIA PICTURES COR^^ PORATION

owns and controls all rights, title
and interest in-and to the story

"Enter Madame^'
By Gilda Varesi

Modal Double
Spring Motar

STANDARD

announces that

it

Lateat

SEPT AUTOMATIC

for

motion picture purposes.

MOVIE CAMERA

Skouras, St. Louis.

Hold* 16

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Putter, Pr«».
for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. ^6th St., New York
Rryanl

Hl«l

FmI PUn-CM«-« M««»sinae
2

Call

in. F,

3.5 Lens

sa9.so

uiiuod^HBys
no
West sz^st^Newyork.riy^

Em-

opens.

.

.

192t

"Gang"

J.

of

7.

"U" Lengthening
Low

New

troupe in
last

spring but the public celebration of
the event was withheld until the beginning of the fall and winter season.
The merger has resulted in what is
termed "a new era of vaudeville."

planned starting Oct.

Hi«h

Shubert Net $7.53 a Share
Shubert Theatre Corp, and subsidiaries report profits before depre-

Dynamiting of the ciation, interest and taxes of $2,681,City
Capitol has been threatened due to 365, for the year ended June 30, an
the difficulty of J. W. Holmes with increase of $35,344 over the previous
musicians, he states. A stench bomb year. Interest charges and depreciarecently was thrown in the theater. tion increased $312,486 and number of
The trouble began when Holmes re- shares increased from 160.670 of 180,fused to pay for musicians he was 020, making the $1,356,435 shown on
not .going to use, due to the fact the stock equivalent to $7.53 per
that
the show playing the house share on 180,020 shares outstanding
carried its own orchestra.
at the end of the year.
Last year,
shown on
$10.17 per share was
Vaudeville Merger Celebrated
160,670 shares outstanding at the end
Sunday began the fall season of of the year.
vaudeville in more than 800 theaters
throughout the country and all of
McGowan in N. Y.
these, including the Rialto, are celebrating the merger of the KeithRobert McGowan, director and
Albee circuit and the Orpheum cir- supervisor of "Our Gang" comedies
cuit into the Keith-Albee-Orpheum for
Hal Roach, has joined the
Kansas

III.

Tuesday S<-ntemher

Columbia Pictures Corporation
1600 Broadway

New York

City

I

TIFF<IMy^,rT<IML
o
aififOUMC^j^

C7/i«

BetUrtntertmnmiiil

1^40 BRO/3DV^X

MEW YORK
•

CITY

6 REGIM/aiD

B/flRKEI^

/PECWL PRODUCTIOM
A

tremendous epic of the mines hailed
far and Avide as one of the most powerful and dramatic screen pictures of
the year.

With

a cast including

Fairbanks,

Jr.,

Douglas

and Jobyna

Ralston and Harvey Clark

and Wade Boteler.

"Toilers"

Among Tear's

Best Films

—Chicago Evening American

TIFr<INy-y5T<ll-IL
I^40 DROODV^IV

RRODUCTION</> INC
ME'V

YORK CITY

yyTicuRoniZED by

.MPMOTCPHone

MUSICAL
SCOPES By

^'

JOCK 5AVAGE

^

TIFF/3Ny-</5Tfll-IL
l-^^O

BRO<lDV^V

PRODUCTION</> INC
MEW YORK

CITY

PM®MQ

PUCTTOCI^lflPMED TWROUGWOUT
in ^TECHNICOLOR"

IE

GUARANTEE

that Tiffany
Color Symphonies are

produced exclusively
sound installed

for

theatres

and

will

not

be shown elsewhere
season as silent

this

pictures.

H
TIFFANY COLOR
CLASSICS ARE THE

TALK OF THE
TRY —

INDUS^

TIFFANY SYMPHONIES
WILL LEAD THE FIELD.

pi^oDucTiors;*

TIFF<INy-^>Tfll-IL
^^O DRO^DV^X

PRODUCTION*/^ INC
MEW yORK

CITY

lis^pg^
DAILV

i

Tuesday September 25,_j928
'*^-'
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Slow Recovery Seen

From

Fla.

(.Continued

Warners Buy F. N.;
Disaster $3,800,000 Gash Outlay

from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

vacuation of certain districts. Thouands are homeless, and the food
upply is limited, so that even those
vho escaped death find themselves
n a deplorable state.
For the first time the State of
lorida is asking outside aid.
Its
)wn agencies cannot cope with the

Coast Wire Service^

10

1)

went three votes of a
there being a board of
in

whom

tional

upon
the

by

total of six,
six trustees
rested control of First Navirtue of a pool entered

several

company

months ago to keep
intact and out of the
so-called alien group,

in

Work at Paramount

EIGHT UNITS AT STUDIO

hands of any
particularly William Fox.
best
The remaining three trustees rep-

Ai

ippalling situation.
With the
iirected efforts it will require many
veeks to bring order out of the chaos

New Camera
Ned Mann,

TWO ON LOCATION

Effects

cameraman,
was recently hired by D. W.
GriiTith to make some special
camera effects on "The Love
Song." Mann worked 18 so id
trick

resented individual First National
Paramount has ten pictures in
franchise holders including Balaban
wrought by the storm.
hours and ran his film through
& Katz, Skouras Bros., Saenger En- work, marking a high point of proa special camera 36 times to
Looking ahead there is little hope terprises, A. H. Blank, Finkelstein & duction activity. Over 5,000 persons
Ruben and Robert Liebler holding are being employed in these picmake a sequence 75 ft. in
jf recouping the enormous losses.
length. The resu't, it is claimFox Film tures. Two units are on location,
irast area has been laid waste; entire a total of 19,000 shares.
ed, is a startling piece of camcommunities have been wiped out; Corp., the largest outside stockhold- and eight making films at the stuera work that will rival the
truck
farms
haveBeen
utterly ers own 21,000 shares while the re- dio.
Richard Dix is in Arizona filming
close-up, the
flash-back and
devastated; fruit crops destroyed or maining 12,000 are scattered. Blocks
soft-focus photography.
greatly damaged; property damage to varying in size are in the possession "Redskin," using upwards of 1,000
Rowland, Harry whites and Indians. The unit makRichard
A.
buildnigs, mamly ni f"alm Beach and of
West Palm Beach, have run into Schwalbe, Clifford B. Hawley and ing Zane Grey's "Avalanche" engaged the extras for this picture which
Injuries Suffered by U. A. Unit
staggering sums, and the entire state others.
Having arranged to purchase the features Jack Holt, with Baclanova,
is faced with the probability of losing
Injuries to the star and members
third largest block, Warners now ac- Doris Hill, John Darrow and others. of the technical staff were revealed
its tourist business this winter.
Emil Jannings has 300 extras for when the John Barrymore-Ernst
The influx of tourists during some quire 19,000 additional shares, giving
total of 42,000 of the 75,000 "Sins of the Fathers," while 3,000 Lubitsch company returned to Hollythem
a
five winter months meant the whole
issued.
shares
On the purchase will appear during the course of the wood from a month's location in Canyear's profit for most theater enterof $200 each a share. First Na- studio production of the Schoedsack- ada and resumed studio work on
prises.
Now theaters within and near basis
Cooper adventure film, "The Four "King of the Mountains."
tional is worth $15,000,000.
Barrythe desolated area can entertain no
Feathers."
In "Three Week-Ends" more
suffered
two severe ankle
hope of tourists during the coming
there
will
be
approximately
150 sprains; John Miehle, still photog'season, nor is it reasonable to exsupers in scenes with Clara Bow, and rapher sustained a broken nose in
pect normal attendance from their
more than 300 have been signed for a rock slide, and Lubitsch narrowly
to
own permanent residents. The region
"The Canary Murder Case." Char- missed being injured in the same
is_ demoralized and recovery, at best,
(Continued from Page 1)
les
Rogers' unit is using 90 for slide.
will be slow.
I
ject was specified, and that it volun- "Someone to Love" as is the comtarily had served a seven day sub- pany filming "The Shopworn Angel,"
Peggy Howard G3ts Contract
ject. The exhibitor testifies that for which co-features Nancy Carroll and
Universal has given a contract to
Jacksonville
two years he had received a seven Gary Cooper. In "His Private Life," Peggy Howard, extra girl. She has
day subject, and stood on the equity Adolphe Menjou has 100 extras, while been placed in stock, which means
(Continued from Page 1)
Unanimous decision was "Interference," now being made on she will be used in practically every
of the case.
the
sound stages as Paramount's type picture the com'pany makes.
to reports coming in to the Jackson- made.
first 100-per cent talking picture, has
ville exchanges.
Pier first appearance will be in "The
Exhibitors declined to act on a
Collegians."
Cancellation of film service was Warner case, pending notice of that not a single extra in the cast.
ordered by houses: Lyric at Pahokee, firm's reinstatement in arbitration.
Beauty Cdntest Winner Assigned
Lake Completes Eighth
the town in the Lake Okeechobee The company had refused to abide by
Lillian
Knight,
Los
Angeles
Arthur Lake has completed the
area probably hardest hit in loss of a decision, which since has been
beauty contest winner, has been add- eighth subject of the "Horace in
life;
Lincoln
(colored) at Miami; settled out of court. Exhibitors were
"Adoration," First Na- Hollywood" series, which Edward
Palace (colored). Fort Launderdale; granted request they be given time ed to cast of
tional picture starring Billie Dove, Luddy is directing.
Gertrude Mesall
company
of
the
houses in the Palm Beaches; to notify members
directing. An- senger appears opposite.
Lyric at Daytona Beach; Delray at position. United Artists notified the which Frank Lloyd is
tonio Moreno plays opposite the star.
Delray; Glades at Moorehaven; Cap- board it had withdrawn a decision
Contract for Josephine Dunn
Duluth,
itol at Pompano; Park at Okeecho- won against J. B. Clinton,
Chandler Western Completed
Josephine Dunn has been given a
Clinton
bee; Grand at Winterhaven; Oakley before the "outlaw" board.
George Chandler has completed long term contract by M-G-M. She
at Lake Worth.
sued to restrain enforcement of the
Clean Sweep," western short now is appearing opposite William
"A
Reasons
given
included
power decision.
Walter Fa- Haines in "A Man's Man," which
subject for Universal.
being cut of? through failure of pubbian directed.
James Cruze is directing.
lic utilities; roofs off at other houses;
and other causes due to the storm.
Rogers' Next Chosen

A

Arbiters To Permit
Cancel
Exhibitor

I,

Exchanges

Report on Storm Damage

The Glades

at

Moorehaven was

the

theater built under great odds after
the Miami hurricane of two years
ago, but it is believed to have escaped
less than nominal damage this time.
All
of
the
principal houses
in

Miami and Tampa, which

cities

es-

caped

the storm, have reported by
telegraph that they have suffered no

damage.

Dizzy Trying To
Figure Out Bookings
(Continued from Page

1)

Frank Woods To Tell
S.M.P.E. About Sound
(Continued from Page

tady, will speak
of Photo Electric

on

1)

"Characteristics

Charles Rogers' next starring vehicle will be "Someone to Love."
Mary Brian will play opposite.

Cells."

Lloyd Signs Stage Players

A

feature of the afternoon gatherMiddleton
and
Noah
Charles
ing will be a talk on "The Trans- Young, stage players, have been cast
mission of Movies by Radio," by for Harold Lloyd's new picture,
Dr. C. Francis Jenkins, founder of which is to employ sound and diaAt the evening logue.
the S. M. P. E.
session, C. E. K. Mees, director of

Kodak Research

Laboratories,

Formation
speak on "The
Photographic Image."

will
of
a

Wolheim
in

Fleming

Benjamin A.M.P.A. Business MgfrGeorge Harvey has no intention of

The Alhambra, Universal house, has
Universal and a number of Para- having
his
vice-president
in
the
mounts, as well as "The King of AM PA cabinet a mere title holder

in

"Wolf Song"

Louis Wolheim will play the heavy
"The Wolf Song," which Victor

will

play

will

the

direct.

male

Gary Cooper
lead.

Gaston Glass Assigned
Gaston Glass has been cast in
Kings" from Pathe. The Palace-Or- and Paul Benjamin, "the v. p," is a "Geraldine," the Booth Tarkington
pheum and Riverside, K-A-O houses, go-getter. So Harvey has appointed novel which Melville Brown is dihave all First National product and Benjamin business manager for the recting for Pathe. Marian Nixon and
some Paramounts.
ensuing year.
Eddie Quillan are featured.

Fred Waller Returns
Fred Waller has returned to Hollywood with a print of "Hawaiian
Love" (tentative title), which he has
been working on for three years in
the Hawaiian Islands.

HARRY DELF
Director

Now

and Author
Preparing

a Talking Picture
for

METRO-

GOLDWYNMAYER

.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

DIX, $22,000

"Wings." $46,000. at McVicker's, Big;

•'First

Chicago, Sept.

WcVieker's (Publii)

and sound (Par)

— "Wl rigs' GRANADA'S NEW RECORD
Ace

(2,200; 50-7G).

daily because of length.

IN

San Fnv..ci.sco, Sept. 11.
CW. C.-Publlx)
The

picture; "Kiss," being silent, makes
figure even better than the usual at
talkers and other sound
$11,500;

(Par) (2.785; 60-C5-n).
Previous high for house, held by
JJow's "It," topped by about a gi-and;
little better than $33,000, creat.
California CW. C.-I»ubllx) "Tho
Patriot" (Par) (2,200; 65-90). Jannings demonstrated his drawing

Loew's (2,300;' 30-60), "The Drag
Net" (Par). Opened Labor Day to
almost record of J5,200; built week's
biz to near $15,000; Bancroft seldom
seen here; stage show good.
Uptown (FP) (S.OOO; 30-60). "The
First time house
Patriot" (Par).
has touched $12,000 since June;'
talk and collected
some thought picture a

created

11.-

$33,000, "FLEET'S IN"

Fleet's In"

Mannings $12^000. at Uptown;

i)lcture

Los Angeles, Sept.

(Stanley-Grandallj— "First
Kiss" (Par) and Vita shorts (1,513;
.15-50).
Fay Wray and Gary CJooper
credited with Jump over previotis

Granada

TORONTO; PAN $12,000

real cash;

Kiss," $11,500
Washington. Sept.

power by passing

Met

fea,tures switched from this house
to Earle to get greater capacity of
the latter.

—

Porliand Big, $18,000;
(Publix-W. C.) (J,500
35-60) "The Racket" (Par).
Reg
istcred well; F. & M.'s "Hi Tellah
stage show; $18,000.
Broadway (W. C.) (2,000; 35-60)

"The

Fleet's In" (Par).

.Movietone news; Georgie StoU and
band; $14,000.-

"The First Kiss,"

last

ness the past fortnight;, went ti>
around $40,000 -with "Lilac Time"
and Inst -4eek g<»cl'for exceptional
returns also; Labor day weeh end

career; almost $22,000.

Good

Montreal, Sept.

half,

BUFFALO JUMPS
"First Kiss," $36,300,- Hipp, $14,000—
Houses Increase B. O. Scales

Buffalo (Publix) (3,600; 30-40-^5-

for around $11,000.
Strand
(Ind)
15-50)—
(2,000;
"Liovds of an Actress" and sound
(Par). Coined about $10,000, okay.

"Wings" $12,000
play;

"Thg.

25-76)'

Majesty (Fay) (2,200; 15-76)—
"Forgotten Faces" and sound (Par).

its

11.

40).

with "Skookum," Indian entertainci',
got good business; $3,200.

—

close to $35,000.

ness of

and Loew $500 Apart
With Dix and "Faces"

"Beggars of Life,"
with
straight picture program, got fair

well;

Bow

75)— "First Kiss" (Par) ^Publix unit
House has done phenomenal busi-

Capitol

(l,5uO;
first half,

Went

Clara

$11,000 PROVIDENCE HIGH

$26,000; in for in-

Jayhawk (Jayhawk)

Metropolitan (W.C.-Pub)
In" (Par) (3,595:

Fleet's

Portland

IL',

Palace (Loew) "Warming Up'.'
and sound (Par) with Loew-Publix
unit. Doing greatest consistent busi-

definite stay.

Topeka's Best, $3,200

1928

12,

LA.aiinl}s;$3S.i0forBowatMet.;

11.

money of the loop; t4"5,000 on fii-st
week at pop prices; only six shows

BANCROFT $14,700

AT PALACE

Wednesday, September

Other theatres picked up. Capitol was good at $17,500 with "Forgotten Faces." "Warming Up" made
the gross jump up a thousand to
$16,500 at Loew's.

in Legit

exceptionally strong; $36,300.
Hipp (Publix) (2,400; 50-60)
Sfiwdd'st'..' Paradise"
and sound
(Par)].ahd vaude. Business bracfyl
wjtli i'}nst£tHa.tion of sound;
over

—

'

JN.OOfl.

Toungstown. O., Sept. 11.
"Wings" did $12,000 at the Park
week,

the town's only legit
holding over.
The same picture mad© its bow
to Akron yesterday at the Colonial
iuid is booked there for two weeks.
last'

house, and

Is

Paramount— "Water Hole"

(Par),

Rialto— "The Patriot- arid »oon«

VARIETY

Picked at random from one single issue of

because

(Sept. 12)

(Par)
week).

*''.;ond

(1.9C0;

35-50-75-$!)

(Mh

Jannlngs off but $10U,frofti
week: $44,200 and seems

sofW-of sJx -weoksi

when

it

doet

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

outdrawing

all

other product at

today are
the box office
. •

because PARAMOUNT PICTURES now and for
the coming months top everything else by a mile..,
Anne

^'WINGS'
^^THE

^^ABIE'S

PATRIOT"

THE WEDDING
MARCH"
THE FLEET'S IN!
DOCKS OF N. Y.

rr

(with talking)

"VARSITY"
nn

')')

REDSKIN"

(color)

IRISH

ROSE"

rr

<r?

Nichols'

(with dialog)

THE

"SINS OF

QUALITY 100%
TALKING PICTURES

^^INTERFERENCE'

THE LETTER"
and 4 more

all-talking
specials!

"CANARY

FATHERS"

MURDER CASE"

(Jannings - talking)

(talking)

^

^

^

PARAMOUriT'S (GREATEST YEAR

.h

N, Franchise Holders Buying Warner Product

F.

rAemfSPkPUt

ULTHE MEWS

>/'FILMDOM

ALL THE TIME

XLV

^OL.

Wednesday, September

No. 74

Get Timely
the weather these
is the time of
the year when the gridirons
hroughout the country are
:learing for action. This Saturlay many major football teams
swing the pigskin into action.
People are thinking football,
sure as fate, and showmen are
pr should be preparing to capitalize accordingly.
Never is there a dearth of

SNAP
days.

in

This

good football pictures. A lot of
them have already played generally and more new ones are on
the way.
The showman who
has enough sense to get timely
"r.d-ctc"''' tbdt- v.T-y ^s

who

is

getting the

the fellc"'

lowdown now

and arranging to set

in his dates.

Explosions

—

years, and, when the two of them
cross paths as they must sooner or
later, the exhibition of pyrotechnics
is going to make a grand display in
the heavens.

Second Thoughts
I-

Of

course,

praise

for

his

work

along with the many compliments bouqueted in the direction of
"The Singing Fool." however, as a
matter of record, it is particularly
worthwhile to record here that it was
Lloyd Bacon who directed the Jolson
wow. He deserves to be commended
and this we now do in the public
prints.
Joe Jackson, who wrote the
rides

.

'

!

t

dialogue, did
ture what it

much

to

make

the pic-

had the spoken
lines been mushy and maudlin, the
results would have suffered considis

SKOURAS OR ROSSHEIM TO BE
HEAD OF WARNER THEATERS
Warners Assured Playing Time
Five year franchises, and in some cases longer contracts, will
be signed by First National franchise holders for Warner product
as one of the immediate results of the amalgamation of the two
companies now being brought to an official close.
The Warners thereby will be guaranteed plashing time in many
of the key cities under terms of an agreement entered upon with
each individual. Such franchises will be renewed automatically each
year for the specified period. The circuits so embraced thus are
assured of Warners' sound pictures as well as First National product while Warners, in turn, secure representation in their circuits
which embrace key and semi-key cities throughout the coimtry.

—

tarian.

We

KANN

tional.

A

deal

Sam Katz and

—

cation of the industry in the art and
technique of the new medium of expression offered by sound pictures is
being emphasized at the fall meeting
of the Society of M.P. Engineers,
which today enters its third day of
The sessions mark
meetings here.
the first national conference of sound
picture engineers, and a majority of
(Continued on Page 6)

thing in their power" to aid victims
of the West India hurricane disaster
is being made public today by R. F.
Woodhull, president of the M.P.T.

— Plans

Toronto

involving
prepared by

theaters,

been

(Continued

for two de luxe
$2,500,000, have

Famous Players

on

Page

6)

upon consummation of a transaction
magnitude are cleared away.
Meetings are being held daily.

of this

O.A.
"This can be done effectively in different
ways," he says.
"Direct contributions can
be given to your local Red Cross Chapter.

AND

(Continued

Concentration

of

production

(Continued

Request for aid of exhibitors

in the
drive for funds for relief
of hurricane victims, was contained
(Continued on Page 6)

on Page 6)

Red Cross

IE'

a theater acquisition race in

New York

2 WEEKS AT

CAPITOL AFTER LONG RUN
"Submarine"
two weeks
York, where it

will play second run
at the Capitol,
will be set in follow(Continued on Page 6)

between Fox and Warners is seen in developments of recent weeks,
with both firms in the market for houses. A number of scouts are

New

$1,000,000 Fire

—

reported a deal for the
Rachmil and Rinzeler chain, perhaps
the most important in the densely
populated
Brownsville
section
oi'
Brooklyn is likewise set with other?
scattered throughout Greater New
lyn.

As first step in acquisition
chain of about 80 to 100 New

of

a

York
William Fox

neighborhood theaters,
has purchased outright Brandt Theatrical Enterprises which operate 11
houses in various sections of Brook-

of

Warners and First National at the
Burbank studios of the latter com-

of
in

TO

AT

on Page 6)

Fox Gets Brandt Circuit in
Move to Form Big N. Y. Chain
Keen competition

f . N.

But, the use of the screen as a medium of
expression and appeal in this relation is

Canadian Famous to Spend Red Cross Calls on M. P.
T. O. A. for Support
$2,500,000 on 2 Houses

A

vibrant personality, a grand performer, and a very decided asset to
Paramount pictures. Baclanova exudes SEX all capital letters, too.
venture to say the lady is no vege-

of all theater propercontrolled by the Warners is to
be handled by either Spyros Skouras,
head of the Skouras Bros. Enterprises
of St. Louis or Irving D. Rossheim,
at present president of both the Stanley Co. of America and First Na-

STORM REUEF

declared out seeking desirable theaters.

Baclanova

Management

ties

UKGED TO

for,

erably.

Papers on F. N. Purchase
Not Yet Signed But
Deal is All Set

under discussion whereby
Publix would operate
the Stanley theaters under a management contract is understood to
have been dropped and the selection
as to the operating head now is beSOUND, EXHIBITORS
AID tween Skouras and Rossheim.
While no contracts in the WarnerFirst
National consolidation have
been signed, it is now accepted gen8.M.P.E.MEET EMPHASIZES
CAMPAIGN erally
as fact that the agreement will
be formally ratified and signatures
Appeal to exhibitors to do "every- affixed as soon
Lake Placid, N. Y. Need for eduas details attendant

STUDY NEEDED ON

Nice little party in the offing. Bill
Fox, going it alone as per usual, lands
the Brandt chain in Brooklyn. Only
eleven houses to be true, but wait
until you find out what's coming.
Looks like 80 to 100 independent
houses in the Fox camp marquees,
box-offices and all the trimmings.
Maybe 200 before the lone eagle
over on Tenth Ave. gets finished. As
you know, the Loew chain has been
big guns in Greater New York for

Price 5 Cents

26, 1928

It

is

(Continued on Page 2)

Berlin (By Cable)
Damage
Germany's
of $1,000,000
to
largest laboratory at the Ufa
studios was caused by fire.
Damage to negatives was
slight
There was no loss of
life.

.
.
.

\

THE
Wednesday, September

DAIL.V

Fox Secures Brandt
Chain in N. Y. Move

BTHEK
0/FILHDOM

(Continued from Page

York
Til.

XIV Ni. 74 Wednasdi), Sipt. 26,1921 Priei SCirts

to follow in

.short

1)

order.

When

the buying program is comthe
acquisitions,
plus
the
existing Fo.x houses in the city, will
constitute the biggest chain in New
York, in point of number at least,
and most formidable opposition the
Loew circuit has faced since its hispleted,

PUBLISHES

lOIN «. ALICOATE

Published daily except Saturday and holiday*
«., and
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N.
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President and
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ambitious.

New

It is

understood he has

in

the welding together of 200
theaters in the metropolitan zone.
The Brandt deal specifically brings
into the Fo.x camp the following
houses: Empress, Atlantic, National,
Bunny, Carlton, Cumberland, Duffield,
Parkside, Biltmore, Stratford

mind

and Terminal.
anticipated that all of them
will be wired for Movietone at once
and that those which are equipped
with proper stage facilities will show
vaudeville as well as pictures.
It

is

M-G-M Officials in N. Y.
Al Lewin, assistant to Irving ThalCohen,
production
berg;
Joseph
manager and Edward Brophy, his assistant; Pete Smith, studio publicity
head and Joseph Rapf of the wardrobe department, comprise a partj'
of M-G-M officials who have arrived
in New York.

—

money was

Today

Third day

fall meeting of the S(
ciety of M. P. Engineers., Whit
face Inn. Lake Placid, New Yor
"Jazz Singer" opens at Piccai

paid.
Sept. 27

Sophie Tucker to

Make

Three Vitaphone Films
Sophie Tucker will make three
Vitaphone productions, under terms
of her contract with Warners.
She
will start work on the pictures after
completing her present vaudeville engagement.

London.
Universal reopening Colony, N
with "Lonesome'"
Daylight saving period ends.
M-G-M's London theater, the
pire,
opens.
Keith - Albee - Orpheum
circu
standardizing on Sunday chani

Sept. 30

30

Sept.

Oct.

1

Oct.

7

£

policy.

Oct. 8-10 M.P.T.O.

of Michigan conventi?
Kalamazoo.
Oct. 16-17-18 Annual
M.P.T.O.A. conw
at

tion

Howson, Warner Radio M. C.
Albert S. Howson, scenario editor of Warners is acting as master-

at

Toronto.

20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages 9
vention at Columbus.
25
Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
New Fox house in St. Louis op
25

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

of-ceremonies

for
the
Vitaphone
Jubilee House, now a regular radio
feature
broadcast
every
Monday
night from 9:30 until 10 o'clock
through Station
in New York
and 20 other stations throughout the

Lawler Firm Wiring Bklyn. Hoi

The Shubert, Brooklyn, has b(
taken over for a term of years by
Lawler Realty Co. The house
been
renovated
and
redecora
United States.
throughout at a cost of $50,000.
G. Craerin has been appointed m
Buys "Mother of Mine"
aging director. W^hile the policy
Rights for the distribution throughplaying legitimate attractions, un
out the United States of "Mother
the booking direction of the Shube
Mine,"
of
formerly
"Faces
of
will be continued.
Craerin has
Children," have been purchased by
ready started negotiations for hav:
Zakoro Film Corp., New York, from
the theater wired for sound pictui
Jacques Feyder of Paris, through an
American producing concern. Feyder
Albee Gives Red Cross $500

WOR

wrote the story and directed the picture.

M.P.T.O.A. Invitations Out
Toronto Invitations to the 1928
Chauffeurs Local in Allied Crafts
convention of the M.P.T.O.A., to be
Philadelphia
Theatrical Transfer
held in Toronto Oct. 16, 17, and 18, and Film Delivery, Chauffeurs Lohave been sent out by the conven- cal 204, affiliated with the American
tion committee secretary, Laura Els- Federation of Labor, is being acceptton.
E.xhibitors have been asked to ed into the Allied Amusement Crafts'
notify Miss Elston as to their ac- local council. The local's territory is

—

—

ceptance.

....
....

..

pfd.

Warner
do

75

7

velopment

The Industry's
Date Book

Leader Freed by Thugs
Max Ruben, business
Detroit
agent and secretary of the local operators union, who was kidnapped last
week by four armed men, has been
released
unharmed.
No ransom

—

99J4
1
lOOJi
6Vs 11,600
5J4
1,800
25
26'A
2
76^ 76'A
33
37
8

12

.

91

yesterday

believe.
It was reported
that Fox's plans for deYork are far mort
in

Detroit Operator Union

E. F. Albee of Keith-.\lbeep'heum has contributed $500 to
Hurricane Relief Fund being ral
Back from Europe
Alice Day Arrives in East
by the Red Cross for relief of hu:
Ernest Maas, who has supervised
12,000
Alice Day and her mother, Mrs. cane victims.
8,300 several pictures for Fox, and his wife,
Irene Day, have arrived in the East.
"'9 Frederica Sagor, well known in writMiss Day is appearing in "Times
Rockett Here Oct. 1
2,000 ing circles on the Coast, are back Square,"
Bristolphonc
production
Berlin
Ray Rockett, supervisor
100 in New York from a ten weeks' vacawhich Harold E. Shumate is filming production for First National in G
100
tion in Europe.
at Waterbury, Conn.
3
Arthur Lubin many, has sailed for New York whi
4
plays opposite.
he is to arrive Monday.

100-5/8

31
33

.

.

10

2m
89

30 Ji

...
...
.

io"

100
900

many

tory,

26, 1928

eastern Pennsylvania, southern Jerand Delaware.
sey
Thomas P.
O'Brien of the International Brotherhood of Theatrical Chauffeurs and
Louis Molitch, president of Local

"Kings" Launching Sound Policy
Inaugurating the sound picture
policy at Loew's and U. A.'s Broad,
Columbus, O., "The King of Kings" 204, were prime movers in forming
will open at this former Class A the organization.
vaudeville house on Sept. 29 tying in
with the country-wide showing in
Justell House Destroyed
over 300 theaters on or about national
Justell,
Ky. Fire destroyed the

—

release of the picture.

PHILADELPHIA

In
your

choice

should

be

the

HOTEL MAJESTIC
Broad

St.

and

Gerard

Ave.

LARGE ROOMS—only

400

Philadelphia with a
main lobby.

Hotel

subway entrance

i

frO;

MODERATE

RATES— Sing
MOST
room, running water $2.00, for two $3.1
private bath $3.00, f(
^Single room,

—

two

$5.00-$6.00

— GARAGE

connect!

with hotel.

Wire
Jno.

at

C.

our

expense for Reservation!
Mgr.-Dir.

Gossler,

Justell here.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

Let Us Solve Your Problems

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,
IS40

B^WAY

aiiiiifiiiuyffi

Leterman
& Gates
INCOKFORATKD

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

[piowfjiH

3040

INCORPORATED

220WEST42^-°STREE1

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

I

$1,000,000 REWARD!
a new

for

adjective

a

All Superlatives

---

to describe

fail

the drawing power of

OUR DANCING
JOAN

featuring

CRAWFORD

DAUGHTERS

Let the ftgures speak for themselves!
CHICAGO
Sci\^aucnat lU
Orii-nfijl

MEMPHIS
At

Bi^^esi Business

recimt>. at (2apiu>l,
to

Ai/iims fur a run'

111

SYRACUSE

hu^int!-,^

months

in

Tremenduui
the Riako

Panicked them
at the State

THE RELEASE SCHEDULE FOR THE
26 METRO MOVIETONE ACTS
WEEK OF OCTOBER

29th

m

their

famed

VAN AND SCHENCK

sinji'");

act

(ti

rheir favorite

in hi^

Sonx^irii of Jazz direct from Broadii'a\ IllM

and

m

direct

$th

LEO BEERS

JOSEPH REGAN

WEEK OF OCTOBER
MILLER AND LYLE
Along"

celefcritits in

"The Mayor
5in;^iMg

faxontc

New

in

See and Hear

WEEK OF OCTOBER

radi<i

uorld

ODETTE MYRTLE
in .lun^j

uith vioitn

MARION HARRIS
m

Jong numbers from i'audeiiUe triumt'h\

Member

of

Motion

tiitcrsion

siijfit

delitihi

pan

m

" fnnntu

ii

Picture IVviducers

ST.

LOUIS

State business

at

Phenomena!

DANCING
GREAT!
EXCESS

Daughters

Baggage (Haines)

MARVELOUS!
WHILE The City

Sleeps

SENSATIONAL! (Chaney)
M-G-M salutes this

NEW season with
HITS!

HITS!

HITS!

from musical

suc^-l^•^

^

made him famous

WEEK OF NOVEMBER

24th

THREE MORE GREAT
METRO MOVIETONE ACTS
and Distributors of America,

that ain't all

—

17th

GEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON
melodies that

Orpheum

crashes record

Caharct"

WEEK OF NOVEMBER

in nei^ro

Ntfic

And

MILLER AND LYLE
that lovahic

MADISON, WIS.

SISTERS

another of their happ\ 50n^ struts

MARION HARRIS

20th

SISTERS

Marttza"

wng smash

world famed piano

hir featxtred songs

THE PONCE

Fatncd beauties of tawkxtUc and

Star of "Countess

in his

THE PONCE
III

MG-M MOVIETONE REVIEW
Something

mt.'/otiiL'

WEEK OF NOVEMBER lOth
VINCENT LOPEZ
Himself

of Jimtoun"

JOSEPH REGAN
VaudcKdle'i top notch

dnothiT

M-G-M MOVIETONE REVIEW
another unique sound and

songster oj eaudei'dle

13th

"Shw/fle

most popular Vntor Record numbers

in

in

hreakitxg house record!

3rd

JOHNNY MARVIN
in hrs

Jazz Action

from "Hit the Deck" fame

Wor}d renowned whistling

>

fame

the colored baritone of national

LOCUST SISTERS
Harmonv Wizards

of the pian

gL-riiui

WEEK OF NOVEMBER

CAPITOLIANS

Broaduay's Greatest Stage Band

hit^

GEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON

MARION HARRIS

WALT ROESNER

vaudwdic' s

musical novckK's

WEEK OF OCTOBER

song and duitofiut

FUZZY KNIGHT

JOHNNY MARVIN
Victor Record hcadliner

27th

BALTIMORE
Siun/o packed 'em

at State

OMAHA

LOUISVILLE

Theatre's
smiish neck

VAN AND SCHENCK

Stdte

Greiitest titteiKiaiiCt;

Ohio

Idoh of America

(it

Strand hox-ofjici:
siiiimpcd S.R.O.

COLUMBUS

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

totrn

HARTFORD, CONN.

StdtC

vu[siunding

CLEVELAND

DETROIT
Broke
Mot'ed

Inc.

-G-

THE HAPPINESS BOYS

-^S^S^^sSt',

,

CLEAR THE DECKS FOR BOX-OFFICE ACTION.'

BIQQEST SEA-THRILLER OF THE DAY.'
Raw... Red -blooded Romance... Raging... Real!
With RALPH INCE who gave you "Chicago
After Midnight"!
With ESTELLE TAYLOR, now sweeping the
dramatic pages of a nation as current star of a
Broadway production!

"Ahoy,

there, lubbers !..... Your ship's

FBO

come

in!"

BOX-OFFICE

TYPHOON

RAIFDINCE GaOeVSlOK
a RM.PHINCE yroducnon

mtional 100^ Talker/

From

the story by

NORMAN
SPRINGER

;

Wednesday, September

Head For
FBO, Pathe Sound Films

Zuro, Music

FOX NEWS STARTING

Josiah Zuro has been

TENTH ANNIVERSARY

ITS

News

begin its tenth year
During the nine years since
founded Fox News has deit was
veloped a staff of cameramen which
covers every corner of the earth,
gathering pictorial events of interest
to a worldwide audience estimated at
Fo.x
today.

will

60,000,000 people.

Herbert Hancock, an experienced
newspaperman, was the first editor.
Later, Edwin C. Hill took hold. Then
came Truman H. Tally as directorin-chief,

under whose guidance Fox

News made

its

broadest strides.

A

new department of the reel was
recently established in Los Angeles,
under the supervision of Blaine Walker, to serve the string of West Coast
This film will be issued
Theaters.
shortly, coincidentally with the national

twice-a-week

issue

of

Fox

News.
editorial staff at the Fox home
York includes James E.
office in

The

New

associate director; John J.
Spurgeon, foreign editor; Edmund
Reek, news editor; Daniel Doherty,
asst. news editor; Joel Swenson and
John Miley, makeup editors; Harry

Darst,

Lawrenson, European

editor.

FBO

music director for
and
Pathe sound productions, made either
at sound studios. New York, or the
F B O and Pathe studios, Hollywood.
Zuro has completed Photophone
synchronizations for "King of Kings"
for Pathe, and "The Perfect Crime,"
"Hit of the Show" and "Gang War"
for FBO.
He is now engaged on
Pathe's
"Captain Swagger" while
F B O.'s "Taxi 13" and Pathe's Annapolis" are being scored.
In addieral

tion

to

Zuro's

And

named gen-

his orchestra of 35 pieces,
staff consists of Attilio Mar-

musical director; Edassistant to Zuro; Irving
Held, librarian and Jacques Grunberg, pianist and assistant scorer.
chetti, assistant

ward Gould,

Delight Evans Is Named
Editor of "Screenland"

That's That

By PHIL M.

HERE'S
Jolson's

laugh

a

new

DALY
from Al
"The Sing-

title

picture,

ing Fool:
"there's a fly in

at tiie night club,

my

beer."

"Sh-h-h,"
cautions
Jolson,
the
singing waiter, "not so loud; they'll
all want one."

"Screenland Magazine" is parfortunate in choice of
Delight Evans us its editor. Miss
Evans is one of the youngest woman
ticularly

editors in the publishing field, and
has a large following by virtue of
her long experience as a reviewer.

Francis Grandon. former director
general of the old Selig Co., hobbled
out to the Fox lot the other day to

Delight Evans is to take over edi"Screenland Magazine," watch Raymond Cannon, once his
beginning with the January issue. protege, handle scenes of "Husbands
Miss Evans, whose film reviews long and Liars." The old man is broken
have been a feature of the publica- in health, but still radiates the same
tion, began her career at the age of old spirit.
torial reins of

15 on the staff of "Photoplay Magazine," with which publication she was
associated until joining "Screenland."

Warner and F.N.
Produce

Crocker with F. N.
Herljert
Crooker,
former

New

at

Burbank

{Continued from Page

pany

to

1)

planned as one of the first
final papers are signed
Hiufs, will succeed Max Trcll in
for
purchase
of First National conPara. Sound Producer First National's publicity departtrol by Warners.
This is a move to
Trell
leaves
Saturday for
Albert A. Kaufman, assistant to ment.
eliminate overhead.
Each company,
Jesse L. Laskj', has been appointed Europe to devote his time to newsit
is stated, is to continue its own
associate producer of sound pictures paper syndicate work and story writproduction program, although it may
at the Paramount Hollywood studio. ing.
be expected that Jack Warner will be
in general charge of forces of both.
Al Rockett will work with Warner
in directing First National activity.

Kaufman Made

Associate

York

representative

for

Johnny

KiQ>A%Y y^AT

KRAZY KAT
LIFTS

Animated by
Ben. Harrison
and
Manny Gould

~^C*^

THEM!
OUT OF
THEIR
SEATS
KRAZY
KAT
THE BEST YET

I'

PRODUCED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

steps

is

when

A

big factor in the decision, in addition to reduction of overhead, is the
real estate value of Warners' Hollywood studio.

"Submarine" 2 Weeks
At Capitol, N. Y.
iContimied from Page

1)

MINTZ Cartoons

(.Continued from Page 1)
the papers are from them.
Election
of officers is scheduled tomorrow.

Papers

session

W.

Klectnc;

read the first two days of the
by: Fraiik Benfor<l, L. R. Keller,
Kellog and L. T. Robinson, General

F.
Mordaunt Ilall, "New York
Times"; Donald MacKenzie, John Mills H
M. Stollers, E. W. Scriven, H. A. Frederick. E. C. Wente and
J. C. .Steinberg, Bell
leleplione Laboratories;
William A
Johnston, "M. P. News"; F. H. Richardson, "Exhibitors Herald and M. P. World"; FranJ<
Woods, Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences;
V Zworykin, L. B. Lynn and C. R. Hanna,
Westinghoiise Electric & Mfg.
Co.;
Otto
Sandvick and T. E. Finegan, Eastman Kodak;
Frank S. Crowhurst, Crowhurst & Co.; Edwin Hopkins and Panle Sabine, Riverbank
Laboratories;
Paul
R.
Heyl,
Bureau of
Standards; John A. Minton and I. G. Maloff, United Radio Corp.; A. C. Hardy, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Harold

B. Franklin. W6st Coast Theaters; J.
Engl, Technische Hochschule (Berlin);

H.

B.

W.

Bristol,

Bristol Co.; H. Rubbin, Publix
Theaters; J. W. Coffman, Carpenter-GoldLaboratories;
Dodge Dunning, Dunning Process Co.; PL P. Gage, Corning Glass
Works; Terry Ramsaye, Pathe Exchange;
Dayton C. Miller, Case School of Applied

man

Science.

Among
whom are

other notables present, some of
to read papers at sessions today,
Thursday or Friday are: W. B. Cook, president of the Society, C.
Francis
Jenkins,
founder of the society; M. D. Golden, Dept.
of Commerce; H. D. Arnold, director' of research, Bell Telephone Laboratories; A. S.
Dickenson, M. P. Producers Ass'n.; C. A.

Hoxie, General Electric; W. A. MacNair,
Victor Talking Machine; F. C. Badgely, M.
P.
Bureau. Canadian government; Walter
Clark, Kodak, Ltd., London; C. E. K. Mees,

Eastman Kodak; M. W. Palmer and R. V.
Sawyer, Paramount; W. C. Mitchel and
F.

A.

L

Burns,

R.

Intern.ational Projector Corp.
Ringle. Radio Corp. of America; E.
Sponsable, Fox Case Corp.
S.

Exhibitors Urged to
Aid Relief Campaign
(Continued from Page

1)

fruitful
of
quick results.
Newsreel
pictures of the devastated areas are now available and are being shown in many theaters.
Do not allow these to pass just as the
pictorial
representation of the catastrophe.
Make a special showing of this part of the
Newsreel and then follow with a specially
made appeal reel or slide asking your patrons
to do all they can to alleviate the suffering
of the many thousands afflicted through these
niost

hurricane ravages.
"To do this best you can cooperate with
the officers of your home branch of the Red
Cross.
If they have not been to see you
already, go to them j'ourself and offer your
services.
The results of this wonderfully

ing conclusion of its run at the Embassy.
Columbia's lease on the Embassy expires Oct. 1.
The picture
opened at that house Aug. 31, the
second of Columbia pictures to play

method will amaze you and make
you happy in the fact that once more you
have heeded the call of the afflicted and
added to the industry's fine record of reliev-

Broadway at roadshow prices. The
first was "The Scarlet Lady," which
was pulled after two weeks, despite

Red Cross

effective

ing distress."

Calls on

M. P.

T. O. A. for Support

virtual capacitj' business, in order to
make way for "Submarine."

(Continued from Page 1)

Canadian Famous to Spend
$2,500,000 on 2 Houses

in
a telegram received by M. J.
O'Toole, secretary of the M.P.T.O.A.,
from John Barton Payne, preside
of the Red Cross

(Continued from Page

Canadian Corp. One is at Toronto,
which will cost $1,500,000, and is
promised as "the Roxy of Canada,"
and the other a $1,000,000 house at
Quebec City. Both will be equipped
for sound.

"Interference" for Criterion, N. Y.
"Interference,"
Paramount's first
talker, is to follow "Wings" at the
Criterion,

New

Alice Terry
to

New York

"M

1)

York.

Alice Terry Returning

bframoant

1928

Study Needed on
Sound, Meet Stresses

t,.

"He," complains

26,

is scheduled to return
today from Europe.

New

Sound Film Unit;
Radin to Handle Sales

Matty Radin has resigned as sales
manager of Gotham to join a newlyformed sound picture organization,
the name of which will be announced
shortly.

He

will

be vice president

and general manager of the company
which will distribute the sound reproducing equipment. The producing

company

to

work

in

conjunction with

the equipment manufacturer starts its
first picture in the East today.
It is
reported to be based on a current
Broadway stage play.
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Starts Its 10th Year

Today

FOX NEWS
today Number 1
of Volume 10 of the
Issues

strongest and most
Mridely circulated of all
ncw^sreels.

936th Issue, out last
Saturday, ^wras played
by more accounts and
enjoyed by more people
than ever since Its establishment nine years
ago by William Fox and
WInfleld Sheehan.
Its

It*s

a happy birthday

all

over the "world for

FOX NEWS
^i

Mightiest of AH''

K-A-O Deal

Speculation on

as Kennedy Returns
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Horse Sense
POLITICS?
know an

Did you ever
exhibitor conven-

tion without politics?

Rest

assured the whispering campaign will again appear next
month when the M.P.T.O.A.
convenes in Toronto. But far
more important certainly is the
new and hopeful note to be

Price 5 C«'nts

KENNEDY DECLARED OPPOSED TO
SALE OF CONTROL TO WARNERS
SEE

"mD LUtr

M

ATLANTA BENEflTTONIGHT;

3t-uck at that time.

Toronto will mark the first
real industrial convention to be
neld in the hectic history of exlibition. It will be a case of one
fraternizing with anretailer
That means an
other retailer.
interchange of ideas, a wide

open discussion on this problem
and that and an altogether
Lu make
SijlendiJi opportunitj
the job of theater operation a
ess troublesome one.

A Serious Program
Already slated are
For instance.
iiscnssions on sound pictures from
A
heir many and knotty angles.
»vel!-known theater architect will dis;ourse

on lighting, arcliitecture and

building styles.
VIen who know will talk on exploiation and proven ways to better
Labor and the
)ox-oiTice grosses.
nultitudinous difficulties it presents
ire to occupy a formidable place in
he program.

he

latest

trends

Fi

ll.$.

— The

niM$ tBtOAD STORM LOSSES MOUNTING

"hard

year for
is seen
in prospect here, with Continental
producers determined to reduce prestige of American films abroad. Six
countries already have established

Atlanta Latest report from
area
the
Florida hurricane
place the death toll at 2,300
and property damage at many
Business in the afmillions.

governmental restrictions. They are
Britain,
France,
Germany,
Great
Italy, Austria and Hungary.
Further regulation of the European
industry is scheduled for Nov. 14
when a special meeting of the Inter-

fected districts is at a standstill with conditions described
Despite heroic
as appalling.
efforts, present forces are unable to cope with the situation.
Many theaters are dcmiaged.

national Chamber of Commerce will
be held at Paris with object of "regularizing" all existing restrictions in
the various countries. The president
of the chamber expects the attendance of British, French, German, Ital(Continued on Page 2)

Atlanta Theaters here are combining efforts and presenting a joint
benefit show tonight at Loew's Capitol
for the benefit of the Florida
hurricane. Talent from Keith's Geor-

Paris

American pictures

in

luck"

Europe

—

—

gia, the

Howard and Loew's

Capitol,

Three for One Split-up
of

Paramount Stock Made THEATER C0RP.TURN80VER

Split-up of Paramount stock on a
three for one basis was announced
yesterday, with approval by the N.
Sounds different from that which Y. Stock Exchange of listing of 2,Vent on in previous years, you will 063,517 shares of common no par.
It is, most eniphat- Dividends on this stock are expected
lo doubt agree.
cally so, and the preliminary plans to be inaugurated at $3 at next meetilready indicate that Toronto in Oc- ing of the directors, the equivalent
ober. will witness a serious gathering
to $9 a share on the issue it replaces.
(vorthy of the attention of all pro- Earning power of the new stock is
gressive exhibitors because its pur- estimated at $5 a share.
The stock
pose seeks to improve their busi- closed yesterday at 48J/2.
lesses and point the way to greater

that sound films will draw a n6w
clientele to picture houses. I feel
,that it is quality that will be the
determining factor. The public will
fiock to see silent and sound productions both, dependent upon
At prcstheir intrinsic value.
iContiiiued on Page 2)

rectors of Keith-Albee-Orpheum, will
block sale of control in that company to Warners, is a matter of specKennedy is
ulation in New York.
slated to arrive today from abroad,
where he has been for several weeks
J. J. Murdock and Pat Casey.
There is reported opposition on the
part of Kennedy, Murdock and Casey
to the proposed Warner deal, which

with

declared to have been negotiated
without their knowledge or consent.
Meanwhile, it is stated, the deal is
declared to have progressed to a
point, where its closing might be
expected, although it is pointed out
is

consummation would take considerable time, due to the
tions of the deal.

many

ramifica-

Writ Forbidding Service
to Erie Firm Continued
Eria,

Pa.

— Injunction

Hammond
M-G-M and

CHAIN
Washington

TO

Burea:<.

—

of

granted

H.

RELIEF FUND

the Lyric against
other distributors restraining cutting off of film service,

THE FILM DAILY

has been continued pending final
hearing of the case on a date to be

E.

Washington Today's receipts of
every house of the Theaters Corp.
of America chain, operating theaters
Norfolk, Portsmouth, Newport
at
News, Hampton and Alexandria will

of

The Court of Common
announced.
Pleas continued the case when defendants waived testimony at the pre-

on Page 2)

liminary hearing. The dispute arose
when the exhibitor refused to abide
bv a decision of the arbitration board.

Cash Propositions Swinging

Films First, Vaudeville
Last Half of Week Policy

(Continued

irofits.

An industry leader, commenting on
sound pictures and their possible fu:ure effect on types of entertainment:
"To say that sound pictures
will mean elimination of silent
l>ictures is to settle an uncertain
future with far too much finality.
Nobody knows. It may be

Whether return of Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman of the board of di-

(^Continued on Page 2)

in

Picture Types

Deal Negotiated Without
Knowledge or Consent
is Claim

N. Y. Theaters
Sound Equipment for
Small Houses in N.W.

—

Suburban /houses
Minneapolis
here are turning to sound, following
lead of Northwest Theater Circuit
(Finkelstein & Ruben), which this
week opens the Granada, first outlying sound house. The Homewood,

Empress and

Logan

are

installing

A number of semi-key
equipment.
houses are being wired.

to

Fox Fola

the magic word which is
causing leanings toward Fox among
(ireater New York independent exhibitors, plus an offer which has no
Fox, who is
strings attached to it.
making a cash proposition for outright purchases, already has attracted between 30 and 40 theaters to his
fold, although final contracts are not
yet signed, with prospects that others
soon will bo found in the Fox col-

Cash

umns.

is

—

Edmonton,
ville

Pictures only
Alta.
half of the week, and vaudeexclusively the last half is the

new

policy adopted

here,

management

the

first

by the Pantages
which recently
was taken over by Walter P. Wilson,
of

formerly at the Capitol, Vancouver.

Fox Renews Borzage,
Dresser, Orth Contracts
IVest

Coast

— THE

Bureau,

FILM DAILY

Fox has renewed
Los Angeles
contracts of Frank Borzage, Louise
Dresser and Marion Orth, scenarist.

. .
.

I

DAILV
Horse Sense
(Continued from Page
ent,
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Plan Atlanta Benefit

1)

Tonight; Losses

appears to me, sound will
to embellish the existing

(Continued from Page

quality of silent pictures by giving silent pictures a new element of expression not heretofore theirs."
And that, to us, is a most intelligent appraisal.

Prici S Ciits

KANN
See "Hard Luck" Year

Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
at
lopyritjht (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
Inc.
W. Aliccate. President and
Folk.
J.
Publisher; Maurice U. Kann. Vice-President
anil Editor; Uoiiald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manauer.
Fulilished daily except

for

as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
postolfice at New York, N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
t'nitcd States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
FILM UAII.Y, 1650 Broadtions to
Phone Circle 4736way, New York N. Y.

U.

S.

Films Abroad

(Continued from Page

ian
It

1)

and American members.
is

believed that

Germany,

Friday, September 28, 1928

.Aus-

1)

as well as operators, musicians and
stagehands will contribute their services, so that the entire gross will go
intact to the Red Cross fund.
Atlanta policemen and firemen are
assisting in sale of tickets and the
advance takings point to capacity and
even overflow business.
All local
houses are running the Red Cross
trailer appealing for funds.

Theater Corp. Turns
Over Chain to Fund

(Continued from Page 1)
tria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Spain
and probably several other countries be turned over to Red Cross chapters
will enact some form of internal re- in these various towns for relief of
Universal, First
strictions not in contravention with hurricane victims.
National und Pathe are co-operating
the letter of the Geneva treaty.
by contributing films for the shows.

THE

Filmday,
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Hollywood, California— Ralph
New York.
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse,
Berlin
I.

—

theater chain, among the first
relief to the fund, is using
a novel plan for admissions.
PaBoston Samuel Pinansky, presi- trons will be allowed to pay what
dent Netoco, announces the New Eng- they wish or can to Red Cross
land Theater Operating Corp. and nurses stationed near the doors.
In
Abraham Goodside of Portland, rep- some of the town.s, the theaters will
resenting the following corporations; gather clothing from those who wish
Strand Amusement Co. and Empire to donate wearing apparel.

Netoco Acquiring Six
Mass. and Maine Houses

—

225.

offer

Amusement

Co., both Maine corpoand Capitol Theater Co., a
Massachusetts corporation, executed
an agreement on Sept. 19 under the
terms of which the New England
Theater Operating Corp. is to acrations,

Hii;h
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quire controlling interests in the Em200
pire, Strand and Jefferson theaters
in Portland, and the Capitol theater
at Springfield, Mass.
The agreement
8,000
5,100 provides for the houses to be taken
2,300 over on or before Nov. 1.
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NOTE:

Columbia Gets Football Series
"Chick" Meehan, football coach at
New York University, is producing

the

Skouras, St. Louis.

Benefit

Universal reopening Colony, N. Y.,
with "Lonesome."
Daylight saving period ends.
M-O-M's London theater, the Eok
pire, opens.
Opening of "4 Devils" at Gaiety,
New York.
Keith - Albee - Orpheum circuit
standardizing on Sunday change

Sept. 30

Oct.

1

Oct.

3

Oct.

7

policy.

M.P.T.O.

Oct. 8-10

Oct. 16-17-18

Nov. 20-21

Annual

conven-

at

of

western

Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages
vention

Nov. 25
Nov. 25

M.P.T.O. A.

Toronto.
Annual convention

tion

Oct. 24-25

Michigan convention

of

Kalamazoo.

at

at

unit.

con-

Columbus.

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
New Fox house in St. Louis opens.

Doyle

in N. Y. on Australian Plans
Plans for the erection of two new
Australian theaters and remodeling of
six others, are being discussed in
conferences between Stuart F. Doyle,
president of Union Theaters of Sydney, and John F. Eberson, architect,
who built Hoyt's Capitol, Sydney.

Show Tomorrow

Dies in Texas Fire
Sherman, Tex. Dudley Little,
THE FILM DAILY erator, was burned to death and

—

Night at Los Angeles
H-V-st

Coast

Bureau,

—

opsev-

Los Angeles
Mary Pickford, eral other persons suffered slight inDouglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chap- juries when a film exploded at the
lin arc to appear at a midnight per- Lamar here.
The audience escaped
formance tomorrow for the benefit the flames which destroyed the structure and four adjoining buildings.
of the hurricane relief fund.

OSWALD
THE LUCKY RABBIT

A.M.P.A. May Address Convention
R. F. Woodhull, president of the
M.P.T.O.A., has requested the A.M.
P. A. to send a member to speak on
exploitation before the Ninth Annual
Convention of the Exhibitors' organization, which will be held at Toronto Oct 16, 17 and 18.
President
George Harvey announced at Thursday's meeting.

Auditorium Theatre!
SPOKANE
Opposite Palace Department Store

Rosenbaum

WAFILMS.

Inv.

Putter, PrM.
ioi

Library Stock Scenes
ihiii
VA,
Nrw Vnrk
St

in

,

Bryant

IT'S

Properties, Inc.

OWNERS

Call

Walter A.

Sept. 30

a series of one reel football subjects,
which Columbia will distribute.

i

Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Oalaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

Over

construction in Portland.

Fifth day fall meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers,, Whit»
face Inn, Lake Placid, New York.

FOR LEASE

•Last Prices Quoted.
(hi Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(s) Slock Exchange.
(o)

ments have been made under which
Goodside is to remain in a managerial capacity with
the company.
It
is understood that the operating company will also take over the Maine
and New State theaters now under

Today

The

to

—

Financial

The Industry's
Date Book

Mount

R18I

1415

Flatiron

DRAW LAUGHS

WINKLER PICTURES

Building

Industrial projects.

PIPE TO

PRODUCED BY

New York
Finance and negotiate large loans
for Theatre, Realty and

A

SUPERVISION GEORGE WINKLER

!
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ANOTHER ELECTRIFYING HIT
^AST on

F
FannieBiicej
/iV

!

"THE

SINGING FOOL," "THE TERROR," "LIGHTS
OF NEW YORK," and others! Fannie and her

following will fill your house!
Her zestful personality
makes this the most natural bank-book natural!

Remember

"My Man"

backed by our $1,000,000 naand radio campaign! And
one with VITAPHONE and one

is

tional newspaper, fan magazine,

as always,

MyMan
DIKECTBD

the heels of such exciting successes as

without

two negatives

—

VITAPHONE.

BY

ARCHIE MAYO
STORY BY
ROBERT LORD

i1WAHNER\

BROS.
c

Cornm^l

iPMOHijpiOTB^

ARIC'
NOAHS
MADE TO TOP ANY PICTURE EVER MADE/

MEMBER MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF AMERICA,

INC.

THE

-S&^

DAILV

Selling

Tel.

Friday, September 28. 1928

begins in November!

Bryant 8957

130

West

New York

Cables, "Bestfilms"

46th Street,
City,

N. Y.

(INCORPORATED)

A Ne^r Feature Film Supply
'Photoplays

made where

We

propose to import notable novelty
features from all over the world and distribute them throughout the United States

and Canada.

the story's

laid'*

We

will sell one or more at a time; that is,
exhibitors may select such pictures as they
feel will be suitable for their needs.

be a Clearing House
through which unusual photoplays from
overseas countries will reach American

Because a new source of supply of unusual and profitable pictures will add to the
security and independence of exhibitors
and because we will open and stabilize

theatres.

American

Our Company

will

You'll be surprised and delighted at our
pictures. Europe is making amazing strides
in production.
selection Committee
of practical men familiar with American
tastes will select the productions we will
proffer.

A

distribution for overseas producers we feel that we are rendering the
Motion Picture Industry of the world a
much needed service which deserves the
consideration and support of all its

branches.

Our

Pictures will speak for themselves.

We deal only in Completed Pictures
You
J.

See Before

You Buy

WILLIAMS

D.

Executive Vice President

S. SkirboU
Sales Manager

Joseph
Physical Distribution

We

Educatloual Film Exchanges

will maintain

our

own

Sales and Publicity Staffs

^€> NEWSPAPER
o/ FILMDOM
VOL.

XLV

ANDWEEKLY
ffLH DIGEST

No. 77

U*iV

ifietiiure
Its

name

is

"THE MELODY OF

Voices give it the breath of life.
It is the romantic story of love, life
and laughter with
soldiers and song for background
All the characters speak their lines!—
The performance of every member of the excellent cast

—

will delight

you

I

—

Walter Pidgeon is the heroMildred Harris is the Loved OneJane Winton is the girl he left behind him—
Tom Dugan is Walter Pidgeon's comedy BuddyJack Richardson is the heavyAll give finished performances
All are convincingAll are entertaining-

—

Directed by Arch Heath -story by Robert Arch.
Sound supervision
by C. Roy Hunter with the Universal Recording Orchestra
and the
Universal City Melody Four.

a Sound iLt/mversal //
ARE

SOUND

SYS-

TEMS INTERCHANGEABLE?
ARE SOUND PATENTS EXCLUSIVELY-

OWNED?

Get the low down on the subject from

LOOMING PATENT

Sound Pictures

INVENTIONS, FULLY COV-

a regular Film Daily feature

ERED DAY TO DAY
FROM THE FIELD

SUITS,

NEW

:

THINK

Special

DE-LUXE
TRAILERS

ADVANCE TRAILERS
ARE SELLING SEATS
FOR 4,000 SHOWMEN

with added

supplement on

all

TALKING
and

SOUND
PICTURES

TRAILERS

TALKING

on

all

your

PROGRAMME
PICTURES!

ABOUT POOR BUSINESS
WON'T HELP-USINQ
ADVANCE TRAILERS WILL!

FREE HOLIDAY

TRAILERS
Seven Openings

and Closings

Ikffl#%

Animated Day
Titles

AH for

PICTURES

4

$>400
PER WEEK

WORTH SHOWING ARE
WORTH ADVERTISING
AD- VANCE TRAILER SERVICE CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue,
Date,

New

York

"THE PRESS SHEET OF THE SCREEN"
1928

Gentlemen

Your

Ad" Vance Trailer Service Corp*

sounds interesting._Without obligation
send us details, and oblige.

NEW YORK
729 Seventh Ave.

CHICAGO
845

So.

Wabash Ave.

service

LOS ANGELES
1928 So. Vermont Ave.
Laboratories;

BRONX,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Columbia Secures W. E. License for Sound Films

:SfrHEWSPAI>ER

AHDWEEKLY

o/'PILMDOM
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Sunday, September

No. 77

30,

Price 25 Cents

1928

CONSPIRACY CHARGED TO WEST
OKOOLUNBIASOUNDEILMS
COAST AND 8 DISTRIBUTORS
DISC SYSTEM

TO BE USED

Columbia

has secured a license
Electrical Research Products
for use of its disc system of sonnd
The company's decision
recording.
this
system, according to
to use

i

from

President Joe Brandt is "based on
preference shown by theater
the
owners toward the Western Electric
system." A special force, he said, is
working at the studios in Hollywood
and New York on the pictures which

;

are to have sound effects
logues.
Pictures on the program
being we'ghed for possible
(.Continued on Page 2)

i

500

and

now

dia-

are

produc-

im?m riLNs to

M

FIIMS OFFEtED

F0»

HFir

I.

SHOWS

—

Paris -Approximately 500 features
be produced this year by Brit-

PORTER ELECTED

S.

M.

P. E.

PRESIDENT

Placid, N. Y.— L. C. Porter
of General Electric was elected president of the Society of M. P. Engi'

office of the organization.
OfTer of free films is expected to
speed up theater plans for benefits.
Several shows for the fund already
have been held in various sections.

will

and Continental producers. This
at Embassy,
Strike
compares with about 450 during 1927.
to be
European producers, confident that
'Frisco, in Musician
quota regulations, expected to be enCompleted by Christmas
San Francisco -Walkout order for
acted generally throughout Europe, musicians at the Embassy has been West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
will provide a market and force re- held in abeyance until next Tuesday.
Los Angeles— FBO's 1928-29 prociprocal deals with America, will put The union is insisting that the house gram will be completed by Christmas,
from $26,000,000 to $27,000,000 into maintain an eight-piece orchestra and states William Le Baron, production
production, whereas last year they two nuisicians, according to Man- chief.
Nine pictures will be started
Some of the pro- ager W. B. Wagnon.
spent $17 010.000
within the next two weeks, he says.

Looms

Row FBO Program

—

—

Washington Charges of conspiracy were made Friday on infor-

Lake

the campaign for funds now being
conducted by the Red Cross have
been sent out, it was stated at the

ish

(Continued on Page 2)

The information alleges
nia cities.
the defendants also conspired to exclude independents from contracting
for pictures for exhibition in competition with West Coast and to exclude from the interstate trade and
commerce
exhibitors

.

Editor

"The Daily Film Renter—

—

London (By Cable) Opening of
"The Jazz Snger" and Vitaphone at
the Piccadilly was a tremendous success.
Al Jolson was present at the
premiere.
A keenly critical house
gave the varied program an ovation.
.^11 dailies
Friday morning devoted
big space to this new development
in entertainment.
Some critics were
inclined to reserve judgment, others
were enthused over synchronization
but skeptical over dialogue.

Educational Soon to List
Sound Production Plans
Educational is preparing to announce its sound policy at an early

The company distributes Kinograms newsreel.
Jack White and
E. H. Allen, who have been in New
York conferring with President E.
W. Hammons on sound films, are
slated to
Saturday for the
leave

date.
•j
"I
'

Coast.

On
MONDAY:
ing made

the Dotted Line

The Warners, havsensational moves.
exhibition
by acquisition of
a sizeable dent in
the Stanley chain, are hungry for more. The hooks are
out in many directions and nobody knows how big the catch
will be. Six scouts working in Greater New York alone, we are
informed. The opinion seems to be that the successful compan}
Ir.
in the business today is the one that is sufficient unto itself.
whc
producer
the
that
thing:
trade parlance that means but one
distributes must also own theaters in which to show his own
product. Therefore, the buzzing around.
Now that Sapiro is about to pass into trade history, several
things are happening in New York theater circles. His members,
freed from contracts, are flirting outrageously with Bill Fox and
Harry Warner. It won't be very long before many of the worthwhile unaffiliated houses drop the prefix and turn producer-con
More

.

trolled.

Such are the signs.

.

.

.

.

.

High Finance
Tuesday: You

can't bring two big
expect the job to be finished ovefnight.
{Continued on Page 3)

companies together and
After Warners and the

in

films,

all

independent

who show two

features on

charge less than ten
minimum admission or give

one program,
cents

"Jazz Singer" Proves Big
Hit in London Opening
By ERNEST W FREDMAN

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

mation filed in the U. S. District
Court for the southern division of
the southern district of California,
against West Coast Theaters, Paraneers which ended its fall meeting
UniOther officials named mount, M-G-M, First National,
here Friday.
versal, United Artists, Fox, Vitagraph
are: Henry P. Gage of Corning Glass
Pathe, according to a
Works, vice president; William Hub- (Warners) and
of Justice.
Dept.
to
the
report
bard of Cooper-Hewitt Light Co..
The information alleges that West
treasurer; Robert Durnat, secretary.
Theaters and the distributor
Herford Cowling and William Kunz- Coast
in a conspiracy
mann were elected to the board of defendants engaged
on
or about July 27, 1927 to
from
governors.
about Dec. 31 last, to exclude
Papers read at the closing session on or
from conexhibitors
concerning sound pictures presage independent
for product first or second
tracting
improvements.
important production
run or first suburban run in Los
Angeles and other southern Califor-

Free films to theaters which present benefit shows for the hurricane
fund will be offered by distributors
which are members of Film Boards
Trade.
Instruction to the 32
of
boards of the nation to cooperate in

home

BE MADE DURING YEAR

C.

Information Filed in U. S
Court on Coast Cites
Alleged Plot

gifts or

premiums

to patrons.

M-G-M Movietone Shorts
to Make Debut Monday
M-G-M's first Movietone shorts
shown Monday at the Astor,
New York, with "White Shadows in
They include: h
South Seas."
^fie

will be

'ohnnv
larion

Marvin
Harris

by
Roesner

subject

vocal

Walt

and

A Van &
nd his Canitcl'ans.
"chenck number is to be shown at the
"apitol next Saturday with "Our
Dnncing Daughters." introducing that
Twenty ad^beater's sound policy.
subjects have been comHtional
oletcd, the

company

says.

"Stepnfng High" to be
First

FBO

All-Talker

"Stepping High." novel by Gene
Markey, is to be FBO's first all-talker and will be made at Sound StuRobert Kane will
dios, New York
have the picture co-directed by two
men, one Bert Glennon, the other a
stage director to be named.
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Wid's Films and Film
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Broadway.
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President at.d
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Business and AdvertisinR Manager.
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by

IV.

Eddy
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SOCIETY OF M. P. ENGINEERS DISCUSSES SOUND
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack Harrower
-A LITTLE FROM LOTS." by Ralph Wilk...
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as

tion

Sept. 30

Universal reopening Colony, N. Y..
with "Lonesome."
Daylight saving period ends.

Oct.

M-G-M's London

the

Em-

pire, opens.

of "4 Devils" at Gaiety,
York.
Albee - Orpheum circuit
Keith
standardizing on Sunday change

Opening

Oct.

New

Oct.

policy.

M.f.T.O. of Michigan convention
Kalamazoo.
Oct. 1617-18 Annual
M.P.T.O.A. convenOct. 8-10

at

tion

at

Annual convention of western
Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor unit.

Nov. 14

International Chamber
of Commerce at Paris on European

Meeting of

Nov. 20-21
Nov. 25
Nov. 25

clude
Davi.s

sound pictures.

These

in-

"The Donovan Af?air," Owen
play; "The Younger Genera-

restriction
M.P.T.O. of

expected, as previously indicated, that
about ten of the company's 36 pictures will be sound productions.

Boag Gets Writ Stopping
Gilda Gray's Film

"Judge" Frawley Heads Pep Club
G. B. "Juflgc" Frawley has been
elected unanimously to the presidency
of the Paramount "Pep" Club, an organization comprising the entire personnel of the Paramount home office.
Frawlej^ has been a member of the
board of directors of the club for the
four years.

Work

—

program.

Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
New Fox house in St. Louis opens.

Injunction restraining
London
her appearance in the British film,
"Piccadilly," in which she has been
working for five weeks, was served
upon Gilda Gray by her husband,
Gil Boag.
He says his contract with
her entitles him to 40 per cent of her
salary, which he estimates at $3,000
weekly.
He claims damages for

Producalleged breach of contract.
on the film has been stopped.

tion

Eames

in N. Y.

stage players, aspirants
for the various roles in Mary Pick-

Eames. who plays in Rex ford's first all-talking picture, "CoIngram's "Three Passions," made in quette," were given voice and screen
France and England, has arrived in tests Thursday at the Paramount
Clare

New

York.

1)

money. For instance, a
British picture calls for an outlay of
$400,000, while several French and
German productions will top the
up into

real

.

*(c)
*(s)
(s)

000, compared with 75 costing $2,250,000 last vear. Germany will complete
250 costing $12,500,000.
Other European countries will make 65 pictures costing $1,750,000.

3

104
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lom

26J4

27ji
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96(

61

.
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58
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3001
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110% IOTA 110^ 18 OOOl
108K 112^26 300

...113
28

198

(Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

Skouras, St. Louis.

next week to make tests of
colored talent for "Hallelujah," his
new M-G-M picture of negro life.
Only one white player will appear in
the production.
Exteriors will be
made in the South.

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU <X) TO BUY

COSTUMES

Montana Names M.P.T.O. Delegate
Butte John A. Gavan will attend

—

I

M.P.T.O.A. convention as

Montana

6J-is

14 50(

314
9

Bros..

"A"

'soil
80{;
8oc;

•Last Prices Quoted.

early

gate of the

Warner

U

'

(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter

Vidor Arriving in N. Y.
King Vidor arrives in New York

the

25 J4
178
128

Univ. Piat
do pfd

(s)
do
*(cb) do

Salei,

deleassociation.

l-*37

BWAY.

N.Y.

ALSO Z&.0OO

TEI_ 55«0 PENN.
COS1UMCS TO RCNT =

Tests for "Coquette"

Broadway

Clare

from Page

ductions designed as specials will run

from the play "It Is to Laugh,"
by Pannie Hurst: "The Fall of Five," $200,000 mark.
a play by John Emerson and Anita
England will produce 100 pictures
".Acquitted," by Mary Rob- this year costing
Loo.'^;
$8,500,000. compared
and "Redemption," with 24 costing $2,600,000 in 1927.
Rinchart.
erts
It
is
Count Leo Tolstoy's play.
France will make 8.S costing $1500.tion."

Toronto.

Oct. 24-25

film

Scheduled This Year
(.Continued
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studio, Astoria.

New^ York's Nei^est and Finest Hotel
Around the comer from New York's
district,

accessible to

readily

leading

if

exclusive shopping

and

theatres

railroad

teiminaJs, yet in a neighborhood socially correct and

away

from the noise and turmoil of the business district. The
Park Central enjoys a location distinctly unique in its
advantages.

JMACTLT NEAR THE

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qu^^^ifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

CENTEE) or TtilNe#

Tbe Park Central, New York's newtat and
where you will find advantages heretofore unElectric
known to American Hostelries Radio outlets
Period Salons and Roof Patios for priRefrigeration

Come

to

finest hotel,

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Florentine
Swimming Pool
vate social functions . .
other
.
Grill, featuring the Park Central Grill Orchestra
Single rooms, five
features, equally unusual and desirable.
Double rooms, eight dollars per
dollars per day and up.
.

.

.

.

.

Stebbins,
1540

B^WAY

N.

Leterman
& Gates
ntCOBPORATVD
Y.C

telephone bryant

3040

.

day and up.

THE DACr CENTRAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STKEET AT 7th

AVENUE

NEW YORK aXY
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(CotitinHed

Presentations

1)

By JACK
control group at First National determined the advisability of joining
fortunes, and left off there, account-

lawyers and bankers got busy.
is set, but the necessary machinery is being moved
slowly only because it is so cumbersome. You know, the First National franchise holders had definite ideas

ants,

The consolidation

of the value of their combined 19,000
shares of stock, but nobody placed
a valuation of $200 a share then.

Yet

this is

what Warners are paying

—

in cash, too, so it is
for control
easy to figure how pleased the F.
N. group is. The whole darned plan
almost came a cropper at that. Fox
made the franchise holders a very
attractive of?er, one that was hard
But they did. Why?
to turn down.
Who can tell? The group had the
future figured out one way and that
way ended at the doorstep of the

the end of 1929.
The situation to
date as outlined by J. E. Otterson:
Six hundred theaters operating.
Four hundred more by Jan. 1. Two
thousand additional by the end of
1929.

.

this.

.

.

.

Who'll Be Boss?

m

PARAMOUNT STAGE

.

.

to do with
Depinet, distributing
chief and sales steamroller; also W.
C. Boothby, company treasurer and
sure death to dollar wastage.

a

Ned

.

Now,

.

.

Let's See

Friday: The Aquitania nosed into
berth today and off the gangplank stepped Joe Kennedy.
They
do say as how Joe is peeved that
anyone should start a deal to nab
control of K-A-O without his knowledge and furthermore, while he was
its

formerly
with
the
Follies
through their doro,
This developed consider- Bergere m Paris, and they were
A repeat number was the
able comedy with each pupil gagging gorgeous.
popular "Parade of the
Wooden
the last line.
Ray Bolger was the outstanding So. (Hers, " a unique precision routine
artist, and he kept the fun going all by the 2)2 Roxyettes which is a great
through the presentation, mixing in eve smash and always gets a trewith everybody's bit and building it mendous hand.
The stage revue was called "Profor the laughs, which he got ai^lenty.
menade
Parisian," serving as a sort
He is an old favorite at this house,
and can come back as often as he of atmospheric background for the
wants. The stage band came through feature, "Plastered in Paris." Marion
vteler,
soprano, vvas the featured
with "Ten Little Miles from Town,"
The set showed a Parisian
and the entire ensemble was on for artist.
cafe.
Ross and Louise, eccentric
the finale. Lucien La Rue had a good
er taking
lessons.

the

pupils

^

such inexpensive pleasure
Deauviile and Le Tou- bit with "Blackboard Memories," with
animated figures on the blackquet.
Now
he's back and almost two
of an operator to handle their theater
anything you like may happen. Bank- board represented by two girls, which
They are not to be had ing circles which usually
properties.
Bolger had
are in the made a neat novcity.
at every turn and the Warners realknow
lean toward the belief that the them screaming with his interpretaSpyros Skouras
ize it, as they must.
K-A-O chain will be swung into the tion of "Black Bottom" and how it
of St. Louis and Irving Rossheim of
originated.
greater Warner organization.
Philadelphia just about balance the
A magic word is swinging lots of
Every mornscales at the moment.
ing Spyros looks like the selection, New York theaters Fox-ward. You
HARRIS
Preliminaries for 30
but the afternoon finds favor swing- spell it c-a-s-h.
Who- to 40 already cleared away and
ing in the direction of Irving.
ever gets it will have a husky load more, it is said, are on the way. Fox
CAPITOL
evidently realizes that a handful of
to carry ©n his shoulders.
Fox is nabbing the houses in one zone won't do much
Stepping.
Eleven good unless he is fortified sufficientA very sumptuous production was
Brandt chain in Brooklyn.
The acquisition cam- the Mort Harris stage show at the
theaters and the beginning of a cir- ly elsewhere.
paign is, therefore, being developed Capitol called "Dream Garden." The
cuit of 50 to 100 in Greater New
accordingly.
offing
in
the
headliner was Emil Boreo, late of
Opposition
is
York.
Almost any step taken by the di- "Chauve Souris," who presented a
Not a scattered
for the Loew circuit.
opposition but a strategically devel- rector who made "Seventh Heaven" new repertory of selections and scored
oped contender for chain domination and "The Street Angel" is worth a decisive hit. Alan Prior, late tenor
Frank star of "The Student Prince," offered
talking
about.
Therefore:
in the big town.
"Sub- Borzage signs a new contract with several numbers. Helen Wehrle was
Merit usually asserts itself.
marine," Columbia's gem of the ocean, Fox. You don't think Winnie Shee- somewhat of a sensation with her
stays on at the Embassy for some han would allow him to stray from contortion stuff and a costume that
was next to nothing. Frank Stiver,
weeks more. Then it goes into the the fold, do you?
baritone, who is an old favorite at
Capitol for two weeks as its second
this house, sang several melodies.
Some second
run in New York.
Walt Roesner took the stage haul
run!
Saturday:
Conspiracy charges
through two neat numbers. Chambcrfiled in Los Angeles against West
S-u-r-p-r-i-s-e
Coast and the bluebloods among dis- lin and Himes did a burlesque
The Chester Hale Girls
Which proves that the Apache.
Thursday: There's no stopping tributors.
two attractive routines, with coboys.
My goodness, what Dep't of Justice is not through dig- had
these
lonial costumes to match the stage
ground the Warners can cover in ging into the internals of motion picsetting and the costumes of the stage
Well, that's more like it.
Now it's the tures.
just one week flat.
band. It was good colorful enterta.nSkouras chain that they are about to Distributors promise free film for hurment
with all production departments
take
When you mention ricane benefit shows and the Film making
over.
a strong showing.
much cover all Boards secretaries are informed
visiting

like

.

.

.

T

HAS THE

PRODUCTION

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

Excitement

)

.

.

.

Skouras, you pretty

to

there is to the theater situation in
St. Louis.
Not only that. It is said
that with the deal the scales tip emphatically in the direction of Spyros Skouras as operating head of the
,

combined

j'ings.

Warner

theater

hold-

...

Western

dancers, presented a series of novel
dance creations.
The overture consisted of selections from "Pagliacci."

Repeat Acts for I*ublix
liave proved their worth

-Vets that

on the Publix time are being rebooked into new units as new acts, in this
wai,- establishng a permanent field for
those artists who like the tour.
In
other instances act that make good
are given parts in the B. & K. units
out of Chicago.

.

.

.

THE ROXY PRESENTATION

.

this, credit

Wednesday: One of the big prob- haunts
lems facing the Warners is securing

.

ERENCH ATMOSPHERE fOR

A very colorful stage program was
John Murray Anderson created the
First came
Paramount presentation that was a shown at the Roxy.
decided departure from the regular "Rachem," a stage presentation of the
by the young American
"Who cares about that, any- shows. It was called "Oh, Teacher," composition
It
was a
with Paul Ash as the teacher and composer, Mana-Zucca.
how?"
the band sitting at desks in a school very inspiring spectacle, employing
First National earns $709,032 the
room setting acting as the pupils. A about 200 and utilizing the choral
first six months of the year which is
Gladys Rice
front line of desks was reserved for boxes and staircases.
significant, since it compares with
the special artists. Lucien La Rue and was the principal soloist, assisted by
$605,892 for the same period of last
The special
Laura Lee opened with a skit "Play- the chorus and ballet.
year.
If you are interested in learnmates,"
followed
Ash
by
as the teach- costumes were designed by Monteing who had
good deal

.

of present talent will survive the
Coast papandemonium.
"talkie"
All Hollywood
pers, please copy.
seeking an answer to
has been

SCHOOL ATMOSPHERE

\

Where the small town exhibitor
gets off, nobody knows.
But like
the well-known line of a well-known
vaudevillian:

Warners.
Jack Warner says eighty per cent
.

NARROWER

Electric sticks to its story
that 3,000 theaters will be wired by

get busy.

makes

its

jects.

.

sound.

.

.

.

.

On Monday Metro

debut in sound short subEducational busy on
.

Ready

soon.

.

.

.

FBO's

first all-talker selected.
Columbia ends speculation over sound by
ending in the W. E. camp. An active day.
.

.

.
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MARKUS
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LAokawanna 7876
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YORK CITY

Harry Langdon on Tom-

—

Portland,
Ore.
Harry Langdon,
recently signed by Fanchon & Marco, was the attraction this week at
the Portland.

Peabody Bcosts

Seattle Rcc^pts
Seattle
Receipts are jumping ba^k
;o tne Old level at the Seattle, folowing retu.n of i,ddie i-'eabjay,
janjo strummer.

—

Murray
West

Coast

S'siis wi'-h West Coa3+
Bu:eau, THE FILM DAILY

—

Los Angeles Charlie Murray has
signed to play a 14-week engagement
over the West Coast Theaters circuit.

AMALGAMATFD
VAUDEVILIE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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MOVIETONE CITY PLANT
IVcst
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Bureau.

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Twenty-five buildings,
covering 40 acres at Fox Hills, comprise Movietone City, a development
just completed and the future headquarters for all talking picture activity on the Fox lot.
Likewise does
it
represent the culmination of the
ambitious program for sound conceived by William Fox.
Four buildings contain sound proof
stages
lor
Movietone production.
They are 212 ft. long, 165 ft. wide
and 45 ft. high, tach building has
two stages that possess individual
equipment, apparatus rooms, test laboratories and projection rooms. Stage
One has on its second floor a large
Wurlitzer organ, built specially for
Fox Movietone. It comprises every
appliance and effect possible of use
sound pictures.
An unusual feature of Movietone
City wnicn gives it a striking, semi-

in

Oriental effect are three high towers.
A decorative column 75 ft. high is
silhouetted above the administration
building.
In the rear of the stages
are reared two towers, 100 ft. high,
one of them being the gravity tower
for the automatic sprinkler system
and the other the cooling tower for
the air-conditioning system.
The
air-conditioning
plant
is
housed in three buildings and can
heat or refrigerate the temperature
inside
the stages, independent of
outside weather. It can regulate the
humidity and also cope with any
number of incandescent lights and
people who might otherwise affect
the temperature on the stages.
Included among the smaller buildings are the recital hall for auditions,
an electric power plant, master projection

room,

wardrobe

building,

dressing room structure, garage, carpenter and paint shops, musical library, him storage vault, modern
hospital and buildings for studio police and hre departments.
There are
numerous walks of concrete, providing proper drainage, as well as a 14ft. wall surrounding Movietone City.
it is relieved in appearance by numerous flower beds throughout.

Three Sound Features
Set for Gainsborough
London

— Three

features with synchronized sound are planned bj
Gainsborough Pictures.
They are:
'•The
Lady of the Lake," "The

Wrecker"

and

"Balaclava."
Maurice Elvey has been assigned to direct the latter.
Gainsborough will

make

a series of sound shorts, also
using the British acoustic process.

Obstacles Facing Sound Films
to be Overcome, Otterson Says
Mistakes will be made in production of talkers, which will result in
indifferent production leading some
to question the value of sound pictures, but these have been met and
will continue to be met and over-

come,

E. Otterson
Electrical League

declared

J.

Naming 'Em
Soimd
in

at
in

herent

new

more serious than those that
were attendant upon the introduction
of the silent movies," he said.
"Hollywood
studios
are
being
equipped for talking pictures in the
thorough way characteristic of the
be no

destined
the position of leadership it has already
built for itself in the world," he said.
"Directors are studying and mastering the new art and contributing
to it the benefit of their talent and
genius.
Authors, playwrights and
scenario writers are busy rewriting
and recasting stories and plays to
adapt them to the new medium.
"Actors of the speaking stage are
finding a new field for their talents
and actors of the silent screen with
amazing versatility, are developing
their
latest
powers, finding their
voices and discovering in talking pictures a new form of expression that
lends scope and variety t otheir art.
CO

maintain in this

new

"Abroad, it is the same story," he con"This summer, I visited England and
France and talked with producers and exhibitors from England, Ireland, Scotland, France,
Germany, Central liurope, Italy, Spain, South
Africa, Australia and India, and the same
interest
exists
throughout the
conclusion
that talking pictures have come to stay and
the development of plans to meet their own
needs differing from this country only as the
activity in the foreign field differs from that

—

/vmer

ca.

"In the beginning, we

felt

that

the

addi-

^ounU to motion pictures was only an
embellishment, an effect comparable with that
of a new system of lighting or of coloring,
but today, we are confident that here is something more than effect.
Here is born a new
tion of

haj

be revolutionary in the field of
entertainment not only in motion pictures,
uc
n an citect upon the legitimate stage
33 well,
"111 this, T am ende.-ivoring to voice a conservative judgment slowly arrived at and
tempered by the necessity of directing our
own plans along conservative lines.
To a
considerable extent I am speaking after the
fact so that I am appraising that which has
been accomplished rather than prophesying
It

•

,

that

will

1

which

is

to

come.

200 Sound Films Planned
"I recently scanned the production program
of our licensee companies and I find that
c arc more than 2UU major productions
with musical accompaniment or dialogue or
both, on the schedule for the next year.
"'As 1 entered the hotel today from Broadway I amid not escape the feeling that one
WHO spoil ors a movtmcnt to add noise to that
which is now silent can scarcely claim to be
a benefactor of the human race.
And yet
bow inadequate is any attempt to interpret in
its true quality the life of New York without
sound.
'•

way, the English

new

this
enxa.

wrill

designate

art the 'audible

—

Work on additional!
sound stages, monitor rooms

and other buildings at Metropolitan^
studio not originally called for has
started by the Austin Co., construction having been practically completed on the first sound stage units.
An extra stage, 76x106 ft. and an
additional monitor room, 50x60 ft.
lave been started adjoining the first
l)iant.
There will be another buildng to house special cutting rooms
and a projection room for talking pic-ures.
The stages are being placedj
.n a row along Romaine St., allow-!
.ng room for further construction at
any future time.

cin-

is

field

tinued.

111

J.

THE FILM DAI Li

Bureau,

Coast

units of

acteristic
American fashion,
people "will end up by calling
them 'talkies,' just as I expect
that in an equally characteristic

the development of any
and "are certainly likely to

American industry, which

America,

mmmmmm

Hollywood

and talkers

various names
E. Otterson,

ARTHH

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS i

West

president of Electric Research
Products, told the Electrical
League
Wednesday, stating
that he expects that, in char-

in

art,

pictures

known by

are

Luncheon
New York on Wednesday.
These mistakes have been and will
be nothing more than is naturally inthe

1928

"Indeed I am sure that if all sounds were
suppressed, those 2,000,000 or more visitors
who daily throng the city would find it
so much like the pastoral scenes from which
they come that they would return forthwith
harboring resentment at having witnessed a
poof show.
"The origin of soiuid in motion pictures
dates back some 50 years to the beginning
of the telephone itself, for the methods ana
appaiatus employed are those of the modern
telephone system.
"It was about seven years ago that the
engineers of the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
th« research organization of the American
telephone and 'leiegraph Co., set out to apply v/hax they had learned about the transrnission of sound to the development of special technique relating to talking pictures.
"The problem was not primarily one of
synchronizing sound and moving pictures, as
this is a mechanical feature readily accom-

Tests will be made within two^
weeks, after which active production!
will be started by the Christie un ts^
and several other producers making'
reservations for space and time. One
of the hrst to be h.med will be "The'
Carnation Kid," a Douglas MacLeanl

Paramount,

feature

for

Mason

Hopper

which

E.-

directing.
Thcl
picture has already
is

complete silent
been filmed.
Other improvements
in line with the progress on sound
stages, is another scene dock, 90x110
ft.

in

dimensions, for extra storage,

space.

The studio is starting a school for
the personnel in all departments, a
plan just inaugurated by Phil H.
Ryan.
It will familiarize members
human voice over great distances on the of various departments with many
telephone clearly and without distortion were phrases of the making of sound and
employed in bringing about its successful recording and amplification in conjunction with talking pictures and will be of value,
it is thought, to all employees whethmotion pictures.
"About three years ago, the Bell Labora- er they are definitely attached to talktories had progressed sufficiently to the deExecutives
veloping of talking picture technique to jus- ing picture units or not.
tify
public presentation.
This development of Western Electric will co-operate
plished.
The real problem was to produce
satistactory qualiity of sound in adequate volume and the same principles which the engineers had successfully applied to transmit the

had been carried on along two lines: first,
by the recording of sound on disc records
operated in synchronism with the film, and
second, by the recording of sound on the
edge of the film itself by means of a photoelectric

with Metropolitan management
conducting three classes a day.

in

cell."

Served by Three Exchanges
Baltimore Records for Vitaphone
productions booked here come from
Philadelphia while prints are shipped
in from Washington, but prints and
Corp., in April, 1927.
for shorts come from New
He cited "The Jazz Singer" as records
York.
Confirmations on Baltimore
having made a substantial contribubookings made in Washington are
tion to the public acceptance and furgiven in New York.
No trouble is
ther development of the art.
Grantreported, in fact records are received
ing of licenses early this year to
ahead of time, but 'phone calls to the
Paramount, United Artists, M-G-M,

—

Otterson then traced the development of Vitaphone, under a license
granted Warners in April, 1926, and
of Movietone, granted the Fox-Case

First

i

j

;

three cities are sometimes necessary.

National,

Universal, Christie
Film Co., Hal Roach and the Victor
Talking
Machine
Co.,
he
said,
"meant the adoption of talking pictures by practically the whole of the
industry."
He then added:
"Progress since has lieen extremely rapid,
in the development of studios for the
production of sound pictures and the instal
lation of equipment in (beaters for their reboth

production.

<

I

Talking Sequences for Boyd Film
Pathe is considering talking sequences for "The Leathernecks,"
which is to star William Boyd. Alan
Hale and Robert Armstrong have
been cast for the picture, an original by Elliott Clawson.

I

^
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'
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CONSTANT TESTING OF

First sound picture convention of engineers and technicians
ended at Lake Placid, N. Y., Friday, with closing of the fall meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers. Technical problems in connection with the new development were discussed from the production and exhibition angle, by a number of notables in their respective
fields as well as the fields of engineering and research.
On this
page are presented extracts frop a number of papers read at the
sessions.
Others will appear in. succeeding issues.

REPRODUCER ESSENTIAL
Consistently good sound projecin theaters can be maintained
only by perio'dic testing of all ele<ments of the reproducer, states a
paper prepared by J. B. Engl of the
tion

Technische

Hochschule

The judgment

of

of

results

Berlin.

The

amplifier is tested first for
constant frequency characteristic by.

supplying it at very - low voltage
with a current oscillating at known
frequencies from 16 to 10,000 and
measuring the output with an oscillograph. The loudspeaker is tested
over a range of frequencies by comparing the sound from one of two
matched sound generators as reproduced and regenerated for comparison with that from the other of the
known, good
matched generators
microphone must be used for the
'

above

test.

The

A

Internationalization of Sound
Films by Re- Vocalization Seen
Restriction of international circular
tion of American made films on ac-'
count of difference in language, the
intrusion of extraneous sounds in
andi the
sad
scenes:
out-of-door
plight of personable screen players
with untrained voices are all to be
remedied by re-vocalizing of films, it
is stated in a paper prepared by Ed-

ward Hopkins,

By

light sensitive ele-

tested by the use of a
rotating Nicol prism in connection
with a suitable amplifier and an oscillograph.

ment can be

or

York.

re-vocalizing
,

Stars of the
an existing picture.
screen may thus look about, if they,
are dissatisfied with their own voices,
and find new voices for their screen
presences.

PROBLEMS or RECORDING

New

films any voice
sound can be synchronized with

new

It

field for

will

open up S

also

those whose tones

may

features do not

be dulcet, but whose
screen well.

r'

the re-placed voices may be ftl
language, the international probleijj
will be solved. Immediately after the

As

ROOM ACOUSTICS

INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM

must not

be based on merely the opinions of
an auditor but instead upon rigid engineering tests, he points out.

.

EACH INSTALLATION

The Technical Side of Sound Films

CITED

Elimination of distortion and disturbing effects caused by reflections
Control is
of sound produced within sound re- Precise
cording rooms and insulation from
in Disc Recording
outside noises are the two imporin the sound reSynchronization
deacoustic
tant problems in the
wax disc
sign of sound recording rooms, ac- production system using the
cording to Paul N. Sabine of the is accomplished by> tiTJecHani^al conRiverbank Laboratories, Geneva, 111. nection between the sound record and
Excessive reflection causes rever- the projector. This method bf solvproblem
synchronization
the
beration, a prolongation in the room ing
of very preof such separate element of music or makes necessary the use
speech, he says in his paper, which cise speed control in order to'.secure
speech,
considers all factors affecting time proper pitch of music or
Bell Teleof reverberiation, methods of control states H. M. Stoller of the
by absorbent treatment, giving the phone Laboratories.
In recording, however, it is, necesvarious
of
coefficients
absorption
commercial materials ,used for reduc- sary to separate the camera and the
ing reverberation by increasing ab- sound recorder, and a special electrical interlock system has been desorption.
Most materials show selective ab- signed for this purpose.
Specially designed motors are used
sorption, i.e., higher absorbing effireciencies for some pitches than for for driving the camera and the
connected
they
are
and
cording
device
question
considering
says,
others, he
as to preof effect of this upon the quality of electrically in such a way
vent one from getting out of phase
the sound record.
Sound from without may either be with the other.
transmitted through the walls or enSound for "Four Feathers"
ter by way of openings such as doors,
Paramount is making "The Fourwindows, ventilators, and heating
ducts. The sound transmitting prop- Feathers," directed by Ernst SchoedSound
erties of various types of walls he sack and Merian Cooper, as a

Speed

English speaking film

is

made, the

same pfayers on the same

will

set

run through the actions in other
languages, to get the correct lip
movements, even though their accent
may be bad. Foreign! vocalists will
then contribute the same words corA negative for every
rectly spoken.
language will thus be needed, but as
the bulk of the foreign market is
coverejd..by. iive languages, Spanish, light and a photoelectric cell, perFrench, German, Italian ahd Portu- form a similar function in the case
gese, it will not be as difficult as of the film record.
An engineering survey of a theJfter
This will
it appears at first glance.
not make Hollywood necessarily a for which an installation is intended
|

Tower

of Babel as the f,6reign revocalization may be carried out in
New York or abroad as well as in

Hollywod.
Directors may also direct vociferously as in the past if they so desire, instead of remaining silent as
they do now in the sound recording.

Number

There are a number of materials
for acoustical linings, which have the
property of largely absorbing sounds
which fall on their surfaces, states

Frank S. Cr'owhurst,
Hollywood, in' reviewing material available.
These
are for use on sound stages, lessening
reverberation
and eliminating
paper

a

Crowhurst

by

&

Co.,

foreign noises.

:•

_

Suggests "Sdiidrama" as
Name for Sound Film
Omaha—"Sonorama"

',

presented graphically.

-

'

—

picture.

••

-

,..

.-..,.\..-

..^>

for

talking

pictures

is

the

name

suggested

reveals

characteristics

which

deter-

mine the type and
ment.

The

size of such equipinstallation progresses^ in

logical order to permit the operating
personnel to become gradually fatti-

Difvarious portions.
conditions in theater
auditoriums require that individual
study be given in each case.

iliar

with

its

ferent acoustic

New Type Loudspeaker is

of Materials for

Stage Acoustic Linings

Needed

.

Sound reproducing, like sound recording equipment, must be designed
to maintain a linear relation between
stimulus and response, states a paper
prepared by E. O. Scriven • of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories and H.
B.
Santee of Electrical Research
Products.
The solution of this problem, they
say requires the elimination of the
effects of both mechanical, ar(d elec-,
trical resonance.
This result may.:be\
accomplished by making use of apparatus in which the resonant point
is
outside the frequency range One
wishes to reproduce or resonance at
one point may be balanced against
'
resonance at another.
The reproducer used with disc
sound records is in part similar to the 1
reproducer for phonograph use, ex- ^
cept that it produces electric currents
rather than sound waves. A beam "of

byf

H. N. Mergen, local man. He says
is derived from the obsolete word
"son" (sound) and from the French
word "sonor," sonoris (sound) combined with the Greek word "orama"
it

It also
(view, scene or 'picture).
claims kinship with "sonorous" and
the Spanish verb "Sonar" to sound,
he says, so it will have the same
literal meaning in "English; French
.and ..German.

Designed for Sound Film
A new type of high efficiency dyparticularly
loudspeaker
namic
adapted to sound picture projection
has been developed, according to John
A. Minton and I. G. Maloff, research
engineers of the United Radio Corp.,
Rochester, N. Y. In their paper, they
discussed results of research in the
field

of loudspeakers.

The loudspeaker or sound producer
is the "neck of -the bottle" in sound
pictures, they state.' It must be free
from'freqiient^-distoTtiorr, volume distortion and wave shape distortion,
capable of delivering large sound out-

dependable and economical as
and maintenTheir paper discussed the
ance.

puts,

to initial cost, operation

from the
types available
various
stand-point of thesd requirements.

Handling Rights of Plays
Talking

Picture; Attractions,

Inc..

West 44th St., is handling sale of
Witmark plays for sound pictures.
The company has signed Clairborne
156

Foster, stage star, for talking pictures.

,
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DAILV
Length: 6126

Tiffainf-Sfiihl

/f.

THIS DESERVElS FIRST-RUN
BOOKING EVERYWHERE. A
PIP OF A MODERN DRAMA OF
LOVE AND BUSINESS FINELY
DIRECTED AND IMPRESSIVELY ACTED. SEXY STUFF.
.Ricardo Cortez swings the
Cast.
picture with a fine characterization
of a young engineer driven to ruin
through infatuation for a woman below his class. Alma Bennett as the
siren spills sex all over the footage,
and does a splendid portrayal. Claire
Windsor lends contrast as the nice
These three are practically the
girl.
.

.

Length: 7560

Paramount

Cast. .. .Wallace
Beery has the
only part worth mentioning, and he
builds a splendid characterization of

hobo king. Louise Brooks lost in
male attire and a one-way expression
of fright she never loses.
Richard
Arlen also buried in hobo- rags and
Others Edgar Blue
a negative part.
Washington, Kewpie Morgan, Rosentire cast.
coe Karns, Mike Donlin, George
Story and Production. .'. .RomanKotsonaros.
tic drama of modern business. AdaptStory and Production.
.Drama of
PhilGraham
novel
by
from
the
ed
Adapted from the story
Director Archainbaud handled hobo life.
lips.
This boy Tully has
this beautifully throughout. He built by Jim Tully.
up slowly and impressively, and the been taking cracks at the "sappy
picture carries a great wallop with movies" and characterizing them as
The young dull, childish and uninteresting. And
the mounting suspense.
engineer with his two associates is when they turn his book into screen
commencii^g the building of a bridge. fare it proves to be all that and worse.
He is abo'ut to be married to a so- Picture audiences, we believe, do not
Into his life enters a want to sit through an hour's unciety girl.
dumb little stenog who works in his reeling of a story of sordidness dealoffice.
She has a peculiar fascina- ing with tramps and their habits.
He fights against her Rest of the story interest is slight,
tion for him.
He showing a girl fugitive, dressed as
lure,
but finally surrenders.
Then boy falling in with a hobo gang. It
elopes with her to Havana.
Has won't please women.
follows ruin for his company.
Direction,' William Wellman, very
a great sex kick beautifully handled.
Director, George Archainbaud, ex- good in view of material; Author,
cellent; Author, David Graham Phil- Jim Tully; Scenario, Benjamin Glazer; Editor, to come; Titles, to come;
lips; Scenario, L. G. Bigby; Editor,
Robert Kern; Titles, Paul Perez; Photography, Henry Gerrard, very
a

.

:

good.

Photographj^', good.

Dreams"
Lengths 5937

-.

ft.

Cast.

Cast.'. .Barbara Bedford as the
Door social worker gives a neat per.

.

Also

formance.
'lie

worker who

stock
story

Robert

Frazer

power

rises to

as
as a

overnight.
The
goofy, but he makes it almost

manipulator
is

believable.

Ipsephine

'

Others David Torrence,
Gadsdon, Paul Panzer,
"

Henry Roquemore.
Story and Production.
.Drama

lack Carlisle,

.

.

the modern, business world.
the novel hyr Edwin Baird.

of

From

A rather
impossible story on the model of the
Horatio Alger Stories that used
us in our boyhood days.
The hero is a poor workman in the
mill >i'ho determines to master the
wheat "pit and become a financial
power.
And he does this with surprising ease and in such a short
space, of. .time, that it makes your
head swim.
He has the pretty social worker in love with him, also
the daughter of the king of the wheat
market.
The hero wins everything
he goes after in his city of purple
dreams, which makes the whole production very much of a pipe dream.
old
to

please

Duke Wornc, ordinary;
Scenario,
Edwin
Baird;

Direction,

Author,

.

.

.Tom Mix

is

the

.

and fighter, but they have not
surrounded him with much of a feature in this one.
Sharon Lynn the
girl.
Othere- Tom Lingham, Duke
R. Lee, Lee Shumway, Fritzi Ridgeway, Joie Pay, Mark Hamilton,
Yynn Mace.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
Mix is a pony express rider in the
Rocky Mountain region in the old
pioneer days. He is concerned prinrider

cipally with outwitting a bandit

gang

which has robbed the stage bringing
the government gold which is being
used to extend the United States
telegraph survey. After a lot of the
usual proceedings that follow the
routine of western opus, it works up
to a climax with the gang trapped
in a wooden two story building, surrounded by a troop of cavalry that
Tom has summonede. Meanwhile
the hero is inside doing brave battle with the heavy to rescue the kidnapped girl.
As a highlight, this
scene is a flop. It shows the troops
pulling the down with a rope attached to their saddles.
Direction, Eugene Ford, ordinary;
Author, George W. Pyper; Scenario,
the same;
Editor, Henry Weber;

ft.

club entertainer has loads of sex and
pep. and can troupe.
She makes the
picture ride.
Jimmy Finlayson and
Kate Price as her pa and ma supply
atmosphere and comedy. Strong cast
includes Donald Reed, Lee Mordn,

Charles Delaney.
Story and Production
Comedy.
From the stage play of same name.
This has all the pop elements to make
it surefire.
The poor little gal breaks
into a night club as an entertainer.
She has a half dozen males trailing
her with good intentions and others
not so good. She cleverly keeps 'em
all on the string, meanwhile advancing her own success.
Then along

comes a lad on a tabloid paper, and
production.
It's
the
old starts to put her over with some unwheeze of the ham vaude actor and usual front page publicity. She falls
his partner.
As a juggler he makes hard for him, but he seems all
the big time with a slide for life as wrapped up in his newspaper career.
the thrill climax of his act. Then his But finally they land each other. The
wife who is his partner figures she is publicity stunts are well handled, and
excess baggage and goes into the the story is strictly modern. Alice
movies as lead to a famous star. Big White has all kinds of sex appeal,
kick in climax with the ^yife coming and is a fine little trouper. Can't go
back in time to save him from a fall wrong on this.
and sure death.
Direction,
Alfred
Santell,
very
Direction, James Cruze, excellent; good; Author, J. P. McEvoy; SceAuthor, John McGowan; Scenario, nario, James P. O'Donohoe; Editor,
Marion;
Ekiitor,
George Le Roy Stone; Titles, George MarFrances
Hivery; Titles, Ralph Spence; Pho- ion, Jr.; Photography, Sol Polito,
tography, Ira Morgan, fine.
okay.
screen

"Q Ships"
ft.

TION.

same hard

George Pyper; Editor, J. S. HarringNot credited; Photogra- Titles, Randolph Bartlett! Photography, Norman Devol, good.
phy, Walter Griffen, good.
ton; Titles,

.

FBO
Length: 6037 /(.
DULL AND DRAGGY COMVERY ORDINARY WESTERN EDY OF TWO MARRIED
DOES NOT GIVE TOM MUCH COUPLES DEVELOPS FEW
OF A BREAK. PRODUCTION SMILES AND GROWS MONOTSEEMS TO LACK CLASS OF ONOUS THROUGH REPETI-

AVERAGE PROGRAM FOR
SMALL STANDS. THE POOR
BOY CRASHES WALL STREET
AND WEALTH OVERNIGHT
AND ALL THAT SORT OF STAR'S FORMER EFFORTS.

THING.

First National

.William Haines does some
really serious and worthwhile work,
with the director tearing him away
from his smart aleck stuff.
He's
good. Josephine Dunn, of "Singing
Fool"
again
photographs
fame,
gorgeously and proves that she can
act as well.
Ricardo Cortez has a
rather light role.
Others Neely Edwards,
Kathleen
Clifford,
Greta
Grandstedt, Cyril Chadwick.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
drama. Director Jimmy Cruze must
be given the credit for putting this
one over quite handsomely, being
handicapped by material most of
which has been worn ragged in
Cast.

Tom Mix in
"Husbands for Rent"
"Son of the Golden West" Warners'
Length: 5200

"The City of Purple
Rayart

"Show Girl"
Length: 6133
POPULAR
ENTERTAINMENT
M-G-M
Length: 7182 ft.
GETS OVER NICELY WITH
DIRECTOR CRUZE MAKES LOTS OF COMEDY
AND THE
OLD STUFF INTO GOOD EN- GOOD OLD HOKUM.
MADE
TERTAINMENT THAT WILL FOR THE
MOB.
PLEASE THE FEMMES WITH
Cast.
White as the little
UNUSUAL LOVE INTEREST. East .Side...Alice
gal making good as a night
"Excess Baggage"

SORDID AND GRIM TALE
OF HOBOES CARRIES NO APPEAL FOR WOMEN. JIM TULLY'S NOVEL LACKS SCREEN
MATERIAL. BEERY VERY
GOOD.
BIG KICK IN CLIMAX.

.

192J

William Haines in

"Beggars of Life"

"The Grain of Dust"

30,

Cast.

.

.

.Owen Moore

plays a bally

monocoled society Englishman who
acfs arid thinks slowly, and picture

Neiv Era Pictures

—No distributor
Length: 6000

ft.

PRODUCTION OF
SUBMARINE WARFARE ONE
OF BEST ENGLAND HAS
SENT OVER. PACKS THRILLS
WITH FINE COMBINATION
OF OFFICIAL WAR SCENES
AND STUDIO STUFF.
BRITISH

Cast
Many notable Britishers
played big parts in the war apprincipal role.
Helene Costello as pear, such as Admiral Jellicoe, and
his wife is decorative in a part that Captain Harold Auten, who re-enacts
has little color.
John Miljan and his part as commander of the Q ship
Kathryn Perry are the other couple which sinks the German U boat.
Story and
in the marital mixup.
Production
Others Claude
War
Gillingwater,
Arthur Hoyt, Helen drama made by New Era Films, based
•n official films of the British ImLynch, Hu.gh Herbert.
Story and Production. .... Comedy perial War Museum. A very intelliof a mixup between two newly mar- gent production, and a clever job of
ried couples in English society. From editing, make this' real box office enthe story by Edwin Justus Mayer. tertainment for any theater that gets
This probably was an entertaining behind the feature wtih proper exstory in printed form with clever dia- ploitation.
It carriesl all the thrills,
log, but as screen fare it develops and suspense that any fan wants.
In
little action and the plot travels along fact there at^ few productions that
one string and grows tedious and can show so many legitimate thrills^
tiresome. Moore is engaged to a girl coming consistentb' right through to.
nad in his absence she becomes in- the climax.
Shows the Q ship, aj
fatuated with Miljan.
The latter's disguised freighter carrying guns and'
fiancee meanwhile forms an attach- manned by expert British navy gun-^
ment for Muore. The mixed couples ners, and the way it decoys and definally get straightened out and mar- stroys a German U boat.
This is
ry, again start flirting, agree on a beautifully handled and holds the susdivorce but a surprise reconciliation pense for hundreds of feet.
is effected."
Direction, Geoffrey Barkas and MiDirection, Henry Lehrman, poor; chael
Captain
Barringer;
Author,
Author, Edwin Justus Mayer; Sce- Auten; Scenario, not credited; Editor,
nario,
C.
Graham Baker; Editor, Capt. Harold Auten; Titles, Capt.
Not credited; Titles, Not credited; Harold Auten; Photography, Sydney
Photography, Barney McGill, good.
Blythe, very good.
is

slow

in

consequence, for he has the

who
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Dnmita

Levffth: 5937

Pathe

Short Subjects

ft.

DULL AND HEAVY. THIS IMPORTED NUMBER HAS TYPICAL ENGLISH DIRECTING
TECHNIQUE THAT IS OUTDATED. DRAGS WITH SILLY
STORY. OVERLOADED WITH

TITLES.
.Lili Damita may be a wow
Cast.
on the Continent, but she will make
little impression here in this effort.
Acts in the stilted Continental manPaul
ner, posing all over the sets.
Richter as her lover pantomimes meOthers include such Euchanically.
ropean players as Rosa Richards,
Klein Ragge, Harry Liedtke, Trude
Hesterberg, and they all lack the
spontaneity a"H snap of the American screen artists.
.

.

.Romantic
Story and jr^rojuction.
drama of a mythical European kingdom. From the play by Noel Cow.

.

films

—

—

Sobby,

pr'nce.

Misses

a

mile.

sentimental
stage

From

blah.

play

Good Juvenile

Gordon and Guiseppe DeLuca
number from the third

quartet
Verdi's

in the

act of

Gigli
opera, "Rigoletto."
carries the burden, and his voice is
splendid at all times. It was received
at a Broadway house with unusual
It deapplause for a sound short.
served it. Time, 7 mins.

Vincent Rose and Jackie Taylor
with Hollywood Montmartre
Orchestra Vitaphone
No. 2292

—

Ordinary

Type

production. .Orchestral and

of

Vocal.

This is a very ordinary band numand very doubtful if it will have
any drawing strength outside ot Caliber,

where this outfit is well known.
Bobby Bernan acts as m.c, and he

fornia

pulls a lot of hot cabaret style gagging that falls pretty flat. The tsand

commonplace, and so are the numRose handles the
Direction, Graham Cutts, outworn
Can't
piano and Taylor the violin.
Author,
Noel
Coward;
technique;
see this from any angle but just
Editor,
Scnario. Not credited;
Any aggregation withTitles,
Harry commonplace.
Harry
Chandlce;
out a rep could have done just as
Chandlee; Photography, Not credited,
well.
Time, 9 mins.

"Queen was

IS

in the Parlor".

bers they put over.

good.

"The Charge of the
Gauchos"
FBO
Levath: 5487 ft.
FALLS FLAT WITH AMATEURISH DIRECTION AND
POOR SCRIPT. COSTUME
DRAMA OF THE ARGENTINE
REVOLUTION 100 YEARE AGO.
Cast.

.

.

.Francis X.

Bushman

is

the

Washington

of the Argenagainst Spanish tyranny.
Jacqueline Logan the girl, and both
are rather lost in the heavy story
with its cumbersome direction. Others
Guido Trento, Paul Ellis, Henry Kolker, Charles H. Mailes.
Story and Production. .Historical
drama of the rebellion of the Argentine against Spanish rule in 1810, resulting in the founding of the republic.
lot of money was evidently
spent on this picture, and some fine
costumes were used.
Many of the
scenes were supposed to have been
taken in Argentine, and the mob
scenes appear to be composed of real
natives.
But the entire production
falls pretty flat with awkward direction and acting.
Into the historical
incident of the overthrow of the
Spanish Viceroy and his troops is
woven the love story of the Argentine hero for the beautiful spy.
Direction, Albert Kelly, poor; Author, Julian Ajuria; Scenario, W. C.
Clifford;
EkJitor,
George Nicholas;

George

tine, fighting

A

Garret Graham; Photography,
Georges Benoit and Nick Musuraca,
uneven.
Titles,

show, and starts all the trouble with
the neighbors who are trying to keep
their garden in good shape.
Snookums and his monkey perform a few
tricks and when they get through California, All Star Features Distribeverything is a mess.
The Newly- utors; Seattle, Film Corp., D. C. Millweds are haled into court on account ward; England, Ideal Films, Ltd.; All
of the kid, but Snookums pulls a sob of South America, Dutch East Instory and softens the judge's heart. dies and Philippine Islands, UniverDirected by Francis Corby, this will sal Pictures Corp.; Cleveland Fischer
interest

Series

Educational
Aviation Thrills

all

fans

of

the

Newlyweds Exchange; Boston, Rayart Exchange,
and Minneapolis, Celebrated Pictures.

series.

Fotovox to Produce and
Distribute Only, Firm Says

"BuU-Oney"—Winkler
Universal

Fotovox, Inc., recently formed to
produce sound pictures at the former
Type of production..! reel animated
Paragon studio, Fort Lee, N. J., inThis time Oswald, the rabbit finds

AnimaX Fun

himself a trainer for the bull that
is picked to do his stuff in the bull
ring.
Before Oswald realizes what
has happened, the bull has him in the
center of the ring, and a real scrap
is
staged that the crowd didn't exOswald finally escaped by a
pect.
The audience connarrow margin.
sists of all the various animals, who
arrive for the fight by transportation
methods and vehicle sthat are laughable and original. Cleverly animated,
and with lots of comdey action.

tends to confine its activities to production and distribution, leaving installation and servicing of sound projection equipment to others, says a
statement issued by the company.
Fifteen exchanges in key cities are
planned, including New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles, Seattle,
Minneapolis, Detroit Milwaukee and

Semon's Condition
West Coast

—

Lupino Lane
Comedies Educational
Fine Burlesque

"Pirates Beware"

—

Type

of production.

.. .2

reel

Still

Serious

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Los Angeles

Silent
"The Sky Ranger"— Aviator

—Universal

Type of production....! reel comedy
Snookums is practically the whole

of production. .Operatic quartet
is a class number that will
appeal to any intelligent audience and
It includes Marall lovers of opera.
ion Talley, Beniamino Gigli, Jeanne

making

money in British cinemas. He directed this in the manner of our naHe drags
tive directors 15 years ago.
scenes out till you grow weary
Repetitions. The players all rant and
heave aH over the sets in the accepted
Mythical kingContinental manner.
dom romance author loves princess
she goes back to throne to marry

Quartet from "Rigoletto"
Vitaphone No. 415
Splendid

Here

Produced by Gainsborough PicDirector Graham
tures of London.
Cutts has learned little from all the

Hollywood

"The Newlyweds Court Trouble"
Stern

Mascot has closed in the following
on its three serials, "Vultures of the Sea," "The Vanishing
West" and "The Fatal Warning":
New York, Biltmore Pictures Exchange; Philadelphia, Liberty Film
Exchange; Buffalo and Detroit, First
Graphic Exchanges; Pittsburgh, Columbia Film Service; entire South,
Liberty Specialty Film Dist. Corp.;
Chicago, Security Pictures; Milwaukee, Mid-West Distributing Co.; Kansas City, Liberty Film Exchange;

territories

oound
Type

ard.

successful

Mascot Closes Deals
On Its Three Serials

in

"Forbidden Love"

— Larry

Semon's con-

serious, although he
given an even chance to recover
his physician.
He was sent to

dition

still

is

sanitarium

is

by
a

weeks ago.

several

comedy
Shipman Goes South

handsomely
production is
Ernest Shipman left New York
Type of production. .2 reel thrillers mounted with colorful settings of ye Friday afternoon for New Orleans
This is the first of a new aviation old days in merry England when after having secured South American
.

This

.

It is
series featuring Reed Howes.
there and carries a lot of thrills and
suspense.
Howes is the crack sky
rider of the Mexican border patrol.

pirates flourished. Lupino Lane is a
tap boy in a public house. The pirate
crew enter with their leaderl, the
beautiful Black Betty. She falls hard
U. S. senator on a diplomatic mis- for the tap boy and has him shangsion is captured by Mexican bandits. haied to the pirate ship.
There her
Howes is sent out to scout for him. chief mate becomes jealous and makes
He discovers the bandit camp and life miserable for Lupino. Finally he
through a clever ruse succeeds in challenges him, and Lupino proposes
getting
away with the senator. a game of tiddle-de-winks. This is
Throughout the two reels there are one of the funniest sequences in any
a lot of thrills worked in and some short comedy this season. Then folstunt stuff by Howes that is above lows a general free for all fight, with
the average. One bit especially where Lupino winning through his acrobatic
he changes over from one plane to agility. The pirate atmosphere, clever
another and adjusts a new wheel on burlesque work of Lupino and his
the landing gear carries a big punch. acrobatic stunts make this a sureWith the aviation vogue, this series fire laugh fest for any type of house.
should carry a strong appeal, especi- He is ably assisted by his brother,
Directed by Harry Wallace Lupino, as the pirate first
ally for the boys.

A

J.

Brown.

New

Dennis, Mass., Firm

—

by Raymond,
Moore.

Edgar

and

Security Gets Artclass

Omaha

—

Annie

will

remain

number
in

of pictures.

He

New

one week before
America.

Orleans about
sailing for South

Cottin & Joseph Move
Cottin & Joseph, attorneys for
and
Division
Distributors
First
others in the industry, have moved
to new quarters at 723 7th Ave.,

New

York.

Ackerman Managing Loew House
Wade Ackerman is managing the
new Loew's !67th Street Theater,
New York City. He was formerly
assistant manager at the Grand.

Hicks with "Voice from Sky"
former
Hicks,
(Jimmy)
southern film man, has been named
for
motion picture representative
Perry Now at Kansas City
"Voice of the Sky, Inc." This is an
Kansas City C. C. Perry is man- advertising broadcast from an airaging director of the Newman, which plane, with a loudspeaker which carhas reopened under Publix manage- ries the message to the ground with
ment as a sound picture house.
considerable volume and clarity. He

mate.

Dennis,
Mass. Cape
Playhouse
has been incorporated for $100,000

rights to a

Directed by Henry

W.

George.

Jomes

—

Hodges

—

at Cocoa, Fla.

Security Pictures Corp.,
Cocoa, Fla. Jack Hodges, formerhas closed with Weiss Bros. Artclass ly at Jackson, Tenn., has been named
Pictures Corp., for distribution of 30 advertising manager of the local Pubcomedies in this territory.
lix house.

New Owner

at

—

Clearwater

Clearwater, Fla. Operation of the
Fort Harrison has been taken over
by Mrs. Oriett Jordaon, who also
operates the Dixie at Dunedin.

^^^MJSbf>>^bfi*ltStMle^
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Bern Strengthening Pathe Force
—
Conselman and Goldbeck Signed, Former to Supervise "Listen Baby" as First Assignment
Ralph Willi's Personality Paragraphs and Other Wired News from Coast Studios
M-G-M

PATII[ ORGANIZATION

Signs Joyce Murray
Murray, toe dancer from
"Sunny" and other musical comedies, has been signed as a featured
dancer in Gus Edwards' Movietone
Revue which M-G-M is bringing to

Joyce

AT

STUDIO BEING BUILT UP

A

Little
from uLots >f
By

the screen.

Paul Bern
organization

building up a strong
at
the Pathe studio,
which many believe will be reflected
in the pictures to be turned out for
the 1928-29 season. Bern is building
to put the Pathe studio over under
his regime.
Accession of Bern to his post at
Pathe has been hailed by Coast writers as presaging a new era for Pathe's

Gleason

in

commence

"The Tiger's

Banky Story

Writing

COL.

Charles

A.

Lindbergh

was

the "star" on the United Artists'
lot t'other day, when he came to visit

Douglas Fairbanks.
He was introduced to various studio executives
and others by John W. Considine, Jr.

Gleason, who wrote and
"Is Zat So" and "Shannons of Broadway," is writing an
original
story as Vilma Banky's
next vehicle which Alfred Santell is

ited

slated

also

on

a long term contract.

RALPH J. DIETRICH

I

to

J.

busy

worked
Bound."

direct.

Film Editor

Eddie Robbins is keeping
at Fox.
He recently ed"Making the Grade" and

on

William

"Honor

^

ZD

Pictures

Assigned Adaptation

Our Passing Show: Gloria SwanLeatrice Joy, May McAvoy,
San Luis Rey" by M-G- Bert Lytell, Edward Everett Mor-

Nov.

Bridge of
M. Charles Brabin is slated to direct the story, based on Thornton
Wilder's novel.

his first film early in

New Roach Comedy

November.

A

Started

S071,

ton and Mitchell Harris at Lois
Wilson's party; Archie Mayo and
Ben Goetz sho^ving Milton Blumberg, New York insurance man, various studios.

head the

writer and philosopher, Arthur,

cast.

Cast Chosen for Denny Film
Olive Hasbrouck will play opposite
Reginald Denny in "Clear the Deck,"
an adaptation of E. J. Rath's story,
"When the Devil Was Sick." Others
are Lucien Littlefield, Otis Harlan,
Colette Merton and Robert Anderson.

Milestone to Direct Jannings

Hall Made Comedy Constructor
Al Hall, film editor, has been
named comedy constructor for the
Colleen Moore unit.
He will be
on William A. Seiter's production
staff during filming of "Synthetic

Lewis Milestone, director

of "The
Racket," has been loaned to Paramount by Howard Hughes to whom
he is under contract, and will direct
"Ellis Island," Emil Jannings next
vehicle.

A Famous Doorway
that

means home

to travelen

—

The doorway

of ihit botej means home
pcnoml
comfoft
tervtce
plcataol lurroundincv
It also
meant (hai ytm an ccmrxmintij located »n Hollywood film capitol ot ih<
•muscmcnt center
•( Sowthem Caliiomia.

—

—

—

worM—

Good Food

a Feature

A Freacii cfeel baa moAa dK dinii>e room famf»
Qob brcakiwa, hwdMooi vr dinners u populw
pnoa. AJao • b cane nrvtcc
Wrat

ia*

We

rival
is

now

Hollywood.

in

Now

Macrvatian or

(ree

booklet canclcd,

•*HoUyi«)od,"—roday!

The Hollywood
Jiaii die aloonaoy

Plaza Hotel

moms home

to ttavtien

and Author
Preparing

a Talking Picture

Raconteur,

who

with Fox, will keep active on

METRO-

GOLDWYNMAYER

the Coast.

TRINITY
PICTURES
OFFERS

Sin."

Hollywood

Director

for
"Hail Caesar."
mean Arthur
Caesar, Broadway playboy, who went
"native" immediately upon his ar-

Co- Starring for T-S
Dorothy Sebastian and Larry Kent
have been signed by Tiffany-Stahl
to co-star in "The Spirit of Youth,"
an original by Eve Unsell which
Walter Lang is slated to direct.

HARRY DELF

new Hal Roach-M-G-M com-

Lehrman Completes "Homesick"
edy has gone into production featurHenry Lehrman has completed ing Marion Byron and Anita Gar"Homesick" for Fox. The cast in- vin. The cast includes Stuart Ercludes Sammy Cohen, Harry Sweet, win, Ed Kennedy and Ed. Deering.
Henry Armetta and Pat Harmon Hal Yates is directing.

in

M-G-M

in

Alice D. G. Miller has been assigned to do the adaptation of "The

Maurice Chevalier, of France, who
has been signed by Jesse L. Lasky to
come here and make talking pictures
for Paramount, will sail Oct. 20 and
will

in

Mary Doran Signed
has signed Mary Doran

Hollywood

James

starred

fold.

Coming

lead

Shadow," Patheserial directed by
Spencer Bennet and Tom Storey.

production forces.
Bern has signed William Conselman, formerly with Fox, to write
and produce and Willis Goldbeck,
formerly with M-G-M to write and
direct.
Several others prominent at
the studios will be brought into the
Chevalier

feminine

the

ber for a six weeks' sojourn.

d

RALPH WILK

is

Completes Patheserial Lead
Gladys McConnell has completed

Walker Plans N. Y. Trip
M. Walker, vice president of
Hal Roach Studios, will leave for
New York the latter part of OctoH.

A

Program of Productions For Distribution Through
you
the Leading Independent Exchanges of the United States.
Combining the Releases of Eistablished Independent Producers who are
not in competition with either theatres or exchanges releasing direct from the Producer to Distributor to the Exhibitor.

—

THREE
THREE

Recognizing
separate essential and necessary Organizations in this Industry Producer, Distributor, Exhibitor we believe these
should remain individual and independent and
for that reason have selected the name of

—

—

TRINITY PICTURES CORPORATION
TRINITY PICTURES CO.
HERCULES FILM PRODS.
PACIFIC PICTURES CORP.
MAYFAIR PICTURES
SOVREIGN PRODUCTIONS
1108 North Lillian

NOT

PENFIELD
PETE KANELLOS
VICTOR CLEMENCE
STEPHEN HALL
FRANK S. MATTISON
C. V.

Way, Hollywood,

IN COMPETITION

Calif.

WITH YOU

Bhi4, HoBr-ood. Califonte

il

Sunday, September

30,
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Theater Equipment
ifly

PROJECTOR

imVEMENTS

OUTLID TO 8.M.P.E.
Lake Placid, N. Y. — Improvements
projection wore described in
tliree paners read at the fall meeting
of the Society of M. P. Engineers,
which closed here Friday.
F. Leventhal, New York, deJ.
scribed a non-intermittent optical projector;
E. Leitz of Germany, the
new Median continuous projector,
and A. J. Holman a new continuous

made

in

CHARLES

The Stamp

F.

of

HYNES

,

Approval

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

optical devices have
been put to use to permit of continuous motion of motion picture film
through the projector, Leventhal said.
Obviously if the film moves continuously, the optical system must compensate for this motion in order to
keep the picture stationary on the
screen. In a recently designed optical
system the compensation is effected
by means of rotation of pairs of
glass elements having piano-parallel
sides.
These elements are revolved
around a turrent head.
quite satisfactory compensation is effected by
passing the light through two of the
elements with a prism between by
which means the compensatory effect
is limited to motion in one direction,
he declared.
of

A

OyTLINES

THEATER EfEECT LIGHTING
Placid, N. Y.— Effect lighting
theaters was the subject of a paper
prepared by J. H. Kurlander of the

Lake

Theatrical fabrics comprise an important part of the theater's
equipment, and on their appearance to great extent the atmosphere
created. This is a contributing factor in the success of the show.
A specialist in this line is Mendelsohn's Textile Corp., which
manufactures theatrical fabrics of all kinds for stage draperies, curDemonstrated quality material plus
tains, costumes and scenery.
quality workmanship are features of Mendelsohn fabrics which

THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

have

in

Brenkert Light Projection Co., and
fall meeting of the Society of
M. P. Engineers, which
closed here Friday. Kurlander traced
the development of effect lighting,
from the days of lantern slide proread at the

jectors to the present.

projector,

A number

BREIERT MAN

Junior Model to Supplement
Regular Size Orchestraphone

His company, he pointed out, manuthe Brenkert effect projecTheir fittings, he said, allow
tors.

factures

the parts of the

all

At
will

of

—

Orchestraphone Junior
Model recently announced by National Theater Supply Co., and deChicago

signed

the

by

synchronous

The

"fade-out" of one record
and the "fade-in" of the second is
effected through a special rheostat
regulated
control one turn button
by the operator. The same pick-ups
of the regular Orchestraphone are
A number of improvements have employed in the Junior Model. They
been made in the Mechau projector are set and controlled directly by the
without changing the outer appear- operator.
are
Amplifying units,
ance of the machine, Leitz's paper housed in the console top.
said.
The reflecting mechanism is
The Junior is of all-steel construcsomewhat
different.
The strong tion, finished in Ripple Maroon. It
light absorbing prisms near the film is of the desk type, allowing the
have been replaced with a three part operator a sitting position.
The in- The Junior Model Orchestraphone
optical system.
The change from an strument board, is protected by
objective of one focal length to an- hinged steel top.
A regular Orches- Importance of Regulation
other has been made simpler.
traphone air column horn is a part
of Voltage is Stressed
A quiet and steady operation is of the Junior standard equipment.
assured by the use of helical driving
Constant light intensity must be
gears and a change in gear ratio by
maintained whenever artificial light
Principal Theater
which greater accuracy is obtained.
is used in projection, for printing or
An improved style of safety shutter
Defects are Defined for making voltage regulation among
mechanism has been used on the new
the most important and exacting reThree principal defects of theater quirements, F. A. Byles of the Genmodel.
The mercury air pump on
which its action depends has been auditoriums produce interference to eral Electric Co., said in a paper predesigned so that sufficient sensitive- sound projection, according to Paul pared for fall meeting of the Society
ness is given to make the shutter R. Heydl of the Bureau of Stand- of M. P. Engineers.
close when a small tear or crack ards. These are: echo, dead spots and
Owing to the fact that the luminous
reverberation.
in the film passe? the aperture.
intensity from a given incandescent
LTsual methods of effecting optical
Echo is defined as a definite or lamp varies by a greater amount than
compensation by which a stationary articulate repetition of a soui.d after in direct proportion to a given voltimage may be projected from a con- an interval of time equal to the dura- age change, a source of current havtinuously moving film involve the tion of the sound.
This defect is ing the least possible voltage variause of a system of mirrors moved by usually prevented by correct room tion is required, he said.
Film testan elaborate cam, or a system of shape.
Dead spots occur in auditor- ing and other instruments with motor
prisms, said Holman.
iums where sound waves come to- speed requirements also augment for
A projector has been designed gether from different directions and a constant source of potential to aswhich utilizes for compensation two neutralize c-ach other making it im- sure accurate results.
overlapping wheels which carry on possible for a person located at such
the periphery a number of matched a point to hear much of anytiiing.
STOP
lens elements.
The movement of Dead spots are avoided by suitable
,.^1 V
these lens wheels is one of continuous shape of the walls and ceiling.
Rerotation and the compensation re- verberation is a confused prolongasults from a change in refraction in tion of sound and is likely to b.; exthe lens system comprising these mov- cessive in rooms where the walls
ing elements by reason of their mov- are constructed of materials which
ing toward and away from the optical reflect sound strongly and absorb
axis.
it only slightly.

—

re-

later

showings the performance

be identical because of the ii^e-pre-set stops and the indicating

This equipment

dials.

small

powered

tables,

motors.

to be

is

adapted to

use for spotting color blending, mask
and silhouette work, lanterii slide
jrojection, cloud and water effects and
other effects.

theater use, will
regular Orchestraphone, designed for larger houses.
The Junior is equipped with two turnfor

supplement

show

hearsed beforehand.

SOUND FILMS HELD BOON

—

Three

TO BEHER PROJECTION

—

Lake Placid, N. Y. Projectionists
have begun to make a serious study
of their work, and the industry already has profited from their di.igence, following advent of sound pictures, states a paper by F. H. Richardson, technical editor of "Exhibitors
Herald and M. P. World."
Since appearance of sound films, he
managers

said,

and

projectionists,

themselves, have come to the realization that the operation of projection
equipment, including the sound controlling devices, "is a task of first
importance." Previously, he said, the
quality of projection often has suffered
because
some
projectionists
had

shown

a

their work,
to the fact

attitude
toward
which he blamed largely

careless

that "the occupation of
the projectionist has been looked upon
as
an unimportant but necessary
nuisance."

SALE!
Th« Lataat Model DoaU*
Spring Uotor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

Holds 16 Feet Film— Cue — 6 Macasine*
2 in. F, 3.5 Leo*

POOUNO

$29.S0
110 Ul<*^^

I
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Foreign Markets
\By

JAMES

P.

[XHIBIIORS AWAIT

80U.^D

DEVELOPMilS

By ERNEST W.
Editor

London
happens"

FREDMAN

Daily Film Renter"
—"The
"Let's wait and see what

Week*s Headlines

Gaumont

Profits
London Trading profits of Gaumont British Picture Corp.. and its
subsidiaries to March 31, 1928, including profits prior to incorporation,
amount to $2,061,720, a statement
sihows.
The directors will recommend a dividend of six per cent,
less tax, on the ordinary shares.

—

the phrase best expressShow Color Process At Berlin
ing the attitude of British exhibitors
Berlin
A new color film system,
the
development
of
view
the
as they
invented by
Dr. Boris Loundine.
sound picture craze.
ObThat is the sentiment expressed re- has been demonstrated here.
cently at a session of the Liverpool jects are photographed in natural
Brandh, C. E. A., whose members are colors upon a negative from which
awaiting the report of a special com- positives may be directly printed.
mittee investigating sound devices.
Talmadge In French Picture
Recommendation was made that
showmen waiting "and find out
Paris
Constance Talmadge will
which system of talking pictures is star in "Venus," which Louis Merlikely to be universally adopted."
canton is producing for Artiste AsIn pointing to one instance, Alder- socies (United Artists).
Supporting
man E. Trounson said that six key Miss Talmadge, who works in the
theaters are being wired and that picture by arrangement with Joseph
four different types of systems are M. Schenck, will be Jean Murat,
being used. He pointed out the great Andre Roanne and Maxudian.
danger of booking far ahead owing
to the uncertainty of the situation.
Form Italian Producing Firm
is

—

—

Rome — Ente

$1,125,000 Television

—

Wireless Pictures, Ltd.,
being formed with capital of $1.125.000 to acquire all rights to the
Fultograph television system in the
British Empire.
At present the apparatus is being manufactured in
Vienna but negotiations are now in
progress with object of its manufacture in Great Britain.
is

Seek Child Ban in Spain
Madrid Owing to the death of
many children in the recent Novedades theater fire, newspapers here
are advocating governmental action

—

Nazionale Delia Cine-

name of a new
Italian producing firm.
Head of the
organization is Tomasso Bisi, for-

matografica

Company Being Formed
London

the

is

merly one of the Italian Under-Secretaries of State for Labor.

Making "Possession"
Leonce Perret is making

Perret
Paris

—

"La Possession"

at the

Franco-Film

Players include Jane
Aubert. Andrew Nox. Pierre de Giiingand, Gil Roland and Mme. de Morstudios at Nice.

laye.

Marchal
Paris

in

— Arlette

French Film
Marchal,

who

has
to prohibit child attendance at the- appeared in numerous American productions, is featured in "The Woman
aters.
Dreamed Of," which Jean Durand
To Study U. S. Sound Methods
has completed with Charles Vanel
London American sound produc- Alice Roberts, Tony d'Algy, Jeanne
tion methods will be studied by Ed- Grumbach, Therese Kolb and Harry
gar Wallace and S. W. Smith, man- Pilcer.
aging director of British Lion Film
Corp. of which Wallace is chairman,
Ufa Denies Correll Quitting
who plan to visit New York early
Berlin Ufa ha.s denied the report
in October.
that Hugo Correll is to quit as di-

—

Monday
Denl

Warner
Sale

rector

723

7tti

Avenue
D.

J.

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

New York

City

Pre*.

EXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Picrures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
C«ble AddrcM:
Address:
Cable
Cable Addreu:

RICHPICSOC. Pari*
DEEJAY. London
RICH PIC, N. T.

Exporting only

tlie

best in Motion Pictures

and production

chief.

New Irish Producing Firm
Belfast— Capitalized at $125,000, a
nroducing firm is being formed here
by R. Boyd Morrison.
2,000-Seat

—

York

e^'"prt»d to he sne-ded
of Sapiro co-operative.

)in.i<-es

ment

step

Btinderman theaters in

independent

Steine'

New York

report-

ed completed.
Artnrs' Ennity places one-half week's pav
limit or. fee to aerencies.
"Leading" producer to acquire Schine chain

house, the
the West

in

Warners To I*roduce in Germany
Berlin Warner Bros, plan to produce a Vitaphone picture in Germany.

—

Prockter Joins B. F. F.
H. W. Prockter has joined British and Foreign Films after
resigning as First National-Pathc

—

publicity director.

New

Work

F>rogressinK

—

at

Sheboygan

Sheboygan, Wis. Work is progressing on the new $30,000 theater
being erected here by the Star Theater Corp. Fred Kramer is president
of
the
Star Company and Peter
Gottsacker, secretary and treasurer.

orpflVf*;

hi-n'-p-

So"nd

the

to
in

in

by disband-

& .SchpeMer and

M.nver

27

of

For.!

offices

fi'm

chief topic of discussion at

S.M.

P.E. meeting.

Tuesday
W.-'rnT

for pnrrha^e of 19,000 shares
of First National stock at $200 a share.
Eip-htv ppr cent of n'avers to survive talkers
Tyk Warner declares.
Equity and not necessarily written rontr->c'
to
covern cases.
Northwest arbitration
board decides.
de.n' ept

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Wednesday
Spvros Skoiir's or Iri-in? D. Ro'ssheim to
he head of Warner theater activit-es; Warners assured representation by First Na
ti^nal denl.
R. F. W'^'^^hnll.

M.P.T.O.A. presid-nt

Photo
Engraving

cal'^

on evhihitors to aid hurricane relief fund
campaign.
Fox Rets Brandt circuit, Brooklyn in move
to

f nrrn

J>;tr

rTrenf-^r

New

competition

and

Fox

Y-^rk cha'n

*

kee*^

between Warners

for theaters
reported.

Specialists

Thursday
Warners

completinfr

.'^''ouras

for

deal

S"vns

circuit;

purchase of
Skouras to head

to the

Warner

theater activities.
Three thousand theaters to be wired for soum'
hi- end of
19^9. T. F. Otters"n. heid of
Electrical Research Products, declares.
Hostettler
John
reported plann'n" to h'Tv

Motion Picture
Industry

back Tnwa and Nebraska circuit from Universn'' latter denies.
First National net $709,0.'!2
months of year.

for

first

six

Tosenh

P

Friday
Np'"

Ynr-k

sT>ecuhitps

rn

\\'hethei'

Kennedy, returninff today from Europe, will
hlo^V W^r-ner deal for purchase of KeithAlbee-Orpheum.
The.Tters be^in benefit shows for hurricane

DAY AND NIGHT

relief fund.
Intern aj'ional Chamber of Commerce meetinef Nov. 14 at Paris to regularize restrir
tions on film imports in European countries.

Saturday
Conspiracy charged

to

West Coast Theater"

250

and eight distributors in information filed
in TT. S. Court at Los Angeles.
Free films offered for hurricane fund benefit
shows.

Telephone

Columbia licensed to make sound films under
Western Electric patents.
European production program for year call'
for

500 features

'^'Wiiyiato

1926

West
NEW
:

54th Street
YORK

Columbui 4141-2-3

.

/

Filmdojns

Recop^nized Book

Rejerence For

Of

Past Ten Years

1929 Edition
OUT

IN

JANUARY

Ufa House Opens

Berlin Ufa's newest
Universum, has opened
End. It seats 2,000.

London

New

Greater

of

returned

York.

First National purcliase
hid for theater outlet':.

for

—

Rlchmount Pictures

to the Coast, has
post at the home

CUN-NINGHAM',
$2,061,720

U. R.

Hortense Schorr Returns to Columbia
Hortcnse Schorr, who handled
publicity for Columbia Pictures for
a year and one-half, resigning to go

Over One Thousand Pages

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS
EVERYTHING

GOES

EVERYWHERE

^

i|

Recognizing the
in

method come

fact that

changes

in the

splendid

advancement of the motion picture
industry, the

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany continues

own

its

march and maintains

its

forward

supremacy

in presenting to the trade

Eastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type 2

— a perfected^ proven product
for

the

cinematographer

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Twice Every Week
Beginning Next Week

F

MOVIETONEWS
X
i^HE public, tlirougli
Americans tlieatres, has
'

placed
stamp

o£

enthusiastic
approval on FOX

its

MOVIETONE NEWS.
Publix

Less than a year ago, December 3rd, 19VJi to be exact—

Loew

it

began

its

regular ^veekly

Stanley

^

Saenger

issue.

Skouras

Beginniiig Octol^r 6th, the
^vorld^s ne^¥s— true as your
comes to you t^vice
ear
^weekly.

Inlerslate
Libsoii

Sparks

Comerford
Fred

J.

—

_

Dolle

Ed Fav
West

(loasl

No ivonder every important
theatre circuit in North

Midwesco
Poll

United Artists
Finkelstein

Nathanson

&

Ruben

America*

is

sho^wing —

"FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
It Spieaks for Itself

ff

Gigantic Theatre Acquisitions

Formerly EXHIBHORS
\

\n.

-24

I..

I
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«rk, Tuesday. iSeitteinber

How About Loew
Loew's

up against

Thej' are

swer

Theare's Inc., have a
wise one's guessing.

the

of

the

to

it

for

attitude of

an an-

this'

or-

ganization seemingly standing

still

while both Fox and Paramount
are adding to their theatre chains.
It hasen't been so long ago that
Loew's was in the news almost
daily with the opening of a new
theatre or the buying of one alopened.
ready
Since
Marcus
Loew's death nothing, seemingly,
has been accomplished.

Market

former of the proper-

ties of the later

means

quite a bit

ffeg. U. S. Pat.

Have

2

to

With the actual signing of papers
Friday between Gotham Pictures
and Bristolphone, the first otTicial
announcement was given out by
last

is pretty well set, at
present with their chain, but the
b'g producer of tomorrow must

of

be

)'ecessity

owner

th"

same

of the

big

day.

Bristolphone is a disc device interchangeable in the projection of
sound films with all other disc systems, such as Vitaphone, Photophone, etc.
The factory, labora-

1st,

1930.

the Fox plan to extend its chain from coast to coast and from
to border, with theatre outlets in every State in the union.
The
of the plan is to make the Fox product independent of playdates
in theatres of other organizations.
<>
f'liaiii in Every State
Every state will have a chain of
houses comprising towns of 15,000
and each state will have a central
deluxe theatre, running all Fox attractions first in that particular zone.
After this initial run, the oher Fox
houses, in towns of from fifteen thouVan Buren Enterprises is going sand and up. will play the attracinto sound now all the way.
Yes tions. Most of the advertising will
It

is

TOPICS'-TABLES'-

'SPORTLIGHTS'-TALK

Exhibitors of 17 Nations
in International

feel

it
tliat
wont be long before our
By. Or. R. OTTO
major companies will own a string
Berlin C'orre.sponilenl
from coast to coast and running
The Berlin Exhibitors' Conference
down from the St. Lawrence to has done much to strengthen the exthe Gulf. The day is coming, and hibitors' position and to foster good
comradeship among the exhibitors

it

is

when Mr. Fox,

not far,

for

iistance, will have sufficient the-

atres

Fox
both

pictures

made by

showing a big profit
the theatre and studio.

F'ilm.

in

This is
chains?
that

play

to

the

day of

And those

want

chains',

big

of the big one's

to hold on, better start

now and do

a little

markeing.

WILKERSON

Cities

*

Budd Rogers, Vice-President of Go- border
tham Productions who announced object

theatre

We

Key

The initial theatre operations of William Fox and Fox Theatres are
gathering momentum and from sources close to Mr. Fox, the Daily
Review understands that he has for his object the acquisition of three
thousand theatres throughout the United States between now and January

FOX DOUBLES

organization

in

*

Loew, if the sale goes through
and it seems a certainty that it
sir,
no half-way measures, since
will,
Tvocw now has the upper tories and sound stages of Gotham- Aesops' Fables in sound made an
instant hit.
(Continued on pag^e 2)
hand in Greater New York in that
Picture fans are now going to get
they can offer better inducments
"Topics of the Day'' in sound, and
in booking days for pictures. But
Grantland Rice's "Sportlights", in
1927
if Fox adds a hundred more, or
addition to the Fables, and exhibitors
fifty
or even twenty-five to his
EARNINGS 1ST 6 MOS. can begin immediate booking of
these subjects through Pathe.
chain, Fox and not Loew will be
"Topics of the Day" will be preNet income of the Fox Film Corp.,
sitting in the Kings seat.
And if
sented
in a unique manner, v/ith
after
all
depreciation
and taxes was
you dont think that means some$1,282,929 in the quarter ended June each chapter appearing as a comthing in this territory you have
plete sketch, all "gags" in dialogue,
30, 1928, an increase of 127 per cent
and
proper types cast for each charanother guess coming.
above the net income of .$564,306 reThese synchronized
ported by the company for the cor- acterization.
"Topics" go into production immeresponding
quarter
1927
of
P^'^amount
For the first six months' of 1928 diately.
We dont think Paramount- the company earned, after depreciaSpecial readers have been put on
Publix is going to s-it back and tion and taxes, $2,646,490 compared by "Topics of the Day" to augment
(Cftntinned on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
twitch their thumbs while Mr.
Fax is out buying. Of course this
to

1930

Have Separate Chain

Deluxe Houses

STAGES

Iff,

String from Coast to Coast

*

BUILD

I

1928

Each State

able Disc Recorder

The deal now on between William Fox and the group of in- THAM-BRISTOLPHONE CORP. to
market installations of liynchronizdependent theatre owners for the ing systems.
sale to the

4.

Will

Interchange-

that the firm has affiliated itself with
the Bristol Co., makers of recording
instruments, in the establishment of
a corporation to be known a.? GO-

oew

Fo

REVIEW

*****

GOTHAM-BRISTOLPHONE
CORPORATION FORMED
Will

Fox Plan

FOX THEATRES BY

3000
lot

New

of different nationalities.

The conference

did not devolop inan International Film Congres&\
No producer, no renter took part in
it.
When, Herr Klitzsch, general
manager of the Ufa Company, welcomed the delegates, he did not speak
as a producer, but Welcomed the exhibitors in the name of the Berlin
to

Chamber

of

Commerce and

"Spitzenorganisation", the
(Continued on page

of

body
2)

the
in

Agreement

What

Price

Cohn?

"Submarine" at the Embassy Theatre
Thursday night a conference was
called in tlie office of one of the
major producing organizations,
whose pictures recently, have not
measured up to the standard of
previous years.
The object of the conference
was Harry Cohn, production' head
After

the

premiere

of

Columbia pictures. The presiding executive told the gathering he wanted Cohn, "price, no
of

object".

(Continued on page

4)

FOREIGN FILMS IN
BIG U.

S.

INVASION

Indications are piling up that the
long-threatened invasion of foreign
pictures is coming to a head, and
American exhibitors will be flooded
within the next six months with perhaps 100 features', for playdates on
(Continued on page 4)

King Alfonso Talkie
Broadway

will soon see a Movietone picture of King Alfonso of
Spain. His royal highness was filmed recently through the efforts of
Ambassador Hammond,
both
of
whom appear on the talkie.

NEW PICTURES
B'WAY. PROGRAM

SIX

Six new pictures will occupy the
attention of film fans on Broadway

next week.

The most notable con-

tribution is probably "Submarine" at
the Embassy Theatre with Jack Holt,
Ralph Graves and Dorothy Revier.

Performances, two-a-day.
Xext in importance is "The Air
Circus" the first Fox-Movietone alltalkie, at the Gaiety.
Marion Davies
in "The Cardboard Lover" is at the
Capitol; "State Street Sadie" a Vitaphone all-talkie with Myrna Loy and
Conrad Nagel is at the Strand.
"A Ship Comes In" with Rudolph
(Continued on page 4)

i.
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Agreement

(Continued from page 1)
which all the different organizations
of the German film industry are
represented.
Federation Formed
When the proposal to form an InFederation
ternational
Exhibitors'
was discussed, M. Brezillon, the
president of the French exhibitors
tentatively suggested that the proThis
ducers should be Included.
proposal, however, was declined by
every speaker except the Dutch delegates.

In Holland there is no Exhibitors'
Association. The only trade organization there, the "Nederlandsch Bio-

scoopbond", embracing members of
The Dutch delegates
all branches.
therefore could not support the idea
of an international federation of exhibitors only.

Objections Overruled
Federation,
International
The
however, was agreed to, the statutes
proposed by the French delegates
at once discussed and amended, and
it
is believed that it will soon make
force and its influence felt in
its
the fight against the entertainment
taxes.
made by German
The' speeches

government officials and by the Burgomaster of Berlin made great im-

President Al Lichtiiuiii of the Motion Picture Club

and

Board

his

of

They
pression on foreign delegates.
lauded the benevolent and appreciating tone of all these speeches and
said that such a favorable inclination on the part of the authorities
forecast good prospects for the German film industry.

No American Bias
Directors give the new clubroom an
There was no bias against America
official inspection at noon today, pre- in
In fact,
any of the speeches.
America was hardly ever mentioned.
liminary to the official opening next Herr Klitzsch, in his address of welthat
especially
mentioned
Monday
Lee Ochs, Chairman of come
America wanted Europe, but that
the House Committee has a great Europe was also in need of American pictures.
surprise to spring on the inspection
A Paneuropean note was struck by
H.
U. Davis, president of the British
party and won't tell what it is
Exhibitors' Association.
He advocaFrank Newman, Kansas City Thea- ted the production of national picEuropean countries for
tures
in
atre impressario has retired with all Euiope and pointed to the rich maEurope
with her history, her
terial
the money in the world and will sail
romance and her literature offered
on the He de France with nothing to producers compared with America.
.

.

.

.

.

do for the next six months but
take a look-see over Europe
Paul Gulick spent the three-day holiday theoretically visiting Mrs. Gulick
.

.

Maine but

in reality, pounding a
white pill over the 9-hole golf
course
Mrs. Gulick says home
for Paul is a place to stop and get
bis bag of golf clubs
William
Vogel has sailed for the other side
to meet Joe Kennedy in Europe and
then take up the European business
in

little

.

.

.

.

FBO-Pathe
dling a number
of

.

.

Al Finenian, hanof movietone artists
says he is thinking seriously of singing for the talkies as it looks so
easy
Harry Herslifield actually
.

.

He mentioned talent abounding in
Europe from which America had to
borrow.
He further explained that

the IT countries represented at this
conference had a population of three
ind one half times as big as that of
the United States and that Europe
had money, and plenty of it. He reminded the conference of the fact
that within the last few months, six
•uid one half milion pounds had been
invested in British picture companies.
The whole atmosphere of the conference was one of sincere amity
and good comradeship. Loud cheers

were raised when the resolution to
ban all "hate" films in picture theatres was carried and again when
the proposal to found an International Federation

of Exhibitors

.

next Vilma Banky
Edwin Carewe will produce Longpicture for United Artists release fellow's "Evangeline" as his next Del
will be "Childs— Fifth Avenue". Miss Rio picture for United Artists.
This
Banky will portray the character of is to be followed by "The Darling
a waitress.
of the Gods".

"World Wide Music"
Signs Henry Hadley

It is reported in
Corpo- Harry Langdon is to return to the
ration, headed by Irving Mills, an- stage.
He is said to have signed a
nounces that it has secured Henry contract with Fanchon and Marco
Hadley, American Composer, and
Thepioneer in the Vitaphone field, to to play three of the West Coast

World

The

Wide

.

.

Music

write an extensive series of numbers atre.
tor the World Wide Music Library.

CALL

WAFILMS,

FOR SALE

Inc.

Walter A. Putter, Pres.

In a city diversified industries a
theatre circuit consisting of three
theatres, one centrally.
Box 50,
Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW

for

Library Stock Scenes
130 VV. 4e S«.

New York

Bryant 8181

AND NOW!
DRAPERY FABRICS FOR

SIGHT --SOUND --SERVICE
of
our own
manufacture
available to suit your particular

needs

(Samples

upon

Request)

Mendelsohn's

Textile

136 W. 46th

St.,

Corp.
N. Y. C.

$1,000,000
worth of publicity obtained by

Charlie Paddock
tn

Gotham-Bristolphone
Corporation Formed

'The Olympic Hero''
with Julianne Johnston

.

.

to Stage

Hollywood that

adopted.

.

.

Langdon Back

was

(Continued from page 1)
Riietolphone are being operated in
printed his whole column the other
Waterbury, Cour.
day without once springing that
Professor Bristol attained absolute
"America I love you" thing
perfection with the device this year,
Murray Korman who makes good and because of the equipment of the
plant, is in a position to turn out
pictures of stage persons for the
the instrument In quantity Immenewspapers says Hy Daab has a diately.
Ootham-Briatolphone is establishgreat show in "Ringside'" but he is
ing its sales headquarters at 1650
going to advise him to pep up the Broadway in a now suite of offices.
The company will make sound effirst act
A. J. Karch, steward of fects in short subjects, novelties and
the Motion Picture Club has invent- acts, to furnish complete service programs.
Installations will be leased
ed a new type of schnecken ... He on a rental basis, with the parent
servicing
the
exhibitor
has knobs on it to keep the doon- company
throughout the duration of the use
kers from going too deep
Henry of the system.
Two sound stages are now being
Ginsberg, went on a golf debauch
built at Waterbury, Conn.
The first
over the week-end holiday, playing picture
to be synchronized will be
one day at his own club at Milburn, "Times Square", starring Alice Day
one day on the North Shore and the 'ind .Arthur Lubin, the story is by
Norman Houston, and was directed
third day in Westchester County.
l)y Joseph C. Boyle.
.

"Evangeline" Del Rio

Sam Goldwyn's

.

to

.

1928

4,

.

Romance

— Action — Comedy — Thrills
Wire for Available Territory

.

.

.

Zakoro Film Corporation

.

Bryant 3350

::

723 7th Ave.
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PICTURE REVIEWS
«A SHIP COMES IN"

"SinBMAErNE"
Pathe

Colniiibiii

William K. Howard
Julien Josephson
Lucien Andriot
Jack Holt, Photographed by
Louise Dresser,
Ralph Graves, Dorothy Revier, Cast
Lucien
Schildkraut,
Rudolph
Clarence Burton
Littlefleld, Robert Edeson, Fritz
Photography
Joe Walker
Field.
Exhibitors will break their necks
The exceptional direction of WilA
in the rush to book this one.
natural box-ofhce success with a liam K. Howard and the marvelous
theme that millions of people have acting of the entire company lift
become acquainted with and that will this picture out of the ordinary class.
cause hands to grip seats and lumps The story is from formula No. 981
Good and concerns the actions of a family
to rise in everyone's throat.
This type
cast, fine direction and advance ex- of foreigners in America.
ploitation already created gratis, be- has' been done many, many times
and it is just such a yarn that after
fore you play it.
Two pals in the U. S. Navy's ser- the first title it is easy to tell what
vice, one a deep-sea diver and the is going to happen every moment.
other, part of a submarine crew, are But Howard's direction makes of it
ordinary.
the
out
of
parted by the diver's flighty wife. something
At sea maneuvers. Submarine S-44 Louise Dresser, Rudolph Schildkraut
rammed and sunk. Diver after and Lucien Littlefleld stand out in
is'
diver fails to reach the submersible. a brilliant cast.
The only man who can reach it to
"UNDEKSFA REVUE"
attach air lines, is Dorgan, who
Vitaphoiie-Larry Ceballos Eeaturette
imprisoned
friend
refuses to save his
Broadway dance director puts on
On learning that his tabloid musical comedy in underin the sub.
wife is the real cause of his unhap- water setting that bears little repiness, the diver is rushed to the
semblance to a sea The Vitaphone
scene and goes down to save the dancing girls perform several Cevaabout
to
just
are
they
crew, when
llo dance numbers.
James Clemons,
perish.
Submarine interior scenes and Lyda Roberty, the Tommy Atkins
miniature shots are splendidly done. Sextette and Sally and Ted have individual dance numbers.
"CHARACTER STUDIES"
The production is nothing to rave
&
about and has its limitations as a
«A Cycle of Songs"
demonstration of transposing musiYitaphonc-Florenoe Brady
Broadway blues singer performs cal comedies to the screen. Unless
six numbers with piano accompani- the camera is within four feet of the
ment off-stage. Singer has individual singers, nothing is intellible and
dancing or an
style and specializes in slow-tempo when a chorus is
long drawn out songs that have pro- octette singing, the camera must
bably passed the popularity stage. move back to get them all in, thus
The
Her style varies little and almost a losing out on the recording.
monotone prevails in all the num- dance SJteps should be heard but
bers. After you've heard one, you've aren't. Recording the rhythm should
heard them all. 0. K. as vaudeville be more important than seeing it.
Ted and Sally do the best work.
filler.
Directed by
Story by
Featuring

Frank Capra Directed by

Norman Springer

"THE SAW DUST PARADISE

«0H KAY"

Story by

—

Directed by
Featuring

Mervyn LeRoy Directed by

_

Colleen Moore,
and Ford Sterling
Nothing to this picture but Colleen Moore and the title writer; plus

some very
what it has

-

settings.
sufficient to class this

entertainment with laughprovoking titles and several funny
Patrons will enjoy this
sequences.
one and go home and forget about
it.
Where Colleen has a big draw,
this light farce adapted from Broadway musical comedy will serve as
well as any other vehicle.
Regarding the story, a British
heiress runs away to escape marrying a bore is picked up in a sailboat by a rum-runner and lands in
America Taking refuge in a shore
residence, she meets the hero who
is about to get married, and after
many antics' to escape detection as
an imposter she wins her man, aided and abetted by the always funny
Ford Sterling.
light

as'

—

—

—

•*THE

BUTTER AND EGG MAN"

First National

Richard Wallace
Directed by
_
Jack Mulhall,
Featuring
Greta Nissen, Sam Hardy.
Film is poor transition of corking
stage play by George S. Kaufman.
The plot is reduced to almost nil and
Mulhall
the picture lacks vitality.
is listless and Nissen likewise. Picture can be played on double pro-

grams

if

rental

is

attractive.

Small-towner with theatrical ambitions

comes

to

—

New York

to invest

production is roped in by two
partners with a show ready to open
and no bankroll after seeing the
leading lady, the hick puts up his
roll
the show fails but because of
his love for the actress, our hero
buys out the whole show which is
revamped and flnally succeeds. The
picture has a novel surprise ending
which is' the best sequence in the
film.
Praise is due to Sam Harding
and the title writer.
in

Story by

_

Luther Reed
John Watters

Cast
Esther Ralston.
Reed Howes, Hobert Bosworth
and Tom Maguire.
But Photographed by
_
?

beautiful
is

"

Paramount

First National

—

—

The stereotyped story

of a carnival

girl being "saved" by the saw dust
trail in the form of an evangelist to

whom

she had been intrusted on
probation by a small town Justice
after being caught "grifting" by the
District Attorney.
It is
a very poor program attraction and one of the worst coming
out of Paramount since B. P. Schulberg has been in charge of production.
There is nothing outstanding in the direction, acting or

Photography.
Miss Ralston seems
to be losing both her figure and
her
looks.
This one has been treated
with "Synchronization".

"THE RED MARK"
Pa (he
Directed by
James Cruze
Story by
John Russell
Photographed by.
Ira Morgan
Featuring
Nena Quartaro.
Gaston Glass
Production not one of Cruze's best
and much too long— could lose two
reels which wouldn't be missed
Cast not a strong one for flrst-run
box-oflices, though Glass, Rose Dione
and von Seyffertitz give adequate
performances.
Unusual story of French penal colony in Mid-Pacific Ruthless Prison

—

—

governor, whose hobby is executions,
fastens his desires on the daughter of
a paroled prisoneress.
A young
French pick-pocket who has been released and preparing to sail for
home also loves the girl to prevent
the marriage, the lover gets her
under the protection of the church
and also murders an emisarry of the
Governor's. He is sentenced to die.
but just at the right time, it is disclosed that he is the Governor's son.
Boy and girl unite in happy ending.

—

Sound Featurettes
"ACROSS THE BORDER"

— Eeaturette

"THE ASSASSIN OF GRIEF"

"SOUTHERN EEVELLEES"

"FRANCES WILLIAMS"

Vitaphone-Waruer Brothers
Featuring
Sarah Fadden, Vltaplione-Al Herman
Popular eccentric Jazz songstress
Frank Canipeau, Roy Stewart
acFeaturing Al Herman, popular from the musical comedy stage
A dramatic sketch of life on a lonecompanied by piano sings half a
which for aome
y Texan ranch with the best work vaudeville black-face comedian. His dozen numbers
leing done by Campeau, veteran
reason or other do not register well.
haracter actor.
Sarah Padden's gags and stuff is well known wherThey are put over in snappy form
icting is repressed and colorless,
and
typical Broadway style but the
Ahich the role calls for. but handi- ever vaudeville is popular and this
flavor
Isn't there.
The songs are
reproduction
;apped by a metallic
will S'erve as a nice filler-in on a
;)f her voice, it leaves the audience
light and eccentric and could have
!0ld.
serious talkie program.
selection.
The old
stood better
The rancher casts off his wife and
vaudevilLe
a<Jts In allowof
trouble
Herman opens with a song and
hild, sells everything and plans to
Fitaplione

I

woman

stale

Vitaphone

Very fine rendition of Southern
spirituals so popular all over at the
present time, sung by an excellent
all-colored cast.
The opening of this skit, which is
perfectly suited to sound, is On a
cotton plantation, with the characters dressed as cotton pickers.
After their labor, they gather
round the lowly cabin door and three
splendid numbers are rendered with
many encores, which audiences will
like.

The songs sung were "Going
then puts over his gags and finishes througlj
repeated use through the Home". "Going to Fly All Over God's
with a song. Could have been more years may affect talking featurettes Heaven", and "Hallelujah."
ermined to get him dead or alive.
Comedy is mixed with straight
of this sort and what they need are
jThe rancher's wife, in desperation, fresher and original
but for the nonno
that
run
singing and the recording of the
special new numbers
jo save her son's name from dissound
went over well.
hrace, kills her husband.
critical, the laughs are there.
over.
getting
of
risk
not
in Frisco
!-The neighboring ranchers find him
tut and track him to his cabin de-

llecamp to another

ing

their

naaterlal

to

get

-
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FIRST NATIONAL GETS MIRACLE
En Route

Al Rockett

u

East

Confer on
Production

to

illU"
W.

After a controversy extending over

It.v

two years, First National Pictures
Reinhardt's famous stage
play, "The Miracle," according to a
statement by Irving D. Rossheim,
President of First National Pictures,
Inc.

The title to the motion picture
rights of what has been rated as
one of the most important productions ever planned for motion pic-

dear

LAIR

.lOIO It
('<>rres|i4»ndeiit

the various studio's.
Talking pictures, to date, have
eliminated most of the big scenes
that require extra's and with so
many of the studio's concentrating
on this form of production, players

Starts at

Fox

"Mind Your Business", a Fox
Movietone comedy, with Hugh Herbert, Ben Bard, Dorothy McGowan,
Mickey Bennett and Ben Hall in the
cast was put into production this

Fox Doubles 1927

WARNER STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD — Activities on the
IN

Warner Bros, lot are centered on
twelve Vitaphoue productions, several of which will be all-talking.
Six
directors have pictures before the
cameras at the present time.
Lloyd Bacon is directing "Stark J
Mad", Bryan Foy Is busy with
"Queen of the Night Clubs" starring
Texas Guinan, Archie Mayo is in the
third week of production on "On
Trial" with Pauline Frederick and
Bert Lylell, F. Harmon Weight iBJ
megaphoning
"Hardboiled
Rose"
with Myrna Loy and Conrad Nagel,
Scott R. Dunlap is occupied with'
"One Stolen Night" and Ray Enright is working on "Stolen Kisses"

—

New

the title to these rights.

Preparation Immediately

sons,

and daughters of cameramen,

property men, grips, and other

mem-

bers of the working staff, as well
as secretaries' relatives, requested on
the Casting Office requisitions.

"Anybody already employed on our
and on the payroll should be
man enough and proud enough to say
lot

that he is able to support his own
fanaily without asking the Studio to
begin preliminary produc- extend them charity.
tion plans."
"T know dozens of instances of peouIp who need the work very badly,
people who are practically stai\ing,
Warners Sign Norworth and who are cheated out of their
Warner Brothers have signed Jack work by the above mentioned procedure of giving the work to relaNorworth, the vaudeville headliner tives of employees.
"Therefore, in order to better this
and musical comedy star, for an important part in the Texas Guinan condition I must ask your full cooperation to please refrain in tlie
"Queen of the Night Ciub" picture. future froin asking this office to put
employees' relatives on the list."

York

Film

DIRECTORS BUSY

Earnings 1st 6 Mos. starring May McAvoy.
(Continued from pagre 1)
The six pictures in the cutting
who have been depending on this With $1,371,289 in the first six months room are George M. Cohan's great
type of work for a livelihood are be- of 1927. This was equivalent to $3.47 success, "The Home Towners", "The
ing compelled to either starve, or a share on the 767,216 shares now Redeeming Sin" starring Dolores
outstanding, against $2.72 a share Costello, "Conquest'' starring Monte
seek other sources of employment.
on the 500,000 shares outstanding Blue, "My Man" starring Fannie
A Universal >"otice
Brice. "The Singing Fool" starring
Victor Nordlinger, casting director for the first half of 1927.
at Universal City has caused to be
The balance sheet as of June 30, Al Jolson, and "Noah's Ark", Warner
posted on all the bulletin boards the 1928 shows total assets of $56,48'!. 643 Bros, super-special in which Dolores
following notice:
of which $19,620,127 are current and Costello is starred.
".ludging- from our recent requisi- working assets.
Current liabilities
tions which have come in, it seems
urgent that I re-issue an appeal were $3,678,590.
Six
Pictures
which I made some time ago.
is
"It
an injustice to the poor

extra man or e.xtra woman, wlio is
absolutely depending on extra work
for a living to have the different
sisters,
brothers,
wives,
relatives,

"First National will start immediately preparing 'The Miracle' for
production," said Mr. Rossheim. "A.
L. Rockett, Production and Studio
Manager, will leave Burbank within
the next few days to come to New

New Movietone

Extra players in Hollywood are week at the Fox West coast studios
having a hard time making ends under the direction of Benjamin Stomeet. Times have been tough before loff.
but conditions now are worse than
Hugh Herbert, who plays the leadever due to the recent craze for talk- ing role in this talking comedy, also
ing pictures by production heads at is the author of the piece.

Max

tures, has been clouded by litigation
between First National Pictures,
Inc., and Al. H. Woods on one side
and Joseph Menchen and MetroGoldwyn on the other side.
First National
purchased the
screen
rights
from Mr. Woods.
Metro-Goldwyn
arranged
with
Joseph Menchen for the screen rights
to this spectacle. Both Mr. Menchen
and Mr. Woods claimed ownership
to the motion picture rights.
First National and Mr. Woods,
represented by Max D. Steuer, sued
Metro-Goldwyn and Joseph Menchen,
who were represented by Cravath,
DeGersdorf,. Swaine and Woods, to

PRODUCTION

Ilolly%%'<»i><l

on Friday acquired the screen rights
to

C.

CRISIS IN

SIX

to

Town

Broadway Program

Topics'-Tables'-

(Continued from page 1)
'Sportlights'-Talk Shildkraut and Louise Dresser is at
the Hippodrome and Jack Holt in
(Continued from page 1)
another film at the Paramount, "The
the present staff the old stalf to
Water Hole".
continue gathering material for tho
"Fazil" will be at the Roxy for its
silent form, the new staff exclusively
first popular run; "The Patriot" condevoted to gathering material ior the
tinues at the Rialto and "Tempest"
sound form.
at the Rivoli.
"Aesop's Fables", encouraged by
he succe.ss of "Dinner Time", will
also be available in sound in addition to the regular issue in silent
form. The sound issue will be based
on the same material, except for the

—

THE

OGDEN

addition

of synchronization.
Through synchronization of "Orantland Rice Sportlights" the public will
now be able not only to see the famous sportsman's depictions of the
las, word in athletics, but also to hear

him personally describe in layman's
language the finer points of each
particular game.
These too will be

Harlan in
continued in the "dumb" counterpait
Kenneth Harlan, featured in Go- 3000 Fox Theatres by 1930
(Continued from page 1)
tham's "U. S. Smith" is in New York
and will entertain the boys of the be centered around the "first run" Foreign Films in
press this week.
house in newspapers that carry to
Big U. S. Invasion
every corner of the State.
(Continued

Classified
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order.
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It is

Pay Podnction Cost
the scheme of the originators

of this idea to have sufficient theatres to pay the entire production
cost of pictures together with a heal-

thy

profit,

aside from having thea-

tres doing sufficient business to carry

S.VI,K

from

page

1)

attractive rentals.

The invasion is definite this time,
as witness the organization of J. D
Williams World Wide Pictures which
will distribute 30 British International Pictures this' year as well
as
t'lher foreign product and novelties.

themselves and show a profit.
Add to this the organization of a
Sufficient Product
new Gaumont-Canadian company in
In the deluxe houses. Fox will have
MOTION IMCTIUI-, V Ml "STU.l," sufficient product to keep this type Canada, which will probably distribute their Gaumont pictures in the
cam'-'iis I'litfil. siild and exchanged,
"orlnlle liirbts foi- sale and for rent. house going fifty two weeks a year, U. S. working through
World Wide
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby but in houses with changes of two
Camera Company, 727 Seventh Ave.. or more times a week, outside pro- or their own agencies.
.NVw York Citv.
duct will be played.
The third big link will (akg place
iCnc'li State PinnuceH
shortly when the New Era Films in
I.OfXI, KM, MS
Willi over :!.'>0 theatres already in
MOT'ON l»I( Tl IlKS M.VUIC TO OU- the Fox Chain, these figures being conjunction with a German producder. Commercial, Home or Industrial. the last report being given out by tion company
will tie up here for
We have excellent facilities and the the theatre Department, a solid foun- an
outlet of their product through
best cameramen.
Our price. 20c per flation has been made.
chain
foot.
Uuby Film Company, 727 includes such groups as The
This leal
the West an American distributor.
V ii'li .\\i-nue. New York City
ctiast theatres. Fox's own circuit, the was concluded last week
when E.
Poll Chain, the Midwesco group and Gordon
H'SINBSS OP POHTUWtTIE 8
Craig visited in New York.
others.
The balance of 2500 theawniftTHKR Tor AVANT TO HIRE i-es or so will he acquired among
Should the product of these three
some one nr be hired; buy or sell a •hf. noo and 1..500 seat
type of house, British
companies meet with fair
tha«*r.'
tri'de or sell equipment, or classed as neighborhood and suburdoralrnost ftT\yfh\Tie else In the motion ban houses
It is expected that
100 success at the box-oflJces of the counplefiire hiif^tness. jin ad In this departVew York City theatres will be added tjy, there will follow a rush of other
ment will acf you resultK.
Tf -you
nrthiii two" wee'ks, "through otitright
wan' "•
-A'ord.the ad for you. the purchase-.
Other se'nsationjil deals European product, and theatre patservices of our ndverlisintr experts will be sprung from time to time rons ai-e in for a diversified year
are «t vour cnll. Simply tell us what within the next two years; financyou want to do and ho%v many words ing being done by Fox financial cam- or two, what with sound pictures,
,.-i.,f
yn.i
nser)
Exhibitors DATI^Y I>aigns in each state where he is silent, foreign and novelty producREVTRW.
'o accjuire a chain.
tions of all sorts.

UK ^ Fii.:»is, smijks, m .\
li;irt;;iiiis
Box 21, lOxbibitors
D.MLV UKVIKW
i,k<:ti
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Labor Day Signal for Theatre Disturbances

TRADE

Formerly EXHiBHORs
vol.. 24 No. 54

Aew

That Yarn
Our yarn regarding the activiof Mr. William Fox and his
Fox Theatre's, Inc., seemed to
have caused a little stir along the
New York rialto. And, no doubt
ties

will

cause a

lot

of

thought,

Non" question the activities of
Fox ..id none seem to doubt, if
he went out for 3000 theatres by
And
1930, he would get them.
that he will.

We understand that the Loew
Theatre Enterpris'es are going to
build a house in Hoboken and one
in
Hackensack.
Both in New
Jersey and both in Stanley-Fabian
My! but

strongholds.

with the
chain theatres, might develop into a nice little battle.
And don't
think for a minute the battle is
going to be confined to New York

New

Or

Jersey.

With the advent of Labor Day and
expiration

of

theatre contracts
with musicians and operators all
through the country, the most serious
ruction between operators and union
labor occured in Chicago where 300
theatres saw musicians walk out regardless of an injunction granted by
Federal Judge James H. H. Wilkerson, forbidding the call of a strike.
Late advices yesterday from Pub-

FOR B'WAY HOUSES
"Four Sons" in its last week at
Roxy Theatre did $114,203.25,

fCtfrewe

making a

Carewe is gaining the
reputation of being the champion
"space grabber" of pictures. He'si
Eddie

total

of

$389,027.50

for

three weeks. "Sawdust Paradise" at
the Paramount played to $71,800 and

"Four Walls"
the Capitol,

in its second
$62,519.75.
at the Rivoli

week

at

showed
"Tempest"
a hound for publicity, and he
should be, for publicity, more than surprising strength with $39,700 and
(Continued on pagre 2)
anything else has Eddie riding on
the top of the world.
With Del
Ohio
on Nov. 20
Rio and a fat producing contract
held
At
their
meeting
in Columbus
with United Artists he has no
on August 29th, The Board of Trusworry now
maybe more pub- tees of The Motion Picture Theater
licity.
The story from Paris re- Owners of Ohio, selected Columbusi
garding his duel with Del Rio's as the place and November 20th and
former husband, made the first 21st as the dates for the Eighth Annual Convention of the organization.
page all over the country. And
J. J. Harwood, Lexington Theater,
his fainting act in Harry Wilson's
(Continued on page 3)
cabin before his ship pulled out
of New York harbor, was good
of N. y. Exhibitors
for plenty of space.

MPTO

.

i;eg. U. S. Pat. Off.

1028

FIVE CExNTS

35'

Not Organized
when Herr Jannings together
with Ernst Lubitsch S'aw the synchronized version of "The Patriot" both started to talk, and in
several different languages. This
that

went on for some time, finally
interpreters were brought in and
what they relayed was plenty.
The result being that "The Patriot'' is going to have a new synchronization, minus sound effects
and minus talk.

WILKERSON

Rumor

First

Reply to

Sell-Out Story

WARNERS UP 2lK

whose houses in the loop
were not affected by the walk-out,
as contracts for these houses are
Two denials from First National
not up for one more year, were that officials yesterday added doubt
to the
operators in the outlying suburban widely-circulated rumor, prevalent
and neighborhood houses had not the past two weeks, concerning the
joined the mus'icians and had stayed taking-over of that company's
proat their posts.
ducing studios and forces by Warner
Jack Miller of the Exhibitor's Brothers.
Association and James Petrillo of
Al Rockett, quoting from a wire
(Continued on pag:e 2)
received from Rossheim, stated "the
report that any merger between
National Pictures and Warnei
OF LOVE" FIRST First
Brothers is contemplated is abso-

"U" ALL-TALKIE ARRIVES

to

tion.

To his mind, this deplorable
condition will have to be remedied, before the regime of big
business wipes out the independent operators business.
A questionnaire may be circulated to all delinquent operators,
to ascertain the cause of their
non-membership in some theatreowners' organization.

lutely untue".
"It is just another

rumor and such

merger has not even been considerUniversal 's first all-talkie, "Melo- ed by First National."
dy of Love," has been completed
Ned E. Depinet, General Manager
and tried out on the West Coast. of distribution,
likewise characterizA precedent is being established by ed the report as
absolutely untrue
Universal in the making of prints, and impossible
of consummation.
the printing laboratories at UniverBoth Jack Warner, to whom is atsal City being now engaged in turn(Continued on pagre 2)
ing out all the film on this feature
needed for New York and other exchanges.
A print is expected in
(Continued on page 2)

FOX-MOSS SHUFFLE

WARNER BRINGS JOLSON
FILM OPENING SEPT. 19
Benjamin

Warner, father

of

the

Warner Brothers, will leave Hollywood in a few days with the first
print

Al Jolson's "The Singing
which opens its New York
world's premiere at the theatre Jolson made famous, "The Winter Garden" on September 19th.
of

Fool"

The theatre

is being renovated for
(Continued on pagre 3)

—Raives

Sol Raives, Pres.
the T.O.C.C., approximately
of
35% of possible exhibitor membership in New York does not belong to any exhibitor organiza-

According

the Coast says

National

lix officials,

.

fannings Talks
A report from

'7ust Another

EXCELLENT BUSINESS "MELODY

the

.

5,

Operators Refuse to Join Chicago
Musicians Walk-Out--Loop Unaffected

this situa-

New York

around

review

Cities

ROSSHEIM-DEPINET THROW
QUIETUS ON WARNER DE
the

Tram Loew

tion

Key

on

the part of a few theatre owners.

,

York, AVednesday. September

in

N.Y.

THEATRE DECK

There is a bull market on, in the
buying of theatres around Greater
New York.
B. S. Moss is asking the independent group of exhibitors represented
by Aaron Sapiro, for a new deal with
reference to the old one he had formulated some weeks ago of putting
the whole group in one holding
company, with Moss representing the
((Continued on pag^e 2)

W.

C. Publicity

Men

New

2
Talkie Cos.
in Wampas-Hoovcr Club
The Micro Disc Corporation has
A letter to the members of the
been formed in New York to engage WAMPAS, composed of Coast publiin motion and talking pictures.
city and advertising men, has been
The National Talking Movies Cor- sent out by the organization, apprisporation has also been formed in ing them of the intention to form a
Manhattan.
Wampas Hoover Club. Action was

Sauber Drive
The Universal Washington,
branch
the

D.

C.

employees are celebrating
first
anniversary of Manager

to take place at the regular meeting of that body^^yesterday.
Part of the letter reads: "Hoover

(Continued on page

2)

MacDermott Here
Nate Sauber's official connection in
that office, with a three week playJohn MacDermott, well known
date drive from October 20th to screen writer is in New York stopNovember 3rd.
ping at the Ambassador.
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—

New York:

Lee Och's big surLichtman and the
Board of Directors of the Motion
Picture Club was to serve them
luncheon in the club dining room
from the club kitchen
Joe Brandt,
after looking at "Submarine" six or
prise on President

.

.

.

eight times, has come to the conclusion that it is a pretty line picture,

thus agreeing with every critic
Al Kockett is due here from the
coast to consult with First National
officials on the making of "The Miracle"
Harry Reiclienbach is the
.

.

.

.

.

.

busy bird next week, having been
selected as toastmaster at the golf
tournament dinner on Tuesday night,
and as toastmaster at the big dedication dinner of the Motion Picture
Club On Wednesday night
Henry
Bate spent the three holidays touring in the "Half Moon" which he
thinks is the original Hendrick Hudson boat, only Hudson didn't have
it on wheels
Howard Deitz, full
of wim, wigor and winegar, is back
from a week's touring trip in Canada, and says he wasn't one reminded of the Volstead law
Mack
Sennett is prolonging his stay in
New York to get fixed up on sound
recording and then he hustles to the
coast to make some sound pictures
Artie Stebblns is organizing a
Motion Picture Club golf team to accept the challenge of the Lambs Club
team to play at the golf tournament
Tuesday for a $500 trophv offered
by E. F. Albee
Charles DeGraiidcourt, of National Screen, is back
from a vacation at Saratoga, and
says the ponies ran right well for
bim at any rate he rode back on a
train
Hunter Lovelace, formerly connected with Oscar Price, is
here from the coast and will soon
return to Hollywood
Jack Dempsey, member of the Motion Picture
Club, will be one of the attractions
at the club dedication dinner next
Wednesday night, and Vic Shapiro
suggest that they put him on the
door
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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the Musicians Union have failed to
come to a compromise, the principal bone of contention being a demand by the union that "musicians
who are dispensed with, within the
season, must receive two dollars per
day back salary."

The fight is over this requirement,
Chicago exhibitors claiming they
cannot afford this drastic demand.
The other union demands specify
which theatres shall employ orchestras with a minimum of four men
and for how many weeks; a demand
for four-week's notice instead of
two; and despite installation of
talkie apparatus, theatres must employ a minimum of six musicians
excluding organists.

The union has employed Clarence
Darrow to advise it on the Federal
injunction and on Darrow's advice,
the men walked out.
In St. Louis, an open break is
threatened by the demand of the
picture operators for an increase of
58 inde$2.50 to $7.50 per week.
pendent motion picture theatres in
this district are opposing the demands, while the big first-run houses
in the downtown district and those
houses controlled by the St. Louis

Amusement Company have already
signed new contracts, granting in-

W.

Excellent Business
for

B'way Houses

(Continued from i>Kg« 1)
"The Patriot" still more so with $44,"The Terror" at
300 at the Rialto.
the Warners is still standing them
up as well as "White Shadows" at
Ihe Astor, both doing $20,000.
"Lilac Time" played to $15,581.75
at the Central and "Wings" at the
Criterion $13,189.
"Dawn" at the
Cameo did $8,100 and "The Air Cir"The
cus" $4,000 over three days.

Red Dance"

FOR SALE
In a city diversified industries a
theatre circuit consisting of three
Box 50.
theatres, one centrally.

Exhibitors

MANHATTAN
STUDIOS,

SIGHT --SOUND -SERVICE
(Samples

upon

Inc.

on Location
WHEN
the East make

in

this

of
our own
manufacture
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DRAPERY FABRICS FOR

studio your headquarters.

Request)

Mendelsohn's Textile Corp.
156 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.

NEW

did $7,500.

134th

St.

and Park Ave.

HARlem 7648

YORK'S NEWEST AND

FINEST HOTEL
#MAI?Ttr NtAI? THE
CENTEC or TlilNe/

Fox-Moss Shuffle

N. Y. Theatre Deck
(Continued from pagre 1)
money and having the active running
of the theatres himself.
In addition to Moss there is a
group of bankers, no one seems to
know who they repreent, that have
asked one of the important members
of this exhibitor organization for a
conference regarding the sale of
some few of the theatres.
This bull market, so to speak, was
no doubt brought on by the action
of William Fox in making a bid for
this independent chain.
Much progress is reported on this deal and
a definite understanding will be
reached in a very short time.

PUBLICITY MTEN

Loew

AND NOW!

Stream and Lynbrook and local
musicians threaten to join the stage
maintenance men who are asking
$77 per week.

C.

(Continued from page 1)
has done so much for the induitry
that we must get out and work for
(Continued from page 1)
him.
We owe it to Joseph M.
tributed public affirmation that the
Schenck and Louis B. Mayer to supdeal was being considered and would
Whether you are Repubport him.
be closed in New York, and Harry
lican or Democrat, your position in
M. Warner, President, were yesterthe industry demands that you supday in conference all day and port the Grand Old Party."
known,
be
reached.
is
couldn't
It
Charles C. Pettijohn of the Hays
however, that Harry Warner and a
organization yesterday stated he beFirst National financial representalieved the report of such a club
tive conferred in the office of a Wall
being organized was inaccurate and
Street firm last week on the propojust "one of those things".
sition.
Bruce Gallup, president of the
AMPAS,
organization of film
Warner Brothers and Fox Films publicity Eastern
and advertising men made
"A" were the sensational leaders in clear
the position of his association
stock rises on the Exchange yesterand that was, that it was not in poliday.
Warner Brothers "A" despite tics and had no
intention of taking
talk heard on all sides that the stock
sides one way or the other.
was greatly over-priced, rose 21^/^
The
points to a new high of 118.
Warner "B" went up 19 points to a 'Melody of Love" First
new high of 116i^.
''U" All-Talkie Arrives
Fox Films "A" went up over 3
(Continued from page 1)
points -last Saturday and yesterday
again went up 4% points to a new New York today.
"Melody of Love" is a picture of
high level of 99%.
doughboys and the songs of the war
days.
It was adapted from a story
50c Dividend
by Robert Arch. A. B. Heath dirLoews, Inllc. Board of Directors ected it, with a cast including Walyesterday declared the regular quar- ter Pidgeon, Mildred Harris, Tommy
Dugan, Jane Winton, Jack Richardterly dividend of 50c per share on
son and others.
the common stock, payable On SepC. Roy Hunter, Universal technitember 29th, to stockholders of re- cal supervisor was the Movietone
expert on this feature.
cord, on September 16th.

creases to the operators.
In Washington, D. C, a threatened
tie-up of the theatres by the operaIntall Meistertone
tors was averted by the granting
BERLIN—
The new Meistertone
of concessions, whereby three more
talking
picture apparatus is now
operators will be employed in two
installed in the Gloria Palast, a Ufa
theatres.
theatre, and a number of
A meeting was held in New York, first-run
sound shorts made with the device,
representBrylawski
A.
with Julian
Additional are being shown.
ing the theatre men.
conferences are being held for final
settlements.
In Long Island, members of the
I.A.T.S.E. walked out of houses in
the Calderone Circuit located in Glen
Cove, Westbury, Hempstead, Valley

.

.

.

.

.
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Rossheim-Depinet Throw
Operators Refuse to Join
Quietus on Warner Deal
Chi. Musicians Walk-Out
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New

ArounJ

the coiiur from
York's exclusive shopping dirtrict.
accessible to leading theatres, and railroad terminals, yet
III
a neighborhood socially correct and away from the noise and
turmoil of the business district.
The Park Central enjoys a
location distinctly unique in its advantages.
ic'.idily

Come

to

where

you

the

Park

New

Centr.nl,

York's newest

and

finest

hotel,

heretofore unknown to American
hostelrics
Radio outlets
Electric Refrigeration
Five Period
S.i.ons and Roof Patios for private social functions
.
Swimming
Pool.
"'Roof
(jardcn
featuring
The
Park
Central
|r\hcslr.i.
oiher features equally unusual and desirable
Singe rooms five dollars per day and up.
Double rooms eight
do.iars per day and up.

—

will

find

advantages
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Ponieroy's P-F-L Sound System

Has Stars Flocking For Tests
By .FOE BLAIR
llolly\T4>od <^'orre!4ponclent

"Coquette" AII-Talkie

Mary Pickford and Harold Lloyd
ire all enthused regarding the Parafnount-Pomeroy sound system. Both
)f them have had tests', at their own
jolicitation and the result has causthese two artists to put sound
;;d
jind talk into their next pictures,
probably wih the system that ParaOther stars who
nount is using.
lave been using Movietone are besieging Paramount for immediate

Mary

Pickford's Next

Mary Pickford

will do an "alltalkie" for her next production.
Announcement has' been made that

Miss Pickford has bought the screen
rights

to

the

George Abbott-Anne

Bridgers play "Coquette" now running on Broadway.
Sam Taylor will direct and production will start at an early date.
Taylor is now in New York, as well
ests.
J. Roy Pomeroy has been working as Allan MacNelll and Johnny Gray
quite some time, with a crew who will do the adaptation.
I'or
assistants on this sound device
j)f
'

or

Famous.

)thers

in

from all ''Burlesque"
Prize for
that the sound and the
It

differs'

Photography are recorded on separate films and have to be run off on
lifferent machines when projected
n theatres. This is being done at
jiresent with "Wings".
I
was fortunate enough to see
Some of the rushes of Paramount's
;!rst talkie, "Interference" and havng also seen the show, can state
vlth fear of contradiction that the
cenes I saw on the film are easily
100% more effective than the same
It looks' as if
jcenes on the stage.
'aramount has the system, for as
as been reported, the other "sound
n film" recordings have been causQg a lot of worry to other producers
that recording the sound and phoDgraphy on the same film, dependig on the developer to bring out
oth, either the voice or the photoraphy is bound to suffer in this
"With Paramount, both are
rocess.
separate film and as a result
jn
''hen developed both can be processd to take full advantage of this step.
The one drawback with the Paramount system is its expense. There
lust be two negatives, two sets of
islease prints and when it reaches
le theatre, must be run off on two
sparate machines at the same time,
jquiring twice the supply of proictors' and operators. This of course,
alright with the large Publix owni theatres, but what will happen In
le small towns?
;i

Jew Post-Office

Ruggles' Direction
Preparation is being made on the
Universal lot for the photographing
of "Burlesque" in a big manner.
Charles Furthman has' been borrowed
from Paramount to supervise the
production. Casting has started and
looks as if Raymond Griffith
will have the lead, with Bessie Love
being the chief feminine player and
so far

Zazu Pitts an added starter. Wesley
Ruggles seems to have the lead in
the race for the directors'hip.

the postoffice
g to announcement made yesterday
Carl Laemmle, president of UniTsal Pictures Corporation.

lived at

—

for public safety

—

structural safeguards are

imperative for employees' safety

— and neg-

must ultimately involve your legal safety
if only out of a sense of public and pri-

lect

—

vate responsibility, the FILM

CENTER BUILD-

ING deserves your consideration

from

Accessible yet aw^ay
congestion.

I

Full floors of 18,000 sq.

^

— or

ft.

less.

Fireproof storage vaults on

Four passenger and three

all floors.

freight elevators.

Shipping platform with
ramp to street.

Moderate

spection rooms.

rentals

and low

insurance.

Entire conformance with
municipal regulations.

Special projection and in-

Explosion at P-F-L
HOLLYWOOD—A mystery explo-

.^

rocked the Famous PlayersLa sky studios at 5451 Marathon Avenue, set fire to stage No. 8 and caused
sion

$10,000 damages before the resultant
flames could be subdued.
The explosion, which occured just
before dawn when the studio grounds
were deserted, blew up the floor and
sides of the big stage and sent flames
shooting 75 feet in the air.

Hollywood police were unable to
determine whether the explosion was
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M.P.T.O. OIV NOV. 20
(Continued from page 1)
Cleveland; J. A. Ackerman, Glenway
Theater, Cincinnati, together .with
President James and Business Manager Wood were appointed a committee to handle all details in connection with the convention.
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Due to the enormous volume of Warner Brings Jolson
ail now being handled at the UniFilm Opening Sept. 19
irsal City postoffice, a government
(Continued from pag-e 1)
•der
advancing its status from the
opening, and Vitaphone equipird-class to second-class has been
ment installation is being rushed.
sued and plans are now under way Jolson
is in New York for the prethe studio to build a new and
miere.
The film was directed by
properly
rger building in order to
Lloyd Bacon and Betty Bronson,
mdle the thousands of letters re- Josephine Dunn,
David Lee are in
daily, accord-

'

'T^HE business of film exchanges is hazard*• ous
an isolated location is necessary

it

for Universal City

I

Take Space Where
You Take No Chances!

Ik fUl

ii^ci'-Ttcn

Film Center Building
^/{th Street

•

NINTH AVENUE

^'yth Street

•

'

Brown with Pathe

It

,

Melville Brown, the director, has
en signed by Pathe to direct the
eduction of "Geraldine".
Eddie
lillan is the only member of the
Bt so far selected.

Michigan Convention
KALAMAZOO — The Motion Pic,re

Theatre

Owners

of

hold their annual
re On October 8-9-10.

111

Michigan
convention

"Salvage" a Hit
The Wesley Ruggles' Universal
production "Salvage" had a preview in Hollywood last week and
has set the whole town talking
for

many

man

sized job.

reasons.

being
that, Wesley Ruggles has done a
It is

First

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

to date.
Second, Fred Mackaye,
a find of Ruggles' steals the whole
picture. Third, Mary Philbin and
the remainder of the cast do very
good work. The production in its
entirety is excellent.

to tell

^sJ^-

his best effort

1928

you more

about
225 FIFTH

it!

AVENUE

ASUland 4200

FILM CENTER,

INC., Builders

.

.

.

ABE

N.

ADELSON, Trw.

NOTE: The FOX

Advertising Department has
to rush out

to prepare this standing form
details on the consistent successes of

had

Fox

pictures,

i

%

pictnr

reaks another house recoi
Street

Raoul Walsh'*

Angel

The River

Pirate

Four Sons
Fazil

The Red Dance
with

Win That Girl
Mother Knows Best
Plastered in Paris

Dolores Del Rio
Charles Farrell Ivan Lino'W
'^

Me, Gangster

The Air Circus
Mother Machree
Sunrise

Making The Grade
The Red Dance

Dry Martini

2nd

Biggest Week
in entire history of

Loeiv^s

Warfield

San Francisco

Movietone or
Silent Prints

recordrwiedcer ofall tun

Walter Reade

to Sell

Theatre Holdings and Retire

Formcrlv EXHIBITORS
IV'ew

TRADE

York, Thursday, September
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PARAMOUM" SALES WAY OFF
House Organ
This publication has been printing so much about Fox, his theatres and productions recently,
that before long we will be ac-

running a Fox house
That would probably be
organ.
a good idea with us, but William
Fox would not think so much of
We have been printing a lot
it.
cused

of

$5,000,000
GRAUMAirS CHINESE
GETS 'NOAH'S ARK'
Warners' Greatest for 2-a-

about the operations of this individual and company due to only

Day Showings at
Highest Top

one reason, every move they have
made has been good for a news
Sam E. Morris, General Manager
story, and after all we pretend
of Distribution for Warner Bros., has
to be publishing a newspaper. booked
of
world
premiere
the
(Believe it or not.)
Vitaphone special
"Noah's Ark",
starring Dolores Costello, for Grauman's Chinese Theatre in Hollywood,
"Noah's Ark"
wliere it will run for an indefinite
period, two performances daily, at
Sid Grauman is going to have
the highest prices ever changed on
"world premiere" of this the coast.
the
Warner Brothers production. On
consummated yester-

The deal was

thought this booking might lay over long distance phone besound funny to some, what with tween Mr. Morris and Sid Grauman.
The letter will set the definite openthis organization having a theaing date soon.
tremena
doing
tre in Hollywood
J. L. Warner, production head of
dous business and giving Grau(Continued on page 2)
man a lot to think about. It did
to us, but with a minute for anEberson at M.P.T.O.A.
other thought, our conclusions
Pursuing the announced policy of
were in another direction. There liaving experts address delegates at
any question that the National Convention of the Mohardly
is
Theatre Owners of
Warner's have a great picture in tifin Picture
America at Toronto, October 16th,
to
want
They
this production.
17th and 18th, the Committee angive it as much dignity as pos- nounces that John Eberson, theatre
sible, they want to place it on as architect, will address the Convention.
high a plane, probably higher,
than any production to date.
first

No Grind
Consequently, they figure to
"two-a-day" the picture straight
through for the next couple of
Road show it in every
years.

town

important

this

in

the

world

over,
is
tour
over again.
all

and
probably start
everyone
and
Warner's
The
we have seen who have
else
viewed the production claim it
after

many, many years.
We hope this is true, for as Harry
Cohn, production head of Colum-

will

live

for

said, "they deserve all they
can get out of it, for when they
started production, Warner's set
out to spend a million or better
and this is the first time in the

bia

industry, to my knowledge this
was ever done and the producer

ended with a great picture". We
hope it opens in New York soon.

WILKERSON

BEHIND LAST YEAR
Competitive Pictures Crash

Waddill Catchings Pooh-

P-F-L Outlets Lessening

Poohs Merger Talk

Playdates

Waddill Catchings. of Goldman
Sachs & Company, handling the
financing of Warner Brothers and
the Stanley Company of America,
yesterday characterized the rumor
of Warner-Stanley-First National
pooling, as silly

Street

Paramount
executives
of
Famous-Lasky Corporation worried

52%, and Wall
maintain

still

that Warners are to control Stanley and First National.

back and booking little product, unthey know which way the wind
blows on the talking picture revolution, and which threaten to undermine the Paramount leadership of
the industry in distribution and perhaps in production.
In the first place. Fox product
A meeting of the New Jersey the(Continued on pare 2)
atre owners will be held at the Berkeley-Cataret Hotel in Asbury Park
til

FINANCE REPORT

AT ASBURY TODAY

today to discuss the financial situation which problem has lain dor-

mant all summer.
The banking interests who were
to

have financed a combination
(Continued on page 8)

WESCO

LOS ANGELES—Harold Franklin

at

Strand

The new assistant Manager at the
Mark Strand theatre in New York is
Vincent C. Tompkins, Jr., formerly
Earle theatre in Washington.

of the

Conference Last Night

BONDS FOR CIRCLE
of America
$1,200,000 bond issue
for the purpose of constructing the
3,000-seat Circle Theatre at Franklin

in

is

Big

Cash Offer

floating

a

Avenue, Philadelphia.
The company has a 20-year lease
on the property obtained from the
.Mercantile & Theatres Pronerties.
Inc.
255 theatres are listp'' '< present in the Stanley chain of operations in the East.

Otterson Returning

—No

Movietone Before Xmas
LONDON—J. E. Otterson, Presid-

May

William Fox and his officials in the
holding a series of three conven- Fox Theatres, Inc. yesterday aftertions for the West Coast Theatres. tioon
met to take up consideration
Inc.,
personnel, the first having cf the purchase of Walter J. Reade's
taken place at the Ambassador Hotel rliain of 27 theatres in New Jersey
la.st week.
and New York.
The second convention is in San
Reade admitted yesterday that he
Francisco today and the last meet- lad submitted the sale of his chain
ing will be at the Olympic Hotel in
t
a price approximately $24,000,000,
Seattle on September 10th.
he major portion of which will have
Franklin has announced a $1,150,- to be in cash, and that ud to the
Ot)0 newspaper campaign for the cirpresent had not received any count;uit during the next year.
Howard er-offers from Fox. He also was
Slieehan stated that Wesco had put strongly of the belief that Fox would
S:;, 000, 000 into sound equipment thus
secure the chain and that he, Reade,
far and that by February 1st, 759?
would retire from the business.
of the entire circuit will be wired.
(Continued on pagre 2)
is

$1,200,000

The Stanley Company

Tompkins

Result

SOUND INVESTMENT

STANLEY

of

READE SELLING CHAIN
OF 27 HOUSES TO
~ FOX
"2,000,000

and which at the present time
finds this organization over $5,000,000 behind in gross sales, for the
1928-29 quotas.
The huge total of bookings attained by Paramount in other years is
slipping badly, due to many causes,
coming at a time when exhibitors
throughout the country are sitting

stiff,

Stanley
stock
yesterday to a

of
interests

not business depression alone

duction

rumors

Nevertheless,
rose 2% points

new high mark

It is

which has the distribution and pro-

ent of Electrical Research Products

who has been launching Movietone
England and France will sail for
the United States the latter part of
this week oi- early next.
Although a definite number of
orders have been booked British exhibitors do not look for any actual
installations and performances before Christmas except in a few spots,
due to the heavy demand for the
apparatus in the U. S.
in

Fraser

Coming

East

William R. Fraser, general manager of the Harold Lloyd Corporation, left Hollywood last Sunday on
an extended business trip through
Canada and the East, spending several weeks in New York.

—
Exhibitors
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Grauman's Chinese
Paramount Sales Way
Gets ''Noah's Ark"
off ^5,000,000
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from p*«« 1)
gradually replacing the pictures Warner Bros, who arrived in New
of laramount, and other companies York from the coast Monday, stated
ir.
the West Coast Theatre Circuit. that Grauman believes the producver control of iho tion to be unqualifiedly the greatest
Wi'ei; Fox took
circjit, he had to go through with picture ever filmed both because of
througiout ihe its intrinsic dramatic value and befcxjsdng bookings
which Paramount and cause of the spectacular sweep with
in
chain,
which it has been treated.
M-G-M product figured strongly
This year, all Fox product goes
Director Michael Curtiz spent five
into Wesco and consequently Fara- months of actual shooting time at
mount's product is being shut out, the cameras before the stupendous
with the result, that, in order for task of editing was undertaken. ExParamount to get into Wesco Coast tensive use of Vitaphone was anplay-dates, they had to swap dates other important element in
its makwith Fox in some of their own strong- ing, this being the first time that
holds'.
Regardless of these swaps, Vitaphone has been incorporated in
however, the company has not as a screen spectacle.
many pictures in Wesco as heretoDolores Costello occupies the stelfore, and certainly not as many in
some of their own theatres where lar role with George O'Brien playing opposite her. Others in the linethey have agreed to play Fox.
What is true of West Coast Thea- up are Noah Beery, Louise Fazenda,
McAllister, Gulnn Williams,
tres is also true of the Poli Circuit Paul
in New England where Fox was out Anders Randolf, Myrna Loy, Nigel de

FOX

STANLEY

TERRITORY WITH

is

(

IN

6

The long-talked of Fox theatre
plan of opposition to Stanley in its
stronghold, Philadelphia, has come
to light with the announcement by
William Fox that he would construct
six or more theatres in that city, involving an expenditure of some $50,000,000.

The

first

one will be at 17th

&

Market Streets and together with an
office building in which the 5,500seat theatre will be constructed, will
cost approximately $16,000,000.
This house will operate the largest symphony orchestra in a motion
picture theatre, comprising 125 musiFox Theatres will endeavor;
cians.
to complete six other houses within
one year.

M-G-B

Industrial Film

and Paramount in. last year. Then Brulier, Armand Kaliz, William V.
Malcolm Waits and Joe
too, Fox has been able to crash into Mong,
Co. Formed in N. Y.
the Saenger Theatres in the South Bonomo.
James S. McBride, Wall Street
this year, in which Paramount has
broker, Otto P. Backer, a real estate
had a large interest, through simioperator and Sidney M. Goldin, moD.
Hochreich Wins
lar swaping of playdates, as in other
tion picture director and producer,
Publix houses.
Vocafilm
Injunction
have organized the M-G-B Industrial
'n •uldition t(i this. Paramount
for
the la.st couple of years has had ver-y
F. Dudley Kohler's injunction suit Motion Picture Company.
pool- busmes.s in the small
The new concern plans to produce
towns, to prevent transfer of Vocafilm to
distribute a series of educationand
Brady, Woods and the Shuberts, was
.iliove the intelhg-ence of the
average
pictures.
lost in the Supreme Court this week al and industrial
New York: Bill Rajnor, of Pathe, small town patron.
y<>ar, a heavy drive is he'np and Woods states that the deal for
TJiis
was the first Motion Picture Club made for small-town business
hut it Vocafilm, involving $4,000,000 will
found that considerable difficulty
A. S. C. Meeting
member to send in his check for a IS
IS encountered in meetingprice com- now go through as originally planAmerican Society of CinemaThe
what
is
question
is
locker, and the
petition of other principal distribu- ned.
tors and independent releases, which
tographers held an open meeting last
Bill Raynor going to keep locked have made
a strong- bid for the' smallThe theatrical producers have not week in Hollywood, which was adup in a locker
A. S. KIrtpatrick, town play-dates, ever since Para- yet taken title to the stock but in- dressed by George Mitchell of the
mount went after big-ger game
g.m. of Educational, is back from
Further, analysis of key city book- tend to exercise their option on the Mitchell Camera Company and Delmg-s,
his vacation which he S'pent farming direct where Paramount has "had no 500,000 shares necessary to control mar A. Whitson of Whitson Photoaffiliation of theatre- outlet of the talking-film process.
phone Corporation.
his farm over in the wilds of New tlu-ii- own, reveals that exhibitors
who formerly played a good perJersey
Bill Ferguson, Metro ex- centase of Paramount product now
find that they can make more money,
ploitation chief and a good one
on lower rentals, with pictures made
by independent producers who have
is in Cleveland doing something or
been making better product, ins.ifar
other
with "Dancing Daughters" as the box-office is concerned, than

R

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Hammons,

president of
taking
a
short vacaEducational, is
tion and will return to his office
next Monday in time for the opening
Pat
of the Motion Picture Club
Gary" and Panl Benjamin, according to just revealed information,
l)layed a three days golf match over
.

.

E. Vi.

.

.

the

.

.

week end, and each, man refuses
who won and how
Hopp

to tell

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

wondering

Just what the attraction
besides the God's green air of the
•Nutmeg State
Allen Glenn.
Pirst National exploitation chief, is
on an extended trip through the
is

.

west

.

.

.

.

.

field

If

You Want

While

NEWS-

it is Still

NEWS-

of distribution.

Read

Reade Selling Chain

The Daily Review

.

Hadley, one of the old timers in the
film business but not in years, is
now getting one dollar a word for
what he writes, and his only kick
is
that they won't let him write
enough ... Sol Brill has joined the
high hatters and passed up the Hunting Room for the North Dining room,
after taking a look at Nick's domain
and finding no business there ... J.
Arthur Hirsh joined Lou Blnnientlial, Lou
Banni and Wilton Colion
yesterday in the verbal bridge game
at the corner table and the only
man who collected was the waiter
Lon Bratrer, one of Warner Bros.
load exploitation men, is In New
York for a few days conferring with
the bosses
Eddie 3Iac>'aniee, of
National Screen, spends most of his
days off up in Connecticut and the
rest of the gang over there are
.

over before in their history.
Tt is the belief of those who have
heard tests of Paramounfs sound inventions, that as soon as the company is able to get out in the market
with
Paramount talking pictures,
thereby proving conclusively
that
they are going into sound a"nd not
talking about it, the first step will
have been taken to strengthen its
former commanding position in the

of 27 Houses to Fox
(Continued from page 1)
The Reade chain comprises

(>
theatres in New York State and 21 in
\ew Jersey, the principal value of
the circuit to Fox lying in the po-

i

Subscription Blank

EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW

opposition to Stanley-Fabian
domination of upper New Jersey,
Fox has only three houses of prominence in that State, over in Elizabeth and two in Newark.
In New York State, Reade controls
Ihe Astor, Columbia. Bijou and Morosco. The lease on the Astor has six
more years to run with M-G-M the
present lessees.
If Fox secures the
Reade chain, the Astor may eventually be torn down for a new theatre and skyscraper for Fox. and with
tiic addition of other chains in
and
around New York from time to time,
•vill soon be reckoned the
strongest
producer-exhibitor in the East.
tential
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THE MOST
SENSATIONAL
DRAMA EVER
FILMED AT TRE
BOTTOM oftteSVi
St,amtuj

JACK HOIT
Dorothy Revier
Ralph Graves
DIRECTED BY

FRANK R. C4PIU

rM

!

SUBMARINE
A

Hit I
at Embassy Theatre, New
Terrific

York

Broadway*s De Luxe Presentation Theatre

Get in touch with your Columbia Exchange inunediately on
this overwhelming Box-Office Success or you'll
regret it for the rest of your life

—
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AMPA to Paramount

Sristolphone Claims Fool-Proof

AMPA

The

moving

is

Pegler with

meeting

its

headquarters over to the Paramount

DeViCe for Perfect Synchronization

where

meet hereafter in
every Thursday.
The next meeting will be on September 3, two weeks ahead.
Hotel,

the Breakfast

A unique
|iow

feature of Bristolphone,

Talley Buys

marketed nationally by Gotham-

the electrical re-syn{Jristolphone.
ihronizing tlevicG the machine enilodies and which allows for a simple
djustnient if by any remote chance
he synchronization between a taikif's lips and sound should get out

T. H. Talley,

is

iif

register.

This is made possible by a reynchronizing handle attached to
convenient for the
he machine,

House

formerly manager of

the Soutland, Texas, has purchased

Majestic Theatre at
the
Texas, from H. H. Peace.

Judeil

Buys

Devine,

The
attion's

of

new

will take place

ahead

pounds

mark while the

or before the
scale was at

est,
the re-synchronizing handle
unctions in bringing the sound to a
where it is wanted.
jpoint exactly
i

Sues Mathis Estate

HOLLYWOOD— First National
ures

are S'uing the

estate

of

Pict-

June

lathis for $22,500, alleging that the

was under contract to
during 1926 at a salary of
jl,500 per week.
The claim is that
he died before carrying out an
greement to write an extra picture
n lieu of a sum of money received
uring 15 week's illness when she
id no work.
ate scenarist

hem

Mr. Exhibitor

• • •

(ui

advertising.

a meeting on October 4th. The
Harris Cup will be oflaicially
pressented to the AMPA on that date.

Ill.-Ind.

CALL

Zones

Chesterfield

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Futter. Pres.
for

Lilirary
i:t(»

ed up for the entire season's output from Chesterfield Motion Picture
Corp. for the Illinois and Indiana

\\.

4«

St.

Stock Soearn
iNew York

Bryant 8181

teiritories.

The Chicago exchange man

will

AND NOW!

confine his activities to the Chesterfield product alone this season.
Chesterfield distributors now include
Commonwealth, New York

DRAPERY FABRICS FOR

City, Judeil, Inc., Chicago; Progressive, St. Louis; Consolidated, Bos-

SIGHT SOUND SERVICE

Celebrated Milwaukee; Film
De Luxe, Toronto, Canada; Fred
Schram, Cleveland; Standard, Pittsburgh and Detroit; Masterpiece of
Philadelphia; All-Star of California
and Home State of Dallas have contracted for part of the Chesterfield
product and Richmount Pictures of

TRAVELERS
Northern for

- -

- -

ton;

New York

control the entire foreign

Here^s a'Picture

select the Great
Its wonderful location In Chicago's "loop". They
return because the large comfortable
rooms. homeUhe envfronment. at-

moderate charges make

it

an

hotel.
toonts.yi
Newly Furnished Rooms,
lample 11
and up. Sat
9. S7.00
Rooms S4.00. S5.00, 16.00.
If

|1»400

S2.S0 a day

Walter Craighead, Manager

DEARBORN STREET FROM JACKSON
TO QUINCY
New Garaee One-Half Block

»
.^

You Can Make

NOISE About

a Lot of

mm

mi

VIRGINIA

of Exceptional Dramatic Power
Presented with a Superb Cast Including

Modern Melodrama

BROWN

FAIRE, CREIGHTON HALE,

AND LLOYD WHITLOCK
Produced Under Personal Supervision of

LON YOUNG
CENSOR PROOF

A SENSATIONAL

title but a
(Passed hy Nat. Board of Revieii', N. V.

Built for the

Box

The

Sliite,

Picture
etc.'

And How!

Office

SECOND

of

a

Series

of

Eight

CHESTERFIELD PRODUCTIONS FOR

Exceptional

1928-1929

Now

Wonderful Advertising

Ready

Booked thru Regional Exchanges Everywhere

[EXCIIANCFMHN!

Few

lerritones

.still

open

Communicate Quick with

Chesterfield Motion Picture Corporation
George R. Batcheller,

1540 Broadway

ideal

li,and S8.00.
Mendelsohn's Textile Corp.
156 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

cHousEo/
.\

and

tentive service, excellent food

of
our own
manufacture
available to suit your particular
needs (Samples upon Request)

rights.

n

a

associ-

Sam

Another representative regional
By a simple manipulasame as might be done with distributor was added to the list of
needle on a weight "Chesterfield" Exchanges this week
;he recording
cale. if the needle pointed to sev- when Ben Judeil of Judeil, Inc. signral

officers

at

the

ere

the

installation

operator.
ion,

it

Room

Agency

Jack Pegler, advertising and publicity man, who until recently was
i;i charge of that department for the
I'oli
Circuit, has resigned to accept a connection with the HanffMetzger agency which handles P-F-L

Pres.

New York

o M^

t

©^'4^^„,5@
City

Foreign Rights Controlled by Richmount Pictures, Inc., 723-7th Avenue, N. Y. City

^MOT!ON PICTUa-

-«
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RAYART EUMINATES WESTERNS
Signs Big Stars for

Clara

Bow

Signs

New

WRITING NEXT PHILBIN

with
players
several
Already
speaking stage experience have been

Clara Bow, the "It" girl, yesterday signed a new contract with Paramount. Now rated one of the most
feminine
in
the
popular
star's
movies. Miss Bow is said to receive
almost 35,000 letters of admiration
each month. Her newest film, "The
Fleet's In", to be shown at the ParaTheatre in a few weeks, is
mount
gether on several stories during the
touted as her best effort to date.
past two years.
Miss Bow is now making "Three
Ruggles just recently finished a Week Ends", from an Elinor Glyn
"Salvage"
picture
which story.
Philbin
caused a bit of talk around Hollywood at its preview the other night.

signed, including

Henry

B. Walthall.

Gladys Brockwell. Tom Santschi and
Mae Busch. Others will be placed
under contract by Mr. Carr as soon
as the necessary tests can be taken.
Forest Stock Issue
The Rayart-Carr organization has
eliminated this year from its proLONDON— The De Forest Phonogram the western, serial and comedy films, Ltd., is to be merged with a
picture handled in the past, and will new company, called the British
concentrate on twenty box-office pro- Talking Pictures, Ltd. which will
ductions of a much larger calibre take over the entire De Forest busithan anything this organization has ness-.
attempted in the past.
Providing
A $2,500,000 capital is being floated
suitable
synchronization
arrange- and privately subscribed for.
The
ments can be made, a recently com- British Consolidated investment Corpleted production "Sweet Sixteen",
handling the floatation.
made by Trem Carr under the direc- poration is
tion of Scott Pembroke, may be held
back and music score and sound ef-

"Bellamy Trial" Talkie

"The Bellamy Trial", directed by
Metro-Goldwynfor
Monta Bell
Mayer, will emerge as a talking picture, according to word from the

De

Rehearsals are now
place for talking sequences in the
film, which has a cast of twenty-nine

productions are on location.
Clarence Brown, directing John
Gilbert and Greta Garbo in "A Woman of Affairs", has moved his company, including Hobart Bosworth,
Lewis Stone and others, to the Busch
gardens in Pasadena.

John Waters is directing Tim McCoy, Dorothy Janis and others in
"Humming Wires" on a location at
Glacier National park in Wyoming.
George Hill is directing Ramon
Novarro, Anita Page, Gardner James,
Ralph Graves and others at San
Diego in the North Island naval air
station, where they are filming "Gold
Braid",

a

Sam

naval aviation story.

Wood

is

directing

Norma

Shearer in "The Little Angel" on a
beach location some miles from the
studios
with John Mack Brown.
Owen Lee and others of note in the
cast.

Finance Report
at

Asbury Today

'Continued from page 1)
theatres in New Jersey, laid consideration of the plan aside at the
start of the summer, promising to
present their final survey about this
time, when the theatre situation was
expected to have been considerably
bettered.

George
Seider,

L.

Record

and

who have been

Joseph

the leading
•spirits
in
the consolidation
plan
which would pool the business interests of all the independent theatres into a single holding company,
for cooperative film buying and theatre purchasing, will be present at
the meeting today to lead the discussion.

Seider

is

planning a

.3-months-' touj-

Europe on business and pleasure
and is booked to sail on the 29th.
of

the

that

fact

the

all of their

organizatu

program

c<

i

pleted for the next nine months,
specials contemplated, will be h(
up until such a time that the stur
ia provided with sound stages it(|)|
»

sound equipment, both of which f;
in the process of building and
And most of the spec!
stalling.
on schedule will require these sot,.
ii.

devices.

Hi

New

(I

Haines Starts

tion

principals.
Little Angel."

Norma Shearer's forth- and William Haines, the combinat:
coming starring vehicle, will be the which just completed "Excess B;
gage," in the roles of director a
first two dialogue films on M-G-M's
new season

schedule.

star.

Josephine

Dunn,

ex-New

Yc

the Lemin:
girl who played
lead in "Excess Bagage". was gi\
the chief feminine part in the n
film as a reward for her oarl

show

work.

The

until recently a
player at Paramount and M-G-M
and a graduate of the Paramount
school formed two years ago at the
Paramount Astoria studio, has been
a;iven the role of the laughing blonde
in "Trader Horn'' soon to go into
production under the direction of W.
C. Van Dyke.
It will be released

Blanche LeClaire

Milfoil Sills

Grande, has been signed
National for the comedy
role in "Ritzy Rosie".
Grande appeared on the S'tage in Hollywood
in the Oliver Morosco production of
(Jeorg'ie

by First

by M-G-M.

Berger to Europe

company, making

"Changelings" left yesterday for San
Francisco to board the steamer Matsonia, sailing for Honolulu for exteriors.
Dorothy Mackaill will play
opposite Sills and Lee Garmes will
photograph the picture.

bit

There has been a general exodus
of companies at the M-G-M studios;
four big companies all filming major

bv

have most

"A Man's Man" went into prod
last week at the Metro-Go
studio, with James Cri
wyn-Mayer
This production and "A

fects added.

FOUR M-G-M COMPANIES
SHOOT ON LOCATION

Hollywood Correspondent
The Universal Studios have sit"
ened the stiff production pace th
have been running for the past nife
ty days, and aside from some W')t
ems. Serials and short reel subjew:
things are pretty slow on the "U" \\^
This condition has been caulc

taking

coast.

ll

By JOE BLAIR

Paramount Contract

Pictures
are making preparations to meet the
Wesley Ruggles, the director and
pound and talkie problems, accord- Paul Scoffield, the writer, are very
ing to Trem Carr, producing liead of busy at the Ruggles shore house at
Rayart, who during the past week Mailbu Beach writing the next story
took options on several sites look- for ivLary Philbin, which will be
ing toward the erection of special directed by Ruggles for Universal.
studios to house the Rayart-Carr Scoffield and Ruggles have been tounits.

WAY AHEAD

U"

SCHEDULE-SLOW

Sound RUGGLES-SCOFFIELD

Program
HOLLYWOOD — Rayait

«I|>>

Europe
one of

its

directors
turns to

will

temporarily

recla

known motion pictu
when Ludwig Berger
Germany and France eai
best

i

ihis fall to film one product'on. B(
ger, who is now under contract
Paramount, will leave for Euro
as soon as he finishes directing Ed
Jannings in "Sins of the Fathers
B. P. Schulberg, general manager

Eleanor lioardman, the M-G-M
west coast production, announced
player and not Marion Nixon, as reday.
The European director h'
ported in this column last week, "The Morning After".
been granted a four month's lea
will have the leading feminine role
of absence by Paramount.
Albert Contl and Tully Marshall
in the Henry King Inspiration pichave been aded to the cast of the
ture "She Goes to War".
It will
2 Warners Completed
be released by United Artists. The Gloria Swanson picture.
screen story will be done by John
Two more Vitaphone pictures we
Gray and Alan McNeil.
With 1500 men bowing and scrap- from the cameras to the cuttii
ing before Douglas Fairbanks in one room at the Warner Studio this wee
('.
B. DeMllle has changed his of the first shots of his picture "The Director Ray Enright shot the la
mind.
He is not going to film a Iron Mask" one Hollywood wag said scenes of "Stolen Kisses" starrii
crook story after all.
His second it looked like "a convention of stu- May McAvoy supported by Rei
guess is a big love story.
Howes, Edna Murphy, Agnes Frani
dio Yes men".
and Claude Gillingwater.
.Fannie Brice left for New York
Karl Brown, the director, has been
"Hardboiled Rose" directed by |,
today.
After a short stay, she will signed
by Columbia to make "Wild- Harmon Weight was also completi
return to Hollywood for more Warncat''.
This latter production features
er pictures.
Fannie will bring her
cast headed by Myrna Loy, Willlal!
two children this time.
Peter Milne, is doing the continu- Collier, Jr., John Miljan and Glad
Jac((ueline Gadsden, just out of ity on "The Head of the Family" Brockwell.
the pxtra ranks, has been assigned for Gotham.
to play opposite James Murray in
In a recent issue of the Toronto
"Swanson Gagging"
"The Mysterious Island".
ProducStar Weekly Peter B. Kyne, well
tion at M-G-M.
Recently in Hollywood, Gloria]
known author and purveyor of a
Swanson made a bet with some
Speaking of M-G-M reminds us great number of screen stories', calls
friends' that she could present
that everything looks set for Rod motion picture producers a bunch
herself at the casting offices of|
La liocqne joining this organization. of jealous saps and adds that he
the three largest studio's and]
Tlicy have been talking contract for "gets quite a kick out of putting
with her face made up a bit and
one
over on them, as I sold the same
weeks and it seems now that all
some shabby clothes on, ask for
story twice to the same company and
the wrinkles have been ironed out.
a job and be refused in all three
they never knew the difference."
places.
Achmed, one of the feature parts
Mr. Kyne goes further and states,
The
studio's
visited
were.
in "Four Feathers", Paramount pic- "I have sold about fifty stories I
M-G-M, United Artists and FBO^n
ture, has been assigned to Xffble believe, and of these I was able
At each casting window she said
Johnson who is at present working to recognize perhaps six in their
that all of her friends had told
with Dlx in "Redskin".
screen forms, and that largelv beher she resembled Gloria Swancause they had credited thorn
son quite a bit and as a result
Knute Erlokson has been added on the celluloid." "At that I to me
believe
thought maybe they could use her.
to the cast of the Richard Barthel- I hold
a record because other writers
In each instance she was turned
niess First National picture, "Scar- have never been
able '.o recognize
down rather coldly.
let Seas".
(

'

I

heirs at all".
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Odds and Ends"
We

received a copy of a
publication,

(in

size)

by

Howard

chuckling

yet.

chuck

personality,

with

we

a gem,

is

It

gotten out

and

Deitz

are
filled

full

of

some

advertising.

It

M-G-M

little

the best stunt

is

we have ever seen in this busiMaybe we should not call
ness.
a stunt, but

it

We

THERE.

whatever

it

is,

it's

"Rain"

appear

to

Monta Bell

have

in

be

will

the

directed

Paramount Long

studio,

Gilbert

.John

and

Miiyer

most

in

of

for

looked

Paramount Ahead

by

Metro-Goldwynextremely well

it.

CHICAGO THEATRE TIEUP

ARBITRATION STAGE

CHICAGO

—

The

diflkultics

The exclusive Daily Review
story on drop in Paramount sales
of .$5,000,000 over a year ago drew

comment from Paramount
als yesterday.
Charles E.

offici-

MacCarthy, head

of

Publicity department states
that the company is not $,5,000,000
behind in sales but is several hundred thousand dollars ahead over
their sales of last year.
the

you think conditions are bad resentatives of

SAN DIEGO TO GET

the city's theatres, out of which the musicians
walked last Saturday, may be arbitrated this week by B. H. Marshman, federal concilator of the DeSS^f' of

FOX THEATRE

BIG

SAN DIEGO— A

$1,500,000 theatre

and building will be erected on "B"

street here, to be used by the Fox
partment of Labor.
The site has
Films Corporation.
Union officials are standing pat on been acquired by the Gildred Brotheir demands and do not expect thers Building Company, and is two
in aauuiun iii<:;.y UlU».rv.-5 ri v^iii VI
any settlement.
xai ^
>.-.„
u^^vi^oj.
We
threaten
to call out the picture
now
set
definitely
Corporation
Fox
have
the
of
chains
Officials
large
of Chicago's
season. operators and close all
are said to be pleased with the prosin product for the coming
his theatre for the coming season,
have a look at the larger circuits.
understand that none of the

There are some exceptions how-

—

theatres.

Thomas Maloy,

(Continued on page

iuandry
The

much

business agent for

the operators, and George Browne,
head of the stage hands organization, delivered their ultimatums early

ever, but few.

fellow

big

is

as
does not

quandry

a

in

just

the

2)

Thousands Turned Away
Demonstration in
Admiral Palast

*

'Terror" Creates Record

at

By SAM HARRIS

"Today's Cinema"
LONDON— British Phototone, Ltd.,
have obtained control of an important German sound-film company, the
Lignose-Horfilm, G.M.B.H., who possess a film-disc synchronizing de-

The company

vice.

is

affiliated

to

The first public demonstration of
the apparatus in Germany was given
in Berlin recently at the AdmiralsPalast, with 3,000 people in the thoati'e for the demonstration and thousands of others turned away.
(Continued on page

UFA

2)

Opens Two New
Theatres in Berlin

UFA

Productions have recently
opened two new motion picture theatres in Berlin.

The

was The

first

The'NaU6iist"Pot'sdamer'"Platz?"'*i-tf^

new UFA Production, "Zuflucht" is
pects of getting a modern theatre in ;the first picture presented there.
In the western part of Berlin,
San Diego. The lease will be sign!UFA
opened the Universum Theatre
the
and
days
few
next
within
the
ed
theatre will be completed within which is the largest theatre in BerThe first feature presented in
lin.
a year.
[that theatre is the UFA circus picture,

as

little

Pat. Off.

Nobels.

be-

tween the Musicians Union and rep-

independently
small
owned operator in so far as trying to determine what to book for

S.

PHOTOTONE IN
GERMAN TALKIE COMBINE

in
Somerset
Letter.'"

with production to
start within a month.
Exhaustive
tests' of the stage star are being
made at Long Island now.
Miss Eagels' made one film with
Island

IN

the

IJ.

FIVK CK.NTS

are waiting for the

onditions
with

Resr.
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Famous-Lasky

Maughm's play "The

October copy.

If

I.

7,

REVIEW

signed Jeanne Eagels, noted star of

This picture

laughs, logic, satire, a bit of phy-

losophy and

Paramount

little

TRADE

York, Krirtay, September

P-F-L SIGNS "RAIN"

"Looping The

Loop"'.

Walker Closes Deal

Johnny Walker concluded a deal Roxy Theatre Stock
The house record at the Warner
with Educational Films for
yesterday
Whether it shall be Theatre on Broadway was shatter- the release of thirteen single-reel
in Exchange Rumor
t„ book.
ed last week by the gross obtained
sound, synchronized pictures, or by Warner Bros, second 100% talk- novelties', to be known as the "What
Roxy Theatre stock yesterday
Would You Do in a Case Like This" came in for a share of feverish acplain movies. None of them know ing picture, "The Terror". The new
series.
tivity in the "street'' with rumors
what the studios- are going to re- record tops that previously estabpictures will be produced by again rampant of a poss'ible swap
The
"The
Jazz
in
Al
Jolson
lished
by
lease, even the studios themselves
Nat Cordish on the West Coast.
for Fox Theatres "A" and a retireSinger."
are up a tree in this direction.
ment of Roxy Class "A".
There was exhibited a strong buyAdd to this the fact that those
ing power in the Roxy common
equipped are attempting to

He

operator.

know what

so

a silent and sound version of every story but are up
against the rub, what might be
good for sound will not be for

make both

silent

"

OPENS SEPTEMBER 15
of the larger independent

distributors
for

the

are

circuit

making
theatres

it

easy

in

per-

mitting them to date in and run
pictures without contracts and no
price set. This is a great mistake,
j

!

I

Berlin Film Congress Asks
American Exhihitor Aid
BANCROFT'S GREATEST

and vice versa.

'asy
Some

;

Big Paramount Talkie with Jeanne Eagels at Astoria

First

as they will find out.

If

any

the-

atre runs a picture or a series of
pictures, the price should be set,
first
and always.

WILKERSON

According to reports, George Bancroft has comleted the finest picture
of his career, and has signed a new

Paramount.
"The Docks of New York"
and Paramount officials believe the
film marks a forward step in motion
Josef von
developments.'
picture
Sternberg directed and the cast includes Betty Compson, Baclanova,
Mitchell Lewis, Clyde Cooke and
Gustav von Seyffertitz. It will open
at the Paramount September 15th.
contract with
It

is

By. Dr. R. OTTO
"llevieiv" Corresponileiit

—

porting large turnovers.
is

The stock

callable at 50, pins' accrued divi-

dends and two dividends were paid
recently On June 1st and August
7th, Of STVoc.

BERLIN The International
eration of Exhibitors voted at the
Congress last
International Film
week, has expressed the hope that
the independent theatre owners of
America may decide to join the FedFed-

eration.

Another plan which arose

at the
that of extending the
German Exhibitors' Producing Syaidicate (D.L.L.) beyond the German
borders and transforming it into a
European syndicate is creating quite
a discussion.
The success of the International

Conference,

(Continued on page

stock, several brokerage houses re-

2)

Warner ^'Corner"
Wall Street informants yesterday predicted that Goldman Sachs

& Company,

together with other

associates, are effecting a corner
Warner Brothers stock, in
in
order to make "short" interests
pay up to $250 a share for the
stock.
The same explanation of the
21 point rise in W^arner this week,
was given by the 'sharps' who
state that it was a squeezing of
the .S'hort interests in this stock.

1
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Although Warner stocks have been
holding every eye recently through
sensational developments, there has
been a slow but steady advance in
Fox Film "A".
This stock since the beginning of
August where it was hovering
around 79 has seen a five or six
point rise each week, until yesterday the stock closed at 103%; a gain
of 24 points in more than a month.

Fox Theatres "A" has- also been
creeping up slowly and yesterday
311^.

closed at

Bronx

Reopens
Dashkin Managing

''Ritz"

The

Picture DiCanadian 065ce; Canadian Moving
259 Sp.-idina Ave., Toronto, Canada.

gest,

The theatre is being entirely renovated, redecorated, and re-equipIrving Dashkin will have conped.
trol of the operation of the theatre.

New York: —Bruce

Gallup

Is

wait-

Friday for a vacation in Florida

Lou

Metzg-er, sales

versal,

manager

who has been

.

.

of Uni-

a bad cold, showed up in the rain

yesterday and
.

.

.

went back

to

work

Henry Bate, who has been

lis-

tenine. on his radio eyev sincp Nat
ivoTiistem sailed Tor Europe, hasn t

been able to get anytliing but static,
and he's wondering if that is Rothstein trying to broadcast
Walter
K. Hill, the dean or nearly so of
all motion picture press agents, has
joined out with A. P. Waxmau, up
at Warner Brothers, and the stock
still keeps going up
Landon
Burks, exploitation man with many
friends in New York, is now press
agent of the United Artists theater
in Chicago ... J. Robert Knbin,
just back from Europe, lunched at
the Astor yesterday with Jack Cosman, and there was no Scotchman
present when the check came along
Felix Feist has left New York
On a short sales trip through the
middle west
Jimmy Orainper
is spending a few days in Chicago.
en route home, and will arrive here
next week
Morris Josephs, New
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Haven manager for Universal, was
at the home office yesterday conferring with Lou Metz|?er
Harvey
Day declares he wil play golf at
.

.

.

the tournament next Tuesday, regardless of what anyone says about
bis game, and isn't he courageous?
.

Joseph Cherniavsky, musical

.

di-

rector

of Universal Pictures, has
called to the coast by Carl
Laeiiinile
to
help out in making
sound pictures
\V. IL Fniser,
general manager of Harold Lloyd's
corporation, is on his way to New
York for a stay of a couple of weeks
Bert Ancreles, old time picture
and present time stage director, is
thinking of carrying a cane to fend

been

.

.

war

in Brooklyn
After a long court fight, betwei
Loew, Fox and Canadian exhibitors and the Queb
Paramount in the forefront with
brand new theatres and large seat- courts, the law prohibiting adm;
sion of children under 16 years'
ing capacities.
Loew's owns the Universal The- age, has been suspended.
atre, Fox opened their new house
The court decision by Justice We
last week and Paramount's new thein
Montreal abrogates the act pas
will
atre
open in November. Theatre chain officials are looking dubi- ed by the Quebec Legislature, ai
ously at the Brooklyn territory, it is now inoperative until an opir
some of them even prophesying poor on as to validity of the act is recei
business for the 'big three' operators ed from the Privy Council in Lo
within the next year, due not so don, which is not expected to reai;
much to competition, as the fact Canada for two years.
that Brooklyn patrons are too neai
to Manhattan and prefer to get their

theatre

maturing,

pictures new
than seeing

with

on

them

Broadway rather
a week old in

THE

OGDEN

Brooklyn.

tors who will now discuss the plan
in their own councils.

^

L

Rockett Gets 2 -Year

Jack

Cohn Completes
Nationwide Survey

HOLLYWOOD— Jack

Cohn, who is
in charge of the Eastern activities
of Columbia Pictures, arrived here
last

New

week when Harry Cohn

left for

York.

Jack made a tour of all key cities
before coming West, to ascertain
what sort of picture was meeting
the demands of the public and the
He states that all
censor boards.
„:-t

Pn1lirv>I-.;o

,•„

£„<,

„

..ill

ue

thoroughly censored before produc-

A. L. Rockett has signed a new
contract as head of First National
Pictures' studio and production activities,
is
it
announced by Irving
D. Rossheim. president of First Na-

l-

tional

Pictures.

••,Et'"

for

r;;
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,

Inc.

Mr. Rockett has been in charge
of production on the West Coast
for some time.
The new contract
is

r.r

r'•'

"I-

W. 72nd

60

two years.

St.,

New York

City

NEW YORK'S NEWEST
APARTMENT HOTEL

AND NOW!

between Central Park and the

DRAPERY FABRICS FOR

Delightful
homelike
atmosphere.
Inviting and Quiel —
within
a
jew
minutes
of

HUDSON RIVER

tion.

British

Phototone

German
(Continued

in

Talkie
from

SIGHT- -SOUND -SERVICE

Combine

pai:e

Everything in New York City,
and a complete Golf Course
on Roof.

-

1)

The link-up creates the first
ganization in Europe by which

ordis-

tribution of international sound films
is assured in Great Britain, France,

Germany and Belgium.

The first supply of Phototone synchronized films will be released
about January 1st.

of
our own
manufacture
available to suit your particular

needs

(Samples

upon

1

Request)

2

&

3

Rooms

with Serving Pantries
Furnished or Unfurnished

Mendelsohn's Textile Corp.
156 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

Permanent or Transient
Excellent B\)od^Moderate Tariff
Endicott 3333

Chicago Theatre Tieup

.

.

.

A new

is

Production Contract

.

up with

laid

QUEBEC MINORS NOW
THEATRE WAR LOOMS
FOR B'KLYN PATRONAGE
ALLOWED IN MOVIE

'The Ritz Theatre", at 180th Street
and Boston Road, Bronx, which was Berlin Film Congress Asks
formerly owned and closed by the
American Exhibitor Aid
has
Enterprises,
Jolson-Suchman
(Contlnuad from paff« 1)
been taken over by Irving Dashkin
and Simon Osserman, the landlord Exhibitors Federation will lie to a
and will reopen great extent with the British exhibiof ihe building,
shortly.

ing in New York for the opening
of the Motion Picture Club next Monday and the annual election of the
A.M.P.A. on Thursday, and will leave

1928

7,

.

off

him

.

.

.

people who are trying to entice
to go into the sound pictures

in Arbitration Stage
(Continued from page 1)
Wednesday to Jack Miller, President
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association.
They did so when a
meeting of exhibitors and musicians
out of which it was hoped
peace
would come, broke up almost before
it
started because Miller had not

arrived.

NEW YORK'S NEWEST ANB

.

i|^
^^^

FINEST HOTEL
#MAI3Tl_r NtAR THE
CrNTEC or TMINGX
Around
readily
in

the i-orncr
accessible to

neighborhood

d

New

from

York's exclusive shopping district.l
theatres, and railroad terminals, yelj
correct and away from the noise and!

leading

socially

turmoil

Loew Invades Stanley
in Upper New Jersey
Hackensack,

N.

have
new 3,500-seat theatre next Febru-a
ary as opposition to the StanleyFabian Orltanla, Eureka and Lyric
J.,

will

Theatres.

The new theatre

will be erected
construction to start
immediately.
Loew may also build
the same kind of a theatre in Hoboken as Stanley opposition.

by Loews,

Inc.,

of the
business district.
The Park
location distmci'v unique in its advantages.

Come

to

i.vhere

you

!

Central

enjoys

J

New

the

P.irk Central,
will find advantages

York's nevuest and finest hotel.j
heretofore unknown to American'
hostelries
R.idio outlets
Electric Refrigeration
Five Period
Salons and Roof Patios for private social functions
Swimming
Pool.
''Roof
Garden
featuring
The
Park
Central!
irchcstr.i.
other features egually unusual and desirable.' .
Single rooms five dollars per day and up.
Double rooms eight I
dollars per day and up.
|

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

TliE I^ACr CENTB5AL
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7ih

NEW YORK

CITY

.WENUE

1
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[1st

Nat1. Acquires ^^Companionate

An

Marriage^^ Sax-Lindsey Production
"Companionate Marriage", one of
he most sensational stories ever
ilmc'd, lias l)een acquired
It
^Jatio^al Pictures, Inc.

Walter

Laiif?

was produced by Sam Tiffany-Stahl
Gotham Productions and in- of Youth".

the cast Betty Bronson,
Jec Francis. Richard Walling, Heda Hopper. Arthur Rankin and Ed/ard Martindel.

Busy Baclanova
Baclanova,

Paramount

to

has'

been signed by

direct

"The

Spirit

M-G-M have

signed Leo Carrillo
for the featured lead in "Lombardl
Ltd.''
Carrillo will have the same
part he portrayed in the stage version of this story.
This is the sec-

ond time "Lonibardi" has bean done
in pictures.
Th;> old Metro comfeatured pany
did it y jars ago.

layer, will play one of the importnt roles in support of George Banroft, star of "The Wolf of Wall
The Russian player is now
treet".
'orking in "Avalanche", one of the

ane Grey special productions.

Choicer Units!

'T^HE concentration and
exchanges

isolation of film

to be a reality

is at last

—but

at the rate space is

going in film CENTER
BUILDING, no time is to be lost 40% of it
is

already leased

thinks of

ing 60%/
efficiency,

that's

what the industry

get your share of the remain-

it!

—

—

—

means more safety, more
and more business!
it

Paflie will do a Marine story untitle of "Leathernecks" with

der the

Alan Hale and William Boyd playing the leads. Howard Higgins
will
direct.

Denny's Director Bug

1

Harry Meyers, the screen comedian has been assigned an important
part in the M-G-M production "Adrienne Lacouvreur", which is being
directed by Fred Niblo.

film

lax of
ludes' in

Early Choice

Means

by First
will be

eleased in October.
The picture is a dramatization of
fudge Ben Lindsey's famous book,
)robably the most talked of book
The exploitation posn America.
bilities due to the tremendous adertising the title has gained are
ractically unlimited.

The

1928

7,

Reginald
Denny, the Universal
has a bug to become a director.
p is telling everyone in Hollywood
lat
after this coming year he is
ting to quit acting to take up the
MRaphone.

f„ar,

torrest Halsey has been engaged
write the screen story for
"Saturday's Children" which will
be the
next Corrine Griffith
production for
i^irst National.
Halsey did the scenano on "The Divine Ladv" for
the
to

same

wmP

"

star.

= J^^^-n ''u*
sal
w,Il be

,
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r-rrr
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^.'-n.

"f'oJlPffians" for Univer-

"The Bookworm Hero"
Nat Ross will direct.
at Fox
Florence Lawrence, idol of screen
past generation when she hal'^^Ttr'"'''! Vitaphone Roadshow to
iii)s of a
have Monte Blue as
its
star wp«
arred with Biograph and other
completed this week when
Jmpanies is still in pictures.
Roy Del Ruth finished bfrec^or
Her most recent screen work was
the last
.-cenes of "Conquest",
a storv of adthe Fox Film "Me, Gangster" diventure in the Antarctic by
ted by Raoul Walsh and featuring
Mary
Imlay Taylor. Blue in the
Terry and June Collyer.
1)11
leading

Lawrence

'

rr

trrr
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role of the aviator-explorer
will be
heard speaking lines when the picture is ready for exhibition
in its
Vitaphone version.
H. B. Warner,

Chevalier In Oct.

A

motion picture with an interLois Wilson, Edmund Breese
and
ttional appeal, enhanced by vocal
d musical synchronization, will Tully Marshall play the principal
kve as the vehicle to introduce to supporting parts.
»e world's screens Maurice ChevaRoland Drew has been signed for
^r, who is considered the most magone of the leading parts' in the next
;tic
personality on the European
age.
He arrives in the Hollywood Dolores Del Rio picture "Evangeline".
m colony early In October.

lEDELBAUM GETS M-G-M
FOREIGN PROMOTION
Arthur Fiedelbaum, after
in

Brazil

Film Center Buildini
^,fth Street

•

NINTH AVENUE

'r of its

New York

office, will

leave

Buenos Aires in Mr. Fiedelbaum's
ice on September 15.

Will Green Back
i

I

Will
Green of the Will Green
eductions, New York, is back from
short vacation up-state.

^ph

Street

Fireproof storage vaults on

James Cruze has cast Mae Busch

Special projection and inspection

rooms

Shipping platform with ramp to

street,

for the role of Hazel, the hard boiled friend in the M-G-M production
"A Man's Man". William Haines to

this

the cast of
picture so far selected.

Eva Novak has been added to the
cast of the Paramount Richard Dix
picture "Red Skin".
She will play
the only white woman character in
the story.

all floors

eliminating sidewalk shipping

ars in the Argentine,

')ldwyn-Mayer's
exCincinnati
tange for one year and now mana-

.

David Torrence has been signed
Murnau picture "Our

by Fox for the
Daily Bread".

and two
star.
from which
Vera Gordon will attempt a difstrict he managed South America
ferent sort of Jewish mother role
xclusive of Brazil)
for M-G-M,
when she returns' to the coast from
•s been
transferred to the home New York next week
to take over
[ice of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's In- the part of Mrs. Feitlebaum
in Metirnational Department as special ro-Goldwyn-Mayer's film version of
Milt Gross' "Nize Baby".
Harold
presentative.
Waldrlge and Alexander Carr are the
;Carl Soniu, manager of Metroonly other members of
six

months

a stay

•TMHrniir-fiiiriifi

18,000

sq.

ft.

floors

—or smaller

units

Four passenger elevators and three freight
Moderate rents and low insurance rates

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

^sk^

to
225 FIFTH

AVENUE

1928

show you
plans!

ASHland 4200
Llla Lee will play opposite Johnnie Harron in the Tlffany-Stahl production "The Man in Hobbles".
George Archainbaud will direct.

FILM CENTER, INC.,

Builders

.

.

.

ABE N. ADELSON,

<Pres.

More

Saw
Picture In Brifoklyn

persons paid admission
to the new^

FOX THEATRE
last

Saturday, Sunday and

Monday

to see

FRANK BORZAGE'S

AngeiJ
Street
Janet Gaynor
with

and Charles Farrell
pictures certainly pack 'em in*

m 1929

Theatre Supremacy Struggle by Big Four

Formerlv EXHIBITORS
VOL.. 24

New

57

IVo.

OBSERVATIONS
Warnei

—

Stanley

begins to look as

It

if

the "oft-

War-

denied" deal that will bring

is

almost a

we hear

more

denied the more

believe
it

is

it

would look as

if

we

goes over,

If this deal

it.

and the

the story print-

some time
Adolph Zuk-

ed by this publication

ago

to the effect that

or had bought a controlling interest in Warner-Vitaphone, was a

That might

And

it.

will

be.

But we doubt

continue to believe

our original story

that

is

true.

You know, with the onrush being made by the Fox interests
both

in

production

and theatre

operations, a lot of things could

try to either head this

run with

it,

move

off

Fox

The cards have been
play

money

in

the

There
pot

for

shiiffled
is

the

a

lot

and
of

winner.

much at stake, anything
A lot of surprises are
happen.

And with
can

on.

is

and

Horse Laughs!
Hollywood is having a laugh.
A few evenings ago, Texas
Guinan was introduced in a local
night club with the added appellation of "having the outstanding
personality of the past century".

Publix

so

in store.

FBO

Future Vitaphone Outlets
With the closing of a Warner-Stanley merger, expected before many
the combined companies will practically serve notice to the
industry that they are stepping out for theatre holdings in a big way and
with a scope which will cause even greater surprise than the closing

more hours,

Off to
Chicago for Confab

Although Harry M. Warner, a few
days ago, told the Daily Review, that
Warner Brothers were "not interest-

Officials

FOX HITS

1091/2

IN

ed in theatres, for the reason that
regional sales meeting will be
every theatre in the country is clamheld by FBO at the Drake Hotel,
oring for Vitaphone product, so why
Chicago, on Sunday, September 9th,
should we have to buy houses?"
for the discussion of sales and disRecent developments in the theatre
tribution problems.
Fox Pllm "A" yesterday added GVa field and on the stock market have
J. I. Schnitzer, senior vice-presipoints to its total of 24 points gained caused a right-about-face on this
dent in charge of distribution, E. during the past month and a half and proposition.
B. Derr, treasurer, and Lee Marcus, has created a new high mark of
Much talk on the part of contempgeneral sales manager, have already 1091/2.
orary companies, anent the mysterientrained for Chicago.
Other leaders among film stocks ous and spectacular rise in the value
Others who will attend the meetWarner Brothers "A" with a of the Warner stocks has been to
were
Rosenzweig,
ing include, Charles
point gain to 122 and the "B" the effect that this stock is over-in5%
New York State Sales Manager, Wil- with a 3% point gain to 117%.
flated, that despite the tremendous
(Continued on peg's 2)
liam Dahler, Chief Statistician and
was up 1% to 145%.
Paramount
other Sales managers.

Porter Evans

GOURLAND SAILING

Heads

B'klyn-Vita Plant
Porter H. Evans, who for the past
eight years has been connected with
the Bell Telephone Laboratories' as
Radio Engineer, has joined the Vitaphone Corporation as engineer in
charge of the new Vitaphone studio,
in Brooklyn, according to an announcement made public by George
E. Quigley, Vice-President of the

Vitaphone Corporation.

Salesmen

It

is

anticipated

that

the

new

First

E. P. Release Here
"Escape From Hell"

A.

Is

are going to pass out of the picture for the reason that theatre
chains are growing larger and

now,

a

sales

New York can book

manager
his

in

M-G-M

FERNANDOSTUDIO
HOLLYWOOD

—

SITE

Tiflany-Stahl

is

J.

Signs Big Array of Movietone

Talent --30

TIFFANY-STAHL BUY

Gourland, President of laying the foundation for an eventhe Affiliated European Producers tual removal of their studios and
with headquarters in New York, will producing forces to the San Fersail shortly for Europe to make a nando valley, where they have purplea for free trade of motion pic- chased a tract of several hundred
tures among all nations.
acres, near Ventura boulevard.
It is planned to construct several
His company has succeeded in
(Continued on pagre 2)
closing a deal for some of the European product, over the Loew Circuit.

Michael

The first A.E.P. release in this
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio will be in
middle
about the
of country will be "The Escape From
It looks as if this will be a bad operation
Hell'', a Derussa film.
year for the motion picture sales- October.
of
them
man. It is a cinch a lot

even

Endangering

Acquisitions

of this deal.

neck and

neck.

the

Pat. Off.

.i

and would happen in this indusor at least

S.

FIV K <;k.\ts
*

30 PT. STOCK GAIN

Be

iMight

Rptr. TT

1928
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lot of
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WARNERS OUT FOR THEATRESBIDDING FOR 2 LARGE .CHAINS

On

reality.

every side
it

York, Saturday, September

and First National

ners, Stanley

together,

TRADE

BVay

Stars on Roster

pictures

golden
Washington, "the
yesterday Dewey
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
from coast to coast without movAnd added more than a dozen big names voice of the South; Joseph Regan,
ing away from his desk.
of the vaudeville, musical, comedy American-Irish tenor; Kramer and
without the aid of ANY sales
and operatic stage to their roster of Boyle, comedy vaudeville team;
force.
This condition added to movietone featurette stars.
Harry Rose, also of the two-a-day;
George Mr. and Mrs. Norman Phillips, and
Williams
of
the fact of several big mergers
Frances
organizations', White's "Scandals", will do at least Norman Phillips, Jr., of last year's
of
distributing
one vocalized film subject for M-G-M, "Scandals."
greatly diminishing sales posiM-G-M contracts with Eva LeGalas will Robert Chisholm, star in the
tions, a lot of boys will have to Arthur Hammerstein operetta, "Gold- lienne. Van and Schenck, Mary Eatseek other lines of endeavor.
en Dawn," which recently closed a on, Oscar Shaw, Louise Groody, Miller and Lyle, Jules Bledsoe, Mabel
Right now, most of the sales force long-run engagement in New York.
Other
artists signed by this com- Wayne, Marion Harris Walt Roesner,
in any
organization is restricted to
pany for sound shorts include John
Locust Sisters
small towns and neighborhood strings Charles Thomas, tenor; Allan Prior, the Ponce Sisters, the
previously anbeen
had
others
and
in the cities.
the Australian tenor; Ella Shield!,
WILKERSON
English singing comedienne; George nounced.

SETTLE CHI STRIKE

THEATRES REOPEN
The threatened tie-up of all of
Chicago's motion picture theatres did
not have a chance to transpire yesterday, as the strike was settled,
with both sides, the musicians and
the theatres winning major concessions.
J.

Petrillo,

representative

of

the

Musicians Union had threatened to
call out the operators of all the

movie houses,

if

the

demands

definite representation in
tre were not met.

Shauer

for

each thea-

Home

Emil E. Shauer. general manager
of the Paramount Foreign Department, and Prank Meyer, General
Purchasing agent, returned from a
tour of European capitals on the S.
S. Acquitania yesterday.
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gest.

whether Hersholt is
enough to get top
billing in the forthcoming production of the Joseph Conrad
Evelyn Brent
story "Victory".
and Clive Brook are in the cast
.? and
and Paramount thinks
.?
So why
Hersholt thinks
.

.

.

not?

Warners Out for Theatres
Bidding for 2 Large Chains
(Continued from page

1)

income fi'om Warner-Vitaphone attractions at present and expected this
•oming year, the company has no
great physical property valuations or
company assets to justify a rise of
over 70 points in less than a year, and
hat only such physical assets would
irdinarily indicate the solid position
)f a company which has received so
nuch financial interest on the
street'.

Further then, while Harry Warnstatement might have been true
up to now, the fact that William Fox
and Publix are out marketing every
lay for houses to add to their string,
Hnd the Fox outfit especially has set
ts goal for 3,000 paying theatres for
Fox product, Warners, in order to
compete with these organizations
ivill have to have a string of theatres equally as big, in order to insure outlets for their product. There
•nay be a time, when sound and dialogue product of other companies
vill usurp the advantages gained by
Vitaphone and out-draw it at the
er's

New York— Si

Seadler says

lie

may

not play in the golf tournament a&

he

make

always

cannot

his

golf

shots work out exactly as planned

busy arranging
all his business affairs so he will
have nothing on his mind but pleasure and his hair when he sails
Sept. 29 for a three months' tour of
Peter J. Brady, although
Europe
a bank president, still speaks to motion picture people, is away on a
vacation which will last until the
Fred McCoiinell
end of the month
.

.

.

Joe Seider

.

is

.

.

.

sales

manager

.

.

of Universal's

short

is back from an extended
E. V.
through the South

features,
trip

.

.

president and general
Saenger theatres

Iticliards, vice

manager

.

of

the

corporation,

will

be

New York

in

next week for a stay of couple of
weeks
Georf^e Bradley, the ubiquitous and versatile, has joined up
with Alex Moss at Columbia and
will handle the general run of publicity
Geon?e Harvey, the handsomest president the A.M.P.A. ever
had will be elected to that office
next week
E. B. Derr was host
to a luncheon party of eight yesterday at Jack Kennedy's and each
guest ran his finger down the price
column before ordering
Al Rockett has signed a two year contract
as production head of First National
and will spend a couple of weeks
in New York before returning to
the jol)
Gene Clifford, with many
years of experience as a newspaper
and publicity man, is now handling
the publicity of DeForrest Films
Eddie Sniifli, sales manager of Tlffany-Stahl, is playing in great good
luck with reverse English; he bought
a new LaSalle car and then someone
promptly coveted it and swiped it
Howard Deltz announced yesterday that Metro-Goldwyn has already signed up thirty acts for sound
pictures
Chester Beecroft has
resigned from Cosmopolitan studio
(now Metro) and is living the life
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of Reilly at Citv Island

.

.

.

.

lox-offlces

of

the

country.

Contested Gilbert Contrac
HOLLYWOOD

—

An interesting
story is making the rounds concerning the check-mating of J. P. Kennedy by Nicholas M. Schenck, president of M-G-M.
It concerns the services of John
expires
Gilbert
whose
contract
around the first of the year. Along
with other offers received from several big companies, Gilbert is said to
have been approached by Kennedy,
to place him under personal contract
Nick Schenck, it is understood
brought some heavy pressure to bear
from the theatre end of the industry, which caused Kennedy to lay
off poaching on other preserves.
Gilbert recently said he would prefer remaining with M-G-M if proper
terms should be reached.
It not
the star may be elevated to the rank?
of United Artists stars, with United
Artists perhaps doing the financing.

contract, Warner Brothers may
angling- for access to the franch'se-theatre outlets of First National
ind a considerable chain of first-run
aouses -will be added to Stanley's 255
'ey
ne

,

Esther Ralston has been assignd
the
ing

starring lead in the

forthcon

Paramount picture "High

Soci

Production will start on tl
completion of "The Case of Lei
Smith", the present Ralston prodU'
^ion and it will be directed by Vh
ty".

or

Schertzinger.

Georffe Eawcett has to be bookc
days.
At presei,
he is working at United Artists

away ahead these

i

To

II

will

make

a talkie for First National

immediately upon the completion

o'

Alberta Vaug'han, has been signe

present
picture.
The story
"Weary River" will serve as the
vehicle.
It was written by Courtney Riley Cooper.

an important role in "Queen
Burlesque" to be made by Tiffanjj
Stahl with Belle Bennettas the staj

his

Cor

<

Robert Armstrong has been

On

Ford

Fox Special

Jack Ford, the Fox director, ha?
been designated by Winfleld Sheehan

director to make the big Fox
special "Capt. Lash" in which Victor McLaglen will star.
The story

by Charles Francis Coe and will
go into production on the completion Of "Napoleon's Barber" now being made by Ford.
is

Considine to

bull

New York

John W. Considine,

Jr.,

New York

within the next few
days to work out production plans
for the Harry Richman pictures "Say
It With Music" to be made at thiq

Cosmopolitan Studio.

Carrier

Haver.

PTiylis

3Iary Duncan, departd a few day
igo, with the company going on loca
tion at Pendleton. Ore., to begr
>vork on "Our Daily Bread", th
Murnau Fox special. This is- Mary'

location trip.

Sherman, the stage an
player, is going to act an
produce a play in Hollywood fror
the pen of James Gleason.
Lowell

studio head

of United Artists is returning again
to

give!

the leading male role in the Path'
Th,
;)roduction 'The Shady Lady".
Lady in question will be played b

first

With Warners buying to head off:
Fox and Publix,

atres is on and those exhibitors that
lave a good theatre in a good spot
ire .sitting- pretty high.
Adding a solid background of several
hundred theatres, the Warner
Uock may very -well be on such a
foundation, that the' talked about
•orner' of Goldman Sachs & Comlany, -which intends to run the stock
ip to 250, -will succeed, -without fear
if a substantial drop in price possi)ly caused by a lessening of pictureprofits at the box-office.

Alice White, is getting anoth.
great costume break in her comii
First National picture "Ritzy Rosie
In "Show Girl" she had 22 changi
of costumes.

Immediately fo
Barthlemess
Talk.
lowing this he will go to Warnen
Announcement has been made on to appear in "Fancy Baggage"
the coast that Richard Barthlemess be directed by John Adolphi.

he on-ward rush of

movement is considerably
iccentuated.
The mad dash for the-

STUDIO GOSSIP

"The Love Song".

The as the

Warner-Stanley
combination
will
'lave to buy and buy plenty.
Because
of
the
Stanley-Pirst
Vational
VotingTrust
Pool and
iperation of First National by Stan-

this

1928

Joseph Kennedy and Schenck

regarding
important

.

8,

I

Not In Charge

|

-jcreen

\

Lola Todd has been cast for th
lead opposite

Rex

Bell in

"Avalanche"

has

"The Sain

Bret

Gulch".

Calamity
wrote it.
of

Harti

been deflnitel;,
John Barry

set as' the title for the

"U"

Theatr^ more Ernst Ltibitsch-United Artist
Garman, Managing Director picture now in production.
Tiffany-Stahl Buy
of the Uptown Theatre. Kansas City,
will remain at that post, according
Fernando Studio Site to
Sam Hardy and Bert Roach liav<
the latest advices issued by the
of K. C.

L. M.

(Continued from pagre 1)
iound recording stages at the new

where other studios are
gradually drifting, and within the
next few years to sell their Sunset Boulevard property, because of
mounting values in this section.
Ten Tiffany Tone productions, al'eady announced, will be made this
coming year as well as short color
films with sound and third dimenlocation,

Universal

Chain

Theatrical Enter-f

prises. Inc.

been added

Man".

Through an error, it was reported
that Mr. James Carrier, at present
Julian Johnson is writing the diaB
manager of the Capitol Theatre^ logue titles for the Paramount talki'P
Atlanta, Georgia, was to be transi
"Interference".
I

ferred to that post.
stein will remain
the six Universal
in Kansas City.

Martin Finkelf
supervisor of
suburban theatres
as

AND NOW!

]

sion.

AI Rockett Due East

.

Al

Rockett,

general manager in
harge of First National Production
s on his way East for a conference
with home office officials relative to
coast production activities.

to the cast of the Willianj
picture,
"A Man':!

Haines-M-G-M

Settle Detroit Contract
The contract differences betweeii
the Detroit Motion Picture Operators
Union and the theatre owners has

DRAPERY FABRICS FOR

SIGHT SOUND SERVICE
- -

- -

been

satisfactorily settled for the
next year, concessions having been

granted on both sides.
A 30% Increase iu the wage scale
Dresser on Fox Contract
over the present contract which exAs a result of her marvelous work pires on August 3l8t had originally
'n the production of "Mother Knows been asked, which brought threats
Best", Louise Dresser has been sign- of a lockout an shutdown
by the
ed on a long term contract by Fox. exhibitors.
I

of

our

own

manufacture

available to suit your particular

needs

(Samples

upon

Request)

Mendelsohn's Textile Corp.
156 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.
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PICTURE REVIEWS
LOVER"

"HKR (AH into A HI)
"tlcfio-Goldwj n-Miiyer
,

Robert

by

lirected

Z.

Leonard

Marion Davies,
'eaturing
Jetta Goudal, Nils Asther
fhotography
M Story just
for

Mapers

string

a

John Arnold
of amusing

Marion Davies who

is

ntertaining enough for her fans
Direction is adequate
lu) are legion
ind photography and settings very
ood as a plot or drama It is nil and
"Picture will only make real money
'H'here Davies is popular.
* American flapper in tourist party
"itopping at the Riviera is an auto"'raph hunter, and falls in love with
"andsome tennis champion who is a
'

—

—

illing prey for another local vamp
[arion agrees to help him resist the

charmer and as can readily be

lir

he finally falls a victim of
Davies' wiles.
Asther as the fly in the spider's
jebb is fascinating in appearance
adherents among the
(![nd will win
!tins, but Marion Davies is the deux
itiues'sed,

ciiss
I

•

jx

of this picture, carrying
part with dare-deviltry and com-

machina

ler

assurance.

i,Jete

"MANHATTAN KMCiHTS"

*<

—

xcellent
State Right
irected by

'
''

Burton King
Barbara Bedford,

eaturing

Walter Miller.
(iood society drama for hous'es
laying independent product; while
not exceptional, it is adeInterest throughout is well
jstained. Will fill nicely on double

Ijist

is

laate.

rogram.

accused of muris committed by
iambling ring, of which the son is
The wealthy
blackmail victim.
port's girl overhears the gamblers'
liot
to fasten the crime on her
Senator's son

?r,

i

;

.

'

is

although crime

j

'?(\

—

the girl also recovers a forcheck on the boy's father, which

!)ver

murdered man had in his posThe boy and girl are trap9d by the villains, and a fire acilentally starts from which they
le

!ssion.

e rescued by

the

fire

nnmoned by a note

department,

for help,

which

organ-grinder's monkey catches.
he villains are captured and the
1

ivers united.

The

;

le

fight

between

"THE WATER HOLE

"THE AIR CIRCUS"

"STATE STREET SADIE"

Warner- Vilaphone
Farauiouut
Archie Mayo
F. Richard Jones Directed by
Howard Hawks, Directed by
Directed by
Featuring
Conrad Nagel,
Photographed by
Lew Seller
Myrna Loy, William Russell.
Arthur Lake, Story by
Zane Grey
Featuring
Another underworld play, which,
Jack Holt,
David Rollins, Sue Carol
^ Cast _
B. Clarke
Nancy Carroll, John Boles, Ann even with several Vitaphone sequ_ _
Camera
ences, cannot compare with predeChristy
Not an auspicious vehicle for the
The
Label this one "plot No. 44, west- cessors of the silent variety.
first of the Movietone dialogue feaFair entertainment if film however, as with all other talkern type".
tures story weak and incredible
people to the
cast not box-office draw direction you like the movies in the wide open ies today will draw
Concerns a bet made by a box-ofiice without doubt and you can
ordinary, photography and titling spaces.
of your audience being
fair.
Not enough meat in this pic- "deb" that she can get the man to count on 70%
with it.
pleased
kidnaps
two-reeler.
Instead
he
than
a
her.
propose to
ture for more
The wealthy brother of a boy of
Movietone dialogue sequence is well her, gives her a little stern treatth"- u'.'.derworld arrives to take the
done and picture could have stood ment, is rescued by the boy friend,
lad (Both parts Conrad Nagel) out
the three of them get strand-^d in
more of it.
of
that deadly life, but finds he has
Two youths, one, the brother of a the desert, BUT everything turns committed suicide Nagel swears
In
who
died
aviation
'ace'
famous
out O. K.
vengeance on the Chief and worms
the war, plan to go to flying school.
F. Richard Jones did a neat piece
his way into the gang through mis"Speed" has no mother to object, of work with the yarn, meaning the taken identity. He falls in love with
was good. The photo- a girl whose father, a policeman,
but the other kid's mother, remem- direction
bering the loss of her oldest son, graphy was excellent. Mr. Holt and was killed by the gang together
refuses to give permission but final- Miss Carroll did their best in the they work for the destruction of the
ly relents—At school this youngster parts allotted to them.
gang, succeed, and then marry.
fails to become a flyer through fear,
Myrna Loy and Russell do not
"SISTERS OF EVE"
which he believes is cowardice, and
score in their parts and neither is
he promises his mother he will never Kajart— Treiu Carr Prod.
Nagel so hot, mis-casting probably
Scott Pembroke
He remains at the school, how- Directed by
fly.
Audience combeing the reason.
Hale,
Creighton
Featuring
ment favored George Stone as stealever, as a mechanic, but through
Anita Stewart, Betty Blythe
ing the picture.
bravery becomes a real flyer.
An unusual story told in an inter"CELEBRITY"
esting manner, although badly cut
"KIT CARSON"
^could stand losing half a reel and Pannnouiit
Thompson
ratlie— Ralph Block Prod.
the Directed by
Tay Garnett smoothing out of sequences
Alfred Werkes,
Directed by
Robert Armstrong, fine cast helps out immeasurably
Lloyd Ingraham
Featuring
and if you have open play-dates that Featuring
Fred Thompson
Clyde Cook, Lina Basquette.
Peverall Marley need filling at a good buy, book this Photography
Mack Stengler
Photography
Western fans will like this ThompProduction too weak to draw in one.
Two sisters, part of a vaudeville son production, which is his best
any but tank towns. Story is intended as satire on Gene Tunney. team, are a study in contrasts, one from a production standpoint ScenOnly two worth-while sequences in good, the other evil the evil one ic values are tremendous and Silver
the film— the fight for the champion- marries a rich man, who disappears King, the horse, gives his usual inship and the reconciliation between on his wedding trip he is later dis- telligent performance. Chalk one up
the fighter, his manager and the girl. covered in captivity and being tor- for the photographer.
Kit Carson helps to depict the hisFight manager grooming his pug tured until driven insane the wife
for the championship, decides on a is milking him of all his wealth. torical struggle of the white men
publicity campaign which will sur- The good girl meanwhile leaves her to blaze new trails into the wilderround tiie fighter with a respectable family and is found destitute by a ness. There is a love story between
Cars'on and an Indian maid as well
background and literary ambitions
who falls in as a Spanish girl, whom he leaves
he falls in love with his hired fian- queer humanitarian,
cee, but she is steered off by the love with her; her evil sister tries when duty calls.
Carson rescues the daughter of the
manager ^his literary efforts are to win this man away from her but
chief of the hostile tribes who for
also poked fun at by the papers, all fails.
love follows him through the wildof which tends to get his goat, but
A few more like this and the big erness.
da not prevent him from winning
fellows will be watching Rayart
The Indian stuff is technically perthe championship and the girl.
The hit of this picture is Clyde closely for some big things following fect and the canyon scenes are.
Cook in a straight role. Basquette the example of other first-class in- The climax and death scene Is a
trifle over-drawn.
It will be a long
would look more attractive with less
weight and Armstrong's personality dependent picture producers, whose while before Thompson makes another "Kit Carson".
in this role is less than colorless. vear this seems to be.

Fox

the

hero and

villain is well done.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Sound Featurettes
"CLIFF NAZARRO"
ethical, the tale is a novel one. This
lawyer, a ne'er-do-well, without amSketch
Nazarro & (Jirls
Vitai)lioiie
bition, is given one hour in which
Robert Ober,
youthful vaudeville
Cliff
Nazarro,
to make good, by his sweetheart who
John Sainpolis, Margery Meais disgusted with him, and he does.
favorite is seated at the piano and
dows
sings comedy number; then launches
"THE HOSTESS"
Book this talking featurette to fill
into dance number for which he is
It
program.
picture
Vita
j)hoiieFeaturette
your sound
:nall town theatres especially, will
Featuring
Sally Fields noted, and completes the routine
elcome this talking skit which Is
Musical comedy favorite in a cycle with a song, nicely put over.
Ex- of songs and patter in which Hebrew
litter than a vaudeville sketch.
Two Marjorie Girls come on and
lillent direction and deft handling dialect is freely used.
The entire
the situations, holds the interest performance while presented in good deliver several negro spiritual songs,
the audience all the way through. fashion" is not the. best of material. one of the girls strumming a banjo.
Except for the false foundation upThe girl is appearing as a per- The girls get over successfully to
former in a night club and gives
ji which the story is built, that in
accompaniment of the Vitaphone
:hich a lawyer is pictured earnestly comedy monologs and songs.
With the
iploring and soliciting business, better material, Miws Fields might orchestra.
Ihich is generally considered un- create a bigger hit.
Bryan Foy has tried hard with

['A

REGULAR BUSINESS MAN"

iitaphone
eaturing

j'

!

—2-Reel

—

skit, but the material is' not
as fresh as might be, this being the
tendency with the first of the vaudeville stars being recorded by Vita-

this

phone.

"ADELE ROWLAND"
Vitaphoiie-Warner Brothers
Songstress' of renown sing3 four
of them newer than the
others. Setting is an ordinary draw-

numbers two

ing-room with piano and accompanist

buf sufficient for

of Miss

the personality

Rowland.

Each of the numbers is good for
rounds' of applause and the last of
her numbers, a southern Jazz melody
will climax the act very nicely.

I

)

:
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Needed Every Day!
An exact reproduction of a column of a page from the Theatre

M

Section of the Current Edition

STATET*
CITYI*^

new YORK
^^^ YORK

642

©

Crescent

SEATING CAPACITY

OHONDICTURE
TRADE MIRECTORrr

Theatre [17200]
Ka.
v/ OperatedUoston
By — Joclson &

15c

&

A

25c

llio

Suchman

New

of

directory of the Industry

York City which see under Chain Theatres.

Mgr.— Irvin Cohn.

oresented in the most convenient

Buoker — Mej'er Solomon.
Film Buyer J. Joelson.
I'urchasinsr Agent Hfruian Starr.

—

Phone— Kilpatrick

—

7516.

INDICATES STRICTLY
1

ST

RUN HOUSE

Criterion Theatre [•2.200] II. & $2.
Broadway & 44th St.
Operated By Individual Pictures Corp.,
Paramount Bldg.. N. Y.
Mgr. 1. A. Manning.

form for ready

reference

by every

—

—

Fhone^l!r\ant

7510.

©

Crotona Theatre [2,257]
453 E. Tremont Ave.

SOUND EQUIPMENT
IS

STATED IN EACH LISTING

Klin

"^

— I'icuircs.

\ aiidcviilc.
«>ii.rat-l Sly

— Fox

York City which

&

25c

&

—

.\ve.)

—

NUMBER OF TIMES
A

WEEK

PROGRAM

IS

CHANGED

Kiotosky

Fhone>^Treniont 5400

—

&

open.

wlifii

Trade Facts

30c

plus 1300 for Roof

I.'idi)

1,000 pages of

that every progressive person in

.

Daly Theatre [1.500]%) 15c
s'.>2
Tremont Ave.
i;.
Seatins; tapaeity

Equipment Manufac-

or

10th

<S.">I1

Caputo.

J.

Owner
turen

Mgr. Mr llriman.
Booker Joe. Leo.
PurrhaNing Agent—
Projectionist

Theatre

Tliealrcs Corp. of New
see under Chain The'

atres.

—

Distributor,

45c

Movietone

Vitaiilionc,

Producer,

—

Operated By O. .S. & V. .Corp. of
York City which sft- under Chain

New

the

Motion Picture Industry

will

want

Th<--

atres.

Film Bu,>er, Booker & Purchasing Agent

— Jack

.Stillman (Congress
Blvd.. N. Y.)

Suiilliern

Purchsing Agent

Theatre. 554

at his elbow.

—

Samuel Toregora (Conr'ess tiieptre. 554 Southern Blvd. at 149th
St., N. Y.)
Hoii8e Mcr.— -.Ins. W. Kligler.

RUN VAUDEVILLE
INADDtTIONTOPiaURES

Phone—Fordham
xy

7163.

flioew's) Theatre [•2.500]

& Tm^v &»p
RUN PRESENTATIONS OR
IN

DE LUXE PROGRAM
ADDITION TO PICTURES

®

20c

Suffolli,.,«rT>eIancy Sts.
Op« r^iUKl By -Loew's. Inc. of New York
''^J<r " liiili see under Chain Theatres.
H>r1if.e Mcr.
A. (Jutteriiian.
ilni Bii.xT
David Locw (1540 Broadway.
N. V.)
Film Booker— Fred Mitchell (1540 Broadway. i\. Y.)
Purehasins .'\grnt
Chas. Sonin
(1540
Broaihva.v, N. Y.)
Vaudeville Booker .Jack Lubin (146 W.
4(>tli
St..
N. Y.)
Phone Orchard 4971.

—

—

^

—
—

HERBERT

126 Front

—

Doue'las Theatre
640 Lenox Ave.
Phone Rdgecorab 8012.
Bycknipn Thon.tr» [1.700]

D. SEIBP'.RT

&

CO.

Incorporated

St.

near Wall

New York
Telephones

—John

City
4*57-8-9

—

®

552 W. 207th St.
Operat;-d H.» - -The .Springer Circuit of New
York City which see under Chain The-

Gentlemen

We

atres.

House

Mi:r

.Mr

Film Buyer

A-

(Symplii.ny

N

.

\

ADULT ADMISSION

^

AFtERNOON &EVENIN<>

Agent

Tlicnlre.
I.orr.TJne

Phone—
Eag-le Theatre
IS.'.J

:!|-rl

Operated

Springer

\V

Broadway

N

Y.)

&

25c
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Paramount Earnings Total $5.63

Formerlv EXHIBITORS
kOI-. 24

.\o.

!Ve»v

r.»

M.

fohn

Two talking picture companies
organized on Saturday. They
were
characters and cleverest writers
are
the Biophone Disc Pictures Cor"Jack" McDermott we poration which will engage in the
in town.
are told, is' here to arrange for business of moving and talking picOne

Hollywood's best known

of

Is

the release of a picture he is to
make. It seems a shame that our

producers do not grab this

big

i

him enough money

give

fellow,

!

The other is the Tonefllm
Corporation of Trenton.
Other companies formed within the
last ten days were the National Talking Movies Corp., The Micro Disc
Corp., American Sound Film ProducPictures
Talking
General
tions;
tures.

about production and
let him concentrate on stories.
Corp.
We feel that he has written more
The Progressive Film Corporation
originals that have been screen of Wilmington has been organized to
successes than any other writer. acquire and lease recording devices.
will have a capital of 1,000 shares
should be writing and NOT It
forget

to

<\

!

I

'

He

common

of

producing.
\

lories
has always been a debatable
pictures
motion
in
whether stories should be bought
Disin New York or Hollywood.
cussions have been going on for
years regarding who would do the
dictating in selecting the type
It

question

We rather
made.
conditions
if
Hollywood
favor
difference
that
and
different
were
to

be

makes a

lot

story

of difference.

TORONTO CO-OPS COPY
M & S CONTRACT TEST
TORONTO— The

producer

Hollywood
further
any
look
in

never seems to
than the present story. It stands
to reason that the story they are
shooting is the important one,
that

then

is

until

when

it

the

is

finished

overhead

and

starts

piling
up they start thinking
about a new one. Of course this
might be a bit far-fetched but
nevertheless true to a great ex-

history of the I.M.

New York seems

to

be repeating itself in Canada, with
the first attempt at a cooperative exassociation
film-buying
hibitor
threatening to hit the rocks.
The Co-operative Buying Group of
theatre owners was formed some
months ago, along the lines of similar attempts in the United States, but
(Continued on pagre 2)

Producers
The

stock.

P.E.A. failure in

EARNS NEARLY 4
MILLION IN HALF YEAR

P-F-L

The

Paramount

Famous-Lasky

consolidated statement which includes earnings of subsidiary companies, reports combined
net profits of $1,609,478.23 for the
three months, and $3,873,627.19 for
the six months ended June 30, 1928,
after deducting all charges and reserves for Federal Income and other
(Continued on pagre 41

Corporation in

VIEW

REVIEW

11,

Heg. U.

Hatless After Confab
After quite a lengthy conference yesterday, Adolph Zukor,
President of Paramount FamousLasky and Nicholas Schenck, President

were

A

couple

of

the

independents

o'clock,

suggest

titles

tion.

WILKERSON

Control

WITHOUT HATS!

Hawkins, our private spy, took
a leaf from Bide Dudley and reported that there was "much excitement on his part" but could
learn
nothing!
Perhaps they
were rushing up to 63rd Street
to join McFadden's back-to-nature
club.

A group of New York bankers are
trying to sew up 22 theatres in the
Bronx. Those, who are in the know,
declare these bankers represent one
of the big theatre circuits now operating in greater New York.
the control of these houses pass,

If

UNIVERSAL LEADS
FILM STOCK RISE
Universal led the list of film stock
gains yesterday with a 7 point rise
on the curb and reaching a new
Fox followed up its
high of 35.
recent strides with a new high of
115, after a 4 point gain on Saturday and a 11/^ point gain yesterday.
Fox Theatres on the curb also moved up 11/8 to a new high of 32.
Warner "B" jumped 3V2 points to
127, a new high and the Warner "A"
3 points to 131, a new high.
Public buying has moved Fox into
new high ground, as it has in the
case of Warner, in anticipation of
profits to come from talking pictures.

"FAZIL" DOES $141,295

WITH ROXY PROLOGUE

its

"Fazil"

way

lead

films On Broadwith film receipt, doall

last week
The
$141,295.
lowed with $80,600

Paramount

ing

considerably triple a deal,
such as Fox now has on with tht
groups of New York independent theatre owners.
will

it

fol-

10

LONDON HOUSES
START MOVIETON
By SAM HARRIS

"Today's Cinemn"
LONDON Beginning with September 27th, when the new Piccadilly
Theatre opens with Jolson's "The
Jazz Singer," ten key houses in London will be equipped with talking
picture apparatus installed by the
Movietone experts of the Electrical
Research Products Corporation, and
will commence their program early
next month.

—

The ten houses to get the first
talking equipment on the European
continent will be The Regal, Marble
Arch, Plaza, Rialto, New Empire,
Piccadilly and the Theatre Royal at
Manchester.
Following the Piccadilly opening,
the Paramount Plaza will be next
to

Hole" and the Capitol was a close
(Continued on pagre

4)

they

Morris Opens Warner
Convention by Phone
Sam E. Morris, General Manager
of Distribution, opened the sales conference of Warner Bros, southern
branch managers, last week in New
Orleans delivering the opening address from his ofRce in New York
by long distance telephone.
The meeting was presided over

by

C. C. Ezell,

Southern and Western

Sales Manager.
Delegates included
not only the heads of the Warner

(Continued on pagre

2)

Legal controversies between WaltReade and Keith-Albee-Orpheum,
over management of six theatres in
the Reade New Jersey chain, may
temporarily hold up the proposed
sale of the 20 odd theatres to Fox
Theatres, who are at present considering Reade's offer.
The theatres involved are four in
Trenton and two in New Brunswick,
operated by the Trenton-New Brunswick Theatre Corporation under
lease from
the Trenton Theatre
Building Company.
(Continued on pa^e 4)

The New Empire

follow.

on "The Water open

Reade Houses Hold up Sale

what should be made. These same
independents

ing Chain Seek

at

will

middle of October.
T. K. Glennan and H. Hultgren
are the Western Electric engineers
in charge of the ins^;allations.
in the

Legal Difficulties over 6

are working on the basis that the
sales departments should dictate

think would be very effective from
a box-offlce and entertainment
point of view. In some cases they
outline a thought for the title.
Anyhow this goes to the coast,
the production department turns
it over to a good "original" writer
who in turn, delivers a story.
After discussion the story is given
to the script writer.
In this manner these independents always
keep well ahead of production
and there is not much lost mo-

Financial Agents Represent-

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
seen emerging from the

tent.

itles

BANKERS APPROACH
BRONX EXHIBITORS

of

Paramount Building yesterday
2

Pat. Off.

a.

KIVE CE.NTS

H»28

Z.ukor-Schenck Emerge

IN TALKIE FIELD

Dermott

C.

York, Tuesday, S«'pfeniber

NEW COMPANIES

7

OBSERVATIONS

TRADE

Months

for First Six

Drops Fox Rep's
Several weeks ago, several picked
men were sent out in different territories by the Fox organization to
concentrate on the selling of Movietone shorts.
Saturday, James R.
Grainger recalled these men.

er

Fox

$4,000,000
Debentures on Poll Chain
Floats

Fox

Theatres

Corporation

is

financing their Poli chain acquisition

by

floatation

of

$4,000,000

Fox-New England Theatres,

Inc.

convertible sinking fund
debentures, which have been purchased by Halsey, Stuart & Co.
61/^

9c

and A.

B.

Leach

&

Co.

—
Exhibitors
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gets all

about the "amateur treatment" being given the industry and
the hunch is that he aims the shot
at Joe Kennedy
Joe Sehnitzer,
K. B. Derr and Lee Marcus are missing the golf tournament today as
they are folding a sales convention
in Chicago and don't like riding in
.

aeroplane's

.

.

enough

well

come

to

.

.

.

.

dealing with the recording of
sound with pictures, will feature the
Fall convention. There may also be
an actual demonstration of the very
latest processes of recording sound
photographically.
Some of the papers which will be
read are on the fundamental principles' of sound; photo electric cells;
the three electrode vacuum tube;
acoustical properties of rooms and
other topics of a similar nature.
The Bell Telephone Laboratories
will provide papers on the Practical
ers

.

work

referred to as

.

.

Considine is due here from the coast
tills week, having crossed US' up last
w'ck when he was also due
William Fox went down to Washington Friday to take a peep at the new
theatre and see how it was performing over the week end
F. F.
Shauer. who has been in Europe for
the past couple of months, is back
in New York
Tom Gerety, Metro
short f?ubject advertising high gun,
isn't saying a word, but watch him
try to win a second leg on the big
golf trophy at thp tournament tomorrow
John Hiimni is another
golfer whose handicap Bruce Oallnp
would do well to scan closely, as he
has been winning about all the big
tournaments this season at thp Rockville Country Club
Jack Pedlar.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Toronto Co-ops Copy
& S Contract Test

M

be

resorted

Jail
William
of

to.

Theatre Owner
Kleihege,

Hammond,

Ind.,

theatre

was

last

owner
week

sentenced to serve a prison term of
two to fourteen years for a conspiracy to dynamite the $1,750,000 State
Theatre at Hammond.
An appeal
will

be fixed.

.

.

.

.

K-A-O Dividend
"The Board of Directors of KeithAlbee-Orpheum
Corporation
have
declared the regular^ quarterly dividend of l%,7( on the Convertible Preferred Stock, payable on October 1st,
1928, to stock-holders of record at
the close of business on September

"Jazz Singer" in London

The first pres-'entation of Vitaphone
one of the industry's publicity and in Europe will take
place in London
exploitation stars, has quit his job on September
27th.
Warner Bros,
with the Poll circuit and joined
up have just completed negotiations for
with one of the bier advertising
agen- taking over the Piccadilly Theatre,
cies
Bill Guerlneer, of the Saen- one of the largest
houses in the
ger Theaters, is here at the
British metropolis, lor that purpose.
A.<*tor
'''"^^' "' Ji's boss, "The Jazz Singer" will open
the
P v^o-*'".'' ^^"^
.

.

.

.

t. V. Ricliards, this

week

.

.

.

King Vidor Contract

100'>

between MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and King Vidor regarding the latter's desire to do a
troversy

arising

picture with all-negro actors, there is
a persistent Hollywood report that
his contract will be purchased by

new

policy.

i

CIKEMATOCJRAPHERS
& Howell — Akeley Camera.^;

Bell

Robert

Rubin,

All Size's

For Rent

MO W.

York City

11

Time" at the Central
York is entering upon
seventh week of the run.

DRAPERY FABRICS FOR
- -

o«r

of

- -

own

manufacture

availablo to •uit your particular

ne»ds

(Samples

upon

156 W.

its

l^icture

Industry
irants

Request)

Textile Corp.
Drapery Service
45th St., N. Y. C.

Theatrical
in

f:

SIGHT SOUND SERVICE

Mendelsohn's

Time" 7th Week

The

BROWIVING

40th Street. New
Penn. 1258-9

AND NOW!

1930.

"Lilac

IRVIIVG

vice

president
and director of the production department of M-G-M denied that any
one has purchased Vidor's contract
and that M-G-M has him signed until

New

—Graflex Cameras
—Projectors
Portable Lights

Cameras

.Still

Samuel Goldwyn.
J.

J

also responsible for the closing c
a deal with the National Theatr
Syndicate houses in San Jose, Stocli
ton, Modesto, Madera, Lodi, Wood
land and Marysvllle.

Runs Until 1930
HOLLYWOOD— Through the con-

"Lilac

John W.

.

Sam

Sax, President of Gotham
is supervising the studio construction on the West Coast.

soon.

zation.

.

returned from a long European trip,
left last week for the coast to again
take up what is sometimes playfully

BOOK PATHE

TALKIE STUDIO

(Continued from p&s* 1)
branches in Mr. Ezell's territory but
Daab at It Again
many of the salesmen.
Hy
Daab,
FBO advertising manThe purpose of the conference was
to lily out the sales campaign on ager, and co-author of "Ringside",
the new Warner product which is Gene Buck's early season stage hit,
receiving this' year the widest distri- is already at work on a new play
bution since the start of the organi- in collaboration with Jack Conway.

.

.

C.

Latest

back that way
Barrett Keisling,
(Continued from page 1)
who played engagements in New
York for Cecil B. DeMille and others, latest developments include the withdrawal of Tom Moorehead of Lonhas been elected president of the
don, Out., and Gordon Fillman from
Wampas
W. B. Frank and Mack the new association.
In
retaliation,
Sennett put in a strenuous Sunday
the
association,
practicing up for a big match at the which holds the signatures of these
exhibitors', to do their film buying
golf tournament, and it is a little
through the central organization,
eight to five that Bill will put the may bring suit against them to force
trimmings on Mack
SLuirice Rev- the owners to adhere to their connes, formerly with Fox and recently tract, although arbitration will first
.

W.

CALIFORNIA CHAINS

Establishment of another sound
Phil Reisman, general sales mai
and talking studio in Hollywood ager of Pathe, reports two Californi'
Demonstrate
To
within the next three months has theatre circuits signing this weel
Budd 100 percent, for the 1928-29 produc
announced
by
been
just
Soc.
at
Equipment
Rogers, Vice President of Gotham L. W. Weir, Western Division Salt
Productions, which controls the dis- Manager and M. E. Cory, Path
of Engineers
tribution of Bristolphone, synchron- branch manager in San Francisc
signed up the George Mann Circu
The Fall meeting of the Society izing disc device.
With two sound stages to be built with houses in Eureka, Areata, Foi
of Motion Picture Engineers will be
at Bristolphone factories and labor- tune,
Ferndale,
Uliah
and Foi
held at Lake Placid on September
atories in Waterbury, Conn., this Bragg.
27th.
24'h to
A preponderance of technical pap- makes four stages to be in operation
'Frisco Branch Manager Cory

MORRIS OPENS CONVENTION

New York — Artliur James

1928

GOTHAM COMMENCING

SHOW NEW TALKIE

Technic of Installation and Operalion of speech and music films, accompanied by a practical demonstration of the most recent form
of sound reproducing equipment.

excited

,

11,

'|

!
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MOTHERHOOD" OPENS HARRIS CUP HERE
BORO HALLON SEPT. 23

Minnesota,
K in the Wisconsin,
ijrth and South Dakota territories.

member of the American film industry for the best suggestion or
deed promoting the spirit of good
will and cooperation between the
public of Great Britain and the
United States, has arrived in this
country and has been received by

The picture will receive its Metroshowing in Greater New
')rk at the Boro Hall Theatre in
rooklyn, the week of September
This

its

igular
uuble that.

to

theatre will raise
admiss'ion price of 25c

:rd.

Edward L.
The cup

HOLLYWOOD— Barret

Kiesling

C.

succeeded Harold Hurley as the
iw President of the WAMPAS. Kiesig will be associated with Cecil
DeMille on publicity, at the Ms

iM

Klein.
will

JACK HOXIE STARTS

ay art Reynolds Film

Booked by Midwesco
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.—Jack

"The Divine
Sinner"
Vera Reynolds, will play
:;e
Midwesco de luxe houses' this
pek and next. The theatres bookjg the picture are the Tower, Orienil,
Uptown, Garfield and Mojeska.
Rayart's

former Universal

larring

littsburgh Circuit
I

Pathe

has

negotiated

a

Hoxie,
reported to
colony at

star, is

be building a movie
Leakey, about 100 miles from here,
and he is heading a new corporation
known as the Jack Hoxie Stockade.
The Foto-Arts Productions at Hot
Wells will soon start on a film "The
Robin Hood of the Rangers" which
Otis B. Thayer will direct as a Bristolphone talkie film.

contract

the Stanley-Clarke Theatre Cir<|it of Pittsburgh, covering two-reel
(medies, Pathe News, Pathe Re"ew and other short features in the
sason's line up to play that circuit,
!cluding the down-town first runs.

THE

OGDEN

—

—

!

—

=

:

Far enough from congestion to be safe

TEXAS FILM COLONY

nh

!

FOR EXAMPLE

studios'.

Books Pathe Shorts

"CILM CENTER BUILDING qualifies OH both
counts
located Within Reach and built
Within The Law
isolated for public safety
and built for the tenant's safety
every
inch of it designed to promote the business
and remove the hazards of film exchanges
-*-

!

be exhibited at the
meeting of the AMPA at the Paramount Hotel on Thursday. Whether
will be awarded immediately for
it
any deed during the first half of
1928 or during the coming season
is not known at present.

Wampas Head

Kiesling

Within the

a

lilitan

and
Law!

Within Reach

FOR FILM CONTEST

road-show attrac1)11 has been acquired by the Regal
The Sam Harris trophy, a Cinema
1ms of Milwaukee, for road-show- Challenge Cup presented annually to

"Motherhood"

1928

II,

Close enough to be easijy accessible
Fireproof storage vaults on

Special projection and inspection rooms

Four passenger elevators and three freight
Shipping platform with ramp to street,
eliminating sidewalk shipping

Moderate rents and low insurance
Light on

Young Gets "Met"
Stanley Phila-Post

all floors

all

18,000 sq.

sides

ft.

rates

— entrances on two

floors

—or smaller

units

George M. Young, well known theatrical man, has been appointed manager of The Met, the new Philadelphia Stanley Theatre that will open
on September 22nd.
Mr. Young is at present at Atlantic City as manager of the Globe
Theatre, but he is better known as
general representative of the KeithAlbee enterprises in this city.
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Warner Swimmers

r
r r-

r- r-

r

IX

'

,

r r" "

f

The Warner Club, made up of
Warner Bros, employees will have
a swimming pool all to thems'elves,
at the Park Crescent Hotel in New

r

r

r-

f"

--

York.

- r r

r

Incorporation
The Secretary of the State of Delaware has been named preliminary
ii-epresentative of the Duograph Co.,
which will be formed to deal in

I *

motion picture cameras.

P.I.C.
W. 72nd

50

SU New York

City

NEW YORK'S NEWEST
APARTMENT HOTEL
between Central Park and the

HUDSON RIVER
Delightful
homelike
atmosphere.
Inviting and Quiet
within
a
jew minutes of
Everything in New York City,
and a complete Golf Course

—

on Roof.
1

2

&

3 Rooms

with Serving Pantries
Furnished or Unfurnished
Permanent or Transient
Moderate Tariff
Endicott 3333

Excellent F>ood

—

Move

Offices

The Producers International Coriporation has moved its headquarters
from 130 West 46th Street to 35
West 45th Street.

Film Center Buildini
^th

New

Street

•

NINTH AVENUE

^^th Street

•

Educational

Exchange

in Portland

A

sub-exchange has been opened
at Portland, Ore., by Educational to
serve as an additional shipping point
for the covenience of Oregon exhibitors.
Sales activities
centered in the Seattle

Second Avenue, which
W. Rucker.

still

will be

office,
is

in

2415

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

^sk^-

charge

225 FIFTH

of B.

The new shipping office, 124 North
Twelfth Street, Portland, will mean
a saving in time and express charges
because of its location in the Oregon
territory.

to

1928

show you
plans!

AVENUE

ASUland 4200

FILM CENTER,

INC., Builders

.

.

.

ABE

N.

ADELSON,
1

l^Al -mzjn

"Pres.

1
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TIFFANY-STAHL COMPLETES
Over Half Way Done on
1928-1929 Film

Capra in
Harry Cohn, production liead of
Columbia had faith in Frank
Capra and gave him the script
of "Submarine" after another direitor had started the picture and
was let out.
Since it's preview in Hollywood,
two or three of the larger studio's

joe: bi.air

Hollywood Correnpondent

are casting anxious looks in Cap-

says "No".

pleted are,

plause".

on Stage

Valli

Virginia Valli and Albert Gran,
noted screen players have featured
parts in the play "Tarnis'h" being
produced by John Cromwell at the
Hollywood Music Box. Gran is playing the same role he had in the orig-

But Harry Cohn

direction.

ra's

the pictures already com-

"The Naughty Duchess",
"The Floating College", "The Power
of Silence", "The Ghetto'", "George
Washington Cohen", "The Gun Runner", "The Toilers", "The Rainbow",
"Man in Hobbles"', "Tomorrow",
"The Cavalier", 'My Lady's Pearl"
"Queen of Burlesque" and "Ap-

Lupe and

15

Jetta

Lupe Velez and Jetta Goudz'

I

In fact the
are not speaking.
won't work on the same S'Ct tc

For this reason D. Vi
Griffith directing these artists i
gether.

Tilt'auy-Stahl have tinislied hall' of
their releases for the current season.
This announcement was made
by John M. Stahl, production head
of this organization.

Among

1928

Demand

Production
11}

11,

DeMille Players with

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
When Cecil
to M-G-M it is

The completed cast for the M-G-M
production of "Mysterious Island"
Hughes, Lionel
comprises Lloyd
Barrymore, Montagu Love, Jane
Daly, Gibson Gowland, Harry Grib-

"JlIVINU

bon. Suit Edwards, Evelyn Selbie
and Miclieal Vavitch. Lucien Hubbard
will

I

inV" PPcrew

GETS LAVISH PRAIS;

direct.

An extra a few days ago and now
a contract player with Universal is
the lot of I'eg'gy Howard.
She will
hove an important role in the next
Collegians.

DeMille goes over

B.

"The Love Song" is having
tough time working them singl;
We thought Jetta had been cure
of her temperament.

Joe Faniiiaiii,
back at the

M-G-M

title

writer,

First National's

new

special, "T'

Divine Lady,'' starring Corinne Giwas previewed at the Y(^.
flth,
Broadway Theatre, Santa Ana, Ca\\
last week and Ned E. Depinet, ti
producing company's' general sali
manager, received the following w:'f
from the manager of the theatre:^

reported, on very good
authority that Phyllis Haver, Eddie
Quillan and George Duryea will move
with him. At present these players
are at Pathe, but it is undersood
that they are under personal contract
to Mr. DeMille.

confined at home for some time with
a high fever.
M-G-M were not the
loser though as Joe titled the Buster
iveaton "Cameraman" while on the
fiat of his' back.

"It's one of the best picture's Fii
National has made. Its lavish se,
correct historical details, exceptioi
supporting cast, together with
powerful story theme and inter
finish mark it as an extremely go

Anders Rmuiolpli, George Irving
and Charles Clju'y have been added

picture.''

Film Hardy Novel

is

studio

after

being

i(

1

Thomas Hardy's famous novel, to the cast of "Eric the Great'* a
Lloyd Directs Dove
"Under the Greenwood Tree" will be talking picture being made by UniBillie Dove, First National sti
produced by Britisli International versal.
will make another European pictu
Pictures, under direction of Harry
Thirtieth Day of October,"
"The
Guglielmi Gets In
Lachman, American painter.
The
Gus Edwards arrived in town yes- story of the Russian Revolution
Alberto Guglielmi, brother of the scenario has been prepared by Alicia terday.
He will be known as the to be her next picture for FiiE
late Rudolph Valentino, at last has Ramsey.
first musical gag man.
Will operate National.
crashed the gates of cinemaland.
at M-G-M.
It was written by Lajos Biro, foil
For four days Guglielmi, whose
ous Hungarian author, and Alexa;
name is down on the casting sheet "Fazil" Does ^141,295
Joliiinj IJiirke, the Sennett comic
der Korda, the First National d;
as Albert Valentino, has been workis busy writing a sketch for
inal

New York company.

,

\

ing on a picture at the

FBO

studio

Hollywood.
Since t.ie death of Valentino two
years ago Guglielmi often has expressed a desire to follow in the
footsteps of his brother. He underin

went a

face-lifting operation

features

would

resemble

his
those of
S'O

Rudolph.

New Columbia

Starts

Columbia Pictures Corporation is
converting the Isthmus of Catalina
Island into a complete South Sea
Island town, the locale of "Driftwood", Columbia's forthcoming production with Marceline Day, Don
Alvarado and Fritzi Brunette, Carpenters, art directors and various
technicians are busy at work.
Marceline Day will appear as an
outcast white girl in a South Sea
port.
Christy Cabanne will direct.

Glazer

With

FBO

Benjamin Glazer has been given
charge of the FBO talking-picture
schedule, under William Le Baron,
Production V.P.
Conferences are now going on to
determine on a series' of novelty

"Miss Information"
Edward Everett Horton and Lola
Wilson have made a Vitaphone featurette
niest

entitled
is

"Miss

Information"

credited with being the fun-

work Horton has done

Hurley
HOLLYWOOD

Roxy Prologue

pictures
that Sennett will do for Pathe.
It
will be an all-talkie of course.

Eddie Gribbon has been engaged
"Fancv Baggage" the Warner Brothers "talkie.
John Adolphi will direct.
for an important role in

"The Tempest" at the Rivoli did $34,400.
"The Terror" picked up at the
Eddie Goulding is writing the diaWarners and did $22,570.50 while logue for the talking
seciuences of
"White Shadows" also picked up, do the remakes
On "The Belamy Trial"
ing $21,230.50.
for M-G-M.
"Lilac Time" was also up with
leaders doing $18,187.50.
"Wings"
Sol
Polito, one
of
screendom's
continued
strong
with
$14,742; most expert cameramen,
has been
"Dawn" did $7,960, its second week; engaged to handle the
cameras for
"The Air Circus" did $10,150 and Richard Barthelmess'
new First Na"Red Dance" $6,800.
tional
starring
vehicle,

now

Seas",

Doran with

M-G-M

Mary

Doran,
the
titian-haired
stage
beauty
who appeared in
"Betsy," "Rio Rita" and other Ziegfeld productions, and who has also
played some minor parts in pictures, has been signed to a longterm contract by Metro-GoldwynMayer.

in

"Scarlet

production.

It seems that every
director in
Hollywood is flocking to the Lincoln
Theatre.
This house is running a
negro "Tab" show.
This director
patronage is due to a story appear-

ing

the public prints, that one
of our leading directors contemplates making a picture with an all
in

negro

cast.

Belle Bennett will have to grow
several inches for the part she is
Reade
Sale to portray in the United Artists production of "Lummox''.
(Continued from pagre 1)
Her height
Reade has petitioned the Chancery is around five feet five and the FanCourt for a receiver to be appointed nie Hurst character should be around
for the operating company, alleging six feet.
that the corporation is in financial

Legal Difficulties over 6

Houses Hold up

talking pictures.

which

with

(Continued from pag:e 1)
third with $76,283.50 with "Her Cardboard Lover".
"The Patriot" is doing wonderful
business at the Rialto during its
run, taking in .$44,200 last week.

to date.

to Direct

—

Harold Hurley,

diflficulties

caused

by

mis-man-

Tgement of the K-A-0 corporation,

P-F-L Earns Nearly 4

and has lost $50,000 annually for the
past two years.
E.

F.

Albee,

in

turn,

states

that

due to Reade's mismanagement
former Paramount publicity man will that they had to take the managebe given an opportunity in the pro- ment away from him.
Albee furduction department by Jesse L. Las- ther claims, that Reade has not ofky. according to B. P. Schulberg.
fered to sell his chain of theatres
Hurley will bo assistant to B. P. to Fox. nor has Keith-Albee-OrpheFineman, Paramount associate pro- iim any intention of selling its cirducer.
cuit to Warner Brothers or Stanley.
it

is

Million in Half Year
(Continued
taxes.

from

pagre

1)

The

six months figures in$111,060.65 undistributed
.share of earnings of the Balaban &
Katz Corporation a 65% owned sub-

clude

its

sidiary.

The above

profits

amount

to $2.34

per share for the three months and
$5.63 for the six months of the common stock outstanding.

ector.

Although he is the co-author
the story, Mr. Korda will not dire
Frank Lloyd, who has just coi
it.
pleted the stupendous Corinne Gr
fith

production

"

The Divine Lad

will be at the megaphone
Billie Dove picture.

on

ttjl

Extra Gets Chance
Not since Betty Bronson w
chosen for the role of Peter P;;
several years ago, has an unknov,
extra girl received such an impoii
ant opportunity from Paramount
was announced yesterday for Glad;j
Belmont, a seventeen year old gi'
from Pueblo, Colorado, who w,
signed for the principal feminine ro
opposite Richard Dix in "Redskin
the Indian picture which is beii
filmed completely in Technicolor.
;(

Von

Eltz Gets Part
Eltz, who played

Theodore von

o'

Florence Vidor in "Hone;
moon Hate", has been given an ir
portant role in the
Schoedsacl
Cooper adventure picture "The Foi
Feathers" from A. E. W. Mason
novel, which the two men are no
completing at the Paramount stud
in California after spending a yei
making exteriors in the depths
the Sudan.
posite

(

*

'Sweet Pepper"

Fred Sauer, the German film di
has started production
"Sweet Pepper", from the novel l|
Geoffrey Moss. The picture is beiri
made by the Messtro Company
ector.

'\

:i

association with Gaumont, the seem;
being laid in Berlin, London, Viennf

and Budapest. Eve Grey, Paul
ter, and Warwick Ward are the
cipals in the cast.

Ri<ll
prijj

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Definitely Establishes

-^r

lE^

^«.

'^4

j\»Mv

«»»

York,

Policy

TTifc

Fnrmrrlv RXHIBHORS
VOL.

Sound
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TRADE

.SoptciiiIxT

REVIEW
111,

rteg-.
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CK.'VTS

SOUND-TALKIE FEATURES--30
FEATUREHES M-G-M SCHEDULE

39
Hollywood Stage
There

ii|

a

is

productions.

in

Coafet
coursfe,

dialogujfe.

reports say that every "talk-

ing school" opened there

4

playel's

West

in

Reason, of

experience

needed

And

rush on the part

parts

stage

for

mad

Hollywood screen

of our

is

a stand out business.

By. Dr. R. OTTO
Berlin Correspoiirtent

doing
;

Regretting

BERUN ADVOCATES SPRING OUT OF F. N.
CENSORREFORMS
BOOTHBY TREAS.

i

BERLIN— The High Censors' Committee has drawn a flue line in deciding proper supervision of talking

They have just made a
that those talking or synchronized films of a dramatic or muspictures.

Universal

production

execiji-

are sneaking in the studjo

tives

ihese mornings via the back e^All due to their loifg
ranee.
insistence that Mary Philbin d|d
not have sex appeal and as a rel

sult

should only be cast in swek
types. Miss Philbin tri|d

demure

vainly to change the decision bijit
with no result until an accideljit
gave her the chief feminine ro;|e
in "Fort of Dreams" and blessed

her with the direction of Wesley
Ruggles. Now everything is dif-

Watch

ferent.

Time

iv o

to

this

girl.

Dicker

National and
Stanley organizations are considerably upset due to the insistant
rumors of a merger with Warners.

Both

And

the

First

at the

this,

most important

time of the year. The production
departments at the studio and the
sales organization throughout the

country are not at ease, feeling
happen.
might
anything
that
This is bad. We would think if
there

is

a

deal

on,

and

there

they should have
it over with one way or the other,
as quickly as possible in order
that everything would function in

seems

its

to be one,

proper manner.

4 Winner

ruling

character which can be undereven if not made as a film,
do not come under the censorship
laws, but are subject only to laws
applying to the legitimate stage.
The President of the Berlin police
department has declared that the
present censorship laws in Germany
are absurd and in need of reform.
productions
Such talking film
which take the place of titles or
captions and serve to interpret the
(Continued on page 2)
ical

stood,

SkirboU and Williams

Expects

S c he n

c k

1,000 Wired

Houses by Jan.

1

Nicholas M. Schenck on behalf of
Irving D. Rossheim, President of
yesterday anNational Pictures, Inc. an- Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
feanounced today that Mr. Samuel nounced the production of 39
partial or complete talkwith
tures,
PresiVice
as
Spring has resigned
synchronized
ing
sequences
and
dent and Treasurer of the company
sound effects and scores.
to return to the general practice
In addition there will be thirty
of law, with oflfices at the Bar Buildfilms of prominent Broadway stars
ing, 36 West 44th Street.
of the musical comedy, vaudeville
Mr. Warren C. Boothby, Financial
Comptroller of the Corporation, was and legitimate stage, produced at the
Cosmopolitan Studio in New York.
elected as Treasurer to succeed Mr.
"More than a thousand theatres
Spring and will be in charge of the
affairs of
the company will be wired by January first," said
financial
Mr. Schenck. "Consequently in adunder President Rossheim.
vance of that time we will be ready
with a complete service to all our
First

Charnas Supervising

customers in this

line.

"Our studio at the coast will be
Harry Charnas, former exhibitor
in full operation within a few weeks
and state-right exchangeman, and a and before September is out
we will
Warner franchise holder, is busy be similarly situated in the East
these days with the preparation of
the presentation of Al Jolson's next

with the opening of the Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer

sound

studios

which

were formerly run by Cosmopolitan.
Here from West Coast Vitaphone feature, "The Singing "In the West we will continue our
next
Fool" at the Winter Garden
(Continued on pagre 4)
J. D. Williams of World Wide Pictures and Joseph Skirboll, Western Wednesday night.
Sales Manager for Vitaphone, arrived in New York yesterday from
Ohio Theatre Owners
he coast.
Skirboll is here to confer with the
20-21
Meet
home office and while Skirboll has
of
Convention
Annual
Eighth
The
ways
not come to any parting of the
Owners
with Warner Brothers as yet, it is the Motion Picture Theatre
Columbus
possible that he will hook up with of Ohio will be held in
Universal Spurts 6 >^ "Anti21.
20
and
November
General
On
World Wide Pictures as
a
meetheld
trustees
The
board
of
Sales Manager.
E. H.
I

November

ing in

Consolidated Div.

time definite

STANLEY CO. JUMPS
64 TONEW HIGH
cipation" Says

which
convention dates were

Columbus August

29, at

Details in connection with the
convention are in the hands of J. J.

Goldstein

fixed.

Consolidated Film Industries. Inc.,
declared Ihe regular quarterly divi- Harwood. Lexington Theatre, Clevedend of 50 cents on the $2 cumula- land; J. A. Ackerman, Glenway Thetive pai'ticipating preference stock, atre, Cincinnati; William James, pre.
payable October 1 to stock of record sident of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio, and
P. J. Wood, association secretary.
September 18.

Decline in Box-Office Value
of Silent Films Predicted

First National has a winner in
the Sax production of "CompaniExhibitors in the Mid-West terrionate Marriage". There has been tories are springing a new one in
so much written about this sub- their demands for lower film rentals
ject for the past few years, both on silent pictures due to the fact
that since producers are beginning
pro and con, that a picture with to concentrate on
a majority of
just ordinary production should sound attractions, the value of silent
click.
But Sax has done much pictures at the box-office is becom-

"

M.

Nicholas

If

on the part of the
should crystalize in the

this feeling

exhibitors

form of a national protest, several
the larger talkie producers will
have something to worry about, if
there are any silent films left on
their programs.
Otherwise it will be the indepenbetter than give this subject ordi- ing materially lessened.
dent producer of straight pictures
In the St. Louis territory, theatre
who cannot afford the expense of
nary production, he has made and owners
are blaming the producers
adding
sound, who will suffer in
delivered work.
for the deterioration of the silent
lower film rentals.
drama.
WILKERSON
of

Universal and Stanley continued
strong leaders of film stock gains
yesterday on the New York finanUniversal followed up
cial market.
its 7 point gain, with a 6% point rise
yesterday and established a new
high of 3614 on the Curb. "Anticipation of something or other," caus(Continued on page 4)

M.

Club
Big Banquet Tonight

Celebrities at

P.

The Motion Picture Club will make
formal bow in the industry this

its

evening, when its headquarters and
club rooms will be officially opened
with a gala banquet and wise-cracking contest.
speakers will be Al
Principal
Lichtman, President of the Club, Will
H. Hays, head of the industry. Mayor
James J. Walker, Will Rogers, Bugs
Baer, Harry Hershfield, Al Jolson
and other prominent members of the
industry.
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Through

the

courtesy

Joe

of

Brandt, President of Columbia Pictures Corporation, and with the approval of Captain C. R. Train, U.S.N.
Commanding the U.S.S. Utah, now
the Brooklyn Navy Yard more
than 500 officers and men of the Utah
will be guests at a special showing
in

Gus J.
manager

Schaefer, general sales
the Paramount organCentral Europe, with
ization
headquarters at Berlin, has arrived
in New York for a visit at the Paramount home office and with friends
and relatives. Before his appointment to his present position, Mr.
Schaefer was sales' manager of the
Paramount exchange at Boston.
of
for

Smalley's
at

Censor Reforms
(Continued from page

ihe censors.

The ruling arose out
once

a

dedicate the new Motion
Picture Club at a dinner at the club
tonight, and has promised not to
self,

will

Alex

be the late Mayor Walker
director of advertising and
Pictures,
Columbia
publicity
of
.

.

.

where good things come
cold, has gone to Canada for a vacaJay
tion of a couple of weeks
Slireck, managing editor of Exhibitors Herald, who, with Mrs. Shreck
has been visiting New York for the
past week, left for Chicago and the
.

.

old grind yesterday, cursing the

who invented work

.

.

.

man

Eiiiil Jaiiseii

.

threatens to sing th.e song
Irving Berlin is to write for the
Motion Picture Club, but so far i1
has shown no signs of affecting the
attendance at the big dinner tonight
Dave Barrist, publisher of The
Exhibitor, The New York State Exhibitor and other publications, came
up from Philadelphia after leaving
his bullet proof vest at home
Col. Fred Levy, who has been in
New York for the past f-^w days
left yesterday for his home in Louisville. Ky.
Arthur A. Lee, representative of a number of European
producers, sailed Saturday for the
other side for a series of conferences
with his many bosse.s
Carl Soiiiii
leaves Saturday fm- Sontb Ar^ M-i
wherp he will take charge of all
of
Metro's
business
in
Snanisb
pneaking territories, and thus New
York loses another good bridge player, but Arthur Loew is still with iis
Fred Sfanley. for a long time
in
charge of First National New
York studio publicity, but now a
producer on the west coast, is due
here this week with a print of his
first picture
Hy Daah has been
still

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

back receiving
rovaltv checks on his good
stage
nlav Ringside" but has found
time
to s'--t writing
another play
8'.... >rorr!s
couldn't go to the Warner sales convention in New
Orleans
FO h° to'd them all he had
to say
hv Iplenhone. and savs next
time
It will be by radio
sitting

.

.

public last Friday, the 7th.

NATIONAL

GAIlj

Co. Does Bigg
July Business
The National Theatre Supply (|
figures show an increase of 18% fj
the month of July over the sales

Theatre

Supply

the same month last year, Angus
sales for this company substantial
exceeded those of July and ran 23
above those of August, 1927.
On the basis of these and furth
figures from the Auditing Depai
ment it is expected that the sal
of this company during the comii

minimum

year will reach a
million dollars in
year's business.

Topics of the

of tw

advance of

la

Day

Talkie Casts Chose
Don Hancock

of Van Buren Ente
prises has chosen the casts for tl
first

the

production of Pathe Topics

Day talking

pictures.

Instead of straight gags appea|
ing in titles on the screen this rei
will now have a cast to tell the joktl
The synchronization will be wi
'

Photophone.

show-

the final ruling.

AND NOW!

MANHATTAN
STUDIOS,

Inc.

DRAPERY FABRICS FOR

SIGHT SOUND SERVICE
- -

- -

of
our own
manufacture
available to suit your particular
needs (Samples upon Requeert)

CTUDIO

facilities

I
I
for

'^ the independent producer. A complete studio
with a staff who will co-

:

Salesman Song-Writer

J

Mendelsohn's

Edward

Grossman, former film
r^alesman under Al Lichtman, has
abandoned film selling and has gone
fnto song writing. 'Grossman is one
of the composers of several theme
songs written around "Revenge"
stai-ring Dolores del Rio, "Tempest
and "The Woman Disputed".

K-A-O Gets MacNaughton
W. C. MacNaughton formerly manager of Netoco's' Rivoli theatre in
Roxbury, Mass., has resigned his
position as manager of the Goldstein Brothers theatres at Pittsfleld
to affiliate with the Keith-Albee Orpheum Circuit in New York.

Musicians Strike
DAVENPORT, la.—A musicians-

Textile Corp.
Theatrical Drapery Fabrics

156 W. 45th

St.,

N. Y. C.

I

134th

St.

and Park Ave.

HARIem 7648

First

National
believesi in

strike is in full swing here in all
four Public houses. The strike was
caused by the installation of sound

apparatus and the demand by the
union for the retention of full orchestras.

.

.

nvQUv busy

to the

18/0

operate.

5foss,

knowing

of the

by the Lignose-Breiising TalkFilm Company, of one of its
The film had to be
.^hort talkies.
passed by the censor commission but
two members of the committee prowhen the Higher Censors
tested,
ing
ing

made

New Johnstown Theatre.
New York, was opened

Johnstown,

1928

1)

meaning of the motion picture will
still come under the supervision of
.Major Jim III.V Walker.
motion picture man him-

FOR^P-F-L VISIT

production,
super
Columbia's
of
"Submarine," now playing at the
''King of Kings" Goes
Embassy Theatre, New York.
The special show will be held toBig on Continent
day at 5 P. M. at which time the
be
King
will
"The
of Kings", Pathe'a big
battleship
crew of the
brought to the Embassy Theatre in Cecil B. DeMille special, which will
special busses, provided for their be nationally shown in over 300 theatres in the United States beginning
use.
Co-incident with the special "gob"' September 30, is playing to capacity
matinee. Col. Jasper E. Brady, execu- in Vienna, where the picture is still
tive with Colnmbia has just return- running at the Palast Kino, one of
ed from a quick trip to Washington, Austrian capital's best theatres.
D. C. where "Submarine" was shown
to high navy officials.
Smalley Opens House

Berlin Advocates

New York:

12,

Moss on Vacation
Having completed
national advertising

plans

the

for

campaign plan-

ned by Colnmbia Pictures Corporation

on "Submarine", Alex Moss

left

yesterday for a ten day vacation
Canada.

in

Lane with P-F-L
Charles Lane, veteran character
actor who retired several months
ago. has been persuaded by Paramount to put on the grease paint
again.
He will play the role of
James Hall's father. Spottswoode,
Senior,
in
"The Canary Murder
Case", S. S. Van Dine's famous murder mystery story which goes into
production at the Paramount Hollywood studio within a fortnight.

I
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txp&x to mahc up etU

Ujafewn

SMASHING ALL BOkOFFICE RECORDS IN

Omaha,
lineup in history.

AVorld Realty Co.
Harry Golberg.

Kansas
"Uncle
ceived.

Tom"

City, Mo., Sept.

EX-

TRACTS FROM TELE-

GRAMS

RECEIVED

5

enthusiastically re-

Everybody
Globe

READ THESE

1

with biggest
Broke all house

records."

HUNDREDSOF

THEATRES

Sept.

Tom opened

"Uncle

about
Theatre

talking-

it."

Flynn Brothers.

Oklahoma

Aug. 20.
"More than capacity business all
performances."
Liberty Theatre
City,

Robt. D. HutohiiiNon.

tinnett
atreMllm

Oklahoma City, Aug. 25
"Forced to hold Uncle Tom's Cabin over second week.
First time
our history we have done this."
Liberty Theatre
Robt. U. Hutchinson

Fort Smith, Ark., Sept. 7
"Biggest business in history of
theatre Uncle Tom's Cabin."
Hoyt Klrkpatrick, Mgr.
Palace Theatre.

Havre Mont, Aug. 14
"Biggest three day run.
Great
mistake not booked Uncle Tom's
Cabin for five days. Arrange return

Dallas, Texas, Aug. 30.
"Average business last six weeks
two fifty stop UNCLE TOM opened
twelve hundred seven dollars."

engagement."
Joe D. Moore.
Enid, Okla., Aug. 18
"Uncle Tom's Cabin established a
record which I believe will stand
for some time to come."
Bob Browning, Mgr.
Aztec Theatre.

R. J. Stinnett, Capitol Theatre.

Kane. Pa.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin opened to record breaking business in spite

heavy opposition."
E. \V.

Albertson

Chase Street Theatre.

— StWtidrS^nd-Q:!ai Laemmle leaOs the Wav///
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"PORT OF DREAMS" HAILED AS
RUGGLES-PHILBIN MASTERPIECE
By JOE m.AIR

'
Hollywood Correspondent
Universal previewed their latest
Wesley Ruggles picture " Port of
Dreams" last night, and it was a
sensation. This one was a surprise,
was' totally unexpected and, alit
But after last
most, unheard of.
by
night's showing, the world will soon Dissillusioned
knowlwith
that
know about it and
of Stories in
edge the added information of the
definite arrival of three people, two
of whom we have heard from before
and the third, a star who does the
Sidney Olcott, who has been sobest work of her career.
journing in England for the best
Uug^Ies Triumiihs
to
part of this year, has returned
First the hats should be doffed Hollywood, full of admiration tor
to Wesley Ruggles, there has never
American pictures, after acquiring
been finer direction in a picture first-hand knowledge of British prothan his work in "Port of Dreams".
methods.
A lot of us will tell Universal and duction
Olcott had contracted to produce

OLCOTT BACK FROM

BRITISH STUDIOS

Type

Favor

rest of the universe, "we told
so", for it has been the contention of quite a few that given
real material with which to work
with, this Ruggles fellow would set
them all on their heads, and that he
has done in this picture. If Universal ever gives Wesley another of
those "wishy-washy" part-farce-little

a series of super-productions for the

comedy-program-stories again they
should have their heads examined.
This director deserves the best that
any organization could buy.

may appeal to English
film fans- they might find it difficult
to win popularity in the U. S."

the

you

riulbin a Kevealatioii

"Merry-Go-Round"

brought

Mary

Philbin recognition, but what has she
She has been stifled
done since?
with parts that would have extinAnd all
guished any other artist.
the time directors, producers and
everyone connected with the studio
have been trying to make her believe
The facts provit was all her fault.
ed last night that these same people
have been the ones at fault. Philbin
walks right out and gives a performance in a "she-American-girl"
type that has never been equaled
on the screen since I have been reviewing pictures.

A Newfomer
Ruggles, we are told, picked Fred
MacKaye out of the extra ranks for
The
the boy lead in this picture.
results prove that his judgment was
more than right. If we were head
of production in any plant we would
be confronted with a terrific prob-

lem of whether

to

keep Ruggles

dir-

ecting or put him in charge of the
casting department seeking out new
ta'ent.
His selection of MacKaye
would have been a great gamble
for most directors, but this boy so
fstabjished himself in this part, it
is our prophesy that he will be a

Way West

Uradburj,

James

Si'',

i
been

has

signed for a role in the First National-Richard Barthelmess picture,
"Scarlet Sea's".
("live

Brook has been given the

role of Lent. Durants the blind soldier in the Paramount production of

P-F-L PROD.

SCHEDULE ON W.

(

present Paramount produ
schedule marks the heavie
ever undertaken by any one stud
in the motion picture colony accor
ing to B. P. Schulberg, general ma
ager of West Coast production.
Nine pictures are in the makin
with two companies on locatio
Associate producers, directors ai
authors are at work on six othe
which will be launched this mont
while three have just been handt
over to the cutting department. Tl
works of nine world-famed authoi
are represented in the current pii

The

tion

tures.

"Fine Feathers".
Ik'ttj

toiiipsoii,

who played

"Buddies" Next Davies

the

The next Marion Davies pictu
hula-hula dancer in "The Barker" to be made at Metro-Goldwyn-May(
has been cast for the next Barthel- will be a screen version of the pop
mess picture "Scarlet Sea's".
lar Broadway success' of a few yea
"Buddies". It will be recalli
Lillian (Jisli and Constance Tal- ago,
Peggy Wood starred in th
that
preparEurope
in
both
niadfie are

to

make

Lion

it.

chief fault with British pictures," states Olcott, "is the type
of stories they select for production.

"The

While they

Olcott brought back several books
and plays. Several companies are

negotiating for his services since his
return.

to

an operation, Lina Bassinette

"HAUNTING MELODY"
DISTINCT DEPARTURE

Jed Harris, New York stage pr
ducer, has wired Mary Pickford su;
gesting that she appear in the Li
Angeles production of "Coquetti
soon to open. Harris feels that, 1:
William Beandine has finished the asmuch as Miss Pickford is goir
First Nalional-Charles Murray pic- to do the story as an all-talkie, Ih
stage appearance would be of gre
ture "Uo Your Duty".
benefit to her and incidentally
Following "Show Boat" UniverJed Harris.
sal will feature Joseph Schilkraut in
"Tlie Bargain of Kremlin".

William Bojd starring in "Power",
the sensational comedy drama which
Pathe will release on September 23,
again has Alan Hale as his foil and
The start of a story bringing some- the two eclipse the mirthmaking they
thing new to the screen, is to be offered in "Skyscraper".
made with a melody a combination
playing a dominLarry Kent has been signed by
of haunting notes
ant factor in the formation of the Tiffany-Stahl for an important role
The picture will be "The in "The Devil's Appletree". Dorothy
story.
Haunting Melody", an original by Sebastian will star and Elmer Clif.John Farrow, the purchase of which ton will direct.
was announced yesterday by B. P.
The Donglas Fairbanks company
Schulberg.
It will serve as a co-starring veat United Artists is working full
Production S'chedule runs
liicle for Fay Wray and Gary Cooper
blast.
and will be made entirely in dia- through the month of November.
logue and with music, "The HauntKniil Jannin^s has been forced to
ing Melody" itself being played here
and thei-e throughout the picture in take a few days off. His eyes are
the unfolding of a romantic drama. in bad shape as a result of his rubbing them for a crying sequence in

—

—

39 Talkie Features
Featurettes

Pickford on Stage?

will

not be able to play the lead in the
Ralph Ince production of "Hard
been
O'Neill has
Sally
Boiled".
given the part.

.

— 30

M-G-M

Sched.

"About twenty additional

Brenon on

1

HEAVY

production and Miss Davi
their first independent made stage
Company, and found ing for for United Artists release. will enact the same role in tl
pictures
screen production.
that the first one on the schedule
was a story called "The Ringer".
Due to the fact that she will be
A 'ringer' it was, for Sidney refused confined to her for some time, due
Bi-itish

(Continued from page 1)
production of nineteen features with
.star in another year.
partial or complete talking sequences.
In the East we will immediateEiitir<> I'rortiiotioii
Th° remainder of the c^ast consist- ly place into production thirty films
ing of Edmund Breese. as the parole of a vaudeville nature, for which
have been entered into
officer and Francis McDonald as the (ontracts
with manv prominent performers.
heavy, was outstanding.
"Meanwhile our activities in the
Universal might well f?el proud of
"Port of Dreams" and happy they production of our announced prohave three such sterling artists a? gram of synchronized and silent picWeslev Ruggles. Mary Philbin and tures will continue along their routined schedule.
Fred MacKaye on their payroll.

Herbert Brenon, who was called
suddenly to New York last week on
account of his mother's illness, left
for California yesterday to comnlete
Jos°nh Conrad's "The Rescue" which
he has been directing for Samuel
Goldwyn.

STUDIO GOSSIP

1928

M-G-M

nroductions for 1028-29 will have
synchronized scores and sound effects.
These include the pictuns
which Cecil B. DeMille will make ai
Culver City under the terms of his
"ew contract; 'Trader Horn', 'White

Shadows in the South Seas,' and
some of the most important starring vehicles of the year,"

his

latest

Paramount

picture.

.

.

All
All

stars
soon.

M-G-M

Stars Talk

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayi
will talk in pictures pret
of

William Haines

Buys Haines Contract
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have bong
Willia
term
of
the
unexpired
Haines' contract from J. D. Williaw
who has had this artist under hj
wing for some time.
No dou

new

Robert Castle has been signed to
and

a long term Paramount contract
.Jesse L. Lasky announces that

already

Shearer will do likewise in "Tl
Little Angel", Marion Davies wi
break her silence in "Buddies". Jo?
Gilbert will use his voice in "Thirst
Ramon Navarro makes his sound d
but in "Pagan"', Buster Keaton w
do his initial speaking on eith
itage or screen iu "Spite Marriagi
and George Arthur and Karl Dai
are to shout in "All at Sea".

Hainoq n"d M-G-M

Castle with Par.

is

work On the talking sequences ti
Jimmy Valentine", Norn
"Alias

will

not write

contract.

"Desert Song" Cast

his
for

The initial selection of olayrs f(
first role will be leading man
Clara Bow in "Three Week Ends", Warn^T Bros, first Vitanhone ope
otta. The Desert Song" based (
an Elinor Glyn story.
Schwab and Mandel's great staj
hit. wag made by J. L. Warner th
wf>ek.
Johnny Arthur and Edwai
Stanley Co. Jumps

6)4 to
(Continued

New High

from pave

1)

ed the jump, thinks E. H. Goldstein.
Stanley Co. of America also jumped 6% points yesterday on the Stock
Exchange and reached a new high
for this year of 59.
96,000 shares

Martindel are the actors chosen

thi

far.

Roy Del Ruth
Desert Song".

is

to

direct

"Tl

"Ritzy Rosie" Starts

Production was begun todo" (j
were traded in.
"Ritzv Rosie," in which Alice Whl|
Warner Brothers in the "A" stock has the leading feminize role, it
stops at nothing these days and con- announced by Fir=t National Pij
Jack Mulhall is playing oji
tinued its spurt with 3'/? points to tures.
a still new high of 134'/2. The "B" nosite Miss White.
Mervyn LeRoy is directing.
went up V/y points.

Qoldman Sachs

& Co. Force Stanley Deal
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?irst

I\>»v

i\«. (il

First National

is

wor.derful parents.

And

a child with
It

the

is

sor,

as such will cer-

coming year

this

thrive

tainly

Fox owning 25% ant
having about two hundred thea
tres; Warners owning 257c and
having around the same amount
Figure

Add

this,

to

holders

many

this

the

of

First

franchise

National

fror.

coast to coast, and you will tot-

greatest

the

about

booking days

number

o

possible in this in

dustry.

Fox-Warner

coming from their
Neither Fox or
Warner would book each others
pictures and might not do a lot
tion of product
own studios.

with First National,

that's
but being a 257f owner
different.
altogether
something
.

Stanley

This
part

of

.

.

Sound

Battle of

purchase on the
will, no doubt

Warners

start the "great battle of sound".
Fox, for the present will have a

tough time in the Stanley strongPennsylvania and New
holds,
Warners will have the
Jersey.

up and down the
Both organizations
have key houses in each zone,
and Fox has already launched a
big building program in PennThis all shapes up
sylvania.

same
West

difficulty

Coast.

great
giant

for

our new

electric's".

IS,

I'f!'

ir

S.

Pat. Off.

FIVE CK.NTS

1S)28

Warner

on 2 for

"Mother Knows Best", the second
feature special with talking seluences to hit Broadway, "The Air
jircus" being the first, opens its
.vorld premiere at the Globe Thenre on Saturday matinee, September

Bros, in Final Control
1

Exchange Ba^*

"•ox

'.5th.

The picture was directed by
and features Madge

J.

:lystone

G.

Hel-

imy, Louise Drcssar and Barry Norjn.

A

movietone program of fca

irettes including Lionel Atv/ill ii
Debureau"; Mischa Levitska, Fox
Tovietone News and Dr. Rockwell
ill be on the bill.

BUILDING FOUR

NEW W. C. SOUND STAGES

Exhibiis able to take
credit for the only exclusiv-s story
which was printed anywhere, concerning the merger of Warner
Brothers and Stanley Company of

With excusable
tors Daily Review

America.
109 days ago, on

from the East

with

plans

for

the

aew buildings based on Paramount's
experience in sound film production.
These plans, originally formulated
by Roy J. Pomeroy, director of sound
(Continued on pagre Z)

UNIVERSAL MAY SWAP
5 COMMON FOR PREF.
Universal Pictures stock on the
curb will probably come in for a
a further substantial rise, according
to financial experts in the 'street.'
There are at present 6 or 7 thou.'^and
Warrants on Universal stock outstanding, which were issued three
years ago as a bonus when the PreI'erred Stock was originally offered
(Continued on page 2)

that

of

May

24th, the

Warner

Brothers

would prove beneficial and should
be effected.

"The new deal will give Warner
improved
an
outlet
the Stanley chain and

product
through

will give Stanley choice talking
film product. Behind the decision
to affiliate with Warners in the
Stanley desire to strengthen not

only the earning power of both
companies but the strengthening
of its entire lineup in anticipation of strong opposition which
would come if the Fox-First National merger eventuates."
Harry M. Warner, when queried
the next day, admitted that he
was pleased with the outcome of
the Stanley deal and told the Review that "you boys work too
fast for

From a source very close tc
H. M. Warner, we understand the
acquisition of the Stanley chair
is the first big move on the part
of Warner's in the control of theIt will be interesting to
atres.
What will it
see the next one.
Can you make a guess?
be?
Warner-Stanley-Keith
Ours
is
Albee-Orpheum.

WILKERSON

—

.1x1

.

Scheme
STANLEY GAINS

Kossheiin Loses Out
private sources it is underD.
Rossheim,
Irving
stood
that
President of the Stanley Company,
and Mastbaum interests were against

From

company

the

losing

Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney, work'
famous sculptor, is pictured at wort
in her studio on some of her latest
models in the first Our World Today
magazine, 'Thrills of the Sea", which
Educational is releasing.

identity

its

through a merger, but the Goldman
Sachs interests, represented by Wadiill
Catchings, through controllmg
1 larger share of Stanley than Rossheim and the Mastbaums, were able
which
to swing the Warner deal,
company they are also financing.
Besides getting control of the Stan-

Company,

'ey

oossession

Warners
around

come
25% of

into

the
National, matching
the 25% now held by Fox through
'lis purchase of the West Coast Theatres last winter.
;tock

of

of
First

(Continued on page

Film Mrs. H. P. Whitney

4}^

The deal whereby Warner Bros,
take over a controlling interest in
the Stanley Company of America,
was officially closed yesterday. This
sets at rest all rumors and denials
to the contrary regarding this immense group of theatres, and places
Warner Brothers directly in step with
tlie two other large producer-theatre
owners, William Fox and Publix.

mef'

OX MOVIETONE

2)

FILMS

SHAKESPEARE CLASSIC
Fox Movietone has gone Shakespeare and has filmed the first of the
mmortal bard's works, "As You
It" in England.
The Welwyn
jarden City Folk Players, which reently won the Belasco cup for amaeur folk play performances, appear

'jike

these

Move

Acquisition

pride,

Review stated that "at a meeting
of the Board of Directors of the
Stanley Company of America yesterday, it was decided that a
merger of the company interests
with

Ground will be broken today for
mmediate construction of four new
iound staees, augmenting the sound
M-oducing facilities at the Paramount
Hollywood studios, Jesse L. Lasky
anHis
yesterday.
announced
louncement follows the return of
Frank A. Brandow, studio manager,

Next
Warner

Keith-AIbee-OrpP

Warner Credits ^Review'
with 'Working Too Fast'

"thf

friends

Watch

babies.

First

'MOTHER KNOWS BEST"
OPENS GLOBE SATURDAY

'-F-L

rprtainly both these companie;
will play First National attractions to the exclusion of any
other companies with the excep-

of business

York, Thursday, September

REVIEW

WARNERS-STANLEY MERGE

National

of the rich.

TRADE

over Opposition

RUMORS!

the cast.

is

;or

Great business, these rumors. and what not. They are all talkEverybody is talking, whispers, ing about the sheet and most of
shouts and all public prints. the trade papers are printing
Paramount, Fox, Warners, all of yarns. That's great!
The issue of today carries more
them furnishing subject material,
as a result their stock rise, busi- paid advertising than we have had
ness flourishes.
Now they have started on THE
DAILY REVIEW. This publication
is being sold, merged, bankrupt

some time.
Keep it up boys

for

publicity.

— we

film will be sent to New York
developing and printing.

The

need this

AMPA

Elections

Election of officers will take place
tt the next meeting of AMPA today
at
Paramount Hotel Grill.
the
George Harvey is the nominee to
succeed Bruce Gallup as head e)f the
association.

The Sam Harris Trophy
exhibited

at

the

meeting.

will

be
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Exhibitors

Warners-Stanley Merge
inued from page 1)
Larger Merger Coming
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
Interests in on the know claim
Publiihtd Daily Except Sund»y
this is the first move of an immense
W. R. WILKERSON. PubUthtr *nd Edlto, merger that will eventually bring
circuit
Abribam Bernstein. Managing Editor; Hernun in the Keith-Albee-Orpheum
of theatres forming a .$250,000,000
J. Schleicr. Bu8ine«» Manager;
Executive and Editorial Offices. «5 Wert •5th
and exhibiting combine.
Telephone Bryant 6160. producing
Sireet, New York.
Terms for the acquisition of minAddress all comnuinicationj to Executive Offices.
Subscription R;ites includiiiB postage paid, per
ority holdings of Stanley stock on
United States and Canada, JIO; Foreign, the same basis for which control
rear
Remit by «Q««'
JU; sii'ge copies, 5 cents.
Entered as
was acquired are being decided by
money older, currency or postage.
Cl'oiil

January •4. 1926, at the post
York, under the A-^t of March 3,
Published and copyright by Exhibitors
IS7y.
Review PubiishinB Corporation. Printed by Cline
Piintin',; Corporation, New York City.
Most of our New York City subscribers are
ihcir papers by carriers, m order that
fi rni^hed
more prompt service than that
wkI ;;ct
il i-y
Subscribers will oblige by notifuen bv mail.
Ivi'ip us about any lapse in service.
•econd-c

office

m.ittcr

.IS!;

New

oi

.1

loe

West Coast Representative,

Blair,

Tamari»J Avenue, Los Angeles (Phone
Hrmpsicid 15U).
,
u
London Office and Correspondent: Samuel Harris,
•The Cinema", 80-82 Wardour St., London,

P55

.

,

tt'

I.

Canadian Office: Canadian Moving Picture Di259 Spadina Ave.. Toronto. Canada.

gest.

directors. It is expected
for 1 stock exchange; 2
shares of Stanley for 1 of Warners.

Warner

the

to be

York:

— Billy

2

$90,000,000 Assets

The Stanley Company, operating
approximately 250 theatres in PhilaWashington,
Wilmington,
delphia,
Camden, Atlantic City and other
Eastern cities, and controlling subtheatre
additional
with
sidiaries
oroperties, had total assets of $83,195,599 at the end of 1927.
Capitalization consists of 904,4317-10 shares of no par stock; $27.879,875 in bonds and mortgages payable; $5,125,000 in serial notes, and
$1,101,428 in minority interests.
Sales of Stanley stock have been
unusually active on the New York

Wilkersoii,

J

SOUTH OF PANAMA' RCA TO PAY $120

NEXT CHESTERFIELD FOR VICTOR SHARE
"Somewhere south of the big
ditch" characterizes the locale of
Chesterfield M. P. Corporation's third
1928-29 release entitled "South of
Panama" and Lon Young will leave
for the West Coast immediately to
begin
preparation
for
starting
camera work on October

1st.

Arthur Hoerl's treatment of the
story has been okayed and it is now
being turned into continuity. Erection of sets will be started immediately and casting will be completed
upon Mr. Young's arrival in Hollywood.
"South of Panama" is stated to be
an adventure drama with considerable emphasis on the comedy angle.
An unusual twist to the story is the
fact that all the comedy and heavy
characters are "Yankees" and the
story is being filmed from the Latiu
American's point of view.

There is a report being circulati
that RCA Photophone will be mergi
shortly with the Victor Talking

M

chine Company.

Victor Studios
Camden have been synchronizii
with records some of the biggest pi
tures of the leading producers.
If Victor is taken over, RCA w:
pay for the controlling shares a
proximately $120 per share.

Rinty's "Frozen River"
"Frozen River'' is the new nan
given the story which will be Hi:
Tin-Tin's next starring vehic!.:; fi
Warner Bros. J. L. Warner, produ
tion head, has decided upon it
supersede the title, "King of tl
Wilderness", by which it has be»

known up

to this time.

CAM,

WAFILMS,

Toronto Film Board

in recent weeks.
Elects New Officers
was listed on the Exchange
TORONTO~At the annual meetthis summer it has risen from a low
of 36% to a high of 69% today. Sales ing of the Film Board of Trade,
in the week ended September 1 to- Barney Murphy (FBO) was elected
taled 124,000 shares and in the fol- president; Henry
O'Connor, V. P.,
who lowing week 128,600 shares. Mon- Harry

Stock
Since

New

a

1928

13,

Exchange

it

Walter

A.

Inc.

Putter, Pres.

for
liibrary Stock Scene*
lao W. 46 St.
Nevr York
Bryant 8181

( l.\Ki»I.\TOGRAPHERS
Law, Sec'y-Treas; and G. 0.
and yesterBell & Howell Akeley Cameras
Burnett,
Executive
Secretary.
days 85,900. It opened this morning
Graflex Cameras
Still Cameras
with a sale of 30,000 shares at 69%,
Bill
All Sizes Portable Lights —
Gehring,
Henry O'Connor,
Projectors
an overnight gain of 10%.
Jack Hunter, Harry Paynter and
For Rent
Tribute to Warners
Harry Law were appointed represenIRVING BRO^VNING
The
closing of this deal is a great
Billy
don't like it he can sue me
110 W. 40tli Street. New York Citj
tatives on the Joint Board of ArbiPenn. 1258-9
Wilkinson (not Wilkerson) blew in tribute to Harry M. Warner, pr^^ndent and Major Albert Warner who tration.
from Pittsburgh, had luncheon at the together with
-Jack Warner, producMotion Picture Club and announced tion head and the late Sam Warner
that everything was all right with had many ups and downs before
the Greek Circuit
Sam Spring bringing Warner Brothers Pictures
Harijy
has crossed everyone up by resign- up to its present standing.
ing as secretary and treasurer of Warner has proven a financial geniFirst
National, and most people us with few equals in or out of pidthought the Joe Kennedy influence tures, he has had many times prettly
was out of there
Jay Dee Wil- rough sailing with what was the^,
^^ Russia Ears Ovm Film
l.'anis
arrived from the coast and a little bark, but in every emergenriy
Washington, Aug. 21.
his first official act was to send in he proved himself a real captain]
High censor bureau o( Sovlat
an application for membership in
Russia bas prohibited the showing
^of "Tlie Lame Gentleman," pro-^
the Motion Picture Club, after try- P-F-L Building Four
duccd by Mescbrabpom-Rus3 from
ing to arrange for a life memberA. Tolstoi's noveL
ship, the which there is none
C. Sound Stag^
In making the report to tbe Dept.
Harry Scott, of Pathe, dropped in to
(Continued from pagre 1)
of Commerce, George Canty states
the M. P. Club as somebody's lunch- effects, in collaboration with leadthe Russians pronounced the piceon guest, and after asking why he ing
ture "socially dangerous." It Is also
electrical and acoustics enginexpected
that
the Derussa-filni.
hadn't been told about this, wrote
Ver» Mirzgwa " known''in Germany
out his membership application and eers of the Western Electric and
»s •irKr Css« al Attorney Ciene^ali
check
Emil Jensen reneged at Bell Telephone companies, call for
M, will nr^Qt the s.inio fate
the last minute and refused to sing the erection of the most moderln
the song Irvinpr Berlin is going to
sound stages by scientific research
write for the Motion Picture Club
President Al Lichtman scintilat- and development.
"Paramount's new sound stages
ed with brilliancy when talking into
the microphone of WMCA which sta- will have every facility for the pro-

happens to be the boss, may kick
on this but this column is going to
be mostly about Motion Picture Club
people and its affairs, and if he
,

.

.

—
——

16,100

.

.

.

.

.

day's sales were

.

J

.

.

New W.

.

,

'

.

.

.

"VERA

i

.

.

.

tion broadcast th? doings at the
dedication dinner of the Motion Picture Club last night
Martin J.
Quiffley, who will soon return to
Chicago after a summer spent on
his I.sland home up in the sound,
hates to leave New York since he
has found a real place to eat, i.e.
the Motion Picture Club
.Henry
fJinshort,', eating some of
Steward
Karch's schnecken at the club, inquired if it was necessary to doonk
up to the second knuckle
Herbert Brenon has returned to California after visiting here with his
mother who is seriously ill, and will
resume work on Sam fioldwyn's
"Th« Rescue"
And
the
reason there is so much Motion Picture Club stuff in this column
is
because the dedication dinner was
the big event of the day in the
film
.

.

.

.

world

.

.

.

.

.

of

pictures synchronizeid
voice and with sounid
effects,"
Mr.
Lasky
declared.
"Acoustically and electrically they
represent the genius of the greatest
scientific

minds of America."

.

.

May Swap
Common for

5

(Continued from page
to

These warrants, which are good
January 1, 1930, are exchangefor

five

-Bhares

of

tTniversa!

stock, but not unit!

it

hits-

a price of $40 per share.
The stocjt
closed yesterday at 36, after hitting
40

at

the opening

of

the

will

market.

title

may be

be distributed in the

United Stales by

1)

until

able

Attornev M."

& Censors Willing--

Pref.

the public.

common

of District

Whatever the American

"-God

Universal

.

.

•The Case

IRZEWA"

human

.

.

.

duction
with the

'

Affiliated

European Producers, inc.

(Representing the Leading Producers of the Continent)

729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

VdlEKEtiOTIUMPiaUlESARESKNCIIRONIZED.
"'p'"'r>-'y,"^'"

Bird's eye view of
Bristolphone studio,
factories

a

t

o

r y.

and laborFounded

1889.

Wm. H. Bristol M. E., Inventor of
Bristolphone , and formerly of the
Stevens Institute of Technology.

EXHIBITORS ATTENTION!
Wm. H.

Professor

Bristol

Announces

BRISTOLPHONE
The World's Foremost Synchronizing Disc Device

Congratulations!

A.

Julian

Brylawski.

By acquiring

Available Immediately

is

and

will

phone

be Marketed Nationally by

Bristol-

for your Acad-

emy Theatre

at

erstown, Md.,

GOTHAM-BRISTOLPHONE
SERVICE CORPORATION

insured

a

Mr.

Hagyou've

your patrons

fool-proof

presen-

tation of all synchron-

ized films.

EXHIBITORS— here

is

your best news of the year.

years of constant perfecting,
since

Fourteen

and the experience of operating

1889 one of the world's largest recording-instrument

plants, has resulted in the Bristolphone synchronizing device

now ready

for you! While others are talking of installations
somewhere in the dim future, here is a superb, perfected

system, at a price within reach of

ALL

exhibitors, available

immediately.

SHORT SUBJECTS,
in

sound

Gotham

entertaining acts, the most novel innovations
the tried

effects,

Productions,

producers, will

Bristolphone

is

plus

and proved
the

box-office calibre of

product

of

other

leading

make your house

the talk of the community!

ready for you.

Write, wire or phone to

SOUND

GOTHAM-BRISTOLPHONE SERVICE CORP.

PRODUCTIONS

1650 Broadway,
Factories

New York

City

and Laboratories: Waterbury, Conn.

DIALOGUE

DAILY REVIEW, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

Exhibitors

M.P.T.O. of North Carolina
Thrives Under Picquet Regime
Acquires

Association

Darn Clever these
Publicity

Members

Men!

Just a bit jealous of Hy Daab's
fame as a playright, Mike Simmons decided tliat now is the time
Mike the
for all good, etc., etc.
Gotham -Bristolphone
live -wire
(thanks for the ad) publicity purveyor has gone and written a
waltz hit, entitled "Taya," which
will be published by H. Witmark
& Co. Joseph Zivelli has written
the music.

WILL HAYS-WALKER

DEDICATE M.P. CLUB
Last
place in

night

a

club took its
clubdom.
Hays and Mayor

new

New York

The Hon. Will
Walker formally
tion Picture

instituted the

Mo-

Club at a dinner in the

club house at 1560 Broadway, attended by more than two hundred

members, many

of

whom had

the splendidly
rooms before.

seen

equipped

never
club

Harry Reichenbach acted as toastmaster of the occasion and introThe banquet
duced the speakers.
was started by the singing of "The
Spangled Banner" by Miss
Star
First President Al
Stella Powers.
Lichtman explained the purpose and
scope of the club and the need which
has been universally recognized for
He also dessuch an institution.
cribed the processes by which the
desire of the entire industry found
expression in the club as at present constituted.
Reichenbach then introduced Nathan Burkan, one of New York's
prominent lawyers, who has been
identified for the last twenty-five
years with the moving picture industry and all of its phases. Bugs
Baer, humorist, and Sam Katz, moving picture theatre operator, were
then introduced.
The forensic portion of the program was brought to a splendid climax by a witty speech by Mayor
Walker, who is as much at home
in the moving picture industry as
he is in the City Hall, and by an
earnest address by Will Hays, President of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Two

228

13,

J

1928

General Pictures
Corporation

in Last

Offers to the State Right Buyers

Years

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of North Carolina has
been undergoing a regime of prosperity and healthy progress under
Picthe leadership of Charles W.
the
quet, President, who operates
Carolina Theatre in Pinehurst.
Two years ago, the association
was not taken seriously anywhere
throuhgout the State and certainly

4

Association

not nationally, as it had just 8 members banded together, and possibly
not all of the 8 were paid up.
Today the association has 228 paid
During the Picquet
up memhers.
incumbancy, the organization has
successfully fought off censorship
and admission tax. It is functioning with the Film Board of Trade
regularly and harmoniously, in arbitration matters.
The M.P.T.O. has also been educating its members in the proper
conduct of its contractual relations
with film exchanges and distributors,
member cases being
only
three
scheduled for the last regular arOn the other
bitration meeting.
hand there were twenty-two nonmember cases, and there appears to
be a majority of two-thirds of all
cases brought by non-members, coming up before these meetings, on
the average.

CONSOLIDATED FILM

PREFERRED EARNS $4

its

Consolidated Film preferred has
been moving forward in sympathy
with the strength which has been

shown

in

several

other

amusement

shares recently. Company is earning $4 a share on the senior stock
and paying $2 a share. It has contracts with practically every leading
motion picture producer and is one
of the essential accessory concerns
in

RICHARD

TALMADGE
PRODUCTIONS
Qreat Entertainment and

Box

Draw

Office

These Pictures i^vill
be synchronized ^with
music and sound effects and ^v^ith dialogue ^rher e it ^rill be
good entertainment
and not slo^v up the
action

that industry.

considerable
been
from the preferred into
the common on the recent advance

There

has

switching

by interests identified with the industry who maintain that eventually the junior stock will be the feature.
The latter is on the Curb Exchange.

Produced

by

RICHARD

The

TALMADGE PRODUCTIONS

Inc.

Warner Stock Drops

ROCKETT HERE FOR
"MIRACLE" CONFERENCE

Keith-Albee Gains 7
day for
film stocks on the curb and stock
exchange. The Warner-Stanley merYesterday

was a

hectic

Rockett, who haS' just signed
contract as production
and studio manager of First National pictures, arrived in New York
yesterday to confer with Irving D.
Rosslieim, president of First National Pictures and other executives.
He
expects to remain in the east for

ger started things a-going with a
bang, witli the opening of the market, Stanley jumping over 10 point:--.
At the close of the day Warner "A"'
had lost 5% points and the "B",
3'/^ points, while Stanley wound up
with a 4% point gain, going to a
new high of 63%.

about two weeks.

Paramount was off a point and
a half, as was Fox, which dropped
3% points to lUys. Fox Theatres
was oft 1V4 dropping to 30%.
The K-A-0 stock reacted favor-

Al

a

two-year

While in New York, Mr. Rockett
will go over the new story line-up
with Ned Depinet, vice-president and
general sales manager, and Florence
Strauss, head of the story purchasing department.

ably, gaining
ferred, which

71/2

points on the pre-

jumped

to

95.

for the

GENERAL PICTURES CORP.
SAN MATEO, CALIFORNIA

For Territorial Rights
—Wire-

General Pictures Corp.
OSCAR
1650 Broadway

PRICE,

President

New York

City

Exhibitors
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Fox Drops All ^Programs^ for ^SpeciaW
^Interference^ First P-F-L All-Talker
-^

Fox to Plunge
on Big

iieehan and
All

Specials
By JOK BLAIR
lIolly»vood CorreKponilent

William Fox and Winfleld Sheean, general manager of production
ave reached th? conclusion that
rogram pictures do not mean anyThat is program, to the exling.
snt of cheap pictures with short
looting schedules and casts of no
Accordingly
consequence.
reat
ley have decided to supplant these
ith what has been known as "speIn other words, this organi'als".
ition intends making nothing bu(
ig one's, sinking plenty of mone>
every negative and hoping for the
1

:3St.

Mendez and Roy
Pomeroy Make Two

Lolliar

Screen Credit
Found: A fellow who does
This Eddie Carewe always pops
up with the unexpected. He phoned
Louis Jerome, his Hollywood business manager from Paris informing
him that he had had an operation
on his nose, and everything was O.K.

And Roy Del Rnth springs a new
In making scenes for the

one.

want screen

He

is

around

not

Versions

credit!

quite a mysterious figure
Paramount studio.
the

He slides in and sneaks out. Few
know him, and only studio execuHe is tlio
tives can name him.
fellow who designed the distillery for the production
of

of "Sins

floe he relayed the sound
by telegraph wire to the
vitaphone recording room in the

an

ice

iffects'

Ufa

Star in F.

The

Tom Mix

is

soon to start on "OutWestern "meller"

law".
This is a
)t the old type.

N.

Dove Prod.

latest addition to the cast of

Dove's

Billie

new

starring

picture

National, as yet untitled
Dorraine, well-known Defu

First

for

first

was

made

"all-talking"

today
picture

be made by Paramount will be
"Interference", "the Pertwee-Bearden stage play.

seems

It

Billie

studio.

the

to

the Father".

Warner Brothers picture "Conquest"
of

Announcement
that

that

Paramount

have

been up a tree for some time regarding this production.
Lothar
Mendez has been at work for some
time On the "silent" version and Roy
Pomeroy has been making tests and
Photographing sequences with talk.
\,fter seeing portions of both, studio
fficials decided to make it an allalkie.
Of course there will be a
silent version also.

is Lucy
Monte Blue will soon start in "The First National star, who has just
Greyhound Limited" a railroad story recently arrived in Hollywood from
Edna Murphy will play
It Warner's.
als" throughout the country at the
abroad.
This role marks her first
The Pomeroy method has scored
resent
time.
The box-office on opposite the star and Howard Breth._ American screen appearance. Among
erton will direct.
with
Paramount studio officials.
Seventh Heaven", "Sunrise", "Four
the First National foreign produc- This
an's", "Street Angel" and "Mother
method
consists of the making
Mary Doraii, has been signed on a
tions in which Miss Dorraine was of two negatives at the same time,
achree" has been tremendous.
stick contract by M-G-M.
She has
been appearing in the stage version seen are "Marriage Scandal" and one for the talk and the other for
An
of "Saturday's Children" at the local "Alpine Tragedy".
She played the the action and photography.
expensive operation but it seems
Belasco Theatre.
Chinese heroine of "Mr. Wu" on the evident that
this method should be

This
decision,
no doubt, war
rought about due to tha immens'usiness being done on the "spe-

OWE CHOSEN FOR

BROADWAY' SCRIPT

Lina Basquette will have the fe- stage in Europe.
male lead opposite William Boyd In
"The Flying Fool" to be made by Brown

Named New

*'U"

Pathe.

ejos

and Laemmle,
to Produce Big
^225,000 Play

Jr.

Ramon Navarro

has signed a new
contract with M-G-M. This time he
gets a raise that brings his weekly
check up to $5,000. His old contract

had

until

B. E.
to

fill

ing

Casting Assistant
Brown was yesterday named

the position as assistant castat Universal
Studios

director

December

left vacant by the resignation of
to run.
Lowe, Jr., veteran scenHarold Dodds, according to anI.
E. Chadwick will make three
rio editor and writer, has been ennouncement
by Casting Director
independent specials for the coming
iged by Carl Laemmle to make an
year. The first "Enlighten Thy Chil- Victor Nordlinger.
Captation and continuity of the
dren will go into production at an
imous Jed Harris stage success.
early date.
Broadway,'' bought by Universal
Green with
ist
year for the record price of
Alfred Green has been engaged by
Pete Smith, M-G-M publicist, took
^25,000, and since sought by other a party of 20
newspaper men to the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
to
direct
>mpanies' in vain at prices upwards "Gold Braid" location
at San Diego Marlon Davies' next picture, as yet
half a million.
via airplane.
untitled. As Miss Davies is in LonThe picturization of this stage
Ben Homes, former burlesque don at the present time, this film
iriller Is expected by Universal ofcomedian, who has been working on will not go into
cials to be the greatest picture ever
production until hei
lade at Universal City.
Movietone the Fox lot for the past few months return in OctoTjer.
Green directed
as
an assistant director, has been
lethods will take full value from the
awerful lines and situations in the Blevated to the position of director "Sallly", "Irene'', "The Music Mas3f Movietone.
ter", and "Is Zat So?".
lay.

Edward

T.

M-G-M

f

Camera work

be

started a'
le earliest possible time, with Dr
aul Fejos reported as the likely di;ctor.
Carl Laemmle, Jr., will
ipervise the production, which is
'cp?cted to have Glenn Tryon as
will

le

Broadway "hoofer" around whom

le

play

Seller,

3on.

Jolson

Luncheon Ignores

Industry's Trade Press
Al

Jolson yesterday afternoon
a luncheon for the daily
newspaper reviewers, but his invitation did not include the names

Fox

lay started on his
special "Baggers".

Affiliated

director,
first

yester-

Movietone

European

We furnish
Two

Affiliated European Producers are
expecting to synchronize two of their
forthcoming pictures: one of them
is, "Her Viennese Lover", based on
t h e
famous
Viennese
operetta,
"Sweet Girl"; and the second, a film
based on the life of Chopin, the fa-

mous composer.

the trade-press.
Evidently AI figures on spending some of his $5,000,000 profit
he has in Warners On a big blowout for the boys on the trade
sheets.

Wire and Local News

Our Readers

to

That accounts for the steady
in

circulation

They want him

for

talking

Hart wants a long conmost of the bidding companies

Dictures.
tract,

a few Warner employees in on
he know. Fortunes have been made
by several members of this organization other than those carrying
he Warner name.
Al Jolson for example is said to
'lave cleaned up around $5,000,000 in
he last six months. He is said to
lave taken quite a bit of his salary
in stock for his work in both "The
Jazz
Singer" and "The
Singing
Eo

Fool".

Several minor executives adopted
the same basis of payment as was
the case with at least two directors
several players and a studio official.
salesman in the New York exchange having a relative upstairs in
the executive offices, resigned his
$75.00
a
week position Monday,
walking out with a cool $150,000
profit in the stock.

want a picture-to-picture contract.

What is true in a major way is
also true with men in the exchanges,
advertising and in a couple of instances, stage hands in the Holly-

of

studio.

Fox Pays

for

Nagel

Fox wanted Conrad Nagel

for a
This player is under a conboth Warner's and M-G-M
these companies having alternate use
of his services.
Both could use him
in pictures immediately, but Fox of-

picture.
tract to

Demand

Bill Hart in
William S. Hart, out of pictures
for the past few years, is in great
demand by several of the major studios.

The rise of Warner Brothers stock
on the market has been a gold mine

wood
increase

gave

of

WARNEREMPLOYEES
CLEANJJP ON TIPS

A

to Synchronize

is built.

company

ad

Others in the cast
will
be announced

Lew

highly successful in that both negatives can and will be developed separately giving full value to the voice
and the photography.
In the long
run it might be the cheapest method

Exhibitors

DAILY REVIEW

fered $30,000 for his services for six
weeks and got him. He will appear
in "Slide of Life" going into pro-

duction immediately.

— leg^alize Petting

•Mpe they

going

Parties

to

—make Free

l<ove

freer

— let Flaming:

bum

Yoiitli

up

—smash the barriers
that liOvers have
5,000 years

faeeil for

The theme

An

of the minute

idea so bold

it

— burning, timely,

dares

to

SENSATIONAL!

change love-habits that have stood

foil

centuries.

1

upon mile of front-page publicity, plus magazines,
have built unexampled public interest.
irli/e

Now YOU

lectures, books

how

can break with a great feature picture that will
this unconventional convention works.

Not

a scientific treatment but

SHOW

then

A GREAT LOVE STORY!

;

Uignified, authoritative; written by the famous originator of this amazinj

plan—

I

A

JUDGE

BEIV B. EIIVDSEY,

and Wainwright Evans.

production in every way, presented by The C. M. Corporation
directed by Erie C. Kenton with a class cast including
class

BETTV
E d M'

.

BRO]VSOI\— AEEC B. FRAIVCIS
m a r t i 11 d e 1 — If « d d » H o p p e

i*

Ready now

for iuimeiliate bookings!

SCOOPS

NATIONAL
THE FIEK^O — A]\SWERS

Member

^d

VIIKST

THE ITIOST SEHrSATIOIVAE QIIESTIOIV
THAT EVER FACER HUMAI^ITV

!

ef Motion Picture Producete

Distributors of

America

Inc. »• Will

H.Hav8 PruUtnt

Demand American Movies

French Public

\

Formerly EXHIBITORS
or..

24

,\«>w

«4

IN».

FOUR SOUND STAGES

OBSERVATIONS

BEING BUILT

'Mother Knows Best"
It was quite evident, from the
number of woman with minor off-

spring in tow at yesterdays opening of "Mother Knows Best" that
a great m.any people must have
been under the impression that
herein lay a great lesson for the
"younger generation." On the con-

j

I

trary, in this Edna Ferber story,
so admirably presented, is taught
Mother
difference between
the
love and "Smother love" and it
points an accusing finger at the
parent not the child.

—

Silence

We
'

lief

heaved a great sight of
the picture began to

as'

itself in

Immediate

new sound
of

studios

construction

of

NA.

stages' at the

Lasky Corporation

is

planned with

ground for the new structures to be
broken today, it was announced by
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president.
announcemnt folLasky's
Mr.
lows the return from New York of

collaboration
of
the
accoustical engineers
a.nd
Western Electric and Bell Telephone companies, and call for the
erection of the most modern type
of sound stage
made possible by
research
developscientific
and

ment.

Each

of the four stages will be 70
100 feet long.
The
structures will occupy a site behind Stage 4 On the Paramount lot
in Hollywood, and will be constructed of special materials designed to

wide by

The solospeeches and conversa"Mother Knows Best" are
by far, the best that have been
foisted upon us in this form of
entertainment, and yet even in
this instance they are by no means
worthy of the excellent drama of
which they are a part. But we
wont quibble about that because
even if the dialogue is so much
"hokum" the picture is not. It
tion in

—

all extraneous
sounds and
from entering the building,
eliminate echo and resonance

prevent
noises

and

to

within the valrious stages.

New

In an effort to increase interest in
aviation throughout the United States
and to focus attention on the need
for airports and definite ma/rkings
for cities along air routes, some 800

the club
country.

all

Through

Jesse

Frederick

Sands, by

three.

-We noted too with appreciation,
that the scenes behind the lines
in the war sequences were finely
done, and that no attempt was
made to "copycat" from "The Big
Parade", "Wings", et al.
Three
loud cheers.
It looks as tho when it comes
to buying a corking story and
sticking to it "Fox knows best".

—

WILKERSON.

FRED FLECK

we

By

IN N. Y.

Fred Fleck, former casting head
Paramount Astoria studio and

of the

more recently assisting Howard
Hughes in the production of "Hell's
Angels", arrived in New York today
from Hollywood to take up his duties
a(nd casting director for Paramount
in

this

of

several

the eastern studio.

the

national secretary,

elated with the delivery of this first

a\nd technically

shall
it

to

correct,

unstintingly recom-

our friends."

starring

first

"Two
house.

Special Corre.spondent

picture,

will

follow

Lovers" into this Broadway
Shortly

after

that,

at

the

Conrad story,
"The Rescue" will be shown. This
production presents the young French
star, Lila Damita, in her first American

made

the Joseph

picture.

PARIS.— The French

public and
the French exhibitor are up in
arras, the public due to the poor
entertainment they are getting out
of the French made motion pictures
and other European made product
and the exhibitor because his business has been so bad, there seems
no other out for him but to close
the theatre or get the French quota
restriction removed.
Both the theatre

man and the
public feel they have been bunked by
the French government who were
Warner Brothers have signed Paul- influenced in passing the quote by
ine Frederick, the well known stage a few French producers who manand screen actress, to a four year aged to wind their megaphones
contract, according to Darryl Zatiuck, around the tri-color of France, therewest coast production manager for by shutting out all, but a few,
American made pictures, and it has
this organization.
American made
This noted actress will appear in been these same
all-ticking
pictures.
well pictures that has been manna to the
Several
known plays are now under con- exhibitor and pleasing entertainment
The popularity of
sideration for her and one in parti- to his patrons.
(Continued on page 2)
cular is being negotiated for.

WARNER SETS FREDERICK

first

Radio Corporation of America Saturday, and it was put into action
along Broadway at once.
The Pathe truck is a portable
visual and sound recording equipment with a visual camerai range
of 2 miles and with a tonal range of
87 metres.
With this range in both
sound and photography the truck

same house,

Exp enstve
A lot of money has undoubtedly
gone into this production, and in
our opinion is has been well spent.
It
is amazing to note the change
lor the better in the acting of Miss
Bellamy who has been playing
We think
ga-ga parts so long.
too that Fox has a "comer" in
Barry Norton, who shows great
ability and has that sympathetic
appeal. Louise Dresser, however,
sweeps all before her as the
Mother whose domination and
ambition nearly ruins the lives of

company received the
News trucks from

as

will be .-'tile to capture news events
in their actuality.
Pathe home oflice officials were so

French Want Quota Removed

Louise Dresser.

all

and

mended

formances of Madge Bellamy and name.
Barry Norton; and the superb and
almost overshadowing work of

awaited Fathe News,
soon to be a reality,

is

GOLDWYNVFOR B'WAY

an exceptional story, the fine per-

Lasky,

The long
with sound,

an

at

the

members throughout

their

issue

Herold M. Harter, of Toledo, Ohio, truck that photographs of it were
this organization plans to cooperate made r<nd were telegraphed by the
with all thesJtres showing "The Air A.T.iSrT.Co., to the Pathe branch
Circua" in an effort to further stim- offices throughout the country where
ulate interest in aviation.
sales meetings are being held siWriting to William Fox, Mr. Hub- multaneously.
bard said: "The writer, who was in
the photographic service during the
recent World War sJnd witnessed the
aerial activities at St. Mihiel, had
the privilege of seeing your new
Samuel Goldwyn, United Artists
picture 'The Air Circus'.
producer, has three pictures heaided
"Although I saw it on the anniver- for Broadway. "Two Lovers"
the
sary of the St. Mihiel drive, I am
Coleman-Banky
co-starring
producthankful it was not a war picture.
From a photographic standpoint, as tion will be seen at the Rivoli Sepwell as an aviation stattidpoint, the tember 22, being it's first time at
picture was a pronounced success. popular prices.
Around Nov. 15th.
I will not qualify my endorsement
"The
Awakening"
Vilma Banky's
of it in any way; it is clean, up-to-

"Mother Knows Best" is distinguished by very good direction,

excellent.

R^eased
Early^ate

^First
EXCHANGE CLUBS
HELP FOX PICTURE

One
Bow in
The next Clara Bow picture will
She
be "The Saturday Night Kid".
will have a new face, as her leading
man in this one, a European find of the-minute,

—

Pat. Off.

S.

FIVE CENTS

17, 1!>28

F'raJnk A.
who left

feet

Speeches

is

Reg. U.

Pathe ISews with Sound
RCA Furnish News Trucks

four

Hollywood
the Paramount Fatmous

review

National Exchange Clubs throughout
with the Fox
Brandow. studio manager, the contry have joined
exploiding "The
Film
Corporation
in
weeks
for the East two
This picture, which
Air Circus".
ago with construction plans. These
problems of commerwere originally formulated by Roy deals with th.g
cial aviation, has been recommended
re- J. Pomeroy, director of sound ef- by Woilter W. Hubbard, the president
un- fects' at the west coast studios, in of the New York Exchange Club, to
with leading electrical

the dignified silence
dueto such an unusual and beautiWhen it did
fully played story.
burst into sound, the sound was
expected because that particular
the
situation warranted it and
"talkie" sequences in this instance
in no way marred the production.

wind

AT PARAMOUNT

WIEW

TRADE

York, Monday, .September

/

FOX NEWSMEN HERE
Ettore Villani, Rome Staff of Fox
Newsreel, Hans Pebal, Vienna Staff
and Frederic Fesneau, Paris Staff,
are visitors of the Home Office or-

New York at the present time, and are checking up on
all the
improvements, since they
were away. They will be returning
to their posts in a month or so.
gainization in

Sells Another
Farrow, young Paramount
writer, has sold another story to
that organization. It is "The Haunting Melody". The story will be put
in book form by Farrow and re-

Farrow

John

leased before the picture

is

out.

.
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Doris Anderson
Paramount as a

ginal story writer, it became known
when the studios announced that the

new

npnie to a

tional ))ox oflfice features at variou;
seasons of the year. James A. Cai
rier .formerly general man .i^er q
exploitation theatres for the Univer
sal Film Corporation and quite
Manager for tl
cently General

affixed her

had

popular authoress

contract.

Miss Anderson, a graduate of the
of California, a former

ITniversity

woman

newspaper

and

publicity

Paramount

joined

agent,

sev.erci!

of

his conscience wouldn't
even play golf on this holy-

s.-ijys

him

day so he put in the time by working
K. E. Sliauer.
all day in his office
busi
foreign
head of Parr^mount's
lunchfor
regular
a
become
ness, has
eon every day at the Motion Picture
Sehenck an Joe
^'t'k
Club
Sclionck, who h.->ive been Ike & Mike
in almost everything since they were
boys, have split in politics, Nick
being for Al. Smith and Joe for
Manfred
Hoovsr, and so it goes
.

.

.

.

.

but

clear

the

A.

Inc.

Futter, Pres.
for

Library Stock Soenea

W. 4«

130

New York

St.
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own

their

for

French

that

fact

WAFILMS,
Walter

made

films have no sufficient quality
break into the American theatre.
There are moves on in every direction to remove the quota. French
exhibitors are to carry on the fight
being backed up by the French
to

AGAIN

AGAIN

public.

Ac'cording to Z.nlkoro ^"'ilm Cor
poration. "the use of foreign pi<i
tures in Americn tlieatres is i|
neasing, and may possibly in timi
outstrip in
popularity the homfr

.

.
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Lee, publicity
years, has joined

out
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"Mothei

Mine" one of the five bears mo8(
promise of a box-offic-e knot'kou
Meanwhilp "Potemkin" is being widi
l)ookod
]y
lliroughout upper Nc
York and New Jersey.

.

National, h.-As re.sumed the practice
of law and has established offices in
the Bar Building
Sidney Sinpernian who helps hold down al large
end of Universal, has gone to Atlantic City for a two week's vacation
and thinks- thpt will give him time
to get his batting eye back in good
working condition
Eddie Golden,
now with Universal, hopped over to
Boston to spend the yontiff with fhf
home folks and gels liack on his
busy job today
Truman H. Talley.
old time newspaper man who has
been bossing the Fox Xewsreel job
for the nas-t year or so. has been
given
big jump up by being made
one of Mr. Fox' personal assistants
in the home office
Jesse L. Lasky
is expected here from the coast on
Friday for a st.yv of several weeks
and will pay a lot of attention to
the Pramoiint sound studio in Long
Island City
.

including

of

company officials
Sam Spring,
who recently resigned from First
.

sealion,

German make."

Read-

Paramount in
New York for

for

INSIST

distribution
Fr'^nch and

.

increase

product.''

Zakoro otficin'ls further belie
"that American producers are mO)
and more copying the foreign metb
of production."
"The company hi
five European productions ready foil

Our Readers

to

and Vic's
ones

(ins J. Schaeffer, gen-

manager

made

Victor

Bruce Oalhip got away to a good
start for Florida, and at the last
minute discovered that the traveling
bag presented to him by the A.M.P.A.
would hold something else besides
.

WE

.

for

with

Slidpiro at United Artists,
getting a lot of the good

AGAIN

We furnish

revue will mean moro thj
mere wdlk across the stai

ZAKORO ENTHUSIASTIC

•

E.

clothing

market

product,
Kayiier,

hi

as talent will be as important
the girl winning this tour oppor
nity as will lier beauty and perf©
ness of form.
Upon arrival of these foreign C'
brities in New York Mr, Carrier
arrangjd tor them to tour on thi
own .$3.5.000 palatial trackless tr;
which is now nearing compl'^tion
Indianapolis.
The train will
built similar to the Metro-Goldwy
Mayer trackless tralin which is no
enjoying its fourth year of a worU
tour by a visit to Australia.

CALl,

public are

their

NEW YORK—Billy

hj

Enterpris.-^s.

liil

in this
lust a

diculed, not only for the quality of
product but for his yells at
"reprisals" at the time the quota

beiig considered. The
low aware v;hy, more French films
have not found a market in America.
They are convinced that it is not
through a heavy taxation or the
iesire of American producers to keep

Pathe.

Theatrical

Schine

months ago and since that time has

his

w.-'S

let

Approciaing the fact that bathini
beauty contssts and contests lookini
for the girl with the greatest person
ality. etc. have c^ways been excep

remain with
and ori-

will

scenr.irist

upon the original idea of sendin|
been kept busy On screen produc- scouts into the European count
^Continuod from page 1)
Of late, she has been respontions.
fhe American movie has kept open sible for the "Three Sinners", screen ;nid there select one representatiy]
beauty from ?ach foreign couni
the door of more than one cinenrx play,
upon which she collaborplted and tiring her back to America
palace in France.
on the
with Jean de Limur,
import
playing every
tour,
a
Now there is a cry on all sides screen play for "Half and
a
Bride".
land, in
a m
in ths
for the removal of the quota restric- Percy Heath co-operating on that. theatre
elaborate revue. Thes3 girls so sel
tions and it seems this cry will be
At the present time, she is preparing ected will be required to have indj
heard before 1929 sets in.
original.
"Th.? Wolf of Wall
aind
vidnal talent, so that their prase
The French producer is being ri- Street", for George Bancroft.
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a lovely, tender,

It's

emotional story built around

a boy and a

alone in a big city-

girl

with a background

Coney

of

Island

—a

picture without a villain

When

you

HEAR

the delicious dialogue between these

two lonely youngsters

when
say
Because

the

it's

the catch in the

girl's

boy whispers "you're wonderful"

a marvel

different

—YOU'LL

say

— new — refreshing — and

it's

—

voice
you'll

wonderful!

Carl Laemmle's wondel
Broadway) and Barbaril
Kent a Paul Fejos Production supervised by Carl Laemmle, Jr.Universal-Movietone with music, sound effects and dialogue.
it

is

picture, starring

^/VJC^

—

Glenn Tryon

it's

(the "hoofer" of

—

!

Two
f=

Releases

—

and

Silent

— with

J).

\

—^.
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/
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PARAMOUNT SOLVES

TWO NEGATIVE
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Hollywood Previews

TALKIE

"THE VLHAM MtiHT BOAT"

"FLFKTVVIXi"
Fox

Sticc'lal

ll>

— Roy

Pomeroy.
sound expert at Paramount, is said
to have perfected a machine that will
project tha two negatives, necessary
in the sound method now being used
Helen
by his organization, on a single pro- actress,
jector, instead of two now required has the

STUDIO GOSSIP

screen subjects by this device.

to

The

Directed by
Cast

<,'<>rre«i»«iideiit

HOLLYWOOD

at

title

well known
the Fox studio.
of "vocal trainer for

Movietone".

of the reproducing atJoliniij' Hiiies is in trouble again.
consists of a
standard
projector plus a film rotating, at- Same trouble as before. He is about
tachment for the separate film, re- to start a new picture and has no
Johnny is not hard
cording the voice. It can be attached leading lady.
o please, but
well in this instance
to the regular Movietone installation
at a very small cost, and this in he must have one with a good voice
turn can be attached to any existing ill addition to the qualifications forHis new production
projector by utilizing the Movietone merly desired.
"A Pair of Sixes" will soon be under
or Vitaphone amplifiers.

idea

Pomeroy has what he

have, this will settle a
certahity on the part of
bitors

is S'aid

to

of unmany exhilot

who have seen reason

to favor

the method used by Paramount due
ti the fact they
have experienced
nuit° an expense with the disc
method in that a disc can only be
run r> few times and after that a
?-ew o'le will have to be used, and
this? runs into quite an item.
With
the voice on a separate
negative,
without having to be run the negar've through an intermittent, the
wear and tear On this film will be
regligable and at hardly any ex-

nens° for replacements.
The rub
has bpgn up to now, the compulsion
of using two projectors at the same
time,
thereby doubling operators,
etc.

M-G-M

Talkies

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have

listed

the following productions under the
classification of "talkies".

"Alias

Jimmy

Valentine"

—William Haines
— Featured Cast
"Thirst"'
—John Gilbert
"The Pagan"
—Ramon Navarro
"Buddies"
— Marion Davies
"A Man's Man"
— William Haines
"Dumb Dora"
— Marion Davies
"Broadway Melody" — Georgie Price
"The Last of Mrs. Cheney"
—Norma Shearer
"The Belamy Trial"

way.

It

Lambert Hillyer Directed by
Barry Norton Featuring
Ben Bard and
Ralph Emerson

an

will be

"all-talkie".

his sweet little princess, a stern, bad
father, a lot of villains and a horse.
The type of picture you see with
little

expectations and come out with

big smile of surprise.
The direction atiid photography are excellent,
the acting first rate and every advantage has been taken of the man

terial at hand.
This will please any
audience anywh.'jre.

"TIMES SQUARE"
(liothani

Directed by
Joseph Boyle.
Cast
Arthur Lubin,
Alice Day, John Miljan, Bmil
Chautard.
Photography by
Ray June.
Gotham should be commended on
this one.
It is an excellent picture,
Alice (ilei.'tle, the opera singe'', is has some
drawliacks here and there
n Hollywood and will open a school but on
the whole it is good enterfor vocal training.
tainment a-d after all what else is
expected.
It is a story along the
Allen
Dwiin
directing
Douglas
Fairbanks in "The Iron Mask", holds lines of "The Jazz Singer" and concerns a composer who seeks a career
the record for directing a star of
such prominence. He has been the as a writer of popular jazz tunes.
There has been some bad casting
director on eight other Fairbanks
and the film slows up a bit in the
pictures.
middle of the picture, but these
lau'ts are overbalanced by the backAlt' Gonldliitf, former Mack Sennett
the
iirector. has been signed by M. G. M. ground,
story
appeal
and
His first picture will be the Dane- general production.
You will like
this one and it will get business.
Arthur comedy "All at Sea".
A'icf «r

ViUToni

not at all worried
about the talkie situation.
Victor
has had considerable stage experience, has a good voice and speaks
eight different languages.
is

Charley Chase has gone and shaved
mustache.
Wonder if the fans
throughout the country will reocghis

him?

nize

AI Raboa(
Olive Bordt

Fleetwing.
Photography
Ernest Milh
Photography by
Frank Goode.
Director and cast do well with
This is a good picture. A tale of weak story.
stage
Borden is attractii
She the desert, a dashing young hero, enough and Emerson sufficient!

Ware,
is

Dorothy Janis,

tai-hn-ent,

If

I'il'tany-Stiihl

"ME,

GANGSTER"

Fox
Directed by
Cast

Paoul Walsh

_

June Collyer,
Anders Randolph, Burr Mcintosh
Gustave Von Seyffertitz, Don

Walter Langr, the director, has been
signed by Tiffany-Stahl to direct
"The Spirit of Youth".

Terry.

hand.some

please the critica
to
be O.K. for an open date f(
audiences which like scenes of Ne
York.
Betty, a nice girl, is out yachtiri
with her boss, who attempts
attack her, but she is saved in tt
nick of time by the hero, who
working on the boat and who is ah
employed on the Albany Night Boa
The hero and his pal, both in loi
with the girl, strive to win her, b;
after a trip to Coney Island, the hei
marries her, but take in his pal
a boarder.
As is the case wii
boarders, he makes a play for tl
wife and a bloody, fight with the hu
band ensues, with all ending we
Will

'

i

husband and

for

wife.

"THE MIDNIGHT LIFE"
<>othani

Directed by
Scott Dunlj
Featuring
Gertrude Olmstea
Eddie Buzzell, F. X. Bushma
Photography by
Norbert Brod'
Rates as on 85% picture, wi:

some of those in tl
play "Broadway". Cast is splendi
with director getting credit for brin;
ing out their best work.
Titlii
could be improved upon. A colort
type of picture which many houst
will want for the crowds which li!
situations like

Broadway stuff.
Owl Cafe is hangout for band
silk thieves.
The leader is a r

)i,

spectable citizen of the highest soci
ty,
is

in his off moments.
His identi
known, but he is not tamper*

with until a detective

is

murdered,!

The murdered man's pal takes
Photography by
Arthur Edison. hand in avenging
the death of hi
This is an unusual picture.
The friend, and he cleans out the den
Joseph Henabury will direct the story has
been taken from the SaturReginald Denny, Universal, all-talkie day Evening
crooks, wins the girl for himself, ai
Post story of "The
"Clear the Deck".
Diary of Me. Gangster" written by the villain meets a dire fate throuj
bis own machinationsr
William Powell, Paramount actor Charles Francis Coe. It's screen
Monte Carter. Cosmo Kyrtle B(
presentment
is
a
pulled another fast one.
Here it most any picture bit different than lew, Buzzell and Carleton King
we have ever seen.
IS
"As welcome as hay-fever on
There is a powerful punch to the notewoi-thv work.
a sound proof stage".
story and all it is a wow of a
"Nize Baby"
pict—Featured Cast
"THE FARMER'S DAUtiHTER"
Adhnr Lake, Universal player, is ure. Raoul Walsh again comes to Fox
"Wonder of Women"
Featured Cast. going to open a restaurant in Holly- the fore with a mighty concerning Directed by
Norman Tauri
wood. It will be called "The Lan- a young boy growing up in vicious Featuring
"The Bridge of San Luis Rey"
Marjorie Beel
tern".
surroundings and gangster life. Fox
Featured Cast
Arthur Stone.
might well feel proud of this picture. Photography
"The Trial of Mary Dugan"
Joseph Augui
Josenh Diskay is the first "talkieBurlesque of farm life which w
Featured Cast double".
He
"HAFNTET)
has
HOUSE"
been
retained by
"The Little Warrior"
go well in the big cities the kll
Warner
First
\

'

(

—
—

—
—'Marion

Davies

Fox Signs Carmel Meyers
The Fox company has signed Carmel Meyers for a picture to be known
as "Bath Between" which Ben Stoloff
will direct.
Naturally it will have
plenty of talk.

lirothors in this capacity
His voice doubled for that of
Warner Oland in "The Jazz Singer"
That was so good the contract
followed.
Kejrinald

Haker

will

make "New

Orleans" as his next production for
riffany-Stahl.
Ricardo Cortez will
have the lead, Alma Bennett will
play opposite.

Hollywood Invention
Tliere

is

a fellow in Hollywood
the talkies.

who does not like
He is an inventor.

Accordingly
he has invented and put on the

market a

"ear plugs'' to
be inserted by patrons for use in
theatres showing talking pictures.

We

set

of

understand he sold 1,000,000
(he first week.
Address' furnished on application.

Aimee
Coa.st

to

Paramount

reports have

it
that Aimee
MacPherson will mak.o at
one picture for Paramount. The

Semple
le.-ifit

contract is said to have been signed
before her departure for Europe and
production will start. Jan. 1. It will
be a sort of propaganda yarn with

Aimee

in the role she has been acting for the past few years.

—

\ational
Directed by
Benjamin Christiansen of film which will cause adult au<
Cast
Montague Love, ences to laugh despite themselves
Chester Conklin, Thelnia Todd,
Edmund Breese, Barbara Bed- Marjorie Beebe mirth-provoking coi
ediennc; Stone natural comedian.
ford.

The

star of this picture

unusual
with a
bang.
It is a mystery story and
almost every device and subterfuge
known to the cinema have been resorted to.
But the mystery sort of
falls short. There is no great menace
due to the fact that the characters
in the story are menaced with
such
indefinite powers that it is hard
to get the audience worked
up with
any alarm. The direction is good,
the photography excellent and
the

nnd impressive.

It

gets

is

off

City

slicker

is

after

farmer

daughter's money. Hired hand is
love with her.
He is the invent

I

cheese-wrapping machine whislicker is promoting, with
object of escaping with the har;
earned savings of the farmers wl
have put their money into the mj
of a
city

f

chine.

the

The

slick-^r

money but

is

escapes with
captured by

ij

t'

farmer's daughter.
This one is reminiscent of Senn(j
be
materially
slap-stick
helped
comedies with a time-woji
by
sound
effects which we are told are going plot and hokum.
At good price a
to be added by First National.
on double bill will do nicely.
cast

is

meritorious.

The picture

will

—
Grainger Predicts 3000 Wired

Formerly EXHIBIIORS
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Files Patent Suit

Talkies"
The Fox production

Knows Best"

of

"Mother

out one of
the main difficulties being encountered by talking pictures and
that

is

points

PROPER

DIALOGUE.

What might be good on

the stage,
will not necessarily, be good for
pictures, for in combining the

AgainstFamousPlayersMovietoneShow
GRAINGER RETURNS

-SOUND GOING BIG

J. R. Grainger, general sales mandrama with that
ager of Fox Film Corporation, rethe stage the main trouble
turned yesterday to his office in
going to be centered more on New York after a seven weeks sales

art of the silent

of
is

Ills

the proper dialogue than anything else. Fox assigned Eugene
Walter, rather prominent writer,

ISl!

llU

)r»

I

ill

eni

bri

log

to suggest the dialogue

production,

and

are,

for this

no

doubt,

paying him quite a bit of money
he is the right
man. They might as well have
gotten Owen Davis for this task,
would have cost them more
it
money with probably the same
in the belief that

effect.

)ialog ue
In this production Fox has us'ed
good judgment in timing the dialogue for the proper moment but
the words put into the mouths of
the artists do not sem to carry
sufficient weight for those important sequences that have been

To our way

used.

of

thinking.

Fox has done a good job with
the recording, but Walter failed
miserably with the dialogue. The
silent production seemed to be
of such excellence and the spoken
words, rather ten, twenty, thirty.
Why wouldn't it be more sensible, to have the schooled picture
the man who did the
screen play, knowing pictures as
he does, write the dialogue.
writer,

tour throughout the United

States.

"Sound pictures," he said, "were
making big financial showings everywith exhibitors in small
towns crying for installations." He
where,

predicted that 3000 theatres would
be wired for Movietone by next

September.

Seek
Film Receipts

our impression that the
are due for a terrific
slump in the very near future,
due to the bad one's being made.
This is to ho expected for this
novelty is still in the experimental stages.
But the public is not
interested in experiments.
They
want to be entertained and having seen our present talking pictures, have been entertained to
the extent of seeing a novelty
but the novel aepect will soon
wear off and they will insist
on the real "goods" or fight shy
of them. It's going to take some
time to produce the real "goods"
even considering the rapid advance to date, and until this is
done (and it will be done) business in talking pictures will not
It

is

be so good.

WILKERSON

$ 19,792.50

Capitol

Cardboard Lover

for Big

Hammons

Conference

Jack White, president of Jack
White Productions and E. H. Allen,
general manager of the Educational
Hollywood studios, will be in New
York tomorrow for conferences with
E. H. Hammons and other Educa-

Time

$ 15,481.75

Cameo

Dawn (2nd)
Gaiety
Air Circus

$

5,658

Red Dance (Last)

$

the Palace Theatre in Montreal from
continuing to use the apparatus now
employed, and from using any motion picture film having incorporated
in them any sound record for reproduction in a projector.
The Palace on September first,
under direction of George T. Rotsky.
manager, presented the first sound
picture program in Canada, with an

8.520

Criterion

to

$ 13,012

Heart

$ 75,400

Rialto

The Patriot

$ 34,600

Rivoli

The Tempest
Roxy

$ 24,900

initial

(2nd)

$102,603.50

Warner
Terror

Talking

comedy producand the 1929 African Injunction

picture

on
Tunney-Henney Fight

production program as well.

program

of

Movietone

em-

bodied in "Street Angel,'' and other
(Continued on page 2)

$ 20.791

tional executives.
tion will be discussed

of Canahas brought suit for $25,000
damages against the Famous Players
Canadian Corporation for patent infringement, and is asking for an
da, Ltd.,

injunction restraining the owners of

$ 10,430

Globe

Fazil

Infringement Charge
The DeForest Phonofilm

Central
Lilac

Heart

Montreal

$ 61,273.60

Wings
Paramount

White Coming

Stop

by Injunction

Astor

"White Shadows"

to

Palace Presentation

Ending September 15

OTTERSON AND KNOX
RETURN FROM LONDON

J. E. Otterson, president of ElecCinemas, Ltd., have secured an intrical Research Products returned
World-Wide Pictures, Inc., has junction preventing the African The- last week from England, after arissued $1,000,000 in Preferred Stock atres, Ltd., from showing the Tun- ranging to issue licenses to prowhich has been fully subscribed to ney-Heeney fight films in the Cape ducers there, as well as to promise
by the companies represented by J. District.
Cinemas, Inc., a rival of sound equipment for Victor SheriD. Williams, John Maxwell and E.
dan's Wembley studios. H. G. Knox.
African
Theatres secured rights
the
H. Hammons.
one of the directors of Western ElecThe stock issue has been floated to the film from the Goldhawk Com- tric also returned with him.
by Dillon Read and Co.
pany in New York.
The British Sound Film Production,
Ltd., snibsidiary of British Talking
Pictures, Ltd.) have arranged a pro-

Control World

Wide

gram

Universal Complete Service

mpression
talkies

Week

Booked

for Entire

of

New York"

here,

where

it

more

to Minneapolis, representing

opened

on

Saturday.
The picture grossed $35,116 on
the Saturday and Sunday
ness, approximately $4,000

than ever was taken

in

Paramount

since

box-office

at

the
the

opening day,
The Jewish holidays were partly
responsible
f^ross.

for

the

Chain

busi-

directed

by Josef von Sternberg and starring George Bancroft, broke all
existing records
for
week-end
business at the Paramount theatre,

&R

Arrangements have just been completed between the Universal Pictures Corporation and the Finkelstein & Ruben theatre circuit which
will put Universal's entire line-up
of
1928-1929 pictures, except the
supers handled on an individual
basis, over the north-west chain.
Negotiations with the F & R executives was held for Universal by
M. Van Praag, western sales director for "U" who went personally

"Docks" Breaks Record
"Docks

F

phenomenal

Lou
manager

Metzger, general sales
the Laemmle organization.

B.

of

Edmond

R. Ruben, film buyer for the big
chain,
was the other principal.

George Ross "U" manager in Minnand Joe Jacobs, "U" mana-

eapolis,

(Contlnued on pag-e

2)

full-length features in
being "Sinews of
War", and 26 one-reel talkie and
sound subjects and talking animated cartoons, at their studios in

sound,

of six

the

first

Wembley.

K-AO

Kenmore Opening
Attracts Notables

took place last night before an audience which included many distinguished guests. Social, political and
theatrical celebrities

The

were present.

inaugural ceremonies
attending the opening of the KeithAlbee Kenmore Theatre in Flatbush
official

Senator Capper at

AMPA

Luncheon Thurs.

Senator Capper, noted farm leader,
will be the guest of the AMPA at
their next regular weekly luncheon
at the Paramount Hotel this Thursday, through the courtesy of Van

Buren Enterprises.

.
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Suit

tor

Files

.

the record for the first host to the
biggest luncheon party at the M.F.
Club, having 52 Publix Theatre peo.

.

fred

.

.

.

greeting cards to his friends, but as
our education in Yiddish was sadly
neglected in our youth, we couldn't
read all of it even by standing upJoe Seirter is the
side down
busy bird readying up all his various
business interests so he can leave
them for three months in Europe,
with Joe and his better three-fourths
sailing on the Isle de France a week
Harry Warnfrom next Saturday
who doesn't emblazon everyer,
thing he does to the world, has given
$40,000 for the purpose of equipping
Ihe Jewish Orphan Asylum, and
Harry won't be pleased that we're
printing this
Ben Blumenthal
is under suspicion of trying to desert Broadway, he having moved the
offices of Export & Import from 729
to 398 Fifth Avenue, where he has
his Tecla Pearl business
Fred
Fleck is back at his old stand, having been transferred from the coast
back to the Paramount I>ong Island
studios as casting director
Jack
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wliite,

.

.

.

who makes comedies good

and otherwise, mostly not otherwise,
is due in New York this week to
talk over the sound picture stuff
with Educational et cet
Charlie
Sclnvartz (or maybe it is Marty, who
can tell?) .says he likes the card
rooms at the Motion Picture Club as
he always wins there, except occasionally when he loses, and what
do you make of that Dr. Watson?
.

.

.

.

.

Columbia

troit office.

Against Show

\

Lasky En Route
HOLLYWOOD — Jesse L.

Lask

for New York yesterday fo
annual Fall conference with AdolpI
left

Maberry also announced the ap-

pointment of Dan Roache, long iden- Zukor and other production and dls
tified with the exploitation of motion tribution executives, on next year
pictures.

films in that country.
Certain of these 8 patents are

ManLee has joined up with Pathe.
so what we said about him joining
Vic Shaitiro's gang at United Artists
was a lot of bunk a well intentioned
Joe Hornstein
friend handed me
New Year
handsome
of
lot
a
sent out
.

nized with music, sound and talkini
sequences.
"Son of the Golden W3st" the fira
Tom Mix super-western will be dls
"The Cir
tributed on October 1st.
cus Kid" synchronized with musi(
sound and talking sequences, wil!
be distributed October 7th. "Singa|
pore Mutiny", with Ralph Ince anEstelle Taylor, and directed by Ml
Ince will also be shown on Octobe
The others are "The Avengin
7th.
Rider", October 7th and "Lightnin
Speed", October 21st.

Mr.

Roche

will

work

in

product.

Lasky may sign up two prominer'
Broadway stage stars, as well a
look over the current plays.

Sign Sophie Tucker

I

Warner Brothers have signed S(
phie Tucker to make her Vitaphon
debut

in

an all-talking and singin

picture.

ON

song,

sing even one
but he did sign an application for
Dave Chatkin holds
membership

ple as his guests yesterday

years

"U"

Stebbins had Al
Jolsoii as a luncheon guest yesterday
Al
at the Motion Picture Club, and

.

for

three

Movietone News.
the interest of exhibitors out of the
The suit by the Canadian Phono- Chicago office, and in close cooperafilms has no connection with the tion with the Home office publicity
patent adjudication suits of the De-- department. Mr. S. B. Rhan has sucForest Phonofilms against Fox-Case, ceeded Mr. Eugene Gerbase as manaheard
in this country, which will be
ger of Columbia's Denver Exchange.
in the U. S. District Court in Octo-J
her, except that the Canadian suit
based on infringement of 8
is
RUSHING PRINTS
patents, which is allowed in that
country, and in the U. S. suit is only
1ST ALL-TALKIE
for infringement of 4 basic patents.
The petition in the Practice Court
Universal's first one hundred percf Montreal, and on which judgment
has been put off until September 19, cent talkie is called "The Melody of
So entirely satisfied was
for defendant's reply, alleges that Love".
the DeForest Phonofilm of Canada Carl Laemmle with the preview
was incorporated in 1906 and ob- showing of "The Melody of Love,"
tained possession of rights to Phono- tliat he determined to release it im-

New York— Artie

.

past

the

Salesman

(Continued from page 1)
shorts of Racquel Meller, Robert
Benchley, Nina Tarasova and Fox

didn't

for Pathe
as City
in the De-

Sam Nathanson, salesman

Canadian DeForest

\V

Mammy

FBO will distribute six produc
tions during October, one of whic.
"The Circus Kid" will be synchro

tures,

und firemen.

Samuel HarrU.
"Tond'«i Office and Correspondent:
•TK. f.in^ma". 80-82 Wardour St.. London.

The
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Al Jolson will sail Saturday, September 22, on the He de Fi-ance, for
England to make a personal apshowApproximately 40 theatre owners pearance at the first London
with VitaSinger"
Jazz
summon"The
ing
of
been
have
in Jersey City
legislative phone scheduled for September 27th.
ed by the Senator Case
la
The performance will take place
investigating committee which
Democratic
the Piccadilly Theatre which
at
of
charges
looking into
RepubBros, recently purchased,
Warner
May
County
iraud in Hudson
to the and will constitute the first demonlican Primaries, according
stration of Vitaphone in Europe.
N. Y. Times.
^
an
against
directed
Inquiry will be
thealleged fund collected from the
attheir
allowing
for
owners
atre
tractions to ramaln open on Sunday in violation of the Sunday blue
The committee will attempt
laws.
apto show that this fund is being
Cecil E. Maberry, Columbia Picplied to a rellof fund for policemen
announces the appointment of

Sundiy

Publiihcr

18,

Jolson to Sail Sat.
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Off
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inediately.
In order to gain time
release date of October
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IRVING BROWIVIlVG
40th Street, IVcw
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York

Cit

now
and meet a
1st, prints
being infringed by the F-P Canadian Corp., Ltd., who are using in the are being made in the laboratory at
Palace Theatre standard films in Universal City instead of the comwhich is incorporated a sound re- pany's huge plant at Fort Lee, N. J.
cord made by apparatus embodying An entire week will be saved by
the inventions covered by the Phono- this procedure.
Also the method of
films patents.
sound recording on motion picture Universal Complete Service
film responds with the methods embodied in the patents of the petiChain
Booked for F &:
tioner, and that the reproducing unit
(Continued from page 1)
used by the defendant company is ger in Sious Falls, joined Van Praag
identical with the aparatus covered in the parleys.
by the DeForest patent.
The deal is practically a Complete
H. N. Chauvkin, K.C. appeared for Service arrangement. With the exthe DeForest Company.
ception of Minneapolis, where the
contract is confined to the Laemmle
Specials, Universal Jewels and other
Fox
Gain
Fox and Warners made the prin- faatures except the super-producCabin,"
cipal gains in motion picture stock t'ons such as "Uncle Tom's
ind "The Man Who Laughs", the
yesterday. Warner "A" went up 6%
points while the "B" went up 6. deal includes all Universal Short
The Fox Film "A'' gained 2% pts. product, including the Stern Brothers Comedies, Western featurettes.
Universal serials and the Oswald
Fox Class
Issue
cartoons.
The International News- LOEW BUILDING
5*0 BROADW/
To defray part of the cost of ac- reel is not involved, being handled
TIMES SQUARE. NEW YORK
quiring the Poll Chain of houses, the on a separate basis for the various
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BUILDING
Fox may shortly float 185,000 shares Iheaire.s. Individual negotiations on LOEW
PITTSBURGH
of Class "A" at $85 a share to stock- the supers as well as the newsreel,
holders at the rate of one share for now are under way.
approximately each four held.
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Advertisements in thU column,
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cents per word.
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$1 in% discount 12 issues or mor>
the National Institute (LUCE) to
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Simmons-Publix Talk
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national films and the canital fund
I. Ml
Mike Simmons, Director of Advert- of Luce is to be augumented by varl- EXKCI I'lVK SKtKKTARY.
ising and Publicity for Gotham Pro- out banking houses.
with S years experience in film bus
desires position in Motion l^i
ductions and Gotham Bristolphone,
The Decree stipulates that the ness
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ture Industry.
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The

Richard

18,

1928

First

Talmadge

Production

ready

September 20, 1928

OSCAR PRICE
presents

Richard Talmadge
IN

4

TheBachelors^Club^
"(working

title)"

Supported by

Barbara Worth and Edna

and

A

cast

of

well

known

Murphy
players

fast

moving comedy-drama ivith suspense,

thrills

and stunts ivhich only Talmadge can do.
Production and exhibition value unexcelled
Produced by the Richard Talmadge Productions, Inc.
for the

General Pictures Corporation, San Mateo, California

For Territorial Rights Wire

GENERAL PICTURES CORP,
1650

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

CITY

^^^^^

p^^^^'.
President

I.
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Sheehan Gets Flaherty, Taurog,
Newmeyer, Van Buren, Beaudine
Newmeyer Gets

Prize

Plum

NOW

—Van Buren Stage
Director

Mack

Hollywood Correspondent
Fox studio is very active
Winfleld R. Sheehan,
these clays.
general production manager, has
signed three noted directors, one
stage director and extended the conThese directors
tract of another.
are Fred Newmeyer, William Beaudine, Robert J. Flaherty, Norman
Taurog and A. H. Van Buren.
Fred Newmeyer, long under contract to Harold Lloyd is to be given

The

Seniiett

and

space

By JOB BL.AIR

is

offices

studio

leasing

independent

to

units.

Fox studios is installing a separate publicity branch for talking
pictures. Harry Boehme is in charge.

Rumor persists that JiU'k
make his next picture at

Mata Hari

Gilbert

United
Artists and finished with that wil]^
*
/: .jv
make quite a few more.
will

.

Louise Dresser has been loaned
by Fox to Warner Bros, for an im-

^^The

plum of the portant role in "Madonna of Avenue
be a newspaper A" an all talking picture.

the choice directorial

Fox

year.

It

and
story
throughout.

will
will
be
It will be

movietoned
an "extra"

Flaherty

make

will

an

Indian

story and is to be called "Nanook
of the Desert" and deals '-vith the
and customs of the Navajo
life
Indians'.

direct
will
Beaudine
William
It
Bellamy in "Subway".
an original screen story.

Madge

Norman

recently made
"The Farmer's Daughter'' for this
organization and as a result of this
has been given a new contract and
will do a series of movietone short

Van Buren has been jtaging

shows for Al Wods and others for
some time. He will be assigned a
talking
this

on his arrival late

picture

month.

Talmadge
PARIS
madge is

—

in

"Venus"

Constance Talto "star" in a French film,
which will be made on the Riviera,
with M. Louis Mercanton as direc-

M-G-M

playing

is

the

production.

Brown reminds us
M-G-M picture
next
will be Suddermann's' "The Wife of
Stephen Tromholt". It will feature
Lionel Barrymore and the screen
story is being written by Bess MerSpeaking

of

A

his

that

idyth.

instead of the
Please".

story

THE HATE->

fiwen Lee, the M-G-M player has
been signed on another long term
contract by that organization. This
more as a result of the excellent
voice tests recently made of this

THE PASSIONS—

player.

BIG

UFA FILMS

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
be

throughout the world
Artists, and will be the

distributed

by

United

first

French

film to receive this distinction.
It
will be made entirely in France and
the cast, with the exception of Constance Talmadge, will be entirely

THE EXECUTION—

BERLIN — Ufa

Pictures have sold
productions to Paramount and

The

five pic-

tures are of the best product recently produced. Paramount getting
"Looping the Loop," "The World
War From the German Side" (2 pic-

of

F.

and "Homecoming" while
M-G-M has "The Spy."
The balance of Ufa product has

World^s Most

N. Mystery

Second of the series of mystery
stories to be made by First National
Pictures, Inc., is "Seven Footprints
to Satan", based on the sensational
novel by A. Merritt.
Work on the
picture will be started soon.

Sound at Pathe
Photophone have completed its
sound installation at the Pathe studios, and the coast organization is
quite enthused.

Voice tests are now
being made of all Pathe players under the direction of Benjamin Glazer.

Walsh

director, for two more pictures to
be done at First National.

AII-Talkie

"In Old Arizona" will be the
title of

Raoul Walsh's

new

Beautiful Spy

first all-talk-

ing feature for Fox Films.
Walsh
is playing the lead as well as directing.
Tom Barry wrote the story and
dialogue.

Own

Denny in
The next picture

to

Story
be done by

Universal with Reginald Denny starred will be from a story written
by this star himself and is to be
known aw "ir> Below".

Christensen Signed
Al Rockett, general manager of
production for First National, after
seeing "The Haunted House" signed
Benjamin Christensen. the Swedish

the

tures),

been sold to other American companies on favorable terms.

French.

.

SOLD TO AMERICA

"Venus,"

seller.

will

.

THE INTRIGUE—

five

2nd

contemplated

"Number

and the scenario has been adapted
from a novel written by Jean Vignaud, a well-known French best
"Venus'"

.

THE LOVES^

Miss

film will be entitled

sensational picturization of

,;v

Bebe Daniels will i-eturn from New
York next week and will immediately be put to work in a newspaper

tor.

The

Brown

Taurog

reelers.

A. H.

Clarence

Red Dancer 99

role of a taxi driver in his present

special.

is

AVAILABLE

Now

Booking

GREATER NEW YORK
BIG 3 EXCHANGE
729— 7th Ave.

Dorsa with Pathe
Lonnie Dorsa, former produc-

manager for Mack Sennett
has been signed by Pathe as unit
production
manager by Paul

tion

Berne studio g.m.
I

Territorial Rights

BRISKIN PICTURES CORP.
1650 Broadway

New York
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Run

Sees Full Year's
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OBSERVATIONS

Warner's "Noah's Ark yy

for

York, ^VlMInos^laJ,

Schlesingers

S«-|»»onil>er

REVIEW
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Form

Reg. U.

S.

Pat. Off.

KIVK CK>TS
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3 Companies to

Herbuying
Considerable

trouble

ia

being

Produce, Distribute,

Phonofilms

Install

experienced throughout the country

on the part of both exhibi-

tor

and exchange due

buying".

to

This should not

any

form,

The

exhibitor,

it

is

!bad

"overbe.

In

business.

whether

and

BIG

ADVANCE SALES

through

inexperience or the desire to keep
product away from his competitor, who buys so many pictures
that he has not sufficient play
time to use them, is a bad business man, a poor theatre owner
a

WILLIAM FOX SEES

general menace.

lad Business

Any real showman would never
jermit sales-men to over-sell them.

New

Purchase
Installment Plan
Stock

on

are released regularly every year by different organizations, both independent and
that

that the present outlook of the corporation's business for the new year
is extremely favorable, advance sales
averaging about 5% above similar
business a year ago.
Regarding the $12,500,000 additional Class "A" stock being offered
the stockholders, proceeds of
to
will be used to extinguish
funded debt and bank loans, as

which
all

REELTONE TO PUT

OUT $1^0 TALKIE

he has his house
The Reeltone Corporation has
so booked that he would not be
been
organized to employ the? Webb
a
of
advantage
able to take
method of synchronization for sound
attraction
special
or
"freak"
and talking films, through attorneys
from time to time, he does not Hays, Podell & Schulman of New
York.
This device, a disc method,
belong in this business.
has been developed by Mr. Webb
over a great many years, and has
talesmen
had nearly a half million dollars
Salesmen and branch sales spent in its perfection up to the
time, perfect synchronizamanagers are many times at present (Continued
on paire 8)
theatrepermitting a
fault
in
owner to buy so many pictures,
that even at the time of the sale,
they know it would be impossible
But
for the theatre to play them.
still through their desire to show
a great gross contract business
otherwise.

AMERICAN SOUND FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
FIRST TO BE LICENSED FOR PHONOFILM
3rd

Wiliam Fox yesterday announced

They buy a certain amount of well as other expenses, stockholders
(Continued on paar« »
pictures and leave a small perorder
in
time
open
centage of
"lat they might cash in on a few
specials

DeForest Turns over All Patents to General
Talking Pictures Co. on Disc-Film Methods

If

M-G-M

Sells

Power s-deForest Squabble

reports

emenating

from

around

42nd St. being that Powers, who
promoting the Cinephone or
is
Fotovox, having attempted to secure a license from DeForest has
been (urned down.

SWELLEST PREMIERE
WITH JOLSON TONIGHT
The outstanding event of the film
season thus far will occur tonight
when the world premiere of Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool" takes
place at the Winter Garden.
(Continued on page 2)

Warner "A" stock dropped
terday

8%
2%

9%

off yes'-

points to 105 and the "B",
Fox "A" also dropped

to 10414.
points to

103%.

28-29 Product to

the

home

office,

the

deal

is

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has sold its
made, only to cause them a lot first runs for 1928-29 in the MinneapSalesmen olis and St. Paul territories to the
of trouble later on.
should not be permitted by their Hennepin-Orpheum and Palace TheTrue, atres, which move follows similar
S'ales heads to over-sell.
action of M-G-M in selling its proa lot of times they do not know,
duct away from Fox houses or
but in many cases they are cer- houses giving Fox product a repretain the whole block wil never sentation this year in Minnesota and
be played and when this realiza- Wiscons'in.
This means that Finkelstein &
tion comes, the pictures are old
Ruben Circuit which has previously
and it is impossible to sell them closed with M-G-M for the new seato an opposition house. This could son's product for subsequent runs
have been done at the start and in the Twin Cities and throughout
circuit was unable to agree with
every dollar in revenue would its
the distributors on prices for the
have been derived out of the en- first runs and will, for the first time
tire program.
since the opening of the Minnesota

WILKERSON

Tlieatre

in

Minneapolis.

in All

Key

Maintain

Cities

Formation of two companies backed by the vast Schlesinger interests
America,

of

England

and

South

Africa for the purpose of providing
Phonofilm installations for theatres
and licensing producing companies
to make pictures under the Phonopatents, and also to produce
under the same system, was announced yesterday. The immediate
expansion of another Schlesinger
company into a country-wide organization for the purpose of distributing the product of the system was
also announced.
Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of the
Phonofilm system has taken a stock
interest in the installation and licensing company, and has also acfilm

(Continued on paere

SHUMATE
Warner Film Drops

to

Distribution Exchanges

over Talkie License
Pat Powers and Dr. I>ee DeForest seem to be at loggerheads
over talking picture apparatus,

IN

Director

Ootliani

to

2)

TOWN
Syiiohronize

"Times Square"
Harold Shumate, Gotham direcand Mrs. Shumate arrived in New
York yesterday from the Coast.
This is Shumate's first visit East
in 10 years, and he is here to do the
synchronization and talking sequences for "Times Square" just com-

tor

Gotham Pictures.
Shumate recently completed Ben
Lindsey's "Companionate Marriage,'
widely-read book, which First Napleted for

Fox Opposition in Minn.-Wis.

to

Company

M-G-M product has shared booking

tional

is

releasing.

time with Paramount, not be played
in that house.
^250.000 'Noah's Ark'
In Milwaukee the Metro-GoldwynSid
Grauman expects "Noah's
Mayer product for 1928-29 has been
to run one full year at his
Ark"
sold to the Majestic and Garden
Chinese Theatre in Hollywood and
Theatres. Felix Feist, General Manthat Warner Brothers will receive
just
has
who
Distribution,
of
ager
a
net percentage of $250,000 for
returned from a long sales trip, aftheir share, a world's record for any
firmed the allocation of his comsingle theatre.
pany's product to these theatres.

Run

Reports from this territory indiMidwesco houses are "Melody of Love" to
not playing M-G-M product this year
at Colony Soon
in Milwaukee, but Feist indicates
"Melody
first-talkie.
Universal's
that there will probably be extensive
of Love" made with the Movietone
liooking of M-G-M by Midwesco be- method, will have its world premiere
fore the end of this season, through- at the Colony Theatre on or .Tfi.jr
September 27th.
where out the territory.
cate that the

Open
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(Continued from page 1)
cepted a long term contract with it
to act as adviser and chief consultant in the research department.
Negotiations for the transfer of
all the patents and rights of Dr.
DeForest, DeForest Phonofilms, Inc.,
a New York Corpoi'ation, and DeForest Plionofllms, a Delaware Corporation, to the installing and licensing company, are now pending
and expected to be consummated
this week.
General Talking Pictures Corporation is the new licensing and inIt will start imstalling company.
mediately upon the manufacture of
projecting apparatus and
theatre
also upon the manufacture of reIt will license
cording apparatus.
any producer or producing company
to "make pictures under the Phonofilm patents; will do the installing
of recording" apparatus and furnish
e.xpert technicians to assure the proper functioning of the recorders,
The engineering' staff of DeForest
.

Phonofilms will be taken over by the
new company as the nucleus of the
ochnical staff, four being engineers
who have worked with JJeFoiest m
the past

several

years.

General Talking Pictures Corporation will also maintain a studio for
The use of licensed producing companies, and will synchronize sound
and musical effects to pictures of
licensed companies.
It
will also handle the manufacNew York: .Toe Horiisteiti, hand- ture
and distribution of the prosome young fellow that he is, cele- jecting apparatus for the theatres.
The
projecting
device to be offered
brated his eighteenth wedding anni- by the new company
is guaranteed
versary Monday, and who will be- to be mechanically capable of projecting properly any sound-on-film
lieve Joe was old enough eighteen and sound-on-disc product.
American Sound Film Pruductinns.
years ago?
Dave Bader, on his
Inc., is the second Schlesinger
new job, is so busy that he is will- pany recently formed. It will becomthe
ing that at last, .iust for a change, first company to be licensed to produce under the Phonofilm patents,
he is earning the salary Universal qnd will immediately become active
The company plans to start with
is been paying him for a number
^hort subjects, and later to go into
of years
Ben Grimm, also of the feature picture field.
International Photoplay DistribuUniversal, who has been ill for some
tors. Inc.. will immediately be extime with typhoid in a hospital at panded to take care of the distribuof the product
of American
Hackensack, is on the mend and tion
Sound Film Productions. Exchanges
will
be
established
in
al!
the key
his friends hope to have him out
centres, and each excliange will be
in a week or two
Morris Kandel, equipped with a Phonofilm projector.
state Tighter, has just acquired 60,- General Talking Pictures Corporation
will maintain an engineering staff in
000 feet of official war film from sev- each exchange for the purpose of
consulting
exhibitors on their
eral
European governments, and talkie needs,with
and also for the mainwhat's he going to do with it
Carl tenance of theatre installations with-

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fnlton, head of the Fulton Company,
equipment people, is here from Chicago to look over the Metropolitan
field

.

George

.

.

Paraspending

the exchange district.
Headquarters for all three
panies have been established at
in

West 12nd

Street.

New York

218
City.

is

Eddie (ioldeii, head
Talkie Division, has
added to his staff a couple of live
ones in S. Kiisjel, and will handle
.

.

.

ON HURRICANE PICTURES

Universal's

New York

and Al Herman.
Albany
.John
Hannnil, middle west divisional sales
manager for Paramount, has just
returned from an extended trip over
his territory and says business is
territory

whose habitat

going great

is

.

.

.

Vivian Moses, now
of Faramount's writing forces, who
has been in New York for the past
week, will leave in a few days for
the coast
Arthur Loew has been
elected first vice president of the
Motion Picture Club in place of
Elmer Pearson who resigned owing
to his extended absence from New
YorkWesley D. Ward, of Detroit, is in New York making plans
for road showing "Ten Nights in
a Bar Room"
Wells Root, Paramount writer who made a good job
of "Varsity", has returned to the
coast
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'DRIFTWOOD' AUTHENTIC

porated with a capital of $50,000
preferred stock and 1,000 shares

.

common.

This organization will engage
the production and distribution
lei
industrial
and educational
film
*
guaranteeing actual service of di
tribution through theatre circuit a
two of which are already lined u
and through non-theatrical channelK.i
•:

Praise

for
the authenticity of
South Sea sets used in the Columl)ia Picture "Driftwood", now in production at Hollywood comes from

<

1!

;ilie

three gentlemen who formerly knew
their Haiti and Pago Pago as well
as a New Yorker knows his Times
Square.
James Moffett, Earl Stanley and Montgomery Ludson, traders
who left for the South Seas in the
late Nineties state that picture is
exactly like that of native life.
"Driftwood"' tells the story of an

[I

.Its

The company
series

8

more than

1

now completingi

.

First

and

motion

exclusive

Louis Gregory, well-know
cinematographic expert, noted fc
his war work and undersea-Willian
son Bros, experience; is 1st V.I.
John Knight Holbrook, formerly
Pathe and Goldwyn, is 2nd V.l
Miss Lina Hafford is head of th
Research Department.
(

Considine
pic-

ing in theatres yesterday afternoon.

This unusual feat of bringing acmotion pictures of a disaster
to New York while the news was
just trickling in by cable and wireless was due in large rneasure to
the courage of Juan E. Viguie, the
Fox News cameraman stationed in
San Juan, Porto Rico,

tual

with Jolson Tonight

When

the

ship

New York

bearing: hii Jilm
yesterday morn-

Fox News had a special cutter
iown the bay to meet it, the film
being shown in all New York theing,

atres shortly alter 1:30 o'clock.

19 wi

i*

Due Soon

Music".

(Continued from page 1>
Vitaphone, of course, figures prominently in giving distinction to
"The Singing Fool" and will bring
Jolson's voice to the audience singing

many

of his

Gilbert

wii

Coming

New York

route to

in

en

confer wit
Nicholas M. Schenck, probably abou
his future contract.

most famous song

Tonight's premiere will be a brilaffair attended by everybody
who is anybody on Broadway. Al
Jolson will be on hand in person to

to

•

liant

first

how

fill

lali

Jack Gilbert, M-G-M star

hits.

see

It"!
!!)iie

(lai

Tiiiii

tat

j!tK

ill

^h^

w'l

II

him in his
motion picture since "The Jazz
his friends like

in
if

Singer".

Payne

<W ay

on "Quill"

lir'i

'Sit

Frank
manager

i,s

C.

motion

IS

picture

iia

advertising

pll(S—

It

ljivesti(va*e It

Today

h

Stanley Advertising Co.

West

New York

-l^nd St.

WIS

consin 0610

ill.

_

,

^

NEW YORK'S NEWEST AND
FINEST HOTEL

JMACTLT NtAC THE

CENTEE2 OF TrilNGJ
Around

New

York's exclusive shop'
tb
corner from
district,
readily
accessible
leading theatres,
to

ping

'

and railroad terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially
correct and away from the noise and turmoil of the
business district.
The Park Central enjoys a location

Come
finc5t

distinctly
he
to
hotel,
I

heretofore

mulcts
Salons
,

.

.

.

unique in its advantages.
Park Central, New York's
will
find
where
you

newest and
advantages
Radio
unknown to American hostelries
Period
Electric
Refrigeration

and

.

Roof

swimming

Patios
pool

for
.

.

.

—

.

.

private social functions
Florentine Grille fea-

the Park Central Grille Orchestra
Single
features equally unusual and desirable.
Double rooms
dollars per day and up.
doU.irs per day and up.

turing

.

.

five

•

'

reached

llffn

(

pic-

Thursday were brought to
Broadway by Fox News for show-

Lj

pictures, none of thaid
or 2 reels in length,

John W. Considine, Jr. and
ture for Columbia.
Lillie Hayward
Gardner Sullivan fiew to Banff, Car
wrote the adaptation of Richard
ada last week where Lubitsch is o
Davis' story.
location making "King of Kings
with John Barrymore.
Considic
threatens to fly to N. Y. this wee
Swellest Premiere
to place in production "Say It wit

tures of the devastation wrought by
(he hurricane that swept Porto Rico
last

a!

Carl

outcast, haunted by fears of an accident which resulted in a fatality.
He meets a girl a bit of flotsam like
himself, they grow to love and help
each other out of the morass of

despondence and degradation.
Christy Cabanne directed the

of

is

FOX SCOOPS NEWSREELS

a two weeks vacation in the wilds
of

CABANNE SETS ON

Britt, of the

publicity forces,

of Indiana

lox-C

The Motion Picture Institute
America Industries has been inco

Payne, formerly business
for *he Doug MacLean Production Unit has been appointed editor of the "Quill", organ of the theatrical
Press
Representatives'
of
com- America, in place of Dixie Hiries who

.

.

mount

M.otion Picture Institute of
America Industries Formei

.

.

1928

19,

TSiE IPACI^

.

other

rooms
eight
-.'--

CENTRAL -

FIFTY.F!FTH .'iTPKET AT 7lh

NEW YORK

CITY

AVENUE
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fRITERS BUSY ON P-F-L SCRIPTS
Names on Com

ox-Office

The Miracle!
Not

ing Paramount

Product

Represented

in

this

and "Fata Morgana."
Grey,

international

authorJ on
the West, wrote "Avalanche",
lich has* taken Jack Holt and a
^ company into Arizona, and Elibeth Pickett, novelist, did the orinal and the scenario for "Redskin"
chard Dix's natural color feature
w in the making in New Mexico,
ijda, in collaboration with Keene
lompson, was responsible for "His
^ivate Life", which serves as Adolie Menjou's next.
iZane

!

out.

a

BUT

symphony
and

soloist,

have sound

will

it

in

orchestra, famous
a large chorus of

<eekone to Put
out ^1,000 Talkie
(Continued from pagre 1)
having been achieved.
The Reeltone at the present time

tion

suitable for installation in 2,000
seat houses and under and in a
short time will be developed to fit
any house. The Foole Mfg. Co. of
Baltimore is manufacturing th.3 apis'

paratus
time,

and

within

deliveries

The device

is

a

few

week's

will
be started.
to be leased on
cost of $1,000.

made

an approximate

William Fox Sees
Big Advance Sales

in

LADY" PREVIEW
PLEASES 1ST NATIONAL
The

"The

Divine
idy", Corinne Griffith's spectacular
eduction for First National Picres, arrived in New York yesterly and
was previewed for First
ational officials who proclaimed it
e greatest picture ever made by
is star and the outstanding achiement of Director Frank T..loyd.
first

print

of

"The Desert Song"

Although the two leading roles
have yet to be filled, casting for
Warner Bros, first Vitaphone operetta. "The Desert Song" is progressing rapidly with the expectation the
camera work will start early in
October.
Louise Fazenda and John
iVIiljan were selected this week for
important places in the featured
line-up.

.Johnny Arthur and Edward Marhave previously been anHarvey Gates
'lounced for roles.
preparing the script based on
is
Schwab and Mandel's great stage
success and Roy Del Ruth will di-

Jiday.

Dorothy Mackaill

pposite Mr.
Under _ the
I

is

playing

Sills.

direction of George
zmauric'e the company Is' now
ating exteriors on the South Sea

Inds.

The

dialogue

sequences,

lever, will be synchronized at the
rst National Studios In Burbank
Ihen the company returns about two
three weeks hence.

New

quil!' ;ni

well known
player
recently
in
stage
and
"Ko:igo"' has been signed by Harold
Lloyd for an Important part in his

Neil Hamilton, instead of Robert
Castle, as announced last week, will

Bow when she
commences "Three Week Ends", an
play opposite Clara

Elinor Glyn story.
Studio officials
found that th'^ D. W. Griffith discovery would be more suitable in the
Mrs. Glyn stoTy than Castle, the
Viennese actor signed by Jesse L.
Lasky a few days ago. Mr. Castle
will face the cameras opposite Bebe
Daniels in her next film, as yet untitled.

Hamilton

was

ginally for that role.

slated

ori-

salaiy.

CAREY AT AMPA THURS
President George Harvey of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisstart off his first meeting
of the Ampas with J. P.
McEvoy, author of "Show Girl."
Nellie Revel 1, and Harry Carey at
the Ampa luncheon tomorow at the
Paramount Hotel.

understand

the

first

assign-

ment given Gus Edwards, recent arthe M-G-M studio, will be
Souris".
He has already
signed his Balieff In the person of
at

will

ers,

as

chief

"Chauve

Louis Cardoza.

When "The

last of Mrs. Cheyney"
production by M-G-M
Conrad Nagel will have the male
lead opposite Norma Shearer.

put

is

into

Xational have changed the

First

of their Mack Sennett ninereel special.
It's new title is "The
Yankee Girl". The former title was

name

"The Goodby Kiss".

Howard

(>reen
for the

tinuity

writing the conpicture

is

Columbia

"College Couquette".

Anita Fafve, the
been assigned a

M-G-M

player has
leading role in

TROWBRIDGE TO TOUR

EXCHANGESON "MASK"
Carroll S. Trowbridge, personal
representative of Douglas Fairbanks,
left this

week

for

Hollywood where

he will spend some time at the studio during the production of Fairbanks' new United Artists Picture,
"The Iron Mask."
Following the studio visit, Mr.
Trowbridge will visit the western
and southern exchanges of United
Artists including the Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Seattle, Salt Lake.
Denver, Dallas, Atlanta, New Or-

leans and Washington offices and
"Broadway Melody''. Harry Beau- confer with the branch managers on
mont will direct. Bessie Love also the forihcoming picture which promises to be the most ambitious of
has an important role.
the Fairbanks productions.

looks as if William Haines will
return to his smart-wise-cracking
type in his next M-G-M picture "The
Gob". James Cruze will direct.
It

Am-,,-

i

THE

OGDEN

D. "W. Griffith wanted a very unusual cameraman for some very unusual shots. He wanted 14 different
figures of William Boyd on the one
frame of film. Nedd Mann did the
job and received $1000 for the single
day's work. This is the same cameraman that caused 200 miniature
animals to "walk" in the Warner
picture "Noah's Ark".

We

hear that the Johnny Hines
to use Bristolphone for the
coming talking picture of "A Pair
unit

is

of Sixes''.

"Hoot" Gibson

will

have as

his

next story "The Plell Wrecker" from
the novel by Buckneigh Oxford.

Lucien Prival, the sterling actor,
has been loaned to First National by
Caddo Productions for an important
role in the Billie Dove picture "The
Last Kiss". Frank Lloyd will direct.

pus
and

('oUeg'ians are using tlie camof the University of California

the

Monica

Greek

Theatre at Santa
"Farewell" the

for scenes in

last picture in this, the third series
of "Collegians".

Jobyna Ralston is to have the le^d
opposite Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. in
the Columbia Production of "I'Yee-

dom

,5K

50

-fmf^^M

W. 72nd St„ New York

City

NEW YORK'S NEWEST
APARTMENT HOTEL

The

"Three Week Ends"

in

Middletoii,

latest picture.

rival

advance

MCEVOY, REVELL AND

vaudeville tour.
Charles:

Contract

After viewing "Port of Dreams"
the latest picture with Wesley
Ruggles as the director, Carl
Laemmle called in Ruggles. tore
up his contract which had some
time to run, wrote a new one at

tindel

rect.
Stranded in Paradise"
Sills F. N. Talkie Change in Cast of

iMiltOn Sills' new starring drama,
jtherto titled "Changeling" and now
Intatively known as "Stranded in
laradise", will contain full dialogue
jsquences,
it
was definitely anpunced by First National Pictures

Charles Murrsiy, until recently featured comedian with First National,
has signed up for a fourteen week

We

(Continued from page 1)
will be permitted to make full payment for additional stock when
rights are exercised, or payment may
be made in installations of $25 a
Rog^ers' Next
IThe new Charles Rogers starring share at time of subscription, folhide is from an original by Alice lowed by a payment of $30 a share
ler Miller, and Dana Burnet, wrote in 60 days and $30 in 120 days.
Rights to exchange one new share
"he Shop-Worn Angel", being filmwith Nancy Carroll and Gary in ratio to each five shares now
joper.
To top off this notable ar- held will expire on October 22nd.
The new financing will put the
is
the name of Elinor Glyn,
iy
kthor of "Three Week-Ends", Clara company, it is expected, in a strong
quick asset position, with no bank
)w's latest starring effort.
"Sins of the Fathers", the latest loans and its sole capitalizarion will
star Emil Jannings, is from the be common stock.
n of Norman Burnstine, new to
e motion picture field, but a for- Fazenda and Mil j an
ier writer for Literary Digest.

DIVINE

1

voices.

array of pic-

the names of quite a few
es
our best known writers.
Harold Dearden and Roland Perte wrote "Interference,'' in which
iramount
is
featuring
Evelyn
ent, William Powell, Clive Brook
Doris
Kenyon.
d
"Manhattan
(cktail" the Nancy Carroll-Richard
len vehicle, was written by Ernest
ijda, author of "Grounds for Divai'e

;Ce"

!

First National astounds the industry by announcing that they
are to make a picture that WILL
NOT be a talkie. The production is "The Miracle"'.
In it's
stage form, it contained no dialogue being a pantomine througli

Dy JOE BLAIR
Hollytvood Corresponilenl
The Paramount lot is a very busy
Nine pictures are
le these days.
the making and two companies
e on location, directors and auors ar-^ at work on six others that
ill
go into production within the
!Xt month and three have recently
en handed over to the cutting
cms for the finishing touches.

STUDIO GOSSIP
a Talkie

1928

of the -Press*'.

William Collier, Jr. has been
signed the leading male role in the
Tiffany-Stahl production "New Orleans" to be directed by Reginald
Barker.

between Central Park and the

HUDSON RIVER
Delightful
homelike
atmosphere.
Inviting and Quiet
wilhi}i
minutes
a
few
of

—

Everything in New York City,
and a complete Golf Course

on Roof.
1

2

&

3 Rooms

with Serving Peuitries
Furnished or Unfurnished

Permanent or Transient
Excellent F<ood Moderate Tariff
Endicott 3333

—
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1928

^rm^
I?
^""^and exclusive

PORTO RICO HURRICANE
film

^v^as

seen

I

by thousands

YESTERDAY AFTERNOON
thanks

to the resourcefulness* of

FOX NEWS
Mightiest of All
'^'Undaunted by a

terrific

the wreckage in the

tail

gale,

Juan E. Viguie filmed

of the tornado and placed

the negative aboard the S. S.

San Lorenzo

last

Friday

—

FIRST and ALONE.

the world^s most comprehensive newsreel

organization

1

Kennedy-RCA Production Qets Lease on N* Y* Sound Studios

Formerly EXHiBiiORS
lOL,.

New

24 No. 08

York, Friday,

TRADE

S<-|tteniber

review

2\.

ReK. U.

Pat. Off.

S.

FIVE CENTS
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JOLSON SMASHES B'WAY
'SINGING FOOL" TRIUMPH
"Talking-Gift" to
5CHENCK QUITS PANNING Warner's
Stirs Emotions of Blase
TALKIES AFTER TESTS

Motion Pictures
First-Nighters

By W. R- ^VILKEBSOIf
Wednesday night was a l»i|? nipht to Broadway, and It was "bigger"
still for Al Jolson, Warner Brothers
and motion pictures generally.
looks like was run off, they were invited to It was a smash in every sense of the word.
It
HOLLYWOOD
It was terrific, historyoseph Schenck, head of United stay and see the rushes made to making, marveloas. It was great!
.rtists
and great "unbeliever'' of date on Paramount's first all-talkie,
This writer attended the Hollywood opening of Grauman's Cliinese
liking pictures is weakening a bit. "Interference".
Theatre, over a year ago, and remarked that, as an opening it had never
ou know Joe has said on three ocAfter the showing, Schenck was been equaled or probably never would l»e. The opening of "The Singing
asions, once in London and again said to have gone into a big rave Fool" at the Winter Garden Wednesday evening made the Graunian debnt
—
both New York and Hollywood, and is quoted as saying "I have
1
ww.#»*'look like a small time effort in a

—

—

talking pictures will have a
Quite a few agree with
liort life.
im, but it seems these few are
Ding Lo be left holding the bag.

seen anything like it; the
tests of Miss Pickford ;and Miss
Valez are marvelous, the voices
were perfect, and the scenes shown
of the Paramount picture were astounding
for
their
naturalness".
"Here I have been panning talking
pictures, now I am going to make
them".

never

lat

Last night Mr. Schenck, in comahy with Mary Pickford and Lupe
alez, went over to Paramount to
ee and hear voice tests recently
After this
lade of these players.

lETRO W.C. OFFICIALS
IN N. Y.

I

FOR SOUND STUDIO

A

party of officials of the Metrooldwyn-Mayer studio in Culver
ity, Cal., will arrive in New York
)day for a conference with New
ork executives on forthcoming pro-

It

The party includes: Al Lewin, asto Irving Thalberg, who is
search of play and story materiJoseph Cohen, production mana-

istant
1;

and Edward Brophy, his assist-

er
at;

Studio

Smith,

Pete

BIG FILM LEADERS
AH

Newsreel Editors to Be

Honored

at

Waldorf

A.

What is, perhaps, the first dinner
ever tendered one national industry
by another will occur Monday night,
September 24th, at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel, when the Aeronautical
Chamber

of

Commerce

of

America

Blumenthal, President of the will be hosts to the leaders of the
Stanley Educational Film Division, motion picture industry.
Inc., who have controlled ManhatEarl Rowland, winner of the
tan Studios, Inc., at 134th Street Transcontinental Air Derby, left Los
and Park Avenue, that they finally Angeles yesterday in his Cessna
leased their premises for a term of plane en route to New York where he
months to Sound Studios, Inc.
will be one of the guests of honor.
Sound Studios, Inc., is a corpor- The dinner will be in recognition of
ation owned by Pathe and FBO, who the contribution of motion pictures
are to make sound pictures of all to the progress of aviation.
types.
They are going to turn the
Among the guests of honor will
Manhattan Studio into a sound stu- be F. Trubee Davison, Assistant Secdio, using the RCA Photophone pro- retary of War for Aeronautics; Edcess for all kinds of sound picture ward P. Warner, Assistant Secretary
(Continued on page 6)
work.
The Stanley Educational Film
Division will now secure another
Commonwealth Sold
(Continued on page 2)

uctions.

1

was announced yesterday by

Pam

Publicity

[anager, who will confer with Howrd Dietz on forthcoming promoon plans; and Joseph Rapf, manger of the wardrobe department,
ho is looking for new fashion
leas.

The inauguration

of production in
(Continued on page 6)

First Division Pictures, Inc., yesclosed negotiations for the
purchase of the Commonwealth Film
Exchange of New York.

terday

Motion Picture Industry

to Contribute

One Lump Sum

ij

In its
of

to

Red Cross

more than usual manner producers and Distributors Assoin any crisis, ciation, it is learned that this aid

coming forward

Motion
Picture
Industry, will take the response of one
which has been appealed to by large contribution to be made up
the Red Cross for funds to re- 'hroughout the entire industry,
lieve the suffering and destitution instead
of individual contribu-

the

of

victims of

cane,

is

going

the
to

recent

hurri-

answer

answer in a big way.
Through the Motion

tions.

Within one week, a lump sum,
of generous proportions, will be
Picture turned over to the Red Cross.

and

""'

'

LOUISIANA

C.

OF

C.

BIDS

FOR niM PRODUCTION
Ernest Shipmau, J. P. McEvoy.
Harold Shumate and Nellie Revell
addressed members of the AMPA
yesterday at their legular weeltjy
meeting. Shipman gave his impressions of motion picture possibilities
in South America and in the State
(Continued on pag-e 3)

'"'

'"

"^

^'"'

diplomatic Washington, the
theatre, and the world's most famous, were in attendance.
It was an
opening such as motion pictures had
never seen before, and until Jolson
makes another its equal will not
be seen again.
Street,

Monday

PATHE-FBO CLOSE

CONFERENCE

AERO DINNER DRAWS ™

JOLSON
And

was

Al Jolson. The same
Al that started the talking picture
craze, the same Al that took Warner
Brothers out of a rut and made of
them, over night, one of the real
powers in this industry, and it was a
Jolson that will do more to insure
the success of the "talkies" than
any other power man could conceive.
You can't credit any other individual person or thing, for without
Jolson in the part of Al Stone, this
production would have been ordinary, just an average type talking
and synchronized picture the same
as is being released today by most
(Continued on page 2)
it

all

KINEMAS, LTD. CONTROL
S. A.

PHONOFILM UCENSE
Br SAM HARRIS

"Today's Cinema"
LONDON—Sidney Hayden,

director
of Kinemas,
Ltd.,
South
of
Africa, in an interview this week,
stated that "talkies" are no innovation in South Africa, even in the
smallest village theatres. Our company has acquired the sole license
of the De Forest Phonofilms for
South Africa, Rhodesia and S. W.
Africa, this to remain in force until 1930.
Kinemas, Ltd., owns 10 theatres

(Continued on page

6)

Belasco Sued
The Motion Picture Capital Corporation Is' suing Edward Belasco
and 50 stockholders of Belasco
Prods.. Inc., for $9,863.28, on a $10,000 loan in 1925 for film production.

Exhibitors
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Triumph

pagre

business.
the
in
Where others have failed Al has sucHis' personality that won
ceeded.
for him the championship of all
stage troubadors is always in evi-

dence in "The Singing Fool", plus
a bit more.
Audience in Tears
Never in the history of the theatre, whether it be the speaking
stage or pictures has an artist moved an audience as did Jolson from
the moment he first sang "Sonny

We

Boy" until the final fade out.
tried to hold them back, and fought

to keep from crying, as did most
every other man and woman in the
audience, but the acting and singing
of this "God's gift to talking pictures'' disarmed us all and at the
final scene, there was not a dry eye
in the house, and it was the kind
of a cry that everyone enjoyed.
The Picture
There have been great war stories,
stories of mother-love and great

stories of sacrifice

and privation but

"The Singing Fool" puts Daddy on

niNCLE TOM' OVERCOMES

Produce Three

to

Hundred

1)

company

every

Agfa

21, 1928

BINGHAMTON,

SOUTHERN PREJUDICE

Million Ft.

N. Y.

—

Agfa-

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" is doing i
phenomenal business in the Palact

producing more
is
than 200,000 feet of film weekly
for use in making technicolor

Ansco Corp.
photoplays,

Theatre, Ft. Smith, Arkansas.

Tht

box-office receipts wen
equivalent to an entire average week'i
receipts, according to a message
from W. E. Sipe, Universal manageifirst

addition to large
quantities' for the standard "black
and white" movies.
Company
produces more than 150,000,000
feet of the total of 750,000,000
in

day's

ill!
tttil

Memphis.
Smith ib' another Southern city
which has added proof to the grow

in

Ft.

feet of movie film used annually
in America.
New plant here, to
be completed October 1, will pro-

ing conviction that war prejudice hat
died down generally throughout the
South and that this picture merit!*
seeing because of its great story

additional production capacity of 150,000,000 to 200,000,000
vide

feet.

f.

and entertainment value.

Four Class

A Queens

Theatres Change
Four Class-A theatres
Village,
Nassau,
were

Louisiana C. of C. Bids

1

Hands

for Film Production

Queens

(Continued from page 1)
of Louisiana,
where he spent 4
weeks in a thorough survey. McEvoy and Shumate took oppos'ite
views of what ailed the motion pic-

in

yesterday

acquired by a new $1,000,000 corporation headed by Irwin Wheeler,
Pres.,
Judge
Myron Sulzberger,
Treas., Hyman Moss, V. P. and former Deputy Attorney General. Na-

liDi.

[

m

ture industry.
Pres. George Harvey announced
the appointment of a Naked Truth

in

Dinner Committee, headed by Dan
for all time.
And as we
Hancock and of a new Service Comabove, from the moment that thaniel L. Goldstein, Sec'y.
Jolson takes little David Lee in his
The houses acquired are the Flor- mittee, headed by Walter Eberhardt M
arms and sings him to sleep with al Park Theatre, Jamaica Avenue Other Committees chosen were ODHiirel
"Sonny Boy" until his Pagliacci and
Membership, with Hopp Hadley,
and Park Place, Floral Park, a 2,000 Chairman, a finance, auditing, art
final fade out. never in the history
of motion pictures have a series of seat motion picture and vaudeville and publicity committee.
scenes so affected this writer.
house; the Lily Theatre at Floral
The picture starts off at a fast Park, the New Hyde Theatre
at New
Capitol
pace and when it slackens in tempo
du
Hyde
Park
and
the
Bellerose
TheMaxime
Mongendre, the counselli^
No menace or
in drama.
it gains
and the two
of France,
false plot is dragged into the story, atre at Jamaica Avenue and 244th general
it being the straightforward tale of
Street, Bellerose, a 1,000-seat mov- daughters of the President of Cubajjl"
a young song writer, a "singing fool" ing picture theatre with office build- Sylvia and Marta Sanchez, visitedi la
the Capitol Theatre last Friday af*l
at heart; his meteoric rise and fall,
ing and stores adjoining.
ternoon.
through his love for a faithless wife;
life
and his comeback, only to lose the
thing he loves best, Sonny Boy, at
the height of his career.
"The Singing Fool" abounds with
songs, plenty of 'em all kinds, and
any audience will eat it up. Aside
from the music, Jolson gives a great
performance
that of a finished
actor.
The work of the entire cast,
including Josephine
Dunn, Betty
Bronson and David Lee, is excellent.

map

the

said

—

New York: Ernie Sliipinaii, just
back from South America, blew into
yesterday and anthe
A.M.P.A.
nounced that he beat the hurricane
in

attend

to

ju.st

(scorpe

H-'rvpy's

Chester Beeeroft^
Duke of City Island, took a day off
from yachting and visited a number
of friends in the industry yesterDavid X. Mossessohu, Tsar
day
of the dress goods industry was
Paul Oiilit'k's guest yesterday at the
Motion Picture Club, nnd liked the
place so well that he presented the
club library with fifty up to date
books
Joe Keiinedj sails for
home tomorrow and there be those
who predict a lot of fireworks starting soon after that dynamic young
man gets his feet on these shores
Harold E. Shumate, production
head of Gotham Pictures, dropped
in at the A.M.P.A. ses'sion yesterday and told such funny stories that
the boys wondered why he wasn't

meeting

first

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

a comedian instead of a good director
Charlie IJurr is in New York
.

.

.

and may renew the Johnny Hlnes
contract with First National and
again he may not, so place your
bets

.

.

way

his

Carl Laenimle,

.

to

plane and

New York
everyone

is

in

Jr.,

is

on

an aero-

pulling

for

him not to pull one of those things
John Gilbert arrived in New
York yesterday from the coast but
so far as noticed there was not
.

.

.

much excitement among
Broadway

on

the

girls

\at (Joldstone.
Universal's supervisor of sound on
the coast, is due in New York today and will likely pay a lot of attention to sound production here
Julins Stern, of Century comedies, who has been in Europe taking
.

.

.

.

—

NEWS!

—

The Dialogue

A word must

be said for the dialnever for a moment
anything but good. There are none
of those waits between speeches and
the speeches themselves are at all
times natural, interesting or amuogue, which

sing.

Warner's Gift
to our mind is
Warners supreme gift to the amusement world from every angle. It
will be a shame if, by the time the
ThiS'

Busy

exhibitors

and executives

pi

is

production

are reading

THE DAILY REVIEW

—

picture is generally released, all the
exhibitors who book it, will not be
able to present it as we saw it last
night.
It's a WOW, and one that
should really be seen and heard. Its
run at the Winter Garden will only
be limited by the Messrs. Shubert,
who after a year or two, might want
to restore musical attractions to this
famous house.

Because

it is

printing news.

THE DAILY REVIEW
is

reaching

more readers today than ever

in

Pathe-FBO Close
for Sound Studio
(Continued from page

the history of this publication with news they
are interested in knowing.

1)

.

the baths iand other things for
.

*

.

many

months, sails for home next week
Chic Sale, after being funny in
four 2-reelers for Fox on the coast,
is in New York to be funny in some
sound pictures for someone, name
.

Honored

.

as yet

unknown

.

.

.

own, also for both
silent and sound work.
The Stanley Company has announced a very
comprehensive schedule of educational
and industrial productions
studio

for

of

their

1928-29,

sound.

some

of

them being

in

NEWS!

(

—
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1400-SEAT RIALTO TO

GOTHAM

f

BE BUILT IN MANILA

PRODUCTION BEGUN

Papers of incorporation of the
Theatre Corporation have
Casting has been completed ;iiid
already begun on been filed with the Bureau of Comparodtiction has
Trade
'The Head of the Family", last of merce and Industry, Assistant
K.
Hoyt,
Wilbur
Commissioner
,he 1927-28 schedule of Gotham ProThe story, by George Manila, Philippine Islands advises
luctions.
Randolph Chester, ran in the Sat- the Department of Commerce. The
irday Evening Post, and was adapt- company is capitalized at $150,000
has been subscribBd by Peter Milne, former trade of which $40,000
ed and paid in.
japer editor.
Contract for the construction of
The cast includes Virginia Lee
3orbin, William Russel, Mickey Ben- the new theatre has been let and
Richard Walling and Alma work has already begun on the
jett,
Joseph C. Boyle is wield- building. It is announced that the
3ennett.
new motion picture theatre, which
ing the megaphone.
is expected to be ready for occupancy in November, will be constructed of reinforced concrete and
Linn Funeral Tonight
Funeral Services for Kurt W. will have a seating capacity of 1,400.

An

Early Choice

Rialto

veteran Laemmle associate
general manager of the UniverPictures Corporation of Delalal
are, who died Tuesday after an
ixtended illness, will be held tonigh*'
[Friday) at 8:30 o'clock at the funsral chapel, 332 East 86th
Street,

Loew

Jew York

Books

Newlywed Comedy
latest Stern Brothers Comedy featuring Snookums', the child star,
shortly will be seen over the Loew
Circuit, in and around New York.
Several other Stern two-reelers
also are showing on Loew screens,
among them "Watch the Birdie,"' a
"Sailor
Comedy,
Brown
Buster
Suits," a "Let George Do It" Comedy
with Sid Saylor and the current

City.

Loew Made V.P.
Loew has been elected
i^ice-President of the Motion Picture
jlub, replacing Elmer Pearson, reJack Alicoate has been

exchanges

is

BUILDING, no time
already leased

thinks of

it!

—

efl&ciency,

—

be a reality

at last to

is

at the rate space

is

isolation of film

—

going

in

FILM CENTER

to be lost

is

—but

— 40% of

it

what the industry

that's

get your share of the remain-

means more safety, more
and more business!
it

"The Newlyweds Headache," the

Arthur

signed.

Circuit

Choicer Units!

'T'HE concentration and

ing 6o%!

Liinn,

md

Means

.-ip-

Newlyweds

)ointed Athletic Director of the Club.
^.rthur Stebbins is captain of the

rs:

r-*i; i^-ir r''-T

Frr

-r--

m

.

''*MBL\rf

Newly-

"The

comedy,

It S'r-rcrFFu:,

weds' Court Troubles'.'

team. John Spargo has resignas a member of the Club and has
"•een appointed Manager of the Club.
;olf

Incorporations
Studios, a New York

:d

-H

Want

to

buy or lease small the-

atre city or suburbs

New

Brooklyn,

Westchester.
F. K., Box 10, Exhibitors

York,
Write

DAILY

The Sound

corporation has been formed, with
This
1,000 shares of common stock.
is probably the company that PatheFBO-RCA are interested in.
Road Show Pictures with a capi-

(
\
|

was formed yesterwell as the Bronx Park
Amusement Corporation, with $20,000 capital, which will engage in
tal

l

day

REVIEW.

of

$20,000

as

motion pictures.

CI\EiMATOGRAPHKRS

Starke

— Akeley Cameras
r'ameras — Graflex Cameras
All Sizes — Portable Lights
Projectors

Bell

& Howell

Still

in town tomorrow for the
coming World's premiere of the 2-

arrives

For Rent

110

W.

IRVING

reel Technicolor Great Events series
picture, "The Thrall of Lief the
Lucky," an M-G-M release.
Miss Starke plays the lead.

BROWMXG

40th Street. New
Penn. 1258-9

Coming

Pauline Starke, (Mrs. Jack White)

York City

Film Center Buildini
mh Street

•

NINTH avenue

Fireproof storage vaults on

•

^<)th Street

all floors

NEW YORK'S NEWEST AND

Special projection and inspection

rooms

FINEST HOTEL

Shipping platform with ramp to
eliminating sidewalk shipping

street,

JMARTLT NtAC THE
CrNTEC ©r TlilNGX
Arou'id th. corner from New York's exclusive shopping distn\ readily accessible to leading theatres,
and rai!ro.id terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially
correct and away from the noise and turmoil of the
bus.ncss district.
The Park Central enjoys a location distin t V unique in its advantages.
Come to he Park Central, New York's newest and
tinc-it
hn'r
where
you
will
find
advantages

18,000 sq.

ft.

floors

—or smaller

units

Four passenger elevators and three freight
Moderate rents and low insurance rates

I

.

heretofore
(lutlels

Sa.ons

.

.ind

unknown
.

to American hostelries
Electric
Refrigeration
.
R'^of Patios for private
social
.

swimming

—

Radio

Period
functions

.

.

pool
Florentine Grille featuring the Park Central Grille Orchestra
other
features eciiial'y unusual and desirable.
Single rooms
five
dollars per day
and up.
Double rooms eight
dollars per diiy and up.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

TUt PACr CENTRAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STRLET AT 7th

OCCUPANCY DECEMBER

1928

.

.

^skj-

to
225 FIFTH

AVENUE

AVENUE

show you
plans!

4200

ASH/<»n</

NEW YORK aXY
FILM CENTER, INC.,

Builders

.

.

.

ABE N. ADELSON,

'Pres.

— — ——— —— —

——

rnlcs first

Its

name

is.

"THE MELODY OF LOVE"—

Voices give
It \s

it

the breath of

life.

and laughter with
and song for background

the romantic story of love,
soldiers

life

All the characters speak their lines !

The performance

of every

member

you!

cast will delight

Walter Pidgeon is the hero
Mildred Harris is the Loved

Jane Winton

\&

of the excellent

the girl he

Jimmy Dugan

One

left

behind him

Walter Pidgeon's comedy
Jack Richardson is the heavy
All give finished performances
All are convincing
is

All are entertaining

—

Arch Heath story by Robert Arch. Sound supervision by C. Roy Hunter with the Universal Recording Orchestra
and the Universal City Melody Four.
Directed by

1
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MoomawRaisesBankrollforMormonFih\
Glazer Conducts First Pathe Voice Tes
Mormon Film RENAUD HOFFMAN TO
Production Guarantees
DO COL. "STOOL PIGEON"

Preparations

^650,000

The completed cast for the First
"Stool Pigeon," a dramatic tale
production of "Ritzy Rosie"
National
By JOE BI-AIR
of New York's underworld, has been
Hollywood Correspondent
of comprises Alice White, Jack Mulhall,
direction
the
under
started
Several years ago, Louis Moomaw,
Dawson, FranRenaud Hoffman for Columbia Pic- Thelma Todd, Doris Rubin, Georgie
a giant Alaskan landed in New York
ces Hamilton, Benny
tures.
with a picture he called "The
Stone, Natalie Joyce and Fred KelOlive Borden is cast in the stelAfter peddling it
Cheechawkcos''.
Mervyn LeRoy will direct.
sey.
ganga
"Goldie,"
lar role, that of
around for a while it finally was
Borden
Miss
Supporting
girl.
ster
"Someone to Love" is the title for
placed with Associated Exhibitors,
are Charles' Delaney, Lucy Beau- the next Paramount- Cliarles Rogers
then releasing through Pathe.
Clarence
Natheaux,
Louis
mont,
Mary Brian will support
picture.
This same Moomaw was next
Burton and others.
Buddy.
heard of in Salt Lake City. He had
a great idea for a picture and told
Frances Hamilton, Pasadena socEnglish Thriller
The result
all the natives about it.
conbeing that Louis dropped into HolGaumont Company, Ltd. previewed iety girl, has been placed under
lywood one day with a $650,000 bank their automobile racing picture, tract by First National. She is at
the Billie Dove
roll and started casting for a Mor- "Smashing Through", for the benefit present working in
mon picture to be made in and of noted racing drivers in England. picture "Adoration".
Marie Prevost These motorists proclaimed the autoaround Salt Lake.
Lois Wilson has been placed under
and Ben Lyon were engaged to play mobile races with its thrills and aca long term contract by Warner
the leads and guaranteed ten weeks' cidents, as absolutely authentic and
Brothers.
She will have featured
work, and $40,000 was placed to the truly interesting.
parts.
in
credit of each of these players
a local bank at the time of the signJack Holt's next picture for ParaControl

Crosland Gets Plum

Kinemas, Ltd.
mount will be
S. A. Phonofilm License "Sunset Pass".
(Continued from page 1)
and controls a circuit of 46 houses
Hayden also revealed that
in all.
one of the troubles of exhibitors in
South Africa is censorship which
is very strict, the authorities being
very much against sex themes.
The renting business in that coun-

10

Photophone Talkie

Under

Lyon Prevost ^40,000

ing of the contract.
The story is supposed to center
around the life of Brigham Young,
the famous Mormon and deals with
the entire history of Mormonism.

for

a Zane Grey

story

Way

1,24

Colvin W. Brown, Executive
President, arrived at the Pathe
dios this week just in time to
nes'S the initial voice recording
prominent Pathe players, in the
extensive test of RCA Photopi
ml
on the West Coast, Benjamin Gl
Sound Executive, conducted the
on the new sound proof stageL^
7, assisted by Horace Jackson
ig
Scott Littleton, members of his
who are writing the talking
tinuities.

Ion.

Glazer

personally directed (
Lombard, Junior Coglan and Rt
St. Angelo in a 100 per cent tal
test scene from a juvenile
Voices and faces registered perf
and with absolute synchroniza apei
Incandescent lights were used
(vorked most satisfactorily with
panchromatic film now being
at the Pathe Studios.
icCc
Later, the principals of "The
thernecks",
William Boyd's
starring vehicle, were given 1
This was a preliminary to alsc
certain what talking sequences ftast
be available for this production

(

le

Ben Bard

leaving Fox.
His
up next week at which
is

contract is
time he will free lance.

1

118'

«>t

1100:

ports to the effect that sound pictures will utilize a fewer number
of extras in comparison with silent

seems that every man in HollyAsther Being Groome( m\
wood, having the qualifications of
being "tall, handsome and with danlooks as if Metro-Gold
It
W\
cing abilitj'" has been tested for the Mayer are grooming Nils Asthe
try is also radically different from M-G-M "Broadway Melody" picture. the vacancy that might
be ere
anywhere else in the world. The Gus Edwards is to supervise and by the departure of John Gijio
exhibitor enters into a several years' stage
from the pay-roll of that orgaijjj
the cabaret scenes.
contract with the distributors, for
Rumors have it that Gi
tion.
one, two or three complete pror
Soi>ljie Waclmer, Ho^vwood mod- will go with
United Artists
grams a week, at a fixed price.
iste, has given up her shop and will
his contract expires in March,
There is practically no production be seen in the future on the Fox ther has been assigned the
Last year an Itali- lot in charge of the designing and opposite Greta Garbo in this
in South Africa.
sJqjI;
an unit, headed by Commander making of gowns for Fox stars.
Sidney F
next picture "Heat".
Gatti came out to Zululand and
klin will direct
It looks as if Johnny iVTack Brown,
made a 7-reel film of Zulu life which
has been released in Italy and South the M-G-M contract player, will get
the coveted male lead in the new
Reicher Back at
Africa!
Mary Pickford talking picture, "CoFrank Reicher, well known
quette"!.
York stage director and actoi''*,
Aero Dinner Draws
back at the Paramount HollyTl itm
Tiffany-Stahl is also going to do
studios, right where he started!
Big Film Leaders a flglit story. This .one from the
teen years ago. He is now pla
(Continued from page 1)
pen of Eve Unsell and will be call«y
a role in Emil Jannings' pici
of the Navy for Aeronautics, and Wiled "Spirit of Youth". Walter Lang "Sins of the Fathers".
liam P. McCracken, Assistant Sec- will
direct and Larry Kent and Dorretary of Commerce for Aeronautics
othy Sebastian will have the leads.
and other personalities interested in
"Erik the Great"
aviation.
Little "Joe" Dunn seems to be
Filming of final scenes in
Will H. Hays, head of the motion stepping right out.
You remember the Great", Universal's second
picture industry, will be the special she was one of the "Paramount
duction co-starring Conrad Veidt 3/,
guest of honor but the real stars of school" and was let out shortly
Mary Philbin, who appeared togi
the evening will be the men in after
this, organization
took the in "The Man Who Laughs", has
charge of the news weeklies, includ- graduates to the coast from the Long
completed,
according to an
ing H. E. Hancock of Kinogram; Island studio.
Since then she has nouncement from Universal Citj
Ray Hall of Pathe; L. S. Diamond appeared in several notable roles
of Paramount;
Terry Ramsey of and with th.e success attained in
Pathe; E. B. Hatrick of Internation- the Jolson picture "The Singing Metro W.C. Officials
Ih
al; Jack Darock of Paramount; Tru- Fool" and (he choice assignments
in N. Y. Conferei
man Talley of Fox; Capt. George •in stor-e for. her at M-G-M, stardom
(Continued from i>ag:e 1)
Baynes
Michael B. Clofine and is hardly a stones throw for Josethe East in the Cosmopolitan op
Emanuel Cohen of Paramount.
phine.
dios. recently taken over by M(
Among the important film heads
Goldwyn-Mayer. will result in r
who will attend are Adolph Zukor,
Doi-otliy Farnuni, script writer, has
William Fox, Nicholas Schenck, AU been signed by M-G-M. Miss Farnura frequent meetings of West and Dag
the company.
bert and Harry M. Warner, Robert has" been free-lancing but most of Coast officials of
T. Kane, Sidney R. Kent, Jesse L. this work has been done for the
Asquith Directing
Lasky, Carl Laemmle, Major Ed- organization that just signed her.
ward Bowes, S. L. Rotha'fel and She is working on the new Navarro
The Hon. Anthony Asquith. a
Samuel Katz and George Eastman. opus "Pagan".
with British Instructl
ciated
A feature length film of the air
Films, Ltd., has begun direc
exploits of Colonel Charles. A. LindLilyan Tashnian will have a fea- "The Princess' Fortnight" in B«
n\
bergh will be shown for the flrsl tured role in the Raoul Walsh-Fox with Mady Christians and ^iL

films.

time.

Alan Crosland has been signed by
Jr., to direct "Say
It with Music" the United Artists

John Considine,

picture that will be

York

Avith

made

New

in

may

lif

''

Harry Richman

Production

It

starred.
be transferred to

the Paramount Eastern Studio
Astoria, according to Considine.

in

'

"

iliis

Milestone with Jannings
Lewis .Miles-tone, director, has been
assigned the directorship of the new
Jannings picture "Ellis IsThis will follow Herr Janland".
nings present effort "Sins of the

Emil

Father".

Chaplin Starts
Charles Spencer Chaplin started
shooting on his next comady "City
Lights" yesterday at the Chaplin studio.
Charlie, of course is playing
the lead being supported by Merna

Kennedy and Harry Crocker. Henry
Bergman, friend and business associate

of

Charlie's

is

also

in

the

cast.

PFIr

jej

Don

[ej

Clift Completes "Paradise"
Denison Clift, British International's
ace American Director, has
completed Betty Balfour's
umph, "Paradise" which will

just

trade

ett

shown

at

the

Hippodrome

tri-

be
in

London.

1

'hat

11a

[«tf

Schulberg Uses Extras
Motion picture extra players will
not suffer lack of employment at the
.studios as a result of talking pictures.

This statement, coming from P.
Schulberg, general manager of
West Coast production for Paramount, refutes widely-circulated reB.

;

j"

liiro

'aili

I

)

jtij

picture, "In Old Arizona".

Rains.

!
|

/
Sound Film Development Chief Topic at Lake Placid
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The current dramatic hit in
Vew York, "Front Page" is causng most every studio to rusli
newspaper story into producI

Paramount, Metrojoldwyn-Mayer, Warners, Uniirersal,
Tiffany-Stahl and goodFox,

ion.
(-,

linows how many others,
lave but one thouglit "a newspaper story".
Tlae market will
aess

rf

—

)e

flooded.

is

going

TRADE

^'ew York, Monday; Septenitxr

OBSERVATIONS

m

to

produce

the

Z4,

review

Reg. U.

H>2S

OFFICIAL

UIWBERCH

Invitatio

FILM PRmTATION

Spefial

Dinner
Tonight

nautical

R.

Castle,

Jr.,

i

so

night.

With the Warner-First NationOne thousand notables, headed by
il
deal set, Harry M. Warner is such names as Earl Rowland, win-

ner of the Transcontinental Air
doubt centering his attention
Derby; F. Trubee Davison, Edward
in the closing of the Keith-Albee- P. Warner, Asst.
Secretary of the
'/rpheum circuit. Many feel that Navy; William O. McCrackern, Ass't.
"his
sale has already been set Secretary of the Commerce Department for Aeronautics; A. H. G. Fokind point to the fact that Muiker, Lester D. Gardner, Pres. of the
WILL H. HAYS
^lock, Kennedy and Pat
Casey Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce;
who will tonight at the dinner ten(Continued on pagre 2)
eft for their European jaunt at
dered by the Aeronautical Indnsbr,
)robably,
the
most important
offlcialij
present Feature Film of
Otterson
to Address
ime of the year in so far as
Lindbergh's exploits
C-A-0 is concerned. Booking ofElectrical League
10

LAEMMLE TO AHEND
"LONESOME" OPENING

ces, theatres and the general
.1.
E. Otterson, President of Elec.tmosphere around the Keith of- trical Research Products, Inc., will
ice has always taken on a very address the members of the New
York Electrical League, at their
uisy air around Labor Day, for
next luncheon on Wednesday at the
Carl Laemmle, accompanied by his
his has always been the toe- Hotel Astor.
daughter. Miss Rosabelle Laemmle,
fin ning
of a new season, and
Otterson will talk on "The Voice
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Fleckles, and
his, they reason, was no time of the Movie and
What It Means". Jack Ross,
his secretary, will leave
or these theatre heads to be He will attempt to tell what
is
'way.
They figure the Warner ahead in this new talking picture Los Angeles in time to arrive in
New York Sunday, September 30th.
eal has been definitely closed field.
(Continued on pagre 2)
or some time, for if it
.

J.

was not
Murdock would have been

his desk and not in Europe,
'hat reasoning is a little fiiint
ut has some foundation.
t

'!

Many

Fall Convention Picture
Engineers in 5^Day Session

K-A-0
Tlie Fall meeting of the Society
daunt Hall, Quality of Speech and
"o to Warners, what will happen of Motion Picture
Engineers which
Pathe.
5
There is an answer commences today at Lake Placid, Music by J. C. Steinberg, Public and
Sound Pictures by W. A. Johnston,
ut we have not found it yet. N. Y. and which
will last until Fri- General Principals
of Sound Recordlurdock is heavily interested in day promises to
be the most im- ing by E. C. Wente,
Sound ReproMore than many of us portant
I'athe.

,j

are

asking,

if

^

u

session ever held by this
Pathe be includ- body, in view of the very
latest
d in this K-A-0 sale?
We doubt scientific developments in talking
There seems to be more rea- 'notion pictures. Over
300 members
Dii
to assume that this organ if the Society are in attendance
toajition will join forces with FBO day
to listen to the Presidential
nder the joint operation of Mur- address of W.
B. Cook, of the Kodaock, Kennedy and Radio Cor- scope
Libraries.
oration of America.
However
Other addresses or papers to be
iiy guess is as good, maybe
bet- read today will be Progress in
the
than ours. What's yours?
Industry by Frank Benford, Public
Wn.KERSOX
Reaction to Sound Movies by Mor-

inagine.

ii

c

!

I

Will

'

—Klitsch

By. Dr. R. OTTO
CorreNitondent

Picture Producers at Aero-

The Hon. William

tion

Amer.

Misquoted

Assistant Secretary of State, will
be quite astounding.
Probably
tonight be officially presented with
lot
as "heavy" as the current the 7-reel feature Lindbergh fiim,
itage
attraction.
heavy for the United States Government,
But
at the dinner the Aeronautical In'"•niough.
dustry is giving the Motion Picture
Industry at the Waldorf-Astoria to-

SI

ssued for

Parti*

"real

^rners

Pat. Off.

FIVE CKNT8

VIcCoy".
IS

S.

GERMAN GOV'T.-UFA OFFICIALS
DENY BAN ON AMERICAN FILMS

Fox we understand

Meaning it will be mc^an all-talker and the talk will

J

BERLIN— Officials of the German
Exhibitors' Association are amazed
at the reports printed in the American papers imputing that the European exhibitors intend to ban American pictures from the European
screens.
There is no exhibitor between the
North and South poles who does
not know the value of American
films, and who does not appreciate
what the American Industry has
done for his trade and for him.
It was not the Berlin Committee's
fault that not one American exhibitor attended the conference. Invitations were tendered through the
(Continued on pagre

2)

VITA IN BERLIN
"A'oah's

Ark"

In

Legitimate Thea-

tre—Prod. Also

BERLIN— Herman Starr who arrived here last week, has announced
plans for the Vitaphone premiere
of "Noah's Ark" in Berlin, in January or February, in a legitimate
theatre.
Warner Brothers will also produce Vitaphone pictures in Germany,
but not before next summer.

PHOTOPHONE CREATES

COMMERjeARTMENT
Leroy P. Sawyer Elected
V. P. in Charge Heyl
for Foreign Bus.

—

With a rapidly growing national
and international demand for Photophone talking-movie apparatus, the
RCA Photophone Company are making extensive plans for further expansion.
The first step taken, according to
announcement from E. E. Butcher,
was the appointment and election of
Leroy P. Sawyer, as Commercial
Vice-President of RCA Photophone.

duction in Theatres by E. O. Scriven,
of Synchronizing by H. M.
Stoller, 3 Electrode Vacuum Tube
by E. w. Kellogg, Sound Synchronization and Projection by F. H. Rich- Inc., effective October 1st.
He will
ardson.
head the new Commercial DepartAfter dinner, the evening will be ment just organized.
E. O. Heyl has also joined the exdevoted to discussions of sound pictures and talking picture entertain- ecutive staff of Photophone and his
work will be in the
ment through courtesy of the Elec- of Photophone business'development
in foreign
trical Research Products, Inc.
fields.
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covering
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from particular pictures.
in

Color-Paint is a distinct departure
display advertising bearing no

resemblance

BOWES-MENDOZA-AXT
SCORE CRAWFORD FILM
The Capitol Theatre

is

busv

i"-

sialling complete Movietone faclUties this week for the presentation
of its first sound picture, "Our Uanc-

iug Daughters", next Saturday. This
film by Josephine Lovett, features

Joan Crawford, and Harry Beaumont

naught.

to

any form

of ad sale.s

material now in use. It is designed
for display in any type of theatre
but will appeal particularly to de
luxe and first run house operators
because of the rich effects achieved
It is also a very
in its composition.
effective medium for window tie-ups,
libraries and other high class special locations.

"Wings"

"The

and

Wedding

March'' are the first two specials to
be treated with Color-Paint.

directed.

"Our Dancing
addition
to
Daughters", the Capitol will "'•'^
In

Van and Schenck, in a Metro
Movietone Act; an "Our Gang" two'>'it

reel comedy, "Ihe 01 Gray
in Metro Movietone; and Fox

Hohs

.

Movie-

tone News.

McCoiinell and
Mef/ger played golf Saturday
and it" Fred lost he was to fast over
Yom Kippur and both refuse to tell
Earl
the result of the match
Hudson is again in our midst, hav-

New York— Fred

.

.

.

ing accepted the position of assistant
publisher of the Motion Picture

.

.

.

.

stay

.

H

The same demand was put for
ward by the official speaker of thi
German Government, Dr. Posse,

tity

life!

ies

Robinson

at

id

Gotham

Casey Robinson, youthful auth IK
been signed by Sam Sax asWiisI

has-

supervisor

of

Gotham

productions

.

If

You Read

.*

^^

The Daily Revie'w

.

making pictures
for

home

delay

his

return

Germany

in

Saturday en
the Leviathan, and Al Rockett will
last

the

to

meet up with him

coast

to

reel pictures of the exploits of Lindbergh, by members of the Hays organization, will be presented by a
special mission to the governments
of France, Belgium and Great Britain.

John N. Harris, picture theatre impressario from
Pittsburgh is in New York spending
A novelty preceding the dinner
a few days on business and looking will be flying trips offered to as
at the big sound pictures
Max many of the guests as can be acAlexander, Eastern representative commodated, by the Atlantic Air.

.

.

.

of Stern

.

.

who has beeu

Brothers,

in

Europe for some time, sailed for
home this week
Jack Itachniann,
one of Paramounts associate producers on the coast, is coming to
New York soon to do nothing but
.

.

.

look at a lot of Broadway shows-,
and who wouldn't have such a job?
William Fox, John Zanft and
Jack Leo have returned from Detroit
where they went to see that the new
Fox .'(ftOO seat theatre got opened
properly
Vivian Moses, who has
been spending a couple of weeks
in New York, goes back to the Paramount coast studios on Wednesday
If he doesn't miss the train
Louis
B. .Mayer got in from th.-_> coast Saturday and for the next couple of
week will spend a lot of tim-- with
sound picture making
William
H.
Skirholl,
Columbia
franchise
holder in Cleveland, is in New York
for a aeries of conferences with Joe

craft Corporation. A. H. G. Fokker,
president of the company, will put
one of the new F-IO-A ships at the
disposal of the Dinner Committee,
and guests wishing to fly will be
able to do so as the formal guests
of Mr.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

You

Will Read'"

All the Ne'w^s
i

Fokker.

Florey Completes First

.

Brandt

(Continued from page 1)
time for the re-opening of the
Colony Theatre, where "Lonesome",

Bail

Klitsch, on the contrary, in his gn
speech laid stress on the necessil
that whatever regulations the Gi
man government may devise for ti
protection of the home industrj'
nothing should be done to strangt
the import of foreign pictures.

Laemmle to Attend
"Lonesome" Opening
in

false!

!lf(

.

sailed

.

Nothing can be more

#

m

of

News, which shows Bill Johnson is
Film Presentation
Julius Sinjjer
still a smart bird
(Continued from page 1)
his
with
Saturday
out
blossomed
Will H. Hays, Adolph Zukor, Wilsecond shave of the day and the liam Fox, Nicholas Schenck, Albert
first carnation of the sqason replac- and Harry Warner, S. R. Kent, Jesse
ing the usual aster, and they haven't L. Lasky. S. L. Rothafel, Major
yet found a way to s*op that Beau Bowes, Sam Katz, George Eastman
Brumniel
]Vat Rothstein and and many others will attend.
Dong Leishinan, a couple of local
Distinguished guests from WashScotchman, proved true to type by ington, members of the French, Belvisiting Scotland and mailing postal gia and British Embassies will also
cards with both names on the same be present.
Prints of the feature,
card
Kay Rockett, after a long which has been compiled from news.

American reports stated that Hi
Klitsch, head of the Ufa produc:
and distributing organization
dared at the Conference that
American picture should in the
ture be imported.

ti.itii

"Our Universal's first talking picture, will His first will be "The Head of thjtuoi
Dancing Daughters", with its theme have its Broadway premiere. Carl Family". Joe Boyle will direct, Wiljbf:
song, "I Loved You Then as I I.,ove Laemmle, Jr., and Dr. Paul Fejos, Ham Russell and Virginia Lee Cor;
You Now", was prepared by Major supervisor and director respectively bin will have the leads.
Edward Bowes, David Mendoza and of "Lonesome" will reach New York
William Axt. Forthcoming produc- earlier in the week.
CALL
tions at the Capitol which have alWAFILMS, Inc.
ready been synchronized under their
Griffith Leaves Caddo
supervision include Lon Chaney's
Walter A. Fatter. Pres.
Griffith,
Raymond
who
went to
"While the City Sleeps" and Lillian
for
Caddo under a six-months' contract
Library Stock Scenes
Gish's "The Wind".
after his split with Paramount, has
laO W. 4« St.
New York
been released, without having made
Bryant 8181
Official Lindbergh
one film for Howard Hugites.

The synchronized score

l.(ui

German Gov't.-Ufa Officia
Deny Ban on Amer. Filnw

(Continued from pa«e 1)
James A. Clark, manager of the
Paramount Ad Sales- Department, to- German Foreign Office.
Without representation of tm
"The Olympic Hero", the 5-reel day announced an innovation in ad
comedy featuring Charles Paddock, sales material for exhibitors. The greatest exhibiting country, Ameri^
formerly America's leading sprinter, new display, known as Color-Paint, the conference was incomplete aai
was released by the Zakoro Film is the size of a one-sheet, 28 by 42 without the goodwill of the Amerl
Corporation, national film distribu- inches containing hand colored pho- can exhibitor, all the plans adoptei
tors of 723 Seventh Avenue, to the tographic enlargements of scenes by the Conference may come

m

Ivior

Creates "Color Paint"

KEN'Y-OHIO TERRITORY

Ofi.

Except

Sales Dept.

Robert Florey has completed his

Paramount short reeler. It will
known as "The Pusher in the
Face" and was made at the Paramount eastern studio. His next will
feature the Four Marx Brothers.
first

The

entire

motion picture industry, both

be

foreign and domestic,

is

covered by news-

gatherers for this publication.

Our

Holly-

.

AI Hall Promoted
Al Hall, formerly in charge of
cutting at the First National studios
and more recently in charge of the
cutting of Colleen Moore's pictures
has been elevated to the position
of
comedy constructor on Miss
Moore's future pictures.

wood and

studio service

is

the most complete

in the industry.

ii

Exhibitors

^STOJ.I'N

LOVK'

by
tography by
turing

pc'tod

I
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"FLIGHT OF THE SOUTHERN
CROSS"

ynn yhore G. Allen Hancock Prod.
Ted Pahll Arranged by
Fred Stanley.

Marceline Day,

Owen Moore and Rex

Lease,

This aerial epic

a film epic of
the successful flight from California
to Australia made by Capt. Kingsford
Smith, Charles P. Ulm and Harry
is

good program picture that never
far away from the cut and
d formula and thus ensures a W. Lyons and James Warner.
,sant feeling for everyone conThis picture, a complete record of
led.
this historic flight is a tremendous
fhen the girls two maiden aunts picture that will capture every heart
her off to school to cure her and eye in the audience and hold it
It
for the country boy, she out- all the way through.
When sound
them by climbing off the train is added, it will become even more
starting back to meet her sweet- thrilling.
Entire sequences of the picture
rt.
But the handsome stranger
s her a lift and she discovers center on the interior scenes in the
the boy, who has been told the plane where Warner and
Lyons were
had discarded him, has gone to stationed.
From Honululu to Briscity.
She allows the handsome
.nger to outfit her with fine bane, thrilling sky scenes and rain
hes and provide her with an storms are pictured. The equatorial
silent position.
When s'he at- storm that the plane ran into near
Is a gay party with the stranger
Suva, with its terriffic lightning and
meets the boy who fails to
erstand the innocence of her thunder is blood curdling.
Book this one for crowded houses.
tion but all ends well.
Direccommendable, cast good and the Procedes from the film are going to
I

—

,

exceptional.

is

the aviators

"TAKE ME HOME"

"rOME AND GET

amount
by
tography by

Marshall Neilan

scted

Directed by
J. Roy Hunt
Bebe Daniels, Photography

turing
Neil Hamilton.

IT"

FBO
Wallace

C.

Fox

Virgil Miller

Featuring
Bob Steele
combination of Marshall NellAn
action
story
that
will
appeal
is director and Bebe Daniels as
resulted in a picture that win to the type of houses that specialease the popularity of both. A ize in thrillers of the rough and
fire box office attraction that
ready sort.
Action audiences will
IS us a Bebe with all the old dash
pep as well a new touch of eat it up.
Bob Steele is a champ boxer
rm and loveliness.
he story is of the currently popu- of the Navy whose fistic prowess
back stage type. A little chorine does not thrill
either his mother
s a rube kid, who in turn, beor
his
sweetheart.
But
when
es stage struck and with the help
>rhe chorine and her friends, de- a friend of the family is killdps into a good hoofer. The star ed because of a stolen necklace
f he show fancies the new
hoofer unwittingly owned by Bob's mother
in seemingly wins him away
from and his father i.f on the verge of
h girl.
She is heart broken, but hanging through circumstanial eviaier own way, she gets the kid dence. Bob enters the ring to win
'Bi and the end of the story finds
the bribe necessary to pay off one
hn both back in the quiet and of the criminals, who would turn
)e;e of the country.
In addition to state's evidence for a given sum, and
h excellent work of Miss Daniels, everything ends happily.
There Is
ian Tashman and Neil Hamilton plenty of action, innumerable thrills,
tid out with praiseworthy char- ample comedy and
not too much
ge rizations
and splendid support plot. Steele's cleancut boyish per;iven by the rest of the cast. sonality is a decided
as.S'et
to the
'1 tography
and titles excellent.
story.
lie

;

-

Roach Teams

"River

Girls

Roach has teamed Anita Garand Marion Bryon for a series of
al

1

Woman" Booked

by MidWesco

24, 1928

"PORT OF DREAMS"
Universal
Directed by

s'creen story.

The

Photography

Ruggles
John Stumer

Starring

Mary

_....Wesley

._

Philbin

Given a simple story with all the
elements
that
made
"Seventh
Heaven" such an outstanding attraction. Universal has here a strong
contender for box office honors. Not
a great story, but one that is sure
delight the fans and result in
the passing the good word around.
The story concerns the efforts of
a young convict to find love and
happiness despite the not entirely
new idea of having the law as his
opposition.
The youth is beloved
by the girl who pictures him as the
embodiment of all the beauty and
joy that life has denied to her.
Mary Philbin is sincere in her delineation and will win many new
to

boy

delivered into the
gruff old sea captain,
whose antipathy toward raising the
lad is overcome by the youngster's
love for ships plus twenty-thousand
dollars.
Melodramatic
complications ensue and are cleared up in
the usual fashion.
Bert Woodruff
gives an outstanding performance as
the old sea captain, but the rest
of the oast is quite ordinary.
The
picture as a whole will have more
of an appeal to the youngsters than
it will to adults.

hands

of

is

a

"ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE"
M-G-M
Directed by
James Conway
Featuring

New

William Haines

version of old film which
starred Bert Lytell, which was a
drama. This one is a comedy and
admirers, while Fred Mackaye, a rates as an average production.
new discovery, shows great promise. However, sound is being added to
The direction abounds in fanciful it, with special effects which may
touches and the photography is truly turn the film into a big hit. Direction
is
magnificent.
good but uninspired. Haines
somewhat unsuited to crook roles
but does well in dramatic spots.
"HEART TROUBLE"
Plot of Alias Jimmy Valentine,
First National
Directed by...
_Harry Langdon popular play more than decade ago,
Featuring
Harry Langdon concerns a clever crook, noted for
This can hardly be considered his ability to open any safe-combinamore than ordinary comedy and far tion. He wanders into a small town
away from the standard promised to rob a bank and falls in love with
by the earliest of Langdon's fea- the bank-president's daughter. He
ture releases. The laughs are scat- turns over a new leaf, taking a job
in the bank.
At the climax, the
tered and the story is weak.
If
Langdon's name still means any- banker's little daughter is locked in
Despite the risk if his
thing, the fans who come in will the vault.
past becomes known, Jimmy Valenbe disappointed.
Perhaps the answer to this story tine sets to work to open the vault
can be found in the fact the Lang- and save the child's life.
don, as has been the case in the
"SHOW GIRL"
past two or three flops, insisted on
handling the direction. In addition First National
ai Santell
he has gotten away from the char- Directed by
Alice White.
acterization that brought him screen Cast-.
Charles Delaney, Lee Moran,
fame almost overnight. There may
Richard Tucker, Kate Price.
be those who can direct their own
Screen Story by James P. O'Donohoe.
comedies, but it is clearly evident
Some viewing this one might call
that Langdon would do better if
it plot No.
642 mention the acting,
he is Interested in his screen future,
direction and general production and
to remain a comedian. In which field
let it go at that.
All this Is true,
he is almost without a peer.
but with It all It is a very entertaining picture of Broadway, cabaret
"MARKED MONET"
and theatrical night life, and this is
PatJie
always good If properly handled and
Directed by
Spencer Bennett Al Santell did this and
more. Alice
Photography
E. Snyder White comes out in
this production
Featuring
Junior Coghlan as a real star and deserves it.
She
A "kid" story of average program Is exceedingly
good. The rest of the
merit.
The entire story is built cast is O.K. The picture will
enteraround a mischievous and lovable tain and it will
get a lot of money
youngster and is developed in the at the box office
and when this is
manner customary to this type of said what else is there
to be added?
T"

Langdon 3-ReeIer Ready
Mack Senett, the comedy king,
Circuit who
discovered and developed Harry

Brooks to Germany
Louise Brooks, Paramount player,

is to leave Hollywood shortly for
comedies patterned after
Budd Rogers. Vice-President of Langdon,
comedy Sant Laurel and Gotham Productions announces that comedian presents the droll-faced Germany. She is to make one, and
in "Soldier Man," a three- possibly two pictures
)1 er Hardy are
for the UFA
now doing for his Jack Graunian of Gotham's Milwau- reel mirthful,
mythical
kingdom company.
Tinlzation.
kee exchange has sold the entire story released
by Pathe on Septem^id^Wescg. Circuit on "The River ber 30th. Harry Edwards
directed
Woman", Gotham's initial 1928-29 from 'script by Arthur Ripley
Gilda's English Film
Jorge Arliss on
and
special, starring Lionel Barrymore Frank
Gllda Gray has been signed by
Capra^

»

reel

h type

Warner

:'orge

Arliss

WOR Mon.

will

be

the

nnd Jacqueline Logan.

guest
Bros.

P

New

for the second Warner
F-L Sign
Girl
phone Jubilee Hour which will
Leone Lane, 19 year old beauty
>€iroadcast Monday night, Septem- of Boston, has been placed under
contract by B. P. Schulberg produc>€ 24th. through WOR in New York
tion head of Paramount.
Miss Lane
and twenty other radio stahas been playing leads in a sei'ies
s comprising the entire
Colum- of two reelers being released by
"

-^t

'i

'i

i'

li

<^'hain.

FBO.

New
Rayart
the

name

Rayart Exchange
Pictures
of a

Incorporated

is

new Mayart exchange

British International studios for the
featured role in "Piccadilly Shiver"
which will be put into production

immediatelv.

devoted exclusively to the handling
of Rayart pictures in the Iowa and
Nebraska territory, with headquarters in

Omaha.

B. J.

of the

Omaha

office.

''Voodoo" Story for Fox
Randall Faye, ace writer for Fox.

Drucker of the has written a dramatic storv dealsame organization operating in Den- ing with South Africa, its life and
ver and Salt Lake, will have charge customs. It will be produced
by Fox
in

the very near future.
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TARZAN'-TJ' SERIAl

Studios and Theatres Create Serious
Crisis

NOW 15CHAPTEK,

with West Coast Previews

Fred J. McConnell. Short Subjed
and Serial Sales Manager for U'versal, has just announced a radijJn
innovation in the serial field, in i
form of lengthening "Tarzan
Mighty", Universal's current supi
serial, during its production, as

Fans Stay Away on Nights

When No

Previews

result of insistent demands ny
hibitors cashing in on its early e
sodes, that it be made as long
possible.

Billed
Us JOB BLAIK
Lupe Valez has been loaned by
Hollywood Correnpondent
Artists to Paramount for the
United
business
killing
are
Previews
She
in "The Wolf Song".
lead
girl
Hollywood and Southern
around
opposite Gary Cooper.
California. That is. the lack of them will play
are leaving empty houses'.
"Helen of London" is the title of
Studio's have made a practice,
new Tiffany-Stahl picture soon to
a
during the last couple of years, of be put into production with Eve
assembled,
fully
pictures
taking
George AuchSouthern as Helen.
but not completely cut. to neighboring houses in an effort to get
an audience reaction to the variThis practice is
ous sequences.
now so general and the theatres are
making such a fuss over them, that
unless a theatre shows a preview
every night in conjunction with their
regular program, an empty house
is

the result.

Searchliaht Tips

Ofif

Formerly the houses gave no evidence that this extra attraction was
going to be displayed. But recent-

ambaud

will

leave for the Hawaiian Islands on a
vacation trip.

Helen TwelveEaton,
trees, Carmel Myers, and Earle Foxe
have been selected for the cast of
"Badges", Max Marcin's play, which
will be made into a Movietone feature at the Fox West Coast studios.
Charles

Lew

direct.

KnlpI) Forbes is to leave Metro.
Ralph has not been satisfied with
the type roles given him by this
At least that is ihe
organization.
Forbes side of the matter. M-G-M
might have another reason for his

The serial has been increased
It
twelve to fifteen chapters.
beginning August
released

W

1!

19th.

FOX "STELLA POLARIS"
HAS LONDON PREMIEI^

production for

Fox Films which hitherto has' carried the titles of "Fog" and "The
Case of Mary Brown" now has a

"Stella
ture,

a

Polaris",

new Fox

i

opened a London engagemi

yesterday at tho T'laza Tneatr-3
Piccadilly Circus. This is none otl
Warner Brothers have completed than "Lost in the Arctic", which
The Ernst Lubitsch-Jolin IJiirry- "On Trial". This is an all-talkie cently had a run on Broadw
luoro-United Artists company has and was directed by Archie Mayo. While the title has been chani
for England the Movietone acco
returned from location in the CanConrad >agel has been cast in paniment remains the same
adian Rockies.
the new Warner production of "Kid
Raymond Enright will
"Tlie Desert Song'' will be made Gloves".
third

title,

"Blindfold".

leaving.

big signs are hung in the lobby
preview and in
the
many cases the name of the studio in colors by Warners. It will, of direct.
presenting it and in some instances course, be a 1007o talkie.
Hobart Bosworth has been added
the name of the picture and the cast.
Columbia has started work on to the cast of the Arnst LubltschIn addition to this theatres have
instituted the idea of a big search- "The Street of Illusion". Earle Ken- United Artists^John Barrymore piclight on the top of the theatre. When ton is directing Jacqueline Logan, ture "The King of the Mountains".
this light is on, it is preview night, Theodore Von Eltz and Bryant WashKenneth Thompson surprised the
if it is dark, there is no preview.
burn in this production.
gangaround the Fox lot on his reConsequently patrons look for tiie
Edjthe Chapman has been given turn from New York recently. He
search liglit or the lobby sign and
they the mother role in the Clara Bow pic- presented Mrs. Kenneth Thompson.
is none in evidence,
if there
ture "Three Week Ends" being done She was formerly Alden Gay. Kendrive on to the next theatre.
neth is working in the Emmett
The houses having the most pre- at Paramount.
Flynn picture "The Veiled Woman".
views are the houses doing the busiThe title of the Clarent-*' Uronn
Xo single attraction will get
ness.
New York will soo see Alice
any business now. Nothing but pre- production originally known as "The
After the completion of
White.
views. Studio officials are consider- Wife of Stephen Trombolt" has been
"Ritzy Rosie" she will leave Hollying the advisability of discontinuing changed to "Wonders of Women"
wood for a visit to the metropolis.
this practice.
Harrj' Gribbon is having a tough
Margaret LaMarr, Mike Tellegen,
time making ends meet with the
Bo Ling have been added to the
After
many assignments starring him in and
Ben Lyon is in great demand. This the face. He worked eight consecu- cast of "Husbands Are Liars" which
Cannon is making for Fox.
talented leading man is at present tive nights in rain scenes for the Raymond
working in the Mormon picture be- M-G-M production of "Honeymoon".
Will Chappel has been signed by
FBO He finally got to bed one morning Universal
ing made in Iowa and Utah.
to write the adaptation of
have made overtures for him to star ,it six o'clock only to be called two "Husband Wanted" the next Laura
P'lrst Na- hours later for scenes in "Mysteriin a series of pictures.
LaPlante starring picture.
tional wants him for the lead in ous Island".
Colleen Moore's new picture and MPeter Milne has finished the adapG-M are angling for his services.
Tliere will only be one white per- tation and continuity of "The Head
son in the cast of the (almost) all- of the Family" for Gotham.
negro picture King Vidor is to do
Walthall Series
ly

announcing

November

include

Seller will direct this all-talk-

first

fr
v

With the additional chapters,
weekly release period will run

ing picture.

Charles Klein's

"

"College

Humor"

Series

H. N. Swanson, editor and pi
lisher of College Humor is spons
ing a series of single reels to
made by Duane N. Mowat. T
series will tie up all the big footb

games tliroughout tlie country
coming Fall. Al Davis, formerly E
comedy director, is writing

1

and

do the directii
Horace Mowat and Ann Carter M
stories

play

the

will

They

leads.

photographed

in

will all
will hj

sound and

talking throughout.

i

FBO

Henry

Lyon

Waltliall has been signed to do a series of two-reel productions for the independent marThey are to be made by Addiket.
.son Dintliff and the first is to be
known as "The Little Colonel".
B.

for

M-G-M.

Warners Change Policy

Fox Buys "Hell Lady"
The Fox organization have P'
chased the stage play, "From H
Comes the Lady" written by Geor
Scarborough.

This production

Hollywood showing last year
was produced by Joseph Schilkrai

a

"D. W."

to

Act

going to have
part in the picture he is now dire
D. W. h
ing for United Artists.
D.

W.

Griffith

is

made and decic
and hearing these te
I'ole in "The Love Son

several voice tests
after viewing
to

enact a

Hersholt Going Abroad
From present

indications

it

see

Gaston Glass has been assigned
Due to unusual business, tlie that Jean Hersholt, Universal st
one of the leading roles in the Pathe Warner Theatre in Hollywood has will make at least one and possil
production of "Geraldine".
been forced to run a continuous two pictures that will be made
Formerly Germany by Universal. Paul Koiin
policy at this playhouse.
James Cruze, his wife, Betty Comp- the theatre closed between 5:30 and is at present in Germany arrangi
George Macintosh and Ethel Stone
the details.
son and a party of friends- will soon 7 P. M.
will have the juvenile leads.
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OBSERVATIONS
iennedy
What's happened, if anything,
Joseph P. Kennedy? Why this
antagonistic attitude on the part
of quite a few of the big mouthis
What is the
in this business?
he was
Yesterday
it?
reason for
to
according
today,
Picture,
Mr.
some, he is anything but. What
Other
is the reason for it all?

to

than the First National break. Mr
Kennedy seems to be holding the
same position now, that he held
Why
before he left for Europe.
then, do some of our trade papers
on discrediting him all
insist
around? Has the "hidden force"
in this industry decided to turn
thumbs down on Joseph P.? If
so, for what reason?
Zred'tt
This Kennedy person, is a very
clever business man. He is competent and if any of you doubt
that, have a look at F. B. O. and
you will see a smooth running
producins:
profit-making young
organization,
distributing
and
with no strife, little if any. Internal troubles, making a good program brand of pictures at a cost
that will net the organization a
I

York

Tuesday,

York,

Seiiteinber

REVIFW

25,

Hee

U. S. I'at

Off.

KIVK <K\'rS

1928

WM. FOX CONTRACTS FOR
GREATER N. Y. HOUSES
S.

M.

—Lk.

Placid

in

Situation

Frank Woods

Hollywood

Date Showings
Sound Houses

Photo-Electric Cells
L.

R.

KoUer

Entire

Group

Closed
William Fox is actually closing
contracts for the purchase of some
fifty or more theatres in the greater

in

New York

territory.

This publication announced some
time ago that Fox was negotiating
for the purchase of a string of inPathe will on September 30th be dependent theatres in this zone on
gin a national simultaneous day and
the basis of a price that was agreedate release of "King of Kings" ir able
to both the present theatre own300 theatres 12Vz7o of which showSince that
er and the Fox head.
ings will be in sound. An intensive
time the Fox broker, A. L. Blumenexploitation campaign will be issued
thal, has been conducting daily conon behalf of the picture and the ferences with the independent groups

Light Valve Recording

Donald Mackenzie
of Recording
V. Zworykin
Ground Noise in Sound
Reproduction
O. Sandvik
Classroom Use of Films
T. E. Finegan

Kerr Method

8:30 P. M.

exhibitors.

Entertainment by
Electrical Research Products
Kodacolor Demonstration

from his suite at the Ambassador
principals
of
stellar
Eighteen
last Friday an actual conAmong Hotel and
importance head the cast.
(Continued on page 2)
principals
noteworthy
may
the
Warner,
mentioned
H.
B.
be
TEST
Dorothy Cumming, Ernest Torrence,
Joseph Schildkraut, Jacqueline Lo-

Eastman-Kodak

m

When

BOOKINGS SEPT. 30
12^% of Total Day and

TODAY'S PROGRAM
9:30 A. M.
Sound Picture

Announcement

Definite

300 "KING OF KINGS"

p. Engineers

SEATTLE EXHIBITOR

HAMMONS-WHITE
ALL SOUNDAPPARATUS

gan, Rudolph Schildkraut, Montagu
Love, Sam De Grasse, Victor Varconi, Theodore Kosloff, George Sieg-

Jack White and E. W. Hammons
mann, Majel Coleman, William Boyd, are carefully looking over the varJulia Faye and Robert Edeson.
ious talking film synchronizing ap(Continued on page 2)
paratus on the market with a view
SEATTLE Paramount lost a detoward selecting the best method to
good profit and sold to exhibitor? cision in arbitration and an award
on a basis that will permit them of .$971..50 was granted Winkler and CARL
use in making Educational's sound
EAST
a sufficient intake to pay off some Bedgesoff of the Green Parrot The^
comedies for next year.
pictures of the
larger producing and distributing
of the losses for

WINS

DISPUTE

—

LAEMMLE
FOR COLONY OPENING

atre in this city.

The present owners of the theatre
companies. And Mr. Kennedy had asked the Board to enforce its conmore to do with this than any tract With Paramount Famous-Lasky
other personfor two pictures a week, which performance was to have begun in December 1927.
Economics
Neal East, representing the P-F-L
J. P. instituted some economies
Exchange stated that through an erin FBO that caused quite a bit of
was
laughter to some. These savings ror, although an agreement
O. T. Klawitter, former
were the results of sensible con- made with
(Continued on page 2)
elusions on the part of a comResults
man.
petent business
have been shown. FBO is making

Wlieth°r

pictures today than ever
before and, considering the type
ajid the advance in production
values, are making them cheaper
What is the answer then, to this
attack on Kennedy?

Metzger
In conversation with Louis B
Metzger, general sales manager
at Universal, we were astoundet"
to be told that 92% of the ke^
points have been closed for Universal product for the comin-^
In looking back over
season.
other years, that would not seenworthy of mention, but with buy
ing strikes, talking pictures am'
general unsettled conditions exist
ing today, we would judge this a?

somewhat

of an accomplishment.

WILKERSON

Tonal Vibration

for Disscussion

by M.

his future services, before the
studio head leaves for California in
10 days.
fqr

P. Engineers!
SAPIRO LAYS FAILURE

S*eiiil>eiK
I.nboratoriesi, Inc.
.\e\v York, X. Y.
.1.

(

.

BfM Teleplione

Speech waves are composed of

Heller, formerly musical
Warner-Vitaphone in
of

New

York, has been selected to do
the score for the Bristolphone synchronization of the Gotham Production "Times Square".
Heller. Harold E. Shumate, directir and Alice Day. journeyed up to
the Bristolphone sound stages at
Waterbury, Conn, on Saturday, to
start the addition of the sound effects to the picture.

Vocafilm or
yet been

few months, and this matter will
probably be ad.nisted with Hammons

Up

Difficulties

HELLER-SHUMATE-DAY
VISIT BRISTOL PLANT
Herman

be

|

»>

director

will

determined upon, but indications
Carl Laemmle, accompanied by his; would seem to point to the selection
daughter Rosabelle and Mr. and Mrs.j of a different one than Vocafilm, with
Maurice Fleckles, is leaving Holly-' which several comedies have already
wood today for New York to attend! been synchronized, although Hamthe opening of his Colony Theatre! mons has stated he has a contract
Sunday Sept. 30th. The house will! to distribute all Vocafilm pictures
re-open with the Paul Fejos pro-| for the next five years.
duction "Lonesome" and will have!
White's present contract with Edboth talk and synchronization.
ucational expires within the next

I
'

better

it

some other method has not

large number of tones of differentl
frequency which change continually;
during utterance. When these waves;
enter the ear the tones cause disturbances wliich are spread out
along a membrane containing the
nerves of hearing. The high tones:
disturb one end of the membrane;
the low tones disturb the other end.
This action might be compared to;
the keys of a player piano in opera-'
at one instant the keys at one!
tion
part of the scale are depressed; at a;
(Continued on pagre 3)
;

'

ON LACK OF MEMBERS
al

Aaron Sapiro in his resolution
nresented to the membership of the
I.M.P.E.A., before final dissolution
was voted upon, gave as his reasons
for the failure of the cooperative
movement, first, that the association
never had even half of the independent exhibitors in New York, and
through this could not achieve the
position of power they had hoped
Sapiro further states:
"In addition, we met with severe
opposition, some of it. frank and
(Continued on page 3)
for.
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New Nice Studios
WARNER AND WALUS
Rival Ingram
LEAVE FOR HOLLYWOOD nice:— The La Victorine
J.

L.

Canadian MovingPicturt DiAve., Toronto,

New York:— Hy Daab

says there
are three pleasant things about
successful play -writing
writiiifr a
watching it being produced and
it,
royalty
receiving
back
sitting
checks, and the latter not the least
Pat (iarjii declares his social

—

.

week ends have become so strenuous that they have
commenced to run him ragged
duties over the

.

J.

.

.

New

David HIaufo.x, one of the old

York exploitation guard, postcards in
from Cleveland that business is going great and that newspapers are
for Unite 1 Artists picBill Orr, who won a fine
cup at last spring golf tournament.
has been trying to repeat ever since
and has finally made up his mind
that he did all of his stuff on the

getting
tures
.

s )fter
.

.

one day
Carl Laemiiile has sent
on word from the coast that he will
return to New York in time to attend the opening of "Lonesome'' at
the Colony Theatre next month
Frptlerick Wynne-Jones, speaking of
his signature, says even at his bank
no one can read it but they pay off
all checks on the hyphen
J<ie
Krandt says he is still of the opinion
that ".Submarine" is a good picture
and he should know as he sees it
every other day
Ted Schlangrer,
Eastern Divisional sales manager of
Universal, who has been on a long
trip over his territory, is due back
.

.

.

.

.

.

in

New York

put on

a

.

.

.

week
picture show
.

.

Will

.

last

Hajs
night,

exploits at a dinner given by the
Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce,
and then presenting the prints to
the U. S. Government
Joe Kennedy is supposed to have sailed from
.

.

city his first stop in what will be a
tour of the exchanges in the Western
district, which will probably take
him all the vvay to the West Coast.

Fox Contracts for
Greater N. Y. Houses

(Continued from paffe 1)
for the purchase of
one group.
Other contracts in this immense
theatre deal will be closed from day
to day during this and next week
with no definite announcement coming from Fox of these closings until
all theatres he is now negotiating
for have been set.
This will be
done in a wek or ten days.
The DAILY REVIEW is informed,
and by a very reliable source, that
with the actual clos'ing of all the
houses in greater New York, the
Fox activities will be moved to Philadelphia where he will purchase fifteen or twenty houses in that city
and the immediate vicinity to be added to his present Fox theatre and
a number that will be placed under
construction in Philadelphia at a
very early date.
Aside from the Philadelphia and
New York purchases and the contemplated closing of the Walter
Reade string in New Jersey, Fox is
said to have options on houses in
Baltimore,
Washington, Richmond
and Norfolk.

in Eurojie for home last
Saturday, but so far his office doesn't
know when to expect him
Charlie

Kotrers.

who

Kur')p<-.

is

.

.

recently returned from
to
leave for
Hollywood this week with his new
distributing
contracts signed and
sealed
Hriioe (;allii|>, who has
been sojourning in Florida and enjoying liimself, s-torms notwithstanding, will be back on his job at United
Artisis next Monday

expected

.

.

.

.

WALK

OUT^ THEATRI f
—

PORTLAND The stage hands u
ion at Salem, Oregon went out
strike last week, leaving the Capit
and Elsinore theatres flat.
According to the Motion Pictu
Record, the stage hands have alwa;
<

a rather refractory gang
the Capitol City and this move hi
been brewing for a long time.
All houses have combined in iss|
ing an ultimatum that they refui
to arbitrate matters, preferring
been

the

for

distribution

National
Theatre
Supp
Company has put on the market
new Junior Model Orchestrapholl
which has just been perfected. Tlf
new instrument does not replace tl'
regular orchestraphone, but is d',
signed to accommodate the music,
needs of the smaller theatre.

the picture.

Al Morris Here
Al Morris, assistant to Harry Rapf,
in

New York

to

make

of

tests

Exhibitor

Wins P F L Dispu

(Continued frfim page 1)
owner, at the time of the signi;
the contract, that the minimum ai
mission price would be 15 cents, tl
contract was not changed from tt]
printed 10 cents'.

negro players for the forthcoming
King Vidor all-negro (but one) proHe also said that Paramount ha]
duction he is to make for M-G-M.
not agreed to transfer this contrac
from the old firm to the new, an!

Chevalier Sails October
Maurice

20

Chevalier,

stage idol of
been signed by

France, who has
Jesse L. Lasky to come here and
make talking pictures for Paramount, will sail October 20 and will

commence

his

first

early

film

in

November.

therefore, the present operators hai

no contract at all with Paramount,
Jim Hone, representing the exhi
bitors,
contended there was n!
change in ownership.
Bedgesai
bought out Klawitter and later sol;
an interest to Winkler.
j

r

New

THE

GaynorFarrell

OGDEN

Frank Borzage, who directed Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell in "Seventh Heaven" will have this pair in
another to be made bj' same organization.

It

written

by

be a story

will

Tristam

Classified

now beiug

Tupper.

Advertisements

-Vdvertlsements In thla column, I
cents per word.
Cash roust b«
Bent with order.
No cbarre for

Box Number line. Minimum order.
10% discount 12 iasuas or mors.

$1.

300 "King of Kings

,»»

VVANTKO
SKCRKTAHY, L AnY

FOSITIOINS

Bookings Sept. 30 EXFXKTIVE
(Continued
from page

1)

The musical accompaniment

provided for "The King of Kings" is a
masterpiece.
Hugo Reisenfeld prepared the score which has been played throughout the world by large
orchestras and is provided for his
use during the run. This same score
has been played by a symphony orchestra for the synchronized version
which also has singing by a chorus
of 110 voices from the Metropolitan

Opera

Company and tremendously

effective
sound
accompaniment
where this addition enhances the enjoyment of the attraction.

Bootblack Actor in

ifi

The

purchased by the Zakoro Film Corporation, 723 Seventh Avenue, national distributors of films, from Jacques Feyder of Paris, through an
American producing concern.
Mr. Seattle
Feyder wrote the story and directed

is

-fi

operate on a non-union basis.

Junior Orchestraphone

Zakoro Gets Another

was signed

some place

.

The lighting plant of these new
studios is capable of producing 18,000 amperes and the studio has Its
own laboratories, prop rooms, dressing rooms, etc.
Exteriors of great scenic value
abound, with a view over the Bay
An artiof Angeles and the Alps.
ficial lake for water scenes is also
on the property.

Rights

.

showing the pictures of Lindbergh's

.

equipment.

throughout the United States of
Reisman Going West
of Mine", an eight-reel draCHICAGO— Phil Reisman, Pathe's "Mother
ma of step-mother love, have been
General Sales Manager, made this

.

.

this

OREGON STAGE HANDS
Plant

studios
here, a short ways out of Nice is
commanding the attention of American and European producers, because of its splendid facilities and

Publicity and Advertis-ing.

tract

.

of

been spending the past three weeks.
The purpose of his trip east was to
attend the world premiere of Al
Jolson in "The Singing Fool" at the
Winter Garden and to supervise details relative to the opening of the
Vitagraph Studios in Brooklyn which
will occur next month for the production of Vitaphone pictures.
Also westbound is Hal Wallis, studio publicity chief, who has been in
New York conferring with A. P.
Waxman, Warner Bros. Director of

Wm.

.

Warner, production head

Warner Bros., is en route to Hollywood from New York where he has

I

1928

25,

•

,
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With 8 years experience in film business desires pcsition in Motion Picture Industry,
Highest References.
Box 111, Kxhibitors DAJJ.Y REVIEW.

FOR SALE
LBl'TURE FILMS, SLIDGJS, M A chines bargains.
Box 24. Exhibitor*
DAILY REVIEW.
MOTIOIV
cameras
Portable

PICTURE

AND

-STILti"*'
rente^d, sold and exchanged.
ligrhts for sale and for rent.

50 Vi. 72nd St^

APARTMENT HOTEL
between Central Park and the

LOC.4L FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO OBder. Commercial, Home or Industrial.
have excellent

best

cameramen.

foot.

Ruby

faoJllties
price.

Our

Film

HUDSON RIVER
Delightful
homelike
phere.
Inviting and

and the

20e per
CTompany,
7?7

Mystery Story \niKTHKH fbu

atmos-

Quiet—

It
xiithiu
few
minutes
of
Evrrylhinc in New Vork City,
and a complete Golf Course
on Roof.

Seve nth Avenue. New York C<W
Ml KINKH!< OPPQBTUW mgjl

WA H^TO

feml
Oscar Smith, bootblack at the Par- "ome on« or be h«f^4; buy or 8sU a
thuatro: trnrte or »«lT oqutDment. or
amount Hollywood studio, who was lo Bimoet anything els* In
nve tnotlon
traiislormed into an actor through picture huskneas. en ad In this dvparV
the friendship of Richard Dix, has ment wilt fret you results
If ypu
want us
word the ad for you, th«
been given an Important role in "The services to
of our advertising experts
Canary Murder Caae", filming of are at your call. Simply tell ub what
whicli is scheduled to start thlal^'^" '*^*"^"' ''"i ""!*',",'''"*">' '^^"''^s
week. Malcolm St. Clair will direct ^"t^Vte^.* "'*'•*• ^-^'^'^<>^' DAII.V

City

NEW YORK'S NEWEST

Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Company, 727 Seventh Av«.,
New Vork Cftv.

We

New York

1

2

&

3 Rooms

with Serving Pantries
Kurnished or Unfurnished
Permanent or Transient
Pood ModerateTariff
Endicott 3333

KJCcellent
i

<gll^lW

—

j
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Lewis Milestone Signs for Two HE WANTED ITHE GOT ITUnited Artists Productions
BOTH WAYSJOr. IILAIK
II.V
Hollywood Correspondent
Lewis Milestone, whose reputation
as established by his direction of
Two Arabian Knights", has lioen
laned by Howard Hughes of Caddo
Uniyersal have signed Peggy HowW. Considlne, Jr., of United ard to a long term contract. For
b John
Irtists',
to direct "The Shot" and the time being she will appear in
"Taras Bulba" respectively stock on the "U" lot.
len
ushkin and Gogol stories that will
Paul Bern, g.m. at Pathe, has signa filmed in 1929 for United Artists.
Milestone will first direct ed a young fellow by the name of
Mr.
mil Jannings Next Paramount Pic- Stanley Smith on a term contract

STUDIO GOSSIP

I

ire,

"Ellis

for his organization.

Island".

Successive direction of
ian

Knights'",

den" and

"The

"Two AraGarden

and his two sons.

will be

made

The next

in

(xary

New

Romance''.

followed by "Haunting
ten by

York.

Paramount

for

"Rodeo

We Do
Believe

William Collier,
Jr.,
his contract with TiffanySiahl permits me to choose my
own stories and to make them
at my own convenience, in order
that they will not interfere with
pictures to be made in any other
to

studio.

will

be

will be
Melody" writ-

This

John Farrow.

Up

Difficulties

for Discussion

(Continued from pag« 1)
later instant the keys at some other
part of the scale are depressed.
The pattern of the disturbance is
carried to the brain and interpreted
as a speech sound. The lower tones
give tone color or timbre to the
voice.
The higher tones contribute
sibilance to the voice.
This term

and

Louis Wolhelm will play the heavy

—

.

"If

you

tion was released he came in for
quite a bit of praise from every paper
in the country. His ambition was on
the way of being realized.

Then one day he bought a case
of gin.

Today this same boy is wandering
around Hollywood, begging nickles
and dimes from anyone that will
3'land the touch.
His clothes are all
gone and he is sleeping in a three
dollar rooming house.
That case of gin finished him.

f.

in

a sad tale

mob and gave him an important assignment in a picture. He did well
with the part and when the produc-

The most understandable sounds

ot speech are the vowel sounds,
The
loudest.
Paramount's picturization of "The which are also the
2500 cycles
Wolf Song"', which Victor Fleming frequency range below
contributes
will direct.
Gary Cooper is an- (vibrations' per second)
The
most to their interpretation.
nounced for the male lead.
most difficult sounds are among the
SAN FRANCISCO
The Allied
unvoiced consonants. They are also
musement Industries, Inc. and the
Lothar Meiidez, the former Ufa the faintest of the speech sounds.
lusicians Union of this city are nedirector, who recently completed the The frequency range which c6ntribDtiating a new two-year agreement.
silent sequences of Paramount's first utes most to their interpreation beTie negotiations with Local No. 6
al! dialogue picture, "Interference",
gins at about 2000 cycles and extends
icluded the observance of the sixacquitted himself so creditably that as high as 8000 or 9000 cycles.
ay week, applying to outlying or
he has been signed to a new conAs' in the case of speech, musical
istrict
theatres, using orchestras
tract.
tones consist of a fundamental freights only, and also the wage inquency and various overtone of the
rease.
Herman Mauklewicz will write the fundamental. The tones, however,
The wage agreement will cover the
dialogue for "Sins of the Fathers'", are b-ustained for appreciable lengths
ro rata of the seventh day lost by
which Emil Jannings is now com- of time, and when they are changed,
le musicians two years ago in the
pleting under the direction of Ludwig the changes take place in definite
Lrtke.
The special committees acting for Berger. His supporting cast Includes steps known as musical intervals.
Ruth Chatterton. ZaSu Pitts, Barry The timbre is determined by the first
le two organizations were: A. M.
Norton and Jean Arthur.
few overtones. The higher overtones
owles. Division Manager of West
contribute to the brilliance or definoast and Chairman of the Board of
"Brass Band", an original story of ition of the musical tones.
overnors of the Allied Amusement
In general, the bass Instruments
ndustries;
Irving
C.
Ackerman, modern society by Josephine Lovett,
the greatest sound preslouis R. Greenfield, R. A. McNeil, who wrote "Our Dancing Daughters", produce
will be Jack Conway's next direct- sures;
the tenor and alto instruliff Work and Thoms D. Van Osten,
ecretary of the Allied Amusement orial assignment at the Metro-Qold- ments next and the soprano the least
idustries.
For the Mus'icians: Al wyn-Mayer studio. Conway has just pressures" that are used in music.
reenbaum, Secretary of the Musi- completed "Alias Jimmy Valentine", Percussion instruments require the
William Haines' new starring vehi- greatest frequency range for successians' Union; Walter A. Weber, K.
Dletrlck, Frank Borgel and Phil jle and the first picture to be made ful reproduction. These are followed
by M-G-M with talking sequences.
apiro.
bv wind and bowed instruments.

AMUSEMENTS IN
NEW UNION AGREEMENT
iLLIED

is

to wit:

are looking for opportunity and it
comes your way, make the best of it".
A year ago, a young fellow came
to Hollywood with the great ambition of being another "John Gilbert".
He roamed around for days. No
work. Finally one day a big director
spotted him, picked him out of the

Ben Lyon, on the completion of
the hiss'now in work at Salt refers to the prominence ofsuch
as s
frictional sounds
and
ing
fly to New York for a
Sapiro

the picture
Lake, will
vacation.

.Spfflal Corr<-Hpond:-iit

and marks a moral

Not
According

Sam Tonal Vibration

Cooper-Fay Wray

picture

Things

has been sign-

"The Racket" won for ed for an important role in the
Goldwyn production that will star
Vilma Banky. Most of the picture

ewis Milestone high place in the
anks of picture-makers. The young
lan has been a protege of John W.
onsidine, Jr., who is but a year his
enior.
The association of this pair
the making of "Two Arabian
1
inights" will be resumed with "The
hot," based on a story of Alexander
'ushkin and to feature Rod Lalocque, and will be continued in
le filming of "Taras Bulba,'' NicoGogol's' story of a Cossack hetil
lan

3I;irs-aret Liviiig'ston

of

By

HOLLYWOOD— This

Lays Failure
on Lack of Members

(Continued from page

1)

some of it subtle and concealed. The boycott of the Associaopen,

tion by the three

leading film producers was in itself a tacit admission of your strength as- an organization and of fear that this type of
organization might some day become
a dominant factor in the industry."
"Definite attempts were made to
weaken members of the Association
by selling away to their competitors

some

of the most desirable pictures
of the year, and members became
fearful of the effect on them of such
action on the part of the producers."
"Many of the members were faced
with diflBcult financial problems and
therefore felt that their investments

were put

in hazard and they began
seek means of relief, by the sale
of their theatres or otherwise."

to

Will Take the Cut
Several studios contemplating location trips East are having little
trouble signing players at quite a
cut in salary.
Every player wants
to

come

visit

to

New York

and do a

little

for

work, a

playing.

"Desert" Role to

Unknown

Warners have selected an outsider

Olmstead for Columbia
Gertrude Olmstead has been selfor the leading feminine role
a
ttieir forthcoming production of
The Lone Wolf's Daughter". Bert
.ytell will have the opposite lead.
cted

A ^OAO

Robert Julian, who directed 'The
Borden-Pickford Talk
of the Opera" and "Three
Paces East", has been added to tjie
Olive Borden and Jack Pickford
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
roster
and will have a talking sequence in the
will make a mystery melodrama for FBO production "Gang War'' now
that company.
No further produc- being made at the Pathe studios at
tion details have been announced.
Culver City.

Phantom

SHayJi/^

for the coveted
their production

feminine

lead

in

"The

Desert
Song".
Carlotta King will play it.
She has been singing over the Warner radio and attracted the notice of
studio executives. Tests were made
of

and there's the story.

SPECiAL-FOR EYTENOED RUN THEATRES

A SCREEN EPiC OF THE NOME -A TNRILUNQANO ELABORATE PRODUCTION
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**For the first time in tw^o years,
"we had lines at the box-office.^*

Certainly^
IVs the shoivman^s delight to play FOX!

has

^2 $2 Specials
^9 Breaking

Records Everywhere ML

L

40-Acre 25-Unit Movietone Plant Opened at Fox Hills

W Ml

W^
m 'WF^'
mW

1
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Forrnerh EXHIBHORS
OI,.

24

.\«.

OBSERVATIONS
it

|

Waldorf by the AeronautiChamber of Commerce, was

more a

tribute to the "newsreel

boys" than the industry in general.

It

not

is

often

these

men

get the credit they so richly deserve, but Tuesday night was an-

other thing altogether.

rhe General
our

Will H. Hays spoke for
industry and was placed on the
defensive almost from the start.
The General could not seem to
after
untracked
himself
crediting a Jersey town for the
first flight of the Wright Brothers

September

2(1,

Keg. U.

had

finally

to

name almost

every other State in the Union
before he made the right guess.
But alIt was very humorous.
together the affair was a huge
success and will do a lot for both
motion pictures and aeronautics.

Pat. Off.

Most Complete Sound Plant

COONEV CREDITORS
MEET OCTOBER 1
CHICAGO— The

Warner Ends Conference
At the conclusion of an allday conference yesterday at the
Warner lieadquarters, Harry M.
Warner told Exhibitors Daily Review that papers in the First
National deal had not finally been

meeting of
Theatres
Corporation (Cooney Chain) bankrupt company, has been called for
October 1st, by Garfield Charles, the
Referee in Bankruptcy.
The meeting will be held in the
creditors

offices

of

the

first

National

of the referee, at the

signed as yet.
Officials

stated

Home

at First National also

the

difficulties,

Legal
same thing.
was gathered, are

it

temporarily holding up the signatures, but these minor details
are expected to be brushed aside
within a day or so.

Insurance Building.

PARAMOUNT CANADIAN

1928 EARNINGS LARGER Lazarus Gets Fox
5 -Year Prod. Contract
TORONTO—The earnings of the
Famous Players Canadian Corporathe year just closed will,
according to reliable observers, be
shown substantially higher tlian for
the preceding period. Earnings may
be large enough to enable the company to place its junior issue On a
legular dividend basis.
The company estimates that
through increased attendance, its
tion

for

Ever Conceived

with F.N. Papers Unsigned

get

and

S.

FIVE CK.NTS

1028

MOVIETONE CITY
FOX HILLS STUDIOS READY

IN

The dinner tendered the Motion
Picture Industry Monday evening
at the

A\ ediifNtlny,

REVIEW

$10,000,000

The Waldorf

cal

York,

.\e\v

72

TRADE

Harold

B.

Franklin,

president of

West Coast Theatres, today announced that at the request of W.

Wm.

Fox Tribute
25 BUILDINGS
HOLLYWOOD — Movietone

City,

huge $10,000,000 Fox Film Cor-

thQ.

poration plant for synchronized picture production at Fox Hills, which
has been completed in the quick
time of 90 days, will be formally
opened today. This is the first nlan;
especially created and designed for
the new art of talking pictures.
Movietone City covers 40 acres and
contains 25 buildings, and was conceived by William Fox. Ground was
broken on July 28th.
Dedication
(Continued on page 2)

KAUFMAN ASSOCIATE
SOUND PRODUCER

R. Sheehan, he has released Jeff
In addition to his duties as asLazarus, new director of publicity
sistant to Jesse L. Lasky, first viceand advertising for West Coast Thepresident in charge of production
atres, for promotion to Sheehan's for Paramount, Albert A. Kaufman,
production staff at the Fox Studios pioneer film executive, has been
4n Excellent Cause
of
1.30 houses have had an aggregate
appointed
associate
producer
in Hollywood.
Amusements have always been seating capacity of 42,241.
Lazarus has been given a five year sound pictures at the Paramount
Hollywood studio.
the first to offer money and sercontract by Fox Films, and will work
(Continued on page 2)
vice to any cause that merited Delight Evans
under Sol Wurzel, general superinPeople in pictures, on the
it.
Screenland Editor tendent.
stage, theatres and every branch

New

HAMMOND INJUNQION

this business rise as one to
meet any occasion that demandThe recent hurricane
ed help.
in Florida and Porto Rica has

of

caused a
there are

many

the

to

lot

of

suffering

and

Among

want.
assistance has
been the motion picture theatre, actors and actresses, executives
and their organizations.
first

in

in

the
offices of Screenland Magazine that
I~>plight Evans will take over the
editorial reins of that publication
beginning with the iss'ue dated January, 1929. Miss Evans is the youngest woman editor in the publishing
field.

Otterson at Astor
E. Otterson, President of Electrical Research Products, Inc., will

address

New York

Electrical
League today at the September luncheon of that organization at the
Astor Hotel.

many

theatres.

Woodhull Appeals
for

the

~

^

In

Hollywood and Los Angeles, the
Theatre
Association
Managers
are running a series of boxing

to Exhibitors

Red Cross Hurricane ReUef

DEFOREST CANADIAN
F-P-SUIT

POSTPONED

CONTINUED IN PinS.

J.

offer

Theatre
The
Picture
Motion
Owners of America through its
President, R. F. Woodhull have
.'^ent
out an appeal and already
benefit
performances are being
arranged

An announcement comes from

National President R. F. Woodhull of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America yesterday issued the following appeal to Theatre Owners to aid the hurricane
Kufferers:

—

"Theatre Owners everywhere are
MONTREAL—The suit of De For- earnestly urged to do everything
est Phouofilms Company .of Canada in their power to aid the unfortuncontests, all of the bouts being against Famous Players Canadian
ate victims
of the hurricane
in
refereed by studio stars and seats Corporation,
for
infringe- Porto Rico, Virgin Islands, Florida
patent
ments
and
$25,000 damages, has been and elsewhere in our country and
selling for as
high as 11,000
postponed by the Courts until Octo- its' possessions.
apiece.
This in addition to beneber 1st, when decision will be had.
"This can be done effectively in
fit
performances in all their
The company sought to restrain different ways. Direct contributions
tlieatres.
Famous from exhibiting Movietone can be given to your local Red
WILKERSOX
performances.
fContinued on papre 4)

PITTSBURGH
suit

—

The

injunction

brought recently by H. E.

mond

of

the

Lyric

Theatre,

HamErie,

against Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and others, has been continued for
a final hearing by Judge Frank Patterson in the Court of Common
(Continued on page 4)
Pa.,

A.

L.

theatreIanagers

ORGANIZER.C BENEFIT
LOS ANGELES—A

Benefit BoxPerformance, at which motion
pictui-e stars of prominence will
gather, will be given next Saturday, September 29th. at the Olympic Auditorium, for the relief of recent Hurricane victims.
The entertainment is being given
under the auspices of the Theatre
Managers' Association of Los Angf'les.
The Executive Committee in
charge of the affair, is composed
of Fred Miller, Harold B. Franklin.
Alexander Pantages, Harry Singer,
Si Masters and Henry Duffy.

ing

,
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Exhibitors
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Reg.

FubUihcJ

W.

R.
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Abiahim Bcrnsttm. Managing

M.P.

Editor;

—

The Louisiana

Motion Picture Arts,
has obtained a charter from

H«m»n Academy
Inc.,

Man.igrr;

Business

Schlcier.

J

NEW ORLEANS

tiitot

«nd

WILKERSON, Pubinhn

ACADEMY OF

ARTS TO OFFER COURSE

Otf.

P»t.

S.

Diily

LA.

of

WMt 4Uh the State Department of Education,
6160.
Street. New York.
placing them on a par with other
Address all communiCiiions to Eiecutive Oftces.
and the Academy,
Subscrmiion Rates including postage paid, per State Universities
United States and Canada, $10; Foreign, which has secured its own grounds
rear
Remit by <^"$M; single copies, 5 cents.
New Orleans will
Entered a« and buildings in
money older, curiency or postage.
po.t
offer a 3-term course in silent and
second-cass matter January », 1926, at the
of March 3,
office ol New York, under the Act
talking motion picture instruction.
Published and copyright by E»hibitor«
1879.
A number of motion picture diReview Publishing Corporation. Printed by Clin*
rectors of deep experience are being
Printing Corporation, New York City.
and Editorial

Eiecutive

45

Offices.

Telephone Bryant

New

York City sub4cribers are
of our
that
lurnished their papers by carriers, in order
that
they will get a more prompt service than
notiSubscribers will oblige by
given bv mail.
service.
in
ivinp us about any lapse

Most

Blair, West Coaat Re preaentat ve
ljmari«J Avenue, Los Angele* (Phoac
Hempstead 151-4).
ti
London Office and Correspondent; Samuel Harru,
"The Cinema". 80-82 Wardour St.. London.

recruited for the staff of instructors.
The buildings are equipped with
studio facilities, dormitories, and
other technical equipment.

i

Joe
125 5

,

Canadian Office: Canadian Moving Picture DiCaoadi.
gest, 259 Spadina Ave., Toronto,

$ 1 0,000,000 Movietone City
in Fox Hills Studios Ready
(Continued from page

1)

of the plant will follow in the vary
near future.
The principal units of Movietone
City at Fox Hills are the four build-

Xew York — Hj

Aviation Acknowledges
Debt to M.P. Industry

S.M.P. Engineers
at Lake Placid
TODAY'S PROGRAM

The Aviation Industry through
Major Lester D. Gardner paid
deep tribute to the film industry,
at the dinner given by the Aeronatical

Chamber

of

M.
Acoustic Linings for Sound
Proof Stages and Sets
F. S. Crowhurst
Revocalized Films
Edwin Hopkins
Acoustics of Sound Recording
P. E. Sabine
Rooms
-

f':30 A.

Commerce

week.
"The motion picture more than
any other single agency should
with transforming
be credited

this

aviation in the public mind from
a joke to a great industry," said

Dynamic Loudspeakers

Major Gardner.

Optics of Sound Recording

J.

dJaiiisboro,

Fox page ad on the last page
of the Daily Review discovered the
picture of a handsome young man
and then found out that it was Hy
Gainboro, Duke of Flushing
Harry Keiolienbach is up to his old
tricks, getting first page space and

the largest Wurlitzer organ ever
constructed, built specially for Fox
Movietone.
It comprises every appliance and effect possible of use

FOX NEWS CELEBRATES
ITS TENTH BIRTHDAY
Fox News

Sam Spring

.

.

out with a neat
resignation
from F^rst National and giving the
address of his law office which is 36
Harry Kapf,
West 44th Street
of Metro, has sent Al Morris here
from the coast to make tests of a
number of negro actors and actorines for the all-colored picture which
.

.

.

is

announcing

card

his

•

Metro

will

soon

start

Warner has gone back

to

.

Jack
Hollywood
.

.

feeling pretty good over the way his
latest big one "The Singing Fool"
went over at the Winter Garden,
and now Jack will make another
big or bigger one
l{al|)li Williams, Universal's assistant divisional sales manager for the southern
district, is up from Atlanta for a
.

.

.

the stages are reared 2 towers, 100
feet tall, one of them being the
gravity tower for the automatic
sprinkler system and the other the
cooling tower for the air-conditioning system.
The air-conditioning plant, the
largest on the Pacific Coast, is housed in three buildi^^gs and can heat
or refrigerate the temeperature inside the stages, independent of the
outside weather. It can regulate the
humidity and also cope with any

.

.

take care of

all

the

money

.

.

.

.

.Victor

.

.

.

.
Cliarlie Moyer
Artists, is wrestling
.

.

up

at

I'nited

with "Three
Passions"—but it is only a picture
of that title, so it don't mean anything
.

.

.

,,

\

<

System

Resynchronizing

W. H. Bristol
Projection Problems with
Sound Pictures Harry Rubin,
Sound Film Processing
1,
J. W. Coffman"'
Pictures With Sound
Robinson

L. T.

Open Forum on Sound Recording
Process of Inserting Action in
Backgrounds, Dodge Dunning
Heat Absorbing Glasses
H. P. Gage
6:30 P. M.
Early History of Sound Movies'

Terry Ramsaye

Fox home
office in New York includes James
E. Darst, associate director; John
editorial staff at the

Physical

Characteristics

of

Music and Speech

Dayton

C.

Miller

Kaufman

^he

Associate

Sound Producer

^ay
A

complete motion picture service for advertising products oi;
the theatre.

220

'.|

Stanley Advertising Co.
West 42nd St.
N«w York

Wisconsin 0610

NEW YORK'S NEWEST AND

.

Shapiro has been searching without
success for an apartment that suits
him and has made application for
permission to sleep on a billiard
table at the Motion Picture Club if
his tough luck holds out
Paul
Lazarns fof course not thinking
about Shapiro) says one way to keep
an apartment is to pay rent once
in a while so the landlord won't
get discouraged
Hal Koarli has
been out playing polo with that
American team so it is no wonder
they had to revamp the personei
.

-*

H. B. Franklin
Measuring Quality of Sound
Reproduction
B. Engl
J.
Synchronizing and
Electrical

earth.

(Continued from page 1)
Kaufman has had wide experience
in the film field, having served in
executive positions in virtually all
branches of picture-making and distribution since the pioneer days of
the business. He accompanied Laskyj
on the latter's recent survey of Euro-j
pean film conditions and was ap-|
pointed assistant to the studio chief
number of incandescent lights and upon their return to America.
people who might otherwise affect
the temperature on the stages.
Included among the smaller buildings are the recital hall for audi-

Lou

with

A. C. Hardy
Recording

in

tions, an electric power plant, maswardrobe
projection
room,
Metzgpr and ter
f)thcr home ofRce officials
Jim building, dressing room structure,
\ornianly, the popular assistant cash- !;arage, carpenter and paint shops,
ier of the Bank of America, has been musical library, film storage vault,
elected assistant treasurer of the modern hospital and buildings for
Motion Picture Club, to help Trea- audio police and fire departments.
surer Artie Sfebbins sign checks and

confeience

Wax

Maloff

Sound Entertainment

During the nine
birthday today.
years of its existence Fox News has
developed a staff of cameramen
which covers every corner of the

The

-

-

in

G.

I.

H. A. Frederick

will celebrate its tenth

Coast Theatres.

&

2:00 P. M.

sound pictures.
J. Spurgeon, foreign editor; Edmund
An unusual feature of Movietone Reek, news editor; Daniel Doherty,
City which gives it a striking, semi- asst. news editor; Joel Swenson and
editorials on exploitation stories of Oriental effect are three high towers. John Miley, makeup editors; Harry
Universal's big picture "Lonesome" A decorative column 75 feet high is Lawrenson. European editor.
and that's why Harry's checks al- silhouetted above the big adminiIn the rear ol
ways have such a deluxe appearjvr.ce strative building.
.

Minton

A.

Systems
Advances

Herbert Hancock, an experienced
newspaperman, was the first editor.
ings containing the sound proof
Movietone production. Later, Edwin C. Hill took hold. Then
for
stages
They are 212 feet long, 165 feet came Truman H. Tally as directorwide and 45 feet high. Each build- in-chief, under whose guidance Fox
made its broadest strides.
ing has two stages that possess in- News
A new department of the reel was
dividual equipment, apparatus rooms,
projection recently established in Los Angeles,
and
laboratories
test
under the supervision of Blaine Wallooking rooms.
Stage One has on its second floor ker, to serve the great string of West

at the

1

26, 1928

Max

Trell to Sail

Trell of First National's publicity department, has resigned his
oost and will sail for Europe on

he

Cleveland
Trell

on

Saturday

(Sept.

devote himself to
lewspaper syndicate work and plans
'he completion
of
several books.
Fierbert Crooker. formerly New York
•epreseiitative
for
Johnny Mines,
las been named to succeed Trell.
will

Young Cook Return
Young, President and Grant
Treasurer-Secretary
of
''ift'any-Stahl Pictures returned from
"Europe yesterday on the Majestic
ifter a month's tour abroad.
L.

B.

A.

Cook.

/MARTLT NtAC THE
CENTER or TfilNGT
Around
ping

Max

39th).

FINEST HOTEL
the

corner

New

from

readily

district,

York'j excltuive

skop-

accessible
to
leading theatres,
yet in a ncighborhcxxl socially
the noise and turmoil of the

and railroad fermin.ils,
correct and away from
business district.
The Park Central enjoys a location distinct'v unique in its advantages.
Come to the Park Central, New York's newest and
''"ret
h-T'-'.
H'here
vou
will
find
advantages
heretofore unknown to American hostelries
Radio
out'ets
Electric
Rcfrigcr.ition
Period
iion.^
:md R(K-)t Patio.s ini private social functions
swimming poo!
Florentine Grille featuring the Park Central Grille Orchestra
other
ieatures equal. y unusual and desirable.
Single rooms
five
dollars per day and up.
Double rooms eight
llollirs per il.iv
nnd up.

—

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.
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Wesley Ruggles*
NEXT PICTURE

IS

**Pdrt of Dreams'*

A

Universal Production

WATCH FOR
^
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LASKY RAIVES ON 'INTERFERENCE'

III

VITAPHONE PICTURES
KEEP WARNER LOT BUS]

9

Warner

Play

Stage
Talkie Has Real
Quality

Claims

First

Busfer

work on
Lasky has jU'^i returned
Jesse
Marriage".
an
bringing
east from Hollywood,
M-G-M.
enthusiastic report of the immedi-

Paramount

We Do
Not

pictures.

"I have seen 'Interference' already, and I know what I am talking about when I say it is a great
picture." said the producer.
"Save for a small number of exceptions, the sound pictures shown
so far have succeeded on the basis
Few of them have preof novelty.
have been
sented real quality.
passing through months of experi-

soon

Keaton
next

his

L.

ate outlook for

Things

STUDIO GOSSIP
It

start

will
picture,

will

"Spite
be released by

Don Aharado has been signed

for

male role in "The
Margarete Livingston will

Believe

"Director Mervyn LeRoy used
bathing beauties during a day's
filming on "Ritzy Rosie" and it
took 72 pounds of makeup material to get them ready for the
.56

camera."

leading

the

Apache".

Hall-Taylor

^lay opposite him.

Teamed

Bros, are

now

actively

e^

gaged on nine more Vitaphone pr
ductions in their Hollywood studi
Three of tliese are in the editii
room at the present time, one beii
"Noah's Ark" starring Dolores Co'
tello which has reached this fin

stage of production. The others a;
"On Trial" and "Stark Mad" ^oi
of them 100% talking throughoi
"On Trial" was directed by Arch
Mayo with Pauline Frederick, Be
Lytell and Lois Wilson in the leai
while "Stark Mad" was done by Rc^Del Ruth and features such playe
as H. B. Warner, Louise Fazenc

James Hall and Ruth Taylor are
James Ford has been
being teamed for a Paramount proas leading man for Colleen Moore
and Jacqueline Logan.
Love".
"Domestic
called
duction
in "Synthetic Sin".
Three other Vitaphone produ
No director has been assigned as cions are now actually in front
vet.
Hamilton, and not Robert
>'eil
Texi
cameras and microphones.
We
Castle will play opposite Clara Bow
f^uinan is working in "Queen of tl
Castle has
in "Three Week Ends".
Night Clubs'' directed by Bryan Fo
Poland Leaving
ments and promises.
Bebe
with
lead
the
assigned
been
Universal Betty Bronson and William Collie
Poland,
Francis
J.
"The time for talk has passed.
Daniels in a newspaper story as yet supervisor of production is leaving Jr., are teamed as co-stars in "Oi
Producers of talking pictures now
untitled.
Stolen Night" directed by Scott
that organization on the termina
must show results, and 'InterferDunlap and Monte Blue has tl
tion of his contract in November
ence' is a picture which we are
is this for a cast of feminine
How
stellar
lead
in
"The Greyhoui
the
can
meet
comIt
join
another
show.
Poland
expects
to
proud to
Crawford,
Limited" under the direction
believe it leads in a picture Joan
I
pany in the same capacity.
test of solid merit.
Dorothy Sebastian and Anita Pag'e.
Howard Bretherton.
will set a new standard as a qualiM-G-M have assigned these three
This week two more productioi
picture.
ty talking
definitely set

>

"U"

—

the
b'rings
to
'Interference'
screen a faithful representation of
the fine stage play of the same
name which had a long and successful run on Broadway last season.
It will be the first stage success to
be brought over into pictures with
"

complete

ladies

for

parts

Jack Conway will

Otto lirovver will

direct

LaPlante's Three

Band".

in "Brass
direct.

Laura LaPlante,
has three pictures

the

new current Universal program,

in

ad-

Zane Grey Paramount picture "Sun- dition to her work in "Show Boat".
Jack Holt, Baclanova, They are "One Rainy Night". "Thai
set Pass".
Dorris Hill and John Darrow are Blonde" and "Dangerous Dimples".
in

the cast.

sound and dialogue syn-

Starke in Talkies?
Robert Armstrong and Lina BasStarke arrived in New
Pauline
was directed by quotte have been given the leads
her husband Jack White
York
with
directed
picture
be
in
first
to
the
strong
a
and
has
Mendes
Lolhat
several
ago, for a short vacadays
will
be
Goldbeck.
It
by
William
cast which includes Evelyn Brent,
tion.
She has already received three
Clive Brook, William Powell and called "The Getaway" and will be
offers for talking pictures.
She will
released by Pathe.
Doris Kenyon.
chronization."
"Interference

Mr. Lasky announced that preparations are nearly complete for
the production of "Burlesque", another of the outstanding hits of
last season and of "Drums of Oude",
from the famous play by Austin
Strong. Both these pictures will be
dialogue. William DeMille has been
assigned to direct the latter.
"Silent pictures still will receive
the most careful attention, being
considered as of no less importance
than those with sound," Mr. Lasky
said.

"Among our new
in

pictures already

production or soon to start

I

want

to call particular attention to "Sins
of the Fathers" starring Emil Jan-

nings,

"Three

Week

Ends'"

with

Dunn,

ex-New

girl who has her first important screen role in "Excess Baggage", new William Haines vehicle
now playing at the Capitol, has been
given a long-term contract by Metro-

Hammond

Injunction

Nagel

Continued in
(Continued from page

and

Lo

?ast

headed by John Boles.

Man

'

Jean Murat, who plays the le?
the first Derussa film, "EscapeiT
from Hell." shortly to be release
by the Aflfiliated European Prodll'
cers. Inc., has been selected as Co^
stance Talmadge's new leading ma
be produced
in
"Venus'",
to
in

Pitts.

1)

Pleas.

Miss Dunn is now
The preliminary hearing occurred
playing the feminine lead opposite on September 13th.
Haines in "A Man's Man", which
The injunction proceedings grew
James Cruze, who made "Excess out of differences between the theBaggage", is directing.
atre owner and the distributors ever

Goldwyn-Mayer.

Conrad

Connie's Leading

York

show

by

filled

Wilson.
In preparation is "The Dese
Song", the first operetta to be hot
seen and heard on the screen. Re
Del Ruth is slated to direct tl

accept one.

Josephine

France.

Hallelujah!

King Vidor has left the coast fi
Bobby Clark and Paul McCullouffh an arbitration award in favor of the
will
have Carmel
Myers,
Mack distributors. The temporary injunc- Chicago, bound on a countrywi(!|
Fluker, Ben Holmes, Elwood Gray tion which was granted forbid.s' the tour, in search of colored playei]
and Wally Sharpies as supporting cessation of service to the exhibitor for his new story of Negro lit
"Hallelujah."
T
called
to
be
players in "The Bath Between", a until tlie case is finally settled.
screen continuity is now being pr
two-reel
Fox Movietone comedy,
which they are making now at the Woodhull Appeals to Exhibs pared by Richard Schayer and tl
film will have dialogue and voci
Fox West Coast studios.

Canary Murder
for R.C. Hurricane Relief
"The Wolf of
"A Clean Sweep," a short comedy
(Continued from page 1)
Wall Street", "The Shop Worn Western starring George Chandler, Cross Chapter.
Angel", "Wolf Song" Ellis Island" has' been finished at Universal, ac"News Reel pictures of the deveand "The Saturday Night Kid".
cording to an announcement from stated areas are now available and
Mr. Lasky was accompanied east the studio.
are being shown in many theatres.
by Jean de Limur, film writer and
Walter Fabian directed under the Do not allow tliese to pass just
director, who will be associated with supervision of William Lord Wright. as the pictorial representation of
production at the Long Island stu- Regina Doyle appears in the fem- the cataR-trophe.
Make a special
dio.
De Limur has had long ex- inine lead with Nelson McDowell, showing of this part of the News
perience at the Paramount studio Al Ferguson and William McCall Reel and then follow with a speciin Hollywood.
and others in the supporting cast. ally made Appeal Reel or Slide."
Clara Bow, "The
Case". "Redskin",

Michael Curtiz w:
begin the production of Dolores Co
next special "Medonna
tello's
Avenue A" and Archie Mayo wi
undertake megaphone orders f<
'Kid Gloves" in which leads a;

will be started.

Universal star,
to make on tht

sequences.

The DeMilles Resume
William DeMille and his bride, di
not take much time for a honej
moon. Both of them are at woii
William
on the Paramount lot.
writing a story he is to direct an
his wife is writing an original fc
Clara

Bow

to

be

known

as

"Tut

Saturday Night Kid".

A ROAD SHOXt/ SPBOiAL-POR £XT£NDBO RUN THEATRES
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^R*P* President Sees Widespread Movietone Industrial Films

Formerly EXHIBIIORS

New
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Oli.

l-G-M-Loew
along

we

have

felt

that

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Loew's
Theatre Enterprise have some-1
thing up their cuff and would
come out with an announcement
of a theatre buy or a merger with
another organization that would

Is the

on

fipR

a. S. Pat. Off.

FIVE CENTN

1028

Nat^L Acquisition

3000 Talkie Thea
tres by 1930—

'Predicts

Honor Speaker
Electrical

Major Albert M. Warner announc- the Wall Street financiers, controllyesterday that the company is
preparing to give out an official announcement today, concerning the
acquisition of the controlling stock
in First National Pictures and the
final signing of papers by which they
will become one of the largest an I
most influential producers, distribu-

ing the destinies of both companies,
all day yesterday and could not be
reached for details of the merger.

The financial tickers yesterday
carried a statement that the Warners now have a total of 42,000 shares
of First National stock which were

N. Y.
Luncheon
at

John E. Otterson, President of
Electrical Research Products yesterday stated at the luncheon of the
New York Electrical League that
600 theatres are now equipped with

Movietone
reproducing
apparatus
and that at least 1,000 theatres
acquired from the principal F^rst would
be equipped before the end
tors and theatre owners in the hisNational
franchise-holders
whose of the year. Of the 600 installatory of the industry.
Harry H. Warner, President of stock had been pooled previously by tions, 43 are in New York City.
By the end of 1929, Otterson exhe company was in conference with Rossheim.
pects 3000 theatres to be equipped.
There are also 30 portable outfits
now in use and 100 have been order(J.
ed.
Otterson's survey of the producing schedules of the major compan(Continued on page 2)

Deal?

a story that will set this old busi
ness on its left ear.
It is said
What can it be'.
lo be gigantic.
What theatres or circuit of theatres is there to be had that would
"stand the business on its left

i

First

ed

Information very close to th'
front,
comes to us that Nick
Schenck is most ready to give out

NEW P-F-L COMMON
USTED ON STREET

not the Keith
Circuit.
That has already been
Today is the date on which the
spoken for, if it is to go to other Board of Directors of the ParaWhat mount Famous-Lasky Corporation
than its present owner.
Cam has authorized the distribution of
other circuit could it be?
you name it? We can't.
the new 3 for 1 common stock to
stockholders.
The new shares will be listed this
Merger
ExThen this startling piece of in- -norning on the New York Stock
will open at approxihange
and
formation must be a merger withi
of yesterday's closing fig-nately
a company controlling a bunch of
(Contlnued on pagre 2)
merge
will
they
houses.
Who
with? You might say United ArtWe count this out for U.A
ists.
to
have only a few houses and not
Colony Sun. Night
sufficient to cause any great stir!
in this day of great theatre buy"Lonesome" Universal's special
ing.
Certainly it is not Fox, and will re-open the Colony Theatre In
too, it could hardly be Warner- New York next Sunday night, which
National-Stanley, for we; has been closed for several months.
First
have already sold them to Mr. Carl Laemmle, Sr. and Jr., Glenn
Zukor. We don't believe that the Tryon and Barbara Kent will atacquisition of the Universal chain, tend the opening, which will be
would be of sufficient value to largely a public showing.
astound the industry. And if we
This film is considered the real
mentioned Paramount-Publix, it launching of Universal's Sound picwould hardly seen possible.
Harry Reichenbach
ture program.
(Continued on page 4)
ear"? Certainly

REVIEW

5S7,

Warner Announcement Today

bring more theatres into their
already big string of houses. It
did not seem reasonable to assume that these organizations
would permit William Fox, Warners or anyone else to tie up the
theatre situation in such a manner
that they would be on the outside pleading for bookings.

What

York, Thui-Ndu^, September

OTTERSON SURVEY SHOWS 250
FILMS SCHEDULED WITH SOUND

OBSERVATIONS
All

TRADE

A. WINS AWARD

$4750

OF

FROM SCHINE

it is

;

j

%

I

;

:'

"Lonesome"

Reopen

United

Artists

awarded a claim

yesterday

were

against
the Schine Enterprises, by the N. Y.
of

$4,750

1ST

NAT'L 6 MOS.

Film Board of Arbitration.
The case which lasted all day, ini^olved the failure of the Avon Theatre in Utlca, operated by Schine,
First National reports a net profit
to waive protection over the Hamilfor the first six-months of 1928, of
ton Theatre, in Hamilton, N. Y. and ?709,032, compared with
$605,892, for
failure to play "The Gaucho"' and
the corresponding period last year.
"Sadie Thompson".
Commenting on the report, Warren
The Schine Circuit was to waive C. Boothby, Treasurer yesterday,
protection over the Hamilton in con- said: "During
the six month period
sideration of United Artists taking we retired
$760,000 of 6% Purchase
out "Sadie Thompson" and putting Money notes, $100,000 of First Mortin the "Gaucho" in its place on a gage
61/2% Gold Bonds and also 760
certain date.
shares of First Preferred and 1000
The theatre claimed that United f'hares of Second Preferred Class A
(Continued on paire 3)
fContinued on page 4)

PROFIT $709,032

44 Independent Theatres in
N. Y. Purchased by Fox Chain

Nevertheless
Mr.

Zukor

and

Mr.

Schenc^

in each others company
More thabit recently.

have been

quite a
ever before.

on

between

game

There is somethinf
them other than a

of golf or pinochle.

Puzzle

Ex-Exhibitors to Celebrate
Having

owners are planning
an immediate jaunt to Europe to
celebrate and help snend some
of Fox's cash which they receivex-theatre

ed

If you are in the picture busi
ness and have a hankering fo'
cross word puzzles, try and makf
a guess on this big Metro-Loev

announcement, you will find i*
more fascinating than 40 crosr
word puzzles.

WILKERSON

15

finally sold their theatres to Fox. several of New York's

in

his outright buy.

They

will

make

U))

a party for

an extensive trip and in the solace of some nice French throatticklers will endeavor to forget
the storm and stress of trying
to compete with organized theatre chains.

FOTOVOX EXCHANGES
PLANNED BY NOV. 1

Fotovox, Inc. is preparing to enter
distribution
production
and
the
talkie market with a network of 15
exchanges in the principal key cen-

After Ascher Circuit of 7
in

Additional

Chicago

Houses Sought

in Philadelphia

Fox is allowing no grass to grow
under his feet in an effort to build
This company will produce .syn- up a tremendous chain of theatres
chronized screen entertainment for for his product, and in addition to
It
all types of reproducing systems.
having already closed oash deals
will make use of P. A. Powers' Cine- for 44 independent theatres in the
phone and an improvement over this larger of the circuits in New York.
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 4)
ters.
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Otterson Survey Shows
250 Films Scheduled
(Continued from page 1)
ies. shows that 250 productions will
be made this coming year with musical accompaniment, dialogue or both.
He also prophesied the widespread use of talkies in the fields
of industrial advertising and for eduteaching.
religious
and
cational
Many of the major industries have

already made arrangements to make
talking films for their sales and disthat
organizations'
so
tributing
demonstrations of product can be
given throughout the country to
branches.
Quite a galaxy of leaders in the
Telephone, Western Electric
Bell
and the Motion Picture industriep
were guests of honor at the lunch
They included F. B. Jewett.
eon.
Pres. of the Bell Telephone: Edgar

who shoots

r- he

is

.

way

feeling half

pected

to

Western Electric;

is

ex-

and

tion Picture Club golf team,

he'll

.\1 Feinman, of Feinhelp some
Sirauss
&
has been engaged by
man
Harry Iteiclienbach to help out on the
publicity and exploitation of Unl.

.

.

of

Otterson's

follows:
"In the begrinningr. we felt that
he addition of .sound to motion pictures was only an eiTiV)enishment
an effect comparable with that of
a new system of lighting or of coloriner. but today, we are confident that

here

is
is

effect
that will

born a new art
revolutionary in the field of entertainment not' only in motion pictures, but with an effect upon the
'eiritimate stage as well.
Were I to enter tl\e field of pronhecy, it would be to speak of the
npplication of talking pictures to the
fields
of advertising, politics, education and religious teaching.
T visualize the use of talking pic-

tures to deliver the message of fac"Lonesome", tory executives and sales manager.'^
their employes, to their convenColony next to
which opens
tions,
to prospective customers i'^
Harry Schwalbe was Jay =;ale.s
month
and
demonstration
rooms
Dee Williams' luncheon guest yes- throughout the world.
Political campaigns in which the
terday at the M.P. Club, and their
table was the niecca for many who Governor Smiths and the Secretarv
Hoovers will speak in screen person
stopped to greet the two former First n thousand of audiences throughout
Martin Qulg- he country in place of submitting
National chieftains
to the limitations of their phvsica'
ley, who with his family spend the
to withstand the hardships
summers on his own Island in the endurance
of speaking tours.
Sound, moves his menage back to
Progress since has been extremehChicago for the winter, departing 'apid, both in the development of
for the production of sound
next Monday
Ray Kockett is due studios
pictures
the Installation of equipback in New York from Europe on ment In and
theatres for their producMonday according to the latest dope tion.
There are now sixty-odd recordlnefrom Lynde Denig
.Joe Selder,
equipments in use or under order
accompanied by his haij^dsomer half, and
about thirty stages are in prosails Saturday for a three months cess of construction and equipment
sojourn in Europe during which they Tn addition, about one hundred portable recording equipments for locawill visit many countries, and may- tion
and news reel work have been
be Joe will own a few foreign the- ordered.
About thirty are now In
here and abroad.
atres before he gets back
Tom operation
Pictures
by sound
Gerety, Metro's i)irdle shooter, says have broken accompanied
all records for attendhis golf has been so bad recently; ance and box office receipts and the
it's been
worse
Major Bowes theatres which have Installed thf
are
highly
successful
switches the Capitol over to sound equipment
Six hundi-ed theatres now have
next Saturday with the advent of nroducing equipment Installed and reat
Metro's "Our Dancing Daughters" least one thousand will be equipped
the end of the year.
Our manuand now all of them on Broadway bv
featuring program
for next
have it
Pete Smith was Howard calls for at least an additional year
two
Deitz's luncheon guest yesterday at thousand, making three thousand bv
tli<end
of 1!)2ii.
Motion
the
Picture Clul) and notiiing
n may fairly be said that talking
untoward happened
I'ete Wood- pictures are in reality a means of
hull wants funds for the storm vic- •omniunication whereby the art and
inspiration of great ac'tors, teachers
tims, and so do a lot of other people pie.ichei s
and statesmen may be carfor other purposes and let's hope ried frrmi the sphere in which Ihey
they all get it
Arthur Kelly, of move, to the ever-widening si>her'e
world Interest and to future genUnited Artists, talked for twenty of
(lalions who may find in the better
minutes with ('apt. Alstair .Mcintosh nnder.standing of our lives,
our
in London and all Arthur was able .(chivveiinentH, and our dreams, the
Inspiration and example that will
to get into this end of the phone lead them
to a still higher civiliza.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

noon.

the Committee, presided, and other?

present
Rydell,

being developed, it is expected that
there vfWl be a maximum attendancr

due to the talking picture, which has reestablishec'
motion picture production in the

.

.

.

.

number

.

MeeiJ

M

9:30 A.

Effect Lighting in Theatres
J.

Announcements

H. Kurlandei

of

New

fl

Apparatus'
2:00 P. M.
Processing Machine
H. V. Jamiesot

MM

16

Developments

H. C. McKay
Voltage Regulators, F. A. Byleg
Stereo, Color and Standard
Projector
George Lane
Non-Intermittent Optical
Projector
J. F. Leventhal
Transmission of Movies by
Radio
Francis Jenkins
8:00 P. M.
Formation of a Photographic

Image

ed

Paramount Grill Wednesday
Don Hancock, Chairman of

\i

'

C.

itii

Mees

K.

E.

in.

Horen Returns
Horen,

Sidney

of

'.entative

the

New York reprf
Fox Film Foreig

Department returned to New Yoi
from his trip to Pori
Rico, where he was during the hurr

yesterday

cane.
He reports that the roof
the hotel where he was stoppii

i

was blown

off.

llock Reassigns Pathe
Directors on 2 Film
Producer Ralph

Associate

Bloi

of star personalities

'las

East.

orial assignments whereby Edwa;
H. Griflfith will direct the next Ph;
Us Haver vehicle, "The Shady LadyVri
ind Paul L. Stein will direct the on

New PF-L Common
on

Listed

(Continued from paera
ure,

Street
1)

which was 145 '/i.

From

oflEicials of the company, whiconfidently of the greates'
progress yet in store for the com
nany, it is prophesied that the new
stock will reach a price of aboul
$70 per share by the end of this year

speak

The

Fleets In!

Next week's screen attraction

a'

Paramount will be Clara Bow
in "The Fleet's In", a story with
real V. S. Navy battleships, real
'gobs-' and
real waterfront atmos
nhere. The story is an original foi
he screen by Monte Brice and J.
the

Walter Rubin.

New Zakoro

Film

"Mother of Mine", the eight-ree'

drama

of step-mother love recently
purchased by the Zakoro Film Cor
Doration, of 723 Seventh Avenue from
in American producer operating in

Paris,

will

be

released

for

public

showing early next month.

made

a switch of Pathe direJili

immediately following "The Ofiic
Scandal". Originally Griffith was t
have directed "Office Scandal" aq
Stein "The Shady Lady".
Jack Jungmeyer has completed tl
continuity of "The Shady Lady'
which with Miss Haver, Louis Wol
heim, Robert Armstrong and Russej
Uleason is strongly cast. The star^
"ole is that of a Chicago girl wh
;et8 mixed up with the operation
3f a gang of gun-runners in Cuba.
Paul Cangelin is writing the "01
Ice Scandal" story which Stein wllj
Jirect.

FIGHT CONN IN
Exlijbitor

Knuiiin^'

tor

R.

I

Mayor

I

Boycotted

i

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— The laboi
inions of Providence has ordered ii
boycott of the theatres of Jacoll
^onn, who is a candidate for Mayoj
n coming elections.
His theatren^
"he Olympia,
Liberty and Utowra
ire said to be employing non-unioil^
labor.
Conn's radio station
wa

WCTO

recently

silenced

by

the

Federa

Commission.

Kennedy Here Friday

.

.

a

NEXT AMPA TNT AFFAIR
HOLLY. MASQUE BALL

.

.

was

Wednesday

on

.

.

.

premiere

evening, October 3, at the Gaiety
Theatre.
For the premiere the prices will
be $5.50 for the orchestra seats and
$3.00 in the balcony. Thereafter the
highest priced seats will be $2.00.

something more than

picture
at the

big

versal's

world

its

were Paul Benjamin. Lou
Leon Bamberger, Edward
Klein and George Harvey.
This very first Masque Ball of thf:
motion picture business held in New
York Is planned for early in Febspeech ruary, and though the idea is jus'

be

Stehbins' Mo-

Artie

join

right,

Excerpts

when Here

seventies

the

in

The second picture to be made by
Fred W. Murnau for Fox Films, the
widely heralded "4 Devils", will have

at the

of

Exec. V.P. of Bell TeleWhitford Drake, Exec. V.P.

Lk,

at

Placid Engineers*

N.Y. OPENING OCT. 3

Inc.,

Loom, Pres.

E. B. Craft,

—

.

Today's Program

T^hone;
Electrical
of

S.

others.

.

"4 DEVILS" IN $5.50

This year's T.N.T of the AssociatMotion Picture Advertisers wil
bo a Hollywood Masque Ball, was
decided at the first meeting of the
Ball Committee appointed by Presi
dent George Harvey, which convener"

Research Products
David Bernstein, V.P. of M-G-M;
Ma.ior Albert Warner, William Fox
R. H. Cochrane. Courtlandt Smith
and Charles Christie. Others present were Frank Meyer, Norman Collver, Glendon Allvine. Harold Flavin.
Paul Gulick, Si Seadler, Walter
Eberhardt, Warren Nolan and many

New York: Frank Hntrhes and
I'errj diaries engaged in a bicycle
race at the Motion Picture Club and
Perry lost the race and his pants
and that's the way Frank Hughes
Chris Dunphy,
treats a guest

27, 1928

.

.

.

of yesses

.

.

.

tion

in

the days to come."

P. Kennedy, who sail-^d alonr
Peggy Prior Promoted
on the Majestic, without Murdock
Peggy
Prior, whose work as
and Casey of Keith-Albeo-Orpheum
who are arranging a British book- 'script clerk at the Pathe Studiot
has extended over several months
ing alliance, arrives in New York
during which she worked on protomorrow.
Kennedy is reported to have been ductions including "Hold 'Em Yale,*:
"Love Over Night," "Captain Swag-j
Instrumental
in
holding
up the ger" and
"Marked Money," has beeiij
rumored purchase of the K-A-0
promoted to the scenario departnienti
chain by Warner Brothers.
Her first assignment was to collabor- I
ate with George Drumgold in th€
.1.

s]

Wesco Has 80

80,000,000

Million

people attend

perform-

ances in the two hundred and fifteen
theatres of the West Coast Theatres,
Inc., during 1928, according to statisticians of the company.

preparation of the continuity of
Tarkington's
"Geraldine.'
is
now being directed by
Edward H. Griffith with a cast headed by Marion
Nixon and Eddie

Booth
which

Quillan.
il

Exhibitors

^
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Kerr Cell Method of Sound
Recording Is Demonstrated
Two

types of sound recording are
JEPINET LISTS
in general use, defined according to
the sound track produced, as variable area-constant density, and constant area-variable density. The Kerr
pictures will be released by Cell method is applicable to the latFour
I
ter type of recording.
Ipirst National during October.
The Kerr Cell system provides a
7—
"The
Oct.
are:
The releases
I
valve free from mechanically
Crash", starring Milton Sills; Oct. light
moving parts'. Wide latitude of ad14
^"Do Your Duty", starring CharMurray; Oct. 21 "Companionate justment is possible which permits

ONLY

4 OCTOBER RELEASES

—

—

!|ie

IMarriage", the picture made from
iiramatic incidents in Judge Ben B.
"The
iLindsey's book; and Oct. 28
Glorious Trail", a western starring

—

Ken Maynard.

'

proper exposure and linear light
medulation on the film. The recordlends

er

readily

itself

to

portable

equipment, because of its small size
and very small power requirements.

A

discussion and brief mathemat-

27, 1928
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2ND NETOCO PORTLAND

Flopping to the Stage
One

$l,750,000ENrERPRISE
PORTLAND, ME.— In

addition

to

Maine Theatre, which brings its
total of theatres in Nev/ England
to 50, the New England Theatresthe

Operating

Corporation

Broadway's

of

greatest

producers is receiving wires by
the dozens every day from Hollywood stars and near stars, offering their services for immediate New York stage work.
This manager told a r porter
from the DAILY REVIL\/ that
"we are on to those guys, they
want to come to New York, get
on the stage and return to Hollywood with a 'reputation' for tlie

(NETOCO)

week met with fee-holders of
the properties at High and Congress
last

Streets, to iron out the details of
the $1,750,000 transaction which will
begin the construction of the new
talkies".
Netoco State Theatre.
The new theatre will be housed
in an office building which will conKatz to
Balaban
tain 22 stores and 170 offices.
According to the plans of the archiof Kings"
Play
tect, the house will be the largest
Pathe's "The King of Kings," durand most elaborate theatre east of ing national release week, will be
Boston.
shown in the houses of Balaban &

&

"King

treatment of the theory of oper44 Independent Theatres in ation was given and experimental U. A.
of
Fox; data to substantiate these were
Purchased
by
Y.
N.
^4750 from Schine
I
shown at the Convention of Motion
(Continued from page 1)
I
(Continued from page 1)
Picture Engineers at Lake Placid
dis-|
with
affiliated
previously
not
this week.
Mention was also made Artists violated the 37-day protec-i
tributors, he is shifting the scenej
photographic
problems involv- tion of the Avon by playing the pic-1
of
the
of operations to Chicago and Phila-i
ture at the Hamilton ahead of thej
ed in variable density recording.
delphia.
Avon. Louis Nizer, representing the!
In Chicago, the Ascher Brothers
exchange, produced evidence to show'
Circuit which has been in the hands;
that Schine had agreed to waive its
BRITISH
placed
oni
be
receivers,
to
is
of the
priority in order that the Hamilton
the market shortly to satisfy crediin a college town, be permitted tc
FILMS
tors' claims. Fox already owns aboutj
play the pictures before they became
thigj
Stock
in
Preferred
j$500,000 of
to them, through the closing
SHANGHAI According to one of trseless
'circuit and the creditors are hold4
if the college term.
Mr. Lynch, foii
leading film importers. 40
iing about $400,000 worth of stock] China's
he theatre, denied that there was,
oub
productions,
French,
GerFox
are
European
Aschers
and
Both the
such an arrangement.
for control of the 7 theatres, bu^ man and British have been shelved
The Board found that there har'j
the readiness of Fox to pay casli )ecause of poor results at the box- ^^een a waiver of the protection anc'i
pur-i
He
writes:
present-day
theatresDfflce.
his
;for
decided in favor of U. A. for thej
"When We tried to show European •"ull amount, but recommended
chases may give him the upper handj
ical

Wins Award

;

I

CHINA REJECTS

FOR YANKEES'

—

Katz Mid-West Circuit, including
Burford Theatres, according to advice just received by Phil Reisman,
Pathe General Sales Manager, from
Harry Lorch, Branch Manager of
che Chicago office.

Bell Handling 4
Monta Bell will supervise the
making of 4 sound pictures at the
Paramount Long Island studios.
They are "Gentlemen of the Press",
the Ward Moorehouse play; "The
Letter" with Jeanne Eagles which
Robert Florey will direct; "The
Birth of the Blues" with Eddie Cantor, and the Four Marx Brothers

1

Philadelphia,

In

Objects to "Racket"

tha'J

addition to] Pictures at the new Capitol The
the Avon be given an opportunity;
having announced his building pro- tures were good, our box-office re- now to play the pictures, to whichj
Fox is also: lisheartening that we had to prac the exchange agreed.
igram of six theatres.
lout with offers to purchase addii' tically cut them out."
"Even though some of these picItional independent houses, to build
!up a still stronger opposition to the ture were good, our box-office rePolicy
ceipts were less than those for any
Stanley domination.
KANSAS CITY—The Newman The
In New York, actual purchase): small American picture we could atre reopened under a new policy!
i'erms have been agreed upon be- have shown.''
last Friday, with the opening of'
tween Fox and the theatre owners
"Wings". The theatre is using n6\
and actual papers which are now
orchestra, as nothing but sound!
J. Theatre Test
being drawn un will be signed withproductions
will be run.
ELIZABETH Isadore Segal of
|in the next 24 hours.
The Royal, recently taken back,
Park
owner
the
Newark,
half
of
Fox has proceeded with his plan
from Loew by Publix will reopen;
last Sunto purchase first the largest of the Theatre here was arrested
soon as a first-run house with aj
independent circuits, after which day in violation of the blue laws smaller admission price than thd
Jersey,
for
openNew
of
State
of
the
he will take up options he holds
Newman.
[with the smaller circuits and indi- ing the theatre and giving a benefit
owners.
The theatres al- picture performance.
fvidual
A hearing will be had tonight.
jready acquired are the Federated
jCircuit of 6 houses; the Brandt Cir- Segal threatens to re-open his theCold in Poland
cuit of 12; The Consolidated Amuse- atre again next Sunday and further
Poland is the eleventh country Ir
ment Circuit of 17 and the Springer threatens to cause the entire town
of Elizabeth to be shut tighter thar which
show
Paramount's
road
Circuit of 8.
a drum, through a thorough enforce- "Wings", has been screened, accordment of the blue laws in every par- ing to cabled advices received by
1

in

;

New Newman

;;

N.

—

"Cocoanuts".

in

"The

Paramount's

Racket"

was

the subject of a complaint made to
the N. Y. State Censor Board by
A. Kutz, president of the Far Rockaway Parents Teachers Association,
after the film has been shown at

Rockaway.
His protests, however, failed
stop the showing of the picture.

to

CALL

i

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pre*.
for

Library Stock Scenes
tSO

W. 46

New York

St.

Bryant 8181

"Wings" Knocks 'Em

Zuro Musical Head
for

FBO

ticular.

Joziah Zuro, formerly with

Hugo

Riesenfeld, and orchestral leader of
note, has been named
cal Director for

General MusiFBO and Pathe

general manager of
Department of the Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation.
"Wings" was the first sound proE.

E.

Shauer.

'he Foreign

Synchros

M.P.T.O. of Nebraska
Convenes October 24
OMAHA— The M.P.T.O. of Nebras

ka and Western Iowa will hold their
next annual convention liere on OcPresident
and 25th.
tober 24th
Charles E. Williams has invited
every theatre owner in the two state?
Swagger" with Photophone for Pathe to be present at the conclave whe-

duction to be presented in

where it opened
tember 22nd.

in

Poland,
Sep-

Warsaw on

Films.

will function at the Sound
Studios. Inc. with a 35-piece orchestra and a staff of assistants.
He is
iu)\v
engaged in scoring "Captain

Zuro

ther they

release.

Changes

Over
»
"Jeannine, I Love You

jLindlar Puts
Thanks

the publicity departIment of First National, the theme
song from "Lilac Time", "Jeannine,
I Dream of Lilac Time" is I'eceiving
wide-spread exploitation in the cabWalter P.
areta and radio stations.
Lindlar has had a record made of
the song.
1

tors

will

are

members

or

not.

and direc- ready to go into production under
A sound tech- the direction of Eric Stroheim.
be made.
give complete demonstrain the officers

nician to
tions on the talkies will be
ture of the convention.

a

fea-

to

Dresser Fox Contract

I

i

I
^

'

Louise Dresser, featured in Fox's

"Mother Knows Best" and veterar
of the screen, has been given s
long-term contract by Winfield R.
Sheehan.

Swanson Buys Another
Gloria Swanson has bought a short
story written by Lucy Stone Terrill
This will follow
called "Clothes".
"Queen Kelly" which is now almosv

Powell in

"Tong War"

work in "Interference", Paramount's first all dialogue picture, William Powell has
been cast for a nefarious role in
'Tong War", which will be directed
by William A. Wellman. The only
others chosen thus far are Wallace
Beery and Florence Vidor.
Having

finished

TRAVELERS
Northern for

select the <ureat
Its wonderful loca-

tion In Chicago's "loop". They
return because the large comfortable
atrooms. toomeUke environment, and
tentive service, excellent food
Ideal
an
It
moderate charges make
hotel.
400 Newly Furnished Rooms,''
tple
S2.S0 a day and up. Samp'~

I

ffl
., Rooms

ILand

(7.00 IT
S4.00, 9S.00. $6.00. S7j
S8.00.

'Walter Craighead,

Manaser

DEABBORN STREET FROM JACKSON
TO OUINCY
,^

gL.

New Carage One-Half Blt>ck

Exhibitors
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"Talkies Here to Stay" Says
Will Give Silent Film

STUDIO GOSSIP

Thing

otto Matiesen has been selected
JOIC IILAIR
by Winfleld Sheehan for the role of
llullywwud forrespomlent
Napoleon in the Fox production of
"Talking pictures, instead of being "Napoleon's Barber".
detrimental to the silent drama, will
"Captain Lash" the Victor McLag-;
give the present style of soundleasi
films on attendance impetus such as leu picture has been put into pro-|
has never experienced before''^ ductiou on the Fox lot. J. G. Blyit
stated Carl Laemmle, president of stone is directing with a cast conClaire Windsor, Earle
of
I'niversal. before leaving for N. Y. sisting
••It will also add an interesting an- Foxe, Albert Conti and Clyde Cook.
gle to the silver screen without
Harriet HiiiNdale, who has been
overturning the silent drama.
"When the movies first gained story editor for Columbia Pictures
howlers for the past few months, has bfguu
calamity
foothold,
their
claimed that they would sound the; work with Ramon Romero, well
death knell to the stage," continued! known scenarist on "The Apache",
the film magnate. "Time proved that soon to be placed into production.
The movies, inthey were wrong.
Jack Fratt, formerly of grand
stead of devitalizing the stage, behas been assigned to the role
opera
came merely another form of enterof Ali Ben Ali and Otto Horfiiiaii,
tainment, in addition to, not instead
noted in musical comedy will play
of, the drama.
Hatt'ee in the Warner production of
'•Now the sound i'lm has made its
Desert Song".
appearance," continued the Univer- 'The

howlers are
once more in evidence. 'The silent
is
doomed,' shrieks one.
picture
•Talkies cannot last," cries another.
"Calamity

'd

A DAY AT 1st
NATIONAL

Laemmle

Workmen sending down the
piers of concrete that will sui
the new sound stages
A (
devil standing on one leg atop
high tower that carries the n
concrete up
.Miles of red <
that go into the buildings for

We Do

.

U>-

chief.

1928

Add-

ed Attendance
Impetus!

sal

27,

—that

Not Believe

Baclanova, one of the
outstanding
the
actresses
on
screen, will be shown to advantage in support of Jack Holt in
a Zane Grey western.

.

.

.

,!4

i

reason
Colleen Moore, ta.
by the Pacific sun, returning
a vacation on her yacht
I
Dove, walking along up the C6
of the street, clad in a silver e
.

.

.

.

Rogell at Columbia

program.

Rogell's services were obtained by
an arrangement with First National
who holds his contract with yet
some time before expiration. It was
for this firm that Rogell made several outstanding successes, the most
notable being "The Shepherd of the
The cast for the lieginald Denny Hills" a production that advanced
production of '•Clearing the Decks'" Rogell into the front rank of dihas been completed.
It will com- rectors.
prise in addition to the star, Olive
His first under the two picture
Hasbrook, Lucien Littlefield, Otis agreement with Columbia will be
Harlan, Colette Mertou and Robert
The Lone Wolf's Daughter" and
Anderson.
"Hurricane".

.

.

ing gown
Alice White pc
before the camera in a postage st^
bathing suit, with a cape of c'
Lucy Doraine, the
de chine
mer UFA star, who has the "
lion dollar legs," in a short
that verifies the report
Chi'
.

In substantiation of the statement
recently made by Jack Cohn, in
charge of affairs at the Columbia
studios, that he is out after the best
directorial talent available, comes
the announcement that Al Rogel!
has been signed to direct two of the
specials on this season's Columbia

•The industry is in a panic,' moans
a third.
This is all poppycock. The
Talking Picture is- here to stay. It
is another cog in the wheel of proProgress will not be halted.
gress.
One of Columbia's forthcoming
And you will see that the Talking pictures to be started soon is "The
Picture will develop into an addi- Wicked Angel." This story by Gertional form of entertainment, tak- trude Atherton, who also wrote "The
ing its place in the amusement world Crystal Cup" and "Black Oxen,' will
along with the stage and the silent be adapted immediately for the
film."
screen by Perry S. Nathan, well
known writer formerly with Fox and
First National.
"Hell's Angels" Cutting
Because of his excellent work in
Ten film cutters, under direction

.

.

.

.

Alt

.

.

.

.

.

Murray with two new stories, ute
in verse
Very funny, too
Benny Rubin, the impressario offito
.

.

lat

.

baton, playing in "Ritzy Rosie"
carying a dime-sized banjo into
scene ... A man in a crush
and smoking a cigar in the mi*
of extras in a ballroom scene
It's the producer looking over
on
ir

set
Frances Hamilton in a
«
geous white gown
Doris Davs
tripping down the street in a cop>!'i
coat and sandals
Lucien Pr
.

.

.

in(

.

.

.

.

.

.

ever-present monocle
orchestra in Russian uniforms p
ing high up on a balcony ... Ex
San
dancing on the floor below
Nicholas Soussanin, the foreign
.or, in a dress suit talking to
dancing partner
Mervyn Lei
the smallest director, and his
sistant, Ben Silvey, the largest
in his

.

.

|

Collyer Stole Prince

lie

.

.

.

Quite a few of the Hollywood feminine stars are looking daggers at
June Collyer.
This Fox star met sistant director in Hollywood
Prince George, youngest son of King Sixty airplanes overhead flying
Edward, at a lunch given by Mary formation and the movies are
Pickford, and while the rest of the gotten for a moment while every
girls were looking, walked out with gazes skyward
And the
him, took him over to the Fox lot, is ended.
"Runaway Girls," Mark had some pictures made with him,
of Frank Lawrence, editor-in-chief handling
of the Caddo Company, are cutting Sandricii has been re-signed by Col- and entertained his highness for the
Tryon-Kent to
Y.
and editing the more than 1,500,000' umbia to handle the directorial reins rest of the afternoon.
of
"The
Wicked
Glenn
Angel."'
Tryon
and
Barbara
K
film
of
"Hell's
Angels",
Howfeet of
featured players in the Univei
ard Hughe.s' $2,000,000 air picture,
England's Lovers
Having completed one of Columproduction "Lonesome" will an
now in its fourteenth month of pro- bia's best pictures on
the 1928-29
British Screen Productions, Ltd. in New York tomorrow from Ho ^
duction.
program, "Driftwood," Cliristy Ca- believe they have found the "Per- wood to be present at the open
Among the film editors engaged banne
has been recalled to the fect Lovers" of the British screen of the first Universal talking
on the gigantic task are Edwai'd Columbia
studios to begin work on in Betty Siddons and Eric Findon, ture, at the Colony Sunday nighl
Adams, Douglas Biggs, Perry Hol- another
picture.
who are leads in their production,
ingsworth, Faye Bunny, Frank ByThe new film will be "The Col- "Cupid in Clover", an adaptation of
ars,
Victor
Presbrey
and Ruth
lege Coquette," a fast moving come- the novel of rural England published 1st Nat'l. 6 Mos.
Hamp.son.
dy drama of co-ed life. Howard J.i under the title of "Yellow Corn".
Profit ^709,0
Green has been signed to write the;
(Continued from page 1)
screen story.
Warners Signs Lytell
Stock.
The Company's surplus
15 Fotovox Exchanges
Bert Lytell has been signed to
the period showed an increase
>'at Kos.s is hastening completion'
a long term contract by Warners.
Planned by Nov. 1 $666,719, bringing the total to
The first picture under this contract of the third series of Collegians in
(Continued from page 1)
188,155.
order to prepare for the announced; device invented by Eugene A. Lauste,
will be ••On Trial".
movietoning of all future Collegian; sound film pioneer.
"LOIVESOME" TO KEOl'EN COLO
episodes.
There is planned a yearly release
(Continued from page 1)
Paramount Buys
of 52 pictuies, the first to be ready is handling the house exploitati
B. P. Schulberg, general manager
Lawrence Grant has been cast as; November 15. Production will be at and Ben Bernie and his RooseV
of production for Paramount, has the s'eventh suspect in "The Canary the old Aurora studios in Ft. Lee and Hotel orchestra has been engaged
announced the purchase of "The Murder Case", which has entered those already reported under con- the run of the picture, in addit:
Drums of Oude" the story by Austin production under the direction of tract, by the company are Jessel, to which the picture has Movietc
Stiong. It will be an all-talker and Malcolm St. Clair at the Paramount Jimmy Hussey and other vaudeville sound and effects. James A. Carr
will be directed by Roy Ponieroy. studio in Hollywood.
and stage stars.
is the house manager.
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lamers Promise
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*[ge

Screen

Along with the announcement
fhat Warner's have gained conrol of First National and the
ontemplated closing of the deal
hat will bring in the Keith-

Necessitate New Intl. Conference Nov. 14
DISTRIBUTORS SEE

Ubee-Orpheum houses, we look
'or

"buying group" to an-

this

lounce the acquisition on one of
,he largest chain of legitimate

W.COUTLETSSHRINK

$1,000,000

lOUses together with the producforces that have turned out

—

The booking

situation on the west coast has beSince the Fox
come very acute.
stage ownership of the tremendous West
successful
of
lundreds'
Coast Circuit and naturally, the settojjlays.
ing in of all Fox product, quite a
few distributors who formerly had
•e Idea
these theatres from year to year
cold.
It
the idea of Harry M. are left out in the
is
There is a mad scramble on the
Warner and those behind him to part of the exchanges so affected
;et absolute control of vaude-' to gather in all the independent cirville,
a big slice in the legiti- cuits and houses and due to this
mate and a very large hunk of scramble, independent operators are
listening to proposi'fitting back,
pictures both sound and silent.
tions and waiting for the film comWith all these forces working nanies to cut each others throats.
together this is what will hap- Conditions with these owners, point
to a very good year due to the fact
pen:
^A play will be produced in
they will be able to buy fairly good
(New York, it will go to Chicago product
at a very reasonable price.
Philadelphia and Boston for the
;ion

runs in those towns.
After this has been exhausted
or while the show is still playing in New York, a picture version will be made with the idenIf
tical cast, costumes, etc., etc.
will then play the Warner- stripgof houses from,' coast to coast
to be followed by other houses
franchised by this company.
/

iudeville
Players booked over the vaude
circuit will do their act?
Writers of acts
for Vitaphone.
short skits and what not will
turn out material for the organization who in turn will pick the
talent out .of the list of available vaudevilliaus, casting them
for the acts.
ville

& Katz from Warner

company.

Some 9,000 additional shares
acquired by Warners for 1st National control were neld by Fiiikelstein & Ruben; E. V. Richards
Robert Lieber; A. H. Blank and
the Skouras Brothers.
Skouras

will have the
of the huge chain

ment

Bristolphone to
^

]:S->

Make

Broadway Fitm Play

manage-

of theatres now controlled by Warners,
as exclusively predicted in Exhibitors Daily Review on Saturday, September 22nd.

New

Most of the trading
to

in

Paramount
swung

new common shares

the

^9Ji)D
opening the
and closing

split.

3

were_.frajled_in
first quotation at 49'^

Great Power", Myron
Fagan's play at the Ritz is withat i&Vz.
Only
drawn, tomorrow night Jrom Saqacl- share&.-. o^,.-tbe .jjid" .-Stejd?'
'•'"
way. the producer will have it filrii- swapped.;'
' '"" ^d at the Bristolphone plant in
Waterbury. After which he will reopen the play and the picture simul- B
taneously on the main stem.

When "The

C.

.

Brown Back

',

5,300

-

CHICAGO— Balaban &

Katz may

defunct Nafrom Coast Trip tional Theatre Chain of houses, for
Colvin W. Brown, executive V.P. which a creditors' meeting has been
Inc.,
returned called next Monday.
The former
of Pathe Pictures,
Wednesday from the Coast after a Cooney houses are now reported to
three-week's trip to the Pathe Stu- be making good profits. If B & K
lios, to see how the first PTioto- do not succeed in buying the chain,
ohone productions were getting on. they may' build optposition houses.
put in

a bid

for

the

hen
When
true

the above

and

it

organization
strings

will,

will
into

tied
knot
this

dream come?
this Warner

have all their
one solid knot

represent
will
something:, vrnthcmght of in thlfj
^industry as early as ten months
ago.
"They will have theatres
players, writers, producers and
directors
from the legitimate
pictures and variety. mol(iing en
tertainment into forms that wil'
supply each of the three field?
almost simultaneously, and at p
production cost that will hardly
be any greater than any of thf
three distinct amusements are
now paving.

(and

WILKERSON

Fox Axx^ing for Brandts to
Manage N. Y* Theatre Chain
With the
'orty

definite closing of over
in the greater New

houses

Vork section by William Fox and
he addition of from twenty to thirty
3thers, Fox will have a chain of 75
in New York and environs.
Ji^rom informants close to both
oarties, William Brandt, equal owner
vith his brother Harry, of the Brandt
circuit of theatres in Brooklyn taken
^ver by Fox, will be put in charge

ritory are unanimous in their praise
of the Brandt system of theatre management among independent enterprises.

Before Marcus .Loew died,

made a

proposition to them Several times to come into the Loew
Circuit, as he wanted the expert
services of these two men.

he

concession granted to Hays, expires.

As the

first

step in the campaign

unanimity among the

for

film

in-

the entire world, it Is
understood that the International
Chamber of Commerce has called

dustries

of

a conference for November 14th, for
the purpose of regularizing all existing motion picture restrictions. According to the N. Y. Times correspondent, representatives of all filmproducing nations will be heard.

(Continued on page

J.

MADAN

Closing'

4)

IN N. Y.

Deal for Sound Apparatus
in Calcutta

Madan, Indian theatrical magwho js in New York on a
shoppin^'Tqur ot pictures for liis
J.

nate,

~

were large'circuit

& K TO BID MONDAY
FOR CHL NAT. CHAIN

Colvin

June when the French 60% import

for 1

sliaiies^

Taxes

Agitation against American films
again being noted by European
observers, despite the concessions
gained by Will H. Hays for American product last Spring, and it is
believed that tlie entire question will
again come for reconsideration next

Corporation

which were issued after the

Due

is

PPL Stock at 48%

Famous-Lasky
over

to Severe

The-

Little

Progress

atre

the price received

Bros, for their First National
franchise holdings, of which they
held about 5,000 shares. Herben
Stern, president of Balabi!,a <&
Katz arranged the sale for his

—

legitimate

is

by Balaban

LOS ANGELES

Makes

France

$1,000,000 Paid to
Balaban & Katz

Universal Chain Theatres is also
recently reported to have made Wilof theatre operations in this zone. liam Brandt the same proposition 'to
Exhibitors in the Metropolitan ter- operate their chain.

of nfotion picture theatres, is about to close negotiations
for the installation of American talking picture apparatus in his Calcutta theatres.
He plans to sail for home next
week, instead of Saturday, to close
these
negotiations
for
first
the
sound apparatus in India.

A

Good Gag
Washed Out

A.

Waxman and Warren

P.

Lewis of Warner's liad a good
idea and told Variety out it. This
end was O.K.
The night of the opening of
"The Singing Fool" saw this idea,
completely washed out.
When the gang began to file
:3Ut; of the Winter Garden after
performance, a terrific rain
•,he
ind wind storm was on display.
The crowds stuck in the lobby and
an the sidewalk for over an hour
trying to get in their private cars

and cabs.

When

them had left sevwere seen lugging a spe-

all of

eval boys

Al Jolson edition of Variety
the street to the Warner
Of the 1500 copies printed,
Dflice.
less than a 100 were given out.

cial

down

Announcing Th

--»**•'««.<

of
Distributor
III
T

n ?
DIVISION
PICTURED
TO THE TRADE:
c

I

HARRY R II

DIVISION PICTURES,

'TIRST

INC.

COMMONWEALTH

the acquisition of

MONWEALTH EXCHANGE

of

New

are

pleased

to

FILM CORPORATION

announce
and COM

York.

unplayed contracts between
Commonwealth and the exhibitors in the Metropolitan area with the same
courtesy, efficiency and cooperation that has built up First Division to the pre
eminent position that they occupy in the New York territory today.
"First Division Pictures, Inc. will carry out

"The
iriends,

acquisition of the

its

good

will,

Commonwealth exchange with

and quality

FIRST DIVISION PICTURES'
LEAD'.

pictures

my many

which has made possible

this

GREATER

exhibitor friends for their

expansion."

H.

..JNE

MiJAW

V"^'^

exhibitor

THOMAS

"Famous Novels"
65te

fi^

many

'ALWAYS IN THE

HARRY
Millions have read these

its

further proof of

is

determination to be

"I take this opportunity of thanking
sincere cooperation

all

1

^m^^mSCV°1k\

4

Q\X REAP ?
ii

Not

^\\Qxt Stories

But The Best Selling

Not;els

O/ Great

T

AMi\vors

GREATER-FIRST DIVISION GIANT HITS

"FORTUNE'S FOOL"

"THE PORT OF MISSING GIRLS"

With Emil Jannings

Dir. by Irving Cummings
Booked by entire Keith Circuit

^^LINDA"
Made by
of

Pola Negri

"ARE

"THE HOUSE OF SHAME"

the producers

"The Road To Ruin"

With
Creighton Hale and

in

WOMEN TO BLAME"

Booked

entire

Loew

Circuit

— 118

days

Virginia

Brown

Faire

and

"CRIME

AND PUNISHMENT"

_^^jjgj*J{M.

grid's Greatest

Cendnt Pictures DIVKION
n
T
C

tfAS, President

I

9

PICTURED

I

lEN

TEN SENSATION

EXCELLENT

PECIALS

.

EIGHT CELEBRATED
ATTRACTIONS

SPECIALS

BROKEN BARRIERS
DAUGHTERS OF DESIRE
DAVID VALLORY
ONE SPLENDID HOUR
GILDED LOVE
HEARTS AND MODELS

FANNY HAWTHORNE
THE NIGHT ANGEL
THE WRECKERS
THE ORCHID WOMAN
PENNY PRINCESS

SABLES FOR TWO
ROSES OF PICARDY

ONE GOOD WOMAN
MASQUERADE MARRIAGE
PASSION SONG

KING SOLOMON'S WIFE
BONDS OF BIRTH

MONTMARTRE ROSE
MELLOWING MONEY

[GHT BOX-OFFICE

EIGHT ACTION

INNERS

CLASSICS

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
BELOW THE DEADLINE

HEADIN'

And One

WESTWARD

of the Greatest Sensations of All

ROAD TO
Distributed by

(A
in

THE DIVINE SINNER
SHANHAI ROSE
THE BILUONAIRE
SHIPS OF THE NIGHT

TEXAS TOMMY

THE ADORABLE CHEAT

'*THE

FOUR DE LUXE
ATTRACTIONS

THE SILENT TRAIL
ON THE DIVIDE
THE MANHATTAN COWBOY
THE LAW OF THE MOUNTED
ARIZONA DAYS
WEST OF SANTA FE

THE ROARING FORTIES
THE PEACOCK FAN
CAMPUS KNIGHTS
SOUTH OF PANAMA
THE SCARLET FLAME

Nine Weeks

SHOULD A GIRL MARRY
SWEET SIXTEEN
WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE
BROTHERS
THE ISLE OF LOST MEN
SOME MOTHER'S BOY
HANDCUFFED
THE ROMANTIC FOOL

TRUE

LIFE

Time!

RUIN''

PHOTO PLAYS CORP.

subsidiary of First Division)

Camden

Three Weeks

Weeks in Atlantic City
Two Weeks in Trenton

Six

Two Weeks

in Jersey City

in

Asbury Park

PLAYING MORE WEEKS AT HIGHER PRICES
THAN SO-CALLED $2 BROADWAY HITS PLAY
FOR LESS THAN A WEEK'S ENGAGEMENT
Playing Every

Type

— 50cKnown
—75c

35c

of
Prices

Town and

Theatre at

and Breaking Every

Box-Office Record.

FRY AND DO THIS WITH ANY OTHER PICTURE

NOW

BEING

NOW PLAYING

ROADSHOWED

Exhibitors
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Yankee" As Will Rogers Talkie
By JOB BLAIR

Hollywood Correspondent
Nothing seems to stop Winfleld
Sheehan, general manager of Fox
production. "Winnie", since the advent of talking pictures has had a

seems very evideriri thati Warai^
plan to do "The Jest" with both
John and Lionel Barrymore in their
Naturally it
original stage roles.
There is only one
will be a talker.
rub to these plans and that is thai
Lionel Barrymore is under contract

Fox originally made this picture in
Sheehan then was
its silent version.
general sales mnaager of the organization.
When the sample print arrived in New York from the coast,

rowing

every executive in the

home

office

—

.

.

chest yesterday

when

the last elecof the Colony
theatre after installing all the sound
apparatus for the showing of "Lone-

walked

trician

some"

.

.

.

out

Richard Virtuous Ander-

son, general sales manager of International News, is a high speed guy
and drives a high speed car, and the
latter got him in a debate Sunday
with a traffic copper, with Anderson the winner after a hard verbal

struggle

.

.

New York

in

.

Joe Kennedy

for

over the night clubs for ideas. However, with it all, Universal studio
officials are paging Marshall Neilan
all over Hollywood, with a contract
to do this important production.

Walker Coming

today, and even though

left Mnrdock and Casey on the
other side, there is apt to be something doing in K-A-0 affairs
Carl Laemmie arrives from the coast

he

.

.

.

The company an-

Universal?

nounced Paul Fejos, who recently
further,
"Lonesome" and
made
Fejos and Carl Laemmie, Jr., will
soon depart for New York to look

due

is

WITH BOTHBARRYMQRES

hankering to do "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court'' as an
And of course if he wants
all talkie.
something, he generally gets it.
But he wanted Will Rogers for
the picture and Will was all tied
up with contracts for the concert
and speaking stage. Sheehan found
a way around it with the result that
production on this subject and with
Will Rogers in the lead, wilU be
.started around Dec. 15th.

threw forty fits at what they had
seen.
Everyone was for putting it
.n the ash can and starting all over
again, but not "Winnie" Sheehan.
He sent for Ralph Spence, had a few
minutes talk with him, locked the
for three days and the next
New York: Billy Brandt, through Joor
time the picture was shown, no one
the deal selling the Brandt Thea- was able to recognize it. This protres to William Fo.\, may assume duction turned out to be the big
charge of handling all the Fox thea- hit of the year and one of the most
tres in greater New York, and again iuccessful productions Fox ever rehe may not; Brandt isn't saying leased.
anything and Fox has not told me
Jimmy Carrier heaved
his plans
Universal After Neilan
a sigh of relief and threw out his
Who's going to direct "Broadway"
.

WARNffiS PLAN "JEST"

Hal

for

clever

the

titles

M-G-M Comedies,
New York the latter

Roach

to
to

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and seems

be in the cast of every picture
contemplates
organizations
making for the next five years. However there has been a friendly "bor-

that

spirit" between Warner's and
for such an important
production the loan of this player

M-G-M and

might be negotiated.
John Barrymore will shift his
make-up box to the Warner studio on
the completion of his
ture at United Artists.

in
will

present pic-

film

season,

1)

1929-19

looms as the most troublesome
the history of the American fil
industry in Europe, due to the po
sibility of new internal restrictio!
being made against American fllm
within foreign countries. The vai
ous governments will attempt
raise the quota restrictions highei
starting next July.
French Situation
Despite the comparatively insignil
cant cost of operating cinemas
France, exhibition has made no pr
gress. Theatre construction has bef
discouraged by the Cinema Tax whit

ti

ranges from

3

to

12%%

on each

1

francs of gross receipts plus 2% ii
crease and 10% poor tax,: to whit
is added a municipal tax, graded fro
one franc 50 centimes out of evei
100 francs for theatres plg.ying
less than $600 a month; to six franj
25 centimes out of every $4 for th(
aire's
playing to 100,000 francs

month.

The
cinema tax has discouragf
which might be available fi
theatre construction, but the dei
pair of prospective investors is tl
cost of the construction
nlus tj
difficulty of assembling a desirab
capital

—

plot.

American
pioneering

motion
in

France,

picture
declare

me
thtj

American revenue from tl
French market could be trippled
the cinema were better housed,
is
not only the small toWn whic
views its movie In surroundin_
the

Fox Re-Signs Borzage

Frank Borzage, director of "7th reminiscent in the nickleodeon
Heaven" and "Street Angel", hat on Fourteenth Street; cities of

daj
sis

signed to another long fare little better.
French Production
term contract by Winfleld Sheehan,
One of the reasons why Frenc
vice president and general mauagei production
is retarded, is that Fronc
of Fox Film Corporation.
producers,
having no distributin
ichannels, cannot amortize more tha

just

been

Tin Pan Alley

at

M-GM

The M-G-M lot has taken on the
aspect of "tin-pan" alley. What with
Gus Edwards, Billy Rose, Herb
Brown and Arthur Fried, all well
known song writers walking around
the studio, one would think a new
musical production was being prepared.

"Coquette" Tests
Broadway stage

players, aspirant;

for the various roles in Mary Pick
ford's first all-talking picture, "Co-

quette",

H. M. Walker, Vice-President ot
Hal Roahc studios, and the man responsible

It
er's

The next

were given voice and screer

Famous Players Studio, Astoria, Long Is-land bj
Sam Taylor who will direct.
tests yesterday, at the

W.

one-third of the cost of a film's prt
duction:
and that therefore tl
French motion picture industry cat
not mobilize credits.
Production b«
capitiilizei
ing
thus inadequately
French pictures cannot compete,
is
the French contention that th
of Hollywood salaries has de
populated native studios, and tha
because of the depreciation of th
franc, this constitutes unfair compt
lure

tition.-

Modevn Theatres Solution
But no argument is more coger

than that of the exhibitor who de
blares that audiences for films ar
ii:
theatres, and tnat unL
motion picture theatres are improve(
fhere will be little development 1
the French motion picture industry
Though France last year added 50
000 seats in her cinema theatref
tliese figures are not representativ
of any real construction prograix
ffrance is dotted with soap-box the
atres; shoe-string exhibitors open
hall or convert a shop into a "cinema
and bid $5 or $10 a day for th
created

—

heapest film offered in a glutte
part
Sunday morning and owing to leave for
Block
C. Bound
market.
Of the 4^000 cinemas
the change from Daylight Saving of October for a six weeks sojourn.
After a week in New York seeing France, less than 40% are open daily
the welcoming committee will have
(ind
only
900
have a seating capaciti
plays and selecting material for aex
Ernest Maas. year's Pathe program, Ralph Block if 750 or over. Cinema theatres ar
to cut short the Sunday morning one theatre chain
uncomfortable and un
slumber
Herbert Wilcox, one one of the Fox supervisors, has re- associate producer, left on the Lake mtiquated,
'lean.
They are poorly lig-ht.jd an'
of Great Britains biggest, reaches turned from Europe_ and will go on
uninviting
unhealed;
and almost dig
Shore Limited Wednesday, for the
New York this morning and will go CO the coast after a few days at Pathe Studios in Culver City in orde, nal places. Contemplating^ them
that
there
ar
Ben Bernstein. to rush plans for "Leathernecks." isnoreunderstandable
direct to Hollywood to make a further the home office
people in France who can boaa
study of what is doing in sound pic- Los Angeles exhibitor, and one of
hat they never entered a cinema ha'
Al)e and Julius Stern will the heavyweights in California extures
'in
any other country in the work
Goldbeck at Pathe
hold a get-together here next week hibitor organization, is in New York
when Julius arrives from Europ'e for a couple of weeks for a series
Willis Goldbeck, one of the best
Cosma Formed
and Abe from the coast to look him of conferences with Will Hays
known screen writers, has been ,
over after his long stay abroad
Max Trell, who recently resigned signed by Pathe. He will write and
The Cosma Enterprises of Yon
Harry Warner is said to be con- from handling publicity for First direct his own original story "The kers has been organized with 20i
sidering taking a one-day holiday, National, expects to leave soon for Gateway".
This will be Goldbeck's shares of common stock and will en
during which he will not buy even London
first directorial appointln'ent.
gage in motion pictures.
on
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ForBookingsand

Distribution »/^^^/::

HOME -A

ROAD

THRILUNQAND ELABORATE PRODUCTION

SHQ\^ PICTURES INC 48^

FIFTH AVE. SUITE

^

505 NE\^YQRK'|

Hays Association Aid Red Cross

Formerh EXHiBHORS
)b.

\»'\v

24 No. 75

Shots

iiews

CoIndependent news today.
indethe
big
lumbia the last of
pendents have gone in for sound.
This

that thtse

in

significant

is

producers have gotten around to
the thought that "we have to
keep up with the parade". TifPliotophone,
using
fany-Stahl
Gotham using Bristolphone and
rolumbia going in for Western
Electric.

Howard

Deitz informs us that
inaugurate a
will

Capitol

the

next

show
mid-night
week. No doubt they will follow
starting

Paramount in
the feature picture and news

same

tlie

that

idea

comprise

will

reel

of

And we know

show.

entire

the
a

lot

of

picture fans that have been pat-

ionizing

this

11:30

Paramount

reason they want
their pictures without any presentation and all that goes with
it.
We have often said that the
Loew's New York Theatre is a

show

for

the

tremendous .success

for the

TRADE

York, Saturday, September

Reg. U.

S.

Pat Qg.

I'lVK CK.NTS

29, 1028

Independent
Use Western Electric

Films for

Red Cross

Big

First

32 Trade Boards to Offer Free

to

System

Benefits

Columbia Pictures Corporation is
latest producing organization
The Motion Picture Producers and to definitely announce a, program of
Distributors of America, have noti- sound pictures. In making his n<i-.v
fied the 32 Film Boards of Trades policy public, Joe Brandt, president
in the U. S. that they stand ready of the company, stated yesterday
to furnish film gratis to any and that the high quality jf the silent
all theatres which will stage bene- pictures on the Columbia program
the

Net earnings of the Hal Roach
Inc., for the fiscal year
ending last July 28th, with the
Federal Tax deducted, were $321,Studios,

This is equivalent to $10.40
439.
a share on preferred stock and
five times the annual dividend requirements.

Common

stock is

owned by Hal

A

reduction of
$50,000 has been effected in the
trust indenture obligations, leaving a total of $350,000.

Roach himself.

EUROPE TO SPEND 17
MIUION ONPRODUCTION

for

fits

British and continental

film

the victims of the hurriPorto Rico, Virgin Islands

will

not

be

affected

by 'ho «,iund

and that a special organiand Florida.
zation is working at chc studios in
A deluge of responses have come Hollywood and New York to perin from various boards, indicating fect those pictures on the Perfect
approval of the scheme and furnish- 36 program that are to be accoming notification and details of nu- panied by sound, music, effects and
talking sequences.
(Continued on page 2)
Columbia Pictures has signed a
contract for the production of sound
with the Electrical Repictures
(Continued on page 2)
cane

in

pictures,

NETOCO SEWS UP HALF
OF PORTLAND, MAINE

Kennedy Re-Arranging

FBO

Four Goodside
Houses and Now

Acquires

same

reason.

VIEW

review

COLUMBIA PICTURES LICENSED
FOR W. E. VITAPHONE SYSTEM

Hal Roach Studios, Inc.
Earned $321,439 in 27-28

he Capitol

Benefits with Free Films

Building

pro-

for Distribution

accompanied by
Mrs. Kennedy arrived in New York
yesterday on the Acquitania, after
a month's trip abroad.
J.

Two

ducers are planning to produce 500
pictures during 1928, which will cost

p.

Kennedy,

understood that Kennedy,
It is
Samuel Pinanski, president of Netbetween $26,000,000 and $27,000,000. oco announces that the New England while abroad, completed arrangeHarry and Billy Brandt are in This schedule compares with 450 Theatres Operating Corporation, and ments for new foreign distribution
Goodside
of
Portland, of FBO product throughout Europe.
costing Abraham
in
1927,
made
the news.
They have sold their films
Maine, represent the following cor$17,000,000.
chain of Brooklyn theatres to
This would indicate that these pro- porations, the Strand Amusement
Hersholt with
F
Fox and, we are told, that a part ducers plan to spend at least $10,- Company and The Empire AmuseJean Hersholt,
HOLLYWOOD
ment Company, both Maine Corpora(Continued on page 2)
of this sales contract provides
tions, and the Capitol Theatre Com- whose contract still has 18 months
that both these boys shall come
pany, a Massachusetts Corporation, ko run with Universal, may be farmto Fox with the theatres, otherand Old
P F-L
executed an agreement on Sept. 19, ed out to Paramount for three picFrom our
wise, no purchase.
the first of which will be
point of view, the fact that Fox
Stock Rise on 'Change 1928, whereby the New England The- itures,
"Victory."
(Contlnued on page 2)
will get Harry and Billy is more
Paramount Famous-Lasky stock
important that his acquiring their hit a new high mark for the year
theatres.
Both these boys know yesterday, gaining S% points and
exhibition in all its phases. Their reaching 148%.
Exhibitors Daily
Brooklyn houses have reflected Review, last June when the stock
this knowledge.
They are show- was selling around 123, predicted
men and their steady rise to great this stock would reach 150 on the
importance is full testimony to
(Continued on page 2)

he Brandt's

—

:

P

L

New

British Exhibitors

I

)

!«

Vote to Join

Int1. Federation --Meet in Brussels

their

SHUMATE RETURNS

Town
Joseph P. Kennedy is in town
and we can expect some very
healthy news items.
It has always been pretty tough to get

him
if

By. Dr. R. OTTO
Berlin Correspondent

ability.

to

talk

we have

for publication, but
a guess coming, we
on him doing a lot

will pin it
of talking in

the next few days,
and plenty foi' publication. Kennedy is not going out of the piclure business and he is loo smart
to be relegated to the background.

Watch him.

WILKERSON

Synchronizes Dialofjue and
on "Times Siiuare"

iiibitors

false ideas disseminated in other
countries about the scope of the
organization and to impress upon
the American exhibitors that it is
essential that they should join the
Federation.

H. V. Davis, President of the British theatre owners and the Gener-

U. S. Films Stronjf
films are holding their
own in the German exhibitors' programs. Among the 31 features released in August, 15 were domestic.
6 from other European countries and

British Cinematograph ExAssociation, after lengthy
ro join th?
International Exhibitors Federation
which came into existence several
weeks ago.

rhe

Sound discussions, has voted

"Times Square'' the Gotham prohas completed its i)roduction of a sound and talking picture

duction

negative at the Bristolphone Studios
'n Water bury. Conn.
Harold E. Shumate, who supervised the work has returned from
Waterbury. The sound negative will
contain 2 full reels with dialogue,
between Arthur Lubin and Alice
nay.

Secretary, Mr. Fuller, have been
instructed to meet the French and
German delegates in Brussels next
al

month.

There the .statutes of the Federation will be definitely adopted and
special efforts made to dispel any

American

were American.
Counting the entire output of featopical.'^
and
educatiouals
tures,
there were 232 domestic productions
while America supplied 100 pictures.
10

7
Exhibitors
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Columbia Pictures Licensed
for W.E. Vitaphone System
(Continued from page 1)
search Products, Inc., subsidiary of

The
Western Electric Company.
system of recording and reproduction is the same as that employed
by Warner Bros, in Vitaphone.
Based on the preferences shown
by theatre-owners toward the Western Electric system, we finally comourselves to this system.
are particularly fortunate in
having among our vehicles for the
Season 1928-29 a large number of
outstanding stage attractions. These
are now being seriously weighed and
considered for production as sound
pictures," stated Brandt.
"A.s a producing organization we
are not loaded down with expen.sive
stars, nor do we carry non-productive technical men and high-priced
advisors.
We are not forced to put
into roles that call for dialogue in
our
sound pictures. stars whose
voices do not fit the new medium.
"We are ready to throw all our
resources into tfie making of highlass sound pictures without having
to write anything off tlie books, ius'
IS we have always made high-class
silent pictures without a dollar ol
ivaste
pictures that this season have
demonstrated their ability to play a
mitted

"We

—

Je luxe Broadwaj' theatre at $2 top
"Not all our forthcoming pictures
will be in sound, naturally.
We are

going

to
pictures.

continue

But we

with
the
whether sound or
record

New York — Diive Bader

threatens

to sing into the new Ediphone up at
Universal in order to get a line on

sound

pictures,

someone could be put

in jail for

voice

his

for

and

what
Bader

the boys threaten to do to

.

.

.

Joe Kennedy, hale and hearty and
chock full of pep returned from Europe yesterday and was met at the
dock by a reception committee consisting of Joe Schnitzer, E. B. Derr.
Lee Marens and Eddie Moore
Paul Gnlick. after listening to the
test of synchronization of "Lone
some" at the Colony and says it
is the best he has heard and if he
has missed any of the others hp
wants someone to send tickets and
he'll take a peep
Vietor Shapirr
is still looking for a home to live
in, and if anyone has an extra onr
please notify Vic at United Artists
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jack Alieote, chairman of thr

.

M. P. Club athletic committee, is ar
ranging for a series of hand ball
matches with some of the other
clubs of the city, and likes his own
team pretty well for beginners
.

.

Eddie Moore, Joe Kennedy's right
hand man, ayways carries four pairs
of glasses with him in case he should
break three, and Eddie has the reputation of being a peaceful guy at
that

.

.

.

Ben Hyatt,

for the past eight

years in the purchasing department
of Universal, left the old job flat
yesterday to start his own employ-

ment

acrencv at 100 West 4.'?rd street
Jnlhis Sinsrer, all dolled up with
usual trimmings of fresh carnation
fresh shave and a fresh supply of
cough drops, acted as toastmaster at
a farewell dinner to Ben Hyatt and
what he did to the job was plenty
AI Lewin likes the Motion TMc
ture r;iub so well that be is afraid
he won't enjoy being called hack to
the west coast, where they haven't
such a club
E. F. Albee has glvpn
$.')00
to the hurricane relief fund,
and he never misses out on a chance
to do something helpful
Tliarlev
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Skonras

is

in

New York

.

.

and snend-

ing the daylight
Tolvin Brown
has returned from the west, and all
the bosses are gathering.
.

.

.

New

to

make

want

statement

United Artists Theatre

that

— Columbia
sound value

Pictures always will be
the exhibitor who books
plays Columbia Product."

The new 1,000-seat United Artia
Theatre in Portland, Ore., whi
of Portland, Maine opened for the first time about t
days ago, is the talk of the to\s
(Continued from page 1)
atres Operating Corp is to acquire as it has proved to be a great st
a controlling interest in the Em- forward in Portland Theatre circh
While comparatively small, it is
pire, Strand and Jefferson theatres
Portland, and the Capitol Theatre, luxurious house done in a mode
style that puts it in a class by itse
Springfield, Mass.
The waiting room and foyer spa
The agreement provides for these
houses to be taken over on or be- can accommodate an extra thousa;
people, practically doubling the ca'
fore November 1, 1928.
Arrangements have been made acity of the house.
The theatre front is perhaps t
under which Mr. Goodside is to
remain connected in a managerial finest designed in the city, consii
ng of a tremendous marquee th
capacity with the company which
jxtends over the whole building sic ^
will operate the theatres in Port)rilliantly illuminated on its und
land, and the Capitol in Springfield,
iide and with a double row of illuii
Mass.
inated letters on its face. The Unit]
.Artists sign is a huge affair, tow€
Cantor on
ng over the roof-top, and is suppl!
Eddie Cantor will be the guest nented by United Artists Theatre
artist for the third Vitaphone Jubilet
Veon script along the two walls
Hour broadcast next Monday even- both sides.
ing, October 1st, through Statior
It was originally planned to op<
WOR and twenty other stations com- he United Artists house on Septeij

WOR

i

i

prising the Columbia Chain.

ber 14, but the date was set
until the 20th by J. J. Parker,
is the managing director of the

Here from
Europe Seider

Bernstein

—

the Olympic Auditorium, where
boxing show of 50 rounds will, be
nut on.
The Los^ Angeles Thealrs
Managers' Association is putting on
the benefit.
Leading film "stars v/iij
it

a

The Movietone

theatre.

Sails

Joseph E. Bernstein, Pres. of the
State Theatre in Jersey City, accomnanied by Mrs. Bernstein, arrive ir

32 Trade Boards to
New York this morning from HolOffer Free Films land on the S.S. New Amsterdam.

The City of Washington will lie
the next to probably adopt the moanires pursued in
Memphis, with
other cities falling in \{n<?. within
the next two weeks.
The most comprehensivv? benefit
of its kind ever undertaken by the
industry on the West Coast, lor the
".ame Fund, will take place today

Ever^

Netoco Sews up Half

and

(Continued from paga 1)
mei-ous benefits to be staged.
The first of these will take place
tomorrow, Sunday, when all the
theatres in Memphis, Tenn., will
turn over their entire proceeds to
this charity, the American Red Cross
Relief Fund for the Victims of the
Hurricane in Porto Rico. Virgin
Islands and Florida.

an

in Portland, Ore.,

on

silent

for

1928

silent

go

to

29,

Joseph E. Seider. President of the
Jersey Theatre Owners, sailec^
for Europe last night on the Ik
de France.
He will be gone foi
several months.

xlong those lines, but Parker e
gaged a well-chosen orchestra whiij
.vill substitute until the sound equi!
Tient is ready, at which time tl'
house will revert to a Movietoi!

New

lolicy.

'

TELL 'EM

WITH TRAILERS

G. B. "Judge" Frawley
Heads "Pep" Club
G. B. "Judge" Frawley has been
unanimously elected to the Presidency of the Paramount "Pep" Club,
an organization comprising the en-

personnel of the Paramount FaLas'ky Corporation home office.
Mr. Frawley has been a member of
the Board of Directors of the club
for the past four years.
tire

mous

NEW YORK'S NEWEST AND
Spend 1
Million on Production

(Continued from page

FINEST HOTEL

1)
Irom New York's exclusive slsopreadily
accessible
to
leading theatres,
and r.n'.zo d terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially
correct and away from the noise and turmoil of the
Arnu-ni

pini;

Great

Britain will produce 100
films costing $8,000,000; this country
only produced 24 pictures in 1927.
"osting ,$2,600,000. France will make
85 films costing ^.'^.SOO.OOO. Germany
will complete 250 productions and
ri5
01 her films will be produced in
the other production centers.

tlu

curner

district,

bwsincs.< i' strict.
The Park Central enjoys a localion distill t V unique in its advantages.
Come to ihe Park Central,
York's newest and
'•cT
hotc',
where
vou
will
find
advantages
heretofore unknown to American hostelries
Radio
oui.e.s
K'cctric
Refriecnition
Period
.S.I on,iiid
K. ol
P.itins
for
private social
functions

New

—

.

I'-F-L

\EW AM) OLD
1)

The new P-?"'-L split-up common,
since opening two days ago continued its early climb and yesterday
gained I'/A points hitting 49%. This
-lock is due to touch 70 by the end
of the year, according to our financiril informants.

.

.

.^wnnnnng pool
Florentine Grille fealuring the Park Central Grille Orchestra
other
Icaturcs CLiinry unusual and desirable.
Single rooms
five
dollars per day and up.
Double rooms eight
till
,irs
per day and up.
.

.

.

.

(Continued from page
Excliange by early Fall.

nej

aas not been completed,
labor troubles which have developi

to

000,000 in the improvement of their
pictures this year.

wii

installatic
owing to t!

referee the bouts.

Europe

bail

.

THE |3AI3i^ CtNTiDAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7lh

NEW YORK aXY

AVENUE

.

PICTURE REVIEWS
'PLASTKIJKD

IN

PARIS"

"BUBJVLNG BRIDGES"

I

"THE

Pathe

''ox

Stoloff Directed by
_
James P. Hogan
Harry Carey,
Cohen, Featuring
Kathleen Collins
Jack Pennick
y
If the Carey vogue hasn't passed
A fast-moving riotous comedyj
with plenty of hokum and in your territory, the fans will find
r'arce
ags sprinltled throughout to keep just what they're looking for in
Sammy this one good drama and villainy
our audience giggling
i'ohen as Nosenblum does the best in the plot, with Harry playing a
and photorole art titles
rork of his career and the film is dual
lifterent from the usual run of come- graphy lift picture out of ordinary
through
its
direction
and Western Class. Collins Girl a winlies
ner in any cast.
Iprightly episodes.
Carey plays a genial cowboy, who
Sammy, who was injured in the
has become a kleptomaniac acts the good Samaritan in his town.
i-ar,
vho must be slapped to be brought He has a twin brother whose mentSammy and his war- al equipment was knocked awry
lut his trance
luddy attend Legion convention in during the war and who now turns
Harry is accused ol
''aris and through Sammy's- taking train robber.
vays, they steal a couple of enlist- his brother's crimes and sets oui
nents in the French Foreign Legion 10 vindicate both his and his broHumorous ther's names. The crooked underind are sent to Africa.

Ben

by

:)irec-te(l

Sammy

featuring

.

—
—

—

—

are depicted in the training
the Legion, and the boys nearly
^)f
;et shot through a trick
they escape
from the Fort, rescue the command'mdt's daughter in the desert and
ivents

—

rewarded by being released from

ire

';ervice

"BKUGARS OF LIFE"
''aramoHiit
Directed by

Wm. Wellman

Jim Tully
Wallace Beery
Lnuise Brooks, Richard Arlen.
This
picture
marks
Wallace
Kerry's return to the drama, but v

iitory

who is the real criminal is
captured and forced to conby Carey's daring and hard

sheriff
finally
fess,

riding.

''FOKBIDDEIV

by

r'ast

many other reasons as
"Beggars of Life," faithfully
lidapted from Tully's book, answers
Jhe cry for something different in
I
grand way, giving us an insight
nto hobo-life and it is chock full of
.uspense, amusement and drama.
This picture should go big with
jiny audience because it is fastmovjng and interesting from start tc
'ilnish.
Louise Brooks shows renarkable improvement, as the girl
vho takes to "the road'' with a
I'oung tramp to escape a charge ot
murder and Richard Arlen, by his
naturalness
and sincere playing
lerewith shares acting honors with
rotable for

iVell.

j

HOURS"

PatJie

Graham

Directed by
Story by

.

Noel

Cutte

Coward

Featuring
Lili Damita,
Paul Richter, Harry Leidtke
This foreign production made from
Noel Coward's "The Queen Was in
he Parlor", with judicious cutting
ind retitling will prove acceprable
The star does capable
n the U.S.
work and looks very charming
otory of conventional Princess-loverQueen-Revolution type but creditably done.
Young princess is relieved from
T-dious marriage when the licentious
prince dies goes to Paris to foraet and live joyously meets handsome author
they fall in love
about to be married, she is sum-

—

—

—

imoned back
icome Queen

—

—

her country to bewith neighjboring Prince arranged day befoie
wedding, her lover saves her from
shooting by anarchist
he spends
ilast night with her and then comto

— marriage

—
—

imits suicide.

he star.

"Beggars

of

Life"

beautifully

mU

Starring

HOP"

"i;xcESS li.Uidxc::
Buck Jones. Metro-Gold wjn-Majer

_

Jobyna Ralston, Ernest Hllliard
Directed by
James Home
The recent attempt made by a
group of flyers to span the Pacific,
forms the basis of "The Big Hop".
So far as we are concerned the picture, being neither "fish, flesh nor
fowl", is a big flop.
Only ardent
followers of Buck Jones will be entertained by this one, which, as we
^aw it, seemed about two reels too

Directed by
Story by
Cast
_
_

long.

helpless

Jones manages

to

work

throughout,

is

and

—

ntajihone Orchestra
This is a band number made by
iose and Taylor, a California team
vhich
performs in typical band
'tyle.
'Three numbers are recorded
ind seem to be well played.
The band is from the Hollywood
viontmartre Cafe and is introduced
a Master of

Ceremonies

in

typi-

banterings
lerve to lend divertissement to the
California style;

|)and's

itand

effoi'ts

and

his

makes the

act

out.

numbers, individual
instruments is featured
this always has a good effect.

In one of the
.'laying

ind

reel

titling.

"HOLLYWOOD

"ROSE AM) TAYLOR"

1^

)y

expert

fast riding at the start
but for the most part the picture
concerns itself with his efforts tc
?nter the air race which he finally
does,
against the wishes of his tire cast is excellent. The direction
sweetheart, played with much old however, is spotty, and there is an
fashioned chest heaving, by MisF overabundance of closeups, tending
Jobyna Ralston. Also in the "plot" to make the picture drag.
The photography, very poor at the
we have a nasty villain who puts
Doison in the pilots coffee, etc. Some start, takes a turn and becomes nojudicious cutting may pep the pic- ticeably better toward the end. A
ture up quite a bit, but though the more logical wind-up could have
been found which existed at that
idea is new.
"The Big Hop'' seemed terribly point. Altogether, "Excess Baggage"
out-of-date and flat.
Maybe it was is only fair entertainment. Ralph
the subtitles
^some of them are Spence's titles are a treat.

—

priceless!

"DANGER STREET"
FRO

"SHOW FOLKS"
Pathe
Directed by

Featuring
Lina Basquette.

Directed by
Ralph Ince
Paul Stein Featuring
Warner Baxter,
Martha Sleeper
Eddie Quillan,

_

Impossible tripe of the glorified
interesting and timely picture, gangster type story which all prowith a strong ending. Picture weak ducers are breaking their necks to
in beginning as director lacks come- hand out today ^If your audiences
dy values Acting of high type in aren't tired of crook stories you can
imitations
of
show-folk
titling take a chance on this one
Direction, and acting ordinary, although
could be improved.
A tale of a boy and girl who deter- picture has suspense and a few
mine to succeed on the stage and laughs. This is a Le Baron Prowho stand by each other winning or duction if that means anything!
Wealthy chap, jilted on his wedlosing. They try to rise above their
lowly start on the boards; the boy jding day, is heart-broken and don't
wanting the world to think that he icare if he dies happens into the
underworld district, where he figures
is the entire show and the girl, who
has great wisdom and love for the he has a good chance to be killed
takes possession of a haberdashery
boy lets him think so.
The direction is splendid and frequented by two gangs who are
proves that Stein can handle the [ready to kill for exclusive apparel
'He meets girl working in cafe;
best of dramatic stories. Lina Basquette covers herself with glory in they marry and then part through
this one.
Others in the cast besides mis-understanding and the girl is
Quillan, who deserve mention are shot by gang leader who makes at-

An

—

—

—

—

I

—

—
—

Bessie Barriscale.
Carol Lombardi and others.

please most fans.

jiim.

cal

Film could lose one

contains ;some

of

BlUXT)*'

to get to Hollywood
a street cleaner.

determined
does

Vitaphoiie-Sketcli

—as

and

Humorous

andl novel skatch feaGladys
Brockwell,
James
Bradbury and Neely Edwards.
Skit opens with Bradbury, smallrown clerk bitten by the Hollywood
movie-bug, after winning popularity
contest he boasts and struts and
nothing is too good for him while
getting shaved, he dreams he is in
Hollywood. There Gladys Brockwell
welcomes him as her new leading
man, but in such a hot way that he
is overcome.
As he wakes from the dream, the
Barber tells him the bubble has burst
and the Barber has won the contest
turing

—

instead.

Our hero, nevertheless

is

without her, besides being
very much in the background and
unable to work, but som',>how or
other, the story doesn't ring true.
Haines, as the adoring husband,
does very fine work; in fact the en-

in a little
and finish,

and stand
Barring few
lome remarkable "shots." Berry is
jreat in a part built to order for slight Idiosyncrasies, picture should Bob Armstrong,
lirected

Jame.s Cruze
Jack iWcGowan
William Haines,
Josephine Dunn, Ricardo Cortez.
Another, and slightly different picture of back-stage life; this time
that
of
a small-time vaudeville
juggler, very much in love with a
dance)-, who after marrying him becomes a famous movie star. Its all
very pathetic, since he claims he is
..._

SHAW & LEE

—

Vitaphone Xut Act
These two eccentric vocalists, who
have a strong vogue in vaudeville
at the present time are sure-fire
stuff and good for many laughs.
They open singing together; their
songs consisting of nutty rhymes
and senseless witticims which are
so foolish they make you laugh.

The material
Toward the end

is
old but good.
the boys throw nut
questions at each other and get nut
answers.
They perform in the
simple boob style and hardly crack
a smile, which is O.K.

tempt on hero's

life

—they

are

re-

united.

"EARL BURTNETT"
Vifaplione-Orchestra
The Earl Burtnett orchestra perform an attractive instrumental series of numbers, which will go over
outside the big cities where the
songs played haven't grown out of
popularity.
The act is well-dressed and handled in a real showman way.
Attention in this, as in similar Vitaphone band records, is focussed in
some of the numbers' individual
playing.
This one no better or worse than
the usual type of talking-program
filler-in, to relieve the serious spots
in a feature program. "The Song Is
Ended" is the chief number featured.

Exhibitors
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29, 1928

Howard Hughes Hollywood's "Santa Claus"
Industry's

Most Lavish Spender Through!'
Dresser Sails Nov. 15

Spent $4,000,000 on 4 Productions
Returns to Date Only $1,000,000
lly JOE Bl.AIK
subject.
Hollywood CorrcNiiondent
Two for Paraiiiouut
Howard Hughes, known around
While in the midst of his direction
Hollywood as the boy producer, the jf "Angels" Hughes was talked into
millionaire kid, "Santa Claus" and a contract to do two pictures with
head of Caddo Productions has de- fommie Meighan for Paramount reHe is leav- lease. Both have been finished. "The
cided to quit pictures.
ing Hollywood within a few days Racket"' made by Milestone was refor Berlin to undergo an operation leased and has been doing excepon his ear.
tional business, but for the same
Hughes as head of Caddo Produc- reasons experienced on "Two Arabtions and producer of "Two Arabian ian Knights" it is not thought he
Knights", "The Racket" "Hell's An- will not get his negative cost out
gels" and "The Mating Call" has had !)f it. James Cruze was engaged to
a wild career around Hollywood stu- -lo the second Meighan "The Mating
dios due to his desire to spend mon- Call". This is yet to be released.
ey with a hand that has never before
Contracts
been equalled in the annals of picHughes has several people under
It is said his weekly
ture making.
3ontract to him, the most important
income averages around $25,000 as jeing Lewis Milestone, now doing a
a result of royalties on a patented ,)icture for Paramount and finishing
drill in use by most everyone drillhat will do two for United Artists.
ing oil wells, but Howard soon found It is said Milestone is trying to buy
that even with an income of this .lis contract. Others' tied to Hughes
size, it is hard to make ends meet
ire
Louis Wolheim and Lucian
in the production of motion pictures.
iPrival.
First Picture
Hollywood in losing Hughes loses
The first picture made by Caddo .he best spender motion pictures has
was "Two Arabian Knights". This 3ver had. His investment to date
was an outstanding picture and did lias run well over $4,000,000 with
a good gross business, but due tc .ess than $1,500,000 returned to date.
the fact of the excessive cost and
Heirs' Angels" might pull a lot ol
the peculiar arrangement of release
t back, for those in the know say
.1
they can ever get it cut, it will
it is said that Hughes has yet to gel
his cost out of this production. Lewis je a wow of a picture.
William
with
directed
Milestone
Boyd and Louis Wolheim in the

Doris Hill with

leads.

Tlie

Hiif

Kflort

His next effort was the production
of "Hell's Angels" an air epic of the
Luther Reed was asrecent war.
signed the direction and after finishing the interiors threw up the sponge
with the word that Hughes' knew
more about making pictures than he
Consequently the boy producer
did.
took up the direction himself. Reed
started shooting interiors last October and finished around the first
week in December. It was thought
that the exteriors would require not
more than three weeks. The picture
A flock of Geris yet to l)e finished.
man bombers, airplanes and other
paraphenalia were imported from the
other side, immense flying fields
built, money spent with the same

P F-L

Doris Hill, the young actress who
played the feminine lead in Syd
Chaplin's "The Better Ole" in her
irst venture before the camera, and
then was signed to a contract by

STUDIO GOSSIP 1

I.

Add to the cast of the the Texas she did in "Mother Knows Best,'
Guinau Warner picture "Queen of will leave for Italy with Directo:
the Night Club" the names of Rich- John Blystone on November 15th U
ard Barthelmess and Wilson Miz- make scenes for a new picture.
However

this is off the record.
Bill appeared in
a scene in the night club scene for
"Tex" as guests and only for a
ner.

Both Richard and

laugh.

Speaking of Warners and the Guinfilm brings to mind something

new

entirely

in

hand that had made "Two
Wallace Smith, artist, writer and
Hughes look as soldier of fortune, has sold to p-ox
many as 100 takes of a simple scene. an original story for talking picHe spent days and days on one little tures, "Little Ledna".
The story
insert. The cost to date is well over originally appeared in his book of
$2,000,000.
There is said to be over short stories of vaudeville life ena million feet of negative on this titled "Are You Decent'.
lavish

Arabian Knights".

Manckiewicz Dialogues
Herman Manckiewicz has been

Bjraii
that Lila

pictures.

Foy the director claims
Lee has "Sex Appeal" in her voice.
Burns

Ediauiid

to the cast of the

has

been

added

Henry King pro

.ng".

It stars

Pathe

by Pathe. His first work wil
on "Listen Baby" from an orig
Eddi<
nal story by Elsie Janis.
and Lina Basquette wil
"Juillan
•ity

ilay in

it.

Bebe's Next

"The Awaken

Bebe Daniels is all set and read;
or work in her next Paramoun
noduction "The Big Scoop". It
n original by Grover Jones anc
loyd Corrigan and Is a newspape

Vilma Banky.

i;

a wise one from Al Boas
Ijerg.
"I cross my heart and hope
to dialogue."

This

at
William Counselman,

Lei

le

Captain H. Caldwell and Kathar
ne Hilliker, his wife, have complet
ed the editing and titling of the
picture

Counselman

Rowland

until recent
'y supervisor of production at Fox
las been signed in the same capa

Othei
duction "She Goes to War''.
members already signed are Elea
nor Boardniau, Cliff Holland, Gert
rude Astor and Al St. John.

Sam Goldwyn

as

signed to write the dialogue for thi
talking sequences of George Ban
•roft's new Paramount picture, "Th<
vVolf of Wall Street."
will direct.

an

is

,tory.

3Iarie Wells, Los Angeles stage
favorite, has been added to the cas,
of

"The Desert Song".
llussel

from the

Simpson recently returnee

Mormon country arounc

Lake where he worked in
says
picture "The Exodus"
Salt

Marian Orth Renews
has
Winfield
Sheehan
Vlarion Orth. scenarist, to

the

thai

•'although the Mormons of today may
be one-wife men, they .still live ii.
two family houses.

Josephine Dunn, who has the femParamount, has made good and yes- inine lead opposite William Hainet
terday B. P. Schulberg, head of that in "Excess Baggage,"' now playing
organization's
Hollywood produc- at the Capitol, and has just com
tion, announced that she has affixed pleted the chief feminine role opher name to a new contract.
posite Haines in "A Man's Man,'
will have a somewhat lighter par.
in her next Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei
Vidor Touring
picture,
"All at Sea," co-starring
King Vidor, M-G-M director, looking around for available negro tal- comedy vehicle for Karl Dane anc
ent for his forthcoming all-negro George K. Arthur which Alf GouldMiss Dunn wat
picture "Hallelujah" is on his way ing will direct.
formerly a New York show girl.
to New York.

Fox Buys Smith Story

Louise Dresser, who has just beei
signed to a long term contract ai
a reward for the excellent woi;l

Gertrude Astor and Kathryu McGuire have lieen chosen for important roles by John McCormick for
Colleen Moore's next First National
picture, "Synthetic Sin."
The new
picture is a screen adaptation of the
successful stage play by Frederic
and Fanny Hatton, and will be directed by William A. Seiter.

signefl

anothel
ong term contract. Miss Orth ha
completed the scenario foi
ust
'Street Fair," Janet Gaynor's lates*
^ox picture, which is now in pro
luctiem at the company's West Coas
5tudio.

Pathe's

Negro Story

going to do an all-negn
story as a full length talking pic
It will be the Theatre Guili
nre.
The screen treat
)lay
"Porgy".
lent of the play is being done b;
benjamin Glazier who will super
ise
the production also.
A dl
ector has not been assigned bu
3fforts are being exerted to borrow
riarry D'Arrasl from Paramount.

Pathe

is

M-G

M Signs Hyams

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have

signei

Hyams to a
Miss Hyams

long term co
tract.
has been und
contract to Warner's for the pasj
two years and during this time shi
Leila

appeareel in more pictures outsid
the Warner lot than she did on i
Warner's did a thriving business]

farming

this

blonde beauty out.
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Twenty-Six One-Reelers, All With Sound,

Are Announced For Release Immediately
Twenty-six one-reel acts, with sound
will
be released immediately by
These subjects will be the
M-G-M.
Total re[first of a series of groups.
1928-29 season may
[ileases for the
comprise two, three or four similar
groups, the number not yet having
been definitely determined.
They will comprise monologue, dia'

logue, solos, duets, quartettes, instrumental numbers, orchestral selections,

novelty sound
tions of one or

eflfects

and combina-

more of these.
marketed under a
descriptive group name, which will bo
They are to be
announced shortly.

They

off'ered

will

be

by individual groups

—that

is,

a unit.

is

Method

of Reproduction

An important
fias

part of the production work
been completed.
The subjects thus far

made have been recorded on film (Movietone
Tiethod), but we are not necessarily permanently committed to this system.
Vaudeville headliners, operatic stars, noted

famous dancers, successful orchestras
names of individuals and organizations
are
Svhich mean something at the box office
issured.
Long lists of these already have
peen published in The Distributor, but a summusicians,

—

—

nary may not be amiss.
There's Frances Williams of George White'--,
Scandals.
Robert Chisholm, star of Arthur
Hammerstein's opera, "Golden Dawn." John

All Exchanges Will Have
Movietone Prints At Once
Just

as The Distributor is going to
press, word is received that shipment of
Sprints of certain one reel Movietone subri jects (acts) will be started within the next
few days.
It is probable that some exchanges will have their first prints within
,a
week.
First shipments, we are unoffi'icially advised, will be made to offices which
serve Loew theatres.
I

1

I

Charles Thomas, tenor.
lian tenor.

Allan Prior, AustraElla Shields, English singing com-

edienne.
George Dewey Washington, "the
golden voice of the South." Joseph Regan,
American Irish tenor.
Kramer and Boyle,

comedy team.

The famous two-a-day Harry
and Mrs. Norman Phillips and
Norman Jr., of last year's "Scandals." Eva
Le Gallienne.
Van and Schenck.
Mary
Eaton. Oscar Shaw. Louise Groody.
Miller
and Lyie.
Jules Bledsoe.
Mabel Wayne.
Marion Harris.
Walt Roesner's Orchestra.
The Ponce Sisters. The Locust Sisters. Lopez
And enough more under contract
Orchestra.
to insure as snappy a pi-ogram as the most
exacting could demand.
Moreover, additions
Rose.

Mr.

being made to the contract list almost
The total number may reach 100 or
more.
Playing System Unique
The playing system for one-reel acts is
different from that applying to other product.
Theatres will use an average, probably, of
Booked on this basis, a
three acts a week.
series of twenty-six would last about two
That is why we probably will anmonths.
nounce additional groups in the very near
are

daily.

future.

We will accumulate a library of this class
of product.
As it has no age factors, the
first releases will usually be as desirable as
later releases for houses just installing sound
equipment.
Hence, service for a newly
equipped house can start with the first series
of acts and carry straight through.
Complete details as to releasing plans, rentand exchange handling will be provided
by letter within a short time.
als

In addition to these one-reel acts, M-G-M
has orchestrated three other short features.
These are not, however, dialogue or vocalized
pictures.
They have been produced by the
disc

method.

Roach comedies. They
include a Charlie Chase subject, Imagine My
Embarrassment, and two Our Gang releases.
The or Gray Hoss and School Days.
All three are Hal

Synchronization of Features
Plans with respect to feature synchronization are probably well understood.
The
policy, in general, is to use sound only where
it
will enhance the value of already good
productions.
The pictures thus far made
available with sound have been of the orches-

trated type and all have been produced by
the disc method.
Of the vocalized type, we have announced
The Bellamy Trial for release with talking
sequences.
The William Haines' production.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, is also being provided
with dialogue.
The Trial of Mary Dugan
probably will be entirely vocalized.
With respect to all production, it should be
constantly borne in mind, that our aim, first,
is to make exceptional silent pictures and to
provide quality synchronization, where this
will enhance values, as an added or plus service.
Our business, above everything else,
is making good pictures.
And our top performance of the past is our minimum standard for the future.
The vogue for sound productions has
momentarily directed attention away from
true values.
As always is the case when
"styles" change, a great deal of imitation
quality and cheap veneer has been rushed onto
the market.
And some of it, having the
advantage of being the best that's available,
has proven disproportionately profitable.
It's A Matter of Values
Such a condition, however, can be only temporary.
And that which we must avoid is

allowing these really inferior values to set the
rental standards for product such as ours,
into which lasting merit has been builded.
Because imitations were temporarily profitable
to merchandise is no reason why real gems
should be sold below their value.
And don't forget that even now, as this is
being read, the tide is turning.
Exhibitoi's
already are crying for quality in sound production.
And that is what the lion trademark
guarantees.
But not for nothing.

MR. FEIST VISITING
Mr. Feist

EXCHANGES

New York a little over a
flying trip through the MidHe is visiting the Chicago,
Kansas City, Minneapolis and
left

week ago on a
West territory.
St.

Louis,

Milwaukee offices. It is expected that he
will be back in New York around the latter part of next week.
Mr. Feist has been contemplating a trip
through the territory for some time. This
is the first opportunity he has had to break
away from his duties at his New York desk.

—

The Distributor
WIER ENTHUSES OVER
COAST SOUND PROGRESS
Sound Studios

In

and

East

Best In Business,
PRAISES

FIRST

M-G-M

OF

West

Will

It

Must Have Been the
Progeny of An Exhibitor

Two Towns

"Every important circuit in this district,
except one, has been closed one hundred per

SYNCHRONIZATIONS

cent.

"There are only

more

"We

the best yet made."
is

located

at the Cosmopolitan Studio where he is supervising its transformation into M-G-M's New
York sound studio.

year."

is

The Distributor doesn't know what district
going to lead in this season's campaign for

business.

But
The foregoing, quoted from a confidentia
letter, indicates that whoever beats the boys
in

Harris P. Wolfberg's district will have
Closethatgap

ALL SOUTHERN DIVISION
CIRCUITS BUT ONE CLOSED
Teacher (giving moral lesson to
what qualities should you ask
you as you grow up?
Truth,
honesty and what else?
Smart Kid: Sales Resistance.
School

Every Important

class)
And
God to give

Now

:

Closethatgap

THREE BEST PERFORMANCES
IN THE SOUTH LAST WEEK
Chalk

Them Up For

Butler, Mclntyre

And

L. B. Butler and Sam Maclntyre of Atlanta,
The splendid performances of the Charlotte
and E. F. Stein of Memphis were the boys who
force reported by "The Distributor"
week after week ever since the start of the turned in the best performances during the
present selling season, has served as a baro- past week for the Southern Division.
Butler covered eleven situations and sold
meter for the manner in which this office as a
whole has been closing its possibilities this nine of them for a splendid week's business.
year.
Stein did a one hundred percent job.
He
When at the beginning of the season, Man- solicited seven and sold them all. He placed
ager Ira Furman promised District Managei- the News in the majority of these situations.
Dembow and Sales Manager Rodgers that the
Maclntyre's work during the week consisted
Charlotte office would turn in 125 contracts of covering a number of tough little tank
by the first of September, it was expected towns.
And yet he managed to turn in conthat Mr. Furman's hopes would pi'ove just a tracts totalling five hundred and twenty issues

sales

For, 125 contiacts by that
time, would constitute a fair record for an
exchange a good deal bigger; and it was
naturally thought that for Charlotte it would
prove too much.

But what was looked upon as improbable,
Contract records
has been accomplished
here in New York show that by September
1st the Chai-lotte office had already chalked
up to its credit 125 accepted propositions!

of the News.

That's
Division

Southern
on the top.
A rousing cheer for Ellbee, Effie and Mac.
(Classy monickers aren't they
for guys
the

is

kind

of

selling

banking on to put

the

it

—

with red blood in their veins).

!

As expressed by District Manager Dembow,
"earnest application coupled with hard work"
Both Mr.
enabled them to hit the bull's eye.
Dembow and Mr. Rodgers are now looking
lorward to a clean-up of all possibilities in
And Ira
this office by the first of January.
Furman and his boys are out to do it!

A

rising salute men, to Ira Furman
his sturdy band of battling gap-closers!

and

CInsethatffap

FIVE

MORE FOR CUNNINGHAM

The record of John Cunningham, Atlanta'^
"hard rock", for the week ending the 8th was
^

out of 6.
Nice work John!

Keep plugging

the gaps!

It
won't be long now
The Salesmen's
Standings are just about due.
You
Are you looking forward to them?
are if you're satisfied with your record.

is

Under Contract

I

they must have had a premonition that something on the order of the above
was going to be printed. Because no sooner
did we have it off and in than along came a
copy of the September 8th number of the
"Weekly Sales Bulletin from Charles E^
Kessnich."
And here is how the opening paragraph
read."

tor

WHOOPEE:
ALL

ONE HUNDRED PERCENT FOR STEIN-NINE FOR BUTLER

Town Throughout South

Down South

E. F. (Effie) Stein

bit too optimistic.

to

step high and lively.

Closethatgap

Charlotte Gap-Closers Go
Over 125 Mark In Contracts

towns of 5,000 or
are not closed.

are practically one hundred per centi
selling of the same period last

tirety.

Mr. Wier, who has just returned from a
stay at the Coast where he conferred with
the production officials was very enthusiastic
over those synchronizations which M-G-M has
He praised highly the
already completed.
scores on Excess Baggage and While the City
"Our Dancing Daughters", he said,
Sleeps.
"will be the best sound synchronized picture
It is not merely my own, but
yet produced.
the general opinion on both coasts, that the
"Our Dancing Daughters" synchronization is

t^vo

in this district that

ahead of our

old Cosmopolitan Studio here
with the view in mind of making
Both studios are
it
the best in the East.
being set up so as to be able to handle every
Each
phase of motion picture production.
will be in a position to do everything from
the shooting of an individual scene to the
making of a synchronized picture in its en-

York, Mr. Wier

5,000 Population Are

I

New York

New

of

Unsold In Wolfberg Division

structing the

in

1928

FAR AHEAD OF LAST YEAR

He Says

—

While

14,

CIRCUITS CLOSED, SELUNG

Only

Be

"With the finishing touches being put on
our sound studios at the Coast and with work
well under way at the New York studio,
M-G-M is in a more favorable position than
any other company in the business for the
production of sound and talking pictures."
That's the way Mr. Harry B. Wier, M-G-M's
Chief Sound Engineer put it to us when upon
his return from the coast recently we asked
him for the lowdown.
"Our Hollywood sound recording equipment
and we are reconis the best on the Coast
in

September

the circuits in the Southern Division^

with but one exception, ARE CLOSED. They
are in the bag.
The Gap IS Closed. Not a
town of any importance in the entire Southern Division remains unsold.
A couple of

Mi

WHOOPEES!!!

I

These Whoopee Boys are stepping high
handsome.

an(|

The Colonel's
body

outfit is out to beat every'
not alone the bunch in Harris P. Wolf-

berg's division.

That pace at which they're stepping
lively one.
if

is

—

Naturally it won't surprise us in the leas
they do rule the roost when the final reckon'

ing's in.
Closethatsap

Benedic Covers Nine Towns
Produces Seven Contracts

|l§ti

p

Nine must have been a popular number witli
the boys during the week ending September
8th.
Jules Benedic of Dallas covered th^
same number of situations and succeeded ir
doing something in every one of them. Ill
one town his results were limited to just ond
In still another, the best hd
feature picture.
could do was to place twenty-two of our 1927|
28 features and twenty of the old comediesl|
But in all of the other seven towns he closeq
Hi
for practically all of our new product.

iirf

Which reminds us that Jules was due td
break into these pages again just around thi^
time anyway!

m

Si-f'Iciiihcr

14,
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Gelbin Delves In! Comes
BOSTON BOYS COMBINE FOR
FOURTEEN FROM FOURTEEN
Out With Six Out of Six
GREAT WEEK'S BUSINESS
YEP -CHEEK! HOW HE SELLS
Smith

Cohen,

and

Donaldson

Lead

All

Around Splendid Performance

Introducing Mr. Edward Gelbin of Albany,
formerly of Washington.
Of course it isn't necessary, but we've got
to find some different way of telling you that
he turned in a 100% record during the week
ending September 1st. We don't mean that
he sold right across the board in every one
of the six situations he went into, but we do
mean that he did sell every single one of
them the greater part of our 1928-29 product.
We wonder if Eddie was susceptible to
our suggestion that he might try to sell our
pal, Al Smith, up there, an idea!
Closethatgap

NEW, ALL NEW!
T.

Donaldson

J.

R.

FOUR OF THEM THIS TIME

Smith

The Boston boys had a great week during
week ending September 1st. We should
have told you all about this last week, but
for some reason or another the reports were
slow in coming through to us.
Mannie Cohen set the pace for the pieeaters that week by turning in a perfect record.
He drove into nine towns and came out
with a contract from every single one of
them. In two of these situations he succeeded
Mannie
in placing both issues of the News.
has been coming across with weekly records
the

of this kind regularly since the start of the
season, and if he's not listed right up toward
the top when the standings are given out,
we're going to be very much surprised.

That same week

J.

R. Smith sold six situa-

tions out of nine.

_

Donaldson was not far behind these two
boys with a record of three out of six.
All of the other Boston salesmen came
through with at least one contract apiece that
week.
So all in all it made for a great week'a
business.

Yes, sir, Maurice Wolf's bunch up there is
•going to deserve plenty of watching from
now on until the end of the season.
..

Closethatgap

One Hundred
Percent Two Weeks In Row

Stein Sells

Every once in a while E. F. Stein of Memphis breaks through with some sort of an
unusual record.
This time it's one of the
best yet.
We've seen men come through

100% records consistently, but it is
larely ever that we hear of a man who can
Stein did, for
do it for two weeks in a row!
the weeks ending the 1st and the 8th of
September! The first week it was seven out
of seven, the second week it was seven out
To anyone who is at all
of seven again!
familiar with the "tank-town" territory that
"Effie" covers, that record is all the more
tignificant.
Atta kid!

with

TWENTY-

The

Come The

They

Harder

M-G-M Gap

Closers Like

Better

The

Them

Has Sold Twenty
In

Situations Out of

Twenty

Two Weeks

There's evidently no stopping this fellow

Cheek of Charlotte!
It may seem as if he is being singled out
for some sort of mention every week, but we
don't have to do anything other than refer
to his record for every week that we had
something to say about him, to make obvious
the why and wherefore of it all.
For example, the last report of his which
we received was the one dated September 1,
1928.
The report listed fourteen towns and
showed that Clyde had sold every single one
of them!
In twelve of the towns he placed
all of our new features and the greater part
of our new shorts.
In five of these twelve
he secured News reel representation.
In the
thirteenth town, where pictures are shown
only in the high school, he succeeded in placing twenty-eight of our new features, twentysix of the comedies, and twenty-six issues of
the News.
In the fourteenth town he placed
a number of our 1927-28 pictures.
Practically every one of these propositions
was in some way an improvement over the
proposition secured last year.
One was a
ia-and new account.
Two of the sales were
made on Saturday of the week, and another

two on Sunday.

Twenty-four

And new

—

Need anythmg else be said about that kind
of a record?
Keep it up, Clyde old boy!
expect no
let down until you're sold right up to the hilt.

We

week.
new.

last

all

With plenty new salesmen's names
Here y'are.

too.

Saylor Park, Ohio.
Bugie, Cincinnati.
Richland Springs, Texas.
Benedic, Dallas.
Creede, Colorado.
Gorrel, Denver.
Hommel, Denver. Santa Rita and Hurley,
New Mexico.
Bevier and La
Bradfield, Kansas City.

Closethatgap

Harry Shumow Dusts 'Em
Off Out Milwaukee Way
Well, if it isn't our old
friend Harry Shumow letting us know that he is still
kicking up a lot of dust out

Plata, Missouri.

Rubenfeld, Los Angeles,
Los Angeles, California.

Roman, New York.

Rosebud Theatre,

Wisconsin way!

Majestic and Crescent

It

a

Theatres, Carteret, N. J.
Cambridge, Nebraska.
Booth, Omaha.

San

Francisco.

Watsonville.

Oak Harbor, Washington.
Vashon Islands, Wash-

Seattle.

Lego, Washington.
Buffalo.

Endicott,

Denver.
ver, Colorado.
Office,

—

New

York.

Granada Theatre.

Den-

Kansas City. South Troost Theatre,
City, Mo.; St. Joe, Mo.

New

York.

Closethatgap

FOUR MORE FOR HERMIE COHEN

Office,

Office,

it's

week five on our new proand one on pai't of our old. Oh, yes,
it was the week ending September 1st.
Doesn't surprise us in the least.
Harry is
merely being himself when he does that kind
of work!

Meadowview and Taze-

well, Virginia.

Kansas

—

duct,

Higgins, Seattle.

Office,

anything

that we spotted a
recent report of his which
showed that he had sold six
out of seven towns in the

California.

Sullivan,
ington.

that he wrote us
oi-

merely

Cotesfield, Nebraska.
Petty, Omaha.
Viiden, Illinois.
Harris, St. Louis.
O'Fallon, Illinois.
Lux, St. Louis.

O'Connor,

isn't

letter

Corona, Long Island.

Out

Cincinnati the boy who took honors
week ending September 1st was Hermie Cohen.
4 out of 6 is what he did.
Which we've always sized up as a pretty fair
in

for the

record.

Who

is

due for Cinci next week?

\
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We've seen the youngsters in many of their happy moments. But with District
Manager Jack Flynn, in his Detroit den, they're very obviously as happy as they ever
And we know that Jack didn't have to bribe them with candy either.
were.
As Farina expressed it they just couldn't help lovin' dat man that's all.

—

—

—

GREATEST OF COMEDIENNES
Leo Westward Bound His LEO ON WAY TO CLEVELAND
IS UP TO MARK IN LATEST
Next Month's Itinerary
FOR "SHADOWS" OPENING
'Em For a

Knocks

Goal

In

"Cardboard

Sept. 13- -Youngstown,

Lover" Her Newest Laugh-Fest

Chagrin
15- -16

SECOND WEEK OF CAPACITY BUSINESS AT CAPITOL

Her

latest performance in Her Cardboard
in its second week at the Capitol

now

1 heatre,

New

York, has inspired

many new

praises.

The newspapers had some extremely
ant things to say about

As

pleas-

it.

witness.

American:

"Miss Davies has won for her-

self the enviable title of 'Queen of Comediennes'.
The star's latest picture is perhaps
the gayest in which she has yet appeared. It
is fast and furious fun from the opening scene
to the final fade-out."

Telegram:
"Easily, Marion Davies in The
Cardboard Lover I'roni Iho stage play, giveS
the most finished performance of any of the
players appearing the current film openings."
Mirror:
"Marion Davies in 'The Cardboard
Lover', shows the girls how to get their men.
A great laugh movie."
Sun:
"Loud laughs in 'The Cardboard
Lover."
Times:
"Its interest is unfailing.
Miss
Davies' impei-sonation of Miss Goudal is so
remarkable that one can hardly be certain
she is not Miss Goudal."
Journal:
"If you're around Broadway and
Fiftieth Street and hear shrieks of laughter,
you'll know that it's the audience in the Capitol Theatre which is packing 'em in this week
due to Marion Davies' latest comedy. Marion,
the greatest comedienne on the screen, is her
funniest in this one."
iff

^

it;

Superlatives have never come easy to N. Y.
critics. But they've rarely been bashful about
using them for M-G-M.
There's a reason.

Oct.

Warren,

O.;

Will Arrive

Falls, O.

— 17 — 18— Cleveland,

Ohio.

Cuyahoga

Falls,

19- -Bedford,

With each succeeding picture, Marion
Davies adds to her laurels as the screen's
leading comedienne.
Lover,

Ohio.

14- -Girard, O.; Niles, O.;

O.;

Saturday and Slay For Three

Or Four Days
O.;

ITINERARY FOR NEXT FEW WEEKS ANNOUNCED
Akron, O.
20- -Kenmore, O.; Barberton, O.; WadsWith the postponement of the opening 01
worth, O.; Massillon, O.; Canton, White Shadows at the Stillman Theatre,
O.;
Sebring,
Alliance,
O.;
O.;
Cleveland, until Sunday, Leo's itinerary has
Salem, O.; Leetonia, O.; Columbi- been changed so as to have him arrive there
ana.; East Palestine, O.
some time Saturday rather than early this
-Bellaire, O.; Bridgeport, Martins week as originally planned.
Brilliant,
Yorkville,
Ferry,
O.;
His visit there is expected to prove one of

Mingo Junction.

the highlights of his tour thus far.

2- -Steubenville,
O.;
Toronto,
O.;
Wellsville, O.; East Liverpool, O.

3- -Lisbon, O.; Waynesburg, O.; Dover,
O.; New Philadelphia, O.; Ulrichs-

Dennison, O.; Newcomerstown, O.; Cambridge, O.
-Zanesville, O.; Coshocton, O.
-Mt. Vernon, O.; Loudenville, O.;
Wooster, O.; Ashland, O.; Mansfield, O.
-Galion, O.; Mt. Gilead, O.; Marion,
O.; Kenton, O.; Lima, O.
-Delphos, O.; Van Wert, O.; Paulding, O.; Defiance, O.; Findlay, O.
-Fostoria, O.; Tiffin, O.; Bucyrus, O.
Crestline, O.; Shelby, O.
-Plymouth, O.; Willard, O.; Monroeville, O.; Bellevue, O.; Norwalk, O.;
ville, O.;

45-

6-

89-

10-

Oberlin, O.; Elyria, O.
11- -12
13
Cleveland, Ohio.
14- -Conneaut,
O.;
Ashtabula,

— —

O.;

Geneva, O.; Painesville, O.; Willoughby, O.
15- -Lorain, O.; Vermillion, O.; Huron,
O.; Sandusky, O.; Clyde, O.; Fre
mont, O.
16- -Toledo, Ohio.
17- -Bowling Green, O.; Napoleon, O.;
Bryan, O.; Montpelier, O.; Wauseon, O.; Delta, O.; Swanton, O.

The tremendous enthusiasm shown over
Leo's visits thus far necessitated a longer stay
in the East than was originally contemplated.
It begins to look now as if it will be necessary
to prolong his visits throughout all sections
If this becomes necessary
of the country.
outside of the United States, it will undoubtedly mean that his world tour will extend
much over the scheduled period of five years.

We Mourn

Our Loss

Dallas Film Row is steeped in mournT. A. Harris of the M-G-M exchange, one of the best-liked of the
younger men in the Dallas film center,
has passed away.
ing.

Tommy, who was formerly

in

charge

of our Poster Department, and recently
promoted to the position of shipping
clerk, ^vas regarded as one of the most
promising of the younger fellows in the

Exchange.
He will be missed not alone
by his associates in Metro-GoldwynMayer, but by all those in Dallas who

knew him.
"The Distributor" extends
condolences.
May he rest in peace.

felt

its

heart-

The Distributor
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ONCEJORE!

"ODDS AND ENDS" FIRST NUMBER
ENTHUSIASTICALLY RECEIVED

What's Your Guess? Not
Such A Tough One Is It?

!We Find Another M-G-M Veteran

Whom We

New

HENRY KAHN WASN'T HIDDEN, EITHER

DIETZ,

Another veteran of M-G-M has us backed
corner, with our hands clasped in a
plea for mercy.
We told you last week about
This time, our apology is
S. Eckman, Junr.
His letter, bearing the
to Henry W. Kahn.
Berlin postmark, and dated August 25th,

publicity boys have done it again.
are few weeks that go by in
this business, when there isn't something done
or created by our publicity organization which
sets the whole industry to talking.
The latest is the little bulletin called Odds
And Ends which is being published under the
editorship of Howard Dietz himself, with Pete
Smith as the West Coast correspondent. The
first number, published about a week ago,
made a distinct impression. The day after
it reached the hands of Wilkerson, editor of
"The Daily Review", he made it the first subject of his editorial column, and he called it
one of the best things ever done by the publicity organization of any company in the
business.
Most of you have already seen it and read
it, and for that reason we are not attempting
to tell you here just what was contained in
the first number.
You know. And you've no

cation,

—

just as though

we were

at

home.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Company

consider it a privilege
a page which spells
History of the motion picture business of
America, and my pride was somewhat hurt
to have been omitted, particularly since it is
over 13 years ago that I started with Metro,
to be exact, on March 31, 1915.
May I ask
\ ou
to rectify this omittance?
I hate to be
years.

appear on

to

I

this page,

No, ladies and gentlemen, this

i'orgotten.

Regards

to

you

all.

HENRY

W.

KAHN

We tremble as we recall that, besides London and Berlin, there are M-G-M offices also
in Algiers,
Algeria; Buenos Aires, Bahia
Blanca, Rosario, Sante Fe and Tucuman,
Argentina; in Sydney, Adelaide, Melbourne,
Brisbane and Perth, Australia; in Vienna and
Innsbruck, Austria; Brussels, Belgium; in
Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Belli Horizonte,
Juiz de Feora, Campos, Bahia, Recife (Pernambuco), Porto Alegre and Riberiao Preto,

not Leo.

Brazil; in Sofia, Bulgaria; Santiago, Valparaiso and Concepcion, Chile; Havana, Cuba;

Prague and Bruenn, Czecho-Slovakia; Copen-

breaths.

Closethatgap

Home

Office Boys and
Girls Break Into Movie?

When atmospheric shots of Broadway were
taken for Nize Baby last week all M-G-M's
home

!

is

Which explanation will probably relieve Leo
more than a little bit.
At that it's not going to be so hard for
.\ou to figure out who the animal is intended
to be.
Because when we conjure for you the
picture of an individual pawing over and
wreaking havoc upon reports and statements
pertaining to matters of money you'll undoubtedly think of no one else but Charlie
Quick.
Many of you, who look forward to receiving checks from the home office at regular
intervals, have on any number of occasions
thought of Mr. Quick, and simultaneously
sworn softly (if that's possible) under your

hagen, Denmark; Alexandria, Egypt; in Reval,
Esthonia; in Helsingfors, Finland; in Paris,
Marseilles,
Bordeaux, Nancy,
Strasbourg,
Lyons, Nantes, Lille and Toulouse, France;
in Breslau, Duesseldorf, Hamburg, Leipzig,
Frankfurt and Muenchen, Germany; in Liverpool, Leeds, Manchester, Sheffield, Newcastleon-Tyne, Birmingham, Belfast, Dublin, Glasgow and Cardiff, Great Britain; in Athens,
Greece; in Guatemala City, Guatemala; Budapest, Hungary; Amsterdam, Holland; in Rome,
Bologna, Milan, Turin, Florence, Naples and
Genoa, Italy; in Kobe, Japan; Zagreb, Jugoslavia; Riga, Latvia; Kovno, Lithuania; Mexico
City, Mexico; Wellington, New Zealand; Oslo,
Norway; Manila, Philippine Islands; in Leml>erg, Warsaw, Katowice and Posen, Poland;
in San Juan, Porto Rico; Lisbon, Portugal;
Bucharest and Cluj, Roumania; in Barcelona,
Bilbao, Valencia, Madrid and Sevilla, Spain;
in Stockholm, Sweden; Geneva, Switzerland,
and in Constantinople, Turkey.
Gosh!

employees were instructed to line
themselves up alongside the windows throughout the building and let loose.
office

And how they
As

a reward

did

was a pleasure

—they're

in the

to behold.

movies now.

SMITH,

W.

C.

CORRESPONDENT

Our

double page spread and the pic35 men and women who have

note the
tures of the
been with the
lor over ten
I

EDITOR;

There

reads as follows:
Dear Distributor and Its Readers:
I just received the "Distributor", Number
13, of August 10th and, as usual, enjoyed
I daresay, we out here in the
reading same.
foreign field, take great interest in this publi-

I

Organ Regarded As Another

Splendid Accomplishment

into a

1

Publicity

Overlooked

Yeah, and there must have been plenty of
other times when you could think of him in
no better light than that of a no good pen
pusher who thrives on endeavoring to prove
high class exchangemen how actually
to
hammy they are.
Honestly now, haven't you at some time or
another placed him in the same category with
those individuals who are so mean that they
lock themselves up alone in the room with
the radio so that no one else in the family can
listen in?

All of which we aim to at least try
quickly dispel.
Come friends let us look at page six.

to

Closethatgap
ii

Broke All Single Day
Records For Our House"

doubt already commented on its snappy makeup and its interesting material.
Although it is intended essentially as an
M-G-M publicity organ, it is made up so as to
keep that thought in the background.
The
comments at the home oflJice were very enthusiastic, and it is expected that "Odds and
Ends" will prove not alone a distinct aid to
the publicizing of M-G-M product, but also a
service which the exhibitor will learn to look
forward to.
It will be published monthly and mailed
directly to over 10,000 exhibitors all over
the country.
"The Distributor" extends
tions and best wishes.

its

congratula-

Closethatgap

Another Exhibitor Talks
About Our M-G-M Product
Just an excerpt from an exhibitor's letter.
H. H. Hanson of the People's Theatre, Potlatch, Idaho is the exhib.
The letter was
written to Manager Ben Fish of our Seattle
office.
Here's what Mr. Hanson said:

buy your new product
and am sure we
made no mistake.
Your new product
looks wonderful for the coming year."
Of course you're sort of used to expressions
of that kind by now.
Just the same, you
don't get any the less kick out of every new
one that's presented to you, do you?
And there still are some very, very few
who have to be convinced. This and some
"I was happy
from your Mr.

to

Saffle,

of the other testimonials

ought to help you no

we have given

little

you,

bit.

Closethatgap

That's Tennessee Theatre Manager's
Story on "Excess Baggage"
Put this in your scrap book and talk it.
Just a testimonial to the drawing power of
Excess Baggage starring William Haines.
"Every Existing Regular Admission Single
Day House Records At This Theatre Broken

On Opening Day

of William Haines in "Excess

Baggage" Stop Big Parade At Advance Prices
Only Exception Regards."
That's what Manager Bernard Thomas of
Loe'w's Vendome, Nashville, Tennessee, wired
District Manager Kessnich.

Leonard Replaces Wood As
<<i
Little Angel" Director
It

has been definitely decided that Robert

Z. Leonard will direct Norma Shearer in "The
Little Angel", the original screen story deal-

ing with a crook's regeneration.
Sam Wood, originally assigned to this story,
was obliged to relinquish the post and submit
to an appendicitis operation.
Johnny Mack Brown has the masculine lead
in this picture.

—

The Distributor
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Draw?

Pictures
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Run
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Money
It's

Is

All

No Object If
the Same To You

Reports

Independent Surrey Proves Si Seadler's Contention That
M-Q-M Has Eliminated Gambling
Four Walls, Excess Baggage and Her Cardboard Lover were the M-G-M productions
which were most largely represented in first
run, key town theatres during the last week
Reports from correspondents of
ol August.
Motion Picture News, published in its issue
September 8th, show the following results
from these engagements:
oi

FOUR WALLS
New

The Capitol did another good

York:

week.
Los Angeles: Well received at Loew's State

and

looks as

it

if

the John Gilbert starring

vehicle would do a record week.
The Palace chalked
Dallas:

off

a good

week.

crease in patronage.

The Cossacks and The Enemy
Dallas:
turned in good receipts for the week at the
Arcadia.

"No more gambling", says Si Seadler in
C. E. Quick
advertising copy.
What he means is
That's him.
C. E. Quick,
('barley our boy.
shown by the foregoing. But the advertiseIf you ever have any doubts as to the real
ment will bear repetition:
meaning of the word "regular" just think
"Success.
Year after year! No worries. of C. E. and you'll have a perfect interpreOnce an tation of the expression.
Your theatre investment safe.

M-G-M

M-G-M exhibitor, always an M-G-M exhibitor.
Why? Because M-G-M is the consistent hitmaker.
Because M-G-M has the stars, the
Gilberts, Garbos, Chaneys, Shearers, Novarros,
etc.

Tampa:
ness of the

One

of the largest Sunday's busiat the Tampa.

Because

M-G-M

is

the

Pep and Power

of this industry!"

Summer

HER CARDBOARD LOVER
Cleveland:
State.
Salt

—

—

A

Played to big audiences at the

Pantages Theatre had a
very satisfactory week.
Philadelphia: "The State had a good week."

Lake City:

—

—

Ever meet Charley's two little daughters?
Bundles of happiness and the two reasons
why he's the proudest daddy in the world.
And did you ever get mixed up in a baseball discussion with him?
Its men like him
who've made the grand old game our national

—

Chance

to

SMILE

OTHER M-G-M PRODUCTIONS

And that's presented to you as a statement
of fact
not as an obvious compliment.
C. E. gets paid for handling a good deal
of M-G-M's money matters
but the long
green is not even of secondary importance in
the joy that he gets out of life.

pastime.

And oh

yes.

Frank Hensler

is

but one of

that great army of men who thought they
were pretty good at bowling until they met
Charley our boy. Let Frank tell you the story
the next time you meet him.
Well all that ought to give you a pretty
fair conception of the real C. E. Quick.
When you receive your pay envelope or
your check you feel pretty good, don't you?
And that's the way everybody around him
all the time.
feels
One of the finest. And he never wore a
brass button in all his life.

San Francisco:
Loew's Warfield was
Anticipating Trouble
(Excess Baggage).
crowded the entire week.
FREIBERG,
Cleveland office manager,
I
A.
First in the running last week
Seattle:
met
the
Stranger
as he entered the office
came the Seattle Theatre. (Excess Baggage).
New York:
"Standee business is also gate. He proved to be an N. T. exhibitor.
being done by M-G-M's White Shadows at the And what he wanted was "some of that slowAnother big picture done with sound. burning film, so people would have a chance
Astor.
This picture has been in town all of August to get out."
and a third performance on Sundays and
Making Trouble
holidays has been arranged.
Los Angeles:
White Shadows in the South ]y|R. FREIBERG also met another Stranger
Seas at Cirauman's Chinese is enjoying splenat the gate.
He looked as if he had just
did business and is continuing to run with en- been through one of St. Louis' cyclones. But
couraging indications of a productive engage- he wasn't slow about telling his story.
"I
ment.
fill myself with gas," he explained, "and put
Ottawa:
At the Regent (The Mysterious on grease and go into your shipping room
Lady) the box-office was busy all week. among all your papers and light myself before
Matinee showings enjoyed a particular in- your very eyes and put the light out with
Rising
.

—

—

—

Closethatgap

Gwen Lee Begins New Long
Term Contract With M-G-M

these chemicals."

''School Begins" With "Our
Gang" In Person At N. Y.

Something was put

out,

but

it

wasn't the

light.

What Next?
conjunction with the personal appearance of OUR GANG at the Capitol Theatre
during the week beginning September 15, the
OUR GANG Comedy, School Days has been
booked in by the Capitol for that week.
School Days in itself is a howl, but that
plus the personal appearance of the Kids is
going to sorely tax the walls of that theatre.
We'd bet money that the Kids plus one of
their comedies could pack them in the (3apitol
or any other New York theatre for months
in a row.
We're trying to figure out now
just how they are going to tear the youngsters
away after only a meagre two or three weeks!
In

V

*

*

"IT'S a cinch a

lot of them (salesmen) are
going to pass out of the picture theatre
chains are growing larger
even now a sales
manager in New York can book pictures from
coast to coast without the aid of ANY sales
force."
So opines a trade paper editor.
Unfortunately, we don't know the sales
nianagci' the editor's talking ai)out. But think
of the seventy-five per cent gaps he's leaving.

—

—

at a time.

They're too good to be missed.
them.

Watch

for

Gwen Lee, whose rise as a screen player
of repute has been a rapid one under the
M-G-M banner, has been signed by the company to a new long-term contract. Miss Lee,
you will recall, did exceptional work in quite
a number of M-G-M pictures, among which
were "Adam and Evil", "Laugh, Clown,
Laugh", "Baby Cyclone" and "Upstage." She
is now appearing with Norma Shearer in "The

A number of roles much
Angel."
more important than those pi-eviously played
Little

by Miss Lee are being considered for her.
A,.

F.

Where Salaries Go
who
C,
has just returned from

Closethatgap

his

second or third vacation trip this season,
a good one about exchange efficiency.
It
seems that a salesman for some distributor
owns a theatre for which he has a manager.
The latter was late with his remittance to the
exchange where the salesman works.
The
exchange did not want to report an outstanding item.
Result: When the salesman
received his salary envelope it contained a
little loose change. Protests, probably. But
Quoth the Raven: "Nothing more." quoth

tells

The tremendous popularity of "Our Gang"
has resulted in some very unusual happenings
at their various personal appearances.
We
could easily devote an entire Distributor to
these occurrences.
But although we won't do that we will
see that you do hear about them
if only one

—

Young Player Has Distinguished
Herself In Past Year; Important
Roles Scheduled For Her

the Raven:

"Nevermore."

Alfred Green To Direct
Marion Davies' New Film
Alfred Green, who has directed any number
of outstanding .screen productions, has been
signed by M-G-M to direct Marion Davies'
Green is well known for such
next picture.
pictures as "Is Zat So?", "Irene" which
starred Colleen Moore, "The Music Master",
and "Sally". He will begin work on the new
Davies production upon Miss Davies' return

from Europe some time

in October.

—
September

14,

The Distributor
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And She Sure Was A HumDinger— So I Winks

"ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE"

My Eye

IS

FIRST M-G-M TALKER

"Bellamy Trial" and

"Little

COME TO ME
NORMA BABY

Angel" Are

Second and Third
Alias

M-G-M

Jimmy Valentine will be the
picture with talking sequences.

first

As a result, to Jack Conway goes the honor
of being the first "talkie" director for M-G-M.
"Alias Jimmy Valentine" in its silent version is a wow.
We told you that last week.
But with talk sequences
better, for

it

it should
be even
lends itself perfectly to dialogue.

a great announcement.
The Bellamy Trial and The

It's

Little Angel
have been chosen as the second and third

M-G-M

dialogue films.

From

Monta

Bell directed The Bellamy Trial with
an all-star cast headed by George Barraud,

Leatrice Joy and

Kenneth Thomson.

number twenty-nine
are now taking place for

cipals

Prin-

Rehearsals
talking sequences

in all.

in the picture.

The Little Angel recently went into production with Sam Wood directing.
Wood has
just suffered an attack of appendicitis, however, making an operation necessary and it is
probable

that

Robert

Leonard

Z.

will

make

the picture.
It is Miss Shearer's
starring vehicle since The Actress.

that's

if

what

for that.

this is one time we're certain Bill isn't
kidding.
Lady Shearer sure does cut a beautiful figure here
as always.

—

Closethatgap

M-G-M BRINGS BESSIE
rapturously these five M-G-M pretties are gazing into the eyes of Ernest Tor-

looks as

But

Closethatgap

My how

it

—

now him
first

this picture

Haines might be saying to Miss Shearer.
Which makes it very, very misleading. Because all Bill is doing is telling Norma how
stunning she looks alongside of her new Rolls.
That Norma is pleased is very obvious from
that smile of hers.
More than likely she's
handing Bill as good a line as she's getting
you know that he slays her, that he's just the
duckiest boy, and that she could almost hug
Bill

GOULDING RETURNS TO M-G-M

LOVE BACK TO SCREEN

AFTER TWO YEAR ABSENCE

rence.

small wonder.
For he's telling them
about that bad, bad place called Gay Paree Signs

And
all

.

.

and the many "you-have-to-draw-a-picture-todescribe-them" mademoiselles he went gallivantin' around with while he was there.

For

Featured

Role

In

"Broadway To

Melodies" Goulding Original

At least that's what we think he's talking WILL TALK SING AND DANCE IN IDEAL ROLE
But then again you never
to them about.
can tell. You see neither Ruth Holly, Betty
After having tried the legitimate stage as
Sanford, Blanche LeClaire, Gladys Mason, nor well as vaudeville during the past few months,
Fay Webb have ever been to Europe and Bessie Love, not so long ago one of the most
having just returned from a trip all through popular of all screen players, is coming back.
Ernest Torrence might just as well tell
it
She has been signed by M-G-M to play the
them anything about it with equal effect.
leading role in "Broadway Melodies", the origClosethatgap
inal story by Edmund Goulding, which we
announced last week as being scheduled for

—

—

—

TWO

EDITIONS PROVIDED

OF "WHILE Cin SLEEPS"
Sound Version

Differs

From

Silent; Prints

Not

Interchangeable

production.
Bessie brings with her to this
picture not alone her unusual histrionic ability, but also the talents acquired by her while
on the stage.
In this picture she will have
an opportunity to talk, sing, dance, and at
the same time put into play her well-known
penchant for pantomime.

As advised by wire, the silent prints cannot be in your possession before September
Bookings must not be arranged earlier.
29th.
Prints of the sound version are being shipped at this writing. If your allotment has
not yet been received, it probably will be in
The
your possession within a few days.
discs, however, will not be forwarded from
the Victor plant earlier than September 20th.

At

Sea,"

Dane-Arthur

Sequel To "Rookies"
Alf Goulding, who two years ago made
"Don't" for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and has
since been directing features for Mack Sennett, will renew his earlier aflfiliation with
M-G-M when he takes up the megaphone for
the new Karl Dane
George K. Arthur com-

—

edy, "All

At Sea."

Goulding's first picture of importance was
"Excuse me" and he has been recognized as
one of the most skillful directors of pictures

with a comedy setting.
The recently completed Dane-Arthur vehicle
"Brotherly Love", which Charles Reisner
directed is scheduled for release by October.
Since the completion of that film Arthur has
been enjoying a European vacation, and recently returned to the Culver City studio to
be on hand for his next argument.

(Corrected as of September 10.

CLASS

TITLfe

will

discs.

"All

Latest Facts Regarding Sound Pictures

You will receive prints of two versions of
"While the City Sleeps". One of these will
be a version especially prepared for theatres
which are equipped for sound. The other
be a different version for use without
sound.
The two versions are different and
prints therefore are not interchangeable.
The sound version, of course, is to be supplied only to theatres that will use the print
The silent prints are to be
with our discs.
supplied to all theatres which will not use our

Direct

White Shadows
Dancing Daughters
Excess Baggage
Bellamy Trial
While the City Sleeps

Orchestrated
Orchesti-ated

Orchestrated
Vocalized
Orchestrated
Show People
Orchestrated
The Wind
Orchestrated
The Trail of '98
Orchestrated
Alias Jimmy Valentine
Vocalized
School Begins
Orchestrated
Imagine My Embarrassment Orchestrated
Orchestrated
or Gray Hoss
^

*

Separate silent

vex'sion.

Revised weekly.)

START

START

SOUND PRINT

RECORD

SHIPPING

SHIPPING

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Temporarily withdrawn from sched.
About 9/20
Completed
About 9/28
About 9/15
About 9 22
10/1 to 10/8
Indefinite
Indefinite

Indefinite
Indefinite

Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed
Completed

Will start shipping silent prints about 9/20.

—
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M-G-M TAKES A BUNCH OF CRITICS
FOR A RIDE -BUT IT'S ONLY A JOY RIDE

Den

Lion's
ay

Pete Smith

When you

see

it

*

Ask

*

it's so.

*

man who owns

the

one; such popularity
no metal can touch you.

deserved and

be

column,

in this

must

'Member what we predicted about "Excess
Baggage?"
*

the record

*

*

San Francisco this
something or other when

At the Warfield
for

in

picture
it

broke

$34,000

did

on the week.
*

*

And

*

Loew's State, Los Angeles it did the
phenomenal biz. of $30,000 for the week.

Now

at

that's

what we

any time, any

a start for anybody's season,

call

place.

+

*

*

As Bob Lynch
sound pictures

is

opines; the trouble
they keep you awake.
*

*

Bob of course,

is

*

from

differ
*

*

*

*

*

*

this

column.

puts you to sleep.

Try it sometime when you are suffering
from insomnia.
Recently

I

stated

there

that

our new sound stages as
Mendelssohn's bridge work.
Felix

objects,

as

wills

there

in

is

much concrete
gold

in

Felix

most strenuously.

I'm sorry Felix, but how was I to
filling was brass and not gold.

know

9(:

I

first

talkie

stunt

—for

every writer in attendance

Of Many Successful

M.-G-M

Star-

and
*

will

be

BELLAMY

ALIAS NOW TOGETHER ON

"A MAN'S MAN" THEIR SECOND

TRIAL.

Eight

Hundred Miles From Studios

let

*

us

state

M-G-M

and directors figured last
exodus from the studios,
when four big companies at work on major
week,

that

«•

aint.

Big Scenes Being Taken As Far As

Director Combinations

Another famous director-star combination
VALENTINE- seems to have dawned on the film hoi-izon.
talking sequences are being shot as these historic words
This time it's James Cruze, director of "The
are written. The cast for BELLAMY is at present
Covered Wagon", and William Haines. Folrehearsing the talking sequences.
lowing their success together in "Excess
* * *
Baggage", Cruze is now directing Haines in
Norma Shearer is also rehearsing for talk- "A Man's Man," adapted from Patrick Kearing stuff in "Little Angel" which isn't the ney's stage play, at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios.
title of the picture at all but wc have to call
Several outstanding director-star combinait something until some suitable title can bo
tions have been developed at this studio. Persupplied.
* * *
haps the most famous is that of Lon Chaney
Yes sir! The hoys East are getting out the snappiest
and Tod Browning, responsible for "The Unbouse organ ever sprung upon an unsuspecting sales
holy Three," "The Unknown", and now workorganization.
ing on "West of Zanzibar."
King Vidor and
John Gilbert proved a perfect team in "The
Aint this here "The Distributor" the bees Big Parade" and "Bardelys the Magnificent"
and Fred Niblo and Greta Garbo scored in
tonsils?
* *
"The Temptress" and more recently in "The
And Morris, dont >'ou rut this out either.
Mysterious Lady."
Edward Sedgwick and
* * *
Buster Keaton are another successful directorThat crack should get me good display for star combination.
When a director has indicated an ability to
this weekly bluib in this greatest of all sale-;
jiublications.
tret the best possible results from a star the
*
M-G-M policy has been to team them up.
Aint we just wonderful?
Which is why combinations like those men* * *
tioned above have turned out one box-office

We

Arthur Ungar, Pete Smith, Charles Darnton,
Joseph Hubbell, and Arthur Q. Hagerman.

FOUR BIG M-G-M UNITS
CRUZE- HAINES COMPRISE
ON DISTANT LOCATIONS
NEW BOX-OFFICE TEAM
Latest

us.

pictures
>i:

To remove any doubt

—

*

*

Our

licity

in his or her publication to the observations made while flying
over the San Diego Naval Base where the
scenes were being taken.
Left to right are
Howard De Courcey,
George Schaeffer, Mayme Peake, Wade Werner, W. M. McCormack, Cedrick Belfrage,
Dorothy Herzog, Dan Thomas, Loueila O. Parsons, James De Tarr, Dorothy Donnell, Myrtle
Gebbart, Douglas Hodges, Alice Tildesley,

*

hope this correction squares

JIMMY VALENTINE

was Pete Smith's idea to round up all of
newspaper motion picture reviewers in
pnd about Los Angeles and take them up in
an airplane to watch Ramon Novarro film the
flying scenes for Gold Braid.
The majority of those invited eagerly acIt proved a great pubcepted the invitation.
It

the

gave a good deal of space

that

your

:4c

Well, maybe it wasn't exactly a joy ride
for all of them, but it was intended as such
with, of course, publicity a passing consideration.

speaking of the other fellow's product.
* * *

Wherein they
It

with

bet after another.

in

film stars
a general

productions all filmed scenes on "locations"
ranging from thirty to eight hundred miles
away.
Clarence Brown, directing John Gilbert and
Greta Garbo in A Woman of Affairs, moved
his
company, including Hobart Bosworth,
Lewis Stone, and other players to the Busch
Gardens in Pasadena, to take advantage of
the famous landmark before it is closed to
the public by the Busch heirs.
John Waters is directing Tim McCoy, Dorothy Janis, and others in Humming Wires on
location at Glacier National Park in Wyoming.
George Hill is directing Ramon Novarro,
Anita Page, Gardner James, Ralph Graves
and others at San Diego, in the North Island
naval air station, where they are filming Gold
Braid, a naval aviation story.
Norma Shearer is playing in The Little
Angel on a beach location some miles from
the studios with John Mack Brown, Gwen Lee,
and others of note in the cast.

Companies

work in the studios inA Man's Man unit, the
company, with Polly Moran,
left at

clude James Cruze's

Honeymoon

Harry Gribbon and Flash and Fred Niblo's
Adrienne Lecouvreur company.

?j

THE

\'ol.
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DO AUDIENCES LIKE OUR
"OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS"
ORCHESTRATED COMEDIES?
RECORD BREAKER IN EAST
Silent

Version Outdraws All-Talker Opposish

At Lexington, Ky.

Dancing

Daughters"

is

the

latest

M-G-M

box-office sensation.
Sales Manager Rodgers reports that it is
lireaking record after record throughout the
East.
Two weeks ago it broke all existing
records for the Stanley Theatre, Baltimore,
Md. At the Capitol Theatre, Detroit, last
week, the picture did so phenomenal a business that it has been transferred to the Adams
I'heatre foi' an indefinite run.
At the Strand
Theatre in Hartford last week, it did the best
business the house has experienced in a period of six months.
At Lexington, Kentucky
last week, the Strand Theatre did a recordlireaking business with the first lOO'/r talking
})rograni in the town for opposition.
The following is a copy of a wire received
1/y Manager Ed Booth of Cincinnati from Miss
Annabelle Ward of the Phoenix Amusement

'•

Company, at Lexington.
"Crowds so big this week at Strand that
we are holding over 'Our Dancing DaughMetro's certainly giving us some
ters.'
'Four Walls', 'Mysbox-office attractions.
terious Lady', 'Excess Baggage' and now
It might inter'Our Dancing Daughters'.
est you to know we are playing a silent
print against first hundred percent talker
as opposition."

We
that

have been predicting for a long time

"Our Dancing Daughters" would prove

one of the outstanding box-office attractions
of the present season.
There's no longer any doubt. It's in the bag.
You'll get more about this smash next week.
Boy, how those holdout exhibs will grab.

By ROLLIN K. STONEBROOK
Manager Stanley Theatre, Baltimore

ment", was, in my opinion, the best I have
ever seen on a comedy.
This picture was played along with "Our
Dancing Daughters", which drew very large
crowds.
Many people, buying tickets for the
last show, asked the cashiers and doormen if
they would see the comedy.
This proves that
people were talking about the comedy as well
as the feature.
During the time the

comedy was

on,

many

people coming in made remarks to those with
them that they had heard the comedy was
very good.
I personally believe that synchronized comedies of the above type will become as popular
as the synchronized features.
In the past,
organists and orchestras have not been giving
the proper time, in many instances, to cueing
Therefore, many times when a
the comedy.
situation could have been made much funnier
by the use of some sound eff'ect, they have
let

it

Now With M-G-M

score these comAlso, the men who
edies for M-G-M, I feel sure, have a much
larger selection of music to pick from and will
will

be able to find a selection that suits each part
of the comedy, such as the use of "Charlie
in "Imagine My Embarrassment."
Every unit of the deluxe program must be
carefully picked and I feel sure that M-G-M

My Boy"

comedies, synchronized, are going to play a
large part in the success of the Stanley Theatre during the coming year.

First of Series

•yniS
*

Despite

the

talent already
studios ai-e not

imposing list of directorial
under contract, the M-G-M
hesitating to line up every

exceptional director it is in a position to
get hold of.
Theii- latest acquisition is that of Rupert
Julian, famous director of screen melodramas.
Julian is best known for his direction of pictures like The Phantom of the Opera and
Three Faces East.
For M-G-M he will begin with a mystery
thriller as yet untitled.

NEW YORK

BEST OF NEWSREEL STORIES YET MADE

is

IS

OPINION

Keaton's

Cameraman,

is

The

being

hailed all over the country as the funniest picture of its kind
ever
made, and as Keaton's
best yet.
Here in New York, at
the Capitol Theatre, it
kept a succession of capacity audiences in hysterics from the moment
its opening scene was unfolded until the final
fade-out.
The New York ci-itics, who long ago tendered Keaton the recognition his true ability
deserves, were almost boyishly enthusiastic
over the extraordinary laugh-provoking cap-

evidenced by him in his latest effort.
The following excerpts from their reviews
indicate their reaction to The Cameraman:
World:
"Call it slapstick if you will.
It
is.
But when Mr. Keaton plays such slapstick, thank Heaven for it!
Watching him
you forget your troubles and laugh till you
abilities

cry."

slip ,by.

Rupert Julian, Famous
Director,

FUNNIEST," SAYS

Buster

The audience reaction on your first synchronized comedy, "Imagine My Embarrass-

Closethatgap

!

" 'CAMERAMAN', KEATON'S

Baltimore Reply To Question Contains First Capitol Theatre Turned Into House of Laughter
During Week of Showing
Class Sales Argument

LOOMS AS ONE OF SEASON'S BIGGEST MONEY MAKERS

"Our

1928

28,

the

first

of a series of

by theatre owners and
managers on audience reaction to
articles

Sun:
"Slapstick fast and furious.
It
achieves a pace likely to make The Cameraman one of Mr. Keaton's most popular pictures.
It certainly is one of his best."
Eve. World:
"The picture has sequences
over which you'll scream!
You're bound to
like it."

Times:
"The Cameraman is filled with
guffaws and grins, the sort of thing with many
original and adroitly worked out gags."
Mirror:
"Buster's contribution to the epidemic of stories celebrating the courage of the
newsreel cameraman is the funniest we have
Buster brings something new to
yet had.
the field— an ine.xpert, tintype photographer
who photographs things backwards and upside down, double-exposes his film, and finally
makes good because his pet monkey grinds
the camera at a critical

howled

moment.

over

The Capitol
misadven-

orchestrated comedies. They
are published because they contain

audiences

sales argument which
practical experience.

an uproarious sequence,
to mention but one, in the Yankee Stadium.
Here, in the absence of Mr. Huggin's team
and in the shadow of the big empty grandstand, Buster gives a pantomimic imitation of
It is undoubtedly
a big league star in action.
one of the funniest things the screen has
brought forth this season."

M-G-M

duct

is

is

based upon

As

this prowill

new, we believe you

welcome facts that can
be utilized in your discussions with
buyers.
especially

Buster's

tures.

Brooklyn
comedies.

Eagle:

There

is

"One

of

Keaton's

best

—
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be able to argue him out of it the first time,
but your clear vision of his error will spur
you to the discovery of a method of demonstration which eventually will be convincing.
No real salesman ever is content to let buyers
remain in ignorance about a matter which
he sees clearly through intimate knowledge of

Objection Most Often
Stands In Way of Selling?

your greatest problem in
M-G-M product? What
objection most often blocks a sale?
Think it over. Review your experiences
of the last few months. Analyse the situations where you have failed to make sales
and come to a decision regarding z^'haf really

the real facts.
If there are weak points in your sales argument, they are made weak by your own attitude toward them.
Your constantly recurring
sales troubles are sympathetic afflictions. You
are most bothered by buying objections to
which you yourself attach merit.
TTHE way to overcome serious sales obstacles

is

markctiiiij'

Great Gap Closers of
History No. 2 Dewey

—

—

When

he bottled up the harbor of Manila
he did one of the prettiest bits of gapclosing the world has ever seen.

is first

The way

You have the
Now, let's find the remedy.
FIRST of all, what is selling, anyway? There are many definitions,
of course.
But after all's said and
done, doesn't it simmer down to this:
That the whole purpose is to establish
the conviction in the exhibitor's mind
that the product you are oflFering is
worth to him the money you are ask-

cap which is worse than a flat tire in an automobile speed race.
If you have misunderstandings about your
product, now's the time to clear them up.
The important thing is to recognize that they

To discover what

exist.

your

efficiency.

that

is

marring

Closethatgap

ST.

LOUIS DRIVE BOOSTS

"PARADE" "HUR" BUSINESS
Entire Division Organizes

Similar

Drive To

Equal Advantage

Why,

Although we have attained a record of
distribution on Ben Hur and The Big Parade
which few pictures in the history of our business have equalled, there are still a number
of open spots throughout the country.

the standpoint solely of yourself.
Why does
this particular trouble so frequently stand
in

Why

your way?

equally

The remedy

it is

And

to fortify yourself by
a study of values which will reveal the truth.
Your manager will gladly point the way.

Have you ever known an instance of
an exhibitor who was convinced that
he would get full value for his investment, but who still could not be induced to sign a contract? That which
really blocks sales is the contrary
belief that the values you offer are inadequate, either from the point-ofview of theatre requirements or of price.

product.

pic-

difficulties and henceforward will have them
more frequently. The man who's not wholly
sold on what he's selling starts with a handi-

ing for it?

— what?

Motion

tures have been sold in the past and will be
less frequently sold in the more analytic
future, by men whose understanding is of
small credit to them or their product.
But
such men always have had their own peculiar

trouble in mind.

means

Don't misunderstand.

sincere.

ing the situation himself?
All right: that's that.

that

overcome them in your own mind.
meet objections is to make such

—

Can you give an answer? A really intelligent one?
An answer zvhich 2vould be a
definite guide to your manager or district
manager zvho might be figuring on solicit-

And

to
to

a thorough job of selling that objections won't
be raised.
And, as we said at the outset,
this means the establishing of values
in the
other fellow's mind.
You'll never defeat any sincere man in an
argument about value unless you are equally

stood in the zvay of wrifiiig a contract in
each instance.

simply this:
That the buyer has not
been convinced. There's a cloud of
doubt in his mind which has not been
removed. In some way, he still questions the value to himself of M-G-M

28, ig28

Isn't

it,

bothering
after

all,

isn't this

other

same problem

There

M-G-M

.salesmen?
a matter of your own atti-

is

absolutely no reason

why every

single situation should not play both of these
epochal productions.
There isn't an exhibitor
in the country who has not as yet brought
these money-making pictures into his house
who is not anxious to play them, yet there are
a few who have held out because of a disinclination to pay an adequate price.
Each
of these situations can be sold.
It's a matter of concentration more than

The crea- tude?
of a greater
Let's illustrate, out of your own experience.
appreciation of M-G-M values.
But You are talking with an M-G-M associate. He
the method of applying the remedy
tells you of an objection to buying which has
well, that's quite a different story. In- arisen in his work. It bothers him.
But to
deed, it's the real reason why this you it seems simple. As a matter of fact,
you don't really consider it an objection.
article is being written.
You say this to your associate tell him just
one can tell YOU what to say when you how you are meeting that particular objec- anything else.
Two months ago the St. Louis office decided
meet an objection to the buying of our tion day after day. Yet your friend doesn't
to organize a concentrated drive on Ben Hur
pictures.
It is true that facts and arguinents seem to be impressed; indeed, he may even
and The Big Parade with an aim to closing
can be devised, but these in themselves, are argue against your argument.
is

obvious:

tion in the buyer's

mind

—

^O

Wi

inadequate.
Your own presentation is much
HY
more likely to be effective than one which
in
some one works out for you.
simple.

There's a reason for that, too.
And this
reason gets to the bottom of things.
What
you say yourself, in your own way, is the

outgrowth of confidence.

It flashes the fire
conviction.
It reflects honest belief and
therefore is persuasive. It may even be crude,
be it has the necessary added weight of sin-

of

cerity.

We
article

asked you
to

at

the

beginning of this

what objection most often
If you made a mental answer,

state

blocks a sale.

you now have something definitely in mind.
We ask you now to analyze this difficulty from

is

this?

the

What makes

point-of-view?

The

answer's

Your friend

really believes there's
merit in his prospect's objection.
You don't.
He looks at the objection sympathetically.
You regard it as at variance with the facts,
Every time your friend meets that special
argument, he either evades it or is backed
into a corner.
But you think nothing what^

ever of it because you are convinced that it's
unsound.
The only objections that ever block sales
are those with which you yourself are in full
You will never let a buyer
or partial accord.
continue indefinitely to maintain an objection
You may not
to which you attach no merit.

every

unsold

drive

pi'oven,

So successful has this
that Manager Clayt Lynch's
office is now practically lOO'/c sold on these
two productions.
With this example in mind, the entire MidWest division has organized a similar drive,
and from the manner in which business on

the difference

spot.

Ben Hur and The Big Parade has jumped,

it

obvious that a concentrated effort at this
stage is bound to bring proportionate results.
What are you doing to clean up those open
s])ots on Ben Hur and The Big Parade!
And on the Victory Three.
Wi'ite and tell us how you're going about
closing up your territory one hundred percent
on the greatest group of super-productions on
the mai'ket to-day.
ii^

*

i

.
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From

Gap

Closers Diary!
All About th e New Contributors
Highlights From the New Chapter In What

the

LAPIDUS, HAUGHTON, ESKIN

HITTING FOR PITTSBURGH
Smoketown's

Gap

Closers

Out

to

Better

Last Year's Splendid Record

Promises to be the Best Selling Season Yet
Charlie Behlen was the boy who took the
honors out in Cincinnati during the week endCharlie's record for tha'.:
ing September 15.
week was six out of nine. Five of those six
tDwns constituted a single circuit in the Ken
Pretty fair, Charlie boy.
tucky territory.
Keep it up!

It isn't hard to understand why B. C. Gibson is
leading the boys in Dallas.
and stands second in the

Southern division.

B. C.

has been producing consistently from the very
start.
His record for the
Morrow two weeks ending the 15th is a splendid exSalesmen
and Powell both came ample of the manner in which he has been
through with nice rec- turning in the business right along. Out of
ords for Philadelphia fifteen towns that he visited during this twothat very same week. week period, he succeeded in bringing in
Morrow confined his eleven contracts. All of these were proposiefforts to
six towns tions on our new product.
That Dallas bunch has been hitting on all
doing
and succeeded
some business in five of them. One of the cylinders this season, and B. C.'s ability to top
propositions was for all of the new product the list speaks for his efforts and his results.
Still
including the two issues of the News.
Another boy down
another was for everything with the exception
South who rates a real
In a third he placed twentyof the News.
hand, is John Cunningone of our 1927-28 features; in a fourth,
ham of Atlanta.
twenty-five of the 1927-28 features and ten
As of September Isc
of the old shorts; in the fifth he sold part
John topped the entire
of our old features.
Southern division in
Powell, on the other hand, was able to prosales.
duce five propositions on our new product
His report for the week ending the 8tn
Four of these five
out of nine solicitations.
shows
five out of six sold; four on our new
were 100% contracts including both issues of
His
In the fifth he placed everything product, and one for pai't of the old.
the News.
latest
report,
the
one
for
the
week
ending
That's gapincluding one issue of the News.
the 15th, indicates that he turned in five
closing in every full sense of the expresmore new propositions out of seven solicitasion!

m

^^Q

*

*

boys,

it

is

*

*

Phil Grau's contribution out of Memphis
for the week ending
the 15th was seven out
All of these
of seven.

*

our 1927-28 features and shorts.
It's selling of that kind that has enabled
him to lead the boys out of the Memphis
office and to grab himself fourth place in the
Southern division ranking.
*

has had
sledding
tough
down in Georgia thus far
this season, but that has
not prevented him from
plugging away and turn- ^~P:^

Lou

Ingram

pretty

ing in his contracts reguHis record for the
15th was three out of five.

larly.

you down Pittsburgh way

1927-28 season was
This year again,

gotten under way.
these three boys have
started off in much the same manner thar
marked their work during the past season.
Jules Lapidus came to us as a rookie, yet
he has developed into one of the Company's
outstanding men.
In reward for his work in
1927-28, he was made a member of the M-G-M
Legion of Honor. This year his territory has
been extended to include many out of town
first

week ending the

* *

This one's a little bit
late, but that's no reason
for passing it up.
L. B.
Butler of Atlanta came
through with another nice (f/^,
record for the week end- "^^
ing the 1st, when he covered eleven situations and
sold nine.
All of these
contracts were for
new product.
Atlanta's Alabama boy has certainly been
coming along nicely these past few weeks.

our^

*

*

*

Out

in Harris

berg's

district.

WolfJack

Flannery, special rep
who's working out of

exhibitor for all of our new product including
both issues of the News, he also placed all of

*

tell

The recent catastrophe in Florida puts John
a tough spot, but we've a feeling that it isn't
going to prevent him from being well up in the
listing when the end of the season rolls around.

were new contracts.
In one of these towns,
besides signing up the

*

will

that much of their 1927-28 record was due
to the efforts of salesmen Lapidus, Haughton
and Eskin. The consistent results produced
by these three go-getters enabled Manager
John Maloney to overcome the poor conditions
he found staring him in the face when the

in

looks like
the one
who is actually setting the
His record for the
pace.
week ending the 15th
was four out of five on the new product. In
every one of these situations he sold at least
Manny has been sellone issue of the News.
ing that way right along this season, and
although we've got no facts in front of us to
prove it, we've a sort of a hunch that his
record thus far is right up with the best.
ton

They

Jules Lapidus

tions.

*

Despite the all-around
good record of the Bos-

Manny Cohen

John Maloney

tember

8th,

Kansas City these days.
is coming along like a
In the
house afire!
two weeks ending SepJack didn't miss up on a single

He covered twelve possibilities during
period, and came through with a contract

ti-ick.

this
in every

one of them. In eleven of these he
sold every one of our new features and shorts;
in the twelfth he succeeded in securing a
The
contract for part of our new product.
twelfth proposition was secured out of a subsequent run house in Kansas City.
Jack is right up among the leaders in the
Mississippi Valley district, and at the rate he
has been going these last few weeks, it
wouldn't surprise us a bit to learn one of these
days, that he's topped them all!

B.

G.

Haughton

Abe Eskin

Yet despite this added responboth Manager Maloney and District
Manager Dembow^ feel that he will again sell

accounts.
sibility,

his territory 100'a.

Bob Haughton covers West Virginia where
the coal strike has been in existence for over
three years.
He has the most adverse conditions to contend with which a man can posNevertheless, he has been meetsibly face.
ing the situation with clenched fists and a
determination to put it over, with the result
that his selling thus far this season is again
worthy of mention. He has already closed
six situations in which we were not represented last year.
Abe Eskin is a hustler if there ever was
one!
He is just as much interested in the
other fellow's problems as he is in his own
and he never hesitates to go out of his way
to

help.

The creation of a very extensive Pittsburgh
booking combine this season, has taken away
from each of these men many accounts they
Rather than alformerly were able to sell.
low themselves to become discouraged, however, they are going about overcoming this
handicap by devoting the time they ordinarily
spent with the exhibitors now a part of thi.s
They
combine, to developing new situations.
are going after real circulation, and all things
point to the accomplishment of that purpose.

—
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He's not That Kind of
a Guy By a Long Shot
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MERCHANDISING M-G-M

PRODUCT-HOW

IT IS

Showmanship That Brings Them

DONE

In and Rings

The Box-Ofhce BeU
Published Weekly by

Selling the exhibitor

SALES DEPARTMENT, METROGOLDIVYN-M AYER DISTRIBUTING
CORP., 1540 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
HOME OFFICE "SALES DIRECTORY:
FELIX

F.

on the importance of
getting behind his pictures is almost as important as convincing
him that he ought to
buy.

FEIST, General Manager

It

FRED QUIMBY,

Short Features

GOVE,

To facilitate service, exchanges are requested to correspond on business matters
only with individuals listed herewith, unless

Two good looking girls dancing on
the truck to music given forth by a portable

September

phonograph.

The

Editor

28,

college

Distributor

1928

OLD MAN ALIBI
SomeAlso Known as "Doc" Mananna.
May
times Called "Manny" for Short.

Be
Xll/ILL

sell

to

buy for at
:

least

two or

three weeks.
Wants product, but unable to get together
yet.

/^OOD

customer; will get contract soon.

Going on

his vacation; will see

him when

he returns.

Am

confident will be able to sell output
here within thii'ty days.
eld pictures to play yet; won't buy
until these are out of the way.
I'll get him yet!
This isn't the psycholog-

COME

moment.

ical

Thoroughly
I

sold, but partner is away, so
contract to be signed and mailed.

left

THEATRE

may be closed later;
open, will use our product.

if it

remains

Business badly off; bad time to talk product;
will get him later.
Won't be ready to discuss new product
after Easter.

until

enough pictures to run him for six
months; won't buy new stuff so far ahead.
waiting

see

to

how

the

new season

opens up.
Promises to buy our product soon after the
first of the month.
trouble here, but considered it unwise

MO

to
Is
still

seem too anxious.
sold on product and wants

it,

but

letting this
get my price yet.

one stew for a while;

will

Cloaethateap

To THINK
over

is

to close

over

it

it

fine— to

TALK

— but you've got PUT
KESSNICH.
that gap — C.

great

to

I

like

a charm in this

live

the students trying to

date the girls
Enormous billing
Accessories and newspaper advertising used
in quantities
Local transfer company's
trucks heavily bannered
Window displays in sporting goods stores.
Four Walls. Barney
"Here you see Sid Braunberg pictured as
Dubinsky, Miller Theastone-hearted lawyer, whose greatflint-eyed,
a
tre, Jefferson City, Mo.
est thrill in life is hailing exhibitors to court.
One thousand unusual
The little figures all around him are supposed
pleadthrowaways,
showing
to represent our Exchange Managers
Gilbert looking through
ing with him to lay off.
prison
bars,
printed
Which places him in the light of a fairly
and distributed throughtough egg doesn't it?
Two window displays
out Jefferson City
It's all wrong.
arranged with music stores on the records and
Turn to page five and you'll see why.
Cards
sheet music of the theme song
Closethatgap
were placed on all traffic signal poles, reading:
"Law breakers! Any person violating
traffic
ordinances will be placed between
'Four Walls'.
Telling the World.
G. L. Woods, Queen
Josephine Dunn is now under a long-term Theatre, Abilene, Texas.
Four days in adMiss Dunn, ex-showgirl vance of opening trailer and slides run in
contract to M-G-M.
who made a decided hit in her first important Queen, Majestic and Palace Theatres
screen role in Excess Baggage, is now star- Four days in advance, posted five twenty-four
ring opposite Al Jolson in The Singing Fool, sheets on .special boards
Two days in
Miss advance, two thousand post cards mailed to
over which all New York is in a frenzy.
Dunn is looked upon by Coast officials as a a select mailing list
Find the Line
rising young screen star, and every oppor- Want Ad Contest run in the Abilene Morning
tunity will be given her to do the woi-k of News
Two street cars bannered with
which she is regai-ded capable.
sixteen foot banners on each side of both cars
Closethatgap
Special lobby display created
Special cut and stories were secured in the
Leila
Five half -sheet
Abilene Daily Reporter
cards were placed in five exclusive downtown

Ex-Showgirl, Josephine
Dunn, Now Featured Player

Hyams Wins Long
Term Contract With M-G-M

locations.

Write and tell us how the exhibitors in
Hyams, proclaimed by Henry Clive,
noted artist, as the most beautiful blonde in your territory are putting M-G-M pictures over.
Closethatgap
America, and who, according to Coast reports,

E.

it

has scored a hit as the heroine in Alias Jimmy
Valentine, has just been signed to a long-term
contract.
Closethatgap

it

over

"Excess Baggage" Held At
Capitol For Second Week

"There Is a Santa Claus"
Says Exhib. "It's M-G-M"

Excess Baggage is being held over at the
Capitol Theatre, New York, for a second week.
Despite the fact that the Capitol was scheduled to present its first all-sound progi-am

One after another the testimonials keep
The latest is from Exhibitor F.
liouring in.
C. Smoot of the Smoot Amusement Co.,
Parkersburg, W. Va., who wired Mr. Rodgers
"The Cossacks, Mysterious Lady,
as follows:
Dancing Daughters all in a row are naturals,
and While The City Sleeps on the way. There

next week and everything was made in readiness for the gala occasion, the throngs that
have passed through the doors of the theatre
these past few days have made it imperative
that Bill Haines' latest box-office smash should
be kept on for another week.

is

haggling over price.

Am

all

Leila

UAS
Is

Worked

—with

—

next trip here.

ready
Won't be ready

town

—

Marks.

Following

by

Identified

men who

street.

otherivise specially instructed.

MORRIS ALIN,

the

the successful exhibitors.
The following are examples of the way in
which showmen get behind M-G-M pictures.
Our Dancing Daughters. Glen Dickinson,
Bowersock Theatre, Lawrence, Kansas. Truck
decorated and bannered with the title of the
picture, theatre and playdate, put out on

Sales Development
A. F. CUMMINGS, Exchange Operations

A.

J.

is

have mastered the principles of merchandising their offerings who are regarded as real
showmen and they are the ones who constitute

W. F. RODGERS, Eastern Sales
E. M. SAUNDERS, Western Sales
T. J. CONNORS, Southern Sales

is

a Santa Claus."

And "Our Dancing Daughters" comes
M-G-M is writing box-office history.

next.

;

—
September
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Does

"DON'T TALK SOUND TO THE

Drag 'Em

In?

MAN WHO

You Can Prove It! And How!
Cold Facts Which Show What Our Product
Doing at the Box Office, Everywhere
Quality

difficult

is

M-G-M

assert that

to

sell.

It's

ofifice winners, but it's sometimes difficult to
demonstrate this fact to exhibitors who
haven't had experience with our product.
One way to back up arguments is to quote
unbiased reports from disinterested sources.
Such, for instance, as those regarding key
city business which are published by Motion
Picture News.
Here's a summary from the
issue of September 22 which you can use
effectively when talking with prospective new

$31
CITY

—

m

:

:

making pace.
:

Did well.

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE
seventh week)

Still

:

i

(White Shadows,

continues to draw.

CLEVELAND
PARK

(The Cardboard Lover)

:

Well

at-

Sid Braunberg

tended.

MILWAUKEE

TOWER
Lady)

:

and

ORIENTAL

(The Mysterious

Played to very good houses.

DALLAS
ARCADIA

(Forbidden Hours)

Accounted

:

for good receipts.

N. Y.

LINCOLN

(The Cardboard Lover)
Had
the crowds standing for the second show each
:

night.

PITTSBURGH

PENN (The Cameraman) Gales of continuous laughter. Business good.
:

BOSTON
LOEW'S STATE

(Four Walls)

:

Kept the

seats well filled and has brought business for
the month well forward.

BOWDOIN
Lady)

:

SQUARE

Good

(The

Mysterious

business.

HARRISBURG, PA.
LOEW'S

One of the men who sat in on that contract
squabble last year for M-G-M, was Mr. Sidney
Braunberg. And it's all explained by that
boxed caption above.
For Sidney knows his motion picture business, he knows his exhibitors, and he knows
his law.

TROY,

REGENT

(Excess

Baggage):

Scored heavily.
Pronounced especially clever
by critics and patrons who on several nights
filled the house to capacity.

That photo will show you quickly enough
that he's not the hardest hearted guy in the
world but just the same nobody's going to
slip anything thru a legal loophole while he's

—

around.
But putting recalcitrant exhibs on the carpet was never his main interest in life and it
certainly isn't now what with that youngster
who's just come into his and Mrs. Bi-aunberg's
life
to worry about.
We wonder if, when he's walking the floor'
in the wee small hours of the morning, he'll
have to resort to his legal phraseology in ordei'
to put the kid to sleep.

—

BIRMINGHAM
LOEW'S PALACE (Excess Baggage)
the

downtown houses

—

—

—

from advancing any information regarding
Sound Pictures or Sound Vaudeville Acts to
exhibitors not equipped with Sound devices,
unless you are specifically asked by the exhibitor for information regarding it.
I make
this suggestion because I can see where salesmen can talk so enthusiastically about our
progress along Sound lines to exhibitors not
equipped to show Sound pictures that they
would convey the impression that all our
efforts and all our force are placed behind
Sound Pictures and Sound Acts, and that the
black and white and silent drama is neglected.
To the man not yet equipped with Sound
devices, the black and white and silent drama
is still the big thing, and you can assure him
We have
that it is still the big thing with us.
not entered into the Sound field with the
idea of abandoning our progressive efforts on
the black and white.
On the contrary, we
are doubling our efforts on the silent and
black and white films, for in order to have a
good Sound picture, we must first have a good
silent or black and white picture."
CIosethatKSP

CAPITOL THEATRE PRESENTS

HRST ALL-SOUND PROGRAM
:

Led
Synchronized

for business.

SALT LAKE CITY

Version

of

"Our

Dancing

Daughters" To Be Featured
(Our Dancing Daughters)
IMPERIAL (Excess Baggage): The out- Unusually good week.
The Capitol Theatre, New York, is to prestanding feature of a week during which wet
IN GENERAL
sent its first all-sound program the week of
weather sent the public to the theatre in
The program that week will
Note that the foregoing includes both first October 6.
droves.
and subsequent run theatres and that the feature the synchronized version of "Our
productions are 1927-28 as well as 1928-29 Dancing Daughters"; it will present the "Our
ATLANTA
Also that the survey covers cities Gang" comedy, "The Ol' Gray Hoss" in Metro
releases.
LOEW'S CAPITOL (The Cardboard Lover) in every section
North, South, Movietone; and the Metro Movietone Acts,
of the country
Good business.
after week it's Walt Roesner and His Capitolians, and Van
West.
And
week
East
and
LOEW'S GRAND (Ben Hur, return) Fair the same flattering story.
and Schenck.
audiences.
We're going to make it a point to give you,
It is an auspicious program, and the comSAN FRANCISCO
reproduce for you these trade paper reports bined drawing power of the featured players
(Four
Walls)
LOEW'S WARFIELD
regularly.
in "Our Dancing Daughters", Our Gang, Walt
Crowded all week.
For we know they're going to comprise the Roesner, and Van and Schenck, together with
greatest collection of testimonials ever in- che splendid advance reports received on both
BALTIMORE
STANLEY (Our Dancing Daughters) A spired by the single season's output of a the silent and synchronized feature should
result in a record-breaking business.
motion picture company!
whale of a business during entire week.

OTTAWA, CANADA

PANTAGES

:

—

:

:

:

!

Over-

The following from District Manager Wolfberg's Confidential Weekly Letter of September 20 to the men in his district, conveys a
'thought which we feel is worthy of passing
en to every man in the field.
It may not be
;new, but it is important, and too much emphasis at this time cannot be placed upon it.
"I would direct your attention to the frontpage story in the last issue of the Distributor
regarding the M-G-M MOVIETONE ACTS.
You will note that M-G-M is following through
on its big-time stuff and has already signed
up such stars as Van and Schenck Louise
Groody Marion Harris Miller and Lyle
Vincent Lopez, and others and you may be
assured that many other great box office attractions will follow.
"I ask that you thoroughly familiarize yourselves with the Company's activities along this
line.
It is well that you know all about our
Sound Pictures and all about our Sound
Vaudeville Acts.
It is a progressive step and
is bound to go forward in leaps and bounds.
"I would suggest, however, that you refrain

(The Cardboard Lover, second
week)
Almost as good as first week.
ASTOR (White Shadows in the South Seas,
seventh week) Continues its pleasing, money-

Lover)

Against

,

CAPITOL

LOS ANGELES
LOEW'S STATE (The Cardboard

Men

"SILENT FILMS, THE IMPORTANT THING" HE REMINDS

Is

He Knows Exhibitors and
How He Knows His Law^

accounts:

Cautions

Emphasis Where Unwarranted

easy to

pictures are persistent box-

NEW YORK

Wolfberg

NOT READY

IS

.

The Distributor
Are Your ''Workouts" Eating
Profits of Eventual Sales?

W[OW

many

solicitations

JUST AN IDEA OF

GOALED

do you require, on

September

28,

1928

HOW OUR

TM

LEO
OUT IN CLEVELAND

Are
the average, to close a contract?
>ou cleaning up, in a pretty good percentage
of cases, on your first visit?
ask: "What difference does it make?"
figure that as salesmen are employed from season to season it's the annual
result that counts?
Have you the silly notion,
common among certain classes of salesmen,
that if you clean up quickly, you'll work yourself out of a job?

r^O you

Do you

-^»

DERHAPS

you forget that selling is profitThat
able only in relation to its expense.
even big business is worth most if it has been
closed in a limited number of interviews.

DUT
is

^'

where time eats most heavily into profit
For two reasons.
in smaller selling.

^k

with this class of acAnd the expense of distribution is a
counts.
bigger percentage of the small than of the

Most of our dealing

is

large sale.
So the more rapidly the
consummated, the greater is the profit.

sale

DEFEATED

be

is

too
solicitations may
many in an individual instance, if that
number really is required to obtain business.

not

But dragging out solicitations when one should
have sufficed is a waste of time, money and
energy.

I

F you

Because it's only one view of the crowds that met him everyJust an idea remember.
where in this town. M-G-M's living trademark keeps proving himself a reigning sensaThe boy is sort of used to being fussed over,
tion wherever he makes his appearance.
by now, but he couldn't help but get a new thrill out of that reception they handed
him in Ohio's big town. The Lion just gets them that's all.

—

M-G-M
figure the costs of your calls

By N.

upon

some accounts—salary and expense— against

the ultimate revenue, you probably will find
Perhaps even unthe percentage very high.
The sure way to avoid overprofitably high.
burdening sales with expense is to get the
contract early.

Potent Force
—the FREEMAN
B.

Managing Director of M-G-M
and New Zealand

Australia

in

In our close application to our

own

daily

pictures of any other company.
Not only do
they entertain millions of people nightly, but
they provide them with better entertainment
better stories, better stars, pictures that
have been given the finest production skilled
hands and brains and unlimited time, money
and effort can provide.
It will therefore be seen that M-G-M is
exercising a mighty influence for good on the
lives of people of every race and creed.
MG-M has lifted screen achievement to a new
plane.
M-G-M's "Ben Hur" did more good
in the hearts and minds of average men and

—

our outlook and
so see only those things that go on around
us; in other words, to localize our viewpoint.
prVEN holding out for price cost* money, if We are perhaps prone to think only of the
time is devoted to the prospect in the activities of M-G-M in our own territories and
meanwhile. The question of when such extra not of the gigantic work that is being carried women than a dozen sermons. M-G-M's "The
work ceases to be profitable is largely answer- out in every corner of the world by the far- Big Parade" depicted the terrors of war and
ed by a consideration of costs in their rela- flung forces of "The Living Lion."
the simple faith of humanity in a manner that
tion to probable gross increase of revenue.
To-day Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is more than no one could ever forget. Such M-G-M picObviously, the smaller the account, the shorter a company making pictures in a huge studio tures as "He Who Gets Slapped," "The White
the time which can profitably be devoted to and distributing them in every corner of the Sister," "The
Scarlet Letter,"
and "La
rental solicitation.
M-G-M is a mighty factor in the lives Boheme" presented classics of literature in a
world.
The silver way that made them not only understandable
of untold millions everywhere.
more peo- to all, but immensely moving, inspiring and
for
entertainment
provides
vrhich
screen
that
is
expensive
selling
is
"T^HE most
made after numerous solicitations. The ple every day and every night than any other uplifting to those who would probably have
most expensive salesman usually is the one form of amusement. M-G-M productions have never read the books pre-supposing that they
a greater world-wide distribution than the had the opportunity.
who has the fewest one visit sales.
Pause occasionally and consider this aspect
of our activities.
We are not selling so much
Pictures
Latest Facts
film.
We are giving to human beings everywhere a form of entertainment that cannot
Revised weekly.)
(Corrected as of September 17
Not
be bettered by any other organization.
START
START
only entertainment, but inspiration and enRECORD
SOUND PRINT
CLASS
TITLE
M-G-M is the one comlightenment as well.
SHIPPING
SHIPPING
pany that has recognized that the motion
that it cannot stand still,
picture is an art
Completed
Completed
Orchestrated
White Shadows
That it
Completed
that it must go ceaselessly forward.
Completed
Orchestrated
Dancing Daughters
Completed
must be cleansed of impurities, freed from
Completed
Orchestrated
Excess Baggage
hokum and unnecessary sensationalism. That
Temporarily withdrawn from sched.
Vocalized
Bellamy Trial
there is room only for pictures of the finest
Completed
About 9/20
Orchestrated
'While the City Sleeps
kind
that the making of better pictures holds
About 9/28
About 9/15
Orchestrated
Show People
rewards other than those that are merely
lO/ltolO/8
About 9/22
Orchestrated
The Wind
monetary. Is not such an organization such
Indefinite
Indefinite
Orchestrated
The Trail of '98
well worth the unstinted
Indefinite
Indefinite
a potent force
Vocalized
Alias Jimmy Valentine
Indefinite
the whole-hearted enthusiasm, the
Indefinite
effort,
Orchestrated
Brotherly Love
No records
utter loyalty of every one of us?
Vocalized
About 9/22
Metro Movietone Acts
Completed
Cloeethatgap
Completed
Orchestrated
School Begins
Completed
Completed
Imagine My Embarrassment Orchestrated
"DYNAMITE" DEMILLE'S FIRST
Completed
Completed
Orchestrated
or Gray Hoss
Just received a coast dispatch advising us

work we are

liable to shorten

—

Regarding Sound
.

—

—

—

—

'

Separate silent version.

Will start shipr )ing silent prints about 9/20.

that Cecil B. DeMille's

first

picture for

M-G-M

"Dynamite", an original story of modern society life by Jeanie MacPherson.

will be

!
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Last Minute Quickies

From Our M-G-M

Studios

The temporary

title

new Buster Keaton
which Ed Sedgwick is
will be Spite

UNEARTHED—A RELIC! WHO IS IT?
AND HOW FAR BACK DOES IT DATE?

for the
picture

to direct

Marriage.

Edward Sedgwiclt

The party of Coast officials which we told
last week was en route to New York, is
now here, in conference with New York executives.
The party includes Al Lewin, as-

you

sistant to Irving Thalberg, who is in search
of play and story material; Joseph Cohen,
Production Manager; Edward Brophy, his assistant; Pete Smith, Studio Publicity Manager,

who

is

conferring with

Howard

Dietz on forth-

coming promotion plans; and Joseph Rapf of
the Wardrobe Department, who is looking for

new fashion

ideas.

Jack Conway, who has just
completed Alias Jimmy Valentine, will direct Brass Band.
an original story of modern
society written by Josephine
Lovette.
Miss Lovette wrote
the original for Our Dancing
Daughters.

Jact

Conway

The inauguration of production

in the East
the M-G-M studios recently taken over
from the Cosmopolitan organization, will, it
is expected, result in more frequent meetings
of the West and East Coast officials of the
in

Company.
*

Bill

* *

Haines who has had to learn football,

baseball, military drill, golf and polo for recent athletic pictures, is now taking boxing
lessons.
Haines and Sam Hardy will stage a
sensational fist fight in
Man's Man, and
James Cruze who is directing, is having both

A

men

take lessons from professional boxers in
order that the fight may be all that he desires.

King Vidor left for Chicago
several days ago to look for
leading characters for the allcolored picture which he is to
direct.
The title of this picture is to be Hallelujah.
King Vidor

Hobart Henley set a new record for mob
scenes by using 20,000 persons in a single
shot while the Nize Baby company was at a
It was done by arranging
beach location.
with the police for a fake rescue, and the
realism with which it was effected attracted
the tremendous beach crowds which enabled
Director Henley to create his new high mark
for the number of persons in a single scene.
*
;

*

—

Mr. E. M. Saunders our own Western Sales Manager.
Yes that's just who it is.
Judging from where Mr. Saunders is wearing his
You'll recognize him easily enough.
watch one would take the photo to date back to when "After the Ball" was all the rage. But
our guess is it doesn't go back any further than some time or another when Woodrow
Wilson was President. And come to think of it it's not such a long time at that. We've
reproduced it for you frame and all so's you wouldn't miss a trick.

—

A tribe of 450 Blackfeet Indians appear
with Tim McCoy, Dorothy Janis, Clarence
Geldert, Frank Rice and Robert Frazier in
Humming Wires.
Alice D. G. Miller has been assigned one
of the most important screen tasks of the
She is to adapt the Bridge of San Luis
year.
Rey, which Charles Brabin is to direct.

Short Range Shots
the

Kathleen Clifford, who appears in Excess
Baggage, is now in New York.

Europe.

poisoning for a while, then

enough

to

resume

when he felt well
number of

his fooleries in a

comedies awaiting him, he found that for a
away with that corking
mustachio
he
had
spent
so much good time in
Robert W. McGowan, Vice-President of the
Hal Roach studios and supervisor and director getting into trim. Tough life, this life of a
starter he'd have to do

of

Our Gang comedies, arrived

last

in

New York comedy

Saturday for a brief vacation prior to

the return of the

"Gang"
*

to the Studio.

Home

to a long-term contract

Mr.

Home

direct Hal Roach comedies.
has directed comedies on the Hal Roach lot

before.

Charley Chase is having a run of tough
First he was laid up with ptomaine

luck.

star

Incidentally, Gertrude Astor plays opposite
him in his next laugh-fest.

^'J

Leo McCarey, supervising director, has just
signed James
to

Buddies, the famous stage play is being
adapted as a vehicle for Marion Davies, immediately upon her return from her vacation

From

Hal Roach Studios

sjc

in

—

*

LESS RUBBER STAMPING
The new M-G-M News contract will be
welcomed by office staffs. It avoids use of
the rubber stamp required to hook up the
old form of contract with the new and also
the use of the sound clause stamp.

—

'

—
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Reviews of Gance's ^Napoleon'

Replete With Strong Sales Argument
^^Tk TAl'OLEOX"

Being a French production, it has been neglecled in domestic
scheduled for Fall release.
publicity.
In tact, the negative has only been in the possession of our American editors for a very short
time.
lUit the production has been playing" in Europe for months.
And scoring a succession of great
successes.
are giving you herewith a complete summary of opinions by the leading British periodicals.
These are jjrinted. not alone to demonstrate that the picture has gone over, nor to emi)hasize the truly remarkable tributes which "Xa])oleon" has won, but rather to analy::e the prodiietioii
shozv yon wliat it is
and fortify
yon zuitli sfro)ig sales arynuient in its behalf. There is scarcely a word on this page which cannot be utilized iti
your discussions of M-G-M's 1928-29 product.
i-s

1^

We

—

"I

Expresses Temper of Times
have never seen more vivid revolution
scenes; they exactly
express the temper
of the time and
carry one along in

striking films that ever came out of France.
Pictorially so."
The Daily Sketch.

—

Tremendously Vivid Effects
"The crowds of the revolution, attacking
armies, and a great storm at sea, were all shot

vllW

tremendously

with

sweeping

the

—

vivid

Reynold's

effect."

News.

power of the moment.
Acting is
very good. Direction

is

Very

Fine Pictorial

fi
^^^S R

i

excellent.

fine

settings."

—period
The.

Kinematograph
Weekly.

Crammed With
"yHE film is crammed
pictorial

Interest

— The

Morning

Post.
" 'Napoleon' is a pictorial poem.
'Napoleon is superbly picturesque and superbly
acted.
Monsieur Gance has an amazing fund
of pictorial resource and his film is packed

with mass excitement

stirring

movement."

Has Excellent Quality

"The

^^1W
^^
:l

\

^ fe^

»<^L^^^^'^^^^Kr^^*

m

^1
s
^^^if^BBB
".scoop."

— Weekly

an

film

'

academic

—

A

not-

screen

Di spa tch.

Daily Sketch.

The camera work is extraordinarily
clever and the handling of the revolutionary
crowds and troops is amazing. One can congratulate M. Gance upon directing one of the
most remarkable films ever seen on the
screen."
The Evening Standard.

—

Artistically, Historically Sincere

picture to be seen by everybody
interested alike in the Little Corporal himself
and the time that produced him. It is wonderful in its wealth of pictorial ideas, in its
artistic and historical sincerity and its suggestions of multitude."
The Referee.

—

and

title

artistic

composition.
The film has beauty, sincerity,
moments of emotional power, scenes ot panoramic grandeur and wonderful crowd work
We doubt if any film has given a greater impression
of
life

movement

Is

"I have seen the
French Revolution

Mayer, who have
a

role

Felt

scoop
"The picture is
distributed by
Metro- Goldwynachieved

portrayal of

Frenzy of Mob

Notable Screen

able

a

Sunday

Times.

through so crowd
ed a canvas" The
Cinema.

natui-alistic quality."
The Star.

Handling of Crowds Amazes
is
a wonderful spectacle.

is

— The

and

and

'^.APOLEON'

"It

—

His first great military exploit
the
capture of Toulon, and the campaign in Italy
furnish M. Gance with many opportunities for
lavish spectacular scenes of which full advantage is taken."
The Daily Telegraph.
fection.

has

of the Century"
J^.APOLEON' is a film that defies superlatives.
Undoubtedly the film of the

— The

moments

and considerable
emotional c.'fect."

Scenes Lavishly Spectacular
Has Power and
"The story of the Little Corsican has been
Grandeur
pictured by Abel Gance ir a manner commpathetic
"Sy
mensurate with its inspiring sweep and scope.
and imaginative
In Albert Dieudonne he has found an artist
direction,
fine
who impersonates the Man of Destiny to per-

excellent

"The Film

century."

pictorial

with interest both

and historic."

— The Daily Express. and

Moments
picture
"This
has
many fine

Has Dignity and Grace

"Many

of

the shots are unsurpassed for
dignity and grace.
The great names of the
revolution
Danton, Marat and Robespierre
are excellently portrayed."
The Morning
Advertiser.

—

—

Beyond Anything
must rank as one of the most

Beautiful
" 'Napoleon'

on the screen until
I am sick of it, but
I
have never before
felt
something of the frenzy
of those mobs."
The Evening News.
Most Discussed
Film
" 'Napoleon,' the

French epic, is thf
most discussed film
now showing in
London."
Manchester Eve. News.

—

A New

Film Sensation

"London has the unique chance of seeing
new film sensation in the big French spec-

a
tacular film "Napoleon."

most spectacular

This

is

one of the
and is a

films ever shown
to France's most

national tribute
beloved
hero."
Theatre and Film Illustrated.
Serious Contribution To Art
"As a serious contribution to film art
"Napoleon
should be seen."
The Weekly
Dispatch.
"

—

Sound or

Silent

KNOWS

MOTHER

tHAT

MACHMC^

GIRL

FOX HILLS STUDIO

•

DfTiVi

CITY

The WoiMis largest plantiDr the production ot "EilkingPictuies
Inrliidind t,S liiMldintte at FOX HILLS. CaUfranm

^VILLIAM

EDNA FERRER'S
BEST STORY

"Mother Knows Best" has boxoffice value

ing

story,

because of
its

mance and

engross-

interesting

ro-

its cast.

—N. Y. Graphic

A\
<3

its

\
e^/
^o

knows

^est the

m
MADGE BELLAMY- LOUISE DRESSER -BARRY NORTON

JOHN BLYSTONE
Has everything

production

that spells enter-

tainment. You'll like it.
N. Y. Evening Journal f

—

e.

<*'Ae'

,

it

coio^*

«"

^aooUsas'^°„,^V„, stotV
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Qdeifn

tsiiti^ tn

pictures

MOTHER KNOWS BEST
California and Canada
MOTHER GROSS BEST
Palace Theatre

Carthay Circle

Montreal

Los Angeles

Picture broke every
record, beating

fwo'day

by $2,000 pre-

vious 'week-end liouse record
lield

by STREET ANGEL.

Picture doing sensational business at $2 top. Capacity audiences at every performance.
Tlie talk of the city, both press

and public.

talkie

Movietone in great triumph. A new chapter

worthy of serious consideration. Scores
triumph at Circle. Has clinched the progress made by the Fox company in this
form of entertainment. It is the most intelligently directed and acted talking picture ever made.
Los Angeles Evening Herald.

in the history of talking pictures is written.

''Mother Knows Best," the

first

—

"Mother Knows Best" steps forth as one of
the most moving pictures of the year. In
dramatic climax it moved scores
to tears. Its telling is simple and forthright. Humor of merry and unforced charm
punctuates its adventures. Its sincerity and
gathering power, due to expert story con-

ils fine,

struction, splendid acting and able direction, held the audience in a spellbound

broken only by the enforced use of
handkerchiefs. Rare cinema achieve-

silence,

many
'"^^^

•

— Los Angeles Evening Express.

This

is

the

first

dialogue and

feature with Movietone

it is

a revelation.

The

dia-

unquestionably history- making.
The acting and direction deserve some
logue

is

superlative

comment.

—Los Angeles Times.

Amazingly realistic drama. One of the
most amazing things of its kind I have
ever seen on the stage or screen. Madge
Bellamy as the daughter is a revelation.
She achieves an artistry that stands out as
one of the fine performances of the year.
Louise Dresser has never more thoroughly

demonstrated her ability. I want to commend all who had a part in the production
of this picture.

This Talker Talks

—Los Angeles Examiner,

MONEY!

West Coast Welcomes

U. S. Action,

Says Franklin

ALL THE TIME

^/'FILMDOM
XLVI
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No.

Monday, October

1

low About

It?

has
sane

orperspectives
Talking pictures
pside down.
e the big noise in exhibition toThe box-ofifice provides the
ay.
isvver conclusively and by .com-

dinarily

arison

all

theoretical

appears to us, however, that
le situation has been met only
artially.
Producers of backbone
jrvice pictures are neatly tied in
fith Western Electric. Their theter holdings, whether affiliated or
wned, are therefore either wired
ow or will be soon. W. E. is goig to play along with its very
ood customers as we suppose it
It

>

natural

it

should.

oesn't help the

But

10 Using W.
Licensing
Electrical
to

brings

U. S.

Columbia by
Research Products
of

ten

the

number

M-G-M,

Universal,

West

It

Easy

—

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau.

THE FILM DAILY

—

Los Angeles
Conspiracy action
against West Coast Theaters and
eight distributing firms brought by
the government under the anti-trust

is

is

welcomed

by

West

Coast

Theaters, Harold B. Franklin, presiParamount, M-G-M, First National,
dent and general manager of West
Fox, Universal, Pathe, United ArtCoast, told
FILM DAILY.
ists, and Vitagraph (Warners). HarThis
position is taken, he said,
old Jones, special assistant of the at"because only through this suit can
torney general, here from Washingthe clearance question be settled,
with
information
ton, filed the bill of
once
and for all." Without protecU. S. District Judge McCormick. tion,
he continued, as between first
Investigation of the alleged conspiand
subsequent
run showings, "the
racy has been under way for a numwhole industry would have to be
ber of months.
organized on a much smaller scale.
Clearance is a tradition in show
business, and its soundness never has
been questioned."

HELD?

'

Acoustic Products Co. (Sonora),
which has closed contracts for sound
film recording in the religious field,
has pending deals in the amusement
field, it is claimed in connection with
an issue of 200,000 shares of com-

'SINCING fOOL' GROSSES

Since equipment cannot be secured
nmediately anyway W. E. is book$42,000 IN 17
d solid on orders as far ahead as
mon which E. F. Gillespie, New
lay the showmen who haven't so
York, has purchased for public ofIn 17 performances which constiar gone in for sound have little to
fering
this
The company
week.
5se by waiting.
W. E. has a signifi- states it plans to cover the entire tute the first full week of its run at
the Winter Garden in New York
antly strong hold already, but it
field of sound production.
"The Singing Fool" grossed $42,000.
oes not necessarily follow that all
This figure does not include the preompetition has been cleaned off the
miere performance at which tickets
late.
Some Stars Aid in Midnight
Don't kid yourself.
noves of prime importance are lurkBenefit
on Coast sold for $11 but covers business beWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY ginning Thursday, Sept. 20, and terig around the corner and in three
Los Angeles With many screen minating Wednesday night, Sept. 26.
veeks or so, matters of concern to
he exhibiting fraternity may be ex- notables aiding in the entertainment, At a top evening scale of $3, two
a benefit show for the Red Cross performances were given a day exected to pop.
hurricane fund was given at midnight cept on the Saturday, Sunday and
Saturday at the Metropolitan, under Monday of the week covered on
auspices of the Theater Managers' which three shows a day were the
Aside from availability, price and Ass'n. Tickets were $1, $2 and $3. schedule. The theater seats 1,600.

—

Coast

THE

T
riL*1

Bureau,

West

The Dept. of Jussponsor of the conspiracy aclaw
tion against West Coast Theaters,

list.

SOUND

Coast

Los Angeles

tice

Christie,

that

in
Protection
Tradition
Show Business, States

West Coast Head

Hal Roach and Columbia comprise the

SPONSORS COAST

ACTION AFTER PROBE

of

producers who have been licensed to make sound pictures
under the Western Electric
system
of
recording.
The
Fox,
Warners,
Paramount,
United Artists, First National,

ter

Take

E.

thousands of the-

owners on the outside to meet
ne of the most difficult problems
bey have ever faced.

Cents

5

OF CLEARANCE, FRANKUN SAYS

arguments

to pieces.

ill

Price

1928

TO SETTLE ISSUE

SUIT

pandemonium over U. S.
rHE
turned many
sound

1,

SHOWS NEW ARBITRATION

POLICY

—

Show

—

The Old Bugaboo

he actual selection of equipment itelf, this uncertainty over the inter-

hangeability of one device with anwill, have to be settled soon,
.^he folks at Western Electric look
lank whenever the issue is brought
ip.
Sooner or later, a change of
ieart is certain to come.
The agenilher

ies

through

which

this

will

be

'rought about do not matter.
If for
o other reason than to advance the
tfhole
commercial future of the
ound picture, it will become necesary to stabilize its mechanics. This
bservation is as simple as it is true
nd, in our opinion, brooks no funamentally sincere refutation.

KANN

Make
K-A-O Signs

RCA'Photophone Set
Installations;

months
Preparing to launch a production
calling for manufacture of

program

month starting Oct. 18,
RCA-Photophone has signed con-

200 sets a
tracts

calling

for

installation

of

its

equipment over
the entire Keith-Albee-Orpheum cirsound

reproducing

Announcement of the deal is
made by E. E. Bucher, company vice

cuit.

president.

It

will

take

about four

to

to equip the chain. This step
being supplemented by orders now
being taken throughout the country.
The company stafT is being enlarged
of anticipated expanto take care
sion.
The Eastman, Rochester, N.
Y.. now is being equipped.
Talk of an impending legal tilt on
the
question of interchangeability
Bucher characterizes as bunk, and
states there is nothing to such reis

ports.

ADOPTED
Oklahoma
policy,

City

IN

OKLAHOMA

— New

arbitration

under terms of which the M.

P.T.O. of Oklahoma members will
refuse to arbitrate cases unless both
parties to the controversy are present, sound pictures and their relation to film rentals of silent films,
(Continued on Page 2)

De Forest Canadian

Suit

Slated to Start Today

—

Suit of De Forest
Montreal
Phonofilm Co. against Famous Players Canadian Corp. seeking damages
and an injunction for alleged infringement of patents in connection
with presentation of Movietone at tTie
Palace, is scheduled to get under
way today. Meanwhile, Famous is
its
wire
houses
continuing
to
throughout the Dominion.

Extra Payment by Loew*s
of $1 a Share Forecast
Distribution of $1 a share extra is
directors of Loew's
meet for regular dividend action. Similar extra payments have been made
(.Continued on Page 2)

expected when

...

THE
Monday, October

19:
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Fox Movietone City
Personnel

On Broadway

Coast

IVest

Bureau,
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Astor—-"White
—

Shadows
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South Seas"
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—
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225.

Cameo

-"E-xcess

— "Wings"
Colony —^"Lonesome"
Criterion

——

Embassy '"Submarine"
Fifth Ave
"Germany's Side of the War"
Fifty-fifth St.
"The Mystic Mirror"
Globe "Mother Knows Best"
Gaiety "Four Devils" beginning Wednesday
Hippodrome "The Night Bird"
Loew's New York Monday, "The Card-

—
—

—

—

—

board Lover;" Tuesday, "Heart Troubles"
and "Thru the Breakers;" Wednesday,
"Fazil;" Thursday "The Scarlet Lady;"
Friday, "Black Butterflies" and "Guardians
Saturday, "The Whip;"
of
the Wild;"
Sunday, "Warming Up"
Mark Strand "The Lion and the Mouse"
Paramount "The Fleet's In"

—

—

— "The

— "Two Patriot"
Lovers"
Roxy——
"Win That Girl"
Warner "The Terror"
Winter Garden — "The Singing
—
Brooklyn Mark Strand "The
Rialto
Rivoli

Fool"

Lion and the

Mouse"

"U" Opens

First Talker
at Colony, New York

Financial
High

Am.

(s)
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(c)
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—(c) Film

30^
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With Carl Laernmle in attendance,
Universal's first talker, "Lonesome,"
was presented at the Colony, New
Sales
York, at reopening of the house last
200 night.
Glenn Tryon also was pres-

H
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publicity in advance and at the premiere, and secured more than usual
Al Feinman of
newspaper space.
Feinman-Strouse has been assisting

him.

Ray Rockett Arriving
Ray Rockett is slated to arrive
New York today from Europe.

.

.

on

Sunday.

Daylight Saving Ends
Daylight saving time ended
cially

were

early
set

when

yesterday,

back one hour

at 2 A.

offi-

vaudeville
playwrights; Maude Fulton, playwright;
and
Dave
Stamper,
playwright.
Players are: Bobby Clark and Paul
McCullough, Chic Sale, Sylvia Field,
Helen Twelvetrees, Donald Gallagher,
Gilbert Emery, Muni Wisenfrend and
Helen Ware.
Others who will be
employed as writers and directors
are: Erie Lewis McGill, A. H. Van
Buren, Arthur Caesar, Ben Holmes

M.

New

MOVIE CAMERA
CaHe — GMaKazines
Lens

2 in. F. 3.5

UIILLO£l«HByS
N<^wyorK.My*^
no
UJc't

3?'^«^t

Phone Peona. 03SO

IL

Orpheum

circu

Sunday

chanj

M.P.T.O. of Michigan conventio
Kalamazoo.

at

Oct. 16-17-18

Annual

M.P.T.O. A.

Toronto.
Annual convention

tion

Oct. 24-25

convei

at

wester

of

Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor uni'
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention a
Dallas.

Nov. 14
Nov.

Dec.

Meeting of International Chambe
of Commerce at Paris on Europeai
film restriction program.
20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages con
vention at Columbus.
25
Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
25 New Fox house in St, Louis operi
4
Annual Convention of M,P.T.O
of

Oklahoma

at

Oklahoma

City.

1)

are subjects slated for discussion at
the annual convention of the exhibThe
itor unit scheduled here Dec. 4.
organization states it adopted the
new policy on advice of counsel.
W. Z. Spearman, president of the
association, is protesting attempted
efforts to secure higher film rentals
for silent pictures, at a time when
he says producers are concentrating
their time, and advertising effort on
sound pictures.

IKOOSEVELT
Dib™ STIRE

E¥

ATI

V ANQD

WAStHlONCTOf^

W

1D.C

TO THOSE WHO PLAN A TRIP
TO THE CAPITOL AT THIS
TIME WE OFFER MOST ATTRACTIVE SUMMER RATES:—

1)

addition to the regular annual diviin 1926 and 1927.
The final quarter of the fiscal year is
exjjected to show an increase over
that of the corresponding period last
year.
Therefore, earnings for the 12
months ended Aug. 31 may establish
a new high record for yearly returns,
exceeding those of the previous year
ended Aug. 31, 1927, when net inagp'fop-^tpd
cline
after
$6,737,205,

Room
Room

with bath for One
with bath for
*

.

.

.

$4.00

Two $5.00-$6.00
»

THE ROOSEVELT WELCOMES YOU
*

*

*

Frank B. Banks
& Manager

President

Filmdom' s Recognized Book Qf
Rejerence For Past Ten Years

IN

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages

STANDARn

Skoura*, St. Louit.

Gaiet;'

policy.

Oct. 8-10

Okla. Adopts New
Arbitration Policy

OUT

SEPT AUTOMATIC
Holds 16 Feet Film

"4 Devils" at

of

York.

Keith - Atbee standardizing on

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.

(Continued from Page

the Er

1929 Edition

Spring Motor

(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

Opening

Oct.

and Harlan Thompson.

(Continued from Page

theater,

pire, opens.

clocks

SALE!

Stock Exchange.

M-G-M's London

Herbert,

Midnight Showings at Loew Houses charges and taxes.
Midnight showings of pictures will
today at Loew's
be inaugurated
State, New York, and Oct. 6 at the
Capitol, simultaneous with advent of
sound pictures at the latter house.

The Latest Model Double

Mos Back

Today

in

fore the legislative committee investigating charge that he collected a
fund from theaters to keep them open

•Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,

Carl

Luther Reed and J. K. McGuinness,
former New York columnist; Charles
Judels, stage director; Eugene Walters,
playwright; Tom Barry and

in

Bernstein Must Testify on Fund
Jersey City Joseph E. Bernstein,
president of States Theater Corp.,
has been subpoenaed to appear be-

U3H

Carl Mos, Universal advertising assistant, who has been on a special
missjoii, in London, has returned to
tbe Universal home office.

Ben Jackson

dend of $2 a share

.

(s)

— With

as production manager. Movietone
City, Fox sound film plant, has been
opened.
On the supervising staff
are: Charles Klein, Kenneth Hawks,

Hugh

The Industry's
Date Book

Listed

Extra Payment by Loew's
of $1 a Share Forecast

,

—

25H

M. P. Cap... 10
Orph. Cir
3VA
94
do pfd

monies.

"56

IIO-^
100

pfd.

Ben Bernie was master of cereHarry Reichenbach handled

ent.

is
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Coast Wire Service-

Sennetf s Sound Program
PRODUCTION GETTING INTO

A

ILSWINGATNEWSTUDIO

Little
from
RALPH

By

Sound production gets into full
'wing early next month at the new
vlack Sennett plant at Studio City,
jennett is planning sound features
In addition, Trem Carr
ind shorts.
Prod, has a program calling for 15
eature productions utilizing sound.
'Made in Studio City, Cal." is a title
o be included on all pictures made at
he Sennett plant.

i(

Heads Publicity

at

United Artists Studio
Harry D. Wilson has been named
lublicity director of the
sts'

United Art-

studio.

Conway's Next Set

KRAZY KAT
CARTOONS

Lots >f

1VILK

Hollywood

;

iVilson

K^AXYK^T*

=3!^=

LYNN

Shores will soon start directing "The Jazz Age," his fifth

picture for FBO.
He recently completed the direction of "Stolen Love."

SNUFF
SED

which Marceline Day and Betty
Blythe have important roles.
Lynn
is a former New York boy and was
with Paramount and Selznick before
in

coming

to the Coast.
:»
*

*

John Stone, Fox scenarist,
is rather proud of the showing "Roadhouse" made at the
Fox theater, Washington, D.
C, when it broke all house
He
records there by $4,000.
was co-author of the story and

also wrote the scenario.
"Brass Band," an original by
*
*
osephine Lovett, is Jack Conway's
Arthur Landau is very active. He
,ext directorial assignment for Mi-M.
Conway has just completed recently placed F. Harmon Weight,
Alias Jimmy Valentine," first pic- the director, with Warners for a
ure to be made by M-G-M with second picture; Forest Halsey with
liking sequences.
the Corinne Griffith unit, Natalie
Joyce with "Ritzy Rosie," which
Santell Arriving in N. Y.
Mervyn Le Roy is directing at First
Director Alfred Santell arrives in National, and Emile Chautard in
lew York this week to select the "The Thirtieth of October," which
'ifth Avenue site from which most Frank Lloyd is directing.
*
*
*
f Vilma Banky's next picture is to
The story is by James
Our Passing Show: Jack
e shot.
rleason.
Oakie learning to drive his
new automobile, with Artie
Cutting "Hell's Angels"
Jacobsen a heroic passenger;
J. G. Bachmann and Charles
Ten cutters, under direction of
Furthonan motoring from, the
'rank Lawrence, editor-in-chief for
Paramount studio; Doris Hill
!addo, are cutting and editing more
returning from a location trip.
lan 1,500,000 ft. of film of "Hell's

Animated by
Ben. Harrison

and

The Pep oS
the Program

Manny Gould

>i>

Lngels," now in 14th month of prouction.
It is expected that the picire will be ready in December.

Virginia Valli in "Legit"
Virginia Valli is enacting her first
"Tarnish,"
starring role
in
:age
laying at the Hollywood Music Box
lis

*

*

Matt Taylor and Dan Tomlinson have written an original, which will serve as a

PRODUCED BY

CHARLES

MINTZ

CAN YOU TOP THIS?
2^ TOO
/ WW

"^^^^

PEOPLE IN ATLANTIC
CITY IN A

750

SEAT HOUSE THE FIRST
WEEK PAID TO SEE

THE ROAD

SHOW

vehicle for the new comedy
team of Sammy Cohen and

Ivan Linow.
*

*

Werker, who co-directed
•'The Sunset Legion" and "Kit Carson," starring Fred Thompson, has

week.

A.

L.

Buy Wharton Novel for Talker
He will direct Rex
Paramount has bought screen joined Fox.
ghts of "The
Children,"
Edith Bell in a western, which will be
/barton's latest novel, which will supervised by M. D. Farley. Werker,
although young in years, is a pro;
made into a talker.

\

duction veteran.

Mendes Gets

B.

New

Contract

Lothar Mendes, who recently comsequences of "Interrence," has been signed to a new

leted the silent

)ntract.

Adapting Atherton Story
Perry S. Nathan is adapting Gerude Atherton's story, "The Wicked
ngel," which Mark Sandrich will diet for Columbia.
Collaborating on "The Apache"
Harriet Hinsdale and Ramon Roero are
collaborating
on "The
pache," an original for Columbia.

Sign Lois Wilson for 4
Lois Wilson has been signed by
Warners to appear in four productions. The first will be opposite Conrad Nagel in "Kid Gloves," Vita-

phone

M-G-M

VEIDT

Greatest Social Problem
Daringly Picturized

—

REAL BOX OFFICE WINNER

Lot

PULSING DRAMA FOR ADULTS ONLY

Billy Rose, Herb Brown and Arthur Fried, song writers, are on the

M-G-M lot. Edwards and Rose
have prepared a song for "Broadway
Melody," talker which Harry Beamont

CONRAD

The WorUs

picture.

Song Writers on

Amm^^^^-""^
W#^^^^^^^

will direct.

h

BOOK

DIRECT

M« G* R*

PROD. INC.
130 W. 46

WRITE WIRE
OR— PHONE
TEL. BRY.

5602

I
«4eL^?»v

Facsimile of ad now appearing in Saturday Evening
Post, Collier^ s Motion Picture Classic, Motion Picture

M agazine. Photoplay,

Screenland, Picture

Play,

Film Fun.

X^t^

CECIL B.OEMILLE'S

300 theatres are now capitalizing on this tremendous
campaign by simultaneous
showings throughout the
United

States.

KINO OF KINGS
BY JEANIE MACPI-IERSCN

You'll never

Hugo

know

the capacity of your theatre until you play

Road Show, Musical
and Effect Score with Orchestra of 100 and
Chorus of 50 Vocalists Sensationally Synchro-

"THE KING OF KINGS"

KeiEenfeld's Great

nized with

RCA PHOTOPHONE.

Pafhe (§ Picture

vision of Territory for Theater Operation is Plan
>

\

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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'Lonesome''

No

>HE

dollar angle: Go to it.
difCertain to please.
and simple
ferent
idea
Igh, dealing as it does with
te girl and a nice boy alone
big city and the slim story

negotiat-

with John Kunsky and
George Trendle for purchase of

Kunsky

theaters in Detroit

and suburbs. Conferences are
actively under way, but aside
from preliminaries, no further
progress has been made.
Purchase of the Skouras

n that holds them together,
the main, entirely human

very close to the mob.
he critical viewpoint Good
could
t stands, "Lonesome"
Paul
been far better.
I
)s, the director, indulged in
)rgy of camera angles then
embered his players. That,

are

circuit of St.

hanging

:

fire.

Louis likewise

is

Indications point

strongly toward consummation

makes

for

Division of the country into four sections, in one of which
either Publix, Warners, Fox or Loew's would operate theaters,
to the exclusion of the other three, is suggested in a pooling plan
credited to Spyros Skouras, St. Louis theater owoier. Skouras,
who now is negotiating sale of his circuit to Warners, in a deal
near consummation, is reported to have been working on the
national plan for some time.

of both deals shortly.

All PATHE PICTURES

;

;ourse,

Warner, Loew's, Fox
Would Get a Quarter Each

Publix,

Deal Signed

ing
the

Price 5 Cents

1928

THEATER ZONES?

The Warners

A

2,

WARNERS GET

F.N. STOCK;

technical

TO

E

Under terms of the plan, one of
the four members of the pool would
be the operating company in each of
Houses of the
the four sections.
others would be turned over to the
operating company in each instance.
This would assure the theaters the
choice of the output of Paramount,

evement, but eliminates conANNOUNCE HERGER TODAY
rable of the warmth and
All of Pathe's features will be dia- Warners, Fox, M-G-M, United Arwhich could have been
The Warners today will formally logued in the future, says Colvin W. tists and First National.
Rapid expansion is called for, it
ted for and by the charac- announce acquisition of the control- Brown, executive vice president, who
has just returned to New York from is understood with the circuit in each
in First National, alling
interest
had they been given the
section scheduled to go into large
though actually it probably will be a visit to the studios.
}er opportunity.
Brown saw and heard sound tests and small towns in its particular
another month before the financial
Work zone.
structure and complete details are made by Benjamin Glazer.
)n Broadway Again

m

cidentally,
"Lonesome" marks
return of Universal to the main
and openly in the contest for

.dway gold. The Colony show
right good;
Bern Bernie a?
er of ceremonies, a couple of
y girl hoofers and the type of
that has been holding such sucil
sway at the Paramount.

Sound Sound
lesome," originally a silent picnow has three sequences in
•gue.
The first two rank pretty
the third, rather awful. Blame
I;
the lines given the characters to
It proves that Universal, in
k.
Dany with other producing com?s, has to ferret out a method of
lling
this
new entertainment
nin.

All or

None

are fast leaning toward the
if
that it should be all spoken
)gue or none.
In "The Singing
I," talking lines are outrageously
;d with written d'alogue titles,
First the
iwise in "Lonesome."
acters talk; then their lips move
you don't hear anything. It is
amatic falsetto as sour as it can
a jarring, annoying note that
lid be smothered at once.
'&

K

ANN

So far there only has been inforhas begun in putting dialogue into
The mal discussion on the proposal, which
which terminated pictures now in production.
Sunday morning at sound recorders being used are the has not been set down on paper, nor
have there been any indications that
which Harry M. Warner and First RCA Photophone.
Brown's visit was for the purpose the plan would be adopted.
National franchise holders were presplans.
Then again it
It may happen.
ent, temporary assignments of First of mapping production
may not. Purely in a conversational
National stock were turned over to
stage is this latest and perhaps most
the Warners by the franchise holdrevolutionary move of them all in
ers, permanent possession to be rethe fast-changing alignments of imtained when actual cash changes
portant theater chains.
hands in a couple of weeks.

settled.

a meeting
about four o'clock
.A.t

reeltoneWning to

Paramount Will Offer
Stock Exchange on B. & K.
Common

stock of Paramount vvill
be offered to holders of minority
stock of Balaban & Katz, it is re(Continucd on Page 7)

ROADSHO£FiRST FILM
Roadshowing

"The

of

Ghost

Train," first production to be made
by the Reeltone process is planned
by the Reeltone Corp., which will
on

(Continued

Patje

7)

Charge Against West Coast
and Distributors Misdemeanor
Advance Booking
Limited to 9 Months

British

Now

London (By Cable)

— Nine

months

the limit on advance bookings under the Cinematographic Films Acts,
liaving become effective yesterday.
Previous^' the advance limit was 12
is

months.

West

Bureau,

Coast

—

THE FILM DAILY

Exhibitors Report on
Storm's Theater Damage

—

Reports from
Jacksonville, Fla.
who have visited the
exhibitors,
storm damaged territory, are that
practicallv all independent theaters
from West Palm Beach to Fort
Lauderdale are badly damaged. The

Flamingo
totally

at

West Palm Beach was

destroved,
{Continued

but the Stanley
Page 7)

on

Florida Theaters Speeding
Relief Fund Benefits

Conspiracy charge
Los Angeles
Jacksonville, Fla.— Theaters of the
brought by the government against
are mapping plans for beneterritorv
VVest Coast Theaters and eight disfor the hurricane relief
fit
shows
tributing firms is a misdemeanor punishable

by

under

brought
trust

fine.

law.

SatThe action was fund. Publix presented a benefit
here, and shows
Florida
its
at
urday
the Sherman antihouses of

Adjudication of the dis- were given Sunday
the Sparks' chain.
on Page 7)

{Contimied

,

in

all
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TUT

Locke

,

to

Write U. A. Original

\ViIliani J. Locke. EiiKlish novelist, is to write an original for United
Aftists, lie announced at a luncheon

yesterday. He leaves
day for the Coast.
ViL ILVI Hi. 2

IIIN

ff.

Tiitii),

Oct

Prin 5 Ctits

1121

2.
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Netoco Gets Another
Boston Netoco lias taken over
another East Boston house, the Day
Square. The firm, headed by Sam-

—

Finanski, has the

Square and Netoco

Gem, Central

Seville,

now

near-

ing completion.

J.

Trop with World Wide
D. Trop has joined World Wide

Pictures, headed

by

J.

D. Williams.

He is to work with C. L. Yearsley.
Trop's last position was general manager of the Capitol Production Exporting Co.

—

the Alice cartoons for Winkler
Pictures, has completed a cartoon
subject in soumd. Peerless Exchange
of

will

Financial

a print of

distribute.

Medford House Opens
Boston The Riverside, an

"4 Devils" at Gaiety,

Oct.

Opening

Oct.

Keith - Albee standardizing on

Nevir

of

York.

Orpheum

circuit

Sunday

change

"The Great

policy.

M.P.T.O.

Oct. 8-10

Michigan convention

of

Kalamazoo.

at

Annual

Oct. 16 17-18
tion

M.P.T.O. A.

Arctic Seal Huntl

conven-

Toronto.

at

Annual convention of western
Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor unit.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at
Oct. 24-25

DaUas.
Meeting of International Chamber
of Commerce at Paris on European
film restriction program.
Nov. 20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohis stages convention at Columbus.
Nov. 25 Pararomint, Brooklyn, opens.
Nov, 25 New Fox house in St. Louis open*.
Dec.
4
Annual Convention of M.P.T.O.

Nov. 14

of

Disney Makes Sound Cartoon
Walt Disney, who animated many

225.

STOLEN!

A

cluding "Stella Maris,"
Mary Pickford starred.

uel

The Industry's
Date Book

Oklahoma

at

Oklahoma

City.

Haines in N. Y. Today
William Haines will arrive in New-

The M-G-M

York today.

star plans
to spend only a few days here, then
will go on to Virginia, where he will
visit
his mother and later return
with her to California.
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Arrested on 'Blue' Charge
Isidore Segal was arrested for the
third time Sunday for presenting a
show at the Roselle Park, Roselle
Park, N. J. Segal was charged with
being a habitual offender and with
operating a disorderly house. Segal
continued the showings throughout
the day.

is

listed in Chicago;

Sboaras, St. Lotua.

The Word

is

(Reward

cuted.

fc

offered for

i1

return.)

N. B. However, have
prints left to

dates

we

are

sufficier

numerou
receiving daily o
fill

the

the "Great Arctic Seal Hunt.

This

thrilling

three-reeles

which played the Keith Cir
cuit, just booked by the Cen
tury Circuit.

MARATHON PICTURES
CORPORATION
500 Fifth

Avenue

Longacre 10465

Buzzing 'Round

The Qreatest

Serial Ever

Filming "Great Power"
Bridgeport, Conn. Myron C. I'agan arrived here yesterday with cast
of "The Great Power," which is to
be filmed with Bristolphone accompaniment,
under a license
from
Got ham- Bristolphone.

—

AGENCY
Attractions for

Produced

The Vanishing West
with a remarkable cast including
Eileen Sedgewick
Leo Maloney
Little Mickey Bennett
Yakima Cannutt
William Fairbanks
Jack Perrin
Fred Church
Jack Dougherty
PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPAWY BY

Saul Rogers Returns
Saul Rogers, vice president an<l
L'eneral counsel of I'ox, returned tn
New York yesterday from lMiro()e.

VAUDEVILLE

& Kati

same

in

AMALGAMATED

Ounter (Bid and Asked.)

Balaban

MAYA

the Universal exploitation department
died last week of a heart attack. He
leaves his widow and three children.

45

•Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchanfe.
(o)

—

in possessio

offering

Exclusive Distributors

1

5,700
1,300

.

.

Joe Mayer Dies
Joe Mayer, manMiddlefield, O.
ager of theaters at ]Middlefield and

3
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or
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sale

—

1,800
seat theater at Medford, opened last
The house is operated by a
night.
chain in which Phil Smith is a prime

person found

same
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SD44 35 NL 3 EXTRA-HOLLYWOOD CALIF 22
NAT LEVINE1650 BROADWAY NEWYORK NYJUST WITNESSED PREVIEW FIRST THREE EPISODES
VANISHING, WEST STOP BELIEVE IT TO BE GREATEST
WESTERN SERIAL EVER ATTEMPTED AND WITH ITS GREAl
CAST, AND MARVELOUS PRODUCTION VALUE IT WILL BE
SENSATION REGARDSALL STAR FEATURES
ELMER BENJAMIN

Picture Tlieatres
Cidl

WAHLMS,

Inc.

Walttr A. Putttr, PrM.

Standard

Produced by

Vaudeville Acts

NAT LEVINE

for

Library Stock Scenei
130 W. 46th St., New York
Bryant 8181

1600 Broadway, New York Cty

Phone Penn. 3580
'Blazing

the

Trail"

1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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"THE KING OF KINGS"
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PICTURES
Columbia

has always given you

sound values

in its silent productions.

You'll get even greater values in

Columbu Sound

Pictures.
Our choice

Western

and reproducing
system (the same as that now being used by Vitaphone and
Movietone) is a guarantee of sound quality in Columbu Sound
of the

Electric recording

Pictures.

Through our foresight

in providing

sound

box-office vehicles
for our ^Terfect 36/' we now possess a number of outstanding
stage plays and stories which are admirably suited for reproduction as sound pictures. Among the plays that we are now
carefully considering for this purpose are ^'The Donovan Affair/'
by Owen Davis; "The Younger Generation," from the play "It
Is to Laugh," by Fannie Hurst; "The Fall of Eve," by John
Emerson and Anita Loos; "Redemption," by Count Leo Tolstoy.
(L Among the stories on the current season's program available for production as sound pictures are "Acquitted," by Mary
Roberts Rinehart, and "Trial Marriage," the Saturday Evening Post serial story by Elizabeth Alexander.

Theatre-owners can rest assured that when Columbia finally
decides to put a vehicle into production as a sound picture, it
will have all the necessary values and qualities to

make

it

a superlative box-office

attraction.

h

SOUND STORIB+SODNDVAUJES
=£OtllMBIA SOUND PICTURH V^
•ifci

.X-.X

i
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Coast Wire Service

Learn Sound Technique
Arnold Kent Killed
Injuries received in an autoaccident proved fatal
to Arnold Kent, Paramount
player.

mobile

BEST8Y8TtM,W00D88flYS
Because of the "distinct difference
between the stage manner of speaking
and voice requirements of the microphone," the industry cannot depend
as much on trained actors of the stage

was

as

at

Dialogue
Sequences for "Gang War"

secretary of the

by
M.

Placid,

held
N. Y.

Woods,
Academy of

week

last

at

Studios

in

are making plans for the
production of "Stepping High," F
BO's first all talker to be shot in the
East, the studio here is busily at
work making talking sequences for
"Gang War" under the supervision
of Benjamin Glazer.

M. P. Arts and Sciences, for the fall
meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers,

Sound

New York

Frank
P.

FBO's

While

supposed, states the

first

prepared

paper

FBO Making

Lake

The

talking picture of the future,
says Hollywood believes, will
be essentially a picture with the
The
speaking audibly.
characters
most essential requirement for players is that they speak naturally.

It with Music" Starting Soon
Production is to start in a New
York studio within three weeks on
Irving Berlin's "Say It with Music,"
talker, which is to star Harry Rich-

Woods

essential requirements for playin talking pictures is to speak naturally.
It also seems evident that it is more difficult
to teach stage dramatists and directors the
technique of the motion picture, than it is
to teach the present writers how to write
the dialogue and the picture directors how
to direct the talking pictures.
The situation is still in an unsettled conAll major producing comdition, he said.
installing
activity
feverish
panies are
iti
They
equipment and sound proof stages.
plan from now on to make practically all

"Say

The most

In no motion picture publication

the

published can one get
comprehensive

and

reli-

able information found in the

Year Book.

That's

why

it is

referred

to

every day of the

year

all

offices

why

in

advertising in

and
it

that's

pays and

pays and pays.

with
synchronized
first
run productions
speech or sound effects.
However, pictures
of this kind are being made in two ways,
as silent pictures as well as sound pictures.
The personnel of the industry, the directors, players, writers, technicians and producers,
are under the necessity of educating
themselves in the new art form.
It is on
their efforts that the success of this class
of motion pictures must depend in the future.
Bad talking and sound pictures may easily
prove a black eye to the industry while good
product of this kind may be a life saver to
the industry.
The academy, he declared
seems to offer the only central clearing house
for this essential process of self-education.

leave
to

Crosland will direct and C. Gardner
Sullivan will adapt.

PoweU

in

"Tong War"

William Powell has been cast for
"Tong War," which will be directed
by William A. Wellman for Paramount. The only others chosen thus
far are Wallace Beerv and Florence
Vidor.

Bobby Vernon Recovering
Bobby Vernon, Christie comedian,
recovering from an

operation at
The
Hospital.
operation was necessitated by spinal
injuries sustained while working in

is

Good Samaritan

the

comedies for Paramount.

Mayo

"Kid Gloves"
"Kid
direct
Conrad Nagel will have
the leading male role and Lois Wilto Direct

Mayo

Ardhie
Gloves."

will

Florence Lake Signed
Fox has signed on long term con- son will appear opposite.
Edna
tract, Florence Lake, sister of Ar- Murphy, Tommy Dugan, John Dathur Lake, youthful comedy star, and vidson, Edward Earle, Clarissa Selformer legitimate player.
Her first wynn, Richard Cramer and Jack

assignment

will be a

Movietone

feat-

ure as yet untitled.

19Z9 Film
Year Book

John W. Considine, Jr., is to
Hollywood soon for the East
produce the picture, which Alan

man.

ers

will also be in the cast. RobLord has completed the scenario
from the story by Fred Myton.

Santoro

ert

Taurog Making Movietone Film
Norman Taurog is directing a
Sutherland to Direct Daniels
football comedy starring Clark and
Eddie Sutherland has joined ParaMcCulIough as his first Fox-Movie- mount to direct a Bebe Daniels' pictone assignment.

ture as yet untitled.
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Charge Against Reeltone Planning to
W. G. Is Misdemeanor Roadshow First Film

U.

S.

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

made

before Judge Paul
J. McConnicls: in United States DisThe information
trict Court here.
was filed by Harold Jones, special
assistant attorney general, on his arrival here last Friday from Washington, and Samuel W. McNabb, U.
S. district attorney.
The information alleges that West
put will

i)e

Coast and Paramount, M-G-M, UniUnited Artists, First National, Fox, Pathe and Vitagraph (Warners) engaged in a conspiracy from
,ulv 27 to Dec. 31, 1927 to exclude
independent exhibitors from buying
product to compete with West Coast
houses, and to exclude those who offered double feature programs or
charged less than ten cents minimum
admission.
This was carried out by
means of a clearance schedule preHarold B.
pared by West Coast.
versal,

1)

send out portable equipment by truck.
The picture has been booked over
the Pantages circuit.
Reeltone is
seeking five year contracts with exhibitors and plans a $10 weekly serInstallations are to be
vice charge.
made on 30 days' notice. Nat Liebeskind, formerly with Universal and
later with Fox-Case Corp., as special

Movietone

representative,

is

number of theaters which
week will play "The King of

Total
this

Kings"
ing

to

approximate 325, accord-

will

Pathe.

Eddie Leonard is to star in "The
from Page 1)
was reopened.
The Minstrel," a talker from a story by
Oakley at Lake Worth was com- Jack Lait, which Victor and Edwill
produce for
Halperin
pletely demolished and the town now ward
This is to be the
has no theater. The roof was blown United Artists.
Rosa
off the
Lyric at Stuart, which is first of a series of talkers.
managed by John Hancock. Much Rudami, formerly in opera, is to apdamage also was done by rain and pear in one film of the series.
(.Continued

place

wind. It is doubtful when the house
can be reopened.
The Graham at
Winterhaven has not reopened. The

Polk

at

Lakeland

lost

its

roof.

Dominion Fire Code

Be

to

Outlined at Convention

This

the second time the Polk has suffered in this respect.
is

National

fire

mulated by and

code of Canada, forin practice

under

di-

J. Grove Smith, Dominion
commissioner, will be outlined to

rection of
fire

$2,000 Raised for Relief
M.P.T.O.A. members at
Fund by Atlanta Benefit tion's annual convention

—

Atlanta
Joint midnight show
presented
last
Friday at
Loew's Capitol netted around $2,000
for the Red Cross hurricane relief
benefit

fund.
The Capitol, Howard and
Keith's
Georgia combined efforts
and talent from all three theaters
was contributed.
Musicians, stage-

and

hands
their

services

operators
so

all

contributed
receipts

were

turned over to the fund. An enthusiastic audience applauded the brilliant
show, offered for $1.

Week-End High
Broken by Bow Picture

For the second time within two
weeks, box office record of the Paramount, New York, has been smashed.
The picture which did the trick this
time

Bow

was "The

Fleet's

In,"

Clara

which took in $35,117.80
"The
Saturday and Sunday.
Docks of New York," George Banvehicle,

croft
picture,
previously held
record with take of $35,116.10.

the associaOct. 16, 17

Toronto.
The fire comto be one of many experts who are to address the deleevery
fits
into
code
gates. The
municipal situation in Canada and is
endorsed enthusiastically by exhib-

and 18

at

missioner

and

itors

is

civic

authorities.

Appeal to
By

(Continued from Page
(lorted.

ban

&

The

stock of Bala-

Katz.

exchange, it is underbe two shares of new
common stock of Paramount for one
share of Balaban & Katz.
Balaban & Katz has outstanding
$6,605,150 of $25 par common stock
of an authorized issue of $6,750,000
and $2,851,300 of $100 par 7 p:r cent
cumulative preferred of an authorstood,

ratio of
vv'ill

ized issue of $2,870,000.

have jumped the barriers of trade respectability,
according to supposedly sane associates of mine in
the motion picture business, because I am offering
I have become an
a "sex picture" to the trade.
I

overnight menace to the well being of the business
And an important trade journal says my picture is
"in a jam" with the police censor of Newark, New
Jersey.

Sheer nonsense I have a box office picture, it is
with a million-dollar title "Fighting the
White Slave Traffic." Of course, it has some sex
in it, not as much as many laree producer pictures
I have seen, but still an essential sex element.
Mainly, my picture is clean melodran:a'. Nothing
in it that shouldn't be there, nothing to cause the
slightest box office reaction after showing.

William Reiter

Harry Zook Dies
Harry A. Zook of the Keith-Albee-

rive in

New York

is

What

am

trying to discover (and I must have
in the industry to learn the answer)
does a theme like that in my picture pass
is
without notice in a large producer picture, but draw
wholesale comment when offered by an indeI

enough friends

Why

:

pendent?

Why

such a picture a perfectly reputable prodit carries a large producer label, and a
"sex picture" when Woody and Adler offer it to the
uct

is

when

trade?
is a "sex picture"?
"sex picture"?

And

WHAT

is

a

public want sex within reasonable limits in
The box office proves that.
picture fare.
"Fighting the White Slave Traffic" (based on actual
data of the League of Nations) stays within all
those Hmits. That being the case,
their

HOW

scheduled to arcomplete

todajr to

Orpheum publicity staff, died at a
Newark hospital from injuries re-

arrangements for New York location
work on "Broadway," which Paiil
Fejos is to direct for Universal under

ceived in an automobile accident.

supervision of Carl

Jr.

COME?

WOODY & ADLER, Inc.
1922 S.

Today

Laemmle,

—

!

true,

the

Reiter Arriving

Friends

The

1)

Paramount has about 65 per

common

My

BERT ABLER

Why

Paramount Will Offer
Stock Exchange on B. & K.
cent of the

Para.

An

325 Houses Playing 'Kings'
This Week, Pathe States

Halperins to Make Series
Exhibitors Report on
of Talkers in the East
Storm's Theater Damage
that

PICTURE?

sales

tnanager of the company, which
claims its device and records are intercheangeable with any system employing the disc method.

Over 50 of these
Franklin, president of West Coast,
houses will show the synchronized
firm
welcomes the version,
has stated that his
The film is synit is stated.
government action, trusting it will chronized
by the RCA-Photophone
"settle for all time" the question of
process.
protection.

at

WHY IS A SEX

Vermont Ave.

Los Angeles,

OREN

F.

Cal.

WOODY

723 7th Ave. (Bryant 0207)
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\We Wonder

—

rXTHY

Mr. Adolph Ziikor
and Mr. Harry Warner
have been week-ending

Y/y

ogether

How

?

comes about that only
Pubhx was pulling
here and there and everyit

1928

3,

Price

5

Cents

4-WAY POOL HELD PROGRESSING
DESPITE DOUBT PLAN IS ON

ecently
trings

clinch control of the
itanley company and then api^here

to

larently

racks

stopped dead in its
^^'arners
the
while

tepped in?
Further, whether you think
/lessrs. Zukor, Kent and Katz
lave gone into fall hibernation
vhile the Warners make eyes
Kunsky
Lieber,
Skouras,
t
addimaybe
nd who knows?
ional Publix allies?

Announcement Lags
Expected formal annooince-

ment

How much

materialize
parties to

yesterday.
the deal are

working out

rest Bill

Fox

The
still

details.

The Following, Too
These and other things we wonder
bout.

For example, we are curious to
now how a lot of foreign managers
New York feel over the fact that
Iready revenues taken out of Eng-

1

md

are not as fat as they were say
year ago?
And how many are in the know
bout the next big step in sound pic-

operate

PLANKED BY ITALY

IS

lore

Paris

ment

— Establishment
monopoly

film

Mussolini

of
in

considerable
attention among European nations.
Mussolini's purpose is two fold: First
to
employ the propaganda power
of pictures to perpetuate! the Fascist
regime, and second, to restore the
Italian film industry to its former
place of prominence.
is

attracting

The proposed monopoly would dictate the number and kind of foreign
(Coittinued

mi Page 4)

SOUND FILMS HERE TO
STAY, MANAGER REPLIES

millions?

And what Joe Schenck has to say
bout talking pictures now in view
$92,000 advance sale for "The
inging Fool" at the \\'inter Garden.

f

Also These
Not to overlook why it is
That a good many lawyers are
spending time and

money

at the

patent office in Washington digging into this and that in connection with sound devices?
That, despite flowery promises, the
only talking newsreel
on the market today is Fox Movietone News?
That, to get less inquisitive,
this is the only business in the
world that needlessly burns electric lights in broad daylight?

We're

just

plumb

curious,

that's

all.

KA NN

is

to

head

all

of

Buffalo, N. Y,

proved

yond

— "Sound

pictures, a

and sensational success be-

shadow

of a doubt, as
demonstrated at the Great Lakes,
have come to stay as amusement
(^Continued on Page 4)

the

Grand

Ambassador,
Central and the

Missouri,

the

Amusement

Louis

St.

Company

of
group
twenty-seven neighborhood houses
a govern- in St. Louis and St. Louis County.
Italy by
In addition the Skouras brothers

i

—

cial

Warner theater activities.
The Skouras Brothers control and

development?

Again.
Why it is Western Elecric,
with all of its vast facilities,
not wiring theaters for sound at a
ir faster chp than prevails today?
What that big deal is at Paramount the one involving a dozen or

—

Louis There has been no officonfirmation in St. Louis of the
reported purchase of the Skouras
theaters here by Warner Brothers,
nor of the companion report that
St.

are

interested

with the

(Contiitncd on Page

Publix

Cir-

10)

SOUND EIIM MUSIC LISTED
IN

WITMARK CATALOGUE

More than 2,000 world n.^^lits compositions, selected from the firm's output over a period of 43 years, will be
listed in the sound picture catalogue
and music library, now being prepared bv M. Witmark & Sons, New
York.
Part one which is devoted to instrumental numbers, has just been
completed. The edition of the mimeographed work will be limited to
about 50 copies, which are loaned to
producers participating in the recent
contract with associated nnisic pnb(Continued

on

Page

4)

Phonofilm Marketing to Start
as General Gets All Rights
Assets of De Forest Phonofilm
Corp., yesterday were transferred to
General Talking Pictures Corp. by
consent of majority
stockholders.
This marks final step in preparations
to put Phonofilm on the market. The
General
company was organized
about ten days ago to acquire assets
of the De Forest Phonofilm and to
place Phonofilm on the market. Dr.

That Government Wouldn't
Stand for It, is
One Viewpoint

Lee De Forest, inventor

of

a

number

of

in
word
a
comments re-

ceived yesterday on the reported
plan which has for its object division of the country into four sections
in a pooling plan which would provide for operation in one of the four
by either Publix, Warners, Fox or
Loew's, exclusive of the other three.

The reported

proposal, credited to

Spyros Skouras, was termed preposterous and absurd, one conmient being

government

"the

that

would

never stand for such an arrangement.
Despite the skepticism and even
sarcasm which the report is evoking,
the proposition has by no means been
dropped, and further discussions on
are scheduled, the suggested deal
it
having progressed considerably since
it
was first broached.

Henry Wilkinson Resigns
from Buying Combine

—

Fred
Pittsburgh
Buffalo is handling
territory

Zimmerman

of
this
Affiliated

buying

members

for

of

in

buying
combine, as well as doing the buyTheatrical
ing

in

the

Utilities

Corp.,

Buffalo territory.

Henry

Wilkinson resigned last week as
buyer in this zone, following a meeting of directors here. Whether Zim-

merman

will

name

a

successor

is

problematical.

Three Talkers to Be Made
by Johnny Hines This Year
will
talkers
be produced
year by Johnny Hines, according to C. C. Burr, producer, who is
in New York securing a stage director for the first, "A Pair of Sixes."

Three

this

Phono-

turns over patents granted and
pending, and becomes chief engineer,
both as a consultant and in charge
of the research department.
The Schlesinger interests, wh'ch
are behind General, already control
the De Forest patents in England,
and recently started extensive production there, as well as have installed
(Contimied on Page 4)

That

"Impossible."

sums up

Spyros P. Skouras

will

certain gentlemen of repute
lefore he disturbs their placid
xistence again?

ON SKOIAS DENIALS

the

five

ure

of closing of the deal for

purchase of control of First
National by Warners failed to

—

—

ST. LOUIS SPECULATES

(Continued

on Page

4)

film,

"Singing Fool" Advance
Reaches $92,000 Mark
Advance
Fool"
York,

at
is

on "The Singing
Winter Garden, New

sale

the

understood to have reached

the $92,000 mark, said to be an
time record.

all-

..
.
.
.

THE

DAILY
the

AMPA Guest Tomorrow
will be guest of
AMPA at tomorrow's luncheon.

He

will be introduced

Wednesday, October
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also are expected to be pres-

Opening

Today

New
Oct.

"4
York.

Devils"

of

Keith - Albee standardizing on

7

at

Dixie Hines Dies
Funeral services were held in New
York yesterday for Dixie Hines, 56,
veteran press agent, who died from
a hip disease from which he had
been suffering for a number of
years.
in the

dled

and

While most
legitimate

MP. TO.

Gaiety,

Orpheum

circuit

Sunday

change

at

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Kalamazoo.

16 17-18
tion

Annual

M.P.T.O.A.

Toronto.
Annual convention

Hines han-

some motion picture accounts
was well known in the in-

dustry.
bridge,

Interment will be
Hines'

Ga.,

at

Bain-

birthplace.

Hyatt Forms Agency

Ben Hyatt, erstwhile

assistant

to

Sam

Sedran, Universal purchasing
agent, has established an employin

New

York.

conven-

New
Cliarles Wilcox arrives in
York from London on the Berengaria Friday with prints of "The
Bondsman" in which Norman Kerry
appears and "The Woman in White"
Both pictures
with Blanche Sweet.
were produced by British and Dominion Films, Ltd., in which Charles
and his brother, Herbert, are interested.

picture.
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House
play by Max Mar"The

Glass" from the
cin, and "Fallen Angels," by Arthur

Somers Roche, are

0330

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT

Quoted.

western

who leaves next month
Mary Nolan is expected

accompany

6MaBazin«s

Case

2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

A

85

Spring Motor

Holds 16 Feet Film

37
8/2
45
5S'A
7

The Latest Model Double

[ROHlOWFjlH
inKiii/iiw^
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

advise the public regarding television.

"Night Watch" Opening Saturday
"Battle of Sexes" to Open Oct. 12
The new F'irst National sound picK. C. Golf Toiu-ney Oct. 5
D. W. Grifliith's "The Battle of ture, "The Night Watch," starring
City— Oct. 5 is date set for
Kansas
the Sexes," opens Oct. 12 at the Billie Dove, will have its New York
Tournament to be held
Golf
Film
Rialto, New York.
premiere at the Strand Theater, New the
at Oakwood Country Club.
York, beginning Oct. 6.
Levigard Making Two Abroad
VidoT in New York
Two pictures will be made in EuKing Vidor arrived in New York
rope for Universal by Joseph Levi^^ard,

vehicles.

yesterday afternoon, coming direct
from Chicago, where he has been
making tests of colored actors for
his new picture, "Hallelujah." Vidor

spend
York.
will

a

week

or

more

in

New
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1929 Edition
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6H
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37/8
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35
do units
(o)
com.
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7^8
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(o) SUouras Bros.. 43
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3'A 16,500
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6s 46.
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(s)
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(s)
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25H
179/2
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Fox Thea.

•(b)

.

"A"

Fm.

Fox

(.s)

.

200

94-4

.

(c)
(s)
do
(s) East.
do
C»)

Sale-

94^

6 Katz
Con Fm. Ind W'A
Bal.

*Last

at

Seat.
05 36

(cb) do

Low

Mcllheran Heads Dallas Board
(b) Bond Market.
Dallas— R. C. Mcllheran (Univ.) (c) Curb Market,
Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor unit.
(s) Stock Exchange.
is new president of the Film Board.
(c) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at
Other officers are:
Dallas.
NOTE: Balal>an_& Katz is listetl in Chicago;
Leroy Bickel, vice president; P. K. Skouras, St. Louis.
Meeting of International Chamber
14
of Commerce at Paris on European
Johnston, secretary; Harry T. Peefilm restriction program.
bles, treasurer and Don C. Douglas,
To Describe Television
20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages conexecutive secretary. Directors chosen
R. P. Clarkson, well-known radio
vention at Columbus.
are, in addition to officers: Leslie author, has been chosen by the Radio
Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
25
opens.
Wilkes,
P. K. Johnston, and T. B. Manufacturers Assn. to write the serLouis
in
St.
25
New Fox house
to
4
Annual Convention of M.P.T.O. Wildman.
ies of articles planned in order

Oct. 24-25

Nov.

Michigan convenuon

of

work was

of his
field,

Bringing English Films Here

policy.

Oct. 8-10

introducing

them.

ment agency

The Industry's
Date Book

Feinman

Al

contract recently expired, arrives i
New York Friday en route to Bet
lin where she is to appear in a Uf

Financial

by Charles E.

McCarthy, Paramount publicity chief.
Walter Eberhardt is to introduce Edward Clark, author of "Private Izzy
Murphy." Barbara Kent and Glenn

19J

Louise Brooks Going Abroad
Louise Brooks, whose Paramour

Meighan
bTHEC

3,

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.
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^^^^^gss
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Road Show
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directors ^
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"They say this '^Bef/amy
Trial" js the
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TALK OF THE INDUSTRY

LON CHANEY—JOHN GILBERT— WILLIAM HAINES— MARION DAVIES— GRETA GARBO
RAMON NOVARRO-NORMA SHEARER-LILLIAN GISH-DANE-ARTHUR-BUSTER KEATON
CODY-PRINGLE— TIM McCOY— JOAN CRAWFORD— OUR GANG— LAUREL-HARDY, etc.

THE

Gov't Monopoly

Planned By
(Continued from Pnfic
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Talker Advent Seen
Challenge to Industry
Italy
Advent

1)

Phonoiilm Marketing

To Get Under Way
(Continued from Page

1)

between 50 and 60 Phonofilms

The Schlesinger

aters.

most powerful
in South Africa.

in the-

firm is the
enterprise

theatrical

General
will
license
producers,
manufacture and distribute sound reproduction systems and synchronize
pictures produced by licensed companies.

Phonofilm was installed

in

number

of theaters, but a year ago,
production was suspended, until refinements to the system could be
a

made.

when
of

television will carry the best
entertainment into the home.
1

don't know.

The

amusement

entire

industry is in a state of flux and experimentation.
Novelties of today
become obsolete tomorrow.

But one thing I do know, and
everybody W'ho has any business in
the amusement business should know
that sophistication is on the increase, and that prizes in the form
of profits only go the way of producers who bet their brains and
money in the long run on popular
intelligence."

—

Canton House Remodeled

Joe Shea Joining Fox
Joe Shea, veteran publicist and roadshow man, leaves Friday for the
Coast where he is to join the Fox
studio publicity force.

—

Canton, O.
been completed

The Orpheum has

redecorated inside,
and altered outside so as to look like
new.
Frank Nolan and Walter
Steuve operate the house.

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

Ushers under the trusteeship of E. C.
Mills.

Twice a Month of the
^^Home

Town Paper''

New

Three Talkers to Be Made
by Johnny Hines This Year
(Continued from Page

1)

The pictures will be recorded by the
Western Electric system, under a
sub-license from a Coast producer.
No distribution plans have been announced.
Burr is at the Park Cen-

rights to Fox and Warner Bros.'
tures in Buffalo.
Li making his
swer to the musicians' head, Addi::
pointed to the success of talkers.
"There is another angle to the contro'
which he cited.
The Great I.akes theat
paynig $1,200 a week to musicians who i
see

orchestra
holding the

the

union

pit

of

theater
the fact

the
to

theater,
its

two

contract, despite
that the th
plays an all-audible bill and the $l,200-w
musical unit devotes its entire time to
ing in ;the theater lobby and over St
which has a broadcasting stud;
the theater building.

WKEN,

tral.

Realty Assessment on Ten

B'way Houses

$31,080,000

figures just made public
their assessments
are:
Rialto, $3,000,000; Astor, $1,')n0,000;
Gaiety, ,«2,330,000;
Globe,
$1,200,000; Capitol, $3,300,000; Rivoli
§1,850,000; Strand, $3,800,000; Loew's
State,
$5,000,000;
Roxy, $4,500,000
and Hippodrome, $4,200,000.
The
Fox, Brooklyn, is assessed $7,500,000.

Houses and

Storm Benefit Programs
Are Given at Memphis

New

Alemphis— Benefit shows for the
hurricane fund were given here Sun-

York State and North Jersey

features of
best theaters," Managing Director,
dison of the Great Lakes thea
Buffalo, declared in a newspaper 'terview, replying to John Povj,
president of the Buffalo nuisici;
local union, who declared sound
tures are only transitory.

1

Reach-

ing Every Exhibitor in

1)

entertainment

M

show.

Are Behind Every Issue

and

Scoring and synchronizing conductors employed by the contracting
!)roducers have been supplied with
the new catalog of instrunietnals, together with a collated library of sheet
music comprising 1044 numbers.
Powell, in expressing his opin
Part two, covering light operatic
music, period successes and vocal declared that the reproduction of i
ballads, numbers from the Witmark sic could not match with a group
Black and White Series will be com- live musicians in a theater.
pleted within a few weeks.
Two cians in Buffalo, as well as ir
music editors have been engaged for large cities in the country, are c
more than eight months in the task siderably disturbed over the inof
talking
of compiling, cross indexing and di- duction
pictures
condemnation of tall
recting the re-publication of hun- Powell's
dreds of compositions hitherto re- pictures, Addison says, was mad(
garded as permanently interred.
A a newspaper story of the assessnf
great many of these retired composi- of Buffalo musicians for two per c
tions will be heard in public per- of their salary to establish a fum
formance for the first time in picture fight the sound picture invasion.
The Great Lakes has exclu
theaters.

$31,080,000,

How

1!

Sound Films Here
Listed In Catalogue
to Stay, Is Answl

Realty assessments on ten Broadway houses showing pictures ^^otal

Ten Years of Knowing

3,

Sound Film Music

of talkers provides a chal-

which may be imported into lenge to liictures to see how they
will stand \\\) in their evolution "from
Italy, and grant patronage on a recustard
pie comedies, bathing beauty
ciprocal basis. American pictures are
rackets and the old triangle motive
expected to suffer by the proposed
The premier has or- to the more ambitious presentations
arrangement.
dered that Italian theaters observe of literary classics and historic figures," Joseph P. Kennedy, president
Italian film weeks, showing none but
of
domestic films one week a month. of FBO, chairman of the board
However, domestic supply is insuffi- directors of Keith-Albee-Orpheum,
and business advisor to Pathe, said
cient, so the Duce has made mutual
arrangements with Ufa for technical in a radio speech Sunday.
"The daj' has gone when the instaff and equipment to speed Italian
production, with British International telligent public we seek as permanent
and a French company. One report customers will tolerate a hodge-podge
says the government plans to take of poor plots and pretty faces. They
want substance to stories and real
over all Italian first runs.
acting.
Perhaps the time will come
films

Wednesday, October

when all receipts from the
downtown houses were turned over
to
the
Red Cross.
Films were
day,

donated for the occasion and all employes donated their services.
Admission was 50 cents at the various
houses participating, which included

"A

thing that has Ijeen demonstratec
the shadow of a doubt scientifii
musically and l)y popular approbation c;
be brushed aside to meet with the con
ence or plans of even the musicians o
city," declared Addison, "in point of at
merit and melody, talking pictures supe
the usual musical event.
They belot?
the super class and give to the public
touch with the world's greatest musicians
artists whose efforts are recorded undei
scientific
arrangements of the studio
conditions practically
impossilile
to bq
tablished for the ordinary orchestra.
The Great Lakes theater has a coi
with the musicians which still has a ye
run and despite the fact that he has iM
for musicians has been forced to retail
orchestra under the terms of that con
"It seems queer to me," concluded
son, "that the president of the musii
local here would deliberately come oufi
try to sell the public that sound, sync"
ized and falking pictures are not k'm'd.
are paying members of his organi?atirr9i
a week for doing nothing for the thiMtcr '
to say the least, it seems out of pi
Mr. Powell to make this statement.
as patrons everywhere are much pka.cdU
our programs and urge us to continue tl

yund

"

V'l

'

Jersey City Showman Sii
Slush Fund Was Levi
Trenton, N.

J.

— Weekly

slusii

f;

(

Loew's Palace, Loew's State, Pan- based on seating capacity, was
by Jersey City theaters for inimuh\
tages and Strand.
from prosecution for keeping
theaters open on Sunday, Fred<^ i
Han- A- Phone Firm Formed in Mich. H. Mertens, former Jersey C\\.y^'
Detroit— Dave Mundstuk heads the hibitor, testified before the legs
j

THE NEW YORK

vSTATE

V^MIBlToR
^'^^TWCI^Ty

A

^'i'

"

Ifan-a-phone

Corp.

formed
this

to distribute
territory.

of

Michigan,

Han-A-Phone

investigating committee, nar;i(
E. Bernstein of the St^
Jersey City, as collector of the fd
tive

Joseph

He

"

Barrist-Goodwin Publication

in

produced

made

MAYA

The Word

is

Bvzzing 'Round

number

a

of

cli^

order of Bernslciii
l)ack up his charges.
Efforts tc
cure Bernstein to testify up to yi^^to

the

day had proved

futile.

Casper House Reopens

—

Casper, Wyo. Remodeled and^'
decorated, the America here hasSj
opened.
j

i
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CECIL B.OE MILLERS

KING OF KINGS
BYJEANIE MACPI^ERSCN

You'll never

Hugo

know

the capacity of your theatre until you play

Road Show, Musical
and Effect Score with Orchestra of 100 and
Chorus of 50 Vocalists Sensationally Synchro-

jr'G"
"THE KING OF KINGS

Keisenfeld's Great

nized with

RCA PHOTOPHONE.

Path.

Rcture

f«I7

iviaKe

YOUR^
book an
to your

assetr
business!

Pictures you set in that book
represent your judgment as

man

a business

select

to

merchandise that
your community.

sells

MARY

to

PICKFORD
produce the most sensatil
box-otfice picture of her nl
career.
An ALL, TALKll
picturization of the sensatil
Broadway dramatic success,
will

The Theatre Owner who
buys personalities and
tures

of

strength,

known

"Coquette"

pic-

A Sam

box-office

as are Listed on

Taylor Production.

Joseph M. Schenck^

new
way to

presents

these pages, starts the

NORMA

season well on the
make Big money and become a Big Man In The
Theatre Business.

TALMADGE

in
The Henry King
Production

"The

Woman

Disputed"
with Gilbert Roland
I
'

SOUND
and musical synchronizations by Hugo

Effects

Riesenfeld incorporated
in 18 of the 19

UNITED ARTISTS
PICTURES
1928-1929

for

Henry

King
Acknowledged
be Miss Talmadge's greatest
Directed by
Sam Taylor.

With these productions he
obtains more values, that

tnre^

have a definite drawing
power, picture for picture
than can be secured from
any other source in the busi-

GLORIA

ness.

|

SWANSON

in

"Queen Kelly"
Written

Von

and

directed

A

Stroheim.

by
powed

drama of German East Afra
With dramatic scenes in

Make

date book of
yours a real, cashable, tangthat

ible asset to

logue, one may easily place
as this star's finest productio

YOUR Invest-

ment by Dating These
tures.

Write! Right

Now!

Pic-

Edwin Carewe

present

DOLORES
DEL RIO in
"Revenge"
from
story

—Konrad
"The

Bercovici's

Daughter."
An
Production with

"Her

Bear

sh<|

Tamel

Edwin

Care'l

Leroy

MascI

greatest picture" says Hi|

lywood Filmog^aph.

D.

W. GRIFFITH'S

HERBERT

"The Battle of the

BRENON'S

Sexes"

"Lummox"

with Jean Hersholt, Phyllis Haver, Belle Bennett, Don Alvarado and Sally O'Neil.
From
story by Daniel Carson Goodman.
Screen story by Gerritt
Lloyd.
"His greatest picture"
says Film Spectator.

From
ler
ful

the tremendous best selby Fannie Hurst. A power-

story of human emotions
wonderfully well suited to the

man who gave

rell

and Son."

the business "Sor-

Climaxes

in

dia-

logue.

Samuel Goldwyn presents

VILMA

JOHN

BANKY in
Her

first

starring

picture

"The Awakening"
Love, by Frances Marion with
Louis
Wolheim and
Walter
Byron.
A Victor Fleming Production. Entire production scored

of

Hugo

in Movietone by
eld with theme

song

Reisen-

"Marie"

by Irving Berlin.

in

and directed by Mr.
Here we have a pro

Chaplin.
duction that has all the indica
tions of being the biggest laugh
picture Charlie has ever made.

"The Love Song"
William Boyd. Jetta GouLupe Velez.
Adapted
hl
h''
by Hans Kraly from the
origmat screen story "La Paiva"
by
Dr.

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck.
laylor Production. With
Camilla Horn and Louis Wolheim. The picture that is now
playing to capacity houses in
key centers throughout the country.
Supervised by John W.

A ham

Karl

ROLAND WEST'S

in

"Nightstick"

LUBITSCH

This thrilling crook story,
a
brilliant Broadway stage
success
will be "all talkie."

PRODUCTION

A sure sucthe hands of the direc"The Bat." Scenario prepared by C. Gardner Sullivan

m

The

cess
tor of

biggest vehicle this star has
ever
appeared
in.
Will
be
recorded as his greatest money-

RONALD
COLMAN
His

first

"The Rescue"

Another popular
from this star.

From

story
of

of

the

A

picture
fascinating

further

adventures

"The Three Musketeers." The

biggest thing
dertaken.

he

has

ever

un-

the novel

A

rad.
sea,

pearing

in

KING'S
"She Goes to War"
Adopted

picture

story

of

mA

the

Ronald Colman aphis most attractive

Production with
Besides
"sound"

Lily

Rupert

Hughea

story and presented
by Inspiration Pictures, Inc
tremendous production depicting
woman s climactic part in the
war- directed by the
man who
made 'Tol'able David"— "The

A

A HERBERT BRENON

role.

from

Ked Book

by Joseph Con-

thrilling

with

HENRY

in

starring

"The Iron Mask"
appeal

Irving

Jr.

Samuel Goldwyn presents

in

VoUmoeller.

"^^t composition
^
"u/u
pWhere .s The Song of
For Me IS the theme songSongs
and
sung by Miss Lupez
in Movie-

maker.

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS

W. GRIFFITH'S

with

JOHN
BARRYMORE
ERNST

"City Lights"
Written

in

"Tempest"

Considine,

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

D.

BARRYMORE

Dimitri.

Colman

will

Woman

Disputed"

and

Dallas."

"Stella

talk.

Samuel Goldwyn presents

RONALD
COLMAN and
VILMA BANKY

REX INGRAM'S
"Three Passions"

in

Based on Cosmo Hamilton's new

"Two Lovers"
from

Baroness

novel.

With Alice Terry, Clare

Ames and Ivon

Orczy's

Petrovitch.

A

powerful drama of life depicted
as only the director of "The
Four Horsemen" can paint it.

story

FRED

"Leatherface."
A
NIBLO Production. Now playing to big business all over the
country.

Joseph M. Schenck
presents

BUSTER
KEATON and
ERNEST
TORRENCE in
"Steamboat

HELL'S ANGELS
Greatest
of
all
Air pictures.
More than a year in the making.
Cast includes Ben Lyon, Greta
Nisson and James Hall.
Pro-

Bill,

duced by Caddo Productions under

Jr."
Directed

by

the

personal

Howard Hughes.
Charles

Reisner.
Proved by performance to be the
funniest of all Keaton pictures,

Attraction

wnth

supervision

A

Color.
i

,

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES
for your best 1928-1929

of

Road Show
Sound
and

1
OAILV

Wednesday, October

192

3,

Sound Pictures
by

ARTHUR

IV.

EDDY]

ganist

BALTIMORE LIKES SOUND

ONIYAS NOVELTY

rittS

is

absolutely essential at

thai

time.

Recently Conrad Nagel was sh
making an announcement but
mechanism failed and the whole fill
was shown without a word comin

from Nagel. In another instance
"Loves of an Actress," the mechat
ism went wrong and the sound
emitted for a few moments at intei
i

By

Staff Correspondent

—

Baltimore Reaction of the public
here on sound and talking films is
that they like them as a novelty
but not as steady diet. Almost everyone queried answered practically with
the same words, in effect: "Yes, I
like it as a novelty, but it's not what
On the other hand it
I expected."
must be said that some persons went
back three and four times to see
"Street Angel."
This reaction may be caused by the
fact that while six first-run houses
here are equipped to show sound productions, only two are showing sound
and dialogue pictures and only three
are showing added sound and talking short films.

equipped to show sound
films are Loew's Century and Valen-

Those

The Film Year Book

carries

more advertising than any
motion picture publication in
the

world.

have

Advertisers

'

cia,

be sold

come

they

that

every year.
value
life

of

at a

but once.
in

After

regularly

They know

the

a year's advertising

one time

rate.

New

and the Stanley. The Metropolitan
and the Rivoli are the only ones
showing Warners' feature sound and
dialogue pictures.
These, and the
New are the only three to show added
sound and dialogue short films. This
estimate has nothing to do with second run and neighborhood houses.
Fox Movietone News is being

shown

to

Metropolitan,

the

Rivoli,

at

the

New, Century,

Rivoli

vals during the latter part of the fib
were horrible, causing much laugl
ter from the audience at a very ser
ous part of the picture.
In
another
instance,
the
fill
"Street Angel," went on for sou
time without any sound or music.
Another thing that should l
watched for closely is sound effect
in dramatic parts which will culma
ate in causing laughter.

In one dramatic scene in "Life
Time," showing an accident to an at
plane, while the action was dramati
the honking of an ambulance, driviB
up, caused the audience to burst inl

"Haw-Haws."
It readily can be seen that aud
ences like good music on their pi
ture program. This is proven by tl
crowds which have been attendii

the Century and in the manner th«
listened to the overtures at the Va
encia before its sound policy and
the way they listen to the overtun
at the Stanley now.
I

The

stage presentation acts are

the way Ted Claire puts it over at
and Stanley.
But the public just the same seems because he is liked generally by tl
crazy to see the latest sound produc- public.
But they tried that niethc
tions judging by the way the Rivoli at the Stanley and it didn't wor
reopened and the way they flocked The public just would not like tl
into the Stanley as soon as Loew's masters of ceremonies they offere
took it over and introduced the sound Anyhow the prologue and stage pre
And the entation offerings always seem
policy with "Lilac Time."
New Theater had "Street Angel," added load. What patrons seem
there for four weeks which is extra- want is a sound and dialogue pictui
ordinary at that house.
Movietone news, an overture, a seen
Toward the latter part of last sea- and comedy with sound or witho
son the concensus of opinion seemed or with again, and that will satis
to be that some novelty was needed to them.
boost up the patronage of films theaters.
And with the advent of sound Photophone Equipment at Clevelai
<

—

the Metropolitan especially with
Cleveland
The Hippodrome w
"The Jazz Singer," the remedy ap- open Oct. 14 with "The King
peared to be found.
Then the Ri- Kings" for an indefinite run, it h
at

1929 Film
Year Book

si

going strong at Loew's Century ar
this is attributable in a measure

voli

and

and

New

installed

others

soon

closed for the summer
the mechanism and
followed with installa-

tions.

last

at

been

definitely

announce

The

Hippodrome has been
with Photophone and will play

wifi

soul

"T
and synchronized pictures.
That the orchestras which have King
of Kings" will be followed
been abandoned at the Valencia, Ri"Four Sons."
Walter Reade h
voli, Metropolitan and New theaters,
sold his interest in the house and
may have to be replaced within some will henceforth be known as Keitl
months is a possibility for it is noHippodrome.
ticeable that at the Valencia where the
[jrices
were decreased to 25 cents
Sound Again at Capitol, St. Loui
afternoons and 35 cents nights, for
I

^
Out in
January

sound pictures with music being furnished only by a non-synchronist device and an occasional synchronized
picture that patronage has fallen off
alarmingly.
The organist has been
reengaged at the Rivoli to play the
comedy and the intermission.
Another thing to be taken into consideration
is
that
frequently
the

mechanism goes wrong and an

or-

St.

Louis

opened
"Lights

a
of

—

The

Capitol has

Vitaphone

New York"

house
as

the

rl

wi
ij

This was the origitj
sound picture house of St. Louis bi
gave up sound films after a
weeks' trial.
Later Warners turni
to the Grand Central where "T
Jazz Singer" got away to a wondtj
traction.

f<i

ful start.

,
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A
Treat

oiivxitaii s

By Arthur James
in Motion Pictures

^

Today

A brand new

and a refreshing series has come to our eye
in EducationaFs new magazine reel "Our World Today." We
have been privileged to see the first two of the issues, and in
thrill, human appeal and fine handling they surpass anything of
the sort we have seen attempted in a dozen years. The issues have
the class quality which will make them especially acceptable to the
larger theatres and the mass quality which is essential for all theatres.

Number One — serially numbered 1868 — includes a

stirring

sequence "Thrills

rhyme. It has dignity, power and movement
that is fascinating. In the same reel Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney's sculptures
in a "Women of the Hour" feature of the reel and a corking cowboy sequence give variety contrast and wide appeal.
of the Sea" which

The second
tion

we

is titled

in

issue presents "America's Pride," the best

West Point presenta-

ever saw, arranged with a certain dramatic sense that should

bring cheers.

Then there

Nature, and a

The

woman

a gasoline station contrived by Mother
fish doctor in interesting activities.
is

good showmanship which,
we understand, was recognized by the Paramount Theatre
by bookings of the offerings. We felicitate Herbert Ernest
Hancock, who edited these initial "Our World Today"
pictures, and his associate, Allyn Butterfield, on their
splendid result. We congratulate EarleW. Hammons
and his Educational customers on this very vital
attraction series in short form. If we ran a theatre we would smartly advertise the lot and
cash in on the pleased patronage.
entire composition of

each

is

EDUCATIONAL
FILM

EXCHANGES
Inc.

f^^cUix:,aluTn£d(^,ct^

THE SPICE OFTHE

PROGRAM"

DAILV
by E. E. Wagner; Pamell—
Empire, sold to Griggs Bros, by C. E.
De Freece; Rolla Lyric, sold to L. L.
Lewis by K. E. Gray; St. Louis New
Wilson, sold to Mrs. A. J. Cochran by
sold to Mr. Mason
C. A. Zuehlke; Plaza
Empress,
St. Joseph
by Eugene Rainey
sold to B. C. Cook by Moore & Cook

Wednesday, October

& Edwards

—

FILM BOARDS REPORTS

NEW THEATER CHANGES
continued

in Ownership
Keegan— Wonderland, sold to Michael D.
Cyr by Mrs. Estelle Watson; Seal Harbor
Neighborhood, sold to L. Harnman by
Mr. Grindell.

—

MARYLAND

O'View

—

—

—

—

Strand,
Co. by Publix.

M. Tabackman; Maiden

Amuse

Middlesex

sold

—

;

—

Oakman Blvd., sold
Bros. Detroit
Blvd. Theater Co. by London
Paw Paw The Paw Paw,
Operating Co.
Kimmel

;

Oakman

—

;

M. W. Dennis by Edwin Reeves

to

sold

—

sold
Saginaw Dreamland,
Cassidy by George Wilbur.

W.

to

A.

Center—
— Pioneer;
Grand
— Regent
—
Rapids— Bi'tmore, Michigan and Temple;
River — Cozy;
Iron
Hubbell — Majestic;
Lake Linden — Grand Marcellus — The Marcellus — Rapid River — Twins.
ville

;

;

;

MINNESOTA
Changes

Granada

— Idle

Ownership

in

Hour,

sold

to

Anderson

&

R. Curd; Janesville— Princess, sold to Irene Cahill by A. F. DemLyric, sold to R. L.
kier; Little Falls
State;
Scenic; Brackenridge
Bellefonte

by

Hiatt

C.

—

—
Buttonwood — Garden
Chester — Benn
New Folden — Unique,
M. JohnPhiladelphia — Garden
City— Virginia
Morrisville— Community
Regent
Paden
son by H. A. Brummond Staples — Palace,

—

;

;

sold

to S.

;

;

;

;

;

sold

R.

to

C.

Wilson by A. M. Ashen-

brenner.

Aurora

Closings

— Rex

— Lyie.

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership
Holly Springs Rex. so'd to W. D. Webster
by
Homer
Williams;
Mendenhall
The Mendenhall, sold to W. L. Daughdrill by J. R. Williamson
Pruvis Lamar,
sold to T. & D. Circuit by W. L. Daugh-

—

—

;

Sumrall— The

Sumrall. sold to T.
& D. Circuit by W. L. Daughdrill West
Point Elite, sold to Tri State Theaters
Corp. by John T. Brogran.

drill;

—

;

— Brown

Bruce

— The

Closings

— Grand DuckhiU
— Star; LouisNettleton—

Coffeeville

;

Duckbill;

— Fox
Pontoto— Gem.

ville

;

—

The

&

;

—

— Central,

Fi.*her
sold
to

Nettleton

MISSOURI
New Theaters

Changes
Altenberg

;

Leakesville

Rogersville
Rogersville
Whitesville Joy land.

in

Joseph

St.

;

— Crystal

Ownership

to George Klobe by
Blackwater Princess,
Schmidt
Herbert A. Sargent by R. C.

sold

—

;

—

Eichman; BIythedale BIythe, sold to Cas& White by Blythedale M. P. Company
Calhoun Opera House, sold to
Cecil Grigsby by J. A. Housey; CarroUton
—Royal, sold to Ethel W. Johnson by
R. L. Tevis
Columbia Missouri
Cottonwood Point Tri State, sold to Chas.
Houston
J. Pate by Curtis & Turnbow
Lyric, sold to R. C. Burkhead
Kansas
City Bancroft, slod to John Elsca by
ters

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

Mrs.

J.

;

T.

Wilson;

Elm,

Meechon by Geo. Costa
sold

to

Wilson;

Amos &
Lamar

Balker

— Bijou,

;

sold

to

Ownership

in

—

Leonard.

Closings

— Princess; Froid— Liberty;
Park— The Glacier Park.

Culbertson
cier

by

Glar

NEBRASKA
Openings
City — Audit
Center— Community

Coleridge

Glenwood,

Danville, Ark.
erect
a theater
Stringfield

—

in

Ownership

Bristow. Bristow
sold to Floyd Wolf by
Sam Alberts Cedar Bluffs Opera House,
sold to Chas. Matson by L. R. Blair;
;

—

;

Curtis— Electric, sold to Fahmey & Good
by C. R. Elson
Dunbar Opera House,
sold to L. E. Smith by Roy Hannon
Giltner
Capitol, sold to E. D. Lynds by
W-. J. Newell
Grand Island Island, sold
to Jack Riggs by Blaine Cook; Laurel
Audit, sold to Mr. Earhart by M. J. Hudson
Madrid American, sold to L. M.
Teller by
B. V.
Rose; Nelson Rialto,
sold to H. D. Beebe by E. L. Currier;
North
Platte
Platte,
sold
to
N.
J.
Hansen by Blaine Cook; Osceolar— Auditorium, sold to Lloyd Timm by Harry
Musselman.

—

—

—

;

—

J.

M.

Kaufman

— C.
on

has
to

C. Stringfield plans to
the site adjoining the

hotel.

C—

Smithfield, N.
H. J. Paradis of the
Paradis at Wilson, has opened his new theater here.

—

Wilson, N. C. Aycock and Garden have
opened the Merrio.
West Point, Neb. The Rivola has opened
under management of A. M. Hern-'an, formerly of Hooper, Neb.
Auburn, Neb. The Rex has opened here.
Menasha. Wis. The Menasha is beirig
built by H. W. Werwath, and will open in

—

—
—

—

The East Side Theater Co.
been incorporated to erect a 1,000 seat
The
theater on the east side of the city.
theater will cost $125,000 and work comhas

at once.

St.

Louis Speculates
On Skouras Denials
(.Continued from Page

1)

—

the Indiana, Circle and Up
theaters in Indianapolis, Ind.
"The St. Louis Star," quotes Spyros Skouras as denying that he and

cuit

in

Town
his

brothers

St.

Louis

Brothers.

have disposed of their
theaters

Commenting

Warner

to

on

THE

FILM DAILY

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

NEW HAMPSHIRE
—
—

Fraud
Exposed by Newspaper

—

film star.
Upon applying for registration to the school she was asked
to buy stock.
She did buy $2,000
worth of stock paying $20 down,

whereupon

she

was

promised the
a forthcoming $100,-

leading role in
000 picture.
With this evidence in
hand,
Miss Schneider confronted
the
promoters with fraud.
Both
denied intention to defraud, but it
was brought out that the firm name

was

fictitious.

Producing "Boris Godounoff"
Paris
"Boris Godounofi" is
Mrs. J. T.
to Simmons production for Sequana-Film.

—

New Owner

at E. Liverpool, O.
East Liverpool, O. George Aten
has purchased the Gem from Mrs,

Anna

in

ers.

the
not

—

Fultz.

Sunday Shows Attract
Camden, N. J.—The Walt Whiti
man in Pensauken township is pre
senting Sunday shows, which are at-

many

tracting

Philadelphians.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP
MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION
ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT 01
CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912.
"THE FILM DAILY,"

Of

New

published

York,

dailj

N. Y.,

foi

Before me, a notary public, in and for

tht,

Saturday at

State

1,

of

County

1928.

New York,
New York,

of

)
J

ss.

and County aforesaid, personally a?!
peared Donald M. Mersereau, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the Business Manager o!
"THE FILM DAILY," and that the fol
lowing is, to the best of his knowledg? anc
State

story that such a deal
was being consummated and the
Skouras Brothers would operate the
entire chain of Warner theaters "The
Star" quotes Skouras as saying that
no such deal is contemplated, nor
any corporate change in ownership
Closings
or management.
Axtell Mirage;
Crete^Lyric; Eddyville—
Spyros and Charles Skouras are in
Opera House Falls City Gehling Lyman
New York where tliey are said to be
Ideal;
Palmer Pastime;
Palmyra
Nash; Royal The Royal; Smithfield— negotiating for
the sale of their
Wonderland; Thedford
Auditorium; minority
First
stock interests in
W.estern
Movie.
National.
J. Reeves Espy, publicity director
Changes in Ownership
Enterprises and the
Greenville
Sawyers, sold to J. O. Conlon; for the Skouras
Penacook Palace, sold to R. H. Clifford St. Louis Amusement Co. has repuby J. R. Irwin; Runmey Town Hall, diated published statements that he
sold to Max Perry by C. W. Kemp.
admitted "there is a chance for conSkouras
the
involving
solidation
Cleveland Film
Theaters, but said nothing definite
had been done." Espy says he mad^
Cleveland
The Cleveland Film no such admission to any trade paper
Producing Co. was exposed as a or daily newspaper reporter, and an\fake concern by Harriet Schneider, published interview to that efTecl
reporter for "The Cleveland Press," was erroneous, he claims.
Despite the lack of official confirmation
and Frederico Viola and C. M. St. Louis financial and picture districts are
Blackie,
officials
of
the
company speculating on the possible effects of .>-uch
be little
were each given 60 days in the a deal. If it is closed there will policy
is
change in local houses, so far as
workhouse and fined $50 for get- concerned.
ting money under false pretenses.
In some quarters it is believed that if
Miss Schneider answered an adver- Warner Brothers do take over the St, Louis
Amusement Company chain many of these
tisement to learn how to become a houses will later be resold to individual own;

ted.

October

Audit.

Changes

Ark.

except

;

West

Amuse-

awarded the contract for a $25,000 house
R. B. Sigmon & Sons of Hot Springs.

tic;

Jewell;

Arkansas

is

;

;

;

—The

Ark.

taking bids on a new theater to
be built on Jefferson and Cedar Sts. to cost
$200,000.

mences

— Orpheum De Weese— Opera
House
Hazard — Grand
Hebron— MajesJohnson — Pastime; Lincoln — Capitol;
Lyman— Gem;
Polk — Viking;
Utica
Point—
;

Dorado,

El

ment Co.

December.
Madison, Wis.

Alex

New Diamond,
sold

;

"Coquette," Mary Pickford's firs'
be pre-released by United
Artists April 1 in New York, Boston
Chicago and Los Angeles, with national release scheduled for fall, wher
both sound and silent versions, be^
ing made separately, will be distribU'
talker, will

—

Lonsdale

;

;

;

Closings
Burr Oak Kelso;
Detroit
Quo Vadis

Amasa

;

—
—
—
—
MONTANA

Changes

Beaver

MICHIGAN

—

—

—
—

;

—

Circle
Princess, sold to M. A. Turner by
E.
Turner;
Dodson Dodson High
C.
School, sold to Palmer Scott by R. W.

to

Changes in Ownership
Alpha Majestic, sold to J. Eusibio by Dr.
Edwards; Bay City— Woodside, sold to
Berkley
Daniel Bernstein bv B. Feldman
The Berkley, sold to B. F. Cravens bto

—
—

—

;

—

;

M. Loew by

E.

to

sold

Williams; Boston— Stuart, sold to
Simon Rudnick; Dorchester— Liberty, sold
Marto N. E. Theaters Oper. Co. by P.
East Boston Central Square Thekell;
Co.
ater, sold to N. E. Theaters Oper.
by M. F. Cronin; Edgarton Elm, sold to
Falls
L. Cojen by R. L. Colter; Chicopee
Royal, sold to Goldstein Bros. Inc. by
Oias.

—

;

Ownership

in

Boston— National,

Closings

—
—

—

View—

Ocean

MASSACHUSETTS

Changes

M. Meyer

Bosworth Grand
BraAltenberg Central
Brashear;
Brumley The
shear The
Brumley; Cuba^ Nicalee; Downing Opera
House Frankford Liberty Gerald 'Opera
Homersville
House
Gorin Colonial
The Homersville; Heuston Lyric; Iberia
Kennett ^New Lyric
Lewis^Electric
tovyn
Gem; Martinsburg Gem; Plevna
The Plevna; Steelville Gem; Zalma
Everybody's.
;

Closings
House;

—

&

Morris; Stockton The Stockton, sold to Frances H. Babbs by George
Nafus.

MAINE

— Opera

sold to F.

1921

Pre-Release Runs Set
April 1 for "Coquette"

Theaters

—

;

— Princess,

by Meyer

Changes

Frostburg

—

Steinberry

New

—

3,

Since the tornado of Sept. 29, 1927.
Louis Amusement Co. houses have
made any money on the whole, although
St.

some of the individual theaters are profitable.
Skouras Brothers Enterprises and Harry
Koplar control the St. Louis Amu'ienient Co.
Skouras Brothers Enterprises is a holding
company and owns the West End Lyric under lease to the St. Louis Amusement Co.
50 per cent of the Skouras Super Theater
Corp., which opcr.ites the Ambassador and
Missouri in conjunction with Publi.x; a controlling interc-t in the Grand Avenue Theater Co., which holds the Grand Central and
Kings and a controlling interest in the St.
Louis Amusement Co.
In addition the holding coiTipany owns 3-^ per cent of the capital
stock of the St. Louis Properties Corp. which
has the physical property of the Ambassador
and Missouri and the office buildings adjoining.

of the ownership
daily paper, the cir
aforesaid publicatior
culation), etc., of
for the date shown in the above caption, re
quired by the Act of August 24th 1912, em^
bod'ed in Section 411 Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form
to wit
1.
That the names and addressss of th<
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi
belief,

a

true

statement

management (and

if

ncss manager are
Publisher: John

W

a
the

A'icoate.

165n Brnad'

way. New York, N. Y.; Fditi". Ma''r'cc tt
Kann, 1650 B'oadway. New York. N. Y.
Managing Editor. Maurice D. Kann 'eSfl
Broadway, New York.
N.
Y.
Businesi
Manager, Dona'd M. Mersereau. 1650 Broad
way New York, N. Y.
That the owners a-e
2.
"Wid's Films
& F'lm Folk." Inc.. 1650 Broadway. New
York, N. Y. John W. Alxoate. 1650 Br^ad
wav, New York, N. Y.
Pearl Dannetiberg.
1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y.
Addi*
^annenberg. 1650 Broadway. New York, N,
Y.
Edna Sussman, 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
3.
That the known bond'^olders, m-rtgagees and other security holders own'ng oi
;

:

;

;

:

:

holding 1 per cent or more of total amouw
nf bonds, mortgages or other securities are

None.
4.

That the two parag-aphs next ab-ve
names of the owners, stoc'holders

giving the

holders, if any. contain not only thi
stockholders and securitv holders ai
they appear upon the books of thf comna-ny
but a'so in cases where the stockholder o
security ho'der appeai-s upon the books '^f *h
company as trustee or in any other fiduc'ar;
relation, the name of the person or cnrpora
t'on for whom such trustee is actng, is given
also that the said two paragranhs contaill
statements embracing affiant's full knowledgl
nnd belief as to the circumstances and con
dit'ons under which stockholders and securiti
holders who do not appear upon the book
of the company as trustees, hold stock ani
securities in a capacity other than that of
bona fide owner and this affiant has no rea
son to believe that any other person, associa
tion, or corporation has any interest direct o
indirect in the said stock, bonds or othi
securities than as so stated by him.
That the average number of copi(
5.
of each issue of this publication sold or dii
tributed. through the mails or otherwise, t
paid subscribers during the six months pn
•^^ecurity
'ist

of

;

ceding the date, shown above

D.

M.

is

5.350.

MERSEREAU,
Business

Sworn
1st

day

to and subscribed
of October, 1928.

(My commission

before

Managei

me

thi

(Seal) Florence C. Lyo;
expires March 30, 1930.

.

—JS&^.DAILY

snday, September 24, 1928
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Coast Wire Service-

Show Talking

A

Ability

Little
from

im PLAYERS SPEAK

to Star Arthur Lake
in Series of Features

Arthur Lake

IIS OKAY, M-G-M FINDS
Hollywood

Another

bugaboo

is

ling with demonstration of the fact
It, contrary to many early predic-

screen players are showing
ns,
irked ability to speak their lines
ectively in talking pictures, says
•G-M. This was learned in mak-

"The

f

Little

Angel,"

Norma

vehicle, which is
company's initial talker.
Adopting a reversal of the the•ical
stock company routine the

starring

earer

;

een dialogue rehearsals follow the
photographic
schedule
and
nee the screen players take up
;ir speaking and voice registration
:er
their pantomime is perfected
d can concentrate on memorizing
y's

jir

lines

to be starred, in a
series of features for Universal.
is

Nora Lane Opposite Maynard
Nora Lane appears opposite Ken
Maynard in his current western feature, "The Lawless Legion," which
Harry J. Brown is directing. Paul
.Tlurst,

J.

J.

McGowan

and

Slim

Yhitaker round out the cast.
Sally O'NeiU Title Changed
"Broadway Fever" is new title

of

Sally O'Neill's TifTany-Stahl starring vehicle heretofore known as
"Applause."
Edward Cline is directing with a cast including Roland
Drew and Corliss Palmer.

Justice

Directing

Tiffany color
Perry.

er,"

T-S Short

directing "Mothclassic featuring

is

Jessie

alone.

Mix Back at Work
After a lay-off of a few days occaned by a wrenched knee which he
;ta ned in making a "flying mount,"

Named FBO Title Writer
Helen Gregg, who for four years
has been a secretary in the department,

has

m

writer

by FBO.

d
iie

Mix

is

FBO
Forde

back

at

work on

feature, ''Outlawed."
is directing.

his

been

appointed

Her

first

a

title

assign-

is "Stolen Love," which Lynn
Shores recently completed.

Eu- ment

Pearl Plans N. Y. Trip
R'chard Pearl is leaving this week
New York on a business trip repBurr-Hines'
Enter;enting
the
ses with whom he has been as:iated for the past four years.

Lupe Velez Opposite Cooper
Lupe Velez is to play opposite
Gary Cooper in "The Wolf Song,"
based on a novel by Harvey Ferguson, for

ilo

Carmelita

uis

Geraghty,

McCullough, Thelma Hill and
Sargent are

fohnson to Title
fulian
Johnson,

in

the cast.

New

Jannings*
of
Paraunt's stafif of title writers, has just
;n assigned to title Emil Jannings'
ns of the Fathers," now in pro-

head

;tion.

Don Alvarado Assigned
Don Alvarado has been assigned
male lead in "Apache," which
il
Rosen is directing for ColumMargaret Livingstone appears
bosite.

Holland Added to Cast
ohn Holland has been added to
t
of "She Goes to War," the
bert Hughes' story which Inspion will produce. Eleanor Boardp, Gertrude Astor and Al St.
in have already been signed for
i

(:s.

iny Locations for

Charstory especially for the star.
Morton, Rudolph Schildkraut and
Harry Cording are in the cast.

les

and locaproduruon

;'nces

seen demonstrations he has made
with the Widescope camera which
he perfected, believe it will be a very
worthy innovation. The camera uses
film twice the width of ordinary film
and gives a stereoscopic effect.
+

*

Erickson,
Lloyd, Lou
Harry Wilde, Edward Frazer
at the fareivell honor tendered Kitty Starr by her sister, Mrs. Ted Wilde.
*

Hugh Herbert

is

versatile,

to

addition to orighe tosses off with
just sold "Carry
a Broadway proPeter
"Miss
novel,
His
ducer.
Pan," which he wrote while adver-

In
inals and scenarios
regularity, he has
Me Upstairs" to

of

mention

to

W. Scott Darling, who turned
down two attractive offers, to
sign a contract with Paul Bern
Darling, who wrote
at Pathe.
'"Scarlet Seas," an original in

which Richard Barthelmess is
starring, will work on "Noisy
Charles
which
Neighbors,"
Reisner will direct.
«

«

one of HollyT'other night,
at a meeting of the Aca,dem,y of
M. P. Arts and Sciences, he had
forgotten his college training and
ivas using words like "guts", etc.
He then asked for the definition of
"Intestinal fortitude" was
•'guts."
the definition offered by Dee.n Ray
Inrniel, of the University of Southern California.
is

least.

manager for Selfridge's
mous London department store,
tising

now

subject

we want

wood's leading vnts.

Glenn Tryon, Joe Rock, Gay-

F.

*

the

William De Mille

lord

say the

writers,

on

4r

Our Passing Show: Melville
Brown demonstrating
some card tricks; Mesdames

*

While

in its

*

and Columbia.
*

fais

*

More Passing Show Harold
:

Shumate, Harold Beaudine
Robinson
Casey
of
and

tenth edition.
*

Joe Nadel, formerly with First
National and Paramount in the East,
has joined Paramount here. He has
acted as asssitant director at FBO

*

Our good friend, Clara Beranger,
who collaborated with the Hattons
on "Dyed in the Wool," which Al
Woods will produce, lit one of her

conferring
Gotham Prod.,
with William, Russell; Malcolm Stuart Boylan and Gar^
rett Graham, bu,sy at Fox.

OSWALD
THE LUCKY RABBIT

New

Cast in Moore Film
Gertrude Astor and Kathryn McGuire have been cast in Colleen
Moore's
new picture, "Synthetic
Sin." It is an adaptation of the stage
play by Frederic and Fanny Hatton,
and will be directed by William A.
Seiter.

SUPERVISION GEORGE WINKLER

Out-distances All Other

Making Film

Hawaii
Milton Sills and Dorothy Mackaill
are in the Hawaiian Islands working
in

on their

latest First National picture,
"'Stranded in Paradise."
A native
cast appears in support.

Complete "U" Script
Emil Forst and Sherman L. Lowe

Cartoons in

BOX OFFICE SPEED
PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES

"The

Lee,

11

i

of Billy Bitzer, veteran
and
inventor
of
camera novelties, who have

cameraman

*

free-lancing
*

FRIENDS
many

now

Achievement
number
of 13, all showing William Boyd sitting around a table and taking up a
whole room by himself and his dozen
other selves, have been achieved by
D. W. Grifftth in "The Love Song."
Griffith's

Kid." have completed the adaptation ai-id
Carnation
William B. Davidson, continuity of "The Battle of Wits,"
Jraine Eddy, Francis McDonald scheduled as one of the first new
Charles Mailes are in the cast. productions by Universal at their

on

;Jis

is

"What

Multiple exposures to the

Mac Lean Film

iorty-six different sets
art called for in

4 IS

Lots ff

cigarettes

remarked,

Paramount.

Howard Directing Gajmor Film
Young Back at Studios
William K. Howard is directing
Lon Young has returned to Holly- Janet Gaynor in "Street Fair" at
Fox, Tristram Tupper wrote the
'od to film "South of Panama" for
esterfield.

t(

Hollywood

*

Martin Justice

then

RALPH WILK

By

"U"

t'other day and
I'd be interested in wo-uld be a guarantee of
'Not a cough in the first night audience.' " By the way. Miss Beranger

favorite

Mason Hopper

is

directing.

studio in Berlin,

Germany.

Uniuersa^\fJ\HKLEQ. Carhoons

S"
,.4|MMP7^'-

•,

j.i,u^.

?^f

srj-'^f'

.'

•%^t

}^n
\

Guiltv
or//
eternally disgraced?
—

One word to the merciless high naval court and her
husband must pay with his life for a murder he never
committed.

—and

Another

Which

she

is

woman

a

shall she choose?

to

— Which

How

be forever scorned P
is

the truth?

can she prove her husband's innocence
admitting her own guilt?

— without

Wo YFonder Mae Tiiiee took Two Full
Columns in the Clilcag^o Sunday Tribune
to say—
"Speaking of good

liltle

cinemas, there's 'The Night Watch I'..

.

Packed with

The sets, scenery, costumes, and acting are excellent,
and suspense is maintained in great shape throughout the film ... I just don't
see how you can make a mistake by deciding to go see 'The Night Watch'.

arresting situations ....

BILLIE
DOVE
NisLhtWatchWSOUNDA
i»The

SOlJ]¥I>
PrtfifDteiJ

RICHARD

kj

ROWLAND

A.

Dirrrird by Alcisnder Kord«,

LILAC

TIME

Advice

Iroiii

Cliieag^o!

Sound version 'Night Watch' doing splendid business Chicago Theatre. Synchronization and effecis
blend with picture without detracting from theme.
Audience reaction wonderful." G. L. Scars.

'RECORDS TO DATE

46
WATCH

"EM

GROW

Wlietlieryour Theatre

Is

wired or not

FIRST NATIOI^AI. PICTURES
are a Sound ln\e»tMnen^

Warner-F. N. Deal Being Worked Out

details in

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

(f^ NEWSPAPER

^yPILMDOM
DL.

XLVI

Thursday, October

No. 4

"4 Devils"
T

and true at
the box-office, for of such

'

will ring- clear

TO FILM BROADWAY SHOWS

the public pleasurwallows in is "4 Devils"

)ly

A

ade.

and spechectic love and

circus story

cular flashes

other kind

e

RCA-VOCAFILM GET TOGETHER

as

stuff

;

;

passion that runs

Gaynor and
deft
Murnau's
[ary Duncan
rection. Put them all together
ibridled

Janet

;

;

they

id

we

hold

the

dollars,

spell

lowman's chant.
From which you
lat

gather

will

Fox

latest

this

be entertainment fare
The
Correct.
high order.
icture reveals intelligence, but
)ecial to
:

hat

else

would

cm Murnau?

you

expect

Its acting is ex-

production values are of
le finest. What should be aplied to "4 Devils" is a pair of
illent,

tiarpened shears and an official
rder to trim

and trim and

For

triin.

It

knows how to applj'
Not only does he
iderstand the meaning of subtlety

He

finesse.

applied to motion pictures, but
And so
applies that knowledge.
is his command of these 'nd other
rectorial refinements that make his
test picture one to be talked about.

>

i

ke

blame him, however, for a misthat weakens the entire pro-

iiction;

repetition

Emphasis

ring.

to
is

the point of
often secured
of the repetithere danger

Dus,

ere

Murnau

is

guilty.

Of importance is the
ice of Mary Duncan.
•autiful

first

An

ai)iie;u-

»xotic,

woman who combines

na-

physical attributes with a very
And that
flair for acting.
were
a rare mixture indeed.
(.Continued on Pag* 2)

We

of

regardless of religious belief,

discussion

at

the

was condemned unanimously as contrary to the Constitution, and freedom of worship, by the general counSeventh

the

of

cil

church

Day

Adventist

Meeting

in

for formation of a joint producing and distributing organization
to handle sound features is practically completed and probably will
be formally announced in a few days.

Interested in the plan are Earle ^^'.
president of Educational
and J. D. Williams, executive vicipresident of World-Wide Pictures
as well as a Wall Street banking
firm which will arrange financing
reported pledged to the extent of

Hammons,

$25,000,000.

RCA and Vocafilm will produce
and market the stage material of a
Broadway producing group which includes .\\ Woods, William A. Brady,
the Shubcrts, .-\rthur Hammerstein.
Sam Harris, possibly Jed Plarris and
others.
will

It

is

make

reported

soimd

Mack

pictures

Sennett
for

the

new group.

Hammons

and Educational enter
picture as physical distributors.
A sales force to handle the stage
shows will operate out of Educa(Continucd on Page 3)
the

Hughes Spikes Report

"Submarine" Opens

Roadshow
— Run

at Phila.

"Submarine," Columopens Monday at the
The
playing at $2 top.

Philadelphia
bia

phone

in session here.

picture,

Erlanger,

on Page

3)

Contract Committee Resuming

New

He

Plans to Retire

Howard Hughes, head of Caddo
rod., will make at least two more
for United Artists, follow"Hell's Angels," the producer
in
•itates
a telegram received by
Wayne Pierson, Caddo Eastern representative, denying reports that he
olans to retire from the industry.
>ictures

ng

York Today
Joking?

Sales

re's

;finite

—

"Blue" law
Sl^ringfield, Mass.
proposed for the District of Columbia, as an entering wedge in the
national campaign for a "Sour Sab-

(.Continued

Berkowitz

Mary Duncan

of

Arbitration will

Capital "Blue" Drive Is
Condemned by Adventists

bath,"

topic

—

Pittsburgh

Franchise Plan on Sound
Films of Hits May
be Adopted

Union of Vocafilm and the eight
Broadway stage producers interested
be in the company with RC.\ Photo-

the big topic of discussion at a rally
to be held tomorrow by the M.P.
T.O. of western Pennsylvania, at
which the court case, backed by
against the Film
association,
the
Board, to restrain cutting off of service to an Erie house for refusal of
the owner to arbitrate a dispute, will
be discussed.
Other subjects of discussion will
be the growing number of arbitrabrought by excomplaints
tion
changes, operators' and musicians'
(^Continued on Page 3)

paper for its
members will be considered by the
M.P.T.O. of Texas, it is understood,
at the annual convention of the association scheduled for Nov. 13 and 14.
Experience of chains in handling
their paper supply has been so profitable that the matter will be brought
up for consideration at the convenSound pictures, as they afifect
tion,
the small town theater also are to be

judicious use
but likewise is
inducing yawns when this sort of
freely,
too
in
indulged
ick
is
the

/

UP AT PinSBURGH MEET

TEXAS UNIT HAY HANDLE

Dallas— Handling

ROW TO BE

ARBITRATION

Hitch

Despite rumors caused by
delay in making formal announcement of the deal, there
has been no hitch in Warners'
deal for purchase of control of
Details are
First National.
being worked out, although it
may take several weeks before
H. M.
the work is completed.
Warner has visited the First
National offices "to become acWarners alquainted," and
ready are helping First NaMeanwhile,
tional on sound.
reports are in circulation that
Warners are seeking theaters
of practically every franchise
holder of First National.

a major
sessions.

Against It
We

No

PAPER TOR MEMBERSHIP

"4 Devils" is rich in directorial
nances so characteristic of Murlu.
This director is never conionplace. never dull in his treatent.
•ainatic

Price 5 Cents

1928

4,

Manager

Samuel

J.

Named
of

Berkowitz,

General

Gotham
formerly

West Coast representative, has been
appointed general sales manager of

Gotham
phone,

who

Prod.,

New York

last

resumed in
At the
today.

be

October,

Sax,

in

force,

periodic

mined upon.

is

New York

slated to
at

noon

meeting, held in
standard contract,

last

and Gotham-Bristol- Chicago, the new

company president, now
New York announced yes- time,

Sam

is in

terday.

Meeting of the contract committee
of exhibitors and distributors named
at the Trade Practice conference in

was

drafted.

At that

meetings were deter-

"How do you get that way?,"
anxious reader wants to know.
"You state in your four zone
theater pooling story of yesterday that one word sums up
the

comment on

of the story,

first

'break'

and then you use

two words "Im

Possible.'

"

Thursday, October
:i ^»f
"4 Devils

ftTHEBV^IfSBiaHB

ALLTHE MEWS
AllTUE TIME

o/'filmdoh

wtfjmf

{Continued from Page

advised to watch for her

We

ils."
Vil.

ThBrsda), Oct. 4, 1928

XLVI Ni. 4

Priei 5 C(iit$

PUBLISHES

lOIN W. AllCOATE

day

1)

in

"4

Dev-

have to because to
vibrant personaHty was

didn't

miss her
simply out of the running.
A new
star has flashed across the film firmaRemember the name. It's
ment.
slated for electric lights.
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a short
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Sunday Shows After Midnight
Albion, Neb.
Manager Marks of

Rex waited

until

after

was received

last night

by

Oct.

5

Oct.

7

Donations at K. C. House
Kansas City Donations from the
audience were taken up by ushers of
the Pantages for the hurricane relief
fund.
About $90 was averaged the
first day, with the daily average continuing through last week at about

—

$50.

&

K. Takes Back Tower
Chicago
Balaban & Katz has
taken the Tower from Kcith-AlbeeOrpheum, which bas been operating
the house under an arrangement
with B. & K.
B.

M.P.T.O.

of Western Pennsylvat
meeting at Pittsburgh.
Keith - Albee - Orpheum circi
standardizing on Sunday chan

.Sime Silverman.

Boston Ufa Branch
Meyers is manager
of the
exchange liere. He
was transferred here from the Philadelphia branch by Dave Brill, head
of Ufa Eastern Division, Inc.
at

—Jack
new Ufa

Boston

M.P.T.O.

Oct. 8-10

at

Annual

Oct. 16-17-18

Nov. 13-14

—

ity manager of
aters have been
film
committee

Loew's

named
of

Community Fund.

Ohio The-

to act as the

the
Cleveland
Their work will

and distribution of the annual Community Fund picture which is made
locally.

convent!-

M.P.T.O.A

conv«

at

westi

of

Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor ur
M.P.T.O. of Texas convention
Dallas.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Meeting of International Chaml
of Commerce at Paris on Europe
film restriction program.
20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages a
vention at Columbus.
25
Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
25
New Fox house in St. Louis ope
Annual convention of M.P.T.
4
14

of

Oklahoma

Tri-State

Memphis

—

at

Invades

which operates

Cleveland Theater Men Aid Charity
Cleveland J. T. Harwood, president of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio;
Frank Hines, manager of Keitn's
Palace, and M. S. Malaney, public-

Michigan

Toronto.
Annual convention

tion

Oct. 24-25

of

Kalamazoo.

Oklahoma

City

Memphis

Tri-State

Theatei

Arkansa
has invaded Memphis with acquis
tion of the Rialto, one of the city
largest neighborhood houses, fro
Paul Zarilla and Joe Masceri.
chiefly

in

French Film for Cameo
"Mother of Mine," French featui
will be shown at the Cameo, Nt
York, ne.\t month.
Charlotte House Remodeled
Charlotte T. L. Little has remo
eled the Majestic here.

—

midnight

to present a

5,000

300
100

his death

be to attend to distribution of slides,

scheduled Sunday show,
after the mayor had stopped the
"'2 scheduled performance, due to the
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KANN

E. K. Nadel and Paul Gerard, the
former a producer, the latter a
writer, have been signed for Fox
Movietone subjects and leave today
for the Coast.

the

104

way and in Coast production circles.
Conway was vacationing in Bermuda when the end came. Word of

to-

—

97/8

.

(b)
(b)

'sob
500
500

3

3

rts

Fox Thea. "A" 27Ji

(s)
(c)

178
128

11

and

Meyers

Nadel and Gerard Signed
Sales.

The Industry's
Date Book

42,

policy.

Chic Sale

Financial
Close

Conway,

("Con")

of the staff of "Variety"
a well known figure on Broad-

rest.

morrow.

High Low

Jack

to

member

Miss Gay nor

this

225.

a

heart attack proved fatal yester-

Deals on for Roxy's Midway
It is understood several deals are
Again Janet Gaynor, of imperish- under way for sale or lease of the
able
"Seventh
Heaven" memory theater at Broadway and Amsterdam
proved her capabilities as a natural Ave. and 7Sth St., formerly known
actress.
She seems born to the as Ro.xy's Midway. In one quarter,
screen;
under intelligent handling it is reported the Pantages circuit
Murnau supplied the has made a bid for the house which
she shines.
appreciative direction; she did the is practically completed.

THE

—

Conway Dead

Jack ("Con")

\

192!

4,

—

First

"U" Talker Shown

Kenosha, Wis.

— "Melody

in

AMALGAMATED

Love,"

Universal's first 100 per cent talking
and singing picture, had premiere at
the Kenosha.

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCr

Fejos on Way East
Paul Fejos, Universal director, is
en route to New York by airplane to
make scenes for "Broadway."
Fire

Prevention

Week

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

Set

Fire prevention week beginning
Oct. 7, has been designated in New

York by Gov. Smith, with

all

urged to aid

reduce

in effort to

!i

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

citizens

Cit]

fire

dangers.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•Last

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.
Prices

mount

all-talker,

slated to arrive
in New York yesterday.
The picture
is slated to succeed "Wings" at the
Criterion, opening late in October
or early in November.

"King

of

Somes, who resigned because of ill
health.
James Wall has been transferred to the Norfolk Downs house,
with Herbert Johnson succeedinv;: him
at the Netoco Gem, East Boston.

Recognized Book

it

Of

Past Ten Years

1929 Edition
OUT

IN

JANUARY

A

—

Downs, has been transferred to
Crown here to replace James

s

Rejerence For

was

Kings" Aids
special sound story supplement
to the press sheet on "The King of
Kings" has been issued by the Pathe
advertising exploitation and publicity
Netoco Managers Changed
department.
A vocal trailer and
New London, Conn.
Kenneth special sound highlight stills are in^
Fcrkcy, of the Netoco Regent, Nor- cluded for the synchronized version.
folk
the

Filmdom

"Interference" Opening Not Yet Set
Print of "Interference," first Para-

House Peters Seeks Damages
Damages of $12,000 are asked by
House Peters

in suit brought against
Colorcraft Pictures, claiming he was

prevented from playing in
Thrall of Lief, the Lucky."

Over One Thousand Pages

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS
EVERYTHING

GOES

EVERYWHERE

"The

I

THE
hursday, October

iS^S^DAILV

1928

4,

.GA-Vocafilm to

Film B'way Shows
(Continued from Page

specialize

II

imported

in

and

nal.

also understood
foreign rights

is

[t

ndle

product

.ind

L

Williams will
on whatever

made.

is

Nations Control Films
to Be Shown to Children
DAILY

THE FILM
— Special
regulations

uhington Bureau of

Washington

admission of children to picture

•

films shown them
waters and
required by 31 countries out of
;
in which inquiry was made by the
ernational committee for the pro:tion of childhood, the M.P. Sec11
of the Dept. of Commerce is
vised by G. ,R. Canty, trade comssioner at Paris. In most of these
untries, films prohibited are those
nsidered pernicious to the morals

the

Some
youth.
children up to

regulations apply
18, while in others,
ch as Germany, Danzig, Nicarua and Peru, they are applied to
ildren

up to

The

six years.

limit

years in Uruguay and three
In a number of the
Salador.
ler countries, the only condition is
It the child be accompanied by an
five

ult.

Submarine" Opens

Roadshow Run

at Phila.

(Continued from Page

also
date at
play the

:turc

d

is

slated

to

ow

open

day

New Owmer at Berea, O.
Berea, O. The Pastime has been
ised to R. S. Tillinghast from Arur Martin.

—

—

Independent Melbourne
Sydney
suburban exhibitors have swung in
a body to Hoyt's buying pool, it is

The only exception are
reported.
the five houses controlled by Union
Theaters and one or two others.
Paramount is the only major service not contracted for.
It is estimated that the situation may cost
this company $100,000 a year in suburban revenue. The pool has closed
with First National, Fox, M-G-M,
Universal and British Dominions.
The P. D. C- product, owned outright by Hoyts, will go into the
pool naturally.

Arbitration Row
At Pittsburgh
(Continued from Page

wage

Vash. Court House Theater Sold
Washington Court House, O.

—

hn H. Irvin of Wilmington, O., a
rmer newspaper man, has purchasthe

Colonial theater from Guy
Burr has retired from the pic-

re business.

Hillsboro
e

Exhibitor

— H.

Recovering

Weinegar
Grand has been removed to

Hillsboro,

111.

of
his

•me after being confined to a hos:al
as the result of injuries susined when he tripped and fell down
uppere stairs leading from the
ck of a motorbus in St. Louis.

Johnstown House Opens
Opening of
nalley's New Johnstown has taken
Johnstown, N. Y.
ice.

Edwin

med

resident

F.

—

Russell

has been

manager.

Jolson Coast Orvening Oct. 8
est

Los
i)ol"

Coast

Bureau,

hibitor for another year, at least, in
rights
to authorize
film
reproductions of their works, under the opinion of E. P. Smith, president
of the Iowa exhibitor unit, who now
the
recently - revised
convention
created by an Internatiomal Union for is making a tour of the state.
"Excitement caused by advent of
literary and artistic works, just announced by the copyright office of 'sound pictures' and prices of sound
equipment, due to the fact that inthe Library of Congress.
stallations could not be made in keepAlthough the United States was ing with the
demand, has sort of
officially represented at the conferparalyzed the theater owner not opence the country is not a member of
erating a de luxe house," he says.
the union, which pledges reciprocally
"To have product available that will
the protection of authors, composers,
increase business and allow the the-

effort of the

scales;

of a number
theaters.

of

fire

and dramists.

artists

Meet

Films Top Vaudeville
at Mpls. Pantages Theater
Minneapolis Pictures are
being
played up over vaudeville whenever
their merit warrants at the Pantages
here.

1)

labor de-

ajiplianccs

in

Non-Synchronous Score

Playing Films and Revues
Cleveland The Oriental, belonging to the Universal-Variety circuit,
is
now playing pictures and

—

revues.
ager.

Frank Greenwald

—

playing at regular prices.

is

man-

available

and

buy

it

Good

right.

times are ahead for those who work
hard and take advantage of the prosperity which is here for the asking.
Be an optimist if you can. If you
can't, don't sing the blues.
It's not
a part of the show business."

Kunsky

to Operate Fischer,
Detroit, as De Luxe House

—

Detroit
Kunsky Theaters Corp.
to operate the new Fischer in the
Fischer Building, which is to open
about Oct. 15. The house will have
a de luxe policy, and not be operated as a neighborhood house.
It
is
being built as a monument to
Fischer Bros, of the Fischer Body
Corp.
is

Remodeling Cleveland House

for "Fortune's Fool"

Cleveland

— The

Rialto,

belonging

Disc accompaniment for "Fortune's
Fool," is to be made b>- the VicPicture-Music Library Record
tor

to the Scoville Essick and Reiff circuit is undergoing extensive altera-

under a deal completed by
Louis T. Rogers, New York, disThis is for
tributor of the picture.
use on non-synchronous sound reproduction machine (baby Vitaphone)
of Electrical Research Products. Cue
sheets and records are supplied by

tem,

Service,

Victor.

tions

tions

including a

new box

new

office,

lighting

sys-

and new decora-

throughout.

The

Qreatest Serial Ever Produced

Tfee

Vanishing West
with a remarkable cast including

Show on Coast
Nets $8,000 for Fund

Benefit
West

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Eight thousand dolhrs was netted for the hurricane relief fund by the midnight show given
last Saturday at the Metropolitan.

"The

Oct.

12
of

date set for opening
Wedding March" at the Riis

voli.

Los Angeles House Opens
Ccii't
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Seating 1,700, the

H-V'f

—

Golden Gate has been opened by
West Coast Junior Circuit. Pictures
and de luxe presentations is the
Vince Silk is master of cerepolicy.
monies.

Buys More Territory

—

Independent Pictures
distributors of "The Port of
Missing Girls" in Ohio, has purchased the Kentucky state rights to
the picture.
Its first release in that
territory will be the week of Oct. 8
at Fred Dolle's Alamo.
Cincinnati

Leo Maloney

Eileen Sedgewick

Yakima Cannutt

Little

Co.,

PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITiaSM AND SUCCESTIOH CONCERNING

WESTERN
UNION

This is a fuU'race
Telegram or Cableeram unless iu dc
fcrred character ii indicated by a suitable
sign above ot preceding the address.
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tc,
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521^1 Si
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""..ew
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York

SD44 35 NL 3 EXTRA-HOLLYWOOD CALIF 22
NAT LEVINE1650 BROADWAY NEWYORK NYJUST WITNESSED PREVIEW FIRST THREE EPISODES
VANISHING WEST STOP BELIEVE IT TO BE GREATEST
WESTERN SERIAL EVER ATTEMPTED AND WITH ITS GREAT
CAST AND MARVELOUS PRODUCTION VALUE IT WILL BE
SENSATION REGARDSALL STAR FEATURES
ELMER BENJAMIN

Produced by

Han-A-Phone Foreign Deals Closed
Nat Nathanson of Hi-Mark Pictures, who has foreign rights to Hanhas closed deal with B.

Mickey Bennett
William Fairbanks
Fred Church

Jack Perrin
Jack Dougherty

Class of Service

"Wedding March" Opening

THE FILM DAILY A-Phone,

Singing
"The
Angeles
opens at the Warner here Oct.

owner to forget about something
he cannot afford to buy anyway, is
certainly encouraging," he continues.
"In my opinion Iowa theater owners should make some money this
winter if they will study the product

ater

—

Up

partment to force installation of
Sentry Safety Device throughout the
state; ordinance to force installation

Oct. 12

^rr.

—

1)

Baltimore, where it is
Report here is
Ford.
Erlangers may seek to roadthe protection over its circuit.

at

Washington

exclusive

syn-

film

the,
United
throughout
Thus, two lines of product
be made available via Educa-

to

;

BY BIG MELBOORNE POOL

pictures

inches
ites.

—

Pes Moines Sound pictures will
THE FILM DAILY
Authors are given mean nothing to the small town ex-

Washington Bureau of

use both disc
ronization methods for all of its
eases which in turn, arc to be
irketed via its special sales force
ng the facilities of Educational
11

Authors Get Exclusive
Year Before Sound Films
Film Reproduction Rights Reach Small Towns Seen

HIT

1)

World-Wide which

exchanges.

iial

PARAMOUNT R[VENUE

NAT LEVINE

J.

Neill,

Hayden,

"Blazing the Trail"

1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

ERICH YON STROHEIM
I

T

wo

years in the making,

to *^The

Merry Widow"

screen's

most fascinating

Wray

as leading

^

Vl

is

now Erich von

offered to exhibitors.
star,

woman and

1,000 incidental players.

With von Stroheim,

enacting the central role.

a splendid cast including

Fawcett, Dale Fuller, Cesare Gravina,
^

Stroheim's brilliant successor

Mathew

Betz,

ZaSu

the

Beautiful Fay
Pitts,

George

Maude George and

over
*"

Available silent or with magnificent symphonic
li

accompaniment written by

J.

C.

Zamecnik, com-

poser of famous "Wings" score. Arranged and played

by Nat Finston and Paramount Theatre Orchestra
of 75 pieces.
dise", beautiful

Plus amazing sound

effects.

"Para-

theme song, already a popular

hit.

Breath-taking scenes in dazzling Technicolor.

T.

he Wedding March.

The

flaming, throbbing love story of a profligate

prince and a lovely, innocent daughter of the people. Lavishly filmed amid
the boudoirs, boulevards and beer gardens of old Vienna and along the banks

of the romantic Blue Danube.

Romance, spectacle

^and the most heart-breaking climax ever filmed. In its

k

entirety an Erich

von Stroheim creation.

Story by

von Stroheim and Harry Carr. Presented by Adolph

Zukor and Jesse
P. A. Powers).

Paramount

Its

L.

Lasky (by arrangement with

fame

will ring

'round the world!

And now "THE WEDDING MARCH !^^ Coming Charles (Buddy)
"Varsity'''' (with dialog), Anne Nichols'' "Abie''s Irish Rose''"' (talking

hits sweeping the country.

:

Rogers in his first starring picture
and singing); Richard Dix in "Redskin"" (successor to ''Vanishing American^' and almost all in
Technicolor; Paraniount^s first 100% talking picture, "Interference^' Lucky Paramount exhibitors!
.
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Coast Wire Service-

Vitaphone Signs Stars

Rogell Directing Lytell
Al Rogell has been assigned the
direction
of
"The Lone Wolf's
Daughter,"
starring
Bert
Lytell.
Frank Capra, originally slated to
make this production,
is
busy
with "The Power of the Press," and
will direct "The Younger Generation" as his next for Columbia. This
is a novel by Fannie Hurst and will
probably star Olive Borden.
v

"Bath Between" Started

DAVID WAItriELD SLATED

FOR SERIES,

IS

REPORT

Signing for Vitaphone of outstanding figures of the legitimate.
comedy
musical
and
vaudeville
stages, is being continued by Warners.
David Warfield, it is stated,
to sign for a scries of films, under
negotiations now near completion.
"Red" Corcoran, veteran Coast master of ceremonies and musician, Irene
Stone, Jack Baxley and Hazel Kennedy, vaudeville players. Jay Velie,
musical comedy player, and Bert
Hanlon, Broadway comic and auHantbor, also have been signed.
lon already has made two Vitaphone
subjects and his third will be "A
Little Conversation," whiqh he will
Doris Canfield will appear in
write.
the picture.
is

Production has started on "Bath
Between," a Movietone short subject written by and starring Clark
and McCullough, the Fox comedy
duo.
Ben Stoloff is handling the
megaphone with Carmel Myers in
Stoloff has just
the feminine lead.
completed "Mind Your Business," a
Movietone short by Hugh Herbert.
Herbert, Ben Bard and Dorothy
McGowan appear in the cast.

Grant in "Canary Murder Case"
Lawrence Grant has been cast in
"The Canary Murder Case," which
has entered production under direc-

third of the

Toots and Casper

series.

Eddie Leonard Signed by
"U" for "Minstrel Show'
Eddie Leonard has been signe
by Universal for "The Minstre
Show," by Norman L. Sper an.
George R. Rogan, to be made as
talker.
Harry Pollard is expecte
to direct.
Leonard leaves for th
Coast witliin two weeks.

Defu Production Plans Uj

Hannah Washington Assigned
at F. N. Conference!
Hannah Washington has been enPlans for production of more Gei
gaged to play the part of Hambone
Johnson in the Mickey (himself) Mc- man films are to be discussed
Guire series based on the Fontaine conferences in New York betwee
Fox Toonerville cartoons produced Richard Weininger of Von Lustin
by Larry Darmour for FBO. Buddy and Weininger, co-partners in Def
Brown and Mickey Yule head the pictures. First National's Germa
Ijroducing firm, Ray Rockett, Def
cast.
production manager, and home ofific
;

Cast in "Gold Braid"
Broderick O'Farrell. character action of Malcolm St. Clair at Para- tor, has been cast in "Gold Braid,"
Ramon Novarro's current starring
mount.
vehicle based on the novel air service.
Boyce Completing Third
St.
Elmo Boyce has completed

"The Family Meal Ticket," his third
comedy for Larry Darmour, and the

1928

4,

ofificials.

more than

Since its inception a litt
a year ago, Defu has pr(

dticcd 18 features.

Tri C, Syracuse Fan
Club, Turns Produce
Syracuse, N. Y.— The Herald Cii

King Starts "She Goes to War"
Henry King has started produc- ema Critic Club (Tri C), sponsore
tion on "She Goes to War," star- by Chester B. Bahn, dramatic crit:
ring Eleanor Boardman. John Hol- of "The Syracuse Herald," has den

land,
Gertrude Astor and Al St. onstrated
its
production
abilit;
Steele Unit on Location
thriough an amateur picture, "Si
John
appear
in the supporting cast.
for
"The
Bob
Steele
is
on
location
Wilcox Studying Sound Films
Appeal," which was shown at Loew
Herbert Wilcox of London is at Amazing Vagabond," which Wallace
Ben
State recently.
Bard Free Lancing
The Tri C Club hj
Fox
is
directing
for
FBO.
In
the
pictures.
the studios studying sound
Upon termination of a three year attracted national attention becaui
are:
cast
Thelma Daniels, Perry
Murdock, Jay Morley, Tom Ling- contract with Fox studios, Ben Bard of its activities in working for suj
Keaton's Next Set
He has just com- port of better films.
ham,
Lafe McKee and Emily Ger- is free lancing.
"Spite Marriage" will be Buster
pleted a featured role in "The RoKeaton's next M-G-M starring vehi- des. Frank Howard Clark wrote the
mance of the Underworld," starring Paramount Pep Club
Edward Sedgwick direct- story.
cle, with
Mary Astor and directed by Irving
ing.
Inaugural Set For Oct. 1
Cummings.
Warren in F. N. Cast
Inaugural dinner of the Paramoui
Fred
Warren
has
added
to
been
"Honky Tonk" Tucker Title
Contract for David Lee
Pep Club has been set for Oct.
"Honky Tonk" is to be title of cast of "Ritzy Rosie," First Nation1

Sophie Tucker's first Vitaphone picMiss Tucker is
ture, an all talker.
coming to the Coast as soon as she
completes her current vaudeville engagement.

Finlayson in Roach Comedy
has completed a
featured role in a Stan Laurel-Oliver

Jimmy Finlayson

Hardy comedy just
McCarey directed.

finished.

Leo

Garrett, Writer, Gets New Contract
Oliver H. P. Garrett, former New
York newspaper reporter, who joined
Paramount last year as a scenario
writer, has signed a new contract.

a

Powell in "Four Feathers"
William Powell has been assigned
role in the Schoedsack-Cooper ad-

venture

film,

"The Four Feathers,"

production which co-features Alice
White and Jack Mulhall.
Mervyn
LeRoy is directing. In the cast are
Thelma Todd, Doris Dawson, James
Ford, Fred Kelsey, George Stone
and Benny Rubin.

al

Barthelmess Back
Richard Barthelmess has returned
from location with the "Scarlet Seas"
unit.
John Francis Dillon is directing and Betty Compson plays opposite.

Hughes

is

Henry King

is

producing for inspiration.

Sullivan Gets T-S Assignment
Frank Sullivan is editing "The
Devil's
Apple Tree," which stars
Dorothy Sebastian for Tiffany-Stahl.
Elmer Clifton is director.

T-S Engages Harry Carr
Harry Carr has been signed by

Powers Assigned
Powers, screen newcomer,
has been selected by Paramount for
the second lead in Clara Bow's current vehicle, "Three Week Ends,"
from the Elinor Glyn story. Clarence
Badger is directing with Neil HamilLucille

Lucille

Castle Opposite Bebe
Robert Castle will appear opposite Bebe Daniels in her next, a story
Following this, he
of newspaper life.
is slated to play the lead with Clara
Bow in "The Saturday Night Kid."

the

three-and-a-half

ton in the lead.

in

New

York,

at

which time G.

Cabanne
Christy

"The

to Direct

Cabanne

Columbia Film

to diCollege Coquette," as his
is

<

Lou Diamond, of
News; Sara Lyons and

Fox
of the

Title

Lash"

Alice Blun

Rochester House Reopens
Rochester,

Changed
is
the new

title

John Blystone production

Fox,

im

Paramoui

slated

combination
"Captain

i

(Judge) Frawley will take office
president.
Edward A. Brown, con
pany cashier, is new vice presiden
Marion Coles, treasurer, and Roi
Eidelsberg, secretary.
The five v;
cancies in the board of governo
were filled by Vincent Trotta, reti
ing president; Sam Dembow, of Pul
lix;

next production for Columbia.

being completed at

story which

Lee,

year old youngster who appears in
"The Singing Fool," has been signed
by Warner Bros, for three more pictures.
The first will be "Frozen
River," in which Rin-Tin-Tin will be
In all of the three to be
starred.
made, David will speak on the Vitaphone.

rect

to
title
"Tropical
Para- Tiffany-Stahl
Nights," based on Jack London's
"A Raid on the Oyster Pirates."
Patsy Ruth Miller and Malcolm Mc"Devil" Lead for Schildkraut
Joseph Schildkraut has been signed Gregor head the cast.
by Universal for the lead in "The
Cast in the "Apache"
Devil."
Philo
McCullough and Warner
Richmond have been cast in "The
Alma Rubens Assigned
.\lma Rubens has been added to Apache," which Phil Rosen is directcase of "She Goes to War," Rupert ing for Columbia.

which
mount.

David

for
"Life's
a

titled
formerly
McLaglen and
Victor
Gamble."
Claire Windsor are starred, with Albert Conti and Clyde Cook appear-

ing in stellar roles.

N. Y.— The Victor)
house, has reopened

Weston Joins B. I. P.
London Garnet Weston, former'
production editor for Paramount, h

—

arrived

to write several stories
British International Pictures.

"Great

f

Unknown" Acquired

"The Great Unknown," importt
Graham Writing Titles
film by Edgar Wallace and featu
Garrett Graham is writing the ing John Loder, has just been a
Irving Cum- quired by the Affiliated Europe
titles
for the latest
mings production, "A Romance of Producers, New York. Andree I
the Underworld."

Fayette plays a leading

Betty Boyd in Devore Film
Betty Boyd has been cast in "Companionate Service," the initial Educational-Dorothy Devore comedy for

Delavan, Wis., House Planned
Delavan, Wis. Erection of a tb
ater here is contemplated by Suf
T
Olson, according to reports.
architect has not as yet been select*

1928-29.

Dale in Cameo Comedy
Dale will make his debut under the Educational banner in "The
Lucky Duck," a one reel Cameo
comedy.
Billy

role.

—

Swanke Gets Des Moines Post
Des Moines Arthur Swanke h
been named manager of the Stran

—

Publix house.
of note.

He

is

a lobby

artj

"'i

——

;

;;
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Sunday Shows Planned

BOARDS REPORT

ILM

at Martin's Ferry, 0.
Martin's Ferry, O.

NEW THEATER CHANGES
Continued

NEW YORK
New

Theaters

& Tremont Ave.)
Changes in. Ownership

irment (177th St.

L.

Afton,
—B.TheAnderson;

to

Louis Benton by

fton

sold

Hocks by

Mr.

to

—

Albany ^Hudson, sold
BainJ. A. Feltman
bridge Lyric, sold to Mr. Hocks by L.
B. Anderson; Brooklyn Art, sold to Mr.
Michaelson by Mr. Robertson; Eden, sold
Bndicott, sold to
to Levenson & Justry
Roma Realty Corp. by Endicott Holding
Luxor, sold to L. Schiffman by
Corp.
New Albany, sold to Admore
F. Gregory
Amuse Corp. Tiffany, sold to Bay TheBuffalo
ater Corp. by Schwarts & Gold
Schine Ent. Inc. by
Jubilee, sold to
;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

—
Jubilee

— Initnediate

re-

newal of the attempt to operate local
motion picture theaters on Sunday is
expected as a result of action of tlie
Belmont County Grand Jurj' in dismissing 39 charges filed under the
Ohio statutes last summer when
Sunday shows were opened. Theater owners are circulating a petition asking for a referendiun on the

Sunday

ordinance

;

— —

—

bart ^Grant's,
sold
to
Mrs. Ida Grant
by T. O. Fuller Marlboro Advance, sold

—

1.

2.
3.

enacted

4.

by the Council. Granting of the referendum would prevent the ordinance from becoming effective until

5.

recently

1929 election.

6.

Talkers and Competition

7.

the

after

Cause Columbus Changes

—

Columbus,

O. Talkers and comRealty Corp.
petition of chains in this city has reGeorge Williams by W.
Liberty,
sold
to
A. sulted in a radical change in the asIslp,
I.
C.
L.
Hughes; Highland ^Cameo, sold to Wal- pect of picture houses, one closing
ter Seaman by Banks Pine & Vance; Hoentirely,
changing
policy,
Linden, sold to
E. Currie; Bast

YEAR BOOK TOPICS

one

8.

HISTORY

9.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH
READERS

10.

SOUND
EXPLOIT-O- GRAMS

THEATERS
12. FINANCIAL
STATISTICS
13. ORGANIZATIONS
PRODUCTION
14. THEATER CHAINS
DISTRIBUTION 15. TEN BEST
EXHIBITION
16. FOREIGNMARKETS
17. ADVERTISING
11.

a

its

dismissing its orchestra, with
to
Walter Seaman by Banks, Pine & other plans in view at several others.
E. A. Coulter.
The Loew group has combined the
orchestras at its two theaters here
Closings
[ountour Falls The Falls Opera House, and will use this unit at the Ohio,
its newest theater.
Sound pictures
sold to Gaby & Cohen by C. W. Snyder;
Newburgh Cameo, Star and State, sold and mechanical music will lie used
to Newport Theater Inc. by George CoThe
at the Broad, its secoiul house.
hen
Nev7 Rochelle ^North Avenue, sold
is
Keith-Libson
house,
to V. & V. M.P. Enterprises by F. & Southern,
New York City M. & dark. The Keith Palace runs at its
V. Enterprises
Delancey, sold to Mr. Kline by F. usual policy.
S.
The Majestic, an inBaum Superior, sold to Rochell by Unger
organist to
Niagara Kails Amendola, sold to Mar- dependent house, lost its
tina
Bros, by Spray Amuse Corp
Co- the Ohio theater, as did the Grand,
lumbia, sold to Joe Orfano & Ciro Do- another independent. The latter now
mura by J. Biamonte; Falls, sold to Al- uses Vitaphone.
;

third

—

PUBLISHED
BY
FILM DAILY

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

bert Elia by Spray Amuse Co. ; PoughPlayhouse
keepsie ^Rialto,
and
Strand,
sold to
Newport Theater Inc. by Geo.
Cohen
Rochester Culver,
sold
to
M.
Lipman by S. Volpi Thurston, sold to

No. 1

—

—

;

;

Theater Corp. by Burpee &
James, L. I.—(St. James, sold
to
O'Donnell; iSharon Spriings ^Strand,
sold to Jacob Krohn by Phil Jacobsen;
South Beach, S. I.— Strand, sold to E. H.
Quinn by Mr.
Moses;
Syracuse The
Syracuse, sold to Syracuse Theater Co.,
Inc. by System Amuse Co.; Troy- 'King,
sold to R. W. Sykes by Rosewind Enterprises,
Inc.
Wayland Legion, sold to
Martina Bros, by Tooker & Shurter.

Thurston

West;

St.

—

—

—

—

;

Bayshore, L.

— Capitol;

I.-

;

Bell;

L.

ton,

Paree

I

Bellport,

— Empire;
;

I.

Bed-

L.

Bronx

— Belle

;

—

—

L. I.
Playhouse
Corona, L. I.
Colonial
and ParTc; Dovers Plains Herberts HaJl;
E. Quoque, L. I.
Atlantic Hall; Eastport,
L.
I.
Community; Farmingdale,
L. I. ^Dale and Palace; Flushing
Ritz
Grotoni Firemen's
Hall
HoweiSs Rustic
Jamaica, L. I.
Comedy; Kinderhook
Opera House I^ong Island City Victor and Webster; Maspeth, L. I.
New
Columbia and Arion
Maybrook ^Sweeney's Hall; Mineola, L. I.
The Mineola;
New York City Apollo, Arena, Arrow,
Benenson, Bowery, Casino, Globe, Greenwich Village, Lucky Star, New Chatham,
New Stand, North Star, Pastime, Regent,
Rose and Webster; Ossining Parthenon;
Pelham, L. I
Picture House; Portchester
Embassy and Strand;
Randolph
Gem
Rochester! ^Majestic
Rosendale
Casino; Rosebank, S. I. Lyric; Saranac
Lake New; South Beach Strand; Syrar
ctise
Savoy
Woodbridge The
Woodbridge;
Yonkers Hamilton,
Park
and

—

;

—

—

—
—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

Riverdale.

Vegas— El

—
—
—
;

—
NEVADA

New
.as

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

;

;

—
—

dialogue and, it is understood, the
four Marx Bros, are to make a sound
film version of their stage play, "The

the East, preferring to point to actual
in

lieu of

talk.

Two More

Publix Houses

YEAR BOOKj HISTORY

;

Washington and Whitney Buffalo, Cameo,
Cozy Corner and Victoria; Cedarhurst,

—

Monta Bell shortly
of "The Letter" in

studios.
direction

Bridgeham-

— Community;

—

City
starts

accomplishment

I.

Prospect Palace and Westchester
Bitonxviilo
Picture House
Brooklyn
Amphion, Art, Casino, Cleveland, Echo,
Garden, Huntington, Ideal, Meeker, Momart, Navy, New Pearl, Nostrand, Playhouse,
Public
Palace,
Ridge,
Utica,
;

has
practically
Florey
Robert
completed "Nightclub," a Paramount
sound picture at the Long Island

Cocoanuts." Paramount is doing no
talking whatsoever on activities in

Closings

—
—
Binghamton

Franklin;
L. I.
Carleton
Bayside, L.
ford Hills
Community

storia,

Paramount Busy on Sound
at Long Island Studio

Theaters

Portal.

;

Adopt All-Picture Policy
Atlanta

—Two

Publix de luxe the-

Howard, Atlanta, and the
Birmingham, are going
The
"Vitaphone and Movietone."
stage band unit shows finished Saturday night; and yesterday saw the
the
Alabaina,

aters,

inauguration of the new policy with
"the whole show on the screen."
Stage presentations have been a
feature of the Howard's entertainment since Publix instituted the unit
show policy; the Alabama, which
opened in January of this year, now
will present all-picture

Louisville

House

to

Louisville — Lease

programs.

Be Torn Down

on the Majestic
Building on South Fourth St. has
been bought by Fred Levy and Joe
Greenstein from the Keith-Albee-

Orpheum
ing,

it

interests, in a deal involvThe thesaid, $1,288,000.

is

ater will be torn

000
the

office
first

down and

a $250,-

erected

around

building

of the year.

RECOGNIZING

the necessity for basic statistical in-

formation covering the motion picture industry and
spurring this need into definite action, the first FILM
made its appearance in 1918. A
DAILY YEAR
comprehensive and exhaustive compilation of the work of
stars, directors and other essential factors in production
a presentation of source material upon which the business
rests its foundation- these and other things, this new encyclopedic volume sought to embrace.

BOOK

—

Year by year its scope has broadened. With experience came improvement and a gradual, but steady advance
in accuracy and completeness.

That the effort has not been spent in vain is best illustrated by these facts: From a first endeavor of 178 pages
in 1918, the work has grown to a 1,012-page volume in 1928.
In editorial contents and in advertising appeal the march
of progress

has been ever forward.

ALL RttUUD^ lALL
II

KINOofKINO^

hdbrt

^JM!ayy.».<i^^!V<iiift'y';:jki^M

Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct.

Tetegjrams
that tell a story-

*King of Kings' opened Gem, Salt Lake City
Friday September 28th, shattering all boxSaturday
office records for daily receipts.
surpassed Friday record by over $250. 'Kings'
will unquestionably establish all time record
as entire city talking about it. This against
big opening Al Jolson in 'Singing Fool'
Saturday. Kindest regards."

m

W.

E. Shipley

Gem
2,

Audience enthusiastic.

Theatre,
Salt

1928

^King of Kings^ opened to biggest business of any picture ever playing Sherman
Theatre.

1928

**

^>ww.Mc;ff^^tv^-y:>;iy^'^'^^:^4»ffl^^t^

ChiUicothe, O., Oct.

I,

Lake City, Utah

Shatters All Box Office Records at
Theatre, Salt Lake City

Gem

Congrat-

ulations to greater Pathe."
C. A.

Smith,

Sherman Theatre,
ChiUicothe, Ohio

>im?ffl^«'ft^T?¥^^^}!?^!^ra^i0;a

Hamilton, O., Oct.

Opens

Business of Any
Picture Ever Playing Sherman Theatre,
ChiUicothe, Ohio
to

Biggest

i
V

n

s

1,

1928

"Congratulations. 'King of Kings' broke all
Sunday house records since our nine years
existence. Patrons tell us it is the greatest
picture they have ever seen. Turned hundreds
away both at matinee and evening preformances. It is positively a box-office sensation."
Harry

Silver,

Manager,

Palace Theatre,

'

Hamilton, Ohio

CECIL B.DEMILLE'S

Breaks All Sunday House Records for 9
Years at PalaceTheatre, Hamilton, Ohio

KINO 01 KINGS
BY JEANIE MACPiJEI^SeN

You'll never

Hugo

know

the capacity of your theatre until

Road Show, Musical
and Effect Score with Orchestra of 100 and
Chorus of 50 Vocalists Sensationally Sjnchro-

you play ''•THE

KING OF KlINGb

KeiscDfeld's Great

nized wiih

RCA PHOTOPHONE.

Pathe (f) Picture

Doubt 4- Way Pool Will Be Tried

S. Officials

[/.

^<>NEWSPAPER

ML THE NEWS

»/'FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLVI

OL.

No.

Friday, October

5

Don't Worry
7 HAT will the Warners do
y/ when they assume management of First National ?

T

'

L'

he Coast asks this question and
nds an echo of wonderment in
There should he no
[ew York.
al worry on the part of those
ho are vitally concerned. The
/arners. having seen their downs
well

3

;arned

to

api:)reciate

line of loyalty.

The worthy

folks,

have

ups,

their

as

true

the

—those

who

ave demonstrated their merit in

and competent

lithful
ice

—are

loyal

to he taken care of

ser-

no

production or
Therefore, misgivistrilmtion.
igs might well he thrown to the
our winds and apprehension forThose on the job can reotten.
irn to their appointed tasks with
;newed vigor and confidence.
Everything is going to he all right.
'his tip comes right from head-

whether

latter

in

Influences That
lese
irst

Harry Warner thoroughly

ached;lieves

the

ructive.
his

step

move

will

The finger points that way.
means that the Warners

;ad of this business family
e

con-

prove

launch on broader seas; for the

ill

addition of

many more

it

means

business

orries.

Is it worth it, you wonder?
There are many reasons why WarA strong attachment
:r thinks so.

the business that has given him
ery thing he calls his own; a fierce
ide in the family name; a desire,
noimting to obsession, to leave a
Entirely linman
iritage to his son.
r

id

Progressing
With reported

FILM DAILY
Washington Attorneys for Paramount are understood to be confer-

—

with

counsel

Federal

the

for

understandable.

against

pending

in

company

the

Court

Federal

"Marching On"
The
a definite public apiieal.
talking film Fox has made and
aong the finest made to date any-

1th

Skouras

Spyros

and

Harry Koplar were

slated to
leave last night for St. Louis.

now

m New

York.

Nothing can be learned regarding
the company's proposals, but if any
concessions are made by the commission they probably will be

NAINAL STUDIOS FORMED

made

TO MERCEJ^LiDE FIRMS

in

DISCUSS DEAL rOR CHAIN

National Studios, has been formed
merge Excelsior Illustrating Co..
Standard Slide Corp. and National
Photographers, Inc., all New York
concerns.
National Studios has acquired the
to

patents, etc., of Animated
Products Corp., which specializes in
mechanical flashing and animated action displays, and Manhattan Slide &
Film Corp. Officers of the new firm,

good
Minneapolis

— M.

L.

Finkelstein of

will,

Northwest Theater Circuit, (Finkelstein & Ruben) declines to discuss
reported deal with Warners. He re226 West
returned from New York, which has headquarters at
cently
Koppleman.
B.
are:
56th
St..
J.
purchase
where a proposed deal for
president; H. A. Rosenberg, vice
of the circuit by Warners was sugMurray Rosenblum, vice
president;
even
discussed,
gested, but was not
president;
Jack Koppleman, secrcOfficials
to the point of overtures.
tar\-. and Xat Cherin, treasurer.
return.
his
since
conferred
have

Lightman to Outline Small Warfield Denies He is
Signing With Vitaphone
Town Angle on Sound Film

Quaint and humorous

dia-

an appealing, a sympathetic
.rn
implanted against a feature
ckground. Fine lighting, traveling
outdoor
exposures,
ots,
double
enes all the accepted ingredients
the modern, silent production with
imeasurablv added value of sound.

gue,

—

KANN

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau of

IVashinciton

Washington

— Federal

officials place

credence in the report, current
in
New York, that Publix, Fox,
Loew's and Warners are planning a
Unpool and division of territory.
der the plan, it is stated, the country
would be divided into four sections,
each of the four companies operating
in a given section to the exclusion

little

The law regarding pooling and

di-

vision of territory is well set and
clearly defined, k is pointed out. Several cases involving territorial division have been adjudicated in the
courts and it is pointed out that if

any

of the

companies named have

at;

torneys on their staffs, it is not likely
that the proposal will get beyond
the discussion stage.

Rossheim and Sablotsky
Deny They Will Step Down

—

Philadelphia Denial is made by
Irving D. Rossheim, president, and
Abe Sablotsky, vice president, of the
Stanley Co., of published report that
they would relinquish their offices in
favor of Warner appointees after the
(^Continued

on Page

2)

Minneapolis Neighborhood
Gird for New "Battle"

—

Minneapolis It looks like a "batthis year in North Alinneapolis,
David Warfield has "definitely de- long a complicated situation.
This
"Main Street and the Talking Picture" is the subject of an address to clined every invitation that has been is forecast Ijy purchase of the Homebe delivered at the Toronto conven- extended," he said yesterday in deny- wood and Liberty from S. G. Lebeon

(Continned

Page 2)

on

Facie

Contract Changes, Exhibitor
Financing by Hays Up Today
Benefit

Shows Advocated

in Philadelphia

Zone

shows are
Philadelphia— Benefit
being advocated throughout this territory by the Film Board and the
M.P'T.O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
which are calling upon exhibitors to
aid the hurricane

relief

fund.

Changes in the standard exhibition
contract and details of the plan for
the Hays association to finance exorganizations in return for
hibitiir
action of exhibitor committee members in waving protests on the conand arbitration are to be discussed at a second meeting of the
tract

(CoHJ'-i..-'..

tle"

4)

St

here.

Similar Cases as Proposed
4-Way Pool Have Been
Hit by Courts

of others.

the form of motions submitted to the court.

known

(Continued

Chic Sale, as a Civil War veteran,
an all-dialogue Movietone subject

eration,

Trade Commission with a view to
narrowing issues in the commission's
case

deal for sale
circuit to War-

ners declared set, and progress
declared made in the informal
proposal that Publix, Loew's
Fox and Warners enter a fourcornered pool on theater op-

nasliuujton Bureau of THIS

ring

Skouras

of the

CASEAGUNSTPtmOUNT

Move

eyes center on the Warners
days. A coniidete accord on the
National amalgamation has been

Many

Price 5 Cents

1928

TERRITORY DIVISION WOULD
VIOUTE TRUST LAW IS VIEW
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.larters.
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See Big Turnout
the
for
turnout
Record
M.P.T.O.A. convention to be
held Oct. 16, 17 and 18 at
Toronto, is predicted by President R. F. Woodhull, who returned yesterday from the convention city where he made a
final

survey

Special

of
hotel

arrangements.
arrangements

have been made and a fare-andone half railroad rate secured.
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real
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Lightman to Outline Small
Town Angle on Sound Film
(Continued from Page

1)

of the M.P.T.O.A. Oct. 16, 17
and 18 by M. A. Lightman, president
of the Arkansas exhibitor unit.
The
speaker will outline reaction of the
small town to the new development.
Discussion of the technical phase of
sound pictures by a representative
of a manufacturer of equipment also
is scheduled.
Efforts are being made
to make the Toronto meetings a
"clearing house" for information on

'soo
64.000
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2iVi
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148/ 148/
497^ 11,900
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26M
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400
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34
37
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3

6/

5,600

35

J.

Laboratories, has been made vicepresident
of
Electrical
Research
Products, in charge of engineering
and technical development, according
to
his

Western

Electric.

Lyng assumed

sound

films.

Deny They

Will Step
of control

Their denial

pleted.

"The Exhibitor,"

is

Down

1)

is

com-

contained

duties Oct. 1.
Li his work at the Bell Laboratories, Mr. Lyng has directed a staf? of
nearly 700 technicians engaged in the
development of electrical communication equipment and sound pictures.
In his department, apparatus and systems for recording sound both on
wax discs and on film were designed,
as well as systems for amplifying,
controlling and projecting sound and
for its synchronization with motion
picture film.

Hornblow, Santell Arrive
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., production
executive for Samuel Goldwyn, has
arrived in New York to confer with
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld on the vocal:
sound and orchestral eflfects for "The

Oct.

M.P.T.O.

Awakening,"

Vilma

Banky

picture.

Western

of

Pennsylvania

meeting at Pittsburgh.
Keith
Albee - Orpheum circuit
standardizing on Sunday change

7

-

policy.

M.P.T.O.

Oct. 8-1

Michigan convention

of

Kalamazoo.

at

Oct. 16- 17-18

Annual

tion

at

M.P.T.O.A

conven-

Toronto.

Annual convention of western
Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor unit.
Nov. 13-•14 M.P.T.O. of Texas conventional
Oct. 24- 25

Dallas.

Nov. 14

Meeting of
of

International Chamber
at Paris on European

Commerce

film restriction program.

Nov. 20- 21

M.P.T.O.
vention

at

of Ohio stages
Columbus.

Nov. 25
Nov. 25

Paramount. Brooklyn, opens.

Dec.

Annual

4

New Fox
of

house

in St.

convention

Oklahoma

at

con-

Louis opens.

M.P.T.O.
Oklahonia City.
of

Says Jersey City Houses
Paid $230,000 Protection

—

Alfred Santell, who will direct her
Trenton. N. J. Joseph E. Bernnext picture arrives today to survey stein. Jersey City theater owner, teslocations.
Miss Banky is expected tified hei had collected around $230,in New York in several weeks.
000 from theaters in the last few
years, at a hearing yesterday before
the legislative committee investigat"Dry Martini" Author in N. Y.
John Thomas, author of "Dry iiig charge that a slush fund was colMartini." which Fox has completed lected in Jersey City to give exhibin picture form, has arrived in New- itors immunity from prosecution for
operating their theaters on Sunday.
York from Paris.

in

The

local regional.

Today

new

tion

executives
declare
personnel
no
changes are contemplated. Rossheim
drew criticism some time ago, when
he denied almost up to the time of
the formal announcement of its closing that any deal with Warners was

contemplated.

32

'6J4

K/^A-Z-Y Y.Ar

KRAZY

Earl Derr Biggers Returns
Karl Derr Biggers, novelist, whose
"Behind That Curtain." has been
bought for screen production by Fox
Films, has arrived in New York from
California.
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Veiller

Going

2,700

Baj-ard

N'ciller,

to Coast
author of

"The

'ioo

of Mary Dugan." leaves tofor the Coast, where he will
assist in the production of the M-(i-M
all-talking version of his play.

3,000

Gene Markey in N. Y.
Gene Markey, author of "Stepjjing

2
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night

98/
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110/ 110/
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2,50(1
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.

Quoted.
Market,
Market,
Exchange.
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B.ilaban

deal

245^

High," FBO's first all talker, which
will
be started next week at the
I'ound Studios, has arrived in NewYork to work on dialogue of the

Prices
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<b)

Steffe.s'
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it

Warner purchase
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Rii])en.

Rossheim and Sablotsky
1,800

104

.

of
allied

even more difficult to obtain
product than heretofore. Since opening the house, Steffes has combatted
an alleged buying pool against the
house.
Fox product has been sold
away from him.
He is installing
Western Electric sound projection
equipment, as are the Logan and

Fmd

3

98

W.

J.

3
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25/
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25/,
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Date Book

Lyng, apparatus development
the Amer- engineer
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1)

production.
(Bid and

& Katz

is listed

Asked.)
in Chicago;

Louis,

CaU

WAFILMS.
Walter
A.

Futter,

Stern Bros, in New York
Plans for Stern Bros, new scrcei
product will be announced following
return of Julius Stern president, from
luiropc today.

Abe

Inc.

dent, has arrived in

Pres.

Ilollvwood.

Library Stock Scenes
W. 46th St.. New York
Bryant 8181

THE PROGRAM BUILDER
PRODUCED BY

Stern, vice-presi-

New York

from

for

130

Animated by Ben. Harrison and Manny Gould
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Seider Returning in December
.Scidcr. president of the New
Jersey exhibitor unit, is expected to
return from Europe in December.

Joseph

paramount MINTZ Cartoon.
ii

I

GRASS
But Not

GROWING!
Under Our Feet —
IS

i

I

I
I

OTHAM

FULFILLS another promise! The first
independent to announce synchronized films. Now,
actually, the first independent to deliver!

i

I

NWARD and Upward has been the slogan.

Steady

improvement in the quality of product, and increasing confidence on the part of exhibitors.

I
I

SQUARE", starring Alice Day and Arthur
TIMES
Lubin, has been completed with Bristolphone
sound and dialogue

H
A

ERE

efi^ects.

THE BOX-OFFICE

shot that will be
heard throughout the industry. Perfect tonal quality, beautiful symphonic music, gripping in its tale
of love, "TIMES SQUARE" is a fitting tribute to
IS

Gotham's advent in

"talkies".

BRISTOLPHONE

installation will

i
mean a new
your theatre. You can

era of

showmanship

offer a

program ot entertainment on a par with the

tor

houses in the country. BRISTOLPHONE
is the result of 40 years' experience in the making
of recording devices.
finest

M

I

AKE YOUR THEATRE a highlight

in the

i

I
i

com-

munity with Bristolphone. Gotham enterprise has
made it possible for you to give a fool-proof presentation of synchronized pictures.

SOUND
Gotham Photoplays Corp*
SAM

SAX,

Pres.

BUDD ROGERS, Vice-Pres.

1650 Broadway,

New

York City
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DAILV

Contract Changes and
Hays Financing Up

Hollywood

from Page

(.Continued

committee

contract

Sound and Dialogue
For Two "U" Pictures

at

1)

Hays

the

headquarters today.

Today's meeting

is
the result of
of exhibitors for the carryTwo of three stories in preparation ing out of the reported agreement
at Universal City will be made with made at Chicago, when the present
Exhibitors, it
dialogue and sound. They are "His contract was written.
Luckv Day," which Joseph Poland is claimed, agreed to permit certain
and Earl Snell are adapting as a Reg- clauses to go into, or remain in the
inald Dennv production, and "Little contract, and voted for continuance
Miss Satan," Laura La Plante vehicle of arbitration rules, in return for diswhich Wesley Ruggles will make. tributors' agreement to work out
The third story is "The Masked plans for financing exhibitor organiMarvel," which Nan Cochrane and zations. The plan was to have been

demand

The worked out by June 1, otherwise a
Thomas are adapting.
based on the novel and play new meeting of the committee was to
entitled "Polish Blood," will be made be called, to make any changes needed in the contract and "to discuss a
with exteriors in Europe.
Faith

yarn,

more

"Randy" Lewis Editing

equitable

method

arbitra-

of

tion."

Serial

Exhibitor complaints gathered by
Camera work has been completed
"The Tiger's Shadow," Pathe- Nathan Yamins, of Fall River, Mass.

on

and has been turned over to
Lewis
for editing.
w-as at one time associated with the
publicity and advertising departments
of Pathe in New York.
serial,

Randolph Lewis

Reicher Back with Paramount
Frank Reicher has returned to the
Paramount lot and is playing a role
in
Emil Jannings' "Sins of the

exhibitor member of the committee
will then be taken up, and it is expected, revisions suggested by distributors will be offered by Gabriel
L. Hess. The meeting yesterday was
a preliminary affair and broke up
early.
R. H. Cochrane (Universal)
served as chairman of the distributor's division, the members being S.

Kent

(Paramount),

Net

Depinet

(First National), Felix F. Feist

Fathers."

and
L Schnitzer
Joseph
For the theater body: R.
F. Woodhull, chairman; R. R. Biechele,
Kansas City; N. L Bernstein,
Los Angeles; Nathan Yamins, Fall
River and H. M. Richey, Detroit.
The latter is permanent secretary.

G-M)

Paramount Buys "Dlrums

"Drums

of

Oude" (FBO).

Oude," written by Ausof
"Seventh
Strong,
author
tin
Heaven," has been purchased by
Paramount and will be produced in
Hollywood as an all-talking film.
of

Milestone Signed for Two
Lewis Milestone has been signed
to direct two Russian stories, "The
Shot" and "Taras Bulba," for United

Warfield Denies He is
Signing With Vitaphone
(Continued from Page

1)

Artists.

ing report he was to sign a contract

De
Nov.
date

1

Mille Starting Nov. 1
has been set as the starting
"Dynamite," Cecil B. De

of
Mille's first

production for

M-G-M.

Gleason Signs Another Contract

James (Jimmy) Gleason, veteran
Broadway star and playwright, has
been

signed

dialogue for
AI-G-M, also is under contract to
star in a screen version of his "Shan-

nons of Broadway," with
Lucille Webster.

Renews Doris
with Doris

wife,

his

its

con-

Hill.

to consider

that a page of advertising in

Year

the

year's

are

life.

Book has a full
That Year Books

kept indefinitely for

erence and that
most

effective

and

is

it

AM PAS

can buy.
Entertain; Guests

AM

the
Paramount hotel
They were Thomas Meighan, Edward Clark, Glenn Tryon,
at

and Barbara Kent. Meighan, Clark
and Tryon spoke on the value of
advertising and publicity.

19Z9 Film
Year Book

TRINITY
PICTURES CORPORATION
Presents

U1

'MUST

WE

MARRY?"

with

PAULINE GARON

BUD SHAW

A

Riot of

VIVIAN RICH
Companionate Comedy
-:-

Distributed By

LEADING INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES

the

form of advertising that one

Several notables were among the
guests of the
PAS at their weekly

luncheon

ref-

cheapest

experience.

yesterday.

Hill Contract

Paramount has renewed
tract

to make a series of Vitaphone pictures.
He has no plans of any
sort connected with picture production, stating he is contemplating retirement rather than further activity,
particularly in a field strange to his

write

to

Did you ever stop

(M-

Out in
January

5,

1SI2{

VOL. XLVI

No. 6

Starring

f

ONRAD VEIDT
and

MARY PHILBIN
withteniptingOlga
Baclanova, Bran-

don Hurst, Sam De
Grasse

A PAUL

LENI
Masterpiece

NEWS OF
COAST STUDIOS
WHILE IT IS NEWS
BY DIRECT WIRE
ALL THE

Sunday, October

1^

7,

1928

"The

HUNCHBACK"
Started the fireworks

"LES MISER ABLES"
kept up the good work

—and now

we give you the greatest Victor Hugo
film of them all— and it's already
started on its record-toppling way . . .

Sound
Keep posted on production through

HoUyi^ood IVire Service
a daily feature

ANOTHER EXAMPLE
OF FILM DAILY'S
READER SERVICE
AND LEADERSHIP

A

Greater

Book

COVERING

A

Greater Industry
THE

1929 FILM
Now

Wherever

YEAR BOOK

in preparation

pictures are

made

Wherever pictures are played
You^ll find a year book

'

RCA

Kennedy Quitting as

FBO

Acquires K-A-O,

iTHE

AMDWEEKLY
FILH DIGEST

^/'FILMDOM
XLVI

OL.

Sunday, October

No. 6

7,

1928

RCA TO GET
No Comment

TANDilRD CONTRACT IS

RATire BY

"I

CONNIM

THE FILM DAILY,

ratification of the standard
:hibition contract, tentatively agreed
)on at Chicago, last February, and

with

of exhibitors' asarbitration, marked

eeting of the contract committee
hich ended its sessions in New
ork Friday.
At Chicago exhibitors agreed to
e contract in return for promise of
stributors to work out a plan to
iiance arbitration as well as national
id
local exhibitor associations, by
ne 1, otherwise the meetings were
be resumed arid whatever changes
emed necessary made. The reso:ion ratifying the contract without
iervation or exception was signed
all
members of the committee,
lich is to continue to act in acrdance with the resolution which
lught it into being.

mmm

i!ADE

RCA

Kennedy

Deals

RCA, stated last night to
when questioned concerning the report his

the

ported his office didn't answer.
E. E. Bucher, vice president of

committal as the

RCA-Photophone was

as non-

rest.

Murdock, of K-A-O is in Europe. Maurice Goodman, gencounsel and an important executive in the organization, was

J. J.

eral

reported "not in" at the Sherry- Netherlands.

Practice Conference are cerhave the attention of the comsion.
Exhibitor
complaints,

^idc
'

1

'

to

Nathan Yammins

is

slated to

the committee's considare expected to be scru-d by the commission to deter(Continued on Page 2)
nt

for

n,

I

(orge Beban Dies from
ijuries Received in Fall
^

Coast

'
'

I

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Angeles George Beban, vetstage and screen character aclied in a hospital here Friday
injuries received when he was

OS

(Continued

on

Page 2)

The

directors.

ment from

is

ratified

provided for in
Friday by RCA

deal

the

man of the board of directors of KA-O and president of FBO. Despite
reticence of officials of concerns involved to talk, it is authoratively
known that the deal is all set.

Under terms of the deal, a holding company is to be formed by
to take over K-A-O and FBO' stock.
Included in the K-A-O pool will be

RCA

the interests of Kennedy, J. J. Murdock, Elisha Walker and others who
control sufficient shares to swing
control to the holding corporation

Refuses Record Cue Service
which will handle operations from
On Rental Basis Planned now on. Some months ago, RCA
to Employ an Orchestra
National Record Cue Service, New purchased an interest approximating
San Francisco — It is the musicians'

Embassy,
union's next

'Frisco,

move

with Manager
bassy,

who

mand

of the

controversy

York, has been organized to supply

of the Emto yield to dethat he employ

service to exhibitors
on a weekly rental basis. The firm
plans to cue all pictures released,
states Lew Frey, sponsor of the company.
Frey is connected with the
(.Continued on Page 2)

in the

Wagnon

refuses

union
musicians he does not need, because
He
of the house's sound film policy.
on Page 2)

held

Federal

Keith-Albee-Orpheum

RCA

means retiretwo companies of
Joseph P. Kennedy, who is chair-

a

record

cue

Clearances
MONDAY:
Many

ensue therefrom. Some think protection a knotty bump
to ride over. Perhaps, in actual operation. In principle, it appears more or less simple to us. Class A theaters, as this forum
has expounded on numerous occasions, are entitled by all the
laws of good business to protection over second and subsequent
runs. Anyone familiar with the rudiments of the business knows
why. When, however, big theaters are granted clearances over
all others in circles within radii of thirty, forty, fifty and sixty
miles, it does seem that claims advanced to prove this to be the
dizziest of all dizzy seasons are entirely correct.
A short paragraph that tells plenty. With Columbia added
to its licensees. Western Electric now has ten lusty children in
its family.
The others are Warners, Fox, Paramount, M-G-M,
United Artists, First National, Universal. Christie and Hal
ing

may

.

(Continued

on Page

3)

11 per cent in FBO.
K-A-O likeThese
wise is interested in FBO.
stock interests, augmented by the
heavy holdings of Kennedy, Guy
Currier and others will now go to
RCA. Currier, an attorney for the
New York Central and General
Electric Co., was instrumental in introducing Kennedy to the business
several
through purchase of
years ago from Graham's of London.
Ivennedy is still advisor for Pathe.
It is understood he intends continuing in the film business in some capacity, although his complete withdrawal from FBO and K-A-O is

FBO

•

at

of

do neither."
Efforts made to reach Joseph P. Kennedy most of the afternoon proved unavailing as were efforts to communicate with him
at his home at Riverdale last night.
Joseph I. Schnitzer, vice president of FBO, was finally reached
at his home, but refused to comment.
reE. B. Derr, treasurer at FBO, could not be reached.

That Government stiit. Much discussion about
moons ago attention was called in this very
ishiiigton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
column to protection and the bugaboo it presented if
A'nshington — Contract meetings manhandled. Now the' Government in all its majesty steps into
X being held in New York by the
the situation through the West Coast door and much or nothnamed

Control

and FBO by
arrangements

it.

•riniittee

from

Deal
Ratified Friday

company had acquired control of Keith- Albee-Orpheum and FBO.
Asked if he would either affirm or deny the report, he replied: "I

(.Continued

lATCHING CONTRACTMEET

Retire

to

Two Firms Under

vice president of

FBO

oposed financing
iciations

on

shall

5W in force in the industry, the
orking out of a plan, not divulged,
finance operation of boards of artration and decision not to link

FBO

K-A-O,

have no statement to make," David Sarnoff, president of

RCA-Photophone and

Final

Price 25 Cents

.

.

forecast

as

soon as the RCA manfull hold of operations.

agement takes

U.

Sound Pictures Set
For Seville Exposition

S.

American sound pictures will be
demonstrated at the Ibero-American
Exposition which opens in Seville,
The U. S.
Spain, March 15, next.
invited the Victor
Co. to install devices in this country's three exhibition
One temporary building
buildings.
being erected will house a picture
theater where daily programs will be
given illustrating various phases of

Government has

Talking Machine

U. S. Government

activity.
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Annual convention of western
Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor unit.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at

lative

Dec.

Meeting of International Chamber
of Commerce at Paris on European
film restriction program.
20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
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New Fox house in St. Louis opens.
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George Beban Dies from
Injuries Received in Fall
(.Continued
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thrown from a horse last Sunday.
He had been in virtual retirement
since death of his wife in December,
1926.
Beban produced, directed and
starred in "The Sign of the Rose"
and "Loves of Ricardo." His company' of players played key cities with
interspersing the screen
version with a stage presentation of
various sequences.
the
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Marion Davies Returns
Marion Davies arrived in New
York Friday after a European vacation. With her were her father, Judge
Bernard J. Douras of Brooklyn.
Frances Marion and Carolyn Bishop.
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Bert Glennon Arriving
Bert Glennon is due in New York
Jackie Coogan, accompanied by his Sunday, from Hollywood to direct
parents, sailed for Europe Friday on "Stepping High," FBO's first all talkthe France.
ing picture which will be made at the
Sound Studios, Inc., in New York.
Mountain Closes Brazil Deal
Dave Mountain of Richmount PicM. P. Book Week Set
tures has sold Brazilian rights to 44
Motion Picture Book Week will be
features to C. T. De Cowalko.
The observed Nov. 11 to 17, the National
deal includes 20 Rayarts, eight Ches- Board of Review announces.
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York^s Newest and Finest Hotel
Around the ct>mer from New York's
district,

readily

accessible

to

exclusive shopping

leading theatres and

terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially correct

railroai

and awa;

from the noise and turmoil of the brwiness district, Th
Park Central enjoys a location distinctly unique in it
advantages.

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

!

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

JMACTLr NEAR THE
CCNTfK or TMINCf
The Park Central, New York's newest an
where you will find advantages heretofore ul
£21ectii|
known to American Hostelries 'Radio outlets
Period Salons and Roof Patios for
Refrigeration
Corrte

finest

to

hotel,

—

.

.

.

.
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.

vate social functions

.

.

.

Swumning Pool

.

.

tiii
Florentiii

.

oth(
Grill, featurisg the Park Central GriU Orchestra
features, equally unusual and desirable.
Single rooms, fi%
dollars per day and up.
Double rooms, eight doUars p<
day and up.
.
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doubt about who's
Riproaring
sound picture clan?
Thursday: What a day and what
Now Vocafilm and RCA
Pencils and much paper have been a week!
In its first full are about to join hands in a deal that
usy ever since.
brings to RCA a disc system by
reek, or in seventeen performances with
which to commercially lock horns
be quite exact, "The Singing with Western Electric.
Also stage
ool" did merry business to the tune rights to the valuable material conthe Winter Garden in trolled by Messrs. Woods, Shuberts,
f $42,000 at
ead of the

.

.

.

-y

The dopsters

York.

ying
nswer
lost

solve

to
to

what

it,

still

although

the

box

helluva fine

.

.

is

of-

.

T.N.T.
Smash

Tuesday:

across the front

age, the little old paper today talks

bout a plan to divide the forty-eight
tales in quarters for theater operaon and development, share and
hare alike, with Warners, Fox,

Pub-

X and Loew's. Which startling yarn
ccasioned many smiles and some
erision from the smart aleck boys
^ho scoffed but didn't

ney tilted

What some
inside

aw the

of

said

the

and

of? in

tip

know

at

what

CVtfNINGHAMl

et al.
Looks
and some competi-

a big move
tion for W. E. .

like

.

.

All this centers in and around 411
5th Ave. Up the street at the Hays
headquarters, exhibitors and distributors meet to mull over the standard
exhibition contract.
Some changes
are on the way.
Likewise development of the plan whereby the Hays
group will finance exhibitor units provided the latter agree to accept arbitration as now constituted without
raising hail Columbia every other

PLAN 20 SUBIIBANS

IN

See

CARRERAS LONDON CHAIN

—Twenty

London

houses will comCarreras
circuit
being
formed in London and suburbs. All
houses will be called the Lido.
Two houses have been opened. They
are at Islington and Golders Green.
Five more sites have been acquired
for houses each appro.ximating 2,000
prise

the

U. K.

Boycott

—

London
United Kingdom
houses are facing a Sunday
boycott campaign which is being
prepared by the
Free
Churches, vAth the possible aid
of the Angelican Church. The
churches
may advise their
members to boycott all theaters giving Sunday shows.

seats.

NAME [.OSWALD BROOKS

Germany Showing More
Domestic Productions
Berlin
ductions

— Percentage
shown

home proGermany during

in

of

REGAL PRODUCTION

CIE

—

August increased to 48 per cent, as
London E. Oswald Brooks, forweek or so.
It
may be worked compared with 26 per cent in July merly with Pathe, Mutual and Gauand ZZ per cent in June. Total of mont, has been appointed production
out.
232 domestic pictures were exhibited. manager for Regal Film Co., which
"4 Devils" introduces Mary DunOther European countries supplied will distribute through Film Distribcan, late bad girl of "The Shanghai
but 12 pictures; America contributed utors, Ltd., in the United Kingdom.
Gesture." Winnie Sheehan told us 100.
Backing the company are A. E.
about her work in Murnau's latest
Abrahams, Charles Gulliver, John
months ago and advised us an event
Maxwell, San Berney, Clifford GulGuttman Organizing Federation
of moment was on the way.
His
liver and D. A. Abrahams.
Berlin
Leopold Guttman, presiuncanny judgment proves correct.
Six pictures are planned for the
Miss Duncan is going to cut a wide dent of the German C. E. A. has refirst
year, the first being "Young
signed
chairman
Berlin
as
of
the
ranks
swath for herself in the
of
box office drawing cards, provided and Branderburg District Ass'n to Woodley," which Thomas Bentley
Madame devote his exclusive time to organi- will direct with Robin Irvine starred.
she is handled properly.
.

.

.

—

noses.

their

Hammerstein

Brady,

are

they call a riddle

A

simple:

ce attraction.

[le

P.

Any

Loach.

lew

JAMES

big

when they

felt

print,

on

shots

nobody's

is

Anyway, the conversation Glyn who, according to all available zation of the International ExhibEnglish, French
records, was the first to define "it" itors' Federation.
as started and there you are.
don't know and German delegates are to meet
was
at the opening.
We
the
Now it's the Kunsky chain
MUSICIANS'
OVER
what her idea of "it" is, but after Monday at Brussels.
Varners are after. Won't these boys seeing Mary Duncan we know what
Godal Making 14 Shorts
ver stop?
Just a shame the upset it ought to be.
SOUND PICTURES SEEN
London
Pall Mall Pictures, Ltd.,
worry
they
are
causing
some
nd
A new arrival. Sam Berkowitz has been organized
program
with
a
switches from the Coast to New
jpnotchers we know.
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
York to do sales managing for calling for 14 two-reel subjects unEdito-r "The Daily Film Renter"
der the general heading of "'Price of
First National all set now, but not Gotham.
Howdy.
Nations."
Edward Godal is superLondon Signs of difficulties bejigned.
Announcement perhaps in a
vising production.
tween
exhibitors and musicians are
'eek.
It could be made right now.
Washington
usiness.

.

.

.

ROW

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

in view with decision of the Notts
Dangerous ground? Fedand Derby branch of the C. E. A.
Spanish Congress On
(veen Harry Warner's desk and Abe eral officials think any plan to divide
Madrid The Spanish Film Con- to reduce the pay of musicians in
A
i^axman's publicity sanctuary.
the country and allocate territory by gress has opened here with Premiere houses playing sound pictures.
agreement among competitive groups Primo de Rivera as honorary presi- resolution on the matter was preborders on it.
An unofficial atti- dent. -A. film exhibition is taking sented by T. Wright, president of
the Pool
the body, who said the day is aptude, to be true, but Washington place simultaneously.
proaching when services of musicians
seems
to have had no difficulty in
Still buzzing around,
Wednesday
official story is written and reoses in a safe spot somewhere be-

'he

.

.

Friday:

—

.

Again
:

theater zoning plan has caused
Many say it
jenty of excitement.
in't be done.
Government wouldn't
That is
juntenance it and so on.
jmething for the Government to
ecide, but if you think the idea is
Dt being discussed seriously, albeit
formally, you simply are not up
what is going on.
'hat

i

1

.

.

.

Louis simply won't believe it.
he folks out Missouri way want to
shown before they believe the immding deal with Warners. Well,
St.

;

lie will tell the story.
These foridable transactions can't be worked
It
in a day or so.
They involve

finding plenty of precedent for such
an opinion.
Coast reports have Dave Warfield
.

.

signing with Vitaphone. Those who
know don't credit it. Warfield was
one of the best friends Marcus Loew
had.
If the former ever appears in
talking pictures, you can bet he'll
make them for Metro.
Moe Finkelstein has nothing to
say about the reported F. and R.
with Warners. Some day, it
deial
may happen. So far, however, there
have been no discussions along those
.

lines.

New

This is official.
regimes mean

.

.

.

.

.

is

Body

Polish Censorship

Warsaw —-Polish Film censorship
now in charge of a Central Com-

mittee for Film and Cinema Matters,
just instituted by the Ministry of the
Interior.
The committee will also
exercise control
film imports.

over and

supervise

.

.

be required at

all.

Rlchmount Pictures
723 7th Avenue
D.

.

Form New
London

British Firm
of a studio

— Erection

J.

Inc.

MOUNTAN.

Itow Yoi1( City
Praa.

EXCLUSIVE
at

Blackpool is planned by a company
being organized by George Pearson
of British Screen Productions. Dewhurst and Alan Williamson.
The

new incum- firm will distribute through
Rossheim and Abe Screen Productions.

K

ANN

First Australian Quota Film
"Tall Timbers," produced
by Australasian Films, is the initial
Australian product to be handled in
Great Britain under the quota. European is distributing the picture.

London

—

foreign
representatives for

Rjyart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors

British

.

.

will not

.

Irving
illions.
Sablotsky already deny they will step
Mussolini seems determined to es- down from their Stanley posts in
blish a government film monopoly favor of Warner appointees.
There
Italy and all Europe perks up its will be changes. Aren't there always?
rs at the prospect.
Just another But it's too early as yet to dope
irk cloud to obscure the film out- them out.
ok on the Continent.
bents.

New

.

Cable Address:
Cabls Additas:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC. Parte
DEEJAY, Loadoa
RICHPIC, K. T.
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SOUND

THE

FAST GROWING FIELD OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

By ARTHi

SKYSCRAPEIi THEATER SEEN

Suggested

Ad

Layouts on Sound

new in the old familiar "resuggestions. Here you have ads selling the sound
in your show. To take care of synchronization in pictures.

"MISSING MAN" TO BE

I

Illustrated here is something

AS TALKER DEVELOPMENT

vamp"

Paramount has

Revolutionary changes in design
and construction of theaters will be
brought about by the talking picture development, states Walter W.
Ahlshlager, Chicago architect, who is

New York

in

"The Missing Man," stage play h<
John Posner, European playwright
and Benjamin Glazer, will be put intc

gotten out a 7col.
composite
mat containing
indinineteen
vidual mats in
varying styles

supervising construc-

tion of three houses he designed.
Range of vision of the audience
and not their range of ability should
be the limitations in theaters of the
future, because of the development,
he says, predicting building of theaters larger than the Roxy, which
will be practical.
"High property values, however,
will limit the area size of theaters as
well as other buildings, and therefore I am inclined to believe there
may be skyscraper theaters in the fu.

and

production

sizes.

PAKAMOVHT QUAUTY
SOVND PICTURE-

POL.A
NEGRI

worked

into advertising
display ads.

In my opinion the next step
building economics is the skyscraper building with multiple purposes,
wherein complete business
communities will be housed under
one roof with a theater as one unit.
ture.

Tivo Columns

in

offers opportunelimfor concentration which
inates waste.
The Chicago apparel

auditorium where seats

As many

able.

Baltimore

— Five

more

residential

Broadway,
Hampden and Palace, have
installed Vitaphone and Movietone
mechanism. They started new policy
theaters
Capitol,

here,

Apollo,

Associated Theaters, J.
Louis Rome, general manager, controls first three; Gaertner Brothers
operate Palace, Charles E. Hicks conrecently.

Hampden.

trols

Writing Talker Continuities
Littleton,
former aviation

St. Louisiiolding up

arrangements

ar

plan

soun
to install
equipment in houses of the St; Loul
Amusement Co., chain. The con
pany would like to install sound pii
tures in a number of its houses pri

tlie

ACTKESS"

theaters.

Chaplin Film As Talker

G Qjramount ^toun?

But Comedian Won't Tal
Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" \a
be a talker, although the comedi;^
will not speak.
In addition to du
logue sequences, the entire pictu'
The pictir
will be synchronized.
will be started at the Chaplin sti

'

dio in about ten days and be
around Jan. 1.
d Qaramouni

releast

Qicture

Three Colum.ns

One Column

Mankiewicz Writing Dialogue
Mankiewicz will wri

Herman

Warners Changing Policy
of Empress, St. Louis

—

Louis The Empress, Olive
St. west of Grand Blvd., which is
under a long term lease to Skouras
Enterprises, will be converted into
a Vitaphone house under the Warner
Bros.'
management.
Last season
this was a stock dramatic house and
St.

several

weeks ago

it

was

stated

it

had

been leased to Chicago stock
burlesque interests.
However, it is
said the sub-lease to the Chicago interests fell through, and that just
as soon as Vitaphone equipment can
be installed the Empress will reopen
as a long run sound house.

is
writing talking continuities
Benny Rubin for "U" Series
Pathe.
He came to the lot a
Universal has signed Benny Rushort time ago with Benjamin Glazer bin, master of ceremonies, for a serfrom First National.
ies of sound novelties.

for

Labor Arrangements
Hold up Installation

1

"M.OVKS

Scott
pilot,

The picture will be placed in pro
duction immediately under Glazer'
supervision.
It will be recorded b;
the RCA-Photophone system. Voio
tests have been under waj^ at tb
studio for several weeks.

c

were availneeded in

More Baltimore Sound Houses

5

firs

t

floors as

the skyscraper could be devoted to
the theater, and the remainder of the
building could be devoted to other
businesses.
"With museums, universities and
business turning to the skyscraper
to escape the penalties of high costs
of ground space, I see no reason
why the theater should not adopt
the skyscraper."

Pathe's

vidcd that satisfactory arrangement
can be made with the union crafi
affected by such installation. To dal
the labor leaders have not agreed
the terms sought by the theater owi
ers, but insist that the installation
talkies must not kick back adverscl
on the union men now employed

POLA
NEGRI

mart, which my firm has designed,
will be a 75 story skyscraper, offering space for nine different sorts of
tenancy.
Buildings similar to it
might house skyscraper theaters with
auditoriums on successive floors. The
same talking picture might be operated simultancouslj' on each floor.
The control of the distribution of the
audience would be an easy matter,
and elevators could be used to carry
the audience from the lobby to that

once as

— Labor

ACgKtSS'

"The skyscraper

at

all-talker.

These are designed to be

ity

FIRST PATHE ALL-TAIREI

Lorain, 0., Prefers Its

Films Without Sound

—

dialogue for "Sins of the Fathers
which Emil Jannings is completii
under direction of Ludwig Bergf
Supporting cast includes Ruth Cha

Cleveland
Sound pictures are
proving a hit throughout this terri- terton, ZaSu
Arthur.
tory, with the exception of Lorain, Jean
industrial city.
Patrons there prefer
their pictures silent.

Thompson Writing Dialogue
Harlan Thompson, Broadway play-

Pitts,

Barry Norton

ai,

gu

for Barthelmess Film
River," a story by Coui
Riley Cooper, has been pi

Sound
"Weary

enay
chased by First National for Rich^
Barthelmess. Frank Lloyd is sch^
"Weary River" is
uled to direct.

wright who joined Fox, is now writing dialogue in collaboration with
Frederick H. Brennan for "Badges," be a sound and dialogue picture.
a new Movietone feature. This story
by Max Marcin, another New York
Paramount's Next Talker
H,
playwright, is being directed by Lew
Paramount's next all-dialogue pJ *
Seller, with a cast including Charles
Eaton,
Earle ture will be "Half an Hour," whi<
Helen Twclvctrecs,
Foxe, Carmel Myers, Henry Sedley, William de Mille will put in pr
Brown,
Clifford
IDempsey. duction within a few days with Ruj
Joe
Christopher C. Lee, Baby Mack, Ar- Chatterton, H. B. Warner, Robj
nold Lucy, Bess Flowers and Dor- Edeson, Ethel Wales, Wilfrid
and Joyce Marie Coad.
othv McGowan.
b"!
ill

It:

j

!)-
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ntEATER ACOOSTICS

The Problem
Acoustics present one of the
most important problems in in-

AND SOUND PICTURES
By

R. V.
Engineer,

Acoustical

A

new

stallation of sound equipment
in theaters.
Upon acoustics
depend in large measure cost
of installation.
Each house,
because of the wide variances
in
construction,
which precludes uniform standards in
acoustics, represents an indi-

PARSONS
Johns-Mamnlle Corp.

rather a combina;ion of several comparatively recent
irts, is awaiting the approval of pubic opinion in the reproduction of
;ound films in theaters.
The degree
jf
approval which the public will
_

art,

or

vidual problem.
R. V. Parsons, author of the
accompanying article, is an expert on acoustics.
His views
should be of interest to every

iward

sound film reproductions is
depend largely upon the
the reproduction and this
n turn is dependent upon several

foing

to
luality of
actors.

the degree of fidelity
the reproduced sound to the orignal source, which is dependent upon
he acoustics of the sound film prolucing studio and to an equal extent
ipon the recording apparatus.
Secindly,
the degree of fidelity with
vhich the sound is reproduced in the
heater, and tied up with this factor
the very important subject of the
(Coustics of the theater itself.
The acoustical condition of the
heater cannot add anything to, or
mprove upon the original recorded
ound.
It is the particular problem
if
the producer to continually imrove and refine studios and recordag apparatus to capture the last
iieasure of tone quality and all the
jelicate nuances of expression and
jmbre in the film or record, and no
ne can say the extent to which these
[efinements will eventually be car-

exhibitor.

First,

if

Sound spreads in spherical waves
from its source and its loudness or
intensity decreases as the square of
the distance.
Thus, in the open air
sound loses its "carrying qualities"
at no great distance from the source
and there are complaints of lack of
loudness.

However,

it is the quality of buildmaterials that reflect sound to
a very high degree.
Most building

ing

interior finishes, for instance, absorb
only from 1% to
of sound, (96%99% of the sound striking them being
reflected) so that as a prescribed area
is surrounded with walls and then a

4%

ceiling, sound which would otherwise
be rapidly dissipated in the open air

reflected from the walls to ceiling,
ceiling to floor, floor to walls again,
many times, with the result that
much of this reflected sound has the
'ed.
On the other hand much of this efTect of reinforcing and amplifying
>nproved technique will be love's the original sound, resulting in a
|ibor lost, if the reproduced sound is more even and greater distribution
istorted in the theater due to faulty of loudness than would otherwise be
To this extent the evoluroustics, and if it is distorted, the the case.
leater owner can
be legitimately tion of the modern theater has been
jlamed, for there is a very exact the means of providing greater and
i;ience
of
architectural
acoustics more evenly distributed intensity to
ihich can be applied to the correcof existing theaters or the deigning of a new theater which will
s
correct acoustically.
This science is the result of many
:ars of intelligent and intensive rearch on the part of the late Wallace

is

even extremely large audiences.

!0n

Sabine, formerly Mollis Professor
Mathematics and Natural Philos)hy. Harvard University, and the
nmdness of the science has been
tablished beyond all question of a
lubt by over 17 years of practical
:pcrience in acoustical design and

.

irrection.

Three Acoustical Factors
The acoustics of a theater depend
ion three factors and three factors
ily
the size, shape, and the mate-

—

ils

comprising

the

interior

finish.

order to understand the effect that
ese factors have upon the audition
sound in a theater, it is necessary
know something about the propa!

tion

and action of sound

in a

room.

Sound Reflections

On

points
of
the
auditorium to the per second, than below 250 cycles.
detriment of other points, and even This not only has a noticeable effect
result in distinct echoes.
in the way of emphasizing the bass
It is familiar knowledge that an at the expense of high pitched inaudience has a marked effect upon struments and voices, but it also has
the acoustics of any room and this a very detrimental effect upon what
we know as tone quality. All sounds
is due to the fact that the clothes of
people make them excellent absorb- of speech and music are complex in

Thus, when an audi- nature, consisting of several partials,
predominating
partial
being
introduced into a theater it the
means that the entire floor is carpet- known as the fundamental tone and
ed with a material that is almost the relative intensity of all the upper
totally absorbent of sound, and it so partials gives color and character to
If the sound abincreases the rate pi decay or re- the fundamental.
flected sound as to eliminate confu- sorbing interior finish of a room has
sion
in
many instances. Another the effect of absorbing sound in the
upper register to a greater degree
familiar example of increasing the
sound absorbing qualities of a room than sounds of the lower register, it
will have the effect of washing out
is the difference in the acoustics of a
the upper partials and overtones which
bare,
unfurnished house, and the
give quality to music, and so this facsoft, quiet quality that the same house
tor has a very decided influence on
takes on as rugs, carpets, upholstered
the fidelity with which sound films
furniture and furnishings are introare reproduced in a theater.
duced.
In a theater it is possible to alter
Sound Absorbing Felts
and adjust the sound absorbing and
There is an acoustical felt which
sound reflecting character of the in- may be used as a sound absorbing interior finish by either covering ex- terior finis'h which is unique among
isting walls and ceilings with special acoustical materials in that it may be
sound absorbing interior finishes, or altered in thickness, density and finprovide for the use of these materials ish, to provide any reasonable dein the case of new theaters under gree of absorption over any portion
construction. Since the sound absorb- of the scale of pitch; and this mateing qualities of all modern building rial may be utilized to reproduce
materials are known, it is possible to practically any standard interior finmeasure this effect of the interior ish, and even provide extremely infinish on sound mathematically and teresting and decorative texture efwith great exactness, and design in- fects not possible in other materials.
terior finishes which will bring about This material has been used in literthousands
auditoriums,
the
desired
improvement in the ally
of
acoustics.
One might think of this churches, theaters and building inmethod of improving acoustics as a teriors of almost every conceivable
medical method because it does not character, and it is efficient and comrequire any mutilation of the archi- petent. Furthermore, it 'has the very
tectural
design.
Many times the important quality of being fire resame results can be accomplished by sistant so that it is a thoroughly
changing the shape and contour of practical building material.
The competent acoustical engineer,
walls and ceilings and a combination of this method which might be who has supplemented the theory of
called the surgical, and the medicinal acoustics with years of practical exmethod is often resorted to while the perience, is a position to determine
or adjust the acoustics of any theater
theater is in the course of design.
ers of sound.

ence

is

Most moving picture theaters are
good acoustically for the

sufficiently

the other hand, the increasing satisfactory
incidental
audition
of
of sanitation and fireproof- organ and orchestral music, but many
ness have resulted in the production theaters are going to be found too
of harder and more dense interior reverberant for the comfortable aufinishes, with the result that we have dition of speech, because if speech is
overdone this quality of sound re- to be heard with ease and comfort,
flection in materials, and in many each syllable must stand out clean
theaters reflection is carried on to a cut and distinct; and this will be
degree that results in the prolonga- found particularly necessary in the
tion of every sound produced to such case of reproduced speech because of
an extent that there is an overlap- the limitations of the microphone
ping or blurring of the syllables of and reproducer.
speech, and the notes of music, and
Problems of Adjustment
the result is confusion, or as it is
technically known, reverberation.
In
correcting or adjusting the
Shape enters into the picture, for acoustics of theaters, very particular
the contour of the walls and ceiling attention should be paid to the charwill determine to a considerable ex- acter of the sound absorbing intetent whether or not the reflected rior finish used.
It is a charactersound will reinforce the original istic of all building materials and
sound in a manner to provide even sound absorbing finishes as well, that
distribution, or whether the reflected they absorb much more sound in the
sound will be concentrated at certain higher frequencies above 250 cycles

demands

to great exactness, and theater owners who contemplate the installation
of sound films should take stock of
the acoustical conditions of their theaters, and if they are not up to the
mark, should provide for correction
before the introduction of the talking
It is an extremely difficult
pictures.
task to live down a reputation for
poor acoustics that has once been acquired.

Brit. Phototone Gets

Control of

German Firm

—

British Phototone has obBerlin
tained control of Lignose-Horfilm,
important German talking film firm
which has a disc synchronization system. The company is affiliated with
Nobels.

Movietone In Dublin House
Movietone has been

Dublin

—

stalled in the Capitol.

in-

DAILV
Charlie

"4 Devils"
Length: 11,700

Fox

Murray

Harry Lung don

in

First National

Length

:

"The

5400

/(.

Length: 6502 ft.
CLASS A ATTRACTION. STO- Firat National
JUST A FAIR COMEDY.
CIRCUS
RY OF COLORFUL
TOWN
SMALL
OF
WORKS HARD ON
COMEDY
LANGDON
LIFE DISTINGUISHED BY LIFE FALLS RATHER FLAT A RAGGED SCRIPT THAT IS
FINE DIRECTION AND EXNOT ANY TOO WELL GAGGED
CELLENT PERFORMANCES, WITH FAR FETCHED STORY TO GET THE LAUGHS.
GAYNOR

NOTABLY BY JANET
AND GAGS THAT ARE TOO
AND MARY DUNCAN, A NEW- FORCED FOR REAL LAUGHS.
COMER OF WHOM YOU WILL Cast. .Charlie Murray pulls his
HEAR PLENTY. FILM NEEDS
in a story that does not
..

TRIMMING.

Gaynor takes on more
Duncan, an exotic per-

Cast

laurels; Alary

sonality and an actress of distinction.
Nancy
Farrell McDonald, fine.

J.

Charles Morton and
Barry Norton satisfactory. Anders
Randolf in a fine character role. Kid-

Drexel, good.

excellent.

in early sequences,
Circus
Story and Production
drama, based on "The Four Devils,"
novel by Herman Bang. The story
of two boys and two girls, thrown
together into circus life; how they
develop a perfect friendship ripen-

dies

usual line
give him much opportunity to disLucien Littlefield
tinguish himself.
is good, but also handicapped by lack
of originality in the material. Others
Loretta Young, Larry Kent, E. J.
Harvey
Bacon,
Irving
Ratclifife,
Clark, Sylvia Ashton, Dot Farley.

Story and Production .... Comedy
of small town from Harry Leon Wil-

Cast. .. .Harry Langdon does his
usual innocent boob trying to enlist
at the outbreak of the war. When he
gets a good gag, he manages to
Others
keep the laughs coming.

A

little bit of everything was thrown
into this one in order to make the
footage, but all the real laugh se-

Rayart

POOR

The

—

Buck Jones

"The Man from
Headquarters"
Length: 6946

story.

in

M-G-M

Buck Jones Prod.-S.R.
ft.

ENTERTAINMENT.
CROWDS A LOT OF CONFUSING PLOT INTO FOOTAGE SO
THE AUDIENCE DOESN'T
KNOW WHO TO CHEER OR
HISS.

Length: 6750

/*.

RATES ORDINARY. SOME
FAIR AVIATION STUFF, BUT
STORY IS AMATEURISH AND
RAGGED. FAILS TO BUILD

PROPER SUSPENSE.

Length: 5530

..

.Cornelius

Keefe does the

.

.

Length: 6918

ft.

THE "IT" GIRL BACK IN
HER FLAPPER ROLE WOWS
'EM AND WITH MAL ST.
CLAIR'S BOX-OFFICE TECHNIQUE SENDS THIS OVER
STRONG FOR THE MOB.
.

.

Wolheim, Richard Carle.
Story and Production.

..

.Comedy

This one
gobs on shore leave.
was turned out with a cold commercial eye on the old box office.
The
of

goofy, far fetched, exaggeruntrue to life.
But it's mob
entertainment, and cunningly contrived to build real suspense with the
hotsy totsy gal's sacrifice for the sailor she loves.
Clara is doing the
hostess stuff in a California dance
story

is

ated,

hall

when

the fleet hits

lads try to

make

All the

in.

her, but Hall finally

lands by rescuing her from a framed
insult.
ThC) tear stuff comes at the
end when Clara pulls the big sacrifice act.
She tells the judge she is
a bad girl to save her sweetie from
going to jail for insulting her. Real
meat for the Bow fans.
Direction, Malcolm St. Clair, box-

Monte

Authors,

ofificev;

Walter Ruben; Editor, B.

.

Brice, J.
F. Zeid-

Titles, Geo. Marion, Jr.; Photography, Harry Fishbeck, good.

man;

"Danger Street"
ft.

FB O

Length: 5621 ft

ENTERTAINMENT SILLY MELLER OF UNDERPOORLY DIRECTED
WITH GOOD ADAPTATION OF WORLD
STORY.
OUTWORN
FROM
STAGE PLAY AND INTELLI- SIMPLY FAILS TO GET OVER.;
GENT DIRECTION. CODY AND Cast. .Warner Baxter away ahead
PRINGLE HOLD IT UP.
of the material, and makes moderate-

FAIR

Cast.... Lew Cody does an enjoyCast.... Buck Jones as an aviator
able
bit as the gent who is forced
They also
marvellous detective stuff acceptably. is out of his element.
to play second best to a lap dog in
sentimental
tangle
him
in
lot
of
a
Edith Roberts not very convincing
Aileen
the eyes of his lady love.
Others Lloyd Whit- blah and he's lost. Jobyna Ralston Pringle is enjoyable and clever as
as a countess.
much.
and
help
overacts
doesn't
Lowry,
Ludwig
lock, Charles West,
poodle. Others
Charles the girl who loves the
Ernest
Hilliard,
Wilbert Emile, Dave Harlow, Jos- Others
Robert Armstrong and Gwen Lee.
Lee.
French,
Charles
Clary,
Duke
Mack.
eph
Production .... Farce
Story
and
.Meller of
Story and Production.
Story and Production. .. .Mystery
From the detective novel trans-Pacific aviation contest. They comedy. Adapted from the stage
meller.
Clever
"Black Book" by George Bronson started with a very ragged story and play by George M. Cohan.
Howard. Just another good novel poor continuity, and the director did direction on the part of Edward
thin plot
that pans out poor screen material. little to overcome these vital handi- Sutherland makes of a very
to
manages
screen
attraction
that
a
ranch
caps.
Also
mixing
western
type
this
The audience who will see
trouble.
of picture are not the kind to over- stuff with airplane biz was not well hold the interest without any
picture
the
Cody carries
work their brain pans. And this is handled. Buck is the son of a rancher Lew
He meets throughout, and manages to invest
exactly what the picture forces you who goes in for aviation.
deft comto do, trying to figure out which is the daughter of a financier, who his part with a light and
good
as anyis
as
edy
touch
that
the
in
You
agrees
to
finance
his
hop
why.
and
which, who's who
The
don't know what gang is with the trans-Pacific flight. Most of the foot- thing he has done recently.
hero and heroine, and who is trying age is consumed showing what a baby cyclone is the name of the
time Buck has in getting poodle which causes all the friction
to give them the well known works. tough
financed, and also in a lot of sappy between the hero and his lady love.
If it wasn't a quickie, it has all the
earmarks of one, for there is nothing love stuff that sinks Buck for the He and his pal resort to all sorts of
Big defect in having hero's devices to get rid of the pesky animal.
in the direction or acting that looks count.
The secret ser- plane meet with accident and putting But no matter what they do, the
like careful work.
This leaves no ex- poodle turns up again, till finally
vice agent from Washington outwits him out of race.
a plot to grab the gold shipment cuse for the story, for hero accom- Cody becomes resigned to accepting
from a European kingdom, falls hard plishes nothing after you expect lots. it along with the girl.
Sutherland,
Direction,
Edward
Some go(j(l aviation stuff.
Flops.
for the princess, etc.
Direction, James Home, poor; Au- well handled; Author, George M.
Direction, Duke Worn, ordinary;
Author, George Bronson Howard; thor, J. B. Mack; Scenario, the same; Cohan; Scenario, F. Hugh Herbert;
Donn McElwaine; Titles, Editor, Carl L. Picrson; Titles, RobScenario, Arthur Hoerl; Editor, J. Editor,
Harrington; Titles, Not credited; Donn McElwaine; Photography, Al ert Hopkins; Photography, .\ndre
I'.
Barlatier, very good.
Seigler, fair.
Photography, Hap Depew, fair.
Cast.

in

Fleet's In"

Paramount

"Baby Cyclone"

"The Big Hop"

1928

7,

Cast.
.Clara Bow has been yanked back from her recent dramatic attempts and gives 'em the sexy stuff
that they want.
As the sailors'
Belmore, sweetie she'll probably panic 'em.
Lionel
Dawson,
Doris
Madge Hunt, Bud Jaimison, Mark James Hall fair as the gob who goals
her. Jack Oakie lends some comedy
Hamilton, Nelson McDowell.
Others Jean Laverty, Dan
Story and Production. .. .Comedy. relief.

quences could have been boiled down
That is
comedy.
scenario is verj' into a two-reel
strung
out
with
it
wrong
what
is
and fails to build strongly to
feature when it did not
any real laugh climaxes. Rather is to make a
have the material to make the feait
a string of incidents loosely put
comedy grade. Harry is trying
together depending on the fun being ture
his darndest to enlist at the outbreak
the
on
work
good
team
built
by
up
Then enters Mary
ing into love.
of the war in order to show his gal
Charlie Murray and Lucien
Duncan, known only as "The Lady." part of
But they turn
Charhe is a down and that he is a hero.
Her affair with Charles Morton, lead- Littlefield.
him
down
as being physically unfit.
who
town
small
lawyer
in
a
out
er of the troupe, well nigh wrecks
accident
makes a comeback for the sake of Then Harry gets mixed by
four lives, but love of the purer sort
in a plot to smuggle arms and amhelp
With
the
daughter.
trusting
his
conquers and he and Janet Gaynor
munition out of the country to the
Rich with directorial of the young newspaper publisher enemy.
are reunited.
In the secret arsenal the
daughter,
he
with
in
love
who
is
niceties and evidencing high intelliclimax takes place, with a lot of melpulls a fast one on the town politicians
gence.
mi.xed with the comedy.
who are trying to elect their man lerDirection,
Harry Langdon, ordiDirection, F. W. Murnau, excel- mayor, and gets himself elected. Fair.
nary; Author, Arthur Ripley; Scenbut too repetitious; Author,
lent,
Direction, Eddie Cline, ordinary; ario, Arthur Ripley, Earl Rodney,
Herman Bang; Scenario, Carl MayAuthor, Harry Leon Wilson; Scen- and Clarence Hemmecke; Editor, Aler, Berthold Viertel, Marion Orth;
not ario, Gerald C. Duffy; Editor, Terrell fred De Gaetano; Titles, Gardner
Titles,
cre4ited;
not
Editor,
PalErnest
Morse; Titles, Sydney Lazarus; Pho- Bradford; Photography, Dev JenPhotography,
credited;
nings and Frank Evans, fair.
mer, L. W. O'Connell, magnificent. tography, Mike Joyce, good.
son's
loose

Bow

Clara

in

"Heart Trouble"

"The Head Man"

ft.

Sunday, October

is

ly interesting

an otherwise poor pro-

Martha Sleeper seems to
by a weak part. Others;
Duke Martin, Frank Mills, Harry
Tenbrock, Harry Allen Grant, Ole
M. Ness, Spec O'Donnell.
Story and Production. .Melodrama,
Adapted from;'
of the underworld.
the story by Harold McGrath. After-:
all thei good underworld screen pro-'

duction.
be licked

ductions we have had, this seems
amateurish and outdated. It is filled
with impossible and unconvincing
Hero is jilted on eve oi
situations.
wedding and starts out to commit
suicide.

He bumps

meets a cashier

in

becomes interested
gal.

into a gang war,
a restaurant and;
at

once

in

thei

Then he buys a

gets himself in

all

clothing store,;
kinds of trouble!

with a gang leader, his rival for the!
gal, and succeeds in outwitting thej
whole gang time and again in thei
All the)
most outstandish manner.
time he is trying to get himself bump-;
ed off by the gang. Then when he;
realizes the gal is just crazy abouii
him, he decides he wants to live.
Direction, Ralph I nee, poor; Author,

Harold

McGrath, from

stor)t

Bullet"; Scenario, Enic]
Hibbard; Editor, George M. Arthur!

"Beautiful

Enid Hibbard, Photography
Robert Martin, fair.
Titles,

—

—
THE
Sunday, October

7,
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Reginald Denny

"The Mystic Mirror"
Length: 7003

f7/«

ft.

WORTHY GERMAN IMPOR-

Reginald Denny in

in.

"Good Morning, Judge'
Universal.

Length: 5645

Universal
ft.

TATION WILL PLEASE ANY
DENNY DOES NICE WORK
CLASS AUDIENCE. FILLED
WITH CLEVER TECHNIQUE IN INTERESTING ROLE THAT
PROVIDES NATURAL LAUGHS.
AND CAMERA ANGLES.
PEPPY DIRECTION.
HAS
Cast. ... Fritz Rasp very much on
MOVES
AT LIVELY PACE.
the style of Conrad Veidt, does a
splendid

Cast

Reginald

Denny has

characterization in a difficult role that grips you.
Rina de
Ligoure an actress possessed of unusual screen presence.
The young

a
typical role made to his order that
gives him opportunity for fast action and farcical situations.
He car-

Malten and Albach

ries the. picture with minor assistance
from Mary Nolan, Dorothy Gulliver.
Otis Harlan, William Davidson, William Worthington, Bull Montana,
Sailor Sharkey, Charles Coleman.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
The story was built to order for
Denny, and gives him a chance to
do the things he can do so well. It
moves at a lively pace, and enables

lovers,

Felicitas

Retty, also know how to troupe as
iWell as look pretty.
,

Story and Production. .. .Mystery
melodrama.
One of the directors
[also helped crank the camera, and
|the combination is worth anybody's
itime and attention.
A print should

shown in Hollywood to the directors for one purpose if no other.
lAnd that is to show them how the
most commonplace situations and
obvious pieces of business can with
ibe

ingenuity and thought be handled
with a new twist that makes this picture positively exhilarating throughNo new technique just using
out.
But what results!
the old bean.
Murder mystery in mediaeval Ger-

—

man

castle.

Atmosphere plus

—

—

—grip-

suspense thrills all moulded
into a finely balanced story that gets
you with its realism.
Direction, Carl Hoffmann, Professor Teschner, splendid; Author, Robert Reinert; Scenario, the same; Edlitor,
Joseph Fliesler; Titles, the
isame; Photography, Carl Hofimann,
Carl Boehm, A-1 and outstanding in
ping

echnical treatment.

"Through the Breakers"

"The Night Bird"

Gotham

Length: 6G70

/t.

DENNY LICKED BY HODGEPODGE THAT MIXES COMEDY, PATHOS AND MELLER
REGARDLESS. GOOD FIGHT
SCENE FAILS TO HELP MUCH.
Cast. .. .Reginald Denny tries to
do a human interest characterization

while

still

retaining his old

comedy

manner, and the result is not there.
Betsy Lee does the homeless Italian
gal

creditably.

manager

Sam Hardy

as

the

good.
Others Harvey
Clark,
Michael Visaroff, Alphonse
Martel,
Corliss
Palmer,
Jocelyn
Lee, George Bookasta.
Story and Production. .. .Romance
drama with meller trimmings of a
prize
fighter.
A little of everything went into this production and
not much of anything concrete in the
way of entertainment came out. The
is

Length: 6420

ft.

PLEASING SOUTH SEA ISLAND NUMBER HAS THE OLD
BOX-OFFICE
LURE WITH
SEXY STUFF NICELY HANDLED BY MARGARET LIVINGSTON AND NATALIE JOYCE.
Cast.
Margaret Livingston as
the blonde vamp in a South Sea island setting keeps the picture pepped
.

.

.

up with sex

Margaret can

lure.

act,

as

well as look seductive.
Natalie
Joyce as the native gal lends the
contrast, and between these two they

make

Holmes Herbert

a picture.

it

heroes

acceptably.

Others Clyde
Cook. Frank Hagney.
Story
and
Production.
Melodrama of the South Seas. Adapted
from the play by Owen Davis. It is
filled with the good old hokum, but
the way Joe Boyle directed, it bethe star to indulge in his farcical
comes plausible and holds the susstuff to his heart's content. While at prize fighter is modeled after Gene pense with real entertainment valthe ringside, hero gets in a brawl, Tunney.
He befriends the little ues. Hero is a white trader on the
is arrested, and when brought before
Italian gal who ran away from a South Sea island, despondent because
the judge for sentence is saved by a cruel stepfather who wants her to his fiancee has refused to follow him
wealthy social worker who thinks marry. Then follows reels of senti- from; England.
She is vamping
hero is a bum. In order to be near mental blah with the two falling hard around on a yacht with a bunch of
her, he goes to her mission as a for each other, and Mariooch sub- male admirers, the vessel is wrecked,
tough criminal. From this situation titling "Why for nicea beega man no and she is washed up on hero's isall kinds of good comedy situations
getta wife?"
This is one of dozens land. That's where the bunk comes
develop naturally and keep the fun such, and you go out of the theater in. But the fun begins when she has
coming steiadily. Hits a climax when talking that way yourself. Then a to fight for hero's attentions against
a charity ball for the mission is held wild meller finish that works in some the native gal.
These sexy scenes
in hero's home.
amateurish hokum.
carry a great kick, and make it a
Direction,
William
A.
Seiter,
Direction, Fred Newmeyer. handi- picture.
smooth; Author, Harry O. Hoyt; capped by material; Author, FrederDirection, Joseph C. Boyle, boxScenario, Beatrice Van; Editor, Ed- ick and Fanny Hatton; Scenario, officey; Author, Owen Davis; Scenward W. McDermott; Titles, Tom Earle Snell; Editor, Maurice Pivar; ario, Harold Shumate; Editor, Ray
Reed; Photography, Arthur Todd, Titles, Albert Demond; Photography, Snyder; Titles, John Steele: PhoArthur Todd, good.
tography, Ray June, good.
okay.
.

.

.

Olive Borden in

"The Singapore Mutiny"
"Jealousy"
FBO
Length: 5812 ft. Ufa
Length: 5460 ft.
Length: 6251 ft.
GOOFY MATERIAL, BUT FBO
PILES
AGONY
UP
A
LOT
OF
FAILS
TO CLICK. PROBLEM
PANS ANOTHER POOR GAL'S RO- UNDER THE NAME OF EN3ETS THE LAUGHS.
OUT BROAD SLAPSTICK WITH MANCE GONE WRONG. MOD- TERTAINMENT AND REAL- PLAY OF MARRIED LIFE IS
JAMMY COHEN PROVIDING ERN FAIRY STORY MADE ISM. NOT FOR FAMILY ANOTHER IMPORTED MISSFANTASTIC AND IMPOSSIBLE. TRADE.
THE FUN.
FIRE.
HAS
AMATEURISH
Cast.
.Olive Borden goes from
"Plastered in Paris"

fox

Length: 5641

ft.

"Sinners in Love"

..
Cast. .. .Sammy Cohen, the comedy doughboy of "What Price Glory," factory gal to riches overnight, and
jicores a lot of broad laughs as a stages her usual struggle to retain
deptomaniac in Paris. Jack Pennick her honor. She goes dramatic, and
his
comedy assist. the result is sad. Huntly Gordon
Satisfactory as
Others
Lola Salyi, Ivan Linow, makes a tough part sound reasonable.
Seena Owen overacts. Others Ernest
iugh Allen.
Hilliard,
Daphne Pollard, Philip

Comedy
Story and Production
Smalley.
f the Legionnaires in Paris for their
Story and Production. .. .Romance
eunion.
This one is gagged with a
It was
ot of not-so-new material, but in of a modern factory girl.
pite of that and the slapstick quality taken from a story in "True Story"
'f
the
humor, there is a certain magazine. And the result is what
Factory gals may
prightliness about the direction that could be expected.
keeps the audience amused and think this is the berries, but to most
lughing throughout.
And that is others it will reel off like a lot of
lie
Sammy and his hasheesh. The factory gal accidentalb.o. answer.
uddy find themselves in Paris at the ly meets a gambling house owner in
eunion.
Sammy is a kleptomaniac New York. She, innocent thing,
Trough shell shock. In the office of takes a job as maid to his lady
Then she becomes a comespecialist, Sammy pull? some good partner.
She steers a
tuff that gets the laughs.
Later in on for the fall guys.
Te Algerian desert Sammy poses as rich old bird to the roulette wheel
harem lady and has a Riff soldier and he's taken. All the time the litbasing him around with mean in- tle gal is just too innocent and
doing any
intions.
This and other bits are doesn't suspect she's
Then the big assault scene
retty broad and border on the vul- wrong.
ar.
But there is no denying the by the dope fiend, rescue by the
gambler who reforms for love and
uffaws are there.
Direction, Benjamin Stoloff, fair; what have you.
uthors, Harry Brand, Andy Rice;
Direction, George Melford, ordicenario.
Lew
Breslow,
Harry nary; Author, Anonymous; Scenario,
weet;
E^iitor,
Robert
BischofT; J. Clarkson Miller; Editor, Archie F.
Itles,
Malcolm
Stuart
Boylan; Marshek; Titles, Randolph Bartlett;
hotogfraphy, Charles Clarke, good. Photography, Paul Perry, okay.
t

Cast
Estelle
Taylor on the MELODRAMA.
tramp steamer admits most of the
Cast.
.Werner Krauss does some
crew have tried "to make her," and good comedy
work as a very jealous
she and the picture in general are husband.
Lya de Putti just fair,
Ralph
on a par with that statement.
seems to have lacked proper direcInce as the chief of the stoker gang tion.
George Alexander plays ac.

.

overacts. Very ordinary cast includes ceptably
the part of the playwright
James Mason, Gardner James, Will friend of the married couple.
Irving, Harry Allen, Carl Axzelle,
Martha Mattox, Robert Gaillard,
Story
and
Production
MeloFrank Newberg.
drama of married life, written as a
Story and Production
Melo- problem play. This imported numdrama of the sea. The original story ber moves heavily with typical Ger-

man

technique
married mixups.

handling

these
story is disjointed, and the continuity choppy.
Opens with a scene showing the
happily married couple at the prepast

had a mutiny, but they decided to do
without the mutiny but left it in the
title anyway.
And the production is
just as sensible and convincing as that

action.
Seems a gal with a
decided to take a sea voyage. From
the mate down to the stokers, they
take a hand at trying to make her,
as she admits herself in a subtitle.
She lures them on, and then gets
sore when a sailor takes her seriously.
Most of the reels deal with the
agony of the stokehold heat, brutality, etc.
A stowaway gets sentimental with the gal a shipwreck
true love at last for the wicked gal.

—

in

The

miere of their friend's play.
The
playwright has told the drama of a
jealous husband choking his wife
for cheating.
After the show, the
man and wife argue with the playwright that jealous hubbies don't
choke their deceitful wives to death.
So the playwright puts up a job and
makes hubby think his wife has
cheated, and the boob immediately
starts to choke her.
Weak number.

Direction,
Ralph
Ince,
messy;
Direction, Karl Grune, poor; AuAuthor, Norman Springer; Scenario, thor, Paul Czinner; Scenario, W.
Fred My ton; Editor, George M. Lehmann; Ekiitor, Harry Chandlee;
Arthur; Titles, not credited; Photog- Titles, Harry Chandlee; Photography,
Karl Kasselmann, fair.
raphy, J. O. Taylor, good.
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Short Subject Reviews— Sound and Silent
in

Sound

Silent

"Marching On"— Fox
Fox Movietone

"Eagle of the Night"
Patheserial

Novelty Air Stuff

Excellent

the escapade.

Type of production. .10 chapter serial and
Type of production.. Comedy Drama
This serial is based on airplane
Houses wired for sound should
stunts and has a very good cast to
It has all
means.
appeal.
popular
for
necessaries
the
"Chic" Sale does another of his fine
characterizations, that of an old Civil
War veteran who knew Lincoln as

nab

this

by

all

Their nurse starts

a flirtation with a cop, and the kids
wander off into a beauty parlor where
they take charge of waiting on the
customers until the return of the
It is lively
proprietor ends the fun.

From the first
help put it over.
three chapters shown, it looks like a
production made with a small bank
roll, judging by the calibre of the
limited sets used. But the story certainly has novelty with the air stunts
and flving angles, and as one of the

fairly

well gagged.

—

Unusual

Type

Timely

Type

of production, .dramatic sketch

.A.

of production..! reel

freak

oil

well

magazine

shown

is

in

Wyo-

This is a very interesting number ming, which shoots pure refined
because of the acting ability of Lionel gasoline into the air.
You see the
Atwill, who makes mediocre material workmen filling the tanks of their
outstanding through his treatment of flivvers with the gas on their way
it.
He is about to go on the stage home from work. In the series of
when he discovers that his wife is in "Famous Women" is shown Mrs. Ida
love with another member of the Mellen, the only woman fish doctor

company.

He

liearthroken, and in
the final scene where, as the clown,
he is supposed to kill the rival, he
puts so much fury into it that he
almost makes it a real tragedy. Then
the disclosure comes when his wife
joins him back stage and reveals that
she framed the whole affair to make
him jealous so he would do some
acting.
The settings are
realistic
very ordinary, and it is only the histrionic talents of Atwill that make
this an offering, for the material is
rather trite. Time, 12 mins.
is

come

work
York
number

City aquarium.
gives
interesting
Point and shows
lights

in

the

The

final

of
West
of the highroutine of the

daily

cadets.

"Buster Trims

Up"— Universal

Fair

Type

of production.

.

.

.1

reel

comedy

This is a fair juvenile comedy in
the Buster Brown series.
Buster as
usual is assisted by Betty and Tige

Papa"

—Juvenile

Good Kid Stuff
production. .2 reel comedy!
Big Boy is seen as a little Swede
leaving the homeland to meet his dad;
in America.
On board the boat he
gets into a scrap with the deck stewOr
ard, also a big burly Russian.
the other hand he befriends an Italian
immigrant and makes friends with i
Between these two oplittle girl.
posing forces and Big Boy's ability to
get into trouble, lots of fun is developed before the boat reaches
quarantine.
There are quite a few
touches in this offering
pathetic
which contrast nicely with the comBig Boy is there a mile a min
edy.
Type

ute,

of

as usual.

"Horsefeathers"

—Barney

Google

FBO

Falls Flat

Type
At

of production. .2

they

last

have

reel

comedj

put

Barne;

Google into the pictures, and the re
Spark Plug
suit is rather terrible.
the horse, and Rudy, the ostrich, fine
themselves hidden in Barney's Pull
man berth as they try to sneak ou
of town after the folks get a look a
Spark Plug. At last the conducto
discovers them, and after much ex
citement and many mixups with thr'
passengers, they finally take refug
under the car. The whole thing
poorly done, with weak gagging an
amateurish direction.

'

i

— Sennett

"Motor Boat Mamas"
Pathe

Good Gags
Type

of production. .2 reel comed;
Billy Bevan and Vernon Dent hav
a lot of fun on board a yacht boun
They have two h(
for Catalina.

mamas on

board, and everything
hotsy totsy till Dent's wifey an
mother-in-law pull up alongside i
another boat. Then the fun begini
with Dent acting as cook with h
face blacked up and Billy doing h
best to throw the wife and her n
off the scent. Packs a good percen
age of laughs, and the two mam.
are easy to look at.

"Cross Country Bunion Race"
Universal

—

Stei

Ordinary

in that division.

of

production..! reel come<

In this latest of the George serit
the hero is forced into a cross cou
try race by his pal, who also is i
Pal has slipp;
rival for the gal.
George a sleeping powder by m:
take, and is forced to follow his ent
cross country and keep him awal
He is forced to resort to all kinof tricks to keep the rest of the fie!|
It was a tough ordes
in the rear.

"Felix in the Last Life"
Bijou Films

views

to

Educational

Type
Educational

some

intact.

still

"Come

getting temperamental and throv.'ing
one hat after another on the ground
while his assistant keeps replacing
them.
He has seen the regular director do this.
It may please some
kids in the audience, but will not
And
get by with the grown ups.
even the kids are educated up to
expecting pretty good juvenile comedies these days.
And this does not

the world.
She is seen at
on the ailing fish in the New
in

his last life

"Hot Luck"— Jack White

Educational
Gets Over
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The locale is a fire house into
which Big Boy is smuggled by his
man and president. The dialogue
that
dad who is one of the firemen. The
easily shows the extreme care
of this type will probably at- chief won't have dogs or kids on the
must have been taken in its prepa- first
and tract the youngsters who are also all premises, and the fun consists in the
It is humorous, plaintive
ration.
Frank efforts of the fire crew to keep the
these days.
airplane fans
In brief, the story tells how
quaint.
Clarke, well known aviator, plays the kid from being caught by the chief.
his
the old veteran is forced out of
part of the hero, so that any stunts The main gag is built around a situachildren's home by persistent nag- he pulls appear to be authentic and tion where the crew catch fleas from
ging and unkind words. He decides not the work of a double. This will a stray dog that Big Boy brings in.
and give the serial a good talking angle When the commissioner and his ritzy
to go to the Old Soldiers' Home
the for publicity purposes.
An inventor wife come for inspection, all the memAt
him.
with
takes his grandson
engaged
is on the border perfecting a silencer
band
the
bers are attending to the fleas and a
meets
he
station,
which can be applied to any airplane lot of funnv situations develop.
to play at the unveiling of the Linmake its presence in the sky pracSale joins, playing his and
coln statue.
Hero is the aviator
noiseless.
tically
At
Pathe Review No. 41
ramshackle cornet as he goes.
ace of the Secret Service and is sent
reporter
Diversity
the ceremony, a newspaper
the
deput
to the inventor's house to
and friend of the family, induces the vice through a final test. Then the Type of production..! reel magazine
old timer to narrate Lincoln and, smuggling gang get busy and atOpens with scenes of the divorce
the purpose being to use the anec- tempt to steal the appliance for their mill at Reno, showing just how the
Follows fights and wives go about the legal steps of
dotes in a special newspaper story. own purposes.
Then are
Family knows what's going on and pursuits in airplanes, in attempts to collecting the alimony.
valuable invention. Some shown the Fiji Island belles preparthe inference is, as the picture closes, secure the
good thrills are worked in, notably ing their wedding "'gowns." The nathat the old felow will be welcomed
girl dropping from an airplane tive gals have little on but the prothe
back to the fireside, not because of
apparently to death, when suddenly verbial smile, which makes this more
of
because
himself necessarily but
her aviation coat develops into a of a sexy picture than most Hollythe attention directed to the family's parachute and she lands safely. Ac- wood productions.
"Imported Art"
social aims via the newspaper article. tion is swift, and the plot keeps un- presents
rhythms of Myria,
the
The picture is important because folding with a lot of suspense. If Dasha and Barte in an interpretation
indicates the marvelous advances they can hold the pace through the of "Rhapsody in Blue."
it
made in sound production. You hear remaining chapters, this one should
Shirley Pal- "Mickey's Movies" Mickey McGuire
locomotive effects, see double expos- prove a money maker.
mer
is the girl, and also in the cast
FBO
traveling
outdoor
in
dialogue
ures,
are Josef Swickard, Earle Metcalfe,
Weak
shots and interesting camera angles,
Maurice Costello and Jack RichardType of production. .2 reel comedy
in other words, all the trappings of
son. Roy Wilson, another stunt flyer,
The kids stage their own produca modern, silent feature with the is also an asset.
From an original
added embellishment of sound. Time, story by Paul Cruger, directed by tion by taking pictures with a camera they steal from a regular unit.
about 18 mins.
Jimmie Fulton. Produced by H. V.
Mickey McGuire is assisted by
Productions.
Stinky Davis and Tomboy Taylor.
Mickey shoots one of his own scenLionel Atwill in
Our World Todayarios, and the type of gagging may be
"The White Faced Fool"
judged by this sample: Mickey keeps
Educational

Fox Movietone

Fortunately he had his life insured
before he started, and when he gets
through collecting insurance, he has
collected for eight of his nine lives.'
Then he wisely decides to quit avia-i
tion, and marry and settle down with

Snappy
Tvpe

of production..! reel animated
This is the last of the Pat Sullivan cartoons to be handled by Educational.
Felix the Cat takes up aviation when his girl turns up her nose
at the old-fashioned way of traveling
in an auto.
The reel deals with th but George finally wins through h
adventures of Felix as he tries to pal's ingenuity. Just a fair numb
learn how to master the new device. that will pass muster.
|
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Theater Equipment
•

mmmi

installing

The Stamp

OF SENTRY DEVICE UP
Pittsburgh

— Proposal

of

the

of Labor to make compulsory
he installation of Sentry Safety De-

throughout the

state,

a principal topic of discussion
t a rally and luncheon of the westrn Pennsylvania exhibitor unit held
number of other
ere yesterday.
leasures, characterized as drastic,

iras

A

on the department program,

re

it

In Philadelphia installastated.
ton of the device is compulsory.
i

Another

matter

under

P.

of

HYNES

PRODOCTION SPEEDED ON

Approval

I

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after inveatigatiom of qualifications a/nd merit
Chicago

State

)ept.

ice in theaters

By CHARLES

Lighting tells the story in many theaters, for if that important
feature is handled properly it plays a big part in putting over the
house. Lighting and other electrical equipment are vital parts of the
technical side of theater operation and their installation and maintenance calls for the finest craftsmanship, coupled with the finest

equipment

the

efficiency

and

ras

ENERAL WILL IHIOST

and

well as economy, from
labor angle, are causing theaters

the fuel

advertising offers a big field
expansion of outdoor advertising,

ir

arl Gulick of General Outdoor Adrtising Co., will tell the Outdoor
dvertising Ass'n, at its convention
let.
16, 17 and 18 at French Lick
irings, Ind.
Outdoor advertisers should give
articular attention to film advertisto obtain the volume of busiig,
sss which is available, but not desloped, Gulick will declare.

Oil

to the
^'ork.

New

Heating

The

findings
theaters

to

heating systems, according

install oil

F"ilm

than ten hours a day. Cleaning
seldom takes more than two hours

less

Flexibility of oil heating and its
advantages of automatic control, as

Institute,
organizations states

its

are based on a survey
recently conipleted.

Because

oil

heat

is

of

produced not by

a glowing fire but by a flexible flame,
the oil heated furnace responds to
the need for a change in tempera-

by

thermostat,
which is controlled in turn by the
temperature of the auditorium, the
oil-equipped furnace shuts off the
moment the heat of the theater
reaches the temperature fixed on the
thermostat and starts up the moment
ALL-STEEL
drops a degree or a degree and a
it
half below this level. In other words,
temperature, automatically controllOn the other hand,
ed, is uniform.
solid fuels are burned, the
where
Chicago The New Silversheet Allfire can never be shut off instantly
teel Frame is being featured by Naor set going full blast in a few secwhich
reCo.,
onal Theater Supply
While it is banked, fuel is
onds.
It
;ntly placed it on the market.
and the furnace remains
consumed
a
flying screen frame, built of
hot.
illed
Armco steel, with provision
The fact that fuel is burned only
ir
extensions for framing, masking
etc.
No tacking is necessary, as when it is needed is one of the reaic
screen is clamped to the frame sons for the economy of oil burning
irough use of brass bolts and nuts, furnaces. Costs are cut still further,
elimination of labor
he frame is made for any size however, by
Besides, there are no ashes
reen.
Light weight is a feature, costs.
to be disposed of and the basement
id there are no protruding bolts.
The new frame, it is claimed, takes space can be readily cleaned up and
ily one-half of the loft space re- kept clean.
The average theater is operated
lired by the average flying frame of
ture.

Regulated

a

A full heating load is rarely
needed, even in continuous program
houses, for more than 12 hours out
of every 24.
Where a solid fuel is

a day.

used, boiler fires are banked and left
alive for hours at a time when no

heat is needed. This can be avoided
through the use of oil heating equipment.
And the oil burner will pile
up steam in a very short time.

The flexible control of the boiler
makes theater heating with oil

fire

economical

—

_

fall

and

winter

additional
heat is required indoors. During the
spring and fall months the oil burner
is in operation only for comparatively short periods during the day.
little

Interesting comparative cost figures are supplied by three theaters
in the New York metropolitan district.
Yearly savings range from 28
per cent to ii per cent from nearly

—

$600 annually to $1,000.

Following

SIlfNT STEETcURTAIN

TRACK OFFERED BY A.D.C.
Alleiitown,

Pa.

Curtain Track

is

Capitol,

Brooklyn

Heating costs with coal (1923-24)
Heating costs with oil (1926-27)
.Saving through use of fuel

... $1,538.12

947.63
$

oil

—The

Silent-Steel

newest product of
the Automatic Devices Co., to be
placed on the equipment market.
The track is operated either by hand
or with the A.D.C. Automatic Curtain Machine.

The new

track, the

company

says,

good features of the
hardwood EoU E-Z Track, combined
with smaller dimensions and greater
retains

all

the

strength in proportion to weight,
qualities which are inherent with the
use of steel.

Room

Fire at Mobile
short circuit caused a
projection room fire at the Queen,
with H. E. Mason, operator, suffering painful burns about the face and
hands.

Projection

Mobile

are the figures:

ILVERSHEET

lAME PLACED ON MARKET

during

months when very

output.

schedule

reliability.

ADOPTING OIL HEATING

However, an increased
has been determined upon
and is being put into effect this
month, in order that immediate deliveries may be assured.
Orchestraphone Junior Model is
designed primarily for use in smaller
theaters.
It boasts a number of the
features of the larger model.
this

DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL

THEATERS DECLAREDTO BE

company says that the first
sale
more than consumed

month's

discussion

the prcVposed local ordinance
reating a division of fire prevenon, with power to demand installaon in theaters of axes, pikes, poles,
ose reels, ladders, portable pumps
ud similar appliances.

production speed

meet demand for
Orchestraphone
Junior

new

but the

theater lighting and electrical equipment
is the Edwards Electrical Construction Co., New York.
This firm
since 1872 has been in the electrical contracting and engineering
field, and has
FILM
for
field of

THE

Top

Model, disc cueing machine, National Theater Supply Co. reports.
Factory production on the new model
was started at 250 machines monthly,

available.

SpeciaHst in the

—

will be required to

—A

590.49

Stadium, Brooklsm
Heating costs with
Heating costs with

coal
oil

(1923-24)
(1927-28)

Savinji through use of fuel

..

.$1,850.01
1,236.00

oil

$

Hempstead, Hempstead, L.
Heating costs with coal (1924-25)
Heating costs with oil (1926-27)
Saving through use of fuel

..

614.01
I.

.$3,600.00
2,600.00

oil

$1,000.00

,

SALE!
The Latest Model Doubt*
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

The frame can
ood construction.
furnished with extensions for
apes or with legs, if specified.
Feldman Back at Seattle
Charles Feldman has
Seattle

—

rned

to

Seattle

for

the

reF.
firm,

B.

company, equipment
e has been in the San Francisco
rritory for some time.

Tearer

Holda 16 Feet Film— Case— 6 Magazines
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens

$29.S0

uiiLLoa^HBys
no
West 32«'St.Ncwyork.N.y*^
Phone Panna. 0330

\l

J

LOEW BUILDING
TIMES SQUARE.

LOEW BUILDING

1540 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

PENN AVENUE'

PmSBURGH

D/^ILY'
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Comedies

All Christie

Sound

in

Every Picture on Program to be Talker-Report Current One and Maybe More
Feature Producing Units to Join Christie Roster-Wilk's Studio Personalities

32 TALKERS TO BE

MM

rOR PARAMOUNT RELEASE
program

Cliristic's entire

for
in

this

year

Paramount release will be made
soimd, with 32 talkers scheduled.

The company

producing at the
is
Metropolitan
studios,
which- have
bqen equipped for recording by the
Western Electric system.
In addition to the 32 comedies,

MacLean

Douglas

Kid"

Carnation

is

M-G-M

direct

to

melodrama.

a

"Jazz Age" Cast Listed
Cast of "J;:zz Age," which Lynn
Shores is d recting for FBO, includes: Marceine Day, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Myrtle Stedman, Henry
B. Walthall and Gertrude Messinger.
Paul Gangelin wrote the story.

Christie, as a
There is a possibil-

for

M-G-M

Signs Hackett
Hackett, who is

"All at Sea" Started
"All at Sea," new Karl DaneGeorge K. Arthur co-starring vehicle,
has gone into production at the MG-M studio. Alf Goulding is directing and Josephine Dunn has the

feminine lead.

May Make

Craft

William

from

'*Lots**

*

RALPH WILK

By

Hollywood

LOUIS KING

is

Film

following in the

footsteps of his brother, Henry.
latter started directorial work 12
years
ago,
directing
Baby Marie

Cast For "U" Serial
Natalie Kingston and Buffalo Bill
Jr. have been selected to head the
cast of the next Universal serial,
"The Pirate of Panama." Production will start next week.
Others
picked for the cast are Al Ferguson,
(ieorge Ovey, and May Sutton.
Davis' First Set
George Davis' first Mermaid comedy for Educational in the new season, "Stage Frights," is one of the
few two reel comedies not having a
leading lady.
Although there are
numerous beauties in the comedy,
the important characters are men.
Fred Spencer, Ray Turner and Al
Thompson arc in the cast.

Anita Garvin. Included in this cast
are Stuart Erwin, Ed Kennedy and
Ed Deering. Hal Yates is directing.

Colonel

*

McCormick Signs Art Director

Ann

Andy

Waldron,
Walter Brenon, Cap Anderson, Mary
Foy, Joe Rickson and Frank Ford.
Christy,

Hamilton in "Smitty" Comedy
Lloyd Hamilton is the guest star
wiho will
seen in the second
be
"Smitty" comedy, "No Sale," Jack

Dempsey appears in the first release,
"No Picnic." Amedee J. Van Beuproducer of these series announces that each release will have a
guest star as an added attraction.
ren,

Gaynor Playing Dutch Girl
Playing a Dutch girl, Janet Gaynor is working in "Street Fair," in
which Charles Morton plays opposite.

*

First

National

has assigned

Mer-

White
starts

White
is

to direct the next Alice
vehicle,
"Bluffers,"
which

si on
as
as
story which

"Rizy
is

Rosie,"

now making,

Tim McCoy.

which

Our Passing Show: John
Barrymore and Allen McNeil
discussing Broadway plays;
Edward Walton, Lesley Ma-

re-

Wellman

William

will

Home

Again with Roach

William Keiiiell and
Robert Castle arriving at the
Y. M. C. A. tennis courts at 7
A. M. for their tri-weekly

and vice president of the Ha
Roach studios, has just signe
James Home to a long term con

matches.

tract.

*

*

Leo McCarey,

+

*

pictures

Egypt,

is

Gets "U" Post
Lucille De Nevers has been nanici
story editor for Universal.

*

in

now busy

who

at

has

MARK SANDRICH

and

Italy

He

Fox.

DIRECTOR

edited "Me-Gangster" and also
worked on "The Red Dance."
*

*

Another globe-trotter

is Scott R.
Dunlap, who has directed in Atistralia.
On his return to the Coast,
he directed a picture for Gotham,
and was then signed by Wa^-ners,
whom he is making a Vitafrcf))!
phoiw special.
^

H'

direc"

!(:

Louis R. Loeffler,
edited

supervising

tor

"Runaway

Girls"

(Feature for Columbia)

In Preparation

"The Wicked Angel"

^

(Columbia)

Peter Mole, California's father of
incandescent lighting, has been at-

A Famous Doorway
Hollywood

that

meana

wood

means home

—

—

—

—

—

of Southeis

Caliiomu-

Good Food
A

to traveler*

pcreonll
o/ this hoiel meaiu home
It also
pleasaol turroundings.
service
that you ire canoaiiaitly located in Hollyamusement center
film caprtol o( th< world

The doorway
comfort

finished.

a Feature
room bmoa.

Fieocfa dtei bzi Bttd* the dtnioc

Club brcaklBta, biacbeooa or

RALPH J. DIETRICH

a

direct.

son,

in

vyn LeRoy

I

cent addition to the Paramount
scenario staff, is writing the
continuity for "Tong War,"

Garrett Graham, one of the busiest
Parker, former art director for Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, to free-lance title writers on the Coast,
Moore's is now titling his fifth consecutive
Colleen
sets
for
handle
forthcoming |)icture, "Synthetic Sin." picture at Fox, "Romance of the Underworld," which was directed by
Irving Cummings.
Suppor;ing Hoot Gibson

Supporting Hoot (iihson in "Points
West," his next Universal-Jewel, will

*

Ben Grauman Kohn,

Tom

Tyler.

John McCormick has signed Max

Wall Street" Starts

Christy Cabanne Assigned
Christy Cabanne has been recalled to Columbia to direct "The College Coquette."
Howard J. Green
has been signed to write the story.

also directed

ha's

*

Start

LeRoy's Next Assignment
Production on "The Wolf of Wall
Street," George Bancroft's new Paramount starring vehicle, is under way
with Rowland Lee directing.
This
story was written by Doris Anderson.
Dialogue sequences are being
written by Herman Markiewicz. The
only members of the supporting cast
selected thus far are Baclanova and
Paul Lukas.

Louis

tures.

*

Madeleine Ruthven is becoming a'l
authority on Jewish dialect. Sh
recently wrote the continuity o
"Nize Baby."
Miss Ruthven, wh
has beeyi ivith M-G-M for four yean
has also written two originals fo_

Craft

adapting the play which was written
by Carl Roessler of Munich.

be:

of

A Little

The

Roach Comedy
A new Hal Roach M-G-M comedy
has gone into production with cast
featuring the only female comedy
now team in pictures. Marion Byron and

plaj'ing the male lead in "The Trial
of Mary Dugan" at the Century,
New York, has been given a picture
contract by M-G-M.
He plans to
leave for the Coast on conclusion of
the New York engagement.

"Wolf

tending the convention of the Society
of M. P. Engineers at Lake Placid
N. Y.
Pete has been representin;
the Academy of M. P. Arts an
Sciences at the sessions.

in Germany
Now Louis is guiding
may make "The Osborne.
Barton
youngster, "Buzz"
Five Frankfurters" in Germany for FBO's
making "The Universal. Charles Kenyon now is and has directed "Buzz" in 11 pic-

talking feature.
ity that one other and maybe more
feature-producing units will be added to the Christie roster.

Raymond

Julian Signed by M-G-M
Juli ui has been signed by

Rupert

pncc*.
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Writer Will Come into Own in
Sound Film Era, Cohn Says
By ALFRED A. COHN
Screen Author of "The Jazs Singer"

UDIBLE

A

pictures are causing the
t*- most sweeping revolution in the
olorful history of our youngest art.
The writer comes into his own with
he abruptness of a Kansas cyclone.
The funny part of it is that most of
he leaders of the industry don't know
But they will very soon.
t as yet.
When I refer to writers I don't
the gag[Bean the pseudo writers
nen, comedy constructionists, pro'essional wisecrackers or super-saFes-

—

nen with long memories and loud
voices, but the real writers who know
he stage and literature and life, as
the screen.

veil as

Equal

perhaps

to

the

changed

writer will be the change
n the relative position of the direcWith the coming of the "talkie"
or.

itatus of the

another writer has already been discarded, or should be if any lesson is
to be learned from the somewhat
crude efforts to date.
Nor will it be all beet and skittles
for the stage actor to the discomfort
of the screen actor of no stage experience. There are only a few screen
stars or featured players who should
prove hopeless as talkers. Physical
appearance is still the predominant
requisite. The screen must give us
youth and beauty even if it is inarticulate rather than just a voice that is
not good to look upon. From what
we have seen and heard of them thus
far, the screen player who never addresses an audience makes a much
better showing in the talkies than the
product of the so-called legitimate
stage who has had no screen training.
However, this doesn't concern
the writer as

much

vith

The

tomorrow and the
tomorrow will be of Holywood rather than of Broadway, if
here is to be any geographical disriniination. Even without sound, the
writer of

irector of

is
less restricted) than the
!tage although the first stage artists
o succumb to the lure of the films

iicreen

eferred to it rather sneeringly as
acting on the sidewalk."
So the
vriter and director who know and
Ippreciate the possibilities of the hulan voice and accompanying sounds
s
well as their screen technique
v'ill
be among the fittest who surive.

But make no mistake about

he new position of the writer, bejause the scripts will have to be writjen first,
!»ord and

and written with, every
sound incorporated before

Dorothy Farnum has l:)een signed
on a long term contract by M-G-M,
following a period of six months during which Miss Farnum free-lanced.
Prior to that she was associated with

M-G-M

for three years.

10 Year Director Club Planned
Bringing together a group of Hollywood directors, about 100 in number, who have served ten years or

longer in their profession, is object
an association to be formed with
William Beaudine at its head. The

of

association will have as one of its
purposes the study of talking pictures.
name has not yet been
chosen.

A

microphone is even more merciless than the camera and defects of
ipeech or extraneous sounds will be
icked up and exaggerated in a ruiniUs manner. The theory that a script
iiay be written and dialogue with
ound effects interpolated later by

Sam

,he

i
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YEAR BOOK CONTENTS
CAN youwe

spare a little 2 by 6-inch corner of your desk?
Avill stage a miracle act that will perform for
you every working day of 1929. From that space you
can take, by a simple flick of your hand, any information
you want on any phase of the picture business. Standing
on that small space, the 1929 FILM DAILY
is at your elbow, giving you instantly complete, authentic
data covering every angle.
If so,

Laemmle Novelty Under Way
"Face Values/' one reel Laemmle
novelty written and supervised by

[ists

2.

9.

as the producer.

director starts shooting. The armust learn their parts even more
iarefully than on the stage because
|he

L HISTORY

screen
Bringing
voice
to
the
sounds the deathknell of the wisecrack title and for this blessing every
screen writer will give thanks; that

prepared with meticulous care,
every word of dialogue carelUlly weighed and every sound tested,
he director will find himself in his is, all those who don't write the
Talking pictures must talk
ight place, an interpreter just as is cracks.
The supermen naturally and the wisecrack, unless
he stage director.
the megaphone will no longer it emanates from a wisecracker charaf
'shoots 'em off the cuff" after osten- acter will be as much out of place
the
scenario. and as unnatural as the exaggerated
atiously
destroying
The intelligent director will work diction of the old fashioned legitifiore closely with the writer because
mate stage.
le must look to the writer for the
It may take some time to educate
ife that is to be breathed into the the average producer along these lines
tioving shadows.
and bring to him a realization of his
There has been much hysterical dependence upon the writer, but it is
lamor about ravishing the stage of inevitable and the intelligent products writers to take the place of the
ers are already casting about and
creen writers; and as much talk signing up the writers who know
ibout grabbing off all of the stage how human beings speak, as well as
jlirectors to replace the screen mega- move about The transitory period is
ihonists.
The plans are equally going to be pretty tough on some
idiculous. A stage playwright would
of the inefficients and Bombastes
le lost trying to write a screen story
Furiosos of cinemaland, but it's goven with dialogue and a stage di- ing to be a great thing for those
ector turned loose on a sound proof with real ability in all branches whose
tage trying to play his people be- just rewards have been long denied
ore a camera and microphone would them.
le in
the psycopathetic ward in less
ban a week.
M-G-M Signs Dorothy Farnum
icript,

YEAR BOOK TOPICS

Jacobson,
at Universal City.
B.

of this picture,
series of 13, is

is

in

production

The

which
told

entire story
one of a
by means of
is

Paul Powers and
Betty Thornton portray the leading
roles.
Jacques Rollens is directing.
facial expressions.

YEAR BOOK

information do you want? In the index we find
pages of approximately 500 separate listings. From
Everything in between.
Accessories to World Markets.
Only by reprinting the complete index here could we bring
home to you the exhaustive way the entire field has been

What

five

covered.

— directors' work—independent market
— financial tables—buying guide—foreign

Production data

— theater

summary
work.

lists

—just

a

few high spots of a complete reference

fj^^
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HARROWER,

"BUBBLE" DANCE MAKES A

THE PARAMOUNT SHOW

NEAT SPECTACLE AT ROXY

The overture at the Roxy was
The stage show at the Paramount "Southern
Rhapsody," followed by a
\\as below the average, with Dave
ApoUoii heing used as master of ceremonies, hand leader, specialty man or
what have you. It was almost a oneman show. Apollon is good, and a
but there was too
him on one program. The
show was called "House Boat,"
staged by Joseph Santley, the set
entertainer,

real

much

of

spectacular number, "Battle of the
Bubbles," showing a set of enormous
colored bubbles painted on the side
drops with balloons festooned from
above moving up and down. * Patricia
Bowman did the dance with a large
bubble on which colored lights played.
At the close a dozen girls were

band

in

position.

is

BEN BERNIE TOPS BILL

it

AT COLONY Rt-OPENING
The reopening of the Colony under Universal's auspices got away to
a pleasing start. The highlight of the
bill was Ben Bernie, his wisecracks
and the tuneful jazz melodies his
competent boys grind out.
The Three Brox Sisters in a singing turn appeared in a sound picture,
I'niversal's

made with

first

so good as a spectacular bit that
probably be a regular repeat.

will

Ray Teal M. C. at Dallas
Dallas Ray Teal, who has been

voices.

An Oswald

car-

—

the big
tions it

noise of Palace presentaa matter of interest as to
what changes will come as regards
orchestra, organ and stage productions, the latter of which have been
materially cut so far as casts go.

for

Motlou Picture PreAcntmlion

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lxckawsniia 7876

1531

BRUADWA),

NE* YORK CITY

Western

by

licensed

Tuesday
Division of country into four zones, each to
operate in one zone reported planned by
Publix, Loew's, Warners and Fox.
Warners get First National stock, with announcement of control soon to be made;
negotiating for Skouras chain practically

Kunsky

set;

Specialists
to the

Motion Picture

sought.

circuit

Wednesday
Industry

skeptical

4-way

on

lint

p<k>1,

Industry

dis-

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

DAY AND NIGHT

250

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

Minneapolis, refuses to discuss alleged deal
Warners for purchase of circuit.
Paramount attorneys conferring with counsel for Federal Trade Commission in effort
of

to

narrow issues

in

Paramount

case.

Saturday

RCA

buys

Kennedy

control

Trade

to retire

Commission

of

KA-O

under
held

and

^

FBO;

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

deal.

watching

contract

meeting.

1108 Sixteenth Street
Wavhington, D. C.

'Morning Telegraph' Changes Hands
Joseph A. Moore, chairman of the
board of directors of the Butterick
Publishing Co., and a group of his
"The
purchased
associates
have

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the

Morning Telegraph."
Maberry Leaves on Sales Trip

world for the purpose of public

E. Maberry, general sales
manager of Columbia, left Friday on
a sales trip to the Middle West.
Cecil

instruction.

"*"•'**»«**««

Filmdoni

s

Recognized Book

Of

Reference For Past Ten Years
YEAR

BOOIC

1926

Attractions for
Standard

now

companies

Electric.

is

Picture Theatres

VAUDE VI LLE

shows.

performing on the Publix circuit, is
now master of ceremonies at the
Palace.
With sound equipment now

short subject to be

toon gathered some chuckles for itself after which Bernie as master of
ceremonies, started the fun. He was
assisted and generally very well too,
bv May Wynne, Rav Covert, Roy

Photo
Engraving

cussion of it continues.
on with bubbles and executed a very General
Talking Pictures Corp. gets all sets
Gladys Rice did
effective number.
of De Forest Phonofilm Corp.
Followed a quartet
the vocalizing.
Thursday
from "Rigoletto," singing the famous
KCA-Photophone and Vocalilm getting togarden scene.
The singers were
gether to film Broadway stage shows.
Beatrice Belkin, Adelaide de Loca, Contract conunittee named at Trade Practice Conference resumes meeting.
Harold Van Duzee and Douglas
Stanbury.
Friday
The 32 Roxyettes came on for a Four-way pool would violate anti-trust law
is Washington view;
U. S. officials doubt
neat routine, all in white costumes
deal is planned.
and very abbreviated skirts that was Contract
changes and reported agreement of
an eye smash. Their precision work
organiexhibitor
to
finance
distributors
zations in exchange for contract concesis one
of the treats at this house.
contract
sions, up at today's meeting of
Later on they appeared for a song
committee.
plug on "Because of You." A varia- M. L. Finkelstein of Finkelsteiu & Ruben,

house boat with the stage
The FeHcia Sorel
on several times, and
Girls were
Apollon gagged with them. He kept
up a running fire of conversation
with the audience between each act,
and in his broken Russian managed
This is
to get quite a few laughs.
the first week without Paul Ash.
The orchestra played "On the
Road to Mandalay," and Glicerio
Serna, member of a Manila troupe,
"Boat
tenored a special number,
Song." A girl billed as Danzi was
the best part of the stage show. She tion in the usual program was the
came on in comic male attire and did introduction right here of an orchesa very unusual and effective comedy tral presentation of Rachmaninoff's
The Prelude in C Minor. The stage set
dance that got a big hand.
Manila String Orchestra led by was one of those drab and shadowy
Apollon did "Dance of the Hours." affairs that Roxy uses in his Russian
Jesse Crawford at the organ cele- atmospheric numbers.
Against an
brated in a series of poetic sHdes the overcast sky a group of melancholy
return of his wife to the stage console figures appear on a hillside silhouetted
of
many weeks. against the sky line. Their singing
after an absence
Seems she took a flyer at housework, was very effective. The finale was
but found that massaging the organ the "All Because of You" number,
All the
keys was a better graft.
sung by Henri Therrien and Beatrice
housewives in the audience hysteri- Belkin, and assisted optically by the
cally applauded her decision.
ballet and the Roxyettes in an attractive setting.
The "Bubble" number was the outstanding feature, and
being a

Ccmspiracy .-ictioii of Dept. of Justice against
West Coast Theaters and eight distributors,
welcomed, Harold B. Franklin says, to
settle clearance issue; charge misdeameanor
punishable by fine.
"Singing Fool" grosses $42,000 in seven

Ten
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Eastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type

A

2

proved product
for the cinematographer
perfected,

In developing

Company

it

the Eastman

has pursued

its

Kodak

long estab-

lished policy of constantly helping to

improve the motion picture
presenting
its

it

to the trade

it

art.

In

maintains

undisputed forty-year supremacy.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

The Only Talking Ne^^sreel
No^w Supplies 2 Issues Weekly
Fox Movietone^s speaks for

itself.

perfect reproduction of 'world
events has earned its popularity ^w^itli
the public.
Its

Public demand has compelled sometimes reluctant theatre operators to
supply the only talking ne^vsreel.

The Fox organization is glad to yield
to public demand by supplying each
^veek 2 talking ne^vsreels instead of
one as heretofore.

F

"It

Speaks for

Itself"

MOVIETONEWS
X
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Asher, Small

-

Rogers Join Forces with Gotham
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RCA
BIDING

time until ready,

its

Radio Corporation of
America walks boldly into
business with a flair and a

8,

Price 5 Cents
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RCA PLANS REVIVAL OF BIG

the

he

nick deal that occasions wonder
ven from the folks who like to
hink themselves surprise-proof.

Assuming control
n<l FB(3 is chewing
ood

bite.

To

K-A-O

a pretty
deny that the par-

direction

cular

of

in

ofif

which

TIME VAUDEVILLE VIA K-A-0

wm

BROS.

OFFEHSW
—

this

UK
11

CnOCO

owerful electrical organization
Chicago iMarks Bros.^ is taking
loved caused a couple of loud
the offensive in Chicago's theater bathistles would be in variance of
tle.
The firm will bring heavy artilHowever, on at least ler}- into play by erecting two big
le facts.
iree instances, and mayhap more, houses, one of which will be located
in the loop.
Louis L. iMarks, comlis typewriter has encleavored to
pan\' president, in announcing the
Kjjound to you the advisability of
plans said the loop houses would be
atching RCA and its activities as Chicago's biggest theater. He would
not confirm a report that it's to be
ley concern motion pictures.
The
built at State and Adams Sts.
other will be a neighborhood house.
Cautious, but Oh,
Evidently the Marks feel that Bala-

My!

RCA,

Photoiihone, aptlirougli
has heen sitting back while

ircntly

Electric niopiied up all the
av)-.
Many thought so and cerir.ly
developments indicated this
However, the
as largely the case.
with motion picture
iiuls familiar
chnique are not identical with the
ental gyrations through which the
men in other industries ord
.'ad
Specifically, in the case
irily pass.
RCA, it must he remembered that
personnel is composed of men
Kounded in the fundamentals of rearch.
They are engineers and enncers usually are not as prone to
miniercial antics as sales managers,
moved slowly.
lurefore,

/->tern

RCA

Some Points of Interest
RC\ assumes a place in the three
ajdr branches of the industry. The
mipany and its principal factotums
ing to films the substantiability and
IHitations for big business enjoyed
such prominent
luuig

men

as

and David Sarnoff.

ritten in the

Owen
It

D.

seems

cards as they are

now

or perhaps both,
alt
that one,
ill
assume a directorship on the
-.\-0 board.
If this happens, it
eans establishment of a business re:ionship with the industry's imporThat, we hold, to
nt executives.
of

The woods
and

are full of reports about
Don't assume that
that.

new
and
combinations
gnments are entirely rounded out.

ergers,

(Continued on Page 2)

iM.

&

Katz's

affecting their

new Paradise is not
Marbro very seriously,

and are proceeding with their expansion

accordingly.

MIDDLE WEST LEADERS

MEETING AT KALAMAZOO
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Middle

West

—

exhibitor

.Attitude

leaders

of
to-

ward the M.P.T.O.A. and probably
a plan to revive the Allied States organization are expected to be outlined at the convention of the Michigan exhibitor unit, which opens a
two-day session here today. A number of leaders, many of them members of the old Allied States group,
are slated to attend the sessions.
Michigan will not send delegates
A few
to the Toronto convention.
exhibitors of the state may make the
trip, including H. M. Richey, general

(Continued on

Page

MATION or

COPYRIGHT LAW

IS

CLAIM

holdover

of

a

film

constitutes a violation of the; United
.States copyright law, and makes the
offender liable to prison sentence,
fine, or both, and to damages, according to Ciabriel L. Hess, general
attorney for the Copyright ProtecHess' contentions are
tion Bureau.
outlined in a letter to George P.
Aarons, secretary of the eastern
Pennsylvania exhibitor association.
.Aarons contends a holdover is not
(Continued on Page ^)

their holdings

Interstate
to

Growing Chain

—

Boston Expansion cf the Interstate Theater Corp. is marked by the
acquisition of the Capitol at Somerville and the Revere at Revere, Universal's last two theaters in the New
was
Interstate
England territory.
formed two years ago when it took
(Continued

on

Page

3)

to

chronized with Bristolidione.
These two organizations are forming the Gotham Bristolphone Photoplays Corp., which will distribute
pictures under two brands, a series
of .\sher. Small and Rogers productions, and a series of Gotham productions.

now

RCA

for

on an exchange

being worked out.

With major details of the deal
whereby RC.\ secures control of
K-A-O and FBO determined, the
next few da\s will find a genera!
policy formulated for both organizations.
For K-A-O, it is anticipated
RCA. will revive big time vaudevifle.

F"BO and

its

production and

distributing facilities will be used as
a marketing outlet for sound pictures.

RCA's extensive broadcasting service will enter the i)icture in an important capacity.
It is felt that via
radio, box-office names in the vaudeville field will again be attracted to
K-.\-0 time.
Lehman Bros., prominent Wall
Street hankers who have been handling
finances
for
K-A-O, figure
largeh- in the new alignment, as do
Maurice
of

Adds Two

stockhold-

swing conboth companies to RCA
interests

trol of
will receive shares in

while

Linauthorized

More

whose

basis

Handle
Product of Asher, Small, Rogers
Bristolphone
of
the
installations
synchronizing disc device, and to produce features and short subjects syn-

ers

cember.

Gotham Bristolphone

Asher, Small and Rogers have
formed a corporation with Sam Sax
and Budd Rogers, of Gotham Photoplays Corp., to distribute and service

K-A-O and FBO

intends to continue as business
advisor of Pathe. He is under
contract to that company. His
contract with Keith-Albee-Orpheum runs until early in De-

HOLDOVERS

—

Move on Way Sound
Films Through FBO

Joseph P. Kennedy is not
retiring from the film business,
for the present, at least, and

3)

significance.

The Future
is

ban

for Consolidation

Policies

SHll.With Pathe

Goodman, general counsel

K-A-O and David

dent

of

the

Radio

Sarnoff, presicf

Corporation

.America.

RCA-Photophone in All
But 22 K-A-O Hoi ses
for
RC.A-Fhotophone's
contract
installations in Keith-.Albee-Orpherni
houses covers the entire circuit, wit'i
xjeption of the 22 installations ord
jred some time ago from Electrical
Research Products. Western Electr'c
E.
according
to
E.
subsidiary,
Bucher, vice president of the company.
He denies that any split of
K-.A-O business with Electrical Re-

search was made, as reported.

Arthur James Takes Over
"Exhibitors Daily Review"
Arthur James has acquired "ExDaily Review" and today
becomes publisher and editor of that
hibitors

publication.

He

will

continue

"i^f.

Today," trade weekly. William R.
Wilkerson continues with the paper.
P.
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Skouras Bros.
50
Stanley Co....
Technicolor ..

Trans-Lux

...

55%
6J4
4}4
12

6.

25%
76
35
37
8}4
55
lYz

4%

.

1

5,200
2,300

25!^
76

1

2,500

55

4%

10

Omaha

U. A.

—

Harry

Stern, formerly
representative
for
United
Artists in the Middle and Far West,

been

appointed

manager
McLucas, who

sales

continues with United Artists
other capacity.

AMPA

in

an-

Sophie Tucker to be
Guest
Sophie Tucker is to be guest of
the

AMPA

Oct.

11.

and

around

and

tion

it.

—

his

— Five

Financing British Deal

— British

KANN

Dallas.

Nov. 14

end American domination in Spain.
King Alfonso is to preside. Several
German firms will send representatives.

tional.

vertising and publicity director for
the West Coast circuit, succeeding
JefT Lazarus who is to be identified

Conway

Services

Tomorrow

Krauss

Meeting of

International

of Commerce at Paris on
film restriction program.

Ch?i

Eun

Nov. 20 21
Nov. 25
Nov. 25
Dec.
4

,

(

Oklahoma

at

Oklahoma

Ci,,

Arthur A. Lee Returns
Arthur A. Lee, president of Ar

Anglo Corp.,
vice
ish

New York

City,

president of the Gaumont-I
Corp. of Canada, Ltd., has

turned to New York from Lon
where he conferred with execul
of the several British producers
distributors
he represents in
States.

Frances Agnew in N. Y.
Frances Agnew, scenario write
in

New York

trip

following

a

vaca

through the Canadian Rod

TELL 'EM

WITH TRAILERS

Whitbt^k Heads W. C. Publicity
Los Angeles
Frank Whitbeck,

—

who

has been in charge of publicity
and advertising in San Francisco,
has been assigned to the post of ad-

with production and will work with
Sol Wurtzel at Fox studios. WhitFrancisco position has
beck's San

been filled by Robert Harvey, formerly manager of th_e T. & D. theater at Oakland.

Napoleonic Film
Krauss has the
title
role in "St. Helena," another
Napoleonic film which Lupu Pick is
Berlin

in

— Werner
.^bel

Gance

is

writing the

Oj
Rejerence For Past Ten Years

Fi/mdo??i's

Play Filmed on Stage

McNutt has filmed on
the stage of the Ma.xine Elliott, New
York, a 2,000 foot version of his play
"This Thing Called Love."
Special
lighting equipment and an amateur
camera were used.
The film and
script are being sent to a London
producer. Copies will be turned over
to the play company which control
stock rights, for release to stock directors.
The experiment is expected
to be a factor in future sale of foreign
rights to plays.

Judell

Buys "Olympic Hero"

B. N. Judell has acquired distribution in the Chicago territory to "The

Olympic

Hero,"
starring
Charles
Paddock, from Zakoro Film Corp.,
New York.

YHARBOOIC
I92S

Recognized Book

1929 Edition
OUT

;

M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages
vention at Columbus.
Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
New Fox house in St. Louis on
Annual convention of M.P
of

hundred representa- United

International Pictures,
Ltd.,
is
offering
1,000,000
shares to finance the acquisition of a
controlling interest in First National
Pathe, Ltd., which has the franchise
for the United Kingdom for distribution of the output of First Na-

Funeral services for Jack ("Con")
Conway will be held at St. Malachy's
Church, 239 W. 49th St. tomorrow
at 10 A. M.
Interment at Albany,
N. Y.

28-29

—

Shrader Rejoins U. A.
attend
Indianapols R. S. Shrader has re- soon to devise ways and means to
turned to the local United Artists build up the domestic industry and

London

con

Annual convention of wei
Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor

rate.

Spanish film industry will
a congress to be held here

—

M.P.T.O.A

Toronto.

Meeting of Arkansas MP.
and Tennessee and Mississipp;
hibitors at Memphis.
Nov. 11 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas conventi

If

—

at

i

any

group and no one can
you turn visionary and figure in terms of what he has done for
the industry
that's something else.
self

deny

Madrid

Patterson

.special

has

He will
FBO, at

re-

the
step out of

those associated with him.
And so,
if Joe wants to forget the whole affair and hie himself Boston-ward, he
can write the entire chapter off as a
financially successful one
for him-

1,500

2,900

Omaha Manager

here, succeeding D. V.

may mean
Kennedy from

picture

Through both companies, he is understood to have made a tidy sum of
money for himself and plenty for

script.

Prices

Stern

and

Annual

Get. 16- 17-18

tives of the

to direct,

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curl) Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.
*Last

in

City.

5

6}4

business.

K-A-O

Michigan conventie;

t

Film Congress is Planned
New
to Aid Spanish Industry

3,700
5,800

United Art.
14
do pfd
76
85
Univ. Ch. com.
2
do pfd
75
85
*(c) Univ. Pict
24
98'/2
(s)
do pfd
(s) Warner Bros..l08/j 106% 108^^
108
(s)
do "A"
10654 107"^
198
*(c-b) do 654s28
.

Circuit

office.

100% 100^

film

of

Kalamazoo.

Oct.

of

100

93^
Keiths 6s 46
58^ 58}^ 1,500
(s) Loew's, Inc.... 58%
100
101-4 10154 101!4
do pfd
(s)
do 6s 41ww
*(b)
58K2
5
do 6s41x-war 100!/^ lOO'^ 100^
(b)
100
M-G-M pfd... 2554 25!^ 25"4
(s)
100
(s) M. P. Cap... 103J4 103M 10354
58,400
30^ 33
Orph. Cir. .. 35
(s)
6,100
103
93
(s)
do pfd
99'/i
147
(s) Para. F-L
49>4
(s) do (new)
1
99% 99% 99%
(b)
do 6s 47
(s)
(s)

Mating

Call"
—^"Battle of the Sexes" (opens Friday)
—
^"The Wedding March" (opens Friday)
Roxy — "Mother Machree"
Warners—."The Terror"
Winter Garden —^"The Singing Fool"
Brooklyn Mark Strand —'"The Night Watch"
Rialto
Rivoli

30^

9

(b)

—

Paramount— "The

9454
94^^
2'5

Proj

Inter.

The changing
tirement of Joe

Loew's New York Monday, "Four Walls;"
Tuesday, "Glorious Trail," and "Hit of the
Show;" Wednesday, "The Strange Case of
Capt.
Ramper;"
Thursday,
"Glorious
Betsy;" Friday, "Freedom of the Press;"
Saturday,
"Beggars of Life;" Sunday,
"Court Martial"
Mark Strand— "The Night Watch"

Loew

104
95
9554
214
2J^
2(,% 2654

96
2J4
26Ji

—

Today- MP.T.O.

Oct. 24- 25

Kennedy

^"Four Devils"
^"Tenth Avenue"

Hippodrome

is
not finished unless
our underground information system
has mysteriously gone wrong. Stick
a mental pin through this, if you like,
and match the facts with this fore-

Love,"
Universal talking pictures,
have been booked over the entire

Sale

14^
177^

——

Gaiety

instance,

cast.

Loew, Books "U" Sound Films
"Lonesome" and "The Melody

*(s) Am. Seat
*(c-b) do 6s 36
Bal.

——

Colony '"Lonesome"
iimbassy "Submarine"
Fifty-fifth St.—J"The Lost Expedition"
Globe ^"Mother Knows Best"

]

The Industry's
Date Book

1)

Almost anything may
and some things will. RCA,

are not.

—

8,

RCA

(Continued from Page

happen
fit.

Monday, October

IN

JANUARY

iigs^Over One Thousand Pages

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS
COVERS
GOES
EVERYTHING
EVERYWHERE!

6

THE
October

tiday,

1928

8,

Middle West Leaders
Meeting at Kalamazoo

FILM EFFECTS

FOR "THE FRESHMAN"
through
picture
effect,
alking
entation, utiUzing a talking newssequence to furnish dialogue for
feature, was the original stunt
recently for the "The Freshman"

Harry

Mark

F-irookh-n

the

of

:tor

McDonald, managing

('.

nd.

Lloj'd picture runs along un-

le

coach

le

how

shown

is

his

telling

plays

different

made

are

wing which he tells them to lis;o Rockne of Notre Dame, Roper
'rinceton and Yost of Michigan
then the picture fades into the

ng sequence and the audiejice
and hears these coaches with
Yale and
squads, also the

Then a fade in
squads.
js the action back to Lloyd and
inal dash down the field to win
before the final whistle blows.
ceton

(Continued from Page

manager, but they

will

go

THE

1)

as individ-

uals, not delegates.
Michigan, of course, favors a non-political
orsanization, according to Richey, "but cannot go along with the suggestion that everything that is controversial also is political.
"The present idea of the so-called national
body seems to carefully avoid all discussions
that might not be in accord with the wishes
of the producers, every point that the Hays
office might find a slight objection to and to
brand all such discussions as political," lie
says.
"This we do not believe is properly
protecting the rights or the viewpoint of the
Naturally there are going to be
e.Nhibitor.
things develop on which there is going to be
a radical difference of opinion between exhibitor and producer.
"There is no doubt that cooperation between the two divisions of the industry can
go a long ways to solve many of these problems but only the existence of a really independent organization of theater owners together with an efficient and sincere organization of producers can bring a solution of
even controversial jiroblems.
"It seems to me that the present officers
of the national l)ody are painstaking in their
effort to keep away from any subject that
might cause even a constructive controversy

"Maybe

sounds
That
ing for a fight.
this

Michigan

like
is

not

is

look-

the case.

any national organization
knows where it is going,

offer to support

ml Walsh May Lose Eye
it in Windshield Smash

—

Fragments of
City
penetrated liis right eyeball and
ace of Raoul Walsh when a jack
t was hurled through windshield
I^ake

It

It will

Cedar

near

automobile

Ss

City,

be several days before

be determined whether sight
eye can be preserved.

n
e

Houses Join Great States

:on

— W.

M.

Sauvage, forfnayor here, is said to have joinis
theatrical holdings in Alton
The
Great States Theaters.
lern Illinois Theaters, Inc., will
with Great States ownership of
lippodrome and Grand in Alton
111.

:on.

said.

nodeling Ccrning,
ning,

—The

la.

remodeled by
The house
;r.

The

Kuhl.
te

House

la.,

American
its

own

B.
lease

capacity

seating

—

Color Device

new

to

i

New

Hoffberg

H.
iway,

New

We

good.
organization

certainly

realize

that

(lur
that
still

such

We

vitally
necessary.
is
an
realize that many times exhibitors are for
things they may not be entitled to but we do
not believe they are uniformly wrong, and we
still believe that it is better business to bu.ld
state organizations first, and make that the
foundation of our national structure rather
than Iniilding the big top first and having it
cave in for lack of the proper foundat.on.
"Anyhow it is not what is done by tho e
who attend the convention it is what they
do after the convention."

Holdovers Violation
of Law Is Claim
(Continued from Page 1)
violation of the copyright law, but
Hess
only violation of contract.
quotes from the law to back his
The Copyright Protection
claim.
Bureau, he says, was organized and
is maintained by distributors to secure evidence of unauthorized exh'bitions of their pictures.

6

Quarters
Inc.,

quarters

at

has
1650

York.

Hvey
"2v

'

from Europe.

Address M.P.T.O.A.
Harvey, president of the
to

is to addVess the M.P.T.O.A.
uion to be held Oct. 16, 17 and
Toronto.
,

;

July 31, 1928

"The Terror"
"Submarine"
"Mother Knows Best".

National

Warner Bros

Warners

Aug.
Aug.

Columbia

Embassy

Aug^. 31

Olobe

Sept.

First

Fox
"The Singing Fool".... Warners
Universal
"Lonesome"
Fox
"Four Devils"
"The Battle of the Sexes" United Artists.
"The Wedding March" Paramount
.

Interstate Adds Two
More to Growing Chain
(Continued from Page

over houses

towns

of

in the three

1)

Connecticut

Putnam, Danielson, and
Other theaters in the

Rockville.
chain are State, Milford, Mass.; State,
^toughton. Mass.; Orpheum, Canton,
Mass.
Brockton,
Colonial.
Mass.:
Edward Ansin and E. Harold Stoneman control the corporation.

Canadian Feature Completed

—

British-Canadian
Calgary, Alta.
Pictures has completed "Destiny,"
Wilfeature directed by Neal Hart.
liam Steiner, New York, will handle
being forwarded to the London market.

FBO

Guatemala, Salvador,
Honduras, Costa Rica, Panama and

Nicaragua,
Jamaica.

i gham Heads Memphis Board
Green Gets Table Rock, Neb., House
Mnphis— J. F. Willingham (M-G
Table Rock, Neb.— L. M. Green,
new president of the Film former owner of the Moon. Tecum"*

:

seh, has purcliased the Ideal here.

.

3
1

15

Winter Garden.. Sept. 19
Colony
Sept. 30
.

.

Gaiety

Oct.

3

R'alto

Oct.

12

Rivoli

Oct.

12

Roach Signs Long Term
Contract with Victor
By terms

of contracts just signed

between Hal Roach and Victor Talking Machine Co., the Hal Roach
Culver City, will be allied
come with the reproducing faciHties of the Victor orStudios

for

in

many

years to

ganization.
Victor technicians are en route to
the Roach studios and the enlarging
of this motion picture plant, which
was begun some time ago, will be

The Roach
to completion.
Studios are the only ones whose
sound production is operated by Vicrushed

tor.

By

the

terms of the contract,

Victor will supply vocal artists and
musicians.

STARTS
WITH A

BANG!

more than one-fourth

Trillo Leaves for Central America
Expori
Robert Trillo, of
Corp. has left for a two months' trip
throughout Central America in the
interests of sales and distribution and
contacts
newspaper
establish
to
throughout the country. He will visit

.

AUDIENCE LAUGHTER

—

sufferers to the tune of $5,138.14, or
of the entire
quota assigned Memphis by the
American Red Cross in its hurrican,
special order C:
fund collection.
the mayor was secured by the the
aters, permitting the houses to ru;
from 2 to 11 P. M. Sunday at a fla'
general admission of 50 cents for tl.i

.

.

Fourth of City Quota

from Europe

us Stern, president of the Stern
Corp., makers of two-reel comarrived
for
Universal,
has

w York

Astor
Central

M-G-M

Time"

A

Co.,

Returns

Opening Date
Aug. 12, 1927

Memphis Houses Net

charitv.

Stern

Criterion

American distribution and prints are

Memphis

idon
Martin Harper claims to
prelected a color process for
films.
He says "the device will
irketed at around $100.

ioffberg in

it

"Lilac

Theater

Paramount
in

Seas"

South

Distributor

Four loop and two
neighborhood houses did their part
for Florida and Porto Rico storm

increased.

New

like

Picture

"Wings"
"White Shadows

is

A.

under

is

looks
holds

The Broadway Parade
current schedule on Broadway among the long runs wi'l continue wih-jut
change till Friday. Then "Two Lovers" at the Rivoli will be rep!ar/:d by
Von Stroheim's "Wedding March," and "The Patriot" at the Rialto by
"The Battle of the Sexes."

OSWALD
SUPERVISION

GEORGE WINKLER

"When an

is

shoivn

PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
VnwersaI\i\mLUl Cartoons

ASHER, SMALL and ROGERS

announce to the trade:
After making a thorough examinatJon of all synchronizing devices, we
have come to the conclusion that Bristolphone is without doubt the most de-

For human quality of dialogue,
for proper volume and tonal effects, we

sirable.

believe
vices.

it is

the peer of

When you

add to

all

present de-

this its

unique

re-synchronizing feature which makes
it possible, in case of accident, to immediately re-synchronize the picture,
you have a system that achieves the

peak of perfection.
For these reasons, it is a pleasure to
announce that we have formed a corporation with Budd Rogers and Sam

Sax of Gotham Productions, to

distrib-

ute and service the Bristolphone machines, and to produce features and
short subjects synchronized with the
Bristolphone disc system.

ASHER, SMALL AND ROGERS

¥N

associating ourselves with Asher,
Small and Rogers, we feel that we
have reached a point of development
in motion picture activities, commensurate with the great advent of sound on
The enviable record of
the screen.

Asher, Small and Rogers, collectively
and individually, as producers of outstanding productions such as, "McFadFlats," "Cohens and Kellys,"
"Ladies
Gorilla," 'Classified,"
in a Turkish Bath," "Shepherd
of the Hills," and others, is a substantial part of the industry's box-office

den's

"The
Night

history.

Their interest in the distribution and
servicing of the Bristolphone system is
the finest endorsement that could be
made for this device. The participation
of this enterprising and successful firm
of producers in the making of features
and short subjects with sound and dialogue, is an assurance of results that
will meet the most critical needs of
the box-office.
see in this association, a most complimentary confirmation of all we had hoped for in Bristol-

We

phone.

GOTHAM PHOTOPLAYS
SAM

SAX, PRES.

CORP.

BUDD ROGERS, VICE.-PRES.

DAILV
Bowdon

FILM BOARDS REPORT

Closings

— Hall;

— Opera

lumbia, sold to P. W. Wayland by Brown
& Propst Rivoli, sold to Eaves Theaters

House.

Brinsmade

;

OHIO

NEW THEATER CHANGES

bia,

Cleveland— Almira,

Continued

sold

— Mayfair

Hillside

Changes in Ownership
Arlington-The Arlington, sold to Woollen
Fords—The Fords
bv Liman & Leff
Hadsold to Mathews by Mr. Hosford
;

:

donfield— Colonial, sold to Chas. C. Lul
shaw by Frank Karpinski; Newark—Or

Plainfield -Palace, sold to B.elak
PleasantviUe— Carlton, sold
Gillespie:

PleasantviUe Amuse. Co. by John S.
PleasantviUe
to
sold
Rialto,
Specht;
Fox Theaters;
Stanley
Co. bv
Amii<ie
Red Bank— Hunting (formerly Palace),
R'dgesold to Tony Hunting Amuse Co.
to

;

Park— Rialto,

field

Ridgefield

to

sold

& V. Amuse

Co.;
Corp. by C.
South Plainfield— Palaoe. sold to Carl
Rornshine by T. Pace; Verona— The Verona sold to Hemian Austerman by Phillip

Amuse

Bly.
;

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

:

—

;

—

;

;

side—The
and

Keansburg

;

—

Laurel;

— Casino

Ferry— Gem

Little

—

I-aurel

;

—

;

Lyndhurst ^Star
Lodi Township Regal
Clinton
Newark
Morrigtown Palace
Xew Amsterdam, Olympia and
Square.
Strand;
Grove
Warren Square; Ocean
Paterson —Lyceum
Playhouse
Passaic
Tenafiy The
Orange Cameo
South
West
Verona;
Verona— The
Tenafly;
Orange Savoy.

—

—
—

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

Closings

— Alhambra; Hcimilton— Regent
Reynoldsburg — Audit.
OKLAHOMA
New Theaters
Dacoma— The
Airdome
Bartlesville— The
Mountain Park — Joy.
Daconia
Changes in Ownership
Spears
Altus — New and Old Empires, sold
& Kadane by Sam Jones Atoka—W'ashington,
Bertha Barrett by Grace
Marlow
Bradley— Bennett, sold
Kirk
Cincinnati

;

;

NEW MEXICO
—

sold

&

Pittman by

T. J.

to

—

Peerless

;

;

— Dixie,

Aberdeen
J.

—
Calvin — Postal
Gracemont —'Raynora
Konowa — New
Meeker
—
— Mutual Rocky ^Mecca RofF— Empress
Slick — Cozy
Watts — Royal
We-

Bartlesville

Coogan

sold

to

Apex

;

—

P. Rosser
Carolina, sold

R.

by
to

AsheSloan by J. M. Hemdon
Auditorium, sold to Carlton Amuse
ville
Palace,
Co. by A. B. Cooper; Franklin
W. Dickinson by G. G.
to Geo.
sold
Hamlet—Carolina, sold to R. P.
Jenkins
Henderson
Rosser by Chas. W. Picquet
-Opera House, sold to Eaves Theaters
^Rivoli,
Inc. by D. M. Eaves; Lincolnton
sold to Mrs. K. A. (Joodenough by Caro
Varonika, sold
Theaters;
Littleton
lina
to
M. P. BurwcU Jr. by RankotT Alex;
Eaves Theaters
'Majestic,
sold
to
Mebane
Newport Strand, sold to C. A.
Inc.;

&

;

—

—

:

—

;

—

—

—

—

Gould by R. T. Wade; Randleman—
Playhouse sold to Wm. O'Connor by
Siler
City Gem, sold to
Dick Teague
\V. O. Mann by E. C. Quails; Sylva—
Sylvan, sold to J. S. Higdon by Edw. B.
Drake; Warsaw ^Bcst, sold to R. B.
Best by C. Hamilton; Whiteville— Grand,
sold to W. D. Connor by W. S. Wishart.

—

;

—

;

— Lyric;

Chapel

HiU

— Oi-pheum.
OREGON
Changes in Ownership
Arlington — Collinwood, sold to
E.

;

;

J.

J.

to

.Mary

C.

O'Toolc.

;

leetka

to

stikl

Mr.

by

derson

A.

to

—

Collins

—

Tom

—

—

Lakin.

—

;

— Pergola,

in

Changes
Binghamton

—

—

—

Hatboro —-.Auditorium,

Thomas;

M.

by

to N. L. Yerkes by O. T. Watson
Hughesville Ritz, sold to H. T. Boak
by Carlton Theaters Inc.
North Braddock Copeland, sold to Mrs. C. Pearce
by II. E. Murrin
Pen Argyl Liberty,
sold to Lewen Pizor by Russell Hurd

sold

—

;

—

—

;

;

Philadelphia- -Bridesburc,
sold
to
Weiss
Bros, by John Bagley
Doris, sold to
Quaker City Amuse Co. by John F.
Bodiier;
Vestaburg American,
sold
to
Frank King by Vesta Coal Co. Watsontown Carlton, sold to Warren M. Johnson
by Carlton Theaters Inc.
Waynesburg
Eclipse, sold to Chas. Silvus by Steinberg
Bros.
;

—

—

:

;

Op>enings

;

—

;

:

—

Dresden

—

Closings

—^Capitol

Changes
Wasterly- Cenlrnl
Regional Chain

in Ownership
and
ITnitrd.
^olrl
Theali-rs of N. K.

Channing

— The

Changes

L.

D.

Theaters

Channing

— Strand.

Changes

Anson

— Ar-

Floresville

;

Uvalde

cadia;

Ownership

in

— Palace,

sold

Inc.

Athens

;

West

to

Texas

— Gem,Austin —
sold

TheEast

to

Crescent,
Theaters Inc. ;
R. M. Gladstone; Hancock Opera
Baird
House, sold to General Realty Co.
Sigal and Texas, sold to West Texas
to
Theaters
Inc.
Crane ^Dixie,
sold
to

;

—

—
—

;

;

to

in

——

Dillons; Garrison, ^The Garrison,
Patterson; Georgetowm
sold to B. A.
Monarch
Gulf ^Strand, sold to E. Mollinson
Haskell ^Texas and Haskell, sold
J.

J.

—

—

;

;

Hedley
West Texas Theaters Inc.
Dreamland, sold to J. H. Farley; Jacksonville
Derbandt. sold to Texas Theaters
Inc.
Marlin Ritz, sold to Bruce Anderson
Mt. Pleasant Titus; Richland The
to

;

—

—

;

—

:

Richland, sold to

—^Qiieen

— Rex

Spur^

;

to

;

and Lyric, sold

to West Texas Theaters Inc.
Turkey
P. dace, sold to Christian &- Russell; Valley Mills
Ritz. sold to H. K. Walters;
Wheeler Legion, sold to 'O. ¥.. Miler by

—

—

This
house

city

doesn't

care

a symphony
orcheistra.
Ray Stinnett, Capitol director, who has given notice to his
21 musicians.
Stinnett began featuring his orchestra when the Palace
and Melha cut down this form of entertainment, with the idea of continuing this policy until sound equipment
in installed, late this year.
a

has

Stanley Buys Defiance Theater
O. The Charnas-Fishman interests have sold the Rivoli

—

Defiance,

Edgar

to

Stanley.

F.

Remodel Toledo House
The Lyric, operated by

Toledo, O.

—

—

H.
sold
itol,

K.
Nicholason
to J.
C. T.
so!d to S. M.

;

—

Wolfe City Palace,
Wilhurn; Wylie CapMcDonald.

—

Closings

—

—

Asherton Palace;
Blanco Byars;
Crystal
City -Palace
Desdemona Blue
Biard
Houston -Royal and Strand; Malakoff
Ritz; Merkle
Palace; Monahans
Riggs
Naples ^Palace
Rogers Strand
San
Antonio- -Hidalgo
Zargoza Community.
;

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

Dallas House Reopens
Dallas Oak Cliff Amusement Co.
has reopaned the Midway after remodeling. H. B. Robb, president; W.

—

Gunnison
Salt

in

C.

Benefit at WalthiU, Neb.
Walthill,
Neb. Benefit performance for victims of the cyclone which
nearly destroyed this town, recently
was given at the Sun.

—

Thompson Gets Dover. O., House
Dover, O. The Webber has been
leased by C. D. Thompson from Isadore Webber for one year with the
privilege of five more.
Thompson

—

remodeling the house and wi
open it at 10 cents top admission.

is

— Casino, sold
— American,
to

S.

Baxter:
A. I.,

J.

sold

to

Suliotes:
(ilassman; Liberty, sold to A.
iSugarhouse F'orum, sold to T.. V. Brown.
.-\.

VIRGINIA
in

Ownership

Alexandria- ("apitol, sold to Virginia The
ater Enter, by H. Rose; Berkley
Liberty,
sold to Smith & Marsden by Steve Spartas:
Norfolk ;\ttiicks. .sold to Virginia
Theater Ent. by Attucks Theater Corp.
Pocahontas Palace, sold to Earl C. Gibson by I.. G. Little.

—

—
VERMONT

Changes
East

in

Wool by

J.

;

Ownership

—-Hollywood,

Arlington-

W. Mann.

1

Thompson
cent

operates

sold

to

Mr.

a

admission houses

chain of 10
Indiana.

in

Dublin, Ga., Houses Sold
Dublin, Ga.
C. S. Smith has sold
his Rose and Crystal to J. W. Peck
and F. W. Smith, of Sylacauga. Ala.

—

Montreal House
Harold Vance, former
manager of the Casino, Ottawa, now

Vance

Montreal

is

at

—

manager

of the

Detroit
Detroit

House Taking Spurt

National here.

— Through efforts of Charles

Branham, new manager, a downtown
franchise for Keith-Albee-Orpheum
vaudeville has been secured for the
Oriental, and the house, now in redoing big
is
declared
ceivership,
business.
Feigley Building
charnas and
Howard Feigley, operators of a chain
of Toledo houses, have signed a long
term lease for a theater to be built

Wasseon,

Ownership

Lake City

Underwood, vice president, and
R. McHenry, general manager,
company officers.

G.

Chamas and

UTAH
Changes

—

Charnas and Feigley has been completely remodeled and made into an
atmospheric house.

;

TheChester

Eaves Theaters Inc., by
Eaves; Columbia The Co-

to

—

Seymour
West Texas

Shelton

C.

J.

and Seymour, sold

Theaters Inc.

Eaves
;

—
—

—

Ownership

BufTalo. sold to
by L. D. Eaves

—

;

sold

Changes
to

Dallas

whether

are

— Princess.

TEXAS

-Palace.

SOUTH CAROLINA
New Theaters
Anderson — Central.

Mrs.

Lexington

;

New

RHODE ISLAND

aters Inc.,
Palace, sold

—

;

Closings

— Goodwill; Darlington- -Home;
Durant City — Community; Export — Lincoln;
Heilwood — Star; McKees Rocks
Pittsburgh — Roscdalc
Rockdale — The
Rockdale; Smith Mills — Star; Southwest
— Ilccla; Warrior

— The

—

;

Cressona

Buffalo

—

;

Fonim.

Philadelphia

sold to J. Groomes
Buntyn Porter, sold

;

Ownership

;

1928

Dallas Apathetic Toward
Orchestras, Manager Says

Ownership

in

— Broadstreet,

by A. R. Richards
to R. A. Fuhrer by Clark Porter; Coal
Creek Grand, sold to R. L. Leach by
Dresden ^Capitol, sold
Leach
Clarence
to A. S. Alexander by Atkins & Herron
Humboldt— Sharpe, sold to Tri State TheJackson
aters Corp. by J. P. Sharpe
Palace, sold to Tri State Theater Corp.
sold
Criterion,
Milan
by Hugh Mason
to
B. M. Herron by J. El McGuire;
Sharon ^Acme, sold to Geo. H. Alexander by Joe F. Pitts; Trimble Jsis, sold
to Carroll Floyd by F. J. Sullivan.

to/

A. R. Boyd by
Bellefonte
State, sold
to B.
Hall by J. P. Fretz; Canonsburg ^Star, sold to Beedle Bros, by Steinberg Bros.; Carlisle Orpheum. sold to
Comorford Amuse Co. by D. S. Cooper;
Clairton
Liberty,
sold
to
John Corris
sold to

Bowen

8,

TENNESSEE

Del Rio^ ^Star,
Datonia Theater Inc.
to Santos S. Garza; Doucette
Hoc
Hoo. sold to T. A. Nicholson by Mrs.
W. Ferguson Fort Worth Orpheum, sold

;

PENNSYLVANIA
K.
h.

—

;

Albright
Sunnyside sold
E. Yaeger
Villa,
Waller by Harris Simpson.

Berg by C.
S.

Kane

Steve

Cushing Crown, sold to
Frank Clovis
Walter Chapman; Dayton Datonia, sold

Julian
Hawthorne, sold to F. M.

to J. A.
sold to J.

by

Byrd
Dun-

L.

ham by Harry

—

Adams

Texas

Bums—Liberty,

;

Combs by

F. H. Holsclaw by
Marvin The Marvin,

to

Midland ^State, -sold to F". H. Holsclaw
by I. R. Larson; Revillo- Audit, sold to
James Flaa by Mr. Cullen Vivian Legion, sold to F. H. Holsclaw by L. F.
Miller;
Wessington Scenic, sold to C.
Johnson by W. J. Eshler; Winner
J.
Cosmo, sold to R. C. Metzger by T. C.

sold

Hen-

Ownership

in

sold

Tobiason;

H.

A.

aters

S.

;

Pleasure;

— Movies,

Draper

;

;

— Standard;

— School E. Rockingiham
Erwin — Peerless; Kcmcrsville
Nymph; Littleton- -Varonika Pilot Mountain — Princess
Sylva — The Sylvan.
NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
Dickinson — Rialto, sold to M. H. Johnson
by H.
Douglas; Hague — Opera House,
sold to K. E. Fischer by
H. Fischer;
Lakota — Capitol, sold
W. W. Arnold
Cramerton

SOUTH DAKOTA

;

;

— Bijou.

Florence

Changes

;

;

Run

Closings

Burlington

Isis

;

—

—

—

;

— Lincoln;

Closings

Tames

Rock Carolina; Cooleemee New
Morehead City Wade LumberWest Asheville— Mildred.
ton— Carolina
Changes in Ownership

Blowing

—

ICaves.

1).

I..

Closings

Camden

Greenwood.

AUentown

Theaters

McKee by

S.

—

;

Changes

Closings

;

Braman—

;

G. L.
Aubrey Quinton Liberty, sold to E. R.
Swope by S. F. Slusser; Weleetka Orpheum, sold to Chas. Blaine by J. W.

Robert-

—^Central Mountainair — Pinta.
NORTH CAROLINA
New

to

Bennett

Powell by D. S.
Olympia, sold to O.

Dowdle.

Helen

to

&

Portland

Alamogordo Xew, sold to Robeitson &
Dowdle by G. B. Oliver; Cloudcroft— Pa
villion,

sold

;

sold

Changes in Ownership

by

—

;

City— Liberty

Jersey

Hillside;

Lyric
Springs The

Bell

;

;

The
Clifton
Court Grand
ElizaCranford -The Oanford
Clifton
East
New Mcllia and Victory
beth
Orange Brighton, Lyceum and Oxford;
Hackensack—
Rutherford— Park;
East
HillHighland Park— The Park
Eureka

May

Cape

T.

—

;

to

Closings
BeUeviUe— Alph
Bayonne-Opera House
Bound Brook— Palace
Bogota Regent

son

—

—

pheum:

&

—

;

Opera House.

May

St.

Favorite, sold to Herman Bayer by
ton
Rivoli. sold to E.
Defiance
Allan Poe
H. Cherke; Geneva Liberty, sold to H.
Lansing
\V. Johnson by F. P. Garber
The Lansing, sold to John Pagot by Mr.
Marysville Rex and Strand,
De Luca
Paines«jld to F. E. Price by M. Butora
viUe— Park, sold to C. & O. Theater Co.
Pleasant
City
The
liy
Amuse
Co.
Park
City, sold to C. C. Call by W. T. Trott
Portsmouth Dal Mar, sold to George L.
Zanesville
Benner by C. D. Howland
Grand, sold to Brown Theater Co. by
Winn & Barker.
;

Openings
Cape

105th

—

—

Orange -State.

West

to

—

by Mrs.

Inc.,

;

lis;

Theaters

;

Co.

to

sold
to
Grove Roma,
Columbus
lasco F". Bunn by L. R. Moore; Coving-

NEW JERSEY
New

W.

to

sold

Dreamland,
by G. Folbertli
Alexander & Rekas by T. Chaka-

Amuse

sold

—

Eaves; Gaffney ColumEaves Theaters Inc., by L.

M.

—

Ownership

in

D.

D.
Eaves ; Greenville Lincoln, sold to
T. R. Bellotte by N. Y. Simpson; Newberry Imperial, sold to Eaves Theaters

— Venice.

Changes

by

Inc.

Openings

Cleveland

Monday, October

O.-

— Nat

here.

Improving St Mary's House
The Regent is
Mary's, O.
closed for a period of three weeks
for alterations. Thomas Broad, owner, announces that the interior will
be completely done over, new leather
chairs will be installed, an'd new
equipment provided. During the alteration period, Manager Broad is
St.

—

presenting big pictures at the Grand.

THE
Monday, October

-JX^

PAILY
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Coast Wire Service-

Pathe Studios Busy

mmmi

FOUR IN

Starts Pathe Film
Reisner, recently signed by
Paul bern, started camera work this

Reisner

Chuck

FOUR BEING EDITED
Humming
two

with

pictures

four in

in

activitj-,

actual

preparation

Pathe has
production

and four beinp

prepared for release.
"Geraldine,"
production
are
In
with Marion Nixon, Eddie Quillar
and Albert Gran and "The Shady
Lady," with Phyllis Haver and Rcb

Armstrong.

In preparation arc
"Leathernecks," with William Boyd,
ert

Alan Hale and Robert Armstrong
with
Shoulders,"
Junior
"Square
Coghlan; "Noisy Neighbors," with
Eddie Quillan and "Ottice Scandal,'

Haver vehicle. Now editing
"The Spieler," with Renee
Adoree and Alan Hale; "Marked
Money," with Junior Coghlan; "Sal
of Singapore," with Phyllis Haver
Daughter'
and
"Ned McCobb's
Phyllis

arci

Rich and

Irene

with

\.\eek on "Noisy Neghhors," his first
W. Scott
directorial el?ort at Pathe.
Darling prepared the contiimity from
xn original by F. Hugh Herbert.

Robert

.Arm-

strong.

Loder Gets First Role
Capt. John Loder, British actor
'd.scovered
by Jesse L. Lasky, has
jecn assipiied his first role in "Half
an Hour," which William De Mille
will make with Ruth Chatterton, H.

Edeson

B.
Warner, Robert
Joyce Marie Coad.

and

Ann Christy
Ann Christy

Opposite Gibson
has been signed for
the lead opposite Hoot Gibson in his
current Western feature, "The Hell

which

Wrecker,"

Reaves

Eason

is

directing.

Drew Opposite Dolores Del Rio
Roland Drew has been signed to
in
play "Gabriel," the male
lead
"Evangeline," in which Dolores Del
Rio will be starred

Ranger Unit Returns
Leon d'Usseau, former supervisor
who is directing "The One Man
Dog," starring Ranger, has returned
with his unit from location. Virginia
Bradford is leading woman playing
opposite Sam Nelson.

Rosen to Direct "The Apache"
Rosen has been signed to
rect "The Apache" for Columbia.

di-

Estelle Bradley Co-featured
Estelle Bradley is playing her first
co-featured role in a two reel com-

Elinor Flynn Opposite Chandler
Elinor Flynn, who has completed
the lead opposite Arthur Lake in five

"Horace

j

edy in "Making Whoopee," a new
Educational-Tuxedo.
Ella McKenzie and Harold Goodwin are co-featured with Miss Bradley.

Pigeon" for Columbia.
Olive Borden, Charles Delaney and
Lucy Beaumont head the cast.

tion of "Stool
I

IFBO
FBO

Finishes Three
has completed "The Air Leigion," which Bert Glennon directed
with Ben Lyon, Anotonio Moreno
and Martha Sleeper in the feature/d
froles; "Tropic Madness," with Leatjrice Joy featured, filmed by Director
Vignola,
Robert
and "Hey,
Rube!", by Director George B. Seitz,
with Hugh Trevor, Gertrude Olm-

and Ethylne Clair

in

the

Hollywood"

series

Making

Chesterfield Picture
is directing "South
of Panama" for Chesterfield Productions.
Carmelita Geraghty, Philo
McCullough, Edward Raguello, Joe
J.

Hunt

Burke, Marie Messinger, Henry Arras and Carlton King appear in the
cast.

Hoffman Starts "Stool Pigeon"
Renaud Hoffman has started direc-

in

under the direction of Doran Cox,
has been assigned to play opposite
George Chandler in two westerns.

Charles

Lon Young

is

supervising.

Reporter Joins M-G-M
"Speed" Kendall, "Los Angeles
Times" reporter, has turned actor
and is making a Movietone trailer for
"The Bellamy Trial" and also is
seen in the role of a reporter in the
picture.

Start "Captain Lash"
Lash," starring Victor
McLaglen, has been put into production at the Fox under direction of
The supporting cast
J. G. Blystone.
includes Claire Windsor, Earle Foxe,

"Captain

Albert Conti and Clyde Cook.

lead.

Isted
'

Sell

Rights to Gaumont

Embarrassing
Inc.,

has

sold

Moments

Pictures,

United

Kingdom

[rights to Gaumont.
(rights are controlled
tures.

The domestic
by Artclass Pic-

Role for Blanche LeClair
Blanche LeClair has been signed
i"or
a featured role in "The Broadway Melody," which Harry Beaunont is directing for M-G-M.

Stein to Direct Boyd
Paul L. Stein will direct William
Boyd in a story, as yet untitled, immediately after he has completed the
direction of "Office Scandal," which
will go into production soon.

Early Titling "Love Song"

Dudley

Woman

No

motion

picture

publica-

is

poem.

of the

Phil

in the title role.
writing the script for
from Longfellow's epic

Finis Fox
the
film

Early,

who

Disputed,"

is

titled

now

"The
writing

the titles for

"The Love Song," D.

W.

production.

Griffith's

tion

world even ap-

the

in

proaches the Film Year
in

volume

Book

of advertising car-

Last year over five

ried.

hundred

advertisers used over

four hundred pages of space.

The

reason

in the

is

that advertising

Year Book PAYS.

1929 Film
Year Book

>
Out in
January

NOTE: The FOX

Advertising Department ha
to rush ou

to prepare this standing form
details on the consistent successes of

had

Fox

An

Unsolicited Message
From Another Smart Showman:

JIMMY GRAINGER
FOX FILM GO
55 STREET AND 10 AVE NEWYORK NY
AIR CIRCUS OPENED HERE TODAY STRAND
THEATRE TO UNPRECEDENTED BUSINESS
STOP SMASHED TO SMITHEREENS RECORD
OF WHAT PRICE GLORY PREVIOUS TOP FOR
THIS HOUSE STOP ABSOLUTELY SENSATIONAL STOP IF THIS IS CRITERION CAN
YOU IMAGINE HOW WE ANTICIPATE BOOKINGS OF STREET ANGEL MOTHER KNOWS
BEST FOUR SONS MOTHER MACHREE RED
DANCE FAZIL SUNRISE RIVER PIRATE
PLASTERED IN PARIS WIN THAT GIRL

W M SHIRLEY

PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
FAR ASH THEATRE CO INC

picture!

Cinephone Ready

Make Theater

to

Installations

HEWS
ALL THE TIME

/ILL THE

fSf<*NEWSPAPER

^/'FILMDOM
^OL.

XLVI

Tuesday, October

No. 8

Fox
name William. Bill,
FIRST
to those who know him
well.
Out of his lair on
enth Ave. and

now

RCA TO SEEK MORE THEATERS;
GREATER EXPANSION FOR FB

comfort-

bly ensconced in the upper
eaches of the Roxy theater. All
which brings the hero of our
ttle yarn closer to Broadway,
le conference rooms of several

and important producing
rganizations and the plans of 1IUIOI),COIIV[NTIOIITOPICS
ome executives you know well.
Very tough man to see.
Legislative situations, sound picthan that to find out tures and labor will be the three
rhat's
running through his outstanding subjects for consideration
at the ninth annual convention of
He works thoroughly the M.P.T.O.A. which opens next
lind.
Remem- Tuesday in Toronto.
nd exceedingly fast.
"Congress re-opens in December to
er how he took over the Roxy
conclude :he business of the present
id urbpped the news on a sur(^Continued on Page 3)
Saturday
world
rised
one
lorning? Then the unexpected
lock when this same warrior NODELECAT[STOM.P.T.O
Can't tell
nnexed Wesco?
[arder

coming

next. Maybe we
we don't. At any

and maybe
ite, the barometer is dropping
St and the forecast is rough
3

eather ahead.

Operations
Film companies and theater chains
unted all over the map. The comspot near the top of
e heap grows keener as the weather
of
rns
sharper.
It's
a
season
for

tition

ick

How much

attention

is

being paid

the all-essential problem of manWho is to
wer, we conjecture?
n these far-extended theater cirHere is a highly
its, for instance.
ecialized field in itself
le
of the most vital of

and

easily

the

many

oblems facing chain operation, as
Yet nois
constituted today.
lere on the business horizon do
ere appear the signs of a consisit effort to equip existing and poitial manpower with the necessifor the job.
A sad mistake
lich the balance
id '30 will reflect.

sheets

for

men and

a girl

and a coal

story theme treated, we
much better than any of simr vein we have seen.
A dramatic
rn that develops many scenes of
lieve,

rn,
t

m

—

exhibitor
California
southern
the
association, due to conditions in this

but

territory,

grim power, particularly in the
A very good attraction

half.

Tiffany-Stahl with or without
lynchronized score. Better with it.

K ANN

although

the flesh, the unit

in

iContinucd

not

Pathe

?

Opinion seems to be divided
the status of Pathe in

over
the

RCA-KAO-FBO

K-A-O owns an

line-up.
interest in
Co., and in

Pathe.
Blair and
particular EHsha Walker,
interested in both K-A-O

are

and

Pathe.
It is argued in some
quarters that the bankers will
be sufficiently weighty in the
to swing
pool.

arguments

new

Pathe into

On

the other
hand, it is pointed out RCA
has a producing and distributing outlet in FBO and, therefore has no specific need for
a second organization which
doubles up on the functions
the

of

FBO.

"most certain-

on Paste

Omaha— R.

3)

Woodhull, M.P.T.
O.A. president, and C. C. Pettijohn,
head of Film Boards of Trade, arc
slated

F.

address the convention of

to

{Continued

on

Page

fINKELSTEIN AGAIN

K-A-O Seen Nucleus for
More Large Holdings
in New Moves
Further expansion in the theater
is
understood to be embraced
in the plans of RCA, which, through
formation of a holding corporation,
field

assume control

will

FBO

of

K-A-O and

soon as auditors complete
their reports and proper financing can
be arranged.
It was pointed out yesterday that,
with the possible exception of the
Publix chain, K-A-O is the only
circuit in the United States which
can properly advance a claim as a
Those familiar
country-wide chain.
with the business history of General
as

RCA

incline to
Electric which owns
the belief that the decision to enter
(Continued on Page 3)

3)

MIS

theater

A.

all

is

Equipment
Cinephone
set and ready to make

installations

immediately,

Powers stated yesterday

in

P
an-

nouncing appointment as agent of
Cinephone Corp., of Pennsylvania.
This embraces Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia and the District of Columbia as its
territory.

agent

in

the

Philadelphia

The company

zoning
the country into approximately ten
parts, with an agent to be named in
each zone.
Five hundred sets arc
is

FILM COMBINE PLANNED

—

Minneapolis There is absolutely
reports
the
foundation
to
no
emanating from New York City that
Warner Bros, had made any offer
to purchase the strong F & R circuit
This is the substance
of theaters.
of a statement by M. L. Finkelstein,

&
senior member of the
ganization.
wasn't with Harry
"I
(Continued on Page 3)
F.

R. or-

Warner

Cinephone Agents to Be Named
in Ten Zones Throughout U. S.
Powers

BILLION DOLLAR TALKING

REPORT OF WARNER DEAL

present

Woodhull and Pettijohn to
Address Omaha Convention

Corp.

A

ne.

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles No delegates will be
sent to the Toronto convention by

of

IVest

1929

"The Toilers"
Three

MEET FROM S.CALimiA

a

deals.

What

lfCISUH,SOIIIIDFIUIS

irge

hat's

Price 5 Cents

1928

9,

being made by Viking Tool and Machine Co., Brooklyn, Powers states.
.Samson Electric Co., Canton, Mass.,
building amplifiers to specificais
tions, and various loud speaker unit
manufacturers have contracted to
make speakers in various sizes and
All other standard makes of
types.

sound picture equipment are interchangeable with the Powers' Cinephone, Powers claims.
Officers of the first agency are:
Morris W'ax, president and treasvice
Levinson,
Michael J.
urer;
Hennessey,
John
president,
and
secretary.

—

London Negotiations are declared
"The Sundav Dispatch" to be

bv

progressing on a $1,000,000,000 amal-

gamation

of

French and
British,
for production of

German companies
talkers.

The

parties are said to be the Brit-

Phototone Co. and its French
branch, the Lignose Hoer Film Co.
of Berlin and the Siemens Halse and
Allgemine Elektrizitaetsgesellschaft.
The German electric companies are
to furnish the capital and the British and French companies the talkish

ing

systems.

Herschel Stuart to Manage
West

Poli Circuit for Fox
Bureau. TUB FILM DAILY

Coast

Los Angeles

—

Herschel

Stuart,

veteran executive of West Coast
Theaters, is to manage the Poli circuit for Fox.

M. P. Club Housewarming
Scheduled for Thursday
Official housewarming, get together
and smoker of the M. P. Club of
New York, is scheduled Thursday. It
is

to be for members only, the plan
(Continued on Page 3)
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Small Signs Nazimova
for Bristolphone Film
18 for Pathe

9,

192

Sennett Under Contract

Make

to

Mack Sennett is under
make 18 silent comedies

Pathe
been
closed for sound films, although negotiations have been under way,

No

release.

Vil.
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for

as

yet

B'rown, executive vice
said yesterday in coma Coast report that Senswitch release to some

menting on
nett might
other company.
Pitts.

Phototone Office Opened

Cosmorana and Palace.
Leechburg; Beadle Bros., Canonsburg and State at Midland.
Bellefonte;

Eleven

Financial
High
(s) Am.
(c-b) do

Seat.

36

6'.

do

(s)

pfd.

30 5i
94-^
945^
....
9454
145^
247/,
25/2
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.

.

2554

.

*(s) East. Kodak
..
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•(s)
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd

2/2

104
96/8
2/4

Fox Thea. "A" 27 y,

26%

26%

Fm.

do

96%

"A'

rts.

.

.

9

Proj.

Intern.

200
6

Hurt

Studio Blast

in

men were

the

rooms became

ignited.

R. H. Gillespie Arriving

6,600
9,300
7,900
•

.

.

.

6
95%
Keiths 6s 46
95J4 94
5,100
S814
58/2
Loew's Inc.
59^«
100
do pfd.
101/2 101/2 101/2
100
20
20
do deb. rts. 20
4
11054 110/2
do 6s 41ww 111
(b)
14
do 6s41x-war 100J4 1005^ 10054
(b)
100
25/2
(s) M-G-M pfd.
2SJ4 25/2
10%
Cap.
*(s) M.
P.
Cir.
33 ii
31/«
3154 41,400
(s) Orph.
95% 2,100
..
100/2
9554
(s)
do pfd.
.

.

.

London.

.

Benefit

F-L

1,600
146-^ 145 /« 14554
48'4 10,000
49
48/4
4
100
997/, 100

.

(new)

47
»(b) Par.By.5!/2s5:
.

.

(s) Pathe
(s)
do "A"
do 7s 37
(b)
(o) Roxy "A"
do units
(o)
do com.
(o)
Bros.
Skouras
(o)
Co.
(s) Stanley
(o) Technicolor
^c) Trans-Liix
./
(o) United Art.
pfd.
do
(o)
(o) Univ. Ch.
do pfd.
(o)
•(c) Ui.iv. Pict.
..
do pfd.
•(s)
Bros.
(s) Warner
(s)
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*(c-b) do 6"4s 28
.

100%
7

27/2
77/2
32/2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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*Last

Prices

Fla.
Benefit show
the Publi.x Florida netted around
$500 for the hurricane relief fund.

8

....

4/8
14
85

454

6.566

266

?

85

75

24
98/2
107^ 10654 106/s
IO8/2 10654 107
198

3.166
3,500

Hart Buys Buck Jones Series
Milwaukee Harry Hart, who recently formed Hart Pictures Corp.,
has acquired distribution in Wisconsin and upper Michigan of the series of independent
pictures Buck

—

(0)

Over

(Bid and Asked.)

& Katz

is

listed

in

Chicago;

Skouras, St. Louis.

CaU

WAFILMS,
Walter
A.

Putter.

Inc.

for

Library Stock Scenes
W. 46th St.. New York

130

Bryant 8181

Law

Advocates Arrested

Park,

N.

J.

— Two

get evidence against

join Howard Lichey,
director of the tour.

Opening of "NcJah's Ark" at Grai
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov. 1 1 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention J
Nov.

1

Nov.

14

Dallas.

—

re-

opens tonight after having been
completely renovated in four weeks
during which Victor A. Rigaumont,
theater architect of New York, who
drew up the plans, personally supervised the making of physical changes
in the house as well as the installa-

Meeting of

Nov. 24
Nov. 25

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.

Dec.

Annual convention of M.P.T.C
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.

New Fox

4

house

in St.

Louis open;

EUROPE
Man

experienced in motion picture
Europe returning to Berlin
wants representations. Also interested
in agencies for exploiting and buying
in

line

of

motion

pictures,

Box M-309
1650

supplies,

etc.

care Film

New York

Broadway

P. Capital Dividend

Capital Corp. has declared
the regular quarterly dividend of 2
per cent on the preferred stock, payable Oct. IS to holders of record Oct.

Chambt

International

of Commerce at Paris on Europea
film restriction program.
20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages cor
vention at Columbus.

Nov.

Rigaumont Speeds Renovation
Amsterdam, N. V. The Strand

M.

Meeting of Arkansas M.P.TC
and Tennessee and Mississippi e>
hibitors at Memphis.

assistant

will

M.

28-29

Oct.

Daily
City

SALE!

P.

The Lateat Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

Johnsons Return with Jungle Films
Bringing with them 60,000 ft. of
shot in

film

the

jungles

of

British

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film — Case 6Masazinea
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens

$29.S0

"'Noah's Ark" Opening Nov.
West

Bureau,

Coast

Los Angeles

—

the

1

THE FILM DAILY
Sid Grauman has

Nov.
as opening date for
"Noah's Ark" at Grauman's Chinese.
I

Third All Talker Opening
Warners' third all talker "'The
FIcme Towners," opens Oct. 22) at

Warner

the

theater.

William

R.

Come

Returning

Fraser,

general

^e educational ad-

man-

vantages of a visit

ager of the Harold Lloyd Corp., has
returned to Hollywood after spending three weeks in New York.

Conway
Funeral
10

A.

who

Services

services

to the Capital oF

our Nation are of
'inestimable value

Today

will

be

held

M.

at St. Malachy's
York, for Jack (Con)

at

church.

Conway,

broadcasting Sunday of a play-byplay account of the world series

Lee House

qiie
/5th and

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

^ree

AGENCY

House.

/V.

W.

squares to the VVIniteA new and modern -

environment.

2^0

ISO rooms

Picture Tlieatres

baths

"^ates:
room

$3.*^ daily
$5.°o
"
Double "
Single room (•iihmeols) SG'*""
? person* t«vi til meals) $10.°*"
Single

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

..-,.--...1

I Streets,

Hotel. ReFined

Attractions for

-.,

^•

Stop ^t

died in Bermuda.

theater.

—

^

to

Washingtori

"blue"

"Blue" Laws Halt Broadcast
Altoona, Pa. "Blue" laws were invoked here by police and prevented

game.

Dudley Reed, cameraCarrier and Reed

Fraser

law advocates, who attended the Roselle Park, and three operators were
arrested Sunday but shows were continued at the theater.
Isadore Segal
had hired five operators. It was the
third Sunday the house has been
open.
The two ""Sour Sabbath"
advocates were arrested after they
had purchased tickets, in their move
to

Pres.

Paris,

In

New
"Blue"
Roselle

Counter

Balaban

is

man.

producing.

Morrison in New York
Lee Morrison has returned to New
York from Hollywood.
He is to
contract for players and authors for
talkers.
He opened a branch office at Hollywood, in association with
Lou Edelman.

Quoted.

Stock Exchange.

With him

set

is

president

vice

the various countries for a tour of
the United States on a trackless train.

—

Daytona Beach,

at

Jones

7

4^

(s)

the

12

53/4

12

(c)

NOTE:

77

5354

76

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

(b)

767/,

55/3
.

om

6/8 19,100
27
1,500

34
36
8/2

34
7/2
50

.

b'A
26/2

Carrier,

Annual convention of wester
Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor uni

Nets $500

.

(s) Para.
do
(s)
(b) do 6s

James A.

and director general of International
Beauty Tour, is en route to Europe
to select the most beautiful girls in

conver

Toronto.

at

Oct. 24-25

Europe

Leaves for

East Africa.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Johnson have returned to New York.

.

.

tion

Carrier

M.P.T.O.A

Annual

Oct. 16-17-18

play.

10.

R. H. Gillespie, managing director
of Moss' Empire Theaters, Ltd., and
a party of his directors, are slated
to arrive in New York today from

(b)

(s)
rs)
(c)

Small lias signed Nazimova, screen star, to appear in a
i^ristolphone talking picture, based
on "India," Edgar Allan Wolf's stage

at

terday at
Lee, N. J., where a talking picture
was in production. The explosion is
believed to have occurred when fumes
from a cement used to sound-proof

The Industry's
Date Book

Edward

injured, one of tion of new seats, new furnishings,
an explosion yes- decorations, chandeliers, etc. Sound
the Peerless Studios, Fort equipment has been installed.

critically,

1,000

3

95/2
2/4

Fox

Sal'«

30 "4

94J4

Bal. & Katz
*(c) Con. Fm. Ind

them

Low Qose

30^

.

—

Pittsburgh
M. S. England has
opened an office here for demonstration and sales of Phototone.
Theaters which have installed the nonsynchronous device include: Bedford,
Bedford; Main Street, Galeton; Sherkle, Houtzdale; Family, St. Marys;
Huff's, Lock Haven; Morris, Pittsburgh; Lincoln, Warwood; Richelieu,

11

*fc)

has

deal

Inc.

Folk,

(s)
(s)
(c)

contract to

..a

\

President

y

Tuesday, October

9,

DAILV

1928

RCA

Const Wire Service-

Seeks Houses;
Legislation, Sound
FBO In Expansion Labor, Meet Topics

Playwrights Scored

(Continued from Page

Christie Reopening His
Studio To Start Talkers

m\mi HITS WRITERS

Al Christie

ON PRICES FOR STORIES
Immediately following his return
-om New York after an absence of
c\cral months, during which time
e
conferred with executives on
liking pictures for the future, Edard T. Alontagne, scenario editori-cliief of the company, flayed the
,nusual tactics of eastern stage playwrights.

"Playwrights and authors are once more
the goose that laid the golden egg,"

re-opening his studios this week to start production
on the Z2 talkers he is to make for
is

Paramount

in

program.

These

addition to the comedy
pictures are not
to be part of this season's general
releases
but will be pre-released
during the current season to houses
wired with the W. E. system. Silent
versions will be made of each subject.
Pictures will include a series
of one act plays.
One will be based
on the Octavus Roy Cohen colored
stories.

Ilin;^

"With sound

viid.

to their works
'.i-mand, these authors are throwing around
;Mies like oil promoters.
They are aski in seme cases more for sound rights to
HVics
they have already sold to picture
•

than

uipanies

rights

they

originally obtained for
despite the fact that they
ivc only one buyer for the sound
rights,
r iMinpany they originally did business with.
".X-i
for the new plays and books just
ii,
Miie must have the bankroll of a RockeII.
tn talk business with them.
This inIt i!'ly
forces the companies to find some
1 er
way of obtaining their ideas for sound
ctures.
Once more the original author has
^
111;,'
opportunity.
stories;

(11

this,

•

Talkers Up at Meeting
William deMille, Rupert Hughes
and D. W. Griffith are scheduled to
speak at the open meeting of the
directors' branch of the M. P. Arts
and Sciences Oct. 15.
The main
subject under discussion will be the
direction of talking pictures.
The
election of officers at the Academv
is slated for the meeting of Oct. 20.
while the annual meeting will follow
a week later.

companies are already planning
up theaters, and stage their own
Composers are being engaged and

(Continued from Page

1)

production, distribution and exhibition may be taken as an indication
of the full intention of G. E. through
RCA to make the invasion a thorough

K-A-O string as a foundheld to be quite a logical
procedure for
to acquire theaters in specific territories not only
as investments, but as outlets for its
sound product and as additional factors in mass playing time.
FBO, which will be RCA's producing and distributing outlet for sound
pictures, may be expected to form the
nucleus of a more important organization than ever before in its history.
Several interesting moves concernng production are now under way.
Insofar as the rival of vaudeville
over K-A-O time is concerned, it
is believed the
tie-up will work
to the mutual advantage of both
organizations.
Radio broadcasting
offers itself as a consistent booster
for vaudeville and also a source of
stage material for the K-A-O houses.
Vaudeville also would lend itself to
broadcasting, thus giving
and
its affiliations additional well-known
With

the

RCA

RCA

RCA

talent with
programs.

which

to

augment

air

Sunday

Brookhart measure. Senator Brook-

is

it

1)

bill,

closing measures and suggestions of
National censorship still hang fire in
Washington, the organization states."
It is understood that an effort will be
made to force conclusions in the

one.
ation,

The Brookhart

session.

hart has decided on certain changes.
Opinion is somewhat divided on the
issue and unless something unusual
occurs the measure will not pass this
session.
"Court

procedures now under way may
the atmosphere considerably and take
up many of the situations included in the
Brookhart r.^easure.
The same legal conditions which surround the court action when
clear

applied to the Iowa senator's bill strongly
question its constitutionality.
It
is
likely
as congressional leaders are advised of
these matters at new hearings it will be
found best to test one division of the laws
judicially,
before adding more of a like

that

character,

"Then

the

bigger
legislative
situation
the meeting of the lawmaking
bodies in forty-three states next Avinter and
spring.
The mind of the average legislator
is
very prolific of new tax and regulatory
ideas.
Every big or growing business is
always subject to attack in these directions.
"At the Toronto Convention the legislative
situation
will
be definitely classified.
Cooperation will be asked irom every section
of the industry.
The Motion Picture Theater is now giving so much extra service
to Nation, State and City that its case in
legislative halls can always be presented in
a favorable way.

hedges about

"I'icture
-ipen
:i} -.

ideas

are Ijeing developed in all
.wi'i^.
Greater results are possible in this
'>.
because we will be concentrating on
taiiiing
just
what we want instead of
villi,'
to adapt the other fellows'
ideas to
i;nial

needs.

r

'The Singing Fool' and 'The Minstrel
nil.'
both big film productions are excelit
illustrations of what can be done in this
tction.
Both are original ideas, devel-1
from start to finish in the studio.
"Tlie
original
author is
not
going to
iiiwded out because of the advent of
iii'l
pictures.
He is going to have the
-itot opportunity of his entire career."
I

Paramount Players Renew
Rogers, Wallace Beery
Dorothy Arzner have signed new

Charles
(1

iraniount contracts.

.

is

the only other impor-

tant principal thus far engaged.
story is an original by Doris

from Page

to

the

number

of

derson.

Dialogue for AU F. N. Films
Dialogue is to be incorporated into
all
First National pictures, according to Al Rockett, production chief.
Three sound stages are being built
studio.

reservations

Entertainment is in charge
tile William Morris office.
fade
Alicoate,
chairman of the
:ilctic
committee, has been busy
nning the athletic competitive life
the Club.
The hand-ball court
; been remodelled by the formation
a gallery in the rear and will
:

(.Continued

from Page

number

Meet From

of Cleveland

Erdmann, business manager

of

the

unit.

Woodhull and Petti John to
Address Omaha Convention
(Continued from Page

1)

the Nebraska and western Iowa exhibitor unit to be held here Oct. 24
and 25, according to President C. E.

Williams. Elmer R. Pearson, former
vice president and general manager
of Pathe, now living on his western
Nebraska ranch, also is to address
the meeting.

Delegates to
(.Continued

S. Gal.

from Page

1)

be there in spirit,"
President Russell Rogers.
will

1}'

states

"Most

certainly our unit is in acany platform that eliminates politics in favor of constructive progressive thought that will
result in not only the improvement
of the theater business generally,
but also for the protection of the
interests of all actively engaged in
providing entertainment to the public," he says.
"We are cognizant of the importance of the introduction of sound
into motion picture presentations and
sincerely trust the convention will
bring forth, much that will be enlightening and beneficial."

cord

with

1)

alone for more than IS minutes during all the time I was in New York,"
said Finkelstein, "and then it was
only pertaining to First National. I
don't know where the story emanated from that I was closeted with
Warner all day or for any other
length of time, as nothing could be
further from the truth."

•

iloubtedly be officially opened on
It.
11.
In the meantime, elimina1 contests will be held between the
b members to determine the offiteam which is to represent the
in
:b
inter-club
contests
this
:

Larry Semon Dies From
Attack of Pneumonia
West

Los

Coast

Bureau,

Angeles

THE FILM DAILY
Semon died

— Larry

near
Victorville
early
yesterday,
Stebbins will act
death being due to pneumonia, which
captain of the Golf Team for next
followed a nervous breakdown.
At
r, and Howard Dietz has been apthe bedside were his wife, Dorothy
'!ited captain of the tennis team.
Dwan and his mother, Mrs. Nancy
Smith.
New Ovmer at Inter'l Falls

Filmdotn

s

Recognized Book

Rejerence For
YEAR

BOOlt

I92&

Of

Past Ten Years

1929 Edition
OUT

IN

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages

Arthur

—

nternational
Falls,
Minn. J. R.
^Kinley of Duluth has purchased
"Grand and Loyalty from Al Peter5'

The

ii

viontana.

I

—A

No

1)

leived.

Iter.

Cleveland

and Ohio showmen are planning to
attend the M.P.T.O.A. convention
at Toronto Oct. 16, 17 and 18. Reservations are being made by George

The Cleveland
An-

P. Club Housewarming
Finkelstein Again
Scheduled for Thursday
Hits Warner Report
{CoiUiiiueil

:e

Paul Lukas

of Ohio Showmen
Going to Convention

will

direct the
sound sequences, as well as the silent
version
of
"The Wolf of Wall
Street," George Bancroft's new Paranioutit picture with Baclanova, the
Russian actress, playing opposite.

at the

admit guests having been dropped,

1

Number

Lee Directing Bancroft

Rowland V. Lee

latter will

manage

a chain

Goldsmith in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh Arthur Goldsmith is
new manager of the Pathe office

—

here.
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Merger Won't Affect 1st Nat' Says H.M. Warner
I,

^€*NEWSPAPER

ULTHE HEWS

^/'FILMDOM

ALL THE TIME

XLVI

70L.

Wednesday, October

No. 9

The "Papers"
seems
rHERE difference

be

to

a

opinthe
First
National,
ion.
again
contentions,
of
many
lone
Bill
ssumes a familiar role.
slig'ht

WARNER,

F. N.,

a \'ery

"ox,

—

not so many shares, but
tock
noug-h to give him just a wee
it more than the one-third inin

erest

necessary

N.

F.

make

Latl^. s Stock

nCIIEWIUillEtSM
FOR SIMIIEV

(he

ratification of

in a letter

approval.

Harry M. Warner, who hasn't
Uowecl any dust to gather unsays no. Of
there are by-laws, char!rs, trusteeship agreements and
.ich to dope out, and like all
St class mystery dramas, the
i,i])ers"' hold the key to the so-

er his feet either,
^u^';;^

Four

New

Directors

A

MIK

panded

Warner

merger

the

between

Stanley are outlined
mailed to all stockholders

Each 100
of Stanley last night.
shares of stock of that company will
be exchangeable for 80 shares of convertible preferred stock of Warners,
8 shares of Warners common, and
Warner preferred,
$1,150 in cash.
entitled to a cunmlative dividend of
$Z.20 a share annually to Sept. 1.
1930 and thereafter to a cumulative
dividend of $3.85 a share, will l>c
(^Continued

and First National.

Harry M., Albert L., Jack
Warner and Henry A. RudMcClure
latter
of
kin,
the
Jones and Co. continue. WadCatchings, of Goldman,
dill
L.

on Page 4)

and

the consolidation,

A

ninth.

ymt remember "Lilies of the
eld,"
"The Cohens and Kellys,"

Co.

who

bankers

Sachs

swung

is

the

STUDY Of SOUND FILMS

l-)i'

Flats,"
"McFadden's
Shepherd of the Hills" and
The Gorilla"? Box office magnets
lassified,"

PLANNED AT TORONTO

21 Agencies Sign Equity

1ic

Irawing power,

'

all

of them. Asher,

Rogers made up the
lunvirate which turned them out.
Kboys know l;ow to do it and
and

Kill

point to the record for proof.
three have thrown their hats into
t;
ring and, with a fourth chapcau
jcled
Sam Sa.x, have formed a
nv company to produce sound pic!f:s.
Here is a fine instance of
iiljower linked up with the necary knowledge and experience.
cess combination.

111

1

:

A

1

Pact; Others
All phases of the sound picture
situation will be analyzed at the Toronto convention of the M.P.T.O.A.
Oct. 16, 17 and 18, according to

John
President R. F. Woodhull.
Eberson, theater architect, will discuss acoustics in his talk on building theaters; Fred Desberg, Loew's
Cleveland general manager, will give
M. A.
the chain theater version;
Lightman, president of the Arkansas
{Continued on Page 4)

Twenty-one

i

Warners and

^

li

theaters

'

fiiins

near
together?

i^

a

certain

sprinkled in

New York

will

really

X'hether Joe Kennedy, having once
the picture business profitable,
return to banking?
1

hat happened to the plan for the
'i^try
to hold a trade practice
\

'

t'

a

>•

it!

own

this fall?

low long RCA and a certain suc-.ful
producer will jockey back
they strike a deal?
be the first to test the
in
sound
rchangeability
issue
forth before

\'ho
pi

of its

on Code

chain

will

ures?

KANN

—

industry, drafted at the
Conference
Practice
Trade
film

last

October,

could

be

easily

secured, if the pending suit of
the Federal Trade Commission against Paramount could
be gotten out of the way, it is
believed here.

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Officials of the Federal Trade Commission are watching
Washington Bureau of

—

per-

Equity Ass'n., and acquired
Equity licenses limiting them to five
Sonie of the
per cent ccmmissions.
agencies which have not signed are
reported planning proceedmgs seekan

ing

injunction

alleging

restraint

of trade.

Make Report

of Ethics in Industry

Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
Enforcement
Washington
of the Code of Ethics in the

irash.

11

tor's

Flannery Soon to

populous

May Sue
and

sonal representatives of players have
signed the new ;igrcement with Ac-

-

We Wonder—

agents

closely the results of efforts to in^troduce into the film industry the Code
of Ethics adopted at the Trade PracConference, sponsored by the
tice

commission and held

at

New York

The commission's
October.
scrutiny is being made with a view
to determine whether further action
should be taken.
last

Affect

Warner

Denies

organization.

personnel reveals four
changes.
William
Quigley,
Herman Starr, Sam Morris
and Abel C. Thomas, former
directors, have been replaced
by Irving D. Rossheim, Simon
Fabian, Moe Mark and Morris
Wolf, who represent Stanley

May

— Harry

board of nine directors
will control affairs of the ex-

ition.

Quartet of Promise

Merger

1st National Stays
"We have no intention of

The

Terms of
ny merger impossible without Warners and
elieves) to

is

Price 5 Cents

1928

STANLEY DEAL
SIGNED; FOX MAY HO D KEY

of

smart man we would
know,
discovers where
yon
lave
buy some First National

10,

disturbing First National. The
organization continues as is"
Harry M. Warner in a state-

—

ment

to

THE FILM

of
Consolidation
N'itaphone Lorp. the

DAILY.

Warner

Bros.,

Stanley Co. of
America and First National was officiallj' announced last night in a joint
statement made by Harry M. Warner, president of Warners and Irving D. Rossheim, as president for
both Stanley and First National.
The statement declared contracts
have been signed and "are subject
only to formal ratification by the
Through
Stanley,
stockholders."
Warners secured 25,000 shares of
First National and by purchase from
First National franchise holders, approximately 20,000 more which gives
the Warners 45,000 shares, or about
61 per cent of First National.
Fox, the largest outside stockholder, has holdings reported variably

between 22,000 and 24,000 shares.

at

By purchase

of additional shares sesecrecy in
the last few days, the Fox interests
now total in the neighborhood of

cured

with considerable

25,200 shares, or between 34 and 35
per cent of First National.

Some confusion developed last
night over Fox's rights as the largFox is
est minoritj' stockholder.
reported to have the impression that,
by virtue of a clause in the charter
of First National, he is in a position
to check the sale of First National
unless such sale represents the will
of si,xt}^-si.x and two-thirds per cent
of the outstanding stock.
If

subsequent developments prove
(^Continued

on Page 4)

M-G-M News Cameraman
on Trans-Atlantic Airship

Robert Hartman, staff cameraman
M. Markham Flannery, chief of of the Hearst News Service, which
the Trade Practices Division, in the produces M-G-M News, is the only
near future will make a report to cameraman
German
the
aboard
the commission based on such in- dirigible, Graf Zeppelin, scheduled
formation as has reached him on to leave Germany early toda^' on its
(Continued on Page 4)
how the matter is working out.
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Tri-State Unit Planned for Studio Blast Toll One
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Buckley Back in N. Y.
Harry D. Buckley, vice president
of United Artists, returned to New
York after a month's tour of United
Artists' exchanges and theaters. He
visited Los Angeles, San Francisco,

.

,

M

Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis, SeatSalt Lake City, Denver, Omaha,

.

"Our Diancing Daughters" Record
Records were broken Saturday and
Sunday by "Our Dancing Daughters" at the Capitol, New York, according to Edward Bowes, managing

who

says close
people attended. It is the
film to playt the house.
director,

to

60,000

first

sound

.

unit,
exhibitor
Michigan
Meeting
Kalamazoo, Mich.
First smoker, M. P. Club of New
Oct. 1!
York.
M.P.T.O.A convenOct. 16-17-18 Annual

Today

Toronto.
Annual convention

tion

Oct. 24-25

.

.

.

.

.

"

at

of

western

Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor

unit.

Meeting of Arkansas M.P.TO.
and Tennessee and Mississippi exhibitors at Memphis.
Nov.
1
Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Grauman's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov. 11 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.TO. of Texas convention at
28-29

Oct.

Dallas.
of International Chamber
of Commerce at Paris on European
film restriction program.
20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.

Nov.

Nov. 24
Dec.

Prices

Quoted,
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.

Paramount. Brooklyn, opens.
Annual convention of M.P.T.O.

4

Prima Vox, Sound Device,
to be

Shown Tonight

Demonstration
sound equipment

of

the

Prima Vox,

dc.si.e;ncd

for small town theaters,
at 9:40 tonight at the

especially

scheduled
St.
George.

is

Playhouse, Brooklyn.

Richards in New York
Richards of Saenger TheNew Orleans, is in New York.

V.

aters,

Conway

Many Broadway

of

this

Wilcox

in

playhouse ends

N.

Y.

Services
notables, includ-

ing film industry figures, attended
funeral services for Jack Conway yes-

terdav at St. Malachy's Church,
York!

New

A

player,

to-

is

to arrive in

Coming East
Warner Bros.
New York this

week

to star in "'The
Lady." legitimate play.

Imperfect

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

Animated by
Ben Harrison
I

the Lincoln.

mm

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

FILM

EtWlfilW^
INCORPORATED

NEW YOPk

Phone: WISconsin 6876

ALLAN

A.

LOWNES. CEN. MCR.

^

KRAZY
KAT
ALWAYS
A HIT
ON ANY
PROGRAM

morrow.
Pauline Frederick
Pauline Frederick,

At

Sat-

Tomorrow

New York

from the Coast.

H<IT

Herbert Wilcox of British Interwho has been on the Coasl
studying sound picture production,
slated to arrive in

J.

Goldburg Here
Goldburg is in New York

K/>A%Y K47-

national,
is

Jesse

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

Scott on Sales Trip
Harry Scott, short subjects sales
manager of Pathe, is on a tour of
the exchanges including Detroit, ChiLouis,
Oklahoma City.
cago,
St.
Tulsa, Dallas and Memphis.

"Mother Knows Best" Closing
"Mother Knows Best" the picture
from Edna Ferber's story in which
Madge Bellamy and Louise Dresser
have Movietone sequences is now in
its last week at the Globe.
The Fox

Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
Dec. 25
New Fox house in St. Louis opens.
First annual ball. M. P. Club of
26
Jan.
tenure
New York.
urdav.
of

E.

Notables at

Meeting

14

Nov.

*Last

Haines in N. Y. Today
William Haines returns to New
York today after paying a visit ti>
his home town of Richmond.
His
mother accompanies him to NewYork and will go with him to the
Coast next week.

and Portland.

.

The Industry's
Date Book
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tle,

.

.

here was one dead and 14 injurcfl
explosion
occurred while
sound-proof room was being constructed for talking ijietures.

The

itor organization.

.

.

Fort Lee, N. J.— Toll of the mystery blast at the old Peerless studiV

and

Manny Could

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y. C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

PRODUCED AND PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

3040

^Paramount MINTZ Cartoons

NOT JUST BIG
But The

BIGGEST!!!
This

Ad is written while the Qreates{

record'hreaking feat of the picti
season is taking place

\

CAPITOL THEATRE, N. Y.
SMASHES EVERY RECORD
NINE YEARS
EXISTENCE!
IN ITS

Why!
Because,

it's

playing

OUR DANCING
DAUGHTERS

uith exquisite

JOANMackCRAWFORD
Brown —
John
Nils Asther
Dorothy Sebastian Anita Page
directed by HARRY

The BIGGEST

{Qet thatl)

PICTURE HOUSE HIT OF THE DAY!
CLEVELAND

CHICAGO

DETROIT

Sensational at
Oriental

Broke records at Capitol.
Mot'cJ to Adams for a run

BALTIMORE
Stanley packed 'em

'.

to'X'T\

111

at State

breaking house

m

ATLANTA
Records go blooie

record'.

at

SAN FRANCISCO

MEMPHIS
At StaK
outitandmg

fcusinf Jl

Broke Warfield record
Broke State record
second u'et.'feMoved to Boulevard third
big week

COLUMBUS

LOUISVILLE

Ohio Theatre's
smash week

Parxicked them
at the State

—
BEAUMONT

SYRACUSE

MADISON, WIS.

G'ctitcst attendance

New Ophcum

in

months

at State

OMAHA
Tremendous
the Riako

at

CTdshes rtxord

ST.

LOUIS

Capiwl

WASHINGTON
Sivond
at

rip-roartnt,'

week

Colutrbia

BOSTON

State Justness

Socks every record

Pheru}Tr\eruil

at State

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S
Whoopee

Picture!

M^

THE

Warner, F.N., Stanley
Fairbanks' Plan

soliloquy, rather than that
of dialogue with other characters.

or

Will Give Warner
Stock for Stanley
convertible into

pany up

common

to Sept.

1,

share

1)

com-

1930, in the ratio
of common for

1929.

The

letter calls for deposit of

the stock with the New York Trust
Co. prior to Oct. 25, 1928, by stockholders desiring to make the exchange. Action on the deal will be
taken by Warner stockholders at
their annual meeting in early De-

cember.

consult with Fo.x before the merger
can be finally ratified.
Harry M. Warner, on the other
hand, last night said he understood
such a proviso was included in the
trusteeship agreement entered upon
by Stanley and the First National
franchise holders whom the Warners

have agreed to buy out. He added
this had no bearing whatsoever on
his own company's deal which gave

Warner

Study
Planned at Toronto
(Continued from Page

exhibitor unit, the small

1)

town

angle,

Na

OF MINE**
A Sentimental Knockout

asso-

ciated with Universal in an advisory
capacity,
has resigned because of
poor health, his resignation to take
effect at the convenience of Carl

Laemmle.

arm

tured
bile

Not

Louis

Keep Rodgers Home

to

— Recovering
received

accident, L.

W.

in

from a fracan automo-

Directed and Produced

Rodgers, Cairo

by the well

and Poplar Bluff, 111., exhibitor, is
planning to attend the M.P.T.O.A.
convention at Toronto.

known

director

JACQUES FEYDER

Rudolph

assistant
Miehling,
for
projection
of
superintendent
Publix, will tell of the mechanical
installation and operation elements.

and

First

Beno Rubel, who has been

St.

Sound Films

control of

"MOTHER

Beno Rubel Resigns From
"U" Because of 111 Health

Injuries

of

Bros,

tional.

55/125th
The first
each share of preferred.
dividend to be paid will be for the
six month period ending Feb. 28,
of

OUR THIRD RELEASE
FOR THE CURRENT YEAR

1)

this to be a fact, the Warners, since
thej^ control only 61
per cent of
First National, will be compelled to

He

of the

a Factor

(Continued from Page

in his next United
ture, "The Iron Mask."
will employ direct monologue

(Continued from Page

Fox

In Deal;

will talk
Artists' pic-

Douglas Fairbanks

PROJECTION ROOMS
FOR SALE!
!

Or

lease for experimental purposes, with or \vithout services of pro-

M-G-M News Cameraman

In heart

jectionist.
Fully equipped.
of Film Industry.

on Trans-Atlantic Airship
(Continued from Page

will

DOX

A'-171

1650

Broadway

c-o

Film Dailv
N. Y. C.

1)

United States. For the
four weeks Hartman has been
at Friederichshafen making advance
pictures of the airship and flying
aboard on all the trial trips. Some

A

flight to the
last

jjictures

he

made were shown

in

Glorification of Step-Mother

For The

First

Love

Time on Any Screen

a

recent issue of M-G-M News. Hartman for years has represented

Hearst ncwsreels in Europe, and returned only a few weeks ago from
the

.'\rctic.

ZAKORO FILM CORP.
Filmdoni's
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Rejerence For
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1929 Edition
OUT
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Distributors of

Over One Thousand Pages
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COVERS
GOES
EVERYTHING
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WIRE FOR TERRITORIAL
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rom the Ranks
branch

No

man-

Ten years have passed
Lou B. Metzger joined

e

Laemmle, but that period
a steady climb up the

1

M. P. T. 0.
Steffes At
Allied

Hitch to Merger Expected

Indications were yesterday that the Warner deal for control
of Stanley and First National would be ratified as it stands when
the stockholders of the companies meet and that no hitch in the
merger plan would develop. Confusaon continued yesterday over
the exact status of the Fox holdings in First National. One informant, familiar with the by-laws of First National, declared
they contained no clause which would prevent sale of the company unless two-thirds of the stock were in accord.
On the other hand, it was seriously questioned in well-informed quarters whether William Fox would desire to thwart
completion of the merger even if his slightly more than one-third
stock interest could make such a procedure possible.

manager,
divisional
finally in charge of sales and
V general manager of Uniager,

sal.

Price 5 Cents

1928

TO FIGHT

IIVAL
ALESMAN,

11,

eals

der until now he steps into
of the most important posts
His sucthe organization.
5 is the sort we like to learn
straight
up from the
ut

National Drive
Coming on the eve of the
M.P.T.O.A. convention at Toronto next Tuesday, revival of
Allied and its plan to make a
national drive for members is
almost certain to be an issue
at the meetings, where a counter-offensive may be launched.

Kalamazoo, Mich.
lied States Ass'n.,

—

ks.

TAX

BLOCKING
has been WRIT
dling the sales with the encountry under his jurisdicON ADMISSIONS DENIED
At the same time, he has
in
n doing yeoman's duty
Florence, S. C.^Injunction sought
ping production policies. As by the J. M. Dowd, president of the
eral manager, he will direct, state exhibitor unit, to restrain enforcement of the state law providing
will not entirely relinquish
a ten per cent tax on theater admistasks
with sions, has been denied by the state
particular
e
The proceedings
ch he has become familiar, Supreme Court.
years with Universal, plus were on behalf of the association
fight against the burdensome
in its
S.C.

Metzger

late,

!)f

knowledge of its problems
e him eminently equipped

his

new

ax measure passed

SOUND POliCnOBJECT

OFA.F.OFM.

This conies as
stein steps out.
rprise.
For while, when you
ion Universal, you auloniaticthink of Laemmle, it is hketrue that other names, like the
Goldstein,
come
and
ranes

Goldstein is reto mind.
ig to foster other plans about
His sojourn
1 he says nothing.
seventeen
Universal
lasted
period
he
During
that
ed up from the bottom to that
where the titles of treasurer

:ly

manager were

ached high

in the

his.

Grows Merrier

"tiy sure are

moving.

•

The boys

RCA

decisions down at
Bhieprints are
'epsing no time.
ho
ready and from them will
{Continued on Page 2)
luf

make

SET BY BRISTOLPHONE

relating to sound pictures
have been under discussions at conferences held during the last two
weeks at the American Federation
{Continued on Page 6)
['olicies

for

members

only.

Xorthwest unit leader as president,
to
launch immediately a national
campaign for membership and a
drive for funds to engage a nationally known figure to head the
organization, were steps taken at a
meeting following closing session of
the

short
year's

phone
which
Asher,

Alichigan

convention

exhibitor

employment

Reforms Sought

in Censor
Proceedings in Ontario

Toronto Protests registered b\'
distributors against the severity of
Ontario censorshij), and suggestions
for improvement, are under consideration by Provincial Secretary J.
Monteith.
Distributors seek establishment of a board of a))peal. chairman of which would l)o a county
iudgo, filling of vacancies on the
l)oard, including n cliairman, reduction of tax on e.xchanges and of reel

D

(Continued

on

Pacic

b)

of the leader sought.
state unit which joins is to
{Continued on Page 6)

I'.ach

protectionIssue TO
BE CARRIED TO TORONTO
Louis

St.

—

demands

Protection

be an

is-

sue which will be carried to the

M.

Toronto

by

deemed unreasonable
P.T.O.

convention

will

at

eastern Missouri and southern
exhibitor unit, which has
Illinois
made formal protest against the demand^ made by the St. Louis Amusement Co., controlled by Skouras
The St.
Bros, and Harry Koplar.
(Continued on Page 6)
the

Special Train Going to
of Lou B.
of general

Metzger
to
manager,
the post
with M. Van Praag succeeding him
Housewarming and smoker of the as general sales manager and reM. P. Club is scheduled for tonight tirement of E. H. Goldstein, treaswith dinner at 7:30 and entertain- urer, after 17 years with the comment at 9:30. William Morris is in pany, were announced yesterday by
charge of entertainment. The affair Carl Laemmle, Universal president.

is

of AlA. Steffes,

W.

M. Richey, Michigan
H.
sound features and 52 liere.
subjects
comprise the first leader, is secretary of the association.
Twenty-five thousand dollars were
schedule of Gotham-BristolPhotoplay Corp., product for raised from Allied members present
the convention, with a goal of
is to be made by Gotham and at
$100,000 sought in order to assure
Small & Rogers.

Metzger 'U' G. M.; Van Praag
New Sales Head; Goldstein Quits
M. P. Club Housewarming
and Smoker on Tonight

— Revival

with

Eighteen

Thus,

councils of his

ess love.

^Jt

1925.

18 FEATURES, 52

—

Metzger moves up, '"Manny"

jeneral

in

post.

Goldstein

Head of Revived
Which Plans

.Appointment

{Continued

on

Page

6)

Meeting from Chicago

—

Local exhibitors are
chartering a special train to go to the
The special
Toronto convention.
leaves here Oct. 15 and arrives at
Toronto the evening of Oct. 16.
Jack Miller, president of the local

Chicago

unit,

heads

the

delegation.
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om I'dfic 1)
shortly spring a sound studio in New
York.
It's to cost every bit of $3,(ColUiuuciJ

f

I

That's a lot of money, but
just as well get used to
figures.
RCA's going to use
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convonwestern

of

Meeting of Arkansas M.P.TO.
and Tennessee and Mississippi exhibitors at Memphis,
Nov. 1 Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Grauman's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 11
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at
Dallas.

Meeting of International Chamber
of Commerce at Paris on European
film restriction program.
Nov. 20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount. Brooklyn, opens.
Nov.

14

Dec.

convention of M.P.T.O.
Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
New Fox house in St. Louis opens.

Annual

4

of

Dec. 25
26

First

Jan.

New

annual
York.

Kruiff

M.

ball,

KANN

exhibitor unit.

28-29

Oct.

such
'em right along.

P.

Club of

Leaving Saturday

Gloria Leaving N. Y. Friday
Gloria Swanson leaves New York
Friday for the Coast to begin work
on "Queen Kelly," under direction
of its author, Eric Vun Stroheiiu.
It will be a talker recorded by RCA-

"Clothes,"

another

400
4

ploitation

— Eli

director

M. Orowitz,
Stanley

—

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

EMO

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

23,200
17,500
20,200

"2
4,500
500

500
3

19

200
200
32,000
1,500
6.600
48.600
4

2
7

7,600

600
....
....

Bernheim Returns
Julius Bernheim, Universal supervisor of productions, returned yesterday on the Paris to New York City
Mr. Bernheim will leave for Univers-

City next week, after conferring
New York with Carl Laemmle.

al

Sophie
P.

,\.

Tucker

at

Waxman

is

in

A.M.P.A.
to

introduce

SALE!

Samuel Goldwyn, is resigning to
resume his former post in the office
of George C. Tyler, theatrical producer, and to handle publicity for
"Young Love," new Dorothy Gish
play, for Kenneth Macgowan.
for

men

is

Tucker, new Vitaphone star,
meeting of the .A.M.P.A.

—

t(.

of this

territory

is

to

be held

ntorrow.

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Fe«tFilin— Caie— eMasazine
2 in. F. 3.S Lent

Farnol Returning to "Legit"
Farnol, for the last year and
a half Eastern press representative

Golf Tourney at Capital
Washington Fall Film Golf Tournament of exhibitors and exchange-

Sopiiie

The L>te«t Model Double
Spring Motor

Lynn

SkirboU Organizing Force
Cleveland Joseph Skirboll. recentappointed general manager of
ly
World Wide Pictures, will have his
organization completed
sales
local
and in operation within a month, it

at today's

$29.S0

uiiLLoa^HBy;
SZ^SLNewMDTk.My*
^110
West

Phone Penna. 03S0

H

—

World Wide will
stated.
E;ducational.
tribute through

Come

Washington
'Tlte

(s)
fs)

do

75

vantages oFa visit «

100

totheCapilalof -j
our Nation are of
inestimable value

Warner

Filmdom'' s

85

Picl.

pfd.

..

Bros. .111

98 '/.
VI9'A 109 "4 13.500
lO'JH 11251 15,000
198

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
<i) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and A,«ked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.
Prices

Bradley on "N. Y. Mirror"
George Bradley, former motion
picture

editor

Telegraph,"

now

"The

of
is

Ontario Bans "Dancing Daughters"

Toronto "Our
ters," which had

Daugh-

a big run at the
Montreal, during the week
condemned out1, has been
by the Ontario censors.

Capitol,
of Oct.
ripiit

Dancing

Of

Rejerence For Past Ten Years

1929 Edition
OUT

IN

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS
COVERS
GOES
EVERYTHING
EVERYWHERE

^'

Stoplit

II

Lee House

qiie
/5th and

L Streets.

/V.

W.

^ree

squares to the White-

House.

A new and modern-

Hotel. ReFined

Z50

Morning

covering liroadw-iy for "The N. Y. Daily Mirror."

—

Recognized Book

22'/,

do "A" .. l\3'A
•(cb) do 6/,s 28
'Last

educational ad

8,300

.

pfd.

liniv.

*(c)
*(s)

n;

to

dis-

->

do

(0)

Ci

e.\

has
Co.

resigned and revived the
which he formerly maintained here.
'266
He already has signed three inde2,200
pendent theaters and is negotiating
600 district sales manager of District No.
2, which embraces Atlanta, Charlotte with film distributors and producers
His headquarters for exploitation campaigns on Philaand Washington.
delphia first runs.
are at \\ ashingt(_)n.
Phil Dunas Gets District
Phil Dunas has been appointed by
Al Lichtnian of United Artists as

i

Completing Installation
Installation of
Chicago
ccjuipmcnt, held up by the
electricians" strike, is being com
at the United Artists.

talker.

for

i

i

Elizabeth Meehan in N. Y.
Elizabeth Meehan. scenarist for
Herbert Brenon, ha.s arrived in New
York to prepare with Fannie Hurst
the scenario of "Lunnnox," which
Brenon will film as his fecund independent production for United .Ar-

Philadelphia

Sales

t

1

Photophone, for United Artists reWalter Bjron will appear oplease.
This will be followed by
posite.

Toronto.

High

.

New you might

Leave for Co

Officials

Louis B. Mayer, Hal Roach,
Loew and Frances Marion, left
terday for the Coast, Roacii and
leaving by automobile.
Robci
Gowan is scheduled to leave tml

George De Kruiit, vice president
Brenon is to arrive in two
and general manager of National tists.
Theater Supply Co., who is in New weeks.
York, is scheduled to leave Saturday
for the
M.P.T.O.A. convention at Orowitz Revives Exploitation Firm

Financial

.

of

M.P.T.O.A

Toronto.
Annual convention

Iowa and Nebraska

De

Low
30
29H
94M 94^

Club

P.

tion at

Oct. 24-25

at

Annual

Oct. 16-17-18

M.

11,

Single
.

environment.

X^O

rooms

$3.*^ daily
"
^5.°°

room

Double "
Single room

(with meals

^person*

t^^ith

\

baths

)

S6?*"

meals) ^lO."*"

President

A

\Y/^\RNgR Bros. CONTINUEiaEIRLEAD /
. .

T^^^^^^^^.

Q^l^

Wforld Premiere
TUE$DAY,OCTOBER23^

WARNER BROS. THEATRE
Broadway at 52'"'St.W.C.

SEE AND HEAR WARNER BROS.

LATESTWOXAU-TALKm PICTURE
FIRST

BROADWAY STAGE

RICHARD

PLAY

PRODUCED AS AN ALL-TALKINO PICTURE

DORIS
WITH
VITAPnan

ONE
^^m WITHOUT

^^^ ^^^VvnAPHOMi

NEGATIVES

I

ROBERT

^V
^^^

GLADYS

ROBERT

Box

[

Office

Results Prove Daily

<

THAT

Warner Bros. Have the

Pictures

Nozv Playing

ADAPTATION BY ADDISON BURKHARTAND

MURRAY ROTH

DIRECTED BY

BRYAN FOY
BROS.

Tie

Ttaph DNU

"THE SINGING FOOL"
"GLORIOUS BETSY"
"THE TERROR"
"THE LION AND THE
"THE JAZZ SINGER"
MOUSE"
"LIGHTS OF NEW YORK" "TENDERLOIN"
Coming

Snort

"MY MAN"
"STARK MAD"
"THE DESERT SONG" "ON TRIAL"
"CONQUEST"
"QUEEN OF THE NIGHT
"THE REDEEMING SIN" CLUBS"
"MADONNA OF AVE. A"
And Many Other Big Ones!

upto Warner Bros.Million Dollar New$paper,Fdn Ma^azine^adioCampal^n

.-'-5

-

S..A7V;'*'

Machine
RISTOLPHONE
company known

the offspring of a
the world over for the
is

manufacture of recording instruments
since 1889; a company of tremendous resources and highest standing in the industrial
world.

Bristolphone is physically interchangeable
with the disc systems now being used by the
leading producing companies. It is the only
machine with an electrical re-synchronizing
device, making it possible for the operator, in
case of accident, to re-synchronize the picture
without any loss of time.
Bristolphone, because of

its price, is

within

the reach of all exhibitors. The biggest showmen in the industry have listened to its superb
human tone, its unique amplification qualities,

utmost simplicity of operation.
Their installations, which have
quickly followed, is a conclusive endorsement

and marvelled at

its

u4

of the machine's merit.

Bristolphone can be installed within 30
to 60 days after receipt of application.

Machines

MAIN

will be allocated
in the order of receipt
of applications.
'

OFFICE
ISSO SfOddway

NewMOtf

Distributors

for

THE Wf

4

Producrion

'

N unusual output of high

1

class box-office

product will be released under two
brands a series of Asher, Small and
Rogers productions, and a series of Gotham
'

—

Productions.
In addition, there will be a
series of short subjects, embracing the most
entertaining type of novelties and acts.

AM CONVINCED
THAT BRISTOLPHONE IS THE
"I

Asher, Small and Rogers have long been
identified with outstanding box-office hits.
Pictures carrying their brand can well be expected to reflect the production value, the
drawing power and magnitude of such rousing successes as 'TMcFadden's Flats," "Cohens

and

Kelleys,"

"The

Gorilla,"

of the Hills," and others.

With such tremendous man-power at its production source, Gotham Bristolphone occupies
an enviable position in its ability to offer big
box - office names, strong human - interest
stories, and above all, a type of entertainment
that will make money for exhibitors.
Bristolphone can be installed within 30
to 60 days after receipt of application.
Machines will be allocated
in the order of receipt

RP.
.

^'^f

TALKING PiCTUfU Otp
liBiii

DISC SYSTEM
MADE."

"Classified,"

"Ladies Night in a Turkish Bath," "Shepherd

of applications.

EQUAL IF NOT THE
SUPERIOR OF ANY
CHJS. PICQVET^PRES.,
Theatre

Owners

Afsociatian of

N. C.

f-^^

DAILV

Coast Wire Service-

Thursday, October

Be

Protection Issue to

Fighting

SIX IN

Six pictures are in work and seven
in preparation at the First NaPictures under way
tional studio.
are: "S3Mithetic Sin," starring Col-

more

Moore, under direction

of

Wil-

liam A. Seiter; "The Lawless Legion," starring Ken Maynard, under
direction of Harry J. Brown; "Adoration," which Frank Lloyd is directing, with Antonio Moreno in the
lead; "Scarlet Seas," starring Richard Barthelmess. under direction of
John Francis Dillon; "Stranded in
Paradise," starring Milton Sills with
Dorothy Mackaill, under direction of
George Fitzmaurice; Alice White in
"Ritzy Rosy," under direction of

Mervj'n LeRoy.
Pictures in preparation are: "Saturday's Children," Corinne Griffith's

which Gregory LaCava will
"Seven Footprints to Satan,''
which Benjamin Christensen will direct; "Comedy of Life," which Alex-

Sills
and Maria Corda as leads;
"'Hot Stuff," which will star Alice
White; "Children of the Ritz," a
Jack Mulhall-Dorothy Mackaill production; "The Squall," which Alexander Korda will direct; "Weary
River," starring Richard Barthelmess
under direction of Frank Lloyd.

Richard Barthelmess will talk and
sing in his next First National starring vehicle,
"Weary River," by
Courtney Riley Cooper, which will
follow the star's current production,
"Scarlet Seas," on the production
schedule.
The production will be
one of the first talking pictures to
be made on the new sound stages at
the Burbank Studios.
Frank Lloj'd

(Continued from Page

1)

revive the organization di
at the M.P.T.O.A. convci
tion at Los Angeles.
Allied leade
declare that the association was di
banded on promise that the M.P.'

direction of Josef Von Sternberg.
James Hall, Emily Fitzroy and Gustav von Seyffertitz are in the cast.

known man as
that their new

"U" Uses from

75,000 to

100,000 Extras Yearly
Between 75,000 and 100,000 extras
are employed yearly by Universal,
states Victor Nordlinger, casting director for the company.
The average check is $7.50, so that Universal
spends about $650,000 a year for extra talent, he says.
Several other
studios use as many and one or two
more than llniversal, Nordlinger declares.

T-S Film Under

Work

Way

has started on "The Spirit

Youth," from the Booth Tarkington novel, "Ramsey Milholland,'' being directed by Walter Lang for
Tiffany-Stahl.
The cast includes
Dorothy Sebastian, Larry Kent, Betty
Francisco,
Maurice
Murphy,
Anita Fremault, Donald Hull, Rayof

mond Keane, and

Murphy,

Charles
Eve Unsell adapted.
to

"Broadway Fever"

starring

"Broadway

to

Sally

Corliss

title

of

Fever,"

and directed
Roland Drew and

O'Neill

by Eddie Cline.

Palmer are

in

Added to Bancroft Cast
Nancy Carroll and Lane Chandler
Bancroft's

new

picture,

from Page 1)
censoring fees; placing of supervision over all film matters in the
province.
The censor board now
acts as its own appeal board.

in

George

"The Wolf

Wall Street," now being filmed
under direction of Rowland V. Lee.

of

Walter

W.

Clarke, recording exVictor Talking Machine
soon for the Coast to

pert of the
Co., leaves
installation
of
Western
supervise
Electric sound recording equipment
at the Hal Roach studio, under terms
of the contract signed with that
company by Victor. The latter firm
is
to supply vocal artists and mu-

Roach

sicians for

talkers.

VanderVeer With Byrd

to

Film So. Pole Expedition
Willard

'

VanderVeer,

Paramount

en route to the South Pole
with Commander Richard Byrd, to
He
film the story of the expedition.
A round
is to be gone two years.
of receptions featured the run across
the country, with the party leaving
is

Los Angeles on the whaler Larson

New

Zealand. There,
Joe Rucker,
Paramount's other cameraman with
the expedition, who sailed from Ncv.York in August. From New Zealand,
the parties four ships will head due
south to establish its base.
rejoin

Sanger and Jordan

Tie-up with Int'l. Firm
Fox Plans $1,000,000 Talker
"Kiel Gloves" will be directed by
Sanger and Jordan, pla_\ hriikerage
Fred Newmcycr is reported to have Ray Enright instead
of Archie Mayo,
and authors' agency, New York, afa budget of $1,000,000 for producaccording to J. L. Warner who will
filiated with the Anglo International
tion of "'Calamity," Fox talker.
hold Director Mayo in readiness for
conducting a play
Play
Bureau,
another
assignment.
Camera
work
New Contract for Ruth Chatterton
brokerage and authors' agency busi-

lack

.Santoro.

McElwaine on Pathe Studio Pub.

May McAvoy Opposite Blue
May .\lc.\voy will be Monte Blue's
from Fox some time ago to become
production manager for Buck Jones, next leading woman in "No DeDon

is

now

McElwaine,

who

resigned

studio publicity director

for

Pathe.

fense," which will be
the
actor
completes

hound Limited."

Mary Alden Signed

been

Mary Alden has been cast in Charles Rogers' new Paramount starring
vehicle, "Someone to Love."
Lloyd Breaks Arm
Harold Lloyd fractured his arm
a handball game.

in

assigned

started

was

O.A.

employ

to

a national]leader, and sta;
step is a result (

its

failure to fulfill that promise.

Allied
tion,

was organized

first

"walkout"

the

after

tl

Chicago

convei
13 states -withdrew froi

at

when

the M.P.T.O.A. and formed the a.
sociation under leadership of StefTe

of

A. F.

of

M.

Gonfaha

(Continued from Page

1)

Labor headquarters in New Yor
The federation wants no strikes
this time where thev can be avoide
states Joseph N. Weber, presider
While the general membership is u;
easy the federation is urging them
pay no heed to alarming rumorl
EfTect of the RCA-K-A-O and FB
of

I

deal

discounted in federation pi
because it was expected, and "has
sinister significance for us in its ii:
mediate implications, we believe."
is

-

ness in every English speaking counaccording to Walter C. Jordan,
general manager in America of the
new company. Demands for talking
picture rights to both past and present day successes has made the formation of an international agency a
try,

Metzger *U' G. M.;
Van Praag Sales Hea
(Continued from, Page

Metzger has served

in

1)

practical!
distributic

every capacity in the
system, and has served as advisor
Carl Laennnle on production.
Va
Praag has been serving as wester
sales manager, to which post he a(
1

vanced

New York manage

from

company states, fc
some time has been perfecting plar
Goldstein,

the

Succe
to retire from the industry.
sor to Van Praag as western sak

manager has not been named.

Gainsborough Handling

Buck Jones
Gainsborough Prod,
the

Buck

Isles,

Serie

to distribu
Jones series in the Britis
is

according to Murray

W. Gar

son, president of the Buck Jon
Corp., who has returned to New Yoi

from Europe.

Over 7,800 Contracts on
Silent Films for

Warner

Over 7,800 contracts on product
Talking picture be shown without \'itaphone ha-i
practical necessity.
been signed on 1928-2*) Warner pro
when producers may be assured dialogue
according to Sam E. Morri

"The GreyLloyd Bacon has

rights in every country in the world
to any thing they buy, he states.

direction.

Charges Against Millarde Dismissed

"U" Signs Monte

to

banded

i

Ray Enright Directing "Kid Gloves"

on "Kid Gloves" has already started
Conrad Nagel and Lois Wilson head
the cast which includes Tom Dugan.
Edna Murphy, I^dward Earle and

ed

Sound Policy Subject
Clarke Leaving for Coast
Under Roach- Victor Pact

for the trip to
VanderVeer will

support.

have been assigned leads

in Censor
Proceedings in Ontario

News,

Tiffan\-Stahl has changed

"Applause"

Reforms Sought
(.Ccnitinued

will direct.

Ruth Chatterton has signed a
long term contract with Paramount
and next will appear in James M.
Harrie's "Half an Hour."

1)

Esther Ralston, who has been with
The St. Louis delegation is to
during the four years leave Oct. 15 for Toronto, prepared
since she has been in pictures, has to fight any unfair protection in any
signed a new contract with Para- section of the country.
President
mount.
Her next picture is to be Fred Wehrenberg heads the delega"The Case of Lena Smith," under tion.

Changed

Barthelmess to Talk
and Sing in Next Film

Paiic

firm,

Paramount

next,
direct;

ander Korda will direct with Milton

from

M.

which has a string of have one representative on the boar
27 neighborhood houses here is de- of directors.
manding 14, 21 and 35 days protecMichigan, Minnesota, North ai;
tion over various opposition houses. South Dakota, Iowa, Texas and Ii
Protest has been made to all ex- diana were represented at the mec
changes.
ing, which enthusiastically deterniii
Louis

Esther Ralston Signs New
Contract with Paramount

WORK, SEVEN

MORE TO BE STARTED

leen

(Co-iilinucd

192

P. T. O.;
Steffes Heads Allie

Carried to Toronto

F.N. Speeds Production

11,

Carter
Monte Carter, producer of the
stage iilay "Kongo" in Los Angeles,
h;;s been placed under contract by
l^niversal in the Movietone department.

IVest

Coast

Bureau.

Los Angeles

THE FILM

— Charges

zlement brought against

of
S.

DAIJA'

embezS.

Mil-

net,

compan\' distribution head.
Joins U. A. at Washington
Klein,
former!
J.
representative for M-G-M in Ne
England and more recently bran<

Washington

larde in Chicago have been dismissed.
Millarde was arrested here and held

and

in $10,000 bail.

force

district

has joined
here.

—

manager
the

for

Warner

United Artists sal

.

|
'

"

aiKithei*

pill

^ Filmdom has

medal on him!

very few authentic production geniuses. Erich von Stroheim

belongs in the select company that you can count on the fingers of one hand.

Producer of masterpieces that make money.
he has done

it

again!

The two years since

to the creation of this, the greatest of all

his

^

In "The

Wedding March

"Merry Widow" he has devoted

von Stroheim

pictures.

of money, effort and box office value have been poured into "The

March."

^

Results show!

openings brand
the year!

it

Reports

already

received

Torrents

Wedding

from pre-release

without question one of the mightiest money-makers of

Reviewers and the public rave about the dazzling spectacle of

this flaming

romance of old Vienna. The

The breath-taking scenes

in Technicolor.

Stroheim and beautiful Fay Wray.

^

brilliant

von Stroheim touches.

The inspired

acting of von

Erich von Stroheim, we pin another

medal on you for "The Wedding March"!
musical score and sound
to stand beside ''Wings"

productions that

44

The

make

effects, it is

Silent or with

its

magnificent

your greatest achievement!

Worthy

and 'The Patriot" and the other history-making

this

Paramount's Greatest Year!

Tl^etldiu^ Marcli^^ joinN

Paraiiioiiiit^s

ariiij of liitNl

Latest news from the box-office fronts:

"llFINOS"
Oklahoma

City,

and Portland

to long

list

all -time

Minneapolis, Salt Lake City,

of records smashed I

"THE
breaks

Add

FL-EET'S

I]¥!" Oara Bow

hit

record at Paramount Theatre, N.Y., by more than $2000.

"THE PATRIOT"

Completes eighth

capacity week, Rialto, N.Y., smashes record Bridgeport, other key cities.

"1>0€KS OF

NEW YORK"

Paramount Theatre, N. Y. record topped by $7000. Week-end record, Granada, San Francisco.

ON THE WAY: Anne

Nichols' ''Abie's Irish Rose" (talking

and singing);

"Interference," Paramount's first 100% talking picture; "Redskin" (successor
to

"Vanishing American" and almost all inTechnicolor) "Sins of theFathers."
;

PAR4MOUr%t'S GREATEST YEAR
'^&kmm

Plans to Stump U. S. in Membership Drive

Allied

iTHE

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

ALL THE

^yPILMDOM
XLVI

OL.

No.

Friday, October

11

Picture
A
'excitement

the

hit

|i

fice

,

smack

a

was Hke

1

of-

last night. It

In

this.

came

the

bubbling over
other he
;iout something or
d just seen. That, in itself,
So we inquired
as unusual.
nat it was all about: Said reL'wer had hurried office-ward
ectly after seeing "Marriage
reviewer,

]ad

Contract,"

I

Nobody

ease.

r

Tiiifany-Stahl

a

could

kl

then figured that if
picture was that good, we
better pass on the word as

f;t

as possible.

tis

So
jnt

I

we then asked him

to

why and

the

out what the

And

iierefore.
jid

this is

what he

— in essence, not in toto, be-

:ise

we had

to trim his rave to
requirements:

>ice

companionate marShows step by step
modern girl imbarks on

Built on
iage theme.

ow

a marriage, but

ucli

entions,
ries

it

again.

punch

lig

break

etc.

woman

is

lOMOPRDIKISMM
CONHDIIIOII

how

con-

up.

She

Toronto

—

More than 400 personal

N. CALIFORNIA

NOT TO

I

but the woman is
eked.
Age does the trick. A
atural for feminine support from
II
clubs and church organizaons.

Very sexy, but discreetly handby director James Flood,
uder the eagle eye of John
tahl.
Class production from all
ed

Franchises ranging from ten
to 25 years for Warner and
First National product are being signed with theater circuits
through whose stock interest
the Warners secure control of
These inthe First National.
clude B. & K., Skouras Enterprises, Finkelstein and Ruben,

Blank

H.

A.

and

Saenger

Enterprises.

SPECIAL DEAL EOR INDIES

San Francisco

—^Allied

ON W. ELECTRIC DEVICE
Independent producers making pictures for release through a licensee,

SEND ANY DELEGATES

has

gal

Signing Franchises

.

fails

no protection
marriage
this companionate
tuff.
The man walks off, picks
nother

mwH

invitations have been sent out by
the Ontario division of the M.P.T.O.A.
to exhibitors and exchange managers
in eastern Canada to attend the annual convention here Oct. 16, 17 and
Many replies were received and
18.
Laura Elston of Toronto, convention
secretary, expressed the belief that
more than 200 picture men of OnIt
tario and Quebec would attend.
probable that 1,000 persons, inis
cluding the women will gather in
Toronto for the convention

again.
showing that

It

in

it

Price 5 Cents

1928

WEST COAST TURNING PUBLIX
HOUSES BACK AT U. S. REQUEST

hold

We

n.

12,

may

use the

Western

Electric

sys-

sound recording under working arrangement with the distributor.
Amusements "Quite a bit" of leeway in the mat-

tem

of

California will not be ter is given to licensees, it is pointed
Toronto con- out by Western Electric. Thus, if
represented at the
vention of the M.P.T.O.A., the ex- a producer wanted to make a picture
{Continued on Page 8)
ecutive board having decided there
would be no great advantage in
sending a delegate.
"Our organization," Thomas D.
{Continued on Page 8)

Move Suggested by Dept.
of Justice Loew Houses
Not Affected

—

West

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Los Angeles

—Upon

suggestion of
the attorney general's office in Washington,
Coast theaters of Publix,
which were turned over to West
Coast Theaters in a management
deal some time ago, are to be returned to that company.
The Government suggested that
undoing of the pools which brought
the houses under the West Coast
lianner would be desirable from its
point of view.
Harold B. Franklin,
president and general manager of
West Coast, is to go to New York
about Nov. 1 to work out details of
dissolution.
Houses affected are at

Los Angeles, San
land,

Berkelev,

Francisco,

Portland

Oak-

and

Se-

attle.

The two companies considered
desirable to

it

comply with the Govern-

{Continued

on Page 8)

Industries of

GOOD-WILrcUnO

GO SLOWON SOUND riLMS,

BE

London (By Cable)
sound

—"Go

slow on

and talkers" is the
40 Firms to Have Booths
timely
miss;
TENDERED^AT DINNER substance of a warning to its members
ngles.
Can't
leme; enormous woman intersounded by the Cinematograph Exat M.P.T.O. Exposition
problems
marriage
rest
in
Presentation of the Sam Harris hibitors Ass'n. in a report issued on
Forty booths will be on exhibit at
hich are dramatically developed.
Prices are considered
the exposition to be held at Toronto Cup, to be awarded animally to a the subject.
/hich is saying' plenty about any in conjunction with the M.P.T.O.A. member of the American film indus- excessive and runinous by the assoiure.
Toronto and the exhibitor convention, R. F. Woodhull, presi- try for the best suggestion or deed ciation, which emphatically advises
{Continued on Page 8)
ention beckon, but just as soon
(Continued on Page 8)
against tie-ups and sacrifice of ex>ve alight from the sleeper next
Talkers are
hibitors' independence.
k, we're
going to see this T-S
regarded as only experimental, but
hope is held out for a continuance

'

pictures

.

Number of Speakers to Address

Dancing Daughters"
I

>

.

ire

i

tX

'

!e

!

u

t

of

M-G-M's

— means

times ahead for showmen.
purely and solely for the mob.
the kind of film they'll eat up,
down to the last clinch. Make
you get it.

\

'

—one

State Units in Allied Drive

we

did see one ourselves
week that is a grand piece of
"Our Dancing
office material.
Khters" is its title and, brother,
there, every foot of it. Jazzy,
ly and intelligently treated, the

owever,
I

KANN

of synchronization.

Steffes stated that no fight with
which was re- the M.P.T.O.A. or any other orvived this week at Kalamazoo, Mich., ganization is intended, and that the
will stump the United States in its new organization intends to devote
.Allied States Ass'n.,

drive for member units, W. A.Steffes,
president of the organization, stated
yesterday on his arrival in New
York, with A. Kaplan, treasurer of
The
the Northwest exhibitor unit.
organization will invite state units
to

affiliate

with

each

to

have

itself to its own affairs, helping in
building up strong state units, after
which "needed reforms" will be

Speakers who
next month,
Steffes says, will include H. A. Cole,
one H. M. Richey, Leach Cross, Kaplan,

representative on board of directors.

sought for members.
will

take

Steffes

the

stump

and others.

Mystery Deal
Financing for a new talking
motion picture company is expected to be announced shortly,

the

"New York Evening

Journal" stated yesterday. The
new company has its own machine, which has the combined

Warner
of both the
Brothers and Fox instrument
the paper said.
assets
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way,

—

—

Managing Director

Arthur M. Brilant, veteran exploitation and theater man, today be-

comes

managing

director

the
Colony, Universal's Broadway house.
He succeeds James A. Carrier. W.
of

Callahan becomes house manager.
J. Maxwell Joice, formerly publicity
director at the Rivoli, assumes similar duties at the Colony.
J.

M. P. Club Increases Entrance Fee
With the 300th application for
membership received, the M. P. Club
of New York has increased its initiation fee to $200 for the next 100
members.
12

Talkers

London

From Phototone

—Twelve British Phototone

sound pictures

be ready soon.
The company is using two stages
for production at a local studio.
will

Leatherman Improved

—

Atlanta F. A. Leatherman, who
handles the Reproduce organ in the
Southeast, and who has been seriously ill with typhoid fever at his
home in Atlanta, was reported considerably improved this week, but
too weak to be about.
Scully Transferred
A. Scully, former New Haven
manager for M-G-M, has been made
New Jersey manager. Jack Bowen

W.

New York

branch manager. Robert Smith, formerly a salesman in
Boston, succeeds Scully in
New
Haven.
is

18M

(c) Con.
(s)
do
(s) East.

Fm.

Ind.

94H
iiji
25!4

14-5^

14^

2554

2554
178
128

A 78

Kodak

1854
2954
945^
9454

29^
94H

29.5i

pfd.

1754

177.J4

(s)

do pfd. ...
*(c) Film Insp.

104

First Nat. pfd.

(s)
(s)

Fox Fm. "A", 103J4 1015^

(c)

Fo.x Thea.

do

rts.

Intern.

*(c)

Sales

6,600
300

3

.

(s)

"A"

30J4

2954

Proj..

— Bishop-Cass

Run

lom

1

'566
100
300

Metallic Co., which will remodel the
house, installing sound equipment. Al

Haagen is in charge temporarily for
the owner. Competition of the Aladdin and Publix's new Denver is declared to have proved too much.

Films for Atlanta "Legit" House
Atlanta The Erlanger, Atlanta's
only legitimate house, recently opened
its
season with "Simba," which is
'"3
set for a tv^^o weeks' engagement.

—

19,500
354 14,200
26,600

3m9

(b) Keiths 6s 46 . 9Si^
95^ 95 54
(s) Loew's Inc. .
62^ 61!4 615^ 6,000
200
do pfd.
103
102
103
(s)
500
(c)
do deb. rts.. 22
21J4 2154
do 6s 41ww. 111
111
111
5
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do 6s41x-war. wo'A 10014 1005^
1
(b)
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"766
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ioj^
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(s) Orph.
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15,000
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(s)
do pfd.
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3,000
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1497A
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51
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101
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1
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34
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754
(o) Skouras Bros.. 45
SO
(s) Stanley Co.
SS54
800
5754
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(o) Technicolor . .
954
8'A
'4%
(c) Trans-Lux
400
454
45i
(o) United Art.
.
12
14
2
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(o)
do pfd.
75
23
.. 23
23
206
(c) Univ. Pict.
(s)
do pfd.
9854
500
(s) Warner Bros. .1
109%
(s)
do "A" ... 113% 110
500
11054

Immediately thereafter will come a
two weeks' run of "Wings."

.

.

.

6U

.

.

extended their territory to include

Fulco Returns to N. O.
Joseph Fulco, who came
from Loew's State, New Orleans, to
be guest conductor at Loew's CapiAtlanta

—

has returned to his post in New
Orleans.
Walter Sheets is conductor of the Capitol orchestra.
tol,

Bartow Gets Cleveland House

—

Stock Exchange.

aters.

Prices

198

.

Quoted.

Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.

Stoloff in

Ben

N. Y.

on a new Fox picture.

of

Named

Assistant to

succeeds

players

negro

Iowa and Nebraska

Howard

in

life

"Hallelujah,"

which

will

28-29

Dallas.

Meeting of International Chi
of Cominerce at Paris on Eur
film restriction program.
Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages
vention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Nov. 14

<

New

York.

Schulberg En Route East
P. Schulberg is en routi
New York from Hollywood to
Jesse L. Lasky.
He will remai
the East three weeks.
J. G. B
man and B. P. Fineman, membe
Paramount's associate staff, are
en route East. Hector Turnbull
B.

Moses

Vivian

J.

returning

to

Cosine Hunting "U" Locatiot
Arthur Cosine, location man,
joined the Paul Fezos unit whi<
making "Broadway" for Univers
New York. He last worked
Universal on
"The Girl on
Barge."

Seastrom Going to Sweden
Seastrom is to sail

Victor

New York

i

for

story

— D. Reilly has succeedGeorge Moeser as United Artists'

are

Coast.

Sweden tonight
Call

employ an

Reilly Gets U. A. Buffalo Post

ed

Annual convention of M.F
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma C
New Fox house in St. Louis
First annual ball, M. P. CI

4

Dec. 25
26
Jan.

I

Buffalo

of
exhibitor

Meeting of Arkansas M.P
and Tennessee and Mississipi
hibitors at Memphis.
Nov. 1 Opening of "Noah's Ark" at
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Motion Picture Book Week,
Nov. 11
13-14
Nov.
M.P.T.O. of Texas conventi
Oct.

all-colored cast.

manager
Sine

Oct. 24-25

Foerste.

Vidor Making Final Tests
King Vidor and his technical staff
have made the final tests for leading

who

directed "Plastered in Paris" and other Fox feature
comedies, is in New York for a short
vacation.
He expects to return to
California next week to begin work
Stoloff,

He

ce

Toronto.
Annual convention

tion at

all

the towns in the Ohio Valley section.
Two new trucks will take care of
the added service.

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

"Last
(b)
(c)
(s)
(o)

.

—

M.P.T.O.A

Annual

Oct. 16-17-18

Dec.

Trucking Firm Expands
Cleveland Johnson & Gross, operating a film trucking service, have

Cleveland Fred A. Bartow, formerly in charge of United Artists exploitation in the South, has been appointed manager of the Park by
William A. Haynes, assistant general
manager of the Loew's Ohio The-

*(c-b) do 6i4s 28

The Industry's
Date Book

has stepped
out of the Colorado, allowing the
house to revert to its owner, the Bi-

High Low Close
Prod,
(c) Acoustic
(s) Amer. Seat. .
..
(c-b) do 6s 36
*
Bal. & Katz .

.

Brilant Colony

Denver

WAFILMS,
Walter

Inc.

A. Futter, Pres.

!

for

I

Library Stock Scenes

I
I

130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

Bryant 8181

1

here.

DoUe

—

Louisville
George Sine has been
named assistant to Fred Dolle, president and general manager of the
Fourth Ave. Amuse Co., which
has five theaters here, one in Indianapolis, one at Terre Haute and
three at Marion, Ind.
C. C. Atkinson is expected to succeed him as
manager of the Strand.

Universal Talking
Pictures Speak for
Themselves

Fi/m^om's Recognized Book Q
Rejerence For Past Ten Years

1929 Edition
OUT

IN

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBE^

COVERS
EVERYTHING

GOES
EVERYWHER.

The Only Newsreel Camera Man Aboard The

COUNT
ZEPPELIN
Represents theHearst^ewsreels
which produce M'G'M 'News

M-G-M SCORES GREATEST VICTORY
THE HISTORY OF NEWSREELS!

IN

Imagine taking your audience
on a Trans-Atlantic Flight!
,

has this
experience been seen

ISIever before in history

thrilling

on the screen!
Lindbergh crossed without a camera.
The Zeppelin has one— and only one

—and

the pictures will be in the

-GNOTE:

NEWS

In the current issue of the M-G-M News appear the first and only pictures made aboard the
wonder airship on its trial flight. Tie up your box-office with the biggest news story of the day!

Carl Laemmle^s

ONIHEl
OFIHE
WHOLE,
The

talking picture
with color sequences!
first

The

hercil

The heroU

The

villal

The

story

i

PAul
Photogra

mersal Sensation!

jrRYON.

k KENT.
pee.

lOS
renton
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Coast Wire Service-

Warner Forming Policy

YEAR BOOK TOPICS
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

HISTORY

9.

CONTENTS

10.

SOUND
EXPLOIT'O' GRAMS

JACK TO ANNOUNCE

Movietone Studio to Be
Dedicated on Sunda
Fox on Sunday will dedicate
new Movietone studio at Fox Hi!
The studio, which covers 40 acres
t

THEATERS
RESEARCH..
12. FINANCIAL
READERS
13. ORGANIZATIONS
STATISTICS
14. THEATER CHAINS
PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION 15. TEN BEST
16. FOREIGNMARKETS
EXHIBITION
17. ADVERTISING
11.

PUBLISHED
BY
FILM DAItY

NfW PLANS NEXT WEEK

land

Statement of the new policy of the
Warner Bros. -First National studios
will be made next week, according
to Jack Warner, Warner production
chief.
"There are many things for
nie to go over before I can say anything,"

Warner

stated.

has

27

buildings

and

is

si

rounded by a wall 16

feet high. T
includes
four
soui

construction
proof stages, each 212 ft. long by 1
ft.
wide.
The studio, the compai
states, represents an investment
$8,000,000 in land value, building
sound recording, photographing ai

Al Rockett, studio and production
head at First National, likewise de-

electrical

clined to speak of the deal but said
that as far as he knows the First
National sound studios will be operated independently for the present,
except that First National's sound
pictures probably will be made at the
Warner studios until the talking
stages at Burbank are completed.

Richman to Write Dialogue
Vilma Banky's picture, for whii
most of the sequences are to be sh

equipment.

New York, will have dialogue
Arthur Richman. Richman is wr
ing^ the talking sequences in collal;.
in

I

Hope

ration with

Loring.

Hergesheimer Writing Colman Stoj
Joseph Hergesheimer is writir
Novarro Renews Contract
Ramon Novarro has signed a new story and dialogue for the next Roi
contract
with M-G-M under the aid Colman picture.
terms of which he will devote six
Signed for Pathe Lead
months yearly to picture work, and
the balance of the year will pursue
his musical studies and perhaps give
concerts in Europe and the United
States.

Alberta Vaughn has been sigm
by Pathe to play the feminine lej
opposite Eddie Quillan in "Nois
Neighbors,"
directed
by
Charl
Reisner.

Barton for "Burlesque"
Mohr Signs 2- Year Contract
James Barton, song and dance man
of Broadway revues and a headliner
Hal Mohr, cameraman, has be«
of big time vaudeville, has been sign- placed under two year contract wi)
ed by Paramount to play the leading Universal.
role

in

"Burlesque."

Newmeyer Gathering Cast
Boteler for "Leathernecks"
Sally
Phipps,
Elliol
Robert
Wade Boteler has been signed for Frank Albertson, and Francis
"The Leathernecks," starring Wil- Donald have been chosen by Dire
liam Boyd for Pathe. Alan Hale and tor Fred Newmeyer as leads in tl
Robert Armstrong are featured.
untitled picture he is to produce f(
Fox.
Paul Gerard Smith Joins Fox
Sound for Novarro Film
Paul Gerard Smith, author of
"Keep
Kool,"
"Funny
Face,"
"The Flying Ensign" has be^
"Here's Howe" and other Broadwaj' selected as final title for Ramfl
musical shows, has joined the staff Novarro's new starring vehicle, foi
of writers at the Fox Movietone merly knows as "Gold Braid." Tl
studios.
picture will have a synchronized sco

M

YEAR BOOK RESEARCH
WIDELY

divergent are the fields of this rapidlygrowing industry that it has become a tremendous task
to collect the facts and present them concisely and
completely in the FILM DAILY
BOOK. It means
patient research throughout the entire year, and keeping
in touch with all the many available sources of authentic
information.
In compiling the FILM DAILY
thousands of pieces of mail are sent out to comb
the field and line up the data in all departments.

SO

YEAR

YEAR

BOOK

The Film Boards

of Trade keep the editors posted on
in the local territories.
U. S. Government offi-

changes
supply statistics on the latest developments at home,
and abroad. The splendid facilities of the Hays organization have rendered invaluable aid.
Also banking institutions, exhibitors, and every company in the industry.
all

cials

They can

all

for they help to

share pride in filmdom's encyclopedia,
it authoritative and complete.

make

and sound

effects.

MacDonald Opposite Nilsson
Wallace MacDonald has been cast
for the

Sign Raquel Torres
"Blockade," in
Raquel Torres has been given
Q. Nilsson is starring for long-term contract by M-G-M.

male lead

which Anna

in

FBO.

"Christine" is New Title
Schildkraut as "The Devil"
"Christine" will be the new
Joseph Schildkraut is slated to en- for Janet Gaynor's latest picture

the title role in "The Devil," a
screen adaptation of the novel by Alfred Neumann, which Universal is

act

producing.

\

titr
foil

merly called "Street Fair." Charlet
Morton, Rudolph Schildkraut, HarH
Cording and Lucy Dorraine are
the cast and William K. Howard
i

i,,

directing.

New Movietone Player
Marguerite Churchill, a pupil of
Winifred Lenihan's Theater Guild
School where she held the Winthrop
Ames and Otto H. Kahn scholarship,
has joined the ranks of Broadway
players now in talking pictures. She
arrived

ready

in

for
pictures.

Gerrard Added
Douglas Gerrard is the latest plajj
er to be assigned by J. L. Warne
to the cast of Dolores Costello's picj
ture, "'Madonna of Avenue A" whici
Michael Curtiz is directing. Other]
are Grant Withers, Louise Dressei'

Hollywood this week
work in Fox Movietone Otto Hoffman, Lee Moran and Wil
liam Russell.

THE
October

iriday,

12,

DAILV
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|U" Wisconsin Circuit
lakes Number of Changes

—

Milwaukee

Several changes in
announced by the Mil-

r.somiel are

aukee Theater Circuit, Inc.
Louis
Sewnig, district manager of the
rcilit,
has been named managing

Silverman Bros. Sever
Exclusion of U. S. Films
With Cleveland Firm
in Italian Market Feared
OAny UPS vnocu mean douaos foq suowmen

"Flying

Romeos"

.

itinn

(First Nat'l)
On top of the marquee was placed
a 24-sheet which showed a picture
real propeller
of an aeroplane.
was added to the picture aeroplane
by means of fastening the propeller
to the blade of a fan going at a lowrate of speed. The sprinkling of flitter on the blades gave it a sparkling
effect and especially so at night when

11I1I

a white spot

the

of

ircctor

circuit's
Fred S.

Sheboygan.

I

Sheboygan,
Meyer, re-

ntly succeeded Sewnig besides relining his old position as managing
ircctor of the Alhambra, Milwau-

John Meara, formerly in charge
Saxe Amusement
iiiterprises has been named exploiee.
f

publicity of the

manager of the circuit. ReinWallach, former manager of
le Sheboygan, has been named manner of the Lake here succeeding

now booker. Frank
formerly with the United
heater
Enterprises
in
Bluefield,
v'est Va., has been named manager
Aigene Arnstein,
oiitoon,

f

Kenosha

the circuit's

at

—

f

Wausau here, to
Jordan who resigned.

succeed

Fox's

;ert

Cleveland Opening Oct. 13
Cleveland
Keith's Hippodrome
/ill
open Oct. 13 with "Mother
i^nows Best" instead of with "King
f
Kings," as previously announced.

—

Variety House Reopens
Cleveland The Homestead, one of
le houses belonging to the Variety
amusement chain, is reopened, after
aving been closed all summer.

—

Bryer Sells Another
Milton Bryer has sold
Akron,
e Ideal theater to Park J. Palmer.

C—

who owns a chain of five
ouses in Akron, has sold all of them
Ixcept the Waldorf, which he will
ontinue to operate.
>ryer,

I

Fend Transferred to Pittsburgh
Cleveland- Harland Fend, of the
,oew publicity staff, has been put
1
charge of publicity of the Loew
ouses in Pittsburgh, namely the
'enn and Aldine.

—

it.

The

—

"Telling the

World"

(M-G-M)
Put out an attractive float reproducing the light house (trade mark
Scripps-Howard papers) with search
lights working, and large banners on

Wausau, Wis. Louis A. Falk, forlierly manager of the Nemo, New
ork, has been named as manager each

j

was thrown on

cashier and ushers were dressed in
aviators costumes of the regulafTon
white overalls and flying caps. Jack
L. Hobby, Strand, Tampa, Fla.

Kenosha.

Wausau House

Falk at

A

side of truck advertising
of the serial "Telling

starting

World" in Youngstown
Float was used not only

the
the

Telegram.
in

Youngs-

town. but in the smaller towns surrounding. John R. Elliott, KeithAlbee, Youngstown, O.

—

Cleveland
Silverman Brothers
have severed their connections with
Variety Amusement Co., and Midwest
Properties Co.

They

sold their intetests in both companies of which
they were directors to S. H. Stecher.

(Universal)
automobile of the vintage of
1920 was driven about the streets
for several days. In it were a dignified looking couple in the garb of the
day. The couple went shopping during the busiest hours of the day in

An

the most crowded stores, their costuming and dignified manner attract-

The auto was equipped
orthophonic machine and

ing attention.

with

an

records of "Thanks For the Buggy
Ride" were played at busy intersections and during the "parading" of
this outfit around the streets. Tie-up
was arranged with four music stores
which had window displays appropriate to the picture, 'and who furnished records for use on the orthophonic.
Le|e Newsome, Palace, Jack-

Exclusion of .American
due to the government

monopoly,

is

feared.

Italy

consumes

about 250 films yearly, of which from
175
190 are American
made.
to
Astute measures must be adopted by

Meyer Fine and Abe Kramer, with the American industry,
they had been associated. By prevent being shut out

to
if
it
is
of the Italpointed out here.

whom

the deal, Variety has sold to the Silveirmans the Palace, Lorain; Ohio,
Mansfield, Strand, Akron, and Al-

hambra,

Canton.

Operating under
the name of the Strand Co., Messrs.
I.
and J. Silverman are maintaining
headquarters in Akron.
Stecher, Fine and Kramer kept
the Cleveland houses operated by
Variety, of which there are ten with
an eleventh to be opened on Thanksgiving Day. These are the Variety,
Shaw-Hayden, Oriental, Cadar-Lee,

Union Square, Hilliard Square, Detroit and Homestead. The Up-Town,
Clair Ave. and East 107th St.,
is
nearing completion. In the reorganization of Variety Amusement
Co. the following officers have been
elected: president, Meyer Fine; vice
president, S. H. Stecher; secretary
and treasurer, Abe Kramer.
at

St.

—

"Thanks for the Buggy Ride"

—

Paris

films in Italy,

Four "U" First Runs

—

Toledo, O. Fojr the first time,
four Universal first run pictures will
play here consecutively when "Foreign Legion," "Michigan Kid," "The
Night Bird" and "Freedom of the
Press" follow each other at George
Fleischman's State theater.

mo.

THE

ian market,

it

is

Peck in New Venture
Birmingham, Ala. J. W. Peck, Jr.,
long owner and operator of the Five
Points, which was taken over by the
Wise interests a few months ago, has

—

severed his connection with that
house and will move to Sylacauga,
controls the First
Ala., where he
It
National and American theaters.
19 reported that Peck is interested in
a new company, the purpose of which
to form a new theatrical circuit in
Alabama and Georgia. One of the

is

prime

factors

interested

Smith, formerly of
Grange, Ga.

C.

is

S.

Newnan and La

Auction Martin's Ferry House
The Ohio,
Martin's Ferry, O.
building and the theater equipment
were sold at public auction to Attorney C. E. Timberlake, representing
The
the Shadyside Bank of $2800.
theater was owned by the Osseo
Tribe of Red Men.

—

Fischeit Gets Color Series

Cleveland

change
Castle

—The

Fischer Film Ex-

distributing a series of six
Color single reel pictures in
is

Ohio.

LUCKY RABBIT

CARRY

^m
"IT

»»

To the Bank

—

sonville, Fla.

Sanducky House Opens
Sandusky, O.
leater,

new

—

The

2,000-seat

(Paramount)

motion

picrecently.

ure house, 'opened here
William Seitz will manage the house,
ccording to report.

Reynard Opens Sundays

—

Marion, O. The Marion, belongiig to Ed Reynard, is the last local
Other
iouse to open on Sunday.
ilarion houses have been open all
The Marion
.jmmer on Sunday.
as bound by a restriction in the
This restric•ase, to keep closed.
011 has been withdrawn.

When You

"Warming Up"

Schine-State

Devised a special

baseball bullestore windows,
tin for display in
sporting goods shops and soda fountains.
The bulletin, 14 by 20 inches,
contains scenes from the picture and
the type matter, in two colors, gave
the current's week's schedule of basedescriptions
of
ball
games,
the
"Warming Up" scenes and the theater play dates for the picture. The
bulletin makes an attractive display,
guaranteed to catch the eye. Russell B. Moon, Paramount, New York

—

City.

Benefit

Denver
.laddin
light
-ross

—

Show

at Denver
Harry Huffman's new

show

for

a midof the Red
The
fund.

presented

recently

benefit

hurricane

relief

rpheum and Rivoli co-operated.
Sunday Shows

Cliffs

London
ture!

with

Next "Silver Rosary"

— Denison

Clift's next picwill be "The Silver Rosary,"
Lillian Rich, Winton Hall, Ran-

dall Ayrton, James Carew and Alexander d'Arcy.

Lexington
shows Sunday Shows Lose in Close Vote
Sunday
Lexington, Neb.
Morrill, Neb.
Sunday shows lost
;cently were instituted at the Mahere.

OSWALD
SUPERVISION

GEORGE WINKLER

THE LUCKY RABBIT
Universalis Ace of Cartoons
PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES

at

—

stic

Play

—

here by vote of 133 to

127.

VnwersalW\\mJL\l Carhoons

THE
Friday, October

Good-Will Cup to
N. California Not
Be Given at Dinner
to Send Delegates
(Continued from Page
(Continued

Fage

on

promoting a spirit of good-will beVan Osten. secretary-manager, points tween the public and the industry in
P.
M.
the
with
out, "is not affiliated
this country and Great Britain, will
T. O. A. beyond a moral stand on
be made at a dinner to be held under
up
any
in
cooperate
would
which we
the auspices of the A. M. P. A. in
as
industry
lifting move, effecting the
in
York.

a whole. Since the memorable Washington, convention the theater owners
of northern California, as organized
at that time on my return from that
convention, have devoted their efiforts
almost wholly in matters effecting us

November

1921

Sound Pictures

1)

8)

12,

by

PARAMOUNT

LISTS

ARTHUR

EDDY

W.

California Style

TOUR

New

Plans for the events were reported
by Kddie Klein at the A. M. P. A. TALKING FILMS
luncheon yesterday at the Paramount.
The committee in charge comprises
With four all-dialogue pictures
Edward L. Klein, chairman; George definitely set for production in the
However, Harvey, P. A. Parsons, Bruce Gal- East, work on the first, "The Letwithin our own territory.
lup, Maurice D. Kann, Paul Benjater." with Jeanne Eagles, starts Monat all time we would join in any
A com- day, stated Jesse L. Lasky yesterday.
min and Charles Barrell.
worthwhile national move that we
mittee of trade papers editors is now The other three are: "The Four
believe would work to the interest
selecting the person, who, in its Cocoanuts," with the
Four Marx
of the industry, as a whole.
opinion, during the past year proved Bros.; "The Birth of the Blues" and
to
wish
not
does
he
says
Osten
Van
himself most worthy of receiving "Gentlemen of the Press."
criticize, nor belittle the work done
that trophy.
Three
now
sound
stages
are
by officers of the M. P. T. O. A.
Sophie Tucker, Vitaphone star, ready and the stafif has been picked.
and adds:
was unable to attend the luncheon. Two productions of the "Great Star
"If there were a nation-wide, strong
and Author Series" have been comnational organization, of course, we
Equity
pleted.
They are "Night Club" and
would be very happy to affiliate and Writ Restraining
do our share, but what there is at
Interference Granted "The Pusher in the Face," with
Lester Allen, Carroll McComas and
present of national activity is centered
Actor's E^quity Ass'n., is restrained
Estelle Taylor.
in such a small area and so far from
of
business
with

POR EAST

from interfering
our immediate zone, that we feel we agencies and personal representatives
in
map
the
on
speck
would be but a
who are members of the group which Talking Cartoon Series
endeavoring to work along with them. have refused to sign the Equity
Planned by British Firm
Hence, our purely local efforts in agreement limiting their fees to five
London
A series of 12 half-reel
our own behalf.''
per cent, in a temporary injunction talking cartoons is planned by Britobtained by their counsel, Nathan ish Sound Film Prod, as well as a
Burkan, from Judge Henry W. God- number of feature pictures with
Booths
40 Firms to
The sound. Initial feature will be "Sindard, in U. S. District Court.
at M.P.T.O. Exposition writ is returnable Oct. 19.
The ews of War." Features will be avail(Continued from Page 1)
Equity limitation is declared uncon- able with or without sound.
dent, states. Fifteen of the companies stitutional. Equity was served yesterBritish Sound Film Prod, is buildwhich plan exhibits are concerned day.
Aning a new studio at Wembley.
with theater building, and will offer
nouncement has not been made as to
exhibits concerning various phases of Prominent Frenchman Sail the device being used.

—

Have

construction, such as cross sections
of various portions of the theater.

VVoodhull and

M.

J.

O'Toole,

New York
— Louis Aubert,

from Paris for
Paris

sec-

(By Cable)

known figures in the
retary, are slated to leave for Toronto one of the best
French industry, is aboard the He
Saturday.
It
de France bound for New York.
is understood he will investigate the
sound picture situation in America.
Maurice Chevalier, well known
known music hall artists, is also on
(Continued from Page 1)
the ship.
He has signed a contract
ment's request, Franklin states, de- to appear in Paramount pictures,
claring that the relationship between probably sound films.
They arc due
the companies is amiable, and that in New York Tuesday.

West Coast Turning
Publix Houses Back

they believe the dissolution is the
constructive thing to do.
Loew houses, Loew's State here,
and Loew's Warfield, San Francisco,
are not affected by the proposed

Special Deal for Indies
on West. Elec. Device

dissolution.

at

the

relelase

(Continued from Page 1)
studio of one licensee,
it

through

another,

and
that

Benton, Ky.. House Changes Hands would be permissible. However, efBenton, Ky. J. F. Young has pur- fort to release such a picture through
chased the Amusement theater from an unlicensed distributor, would meet
Thomas Young.
with objection.

—

First Bristolphone

Michael L. Simmons, advertising
and publicity head for Gotham, is at
Hagerstown, Md., today for a preview
of
"Times
first
Square,"
Gotham-Bristolphone picture, in the
Academy here, marking first theater
showing of the Bristolphone device.

FBO

Preparing in N. Y.
for First All Talker

Shooting is to start within a week
on "Stepping High," FBO's first all
talker to be made at Sound Studios, New York.
Bert Glennon, director, has arrived in New York and
is
working with Gene Markey, author.
Cast is being assembled. The
film, which will be co-directed by

Glennon and a well known stage director whose name will be announced in a few days is the first all talker
to

Universal Talking
Pictures Speak tor
Themselves

Show

Theater Planned Today

in

be

made

in

the

East.

—

Virginia

theme song
that

of

Rocque.

It,

the Pathe feastarring Rod La
written by Charles

for

name
was

Weinberg and

Irving Bibo and is
by Bibo, Bloedon
and Lang. This number is recorded
in the RCA Photophone synchroni-

being

published

zation of the picture.

r

I

i

,\

i\

v\

Two pieces of newspaper copy i\
Uistrating hoiv the Vitaphone thea
Oakland,

ter,

all-talker

first

Cat.,
to

ballyhooed tht
play the houst

Prima Vox with '"Mother of Mine
Zakoro Film Corp., New York
will distribute
ture, "Mother

nation
as the

made

its

of

forthcoming pic
Mine," in combi

with a sound device knowi
Prima Vox. The picture wa
France.

in

Agnew Doing Sound Script
Agnew has been assignee

Frances

continuity

FBO's

of

"Stepping

High,

talking motion pic
ture which will be started at tii(
Sound Studios, New York, withii
the next week.
first

all

here.

"Capt. Swagger" Theme Song
"Captain Swagger," is the title of
the
ture

TaUim^Neivs\%Ui|

the

Sound for Atlantic City House
\tlantic
City
Western Electric
sound
projection
equipment
has
been installed at the

IfttaphoneVaiidevine

Pearson on

London

— On

Talker

Mission

a talking picture mission,
George Pearson of Britisl
Screen Productions sails for America

Oct.

16.

Fined for "Blue" Violation
Roselle Park, N. J.— The thre(
operators of the Roselle Park, wen
arrested for violation of the 178|
"blue" laws.

AND
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Price 25 Cents

The San Francisco Examiner says;- "To
see Melody of Love at Pantages is an
experience^ Don^t miss it. Nothin g lik^
it has ever been done on screen before.
Crowds leave the theatre with broad
smiles and enthusiastically voice ai>
provaL

Is just

the type that ap peals

to g eneral public/

•

The Melody

of Love

WALTER PIDGEON,
MILDRED HARRIS, TOM

Featuring

DUGAN, JACK RICHARDSON.
JANE WINTON

Directed by Arch Heath.
Story by Robert Aich.

Sound supervision by
C. Roy Hunter with the
Universal

Recording

Orchestra and the Universal City Melody Four.

^

Carl Laemtnle^s
100% talking sensation
100% box office smash
100% sho'wnian^s paradisel

Impartial, Concise Complete

LEADING THE FIELD
CONSISTENTLY AS
A GUIDE TO BOX

Film Daily Revie^rs

OFFICE VALUES

The recognized authority

I4

MOST COMPLETE
REVIEW SERVICE

PUBLISHED

IN

ANY TRADE PAPER

^

|
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i
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9
i
i

pi

of knowing how, of
digging, of intensive effort and of

Ten years

splendid efficient co-operation
from every branch of the Motion
Picture Industry is

I
%
It;

behind the

1929 Film
Year Book

I

FILMDOM'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
OUT

i

,2

IM

JANUARY

COVERS EVERYTHING
GOES EVERYWHERE
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—
;

New Executive Alignment at Warner, F. N. Studios
iTHE

ANDWEEKLY
FILH DIGEST
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OL.

No. 12

Sunday, October

IGHT TO BID ON PRODUCT CLEVELAND

TO BE ALLIED DEMAND

I

product
allocation
of
(Arbitrary
jill
be attacked as an unfair trade
•nctice and the right of all exhibifs to bid on product in
competi^ituations demanded as one of
lirincipal plans in the platform
Allied States Ass'n, revived at

week,
Kalamazoo
now preparing to embark on a

meeting

(
!

1

members.
for
is the statement of W. A. StefAllied president.
campaign

iii-nal
Ill-.

last

organization, which resumed
with $25,000 raised at KalaSteffes savs, will make a
i\c for $100,000, with its leaders
Imluled to take the stump next
units
exhibitor
li
invite
to
-hout the nation to join. Dues
[o be assessed on the point sys11
employed by distributors in percountry,
the
division
of
-lUage
til the basic amount $500 per point.
I-. for example, a unit in a five
cent territory would pay $2,500
Mh'ed, under the plan.

[The

Hivities
;i'ooo.

AND OHIO UNITS

DROP PLAN FOR FINANCING

ITM.P.T.O.A.

—
Toronto

Cleveland

J. J.

Harwood

is

EXHIBITOR ASSOCIATIONS

going

convention,
but
the
neither the Cleveland or Ohio organization will be officially represented, because they have not been
members of the M.P.T.O.A. for over
a year.
Politics which he says have
always been present in the national
organization led the Ohio units to
Harwood joined the Aldroi) out.
to

Price 25 Cents

1928

14,

Contract Committee

BUILDING M.P.T.O.FROM

sstructive

value to the exhibitor."

Louis

JACK WARNER CHIEF AT

is

"very

much

in

favor of a constructive policy" and
is determined that politics shall not
enter the proceedings, Wehrenberg
(.Continued

on Page

2)

1

J.N.

Dorado, Ark.

r.l

)it( ir

unit,

—

•

Arkansas' exis to under-

which soon

formation of a tri-state

unit_

em-

Tennessee and Missisinits. is going to be represented
c M.P.T.O.A. convention next

iig

the

lay at Toronto.
liresident and a
.ition

affairs,

tary,

are

and

M. A. Lightleader
J.

F.
to

in

Norman,
the

force, and
tain expenses
tration.

agreed to finance cerconnection with arbi-

Heated discussion of the proposed
exhibitor financing plan featured the
meetings at which the contract was
ratified. Little discussion on the con-

Day

—

These Exciting Times

or-

sesscheduled to
is
principal conven-

delegates

tem, was abandoned at the contract
in New York, whose sessions
centered chiefly around argument
over the plan. At the meetings, the
contract committee ratified the contract drafted at Chicago, and now

meeting

Louis Fox Theater

Open

CONVENHON DELEGATES

in the new contract and
indorsement of the arbitration sys-

incorporated

tract, itself, is understood to have
been held. Because of the unit rule,
Christmas
to
it
appeared at the time that exhibIVcst Coa.st Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Local representatives of itors were unanimous in their stand,
St. Louis
Los Angeles Jack L. Warner
now is in charge of the Warner and William Fox have announced the whereas Col. H. A. Cole has since
Daryl Zan- new^ William Fox theater. Grand resigned because of disagreement
First National studios.
uck is to be head of production for and Washington Blvds., will open of- over stand of other exhibitor comWarners, while Al Rockett will be in ficially on Christmas Day. The con- mittee members, namely Nathan YaBobby tractors will have the big house, mins and N. L. Bernstein. H. M.
charge at First National.
North will be general studio man- which will seat 5,000 persons ready Richey, secretary of the contract
ager at First National, while Wil- before Christmas but Mr. Fox se- committee, is to resign, because of
liam Koenig will hold a similar post lected the holiday for the great disagreement over action of the comIt is understood the first mittee in giving a blanket indorseStaffs of the studios opening.
at Warners.
picture will be "Street Angel."
ment to the contract.
are to be increased.

St.

—

T

tee at Chicago, in return for agreement to certain clauses which are

in

gation.

The organization

,

Financing of exhibitor organizaprovided for in the secret agree-

tions,

ment made by the contract commit-

— Building

up of the orlied group at last week's Kalamazoo ganization's
strength from within,
meeting.
"to protect those who are having a
"Since the personnel of the organi- hard struggle to continue, if they
zation is about the same for years want to remain in business," is the
past, I am very pessimistic regard- platform the eastern Missouri and
ing politics being barred at Toronto," southern Illinois exhibitor associahe declares. "However, I hope such tion will carry to the Toronto conwill be the case and they show a dis- vention, according to Fred Wehrenposition to do something of real con- berg, president, who heads the deleSt.

on Issue Cole,
Richey Resigning

Split

.

WITHIN TO BE SOUGHT

—

Was

Advertising Frauds to be
Probed by Business Bureau
The

National

Better

Business

MONDAY:

named as the agency
RCA, healthy ofifspring of General Electric Bureau was
n-.
Lightman
(Continued on Page 2)
kc one of the
biggest
America's
one
of
reputation
as
which enjoys a
ddresses, his subject being the
industrialists, begins to cut a sizeable figure in the picture
of sound pictures upon the
business. As the potential paternal light behind K-A-O and FBO,
town.
Lifts Border
take stock of RCA and prepare yourself now for a new set-up in
(ll'asli. Bureau of The Film Daily)
affairs of the film. The gentlemen who pull the RCA strings
it und Installations
Washington Boon to theaters
have made up their minds that the time has arrived for their
of Canadian border cities, parContinuing in South pet to take its seat in the councils of the mighty. Working via
ticularly, Buffalo, Detroit and
Sault Ste. Marie, is seen in acInstallations of VitaUlanta
methods
so
the
somewhat
alien
to
which
is
a business technique
tion of the U. S. Supreme
I'c and
Movietone equipment are
the celluloid mighty, RCA
Court in sustaining right of
South. fondly pursued by the denizens of
the
niiuing
through
Canadian cities to cross into
i'lig
installations recently com- deliberated long and plentifully before stepping in. Then came
United States daily withbecome
the
time
to
realization
had
or under way are: Florida
before
the
and
the decision to go
In
out an immigration visa.
t.
Fort Lauderdale; Arcade, general, the move is taken. And what do you find? K-A-O with
1927, restriction on daily crossMeyers; Sunrise, Fort Pierce;
its strategically placed theaters reaching clear across the land
ing of Canadians was imposed
-

.

1

1

;

Ban

—

—

'

<!

i

Bradenton; Milane, Sanford;
the Saenger, Monroe, Ga.
Mnd, Port Arthur, Tex.; Marion,
-ksdale, Miss.; Rialto, Chickasha.

face,
I

at

is

annexed

—

or, at least, the

bring that about

— and FBO

machinery

set in

motion which

will

acquired as a nucleus for production

(Continued on Page 3)

by the Dept. of Labor. City
theater business suffered.

to

^TK^^
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The Industry's
Date Book

PACE

THESE EXCITING TIMES, An Editorial by Maurice Kann
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack Narrower
SO UNO PICTURES, by Arthur W. Eddy

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS,
'A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by

Price 25 Cents
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W. Alicoate, President and
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J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President

of the

Oct. 24-25

PAGE

BATTLES OF SEXES
BLACK BUTTERFLIES
CLEARING THE TRAIL
DESERT OP. THE LOST

—

Meeting of Arkansas M.P.T-(,
and Tennessee and Mississippi ei
hibitors at Memphis.
Nov. 1 Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Gra
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov, 11
Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention

12

Dallas.

4
5
5

4

Nov.

Meeting

14

of International
of Commerce at Paris on
film restriction program.

PAGB

MARRIAGE BY CONTRACT...
MATING CALL
NIGHT WATCH
OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS
TOILERS
WEDDING MARCH
M'^IN THAT GIRL
YELLOW CONTRABAND

M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages coj
vention at Columbus.
Paramount. Brooklyn, opens.
Annual convention of M.P.T.'

Nov, 24
Dec.
4

4
4

4

of

4

to

observance of Columbus Day,
market was closed.)

stock

Hays on Hunting Trip
Will H. Hays left New York

day for a four days' hunting trip at
He was accompanied
Cody, Wyo.
by Roy W. Howard of ScrippsHoward newspapers; Karl Bickel,
head of United Press, and William
G. Shephard of "Collier's Weekly."

They are to be guests
ing game warden.

of the

Wyom-

5

11

Building

M.

P. T. O.

From Within

Sought

adding anything will be supported which will improve the picture

business.

Other delegates to the Toronto
meeting are: Oscar C. Lehr, Charles
Goldman, Thomas James, Clarence
Kaiman, all of St. Louis, and L W.
Rodgers, Cairo, 111.; Robert Cluster,
Sparta, 111.; T. E. Yemm, Duquoin,
M. Luttrcll, Jacksonville,
111.;
G.

{Continued from Page

New

Policy at Kenosha

$5,000.

addition to the feature.

at

$250,000

bulk

of

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

president
Corp., leaves Ne
for Hollywood,
four weeks.

Jane Winton in N. Y.
Jane Winton, who is in New Yo>
on
a
combination
business
ai
pleasure trip, leave for the Coa

Monday.

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

—

COSTUMES
AND
OOWIVS

PROJECTION ROOMS
FOR SALE!!
Or will lease for experimental purposes, with or without services of pro-|
jectionist.
Fully equipped.
In heart
of Film Industry.
A'-171
c-o Film Dail\<

Theaters has been organized here
with Mrs. Wise as president and
president

Frank V. Merritt is vice
and general manager, L.

Speigler,

secretary.

treasurer.

New

1

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

CN'IFOH.MS

TEl-SSaO PENN
"-f'^^Xv^"^-AUSO 2S.0OO COSTVMES TO ncMT

BOX

NYC

1650 Broadzvav

York's Newest and Finest Hote
Around
district,

comer from New York's exclusive shoppii
accessible to leading theaUes and railro;

the

readily

terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially correct
and aw;
from the noise and turmoil of the business district, Tl

Park Central
advantages.

enjoys

a

location

unique

distinctly

Come

to

hotel,

.

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

vate social functions

3040

.

.

.

.

.

.

Swimming Pooi

.

.

Floreotii

.

featuring the Park Central Grill Orchestra
atV
features, equally luiusual and desirable.
Single rooms, 6
dollars per day and up.
Double rooms, eight dollars jj
Grill,

1540

i

The Park Central, New York's nevwst aii
where you will find advantages heretofore ui
known to American Hostelries— Radio outlets
BlectJ;
Refrigeration
Period Salons and Roof Patios for p'
finest

.

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPOHATEU

in

/MAKTLY NEAR TfiE
CENTER CE TMINGJ^
.

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

City.

Louis opei
P. Club

1)

investigation fraudulent advertising and notify publishers and governmental agencies, when any such
advertising is offered for publication,
in a resolution adopted in New York
by the trade practice conference for
the
periodical
publishing
industry
sponsored by the Federal Trade Commission.

—

which is held in trust for his son,
George Bel)an, Jr.
The Actors
New York, was beciueathed
I^'und,

—

valued

M.

make

1)

Kenosha, Wis. New policy has
been announced by L. A. Turner,
manager of the Roosevelt Corp. for
the Roosevelt and Vogue of this city.
There will be four complete changes
of pictures every week and in addition on Wednesday nights, five acts
of vaudeville will be presented while
three road show acts will be offered
on Friday, Saturday and Sunday in

is

St.

Goetz,

S.

States Cinema
Advertising Frauds to be
York Oct. 20
Probed by Business Bureau maining about

—

Beban Estate $250,000
Los .Angeles Estate of George Bc-

Oklahoma

11

Toner with Washington Chain
Cuyahoga Falls, O. Leo J. Toner
111.
has been appointed manager of the
Guild Gets French Film
Falls and Alhambra, owned and operAnother
Wis.
House
The Film Arts Guild has obtained Welter Buys
ated by the Washington circuit of
Welter,
Rhinelander,
Wis.
F.
T.
the U. S. and Canadian rights of the
Cleveland. Toner has been manager
(The owner of the Grand at Wausau, has of the State and Scenic
"Le
Bossu"
French
film
at Bellefonte.
Majestic
here
from
taken
over
the
G.
Hunchback) which was produced by
E. E. Hair, former manager, has retheater
has
been
Bandy.
The
G.
Jacques Haik, the producer of "The
signed to become affiliated with the
Soul of France" which is to be dis- closed for renovation and will re- Dipson-Zimmerman circuit.
will
within
several
weeks.
It
open
tributed by Paramount in this counbe managed by Bert Jordan, former
try.
Wise Firm Incorporated
manager of the Wausau theater.
Biruiingham, Ala. Marvin Wise
Williamson in N. Y.
J. Krnest Williamson, inventor of
an undersea photography device, has
returned to New York from exploring tiic depths of the Caribbean sea.

at

house in
First annual ball,
New York.

Goetz Plans Western Trip

States,

Fri-

Oklahoma

New Fox

Dec. 25
26
Jan.

5

Charles

the

Chamb
Europe

Nov. 20-21

4

4

Friedrichstrasse,

(Continued from Page

i)an

28-29

Oct.

9

225.

(Owing

weste

of

exhibitor un;

i

5
DOG LAW
5
GLORIO US TRAIL
5
GUARDIANS OF WILD
5
HUNTED PEOPLE
SHORT SUBJECTS
SILENT
11
SOUND

—

Friday,

conveij

at

Iowa and Nebraska

10-11

Nc-ws

M.P.T.O.A

Toronto.
Annual convention

9

12

Resume

Annual

tion

8

REVIEWS

THE

— Lichtbild-buehne,
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distrilnitimi

ii'l

caviar

ic

of

soiiiul

motion

the

of

pictures,
picture

These Exciting Times

iciin.

These steps, mind you, are the

That

several.

I

such deh'ght

i(>

spreading whiscampaigns about this and
iilm matters, roosts on our
doorstep long enough to im-

crintr
HI

lat

litorial

many

iIkt things are under way.
For
istance, big time vaudeville is to be
\ i\ed and a serious move made to
-lore to K-A-O some, if not all.
Its one-time prestige. Radio broadisting will spread the tidings to
dear old public.
If
Radio talent
ill
he utilized in the circuit's theers and these same theaters will
i|)])ly
'.fresh
blood to bolster up
Mile of radio's doddering programs.

FBO,

As

for

als

something that

the

crystal

ball

assumes

rethis

'nil

An expansion and an added imsuch as that organization
never enjoyed before.
A pro-

irtance
is

am

sound pictures

of

decidedly

to

engage

augmented studio organ-

and a broadening in scope
functions of the distributing
itity.
Narrowing the entire proedings down to what is perhaps
more simple picture, you get this:
C.\ has entered the three major
anches of the industry at one time.
has its theaters
not all of them.
a long margin; it has a producatioii
tlie

I

—

and

unit

K

outlet

sales

a

for

its

und product.
Spankings appear the order of the
ly for the bad boys in exhibition
ho hold over pictures without a
.

oper

.

.

The

authorization.

latest

be added to the Hays body
known as the Copyright Proteciii
Bureau. Its purpose is to pass
c death warrant on all exhibitors
to

III

the

of

iilt\-

mentioned

offense

Gabe Hess,

has
hfcd on the fact that unauthorized
Idiivers constitute a violation of
United States copyright law.
so
that ofTenders are liable to
lison, or fine, or both.
That does
Mind like a threat, doesn't it?
ii\e.

it

appears,

i:

seems that Balaban and Katz

It

not

-

to

hug Chicago's loop to
The
bosoms forever.

brothers

:irks

iriiro

I'atcrs

— declare

Ktc

—they
for

operate

the

big

house

their

pleas-

a

'wntown and intimate
\-

an attempt to stop them. Ex-

at

how Sam Katz
'ililiiig
proposal, we

reacts to the
don't know.
however, that he

.'-1>

can

imagine,
Ksn't
worked himself up to any
'Id ccstacies over the idea.
You
low, when you sift the theater
nation in the loop, you rapidly
He to the conclusion that B. and
arc pretty much the whole mob.
"u imagine that they would prematters to stay that way, a'Ou
e

^

I

I

'

I

•
'

I

Tt

<

:n

Cinephone installations for theaters
are ready.
Come one, come all, invites Pat.
Interchangeability? Sure
thing, says he.
Cinephone can be
projected over any and all systems.
That sounds like great stuff, but we
wonder. Not that the slightest desire in the world exists to dash cold

water on what Powers claims. We're
strong
for
interchangeability.
It
must come and or progress in the
development of sound pictures will
become warped.
But has it arrived?
For instance, we are in-

—

formed that

licensees of Western
Electric have added a rider to their
all

which reads

film contracts

their pic-

tures can be reproduced over the W.
E.
apparatus only.
What about
that?
.

assuming
the

in

4:h

beliefs

tl>t.

.

way

where

have taken rather firm

denials are mounting.
Moe
Finkelstein issues forth and squarely
socks in the ribs all talk of a sale
by F. and R. to Warners. Nothing
could be further from the truth, insists Moe, but he didn't add "positively."

.

.

.

Considerable wonder over whose
yard the Pathe rooster will scratch
in from now on.
Pathe's bankers
figure largely in the

FBO

affiliation

RCA — K-A-O

.

Soundings
Tuesday:
A new entry. Pat
Iwers, emerging from his Seventh
ie. office, ups and proclaims that

now

year,

operation

in

industry and
the
Federal

within

the

under scrutiny by
Trade
Commission.
Washington forwards the word that
the F. T. C. has not yet concluded
its
activities in motion picture afstill

further suggestions will
be made and that nobody need be
surprised if the code is finally amplified to embrace additional trade
that

fairs;

practices.

.

.

.

and there you

strike

reason for the speculation.
You never can tell what they'll do
over luncheon at the Bankers' Club.
The dollar magnates downtown have
been known to take strange steps
to get themselves out from under.
.

Keystones

.

.

?

Explosives

over.
to the

Sleepless evenings relegated
limbo of the forgotten. It's all wash-

ed up, so the announcement declares.
Waddill Catchings, the man who decides many things down at Goldman,
Sachs and Co., whose offices are es-

conced in the canyons of Wall Street,
has brought many loose ends together, aided and abetted always by
Harry Warner. Which means that
the

affiliation

Tom
came to
It was

Boland

of

New York

Oklahoma

City
a few days, ago.

in
response to something
Jimmj' Grainger told him over the

long

distance

wire.

Tom

hurried

Grainger and a man you litWho was
tle hear about met him.
His name is John
the second man?
Dillon and he happens to be a partner in Hayden, Stone and Co., folks
who cut nmch dash in the financial
East.

district.

tional stock passed to
Which gave
a share.

tional.

appears

—there's
—

now

some con-

fusion over this
that First National's charter prevents a merger with
any other organization unless twothirds of the stockholders agree. At
least, Fo.x so believes.
Harry Warner is equally positive that such is

.

They move slowly, but all history
proves they move exceedingly well.
By which we draw your attention to
the official action of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n in England
which urges its exhibitor members
to make haste less rapidly on the
vexatious problem of sound pictures.
Wise Englishmen!
.

.

Look

Thursday.
Out of the West it
Michigan holds its annual exhibitor
Kalamazoo.
convention in
The prime movers in Allied, comcame.

posed of insurgent exhibitor leaders,
convene at the same time and what
subsequently happens prove sufficiently significant to rate a streamer
clear across the front page of the
paper.

old

little

Wood

at the way this Allied bunch
getting itself geared for the proposed exhibitor association.
H. M.

Richey,

this

Steffes,

Richey of Michigan; Al Steffes of
Minnesota; H. A. Cole of Texas:
Glen Cross, also of Michigan; Abe
Kaplan, a Minneapolis son,
and
others to hit the trail for members.
One hundred thousand iron men
sought in order to keep and safeguard the treasury and hire a national figure as leader.

and some others are de-

No more

termined to get going.

M.P.T.O.

stuff for

It

of

They

them.

Comes

to

Light

Publix.
the
presence
of
Today. Last week when the uniand other producer-owned form contract committee met in
chains in M.P.T.O. ranks is thor- New York, a formal statement anoughly wet. And these boys say so nounced to those interested that the
in the
open an excellent practice contract had been ratified.
EveryTheir plan is thing was jake. All committee memtoo little indulged.
believe

Loew's

—

Out

after exhibitors everythe foundation for their
own organization. Fighting M.P.T.
O.? Not a chance; these fellows refuse to recognize that such an association exists.
This is the platform on which they will stump the
country.
Coming as it does on the
eve of the national convention in
Toronto, it does appear that the Allied pronouncement will edge into
the Canadian deliberations in some
form, or other before that session
closes down.

where

as

.

What

.

.

Fox do? First of all,
nobody knows definitely if he can
will

National deal with
Secondly, if time and fact
prove that he can, it then becomes
Sounds
a question if he wants to.
peculiar, but so it stands.
stop

the matter.

.

is

definite:

Wednesday. Night meetings

.

.

Cole,

the

at

It
.

how both groups feel about it. The
answer? Wait until there is one?...
Action looked for soon on the
code of ethics, adopted earlier in the

The

Anyway, Tom's First NaFox at $200
But we
Fox slightly
the time
more than one-third of First Na-

correctly.
all of
picture business

have our

not the case.
However, and whethyou take it or leave it, this seems
be a pretty good summation of

er
to

,

.

Warner, First National, Stanley
is set.
But is it? William
and Granada and two finer Fox, who says little but saws much
are not to be found any- wood, may have a very large say in

ample

U'ir

1)

in

great confidence, that

in

art.

{Continued from Page

which

bird

httle

first

general, after digging gently into the
theater pool now operating on the
Pacific Slope, "suggests" to Fox and
Paramount that perhaiJs it would be
advisable
to
unscramble matters.
And these two organizations, having
excellent
attorneys and an equal
measure of courtesy, admit that Mr.
Attorney General is probably correct.
And so, along about the first
of the year, the Publix theaters on
the West Coast, revert back to their
operators.
Washington and the Department of Justice are pleased.
Well, that's a pleasant enough way
out of it.

the

First

Warners.

.

.

.

bers

and

signed the joint announcement
that's all there was to it.
Now,

appears, there were some storms
encountered behind the closed doors
it

at

the

Hays

office.

The arguments

hinged around the financing of exhibitor organizations which distributors had promised to do last January

Chicago at which time exhibitor
objections to certain clauses in the
contract were withdrawn when the
aforementioned pledge was made.
Cole of Texas, present at the last
week's meetings, insisted distributors
adhere to their promise.
Distributors hemmed. They agreed to finance
exhibitor participation in arbitration,
but not theater units. Cole held out.
The other exhibitor members on the
committee didn't. But with the unit
rule prevailing. Cole was forced to
sign with the rest.
Thus, the contract was ratified as is and the financing plan thrown into the discard.
That's the storjr for the present, at
least.
How much of a fuss will be
created when the inside becomes
known throughout the country- is a
story of the future.
in

Mannie
Universal
bombshell:
Goldstein out as treasurer and general manager after seventeen years
with Laemmle.
Lou B. Metzger
moved into the general manager's office which means, for him, a much
more elaborate hatrack on which to
hang his chapeau, while M. Van
Long awaited, \"on Stroheim's
Praag from now experiences the
kick of writing "general sales man- "Wedding March" makes its debut
So in New York. Von has done a truly
ager" in all his correspondence.
This business forever wit- splendid job. He knows his Vienna
it goes.
and he knows how to draw the best
nesses new changes.
out of any cast that appears in his
pictures. The story has a tragic endAtt'y
ing.
This means a doubtful box-ofFriday.
Washington, being the fice attraction, although the general
doorway to the South where hospi- excellence of the picture may offset
tality and courtesy are proverbial, is this.
More on Alonday.
getting that way, too. The attorney

—

.

.

.
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DAILY
Patsy Ruth Miller in

"The Wedding March"
raramonnt

10,400

Length:

ft.

"Marriage

By

"The Toilers"

Contract"

ft.

POWERFUL DRAMA WITH Tiffany-Siahl
Length: 7786 ft.
STRONG WELL KNIT DRASTRONG LOVE THEME BUT A WINNER. EXPOSES THE MA OF THE COAL MINES
UNHAPPY ENDING. A DIS- BUNK IN THE COMPANIONTINGUISHED PRODUCTION ATE
MARRIAGE GAG. SEXY. DEFTLY DONE AND VERY
RICH IN TREATMENT, DIREC- HUMAN. DRAMATIC. TIMELY. WELL ACTED. BOOK IT AND
TORIAL TOUCHES AND FINE GREAT WOMAN PICTURE.
HAVE NO REGRETS.
PERFORMANCES. EXTREMEthe
Miller
as
.Patsy
Ruth
Cast.
Cast
LY WORTHWHILE BUT THE
Douglas Fairbanks,
..

TRAGIC FINISH WILL PROBABLY HURT AS BOX-OFFICE.
Eric Von Stroheim superb
Cast
Fay Wray,
as principal male lead.
under his direction, gives a delicate,
sincere and highly moving perforMaude
Betz,
Matthew
mance.
George. George Fawcett, Zasu Pitts
and Dale Fuller, individually and
collectively respond marvelously unhandling.
Stroheim's
Vo'n
der
Others all good are Hughie Mack.

girl who tries companionate
marriage gives one of her best performances. Laurence Gray fine supStrong cast includes Ralph
port.
Emerson, Shirley Palmer, Robert
Edeson, Duke Martin, John St. PoClaire McDowell, Ruby Lafayiis,

modern

ette.

192!

"Our Dancing Daughters

Length: 7256

Tiffany-Stahl

14,

Jr.,

M-G-M
Length: 7652 /
THE JAZZIEST OF THE JAZ
PICTURES. A PEACH. HA

CLASS FROM EVERY ANGL
AND EVERYTHING THATNEEDED FOR SWOLLEN BOJ
OFFICES.
.Joan Crawford splendid
who proves her wort
Anita Page does a gorgeous bit
acting and mops up iin a druD.
scene. Dorothy Sebastian also comi
Cast.

.

j

.

the jazz girl

very good; his work in the coal shaft
sequences shows real dramatic power; Jobyna Ralston does pretty much
her best work; Harvey Clark and through

i

in a good role.
John Mac
Brown, Nils Asther and Edwai,
Nugent all do nice work.
Othe
Story and Production.
.Drama. A Kathlyn
Williams, Dorothy Cun
story of three buddies who mine the
mings, Evelyn Hall, Sam de Grass
coal that moves the vi^orld which they
Huntley Gordon.
never see. Into this picture comes the
Story and Production. .. .Dran
girl who wins
the love of Steve,
of modern youth.
cleanup,
played by Fairbanks.
The punch class A production A
from directio
scenes come when fire sweeps the
acting, story and sets
any way yc
mine and when all human effort is
care to figure it. Tells of a rich s
turned toward saving the entombed
the lo
men.
The rescue is finally effected of jazzy youths. Works outgirls
dramas in lives of three
and the lovers reunited.
A thin three boys. One girl is jazzy ar
b
enough story thread, to be sure, but,
on the level. Another pulls the
as is usually the case, it is the dinocent gag and cops the hero. TI
rectorial treatment and what was
third has made a misstep and tel
gotten out of the cast in the way of
her fiance about it, which builds
performance that put this over as a

Wade

Boteler, fine.

.

.

Story and Production. .. .Drama
youth and today. This one is in
by a mile. It's got a great dramatic
punch tied up to the very modern
theme of companionate marriage.
Cesare Gravine and Syd Bracey.
powerStory and Production. .Drama of It shows very humanly and
modern
girl
embarks
on
fully
how
a
StroVon
\'ienna before the war.
and hits the
heim, proponent of the realistic in a contract marriage,
in three months when hubby
screen fare, adds laurels to an al- rocks
and gets plastready fruitful artistic career as a di- stays out till 3 a.m.
rector.
He paints a picture of the ered with an old girl friend. In
profligacy of the Austrian court only other words, you can't change human nature by dodging a wedding
as he can do it, brings in Fay Wray
ring and license.
That's the tough
has
lot of drama.
Filled with sexy S'
he
whom
with
commoner
as the
The se- nations,
And she worthwhile production.
boudoir stuff and undie
an affair and develops both story lesson the girl learns.
quences in the mine shafts when
threads in a manner that proves keeps on learning till youth and many lives hang in the balance are Yet all this fluff is backed with
along
with
her
beauty
have
flown,
producer
he
story, while not new is intercstii
masterful
again what a
Available with or
Powerful
preachment especially good.
admirers.
enough, and fine characterizatioi
can be.
without a synchronized music score
It's in a mile a minute.
Direction, Eric Von Stroheim, of which women's clubs and churches
(RCA
Photophone).
Better
with
it.
It can't miss.
Direction, Harry Beaumont, bo
the highest order; Author, Eric Von will back strong.
Direction, James Flood, expert;
Direction: Reginald Barker, very office;
Author, Josephine Love]
Stroheim; Scenario', Von Stroheim
and Harry Carr; Editor, P. A. Pow- Author, Edward Clark; Scenario, good; Author: L. G. Rigby; Sceuh Scenario, Josephine Lovett; Editt
Frances
Hyland;
Editor,
L.
R. arist: L. G. Rigby; Editor: Robert Wm. Hamilton; Titles, Marion Air
ers; Titles, Julian Johnson; PhotogKern; Titles: Harry Braxton; lee, Ruth Cummings; Photograpl
raphy, Hal Mohr and B. Sorenson, Brown; Titles, Paul Perez; Photog- J.
Photography: Ernest Miller, good.
raphy, Ernest Miller, excellent.
Geo. Barnes, beautiful.
very spotty.

—

of

—

—

i

Thomas Meighan

"The Battle of the Sexes"
United Artistn

Length: 8180

ft.

GRIFFITH TRIES HAND AT
FASHIONING ONE FOR BOX
OFFICE AND SUCCEEDS. COMMONPLACE STORY SKILFULLY HANDLED.
All do
Cast. .. .Finely balanced.
Hersholt,
excellent
work.
Jean
Phyllis Haver, Belle Bennett, Sally
O'Neil and Don Alvarado, all give
fine characterizations.

Story and Production. .Domestic
drama, done int(j a picture which is
very good entertainment.
Griffith's
fine technique and adroit handling
.

situations make this
stand out. In particular, the sequence
of Belle Bennett nearly walking off
the roof, to i)e saved by Sally O'Neil
is an excellent example of deft craftsmanship.
This is good box-office
material for practically any class
house, vvhicli will respond to its moments of tenseness and comedy.
Griffith's reputation as a box-office
director can stand more like this
one.
gold digger sets out to vamp
a middle aged man so she can blackHis family is at a loss
mail him.
as to how to save him, but the

of

commonplace

A

daughter's quick wit saves the situGriffith
This is a remake.
having done the storj- before. The
film is synchronized with music.
Direction, D. W. Griffith, expert;
Author, Daniel Carson Goodman;
Scenario, Gcrrit J. Lloyd; Editor,
James Smith; Titles, not credited;
Photography, Karl .Struss and Billy
Bitzer, very good.

ation.

in

Billie

"The Mating Call"
Paramount

Length

:

6325

NUMBER HAS VERY
JUMPY CONTINUITY WITH A
LOT OF KU KLUX STUFF
THAT REELS OFF LIKE BOLOGNA. MEIGHAN FINE IN
TOUGH SPOT.
Cast. .. .Thomas Meighan does his
easy going hero stuff convincingly
in
a
not-so-good
story.
Evelyn
Brent strong in a sexy part where
she vamps all over the set.
Renee
Adoree appealing as an immigrant
girl
in
a very sympathetic role.
Others Alan Roscoe, Gardner James,
Helen Foster, Luke Cosgrove, Cyril

Chadwick.
Story and Production .... Romance
drama. Adapted from the novel by

Rex Beach.

Just another case of a
adaptation that was
never
meant for the screen.
The story
simply wasn't there, and had few of
the essentials necessary to make six
reels
of entertainment.
Meighan
novel

a farmer in the Soutli who mara rich gal just at the outbreak
of the war.
While he is overseas
her parents have the marriage annulled.
He comes back to a blighted
is

ries

and finds her married to a
wealthy man. She keeps trailing hero
and vamping him, till husband puts
tlie Ku
Kluxers on him. Finally in
self protection he marries a Russian
immigrant he pick up casually at Ellis
Island.
Ordinary prograih.
life,

James Cruzc, ordinary;
Author, Rex Beach; Scenario, Walter Wood;
Editor, Walter Wood;
Titles,

First National

Length: 6676

ft.

EXTREMELY GOOD ENTERTAINMENT. ABSORBING MYSTERY DRAMA WITH A
FRENCH NAVAL VESSEL AND
THE GREAT WAR AS BACKGROUNDS DEVELOPED WITH
INTELLIGENCE AND
TAINED INTEREST.
Cast.

... Billie

SUS-

Dove photographed

Pathe

Lost'

Length: 4858

WESTERN OPU
UNUSUAL PLOT WELL TOI
AND THE ACTING AND DIRE
TION ARE CLEAR CUT. WALl
DOES GOOD WORK.
SNAPPY

Cast

Wally Wales

as the II

tana cowboy in Mexico knows
to troupe as well as ride and

Peggy Montgomery

the

In
Cv-i

girl.

^\

liam J. Dyer and Richard Neill
strong
c'haracterizati
unusually
for this type of picture.
Others
ward Cecil, Kelly Gafford, l<
Cha
^lurro,
Magrill,
George
^

and gowned gorgeously; does pleasing
work.
Donald Reed passably good;
others all satisfactory include Paul
Lukas, Nicholas Soussanin, William
H. Tooker, George Periolat.
Whitaker.
Story and Production
French
Story and Production. .. .We^t
naval drama, based on play, "In the The plot in this western mellci
Night Watch." Most of the story is different. It is interestingly pre.laid aboard a French cruiser which ed, and intelligently acted and
sinks the first enemy ship in the rccted, which helps a lot.
Hero
world war and returns to port where capes from the states to Mex,
one of her oflicers is found dead in having shot a man in self defet
the captain's cabin.
The evidence He meets up with a Mexican
1

points to the hero. At the trial, the
going looks pretty rough for him
when his wife takes the stand, clears
him of the charge at the risk of
staining her own honor.
The director did a thoroughly workmanlike
jolj,
building suspense in the unraveling of the mystery with an interest that remains sustained all the
way.
The atmosphere of the war
vessel is excellently done.
Direction, Alexander Korda, fine;
Authors, Sarrere and Netoty; Scenario, Lajos Biro;
Editor, George
McCiuire; Titles, Dwindle Bentliall

Herman Mankiewicz; Photog- and

raphy, Joseph Morgan, good.

"The Desert of the

"The Night Watch"
ft.

FAIR

Direction,

Wally Wales in

Dove in

Rufus

McCosh;

Karl Struss, excellent.

Photography,

whose father is trying to force
to marry a Chink who owns a

,'

1

gold mine. The interest is kept al
with a three cornered play, for
hero is trying to stand off a pursu
detective, the gal's father

and the

Chink.
Some real tfe
lainous
scenes are worked up in connecf
with the hunt for the lost gold ni'*'
and the capture of the Chink and
gang who are wanted for bandi

A

good number.
Richard Thorpe, v
Author, Wallet J. Cobu

Direcion,

good;

Scenario, Frank L. Inghram; Edi
Not credited; Titles, not credit'
Photography, Ray Reis, good.

inday, October 14,
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1928

"Win That

Leo Maloney

Charles Aldcn hi

Girl"

"Hunted People"
Letujfh: fi370 ft.
ABA
Corp.-S.R.
TYPICAL FOOTBALL OPUS
PRODUCTION
IMPORTED
/ITH HIGH SCHOOL ATMOSCHIEFLY INTERESTING
A FINE PROGRAM. THROUGH
JHERE.
SENSATIONAL
TORY WEAK AND REPEATS STUNTS OF ITALIAN STAR.
STORY COMMONPLACE AND
rSELF.
DRAGGY.
Cast. ... David Rollins a good juvLength: 5337

ox

ii!e

litto
jire

Tom

Cast. .. .Charles Alden, the Italian
stunt man, does some daring stunts
will
anybody a thrill.
that
give
Others in cast are unknown European plaj^ers, including Vivian Gil)son, Eric Kaiser-Fitz, Albert Panlin,

'racey,
helly,

Roscoe Karns,

Elliott,

Mack

Francis,

[)lin

Fluker,

MacLeod,
Janet
Betty Recklaw.

"Yellow Contraband"

Sidney

Maxine

Pafhc

Loifjth:

.'')937

High

Production

romance of the gridiron. This
a far-fetched skit that covers three
enerations of football players in
o rival families attending two rival
Starts
olleges in the same town.
the 80's, jumps to 1905, and then
-hiiol

,\

1

and shows the three generaof one family taking it on the
hni from t'other family every time
ie>- mix in the annual college grid-

^i2i,

oiis

011

The 1928 hero is
massacre.
to be a great goal kicker and

amed

cat the rival's
lick
leld

brawn.

The

surprise

comes when he runs down the
Of course
for a touchdown.

he girl

is

make

there to

;ght to the death.

the rivals

Three generation

makes story repeat itself,
iood fodder for high school fans.

heme

Direction, David

Butler, fair;

Au-

'hor, James Hopper; Scenario, John
iitone; Editor, Irene Morra; Titles,
Dudley Early; Photography, Glen

MacWilliams, good.

Rex

Ranger

.

Length: 4868

Jniversal

ft.

FBO

whom
role

of an opium smuggler
impersonates in another

he

of

a

secret

operative.

service:

His make-up in the imitative role is
really remarkable and cleverly carGretel Yoltz

ried out.

is

Ken Maynard

Length: 4802

fine

1

is

just

Mary Mabery.
Story and Production. Melodrama
Canadian lumber camps. This
one follows the usual line of the dog
The hero is framed by a
dramas.
trapper for the murder of the lumThe trapper notifies
ber foreman.
the lumber gang when hero is captured, and they come on the run
ready to lynch him. Meanwhile the
gal and hero's dog are hard at work
uncovering evidence in the trapper's
cabin to prove that he is the mur.

of the

derer.

All this follows the usual for-

mula for developing a dog meller.
mechanical and unconvinc- and has nothing out of the ordinary
ing.
The remainder of the plot fol- to recommend it. But the finish is
The menace and the gal
lows the Universal formula used for a sizzler.
westerns, and is pretty with the dog are on a cable car sustv, o
reel
weak. The gal is kidnapped, a forest pended over the gorge fighting for
As the
the incriminating evidence.
fire, and Rex coming to the rescue
by kicking in the cabin door as hero car swings across the dizzy height
man and dog stage a great battle.
rushes in to save the gal.
poor;
MacRae,
Direction, Jerome
Storm, good;
Direction, Henry
Author, George Morgan; Scenario, Author, S. E. V. Tavlor; Scenario,
same; Editor, Thomas Malby; Titles, F. H. Clark; Editor, Delia M. King;
[Gardner Bradford; Photography, Vir- Titles. Helen Gregg; Photography,
Robert De Grasse, fair.
gil Miller and Geo. Robinson, fair.
exciting.
just as

I

The

rest

of the picture

is

Story and Production.

..

McLee.

.Western.

They

get away from the routine stuff
in this one, and pep it up with some
very original comedy that works into the plot quite naturally.
Hero
comes to the ranch of his younger
brother to aid him against the foreman and his gang who are trying
to gyp him out of the property. Hoot
gets himself a job as assistant to the
cook, and acts like a tenderfoot after
pulling a boner trying to ride a
tough bronc. The comedy from this
situation as he messes around the
kitchen and dining room is well handled and good for unusual laughs in
a western.
It works up to a grand
fight at the finish, with Hoot and
his brother lining up a gang from
town to stage a battle with the foreClicks strong.
man's gang.
Direction,
Reeves Eason, good;
Author, Charles Maigne; Scenario,
Editor,
Gilmore
Natteford;
Jack

Tarshis;
Titles,
Harold
Walker;
Photography, Harry Neumann, clear.

ft.

Length: 6,220

ft.

WEAK SISSOMEWHERE ALONG

A WOEFULLY
TER.

THE LINE IT WAS MUFFED.
AND THE RESULT IS A REALLY SAD AFFAIR.

Jobyna Ralston shapes up
amateur and overacts continuously.
Mae Busch not much
McConnell the girl. Frank Hagney
better.
Lila Lee gives a creditable
does the menace. Others Les Bates,
Robert Frazer lends
James Bradbury, Jr., Billy Franey, performance.
Chief Yowlache.
some dignity to a sappy role. Others
Story
Production.
.Meloand
..
Cosmo Bellew, Robert Ober, Ray
drama of frontier days. This one is Hallor, George Periolat.
founded on the historical incident of
Story and Production. .. .Adapted
a crew of men stringing wires for
the first telegraph lines across the from the story by Elizabeth Jordan.
Ken Maynard is The story values, while not new,
western frontier.
the scout for the crew, and most could have been whipped into a pretty
of the reels are concerned with his good attraction had it fallen intoproduction
hands.
capable
efforts to outwit the crooked land more
.

Ranger

another
police dog who goes through his
Supstunts at his owner's direction.
porting cast includes Robert SweeCowles, Walter Maly,
ney,
Jules

Cast

Philo

"Black Butterflies"

GIVES FOUR
THE AVERAGE DOG OPUS, FAIR THRILLS IN FILM OF
'FOOTED STAR LITTLE TO PEPPED UP WITH A THRILL FRONTIER DAYS. GOOD JUVENILE NUMBER WITH STAR
THE WILD HORSE
DO.
SHAPES UP AS A PRETTY CLIMAX THAT WILL MAKE DOING HIS STUNTS AND
ANYONE SIT UP AND TAKE HARD RIDING.
TAME ANIMAL.
.Ken Maynard as the scout
Cast.
Cast
Rex, so called king of NOTICE.
horses is made to look so tame
lere that he follows hero all over
lie lots. Jack Perrin does good work
Ethlyne Clair unis
the ranger.
isiial
type for this class of meller.
Others Bob Homans, Al Ferguson,
Bernard Siegcl.
Story and Production. .. .Western
iK-ller featuring Rex, the horse. The
^tiiry is very ordinary, and little in.ri'iuiity has been used to give Rex
chance to show what he can do.
The heavy captures the "wild horse"
on a reserve and the ranger comes
ahing and forces him to free the
hurse.
The manner of the capture
reminds you, of somebody going out
in the pasture and roping old DobJust that
bin down on the farm.

Anderson,

Quality

WEAK MELLER

,v'ld

Cap

Gilman,

in

Length: 5886

First National

Cast.... Hoot Gibson has one of
the best parts he has enjoyed in some
time, and puts it over strong. Dorothy Gulliver the girl.
Others Fred

femme Cullough, Andy Waldron, Duke

"The Glorious Trail"
ft.

//.

.

role

difficult

in

"Dog Law"

"Guardians of the Wild"

Length: 5311

Universril

FLOPS WITH CONFUSING
LIVELY WESTERN HAS A
STORY THAT FAILS TO MAKE GOOD PLOT AND GIVES STAR
CLEAR THE MAIN THREADS
HAS A CHANCE TO PULL A NEAT
OF MYSTERY PLOT.
LINE OF COMEDY. BREEZY
GOOD STORY AND ACTING.
Cast.
.Leo Maloney plays a very NUMBER.

support. Others Noble Johnson, Tom
Ralph Brunner.
Story and Production. Melodrama London, Joe Rickson, Bill Patton,
Produced by Carlo Walt Patterson, \^ester Pegg.
of Italian life.
Story and Production
MeloAldini Prod, of Berlin.
Most of the
For the
exteriors were shot in Italy and the drama of secret service.
Swiss Alps, and are very beautiful. average male fan who likes this adFor purposes of American trade. venture type of story it is going to
Carlo Aldini's name has been changed prove very confusing. The plot is so
to Charles Alden, and this is one of involved in spots that it is exce€dingly
a series of stunt thrillers in which difficult to tell whether a character is
There is probably working with the smugglers or with
he is featured.
This also
no one in Hollywood who will match the government agents.
this bird stunt for stunt on the an- applies to the gal, who is under
He takes cover as a government operative,
gle of pure recklessness.
some awful chances, and there is and you can't figure out half the
no fluke about what he does, either. time whom she is playing with or
The climax is a sizzler with Alden against. Too bad, for the story is
crawling and hanging from a cable full of suspense, highly interesting,
Maloney and Gretel
car as it shoots across a dizzy gorge and original.
in the Swiss Alps.
Story of kidnap- Yoltz a fine team, and makes the picGood ture worthwhile in spite of the inping is weak and draggy.
volved story.
daily change number.
Direction, Leo D. Maloney, inMallasoma,
Direction,
Nuncio
Author,
Ford I. Beebe;
volved;
Brown;
Sceweak; Author, Kurt T.
nario, same;
Editor, not credited; Scenario, Ford I. Beebe; Editor, Joe
Titles,
not credited; Photography, Kane; Titles, not credited; Photography, Edward A. Kull, good.
Giovanni Fittrotti, good.

in

in

"Clearing the Trail"
ft.

.

Story and

Hoot Gibson

I

ft.

type for the high school vote.
Sue Carol, who dresses the picwith her charm and youth,

khers

in

.

Cast.

.

.

.

does his usual heroics and stunts and
should please the youngsters. Gladys

like

agent who is trying to prevent the
completion of the telegraph line. He
incites
the Indians to attack the
camp. Here the picture holds a real
punch.
The covered wagons are
placed in a circle and all the kids
and most of the grownup boys will
get a kick out of the fight.
It is
strung along for considerable footage, and finishes with the arrival of
the cavalry troop in time to save all
hands from massacre.
Up to the

Whether

Maynard

Direction, James W. Home, poor;
Author, Elizabeth Jordan; Scenaiio,

standard.

Direction, Albert Rogell, good; Author, Marion Jackion; Scenario, Marion Jackson; Edittor, Fred AJlen;
Titles,

Don

Frank Good.

Ryan;

Photography,

an

the original novel, the adaptation or the director is to blame, is
difficult
to
figure out.
Somebody
muffed this by a mile.
The sympathy for two of the principal charThe
acters is entirely misplaced.
heroine appears to you as a silly,
selfish nitwit and, with these handicaps, the chances for this to break
even as an average picture were
pretty hard to surmount.
Just another picture gone v\-rong.

Henry McCarty;

Editor, Ralph

Daw-

son; Titles, Pat Sutherland; Photog-

raphy, Stephen Norton,

fair.
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Hollywood Production of talking
pictures at Paramount is centered in

West

—

The observer would

see

first

of

all

the brilliantly lighted "set" where
the players were grouped.
Intense
illumination is provided by incan-

descent lamps, mounted

in special re-

Although

these banks of
lamps generate an intense heat, they
are necessary inasmuch as the arc
flectors.

and mercury

lights customarily used
complete^' silent in their

are not
operation.
The heat would be sufficient to drive everyone ofif the stage
were it not for the special cooling
apparatus installed in the building
which keeps the temperature down to

Talk about entertainment! Talking pictures

DISSOLVE AND EADE-OUl
D.

W.

Griffith,

who gave

to silen

the close-up and the fade-out
now contributes to sound picture
the sound dissolve and the sount
fade-out.
These eflfects will be pre
sented in "The Love Song," in whicl
William Boyd, Jetta Goudal anc
Lupe Velez appear. In the sounc
fade-out the voice rises to its nor
mal pitch and then fades out as the
scene dims and dissolves into an
other.
Lupe Velez will sing sevei
times during the picture.
films

at

c

eliiii

SOUND!

other changes aimounced within th(
next few weeks covering this phasi

screen speaks!
Out of the darkness, li^ht! From the silent

Completing Sound Prologue
While the Hollywood studios

The

screen,

SOUND!

SOUND

he cannot talk into the telephone during a scene but must signal the other
units by flashing colored lights.
Outside the stage but commanding

recording on the

complete view of all activities
through plate glass windows, is the
"mixing" room. It is here that the
technician in charge controls the volume and modulation of the voices
being recorded. A loud-speaker permits him to hear everything that is
said on the stage. If an actor's voice
is too loud, he reduces the amplification, and if it is scarcely audible he

is

a

reverses the process.

another link

Still

is

the recording

room, where the voice is impressed
on discs and fdm. This unit is really
the heart, of the whole system, for it
is

here that the sensitive light cells

change the
trical

faint fluctuations of elecset up in the niicrotiny lines of varying in-

current

nhones to
tensities on the
plicates

of

this

film. Later,

film

pass

when

du-

through

projectors in theaters, the tiny lines
change light rays back into speech,
this time is heard through
the
screen.
behind
ioud-spcakers
Simultaneously with this light-ray

which

FBO
ing

Like music with your meals? You'll want
with your pictures.

A

The monitor panel is a small table
on which are mounted multicolored
lights,
switches and an inter-communicat'ng telephone. The operator
is in constant touch with every point
in the elaborate system which is in
operation during the filming, although

GRIFflTH PERFECTS SOUNl

it

is

outside.

ARTHt

it

Suspended over the heads of the
players, and just out of range of the*
cameras, are the microphones that
pick up the voices and carry them to
the amplifying and recording apparatus.
These instruments are so sensitive to sound that the most feeble
recorded.
short distance away from the
set are two peculiar objects that look
for all the world like a couple of tanks
creeping up on a machine-gun nest.
In fact, these objects are called
"tanks" in the studio not only because of their shape, but because of
the manner in which they are moved
around to various positions.
The
"tanks" contain the cameras used in
photographing the scenes. They are
specially constructed of soundproof
material so that the noise set up by
the cameras' mechanism will not leak
out to the microphones.
Into an
aperture in the front a double plateglass window is set and it is through
this that the scene is photographed.
.Synchronizing devices in the booths
keep the cameras in constant accord
with the recording apparatus in another part of the building. The operators of the cameras wear hcadpho'^es
(luring the filming process in order
that they may receive instructions
from the man at the monitor panel

1921

the Strand
Our talking newsreel tells the world it's good
Sound pictures sound new era in entertainment
See and hear the best show in town
Sound pictures to amuse and thrill you
Suburban Realignment
See and hear!
Forecast at Birminghair
Our screen speaks
Birmingham, Ala. — Realignmei;
of suburban theaters within the nex
Talkies are the talk of the town
30
days
predicted here.
Thi
name of theater) screen speaks for itself town, isis claimed,
is
over-seatt
(
while the talker craze persists
The sweet sentiment of song, the stirring strains and,
many of the outlying houses ha\(
suffered considerable loss of revenue
of martial music, the tramp of a thousand
Steps have been taken to survey thi
neighborhoods, with a view to
feet; a staccato knock at a door. Realinating "weak sisters" and
is con
fidently expected that there may b'
ism in motion pictures with

normal.

whisper

Pictures

Don't misrepresent. The public wants to kno'w the
difference between pictures with synchronized scores and
those that actually have spoken dialogue. Key your advertising accordingly and don't misrepresent.

SECRECY

one sound-proof stage, known as
"Pomeroy's
stage"
for
Roy J.
Pomeroy, director of sound effects
at the West Coast studio.
A good deal of secrecy surrounds
sound production at all studios thus
far equipped to handle that type of
work. However, a close-up of Paramount's sound stage would unravel
a picture something like this:

Sound

Catchlines for

PARmUNT'SSOUNDWORK

14,

film,

an impression

o

Pictures Corporation are mak
talking
sequences for "Gan(

War," work on "The Scoop," a

talk

ing prologue for this production,
rapidly nearing completion at tli
Sound Studios in New York.

i

Danke

in

Sound Dept.

Omaha — Albert Danke

disc similar to the
records. This disc

has bee?
appointed special district represents
tive of the synchronized picture de

check on the scene.
Within five minutes after a scene has
been recorded, Pomeroy and his

partment of Universal, in territor
embracing the Omaha, Kansas Citj
Des Moines, Denver, St. Louis, Okla
homa City, Dallas and San Antoni

is

made on

a

wax

usual phonograph
is called the "play-back" record and
utilized

to

technicians may step into a room adjoining the stage and, through loudspeakers, hear the words or songs of
the players just as they will sound in
the theater.
In this way Pomeroy
is able to tell almost immediately if
it is necessary to re-make the scene.

The amplifying room is virtually
the only unit in the chain that functions automatically. This room contains the multitude of vacuum tubes
and electrical instruments that amplify the voice of the player to an
intensity sufficient to permit it to be
recorded as shadings of light and
darkness on the film. When a scene
is
being recorded, this unit, having
once been adjusted by the engineer in
charge, is henceforth automatic in its
operation, although from time to time
the operator at the "mixing" panel
changes the degree of amplification to
suit individual requirements.

branches.

Turchon to Manage Branch
Dallas
Charles Turchon is man;
ager of the new Vitaphone branc

—

here.

The cameras and recording appar
although separated by heavjl
sound-proof walls, are in constan
For each frame of filn
synchrony.

atus,

that passes before the aperture of th
camera on the set, one frame mov(
in front of the light cell in the recor(

ing room.

move

If

one machine were

a greater
than the other, the
at

the actor

or

lesser

t

spee

spoken words c
would be out of step wit

Thi
his movements on the screen.
perfect synchrony is maintained av
tomatically, however, both during th
recording process and later, durin
projection.

THE
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PICTURES

TIPS

ON

EQUIPMENT

VARIOUS DEVICES
AVAILABLE

AND

NOW

HDDY

New

to Buffalo

EFfECTIVE EXPLOITATION

Opening
Saturday, August 4th

WILLIAM FOX
Master

Showman

Presents

"STREET

FOR"THE SINGING FOOL"

—

Vitaphone, organ and
Buffalo
screen were utilized by H. M. Addison in his exploitation campaign for
"The Singing Fool" at the Great

Lakes

theater.

stunt started off with an organ
specialty which Carl Coleman, organist,
has dubbed "Jolson-ania," featuring choruses of Jolson hits, with
slides carrying the titles and a pic-

The

SOUND ON WIRE DEVICE

The Message

Clicks

ACQUIRED BY BLAHNER
London

— Acquisition

sound method, which

of

a

new

neither film
utilizes a fine

is

nor disc but instead
wire which runs independently on an
aluminum spool alongside the film,
is
announced by Louis Blattner.
About 2,500 sets, selling from $750
to $1,000, will be ready for installation by next March, Blattner says.
The process is known as Multi-tone,
and Blattner claims it is interchangeable with any sound device now in

ture of Jolson accompanying each
The songs ran from
separate song.
successes through the existence.
earliest
his
Rights of the Stille inventions,
seasons up to date, leading up to
"Sonny Boy," theme song for "The which are claimed to follow prinFrank Borzage*s Most Exc/tusue Love Rdmattce
ciples outlined three years ago by
Singing Fool."
with
On the screen a slide was flashed Marconi, have been transferred to
carrying the words of "Sonny Boy," the Blattner Corp. for 20 years. The
with pictures of Jolson and David patents have been owned by the
and
Lee, the youngster who plays the Telegraphic Patent Syndikat, Berlin.
The organ The German plant is now being dispicture.
the
part in
stopped and then came the voice of mantled and production will be transJolson himself, singing the song. ferred to London.
Blattner's rights permit licensing
Slides changed with the music and
Fox-Movietone Synchronization
the stunt wound up with the closing to any other company in any part of
by Roxy Theater Orchestra at
the world for the purpose of proof the song.
The song came from a record, duction, reproducing or transference
played in a specially arranged phono- to other systems, it is understood.
graph turntable in the booth, the
THEATER
music being taken to the horns back
MAIN AND IHIPPEWA STKEETS
for
of the stage on the Vitaphone hookto Electrograph
up, an electric pick-up being used in
First of super-features in fall and wjntet
111.
Quincy,
A microphone for
the
booth.
arm
in
the phonograph
program of audible motion pictures.
theater
announcement
has
been
midnight.
11
to
performance,
Continuous
added to Electrograph, disc synin
Control
chronization machine, manufactured
— I'KICES —
here by the Gates Radio and Supply
Terror"
Filming
of
30e
10:30 10 1:30
W=
1:30 to 6:00
Remote control was employed for Co. Speed adjustments enable running of the motor synchronized with
65c
Aftm- b aaJ Sundays
of "The Terror" by Vitasequences
50c
S.itorday.tUll :30,40c till 6
speed of the projector.
four
special wire
phone engineers.
25e
Children, uiiia 6
The producing unit can be located The sales argument here can't be
miles long was strung between the
"Tenderloiyi" is a talking
in the operating room or some re- missed.
the
where
studio
the
Warner lot and
mote
place
in the theater and the re- picture, it tells you in unmistakable
recording discs were placed. SimulUsed by the Strand,
producing unit on the stage, orches- language.
taneously with the grinding of the
Waterloo, la.
'j/pe of advertising by Great Lakes
tra pit or any place desired.
the
On
the
caught
Original was 2 camera, the master disc
heater, Buffalo.
motor board is the volume control
Dignity is the impressions of the actors' voices.
ols by 11 inches.
and switch device for use in produc- Russell
keynote.
ing effects. A skilled operator is not
Device at
Coast
required to operate the device, its
Sees Britain
Russell MovieSan Francisco
Zakoro
claim.
Talkers manufacturers
phone is the newest synchronization
Purposes
device to appear in these parts. The
very
is
Britain
"Great
London
Scoring by Long Distance
Prima Vox, new synchronization much behind in the matter of talkLong distance telephone played a system, which is the invention of
flevice just acquired by Zakoro Film
ing pictures," declared Edgar Sel- part in the making of sound pic- Lowell Russell, is being installed in
'Zorp., will be used for roadshow pur- wyn, theatrical producer who is here
tures when Josiah Zuro verified bu- theaters throughout the state. Duri)oses in small towns, according to
September eight installations
in connection with his plans to make
gle calls over the wire with Henry ing
jmnouncement by that company. sound versions of stage successes, in J. Peterman, leader of the United were made.
Houses wired include
owns U. S. distribution association with the Shuberts and States Naval Academy Band, during the Senator and California at Sacra?akoro
eights on the device.
other New York producers.
the scoring of "Annapolis" at Zuro's mento.
The system is based on the disc
not touched them yet," studio in New York, preparatory to
"You
have
Le\viston House Being Wired
Its
It costs $985, installed.
advice is that you recording the musical synchroniza- idea.
"My
Selwyn.
said
Installation of
Lewiston, Mont.
Coast,
with
West
inventor
been
has
is no quesThere
hurry
up.
should
Photophone.
tion by
v^'itaphone and Movietone equipment
National Theaters and Wurlitzer.
tion that they have caught on in
scheduled in November at the
s
Ina Claire in Talkie?
America and will be a great thing
'Libertv.
Ina Claire may make a talking picKunsky Wiring Fifth House
in the future.
Kunsky is installing
Cleveland
"The sooner Great Britain goes ture, she intimated recently, stating
Photophone for Clevelcind House
possibilitheir
the
enthused
over
equipment
in the Adams which
she
is
sound
films
talking
with
ahead
right
Cleveland Oct. 13 marked opendevelopment will be ready sometime this month.
ng of the Hippodrome with Photo- better it will be for your industry._ It ties. She believes that
down"The King of Kings" was will mean a great thing for British of talkers is more within the field of This is the only one of the five
)hone.
at
wired
not
than
houses
rather
producers,
Kunsky
legitimate
never
town
have
who
actresses,
and
actors
he opener, to be followed by "Four
present.
film producers.
been in moving pictures."
1

ANGEL"

JANET

GAYNOR

CHARLES FARRELL

GREAT LAKES

"Mike"

Added

Remote

-

-

Announcing

—

Used
"The

-

A

-

I

Moviephone

Using Prima Vox

For Roadshow

—

I

j

Selwyn
Far Behind on

—

—

RCA

—

—

sons."

West

New
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Pathe List One-Third
Complete
—
Talking Sequences Now Being Put Into All Pathe Pictures
Berkely Sound Film EditorFox Completes Three More — Wilk's Personality Paragraphs and Other News of Coast Studios
^

ON 1928-29

15 PICTURES

FOX KEEPING ABREAST OF

PATHE PROGRAM READY

A

PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

Little
from

15

now

pleted, Pathe
sequences in

inserting talking
all of its productions.
The first pictures in which dialogue
is
included are "Sal of Singapore,"
starring Phj-llis Haver, "The Spieler"
and "Show Folks."
is

d

Claude Berkley is sound film edithe Pathe studios, which employ the RCA-Photophone system of
sound recording.
John Rohlfs has
heen appointed business manager of
Supervisor Benjamin Glazer's sound

I

productions.

,

f

tor at

With the completion of three new
pictures in one week, Fox is keeping
abreast of its schedule.
The newly
finished screen plays are "Taking a
Chance," Rex Bell's latest vehicle,
directed by Norman McLeod, Em-

is

now

producJacques Rollens
in

at Universal.
directing under the supervision of
the author, Sam B. Jacobson.

tion

is

Seiler Directing "Badges"
Lew Seiler is directing Movi>.tone
version
of
Max Marcin's play,
"Badges" at Fox. In the cast are

Charles Eaton, Helen Twelvetrees,
Earle Fox, Carmel Myers and Clif-

Dempsey.

ford

Nancy Drexel Assigned
Nancy Drexel has been assigned
the lead in Fox's "Dolls and PupMarcel Silpets," Movietone short.
ver is directing.

Douglas in Fox Cast
Byron Douglas has been added to
cast of "'The Veiled Woman," which
Emmett Flynn is directing for Fox.
Flood Directing "Mud Hen"
James Flood is directing "The
Mud Hen," suggested by the Peter

Kyne

B.

story

Eve Southern

is

Tiffany-Stahl.
for
starred.

"U" Signs Lowe
Edward T. Lowe, Jr., has been
added to the Universal scenario

Lowe
tions

he

is

staff.

adaptaand
present
working on the continuity of
will

write

originals,
continuities.
At

Cummings, Baxter

in

February.

cast

of

Fox.

to

"The Veiled Woman,"

which Emmett Flynn

favorite

is

directing for

ik

Cummings

Irving

is

cause the loss of sight of that

mem-

ber.

Soussanin Cast
Nicholas Soussanin will play an
important role in "Tong War," Paramount drama, co-featuring Wallace
Beery and Florence Vidor, with William Wellman directing. Jack Oakie
is

the cast.

in

of

Roy

Clark,

who

photographed "Avalanche" for
Paramount. Exteriors were

made

in Arizona.

has

write

'"The Great White North," whid
is scheduled to be produced by Chat
les Klein as his
second directori;
assignment for Fox.

Foy

to Direct

Guinan Film

Eddie Foy, Jr., is to direct Texa
Guinan in "Queen of the Nigl
Clubs," Vitaphone feature. The ca;
includes Lila Lee, Jack Norwortl
Williajn Davidson, John Davidsoi
Arthur Housman and Jimmie Phi
lips.

Pearce to Direct Dialogue
Leslie Pearce will direct die
"The Carnation Kid.i
in
logue
Douglas MacLean feature for Chris
A.

tie.

Roy, who

a former Paramount Long
Island studio cam.eraman, also

is

replace

to

work

to

Mary

is

cameraman.
return
from

THE

co-photographed "The Water
Hole."
*

Door-way of Hospitalify

•

Our Passing Shmv: .Joe
Henabery, Nick Barrows and
Joe Pasternak conferring at
Universal; Tom, Engler giving
an automobile ride to three
appreciative passengers; A.
L. Werker, M. D. Farley and
Seton I. ("Happy") Miller
conferring at Fox.
*

*

*

Some

directors insist a supervisor
should know how to direct a picture.
T'other day, when Harold

Beaudine was suddenly taken ill and
to abandon the direction of "The
Fritzie
F'ern,
young
character
Head of the Family," Casey Robactress, has been signed by Univerinso^i, who is supervising his first
sal
on long term contract to be

"U" Signs

used

in

Fritzie

Fern

had

picture, stepped in and directed 40
scenes.
Joseph Boyle was assigned
to finish the picture, with Casey

stock.

Sloman Assigned
Edward Sloman will direct

continuing as supervisor.
''The

Play Goes On," an original by Charles Kenyon, as his next assignment
for Universal.

Margaret Seddon Cast
Margaret Seddon is to appear in
"She Goes to War," Rupert Hughes'
novel.

It

is

an

Inspiration

be directed by
United Artists.

to

picture

Henry King

for

New

Contract
Maurice Pivar, supervising film editor at Universal, has signed a new
five year contract with that organization.

*

*

Eddie Robbins, veteran film
editor, is editing "Making the
Grade," for Fox. He also edited "Honor Bound."
*

*

Reginald Denny will make "His
Lucky Day," under the direction of
Joseph Henabery, his next Universal
production.
This is an original by
Earl Snell and Joseph Franklyn Poland.

yNTER

*

was also his
Paramount plant.
ton,

"boss"

at

RALPH J.DIETRICH

the doorway of

popular hostelry and ycu feel at heme.
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcome
wlilch marks the difference between the
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
this

The " 8 till" work being done by
Ernest Baohra<^ of FBO is attracting much attention.
Ernest is a
former Para/mount Long Island studio "still" photographer and his
present employer, William Eg ling-

"His Lucky Day" for Denny

Douglas in Fox Cast
Byron Douglas has been added
the

Pickford's

Take

to

Raoul Walsh as director of "In Old
Arizona," it is reported, with Warner Baxter to play the role which
Walsh was to have portrayed. Walsh
is at Salt Lake City following an injury to his right eye, which may

Pivar Signs

wood

^

Walsh's Place in Film

"Broadway."
Berger Going Abroad
Ludwig Berger is leaving soon for
Europe where he is slated to make
one picture, "Burning Heart," in Berlin.
Berger will return to Holly-

Lots ff

Immediately on his
Canada, where he "shot" exteriors
mett
Flynn's
production,
"The on "The King of Bernina," Ernst
Veiled Woman," with a cast headed Lubitsch's production, he was transby Lia Tora, Brazilian beauty, and ferred to Mary's unit to photograph
Charley is now doing
Paul Vincenti, Hungarian leading "Coquette."
man, and "Husbands Are Liars," preliminary work on "Coquette,"
written and directed by Ray Cannon, which will be a "talkie."
*
*
+
with June Collyer and Conrad Nagel
Excellent
reports
filter in on
in the leading roles.

mle Novelty films based on odd and
unusual themes,

been signed b
scenarios.
His fin
assignment will be the adaptation c

it

ROSHER

Parade,"

Fox

Hollywood

/CHARLES

the

Rollins Directing "Fantasie"
"Fantasie," last of the 13 Laem-

Big

RALPH WILK

By
productions, or one-third
iWith
of the 1928-29 program already com-

Fox Signs Harry Behn
Behn, who adapted "Th

Harry

the

Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp
these are but a few of the features
.

that

.

.

make you

feel at

home.

Fig'n Whistle Dining Service insures the
best of food. Therefore, when ycu are next
n Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

n

PLA2^A

Film Editor
Wiliiam

^

Pictures

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNLA.
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\
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Sound or Voice?
By
Director of

Foreign Markets

ALAN CROSLAND

"The

/as::

Singer" and "Glorious
;

Betsy"

L'roducers, writers, stars and direchave expressed their opinions on
talking picture and alas, most of
.;m have left their tell-tale hand-

it

is

simple

not

— this

enigma

By JAMES

P.

CUhTNINGHAM

\

of

sound and voice. It challenges the
finest courage and utmost invention.
The art of the screen has been a
strict and silent mistress but she has
iting on the w^all.
No one in the art of the motion been lavish in her reward. If we are
to remain in her favor, now that she
,cture has been gifted enough to rehas
found her voice, we must attend
risten our industry.
We have been

irs

REX INGRAM MEMBER

SECOND BIG SyBURBAN

I-

—

Webster when she

despite
ovies for years
the cinemaniacs just "movies."

id

(i\v,

suddenly,

redubbed

\'

leave
lake it!
(ir

it

—
science and invention
—
Take
us "talkies."

—"talkies."

Personally,

1894 Edison invented the cineatograph. That makes us 34 years
d.
Eighteen years before, in 1876,
iison had perfected the phonograph.
rem a little l>ie\v Jersey town an
In

speaks. Intelligent application to invention and sympathetic understanding of the limitations of
science alone will make us worthy.
Given a happy combination of creative minds trained in motion picture
technique, with the added ability to
inspire the scientific experts of recording with the enthusiasm of the
screen then no problem can remain
unsolved.
,

It would be folly to attempt to set
contemplates our
Each
nipestuous upheaval of sound and down rules and conventions.
picture will be an individual work
)ice in motion pictures and rememring the fun he had inventing us, separately developed with sound and
voice according to the judgment and
must look down and forgive.
With the advent of sound and voice, daring of its makers.
It is inconceivable there are still
le nearest approach to graceful gescountless prominent personages vitalire the movies can manifest is a
thanksgiving to ly interested in screen art who aplute
prayer
of
:ience and invention.
They have prove sound but deride voice. Their
iken us out of lowly pantomimicry approbation of sound is no compromise.
For years sound has been an
ito the realm of high art.
Established artists will be lured established adjunct in presentation,
Indeed the
this new plastic medium and given from first runs down.
only truly silent pictures are on the
liniitable freedom.
The Barrymores, Meller, Jolson, shelf they never got beyond the
projection room.
jfilbert & Sullivan, Wagner, Ibsen,

scientist

ilerly

;

>•

—

ilcCormack, Novarro!

Opera, stage,
comedy, movies all will be
oniljined in the new and great art
uisical

the

f

—

screen.

Not so long ago we used to paint
on a back drop, and there
.as no such thing as a close-up. Our
irniture

yes survived the flicker.
are predict our ears will

Who

will
ihear

not
and mechanical voice?

To

those unbelievers, those skeptics of sound but not voice, a warning sounds! Right about face open
You
your eyes- clear your minds.
will be dullards in an art that is proud
Where will you be on
of progress.
the opening night of Barrymore in
"Hamlet" when Lionel and John do
"The Jest" when Nazimova does

—

—

—

—

OE NEW BRITISH EHIM

— Rex

London

Ingram is one of the
new producing firm,
Ingram-Hamilton .Syndicate.
The
board of directors, comprise Cosmo
sponsors

of

famous

Hamilton,

British

author;

Mackintosh,
CorniglionMolinier and H. Bosanquet.
Alastair

Ingram

is

now making "The Three

Passions" for United Artists.

Ideal Handling British

—

London A series of two-reelers
entitled "The Ghosts of Yesterday"
are being made by British Filmcraft
Release will be through Ideal.
Filmcraft has two features
completed.
"The Burgomaster of
Stilemonde" and "The Blue Peter"
are the titles.
"Spangles" is now in
production, with "Juanita" to follow.
British

12,500 In German Industry
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington Total of
employed by the German
try,

M.

12,500 are
film indusdispatch to the

according to a
Figures are given as

P. Section.

producing

of

Staffs

and

3,300
3,150
1,900
1,800

800
500
400
100

Directors

Cameramen,

architects,
assistants

including

authors,

etc.,

550

—

Who

The problems

that

seemed

insur-

nountable when we started the first
Vitaphone sequences now are as easily solved as loading a camera. But

firms.

FBO

and is
Law,"

working

on

Tim McCoy's

"Beyond

next
vehicle which Nick Grinde

the
starring
is slated

to direct.

German Firm

—

Settling

Bills

Berlin -Financial difficulties have
Internationale Film to effect an

led

arrangement with its creditors.
proposed to pay 30 per cent on

It
its

liabilities.

Get Columbia Roles
Columbia has signed Jobyna Ralston and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., for
"The Power of the Press," which
Frank Capra is directing.

announcement

formation of the Carreras chain
London suburbans comes news of
another new circuit known as London Playhouses, Ltd., which has already acquired three or four houses.
The firm plans to build theaters at
Wood Green, New Maiden and
Wemblev. The concern is capital-

The Wood Green Kinema

be

will

the largest in the chain, having 4,000
seats.
The Wembley will seat 3,500;
the New Maiden 3,000.

Gaumont

New
London

British Talker

—

Firm

Talking Films
Ltd.. has been formed with $125,000
capital.

British

British Chain

Now Has 190
London — Total of 190

Theaters

theaters are
controlled by Gaumont British
Pictures Corp., said Reginald Brom-

now

in his annual report, just issued.
These houses are attracting
a weekly attendance of 1,800,000, he

head

said.

Company
Formed by the Soviet

Distributing

distributing

firms

Employees in theaters
Musicians in theaters
Studio
wotrkmen
Copying plants workmen
Assistants usually employed
Artists (men and women)

—

Oliver Drake, after an association
scenarist
of three years on the
staff,
has been signed by M-G-M

— Following

London
of
of

follows:

—

milestone.
It is when Jolson
:)lays
the piano and sings "Blue
Between
mother.
Skies"
his
to
.horuses he ad libs in inimitable Jol'.onian dialogue.
Here sounded the
'leath knell of silent drama.
J. L.
A^arner has stated this scene marks
he turning point of Vitaphone.
vill question its lure with "The Jazz
singer" in its third million?

FREDMAN

Prod.

—

a

IV.

"The Daily Film Renter"

ized at $3,000,000.

Filmcraft Two-Reelers

Novelty? Unless the phonograph,
he radio and the motion picture it-

IS

By ERNEST
Editor

a

"The Doll's House" and Novarro
12,500
Total
and Cowl do "Romeo and Juliet"?
And if you still remain infidels in
Handling Over 40 Features
spite of all this, let me conjure up
lelf are also novelties, certainly ViLondon
Between 40 and 45 feafor you the glorious prospect of Anna
japhone and Movietone deserve a
will be handled this year by
tures
matter,
Case in "Manon" or for that
From Louis Wolheim in "The Hairy Ape." Film Distributors, Ltd., under deals
jnore dignified nomenclature.
|he more mature viewpoint of next
The firm has acquired
just closed.
ear, or more likely, next month, the
the
Guinea-Gold Gotham produciilent picture will be the novelty. To
tions.
"Big Hand" for Langdon
Sam Berney has been elected a diee characters speaking and not hear
Harry Langdon's personal invareorhem that will be novel.
sion of Seattle and Portland West rector of Film Distributors and
My experience in directing "The Coast theaters has been successful. ganization of the company is planned
|azz Singer" and "Glorious Betsy" In Portland, the mayor and repre- under his supervision.
Vas illuminating. These two pictures sentatives of various civic organizaBalfour In Vienna Film
vere the first to bring the human tions gave the comedian a rousing
'oice to the screen via Vitaphone. reception.
Langdon will conclude
Vienna Betty Balfour is to star
[fheir success proves that Warner his tour at the Warfield, San Fran- in a special which will be made col3rothers are a good two years in the cisco.
operatively by British International
There is one scene in "The
lead.
and Sascha. The Vita studios here
i^azz Singer" that will be remembered
will probably be acquired by the two
Drake Joins M-G-M
less artificial

CHAIN SET TOR LONDON

Moscow — A

distributing

organiza-

films
being
is
planned by the Soviet. The first ofAll
fices will be established here.
Russian producing firms will market
their product through the company,
which will also import pictures.
tion

Russian

for

Aubert to Study U.

S.

Sound

—

Paris
Louis Aubert, president of
the Chambre Syndicale Francaise de

Cinematographie has sailed for
America to study sound production
With
and synchronization devices.
him is Augustin Cari, renting head
of the concern, which controls 32
French houses.
Thej^ will go to
Hollywood after a visit to New York.
la

RIchmount Pictures
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

loc
MOUNTAN,

New York

Ctty

Pres.

U^XCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Addrets:
Cable Address
Cable Address

RICHPICSOC, ParU
DESJAT, Loodaa
RICH PIC. N. T.

Exporting only the
best in HotSon Pictures

THE

i
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Theater Equipment
CHARLES

,By

F.

HYNBS

u.

STRONG SPEED INDICATOJt
FOR

SOiD

PICTURES

MAKES MOTOR CENERAT(

—

Chicago Strong Film Speed Inthe
has been placed on
market by Essanay Electric Manufacturing Co., designed for use in
Disprojection of sound pictures.
tribution is through National Theater
The Essanay firm
Co.
Supply
manufactures the Strong Changedicator

;jjj,,.^^

minute

and

calibrated to
film feet per

minutes

the

sively

for

is

the

The generator has
of 25

The Gardiner Motor Generator

per

dicator head

tor.

mi

consumed

The dial is
1,000 feet of film.
numerals and is
clear
lettered in
easily read at a glance from any
angle.
The working mechanism of the m-

offering the Gardiner Motor Genei
It is a multiple-type, operati;
two arcs in parallel, being especial
designed for operation of reflect
type motion picture arcs.

}

1

Over Device.

The new indicator is
show both number of

m

Columbus, O.— L. J. Gardiner C
years manufacturer of Gardit
Velvet Gold Fibre Screens, now

for

DEVICE EOfI REPLACEMENT

manufactured excluElectric
Essanay

Pa.

Drifton,

— Projection

Improve-

ment Co. has developed a new

interpress, a

mittent sprocket and pin
device with which a worn sprocket
can be removed and replaced by a
new one, without distorting or injuring any part of the intermittent
movement. This, the company says,
enables projection of a steady picture
on the screen, after the sprocket has
been replaced or after any other part
of the intermittent movement has

carrying

Machines in Poor Repair
Cause of Damaged Film

—

Detroit

OF SPROCKETS OFFERED

Hundreds

of

dollars

worth of film has been damaged in
Michigan because projectors were in
condition,
declares
improper
H.

M. Richey, business manager

of the
unit, in a plea to
exhibitor
mejnbers to co-operate to relieve the
state

He

situation.

over

check

a normal outp
amperes each and is capable
the

double

load

of

bo

lamps "for a reasonable period wit
out undue heating or an apprecial
voltage variation."
The supply
current, it is claimed, prevents eitli
arc from "stealing" current from t
other.
The generator delivers
volts constant potential, the mininiu
voltage for stable operation.
Se
are furnished complete with par
board for booth mounting.
T:
',

panel board has voltmeter, ammet
field rheostat.
The generate
supplied in sizes from 25/,
amperes to 100/100 amperes.

members to and
for
worn are
machines
urges

sprockets, incorrect tension and dirt.

been installed.

The new
make of

device can be used on any
projector,
on projectors
with the intermittent movement removable as well as on machines with
intermittent not removable. The device consists of four parts, one shoe,
one press and two screws. One screw
is
pointed and is used to remove

The Strong Film Speed Indicator

The other is round and
used to remove sprockets from the
shaft.
Tapered pins which loosen up
in the course of projection can be
tightened up with the press, without

tapered pins.
is

Manufacturing Co. by one of the
largest makers of speedometers and
similar merchandise in the world. It
can be readily adapted to installation
on any model projector. The purchaser indicates the type of machine
he is using and the Strong Film
Speed Indicator comes to him ready
for immediate installation on his parThe inticular model of projector.
dicator is supplied with three feet of
flexible shafting.

removing the intermittent movement
from the mechanism.
Toledo House Being Wired
The Pantheon will open Oct. 20
with Vitaphone. "Lilac Time" is the
first picture to be shown with sound.

SALE!

Lefko Gets Office
George Lefko has
Albany, O.
been made manager of the local
FBO branch office. He has been
promoted from being city salesman
the

Cleveland

Perfectly

Tone Production
Adapted for Cueing
of

—

the answer to the musical problem
smaller theatre has come.
The Tinsurpassed tonal quality and wealth of volume which
of

last

the

have made former Orchestraphone models famous
throughout the entire show world have been
rigidly maintained
in the
new Orchestraplione
Junior Model.
Cueing technique has been simplified through the adoption of a new changeover device.
Any person of average intelligence
can "cue the picture" accurately and precisely.
.See your nearest National branch for particulars
or address your inquiry (o our General Offices,

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

office.

Marvel

At

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

—

in

H

A

Holda IGFeet Filin~Case~6Masazinea
2 in. F. 3.5 Lena

$Z9.50

uiiuoci^HBys
^^
no

Junior Model
Complete with one Horn
$750.00 f. o. b. Chicago

West 32»*St,Newyi}rk.Hy

Ask

Phoae Penna. 0330

Vs.

•I

J

for Information on Cueing Services for All Films

—
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Short Subjects

TALKING SHOP
New Sound
Indicator

Film Speed

Sound

Interest

of

Van and Schenck— M-G-M

Help Reduce Hazards

est

.

]:dict,

Scd

Type

of production. .Vocalizing duo
This well known battery of song-

land put over

considerable inter-

will be

displayed
in
the

Clicks

Theaters

of Fire in

fHERE

Movietone

and then won

by exhibitors, we
Strong Film

Italian

new

fits

designed

for use
sound pictures. Effective pres\tli
itation of a synchronized picture
(Pcuds upon perfect timing, to asprojectionist at all
;re which the
Rs must have absolute control of
Essanay Electric Manu111 speed.
t:tiiring Co., which is marketing the

Indicator,

:ipi)ly
1

own

Co.,
for its

licient

is

National

well

The firm is predicting a
reception for the new device in
Backed by
und picture houses.
e Essanay reputation the new iniiinent should prove popular.

lOins.
n(!\'

'IRE prevention week

being held
throughout the United States,
ving been officially ushered in last
iiiday.
The week is a reminder to
hibitors everywhere of their duty
the public in providing adequate
feguards to patrons, from the mene of fire, the worst with which the
cture house has to contend.
is

this week, but every week
should see to it that fire hazards
your theater have been reduced to

Not only
>u

minimum.
Theater fires give a
ack-eye to the whole industry, and
jrt business for some time after.
he booth particularly should be
atched carefully, but no part of the
Duse should be neglected. Give your
juipment a rigid inspection, replacg any worn out equipment, and do
today.

HEATfR EQUIPMENT TO
BE CONVENTION FEATURE
Theater equipment

is

to be a big

M.P.T.O.A. convenon which opens Tuesday at To-

!ature

of

the

every phase of
equipment will be representd in the exposition, which is being
eld in connection with the meetigs.
Forty booths devoted to the
niirovements will comprise the disPractically

Dnto.
leater

lay.

A "different type of exhibit" is
romised by the M.P.T.O.A., which
the companies
'hich have taken booths, are con;rned with various phases of theter construction.
These will offer
ross-sections of certain parts of the
leater, which demonstrate various
tates

that

laterials

IS

of

and equipment.

naturally

into

the

an
This team
sound short

Their delivery is smooth and
finished, and they enunciate clearly.
There is a lot of speed and pep to
their
work, and both boys have
oodleis of personality that gets over

Theater
and favorably
Strong Changeover, an
equipment for projection

through

comedy number.

field.

1

(\ice

two popular numbers
their audience with

hero, Perrin, who
of a murder.
He
leased through a

is

is

unjustly accused
jailed but is re-

mysterious

force.

heavies who are out to kidnap
the kid have one of their number
capture him. Eileen gives chase and
ju?t as she overtakes them, a huge
dam is blown up and the chapter
fades out with the trio struggling for
their lives.
The second episode, of
course, shows their rescue.
After
more conventional serial thrills gold
is discovered on the property owned
by the boy and a gold rush ensues.
The heavies surround Perrin and his
pals in a cabin and set it on fire as
the chapter ends.
Richard Thorpe

The

directed.

"Panicky

Pancakes"

— Oswald

Universal
Funny Cartoonantics
strong.
cartoon
Here is a number that is a Type of production
A diverting bit of nonsense involvsafe bet on any screen. Time, 6 mins.
ing pancakes, bandits and a lively
chase over pen and ink mountain
Ethel Grey Terry in
peaks in an effort to secure Oswald's
"Sharp Tools"
stolen cash register.
The cartoon
Vitaphone (Nos. 2666-2667)
work is excellent and the gags
Average
through the animal characters cavort
Type of production. .. .crook drama are amusing.
short Vitaphone drama with a
crook theme by Willard Mack, "Sharp
"Stage Fright"— Mermaid
Tools" impresses as very average enEducational
tertainment.
Its extreme length is
Detective Fun
perhaps accountable for too much Type of production. .2 reel
comedy
footage was consumed in telling what
George Davis gets himself a job
story there is to tell. At any rate, the as a detective with
a private agency,
suspense that one usually associates and is sent to uncover crooks who
with crook stories is not particularly have been stealing the money from
noticeable here.
Miss Terry proves the box office. It is an inside job,
to be just
satisfactory, that's all. and a lot of excitejnent back stage
Time, 20 mins.
occurs when George gets on the

A

The Calliaphone, ST-A Model, designed for theater use. It has a tone
similar to the pipe organ, is both
automatic and hand played, having
a keyboard similar to that of a
jnano.
It operates with a direct
motor

conjiected

air-bloiver.

Norman

Baker, owner of the Tangley Co.,
Muscatine, la., which nuirkets the

track of the crooks.
There is considerable hilarity with the help of a
darky who gets mixed in the proceedings. It develops a goodly numType of production
Musical ber of laughs, and Davis shows he
Out on the West Coast, Eddie Pea- has a real flair for the two-reel combody rates high as a master of cere- edy gags.
monies and dispenser at large of jazz
"Rocks and Socks" Winkler
entertainment. This Vitaphone numUniversal
ber makes it hard to understand exPeppy
Chicago
Art floral decorations, actly what the folks across the plains
Peabody is clever Type of production..! reel animated
especially designed for theater use, are excited about.
Oswald, the rabbit starts out for
are a specialty of G. Reising & Co., enough with his instruments.
He
which imports and manufactures art plavs five jazz numbers, using dif- a day's shooting. He tackles a little
flowers.
The company maintains a ferent instruments in almost every tiger, and is lambasting it when the
If he did only that, the mother conies along and makes things
large stock, but also makes up art number.
Escaping finally
floral
decorations to siiecifications. story might have been different. But hot for Oswald.
Decorations for a number of atmos- he would sing. And that makes the from the tiger, he encounters other
pheric houses throughout the couni- proceedings very sad indeed.
Time, strange monsters of the jungle, and
is glad to call it a day.
The cartoon
10 mins.
try, designed by John Eberson and
work is very unique and some clever
other architects, have been furnished.
technique is employed.
It carries
The organization works from plans
the laughs also.
and blue prints furnished by the
architect, states President G. Reis"The Vanishing West"
"The Quiet Worker"— Ideal
As all the theaters are different
ing.
Mascot
Eklucational
in architecture, each must be treated
Plenty of Excitement
Above Average
The company also maindifferently.

Eddie Peabody in
"Banjomania"
Vitaphone (No. 2103)

device, is inventor.

ART FLORAL DECORATIONS

—

DONE BY SPECIFICATIONS

—

Silent

tains

an

orations,

department, to make
sketches for theater dec-

art

plans and

when

desired.

Heads Westinghouse
Theater Board Sales

Type

of production. .10 chapter serial
of Nat Levine's latest production for serial fans shows two
episodes full of fights, plots and counterplots
against a Western background.
It's good juvenile stuff especially and the names in the cast

Start

R. F. Frenger, former head of
sales of automatic switching, now is
in charge of panelboard and theater
switchboard sales, for the Westing-

are knockouts from the standpoint
of the serial-supporting public. Jack
Perrin,
William
Jack Daugherty,

house Electric and Manufacturing
Co. with headquarters at Brooklyn.
He has been with Westinghouse
since 1915, except for the time of his
service in the navy during the war,
and a brief period with the BascamFrench Co., in Mexico.

Bennett and Eileen Sedgwick are the
principal players and they're plenty
to talk about.
The opening chapter
shows a frustrated effort to kidnap
Mickey, who is the heir to properties wanted by an expanding railInto the yarn is injected our
road.

Fairbanks,

Yakima Canutt, Mickey

Type

production. .2 reel comedy
is stepping right along
and just at this moment seems to be
among the leaders in supplying real
screen laughs.
The fun takes place
on board ship. Jerry gets mixed up
with a girl who has just eloped with
a bird
against her big brother's
wishes.
Jerry tries to be nice and
decent, and so does the young married gal, but fate is against them
and keeps throwing them togethe)
at the most inopportune moments.
of

Jerry

The

Drew

offering

is

plentifully

gagged

with some clever bits that give the

comedian lots of opportunities. Well
above the average in the two-reel
field.

THE
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PARISIAN ATNOSPHERE FOR

I'rank Cambria had "Beaux Arts
Frolic" for the stage show at the
Capitol, and it was a lively and novel

Opens
throughout.
entertainment
with a scene in the Latin Quarter
in Paris.
Ben Black led the stage
hand, all dressed in studio smocks.

The
dio
the

artistic atmosphere of the stuwas carried out with Black as

—

named

are mermaids at the bottom of the
ocean. The production is staged with
a scrim on which is thrown the water

with

enormous

fishes weavThe effect is

back and forth.
very striking and realistic.
At the
end octopus encircles the girl, till
one diver pursues and frees her. As
he does so she drops back from a
high rock into the arms of another
diver below. Fine production values,
and the audience gave it a big hand.
ing

Monday

RCA

plans revival of big time vaudeville via
Keith- Albee-Orpheum.
Joseph P. Kennedy continues with Pathe.
Marl<s Bros, plan first run and neighborhood
houses in Chicago.
Holdovers violation of contract, Gabriel L.
Hess claims; exhibitor takes opposite view.
Exhibitor leaders of Middle West, Te.xas
and aJl western Pennsylvania units meeting
at
Kalamazoo,
simultaneous
with
Michigan unit convention; revival of Al-

Ass'n forecast.

lied

Gotham

Bristolphone to handle
Small & Rogers.

Asher,

product

Piatt Gets Mt.

Memorial
to James

exponents,

high

in

blue

hats

uled as three principal topics at M.P.T.O.

A. convention at Toronto next week; southern California not sending delegates.
M. L. Finkelstein in Minneapolis again de-

supported Patricia
Bowman in an atmospheric dance.
Cary and Eddy, adagio dancers, also

were

in

this

were the final stage bit, the set
showing a thatched cottage center,
with the emerald hills in the background.
Colleens and their beaus
TO
AT CAPITOL were
grouped across the stage, while
Douglas Stanbury and Harold Van
The Capitol had an unusual stage Duzee in turn sang old Irish airs.
presentation with "Under the Sea," Gladys Rice was posed at door of
a ballet of spectacular proportions cottage dressed as Mother Machree
and effects. It was a legend of the in the picture, and she sang the theme
enchanted dwellers of the ocean, with song.
Melted into the titles of the
mermaids, starfish, sea nymphs and feature very effectively.
Isle

—Lease

again

C. Piatt,

of

Ethics

of

film

offi-

in

who

awardec
has been thet-

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving
Specialists

Thursday

to the

States Ass'n revived at Kalamazoo
meeting; outstanding national figure to be
sought as head; national drive for members and $100,000 planned.
Writ restraining collection of ten per cent
admission taxi in South Carolina denied.
Eighteen features, 52 shorts on GothamBristolphone schedule.
Lou Metzger named general nianager of Universal;

ager;

E.

M.

Van Praag new

H.

Goldstein

quits

as

sales

Motion Picture
Industry

man-

treasurer.

Friday
West

Coast Theaters to turn back Publix
Coast houses at suggestion of Dept. of

DAY AND NIGHT

Justice.

Ass'n leaders plan to stump
membership drive.
Special arrangements provided for independent producing for release through West-

Allied

States

country

in

ern Klectric licensees.

Saturday
Toronto

250

convention attendance of
northern
not
sending
1.000;
California
delegates.
Plan to finance exhibitor units, as provided
in contract "trade," was abandoned at sessions where contract was ratified; H. A.
Cole resigns from committee; E. M. Richey, secretary, to follow suit.
predicts

West
NEW

Telephone

t

54th Street
YORK

Columbus 4141-2-3

DRAW

A

.sirens.

thread of story developed.

There was the

pearl, the diver, the
frog and
the
octopus.
These parts were taken by Teddy
Walters, Roy
Ellis,
Mankin and
Nicholaitchek.
The 32 Chester Hale Girls appear,
and sonic of them swing from the
flies throughout the action.
Others
'

nchanted

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

VAUDE VI LLE
for

Motion Picture

Tbe FALLY

Standard
Vaudeville Acts

Fr*-»*ni«ti<»n

MARKUS

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Laokaw&nna 7876
1531

BROADWAl,

NEW YORK CITY

1

7

Filmdom' s Recognized Book Of
Rejerence For Past Ten Years

1929 Edition
OUT

thi

been

successful bidder for the past tw
years.
Memorial theater belongs
Knox County and the lease goes tc
the highest bidder each year.

Allied

number.

An

unusual offering was the apreformers.
The girls did some ec- pearance
of
Randolph's
Royal
centric dancing, finishing with their Hawaiians, a very
fine troupe who
feet locked in a floor catch which played
their
native
instruments,
enabled them to lean far forward, danced and sang.
The setting was
and
side,
sway absurdly from side to
colorful, with tropical scenery, and
perform other grotesque motions. It the screen showing the ocean waves
was all good kidding on the reform- slowly rolling onto the beach, this
Earl and being
ers, and a novelty besides.
accomplished with rear projecBell, English comics, did a pantotion.
By way of contrast, the 32
rolling
in
had
them
mime bit that
Roxyettes appeared as the "Kinky
Other acts Kids," dressed as
their seats with laughter.
darkies with their
were Nino Fucile in prologue from kinky wigs tied with
red ribbons,
"Pagliacci," and Bryant. Rains & faces,
arms and legs a high yellow
Voung, a neat adagio team employ- hue, and
wearing little gingham
ing two gills for some novelty leaps
frocks.
They
tumbled about the
and swings.
stage in great style and scored a big
hit.
As a prolog to "Mother Machree," reminiscenses of the Emerald

SEA SPECTACLE HELPS

make

report soon on Code
industry; commission
cials watching working out of code.
to

sion,

ballet all in white

has

1.

Vernon Lease

Mount Vernon, O.

ROXY

Law

Schine<;

seek more theaters and plans greater

to

artist using studio language in
announcing the various numbers. A
nies any deal for sale of F. & R. circuit
to Warners is planned.
COMPETITION AT
large gilt frame at the rear served
Cinephone ready to make theater installato introduce the acts and ensemble.
tions; agents to be named in ten zones
.\s curtain before frame opened it
A very diversified and colorful pro- throughout United States.
would reveal a posed scene like a gram hit the Roxy this week. The
Wednesday
painting, and then the tableau would symphony orchestra opened with ex- Warner-Stanley-First National deal signed;
Fox may hold key to ratification, because
come to life and the members troop cerpts from "Faust," supported by
of ownership of little over one-third of
on the stage.
the chorus who appeared in the side
stock.
The Gamby-Hale Girls were par- balconies in mediaeval costumes. At MarKUam Flannery, head of the Trade Practice Division of the Federal Trade Commisticularly good, being dressed as Blue the close from behind a scrim the

They worked in
and frock coats.
"Blue Law Blues," which Black announced was suggested by newspaper cartoons, being a take-off on the

for

of

expansion for FBO.
LegisJation, sound films and labor are sched-

AND HAWAIIAN

manager

Tuesday

RCA

IRISH

district

which recently took over four theatc
here and two at Tiffin.
He will
assisted by Reed McCauley.

NARROWER,

effects

THE PARAMOUNT SHOW

Lawrence, Schine District Head
Lima, O. C. F. Lawrence is to b<

Week's Headlines

Presentations
By JACK

Sunday, October 14
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FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS
COVERS
GOES
EVERYTHING
EVERYWHERE

'S

Rastman Panchromatic
^emtive
Type

A

2

proved product
for the cinematographer
perfected^

In developing

Company

it

the Eastman

has pursued

its

Kodak

long estab-

lished policy of constantly helping to

improve the motion picture
presenting
its

it

to the trade

it

art.

In

maintains

undisputed forty-year supremacy.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

for

(ChUO

)

Sensational Movietone Film Fini
Marching On** unquestionably

is

the best brief

tallcie

'^:

ever made.
—Los Angelet Evening Herald

Houses wired for sound should nab this by all means.
necessaries for popular appeal ... be sure to grab it.
''\

-

It

has

the
—Film Daily

all

r

thing in talking pictures, long or
short, we^ave seen. It has production, photography, story, fine spoken titles and a continuity
of action that w^ould do honor even to the highly
artistic silent drama. It ivill not only please
during its run, but it ^rill add new^ patrons for
talking pictures.
—n^xMbltors Daily Review
It is the~^best

Tlae Sale
tlie

Marching On'
now showing

all'talking

little

grandson both set
forth from their

Twice Daily

arthay Circle, Loi Angeles
la another
money getting

best staged short sub-

and his

In

New York

one of

is

jects that has ever been
dialogued. It points a Mray
to the much -he raided new
technique in sound - film
jproduction. It has almost
the Chaplinesque mingling
of humor and pathos. There
is
no scene more
^
charming than the
one M^here the old
Civil War veteran

Charles CChic) Sale

aiety Theatre,

number

home together
.

;

in

the night.
•^Los Angeles

^aw^

Times

Monopoly in Sound Field Impossible, De Forest Says
ALL THE NEW.S

ALLTHE TIME

lyplLMDOM
XLVI

«L.

Monday, October
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Von Stroheim
NY

k

picture created by the

powerful directorial baton
of
Eric Von
Stroheim

y

INDUSTRY ADOPTED BY

IN

attention.
The infreintervals at which his
)ductions reach the screen
;nt

d "The Wedding March," an
usual, impressive and moving
11 of Vienna before the World

Each

wn

WAV TO

TIINr

the outset, however, it is
out that Von
solieim, in his unremitting,
listic style, has made a film
h a tragic ending.
Dramatiily true and completely logical
his story development is, it
In becomes a question of audie reactions.
Will the public
for
drama
which ends in
a
f
!

ential to point

!(

\

1

:

I'cquited

H

unhappiness

love,

death for the heroine

in

ipter? It

is

next,

which showmen must de-

le

for themselves.

;

Direction
and
d to distraction by the convenil, trite films which burden down
y program on the market today,
Wedding March" will prove
Beeniely worthwhile.
And, from
or

audiences weary of

piffle

Von
properly so.
heim is without a peer in that
iol of direction which reproduces
His people are real.
as it is.
consciousness of acting seems reed from them.
When you like
n,
When you
you love them.
them, you feel like stalking up
the screen
and punching their
Is.
When a director can play on
emotions that way, with shadow
'es, we believe he is touched, and
tifully so, by that rarity described
angles,

y

enius.

Performances
on Stroheim directed

male
is

an Austrian prince,
an actor as he is a
That is saying plenty.

fine

;tor.

Wray, the

girl

who

loves and

responds beautifully to the di)r's influence.
Her work merits

i,

highest praise for sincerity, plus
ty,

line

in

histrionics.

does this
{Continued

hold
on

Right
true.

Page 2)

Toronto tomorrow.

Delegations to the sessions are
being sent from nearly all sections
of the ITiiited States, according to
reports.
While no estimate on the
delegates

accredited

Toronto

is

available,

headquarters recently
dicted a turnout of 1,000.

pre-

R.
F.
declared

Woodhull,

in a preconvention statement made just

president,

before leaving
urday, with M.

New York

Sat-

O'Toole, secretary, and a party of exhibiJ.

tors.

Various problems affecting
the exhibitor will be gone into
thoroughly, he said, predicting
the convention would prove
beneficial and constructive.

35 FIRNS OPEN EXHIBITS

AT TORONTO TOMORROW
Toronto
open their

—

Thirty-five firms will
displays here tomorrow
for the exposition which is to supplement the M.P.T.O.A. convention.
{Continued on Page 3)

T.O.C.C. Meeting Today

on Convention Views
Whether

any

delegation of the
be sent to Toronto,
in conjunction with the M.P.T.O.A.
convention, is to be decided at a meetThe T.O.
ing in New York today.
C.C. is not a member unit of the

T.O.C.C.

is

to

ALLIED WILL

down
Von

DEMAND

REVISION or CONTRACT
Revision of the standard contraci
as "unfair and one-sided, and obtained under false pretenses and realignment of the arbitration set-up,"
are among demands to be made by
Allied States Ass'n., which with several state units as a nucleus, plans
a national campaign for members, it
is stated by W. A. Stefifes, president
and spokesman of the group of Middle West, Texas and western Pennsylvania units.
"Allied

members

are bitterly

(Continued on

M.P.T.O.A.

Page

3)

Various Sound Systems will be
Interchangeable, De Forest Feels
and states that by that time,

be a monopoly in all films will have at least sound efthe talking picture field, says Dr. Lee fects and synchronized music.
He
De Forest, pioneer in the sound pic- goes as far as declaring that all
ture field, and inventor of the De houses not adopting sound equipment
Forest Phonofilm.
All disc devices will be out of business.
will be interchangeable with others
De Forest figures that when sound
of the same type, and the same ap- picture
rentals
eventually
adjust
plies to sound-film systems, he be- themselves to a permanent level, they
lieves.
will be at least 100 per cent, higher
When the
Within two years there will be no than silent film rentals.
(Continued on Page 3)
more silent pictures, De Forest as-

There never

Several

of

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

No

general policy
industry has been laid
down by the Dept. of Justice, in
suggesting that Publix theaters on
the Pacific Coast be divorced from

for

the

the

West C9ast Theaters

film

chain.
of the several cases involving the film industry which have
come before the department has
been considered on its merits, but
the department has no intention of
going into the industry and laying
down hard and fast rules as to how
it shall operate.
Ofificials of the department naturally are reluctant to discuss the matter, the government's policy in such
cases being to maintain the confidence of those with whom they deal
in all cases where legal proceedings
are not involved.
The department's
stand in the West Coast situation
has been made clear to officials of

Each

West Coast and
to

accede

Blow
S. C.

the

to

Publix,

who

suggestion

to Theaters

plan

made.

Seen by

Tax Writ Rejection

Florence,

—

C.
Refusal of the
to intercede for exhibitors in their request for a petition restraining collection of the ten
per cent admission tax, will prove a
hard blow to exhibitors of the state.
(Continued on Page 3)
S.

Supreme Court

dis-

appointed over the contract, and cer-

serts

and played

lead,

as

at

tomorrow,

in-

unseen
an argumentative

the

as

Ipted

Exhibitors in various sections of
the United States today are en route,
while others are preparing to embark
for the Toronto convention of the
M.P.T.O.A., which gets under way

Constructive accomplishment
keynote of the ninth
annual convention of the M.P.
T.O.A., which gets under way
will be the

U. S.

Cases
Decided on Own Merit
by Justice Dept.

Sees Benefit

ciiiivHinoiiiiafmsoN

'nr.

\i

Price 5 Cents

1928

NO GENERAL POUCY ON POOLS

)tures

ce each new work in the
egory of events. So we re-

IS,

Vincent Lopez Signed
for

M-G-M Sound Fim

Vincent Lopez, CliflF Edwards, and
Tom W^aring are included in M-GAI's list of artists engaged for Movietone shorts.
More than 30 names
have been announced.
In addition to Lopez, who will do
(Continued

on Page

3)

will

"Submarine" Roadshow
Run at "Philly" Extended
Because of previous arrangements
providing for the booking of a legitimate production into the Erlanger
Columbia's
Philadelphia,
Theater,
"Submarine," playing the theater,
was transferred to Keith's, to contine its roadshow run at $2 top.
_

THE

-.55^DAILV

Monday, October

15,

]

Von Stroheim

Affihated Gets Veidt Film
Conrad Veidt's last European film,
(Continued from Page 1)
"The Man Who Cheated Life," has
Stroheim
seemingly touches hit
been
acquired
Affiliated
by the
European Producers, New York. chords in his players which fe\
This picture was released on the con- any other, directors are successfi

Financial
Vel.

Moi4a|, Oct. 15,1928
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(c) Acoustic Prods.
()s Am. Seat

*(c-b) do
*
Bal. &
*(c) Con.

1854
2954

19^^

29^

rts

3

104

3J4
30'A

Fox Thea. "A"

*(c)
(b)
(s)
(s)

300
300

9954

lOOM

3 'A

35^8

SO'A
305i
9
Intern. Proj
95 54
95 54
Keiths 6 46.. 95 54
Loew's, Inc. .. 6254
6054
605^
103
103
103
do pfd

*(c)
(b)

*(b)
(s)

2m

Cap

P.

(s)
(s)
(s)
(h)

Para. F-L
do (new)
do 6s 47

10
33

..335^

Orph. Cir.
do pfd

(s)

.

.

.

3254
99
99
99
14954 149 54 14954
BOH 49J4 50
100
100
100

Par.By.554s51
Pathe
do "A"
do 7s37
*(b)

Annual

Oct. 16-17-18
tion

at

M.P.T.O.A

conven-

Toronto.

Annual convention of western
Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor unit.
28-29
Meeting of Arkansas M.P.T-O.
and Tennessee and Mississippi exhibitors at Memphis,
Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Grau1
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
11
Motion Picture Book Week.
13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at

Oct. 24-25
Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

6J4

"6H

"A"... 3254

3454
37
754
SO
555i
954
45i
14
85

(s)
(s)

Roxy

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(s)
(o)
(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

1,200
100

8,700
100
100
5,300
3

1,900

2654
79

do units .... 34
do com
654
Skouras Bros.
45
56
Stanley Co.
Technicolor
85^
Trans-Lux .. 45^
United Art. .. 10
76
do pfd
Univ. Ch, com. 2
do pfd
75
(c) Univ. Pict
•(s)
do pfd
.

.

100

101

*(b)

The Industry's
Date Book

2,500
3,000
1,300
....

do deb. rts
do 6s 41ww. 11154 liiji 11154
10054
do 6s41x-war ....
M-G-M pfd... 25.^ 25^' 25^

(s) M.

tinent as "The Student of Prague."
\\'erner Krauss is in the cast.

probing.

He

a great director—

is

of the few.

K A]

Aronson Here
Murdock and Casey Return
A! -Aronson, European representaMurdock, Pathe presic
J.
J.
tive for World-Wide Pictures, is in
and Pat Casey, head of the Va
New York from Berlin.
ville
Managers Protective A
have returned to New York f
Vidor Picks Negro Cast
King Vidor, now establishing pro- Europe.
duction headquarters in "Memphis"
"AnnapoUs" Ready for Scoriri
for "Hallelujah," has selected Daniel
i

K

Fox Fm. "A". 101^
do

25 54
2554
178
177
128

Fm. Ind

25
East. Kodak.. 178J4
do pfd
*(s)
(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(s)
(c)

400

Katz

do pfd

(s)
(s)

295^
9454
9954

36

6s

Sales

10,100

19

.

who

Haynes,

"Show

200

"4%

ioo

Honey

and

Brown,

night club performer, for the leads.
Others include Victoria Spievy and
Everett McGarrity.

Fox
THE FILM DAILY

Halligan Joins
fVest

Coast

Bureau,

—

Hollywood William K. Halligan,
Broadway stage director and writer,
has arrived in Hollywood to join the
Fox-Movietone writing staff.
Zeppelin

5554

has been appearing in

Boat"

Crew

Scoring of Pathe's "Annapolis"
been completed by Josiah Zuro,
sical director of sound pictures,
the picture will be the first P
feature to be recorded by I

Photophone
Studios,

New

MORE BUSINESS!
SWli'i''

at Capitol

We

23
9854
107
107
(s) Warner Bros. .109
(s)
....11054 10954 11054
do "A"
198
*(c-b)
do 654s28

700
000

Sc

York.

Sound

....

new

the

York.

Officers and members of the crew
of the Graf Zeppelin, German dirigible, are
slated to attend tonight's
midnight performance at the Capitol,

85

at

New

Installed at Greensburg
Greensburg, Pa. Vaudeville has
been transferred to the Strand and
Western Electric sound projection
equipment installed at the Manos.

—

believe

your

more business
you on their

trailers

to us,
art

will

me;

and cbmplime

work and

!

novelt

Marks Bros. Theatres, Chicago,

!,

Dallas.

Meeting of International Chamber
of Commerce at Paris on European
film restriction program.
Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Dec.
Annual convention of M.P.T.O
4
Nov. 14

*Last

Prices

Quoted.

(b)
(c)

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

(s)

Stock Exchange.

(o)

Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)

NOTE:

Balaban

& Katz

is

listed in

Chicago;

Skouras, St. Louis.

Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
Dec. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.
First annual ball, M. P. Club of
Jan. 26
of

New

York.

400

India

Waukesha, Wis,, Showman Shot
Waukesha, Wis.
Loren Thorwachter, manager of the Park, was
shot in the arm and twice in the
hand when he resisted two armed

—

bandits

who sought

to rob the theescaped without
obtaining any money. Thurwachter's
condition is said not to be serious.
ater.

New

The

with
of

Houses Survey Shows

— India

has 400 theater.s
aggregate seating capacitj222,000, according to a survey

Calcutta-

an

the Kinema Enquiry ComDuring the past three years
this country has produced more pictures than the United Kingdom.

made by
mittee.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE SCREEN

bandits

Policy at Janesville, Wis.

—

Opening under a
policy the Apollo will present
three acta in addition to feature picJanesville, Wis.

new

tures.

I

I

Elliott with "M. P. Today"
Frederick H. Elliott has been appointed vice president of "Motion
Pictures Today." Elliott is a veteran
in the industry and was executive
secretary of the old National Ass'n
of the M. P. Industry.

Fred

published short stories by
(author of

BETH BROWN

APPLAUSE, BALLYHOO, RED VELVET,

etc.)

Mister Broadway

Lady

in

Once in

Love
a Lifetime

Jazzbo

Second-hand Love

we>\R

y/^*Hx>jr

v

Communicate with Dr. Edmond Pauker
1

Capitol Theatre Building, "New York

Broadway

at 51st Street

Columbus 1726

I

THE
October

[fiday,

Sound Systems
Be Interchangeable

Allied to

liys
l

(Continued from Page

Rembusch's Rejoiner
Indianapolis

Frank

of sound pictures wears off
more product is on the market
at present, rentals, which are
at from 200 per cent, and higher

;

)

or

drop,

will

films,

silent

;

Pfooey!

(Continued from Page 1)
tainly intends to fight for reform," he
declares. The contract is inequitable
and needs revision. While we favor
the principle of arbitration, we are
far from satisfied with the present
set-up, and shall demand a change.

J.

week.

on

costs

on

their silent brothers, esti-

A

De

Astor

,^e

is

35 Firms Are Opening
Exhibits at Toronto

—
—

Fifty-fifth

Hippodrome

M-G-M Sound Fim

"Docks

As

a final solution of this
sees the necessity of
t.ucing French pictures in France
irFrench consumption, and so on
Britishers would
the line.
II
ves.

'

niem

he

ih at British talkers produced in
irica with American players, he
jts out, as our pronounciation difofrom that of the characters porEed.

—

dialogue pictures will eventually the Crystal recently opened, after
tedious to the public, the in- being closed for three weeks for exor prophecies, but foresees the tensive changes.
New heating sysSpoken titles tem, new projection and a number of
of dialogue in part.
generally be adopted, he believes. other improvements have been made.
Forest views the advent of the
.d picture as a God-send to comtomime alone, no matter how cleverly such
producers. He declares that slap- may be worked out. It is incumbent on the
writers to see these possibilities and
has been worn out but that scenario
c
to work up their situations and scenes around
id effects and dialogue will be
such acoustic effects as can be success,1

e

salvation.
le principal

facing

makers
im-

De

declares.
He finds that in
e of the larger de luxe houses
difficult to reproduce the proper
owing to their tremendous
j;ts
People sitting in the back rows
Ejiome houses receive a distorted
rf-ession because of the long disiie it
must travel before reaching
"l;st

The dialogue reaches them

I.

V

of the talker on the
en has finished his or her lines,
cid travels at the speed of 1,100

the

lips

:

He
second, De Forest states.
the opinion that should houses
seats or
of
6,000
capacities
I'e
be constructed, it will be impiible to transmit dialogue so as to
.

.

—

—
—

an

patrons

rtirstand

S. C.

telegrams,
etc.
could
lengttiy
letters,
of
frequently be far more effectively rendered
It may
by a clear resonant voice, spoken.
be entirely off the scene, and not necessarily
I can, in fact,
by one of the principals.
picture some very dramatic effects which may
be obtained where, perhaps, only one or
two words or sentences spoken throughout
the entire run of an otherwise silent drama,
will grip the attention and startle the imagination as does the occasional introduction of a hand-tinted object in an otherwise
monotonous black and white picture."

SALE!

opportunity

SEPT AUTOMATIC

it.

1

I
II

3

number

i|,

MOVIE CAMERA

which

indications, may also come true.
art he said that:
n entirely new form of screen drama
)e worked out, taking advantage of the
bilities of
introducing music and voice

acoustic effects, not neces11
throughout the entire action but here
1; there,
where the effects can be made
^li.
more startHng or theatrical, if you
or significant than is possible by pan1'

appropriate

—

Morton.

New

Theaters in 37
Eastern States in Sept.

picture theaters on which
contracts were awarded in 37 eastern
states during September totaled 39,
representing a cost of $2,733,000, according to statistics furnished by the
F. W. Dodge Corp.

—

to Theaters Seen by

Tax Writ Rejection

particularly in view of the amendments which compel use of the old
Many thesystem of roll tickets.
aters have been closed because of

the tax.

A number of houses have installed
machines to print and date tickets,
vend and check on special counters.
These cannot be used under the
amended law, which also required the
ticket taker to tear each ticket and

^

give one-half to the patron.

K>C>A%Y YAT
THE KAT^S WHISKERS

KRAZY
KAT
CARTOONS
Animated by
Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

Al^v^ays

Dependable

KRAZY IKAT

STANDARD

of predic-

have since come true
others which, according to pres-

(jj

T

a

'

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

to

an address before the New York
J'.trical
Society in March, 1923,

made

Fuzzy Knight, Kramer and
Boyle, Hurst and Vogt, Dooley and

"Action and sequence of so many silent
dramas are today badly interrupted by the
necessity of reading long and elaborate titles
and explanations on the screen. The reading

j

•(Forest

—

Blow

brought out, rather than to follow
reverse principle of merely attempting
to introduce acoustic effects into scenes and
situations which were primarily adapted better to the pantomime art.

i

all

"Just

the

f

ii

Friday,

fully

task

eproducing systems is the
ement of their acoustics,

I

New York;"

Paramount "Moran of the Marines."
Rialto— "The Battle of the Sexes."
Rivoli
"The Wedding March."
Roxy "The Air Circus."
Warners "The Terror."
Winter Garden "The Singing Fool."

New

Fort Atkinson House Reopened
Fort Atkinson, Wis. The New
Fort theater here, formerly known as

of

and "Look Out Girl;" Saturday, "The Night Watch;" Sunday, "The
Sawdust Parade."
Mark Strand "Women They Talk About."

King,

39

—

Married"

1

Hypazone, Inc., Automatic Ticket Register
Co., Canadian Electric and Theater Supply
Co., National Screen Service, Enslow Hydro
Electric Co.,
Sentry Safety Control, Hey
wood-Wakefield Co., Carrier Engineering Co.,
Gotham-Bnstolphone Photoplays, Toronto Carpet Co., Clinton Carpet Co., National Carbon
Co., Rudolph Wurlitzer Manufacturing Co.,
American Seating Co.

"Hot Lips."

Loew's New
York Monday, "Tempest;"
Tuesday, "Anybody Here Seen Kelly?"
and "The Power of Silence;" Wednesday,
"The
River
Pirate;"
Thursday,

Lopez

t

European market, De Forest

Daughters."

—
Colony — "Lonesome."
Embassy — "Submarine."
— "Kriemhild's Revenge."
Fifth Ave. —."The Station Master."
Gaiety —^"Four Devils."
—

:

itlie

——

Capitol '"Our Dancing
Central
"Lilac Time."
Criterion
"Wings."

contributing
Forest.
Vincent
Signed
the fact that each scene with
ague must be carefully rehearsed
for
(Continued from Page 1)
Where two direcre shooting.
(Continued from Page 1)
one with stage experience and Considerable advance interest has a group of piano numbers for MovieI
(Other with film experience, are been evident in the exhibits.
tone, Edwards, known as "Ukelele
Companies which are to have exhibits at
}z employed in many instances at
the exposition are: National Theater Supply Ike," and Waring, a tenor, newly(present period, he believes that Co., International Projector Co., Robert- signed
players
comprise
Maxine
one director, familiar with both Morton Organ Co., Brenkert Light Projec- Lewis, singer; Earl and Bell, guitar
tion
Enterprise
Co.,
Optical
Associated
Co.,
S3 and screen technique, will be
Derickson and Brown,
Screen News of Canada, Hertner Electric specialists;
I.
As a new type of director must Co., Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur- singing team; Zelaya, pianologuist;
ijeveloped, so must a new type ing Co., Columbia Phonograph Co., Pack Miss Patricola, singer-violinist; Emil
Shops, B. I. Reynolds & Co., Vitrolite Co.,
De Major
;tory writers be developed.
Equipment Co., Frank Adams Electric Boreo, formerly of the "Chauvre
C!st says.
Co.,
Edwards Electrical Construction Co., Souris;" Frank Gaby, ventriloquist;
merican producers will experi- Crane Plumbing Co., Craftex Co., Marietta Ersi and Ayer, singing team; and the
Manufacturing Co., G. Reising & Co., Norththeir greatest difficult in serv- ern Electric Co., Roth Bros. & Co., Woolf's following comedy acts: Yorke and
eI;s

—

"White Shadows in the South Seas."
Broadway "Singapore Mutiny."
Cameo "Three Comrades."

However, even under the present
system, arbitration probably could
function all right, provided the contract on which it is based were fair.

sound films

tipproximately 200 per cent, highfian

Demand

Contract Revision

is

represented. Rembusch attended the Allied meeting last

the in-

declares.

Liduction

—

Rembusch's reply to
a query as to whether he is to
go to the Toronto convention,
or whether Indiana is to be

1)

ll\
,
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Monday, October

New

Use Big Amplifiers
operating what is
ilaimed to be the most powerful
Iducl-spcaking arrangement ever heard
Five amplifiers aro
(ui
Broadway.

The Colony

is

are no new additions to the long run division this week.
THERE
out, "Mother's Knows Best" at the Globe, Fox's lease having

leaves ten
different

lined np under the marquee just back
of the box office and camouflaged
from the view of the public in such
a way that passersby are unable to
figure out where the music comes
from and how the machine is operMany think that the music
ated.
comes from the stage or screen. inside the theater.
Photophone is electrically-operated,

disc

synchronization

device

Picture

South

arranged the stunt.

in

the

lineup,

expired.

product

the

of

Washington

Distributor

Theater

Paramount

Criterion

M-G-M

Seas"

First National.

Warner Bros
Columbia
"The Singing Fool".... Warners
Universal
"Lonesome"
Fox
"Four Devils"
"The Battle of the Sexes" United Artists.
"The Wedding March" Paramount

.

.

This

Franco-Spanish
industry

.

.

.

Akron House Sold

— Milton

Winter's to the Raful

Bryer sold the

Amusement

Co.

AND

Marvin Kirsch

Aug". 31

cional

Sept.

Espanola.
The new Spanish
concern owns 40 theaters in Catalonia, including the best houses in
Barcelona. An agreement for an interchange of product is a feature of
the combine.
Along with similar

19

Colony

Sept. 30

Gaiety

Oct.

3

Rialto

Oct.

12

Rivoli

Oct.

12

To-Morrow, Wed. and Thurs.
covering
THE

Motion Picture Theatre

and

Anglo-German

agreements, and a French-Italian
pending, the long discussed European
block seems definitely under way.

Sound Stage at
First Nat'l Nearly Ready Actors' Equity Declared
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Not Hitting at Contracts

Initial

Burbank Pouring of concrete on
one of the sound stages at First National is finished and the walls of the
second are rising rapidly. The first
unit is expected to be ready in a few
weeks.
The walls and floors are on separate foundations, with rubber packing and air joints connecting floor
and walls at the foundation. This is
to prevent vibration.
The foundations are provided by piers of reinforced concrete, sunk into the ground.
Trenches are built to a depth of 20
ft. all around the building to prevent

Actors' Equity Ass'n has not instructed its members to violate existing contracts in drafting its new
licensing system, but, on the contrary has advised members they must
respect
existing
contracts,
states
Frank Gilmore, executive secretary.
Equity intends to adhere scrupulously to terms of the temporary injunction obtained by agents and personal
representatives opposed to the new

surface vibrations.

Dipson Denies Policy Change
Jamestown, N. Y. Denial that
vaudeville is to be abandoned at the
Palace was made by Nikitas Dipson,
head of the Caneton Amusement
Corp., on his return from Europe.
The company also operates the WinDipson
tergarden and Shea's here.

WILL BE IN

Toronto

the

Aug. 3
Aug. 16

—

Charles Hynes

in

Department of Commerce. An
arrangement has been formed between Verdageur, Empresa-Ideal and
Vilaseca y Ledesma and a new company called Cinematographica Na-

Anglo-French

Akron, O.

co-operation

likely to follow

is

the

July 31, 1928

Warners
Embassy
Winter Garden..

"The Terror"
•Submarine"

THE FILM DAILY
Development
of

combinations which have just been formed
at Barcelona, according to advices to

Opening Date
Aug. 12, 1927

Astor
Central

—

eight

in

"Lilac Time"

is

representing

Franco-Spanish
Now Operating

Washington Bureau of

One dropped

companies.

"Wings"
"White Shadows

The equipment includes

being used.
a large instrument board, vacuum
tubes, D. C. and A. C. current cables.
By turning a switch music may be
alternated with the human voice carJ. Maxried out over a microphone.
well Joice, exploiteer for the house,

shows

top-price

1928

Combine

The Broadway Parade

for Colony Ballyhoo

15,

Few

Florida Houses

—

Reopen

chobee.

Amsterdam, N. Y., House Sold
Amsterdam, N. Y. M. A. Shea
and J. Meyer Schine have taken over

—

Albee - Orpheum
houses here, the Rialto, Regent and
three

writ

is

returnable Oct.

19.

—

Jacksonville, Fla.
Reports from
the film exchanges are that the only
theaters which were closed or badly
damaged by the recent storm that
have opened are the Glades at MoorLyric at Stuart, the
haven, the
Grand, a colored house, at West
Palm Beach and the Park at Okee-

the

license system, which limits commission to five per cent. The temporary

Keith

-

Strand.

also
ties

is president of Theatrical UtiliCorp,, buying combination.

Ingram
Memphis

Now

— R.

at

Memphis

Ingram has succeeded Sol Davis as manager of the
J.

Liberty-Specialty branch here. Davis
is being transferred.

Nally Reopens Atlanta House
Atlanta The Capitol View, suburban house, after being closed for
the past three or four months, has

—

reopened

under

management

of

A.

Nally.

O^vners of America

House
Mahoney has been named manager of

CONVENTION

the

FOR

Film Daily
READERS

Mahoney Gets
Jacksonville,

Jacksonville

Fla.

—

William

Rialto.

Herkimer Buys at Alliance
Alliance,
O.—J. S. Knight has
sold the State to Robert L. Herkimer.

TRINITY PICTURES
Announce

WE

''MUST

MARRY?'*

lO'ith

PAULINE GARON

VIVIAN RICH— BUD SHAW— LORAINE EASON
LOUISE CARVER— HALL CLINE
Book It Now
At All Trinity Distributing Exchanges

Not

in

Competition With

You

II

Don^t Miss

It

STARTING NEXT MONDAY
IN THE

-HZ IMvlUnALLTHE HEWS
©/"FILMDOM ^^1^»'*^^ALLTHE TIME

ayff NEWSPAPER

The Fifty Most Important
Questions Facing The Motion
Picture Industry Today
Answered by

WILL HAYS
President M. P. P. D. of A.

ADOLPH ZUKOR
Producer

—President

DR.A.H.GIANNINI

Paramount

Banker

CARLLAEMMLE ARTHUR LOEW JAMES R. GRAINGER
— President

Pioneer

Universal

Vice-President and Foreign

Sales

Manager

— Fox

Manager, Metro-Groldwyn Majrer

DICK

ROWLAND

Outside Observer

A

PETE WOODHULL and

others

President M. P. T. O. of A.

Daily Feature That Will Set
The Whole Industry Talking

THE

jg^

DAILV
Coast Wire

Outdoor Advertising Meet Eastman Kodak Plans
British Film Plant
to Represent 16,000 Towns
Sixteen thousand cities and towns
throiiKhout the lT,)itfd States will
he represented at the annual convenOutdoor Advertising
tion
of
the
Ass'n. of America,

which

is

to

open

Oct. 16 at West Baden Springs, Ind.
Karl Gulick of General Outdoor Advertising Co.. will deliver one of the
principal addresses at the sessions.
His subject will he service to picture
theaters, outlining to the delegates
how they can cooperate better with
the film industry, to assure maxieffectiveness for outdoor displays.

mum

Wisconsin House Changes Hands
Recent changes in
Milwaukee
theater ownership in Wisconsin in-

—

clude the Electric at Soldiers' Grove,
the new owner of which is M. J. Helgerson, the old owner being C. S.
Erickson. The Tomah at Tomah has

been taken over by David L. Olson,
At
J. Seeger being the old owner.
Waterloo, George Stube has sold the
Community to Fred Kuepke. Carl
Lipman has taken over the Columbia at Kenosha from Miss E. Leudke
and the Unique at Gays Mills formerly operated by Fortney & Atwood now is being operated by E.
D. Stevens and Ann Halleday.
Centerville, Ala.,

—

House Sold

Centerville, Ala.
J.
purchased the Fraces

Nix has
from W. E.
P.

Nicholson.

Row

—

London Kodak, Ltd., has under
consideration plans for making in
Great Britain the film base used in
making raw stock manufactured at
At present the
their Harrow works.
base comes to England from RochesFrance, and
ter, N. Y., Vincennes,
Berlin. The erection of the projected
plant will insure supplies on the spot
and |)rovide an additional British inThe plant will probably
dustry.

compare in size with the
cently completed in Berlin.

one

—

Peck and
Dublin,

Smith Expanding

Ga.—J. W. Peck and

F.

Menjou is reported to
to make talking picunder his present Paramount

Adolphe

refused

tures
contract,

is

it

Menjou,

reported.

make

pictures in Europe. This stand

Georgie Jessel,

Wheeler Smith have taken over the controversy on the subject.
They op- cast for the starring role
Rose and Crystal here.
erate the First National and American at Sylacauga, Ala.

Birmingham House Reopening
The Empire,

Birmingham, Ala.

—

dark for the past several months,
opens Monday, Oct. 1, with M-G-M
pictures as the basis of

it

stated, contends that the agreement is for his appearance in silent
pictures only.
H*i«i
contract is to
expire in May, after which he is to
is

recalls that of

entertainV. Merritt, of

Jessel.
in

"The

Dunlap to Direct
Dunlap is

Columbia

for

Director Frank
the Wise Circuit, has appointed Jim
Johnson.

Columbia.

Peterson Gets Portland House
Lynn Peterson has
been named manager of the Music
Box, sound house built by John Ham-

Garcia Named Dialectician
Allen Garcia has been named dialectician for Fox Movietone productions and will teach various dialects

rick.

to

ment.

Portland, Ore.

—

Scott

to

direct

for

players.

Oensationa —
rvoad Show— $$
Odafes NOW-$$$

talker

it

is

reported.

Sidney in "Frankfurters"
Sidney has been cast in
"Frankfurters," which Universal will
produce in Germany.

TO
ADULTS

ONLY

M-G-M,

a

George

SHOW

1

for

Edmund Burns
Edmund Burns has

—
'

J

a featured role in

Pathe features are in work
is
completing tlv
of
"Leathernecks;"
I'ati
Gangelin and Jack Jungmeycr ar
writing "The Oi^fice Scandal;" Droni
gold and Prior, "Square Shoulders;'
W. Scott Darling, "Noisy Neigh
bors;" and Neil Brant "The Flying
Fool."
One supervisor and two di'
cninitig
Elliott
script

Clawson

working on scripts
William
Conselman
on
"Listen
Baby," and Willis Goldbeck am
Tay Garnett on "The Getaway" an(
"The Elevator Girl," respectively.
rectors are also

Signed
been assigned

"She Goes to War,"

Henry King's current production

Dickson, Pathe Service Manager I
Theodore E. Dickson has been apfl
pointed service manager at the Path<
studio.
He will have general super
vision of costumes, properties, dec
oration of sets.

Cast for "Redskin"
Pauline Garon and Lincoln Sted
man have been signed for roles
"Redskin," Richard Dix's new pic
ture
now being filmed in NeM;
Mexico.

Van Dine
S. Van

Paramount Studio
Dine, author of "Th«
Canary Murder Case," is now at th<
Paramount stulio advising Malcolm
St. Clair on certain scenes of th«

for

Inspiration.

at

S.

film

Lionel Barrymore Directing
Lionel Barrymore will direct

STANDING
THEM UP
AT EVERY

Service-

in first

Jazz Singer," declined to sing in
the picture at the same terms, declaring he had signed for a silent
drama. His stand resulted in Warners acquiring Al Jolson for the starring role.

its

192

8 Scripts Under Way at Pathe
The following scenarios on forth

TOR SILENT flLMS ONLY
have

15,

on Talking Parts

MENJOU SAYS CONTRACT

re-

Enlarging Monessen House
Enlargement ot
Moneseen, Pa.
the Star to seat 1,200 is planned by
W. A. McShaffrey.

Monday, October

version.

M-G-M Signs Charles King
M-G-M has signed Charles King
who had

leading roles in

"Hit

th«

Deck" and "Present Arms," for th<
male lead in "Broadway Melody."
Harrp Beaumont will make "Broad'
way Melody" from an original bj

Edmund

Goulding.
Select Release Title
of Love" is the new

"Dream

selected for "Adrienne

now

in

lo's

direction,

title:

Lecouvreur,"

production under Fred Nib-;
with Joan Crawforc
and Nils Asther in leads.

Additions to Fox Cast
Arthur Stone, Jean Lafferty, Frank
Ilagney and Boris Charsky have
Seastrom Directed Gilbert Film
been added to cast of "Captain Lash,"
Before sailing, Victor Seastrom
a new Fox picture which John Bly- completed direction of "The Maski
stone is directing with Victor Mc- of the Devil." This stars John GilLaglen in the title role.
bert and marks screen debut of Eva

Von Berne.
"Noisy Neighbors" in Work
"Noisy Neighbors," featuring Eddie Quillan and the Quillan family,
in production at Pathe.
Charles
Rcisner is directing.
Besides the
Quillans Theodore Roberts, Alberta

is

\'"aughn
inent.
F.

WRITE
WIRE
PHONE
BRYANT 5602

I'.

Hugh

opposite the star.

M. G. R.
W.

46th ST.

PRODUCTIONS,

will direct.

Sills-Mackaill

Milton

Herbert.

Sales Mgr.

130

Mervyn LeRoy

and Jane Keckley are promThe story is an original bv

Sutherland to Direct Bebe Daniels
Eddie Sutherland is to direct Bebe
Daniels'
new picture, "The Big
Scoop."
Robert Castle is to appear

AL MILLMAN

Adapting Alice White Story
Adelaide Heilbron has been signed
by First National to adapt "Hot
Stuff," Alice White's next picture!

Sills

Co-starring

and Dorothy Mackail

will go to Catalina Island to filr
a sequence for "Stranded in Para
disc"
under direction of Georg«

Fitzmaurice.

Marcella Gardner Signed
an(
Gardner,
feature
magazine writer has been added ti
the h'ox scenario department.
Sh^
Alarcella

Tiffany-Stahl Changes Title
by Contract" is new

Inc.

NEW YORK

"Marriage

CITY

of
picture.
title

»ii«V

"Tomorrow,"

Tififany-Stahl

will

read and translate

French

stories.

German an

Time" is Shown on Bristolphone Equipment

'Lilac

v/

ULTHE

ALL THE TIME

p/'FILMDOM
XLVI

OL.

No. 14

Tuesday, October

Toronto
ND

so another national
exhibitor convention is on.

yi

r\

and

tomorrow

Today,

showmen from

var)us parts of the United States
oregather in Toronto to listen
discussions
of
a number

"hursday

should be near and dear
their business hearts and

The program

ninds.
sting.

is

inter-

been
have
unceremoniously
aside
Ihoved
ut whether they will remain
n the side lines for long is as
a question as how high
up.

;

construction

and other scheduled
mark Toronto as an open

-these

__The M.P.T.O.

is

IS

been

'oodhull
rnest

If

in

Allied
On

the sidelines will sit Al Stefifes,
.\. Cole, H. M. Richey and seval
others.
No part of the conntion and yet potentially an im/rtant influence on what happens
.

Edward Hotel

(Continued

Newsreels in Lively Tussle to
Beat Records on Zeppelin Film
Airplanes,

QUOTA

trains

AUSTRALIA IS

IN

By ERNEST W.
Editor

London

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"

—

Compulsory quota
declared imminent

for

by
This opinion is
based on presence here of Walter
Marks, chairman of the royal commission which, for many months,
conducted a probe into the Australia
Australia

the

film

is

British

and

a

battle

trade.

cruiser,

automobiles

figured in a spirited race

T,L

fast

yesterday

among news-

reels to reach screens of the country
vvitji
shots of the (iraf Zeppelin's
arrival in America.
Staffs of newsrcel units, with only
brief snatches of sleep, eagerly waited
since early Sunday to catch the monster of the air, and then staged a
.'\pspectacular battle for a scoop.
(Continued on Page 11)

SOUND POLICY CAUSfS

structure.

The quota

will be on empire
(Continued on Page 11)

pic-

MUSIC STRIKE IN BOSTON

—

M.P.T.O. meets
the King Edward Ho-

1,

—

on

Page 2)

conjunction

with

J. C. Brady, president of the M.P.
T.O. of Canada, and vice president
of the M. P.T.O. .'\., will make the

While the

(.Continued

in

convention.

Bristolphone equipment.

Boston Musicians in the 16 GreatTen-to-One Quota for
er Boston houses of the Netoco chain
one part of
Allied will hold council in anPortugal is Reported are on strike in protest against the
her.
StefTes, Cole et al are firm
London A Lisbon dispatch states installation of Western Electric sound
The walkout
r
a national group of their own. that a "kontingent" has been adopt- projection equipment.
3
them, the M.P.T.O. does not ed in Portugal which makes it com- followed declared refusal of the comist.
Allied is non grata with the pulsory for the distributor to handle pany to retain organists at sound
Musicians, operators and
.P.T.O.
There you are. Yet we one Portugese film for every ten houses.
are to meet today to map
stagehands
n't imagine Allied sitting on the
imported, while the exhibitor must
ere.

,

three days.
exhibitors en route to Toronto from various sections of the
United States and Canada, interest
centers today around the annual report which President R. F. Woodhull is to make at 2 P.M.
Thirty-five firms have booths in
the exposifon being held at the King
the

those
their

To-

With

Bachrach declared yesterday he will begin a two day engageof "The Whip" on Friday, using W. E. recording over his

demonstrated by Pete
drawing up his proin

who attend are
desire to discover
•Iter
methods of operating their
isinesses, present indications point
Toronto as the place to learn.
am.

Headquarters,

ment

We

;

'

HYNES

last

houses in Pennsylvania.

not as sturdy an

'ganization as it might be. Maybe
filiated theaters in the ranks is a
This and that may
id procedure.
wrong.
do beHeve, however,
at a great deal of sound judgment

— Sound

F.

labor
and
pictures,
legislation are to be chief topics under discussion at the ninth annual
convention of the M.P.T.O. A. which
gets under way here at 11 A. M.
The sessions are slated to
today.

Electrical Research Products or the competitive theater which is the
Maryland and which is equipped for Movietone and Vitaphone. The
Academy is controlled by Julian Brylawski of Washington. The
Maryland is operated by Silverman Bros, who own a string of

)rum for an industrial confernce which shoidd prove of
ahie to the exhibitor. The fel)\v who runs a theater is, after
il, more concerned with how to

CHARLES

Convention
ronto

was shipped to the Academy from First National's
Washington exchange several days ago. The records, according to
Bachrach, have been in his hands for a week awaiting completion
The first performance went off without hitch
of the installation.
and with no interference of any nature, either from First National,

Sound pictures and what to
o with and about them labor,

Business Lessons

Starting Today
By

changeability.
The print

.

lake two dollars grow where
nly one sprouts now, than with
le number or the personnel of
le board of directors.

stage Set for M. P. T. 0.
Meeting at Toronto

equipped with Bristolphone sound reproducing equipment, yesterday
afternoon began a four day run of "Lilac Time" using the records
made via the Western Electric disc system. Alan Bachrach, manager of the theater, declared the interchangeability was perfect. This
is the first known attempt to demonstrate the practicability of inter-

liuch

ijpics

Price 5 Cents

1928

Proves Bristolphone and W, E,
Systems Are Interchangeable
Hagerstown^ Md. (By Telephone) — The Academy of Music,

Politics

'gislation, theater

16,

SOUND FILMS, LEGISLATION AND
LABOR TO FEATURE CONVENTION

liich
.)

NEW,S

(Continued on Page 11)

a course of future action.

No

on Page 4)

Representation
for Allied Ass'n Planned
Official

—

Toronto Allied States Ass'n., revived at the Kalamazoo, Mich., meeting last week, is not sending any
official representation to the Toronto
convention of the M.P. T.O. A., nor
has anv invitation been extended
Allied leaders by the

M.P.T.O.A. W.

A. Steffes, AlHed president, probably
will attend, as an individual, as probably also will Col. H. A. Cole and H.

and
Texas
the
of
Richey
M.
Steffes
Michigan units respectively.
and Cole today are to be at Waterbury, Conn., for a demonstration of
Bristolphone and so will not arrive
here before tomorrow.

Charles Paine Is Named
Treasurer of Universal
Charles B. Paine has been elected
treasurer of LTniversal, succeeding E.
H. Goldstein, whose resignation was
announced last week. Paine has been
with Universal six vears, during the
last two of which he has been concerned chiefly with finances of the
company's theater circuit. He is to
continue these duties in addition to
his new post, pending other arrange-

ments.
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20^2
30J^
95

19;^
29^8
95

for sound will get a
music score with "The Wedding
March." For the vast majority not
so equipped, we suggest that they

Houses wired

fine

make

a point

it

tO'

secure the orches-
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800
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4
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(s)
(s)
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(o) Roxy "A" ...
do units ...
(o)
do com. ...
(o)
(o) Skouras Bros..
..
(s) Stanley Co.
(o) Ttchnicolor ...
.
.
(c) Trans-Lux
(o) United Art.
(o)
do pfd. ...
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd. ...
(o)
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.
(c) Univ.

32^
HY^
6^i
45
56
10
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34/2
37
7/2
50
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While
lar

to

this has nothing particudo with motion pictures, we

cannot close the day's history without slipping into print a word about
the arrival in New York from Germany of the Graf Zeppelin. The
flew
over
leviathan
majestic
air
Broadway j'esterday, stopped the
metropolis in its tracks and gave
The Film Daily staff the mightiest

10

76

KANN

4,500

'4!i

l',666

Passes For Argentine Gobs
passes admitting officers
and men of the Argentine training
ship, "Presidente Sarmiento," to all
Paramount,
performances
at
the
Rialto and Rivoli theaters have been
issued by Publix.
Special

85
27 Ji
22 J4
27}^
....
98!/2
do pfd
•(s)
Bros..l09>4 107^^ 109/8
(s; Warner
111'4
109
do "A" ...113
(s)
.... 198
•(cb) do 6/2S 28

named
'366
7', 5 66
8,000

—

division

manager

for

West

Theaters with headquarters
here.
He succeeds Herschel Stuart,
who is to take over direction of the
Poli circuit for Fox.
Coast

»- •Last
(b)
(c)

Prices

Quoted.

AMALGAMATED

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.
(s)

CaU

WAFILMS,
A
Walter

Futter,

Inc.
Pres.

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions £or
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

for

Library Stock Scenes
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

Bryant 8181

Memphis.
of "Noah's Ark" at Gra
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov. 11
Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention

&

1

night by Harry M. Warner.
Reports outlining the plan appeared
in yesterday's New York Times.

Nov.

Nov. 24
Dec. 4-5

Lew

city

Foster,

Adolph Zukor and

Jesse L.

Lasky

dinner-dance to be
given Maurice Chevalier at the Ritz
on Friday evening. Chevalier, well
known musical star in Europe, arrives from Paris today on the He
de France under contract to Paramount. He will appear in sound picwill be hosts at a

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Annual convention of M.P.T

New

York.

Schulberg
Coast

Due Thursday
THE FILM DAI

Bureau,

Los Angeles
whose departure

—

B.

P.

for New York w;
delayed, has left for the East.
11
arrives Thursday and will return
Hollywood after conferring \\u..
Paramount home office executives.
t

Strike on
Tacoma, Wash.

at

Tacoma

— Musicians

arc c
strike at houses of Naborhood Th
aters, due to a controversy over tl
union's demand that an orchest;

employed.

be

Musicians' Row at Moline
Moline, 111. Controversy over U!
of musicians has not been settk
here by Central States Theater Con

—

Newt Davis Dies
Minneapolis Newt Davis, veterj
former exchangeman, died here aft

—

a

protracted

illness.

Sunday Shows Lose by Close Vo
Sioux Rapids, la.— Sunday shov
lost by vote of 194 to 191
ferendum here.

in

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Cameo Theatre, Broadway

RELEASES f
3 COMRADES AND 1 INVENTION

NEW AMKINO
A

Soviet

Comedy

A SHANGHAI DOCUMENT
A

Page from the Chinese Revolution

AMKINO CORPORATION
Representing,

"SOVKINO"
'

723 Seventh

I.

ScHuHht

Now Playing to Capacity Audiences
at the

1

Oklahoma at Oklahoma City
Dec. 25
New Fox house in St. Louis opei
First annual ball, M. P. Club
26
Jan.

West

salesman for Paramount, is dead of
pneumonia.
He leaves his widow
and one son, 20 years old.

Chamb

International

of

silly last

Paramount Salesmen Dies

Meeting of

of Commerce at Paris on Europe
film restriction program.
20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages cc
vention at Columbus.

K.

that Warner Bros, were
negotiating to purchase a minority
interest in the. Balaban and Katz
Corp. which is 65 per cent owned by
Paramount were characterized as

—

'

1;

Dallas.

Nov. 14

Reports

Cincinnati

Opening

Standardize Television Sets

Chicago Standardization of television equipment is being urged by
the Radio Engineers Club here.

—

2
75

Interest in B.

at

hibitors at

Nov.

tures.
Sees Practical Television Far Off
television
will
not be
Practical
Peabody at Paramount, N. Y.
achieved for many years, in the belief of Prof. J. H. Morecroft of the
Eddie Peabody is to become masColumbia ter of ceremonies at the Paramount,
School of Engineering,
University.
New York, starting Oct. 20.

Thall Gets West Coast Division
Seattle
Charles M. Thall has been

14
85

Buy

conv«

Toronto.
Annual
meeting
Associat
Oct. 24
of
Theater Ow/ners of Indiana.
Oct. 24-25
Annual convention of waste
Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor un
Meeting of Arkansas M.P.T-i
Oct. 28-29
and Tennessee and Mississippi t
tion

H. Warner Denies Move
to

M.P.T.O. A

Annual

Oct. 16-17-18

Butterfield, Beatty Coming
Garrick in New York
W.
S. Butterfield and W. C. BeatAfter an absence of ten years
ty of the Butterfield circuit in Michiabroad during which he produced
gan, are due in New York Oct. 22.
pictures in practically every country
At the Astor.
of Europe, Richard (jarrick is in New
At the Manger.
York.
Dinner-Dance for Chevalier

Would
56

is to become president of
First National as a result of
the Warner-First National affiliation, according to Jack L.
Warner.
A. L. Warner will
hold an advisory post at First
National.
No changes in personnel are contemplated, he
stated, and both firms are to
retain their owm identity.

ner

Compiled by Zamecnik and
very well done indeed.

A Supreme Thrill

l-^M

lo,

The Industry's
Date Book

tration.

Sales

99^

& Katz

Hal.

*(c)

.

.

the

Music Score

was!
High Low Close
(s) Am.
(c-b) do

its

kick it's had since the word was
flashed that Lindbergh had arrived
in Paris.
What a five minutes that

Financial

Acoustic

in

Warn er to Head F. N.
THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — H. M. War-

IVest Coast Bur.

M.P.T.O. family. And, if that happens, anything might follow.
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a
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in Newsreel History^

—by

the

Hearst Organization for

INTERNATIONAL
only newsreel

eraman on
ZEPPE-
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^represented
;:iearst

Organ-

bn!
only pictures
Ji were taken
ithem

in IN-

NEWSREEL
UNIVERSAL
Released thru

The

^NATIONAL

Start

— the

Trip

— the

Landing

of the Giant Air Liner
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on her voyage
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I
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DAILY

Sound Films One
of Meet Features
from Page

(Coiititiucd

Wednesday,
11

A. M,

opciiiiitj

tive
will

committee

of

the

M.P.T.O.A.,

respond.
In addition to Woodhull's report
this afternoon, the board of direc-

committhrough A. Julian
will report
tee,
Reports of
chairman.
iJrylawski,
the secretary and business manager,
M. J. O'Toole, and treasurer, L. M.
Sagal, also are scheduled this afternoon. On the program also are an
address on exploitation by George
W. Harvey, head of the A.M.P.A.,
and an address on "The Safe Theater" by W. Grove Smith, fire marshal of Canada.
tors and national

The program

legislative

iif

2

P.M.

October

17
on creden-

committee

and

tials

1)

address of the convention
This will be followed by
at 11 A.M.
addresses of welcome by N. L.
Xathanson of Fanioijis Players Canadian Corp. and Mayor Samuel McW.
Joseph
Toronto.
ilridc
of
Walsh, chairman of the administra-

Report

seating

delegates.

of

Carbon Co.
Address ''Mtisie

—

Col.

License Tax,"
Cooper, President
and ExDistributors
A,

J.

M.

P.

—

of Canada.
at
Observations
Address "My
the Recent Berne Convention."
by R. H. Lee Martin, Director,
Radio Services, Canadian Na
hibitors

tional

Railways,

of national directors.
of committees.
Miscellaneous reports.
Report of national directors on
election of officers and installation of officers.
Unfinished business.
7<eports

Toronto.

2 P.

M.

Response by Joseph W. Walsh,
Hartford Conn.. Chairman,
of
Committee, M.
Admvinistration
P.T.O.A.
Formal opening of the convention
and address by R. F. Woodhull,
President M. P.T.O.A., of
Dover, N. J.
Report of board of directors, and
national

legislative

conmtittee,

Brylawski, of Washington, D. C, chairman.
Report of secretary and business
manager, by M. J. O'Toole, of
Scranton, Pa.
George
Address "Exploitation,"
W. Harvey, President of the
Associated M. P. Advertisers.
Report of Treasurer, L. M. Sagal.
of New Haven, Conn.
Theater,"
Address -"The
Safe
W. Grove Smith, Fire Marshal
of Canada.
Appointment of committees and
enrollment of delegates.

A.

J.

—
—

Simmons
Tort)nto

to

Explain Bristolphone

— Micliacl

L.

Simmons

of
to

Gotham-Bristolphone is scheduled
talk on Bristolphone at Wednesday's
meeting of the M.P.T.O. A.

Fair Trade Practices
Urged at K. C. Meeting

—

Kansas City Fair trade practices
and discouragement of any effort to
"knock" product of rival companies
were among subjects discussed at
annual meeting of exchaiige
the
managers, salesmen and bookers. Exhibitors should be urged to use more
advertising,

those

present

—

Investigate the

whole field, taking plenty of

which he said:
"There was never a time when the independent theater owners of America needed
If
a strong national body as it does today.
the state units could support a small national body, authorized to act in the interest
of and for the motion picture theater
owners of America, much good could be

accomplished, and the M.P.T.O. A. would not
the laughing stock of the distributor and
producer as it is today.
Conditions in most
State
of the Mid-West states are excellent.
organizations are being well supported and
However, the
are accomplishing much good.
state units are helpless when something comes
action
united
of all the
up that re(iuires the
be

states.

"The independent theater owner

Recognised Book

Of

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS
GOES

EVERYWHERE

Amer-

dealings with the producer and distributoi
and protect him from adverse legislation."

Tuesday,

B.

I.

Oct., 16, 1928

Cleveland
hii)itors

CONTROLS NEW
BRITISH

\

CItAII

—

London Forty houses are planne
by a British-Irish group known jj
Associated British Cinemas, Ltd.,
firm now being formed with capiti
British Internation,
$5,000,000.
Pictures has a controlling interest
the company, which takes over tw
existing chains, the Scottish Cineni
and Variety Theaters, Ltd., an
Savoy Cinemas, Ltd.
of

i

Another Chain for

London Declared
London— "The

— Convention-bound

ex-

er"

who

left

pany

and exchangemen

P.

mm

Still

Cleveland Delegation

Plannei
Film

Ren*'-

$3,000,000 con
being formed to acquire th(

reports
is

Dailv

that

a

Toronto
included: aters in London suburbs and also
yesterday
for
A.
Schwartz, Phil Gleichman, take over an established distributin
T.
The name of Imperii
Fred Desberg, J. J. Harwood, H. company.
E. Horwitz, Maurice Kaplan, Frank Chemical Industries is mentioned a
Gross, Leo Grcenberger, Joe Lea- the sponsor.
vitt, .Sam Lichter, Louis Isrcal, Mr.
Louis Aubert Arriving
and Mrs. Henry Greenberger, Mr.
purpose of selling produt
With
and Mrs. George W. Erdmann, of
Etablissements Aubert, Frenc;.
Cleveland; William Tames, and P. J. of
arrives in Nev
Wood, Columbus; Martin Smith, firm, Louis Aubert
also plans to stud'|
He
York
today.
Toledo, and John Schwalm, Hamilproduction methods at Hollywood
ton.
Mrs. Georgia Mof?ett, secreAubert company intends to irj
The
tary of the Cleveland Film Board,
crease
its capital by nearly $900,00;
also was among those who left for
at the end of this year.
the convention.
t

1929 Edition
IN

of

ica will never prosper as he should prosper
until all of the states are organized into an
intelligent,
properly governed body
active,
that will safe-guard the exhibitor in all his

6
for

time in deciding
policy on sound.

ing, in

Leaves for Convention

annual convention of the Oklahoma exhibitor unit Dec. 4 will be
couipleted at a meeting of the board
I'rcsident
of directors here Nov. 6.
\V. '/.. Spearman is planning a tour
of the state in a mend)ership drive.
the

Rejerence For Past Ten Years

COVERS
EVERYTHING

Daily Reminder

is

president,
is
spending five days a
v\eek touring the state, and by the
first of December is convinced that
75 per cent of Iowa exhibitors will
be enrolled in the association. Smith
recently summed up his views on the
national association, in an article
written before the Kalamazoo meet-

agreed.

Oklahoma Directors Meet Nov.
Oklahoma City Arrangements

Filmdom' s

OUT

— Iowa

(.

Election

Address of Welcome on behalf of
Owners of Toronto,
Theater
N. L. Nathanson.
Address of Welcome by Hon.
Mayor of
McBride,
Samuel

Des Moines

—

follows:

Opening Address by J. C. Brady,
President M.P.T.O. of Canada
and Vice-President of the M.
P.T.O.A.

Exhibitors

—

Business Session
A, iM.

NOT

not sending
delegates to Toronto, for Iowa does
not belong to the M.P.T.O. A., not
having been in accord with national
and leaders
Pictures
Address "Sound
during recent years, although
Main Street," M. A. Lightits officers some times have attended
man, El Dorado. Ark.
as the conventions from year to year.
Pictures
Address "Sound
They Pertain to Chain The Iowa's unit has cast its lot with Alaters," Fred Desberg, of Clevelied States Ass'n, because it does not
land.
Nomination of national directors, intend to pay dues in any organizaBall
Annual Imnquet at Crystal
:.iUP. M.
tion, without representation and a
Room, King Edward Hotel.
voice in the manner in which the
Thursday, October 18
money is to be spent.
HA, Af. Addres.s— E. R, Geib, National
Meanwhile, E. P. Smith, Iowa

Registiation of delegates, information and
leKistration headciuarlers on Mezzanine.
Laura
Miss
of
Direction
Registration,
Elston.
Block.
A.
of
M.
Exposition, Direction
1

IS

SENDING DELEGATES

—

—

Today

1

IOWA UNIT

Report of special ctJmmittees.
Report of Constitutional amendments committee
Report of labor cnmmittee.
ami
Build
Address "How
to
.lohn
Theater,"
by
Equip
a
Elberson, architect, of Chicago.
Address "Our Industry Meets a
New Problem," Rudolph Mieh
Supervisor,
Asst.
ling.
E.
E,
Projection, Publix Theaters.

192f

16,

Indianapolis Meeting Oct. 24

—

"Lonesome" Clip in Board's Filmi
The National Board of Reviei

Indianapolis Election of officers state that sequences from Dr. Pat
"Lonesome" will 1
films,
the Associated Theater Owners Fejos'
Indiana is scheduled at the an- included in the board's master filir
"Thirty Years of Motion Pictures,^
nual meeting here Oct. 24.
which is a compilation of all the in
portant films produced.

of
of

Storm Razed One-Fourth
of Porto Rico's Houses

Porto
Rico's theaters were demolished by
the hurricane last month, a survey
made by the San Juan Film Board of
Trade shows. Twenty-five of them
will have to be completely rebuilt.
Of the 75 remaining houses half

Color-Paint For Displays
Color-Paint is an innovation di
vised by James A. Clark, manager
the Paramount ad sales departnier
to be used for window, library
lobby displays. The new display
the size of a one-sheet and contair
hand colored photographic enlarg<
ments of scenes from various pi<

lost their roofs.

tures.

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— One-fourth

of

c;

<

i

i

,

:

THE
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Sound Pictures
ARTHUR

by

EDDY

W.

—

Paris Not a single French
theater is equipped for sound
or talking pictures at the present time. Production of a talker is plarmed, it is reported,

TO BE WIRED AT OKLA. CITY
Oklahoma

—Within

City

sound equipment

a

year,

Chaliapin Intimates He
May Sing in Sound Film
London (By Cable)
appear
cated

— Feodor

Cha-

Russian basso, probably

will
a talking picture, he indihere to newspapermen.
in

— Fool" Going
Cleveland "The Singing

Big
Fool"
every house

"SinRfing

is

it
breaking records in
Last
has played in this territory.
week it played at the Vita Temple,
Toledo; Harris, Findlay; American,
East Liverpool; Madison, Mansfield,
Not only
and Palace, Ashtabula.
did the picture break records in each
of these houses, but more than doubled any estimated business, accord-

Sheuerman

ing to Fred

Warner

of the local

office.

"Jazz Singer" London Run 4 Weeks
"The Jazz Singer" is to play but
four weeks at the Piccadilly, London,
in order to make way for other Vitaphone pictures at the theater, according to Herman Starr, Warner executive, who recently returned from
iabroad.
Starr visited Paris and Berlin.
The company is to make nine
pictures

the

in

latter

ciation with National

city,

in

asso-

Films A.G.

AUTHORITATIVE'

by Louis Albert and Leon
Gaumont, who owns a patent
on a synchronization device.

will be installed in

every downtown house, it is predicted.
The Liberty and Capitol, both Western Electric equipped, are the present
sound houses, while the Empress and
Criterion are being wired, with other
houses to follow suit.

liapin,

INTERESTING—

France Soundless

DOWNTOWN HOUSES

ALL

INSTRUCTIVE-

,

Town

of 2,271 Installing

Sound Picture Equipment

—

Sound equipment
Belleville, Kan.
installation is planned by Sam Blair
It is claimin his new theater here.
ed that this is the smallest town in
States
United
equipment is being

local

population

is

sound

where

the

installed.
2,271.

"Carmen" As Talker
London Sound and dialogue

—

The

will

be given "Carmen," which Blattner
Pictures Corp. will produce soon.

Dialogue in Virgina
censors have
visited the Capitol and other playhouses to censor dialogue in pic-

Censor

Richmond

— Virginia

The attorney general of the
tures.
state recently ruled that dialogue in
films is censorable.
McGinley on Sound FUm Sales
L. J. McGinley has been

Seattle

—

special representative of
Universal's sound picture sales department, in charge of sales from
Denver west, embracing the Salt
Lake City, Butte, Seattle, Los AnHe will
geles and San Francisco.

appointed

—

Merge Warner, Vitaphone Offices
Atlanta The Warner Bros.' ex-

—

change and Vitaphone branches have
management.
one
under
passed
There will be no changes in per-

FBO

Prologue
Production has been started at
Phototone, electrically-operated disc
synchronization device, is being em- Sound Studios, New York, on "The
George LeMaire's skit,
ployed by the Colony, New York, Joyridc,"
which
is to be used as a prologue
Previously,
stunt.
exploitation
in its
to FBO's "Taxi 13."
It was stated erroneously that Photoohone was being used. Phototone is
Talking Film Firm Authorized
-\\t invention of H. W'. Rogers.
General Talking
Albany, N. Y.
Pictures Corp., Delaware corpora-

Phototone Used

at Colony,

N. Y.

Start

—

Sound
Billings,

at

Billings

Mont.

—

•

House

tion, capitalized at $1,000,000.

.Sound pictures ceived

authorization

has re-

do business
Leo Guzick is

to

lave made their debut at the Babcok, in New York state.
president of the company.
)perated by Theater Operating Co.

Graham Wilcox's Next
London Graham Wilcox's next
•reduction will be "The Third Eye,"

—

fith
Iton

Remodeling Eagle Lake House
Eagle Lake, Tex. Mart Cole, general manager of the Cole Theater

—

Dorothy Seaconibe, John Ham- Circuit, plans to remodel the Rex,
and Hayford Hobbs.
recently acquired from C. .S.McLcllan.

Wilder Buys
'

O.—

Two

Hicksville,
C. A. Young has
old the Crescent and Capitol to R.
;.

Wilder.

Ik

=s^^

headquarter here.

Sound at Ogden
The Orpheum opened sonnel. Heretofore, the two offices,
ilast week with "The Battle of the although in the same building, have
Sexes," synchronized.
been under separate management.
Ogden, U.

FILMDOM*S
FIFTY
LEADING
QUESTIONS

Cleveland House Sold
Cleveland Frank Gro'^s \v.\^
tlie Grand Central to R. C. Wahl

—

.!<!

WILL BE ANSWERED
BY THE

LEADERS OF
The industry
IN

THE

FILM DAILY

EVERY DAY
Commencing Next Monday
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Coquette

Gloria Swanson

VilmaBanku

Queen Kelly

7»eAwal<ening

Douqhs)ahbanks
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Mrmajabnadge

DoloresDelRio

eharlk Chaplin

Tht \hman Disputed'

Revenge

City Lights'
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andyour businesk
Get 'UNITED^'for Your Greatest Box-Off ice Business
19-Big pictures with PERSONALITIES
your patrons flock to enjoy*
Pictures

and

and exploit

Personalities easiest to sell

to

your public*

I9-UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES built
for

you

—for greater receipts*

UNITED ARTISTS PICT
01* with Sound ai*e any dt

/

1

'.

'

4

i

f'h^
'

Ronald Cblman

,.j

Ike Rescue

Buster Keaton 6.
ErnestTorrence

p.W. Griffiths

Henry Kings

Love Sonp'

She Goes to>X^"

"The

Hell's

1

-tt^A'^

Angels'

Greatest of
air epics

In

Steamboat Bill,//:

Ronald CoUnan
&.VilmaBanky

Rolcmd

BerbertBrenon's

Lummox'

^x Ingrams

JVests

"Nights tidsT

'Shree Passions'

TSwo Lovers'

J \^^y

I

V

*

\^^y

v^^ x^^ v^^

i;i//

V^_V V^^V V^^V V^^V V^^X X^^X X_^X N • X •

I<q9

V ^

\^^y
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_y
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^
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Stay ''UNITED'^ for Your Most ProSitable Year
Of the 19 new season pictures the following will be ^^talkies**:

MARY PIGKFORD

in "Coquette" («// talkie)
in "Queen Kelly"

GLORIA SWANSON
VILMA BANKY in "The Awakening"
Singing of

^
pt

Theme Song "Marie"

written by Irving Berlin

CHARLIE CHAPLIN in "City Lights"
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in "The Iron

I

Lp

D.

W. GRIFFITH'S—"The Love Song"
Songs for Me" by Irving Berlin

|t»-»*J

Theme Song "Where

L^a

HERBERT BRENON'S—"Lummox"

'*

^

:

I5Y5;

Mask"

Is the

Song

of

— Soing by

Lupe Velez

RONALD COLMAN in "The Rescue"
ROLAND WEST'S—"Nightstick" {all talkie)

ES /Si^iQ:28-aQ- Silent
Ditoi*s best buy NOW/i

y

An Announcement by
Frank Warner
BRISTOLPHONE is
nizing device.

It is

&

Company:

the world's foremost sound and dialogue synchro-

the result of fourteen years' experimentation

by Wil-

liam H. Bristol, M.E.

WE ARE the direct agents of William

H.

Bristol Talking Pictures Corporation of

WE ARE the exclusive lessees of the

and the William H.
Waterbury, Conn.
Bristol

Recording Studios

the

of

W. H.

Bristol Talking Pictures Corporation for the production of a series of

talking pictures, pending the completion of special sound studios in

Angeles and

New

York, for the excl usive benefit

of Bell

Los

Tone Produc-

tions.

THE FIRST

of these productions

"The Great Power"
from the Broadway stage play by Myron C. Pagan
is

the

first all-talking

ine Bristol Process,

picture produced in the Bristol Studios

and

by the genu-

it is

the first stage play ever

produced

in

talkies with the original stage cast.

WE ALSO wish to announce that Bell Tone Productions hold the exclusive rights to

road-show use

"THE GREAT POWER"

of

BRISTOLPHONE up to the end of 1929.

will first be presented as a road show.

FURTHER INFORMATION

about our 100% talkie product will be

cheerfully given upon application to

BELL TONE PRODUCTIONS
Temporary Address: 225

WEST

49th

STREET,

Phone: Columbus 6470

NEW YORK

CITY

z^

MiLvmmmmmmmmMMiPio^K^

For Bristolphone

Installation

PHONE, WRITE, WIRE DIRECT TO
Bristolphone

International

WE GUARANTEE immediate
Fifty installations

IN ADDITION
which

now

to the

Inc.

delivery.

being made.

"BELL TONE"

"THE GREAT POWER"

jects will

Distributors,

is

the

lOO;

first,

talkie

productions,

of

a complete line of short sub-

be released.

THE MECHANICAL simplicity of BRISTOLPHONE makes

it,

in the

opinion of experts, the ideal synchronizing device for the motion picture
theatre.

^mi-

Special

International

Bristolphone

JULES ULLMAN,

Temporary Address:

Terms Arranged

225

Pres.

WEST

Distributors,

MATTY
49th

Inc.

RADIN, Gen. Mgr.

STREET,

Phone: Columbus 6470

NEW YORK

CITY

DAIL1

10

Coast Wire

PHIL

BOTH FIRMS TO OPERATE
things

like

popping

in

organization

circles.

Toronto

the story,
there's
big
a
story
to
be told.

will

tell

Warners and

and

The

whole

try's

keenly

First

National

will

enterprises.
Jack L. Warner makes clear in announcing the new executive step at
the two studios.

be operated as

indusinter-

ested."

New

British Firm Plans
Nine Features, 26 Shorts

—

separate

Preparing "Big Time"
rectors of Lancashire Screen Prods.,
Benjamin Markson and Maude
Inc., which has just been capitalized Fulton, former stage star, are preNine features and 26 paring the screen treatment of "Big
at $1,000,000.
shorts are planned for the first year. Time," which Howard Hawks will
The firm has acquired a studio on direct for Fox. ^eton L Miller will
the main road between Blackpool write the'-"C6htinu1ty, -while Philip
and Lytham and will spend $100,000 Klein will supervise.
Automatic Film
in
equipping it.
will establish a deprinting plant there.
British Screen Prod, will issue the
northern edition of British Screen
News from the plant.

Printers,

Ltd.,

and

F.

N.

Buys "Fast Life"

First National has purchased picture and talking rights to "Fast
Life," by Samuel Shipman and John
B. Hyner.

Akron House Changes Hands
The Waldo, closed

Akron, O.

192t

tt

Lots ft

RALPH WILK

Hollywoo
T-S Players Going East
FRANKLIN POLANl
Director James Flood soon leaves
production veteran, has made
for New York in connection with
the
synchronization of "The Girl excellent record at Universal.
E
Came Back." Eve Southern, has specialized in the supervising
its star, and Roy Fitzroy, supervisor, comedies and among the best of h
productions at Universal have bee
will also go East.
"That's My Daddy" and "On Yoi,
Toes."
starring
Reginald Denm
Sign Stage Director
Leslie Pearce, stage director has "Finders Keepers" and "Silk Stoci
signed with Al Christie to direct the ings," starring Laura La Planti
dialogue version of the Douglas Mac- "Painting the Town," starring Gler
Lean production, "The Carnation Tryon, and "Cohens and Kellys
Paris."
Kid."

JOSEPH

Darryl Zanuck will be production
head at the Warner plant, and Al
Rockftt in charge at First National,
Shurlock, Scenario Editor
both working under his supervision.
Geofifrey Shurlock, who has served
Additions to the staffs of Ijoth stuas production secretary for the past
dios are planned, he says.
two years, has been promoted to

and
Pearson
London George
George Dewhurst are managing di-

veloping

Little
from

16,

Who
AS SEPARATE UNITS

ex-

hibitor

A

By

SEZ/
are

Service-

No Warner-F.N. Changes

Da.LY
"Looks

Tuesday, October

—

scenario

editor

at

the

*

By
ited

Glenn Tryon for feature comGleyin had appeared in
a comedy bit in "The Denver
Dude," a Hoot Gibson picture,
edies.

Paramount

studio.

Myrna Loy
Myrna Loy

*

*

the way, Poland is credwith the discovery of

and when casting started for
"Painting the Town," Poland

in "Desert Song"
will play a featured

urged the casting of Glenn
Vitaphone, "The
for the comedy lead.
Desert Song," which Roy Del Ruth
will direct.
Leading roles are played
Our Passing Show: George Sidne
by Charlotta King, John Boles and and friends chatting at Universal: 1
Louise Fazenda, with others Johnny L. Werker motoring from the Fc
Arthur,
Edward Martindel, Otto studio; Arthur Caesar entertainin
Hofifman and John Miljan.
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Tidden with tl'
role

in

the

first

latest
Broadway patter; Wesle
Ruggles, John Harron, Eddie Phi
T-S Unit Goes to Japan
Kathryn
Crawford,
Arthi
A company of Tiffany-Stahl play- lips,
Lake, Sam Wisenthal, Mr. and Mr;
ers have gone to Japan to make a
H. B. Stedman and Betty Egan
Tiffany Color Symphony entitled "A
;

Joe Pasternak's birthday party.
King Rounds Out Cast
Japanese Carnival." A Tiffany Color
since July, has been purchased by
*
*
*
With the addition of Alma Ru- Classic will also be produced under
William Magrini from A. Caruso. bens, Gretchen Hartman and MarRay Taylor is one of our
the supervision of Howard C. Brown.
After some alterations have been garet Seddon, the cast of Henry
busiest serial directors. He reJapanese players will be used in the
will
recompleted the house
be
King's production, "She Goes to feature.
cently
finished
"The Final
opened.
War," has been completed.
Reckoning," starring Louise
Lorraine, Buffalo Bill., Jr., and
Added to "Spirit of Youth"
Management Changing at Waterloo
Newton House, and will soon
Grinde, De Mille's Aide
Waterloo, Wis. The Community,
Douglas Gilmore has been added
start "The Pirate of Panama."
under the management of Stube &
Spirit
Youth,"
of
Nicholas Grinde will be chief aide to the cast of "The
*
*
*
Quade, will on Oct. 1, be placed un- to Cecil B. De Mille in the making as well as Sidney D'Albrook. Doroder management of the Community of "Dynamite," by Jeannie Mac- thy Sebastian is starred, with Larry
Bernard Siegel is keeping bus;
Building Ass'n, with Frederick Kyp- pherson, the first De Mille produc- Kent opposite.
Walter Lang is di- The veteran character actor has re
kc as manager.
turned from New Mexico, where h'
Grinde takes the recting.
tion for M-G-M.

—

place

New Owner
Orange

at

City,

Orange City, la.
la.
Henry Van

—

Boztel has purchased the Cottage
here from J. T. Grotenhuis.

A. H. McCarty Buys Another
Atlanta
A. H. McCarty, who
formerly operated the Mildred theater in Barnesville, Ga., has bought
the Franklin at Fort Valley.

—

left

vacant by

the

death

of

Frank Urson.

Columbia Role for Marie Prevost
Marie Prevost appears as feminine

Stone in McLaglen Film
Arthur Stone has been cast in a
featured role with Victor McLaglen
and Claire Windsor in "Captain
Lash," which J. G. Blystone is directing for Fox.

"U" Re-Signs Reed
Masters Buys Out Partner
Geneva, Neb.
Ed Masters has
purchased interest of his partner

—

Wendell P.
House here.
ander Frank

Bcmis
Bemis
at

the Opera
joining Alex-

in
is

the York, York, Neb.

Referendum on Sunday Shows

—

Call lias been isSuperior, Neb.
sued for a special election Oct. 22
on Somday shows.

Universal

has

tract with
for another

Tom

renewed

Reed,
six months.

the conwriter,

lead

in

"The

which Christy Cabanne
for

Coquette,"

College
is

directing

Columbia.

appeared
in
starrin
"Redskin,"
Richard Dix. Siegel is also workin,
in
"The Rescue," which Herbel

Brenon is directing.
By the wai
Siegel also played in "Laugh, Clowi
Laugh" and several other Breno
productions.
*

Cast in Columbia Film
Margaret Livingston and Warner
Richmond have been added to cast
of "The .apache" for Columbia. Don
Alvarado has the lead.

*

*

Ramon Romeo
several originals

—and writiyig
selling
is

Columbia is producing
"The Apache," while Pathe
bought "The Crim,son City."
'em-.

his

Ramon

also
wrote "Tropic
Madness," which was made by
FBO. He abandoned acting
in favor of writing.

title

New

Title

for

"Badges"

"The Ghost Talks" is new title
Ruggles Assigned La Plante Film
which has been chosen by Fox for
Wesley Ruggles is slated to direct "Badges," Max Marcin's play, which
Laura La Plante in "The Haunted Lew Seller is producing as an allHelen
Woman," an Adela Rogers St. Johns talking Miovictone featuVe.
Twelvelrees and Charles Eaton, both
story.
former Broadway players, have the
leading roles.

Gilbert

Warrenton,

ace

earner,

making ample use of inca:
At Sacramento, he mac
descents.

man,

is

largest exterior "shot" thus fa
the employing of incandesceni
when he photographed the famot
the
in

Collings Writing Script
Wilcox Making "Third Eye"
Pierre Collings has been assigned
Sacramento river, shore and stre(
Vaude Team in Vitaphone
London Graham Wilcox is mak- to write the first all-talking special
for "Show Boat." Gilbert also did tl
Hollingsworth
and
ing "The Third Eye" with Dorothy to be made by Paramount in New
Crawford, camera work on "Mother Know
Seacombe, John Hamilton and Hay- York, The Cocoanuts," featuring the vaudeville team, will make a Vita- Best." "The Man Who Laughs
phone number.
ford Hobbs.
four Marx Brothers.
and "Lonesome."

—

THE
October

esday,

IIDIANA

16,

1928

DAILY
Newsreels In Tussle
to Beat Records

UNIT HITS SEX

(Coniinjicd

ilNS AS INDUSTRY BANE

—
ndianapolis "Sex

pictures, or any
picture of a type which uses
rtisiiig stating that 'no children
lie admitted' or 'Ladies Only' or
,\l
;ii
Only' are the worst possible
il;
for the whole motion pxturi.
iii>try," says a resolution recently
^pud by the board of directors of
\ssociated Theater Owners of
ilioii
<

I

i

,

Kiiia.

We

the resolution continthat the exhibition of such peas is offensive to the better classes
iM'ciety; that such exhibition tends
ciistrange our friends from the
nistry; that such exhibition leads
a K'reat deal of unfavorable comint concerning this industry; that
.ih exhibition furnishes material for
( inners
and advocates of censorand all of this is entirely and
;.illy harmful to the whole indusfeel,"

,'

t

(

I

1

-

I

further that any theater
permits or allows his
lalcr to be used for the exhibition
a sex picture is short-sighted in
l)usiness policy and our experileads us to believe that a theso used loses more in pernia;it
will and public esteem
1,'ood
could ever gain by the temIII
!t
ary profits which sometimes acic
from the exhibition of such
feel

\\ c

Mur who

)

1

i-

:

I

pictures.
urge all of

of

>(_s

\\\-

ram
i

I

,

i

from

our members
use of any such

to

the
that we may all disi.ur our responsibility to the puband the old fellow workers in the
tion picture industry, and do nothwhich will injure our mutual

so

iiiis

tare."

Quota Is
Near, London Hears
ustralia

(Continued from Page

1)

year, which is expect1929; rising to 20 the
to be
ond year and 30, the third year.
British
rks is conferring with
ducers regarding the manner in
,ch the English quota is functionand also, it is believed, to make
for
a
arrangements
liminary
roe of supply if and when the
itralian quota becomes operative,
declared the quota law will be
of the first pieces of business
s

ore
;n
:es
ita

the

first

Parliament
Five of the
it meets Nov. 17.
there are in accord with the
proposals, he added.
the

Australian

from Page

1)

proximately 25 planes were utilized
to
shoot the Zeppelin at various
points.
The task was by no means
an easy one, because of many false
alarms of forced landings and wrecks,
and the uncertainty of the dirigible's

(Continued from Page 1)
one Portugese film on every

ude
gram.

The law further asserts
in
companies established
must be fifty per cent ownby domestic capital and that film
de within that country must have
"tuguese stars and directors.
;ign
•tugal

Walter Virnelson Dies

—

Va. Injuries received in
automobile accident proved fatal
Walter E. Virnelson, veteran

ater publicist.

YEAR BOOK TOPICS
1.

dourse.

2.

Fox used one plane plying between
Washington and New York and an-

3.

other between New York, Philadelphia and Lakehurst. Three men were
stationed at points of vantage on the

4.

Lakehurst field and five men in New
York, one atop of the Equitable
Bldg., another on the Jersey coastline, a third on top of the 34th St.
Printers' Bldg. and two others.
All
scenes, except actual landing at Lakehurst, were being rushed for early
Broadway showing, with a complete
edition for key points following, via
air mail and fast trains.
Hearst Nevvsreel Service which
produces for M-G-M News and International Newsreel, obtained exclusive shots of the flight from the
time of the departure of the Graf

5.
6.
7.

8.

HISTORY

9.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH
READERS

10.

SOUND
EXPLOIT-O- GRAMS

THEATERS
12. FINANCIAL
STATISTICS
13. ORGANIZATIONS
PRODUCTION
14. THEATER CHAINS
DISTRIBUTION 15. TEN BEST
EXHIBITION
16. FOREIGN MARKETS
17. ADVERTISING
11.

Germany.
The orcameraman was the only
At Washington, Baltione aboard.
more and Philadelphia, planes awaited
Zeppelin

from

ganization's

PUBLISHED
BY
FILM DAILY

the arrival, with negatives flown from
each city to the Newark airport, from
which they were dispatched, with
motorcycle police escort to New
York.
Three planes were stationed
at

Lakehurst to film the arrival there.

containing a record of the
trips and reception at
Lakehurst are being sent to theaters
Specials
flight,

trial

today.

Kinograms covered the arrival of
the Graf Zeppelin with a cameraman
in
a plane who photographed the
ship as it approached and then enThis plane fiew to
circled the city.
Curtis Field where automobiles with
motors running picked up the negative and rushed to the Long Island
City laboratory of Consolidated Film
Industries from which prints were
then hurried to theaters and placed
Conin country-wide distribution.
solidated last night anticipated chalking up a new speed record for handling the developing and printing.
Paramount used eight planes to
cover the story. Four were at Lakehurst, one at Washington, two at
Norfolk and one in New York. Six
ground men, one in the Paramount
Tower, covered the event at New
Washington
York and Lakehurst.
rushed the Southern shots to New

York

and, together with scenes taken

in the

Metropolitan area, were rushed

to theaters.

News had planes stationed
Orleans, Miami, Charleston,
Washington, Philadelphia
Norfolk,
Pathe

Quota for
Portugal is Reported

!n-to-One

lorfolk,

11

dt

New

Arand two circling New York.
rangements were made with the
Navy Dept. to have a Pathe man
accompany the emergency cruiser
needed. The planes stationed
ports were rushed to
various points to cover false leads.
A ground crew was stationed

fleet, if

at

Southern

New York
Two sections

throughout

and

at

Lake-

of the story
were used by Pathe, one a quick flash
for Broadway and the other a complete record of the Graf's arrival,
which was rushed to key cities.
hurst.

YEAR BOOK READERS
that the FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK has
PROOF
come to be recognized as the undisputed reference

work

of the film industry

is the fact that it is recogauthority not alone by the trade but in
government departments and civic organizations. It has
long since become the all-year-round desk companion of
producers, executives, studio officials, exchangemen, theater owners, exporters. Also financial men, technicians, directors in fact everyone who does things in this business.

nized to be

THE

—

It

work
world.

is
is

an especial source of pride that this reference
be found in consular offices throughout the

to

It is

employed by the Department

of State.

It is

to be found in public libraries, schools and churches. Civic
organizations have it on file. The test of a trade manual
is

the extent of

YEAR BOOK

its

meets

reader radius.
this test

The

beyond

all

FILM DAILY
dispute.
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Interchangeability at

Hagerstown Hits No Snags

if^NEWSPAPEK

ALL THE MEWS

/'FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLVI

i;iL.

Wednesday, October

No. 15

Well?
*\r\
I

^s

ORONTO

may be the scene
national
exhibitor
of
the
convention, but far more

WOODHULL

the town of Hagers(\n, state of Maryland.
There,
while everyone has been wontion

1

1

of

W,

Over Bristolphone
Continue Without Interruption
Hagerstown, Md. (By Telephone) — Four showings of "Lilac

:

equipment,

Time," synchronized via
Western Electric disc system.

ilac
•
:

E, Records

Time," a First National release synchronized with W. E.'s disc
method, were given over Bristolphone equipment at the Academy
Yesterday afternoon the regular schedule
of Music on Monday.
was maintained without interference or interruption of any nature.
This is the first case on record where a licensed sound picture has
been projected over non-licensed reproducing equipment.

1

Bristolphone

being exhibited for profit four
a day. The interchangeabilis excellent, the only trouble
:iinig from a few low bass notes.
liere you are.
Many believe a
'cedent has been established, but

—

;

Toronto A. Julian Brylawski, who controls the Academy of
Music at Hagerstown, Md., where "Lilac Time," synchronized via
the Western Electric disc system is being shown four times daily

:ies
1

over Bristolphone equipment, said yesterday:
"My house manager reports the showring of 'Lilac Time' over
Bristolphone equipment was fine and satisfactory."
Brylawski feels that parallel cases in other industries have been

)

1).

idy

knows.

established on the issue of interchangeability and that the Hagerstown incident strengthens this belief.

Significant
Vhat

Western

Electric can and
\I
do about it, is a good lawyer's
;'s^.
Not ours.
However, the
Rcrstown incident is very, very
nortant.
If the theater continues
Vhont legal obstacle, it is fair to
luiiic other houses can do likewise,
lat is, if distributors will sell them.
a|>|)ears to us a sane observation
warn other exhibitors, however,
check the bridle before rushing
1:1
something which has not yet
5 II
fully
determined.
Let
the
K'H'stown episode run its course.

Can Get

Exhibitor Ass'n

ling about interchangeability in
>md picture devices, the Acadiy of Music actually developed
guts to try it. At this writing,
t;
theater is getting away with

Over

HITS "BACKBITERS";

URGES END TO PETTY SQUABBLES

of eyes are turned in the di-

-

Price 5 Cents

1928

17,

In the absence of Western Electric officials from the city yesterday, no statement was forthcoming from that organization's offices.
Ned Depinet, sales manager at First National, could not be
reached for a statement.

r

HAGERSTOWN PRECEDENT

On

If Individuals

Help,

He Says

By CHARLES F. HYNES
Convention Headquarters, Toronto

— Hitting

backbiters
F.
workers,"
R.
WoodhuU, in his address which formally opened the annual convention of
the
M.P.T.O.A. yesterday, stated
that Toronto will mark a milestone

and

in

"dissatisfied

at

underhand

exhibition

history

and

exhibitor

really get somewhere if the individual realizes his
success depends upon the success of
the entire industry.
Woodhull did not define who it
was his comment concerning backThe arrival
biting was leveled at.
of the Allied group tomorrow from
York on the heels of their announcement that Allied would spon-

organization

will

New

sor a
zation

new national exhibitor organimay or may not have had a

bearing on
remarks.

the

national

president's

Woodhull
Continuing,
stated that there will be dissatisfied
ones in any organization and attacked
{Continued on Page

DEP'T OF JUSTICE KEEPS

10)

'

I

I

^

te

le

what happens.
That
enough to move.

will

be

Looking Ahead
lawyer, a man respected by his
Mliany's stockholders.
An execu;
of whom you hear little or
liing, yet a figure of considerable
Mirtance in the goings on behind
scenes.
One who sits pretty
ich on the throne at K-A-C3. but
ertlieless an individual who wields
uound and sensible sceptre. Aldy he has entered largely into the
\

l

'

'

which ended
began when K-A-O
teed to come under the generous
fitg of RCA.
So well thought of
:

in

of circumstances

~ome

say

—

CAUSES WIDE COMMENT
Demonstration that Western Elecrecords can be demonstrated

satisfactorily

—

over

Bristolphone

equipment the first known instance
where interchangeability has been
proven practical and as reported

—

DAILY

THE

FILM
exclusively in
yesterday created wide discussion in
the

trade.

Those who have held the opinion
{Continued on

Page

4)

Fox Lines up

[j:

V

ON NEW MERGERS m.p.t.o.iiead"talkson

Washington Bureau, of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

Officials of the Dep't
yesterday refused to in-

tric

of Justice
dicate whether

they have interested

in recent merger projects
the industry, but give the impression that these, as well as all

themselves
in

proposals

other

which might impK'

violation of Federal laws, are being
scrutinized as a matter of routine.
{Continued on Page 4)

1 03

Houses as

Nucleus for Huge N. Y. Chain
up the New York houses a
of weeks.
All of them will be operated by

lining

With

103

sound, labor, censors
Convention Headquarters, Toronto
cost of sound equipment must
be reduced to make it possible for
small theater owners to finance in-

—-The

stallations;

number

new company to be known as Fox
Metropolitan Theaters. The declared
objective is said to be 200 houses,
for which Fox stands ready to make
commitments to the extent of $22,Independent chains already
000,000.
a

{Continued

on Page 4)

belief

that

the

present

system of arbitration, while not perfect, has been of tremendous worth
in

the

tween

Greater New York thepurchased or agreehe that once the presidency of aters already
to acquire them, William
ments
made
his.
t?st National could
have been
nucleus
phe name?
Maurice Goodman. Fox has developed a strong
for a huge circuit in the metropolitan
it sink in, for there is more than
A. C. Blumenthal who has
i{t
will
be zone.
possibility
he
that
in a number of imj'Ught to your attention whether represented Fox
transactions throughtheater
portant
RCA,
daddy
of
ii will
or no.
out the coiintry has been active in
CContinued <m Page 2)
i

VIGli

settlement of differences beexhibitor and exchange; a
{Continued on Page 10)

W.

E. Recorded Picture
Set for Photophone Run
Johnstown, Pa. — A picture syn-

by the Western Electric
system will be run through RCA
Photophone when "The Melody of
inproduction,
Universal
Love,"
augurates a sound policy at the HarThe
ris Alajestic beginning Oct. 22.
house, owned by the Harris Amusechronized

ment Co.

of

Pittsburgh, will follow

with "Lonesome."

THE
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p/filmdom

Vol.

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALIC0A1E

1)

K-A-O and FBO, is giving these two
companies a holding company on
which to pour their troubles. Goodman may head that holding company. And, if that happens, it means
a new name will be pushed into the
headlines.
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m

Meeting of Arkansas M.P.T.
and Tennessee and Mississippi
hibitors at Memphis.
Opening o f'Noah's Ark" at Gri
Nov.
1
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov. 11 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention
28-29

Dallas.

Nov.
Nov.

of International Chaml
of Commerce at Paris on Europe
film restriction program.
20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages c(
vention at Columbus.

14

Meeting

Paramount. Brooklyn, opens.
Annual convention of M.P.T.

Nov.

24

ness.

Dec.

4-5

Midnite Jolson Shows
Warners have added a special midnight performance every Saturday at

Dec. 25
Jan. 26

Oklahoma

New Fox

at

house in
First annual ball.
New York.

Oklahoma
St.

City

Louis ope

M.

P.

Club

—

stage

.

%

mm::
SALE!

N. A. McKay, treasurer of
Mary Pickford Co., will arrive

Tbe Latest Model Double

the
in

New

New York
row

from Hollywood tomorconfer on Miss Pickford's

to

forlhcomin.g
"Coquette."

all-talking

P.

at

the

New York

production,

Coast,
to

has

—

latter is a

ar-

for a vacation.

Finske Transferred to K. C.
Birmingham, Ala. Louis J. Finske
has been transferred from the Alabama to management of the Publix
Royal at Kansas City.

—

New

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film — Case — 6 Masazine*
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

|

Delaware corporation.

spend seyeral

Betty Bronson in N. Y.
Betty Bronson has arrived in

York

Louis Theater Unit

Louis Secretary of state yesterday granted incorporation papers
to Amusement Enterprise Co., headBroaded by Samuel Mechamias.
way Theater Corp. has been desigThe
nated to operate in Missouri.

Fineman, a supervisor for

Paramount

Spring Motor
St.

St.

weeks.
85

in the busi-

o

MORE BUSINESS!

rived in

(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
St.

who

M.P.T.O.

annual

Jimmie Dugan
New St. Louis Firm
"The the Winter Garden for "The Singhit,
Annex Amusement C
St. Louis
Mary Dugan," left yesterday ing Fool." This gives "The Singorganized with $4,000 ca
has
been
week
on
performances
ing
Fool"
two
M-G-M Coast studio, where
ital.
he will have the same role in the days, four on Saturday and three
forthcoming all-talking production of on Sunday.
Bayard Veiller's melodramatic sucNorma Turns Author
cess.
Norma Talmadge contributes the
chapter on motion pictures to "An
Added to "The Letter" Cast
\\\\lllll/fe
'I///.V
Additions to the cast of "The Let- Outline of Careers for Women," edand
Fleischman
Doris
E.
ited
by
ter," in production at Paramount's
Doran
Astoria studio, are: Lady Tsen Mei, just published by Doubleday,
and
Co.
and Tamaki Yoshiwara.
Jean de
Limur will direct and Irving Rapper,
who was associated with Guthrie
United Honors Britishers
McClintic in the stage play, will asWe believe your trailers wdll mean
Alex de Wichfield, President of
sist in the production.
more business to us, and compliment
St. George's Prod., and Capt. Alayou on their art work and novelty.
stair Mackintosh, General Manager,
Sol Lesser in N. Y.
were guests at luncheon with United
Marks Bros. Theatres, Chicago, III.
Sol Lesser, president of Principal Artists' executives at the Colony yesTheaters Corp., is in New York terday.
The sponsors of Ingram's
from the Coast. At the Savoy-Plaza. first United Artists Picture arrived
in America to prepare an exploitaPickford Executive Due
tion campaign on the film.
the

1,700

'800

Eng-

some 60 theaters in that territory.
The occasion was Lourie's
birthday, and incidentally the cele-

UiiLLoaQHBy.<
no West

32'*St,Ne«MorK.N.y<
Phooa Peoam. 03M

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

Quoted.

(b)

Skouras,

Hackett,

day

vention at Toronto.
M.P.T.O. A. conv
Oct. 16-17-18 Annual
tion at Toronto.
of
Associa!
meeting
24.
Annual
Oct.
Theater Owners of Indiana.
Annual convention of westi
Oct. 24-25

Iowa and Nebraska

men

bration of his 20th year

— Second

of

B-

12
4
14

Today

controls

Fineman Arrives East

.

.

for a starrnig vehi-

The Industry's
Date Book

Oct.

gathered last night at
the Statler at a ceremonial dinner to
Jacob Lourie, vice president and
general manager of the New England Theater Operating Corp., which

Hackett Leaves for Coast

that
Trial of
for the

106
30

—

land film

Miss Davies, who recently returned from a European vacation,
York and is taking
is nov/ in New
vocal lessons in anticipation of her
role in this picture, which will have
singing and talking sequences.

in

High Low

M-G-M.

Dinner to Jacob Lourie
Boston Five hundred new

Marion Davies.

for

country by

this

"Five O'Clock Girl"
purchased rights to
O'Clock Girl," musical

playing

Acoustic Prods, 106

KANN

M-G-M Buys
M-G-M has

—

(c)
(s)

print of "Spies," the Ufa production carried on board the Graf
Zeppelin during its transoceanic voyage,
was delivered yesterday to
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
M-G-M, by one of the officers of the
German dirigible. "Spies," the first
film to be sent across the Atlantic
in this manner, will be released in

The

(Continued from Page
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Graf Zeppelin Delivers Print

Well?

BiTHEl

Wednesday, October

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Louis.

rmiiowFiiH

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,
1S40

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

3040

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YOPk

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

il

!

EXTRA

I

NEWS
Exclusive
Hearst film

taken on board

GRAF
Zeppelin
Play

it

NOW as

a featurel

METRO-GOLDWY
It^s
Membet

a pleasure!

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors o{ America, Inc.

NER

THE
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Fox Lines Up

Precedent Causes

Widespread Comment
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

interchangeability could be accomplished pointed to the Academy

Music

of

Hagerstown, Md. which

at

exhibiting "Lilac Time," scored
under a Western Electric license but
shown at the theater over Bristolphone, as proof of their contention.
Some declared that no opposition
will be registered from any quarter
and that this incident establishes a
precedent for the future.
Electric,

it

developed

ElecJ.
trical Research Products was in Chicago.
Other officials were out of
the city and, in view of this circumstance, no one in authority was available for comment or a formal statepresident

Otterson,

E.

of

ment.

Hagerstown, Md. (By Telephone)
Actual interchangeability of Western
Electric
sound pictures over
Bristolphone has already engaged

—

the

attention
the

Advertising in the
1929 Year Book has
a

full

year's life at a

one day rate. That's
why over five hundred advertisers used
it

last year.

1929 Film
Year Book

in

near-

Alan Bachrach, manager
of Music which

by towns.
of

exhibitors

of

Academy

must be credited with the first theater, so far is known, to lock horns

Theaters in Fox Deal

No.

Theaters:

of

Out in
January

13.

NEW YORK:

Brooklyn: Atlantic, 1.
more. Bunny, Carlton, Cumberland, Dufti
Emblem, National, Ocean, Park Side,
Garden, Stratford and Terminal.
1

CONSOLIDATED AMUSEMENT CO

NEW YORK

No. of Theaters:

NEW YORK:

bus, Fleetwood,

17.

New York: Arena, Col
Forum, Gem, Ideal, Jem

Luxor, Mt. Eden, Morningside, Movies,
ford. Times, Tivoli, Village, Willis and \

GROB & KNOBEL
9.
NEW YORK: LONG ISLAND:

No. of Theaters:

J;

son Heights: Boulevard, Jackson and Su:

side; New York City: Bronx Plaza, Kn
bridge,
Manhattan, U. S. Valentint

No. of Theaters:

NEW

mond

i

MULLER & SCHWARTZ
3.

YjORK: Brooklyn:

Hill)

;

Garden (R
Oxford and Roosevelt (\Vf

haven).

RAFF,
No. of Theaters:

NEW YORK:

ARTHUR

3.

Brooklyn:

H

Benson,

way and Marbro.

SEGAL,
No. of Theaters:

NEW YORK:

Brooklyn

HENRY

4.

New York City: Og^l
Berkshire, Culver and Ritz.

:

SMALL-STRAUSBERG CIRCUIT, IN
of Theaters: 30.
NEW YORK: Brooklyn: Colonial. (

No.

this
vexatious issue, reported
yesterday that exhibitors from Shamokin and Gettysburg, Pa., visited
his theater to hear the show and
check on the operation of the equipment.
Both, he declared, were en-

mit, Lee, Marcy, Meserole, Normandy. >
trand. Republic, Roebling, State, Sumiiu-i
Williamsburg;
Astoi

thusiastic.

Victoria;

on

Yesterday,

three

Washington arrived
same purpose. The

exhibitors from
here for the

modore, De Kalb, Gem, Globe, Halsey,

I

LONG ISLAND:

Astoria, Grand, Broadway, New Astoria
Steinway
College Point: College; Coro
;

Granada and Hyperion;

Corona,

Forest

Metropolis;

Maspeth

Kew

Hills:

Forest

Gardens:

Kew

Elmhui
HilK
Ganli

Maspeth.

:

SUCHMAN CIRCUIT

(In

some

cas.

group is
Suchman is associated with Joelson
friendly with Julian Brylawski who
Enterprises)
holds a majority interest in the Acad- No. of Theaters: 11.
NEW YORK: New York City: Helm
After the performance, they
emy.
Benenson, Blenheim, Boston Road, Crcsix
asked Bachrach to wire Brylawski Golden Rule, McKinley, Melrose, Parkw
who is attending the M.P.T.O.A. Ritz and Webster.
convention in Toronto asking him
James R. Granger said he km
to intervene on their behalf in an nothing of the deals since his j
effort to secure for them immediate was to sell film.
No other Fox ex
installations
It

of

Bristolphone.

cutives could be reached.

developed yesterday the Acad-

made

emy had

first

Electrical

Research

cure

entire

Western

application

to

Product to seequipment.
Electric

Upon advices that months would
elapse before delivery could be made,
the Academy management turned
elsewhere in an effort to meet the
situation and finally determined upon
Bristolphone.
Bachrach is slated to play "The
Whip" Friday and

Saturday.

This

likewise a Fifst National release
with a synchronized score recorded
over the Western Electric disc sysis

tem.

%

;

BRANDT THEATER ENTERPRISE

VV'alton.

Exhibitors in Hagerstown
to Hear Bristolphone Unit

1)

secured or for which negotiations
said to be in their last stages
completion are the following:

is

At Western

103

Houses For Chai

1)

that

If

17,

Pathe News Gets Vienna
Riot Films Via Zeppelin

Justice Dep't
Vigil on

Keeps
Mergel

(Continued from Page

1)

Emphasizing the policy of the
partment to keep confidential all

(

of this nature, officials ha
that inasmuch as merg
activities are usually undertaken
good faith and with no deliben
intention of violating the law, 1
interest of the Government is us
ally that of counselor, pointing c
wherein the proposed amalgamati
tivities

explained

might be

The

illegal.

of the department
examine at their inception t
Pathe News, in its issue released surrounding facts and conditions
today, carries scenes of troops avert- proposed combinations, it is point?
ing a street battle in Vienna a few out.
"The results obtained ha
days ago which reached New York confirmed our opinion that it is
aboard the Graf Zeppelin.
Exactly the public interest to obtain ai
how this was accomplished in view consider the salient facts relative
of the manner in which the Hearsts any proposed centralization of bui
News Reels had tied up the Zeppelin ness before that has become an e
and its crew was not divulged by tablished fact," it was declared r
Pathe News yesterday, but the as- cently by the department. The da
sumption is that the film was secreted so obtained is retained in the fil
in the baggage of one of the air of the department, so that it will
passengers and thus brought to N. Y. available for future use, if necessai

to

policy

THE
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17,
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Hi-Mark Branch Is
Opened at Cleveland

Sound Pictures
by

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

—

L.

,

Tonophone, Device for
HOLDOVERS DEMONSTRATE Mechanical Music, Appears

—

MONTREAL LIKES SOUND

—

Montreal An indication of how
sound and synchronized pictures are
catching on in Montreal is demonstrated by the following;
For the fourth time since sound
pictures were introduced at the Palace on Sept. 1, George Rotsky held
over a synchronized bill when he
repeated "Mother Knows Best," this
being followed by "The Air Circus."
Rotsky has even staged extra midnight performances in order to take

Sound Stages Almost
Ready at Met. Studio
West

Coast

Bureau.

Daily Reminder

—

Illuminate

aisles to

prevent
accidents

smith ilk.
One of the novelties to
be handled will be a Chinese feature drama with an all Chinese cast,
starring

to patrons

Anna May Wong.

THE FILM DAILY

Buy Lardner

Series for Talkers

Exhibitors

Baltimore Tonophone, a device by distribution of independent pictures.
which theaters can synchronize their The other office now is in operation
own musical and sound accompani- at Boston. Among the releases anment for pictures, is being used at nounced by Finger are 14 features,
the Idle Hour, a small downtown 14 two-reel George Bunny comedies,
house here, by Herman A. Blum, 12 college sport novelties, six horse
proprietor.
One person is required race pictures featuring Steve DonHe synchronized mu- oghue, and a series of two reel picto operate it.
sic and songs for "The Jazz Singer," tures based on stories by Shakespeare, Dickens, Sheridan and GoldBlum states.

Hollywood
Approximately $300,000 is being spent by Christies for
care of the tremendous crowds and
the two sound stages, two theaters
there is now even a bargain shopand five cutting rooms now under
pers' matinee at 10:30 each morning
construction at Metropolitan.
Both
except Sunday. The only thing that
with
stages
are
practically
completed
to
Rotsky has not done has been
the exception of the installation of
adopt a 24-hour continuous schedule
the necessary equipment.
Douglas
for performances but the shows have
MacLean
is slated to occupy the first
extended from 10:30 A. M. until 1:30
for "The Carnation Kid."
The sectlu- following morning.
ond is expected to be ready for occupancy about the first of the year.

Sterns

Cleveland Hi-Mark Film Co. has
opened a local exchange under management of J. Finger, former exhibitor of New York and Brooklyn.
This is the second of a series HiMark plans to open generally for the

Making Movietone Short
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Nancy Drexel and

Re-opening Utica House

—

Utica, N. Y.
Modernizing of the
Gaiety, local Shine Enterprise house,
has been completed under the supervision of Victor A. Rigaumont, theater architect of New York, and the

house has reopened.

Sunday Shows Popular at Montrose
Montrose, Col.
Sunday shows,

—

legalized here by an ordinance recently enacted, are proving popular.

Schlnes Buy at Lima
Lima, O. Ad Ritzier, prominent

—

exhibitor here, has sold the Sigma
theater to the Schine Enterprises.

Findlay House Gives

—

Up

Findlay, O. The Victory, operated by Mr. and Mrs. W. Bristol,
has gone out of business.

—

Entrance of Stern Bros, into production of sound pictures is set with David Rollins are featured in a
announcement that they have ac- Fox Movietone short subject called
(|uired screen and talking rights to "The Maker of Dreams," an original
four series of Ring Lardner stories, by Marcel Silver who also is directincluding the "You Know Me, Al" ing.
William V. Mong and Ralph
scries.
The three other series include Fitzimmons complete the cast.
"Treat

'Em Rough," and "The Real
Start Fox Movietone Comedy
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Dope."

Two More Go Sound

—

Maryland
Baltimore Two more
theaters have been wired for Movietone and Vitaphone, the State at
Havre de Grace, a Durkee house and
The McHenry, here, operated by
Walter Pacey.

Hollywood

— Clark

&

McCullough

are at work on "The Diplomats," an
original by Arthur Caesar, who recently was placed under contract to

Fox.
using

Norman Taurog
Fox Movietone.

is

HATCHING LAUGHS
IS

A SPECIALTY OF

directing,

Phototone Opens Boston Office
Phototone Co. of New
Boston
Writing Sophie Tucker Story
England has opened offices at 28
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY Piedmont St.
Harry Cohen, forLeslie S. Barrows, merly with United Artists at WashHollywood

—

—

author of "The Singing Fool," is ington, is in charge.
writing the story for the first VitaBarrios Signed by Vitaphone
phone picture to star Sophie Tucker,
Jean Barrios, double-voiced singer
"Honky Tonk."
and feminine impersonator, has been
signed for a Vitaphone picture, which
Texas Guinan Completes Work
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY will be titled "Feminine Types."

—

Hollywood Texas Guinan has finwork in "Queen of the Night

60 Machines Is Quota
Cleveland Jesse Fishman, general
Clubs" her first vehicle as a Vita- manager of Standard Film Service
phone star for Warners. The produc- Co., announces that his quota of
Bryant Foy di- Bristolphones for this territory is 60
tion is an all-talker.
rected.
machines up to Jan. 1. Fishman has
gone East to expedite shipment of
Photophone Opens at Cleveland

—

ished

—

Keith's Hippodrome
Cleveland
opened Saturday with a complete
sound program, including "Mother

1

{

\

i

:

i

these machines for immediate instal-

lation.

Sound for St. Louis House
Louis The Shenandoah has
St"The Family Picnic,"
and Fox Movietone News. The Hip- been converted into a sound house
podrome has an RCA Photophone by the St. Louis Amusement Co.
remained "Lights of New York" was the
It
installation.
sound
closed while this installation was be- opening attraction.
ing made. The house has been comSound for Texas Theater
pletely redecorated and renovated.
Corpus Christi, Tex. H. H. ElFrank Hines, manager of the Palace,
will also supervise the Hippodrome liott has installed sound equipment

Knows

—

Best,"

—

for the time

being.

at

the Palace.

OSWALD
SUPERVISION GEORGE WINKLER

THE LUCKY RABBIT
PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
ymversal\ii\HKima
K^arroon^

Confusion has arisen

minds c
exhibitors as to the distribution an
sale of Bristolphone machines: I
in the

order to clarify the situation

—

STATEMEN
The Gotham Bristolphone Service Corporation hal
definite contract with William H. Bristol Talking Pictr
1.

Corporation of Waterbury, Conn, for the distribution
servicing of Bristolphone apparatus.
2.

t

The Gotham Photoplays Corporation have a

ii

l

defiit

contract with the William H. Bristol Talking Picture
poration licensing them to synchronize and put talk
motion picture productions.

dl
il

The Gotham Bristolphone Service Corporation are Ik
ing orders from Exhibitors for the installation of Brid
phone machines and for the delivery of them as fast a
is humanly possible for hig'hly specialized engineer^
install them. The first installation has been made at I

3.

i

A. Julian Brylawski's Academy Theatre, Hagerstown,
and the second installation is being installed at the 01 n
pia Theatre, B'way and 108th St., New York City. \
other installations are to be made in the order in which]

l|

plications

were received.

I

I

The

feature production to be produced with talk
at the recording studios of the William H. Bristol Talking
Picture Corporation is the Gotham Production entitled
"TIMES SQUARE" and release of which was advertised
in The Film Daily issue of October 5, 1928.
4.

first

We

are prepared and ready to take orders for the inmachines in theatres throughout the United States and Canada to be installed as fast as
exhibitors can prepare their booths and have the necessary
wiring done. Delivery being made in accordance with date
of receipt of signed contract covering same from exhibitor.

stallation of the Bristolphone

The William H.

Bristol Talking Picture Corporation
are now manufacturing recording machines for installation in our studios in New York and Los Angeles within
the next few weeks.

Our production plans

'

for a series of Asher, Small
and Rogers Productions, a series of Gotham Photoplays
and a series of short subjects. The first production entitled
ta
TIMES SQUARE" ready for release November 15th.
call

The reputation which Asher, Small and Rogers
and Gotham enjoy in the industry is well kmown to
Their promises have always been
backed by performance. Their stability, established by years of fair trading, is a sufficient guarantee that the facts contained in this statement are
unimpeachable and authentic.

all exhibitors.

THAM
3LPH9NE

GOTHAM

RVICE

PHOTOPLAYS
CORPORATION

ORATION

P/^ILY

De
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Mille Sees

of Silent Film's

Sound Pictures Discussed by Academy— 15 Pictures in Work at Paramount Believed Production
Record — Joan Crawford Signs M-G-M Starring Contract— Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs
Joan Crawford Signs to

ALL TALKERS

IN THRLE

Star in M-G-M Pictures
M-G-M has signed Joan Craw-

PARAMOUNT'S 15

starring contract. She is
working in "Dream of Love,"
which Fred Niblo is directing.
ford

YEARS, DE MILLE SAYS now
The death

knell of silent pictures
in the United States within three
years, was predicted by William C.
de Mille at a session of the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences. Talkers
and their development was the principal topic.
De Mille declared that talkers will
have all the advantages of silent pictures and the advantages of the
He declared that
stage, in addition.
D. W. Griffith asserted that there
has been no art in pictures and that
their making is strictly a business.
De Mille expressed hope that the
talkers will bring real beauty and
exquisite music, thus making them

He

disagreed with Griffith,
said, and averred that films are an
himself has
Griffith
art and that
brought beauty into them.
Jack L. Warner declared he was
thankful that other producers are endorsing talking films. The real success of these pictures has been due
to experienced stage actors, he said.
Warner urged artists to study their
lines and be sincere.
Stage directors assigned to make
talkers must forget their stage technique, declared Donald Crisp, who
pointed out that the recording should
Chairman
be left to the engineers.
J. Stuart Blackton said lack of personality of actors and poor direction
should be blamed for faulty pictures,
not the microphone.

an
he

art.

Eighteen months ago Jack Warner
casually suggested a character speak
and sing for a Vitaphone feature and
that suggestion was history making,
Few Warasserted Darryl Zanuck.
ner directors have stage experience
but are successful with talkers, he
said, and stated that the company has
found more suitable dialogue written
by title writers than by playwrights.
Talkers must be cleaner and more
educational than silent pictures, and

to a

IN

WORK

Barrymore will direct his
picture for M-G-M.
It will be
a short subject and will be a talkerBarrymore will play a role as well
as direct.

Ruth Chatterton Signs
Paramount has signed Ruth Chatterton under long-term contract. She
is at present appearing in a dialogue
production, "Half an Hour."
It is
reported she may appear in a talking film version of "Mary Rose."

Newmeyer Adds

to Cast
Arthur Stone, Sally
Phipps, Roscoe Karns, Francis
MacDonald, Joe Brown and Frank

Robert

Elliot,

Albertson are additions to the imposing cast being assembled for Fred
Newmeyer's current production for
Fox, a story dealing with newspaper
life.
Miss Phipps and Frank Albertson, incidentally, have been placed
under long-term contract to Fox.

the
its

greatest
production
history.
This heavy

Hollywi
Frank Capra-Sonya
THE
team
hitting

Frank

late

the past several months an average
of nine productions has been maintained per week at the Paramount
plant and the entire departmental
force of 1200 has been engaged.
The latest four just launched are "The Case
of Lena Smith," with Esther Ralston and
James Hell; "Tong War," with Florence
Vidor and Wallace Beery; "Marquis Preferred,"
starring
Adolphe
Menjou,
and
"Sunset Pass," with Jack Holt.
The sound stages are active, with two

are

the

principals.

productions being recorded with full dialogue.
One of them is "Interference" and the other
"Half an Hour." Among the others now
course of filming are "Sins of the Fathers,"
with Emil Jannings; the Cooper-Schoedsack
opns, "The Four Feathers;" "The Canary
Murder Case," from S. S. Van Dyke's mystery thriller; Clara Bow in "Three Week
Ends;"
Bancroft's
"The
George
newest,
Wolf of Wall Street;" "Wolf Song," featuring Lupe Velez, Gary Cooper and Louis Wolheim; "Someone to Love," in which Nancy
Carroll has a co-featuring part, and the new
Bebe Daniels' starring vehicle, a story of

m

newspaper

Pathe Signs Roberts
Theodore Roberts has been engaged for "Noisy Neighbors," which
will feature Eddie Quillan.

Leone Lane Cast
more censor-proof, Zanuck told the
academy.
Leone Lane, the most recent of
Fred Niblo stressed the importance Paramount's "finds" to be placed unof having good acoustics on sound der contract, is to play the role of
De Mille said that the fact Estiier Ralston's chum in "The Case
stages.
that artificiality of tone is now being of Lena Smith," a Josef von SternOther speakers included berg production.
conquered.
Conrad Nagel, George Fawcett and
Ted Reed.
Billie Dove in Glyn Film
"The Man and the Moment," by
jannings in Comedy
Elinor Glyn will be the next starring
Upon Ernst Lubitsch's return from vehicle for Billie Dove. George FitzEurope, he will direct Eniil Jannings maurice has been signed to direct.
in a comedy for Paramount.
Ed Burns Back in U. S.
Desmond in Talker
Edmund Burns, who has just reWilliam Desmond will make his turned to the United States after apdebut in talking pictures via Vita- pearances in Australian films, has
phone, appearing in "No Defense," been added to the cast of Henry
King's "She Goes to War."
starring Monte Blue.

La Cava

*

*

;

*

Our Passing Show: Robert Milt
manuscript and cane entering
Taft Building; the two Harry.
Lichtig and Delp discussing m
ters at the M-G-M studio; Rebe
of Rebecca & Silton visiting
public library.

—

*

As

*

*

usual,

several companies
are negotiating with Universal
for the services of Jean Her-

character

sholt,

Para"Abie's

star.

mount

used him in
Irish Rose," while D.

cast him for
of the Sexes."
fith

^

^

W.

"The

Grif

Battle

^

Ralph

J. Dietrich, who ii
editing all the Fox Movietone

subjects, also cut the Movie
tone
sequence
in
"Mother

Knows Best," "The Air Circus" and "Making the Grade."

is

By

to Direct Corinne

way,

the

Forrest Halsey has been signed to comedy
write the adaptation and continuity pressed
of Corinne Griffith's new First National picture, "Saturday's Children."
Gregory La Cava will direct.

'

schedule, "Greenwich Village,"
other original by Miss Levien.

life.

stood Locke's figure for the story

will

based on Fannie Hurst's play,
Is to Laugh."
Frank also has on

Jf:

dine," a Pathe release.
Eddie Quillan is featured in "Geraldine," which
Melville Brown directed, and Marion
Nixon plays the title role.

sixf

origi

ada

$50,000.

Gran in "Geraldine"
Albert Gran appears in "Geral-

Sonya's

"The Younger Generation"

Norma in W. J. Locke Original
Film Starts
Norma Talmadge will be the star
Shooting has started on "The
of
the first screen story that William
Lone Wolf's Daughter," under diIt will be her
rection of Al Rogell for Columbia. J. Locke is to write.
Bert Lytell, Gertrude Olmstead and next for United Artists. It is underTashman

directing

is

Lev

"'all

this

New Lone Wolf

Lilyan

on

is

will
be maintained until story, "The Power of the
Pre
month, when approximate- and will also direct "The
Youni
10 films will be in work.
During Generation," which Sonya will

schedule
ly

<l

**Lots''
RALPH
WILK
Bs
,^Sm

^^^

Lionel Barrymore Will
company
Direct a Film for M-G-M drive in
first

Little
from

SEEN AS NEW RECORD
Filming of 15 pictures at Paramount
studio at one tmie is called by that

Lionel

A

*

constructor,
was
by "Sally Quail"

Bellamy)
he

that

*

Ray McCarey,

in

has

i

"Mother Knows

named

his

F

so
(Mac
Bei

daugh

The baby is ten days old a
I
Ray's
second offspring.
FBO Launches "Blockade"
youngster is the niece of Leo \
"Blockade," which is to feature Carey, vice-president of the I
Anna Q. Nilsson has been put into Roach Studios.
^
^
^
production at FBO under direction
of George B. Seitz.
Arthur Zellner, Boswell to
Wallace MacDonald, Walter McDouglas Fairbanks and Mary
Grail and James Bradbury, Sr., are
Pickford, will make a flying
Sally.

is

in

the cast.

New York

in October.
only one appointmertt
in New York and will remain
there three days.
trip to

He has

Nora Lane in "Marquis Preferred"
Nora Lane has been signed for an
important role in Adolphe Menjou's
*
*
*
next Paramount picture, "Marquis
Richard Wallace, who has alwa
Preferred." Lucille Powers has also confined his direction
to come
been given a part.
Frank Tuttle, dramas, is now making his
who is now completing Menjou's dramatic picture, "The Shopwo
fi:

"His Private Life,"

will

direct.

Dillon Directing Co-Stars
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall will co-star in "Children of the
Ritz" for First National. John Francis Dillon will direct.
Dillon has just completed "Scarlet
Seas," starring Richard Barthelmess.

Angel," for Paramount.
star

It

Gary Cooper and Nancy

will

£

Carre

"U" Unit on Location Trip
Universal's
unit
making "Cle
the Decks," Reginald Denny vei
cle, are on the Emma Alexander
route to Seattle, making exteriors
i

shipboarO

i

THERE DANGER OF DOMINATION OF THE INDUSTRY BY THE
MANUFACTURERS OF MECHANICAL SOUND DEVICES?
DO YOU THINK THAT THE HIGH POINT IN FOREIGN REVENUE
HAS BEEN REACHED BY AMERICAN DISTRIBUTING ORGAN-

IS

IZATIONS?

WHAT

THE GREATEST DRAWBACK FACING THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY TODAY?
DO YOU THINK THAT THE MANPOWER IN THIS INDUSTRY IS
EQUAL TO ITS SIZE AND IMPORTANCE?
WHAT IS THE REASON WHY WE HAVE NO BIG, POWERFUL, NATION WIDE EXHIBITOR ORGANIZATION?
HAS THE PEAK OF FILM RENTALS BEEN REACHED OR WILL
SOUND ADD ADDITIONAL COST?
DO YOU THINK THAT THE INDUSTRY SHOULD BECOME INVOLVED IN POLITICS IN ANY WAY?
DO YOU THINK THAT A BROADWAY RUN AT A LOSS, BUT FOR
EXPLOITATION PURPOSES, IS A GOOD INVESTMENT?
WILL THERE ULTIMATELY BE ANY FUTURE FOR THE THEATER
NOT EQUIPPED FOR SOUND?
IS

TH£SE IMPORTANT QUESTIONS AND 40 MORE
in the

7AeHi¥S?kPUt

^^EMlMVl^^ALLfuENBVS

oyPILMDOM ^^§^^^^^7^LLTHE TIME

EVERY DAY NEXT WEEK
Answered by

ADOLPH
ZUKOR DR. A. R GIANNINI
—
CARLLAEMMLE
ARTHUR LOEW JAMES R. GRAINGER
—
—

WILL HAYS
President

M.

Pioneer

DICK

P. P. D. of A.

President

Producer

Universal

ROWLAND

Outside Observer

Banker

President Paramount

Vice-President and Foreign
Manager, Metro-Goldwjm Mayer

Sales

Manager

Fox

PETE WOODHULL and

others

President M. P. T. O. of A.
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M.P.T.O. Convention on at Toronto
M.P.T.O. Head Talks
On Sound and Labor
(Continued from Page 1)

warning to guard against further encroachments in the form of a heavier
music tax; a forecast that a deluge of
legislation adverse to the industry

is

impending and that steps must be
taken to ward it off; an intimation
that the advent of sound pictures has
opened a new avenue for the advocates of censorship and need for a

more

satisfactory means of approaching the labor situations constitute the
highlights of the annual address made
by R. F. Woodhull, president of the
M.P.T.O. A. at the opening of the

annual convention yesterday.
In connection with the inclusion of
producer-owned or affiliated theaters
in

M.P.T.O.
"While

it

is

ranks, Woodhull said:
true this plan has been

criticized by a few and watched with
interest by many, I can conscientiously state that it has met with the

unqualified approval of the large majority of theater owners. The analysis of the situation is a simple one.
It must be manifest to a clear thinking mind that at least 75 per cent
of all the problems confronting the
retail department of the motion picture business is common.
The remainder consists of business relations between buyer and seller and

has been evidenced during the past
year that many of these situations
have been brought to easier and more
satisfactory adjustments through the
now existing closer relations beit

tween the

different

divisions

of

the

industry."

the year, the national president said
he gathered the thought of the theater owner at large to be toward organization. "He now realizes its import to himself individually and to
the complete structure of the splendid
business from whence he derives his
living," said Woodhull.
"Tired of
political nonsense and disgusted
selfish motives, he is awaiting

the
best plan and is casting his eyes upon Toronto for a solution."

ment

of

contractual

troubles

estab-

proved
resolvadjust-

which

would, if left unsettled, cost the industry thousands of dollars annually.
It has been criticized by a few
leaders whose purpose seems to be

more

in the direction of fault-finding
rather than in constructive and progressive action. It has been used to
a tiresome degree as a ballyhoo for
certain state and regional conventions, where if real issues such as
music tax, legislation, labor and so
forth were given proper prominence,
the exhibitor would have received
genuine service and profited immeas-

urably more.
"I believe in arbitration in this or
any other industry.
It is now
generally recognized as the most effective way to settle even international controversies.
Of course it is
not perfect.
should all give our
best thought to making arbitration
more perfect in application and more
satisfactory in results."
in

We

Exhibitors Now Ready for
Organization, He Avers
In summing up his visits to various state exhibitor units throughout

11

The

address

then took up the
situation
in
which
Woodhull made the following points;
"We have cautioned the many exhibitors who have come to the national headquarters for advice, not
to be stampeded.
are told that
the best engineers are being employed in research work having as its
objective the betterment of the synchronization,
tonal
qualities,
etc.
This is as it should be but I respectfully suggest that another corps of
experts should direct serious attention towards a decided improvement
in the original cost to the theater
owners. 1 believe this will be done,
in fact it must be done if the great
number of small town exhibitors are
to properly serve their patrons and
hold their own in competition with
picture

We

_

nearby big cities.
automobiles make

Good roads and
it

still

more im-

perative that this readjustment of
original costs be accorded quick and
sympathetic attention."

Sounds Warnings Against

Hood

of Legislation

"Unless all signs fail," remarked
Woodhull, "there will be a deluge of
adverse legislation presented in the
national and state capitols during the

coming

sessions.

The same

fine alert-

A.

M.

Report of committee on
credentials and seating of delegates.

2

Report of special committees.
Report of Constitutional amendments committee.
Report of Labor committee.
P. M.
Address "How to Build
and Equip a Theater," by John
Elberson, architect, of Chicago.
Address "Our Industry Meets a
New Problem," Dudolph Mieh-

—

—

Supervisor
Theaters.
Address "Sound
Pictures
and
Main Street," M. A. Lightman. El Dorado, Ark.
Address— "Sound
Pictures
as
They Pertain to Chain Theaters," Fred Desberg, of Cleveling,

Woodhull diagnosed

sound

Toronto

—

Describes Music Tax as
Case of "Plain Cancer"
the music tax
situation as a "plain cancer."
He
continued: "This infection has not as
yet spread across the border, but I
solemnly warn our Canadian friends
that they are not immune.
This organization of authors,
composers,
etc., feels that it is now sitting in
the driver's seat and while they have
now set an arbitrary fee of ten cents
per seat in the United States, they
boast of the fact that there is no
limit to the amount they can and may
exact in the future.
To the theater
owners of the United States I earnestly warn you to take off your coat
and go to work even to the neglect
of your business, as soon as you are
advised by your national officers that
any form of legislation is being proposed at the national capitol to provide for the entrance of the United
States into the so-called Berne conference.
This warning is sounded
just as seriously as the former one
because once the action is authorized, you will be paying tribute to a
dozen music societies instead of to
the one you are supporting today."

in

Convention
Headquarters,
Toronto The second day of
the M.P.T.O. A. convention:

with

Sees Arbitration Worthy,
Although Not Yet Perfect Sound Equipment Cost
"The arbitration system," contin- Must Drop, Woodhull Says
ued Woodhull, "'now firmly
lished within our industry has
its tremendous worth in the
ing of differences, and the

Today

E.

E.

—

Projection,

Asst.

Publix

land.

Nomination of national directors.
6:30 P. M. Annual banquet at Crystal Ball Room,
King Edvrard

Woodhull Hits At
"Backbiters" In Talk
(Continued from Parte

1)

those who use innuendoes
which he termed the tool of cowards

further

Three hundred and

are

fifty

herf

attending the convention, the opening session of which was slow ir
starting.
Exhibitors continued tc;
arrive all during the day.
Woodhull was given an ovation
when he reached the speaker's rostHis annual report was made
rum.
late in the day.
It was toward tht
close of the first session that he and
President
C.
Brady,
of
the
J.
M.P.T.O. of Canada and vice-president of the M.P.T.O. of Americs

were presented with gold medallions,
Due to the slow start, some of the
scheduled

business

day has been put

for

the

off until

opening

tomorrow

Nine Delegates Represent
Maryland at Convention

Hotel.

ness upon the part of every sincere
Convention Headquarters, Toronindividual in our industry should to -Nine delegates at large from the
prevail when the call to action is M.P-T.O. of Maryland are attending
sounded by your national and state the convention. They are Thomas
leaders.
May I venture the sincere D. Goldberg. J. Louis Rome, Wiln
suggestion that extreme consideration liam M. Whitehurst, M. Soltz, Herbe given to all public statements re- man A. Blum, Julius Goodman, E.

—

garding pending measures.
Many B. McCurdy. William Kalh and
times this error has caused unneces- Joseph Brodie.
sary trouble as the proponents of an
adverse piece of legislation have been
Okla. Directors Meet Nov. 6
quick to take advantage of an indiOklahoma Citv Directors of thd
vidual opinion based upon a purely Okla. M.P.T.O. "will meet on Nov.]
local condition.
I strongly urge that
6,
at which
time details foir the|
all reports of legislative committees forthcoming
convention, Dec.
4-5|
be made at meetings of boards of will be worked out.
Exhibitors o|
directors only, as doing otherwise has Oklahoma, West Texas and Wes^
provoked no little embarrassment in Arkansas will attend the annual
It is a poor general who confab.
the past.
exposes his proposed strategy to the
M. P. Capital Profits Up
view of the enemy."
The M. P. Capital Corporation an_
Censorship a
subsidiaries for the quarter ended
Film Sept. 30, 1928, report net profits, after
with
of
Expressing the belief that sound losses, interest and amortization ol
pictures have opened a new avenue debt discount of $48,120, as compared
quarter
for the activities of censors. Wood- with $43,234 in the preceding

—

New

Advent

Problem
Sound

hull pointed out:

"This must be stopped if the pub- wages, working conditions and the
to be properly served witli syn- number of workers to be employed
chronized film. It surely is apparent in given divisions of service.
"The experience of employees wit
to a mind not in the least mechanically mclincd, that to delete paxts of other crafts has demonstrated to al
scenes would destroy the accompany- that mutual conditions can be sue.
ing melodies and in many instances cessfully maintained. I, therefore, an;j
force the tremendous expenditure of convinced that we must provide thee
means or agency through which thi;
remaking the entire picture."
can be done and the interests of thi
Urges Mutuality Sought
theater owners more completely pro!
in Handling Labor Fights tected. This calls for the creation o|1
Taking up the problem of labor, a Labor Department in our organiza
tion, which will be able to take a
Woodhull said:
The labor situation in our industry country-wide, compreliensive grasp oi
has now reached a point where its the complication, handle it from the
importance
be economic and business side, take intc
cannot
reasonably
under estimated. It has always been consideration the interests of the puband is yet the purpose of our or- lic and arrive at honest and fair con
ganization and theater owners gener- elusions and thus establish and conally to maintain the most cordial re- serve that mutuality and cooperatior
lations between
the exhibitor and between Theatre Owners and em
those who provide the different ele- ployees so essential to the continue
ments of service about the theater. prosperity and happiness of both
However, in some instances this recommend the establishment of sucl
mutuality does not prevail because a Labor Department by this conven
of disputes which have arisen over tion."
lic is

I
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Offers to Run All 40
Hearst's Zeppelin Scoop
Em Hur" at Paris Breaks Brown Put In Charge
"Wedding March" Reels
on Way to All Accounts
of Warner Advertising
jirope's Long-Run Record

—

1,-is

has

C(l

Offer
The European long-run
George Brown has been placed in
been broken by "Ben charge of advertising for Warner March"

which ends an 18-nionth stay
More than
iif
Madeleine soon.
J<,000 persons have seen the picwhich grossed about $500,000,
i

under supervision of A. P.
Waxman. Also under tlie new management Thomas Namack assumes
charge of publicity.
Bros.,

ti"

state,

e:cr officials

Hur"

'i.en

ijiiont
:d

in

will

Palace
the

jilay

then

at

the

be

rc-

Gov't Withdraws Support
Government backing
Budapest
has been withdrawn from Hungarian
In the future the Govproduction.
ernment will only exercise a pro-

—

provinces.

Jtern Joins

—

next

and

U. A. at

Omaha

Harry Stern, formerly
maha
manager for United Artists at
Lake City, has been appointed
•

Hithertofore, the
tective authority.
state has both financed and controlled the industry here-

ager for the local branch of the

He

relieves McLucas,
firm.
will continue as office manager,
er the new arrangement Stern

2

Two-a-Day
Boston

for

— Keith's

Boston House
Memorial,

open-

supervise all sales matters and ing Oct. 29, will have a two-a-day
.ucas will handle distribution and policy, playing first run pictures and
e as a member of the film board. six vaudeville acts.

its

sion has been
lin,

managing

Wedding

"The

run

to
in

original 40 reels ver-

made by Michael Middirector

of

the

Fifth

Ave. Playhouse, New York, in a wire
Von Stroheim. He would
showing at 2 p. m., with an

to Erich
start the

intermission after the 13th reel and
another one at the end of the 26th,
the latter to allow time for dinner.
screening
Actual
would
occui)y
eight hours.

Get Mo.

Operating

License
St.
Louis
Broadway Theater
Corp. of Wilmington, Del., has been
licensed to operate in Missouri. The
Corporation Trust Co., 415 Pine St.,
is agent for the firm.

Gorham

—

Rejoins

Columbia

Omaha — Bob Gorham
Columbia

here

as

has rejoined

salesman

and

booker.

News

Hearst

Reels,

International and

producers of

M-G-M News,

se-

cured 2,000 ft. of the historic flight
of the Graf Zeppelin from Germany
to New York.
Both newsreels yesterday were busy sending their respective

counts

prints
in

to their theater acvarious parts of the coun-

try.

Robert Hartman,

Hearst camera-

man who was aboard

the

ship,

said

yesterday that he found the trip uneventful except for one bad nose
dive encountered on Oct. 13.
The
footage shot by him includes the
start from Germany, the flight over
the Rhine, soaring over France and
Spain, out over the Atlantic, the
Madeira Islands, a steamer at sea
far below and so on to Washington,
D. C, and New York.

By GRAF ZEPPELIN
News from Qermany

for
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on the Scene
First on the Screen^^

^^First

Not
a

a Slogan

FACT!

PATHE'S
OVERSEAS SCOOP
VIA ZEPPELIN
First

Pictures

TROOPS AVERT VIENNA BATTLl
Vienna^ Austria: 10,000 Soldiers With Bared Bayonets Mak
Streets of Austrian Capital Grim With Threats of Conflia
the outstanding feature of Pathe
News No* 86, released today, showing
clash of factionists with the Austrian
troops
with machine guns and grenades
ready to quell the rioL

This

is

—

BROUGHT OVER ON THE GRAF ZEPPELIN!
When

Faster Trans-Atlantic Transportation

Is

Here -PATHE

NEWS

Will Be There -With SPEEl

Pathe (^ New^s

RCA

and K-A-O Meet on Merger Deal Today

^^NEWSPAPEK

ULTHE MEWS

^/'FILMDOM
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Don't

Kill It

you don't watch out, the
goose that lays the
golden &g,g called sound pic-

IFgolden
ures,

A

bellyache.

ible

PLAY 3RD DAY AT HAGERSTOWN

host of pro-

urers lay claims to sound pic-

when

ures

they have

all

anned musical score

is

a

niENH NON-riAM

tied to an

rnim

Exhibitors

irdinary, silent film.
t

large are just plain damfool-

urging the public to "see
nd hear" their screens when
'hey know, or should know,
the grossest

is

ort of misrepresentation.

are

ilame.

We

nough.

A

fioving

heaven

earth

to

turned

to

after

tiserted

lade.

the

These, they

And

ictures.
illing for

picture
call

is

sound

the exhibitor

is

it.

The

theater owner must make
lear exactly what he has to of
r.

ay
art,

If it's a

so.

If

synchronized film,
has dialogue, in

it

ballyhoo that.
shout that

If

it

is

RCfl-y-0 DEAL TO

.Auditors
the K-.A.-O

who have been busy on

books are expected to
finish their labors in time for a meeting of RCA and K-A-O executives
today at which time arrangements

made

finally for acquisition
big
vaudeville
the
of
chain.
The basis on which K-A-O
shares will be exchanged for
is likewise expected to be determined
ni^on.

will

be

by

RCA

—

Make Three
For British Company

Academv

it

was learned

which

had

that

booked

"The

theater Washington. As a result, the picthe
other words, ture will be shown silent. However,
125 of the 652 theater towns, accord- as far as the Academy is concerned,
ing to a survey made by Don C. it is felt that interchangeability as it
Douglas, executive secretary of the concerns these two devices has been

about

one-fifth

or,

of

in

Dallas Film Board of Trade. Out of established.
Exactly how
the more than 1,100 houses in the
over
situation
state, 396 or 35 per cent have Sun-

day performances. Sunday shows are launched is
therefore available to 2,000,000 per- New York,
sons

in

Texas.

RCA Katz Making National
Sound Reaction Survey

Neilan to

happening.

396 TEXAS TOWNS

towns of Texas

BE FINALLY^SET TODAY

is

Whip"" (First National) for
Friday and Saturday and intended
using the Western
Electric
synchronized score over Bristolphone
had some technical contractual difficulties thrown in its path by the
Sunday shows are allowed First National branch office in

SUNDAY SHOWS HELD

Dallas

Up

—

the

IN

all

Held

For instance,

10)

in

synchronized

Hagerstown, Md. (By Telephone)
Interchangeability of a Western
Electric sound picture over Bristolphone equipment rounded out its
third day at the Academy of Music
yesterday without interference of any
description.
However, behind the
scenes there are signs that something

in

cores and tinpan sound effects

Proven— "The Whip"

IS

{Continued on Page

ound production. Failing, they
lave

Mystery?
All day the Warners were
closeted in meeting. It began
at ten in the morning, was
preceded by a night session
which broke at 2 A. M. and
then ran on all during yesterBig mystery meeting,
day.
big goings on, it was said.
Much speculation.

Paris.

know why well
number of them are

up with the leaders

atch

the

of

ment has apparently been sufficient
to to put off the date upon which actual

primarily

and

n vws

several years since this Go\'ernment edict was enacted, but
French Qfpposition to its enforce-

Again

Interchangeability

non-inflammahle stock in
France has been postponed unti;
advice-,
1932, according to private
received in New York yesterday from

use

It

Watch That Step
Producers

WR

The decree making compulsory

di in

uch advertising

Price 5 Cents

1928

W. E. DISCS VIA BRISTOLPHONE

sure to develop a ter-

is

18,

—

Louis In making a national
survey on reaction to sound pictures.
-Sam Katz, president of Publix, is in
.'-^t.

*

and

"The

by

whom

\\'hip"'

the

was

In
to learn.
Electric officials are reported out of the city and

no statement

The

difficult

Western
is

forthcoming.

exclusive stories coveri'ig ^Ir'
(Continued on Page 10)
f^

SPECIAL MUSIC PERMIT

With him is EuCoast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY the Middle West.
GRANTED IN HACERSTOWN
In St. Louis he was
will gene Zukor.
Marshall
Neilan
Angeles
Los
ousetops.
But don't, in
go to England to direct three pic- larticularly interesting :n the showBristolphone
Service
Gotham
ame of common sense, misrep- tures for the Herbert Wilcox unit, ing made by the G'and Centra'
Corp. is negotiating for a license to
;sent.
producing for British and Dominion which has been playing s un:l films use the copyrighted music controlled
since last December.
Films, it is understood.
by the 70 odd publishers for which
Don't Misrepresent
he is agent and trustee and, in view
of the impending deal, one week's
It is dishonest, unfair, unpermission
was granted for the
ithical and plain rotten business
Academy of Music at Hagerstown,
(Continued on Page 8)
ictics.
Producers should shoot
's
}uare with their customers, the
dresses were included in the after- Paris Theaters Seeking
By CHARLES F. HYNES
shibitors.
Exhibitors should
noon's program. John Eberson, arNewsreel Rentals Cut
Convention Headquarters, Toronto chitect, discussed "Ho"' t^ Bui'd a'ul
ilay the game, according to the
Not a ripple disturbed the calm of Equip
Paris Threat of establishing their
IndusTheater"
and
"Our
a
iiles. with the public that supParis
the scheduled program for the secwas tlit own newsreel is being made by
ports them.
urge you as ond day of the M.P.T.O. convention. try Meets a New Problem,"
their dispute with renttopic of Rudolph Michling, E. E. exhibitors in
A highlight was a banquet held last Assistant Supervisor of Projection ers over rental reductions. One exirnestly as we can:
night at the King Edward Hotel.
hibiting group has .gone so far as to
Don't misrepresent.
for Pul)lix.
The morning session was devoted
to drop newsreels and employ
decide
Sound pictures again attracted
to committee reports.
Several adcameramen to film Paris ev;nts.
{Continued on Page 10)
ialogue,

from

the
the

M-'est

—

Banquet Marks Highlight of
Second Day M. P. T. O. Session

—

We

KANN

—
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General Lockout Impends
in All Phoenix Houses

fiLUVIHi.
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Priei 5 Cents

UINATE
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Exhibitors
Daily Semimkr

I'hoenix, Ariz.
A general lockout
of stage employees and machine operators is a possibility.
The union
states its request for salary increases

have been ignored by local theaters
with the intimation that the open
shop may be enforced.
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reel

Heads Mich. Exhibitors
Kalamazoo Charles A. Porter of

Porter

at

important.

is

—

Detroit has succeeded Harlan F.
Hall as president of the Michigan
exhibitor unit.
Other new officers
are: Allan Johnson, Grand Rapids,
vice president; A. E. Eiseman, Flint,
secretary; John E. Niebes, Detroit,
treasurer.
The 1929 convention will
be held either in Detroit or Benton

Advertise its
high spots. It
will build better

business.
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Harbor.

Buys from Zakoro
Olympic
Hero,"
feature

Fischer

—

"The

—

featuring Charles Paddock,
s]irinter.
has been sold to Fischer

conieds

Film Exchange
Ohio.

for

Kentucky

Talent for Ampas Luncheon
Radin Holds Two Posts
Matty Radin is president as well
Features of the weekly A. M. I'.
A. luncheon today will be a talk on as general manager of International
"The Layinj^ of the Marine Cable Bristolphone Distributors, Inc., and
High Low Close
Sales
fc) Acoustic Prods. 2154
between
20 K
11,600
Newfoundland
and
20J4
the Jules Ullman is secretary and treas(^) Am.
Seat.
30
30
200 Azores," by Charles W. Barrell,
urer.
297A
and
ic-b) do 6s 36
30-/8
entertainment
provided
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by
P.sl,
& Katz
99^4
Richmount in Swiss Deal
(c) Con.
Fm. Ind. 15
600 of "Just a Minute," musical show.
14^
1454
-I
do pfd.
25
25 >4
700
25!^
Richmount Pictures, in a deal with
(<) East. Kodak 178
177
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200
Impex Film Co., Switzerland, diss)
do pfd.
Skouras Declares Dividend
12B
posed of 25 features for that terri'<:)
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3
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Regular quarterly divi- tory.
(s) First Nat. pfd.
104
') Fox
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(s)
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Nebraska Meets Oct. 24-25
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28 J4 2854 12,100
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It is payable Nov. 1 to stock*(c) Intern. Proj..
9
Several Iowa theater
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(b) Keiths 6s 46
93% 93 /a 93/2
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(s) Loew's Inc.
60 54
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Films Help Children Learn
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tors' meeting Oct. 24-25.
(b)
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1
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8,300
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regulations in the Malay Straits. Ex
Ufa Film Having Premiere
"The Armored Vault," Ufa mys- hibitors complaining of the situaregulations, eftery melodrama, will have its Ameri- tion claim that the

can
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Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

Theatre Manager
of experience, publicity, exploitation,
presentations.
at
hberty,
(irft
time in years.
Capable

Now

Vaudeville Acts

Unquestionable

te'erences.
Will go
anywhere but
prefer
East.
Correspondence solic-

Address Box M-405, care Film
Broadway. New York
1650

1600 Broadway, New York City
pf,^„^ Pg„,
Phone
Penn. 3580

|
j

— Third

and last day annual M.P-T.O.
convention at Toronto.
Annual
meeting
of
Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana.

Oct.

24.

Oct.

24-25

Annual convention of western
Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor unit.

Meeting of Arkansas M.P.T.O,
and Tennessee and Mississippi exhibitors at Memphis.
Nov.
Opening o f'Noah's Ark" at Grau1
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov. 11 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at
Oct.

28-29

Dallas.

Nov.
Nov.

Meeting of

14

International

Chamber

of Commerce at Paris on European
film restriction program.
2021 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.

Nov.

24

Dec.

4-5

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of

Dec. 25
Jan. 26

Oklahoma

at

Oklahoma

New Fox

house in
First annual ball.
New York.

City.

Louis opens.
M. P. Club of

St.

of

12

Copyright Fight at St. Louis
Louis Alleging infringement
on the copyright of "Russian Lullaby," the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, act-

—

St.

ing for Irving Berlin, Inc., is seeking to collect damages from the Columbia in East St. Louis.
Homer

and Harry

Klie, Jr., owners of the
their reply contend that
the song is a plagiarism and hence
the copyright has no legal standing.

house,

in

Theater Snag Ironed Out
Delavan, Wis. The theater situation, which for a time threatened the
erection of two houses ne.xt to each
other, has been straightened out and
a consolidation has resulted between
the Community Theaters and Sufus
As
Olson, owner of the Pastime.
a result of the agreement, Community Theaters will not erect the proposed house, but Olson will erect

—

the Delavan at a cost of $125,000.

Loew

Sailing

.\rthur Loew sails tomorrow night
on the Ide de France for Europe.

Filmdom'' s

Recognized Book

Of

Rejerence For Past Ten Years

and

later.

AGENCY

Years

booker.

fected under an ordinance
years ago, are out-dated.

Today

Make One Abroad

VAUDEVILLE

Skouras, St. Louis.

Dany.
Daily.
City.

the

AMALGAMATED

Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & K.itz is listed in Chic.it;o;

ited.

to

al

\'ork,

Names

script.

the

and

New

1929 Edition

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

buyer

premiere

Universal will produce "The Ma.-^ked Marvel" abroad.
It is an adaptation of the Viennese musical comedy. "Polish Blood."
Nan Cochrane
and Faith Thomas are doing the

198

.

(b)
(c)
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b'A
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79/;
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Reopen Plant

Christies

YEAR BOOK TOPICS

Fawcett in F. N. Film
George Fawcett has been

CHARLES RETURNS WITH

which co-stars Milton

who

a

new

will

immediately start work

Dorothy Arzner Signs
Following completion of "Manhattan Cocktail," Dorothy Arzner has
signed a new contract with Paramount. Her next will be a starring
picture with Charles Rogers.

"Sandy MacDuff," has returned
from Canada. Billy Do(Mey has finished a vaudeville engagement and
now starts work m "Gobs of Love."
in

PUBLISHED
BY
FILM DAILY

IN

JANUARY

Lewis Stone Cast
Lewis Stone, who has just completed a featured part in "A Woman
of Affairs," is the first player selected

by

M-G-M

vehicle,
direct.

New

No. 5

No. 5

and Dor-

Doinp F. N. Treatment
Agnes Christine Johnston has
contract providing- additional pictures to be made as t;i'kers been signed by First National to
lor Paramount next season, Char- write treatment on "The Man and
les
Christie
has returned to the the Moment," Billie Dove's next
Coast and the Christie plant has vehicle.
been reopened.
"U" Signs Edward Lowe
Gradually the Christie family has
Edward T. Lowe, Jr., has been
assembled.
Bobby Vernon is back
home from the hospital where he added to the Universal scenario
underwent an operation. Jack Duf- staff.

With

fy,

OUT

Sills

othy Mackaill.

CONTRACT FOR TALKERS

11.

signed
Paradise,"

for a role in ".Stranded in

"The
selected

for

Greta

which Sidney

Garbo's
Franklin

Wallace

who

Beery Stays
Beery is another

has signed a

new Paramount.

new

player

contract with

will

Belle Bennett in "Reputation"
Title

as

Novarro FUm
Ensign" has been

for

Flying
final

title

for

Ramon

Novarro's new vehicle which George
Anita Page
Hill has just completed.
had the feminine lead.

Tiffany-Stahl will produce "Reputation" with Belle Bennett in the
lead.
Albert Ray will play an important part.
Frances Guinan wrote
the story.

Ffw

Principals for "Shady Lady"
"The Shady Lady," Pathe picture

now

in

production,

has

four

prin-

Cast for Rinty Picture
cipals.
They are Phyllis Haver,
Frank Robert Armstrong, Louis Wolheim
Thompson
and
Duane
Campeau have been cast for "Frozen and Russell Gleason.
River," Rin-Tin-Tin vehicle for Warners which Harmon Weight will diChaplin Picks Lead
rect.
Davey Lee, child actor, has
Virginia Cherrill, Chicago girl, has
also been cast.
been selected to play opposite Charlie
Chaplin in "City Lights," his
McCarey Directing Laurel-Hardy next picture. This will be her screen

Leo McCarcy is directing the new
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy comedy now in production at the Roach

YEAR BOOK STATISTICS
DISCUSSING

the statistical data in the 1929 FILM
is like talking about the currency in the United States Treasury. There's nothing
but currency— the statistical coin of the industry that one
needs to possess throughout the year in the daily transaction of motion picture business in all departments.

DAILY YEAR BOOK

Here you will find data covering every field. First
come the major divisions of production, distribution and
exhibition.
These are in turn subdivided into the countless

branches and

fields

of

film

activities.

on any department you can care to mention.

All here between the compact,
dustry's encyclopedia.

Day Replaces Prevost
Marceline
Day replaces Marie
Prevost in the title role of "The ColColumbia picture
lege
Coquette,"
which will be directed by Christy
Cabanne from Howard J. Green's

"U" Has Made 872 Features
Since the Universal brand was inaugurated in 1927 Carl Laemmle has
presented 872 features and 4,070
shorts,
including the episodes of
chapter plays, a recent tabulation
made at Universal Citv shows.
Sloan To Make Movietone Film
Paul H. Sloane has signed to di-

Fox Movietone

rect a

story.

picture.

TRINITY PICTURES
Anyiouyice

LILA LEE

Organization

producers, distributors, studios, exchanges, boards of
trade, importers, exporters, associations, societies,
clubsof

statistics

studio.

debut.

handy covers

"THE LITTLE WILD GIRL"
xvith

CULLEN LANDIS— Sheldon
Frank Merrill

of the in-

Book
There

is

Lewis— Bud Shaw

— Jimmy
It

a Trinity Franchise in

Not

in

Aubrey

Now
Your Territory

Competition With You

'The Wonder Picture of the Year"
^f

\y-

with.

Jack Holt— Dorothy Revier— Ralph Graves

A Frank R. Capra Production
Eight Weeks on Broadway at $2 Top and
Playing to Capacity Against the
Kind of Competition
Available Either

"Sound"

StifFest

or "Silent"

—

Timely Newspaper Drama
and a
Corking Money^Qetting Attraction !

POWER
PRfSS
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—Job yn a Ralston

A

The

Frank R. Capra Production

Public is
Story. Here's

Demanding This Type

One That's

of

100 Per Cent!

Heart

Interest

— Plus/

iL STRttT
o/IIUISION
^

with Ian

Keith—Virginia Valli

Directed by Erie C. Kenton

Booked on

Sight by Leading Exhibitors
Fox Grabbed It for Philadelphia and New York

COLUMBIA PiaURES- The Product that
Brings the Money to the Box-Office ••••!

Bristolphone Enthi
FIRST

GOTHAM INSTALLATION
ALL EXHIBITORS

BRISTOLPHONE
A PERFECT SOUND AND TALKIE
DEVICE — IT HAS DEMONSTRATED
ITS MERIT AND IS REASONABLE IN
COST— YOU WILL SOON FIND BRIS-

¥i

POSTAL TELEGRAP
telegrams'

IS

:tQ;ALL
STANDARD TIME
INDICATED ON THIS MESSAGE

:

America

'

NB79 39 10

TOLPHONES EVERYWHERE.

K
BUDO'

T]

ROGERS

QOTHAM BRISTOL PHONEl

REPORT? FROM MY ACADEMY THEATREl
GF
The William H.
are

now manufacturing

tion in our studios in

LILAC

TNE

WITH BRISTOPHONE

II

Bristol Talking Picture Corporation

recording machines for installa-

New York

PERFORMANCE STOP AUDIENCE AND

Ml!

and Los Angeles within

CONGRATULATIONS

the next few weeks.

Our production

plans call for a series of Asher, Small
and Rogers Productions, a series of Gotham Photoplays
and a series of short subjects. The first production entitled

"TIMES SQUARE"

A JULIAN BRYLAWSKI

CHAIRMAN BOARD OF DIRECTOR!

ready for release November 15th.

Or

AMERICA.

GOTHAM-BRISTOLPHONE
SERVICE CORPORATION

1650 Bf

NEW

tl

Fhonet

isTicALLY Endorsed
NSTRATES PRACTICABILITY TO

SOUND PROBLEM
Proves Bristolphone and W.E.
Systems Are Interchangeable
—

Hagerstown, Md. (By Telephone) The Academy of Music,
equipped with Bristolphone sound reproducing equipment, yesterday afternoon began a four day run of "Lilac Time" using

MMERCIAL CABLES
This is a full-rate Telegram or Ca5JeurUeaa otherwise indicated ffu
signal in the check or in the arfdresi.

the records

aram
'

""cABLEGiA^B;

^

;

TOALL!

BLUE

NL
NITE

.:
,

j^XHE World

LCO
NLT

WLT

Day letter
Night letter
Night telegram

The

Fora t6

NY

Dbl

TO SEND A MKSSAGS
"POSTAL TELEBRAPH'I
OK UtAL

"UANovKR

7840"

CBARUB

WILL APPEAR ON

CORPN 1650 SWAY NEWY0R(<
IDWN

MARYLAND ON SHOWING

3ATE VERY SATISFACTORY
*ERY

HIGHLY PLEASED

Western

Electric

disc

system.

Alan

was shipped to the Academy from First National's Washington exchange several days ago.
The records,
according to Bachrach, have been in his hands for a week
awaiting completion of the installation. The first performance
went off without hitch and with no interference of any nature,
print

from First National, Electrical Research Products or the
competitive theater which is the Maryland and which is equipped for Movietone and Vitaphone. The Academy is controlled
by Julian Brylawski of Washington. The Maryland is operated
by Silverman Bros, who own a string of houses in Pennsylvania.
either

CALL

If Ob^SIREU

via the

strate the practicability of interchangeability.

DEFERRED
Cable letter
WEEK END LETTER

)CT 16 1928

made

Bachrach, manager of the theater, declared the interchangeability was perfect.
This is the first known attempt to demon-

TELEPHONE BILL

Bachrach declared yesterday he will begin a two day engagement of "The Whip" on Friday, using W. E. recording
over his Bristolphone equipment.

REPRINTED FROM THE FILM DAILY
OF OCTOBER 16th, 1928
I

We

are prepared and ready to take orders for the in-

stallation of the Bristolphone

?TUR£ THEATRE OWNERS

I.

*AY
ITY

machines

in theatres

out the United States and Canada to be installed
exhibitors can prepare their booths and have the
wiring done. Delivery being made in accordance
of receipt of signed contract covering same from

throughas fast as

necessary

with date
exhibitor.

GOTHAM-BRISTOLPHONE
PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

Thursday, October

Music Permit
Given at Hagerstown

Special

Sound Pictures

(Continued from Page

Md.

PUIL

the

DALY

,

"U"

WILL HAVE DIALOGUE
West

Bureau,

Coast

—

Hollywood

Nancy

with

Angel,'""

Carroll

Gary Cooper will have sequences ni
Richard Wallace is directdialogue.
other Paramount

Two

ing.
wili

releases

have part of the action in diaOne is "The Canary Murlogue.
der Case," which Malcolm St. Clair
Wolf
is directing and the third, "The
Wall Street," starring George
of
Bancroft. Rowland V. Lee is directing.

making an

William C. deMille
"Half an Hour," the Sir
James Barrie play in which Ruth
is

all-talker,

Oude"

Roy

the lead. "Drums
slated as an all talker,

plays

Chatterton
of

is

Pomeroy

J.

the

handle

will

Nazimova in Talker for
Gotham, Hollywood Hears
West

Bureau,

Coast

Hollywood
that

an

—The

Gotham
all-talker,

THE FILM DAILY
film
star

colony hears

made

the Bristolphone
viai
Reports have it George
Jessel, now appearing on the stage
in New York, will do a talker for the
same company and that "Father and
Son," a third Gotham subject, will
be made in sound with Noah Beerv.
to

be

Forming Firm to Handle
Celebritone, Disc Device

Gus Edwards to Produce
M-G-M Musical Revue
THE FILM DAILY

Bureau.

Coast

—A

talking and singing
picture in natural colors will be produced in the near future by M-G-M.

Hollywood

Gus Edwards, musical producer who
recently arrived to work on sound
development,
revue in two

is

preparing a musical

reels.

Harry Rapf

—

London Celebritone is the name of
a new disc synchronizing device which
is being installed in some houses in
The system
and around London.
being handled at present by the
Shaftesbury Dist. Co. but a new concern will soon be organized to develop and exploit it.
Saul Harris iS managing director of
Shaftesbury and H. Green is chief

is

engineer.

will

supervise.

Dialogue for Corinne Griffith

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Corinne Griffith will
Making Christmas Fantasy
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY make her dialogue debut in "Satur"The Maker of day's Children." Production will start
Los Angeles

—

—

Christmas fantasy, will shortly at First National, under dibe directed by Marcel Silver for Fox rection of Gregory LaCava.
Movietone. Nancy Drexel and David
Recording "Annapolis"
Rollins will play the leads.
Phototone recording of Pathe's
"Annapolis" has started at Sound
Sound Ousts Musicians
Studios, New York, under direction
Fort Worth With adoption of a
of Josiah Zuro, musical director of
straight sound picture policy at the
Pathe pictures. In addition to a 35the
Worth, lublix house, both
piece symphony orchestra he is usorchestra and stage hands have been ing
a brass band and a drum and
let go.
ttumpet corps.

Dreams,"

a

—

Chaney Film for Capitol
"While the City Sleeps," Lon
Chaney picture for M-G-M, will be
the second synchronized film to play
the Capitol, opening Saturday.

Extend Lease on Central
Heavy business on "Lilac Time"
has led First National to extend
lease indefinitely

on the Central,

its

New

Originally the Colleen Moore
sound picture was booked in for 13
It
reaches its 175th pervveeks.

York.

Strand,

Des

Des Moines, Goes Sound
The Strand antici-

Moines

—

pates launching sound programs for
early December showing.
This is
a Pnhlix house.

Equipment Faulty in Des Moines
Des Moines Due to incomplete

—

installation

viso that the theater secure the consent of thcf manufacturer of the film
and only if all possible patent rights
have been met. He said further than
that he had no interest in the mat-

Nazimova in ter and declared whatever
"A Modern Sappho," other parties may have in

will

process.

sound end.

West

SEZ/

NEW PARAHOiTS

fIVE

and imperfect apparatus

the showing of "The Terror" at the
Capitol stopped at intervals which
threw the entire program off for late

1928

1)

music which makes
by ARTHUR W. EDDY
up the synchronized score for '"Lilac
Time" over Bristolphone equipment.
Buys "Climax" For
This is the statement made by E. C.
Talker to Star Hersholt Mills yesterday. Mills is an official
Universal has bought "The Cli- of the Ainerican Society of Authors,
max," Edward Locke stage play, ac- Composers and Publishers and of
Protective
and talking the Music Publishers'
screen
quiring
both
rights.
Jean Hersholt will be star- Ass'n.
The special permission was grantTHE FILM DAILY red and Renaud Hoffman will direct.
ed for experimental purposes, Mills
supervise.
will
Laemmle,
Carl
Jr.,
"The Shop-Worn
added, and was given with the proand
to use

18,

"With

all the big mugs
picture biz answering important questions in the Fillum Daily
next week I'd like to ask

the

in

Why

one meself.
that

the

clock

is

atop

it

the

Paramount building never
has

the

time?"

right

claims

the interchangeability issue are not of his

concern.

From Hagerstown, Md. where the
Academy of Music is playing a
Western

Electric synchronized score
Bristolphone, it is understood
that the First National exchange in
Washington was aware of the circumstances under which the theater
proposed to play "Lilac Time," the
picture in question.
Mills told
FILM DAILY
that he was willing now, as he has
been in the past, to cooperate with
manufacturers of new sound devices
to the same extent as in the case
He pointed out
of Bristolphone.

over

THE

that in 1926, when Vitaphone first
appeared his procedure was identical
as in the present circumstances. Recently, Vocafilm was permitted to reproduce copyright music in New
York and in Brooklyn, for one week
stands in each instance.

Exports in July $750,000;
In Footage, 27,620,453 Ft.
Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Exports of films
Washington
from the LTnited States in July exceeded $750,000 in value, according
to figures compiled by the Dep't of
Commerce.
Shipments during the
month aggregated 27,620,453 ft. valued at $772,924; exports of positives
totaling 18,700,200 ft. valued at $444,168; negatives, 744,936 ft. valued at
$144,162, and raw stock, 8,175,317 ft.
valued at $184,594.
The only country which in July
imported more than 1,500,000 ft. of
positive was Argentina, but Belgium,
Brazil and Australia each imported
well in excess of 1,000,000 ft.
Prices

Up

Des Moines

at

Des Moines

— Admission

prices at
the Publix-Capito!, de luxe combination house, for Saturday evening
and Sunday matinee and eveningPrices for adult
have been raised.
tickets will be 60 cents instead of
50 cents.
The old prices prevail for
the week's program.

Toronto Exhibitors Cash
In On Sfwimming Events

—

Local exhibitors havt
Toronto
been cashing in on the swimming
enthusiasm which developed durinf
and after the big Wrigley marathor
events in the Ontario capital. Char
lie
Querrie of the Palace playeC

George Young, the Toronto

favorite

appearances three nighti
and hung out the S.R.O. sign eacll
for personal

time.

George Morrell of the College, o:
the other hand, had Ernst Vierkoe
ter,

German champion and now

resident

of

il

Toronto, for one week

Objects to Toronto Censoring
Chatham, Ont. A. P. Drohan

—

oi

has entered a com
regarding the treatment ac

Griffin's theater,

plaint

'

corded "Forbidden Hours" by thi
H'
Ontario Board of Censors.
points out that a feature, listed a
a 7,000 ft. production, had been cu
4,500

to

ft.

by the numerous

dele

tions.

"Dancing
condemned

Daughters"
in

its

has

entirety

by

beei
th(

Ontario board.

New
Toronto

Advertising Plant

—Using

the titles of at
tractions prominently in the theatei
"Take •
for
a
front advertising
Chance Week" at the Palace, was th

gag which was played on an unsuB
pecting public by Charles Querri
The features for the week wer
"Telling the World" and "Warmini
Included in the very elabc
Up."
rate front for the week were sue
expressions as "We're Telling th
World it's some show" and "We'r
for the fun."

Th

patrons got the hint after they
the performances.

sa-v

just

Warming Up

Henshaw Now with W. & V.
Sunday and Monday performances,
the opening .week.
It
was necesRichmond Eugene P. Henshaw:'
sary to bring in a Paramount print
formerly of Loew's, has been namedj
Sound for Waltham House
to complete the Sunday program.
manager of the Broadway, Wilnier
Waltham, Mass. I. Gordon and
Famous Canadian Buys One
& Vincent house.
James Doyle, owners of the Central
Toronto When the Palace, at
Sales Manual on "Singing Fool"
Square and Waldorf theaters, who
Lcthbridge, Alberta, reopens after
Resigns from Richmond House
recently became associated with the
Publix has issued a 30-page sales remodeling next January, Famous
New England Theaters Operating manual on "The Singing Fool," Al Players will he new members, havClarence E. Boykin
Richmond
formance Sunday.

—

—

—

—

house on
Moody St. It will be equipped with
Vitaphone and Movietone.
Corp.,

are

to

build

a

Jolson

picture

Data presented

for

Warner

covers

Bros.

exploitation,

advertising and press campaigns.

A

Shackleford
])urchase(l from
for $100,0W).
Shackleford will continue as manager
ing

has resigned as publicity director of
the Mosque, to devote his enlire
time to newspaper work.
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bookings like the

National Exhibitors are

M-ay with those boys, tliongh.
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Oriental,

premiere

Chicago

going to reap
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Presented by the C. M. Corporation with Betty Bronson and Alec B. Francis
By Judge Ben B. Lindsey and Wainright Evans. Directed by Erie C. Kenton
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Today

A.M.P.A. WILLING TO AID

M.P.T.O.ONflDeTISING

Toronto

in

1$

Convention Headquar t e r s,
Toronto The third day's program at the M.P.T.O.A. con-

—

A.

Toronbetween the M.P.
T.O. and the A.M.P.A. was held to
be practicable and a committee representing the exhil)itor body sought
for that purpose, in an address deConvention

Headquarters.

— Collaboration

—

Recent
the
Convention," by
Lee Martin, Director,
Radio Services.
Canadian National Railways.
tions

convention by
the
George Harvey, president of the advertising and publicity men's assobefore

at

Berne
R. H.

ciation.

The importance of the public relations man with particular application
to
the constructive publicity

Election

of

national

direc-

tors.

Reports of committees.
Miscellaneous reports.
Report of national directors on election of offi-

work accomplished
will

—

tional

to

livered

— E.

R, Geib, NaCarbon Co.
"Music
Address
License
Tax," Col. J. A. Cooper,
President M. P. Distributors and Exhibitors of
Canada.
Address
"My Observa

M. Address

in building goodand prestige for a theater, espe-

cers

cially as this affects its responsibility

and

installation

of

officers.
community, was emphasized by
Unfinished business.
Harvey.
"The good-will and the prestige of
the theater is definitely in the hands
man,"
publicity
efficient
of
the
Highlight
stated Harvey, whc> emphasized that
the A.M.P.A. stands for advanceof
Session
ment and progress in the field of
(Continued from Page 1)
advertising and publicity.
Discussing hokum and trick ad- much attention.
Fred Desberg of
vertising,
Harvey explained why Cleveland spoke on "Sound Pictures
these uncertain forms failed to bring as They Pertain to Chain Theaters"
He particularly emphasized and M. A. Lightman of El Dorado,
results.
the importance of constructive pub- Ark., discussed "Sound Pictures and
licity and its value to the industry,
Main Street."

to a

Banquet
M.P.T.O.

especially as it affects a theater's responsibility to a community.

Many
their

of

homes

the

exhibitors

last

night.

left

for

French Non-Flam
World Campaign Against
Decree Postponed
Excessive Taxation Set
{Continued frotn Page

—

1)

Brussels
A world campaign
were to go into effect.
against excessive taxation in the film
The law would make it impossible industry is planned by the Federafor theaters to exhibit any but films
The tion, which will soon invite Ameriprinted on slow-burning stock.
can exhibitors to affiliate.
dates upon which the statute was to
French and German delegates have
become effective varied according to
to
the
British
delegation
the size of the city. Thus, Paris was invited
to
observe the enactment as of organize next year's International
April 1, 1928 when another post- Exhibitors' Congress at London. The
ponement, one of several, was se- 1930 Congress has been suggested
for Antwerp.
cured.
operations

The

increased cost to distributors

and the necessity for reprinting all
circulating pictures on the non-flam
stock would have caused considerable difficulty to exhibition in France
in the form of higher rentals, the
trade

there generally agreed.

1,250 Australia Theaters;

20,000
Sydney

Work

— Australia

in Industry

—

—

—

passing the Sunday .show ordinance
by a vote of four to three at the
last regular monthly meeting.

Convention

Headquarters, T(
sound,
sound.
It's
Headquarters, Torontopic on every tongue. It's boui
to
,\rI}itration in the industry saves
four and one-quarter per cent of the be a highlight of this ninth ar
meeting.
The "gabby" pictures
total annual turnover, said Carl E.
Milliken, secretary of the Hays or- coming in for a lot of attention
ganization, in an address before the there is a lot of pro and connin
to

Convention

— .Sound,

—

the

M.P.T.O.A. convention yesterday.
other industries adopted the
same system, or one as effective,
the net result, based on a national
business total of one hundred and
fifty billions a year would be a saving of $20,000,000 a day to business
"If

subject.
*

One point

*

*

str-essed,

is

and

t\

that the public, for the pi-esen
least, is concenied with diali
They want 'em to talk, and

doubt that's what
+

We

they'll

*

+

dp

iti

get.

in the United States.
preach on
There's the subject of misrepn
the screen and we practice it in our
tation,
deliberate
and
other
business," he said.
when
j'ou 24-sheet a sound pi(
"Through motion pictures every
only
has
synchroniz;
international boundary in the world which
That
of
doing
it is all wet,
way
will eventually be as barren of forconcerned in this particular argu
tresses as that between the United
States and Canada," Milliken con- agreed.
i^
tinued.
Garyn
Pat
of National Sc
Milliken
.^.t the banquet last night
Service,
who
insists
he is the t
hailed the screen as the major hope
paper's as well as the exhibii
of world peace.
friend, is still bubbling over
enthusiastn on the value of tn
advertising. Pat backs up his'
victions with quality product, a
at
is the
)'eason he's hitting.
*
*
*
{Continued frotn Page 1)

W.

I

E. Discs Play 3rd

Day

development

Hagerstown

in

THE FILM DAILY

are known to have come to the attention of the sales department of

New

York. It is
h'irst National in
easily possible that, until the distributor's rights in the matter have
been definitely established, the e.xchar.ge in Washington has been notifif d to go easy.
Alan Bachrach, manager of the

Academy, stated yesterday the

Bris-

tolphone is functioning well. There
have been minor mechanical troubles,
but no more, Bachrach believes, than
are to be encountered in the early
life of any newly installed machine.
Bristolphone operates without use
The amplification
of a C battery.
boarcl is outfitted with seven tubes.
iMve of these are standard radio
i)ulbs and the other two, which are
similar, are specially constructed by
the manufacturers of Bristolphone.

Completing Carnegie Playhouse
I

Publi.x,

of

prob

cop the honors as the con
Beau Brunmiel. Harry wa
early riser on the train, cane 'n

Harry recalls the time, when Lil
Magazine hung out the three s
in a connection
vice."

with
*

*

"Pui)lix;
*

A jovial throng on hand, and'
look like they mean businesi<.
spirit
throughout,
friendly
there should be constructive ae
plishment.

Busier than the proverbial
"Pete" Woodhull and Mike O'T
They've been working night and
to make this convention a sua

Quite a lot of gagging,
"Anything to
customs.

wanted

to

know

"Allegiance
one wit.

though

story for the

Anyway,

ol

n

*

typewriter by,

to get a

Quite a task

out paying duty.

even

decl

country,"

*

*

Try

iu pal

the customs

my

to

*

Work is being rushed on the Li
lie
Carnegie Playliouse, New York
Features
City, whicli will .seat 400.
of the theater include a lounge, ping
pong court, ballroom where jjridge
will be played and an art gallery.

New House

Harry Marx
will
tion

meant

it

little

doing]

old paper.
*

*

the Canadians are|

And are outdoing
pitable.
welcome
selves, to extend a
make the boys feel at home
*

*

*

Charley Pettijohn
a meeting of the
Board.

is

here

hoj

Toronto

Evansville
*
*
*
$800,000 thePaul Gulick of Universal, r\
ater and office building is planned in
the uncompleted Cadic theater struc- iscing on old General days,
ture.
Bowling & Shank, St. Louis time when he had such a job ij
London Paramount is now dis- architects, are preparing plans.
the mayor of New York to
tributing the British Screen News and
Hizzonor was i
with a star.
the British Screen Tatler as well as
Publix Getting Salem House
jiant, just couldn't be a)r)ioyei
British Screen productions. The deal
Salem, Mass.— A $600,000 house is Paul fra^nes a street meeting
was closed by George W. Pearson planned on Essex St., with a capacit.\ introduction, and shot the
for British Screen Prod, and J. C. of 2,151).
The theater will be leased with a concealed camera, getti
Graham for Paramount.
to Publix.
to the screens that day.

—

Theater Shows in Ortonville
This town will
Ortonville, Minn.
have Sunday shows, the city council

Sidelights

has 1,250 the- It is understood that William H.
aters, with $125,000,000 invested in Bristol, inventor of the device, rethe industry and more than 20,000 em- places the usual functions of the C
ployed, according to a survey made i)attery through a special filament,
by Stuart F. Doyle and announced embraced into the two special tubes.
at a 'J'own Planning Ass'n. luncheon.

Southern Theaters Get Another
Birmingham, Ala. Southern Theaters are reported to have acquired
the Ensley, formerly operated by R.
Lebedoff Joins Warners
B. VVilby and Joe Steed. Pete Sloss
heads the Southern chain, which has
Minneapolis S. G. Lebedoff has
the Fairfield at Fairfield, VVylam, joined Warner Piros., and will shortBirmingham, ly begin a tour of the territory as a
Wylani, and North
North Birmingham.
special representative.
Lebedoff, until
last week, operated the
Libert}'
Plan Louisville Remodeling
and Homewood which he disposed
Joseph Stcurle, former of to the American Amusement Co.,
Louisville
manager of the Walnut, is tempo- an associate of F. & K.
While he
rarily managing the Rex.
is
at the Rex, arrangements have
Paramount Handling U. K. News
been made to redecorate the house.

—

18,

MILLIONS, SAYS MILLIKEN

vention follows:
11

Thursday, October

J<:vansville,
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WILL HAYS
GIANNINI

CARL LAEMMLE

DICK

ROWLAND

JAMES GRAINGER
SAM KATZ
PETE WOODHULL

ARTHUR LOEW

WILL ANSWER
The

Fifty

Most Important

Questions Facing the Motion

Picture Industry

To-Day

EVERY DAY NEXT WEEK
IN
AND WEEKLY
^^XmWV^^
^^
^
o/'FILMDOM ^^^mm^

7AeHl¥S?kPili

FILM DIGEST

An

Exclusive Daily Feature For Film Daily Readers
m

good pictures
rn, iiiiportant pictures
a
V''

)ir.'

I'

at
!(:

ih

^ You

play plenty of good pictures that get only a passing nod from the

public.

^

New York Herald-Tribune

it,

and people make

qThe

whole town

one!" The radio

jamming your

is

it's

S. R.

it

says,

O.

Why?

III,

an important picture.

says, ^4t is the

S(!

most publicized

Because a genius, von Stroheim, made

picture of the decade."

is

and does

Because, in addition to being a good picture,

Because, as the

in

WEDDING MARCH"

Comes "THE

it

and

i:

stars

a point to look at his products. They're importanLl

"''THE

WEDDING MARCH'? We

deserted, the Blanks' bridge party

theatre to see

is

must see thatL

a flop

— everybody

THE WEDDING MARCH." q

i(

9
5

II

1

What show

?

i

man

is silly

enough

to pass

up

a ^""natural" like that?

What showman

is

so

lacking in showmanship that he doesn't grab

important product like

"WINGS" and "THE PATRIOT" and "DOCKS OF

NEW YORK"

FLEET'S IN"? ^ You

find

some good pictures

you find important pictures

in every

and ^THE

company's

in large quantity only in

line-up;

PARAMOUNT'S!

.

E. Otterson Silent on In terchange ability

/.

Tes t

/

\

kf<*NEWSPAPEK

ULTHE NEWS

l/'FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLVI

'DL.

No.

Stay Sensible
OUND

|>

advice on sound pic-

A tures
To

WOODHULL

that vast army of exare not wired for

and probably won't be

Ij'Und

—

ir
lal

RE-ELECTED; CHAIN

many months perhaps sevyears, we would suggest

Chain Operators Seen as

they square their shoulders,
trow off the panicky feeling
tat

so

grips

1at

RCA-K-A-O- Warner Deal?

many showmen

America

iroughout

Possibilities of a deal involving

pay

and

;

:

getting behind the silent

jb of

]ctures they are

now showing.

The big money today

veer-

is

toward houses showing
igThe
True.
iimd pictures.
jnk and file are out of the run-

mg

insofar as talkers are concrned.
Too bad. But why
There are many
,^^e Up hope?
features
'zcellent silent films
short subjects—yet to be
;i<l
Get going. Get behind
ia\-ed.
cm. Don't neglect what you

ON PROJECTOR CLAIM

Asher, Small and
Independent producer of
of

Corp.,

^ound
irncr

is

new

factor

equipment.
another title;

in

the

the
that of pres-

Gotham-Bristolphone
the
idtoplay Corp., factor to be in
The plans for
iind production.
til
units are interesting very inof

i-nt

Porter has been

Broadway Producers

the

—

but still a secret.
Thus, a splendid combination of
(ixrienced manpower is thrown tojther.
Asher, Small and Rogers,
th a highly successful career as
joducers laehind them, will couple
with Sam Sax and Budd Rogers,

sound picture studio
understood to be contingent upon

Canada, told delegates to the

M.P.T.O.A. convention.

In his talk,
he discussed the probability of music
royalties from Canadian exhibitors if
(Continued on Page 4)

Run

re-

(.Continued on

Page

4)

on Bristolphone

is

Completed

nving
12
I

ciiig

and distributing

field.

When

heads get close together and
in figuring, you'll see some things.

I'Dse

business background proves

icir

it.

RCA-K-A-O- WB
,\ lot of important initials are hobibbing together. Sol A few days
Ick we told you RCA was about to
I

rl

n

huge sums of money into the
It's about to combusiness.

-nee.

K

ANN

J. E. Otterson, president of
Electrical Research Products is
at the Hawthorne plant of the

in Chicago. Telegram
requesting a statement on the

company

Hagerstown situation has been
sent to him, but up to press
time last night had not been
answered.

Md. (By Telephone)

— Hagerstown,
Demonstrating
ability

oi

(Continued on Page 4)

EXPECTED

rlWORKS DUD

AT M.P.T.0JC0NVENT10N

the

interchange-

Gotham-Bristolphone

and

— Anticipated

synchronization field" for production ers of Allied States Ass'n., failed to

W. E. Synchronized Film

of

reelected presi-

Still

Negotiating Sound Deal

{Continued on Page 4)

i|

spirits in Gotham and among
leaders in the independent pro-

RCA

Woodhull was

Convention Headquarters, Toronto
fireworks at the M.P.
T.O.A.
convention
expected in conNegotiations are under way "with
to build a large
nection with the presence of leadin New York is one of the largest concerns in the

Upon Biograph Survey

I'csting,

'

Studio Plans Rest

.Decision of

F.

M.P. Distributors and Exhibi-

RCA

Corp.

field

Around

— R.

—

of the
tors of

Projector

was assigned
M. Cannock.

Convention Headquarters, Toronto

dent of the M.P.T.O.A. at the closing
session of the ninth annual convention here yesterday, heading a slate
which contains a number of repreproducer-distributor
of
sentatives
chain operators. The election yesterdav presages greater activity on the
part of chains in organization affairs,
representing the strongest board of
directors in the organization's historj-.
N.
Yesterday's election culminated z
routine convention, with attendance
var^'ing throughout the three days of
There was little in the
the sessions.
IS
way of highlights, save for a slashing
Brylawski on the
Convention Headquarters, Toronto attack by A. Julian
Hudson
bills, which
Brookhart
and
Withdrawal of Canada from the
resulted in decision of the organizaBerne copvright convention, and then
tion to petition Congress not to pass
inviting the United States to join
Apathy marked the
these measures.
Vi'ith Canada in a separate treaty for
convention, with attendance at a low

Behre says he
contract by Anna
He claims the contract called for a 50-50 split between
Cannock and Porter, who licensed the
(Continued on Page 4)
al

Now presimiey-making pictures.
i"iit
of Gotham-Bristolphone Ser'c

S.

filed in

Charlie Rogers
The Rogers

with Edwin

of Organization

were

Supreme Court, New York, by (his continent, was urged by Col.
Henry M. Behre, against Internation- John A. Cooper, Toronto, president

cannot get.

OKers.

Suit for $1,250,000 claimed due the
estate of Francis D. Cannock, as a
share in sale of Simplex machines,
by virtue of a partnership arrange-

something you want ment

for

ive
lit

RCA-K-A-O and Warners

in Affairs

T

SUIT rOR $1,250,000

—

•

More Active

being discussed in financial circles yesterday, following heavy buying
"The New York Evening
of the stock of the companies concerned.
Post" stated it learned from "usually reliable sources" that representatives of the three firms had been together in the offices of a
banking firm, "closely affiliated with one of the three companies."
Formal announcement of a deal was being predicted in a few days.
Of which Abe Warner had nothing to say.

;me attention to the business
hand the task of keeping
1eir theaters attractive, and the

1

Price 5 Cents

1928

19,

EXECUTIVES ON M.P.T.O. BOARD

who

Ibitors

October

Friday,

17

Western

Electric disc reproduction
systems, "Lilac Time" closed its run
The
last
night at the Academy.
showing is pronounced highly successful by Alan Bachrach, manager
of the house, which is operated by
No effort was
A. Julian Brylawski.
made to stop the showing.

"The Whip"

is

to .open at the the-

ater today, but it will be shown without sound accompaniment, due to contechnicalities.

Manager

Bachrach had planned

to use records

tractual

(Contiyiued on

Page 4)

materialize, when the latter
effort to attend any of the
tion sessions.

made no
conven-

There was an undercurrent

of dis-

(Continned on Page 4)

Bills

Opposed

—

Toronto
Passage of the
Brookhart and Hudson bills
would drive the exhibitor out
of business, T. D. Goldberg of
Baltimore declared in urging
the M.P.T.O.A. to pass the
resolution opposing these measures.

Congress

is

to be peti-

tioned to defeat these measures,
which were attached in annual
report of A. Julian Brylawski,
chairman of the retiring board
of directors.

THE
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Friday,

Charles R. Rogers Head

Those
Vil.
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Financial
High Low Close
(c) Acoustic Prods.
Cs) Am.
Seat,
30
(c-b) do 6s
36
95

20M

.

Bal.

*(c)
(s)

.

& Katz

Con. Fm. Ind.
do pfd.
2S'A
Kodak 177J4
do pfd.

Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s) Fox
Fm. '"A" 99/2
do

(s)
(c)

29/2
94J4

29A

200

9454
94 J4
145^

12

2'5J^

200
300

25 54

rts

2Vs

Fo.x Thea. "A" 29 yi
*(c) Intern. Proj..
93"
Co) Keiths 6s 46
.

(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(b)
(b)
(s)
(s)
(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(s)
(o)
<c)

.

.

i\I-G-M

M.

P.

.

.

.

pfd.

36

.

.

M

.

.

Orph. Cir.
do pfd.

25

.

Cap.

... 106

Para.
F-L
do
6s
47

"ibo

104

99A

7,166
10,000
29/2
3,10j

98'A
2Vi
2S'A

9

93
59
103

93
5994
103
20'A

"

H 25M

25
lOJi
32
96

.

.

..

100
104i
y=ii 88,000
106
3,000
49
20,400
l.S
10054

.. 4954
48-5^
lOO'i 100
Par.By.5><s51. lOOM lOOH lOOM
1
Pathe
6 'A
5,200
6'/i
do "A" ... 2S7A
600
25'A 25%
do 7s 37
80
79^^
79}/<
4
Roxy "A"
35
36
do units
38
41
7 'A
do com.
8!4
Skouras Bros. 45
50
Stanley Co.
57!4
55K 56A 21,600
Technicolor
9A
4"
Trans- Lux
'166
4
4
<o) United Art.
10
14
<o)
do pfd.
76
84
<o) Univ. Ch. com.
2
<o)
do pfd.
75
<c) Univ.
Pict.
'166
25
25"
25
•(s)
do pfd.
...
....
98/2
....
(s) Warner
Bros., lii" 109/2 111
10.20n
(s)
do "A"
113/8 110/2 112
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•Last

head Gotham-Bristolphone Pho-

to

World-Wide Not

Selling Until January
The
opening of the selling season
H. C. Green, producer, playwright
been
has
set back by World-Wide
and backer of the show, staged a
tab revue with the members of his Pictures until January to allow incompany.

Personally, ive Liked the

adagio dancer. She didn't do a darn
thing, but looked as if she could.

Bruce Gallup has joined the ranks

clusion of several productions not
D.
available before that date.
J.
Williams previously planned to get
new or.ganization under way
the
earlv in the fall.

the

show.
His ballyhoo was so good
that we, being Scotch, have decided
it is unnecessary to see the show.

Charles Barrell was there with a
two-reel special produced by a new
organization called the Western Electric.
It was one of these deep sea
stories like "Hell Ship Bronson," but
with a new angle. All about a cable
bein.g laid.
great commercial feat,
but with no box office value.

A

Don Hancock
self before

distinguished him-

the lights werit out for

the picture.

He

The chairman read

from

wire
president
Harvey,
saying:
thinking of you boys."

".Still

The entertainment committee

pulled

a

novelt}' surprise with a series of
trick lighting effects preceding showing of the picture. Roxy missed something.
Chairman read another wire

from president
thinking."

Harvey saying:

M. &
M. &

S.

Combined

number

plans to wire a

of

them

for

Biechele to Address Omaha Meeting
Omaha— R. D. (Dick) Biechele.

head of the Kansas and western Missouri exhibitor unit, is slated to adNebraska and western
dress
the
Iowa association at its convention

at

Dallas.

Nov.

Nov.

Meeting

of International
of Commerce at Paris on
film restriction program.

14

20-21

M.P.T. O.

vention at

Nov.

24

Dec.

4-5

Jan.

sound pictures.

26

Chaml
Europe

of Ohio stages
Columbus.

ci

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Annual convention of M.P.T.

Oklahoma

at

New Fox

house in
First annual ball.
New York.

May Make

Oklahoma

City.

Louis ope
M. P. Club

St.

.

Synchronized

Opera as Experimeril
With object of determining pubji
reaction to operas synchronized wii
music and sound, a firm tentative^
known as the Cineopera Co., in whici
Jules Brulatour is a leading figure,!
considering producing a short ope''
Providii
starring Hope Hampton.
the experiment proves successful fii
length operas may be made.

Miss Hampton is scheduled to nia
here Oct. 24 and 2S. Other speakers her operatic debut with the Phil
scheduled are C. C. Pettijohn, head Grand Opera Co. Nov. 19 in "M
F. non."
of Film Boards of Trade, R.

Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. leader and
Elmer R. Pearson, former vice president and .general manager of Pathe.

Photcphone
Johnstown.

make

its

at
P;;.

Johnstown, Pa.

— Photophone

will

Gillespie

Sails

H. Gillespie, general manage
Moss' Empire Theaters, lar^
of
vaudeville chain in England, sai
on the Homeric tonight for Londo
R.

'>

debut Oct. 22 at the Harris-

Majestic.
at

Brooklyn House

Herman Weinberg,

New Zakoro Sale
William M. Home, sales managil
of the Zakoro Film Corp., has solij

formerly of the the California, Arizona, Nevada

Avenue Playhouse group, has Hawaiian Island
been named assistant manager of St. Olympic Hero,"
Fifth

Playhouse,

George's

Brooklyn.

ar

"Tl
rights
for
the
Supren
to

Film of California.

"Still

Ke cognized Book Of
Reference For Past Ten Years

Filmdom' s

—

exhibitors and head of Jones, Linick
& Schaefcr has been named director
)f the
western division of the Hoo.er-Curtis theatrical league.

WlLY'iaa

YEARBOOIt

1929 Edition

1926

Prices

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (U.il and Asked.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chican..
Skouras, St. Loui.-,.

i

Memphis.
Nov.
Opening o f'Noah's Ark" at Gr:
1
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov. 11 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T. O. of Texas convention
hibitors

Circuit

has taken over Loew's Canal St.,
East Side New York House. David
Lustig has been named manager
J.
of the house. M. & S. has 25 houses
on the East Side and in Harlem, and

Aaron Jones Appointed
Aaron Jones, veteran

Chicago

24.

Dec. 25

Gets Another

S.

Cireater

Weinberg

a

Annual
meeting
of
Associat
Theater Owners of Indiana.
Annual convention of west<
Oct. 24-25
Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor ur
Meeting of Arkansas M.P.T.
Oct. 28-29
and Tennessee and Mississippi
Oct.

of

theatrical press agents.
He
.gave his personal impressions of the

of

started to arrange
a chair for one of the "Minute''
200
girls so she could see the screen bet1
ter. All she gave him was a smile,
'166
when he expected a pass to the show.

4,500
100

is

chairman.

2M

Loew's Inc.
60H
do pfd.
103
do deb. rts. 20"X
20A
do 6s 41ww. 110^ noVs 110^
*(b) do
6s41x-war
100^

(s)
(s)
(c)
(b)

17,200

176'4
128
3

weekly luncheon

yesterday. Paul Benjamin got all toplay Corp., production company,
He was entertained per- now in iirocess of formation.
the breaks.
sonally by the leading woman who
Paul was, theresat ne.xt to him.
to Start
fore, in no fit condition to act as

Sales

20

.

their

The Industry's
Date Book

of Gotham-Bristolphone

ed president of Gotham-Bristolphone
.Service ("orp., which handles sales
PAS were entertained and installations of Bristolphone,
"Just a Minute" com- disc synchronization device. He also

at

192

19,

ic

Charles R. Rogers has been elect-

The chairman read a wire from
president George Harvey attending
the Toronto conventioyi.
The wire
said: "I'm thinking of you boys."

19M

.

*(s) East.
(s)
(c)

pany
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MORE BUSINESS!

.h

OUT

IN

JANUARY

1
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Walter
A.

Futter.

Inc.
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for
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Bryant 8181

We believe your trailers wrill mean
more business to us, and compliment
you on their art work and novelty.
Marks

Bros.

Theatres,

Chicago,

III.

i^

Over One Thousand Pages

TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS
EVERYTHING

GOES

EVERYWHERE

I

i

t

» >veeks — o pictures— o recoriljs!
"TSSSHTT^
PORM I41BA IH PADS S-aa GORDON

PUBLIX THEATRES CORPORATION
INTER-OFnCB COMMUNICATION

S» B» JSMT

To

Date Oct, 12^ 192B.

Tkree Paraaiount Pict^tres have established new high records at the Paramotint
Theatre in three consecutive weeks
The previous high wee Jay gross at the Paramotmt was ^1,000«

Here are the

new records

WCKS

OF HEW YOBJP*
*BBGGAES OP LIFE*
"THE PLSE!E»S IH*

~
-

-

#88,000
81 J 500
84,000

In a theatre seating 3,500 people and against the toughest c^aapetition Broadway has #irer known, this is a truly reniarkahle achievement. It speaks volumes for the
qimlity of Paratnount product this year*

have looked at •^UDE&H OP fH3 MAitEHES", which we play at the Paramount next
week, and see no reason why the record shouldn't he hroken again!
I

SAM

Yes,

Mr.

UTZ

Katz,

and

Richard Dix in ^^MORAN
Richard Dix
makes

w

to /an.ous

Ruth Elder,

air ess,

woman in
oRAN oF

OF THE MARINES' will
probablv maKC it 4!

J^

^

leading
'

M

w^.l

,y

tH^slTr.

Lucky Paramount exhibitors

in

ARAMOUJ^T'S GREATEST YEAR!

THE
Friday,

SOUND FILM MONOPOLY

Woodhull Re-elected;
Chain Men on Board

I

(Continued from Page

TERMED IMPOSSIBLE

IS

Convention Headquarters, Toronto
There is no possibility of a monopoly in the sound picture field, in the
opinion of Fred Desberg, general
manager for Loew's in Ohio, he
stated in an address to the convenThere always will be a big
tion.
market for silent films, he stated.
M. A. Lightman, president of the
Arkansas exhibitor unit, declared
small towns would benefit by waiting
patiently for sound equipment.

—

elected
are: Jay

in

On

—

Convention Headquarters, Toronto

temporary chairman; M. Ijiin, who has risen to prominence
Comerford, Harold B. Franklin, as an independent operator in Mil(West Coast Theaters), Jack Miller, waukee, also was among those prom(Loew's),

Colvin Brown, Harry Crandall (Stan- inent.
ley-Crandall), Sam Dembow (Publix)

*

*

*

Speaking of Wisconsin, that as-

Jolsons Return to N. Y.
Jolson and his bride, Ruby
Keeler, returned to New York yesterday from their honeymoon trip
abroad.

Al

Reopens Watertown House

—

Watertovvn, N. Y. Schine Enterprises
has
reopened the
Palace,
which was dark during the summer.

*

*
*
Directors were empowered yesterMiller
Jack
came
to
Toronto
headday to appoint a committee of five to
ing about half a dozen Chicago exwork on "music tax" relief.
Another arrival was thai
Denunciation of sex films, discus- hibitors.
sion of sound pictures and establish- veteran leader "Dick" Biechele, who

ment
tion

of a department in the organizato handle labor problems, were

among

other

moves made.

Expected Fireworks
Dud at Convention
(Continued from Page 1)
cussion that arrival of W. A. Steffes,

Allied president, would be the signal
for the fireworks, as it was expected
that h''tet?es would seek to attend the

meetings,

to

which,

it

was

said,

he

motored

from

in

*

There was a

City.

A

*

*

lot

of wisecrackiyig

at the introductory luncheon Tuesday. Joe Walsh said the only real
difference he found between Toronto and the United States, was that
in Canada, one had to invest two
smackers for a permit, while in
America they 7vaived that formality.
"*

had not been invited

K/PAZY K-^T"
BOTH PARTIES AGREE

Kansas

passenger on that trip was Al Steen
of Associated Publications, regional
group headed bv Ben Shlyen.
'

Werner K. Deutsch
Co., made

of

Phonograph

Columbia

a real hit in

a solo he offered.
Doc. Mike Simof Gotham-Bristolphone served
as an emergency accompanist and
got a hand.
*
*
*

mons

A

strong

booster

for

sound

is

Harry Marx of Publix. He pointed
to "The Toilers" as an example of
the effectiveness of sound.
*
*
*

Ed Fay

to

until

1914,

When

when Cannock d

the company was taken o
by International, it is understc
Porter received a flat sum for
mterest, but, it is alleged, no
p
ments have been made to the C
nock estate. W. H. Rabell, vete
equipment man, is acting as techn
advisor to the plaintiff.
Neither
C. Michel, vice president of In^
national, nor Bruce M. Tuttle, ci
pany attorney, had any comment!
make yesterday on the action.

N. Amer. Copyright!
Union is PropoS'
(Continued from Page 1)
the privy council in London reve:
the decision of the Canadian cc
against the British Authors Soci

Famous Players Canac

permitting

Corp., to use music without paj
the "music tax."
He also discus
the
"music tax" situation in

United States.

Synchronized Film

Run

is

Complet

(Continued from Page

with this

*

*

Broadway Producers
Negotiating Sound
(Continued from Page

*

*

*

RCA

*

*
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"Buck"

THE FUNNIEST CARTOON MADE

IS

PRODUCED AND PRESENTED BY
• LJ'iilu/i'.)

@

<

CHARLES B. MINTZ

^iM^liirri'filA

'm^

head of the Allied
States
on hand, but not
in his official capacity.
He said he
was there just to look around, and
shake hands with some of his pals.
Steffes,
Ass'n., was

was

figured to attend the
session, where some fireworks were anticipated.
However,
he steered clear of the sessions.

executive

*

*

*

H. M. Richey and Glenn Cross
were there from Michigan. Neither
went near the convention, hall, being
content to visit "around."
*

*

*

Eddie Smith of Tiffany-Stahl was
the recipient of a lot of compliments.
He put on "The Toilers" at the Tivoli
and it got a rousing reception.

1)

of

Feinberg of HeywoodWake field was anather old-time
conventionite.
George wasn't exactly sold on Tor-onto, but he sure is concerned.
pepped up over the neiv improvement nuide by brother Archie of
Studio Plans
Arctic Nu-Air. An announcement
on the project soon is to be made.
Upon Biograph

Steffes

Sti

sound pictures by the Shut
William A. Brady, Arch Selwynl
Al Woods, the latter stated yel
day. He denied, however, a publisl
report that General Talking PictJ
which recently acquired assets of|
Forest Phonofilm, is the comp

George

KRAZY KAT

1)

but obstacles were
clared thrown in his path by the i
National branch at Washington.]
Whether the theater will cont|
as a sound house, and attempj
book other pictures synchronizecf
other systems, remains to be]
termined,
following return of|
Julian Brylawski from Toronto!
film,

of

Providence was conspicuous around the convention hall.
Ed is a convention fixture and alwavs attends the annual meetings.

Animated by Ben Harrison and Manny Gould

1)

Precision Machine Co., to manuf
ture and sell Simplex machines.
16 per cent of gross sales.
T
agreement, he declares, was lived

j

A. Julian Brylawski sociatio7i drew praise from "Pete"
International Work Fred Dolle.
chairman of the board, refused to Woodhull for its constructive work.
Outlined in Radio Talk consent to renomination, withdrawing He also cited the Oklahoma, Nebraska and western Iowa units.
Work of the AMPA and what the his name.

association is doing to further international amity was the subject of a
radio interview given
by George
Harvey, president of the AMPA,
over a 16-station hookup at Toronto.
Michael L. Simmons, director of advertising and publicity for GothamBristolphone, handled the interview.

19:

Projector Claii

(Continued from Page

E.

Joseph Walsh, Fred Wehrenberg and

AMPA

Sidelights

No convention is complete without
to
addition
Woodhull
Emanuel, treasur- the veteran Wisconsin leaders, aler;
C. Brady, R. R. Biechelc, ways a constructive force in exhibJ.
Henry A.
Harry
Marks,
(Publix),
Charles itor organization affairs.
Picquet and M. A. Lightman, vice Staab, executive secretary, and Frank
McWilliams of Madison, were
presidents; M. J. O'l'oole, secretary. J.
L. K.
Directors consist of Fred Desberg prominent at the sessions.
Officers

19,

Suit for $1,250,000

1)

figure, which reached a high peak of
around 350 at the welcoming luncheon Tuesday.

October

(Continued from Page

engineers

of

por'i

adaptability of
the
studio in the Bronx.

Rest

Sur
1)

concer
Biogi
old
present,

At

engineers

examining the, struc
cement construction,!,
declared undetermined as to wha
or not the building can be conve
for sound production purposes
which

is

of

studio has practically been closed]
about two years, when First Nati
moved its eastern units to Burb;

Fejos Leaves for Coast
Paul Fejos, who filmed atmosph

New York

shots

in

way,"

left

where he
picture
stage.

on

for

"'Brq

yesterday for the
will

Ccj

resume work on

Lfniversal's

new

sq
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THE LAST WARNING with amazing sound effects,
2 Negatives— silent or with sound.
THE COHEWS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC

.«'<t,:>^^;>°t..,-:

>i><^.er'
^°^^

CITY,

^>V

„rt^^*
C..O.V ^^^o^

Play safe with sound/

DEVELOPMENTS
IN THE FASTMOVING FIELD OF

EQUIPMENT

Changing conditions

with dialogue and sound effects.

2

Negatives

— talking

or

Both

LAEMMLE SPECIALS

silent.

- —5oo* UNIVERSAL!
in

the

industry

daily

REVIEWS OF NEW

Sound Pictures

RELEASES
BOTH SILENT

FILM DAILY

AND SOUND

Covered from

all

angles

by

NATIONAL

NATIONAL

SCREEN SERVICE

SCREEN SERVICE

MEANS

MEANS

SHOWMANSHIP

ORIGINALITY

No^w^

r-jv>7\JJo::jv!;^

Ready

and

Preparation

in

Sensational — Startling —Thrilling Synchronizations in
Talk-Sound effects and music that will electrify audiences
in ^^Wired'^ Theatres and bring them back again and again.
AIR CIRCUS

Fox

BLOCKADE

F. B. O.

*FOUR SONS

Fox

^LONESOME
^MELODY OF LOVE
NIGHT WATCH
-RED DANCE

F. B. O.

SHOW

ABIE'S IRISH

ROSE

GANG WAR
HAUNTED HOUSE
INTERFERENCE
*KING OF KINGS

Paramount

GIRL
SUNRISE

First National

Pathe

TRAIL OF

Universal

^WARMING UP
WATERFRONT
WEDDING MARCH
WHITE SHADOWS

First National

Fox
First National

'98

of the South Seas

Fox

QUEEN KELLY

Paramount

Universal

*WHIP
-WINGS

U. A.

(Gloria Swanson)

Metro Goldwyn Maye

Paramount
First National

Paramount
Metro Goldwyn Maya:
First National

Paramount

*Now Ready

Many

Others Ready for Early Releasi

NOW

Sound Trailers and insure your theatre prompt service
Place your standing order for

NOW

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE,
Producers and Distributors of Trailers of

CHICAGO
810 SO.

WABASH AVENUE

EVERY Description

NEW YORK
126-130

WEST

46th

Inc

STREET

LOS ANGELES
1922 SO. VERMONT AVENU

ICA

Is Continuing Plans for Further Expansion
iTHE

AHDWEEKLY
FILH DIGEST

»f^FILMDOM
XLVI

,.

Sunday, October

No. 18

ODiLL PLANS TOUR
OF SEVERAL STATES
ronto

— Plans

for a tour of sev-

states, where he will
itors were completed

meet with
by R. F.

RCA ANGUNG FOR WARNERS?;
K-A-0-FBO DEAL IS ABOUT SET

M.P.T.O.A. president, who

dhull,

Move Part

unanimously elected

at the ninth
this anhis departure

He made

convention.

al

cement

prior to
ly night for New York, where
rives early Saturday,
oodhull's plans call for a visit

western Iowa and Nebraska
convention Oct. 24 and 25 at
ha, the convention of Arkansas,
le

and Tennessee exhibitors
28 and 29 at Memphis, and the
:ssippi

(Continued on Page 12)

M REDUCTION REQUEST
iito
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Congratulations

exhibitors

AUSTRALIAN EXPANSION

P.T.O.A. at the ninth annual
convention of the organization
which closed here Thursday, is
in
receipt
of
a
wire
of
congratulations from Herbert
Hoover, Republican presidential nominee.
The wire com-

mends

the

holdings

its

ada,

an encouragement of

as

association

for

convention in Can-

Field of Production

is on the upgrade
John R. Freuler, former president
country, a nationwide trip of Mutual and treasurer of the Amerhe has just completed shows, accord- ican Film Co., is returning to the
ing to Phil Reisman, Pathe general production field, making "Take the
sales manager, who has returned to Heir,"
Edward Everett
featuring
Sound pictures are Horton and Dorothy Devore. The
the home office.
making big inroads, but silent drama majority of the footage was filmed
(Continued on Page 3)
of merit still gets business, he said.

Business

(•onto

—The

Ontario

makes more out

govern-

the picItheater business than the men
Ihave $25,000,000 invested in the
hss in Toronto, N. L. NathanImanaging director of Canadian
]ius Players, stated at the con|)n

of

here.

^Franco-Ger. Pact

—

Berlin Germany and France
e getting closer together in

European

e

ade
at

to

effort

being

supremacy in
from American

wrest

market

ms.
German distributors
ve agreed to buy 33 French
eductions in return for purlase by the French of 100

;rman

films.

terests

are

other

German
reported

European

film
active

capitals.

columns of several

The Six Day Race
Washington and theater pools.
MONDAY:
also has courtesy.
have majesty,

The law may
Following the
attorney general's suggestion to Fox and Publix that the
situation would be happier were the latter's houses taken out of
the West Coast chain, a little detective work unearths the fact
the government has set no definite policy for similar cases elsewhere. What was established, however, was this: That the government is keeping a pretty strict vigil on mergers in this business. Which is something for a number of folks to bear in
mind.
Lee de Forest, a pioneer in the field of sound pictures talking.
There will never be a monopoly. All disc devices will be interchangeable with others of the same type. The same applies to
sound-on-film systems. Merely several highlights of a manyangled situation. The future, always an uncertain factor, will
bring many developments. We are, however, prone to lend a
His observations carry the
willing ear to what De Forest says.
weight of much reasoning.
Allied and its platform. The proponents of the new theater
btit

.

.

it

.

.

.

.

(Continued cm Page 3)

New York

daily

newspapers.

According to these sources, finan(Continued on Page 3)

the

.

Government Gets
More Than Showmen

understood to have
agreement with K-A-O

RCA

Business on Upgrade, Says John
Reisman After Sales Trip
Amusement
through-

as

RCA
final

ing are moves being taken by Union the radio company through formaTheaters, Ltd., large Australian cir- tion of a holding unit which may be
as New World Entertaincuit, in its expansion program, which known
is developing into a building race with ments, it was reported Friday that
Hoyts Theaters, its chief competitor, efforts are being made to include
according to Stuart F. Doyle, man- Warners.
The plan is reputed to be part of
aging director of Union, who is in
New York. Doyle, who has been the ambitious program developed at
for participation in the film
conferring with Architect John EberReports that an offer had
son, and placing orders for equipment, business.
been or would be made to the Waris to leave next week for Australia.
(Continued on Page 3)
ners have been in circulation for
about ten days and finally broke in
print Friday morning via the financial
Freuler Reentering

goodwill in business relations.

out

With

FBO

re-

of the Ontario^
replied through the press
is opposed to any further reef the tax.
rvy on tickets up to 25 cents
d)cen eliminated, he said, but he
= oiiiid
that the saving was not
a to the public by exhibitors,
.,'linission prices continued as

Industry

in the deal whereby conRushing of Western Electric sound and
installations and further theater build- trol of those organizations passes to

from Premier FerguOntario, when, after hearing
had held a meeting to ask for

n ion

of Big Plan for
Participation in

RCA
reached

jolt

a

'

c

— Canadian

DOYLE SPEEDS PLANS FOR

Toronto— R. F. Woodhull,
who was reelected unanimously to the presidency of the M.

PRliER HITS

ARIO

Price 25 Cents

21, 1928

FILMS LAUDED BY

TWO

SPEAKERSJT TORONTO

—

Toronto The motion picture is the
cleanest form of entertainment or
instruction before the public today,
C. C. Pettijohn, president of Film
Boards of Trade, declared at the

M.P.T.O.A. convention.
Another speaker on the subject
was the Rev. Murdock McLeod of
Pinehurst, N. C, who told exhibitors
they should co-operate with ministers
of the gospel in elevation of film
(Continued on Page 3)

Hays Starts Series
Answers of the industry on
the fifty most important questions confronting the industry
are contained in a series of
special articles starting Monday

in

THE FILM

DAILY.

Will H. Hays will be first leadCarl
with
interviewed,
er
Laemmle supplying answers to
Tuesday's questions. The series is to be continued daily.

PAILV

Sunday, October

2.

INDEX
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Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana.
western
of
convention
Annual
Oct. 24-25
Oct.

meeting

Annual

of

Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor unit.
Meeting of M.P.T.O. of Eastern

25

Pennsylvania.

Meeting of Arkansas M.P.T.O.
and Tennessee and Mississippi exhibitors at Memphis.
Nov. 1 Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Grauman's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov. 11 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at
Oct.

28-29

6H

.

Bros..
s) Warner
s)
do
(c) do 6>^s 28

Meeting of International Chamber
of Commerce at Paris on European
film restriction program,
Nov. 2021 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
14

Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
Dec. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.
Dec.

4-5

of

Jan.

26

First

New

annual
York.

M.

ball.

P.

Club

of

Showing Aviation Film
Special showing of the first of the
Russ Farrel aviation series, "The

Sky Ranger,"

is

to be given

Gimbel's store in
Junior Aviation

today at

New York
League

for the
of
New

Starting Colored Film

.
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Prices
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POWER OF SILENCE

ANYBODY HERE SEEN

6

6

SOUND
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Jenner Returning to Coast
William H. Jenner of the WheelerJenner Corp., Hollywood is en route
to the Coast, after spending several
weeks in New York, where he made
arrangements with Miss Rosenfield
to handle domestic and foreign distribution
pictures
the firm

the

of

and
is

six

series

of

two

reel

White

at

1

COSTUME
'*37 B-WAY.

bill.

»^

m-^aSTO

i

Chevalier Feted

Improving N. J. Studio
Improving the old Ideal studios

at

Chevalier, French stage
arrived in this country sev-

star,

who

eral

days ago to star

in

Parainount

Hudson Heights, N. J., across the talkers, was feted Friday at a dinner
Hudson from 86th St., is planned by dance given by Paramount in New
its
owner, O. W. Biarmer.
The York.
studio has not been used in some
Injunction Aids Sunday Shows
years.
Wheeling, W. Va. Under protecIndia Manager in N. Y,
tion of a temporary injunction the

Theatre Manager

j

Years of experience, publicity,

'

A. Narayanan, general manager of
Exhibitors Film Service at Bombay,
Calcutta and Colombo, is in New
business.

At

the Victoria.

Policy for L. A. House
Los Angeles
Broadway Palace
Colored players who will have the
principal roles in "Hallelujah" have has inaugurated a policy calling for
gone to Memphis to join King Vidor first run pictures and musical comand begin work on location.
edy.

—

Fenray

The

is

case

again giving Sunday shows.
due to a hearing soon.

ex]

Now

tation,
presentations.
erty,
first
time in years.

buyer

at

Cap

and

booker.
Unquestion
Will go anywhere
prefer East.
Correspondence a
ited.
Address Box M-405, care I
Daily.
1650 Broadway, New H

I

references.

—

New

j*

BROOK

Catalina

E. Pa. Exhibitors to Meet
Philadelphia First meeting of the
M. P. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania is
scheduled for Thursday at the Elks
Club.
An entertainment is on the

Maurice

York on

—Griffith

four sea straight picture policy.
legends

Island.

Skouras, St. Louis.

City

ment Co. had added the R
Wink, Texas, to its chain. TI
cuit also owns the Rig in the
town. The Rex will play vau
exclusively and the Rig will I

These were

producing.

made by Tom

Hou

Gets Texas

Griffith

Oklahoma

—

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

News
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ARE WOMEN TO BLAME?.
RED LIPS
7
CAPTAIN CARELESS
TERROR MOUNTAIN
6
CROSSROADS OF LOVE
UNWELCOME CHILDREN
7
FREEDOM OF PRESS
VALLEY OF HELL
7
COLD CHEVRONS
WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT 6 LOST EXPEDITION
YOUNG WHIRLWIND
6
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SHORT SUBJECTS
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Coast Ne7vs by

FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
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THEATER EQUIPMENT, by Charles F. Hyncs

200
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The Industry's
Date Book
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Sales
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is

N«w

York's Newest and Finest Hot
Around
district,

the corner from

New

readily accessible to

York's exclusive sho

leading theatres and ra

and
from the noise and turmoil of the boslnese district.
Park Central enjoys a location distinctly unique i

termiaals, yet in a nedghborhood sociafiy correct

advantages.

JMACTLT NEAK THE
CENTEC OF THINe#
newwt
j

Let

\J^

Solve Your Problems

/

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Stpecialisis in

The Park Central, New York's
where you will find advantages Jjeretofor
B&
known to American Hostelriea—iRadio outlets
Period Salons and Roof Padoe k»
Refrigeiation

Cork

to

finest hotel,

.

.

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

.

.

.

.

Flori
Swwnming Pooi
vate social functions . .
.
.
Grill, featuring the Park Central GriU Onbeetn
Single room*
features, equally unusual and desirable.
.

.

.

.

.

Stebbins,
1S40
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INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT
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Now Angling
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The Six Day Race

For Warner Bros.?
(Continued from Page

VM

Street takes

it

1)

CCoj^tintied

is under way and anan announcement in a few
However, it is understood
the plan has not progressed

Wall Street would

so far as

As a matter of fact, it is
Warners have not as yet

it.

the

organization for which they begin
stumping the country shortly are out

new exhibition contract. The
present one is inequitable, they state,
and must be changed. A future batafter a

cry.

tle

.

.

.

approached,
rner Bros. Pictures continued
in the stock market, closing at
Tuesday: In
or an increase of 5% points over
The "A" stock town, much of
;day's close.

.

Hagerstown

nine points closing at 119.
closed 36]/i, an increase of

;d

D

The turnover was

one point.

Freuler Reentering
Field of Production

1

(Continued from Page 1)

with Bristolphone equipment

is
ex"Lilac Time,"
Western
Electric scored film
and nobody intervenes. All of which gets the trade

Vanden.

Banker to Devote
liU Time to Film Work
t

nklyn Warner, Coast Banker,
ing that field

brmed
ctions.

everywhere as

hibitors

fast

the

as

...

This

is
also the opening day of
M.P.T.O. convention in Toron-

the

This ninth annual confab will
concern itself with
sound films,
music tax, labor, legislation, censorship and
no politics. Just a nice,
friendly and entirely innocuous gathto.

—

ering.

.

.

to the

Waterbury,
to roadshow

Bristol-

"The

Great
r" now is nearing completion at
bury, and will be released in
mber.
Joe Rock heads the
productions.

ction force.

restrictive

romance has gone?
Have you noticed what the six news-

reels did to cover the arrival

of the
Zeppelin.
An army of aeroplanes, a battle cruiser, manpower to
the hilt, money scattered to the four
winds all for the sake of reaching
theater screens first with the pic-

Graf

—

tures.
The Hearst organization, actOrchestras at Moose Jaw House
ing for International and M-G-M
Two orchestras News,
ose Jaw, Sask.
of course, carried off first honeatured at the Capitol here by
ors
with
a cameraman aboard the
ger E. P. Fields. One is in the
ship.
It merely makes us wonder
id the other on the stage.

—

Used

irtoons

Announcing

for

—Walter

Davis, man
the Metropolitan, uses originrtoons as a box office display
mounce the opening time of
These cartoons are changed

nnipeg

F.

Df

y-

body at large apwhat it secures,
and week out, from these

the exhibiting
preciates exactly

if

week

in

pictorial

reporters

Stm
Wednesday:

much

Wauneta House Sold

—

uneta. Neb.
V. B. Johnston has
ased interest of De. H. H.
beck in the Crystal here. Johnsthe son of Dr. Grausbeck's
r partner.
i

world events.

of

It

Goes

Hagerstown,

pretty

the center of attention. Every-

body wonders about
terchangeability
cally possible,

knotty

this

is it

in-

Mechani-

problem.

legally so?

As

no interruptions down
Maryland
way.
Which sets many people
.

.

—

Taylor at E. Atlanta
I. T. Taylor is managing
i!w Madison at East Atlanta.

—

New

House

for

—

Fla.
A 400-seat house
opened at 56 East Church St.,
Frank Haithcox Enterprises.

;ando,
e

e

Detroit Theater
roit,

Mich.

d here.

t

—The

Opens
Fisher

has

.

.

.

Nobody will
whispers RCA.
Very mysterious.
At any rate, look for immediate

talk.

.

.

.

.

RCA-KAO

affair. The
action on the
auditors have been burning gallons
of midnight oil in order to get their
property appraisals and other figures in shape for consideration of
the executives of both groups.
Toronto turns to this problem and
.

The Brookhart

that.

bill

.

.

comes up

When

the smoke
for a lambasting.
clears away, it seems a resolution is
passed and Congress is to be petitioned not to pass the measure. . .
.

So

Goes

It

Friday: The M.P.T.O. folds its
tent on Toronto. Woodhull is elect-

The

directors are cut
down to ten by "acclamation" of
those present, whatever that means.
On the new board you find men like
Marks, Brown, Desberg, Franklin,
Crandall, Dembow. Which gives you
the clearest sort of picture possible
of the extent to which affiliated theaters ride in the M.P.T.O. saddle.
Also it explains exactly why Steffes,
Richey, Cole et al are hot for a
brand new theater owners' organiza-

ed president.

tion.

.

.

Scrambled
Today:

Well,

it

Initials

looks muchly like

KAO

and FBO.
a deal between RCA,
Friday pretty nearly clinched it. Now
the Warners are injected into the
If such a step takes
same picture.

—

place,

WB

it

means RCA,

in

•

.

.

.

—

.

.

Fox

to Keep Vaudeville
in Poli Circuit Houses
New Haven, Conn. Fox will not

—

supplant vaudeville with sound pictures in the Poli houses, intending to
continue booking acts.
Eight of the
20 houses acquired are under long
term lease. Herschel Stuart has been

named

director of the

circuit.

Ark. Firm Building One
Eldorado, Ark.
The Arkansas
Amusement Co. is erecting a house

—

here.

Another for Midwest
Emporia, Kan. -Midwest Theater
Corp. will erect a house through its
subsidiary, Strand Theater Corp.
It
will seat 1,500 and will be ready next

—

spring.

Robb & Rowley Building

—

San
Angelo,
Tex. Robb
and
Rowley plan a $350,000 theater building, the house to have 2,000 seats.

Nordby Plans Wash. House
Bingen, Wash. T. W. Nordby,
Sr., plans a picture house here.

—

.

KAO, FBO and
one family and that takes in
the Allied group in mind seems to a goodly portion of the important letleave no room for doubt.
A quiet ters in the motion picture alphabet.
affair up in Canada.
Nary a dis- However, don't draw any rash conturbance. The schedule is being ad- clusions. The pie may be mixed, hut
hered to religiously.
it takes the oven to finish it off....
Mr. Fox, never quiet for long, is
Mora oversejas bulletins: France
starting something again.
One hun- and Germany who thrashed it out
dred and three theaters some say from different trenches some years
more already lined up in the New ago, are getting closer and closer
York zone. Now that is a healthy on film problems. So are other Euronucleus for a powerful metropolitan pean nations.
Merely a sign of the
circuit.
Yet we are informed this time over there.
does not mean the end is in sight.
KA N N
.

Orlando

Films Are Lauded By
Two Toronto Speakers

yet,

thinking harder than ever.
Up north in Toronto, the M.P.T.O.
Neb.,
House
)pens Wayne,
gets started.
Pete Woodhull takes
yne, Neb.
Elmer E. Gailey has
The house several pronounced slaps at "backd the Gay here.
biters" and malcontents.
No names,
1,70<J.
just generalities.
But that he had
mta^

.

one

.

is

Bristolphone
Conn., and ex-

rights

will ex-

it

Overseas bulletins presented withto head the Bris- out comment: A national quota for

right

e

excited, as

Warner firm be- Australia. A ten-to-one
to make Bristolphone
law in Portugal.
The company claims
Who said all

jne-Franklyn

iive

New York

in

news seeps through.

d A. M. Williamson, but Broadnd waterfront atmosphere shots
leing taken in New York by

Ds,

A

hibiting

.

is

The Third Day

Maryland

little

moment is taking
The Academy of Music there

place.

Coast under direction of C.

ie

a

—

10.

(.Continued

1)

Union

move

he

Plans for Expansion

from Page 1)
building the State, Sydney,
seating 3,000, as part of a $5,000,000
From the region of Loew's State project. The Capitol, Sydney, seating
Building, all is quiet.
Not a word, 3,500, was opened three months ago;
not even
a
whisper from Nick the State, Melbourne, seating 4,000,
Schenck's office and how this de- opens in January, and the Ambassavelopment fits into the Loew scheme. dor, Perth recently opened. All are
That, you will agree, is a most un- atmospheric houses.
Doyle has signed for sound installnatural silence.
ations in 12 theaters, and with nine
more to follow, all of which are to be
Thursday:
An even dozen per- completed early in 1929, he says.
formances and not a cloud to mar the Union has purchased the product for
going at Hagerstown. Bristolphone its city theaters of Paramount, Mand Western Electric's disc system G-M, Fox, Universal and First Naare interchangeable.
The doubt, if tional.
any existed, has been eliminated.
Wiiat the legal redress will be continues a dark mystery.
In New
York, many believe W. E. can do
nothing about it. That may be as(Continued from Page 1)
suming too much. The fact remains,
Standards, otherwise they might exhowever, that W. E. has taken no
pect hostilities on the part of the
steps.
ministers.
Exhibitors should realize,
Mystery. And who do you think
he continued, that they hold an imare the prime movers?
The War- portant trust and
should do their utners, sure enough.
Night meetings,
most to encourage only clean picmorning
night
early
sessions, more
However, he said, he does
meetings.
On the one hand, you tures.
not believe that pictures are "The inhear K-A-O mentioned. Then somestrument of the devil."

from Page

for granted

;es

Stuart Doyle Speeds

at Pueblo House
Col.
Morgan Gavin, associated with local theatrical enterprises for several years, has been
made manager of the Rialto. He
succeeds Fay Hall, who returns to
the Palm as assistant manager.

Gavin

Pueblo,

Phillips

—

Named Manager

—

Wichita, Kan. Arthur S. Phillips
has assumed charge of the new UpHe was formerly connected
town.
with the Ritz and Rialto at Tulsa.
Springfield
.S])ringfield,

Amusement

House Opens

Mass.

—

Winchester

Co. has opened the Liberty on Liberty St. Louis Cohn and
Harry Cohe'n head the company.

0/^1 LY
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Sound Stage

Fifth

Warneri

at

Construction Started on Vitaphone Sound Stage to Cost $500,000 and be One of Largest on Coast
Poia Negri Reported to Have Signed Pathe Contract-Ralph Wilk's Personality Column-Other Highlights.
at Paramount, while

ios

NEW SOUND STAGf BE

THREE EILNS CALLED FOR

A

Little
from

CONTRACT WITH PATHE

IN

RUSHED TO COMPLETION

a duplicate of

stage recently
completed, measuring 200 by 300 ft.,
and one of the largest in Hollywood.
Warner plans seven stages in the
studio, two of which are ordinary
stages for silent films.
At present,
all of the four sound stages are in
continuous use. Three shifts will rush
the new sound stage to completion.
is

tlie

Novarro Going Abroad
As soon as he completes "The Pagan,"

next vehicle

his

Ramon Novarro

will

for

Holly-

wood for Berlin, where he will make
his operatic debut in the role of Carvadarossi in '"La Tosca."

Thompson Signed

Another

for

Kenneth Thompson, who recently
completed a featured role in "The
Bellamy Trial," one of AI-G-M's
first
films with talking sequences,
has been signed for another partdialogue picture, "Broadway Melody," which Harry Beaumont will
direct.

Porter with

Kenneth Porter,

RALPH WILK

publicity

staf?,

organization
left

vacant,

has

of

the

joined

FBO

M-G-M

and assumes the post
by the resignation of

John LeRoy Johnston, who has

'

i

,

:

,

I

I

'

Hollywood

T'OTHER

night

John

and Frank Chew are

in the

cast.

*

*

*

Our Passing Show.

Sam

Pickford,

Mary

Taylor

and

Charles Rosher visiting the
studio, with James Ryan
as their host; Tyler Brooke
relating his experiences in
Europe, with Al Boasherg,
Harry Delf and Jessie Wads-

Fox

Dillon Assigned
John Francis Dillon will direct
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall

worth interested listeners in

their
next co-featured picture,
"Children of the Ritz," for First National. The novel is by Cornell Wool-

Edwin Justus Mayer, who is
writing dialogue for M-G-M, is
the author of "Children of the
Darkness," which will be presented on Broadway by Jed
Harris.

in

rich.

Steele Unit Returns

following

a

location

star

in

Fox

is

Hatton

m

trip.

the

which Wallace

the picture
directing.

M-G-M

restaurant.

*

*

Bob Steele and "The Amazing
Vagabond" unit have returned to
Thelma Daniels plays opposite

the

"Office Scandal"

Raymond Hatton

for "The Office Scandal," which will
star Phyllis Haver under direction
of Paul Stein.
Paul Gangelin and

*

Jack Jungmeyer wrote the

script.

Roy,
the cast includes Thelma
licity
for
Columbia Studios.
He
Todd, Doris Dawson, Frances Hamiltakes the position left vacant by
Ion,
Natalie Joyce, George Stone,
Maxwell Shane, who is now publicBenny Rubin, Fred Kelsey and James izing
the United Artists Theater in
Ford.
Los Angeles.
Lina Basquette to Columbia
Lina Basquette has been cast in
^^I'he
Younger Generation," which
RALPH J. DIETRICH
Cojumbia is producing.

kpvarro

Title

"The Flying Ensign"

Sifet

the releasing title of Ramon Novlirro's latest
drama of naval aviation formerly
titled "Gold Braid."
George Hill dii^

'

rected.

a

MCfviKimvel
Film Editor
William

^

Pictures

qyrolific

has

tossed

Please",
the
of

*

one of Hollyv
writers. Since Ja',
is

two

off

and

Up"

and

orig

"Ni

also co-adapted "A

"Avalay

Marines,"

Darrow "Three Week-Ends" and "Fool
Luck."
*

*

*

Albert Ray's hobby is raising
Albert has a stable o
hounds.
racing dogs that are always "i
the races at Ca
director makes w
trips to the Mexico

money"

in

Mexico.

The

airplane
track to watch his greyhounds
The dogs have also rac
tion.
Florida and will be entered in

:

at

New

Orleans and Toledo.

THE
Doortvay of Hospital]

if

*

*

Orsatti of the St.
Louis Cardinals is a favorite at the
M-G-M studio, and many of his
friends pulled for a St. Louis victory
in the World Series.
Orsatti has
acted in several Buster Keaton pictures.
It was Buster, who urged him
to play professional ball
no reflection on Orsatti's acting ability.
Centerfielder

—

*

*

*

ago, three young
hau7ited the offices of Maurice
in
Hollywood representing artists,
Abrahams, New York song publishdirectors and writers. The firm name
er, trying to interest him in their
Harold
Lloyd Recovered
will be Votion & Co.
songs. The members of the trio are
Harold Lloyd is recovering from a on the Coast and answer to the
F. N. Title Changed
fractured arm, and resumes produc- names of William Kemell, Monte
"Bad Baby" has been selected as tion this week on his new comedy, Brice and Grant Clarke. Bill is
the new title for "Ritzy Rosie," forth- which is to be made with dialogue.
writing titles at Fox, Monte scenarcoming First National' picture cofeaturing Alice White and Jack MulJohnston Rejoins Columbia
hall.
The picture is nearing compleJohn LeRoy Johnston has returned
tion under direction of Mervyn Leto his former post as director of puband

Jack Votion, formerly casting diFBO, has opened offices

rector with

I

Wheeler Oakman, Charles Sellon,
Nicholas Soussanin, Jack Oakie, Jack

Pathe has signed

Votion Opens Office

or directors

Vidor heading the cast, "Tong War"
has been started at Paramount under
direction of William A. Wellman.

re-

turned to Columbia.

titles

most

Mintz

"Warming

have been selected, it is stated. This
could have used an airplane to
probably will set at rest reports that advantage.
The rising juvenile had
the star was returning to Europe to appeared in "Avalanche" and "Prep
make a series of films.
and Pep" and both pictures had their
previews the same evening.
John
finally decided to view "Prep and
"Tong War" Started
With Wallace Beery and Florence Pep."

FBO,

M-G-M

late

No

reported.

is

M-G-M, McHugh

leave

''Lots''

Pola Negri has been signed by
Pathe for a series of three pictures,
it

*

*

Sam
he

By
Construction has been started by
Warners on a fifth sound proof
stage, which, according to Jack L.
Warner, is to cost $500,000.
This

Gra

free-lancing.

Several years

men

MARK SANDRICH
DIRECTOR
"Runaway

yNTER the doorwa"
popular hostelry and you feel at ho
There's an atmosphere of cordial welct
this

which marks the difference between
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added to
of distinction. Pictures
stuffed furniture, a floor

lamp
that

. .

.

on the wall, o
lamp and rca«

these are but a few of the

make you feel

at

feati

home.

Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures
best of food. Therefore, when you arel
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOO
Girls"

(Feature for Columbia)

In Preparation

"The Wicked Angel"
(Columbia)

PLAZA
HOTEL
Vine Street

at

Hollywood Boulevai

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

THE
pay, October

i^^
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Foreign Markets
\By

m

JAMES

P.

STRALIA CENSORSHIP

ydney

O'Reilly,

er
ut.

— Four

British

2.

syn-

now

3.

operation.
Firms owing
are:
British
Acoustics
Films, British Phototone Co.,
British Sound Film Prod, and
British Talking Pictures.

them
copies of

Sydney

distributors.

all

dia-

submitted

W.

Cresscensor, has

Whether

4.
5.
6.

or

present censorship law authorizes
censors to pass on dialogue and
nds, however, has not been detely determined and it is possible
In
a test case will be made.
quarters it is believed that a
lie
cial Federal legislation will have
be passed in order to extend the
isdiction of the censors to cover
ichronized films.
.'he

Devices

in

— Written

)rmed

U. K.

chronization systems are

TALKEitS QUIZZED

ill
talkers must be
the Australian censors,
11

1.

Four

London

ue

ii

YEAR BOOK TOPICS

CUtfNINGHAMt

first synchronized picture to
Australia was passed without
It contained no dialogue.

7.

NEWS FROM

FILM

8.

HISTORY

9.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH

10.

SOUND
EXPLOIT-O- GRAMS

THEATERS
READE/eS
12. FINANCIAL
STATIST.?' V
13. ORGANIZATIONS
PRODVC\]( N
14. THEATER CHAINS
DISTR/RLJ7 ON
15. TEN BEST
EXHIBITION
16. FOREIGN MARKETS
17. ADVERTISING
11.

CENTRAL EUROPE
GEORGE

By

CANTY,

R.

V.

S.

Trade

Commissioney

Paris— A new Napoleon
Helena"

is

film

produced

to be

"St.

Berlin

in

Peter Ostermayer Co., with Lupu
Pick director, and Werner Krauss

b>-

iry-Metro-Goldwyn Gets
Control of

—

London

New Empire

the title role.
ing the script.

in

merica Leading Film
Imports to Greece Houses

—

\thens Growth of the Grecian
rket, with theater construction reving much impetus, has led foreign
)ducers to increase exports into the
During the past year 69
niiry.

Greece
pictures
i^layed
ncrican
uses and other countries contrilnias follows: Germany, 36; France,
Austria, 6; Italy, 2; England. 1.
I

Berlin

Hanns
signed
has
make "The Wonderful

to

Petrova," an Erich
es of Nina
immer production. He last directed
.ove's Sacrifice" for the Alpha Film

*

Sound-Film,-Syiidicate,
German sound-film
processes, and the D.L.S. (German
Exhibitors'
Association),
including
780 exhibitors, are now completed.
all

GermaiiRiissiaii rel.Ttinns are to Ije reoralone
new
lines.
Activity
of
which has a community
of interest with the Prometheus Co. of Berlin,
is
to
he increased.
Prometheu'. will
he the centre of German-Russian joint production and of Russian sales in (icrmany.
instead of Derussa.
It
is
further reported
that Meschrahpom- Prometheus have completed
negotiations with an American firm for joint
prifluction of one film. "War and Peace."
This will he financed one-half i>y American
capital.
Scei ario will he written hv Lunatcharsky and directed hy A. Sanin. staj^c
manajjer.

Meschraljpom-Rnss,

Germany, has
Meschrahpom-Prometheus

G.m.b.H..

r^ianderfilm

entered

the

combine and will participate in this Ger"Living
man-Russian movement.
Tolstoi's
Corpse" is n(;w unler vway and the next film
from Zola's
to he produced is "Germinal,"
novel.
Landerfilm is said to be backed
financially by the Voijft Bank.
Plans

have

been

announced

hurst,

and

Alan

Williamson.
*

-»

7th Avenue

D.

J.

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

New York

Cfty

Pro*.

foreign
representatives for

Rmyart Pictures Corporation
and other lea<ling independent producersand distributors
Cable Address:
Address:
Cable
Cable Address:

RICHPTCSOC. Paris
DEEJAY. London
RICHPIC, N. T.

sporting only th«
est in

A new

Motion Pictures

*

production has been
Switzerland, "The World of

completed

in

Automa
the
of Jean Aymar and
Emile Rocsgen.
It traces the evolution of
the automaton from the automatic gods made
i)y
the ancient Egyptians.
ton.

EXCLUSIVE

for erection
Eng;land. Thv

a new studio at Blackpool.
organized by
George
enterprise
being
is
Pearson, of British Screen Prod., M. Dew-

of

I

No. 6

e.Tiiized

irp.

ichmount Pictures

PUBLISHED
BY
FILM DAILY

writ-

German

the

comprising

also

— Ufa

hwarz

is

Amalgamation with a view to community of interests between Tobis,

The

Signed to Direct Ufa Film

*

+

Jury-Metro-Goldwyn,

had acquired control of the New
Alfred Butt and Lord
ipire, Ltd.
rgan arg resigning from New EmControl of New Empire will
in
the hands of a board of diJury-Metrob}^
appointed
tors
Id wvn.

1.,

Abel Gance

"

the

joint

work

ONEDAILY

of the

FILM

handsomest tributes paid

YEAR BOOK

to the
the fact that it

conthroughout the
sulted from executives
year for production information about their cwn organization.
Of course, the desired information could be secured
froin their own comprehensive files. But that calls for time
it can
and research. In the FILM DAILY
be readily found by simply turning to page so-and-so.
is

is

to filing clerks

YEAR BOOK

Here are over 200 pages

of authentic production data.

A

N. Z. Enquiry Finished
Sydney The New Zealand Select
Committee, appointed by the Domin-

—

ion

Government

to

enciuire

into

the

ntoposed Cinematograph Films Act,
which aims at five per cent, tax on
gross rentals of domestic films, seven
and one-half per cent, on British
fihiis and 12^4 per cent on foreign
films,
has submitted its report to
Prime Minister Coates.

general survey completely covering the past five years
Titles of all available producin all phases of production.
A complete record of stars
tions for the past 13 years.
and featured players, directors, scenario writers and cam-

eramen

for the past five years.

As an

DAILY

authoritative guide to production, the
stands alone.
Y'EAR

BOOK

FILM

the;
Sunday, October

Belle

Betnictf

Bessie Love and

Richard Dix in

in

"Moran

"The Power of Silence"

of the Marines"

Tom Moore

in

Lewis Stone

"Anybody Here Seen

diy.l

21, 1

in
"flie

"Freedom of the Press

Length: 5444 ft.
Universal
Length: 6474:
Kelly?"
ASSIGNGETS
TOUGH
DIX
AVERAGE.
AND
WEAK
DRAMA
PLOT i„»
POWERFUL
Length: 6243 ft.
CARRYING A POOR Universal
NEWSPAPER YARN PEPP' ,„m
MURDER MYSTERY NEATLY MENT
PRODUCTION.
ENTERTAINING
NUMBER
UP WITH THRILL CLIM]
DIRECTED AND MADE INTO RUTH ELDER SHOULD STICK
GOOD COMEDY HIGH- AND
BY F I B
REAL ENTERTAINMENT WITH TO FLYING. DON'T GET DIS- HAS
LIGHTS AND
HUMAN WORK DIGNIFIED
A
OF LEWIS STONE.
,m
FINE WORK OF THE STAR.
TURBED OVER THIS.
STORY THAT WILL PLEASE.
Cast
Lewis
Stone
marine
lifts
Dix
the
.Richard
as
the
Cast.
a
Cast.... Tom Moore as the Newp
Cast. .. .Belle Bennett creates
"'
Titfaiiy-Stahl

Length: 5554

/f.

Faramoitnt

PROGRAM

'*

NDi

.

.

in China and being funny
his material, as usual.
better
than
Westis
John
sive work
Marian Doug- Ruth Elder flops, for she cannot act;
wood good
Others Roscoe Karns,
Anders Randolf and amateurish.
las, the girl.
John St. Polis make a fine team of Brooks Benedict, E. H. Calvert, Duke
Martin, Tetsu Komai.
trial.
the
at
opposing attorneys
Story and I*roduction
Comedy
Others Virginia Pearson, Raymond
drama. Just another run-of-the-mill
Keane. Jack Singleton.
Drama number. Why they should help kill
Story and Production
Usually Richard Dix off with this cheap type
built on murder mystery.

strong mother role and does impres- soldiering
throug-hout.
as her son.

these court room scenes in pictures
are tedious and draggy, but here is
an exception. The director knew his
court procedure, and because of this
the scenes at the trial move dramaticAs the trial
ally and with a punch.
of the woman for the murder of the
man proceeds, her story of .sacrifice
for her boy is told through items in
her diary which her lawyer is reading
Then you get the picto the jury.
Very well handled.
tured action.
Holds the mystery till the very end.
Then Belle Bennett in a dramatic
scene with the selfish wife of her son,
discloses how she had sacrificed herself to save the younger woman.
Direction, Wallace Worsley, clever;
Author, Frances Hyland; Scenario,
Robinson;
Byron
Editor,
same;
Titles, Frederic and Fanny Hatton;
Photography, L. Guy Wilky, very

good.

He
is hard to figure.
does marvels with his part, getting
over his comedy and fast action and
of production

registering

Length: 5527

SEQUENCES.

way

Tom

.

"Terror Mountain"

FBO

Length: 4884

drama

of small

town

life.

.

Everything

Gillingwater makes it a solo
is so good that you forIget the inane story and just watch
for him so you can enjoy another
If Warners are wise they'll
jiaugh.
feature him in an old grouch part
with several talking sequences, and
Plot covers feud behe'll mop up.
tween two families, one blue bloods
Goes melind the other self-made.
,er with cheap kidnap and near-rape
One of the poorest sound
Iscene.
Hlrns yet produced.
Direction, Lloyd Bacon, ordinary;
\uthor, Anthony C'oldeway; Scenario,
Robert Lord; Editor, not credited;
Titles, Joseph Jackson; Photography,
-rank Kesson, okay.
iact,

and he

Has

all.

and

good

a lot of

Tom Moore

Irish

comedy,

creates a very pleas-

ing

look better d

his

finished ^
formance.
Marceline Day, the g
is just atmosphere.
Henry B. W;
hall

fine

newspaper

the

as

edil

Others Malcolm McGregor, Rob
E. O'Connor, Thomas Ricketts.
Story and Production.
.Drama
newspaper life. Shapes up as
average number, helped greatly
the good work of Lewis Stone
.

.

Henry B. Walthall. The edito.,
fighting the underworld gang that
running the city.
Evidence is t
covered by his star reporter that
life long friend is the power behi
the gang.
True to his trust, t
editor goes ahead and exposes
friend
in
his
paper.
The ga)
bumps him off. His son carries
the fight.
The night before electi
of the gang's candidate to the may(
alty a bomb is exploded in the nevil
paper plant while they are runnii
off the expose edition. Good drama
highlight here, showing staff' gettiil
out the paper with fire raging
!

I

I

around.
tK

George Melford, fa
Author, Peter B. Kyne; Scenario,
Grubb Alexander; Editor, Geo.
Guire;
Titles,
Walter
Author
Photography, Ben Reynolds, okay
Direction,

il.

in

Length: 4762

it

.#
PICTURE!

State Rights

Length: 5500

ft.

WILL PLEASE THE KIDS OFFICIAL WAR
WITH WORK OF JUVENILE SHOWING THE 77TH DIVISIO
STAR DOING THE HERO IN ACTION IN
FRANC!
STRICTLY MODERN
STUFF.
WITH AIRPLANE ATMOS- HOLDS ONLY FAIR INTERE
PHERE.
WITH A MASS OF JUMBLE
Cast.... Buzz Barton, the kid star, SHOTS AND POOR PHOTOd
cops most of the honors in a story
Edmund
to his measure.
as the airmail pilot lends chief
port.
Others Alma Rayford,
made

Cobb
sup-

Tom

.

RAPHY.

Cast. ... American doughboys, ar
occasional views of the allied trooi

.

due to the fact that the original story
got away from the routine stuff and
developed a plot with an entirely new

gram
up
and

that will please the grown
boys as well as the kids. Frankie

his sister are orphans, and come
into possession of some money that
the outlaws and a neighboring rancher are after.
Frankie writes a fan

Tom Tyler to come and help
him, and the star accepts the invitation.
Arrived at the scene, the star
is
kept busy outwitting the gang.
letter to

The plot is made more interesting by
some double crossing that keeps the
suspense mounting.
Direction, Louis King, very good;
Author, Wyndham Bitten; Scenario,
l-'rank H. Clark; Editor, D. King;

Helen Gregg;
Nick Musuraca, good.

Titles,

Photography,

are well
heroics
that
handled in a very plausible story.
With the airplane sequences, the
story is right up-to-date, and it keeps
moving at a lively pace throughout.
Buzz is partners with a grizzled old
miner in working a gold claim. They
are friends with the sheriff and his
daughter.
She is in love with the
airmail pilot who stops at the town
The
to replenish his gas each trip.
outlaws tamper with the plane so
that it is forced to land in the wilderness, and this gives them a chance
to try and seize the mine payroll
the pilot is carrying.
the young
star outwits them and Saves the payroll is worked out in a very entertaining manner.
Direction, Louis King, well handled;
Author, E. C. Schmidt; Scenario,
Ethel Hill;
Editor,
Geo.
Marsh;
in

a

lot

of

How

Titles,

Helen

\'irgil

Aliller,

Gregg;
good.

Photography,

i

"Gold Chevrons"

Lingham, Frank Rice, Eddie Chand- and Germans.
Jane
Audrey Ferguson, Jules Cowles.
ler, Bill Patton, Tex Phelps.
Story and
Production. .. .Actu
Anders
Juvenile
Story and Production
Story and Production.
.Western. western. This one will bring the kids war scenes from the official files,
Comedy- This is a very good juvenile number, out strong. It features Buzz Barton this late date these war pictures ha\fl

about the production looks as if it
had been rushed through to cash in
on the timely optical election theme. angle. The human interest is strong,
It's a cheap number, any way you and with the usual riding and fight.figure it, from direction, story and ing, turns out an entertaining pro'acting.

Tom O'Brien,
Alfred Allen.
Story and Production .... Comedy.
This one was built for the mob, and
gets over with a comfortable margin.
Tom Moore is seen with the
A. E. F. making love to all the
French gals. Later one follows him
to New York, and parks herself in
his
innocent thing,
rooms.
She,
thought he meant it when he gave
her a phoney New York address and
told her to come over and get married.
The plot details the traffic
cop's troubles trying to keep from
marrying the girl, and then when he
experiences a change of heart, his
desperate efforts to marry her after
Others

FBO
ft.

GOOD JUVENILE NUMBER
PEPPED UP WITH HUMAN INTEREST AND UNUSUAL WESTERN STORY. TYLER AND
FRANKIE DARRO MAKE GOOD
.

...

French gal.
Kate Price,

little

"The Young Whirlwind"

.

Story and Production.

the

Buzz Barton

his

Others
attractive as ever.
Ferris, William Collier, Jr.,
Randolf, John Miljan.

as

Tyler in

Claude Gillingwater does TEAM.
Cast.
well known characterization of
Cast.
.Tom Tyler appears as himthe old grouch, and is the whole self, a Hollywood star, and delivers
time
he
show, scoring laughs every
a good performance.
Frankie Darro
shows. His talking sequence is the gets over in a strong human interest
high spot. Irene Rich appealing and role.
Reid the girl. Others Al
.

pleasing

role.
Director William Wyler
handled this very creditably, and
turned out a neat program number
that will click with the crowd.
Direction,
William Wyler, very
good; Author, Leigh Jason; Scenario,
Agnes Brand Leahy; Editor, Otto John B. Clymer; Editor, Geo. Mc
Levering; Titles, George
Marion; Guire; Titles, Walter Anthony, AlPhotography,
Edward
Kronjager, bert De Mond; Photography, Charles
good.
Stumar, good.

ft.

VERY AVERAGE NUMBER
ONLY SAVED FROM FLOPPING BY COMEDY CHARACTERIZATION OF CLAUDE
GILLINGWATER AS OLD
GROUCH. HAS TWO TALKING

the

all

does some aviation stuff as the excuse
Story is of
for her showing at all.
the rich son shunted into marines
when dad practically disowns him.
Gets all tangled with daughter of
marine commander, in dutch and disgraced, but comes through by capture
single handedly of Chinese bandit.
Direction, Frank Strayer, ordinary;
Author,
Linton
Wells;
Scenario,

"Women They Talk About"
Warners

personality

George Marion's titles are the best
Ruth
part of the show, outside Dix.
She can't
Elder a disappointment.
Looks and acts awkward, and
act.
She
is screened poorly on profiles.

York Irish cop and ex-service man duction and makes
it
really is with
makes it a picture.
Bessie Love

slight entertainment value as a ref
ular showing on a theater screei
They will probably recall memorie
to the boys who were over then
and the kids will get a kick out cj

them.
But they mean little to
regular theater audience.
The phc
tography is generally poor, and th
film has been thrown together with
out any semblance of editing or prop
er titling.
entire reel

The

result

is

that

th

shapes up as amateu
entertainment. Manj' different view
of the

tween

war
a

are given.

A

battle be

German

and America:
being swept fron

plane.
Calvary
the road by enemy shell fire. Ger
man soldiers being taken prisone
Views o
from a captured trench.
the Lost Bf.ttalion. Observation bal
down by airplanes
loons
shot

Giant guns
Direction.

hit

by

Not

were taken by the

shells.

given,

War

as

these

Department

THE
day,

October

The

21

1928

.

Bob

Valley of Hell"

M

Length: 4131

ft.

Steele in

"Red Lips"

"Captain Careless"

FBO

Length:

4876

Universal

Unwelcome Children

Length: 6947

ft.

M.G.R. Productionn—S.R.
Length: 5000

ft.
COLLEGE NUMBER. NOT FOR AMERICAN AUDIS.WDRY MELLER WILL
WILD MELLER ONLY SUIT- TELLS THE
USUAL CAMPUS ENCES. GERMAN FILM TACK.Y RIDE AT THE CHEAPER ABLE FOR THE KIDS. STORY STORY OF THE HERO WHO LES
PROBLEM OF BIRTH
OF CANNIBALS, RESCUE ON A
GOOD FOR ALMA CONTROL
IN A HEAVY, TRANDS AND EVEN THERE DESERT ISLE AND OTHER MAKES
MATER AND THE GIRL.
GIC STORY THAT DRAGS.
HEROICS.
,L JUST ABOUT PASS. ONE
Cast. .. .Conrad Veidt
featured
Cast. ... Charles Rogers
the type
Cast.... Bob Steele does the wild
CAN FORGET.
the flappers rave over, and he gives as the district attorney who is forced
heroics right through the reels, and
ft.

FAIR

is

is

I

Francis
hero, looks

St. ...
le

McDonald
good and

Murphy

Edna

just

a will probably make
rides kids, although the

is

another

a

hit

stuff

with the
is

Mary Maybery makes

lurid.

pretty

an at-

a good performance.
Marion Nixon
lends the feminine charm acceptably.

Others Stanley Taylor,

Hayden

Stevenson,
Seiter, Earl

Hugh
Andy

Trevor,
Devine,

Others Jack Donheroine in this one. Others tractive heroine.
Robert
McCarthy.
Steele, Anita
Garvin, Joe ovan, Barney Furey, Ferry Murdock.
Story and Production. ... Romance
Story
and
Production. .. .Melotett.
There is little about
drama
of adventure in the South of the campus.
jry and Production. .. .Western.
Seas.
This is a wild one and can this one to distinguish it from all the
another impression from the
only rate as fair for the kids. Hero rest of the college yarns excepting
o rubber stamp.
cheap prois
in love with a society gal who a rather sweet love theme and some
on such as many indies turn out
does not know he feels that way deft directorial touches that make it
hurry. Hero comes from colRogers is the
about her. She ups and engages her- move ver}' smoothly.
to protect his ranch interests.
champ sprinter at the college and
self to another boy and later she and
in the days of stage coaches,
her fiance are wrecked on a South they are depending on him to go out
friendly Indians teach him to be
Sea Isle. Hero hears about it, and and clean up their rival. He breaks
in' and shootin' whiz. The dance
with his pal they shoot to the island training through an attempt to aid
proprietor gets hold of the visitHere a lot of wild the gal, and the coach throws him
by aeroplane.
eastern gal whose brother is in
Then a lot of sentiadventures take place with the fero- off the team.
vil power, and makes the gal a
mental stuff develops showing how
cious natives.
It all winds up with
e hall hostess.
Pure, unsoiled,
Of course the girl goes away brokenhearted and
a rescue by a gunboat.
all
that sort of thing.
Hero the gal's fiance proves himself yel- the hero goes to the dogs temporthe wrong impression and is all
Then he stages a comeback,
low and a double crosser, so that arily.
up.
Naturally.
But when the
the girl is perfectly happy to forget goes out and makes a last minute
y kidnaps the gal, he sees the him in favor of the hero.
There is cleanup on the track, wins the girl
and the usual finish fight is
a lot of fast action and plenty of ex- back again, and everything is hotsy
d.
totsy.
It will please the flappers and
citement to win the kid vote.
rection, Cliff .Smith, poor: AuDirection, Jerome Storm, fair; Au- their boy friends.
Isidore
Bernstein;
Scenario, thor, Bob Steele and Perry Murdock;
Direction, Melville Brown, smooth;
Bernstein; Editor, Richard Scenario, Frank Hov^ard Clark; Edi- Author,
)re
Percy
Marks;
Scenario,
ier; Titles, not credited; Photog- tor, Jack Ivitchen; Titles, Randolph
Jame P. O'Donohoe; Editor, Ray
George Stevens, John B. Bartlett; Photography, Virgil Miller, Curtiss; Titles, Tom Reed; Photogy,
raphy, John Stumar, good.
:h, uneven.
good.
:ern

iam

A

—

Pola Negri in
f*e
t

Women

to

Length: about 3600

Div.

ft.

"The Crossroad of Love"

"The Model from
Montmartre"

Blame?"

Paramaimt

Hi-Mark—S.R.

Length: 5941

ft.

THE WORLD'S
RST. AN OLD EUROPEAN
DUCTION DUG OUT OF
VAULTS AND JAZZED UP
H KIDDING TITLES.

FRENCH PRODUCTION HAS
TYPICAL
FRENCH STORY
THAT DRAGS AND IS TOO SOFOR
PHISTICATED
EVEN
AMERICAN AUDIENCES. GOOD
PRODUCTION VALUES.

St.... This is so old that there
s to be no record of the cast,
it doesn't matter anyway.
Pola
takes the part of the wronged
i
an, and she's pretty terrible, as
all
the others.
Apparently they
just learning to make films in
tpe when this was taken.

Cast....Nita Naldi poses all over
Ivan
the sets and grows tiresome.
Petrovitch satisfactory as the male
Louise La Grange with her
lead.
American training is good. Maurice

'JE

OF

•

jry and Production. .Originally
as a drama.
It looks to be
ten years old, and is probably
.

|t

Pola Negri's

b

west of Suez.

g

girl

first

screen effort
It

who became

tells

of

a

governess

e home of a widower.
The latakes advantage of the poor gal,
later when the baby arrives she
through all sorts of agonizing

She falls in love with
and then the story of her
comes up to wreck her life, etc..
Someone hit upon the idea of
squing this meller theme with a
f kidding titles.
But the film is

jriences.
:an,

Dpeless that the funniest titles in
vorld would not make this worth
lour necessary to see the terrible
unreel. Just a waste of time at
louse.
I rection, not credited; Author, not
eted; Scenario, not credited; Edi-

credited; Titles, Al Martin;
l|ography, not credited, poor.
r

•;%g^DAILV

not

de

Cononge

a typical Parisian player.

Story and Production.

drama

..

.Romance

This

enfilmed
tirely a French production,
in
Paris and with French director
and players, with the exception of
Nita Naldi, who is the poorest of the
Chiefly interesting for the marlot.
velous exteriors, so delicately and
photographed that they
e.xquisitel)'
The camera work
are like pastels.
on these is nothing short of a revelation.
In one series near the close,
shots of an estate in Normandy are
presented that are breathtaking in
The story is
their sheer loveliness.
An artist marries
typically French.
infatuated
a niodel, then becomes
He makes himself
with a countess.
a regular cad by lying and deceit,
then when she throws him over goes

back

of

Parisian

life.

is

to his wife.

Direction, Leonce Perret,

still conmethods; Author, Henri

tinental in
Not credited;
Bataille;
Scenario,
Editor, Julian Johnson; Titles, JulPhotography,
Not
ian
Johnson;
credited, the very best.

Length: 7304

ft.

between love and duty. He
piece of work.
Werner Kraus lends good support.
Others are German players not
known in America.
Story and Production. .. .Drama.
This German production treats of a
social problem in the heavy manner

to choose

does

a

crcditaljle

of the Berlin studios when trying to
put problems into pictures.
It is a
preachment against the strict German laws that lay down heavy penalties for those who interfere with
childbirth.
The district attorney is
used as the object lesson to point the
moral.
Bound by his sense of duty,
he is the cause of bringing a tragedy
to his sweetheart who has been assaulted by an imbecile and her dor
tor is prevented from performing an
operation through the strict laws.
The whole thing is far fetched, and
because of the different attitude in
the United States on this problem,
the production loses its punch and
turns out to be just a heavy, drab
and tragic portrayal of a lot of un-

necessary

grief.

Direction, Martin Berger; Author,
Not credited; Scenario, Not credited;
Editor, J. W. McConaughy; Titles,
J.

W. McConaughy;

Not

Photography,

credited, ragged.

"The Lost Expedition"
Length: 4300

Ufa

ft.

GERMAN IMPORTATION

IS
FRENCH PRODUCTION
HANDLED IN TYPICAL CON- SEMI -EDUCATIONAL FILM
TINENTAL MANNER. MOVES VERY SHY ON ENTERTAINTOO SLOWLY AND DEVEL- MENT VALUES FOR AMERIOPS LITTLE SUSPENSE.
CAN FANS. GOOD ARCTIC
Cast.
Soava Gallone, an Italian ATMOSPHERE—THAT'S ALL.
player, poses magnificently and that's
.

.

.

Cast
Germans and Eskimos,
French
has any evidently members of an exploring
screen
technique.
Others
Bobby expedition who shot these scenes
Andrews,
Marie
Odette.
Marcya around Greenland when they had
nothing else to do.
Capri, Jose Davert, John Gliddon.

about

all.

actor, only

Leon

one

in

Mathot,

cast

who

Story and Production.
of Parisian

life.

..

.Romance

Made by an

Italian

director in Paris with a mixed continental cast, this production reflects

the
mixture.
novel, "'J'he
ered Alen."
It

Adapted

from the
Squandtold in a heavy

Woman Who
is

handed manner and moves too slowly
to hold any sustained interest.
The

I
"

Story and Production.
.Drama of
rescue party's search for members of
the expedition of Scott, Mawsen and
Koch. It is touted as a re-creation
of a Polar tragedy.
The American
titles read authentically, as if they
were taken from the diary of the explorers.
They greatly aid in making
the reconstructed adventure sound
realistic.
The expedition starts out
in its ship for Robbin Bay in Greenland.
Then the hardships and privations are shovvn step by step, just
like the authentic record of the daily
experiences of any Polar expedition.
A sled party starts out from the ship,
and meets with all sorts of privations
and dangers. Hunger forces them to-'J
kill
off
all
their
dogs save one.
.

.

one-track thread of the story is not
strong enough to carry any suspense
worth talking about. Result is that
the offering proves indifferent entertainment.
A youth kills the elderly
husband of the woman he is infatuated with, believing that he is
cruel to her. The uncle of the youth
forces her to pretend an interest in
the bo}' while he is in prison, and
write him love letters.
Works out Eskimo scenes, and ice and glacier
into a double love story.
Just a shots are good. For arty houses only.
filler.

Direction,

Direction,

Dr.

AfagarofF,

j

spotty;

i

Carmine Gallone, poor; Author, not credited; Scenario, Armin

Author, May Edington; Scenario, F. Petersen, Dr. Villinger; Editor. JoI.
Reinhardt; Editor, Geo. K. Ro- seph Fliesler; Titles, same; Photoglands;
Titles,
Rolands; raphy, Allgeier, Benitz and Angft.
Geo.
K.
Photography, Jack Glauber, fair.
fair.

,

THE

Short Subject Reviews
Silent
"Fisticuffs"

— Lupino

Colorful

Lane

"Chick" Sale

Educational
of production.

This

.

another

is

the

comedx'

series

of

historical burlescpies being turned out
It dates back to
bj- Lupino Lane.
ye old England when the village

smithy was an

The smithy's

idol.

man

brawn, being no
His
Wallace Lupino.
half pint assistant is Lupino Lane.
The brawny jjoy is dated up for a
bare fisted ringside bout with the
helper is a
other than

Belfast

of

The

Biffcr.

latter's

manager

has Wallace kidna])ed and starts to
claim the l)out i;y default.
But little
Lupino steps into the ring. The bout
is a laugh fest with
Lupino pulling
his famous acrobatics for a lot of
genuine comedy.
The production is
carefully and elaborately staged and
costumed, and is a very worthwhile
number with laughs to spare.
Directed by Henry W. George.

"The Defensive Ends"— Football

—

Sense Pathe
Timely Sport

Type

of production....!

reel special
the fourth in the series
"I'ootball Sense," showing the particular plays under direction of Chick
Meehan. The defense are in white
costumes to distinguish them from the
other players, and they go through
the details of each defensive play.
lot of the shots are in slow motion so
that the techni(|ue and strategy of the
plays arc clearly set forth.
real
novelty, and of timely interest.

This

is

A

A

— Tenderfoot
— Universal

"Saps and Saddles"
Series

Fair

Type

of production.

western.
eastern

An

this series.

.

.2 reel

tenderfoot

He

"All in

is

comedy
featured

in

is

Fun"— Cameo

Educational

Neiv Comedian
Type of production.
.1 reel comedy
This introduces a new comedian
named Jerry Mandy who seems to
liave a very individual style that is
likely to build him up a very strong
following of fans.
The situaticns
arc very hilarious in spots, and this
.

"The Ladies' Man" mountain

Type

of

Lungh Number
production. .. .Comedy

skit
this

her mother.
The
sketch is very choppj' and uneven,
showing sets depicting his home, then
the trip up the mountain, and finally his mother-in-law's house.
The
gags are all worked on the theme
to visit

(

hour before

much

the

of

popi
gets around.
Very unique and
teresting views.
This is followe
"County Fair," and shots of the f;

Chic Sale does his rube act,
time as a humdinger coming in to do
the big town.
He strikes up an of no rest for the poor man's feet, ers of Sumatra
at their daily t;
acquaintance at a cigar stand, and the winding up with him in a state of
collapse
from
over
exertion
while
the
stranger tells him if he walks up three
"Making Whoopee" Tuxedo
blocks to Walnut Street he can find doctor orders a night's rest and then
Educational
a "good stiff walk" in the morning.
all the female company he wants. So
Lively
Rates
just
fair.
Time,
12
minutes.
Chic starts, and pretty soon he meets
Type of production. .2 reel con
a dame who steers him to the house
Harold
of a friend.
The two girls are just Larry Ceballos' Undersea Revue comedy ofGoodwin is featured in
gobs, which keeps mo
Vitaphone No. 2601
having a lot of fun kidding the rube.
at a lively pace and has plentj
Flat
Chic makes himself at home and is
Type of production. .. .Tab revue gagging that produces a good
starting to get steamed up when the
Harold is
This rates very ordinary with a ceutage of laughs.
woman's hulsby arrives. He proves
shore leave and through an accii
set
showing
some
sort
of
an
undersea
to be the stranger who directed him
dumps his superior otlicer in a
The gag line comes when the stranger effect that is verv hazy and blurred. hole.
Later Harold gets the offi(
says: "You sap, I said Walnut Street, The idea is further carried out with
uniform and poses before the git
sailor
dances
and
costumes,
and the
not Chestnut." The skit opens showThe the restaurant as a newly pronv
ing Chic in a hospital cot all band- girls doing the mermaid stuff.
officer.
The fun switches to
dancing
and
vocalizing
are
verj'
oraged up and groaning, fades into the
amusement
park, where Harold
dinary,
and it finishes with an adagio
above, and finishes with Chic diving
his sweetie are followed by the
out of the window to escape the irate dancer pursued by a drunken sailor
ficer intent on disciplining the
husband.
Broad comedy gags, all doing a dive from a cliff into the arm.s pudent
gob.
Charles Lamont
Lighting is
siajistick, but Chic makes it a real of her partner below.
rected this with an eye to mixing
r^oor,
and
faces
are
all
blurred.
It
laugh number. Time. 15 minutes.
lacks all the appeal of a stage pres- gags and keeping the action liv
entation with its color, which is so so the result is above the average
"Sidewalks of New York"
necessary to put over this type of
"Fun in the Clouds"
Paramount Inkwell
vaude act.
Means nothing at all to
Horace in Hoilywcod
Very Amusing
the audiences who see much better
Type of production. .Sound cartoon stage units every week at their local ^
i''anA clever and amusing cartoon, picture houses. Time, 10 minutes. Type of production..! reel com
Horace is again pulling the
made by the drawing ^nd animated
line of talk, and while a thrill
via the apt pen of Max Fleisclier
Eddie Peabody in
ture of an airplane flight is hi
and nicely synchronized witli sound.
"Banjoland"
taken on location, he brags wha
The cartoon work is marked by an
Vitaphone (No. 2560)
great flyer he is.
originality typical of this series. The
The director
Pretty Good Number
sists on him taking the place of
added musical score helps it con- Type of production
Vocal and
daredevil flyer who is injured. E
siderably.
As a whole: a pleasing
JaiZ.
and diverting release.
Time, about
Assisted by Jimmy Maisel, Eddie ace is so scared while up in
5 mins.
Peabody here does more of his music- clouds that he forgets to take
The plane does s(|
al antics.
The first selection is his controls.
William Demarest in "Papa's
own arrangement of the Barcarole fancy flying, and when it comes
Vacation" Vitaphone No. 2290
number from "Tales of Hoffman," earth he is a hero, the direc
Laugh Number
followed by "Ramona" and several thinks the stunts are real.
Type of production. .. .Comedy skit more.
In the main, a pretty good
William Demarest is a postman number.
"Gridiron Demons"— Fables
Peabody who vocalizes to
who starts to enjoy his annual vaca- the extent of several of the songs,
Pathe
tion by sleeping and resting on his is in better voice than in his
Good Kidding
previous
tired "dogs" for two solid weeks. offerings and that helps
a lot.
Time, Type of production ! reel aninis
But wifey has planned a hike up a 8 mins.
Here is given an animated carti
conception of an Army-Navy fc
ball game.
The mice represent
he goes
back and smashes the
"Fish Stories"— Mike and Ike
Navy team while Alfalfa and his,
weighing machine for lying to him.
Universal
friends line up for the Armv.
T^
Directed by Francis J. Martin.
start practice by using Al for a d«
Just Fair

—

.

i

•

.

.

.

—

.

.

_

—

"Our World Today"

Educational
Interesting
Type of production..! reel magazine
The second issue of this series
opens with "Thrills of the Sea,"
which uses the stanzas of a sea poem
as titles and then shows varying
views of the ocean to illustrate the
ines.
Then follows views of Mrs.

Harry

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The twin brothers Mike and Ike
meet two pretty sisters whose dad is
a great fisherman.
They pull a great
.

.

yarn on the old man about catching
a whale, and he invites them on a
fishing trip.
The reels are broadly
gagged with a lot of exaggerated
comedy but it manages to get a fair
number of laughs. The final sequence
shows the boys discovering a whale
and they get on its back and are
towed all over the bay. The whale
turns out to be a rubber boat, and
that ruins their rep as fishermen with

Payne Whitney, the soc.'ety
sculptress, working on models for tlie
one is bound to get the laug.is from Spanish government. The final
secany kind of an audience. Jerry is tion is the best, showing some
ania clerk in an office.
He gets a for- mated scenes on the wild horse ranch
tune selling tickets from a weighing
f
Eddie McCarthy in Wyoming.
machine which informs him that he is The cameraman mounts a bronc with the
girls' dad.
The girls are in scant
a born leader of men.
So he goes his machine, and the shots he gets i)athmg suits
throughout the shindig,
back to the office and starts to prove Tom this novel position are also
and they certainly form
it
in
the boss's absence.
Finally,
hewn in the reel. Interesting and for jaded eyelids. Directedan eyeful
by Gus
disgusted at his failure as a leader, :nter.a'n:ng.
Meins.

f

Type of production..! reel mag;
Opens with a Pathecolor pictu
tion of London streets at an

•

.

poor health,
and when he hits the ranch the boys
play all sorts of tricks on him. FinalIv they start to stage a fake kidnaping, but the villain and his gang beat
them to it by actually kidnaping the
poor sap. A lot of gagging is done
on the word "frijoles" which the Jap
cook is always cooking and which the
tenderfoot thinks is a contagious
disease.
Gets over with a fair percentage of laughs.
in

in

Movietone

.2 reel

.

of

Pathe Review No. 44

>oun<

Fine BtiHesqiie

Type

—Sound and Silet

my.

Then

the

game

itself is

stag

with the Goat scoring the onlv tou
down with his well known 'butt
tactics.
Done in the usual sprigl

and original Aesop manner.

"Hay Wire"

— Cameo— Educatioi

Farm Gags

Type of production....! reel
Gene Stone and Billy Dale

comj
are

i

tured as two college boys who
up with the daughter of the far
while driving through the country
their flivver. Her dad gives the b
jobs on the farm. The gags deve
along the usual lines, with one yo,
trying to milk a cow, while the otl
digs potatoes by way of China. Nr'
ing to distinguish this from m
others of similar type.
Directed
t^rancis J. Martin.
ri

Theater Equipment

I

;

By

CHARLES

lAFTEX, PLASTIC PAINT

The Stamp

DESIGNED FOR THEATERS

An

F.

of

HYNBS

Approval

The Film Daily, after investigation of

—

qualifications

and merit

Trailers Positive Business

wall

Craftex, a
Boston
nt prepared in powder form for
xing with water and application
:h a paint brush, is especially dened for theater use. This decorae texture finish was displayed at
Toronto convention of the M.P.O.A., where it attracted considerplastic

TALKING SnOP

endorsement of product and propoeitiona, heatcwed by

comment, for its individuality
decoration.
Craftex has a wide range of tex•e and color effects, and is declared
be within the budget of any size
use.
It can be applied directly to
y wall or surface to which paint
adhere and is equally effective
11
er sand or smooth finished plaster,
y non-expanding or non-contracting
pe of wall board, and many other
rgaces.
Craftex lends itself to stenciling,

Time was when a vending machine was looked upon with disdain by many exhibitors, who chose to regard the dispensing of
sweets in the theater, as unsuitable to first class houses. This point
of view associated the vending machine with the shooting gallery
or the small town theater.
Now, however, this situation has been changed through introduction of the Pack Vending Machine, which virtually is a complete automatic shop. This attractive machine is a worthy addition
to any lobby or foyer, offering a source of revenue as well as providing a convenience for patrons. Because it is a fixture of ornamental
beauty, an efficient and practical means for dispensing sweets, the

le

raffito work, and other forms of
It can be tipped
ised decoration.
th gold bronze or blown with mica

Pack machine has

THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

Carrier Says Air Conditioning
Is

More Important in Winter
—

Newark, N. J. Air conditioning it is unfit for breathing. Insufficient
more important to a theater in humidity in heated winter air, causes
winter than in summer from the headaches, eye-smarting and is one
lors.
standpoint of comfort and health, of the primary causes of common
declares
The Carrier Engineering winter ailments.
For that reason,
Corp., which manufactures and dis- proper conditioning not only is esheater Safety Stressed
tributes
the Carrier Manufactured sential from the standpoint of com)y Canadian Fire Marshal Weather System, in current issue of
fort, but of health as well.
Toronto Safety is not to be judged its house organ.
"The Weather
Properly humidified air, held at the
holly by the construction of a the- Vein."
correct temperature and distributed
er,
but rather on the manner in
The same results are produced by
local overheating
hith the house is operated, W. the conditioning machine in winter uniformly without
comfortable and healthroves Smith, fire marshal of Can- as in summer, only the problem is or drafts, is
ful.
la,
told exhibitors who met here reversed and the spray water heated
is

—

convention of instead of cooled, hence the centrie M.P.T.O.A.
He stressed the ex- fugalsystem is shut off and steam
bitor's duty in protecting patrons turned on the heaters.
om injury. Smith advocated the
A unit of aerofin is used to temper
e of new and improved equipment the entering outdoor air, which then
the booths.
He stated that the enters the spray chamber, where the
[uipment field had progressed far warm mist instantly humidifies it,
the production of safety devices adding moisture enough to estabnd that these devices should be lish the required condition. Outdoor
lopted.
air,
the company points out, conFire escapes have not served their tains almost no moisture at all (aljirposes in the majority of theater though it may be saturated at its
fes, the fire marshal said.
A sharp low temperature) and when heated
rn in a narrow stairway was bit- to an indoor temperature of, for exrly condemned by the marshal, who ample, 70 degrees, becomes so "dry"
5ed the Montreal fire of last year
s
an example of the tragic conseuences of such a condition.
Increased on
r

the

ninth

annual

A New

!'

—

Marker

With Film

—

Distributors

London
George Snazelle, wellnown exhibitor and for many years
,

the winter conditions the
spray water as in summer, again performs a triple service, assisting in
bringing the temperature of the air to
the uesired degree, furnishing the
water-vapor required to raise the humidity to the proper value, and
thoroughly cleansing the air of its
impurities.

Then

the conditioned air, heated
than cooled, as in summer,
and moistened rather than dehumidified, is delivered through the hori-

rather

— 100

Per Cent

Effective In Selling

Your Seats

WHY

is

tional

it," Pat
Garyn of NaScreen Service wants to

know,

"that in all the exploitation
the trailer never is given
credit for a part in the campaign.
The trailer," he says, "plays a big
part in advertising the picture, getting over the advance message, which
stories,

hooks up to whatever campaign

is

_employed."
*

*

»

Credit surely is due to the trailer
for the tremendously-important part
it plays in selling seats.
The reason
it rarely is mentioned in accounts of
exploitation campaigns is that its use
is
elementary, such an essential of
showmanship that the trailer is taken for granted.
And yet, there are
some exhibitors who are not sold on
the trailer. Just what their objection
may be is not clear, for screen advertising is the most practical known.
It is 100 per cent effective, for the
reason that the audience cannot
escape its message, and that the
audience is a ready market, already
being sold on the value of pictures,

and eager

to

know

of

coming

attrac-

tions.

^

=f:

*

Trailers will help any theater build
business.
Properly presented they
offer real sales power, which every
manager should employ in telling the
story of coming attractions.
If you
it,
ask your merchants
what they would be willing to pay
to get their sales messages on your

don't believe

screen.
If you're not using trailers,
you're holding out on j'ourself.

diffu-

Signs Taboo at Detroit House
Detroit There are to be no "stickout" signs at the Fisher, according

Only 85 Theaters Equipped
Production
AC Film Speed Indicator with Refrigeration System

taken to preserve the beauty of the
house, it is explained.

—

Production has been
Flint, Mich.
Hamilton, Ont. The latest in film
due to deje markers has been discovered by increased each month,
.Id.
H. E. Wilton, manager of the mand, on the AC Film Speed Inditrand.
Upon receipt of a picture cator, according to W. S. Isherwood,
cm an exchange the other day, it sales manager of the AC Spark Club
subsidiary,
Motors
General
as found that the previous projec- Co.,
on machine operator had attached which manufactures the indicator.
lue Jay corn pads as signals for The instrument was introduced last
April, and since has been installed
le machine changeover.
in both large and small houses, he
Snazelle

Under

Builders

downward

zontal distribution
sion system.

—

to

—There

R.

I.

This

officials.

step

is

SALE!

but
85 theaters throughout the country
equipped with plants which condition air by refrigeration, it is claimed
here, the new Loew State having

Providence,

Kunsky

are

The

Latest Model Double

Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

the eighty-fifth.

MOVIE CAMERA

Holds 16 Feet Film — Caae— 6 Magazines
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens

$X9.S0

says.

Davenport House Goes Sound
Davenport, la. The Columbia ressociated with Stoll Film Co., has
Hned Film Distributors as general opened with "The Terror," Vitaphone picture, as the attraction.
lanager and sales supervisor.

—
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

Sunday, October

SOUND PICTURES

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYN-

CHRONIZATION

By

ARTHUR

W.

1,300 EQUIPPED BY JAN.

VICES ARE

Fox
THE FILM DAILY
To Be Talking Film Hollywood A. H. Van Buren,
Vilma Banky will speak in her next stage director, has joined Fox to colpicture.
That decision was arrived laborate on sound pictures. He staged
at after long distance telephone con- "The Trial of Mary Dugan" in New
Coast

Bureau,

—

BUT ONE SOUND HOUSEi
IN TOItONTO^TERRiTOIIj

Samuel Goldwyn York.
Hollywood and Arthur Hornblow,

versations between

With over 600

in

now

equipped and being serviced, the Vitaphone Corp. anticipates between 600
and 700 more installations by the
first of the year.
Jack R. Keagan,
special Vitaphone representative, is
making an extended trip to the Vitaphone branches at Philadelphia, Atlanta and Dallas. The branch in the
latter city opens Saturday, the sixth
in the network of key points where
Vitaphone service branches are being established.
theaters

supervisor, and Director Alfred San-

New

York.

Electramonic

—A

new

On

thur

Richman writing

West

Coast

the dialogue.

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY

James Barton

will

lead in "Burlesque" to be
made as a talking picture by Paramount. Nancy Carroll will play the
feminine lead and Victor Fleming

Market

disc

device,

Architect's Sketch of
w

at the Tivoli, 1,200-seat Toronti
house, operated by Canadian Famou
Players.
Business has taken a de
installation
cided
spurt
since
o
sound equipment, and there is littl
doubt that sound is catching on.
Claim Any Records Suitable
The Tivoli is Toronto's only soum
and is Western Electrii
Paris -Ability to play any kind house,
"The Toilers," synchron
of phonograph record is claimed for equipped.
ized via RCA- Vitaphone, was showi
the Panatonal-Pathe.
during the recent convention.
is

—

Barton in "Burlesque"

synchronizaElectramonic, has been
will direct.
introduced on the English Market.
Vitaphone Signs Three More
It is the product of the Electramonic
Arthur Byron, legitimate player,
Co., Ltd.
Al Abbott, vaudeville actor, and
Irene Franklin, musical comedy and
Fanny Brice in Sound Burlesque
vaudeville singer, have been signed
Fanny Brice is slated to open at by Vitaphone.
Byron will star in
the Palace, New York, on Nov. 4 "A Family Affair," an original he
with "Spoils of Lust," a burlesque wrote;
Abbott will make "Small
on talking pictures by Joseph Jack- Town Rambles" and Miss Franklin
son and William Brokaw Jutts.
in a vehicle to be selected.
tion

ii

—

play the

London

—

Toronto Sound has not develop
ed into a problem for exchanges
Using Dialogue for Features
this territory as yet, for there ha
London
Gaumont-British Corp. been but one installation made. Tha'

Hornblow, Santell,
Robert McLityre and George
Barnes are in New York making ar- through its subsidiary, British Acousrangements for the picture, to begin tics, Ltd., plans to use synchronized
when Miss Banky arrives in two music and dialogue in connection with
Talking sequences are also several of its forthcoming features.
weeks.
to be made in New York, with Arin

tell,

NOW

AVAILABLE

Stage Director Joins

West

I

EQUIPMENT

AND VARIOUS OS-

EDDY

Vilma Banky's Next

VITflPHONE SEES 1,200 TO

ON

TIPS

21, 192

Joins

Brit.

Sound Films

—Jack Harrison has
International to become assist-

Loiydon
British

left

production man.ager at British
Sound Film Productions at Wembley.
ant

Chevalier Story Picked
Maurice Chevalier, Paramount importation,

will

first

be

seen

in

an

of "The
Innocence of
Paris," C. E. Andrews' novel. Harry
D'Arrast will direct.

adaptation

"My Annapolis" Theme Song
"My Annapolis (And You)" a fox
by Charles Wein
berg and Irving Bibo is the them
song being used by Josiah Zuro
Pathe's "Annapolis," which will b
reco\rded by RCA Plhotophone al
Sound Studios, in New York. Thi
number is being published by Bibc
Bloedon and Lang, which is arrang
trot ballad written

i)

ing cooperative displays for exhib
tors playing this picture in sound (
silent.

New Fox Movietone Studio
pi
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4CT NOW y
"^Guarantee
and have already taken orders for Bristolphone iristallation from Leo
Brecker, Piazza Theatre, N. Y.
Sol. Raives, (Pres. of the M.P.T.O. of
N. Y.) for his Pastime and Acme theatres, and fifty other exhibitors for

C—

I

I

D
ME
lATC'
^
In Order of Priority
and

100% talkie productions: a complete line of short
subjects combining novelty and supreme attraction values will be released.
in addition to the

The mechanical

simplicity of Bristolphone

is

pronounced by experts the

"Ideal Synchronizing Device for Motion Picture Theatres"

INTERNATIONAL

'^rjof.^^
ULES ULLMAN

I

Sec.

&

Treas,

BRISTOLPHONE
DISTRIBUTORS
^
W.

«.•«»

^-i

N. y. C.
Telephone Columbus 6470

22S

49th

St.,

INC.

THE

«^E^
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Second Thoughts on

Presentations
By JACK

H ARROW ER\

8UI*" FOR

KENTUCKY ATMOSPHERE
AT THE PARAMOUNT

THE ROXY PRESENTATION
The

stage

show

at the

Roxy was

rather short, due to the length of the
feature.
Opened with the chorus appearing on one side of the balcony
boxes in ancient Greek costumes,
while Beatrice Belkin soloed from the
other side of the stage. Unlike former
presentations, the chorus and singer

were

alreadj'

in

position,

and saved

the usual time consumed in parading
down the circular stairways. They
were the opening number in a spectacular bit termed "Hymn to the

Sun," from "Le Coq d'Or."
The stage set showed an immense
yellow sun, in front of which was a
fire altar on which sat an immobile
female figure clothed in nothing much
outside of a nice coat of sijver. Later
this figure came to life slowly, twining her snake-like arms about in weird

The

stage show at the Paramount
was devised by John Murray Anderson, called "Blue Grass."
It had a
little
of everything, finishing with
two horses on a treadmill in back of
band stage depicting the finish of
the Great Derby. The sound of flying hoofs gave a kick to an otherwise tame show. It was a good plug
for the song "Blue Grass," which
was sung by Irene Wolf and danced
by Rosette and the Foster Girls. Ben
Black, as m.c, led the boys through

"Too Busy."
The Slate Brothers
proved to be three neat tappers, and
in their second appearance in cork
got a big hand.

A

novelty was the

W. HORN, one

of the oldtimers
turned up at Toronto with a snappy looking candy
vending machine, and then slipped
over a fast one by having his machines set up in the main lobby of
the King Edward Hotel for the genin the business,

eral public to review.
^
^

^

Abe Kaplan, Minneapolis

exhibi-

enthused a bit over Bristolphone.
to Waterbury, Conn., to
view the device early in the week.
tor,

He went

*

*

*

George De KruifT was a busy figure
at the convention. He had one sweet
time getting the machines for his exhibit past Canadian customs.
*

*

Customs going

*

into

Canada was a

easier than coming back,
some of the boys will testify.
lot

of

as

^

^

't^

Ed Bowman

21, ig

Week*s Headlim

the Convention

R.

"HYMN TO THE

Sunday, October

Monday
No

general policy on pools in industry adqf
ed by Dept. of Justice, with each situatM
being handled on merit.
Various sound film systems will be iiii
changeable, and monopoly in field imp>,
sible. Dr.
Lee DeForest states.
|
Convention delegates on way to Toronto fil
ninth annual meeting of the M.P.T.O.A
constructive accomplishment to feature c
vention, President R. F. Woodhull stati.

Tuesday
Sound films, legislation and labor to featui
M.P.T.O.A. convention getting under wa
today at Toronto.
"Lilac
Times," synchronized by Westet
Electric system, shown at Academy, Ha|
erstown, Md., on Bristolphone equipmea
proving interchangeability of the two d('
vices.

Wednesday
R.

Woodhull
hand workers"
F.

convention.
of "Lilac

Run

discs

trie

"backbiters and undo
speech at M.P.T.O.."

Times" with Western
Academy, Hagerstown,

El.

M

continues without interruption; precedi
causes comment.
Dept. of Justice keeping vigil on merge

moves

Automatic Ticket

at

hits
in

Fox

in
lines

industry.

up 103 houses
huge New York chain.

as

nucleus

foi

was
at the
Thursday
work of George Griffith who sang,
Sunday shows held in 396 Texas towns.
and then went into adagio work with sessions.
*
*
*
RCA-K-A-O-FBO deal to be set at meetin|i
Rosette assisted by the Foster Girls.
today.
Fred
Herring
ton of the western Sound pictures chief topic of discussion a
The band gave a satire on "Uncle
M.P.T.O.A. Toronto meeting.
contortions.
Then this idol comes Tom's Cabin," with Ben Black giv- Pennsylvania unit was very much in
Friday
evidence.
Fred
is a veteran of ordown stage and executes a religious ing the lines of the "drama" concernR. F. Woodhull reelected president of M.P
ganization
and
received
lot
affairs
a
T.A.
number of chain executives m
dance to the accompaniment of choral ing little Eva and Uncle Tom, while
greetings.
board of directors; expected fireworks fai
chanting and more weird harmonies. the various instruments kidded the of
*
*
*
to materialize, as Allied leaders make m
The highlight was the dancing of interpretation musically.
The cusattempt to "crash" convention; condemniri!
When you think of theater build- of
Brookhart and Hudson bills conventii'
Patricia Bowman who impersonated tomers seemed to like the burlesque.
mg,
the
name
of John Eberson stands
highlight.
ihe Golden Rooster of the legend, Coleman Goetz did the comedy stuff
RCA-Keith-Albee-Orpheum
and Warners
out prominently. The veteran archiarrayed in filmy garment of red and throughout, pulling some good gags
ported in deal.
tect made a big hit in his speech to
E. Otterson, head of Electrical Researt
gold. When she danced the costume and getting his lines over clearly for
J.
Products, silent on interchangeability issue
streamed out like the feathers of a plenty of laughs. But George Dewey the convention.
as "Lilac Times" completes run on Bria'
*
*
*
gorgeous rooster.
She did a cere- Washington was the hit, and when
at Hagerstown, Md.
George Harvey,
PA president, tolphone equipment
monial dance, assisted by the ensem- this colored songbird gave "King for
Saturday
was well received with his speech on RCA deal with Keith-Albee-Orpheum prac»
ble.
The only other stage feature a Day," he stampeded the house.
tically set; RCA now reported angling foi
exploitation.
George is a speaker
was the appearance of the 32 RoxyWarners.
who
realizes
the
value
brevity.
of
ettes, who did a short prolog to the
New M. C. at St. Louis
R. F. Woodhuil plans trip into several states
*
*
*
feature, "The Air Circus."
attending exhibitor unit conventions.
Dressed
St.
Louis Alex Christensen, huLouis Rome and Tommy Goldberg
in aviator's costumes of white and
morist and jazz pianist, is now masof Baltimore were among members of
gold, with bare legs showing, they
ter of ceremonies at the Grand Opera
the veteran contingent, noted around
did neat precision movements, finishHouse.
the convention hall.
ing in the formation of an immense
of Several States
*
*
*
aeroplane with girl center doing back{Continued from Page 1)
First
Sovkino Comedy Here
overs in imitation of a whirling proEnthusiastic over prospects for Oklahoma unit convention at OklaCameo, New York, will play "The the year in Ontario are H. V. O'Coth- homa City, scheduled Dec. 4 and S.
peller.
Title of picture faded in on
Three Moscow-Peers," first Russian nor, manager of Regal Films, and
this.
Election of directors, as well as
Sovkino attempt at feature comedy. D. D. Murphy of FBO.
that of Woodhull, was done by acFilm Arts Guild is sponsoring the
*
*
*
claim, a change in the constitution
Standard
showing.
"Bill" Cadoret of the Comerford limiting the board to ten members.
had been nominated, but
circuit celebrated a birthday during Eleven
for Motioa Picture Pre*«sitKiion
Acquire Canadian Houses
the convention. "Bill" is an oldtimer David Cohen of Binghamton, N. Y
Winnipeg Nat Rothstein of Win- in the business, although his birth- withdrew, so that the selection was
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
nipeg and J. Zcitchow of Melville, day wouldn't indicate that.
He still unanimous.
LAok«waiuu 7876
Sask., have taken over the Princess, retains his theater business at Kanka1S31 BROADWAl, PiEW YORK OTY
True Story Pictures broke into
Yorkton and Melville, Melville, Sask. kee, III. A new house is to be built
copies of 1200 Canadian and AmerRothstein has the Rose and Plaza there by Great States,
Cadoret's
Register

Co.,

prom.inent

,

i

'

AM

—

Woodhull Plans Tour

VAUDEVILLE

The FALLY

MARKU8

—

ican newspapers Wednesday, with
courtesy greeting cards, extending
the coTiipany's felicitations to M.P.
Phillips Managing at Wichita
One of the pri^icipal speakers at T.O.A. members.
The front page
Wichita, Kan. Arthur S. Phillips the banquet was the Rev. Murdock stunt was engineered by Martin
is new manager of the Uptown.
He McLeod, Scotch Presbyterian min- Starr, general manager of rnwfi
previously managed the Ritz and ister of Pinehurst, N. C., who is at- Story.
tending the convention as guest of
*
*
*
Rialto at Tulsa.
Charles Picquet, North Carolina unit
Jack Dillon of Ithaca, N. Y., triect
leader.
his hand with considerable success at
Harry Brown at Akron
*
*
*
When they die
a community song.
Akron, O. Harry Brown, Jr., is
Real tribute was paid to J. C. the "The Sidewalks of New York,"
new manager of the Colonial here.
Brady, Canadian exhibitor leader, someone remarked that Smith wouU
He formerly was at Mansfield.
here.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

|

partner.

—

I

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

—

who assumed much
preparations

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

for

of the

the

work on win

convention.

easily.

*

*

*

Bowers Reopens Theater
Brady was paid a rousing tribute
Jay Emanuel and Sam Stiefel o]
New Philadelphia, O.— The Strand when he received the gold medallion Philadelphia, were among the earli
has been reopened by F. L. Bowers, presented him as a mark of apprecia- arrivals. They took great interest
who also operates the Union here.
tion for what he has done.
the preliminaries.

tri

Rastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type

A

2

proved product
for the cinematographer
perfected^

In developing

Company

it

the Eastman

has pursued

its

Kodak

long estab-

lished policy of constantly helping to

improve the motion picture
presenting
its

it

to the trade

it

art.

In

maintains

undisputed forty-year supremacy.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Kerens

A Tip-off To Something Hotll

New York, October 19, 1928.
Detective Bill McGillicuddy,
Police Headquarters.
Dear Bill:
This is in the reference to the last time you pinched me for rolling a
wad during the rush hour. You remember me and you got talking then about the
movies, and how you said they ain't been many pictures that done right by a
detective, and I says the same is true of us dips.
They have turned
Well at last the Fox company has gone and done it.
like
old home week
which
is
just
Underworld,"
"Romance
of
the
called
out a picture
for
some
of
my
pals in it.
I
looking
real
got
to
it's
so
Honest,
for the crooks.
was
entitled
to
do
stretch up
of
them
a
that
most
regular
The actors all acted so
the river for it.
You remember "Dressed to Kill," Bill, and how you said that was a smooth
Well, this new picture goes it one better, sS you'd think
piece of goods.
This
it was a news reel of how one of the mobs spends its working hours.
film has things that even the tabloids don't let on about.
They is a dick which is acted like a sweet cookie by a bozo named
He is such a regular guy, as bulls go, that I wouldn't mind
Robert Elliott.
He ain't just a piece of cast iron.
He is
being put in stir by him myself.
good humored and he kind of lounges through the picture like it was his day
off and he wasn't really out to make a record with pinches.
He is so much like you. Bill, that I wouldn't be surprised if
somebody had tipped off the Fox people that you was around and they had you
He cops the wrong party, but you and me know that
do your bit in pictures.
has been done, don't we. Bill? But in the end he makes everything K. 0.
by letting one crook give another the works.
The crook that gets his is the kind of lizard that makes his living
off the girls in one them night parlors where they feature the laughing gas.
I won't call him by his right name, because I understand it is against the
law to send words like that through the mails.
And I got a re-spect for the
law, nine times out of ten.
This palooka is so mean he actually drives one of his molls into
leading a straight life.
This broad is Mary Astor, only she ain't really a
broad.
I sure felt sorry for that jane,
specially when she cried, and if I'd
been there myself when she was in trouble I would of give her the nearest
wallet handy to help her out.
When she marries the right guy and this palooka tries to shake
her down, he gets the berries from a dip that is a dip.
A credit to his
crowd
you know there's that kind.
I'M TELLING YOU.
Why am I spilling this to you? Well, I know you'll like "Romance
of the Underworld," and if I tipped you off to it, maybe you wouldn't bear
down on me the next time you grabbed me.
Don't drink no knockout drops.
,

—

jJJlAvrvu

Kedf

raw

Q^^ ^^^^

tneaty daring, true to life
WILLIAM FOX
Presents

ROMANCE UNDERWORLD
^i.

Irving

Cummings

Robert Elliott

production with

Ben Bard

Mary Astor

John Boles

Screen story by Sydney Lanfield and Douglas Doty,
Suggested by Paul Armstrong's play. Synchronized or Silent prints
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INTERCHANGEABIUTY

Fox Campaign on for Theaters
William Fox

out after theaters a la wholesale.
Well over
City will comprise the holdings of Fox's
Metropolitan Theaters and with these as the basis for a powerful
chain in the metropolitan area, moves are now under way to. take
over theaters in other sections of the East.
It is reported A. C. Blumenthal, Fox theater scout, has approached the Schine circuit operating in upper New York State
and in Ohio, the Netcco company, which has a chain of theaters
in New England, principally Massachusetts, and many others.
It is reported no limit has been set to number of theaters sought.
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FIFTY LEADING QUESTIONS
FACING FILM INDUSTRY TODAY
As Answered By

Filtndom's Leading Executives
Today, Will H. Hays, president of the M. P.
Producers and Distributors of America, a
nationally known figure and spokesman for
the industry, answers directly The Film Daily

htone, Sound Device,
leady; 60 Acts Finished
ntone Corp., formed in Albany
weeks ago, is about to intro:tits new synchronization device
records and reproduces sound
It is declared
le
disc system.
> have been completed and are
The price is
c
for the market.
t
by Filmtone sponsors to be
I
at a figure which will place it
-li
the reach of all types of the^

II

;

Lesser in Sound Field;

Franklyn Warner

rking his return to active partion in the business, Sol Lesser,
r president of West Coast Theinc, has joined the Franklyn
er Co., which is to make a sef
Bristolphone talking pictures.

be "The Great Power"
practically completed.

irst will

Iimbia Gets National
Mstribution on "Dawn"
I

distribution

of

— Our

We

1

"Dawn,"

English picture based on the life
xecution of Edith Cavell, Brit(Continued on Page 8)

1

pictures continue to be liked everywhere because of their quality. They interest and entertain. So long
as we maintain this quality, so long as our pictures bring happiness and a certain stimulation of mind to those who see
them abroad, our markets will obtain.
The purpose of the various types of restrictive measures
affecting pictures in foreign countries is, of course, to decrease
the number of pictures we export to those countries. These
difficulties, I believe, are only temporary. There always will be
a world demand and a world market for good pictures. Every
time a good picture is made abroad we try to secure it for
the American market. Ours is an absolutely open and free
want the best pictures from the whole world. We
market.
offer no legal restrictions against foreign producers here producing. There are no government limitations against foreign
distributors establishing in this country their own distributing
agencies for their own pictures and freely distributing them.
There are no obstacles against foreign companies building their

Answer

being
are
{ for New York exhibitors in
n irary quarters on the 12th floor
/) 7th Ave.

jtional

— What do

you think of the future of
American motion pictures abroad?

Question

Demonstrations

oins

Warner-Stanley-F. N., RCA-K-A-0-FBO Deals
Under Scrutiny
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—Dept.

of Justice ofare scrutinizing the Warner
deals for Stanley and First National
and proposed acquisition of Keithficials

Albee-Orpheum and

FRO

by RCA.

the department withhold comment as to the government
attitude with respect to the proposed
mergers, calling attention to the fact
that it is the policy of the department
to treat such matters as confidential,
except where formal proceedings are
required.
Government investigation of the
Officials

mergers

is

some delay

of

understood to be causing
in

consummation

of the

but whether any effort will
be made to block them cannot be determined.
Should the government, however,
withhold approval of the mergers
planned, it would be up to the companies concerned to decide whether
they v.'ished to drop their plans, or
risk prosecution by putting through
the mergers.
deals,

M.P.T.0.OiRD NAMES

Inquiring Editor.

ii

r

Price 5 Cents

1928

SCANNING MERGERS

L S.
1.

22,

,

(Continued

on Page 4)

COMMITTf EOF 32

IN

NOV.

Selection of the 32 members of the
new conference committee, one from

each zone, is planned at a meeting
of the board of directors of the M.
P.T.O.A. to be held about the midof

dle

November.

Communications

been established with theater
owners in each zone to determine
personnel of this committee, members of which will have charge of
other situations in
legislative and
have

their

respective

territories.

3 Talker Versions
West Coast Bin:

THE FILM DAILY

—

"Two hundred
and Fortieth Street," Vitaphone subject, has been comLos Angeles

pleted by Warners in three
versions, English, French and
German. Bryan Foy directed

while Anne Codee and Frank
Irr play the leads.

DAILV
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The Industry's
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24',666
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600

95^

95/

1

59^ S97A 59/8
102Ji 102J4 10254
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uoVz
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Annual

meeting

Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana.
Oct. 24-25
Annual convention of western
Oct.

Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor unit.
Meeting of M.P.T.O. of Eastern

25

Pennsylvania.

Meeting of Arkansas M.P.T.O.
and Tennessee and Mississippi exhibitors at Memphis.
Nov. 1
Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Grauman's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov 1
Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at
Oct.

28-29

'

Dallas.

Nov.

Meeting

of International
of Commerce at Paris on
film restriction program.

14

Nov.

M.P.T.O.

20-21

vention at

Nov. 24
Dec.

Ohio stages con-

of

Oklahoma

at

New Fox

house in
First annual ball.
New York.

Oklahoma

City.

Louis opens.
M. P. Club of

St.

Handling Ufa in Washington
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington

—-Ufa

productions

are

being handled in this territory by
Louis F. Ribnitzki, who has an office

in

the

Mather

B'ldg.

Reopening K. C. House
Kansas City Dick Liggett,
owns the Liggett and Gauntier

—

plans

to

month.

.

*(c-b) do

.

.

.

.

•Last

Prices

(s)
(o)

Stock Exchange.

Balaban

Skouras,

St.

reopen the
It
has been

former
closed

January, 1927.

Acoustics

When

here,
this

since

New

Censor Rules at Portland

8,500

'4"

'566

85"

23/
113
11554

115/

.

198

is

listed in

the nose is appropriate, and when the
'sex appeal' can be used.

Theatre
Managers

Returning to Germany

T ARGE

of the educational unit
and will begin assembling his film
on his arrival at Hamburg.

Bee

Louis.

Remedied Before Wiring

Columbia, Portsmouth.
O., was wired recently for talkers
during renovations planned and supthe

ervised by theater architect, Victor
A. Rigaumont of New York, this
Shine Enterprise house became, according to Rigaumont, the first renovated auditorium to be treated with
acoustical materials to ove-rcome the
reverberations of sound and to soften the echoes. Johns Manville acoustical materials were used.
Vitaphone

Berlin

worked

men

only

exploit, publicize

and put their shows over
Bright fuwith a bang!
ture with possibility of division managerships.

Ltd.

in Ufa Film
Bee Amman, who has
numerous American pic-

Apply by letter, mentioning
and past connections,
references and salary desired.
Correspondence strictly confi-

in
tures, has been signed for "Asphalt,"
is to
Ufa production which Joe

present

May

direct.

dential.

Working on Exchange Deal

—

Berlin
Visit of Jean Sapene to
Berlin is believed in connection with
negotiations for an exchange agree-

ment between

aggressive

for

who can

Amman

—

organi-

opening for
a number of real showLooking
man-managers.

—

Films,

theatre

^"^ zation has

Pfaff Finds Business Good
Toronto Business throughout Toronto is on the upgrade with the con-

Educational

i

Wanted

manager

adian

ver

traile

li

words

Chicago;

make

delivery

Stanley Co. of Americ

throughout Canada,
dition general
states H. L. Pfaff, manager for Can-

& Katz

to

on any special
service that you may need.

.

13,200
13,500

are in a position

quick

cording

eral

5754

9854
1135^

They

—

to Robert M. Mount, new
chairman of the board. He declares
that there are times when thumbing

BOX

German and French

No. M-401

Daily

1650

New York

City

c-o Film

B'way

producers.

installed.

French Authors Producing
"You Belong To Me" is
title of a picture being made by the
Society' of Authoirs with Rudolph
Klein-Rogge and Suzy Vernon feaParis

—

Filmdom'' s

Recognized Book

Rejerence For

Of

Past Ten Years

tured.

1929 Edition
TRAINING WHITE ELEPHANTS
Chain Theatre Operators having in some territory a difficult operating problem and who have to go outside of their organization
for an all around experienced showman, capable and big enough to

meet an unusual

situation, may have the services of an alert and
aggressive business builder.
Sixteen years' experience operating
theatres of frorn 400 to 2600 seats.
Now district manager of 36
theatres of National Chain, desiring connection where future and
salary are commensurate with ability and results obtained.

ADDRESS BOX
1650

Broadway

M-400

c-o

New

FUm Daily
York, N. Y.

OUT

IN

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS
EVERYTHING

[

Special Trailers!

Portland, Ore.
Common sense is
to be substituted for hard and fast
rules in censoring pictures here, ac-

14

11

Over the Ounter (Bid and Asked.)

NOTE:

notified theaters that the five per cent
increase granted all theater employes
Sept. 1 was not sufficient, and that
they would strike Oct. 13 if their demands were not granted. Musicians
at the Capitol received an increase
of $5 per week, with the orchestra
retained at its present size.
Pantages and Paramount musicians received an increase of $5 per man.

1

8,400
1,800

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

—

84

4

—

Pay

K. W. Emmermacher, president of
Meridian Film, of Hamburg, Germany, has returned home after nine
months spent in Canada, the United
States and Latin America obtaining
photographic material for a scientific film.
Emmermacher acted as gen-

50
5654
11/2

.

(b)
(c)

was

who

.

1

36
41

6Hs28..

Columbus.

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Annual convention of M.P.T.O.

4-5

Dec. 25
Jan. 26
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Levine Managing Worcester He
Worcester, Mass.
Louis Le
Increases in
former manager of Loew's Colur
Salt Lake City
Musicians here Boston, is managing the Regent
have won new raises in pay as a re- lor Goldstein Bros.
sult of their controversy.
They had
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Broadway

hit

—an

all-dialogue Bristolphone

motion picture with the original cast as they appeared

PRODUCTION

York
It

in

New

City.

Opens on Broadway Shortly

BELL-TONE PRODUCTIONS
They

will be made by the genuine Bristol Process and the
all-dialogue pictures produced in the Bristol Studios
and we are the direct agents of William H. Bristol and the
William H. Bristol Talking Pictures Corporation of Waterbury, Connecticut, with exclusive rights to the use of
Bristolphone up to the end of 1929. "The Great Power"
first

BELL-TONE
PRODUCTIONS

Bristolphone is the world's foremost sound and
synchronizing device, perfected after 14 years of experimentation by William H. Bristol, M.E. IT IS

ABSOLUTELY THE MOST PERFECT, MOST
DEPENDABLE, MOST SATISFYING SOUND
DEVICE IN THE WORLD TODAY.

Temporary Address
22S WEST 49th STREET

NEW YORK

CITY

THE

ggg^

Monday, October

DAILV
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Leading Questions

(Continued from Page 1)
theaters. Foreign competition is practically free and is inwant abroad only the opportunity for the same kind
vited.
try to live on the closest and friendliest
of fair competition.
like
terms with the European governments and industries.
their
quality
of
to see these foreign industries improve the

own

We

We

We

made, no matter
where, it helps the whole world industry. Our problem is not
more motion pictures for the world but better motion pictures

pictures.

Every time a

really good picture is

not quantity but quality must be the goal.
I hope producers everywhere will learn this lesson as our
own member producers have learned it. The picture-going pubIt will not accept a
lic is highly educated in picture values.
bad picture. Only the best will draw it into the theaters.
That is why we are glad to see improved quality in foreign
production. The European market is susceptible of great development. Each country should produce against national backgrounds pictures which will have an international appeal. It
is not enough for a picture to have only a national interest to
be successful. Today a picture must appeal to the world.
Our relations with the European industries are working toward an understanding to that end.

Question 2— What is the industry doing to bring
new patrons into the industry and are sound
pictures providing the desired stimulus?

—

Answer Making better pictures
demand as well as the supply.

continually and organiz-

ing the

22,1

Seriet

And the first reason for the astonishing improvemen
if
the quality of motion pictures, which transforms the woi
r
film of yesterday into an anachronism today, is the comf
independence and free play of competition which prevails
side the Association. Excellence in achievement does not c
through finding a level. Invention, enterprise, new mechai
JS
devices, lighting effects, photographic technique
all these
kindred markers of progress in our art reach new heij
through individual courage, initiative and brain power on
part of producers.
The Association serves impartially where its help is nee
If a picture in state of planning involves special atmospt'
such as setting in a foreign land or eccelesiastical touches,
check carefully for the producer, in advance, with the grc
affected, in order that the completed film may be wholesc
give no offense and minimize the risk of outside mishand
after production that might cripple its artistic unity.
One of the great practical services rendered toward
steady improvement in pictures, too, has been the institu j,,
and successful conduct in the industry of arbitration. In W'
years of arbitration the arbitration boards have settled ami
bly differences of opinion totalling $11,200,298.94. The -^
ducer now spends his money in the production of pictures,
in legal wrangling about them afterward. Due to the s^
great accomplishment of the arbitration boards, capital
needed expansion and experimentation can be had at reaiiable rates of interest. There is stability in our business toe,
and this condition leaves the field open for the full play of
competitive courage, initiative and brain power to whic
have previously referred as the true source of progress.

—

iliO

tS'J

i-

^

r

1

There are three basic discoveries in the development of hu-

man

intercourse:
First, the discovery by primitive artists that they could
depict objects. I place this before language because the eye is
the swiftest avenue to the brain and because visual art is the
most difficult. Pigs grunt. Horses neigh. Only man can make
pictures.

i

— What

principle should contrail
making pictures available to churches, schoh
and other non-theatrical agencies?
Answer Strictly religious pictures for the churches d

Question

4

—

Second, the discovery of printing. This, again, was a picdevelopment, a process by which language itself could strictly pedagogic pictures for the schools and colleges shed
be transformed into a medium for eye consumption and mul- be and are being provided. There are no controversial qi<tions involved in their use in the churches and class roomi
tiplied to magnify its usefulness.
Further than that the proper types of pictures should e
Third, motion pictures.
made
available for churches and schools only with full id
Now you ask whether the addition of sound to pictures proconstant
regard for the avoidance of unfair competition mIi
vides a stimulus. The answer is yes. Every art is glad to use
the
regular
exhibitor, and that guiding principle now opera
new effects; every real amusement glad to increase its intenThe
church,
the school and the theater have distinct mar
sity. The splendid welcome with which the men whose capital
functions
religious
education, secular education and enl'is at stake have greeted the invention of synchronization is
tainment.
They
overlap
to some extent. The church must m;e
one more proof of the pioneer spirit of the industry. Sound
its
appeal
attractive,
and
so must the school. The theater, will be developed until we find its best use as an adjunct to the
motion picture, and in the meantime the whole industry bene- pecially the motion picture theater, recognizes more and me
its educational obligation. Nevertheless, the lines of differe.s
fits from the increased interest and value which the innovation
are there.
has brought.
When the purpose of a church or school is clearly note
The real future, from the standpoint of increasing our pubcompete
with the exhibitor, and when a given institution i
lic to znclude all mankind, lies in two things. First of these is
given
locality
does not make a practice of entertainment
continued improvement of the product, a task at which all the
semi-entertainment
showings, the industry is glad to supl
companies are working fifty-two weeks a year. Second is the
new generation. Children growing up today will accept the these other great agencies. If pictures are sought as a regua
motion picture as part of their lives, something without which source of revenue by any non-commercial group, the inter*:
the world would be incredibly drab. The future of motion of the exhibitor, who pays taxes, heavier insurance, liceJ
pictures is bounded only by the limits of the world's increase in fees, a continuous pay-roll and many other charges inheri
torial

i.

—

i

in his business,

population.

3— Are

must be protected.

the moral and artistic standards Question 5— What has the future in store for
of motion pictures being consistently improved
actor?
in pursuance of the cardinal principles upon
Answer Never before in the history of the world has m;

Question

which your organization

—

Answer Yes. Certainly that is
ing pictures speak for themselves.

i

is
so.

founded?

—

kind had such imperative need for recreation within the rei
The constantly improv- of all. We concentrate, we specialize, we use at least so
portion of our brain at high speed through every working c

THE
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'his tension is insupportable unless we can find a way to let
he tautness ease and the mind, nerves and body find that relax-

which comes through wholesome amusement.
The theater has progressed from the severe intellectual exerise of the ancients, designed only for the few (and fit subjects
to a living,
,till for the grave dissections of the academicians)
[ital force, performing necessary functions and constituting
tion

Comerford Awards Contract
Pa.
Comerford Aimi'
iiK'iit Co. has awarded contract fo
house on Lackawanna Ave. to Uni
Builders,

Inc.

Novelty Buys Second House
Conshohocken, Pa.
Novel

—

iplendid health insurance.

Amusement

The actor is the soul of this art. Story may be there, and
the wonders of science to assure its setting and skillful
11
resentation, but if the virile genius of a talented and trained
ersonality be not present to breathe life and reality into the
utomata of plot and across the framework of setting, there

here,

no theater.
Motion pictures offer to an actor that immortality which
.nly sculptors, painters, poets and musicians could achieve
'lefore. The stimulus to the man of genius which the developaent of the screen has afforded the actor cannot but produce
esults. The motion picture has its giants already. They will
iot deteriorate, and others will grow up to stand with them,
theirs is a contribution which the industry, and the 250,000,•00 watchers of motion pictures, cannot over-estimate.
5

—

Olyiiliant,

Co., operating the

has acquired

the

Ri

Forest

fr

George H. Chapman.

Kapner Again Operating

—

Philadelphia The Elk, seating 5
is again being operated by its own
Lewis Kapner, on a five-changes

week

policy.

Acquires Kelso, Wash., House
Wash. Cowlitz Amuseme
Co.. has been formed to operate t
Vogue and Liberty. W. G. Riple;

—

Kelso,

manager of
Co., which
Pekin

at

rV

firm.

6— What

Question
tion in

regard

is

the attitude of the Associa-

to copyright

laws?

Stock at Richmond

Richmond

—-Legitim'ate

House

stock has
returned to the Lyric, former Keith-

—

We believe that the United States should become Albee-Orpheum.
adherent to the Berne Convention, the international union
Plaza, K. C, Opens
or the protection of literary and artistic works signed at
Kansas City— The Plaza, Kansas
Berlin, November 13, 1908. Genius should have encouragement
City's
newest
suburban
house,
ind protection for its creations throughout the world.
opened with an invitation premiere,
Domestically, we feel that the present copyright laws are with Jack Truitt as lessee and manintiquated and ineffective. In advocating, as we have steadily aging director. It is an atmospheric
located
in
Country
Club
lone, a revision to bring them in line with modern necessities, house,
Plazajtve wish to achieve particularly what is fair and just to the
juthor and compatible with sound business practice.
Motion pictures is the largest industry affected by the copyright problem. The author's concern is ours, because when we
buy our raw product novels, plays, short stories, etc., we
want to be sure that the title of the seller, and hence ours
'after purchase, is clear.
When we have bought a plot we have stepped into the author's shoes and we become in a sense authors ourselves. It
iis therefore much in the interest of the industry that protection of rights, original or purchased, in all story material be
Answer

m

—

—

j

a

Take

Columbia Amusemer
has the Columbia an
Longview, heads the ne\?
the

Battle

Me Home"
of

the

Sexes"

—

"The Wedding March"
"Me, Gangster"
Warners— "The Home Towners"
Winter Garden— "The Singing Fool"
'

Eggleston Being Transferred
Atlanta— C.
Roltaire
Eggleston.
who has managed Keith's Georgia
since that house opened nearly two
years ago. will be transferred to another Keith theater.
John Smith
will succeed him here.

James Building Another
-St.

Louis

—Tommy

James, owner

of several houses in this city, is to
erect a theater to adjoin his present

Retina on Market

St.

OSWALD
THE LUCKY RABBIT

made

as secure as possible and practicable.

SOARS HIGH
ABOVE ALL

Tomorrow — Carl Laemmle
A

pioneer

among

film pioneers.

An

OTHER CARTOONS
BECAUSE HE

executive whose

motion pictures is as keen today as it was
two decades ago. He will answer the following quesjtions for The Film Daily:
[interest in

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

What is the advantage to the exhibitor booking a
complete show?
8
Do you think a Broadway run at a loss, but for exploitation purposes, is a good investment?
9
Do you think that each of the major companies relatively is producing too many features today?
10
Has the cost of production in general been lowered
during the past year?
11
What do you think of the future of short subjects,
both silent and sound?
12 Do you think a company name or trade mark means
anything as goodwill with the picture-going public?
13 What, if any, are the advantages of advertising in
7

national publications?

CONTRIBUTES

MORE

SUPERVISION

GEORGE WINKLER

MERRIMENT
TO A PROGRAM

PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
Vnwers<zI\ii\miUl Cartoons
...

THt

<Stl

DABi,Y

Monday, October

22, 19

Coast Wire Service

Hays Sta Pathe Production at Peak
{Continued

own

We

Four Pictures
STARTIKG, 5 EDITING

We try to*

to see these foreign industri
pictures. Every time a really

at the

7 BEING PREPARED

helps the whole woi witi, two pictures starting, RCA
pictures for the ^'hotophone dialogue sequences and
not quantity but quality musti^cconipaniment under way on sevit

more motion

hope producers everywh''."' features, five features in the cutmg rooms and preparations started
OWll member producers have l^n^even features and a new serial,
he IS highly educated
piCproduction is at peak at Pathe.
bad picture. Only the best W "The Leatherneck," a William
That is wbv -e are glad tP°>'f!, 7^'^'^'^ ^'^1 ,."^'"''T, ^"i'^''"
bors,
featuring t-ddie (Juillan, have
o^^-no
'Excess Baggage
r>
opean
If^^p,., placed in production.
Howard
(M-G-M)
she Higgin is directing Elliott Clawson's
I

1

-i

1

T

m

-,

Three thousand novelty trunks"?
were printed and distributed three
days in advance of the play-date.
These were little paper trunks, which,
when opened showed a girl in scanty ballet costume, underneath which
was caption, "Come to the Fox Theater and see more of me in 'Excess
Baggage' with William Haines."
R. Herman, Fox, Aurora, 111.

"Tarzan the Mighty"

(Serial)

(Universal)

Hired a "human fly" who, dressed
huge ape suit, climbed the front

in a

of the theater,

all

the

town and telephone

high trees in
Needless
had a gang of

poles.

to say the "ape man"
kids following him all the time. Then
took the "ape man" on the top of
auto advertising the serial with banners on the car, and ran miles out
country each way from
into the
town.
George Stevens, Willoby,

—

Willoughby, O.

story.

strong,

Jimmy
in

the

Eddie

"The Shady Lady," "Geraldine,"

Daughter,"

"The

Spieler," and "Sal of Singapore."
for
features
are
being prepared
early shooting and the serial unit is about
Paul Stein is preparing to
ready to start.
direct "The Office Scandal," Phyllis Haver's
William Counselman and Scott
next vehicle.
Darling are preparing "Listen, Baby," in
Con
which Eddie Quillan will be featured.
tinuity for ".Square Shoulders," Junior Coghlan's
next subject, is being prepared by
George Drumgold and Peggy Prior. Dudley

Seven

Murphy

working with

is

Elliott

Clawson on

another
prepared is
William
Preparations are under
'The 'Flying Fool."
way for "The Getaway," in which Robert

"High Voltage,"
Boyd vehicle being

scenario

of

Armstrong

will

be

and*

featured.

Spencer Bennet, serial director, is making arrangements for "The Fire Detective,"
which will have Gladys McConnell and Ifugh
Frank I^eon Smith proAllan in the leads.
vided

the

story.

McLaglen's Father Dies

McLaglen has just learned
Through newspaper co-operation, a at the Fox studios in Hollywood of
hunt was made for the oldest mar- the death of his father. Bishop Mcried living couple in the county. This Laglen of the Anglican Church in
was a human interest stunt, and re- London.
Victor

—

N. Z. Chains
For the

Sydney

Hayward

—

and

Buy

F. N.

initial

Kcmball

New Zealand, comprising
40 theaters, have signed
put of I'irst National

time

in

Rayart Film Starts
Next on the list of Rayart's

FBO

circuits
in
a total of
entire out-

at

list

JOHN ADOLFI

keeping bu;
His "The Midnight Taxi" set
house record in Chicago and play
one theater for four weeks. The

"Jazz Age" Completed
Production has been completed on
"The Jazz Age," which Lynn Shores
FRO with Marccline
directed for
Day and Douglas Fairbanks featured.

Walsh's Eye Improved
Raoul Walsh's injured eye is improving and he may not lose the
He may direct "In Old
sight of it.
Arizona," talking western, on which
he was engaged when injured in an
Irving tlumautomobile accident.
mings had replaced him on the pic-

Walsh

expected to be discharged in a few weeks from the
Salt Lake City hosiMtal where he is
confined.

is

leads.

Tom Mix

Feathers,"

has started on his fourth

recently

western,
tion of

Cooper.
*

*

Meighan Signed by Vitaphone
Thomas Meighan has been signed
Assigned Preparation
Thalberg and Frank Butler have been assigned the preparation of "The Five O'Clock Girl" for
the screen.
This film, adapted from

and Geraldine Loomis sending
telegrams; Sue Carol relating
her European experiences to
George O'Brien, Don Terry
and Tom Lewis.

Sylvia

year's

last

will

Broadway musical
be

a

*

Our Passing Show: Henry
Lehrman and Arthur F. Stone
chatting at the Fox studio;
Ray Lissner, Marie Halvey

by Vitaphone.

cess,

returned

from the Palm Springs desert,
which was used as a location
for the picture.
Fort Khorgwab was built on the desert
and 1,000 people used in the
battle scenes. "Four Feathers"
is
being directed by Ernest
Schoedsack and Merian

suc-

Marion Davies' ve-

hicle.

Jack

Cohn

is

enjoying

the

Cal

fornia weather, but is lonesome f
Starting "Hurricane"
He is a charter memt
Albert S. Rogell is slated to start Broadway.
production this week on "Hurricane," of the New York Motion Pictij
an original by Norman .Springer, club, but is longing for his fii
starring Hobart Bosworth. This will glimpse of the club's new quarte
His stay here also caused him
be a Columbia special.
miss his first Film Daily golf tourrj
Lucille Powers Cast
Lucille Powers has been selected
for
the
second lead in "Marquis
Preferred," Adolphe ATenjou's current starring vehicle.
Nora Lane
appears in the feminine lead, with
Frank Tuttle directing.

ment.
*

*

Charles Lamont, Educational

WANTED
Live Wire Distributors
for

TRINITY PICTURES
In a

Few Open

12 Features

Territories

— 2 Serials

Write or Wire

TRINITY PICTURES CORP.

is

1108 North Lillian

i

rector, has a busy program.
He\
direct Dorothy Devore in
to
com,edies; Jerry Drew in four,
"Big Boy" in six.

to

directing.

ture.

Hollywo

Studios

Mack

ander, J. V. McGowan, Frank MoDuke Worne
ran and Toni Curran.
is

RALPH WILK

Four pictures are in work at FBO.
George B. Seitz and his "Blockade"
company are on location at Catalina,
where the company expects to re- rector recently finished "Fancy BA
main another week, Anna Q. Nils- gage" for Warner Brothers and K
son heads the cast.
Wallace Mac- also directed "The Little Snob" r
Donald, Walter McGrail and James "What Happened to Father" iorih
Bradbury, Sr., support Miss Nilsson. Warners.
*
*
George Melford is in the second
week of "Love in the Desert" with
Howard Estabrook, who is
Olive Borden and Noah Beery in the
writing the scenario for "Four

Sennett
Night."
studios is "Ships of the
Trem Carr has lined up a cast, headed by Jacqueline Logan, Sojin, Arthe
thur Rankin, Andy Clyde, Glen Cav-

go into production

''Lots'*

Work

"The Drifter," under direcRobert DcLacy. Ralph Tnce's
staff has completed editing "HardAlan Hale, Robert Arm- boiled," which stars .Sally O'Neil.
Fred Kohler ,Paul Wiegel, The cast includes Donald Reed, LilAldine and Dione Ellis are yan Tashman, Bob Sinclair, Ole M.
cast.
"Noisy Neighbors" has Ness, Tom O'Grady and Alphonz
and other members of the Ethier.

Quillan family in the cast.
In the cutting rooms are "Ned McCobb's

"Two Lovers"
(United Artists)

Prizes were
ceived a lot of space.
offered, and a box party was held
local
contestants.
Allen,
for
the
Cleveland.

from
By

terms with the European govt

where,

A Little

_

competf
want abroad only t'^

theaters. Foreign

vited.
of fair competition.

-'^"l.

Way, Hollywood,

Cal.

—
—

——

;

;;

THE
October

I rnday,
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MATER

NEW

i
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BOARDS

.

1928

22,

o

CHANGES

Exhibitors
Daily Reminder

!

Film Boards of Trade throughct the United States regularly
other data on changes in the
ehibition field, by arrangement

•

Watch sound

THE FILM DAILY.

«th

picture
advertising.

JNew theaters, changes in ownship, re-openings and closings

The

covered.
)w:

Be sure

latest reports

avoid misrepresen tation.

ALABAMA
Changes

—

Minette

sold to T.

Birmingham

Higgins;

U.

Ownership

in

Dixie,

to

Hand by

—C.^Uixie,

sold

Bromberg & Creswell by Nelson &
Brundidge First National, sold
;illcspie;

—

)

Adams by W. D. Adams;

Centerille—Frances, sold to J. P. Nix by W.
Nicholson;. Ensley iPalace, sold to M.
T.

J

J.

—

..

—

Gray by Ben Jaffe; Evergreen Arcade,
,1(1
McGehee & Wright by T. A.
to
Mobile ^Capitol and Empire, sold
;ant
Saenger Theaters by Wblfson-Meyer;
lakman Crystal, sold to Johnson Bros.
I

1928

22,

—

;

—

W.

L.

y

Monday, Oct.

— —

sin by E. W. Neil
Julian ^Julian Hall,
La Habra ^Garden,
sold to Ward Lascelle
sold to A. Yarbrough by H. S. Dickson;
Long Beach Home, sold to O. J. Rolo by
Empire, sold
P. Hansen; Los Angeles
J.
to A. J. Phillips by Pacific Theaters; Estelsold to E. Castellano, Jr., by Frank
la,
Founce Jensen's Melrose, sold to Amiel
Oakland
Alperstein by F. J. Uehling
Allendale, sold to Lawrence H. Goklsmitli
;

Bagwell,

Jr.

;

Closings

—

Cona

The Corona; New
Quinton Princess.

Brockton

—

v]isv;

—

ARIZONA
Ownership

in
—Changes
^New Palace, sold to Edwards &
M.
owler; Duncan — Duncan, sold to
by A. C. Rogers & Jay Pierce
Pecharich
lerome— Lyric, sold to Phil
— by

A fork

J.

'ierce

jiarshall

&

leligman,

sold

Rovrigues

M.

to

Seligman ^The
by C. R.

;

C.

Jolly

ARKANSAS
New

Theaters

—
—
Openings
Amity; Ozark — New.

—

thy — The

— Crystal,

sold

Annie Martin

Cochran by
—^Wrights,
sold

Bert

to

Gurdon

;

D. and
Irs.
Lula Mae Wright; Holly Springs
D.
iex, sold to Geo. R. Childs by W.
iVebster
Luxora Palestine, sold to F. L.
Pal.hanks by J. F. Wheat; Marmaduke
sold to lOrris F. Collins by J. B.
ice,
lacon
Mulberry ^Electric, sold to Guy
ienderson by C. C. Henderson Paragould
-Capitol and Majestic, sold to M. A.
Nightman by John A. Collins; Rector
Tri-State Theaters Corp. by

R.

—

;

—

—

;

;

sold

f'alace,

to

;

—

—

Closings
Black Oak ^Grand

Mice;
;

md

;

;

Vard

—

—

;

—
—

—

—
— —

;

;

—^Pastime.

— Strand; San Francisco — New
Sanger — The Sanger.
Re-Openings
-ion — Andy's; Dorris—'Arcade;
Fellows
Firebaugh— Rex
FuUerton — Rialto
Angeles — California,
Criterion
and
—
payton
lariiia;

tar;

;

;

.OS

Maricopa

;

House;

jVhite

Ysidro

^Mission;

San

— Pioneer.

Randsburg

Francisco

—(Imperial;

Changes

F.

V
^t,
1

in Ownership
Grand, sold to O. A. 'Olson
Newgass; Boulder Creek Forto Amos & Carroll by A. C.

— United
W.

sold

weeney

|<ittle

—

— The

Capitola
Theater Co.
;

Capitola,

sold

to

by Hawaiian Gardens,

inc.; Chula Vista— Seveill, sold to Pacific
|Iational Theaters by Bach Theaters; ColJn
^Hidalgo, sold to G. E. Cooper; Fort

—

Iragg

—

United and Liberty, sold to Geo.
lann Theatejs by J. T. Perry; Gardena^
he Gardena, sold to F. A. Gayden by
Clarence Boyle; Garden Grove—The Gar!en, sold to Wm. Bals by O. A. Olson;
jsleton— The Isleton, sold to Geo. Dicker[

i

Porterville

Lascelle;

—

—

—

—

;

—

Closings

— Grand Grimes— Community Los
Angeles— Criterion and Lyric
Meridan
PTA Oakdale —Airdome Paso Robles
Bell
Portola — The Portola
Quincy —'The
Quincy
San
Francis(;o— Diamond
and

Anaheim

;

;

;

;

;

;

Portola.

COLORADO
Changes

Aurora

sold

Eldon

to

by

Sam H. Horner; Bonanza

to

Mrs.

—Gem,
by Marshall

—

Menagh

'Ritz,

sold

by Arlie R. Atha

Pratt

E.

—

Griffi.n

to

Sylvia

Holly

— Isis;

sold

Dazey

to
;

& Greenwood

Weldona-^Isis,
Ferguson.

sold

Biddle by F. E.

Closings

—^Gem.

CONNECTICUT
New Theaters
Broadbrook —'The Broadbrook.
Changes
Bridgeport

— Poli

—

—
—

;

;

life.

1929 Film
Year Book

Ownership

in

Palace, Poli, Majestic and
Lyric, sold to Fox Theaters. Inc., by Poli
Theaters
Hartford Capitol and Palace,
sold to Fox Theaters, Inc., by Poli Theaters; Majestic, sold to Maher & Tussenbroek by Al Gottesman Meriden Poli and
Poll Palace, sold to Fox Theaters, Inc.,
by Poli Theaters; New Haven Bijou and
Palace, sold to Fox Theaters, Inc., by Poli
Theaters
Norwich Strand, sold to S. E.
Feld by Dr. Lewis; Shelton— The Shelton,
sold to
N. Hadelman by N. Chilhain;
South Manchester^Rialto, sold to HoflFman Theat. Ent. by W. C. Campbell;
South Norwalk^Rialto, sold to C &
Amuse. Co. by A. Terris
Waterbury
Hamilton, sold to Schatzman & Fader by
Fernandez;
Poli Palace, sold to Fox
J.
Theaters, Inc., by Poli Theaters.
;

year's

;

& Wood
'Somerset

Advertising in
this section has a full

to

Palm, sold to C.
Kessey Paonia American, sold to Dr. W.
E. Haley by D. E. Lawrence; Ramah
;

Book.

Hennen & Mil& Day
Littleton
W. Kelley by M. W.

sold

The Ramah,

us that
when in search of a
cameraman they invariably refer to the
Camera Men's section
of the Film Daily Year
tell

Ownership

in

— Hollywood,
L.

Producers

;

;

by

[asmuir

'.heim

Ward

to

;

bum

Camden

CALIFORNIA
New Theaters

ian

sold

— Pala

Monache, sold to Principal Theaters Corp.
San Diego
by National Theater Corp.
Vista, .sold to Paul E. Meyer by Busch
Imperial, sold to
Circuit; San Francisco
Bert Levy Circuit by M. L. Markowitz;
Lorene, sold to Mrs. Claudia Thoshinsky
by Mrs. Viola Langer
San Jose Hester,
sold to Blumeitfeld Theater Circuit by E.
Lyons Southgate Garden, sold to Valuskis Pic. Corp. by Hollywood Loan Co.
South Pasadena Rialto, sold to S. Lazarus
by Wtst Coast Theaters
Tehachapi The
Tehachapi, sold to Ward Lascelle by C. H.
Dodge; Yreka Peters, sold to S. A. Larsen by S. S. Theller.

Durango

Eudora 'Crystal; Foreman
Holly Grove Royal
Hoxie TriLake City Dixie
Letona JoyMulberty Electric; Paris Liberty;

iili.ndale;

uv
ngle

Hall,

Collins by J. B.
and Best, sold to

..

«{-

by Blumenfeld Theater Circuit; Pala

Orris F.

Strong Lyric
C.illett,
Kelphin & V. Dugal by Mr.
'ur\iance; Swifton 'Gem, sold to W. L.
loscley by Mrs. Harvey.

i'lacon

;

;

Changes in Ownership

J

;

—

Picture;
Cnwood -- Picture; Parksdale
ialem
Rainbow; Ryronza Lomo.

:Irs.

—

;

liishop,

E|iora

—

—

K

;

^
Out in
January

THE

DAILY

Monday, October

Sixteen (lulhaiii branch managers
left Saturday for their respective key
cities, after attending the first Gotham-Bristolphone convention at the
The highhght was a
liome oflftces.
plant
visit to the Waterbury, Conn.,
for a screening of "Times Square,"
picture.
first Gotham-Bristolphone
L. G.
were:
present
those
Among
Monsky,
Phil
Chicago;
Berman,
Omaha; Claude Townsend, Detroit;
Donn Haves, Los Angeles; Wm.
Fishman,
Jess
Detroit;
Hurlbut,
Cleveland; B. Rosenthal, St. Louis;
Chas. Bessenbacher, Kansas City; J.
R. G.
S. Berkowitz, San Francisco;
Romney, St. John; M. Trueman, St.
John; Herk Webster. Bufifalo; MorBen
ris Fitzer, Bufifalo; L. Korson,
Amsterdam, Philadelphia; Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Grauman, Milwaukee; Mr.
and Mrs. Strauss, Milwaukee; Al
DalStefifes, Minneapolis; Col. Cole,
Rogers,
Budd
Rogers,
Chas.
las;

Sam
office,

The Broadway Parade

Sound Convention

Sax, John

Weber

of the

home

and Harold E. Shumate, pro-

of

Picture

M-G-M

Time"

"Lilac

Theater
Criterion

First

.

.

Form Fox Movietone

Named

.

Astor
Central

Aug. 3
Aug. 31

Embassy
Winter Garden.

Sept. 19

.

Oct.

3

Rialto

Oct.

12

Paramount

Rivoli

Oct.

12

Universal

Colony

Oct

Warners

Warners

.

.

will

•

Oct.

21

23

Sydney

—

has

been

announced

it

is

assumed

—

metres annually.

release it Armistice Day, Novj
The picture aroused considera-l

comment both here and abroad!
following German representations tc]
have it barred from showing.

ble

Rigid Inspection of Showsi
Adopted in Minneapolis

—

all

Decision Reserved in Equity Case
Decision has been reserved by
Sydney Fox Movietone Ltd., has
been incorporated with nominal capi- Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
Although no object in New York on arguments of countal of $100,000.
at

1)

July 31, 192S

Gaiety

to

Mineral Point.

.

Fox
United Artists.

—

cipal theater at

.

Columbia
Warners

"Submarine"

"The Singing Fool" ....
"Four Devas"
"The Battle of the Sexes"
"The Wedding March"
"Melody of Love"
"The Home Towners"

National.

Cheyenne Post
Get Russian Film Concession
Cheyenne, Wyo.— Ray Allison has
Moscow
An important German
been named permanent manager of
the Lincoln by Max M. Kravetz.
raw film manufacturing company is
reported to have obtained from the
Soviet Government a concession to
Desormeaux Leases Theater
erect a factory in this country for
Madison, Wis. A. P. Desormeaux, making raw stock for Russian films.
Strand manager, has leased the Muni- Russia's needs amount to 25,000,000
Allison

Opening Date
Aug. 12, 1927

in

Seas"

South

Distributor

Paramount

from Page

Red Cross Nurse, has been ac-i
quired by Columbia.
The compaii)]
isli

11.

that the firm will handle Movietone
as a separate unit from Fox Films.

duction head.

(Coniitiued

the long runs closed this week, "The Terror" at Warners and "LoneThey were replaced by "The Home Towners" and
at the Colony.
Paramount and Warners lead the parade
"Melody of Love" respectively.
with two productions each on the big time.

Two
some"

"Wings"
"White Shadows

make permanent the injunction
secured by Artists' Representatives
Ass'n against Actors' Equity, re-

MinneapoPis Rigid inspection oil
shows presented here, stage pro-J

ductions as well as pictures, has beer
instituted by police, on orders of thel
city council.
Two "censors" havel
been delegated the task of seeing tcj
it
that the ordinance against "lewdj
and obscene productions" is not violated.
The license inspector and hisi
assistant are the official observers
and they are finding it difficult tc
cover the many theaters of the city.

sel to

straining enforcement of Equity regulations
limiting
representatives'

commissions.

Hamilton

at Gloversville

Gloversville, N. Y.— R.
ton,
formerly manager

B.
of

New

placed

Haven,

has

been

charge of the Hippodrome
Schine interests.

Australian Films Buys Rights
Australian Films, Ltd., has acquired "Motherhood" for Australia,
New Zealand, Dutch East Lidies and
the Straits Settlements from States
Cinema Corp., headed by Charles S.
Goetz.

Ala.

—

Gotham Bristolphone Photoplays Corporation
Production Supervision, Dialogue and Direction Talking Sequences

Times Square ^^

GOTHAM BRISTOLPHONE

Talking Picture.

Production Supervision

JUDGE BEN
44

B.

LINDSEY'S

The Companionate Marriage 5f
A

FIRST

NATIONAL PICTURE

Poli's

by

ii

thf

A clash betweei
white and Negro patrons at one o
the two local theaters has led to thij
barring of all Negroes from botl
houses.

Associate Producer

First

Hamil

Houses Bar Negroes

Huntsville, Ala.

HAROLD SHUMATE
^^

19281

m

Columbia Gets National
Distribution on "Dawn''

Gotham Managers End
First

22,

Newest Talking Film

bnefilm,

Device, Is

Ready

\eniyfSPkPiit

ULTHE NEWS

rFriMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLVI

No. 20

Tuesday, October

Price 5 Cents

1928

23,

HAPING SOUND POUCIES
Company

DOME

lOKEITH-ORPHEUM
ISF
'

ii

TEST CASE

i-Keith-Orpheum

Corp.,

is

iW

EXPOSURE PAIENT FOX'S
IS

PLANNED

NOW

Differ
Views
on Interchangeability
of Various Systems

YORK CHAIN

UP TO 160 HOUSES

Attitude and policy of companies v/hich have stated their
position on interchangeability

A test case is to be brought in the
Federal Court of Los Angeles by
patents Process, Inc., in order to ad-

The Fox interests have consummated deals for 160 theaters in New
appear on page 10.
Photophone,
ill operate RCA
York
City and are now reaching out
iiid FBO, it was outlined in
judicate the James Stearic Dawley into other cities and towns in the
Two firms licensed by Electrical
r
sent to common stockholdThese holdings Research Products will refuse to sell
which is claimed by Frank metropolitan zone.
K-A-O last night. Forty of patent
Williams to be one of the basic pat- will be operated by a company to be their sound pictures for projection on
]icr cent of K-A-O stockholdprocFox Metropolitan Theaters. any but Western Electric equipment;
\r consented to the plan.
The ents covering double exposure deci- known as
Ail houses will be wired for sound two will serve theaters equipped with
Tne
esses in motion pictures.
11 per cent is now being
iicn will be awaited w'ith great inter- at once by Electrical Research Prod- other systems provided the quality
(Conhnued on Page 4)
(Coiitmued on Page -t)
is satisfactory and no copyright enSarnoff, vice-president and
tanglements are inviolved, while atmanager of RCA of AmerForce
Sues
to
Exhibitor
Visit
Leaves
for
titude
of four others is unknown, as
Ijoard
of
the
chairman
be
of

MIC

company

holding

the

.;

WoodhuO

\v

1.

on
Radio-Keith-Orpiiliicctorate.
ill
issue Class A stock, share
''c for the common stock of
and will also issue 500,000
\

'if

I

B

Class

in

M.P.T.O.A. presVork last night on
several states, where he

R. F. Woodhull,
:dfnt,
a

visit

left

New

to
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National
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Warner

under

the Bristolprocess results in the formathe American Picturetone
liich, according to statement,
ictivities
with a production
-f
$5,000,000. The first pic-

pictures

M
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with
for production of
association

Lesser's

be "The Great Power,"
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completion
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plant
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Portland, Ore. Suit to restrain exchanges from cutting off film service

has been

4)

filed

by H. A. McMillan,

(Continued

on Page 4)

at

now

Bristol-

the

Waterbury,

pictures will be

Conn,

made

SAYS TONEFILM

proper officials could not be reached
two RCA-Photostatement;
for

will sell to any theto properly project
film, while the attitude

phone licensees
equipped

aters

sound from
of

other

the

is

to

be

made

public

day or two.
That, in a nutshell, sums up the

in a

FIFTY LEADING QUESTIONS
FACING FILM INDUSTRY NOW

situation,
(Continued on Page 10)

intcrcliangeability

Filmdom's Leading Executives

WHiTEMAN FOR SOUND
Universal has si.gned Paul \\'hiteto appear in a sound picture.

man

includes his famous jazz
provides for Whiteman to go to Universal City in February for eight weeks to appear in
the production which will include
many incidents in the life and career
Carl Laemmie
of the band leader.

The

Today, Carl Laemmie, president of Universal
Pictures Corp., one of the pioneers in the industry and active champion always of motion
pictures, answers directly The Film Da'ly

which

yNIVERSAlli PAUL

As Answered By

EiMED TO PRODUCE
I

Service on Losing

consideration

made with RCA,

ntracts to be
'.

to State Conventions

will

substantial representation

1

11

RCA

company while

deal

orchestra

and

(Continued on Page 11)

Inquiring Editor.

Question 7— What is the advantage to the exhibi- ORAL
tor booking a complete show?

ARGUlNfASKED IN

COAST PR£[CT10N CASE

—

Tlie chief advantages for an exhibitor in booking
of TUB FILM DAILY
show are the saving in the amount of express Washington Bureau Oral
complete
a
argument o!i
Washington
iiDYFORINSTAllATlONS charges by having his film come all in one box and at one time. the question of protection
is requesThis may be a very appreciable amount for a small town ex- ed in motion filed yesterday with the
) elopment
Tonefilm, synof
who operates on a close margin, especially if he is three Federal Trade Commission by counation equipment, to a point hibitor
Naturally, sel for Herbert L. Rothschild, operor four hundred miles away from the exchange.
it now is ready for the market
ator of four theaters, who was named
aiounced by Alfred Weiss, pres- too, there is the advantage of buying in quantity and thereas one of the respondents in thv
n of Tonefilm Corp., formed to
(CoHtinurd on Page 4)
fore at a proportionately lower price than if he were buying

Answer

—

(Continued on Page
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Thall Heads Seattle Division
Seattle
Charles M. Thall, assistant
to Arch M, Bowles, San Francisco
division manager, has been named
head of the Seattle division for West
Coast Theaters, succeeding Herschel
.Stuart, who has been named general
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Judell in

New York

Hen

Judell, Chicago
tributor, is in
i\of two weeks.

independent

New York

for

New

Rosensweig Goes

Coast
H, E, R.
Studios, has left for the Coast on a
business trip.
He will remain there
a few weeks.

in

Meeting of Arkansas 3
and Tennessee and MissJ
hibitors at Memphis.
Nov. 1 Opening of "Noah's Ark"
man's Chinese, Los An
Nov, 11 Motion Picture Book Wei
Nov. 13- 14 M.P.T.O, of Texas com
28-29

Oct.

Dallas.

14

Nov,

film restriction program.i
20-21 M,P.T.O. of Ohio stj

Nov,

24

is

Dec,

of

new Shepherd

of

Mike Newman, who
is
is

being trans-

York.

— Sound

Film for France

—

Butterfield Gets

—

Haven and soon

Rin.ger

&

Ringer.

Sintzenich to India
Harold A. C. Sintzenich,
at one time cameraman for D, W.
Griffith, has sailed for India to become representative for Kodak, Ltd,,

London

—

Bombay and

Calcutta.

at

Harland Fend Promoted

York.

P.

Contract,'

is

in the leading cities
country.
The picture is the
three specials, the others bein^
Toilers" and "The Cavalier.'

Trophy Dinner Nov.
Nov. 20

20

is

and cooperation between
in
this country and

dustry

Britain.

England

Harris will ooniel
to present the trophj

SALE!
The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

Two More

SEPT AUTOMATl
STANDARD

after Jan.

MOVIE CAMERi
Holds 16 Feet Film — Case— 6 Magai
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens

Grand Rapids.

SZ9-90

^

leaving for the Coast today, to pre-

"Evangeline," which is to
Dolores Del Rio, who sails for
America from France Oct. 24.
for

Buys German Film

no

made by Germans

West 32«*St,New>b4-K.«
Phone Peona. 0330

L
r—

AMALGAMATE]

Film Arts Guild has obtained
American rights to a short film
called "Die Luft-Hansa" ("Germany
in
the
Air"),
which depicts the
strides

Pittsburgh Harland Fend, assistant to M. A. Malaney, Loew publicity manager, has been made publicity manager of the Penn and Al-

Louil

M.

showed

1 will acquire the Fuller at Kalamazoo. The
company has closed the Orpheuni

resumed operation of his American pare
at Hillman Citv, following retirement
star
of

St.

having synch^
Photophone, will ba

RCA

by

Detroit
W. S. Butterfield has
taken over the Robinhood at Grand

Carewe Back from Europe
Edwin Carewe arrived in New
has York yesterday from
Europe and is

Seattle
W, B. Ackles, who
the Society theater on Broadway has

by

Tif?any-Stahl

stated,

Ackles Takes Back Theater

Oklahoma

Photophoned T-S Spec
on Program as Roadij

will

First

—

rei)orted,

at

house in
First annual ball.
New York.

date set for the
P. A. dinner to be held at thJ
more. New York, in connectiof
Zellner in New York
Arthur J. Zellner, personal repre- presentation of the Sam
sentative
for
Mary Pickford and trophy to the member of the
Douglas Fairbanks, will arrive in ican industry for the best siigd
or deed promoting a spirit of|
New York from Hollywood

New

Productions arrived in New York
Paris
"Wings" will be the first
yesterday on the Leviathan. At the picture with
sound accompaniment
Ambassador,
to be shown in France.
It opens
Nov. 23 at the Paramount Cinema.
Burk with "U" at Seattle?

is

Oklahoma

New Fox

Dec, 25
Jan, 26

Sunday.

Seattle
K, L. Burk, who recently
sold his theater at Baker, Ore., to go
to Germany for Fox, has chan.ged his
plans and instead will return to
Seattle to take charge of Universal's
houses in Washin,gton aiul Ore.gon,

International
of Commerce at Paris on
of

vention at Columbus.
1
Paramount, Brooklyn, opa
4-5
Annual convention of 11

Lambs

Williams Heads

:

Meeting

Nov,

"Marriage

iniporter,

England.

Fritz Williams
the Lambs Club,

George Pearson Arrives
George Pearson of British Screen

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions

travel.

foi

Picture Theatre
CaU

WAFILMS,
Walter

Standard

Inc.

Vaudeville Act

A. Futter, Pres.

Re-issuing "Volga Boatman"
^"The
Volga Boatman"
being re-issued l)y Producers Dis-

London
is

—

tribntin.g Co.,

Ltd.

Library Stock Scenes
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

Bryant 8181

I

in airplane

for

—

Middlesex.

P.

son's new enterprise.
He also represents the Richmount Picture Corp.

and Rayart

24,

—

Middlesex Frowns on Sunday Shows
London Sunday shows were defeated by vote of 64 to 7 by the
at

—

on
proceedings

dine.

fnuncil

Levey Joins L. S.
London Arthur Levey,

has joined the board of Lancashire
Screen Productions.
George Pear-

to
of

Maurice RosensAveig

a

Durlam Arrives in East
A. Durlam of Story Pictures,
in

extinguishing film fires, in connection
with Fire Prevention Week, He also
gave a talk on film fire prevention.

em-

Sunday, further court
are under way. The city officials are
trying to settle the point definitely
as to whether Sunday shows are a
violation of the state statutes.

in charge,
ferred to the East, it

Ill?4 112

28

is

Ferry,

has been

Quoted,
(h) Bond Market.
(c) C!urb Market,
fs) Stock Exchange,
Co) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked,)
NOTE: B.Tlaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.

I".

Virginia
Va.
Following

in

of theater owners and
ployees for operating theaters

it

4
14
84
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lloliyuood,
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29J-1

Katz,

Fm.

Close
I8/2
29/2
94 J4
94-4

18^4
29J4
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.

circuit

—

Seattle
L.
Lukan, head of
O,
First
National's branch here, and
long active in film fire prevention
work, gave a demonstration of the
inflammability of film and ways of

Annual

meeting
of
As
Theater Ow/ners of Indian
Oct. 24-25
Annual convention of
low/a and Nebraska exhibij
Oct. 25
Meeting of M.P.T.O. o{|
Pennsylvania.
1
Oct.

Fire Demonstration

England.

Sunday Fight
(c)

for the circuit.

Lukan Gives

manager
*

Bureau,

Coast

The Industry's
Date Book

—

THE FILM DAILY

is
censorship
Minneapolis State
Los Angeles Suit for $4,500 cov- being urged by women's clubs, folering rental of 30 pictures has been lowing the Minneapolis row, which
brought by FBO against Walter has resulted in naming of the license
Jensen has inspectors as a committee to rigidly
.Tensen, local exhibitor.
entered a counter claim for $5,000, inspect all shows under existing laws
claiming the Gold Bonds turned out and proceed against any offenders.
poorly and were misrepresented.
The trouble started over shows at a
local burlesque house.
Gets Whitbeck Post
Foreign Deal with Pathe
M^est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Robert Harvey has
F, H. Knocke, president of Medal
taken over handling of publicity in Film Co., Inc., has just signed a
northern California for VVest Coast contract for the Pathe 1928-1929 outTheaters, following Frank Whitbeck's put for Cuba, Porto Rico, Dominpromotion to general manager of ad- ican Republic and Virgin Islands.

West

PrieiSCsirts

|IHN W. AliCOAK

t'liljished
I<i50
it

23

FBO

feTHE

II

Tuesday, October

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580
^•~

—

—

esigned and built by the Be^
Engineering Brains in the country
for both records and sound on film
F.B.O.

'

="lP

Universal

Fox Films
United Artists
\varner Brothers
c7iffany Productions
Metro -- G old^v^3^n--Mayer

Paramount Famous LasKy
Metropolitan Road snow Specials
^

Date oi Public Demonstrations over the entire country
will be announced shortly.
Q.

DETAILS MAILED ON REQUEST
I600 Broadxv^

l^ewYork, City

C OR,I» O R, A.X I ON
IFRlD WEISS

—

^"^
-y
1-~
is^s
'Vo-^J THE STANDABD TALKING PICTURE MACHINE OF THE WORtp

s

THE
Tuesday, October

26 TALKERS,

Exhibitor Sues to Force
Service on Losing Award

OTHER

II

{Continued from Pafic

SOUND EILM8 EROM

F.N.

1)

Rose theater. The case grew
McMillan's failure to abide by

(Continued fiotn Page

out of

ariiilration

award made

in

favor

Plan Double Exposure
Patent Test Case

an
of

by

all producing organizations as
claimed by Williams, president
of Patents Process, that it will affect
printing, double exposure, imbibing
or .transferring by typing in fact
any process that involves superimposing or combining of motion picture photographs.
Williams claims that his company
has an option on the Dawley patent
which is soon to be taken up, and

est
it

is

dialogue pictures and Pathe. Deposits had been demanded
with sound synchroniza- by the various companies, it is untion will be included in First Na- derstood.
Every local exchange is
tional's 1928-29 "President Group" of named in the complaint. This is the
productions, according to the revised first time in many months that an
schedule just announced by Ned E. award of the board has been- quesDepinet.
tioned.
Included in the program of all"The Divine Lady," "The
dialogue pictures are eight designed Sin;"
Paradise," explains the situation as follows:
in
"Stranded
as si^ecials and 18 feature productions. Barker,"
"James Dawley applied for his
The specials include three Colleen "The Squall," and a Billie Dove as
patent in 1914. It is so far reaching
Moore pictures, including "Sj'nthetic vet untitled.
in its claims that it practically anticipates all the developments in double
exposure that have occurred in the
intervening 14 years.
My own pat'J"\\ciity-six

11

pictures

—

"WHY IS A SEX PICTURE?"
I told

you

in ten

Adler

NATURAL /

years

I

The

proposed test
case were further explained by Williams,

FIGHTING THE

White Slave Tra
Crashes

The Stanley-Fabian

effects

of

this

who alleges
in
$5,000,000

it

will

involve

infringements
alone. He cited such productions as
"King of Kings," "The Big Parade,"
"What Price Glory," "The Trail of
'98,"
where double exposure
etc.,
over

shots

were

were
in

employed,

and

which

-many cases handled by

his

Williams further stated
process.
that he has taken the matter up with
the leading patents attorneys in Los
Angeles and New York, who, he declares, express surprise that all producing organizations have been emdevices
double
exposure
ploying

Capitol Theatre

commonly for all these years
may develop that one man

Newark

when

it

through

a basic patent controls the whole situation, and if his patent is sustained

With
it

would be necessary to go back 16
years to invalidate it.

the biggest business

has ever

the SIrst

Oral Argument Asked
In Protection Case

two days

{Continued from Page 1)

West Coast

com-

mission.

preceding attraction $4,000

has taken over the West Coast
houses and the motion was made on
ground that the Rothschild houses
fear they will have no protection
against houses showing the same
films at lower admissions immediately after their runs in Rothschild
The commission has taken
houses.
the matter under advisement.

The commission was

For Bookings as a Road Show Attraction

Phone

Write

WOODY & ADLER, Inc.
Avenue
York City

723 Seventh
f

case brought by the

Gross for entire week,

Wire

New

Bryant 0207

DALY

By PHIL M.

WITH

^i,

King Football now

V

the

center of the sport
Columbia is particularly fortui
have the "Great Moments of

produced by Chick ¥.
coach at New York Univers
bookings being obtained indie
ball"

Art Johnson, veteran film
aud former operator of the Or-j
at Aberdeen, S. D., is in New-

looking

over the sound equi
Art reminiscently refi

field.

the times at Aberdeen, wh
used to wait for the 2 P.M. r
on which was brought in hi.
of

THE FILM DAILY.
you

If

saw

a

somewhat

rotund young man doing hand;
and nose dives all over M
Ave. yesterday, it was Charli

An

fcld.

child

in

Now

3'ou

—

eight pound boy
the
familj'
has

—

tl

a

know why.

Fox'sN. Y. Chaini

Up To

160

Ho

{Continued from Pacje
nets.
will

1)

About 40 of the total r
show pictures and \nu

and the remainder, straight pi
In each, it is understood tli
calls for Fox Movietone News
shown twice a week. This ai
ment on product alone will s\v
receipts of the Fox distributinj
pany by several hundred Iho
of dollars a year.
It is also understood that a
ent only about one-third play
the Fox product.
All of tlici.
of course, turn to the Fo.x pij
for backbone service, thus si
the gross of the distributing
a level never before attained.
Harold B. Franklin, presid
West Coast, is expected to \vi
theater units into the one circi
der which thev will operate.
i

it

known

$5300

That's Tht

matte

THE GREATEST
Box Office

known

in trade as the traveling
process which I applied for
two years later in 1916 is practically
invalidated by the Dawley patent
which is so sweeping in its claims
that it covers my process. This was
the reason for my company securing
the option on the Dawley patent in
Any
order to protect our business.
other double exposure patents now
being used in Hollywood studios
which infringe on the Dawley patent will be invalidated if the Dawley
patent is adjudicated in our favor."

ent

so!

Bei^t

And

1)

23,

told that

Fox

"Wings" Closing N. Y.
Run; 64 Weeks on B'way
On

Friday night, "Wings" closes
its Broadway New York run at which
time, the picture will have rounded
out 64 weeks on Broadway. "Interference," Paramount's first all-talker,
replaces the picture as soon as necof
essary wiring and installation
equipment are completed.

Woodhull Leaves for \
to State Conven
{Continued from Page 1)
attend conventions of ex
associations. His first stop is C
where the western Iowa and N
will

ka unit meets tomorrow and
nesday. He then will visit Mt
where exhibitors of Arkansas,
sissippi and Tennessee meet C
and 29 to form a tri-state exl
unit.
A visit to the Oklahom.
convention Dec. 4 also is plan

French Leader Visits Stu<
Louis Aubert of Paris, pre
of the Film Chamber of Coin
of France and the owner and
ager of the largest chain of n
picture theaters in Europe, yes
visited the Paramount studio
toria as his first move in an
ican trip for the purpose of stl
Aubert arrii
talking pictures.
company with Maurice Chevalii
French star who is to sing,
and act in films to be made by
i

,

mount

in

Hollywood.

—
While others

are promisii^ancl talkin^-

A STARTLING NEW AND INEXPENSIVE
SYNCHRONIZING DEVICE
Qood enough

LARQEST

Price low enough for

for the

the Smallest theatre

Theatre

READY TO INSTALL—
NO WAITING!
Apparatus

—

{including

00

#/

non - synchronous

device)

^
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PER

and three singing and

talking
headline acts weekly for

DON'T DELAY
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CASH

WEEK
IN

NOW!
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Denies Saying
Art in Talking Fil|

Griffith

"STRANDED

IN PARIS"

No

m c

With

LEADING QUESTIONS
Ans^vered by

The Big

Man

ADOLPH ZUKOR
The Banker

GIANNINI

The Pioneer
The Showman

is

John Francis Dillon

is

making

The Foreign Manager

ARTHUR LOEW
The Outside Observer

ROWLAND

"Scarlet Seas," Richard
Barthelmess
vehicle
with
Betty

teriors

for

Compson and Loretta Young. Billie
Dove is finishing "Adoration," which

"'

I

added to the cast of "Christi
which William K. Howard is dir
ing for Fox.

is making with Antonio
Gene Towne Re-signed
playing opposite the star.
Gene Towne, who writes dialof
"Ritz Rosie," with Alice White and titles and comedy construction,
Jack Mulhall, is in production under renewed his contract with First
the direction of Mervyn LeRoy.
tional and is entering his fourth j

Frank Lloyd

Moreno

at that

Newmeyer Returning

to
of

studio.

"U"

Following completion
"CalamVance Ori.g:inal for M-G-M
for Fox. Fred Newmeyer in all
M-G-M has purchased the scr
probability will return to the Univer- rights to "False
Faces," by Lt
sal studios to direct another feature. Joseph
Vance.
It
is
a sequel
"Lone Wolf."
Cowell Recovering
Ernest S. Cowell, agent, is confined
Darling Working with Conselma
to the Good Samaritan Hospital reW. Scott Darling has been assigi
cuperating from a recent nervous to work with William Conselman
breakdown.
Pathe on the Elsie Janis stc
"Listen Baby," which Conselman
Making Personal Appearances
to put into work as his first picti
Alice White has been making per- for Pathe. Eddie Quillan is slated
sonal appearances in connection with play the male lead.
her

First National
Girl."

starring

vehicle,

"Show

The Sales Manager

JAMES GRAINGER
The Short Subject Producer

EARLE HAMMONS
The Exhibitor

PETE WOODHULL
Every Day

in

Robinson Going East
Casey Robinson, dialogue

supi

Breaks Delay FBO Film
visor for Sam Sax-Gotham prodi
Completion of "The Little Savage," tions, is expected to leave shortly
FBO picture, has been delayed four New York to niake dialogue subjei
or five weeks owing to the fact that at the Bristolphone studios in Wats
its star. Buzz Barton, has broken his
bury.
arm twice in the past month.
i

Dempsey

for

Warner

Picture

Sign Child Actress
"The B
His
stage
vehicle,
Anita Fremault has been signed
Fight," having closed. Jack Demps
by TifTany-Stahl to play opposite
will now appear in a Warner Brc

Dorothy Sebastian in "The Spirit of
production.
He plans to leave N<
Youth" suggested by the Booth
York
next Saturday for the Coast.
Tarkington story "Ramsey Milholland" and being directed by Walter
"Applause" Now "Broadway Fev<
Lang. Anita is 10 years old.
tl
Tiffany - Stahl
announces

"Broadway Fever" is the new ti|
Earth in New Affiliation
Gus Bartli, formerly West Coast of the Sally O'Neill picture whi
manager for J. T. Cosman and for was filmed under the temporary
four years sales manager for the of "Applause" and which was direct
ti'

Hirlagraph

Laboratory,

has

ANDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST

o/'FILMDOM

man companies making

condensers
and mirrors, and handles large size
optical plates used on Movietone and
\

A

Scries

the

Whole Industry Talking

Is

Setting

taken by Eddie Cline. Frederic and Fan
Hatton have been engaged to ti
the film. The supporting cast incluc
Roland Drew and Corliss Palmer.

the C'oast agency for the FishSchurman Corp. of New York. His
firm is the exclusive agent for Ger-

o\'cr

That

in-

Howard Casts Cording
Harry Cording, who played in
Patriot"
and "Rescue," has

itv"

SAM KATZ

Now Running

George Fitzback from Hawaii and is
making scenes for "Stranded in
Paris," co-starring Milton Sills and
Dorothy Mackaill and probably the
company's initial talker.
directing.

is

object of clarifying the
ing of a speech made last week
fore the Academy of M. P. j§0
and Sciences.
D. W. Griffith
terday issued a statement den]
that he had declared that "there u
art in talking pictures."
Says
statement:
"What I did say
that I personally preferred to h
motion pictures called a business
do not think the industry is yet /
serving of being called an art."

'.

CARL LAEMMLE

DICK

F"irst National's Burbank plant is
again the scene of much production
activity with five pictures before the
camera.
Colleen Moore has started
in "Synthetic Sin," which William A.

maurice

The Producer

Dr. A. H.

PROBABLY FIRST TALKER

Seiter

WILL HAYS

in

Charsky Joins Cast
Charsky,

is

who appeared

"The Red Dance," has been

in

cast for

Knew Men,"
Leon

a

Zuardo,

comedy drama
being

directed
also is

an important role in "Captain Lash," Archie Mayo.
Horton
which is being directed by John Bly- pearing in "On Approval"
stone.

dividing

time between the footlights an
the screen these days, having beel
signed for the male lead in "Sh

his

itaphone stages.
Boris

Horton Doubling

Edward Everett Horton

Vine

St.

theater.

at

b
b
aj
tl

SfUmfilm history In the makin^^

"The Intimate Diary

Corinne
^<^

^^i?

5^^

r»i 0^:^

^
•*^

^^^.
B. Warner, Victor VarIan Keith, Marie Dressier.

JFi«/i if.

coni,

Produced by Frank Lloyd, who
made "The Sea Ha wk. " Presented
by Richard A. Rowland,

FIRST NATIONAL'S.
gift tn Posterity
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Laemmle Answers Pertinent Trade Quiz
pany which has made a product over a period

of years which
even, excellent and interesting, achieves a standing not only
with exhibitors, but with the theater-going public which cannot be said of new or untried companies, by any means.
I
realize that a theater patron goes to a picture to see either the
vestment?
.
Tl
J
Answer Even though an exploitation run at a Broadway players or the story which they are portraying. Nevertheless,
and the pres- if there is an error in that picture, it is astonishing how quicktheater lost money, the widespread advertising
theater, ly it can be traced to its source and the company making it is
important
an
tige of this run, assuming that it were
dis- the one that gets the blame.
the
and
would be extremelv advantageous to the picture
advanan
My experience also has shown me that theater audiences are
It also would be
tributing company releasing it.
apprecigetting
an
more and more discriminating. They are going to see
tage to the subsequent runs in that it had created
think
I
pictures
made by standard companies and companies which
respect,
able amount of comment and interest. In that
distributor
have
turned
out a consistent product, a product which has been
the
such a run is a good investment not only for
pleasing
to
them
in the past.
Certainly, I think that a combut for the ultimate consumer as well.
trepany's
name
trade
means
run
at
a
or
mark
a great deal to theater paBroadway
I never would advocate, however, a
so
trons.
is
figures
mendous loss. The system of reporting theater
only
well organized that a big loss on a theater engagement not
Question 13 What, if any, are the advantages of
or
value
any
add
is a drain on an organization but it doesn't
advertising in national publications?
The point at which these cease is one which must
prestige.
Answer National advertising is one of the reasons why a
be dictated by good business common sense.
company's
name or trade mark has become popular and has
major
the
you think that each of
Question
attracted patronage. Consistent advertising in national medifea- ums is essential to this result. Those companies which have
companies is relatively producing too
practiced it the most assiduously are perfectly aware of this
tures today?
{Continued from Page 1)

Question 8 Do you think a Broadway run at a
good inloss, but for exploitation purposes, is a

is

—

—

9— Do

many

—There

no question in my mind but that the major companies as a whole are producing too many features
today, more than the market can absorb, especially in view of
the fact that the talking situation has brought about longer
runs, which naturally means less playing time.

Answer

is

fact.

Tomorrow — Adolph Zukor

Question 10 Has the cost of production in general been lowered during the past year?

— No,

and

A. H. Giannini

do not believe that the cost of production
As a matter of fact, I think it has
in general has gone down.
same time, that waste has been
the
at
gone up, but I believe,
there
is probably more value per
reason,
eliminated. For this
was before.
ever
there
than
dollar on the screen

Answer

I

Mr. Zukor, recognized throughout the industry here
and abroad as an executive of foresight and business
acumen, will answer the following questions for The
Question 11— What do you think of the future of Film Daily:
14
Do you think talking pictures will ultimately rethe short subject, both silent and sound?
place the silent drama?
Answer I have always been a believer in the short product.
15
What will be the effect of talking pictures on the
It has always been necessary to the rounding out of theater;
present crop of box-office personalities?
programs. Two years ago, a great many other producers seem
16
In view of sound, what of the future as regards
The result was a
to have thought as I did for the first time.

—
-

very serious and very disastrous over-production of short
When production returns to a normal quantity, I
product.
feel sure that the better films which can be made will find
their necessary market.
The injection of sound has also been a very interesting feature of the short product market and has almost crowded from
discussion and interest the silent short feature. But it seems
to me that sound has produced a new market for short subThe old practice of running double features has not
jects.
been necessary with sound pictures, and therefore there is all
the more necessity for running shorts to round out and balance a theater program. It will be some time before the supply
of short sound pictures can catch up to the demand. But when
it does, .sound short subjects should far outweigh in impor.tance and usefulness silent films.

Question 12- Do you think a company name or
'

trade mark means anything as goodwill zvith the
picture-going public?
Answer A company name or trade mark certainly has a

—

very definite value and importance in this industry.

A

com-

—
—
—
the de luxe type of stage presentation?
17 —Will the chain theater idea eventually
forcing out of the independent exhibitor?
18 —
there danger of domination of the

result in the

industry by
Is
the manufacturers of mechanical sound devices?

Dr. A. H. Giannini, both banker and friend to the
industry, will answer the following questions concerning the financial fabric of the business
19
How do the moneyed interests look upon the in-

—
—
—
—
—
—

dustry at the present time?
20 Have motion picture common stocks reached an
investment rating?
21
Does the industry, as a whole, borrow as much
from the banks as it formerly did?
22 Do you think this industry is progressing as
rapidly as other industries of its comparative size?
23 How do general business conditions shape up for
the fall, and winter?
24 Do you think that manpower in the industry is
equal to

its

size

and importance?

Iiiesd
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To the

Common

Stockholders of

Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation
Holders of over 40% of the outstanding Common Stock of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation have
entered into an agreement for the organization of a New Company to be known as Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corporation, which will issue shares of its Class A Stock, share for share, for Common Stock of KeithAlbee-Orpheum Corporation tendered for exchange, and which will also issue 500,000 shares of Class B
Stock in consideration of certain contracts to be made with the New Company by Radio Corporation of
America, R.C.A. Photophone, Inc., and National Broadcasting Company.
Mr. David Sarnoff, Vice-President and General Manager of Radio Corporation of America, has
accepted the office of Chairman of the Board of Directors of the New Company, and Radio Corporation
of America will have substantial representation upon the Board.
It is contemplated that shares of Class A Stock of the New Company will also be issued, share for
share, for capital stock of F.B.O. Productions, Inc. a corporation engaged in the production and distribution of motion pictures, and additional shares of Class A Stock may be issued for the purposes set forth
in the Plan.
Copies of the Plan containing further details and of the Deposit Agreement, may be obtained from
Empire Trust Company, Depositary, 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Holders of Common Stock of Keith-Albee-Orph?um Corporation desiring to deposit their stock for
exchange under the Plan, should immediately deliver or forward by registered mail insured their stock
certificates to the Depositary. Stock certificates should be endorsed in blank for transfer and the
endorsement witnessed and guaranteed by a bank. The Depositary will issue transferable Certificates
of Deposit. All transfer tax stamps required will be affixed by the Committee.
The group of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation stockholders who have entered into the agreement
believe that the association of Radio Corporation of America, and its subsidiary, R.C.A. Photophone,
Inc. (controlling the Photophone devices for the synchronization of sound and motion pictures), and
its affiliated company. National Broadcasting Company, with your Company through the organization
of the New Company will create a combination of vaudeville, talking moving pictures and radio with
vast possibilities of expansion in the entertainment field. The inclusion of F.B.O. Productions, Inc. will
add to the business an established unit for the production and distribution of moving pictures. The
undersigned deem the carrying out of the Plan exceedingly desirable and beneficial from the standpoint
of your Company and invite and advise all holders of the Common Stock of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Corporation to join in exchanging their stock for stock of the New Company.
Lehman Brothers and Blair & Co., Inc., who are holders of substantial amounts of common stock
of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation and have taken an active part in the negotiations for the organization of the New Company, have approved and agreed to the Plan.
Attention is called to the fact that in order to declare the Plan operative, the consent of only 51%
of the Common Stock of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation is necessary and that over 40% of such
Stock outstanding has already consented. In order to insure participation in the Plan and the full benefits
thereof, Stock should be deposited on or before November 15, 1928.
E. F.

ALBEE,

WALTER

P.

COOKE,

MAURICE GOODMAN,

MARCUS HEIMAN,
KAHANE,
JOSEPH P. KENNEDY,
J. J. MURDOCK,
B. B.

October

22, 1928.

Committee.
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Diverse Policies on Inter changeability
1-G-M SELLS IF QUALITY

W.L STANDARD

UP TO

IS

Nf-G-M

will
sell
sound pictures
projection on other than West!i
Klectric sound ccjuipnient, but
>ists that the apparatus reproduce
.ith quality equal to that of Elecr

Research Products equipment,
ays a statement issued by the coni-

rical

any

supplement to its house
rgan, advising branch managers of
a

in

ompany

policy.

"We

are licensed to record sound
disc and film by means of the

11

Research Products' methsays the statement. "With this
icense, we obtained for exhibitors
ising the ec|uii)ment of Electrical
Research Products a special Hcense
rom the American Society for Com)osers. Authors and Publishers to re>roduce our sound records containng their copyrighted music. W'e as
listributors pay the cost of tliis spe:ial license.
The exiiibitor is taken
electrical

'd."

without special action on his
)art where he reproduces upon Elecrical Research Products equipment.
"However, where an exhibitor has
n his theater an equipment other
:are of

Need Special License for Music
Except with W. E.-RCA Systems

STATEMENT
Exhibitors need special permission
to show pictures synchronized with
the copyrighted music of members,
with any other equipment than those
of licensed sound picture recording
companies, but to date this permission has been granted when sought,

and indications are

policy
will be continued, according to E.
C. Mills, chairman of the Ijoard of
directors of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers.
So far, only Electrical Research

equipment

the

upon

our records are reproduced.
nust operate properly, reliably and

>vhich

sound from

reproduce

to

itTiciently

records made by us witli adequate
(volume and of quality equal to that
'I'tained by the use of the equipnt supplied by Electrical Research
r<iducts.
"2.

That

exhibitor

the

must

be

specially licensed, either through the
manufacturer of the equipment used
in the exhibitor's theater or directly by the American Society of Composers, Authors and Producers, to reproduce upon the exhibitor's equip-

ment our sound records containing

Theaters

ty's

members.

"Please bear
cial

installing

sound

reproduce

"any

film

FROM START
RCA-Photo-

projection
with the

which

does

equipment
equipment,
not impair

reputation of our sound projector system," says a statement issued
i)y E. E. Bucher, vice president of
RCA-Photophone, and printed in
the

THE FILM DAILY May

25.

Films made by the RCA-Photophone recording process can be projected with Western Electric equipment, and films made by the West-

in

mind

that this spe-

phone process have been shown interchangeably with Western Electric equipment at the Rivoli, New

necessary

addition to
the so-called '10c seat tax license'
generally granted by the Society to
theater owners."

NOT READY TO TALK
\'o statement was obtainable from
liversal yesterday.
It
is
under•od executives of that company
in

ascertaining

legal rights in the matter.

R.
H.
"secured
official

Cochrane

their

However,

could
not
be
for a statement.
No other
cared to comment.

statement has been forthcom-

ing as yet from Electrical Research
Products, Western Electric subsidiary, on the issue of interchangeability
raised
by showing of "Lilac

Time" with Bristolphone equipment
the

at

Academy

F.N. WILL SERVE

UNDER

patents and copyrights are met,
First National will sell its sound
records to any exhibitor, Ned E.
Depinet, vice president and general
manager of First National stated
yesterday.
His statement:
"We will be glad to serve our records to any exhibitor who has equipment which will produce them adequately, provided, of course, that his
equipment is not infringing any patents and that playing our records on
them is not violating any copyrights."
If

where the sound equipment

is

'

manu-

factured.
In May of this year, Otterson termed the interchangeability
question conjectural.

Shape Sound

Firm

Policies;
Views Differ
1)

not serve any
Electric-equipped ex-

tcrchangeability will be thrashed out
by the manufacturers of sound re-

producing equipment
the matter rests."

in

whose hands

KENT UNAVAILABLE ON

Efforts

made

jects

will

to secure comment
selling plans as they

on Paramount's
concern sound and interchangeability
were unsuccessful. S. R. Kent, who

returned to New York yesterday,
spent most of the day in a meeting
and thus could not be reached for a
statement.

ed

yesterday

are:

Fox,

Paramount and Columbia.

RCA-Photophone

Universal.

Among

FBO

and
licensees,
Tiffany-Stahl are selling pictures for
use on other than RCA-Photophone
equipment, stating they will sell to
any house which meets the price and
can properly project sound from
film.
Pathe officials could not be
reached for a statement.

Western Electric, meanwhile, is
reported; formulating a policy on interchangeability, while RCA-Photophone has contended since last May
that the systems were interchangeable.

Gen'l Talking Pictures Co.
May Handle U.S. Films
General Talking Pictures Corp. has

made

FBO

'TICKLED' TO SERVE

ALL HOUSES EQUIPPED
FBO, which

uses

the

RCA-Pho-

tophone system, will sell its sound
pictures to any theater equipped with
equipment
which
can
reproduce
Start Fourth Comedy
sound from film, according to Lee
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Marcus, general sales manager of
Hollywood "The Diplomat," their FBO. So far. Movietone equipment
fourth Movietone comedy, starring is (ho only one other than PhotoClark and McCullough, is in work.
(Coiitinucd on Page 11)

—

Hagers-

theater,

town, Md. Officials of the company
are understood to be formulating a
policy covering the question of interchangeability,
witii
formal
announcement expected in a few days.
E. Otterson, president of ElecJ.
trical Research Products, returned to
New York yesterday from the company's Hawthorne plant, Chicago,

in
the industry.
Companies
which will sell only to theaters
but Western
which have Western Electric equiphibitors with sound pictures, under
ment are Vitaphone and United Arthe terms of its contract with Elec- tists.
Companies which, under certrical Research Products, stated Al
tain conditions, will sell to theaters
Lichtman, vice president in charge equipped with other than Western
of distribution.
Electric equipment are M-G-M and
"It is our hope, however," added
First
National.
Companies from
Lichtman, "that tlie problem of in- which no statement could be obtain-

United Artists

PARAMOUNT'S POLICY

in

UNIVERSAL OEEICIALS ARE

interested

E.

York.

from the American Soof Composers, Authors and Pubis

EXPECTED

today has become one of the most
widely and heatedly discussed sub-

ern Electric process may be projected with Photophone equipment,
he said.
Films made by the Photo-

license

ciety
lishers

.lie

SAID

materia! of the So-

the copyrighted

No

IS

(Continued from Page

RCA
can

That

pictures are
sold only for projection by
Western Electric sound
projection equipment, and
the company will not sell
them for projection on any
other, according to George
E. Quigley of Vitaphone.

DEVICES INTERCHANGEABLE U.A. TO SELL ONLY TO

luirements
"1.

this

Vita.

must secure to play works controlled
by the society, which is at a rate of
ten cents per seat per year. Theaters
them the right for theaters playing which have not paid the annual lithe pictures to perform the music. cense, cannot legally play pictures
This is in addition to the regular per- synchronized with music controlled
forming license, which each theater by the society.

phone

necessarj-:

tliat

None from
Vitaphone

Products and RCA-Photophone have
been licensed, but negotiations are
under way for licensing of Bristolphone.
These licenses carry with

ban that manufactured by Electrical
Research Products, two essential reare

.E.

a tentative contract to distribute in America the sound picture
of British Sound Films Prod, which
records via the De Forest Phonofilm
s}'stem, the device under which General Talking Pictures will function
in the United States.
Arnold Bennett and Eden Phillpotts, English
authors, collaborated on the first picture to be made by the British unit.
It is "Sinews of War" and will b
•

finished in six weeks.

Form Indian Company
Calcutta
British
dominions
Films Ltd. has been started by D.
N. Gangulin, Indian actor.

—

'

i
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FOX OFFICERS COULDN'T BE

Says Tonelilm Ready

For

Installations

(Continued from I'agc

REACHED f OR STATEMENT

produce

sound

facture

w lui liandlcs all
and
policy
matters
concerning Fox Movietone, was out
C'lnirtlaiul

Sinitli,

(U'veloi)n:ciits

of

his

oflice

lar^o part of the af-

a

ternoon.

PATKE STATEMENT WILL

1)

manu-

and

pictures

Now Open

(he

cquii)ment for theater
installation.
The device projects
sound by both disc and film method.
The machine is to be ofifered to

FOR Inspection

on a rental basis, at a
which, Weiss says, places it
within the reach of any size theater.
He says it is interchangeable with
other leading sound reproducing sysexhibitor.s

cost

.-f-^U

TWO

Outline of Pathe's policy with respect to servinjj^ its sound pictures to
theaters other than t';ose equipped
with RCA-Photophone sound projection equipment is to be made
within a dav or two.

also will

make

number

a

ms:^-

fSsS'

Talkers and synchronized pictures
comi)any are to be produced
by Phil Goldstone, veteran independ
ent producer.
Goldstone has taken
over the Peerless Studios, renameo
Metropolitan Studios. Fort Lee, N.
J., and has completed his first stage.
Plans have been drawn, says Weiss,
for another sound stage which will
be the largest in the East.
Two
Metropolitan short subjects are to
be produced weekly by Goldstone.

who

r'^^V

mm
mm'-'"--

tems.

P

for the

BE MADE IN DAY OR

n

r

'

:

t

I'l-p-

li'l

^-"ii i-rr-

^ m FF

TFr^

J

F'

of fea-

designed to be roadshows.
Weiss, who is president of Agfa
Raw Film Corp., and a former vicepresident of Goldwyn, is a pioneer
in
the industry, which he entered
tures

TIFFANY-STAHL SELLING

HOUSES MEETING PRICE
"We are selling our sound pictures everywhere to theaters, which
meet tlie rental prices asked," E. J.
Smith, general sales manager of Tiff.iny-Stahl, declared.
His company
iccords with the RCA-Photophone
process.

from the phonograph Imsiness.
Tonefilm.

Radio-Keith-Orpheum

Formed

Merger

In

(Continued from Page

The B stock lo
will not be entitled to dividends until cumulativt:
dividends at the rate of $2 per share
will have been paid on Class
after
which both stocks will share diviissued

to

dends equally.
Class B stock, however, has been
convertible into Class A, share
for share, to the extent of 100,000
shares provided the net earnings of

made
C'olunihia

J?ictures, Hlectrical
licensee,
has

Products

Rethe

matter

of interchangeability under
Misideration, with a statement excted to be made soon by Presi-

iknt Joe Brandt.

FBO

"Tickled" to
Serve All Houses

(Continued from Page 10)

phone

installed

in

theaters

which

FBO

iToperly
reproduces
sound
iihns, but if others are developed to
point where proper reproduction is
i->ured, FBO will be "tickled to
ikath" to sell them, he said.
FBO
ah-eady lias sold its sound pictures
to from
140 to 150 sound houses
e(|uipped with other than RCA-Pho!

tuphone equuipment, Marcus

New
LiHidon

states.

Sound Device
Dcnuinstrations were

British

—

the

Savoy hotel

of Celebridevice for amplification
(if
phonograph records.
It is possible to regulate sound volume by
means of a switch, and cause the
music from one record to fade while
another increases to take its place.
It is especially adapted for small theaters, and is the invention of Harlield

at

tone, a

old

new

Green of Manchester.

^/^th Street

•

NINTH AVENUE

•

^^th Street

RCA

A

UNDER CONSIDERATION
--earch

'Film Center Buildini

1)

Broadcasting Corp.

i)e

COLUMBIA HAS MATTER

For

the last year he has been developing

Radio-Keith-Orpheum

for

will,

two

be equal to $2.75 per share on
Class A outstanding after conversion.
The balance of Class B will
be convertible in lots of 100.000
when net earnings equal $2.85, $2.90.
$.3.50 and $4
a share respectively.
Class A stock in Radio-Keith-Orpheum will also be issued, share for
share, for the capital stock of FBO.
Application will be made to list Class
A stock on the N. Y. Stock Exchange.

y^ears,

nnHIS

unique structure, dedicated

to the
is

needs of the Film Industry,

now open and ready

for inspection,

enabling you to see the actual space

and

to

examine the extraordinary

in-

novations incorporated into the con-

meet the special requireFilm Exchanges.

struction to

ments

of

Universal Signs Paul

Whiteman

ELEVATORS RUNNING ANB A
REPRESENTATIVE TO SHOW YOU AROUND

Sound

for

(Continued from Page

1)

has also secured options on White-

man's future services

in

sound

pic-

tures.

A writer wall join W'hiteman on his
present tour of the United States
during which time the story will be
whipped into shape. The completed
picture will include, in sound, many
of the selections for which Whiteman

is

known throughout

225

FIFTH

ASHIand 4200

AVENUE
Agents

the coun-

try.

Plan Big British Theater
Nottingham, England The New
Empress will open here within a
month, being one of the largest in

—

this

section, seating

1,400.

FILM CENTER,

INC., 'Guilders

.

.

.

ABE N. ADELSON,

Tres.

from

this Page

Read

!

the INary of a Gangster:
and
judges
the
to
1 told my story
Theatre, New
Roxy
urTat Ihe
dl
was
verdict
Vork, and the
me
with
was
jury
tny favor. The
wrote
judges
the
the way and

m

Tu

these opinions:
Neivs:-"lt is an
N. Y. Daily
with atmos^
effective piece

phere that

is

:-^Through
N.Y. Times
and
excellent direction

perfection.

Its
its

to the recareful attention
atmosphere of

New

aUstic

prison
York's east side and
life,

is
N. Y, American:-"lt

real-

and does
isticvirile and vital,
hokum to
not depend upon
put

it

ters are all

The

charactrue-to-Ufe por-

across.

people.
of underworld
more or
Acting honors are
divided, for

traits

evenly
pereveryone gives a fine
her
formance in his or

less

it

is

an

absorbing

chronicle.''

From

the

story by

CHARLES
FRANCIS
COE

World:- As
N. Y. Evening
other efforts,
in most of his
director has succeeded

the
fine picture.
in turning out a
unDon Terry, hitherto carknown to this reviewer,
actiori
the brunt of the
ries

-he
he

is

the ^gangster
superb."

is

.

And

role."

crow, Mr.

l^Uget
WILLIAM^

FOX

Shownum—

u,.th
yourself a fconbroU
ANOTHER

ME^^ANGSTER

PRESENTS

with JUNE COLLYER

DON TERRY

RAOUL WALSH PRODUCTION

success:

?

speedier Sound Development Seen

By

Industry^

ULTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XLVI No.

Thursday, October

22

rOX DEAL rOR SCHINE
CHAIN REPORTED SET
Gloversville,
for acquisition
of 93 upstate

N.

Y.

—Deal

of

Fox

Schine circuit

of the

is

all

New York
set,

and Ohio

is

it

company's expansion program in New
York and Ohio probably will be conUniversal has a
tinued by Fox.
minority interest

that

Prediction

the Schine chain.

in

the

chain

Schine

would be acquired by "one of the
leading producers" was made in a
statement by Bonner, Brooks & Co.,

New York

financial house, handling
issue of Schine stock, printed
DAILY.
Sept. 24 by

an

Price 5 Cents

1928

INTERCHANGEABIUTY STAND
REMOVES SALES RESISTANCE

understood.
The S'chines are expected to remain
The
operating heads of the chain.

theaters

25,

THE FILM

Service to Practically All

The Judge

Sound Houses

Who

is to judge whether various sound systems operate "properly, reliably and efficiently to reproduce sound with adequate vol-

ume and

quality" equal to that obtained by the use of The Western
Electric and
Photophone systems? Both firms have placed
that stipulation on interchangeability of their systems with others.
It is doubted that there will be a theater-to-theater inspection of
houses equipped with other systems, so that the exhibitor, and
through him, the public, will be the judge. Claptrap apparatus, of
course, may be expected to bring about refusal of distributors to
serve a theater so equipped, but generally speaking, service may be
expected to be suppUed to all houses equipped for synchronized
pictures.

RCA

Is

DEBUTWEEKOFN0V.il

Storms and Floods Hit
Throughout Alabama Business of Brazil Houses

Conditions Called Quiet
Birmingham, Ala.
the smaller towns
rather

Coincident with its observance of
Pathe
anniversary,
eighteenth
its
News will inaugurate its sound edition, the

week

of

Nov.

11.

This will

be followed by sound releases each
number of innovations
fortnight.
are promised, including a form of
screen interview.

A

RCA

Pathe claims special

(Continued

Affiliation

Page 4)

Question to

Come Up
Oklahoma

on

at Okla.

—

Meet

City Sentiment favor'able to the Allied States Ass'n., is
declared to exist among exhibitors
here, but beyond saying that the
movement of reviving Allied appears
popular in some sections. President
W. Z. Spearman, president of the
Oklahoma unit, declines to discuss
the subject, until learning the wishes
It is expected that
of his members.
proposal to join Allied will be made
at the annual convention Dec. 4 and
;

in

quiet.
(Continued on Page 4)

in

are
in

Terrific storms and floods in southern Brazil have caused severe damage and are retarding business, ac(Continued on Page 4)

FIFTY LEADING QUESTIONS
FACING FILM INDUSTRY NOW

News is recorded by
Photophone system, evolved
General Electric Co. and

by the
Westinghouse.

Conditions

Alabama
Cotton is down

Pathe Sound
the

—

As Answered By

Filmdom's Leading Executives
Today, Richard A. Rowland, for years in the
forefront of production ranks, sits back in his
chair and, as an outside observer looking in,
answers directly The Film Daily Inquiring
Editor.

Expected

With

the

The

Otterson

interchangeability situation regarded as "greatly clarified"
by statement of J. E. Otterson, head
of
Electrical
Products,
Research
Western Electric subsidiary, which
was interpreted as conceding the invarious
sound
terchangeability
of
projection systems, the industry in
New York yesterday was hailing advent of a period of speedy development in the sound picture field.

Western

PATHESOUNDNEWSMAKES

is

the reason for the lack of

successful production in Europe?
Answer I am of the opinion that lack of

—

successful Ameri-

view,

citing
re-

was

garded as having removed a great
sales resistance against sound pic-

minds of exhibitors, who

tures in the

have been floundering in a sea of
uncertainty as concerns sound pictures.

Distributors are declared pleased
with the turn events have taken, assuring them widest possible outlet

While it
pictures.
that all bars will be let
down, with respect to sale of sound
films to theaters equipped with makeshift reproducing apparatus, it is expected that any equipment which
demonstrates that it can satisfactorily synchronize pictures, will be recognized by distributors, and sound
films sold to the theater equipped.
for

is

their

not

sound

felt

INDUSTRYlCliED
U. 8.

IN

flNMRUST MOVES

Washington Bureau of

25— What

statement

Electric's

Washington

Question

Now

THE FILM DAILY

— The

anti-trust division of the Dept. of Justice continued
to attack monopolistic tendencies in
business during the fiscal year ended
June 30, last, and brought a large
number of cases, both criminal and
(Continued on Page 4)

can production in Europe might be because of the fact that,
S.
while only one or two American producers have attempted pro- Midnight Shows Taboo in
duction in Europe, they did not take it seriously enough. I
Mgr.,
Jans, State Right
Indianapolis, Chief Rules
feel
that the American producer with the proper executive conIndianapolis — Thumbs down on
For Affiliated European
in foreign countries as he is Saturday midnight shows has been
Reentering the film industry, Her- trol could be just as successful
Chief Claude Worman F. Jans has been appointed at home. Furthermore, I feel that the American producer is ordered by Policepolice
powers rather
invoked
ley,
who
Affilifor
state-right sales manager
the only successful producer that exists. This may appear to
His edict prethan the "blue" law.
ated European Producers. Jans, who
be a broad statement, but I feel it is true and if American vents shows between midn.ght Satyears,
has been in the business for 20
formerly was in production.

(Continued on Page 8)
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The Industry's
Date Book

(c) Acoustic Prods.
...
Seat.
(s) Am.
..
(c-b) do 6s 36
*
Katz
Bal. &

(c)
(s)
(s)

Fm.

Con.
do

Ms)

...

Kodak

Second day
western
hibitor

Oct.

Oct.
Oct.

Nov.

of

Iowa
unit

at

and

(s)

do

'(s)
(c)

*(c)
(s)
(s)

3

ex-

Omaha.

Meeting of M.P.T.O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania at Philadelphia.
26 Annual meeting Academy of M. P
Arts and Sciences, Los Angeles.
26 "Wings" closes 64 vifeeks' run at
Criterion, New York.
28-29
Meeting of Arkansas M.P.T.O.
and Tennessee and Mississippi exhibitors at Memphis.
Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Grau1
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Motion Picture Book Week.
11
13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at

104

30 J4

30J4

Proj

Intern.

Cap
F-L ...

M.
Para
do

8,400
7,800

9

...

33j^
103^4
96-4

34J4
104V^
9614
62}^

28,000
400

34

104^

20%

21%

110% 110%
100% 100%

25%
10

501^

49

51

100J4

Fathe
do "A''
do 7s 37

Roxy "A"

.

7
271/2
82 }4

6/2
26
82

33
35

35
38
8

do units
7
do com.
Skouras Bros.. 45
.

57!4
9}4
...
A'A
.

.

61/2

.

12

25,300
2,200

4'A

113%
115%

7,100
6,500

198

Prices Quoted.

Last

Bond Market.
Curb Market,

in

$300,000

—

to

a

in

version

stage

Sheba," which

of

Nov.

is

of
to

"The
open

Paramount's

New York

Damage
Damage

first

"Interference,"

all-talking picits
will have

premiere

at the Criterion
closes at the Criterion Friday and the house will be
darkened for the necessary wiring
and installation of sound devices required for presentation of "Interference."

Nov.

16.

"Wings"

Dec.
Jan.

26

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

First

New

ball.

M.

P.

Club

of

New York on Series
West is in New York from

West
Billy

annual
York.

in

Green Bay Firm Formed

Houston

—

Arthur Loew in France
Cherbourg Arthuur Loew, head of
the foreign department of M-G-M is
slated to arrive here today on his six

Corporation
I

Announcei that

i

production a motion picture CBtitied

I

it

has

in

the course of

"Father Love^'
Copyrighted—

j
!

and All Rights Reserved

V

».>«

SALE!
The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD
MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film— Case— 6 Masazine*
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

UIILCOCICHByS
•*
110
110

West i2«*St
Nca; ybrkMV
i2«*St.Nca»>lorK.NLy.'
Phooa PwiiA.

03M

WANTED—
Chain theatre company has
opportunity

for

theatre

de-

velopment representative who
has had some experience in
theatre operation, maintenance
and promotional work.
Applicant
should not be too
mature. Be thorough in your
reply.
All wall be considered
confidential.

BOX

M-403

By Car
Gentleman motoring to Los Angeles
Telewill take gentleman or couple.
phone mornings, SCHuyler 1932.

We wish

STUDIO FOR RENT

AGENCY

Appointment

Now

Picture Theatres

good rental terms

available

sound

for

Vaudeville Acts

producer

can

—

5

arrange

very

minute ride on the 42nd Street Ferry

IDEAL STUDIO
W. Biarmer
PaUsade 3678

Jans

Manager

Affiliated
European Producers
INC.

O.

Hudson Heights

F.

State Rights Sales

at once.

Wonderful location

Standard

studio;

of

as

Complete Motion Picture Studio

Attractions for

to

Announce the
Mr. Herman

VAUDEVILLE

Phone Penn. 3580

—

CALIFORNIA

—

AMALGAMATED

1600 Broadway, New York City

Columbia Pictures

veldt.

making plans for a series
two reelers he will make weeks' trip to Euurope. He will atba.sed on the Winnie Winkle, the tend opening of the Empire, London,
Nov. 8.
Breadwinnner cartoons.

the Coast
of sound

Holly-

26.

Jacob Wolf Dies
Funeral services were
20
Milwaukee, Wis.
Incorporation held Monday for Jacob Wolf. 65,
papers for the Green Bay Amuse- father of Nat, Joe, and A. H. Wolf,
20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages conment Enterprises were filed here last veteran exchangemen.
The brothvention at Columbus.
week.
24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
The capital stock is $10,000. ers, summoned here by their fathers'
Annual convention of M.P.T.O. Incorporators are William A. Hyde,
4-S
illness, arrived after his death.
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
Claude A. Druecks and Bert Vander25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.
Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unit at
Des Moines.
Anglo-American dinner sponsored
by A.M. P. A. in New York.

Nov. 20

plan-

is

at

$29.S0

New York

ture,

Louis.

Fire

theater

.3

at Aurora
Chicago
of
$300,000
Dallas.
caused by fire at the Rialto, Aurora,
Nov. 14 Meeting of International Chamber
of Commerce at Paris on European Great States house, is fully covered
by insurance. The house also is profilm restriction program.
Nov. 16 Opening of "Interference," first tected against losses suffered while
Paramount talker, at Criterion,
it
is out of commission.
New York.

Nov.
Nov.

a

"Interference" Opening Nov. 16

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
St.

scheduled

matters

i

up.

York
Queen

Over

Skouras,

AMPA

Greta Nissen in Stage Role
Greta Nissen is to appear in New

Stock Market.

NOTE:

for

Meeting Today

Closed

important

85'

114.%

is

is
closed meeting of the
slated for today, with a number of

'

1135/g

The run

Adler are releasing.
two weeks.

come

14
84

.

Record Claimed in Newark
Attendance records of the Caplast
Newark, were broken
itol,
week-end by "Fighting the White

AMPA
57

build

Woolfenden, long

Bill

A

4%

(c) Trans-Lux
10
Co) United Art.
... 76
do pfd.
(0)
2
fo) LTniv. Ch. com.
do pfd
(o)
Bros.. 116^
(s) Warner
(s)
do "A" ...118
*(c-b) do 6K2 28

900

26
82

50
56-4
11/2

..

films.

Slave Traffic," when practically 5,000 were turned away the first two
700 days, with a gross of $9,000 reached
5
in four days against a preceding at5
traction's weekly gross of $9,000.
The estimate is made by Manager
68,600 Lewis Silbert who said paid admis2
sions over the week-end totaled 14,1
000
on the picture which Woody &
7,800

102%

99% 99%
Par.By.5j4s51.101% 101% 101%
47

6s

sound

2
96/2
6\yk 16,000

61

P.

(b)
(b)
(s)
(s)
(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

(b)
(c)
(s)
(o)

100%
3

Keith-A-O

(s)

*

lOO/g

rts

Fox Thea. "A" 31^

do pfd.
do 6s 46
(b)
(s) Loew's Inc.
*(s)
do pfd.
do deb. rts.
2iys
(c)
do 6s 41WW..110M
Co)
do 6s41x-war.l00%
(b)
*(s) M-G-M pfd
*(s)

M

188
128

185

up

associated with Lasky on the Coast,
Bertha
has joined the organization.
400
will continue as an executive in
Karp
2,500
6,200 the casting department.
Larger quarters have been taken
....
in Sardi's Bldg., 234 W. 44th St.

26

25/2

26}i

First Nat. pfd
Fo.K Fm. "A".102M

Stanley Co.
(o) Technicolor

Nebraska

M

15

lining

9

94^

(c) Film Insp

(s)

is)

annual convention of

11,400
500

15 J4

.191

.

Today

18^
29
94J4

94^

pfd

do

Sales

IS'A
29

95

Ind. 15

pfd.

East.

20
29J4

Close

— Pantages

the East for the purpose of
"legit" and film talent for

in

ties

High Low

Prtci 5 Casts

XLVI Ni. 22 Thursti). Oct. 25, 1121

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Angeles

With Mike Connelly in charge, ning to
Edward Small has expanded activi- wood.
Vll.

25, 1928

New

Jersey

729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City

s

exhibitor's

discovery
becomes big*
b. o. star!
Recommended by
Andrews,

S.

C.

Gem

Theatre,
Olathe, Kansas, Charles
"Buddy" Rogers signed by
Paramount. Featured in

"Fascinating

Youth",

scores instant hit. Leading

man

for Clara

Bow in "Get

Your Man", Mary Pickford
in "My Best Girl". Hero of
"Wings". Becomes sensa-

Demands for Paramount to star him pour in
tion!

from exhibitors and fans.
Fan mail leaps to 20,000
letters a month. Starred
by Paramount.

CHARL.E8

Bnddj

Hoy Friend stars

%dmeriea\s
66

ROOERN
in

PiMrumounV

VARSITY

99

with TALrRINO SCENES!
The

first real,

authentic college picture ever made.

Available silent or with Rogers,

important sequences.
the picture.

Ideal for

Mary Brian, Chester Conklin and other players TALKING

Frank Tuttle Production.

Autumn

Filmed on the Princeton University campus.

college season!

in

Jazzy collegiate synchronized score throughout

And

starring a popular

PARAMOUNT-the

new screen

modern

personality!

stars!

THE

Man on

Hearst

for

Tour

Dirigible
of Country

the diriKil)lc. Graf ZcpiJcHii,
-tarts oil her tour of the country,
Robert Hartman, cameraman of the
learst
newsreels
M-G-M News
and International Newsreel will be
aboard in his customary place. Just
as Hartman was the only cameraman who made the trip on the Zeprelin across the Atlantic, as well as
in its trial trips, so will he be the
only cameraman aboard on the trip
He will
through the Mid-West.
make motion and still pictures from
ilie
dirigible of all the towns and.
cities over which the Zeppelin passes
and at which it stops and these pic:iires will appear exclusively in the

I

—

I

I

—

—

Hearst newsreel M-G-M
International Newsreel.

(Continued from Page

DALY

Photophone system also
Movietone system

RCA

"Never before have

wc

realized

this

was

Saturday

wild.

some

thirty

of

the

boys

spent the entire afternoon watching
a
ping
pong
game at the Motion
Picture Club. More

work

for

the

from Page

Gen-

eral."

News and

U.

1)

S.

Anti-Trust

Moves

{Continued from Page 1)
.irding to word received by N. L.
Manheim, Universal export man- civil, involving restraint in interstate
Szekler, managing trade and commerce, it is shown in
ager, from Al
director of the company's Brazilian a statement just issued by the de>

-iibsidiary
)e

with headquarters at Rio

Janicro.

Ceiling of the

Cinema

Porto

Alegre fell during the storm, kilbng one person and

Avenida

at

By a curious coininjuring others.
cidence,
the
house
was playing

film record

is

made

from

the
in terms of

in

that

densities.
Various laboratory advantages are claimed for the RCA
ipacity method which permits the film
printer to time
for
the pictorial
image.
In addition to the Photophone equipment, which is standard
for Pathe Sound News, Pathe has
available and in service for supplementary use some specially constructed recording units using the

variable

method making

densities

•

opposition. The big event vyas
practically a sell-out for three nights
in a house of 2,200 seats, so tied in

stiff

with this opposition by placing board
the lobby of the auditorium carrying the title of picture, name of
star, play dates and name of theater.
Also, in one of the episodes in the
Shrine show, two of the characters
said, "You sing almost as well as
in

Wallace Beery in 'Beggars of Life'."
Letters were written to Literary Societies of Pueblo on the Jim Tully
angle of the story and featured

—

Beery's return to serious roles. C.
Woods,
Publix
Clare
Colorado,,
Pueblo, Colo.

a

Conditions Called Quiet

Throughout Alabama

of
18
new proceedings
instituted during the year, and price,

total

from Page

(.Continued

mean douaos fob suowmen

"Beggars of Life"
(Paramount)
Annual Shrine Revue provided

product identical in physical character with movietone, Pathe says.

partment.

A

OAity TIPS vnacH

variable opaque area, in a hill and
dale wave, on the sound strip, instead of the earlier and more widely
used method of recording in variable

so

Storms and Floods Hit
Industry Included In
Business of Brazil Houses
{.Coniinucd

differs

the

business

11

1)

merit for this system in the use of
a sound recorder separate from the
camera, rendering the camera more
mobile than in combined units. The

SEZ/

25, 1928

News

Makes Debut Nov.

M.

\\ Ikii

Thursday, October

Pathe Sound

PUIL

1

•

-;xi^DAILV

1)

were
despite the short crop, bring14 were terminated, there being 26 ing about a situation wherein farcases pending at the end of June. No mers find it unprofitable to pick what
information is made public in the is left in the fields. Theaters report

The Volga Boatman," which was statement as to the organizations business as only fair.
same program being shown at prosecuted, but the case involved a
Some showmen attribute the conthe Cinema Palace, Curityba when number
commodities including dition to the interest manifested in
of
ihe roof of that house collapsed kill- films, which were the object of crim- political meetings, and say
that after
ig 14.
inal and civil actions.
the election things will pick up. In
at least
six Alabama towns new
cotton mills are being built, which

"The Cardboard Lover"

(M-G-M)
In addition to usual advance publicity with window cards, a trailer,
lobby cards, etc., the theater used a
large cut-out figure of a man in the
foyer.
This was arranged to have

arm move from the picture of
Marion Davies to a card giving title
and date. Willard Osborne, State,
the

—

Springfield, O.

lie

has

After Saturday and Sunday's

SMASHING BUSINESS
Stanley-Fabian Continue to Advertise

stimulated

the

building

trades

and supplies business. It is reported
that Gadsden, Ala., is seeking a rayon industry which will be as large
as the one in Elizabethton, N. C.,
and will employ 12,000 people. Steel
and iron continue quiet but the demand is relatively steady and Bir-

mingham
marked

is
sure to experience a
revival in business within the

next three months.

{Newark Star Eagle)

"Four Sons"
(Fox)

Women

for a ride through the city and then
taken to the Strand where they saw
the picture.
Banners on the cars announced that the aged women were
on their way to see "Four Sons."

Arthur W. Pinkham, Publix Strand,
Dover, N. H.

"The Michigan Kid"

—

made

public.

Wis. Sound Houses
more Wisconsin
theaters are installing or have already installed
sound equipment.

— Two

The

WHITE

Biggest

Monday
Box Office
Gross in the
History of

ADLER,

are

the Venetian, op-

by Universal at Racine, and
Capitol, Manitowoc, which will open
with the Vitaphone on Nov. 27, according to Arthur George, manager.

TRAFFIC"
WOOD Yand

Among them

went

around

the streets "shooting" 50 people a
day; the next day their snapshots
appeared in the lobby, and upon iden-

they were admitted free.
with this new Ansco

tie-up

Memo Camera, which takes 50 pictures with reloading, brought people
flocking to the theater to see if they
had come within range of the camera.
State, Toledo.

—

erated

SLAVE

Inc.

Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
Telephone BRYant 0207

723

S. Vermont Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Oren F. Woody

1910

The Theatre

The

cameraman

tification,

Milwaukee-

"Fighting

(Universal)

Ansco

The

Two More

-AND THEN

The aged women were taken

gratis.

Winton Resigns at Kenosha
Kenosha, Wis. Hugo Winton, for
the past year assistant manager of
the Kenosha, has resigned his position and will take up a new field in
the theatrical business as yet not

Home

All of the occupants of the
for Aged
were given a treat
that resulted in favorable publicity.
Arranged with the local automobile
agency for the use of five new cars.
The agency also furnished drivers

"Show People"
(M-G-M)
Four three-sheet
set iu large

frames

art

panels

in the lobby.

were

Ten

small art panels were used. A small
miniature bill board was set in the
Fred A. Flader, general manager foyer of theater ten days. Flowers
of Universal Chain Theatrical En- were set on the
lattice and small
terprises, announces a new Univer- palms were placed at
both ends of
sal house will be opened in Phoenix, panel board
which was lighted. This
Ariz., about Dec. 15.
The theater panel painted by exploiteer, also
will seat 1650 people and will be shadow box.
Fifty foot banner was
called the Orpheum.
It is one of placed over marquee.
Four small
the Rickards & Nace houses, which panels were set
underneath marquee.
organization is affiliated with Univer- Marquee was set with
illuminated
sal.
Rickards & Nace plan further lettering. Frank
Merritt,
Empire,
expansion in the near future.
Birmingham, Ala.

New "U" House

at

Phoenix

—

—

THE
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Small Units
tn^

FILM CENTER

BUILDING
Examine
Then See

the

Units on

the

Chart

FILM CENTER BUILDING

Building

the Utiits in the

Fireproof Storage vaults on

44th

St.

NINTH

AVE. 45th

St.

shipping platform in basement,
with ramps to street
special projection and inspection rooms
executive office facilities
low^ insurance rates
safety, efficiency, accessibility, and economy
plus the advantages of contact with some of
the greatest institutions in the Film Industry, now enrolled as tenants.
.

.

.

.

.

all floors ...

a

. . .

.

.

—

.

.

\

.ji_i

i

"

ip

cL-^

i

a

a

D

I

I

-p1

1

\
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l|l
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J

D

D

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

d]

i

1

1

1
1
1

1

1
r

1

1

—A
rtirlTB

Open for

x\)t«ofc-

Inspection-i

ELEVATORS RUNNING AND A REPRESENTATIVE TO

SHOW YOU AROUND

44th Street Side

225 FIFTH AVE.

FILM CENTER, INC.

Builders

ABE N. ADELSON,

Pres.

Agents

ASUland 4200

IT 75
INTERCHANGE)^
'T^HE
"'

whole motion picture world

is electrified

nouncement that interchangeability

is

by the

an-

here

We

are elated and proud to be the company whose placing of
a Bristolphone machine at the Academy Theatre, Hagers-

town, Md., brought the question of interchangeability to a

head

To

THE FILM DAILY

due the highest praise for its
big-league journalism in seizing on the Hagerstown installation as a test case, and in following it up so thoroughly and
is

com prehensi vely.

To A. Julian Brylawski, owner of the Academy Theatre, our
hat is off in a sweeping bow for being the incomparable show-

man whose

conviction that Bristolphone would be universally

accepted, prompted

him

make

the first installation in the
land. That this initial test proved superlatively successful
from a box-office as well as an interchangeability standpoint,
is

to

a further tribute to his keen judgment.

Mr. Brylawski has written himself into the history of this
great industry. We gratefully acknowledge the part he
played in bringing Bristolphone to the forefront of the motion picture industry.

i/wn.

L

i

:

'T^HE

-

eyes of the entire industry are on Bristol-

Prominent exhibitors, sound experts,
exchangemen, producers and engineers from both
coasts have been held spell-bound by its flawless synchronization and faithful reproduction of dialogue
and sound effects.
phone!

With the question of interchangeability now defined,
there must inevitably follow a rush of applications
for installation of the Bristolphone machine.

This

is

the day of quick turn-over with sound!

profitable business

is

based on

how soon your

over starts. Every moment you delay
more delay of extra profit.

is

that

A

turn-

much

Insure your early delivery of a Bristolphone machine
by immediately wiring or phoning your application.
Machines will be allotted in the order of acceptance
of these applications.

OTHAM BRISTOLPHONE SERVICE CORP.
NEW YORK CITY
550 BROADWAY
:

Telephone: Circle 5551

L

THE

Rowland Talks As Outside Observ er
(Continued from Page

1)

roducers, those who have attempted production abroad, had
iken it seriously they would have been as successful or more
than the local foreign producer.
)
In European production, whether in England, France or
rniany, the American producer acquainting himself with the

Question 27— What would the effect of a serious
general economic depression through the
United
States be on the motion picture industry?
Answer— I am happy to state that the motion picture
indus-

try would probably be the last industry
to be affected by an
economic
depression. The history of the picture
istes of that country could produce successful pictures
business dur"
at a mg the
last 20 years has been that, during
rice that, from the gross receipts of the nation itself
an
economic
and
depresthe big theaters can be kept going
ery foreign country except America, would give him a profit. sion, business
as long as
the average citizen has any money to
^ae trouble has been that most American producers start
spend. In other words
with the picture
industry can survive any other industry
ie idea of trying to get their pictures into the
United
in

m

States
m\ the negative cost has increased in proportion.
This has
Jen economically unsuccessful because of the personality
ques)n in America. I do not believe \^ou can get an exhibitor
in
merica to take a foreign-made picture, unless something
ly exceptional, that has not a known personality in
it.

The picture business has been and always will be, notwithiiiding even the talkies, a personality problem although
the
Iking pictures for the first year may be able to get
along
thout personalities.
But even here these personalities will
volop until they will be able to get more money at
the box
ice the same as the silent pictures of today.
However, with
? difficulties to be encountered in producing in Europe'
with
(luota laws and other handicaps, including the fact that
any

.^

iipany that produces any number of pictures must
of ne5sity close that much of the market to
American-made pic•es, I feel that the American producer
is better off to take
chances staying out of Europe, producing in this country
d taking pot luck as to how many American productions
he
a market in Europe for the time being
at least.
I feel that
al foreign production is going to be so far
below the Ameristandard that, while the American producer may be af;ted at the moment, when the comparison of
American pro:tion and local foreign production is taken into
consideran by the public, demand for American
productions will be
reased unless, of course, the foreign producer succeeds
in
xlucing entertainment better than we can anticipate
at the
-ment
which case there is no question but that England,
rmany, France and Italy would much prefer stories
of their
n life and own people to American
productions,
n this case the American producer would
suffer.
However
link the American producer is wiser
to confine production
ns own country and take his chances on being
able to marsame abroad, particularly because of the inefficiency,
or
^^ experience, of the foreign producer as a
r^^
oie.
1 here are too many foreign countries to
be considered
the American producer to be able to
get the most out of
ing to satisfy each individual country
and he is better oft'
ymg at home and taking his chances on the tremendous
gain
has in experience over his brother foreign
producer

fhTS

to^c^u^p!^

a del

'""'•

"

^^

^^^ '^'' '^ ^^

^^-^^^

-^

Question 28~Do you think there will be
another
patent war before the sound picture

assumes

situation

its final

form?

Answer--I am quite sure the patent rights
on sound pictures will have to be settled in the
courts. As I understand it
the two larger companies claim
exclusive rights and whether
they are right or wrong they have
more money to klep the
^"^^^ ^^^^ -^"
^^-- 'p

-^^ ^^-

trSarTd^Tt.^^^^

Question 29~Do you think it possible
for the industry to fall into the hands of a single
individual
or closely associated group?

^

1

m

1

"°^ believe

4-^1l^®f~^,^^
into
the hands of

it

possible for the industrv to fall

any single individual. I do bdieve
it w1
ultimately end up in the hands of
a closely assocS banker
group going as far as the Federal Trade
Commission will permit.
At this point of development very few
cw ui
of the
ine nresent
present
executives will survive.

Question 30 What, in your estimation,
is the
greatest drawback facing the industry
today?
Answer— In my opinion one of the monumental

drawbacks
theTheate;
oveTseatin? cZdlt^n '""r
/°'* ^''^''^ "*^ ^^ ^"^ consequence
in tne
the Unfted
9tlVp<= ;
United States
today is overseated by houses owned
bv
the three or four argest
companies and which rep res™ mi U
hons ot dollars of investment.
."^'^

'''' ^-^^^ ^^^^' ^«

ofX

Whether it is the vanity
executives demanding representation
in these cities or whether
IS a corporation
necessity of being represented, is
tlTe ques-

•

'estion

26

Do you

think present production

netho.iscan be improved upon from an economstandpnint?

wer— Having

I
1

""""f
and

'^^ P^T-^"^ ^^"^^"t there seems to bl
,t'
the ownership of circuits and
the building
of new thpTtPr.
t^.^^ters ?^
m order for each

TSlZmulT.-

company to jockey itself
^'^^^^^^ ^^^ '^^ ^^^' outcoLJ for
t mav'be'tha? tlt'"/^'
"""^ company of the future may only
be as bi^ *if Vi^'.uP'f
'' -^"-ship.
This great scramble is
now tak^lg'plice.
fnf. o

had a lot of experience in production, I
very hard for anyone to answer intelli^ In other words, it is very diflJicult to define where
y stops and waste begins. This depends, in my opinion the^e'execufill^'"
^' *« ^^eater acquisition,
rnese executives Z^^'^^'T
I' ^^}'f^^
may calmly
the executive management of the studio
sit down and work out an ao-ree
as to his capacity ment pi-eventing
this loss of millions of
^howTTian and as a business man.
Tlars yearly now
At the best he has a
problem because, after all, if a picture
^^''
'^' ^^^'^b^"^ «ff °f theater lerriW.'^ ThS
is no good it is
voulrf
Ir^'fve at any price. Probably
"^ ^^"^°"^ ^^ dollars of c'ompet!
outside of one or two studios lion
Ion that can hpf""^"^'^"".
be turned into untold dividends
^e improved upon.
This to mp
IS the fundamental
question the industry7aces ahhough
Sie
this question

/*-

^^^^^ on the fact that the big producJ^^^u
l^."^'''
distribution
company in the future will only be as
'^'^'''' ^^ °^"« and co^lrols "^By the
numbei'of'?h"T^'%°^
numbei
of theaters, I mean in the
largest cities where the h\l
fin^.^
tion

is

,

:
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of distribution is another item, but this will natbe taken care of in the gradual simmering down of conof the industry by three or four companies,
fegative cost is likewise inconsequential at this time and
remedy itself in the same manner as the distribution proball through the element of control and understanding of
n various giants of the future when they have definitely esWhether this be three or four coma ished their position.
aies remains to be seen.
I am of the opinion at the moment
hit with the tie-ins between the big companies now going on,
industry within the next five years will be in the hands
hree
financial giants. The individual theater operator will
f
c have a chance except in the remote small towns and he will
rbably have to pay a booking fee where it does not pay the
its to have theater representation.
iiilication
rlly

1-1
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YEAR BOOK TOPICS
HISTORY

1.

2.

3.

h';

i

bmorrow—James

R. Grainger

and

Arthur M. Loezv
Jimmy" Grainger, often described

as the

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH
READERS

10.

SOUND
EXPLOIT-O- GRAMS

THEATERS
12. FINANCIAL
STATISTICS
13. ORGANIZATIONS
PRODUCTION
14. THEATER CHAINS
DISTRIBUTION 15. TEN BEST
EXHIBITION
16. FOREIGN MARKETS
17. ADVERTISING
11.

Pullman

'mpany's best individual customer, knows distribuphases. He spends more time traveling
country than any other sales executive in the indusHe will answer the following questions
31
Has the peak of film rentals been reached, or will

In in all its

—
ound add additional cost?
32 —What
the remedy for the overseated condition
many of our large
33 — Do you think that ultimately there
be any
uture for a theater not equipped for sound?
34 — Do you think that big pictures should be roadhowed before being
the exhibitor?
35 — Do you think that percentage bookings ultimately
take the place of rentals?
36 — How far should protection be extended
be equitafor both the large and small house?
37— Can the present method of distribution be

OUT
JANUARY

PUBLISHED
BY
FILM DAILY

No. 7

No. 7

IN

is

cities?

1

will

sold to

n\\

to

le

eco-

omically improved?

\rthur M. Loew, vice-president of Metro-Goldwynlyer and head of that company's export department,
icknowledged as one of the keenest minds on foreign
)blems in the business. His opinions on the foUowquestions will be voiced:
38 What country is making the greatest strides in pro-

DISTRIBUTION

{

—
according
our standards?
39 — Do you think that the high point
foreign revenue
been reached by distributing organizations?
40— Do you think that sound pictures
help or hinabroad?
41 —What
quota system having on
the
American pictures abroad?
42 — Do you think American-owned theaters abroad,
can be successful?
nthout
England and on the
43— Are pictures on the wane
ontinent?
44 — Do you think
expedient that the American Govto

uction,

in

las

will

er sales

so-called

effect is

local affiliations,

in

it

rnment tax foreign production, sent here for exhibition?
Reconstruct Florida Theaters
ake Worth, Fla.— The Oakley,
Hx house totally wrecked by the
nt storm, will be reconstructed
cost of $50,000. Publix's Kettler,

Palm Beach, which was dam-

5t
i

badly by the hurricane, will be

lilt

at

L

a cost of $75,000.

20 Prints to Work in Chicago
Stanley Hatch, western sales manager for First National, has returned
from a four weeks' business trip to
Chicaaro and reports that on Armistice Day, Nov. 11, "Lilac Time" will
begin a three weeks' showing in circuit and independent theaters. Twenty prints will be kept in use.

A

COMPLETE

presentation of every phase of distrifound in the 1929 FILM DAILY
BOOK. It embraces the personnel of officers
and executives of every important company. The exchanges in the United States and Canada are given. Here
you will find a complete personnel of the studios. Practically, every producing unit in the business is listed.
The
various sales districts of the different organizations are
tabulated. Film deliveries in the different territories give
the key to physical distribution.

bution

is

to be

YEAR

Getting down to the actual product, a section is devoted to feature releases for the current year, with direcNot fortor, star, release date and footage of each noted.
getting the foreign field, a complete listing of the distributors in every coimtry Avill be found.

Here is
and

clarity

branches.

a

mass

of concrete information, presented with

covering

distribution

in

all

its

manifold

Q/^ILY
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Thurs., October

"Christmas Carol" for Sound
Filml
—
With Tom Terriss Directing and Heading Cast
Harry Langdon
Signs Three Year Contract With Roach f of Feature Talking Comedies — Wilk's Personality Paragraphs
Universal to

Mike Dickens

Classic

"U" Buys "Barnum Was
PRODUCTION OF DICKENS

STORY TO

Langdon with Roach

MAT ONCE

Harry Langdon has signed
a three year contract with Hal
Roach to appear in feature

Charles

on the British stage.
Production is to be started at once
in order to have the picture ready
for showing during the Chri^stmas
holidays.

as

Rupart

1915.

made "Christa silent picture in
Julian directed and

Universal

mas Carol"

played the role of Scrooge.

Asther in Garbo Cast
Asther has been chosen

to be
leading man in her
M-G-M starring vehicle, an
original by John Colton, as yet unSidney Franklin will direct.
titled.
Nil's

Garbo"s

Greta
next

"The Dummy," First
Para. Talking

Comedy

Paraniount's first all-talking screen
comedy will be the stage play, "The

Dummy." by Harvey

O'Higgins
Robert Miltpn,

and

J.

Harriet Ford.
stage director, will make
his debut as a motion, picture director with this production, while Herman Markiewicz. former playwright
and author, is adapting the play and
preparing the dialogue for the 100
per cent talking film.
Production
is scheduled to begin on
the sound

New York

stages immediately upon the completion of "Half an Hour." which

William C. deMille

is

directing.

McKenzie has been

Ella

Olive Borden Going Abroad
Olive Borden, who has comp'eted
work in "Love in the Desert," plans
George Melford
a trip to Europe.
directed the picture for

FBO.

Addition to "Lena Smith" Cast
Alexander
Woloshin
has
been
signed by Paramount for "The Case
of Lena Smith," Josef von Sternberg production with Esther Ral-

cast in
one of the three outstanding roles in
"Making Whoopee." a new Educa-

tional-Tuxedo comedy featuring Harold Goodwin.
Estelle Bradley is the
other feminine principal.

Change

"The

titled

Robert

Division
Association
the
of
U.
S.
Signal
Corps will hold their
annual re-union dinner Nov. 11 at
the Hotel Roosevelt. Albert A. Kaufman is chairman of the arrangements
committee, with Secretary Peter L.
Shamray and Norman L. Sper the
other committeemen.
Among those
who will attend will be Major E. J.
Hardy. Commandant of the Division;
Lewis Milestone, Josef von Sternberg. George W. Hill, C. Richard
Wallace. John Waters, Alan Cros-

Corxvtnunicaie

With

TRINITY PICTURES

CORPORATION
1108 North

Lillian

Hollywood,

Way

Calif.

Lot^

fVILK

"Big Scoop"
appear in Bebe

Hamilton

has

work with Clara

Week

in

Ends."

with

Jones,

Mary Brian

as

Nora Lane and Conklin Cast
Nora Lane has been selected to
play opposite Adolphe Menjou and

Holt

in

in

"Sunset Pass

of
story.

Jack

Editors Organizing

Film editors are
"Edited By Club,"

organizing

the

ij

correspondent in the
is also a former
mgton correspondent and has no

He

W

ficulty in getting tickets for the

:

mg

Eastern college football ga
as he is a graduate of Princetot
*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Gloria
son,

S't

Mary

1

*

Serial Pioneer with

Edward

Cecil,

debut in 1914

and Take."
*

*

*

"The AIs have

However,

it."

not a political paragraph. Al C
former Stanford cheer-leader,
on Al Cohn's staff at Al Chris
is

studio, is determined to becom
comedian.
He is a member ,
prominent family and is lean
production methods.
*

"The

*

kid

ii

looked

much

like I did,

just

had

dan

so

when

wai
a cub reporter of 20, that
I

.

role,"

to

said

give

him

thi

Edward H. Grif
why he cas

fith in explai)iing

Russell Gleason for a part

Pathe

who made

in a

*

*

George Sidney is one of th
busiest actors on the Coast
He recently had to turn dowt
two offers to work in the dia
logue
sequences
"Th
of
Cohens and Kellys" and "Giv-

directed by Frank Tuttle. It
was adapted for the screen by Ernest Vajda from an original by Frederick Arnold Kummer.

Shady Lady."

his serial

ii

By

the way
son of Jamet

Russell is the
Gleason, the playwright, anc
Lucille Webster Gleason. In
cidentidly. Director Griffith\
fellow "cub" in Chicago wai
Ben Hecht, the playwright.

Pearl White serial

the New York studios that are
now the Sound Studios, eastern headquarters for Pathe Photophone recording, is back in the Patheserial
fold as a prominent character in "The
Tiger's Shadow."

*

*

Eddie

leading

support

\

Wilbur
and was the yoi

agents.

"Who's Who"

will be

Cline, the director, is
fering from a "charley horse."
activities in a baseball game betwl
|

Gus Meins

Gus Meins has been signed by Al
Christie to direct the next Sandy
Loder in "Sunset Pass"
John Loder, the young English- MacDufT comedy starring Jack Dufman recently signed ])y Paramount, fy. Meins is already at work filmcast

press

est war
fracas.

Conklin in "Marquis Preferred," Menjou's next vehicle which

Christie Signs

been

lance

Chester

woman.

has

becoip

one of Hollywood's busiest

at

Marion to Title Rogers' Film
George Marion, Jr., will title Charles
Rogers new picture, "Someone
to Love," directed by F. Richard

is

land, Gordon Hollongshead,
Dannour, Ira H. Morgan, Leonard publicity "still"; Ray Cannon
Smith, Victor Fleming, Wesley Rug- Charles R. Condon trying to
gles, George Marshall, James Brown, tickets for the U. S. C.-Califo
E. F. Eduoart, Jack Wagner and game.

just

Bow

lyiLBUR MORSE
'"

Astor, Kenneth Hau
Walter Stern, Comelius Keefe,
ter Linidin, at "On Approval";
Larry Sothem posing with a turtle f

tentatively
Scoop," replacing

Big

Castle.

"Three

live Wire Distributors

in Cast of

Neil Hamilton will
Daniels'
next vehicle,

finished

ston.

RALPH

By

Hollyv\.

Cameramen Meeting
The members of the Photographic

Signal Corps

Fox Signs Dorothy Burgess
Cromwell at Paramount Studio
Eddie Snyder.
Dorothy Burgess, Broadway stage
John
Cromwell.
Broadway achas been placed under constar,
Mary Nolan Opposite Gilbert
tor,
has arrived in Hollywood to
tract by Fo.K Film Corporation for
Mary Nolan has been cast for the
She has commence work under a recently
talking picture production.
signed
contract
with
Paramount. chief feminine role in "Thirst," John
just been cast for the leading femiCromwell will become a member of Gilbert's new" picture which William
nine role in the Movietone drama,
Nigh will direct for AI-G-M. Joan
"In Old Arizona." now being di- the Paramoinit stock company and
Crawford was originally scheduled
his
first part will be announced soon.
rected by Irving Cummings.
At the same time Cromwell, also a for this part, but because of the nestage director, will make a study of cessity of starting work irnmediateMix Starts Fourth
Tom Mix has started production talking film technique with the pur- ly in "The Brass Band," a new seErnest Torof "The Drifter," his fourth western pose of training for directorial work. lection was required.
rence is the only other member of
Robert DeLacey is difor FBO.
the cast of "Thirst" so far selected.
Ella McKenzie Cast
Dorothy Dwan plays oprecting.
posite.

ii

from

Bartholomae and John Meehan. It
will be used as Reginald Denny's
first all-talking comedy.

talking comedies.

Dickens' "Christmas Carol" will be made as a sound feaTom Terriss
turettc by Universal.
is
to direct and play the part of
Scrooge, a role he enacted for years

A Little

Right" for Sound Film
Universal lias purchased "Barnum
was Right," stage play by Philip

ing this picture.

Columbia Adds Forbes to Cast
Ralph Forbes is to appear opposite Marctline Day in "The College
Coquette," which Christy Cabanne
is

directing for C^olumbia.

i

M-G-M

bit

and Tif?any-Stahl provel
too strenuous.
*
«
«

Harry D. Wilson's
brought out probably the
representative group of
magazine and newspaper

part

mos
trade

writ

ers seen on the Coast.
Harrj
told of his experience in Eu

rope and

New

York.

——

—

;;;

October

iday,

;

1928

25,

11
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BOARDS REPORT

llEW THEATER CHANGES
Continued

Changes

— Royal,

Ownership

in

E.

sold to

Castle

Go'dhan,

F.

by Helen Warwick.
I

Changes
is

3/j

LEADING QUESTIONS

STRICT OF COLUMBIA

ington
'erty

— Blue

in Ownership
Mouse, sold to Maurice
Liberty, sold to
Martin

by Geo.
Theater, Inc.,

;

liy

Ans^vered by

D. N. Biron.

FLORIDA

The Big

Openings

— The Hollywood.
Changes in Ownership
Browne-Hoflfmtown — Wallace, sold
M.
by Mrs.
Theaters,
iwne; Fort Meade — Majestic, sold
Blount;
wood

/)

J.

to

The Producer

L. Mayhall by N. B.
emess ^Avalon, sold to Harry Gordon
Palmetto The PalTamiami Enter.
sold to Browne-Hoffman Theaters,
;to,
E.

Man

WILL HAYS

to

Inc.,

s.

flETY

'S

DELAWARE

—

ADOLPH ZUKOR

—

;

by Mrs. J. M. Browne; Sanford
icoln, sold to Walker & Manning by A.
:.,

The Banker

Fields.

Closings

——

:oi

Hialeah
City Colonial
Inverness
erness ^The
;

—

—The

Hialeah

Mayo

;

— Suwa-

Miami Beach Biscayne Plaza; Mon.The Monticello; St. Cloud Palm;
":
n :Ho

—
— El

;

—

Prado.

lice

—
—

;

—

;

GEORGIA

—

by

Lincolnton Amuzu, sold
Smith by S. L. 'Smith;
berta— Paramount, sold to W. M. SeagOxford
by Bentley & McCrary
losho, sold to W. H. Sewell by Tom

H.

Id

Harris;
R. C.

—

;

:h.

in

LewisRex and Theatorium, sold to Rivers
Pierce
Linnebaugh by Will Starkey
y Ark, sold to W. Dennison by A. R.
.

C.

—
—

Knight

nnedy.

—

—

Indianapolis
Central City Amuse. Co.
by H. A. Kiene Lafayette Lyric, sold to
D & F Hammer by C. and A. Thompson;
Pierceton ^Liberty, sold to Herman Wohl
by J. E. Swain.

—^Maryland

Chicago

Harco

;

sold

in
to

—

R.

Curtiss by P.

W.

Chicago Broadway Strand and
jdden
pheus, sold to H. W. Hork by Marks
Drake, sold to J. J. Cooney by
OS.
Amuse. Corp.; Embassy, sold to
&
Famous,
irry Colson by Marks Bros.
Lawn.
d to Bland Bros, by Langdon
Collins;
GrayBooth
E.
,d to
by
C.
S.
Carl Maag
id, sold to Joe Kovatch by
;

;

H

;

;

idway, sold to Medniko-Scribano by Mr.
arson; Rosette, sold to E. F. Hulquist
L. W. Clilinger; Standard, sold to
luis Brecka by Harold Hill; East Peoria
Bluebird, sold to R. E. Bradford by M.
.chman
East 'St. Louis Columbia, sold
Harry Klie, Jr., by Fae Fierstine El
so ^Grand. sold to Thurman
Pirtle by
10.
Michaels;
Grafton ^Gem, sold to
ederick Plummer by C. R. Johnson
•anite City
Wilson, sold to A. Vartanian
Schoyan and Gray; Harvel ^Gem, sold

—

;

—

;

&

—

—

Mackie

—

Dwendolyn Tulpin
lime—J & J, sold to A. J. McClain by
L. Reed
Le Roy 'Princess, sold to
Michaels by H, W. Van Atta; Mamet^Pastime, sold to Geo. W. Marsh;
aquon Gem, sold to W. K. Ware; MorPark The Morton Park, sold to H.
1
;

by

;

—

,

—
—

—

by J. Rathje; Mt. Carroll Majestic,
Floyd Albert by H. W. Shriner
arren 'Opera
House, sold to C. F.
upke by J. D. Hurtsough WestviUe
igle, sold to Mr. Gerrib by Walter Gerlith
Id

to

— Plaza,

;

Re-Openings

i

;

Shelbyville

— West

Witt— De Luxe.

ARTHUR LOEW

;

Mills by F. Mertz;
Grundy Center 'Strand, sold to Tommy
Waugh by E. G. Slater Hawkeye Cozy,
sold to E. Mills by H. H. Sorg; Hedrick
Geer, sold to C. A. Schulz by O. J.
Lapp ; Jesup 'Grand, sold to W. J. Campbell by Frank Kiess; Inwood
Palace, sold
sold

to

—

—

Ver-

—

—

American

to

—

—

Legion

Ireton The Ireton,
Schuette by Halley
Leeds, sold to Mrs.

&

Colby

;

by

Business

ROWLAND

JAMES GRAINGER
The Short Subject Producer

EARLE HAMMONS

to

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

Dougherty Pomeroy Strand, sold to Roy
Tobin by G. Jones; TrurO' Crown, sold
to C. M. Hutchinson by W. D. Kale;
Wellsburg Kozie, sold to L. Lyons by C.
;

Now Running
in

—

^rHEWSPAPER

ANDWEEKLY

o/'FILMDOM

FILM DIGEST

tmm

—

Filer.

J.

Closings
Brighton

— Princess;

Everly— Liberty
^-Loeb Holstein

Castana— Opera House
Dodge Park; Galva

—

Ft.

— Scenic

Keswick

dy Ladora — Legion Lovilla —
—
^Strand
Quimby— Movie- Sioux
;

;

Royal.

;

Every Day

—

;

;

PETE WOODHULL

—

Elsberry
Lowdon Liberty, sold to John Lirras by L. E. Alexander; Manly ^Rex, sold to H. F. Slussler
by Iowa Theater Corp.
Melcher The
Melcher, sold to Geo. Garbett by Garbett
& Johnson Newton Rex, sold to Joe
Eyerly by Ross Ewing
Pierson Amusu,
sold to J.
H. Brownmiller by W. L.

Mrs.

The Exhibitor

Men

Morrison &
& Gregg; Leeds The
M. Danese by Smith
'Gem, sold to Belden
sold

Lehigh —

Harper by

DICK

E.

;

;

;

—

—

;

End

—

—

— Burg,

The Outside Observer
The Sales Manager

Grimes by M.
Opera House, sold
R.

;

;

—

C.

to

C.

—

a Logan
illes— Rex;

The Foreign Manager

Ownership

in

sold

Rouquet by Jos. Peters Coggon
Opera House, sold to J. B. Damge by
Mertz;
Dysart Opera House, sold to
F.
Frank Mertz by Mr. Tyler; Eldon ^Opera
House, sold to Mrs. A. J. MacKay by
Floyd Perry; Everly Liberty, sold to L.
E. Thiel by C. M. Cronk
Fredericksburg
C.

—

Ownership

— Hour;
Star;

— Victory.
IOWA

Brown; Arlington

A.
to

Changes

Jas.

Ackley

—

Hamlet Idle
Owensburg

— Cozy;

Changes

rhe Harco.

—Avonia,

—

—American;

Hazelwood
Union City

ILLINOIS
t^ew Theaters

I

;

to

Closings
Cynthiana

Jill— Bliss.

'I

Hankinson

by

sold

Closings

;

SAM KATZ

Changes in
Culver The Culver, sold to Ora Atwater by
V. J. Meranda; Gary Rex, sold to M.

;

;

"I'le— Grand

The Showman

Ownership

—

Ownership

'Strand, sold to G.

.

— New

—

;

;

;

IDAHO

CARL LAEMMLE

Frankton New
New Washington
Washington South Bend Colfax.

Palms,

— Princess.

Changes

—

The Pioneer

;

INDIANA
New Theaters

Cozmanoff

Closings

Slphurst

—

GIANNINI

;

Gem.

Changes in Ownership
on—Jackson, sold to N. T. Ragland
Mrs.

—

Pass Star
Beecher City Princess
Chicago Palais Royal; Du Quoin MidHutsonville Cameo
Kinmundy
way

Alto

fl

.

Dr. A. H.

;

Isis

;

— FaraMingo
City

A

Series

That

the

Whole

Indtistry Talking

Is

Setting

Thursday, October

DAiLV

12

25.1

THROUGWOUT

Sound Pictures
by

ARTHUR

W.

MEW VOQK- CLEVELAND - CHICAGO- LOS ANGELES
L0Nl30N-PAR.iS

EDDY

— BEaHN — MeLQOURNE

,

Fool" Knocks
Buffalo Cold on Run

"Singinja:

WALLACE SEES SOUND AS

—

Buffalo

BOON TO THE DIRECTOR
H\st

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau.

Hollywood— That

the

acceptance

of audible pictures I)y the public has
opened interminable latitudes for diis the opinion voiced recently
by Richard Wallace, Paramount di-

rectors,
rector.

Pet theories and popular inexorable
conceptions will gradually be shattered from now on. he avers and the
public's likes and dislikes will undergo a drastic and radical change. The
latter will be due to the new avenues
for entertainment which are to be
utilized by both producers and their
directors, according to Wallace.
By this he means, for example,
happy or unhappy endings will both
be acceptable to the public, their
manifestation of acceptance depending upon the severity of the dialogue;
its appeal and efifect.

"From now on," Wallace stated,
"there will be no barrier in the way
Heretofore, the
of screen theories.
usual triumvirate was necessary and
for some inexplicable reason, stories
were rejected because of this formula.
The suggestion that a picture could
be made that would be a success
from all angles w-ithout the customary menace in the story would have
brought forth incredulous stares from
Henceforth, I dare
concerned.
all
without

productions

say,

one

More than

200,000 per-

for a box office gross of upwards of $100,000, saw Al Jolson in
"The Singing Fool," which just
closed a record breaking run at the
Great Lakes theater here.
Attendance, gross and length of

sons,

run records for the city were all
shattered by the latest Warner Bros.Vitaphonc success. Never before had
a picture run three weeks, but to add
luster to the already enviable mark set
by Jolson, Managing Director H. M.
Addison, who opened the picture with

Major Houses

All

Now Wired
— Installation of Western

sound equipment has been
completed at Keith's Georgia and
the first sound picture was presented

Monday.

was

It

"The

River

Wallace
the

at

direction

of

Gary

Cooper

With

installation

this

The
in April, 1927.
next, then the Howard,

phone

came

Rialto

Loew's
Loew's

more recently
The Cameo installed

and

Grand,
Capitol.

Yarn Using Dialogue
West

Coast

sound

aid the exhibitor in advertising
Mid exploiting
sound pictures,
the advertising dci^artment under direction of Hyatt Daab, has prepared
two one-sheets on each sound pic-

FBO

The paper

sound, concentrating on the musical synchronization,

sound

talking

THE FILM DAILY

—

effects

Farnum

ture.

Bureau,

Nancy Carroll and an original by Ben Hecht.
"The Shopworn be M-G-M's first mystery

To

sells

sef|uences

and

effects.

is

and dialogue.

is

The

who
rights.
tables,

ords,

to

sell

ver-

the

DEAN

of the

SCREEN

and Popular Melodies
Interpreting Musically

original Musical Setting, of

D.

UWlvrcn
WlNlsS.

W.

Griffith's Masterpieces

«vmANnA"
«WAY
DOWN ^^^^
FAST"
"^' ""'*"

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

"WEDDING MARCH"
TheThemeSongs

"ORPHANS OF THE STORM"

"NEAPOLITAN NIGHTS"
"PARADISE"

"WHEN KNIGHTHOOD "" FLOWER"

but a few of the
rom the pen of this

Etc. Etc.

MASTER WORKS

re

This

MODERN GENIUS

Mr. Peters

as . disciple of

Wagner

has

given to the Motion Picture what
Wagner has given to Opera

will

story with

Dorothy

writing the continuity.

offering

WM. FREDERICKPETERS
of

slated

—

is

—

Doom,"

Portable Roadshov^ Equipment
Louis Roadsliowing of pictures, with a portable disc machine
is being started by C. S.
Earnhart,
St.

ZAMECNIK

S.

SUPREME COMPOSER

iyvnphonict Ciassic

territorial

Equipment includes two turn-

L. E.

DE FRANCESCO

COMPOSER

and

EDWARD

CONDUCTOR

TenYears Musical Director to D. W. Griffith
Musical Director

"WINGS"
"WEDDING MARCH,"
Associate
}. S.

COMPOSER

Composer of
and

ARRANGER

Practical yet Artistic Musical
Synchronized Settings have received

much

ZAMECNIK

KILENYI

and

Whose

Etc.

favorable

comment

Conductor of
.

WM. FREDERICK PETERS

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"
• during its New York run

stands, electric pickups, recamplifier, air column speaker

and wiring.

Leaving for Coast
Maurice Chevalier, European stage
star imported for talking pictures,

S.

Chevalier

"Toilers" First at Buffalo
The Lafayette, BufTalo, will be
first to show the TifTany-Stahl special production "The Toilers" in its
RC-'V Photophone synchronized
sion beginning Sunday.

JOHN
AMERICA'S

the

In addition to these one-sheets, a
.special folio of publicity stories, advertising copy and special exploitation, all designed to sell sound, are
being sent the exhibitor playing
I""BO sound and talking pictures.

SERVE YOU

Some of the Eminent Musicians on our Staff

the

Make Mystery

in

Press Material and Paper
for FBO Sound Pictures

WE CAN

°

major

all

Hollywood Rupert Julian
present completing to direct "The Regiment of

Angel."

BE

Synchronized and Selected Score— A Symphonic Development of Love MotifA Complete and Original Musical Setting

Pi-

Atlanta theaters now have sound
equipment.
The Metropolitan was
the pioneer, having installed Vita-

It

is

A

rate."

a

acreen."

Mr. PRODUCER
WHETHER YOUR NEEDS

Electric

non-synchronous Western Electric
sym- system two months ago and pre-

is
only natural to aspicture with naught but
heavy characters is but a page from that side
of life which has never been depicted on the

sufficient.
this, since

DEPARTMENT

at

Atlanta
Atlanta

M-G-M

sume

PICTURE INDUSTRY
A SOUND PICTURE
SYNCHRONIZATION AND
MUSIC SCORE

a midnight show which was a complete sell-out, with all seats reserved,
put on a farewell midnight show for
the 125th performance of the feature
and cleaned up in that, too.

over the syspathetic character will be as accept- sented its first picture
tem
Aug.
20.
the
with
those
as
able and as popular
standard formula.
"The strength of the dialogue coupled with
to
principals will
the dynamic action of the
prove

ANNOUNCE
TO THE MOTION

leave for Hollywood this afternoon to commence work under his
Paramount contract. The first story
selected for him is "The Innocence
of Paris," by C. E. Andrews, and H.
D'Abbadie D'Arrast will direct.

M. BERG

"BETTER MUSIC FOR THE FILM"
Manager o/ift^SAM FOX SOUND SYNCHRONIZATION DEPARTMENT
Pioneer o/

Qencral

will

Improving Aubudon, N. J., House
Aubudon, N. J.— About $500,000
will be expended in improving the
Century.

158

WEST 45th. STREET

°

NEW YORK

PHONE BRYANT-8926

SAM p
O

IJ IM

C O

R.

D
E
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tVI

BE,atur.es

ladio- Keith- Orpheum

Seen Headed by Goodman
XLLTHE HEWS
ALL THE TIME

f4emfSPkm

yplLMDOM
XLVI

)L.

No. 23

Watch

ifow

we

long as

VSof

two or three

we

words

we

syllables,

When we

messed up with more

raseology,

It!

stick to

stay in the clear.
t

intricate

day,

J.

E. Otterson

oke a healthy mouthful on sound

and interchangeability

:tures

ONLY MAKERS OF SOUND FILMS
MUST HAVE RECORDING PERMITS

are very apt to

under.

The other

in

Maurice Goodman Expected to
Head RadiO'K-O; Kennedy Out

affairs for years and is an important
or no difficulty anti- figure in the organization, moving
cipated in securing the remaining 11 prominently
through every major
nple language and, therefore, to
per cent of K-A-O stock necessary step in the development of K-A-O for
his remarks appeared very clear, to swing control of that organization some time past.
His friendship with
order to point exactly what we into Radio-Keith-Orpheum, proposed members of the firm of Llehman
holding company for both K-A-0 and Bros., is understood to have prompted

He

uipment.

;an, there

used more or

less

are reprinted here one

two excerpts from

his

state-

mt:

With

little

RCA is understood to have determined upon Maurice Goodman as
the executive who will handle the
FBO,

David Sarnoff

corporation.

One

two (competitive ap-

or

been

have

paratuses)

installed

and are
demonstrations

chairman of the board.
Goodman has been active

public

giving
I

claims

with

ity

system.

owners

interchangeabil-

of

Western Electric
The public and theater
the

that such apreproduce the promade with Western

are

equipment by
It is upon the
our licensees.
strength of these claims and asthat

these

competitive

equipments are offered for sale.
We have not denied and do
not deny these various claitns.
*

*

ri

*

Doubts Are Removed

1

Thus, Otterson has his say and in
doing clears the cluttered path of
.terchangeability. The issue appears
ittled.
A great misunderstanding is

f

lereby

I
!-

-

>

removed from the minds of
exhibiting body and perto figure anew
lits theater owners
a this business of sound and what
entire

le

rf)

do about

How much

reate is impossible
his time.

To

quote him

difficulty

it

will

to determine at

further:

(Western Electric) has all
along maintained that the sound
It

pictures of

its

licensees should be
on Page 2)

(.Continued

i.

righted

music

of

who make

syn-

employing copy-

members

of

the

American Society of Composers of
Authors and Publishers, are required
to

This is the statement of E. C. Mills,
picture is expected to
The
of the board of directors of
chairman
mark the exit of Joseph P. Kennedy
American
Society of Composers.
the
(Continued on Page 3)
Authors and Publishers, to
DAILY, outlining the aspects
of the license situation as it affects
manufacturers of reproducing equipfinal

As Answered By

Filmdom*s Leading Executives
Today, James R. Grainger, general sales manager of Fox and an intensive student of distribution conditions throughout the United
States, and Arthur M. Loew, vice-president of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, executive head of the
company's foreign department and authority
on foreign business, answer directly The Film
Daily Inquiring Editor.
Preceding questions were answered by Will
H. Hays, Carl Laemmle, Adolph Zukor, A.
H. Giannini, and Richard A. Rowland.

it.

Interchangeability, then, becoming
^ mechanical possibility, the problem
ontinues complicated, but far less
now than before. For instance,
lere is a catch in Otterson's statelent.

K-A-O

producers
chronized pictures,

license.

tion.

told

Electric recording

surances

be

Unless Producing
Only

secure a music recording license,
but manufacturers of equipment, who
confine their activities only to sound
entrance of that conservative banking
reproduction devices need no such
institution into affairs of the corpora-

FIFTY LEADING QUESTIONS
FACING FILM INDUSTRY TODAY

paratus will
ductions

in

will

Equipment Manufacturers
Don't Need License

THE

FILM

recently, as in the past,

with

Price 5 Cents

Friday, October 26, 1928

Mr. Grainger's questions and answers follow:

ment.
Contracts have been made by Electrical Research Products and RC.-\
Photophone for producers who record
music by their systems, and negotiations now are pending for a license
for Bristolphone.

U.S.8EEKSlflRlNGIN
GENERALjyiDOOR SUIT
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Hearing on motion
General Outdoor Advertising Co.
)f

Washington Bureau of

—

and

other

firms

to

dismiss

anti-

{Continued on Page 3)

toneeiimIoFmade

in

three tjieater sizes
Three models of Tonefilm, synchronization machines, are to be
These are;
placed on the market
(.Continued on Page 3)

Question 31— Has the peak of film rentals been
deforestIatTnt claims
reached, or will sound add additional cost?

—

do not believe the peak of film rentals has been
motion picture business. The quality of proreached
establishes the film rentals that we secure
always
ductions
from exhibitors who are fair and open-minded and have the
welfare of the industry at heart.
{Continued on Page 6)

Answer

I

in the

HIT IN

HiTREAL

SUIT

Montreal— Sound photograph

pat-

ents claimed to antedate the patents
of Dr. Lee De Forest were cited by
(Continued on Page 3)
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Friedrichstrasse,
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Financial
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(c) Acoustic Prods. 19^^
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Seat.
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(c-b) do 6s 36
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95
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Katz
83;^
(c) Con
Fm. Ind. 15
(s)
do pfd.
265^
(s) East.
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W

.

.

.

Close

Sales

18'/;

18K'
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28 K-

8,100
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80

80
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He
He

11

76

84

24%

1,000
1

1',666

the exhibitor falls for equipment
because it is cheap rather than
meritorious, the fault will be his.
In that event, there will be nobody

400
200
35,600
11
6

7,600

6,300

'566

85"
'366

of him.

If

to curse at but himself
directed judgment.

300

'4J4

Full
At any

"A"
6/,s

28

.

.

(c)
(«)

Stock Market.

Co)

Over

St.

Fiff\-

tor

best

answering
ing Movie
.Screen?"

arrangements for the American end
enterprise were perfected.
the
They are now aboard the Aquitania
Charles Wilen route for London.
cox follows in a few days.
of

French Film Men in N. Y.
Adolphe Osso, managing director
the

of

Paramount

forward

in

being offered by
Evening Grapliic"
letter
of 500 words

question "Is the TalkRetter Than the .Silent

Nov.

Dallas.
of International 01
of Commerce at Paris on Eu
film restriction program.
Opening of "Interference,"
Paramount talker, at Cri

Meeting

14

Nov. 16

New York.
Meeting of Iowa exhibitor

Nov. 20

of

West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

—

Oklahoma

at

New Fox

Dec. 25
26

Oklahoma

(

house in St. Louis
annual ball. M. P. 01
New York.

Jan.

First

Gala Program for Cooper Din
Harry Richman is handling e
tainment for the Harry Cooper
timonial dinner to be held next
day night at the Hotel Commo(i
Eddie Cantor, Georgie Jessel, F
cis
Williams, Willie and Eu;
Howard, Bill Robinson and So

Tucker are among those who
accepted to

date.

in

Named Qui.gley
W. Wooley,

Premiere

THE FILM DAILY

Aide
former
of the legal departmen
Electric, has been appoi
to George E. Quigley,
of Vitaphone Corp.

Burgess

member
Western

Coast

"Interference"

i

Des Moines.
Anglo-American dinner spo
by A.M.P.A. in New York
Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stage!
vention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Dec. 4-S Annual convention of M.jt
Nov. 20

assistant

president

Paramount's first
talker, "Interference," will have its
world premiere Nov. 5 at the Carthay
Circle.
"Mother Knows Best" now
is running at the house.

Call

WAFILMS,
Walter

Inc.

A- Futter, Pres.
for

Hays Back Monday
Will H. Hays is to return to New
York Monday from a hunting trip

Library Stock Scenes
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

Bryant 8181

the West.

seven

Phenomenal
has been,

the
it

as

Filmdoni' s

imWLVii^®!

totally

KANN

YEAR

BOOlt

1926

8.500

is

organization

France, and Henri Klarsfeld, sales
manager, have arrived in New York
for a conference with E. E. Shauer.

in

198

New York

tlie

mis-

Steam Ahead

mediate future will eclipse
and completely.

Special Trailers!

mm
They
quick
service

are

in

a

delivery
that

position

to

Reference For

Of

Past Ten Years

1929 Edition
OUT

IN

JANUARY

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

make very

on any special
you may need.

Recognized Book

Over One Thousand Pages

u

Louis.

(lollar.s

British and Dominion in which are
associated Herbert and Charles Wilcox, for years, have been making pictures in England which have been
released in the United States through
major distributors.

New York.
Meeting of Arkansas M.
and Tennessee and Mississii
hibitors at Memphis.
Nov. 1 Opening of "Noah's Ark" at
man's Chinese, Los Angd
Nov. 11 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas conven
Criterion,

Oct. 28-29

rate,

pictures forging
league
strides.
progress to date

Newspaper Seeks Opinion on Talkers
"The

W.
plan being the finances.
Hcnderson-Cleland, prominent British business
man, is chairman of
entire

Today Annual meeting Academy of
Arts and Sciences, Los Ar
"Wings" closes 64 weeks'

much misunderstanding has been dissipated.
With interchangeability a fact, we see sound

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

Skouras,

The Neilan films will be American
stories, produced with American players, the only British element in the

5',766

Prices Quoted.

NOTE:

and

98 !4

.114% lir" 1125<
...115M 112.J4 n3<A

pictures in Hollysigned Marshall Neilan
to produce the first two.
all-talking

wood and has

de-

make

5654

24%

"quality"

by the distributor.
will
lie
conform
to

"4
1

Ltd.,

iniposcd

Likewise
whatever provisos for efficient performance,
Western
Electric
may

_

22'A

public.

100

'/j

10

demands.

its

will satisfy his
will meet
the

mands

82

35
37
8
SO
56-^
4J4
14

2

6K.

26

Bros.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(b)

95%

pfd

Warner

do
•fc-b) do
'

.

.

33
34

300
17,000

100^

Par.By.S^sSl. 10254 101% 101%

(o) Roxy "A" ...
(o)
do units ...
(o)
do com. ...
(o) Skouras Bros..
(s) Stanley
Co.
.
(o) Technicolor .
(c) Trans-Lux
(o) United
Art.
.
(o)
do pfd.
...
(o) Univ. Cb. com.
(o)
do pfd
(c) Univ.
Pict.
.
(s)
(s)

K

'(.6b

101

49^

(s)
(s)

satisfying

7.500

29^

32%

97%

.

.

(b)

tributor.
The theater owner is the
point of closest contact with the public.
His is the job of meeting and

3

(c) Fox Thea. "A" 30!4
29 J4
'(c) Intern. Proj.. 11
10
(s) Keith A-O
...
(s)
do pfd.
...104;^ 100'/
fb)
do 6s 46
98
(s) Loew's Inc. .
6VA
(s)
do pfd.
...103
103
*(c)
do deb. rts
(h)
do 6s 41\vw. .111% ni'A
(b)
do 6s41x-war.l00ii 100 J4
(s) M-G-M pfd. ..
25 "/s
(s) M.
P.
Cap... \Q%
10
fs) Para.
F-L .. 51
(b) do 6s 47
.. .100
99 Vf.

Quality must be

in

Therefore, it follows that the ex5
hibitor, wiring his house for sound,
200
must probe the market and make
500
1.100 certainly double certain
that he is
1.900 installing a reliable
device.
If he
does, his difficulties will be minimized for these reasons:

104

Fox Fm. '•A'MOOM

laudable idea.

and Dominion Films Corp.,
an English company, will pro-

British

The' man in the street may easily
prove the decisive factor. When the
theater-goer parts with his money,
he demands satisfaction.
Poor performance in sound, just as poor perThe company likewise plans to
formance in silent pictures, is hurled
back at the exhibitor like a double- build a sound studio in England which
edged sword. The question of "prop- will be ready in April. Herbert Wilerly, reliably and efficiently" repro- cox will be in charge of production
ducing sound appears to us to be while Charles who is managing divery much of an exhibitors' problem. rector, will handle sales. HendersonMore so, in fact, than that of the Cleland and Herbert returned from
equipment manufacturer or the dis- Hollywood a few days ago where

THE

The Industry's
Date Book

SOUND FILMS ON COAST

duce

er|uipment.

the eyes of the public,
or the entire development hurt.
But
is
Otterson's idea practical?
Who,
after all, is to be the judge? Western
h'.lectric?
The distributor? The exliibitor? Or the puhh'c?

New

post-office at

own

its

maintained

TO MAKE

to

The Public as Judge
A

and

Pubfisber; Maurice 1). Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
as second class matter.

of
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trailer

tlie

Stanley Co. of America

COVERS
EVERYTHING

GOES

EVERYWHERE

;

THE
October

ay,

26,

1928

^ks Hearing In
xeneral Outdoor Suit
(Continued from Page

Exhibitors
Daily Hemimkr

1)

action brought by the Dept. of
is to be souglit Oct. 29 by

»1

'J,ce,

department.
Defendants attack
department's jurisdiction stating
are not engaged in interstate

tb'

M,
sisii

tnerce, and that the government
ifore cannot prosecute them for

They

'Sipining.

^'!j^edings

states

Foster
I

&

Keep

contend the
no cause of ac-

also

Kleiser Co., Outdoor

show

Ass'n of America and
other defendants are named in

(iertising

ii

^

get

action.

,((<

"rt

and

Southern District of
York, asking dissolution of the
eral Co., or that the company be
ined from continuing certain acts
contracts, which the department
ends, restrain interstate trade and
merce in the industry.
for

the

swmdie

your
To

high.

patronage
one thing

is

department's
action
was
ight July 23 in the U. S. District
he

Cii

of

to hold

it

another.

'

sp,

Vork

"S'

I

Friday,

Oct

26,

1928

government also seeks to enGeorge Kleiser, president of

he

& Kleiser Investment Co.,
continuing on the board of diors of General Outdoor.
The inment company affiliated with the
Iter & Kleiser Co. which operates
advertising display plants
loor
'°!:he Coast, also owns 50,000 shares
he common stock of General Out;°ir,
which the petition contends
"'
.tes an unlawful combination been General and Foster & Kleiser.
ter
1

Tonefilm to Be Made
In 3 Theater Sizes

'

,

Preparing Wis.
Theater Building Drive

icher
tevens

Point,

Wis.

—

Fischer's

amount Theaters is all set to
out on its expansion program
Wisconsin, it is indicated by a
it
indenture made by the com-

ai

;

and

y

filed

at

the

register of
to flotation

here preliminary
Houses
$1,400,000 bond issue.
planned here and at Beloit, Wa-

ds
a
I

Model

declared particularly well for:d
for the expansion, following
t of George Fischer to New York,
;re he is understood to have been
red plenty of booking.
The thehere will seat 1,400.

stock

The

pair are charged with representing
in their application to the securities
commission that they had a half interest in the Loomis Bldg. which
housed the Milo theater.
Gregory is alleged to have made
a tentative deal with the owners of
the building for a half interest, but
the $33,000 never was paid, it is
claimed, and the owners cancelled
the contract, despite which this is
claimed to have appeared on the
books at a valuation of $206,000, after Gregory sold it to the corporation for $134,000.
The firm's houses
include the Parthenon, badly damaged by a bomb in a row between
stockholders, the Palace, Cicero and
the La Grange.

Joins

Blanche

Fox Theaters

F.

@</>^>HE

Goodman to
Head Radio-K-O

Expect

(Continued from Page

from
he

is

1)

both companies.
At
chairman of the board of

present

SUPERVISION

GEORGE WINKLER

The "'New York World" yesterday
Kennedy as saying he has

wanted

to get out of the picture business for some time.

—

London At the end of the current year there will be a total of 22,rp. in defending the infringement 750 theater seats within a mile radius
These figures reion brought by De Forest Phono- in West London.
1
of Canada, Ltd., in connection late to first class theaters and do not
h showing of Movietone at the include seating houses north of Oxford Street or south of Charing
lace here.
V
complete
sound Cross. It is estimated that by the
system
of
Jtography was well known in the new year there will be 12 new thejntific world before 1920, counsel aters in this area, the official capacFamous contended, quoting an ity figures of which are: Astoria, 1,Empire 3,400,
Capitol
1,850,
650,
icle from "The London Times" in
Kensington 2,300, Marble Arch Pav.
1, describing a talking picture and
New Gallery 1,550, Plaza,
mitting prior patents
covering 1.200,
ling and reproduction of sound 2,000, Piccadilly 1,180, Rialto 700,
patent Regal 2,000, Stoll 2,500 and the
its.
Under
Canadian
Tivoli 2,200.
s, the De Forest company cannot
patent protection for an article
Hammons Leaving for Coast
imonly known and used before
1)

Canadian

Sound Program Up
at Sales Convention

Pathe's sound picture programs are
main topics of discussion at the regional meetings of division managers
and eastern branch managers now being held at the home office, witli
Colvin W. Brown, Executive Vice
President presiding.
Following the
opening session yesterday, a luncheon
was held at whi^rh Joseph P. Kennedy, was the principal speaker.
"All Pathe Pictures Will Talk" was
the keynote of Brown's discussion of
the
Photoi)hone sound and
dialogue picture program.

RCA

Sessions are being continued today

and following the business meeting,
the Patheites will visit
studios to see and hear

the

R.C.A.

some

of the

Pathe sound features.
Those in attendance in addition to Kennedy
and Brown ace: John Flinn, vice president;
T. C. Streibert, Asst. to Exec. \'. I'.
Lewis
;

Innerarity, secretary; John Humm, treasurer;
Pbil Reisman. general sales manager; Terry
Ramsaye, editor-in-chief of eastern production
liay L. Hall, Editor of Pathe .News
E. J. O'Leary, feature sales manager; Harry
Scott, short subject sales manager
George
W. Harvey, director of advertising and publicity; John F. Mc.Moon, manager, exchange
operations; Stanley Jacques, central division
manager L. J. Hacking, supervisor Eastern
Division; Lou Kniskeni, Reisman's assistant;
Arthur Rousseau, vice president Pathe International Corp.; Lou Miller, sales promotion,
short sul)jects; and the following managers:
;

;

Hob Wolflf, William Raynor, .\ew York;
Oscar Hanson, Buffalo; Bert Moran, New
Haven; Charles Stombaugh, Albany; Robert
Mochrie,
ington

Lorch,
story

Philadelphia; R. C. Robin,
Cropper,
Boston
R.
C.

Wash-

Harry
Doran, eastern
;

;

Chicago

;

and D. A.

editor.

0^-^31

T^-^

>«1S

—praise the
series

OSWALD

of cartoons

re-

leasedbyUNlVERSAL.

and president of FBO, the operations
of which will, in the future, rest in
the hands of Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
quoted

Pi. the

EXHIBITORS EVERYWHERE

K-A-O

200 Per Cent Increase in
In Suit Number of London Seats

(Continued from Page
nsel for Famous Players

alleged
$250,000.

Livingston, has been
appointed by John Zanft as assistant
to Milton Harris, director of publicity
from for Fox Theaters.

(Continued from Page 1)
A, for theaters with seating

e Forest Patent

Claims Hit

total

—

is

-feanwhile,
Midwesco (Fox) is
lared planning a building camjn
throughout
Wisconsin and
nding into upper Michigan.

The

may

capacity up to 600; Model B
600 to 1,000 seats, and Model C for
theaters over 1,000. Installations are
La Crosse, Kan., House Changes
promised by the company between 30
La Crosse, Kan. C. B. Hass has
and 35 days after orders are received. purchased the La Crosse and leased
By Dec. 1, machines will be installed it to A. F. Weber and C. C. Hess,
in each key city, it is promised.
present operators.
The device is interchangeable with
existing disc systems, according to
Alfred Weiss, head of the Tonefilm
company. In addition to the regular
e(|uipment, a non-synchronous apparLC'CKY
atus is included.

own, Monroe and Appleton. The
1

—

Chicago
Indictments charging
them with operating a confidence
game and with larceny have been
returned against S. J. Gregory, president, and Sclavones Bernasek, secretary treasurer of the
GregoryBernasek Theater, which is in receivership.

the qual-

ity

Gregory and Bernasek Are
Fraud Charge

Indicted on

^'uUMIill^

— a sure sign of the popularity

of this product

is—

— exhibitors
— the public

buy them.
likes

them.

oOo
PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

m

date of
tended.

its

patents, the defendant

Earle

Hammons,

ident, leaves
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UNITED ARTISTS

PICTURE;
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Loew Register Views

1)

40—Do

you think that sound picture:
will help or hinder sales abroad?

Question

Question 32— What is the remedy for the overAnswer Until that time when foreign theaters are equip
seated condition of many of our large cities?
for sound pictures, the production of dialogue films in
ped
Answer— I do not consider there is an overseated condition
will hinder sales abroad after that time they should
America
exIn many places where
in the large cities of this country.

—

;

if they were
hibitors are claiming an overseated condition,
less to their
and
business
own
their
to
attention
paying more
resolves itcompetitor's, their condition would be relieved. It
in any
theaters
fine
Additional
showmanship.
self down to
whole.
city are healthy for business conditions as a

you think ultimately there will be
any future for a theater not equipped for sound?

Question

33— Do

do not believe any theater will have to close its
picdoors simply for the reason that it does not exhibit sound

Answer

I

tures.

certainly help in the English speaking countries.
out dialogue, can do no harm in any country.

Sound, with

—

Question 41 What effect is the so-called quota
system having on American pictures abroad?

—

Answer Quota systems abroad are keeping down the importation of the poorer American pictures but at the same
time are encouraging the production of poorer domestic pictures
in the various countries where there are quota laws.
The desired effect of these laws, viz., to encourage home production,
does not seem to have been attained.

—

you\think big pictures should be Question 42 Do you think American-owned thearoadshowed before being sold to the exhibitor?
ters abroad, without local affiliations, can be
Answer I am not in favor of roadshov^dng pictures. Howsuccessful?
will
ever, due to the fact that in many large cities, exhibitors
Answer I know that American-owned theaters abroad,
not properly exploit productions seemingly being afraid they
without
local affiliations, can be successful.
roadwill give the producer too much credit, it is necessary to
show pictures to establish their real value to the theater-going Question 43 Are pictures on the wane in England
public.
and on the continent?
Question 35— Do you think that percentage bookAnswer In my opinion, European pictures are on the wane
chiefly because of the enforced regulations which encourage
ings ultimately will take the place of rentals?
Answer It has always been my opinion that percentage is domestic producers to make cheap pictures.
the only fair and equitable way to play pictures, particularly
Question 44 Do you think it expedient that the
in the larger key cities.
American Government tax foreign productions^
Question 36- How far should protection be exsent here for exhibition?
tended to be equitable for both the large and
Answer I do not think that there should be any tax aside
small houses?
the nominal duty now in effect on foreign pictures imfrom
Answer The matter of protection is something that must ported into America. If foreign producers can make pic-

Question

34— Do

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

be worked out locally.

Question 37— Can the present method of distribution be economically improved?

—

Answer We consider we are distributing our pictures in a
manner wholly satisfactory to this corporation. Insofar as
passing any comment on what other companies are doing, this

tures which are acceptable to the American public, this can
only help stimulate interest in motion pictures.

MondaysEarle W. Hammons

As president of the largest all-short subject distributing organization, Earle W. Hammons will reply to
Mr. Loew's questions concern foreign markets and the following questions confined to his field of operaThe queries and the tions in the industry:
foreign relations exclusively.
answers:
45 Is the foreign market for American-made short
Question 38— What country is making the greatest
subjects increasing or decreasing?
46 As against total output, what percentage of short
standards?
our
according
to
production
strides in
subjects
will be made in sound?
picthat
is
making
opinion,
the
country
Answer In my
Germany.
American
pictures
is
the
quality
of
tures nearest to
47 Do you think quality in short subjects has kept
However, I do not consider that they have made the greatest
pace with production progress in the business?
strides in recent years since their productions are not much
48 Wherein lies the greatest opportunity for sound in
The
better today than they were three or four years ago.
relation to short subjects?
is

something

I will

not do.

—

country that has made the "greatest strides" is probably
France even though their pictures are not of as high a standard as Germany.
Question
you think that the high point in

39— Do

foreign revenue has been reached by distributing
org a nizatfons?
Answer I do not think that the American companies are

—

anywhere near the high point

in foreign revenue.

—
—
—
—
49 —Do you think the exhibitor realizes the importance
of and the exploitation value
newsreels?
50 — In the
program, what percentage should be
comprised of short subjects?
51 —Why has the
market for short comedies
been reduced to practically
52 —Will sound short subjects eventually mean bringin

ideal

first-run
nil?

ing to the picture theater vaudeville in mechanical form?

friday,

October

1928

26,

Coast Wire Service

Fox Speeds Production
r

FEATURES, 2 SHORTS IN

A

WORK; OTHERS STARTING

Little
from
RALPH WILK

By
'Seven feature pictures are in work
md three in preparation, in addition
o several two reel Movietone comewhich are under way at Fox,
iies,
narking a new production peak.

Old

Arizona," "The Ghost
"Captain Lash,"
'Chasing Through Europe," "Our
Daily Bread," and a newspaper story
/et untitled now are in production
ind in a short time "The Great White
Morth,"' "Judith" and "True Heaven"
ivill be started.
"In Old Arizona" and "The Ghost
Talks" are all-dialogue features beng made in Movietone. Irving Cumiiings is directing the first with a
"In

Talks," "Christina,"

Hollywood

FRED JACKMAN

is

receiving

bouquets these days for his photographic effects in "Noah's Ark."
Jackman headed a crew of 125 men,
starting work two months before and
three months after Director Michael Curtiz worked on the production.

*

*

*

Eddie Cline has the distinction of
having
given
Gloria
Swanson,
Phyllis Haver and Eddie Quillan

when he was directSennett. Eddie will
direct Reginald Denny's next veh:ast
composed of Edmund Lowe, icle for Universal.
*
*
*
Warner Baxter, Dorothy Burgess,
Passing
Our
Show
William
Farrell Macdonald, Ivan Linow, and
Sistrom and Schuyler Grey
Lewis Seiler is making
Lola Salvi.
showing General Suvimerall
'The
Ghost Talks" with Helen
points ef interest at the Pathe
Fwelvetrees, Charles Eaton, Carmel
studio; executives and others
Myers and Earle Foxe.
working by candle-light in
Janet Gaynor is doing her first
the administration building
work since "4 Devils" in an original
of the United Artists studio,
by Tfistram Tupper titled "Cliriswhen the usual lighting sysWilliam K. Howard is ditina."
tem "went dead" for an hour.
recting and the supporting cast in*
*
*
Rudolph
Charles
Morton,
cludes
Jack Chefee is keeping busy. He
Cording. is now playing the male lead in
Schildkraut
and
Harry
John Blystone is making "Captain "Hollywood," which is being diLash," starring Victor McLaglen and rected by C. Ferguson for indeDavid Butler still is busy filming ex- pendent release.
their first parts

ing for

Mack

:

in
Europe
Through Europe."

teriors

W. Murnau

"Chasing

for

returned
to the studio from Pendleton, Ore.,
where he made exteriors for "Our
Daily Bread." Charles Farrell, Mary
F.

recently

New

Players in Christie Comedies
Margaret Lee, Dorris Martel, Jimmie Hertz, Jimmy Elroy, Dorothy
Dix and Fay Holderness are among

Duncan, Warren Burke and David new players in Christie comedies.
Torrence have the leads. Fred Newmeyer began work this week on the
Adapting "Footprints"
newspaper story with a cast including
Richard Bee will adapt "Seven
Sally
Phipps, Robert Elliott, and Footprints of Satan," by Al Merritt
Frank Albertson.
which Benjamin Christensen will diTwo new Movietone comedies, rect for First National.
"The Diplomats," with Clark and
McCullough, and "The Maker of
James in F. N. Cast
Dreams" with Nancy Drexel and
Gladden
James has been cast in
David Rollins were started this week
"Stranded
in Paradise," co-featuring
while several others are in preparaDorothy Mackaill and Milton Sills.
tion.

Gaynor

Title

Changed

Title of Janet Gaynor's latest Fox
picture, which William K. Howard
is
directing, has been changed to
The picture, which
'"Christina."
titled "Christine," deals
with the life story of a pretty Dutch
girl.
In the supporting cast lare
Rudolph SchildCharles Morton,

was formerly

kraut,

Harry

Cording

and

Lucy

Lorraine.

Marion Contract Renewed
George Marion, Jr., signed a new
contract with Paramount just before
departing for the East to begin a
vacation in Europe.

Cohen in Talker
Sammy Cohen was borrowed by
Lewis

Seiler recently for a dialogue
the latter's Fox Movietone proThis
duction, "The Ghost Talks."
is Cohen's initial talking ventures.
bit in

Bradbury in Movietone Film
James Bradbury, Jr., is playing his
first Movietone role for Fox in "The
Cabellero's Way," being directed by
Irving Cummings.

FBO

Editing

Two

Editing and titling is under way on
"The Jazz Age" and "The A.mazing

Vagabond"

at the

FBO

studios.

For the past ten years
producers, directors
and casting directors
have found the Year
Book invaluable in
the

casting

of

ductions.

1929 Film
Year Book

^
Out in
January

pro-

—^s^^

DAILV

Friday, October 26, igl

Circuiting Masters of

Ceremonies Planned

Sound Pictures
by

MTION

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

ISEES

INCREASES

Paramount, New York, Paramount, Brooklyn, Oriental, Chicago,
and Michigan, Detroit, Publix houses,

TWO MORE YEARS TO

London In advising United KingWallace O. James,
Milwaukee
manager of the Wisconsin, has been dom exhibitors to "go slow" on syndevice
installations,
Kfanted patents on an invention which chronization
estimates that "at
least
another
two
years
will
non-synchronized elapse before one can attempt to an-

he says jrreatly increases playing time
of records used in connection with

the

C.

E.

A.

various intervals.
Frank Fay is entering his last
month at the Missouri, to be replaced
Nov. 17 by Brooks Johns, who with
are

to

be

rotated

at

Paul Ash and Eddie Peabody and
probably Fay have been lined up for
circuiting in the houses named.
Start Fihn at

London

—

New

DALY

'

PIRST NATIONAL

is
stepph
days
with
"Lib
Time."
From every section coJ
reports that Ned Depinet and
high-powered sales force is holdi;
up to the high marks on bookin

-

fast

these

1

established

when

the picture first
the picture is
the box office.

under way.

And

ing

at

Studio

Initial picture to go into
production at British Instructional's
Garden City
new studio at

That's That

By PHIL M.

the

,

—

—

And

—

Masters of ceremonies
the Missouri, Skouras house, and

nt

DECIDE TALKER QUESTION

RECORD PLAYINC TIME

Louis

St.

its

part

g|

Here's a nifty culled from "Ru
topics," peppy
stiUited by the

sheet

recently

i

gang of the Riali
synchronized and
New
Welwyn
York: Usher (to obstina
sound effects for pictures. This is swer with any degree of definiteness, is "The Celestial City," which Hon. patron)
"You are in the wroi
accomplished by causing the turn- the question whether talking or dia- Anthony Asquith may direct.
seat, this row is
so will you kind
table to revolve slower when the logue films will be a possibility of
vacate it and go to L?"
needle is traveling the outer edge of the future."
sound grooves and gradually faster
The report prepared by the asso- Sunday Shows Win at Hove, Eng.
"Gabby Moom Pitchers," is tf
as the needle approaches the center ciation in an effort to solve the sound
London By vote of 6,579 to 5,664, way Walter Winchell (N. Y. Grapl
of the disc.
film problem says that "at the mo- Sunday shows were approved in a ic)
describes the talkers.
It is estimated here that within ment it
seems unlikely that even referendum at Hove. As a result,

—

M

—

two years over 9,000,000 records

of the first attempts will be generally
the present type will be required an- available before the end of next
nually for the synchronization field year."
Statement is also made that
market for non- "the expense would make it prohibialone, while
the
synchronized records will be even tive to 80 per cent of the exhibitors
larger. In view of this fact the James in this country."
invention will have an important
bearing in the field, bringing about
Lowell Sherman to Direct
not only a greatly reduced cost to the

producer for his synchronization but
also in the shipping and distribution,
he says.
James has made no definite plans
as yet for the manufacture and distribution of his device.

New Firm

to Exploit

Verily Disc Device

London

A

one-act play, bv Stanley Houghentitled
"Phipps,"
will
be
transferred to the screen as an alltalking picture under Lowell Sherman's supervision. Sherman will direct this play at M-G-M and will
himself play the lead.
The other
two parts in the play will be given
to Betty Francisco and Cyril Chadwick.
ton,

council

is

permitting the Tivoli
Palace to operate on

Repairing Storm

—

Damage

Expect Paramount to Pa
$3 a Share on New Stocl
Three dollars a share will be tf
annual dividend rate of the new Par;
mount stock, it is anticipated by ti
"Wall Street Journal" which d^
clares the rate will be authorize
sometime next month.

Jacksonville,
Fla.
District
ManClark, of Publix, reports
repair is going on rapidly in the district damaged by the recent storm.
The Kettler, West Palm Beach, is
being rehabilitated as rapidly as posCast for "Third Eye"
sible and is expected to reopen in
London Ian Harding and Do
15 or 30 days.
The Beaux Arts, othy Seacombe have the leads
Palm Beach, also is undergoing rapid "The Third Eye," which P. Maclea

ager Jess

—

i

Rogers

repair.

is

producing.

—A

firm is being organized to exploit a disc synchronization device invented by Claude H.
Verily.
It uses unbreakable
discs,
the inventor claims. The device was

"Napoleon's Barber" Completed
John Ford has completed production of "Napoleon's Barber," Arthur

Caesar's short play, at the Fox West
Coast Studios.
In this all-dialogue
two-reel Movietone comedy the cast
Switow Wiring Houses
mcludes:
Otto
Matiesen,
Natalie
Louisville
Sound equipment has Gohtzin, Frank Reicher, Helen
Ware
been ordered for the Kentucky and is Philippe De Lacy,
D'Arcy Corrigani
expected to be installed by Jan. 1. Rus Powell,
Michael Mark, Buddy
Sam Switow also confirms reports Roosevelt, Ervin Renard,
Y. Troubetthat the Grand, New Albany, and the sky,
Joe Waddcll and Henry HeLeRose, JetTersonville, Ind., will be bert.
equipped for sound pictures by the
first of the year.
Fox Starts Comedy

demonstrated

in

New York

in

Sound at Muskogee, Okla.
Marjorie Beebe and Arthur Stone
Muskogee, Okla.— The Ritz has have been cast for the leading roles
opened with Vitaphone and Movie- in "The Blew Danube," a two-reel
tone.
Some S35,000 has been spent Movietone comedy, which Henry
in
remodeling, improving and re- Lehrman is directing for Fox Films
equipping the house which formerly Sidney Lanfield and Ben Holmes
was known as the Ori)heum. The wrote the story and dialogue and

Ritz will henceforth follow an "all the supporting cast includes Jerry
sound picture" policy. The house is Madden, Arnold Lucy, Donald Macoperated by Proctor and Marsh, who kenzie, Stuart Erwin, George BicVirginia Sale, Henry Armctta
control several theaters in this terri- kcl
and Colette Francey.
tory.

Negro Singers for Vidor's Film
The Dixie Jubilee .Singers, the
colored troupe composed of six men

women who

have appeared

frequently
on the concert stage,
has left for Memphis, Tenn., where
they will join King Vidor and the
cast of "Hallelujah," and take part
in some of the vocal sequences of
this picture.

IN AMERICA'S LEADING THEATRES

1923.

—

and three

the

and Electric
Sunday.

.

"Masquerade"
"Masquerade"

New
is

the

SIMPLEX
PROJECTORS
HAVE DEMONSTRATED
THEIR ADAPTABILITY
TO ALL

SOUND SYSTEMS

Griffith Title

new and

final

of the D. W. Griffith production
formerly called "The Love Song "
title

This IS the film, just completed, in
which William Boyd, Jetta Goudal,
and Lupe Velez appear.
Sixty-five
per cent of the picture is straight
dialogue or singing, Lupe Velez do'mg the singing.

International Projector Corporation
9

Gold Street,

New

York

——

—
^^^\

INDWEEKLY
flLM DIGEST

Carl Laemmle^s perfect combination
of sounds music and dialogue!

LONESOME*— Scored

2 Ngj^atives—
1 with sound
and dialogue
1

effects

Fejos joins the ranks of directors such
as Lubitsch, DeMille and Von Stro-

Silent

The

first

an instan.

LONESOME—

taneous hit.— Exhibitor's Daily Review.

talking picture

with color sequences.

heim. The longer your thoughts
the finer
dwell upon
Exhibitor' s Herald.
it becomes.

LONESOME

a

is

trail

breaker.—]

Motion Picture Netvs.

LONESOME— p r e V e w e d

three'

i

times,

and each time

to

much

spon*

taneous applau^e.— Film Daily.

LONESOME—
ful.

is

daringbut

i'

ccess*

A fine picture.
"Morning Telegraph,

The hero is GLENN
The heroine is

TRYON

CIRCUMSTANCE
And

the theme

one of the

is

LIFE

itself.

INTO THEIR OWN
THIS SEASON

is

We

THE coming

Filmograph.

ture, so vivid that a

is left that lasts
the picture.— Harrison's Reports,

A PAUL FEJOS PRODUCTION ^"^^^"1^,
From

i

''"' "-''""''' ^'

story by

-'StJent or Sound- Cari

SHORT SUBJECTS
ARE COMING BACK

best of this year.

believe that Paul Fejos
director.

is

an unusual pic*
deep impression
long after one has seen
'is

as

BARBARA KENT
The heavy

LONESOME—^s going to be ranked LONESOME—

Mann

Page

I

laemmle leads the J^y///

For shorts or features

KEEP POSTED ON

Film Daily Revie^ws
the recognized authority
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Sound Device of Eastman Kodak Nearly Ready?
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i
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MER-FIDEALTOBE
WORKED OUT AT COAST
West Coast Bur.

THE FILM DAILY

— Authoritative

Los Angeles
sources here

certain

are

Price 25 Cents
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EASTMAN KODAK TO MARKET
SOUND DEVICE THROUGH RCA?

that

no deal between
and Warners.

there will be

RCA

Marking
the affiliation between
Varners and First National will be
iforked out on the Coast by H. M.
Varners, who leaves New York Satrday for the studios to confer with
ack L. Warner, production chief of
Details

of

first

ALLEGIANCE TO M.P.T.0

—

Omaha Allegiance to the M.P.T.
O.A. was pledged at the annual conIowa and
vention of the western
Nebraska exhibitor unit, in what was
termed the best convention the asILM
(N
C. E. Williams
sociation has held.
was reelected unanimously and acof the Toronto convention enDEBATE tion
R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.
dorsed.
A. president, and C. C. Pettijohn,
Vest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
head of Film Boards of Trade, were
Los Angeles Value of pictures to principal speakers.
vorld development was stressed by

INTERITIONAL

er

Ofif

Without

Movies?"

Arbitration Called Big
Advance by Pettijohn
Omaha —Arbitration system of the

Taking the negative side of the industry is the greatest outstanding
irgument, the Californians described achievement in American industry
decade in the opinion
pictures as the greatest educator of during the last
head of Film
Pettijohn,
C.
C.
of
the century and of historical value
Boards of Trade, told at a meeting here
(.Continued on Page 2)
of the Federation of Women's Clubs
of Nebraska and Iowa. There never
Cockrill
of
has been an instance, he said, in the

Named Head

Indiana Exhibitor Unit

Indianapolis

B. Cockrill of
Newcastle was elected president of
Associated Theater Owners of InJiana at the annual convention.
He
Hicceeds Cliarles R. Metzger, who
was named to fill the newly-created
position of business manager.
Other
officers are continued.
They are A.
C.
Zaring,
president;
Gene
vice

Marks, treasurer, and Helen Brown,
Indianapolis, secretary and assistant
business manager, all of Indianapolis.
The board of directors elected at
the meeting includes: Cockrill, Metzger, Marks, Sam Neall, Kokomo; A.
C. Zaring, Indianapolis; David Cock(Continued on Page 3)

London

Critics

On

Frown

Talking Pictures

By ERNEST
Editor

IV.

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"

London (By Cable)^British

crit-

Friday frowned on talking pictures following premiere of "The
Terror."
Notices panned the picture, while a few praised it but
slightly.
Talkers are slow, tedious
and unreal, the critics feel.
ics

(Continued on Page

— David

3)

certain

momentous

have been

Fox

—

RCA

Complete interchangeability with
any disc system of synchronization is

—

Fox Opening

$10,000,000

Sunday

—

it

affairs.

$10,000,000. Three clergymen are to
deliver the invocation and a number
Mary Dunof speeches are planned.
can, Fox star, will talk and entertainment will be furnished by Clark

Week

depends how you feel about
For instance, the day might & McCullough.

some after reading how heavily Bill
Or,
large and small, it matters not.

out after theaters
perhaps merely a delicate violet for a few bankers and film executives whose merger plans are being scanned so carefully by the

Department
At any

Mutuality of interests is said to
have led to the reported plans of
Eastman for a hook-up with RCA.
The Eastman here is being wired
for Photophone, soon to be comEastman engineers for some
pleted.
time have been working to develop
the new sound picture device.

claimed for Tonefilm, new device beMovietone Plant
ing marketed by the Tonefilm Corp.,
West
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
headed by Alfred Weiss.
The instrument recently was announced as
Fox
Hollywood Production of
ready for installation in theaters. It Movietone pictures will be given imis to be manufactured in three models petus by opening of the new Moviedepending on the size of the theater tone studio, which is slated to be
ordering the equipment. Weiss points formally dedicated Sunday.
This
to demonstration in his projection walled-in city with its 25 buildings
room of a Paramount sound subject, grouped over a 40 acre tract, was
with Tonefilm equipment used.
built in the record time of 90 days
at a cost the company says totaling

indigo for

is

Process

Rochester, N. Y. Eastman Kowill enter the talking picture
field with a new device, which will
Photobe distributed through
phone, it is reported here. Announcement of the marketing plans is expected to be made in about a month.

CLAIMED FOR TONEEILH

Memorable
A
MONDAY:
Blue or not,

New

dak

IS

—

he University of California debating
eam to win its debate from the University of Sydney (Australia) on the
subject "Would the World be Bet-

of

prepared by Hugo Riesenfeld, is recorded by the RCA
Photophone method.

VALUESlSSED

Is

Held Cause of Hook-up

presentation

of a Tiffany- Stahl sound picture, as well as the company's
first
roadshow
run,
"The
Cavalier" is to have its premiere Tuesday at the Embassy, New York. The score,

two companies.

he

Mutuality of Interests

T-S Sound Debut

NEBRASKA UNIT PLEDGES

.
of Justice in Washington.
rate, and to get back for a
.

moment,

it

seems that

instructed A. C. Blumenthal, of whom you hear little
in lining up theaters for his boss, to grab
he can. Money appears to be no object.
many
houses
as
ofi" as
In New York alone, about 160 are assembled for operation under
the aegis of Fox's Metropolitan Theaters. With the local territory pretty well fine-combed, attention is being turned to Jersey City and other nearby communities. Upper New York State

Fox has

but who means much

record crowd

is

Tri-State Convention to

Open At Memphis Sunday
Memphis

.

A

anticipated.

—Tri-state

convention

of

owners of Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkansas will be held at
Memphis, Tennessee, Sunday and
Monday. R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.
A. president will be the guest and
M. A. Lightman will preside.
theater

Studio Previews Hit by
California Exhibitors

DAILY
not being neglected. Neither is New England. And in Wis- West Coa^t Bureau. THE FILM
preview
Studio
consin, Fox's Midwesco Theaters talk about more new houses.
Los Angeles
in a resoluThese days practically every big deal in pictures either be- abuses were condemned
passed by the M.P.T.O. of
tion
gins or ends in the attorney-general's office at the Capital. That
Southern California.
is

.

(.Continued on

Page

3)

.

—
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FACE

A MEMORABLE WEEK,

Editorial

FINANCIAL
WEEK'S HEADLINES, Resume
mXLVINi.24

Saidai.

Oct 28. I92B

SOUND PICTURES, by Arthur
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS,
"A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by

Prici2SCaRts

Saturday and holidays
Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyriKht (1928) by Wid's Films and Filrn
daily except

Piil.lished
lt>50
at

W.

President ai.d
Inc.
Folk,
J.
Pul)li-her; Maurice L). Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
as second cla^s mailer. May 21, 1918, at the
po»l oriice at New York, N. Y., under tne act

March

Film

Kemer,

3
4

Ralph Wilk

58, (Jreat

Fredman, The
Marlborough St., \V.

W.

— Licbtbild-buehne,

(c) Acoustic Prods. ISU
(s) Am.
Seat.
... 28"^
(c-b) do 6s 36
.. 95
(c) Bal. & Katz
(c) Con. Fm. Ind. 15J4
(s)
do pfd.
... 2b'A
(s) East.
Kodak .187

5

6-7

.

8-9

10
11

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Stress Film Value In
International Debate

Nov. 16

Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov.

M.P.T.O.

20-21

Nov. 24
4-5

from Page

1)

to future generations and a preventative against war. Ten universities are
using classroom films, it was pointed

Pictures are not ousting the
but drama has a tendency to
demoralize the screen, it was argued.
The Australians contended pictures
are fashioned for the lowest type of
people and keep people from reading,
Dallas.
causing
intellectual
decline.
Meeting of International Chamber thus
of Commerce at Paris on European
Douglas Fairbanks was quoted as
film restriction program.
saying he had such difficulty in getOpening of "Interference," first
Criterion, ting good scenarios that he makes
talker,
Pa: amount
at
New York.
only one picture a year. They conMeeting of Iowa exhibitor unit at tended also that films kill athletics,
Des Moines.
Anglo-American dinner sponsored because young people spend Saturday
afternoons at matinees.
by A.M. P. A. in Nev» York.
vention

Dec.

(.Continued

at

of Ohio stages
Columbus.

con-

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Annual convention of M.P.T.O.

Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
Dec. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.
Jan. 26 First annual ball. M. P. Club of
of

New

York.

Goldstone Returning to Coast
Nat Goldstone, sound picture executive for Universal, who has been
in New York for several weeks, engineering contracts with various artists, for forthcoming Universal talking pictures, is on his way back to
Universal City to resume his synchron-

(c)
(c)
(s)
(s)

*(s)
*(s)

Zanesville

House Reopened

activities.
While in
York, his efforts resulted in a number of deals, including signing of Paul

Zanesville, O.— The Schultz O. H.
one of the chain of houses operated
by Caldwell Brown, has reopened as
the Imperial.
This was the first
Zanesville house acquired by Brown.
He now controls all of them. The
house policy will be action and out-

Whitcman.

door photoplays.

New

ization

501

1,401

2,101

96J4 13,00

Fox Tbea. "A" 29J^

27J4

28

2,101

Intern.

12

12
3i

lOi

3

Proj..

M-G-M

12

M.

Cap
F-L ... S0J4

P.

.

.

.

New

do

*(c-b) do

Orleans.
Ralph B. Williams, southern sales division manager, accompanied them.

*

10

48^
99^

49J^ 68,8C
100!4
102J4
6Ji 4,6(
8(
26)i
82 Ji

33
34

35
37
8
55

7

45
57
9'A
6J4
10
76
2

55^

55!^

nVi
"e"

454
14

84
85

2454 2454
98!^
110
11054
11054
llOJi
...114H
28
198

2454

Bros.. 114

"A"
6^s

Last Prices Quoted.

(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Market.
(0) Over the Counter

Receiver Asked at Marion, O.
Marion, O.— It is stated that Ed
Reynard has asked for a voluntary
bankruptcy proceedings to be instigated for the Marion, with John

Frank
manager

pfd

Warner

(s)
(s)

New

states

do

*(s)

"i

25%

pfd

(o) Roxy "A" ...
(o)
do units ...
(0)
do com.
(c) Skouras Bros..
(s) Stanley Co.
.
(o) Technicolor .
(c) Trans-Lux
.
(o) United Art. ..
do pfd. . .
(0)
(0) Un.v. Ch. com.
*o)
do pfd.
(c) Univ.
Pict.
.

sales director, and
Fred J. McConnell, sales manager of
short product, for Universal, returned
to
York yesterday from

NOTE:

(Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicaf

Skouras,

St.

Louis.

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES

P.
of

I

=

BWAY. N.y
TEl-SSeO PENNi
»XiQ ZS.0OO C0S1UMSS t© RENT

14^37

Roseland Pictures Corp.

New

]<

801

104

do 6s 47 ..lOOi^
Par.By.5}4s51.102J4 102}4
Pathe
6S/i
6Vg
do "A" ... 26f^ 25J4
(b)
do 7s 37 .. 82^ 81'A

"U" Executives Return

production

1,101

9S}4

(s)
(s)

Ted Schlanger,

Gattieri,

25}4
184
128

rts

Para.

(s)

ture division of the American Red
Cross. He is now engaged in organizing a campaign within the industry
to raise funds for the annual roll call.

picture,

79^
15^

deb. rts
21}^
do 6s 41WW..111J4 111
1113^
do 6s41x-war.l00J4 10054 lOOii

(b)
(b)

pointed chairman of the motion pic-

sound

79H
15%
25^

4,501

*(c) do

Lasky Heads Red Cross Division
Jesse L. Lasky again has been ap-

a

28!4
95

Ke:th-A-0 ... 34JI 32yi
21,00
do pfd. ...102
100^ 100^
30
*(b)
do 6s 46
98
(s) Loew's Inc. .. 61^
59
S9J4 9,00
(s)
do pfd
102
IQl'/i 101J4
50

Bower Gets U. A. Branch
Huebner as receiver.
Jack Bower has been appointed
branch manager of the Washington
"Greater Love" to Start Nov. IS
exchange of United Artists replacing
Production is to start Nov. 15 on
E.
Luckett.
Bower formerly was
J.
connected with the Los Angeles "The Greater Love," which is to be
branch.

28J4
94 'A

Sales

3

"A" 9SH

Fm.

do

*(s)

PAGE

out.
stage,

17^

184

(b)
(b)

Meeting of Arkansas M.P.T.O.
28-29
and Tennessee and Mississippi exhibitors at Memphis.
Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Grau1
man's Chinese, Ixjs Angeles.
Motion Picture Book Week.
11
13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at
14

Fox

(s)

Friedrichstrasse,

The Industry's
Date Book

Nov.

84^

Close

17

*(s)
do pfd
*(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd

12

225.

Oct.

Low

High

5

PAGE

3,

London— Frnest

Berlin

of the News
W. Eddy
Coast News by Telegraph

BODY PUNCH
ME, GANGSTER
9
.. 9
BURNING WIND
9
MELODY OF LOVE
COURT MARTIAL
8
MLLE. FROM ARMENTIERES. 8
FORBIDDEN GRASS
9
NAUGHTY DUCHESS
8
HOME TOWNERS
8
RUNAWAY GIRLS
9
KRIEMHILD'S REVENGE
TAKE ME HOME
8
9
LOOKOUT GIRL
8
TWO OUTLAWS
9
MARKED MONEY
9
WHILE CITY SLEEPS
8
SHORT SUBJECTS
10
10
SILENT
SOUND
10

—
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REVIEWS

UAll.Y, 1650 Broad
lions to IHt FILM
Phone Circle 4736
way, New York. N. Y.
Filmday
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Ralph
California
Hollywood,
New York.
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607."

Financial

1

Alicoate,

Terms (Postage tree)
1879.
United States outside of dreater New York.
$IO.U0 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15 00.
$3.0U.
A<ldress all rcmmunicaremit with order.
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FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
REVIEWS OF NEWESI FEATURES, by Jack Harrower
SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS
THEATER EQUIPMENT, by Charles F. Hynes
PRESENTATIONS

Ptblisber

lOHN W. ALICOATE

by Maurice

York's Newest and Finest Hote
Around the comer from New York's
readily

district,

accessible to leading

exclusive sboppiil

and

theatres

railroi

terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially correct and aw*{

from the noise and turmoil of the business district. Til
Park Central eojoys a location distinctly imique in i
advantages.

Let Us Solve Your Problems

!

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

/MARTLT NEAR THE
r.rNTirP i:>r thinsj

The Park Central, New York's newest ai
where you will find advantages heretofore u
Blecti
known to American Hostelriea—Radio outlets
Ur
Period Salons and Roof Patios for pi
Refrigecatioo

Come

to

finest hotel,

.

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

.

1540

B'WAY

Leterman & Gates
IMCOBFO RATED

N.Y.C.

TELBPHOhfE BRYANT 3040

.

.

.

vate social functions
Grill,

Stebbins,

.

.

.

.

Swimming Pool

.

.

.

oi,

Floren'

featuring the Park Central Grill Orchestra . . . otii
Single rooms, fi
equally unusual and desirable.

[ari
;fro

features,

dollars

per day and up.

Double rooms, eight dollars

day and up.

S
«'0(
i

THE PAKr CENTRAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STKEET AT 7th

NEW YORK

f

CITY

AVENUE

THE
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A Memorable
{Continued from Page

gentleman has become a judge sitting on high, although few know
about

him.

It

was

suggestion,
entirely friendly we have no doubt,
which pulls the Publix theaters out

West Coast

the

of

seems he

his

Now

pool.

it

looking over the Warner-Stanley-F. N. affiliation as well
as the RCA-KAO-FBO get together.
There are several laws on the Federal books which carry a mean kick
in every clause.
Their application to
mergers, present and future, is a
fruitful
topic of discussion before
such mergers become effective, the
is

A. G., we are told, feels.
Which is
a highly constructive idea.
don't
Ijel'eve the industry is anxious to

We

run afoul of the law and, for that
reason, those bitten by the merger
bug, should be thankful for the Justice Department's cooperation.
.

.

.

The Hagerstown incident is still
much alive. W. E. is turning

very

serious

.

.

Tuesday: Interchangeability, the
bane of the exhibitor's existence today.
He wants sound; must have it.
Yet he is hog-tied no matter where
he turns.
The little old paper has
been moving mightily to bring about
a settlement.
On this day, another
step

.

phone

pictures.

tious,
that. .

but
.

taken.

is

W.

All

E.

Plan

then

looks

was

Sol

ambialways

.

The

Fifty Leading Questions Series is exciting coninient.
The interviews are being widely read.
Each
contributing executive has been given
those questions which concern his
sphere of activity.
And that is one
reason why the answers are so in-

.

.

.

Made

the future.

corrals.

.

to

sell

sound

.

An American

plenty, are responsible
teresting development.

by buying junk equipment and thus open the door to
punk reproduction.

the

That,
for

be ready in the spring. Release date
not yet determined.
Looks like a
1929 event.
.

.

Then Ra-

Eleven per cent to go.

other being sought.
There
will
no
be
trouble
on
that score, however.
Mark these

words.

.

the

.

we

insist,

Ts

.

this inIt's a new
angle on ways and means for British producers to capture a place in

American market.

.

.

offers

an obstacle.

Now

watch

The

barriers are
sound spurt for-

.

Of course, it is true, as Otterson points out, that servicing isoequipments sporadically dislated
tributed is a far different matter

have

night for months in order to rush
the plant through to completion. He
undoubtedly figured lost time meant
lost money and that this was not
the moment to quibble about expense
with the entire business gone sound.

.

they come.

—

reputation among the best.
All
which invests Tonefilm with the
earmarks of a most substantial
proposition. .
,

a

of

.

Sol Lesser, emerging from Hollywood's orange groves, re-enters the

business

via

Warner,

he

sound.
will

With

produce

Frank
Bristol-

offered is terribly bad business. The
exhibitor must investigate for himself before deciding....

In

this

regard,

it

is

a

bounden

duty of this publication to help. This
paper holds it to be its job to keep
the theater fraternity abreast of

all

The Warners are making picAny
tures as they should be made.
half-baked artisan can turn 'em out
The fellow who
at $350,000 per.
makes box-office stuff at a rational
too.

figure
real

is

the

goods.

Weiss

states.

Universal

Whiteman

Paul

signs

sound

for

picture.

Test case on double exposure patent planned
by Frank Williams.
Radio-KeithOrpheum to be formed in RCA
Photophone,
KeithAlbeeOrpheum
and
FBO; 40 per cent of stockholders approves
plan.

Western Electric concedes interchangeability,
with

guy who

quality

reproduction

of

only

condi-

tion.

Neon
Lights
wins
patent
suit
claimed to give firm monopoly on Neon
tube lighting.
Federal Trade
Commission eager to end
unfair competition cast against West Coast
Theaters, chairman says at hearing where

Claude

case

closed.

is

Thursday
Sales resistance seen removed by Western
Elecrtic interchangeability stand.
Fox deal for purchase of Schine circuit declared set.

Friday

delivers

J.

P.

Kennedy

make

to

Canadian Famous Players claims sound
tures

De

antedate

Forest patents,
injunction suit.

Montreal

fnding

in

pic-

de-

Saturday
Eastman Kodak

RCA

to

launch sound device with
distributors,
sayt
as

Photophone

Rochester

report.

Cockrill

Named Head

of

Indiana Exhibitor Unit
(Continued from Page

1)

Newcastle; Paul Meloy, Shelbyville;
Jack Belger, Bluffton; O. I.
Demaree, Franklin; Walter Easley,
Greensburg; H. E. Hart, Auburn; A.

rill,

M. Howard, Monon; Sam Carlton,
Frankfort; Harry Markun, Indianand
apolis; L. Goldberg, La Port; R. R.

from maintaining equipments used in
Harry Warner is traveling West.
hundreds of theaters. A real organiAlfred Weiss
know him? announces Tonefilm. zation is required to sustain mechani- Meanwhile, Brother Jack has been
Interchangeability, of course.
Phil cal efficiency and performance truly talking to the bunch at First NaGoldstone, with a long string of will tell the story.
However, we tional, telling them how much money
successful pictures to his credit, will
again insist that this is a showman's should be spent on pictures and
handle production. Weiss has been
problem.
Helter skelter stampedes pointing to the example set by Warin the business for years and enjoys
toward the first reproducing device ners. Believe us, that is an example,
Still

to

THE

been

workmen busy day

of

policies on sale of prodtheaters equipped with other than
Western Electric systems, survey by
FILM DAILY shows; service conditional
on quality of reproduction.
American Picturetone Corp., formed to make
Bri tolpbone pictures.
Tonefilm
ready
for
installations,
Alfred

uct

.

City about to open.
spent on the
Hollywood reports it is
plant.
pretty much the last word in sound
If you don't
picture development.
think the fight for leadership in the
sound field is on, witness the fact
Winnie Sheehan kept large
that

crews

Tuesday
Companies shaping

Keith-Orpheum;

.

Go!

THE

exit

Fox Movietone

it

committee.
Will H. Hays first in answering "Fifty
Leading Questions Facing Industry," propounded by
FILM DAILY.

producers
need
of
sound
pictures
music recording permits.
Maurice Goodman expected to head Radio-

What's This?

Millions

interchangeability policy.
directors to meet in November
32 members of new conference

select

Only

.

.

Thursday: There will be no stopping it now.
Sound has caught on
like
lightning and this, with only
two systems in commercal use:
Western Electric and RCA Photophone. Interchangeability no longer

dio-Keith-Orpheum becomes a fact. down.
Forty per cent of K-A-0 stock ward.
pledged,

for

Eastman Kodak working
Today:
on a sound device which may be
marketed through RCA. That is a
surprise.
You will wonder, no doubt
what it is all about. We think we
enough news know, but that is another story.

anyone day....

Watch

busy man, signs
Paul Whiteman for a sound picture.
What a whiz that should be! Will

.

—

will play in this.
The exhibitor with
sense will not gamble with his audi-

ence's favor

for

Wednesday

stories

—

reported scrutinizing

Stanley and F>rst Na
and RCA deal for Keith-Albee-Orpbeum and FBO.
Western Electric officials reported formulat-

.

director, American
and players, produced in the
W. E. is anxious to maintain the world's motion picture center with
level of sound reproduction in the sound
and British money.
The
eyes of the public; that's good busi- Wilcox brothers Herbert and Charness, as we hope will be generally les
with the substantial business
recognized. However, don't overlook aid of W. Henderson-Cielland, whose
the extremely vital part the public name in England we are told means

.

Laemmle,

Carl

.

officials

tional

to

.

Artists, is made available to all theaters wired for sound, type of equip-

Monday
Dept. of Justice
Warner deals

M.P.T.O.A.

licensed

generally and thus garner more of
the big money which sound today

Week's Headlines

ing

Goodman

Friday: First monicker Maurice.
His name rarely reaches print. Yet
he moves mightily through the affairs of K-A-O.
If you were to
teresting.
cross-section the steps which led to
the
development of K-A-O you
History is
would find Goodman's name frequently
mentioned.
Now other
Wednesday: October 24, 1928. A things
are about to happen.
Radio,
historic
date for motion pictures.
which will shortly take over K-A-O
Otterson and Western Electric conand FBO, has pretty nearly decided
cede interchangeability. The leading
that he is to head the new combinaquestion in the trade is answered. It
tion.
If it occurs, it propels Goodmeans the product of Warners, Fox, man
right into the front rank of inUniversal,
First
National,
Para- dustry
names. Particularly will this
mount, M-G-M, Columbia and United
be so in view of RCA's plans for

.

ways and means

.

headlines inform that Fox is
about to take over the Schine circuit.
Almost one hundred theaters
are embraced. Thus, Fox lands more
theater blocks to build with and Universal, a minority holder in Schine,
a new partner.
.
.

A lot of hats were thrown high
producers are asked if they will sell
sound pictures to houses wired for into the air when Otterson's statesound, regardless of the type of ment became known. Easily underequipment used.
The Hagerstown standable. The greatest worry, percase is the precedent.
Some say haps, in current trade discussions
yes.
Others evade. However, it be- has been eliminated, wiped out,
comes apparent that all are thinking cleaned off the slate for all time.
of

.

The

—

.

Getting Close
I

Week

1)

A proviso
attention to the interchange- ment notwithstanding.
problem.
Something brew- on quality is inserted. What of it?

ability
ing.

new developments, but obviously it
cannot decide for the exhibitor what
is an individual problem.

the

KANN

Bair,

Indianapolis;

Peter

Mailers,

Wayne; Harry Vonderschmitt,
Bloomington; William Brenner, Winchester; Roy Feltus, Bloomington,
Fort

and
Dolle

Fred Dolle, Louisville, Ky.
is head of the Fourth Avenue

Amusement Company

of
the Apollo
other Indiana houses.

which

owns

Louisville
here, and

Arbitration Called Big
Advance by Petti John
(Continued from Page 1)

more than 50,000 cases disposed ofj
by arbitration, "where there has been!
an accusation or even an insinuation!
that any individual serving on anyl
board has been influenced in his|
honest opinion by the offering or receipt of anything of value, from all
cigarette

speech

to

a

attacked

evil influences.

Pettijohn'sill
yacht."
censorship and itsj

,

THE

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

1

-.SB^
DAILV

Sunday, October

SOUND PICTURES

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYN-

CHRONIZATION

By

ARTHUR

London

—Twenty

sound newsreel Nov. 11.
Replacements are to go into the silThe
ent Pathe News organization.
first to be drafted to sound was Joseph O'Brien, film editor and cutter
who has been schooled at the RCA
Photophone laboratories in the technique of sound picture assembly

Among cameramen

tures.

Rainsaye,

who

the

will issue the first edi-

tion of the

thus far detailed

sound are Harry Smith, Tommy
Hogan, Robert Donahue, and Alfred

to

Meanwhile Dr.
recording camions.
Gandolfi.
Albert Jean DeVaud of General
Marvin
H.
Mclntyre,
editorial Electric, is in consultation with the
representative at Washington in con- engineers and editors with reference
tact with the White House, the Army to the designing and manufacture of
and the Navj', has been given re- a large array of additional equipsponsibilities to the sound news.
ment and various camion units, sevThrough the initial period of prod- eral of which are being especially
uct Pathe Sound News has the co- designed to meet special purposes in
operative attention of E. E. Bucher, the news-recording field.
Eugene
vice president of RCA, and the en- Cour,
mid-west editor of Pathe
gineering staff under Carl Dreher, News, also' an engineer who has
including Harry Dreyer, and Harry done much experimental research in
Jones, assigned to technical super- sound recording, has been a consulvision of the operations of the sound tant on design.

READY NOW!
state Rights for
State

EARNHART-McDONNELL

Right

cludes a Set
of Pictures,
two turntables, Stands,

TALKING
.

STATE RIGHT
CLEAN-

UP

,

plifier,

column
ing, etc.

OR

pick-

electric

PICTURES
A TERRITORY

in-

—

records,
theatre
speaker,

amair-

wir-

Costs complete

—

ready
to
road-show
$1000 to Si 800, depending on
territory.
Entire outfit goes in
back of Sedan. Connections for
either Powers or Simplex Projecting Machines installed in one hour.
Plays better theatres 2 days to a week
percentage basis— and packs 'em in.

REFERENCES:

—

M. E. Holderness, V. P. 1st Nat'l. Bank
—St. Louis, Union-Easton Trust Co.; C. D.
Hill— Branch Mgr. Pathe Exchange; Jack
Weil— Independent Distributors; Wm. Sievers
State Right Exhibito r or anybody on Film Row.

WIRE,

PHONE OR WRITE

EARNHART

4320 Delmar Ave.

St. Louis,

well.

But

up

EVENING WORLD—*

GENERALLY BY CRITICS
Consensus of opinion of New York
newspaper reviewers on "The Home
Towners,"
Vitaphone
production
which opened last Tuesday night at
Warners, is as follows:

DAILY NEWS —Without

hesitation,

down "The Home Towners"

as

A

talkie

best

we set
100%

to date.
three star film.
Reasons:
register well and the actors speak
lines naturally, not in the manner of
prepared
speech.
Script,
adapted
from
George M. Cohan's stage play, confines its
locale to but three sets.
Conversation predominates over change in scenery.
Whereas
in
past all-talkies dialogue was liouud to
retard action, it is the wholly important element in this. And as such, with goid voices
saying, for most part, interesting things, it
is
acceptable.
This latest Warner effort
probably proves that complete talkies must
need draw their scenarios from the legiti* The film starts off slowly,
mate stage. »
but once it gets going, you're either laughing or biting your lip in actual embarrass-

Voices

their

ment for the elderly Mr. Bancroft all the
Not a great movie but certainly a

—

while.

worthwhile one.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—The
lows

"The Home Towners"

Vitaphone
in

its

first

fol-

ver-

(referring to the stage play) practically
scene by scene,, and the dialogue, where this
observer could recall the original, was a
direct transcript of the play.
The combined
use of camera and synchronized talk merely
served to slow up the movement of the production and where on the stage it has seemed
merely slow, on the screen it appeared snaillike.
Yet it was a careful copy of the stage
comedy, and at least it had the virtue of a
fidelity that avaided all traces of melodramatic excitement in the interests of careful
photography. * * * Nevertheless, the acting
of Mr. Bennett, Mr. McWade, Miss Kenyon and the rest of them is about the best
the talking films had yet provided, and the
work has the pioneer value of being the
non-melodramatic
audible
photoplay
first
sion

offered.

MORNING

TELEGRAPH-^Draw

the
the

"Success" around the title of
Vitaphone full length talkie, "The
latest
Home Towners." * * * And while you have
the pencil handy, mark off the inevitable exit
of one of the old, standard institutions of the
stage, the No. 2 company of Broadway com» * went to the talkies like a
edy hits.
And Bryan Foy, who
duck to the swim.
directed the opus for Warner Bros., has
traded his experience on former efforts wisely and well,
bunching his situations to a
nicety and fitting his climaxes in perfect
ring

of

fashion. • •
enteiltaining

The

story is solid and both
And it is
and interesting.
unfolded,
with just the
surprisingly
well
proper dash of light and shade, blended with
just the proper portion of comedy and sentiment. * * » Richard Bennett is toplined
as the male lead, but it is Robert McWade
*
who carries away the piece.
Having been produced with a
sense of restraint and an intelligent conception of the coupling of the cinematic values with the lines, it provided an agreeable

TIMES —

entertainment.

*

*

*

It

has

its

quota

of. action

very little, and what there is
by the close-ups necessary
characters are talking.
is

of

as well as suspense, and because
several of the players were accustomed to
the stage, they played their parts without
being intimidated by the fact that microThis Vitaphoned
phones were in the offing.
conception of "The Home Towners"" is a
great stride in the right direction for talking
* •
films.
when the
So,
people in this film sit or stand around and

amusement

EVENING JOURNAL—

C. S.
c/o Earnhart-McDonnell,
Talking Pictures Co.

AVAILABLE

the voices record

German

exhibitors recently inspected talking film devices installed in London in theaters.
The party visited the Capitol, Haymarket, where a demonstration of
British Acoustic films were given and
later attended a performance of "The
Jazz Singer," and other Vitaphone
Members
subjects at the Piccadilly.
of the Western Electric explained the
The visitors also inmechanism.
spected the studios of the British
Acoustic and British Talking Pic-

Pathe Sound
News organization is being drawn
chiefly from the regular Pathe News
staff by Editor Ray Hall and Terry
of

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DEVICES ARE NOW

TIPS

EDDY

W.

Pathe Sound News Drafts German Exhibitors Inspect «
HONETOWNERrUKED
Pathe News Personnel Sound Pictures in Britain
Personnel

28, 192

when tableaux are
hold long conversations
and
substituted for story-telling pictures;
when the great scope of the movies is abandoned in favor of the narrower boundaries
of conversational by-play, the movie becomes
merely a shadow and imitative echo of the
stage. • * • "The Home Towners" is a
All
pleasant little domestic comedy. » •

•

"movie."

*

is

tlf

slo«

when

ti

Exc

It has little subtlety, to be
but most of the laughs are driven h
with a sort of blunderbus vim.
* <
Home Towners" isn't another "Singii
Fool," but it will make money.

GRAPHIC —A

smoothness of continuil
this all-talking production marks a
nc
epoch in giving voice to the silent drai«
Everything in "The Home Towners" h
been sacrificed to sound.
The sets a
in

negligible,

the action so limited that ti
scarcely aware of any motion (
of the characters.
Long dialogu
hold interest only because the actors wo
so well and because the lines are of the ty
which the public likes to hear.

audience

is

the part

POST — It

any

will neither offend
dangerously, and it is

one

nor

exd

certain

amuse a great many people.
It is, to
back on an easy phrase, a typical Geoi]
M. Cohan piece, kindly pleasant, and certa
to leave everybody
happy
and
probab
fi

As

awake.
ture,

is

It

a vehicle for an all-talking
p]
scarcely possible' that the Warn
a good thing when tb

who know

Bros.,

hear it, could
than this play.

have chosen anything
f
•

»

betl
i

SUN—*

*
Worked out skilfully en
with typical Cohan farce situations, and
,
There is a tendency to ovi
play things here and there, and several
quences are banal in the extreme, but
should say that, on the whole, this is tj
most professional recording of a stage pli
that has yet come along.
The acting, esj

han dialogue.

cially,

is

worthy

of note.

1

TELEGRAM — For

ir

the sheer sensation
finding themselves before a canvas sheet thi
guarantees to generate sounds approximat:
those of the human voice, people will go
to the Warner Theater to see it,
for
novelty of this experience has by no me.,

worn away.

If

i

you want

to

be

critical

say

y

that the action is slow, that oi
sequence jerks into the next like vaudevil
acts set on a lengthy program. * * *
A:
if you
want to be constructive you will
mark that "The Home Towners," for all
forest of flaws, serves its reconnoitering
p,
poses perhaps better than any of the
p;
will

ceding dialogue

films.

DAILY MIRROR—*

* * is the best
the talkers yet produced.
It is nothing
a stage play, but a totally new type of
tertajnment.
In
dialogue,
plotting
characterization it belongs to the stage.
close-ups and shifting of scene it belongs
the movies.
The action is a little slow, bi
there are enough laughs in the dialogue
guarantee a lively and interesting entertai
,

*

ment.

!

«

Ash Number

is

Theme Song

"You're

Wonderful," Paul As
featured song composed in coUabo.
tion with Buddy Fields and Jai,
Gardner, is theme SQng used j
Josiah Zuro for the RCA Photopho
recording
of
"Captain
Swagge
starring Rod La Rocque.
Sherm
Clay Co., publishers, will issue a s
cial "Captain Swagger' 'edition of
song.

Up-State House Goes Sound
N. Y.
The n
Strand which has undergone ext.
sive remodeling has been opened f,
1 yequipped for Vitaphone and Mov:

Amsterdam,

—

I])

il-

tone.

;

Mo.

Glermon Filming I*rologue
Bert Glennon is filming "The J
ride," a talking prologue for "Taj
13," at Sound Studios, New Vol

bi

0/^1 LY\

iLMf»°^L^ItMi^
New F. N. —Contract

Sunday, October

28,

Signs

Sills

New Agreement

1928

Western Unit— Ralph Wilk's Column

OMEDY OF

lIFnO

BE

A

ILLS71RST UNDER PACT

Little
from

has signed a new conwith First National. This sets
est reports that he intended to
re from acting, probably devotHis first
his time to direction.
[ilton Sills
t

under

the

new

"The Comedy

agreement

of Life," which

under way in November with
xander Korda directing,
"The
completed
recently
ills
from the stage success,
ker,"
now is working on "'Stranded
'aradise," in which Dorothy Macplays the leading feminine role.

Plans Retirement as Actor
of Studio Personals Other Wired

—

li

Lots >f

RALPH WILK

By

ure
be

He

Sets at Rest Report

OAUL

STEIN, the director, is
often mistaken for Dimitri Buchowetzki. While traveling in Europe,
Paul was mistaken for Dimitri and
had many interesting experiences as
a result.
+

*

*

!

1

r

Derby Staged for Russ
Farrell Aviation Short

'

motion picture air derby was
fed for one of the principal sences in a forthcoming short featin the "Russ Farrell, Aviator"
es being produced by Charles R.
fers and Harry J. Brown for Edirst

"Clumsy"
lywood's

one

is

of

globe-t

Hol-

*

*

*

Jr.,

*

*

*

McConnell-AUan Team
McConnell and Hugh Althe leads of the recently comPatheserial,
"The Tiger's
ted
idow," are to be teamed again in

irladys

he Fire Detective"

going into pro-

Leo Maloney

play in
ten-chapter production to be di-

:tion.

ted

by

Spencer
Storey from

omas
mk Leon Smith.

will

also "covered" the Colorado Fuel and Iron company
coal strike at Trinidad and
also photographed "Hiawatha,"

the

first

picture made in
States. Exterio^-s

full-length
the United

were "shot"
near Lawton, N. Y., in 1912,
with Frank E. Moore as the

picture will

«

Phyllis

including

Haver
Leslie

Fenton, Raymond Hatton, Margaret
Livingston, E. J. Babille is assistant
director,

"The Leathernecks" for
William Boyd, Alan Hale,
Robert Armstrong and Dione EUis
a role
Pathe.

J.

Badaracco

first
is

camera-

production

in

appear

the featured roles.

in

Wallace mystery story, which FredExteriors
erich Zelnik will produce.

U. A. Group Going East

John
land,

W.

C.

Wallace Story for Lya Mara
London Lya Mara will be starred
"The Crimson Circle," Edgar

—

in

Considine, Jr., Alan Cros- will be made
Gardner Sullivan, scenarist; Germany.

in

this

country

and

William Cameron Menzies, art direcand Karl Struss, photographer,
are to arrive in New York next week
to start "Say It with Music," an alltor;

*

>»

Norworth in Vitaphone Sketch
Jack Norworth, who recently completed an important role in the alltalking Vitaphone production, "Queen
of the Night Clubs," in which Texas
Guinan is starred, has been signed
to appear in a Vitaphone presentation of his own latest songs and
stories.

Flo Lewis

in

Vitaphone

Flo Lewis, vaudeville comedienne,
is to be seen and heard in a Vitaphone comedy sketch, "Give Us a
Lift," in which she will be supported
by Leo Karlyn.
Brief Vacation for Phyllis

Drew, Eddie Montagne, Josef Levi- Shady Lady" and "The Office Scangard, John W. McDermott at "The dal." While Edward H. Griffith has
Squall"; Frank Gay, Donald Gal- been making the former. Paul Stein
laher and Jack Vance chatting at the has been preparing to direct the lat-

Fox studio; Frank Joyce and Bob ter and
Eddy entering Tec-Art; Kenneth "camera"

han, Sol Wurtzel, Clarence Brovm,
John Blystone, Bessie Love, Leo
Morrison, Dorothy Sebastian at ArHmr Caesar's party at the Hotel
Roosevelt; smiling Hugh Herbert at
of

"Mother

Knows

THE
Doortvay of Hospitality

Alexander Korda has been assigned direction of "The Squall," a First
National talker from the stage play.
No players have as yet been assigned roles in the picture. Ray Rockett
is making preliminary preparations.

More Passing Show: Bebe Daniels,
Phyllis Haver will have only a
Mary Brian, John Loder, Roland few davs of rest between "The

from an original by Carey Wil- the opening
William A. Seiter will direct. Beat."

1.

cast

Boteler in Pathe Cast
manager.
Boteler has been signed for

he will be ready to call
within the next ten days.

Alexander and Gerrit J. Lloyd disand cussing various and sundry matters.
the story by
*
*
*

The forthcoming

the

Wade

producer.

More Passing Show: W. R. Shee-

."

Ralph Block.

man and Harry Poppe

1*NTER the doorway of
popular hostelry and you feel at home.
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcome
which marks the difference between the
Hollywood Plaia and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added touch
this

of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the features
that

make you feel at home.

Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you are next
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

Bennet

Colleen Moore's Next Set
That's a Bad Girl" is to be Coln Moore's next starring vehicle,
lowing completion of "Synthetic

vision of
stars in

and

He

"ox has discontinued the Rex Bell
unit.
Supervisor Michael
stern
"ley has been transferred to the
vietone department and Director
red Weker is to direct a dramatic
ture.
Bell has been given Moviee tests.

Phipps,

"Office Scandal" Started
Production of "The Office Scandal,"
has been started at the Pathe under
direction of Paul L. Stein and super-

Passing

Reed Howes, featDuncan Renaldo is keeping busy.
1 player and aviator-stunt man, is
He recently appeared in "The Thrall
red in the series, the first two of of Lief the Lucky" and "The Devil's
ch are "The Sky Ranger" and Apple Tree."
le Skywayman," based on Thom*
*
*
Burtis' flying stories of "Russ
Paramount
Milner,
Victor
rell" in the American Boy Magacameraman, who taught President Coolidge amateur pho'he air race for the subject now
tography several years ago,
production was staged at the
the world tour with the
made
Angeles,
Los
ndale airport near
New York Giants and Chiht planes were in the air at one
cago White Sox in 1913. He
e, passing and fighting each other
Weekly.
represented Pathe
the lead.

Unit Discontinued by
•X, Members Transferred

In the cast are Sally

Miller.

Robert Elliott, Francis MacDonald,
Frank Albertson, Roscoe Karnes,
Arthur Stone, .A.rthur Hoyt and Arnold Lucy.

Carl talker starring Harry Richman. The
Show:
Dave Epstein story was written by Irving Berlin,
conferring at Universal; Harry J. who will assist in the production.
Broivn examining sets for a new
Ken Maynard picture.
Korda to Direct "The Squall"

More

Laemmle,

tional release.

I'll

Newmeyer Starts New Film
Fred Newmeyer has started work
at the Fo.x studios, on a newspaper
story from the pen of J. Clarkson

rotters

"Clumsy" was brought here
from Europe by Nils Asther.
Nils recently motored to and
from San Francisco, with the
dog as his lone companion.

Fox Disbands Rex Bell
News from Coast Studios

PLAZA
HOTEL

RALPH J. DIETRICH

Film Editor

Vine Street
William

<32>

Picture^

i

'

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

THE

DAILV

Sunday, October

28, 192ll

SEES EARLY RECOVERY
IN HURRICANE

ARH

improvement in the ten
by the Porto Ricj
hurricane is expected by F. 1
Knocke, president of Medal Fill
Co., Inc., now on a trip to exchang)!
in Cuba, Porto Rico, the Dominicjfe
Republic and the Virgin Islands. Ep*
Early

tories devastated

is
handling distribution of
products in these countries.

Patjf

"Offhand,

one would suppose that |l||i;|t
business
would be off," a
"but precedent, however, disprwi
this.
Reconstruction
immediately
iollii
devastation and the working people are %
mediately given plenty of work and it

amusement
Knocke,

these

who

people

form

the

major

part

motion picture audiences."

Knocke
tvd

a

stated that

Cuba has

be|

(Continued on Page 12)

w

El

ilioi

U. S. Pictures Leading
In U. K. Exhibitio

—

Washington During the first
months of 1928. 550 features
trade-shown

nin
wei,

IS

Great Britain, the V »
P. Section of the Dept. of Con
merce is advised by Trade Commii
sioner George R. Canty at Pari
in

S!

ill

ITil

were made in the fo
lowing countries: United States, 411
Germany, 62; Great Britain, 5|

These

films

France, 17; Italy, 4; Russia, 2; Defl

mark,

il

*

I.

German Renters Want
260 Import Permit

—

Berlin
Permits to import 260 pic
tures into Germany during the two
year period ending the middle of 193(
are being sought by the Germa;

Film Renters

connection with th'
organization want
50 more "kontingents" placed at th'
disposal of the Government, thus in
creasing the total to 210.

new

„S?FB.«

quota.

in

The

Gaumont-Emelka Deal
Dropped Second Tim*

5>*' lot. Jl cast

—

Dropping of negotiation;
Berlin
between Gaumont and Emelka is re
ported here. This is the second timi
negotiations have been called ol
owing to a deadlock.

May Produce Jointly in Austria
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAJL\
Washington

HP

— Production of a num

starring
ber
of
British
pictures,
Betty Balfour, in Austria, is planncc
by Sascha Film, which recently af
filiated
British
Internationa
with
Pictures, says a report to the M. P
Section of the Dept. of Commerce
President Maxwell of the British firrr,
has been in Vienna working on th«

plan.

Lachman
London
Aet

7\Vf<^e

to.,rr«-«
THE SPICE OFTHE

PROGRAM"

i^'

.^^^

.^^-^'
^^'»

Hardy Story
Lachman immedi-

Starting

— Harry

ately starts production on "Undei
the Greenwood Tree," with a cast including Nigel Barrie, Marguerite Ali
len,
Robson Paige,
Coventrj
and Syd Ellery. It is based on th(
Thomas Hardy story by the sam(

Tom

name.

5

DAILY

anday. October 28, 1928

m 11

EXHIBITORS

TO ENTER PRODUCTION
ERNEST W. FREDMAN

By

"The Daily Film Renter"
Suggestion has been
ade by the Deutsches Lichtspiel
yndikat, German exhibitors' proicing group, that a similar organiition be formed by owners affilObject of
ted with the C. E. A.
and
le plan is to exchange pictures
The proposition has been
lists.
ferred to the C. E. A. president
Editor

—

London

,

id

secretary.

the German agreement exinvolved in the project are
bligated to show its productions.
1 England, however, such an obliition would be illegal.

Under

ibitors

Jew British Color Process
Is Given Demonstration
London

—

Polychromide

British

process recently was
lown at a press demonstration with
series of short films ranging from
ishion displays to military and beach

lolor

Film

:enes.

inventor
is the
the process which will be used in
ictures directed by Arthur Maude,
run
be
can
films
'olychromide
irough ordinary projectors in the
ame manner as black and white
1ms.

Aron Hamburger,

f

Mexico City Moves to
End Musicians' Strike

—

Non-union musicians
being mobilized by theater ownrs following walkout of union men
protest against orchestra direc1
ors affiliating themselves with actors
nd playvvrights in the Mexican

Mexico City

re

Inion of Actors, a

new

organization,

non-union musicians will oranize and become affiliated with the
Stench bombs were
ctors' union.
brown in some theaters the first day
'he

the strike.

f

Scientific

Films Exempt
in England
THE FILM DAILY

From Duty
[Washington Bureau of

Washington

— Films

-oyal Society of

certified by the
for promot-

London

ig knowledge or for exhibition solely
s an illustration of scientific investi.ation are exempt from duty, says a
i)ept.

of

Commerce

report.

McLaglen's Brother Cast
McLaglen,
Kenneth
rother of Victor McLaglen, is pjay-

London

—

ng an important part in "Juanita,"
Jritish Filmcraft picture soon to go
Gladys Frazin has
ito production.
he lead.

"U" To Produce At
Berlin

—A

Universal

Berlin

unit

headed

Director William Wyler, is reiOrted here to make a picture. Mary
'hilbin will be its star, it is under-

y

tood.

Sunday, October

PAILV
"The
Warners

Length: 8693

Lon Chnney

"The Melody of Love"

Home Towners"
ft.

Length: 6733

Universal

ft.

M-G-M

THE FIRST CARRIES AUDIENCE APIT
COMEDY DRAMA IN COM- PEAL DESPITE WEAK STORY
PLETE DIALOGUE. HAS WITH SONGS AND DIALOGUE
AND DRAMA PREDOMINANT "U's" FIRST
LAUGHS
ADROITLY MIXED. REALLY ALL TALKER.
A STAGE PLAY ON FILM,

Length: Synch. 7231
Non-Synch. 7448

ft.

Cast. .. .Walter Pidgeon most of
Robert
Uniformly good.
siiow has fine voice and sings
the
McWade, .splendid. Richard Ben- pleasingly. Tom Dugan good as his
capture
Brockwell
nett and Gladys
Mildred Harris good, singbuddy.
second and third place. Doris KenJane Winton, with
ing fairly well.
Lewis,
Vera
Edeson,
Robert
yon,
little to do proves she has good recprinout
round
and Stanley Taylor
Jack Richardson and
uniformly good ording voice.
All have
cipals.
Victor Potel appear but briefly.

cause they are the lines of the stage

ever, as a first effort,

it's

creditable.

man, and
aged

is

good as such, but turns

when they make

blooey

sleuth

mushy over

middle
go sentimental and
Anita
a school girl
this

.

Robert Arch; Scenarist, Robert
Arch; Editor, B. W. Burton and
Robert Carlisle; Titles, none; Photography, Walter Scott, very good.

Jack Holt in

"Kriemhild's Revenge"

"Court Martial"

of

help

ofifice.

make

it

"U's"

a

first

all

dialogue film.

Direction: A. B. Heath, good;

Au-

thor,

man

a convincing heavy.

Length: 6014

Length: 9000

Ufa

and

Story

Production.

..

drama of the underworld.
Younger contrived an original story
that had some juicy bits, and then
again fell flat with some very theatric and artificial stuff that nobody
but

a

nitwit

swallow

—even

be expected to
under the privileged

could

Diguise of mass entertainment.
rector Jack Conway, considering his
material, made a showman's job of
it.
He got the suspense working

are very ordinary.
Direction, Jack
ficey;
ario,

Conway, boxofAuthor, A. P. Younger; Scen-

A. P. Younger; 'Editor, Sam
Zimbalist; Titles, Joe Farnum;
S.
Photography, Henry Sharp, very

fine.

band of cutthroat guerillas during the
Civil War and is too coy and pretty
for the part, which makes the whole
picture unconvincing.
Jack Holt is
competent and interesting, as usual,
in his part of the Union spy. Others
Pat Harmon, Doris Hill, Frank LackAustin, George
Cowl,
teen, Frank
Zack Williams.
Story and Production .... Romantic
drama of the Civil War. This is one

.

ft.

.

the vengeful queen of German
legend.
Rudolph Klein-Rogge as
the king of the
Huns creates a
strong role.
Others, Paul Richter,

of

H. B. Warner looks foolof a French nobleman.
Eve Southern gets by well enough
Hans Schlettow, Gerhardt Goetzke, as the girl. Duncan Renaldo good
Theodor Loos, George John, Rudolf as the foppish sheik. Others GerKlein.
trude .'^stor, Maude Turner Gordon.
Story and Production. .. .Drama.
Based on the Nibelungenlied, and a
Story and Production
Farce
sequel to "Siegfried," which was re- that just misses the bedroom angle.
leased here in 1925.
Fritz Lang, Girl enters compartment of French
of those stories of love versus duty who
made "'Metropolis," directed duke and tells occupant the cops are
with the Union spy sent out by no this legendary classic. It deals with after her. He allows her to pose as
less than President Lincoln personal- the quest for revenge of Kriemhild his wife and finds it necessary to
ly to apprehend this woman terror against
Hagen Tronje, her hus- bring her to his chateau as the
who has been raising hob on the band's murderer. She achieves her sleuths are hot on the trail. Then the
western frontier. The spy goes out object by marrying Attilla, king of old hokum about avoiding a "first
to get her dead or alive, falls in love the Huns, and maneuvering a battle night."
The duke's foppish cousin
with her while acting as a member of to the death between the Huns and falls for the girl but she falls for
her guerilla band, and then at the the Nibelungs.
She gets her re- the duke. Ends up by revelation girl
last moment allows her to escape. venge by slaying the murderer of was avoiding a civil suit summons.
He is tried and condemned to be her husband. Here is a striking, al- The titles are no more French than
shot, and she rides in and gives her- most epic production, that moves Coney Island.
The entire plot is arself up in order to save the man with a stateliness and power that is tificial and draggy.
No cheers over
she loves. No real sympathy is built almost hypnotic in some of the this one.
for the gal, she is unconvincing in the dream-like scenes.
role, and it has a sad ending in her
Direction, Fritz Lang, splendid;
Direction, Tom Terriss, poor; Audeath. .\ Tcclinicolor sequence iiclps. Author, C. F. Von Harbou, based thor, from French novel: "The InDirection, deorgc B. Scitz, ordi- on "The Nibelungenlied"; Scenario, discretion of the Duchess," by Annary; Author, Elmer Harris; Sce- C. F. Von Harbou; Editor, Not thony Hope; Scenario, Tom Terriss;
nario, Anthony
Coldewey; Editor, credited; Titles, Not credited; Pho- Editor, Leete Rcniick; Titles, FredArthur Roberts; Titles, not credited; tography, Carl Hoffman and Walter erick and Fanny Hatton; PhotograPhotography, Joe Walker, good.
Ruddiiiann, beautiful.
phy, Ernest Miller, okay.
Cast

ish

in

role

.

Brody

.Estelle

and

Story

a

typic

Production

Ro-

especially the trench
scenes
that show some battle technique not
hitherto used by Hollywood.
It has
all the earmarks of the real article.
with a certain grimness about the
war stuff that grips you. But the
sentimental part of the yarn is slow
and heavy, after the British manner.
Tells the experiences of an American unit at the front, more particularly the hero and his roughneck
buddy, both in love with mademoiselle.
daily change house gave
ture,

A

it

strong hand.

Direction, Maurice
able; Author, Victor

Elvey,

credit-

Saville;

Scen-

same; Editor, Not credited;
Titles, Ralph Spence; Photography,
William Shenton, spotty.
arilo,

Jacqueline

"The Naughty Duchess"

ft.

.

Cast.

mance drama of the world war. This
.Melo- is war film, done by British GauA. P. mont in France.
A good war pic-

Length: 5271 ft.
PICTORIALLY BEAUTIFUL Tiffany-Stahl
CREATION
OF
HEROIC
GERFALLS PRETTY FLAT WITH
NOT AT ALL GOOD. H. B.
BETTY COMPSON VERY UN- MAN LEGEND TOO ARTISTIC WARNER
THE
MOB,
REAL
MISCAST IN A
FOR
BUT
A
CONVINCING AS THE BOLD,
FOR THE DISCRIMIN- FRENCH FARCE WITH AMERBAD LEADER OF THE TREAT
GUERILLAS DURING CIVIL ATING.
TITLES.
ARTIFICIAL
as ICAN
Cast.
.Margarete
Schoen
WAR.
a
Compson
leads
Kriemhild
gives
striking
portrayal
..
.Betty
a
Cast.
YARN GOES DRAGGY.

Columbia

ft.

French peasant type, too fat to fin^
favor with our American sheiks am
shebas.
John Stuart does well ai^
the doughboy hero.
Others English'
and French players unknown here.

j

There are the singing of a number
war time songs, to give it pep and
gusto, considerable flag waving and
early, and kept it mounting throughsome broad comedy which registers.
Synchronized, but
the footage.
The theme song is good, and should out
no talking sequences. Sound effects
success at the box

What action there is, is low in
developing. The dialogue really adWhich gives the
vances the story.
public something diiTerent frorn the
It will be
accepted motion picture.
interesting too how it reacts to this
type of all-talker.
Direction, Bryan Foy, good; Author. George M. Cohan; Scenarist,
Addison Burkhart, Murray Roth;
Editor, Not credited; Titles, none;
Photography, Barney McGill, O.K.
play.

Length: 5402

ft.

Page of "Our Dancing Daughters"
scores heavily on sex appeal
fame
Not
Carroll
and
genuine acting talent.
built
Nye the boy friend. Wheeler Oak-

Production
Story
and
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
much to story, a war yarn
drama, based on play of same name.
around a song writer who loses use
South Bend bigotry clashes with
his hand through his love for
New York's cosmopolitan life and, of
French girl who has followed him
almost
towner
small
the
for a time,
This is the comfrom overseas.
A romance is nearly pany's
wins out.
first sound picture, and evismashed and an entire family made
are apparHowever, the misunder- dences of experimentation
miserable.
chiefly
in the matter of volume,
ent,
standing is finally cleared away.
some of the minor incidentals, such
This is really a sUgc play faithfully
as
a sob, reproduced with almost as
lines
The
transformed to pictures.
much volume as battle noises. Howare well spoken and are good be-

From Armentieres"

"Mile
M-G-M

THRILLS

Cast

speaking voices.

19^1

IMPORTED
PRODUCTION
PUT IT OVER.
HAS
GOOD
WAR
STUFF BUT*
LON CHANEY NOT SO HOT
PLAYING STRAIGHT PART AS LOSES KICK T H R O U G
DETECTIVE IN UNDERWORLD
YARN THAT IS RATHER TRAILING OTHER WA
RAGGED ON CONSTRUCTION. FILMS. BATTLE SEQUENCE
Chaney plays the
Cast.... Lon
role of a flat footed dick trailing his LOOK LIKE THE REAL THING,

CLICKS.

'

in

"While the City Sleeps"

28,

Logan

in

"The Lookout Girl"
Quality— S.R.

Length: 7300

ft.

YARN
ANGLE WITH

UNDERWORLD

STRIKES

NEW

UNUSUAL LOVE STORY AND
JACQUELINE LOGAN MAKES
IT WORTH WHILE ENTER-

TAINMENT.

Cast. .. .Jacqueline Logan as the
lookout girl for the underworld gang
gives a neat performance and makes
a rather farfetched part seem realistic.
Ian Keith satisfactory as her

Others William Tooker,
Lee Moran, Gladden James, Henry
support.

Herbert, Jimmy Aubrey.
Story and Production. .. .Romance
of the underworld.
The story starts
as more or less of a mystery, with
the young doctor from his home on
the lake front saving the mysterious
girl who is upset in a canoe while
trying to fly from mysterious pursuers.
Later as she recovers in his
home, love develops, and she agrees
to marry him if he will ask no questions about her past.
Soon after
marriage it develops that she was the
lookout girl for the gang that robbed
the post office.
The doctor's friend
is the federal agent sent from Washington to run down the criminals,
and he finally uncovers the doctor's
wife as the lookout girl.
It is well
directed and builds suspense strongly
to a climax that works out logically.
Direction, Dallas Fitzgerald, good;
Author, Alice Ross Colver; Scenario,
Adrian Johnson; Editor M..

McKay;

Titles,

tography, Faxon
House, good.

Tom

Miranda; Pho-

Dean and Chandler

DAILV
Jack Daugherty in
"Runaway Girls"
"The Body Punch"
Length: 5842 ft.
HODGEPODGE RESURRECTS Universal
Lciu/th: 4786 ft.
Length: 6514 ft.
Iramoinit
BOUT THE POOREST BEBE THE OLD WHITE SLAVE WEAK NUMBER. ONLY REFEATURE OF
S YET PICKED. STILTED STUFF WITH ALL THE MEL- DEEMING
CRY OF STAGE LIFE FALLS lER TRIMMINGS. ONLY GOOD WHICH IS A GOOD SCRAP
THAT PEPS UP A LOT OF
AT WITH SILLY THEME FOR DAILY CHANGE,
the her- FOOTAGE FOR THE CLIMAX.
D INDIFFERENT DIREC- Cast. .Shirley Mason

Bebe Daniels in

"Take

Me Home"

Columbia.

..

:»J

is

oine come from a good family who
ast....Bebe Daniels as the poor gets in the clutches of a polished
rine trying to hold her ham actor white slaver and Shirley makes a
Arthur Rankin the
[only allowed to look pathetic, and nice near-victim.
Neil young newspaper hero is just the
s no chance to be herself.
Others Hedda
milton plays the part of a ham, usual boy support.
d he plays it both ways, if you Hopper, Alice Lake, George Irving,
Lilyan Tashman as the Edward Earle.
low us.
Story and Production.
Melo)nde leading lady vamp artificial
The title means little, and
Joe Brown the only drama.
d that's all.
e who acts like a human being, and was just tacked on for box office
The heroine runs away
Others Doris purposes.
has little to do.
Ernie Wood, Marcia Harris, from a nice home and comes to the
11,
MacLeod, big city where she gets a job as a
Howell,
Janet
fonne
model in a fashionable Fifth Avehn W. Johnstone.
Story and Production. .. .Two au- nue establishment run by one of
First thing you
ors are credited with this "original" those he-vampires.
:ort, which is a rehash of all the know they frame the little gal to go
reen plays founded on stage life one evening to the home of a fashionIt probably able dame to model some gowns. Of
at have yet appeared.
ok two authors to remember all the course, it is really the apartment of
The chorine befriends the the he-vamp, and there he is, all set
d bits.
ck in the theatrical boarding house, ready and waiting for his innocent
You know what hapid gets him a job in her show. The little victim.
ading woman vamps the hick, takes pens or rather what starts to hapBut the hero rushes in from
to a party at her swell Fifth pen.
venue mansion while the poor his newspaper office in time to save
lorine waits at the stage door to be her honor and a scoop for the paper.
Even hicks are liable to smile at this
ken home.
Direction, Marshall Neilan, indif- crude view of life in the big city.
Direction,
Mark Sandrich, ordirent; Authors, Grover Jones, Tom
Doherty; nary; Author, Lillie Hey ward; ScenEthel
Scenario,
rizer;
ditor, Otho Revering; Titles, Her- ario, Dorothy Howell; Editor, Frank
Mankiewicz; Photography, J. Atkinson; Titles, Not credited; Pholan
tography, Harry Davis, good.
.oy Hunt, good.

ON.

.

.

.

—

m

"Marked Money"
FAIR

JUVENILE

ring

ft.

NUMBER

Oscar Price

Length: 4100

Jack Daugherty is the
hero who gives a good

account of himself

Brown

in a
Faire the

thin

story.

for the robbery.
tective is taking him to

girl.

As

the dethe cooler,
"body punch,"'

hero

gives him the
which knocks him out, and hero escapes to hunt up the roughneck who

he

he

is

has

sure

the

In

jewel.

tl.e

apartment of the thief, they stage a
first
class rough and tumble that
runs for hundreds of feet and is a

One

of the best fights seen
The
picture this season.
fight will please the fans.
Direction, Leigh Jason, handicapped by material; Author, Harry O.
Editor,
same;
Scenario,
Hoyt;

wow.
in

any

Titles,
Atkinson;
Photography,
Bradford;
Brotherton, good.

Frank

Gardner
Joseph

roes

good

natinee.

at
It

is

Melostuff that

a children's Saturday
asking too much of

to sit through this
:ind of artless story, but the kids no
The young
loubt will eat it up.
lero is an orphan of an old sea salt,
idopted by another old tar who has
etired and is living comfortably in
lis cottage with his daughter. Along
:omes the young aviation of^cer
He is
vith whom she is in love.
ime to trail a band of crooks who
ire trying to steal a strong box coninheritance.
orphan's
aining
the

he

grown-ups

ft.

"Two Outlaws"

m

They kidnap the girl in an aeroplane.
The young hero stages a battle in
air that has lots of thrills for
kids who will not be too fussy
about technical flaws.

he

:he

Spencer Bennet, fair;
Author, Howard J. Green; Scenario,
George Dromgold, Sanford Hewitt;
Editor,
Harold McLernon; Titles,
not credited; Photography, E. Sny-

Duane, Walter Long, Otto Meek,
Rex, horse star, steals
Cast
William Anderson, Billy Nichols.
Jack Perrin
most of the honors.
good enough for the part of a sleuth
Story and Production. .. .Western posing as an outlaw. Kathleen Coldrama. This is not to be classified lins satisfactory. Others
J. P. Mcwith the usual western film. It is an Gowan, Cuyler Supplee.

recount the story of the
Story and Production. .. .Western
action taken by the state of Utah
a few years ago to rid the plains of with two stories part of the way,
wild horses and save the grass for the one dealing with Rex and the other
The rascally rancher with human beings. Secret Service
sheep herds.
who has the commission from the man posing as an outlaw, rescues
state government
to
do the dirty Rex's colt from a wolf and wins the
effort

to

work in the mountain section is undying affection of the horse. A
shown with his gang rounding up the feminine rancher falls in love with
horses and running them into cor- the outlaw. After a lot of goings-on
rals.
The hero is concerned with the sleuth tries to arrest her guar-

saving a private herd that the agent dian, who is the real outlaw, but is
This is accom- captured instead. His faithful horse
tries to stampede.
plished with the aid of the heroine's brings the usual sheriff and the usuhorse.
Shy on box office values with al posse. Hardly a thrill in the enThe horses alone
weak cast, amateurish direction, and tire production.
loose continuity.

Direction,

der,

good.

LY

INTERESTING

PICTURE

Cast. .. .Anders Randolf, the one
bright spot in an uninspired cast.
Don Terry plays the lead and does
a sorry job; he shows nothing at
all here as an actor.
June Collyer,

river as the guest of the state.
love of a pure girl proves the
turning point and when his term
ends, hero decides to go straight.
The gang, however, is after the
stolen money, secreted while the sojourn in jail was being rounded out.
It is here that you imagine the action will be speeded up into a tense
f^.nish.
It starts that way, but peters
out into nothing at all.

the

The

Direction, Raoul Walsh, uninterstory probably responsible;
Author, Charles Francis Coe; Sceesting,

Coe and Raoul
Walsh; Editor, Louis LoefTler; Titles,
William Kernell; Photography, .\r-

nario, Charles Francis

thur Edeson, good.

Hoot Gibson

command

interest.

in

"Burning The Wind"
Length: 5202

Universal

ft.

HOOT GIBSON IS PRACTICALLY THE WHOLE PICTURE IN A MIXTURE OF MELLER AND FARCE THAT HE

HANDLES VERY WELL. WILL
PLEASE HIS FANS.
Cast.

..

.Gibson

does

a

musical

comedy type

of heroine, starting off
that
he
situations
farcical
with
Browne
Virginia
well.
handles

Faire asa Spanish senorita looks the

Grandee,
Georges
Others
Cesare Gravina, Boris Karloff, Rob-

part.
ert

Homans, Pewee Holmes.

Story and Production. .. .Western.
McLeod
William
by
Suggested

"A Daughter of the
follows the farcical type
of stories that they have been passThen it
ing out lately to Hoot.
goes into the thrill stuflP with meller
trimmings for a whoopee finish that
will satisfv the thrill hounds of both
Raine's

novel,

Dons."

It

sexes.

Hoot

is

called

from

New

to California to take charge of
The old man and
his father's ranch.
his Spanish pal who runs the neighboring ranch are framing their son

York

and daughter respectively to marry.
They play a practical joke on the
young couple which becomes grim
when a foreman kidnaps the senorit;!.
Direction, Henry McRae. Herbert
Blanche, okav: Author, William McLeod Raine; Scenario, George P mpEditors,
ton, Ravmond L. Schrock;
Malloy;
Thomas
Pivar,
Maurice"
PhotogTitles, Gardner Bradford:

M. Eldridge, amateurDirection, Henry MacRae; weak;
Author, A. Ashley; Scenario, not Author, Henry MacRae; Scenario,
credited; Editor, Roy Filer; Titles, Geo. Morgan; Editor, Thos. Malloy;
not credited; Photography, M. A. Titles, Gardner Bradford; Photogra- raphy, Harry
sey, good.
Anderson, L. De Angelis, very fine. phy, Virgil Miller, good.
Direction, E.

ish;

ft.

MADE FROM A FINE STORY
OF THE UNDERWORLD.

Jack Perrin in

is

Jack Richardson.
Story and Production
rama.
Just the kind of

Length: 6042

JUST ABOUT SLIDES OVER
THE AVERAGE LINE. A MILD-

,

MILD ATTRACTION HAS LITLength: 4616 ft.
EEPED UP WITH A FIGHT TLE BOX OFFICE VALUE BUT Universal
N THE CLOUDS IN AERO- SOME WONDERFUL SHOTS WEARY YARN OF THE
ACTION OF THE
LANE. WILL PLEASE THE OF WILD HORSES IN HERDS WEST.
INCLUDING REX,
HORSES,
:iDS.
AND MARVELOUS SCENERY. MORE BELIEVABLE THAN
Cast. .. .Junior Coghlan is the kid
Cast. .. .Mostly picked up on loca- THAT OF THE HUMAN PLAYfeatured and he no doubt will
ho
George tion in Utah and Nevada, where most ERS. A WEAK NUMBER EVEN
lease the other youngsters.
)uryea and Virginia Bradford hero of the shots were taken. Jack Pad- FOR
DYED-IN-WOOL WESTnd heroine acceptably. Others Tom jan makes a presentable hero and
ERN
FANS.
Others Elsie
Cennedy, Bert Woodruff, Maurice knows how to ride.
Uack,

Fox

Others
Monty Montague, George Kotsonaornamental. Others Burr Mcintosh,
ros, Willard Mack.
Story and Production. .. .Roman- Gustav von SeyfTertitz, Stella Adams.
tic drama.
Jack and a big roughStory and Production
Crook
neck are engaged to stage a society
drama with most of the kick missing.
bout.
Of course the prize hero is Charles Francis Coe wrote a good
The yarn so it may
in love with the society girl.
be the fault of the
polished heavy is a society boy who
director; it's hard to tell.
Howgrabs ofif a pearl necklace from a
ever, the picture, as it stands, is a
the
dame sitting along side him at
pictorial diary of a boy, reared in
bout. The roughneck is his pal, and
the slums, who finallj' gets enmeshtakes the jewel away from him
ed with bad company and goes up
Then the heavy frames the
later.
Virginia

"Forbidden Grass"

Length: 5506

'athe

Cast
prize

"Me, Gangster"

Neuman.

Ray

Ram-

THE
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Short Subject Reviews
Sound

The Hal Roach comedy
"Imagine
My Embarrassfeaturing
Charlie
ment,"
Chase, reviewed on July 29

"I Pagliacci"
Vitaphone (No. 481)
Siylendid

Type

of

...Operatic
production
John
worthwhile,

as a silent two-reeler, has now
been synchronized, principally

Extremely

Charles Thomas, rich of voice, sings
number to the
introductory
the
famous opera and does it with an
artistry in performance and vocal

comedy sound effects.
There is very little talking,
which only occurs in a few
warbled lines of an amateur

with

rendition that stamp this as a Vitamerit.
high
of
number
phone
Thomas gives to his singing not
only a matured training but fine
dramatic work to boot. Time, about
12 mins.

singer.
The synchronization
indifferent, and seems to add

is

little
if
any to the comedy
values of what is a really unusual laugh number.

28,

:

—Sound and Silen

pears with his piano accompanist in
two numbers. The first is "On the
Road to Mandalay," which he renders with the true British Tommy
accent, and puts it over, verse and
chorus, as it has seldom been sung
before.
His enunciation
clear
is
and strong, and his baritone range
is unusual.
He follows this with the
sentimental ballad "Duna," the two
affording great entertainment for all
who appreciate this great vocal artist.
Time, 8 mins.

With Sound

John Charles Thomas singing

Sunday, October

Silent
"The South Pole Flight"
Winkler

Cartoon

—Universal

Pathe Review No. 45
Well Balanced

Type of production.! reel maga
The Parisian fashion featui
gives an interview with Paul Po
the famous creator of styles, w
is sure to go big with the ladies. 1
follows a Pathecolor "Brown
tumn," recording pictorial imp
sions of the fall down on the fi
It
finishes with a study of "
Minister Gull," known as the r
cautious of all the seabirds
1
tographing this bird in intimate p
was quite a camera stunt. Thei
diversified

class

which continues

to this maga;
to maintain its

standard.

Type of production. 1 reel cartoon
comedy
to warble her stuff from the pop
"Hold That Monkey"— Merma
These
lucky Oswald rabbit car.iin,gle.
Her first is a sentimental
Educational
toons
provide
real
kick
for
any
a
number, "'I Wonder," followed by
Okay
a hot "blues," "I'm More Than kind of audiences. They are exceedType
of production. .2 reel con
ingly
clever,
and
some
of
their
ex.Satisfied."
Good contrast, and the
Monty Collins and his pal.
JBroadway audience gave it a gen- aggerated silliness is good for real
Guard
are the goofy boys who
guffaws.
This
one
shows
Oswald
;rous hand. Time, 7 mins.
making a dirigible flight to the themselves hired by the circus ov
They are
South Pole, and the difficulties he as animal trainers.
"Amateur Night"
encounters,
only to land at the de- train a ferocious baboon. They
Vitaphone No. 671
sired spot, to place an American flag to get away with the bluff, but
Fair Slapstick
baboon makes a monkey out
at
the Pole.
Type of production. .Comedy skit
them.
There are some very fu
William Demarest is featured in a
.

& Barnum"

"Bailey

in

"The Globe Trotters"
Universal Talking Shorts
Very Much O. K.
Type of production. Vaudeville skit
This is an entertaining short with
the veteran blackface team getting
in some good gags, songs and inBailey's singstrumental numbers.

.

well,
and Barnum,
registers
whose gag is laziness, does some
clever strumming of the banjo and

ing

.

"fiddle."
It's an entertaining vaudeville number, which will go in any
If this is a sample of what
house.
Universal will offer in the line of

expect some good
shorts,
Running
things from this company.
time, about 12 mins.

sound

lets.
1

i

Stafford and His Orchestra
Vitaphone (No. 2730)

Jeff

;

Type

of production. .Jazz in sound
of the best jazz band numbers Vitaphone has turned out. The
boys demonstrate that they are less
camera shy than many of the horn

One

in

— M-G-M

of

production

the usual juvenile stuff that follows
the old formula.

Service"
Educational

Good Mixup
Type

iker for the better class
itihese

A

and knows how

.2 reel

comedy

the other girl's sweetie arrives
on the scene and objects to her love
scenes with the hero.

"The Laundry

Man"— Fables

Pathe

num-

Average

Type

will

appreciated.

Reinald Werrenrath
Vitaphone No. 361
Splendid
Type of production. .. .Vocal solos
The well-known American baritone. Reinald Werrenrath, has produced one of the finest sound shorts
'"On the Vitaphone schedule.
He ap-

.

when

houses where

boys have the class that
Time, 9 mins.

of production.

This Dorothy Devore comedy has
a neat little plot that works up some
very natural comedy that is well
handled by the tiny comedienne. Dorothy has just been married, and
when her hubby's dad visits them
they decide that Dorothy will act as
the maid as hubby does not want his
pa to know that he is married.
Winds up in a good free-for-all fight

Movietone

Vocalist
"blues" singer

—Devore

"Companionate

gets over nicely with a selecof three vocal numbers.
They
aine in dress clothes and are grouped
around
their
piano
accompanist.
They harmonize well, and words
<Dome clear.
Their selections are
"""Sing," "Just Around the Corner"

amd "'Oh, Miss Hannah."

monk and

'

of production..! reel animated
In this one Alfalfa decides to be a
laundry man and has a gala opening
with all hands celebrating.
But
\yhen he starts out with his first delivery his troubles begin.
The cats
and dogs start to muss things up
and chuck all the laundry out of the
wagon. The usual mixup with the
old farmer and his animal friends
and enemies, that will measure up to
the average of this cartoon series.

especially

w

his friend disguise(
starts to show hoM

has trained him. What happens
get the laughs from any audie
It clicks easily.
Directed by J

White.

"The Secret Outlaw"
Western Featurette
Universal

Tige from being punished by the school committee. Just Type

ttnon

I

gets

Good Action

to help rescue

ttasts

.'ibe

well known
scores easily with two pop numbers
which she gets over with the aid of
her piano accompanist.
Miss Harris has an engaging personality, an
attractive appearance

like

"The Revelers"

skit

Gets Over

Type
The

skyward

Then

Vitaphone No. 482
Classy
Tj'pe of production. .Radio artists
This group of five male radio ar-

Amusing

Harris

lifted

a

:

Time, about 12 mins.

Marion

Eva.

1

And when you get tuneful,
helps.
jingling music put over with variations and a great degree of snap,
the
result,
as
you might guess,
proves to be a darned good number.

the
gags that besprinkle their vaudeville
turn.
However, the country at
large is
not familiar with them.
Which will help the number considerably.
The dialogue is broken
up by two vocal numbers, one a
solo and one in which the brothers
sing jointly, lustily and with considerable gusto.
Nothing unusual, but
pleasing.
Time, about 12 mins.

First a girl appears
a cracked falsetto.
on a rope from the

a Nell boy recites Kipling's "Boots." and they
The
s.mother him with old shoes.
ast is a buck and wing team, and
i'hey spring a trap in the center of
the stage on them.
Demarest appears between each act with some
food comedy lines, and he and the
lets are generously sprinkled with
regetables from the audience. Comedy along slapstick lines gets the
laughs. Time, 11 mins.
I..ittle

tootcrs and saxaphone blowers who
have been recorded previously. That

Type of production. .Vaudeville
The Howards use some of

Ordinary

Before he appears a butcher

gags worked, one

Monty

of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Buster and his pal Tige have some
fun at school when the trustees visit
the classroom.
One of the kids
scatters sneeze powder around, and
there is the devil to pay.
Buster is
blamed, as usual.
It winds up in a
merry free for all when Tige goes
out and recruits a lot of stray dogs

gone through the audience sellng ripe vegetables, so you know just

;

Brown

Type

las

•rhat's coming.
ind warbles in
ihe gets a hook
\ rings,
and is

Srcappy and Alive

Willy and Eugene Howard
"In a Casting Office"
Vitaphone (No. 572)

—

"Teacher's Pest" Buster
Universal

that plays up the amateur night
pi«;rformance at a vaudeville house.
As the manager he comes on stage
»iid announces the various amateur
sSiit

of

production. .2 reel wes
is the featured f
does most of the heavy

Bob Curwood
er

who

This one foil
ing and fighting.
the usual routine of the band of
tie thieves and the efforts of the
and sheriff's posse to apprel
them. Bob gets a line on the le

who

is under cover and also
the gal.
The gang holds up
stage and Bob arrives in time to
single
handed encounter till
sheriff's posse ride up and fi
the fun.
Some fast and snappy
tion lift this out of the rut oi

commonplace

<

story.

—

"Footprints" Laemmle Novel
Universal
Original
Type of production....! reel no'
This is the story of a disca
shoe, and told pictorially in a
interesting manner.
young
and girl are fishing in a brook

A

discarding their shoes and stock

They

fish up an old shoe, which
throw on the bank alongside

own

shoes. Then the dilapidated
to tell its life story to
other shoes. The story only de
the lower half of the characters
volved, and even a railroad tra:
shown merely through the whii
wheels.
This photography ide
(Continued on Page 12)
starts

lay,

October

II

1928
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Theater Equipntieiit
,By

mm

The Stamp

SHOP
Outdoor

Minusa

|DME

sound advice was given by
Earl Gulick, head of the theatriadvertising department of the
Outdoor Advertising Co'.,
lineral
annual
recent
the
addressing
Invention of the Outdoor Adverat West Baden, Ind.
urged the advertising men to
[operate more closely with exhibhrs in their respective towns, point-

Ass'n.,

Iilick

poten|g out that the time to reach

when they

are out
and
automobiles,
hen to new ideas in entertainment,
told his hearers to remember
[e
the amusement business gave
Jiat
itdoor advertising medium its start.

patrons

ling

is

ACTIVITIES IN 3 CLASSES

has

film

is:

supplying

,

local production for Canadian issues
Paramount and
of Pathe,

M-G-M

and

News,

correspondents for
as
foreign editions prepared in London

and New York.
Another phase is production of
scenic and adventure pictures for theaters, production of educational and
industrial films, and production of

THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

The

trailers.

special or

Madan

&

Co. Gets Agency
for Inter nat'l Projectors

Starts Supply

Armstrong

picture activities

printing service to the
distributors of
with
Canadian
pictures
imported
prints, made on Canadian stock by
Canadians, for theaters of the Dominion for export. The second activity is screen news reportmg, both in
First

industry

their

in

— Motion

Associated Screen News are divided into three classifications, states
B. E. Norrish, managing director.

of

Projection makes or breaks the picture. The proper presentation
of the picture on the screen is all-important, regardless of the size
or classification of the theater. For that reason, obtaining the best
in equipment is essential and pays dividends at the box office.
From the day when exhibitors began realising that alternating
current did not produce the results obtainable by direct current, the
motor generator has occupied a dominating position of importance
With its uniformly direct and conin assuring proper projection.
stant current, it possesses the advantage of positive polarity and nonfluctuation. The field is a highly specialized one for motor generating units for projection require special qualities not common in
generators used for other purposes.
For the last 12 years, the Hertner Electric Co. has been specializing in the field of motor generating units. Its Transverter has come
to be recognized throughout the industry as setting a high standard
Because of its contribution in raising projection standof quality.
ards, and its long record of efficient service, the Hertner Transverter

]

|il

ASSOCIATED SERVICE NEWS

Approval

Montreal

Screen

Jing

of

endorsement of prwiuct and vropoeitUms, bestowed by
The Film DaUy, after mvestigatUm of qualifications and merit

—4 "King
Trailers —

Kings''
Long Life for

HYNBS

P.

An

Ko-operate with
'
Advertising Men
of

CHAKLBS

latter are furnished as
in

weekly announcements,

animated or presentation form.

Firm

firm

—

also

develops

local

The

newsreels

George W. Arm- made by exhibitors.
manager of the CleveGulick has made a study and is
Denver Slide Firm Formed
G. F. Madan & Co., managing land branch of National Theater
Jsmpetent to speak on theatrical ad- agents of Madan Theaters, Ltd., Supply now is operating his own inDenver Charles Gillen has formed
ertising, combining his knowledge
Calcutta, has been appointed exclu- dependent supply business here.
the Denver Slide and Film Co.
showmanship sive agent for Powers and Simplex
with
advertising
f
which helps him sense the projectors throughout India, Burma
bility,
Delaware,

O.

strong, former

—

neater man's problems.

His speech

received with
Teat enthusiasm by the delegates,
represented towns large and
i?ho
mall throughout the nation.
t

West Baden was

_

Reciprocally, theater owners should
looperate better with outdoor adver.ising men in their vicinity. The theThe
needs outdoor display.
iter
ivorking out of real contacts with
advertising men, will result in more

in a deal closed with InB. J.
ternational Projector Corp.
Madan of the India firm, who has
been in New York for some time,
sailed for home Wednesday.

and Ceylon,

Wagoner Inquiry Chief

Westinghouse Board Dept.
L. Wagoner, formerly panelJ.
board specialist in the Pittsburgh office,

copy.

man

sales

projection.

Th*

Rimersburg, Pa., will attest, for he has been securing good
results for eight years with his MinThat's service and his
usa Cine.
purchase of another is his tribute
Lincoln,

Minusa

division.

-SALE!-

Longevity is a feature of the Minusa serene, as Mike Servente of the

to

head of the new

LaUM

Model DouU*

Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

quality.

Holds 16 Feet Film— Cace— 6 Magaaine*
2 in. F. 3.5 Len*

Winter or Sumnner

$29.S0

BLIZZARD FAN

uiiuoci^HBys
110

Solves

Your

Problem

West 32«*St,Nc«»yBrk.NLy*^
11
Phoiu Pwna. OSM

I

/or

of

has been appointed head inquiry
for the theater switchboard and
Pathe and Pat Garyn's gang of go- panelboard departments of WestingElectric and Manufacturing
getters at National Screen Service house
These two departments recentjoined forces to obtain something Co.
unique in trailers on "The King of ly were consolidated.
Sales, engineering, and manufacThe result is four trailers,
Kings."
new
headquarters of the
the usual trailer, a de luxe edition, turing
switchboard
theater
and
panelboard
pretrailer
vocal
sound trailer and a
R. F.
pared for reading before the house division are in Brooklyn.
microphone, hooked in with the wir- Frenger, former Automatic switchwas named
ing equipment provided for sound ing section head, recently
effective

WHAT-is

there in

it

YOU?

Here's what there's in National's One Contract
because it
It saves you money
Plan for you.
purchases;
saves
volume
of
benefit
the
you
gives
in
out
worked
are
details
all
because
you time
advance, and you are saved the search here and
there for the equipment you need saves you worry
because it places expert men at your services who

—

—

;

—

will relieve

you

of all details.

financing arrangements are centered
with only one negotiation for credit
concern,
in one
necessary and, if desired, on the most liberal deferred payment plan in existence.

Then your

—

—

or a
it's one equipment unit you need
One
National's
The
theatre—
furnished
completely
Contract Plan affords you big savings in time and

Whether

—and relieves you of

money
One

all

worry and

troubles.

of our thirty-one branch offices is near you,
ready to serve you by day or by night.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
(4loeA)

THE

-cSm

DAILV
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Sunday, October

Sylvia Miller contributed a fine lyrisoprano.
In addition were the
48 Chester Hale Girls who did a
neat dance number. The rest of the
program consisted of the overture to
"Raymond," a sound short from the
Al-G-M Alovietone studio featuring
Marion Harris, the "blues" singer,

28,

cal

Presentations
By

JACK H ARROWER\

ANOMR

ROXY CHALKS UP

EDDIE PEABODY MAKES

and an M-G-M synchronized comedy "Imagine My Embarrassment,"

Foreign Markets

Sees Early Recovery
In Hurricane Are

with Charlie Chase.

PLEASING N.

PLEASANTENIERTAININT

Y.

(Continued from Page 6)

DEBUT

for
some time from
general busuiness depress
which has greatly affected the bi
ness but he thinks that within
couple of months, when the r
sugar campaign starts, there will
a very noticeable improvement
trade in general.

suffering

severe

A

visit to

the

Roxy

is

never withThis assign-

compensations.
ment is just about the most pleasAnd so,
ant job this reviewer has.
with no effort at all, to the business
at hand:
out

its

Selections from "Cavalleria Rustiprovided the musical theme
for the first stage number, against
an impressive cathedral exterior. The
first voice came from the interior of
Then the devout issue
the church.
forth and took their -places while
from the choral staircases came the
remainder of the chorus bedecked in
the stately robes of the church. The
combination of voices was rich in
volume and pleasing in composition.
Then followed the Roxy Magazine,
news of the week in silent form. The
"Autumn
unit
was
stage
next
Leaves," the background being a
scene in the woods with leaves falling from the boughs of the trees.
Bowman, Nicholas Daks,
Patricia

cana"

George
Kotchetovsky,
Alexander
Kiddon, Aron Tamaroff and, Kathryn LuEyles and the 32 Roxyettes
dance movements.
figured in
the
Fox Movietone News came next
after which was staged a number
called "Practice Hour." This proved
to be a peek back stage showing the
Roxyettes going through their routine and eliding with several of their
snappy dance precisions. The final

number was
trick

a

silhouette,

a

stage

which Roxy always does ex-

tremely well. The business included
some clowning, and finally a stickup by two yeggs with a big hand
representing the low closing down

from the wings on the two gangsters.
The main title of the feature, "Me,
Gangster," then faded

Eddie Peabody started his initial
week as them. c. at the Paramount,
and was given a very cordial recep-

He distinguished himself with
banjo playing, doing "Rhapsody
Blue" and "St. Louis Blues." He
made an almost instantaneous imThe presentation is built around
pression soon after his appearance, Ben
Bernie and his band, in "Crazy
if the applause was any indication.
Rhythm Capers." Ben wisecracks
The show was by C. A. Nigge- in his usual manner, although much
meyer, called "Bars and Stripes," the of
his stuff seems to go over the
set showing the black and white
heads of the audience.
Ben's gang
front of a prison with three tiers of
of musicians are a peppy bunch and
cells behind which stood the girls
their music should make them popuin
"'prison" stripe costumes.
The lar at the house. This week's show
band was below also in the black
is not particularly strong.
and white costumes. It followed the
The feature of the stage show is
routine formula, developing nothing
the work of Morris & Rapp, hoofing
unusual except the work of Peabody duo,
who know how to step. This
with the stage band and his individpair of youths top the Six Colony
ual work with the banjo.
Peabody Kittens, billed as Ned Wayburn's
has a quick choppy way of talking,
tion.

FEATURE AT THE COLONY

his
in

clipping

his

words short so that

for

Motlou Picture PreM>ntatlon

MARKUS

The FALLY

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Ljiokawajina

ISai

BKOADWA%.

7876

ffK*

YORK CITY

a natural

is

comedian

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
I

Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

in

his

move-

ments, and looks as if he can stay
on at this house indefinitely, for the
audience sure liked his style.
On

mixed

were the Janton Sisas introducers of the
numbers; the Gould Steppers in
"Jail Birds," very nifty hoofers; King
& King in the "Chain Dance;" the
Dennis Sisters in "In Solitary;" with
the finale "Prisoners' Song."
Good
effective unit with the unique prison
setting and the atmospheric touches
in all the numbers.
the

ters

bill

acting

NEAT BALLET SPECTACLE

cm

stage presentation at the Capitol was very brief, being confined to
one spectacular number called "In
the Clouds."
It told the story of
Pierrot who longs to visit Starland,
carried aloft on the wings of Ro-

the

tops

ancient roofs.
Pierrot
appears seated on a crescent moon,
and warbles his song. The second
scene is that of Cloudland. A series
of filmy blue drops created the effect magnificently, and made a striking setting.
The girls went through
a light routine, each draped in a filmy
garment suggesting a cloudlet. The
final scene had the 32 girls on in
black and white picrrot costumes.
Tliey did a neat routine.
But the
efifect was all in the delicate staging,
and from all angles of production it
was very impressive and pleasing.
Joyce Coles was the Pierrot, and
of

Walter Marks Visits London
Walter Marks, a mem'

—

London

Australian Parliament
chairman of the recent Royal Cc
mission on pictures in Austra,
visited London recently to tell
British industry something of
future possibilities of the Austral!
market.
He pointed out the v
opportunities that Australia presen
the

of

;

and mentioned
compulsory qu
system which would require exh:

for British films
principles of the
tors

show

to

the Colony last week in Ben Bernie's
stage show, is being held for a sec-

Empi

ten

least

at

produced pictures in the first year
the quota system, twenty in the s
cond and thirty in the third.
Ideas at Salem, Ore.
Salem, Ore. A change in rout-

—

Mildred Roselle, night club singer
her Broadway debut at of West Coast's Fanchon

who made

&

Mai

stage presentations will bring
"Ideas" into the Elsinore on Tuesc

and Wednesday of each week.
two day run will follow a run
Opening Criterion, Madford, Ore.

ond week.

T
at

Carnegie Playhouse
Offering an entire evening's entertainment, from the picture to ping
"Sorrell and Son" in London
pong, bridge, art gallery and dancing,
"Sorrell and Son," Herbert Bn
the Little Carnegie Playhouse, 146 on's first United Artists picture, b
W. 57th St., opens Saturday.
its London premiere this week at 1
New Gallery Kinema. It broke 1
week house record establish
first
by Charlie Chaplin in "The Circu^
Little

(Continued from Page 10)

British to Form S.M.P.E.
Interest in the propo.'
British affiliation to the Society

carried throughout. The story shows
how the owner of the old shoes became prosperous and discarded the
worn out footgear for a fancy pair.

suited in a meeting of specialists
this country, with a view to estj^
lishing a branch of the S.M.P.E.

London

Motion

—

Picture

Engineers

has

:

_

England.

"Hubby's Latest Alibi"
Business

Man

Series

Pathe

Snappy

carried out,

opening with a black and white set
with the ballet as fairies grouped on

others in the singing-

Holdover for Mildred Roselle

mance, being led by by his guiding
star to the land of his dreams. This

was well

The

dancing stagehand act are Ray Covert,
Mildred Roselle, Jerry Bergen
and Emogene Coca.

STAGE

The

dainty conceit

AMALGAMATED

it

hard to understand him. But when
it
comes to leading his gang and
doing his solo work he is there. He

FOR THE

VAUDE VI LLE

proteges.

is

in.

Standard

MORRIS AND RAPP PROVE

Type

of production.
.2 reel comedy
Billy Bevan makes this laughable
entertainment in a string of gags
that are well put together.
Billy
steps out for an evening's fun at a
night club after phoning wife that
he's tied up at the office for the evening.
At the next table is the chief
of police with his wife.
The latter
is
carried out ill and deposited in
the back seat of Billy's car by mistake.
Later Billy drives home and
only discovers the strange woman in
his car when he reaches his garage
and his wife walks in on him. The
things happen that are fast and
.

Richmount
723 7th Avenue

.

funny.
A good number anywhere.
Directed by Phil Whitman.

D.

J.

Fictiir<

Irc
MOUNTAN,

New York

1

Pr«k

pXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other lea<linp independent producersand distributors
Cable Addrew:
Address:
Cable
Cable Addreas:

RICHPICSOC. Paria
DEEJAY. London
RICHPIC, N. T.

Exporting only

tl^

best in Motion PIctuH

Eastman Panchromatic
"^emtive
Type

A

2

perfected^ proved product
for the cinematographer

In developing

Company

it

the Eastman

has pursued

its

Kodak

long estab-

lished policy of constantly helping to

improve the motion picture
presenting
its

it

to the trade

it

art.

In

maintains

undisputed forty-year supremacy.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

<Boola, ^oolOf

Hear The Crowds Cheer
Hear The Bands Play
•

•••It's

cMovietone

Plug up your ears the next
time you go to a football game.
Pretend you*re deaf.
That should give you something more
than the effect of the average neivsreel.
Fox Movietone^ws is not, of course, an average
neivsreel. It is the one unique, exclusive, comprehensive, superlative sight and sound recording of
ivorld events.

When

*-.

time and space cramp your style, youWe there with

#
^

•*

h^
>

ii!-i~-

'

i

iimmons Outlines Sound Short Subject Views
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ULTHE HEWS

fFILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME
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MOVES
REPORTED PLANNED BY RCA

SERIES OF STARTLING

VIOLATION OF

tET

IDE PRACTICES UNFAIR
Bureau of

•jton

—

THE FILM DAILY

Clandestine violation
hiiigton
trade practice conference ruly one who has subscribed to
unfair competition under
;deral Trade Commission Act,
iimission has ruled, in a statenade public here. This means
;cret violation of rules accepted
commission simply as an ex)n of the opinion of the inthat such practice is unfair,
ill
for action by the commis;ven thouph the practice cond heretofore has not been held
is

Fe,

on

(.Continued

Paije

2)

DING LULL CUTS

of
to

theater

building

acthe

realignments in
due
has caused some falling off in
if Air.erican Seating Co.. .30 per
sales volume is theabut the business is in
condition
and about the
il
as usually found at this time
)f

II)

London

niH$

ar,
states
ent of the

— Columbia

pictures

in

7S HOUSES SIGNED FOR

SOUND

FAR NORTHWEST

to

and .\laska
named.

comprise

the

per cent reported several
IS ago, he says, adding that opthird
quarter
us during the
normal.

73,000 Is
rofit for

Paramount
Nine Months

amount

estimates its profits,
charges and ta.xcs including
ulistributed shares of earnings

ail

ilaban & Katz, a 6,S per cent
subsidiary, to be $5,973,000 for
rst nine months of 1928 and $2,jiO
for the quarter ending Sept.

FIFTY LEADING QUESTIONS
FACING FILM INDUSTRY TODAY
As Answered By

Filmdom's Leading Executives
Today, Earle W. Hammons, president of Educational, and specialist in short subject production and distribution field, answers directly
The Film Daily Inquiring Editor.

earnings for the nine months
(.Continued

•Id

on

Page

2)

Wide Handling Two

ritish Pictures in

U.

S.

Wide Pictures, Inc., has
with British and Dominion
Productions, Ltd., of London to
)ute in the United .States and

!rld
i

scale.

The moves made

to date are declared to be but the forerunner of
others, which have for their object
advancing of
to a position of
dominance in the field.
has

RCA

been reported angling for Warners,
because of its wish to secure the
Vitaphone disc recording system, as
the theater outlets which
are expected to control as a
result of the spectacular deals made
by that company in recent months.
As a number of ihese proposed Warner deals are with partners of Publix,
a hook-up with Paramount thus might
be brought about.
Behind this expansion plan are
;;ome of the nation's foremost financiers and industrial corporations, it
is reported, including the Du Ponts.
well

as

Warners

(Continued

on

I'aiic

'o

Goldstone Preparing to
Start First Sound Film

increasing.

Question 46— As against total output,
centage of short subjects will he made in sound?

—

unprecedented

:

—

what

a

completion, is understood to presage advent of "big
business" into the industry, on an

.

Question 45 Is the foreign market for Americanmade short subjects increasing or decreasing?
It is

in

now ncaring

J. Raskob, Fischer Brothers of
Fischer Body Cor])., Ge- s a
Electric, W'estinghou-e and ot,-.ei
Recent reports have credited the li
Ponts with buying into Paramount.
The Du Pont investment company
made a "'killing" in General Motors,
and now is declared to view the film
industry as a fertile field in which

Mr. Hammons' questions and answers follow:

—

Ktith-Albee-Orpheum and FBO,
deal

the

Preceding questions were answered by Will H.
Hays, Carl Laemmle, Adolph Zukor, A. H.
GiannJni, Richard A. Rowland, James R.
Grainger and Arthur M. Loew.

Answer

its

is

John

1

;sc

the

of

RCA

Thomas W. Boyd,

a;ht

Radio Corp. of
seeking to merge
subsidiary, RCA-Photophone with

.\clivity

— The

.\Ii.ntana

Leading Financiers Held
Behind RCA Campaign
of Expansion
America, which

Pacific Nortiiwest i^
be a leader among territories which are rushing sound in
stallations. with 78 theaters s'gne('
now operating sound
or
for
ui)
lor
latest
date
'i'lie
equipment.
houses already signed is May ?i\.
1929.
Washington. Oregon. Idaho.
Sx-attle

declared

territorv

actor.

IN

company.

Decrease
no greater than the seven

is

IN EUIIOP[

will
produce
Kurope, according tu
a statement made by Harr\- Colin in
Paris.
Negotiations are on for rights
to a \'ictor Hugo novel, designed to
be the first of the Euroiiean-made
group.
Dorothy Revier will be tiie
lead, Cohn added, while the male support will be either a French or I'.ng15

whose

isiness,

es

CmMBIA TO MDIICE

lish

THEATER SEAT SALES
ession

Price 5 Cents

1928

29,

per-

With

completion

of

his

soun.l

stages at the Metropolitan studi^.s.
Fort Lee, Phil Goldstone announces
the starting of his first Metropolitan
picture via Tonefilm.

Metropolitan

al.so will

produce

twi;

short subjects weekly consisting of
operettas
short
playlets,
sketches,
The
and orchestras and singer.s.
announced
be
will
releases
first

Answer It is difficult, if not impossible, to say at this stage
Metropolitan productions
of the development of sound pictures exactly what percentage shortly.
any standard disc apon
will
play
ng Blanche Sweet,
of short subjects will be made in sound. But it is safe to say paratus including Tojjjefilm. Western
sman," starring Norman Kerr}',
that after a reasonable time it is likely that the majority of Electric, or Bristalphone equipment,
ert Wilco.v directed both proGladstone says.
ins.
{Coiitiiiited oil page 6)
da

"The

Woman

White,"
and "The

in

—

)

,

AC

z.***^

%%ft
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DAILV
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Secret Violation of
Trade Practices Unfair

Financial
f

H XIII M. 25

II

jniii. Oct. 29
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PUBllSHEt

tllN W. U.ICOATE

holidays
PublisheJ daily except Saturday and
Broadway, New York, N. \-. J;""
1 650
Fi nj
and
Films
copyright (1928) by Wid's
W. Alicoate, Presidmt and
liicFolk
J.
PubltshCTj-Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
hntered
Business and Advertising Manager
at the
as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
act
nostofiicc at New York, N. Y.. under the
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
Cnitcd Stat^ outside of Greater New \0Tk.
months
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3 00
Address all communica
remit with order.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broau
tions to
at

THE

Phone Circle 4736
N. Y.
Filmday
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Ralph
California
Hollywood,
New York.
Wilk 6^25 Hollxwood Blvd. Phone Gramte

New York

way.

—

Fredman, The
Great Marlborough St., W.

London— Ernest

6607.'

\V.

Film Renter, 58,
Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
1.

—

High Low

Pnei 5 Cuts

Friedrichstrasse,

225.

Acoustic Prods. 19
28-^
Am. Seat..
do 6s 36.
*lc-h)
(c)
(s)

(c)
(c)
(s)
(s)

si"

& Katz

Bal.

Ind. 15J-J
Con. Fm
25
-do pfd
East Kodak.. 184
*is)
do pfd

(s)
{-)

do

hibitors

Nov.

1

Opening

and
ex-

Memphis.
"Noah's Ark" at Grau
Chinese, Los Angeles.
at
of

man's
Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention
1

Dallas.

Nov.

14

of International Chamber
of Commerce at Paris on European
film restriction program.
Opening of "Interference," first
Criterion,
talker,
at
Paramount

Meeting

Nov. 16

Nov, 20

New York.
Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unit at
Des Moines.
Anglo-American dinner sponsored
by A.M.P.A. in Nev» York.

so"

80/
ISH

96 K

97/

28

28

.

.

.

do 6s41x-war ....

'(s)

M-G-M
M.

-)

(c

49^
50
do 6s 47.. 1001^ 100
lOlM
Par.Bv5,'/.s51.1025^
6/2
Path
do "A"
25M 2554
SIM 81"^
do 7s37
34
32/.
Roxy "A'
37
34
do units

FI

Para,

Is)
l>)

(h)
(s)
(s)

Cap

P.

(o)
(o)
do com
(o)
Bros..
(o) .Skouras
.Stanley
Co.
(s)
Technicolor
(o)
(c) Trans-Lu-K
(0) I'nited Art.
do pfd
(c)
(o) I'niv. Ch com
do pfd
(o)
Univ. Pict..
(c)
(s)
(s)

.

.

.

.

*

Last

.

50
55;^
11/3

45
55 !4
9/.

10
491^

6,600

lOOH

12

W

3

101

bH

1,300

25 Ks
81 ?4

700

1,600

6/

13',266

2

85
23

....inn

111

js28

(:

'ioo

23
lll/s
112^8
198

2',766

4,600

Bond Market.

(c)
(s)
(0)

Curb Market.

Washingttm Bureau of

Washington

Balaban
St.

& Katz

is

listed in

are:

Rothacker Returns
K.

Convention

in Detroit
Detroit was
Mich.
\irtiially assured the 1929 convention
(if
Michigan state organization
tlic
when that body adjourned its recent
annual convention.

1929

Ka'laniazoo,

—

{Continued from Page

list

their

Zukor, $10,000 each; Louis B. Maver,
$7,000;

Samuel Goldwyn,

$1,000.

Gets "His Darker Self"
Film Arts Guild has obtained
world distribution of "His Darker
Self," starring Lloyd Hamilton. The
picture was started by D. W. Griffith with Al Jolson starred but was

OW

The Latest Model Doubt*
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATKI
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Hold* 16 Feet Film Case— 6 Macazina
2 in. F. 3.5 Lene

$Z9.50

UIILL9CI\iHBy
West

no

32«*St.Nc«Mork.Niy.<
Phooa Penaa. QUO

lU

YMm^^Ar

rA
PARAMOUNT-MINT^

Chicago;

Louis.

$5,973,000 Is Paramount
Profit for Nine Months
former

Rothacker,
NaN ice president in charge of First
tional production on the coast, is back
from a vacation in Italy.
W'atlersoii

the

Republican

amounts
fund
B. De Mille and Adolph

—

con-

in

the

to

and

Cecil

Grange on B. & K. Time
Chicago Red Grange this week
Nov. 20 21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages
began his engagement in the stage
vention at Columbus.
band presentation. '"Come On, Red"
Nov 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Dec. 4-5 Annual convention of M.P.T.O. at the Oriental, Chicago, where Paul
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
Ash is master of ceremonies. Grange
Dec 25 New Fox house in St. Louis opens.
in five B. & K. houses.
Jan 26 First annual ball. M. P. Club of is to appear
New York.

Nov. 20

Vita-Temple Theatre, Toledo,

Fund
THE FILM DAILY

— Included

contributors

Over the Counter (Bid aud Asked.)

Skouras,

Accept our thanks for the prompt wa
you are handling our trailer servic»

S ALE!"

Stock Market.

NOTE:

lers

Contribute to Republican

later scrapped.

Prices Quoted.

(b)

PROMPTNESS!

the rule."

campaign

84

75
23

here.

which the commission

legality of

of

55 /s

Ho

and
competition
unfair
warrant proceedings by the commission, and group 2 outstanding rules
condemning practices with regard

3

14

10
76

liiji lio^

Bros,

do

100%

•98/

"A'

do

2'm

iim

8

7

pfd

Warner

*(c-l))

.

.

.

.

do

*(s)

34
102
98
60
102

Capital

—

Washington Charles B. McD
aid now is managing B. F. Kev

constitute

expresses no opinion. The new ruling, therefore, concerns the second
2',366
determine en500 group, in an effort to
in the group.
5,000 forceability of rules
100 Members of an industry who have
5
group 2 rules, will
2,000 not subscribed .to
500 not have these rules enforced against
them "unless the commission, in considering a specific complaint, should
conclude that a proceeding could be
sustained under the act regardless of

25!^

pfd

McDonald Managing

1,700

Intern.

.

(_Cifittinued from Page 1
violative of the act by the commission or any court.
Trade conference rules are placed
into two groups by the commission,
group 1 containing violations which

to

104

28^

*(!))

;

25

183K
128

12
Proj... 12 J^
32 -V^
34
Keith A-O
102
102
do pfd
98
98
do 6s 46
(b)
Inc.
60^
S9'A
Loew's,
(s)
102!^ 102
do pfd
(s)
(c) do deb. rts.
(b) do 6s 41ww ....

*

'760
200
100
700

3

IS)
(s)

1

at

400

rts

Fox Thea. "A"

.

Meeting of Arkansas M.P.T.O.
Mississippi
and
Tennessee

28/8
95

3

.

Today

5,300

28>^

25
181

First Nat. pfd
Fox Fin. "A" 97 yi

Is)

c>
(c)

18^

Film Insp

•((.)

(1.)

The Industry's
Date Book

.

.

Sales

Close

18/.

29,

BCS^ZSBB

CARTOONS ARE
t
I'm

PARAMOUNT

.,ttin6 °^-p^

—^They are the best cartoon
on the market.

1)

are equal to $8.69 per share on the
stock issued and outstanding prior to'
the recent split-up of three for one
and are equal to $2.90 per share after such split-u]); and for the three
month period are equal to $3.05 per
share on the old basis and $1.02 per
share on the new basis of stock out-

— They

produced by

at

organization educated

it

are

manufacture

their

years

fifteen

standing.

b^

experience

— They have had representa
more fine theatrei
than any other shori

tion in

TRAINING WHITE ELEPHANTS

features.

Chain Theatre Operators having in some territory a difficult operating problem and who have to go outside of their organization
for an all around experienced showman, capable and big enough to
meet an unusual situation, may have the services of an alert and
Sixteen years' experience operating
aggressive business builder.
Now district manjiger of 36
theatres of from 400 to 2600 seats.
theatres of National Chain, desiring connection where future and
salary are commensurate with ability and results obtained.

ADDRESS BOX
1650

Broadway

M-400

— They
Animated by
Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

are

distributed

h

PARAMOUNT
PRESENTED BY

CHARLES B. MINT3H

c-o Film Daily

New

York, N. Y.

y^ramount MINTZ Cartoon

:^

!

\Record time break-

ing touchdown on

Ohio

Ohio S*

•

*

*^

^^

State- Michigan

football game.

Saturday—
on screen Sunday

Game

''•^^ "«"«c

/^/

at first show.
"'""'« for'f" footb*,;
-' Ohio
G

RED HOT FROM
GRIDIRON TO
SCREEN

Picture r'"^''^'">a«

F

""'

PATH E SOim N EWS

RELEASED NOV.il
'^First

on the scene

— First

on the screen"

Not

a slogan

—a

FACT!

'4^'

Nv

p'&:rM'sSv4^^i,*^fM'.-'^'f:'^--i'y<-:^

''S^-\%''

A PROVED
AS

A

BOX-OFFICE SUCCESS
SILENT PICTURE

A PHENOMENAL SENSATION

!

777M^^\
They Saw It! Heard

It!

-AND GRABBED A QUICK DATE
Capitol Theatre, Neiv York
United Artists Theatre, Chicago
Eastman Theatre, Rochester
Strand Theatre, Syracuse
Loe^ir*s Orpheum, Boston
Strand Theatre, Providence
Roger Sherman, New Haven
Strand Theatre, Portland
Aldine Theatre, Philadelphia
V

,

Space does not permit

listing

theatres that have already

the hundreds of leading wired

booked

Dramatic Marvel of the Season

"SUBMARINE"— The
in Sight

and Sound.

COLUMBIA PICTURES'$0UND^5rLEIMTALWAY5 THE BEST BOX-OFFICE VALUE IN THE

\V\W//^

INDUSTRV.

:

Monday, October

29,

B

Sound For Most Short

Predicts

Subject

be made up on the individual merits of its several items. I th
that the most satisfactory program in general would be t
all of them.
short subjects will be made with sound—but never
which contained a feature of about six reels, a two-reel cony
never accompany 100 per cent of short a one-reel novelty and a newsreel. This would mean that
I think that sound will
the fast
subjects because there will always be a demand for
short subjects would make up from 30 to 40 per cent of
it will
which
action comedy—the rough and tumble picture
program.
to adverv often be found impossible to turn into a talkie
*
of Question 51
has the first-run market
vantage People will always want to laugh. These comedies
the
extreme high speed are built for laughing purposes only and
short comedies been reduced to practically r
of
be
always
will
speed and the number of laughs they obtain
Answer Because of the craze for presentations which h
greater importance than a sound accompaniment.
largely crowded out the short comedy; because it is so m
Do you think quality in short subjects easier to follow a fad than it is to do one's own thinking
Question
of confining presentations and stage vi
has kept pice with production progress in the exhibitors, instead
generally to exceptional locations where they are appropri
business J
have made them the general rule in first runs.
Answer— It not only has kept pace with general production
Will sound short subjects eventui
progress but in a number of things it has set the pace. To cite Question 52
but one instance, the short subject has certainly provided the
bringing to the picture theater vaudev
best examples of progress in the use of color on the screen.
(Continued from page 1)

— Why

—

47—

1

—

mean

- Wherein

greatest opportunfor sound in relation to short subjects?

Question 48

lies the

in

mechanical form?

Answer

— "Vaudeville

in mechanical form" might be i
sound subjects that have aire
of
the
short
ity
entirely
an
this
extent,
perhaps,
this condition exist'
facing
made.
To
been
Answer The motion picture industry is
sound.
of
develop
is impossible to sa;
use
but
how
far
it
will
it
the
present,
new situation and an entirely new problem in
while
that
this
time.
recognize
If we are honest with ourselves we will
the mechanical instruments required have been fairly well
perfected, our use of them in building entertainment is hardly
out of the experimental stage. The sound short subjects must
feel their way just as the sound features are doing. I have my
own ideas on this but they are really only theories that have
The "K" of Balaban and Katz, president of Pul
not yet been put to the test.
Theaters and one of the biggest theater operators in
realizes
exhibitor
United States Sam Katz will answer the follow
you think the
Question

—

to describe

many

Tomorrow— Sam Katz
—

49— Do

the importance of and the exploitation value
newsreels?

— No.

in questions

doubt whether he ever will. The presfield, with six newsreels in such
newsreel
ent situation in the
business, a condition has been
for
competition
a high pressure
brought about where newsreels in their efforts to gain a step
in the race are providing the theater vdth such an overabundance of special service at little or no cost that the average exhibitor is accepting the most spectacular service and the most
exceptional newsreel pictures merely as a matter of course.
Getting this exceptional service as he does thi'ough the bitter
struggle of the newsreel companies and not through any effort
of his own or any adequate payment, the exhibitor fails properly to realize what the newsreel might mean in value as entertainment on his program and to his box-office.

Answer

And

I

Question 50 In the ideal program, what percentage should be comprised of short subjects?
Answer

— While,

of course, every individual

program must

—

53 Do you think that the limit in seating capacity hj
been reached in large cities?
54 Do you think that eventually sound pictures wi
do away with orchestras in large theaters?
55 Is the present hysterical sound wave a good thin
for the future of sound pictures?
56
Do you think that the present elaborate present}
can
be shown successfully in the form of sour
tions

—
—
—

pictures?

—

57 Do you think the current installation price fd
sound equipment is too high?
58— Has radio at any time affected theater patronage
59 In what particular aspect do you think soun

—
—

reaches its greatest value in relation to the picture?
60 Do you think holding a picture for a second we€
in a week-run house breaks down habitual weekly patror
age,

J

RCA

m
to

Plans Series

of Startling
(Continued from

invest

some

of

I'atic

Moves

stock carniiiRS.
with
a deal
Throtifs'li
which has been freijuently re|)ortcci,
RCA is seekinn an "in" on the legiti-

mate
sound

principally to oiitain for
films the Broadwav sta^e plays
controlled by such producers as the
Shubcrts, Al W'ootls, Arthur Hamfield,

merstein.

Sam

Harris,

Brady and Jcl Harris,

William
all

RCA

declared trying to
also is
Victor Talking Machine into
Victor is a licensee under
the pool.
Vocafilm, Western Electric patents for scoring

1)

sensational

these

understood to be interested in that an Eastman Kodak talking film
\ocafiIm as a sound recording sys- device soon is to be launched for distribution through RCA.
tem for their material.

arc

of

A.

whom

are reported to

own

300,000 sh

Westinghouse 27,000, Raskob 1.
and the Du Fonts a large b
Other .shares arc widely distribi

The patents pooling agreement between RCA, General Electric, WestInterchangeability Hearing!
inghouse and American Telephone
and Telegraph is to expire in 1030.
Detroit Arguments on the
of pictures by the disc method.
and there is speculation as to its re- porary injunction obtained by Ji
The Du fonts, through their newal. Since the pool was formed, N. Robertson, operating the Cind
I'athe-Du Pont connection are in a during the war. American Telephone la, Roosevelt and De Luxe, tc
position to supply the raw stock for and Telegraph, which is the parent strain exchanges with which he
the combine, and in addition an al- company of Western Electric, has contracts from refusing to serve
General Elec- with films and discs for projef
liance with Eastman Kodak is de- sold its RC.^ stock.
This is reflected in tric, how-ever, is said to have 248,106 as sound over the Humaphone, v/l
clared sought.
reports at Rochester to the effect shares of RCA, while Fischer Bros. heard in Federal Court tomo
liring
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Laemmle

30,

Price 5 Cents

1928

"SELL-OUr OF M.P.T.O.A.
OPENS
TO PRODUCERS CHARGED

PRODUCTION AT PEAK AS

w

E

recognize the arrival
Universal
of sound.
MOVIETONE CITY
may be expected to
its
ise
p a n s accordingly." West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles With 12 talking pic1 nolle,
"Uncle Carl", the
tures in production at its two stu'ul Uncle Carl is talking.

—

1

—

dios in California, Fo.x now has the
a period in his life when posi- most ambitious schedule of talking
wealth and prestige give him films undertaken since advent of
Movietone.
right to retire, if he so minded,
Opening of Movietone City Sun(i
(Continued on Page 6)
the cares of active business

O'TOOLE CITES M.P.T.O.

t

'

so minded, Laemmle keeps
as busy as at any time in

e

I. elf

nctive career.

Running Uni-

a big jpb, but Laemmle
itts the arduous task with a vim
\igor that bespeak worlds for
is

.1

!

capabilities

and energies.

The Beginning
Kinmle points with pride

to the

with Paul Whiteniati as conri; evidence of Universal's pace in
id.
The picture; goes into proract

CONSTITUTION IN ANSWER

Laemmle is
spring.
An opinion
it
will be a wow.
Im•l:h it is easy to subscribe to.
p f Whiteman, seen and heard, all
America's Main Streets: There's
ck for the mob. Of future plans.
Universal chief is wary and
in

the

1

De

Wins

change whatsoever
made by the M.P.T.O..A..

He

it.

will say nothing, but inmoves of signi-

that other
are on the

nce

To

way.

those
what's

would keep abreast of
we would suggest keeping

)

ig on,
r

weather eye peeled for Laemmle
"U".

Reichenbach
many months,

or

the Colony

This and that was

tried.

was

No

Just a cluck house. Then L'niHarry got
5al hired Reichenbach.
The theater
ig as only he can.
ined and the reserves were out.
only that, the house began to
<e money for the first time in so
? a period that they began to slap
h other on the back up at Uni-

power

FIFTY LEADING QUESTIONS
FACING FILM INDUSTRY TODAY

dl of

which speaks

knows

His record proves it beyond
argument. Further than that, he
strates a fundamental of this show-

many are
that
nship business
ne to overlook: That big league
thods in all mediums of exploitain1 are basically a part of the
itry's

selling

h knows
e
le.

Filmdom's Leading Executives
Today, Sam Katz, president of the far-flung
Publix chain, whose opinion on problems of

showmanship

recognized as authoritative,
answers directly The Film Daily Inquiring
is

Editor.

Preceding questions were answered by Will
H. Hays, Carl Laemmle, Adolph Zukor, A. H.
Giannini, Richard A. Rowland, James R.
Grainger, Arthur M. Loew and Earle W.

Hammons.

lands

it,

the

Reichenstructure.
practices it and there-

brown derby every

Question

53— Do you think

that the limit in seating

K A N N

the

in

the-

industry.

IN UNSOLD^ TERRITORY
World Wide Pictures has taken
over distribution in the United States,
exclusive of the East and in Canada,
Eastern states
of the Ufa product.
are handled by Ufa Eastern Distributors

headed

by

Dave

Brill.

The

deal climaxes a series of lengthy negotiations between Kurt Hubert, director of Ufa, F. Wynne Jones, its
American representative, and Alex-

ander S. Aronson, J. D. Williams and
Joseph S. Skirboll of World Wide.

BOYCOnCllGEUPIN
—

Detroit Whether there exists in
the industry a conspiracy to boycott

who use mechanical music
other than Western Electric
is a subject at issue in argutoday in the U. S. Circuit
the case of James N. Rob-

.•.\hil)itor,s

devices
capacity has been reached in large cities?
devices
Answer With the advent of sound pictures it is very diffi- ments
cult to tell whether the theaters are large enough, or too large, Court,

—

(Continued

on Page 6)

or too small at this time.

you think that eventually sound Nothing Unusual in Deal
Says
pictures will do away with orchestras in large with Shubert, Warner
nothing significant or un-

Question

54—Do

There

theaters?

Give him credit.

affiliated

SOUND SUITAT DETROIT

lots for Reich-

Silver hair certainly

ach.

of

WORLD wIdTGETS OTA

As Answered By

Mr. Katz*s questions and answers follow

sal.

— Election

Dallas^

has

—

—

ites

—

ater e.xecutives to the board of dibeen
M.P.T.O.A.
has
rectors
of
the
in its conLee
Forest
Suit
turned over the organization to the
stitutional policy, for ever since the
a comon Basic Radio Patent Washington convention any owner or Hays group, constituting
plete .sell-out of the M.P.T.O.A. to
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY manager of a theater, whether proof
Washington Lee De Forest, in- ducer-distributor owned or independ- producers. Col. H. A. Cole, head
the Texas exhibitor unit, stated on
ventor of Phonofilm, is the origin- ent was eligible to membership, M.
Cole was at Tohis return here.
ator of the radio feedback, one of J. O'Toole, secretary of the organironto, but, like other leading figures
the basic radio patents, the U. S. zation said yesterday in commenting
Ass'n., group,
Supreme Court ruled yesterday in on charge of Col. H. A. Cole, Texas in the .Mlied States
did not attend any of the meetings.
dismissing suit of Edwin H. Arm- unit president, that officials had "sold
Cole will ask the Texas unit at its
strong and the Westinghouse Elec- out" the organization to producers.
convention here Nov. 13 and 14 to
tric Co., against De Forest and GenWhile a number of changes in the back his decision to join Allied.
(Continued on Page 6)
eral Electric.
which he predicts will become a

No

)

u ion

Cole Flays Affiliated Members of Board No
Constitution Change

usual

(Continued on page 6)

is

about

negotiationPage 6)

Warners'
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Use of public
Lake City
for
commercial entertainschools
Salt

purposes is illegal, the District
here has ruled holding that
(ieorge Beard, Coalville exhibitor is
entitled to damages from the board
of education of that town, for the
showing of pictures at the county
high school, to which admission was
iiKMit
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Court

The court

charged.

also

stated

a

commission be appointed representinterested parties to deterfuture entertainments planned at the school are commercial in
nature. It is unfair to use taxpayers"
ing

the

mine

if

money
in

for commercial entertainments
a school, the court declared.

—

—

225.

been decided to bring Foy to
Several
Brooklyn for six months.
series of one and two reelers will be
made under his direction. W. C.
Fields may be secured for one series,
and Claire Whitney and Robert Em
mett King teamed in another.
has
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Spargo Resigns
M. P. Club Manager

S.

At the meeting of the board of directors of the M. P. Club of New
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CaU

WAFILMS,
Walter
A-

Futter.

Inc.
Pres.

Hays, contact man for Northwest
Theater Circuit, appeared at a hearing on the subject, when it was proposed to revoke license of the Gaytty,

burlesque house.

Fox is said
named with

Trans-Atlantic flight of the Graf
Zeppelin is to form the basis of a
story being written by Lady Drum-

mond Hay, who made

the westward
crossing, and cancelled her return
passage, in order to make a picture

at

Criter

York.
Meeting of Iowa exhibitor
Des Moines.

Nov. 20

.

,'j

unitij
ii

Nov, 20

Anglo-American dinner sponsc
by A.M. P. A. in New York.
Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages
vention at Columbus.
\
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Dec. 4-S Annual convention of M.P.I
.

(

'

of

Dec. 25
Jan. 26

Oklahoma

at

New Fox

Oklahoma

house in
First annual ball.
New York.

St.

M.

Ciq

Louis op
P.

Club

Milwaukee

— Shakeup

Fir

of

execut

personnel of Midwesco is report
planned by Fox.
Stan Brown, di
trict manager, who has been with il^
firm several years, has resigned, a"
other changes are declared slated.

which Hearst Newsreel
produce for release
Film to Aid N. Y. Fund. I
Films taken on
through M-G-M.
Norma Talmadge's -new. pictuj
the crossing by Robert Hartman.
ITearst cameraman, will be incor- "The Woman Disputed," is to opfi
Nov. 9 at the Rivoli, New York,
porated.
honor of the New York Ameri(
Darmour in New York
Christmas and Relief Fund.
l.arry Darmour, president of Darmour Prod., and vice president of
Fire at Owensbbro, Ky.
in

sound,

Service

will

Standard Cinema Corp., is in
York for conferences with
Schnitzer,

senior

vice

New

J.

I.

president

of

FBO.

Owensboro, Ky.
reel

five

feature,

newsreel at the

—Fire
serial

destroyed

episode

ai

Both

Bleich.

ni

chines were damaged.

Roseland in New Quarters
Roseland Pictures Corp. has moved
to

new

WANTED-SOUND

quarters in the Hammerstein
53rd and Broad-

Mary and Doug Leave
Mary Pickford and Douglas

DEVICE!

We

Theater Building,
way, New York.

are interested in purchasing a perfected synchronous and non-synchronous device business which is tooled up
and ready to make installations-

Address:

FairCoast,

banks are en route to the
having left New York Sunday night.

c-o

Sound Device
Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y.

C.

MHMHMHHMIHHHMiMIHPI

Library Stock Scenes
46th

St.,

New York

Bryant 8181

Filmdoni' s
YEAR

BOOIC

VAUDEVILLE

^^^S&^

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway,
a
New York
ilDUU
Phone Penn. 3580

City

/FREE

Of

Past Ten X^ars

1929 Edition
OUT

AMALGAMATED

Recognized Book

Reference For

WlLYaasi

1926

for

W.

is in Saulte St. Marie and some time
ago announced plans for expansion to
Invaother upper Michigan towns.
sion of Ironwood has been threatened, although Al Picker of that city
is completing a new house to meet

talker,

New

J

(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(s) Stock Market.
(o) -Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: B.ilaban & Katz is listed in Chicago.
Skouras, St. Louis.

130

;

Paramount

W.

.

pfd,

Warner

Nov. 16

.

—

(o) United Art.
10
(o)
<lo
pfd.
76
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
2
(o)
do pfd
•(c) L'niv. Pict
.

Meeting of International Chan
of Commerce at Paris on Europ
film restriction program.
Opening of "Interference,"

14

Butterfield

strongholds.

the threatened invasion.
to be eyeing the cities
a view to building.

Dallas.

Nov.

.

.

.

its

with Escanaba and Marquette

principal

Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Gi
1
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov. 11 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas conventio

Nov.

Bryan Foy to Make Shorts Graf Zeppelin Flight to
Shakeup in Midwesco
at Warner Brooklyn Studio
Be Basis of Hearst Film Seen; Brown Leaves
Bryan Foy is coming East this
week to take over direction of Vitaphone shorts at the Brooklyn stu-'
The Hollywood plant is so
dios.
crowded with feature units that it

Financial

—

Fox is said to be
.Milwaukee
|)lanning invasion of the upper peninsula of Michigan, with a building
race anticipated in the copper country, between Midwesco and the ButDominant factor
terfield interests.
in the peninsula now is Delft Theaters,

30,

The Industry's
Date Book

UPPER

IN

Cuts

PUBIISHER

IIIN W. ALICOATE

Tuesday, October

IN

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages
.;;n

\

TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS
EVERYTHING

GOES

EVERYWHERE

I

CAUTION!
EXHIBITOR
DO NOT BUY A MOTION PICTURE TALKING
DEVICE OF ANY MAKE UNTIL YOU HAVE HEARD
IT PLAY—
THERE IS A VAST DISTINCTION BETWEEN
SOUND AND MUSIC— BETWEEN CHATTERING
NOISES AND CLEAR CONCISE CONVERSATION
NECESSARY TO BUILD COMEDY AND DRAMATIC
SUSPENSE—

AND WHEN YOU HEAR A METROPOLITAN
ROADSHOW SPECIAL OR A METROPOLITAN
SHORT SUBJECT PRODUCED BY PHIL GOLDSTONE OR A TALKING PICTURE PRODUCED BY
ANY OTHER COMPANY PLAYED ON TONEFILM
YOU WILL HEAR THE BEST IN MUSIC AND VOICE

REPRODUCTION— THE BEST IN MECHANICAL
PERFECTION OF ANY MACHINE ON THE MARKETINSTALLED ON A BASIS THAT EVERY EXHIBAND IMMEDIATE INITOR CAN AFFORD
STALLATIONS, TOO.

EXHIBITORS HERALD and.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD,'

''Marriage by Contract"Jy^
By Tiffany-Stahl DetUs^
With Companionate Ui li >n
(Sprcial l»

NEW
gave a

YORK.

pri\'atc

l/if

:itrald-WorU)

Oct,

shmving of

16—Tiffany
their

nnv p

on the theme of companion;»tc marfri^^c
"MarriaRC by Contract," here today.
caught the* immediate attention and in
;

of onlookers.

M

The picture handled a delicate subj
a particularly arlmir mnnnpr ^nt\ ttifrg
I'""''-'" Liil Lliiy'lln- film will d
Jthroii^h lis carte r, ^^TT^^^^HTTTTTTTT^^CT'^TTrrT
'lUHU. WIIILII tUIUUIlffa.l to fill housc-i. w
developed in a manner calculated" I

"M*arriage by Contract," the new^^-Tift^nyStahl special, is a motion picture,tWaJxmay be
described as a natural box-office mtr^tion. Its
theme is trial marriage and the effe:tive manner
in which the disasters of the con p, inionate idea
are demonstrated will make it a convincing subject to the general public. The ti n :liness of the
"
theme is beyond question,

DAIL¥*EVIE
HERE'S A BE!

i

In the picture Patsy Ruth ^[iller does the
work of her screen career. W ith advanced
ideas on the subject of marriag* ihe contracts
four different alliances and each cf these wedded episodes is more disastrous than the previous one. The picture is lavishly pr oduced, with
attractive settings, finely photogr ip bed and well
directed by James Flood under ihi: supervision
of John M. Stahl. Robert Edeso i is one of the
featured members of a strong cast
"Marriage by Contract" is a ^ ukcess picture
and should bda clean-up for exhibitors.!

A screen sensation on the
theme of experimental marriig

finest

ARTHUR

and excite attention.

JAMES.

the

new

big Tiffany-Stahl :pe

"Marriage by Contract," in n-lic
Patsy Ruth Miller marries f
times in eight reels and give j ii<
atres something with whi h
bring in the crowds. James FImo'
-y^\

directed it under the prod
supervision of John M. Stal)l

Robert Edeson and other
petent players are prominen
large cast. "Marriage by Con;r;!;t
is a frank but careful handling
the trial marriage plan showiig It
working out, its mistakes an 1 (is
asters.

Wc

recom mend

.4ya

^^xhiljitprg
fi c ture
bet,
i

y

this
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exploita I o
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TUEY aLL aCREE-

WE FILM WLL DMW/ULL WROUCUITT C/HREER
a CLEfUN-UP FOR EXUIBITORr

/HBIC EXPLOIWTION PICTURE

BET

iTcmTMirr
CL0^rr /PRODUCTION
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OO \^ELL 0IT
THE BOX-OFFICE
^^^^^K-m^^
News

Marriage by Gont
Good Box-Office Male

r:

ict

it I

(Reviewed by Chester J. Si lit i)
women
tale has as its moral t a
i-ith the
should remain well satisfiei
good old-fashioned marriage cere n( ny, that
will
it
precarious as that sometimes
continue to be generally accep ec as the
proper and safest standard. Hov e\ er, companionate marriage has come in fot a deal
of disctission and because of th it there is
plenty of box-office material in tl i feature.
If it is to be adversely criticised it all, it is
because there may be one too m in of the
marriage sequences.
Patsy Ruth Miller trudges her w ly sadly
through four or five "agreeme its," each
time being satisfied she has hii I pon the
right man at last. And then sht wakes up
hat her
to find it has all been a drean
,-ith the
original companionate agreemen
youth she loves and who loves 1 er has not
departed because of a tiCE that ir( iught on
all the hysteria. But she is smi rt enough,
after all, and so is he, to reali: e hat the
old fashioned marriage ceremor y s much

THIS

A

Picture

EXCITEMENT
smack

fice

a

was

like this.

hit

last

tHe
nig it

In caitje |the

head reviewer, bubbling
about sr>mething or otht
had just seen. That, in

r

,

was unusual,
what it was all about: Sa

Afe:

viewer had huiried

office

directly after seeing "Maijri^ge

Patsy Ruth Mil

'Marriage

By

in

er

Cpi tract

him.

Len

Tilfatiy-St'ahl

A WINNER.

modt rn

PaNy
who
fi,\r\

Rutl
1

was

that goo(

had better pass on the

elte.

So we then asked hi: n
point out what the why an 1
wherefore. And this is what
said
in essence, not in tot
cause we had to trim his ra|v(

shows very humanly
how a modern gtH

I

\

et

ered with an cdd girl
other words, you can't
man nature by ciodgint

That
learns

keeps on learning till
bvanty have flown, alojig
Powerful
admirers.

w hich women";
back strong.

\ It

Jamo

expert;
Kdward Clark; Scenario,
Author,
Editor,
L.
R.
Hyland;
I- ranees
Brown. Titles, Paul Perez; Phc
raphy. Hrntst Mdlcr, excellent.^
Direction,

1-

I

.

'

i

luud.

—

under '^' ^apl^ eve nf ^1
^tahl/ riass productio n from

Umm

lllli.^1

Ihemc, enormous woman
terest

in

marriage

inter-

problems

which are dramatically developed.
Which is saying plenty about nny
^cture. Toronto and the exhi^lor
./Sivention beckon, but just ^::^^on

.or*

Tfffl

«r

;

Very sexy, but discreetly h
led by director James Fli o

LlBt

i'AWer: Ihe subject is one that
attention, and with a -vyell
molded story, well done, it promises to click
in nearly any house. Exploitation Angles:
The companionate marriage subject iend^
itself to ready exploitation; the good story,
the well balanced east.

much

THEME: Thoroughly modem girl and
youth decide upon a companionate marriage they quarrel and she leaves in a huff.
She drifts from one marriage c&ntract to
another, only to finally wake up and realize
it has been a dream, which, however, has a

tions.

>

UriWmg

has had

another gal but the womai
Age does the trick,
licked.
natural for feminine support f
all clubs and church orgaifz;

angles.

y

lothce.

how

Big punch is in showing
a woman has no protec
in this companionate marr
The man walks off,
stuff.

fully

ring and license.
lesson
the girl

wo

ventions, etc. break it up.
It fails a^r
tries it again.

the

e which
handling of a somewhat difficult
takes her from the. young modern St wife
through the various marriage e] isi des until she comes to the border of iiiii die age
and with it there is the desirt t retain
her youth. It is somewhat a reli f o know
all of these hardships have not bien hers
when she awakens from her troi bl< d sleep,
La«Tence Gray also does some ci editable
work, as do the other members ( f he cast.
It is a picture that h"' T'''» i^rn yi.r!il<li.
aiipenl a pH ( shmilif do well at the box-|

,

fast as possible.

such a marriage, but

Story and Production
1
of youth and today.
by a mile. It's got a g^e
punch tied up to tl
theme of companloiia^'

a contract marriage.
rock:i in three nionllis
stays out till 3 a.m. an

the most satisfactory.
Miss Miller is very convincing

space requirements:
Built on companionate
riage theme. Shows step by
how modern girl imbarks

I

Shirley
Palfic
Ktk-son. Duke Martii;
lis,
Claire McDowell

Knierson.

will

could
then figured tHa

—

trie

marriage gives one of
Laurence G
fornianceii.
Strong cast inc
port.

It

Nobody

We

this picture

EXP

BUNK IN THE CO
ATE MARRIAGE GAC
HUMAN. DRAMATIC}
GREAT WOMAN PI^Tp
Cast

by Contract," a ^Tiffany
release.

'

i«

happy ending.
Produced

and

distributed

by

Tiffany-

Stahl. Length, 7,786 feet. Released,
ber 1, 1928. The Cast; Patsy Ruth

Decem-

«i

-Mill.-.-,

Lawrence Gray, Shirley Palmer, Ralph
Emerson, John St. Polls, Claire Mc Dowel!,

Knbv

JIartin, Robert EdeDirector, .James

Lafayette,

Duke

Raymond

Keane.

Stf'--^>t»Ed\vard Clark. Continuity
nc(?

"^

(nd.

S^<^

irF^My-</)T^JML PRODUCTION</> INC
^O DRO^DV^X

MEV/

YORK CITY

f^^

I

OAIU^

Tuesday, October

30, 1928,

At Peak as Boycott Charge Up In
Katz Concludes Answers Production
Movietone City Opens Sound Suit at Detroil
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from Page

—

(Continued from Page

1)

day was one of the most

brilliant

Answer I believe that the public at all times are going to affairs in the history of the industry,
be desirous of having orchestras in the human flesh in front with many screen and stage notables,
supplementing the civic leaders who
of them.

Question

55—Is the present hysterical sound wave

a good thing for the future of sound pictures?

—

Answer We do not feel any hysteria in the business other
than the normal, natural situation attendant to a new development like sound.

—

Question 56 Do you think that the present elaborate presentations can be shown successfully in
the form of sound pictures?
Answer In reference to how effective elaborate presenta-

—

tions will be on the screen, I would want to wait until the producers had more time to do this kind of work before passing

any comment on

it.

57— Do you think the current installation

Question
price for sound equipment is too high?
Answer No comment.
Question 58— Has radio at any time affected thea-

—

ter patronage?
Answer There is no question but that radfo has affected
theater patronage at times. That is particularly true on the
occasion of any big event, or events of great importance being

—

broadcast over the radio.

Question 59

—In

what particular aspect do you

think sound reaches its greatest value in relation
to the picture?
Answer No one can tell at this time in which respects*
sound will have its greatest public appeal. Only constant development can tell which phase of sound will be most applicable

—

to the screen.

—

Question 60 Do you think holding a picture for a
second week in a week-run^ house breaks down
habitual weekly patronage?
Answer

—That has been entirely true in the

extent this

may change

in the future,

To what
again no one can answer
past.

at this time.

The Series Ends
Mr. Katz concludes "The Fifty Leading Question
Series." Nine interviews, each with an important executive in various specialized fields within the industry,

answered many of the

vital issues facing the trade toThis series has excited comment and aroused
interest in various portions of the United States, as is
witnessed by telegraphic requests and letters seeking
copies of the paper with specific interviews and, in
many instances, a complete file.

day.

addressed the throng of 50,000 which
Fox's
ceremonies.
attended
the
achievement in transforming wasteland of 40 acres into the completely-equipped Movietone City, within
days,

90

was

—

recently incorporated for $50,000 reports that approximately $15,000 has
been raised for the proposed East
Side theater. Klein and Alford have
been chosen as designers. The house
will be Spanish and have a capacity
of

1,000.

"Woman

Disputed" Premiere Set

Norma TahnadKe's United

Artists
Disputed,'"
will have its premiere at the Rivoli,
New York, Nov. 9. All .seats will
be reserved.
Tickets are now on
sale at the Rivoli box office.
Loge
seats are $5; orchestra, $2 and $1.50;
balcony, $1.50 and $1.00.
picture.

"The

Woman

at "the

operator of the Cinderelh
and Roosevelt, against Electrical Re
search
Products,
Warner Bros.
James Allen, Paramount, Otto Bolk

M-G-M, Frank Downey,

Publishers.

at $10,000.

ing

.

According

announcement

to

by

president and
Sunday at the

Movietone

of

Na

tional,

ceremonies.
The new plant
represents an expenditure estimated

Winfield Sheehan, vice
general manager made
auspicious dedication
City at Fox Hills, six

First

Fred North, United Artists
Jack Goldhous, Western Electric
Vitaphone Corp., Pathe Exchangi
Henry Zapp and the American So
dedica- ciety of Composers, Authors aiu

tion

dialogue features and six talking shorts are being
produced.
They are counted upon
to keep the Movietone City equipment, with its eight stages devoted

The

is the outgrowth of play
pictures with the
Huma
Phone, disc device.
The plaintil
claims it purchased pictures froii
Paramount, on the assurance tha

suit

of

be played with Hum.i
proved practicable. How
ever, he says he was told that tli
tliey

could

Phone

it

if

would not
Paramount alleging

lecords

be furnishet
that he had
contract only for the silent versio
to sound pictures, entirely busy from of the film.
The petition says Para
mount representatives told him h
now on.
"The Valiant," in which Paul Muni, stage must install Western Electric if h
star, makes his talking picture debut, unwished the records.
He was tol
der the direction of Marcel Silver, first Mothat the price was $30,000 and hai
vietone director, heads the list o£ features
the box office receipts, he alleges.
It was written by Eugene
in production.
Walter and based upon a stage play by
Robert Middlemass and Holworthy Hall.
"North of Dixie," in which Charles Gilinitial
J.
pin, negro star is at work as his

This feature, which will
talking picture.
have an all-colored cast, is taken from Wal|
ter Weems' stage work, "Lonesome Road,"
and is Ijeing directed by Paul Sloane.
by
and directed
written
"Friendship,"
Eugene Walter, starting this week with a
cast including Sylvia Field, Donald Gallaher,
actor and producer of "The Gorilla"; Clilford

comedian

Dempsey,

Lumsden Hare,
Maude Adams.
"'Through
version

of

a

for

Gropper, in which
pear shortly in her

Conrad Nagel

play,

that

in

years

in

support

and
of

Different Eyes," a Movietone
stage play by Milton Herbert

Mary Duncan

will

ap-

talking picture, with
leading male role.

first

the

in

"The Ghost
Director Lew Seller.
by Frederick Hazlitt
"Badges," by
play.

Talks,"

just

This

is

Brennan

completed

by
an adaptation
a stage
of

Max Marcm

arid

Ed-

Hammond,

and has the stage stars
Charles Eaton and Helen Twelvetrees in the
cast, together with Carmel Myers and Earle

ward

Foxe.

Arizona," an all-dialogue feawhich is being finished this
Featured roles are in the hands ol
week.
Warner Baxter, Dorothy Burgess, Edmund
Directing has
Lowe and 'Font Sanf.-^chi.
been done by Raoul Walsh and Irving Cummings.
Movietone shorts in work are:
"Napoleon's Barber," a three reel comedy
now receiving the final touches from the
picture
was
Ford.
This
director,
John
adapted from the one-act. stage play by ArOtto
its
cast
in
aind
iias
thur
Caesar,
Matiesen, Natalie Golitzin, Frank Reicher,
Helen Ware and Philippe De Lacy.
"The Diplomats," with Clark and McCullough, now hemg directed by Norman Tau
This comedy was written by Arthur
rog.
Caesar and Bobby Clark, and has n\ the
cast Marguerite Churchill, Andres De Segurola, Cissy Fitzgerald and John Saiiipolis.

"In

ture

Old

pictine

"fn Dutch," the next vehicle for Clark
with
Taurog directing.
McCullough,
and
This is an original by Paul Gerard Smith,
having Holland and Switzerland.
"The Ring," another Clark and McCul-

M.

O'Toole Cites

Constitution in Repl^
(Continued from Page 1)
constitution have been made since th
Washington meeting in 1922 th
clause of membership has not bee

he said.
"In issuing at Columbus, an

altered,

I;

invJi

tation to affiliated theater owners ani
to avail themselves of th
privilege of membership, the M.P.I;

managers

O.A. simply followed along the line
provided for in the constitution," b
said.

"We have found this affiliation ver;
advantageous to theater owners gen
erally and the industry as a whole, a'
so many of our problems are com
mon and can only be handled effi
ciently
by theater owners of a|
classes."

Nothing Unusual

in Deal
with Shubert, Warner Sayi
(Continued from Page

for rights to
plays, Albert

president,

1)

number of Shubert
Warner, company vice
a

said

yesterday.

It

hac

Warners

wai
lickcring for about 30 plays, ana
first
call on former successes con>
Plays being
trolled by the company.
dickered for do not approximate th
30 reported, he said.

been

reported

that

'

lough offering, to be directed by Harry Sweet,
It
is an
erstwhile gag man and comedian.

Gerard Smith.
"Dream House," nearly completed with
D^vid Rollins, Nancy Drexel, William V.
Mong and Ralph p'itzsimmons in the cast.
This is an original written and directed by
Marcel Silver.
"The Cornet Rehearsal," with George Bickel, of the footlight comedy team of Bickel
and Watson, in a leading role for this .story
by Sidney Lanfield and William K. Halligan.
Ilenry Lehrman will direct, and prominent
in
the
cast
are
Arthur Stone, Marjorie
Beebe, Jerry Madden, Arnold Lucy, Stuart
Irwin and Virginia Sale.

original by Paul

Raising Funds for Theaters
Madison, Wis. [Cast Theater Co.,

hailed

1)

ertson,

j

World Wide Closes for
British Dominion Seriei
World Wide Pictures will distrib
ute a series of British Dominion pic
tures in the United States and Can?
The
ada, not two as first reported.
deal was closed by Charles Wilcox,
following negotiations participated
by J. D. Williams, Alexander

\t
Si

Aronson, and Joseph S. Skirboll fo
World Wide, and W. Henderson
and Herbert Wilcox o
Clelland,
British

London.

Dominion

who

is

now

ii!
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Coast Wire Service-

Speed Pathe Sound Films

YEAR BOOK TOPICS
HISTORY

TAIKCRS COMPLETED,

Thomson with Fox?

1.

2.

OTHERS

Fred Thomson is to sign a
contract with Fox on his return from Europe, it is reported.

Dialogue

Four

5.

already

en finished with the RCA-Photolone process.
"The Missing Man,"
im the stage play by John Posner
[il
Benjamin Glazer, Pathe's first
per cent dialogue feature, is gointo
production; and several
K
hers, all of which are to have talk
id
sound effects, already are in
eparation and production.
Though the Photophone apparatus
as installed at
the studios only
KJit or ten weeks ago, preparations
;i(Ie in
anticipation of the installa111
enabled early start of talking
nduction under Benjamin Glazer,
charge of sound production. "Sal
Singapore," starring Phyllis Har and featuring Alan Hale; "The
pieler,"

4.

being added to every

is

ithe feature in production.
ilures
with
talk
have

A Little

itte

,

Lofif,

John Mack Brown and

fugh Allan, has been finished with
ialogue and sound, the syUclironiition like that of "Captain
er" having been done at the
tiulios,
1111

in

New

SwagSound

York, under direc-

of Josiah Zuro.

"Marked

Money,"

with

n^hlan, Bert Woodrufif,

Junior

Tom

Ken-

edy, George Duryea and Virginia
radford, is also being sync.hronjzcd.
ixncer, Bennet is directing.
"The Shady Eady," with Phyllis
[aver starred; "The Leatherneck,"

Boyd's next; "Noisy Neighors," with Eddie Quillan, the Quiliii
family.
Alberta Vaughn and
luodore Roberts, all are in producciii
with dialogue being added.
Preparations have been completed
.r
Phyllis Haver's next, "The Ofcc Scandal"; "Square Shoulders,"
itli
Junior Coghlan; "The Flyingl
rM.j,"
and "High Voltage," both;
M,;oyd pictures; and "Listetij Babyl"j
'ith Eddie Quillan.
j-wc
v'illiam

Preparing Glyn Story
Agnes Christine Johnson is prearing "The Man and the Moment,"
he Glyn story which George Fitznaurice
ional.
..

Billie

direct

Dove

is

for

First

Hollywood

within

Whitman

Roach

as

the

walls

of

*

a

star.

has been signed by
writer and director

having completed a long term
ontract with Sennett.
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college.

Joe
Our Passing Show:
Schenck, Harold B. Franklin,
Mike Levee and Major Levinson
inspecting
the
sound
stages at the United Artists
studio;

Bertram MiUhauser,

owner

of

taking

much

two

in

IN

JANUARY

a

dachshund.
*

PUBLISHED
BY
FILM DAILY

OUT

dachshunds,

interest

*

*

Richard Wallace has the distinction of being the first Paramount director to make a picture, in which
several talking sequences are emTwo weeks ago, he combodied.
pleteil "The Shopworn Angel," and

No. 8

No. 8

looking a.i the first "cut," the
enthused studioVexecutives suggested
Wallace re-direct various sequences

afte,r

synchronize, .with dialogue.

to

Gaynor, Fatrell, Borzage
to be Reunited by Fox
The team of Janet Gaynor, Charles;
Farfell and Frank Borzage, who were}
responsible for "7th Heaven" and;
"Street Angel," will be reunited again;
year by Fo:(. Winfield Sheehan.l
vice president and general managerj

ne:>vt

\

of the company, announced this week
that they will do an original story;
by Tristram "Tupper, author of "The;
'

,'

River" and "Christina."

Grauman Held Planning
Production of Talkers
Sid

Grauman

talkers,- making
will
ally

He

intends to

produce

features and shorts.
himself either with

or United Artists, it is
stated. He intends to retain the Chinese, he said.
Grauman owns production rights to King Vidor"s picture of a decade ago, "The Turn in
the .Road/'.....;;^

.

.

Marion Bsn-on Assigned

Marion
("Peanuts")
Byron
is
Graham Titling "Adoration"
Garrett Graham is titling "Adora- playing in "Stranded in Paradise,"
ion," Billie Dove vehicle directed by which co-features Dorothy Mackaill
'rank Lloyd.

EXPLOIT-O- GRAMS

*

*

Na- Wariiers

Roach Signs Whitman

"

Phil
lal
Iter

will

8.

10.

evening Mike Levee addressed the University of Southern California on "Are the movies a
Business or an Art?" It marked his
first appearance before the professors
and also the first time he had been

the four features
finished with dia-

ene sequences.
"Captain Swagger," Rod La Rock's last picture,' has been synTronized.
"Annapolis," with Jea-

7.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH
READERS

SOUND

T'OTHER

Lina Basquette and Ed-

Quillan, are
hich have been

*'Lots''

RALPH WILK

By

with Alan Hale and Renee

e

6.

from

doree; 'JGeraldine," with Alarion
ixon and Eddie Quillan; and "Show
oiks," with

3.

9.

and Milton

Sills.

EXHIBITION

THE

varied activities irj the exhibition field are covered comprehensively; in the 1929 FILM DAILY
BOOK. Here is no dry compilation of staTo tho$e with a realization that the
tistics and records.
entire structure of this vast business is centered in and
vitalized by exhibitor activities, these facts presented in
the industry's encyclopedia make the most fascinating as
well as most informative reading.
Here are the reports of the various arbitration boards,
setting the accepted procediire in difficult exhibitor situations.
A section of exploitation ftirnishes the exhibitor

YEAR

with his box-office ammunition ready to fire. A complete
buying guide places the theater owner in touch with the
Current releases of all producers
entire equipinent field.
are given. The famous "blilie section" of over 100 pages
lists

over 20,000 theaters.

A

i

theater chains— tremendously
significant.
Not to mention, the personnel of state exhibitor units, boards of trade,! booking agencies, exhibitor
associations, supply dealers-f-a complicated net-work pre-

separate

section

of

sented with practical and

tjested

simplicity.

THE

DAILV
PROBLEMS SANE, DESBERG

Sound Pictures
ARTHUR

b\

W.

EDDY

Run

Weeks

6

Milwaukee

ON "MELODY OF LOVE"
"The Melody

of Love," Universal's
now playing at the
York met a mixed

all-talker,

first

Colony, New
opinion from
majority
the

Broadway

In
no-

critics.

of
instances,
a
of enthusiasm marked
Consensus of newspaper opinions follows:
ticeable lack
the reviews.

D.\ILY
*

quickie.

MIRROR—*
*

*

*

*

The

talker

first

hazard

NEWS— Dialogue

DAILY

hap-

refreshingly

as

It
as it might have been had a
of children gone out in the backyard
said, "Let's make a talker."
is

is

gang
and
and

blah

You
forced, but it gets over without lisps.
learn that Walter Pidgeon has a surprisingly
good baritone voice; that Mildred Harris
pipes a neat, if rather off-key. soprano. • * *

EVENING JOURNAL— Pidgeon,

an

at-

tractive screen hero with a very effective talking and singing voice. * * * Tom Ducan • * *
walks away with the honors of the piece. That
lad ought to get more breaks. He has a nat
ural sense of comedy, no camera-consciousness and an ability to extract humor from
any given situation.

EVENING WORLD—As

it

it

is

in

however,
shows its basting strings it is seamy and
•
*
»
has a lot of loose ends.
This story
a tear-pul'er, a heart-twanger which deals
war hysteria. It has all the pathos and
it

is,

;

comedy of the usual line of doughboy yarns,
and for the most part it is quite well done.
It is so well done in parts, in fact, that one
deplores the haste with which the rest of it
wa,s thrown together.

HERALD-TRIRUNE—

It
is
all
so do
sultory in the telling and so juvenile in the
plot complications that it has little more
than its easy-going and inoffensive sentiment
to recommend it.
It is not, {or one thing,
aided by its audible accompaniment.

MORNING

TELEGRAPH—The

main

fault with "The Melody of Love" lies in
the lack of story, dramatic clement and continuity.
Story, what little there is, has been
entirely subordinated to dialogue, vocal solos,
quartette numbers and martial music.
Dialogue in any picture retards action, therefore it must necessarily be brittle and terse.

I

— Run

in

Milwaukee
weeks

of six

for

"Tile Singing Fool" is being predicted by L. K. Brill, owner of the house
which seats 1,000. The house charges
2i cents from 10 A. M. to 1 P. M.,
50 cents from 1 P. M. to 5 P. M. and
75 cents thereafter.
In its first two
weeks, the pictures grossed $44,000,
a new record for the town, with $18,000 the estimated gross for the third
week. Meanwhile the Majestic here
jumped to $11,000 the second week

Dancing

"U"

—

sigh.
fully

•

*

•

One would have

sentimental

any of the

state
of
romance seriously

to

be

a
to

in

mind
or the

woe-

lightly.

WORLD—*

war romance.

*

•

•

•

•

Made no
This

is

of a frazzled
effected in a most

disorderly fashion, with solos, serenades and
themselves
upon
string music protruding
whatever dramatic action there might once
Too. the
have been contained in the story.
mechanics of the .ludibility lack lone and
eyed
entire
cock
repression,
the
quality and
rather
embarrassing
routine presenting a
spectacle to the enthusiastic follower of the
talking pictures.

rectors.

"Wings" Sets Record in
N. W. with 6 Weeks' Run

—

Minneapolis "Wings" set a record for the Northwest in its run of
six

weeks

which

is

at the Strand,

sound house,

adopting a long run policy.

* * so exquisitely wrough
admirably directed that our respec
of motion pictures grows, * *
entertainment that is so rare and so fine w
only wish our stock of adjectives containo

for

so
the

art

'

more superlative words.
Lewis Stone's Pahlen
the

* •
is

•

another

triumpr.

art

—

Largest Sound Stage is
Bandit Gets $2,700 in
Planned for Tonefilm
Holdup at Washington
Sound stage

EXAMINER— *

and

of our cinema.
What a perfoi'
"Independent exhibitor problems mance he gives.
« « Jannings reaches tbt
and affiliated exhibitor problems are
HERALD
identical," Desberg went on to say. peak of an overshadowing genius. * * * Nil
one but Lubitsch could have
the itj
"All exhibitor problems deal with the exorable straight line of thehugged
tragic storj
masses, and both independent and avoiding banality of all times.* * * It 1
affiliated
exhibitors have
to
meet practically impossible to pick a flaw in tb(

—

the

"The Patriot"
Paramount
Criterion, Los Angeles

of

Medium

Washinatoii Bureau uf

Washington

RECORD—*

Payette in the general office of Stanley-Crandall, told
him of the robbery and then collapsed.
He was taken unconscious to emerge ncy hospital where he quickly recovered and returned to his office.

*

story

of

"The

Patriot"

*

is
a picture that wii
bring shouts of gladness from those who hay.
long beon suffering from film ennui, man;
columns of such extravagant praise as this
and a smattering of activity at the box of
fice of the Criterion theater. • •
Jannings
characterization * * * is by general consent

and finest piece of acting. * *
portrayal of the semi-tortured coun
who answers with his own life for the lif
of the emperor is worthy to stand besid'
that of Jannings, without stealing any luste
from the star's performance. * * 'Lubitsch':
direction of the picture is masterly. * *
his

ripest

'

Stone's

TIMES —

This pictuie is a triumph of ad
ing and directing
definitely to be rated on
* *
of the finest of the present season.
It is a cold jewel shot through with sombn
shadows, but remarkable in its bitterly ironii
brilliance. » * * The portrayal that Janning
gives of the strange mad monarch is on'
of
such manifest strength
and sympath;
that prf)ves at times overwhelming
in
it
compensations.
Stone as Pahlen is the pa
triot, a super-idealist.
He enters the seen
earlier than Jannings and he closes the pic
ture.
He gives an interpretation of superl
and polished force throughout the long am
* * *
difficult characterization.
would b
It
impossible in the space of this review to de
scribe all the sly innuendoes that LubitscI
indulges in during this picture to convey it;
I
psychological undercurrent. • * *

—

'

1

A.M.P.A. Plans Annual

THE FILM DAILY

— Sunday

receipts
of
the Earle, said to be in the neighborhood of $2,700 were stolen yesterday by an unmasked bandit, who
held up Manager Harry E. Lohmeyer and his assistant, Wayne
Birsell, forcing the latter to open the
same in the theater office.
The
holdup occurred just prior to opening of the house for the day.
After
the
bandit's
departure,
Lohmeyer

phoned John

development of the
or in the direction.

An A.M. P. A. annual

will

be

pre-"

pared and

issued the night of tht
organization's
Hollywood Masqut
Ball to be held at the Hotel Astorl

New

York,

in

March.

idea for the Year Book took
form at the meeting of the Bal
Cominittee held last Friday, but ij
is one
that has been under advise
ment ever since publication of lasi
year's
dinner program book

The

il

TNT

J.

Publix

Gets

Miami Houses

— Under

the terms of ar
arrangement concluded by Frank J
Dowler. Jr., southeastern divisior
manager of Publix, and Harry Lead
of Miami, Publix has taken over op
Meighan Meeting George Ade
eration of the group of Miami the
Thomas Meighan, who recently
owned jointly by Publix anc
joined Warners as a Vitaphone star, aters
The latter wil
the Leach interest.s.
left New York yesterday for French
operate
the realty holdings involve
Lick where he will meet George Ade.
The celebrated actor and the cele- W. E. Drumbar, formerly districi
for Publix. has become citj
brated author will spend the next manager
manager
for Miami.
few weeks together reading stories
and plays in order to discover a suitable manuscript to serve as Meighan's
|b
Talker Title Changed
first Vitaphone vehicle.
/f'.-.rf
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILl
Paramount's seconef"
Hollywood
Shaw Retitling German Film
all-talking production, an adaptation
Mort E. Shaw has been selected of Sir James M. Barrie's play "Hal
by Affiliated European producers to an Hour," is to be released as "Th«
retitle "The Man Who Cheated Life,"
William C. d«
Doctor's Secret."
a (Jerman production starring Conrad
Mille is directing, and Ruth Chatfi
V'eidt and featuring Werner Kraus.
terton, H. B. Warner and Robert
Distributed in Germany
Edeson head the cast.
.Xtlanta^

)i

'i

n

take

comedy

great convention," is
the way Fred Desberg, general manager of Loew theaters in Ohio, summed up the Toronto meeting on his
return here. Desberg was a principal
speaker at the convention and was
named chairman of the board of di-

Views

—

SUN —

Newspaper Opinions

— "A

Daughters,"
the opening

to be constructed at
Metropolitan Studios, Fort Lee,
K. J., by the Johns-Manville Co.,
will be the largest in the world and
will be available to independent proHere it is stereotyped and stilted. » * »
With talking pictures still an innovation. ducers, according to Phil Goldstone,
"The Melody of Love" will interest those who plans to produce Tonefilm prowho seek this type of entertainment.
ductions at the studios.
This is to
POST It is a nice, clean, s,-id picture be the second sound stage, one havabout the doughboys of ten years ago, and
how they preferred singing to drinking when- ing been completed recently.

ever a downright choice had to be made.
There is hardly any use in commenting on the story. Nor is there any use
n commenting on the dialogue. Nor on the
slapstick comedy.
Nor on the war songs.
Nor the act'ng.
TIMES That it has a lung-power there
isn't the lca.st doubt, but the sound has been
used without any thoucht of the effect, and
the story is one that brings forth sigh after

Cleveland

conditions affecting the masses. The
differences in exhibitor problems are
after grossing $8,000
those of degree and not of, kind."
week.
"It is only working together to
meet all the problems arising in the
field of motion picture theater exhiSeeks Talker
bition that constructive correction to
Via Advertising
West Coast Hurraii. TUB FILM DAILY these problems can be proposed. As
Los Angeles Through advertising long as the exhibitors themselves are
Universal is hoping to gauge public divided, independents against affilisentiment on talkers, according to ated, no forward looking working
The probVV. K. Cochrane, president of the policies can be effected.
lems remain independent exhibitor
W. K. Cochrane -Advertising Co.
"We do not yet know whether the major- problems versus affiliated exhibitor
ity of people, the real movie fans, want dia
problems.
But with all exhibitors
loKue introduced into their movies," he said.
to
locate
the
"We have had a great deal of complaint working together
on different scores and there are numerous obstacles in exhibition, these obstacles
ditfictdties
to l)e surmounted.
The motion can and will be overcome.
picture
business
developed
as
the
'silent
"The Toronto convention, by bringdrama' and the 'talkies' change the basic
ing together the independent and affiprinciples of this development.
"Througli advertising we hope to .solve liated exhibitors to work out the exsome of our difficulties.
We expect to insti- hibition problems of the industry in
tute a campaign to find out how the people
stand and whether they want 'talkies' or harmony instead of in antagonism,
scund pictures."
has done much."

"Our

with

30, 1921 J

SAYS, HAILING CONCLAVE

,

"Singing Fool" Expected to
B'tfAY CRITICS DIFFER

Tuesday. October

Sound Films Under Way at L. I.
With James R. Cowan in charge,
assisted by Larry Kent and Joseph
Santley,

way

at
studio.

sound production

have been conii)leted,
talking

is

under

Paramount Long Island
About one-half dozen shorts

the

feature,

production

with

and the

"The Letter"
Jeanne

first
is

Eagles

in

as

star.

ill

House Wired Without Closing
Louisville
The Mary .Anderson

—

here installed sound cnnipmcnt without closinir down.
This was possible by buildinp an entirely new projection room, leaving the old one
free

to

show

the installation.

silent

pictures

during

Meriwether Leaving Piedmont

—

AV'inston-Salem, .\'. C.
Miller
Meriwether, for the past three years
connected with the Piedmont Amusement Co., has tendered his resignation to Fuller Sams to take effect

Nov.

3.

—

L>e1roit

Interchangeability Suit Postponed to Nov. 7

ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

Kfilmdom
XLVI

'L.

Wednesday, October

No. 27

Fog
ND

Settling

the concern prevails f)ver interchangeabil-

k

still

Exhibitors wiring and
by the bushel, continue

of
over availability
nd pictures for use on other

fious

Western

n

We

it.

equip-

Electric
don't get it.

Bringing Together Major

Head

is true, these fellows may
get service. Don't blame it
interchangeability. The reas will have to be looked for
;where. If the exchange re;s to sell, there must be exiting circumstances. Interngeability is a fact. Otter-

has conceded it in language
ch is ABC. Don't let any-

Y tell you otherwise. If you
you prove yourself a sucker.
nobody's fault but

own.

r

T-S on Broadway
gala night for Tififany-Stahl and
event. First, the debut of the
ipany into the extended run coniial

Second, intion on Broadway.
ural of its sound picture program,
h occasions were ushered in last
It by "The' Cavalier" at the Em-

he picture is a melodrama and a
Her the kind that Dick Tahnadgc

—

founded

his box-office reputation

straightforward and
-moving and in theme, bears much
A
mblance to "The Gaucho."
sfying entertainment for the mob.
It

n.

is

Remember—

up and die because you
Granted that with
get sound.

on't curl
't

nd,

showmen

will

make

BY ALLY IN VIRGINIA
Ifil-STATE ASS'N

fORMED

AT
Memphis

—With

M.

as president, Tri-State
ter

.\.

M.

Lightman
P. Thea-

Owners Ass'n was organized

al

a meeting of exhibitors of Arkansas,
MemTennessee and Mississippi.
phis will be headquarters of the asLightman, who has been
sociation.
president of the Arkansas unit, now
merged in the tri-statc organization,
is a strong supporter of the M.P.T.
O.A.,- so that allegiance of the new
association, to that body is anticipated. The convention here was featured bv addresses bv R. F. Woodhull, M."P.T.O.A. president, and Fred
(.Continued on Paqe 4)

Arbitration on

Even

Keel in Northwest

—

Minneapolis Arbitration, resumed
here following settlement of difficulties between exhibitors and distributors, is proceeding smoothly, with
the crowded docket being cleaned up
rapidly.

Building of five theaters in Virginia as part of an expansion plan
of Shenandoah Valley Circuit, Universal subsidiary, is called for in
plans being mapped by Fred A.
blader, general manager of the Universal chain, and Isaac Weinberg,
general manager of the Shenandoah
firm,

who

is

',

I

Watch That Copy
he grand old business of kidding
public. How shortsighted! Sound
ures that are not sound pictures
II are being panned off regardless,
representation and lies run wildly
)ugh advertising copy and the fuof sound pictures thereby serily endangered. A calamity howler,
say? Perhaps you're right. But
;n the public turns, we'll throw
warnings squarely in your teeth.
;

KANN

in

New

York.

Houses
at Har-

seating 1,200 are to be built
risonburg and at Clifton Forge. The
latter is to be on the site of the for(Contitiued

on Page 4)

RAYARTFLANlSERIESOF

British Screen Prod.> Ltd. of Lonwill jointly produce
a series of 12 pictures for release
Nine
in this market next season.
will be made in Hollywood, and three
in London, the entire series to be
produced under supervision of Trem
Carr.

don and Rayart

This was announced yesterday

at

(Continued on Page 4)

Agreement of Counsel Leads
to Delay in Detroit Sound Suit
Detroit

Vibration Deadened by
Tube, Goldstone Says
Elimination of noises or vibrations
of any kind during filming of sound
pictures is claimed to have been

achieved bv the Taks vacuum vibra•
deadening tube developed by
tor,
Tonefilm.
The deadening tube operates with a socket at both ends of
the tube, Phil Goldstone explains,
stating that the system of using felt
or rubber deadeners between the pic-

machine and the disc turntable
has proved unsatisfactory. Tonefilm
is
being placed on the market by
Tonefilm Corp., headed by Alfred

—

Huma-Phone,

in-

Robertson, exhibitor, and Roy John-

vented by James

N.

son, electrical engineer, is capable of reproducing sound by
or
photographic
the
either
phonographic m.ethod, its inventors say. The device is figuring in the conspiracy suit

brought by Robertson against
distributors, charging there exists a boycott on sound films
against theaters equipped with
other than Western Electric
equipment.

ture

Weiss.

Merging
ing

is

of major
to control

firms,

One

Plan
music publish-*
rights

to

the

coinTJghted music they control, is
being discussed in the music pubDowntown banklishing industry.
ers, it is stated, have advanced the
idea of formation of a large holding
company, placed under direction of
one man to direct its afTairs, holding,
that such a step would advance interests of the publishers, as well as
sound picture producers.
That Electrical Research Products
is
interesied in the propusal, piou?bly as a move to assure music for
its licensees, is declared indicated by
reported association with the project
of A. W. Weil, said to be attorney
(Continued on Page 4)

12 WITH U.K. PRODUCER MEMPHIS CENSORS FINAL

more

But without it, they can
tinue to remain in business.
however, you neglect what you
e for something you can't get,
what? Figure that out.
ley.

i

Publishers Under

"U"

t

d that is

Price 5 Cents

1928

MUSIC FIRMS MERGER TO
SEEK LICENSES CONTROL?

Row

Controversy over marketing
rights to Bristolphone between
Gotham-Bristolphone firm and
Franklyn Warner and
Sol
Lesser, is reported near settlement. Under terms of the
proposed agreement, the two
groups jointly will market the
machines.

ity.

ting

31,

—

James N. Robertson's
suit to compel distributors of sound
productions to give him synchronDetroit

(Continited

on Page

4)

APPEAL COURT DECIDES

—

Memphis Memphis censors are a
law unto themselves, and no court
can act as super-censor over them,
H. H. Heisken
Appellate Judge
ruled, reversing decision of the Circuit
Court, declaring censors had
exceeded their authority in refusing
showing of "King of
to permit
Kings," because of one allegedly
The case is to
objectionable scene.

be appealed by Vince Carline, o\vner of the Lyric, who refused to abide'
by the original censor order, obtaining an injunction restraining interference with the showing.

K. C. Sales Forces Join to
Sell Advertising Value
Kansas City

— Selling

the exhibitor

one idea a month is the plan adopted
by managers, salesmen and bookers
(Continued on Page 4)

Poll Expansion
New Haven, ConrL Expansion of the Poll circuit throughout New England, is planned,
states

Herschel

recently

manager

was

Stuart,

named

who

general

of the circuit for Fox.

. .
.

1

fJ^ES

PAILV

Pathe Schedules 3 More
Regional Sales Meetings

Financial
W.

Widnesiq, Oet.31 , 1121

ILVI Ni. 27

Prici

High Low Close
(c) Acoustic Prods 20 J^
(s) Am.
Seat.
28
(c-b) do 6s 36
94/2
(c) Bal. & Katz
(c) Con. Fm. Ind
(s)
do pfd.
(s) East.
Kodak .IS6'4
*(s)
do pfd.
* (c)
Film Insp.
(s) First Nat. pfd
(s) Fo.\
Fm. "A'
' (s)
do rts. .
<c) Fo.v Thea. "A' ' 285/s
.
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The Industry's
Date Book

Second of the scries of Pathe regional sales convention is to be held

Sunday

S Cuts

.

aoH
i6H
2SH

'

20

19H
2774

277A
94 J4
94y,
77
80
16
16
25
25
178J4 17854
128

Intern.

(s)
(s)
(b)
(s)
(s)

Keith-A-O

Proj.

.

.

.

Sales

13,700
1,000
5

1,300

400
900
1,500

3

104
96
9Sii

M

4,700

28 J4

l',966

12
33 J4
101

7.000

3

.

(.c'j

28 m;

12

12

34^

33'/r

.

.

M-G-M

(s)
pfd.
(s) M. P. Cap.
(s) Para. F-L

em

2-ys

.

10

.

5054
49Ji 49^ 18,600
(c-b) do 6s 471 ..
wo'A
(b) Par.By.SJ^sSl. 102
102
102
(s) Pathe
7,600
6'/i
6J4
(s)
do "A" ... 27J4 26
26
3,600
(h)
do 7s 37 .. 82 M 82
82
5
(o) Ro.xy "A" ... 33
35
(o)
do units ... 35
37
(o)
do com.
6
7
(o) Skouras Bros.. 45
50
(s) Stanley Co.
56
5434 SSVa
5,500
(o) Technicolor ...
11
3",
(c) Trans-Lux
5
166
5K'5J4
(o) United Art.
10
14
(o)
do pfd.
76
84
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
2
(o)
do pfd.
75
85
2'3
'(c) Uni^. Pict.
'(s)
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98/,
(s) Warner Bros.
117
111/2 115/ 21,700
(s)
do "'A" ... 116% 112
116J^ 10,500
*(c-b) do 6;-4s 28
198
.
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Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Grauman's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov. 11 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at
1

Dallas.

Nov.

"Nov.

14

International

Chamber

of Commerce at Paris on
film restriction program.

European

Meeting of

Opening of
Paramount

16

at

Nov.

Criterion,

York.
20 Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unit at
Des Moines.
dinner sponsored
20 Anglo-American
by A.M.P.A. in New York.

20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Dec. 4-S Annual convention of MP.T.O.

Nov.

Oklahoma

.

Oklahoma

*

Last

Prices Quoted.

(b)

Bond Market.

(c)
(s)

Curb Market,
Stock Market.

(o)

Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)

NOTE:
Skouras,

Balaban & Katz
St.

is listed

which

is

Colvin Brown,
Harry Scott and J. V.
McAloon, manager of branch operations, are home
will attend this

Fcnrav

the

here.

office

PROMPTNESS!

who

officials

meeting of Middle

West managers. The following Sunday two meetings are scheduled one
New Orleans and one at San FranThe former will be addressed
by Brown and Reisman, while E. J.
O'Leary, feature sales manager, will
be in charge of the Coast meeting.

at
cisco.

lers

Accept our thanks for the prompt way
you are handling our trailer service.

Howard E. Wurlitzer Dies in N. Y.
Howard E. Wurlitzer, 57, chairman of the board of directors of the
Rudolph

New

cinnati, died in

from

The

Viia-Tcmt>!c Theatre, Toledo, Ohio

Company, CinYork yesterday

Wurlitzer

complication of ailments.
body will be returned to Cina

cinnati.

'WE

"Cavalier" T-S Sound Debut
Tifiany-Stahl last night launched
its sound picture program with opening of "The Cavalier" at the
bassy, New York.

NEVER DISAPPOINT"

rmiowFilH

Em

City.

St.

a combination of

silent film and dialogue, makes its
bow at the Astor,
York, within

German Actress
Dita

Parlo,

year

19

Arrives
old

INCORPORATED

German

by Paramount to appear opposite Maurice Chevalier in
"The Innocents of Paris," arrived in
actress, signed

New York

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YOPK

yesterday.

Wisconsin 6876
Capitol, N. Y., Nine Years Old
The Capitol, New York, is celeits

ninth

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

anniversary.

With

THE STANLEY-FABIAN
CAPITOL THEATRE

in Chicago;

route to Germany to make two pictures for Universal.
In London, lie
will make tests for an English star
to play the lead in "The House of

picture

at

—

O. Efforts ai
prevent
Sunda

Chicago.

at

Louis.

"Jimmy Valentine" Opening
".\lias Jiiiiniy X'alcntinc," a M-G-

house in
First annual ball.
New York.

shows

Phil Reisman,

brating

Levigard Sailing
Joseph Levigard, Universal director,
sails
tonight for Europe, cii

at

New Fox

Martin's Ferry,
being
made to

.

Louis opens.
M. P. Club of

of

Dec. 25
Jan. 26

M

.

first

New

Nov.

.

.

"Interference,"
talker,

Sunday Show Fight Continues

.

.

Nov.

31, 195

100

do pfd.
.. .104/j 101
500
do 6s 46
97
967^
97
4
Loew's Inc.
60
61 >^ 12'.400
do pfd.
... .102J4 102M 102M
100
'(c) do deb. rts..
2VA
(b)
do 6s 41ww. .110J4 110^ 110^
(b)
do 6s41x-war AOOs/g 100 J4 1005/s
.
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NEWARK
Turning

Them Away

at

Every Show [Second Week]

Everyone Knows

Glass" and "Fallen Angels."

New

a

few

weeks,

Shadows

succeeding

"White

the South Seas," which
running since July.

in

has been

Fire Destroys Sask. House
Limerick, Sask.
The Limerick
was destroyed by fire of unknown
origin, the loss being .$30,000.
The
fire occurred late at night.

—

Winter or Summer

BLIZZARD FAN
Solves

Your

is

Problem

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

I

the

Box Office Sensation

of the

Year

^o^ifSSS^^^is-^'^'Hl

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

WRITE

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

FOR BOOKINGS

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

Northern

W-A

N.

Y.

EXCHANGE

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

National

Moeser
Sales Mgr.

Geo.

Distributors

WOODY & ADLER,

444 Normal Ave.
Buffalo. N. Y.

1540

PHONE

WIRE
Inc.

723 7th Ave.

New York
Los Angeles.
S.

City

Calff.

Vermont

EXCHANGE

729

Phone: Bryant 0207
1910

Greater N. Y.

W-A

St.

7th Ave.

Room

406
Phone: Bryant 6274
Nat Liebeskind
Sales Mgr.

Ik

THE FACTS!
1— "WHITE
cessful

Shadows in the South
Sound Roadshow of today!

2-*F0URTH month

$2

at

Seas''

at Astor,

N,

is

Y.,

the most suc-

and

still

doing

absolute capacity,

3— FOURTH

packed month

$2

at

Grauman's Chinese

at

Theatre, Los Angeles,

4—'SMASHED all records California Theatre, San Francisco.
5—-KNOCKED 'em for records; Midland, Kansas City; State,
St.

Louis; Stillman, Cleveland;

6— "WHITE

Shadows"

etc.

promotion

gigantic

gets

in

Hearst

nation-wide newspaper chain.

7—" WHITE

Shadows'' photographic

strip

serialization

in

Hearst papers reaching millions.

8— "WHITE

Shadows" million

dollar advertising

campaign

in Hearst newspapers.

9—'"WHITE
showmen

Shadows"

just

is

M-G-M

one reason why

are sitting pretty.

10— OTHER

reasons

right

now

are

"OUR DANCING

DAUGHTERS" (Joan Crawford), "EXCESS BAGGAGE" {William Haines),
"WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS" (Lon Chaney) in its 2nd big week at
M-G-M's Parade of Pippins has just started.
M-G-M Sound Studios East and West. Metro Movietone

N. Y. Capitol.

Shorts sensational.

Zeppelin scoops continue with

News cameraman on board
Talk of The Industry!

return

trip.

More than

M-G-M

ever

The

METRO - GOLD^^ MAYER
It's

a pleasure!
Mtmb.-

of

Motion

F.tr jr,

P.od„t„. ,„J DlM..t.u<ori

tri

Am«U..

Inc.

Rayart Plans 12
Counsel Agreement
U.K. Producers
Delays Sound Suit With
(Continued from Page
1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ized prints and records for presentation in his Cinderella and Roosevelt

theaters,

despite the

fact

these

houses are not wired with Western
Electric equipment, was postponed
yesterday in U. S. Circuit Judge De
Witt Morgan's Court until Nov. 7.
Postponement was at request of
Frank Eaman, representing Paramount, with consent of Ralph E.
Routier for the plaintiff. The delay
was granted to give both sides further opportunity to prepare their
cases.

to George
managing director of
company and to Arthur

a luncheon

W.

Pearson,

THE PROOF OF

British

the

Levy by W.

THE PUDDING
—is in the eating.
— and the proof of

Ray Johnston, president of Rayart.
Pearson's company produces British
Screen News, a semi-weekly newshas

reel,

its

worth and
son

its

own
own

at

managing

also joint

is

studios

Isle-

exchanges. Peardirector

Lancashire Screen Prod., which
has ,a studio at Blackpool while
Levey is on the board of the com-

the popularity of a

pany.

the

of

The

cartoon subject

distribution
includes
Rayart of several English

deal

Robertson contracted for the cur- through
One is "The Kohinoor
and recon- pictures.
Up" with Diamond" to be made in India as
Another unit will
sound accompaniment, he says. When are two others.
Levey
the distributor sought to hold up make a picture in Lapland.
in
Rayart
representing
been
has
Robertson
records,
service of the
injunction England for a number of years. He
mandatory
a
secured
which forced delivery, not only of and Pearson sail on the Olympic
the Dix film, but also on "Sawdust Saturday.
Paradise" and any other Paramount

bookings

rent Paramount output
tracted for "Warming

contract.
productions
Among defendants named in the
bill of complaint are: Electrical Relisted

search

Products,

in

his

Formed

United Artists, Western Electric,
Vitaphone Corp., Pathe Exchange
and the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers.

~

Seek Licenses Control?
(Continued from Page

1)

for J. E. Otterson, president of ElecIf the proposed deal
trical Research.
is put through, the major company,
it is pointed out, would control the
issuing of music licenses to producers of sound pictures.
At present. Electrical Research
and RCA-Photophone are the only
firms licensed to use music controlled by the American Society of

Composers and Publishers
making sound films, but negotia-

Authors,
in

tions are under way for
for Gotham-Bristolphone.

a

W.

Tenn.,
Miss.,
land,
urer.

1)

exchanges. This month, all
are concentrating on the value of
more outdoor advertising, which has
resulted in increase in use of paper.
As part of the campaign, Hugh
Gardner of Neosho, Mo., erected an
illuminated 24 sheet stand.

He

meeting of

will be introduced

tin.

bv

Dave Bader.

Delight Evans, editor
Magazine," is to h<:
introduced by P. A. Parsons, while
of "Scrcenland

Robert Oberm, stage player, will he
introduced by Don Hancock.

Boston Musicians Row Settled
Boston Union musicians have returned to work at Netoco theaters,
following conference between Samuel Pinansky and union officials.

—

series
of twenty-six onereel cartoons pro-

duced for UNI-

VERSAL by

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

presidents; J. P. EngNorman, Ark., secretary-treasvice

Planned

VniuersamWrnJESl Cartoons
Is

in Virginia

(Continued from Page

mer Strand.

1)

The company now

completing the Capitol

at

TALKIES

is

Winches-

Dan Lederman

of the home ofleaving for Virginia in connection with the three other proposed
houses, sites for which are being
negotiated.

ter.

fice

is

Are you having them developed and
printed by men who know?

To be

certain that your ntgatives are handled with
scientific precision and
technical correctness,

Toronto Operators Join A. P. S.
Toronto In anticipation of the
new problems arising from the introduction of synchronized pictures, the
organized projectionists here have
obtained a charter for a branch
chapter of the American Projection
Society, v>'hich will keep them advised of the latest developments in
the field. The president of the Toronto union for the past 15 years is
Charles Dentelbeck, projection supervisor of Famous Players Canad-

Corp.

Trio to Address A.M.P.A.
Capt. Harold Autcn, V. C, author of "Q Ships," British picture
recently shown in New York, is to

Thursday's

Covington,
Williams,
Oxford,

every-

OSWALD

1)

Ruffin,

X.

"U" Expansion

ian

address

SUPERVISION

—

o{ local

A.M.P.A.

F.

R.

re-

where this season
are playing the

GEORGE WINKLER

license

K. C. Sales Forces Join to
Sell Advertising Value
(Continued from Page

— theatres

Memphis

Wehrenberg, head of the eastern
Missouri and southern Illinois unit.
Other officers elected at the convention are: John Collins, Paragould,
Ark.,

Music Firms Merger to

at

(Continued from Page

it

of

ceives.

Tri-State Ass'n

Warners, M-G-M,

amount

is

-SALE!'
Tb* LatMt Model DooMa
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Fe«t Film—Ca«e-e Masasinos
2 in. F. 3.5 Lent

$29.S0

UIILLOa^HByoS
110
110

West 32<'St.New>brfc.N.y'
32«*St_Neo;ihrkl4y«*
Phooa Panna.

OMO

CALL
FLU$htagj**JJ
/^UR printing and developing machines are
especially equipped to handle this'classFof

work up

to 1000-foot lengths or over without

This assures the uninterrupted
production of sounds which is so essential
the successful projection of talkies.

splicing.

I

HEDWIGI
MOTION PICTURE

LABORATORIES, INC.

FLUSHING, N. Y.

re-l

toj

Warner Theatre

OBSERVATIONS
trier's

|

Warners Buy Kunsky Chain

Again

top

news

This isi
piieninK with great frequency.
"m can't keep them out even
you want to. This time with
te purchase of the Kunsky string
13 houses in
Detroit.
The
o

again.

A.

\

i

<

'arner

out

office,

as usual, are silent

LAEMMLE RETURNS ACQUIRE PUBLIX STRONGHOLD — ANGLING
FOR UNIVERSAL CHAIN
WITH NEWOPTIMISM byP'oHowing
on
sensational theatre developments sponsored
Warner Brothers
closely

le

it,

but

deal has been

and

All in Detroit with the ex-

;e.

iption of one.

of the Deal

t

purchase, was no doubt
,rt
of the First National-Stany-Skouras deal. What will be
e next one? There is a whisper

This

ound about Universal.
We
n't know.
Both companies say

However

i!

mean

that does not

Anything can and

hapn.
If they took over the Balain-Katz Chicago string it would
lus'e little surprise.
This whole
lotion picture map will have a
fferent contour in a few months.
you were to do a rip-van-winkle
T a few hours, on awakening
)U would not be able to recogD.

ze

will

This recent buy causes a lot
thought and MIGHT have a lot

Think this over.
:anley, Skouras and the Kunsky
ring have always been stron.gAnd when
)lds for Paramount.
'

significence.

e

strongholds,

say

ictra-strongholds.

we

mean

Paramouni-

has been, and is now unThey
Federal investigation.
ive not taken over any new
ublix,

!3r

juses

Mrs. Maurice Fleckels.
Mr. Laemmle was very enthusiastic regarding the outlook for Universal in particular and the entire
motion picture industry in general.
He said "Conditions were never better in our company.
We are, as
usual, months ahead of our pro(Contlnued on pa^e 2)

LEE TO DISTRIBUTE

Adams. Alhambra, Capitol, Columbia,
S. Kramer, Lincoln-Square, Madison,
Martha Washington. .Michigan. State,
President of the Strand and Kunsky-Redford; which,

BRITISH SOUND IN U.
Arthur A. Lee,

to the Woodward-Koppin chain
today on the Leviathan from Lon- of 20 in Detroit, is the largest string
don, has laid plans to distribute of houses, but the Kunsky chain if
British sound films in the United the chief first-run outlet and most
States.
They will be made with modern.
The Kunsky chain of which Birnov
British Acoustics sound system.
Negotiations are being conducted Balaban is Treasurer, has long bei;n
for
distribution.
Distribution
in considered a Paramount stro igh-)ld,
IN 2
Canada will be through the Univer- ever since that company swirch3d
sal
offices.
Gaumont-British plin from Gleichman and other indepenSam Sax arrived from the Coast to produce three films in Canada, dents some five years ago.
Not conte-it with adding these theSaturday bringing with him the which will be British quota films to
answer print of "The Head of the be made with British players from atres to some 30;) which W-irners
now directly control, negotiations, it
Family" his latest Gotham Produc- Hollywood.
24 Pictures in all, are listed by ii- understood, are being carried on
tion featuring Virginia Lee Corbin,
William Russell and Mickey Bennett. the Gaumont British of Canada for for the Universal Chain of several
hundred theatres throughout the
Sax will supervise the construc- release during 1928-29.
country.
tion of Gotham's Eastern -Bristol(Continued on pagre 2)
phone Sound Studio which is being
2
built at Waterbury, Conn., and which Rajahs
is expected to be completed in two
India Producers
weeks.
The studios will be 200x.50
Two new production companies
and three stories high.
will get under way in India shortly.
They are the Alliance Picture Corporation, with a capital of $70i).000
Rogers Back in U. S.
Saul E. Rogers, vice president and and the British Dominio'i Films, Ltd.,
DALLAS An attempt by Parageneral counsel of Fox Film Corpor- which has been started near Cal- mount to reopen
an arbitration
ation and Fox Theatres Corporation, cutta by D. N. Gaiiguli. Indian film award, which they lost recently, in
returns today on the S.S. Leviathan actor.
the claim brought against the Sugarfrom a four months' stay in Europe.
Several rajahs are said to be lin- land Industries, at Sugarland, Tex.,
He is accompanied by Mrs. Rogers. ancially interested.
has been turfed down by the Film
Board of Arbitration, which based
its conclusion on the premise that
c;:ses can o'lly be reopened by and
with the consent of both parties, and
that the powers of arbitrators cease
when an award is made.

Ameranglo Corporation, who arrives next

NEW SAX-GOTHAM SOUND

WEEKS

STUDIO

Form

New

PARAMOUNT

it.

nking
:'

the
the last month, plus their acquisition of First
National control, which is officially not yet set. comes the surprising
news that the Vitaphone pioneers have acquired the Kunsky chain of 13
theatres in Michigan, 12 of which are in Detroit.
<^
The deal which was closed Friday
night, takes in control of the Birmin.ghani.
Birmingham,
Mich;
the
in

regardless of this,
Carl Laemmle, president of Unimade and gives versal, arrived in New York yesterday for a stay of a month or six
ii.s
"lightning" group a few
weeks.
He was accompanied by
iDie very fine theatres to oper- his
daughter Rosabelle and Mr.
;

Run Houses

of Detroit 1st

Today Warner Brothers jump
i

Acquisitions to Reach 1000 Soon

since

this

investigation

been in progress. It would
HeDt be a bright thing to do.
ember too, William Fox has
;en, and is now, buying a lot of
juses. Accordingly do you think
Mr. Zukor, Mr. Katz and
lat
r.
Publix are standing by and
atching Fox and Warner tie
IS

the best available thaatr-is?
you don't and neither
we.
So when Skouras and
)
unsky and Stanley are taken
by Warner's don't it cause you
Can't you wink
little thought?
)ur eye a little bit and say to
More
>urself, "so that's it?"
p all

ertainly

ter.

WILKERSON

FAILS

TO RE-OPEN CASE
—

End Seen

Internationalism's

by Kennedy --Television Soon

S(

ONFSOME" HAD

Kennely, President of FBO
who returned from Europe on Friday
J.

Warner Orphan Asylum
Memorial Dedicated
$100,000 new Warner Gyma personal gift of the
Warner Brothers to the Hebrew

The

nasium,

Orphan Asylum

in

New York was

dedicated last night.
The beautifully equipped gymnasium was presented to the orofTicially

phans as a memorial
Samuel L. Warner.

to

the late

in

P.

3

COLONY OPENINGS

an interview, predicted the future

of talking motion pictures by stating that the use of talking pictures
represents the end of I-H^rnational-

Paul
Universal's
"Lonesome",
production
making, by which he Fejos-Carl Laemmle. Jr.
accommesnt to infer that films would with sound effects, musical
re-opened
dialogue,
and
paniment
cease to b-- suitable in any country
last night.
which heretofore viewed the silent the Colony Theatre
It was not a typical trade invite,
apoeil
mot'O'i picturp so'ely -t-; an
public opening, with thre"
to the eve and
to iinlerstanding but a
Ben
at 6. 8 and 10 o'clock.
Ihi-ough the eye, are now through shows
band inaugurated the musiintsrest
film Bernie's

ism

in picture

the localizing of

(Continued on pag-e

in

2)

a

cal

divertissement for the theatre.
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1,

ST.

AGAINST W.C. GROUP GEORGE PLAYHOUSE
chair
uid 8 other producers in Califor
were the object last week ol
lia,
inti-trust proceedings filed by th(
q
'^"nartment of Justice ir
,\ ashington.
.,^i^ndants were accused o
iiiv;

reliable sources it was yesthat Michael Mindlin, managing director of the chain
of little art cinemas in New York

prevent independ
nt exhibitors from obtaining first
econd or suburban runs on theii
roduct, in Southern California. The
Vest Coast Theatres, Inc., particu
arly are charged with conspiring
o prevent other theatres from com
jeting against them.
The accused producers are Pathe,

and the 5th Avenue

JMayhouse.
understood that his policy
It
is
of running mostly poor-made foreign productions for the first time
in
these houses has been unsuccessful financially. Mindlin couldn't
he reached for a statement.

Fox Film
Artists,
nited
aramount Famous-Players Metro
and
Universal
Joldwyn-Mayer,

Pep Club Dinner on

(Warners).
Atloineys for the defendants will
.-hortly file application for an ex-

The new officials of
mount Pep Club, elected

LOS ANGELES— The Weseo

conspiracy to

I

Corp.,

Vitasjraph

lens ion

has

learned

relinquished

Playhouse

in

the

Brooklyn and may pos-

sibly do the
Street Cinema

same with

Gotham Expands Force

Capitca
Simultaneously with the advei
of the sound-picture policy .star(
jng at the Capitol Theatre on S<
urday. October 6th, the inaugur
tion of regular midnight pictuj
presentations will occur.

George

St.

the

55th

Canadian Fire Chief
to Address M.P.T.O.^
Marshal Hon. J. Grove Smith,
minion of Canada Fire Comniissio
er,
will be one of the piiiicip
speakers at the Annual Con\eiiti(
of Motion Picture Theatre Ownr
of America in Toronto on Oriu
IJ

16-17-18.

Oct. 18 for Officers
Paralast week,
the annual dinthe Hotel Astor

Smith will touch on fire-jnev
tion topics and the relations of tl
aire owners with the authorities
Canada.

the

will be installed at
ner of the Club at
The officers are
on October 18th.
G. B. J. Frawley, Pres., Edward A.

time.

of

From

terday

Midnight Pictures
Inaugurated at

Woodhull

Invites

AMPA

Conv. Speaki

Woodhull, in behalf of
M.P.T.O.A, has requested thr A.I
P. A. to send a member to ¥.]•
R.

F.

tl

Brown, V.P., Marion Coles, Treas.,
in Cincinnati
and Rose Eidelsberg, Secretary.
Budd Iloger^, Vice-president of
The new board of Governors will exploitation before the Niii
Gotham Produccions. announces that be Vincent Trotta, Sam Denbow, nual Convention of the Exl
the Cincinnati exchange has added Lou Diamond, Sara Lyons and Alice organization, which will be
Toronto in October, President Geo
H. M. Berger and S. S. Silverstein Blunt.
Harvey announced at Thursda
M. C. Howard is
to the sales staff.
meeting
of the Associated Moti<
from
the
Jie special representative

O^ce

i

New York: — riiil
al

Keisinan, geiui

of Palhe, is prov-

manager

sales

ing himself a ladies man by putting
on a sales contest in which the fair
pex participates, the prize bein.e, a
Ted O'Lcarj,
silver fox scarf
.

Pathe,

of

a!s-o

.

.

out shopping

is

for

the scarf, and can you imagine that
Joe Seider, accompanied
of Ted
.

.

.

by Mrs. Seider sailed on the Isle de

France Saturday for a two months
Kriiest Shipvacation in Europe
now a South American, who
liiaii,
has been looking over his haunts
.

.

.

couple of weeks, left
Orleans
and
Saturday for Xew
Louis \\. ]»Iajer
points south
was ("nl. Schiller's luncheon guest
Saturday at the Motion Picture Club
and left wondering why they didn't
have something like that on the
Jack Warner says 80 percoist
cent of the present motion picture
past

the

for

.

.

.

.

.

win make good in the talkies,
and does he mean even the male
with the beautiful tenor voice
Adier has been named by
President (i!eor>re Harvey to serve
as treasurer of the T.N.T. dinner
committee, and the T.X.T. is nee the
.Vaked Truth dinner
Jack White
and E. H. Allen, having settled the
fate of the sound pictures in various (onfereiices with President Hani
inoiis
of
Educational, have taken
their departure for the coast ...
KIiiK Vidor has- arrived in New York
and will make screen and sound
tests of colored talent for Metro's
"Hallehij'h" which he will direct
star
.

.

I5ert

.

.

Internationalism's

office.

Carl
Mos,

Carl

Mos

home

sal

Returns

veteran

office

End

Seen by Kennedy
Universal adwho has been

ertising assistant,
n\ a special mission in the London
iffice of the European Motion
Pic
uie Company, Universal's British
istributors, returned to the Univer-

Saturday.

(Continued from page 1)
by the dialect of the speech, automatically becomes limited to the
country to which the dialect is applicable.

Kennedy

also viewed with interest
the spread of Television and stated
"Television is one of those scientific

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

M G-M

1

direct dialogue pictures.
Delf v
until recently, on the Fox lot Im
ing done "The Family .Picnic."

into account.
The RCA company
claims to have an instrument that
The Motion Picture Salesmen of you can carry in a suitcase, which
America held their regular monthly will provide both pictures and music
iieeting Saturday night at the Park in one's own home.
That is going
Central Hotel.
Problems of present to have a big bearing on the newslay-film selling, with its chaotic con- reel business."

formed the principal

litions,
)f

LaemmIe Returns

Ca^.Ia,vay

WAFILMS,
Wall.

I

A.

for
S(iM*k

l.ilirnr.v
;tO

\\

.

4(!

Inc.

I'"imei-,

I'res.
;

SrfiieN
,Nf\v

."St.

Uryaiil

York

(

XI 81

topic

discussion.

on Trip

Advertisements

Classified

New Optimism

with

tills column.
ueiits
word. Ca.sli must
ijer
(Continued from page 1)
sent Willi ordei'.
No charge foii
Hc).\ Nuiiilier line. Minimum order.j
duction schedule and in so far as
$1, 10"! discdiiiil
issues Ol" more
these
productions are concerned.
Universal will deliver a brand of
•osiri«»,\s \N .\.\'rii;jj
pictures that will far exceed in
quality, any other series of pictures
with S .\ia.i-.s expeiieuce in film bus
ever made by us before''. He spoke nvs.s
desires position ill IV'loliiri Pit
at great length
regarding "Show luie Industiy,
HiKrliest liefeiea
Box
111, lOxhibilois UAUjV RICNMICV'
Boat" and feels it will be one of
the outstanding pictures of .nil time.
"OK SAI,K
Indiislr.v Progress
riOi Tl l{l':
KII„MIS,
.SMOIOS,
MA

Advertisenieiil.s in

li

W.

Callaway,

Southern

sales
•nanager for First Nalio:ial Pictures,
leaves Monday on a three weeks
trip through the Middle West and the
10.

South.
'hen to

He goes

first to

Chicago and

Louis, Kansas City. Oklahoma City, Dallas, New Orleans.
M(?mi)his, Atlanta and Charlotte.
St.

.

.

Pai|

Harry Delf at
Harry Delf has been signed
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to write at

Salesmen Meet

Buy Kunsky Chain
Detroit 1st Run Houses

?7arners
o-

K'ontinued from paRS 1)
Tils rumor, however, has up to
the present t'me, no basis for fact,
and is denied by Universal, on one
ha;id. an
silem-od on the other by
Warner Brothers.
While J. P. Kennedy is reported
to Ii'ive remarked that he had received no offers from the Warners
or their financial agents, for the
I

1

"I

feel

that

the

motion

pictui'e

(•liMie,s

\i

Bo.\

liai^;aiiis,

21,

RxhibilOl

industry has never b^en in better n.\ii,v uioviKw.
IM( Tl IIM
ANU "STIM
circumstances", said Mr. Laemmle. MOTION
cameras leiiled, sold and exchangei
"Producers are making better pic- I'oitalile liKlit.s for sale
and for ren
tures and are, for th-^ most part, Keep ii.s advise<l of your waiit-s. liub
aiiieia Company,
Seventh Avt
giving theatres botii a sound and
New VfirU (^ity.
si'ent
version of all pictures proI, OCA I,
It'll.MS
duced, enabling those with sound
equipment ai o'iportunity to take \.»<i'.0.\ I'lC'l'l ItlCS MADIO TO on
ier, ("ommereial. Home or Indu.stri.T
advantage of tiiis marvelous ad- We have excellent facilities
and Hi
vancement, and to those not yet best cameiiimeii. Our price, ,20c pe
Kuhy W\\\n Company,
equipped, a brand of pictures, better 'ool,
-Jeveiiib ,\\eiiiie, .New York City,
than the industry lias ever liad
III SI MOSS Ol ^ORTUNITIES
l)efore".
WIIIOTHIOIJ YOr AVANT TO Hini
;nme one or be hired:
red buv or sell

(Jfl
Vavak is a mean man, trying to malcp his wife lose her job
l)y
getting an injunction to stop
(i'llda
(iray
from continuing her
work in Urltisii pictures
Jose))h Keith-Albee-Orpheum Circuit, which
K. Iterioleiij. Xew Jersey theatre is probal)ly true, i-eports still persist
man, who lias been rusticating in that there is a ke:^n struggle on for
Europe for a couple of months, is these theatres. When the stock marlack on the home heath
Loii ket opened on Saturday morning, the
.Hefzper has received a wire that first sale in Keith-AIbee-Orpheura
Glenn Tryon, Universal star, is
"The Melody of Love", Universal's Htock reported, was the purchase of on his way to New York .and will
be
first
100% talkie, had busted to a single block of 10,000 shares at Joined later by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
smash all records at its opening at 301/^, which is fraught with signifi- and Paul Fejos, respective producer
Kenosha, Wis., and will soon hop cance to those who like to read be- and director of the next Tryon
proalong to New York.
tween the lines.
duction "Broadway".
.

Picture Advertisers held at the
Hotel.

mount

developments which must be taken

.

stars

.

iiome

Tryon on

Way

Here

:

Ihftfilre; trade or; sell equipment
Oi
do almost anything? el.se in thetnotio
nictiire IdisinosS, an ad in this depart;

ment

will

want us 10
services of
are at your

fret

you results.

word
our
call.

•

If

y<

tire ad for you; l!
advertising expef
Kimplj' tell us whi

you want to do, and how many won
you want used. Exhibitors DAIL
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REED HOWES
in

"The Skywayman"

A "RVSS FARRELL, AVIATOR"
Picture

" Russ Farrell " clicked right from the
cake-off! And this one packs even
more thrills than "The Sky Ranger"!

\^.

"MAKING WHOOPEE"

'

^<

A TUXEDO COMEDY
•V

A new combination of three comedy

u

favorites that will

Estelle Bradley

be an instant
Ella

hit.

McKenzie

Harold Goodvwin

A

Jack White Production

"POLAR
PERILS"
with

[onty Collins

A MERMAID

COMEDY
Hot laughs in a cold
setting. A comedy
that's as timely as
it is

A

funny.

Jack White

Production

.

DOROTHY DEVORE
m

LUPINO LANE
in

"Fisticuffs"

As fast and furious as a champ battle

"Companionate Service"
The

servant problem was never like

The fastest action this snappy
comedienne ever put into a comedy!
this!

in the days of .Johii L. Sullivan.

"WIFE TROUBLE" "THE LUCKY DUCK''
with

Robert Graves

with Billy

Dale

Two new pictures, with two new stars— that show how good single reel comedies can be.

CAMEO COMEDIES

^.Z^
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HOLLYWOOD PREVIEWS
"FOHIUnDKN LOVK"

"S.4L

B)
SI>(JAI'OI{E'

OF

JOE

Howard Higgin

Graham Cutts Directed by.....
Noel Coward Story by

Directed by
Story by

Lili Damita,
Featuring
Paul Richter. Harry Leidtke
This forei.ijn production made from
Xoel Coward's "The Queen Was in
the Parlor", with judicious cutting
nd retitling will prove acceptable
The star does capable
:ii
the U.S.
work and looks very charming
Story of conventional Princess-loverQueen-Revolution type hut credit-

—

Dale

Collins

Phylis Haver,
Hale. Fred Kohler, Noble

Cast

Alan
Johnson
It

is

hardly

review

to

fair

this

picture as shown at the preview,
but inasmuch as it will be switched
around a hit. a little added and a

taken out. we feel

little

it

will

be

better program attracfrom Pathe.
As a matter of fact it has a story
relieved from tliat is a bit different and together

ably done.
Young princess Is
odious marriage when the licentious
prince dies goes to Paris to forget and live joyously meets handthey fall in love
some author
about to be married, she is summoned back to her country to become Queen marriage with neighboring Prince arranged day before
wedding, her lover saves her from
he spends
shooting by anarchist
last night with her and then commits suicide.
Film could lose one reel and stand
Barring few
some expert titling.
slight idiosyncrasies, picture should
please most fans.

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

one of the
tions

with

the

fine

acting

of

the

I

"Tin:

Pa (he

I'athe

BI.AIII

entire

AUAKKMNC;"

riiKed Arllsts
Directed by
Victor Flemming
Story by
Carey Wilson
Cast
Vilma Banky,
Walter Byron. Louis Wolheim,
Bert Woodruff
At the time this was shown, it
was far over-footage and will, undoubtably be more engrossing when
cut.
As it stands the story is nothing remarkable but the superb acting of Louis Wolheim in the character of a brutal villain, but acting in the belief that he is right
in his brutality, is one of the high
spots in the screen entertainment

have been a wow. of the year.
Miss Banky. as usual is beautiful
But something has been left undone. It is a sea story, and a good and her work in the part was very
cast

it

should

Phylis Haver is splendid in satisfactory, but the material given
one.
her part. Alan Hale and Fred Kohl- her was not sufficient to test her
er furnish more action and laughs well known ability.
Walter Byron
than is ordinarily seen in any one was
pleasing.
Photography
by
picture. Both of them great. Direc- George Barns was up to the standtion fair.
Better than the average ard of this great cinematographer.
from every point of view, and with Victor Flemming made the best of
some good editing it should be im- a poor story.
proved.

—

—

—

—

—

•

—

—

—

—

Paddock Film for

"Growth of

"The Olympic Hero", the .5-reel
comedy featuring Charles Paddock,
formerly America's leading sprinter,
will be exhibited throughout Illinois
and Indiana as the result of the
sale yesterday of territorial rights
to B. N. Judell, Inc., by the Zakoro
Film Corporation, national distributors of the film.

Texas M.P.T.O. Nov. 1?

for

discussion.

"Mother of Mine", the French mo-

the United States and Canadian dis- tion picture in eight reels
depicting
tributing rights on "Growth of tho the tragedy of step-mother
afTection
Soil'', a screen version of Knut Hamwill be shown on Broadway
next
sun's famous novel which won him month when the Cameo Theatre
will
the Nobel prize.
exhibit it.
This film has been directed by
Joseph Zarovich. head of the ZaCavaliere Gunnar Sommerfeldt in the koro Film
Corporation, national disactual Swedish locales of the novel. tributors of
famus foreign films deIt will be one of the early presentaclares that the picture will
outrank
tions at the new Film Guild Cinema
Potemkin"

which opens

Eric

late

in

November.

Shooting Fox
Movietone in Seattle

Mayell.

of scene.
Gold,
Gold, Gold is the theme but the last
half of the picture trails out into
comedy and forgets all about the

drama.

The

cast performs very creditably.
your audiences aren't too critical, you can play this one with some
If

"I>TERFERE\CE"
Paramount
Directed by

Lothar Mendes
Screen story by
Ernest Pascal
Cast
William Powell,
Evelyn
Brent,
Clive
Brook,
Doris Kenyon
This is the silent version of this
stage play.
Paramount is doing it
in dialogue also.
In this version
William Powell walks away with
the picture and again proves that
he is one of the truly great actors
on the screen. And in the talking
version

Powell will be equally efdue to his marvelous voice
and stage experience. Evelyn Brent
plays the role of a blackmailing
vixen for all it is worth. She seems
fective

best

Seattle

Staff

photo-

grapher for Fox News is now toting a Movietone truck around with
Proctor Celebration
him these days in his territorv.
F. F. Proctor, dean of vaudeville
Paul Helsy is handling the sonpd
managers,

and "The Last Moment"
previous releases of Zakoro

these

in

characters.

Clive

Brook is all that could be asked.
The picture is highly satisfactory
all around and will make
an excellent vehicle for Paramount
to pin
the

title

ture".

Zakoro Gets Cameo for
Art Cinema
"Mother of Mine"

The Film Arts Guild has acquired

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Texas will hold their annual
convention
on
November
13-14. Mayell
Sound pictures, Sunday blue-laws,
and other vital topics will come up

drama and beauty

of

But

Soil" to

Open New

Illinois-Indiana

falls

short of its high purpose.
The story attempts to show the
pursuit of gold in California by an
ever-rushing stream of prospectors
from the East. The early Spanish
settlers and lords have to give way
before the onward rush of newcomers, which sequences have real

fox

Paraniount-Caddo
Directed by
Alfred E. Green
Directed by
James Cruze Featuring
Edmund Lowe
Featuring
Lois Moran
«D0 TOrR DUTY"
Thomas Meighan.
Evelyn Brent. Renee Adoree
First >'ational
Director did well as he could with
Doubtful if picture will carry weak story full of comedy and gags
William Beaudine
Directed by
Charles Murray general appeal, although it will find and stunts which fall short for the
Featuring
The best comedy turned out by favor with sophisticated audiences. most part— plot is too hodge-podgo
Murray and a great bet for any ex- Meighan performs well but his part and audiences will find too much
hibitor film has hilarious but old is only a drab personality, without hokum in the story
Lowe is not
•-'ags
titling is excellent
also the any romance.
Suggestions of plots a comedian and Miss Moran looks
photography ^Murray, Lucien Little- by a "Klan" organization, may bar charming.
tield and
Doris Dawson are very this film in certain sections.
Lowe plays a wealthy type who
A soldier who returns from the puts pleasure and family presuae
ffective.
Murray plays a patrolman of long World War. finds in his home town above everything else even work.
rvice who is trying to win his that the girl he secretly wedded Being brought up in Europe he has
'Utenancy;
his noisy family at before leaving for the 'big fight' is become a snob who exnects love to
ime Interfere with his studies he now
married
to
someone else, be handed him on a silver platt°r
nally wins promotion but is de- the soldier's
marriage being an- He finally falls in love with a demoted again when crooks frame him. nulled The soldier tries to forget mure, shy girl, one of h's tenants,
He is ashamed of this, and cooks with another girl, whom he marries; whose roof is always leaking. She
up a scheme to wear two uni- his first wife becomes jealous and thinks he is wonderful, but doesn't
forms, the lieutenant's
at
home her husband likewise; the climax love him. He realizes he must do
and the patrolman's on the job, of the plot coming at the whipping .something to win her and tries
various forms of pseudo-work that all
which he keeps at a Scotch tailor post, by members of "The Order."
Cruze will add nothing to his pres- end disastrously, but he wins
shop FVesh difficulties arise over
the
tige with this one. although the girl.
the marriage of his daughter to the story
attempted to portray a seriThere are some talking sequences
captain's son, and al ends well.
ous phase of life.
done very well.

—

—

click
another attempt at a "Trail
of '98" type of picture which

profit.

"MAKING THE GRADE"

"THE MATINfi CALL"

"TIDE OF EMPIRE"
Metro-Goldwj n-Ma J er
Directed by
Alan Dwan
Featuring
Renee Adoree,
George Fawcett, Harry Gribbon
Photography by
Merritt Gerstad
What was to be a big picture turns
out to be a fine Western without
a Western hero— picture has great
deal of character comedy which may

"the
it

is

first

all

talking

Bill

pic-

Powell.

Hyatt Resigns
Hen Hyatt, assistant
ran.

to

Sam

Sed-

Purchasing Agent for the Uni-

versal Pictures Corporation, has re-

signed

from Universal

years, to establish his

He

will

conduct

after

own

an

eight

business

employment

agency.

Tagus Films

First

Portugese Producer

Incorporations

Portugal does not possess an es-

The Grand Theatre Corporation

of

Shanghai, China, has been formed
in Wilmington, Del.,
with a -^apital
of $120,000, to operate
theatres and
places of amusement in
China
The Opera Pictures Corporation

national

sentially

film

and

studio,

remedy this state of affairs the
Government is prenaring a law to
to

protect the national

A new

firm.

production.

"Togus FMlms." ^h'''h

^" Manhattan last week
fA '^?r°'®'^
to be strictly Port'ia-ue'ie. >>'>«
is
The truck with its staff will re- with
$20,000 capital. Films of
popu- been founded, and under tho direcmain in the Northwest an a Para'"'" ^^ "^^"^^ with
mount assignment.
Alpx Singelow ^^C^^'o''
The Sound Pictures, Inc sound
All the Proctor vaudeville housen
with tion of Antonio Lorenzo, th° sf^pnwill continue shooting the silent Fox 20.000 shares
of common s"';,.
are Joining In the celebration.
ario "L«!s Deux Mensonges"
is this week celebrating
his 40th Anniversary commemorating
hla start In New York 40 years ago.

News

In that sector.

formed

in

(The

J.?,

Wilmington.

Two

Lie&) will shortly be produced.
/

Hear the din over Sound! Hasn't been

much

noise in years*

to earth

and think

so

Why not get down
over quietly— and

it

without the panic? CLln the long run, one
thing only will count— quality! And in
short subjects that

means— EducationaL

You'll hear soon the details of

SOUND PROGRAM

Educational
But

is

your best guar^

antee that you can count

on Educational

their long history

Pictures as the quality leaders in

sound

short subjects as well as silent* CLin the

meantime Educational has stayed out of
the panic* You'll see that when you see the
quality in
novelties,

BIG BOY
in

"Come to Papa"
"Big Boy" as little
Ole, a Swedish im-

new silent pictures— comedies,
thrillers, news* Quality ALWAYS

migrant. A riot of
fun in the steerage.

its

A

Jack White

Production

comes before everything else in

^ducatlonat Udctwie^
Lyman H. Howe^s

KINOGRAMS

HODGE-PODGE

The most intelligently edited news reel in

Packed with more ideas to the foot than
any other screen novelty. A real cocktail
to

the market.. .and the most entertaining.

whet the appetite of any audience.

"OUR WORLD TODAY

^*

The Modern Screen Magarine

"A

brand new and

we

two of the

human

in

Morion

PicrvTcrj Ttyicy

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

"THE QUIET WORKER"

«,«h

Jerry

Inc.

^w-:^.

Drew

AN IDEAL COMEDY
The t\vo-reel comedy that crashed Broadway for a long run, at the Embassy, in a $2 show.

A }ack

White Production

-fi^

issues

appeal and fine handling... surpass anything of the
ARTHUR James
have seen attempted in a dozen years."

in thrill,

sort

a refreshing scries... the first

MEMBER, MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
WILL H. HAYS, Presulou
OF AMERICA, Inc.
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'DIRH WORK' NEWSPAPER STORY
FIRST SENNETT SOUND FEATURE
Producer

to

Make Sound
1000 Homeless

Shorts for Pathe-

A Hollywood wag, on hearing

Gotham

that Marion Davies was returning to Hollywood around Nov.

Hv .lOK III.AIK
Holly M iMid ('<>rr<>s|><>iiilciit
Mack Sennelt. comedy producer

maker

of several truly great
pictures, is going in for
sound in a big way. He just returned from New York and has great
plans.
Everything though, is being sidetracked for the production of a feature length talking picture to be
known as "Dirty Work". It will be

the
feature

i'lid

newspaper story and was probably inspired by the stage produc-

said "that's great, for

1st,

when

she left and closed her house in
Beverly Hills and the mansion at
the beach, 1000 people were rendered homeless".

FORMER BROADWAYITES
AT MOVIETONE CITY

a

Initial

sonnel

announcement
Movietone

of
City,

the
the

per-

new

of
"The Front Page" and "Genplant for the reproduction of talking
tlemen of the Press" now playing
pictures whit'h William Fox has just
in Xew York at present.
We say completed
at Fox Hills in Hollywood
inspired
tion of

in
that
Mack evidently
figures a good newspaper, with talk,
would make a great picture. And
that seems to be the impression of
a lot of our best producers as it
seems that every studio is working on a newspaper story.
The three contract players, Johnnie Burke, Sally Eilers and Matty
Kemp will have the important parts.
It
is
said Sennett will direct it
himself, production to start very

soon.

understood that he will make
a series of sound shorts for both
Pathe and Gotham.
It is

STANLEY EDUCATIONAL
MAKING CANADA FILM
Ben Blake, V.P. and Production
Manager of Stanley Educational
Division, is taking a camera and
technical crew to Canada for several weeks to make a production of
an industrial-propaganda nature.
The production will be synchronized with an inter-changeable disc
method.

Florence Lake at Fox
Florence Lake, sister of Arthur
Lake, a featured player in "The Air
Circus", has been signed to a long
term contract by Winfield Sheehan
to appear in Fox Movietone ])roductions.

Sue Carol

to

W.

C.

Sue C:arol
is
returning
from
Europe Monday on the Leviathan
after having had her vacation cut
short by a summons to hurry to
Hollywood for work in a new Fox
picture.

Sutherland

with an investment of $10,000,000,
given out by Winfield Sheehan.

is

Among the Easterners who have
just been promoted to responsible
positions on the supervising staff
are Philip Klein, son of the noted

CONSIDINE COMING

WITH
"Say

U, A.

PROD. CREV

with Music'", Irving Bei
film venture and Harr
Richman's first talking-singing mc
tion picture, will be put into pre
duction in a New York studio withi
three weeks. John W. Considine, Jr
United Artists Studio productio Ilin's

head,

It

first

will

leave

Hollywood

in

te

days for New York, bringing wit
Word reaching Hollywood brings him Alen Crosland, who will direc
the film, and C. Gardner Sullivai
the information that Rex Iiip-ain
and Cdsiiio Hiiiiiilton are going to who is adapting Irving Berlin's on
make a series of pictures for re- ginal story. Also in the Considin They party will be cameramen and a com
lease by a British concern.
plete production staff.
will be done at the Ingram studio
Mr. Considine wired from Holly
in Nice.
wood yesterday that his party will b
William Kussel has been signed followed east by another group thai

by Warners for an important part will include actors and actresse
who are reversing the traditiona
"Madonna of Ave. A".
procedure
by
going
from
Lo
Speaking of Warners reminds us Angeles to New York in order t
Harry Richman
that the next picture this organi- appear in a film.
zation will do with Monte Blue starr- star of "Say It With Music," wil
Robert continue to perform on the Broad
ed, will be "No Defense".
Lloyd is working on the story. Lila way st^e in "George White's Scan
dais" while he is appearing befon
Lee will have the feminine lead.
the lens and the microphone, s(I
Pert Keltoii, Ziegfeld stage favor- recently
wedded by an electrii
daughter of a Hollywood motor. George White, it is under
ite and
hotel owner has been signed by stood, will assist in production o;
Warner Brothers.
the film by staging some dances
in

Kupert Julian, director, has been
playwright, Charles Klein; Kenneth
Universal Foreign Pro.
His first proHawks, J. K. McGuinness, erstwhile signed by M-G-M.
Joseph Levigard, Universal di
New York columnist, and Luther duction will be a mystery thriller.
rector, is slated to go to Berlin nex'
Reed, one-time dramaist. Ben JackConsiderable mystery surrounds month for the purpose of making
son, former manager of several New
York theatres, is production nian- the identity of the actor who will two pictures in Europe for Uni

play the role of "Satan" in First versal.
It is likely he will
taki
Movietone City.
Those who have been elevated to National's forthcoming mystery pic- Mary Nolan as the lead for these
prominence in
pictures
through ture, **SeTen Footprints to Satan", pictures.
The two films will be "The Houst
sound films are Charles Judels, gen- which Benjamin Christensen is to
The character in the novel of Glass," from the play by Ma.^
eral stage director for the Shuberts direct.
for
years; Eugene Walter, "The by A. Merritt is described as a gig- Marcin, and "Fallen Angels," by
Easiest Way"; Tom Barry and Hugh antic man with a Mongolian appear- Arthur Somers Roche.
ance.
He is the central figure in
Herbert and Maude Fulton.
the
story
which is located in the
Others who will be concerned with
Warners Signs Lee
heart of New York City. Christensen,
Movietone
production
from
the
Little David Lee. the child playei
standpoint of direction and writing who directed "The Haunted House",
are Earle Lewis McGill A. H. Van the first mystery for First National, of "The Singing Fool" has been signrefuses to divulge the actor's iden- ed to a long term
contract by
Buren,
director;
Arthur
Caesar,
Warners.
playwright; Ben Holmes, writer and tity.
director;
and Harlan Thompson,
Antonio Moreno, who is playing rected by Richard Jones.
Others
author.
the male lead opposite Billie Dove signed for this picture are Jack
in the star's current First National Oakie, William Austin, James KirkSantell to N. Y.
picture, "Adoration", is having diffi- wood and Frank Reicher. Mary Brian
Director Alfred Santell arrives in culty with his make-up. As Prince will have the feminine lead.
It is
.\ew York next week to select the Serge of Russia, he is a dapper uni- a story by Alice Duer Miller.
Fifth Avenue site from which most formed dandy, and later, as a waiter
Everyone in Hollywood seems to
of Vilma Banky's next picture is in a Parisian cafe, he assumes a
to be shot.
The story is by James bedraggled appearance. According to be of the opinion that "our retiring";
Gleason who has been working on production schedules, Tony must al- heavyweight champion, Gene Tunif
for the last three months at the ways be prepared to be ready for ney will do a picture on his return'
It is
either characterization, which means from Europe and matrimony.
Samuel Goldwyn studio.
that he never knows whether to wax to be done by one of the big comhis mustache when he reaches the panies from a story written around
Halperin's in Sound
studio or to let it flaunt famboyantly. the life of this hoxer.
The Ilalperin Brothers, producers
Fred Warren, well-known charactfor Cnited Artists, are going in for
(jirlotta King, who sang the lead
the making of short reel talking in the New York production of "The er actor, is the latest addition to
pictures.
Eddie Leonard has been Desert Song" has been signed by the cast of the forthcoming First
picture,
"Ritzy
Rosle",
pignod to play in "The Heart of Warners for this same role in their National
which is now in its third week ofl
a
Minstrel".
The release has not picture-talking-singing version.
a.ger at

,*)

;

as yet

at Par.

STUDIO GOSSIP

I

been

set.

Barthelmess' Next

Eddie Sutherland, director, who
Richard Barthelmess has selected
left Paivimount last year to go with his
next story for First National
.Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, h^s returned production and release.
It will
be
to his first love and wi'l immedi- "Weary
Kiver" by Courtney Riley
slely direct Bebe Daniels in "The Cooper.
Frank Lloyd will direct.
Great Scoop".

Ciirmel Meyers has been switched

from

"Bath

Between"

to

"Badges"

both Fox pictures.
Charles Eaton,
the 17 year old brother of Mary
Eaton, stage player, is also in the
cast.

William

K.

Howard has

started

production at the Burbank studios
Alice White and Jack Mulhall ard
co-featured in the production which

Mervyn LeRoy is directing, and
among important members of thq
cast are Thelma Todd, Doris DaW'
son, James Ford, Fred Kelsey, Bennyj
Rubin and George Stone.

The eighth picture in the "Horace
work on "Street Fair" the Fox picture with
Janet Gaynor starred. in Hollywood" series of one reel
Fox and Shakespeare
Milne at Columbia
The Fox organization has movie- Rudolph Schildkraut and Charles comedies starring Arthur Lake has
Morton have important parts. Every- been completed by Universal, acJ^-^t^r Milne, one of the mo.si suctoned a classic by Shakcspeaie.
It
cording to an announcement from
'-'^^sful writers of screen .stories, is
has been done in England and act- thing point.s to this one being good.
the studio.
r<^Kponsible for (he highly nntertain- ed l)y (he Welwyn
Gni-den City Folk
Tlie next Buddy l{»(?ers Paramount
Edward Luddy is directing with
ing tal9 of "Nothing to Wear," Co- Players-.
"As You Like It" is the picture now in
production will be Gertrude Messenger appearing In
lumbia's latest production.
play selected.
"Someone to Love" and is being dl- the feminine lead.

65% Owner

P-F-L

in

& Katz Offers 2 for 1 Swap

Balahan

Formerly EXHIBITORS
iVew

\o. 77

•i-i

York,

TiirNdny,

TRADE

October

2,
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ALL PATHE FEATURES IN
$500 MORE WEEKLY
DIALOGUE-BROWN PLAN
Add That
Sound

OHIO EXHIBS SPEND
oduclion
looks

It

studios

its

as

if

New York and

is

in

for

True

of production this year.

sound,

in

And add

tures.

most

this,

producers

all

of

is

the

in

lot of things.

East due to a
and foremost

Overhead

NONE IN LORAIN

sound
First

the desire of pro-

duction heads to use as nany
stage players as possible in these
shorts, and too, material for this
type of production can be had
here, much better and a great
deal cheaper than in Hollywood,
as the pictures demand dialogue

CLEVELAND — Exhibitors

he

in
this

film

year

..M-G-M
their
local

indications

make over 75%

will

short

reel

releases

Cosmopolitan

plant.

at

(Continued on page

2)

Para-

P-F-L

SWAP OFFER

Paramount Famous-Players Corconsidering a swap of
of new common stock

poration is
two shares

mount is contemplating at least for one of the Balaban & Katz Corfour feature length pictures in poration, of which Paramount owns
addition to some 24 short pic- about G5% of the common.
Balaban & Katz have outstanding
Warner Brothers are
tures.
stock
their

transferring

entire

short

Brooklyn
contemplatstudios. Universal
ing re-opening their Fort Lee studio for both features and short
Pathe and
pictures in sound.
FBO are using the uptown studio

department

reel

to their
is

Film Receipts Sept. 29
Warners

of

the

$6,605,150 of $25 par common
of the authorized issue of $6,750,000
and $2,851,300 of $100 par 1% cumulative preferred of authorized issue
of $2,870,000.

Sapiro ExPartner

"Terror"
Winter Garden
"Singing Fool"

Central
"Lilac Time"

the three

tried to get in at a'l of
sufficient to

shows was

every theatre on Broadway. It
virtually impossible to get
in, and once in, was equally as
hard to get out after viewing
either the first or second perThe crowd was teiformance.
The picture "Lones )me"
rific.
together with a surrounding nrogram that included the first Universal Vaudeville Novelty, a short
Both will be rereel picture.
viewed later. Ben Bernie's Bind
also deserves a word of praise,
for the excellence of their performance.

fill

was

WILKERSON

14,513.25

"Wings"

J.

LONDON -- The Gaumont British
Picture Corporation, Ltd., in a statement to representatives of Exhibitors Daily Review pointed out that
the Paramount-Pomeroy Sound System, which embraces the use of two
negatives, is not the only one using this method.
The Petersen and Fouisen process,
(Continued on page 2)

Agnew

6,168.00

LOCKE SIGNED

Artists
First

to
set
Original

in

Town

Frances Agnew, well-known scenarist, having completed a year's contract with Fox F^lm Corporation is
in New York from Hollywood, to
see the new plays and study requirements for future talking picture dialogue and scenario work.

12,101.50

"Q Ships"

WM.

LASKY AND GAUMONT
IN ACCORD ON SOUND

18,554.00

"Plastered in Paris".. 99,000.00
Gaiety
10,040.00
"Air Circus"
Globe
14,315.00
"Mother K. Best"

United

gang that

69,650.45

Roxy

Cameo

"OUR GANG" TOURS 12
LOEW HOUSES A DAY

25,400.00

32,500.00

"Excess Baggage"
Aster
"White Shadows"

partnership heretofore existing between them and Aaron Sapiro has
been dissolved.
Sapiro will make his future headiiuarters at the Bank Shares Corporation on 42nd Street.

Universal opened their first picture, containing dialogue at the
Colony Sunday night and the

-

"Two Lovers"

of
course will continue their activiAdd
ties at the Fox-Case plant.
to this amount quite a bit of
independent product to be made
in and about New York.

Colony

80,200.00

Capitol

Criterion

'he

42,933.75

"Beggars Life"
Rialto
"Patriot"
Rivoli

all

Sound Pictures, Inc., for
Fox
one and two reelers.

$20,789.25

Paramount

Frank Aranow and Harris Berlack have served notice that the

of

Among the newcomers are Marion
Nixon, Carol Lombard and Stanley
Smith, all of whom have been placed under contract during the past

The sound tests which were first
made by Benjamin Glazer while he
was at the studio were so satisfactory
that work was at once begun in

about

BALABAN-KATZ GET
present

the

selling

List

From

within

I

resulting

waiting,

and the carfare does not
fun over a nickle or the phone
a dime.

marked increase

activities

in this
few days.
have estimated that it costs putting dialogue into pictures now
They join William Boyd, Phyllis
them an additional $500 each week in production. The sound record- Haver, Alan Hale, Robert Armand every week, for sound pictures ers being used are the RCA Photo- strong, Eddie Quilan and Jeanette
Loff.
phone.
Of these all but Miss Haver
in their houses.
Brown's visit to the studios was are under new and recently signed
So far there have been 28 instalMiss Haver's contract
lations in the Cleveland territory, for the purpose of working out a contracts.
Cleveland alone. general plan for next year's pro- with Pathe lasts through the prefive
of them in
Present indications
Recent additions to the sent season.
The remainder of the 600 houses gram.
have adopted a policy of watchful Pathe production staff and stock are that it will be continued.

in gobs,

call

indicate a

production
near future.

in

city

lagging behind
Broadway has them $2,000,000.

writers, and

company

All of Pathe's features will be
dialogued in the future, according
to the announcement of Colvin W.
Brown, executive Vice President.

to

that al-

make them

will

shorts

to

Much

all

pic-

nevertheless,

but

Films

quite a bit

Leviathan Arrivals
Carol, Fox player, Eugene
Castle, producer, and Richard Wininger, of First National in Berlin,

Sue

were in-coming passengers on the
Leviathan yesterday.

Novelist's

LEGAL PRECEDENT SET
MAZZ-MAD'

William J. Locke, English novelSUIT
ist
and author of "Stella Maris,"
IN TJ'
"The Beloved Vagabond" and other
well-known books, has signed a conLOS ANGELES—What is said to
Hal Roach's "Our Gang'' Rascals
tract with United Artists Corpora- establish a legal precedent in film
perfor
record
create
a
started to
tion to write for that company his circles
occurred here last week
sonal appearance in New York and
He when the Superior Court ordered
story.
screen
original
first
environs, over the Loew Cirits
leaves for Hollywood Friday.
Universal to screen a print of "Jazz
cuit.
Mad". Jean Horsholt starring picStarting at the Sheridan Theatre
for the benefit of William
ture,
at 1:30 P.M., the "Gang" in rapid Warners to Build
and D. K. Martin, who are
James
Lincoln,
Greeley,
covered
the
order
O.
Youngstown,
in
plagarism in their suit
alleging
83rd Street. 7th Avenue and VicYOUNGSTOWN, O.— Warner Bros, against the producers of the pictoria before the end of the afterwill build a new theatre here start- ture.
noon.
The film was purchased from Sven
Beginning at 8:00 P.M. they cover- ing construction in the Spring. The
Universal, who state that
ed the Canal. Delancey, Avenue "B", theatre will be a memorial of their Gade by
contracts of this natheir
scene
all
was
the
in
Youngstown
as
youth,
American.
and
Commodore
the
that the authors
stipulate
activities.
they
and
ture,
life
early
their
This program will be repeated to- of
in the
responsibility,
the
the
all
operate
take
and
day and tomorrow at other Loew They now own
event plagarism ever arises.
Dome Theatre.
the "Gang" holds out.
spots,

if
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Monarchs Praise
Phonofilm Program

English

Ofi.

Pat.

Except

WILKERSON,

R.

Abraham
J.

S.

L).iily

EAST BOSTON ZONE

LONDON

—

King

George

demonstration of a talking-film
performance given by Phonofilms
through the British Talking Pictures, Ltd., at Balmoral Castle.
The) Queen described the performance as "marvelous" and
thought the noises of the Zoo
animals, were wonderfully repro-

duced.

Netoco Seville now nearing completion previously came under the cir-

MOVIEGRAPHS,

control.

Day
of
the
operation
Square by the Netoco management
began yesterday.

INC.

NOW

Active

RUNS

55_ST.

BARRIE'S "HALF HOUR"
P-F-L ALL-TAlKli

and

Queen Mary witnessed a private

the office of Samuel Pinanski, president of the New England
Theatres Operating Corp., comes the
announcement that Netoco has comDay
the
for
negotiations
pleted
Square theatre in East Boston.
This deal clinches the East Boston
territory for Netoco, since the Gem,
the Central Square, and the palatial

From

cuit's

1928

2,

CINEMA

James M. Barrie's

play. "Half ai
enter production as ai
all-dialogue picture on the Para
mount West Coast sound stages dur
ing the next few days with a cas
of stage trained players enacting th
leading roles, Jesse L. Lasky an
nounced yesterday.
Ruth Chatterton, H. B. Warnei
Robert Edeson. Ethel Wales. Wil
frid Noy and Joyce Marie Goad, al
noted for outstanding work on tlv
stage and screen, head the group o

Hour",

will

players.

Hour"

"Half an
by William

will

he

diipctet

DeMille.

C.

Fliesler, commenting on
Olcott with Fox?
Daily Review story yesterday
HOLLYWOOD— Sidney Olcott ma;
concerning Michael Mindlin and the
in Accord on
George Playhouse, states that join up with Fox Film Corporatioi
St.
(Continued from page 1)
Mindlin has not been connected with to direct a series of pictures, pos
known as British Acoustic Films is that theatre for several months, the sibly for all-talkies, if negotiation
also on two films, although it can house being managed by Sam Baron, with Winfield R. Sheehan are com
It is the belief under
lie applied to one.
management of Alexander pleted.
of Gaumont that this method is Kahn and J. R. Fliesler.
recently
Olcott
returned
fron
the only true solution of sound proFliesler has been managing direct- Europe.
duction by means of photography or of the 55th Street Playhouse since
and tliat is to record the sound on Sept. 1. the house now being opea film separate to that bearing the rated by Moviegraphs, Inc. The Chi- Canadian
photographic image.
cago Playhouse, formerly of the
Shooting in Hollywoocii
When Jesse L. Lasky was in Lon- Fifth Ave. Playhouse Group is' soon
HOLLYWOOD— Sargeson V. HaM
don recently, he was shown the to be given up. leaving only the
Acoustic Film Process and express- Fifth Avenue Playhouse under Min- stead and Director Louis W. ChaUj!
det of the Thunder Bay Films, Ltd.!
ed himself in accord with their dlin's management.
of Canada, have arrived here tc
methods.
shoot interiors for their first pro-i
Film Producer
ductlon "Spirit of the Wilderness'
Ohio Exhibs Spend
which will be one of a series of i;
^150,000 Restitution productions. Dorothy Dwan ha^
Weekly
^500
CHICAGO-S. S. Millard, who had the lead.
(Continued from page 1)
been accused of having made three
In Lorain, Ohio, 40 miles from pictures
for
the
United
States
Cleveland, movie patrons are favor- Health Film Company of Chicago Kramer Books
ing the silent pictures, as a large after receiving an advance of $25,Films in Hipp
percentage of the population is 000 and then later refused to give
foreign, and the people do not want the company the original films,
Earl W. Kramer, New York salee
has
to be bothered with a language they been
released by the authorities manager for Universal, has just anare not familiar with.
here upon promise to sign over all nounced the completion of arrangehis rights to the 3 pictures and to ments for showing two new Univermake
restitution.
Relinquishment sal features in the New York HippoU. S. Fire Prevention
of hiS' rights is said to have cost drome. They are "Red Lips'' and
•'The Night Bird," one to play In
October 7-13 Millard nearly .$150,000.
September and the other In October.
Fire Prevention Week has been set
Change,
by the Hays organization for the
week of October 7th to 13th,
The International Talkie Film Fed. Trade Publishers
throughout the U. S. The same dates Corporation which was recently inConference on Oct. 9|
will be observed in Canada.
corporated in Delaware, has been
All film exchange managers are changed to the Talkie Film CorporaA trade practice conference 18
lieing notified to clean up their pre- tion of America, New York.
being called by the Federal Trade!
mises of all rubbish.
Commission
for
publishers,
on
October 9 at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Warners Pre Release 2
purpose of the conference will
Warner Brothers have set pre- The
Reilly with U. A.
be to draw up standard rules for
release
dates for two Vitaphone proJ.
D. Reilly has been appointed
elimination of false and misleadOne is "The Home-Town- the
sales manager of the Buffalo ex- ductions.
ing advertisements.
ers"
directed
by
Bryan
Foy
and
feachange of United Artists Corporation, it was announced yesterday by turing Richard Bennett and Doris
AI
lachtman. Vice-President and Kenyon, which will begin on October
General Manager of Distribution. 27th. and the other "Land of the
Silver Fox" with Rin-Tin-Tin, on
Reilly succeeds George Moeser.
October 13th.

Joseph

Lasky and Gaumont

the

Sound

Company

New York: —Paul

Benjaiiiiii, right

President George Harvey
of the A.M.P.A. is putting on a
great show at the regular session,
Thursday, the quadruple attraction
being Toiiiniy Meif?liaii, (ileii TryonISarliara Kent and Eddie flark
Harry Keichenltacli, running true
to form, put "Lonesome" over in
a big way, and among the many
important personages who accepted
Harry's invitation to the premiere
were Carl Laeminle and (ilen Tryoii
Pat (liaryn is planning a little
celebration in the near future when
his tenth wedding anniversary happens along, but keep it a secret as
he doesn't want it known
Capt«
Henry Bate while we're speaking
about this ten year stuff yesterday
celebrated the good fortune of Universal in securing his services ten
years ago to date
Bruce Gallup,
hale and heart and all tanned up,
is
back from Florida and wishes
someone would tell him of a bridge
game where he could win enough
money to buy a few acres of orange
groves
Kay l{(»ckett, who has
been in Germany for many months,
leturned yesterday and was met at
the dock by his lirother Al and a
party of First National big guns

hand

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

,

Kaniiiiy Sax is back from the
coast for quite a stay and is figuring on
commuting between New.

.

.

York and

Waterbury.

Conn,

where
big sound pic-

Gotham is building a
ture studio, .(ieortre Harvey, advertising director of Pathe, is getting out
probaI)ly the first daily house organ
newspaiier, and he calls- it "Tho
Rooster" because it is ont early
and

always

Harry
who formerly worked in

Orniisfoii,
I'aiil

crowing

.

.

.

publicity department,
reecntly been conductin.g

(.'uJiek's

but

lias

his

own

prosperous

business

Palm Beach, was wiped out

i)y

at

Makes

More

Two

"U"

Week

Nane

N.

J.

Blue

''U" Signs Rubin

Law Test

Universal has signed Benny Rubin,
popular west coast master of ceremonies and wise-cracker, to act in
this capacity in a new Sound Novelty series soon to be announced.

Isidore
Segal of Newark, who
opened the Roselle Park Theatre
last Sunday, for the third time, to
test the New Jersey Blue Laws, was
arrested on charges of operaiiiig a
disorderly house and being an habitual offender.
Tho theatre operator is held in
?500 bail and his case will be made
a test of the blue laws.

Rubin will combine his talents as
master of ceremonies, gagster and
comedian in the new series.

.

.

.

Our Readers

to

That accounts for the steady
in

circulation

Trop with World Wide
The

the

and Universal immediately
gave him an exploitation jot) .u
Haines in N. Y.
Dallas, Texas'
Ted Jaedeker is
William Haines, wiiose latest venow handling the art work for hicle, "Excess Baggage", is now
Georsre
Harvey's
department
at playing a second week at the CapiPathe
tol, will arrive in New York today.

Wire and Local News

increase

.storm,

.

We furnish

Segal Arrest in Final

nel of
J.

ity

latest addition to the personWorld Wide Pictures, Inc. is

Trop who
department

D.

is

now

in the public-

of the J. D. Williams
His experience in the
Industry covens- a period of eleven

.

organization.

.

I

years.
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Selling begins in

Tel Bryant 8957
Cables "BestfUms"

130 W. 46th

New

St.

York, N. Y.

INCORPORATED

A New Feature Film Supply
^'Photoplays

made where

the Story's

laid.''

We

propose to import notable novelty features from
over the world and distribute them throughout the
United States and Canada.

''Imported''

all

We deal only

Our Company

in

will

be a Clearing House through which

unusual photoplays from overseas countries will reach

completed pictures

American

theatres.

be surprised and delighted at our pictures.
Europe is making amsjan^ strides in production. A
You'll

You can

see

selection

before you buy

American

Committee of
tastes will

practical

select

men

(amillau*

the productions

we

^th
^rill

proffer.

We

You can buy
one or

The

may

will sell

one or more

at

a time; that

is,

select such pictures as they feel will

Ejxhibitors

be suitable

for their needs.

all

Because a new source of supply of unusual and profitable pictures will add to the security and independence
of Exhibitors and because we will open and stabilize
American distribution for Overseas producers we feel
that we are rendering the Motion Picture Industry of
the World a much needed service which deserves the
consideration and support of all its branches.

pictures

will speak for
then\selves

WILLIAMS

Joseph S. Skirboll

J. D.
Executive Vice President

Sales

Physical Distribution thru

We

maintain our

own

Educatiotial Film
Sales

Manager

Exchange

and Exploitation

Staffs
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NOTE: The FOX

Advertising Department hj
to prepare this standing form to rush Oi
details on the consistent successes of Fox picture
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I MOTHER KNOWS BEST
^1
H Palace Theatre,Montreal
BROKE EVERY 2 DAY RECORD AT

iQWsBest

^1

Last Saturday and Sunday

^J
^H

Beating by $2,000 previous
week-end house record held by

liBiiiii

Siiliii
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Forest Assets Sold by Stockholders to Schlesingers

;i[^
Fornit-rlv

Ne«

OBSERVATIONS
learance

Ij

The question
should

tlieatie

how

of

long one
protection

get

over another will soon be answeP^
ed in the government's anti-trust
suit against the

conclusive and
that

may

W eiliii'M«Ia>

Ootolier

only

be applicable to a situation like
Coast Theatres, The
the West

RCA

IN

ALL HOUSES

Kennedy's

p.

from
return
closed a deal

all

theatres

Company in Philadelphia pheum Circuit.
Report was
and Balaban & Katz in Chicago,

of

Keith-Albee-Or-

Stanley

be far reach-

and an answer that should

ing

have been arrived at
l)efore

a

long time

A

run house

first

justified

tainly

asking

in

a

reasonable protection on a neigh-

borhood house in the same town
and we think the length of the
protection should be determined
amount of admission
the
by
For
charged in both theatres.
charging
run
first
the
Instance
a dollar,

should be given

a

longer

protection over the house charging ten cents than the one who
has a twenty-five or a fifty cent
Also, the

admission.

amount

of

film rental should be considered
in

protection.

this

stance

we

don't feel

any inone theatre

In

should be given as much as six
month's clearance over the other
one and it is our thought that
no theatre should he protected in
is

That

towns and counties.

distant

hardly

fair.

S.

Pal Oft

Warner Brothers are now

Mid- West

in

a position to dictate terms to all
franchise holders in First National and is understood to be
determined to accept only 5-year
contracts with all theatre owners

who want Vitaphone product
coming year.
The Warners are said

to

MINNEAPOLIS— Warner Brothers
have about closed negotiations for
& Ruben Circuit of 1.50 houses in the Northwest
territory.
The partners are willing
to dispose of their chain, it is understood,
for
the sum of $9,000,000

the entire Finkelstein

this

have

is the price offered Fox some
months ago and turned down.

which

profited by their experience in
the past, when they neglected to
go after contracts of such a term
of years, this resulting in their
having to secure their own theatre outlets to assure bookings

other

talking

Publix

Strongholds in the

Contracts with Franchisers

against

11 of the F
polis and St.

& R houses

in MinneaPaul are on a partnership basis with Publix and it is

not

known

competi-

DE FOREST PATENTS

J. H. Kunsky has leased the new
been
Fisher Theatre which has
erected in the $30,000,000 Fisher
G. T. P.
Building in Detroit.
The theatre which seats 2,871 cost
At a meeting of the directors of
$2,000,000 and it will be completely
equipped with sound devices and the DeForest Phonofilm Corporation
The de- yesterday the consent of the majority
opened late this month.
finite policy of the house will be of the stock holders of the company
first-run pictures, although some of was obtained in accepting the profr
the pictures will be run day and fer of the General Talking Pictures
date with downtown Kunsky first- Corporation for the entire assets of
the DeForest Company.
run houses.
All the patents, both granted and
pending, of Dr Lee DeForest, are
"Submarine" for Capitol included in the assets of the DeiWhen the Broadway run of 'Sub- Forest company. Dr. DeForest demarine" Columbia's smash hit at the veloped his system of recording and
Embassy Theatre is exhausted, the reproducing under the trade name
picture will be booked into the Capi- of Phonofilm, and beginning in 1923
The film is now in itp about fifty theatres in the United
tol Theatre.
second month at the Embassy.
(('ontinu^d on page ^l^

ALL SOLD TO

i

at

and

this

time,

how

this

booking

agreements made with Fox. will be affected by the Warner purchase.
The only details that still have to
be cleai'ed up are some additional
holdings in the chain and the cost
(Continued on page 2)
situation

tion.

cer-

is

U.

FIVK CK.NTS

DETROIT FISHER LEASE

istificattcn
big

received too late to
obtain confirmation from officials of
K-A-0. Installations throughout the
chain will take abut 4 months to
complete.

KUNSKY GETS $2,000,000

this.

Hep

1!»-s

Warners Forcing 5-Year

Europe this week
whereby the Radio Corporation of
America yesterday signed contracts
for installation of RCA Photophone
in

but the effect will

:t,

Invading Two

KENNEDY SIGNS FOR
J.

will

.

RFVIEW

WARNERS TO PAY $9,000,000 IN
F & R DEAL-DICKER WITH BLANK

be termed so

interpretation

its

ork,

TRADE

West Coast The-

The answer might not be

atres.

%

EXHIPHORS

the

VOLF REPRODUCER
TESTS ATFOX-CASE
Final tests are being made this
week (Oct. 1-6) at the studios of
the Fox Film Corp. in New York
of the Volf Reproducer, a new sound
for use in theatres, in
conjunction with talking pictures,
radio and speaking programs.
It is the product of Christian A.
an engineer and acoustiVolf. Jr..
cian who has specialized in sound
devices, and it is being hailed by
those who have heard it as a step
forward in the art of sound repro-

projection

\

\

duction.

Old P-F-L Common Trading Ceases OSWALD BROOKS PROD.
MANAGER WITH REGAL
Oct. 15--Cutten Interests Boom Stock
Oswald Brooks,
LONDON —
E.

pinion

We

have

1st

always

lieen

of

the

opinion that a sixty day protection in any case should be sufFeeling that the patrons
ficient.
who would frequent a theatre

playing pictures this old, and certainly at a greatly reduced admission price, would in no instance
visit the big first run house only

on rare occasions. Consequently
anything after sixty days would
not matter. The six months grant
is

too much.

WILKERSON

National Holds

Defu Conference
prominent
Weininger,
Richard
German banker and member of the
firm of Von Lustig and Weininger,
co-partners of First National in the
formation of Defu Pictures, that

Old

Paramouiiit
Trading
the
Famou.s-Lasky common stock will
cease on October 1.5th and all trading will swing over to the new
stock which was authorized as th'e
result of the 3 for 1 split-up.
The old common which has hit a
high mark of 153% closed yesterday
at 152%, with only 100 shares traded
in.
A 3% dividend rate and a jump
to about 70 for the new stock, whicji
in

;

company's German producing unit,
nnd Ray Rockett, production manager of Delu, arrived in New York
is now at 50%. is expected by th'e
yesterday abroad the Leviathan.
The purpose of Mr. Weininger's end of December.
According to financial experts on
visit is to discuss with First National officials plans for production the "street" one of the real reasons
Mr. Weinin- for the continued spurt of the conjof more German film.
New York mon stock has been the entrancle
remain
in
ger expects to
(Contfnued oii page 2)
several weeks.

formerly with Pathe, Mutual. Gaumont. has been appointed Production Manager of the Regal Film
Company. Brooks has 15 years experience in the American film field.
The Board of Directors behind the
new Regal company, is one of the
strongest and most representative
in the history of British pictures.
(Continued on page 1)
?<

Home-Towners"

Arrives

\ print of "The Home Towners"
V>ltaphone's first 100% all-talking
feature comedy has been received
of Warner
at the New York offices
and
Bennett
Richard
Brothers.
Doris Kenyon head the cast.
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Honky Tonk

Warner has announced that
"Honky Tonk' will he the title of

WILKERSON, Pu blisher

R.

Abrahjm

Managing

Bornstein,

Vitaphone picture in which
Sophie Tucker will star for "Warner
Bros.
It will be an all-talking production, marking the screen debut
of
this
noted comedienne whose
popularity on the stage extends not
only throughout the United States
but tliroughout Europe.
the

and EJilot
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New

Most

first

Manager with Regal

.i

Jof
125 5
I

(Continued from page 1)
includes E. & D. A. .M)rahims,
chain theatre operators;
Charles
Gulliver, vaudeville magnate; John
Maxwell. Chairman of British International Pictures and Sam Berney,
a director of Film Distributors, Ltd.
It

West Coast Representative.
Avenue, Los Angelea (PhoM

lilair.

Tamarind

1514)

Hrmisfc.id

oiulon Office and Correspondent: Samuel Harris.
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C.inadian

Office;

Ave..

Spadina

Moving

Picture

Di-

Canada.

Toronto.

Their

of six productions to
the first year, will be Van
Druten's play "Young Woodley" to
be produced by Thos. Bentley, starring Robin Irvine, at the Stoll Stufirst

made

be

League of Nations
Trading Ceases Oct. 15
Appeal by Federati

(Continued from page 1)
The International Cinema Fei
market of a strong Chicago ation instituted recently at the
group, headed by Arthur Cutten, ternational Exhibitors' Congress
their buying attracting an immediate Berlin, will notify the League!
Nations of its creation, and, at
following.
Du Pont same time,
The original
suggest that an In
rumor arose some months ago national Chamber of the Motion
through the reports that they sought ture industry be instituted at
to divert some of Paramount's film League of Nations so that ntr
problems would be discussed in
business from Eastman to the du
future without hearing the Inteii
Pont Pathe Film Mfg. Co.
tional federation.
into the

Earnings for the new Paramount

Oswald Brooks Prod.

New

York City.
(vorporatioii.
York City subscribers are
of our
furnislicj their papers by carriers, in order that
more prompt service than that
they will i;tt
Subscribers will oblige by notigiven liv mail
n> .lv)iit any lapse in service.
lyii.k'

Priming

PFL Common

Old

"Soph"

L.

J.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
Publifhed Daily Except Sunday

W.

for

1928

3,

shares this year are estimated at
$4.50 a share. At current levels the
stock is selling at 11 times its earnings, against an average of 14'^
for

time.s

581

selected

Warners to Pay
^9,000,000 in F
of
vices.
of the

industrials.

?H^'^fil
AUGUST

"^

24.

Of Exhibitors

him in
playing him

ring

tauqua

member
showed

Lyceum bureau

a

Chau-

a season on the

Circuit

or

Jerry

Beatty,
of the Board of Directors,
up at the Motion Picture
.

.

Club just one day late for the board
meeting, and says he isn't emulating Mayor "Walker either
William Keiter, assistant to Director
Fejos, who will make "Broadway"'
for Universal, is rushing east to get
a line on a lot of speakeasies, for
.

scenes

the

in

.

.

before the
Willenbrandt reform wave hits again
picture,

and closes them all up
Abe
Stern is due here from Los Angeles
tomorrow to meet brother Julius
who comes from Europe
Bruce
Johnson, foreign manager of First
.

.

.

.

.

.

National, will leave next week for
the other side to stay until the

Christmas Holidays are due here
Joe Sheji, one of the high gun
exploitation
and
publicity
men,
leaves Friday for the coast where
.

.

he

will

be assistant to Boh Yost,
studio publicity

charge of Fox

in
.

Ted Curtis,

of

Eastman Kodak,

and incidentally one of the best golf
players in the industry, has resigned and quit the picture business,
and Artie Stebhins is grieving over
the loss to tlie Motion picture Golf

Team

.

Jesse Lasky, just here

from the coast,

is

willing to spend

a lot of time telling about what a
great picture the exhibitors will find
"Interference" when they get a peep
at it in a couple of weeks
Kddie
Cantor was Walter Wanger's lun(heon guest yesterday at the Motion
Picture Club, and he didn't even
sing one song or cut anv didoes during the visit
.John Clarke, Para.

.

.

.

.

mount Divisional

Sale.s

Manager

the west, left yesterday on an
tensive visit over his territory
I).

except Sundav,
1928.
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Before me. a Notary Public in and
State and counfy aforesaid, personally

the

for

appeared
been
du'y

who,

having
deposes and says that
Exhibitors
DAILY
Dc-iAm,'KtVltW and that
following is. to the best
of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of
the ownership, management (and if a
daily paper
the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid
publication
lor the date shown in the above caption,
required by
of August 24, 1912, embodied in
section
'.,,
411. Postal Laws and Regulations, printed
on the
rcvcr,«e of this form, to wit:
.

accordini;

law.

to

"^^'""

"^
the

'^'^

^'

That

publisher,

the
editor,

managers

are:

1.

J

names and addresses
managing editor, and

W.

Publisher,

R.

^'^"./^'^ ^<-ij^^ York, N.
Managing Editor, Abraham
West 4Mh .St., New York, N.
Manager. Herman J. Schlcier,

None;_
45
ness

45th St.,

New

York.

of
the
business

Wilkerson,
Y.; Editor!
Bernstein.
Busi-

Y

4^-

West

N. Y.

2.
That the owner is: (If
ration. Its name and address
a TO
immediately
thereunder

addresses of
per cent or
not owned
.adcresses of

owned by

owned by a corpomust be stated and
the
names and
stockholders owning or holding one
more of total amount of stock
If
by a corporation, the names and
the individual owners must be gi«-n

company or other unincorpolated concern, its name and address,
as well as
'^"^" individual member, must be given )
,w'^„
V t'^KT^^i""'''^""- "' ^'"f ^5'h Street New
If

a

firm,

York.

N. Y.
3. That
the
known bondholders, mortgagees
and other security holders owning or holding
1
per
cent or more of total amount of
bonds, mortgages
or other securities: (If there are none,
so state
None.
4. That the two paragraphs,
next above, giving
the
names of the owfiers. stockholders, and

Circuit

is

earnings.

stood to be willing to retire ft
the amusement field if they can rj
ize a good return on their in^

De

ment. Warner product at this tim
well set, as far as bookings are
rerned, in the F & R houses

Forest Patents
All Sold to G. T. P.
(Continued from page

States

and

Canada

this deal is to give Warners coni
of the theatres as well.

1)

made

use of
Phonofilm.
General Talking Pictures Corporation was organized about ten days
ago by the Schlesinger interests of

Both Finkelstein and Ruben,
were in New York have checked
of their hotel and gone West to 1
a final meeting to clinch the d»
Another group of theatres rep(
ed in the Warner bag at this til
is the A. H. Blink Circuit of 19 t
atres. in Iowa and Illinois, in wli

America, England and South Africa,
for the purpose of acquiring the
rights to Phonofilm.
The company

will license other companies to produce pictures under the Phonofilm Publix
system, manufacture and distribute
projection apparatus, manufacture
and install recording apparatus, as
well
as
doing
synchronizing
of
musical scores and sound effects' to
pictures produced by licensed com-

is

a

50% owner.

^f

panies.

Meighan

at

Thomas Meighan

AMPA

will be the guest

of honor at tomorrow's open meeting
of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers to be held at the Paramount Hotel. Charles E. McCarthy.
Publicity chief of P-F-L will
in-

troduce Meighan.

traction

As an added

A

advertising service

atinof

Walter Eberhardt will
author

troduce Edward Clark,
"Private Izzy Murphy.''

complete motion picture

220

Stanley Advertising Co.
New York
West 42nd St.
^V^Sconsin OGIO

)'

secnritv holders, if any. contain
not only the list
ol stockholders and security
holders as they appear
iip<>ii the books of the
company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security ho'der
appears
upon the l-^viks of the company as trustee
or in
any other fiduciary relation, the
name of the
person or corporation for whom
such trustee us
actiiiR.
IS
given; a'so that the said two paragraphs contain Matements embracing
affiant
s

foP

knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and
conditions under which stockholders
and security
holders who do not appear upon the
bwks of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities
in
'"her than that of a bona fide oswnec
•^T'l'^""'
and this afiinnt has no reason to believe
that any
other person. as,sociation. or corporation
has any
interest direct or indirect in the said
stock. Kinds
.•r
other securities than .ts so stated by
him.
'

"That the average number of copies
of each
issue of this publication sold or
distributed, through
the mails or otherwise, to paid
subscribers during
the SIX months preceding the date
5

shown

t.l'>4.

is

iThi- inform,. 11. ,n

piih'icati.>ns

in

is

r.-.niir,-d

above

fr,.m

d.ilv

\V'.

y
.>worn
t.i
and
day of October.
,

R.

WILKERSON.
(

,

subscribed
1928.
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NEW YORK'S NEWEST AND

HOTE
JHACTLT NtAR THE
CFNTCR Cr THING/
FINEST

New

Around

the corner from
York's exclusive ahop'
district,
readily
accessible
to leading theatres,
railroad terminals, yet in a nei^borhixid socially
correct and away from the noise and turmoil of the
business district.
The Park Cej>tral enjoys a location distinctly unique in its advantages.
Come to the Park Central,
York's nesvest and
finest
botel.
where
will
you
fcnd
advantages
heretofore unknown to American bo«telrie«
Radio
outlets
Electric
Refrigeration
Period
Savons and Roof Patios for private social functions
Iwimming pool
Florentine Grille featuring the Park Central Grille Orchestra .
other
features equally unusual and desirable.
Sillgle rooms
five
dollars per day and up.
Double rooms eight
dollars per day and up.

ping

ana

New

—

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.inly.)

ex-

Trop, who has been "writing
nice things about motion
])ictiires
decade, has joined up
^°';/'\».r^-*
witli
Kill learsley's publicitv
force
over at WorM Wide Pictures
J.

-^^T
™^
1912.

DAILY REVIEW,

STATE OF NEW YORK.
COUNTY OF NEW YORK.

sworn

& R

i

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION, ETC
RE-

so good in his speech to the Engineers Society at Lake Placid, that
(ieorge HarTcy is thinking of star-

The F

Next year Paramount is expected to
few Inrge chains still left
earn $6 a share, and people now is said to l,e in excellent finau'
sponsoring its market feel that it shape.
Finkelstein and Ruben are unc
should
sell
at
15
times
these

dios.

New York: — Terrj Kuiusuye was

&RD

(Continued from page 1)
installing sound producing

Public

THE DACr CENTRAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7lh

NEW YORK aXY

AVENUE

.

Wl,

'~Jf

.
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Starring

Cotirad Veidt attd

Mary PMl

SCORE another winner for FOX
how the

happiest, snappiest, scrappiest
of football pictures scored at the ROXY;

Here^§

PRESS

1

PUBLIC

Oo

1

Oo
Ue.-V

Give yourself a treat
with a sight of ''Win

You will welcome
"Win That Girl."

That

—Chicago Herald

—N.Y. Telegram

A

Girl."

Examiner

Should be a good box-

cleverly acted,

oflice bet.

amusing comedy,

—N.Y. Times

-N.Y. Graphic

I
Refreshingly different,
consistently entertaining.

— N.Y. Journal

Steadily

amusing.

—N.Y.

I

with

DAVID ROLLINS
SUE CAROL
DAVID BUTLER Vroduetion

Post

Smart showmen are
teaming up with

Immensely pleasing
and refreshing.

—N.Y. Telegraph

Lively comedy.

— Chicago American

2T

Trade Practice Records

^Federal Investigators in Possession of

li im.rro.R

TRADE

Formerly EXHIBITORS
24 No. 7«

>l,.

'i

.\ew

Devils"

"4 Devils'"
unfolded during its premiere
at the Gaiety Theatre, the
notion bore down on us that
is one of the best photoit
graphed and actied pictures
we have seen in some time.
The production must have
cost William Fox plenty of
money, for production is
written all over it.
Last night,

as

York,

TliiirK<l:i>

Orloher

,

.j

1,

REVIEW

KcK.

FIVE CK\T«<

Yamins Forces Arbitration
Meeting at Hays Office
Government
Files in

Seizes

New

West Coast

Conspiracy Suit
ISy

RAPEE DENIES FOX

S|»e«*i:il

<'oi-r<^N|»4»iideiit

Sl:ift'

LOS ANGELES,
going

Calif.— There

to be a lot of fur flying

is

when

While

locale is vastly different than that of "Sunrise". "4
Devils" from tlie same director,
may well be compared with it.
for in story it is the same tale
of a sweet pure girl and boy whose
lives are

its

turned upside down by

the sudden appearance of a scarlady.
The one great weaklet
ness of the picture is its slory.

^olor
There

a great deal of color
it is against
a circus background, especially
the opening sequences, showing
how the then unknown quartet
of acrobats came into being, and
the heartbreaks of their childhood. Yet, even with its thorough
attention to detail and exquisite
is

to "4 Devils", set as

camera

one

work,

cannot

PHOTOTONE
DEAL WITH GERMANY

BIG SECRET

lose

By SAM HARRIS
"Today's Cinema"

sight of the fact that the picture
is

slow moving and long drawn

out.
will

careful cutting
eliminate a lot of this.

Probably

lurnau
amazing that a director
Murnau's supposed genius
of
could not show more originality,
It

is

not only in the choosing of his
themes but in its handling. He
and
establishes his characters
then seems to let them shift

of West
relative

Coast

Theatres in court,
clearance
on
pictures
asked ;md received
Erno Kapee. conductor at lh<^ last year. The testimony of several
Roxy, and co-author with Lew i^ol- of the local exchange representalack of "Angela Mia", theme song tives of the large producing orof "Street Angel'' yesterday denied ganizations, will cause quite a stir.
that there was any unpleasant re- It is known that six representalationship between Fox and himself. tives of the Federal government
Rapee has written three iheme have been operating in and around
songs for "4 Devils" which opened Los Angeles for the past year, withlast night.
out the knowledge of the local Fed(Continued on page 4)
Rumors arose some weeks ago
that because of interference on the
part of the Society of Authors and
"4 Devils" Premiere
Composers, a performance of "Street
Murnau's second Fox classic, "4
Angel" was held up in France, due Devils" opened la.st night at
the
(Continued on page 4)
Gaiety Theatre at a $.5 top. Tickets
were at a premium and the crowds
tied up Broadway as early as 7

"ANGELA MIA" RIFT

—

to

the

o'clock.

Jack Conway Variety
Veteran Passes

On

Clayton Hutton. who
LONDON
has just returned from Germany has
completed a secret deal with the
Deutsches Ton-Bild Syndikat, on behalf of British Phototone, which
will be the biggest thing that has
been done in this industry for 20

on the Editorial
Variety for 14 years, died
of heart disease Tuesday night in
Bermuda, where he had gone on
his vacation.
Conway was 42 years
old and was one of the best liked
men in the trade paper and amuse-

years.

ment

Hutton

would

only

divulge

that

the deal involves something beyond
the pictures, that is, in addition to
pictures.

Full

Committee

Today

Credits must go to the technithe photographer, to
cal
staff,
Janet Gaynor, J. Farrell McDonald and a newcomer, one Charles

Morton.

However,

Miss

Mary

Duncan, a much talked of acquito the films, photographed

sition

exceptionally well, but some of
her antics last evening, which
she may or may not have been

upon to perform were
(ailed
ludicrous.
liked "4 Devils" but nevertheless we feel that Mr. Fox has

We

always had very good luck with
domestic directors.

WILKERSON

!

Conway,

Jack

staff

of

fields.

Conway

was a free-lance title
writer for a time, and had a Paramount contract several years ago
out in Hollywood.

BUNK

There is a lot of silly talk going the rounds of Broadway, regarding the possible pooling of
the theatre interests of Ptiblix,
Loew, Fox and Warners, and furzones
certain
allocating
throughout the country, for the
exclusive exhibition use of each
member of the pool. In other
v/ords Loew to operate in the
East. Fox in the West, Publix in

ther

o'clock.

12

This meeting will be attended by
Will Hays, C. C. Pettijohn. Gabriel
Hess. R .F. WoodhuU, Chairman of
the Committee. Berinstein of Cali-

Nathan Yamins

fornia.

!

BUNK

!

Nathan Yamins. as a member of
committee, corresponded with
R. F. Woodhull several weeks ago,
reminding him that a pledge made
at Chicago last year provided that
if nothing was accomplished in the
the

way

some

plan to accomplish
sought by the exhibitors, another meeting of the contract committee was to be held in
June of this year, and that because
of

objects

the

pledge,

that
the

of
of

will

not

consummated.

Five minutes
after the start of such a pool,
the government would step in
and l)reak it up. In the second
place, William Fox is playing the
game of theatre buying, exhibibe

all

Ciiii't

In

and

Won't

the first place, such an ar-

altogether,

talk by people

it

is

members

withdrew

their

objections to certain of the clauses
in the new uniform contract.
This meeting was held and a further conference agreed upon is being
The exhibitor group
held today.
(Continued on page 4)

Samuel

Gotham
Berkowitz
Sales

M.

S.

bp"n

has

Manager

of Go-

Productions and of Gotham
Mi'-ce
Corporation.
Bristolphone

Simmons,
for

left

a

short

phone

a lot of wild

who do

what they are saying.

not

know

Gotham

chief
publicity
night tor
last
conference with Bristol-

Waterbury

officials.

Whitbeck Replaces

tion

And

bunk.

exhibitor

committee

tliam

and

rangement, cannot

of Fall River,

Biechele of Kansas, R. H. Cochrane.
Ned E. Depinet and others.
The "unfinished business'' refer.s
to a plan to finance exhibitor organization, provide for uniform arbitration and other protective measures for exhibitors, in which ,i
suggestion was made in Chicago
last year that there be added to
film contracts, 1% of the rental for
the financing of arbitration.

made Genera'

and producing ALONE. AlIn
ways has and always will.
the third place, no sane man
would ever give ten minutes conMid-West and South and Warner tribution to such an arrangement.
North.
.Mid-East
and
in
the
That's

Noon

m

J.

BUNK

Meets

ChiExhibition Contract last year
cago, on some "unfinished business"
will take place today at the meeting called in the Hays office at

Berkowitz

production.

at

Contract

The showdown demanded by exmembers of the Committee
which drew up the new Standai-d

for themselves while he concentrates on the technical end of the

redits

Standard

hibitor

^

The government gets representatives

he Story

U. S. Pat. Oft

H12M

Lazarus

at

Wesco

who has

been
charge of publicity and ad/e-.i;Ing in the San Fi-ancisco West Coast
Theatres, has been promoted to the
post of advertising and publicity for
the entire West Coast Theatre 'ivLos
headquarters
in
with
cuit,

Frank

Whitbeck.

in

Au.geles.
left

He

steps

into

the

vacant by Jeff Lazarus.

post

•
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"5UBAiARINE
•

NOW PUV! NO

TO CAPACITY AT

EMBASSY

THEATRE, N.Y, AT $2 TOP

Will beavaitable in either silent

or sound version

^

•*

PICTURES
Columbia

has always given you

sound values

in its silent productions.

You'll get even greater values in

Columbia Sound

Pictures.
Our choice

Western

and reproducing
system (the same as that now being used by Vitaphone and
Movietone) is a guarantee of sound quality in Columbu Sound
of the

Electric recording

Pictures.

Through our foresight

in providing

sound

box-office vehicles
for our ^Terfect 36," we now possess a number of outstanding
stage plays and stories which are admirably suited for reproduction as sound pictures. Among the plays that we are now
carefully considering for this purpose are ^^The Donovan Affair,"
by Owen Davis; ^^The Younger Generation," from the play ^^It
Is to Laugh,'^ by Fannie Hurst; ''The Fall of Eve," by John
Emerson and Anita Loos; ''Redemption," by Count Leo Tolstoy.
Among the stories on the current season's program available for production as sound pictures are "Acquitted," by Mary
Roberts Rinehart, and "Trial Marriage," the Saturday Evening Post serial story by Elizabeth Alexander.

C

Theatre-owners can rest assured that when Columbia finally
decides to put a vehicle into production as a sound picture, it
.
will have all the necessary values and qualities to

make

it

a superlative box-office

attraction.

STORlEJ+SOliND V4UJ0

=CGUJMBIA SOUND PICrtlRK

i

^

i.

(^
\^

^-^

-'
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Joe

Gleasons to Be Starred
Same Stage

Things

By .lOK BI.A1R

"I

Hollywood Correspondent

The question of who is going to
Shannons of Broaddirect "The
way" adapted from the stage play
by James Gleason. was' settled beCarl

fore

Tamarind Avenue. Los Angeles (Phone
Hempstead 1514).
u
London Office and Correspondent: bamuel Harris,
"The Cinema", 80-82 Wardour St., London.
1255

Laemmie

left

for

New

York to attend the opening of
"Lonesome". This directorial p!um
has been given to Wesley Ruggles,
on the strength of his marvelous
work in his last picture "Port of
Dreams".
Ruggles, for some reason or other
has been known around the Universal lot as a comedy director.
And once any studio gets .set on

,

W

in

Roles

West Coa»t Representative.

Blair,

1

Canadian Office: Canadian Moving
Toronto, C»n»d«.
gest, 259 Spadma Ave

Picture Di-

,

a director in a certain type of work,
get them away from
it is hard to
Ruggles came
that line of thought.
to Universal over two years ago
to direct the first series of "Col-

and

legians"

New York:— Siiiie
ceived

the

ago

his

for

.

.

.

Paul Scoffield, in collaboration
with Gleason and his wife, did tlie
continuity on "Shannons" and Mr.
and Mrs. Gleason will be starred in
the same parts they portrayed in
the New York presentation of this
play.

Vamins Forces Arbitration

work on "Eroadway" which is his
big one for the same com.Vrtliur H(»rnbIow, one
pany

Meeting

next

.

.

the heavyweight picture men
from the west coast is in New York
for a couple of weeks, on business
and a little recreation combined
K;iy Koekett, just back from a
long stay in Germany, says it took
four years there to make a good
book for Jiinies W. (ierard, but he
of

.

.

.

could write fully as big a one about
two years there. Vivian Moses, who
has been spending a month in New
York, leaves the big town flat today and starts back to the Paramount studios and Vivian crossed
.

—

up because this column started
liim back a week ago
Joe Shea,
us.

.

.

.

who

recently severed hiS' connection with Pathe. takes his departure for the coast tomorrow destination being the Kox studios where
he will assist the publicity chief.

—

Bob Yosf.Alte Blank is in New York
and like every other circuit owner
who comes here, is said to be uegotiating a
Bros, and
.Scliine,

deal

to

.sell

maybe he

bulkier

will

Warner

to
.

.

.

.Meyer

than ever, arrived
yesterday from up

in
.New York
the state, and announced to friends
that he would welcome any advice
that would tend to trim down the

embonpoint
disappeared

.

.

.

Roger

Kerri,

who

the Pox igloo on
Tenth Avenue several years ago. has
emerged by l)eing made an assistant
to

into

Jimmy Grainger

arrived

make

.

.

.

King Vidor

in
the city yesterday
tests of colored talent and

to

one

white actor for Metro's "Hallelujah"

at

Hays

Finished at Warners
Another

picture was
at the Warner Studio this
week when Scott R. Dunlap completed the direction of "One Stolen
Night".
Betty Bronson is co-featured with William Collier, Jr.

Vitaphone

finished

"Chick"

Velie.

U

forward passes and
that have gained vict(
for some of the most famous elevj
1:

plunges,

in the country.

Meehan has made arrangemei
with the Columbia Pictures C(
poration for the distribution of ll
novelty reels.
I

Brooks Finished
Louise Brooks has finished
contract at Paramount and this
ganization will not renew it.
M:
1

(

Rapee Denies Fox
"Angela Mia"
(Continued from page
to the non-payment
for the use of the

of

leave

Rift

1)

license

fees

for Germany to
pictures' for the Ul

one or two
company.

Educational Busy
Production

activity at the K(]
Studios
has
continu
while Jac\ White, director-in-chi
and E. H. Allen, general manag
of the studios, have been in Ni
York City in conferen(^e with E.
Hammons, president of Education
Film Exchanges. Inc. Lupino La

cational

and "Big Boy" hav° been engag
in completing final
camera woi
on their newest releases.
At the same time several oth

new

pictures,

including sublects

Mermaid, Cameo and oth
series, have been
in the cuttii
room. While this h^'? been in pr
gross, finishing touches have he(
put on new stories fr pictures
the

wrote.
office,

it

is

und^r

stood

has determined that theme
songs written by its staff for its
own pictures will hereafter b" published
by
themselves,
although
Rapee maintains that all his future
songs will go through De Sylva,

practically every sevies be'ng piat the Educational p'ant.

duced

Brown and Henderson.

K-AO

New York and w

is

'

music and th^showing only went on when the Fox
Company was forced to pay for the
right to use music one of its own

The Fox home

in

shortly

Brooks

Changes in
Split- Week Openings

John Thomas Here
John Thomas, author
tini.''

the

of 'Dry

Ma

best
selling
novel
in
expatriates
Pari

American
Beginning Sunday, October 7th, which Fox F^lm Corporation h]
Keith-Albee-Orpheum houses will completed in picture form, has j'j
shift
the opening dates of their arrived in this city from the Fren
Government Seizes
He is at work on a n«
split-week policy from Monday to capital.
novel.
Sunday.
Former
policy
covered
West Coast Files Monday and Thursday changes,
(Continued from page 1)
Sloman Shooting Soon
eral office and representatives. They whereas no\7 changes will occur on
have been working out of a down Sundays and Thursdays.
Edward S oman. Universal c
The split-week houses are the rector, is to direct "The Play Go
town office building and are said
to have received such astounding Jefferson, Coliseum, Regent, Hamil- On" as his next for that organiz
Fordham,
Franklin,
Royal. tion. Charles Kenyon did the scrii
information that they were prompt- ton,
ed to confiscate the files in the Chester, Madison. Orph'^um. KenProspect, Bushwick,
offices of West Coast Theatres and more, Tilyou,
Theatre Classics
Greenpoint, Proctor's 86th and 12.5th.
five of the leading exchanges and
The
The
Theatre
Classics Corporatio
full-week
houses
remain the
what they found will cause a great
."ame.
These include the Palace. a new company which will engaj
stir when presented as testimony in
Hippodrome. Riverside. 81st Street. in the opera and pic:ture businei
court.
Broadway,
Albee
and
Proctor's has been formed with $100,000
It has been determined that ihe
preferred stock and 2,000 shares
case will be tried and prosecuted Palace. Newark.
common.
on the evidence accumulated regarding the tactics adopted by West
Fitzmaurice Returns
Coast last year and the clearance
George Fitzmaurice and his comf;Ai,i,
asked for recently will have no part pany who have been in the HawaiiWAFILMS,
Inc.
in this trial.
an Islands making scenes for First
\\aIlKr
.A.
Kutter,
Pres.
National's
"Changeling"
returned
Al Santell, eminent director of to San Francisco
for
yesterday.
The
l.iltrjir.'F
SNx'k .SoeiieN
good pictures, is due to arrive in company which includes Milton
Sills
i:tO \\
4n SI.
New V«rk
New York the latter part of this and Dorothy Mackaill, has been gone
Bryant 8181
week
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

six

weeks.

I

j

I

productions.

17

New York

shifts,

Broadway

musical
comedy player, has been signed to
pppear in a number of Vitaphone

men

Meehan,

SERll

versify football coach has made
series of one-reel "demonstratU
pictures, which depict the fam«

Jay Velie with Vita
Jay

Office

(Continued from page 1)
through Berinstein has submitted a
plan which can form the basis of a
satisfactory arrangement, but according to Yamins, the Distributor
group has offered nothing so far.
Distributors who will attend today's meeting assert that the committee will try to work out something that will be satisfactory to
both
sides,
on
the
arbitration
clauses being disputed.

.

FOOTBALL

Stolen Night"

tures.

.

.

.

since that time has
feature comedies

Not Believe
From JETTA GOUDAL
have never made unneces-

"One

light

lengthy battle, he was
given "Port of Dreams". When this
picture is released Ruggles will be
put up around the top rung by
most of our best students of pic-

south some
health
adPathe
O'Sullivjin.
of
vertising staff, returned yesterday
from Europe where he went six
weeks ago to hear his wife sing
in Grand Opera, and he opines she
Paul Fejos,
sings right well
and
who directed
"Lonesome"
others for Universal, is hustling to
New York by aeroplane to begin
staff,

time
Joe

doing

COLUMBIA TO SELL

We Do

sary or impossible demands during my picture career and the
only words I speak while working on the set are the lines I have
to recite and the orders I must
give my wardrobe maid.
Clothes
are my stock in trade and for
this reason alone I will not go on
with a picture until I am satisfied
that I am looking my best."

until, after a

death
Variety

tlie

Conway, of
who had gone

Jack

been

Bermuda

announcing:

yesterday
of

re-

SilY^i'iiian

horn

cable

a

1928

LAEMMLE ASSIGNS RUGGLES TO
'SHANNONS OF BROADWAY' PLUJ

Off.

Pat.

S.

WILKERSON.

R.

Abraham
J.

U.

D.iily

4,

[

!

Keith'Alhee'Orpheum Stock Rise Renews Warner Rumor

Formerly EXHIBITORS
24 No. NO

\H,.

.\«'«-

*'4arch'tng

On"
titled

"Marching On".

sort

a
is

somev/hat familiar to vaudeville
patrons who have followed the
career of this marvelous artiSt.
It
is
the best thing in talking
we
])ictures,
long
or
shorts,
It has everything that
h;ive seen.
most talking pictures have not
It
has
demonstrated to date.
photography, story,
production,
fine spoken titles and a continuity of action that would do honor
even to the highly artistic silent
drama.
In other words, if this
have
l)een
I)ioduction
would
made as a short reel silent
drama, it could not have been
made any better. Fox seemingly
lias found a means of overcoming
many defects,
<l('monstrated in the

heretofore
all-talkies.

you are equipped for sound,

If

K<»t

thisi

subject.

It will

not only

during its run, but it will
add new patrons for talking picl)lease

He^.

KIVK

Nears Completion

It
looks as if RCA is to get some
kind of a break for their recording
equipment if plans they have proposed to several of the better Broadway stage producers goes through.
For some reason or other, RCA
have sort of been shut out of the
picture in so far as lining up major
production for their recording de-

Western Electric, a half brother by marriage through the A.T.T.
& Co., have gobbled all the big bets
on long term contracts, and with
the exception of Pathe and FBO, are
left holding the bag.
The reasons
seem to be many, but the one and
foremost is that Western Electric
outstepped them in that they emvices.

still

that revival of activity in K-A-O
shares yesterday, which resulted in a gain of 4% points, was
based on authentic reports that
negotiations for the acquisition
of
Keith-Albee-Orpheum
by

Warner

Brothers

was

nearing

completion.

PHOTOPHONE TO START
INSTALLATIONS SOON

RCA l^liot'tphone has begun to
ployed several picture showmen to
go out after the business, while appoint special sales representaRCA expected to accomplisli these tives in key centers of the U. S. for
things by sitting behind the desks the purpose of beginning the instalin

the

RCA

office

and not having

(Continued on page

a

2)

lation of
theatres..

Photophone equipment

In Dallas, Texas, a Mr. Snyder
has arrived to take charge, but he
SmallStrausberg
has not received final instructions
as
securing orders for equipment,
Acquire Popula Chain or to
as to probable dates of delivery.
The Popula Theatres in Brooklyn He states that these matters will
have merged with the Small-Straus- be taken care of shortly.
berg Circuit and the S-S Queen's
Theatres.
The deal was closed
this week but neither side would N. J.
PAID
talk.

$230,000 PROTECTION

resentations
Are

expensive presentations going to be shoved aside
in favor of the less
expensive
talking

the

pictures?

We

think

the Howard, being replaced by
talking shorts.
What has been
done in Atlanta will probably be
followed in other houses very
soon. Presentations are very expensive and there is no comparison between the best presentation than a short reel talkie such
as "Marching On".

Pon
and pictures have
lost one of its most beloved characters in the sudden death of
Jack Conway. Writing under the
name of "Con" he had been on
VARIETY for 14 years. His fame
had become world wide.
Using
his own expression. Jack "Clicked''.
Last year, after titling two
pictures for Paramount in the
East, he went to the coast for
them.
Later he titled several
pictures for FBO.
Returning to

New York

CO.

J. J. Lyng, apparatus development
engineer of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, has been made vice-president of Electrical Research Products, in charge of engineering and
technical development, according to
an announcement made today by
the Western Electric Comyany.
Mr.
Lyng. who is widely known as an
eminent telephone engineer, assumed his new duties on October 1st.
In his work at the Bell Laboratories, Mr. Lyng has directed a staff
of nearly 700 technicians engaged

the development of electrical
communication equipment and the
perfection of sound pictures.
in

Broadway

I

WESTERN ELECTRIC

so.

move

The
in this direction
comes from Atlanta in the announcement that Publix is discontinuing their presentations in
first

LYNC MADE VJ. OF ERP

Spring and his
be.sH loved VARIETY.
Talking to
him several days ago he told us
he was going to return to the
coast very soon.
All of us will
miss Jack.
last

WILKEKSON

Joseph

E.

Bernstein,

who

is

ap-

pearing before the Case Legislative
Committee in Trenton, on an inquiry, being conducted into alleged
graft which motion picture tlieatres
have had to contribute to in order to
keep open Sundays, yesterday admitted that the theatre owners and
managers in the last few years had
contributed a fund of $230,000 which
he had collected.
He stated that the funds were
all

deposited

in

a

and were endorsed

special

CICN'r*

CONTRACT CONFAB TO
RESUME AT 10 AM.
WoodhuII and Cochrane
Without Votes As
Chairmen
The meeting

of the Standard ExContract Committee which
was attended in full yesterday at
hibition

the Hays office, was a short one,
lasting until 1 o'clock when the
World Series ball-game broke up
deliberations.

The meeting has been adjourned
until

10 A.

Cochrane

M. this morning.
R. H.
Universal and R. F.
who sat on the commit-

of

WoodhuII,
meetings in Chicago last year,
and who attended the meeting yesterday, are understood to be without
a vote in the committee, merely acting as alternating chairmen.
tee

in

EXHIBITORS

tures.

un_

Cir-

being dickered for
by Warner Brothers, according to
the financial experts of sever;\l
dailies yesterday, who explained
is

U. S, Pat.

H»2.S

The Keith-Albee-Orpheum
cuit

Sales has the lead in
of characterization that

Chic

Ti,

review

K-A-O Warner Purchase

BROADWAY PLAYS

On the same program with "4
Fox has a short reel
Devils"'
movietone

York, Kridsiy. October

RCA DICKERS FOR

OBSERVATIONS

TRADE

account

to himself.

MINN. ARBITRATION

SETS PRECEDENT
MINNEAPOLIS— Educational Exchanges. Inc., was involved in an
unusual Arbitration Award here, in
the first meeting of the Arbitration
Board since the differences between
the theatre owners and the arbitration board were ironed out.
The precedent handed down was
decided in a case brought by Educational

against

H.

A.

Brummond.

former owner of the Princess Theatres, Thief River Falls, Minn.
Educational had voluntarily cancelled a Kinograms contract because
of inability to deliver a seven-daysold news, and the exhibitor retali-

ated by cancelling out an unfinished
comedy contract.
W. A. Steffes presented the excase, claiming equity, and
argued that the exhibitor should be
granted the right to terminate anhibitor's

with the same
company which had cancelled out
March 2nd is the date which has a contract on the showman.
been selected by AMPA for their
The Board ruled in favor of the
next TNT Hollywood Masque Bali
exhibitor.

TNT

in

New

March 2nd

other contract held

York, at the Hotel Astor.

Lightman to Discuss Talkies

TRENDLE-KUNSKY WIRE
NO " WARNER SALE" YET

at Toronto M.P.T.O.A. Meeting

ger

George W. Trendle, general maiviof the Kunsky houses in De-

in a wire to this publication
today, emphatically denied the story
printed in this and other papers
that the Kunsky circuit had been
sold to Warner Brothers or anyone else. Mr. Trendle stated that
the publication of such a yarn had
proven very damaging to the Kunsky chain in "negotiations now in
progress in other matters.''
troit,

Morning Telegraph Sold
The

Morning

Telegraph

has

changed hands, it is understood, the
new owners reported being headed
by a Mr. Moore.
The purchasers
have formed a new corporation in
Delaware, with 50,000 shares of

common

stock.

"Pete"

WoodhuU

who

returned

from Toronto yesterday, where the
M.P.T.O.A. convention will be UeM
expressed himself as more
than pleased with the progress madf^
by the Canadian exhibitor committee in lining up entertainmen* for
the convention delegates.
(Cfijitinurfl on page 2)

shortly,
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MMBINE

The National Studios, Inc., has
begun to function actively, since
supthe amalgation of several film
Excelply companies, including the
National
sior Illustrating Co., the
Photographers, Inc., the Animated
Products Corporation, the ManhatSlide & Film Corporation and
Standard Slide Corporation.
The officers of the new corpora-

tan
;he

tion are B. J. Knoppleman, Pres., II.
A. Rosenberg, V.P.. Murray Ror; .ibluh, V.F., Jack Knoppleman, faec'y

and Nat Cherin. Treasurer.
In a formal statement, Knoppleman points out that a tremendous
.overhead has been eliminated and
through the pooling of resources, a
complete motion picture service in
slides, displays and phtography in
all its branches will be rendered.

Lightman

to Discuss Talkies

at

Toronto Meeting

(Continued from page
a fianl survey

1)

He made

of the
situation and predicts that the Toronto meeting will eclipse all previous efforts.
.\'ew York— Charlie McCarthy, of
Paramount, introfluced Toininy Jfei-

at yesterday's session of the
A.M.P.A. and inasmuch as McCarthy
hadn't been there for more than a
year. Meighan thought he should do
IJort Adler was
the introducing
another long time absentee to show
up at the A.M.P.A. and someone remarked that they had to make him
treasurer of the T.N.T. dinner fund
to get him to come
Julius Stern
arrives from Europe on the Berengaria and he will be met at the dock
by Abe JSleru et al
Milton Cohen
says he can't see why he should
fight his way through a crowd, so
he sat down in front of a radio
yesterday and got all the ball game
in comfort and made mind bets with
himself on each inning
Killy
Brandt is injecting a great deal of
mystery in his big stag smoker at
the Motion Picture Club on Oct. 11.
and won't tell anyone what is likely
to happen but promises a lot of surprises
Kiilpli Williams, of Universal's southern sales force, who
has been here for a couple of weeks,
expects to return to Atlanta tomorrow
AI Feinnian proved himself
a Cicero in introducing Glen Tryon
to the A.M.P.A. members yesterday,
but the inside tip is that Dick Anderson Kot stuck for the taxi bill
Myron Josephs was here from
New Haven yesterday spending the
day witb Ted Schlanffer, of Universal, and doping out some big theatre
deal
Charles Wilcox, brother
of the wider known Herbert Wilcox,
arrives in New York today from
England with a couple of pictures
erhaii

.
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.
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.

.

.
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.

.
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.

.

.

built for the American market
P. A.
Parsons, always a gallant,
.

.

.

who formerly came

York frequently, arrived
York yesterday on one of
rare visits, and will return
ester

tonight

.

,

.

was a happy

(Jeorffe

.

to
in

Now
New
now

his
to Roch-

Harvey

president yesterday
over the fact that more than 100
members turned out for the regular
weekly session
.

.

.

TALKIE STUNT

Dickers for

(Continued from page 1)
man in the organization.
Recently some one suggested they
go out and tie up some of the big
legitimate producers, offering finances to make pictures of their stage
successes and further, guaranteeing

them a

release.

understood the release is a
triangular
affair
of
EducationalEarl
Hammons-J.
D.
Williams.
It

circuits

I

MEIGHAN

TRIBUTE

PUBLICm

AMPA

guest of the

"Buster Brown" Booked
over Fox Circuit
The William Fox

circuit

of

the-

greater New- York have
booked the "Buster Brown"' Universal series of single reel comedies,
to fill the silent spots in their programs.
What with the excellent
brand of short reel movietone subjects made b.v Fox. the booking of
a silent single reel in these liouses
is quite an honor for the Universal
atres

in

pai

were Glenn

Tryon,

Barbara

Ken

stars of "Lonesome" and Edwar
Clark, author, producer, actor, etc
of the play "Relations".

'coquettpTre-releasi
SET FORAPRIL firs

HOPKINS CONE DEVICE

TO IMPROVE TALKIES
Titanifrone. a

new device

invent-

i)y

motion picture has been
demonstrated at the Eltinge Theatre
to a number of electrical and talking picture engineers.
The new principle discards the
horn principle in sound reproduction and substitutes the cone principle, which will give Movietone and
Vitaphone a quality of reality and
beauty, according to the inventor.

"Coquette". Mary Pickford's firs
picture for United Art
ists. will be jire-released simultan^
ously in New- York. Chicago. Lo
Angeles and Boston on Easter Mob
day. April 1. 1929. probably at ad
vanced prices. Definit-^ contractus
arrangements with the producer c
the stage play determined the pre
release cities.
National release of "Coquette"
|
all theatres will be set for ear*
next fall, and at that time bott
sound and silent versions, wliic
all-talking

Sam Taylor

is

making

separatelj

be
distributed.
starts October 15th.

Productio

will

is

Most

approached have
listened attentively and are now
looking for the money.
None have
producers

definitely seen

this

Waxman

mazuma

yet.

Appeal

The law suit of A. P. Waxman.
Warner publicist, and Channing
Pollock. Edgar and Arch Selwyn,
whicli the former lost and was ordered to pay costs, came up in the
U. S. Supreme Court in Washington

Hanaphone

in

Mich.

DETROIT.— The Hanaphone

Cor-

New Aurora Studios
DENVER — A motion picture

Attorneys for both sides
titions

filed

pe-

of

of single reels
for
stalling Hanaphone.
series of talking and

exhibitors

in-

vert

it

into a

modern

and later on a dies and a newsreel
sound features. produced.

plant.
Com^
will be fir^

LUNCH K(»>

^^ i;WKST l{KM)KZVOrS!

I)I>>'K1{

$.75
$I..->0

writs of certorari to
the decision to the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals.
for

appeal

Brice

on Vitaphone

WOR
Fannie Brice
iste

for

phone
ning.
tion

Radio Hour

Gypsy Music
Gypsy Atmosphere

Bnian

guest artnext Vitaeve-

>o Cover

Char»fe

October 8. at 9:30 over StaWOR and the entire Columbia

Chain.
At that time Miss Brice will sing
several of the song numbers featured l)y her in her first Vitaphone
picture. "My Man" which she recently completed at the Warner
studio.

JStntng

will be the

Warner Bros,
Hour Monday

Jubilee

stu

Michigan has been or- dio in Aurora. Colorado, may b
with Dave Mundstuk as established by Sid Newman, earn
president, to distribute Hanaphone eraman. who intends to take ove
talking picture equipment to Michi- the old studio and plant of t
gan exhibitors.
True Features Corporation at Ea
Mundstuk will also have a series Colfax and Emporia Street and coB
poration
ganized,

Mop day.

on

yesterday

tribute to tlie publicity men by stal
ing that it was his sincere opinio
that at least 50% of his succes
on the stage and screen was due t
judicious publicity.
Other guests of the As-;ociatio

sales force.

talking

picture

Sea

getting quite a play by the large

is

around New York. It ha
booked
by Loew's, A.
been
Managing Director Harry C. Mc- Schwartz Enterprises, ConsolidatetI
Donald of the Brooklyn Mark Strand
Mayer and Schneider and the Moi
has assembled the first Harold
ris Kutinsky circuit in New Jerse;
Lloyd feature with a talking seserial produced b
As an added attraction It is a Mascot
quence.
Nat Levine and released in Ne'
playing
is
Strand
Brooklyn
the
York by Biltmore pictures.
Harold Lloyd in "The Freshman"
the climax of which is a football
Coast Producers Here
game in which Harold Lloyd as
Speedy wins the big game for his
C. C. Burr, Charles Rogers an
college with a touchdown in the Sam Sax, Hollywood producers ar
last minute of play.
in town and stopping at thi
all
Into this football action Mr. Mc- Park Central Hotel.
Donald has inserted a talking sequence from the current Fox MovieTO
tone News.
The talking sequence
IN
shows Rockne of Notre Dame, Roper
of Princeton and Yost of Michigan
JUDICIOUS
instructing their squads in how to
throw passes, etc.
Thomas Meighan. who was

Marcus C. Hopkins, which is
expected to improve the art of the

.

liroposed that the A.iM.P.A. send l)elifflit
Kvans a congratulatory message on th? occasion of her becoming editor of Screenland Magazine, and it was sent
(ieorire

NOVa

ed

Broadway Plays

.

.

RIaIr,

Additional speakers will include
M. A. Lightman, Pres. of the Arkanwho will talk on
M.P.T.O.
sas
"Main Street and Talking Pictures." and a representative of the
big electrical companies now manufacturing talking pictures.
George Harvey. Pres. of the A.M.
P. A. has been selected as a delegate
of the advertising and publicity men
to the convention.

RCA

Circuits Book Serial
The serial "Vultures of the

B'KLYN MARK-STRAND

NAT. STUDIOS HAS
Reg. U. S. Pit. Ofl.
HublisheJ Daily Eictpi Sunday

M

1928

5,

Dance

to the ]>rnsic of

ALItKHT HKLA SOKLtPS (JYI'SV
West oHih
At 6th Avenue
l(»l»

OKCHKSTKA
St.

Direction

Phone

CUHLK

«.1«(»

H.

FKlMitKG

Formerly Knickerbocker

Grill

A
Sh oifVttian

Treat

:s

By Arthur James
in Motion Pictures

Today

A brand new

and a refreshing series has come to our eye
in Educational'^ new magazine reel "Our World Today." We
have been privileged to see the first two of the issues, and in
thrill, human appeal and fine handling they surpass anything of
the sort we have seen attempted in a dozen years. The issues have
the class quality which will make them especially acceptable to the
larger theatres and the mass quality which is essential for all theatres.

Number One — serially numbered 1868 —includes a

stirring

sequence "Thrills

rhyme. It has dignity, power and movement
that is fascinating. In the same reel Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney's sculptures
in a "Women of the Hour" feature of the reel and a corking cowboy sequence give vai'iety contrast and wide appeal.
of the Sea" which

is

titled in

'if

I

The,«econd issue presents "America's Pride," the best West Point presei
tion we ever saw, arranged with a certain dramatic sense that should
bring cheers.

Then

Nature, and a

there

woman

is

fish

a gasoline station contrived by Mother
doctor in interesting activities.

good showmanship which,
we understand, was recognized by the Paramount Theatre
by bookings of the offerings. We felicitate Herbert Ernest
Hancock, who edited these initial "Our World Today"
pictures, and his associate, Allyn Butterfield, on their
splendid result. We congratulate EarleW. Hammons
and his Educational customers on this very vital
\ |k

The

entire composition of

each

is

'

attraction series in short form.

we would

If

we

ran a thea-

smartly advertise the
cash in on the pleased patronage.

tre

lot

and

EDUCATIONAL
FILM

EXCHANGES
Inc.

((^Qkltuzx^tunvcd Cf^^ctuAjui^

»ii»£)
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WARFIELD DENIES
PICTURE ENTRANC

RUMOR

U.A.

Large P F L Stock Holdings
Enrich Tommy's
Fortune

is quite peeved
given out on the co
that he was to join the War;
Brothers in that he would play
several Vitaphone pictures the cc
Ing year.
A representative fr
The Daily Review was told o
the phone by Mr. Warfleld, that
had "no intention of going in
picture silent or sound", and a;
matter of fact was "consider
nothing but rest and amusemer

Br JOK BLAlIt

HoIIynoud Correspondent
There is a current rumor around
the United Ai-tists lot that Thomas
will become a U.A. star
next season. On a check up, it was
neither denied or affirmed.
Tommie Meighan, after being sunk
at Paramount, due to the poor stories he had selected for himself was
shifted to Caddo Productions on an

Meighan

"Nize Baby" Halted

Richard Barthelmess and his company filming "Scarlet Seas", the
forthcoming First National
star's
picture, have returned from a four
weeks' location cruise on ihe Pacific.
important
some
shooting
After
scenes around Catalina Island tli "J
found their land legs once more.
Betty Compson plays opposite the
star and Loretta Young has an imJohn Francis Dillon
portant role.
directing.

is

arrangement of Howard Hughes
making two pictures and Paramount
Sylvia Field, who recently left
would release them. The pictures Broadway for Hollywood, has comhave been made, and one, "The pleted her first Movietone assignRacket" was released and is doing ment at the Fox Studio. She playan excellent business. The second ed the role of "Mary" in "Marchone "The Mating Call" is to be given ing On", a two-reel Fox Movietone
a showing next week, but from pre- comedy, in which Chic Sale had the
views at several Hollywood thea- leading role.
tres,

it

looks

as-

if

this

one

is

a

"Homesick,"

"dud".

Meighan

is

perhaps the wealthi-

est actor on either the screen or
stage. In the early Paramount days,
Tommie took the majority of his
salary in
Famous Player stock.

on the production of
have been halted at
The story is being
the M-G-M lot.
changed and several members of
the cast are being replaced.
Activities

"Nize

Sammy

with

a

feature

Baby''

report

;

Thompson Busy
Harlan

War field

David

tlie

Thompson,

Broadway
who recently left for
Hollywood is now at the Fox West
playwright

"U"

Studio writing dialogue in collaboration with Frederick H. Brennan
for "Badges," a new Movietone fea-

Gets Prize Novel

Neumann, author

Alfred

considered by many,

Patriot"',

,

of "T
to;

the finest picture ever made, 1
sold his prize winning novel, "1
Devil" to Universal. This book i
to eighty-five editions in Europe a
five editions in America, and Uf
versal plans making it on a hu
scale.
The story takes place at

ture.

Veiller to Coast
Bayard

Veiller, author or "The
Mary Dugan," leaves tonight (Friday) for the West coast, time of Louis XI and concerns
where he will assist in the produc- half French and half German barb

Trial

of

I

tion
his

of the all-talking version of
play at the Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer

confidante of the King.
Jose
Shildkraut wil probably get the lei

studio.

comedy

Cohen, Marjorie Beebe,

Walsh Returns
Harry Sweet, Henry Armetta and
After
three
weeks in Zion NationPat Harmon in the cast has been
completed at the Fox West Coast al Park and Cedar City, Utah, filmStudio. Henry Lehrman directed the ing exterior scenes for "In Old Ari-

zona,"
an
all
dialogue
feature,
made him several times a mil- production.
Raoul Walsh and a company of
lionaire and wc are told he is one
Harry Pollard anticipates complet- players have returned to the Fox
of the largest individual holders of
"Show Boat" the Edna Ferber Movietone city in Hollywood, where
ing
the stock of this organization.
In
interior scenes will be made.
Story
by November 15th.
addition to this, Meighan has been
very successful in other stock manThe Cohens and Kelly s, wlio be-

This

ipulations.

"Juanita" in Spain

LONDON—British

Filmcraft Productions will shortly start production of "Juanita", a drama of Spain
and the bull-ring with Gladys Frazin

and Kenneth MacLaglen.

The

be made in Seville
and Madrid, with the aid and cooperation of the Spanish Governfilm

will

i^ent.

Gropper with Fox
Milton Herbert Gropper, co-author
of

"We Americans" and "The

Barrie Play Postponed
Because more time is required in
preparing "The Twelve Pound Look"
by Sir James Barrie, for the screen,
George Arahainbaud, signed to make
it, will do another for Tiffany-Stahl
before tackling the heavy drama.
The new story is "Helen of London"
and Eve Sothern has been signed
for the stellar role.

The male

Johnson,

Julian

head

of Parawriters, has

mount's staff of title
just been assigned to title the latest Emil Jannings picture, "Sins of
the Fathers'', now in production at
Johnson's
titles
for
the Ernst Lubitsch
production starring Jannings now
current at the Rialto Theatre, were
singled out for special praise by

"The

many

of the critics.

E.

D. Biggers

in

N. Y.

Earl Deir Biggers, popular novel-

whose mystery

"Behind
That Curtain," has been bought for
screen production by Fox Films, has
arrived in New York from Caliist,

story,

fornia.

J<ohn Loder Assigned
Captain John Loder, the Britl.sh
actor discovered by Jesse L. Lasky
during his recent European trip,
was assigned yesterday to appear in
"Half an Hour", the James M. Barrie

in

Eames Returns
who has a prominsupport of Alice Terry
in Rex Ingram's "Three Passions,"
made in France and England, has
just landed in New York.
She has
completed her part in the Cosmo
rolo in

Hamilton

Abe
Abe

select the <areai
Its wonderful Iocs
tlon IB Clilcaffo's "loop". The
retnm because tlie large comfortabl
rooms, taomellke envfronment. at
teatlve service, excellent food

Lewis Editing Serial
Camera work has been completon "The Tiger's Shadow.'' the
Pathe serial to follow "Eagle of the
Night," and has been turned over
to
Randolph Lewis for editing.
Lewis was at one time associated
with the publicity and advertising
departments of Pathe in New York
ed

_

1

.

Walter Craighead, Manager

DEARBORN STREET FROM JACKSO)
TO QUINCY
^^

New Garage One-Half Block

NEW YORK'S NEWEST AND
FINEST HOTEL

JMARTLT NtAR THE

CFNTEI2 or TtilNeX
Around

New

the corner from
York'« ei£lu»lv« dupdistrict,
readily
acccMible to leading tlieatre*,
railroid terminals, yet in a neighborhood loclatly
correct and away from the aoi<e aad tunaoll of Ae
business di«rict.
The Park Centra! enjoy* a locaiion disvinctly unique in its advantage*.
Come to the Park Central,
York'* newejt and
finest
hotel.
where
will
you
find
advantasea
heretofore unknown to American ho»t«lrie«
BLadio
outlets
Electric
Refrigeration
.
Period
Salons and Roof Patios for privmt* social function*
swimming pool
Florentine Grille f«»turing the Park Central Grille Orche*tri
othw
features equally unusual and dealrablc.
Sinole iWMn*
five
dollars per day and up.
Dtnible room* eight
dollars per day and up.

film.

Stern in N. Y.

vice-president
and
treasurer of the Stern Film Corporation, makers of two-reel ''omedies for Universal release, returned
to New York this week from Hollywood, where he spent th'^ summci-.
Slei-n,

New

—

.

.

an

moderate eliarges make It an Idea
hoteL
tr^^fO Newly Furnished Rooms,
$2.50 a day and up. Sample
Room* S4.00. SS.OO, $6.00. $7.00^1
fiand $8.00.

and

Clare Eamos,

ent

TRAVELERS
Nortbern for

featured roles.

pinc

play.

lead

Norman Kerry, having just returned from his trip abroad, reports
seeing Constance Talmadge in Paris,
and that she will return to Hollywood immediately upon the completion of the picture she is making
over there now. Kerry is free-lancing now. but it is rumored that he
and Miss Talmadge will be co-starred in a series' of pictures by one of
the big companies.
Both are under
contract to Frank Joyce and Myron
Selznick who will not divulge their
plans at present.

bors," his first directorial effort at
the Pathe Studios. This is the pro
duction that will have the entire
Quillan family of vaudeville fame

Patriot",

cast.

Kerry and Talmadge

Reisner with Pathe
Chuck Reisner, recently signed by
Producer Paul Bern, started camera
work this week on "Noisy Neigh-

Hollywood.

Big

Fight" has been signed to a shortterm contract by Fox-Movietone and
is due in Hollywood by the 1.5th to
do a story or some dialogue.
The company has bought an old
play of Cropper's it is understood.

has not yet been

gan their everlasting quarrel in Atlantic City, will make up in the final
reel at Universal City this week
under the direction of William Craft.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

THE DAI^r CENTRAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7th

NEW YORK

CITY

AVENUE

.
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Elements in Industry Unite on Contract Without Loopholes

ill

"am:*:
Formerly EXHIBITORS

iL.

TRADE

.\ew York, Katurdiiy, Oi-tober

21 >o. SI

OBSERVATIONS
'^oilers"

We saw Tiffany-Stahl's "Toil-|
ers" yesterday and heard one of
yet
synchronizations
best
the
It was
tacked on to a picture.
recorded by R.C.A. Photophone

(i,

review

Reg, U.

a. Pat, Oft

five:

U>a,S

CKNxn

STANDARD CONTRACT NOW FINAL
NO RESERVATIONS-EXCEPTIONS
MARKS BROS. ASK

Committee Hits on Plan

Full

an orchestration done by
Riesenfeld. The music was
well adapted and the sound ef-i
fects were sensible and not overdone. If you are wired for sound
CHICAGO— The Marks Brothers
be sure and get this one and
without wires play it anyhow, it suits against the Balaban & Katz
Publix. K-A-0 and other
Circuit,
of
to
Is a good picture.
film and vaudeville distributors, for
alleged blacklisting on pictures and
presentation artists, comes up in
jor Business
Page's court again, after havJudge
TIiP salient i»i<»iits <>f flic all-daj session of the ('oiitraet ('((nmiitleo of
Reports coming to us fromi
ing been put over from July 12.
townsil
small
in
the Motion I'k'iure Trade Fraetiee Conference at the Hays oftiee jesterda.v,
some exhibitors
will
aplioth
sides
Counsel for
and theatres operating in neigh- pear today, to agree on a date for resnited in three vital atrreenienfs between the exhibitors and dlstribnborhoods of cities tend to show; trial. Attorneys for Marks Brothers tors. These affreements shonid settle for the time beinff and for the
that the installation of a sound; have asked the defendants for an next few successive years, the differences which stood in the way of
equipment and the booking of additional extension of time, which perfect accord in their contractual relationships.
Chiefly, the resolution drawn up and agreed to yesterday by the full
both long and short talking pic-; was agreed to.
Committee, provides that the contract as agreed upon at
Contract
tures have not increased busi-;
that
was
made
One stipulation
^Chicago in February 1928 is now
ness and in some cases patron- two week's notice be given before
finally agreed upon as the Standard
Add to this the' the plaintiffs are ready to go to
age fell off.
Exhibition Contract of the motion
knowledge that the big down-' trial.
Funeral Services
without reservapicture industry
town houses running talkies and
tions or exceptions of any kind or
sound pictures are doing excep-;
Tuesday character.
to
How do you figure
tionally well.
Funeral services for Jack 'Con'
stand on
Secondly, a definite
Why should sound pictures
it?
Conway, late of Variety, will be
financing of Arbitration Boards was
draw in the big houses and not
held next Tuesday at lU A.M. frons
taken, when it was decided that this
do so well in the small towns,
St. Malachys Church on 49th St.
financing of Board of Arbitration
considering the fact that with
"Lonesome" and "The Melody of
Friends and associates of the
should not be linked with the financfew exceptions the same pictures;
veteran screen writer and editor
ing of the national and local exare being run in the houses of Love". Universal's first talking picwill attend.
hibitor organizations and THIRDLY,
both types?
entire
the
over
tures, will be shown
and this settles the one bone of
New
around
and
Loew Circuit in
(Continued on pag:e 2)
aramount Lot
York City at an early date, accord-

from

Hugo

FOR COURT DELAY

J

to Finance Arbitration

Boards

Be Linked with Operation

National

Not

or Local Exhibitor Organizations

—

Conway

LOEW CIRCUIT BOOKS
'LONESOME'

building on the Paramount lot has a double use. lU;
addition to the service of otTices,
dressing rooms, etc., the exterior of the buildings are so constructed so that they might be
used in pictures. As' an instance,
the exterior of Clara Bow's dressing room is a brown-stone front
house, what appears to be the
main entrance of a large hotel
the dressing room of Emil
is
Jannings. Jesse Lasky's office has
an exterior of old English archi-

Every

That

tecture.

is

sane economy.

rumor
of

persists
the Loew

that

the

and Pub-

chains will be merged in some
way and with the joint attractions of Paramount and Metrofew
a
with
Goldwyn-Mayer,
Warner-First National pictures
thrown in, there will be no booking time left for any other producer.
A sidelight to the rumor
brings the information that William Fox has known for some
time that Messrs. Zukor and
Schenck had some thought of
pooling their theatres, and from
lix

the

deal

a

to

moment

this

word

(Continued on page

2)

was

NEW UFA THEATRE

IN

GALA BERLIN OPENING "SUBMARINE" BOOKED
FOR $2 ROADSHOWS
BERLIN— The new UFA theatre,

"Universum" has been opened with
Columbia's under"Submarine"',
"Looping the Loop" the sensational
road-showed by
will
be
special
sea
and
circus film with Werner Kraus
the company in Philadelphia and
Warwick Ward as rivals in love.
A notable gathering of private and Baltimore.
pictures.
The picture opens day and date at
governmental oflficials highly praisPhiladelphia,
architectural and decorative the Erlanger Theatre,
the
ed
Freud" Voronoff and
and the Ford Theatre. Baltimore, on
qualities of the new theatre.
Both are limited enOctober 8.
Steinach in Talkies
Preparagagements at $2.00 top.
A new European talking picture Powers Cinephone to
tions are now under way for gala
Kramer, general sales manager for
the New York territory and Eddie
Golden, sales manager for sound

at present recording a
lecture which will be released shortly on an American lecture circuit, thus replacing the lecGayelord
Benjamin
Dr.
turer.
Hauser, Vienese physiologist and
is

scientific

oew-Publix
theatres

'MELODY'

completed yesterday
between David Loew, representative
of the big New York chain, and two
Universal sales executives, Earl W.
ing

device

The

&

Be Held

chemist
in

as

will

many

"speak" to audiences
as half a dozen audi-

openings

in

both

cities,

to

be

Distribute in Pa. lowed by two performances

fol-

daily

The Cinephone Equipment Cor- for the remainder of the run.
poration of Pennsylvania has been
organized in Dover, Delaware with
$50, ()()() capital, to make devices for
production of sound for and from
Expedition Salvatre to Be
>'obile
picture films.
Shown
This company will handle the distribution of reproducing devices of
MOSCOW- —Approximately 100,000
the Powers Cinephone in Pennsyl- feet of film was used in recording
vania.
the exploits of the icebreaker "Krassin" on its Nobile Expedition salvage.
Tucker at

KRASSIN FILM SHOT

toriums in various parts of the
United States simultaneously.
Dr. Hauser will send a film and
In addian operator in his place.
tion to himself as principal lecturer. Dr. Hauser will appear in conversation and dialogue with such
A crack Russian cameraman
eminent authorities as Professors
Sophie Tucker will be the guest
w .th Debsil apparatus acequipped
Steinach and Voronoff, famous re- of honor at the weekly luncheon of
Cutting
the expedition.
companied
juvenation specialists, Dr. Kueime
the AMPA in the Paramount Hotel of the film is now in progress and
Freud,
the
Professor
of Leipsic and
will be shoiwn shortly in Berlin.
on October 11th.
psychoanalyst of Vienna.

AMPA

'

Exhibitor
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of our New

cians in Long Branch,
and other towns.

York City.

York City (ubacribcts are
Most
fiirnishrd their p.ipcrs by carriers, in order thit
prompt service than that
more
they will get a
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walk-out

is

many
he's

.

jokes during his checkered
dealing publicity, and now

making use

of them by going
through the old scrap books and
digging them out for radio audiences
Jesse (ioldlterg' arrived
from
the
coast
yesterday
for
.

.

.

a stay of a couple of

weeks

.Harry

.

.

Brandt says the world series ball
game looked like a motion picture
convention with every branch of the
industry represented
Henry E.
Wilkinson, buyer of the Greek
Circuit, is here from
Pittsburgh for
.

.

.

a

few days, loading up (? >)
with
good pictures, so find him boys
for
he
s

said to be easy

.

James

V.
to the exploi.

.

Luiidy has been added
tation staff of Universal
and sent
o Cincinnati, and there
are rumors

that

number more men wanted"

a

now watch

the

run on the bank
Stern and Max Alexander returned yesterday
from a
ong stay in Europe and
will go
to the coast in a couple
of weeks
Kelcy Allen tried to buy a
theatre ticket for half price,
pointing out to the box office man
that
one eye was on the blink and ho
could .see nothing with it
(ieorjre
Bradley, the versatile, has been signed up by the Mirror to write
a
Julius

•

•

.

.

.

.

column under the heading "Broadway"' and will devote a lot of
space
to the doings of picture people
along
the big street
E. K. \adel has
.

.

occur.

ZUROWITH SCORE

.

Standard Contract Final

.

.

minutes later "The
Battle of the Sexes" will be staged

and

9:45,

and

the

at

fifteen

Rialto.

Equip Big
Spanish Exposition

At

resolution adopted by
The
the Committee reads:
"WHEREAS, the current Standard
Exhibition Contract was agreed upon
by the Motion Picture Trade Practice Conference Contract Committee
at Chicago on the 21st da.v of February. 1928, with the under.standing
that if prior to June 1. 1928, a plan
operations of the
the
to
finance
Boards of Arbitration and of the national and all local exhibitor organizations was not agreed upon the
again
(^ommittee
would
f'ontract
meet at a time and place to be designated to make whatever amendments, eliminations from, or additions to the contract deemed necesentire

sary,

and

"WHEREAS,

the Contract

Commit-

tee having again met in the City
of New York on October 4th and Sth.
1928, and having considered and discu.ssed many plans and suggestion.s

finance

the
operations of the
Arbitration and the national and all local exhibitor organito

Hoards

of

and
"WTIICREAS.

reached

Committee

t

M-G-M.

for

WORLD SOUND FILM
SYMPHONY STARTEI
LONDON— Walter

Ruttman,

German producer, who has
way an odd picture with

not«

und«
soud

"The Melody of the World
leaving shortly for America 1
engage notables to appear in tb
talking film, which is described ^
a "world sound-film symphony".
He has thus far made arrange
ments to dialogue Mahatma Ghan4
called

Tagore and othe
Rabindranath
world notables. The sound systei
he is using is the Tri-Ergon MusiA.G. which is the same as Moviji

Sugarman Happy
SAN FRANCISCO— Harry

Sugar-

the West Coast
Junior Circuit has realized a lifelong dream, in the opening of his
new Golden Gate, a De Luxe film
theatre, after the Egyptian style.
The theatre seats 1,800. Sugarman
is
the son-in-law of Mike Gore,
former Wesco theatre magnate.

man, President

''Our

"NOW THEHKFORK,

the

of

Gang" Departs

MADRID— The
tional

first

Spanish

ni

moving picture congress wL

take place shortly in this city, witji
King Alfonso presiding. 500 editora
directors, etc
artists,
exhibitors,
ivill
attend, and discuss means d
promoting the film industry
Spain.
Several German firms are sendi
ing representatives to the conference.
i:

Roach's "Our Gang" youngsters yesterday caught the express
Small in N. Y.
for St. Louis, where they will snend
Edward
Small, Hollywood, pr
a week, with another week in Kan\
ducer and one of the industry'!
sas City before returning to the
largest agents, is in New York aj
West Coast studio.
expects

Hal

OBSERVATIONS
(Continued from par« 1)
brought to him, called his board

and financial advisors together and the result of
this meeting caused Fox to start
his present buying and building
plan
of directors

WILKERSON

the Park Central. He
to b<
in town for several weeks in th^
interest of an idea he has regardinj
the production of sound pictures.

M. P. Club Smoker
The Motion Picture Club of Nei^
York is planning a House Warmini
Smoker for members on October 11
the eve of Columbus Day.
LUNCHEON

XJEVV YORK'S

DINNER

mem hers

the Conliacl Committee herel)y
agree that the contract as agreed
upon at Chicago on February 21
1928 be and the same hereby is "finalagreed upon as the Standard Exhibition Contiact of the motion jiicture industry, without res»>rvations
or exceptions of any kind or charactor,
the Contract Committee, how
ever, continuing to act in relation
thereto
undeiand in accordance
with the Resolution of the Trade
rractlce Conference which appointed
the ( ommittee.
"Signed by Felix F. Feist. .los T

it

Spjanish Congress

$.".>

$1.50

ion.

of

a

is

have

the
conclusion
that
the
financing of the Boards of Arbitration should not be linked with the
financing of the national and local
exhibitor organizations, and
"WHICH lOAS. the Committee hav.agreed upon a plan to finance the
operations of the Boards of Arbitr.i-

If

tone.

zations,

the

ture

invitation of the United
States government the Victor Talking Machine Company will install in
this country's three exhibition buildings at the Ibero-American Exposition which opens in Seville, Spain,
March 15, 1929, one of the most
elaborate systems for reproducing
and broadcasting music thus far
developed by Victor experts.
For the participation of the United States, Congress has appropriated $700,000, two-thirds of which
will be used for a permanent United
States building which, at the close
of the exposition, will become the
quarters of the United States consulate at Seville.
The United States will be the only
English-speaking country to participate in the Ibero-American Exposi-

.

forthcoming shortly.

Francis Marion, the scenarii
Carolyn Bishop.
Miss Davies's last picture, "She
People," in which she is co-stam
with William Haines, completed b
fore she sailed abroad will be r
leased as a Cosmopolitan sound fe
lyn

the

tion.

Gypsy Music
Gypsy Atmosphere

.V-

gone to the coast for Fox to take
an important position in the production end of Movietone
CharHe Hrenan, Universal's Washington
exploitation man has a nice job for Schnitzer. .Ned E. Deplnet, R. R Biechele, Nathan Yamin.-!. S N
Berina few days, escorting Barbara Kent stein Cabrial
L. Hess.
around while she makes a lot of M. Ftichey, Secretary Secretary. H.
"Attested by Chairmen R. H. Cochpersonal appearances ...
rane and R. F. Woodhull "
.

Marion Davies arrived home ye
terday from a European visit
will spend a week or two in Jtl
East before going on to the c(>a
studio.
The Metro-Goldwyn-May
star was accompanied by her fat^if
Judge Bernard J. Douras of B.roi6

no Reservations
(Continued from page 1)
which has existed to
contention
now has agreed
Committee
date, the
upon a plan to finance the operations of the Boards of Arbitration.
What this plan is, was not divulged yesterday, but details will be

Tn

Publix Theatres announces a conflict in
courtship and marriage in
their
schedule of "The Wedding
March" at the Rivoli and "The Battle of the Sexes" at the Rialto.
Both pictures open the same day,
Friday, October 12th. "The Wedding
March'' will begin at the Rivoli at

the

get-

ting real good to the ladies; he's
going to have Hopliie Tucker at the
A.M.P.A. next Thursday and Sophie
will tell the boys all about things
over in England
Walter K. Hill,
dean of press agents, has written

career

will

regular
is met today or
latest a general
for

1928

Big Films to Hit

Red Bank Victor to

Henry J. Peterman, leader of the
United States Naval Academy Band,
cooperating with Josiah Zuro,
is
musical director of Pathe sound pictures, in insuring absolutely authentic music for the synchronization of
"Annapolis", the Pathe picture staged in the actual locale of the patriotic adventure story.

New York — (ieorge Harvey

.

in

NAVY BAND HELPS

nest.

.

theatres

Asbury Park.
of
Federation
American
The
Labor is planning to call out all
union employees of the Reade chain,
in retaliation, and these will include
stage hands, operators and musi-

Subscription Rates including postage paid, per
United States and Canada. $10; Foreign,
year
Remit by cbcck,
$15; siiig.c copies, 5 cents.
Entered as
money order, currency or postage.
second-c'ass matter January 4. 1926, at the post

i'lintinn

of

Jersey are faced with a musi-

6,

Marion Davies Home
from European
B'way Columbus Day

Two

THREATENS

cians strike and walk-out, as the
result of the employment of a scab
orchestra in the Savoy Theatre at

J.

office

L.

The Reade chain

New

Hermin

Abrah.im

OF

READE CHAIN WALKOUT

Off.
pt Sunday

Eic

WILKHRSON,

R.

Pat

S.
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Dance

to the

of
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At 6th Avenue
Direction
Plioiie ('IR(

Music
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ORCHESTRA

LE 8580

H.

EELMJERG

Formerly Knickerbocker

Grill

If

PICTURE REVIEWS
"WIN THAT
by

loci

ii

Paul Fejos

"TIIF

David Butler
David Rollins,
Featuring
Sue Carol, Tom Elliott, Roscoe
Karns.
This film started out as a breezy
and sprightly .satire on football as
it was and is played, in tlie past and
Fine researcli work and dithe today.

and Glenn Trynn.
'lOnesome'' is a good program
(ire but a poor f?peclal, tho adlised as a "super talking picture."
not been for the uninspired
it
tion, the poor photography and

[]

1

amateurish work of
players, this simple story of
Inesome boy and girl, their quest
comradeship and love and how
found them, would have been a
v<-iy

in;;

!

The talking sequences are

and well done, but for
most part the picture lacks orighandling, and Glenn Tryon, a
^ble young actor in other roles,
'opriate

ns here terribly miscast, as does
bara Kent, who has a lot to learn
e her work at no time smacks
Throughout the pictsincerety.
one is always conscious of the
ctor's orders, and whatever they
they kept "Lonesome" from
[e,
The picture,
ig a great picture.
btless. has great audience appeal
its bigges. faults are the "sins
omission."

"YELLOW C()>TKABA]VD"

Featuring

Fritz Rasp.
Malten, E. von Winterstein.
This foreign production is chiefly
•commendable for its fine photography and excellent acting.
The
continuity is well done, but the story
is not expertly woven together at
all
points.
It is
a mystery play,
rection lifts the first half of the whose climax keeps you guessing.
picture out of the ordinary, but when Risp does the best work v\ the cast.
the story lapses into the modern If your patrons do not dislike forperiod, it simmers down to an or- eign pictures, tliis ought to be a
dinary collegiate kid-story. The best good buy.
An ancient castle, which contains
work is done by the elder members
of the cast, with Carol and Rollins, a magic mirror able to foretell the
future, is purchased by a wealthy
just nice and adequate.
Two families, college rivals for libertine, who brings his city guests
honors, carry their hate along to the castle the groundfootball
down through the second and third keeper who resents the new owner,
generations, their principal object advises him not to look in the
being to develop offspring that will mirror in an attempt to seduce the
make football heroes. One college ground-keeper's daughter, he chases
has never been able to defeat its her into th? room where the girl
rival and our present day hero, a is saved, when the owner looks into
puny disapointment, physically, the mirror and learns that he is to
How
nevertheless manages to win the meet death by strangulation.
occurs and how the girl is
first victory, through no particular this
efforts of his own, not counting a reunited with hsr real lover forms
hay fever attack which does the the balance of the tale.
F.

—

—

work.

"SINNKHS

"THK FLFET'S IN"
Leo D. Maloney
turing
Leo Maloney, Piiniiiioiint
Gretel Yoltz, Noble Johnson.
Directed by
Mai St. Claire
(tography by
Monte Brice
Edward A. Kull Story by
.,._
Clara Bow.
athe has a corking mystery- Cast
odrama here in a Western setJames Hall, Jack Oakie.
with Maloney playing a dual
With the combination of Clara
in most satisfactory manner, Bow's popularity and a knockout
s Yoltz. who should change her title, this one can't miss.
Not as
le, is a great bet, disnlaying fine good a story as some of her recent
int and
a brain.
Continuity is pictures, "The Fleet's In" is very
mdidly done, with mystery in- amusing nevertheless.
Concerns a
ected by

f,
i,

held tight
or two

throughout, ,_:^t
spots, does'^the
become intricate for the fans
'ollow, otherwise, the plot is O.K.

one

y
•y

.

story of the efforts of the Inter-

Revenue

department

rn a gang of dope
igglers.
The action

to

run

peddlers and
opens with a

on

a Chinese gambling joint,
results mysteriously for the
s.
The action then goes back to
lain why the raid was made and
V it happens to mystify the polSutficient to state, that the
who aided the dope-runners
ned out to be a Federal detective
she marries the hero, who also
an operative.
3
1

ich

I

I

little

red hot

mamma who

works in a dance hall, and it seems
from the picture that all the boys
joined the navy just for a chance
to get in a fight over her.
There
is a great deal of rough-housing and
the titles by George Marion are a
Excellent work is done by
panic.
the star and James Hall.
Jack
Oakie comes in for a few laughs
too.
St. Clair's subtle hand is evident in many scenes which had they
been less carefully handled would
have been vulgar.
not

The

picture does
Miss Bow a
to add to her public, but
no doubt but what it will

exactly

chance

afford

there is
be a box-office clean-up.

Huntley

LOVF"

I>

VIU)
Directed by
Featuring

George Melford
Gordon,

Olive Borden,
Daphne Pol-

lard.

Reginald Barker
Directed by
Story by
L. V.. Rigby
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.,
Cast
Jobyna Ralston, Harvey Clark,
Wade Boteler, Robert Ryan.
Reginald Barker has fashioned a
fairly good picture out of an original story by L. G. Rigby.
It is well
acted by a very capable cast of
players.
The photography is well
better than the average and all told,
is

it

good entertainment and

will

please any type audience. The production could be greatly improved
by a new set of titles, the present one's being poor.
It is a story of an orphan girl being adopted by three miners.
The
climax of the picture is centered
around a raging fire in the shafts
of the mine, entombing some of
the men.
The picture is synchroniz:;d and tha best we have heard.

MOHT

"THE

BIRD"

I'nivorsiil

Fred Newmeyer
Featuring
Reginald Denny,
Betsy Lee, Sam Hardy.
Story by
Fred & Fanny Hatton
This film not one of Denny's best
and critical audiences in large cen-

Directed by

ters

ing

will

find

— Denny's

the story disappoint-

mannerisms are

facial

and Betsy
another
underworld-gam- Lee, while miscast in this role, gives
bling story, which has been changa talented performance.
Director's
ed too much from the story to make
worth-while will hardly satisfy treatment of story is adequate, but
it
anyone except fans who want their no great highlights.
romance in imaginative doses. BorPrizefighter, on eve of battle for
den does fair work as does Huntchampionship, overtrains and is taken
ley
Gordon.
Pollard
is
always
to New York, where his managers
marvelous.
Girl living in misery and squalor figure the night life will ease him
of mill town goes to New York down a bit
the hero is woman-shy
where she is picked up in a night
however, but is prevailed on by a
club and gambling joint on suspicion of being a spy
The owner little Italian waif, whom he picks up
makes her a maid, so as to find out in the park, to take her home and
who she really is. In time, they care for her the girl leaves him,
train her as a come-on for victims
thinking she is in his way, and reof
the
roulette
table.
When a
turns
to her cruel uncle
the day of
wealthy sucker is trimmed, her eyes
are opened and she flees the own- the bit fight comes oun hero wins
er of the club, who has grown to the battle and hurries to rescue the
love her rushes to rescue her from
girl from the clutches of her ci-uel
assault by the dope fiend, who is
all ends
killed and then forsakes his evil relative, who gets plenty
well.
ways, for the sake of the girl.
as

effective

ever

as

Just

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Sound Featurettes
"HOW'S YOUR STOCK"
aplione Sketch

ribbon "HIRLEY, I'lTXAM and SNELL"
on hus- Vitaphone-Fiano and Songrs
band gettng balled out by a nance
This number opens with a trio
floorwalker.
of singers standing in a living-room,
"REI>()LI) WEKRE>RATH"
with the license plate end of a piano
Vitaphone- Vocalist
They start off with a
in focus.
Here's a gabbie that's flawless in
list of pop numbers we heard last
tone, and worthy of a place on any
Duo then swing into "I
especially in uptown spring.
program

dream
clerk,

turay Roth and Bryan Foy workhard to gag some laughs for
3 one.
Its all about Wall Street
the stock market to the ext of
a ticker in the family livroom.
lusband buys stock that goes
)ey and wife upbraids him for
Maid
ecking family bank roll.
:es
a look at ticker and finds
been made rich on oil stock,
i's
1

very pure

TOIIFK.S"

"TilF
Titl'ini.v-!Stiihl

he

3st

MIHIMHr

.MVSTIt

IFA

Barbara Kent Directed by

>iiiins

[sif.

(ilHL"

Fox

—

gag.

Husband

and the fade out

—

BROX SISTERS"

Iniversal-MoYietone

Famous

team of vocalists
and dreamy variety sing
three or four numbers in dressey
sister

of the soft

set,

accompanied by pianist

The

girls

have

thing before in

done this

(girl).

sort

set with the bari-

tone nonchalantly leaning
While husband is tear- the piano. Without ceremony or preto cook.
hair burglars enter and rob lude he breaks' out with "Manda;
Then "Duma" a companion
e right under his nose, bus hus- lay."
The
id doesn't even get the scent. piece, the plaint of an old salt.
Lher-in-law gives a look at ticker two numbers round out a satisfyAnd the way Wering interlude.
1 finds that worthless stock he's
renrath
sines them its nobody's

—

Pianist does a solo while the boys

change their pants.

Their

wop comedy ditty "Fastifulsa".
about
This flnal number is done with prop
gestures,

and

the

boys

look

are

rendition

They then do though there was

a

the

of

musical comedy and

wonder What Will Wiliam Tell"—
known
which made us wonder if they vaudeville and are well
against
knew any more old comedy standbys. the big towns.

houses.

Opens on salon

»S

is

is

pleasing

':i

al-

a slight mistiness

reproduction

like one strain the ears.

that

made

O.K as a pleas-

Exhibitor

%
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iack Warner-Al Rockett to
Head Combined Production

1928

6,

Guinan Picture Done
The
ture,

has

Texas
"Queen

of the Night
finished at the

been

studio.

Guinan-Warner

Ray

pic-

Warner

Te.

Ray

Griffith has been worrlj
as a result of talking picture
Ray has no voice and talks

has not been determined
Tex will do another for

It

whether
company.

By JOE BLAIR

Takes
Whispering

Griffith

Clubs"

this

whispers.
Someone persuade
him to have it tested for som
the actual closing of the
pictures.
The result of the tei
contract that will bring Warner
proved marvelous and is said
Brotliers
and F^irst National tobe a riot. Two of the large coa
gether, it is said that all Warner
panies having heard
it,
ha?
activities will be transferred to the
propos'itioned Ray on a contrac
big First National studio and the
Word received at the New York
Griffith is all smiles now.
Warner Hollywood /plant will be ofRce of Fox Film Corporation from
torn down and business buildings Winfield
Sheehan,
vice-president
will be erected on this plot.
and general manager, indicates that
Jack Warner will be production John Ford is making a talking
Iiead of both pr(^ducing organiza- "wow''
of Arthur Caesar's story,
to
Taike
tions,
but the organizations will "Napoleon's Barber."
Both
Richard
Barthelmess a
continue to function separately. Al
In addition to snappy dialogue
Rockett will handle First National which has been supplied by Caesar Colleen Moore will do their next p
The Bartheln^i
under the supervision of Warner. and Ben Holmes, Ford is getting tures as talkies.
story is "Weary River" by Courtt
This
arrangement will
continue some wonderful pictorial scenes, the
throughout the present production report says and lists this Movietone Riley Cooper and will be directed
Miss Moore has %
schedule that will require six or subject as worthy of feature billing Frank Lloyd.
ready started work on "Synthd
seven months
on

Hollywood Correspondent

Willi

Gilbert Adrian, costume creator a'
studio
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
the
who has been visiting the East, engaged in the business of selecting

new wardrobes for Greta Garbo,
Norma Shearer and other stars of

Raymond

who

Hackett,

Do

now

is

playing the male lead in "The Trial
of Mary Dugan" at the Century
atre, has been giTen a motion

Thepic-

contract by Metro-GoldwynMayer. He plans to leave for the
coast on conclusion of the New York
engagement of Al Woods' meloture

dramatic

to

new Karl DaneArthur co-starring vegone into production at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studio,
the
with the two comedians wearing
what are said to be the largest and
smallest uniforms ever turned out
at the Navy outlitling shop in Los
Angeles.
Alf Goulding is directing
new picture, and Josephine
the
Dunn, feminine lead in the Capitol's
current feature, "Excess Baggage",
has the principal feminine role.

CHAPLIN'S NEXT WITH

Sea",

(•eorffe K.
hicle, has

SOUND AND DIALOGUE

the

(ieorfff's

H.M.S

Durban

shipmates

from

the British
National Studios
last week as the guest of Billie
Dove. They watched the star make
scenes for "Adoration," and voted

Navy

of

visited First

her their favorite actress.
Six First National contract players
are working in one picture, "Ritzy
Rosie." They are Alice White, Jack
Miilhall. Thelma Todd, Doris Dawson,

Frances

Hamilton and James

Ford.

Charlie

Chaplin's

"City

upon pantomine.

wliolly

"City Lights' goes into production within a week.
Mr. Chaplin
took six months to write his story,
and dialogue employed in the talking sequences will be written by

Paramount.
It
as "Loose Change"'.
Ciuirles

l>aiii(inf

will

and

be

known
Stephen

Koberls, two of the veteran directors at the Educational Studios, are
in Mexico inspecting mining properties recently acquired bv Roberts
Estelle Bradley, wife of Lamont, and
Mrs. Stephen Roberts accompanied
the party as far as Houston. Texas
where Mrs. Roberts remained to
visit friends and relatives.
Several important stories are being whipped into shape for early
production at Universal City.

Joseph I'oland and Karl JSiicll are
adapting "His Lucky Day" as a
forth-coming Reginald Denny Pro-

duction.

logue and

It

will

sound

be

made with

effects.

Cameramen

Borden

at

will

be

Columbia

Olive Borden,
long a featured
player for Fox, has been assigned
the leading feminine role of Goldie,
girl in

the

dia-

Marshall with

Columbia's thrilling
underworld, "Stool

for Vaudeville

is about to start on his
annual vaudeville tour, having com-

story taken from the famous Connovel
and play "Polish
Blood."
It is very likely that this
picture will actually be made in
Europe, at the exact locations called
for in the script.
Paul Sohofiehl, well known coast
scenario writer, is adapting "Little

her

of

big

Laura La

Hornblow

in

fer with Dr.
vocal, sound
for
"The

Hugo

Magnolia in
Miss Satan"

be

directed by Weslev Ruggles and will be made with dialogue
and sound.

Speaking

Reisenfeld on

lease.

NEWS
is

the currency

bank

with

on

which reader

No

bought.

is

a

publication

meager

editorial

THE DAILY REVIEW

roll.

making sound investments in news
for its growing bank of readers.
is

Are you cashing

tlial

is

Christie

Columbia reminds us
Cahaiine

is

to

on

this?

If

it's

THE DAILY REVIEW

printed in
it

in

news and

is

worth your reading

investment.

THE DAILY REVIEW
45 West 45th Street

New York
of

N. Y.

and orchestral
Awakening",

Plantc

the completion

role as
"Little

"Showboat."
will

for

now noaring

'

j

r

tinental

Satan"

Pai

Letter".
It
will
be directed
Monta Bell and made at the Pat
mount Astoria studio.
Product!
will start in about ten days.

n

is

playj

t

effe(

j

picture.

ever grew great

plays the lead.

who

PF-L

Arthur Hornblow, Jr., producti
executive for Samuel Goldwyn, a
rived in New York yesterday to cc

Lew Cody

interest

Lewis Stone has- been cast for
an important part in the M-G-MSidnoy
Franklin
picture
"Heat".
Garbo is starred and Nils Asther

Miss

dialog

work in the most recent
Vili
camera Pringle-Cody
picture
for
M-G-M. Banky's first individual starring p:
While in the East, Lew might do a ture which is expected for early

Stone in "Heat"

Duffffy has started in the
of
the
Christie-MacDuff
of comedies being released

Cody

have

will

Frederick Marshall, stage
has been engaged for the
mount-Jean Eagles picture

that company.

pleted his

headed by Rollie Totheroh, with Eddie Gheller and Mark Marlatt assisting.
Chaplin was assisted in
preparation of his story by Harry
Crocker, Henry Clive, Henry Bergman and Carlyle Robinson.

ture "Clear the Deck".

by

finish

Hill to Star
Doris Hill, having finished
her work in the Paramount picture
"Avalanche" and given a new long
term contract, is to be starred by
Little

The supporting cast has not been talking
finally sleeted.

gangster

series

Lights"

will be fully synchronized and there
will be sequences in dialogue.
Mr.
Chaplin will not permit his tramp
character to talk; he will depend

Brooks Benedict and Eleanor Les- drama of
lie have been added to the cast of Pigeon."
the Reginald Denny-Universal picJack
second

Helen
Ware,
Philippe
de
Lacy,
D'Arcy Corigan, Rus Powell, Michael
Mark, Buddy Roosevelt, Ervin Renard, Y. Troubetsky, Joe Waddell and

Henry Hebert.

John McCormick, producer of ColMoore pictures for First National, announces that Al Hall, film
him also.
editor, has been promoted to comedy
Chaplin hopes to
constructor on the unit.
He wWl
do his first work on "Synthetic Sin." work in eight weeks'.
leen

Priiioo

any program.
The cast includes Otto Matiesen, Sin" which
throughout.
Natalie
Golitzin,
Frank Reicher,

complete.

hit.

At

"All

i

BarthelmessMoore

yesterday

organization,
left
(Friday) for California.

his

SHEEHAN ENTHUSIASTIC
OVER CAESAR'S 'BARBER'

return

to that
>an Cochrane and Faifli Thomas Coquette"..studio to do "The College
He recently finished
are adapting "The Masked
Marvel"
Driftwood" there.

City

H-

Warner Acquisition of K-A-0 Frustrated
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FIVE CENTS

RCA BUY OF K-A-0 CHAIN

PREMATURE SAYS KENNEDY

SALUTATION!
With
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this issue

REVIEW

comes under the direction and

ownership of the undersigned through purchase from

W.

R. Wilkerson.

Mr. Wilkerson

remains as part owner of the publication and
in executive association

-MAY
FBO INCLUDED

in the picture business

and

is

glad of

It

it.

the success of those

good management been able
water and make the distance.
effort, fail of the goal.

of all
it

who

shall

through good luck

keep head above

to

proposes to be

It

and even

strive

But

believes every

shall delight in recording

who have

who

It

made from common

is

or

tolerant of those

sets out to

it

seek to pose with a superior

be against

sham.

all

It

tantly espouse the cause of the

in

enemies.

give

be intolerant

wisdom and

proposes to mili-

motion picture and

and succor

aid

There can be no middle course

to

its

in a cause

like ours.

When

Brookhart

we

bills arise

dle nor be half hearted

and

it

shall neither strad-

be our privilege

shall

who

to nail to the wall of publicity those

or callous fancy
gives

them bread.

picture people.
ship.

We

fail

We

is

the pictures

confess to an

like pictures

and we

open

like the

and

partisan-

people

who
who

make and sell them. We don't like those
pussyfoot when any of our picture family is sneered
at or attacked.

So then with

we make our bow and we

this

simple formula

ask only that

we

shall

be judged and measured by our performance.

ARTHUR

"The announcement that the Radio Corporation of America had
secured control of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum Circuit and the Film
Booking Offices of America is premature," said Joseph P. Kennedy
in an exclusive interview with the writer.

ROACH AND VICTOR
STUDIOS HOOK UP
By the terms of contracts just
signed between Hal Roach and the
Victor Talking Machine Company,
the Hal Roacli Studios in Culver
City, California, will be allied for
many years to come with tlic reproducing facilities of the \'ictor organization.

JAMES.

"It seems as it it will be closed in
short time," added Mr. Kennedy.
This beyond all doubt, sets at rest
the rumor that has been going the
rounds for tlie past month that
Keith-Albee-Orpheum will be acquired by Warner Brothers.
In an exclusive interview and on

a

being asked what he would do,

and
Mr.

when

was consummated,
Kennedy said, "I don't know.
the

if

You know

deal

am

a

banker by trade

might return

to that business,

and

I

but

still,

I

I

like

pictures

become intrigued with

it,

and have
and don't

forget I have a contract for the operaThis means that the public will
tion of Pathe.
hear the Our <iang Kids, Stan Laurel
When I originally came into this
and Oliver Hardy, Charley Chase and
industry it was supposed to have been
other Hal Roach stars in talking picfor only six months and here it has
tures.
b;^ei; over t-.-o years.
I like tl;c btt*4-Victor technicians are en route to
ness and might stay in it, for if we
Mr. Roach's studios and the enlargmake this deal, we will have a lot of
ing of this motion picture plant,
money to spend, more than I have
which was begun some time ago, will
ever seen or heard of in this industry.
be rushed to completion. The Roach
(Continued on page 3)
Studios are the only ones whose
(Continued on page 3)

in reckless

to support the business that

Our only axe

WILKERSON

honest

to oppose vigorously all who, through inaction or

fatheaded stupidity,

SALE TO

with us.

This newspaper has no heroes.

clay

IN

RADIO-P HOTOPH ONE GROUP
KENNEDY HAS CONTRACT TO
OPERATE PATHE— MAY STICK
By W. R.

man

BE CLOSED SOON

ASHER, SMALL, ROGERS
ASSOCIATE WITH GOTHAM
Asher,

Small

and

Rogers

have

OF MICHIGAN
KALAMAZOOCONVENTION

M.P.T.O.

The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Michigan begin their 9th

formed a corporation with Sam Sax annual State convention tomorrow at
and Budd Rogers, of Gotham Photo- the New Hotel Burdick in Kalamaplays Corp., to distribute and service zoo, Michigan.
installations of the Bristolphone synchronizing disc device, and to produce
and short subjects synfeatures
chronized with Bristolphone.
These two organizations are forming the Gotham Bristolphone Photoplays Corp., which will distribute pictures under two brands, to wit: a
series of Asher, Small and Rogers
productions, and a series of Gotham
productions.

The

knitting of these two entities
(Continued on page 3)

The convention proper, while opentomorrow morning and extending

ing

over to Wednesday, will be preceded
todaj- by a Golf Tournament at the
Maple Hills Country Club at noon,
and a Board of Directors Dinner,
given by W. S. Butterfield at his
home on Gull Lake. A short meeting
will follow the dinner.

At 6:00 o'clock Wednesday

night, a
will officially close the convention, at which prominent State
(Continued on page 3)

banquet
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Congratulations on your enterprise as a publisher Stop Controlling as you do the editorial
outfit of two trade papers your
power for good in this industry

immeasurably great and having watched your work I am
confident that you will not abuse
this power Stop My associates I

is

am

sure join me in this sentiment
your success

for

Louis B Maj'er
.Arthur James
PZxhibitors Daily

tivities

R A Rowland

.

confined

be

will

Al Lewin,

.

.

members only

to

of the

Metro produc-

who

has been in
Xew York for the past two weeks
looking over some plays, will return

department,

tion

the

lo

on Wednesday

coast

.

.

.

Morty Spring says they can

usually
take care of one of those coast fellows so he'll be ready to go back in
a few days, and is laboring under the
impression that Al Lewin brought a
iiorseshoe or something with him
Hal Roach, who has been here
for several weeks playing polo and
doing other things in addition to a
little
business, left for ilu- coast
Saturday, and now thinks la- will
Hjuckle dow-TTto work oil a tew sound
pictures
Joe Kennedy, who is
always a good subject for a story, is
soon to return from F.B.O. and
[•C.A.O., and maybe he will and again
tlicre may be another guess or two,
for Kennedy liasnt spoken on the sub.

.

.

.

ject

.

.

.

.

George Beban's

.

Congratulations

on your latest
no doubt but that
your new- trade daily will be militant and well worth while.
You
have the good wishes of the
Universal organization and I am

There

coast from an injurs
receiveil
while horseback riding, brought grief

many

friends

in

the in(luslr>-

in

.\cw York
Cecil Mayberry, general salesmanager of Columbia lias
dei)arted for the middle west for a
.

.

.

ar(jund tlie key cities
Charlie Chaplin, according to info
from the west, will not talk in liis
all talkie "City Lights' but will let
the others in the cast do the vocal
trip

.

.

Oswald Brooks ha>
done what we all know he would go
Stuff

.

.

.

E.

—

back

to England and grab himself off
big job where his American picture experience will help the British
make better pictures
Bert Glennon arrived yesterday from the coast

a

.

to direct

be

made

.

.

"Stepping High" which will
in sound here in the e,i
(

I

expect to

the
Trade Review make
see
rapid strides under your able
supervision and fearless editorship
Ray Johnston

W

James

1-Cxliibitors
I

am

>-our many
lating you

Review

Dail\'

indeed

glad

vcr}-

to

join

friends in congratuupon the acquisition

tlie Exhibitors Daily Review
Stop In your further opportuni-

of

constructive service the
is sure

for

ties

Arthur James

.Arthur

Exhibitors Daily Review

Exhibitors Daily Review
Its great news and I want to lie
one of the first to offer my
heartiest
congratulations
Stoji
Its a fine thing for you and a fine
tiling
for the Motion
Picture
business Stop Best of hick al-

News

of your acquisition of the

Exhibitors Daily
Review has
reached me and knowing of your
past activities in the Journalistic
I'ield of Motion Pictures the success of this Daily is more than
assured Stop Please accept my
heartiest
congratulations
.Slop
Good luck
liarks
liaiilin
(

.\rlhur

(

James

Exhibitors Daily Review

More power

you in your new
venture. This is a day for strong
ideas and experienced guidance
in

to

the industry.
Your new daily
be decidcdiv influential

should

P.
.\rtliur

I).'

Cochrane.

James

Daily I'ieview
Congratulations upon your ac(|uisition of the Exhibitors Daily
Review Stop If yon will ]nit the
same militancy iiit(j the Daily
l'".xhil)itors

Review

as >ou
put
intfi
the
.Motion
Pictures
Today your
paper will be of inestimab'le value
to
the industry Stop With a
daily paper you can give a (|uick

and

immediate blow to those
who endeavor to injure the industry Stop The value of such
an immediate bUiw is incalculable
Sto]5 "S'ou have my very best
wishes for the success of your
enterprise Stop Regards
J. Robert Rubin

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
Just heard of your purchase of
the Trade Review Stop Conand best wishes
gratulations
Stop From a friendly enemy
Jack Alicoate
Publisher the Film Daily
Arthur James
Daily Review
Congratulations on the
]'3xliibitors

usefullness

.Arthur

Review

sure that the industry will lend
ready ear to your experienced
advice and counsel.
R. H. Cochrane.
a

tlie

to his

is

on

'icath

Stop Congratulations and success
J D Williams

.\rtliur

Arthur James
step.

the devil Stop Competition in
journalistic enterprise means a
better trade press and a strong
trade press is a powerful constructive force for the industry

Congratulations Stop
in-

which will further benefit
by an enlargement of your acdustry-

pelled to notif)- all the member.s of
the Motion Picture Club to cancel
invitations to guests for the smoker
on October 11 as so many reservations are demanded that the session

Exhibitors Daily ReviewTwo live dailies are twice as
good for the business as om
Stop I know we can count on
you to tell the truth and shame

.\rthur James
Exhiliitors Daily

Review

Congratulations to the entire

Xcw York — Billy Brandt was com-

James

.\rtliur

F.xhibitors Daily Review-

Motion Picture industry
to profit

Irving

D

Rossheim

of

wider
your publications
Glendon .Allvine

James

Exhibitors Daily Review
Congratulations and best wishes
for your success Stop Expect my
cooperation

Harry H. Thomas
Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
Congratulations to you and to
the Daily Review Stop May you
be as big a hit as Lilac Time
Stop Greater success than this
no man can wish you
Jerome Beatty

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
Instead of the quick and
dead in the Daily field, w-ill

the

now

A

James

ways
N'ed

[\

Dcpincl

Arlhur James
ICxhibilors Daily Review
Congratulations and best wishes
on your new venture Stop Regards
Al Eiclitinan
.\rtluir

James

Daily Review
business
certainly
gets
away with merger Sto]) Now that
>-ou have taken over the l)ail\
Review suggest you go further
.•nid annex a few- of the rcgionals
l''xliibitors

This

example Saturday Evening
I'ost and Libert}' Stop liest wishes for your success

have two live ones.
James
daily jolt will accelerate the business.
Put World Wide Pictures
down for a ringside seat.
Bill A'earsley.
.Arthur James
FLxhibitors Daily J-ieview
A'ou are in tunc with the spirit
of the times Stop I hope you will
be
able
to
accomplish those
things >ou set as your goal
Rest wishes
\'ictor
.Shapiro

M

.\rtluir

.Arthur

Dietz

James

i'.xhiliitors

gards

Capt (i McL Baylies
Kiiiogram Publishing Corp

We felicitate you on the broadening of your activities and responsibilities

.\rlhnr

the

press
field, and
want to express our
sincere hope that you may be
alile t<i earr\- out to the full }.-our
sjilendid ambiti(nis of service to
ihe industry.
in

Cordon

trade

S,

White.

James

Daily Review
Congratulations on your purchase
l''xhibit(H-s

f)f

Daily Review

Review

Heartiest congratulations on your
uvw venture Stop In your hands
this publication should prove a
real power in the field Stop Your
brilliant
results
with
Motion
Pictures Today makes it certain
that your new publication will
he a .shining success
Stop Re-

for

Howard

James

b'xhibitors Daily

the

.Sto])

I'.xhiliitors

A'om-

journalism

I^aily

Review

influence in
<laily
will aid wonderfull>'

good work you have done for
Motion
Picture
w-ith
Motion
I'ietnres Today Stop You have
been the bulwark of the independents and they and the whole
industry owe you much .Sto])
the

Best ]H-rsonal regards
.Samuel Zierler
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Ml First National Product BRUSSELS FEDERATION
Have Dialogue^ ^—Rockett SESSIONS START TODAY

Bcban

Relatives to

Set Funeral Date

^>

l!kUSSFLS--The

—

Los

ses.sions of

first

Angeles Funeral services
Bcban, noted stage and

^

By JOE BLAIR
Hollywood Correspondent

National picwill have dialogue." Al. kockett
upon his arrival at the Burtl
I

n

AW

First

all

.iftcr,

"Both

Siiulios.

ii

all

All First
I'olleen Moore,
Billie

-^,

and

stories will be
National stars in-

versions of
lu

talking

Richard Bar-

Dove, Coriniie Grif-

Graham

J.

of afifairs."

^t.ite

sound stages are now

the
;ss c)f erection at the studio, the
having been practically finished.
second and third will be conid within sixty and ninty days.
;

in

than $1,0(100,000 worth of sound
e e(|uipnient is now awaiting in-

ition.
r.

kockett

annoiniccd

also

the

hase of six plays now running in
York by his organization. All
liglily successful dramas and will
hiicd as movies and talkies.

director

Cutts,

for

Gainsiiorough Pictures, London,
having directed Ivor Novello in
"The Rats" and "The Triumph of
the Rat," will now make "The
"Return of the Rat."

BERN CREATES BLAYDON
PRODUCTINN MANAGER

and

(\

Buy

distributors

of

K-A-O

iC'imtinued ivom pa^c 1)

can

tell?

I

can't

at

this

J)

About

'Pathe

hen (|ue>tioned regarding the fuof Pathe, Mr. Kennedy stated
the "organization would continue
mction as it has in the past few
ths" and that "Pathe is not in•d

in this

deal."

Blaydon started his film work with
Paramount a few years ago, and recently has been an assistant and unit
the

Griffith,

manager

to

Edward H.

Pathe director.

Asher, Small, Rogers
Associate with Gotham
(Continued from page

1)

for a holding corporation that
places the firm practically at the crest
of
the
independent field.
Asher,
Small and kogers are known as producers of such attractions as "Mc-

Fadden's

Severe Loss
will
l)e
ttie
loser
if
Joe
Without any knowledge
idy leaves it.
tion pictures, this young Boston banker
into it a little over two years ago

icconiplished more in that short time
las ever been effected before.
He took
when its profits were small and with
e carefid cutting here and there manto produce a tremendous profit within
iod of not more than six months, and
that time has made everyone connected
;

Flats,''

"Cohens

and

Kelleys." "Ladies' Night in a 'Turkish Bath.' " "Shepherd of the Hills,"
"Classified,"
and other first run
product.

Hook Up

Studios

(Continued from page

production

is

I)

operated

by

\'ictor.

Mr. Walter \V. Clark, General
kecording Expert of the \'ictor Company, will shortly leave for the coast
to supervise the installation of the
Electrical Research Products equipment for the Victor ComiJany.
In making the announcement of
his contract yesterday, Mr. Roach,

who

left

for the coast, said that the
efforts of the Victor Com-

combined
)any and Hal Roach Studios can proluce a new tj'ise of entertainment that
w ill be happily received by exhibitors
the motion picture field at large."

md

in

Picture Profits
Kennedy s.aid "One of tlic sure ways
aking money in pictures is to sell at
e when some one wants to buy and if
id
not accept the proposition made to
.
RCA we would be adjudged insane,
that is actual profits in the
distribution of pictures, alseem to be around the corner.
Take
nount of money invested in this business
ompare that with the actual profits and
lave a story."
re

profits,

ction

and

RCA

a

Power

will make Radio Corp'jration of
ica one of the big powers of the inf.
will
control 372 houses scattered
It
coast to coast and will have a producanrl
organization that is
distribution
forcing itself to the top with a product
has.
for the past few
months, been
itently good.
And it is our guess that
ff
will
not stop with this
and
It
deal.
has been outplayed and
tted by its cousin Western Electric, but
now on things will be quite a bit difs

deal

RCA
RCA

New

M

to

fatal

^'ork today.

O

P T

of Michigan

Kalamazoo Convention
from page

(('ontinue<l

\)

and Edgar A. Guest, Mich-

oflicials

poet, will talk.

igan.'s

The iirogram tomorro.w

open

will

with registration of delegates and the
start of the business session at 1:00
P. M. Among the principal addresses
will be those made bj- President H.
I'.
Hall, G. A. Cross, W. S. McLaren,
(ieneral Manager H. M. Richey, W.

Bunn of Electrical Research
C.
and Mayor E. AL Kennedy.
Tuesday's sessions will include the
closing business reports and the election of officers and directors and an
address ))y the new president.

"Show Boat" Soon
There

is great juljilation around the
L'niversal lot.
This is caused first
by the daily rushes of their big production, "Show Boat," and secondly
the knowledge that the i)roduction
will be finished right on schedule.
In
either words there is just ten days
more work on the jiroduction.

WAFILMS,

David Brill, president of LIF.\
Square," which has just
Eastern Distributors, has opened a
with dialogue and
Pittsburgh branch and appointed Jack
sound effects, will be the initial offerCohen manager.
ing in the firm's new program, with

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.
for

Library Stock Scenes
130 West 45th Street
New York
Hrvant .S S 1
1

completed

set

at

November

1.

Alice

Day and Arthur Lubin are starred.
Herman Heller furnished the synchronized
score
under production
supervision of Harold Shumate.

Buy "Night Hostess"
National have announced the
purchase of the New York stage play,
"The Night Hostess," and also an
First

original

UFA Fire Loss
the
Berlin — Fire l)roke out
in

storj',

"Riviera."

N EW

Fox Signs Another

LUNCHEON

YORK'S

EWEST RENDEZVOUS!

Gypsy Music
Gypsy Atmosphere

Advertisements

Xo

DINNER

$.75

$1.50

5

cents

WANTED

POSITIONS

in

po.sition

Highest

him
in
Motion Picture

experience

years'

S

desires

Box

Re.^cVences.

liusim^-IncUistrv.

Exhibitors

111,

DAILY REVIEW.
FOR SALE

AN OLD AND WELL ESTABLISHED
ORCHESTRAL BUSINESS of Band Prolicensed,

Full)-

viders.

agency

for

variety,

Commodious ofiices,
£4.500.
Price
music.
and
lihrary
up-to-date
extensive
Open to every inEstablished 25 years.
spection and investigation. Write May Walter
Orchestras, 81. Shaftesbury Avenue, London,
etc.

W.l.

MOTION PICTURE AND "STILL"

LOCAL FILMS

iitting

§alnn

MOTION PICTURES MADE TO ORDER.
Commercial,
excellent

Dance

to the

Music

of

ORCHESTRA
Direction H.

or

and

20c per foot.
Seventh Avenue,

New York
OPPORTUNITIES
BUSINESS

some one or be

FEINBERG
Grill

W'e have
cameramen.
Ruby Film Com-

Industrial.
the best

City.

HIRE
WANT TO theatre;
WHETHER YOU
a
hired; buy or
sell

equipment, or do almost anyelse in the motion picture business,
will get you results.
department
an a'^d in this
for you, the
If you want us to word the ad
your
services of our advertising experts are at
Simply tell us what you want to do,
call.
Exhiused.
want
you
and how manv words
trade
thin"

Formerly Knickerbocker

Home

facilities

price.

pany. 727

100 West 58th Street

At 6th Avenue

colinnn.

cameras rented, sold and exchanged. Portable
Keep us advised
lights for sale and for rent.
Ruby Camera Company,
your wants.
of
727 Seventh Avenue, Xew Yor k City.

ALBERT BELA SOBLO'S GYPSY
Phone CIRCLE 8580

this

Box Numher line. Mini10% discount 12 issues
$1.

charge for

nnini order.
or more.

Our

No Cover Charge

m

Cash must he sent with order.

per word.

with
L'i''A

Advertisements

Classified

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY. LADY

The

,

Italian roles
injuries
here Friday, will await the arrival
of the actor's sisters and son from

UFA Pittsburgh Office

Pathe

know what we are talking about.
iplishment speaks for itself.

portrayer of

who succumbed

T.F.'s Talker

he has reduced the
:edness of that organization over $800.If this is not doing things,
then we
been

screen

Tiffany-Stahl has decided to make
'.Squad's Right' as an all-talkie.
Eddie Gribbon, with plenty of stage
experience under his belt, will have
the lead and Eddie Cline will direct.

Film Company building last week, in
Fox has a new European find. His
the department in which topical pic- name is Muni Weisenfreund (the}ownership a lot of money.
'J'he damage is will do something about that name,
was brought into Keith-Albee Orpheum tures are produced.
time when the stock was selling for IS
more serious than was believed at that's a cinch.) and will be rememn a little over six months from the
first, valual)lc negatives and positives
liered for his impersonation in "Four
he entered, the stock had consistently
Walls."
to a little above 33.
In the short time having been totally destroyed.
IS

for (jeorge

"Times

l)een

release

industry

I

l^'ederation.

makes

Premature Says Kennedy
,vho

work

sound

jtives of the several British prors

devote himself more fully
of organization in the

to

the

to

Studios.

In his new position he has taken
up the active management of "Geraldine," "Noisy Neighbors" and other
thur .\. Lee, i)resident of .VnierNew York City, features that Bern is making or prelo Corporation,
Gaumont- paring for Pathe.

from a three-weeks' visit to
where he conferred with
Ion,

order

Roach and Victor

production

International

in

kichard A. Blaydon has been appointed production manager for the
Paul Bern productions at the Pathe

\rthur A. Lee Returns

vice-president of the
sh Corporation of Canada, Ltd.,
ned this morning on the Beren-

organized

I'ederation
which was
Berlin recently, will take
Ijlace here today, with English, German and French representatives in
attendance.
The first rules, regulations and
creed of the Federation will be drawn
up.
Leopold Guttman, president of
the (jerman Cinematograph Exhibitors Association, has resigned his
post as chairman of the Berlin and
Brandenburg District Association, in

formed

Milton Sills, Dorothy Mackaill
Mice White are involved in the
11.1

-

h'xhibitors'

RATS!!

I

I

newly

t'ne

bitors

or

sell

DAILY REVIEW^

NOTE: The FOX

Advertising Department htki
to prepare this standing form to rush oi[|(ll
details on the consistent successes of Fox picture

had

«

itmmlUmKm^m^^^M
m

$1500 more than
Canada^ s Biggest Week!
liiiiBMilili

MOTHER KNOWS BEST
beat ^week record held by
^^Street Angel'* at the Palace

Theatre, Montreal and no^w
holds record for biggest ^^eek
In any theatre In Canada.

—

Talking about talkers this John Blystone
Movietone now holds International
Records !

adverse Legislation, Labor Troubles

and Sound Films M,P.T.O.A. Topics

DAIL¥=tEVIEW
Reg. U.

Devoted to the

New

OL. 24 No. 83

HOG

S. Pat. Off.

fostering

— Continuing

Exhibitors Trade Review

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.
York, Tuesday, October

SEHLE RACE

1 fING

9,

FIVE CENTS

1928

-

RELIGION CLAUSE

In William Randolph Hearst's

ew York American yesterday

SOME PICTURE!

publisher's trial Editor called

le

udly for a legal censorship (pre
on stage plays and

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have a
picture in "Our Dancing
Daughters" running this week at

shibition)

great

uoted the distinguished publias follows

ist

the

censorship, certain
fact, certain dangers,
ship system is used.

injustices,
if

It

a

is

"flamming

youth" idea, but it is real and outclasses anything of it's kind ever

"There are certain inconveniences
in

Capitol.

in

done

the censor-

in picture heretofore.

story, fine cast,

and excellent direc-

Will make plenty of money
in any locality and under any conditions.

ent-day drama.

GRAUMAN TO START

"The actual process of censorship
not have done so much to make
moving pictures cleaner than they

may

ing pictures."

LOS ANGELES.—Warner
made

super-special "Noah's Ark,"
to top any picture the company
its

world premiere

opening for this spectacle that
the West Coast has ever seen.
brilliant

VIotion Picture censorship law
;hould be broadened to include

)ublication

censorship

of

all

later of the pul-

first

presenta-

sound method, and the
showing of sound films

Canada, occurred at the Rosemont
a suburban house, several
weeks ago.
The advertised showing of "Uniteaphone" on the Rosemont's program was
sponsored by the United Amusements,

in

Theatre,

(Continued on page 7)

in Fort

Lee

Hunt

Studio Explosion

Carrier, Vice President and
Director-General of the International

Ten persons were injured yesterday

Beauty

Tour,

en route to
Europe on the "Leviathan," to select
the most beautiful girls in the various
Inc.,

is

lewspapers and
)it and of magazines and books

European countries for a tour of the
entire United States on a "trackless

ind finally private conversation.
Let's hog tie all forms of
luman expressions.

train."

right to extend censorship from pictures to the stage,
:he rest of the program is fully

MONTREAL.— The
tion of a new
second public

Ten Hurl

James A.

Accompanying Mr. Carrier is Dudley
Reed, cameraman, formerly with MetroGoldwyn-Alayer, who will take pictures
of the European trip.

afternoon in an exploision and fire at
the Metropolitan Studios at Fort Lee,
New Jersey. The most severely hurt
to the Englewood Hospital.
The explosion occurred while the
workmen were sound-proofiing one of

were taken

the stages to convert it into a studio
for the taking of talking motion piccomposition used in the work
tures.
off
a gas that was ignited by a
threw

A

blow torch.

If it's

is fair.

bring home to publishthe fact that all
public
ers and
unsound
basicly
:ensorship is
subversive of liberty.

Censorship is not a cure it's
1 poison and it is more dangerous than that which it seeks to
;

:ure.

Arthur James.

is

not given the

right to cancel or to refuse to exhibit
a picture which he claims will be offensive to the public in the place where
his theatre is located, because of racial
or religious subject matter. Such claim
must be presented to the Board of
Arbitration in the city out of which
the exhibitor is served, after the exhibitor has given the distributor written
notice thereof within a reasonable time
before the play date of the picture and
it
is only after a hearing upon such
(Continued on page 7)
;

"HOME-TOWNERS OPENS
'

AT WARNER

OCT. 23

Warner Bros; will offer their third
100% all-talking picture to the public
when George M. Cohan's great success, "The Home Towners," opens at
the Warner Bros. Theatre on Broadway, Tuesday evening, October 23rd.

"The Home Towners" constitutes the
comedy presented by Warner Bros.

first

as an all-talking picture.
Bryan Foy directed

and Richard
Bennett and Dorris Kenyon head the

cast.

Gotham-Asher, Small and Rogers Form
Bristolphone Vaudeville Booking Dept.

It will

md

full for the information of the entire
industry and e-xhibitors in especial.

"(1) The exhibitor

CANADIANSOUND SHOW

Brothers

mammoth

ever made, will have

—

"UNITEAPHONE" SECOND

1

them are offensive to de:ency and are frequent in their
lagrant violations of good taste, Carrier Off on Wide
jood manners and the moral code.
Beauty Tour
State
York
New
the
Therefore
)f

The oft-disputed Section 21 of the Standard Exhibition Contract
which deals with the right of an exhibitor to cancel a picture on racial
or religious grounds has been interpreted by Gabriel Hess, General
Counsel of the Film Boards of Trade, in a complete letter to Louis
Nizer, Secretary to the New York Board, in which all the questions
raised are answered with finality.
The letter is herewith presented in

"NOAH'SARK"NOV.l

For the purposes of discussion on November 1st, at Grauman's Chinese Theatre, replacing "White Shadows
et's carry the Hearst idea far- of the South Seas."
Sid Grauman is planning the most
Daily newspapers some
her.

—

OTHER POINTS DETERMINED

Great

tion.

"But there is nothing in censorship which carries so great a menace
to the life of the nation, to the moral
standards of the American people, as
the appalling degeneracy of the pres-

were, but the fear of censorship, the
dread of what censorship would do
to the picture, if the producer transgressed has been almost entirely responsible for the redemption of mov-

EXHIBITOR CAN CANCEL BUT
HE MUST MAKE HIS CLAIM
BEFORE ARBITRATION BOARD

As one of the first steps in the creation of the new producing
forces of Asher, Small and Rogers with Sam Sax and Budd Rogers
of Gotham Bristolphone Photoplays Corporation, is the creation of
a new department, already functioning, which will book vaudeville
acts,

concert artists, radio stars,

etc.

This talent will form the nucleus of a comprehensive program
of Bristolphone shorts, which will be distributed along with the new
Asher, Small and Rogers Productions and the Gotham Productions,
all of which are to be made with the Bristolphone disc system.

Publix Units for
F-P-L Canada Theatres
Intimation has been given that leading houses of the Famous Players
Canadian Corp., in Toronto, Ottawa
and Montreal, will offer Publix unit
presentations, a circuit of the three
cities to be formed as soon as the new
Famous Players house in Ottawa is
completed. Publix units will be seen
at the Capitol, Montreal, and the Up-

town, Toronto.

—
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and There Will Be More Tomorrow!
Arthur James

Arthur James

Arthur James

your
telegram
minute
reaches me advising of your purchase of the Exhibitors Daily
Review Stop May I congratulate
you on this opportunity for still
greater service and wish you the
fullest measure of success Stop
It is impossible to estimate the
usefulness of motion pictures and
in the development of this value
the trade press has a very definite
and important part Stop Kindest
personal regards

learn with very considerable
satisfaction that you have acquired ownership of Exhibitors
Daily Review Stop As editor of

Congratulations
on
your
increased activities and best wishes
for success
Colvin W. Brown

This

WUl H. Hays
New York

George Harvey, not be-

man

ing a drinking

not at

is

all

in-

terested in anything they might sell
in bottles over in Toronto where he is
going to represent the A.M.P.A. and
the M. P. T. O. A. annual convention
Pete Woodhull says the same
horse that runs for Harvey also runs
for him at Toronto
Mike
O'Toole says he doesn't need to go
on record as everyone knows where
.

.

and

stands

Laemmle,

a

who

his

got

falls

nephew

.

.

.

.

Max

of the Big Chief,
selling schooling

.

New

York exchange, gave a birthday party
Sunday night at the apartment of
Dorothea Antell, the crippled actress,
and pictures from almost every one
of the larger companies were shown
.

D. Trop, of

J.

.

over at World Wide Pictures,
may appear a little nervous these days
but it is only because he is readying
himself to get married in about five
weeks, and a man has a right to get
nervous
Milton Simon, spe.

.

.

representative of the sales department of Universal, who has been out
on a long trip on the road, dropped
into the home office yesterday to talk
over things with Lou Metzger and
cial

Ted Schlanger
Lee, who went

.

.

Arthur A.
England three
.

to
for a series of conferences
with British producers, arrived home

weeks ago

Saturday on the Berengaria, looking
so happy that the guess is that everything fell right on the other side
Rita Josse, Universal's sales
promotion girl with a real rep as
such, returned Saturday from a two
weeks' sailing trip to Newfoundland
and other foreign seaports, all pepped
up and now watch those
sales step
along
Phil Reisman, sales
manager of Pathe, stopped over at
the coast studios on his wide swing
over the circuit, and, after looking
.

.

.

.

.

and listening at and to the sound pictures, wired that home office to get
ready

Adolph Zukor

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review

gave

to

enthuse

over

some great

C. C. Pettijohn

Arthur James
Accept sincere congratulations
upon your purchase of Exhibitors
Daily Review Stop Your clear
vision on picture problems has
aided hundreds in this business
and I am sure that the new deal
will double the values you will
give your subscribers Stop Your
many friends here at MetraGoldwyn-Mayer are all with me

Carl

Laemmle

you now
have daily as well as weekly and
welcome your entering into this

Dear Arthur glad

new

publishing
regards

Kindest

Jimmy Grainger

Arthur James
Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
Congratulations on the purchase
by you of the Exhibitors Daily
Review and wish you success in
the undertaking.
I feel no one
is better equipped to make it succeed than yourself

Accept my congratulations on
your acquisition of Exhibitors
Daily Review and best wishes
for your success with the publi
cation Stop Best regards
S.

R. Kent

Congratulate you on acquisition
Exhibitors Daily Review Stop
Can't think of a better man who
should be putting his genius, resourcefulness and sturdy sense of
always battling for right than Arthur James.
Wish you a long
career of prosperity and success

Powers

Asher Small and Rogers

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review

When

independence and

Arthur James
intelli-

gence get together it is a great
combination with which to go
into militant action Stop I believe the Daily Review
under
your able guidance will be a fine

Congratulations to you on your
of Exhibitors Daily
Review and very best wishes that

acquisition

under

your

management

this

publication will be developed into
one of wide usefulness and service in the motion picture industry

always

Martin

Doglas Fairbanks

J.

Quigley

Arthur James
Exhiljitors Daily

Review

have always regretted that your
constructive messages were only
available once a week. It therefore makes me very happy to
know tliat through your connection with the Exhibitors Daily
I

Arthur James

M. H. Hoffman

Cecil B. DeMille

to see

field.

by Arthur James should be great
news to the entire industry Stop
I never fail to read today
whether James's or Brisbanes because
I
read truth and always learn
something new Stop Now I will
be able to read both every day
instead of weekly Stop Under
Arthur James Today and Exhibitors Daily will be worthy dignified mouthpieces of our profession Stop More power to you
congratulations and success

cordially

influence as well as a great credit
to the industry Stop tsest wisnes

Arthur James

The acquisition and personal
management of Exhibitors Daily

appreciation of this latest deof your enterprise

P. A.

President, Universal Pictures

Arthur James

monstration

me

a great deal of pleasure to learn that you had bought
the Daily Review.
I am certain
that under your inspiring leadership,
the paper will attain a
splendid and most useful position
in this industry.
It

Motion Pictures today you have
been constructive not destructive
the industry is to be congratulated on having daily as well as
weekly contributions from your
fluent pen

in

Congratulations on your purchase of Exhibitors Daily Review
Stop In enlarging your trade paper activity your knowledge and
motion picture
in
experience
business should prove great asset to industry as a whole

—

U

stuff.

Arthur James

Bill Yearsley's

staff

.

Harry M. Warner

.

film
working out of Big U, is back from
Canada after a very successful eight
weeks' sales trip
Herbert
Kaufmann, head of Warner's

.

Congratulations on your expanI wish you every success.

sion.

.

.

he

A. James

I

Review that the industry will
hear from you every day. Good

Luck and Lots

of

It.

R. F. Woodhull

Arthur James

We

salute

your

acquisition

Exhibitors

of

Daily
Review and
know that this is an indication of
wider scope greater power and
militant editorship such as you
deserve Stop Counut on us to
continue the friendship and cooperation which we have learned
is so well appreciated in the past.

Sam Sax — Budd Rogers

Exhibitors
Settle

claim of the exhibitor on the
ground that he has not complied with

Religion Clause
1)

Im and a determination by the Board
Arbitration that the picture will be
;nsive to the public in the place
ere the exhibitor's theatre is located,
t the exhibitor is in a position to dele to play the picture.
(2) Unless such notice of claim is
en the distributor, and the Board
Arbitration has specificially detertied that the picture is offensive to
public in the place where the exlitor's theatre is located because of
racial or religious subject matter,
contract between the exhibitor and
distributor continues in full force,
d must be complied with by the parthereto.

The

notice of the exhibitor's
lim must be given within a reasonle time before the play date of the
;ture. What is a reasonable time depends upon the circumstances in each
In some territories, and under
se.
rtain conditions, any time less than
days or two weeks might be held
it
to be reasonable. In other terriries, under other conditions, a week's
itice will be held to be a reasonable
ne. It seems to me that anything less
an a week's notice would not be givg the distributor sufficient time to
epare to meet the exhibitor's claim.
'(3)

Upon

giving the distributor
such a claim the exhibitor
lould immediately file a claim to the
me effect with the Secretary of the
oard of Arbitration and request a
laring thereof by the Board of ArbiUnder the Arbitration Rules
ation.
e usual five days' notice of hearing
ay be dispensed with and a shorter
(See parajtice of hearing given.
•aph4of Rule III.)
"(5) Until the exhibitor's claim is
itermined by the Board of Arbitra-

"(4)

(tice

of

Dn the distributor is under no obligaon to postpone the play date of the
It is the exhibitor's duty, if
cture.
;

elects to proceed
make his claim,

under

this Article,

give notice of it
the distributor within a reasonable
me before the play date, submit his
aim to the Board of Arbitration, and
the time fixed for the hearing suball the evidence upon which his
lit
aim is based so that the Board of
rbitration is enabled to make its dermination before the play of the picI

1

Article Twenty-first of the contract because of his failure to give a reason-

1928

M.P.T.O.A. Convention

able notice, or it may adjourn the hearing to afford the distributor sufficient
time to present his defense. If the adjourned date would of necessity be subsequent to the exhibition date, the
Board should consider the damage
which may be caused to the distributor
and the effect upon other exhibitors in
requiring the exhibition date to be
'moved forward.' If the exhibitor had
sufficient time in advance of his notice
of claim to know of the situation and
neglected to make his claim until the
last moment, the Board would be fully
justified in dismissing the claim of the
exhibitor on the ground that he has
not complied with the requirement of
the contract to give reasonable notice
to the distributor.
"(9) As the Board of Arbitration
under the provisions of Article Twentyfirst is limited to determine but one
question, that question being whether
or not the exhibition of the picture at
the exhibitor's theatre would be offensive to the public in the place where
such theatre is located, the question
should be put in writing for submission to the arbitrators.
"(10) If in disregard of the provisions of the Article the exhibitor simply
notifies the distributor that he has cancelled a picture because he claims it is
offensive to the public in a place where
the exhibitor's theatre is located, because of racial or religious subject matter, the distributor may take no recognition of such notice. Upon the failure of the exhibitor to play the picture
upon its play date, the distributor is
entitled to recover damages therefor.
"Accordingly, under the provisions of
Article Twenty-first the exhibitor is
obligated, first, to give notice of his
claim in writing to the distributor
second, to give such notice within a
reasonable time before the exhibition
date of the picture; and third, to file
notice of his claim with the Secretary
of the Board of Arbitration and request a hearing so as to enable the
Board of Arbitration to make its determination prior to the play date of
the picture."

:

"Uniteaphone" Second
Canadian Sound Show
(Continued from page

exhibit the picture to the exhibitor,
to anyone else, excepting to the
lembers of the Board of Arbitration
they require a view of the picture
to reach a conclusion
> enable them
pon the exhibitor's claim.
"(7) The demand for aribitration
lust be made by the exhibitor. If he
ails to do so the distributor is not
bligated to, simply because the exibitor makes a claim that the picture
nil be offensive. The exhibitor in adition to making this claim must file
like claim with the Secretary of the
Joard of Arbitration with the request
lat the Board of Arbitration pass upon
)

r

nd determine it.
"(8) If the distributor

raises the
uestion before the Board of Arbitraion that notice of the exhibitor's claim
vas not given within a reasonable time
lefore the play date of the picture, the
5oard of Arbitration must determine
hat question before proceeding to deermine the merits of the exhibitor's
laim.
If the Board of Arbitration
hould determine that the notice of the
xhibitor's claim was not given within
reasonable time before the play date
if
the picture, it may either dismiss

Legislation,

Legislative situations, sound pictures
will be the three outstanding
subjects for consideration at the Ninth
.Annual Convention of the Motion Picture Theatre (Owners of America which

Broadway Receipts
Week Ending

and labor

Oct. 5th

Par;inimint

"Fleet's In"

Ri.-ilti)

"Patriot"

$83,200
24,900
Lovers" ... 26,500

Rivoli

"Two

VV.irncr

"Terror"

19,273

Winter Cirden. .".Singing Fool" .. 42,971
Capitol
"Excess Bagg.ige". 61,772
Astor
"White Shadows". 18,569

Time"
"Wings"

15,197

Criterion

Roxy
Cameo

"Win That
"Q Ships"

97,100

Colony

"Lonesome"

Gaiety
Globe

"4 Devils (14 wk.) 11,691

"Lilac

Central

".Mother

Cirl".

11,869

6,274

17,260

Knows Best"

13,782

Rigaumont Completes
Job in Record Time

AMSTERDAM,

N. Y., October

The Strand Theatre reopens

8.-

tonight

after having been completely renovated

within a record scheduled time of four
weeks during which Victor A. Rigaumont, theatre architect of New York
City, who drew up the plans, personally supervised the making of physical
changes in the house as well as the installation of new seats, new furnishchandeliers,
etc.
decorations,
ings,
Vitaphone was installed during renovations.

Moss Crashes World
Series With "Submarine"
Alex Moss lost no opportunity to
put Columbia Pictures over last week
when the World Series baseball games
opened at the Yankee Stadium.

Through an arrangement with Baseball Magazine, a complimentary fourpage score card, carrying an advertisement of "Submarine," was inserted in
every copy of the magazine distributed
at the Yankee Stadium. This arrange-

ment continues for the

entire

.Series.

Ltd.,

to Discuss

Labor and Sound Films

opens next Tuesday in Toronto.
Congress re-opens in December to
conclude the business of the present
session.
The Brookhart Bill, Sunday
closing measures and suggestions of
National Censorship still hang fire in
Wasington. It is understood that an
effort will be made to force conclusions
in the Brookhart measure.
Senator

Brookhart has decided on certain
Opinion is somewhat divided
on the issue and unless something unusual occurs the measure will not poss
changes.

this session.

At the Toronto Convention the legislative situation will be definitely classified.
Cooperation will be asked from
every section of the industry. The Motion Picture Theatre is now giving so
much extra service to Nation, State
and City that its case in legislative halls
can always be presented in a favorable
way.
Speakers will dwell on the practical
divisions of the sound picture problem,
its present and future, cost of opera-

and maintenance and possible picture supply.
The labor situation will be definitely
handled. The equity of the present ar-

tion

rangements between Theatre Owners
and Unions of Theatre Employees will
be given complete consideration. Arrangements will be made to bring about
more neutral and satisfactory situations.
There will be no skimming of
the surface in this matter. It will be
gone into in a thorough manner.

The Banquet, which will be held at
King Edward Hotel, Toronto, on

the
the

evening

of

Wednesday, October

Among

17th, will be a brilliant affair.
the listed speakers are Hon. William
Phillips,
United States Minister to

Canada, Hon. James Malcolm, Canadian Minister of Trade and Commerce
and Hon. Carl Milliken, twice Governor of Maine.

World

Frisco Theatres Stand

I)

and embraced the exhibition of
"(6) After the exhibitor makes such two silent features, "The Cossacks" and
laim the distributor is not obligated "No Other Woman," and two sound
ire.

,

9,

the

Race-

(Continued from page

s
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Stoloff In

Town

Pat With Musicians
San Francisco

—

Labor troubles are
accompanied by his wife, still besetting exhibitors and musicians'
subjects, "Listen Children," a "Lloyd
have arrived in New York and are at union, with the refusal of W. B. WagHamilton comedy, and the current
Stoloff has been non of the Embassy Theatre to yield to
the Park Central.
"Uniteaphone"
Weekly.
Pathe News
with Fox for many years and has re- union demands that he employ musisound equipment has been installed in cently turned out "Plastered in Paris" cians not needed for "talking" motion
the theatre.
pictures.
which played at the Roxy.
Inquiry in New York office of Pathe
brought forth a denial that any public
showing of Pathe News in sound has
taken place anywhere. Similar informaLUNCHEON $.75
EW YORK'S
tion was obtained from Educational
DINNER $1.50
EWEST RENDEZVOUS!
relative to the Hamilton comedy, except for experimental purposes.

Ben

Stoloff

N

LeRoy's Next
Mervyn LeRoy,

National director, will do as his next picture for
that organization, a story by Robert S.
Carr, to be known as "Bluffers." Alice
White will be starred.
First

Gypsy Music
Gypsy Atmosphere
No Cover Charge

"The Upstart Gentleman"
going to make "The
Upstart Gentleman" an original by
John Monk Saunders. It will have dialogue and will be directed by Frank
Strayer with James Hall and Ruth
Taylor in the leads.

Paramount

is

Phone CIRCLE 8580
100 West 58th Street

lining i'alnn
Dance

to the

Direction H.

At 6th Avenue

Music of

ALBERT BELA SOBLO'S GYPSY
ORCHESTRA
FEINBERG

Formerly Knickerbocker

Grill

8
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ASHER, SMALL and ROGERS

announce

to the trade:

After making a thorough examination of all synchronizing devices, we
have come to the conclusion that Bristolphone is without doubt the most desirable.
For human quality of dialogue,
for proper
believe
vices.

it

volume and tonal

is

the peer of

When

you add

re-synchronizing
it

all

effects,

present de-

to this

feature

we

its

unique

which makes

possible, in case of accident, to im-

mediately

re-synchronize

the

picture,

you have a system that achieves the
peak of perfection.
For these reasons, it is a pleasure to
announce that we have formed a corporation with Budd Rogers and Sam
Sax of Gotham Productions, to distribute

and

chines,

short

service

and

to

subjects

the

Bristolphone ma-

produce

features

and

with

the

synchronized

Bristolphone disc system.

ASHER, SMALL

AND ROGERS

fk

Exhibitors

DAILY REVIEW, TUESDAY. OCTOBER

with Asher,

associating ourselves
INSmall
and Rogers, we

feel that

we

have reached a point of development
in motion picture activities, commensurate with the great advent of sound on
the

The

screen.

enviable

of

record

Small and Rogers, collectively
and individually, as producers of outstanding productions such as, "McFad-

Asher,

"Cohens

den's

Flats,"

"The

Gorilla,"

Night

in a

and

Kellys,"

"Classified,"

"Ladies

Turkish Bath," "Shepherd

of the Hills," and others,
tial

of

part

the

is

a substan-

industry's

box-office

history.

Their

interest in the distribution

and

servicing of the Bristolphone system

the

finest

made

is

endorsement that could be

The

for this device.

participation

of this enterprising and successful firm

of producers in the making ©f features

and short subjects with sound and

an assurance of results that
meet the most critical needs of

logue,
will

dia-

is

the box-office.

We

see in this associa-

most complimentary confirmation of all we had hoped for in Bristolphone.

tion,

a

GOTHAM PHOTOPLAYS
Sam

Sax, Pres.;

Budd

CORP.

Rogers, Vice-Pres.

9,

1928
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United Artists to Finance

j

Associates with Russ- SCHULBERG-FINEMAN
German Film Combine

j

Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Schulberg and

LUNARCHARSKI SCRIPT
By

SAM HARRIS

"Today's Cinema"

A

Russian-German-Aincricaii filmproducing agreement is in the making,

whereby the Mesjrabpom-Kuss company, whose contract with Derussa has
expired and has thus far not been renewed, will become associated with the
Prometheus Company, in the production of Tolstoy's "War and Peace" and
other productions.

The

third

entity

in

the

triangle

is

United Artists, which will also be associated with this group in the making
of pictures, and which will half the
negative cost of "War and Peace."
From different sources in New York,
tions. There will be no skimming of
the surface of this matter.

will be

It

thorough manner.
Lunarcharski, the Russian Commis-

gone into

in a

sar for Education, is to write the script.
In the new films which are projected,
Russian, German and English players
will appear.
Maria Jacobini and Bernard Goetzke will have the leading

Bernie Fineman are leaving Hollywood
today for New York.
Mr. Schulberg is leaving to confer
with .Xdolph Zukor and Jesse Lasky on
production plans for the coming year.
Bernie Schulberg will spend three
weeks in the big city looking over stage

Associated with Prometheus in the
new combination is Lander-Film G. m.
b. h.

United Artists expect to release "War
and Peace" in the United States as
one of their big specials in 1929.

now

making, will finally appear before the
public synchronized with sound throughout. Althought there are no difficulties
existing at the present time between
Florenz Ziegfeld and Universal, over
the right to reproduce dialogue from
the play, there will be no dialogue in
the first Universal version of the current stage production at the Ziegfeld
Theatre.

This decision by Universal follows
reports from the West Coast that the
film

the Tiffany in Tiffany-Stalil is greatly enthused regarding the work of Sally O'Neill in the

Man" Pathe
100% Dialogue

"Missing

Starts

"The Missing Man," a stage play by
John Posner, the eminent European
playwright, and Benjamin Glazer, will
be put into production at once as
Pathe's first one hundred per cent
talking picture.
The decision to put the play into

production was made immediately on
the return of Joseph P. Kennedy from
Europe. Work of casting the picture
has already begun at the Pathe Studios
in Culver City.
Production will be
under the supervision of Benjamin
Glazer, in charge of sound production
for Pathe.

Drexel in Fox Talkies
Nancy Drexel, petite blonde, who distinguished herself in "4 Devils," F. W.
Murnau's latest picture for Fox Films,
is
to have her first talking part in
"Dolls and Puppets," a short Movietone
subject. She has been cast for the lead.

John Gilbert has returned

to

He

Holly-

says his

contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
will not expire until May, but at that
time he would not renew with M.G.M.
but would go with another organization.

Chicago.—The Chicago Theatre
was held up Sunday night by a
lone robber who herded five employees into the Treasurer's Office,

Schurlock Promoted
GeofTrcy

Schurlock has been made

scenario

makes
comes

editor of Paramount.
This
this kid one of the big shots and
as a compliment to his great

Elder Leaving P-F-L
Ruth Elder will
Paramount after

her work at
production of
"Moran of the Marines." This will be
:!uite

picture,

left his

finish

the

a surprise to a few believing that

year.

money.

money

"gubby", she wanted

all the
treasury, and
other places for some of that

Paramount

in the

Sennett Reported To
Produce "Educationals"

Hour."

*

*

*

Earl Derr Biggers, popular novelist,

whose mystery

"Behind That
Curtain," has been bought for screen
production by Fox Films, has arrivel
in New York from California.
While
story,

Hollywood he visited the Fox
studio, where he renewed acquaintin

Julian Testing

Coa.st

seem

reports

Mack

Sennett

of a talking picture, if plans go
through. He has been offered the starring role in a talking version of Jeffrey Farnol's "The Amateur Gentleman" which was screened some years
ago by First National, as a silent film.

sound

comedies

will

indicate that
a series of

for

Educational release. Earl Hammons, president of Educational, said "nothing has been signed
as

yet,

but

we

Frank, Sennett's
tative said "there

are
is

W. B.
represen-

talking."

New York

nothing to

it."

home up on

ert Julian's big

has

Julian

been

signed

to

direct

"Behind That Curtain" will be an
dialogue Movietoned feature.

"What
in this

I

some

among

want,

mystery

other things,
Julian tells them,

tale,"

spine-chilling shrieks.

If

you

can shriek a shriek that would scare
a coyote on the desert at night, I may
consider you."
"Come up and let me hear you scream
a bit," he invites them with a grin.
And so the residents of Primrose
Lane, which runs along in back of
Julian's Hollywood house, have been
getting "previews" of a sound picture
^

week

this

would curdle the blood

that

of a saint.

WAFILMS,
for

Library Stock Scenes
130 West 46th Street
New York
Bryant 8181

has been assigned one

^

^

t'

Classified

which Esther Ralston
*

No

in

this

Box Number

mum

order, $1.
or more.

10%

POSITIONS

Educational comedy
producer, is returning to Hollywood
in a few days with plans for the coming year.
Arrangements have been
the installation of sounud
devices in the Educational

studio.

WANTED
in
film business
Picture Industry
111,
Exhibitors

AN OLD AND WELL ESTABLISHED
ORCHESTRAL BUSINESS of Band Providers.
Fully licensed, agency for variety,
etc.
Price
£4,500.
Commodious offices,
extensive
up-to-date
library
and
music.
Established 25 years.
Open to every inspection and investigation. Write May Walter
Orchestras, 81, Shaftesbury Avenue, London,

W.l.
*

Milton

Sills

MOTION PICTURE AND "STILL"

*

*

and Dorothy Mackaill

arc to begin work
talking sequences

tomorrow
eo

for the
to
Griffith will

be

added

"The Barker." Corinne
do some talk for the "Divine Lady"
also.
All will do their stuff on the
Vitai)hone stages of Warner Broth-

cameras rented, sold and exchanged. Portable
lights for sale and for rent.
Keep us advised
of
your wants.
Ruby Camera Company,
727 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS

MOTION PICTURES MADE TO ORDER.
C^ommercial,
Home

excellent

Our

ers.

*

*

*

pany,

Tiffany-Stahl

production of
"Squads Right" will have a cast ii)'

*

*

*

William Powell has been assigned
the role in the Paramount production
of "Four Feathers" that was to have

been played by Arnoll Kent.

facilities

or

and

Industrial.
the best

price,

20c per foot.
727 Seventh Avenue.

We have
cameramen.

Ruby Film Com-

New York
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

City.

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
or be hired; buy or

addition to Eddie Gribbon of Dorothy some one
Sebastian. Buster Collier and Georgie trade or
Stdiu'.

Miniissues

FOR SALE

*

White,

for

12

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY. LADY
with 8 years'

Alberta Vaughn, has been signed to
experience
the lead opposite Eddie Quil- desires position in Motion
Highest References.
Box
lan in the Pteh production of "Noisy DAILY REVIEW.
Neighbors."
*

cents

S

line.

discount

play

*

column,

Cash must be sent with order.

charge for

will

*

*

Advertisements

Advertisements
per word.

James Hall, Gustave von Sefferitz
and Emily Fitzroy, have been added
to the cast of "The Case of Lena

recorling

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.

all-

of the lealing roles in the Paramount
picture "Someone to Love." Charles
Rogers will be starred.

made

.,

Julian.

with many old friends, and
talked over the picture values of his
best seller with Winfield Sheehan,
II
vice-president and general manager.

in

'

the hills of

Hollywood.

.,

to

make

test"

being conducted these days in Rup-

IS

ance

.^ ''^'

the star

card."

The world's most unique "screen

are

Ethel Wales has been given a good
part in the Paramount production of
the James M. Barrie play "Half an

Paramount had an ironclad contract
with this pretty aviatrix.
But Ruth
they had

Gene Tunney may appear as

Texas Guinan

talking and singing, shorts.

Jack

robbery in the Loop in the past

Talkies

the

in

has transferred his makeup box tc
another studio for a series of two rej.

ability.

got too

Tunney For

and

ered as yet for the film, several actors
having finished his and actresses have
already approached

Jack Norworth

Work

Smith"

and escaped with $6,400. This
makes the fourth major theatre

Shortly afterwards, two stickup men robbed the Bclpark Theatre in Chicago of some S2,800.

tell

play the leading role.

would contain dialogue.

PUBLIX ROBBERY!

handed it to Chaplin with
"when he comes back,
him Jackie Coogan was around

ticket,

the remark,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's first mystery
production "Broadway Fever." This thriller
with sound effects and dialogue
used to be known as "Applause.''
And although no cast has been gath-

Mary Alden

Won't Sign

Gilbert

wood from New York.
is

want for a job, for we know of two
big studio's that are after her servicse.

M. H. Hoffman,

ONLY SYNCHRONIZATION
FOR U "SHOW BOAT
"Show Boat" which Universal

We

hear that when Myrna Kennedy's contract expires in November,
Charlie Chaplin will not rene wit.
This will probably be good news to
Myrna, for since signing with Chaplin over a year ago, she has only appeared in one picture.
She will not

plays.

roles.

Charlie Chaplin was sitting in
Jules Furthman's car parked on
Hollywood Blvd., when a big cop
walked up and yelled "Do you own
this car?"
To which Charlie replied, "No!" I think it belongs to
a guy by the name of Chaplin."
Says the cop, "I suppose it is
that movie actor."
He wrote a

STUDIO GOSSIP

HERE FOR CONEERENCE

For Production

r

**War and Peace'*

Tolstoy's
I

Chaplin Pinched!

sell

a theatre;

equipment, or do almost anything else in the motion picture business,
an ad in this department will get you results.
If you want us to word the ad for you, the
services of our advertising experts are at your
call.
Simply tell us what you want to do,
and how many words you want used. Exhibitors

sell
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i

Schenck Schedules All U. A. Stars for Dialogue
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Reg. U.

Devoted to the

fostering

New
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oison
New York

American is
ihaniming away some more for
censorship of the stage and tellThat

g the wide world that
censorship

[

it's

Now

the fear

kept

has

that

clean.

liovies

the

success

are

lat

Motion

i)ictures

are

a

imily institution and families are

consumers.

ot dirt

*

The

*

*

misguided and mis-

by

set-

ng down clean rules and by livig up to them. Censorship never
ent

this.

Censorship

enough

isn't

intelli-

do anything con-

to

What's
)r

*

censorship

power can

when

be, has

the

been and

being invoked to protect the pub:
from obscenities and perver-

man who
as dumb as

ons? The

calls for cen-

)rship

the

is

those on the inside of
the
negotiations for tlie purchase
of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum chain and
Pictures, a third entity will join
in the combination, this time, the Victor Talking Machine Co.
Negotiations have been going on for
some time between Radio Corporation

ipports a Brookhart

man who

bill

for the

ederal control of ])ictures.

He

FBO

)othache and cyanide for a sore
nger.
*

*

\'ictor for many months
(Continued on page 2)

with

a

"Mother Knows Best"
Leaves Globe Saturday
"Mother Knows Best" the picture
from Edna Ferber's story in which
Madge Bellamy and Louise Dresser
have Movietone sequences is now in its
last week at the Globe Theatre.
The

"Annapolis" Preview
The Pathe production, "Annapolis,"
featuring John Mack Brown, Jeanette
LofT and Hugh Allan, was presented
at the U. S. Naval Academy in Annapolis last Mo;^day night, October 1,
as a special showing to the Superintendent of the Academy, Real Admiral S. S. Robison, and the academic department heads.

-Sam Katz, president of Publix Thehas announced that the new Paramount Theatre at Flatbush and De Kalb
Avenues, Brooklyn, will have a gala
opening on November 24th. The house
atres,

seats

A

special exploitation

campaign

is

be-

ing organized by Publix to "help bring
Broadway to Brooklyn," B. H. Serkowitz is in charge of this work.

*

Skouras

OMAHA. — Two
speakers

of

the

principal

what a man

Boland

Tom

came

to town and had
hand and brought Tom
from Oklahoma City, for

in

was an

original franchise holder

and accordingly possessed of a neat
and important slice of stock. He was
offered a price on a forty-five day
option. It was a neat price, well over
a

share.

The

option

was

ready to sign and then the telephone
rang.
Some friend of Mr. Boland
wanted to talk to him. Would he
It was important.
please hurry?
Well Boland went out and when
he came back he was minus his stock
but he had in his pocket exactly

—

(Continued on

patje 2)

the Convention of the
Picture Theatre Owners of
at

Motion
Nebraska and Western Iowa, at Omaha
on October 24 and 25, will be Charles
Pettijohn,

C.

—ah,

w^ell in

$100.00

PEnUOHN-WOODHULL
AT OMAHA OCT. 24-25

Fox

holds the key to the First National
situation. There can be no deal, no
sale, no acquirement, no merger with
Warner Brothers or anybody else unless they first ask Bill.
things

5,000.

General

Counsel of the

Hays organization, and President R. F.
Woodhull of the M. P. T. O. A.
Elmer Pearson, now living in Nebraska will also attend the Fall meeting and give his opinion of the industry
and its problems. There will also be
the annual election of officers.

is

take prussic acid for a

illing to

to

RCA

the use of crying aloud

stage

Dlice

*

William
Acairding

STOCK ASTRAY

TO OPEN NOY. 24 BOLAND

BUY

run ends on Saturday, when the theatre
reverts to musical comedy.

ructive.

*

IN K-A-O

protected

iken minority of dirt boys

id

RCA

and

picture business

self against a

B'KLYN PARAMOUNT

—

They First
Merge or Sell
Must Ask William!

masses of the

the masses of the people don't

ke dirt.

FIVE CENTS

FOX HOLDS KEY POSITION
IN FIRST NATIONAL DEAL

their

and they learned years ago

eople

Industry.

York, Wednesday, October 10, 1928

hecause

clean

was founded on

ide appeal to the

Exhibitors Trade Review

and developing of the Motion Picture

VICTOR TO JOIN

The movies

leir

— Continuing

here are the

icts.

I

S. Pat. Off.

Up

Butterfield To Wind
M. P. T. O. Mich. Convention

RUBEL RESIGNATION
ACCEPTED BY LAEMMLE
Mr. Beno Rubel, who has been aswith the Unrversal Pictures
Corporation in an advisory capacity,
has tendered his resignation to take
sociated

at Mr. Laemmle's convenience.
Rubel has been acting as Mr. Laemmle's assistant but feels the need of a
His resignation has been
long rest.
Mr.
accepted with deep regret by
efifect

Laemmle.

Buckley Returns
Harry D. Buckley, Vice-President

Our two
^'pocrisy
ire

great national vices are

and

business

stupidity. In the pic-

we have found

that

An

BURRELL BACK WITH
AZORES CABLE FILM

msorship embraces both and they

bad medicine for liberty of
lought, freedom of action and an
re

nhampered progress.
Oh, Willie, lay off that poison

!

Charles W. Burrell, of Western Elechas returned from the cable-laying
expedition to the Azores with a corking
4-reel motion picture record of the
complete laying of a deep-sea cable
tric,

to

that island.
pictures

The

Arthur James

election of officers for the ensuing
year will wind up the annual convention

of the

United Artists Corporation, has
returned to New York after a month's
tour of United .Artists' exchanges and

of

theatres.

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
In
Michigan late this afternoon.

the evening a banquet will be held at
which W. S. Butterfield will act as

Pritchard and Burrell.

shot

by

Farnol Resigns

Toastmaster.

There will be short talks by President
Alfred J. Murphy, Robert A.
Clancy, J. C. Ketchum and Edgar A.
Hall,

Guest, Michigan's beloved poet, at the

were

of

Walter dinner and a showing of the M.P.T.O.
of Michigan Screen Magazine.

Lynn

Farnol, publicity representa-

Goldwyn in the East,
tive for
for the past year and a half, has resigned and will go with George Tyler,

Sam

the theatrical producer,
press representative.

as

general

—
Exhibitors
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of the Pleasant Expressions

Arthur James

Arthur James

Exhibitors Daily Review
Congratulations on your purchase of Exhibitors Daily Review
and best wishes for continued
success in your enlarged field of
trade paper activity. I like your
program as outlined in this
morning's announcements and
sincerely hope you achieve your
ends. Regards.
Jesse L. Lasky

Exhibitors Daily Review
Best of luck for a deserved

A. P.

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
Permit me to congratulate you
on the extension of your Trade
Paper activities in the acquisition
of the Exhibitors Daily Review.

Knowing your wide
experience,

both

my

Pickford

in

just

thinking

.

.

Sam

.

publisher, who has
given through the A.M. P. A. a handsome trophy to be presented to the

Harris,

London

publicity or advertising man who has
done the most meritorious thing, will
be in attendance at the A.M. P. A. on
Nov. 12 to make the award and presentation
Charlie Burrell, head of
the motion picture department of
Western Electric, has returned from
the Azores with a remarkable undersea pictures of the laying of a cable,
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

George

W. Harvey

Arthur James
I^xhibitors Daily

—

Review

—

view will add immeasurably to
the worth of that already much
appreciated paper.

ship?
J.

G. L. H.

O'Toole
Arthur James

Exhibitors Daily Review
Congratulations on your acquisition of the Exhibitors Daily Review. I admire your courage in
shouldering the editorship of two
publications and I wish you great
success.

Most

Arthur James
All good wishes

you for even

to

greater success.

Sam

sincerely

E. Morris

Arthur James

Joseph M. Schenck
Exhibitors Daily Review

Exhibitors Daily Review
Congratulations on your acquisition of Daily Review.
Best of

Your

good

Arthur James
acquisition of the Exhibitors Daily Review means that
there is added to the thoroughness, accuracy and fairness of
this trade paper the progressive,
militant and persuasive spirit of
one who has a keen sense of distinguishing betw'een right and
wrong. Not only you but the industry is to be congratulated.

fortune.

Joe Brandt

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
I
nominate j'ou to be the editorial prosecuting attorney for
this
business which
certainly
needs one. On behalf of World
Wide Pictures I wish you the
success you deserve.

Joseph

Exhibitors Daily Review
"Here's to you and the Daily
Review." The combination should

make

for tremendous success.
Kind personal regards and all
good luck.
Pat Garyn

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
If only a small percentage of
your friends are sending their
congratulations,
you must be

snowed in under a veritable avalanche of good wishes. Best o'
luck.
J.

D. Trop

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
Here's wishing you the best of
luck

S. Skirboll

Victor

To

in

your new enterprise.
Wm. A. Johnston

Join

RCA

in

Capitol Record

K-A-0 Buy

(Continueil from page 1)

.

.

.

.

.

Congratulations on your acquisition of Exhibitors Daily Review.
Your virile pen siiould find this a
splendid field in the covering of
daily news.

.

.

.

Waxrnan

Arthur James

and those who have seen the picture
say it is a knockout
Nat Rothstein
post cards from Lucerne that he had
Louis Nizer
found a wonderful location for a
Atty. and Executive Secy.
melodrama on top of the Jungfrau,
N. Y. Film Bd. of Trade
and will now move to Pisa and lean
against the tower
Neil Kingsley
and Charles Hoyt, two of the king
pins of publicity, have hooked up together and will handle stage and Fox Holds Key Position
screen stars who look as though they
In First National Deal
had a lot of stuff that should go well
(Continued from page 1)
in sound pictures
Jack Bower,
for many years in the distril)uting $200. 00 for every share he parted with
end of the picture business out on the and he parted with all of it. The
stock is now owned by William Fox
coast, is in New York and being
shown around the hidden and open and incidentally the Boland holding is
ways by Guy Morgan, said to be a said to have given him enough to
make up a little over one-third of
competent daylight guide
Dr.
George Casuso, prominent film at- tlie total stock ownership in First
torney from Havana, is spending a National.
According to the First National
couple of weeks in New York comcharter there can be no major deal
bining business and vacation
without the consent of a full twoC. C. Burr says the advent of sound
thirds of the stock holdings, so that
in pictures has brought about a conwhenever a deal is made, as was
dition where an independent producer
noted in the opening paragraph, they
such as he is, has no need of a hook
up with one of the distributing com- must first ask Bill.
panies, so it is a hunch that Johnny
Hines pictures will go direct to theScott on Tour
ater owners
Bennie Schulbcrg and
Harry Scott, short subjects sales
Bemie Fineman are now enroute to manager of Pathe, is on a tour of tlic
Xfw York and will arrive about the exchanges making Detroit his first stop
end of the week, the former for con- and his itinerary includes
Chicago, St.
ferences with Zukor and Lasky and Louis, Oklahoma
City, Tulsa, Dallas
the latter to look at a lot of shows.
and Memphis.
.

will

Best
indeed my very best
wishes are for the success of the
Daily Review under your direction and ownership, should I, for
accuracy, have said part owner-

M.

—

journalistic

the regular
newspaper field and trade paper
circles, I am sure that your editorial direction of the Daily Re-

our industry.

member

know you

Arthur James

congratulations
on the acquisition of the Exhibitors Daily Review. I arn confident
it will prove of great
service to

Day, just back
from a three weeks' western trip, is
thinking seriously of joining up with
the Motion Picture Club as a charter

I

William Brandt

Exhibitors Daily Review

Mary

Artluir James
Congratulations.
put it over.

success.

Arthur James
Please accept

New York Harvey

1928

OUR THANKS

CONTINUI NG

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
Published Daily Encepf S unday

10,

.

plan to develop the cooperating and distribution departments of both companies.

No definite information could be
obtained yesterday from K-A-O or the

RCA

crowd relative to the final closing
of the papers, but this formally depends
on how .soon all tlie details can be
ironed out.

.

Major Edward Bowes takes pride
announcing that close to sixty thou
and people attended the Capitol Th
atre last Saturday and Sunday, sha
tcring all previous week-end recorti
for this theatre, on the Capitol's fir
sound program.

100

New One

"Winnie" Sheehan, Fox g. m., has
mind regarding the next

Chorus

Warner's are going about the

ma

operetta, "The Dese'
Song," in a manner that augurs fc
an excellent picture when finishe
They have a chorus of 100 voices fc
this V^itaphone release.

ing

Bellamy's

in

of

the

cliangcd his

for Madge Bellamy.
It wa.s
have been "Subway." Now it is

|)icturc

to

the Fox organization acquired quite a while
l)ack. Madge will play the role of a
cabaret girl. William Hcaudinc will
"ICxiles,"

direct.

a

story

that

Cummings Assigned
iJue to

tlie

painlul injury sustaine

by Raoul Walsh, Irving Cumminj
has been assigned the direction of tji
I-'ox production of "In Old Arizona.
The company is now on location
Utah.
i
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Universal Sensations
No» 607—Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation.

YOU KNOW, OR YOU OUGHT TO KNOW, THAT UNIVERSAL HAS
more

now than most companies have in a whole season!
OUGHT TO KNOW, THAT IN ALMOST EVERY

quality productions ready right

YOU KNOW, OR YOU

instance where Universal has approached a big circuit buyer this year the product was
sold as soon as it was shown«

THE BIG BUYING BOOM IS ON WITH A VENGEANCE. THE EXHIBITORS
who cannot

afford to equip their houses for sound have suddenly awakened to the fact
that they've got to have the best silent pictures in the world and they know that every
silent picture Universal has made has got quality stamped all over it«

EVEN THE HOUSES WHICH ARE PLANNING TO WIRE THEIR THEATRES
are

awake to the

fact that

Universal has got what they must have, whether silent or sound.

THERE NEVER HAS BEEN SUCH AN AVALANCHE OF TELEGRAMS
and
is

letters praising a picture as are

coming in

right

now on "Uncle Tom's

Cabin." This

the year's mop^up, whether silent or synchronized.

AND "THE MAN WHO LAUGHS" IS BANGING ITS WAY TO TRIUMPH
AND PROFITS EVERYWHERE.
AS GREAT AS YOU THOUGHT "THE CAT AND THE CANARY" WAS,
to know that
stantial box'office value.

you ought

"The

Last

Warning" has got

it

lashed to the mast for solid sub-

WHAT ARE YOU PLANNING TO DO ABOUT "LONESOME" WHICH HAS
won

the applause of the critics in both its silent version and as the perfect combination
of sound, music and dialogue? Also Carl Laemmle's first 100% talking picture— "The
Melody of Love" in which all the characters speak their lines? How much time are you
going to save for "The Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City?" And did you know that
"The Girl on the Barge" has already been tried out -with terrific success?

DID YOU

KNOW THAT HOOT

actually greater than
its

"The Calgary Stampede?" And do you

career never turned out better

than

it is

GIBSON'S "KING OF

Denny

THE RODEO"

IS

Universal in

all

realize that

pictures, LaPlante pictures

andTryon

pictures

ready to book to you right this minute?

THE ONLY REASON ON EARTH

WHY

THIS

IS

PROVING TO BE THE

most sensational year in Universal's history is because we've got quality pictures — not
and most of them are comjust one or two or three or four, but a whole load of them
pleted and ready to show!

—

ALL OVER THE WORLD THE BOOKING OF UNIVERSAL PRODUCT IS
TAKING ON AN EXCITING TURN.
YOU CAN'T GET ALONG WITHOUT IT AND UNLESS YOU SIGN UP
for our

whole

list

of tremendous hits you are going to regret

it

as sure as fate!
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The San Francisco
Melody

J

t miss it

on

screen before^

C

smiles

ap proval

Is just

eral public/

the

1|

^

The Melody of Love
Featuring

WALTER PIDGEON, MILDRED

HARRIS,

TOM DUGAN, JACK

RICH-

ARDsoN, JANE wiNTON

Directed by Arch He.th. Story by Robert A,
Sound supervision by C. Roy Hunter with

'"'"'v^:^^u:^^::'

*'
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kiner says:- ^^To see

an experience^
it has ever been done

>es is

Is

leave the theatre

ithusiastically voice

that ap peals to gen-

Carl Laemitile^s
^0% talking sensation
^O

% box office smash

^0% shoivman's paradise

—

)
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Digest,

Stroheim Epic With Extravagant History Excites
Curiosity

We

duction will be put on full view.
don't think there has ever been in this
business, the interest in a picture on the
part of both the public and the trade,
than there exists in this production. The
public, through the various fan magazines, has been informed of every happening from the day it was first proposed, all through its shooting stages.
They have had plenty of time to give
these happenings a lot of thought. It
has caused so much discussion that the
New York opening, and in fact every
other opening in the country, is bound
to pack them in. What will happen after
the opening, is another question.

We

too

much

twenty-one

in

reels.

It

If cutting did not take

out of

we would

it,

predict

another Paramount triumph.

The Trade

New York — Walter

sent

Hill

his

check and application for membership
to the A. M. P. A. and they sent it
back on the ground that he hadn't
been a press agent long enough to be
eligible, and that's a Isig laugh for the
Lou Metzger, who has
old timers
made an enviable record since he has
been sales manager of Universal, has
been promoted to general manager of
.

.

.

the company, and there isn't a
in the motion picture industry

man

what

man

will

over a good

rejoice

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Los Angeles yesterday for
for a stay of several weeks
Bowes, usually smiling,

.

New York
.

.

is

.

Major

smiling

more broadly than ever these days,
the provocation being a lot of busted
records at the Capitol Theatre
Harry Buckley, vice president of
United Artists, who has been traveling for a month among the company's
.

western

branches,

New York

has

returned

and

will try
fjuainted with his office
.

to
.

.

.

.

to

.

an early member.

The merger

terms, as outlined in a

mailed last night to stockholders
of the Stanley Co., provide that each
letter

100 shares of stock of that company will
be exchangeable for 80 shares of convertible
preferred stock of Warner
Bros., 8 shares of Warner Bros, com-

mon

stock,

and $1,150.00

The Warner

in cash.

elevation of Metzger to this higlpost comes as no surprise to those conif
nected with Universal or, as a matter o
fact, to any individual in the industr
who is the least familiar with his work '
He came to Universal originally as
salesman in the New York office, wa
transferred to Kansas City and after
'

,

,

short while, left to join First National in S
Francisco. He later returned to Kansas C
for "U" as their branch manager and while
that capacity devised the complete service ph
and put it into operation in that territory. I
was so successful Mr. Laemrale c illed him intt'
New York and had him intro'" 'ce the pla
throughout Universal.
The su iss was ii
i

Bros,

preferred stock,
entitled to a cumulative dividend of
$2.20 a share annually to Sept. 1, 1930,
and thereafter to a cumulative dividend
of $3.85 a share, will be convertible into
common stock of the company up to
Sept. 1, 1930, in the ratio of 55/125th
share of common for each share of preferred. The first dividend to be paid
will be for the six months period ending February 28, 1929.
The letter to stockholders of the Stanley Co. calls for deposit of the stock
with the New York Trust Co. prior to
Oct. 25, 1928, by stockholders desiring to
make the exchange. Action will be taken
by the Warner Bros, stockholders at
their annual meeting early in December.

Jenner in

Town

stantaneous and caused him to '^promoted
the position of sales manager. 'l^'Louie" ha
developed a tremendously strong selling oi
ganization and every member of that organizi
tion will be gratified with the knowledge of hj)
i

advancement.

'i

Start "Noisy Neighbors"
"Noisy Neighbors," featuring Eddi'
Quillan and the Quillan family, was pujii
into production at the Pathe Studio
yesterday. Charles Reisner is directii

"Wedding March" Score
J.

William H. Jenner, former manager
for Harry Langdon, is in town and
stopping at the Park Central, as are
the Sablosky "boys" from Philadelphia.

1

S.

Zamecnik

is

credited witli

On "The Wedding March" everybody
seemed to have a lot of trouble. P. A. Powers
was the producer, but when the negative cost
went over $450,000, P. A. turned the remainder of the responsibility over to Paramount. The finished cost is well over $1,000,000.
A lot of money, but Kood or Ijad wc
don't think Paramount will have any trouble
bad.

in

turning out a

for

Wire For Territorial %ights

—Our

profit.

"Von"

—A

Von .Stroheim has strange ideas. He wanted
the picture run in two sections, one each night.
The time we saw it, we rather moved into his
thought, fur anything would have l)een better
than cutting the production we saw. And it
was twenty-one
will

—

know.

reels.

However, Friday, wr

Blattner Acquires

^ow!

Next Release

Sentimental Knockout

—

"MOTHER OF MINE"

German Multi-Tone
(Continued from page I
alongside the tilin. The system

Produced by Jacques Feyder

)

is

called

Multi-Tone.

The

rights to

have

years

Multi-Tone for twenty

been

transferred

over

A

to

Blattner, by tlie Dreyfus Bank on behalf of the ijanking interests controlling
the Telegraphic Patent Syndicate of
Berlin.

The

inventors of this method
interchangeability with any other
system; simplified recording and
duction and easy reproduction of

Glorification

Of Step-Mother Love

claim

For the

sound
prints.

ZAKORO FILM
723

SEVENTH AVENUE

CORP.
NEW YORK CITY

Distributors of the World's Best Films

ties.

movietone

event will be

and

Time on Any Screen

repro-

Movietone City

A

First

official

record

made

for

of

the

entire

company records

motion nictnre ;ncliives

ih

Erich von Stroheim's "Th
Wedding March." "Paradise," the thera
song for "The Wedding March," is d
original composition of Mr. Zamecnik.
score

of other pictures. Consequently, as dangerous as he might seem, "Von" has not done so

(Continued from page 1
ture colony in Los Angeles, Hollywood
and surrounding studio centers and it
will take on the nature of a civic event,
with city officials and notables of the
stage and screen on the scene of festivi-

Saenger Amusement Company, is in
New York and a regular attendant at
the Motion Picture Club, of which he
is

Catchings.

Metzger's Rise

The

a considerable portion of the rest of the
program. For a Stroheim picture will sell a

Herbert

Finglish producer of good
pictures, arrives this morning from
London to join his i)rother Charles,
who has been here for the past
week
E. V. Richards, of the
.

good net profit on that particular picture
aside from turning in a big revenue on

Dedication Oct. 28

Wilcox,

.

Of course there has been more talk
within the industry regarding this picture than on the outside. Von Stroheim
has the reputation of being a very dangerous director. Dangerous to the pocketbook. But he is a genius and with all
the money spent on production, there
has been only one that did not make
money, that one being "Greed." Even
the loss of money on this one might not
have been the picture's fault. But on
all the rest, the producers have made a

ac-

get

H. M. Warner, Major Albert
Warner, J. L. Warner, Henry A. Rudkin, Irving D. Rossheim, Simon Fabian,
Moe Mark, Morris Wolf and Waddill

(Continued from page 1)
of endeavor and in each case, venture:
more profitable than the position theif
are leaving.

lot

but

getting into his own
Fred Elliott
has a pathetic story of an artist's
model out of work and Fred is trying
to do something for her and he may
need help
J. C. Barstyn, of the
British & Continental Trading Company, who has been in Europe on
business for the past two months, returned to New York yesterday
Sigbert Whitman, exchange manager
for Universal at Philadelphia, was at
the home office yesterday sporting a
new golf bag given him Friday at a
testimonial dinner, the occasion being
ills retirement as president of the Film
Board of Trade
Julius Bernheim,
one of Carl Laemmlc's nunu-rous
aides, has returned to New York after
a considerable absence in Europe
Al Santell, well known director, left
.

Chosen
Metzger Now Gen. Mgr. in
For Warner Board
*U' Shakeup-Goldstein Oul

Directors

of

By W. R. W.
Paramount is opening "Tiie Wedding
March" at the Rialto Theatre, Oct. 12th,
and the long awaited von Stroheiin pro-

saw the picture
was marvelous.

New

(Continued from page 1)
directors of Warner Bros, will consist
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Devoted

to the fostering

New

24 No. 86

3.

y unanimous vote the AssociMotion Picture Advertisers

Booked by Puhlix Houses

;

good wishes to
libitors Daily Review and ex5sed the friendly hope for a
tinuous career of success under
cordial

Giant Deal Closed by

REMOVAL NOTICE!
Beginning today, the Exhibitors Daily Review will be
found in new quarters, having moved its offices from
45 West 45th Street to 25 West 43rd Street, Room 409.

desire publicly to thank this

with whoni

y,

we have been

TEMPORARY

The New

as-

we have a very deep afifec1. The new officers of the A. M.
A. have now gotten used to

Telephone Number

is

ich

Jr

jobs and are stepping

rd

with the proper expectation

HAYS OFF ON 4-DAY
TALKIES WYOMING HUNTING

COLUMBIA-SONORA

for-

DISCS IN

a most successful year.
*

*

Four of the most important factors
This Cuming week will see the endissemination of news and the
trance of the various phonograph com- in the

*

was announced Thursday that
application for membership or

ft

•ompanying check have been re[ved from Walter K. Hill, who
forth that his application had
!

;n returned because he

enough a press agent

;n long
;

picture business.

now up

re,

had not

to

It

is,

in

there-

sb.aping of a nation's opinions started
panies into the talking picture field in
yesterday on a hunting trip in
out
The Victor company, of
a big way.
Wyoming, for pleasure.
course, was the first to enter this field
They were Will Hays, president* of
last year and at least half of the comRoy W. Howard,
M.P.P.D.A.
the
pany's activities revolves around the
Scripps-Howard newssynchronizing of pictures in the East chairman of the
Bickel, president of the
and the actual recording of pictures papers Karl
United Press, and William G. Shepwith records on the West Coast shortly.
The Columbia Phonograph Company herd, associate editor of Colliers.
They will be the guests of the Wyis now negotiating with the Western
oming State Game Warden and the
Electric and Electrical Research Prodhunting will last four days.
ucts, for the production of talking pictures both here and abroad in some;

;

Walter K. Hill to

id in his check, together with his

and receive the cordial
which awaits him from

(

Zeppelin Bringing

Continued on page 2)

Woodhull

Oflf

;

many

friends

iblication
;ulted in
;

of

the

The

Pete Woodhull, Mike O'Toole and
body, other exhibitor leaders of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America are
incident departing tonight for Toronto to open

that

in

Hill

immediate action. Sweet

the uses of publicity

Ufa-M-G-M

To Toronto

plication,
;lconie

their annual convention

on Tuesday.

"Spies"

motion picture ever sent
across the ocean by air, a print of the
Ufa production, "Spies," which will be
distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
is on the "Graf Zeppelin," now winging
its

way

first

across the Atlantic.

!

New

Radin Heads
Dancing Daughters " at the
.pitol is crowding them in, so
It at last night's final perform-

Talkie Co.

"

ce there
;re
irni
2

were

were more people than
The weather was

seats.

but so was the enthusiasm of

crowd.

Int'l

we

set

this

Two

premieres

WAY

Carl Laemmle, president of the UniPictures Corporation, yesterday
announced the closing of one of the
most important deals of the year involving Universal pictures. Arrangements have just been completed whereby the Publix chain gets the entire
Universal product for its Southern
houses.
This includes the new and forthcoming Universal Sound pictures, the
Super-productions, the Laemmle Specials, the Universal Jewels, the Thrill

and Western features, and the full
up of short product, embracing,

line-

for
various situations, serials. Stern Broth-

Western featurettes,
Novelties, Universal one-reel
comedies and the International NewsComedies.

ers

Laemmle
reel.

Universal was represented

in the pre-

liininary negotiations by M. Van Praag,
(Continued on jiage 2)

OPEN-AIR MOVIETONE
SET UP ON

BROADWAY

The Democratic Campaign CommitNew York is going ot make a

tee of

big drive for votes via talking pictures.
Al Smith, the Democratic presidential candidate, has been over at the
Fox-Case studios for the last week,
recording speeches via movietone. Almost every member of his family have
been in part of these recordings.
These finished talking pictures are
going to be shown starting next week,
in ten of the main campaign centers
in
public
the
country
throughout
squares. In New York the projection
(Continued on page 2)

"DANCING DAUGHTERS"
and Gen. Mgr. $95,000 BREAKS RECORD

— Griffith's

the Sexes" at the Rialto,

"Battle of

and von Stro-

CLAIM PRIOR RIGHTS

rth for the information of ex- heim's "Wedding March" at the Rivoli,
Frank Warner of Los Angeles has
made Columbus Day important picjitors who harbor a desire to
turewise, yesterday. Both began with formed the International Bristolphone
Division, Inc., and claims to have obmorning performances.
ike money.
"The Battle of the Sexes" is well tained a prior contract for the use of

—

Arthur James

OTHERS UNDER

Bristolphone Div. Inc.

STROHEIM AND GRIFFITH Becomes V. P.
of Warner Organization
IN BIG B'WAY OPENING
Handling Bristolphone

This picture seems to

a natural hit and

Willianrs

versal

Vanderbllt 5895

dozen years and for

iated for a

Van Praag,

and Schlanger

lew auspices.

Ve

FIVE CENTS

York, Saturday, October 13, 1928

Entire Universal Product

Thank You
;nded

V^

and developInEr of the Motion Picture Industry.

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 2)

Every known record for business

New York

at

Capitol Theatre has been
broken on the first week's business with
"Our Dancing Daughters" as the attraction. Each daily gross has broken
the day's record for any other attraction and indications seem to point to
a week's gross of at least $95,000. This
will be better by $10,000 than any week
heretofore.
the

)

)
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of our New York City subscribers
furnished their papers by carriers, in
order that they will get a more prompt service
than that given by mail.
Subscribers will
oblige by notifying us about any lapse in

Most

are

service.
Joe Blair,

West Coast

Representative, 1255

Tamarind Avenue. Los Angeles
(Phone
Hempstead 1514).
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Digest,

TEX RICKARD TO FILM
DEMPSEY IN "RINGSIDE"
points

to

Tex

the

His
picture business as a producer.
first attraction will be "Ringside," the
play written b)' Hyat Dabb,
publicist, and Ted Paramour.
It recently
had a Broadway showing. The star of
the picture will be none other than

FBO

Jack Dempscy.
Evidently Tex does not relish the
thought of having his big money-maker
bow out of his picture. Dempsey has
told him that he will never enter the
ring again and now, Tex believes him.
Accordingly this great showman figured out this picture venture.

Columbia-Sonora
Discs in Talkies
(Continued from

jiaKc

1

)

what the same manner as the Victor

company has already started.
They expect to enter into a

series of
contracts or into an exclusive contract
with the Western Electric system which
will give Columbia an immediate share
in the commercial possibility of developments and inventions of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories. This would
also mean the inclusion of Television

apparatus and devices.

New York — Mannie

Goldstein, after

seventeen years with Universal Pic-

made up

tures,

his

wasn't permanent

mind

that the job
so he figured out

a better business connection and re-

signed
Doug Fairbanks isn't going to engage in any dialogue in his
next picture what he's going to do is
what he calls "just soliloquizing," and
in that way no one can talk back to
him
Artie Brilant (don't spell it
Brilliant, although he is that plenty)
has at last hopped into where he belongs, having just been appointed
Managing Director of the Colony
Theatre ... A. P. Waxman, director
of
advertising
and publicity for
Warner Brothers, was ready to
prove
himself
a
silver - tongued
orator whn he introduced Sophie
Tucker to the members of the A. M.
P. A., but Sophie crossed him by not
appearing
David Loew left Wednesday for the west coast to take a
peep at production, and his usual
liincheon gang at the Motion Picture
Club looked lonely yesterday
Charlie Burr, who has been here from
the coast for the past two weeks, is
planning on starting west early next
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Guy Morgan, eastern sales
representative of Sam Goldwyn, leaves
Monday on a three weeks' trip through
the south and west
Robert McGowan, director of "Our (iang" who
has been here directing them in their
personal appearance tour, left yesterday for the Metro west coast studios
Don Hays, film editor of Gotham
Pictures,
pinch
hit
for
Sophie
Tucker at the A. M. P. A. and
made a home run with the boys by
the way tie handled his ukclcle, and
the gang didn't seem to miss Sophie
week

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

a little bit
George Harvey, president of the A. M. P. A., leaves tonight for Toronto where he will
represent
his
organization at the
anual meeting of the M. P. T. O. A.,
and there are a few others who would
like to he witii George
Morton
Van Praag, while one of the younger
film sales executives in the business,
has many friends all over the country
who are not only pulling for him to
hang up a great record in his new
job, but they are willing to bet he
docs so.
.

.

To Foster

Kickard,

famous boxing promoter, entering

.

.

.

.

The Sonora Phonograph Company,
which has been merged by the Acoustics
Products Company, has entered into a
deal with the E. F. Gillespie & Co., Inc.,
whereby Gillespie has purchased 200,000
shares of the Acoustic stock. The Gillespie company will specialize in synchronization of sound. Sound reproduction and radio broadcasting also
enter into the plans.

The Acoustics Products Company has
already entered into contracts for the
synchronization of sound films in the
religious field and has other amusement
deals pending.

Radin Heads

New

Talkie Co.

Bristolphone Div., Inc.

Int'l

(Continued from paye 1
Bristolphone in a series of productions
to be made from Broadway plays and
also fifty-two shorts and novelties.

Studios will be constructed in

New

York and Los Angeles and among the
plays to be made into talkies are "The
Great Power," which is now being shot
at the Bristolphone Studios in Wateri)ury, and ten others upon which they
have rights. Joe Rock of Hollywood
will
be an associate producer with

Warner.
Matty Radin, formerly with Gotham
Productions, is V. P. and Gen. Mgr.
of the new company.
Warner also
claims i)riority contracts for the sale
of Bristolphone apparatus to theatres
for the first 1,000 machines and to profluction

at

January

1st.

Gotham

the

Watcrbury

plant

until

Bristolphone

Corporation
was formed recently to market the
sound device throughout the world and
whether the Warner organiziition has
ol)tained suh-licenses from them or
-

from the Bristolphone
not

known

|K'oplc direct, is

at this time.

Gotham-Bristolphone
of

their

which

is

will

niake use

own studio in New York,
now being built and is await-

ing the installation of the recording
apparatus in about six weeks, accordini;
to P)U(Id Rogers.
Tiie new Warner Corporation i>rol)oscs

to secure their

own

distributing

system for their i)roductions and arc
negotiating for the purchase of an established exchange system. Failing this,
they will state-right and road-show the
pictures themselves.

13,
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Anglo American Film Dinner

Editor

WIT.KERSON.

R.
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Ami

International

Santell-Loring in N. Y
A. M. P. A. To Invite Big
British Film and
.\1 Santell and Hope Loring a
New York, stopping at the Park
Gov't Officials

,i

;

Miss Loring is writing the
tinuity and Santell directing the
Vilma Banky picture, for Sam (
wvn-United Artists.
tral.

International amity has received another practical impetus through the
good offices of the very alive Associated Motion Picture Advertisers. At
the weekly luncheon Thursday at the
Paramount Hotel, President Harvey
announced an Anglo-American dinner
to be held at an early date, at which
time the cup which Sam Harris of
London provided, will be awarded to
the individual who in the opinion of
the committee in charge has done the
most to promote friendly relations between the United States and Great
Britain in the film industry.
The dinner is to be held at one of
New York's best hotels and representative men of England and America will
break bread together and exchange
friendly greetings.
Edward L. Klein, who first developed
the idea, is active in the arrangements
and there is every prospect that the
event will be one of the biggest occasions in the history of the business.
It is expected that the British Ambassador, British Consul and representative men, both from the picture business and in official life, will attend.
President
Harvey's
announcement
was cordially received and the committee have already begun their activities.

The judges on the v,'inner of the cup
are the editors of the trade papers and
their award may not be made known
until the night of the dinner.

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.
for

Library Stock Scenes
130 West 46th Street
New Yoi
Bryant 8181

Advertisemer

Classified

Advertisements in this column, 5 ci
per word.
Cash must be sent with or
No charge for Box Number line. M

mum

order,
or more.

10%

$1.

POSITIONS

discount
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iss

WANTED

MOTION PICTURE OPERATC
—

Simplex and Powers
seeks connectic
small theatre; no objection to N. V. sub^
house. Available immediately. Name you.
salary. Box 1 12. Exhibitors
REV]

DAILY

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY.
with

L

years'
experience in film bui
position in Motion Picture Indi
Highest References.
Box 111, Exhil
8

desires

DAILY REVIEW.

FOR SALE

AN OLD AND WELL ESTABLISl
ORCHESTRAL BUSINESS of Band
viders.
Fully licensed, agency for va
Price
etc.
£4,500.Commodious o
extensive
up-to-date
library
and
Established 25 years.
Open to ever;
spection and investigation. Write May
(Orchestras, 81, Shaftesbury Avenue, Lo;

W

W.l.
Open- Air Movietone
MOTION PICTURE AND "ST
Set Up on Broadway cameras rented, sold and exchanged. Pot
I

(Continued from page

1)

and talking equipment has been installed
on the square between 46th and 47th
Streets, at Broadway and Seventh Avenue. Starting tonight at sundown and
running every night throughout the
campaign these pictures will be shown
and heard.
In addition to the speeches and catnpaign material furnished by the Smith
family, several movietone reels will be
sliown daily. Ben Bernie and his band
are on one of the first programs.
Inquiry at the Fox office brought the
information that the Fox organization
has no part in this form of campaign
other than making the reels in the FoxCase plant for which the Democratic
campaign committee is paying, and if
the Republican committee were to apply for a like service, it would be
granted.
a Fox movietone equipment
with both the candidates recording almost their every move and speech for
the movietone news reel distributed bv

There

(Continued from

]iagc

I

acted and directed and is a satisfactory
picture, with soimd, made for United
Vrtists and following the run of "The
Patriot" at the Rialto.

"The Wedding March"

is

LOCAL FILMS

MOTION PICTURES MADETOORI
Commercial,
excellent

Our

price,

pany.

Home

facilities

or

and

We

Industrial.
the best

20c per foot.
Seventh Avenue,

camera
Ruby Film

'

New York
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

727

WHETHER YOU WANT TO
some one

or be hired

;

buy or

sell

a

H:
the;;

trade or sell equipment, or do almost
thing else in the motion picture busi

an ad in this department will get you res
If you want us to word the ad for you.
services of our advertising experts are at
call.
Simply tell us what you want to

and how many words you want used.
bitors

DAILY REVIEW.

I

Entire Universal Product

Booked by Publix Hou
(Continued from page 1
sales

)

newly appointed general
for

the

Laemmle

man;

organization,

.

Schlanger, Eastern sales director,
Ralph B. Williams, Southern divi;
manager. The theatres involved inci
practically all Publix houses in Flor
Georgia and other .Southern stai
!

from the big new Alabama Theatn
Birmingham, on down.

Roach-Chase Comedy

a typical

von Stroheim production presented by
P. A. Powers through Paramount. It
beautiful, lavish, sliarp in contrasts,
in the love theme and marvelously synchronized with a superb score.
It will get the money.

supreme

New

is

Stroheim and Griffith
In Big B'way Opening

is

lights for sale and for rent.
Keep us ad
of
your wants.
Ruby Camera Com;
127 Seventh Avenue,
York City.

The latest Charley Chase- Hal Rn
comedy to be released by M-G-M
be known as "The Booster" and
produced under the supervision of
McCarey. Ruby Blaine and Ed K
.

tiecly

are in the cast.
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The Only Newsreel Camera Man Aboard The

COUNT
ZEPPELIN
Represents theHearstlSJeivsreels

which produce

M-G'M News

G-M SCORES GREATEST VICTORY
THE HISTORY OF NEWSREELS!

IN

Imagine taking your audience
on a Trans-Atlantic Flight!
has this
experience been seen

ISIever before in history

thrilling

on the screen:

F

Lindbergh crossed without a camera.
The Zeppelin has one— and only one

—and

NOTE:

the pictures will be in the

NEWS

-GIn thf rurrt^nt

Jccii<» r>f tUt^

X/f-H-M

TSJ<-w<s

annear the

first

and onlv oictures made aboard the

.
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PICTURE REVIEWS
"The

"The Wedding March"
Paramount

Von Stroheim and

Featuring.

first run
background,
Viennese
and all iiouses.
superb synchronization, strong love
theme in which von Stroheim is the
hero prince who loves the humble beauty. Fay Wray, but who marries the
other girl to meet the family demands

Phyllis Haver, Belle Bennett

The well-handled
business

ful

story of a success-

man married and

The
peal

has great audience ap-

picture

and looks

like a sure clean-up.

eventually sees the light,

own daughter

his

ample

following

Though

title

in

is

intriguing, there

"The Mating Call"

to

maintain any interest which the author
or

cast

of

Meighan
which

it

the

picture

"walks"

must be

ex-

his

lizard.

might

through

arouse.

his

part,

nothing

said, called for

more than that, and the talents of Miss
Adoree are entirely wasted in an inand stupid role.
Evelyn Brent does her best to make

significant

interesting the part of the village
who having married a bounder,
to vamp back her old sweetheart
to get him into trouble with the

belle,

seeks
only
local

Ku

Klux. Then he dashes off in a
hurry to Ellis Island for a bride, to get
out of the mess he's in. Maybe the
mating call was an S O S but by that
time nobody cared.
If its true that
James Cruze does more "shooting" in
one day than any of the other boys, it's
quite evident from this one, that he

—

needs target practice.

Harry Beaumont

Directed by
Story by
Cast

Josephine Lovett

Joan Crawford,
Dorothy Sebastian, Anita Page,
Johnny Mack Brown, Nils Asther.
This is the first "flaming youth" picture worthy of serious attention, and it
is enlightening and great entertainment
from beginning to end. "Our Dancing
Daughters" is an excellent parallel of
the lives of three girls belonging to the
fast

younger

set.

Belle Bennett walks

away with every-

thing that Hersholt doesn't capture, and

Miss Haver

is

adequate.

is

the thin

is

suited for big

little

daughter.

and

little

Sally O'Neil

The

picture

theatres.

William C. DeMille

Directed by

Featuring

of the characters are overdrawn,
due to fine directions by Harry Beaumont, each one is real and not a movie
type.
The effect of understanding,
greedy or overstrict parents is also well
brought out, no doubt the result of a
corking script. The picture maintains
a fast pace right to the finish and the
lavish sets and photography are a treat
to the eye.
The entire cast does fine
work, especially Miss Anita Page, a
newcomer. This one should stand them
in the aisles at every performance.

Joseph Shildkraut,

Victor

Varconi,

Phyllis

Haver,

Robert Edeson.

"The Night Watch"
First National
Directed by.
.

Alexander Korda
Billie Dove,
Donald Reed, N.

.

Featuring
Paui Lukas,
Soussanin.

A

from his cronies, but he always theatens
to go back if she deserts him for someone else. The girl's mother cannot pay
the rooming-house rent and the girl's
two lovers, the gangster and the gambler go out for the jack. The gangster
murders an inmate of the house for his
money the gambler sacrifices himself
to protect the girl and shoulders the
blame.

The

make an incredible
The leads do good

work although Shildkraut

A

girl's

Morton,

Mary

Nancy

Drexel, Farrell
aid. Anders Randolf.

Dunca

MacDo

Chalk

this up as one film you mijjij
distinguished for its humannQ
smoothness of direction, excellence
star performers and painstaking pi
duction values.
Has more box-ofn
appeal that "Sunrise" although tllL
story is not as strong and the hero
heroine have to share honors with
least two other great performers. Jai
Gaynor is immense, as are Morton ai'"''
MacDonald. "4 Devils" has possib|
ties of tremendous exploitation, whi
should not be neglected.
Two boys, the offsprings of a trouj
of famous acrobats, in bygone days, ajlffl
left by a relative, with a hard and crc
^
circus owner, to train and bring
In this circus are two little girft, at,,
orphans. The old clown who is tends
hearted, cares for the two boys aijai
girls and protects them from the fiei)
and they finally escape. In time, tl

play,

!

ijllii

|

li

and

boys

murder-mystery picture that is different in theme, treatment and acting.
The leading characters are well chosen
and the mystery element nicely handled
until the final expose. Story opens with
the ending and then proceeds to reveal
how it came about.
A captain of French warship is accused of murdering a fellow officer.
At his trial, when all seems lost, his
beautiful wife takes the stand in his defense. She then details the events which
led up to the murder, and in which she,
unkown to her husband, played a principal part. The captain is acquitted and
is reconciled to his wife through her
bravery in testifying to her own part.

story entertaining.

Mu
Janet Gayn?

grown

girls

up,

form

tjij

"4

This one doesn't quite hit as the epitome of crook dramas, but it had the
makings of one.
DeMille has put
enough suspense in it and enough good
characterization to

Directed by
Featuring
Charles

;

None

Pathe

James Cruze
Rex Beach
Thomas Meighan,
Renee Adore, Evelyn Brent.

the

nothing

is

finds

"Tenth Avenue"

United Artists
Story by
Cast

when he

quick affair with a lounge

in a

"The Mating Call"
Directed by

with

children, falling for a gold-digger, but

for money.

spicuous in a superb cast.

Griffith

Jean Hersholt,

Fraliiriiig

big special proiiuctiiin for

George Fawcett, George Nichols,
Zazu Pitts and Mathew Betz are con-

Wark

David

Directed by

Fay Wray

'4 Devils'

Fox

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

United Artists
Erich von Strohoim

Directed by

A

"Our Dancing Daughters"

Battle of the Sexes"

over-acts.

love keeps a gangster

away

—

Everything ends well for hero
and heroine, when the gangster confesses
to the girl and is shot trying to escape.

—

real culprit,

who

killed in defense

of a woman's honor* is unfortunately
or fortunately killed in battle, so Justice
is thus served.

Devils," noted acrobats, who a
starred in the finest circus in Parib,
Love develops between the two pail
It runs smooth in one case and is almoin
wrecked in the other, when a wealtL,
widow lures the leader of the trou;*'
away from his childhood sweetheart. I|j
wastes his energies and splendid bo(
on the vamp and a struggle finally d
velops which brings him back to ti
circus girl.

"The Lost Expedition"
Ufa
Edited and Titled by

Joseph R. Fliesl
This unusual film drama of Pol
exploration was made by an ice-break ij
expedition, sent by Ufa to Greenlan
It is dedicated to Dr. Finn Malmgrq
explorer who was left behind to die
the Nobile expedition. Amid scenes
primeval snow, ice and glacier, a paii

)I

t

(

felt for the men who starve an
freeze to death in this picture. Viev
of Eskimo life are especially delightfi
is

:!

Sound Featurettes
"Marching On"
Movietone-Fox
Exhibitors
lose

"Sharp Tools"

(I hick Sale)

of wired
any time booking

houses
this

fine

won't
short

Ijroduction with that versatile comedian

Chick Sale and

"Eddie Peabody"

Vitaphone (Foy-Cirey Prod.)

This
is the first satisfactory combination indoor-outdoor talkie yet produced. Skit
his battered horn.

involves pathetic case of old Civil War
vet who knew Lincoln. He is unwanted
by the family and leaves home with his
old horn and his nephew. He is invited
to join in the parade on Lincoln's birthday and after marching with them he
reminisces of old days.
Production
values in this sketch are innnensc and
painstaking. Play it by all means!

"Putting

Vitaphone (Instrumental)

two-reel
.\
all-dialogue
dramatic
sketch involving the trapping of a long-

Peabody, expert banjoist, puts over
his

odd personality

in a pleasing

show-

wanted jewel-thief and his gang, by
two Secret Service operatives, in the

manship manner. The

person of a

number

includes duets with his partner

Jimmy

Maisel.

join the
get the

The

brother and

sister,

who

gang and their operations,
goods on them.

to

I'eahody's

very interesting as a sample of this new form of film-vandeville
playlet, but Miss Terry wins no audience sympathy in either voice or personal attraction. Movie fans will feel
her over-acting in the climax and in
other portions where she refers to her

its

i)eaut\.

will

skit

The

renditions

latter half of the

chief
is

fault

the

It

On"

Vitaphone (Claudia Coleman)

with

unattrac-

Character actress well
deville

fans.

which may
houses,

but

known

to vai

She does two imitation

click in the refined first-ru

the

critical

work lower than

will

rate

he

the Elsie Janises, th

Beatrice Li Mies and the Gertrude

Law

rences.

is

liveness of
in his

the numbers.

Eddie sings

own manner, accompanying him-

self in several

numbers.

Sound houses
novelty

draw

and

will

play this one for

IVabody's

the musical fans.

reputation

One is an imitation of a woman wit
newly acquired riches, trying to mov
up in Society, but making all the baj
breaks possible.

The other

is

that of

manicure who strings along her
t(;mers.

cu:

|.

By December

Expects 18 State Organizations

lieffes

1st
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Devoted to the
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New
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I

morning actual shooting

lis

ns

in

id

City

er."

Paramount's

Long

on

"The

studio

It's

an

Special Trains Carry Ex-

talker with

all

Eagles topping the

ine

TO BE HUGE
TRADE CONFERENCE-NO POLITICS
M.P.T.O.A. MEETING

Aonday A. M.

cast,

Allied

Group To Stump Country

From Mid-West

voice test foiled the wheeze

who wanted

to call her the

Nov.

1

aming Eagles.
*

*

*

the "Birth of the Blues"

"Gentlemen
sound

way

their

from

fortune

I

Press"

of the

to

the

fame

same

3io.

*

;

*

*

'rederick H. Elliott's election

he vice-presidency of Motion

Today,

tures

was

Inc.,

an-

inced as he stepped into office

assumed active work with

1

motion

favorite
It's a

;kly.

picture

pleasure to have

1

back devoting

s

and experience

e

business.

all

$100,00 Fund

HERE'S A BET

arx Brothers' "Four Cocoa,"

For New Organization

A screen sensation on the timely
theme of experimental marriage is

working

out, its mistakes

and

We

recommend
a

exhibitor association was
recent convention of the
Michigan M.P.T.O. with the raising of
a fund of $25,000 by the Allied States
group of nine exhibitor organizations,
according to an interview given Exhibitors Daily Review on Saturday, by

new national
made at the

W.

BIG

picture to
exploitation

and

1st

But another innovation will be introduced in that the convention will be
(Continued on page 4)

CAP! LOHMANN

PHOEBUS SCANDAL
—

WOODWARD DEAL

Norwood, Lakewood, Garden,
Star,
Uptown, Kopping, Rialto, Republic,
Highland
Ambassador,
Piccadilly,
Park, Rosebud, Comique, Ramona and
MINNEAPOLIS.—Warner Brothers the Calvin in Dearborn State and
Durant in Flint, and the Irving in
lost the first case brought before the
Board of Arbitration, since reinstate- Brightmoore, and Wayne in Wayne.

Chief

Commander

of
Zenker,

m

the

sent

a

telegram

Motion Picture Club

which

"make

phrase

the

oopee" was employed. Walter

(Continued on page 4)

The company

lost the decision in

an

not

effort to force play dates after holding
up releases several months for First

The really sophistied make "Boom Boom" and

Nickey Goldhammer, representing Warners, asked that Oscar Woempner, owner of a string of neighborhood
houses, be forced to give play dates on

ban says "whoopee"

is

;olete.

rry

Hershfield

is

Hoban's

Runs.

(Continued on page 2)

Jacobson Heads

HOLLYWOOD.

Wampas

—

Sam Jacobson,
University publicity director, has been
elected president of the
Joseph Sherman of the M-G-M pubvice-president.
succeeds Barrett Kiesling.
staff

is

Jacobson

rase broadcaster.
*

*

;

and the surroundings so

Astor

is

Lady Drummond Hay, only
passenger, will also attend the

showing
guest
Daughters."

"

of

Sheehan

REMOVAL NOTICE!

e Club, the cuisine is so ex-

tunate that

Major Bowes, managing director of
the Capitol Theatre, is making arrangements to entertain Dr. Eckner and his
Graf Zeppelin crew tonight, provided
the airship has arrived in America

Our

in N.

Dancing

Y.

*

speaking of the Motion Pic-

lent

For Zeppelin Guests

WAMPAS. safely.
woman

licity

Show

Special Capitol

;

ment by the Board.

the

German

the

is
Navy, Admiral
a belated
sequel of the Phoebus Film Scandal.
A Captain Lohmann, had secretly
transferred certain funds belonging to
the Navy Department to the Phoebus
Film Co. He had, in these transactions,
violated the budget law and misused
powers which his superior, Admiral
Behnke had entrusted to him and which

MINNEAPOLIS CASE

lomebody

IN

By DR. R. OTTO
Review Correspondent
BERLIN. The resignation of

C. H. Shalit of the Tiffany-Stahl
Detroit branch office has closed a big
deal for the Star Series, Specials and
Color Classics with the Woodward
Theatre chain in Detroit.
The theatres sold are the White

A.J.

WARNERS LOSE

Col. Cole, Glenn Cross
(Continued on page 4)

TIFFANY-STAHL IN

dis-

his ener-

to the pic-

A. Steffes.

StefTes,

this

big

toward the formation of a

start

asters.

exhibitors as
picture bet.

Everything is ready for the Toronto
Convention.
Nothing has slipped,
missed fire or gone awry and when
the big meeting of Theatre Owners
opens on Tuesday in the King Edward
Hotel it will be the first time the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America have convened outside the United
States.

A

new

big Tiffany-Stahl special
"Marriage by Contract," in which
Patsy Ruth Miller marries four
times in eight reels and gives theatres something with which to
bring in the crowds. James Flood
directed it under the production
supervision of John M. Stahl.
Robert Edeson and other competent players are prominent in a
large cast. "Marriage by Contract"
is a frank but careful handling of
the trial marriage plan showing its
the

To Be

Raised for Outside
Leader

Delegations

hibitor

Muschenheim

of

said to be bustin'

o tears every day around the

ductions,

The Exhibitors Daily Review is now in new quarters,
having moved its offices from 45 West 45th Street to
25 West 43rd Street, Room 409.
The New TEMPORARY Telephone Number is
Vanderbilt 5895 and Bryant 5224

ich hour.

Arthur James

Howard Sheehan, brother of W. R.
Sheehan, general manager of Fox proand

official

Coast Theatres,

is

in

of the

Fox West

New York

at the

Park Central.

Berger Sails
Ludwig Berger, Paramount
from New York

sailed today

director,

for Berfour months' leave of

lin.
He has a
absence from Paramount.
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TALKING SEQUENCES

Reg. U. S. Pat Off.
Published Daily Except Sunday

ARTHUR JAMES.
W.

WILKERSON,

R.

New

all

Inc.

Synchronization has already started

Victor Talking
in Camden, N. J. Columbia plans to take advantage of the

on "Submarine"
Machine Studios

at the

knowledge and great facilities offered by the Western Electric
Studios by having several other productions fitted with sound in the East.
technical

From

present

plans,

talking

all

se-

of our New York City subscribers
are furnished their papers by carriers, in
order that they will get a more prompt service
Subscribers will
than that given by mail.
oblige by notifying us about any lapse in

quences will probably be done at the

•ervice.
Joe Blair,

the

Most

West Coast

studios

:

259 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada.

the

M.
man-

appointment

Van

Praag, as general sales
of Universal, we are reminded of other sales and film
executives
who have achieved
ager

fame and
a

better

Kansas

position,

part

of

WOR

Fields will be the ne

Warner

Bros. Vitaphoi

Hour

next Monday, which
broadcasted every Monday night fro
Jubilee

of

10 o'clock over the Columb
Chain, whose local station is WOR.

9.30 to

and who had
their

start

in

City.

Kent, Paramount genmanager; Louis B. Metzger,
general manager of Universal and

BI-METAUC BUYS

Milton Feld, Publix

COLORADO THEATRi

Sidney

eral

their training in

official, all

Kansas

did

City.

DENVER.— A new

Hollywood.

in

management
famous Colorat

:

has begun on newly acquired property

FOX TO ACQUIRE NEW
$7,000^0 THEATRE

adjoining the company's present plant
on the West Coast.
Besides "Submarine," Columbia has
ten specials and several program features especially fitted for sound, music
effects and talking sequences.

trance of the Bi-Metallic Investme
Film Corporation plans to take over a motion Co.
picture theatre and hotel property at
The change marks the advent
Fifth Street, between Main and Syca- Horace
W. Bennett, Denver capital!:
more, which is to cost $7,000,000.

Ground has already been broken and
erection

of

several

Representative, 1255

(Phone
Los Angeles
Tamarind Avenue,
Hempstead 1514).
Samuel
Correspondent:
and
London Office
Harris, "The Cinema," 80-82 Wardour St.,
London, W. 1.
Canadian Office Canadian Moving Picture
Diccat,

company's

Weber and

Training Grounds

attraction on

With

York. Telephone Bryant
communications to ExecuSubscription Rates including
tive Offices.
postage paid, per year United States and
Canada, $10; Foreign, $15; single copies, 5
Remit by check, money order, curcents.
Entered as second-class
rency or postage.
matter January 4, 1926, at the post office of
New York, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Published and copyright by Picture Publishers,

Address

5224.

Good

Publisher

Abraham Bernstein, Managing Editor; Herman J. Schleier, Business Manager.
Executive and Editorial OflSccs, 25 West 43rd
Street, Suite 409,

Weber-Fields on

Kansas City Proves

FOR "SUBMARINE"

Editor

1928

15.

sound stages

coming

the

into

Theatre with the withdrawal of Hi
hop-Cass Investment Co. and the e

CINCINNATI.—The Fox

(

Construction will begin shortly. The into the theatre business. The theat
of the new Fox theatre is not far is one of the landmarks of the cit
from E. F. Albee's theatre.
$50,000 will be spent by the new ma:
agement in renovating the theatre ai

»

M.

Elect

site

P. Salesmen

The new officers of the Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., who were elected
last Saturday are G. William Wolf of
Fox, re-elected for the third time Gus
Solomon of First National is 1st V. P.,

Warner Reorganizes
Warner Publicity Dept.

installing

sound devices.

^

;

New York—Al

Matty Cahan, 2nd V. P., Sol Trauner,
Treas. Ben Rapoport of Tiffany-Stahl,
Fin. Secy.
M. Markowitz, Recording
Secy.
Sol Title of Educational is chairman
of the entertainment committee which
is arranging the annual ball to be held
on November 24th at the Hotel Com-

A. A. Kap-

Steffes,

;

;

lan and Col. Cole of Texas, are in

New York on their way to Toronto,
where they say they won't do a thing
to the M.P.T.O.A. except stop in on
the "boys"
O. K. Hanson, Canadian manager for Educational Films
is in New York for the week-end and
Al. Aronson,
a few days more
who has been representing Metro in
Central Europe for the past several
.

.

.

.

who has now allied
World Wide Pictures,

from Europe Friday
conferences with

.

.

.

first

.

talkie,

.

.

.

.

J. E. Williamson, inventor of the
undersea picture taking apparatus, has
returned from the Caribbean Sea
where he is said to have made a most
remarkable picture, even more so
than his previous ones
Will Hays,
accompanied by a party of newspaper
men, left New York Friday for Wyoming, where they spend four days
hunting whatever it is they have for
hunting purposes in Wyoming
J. p. Williams made a flying trip to
Chicago last week returning Saturday on the eCntury
Pete Woodhull and Mike O'Toole left Saturday
night for the M.P.T.O.A. convention
at Toronto, which convention Pete
and Mike say will be a humdinger
Donn McElwaine, for years with
Fox, but more recently with the Buck
Jones Productions, has resigned to
become head of Pathe's publicity department on the coast.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in

Vitaphone advertising and

rs\

charge of

publicity.

WITH TRAILERS

First

.

future situations of this nature.

Although the new talking pictures
are

young inquiring persons

still

ready have asked for the

name

al-

of the

Movietone director.
Marcel
young Frenchman, holds that
In November, 1926, he directed Raquel Meller in four songs
which were the first dramatic Moviefirst

Silver, a
position.

tone pictures.
Since that time Silver has made
eighteen Fox-Movietone subjects.

Cosine With Fejos
Arthur Cosine, one of the leading

New York

location experts,
has been siged by Universal as
an aid to Dr. Paul Fejos for that
director's
New York location
work on "Broadway," the Laemmle adaptation of the famous
stage success.
With Cosine as
the point of contact with New
York municipal authorities, the
police

now

and

is

around

departments, Fejos
getting a series of scenes
fire

Times

Square

other parts of the

city.

and

NEW YORK'S NEWEST and
FINEST HOTEL
SMARTLY NEAR THE
CENTER OF THINGS
the corner from New York's exclusive shopping district, readily accessible to leading theatres,

Around

and railroad terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially
correct and away from the noise and turmoil of the
busines3 district. The Park Central enjoys a loca-

.

.

Warren Lewis remains

theatre owners
for
November

MOVIETONE DIRECTOR

Melody of Love" in
"Lonesome" leaves there, which may
happen next week
Charley Goetz,
head of the States Cinema Corp., expects to leave next week for Los Angeles for a stay of several weeks
.

exploitation.

MARCEL SILVER

"The
the Colony when

.

for

Library Stock Scenes
Nev» York
130 West 46th Street
Bryant 8181

(Continued from page 1)
meeting and convention
has been a number of pictures under contract
13-14
in which he refused to play.
Woempner requested that the conDallas.
Manager W. S. Waid is busy pre- tracts be declared null and void beparing details for the state-wide gath- cause Warner had held up the subsequent runs in MinneapoHs due to the
ering of exhibitors.
lack of a first-run in the city over a
period of nearly six months.
The board decided in favor of the
FIRST
exhibitor and the decision will undoubtedly have far-reaching effect in

for a series of

100%

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.

A. P. Waxman.
George Brown has
been created advertising manager under
Waxman and Mr. Namack is now publicity manager.
Jack Lewis will handle

Warners Lost

.

Universal's

ing department has been reorganized by

A mammoth

of Texas
scheduled

himself
arrived

Walter Hill denies
Jos. Skirboll
that the A.M. P. A. turned down his
application and check for membership
because he had not been a press agent
long enough, and regardless of what
any A.M. P. A. man says Walt can
write on either an application or a
check
Artie Brilant, new managing director of the Colony, will have
.

WAFILMS,

and advertis-

Minneapolis Case

D. Williams and

J.

publicity

TELL 'EM

Texas Meets Nov. 13-14

.

.

years, but

with

modore.

The Warner

in

tion distinctly unique in its advantages.
Come to the Park Central, New York's -newest and
finest hotel, where you will find advantages heretofore unknown to American hostelries
Radio outlets
Electric Refrigeration
Period Salons and
Roof Patios for private social functions . . swimming pool
Florentine Grille featuring the Park
Central Grille Orchestra
other features equally
unusual and desirable. Single rooms five dollars per
day and up. Double rooms eight dollars per day

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and up.

THE PACr CENTCAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7lh

NEW YORK

CITY

AVENUE
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DAN CRAWFORD TO BE STARRED UNG CLEANS UP
RIT

'A

Rise of

ftleoric
ifcle

tar

M-G-M

STUDIO GOSSIP

—Seek Big Story
For Her

Tom

Reed, Universal's ace title
writer, has been signed on another
contract by that organization.

By JOE BLAIR
Hollywood Correspondent
|tro-GoldwynrMayer have great
for Joan Crawford.
The first
oremost is a starring contract
g immediately. They are now
ig for a story for her

first

star-

returned here after quite
the Pantages theatres.

a

tour of

Jutte,

ted quite a bit in making
by the tremendous business

this

dialogue writer, John Rolfs,
production manager and Claud Berk-

this

ley,

completing the
organization of Pathe's sound staff.
The latest to be added are William

d

oi a writing-starring contract also,
story made this picture great.

ler

y Beaumont should come in for
thing good also.
And while we
assing around the promotions for
Mayer, might we suggest plenty of
pictures for Anita Page and Dor-

is

film editor.
*

doing wherever shown. They
give Josephine Lovett some

re is

Monte

*

*

Walter Anthony

stage

di-

*

writing the dialogue for "Erik the Great," the Universal production
starring
Conrad
%

^

DeMille is making good
would have an unknown play the male lead in his first
M-G-M picture "Dynamite." He has
selected Orville Walbridge, who C. B.
Cecil B.

lew Title for "Badges"
Ghost Talks" is the new
chosen by Fox officials for
iges," Max Marcin's play, which
Seiler is producing as an allng Movietone feature at the Fox
studios. Helen Twelvetrees and
les Eaton, both former Broadway
ers, have the leading roles in this
he

ire.

^arcella

Gardner Signed

arcella Garner, feature

and maga-

writer has been added to Fox
IS
scenario department.
She will
and translate stories of the Gerand French languages.
Miss
dner is a native of Austria and
ntly translated the script of "Our
ly Bread," now being produced by
V. Murnau, the script having been
ared by Berthold Viertel in the
tnan language.

his threat that he

discovered at a gas
*

go into immediate production.

Veidt's Last

*

Marvie Prevost and Kenneth Har*

*

Margaret Seddon is to appear in
the role of the mother of a young
soldier in "She Goes to War," Rupert
Hughes' newest novel.

John McCormick has signed
Parker, former art director for
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, to handle the same responsibilities for Coleen Moore's forthcoming picture "Synthetic Sin," which
will shortly go into production at the
First National Studio.
John

Max

Newmeyer Gathers Cast

reen Writes "Coquette*
oward J. Green has been signed
Columbia to write the screen story
'The College Coquette," which is

*

filling station.

lan are going to take a fling at vaudeville. They will do a sketch.
*

Sally Phipps, Robert Elliott,

work

this little lady is doing in this
production will disarm most every
critic.
T. S. seems to be doing great
work in making a star out of Dorothy
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
*
*

Barker, has started his
third special for Tiffany-Stahl.
It is

Ricardo Cortez is
Buster Collier and
Alma Bennett have important roles.
Orleans."

lacing starred with
^

We

^

ditty for his first
*

M-G-M
*

production.

*

"Dream

of Love" is the new title
for the Metro - Goldwyn -

selected

Mayer Balkan kingdom story, "Adrienne Lecouver," now in production
under Fred Niblo's direction, with
Joan Crawford and Nils Asther in
leading roles. This film will have a
special musical synchronization and
sound effects.
*

*

*

Victor Seastrom, having completed
direction of "The Masks of the Devil,"
the Viennese story adapted from a
Jacob Wasserman novel, sailed Friday night for Europe on the Olympic

accompanied by

and

wife

his

two

children.
%

Katharine

Menjou)

Monte
picture

The

will

^

^

Carver (Mrs. Adolph
have a good part in the

Blue-May

di-

the

as a matter of fact, throughout
Hollywood, for his feat in completing

his latest picture for T-S,
of Youth," in two weeks.

"The

Spirit
a

He had

four weeks' shooting schedule.
Generally when these "quickies" arc
shot through so fast, the production
suffers from that activity, but in his
instance, Lang has done a wonderful
piece of wT)rk and any trained mind
could look at it and feel certain that
the full time scheduled had been used
for the production.
It's a great picture of the "world
championship" fight type and buzzes
right along from the first reel to the

Jimmie Cruze, after seeing the picand on being told the length of

ture

took Lang to make it said,
is one of the screen's greatest directors and all he needs to be
generally recognized as such ils a few
time

it

"Walter

more

pictures released."

Gaynor

in "Christine"

"Christine" will be the new title for
Janet Gaynor's latest Fo.x picture formerly called "Street Fair."
Charles
Morton, Rudolph Schildkraut, Harry

Cording and Lucy Dorraine are in the
supporting cast and William K. Howard is directing.

Advertisements

Classified

Advertisements in this column, 5 cents
per word.
Cash must be sent with order.
No charge for Box Number line. Mini-

mum

order,
or more.

$1.

10%

discount

12

issues

McAvoy Warner

"No Defense."

Big

Tiffany-Stahl
all over

bows

last.

^

very likely, see some newwrinkles in bath-tubs now that C. B.
DeMille has decided to do a society
will

POSITIONS

Hop" Sold
To Great

WANTED

MOTION PICTURE OPERATOR—
—

Simplex

Britain

Frank

and Powers
seeks connection in
small theatre; no objection to N. Y. suburban
house. Available immediately. Name your own
salary. Box 1 12. Exhibitors
REVIEW.

DAILY

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY. LADY

and Francis McDonald
have been chosen by Director Fred

Murray W. Garsson, president of the
Buck Jones Corporation, while in Eng-

Newmeyer

land,

DAILY REVIEW.

pictures in the British Isles.

AN OLD AND WELL ESTABLISHED
ORCHESTRAL BUSINESS of Band Pro-

Albertson,

in

to play the leading roles

the newspaper story he

duce for Fox Films.
not yet been titled.

One

Youth" pictures will
new Dorothy Sebastian. The

"New

Lang,
taking

is

lot,

Spirit of

is

Veidt.
^

*

Reginald

former

Carter,

Sebastian.

*

out of the TiffanyStahl studio that with the release of

=!^

*

rector, has been signed by Universal
as a supervisor of sound.
*

*

By Studio Correspondent
Walter
rector,

for extra talent alone.

Word comes

see a

Benjamin Glazer

on the heels of Joan's great
mance in "Dancing Daughters,"
nnouncement will probably surno one. Of course M-G-M were

Tiing

give some of you an idea about
enormous money spent each year
by tlie Hollywood studios, get this:
Universal last year spent more than

in

Two Weeks

the

"The

Ivehicle.

Completes T-S Film

To

Hollywood rumor has Mae Murray $675,000

returning to M-G-M for at least one
and maybe two pictures. Miss Murray

OF YO UTH"

"SPI

The

is

to pro-

picture has

closed a contract with Michael
Balcon,
president
Gainsborough
of
Productions, for the distribution of
"The Big Hop" and other Buck Jones

with

years'
experience in film business
position in Motion Picture Industry.
Highest References.
Box 111, Exhibitors
8

desires

FOR SALE
Fully licensed, agency for variety,
Commodious offices,
Price
£4,500.
extensive
library
and
music.
up-to-date
Established 25 years.
Open to every inspection and investigation. Write May Walter
Orchestras, 81, Shaftesbury Avenue, London,
viders.
etc.

Conrad Veidt's last European film
the one which he regards as his

I

"The Man Who Cheated Life,"
been acquired by the Affiliated
ropean Producers, Inc. This pice was released on the continent as
he Student of Prague."
kst,

King for "Melody"
'rharles

King,

who had

leading

Deck" and "'Present
ms," made such a good impression
;h his first Movietone recording for
;tro-Goldwyn-Mayer that he was
mediately engaged by this comly for the male lead in "Broadway
;lody," and left New York (Friday)

l^EWEST RENDEZVOUS!

Gypsy Music
Gypsy Atmosphere

week at the Capitol,
roadway Melody."

will

make

$.75
$1.50

W.l.

MOTION PICTURE AND "STILL"

LOCAL FILMS

itnt«g ^alnn

MOTION PICTURES MADE TO ORDER.
Commercial,
excellent

Our

No Cover Charge
Phone CIRCLE 8580
100 West 58th Street

the coast.

:ond

DINNER

cameras rented, sold and exchanged. Portable
lights for sale and for rent.
Keep us advised
of your
wants.
Ruby Camera Company,
City.
Seventh
Avenue,
New
York
727

es in "Hit the

Harry Beaumont, who directed
'ur Dancing Daughters," now in its

LUNCHEON

lyjEW YORK'S

At 6th Avenue

Dance

to the

Music of

ALBERT BELA SOBLO'S GYPSY
ORCHESTRA
Direction H. FEINBERG
Formerly Knickerbocker Grill

Home

facilities

or

and

20c per foot.
727 Seventh Avenue,

price,

pany,

We have
cameramen.
Ruby Film Com-

Industrial.
the best

New York
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

City.

TO HIRE
WHETHER YOU WANT
or
a theatre;
some one or be hired; buy

sell

trade or sell equipment, or do almost anything else in the motion picture business,
an ad in this department will get you results.
If you want us to word the ad for you, the
services of our advertising experts are at your
call.
Simply tell us what you want to do,
and how many words you want used. Exhibitors

DAILY REVIEW.

;
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SEVEN
New

FILMS

King Vidor Selects

films on the Broadway program
started auspiciously with the

week

introduction of "The Wedding March"
at the Rivoli and "The Battle of the
Sexes" at the Rialto.
Other new pictures are "Moran of
the Marines" at the Paramount, with
Dix and Ruth Elder; "Red Lips" at
the Hippodrome
"Singapore Mutiny"
at the Broadway; a Russian comedy,
"Three Comrades and One Invention,"
at the Cameo.
The Roxy will play "The Air Circus" and the 55th Street Playhouse,
"Kriemhild's Revenge." "Our Dancing
Daughters" is held over at the Capitol.
"Women They Talk About" will be the
new Warner film at the Strand.
;

Will Murphy, formerly with Warners and C. F. Chandler, formerly with
First National have been engaged by
World Wide Pictures, Inc., to prepare
exploitation campaigns for several foreign productions which the J. D. Williams organization will release.

Frisco Movietone Truck
First Fox
Movietone News Truck to be seen in
this city is parking daily in front of
the Fox Exchange.
The crew is in
charge of James Seebach, Fox Movietonenews Staff and Oscar Darling,
sound technician.

Gala Gaiety Opening
UTICA, N. Y.— The re-opening of
the completely modernized Gaiety Theatre takes place on Monday evening
October 15th.
This Shine Enterprise
house was renovated under the supervision of Victor A. Rigaumont, New

York

City theatre architect.

Halligan at

Fox

William Halligan, the globe trotter
and sometime, actor, has parked his car
on the Fox lot for a siege of writing
a few movietones.

Five amplifiers are lined up under
the marquee just back of the box office and camouflaged
from the view
of the public in such a way that passersby are unable to figure out where
the music comes from and how the

machine is operated. Many think the
music comes either from the stage and

Own Film Dept.
BERLIN. — The Municipal

Government

is

creating

its

own

kinetograph and picture department, which will shortly begin
recording local events, and the
creation of a film library to supply schools with pictures, and to
train cameramen and operators.

will
be played by Victoria Spivey,
night-club and phonograph entertainer.
Everett McGarrity, Chicago colored
boy, was previously signed for the

second male

lead.

VITACOLOR STARTS
Experimental Plant

at Realart

Studios

"WITH

RAYART PLANNING

Group To Stump

Country for

New

Organiz.

(Continued from page

1)

Others in the Allied group are to begin a stump tour of the United States
starting November 1st for the purpose
of persuading each state exhibitor leader to call a convention, to build up a
real big meeting.

B.

By December

1st,

There
the

be no politics played in
organization, according to

will

Allied

W.

A. Steffes, because each state will
elect its own member to the Board of
Directors and will be allowed only one
vote.

A

fund of $100,000 will be raised for
the purpose of hiring someone outside
of the business, to head the organization and be its general business man-

W.

A.

Steffes,

Kaplan were

in

The company

Allied leaders ex-

pect there will be conservatively eighteen states in the affiliation. These states
will later be asked to join the Allied
States group.

Col.

Cole and Abe
Saturday.

New York

Steffes asserted that he believed there
should be reforms in the industry and
his group will try to bring them about.
There must be reforms brought about

for the theatre owners of the country,
and a closer relation in the functions
all the branches of the industry for
the purpose of bringing about correct
methods of doing business.
Steffes reiterated his belief that there

is

Pont

will also direct.

capitalized at $500,000.

Smith Joins Fox
Paul Gerard Smith, author of "Keep
^
Kool," "Funny Face," "Here's Howe"
and other Broadway musical shows,
has joined the staff of writers at the

Fox Movietone

studios in Hollywood.

Dickson Appointed
Pathe Service Mgr.
Theodore E. Dickson has been appointed service manager at the Pathe
Studios in Culver City, Calif. In this
capacity Dickson will have general supervision of costumes, properties, decorations of sets everything in connection with the physical side of the new
Pathe pictures with the exception of
architectural design, building and con-

—

struction.

of

should be an organization maintained
by the theatre owners themselves, that
is a functioning organization, and the
only way to do that is to bring each

Max Du

Richman Held Up
The Harry Richman-United Artists
"Say It With Music" or
"Tin Pan Alley," has been held up
production,

until Irving Berlin, together with several other screen writers, work out a

compact organization. "At
the present time, we do not know of
any single state in the U. S. that is
supplying their full quota of dues to
any national organization, outside of
the Allied States," said Steffes.
"The Board of Directors of the
Allied group believe that each member

better screen treatment of his story.
In the meantime Alan Crosland and
C. Gardner Sullivan are trying to put
another idea in shooting form.

should meet at least once every
sixty days to find out what is going on

looks as if William Jamiey, son of
Russell Janney, New York stage producer, will get the lead opposite Miss
Pickford in the forthcoming production of "Coquette."

state into a

state

and

to meet spontaneously whenever
occasion demands."
Steffes, when asked, who he thciught
would be elected the next president of
the M.P.T.O.A., stated that he and
other Allied leaders are not interested
in exhibitor politics.
He admitted that
he might stop off in Toronto on his
way home to Minnesota, but was not a
member of the M.P.T.(3.A. and would
not attend any meetings, merely stopping over to greet his exhibitor friends.

New

Pickford Lead

It

Jessel

Gives In

George Jessel, through the aid of a
bag of gold, has finally given in to
Tiffany-Stahl. He will sing five or six
for the T-S production of "The
Ghetto." Recording will be done via
R. C. A. in New York.

•songs

LOS ANGELES.— Rayart
which move

tions,

nett

into the

Prodt

Mack Se D

Studios shortly from the Metr

politan Studios
its

is

planning to produ p

1928-29 productions as

tal

ing pictures.

The company may make use of
Photophone equipment which is

t!

Du

Vitacolor Corporation has located at the Realart Studios, with experimental laboratories and production
headquarters.
Attachments for color
cameras are being made.
Officers of the company are Eugene
Overton, president, C. M. Kellogg, vice
president, H. S. Ryerson, secretary and
William DeMille, scenarist and director.

TALKING PROGRAI

the Sennett Studios.

LOS ANGELES.— The Max
Pont

Allied

''Noise'

An enterprising (?) Philadelphia exhibitor is advertising on his
marquette. one of the talking
shorts, and backs up the picture
with the words
NOISE."

some of

outfit

in the different districts of the country,

Berlin's

location

from Harlem's Black Belt.
The two principal roles will be filled
at 53rd and
a
powerful by Daniel Haynes, of "Show Boat" and
loud-speaker arrangement for the out- Honey Brown, star singer and dancer
of the Harlem Club. The ingenue role
side of the house.

ager.

SAN FRANCISCO.— The

take

to

leads,

listed

Murphy and Chandler
With World Wide

left for Memscenes for his
new M-G-M production. "Hallelujah,"
which will be made with an all-colored
cast, has made his final selections for

phis

With

Advertises

The Colony Theatre
Broadway is operating

Phototone is the name of the
which is electrically operated.

Six Universal pictures have just been
for special recommendations by
the National Board of Review.
They
have been included in the reviewing
organization's Photoplay Guide.
The pictures are "The Kid's Clever,"
the latest Glenn Tryon feature comedy
"Fighting for Victory," the latest of
"The Collegians" series; "The South
Pole Flight," and "A Horse Tale," two
recent Oswald the Lucky Rabbit Cartoon Comedies, and "The Rag Doll," a
Laemmle Novelty one-reeler.

Hallelujah

King Vidor, who has

COLONY BOOSTS RECEIPTS
WITH OUTDOOR SPEAKER

screen inside the theatre.

National Lists Six

Two

1928

Leads from Harlem's Black Belt

B'WAY HOUSES

IN
this

NEW

15,

M.P.T.O.A. Meeting Huge
Trade Conf.--No Politi(
(Continued from page 1)

a huge trade conference with
left out,

politi;

bickerings and sore spots

tirely forgotten

and

all

intent

on

e;

doiii

something big for the whole industr
It will happen that way, accordiii
to R. F. Woodhull, who says it is

•

sure fire bet, and others among ill
national officers agree with the pres
dent the results should be entirely gra
ifying all around.
President
Woodhull,
Secretai
O'Toole, Director Joseph W. Wall
and about two dozen others left Satu
day night for Toronto. They will like
constitute the advance guard from
United States.
special car on

A

Toronto Express will carry
group of enthusiastic Ohio folks.
fast

tl
t!

in

Wi

consin, Missouri, Kansas, Indiana, N'

braska and other middle west stat
Many fro
will be represented early.
nearby states will drive in as the road
are good and the automobiles better.
The entertainment elements are
keeping with the big affair. The civ
ceremonies will precede the conventic
opening on Tuesday and that meat
some fine talks, good food and oth(
things. That is only the beginning ar
the pleasanter elements intersperse tl
convention program all along the lin
The convention will be honored t
This
two Cuban representatives.
the first time they attended an Exhil
itor convention outside their own coui
They will bring the greetings
try.
Latin America.
:

^|

Capt.

Lohmann

in

I

Phoebus Scandi
(Continued from page

1)

Benke's successor Admiral Zenker, ha
confirmed. For this, the latter had
bear the responsibility and had to ri
sign.

No blame for this secret jobbery
attached to the Military Ministry (
any other high government departmer
It is, therefore, out of the question th
the German Government should ha'
meant to bolster up a national fil
producing company with private mone
Captain Lohmann himself was nevi
indicted and the results of the offici
inquiry into the Phoebus case whi<!
caused the country a loss of over t<
million marks have never been mai
known.

It

is,

therefore,

assumed

th

very influential circles outside the Go
ernment were parties to the Phoeb'
affair.

Exhibitors
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SECURITY
OHE

feeling of absolute security is only possible
with a company, a firm or an individual that
has proved to you that a man's word is a

man's bond.

:

I

For fifteen years we have maintained this square
relationship with our customers and we are now going
a step farther in guaranteeing a series of pictures
that will permit a proper resistance of exorbitant
prices from the so-called old-line firms.

n ^ T

DlVI<?ION

c

the theatres
we have the attractions.
our mutual advantage to get together. And
we therefore announce on these pages a lineup of
product that represents the cream of the independent
production field. Distinguished authors whose names
are household entertainment gods, directors whose
signatures correspond to the "sterling" on silver,
stars that shine from the marquees of every de luxe
theatre in the country. We, as "The World's Leading
Distributors of Independent Pictures," are your barrier
It is to

PICTURED

against the aggression of the
you are smart you will listen

n ^ T

DIVKION

—

You have

I

PICTURED

monopoly groups. If
and act on these sug-

gestions.

And we

don't

mean perhaps

1

HARRY

Millions have read these

H.

THOMAS.

"Famous Novels"
%iNy

^vNEFr^y

n7/i.e rgfie fllve.

<>X7Ae
^ihoi[e

^\
Jkor'-e

'*LMj

HOW

I

I 3>-«.^ Ixv^.

^nJon.

.\o«»"^

^IKX REAO ?

AAANJV HAX^E

\

Not Short

Stories

But The Best Selling Novels Of Great Authors

"ARE WOMEN TO BLAME"
BOOKED ENTIRE LOEW CIRCUIT— 130 DAYS

POLA NEGRI

in

TEN EXCELLENT SPECIALS

EIGHT CELEBRATED ATTRACTIONS

TEN SENSATION SPECIALS

EIGHT ACTION CLASSICS

EIGHT BOX OFFICE WINNERS

FOUR DE LUXE ATTRACTIONS

Leaving a Trail of Smashed Box Office Records

"THE ROAD TO RUIN
DISTRIBUTED BY TRUE LIFE PHOTO PLAYS CORP.
(A

Now

subsidiary of First Division)

Being Roadshowed

SEE BACK PAGE

99

%
o>

i:

n 9 T

I

DIVKION
PICTUnE?
729

Seventh Avenue
New York

city
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supporting cast
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Directfd
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Devoted

to the fostering
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the Toronto convention can

blish the principle in the

business

picture
seller

','1

that

— Continuing
Continuine

and developing

mo-

and believing

i)ad

and

ler,

the

that

little

is

all

Toronto convention

that

directors of Universal Pictures Corporation, held Friday, and in accordance
with the desire of Carl Laemmle,
Charles B. Paine was elected treasurer
to succeed E. H. Goldstein, resigned.
This appointment was not unexpected.
Mr. Laemmle's long continued policy of
promotion within the ranks indicated the
advancement of another Universalite.
Furthermore, in the discharge of the
many and various duties he has been
called upon tlie perform, Paine has exhibited excellent judgment, absolute sincerity and a loyalty which were certainly deserving of the reward which
Mr. Laemmle has accorded to him.

will

mo-

pictures.

only

other

:h

business

great

and

ers

today

business

sellers

is

where

do not regard

now

is

every exhibitor in the United

,it

and Canada should join the

|ates

les

and get back of

man

es

ictive
al

,

th

it

legisation,

his

WOODHULL

R. F.
National President of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America,
who will today formally open the
Ninth Annual Convention in Toronto,
Canada.

like a busi-

mutually

to

resist

re-

oppose insane

jiroposals like the

d the

pay

organization,

libitor

at

necessary thing

first

combat censorship and deal

GOTHAM INSTALLS
2 BRISTOLPHONES
Bristolphone, handling physiof the installation of
Bristolphone, have installed an outfit in
distribution

domestic business problems
threaten the exhibitors' con-

Fox Movietone Trucks
Record "Zep" Arrival

own
*

theatres.

*

Fox-Case Movietone yesterday had a

*

Producers and distributors have
least striven to give the theatres
e best

entertainment they could

ovide and there
e business that

is

no problem

in

cannot be square-

settled if the era of suspicion,
,ncor

At the
treasurer,

member

time

of

his

election

couple of movietone trucks stationed at
Lakehurst to photograph the arrival of
Graf Zeppelin in sound.
The talking pictures will be shown on
Broadway as quickly as possible, very
probably tonight, and they will feature
a few words of welcome from Capt.
Eckener and other prominent passengers.

Are the

*

*

essential elements of the

isiness to be friends or

enemies?

Arthur James

TORONTO.— The Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, in officially opening their Ninth Annual Convention today at the

King Edward Hotel,

brought with them a message of greeting to their confreres in Canada, which
expressed the spirit of the entire exhibitor element in the U. S.
Tile

message was as follows

"It requires the services of a trained
engineer to find the border line between

Canada and the United States. But no
form of human analysis nor investigation will suffice to prove any definite
difference between the people of both
great North American nations in point
of character or inherent American qualities.

"We look alike, we act similarly, we
speak the same language, cherish generally the same hopes and ambitions and
are essentially the same people.
"So

in

coming

to

Canada from the

United States to hold this convention of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
(Continued on page 6)

of the board of directors.

Han-A-Phone
first

in Crescent
installation of Han-A-Phone

synchronizing device in Greater New
York has been installed at the Crescent
Theatre on Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn.
The first showing with Han-A-Phone
took place last Saturday night.

VICTORY NOTE!
Charlie Petti John, after three
years of trying, has beaten Arthur
Dickinson in a golf game by 1
understand they are
point.
not speaking.

We

MILUKEN, PEHIJOHN,
DICKINSON AT M.P.T.O.A.
TORONTO.—Joining

the trek north
of M. P. T. O.
A. officials, who arrived here yesterday
for the Ninth Annual Convention at the
King Edward Hotel, were three we!'-known representatives of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, who arrived here this morn-

to

Toronto,

in the

wake

ing.

They were ex-Gov.
Petti John and Arthur
StefFes,
president of

Milliken,

C. C.
Dickinson.
Al

the Northwest
Theatre Owners of Minnesota was also
a visitor.

Hearst Newsreel ^Zep' Pictures
Real Achievement of Industry

NOTICE!

and hatreds can be ended.
*

as

Ninth Convention of
U. S. Exhibitors

Mr. Paine was also elected a

Gotham

cal

(Continued on page 2)

.In)f their

on Monday.

The

Brookhart

Canon Chase (Hudson)

last

concerned

lends.

The

two years Mr. Paine has
himself largely with the
financial end of the Universal theatre
Until other arrangements are
chain.
made, he will continue to handle his
duties in the chain in addition to those
of treasurer. He entered upon his duties
For the

business

essential

as

City of Toronto Host to

C. B. PAINE TREASURER
At a special meeting of the board of

most con-

ductive gathering possible to

he picture

FIVE CENTS

UNIV. DIRECTORS ELECT

good of the

into history as the

jrtle

Motion Picture Industry.

buyer

need not be sworn ene-

siiooters,

of the

York, Tuesday, October 16, 1928

armed with bowie knives and

i:s,

Exhibitors Trade Review

"UNION OF ENDEAVOR ON N. A.
CONTINENT" CONVENTION AIM

Enemy!

'^riend or
f

S. Pat. Off.

EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW
New Address: Suite 409, 25 W. 43d St., New York
New Telephone: Bryant 5224

Motion pictures carried off first honin the Graf Zeppelin transatlantic
flight from Germany to America, completed yesterday. A news reel man, sitors

ting in the gondola of the air giant, took
the record which will give to posterity a.
pictorial

record of this pioneering

tri-

Robert Hartman, staff
cameraman of the Hearst Newsreel,
supplving the news of motion pictures

umph.

He was

(Continued on page 6)

:
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DAIL¥1^EVIEW O^Toole Sounds Keynote of
ARTHUR
Int^l Amity a s Conv. Opens
WILKERSON,

M.P.T.O.A. Convention
Toronto, Canada

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
Published Daily Except Sunday

JAMES,

W.

R.

Editor

Publisher

M. J. (J'Toole, secretary and business
manager of the M. P. T. O. A. and

Abraham Bernstein, Managing Editor; Herman J. Schleier, Business Manager.
Executive and Editorial Offices, 2.S West 43r(l

New

York.

—

—

Most European countries and
South America spend vast

distrust.

many

in

sums

M.
Formal Opening and Address by
President R. F. Woodhull.
Report Board of Directors and

2.00 P.

in armaments, forts, and men
to
safeguard and patrol the borders. This
is not only wasteful
in the initial expense, but it destroys mutuality and impedes business developments.

Representative, 1255

Tamarind
Avenue.
Los Angeles
(Phone
Hempstead 1514).
London Office and Correspondent: Samuel
Harris, "The Cinema," 80-82 Wardour St.,
London, W. 1.
Canadian Office: Canadian Moving Picture

Aational Legislative Commit
by A. J. Brylawski.
Report by Secy. M. J. O'Toole.
Exploitation George W. Har
vey, President of A.M.P.A.
Report of Treasurer L. M.
tee

"In more than three thousand miles
border between the United States
and Canada, there is not a serviceable
fort or gun and not a soldier on
either
side, save the usual mounted
police to
suppress ordinary crime.

259 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada.

—

of

bagal.

M.

J.

Ex-President

Xew York — Artie

Stebbins is leavwest coast on
hi§ annual hunting trip
hunting for
any member of the industry who has
money enough and who has not yet
signed up an insurance policy witli
him
Al Smith, with a notable cast,
is starring in pictures every evening

week

ing next

.

.

for the

—

Times Square directly in front of
the Motion Picture Club, and he's a
good actor, too
Harry Nolan, old
western war horse of the industry, arrived in town yesterday for a few
days of business and just visiting
around
Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld was
in New York yesteray and you have
to keep close tab on him to know
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

last night of the commander of the
big Zeppelin on the ship at Lakehurst,
and did Dick accept, ask them up
a«uind Universal ... J. J. Murdock,
president of Pathe, and Pat Casey,

who were

behind in London by
Joe Kennedy, have arrived back at
the home port
Howard Sheehan,
always referred to by the film papers
as "brother of W. R. Sheehan," is in
New York and some day Howard is
going to get tired of being designated
as somebody's brother and rare right
up
Henry Bate has grown so
left

.

.

present Secretary-Business Manager of the M.P.
T.O.A., analyzes the spirit of goodwill

between theatre owners of the

United States and Canada, in his convention address.

.

.

.

accustomed to the new layout of the
publicity and advertising department
.

.

.

relations are fair, our inmutual and our purposes are

honorable.

50 INVITED-- 500
ARRIVE; NO PREVIEW

"What

their friends last

Thursday

a terrible

waste of men, money
and business opportunity it would be if
we allowed distrust to supplant this
wonderful confidence and the entire
three thousand miles of border were

""The Singing Fool," whose fame preceded it to Boston, Mass., where it is
scheduled for a gala opening at the Fenway Theatre, was the cause of disappointment to some 500 exhibitors and

"Mutual confidence,

my

sides.

friends,

is thj

We

only sane business standard.
ca
have it in the Motion Picture Industry.

Gerard

Madonna"

in

Douglas Gerrard

the latest plavc
to be assigned by J. L. Warner to tbd
cast of Dolores Costello's picture, "Ma
is

donna of Avenue A," which Micha<
Curtiz is directing.
Others figurin
prominently

in

the line-up of

feature^

Grant Withers, Louise Dres
Otto Hoffman, Lee Moraii and Wi!

artists are
ser.

Ham

New Amkino
3

be shown.

Russell.

A

The

real reason for the di.sappointlay in the fact that tlie picture is
scheduled for a regular $5.(M) opening at
the Fenway and Publix did not intend

first-night audi-

Releases

!

!

COMRADES and 1 INVENTION

ment

cream of the

with armies on both

PLAYING TO CAPACITY
AUDIENCES AT THE
CAMEO THEATRE, BROADWAY

Through no fault of Elder, tiic 50 exhibitors invited everyman and his wife
to come along and the result was that
the theatre was crowded witli about 5(X)
people.
The Publix management tlien
took a hand and regretfully informed
the audience that the picture would not

to let the

-I
fortified

NOW

night.

Herbert E. Elder of Warners in New
England, had issued invitations to a
group of about 50 prominent exhibitors
to attend a special preview of the picture which was to be given at the Fenway after the last performance, Thursday night.

Soviet

Comedy

A SHANGHAI DOCUMENT

.

GOTHAM

.

Our

terests are

Universal that he can almost get ence see the film
gratis.
around safely without a guide
Fred Desberg came in from Cleveland
yesterday and was the luncheon guest
of Col. E. A. Schiller and other Loew
(i iiiiliMucii fr<im payc 1)
officials at the Motion Picture Club
King Vidor has been making so the Academy Theatre, Hagerstovvn,
many tests of colored talent for Md., and are making immediate installaMetro's all-negro picture "Hallelu- tion in the Olympia Theatre, in New
jah," that most everything is beginYork City. These are the first sets of
ning to look spotty to him
Carl this outfit installed anywhere.
Laemmle, and almost everyone else
In addition to the above, this company
u|)
at
Universal saw the Zeppelin will have delivered within
ten days, six
from the roof of the Hecksher build- recording .sets,
three to be installed in
ing, and almost everyone, including
their New York studios and the other
the ijig cliief, went back to their of- tiiree going
to the studio's in Los Anfices with stiff necks.
geles.
at

"Every American respects Canadian
rights and every Canadian has the
same
wholesome regard for American rights.
When we go to Canada they welcome us
and when they come Jiere we welcome
them.

.

whether he is here from Canden, N. J.
or Hollywood, as he keeps commuting right along between those two
places
Dick Anderson, of International \ews Service, and Mrs. Anderson were invited to be the guests

.

and

.

in

—

O'TOOLE

—

Address on Fire Safety
W.
Grove Smith.
Appointment of Committees.

"We

have not encroached one foot on
Canada in our whole national history
and Canada has treated us in a similarly
fair way.
There is no suspicion, no
distrust, no worry.

M.

Address by J. C. Brady— M.P.
T.O. of Canada.
Address of Welcome N. L. Nathanson, on behalf of M.P.
T.O. of Canada.
Address of Welcome
Mayor
Samuel McBride, Toronto.
Response by J. W. Walsh— M.P.
T.O.A.

of amity as compared with the wastefulness associated with suspicion and

of our New York City subscribers
furnished their papers by carriers, in
order that they will get a more prompt service
than that given by mail.
Subscribers will
oblige by notifying us about any lapse in

Most

Digest,

Registration of Delegates.
11.00 A.

case in point along National lines
will serve to illustrate the business
value

are

West Coast

Morning:

"A

Inc.

service.
Joe Blair,

Today's Program

formerly president of the organization
has made perincnt observations regarding Canada and its relations with the
United States, which illuminated the
need for industrial harmony with the
motion picture business and the wastefulness of strife.
Says O'Toole:

Telephone Bryant
5224.
Address all communications to Executive
Offices.
Subscription Rates including
postage paid, per year United States and
Canada, $10; Foreign, $15; single copies, 5
cents.
Remit by check, money order, currency or postage.
Entered as second-class
matter January 4, 1926, at the post office of
New York, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Published and copyright by Picture Publishers,
Street, Suite 409,

:

A

INSTALLS

Page from the Chinese Revolution

.

.

.

AMKINO CORPORATION
Representing

.

"SOVKINO" OF
723 Seventh Avenue
New York City

»

MOSCOW

i*
Bryant 7678
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n Newsreel History—
by the Hearst Organization

for

kTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL
Released through

The only newsreel cameraman
on board the Zeppelin
tion!

only pictures taken were

taken by

the Trip

him and you

see

Landing of the Giant Air Liner

GRAF

On her voyage across

2 Each Week - 104 a Year

the Atlantic!

in

i

ZEPPELir

INTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL!

them

the

repre-

sented the Hearst Organiza-

The

The Start

NTERNATIONAL NEWSREl

Exhibitors
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An Announcement

b}'

Frank Warner
BRISTOLPHONE
It

is

is

and dialogue synchronizing device.
experimentation by William H. Bristol, M.E.

the direct agents of William

Pictures Corporation of Waterbury,

WE ARE

& Company:

the world's foremost sound

the result of fourteen years'

WE ARE

1928

16,

H.

Bristol

and the William H.

Bristol

Talking

W. H.

Bristol

Talking

Conn.

the exclusive lessees of the Recording Studios of the

Pictures Corporation for the production of a series of talking pictures, pending the
completion of special sound studios in Los Angeles and New York, for the exclusive
benefit of
Bell Tone Productions.

THE

FIRST

of these productions

"The Great Power"
from the Broadway stage play by Myron C. Pagan
is

the

and

first

all-talking picture

produced

in the Bristol Studios

by the genuine

Bristol Process,

it is

the first stage play ever
talkies

with

WE ALSO wish to announce that the

the

produced

in

original stage cast,

Tone Productions hold the exclusive rights to
road-show use of BRISTOLPHONE up to the end of 1929.
"THE GREAT POWER"
will first be presented as a road show.

FURTHER INFORMATION
upon

Bell

about our

100%

talkie

product

will

be cheerfully given

application to

BELL TONE PRODUCTIONS
Temporary Address: 225

WEST

49th

STREET,

Phone: Columbus 6470

NEW YORK CITY

Exhibitors

DAILY REVIEW. TUESDAY, OCTOBER

16.

1928

For Bristolphone Installation
PHONE, WRITE, WIRE DIRECT TO

International Bristolphone Distributors, Inc.
WE GUARANTEE
Fifty installations

IN ADDITION

immediate delivery.

now being made.

to the

GREAT POWER"

is

the

THE MECHANICAL

"BELL TONE" 100%
first,

talkie productions, of

which

"THE

a complete line of short subjects will be released.

simplicity of

BRISTOLPHONE

perts, the ideal synchronizing device for the

makes

it,

in the opinion of ex-

motion picture theatre.

-^#C>I^^-

Special

Terms Arranged

International Bristolphone Distributors, Inc.
JULES ULLMAN,

Pres.

Temporary Address: 225

WEST

MATTY RADIN,
49th

STREET,

Phone: Columbus 6470

Gen. Mgr.

NEW YORK CITY

—

.
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M-G-M TO SIGN GILBERT AGAIN
New Long-Term

Contract

To Be Given

Star

Cancel Old

One

Four From

looks as

Mctro-(;()l(l\vyn-Maycr
to a complete understanding regarding the future services of this popular star.
On
the arrival in Hollywood of Gilbert and
his manager, Eddington, it was said that
when his contract expired in Alay, Gilbert would move to United Artists, but
since that time something has happened.
Actual shooting on the long delayed
production of "Thirst" will begin immediately with William Kigh directing.
if

and John Gilbert have come

understood that all contractual
differences
between
Metro-Gold wynMayer and Gilbert have been ironed out,
and that within the next day or two, a
long term contract will be signed dispelling any doubt regarding the future
It

is

services of Gilbert.

STUDIO GOSSIP

Gregory LaCava will direct.
"Seven Footprints to Satan," a mystery picture from A. Merritt's novel.
Benjamin Christensen will direct.
"Comedy of Life," an original bv Leo
Birinski and Josef Laszlo, which Alexander Korda will direct.
Milton Sills
and Maria Corda have been assigned to
tinuity.

the leads.
"Hot Stuff," from Robert S. Carr's
story, "Bluffers," which will be an Alice
White picture. Adelaide Heilbron is
making the adaptation.
"Children of the Ritz," from Cornell
VVoolrich's prize-winning novel.
Adelaide Heilbron is preparing the scenario.

This is scheduled as a Dorothy Mackaill-Jack Mulhall production.
"The Squall," a special with dialogue
from the Broadway stage success, which

Alexander Korda

"Squads Right," French Foreign
Legion story, is about to start with
George Archainbaud directing and
Buster Collier, Eddie Gribbon and
George Stone in the cast.
*

*

*
will

Ronald Coleman

have a few
"The Rescue"
his next, "Con-

\veeks vacation between

and

— they

demned

say

still

it

—

to Devil's Island."
*
*
*

Roscoe Karns has been cast as the
stage manager in the "Shopworn
*

velucle.
ley King

studios.
*

*

F. Harmon Weight has begun direction of "Frozen River," Harry
Behn's new scenario starring Warner
*

production

is

planned

George Sidney in the cast
- be secured from Universal.
*

*

if

with
he can

*

on "Queen Kelly" by the
month.
*

*

*

Tyler Brooke, comedian, has just
returned from luirope, where, witli
his wife, he has spent the
*
*
*

Rti)orts

Walsh was

summer.

from Utah, where Raoul
l)a(lly

injured in an autonow say that it is

mobile accident,
thought that the director's eye, which
v.as hurt, will be saved.
*

*

*

Robert Flaherty has just returned
from Mexico t ity. It is thought he
went down to l(«)k over locations for

Fox film about the Incas of
whom much has been written of late
and much of their history unearthed.
At any rate, Flaiierty and Winfield
a

big

Sheehan went into executive session
as soon as he returned.
*

*

Harvey Gates has already started
on Dolores Costello's next, "Alimony
Annie." This
Vitaphone.

will

be

Brad-

writing the adaptation.

"Apache" Cast

Livingston and Warner
Richmond have been signed to support
Don Alvarado in Columbia's "The

Apache,"

a

night

and

life

colorful

study

of

Paris

"The Royal Family," and other current
successes, has signed with Al Christie
to direct the dialogue version of the
Douglas MacLean production, "Tiie

anotlier

all-

By W. R.
The

Installs Television

]

Mr. Martin is one of the few wri
on pictures whose position and ye;
income enables him to take a le'ng,
vacation and it was during his n

is

|

heaped with letters from his read
asking why some mention had not t(
given this production, and in respoj
to

Olmstead, Tashman Signed
(jcrtrude Olmstead and Lilyan Tashwill support Bert Lytell in Colum-

of

popular

the

Vance novels

this

overrated.
a lavish production, a typicaf'strot^

is

Louis Joseph
by the com-

"Nize Baby" Changes
Now Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has gone

gave

and changed director and cast of "Nize

to

(Continued from [asiC' 1)
International Newsreel and .\1-G-M

News.
Sliots
It

were taken of the big Zeppelin

skimmed

tiic

skies,

in

And

today.

Ilartman shot footage all the way
over on the voyage and added to the
record with shots of the large cities
after reaching tiiis side, including Philadelphia and New York, before going
back to J^akehurst, where the laiulinii
was accomplished.
The film was taken from the jjig /^pl)elin at Lakehurst. rushed through
Inspecial customs men at the field to the
airport adjoining the navy station, h'rom
there it was flown by special plane to
the Newark airport, where an escorted
motorcycle delivery sped the negative
to the International laboratory in 19tli
Street.

one of the greatest newsreel
achievements in the history of those important purveyors of pictorial information and all the motion picture industrv
shares in the triumph.
It is said this news and motion picture
service cost William Randolph Hearst
'riiis

$75,000.

is

1

gentle readers, from
years of experience should

whose
since

out of the job as feminine leader, as
are Alexander Carr and Lou Waldridge.
Milt Gross, author, has gone East leavr
ing Vera Gordon and Hank Mann of
the originals.
It
seems the picture
clianged its mind from straight comedy
to farce, hence the change.

Most every

the

first

Vitaphone

operetta, "The Desert Song," according
to an announcement from J. L. Warner

The production is now under
the Warner Studio with Roy
Del Ruth giving directorial orders.
this

way

week.
at

(

Ic

have taught him the diiterei
between the "real stufif" and hokiJ||!

critic, of big or little
portance, took a "nose dive" for t
production, and contrary to the vie
of his fellow critics and many gn
minds who have voluntarily given
unstinted praise, Mr. Martin seems
derive more pleasure from ten-twen
thirty melodrama, than from richne
subtlety and magnificent performani

in "The Desert Song"
with which "The
Myrna Loy will play one of the
in

Coniainiid."

this,

Hobart Henley takes Sam Woods place
at the megaphone and Sally Filers is

i

Patriot"

is

!

endowc

It might be that Mr.
Martin w;
seated so far down front the pictm
went over his head. However, it is a
opinion that only a "moron" could fii
this production a "bit of a bore."

"DANCING DAUGHTERS"

"Ellis Island" East
What do production officials knot
We hear tiiat the Paramount production of "Ellis Island" will be made in about the box-office value of picture
the Paramount eastern studio and the To a great extent, nothing. We w.
company headed by Emil Jannings and not surprised to hear that M-G-''

i

director
within a

Lewis Milestone
few days.

are

leaving

Goldwyn's
Sam Goldwyn

"Isle"

paid a

lot

studio executives were not elated o
their production "Dancing Daughter,
until after it had smashed every knouif
record in the first three of four housd
it had played.
Then it was a differei
story. Some of them are saying "I tol
,

Baltimore,

Wasiiington,
Philadelphia
and
New
York, which were shown in the Broadway houses last night. Actual scenes
taken from the airship will be sliown

"The Last

in

Baby," after spending $52,000 to date.

roles

aiiA

of a bore a good deal of the til
It is nothing like so good a pcrfof.
(iiicc as the one which Mr. Jannii
bit

pany.

featured

;

Jannings performance as Paul

to be offered

Loy

we found the
last Sunday

"The Patriot" has been

the

Carnation Kid."

"ZEP" PICTURE

solicitation

lowing in his column

man

"The Lone Wolf's Daughter,"

'

recent sojourn that the Paramount
ture, "The Patriot," opened in K
York. On his return he found his
i

the stage.

latest

'

nature.

understood that the device is a
telephone with a vision screen above it
about twelve inches square. The telephone works on a dial system, and is to
be linked with regular inter-studio wires
now in use. It will enable the film executive, in his office, to see and hear
scenes of his pictures being made out on

bia's

prize critical "belch" of the

j

of studio executives.
It

WILKERSON

comes from Quinn Martin of the
York World. Being a cosmopoj
daily of such importance, one natuj
expects its dramatic and picture
^
cisms to be of a mature and disceri

Behind barred doors at the big experimental stage and laboratory at First
National Studios, electricians are working upon a television device for the use

intrigue.

Leslie Pearce, well known stage director who has been staging such plays
as "Interference," "Alias The Deacon,"

as

After several conferences, F. B. O.
says that Eric von Stroheim positively
starts \vork
last of next

will direct.

Margaret

*

Columbia Pictures has bought " The
Xew Generation," by Fannie Hurst.
l--arly

is

In

Brothers pet, Rin-Tin-Tin.
*

Frank Lloyd

Pearce For Christie

*

Two full days were spent rehearsing scenes and spoken dialogue for
"Half an Hour" at the Paramount
*

direct.

"Weary River," by Courtney Ryley
Cooper, the next Richard Barthelmess

Angel."
*

will

OPINIONS

First National Studios

_

By JOE BLAIR
Hollywood Correspondent
It

First National

Writers, continuity men and supervisors are busy on four new First National pictures the productions now in
various degrees of preparation are:
"Saturday's Children," from Maxwell
Anderson's play, which will be the next
Corinne Griffith vehicle. Forrest Halsey is making the adaptation and con-

.

of

money

for the screen rigiits to the Blair Niles
story, "Condemned to Devil's Isle" and
lirought the author out to Hollywood to
work on the screen treatment and from
present indications the whole thing is
going to be a dead loss, for Sam is not
pleased with the results and is for
throwing the whole story out altogether.

At the New York Capitc
the gross went over $100,00(
looks as if it will run three an

you

so."

last

week

And

it

maybe four weeks.

CONVENTION AIM
(Continued from page

Douglas

at Fox's

Byron Douglas, stage player, has been
added to the cast of "The Veiled Woman,'' which Fmmett Flynn is directing
lor h'ox I'-ilms.
Mr. Douglas for years
was leading man for tiie most famous
actresses of the country in productions
slagefl by Charles Frohman, Augustin
Daly aixl other great producers.

Barton for "Burlesque"
James

Barton,
famous song and
of Broadway revues and a
headliner of big time vaudeville, has
just been signed by Paramount to play
the leading role in "Burlesque."

dance

man

1)

America, we from the states realize tha
our hearts are with our own and tha
here we will meet witii the same gra
cious welcome and good will which
has often been our happy lot to exteiK
i

you.

to

is
therefore with a feeling o
pride in our joint achievements and
hearty desire to make this pleasing situ
ation meet up with every need nation

"It

;

and theatrically, that we clasi
hands with our Canadian brothers
happy in the realization that a unioi
of endeavor along constructive lines <ii
the North American continent, consti'
ally

tutes the greatest progressive force
the world."

ii

:I

Exhibitors In Attendance at Toronto Meet

loo U. S.

Reg. U.

Devoted to the

fostering

New

24 No. 89

..

picture

old

timer

business,"

Now

on a sound souse.

in

•ering

said

up and learning

and developing

of the

Motion Picture Industry.
FIVE CENTS

York, Wednesday, October 17, 1928

Tax Encroachment and Sound Cost

"has

yesterday,

Exhibitors Trade Review

WoodhuU Sounds Warning on Music

Sound Souse
The

— Continuing

S. Pal. Off.

it's

to use

ike a gentleman."

Highlights in President R. F. Woodhull's formal addiess
to the officers and members of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and Canadian Theatre Owners, yesterday
in Toronto.
^
^
^

ORGANIZATION
he steady improvement

in

nd pictures and the steady
without excitement has

[jring

en the customers (the
j)

|;mselves

as

iide

and again take

their

men

and

business

Picture Theatre Owners of America never has nor ever can
be used for the purpose of controlling the buying and selling power of
motion picture film. It can and always will advise in controversial matters
and help exhibitors in every way possible to advance and conserve their own
interests.

ARBITRATION

retail-

up with

a chance to catch

The Motion

Dwmen.

The

arbitration system

now

firmly established within our industry has
proved its tremendous worth in the resolving of differences and the economic
adjustment of contractual troubles. ... I believe in arbitration as it is now
generally recognized as the most effective way to settle even international
controversies
the few leaders who have criticized the system have had
for their purpose fault-finding rather than constructive and progressive
.

.

action.

During the eighteen months just past, the organization has been invited
take part in state and regional conferences of theatre owners. These
invitations have been accepted and the engagements kept insofar as time
Thousands of miles have been
and physical endurance would permit.
to

from

aside

subjects

Dper consideration. There will

many good

and

es as ever

con-

this

in

ction Educational

has a big

d timely bet

Russ Far-

in its

aviator series which E.

.1

ammons had

W.

ARONSON WORKING HARVEY TALKS TO
ON RUSSIAN DEAL M.P.T.O.A.FORAMPA
Al Aronson, formerly foreign manager of

M-G-M

in

Europe,

who

is

now

a similar position with World
Pictures, arrived in New York

the foresight to holding

Wide
range for some months back,

last

week

to confer with J.
(Continued on page 5)

D. Wil-

lere are six of these two-reel

bjcts

which are

all

theme which

ion

on the
is

space in the newspapers

Dre

an anything but the campaign,

d yesterday and today

it

Starr Returns

avi-

getting

Starr, Warner Brothers exhas returned from Europe
where he supervised the opening of
"The Jazz Singer" in London at the
Piccadilly Theatre which the Warners

Herman

Nat. Board of Review

Educational's big assortment
short subjects have a ninety

cent play chance with the

r

m
»

total of theatres,

sound or

sound, and these will be con-

lued

when

the sound

program

anounced.

Honors

U

"Lonesome"

The National Board

of

Review

announces that sequences from Dr.
Paul Fejos' film, "Lonesome," will
be included in the Board's master
film, "Thirty Years of Motion Pictures," which is a compilation of
all the important films produced.
F"ejos is uniquely honored by the
Board as they have also included
portions of

his

Last Moment."

Arthur James

The importance

of the public relations man in today's industry, with particular application to the constructive
publicity work accomplished by this executive in building good-will and prestige for a theatre, especially as this affects its responsibility to a community,

(

Continued on page 5)

resenting the Mayor, Samuel McBride.
principal speakers were Dr. Monteith. Provincial Treasurer of Ontario;
CoKjiiel Cooper, Charles C. Pettijohn

The

and M.

At 2

J.

O'Toole.

o'clock, R. F.

WoodhuU form-

ally opened the Ninth Annual Convention and addressed the gathering of exhibitors from all over the United States
(Continued on page 3)

earlier

film,

"The

Force Reprisals and
Deal With U. S.

May

BERLIN.— The
films into

infrequent import of

Germany

in

compari-

the frequent appearance of
German pictures in French theatres, '^-tcaused the holding of a conference here
between the German C. E. A. and M.
Delac, M. \^andal and M. Pierre Bondari of the French Chambre Syndicale.
Should the conferences lead to no
satisfactory results, the leaders of the
French film industry have decided to
put a ban on German productions to

son

with

open negotiations with America.

ecutive,

got now own.

*

of Toronto
tendered a civic luncheon yesterday at
noon, to the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, in which Canadian
officials expressed their welcome to the
exhibitors from across the border.
Colonel Gibbons was in the chair rep-

French

was emphasized by George W. Harvey,
President of the Associated Motion Pic-

are.

*

RAY LEWIS
TORONTO.— The City

REClPROCin FRENCH
DEMAND TO GERMANY

und are again receiving their

need for just as

By Special Wire from

.

ACHIEVEMENT

^hort

City o<^ Toronto Gives
Civic Luncheon for
U. S. Exhibitors

U.A.WELCOMES BRITISH
Home Appointed
AFFILIATED PRODUCERS
United Artists Mgr.
Alex de Wichfield, president of St.
George's Productions, Ltd., and Captain
Alastair Mackintosh, production a nd
general manager of the same company,
which film organization produced Rex
Ingram's "The Three Passions," were
honor guests at informal luncheon with
(Ccntimied on page 5)

LOS ANGELES.— Hoi Home,

theatre.

NOTICE
New

form-

general manager of the Criterion
Theatre, has been appointed manager of
the United Artists Theatre, succeeding
Bruce Fowler. Maxwell Shane, formerly with the Warner Publicity Department, will be publicity director of the

erly
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Silent

Carllaemm^
with the greatest Une-up of quaUty pictur
itors.

For wired houses he gives you

(Carl Laeimnle's

first

For

acter speaks his lines.

SOME*

(the

first

all

talking picturr

houses wired or

su

talking picture with colored

speaks for itself-THE
of Victor

100%

THH

MAN WHO LAUGHS

Hugo -UNCLE TOM'S CABIN now smashing

WARNING,

the

Canary" lashed

new Paul Leni

to the

s

Special, starring

mast— THE COHENS

Laura La

'

all

Plai

AND THE

I

with the world*s most famous comedy team and the world's greatest read^

BARGE, Rupert
100%

Hughes'

thrilling

talking pictures these

last,

Cosmopolitan Magazine
but

100%

grabbed Universal's sound product

* Music and sound

effects

PLUS

long

and frequent

story,

with an uneqi

in every other respect. That's

wh

— and other bookings are pouring in every mint

talking sequences.
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17.

1928

Sound
eadsUu
offered to exhib-

3DY OF LOVE

UNIVERSALIS
Sound Line-Up!
100% TALKING:
The Melody

[hich every char-

of Love*

TALKING PICTURES

WITH SOUND EFFECTS AND MUSIC

gives

i

you

LONE-

I

^s)

the picture that

by the magic

name

verywhere—THE LAST
1

has "The Cat and the

jIN

ATLANTIC CITY*

ON THE
[leaded by Jean Hersholt. NOT
ience— THE

Lonesome
Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City
The Girl on the Barge
It

Give and Take
Can Be Done (Tryon)
The Shakedown

Come Across
You Can't Buy Love
The Man Who Laughs
Uncle Tom's Cabin

The Last Warning
Man, Woman and Wife
The Charlatan
3 Dennys
Red Hot Speed
His Lucky Day
Clear the Decks

GIRL

\

3 La Plantes

\

Iblix,

I

Pantages and Libson have

"SOUND

is

VnxversaXr

That Blonde
Rainy Night
Dangerous Dimples

One

The

—and—
COLLEGIANS
Fourth Series

*Sound Version
Sound

All Others

ONLY
OR

Silent

TY Mu&t VtevM///

.
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of our New York City subscribers
furnished their papers by carriers, in
order that they will get a more prompt service
Subscribers will
than that given by mail.
oblige by notifying us about any lapse in

Most

are

service.
Joe Blair,

Representative, 1255

West Coast
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Los Angeles (Phone
Tamarind
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London Office and
Harris, "The Cinema," 80-82 Wardour St.,
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Digest,

the latest von Stro-

One viewing
heim

"The Wedding March,"

picture,

display at the Rivoli, would

now on

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has purchased
to "pad" this production to its pres- screen rights to "The Five O'Clock
ent running length. You could talk Girl." the musical comedy success of last
season, and this will serve as a staryour right arm off trying to convince
ring vehicle for Marion Davies, accorda person that months were spent by ing to announcement yesterday.
almost everybody on the Paramount
Miss Davies, who recently returned
from a European vacation, is now in
lot, in an effort to cut this production
York and is taking vocal lessons
from the Stroheim length of around New
21

We

reels to its present footage.

three others.

of

real surprises of

the

tion

Bemie Fineman lunched
yesterday at the Motion Picture Club
as the guest of Joe Schnitzer, and
after looking the club over announced
that the industry has been doing real
things since he was last in New York
story

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hershel Stuart, fresh from the

West Coast Theatres, arrived in New
York yesterday for the purpose of
taking charge of the Poli Circuit, of
which he will be general manager for
William Fox
George Grant, for
a number of years with First National, has been made office manager
for J. D. Williams at World Wide
Pictures
Paul Gulick quietly
slipped off to Toronto Monday night
and didn't take his golf clubs with
him. so you can make your own book
on how he will spend his spare time
up in that moist community
Richard Garrick is back in New York
after ten years abroad during which
he didn't miss many European countries as the scene of some of his picture making
Charles B. Paine,
who has made many friends during
his six years with Universal, is busy
receiving felicitations over his appointment as treasurer of liniversal,
succeeding Maiinie Goldstein who resigned last week
Pat Garyn is another of the lucky gang to receive
an assignment to Toronto, going
there to talk National Screen Service
to the exhibitors, and he can talk it
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Orleans,

.

.

.

New

in

is

cover a lot of
Southern territory before returning to
New York
Joe LaRose was in
New York yesterday, coming up to
the Fox Theatres offices to get all
readied up to take charge of Fox's
Philadelphia, of which he has been
appointed Managing Director
Sol
Lesser is in New York, just visiting
around and talking about business and
.

will

.

.

.

this

and

that.

.

and handed

cast

cellent

over to

it

Alexander Korda to direct. He made
Everyone cona good job out of it.
nected with the production should be
given a bouquet of dollars as a bonus
Billie Dove,
for the quality shown.
Paul Lukas and Nicholas Soussanin
were very good in their parts.

By JOE BLAIR
Hollywood Correspondent
There has been a lot of confus
around the United Artists studios

P

next vehicle for Nor i"
Talmadge. Several prominent writ nf
were put to work on adaptations
Miss Talmadge, but none of tli fr*'

garding

the

seemed

to have the desired value, i
to the latest announcemei
Talmadge will star in the

cording

Miss

id,

^

fi

screen

story that WilliamLocke is to write. This decision
reached after a conference that ]

original

jres

i

Locke had with Joseph

Coi.

M. Schei

"1
:

president of United Artists, shcj
after his arrived in Hollywood.

8"'
intt'

dr.
eatr

NEILAN IN

NEW YORK

MAY DIRECT 'BROADWAl
Marshall Neilan. director, is in N
a rush visit. The idea of
visit, Mr. Neilan will not disclose,

York on

lev

1

1

from the rumor industry The Da
Review gleans the information that
famous "Mickey" is about to sign

Pickford Treasurer
In N. Y. for Confab
N. A. McKay, treasurer of the Mary
Pickford Company, will arrive in New

York from Hollywood on Wednesdav,

contract with Universal that will mj
him
the
director
"Broadwa;
of
Louis B. Metzger, general manager
Universal, on being asked said he
not know anything abkout it.

Mack

Sennett

in this business.

is

is

to facts

our industry. Generally with a producer contemplating
a picture, the first consideration is

and customs

in

the release. With Sennett, that seems
to be the last. He works for months
and months on the story (probably
too long for the good of the story),
gets his cast together and starts
shooting. After it is finished and cut
he puts it under his arm and goes out
looking for a release and generally
finds one. He is working on a yarn
now that we are told is a newspaper
story, probably inspired by the success of "Gentlemen of the Press" and

—

"Front Page."

Broad^kvay Receipts
Week

Er ding October 13

Warner
\\ inter

.

(

jardcn

Paramount
Rialto
Rivoli
Capitol

Astor
Colony

Cameo

.

.

.

$2n,6(),i

.••.Mating Call"..
.•'The Patriot"..

72.400
23.500
.••Two Lovers".. 28,500
.••Dancing Daughters"
98,249
'•White Shadows" 17(i99
.••Lonesome" .... 16.031
.

.

Central
Criterion

Roxy

.

"Terrt.r"

."Singing Fool".. 45.798

.••Lil,ic

Tinie^^

..

.

"Q

109,850
5,204

Ships'-

.

Gaiety
Globe

15,714

.'•Wings"
12,193
.•'Mother Machree"

."Four Devils"
.•'Mother

..

"Coquette."

release.

12.822

ad

,pen

STANDING
THEM UP
AT EVERY

^

Show — ^^
NOW-^^^

SHOW
TO
ADULTS
ONLY

dates

mm
Book

Direct

^^^-"-"'^

WIRE

PHONE
BRYANT 5602
AL MILLMAN
Sales

130

Mgr.

R. PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
WEST 46th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

M. G.

ox
n,

O ensational —

16.321

Knows Best"

Si

Ruth Elder has been engaged foi
Universal-Jewel Hoot Gibson picti
which Gibson will start production (
Nov. 1.
It will be for next Eprij

jJLVo

J

^

Ruth Elder With "U"

anything but

comes

it

^^j,

j.

October 17th.
Mr. McKay will confer with O. B.
Mantell, Miss Pickford's New York
business
representative,
United
and
Artists executives, on Miss Pickford's
forthcoming
all-talking
production,

a queer individual

He

when

conventional

Ht

ter

iiid

SENNETT

.

Ted Schlanger

.

and

.

.

.

and how

.

organization took a murder mystery
story, and a good one, gave it an ex-

to

1

This

'The Night Watch."

of

last

First National produc-

week was the
received

anticipation of her role in this picture, which will have singing and talking sequences.
in

have never cut a picture nor do we
know anjrthing about the difficulty of
Sterns Get Lardner
slicing footage out of a von Stroheim
production, but having seen the origThe Stern Film Corporation, makers
inal production and the one at the
of two-reel comedies for Universal rethat
Rivoli now, it would seem to us
leases have just closed a deal with
someone, in desperation, walked into Ring Lardner, noted huinorist and
the cutting room, picked up a few writer of comedy baseball stories, for
odd lengths, pieced them into a yarn the entire screen, talking picture and
other rights for the "You Know Me,
and let it go at that.
Al" series of Lardner stories, and for

One

New York — Carl Laemmle

M-G-M BUYS "5 O'CLOCK
GIRL" FOR MISS DAVIES

made

think that every effort had been

"THE NIGHT WATCH"

a wire yesterday from Hoot Gibson
that Ruth Elder has been signed up to
play with him in his next picture,
which will be a western aviation

Do W.Jj
Story for U. A

Locke's First

Editor

Managing Editor

Bernstein.
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te REELS RUSH

W

B'WAY PRINTS

was a marl rush of news reels
Ithe Broadway houses late yesterday
Every
rnoon and early evening.
reel was represented in one or
\vs
"here

\Jre theatres and in every instance, as
in as the views of the giant dirigible
s thrown on the screen, the audience,
|)reciating the accomplishment of getthis material in the theatre so
|ck, applauded the work of the news
as much as the fact that
|n equally
Graf Zeppelin had reached our
in

'res

safety.

Laboratories, which hanfilms, received
atives at 4 :40 P. M., developed,
nted, edited and titled the pictures
released them at 6 :48, reaching the

most of the Zep

atres at 7 o'clock.

Fox organization is getting out
ovietone subject covering the land^ and the reception of yesterday.
he

lew Fox Poli Mgr.
Arrives from Coast
Herschel
of the

;er

who

res,

New

Stuart, new general
Fox Poli Circuit of

make

will

Haven,

his

Conn.,

man-

(Continued from page
*
*
*

Coast yesterday morning and is
apping at the Park Central.
Stuart leaves sortly for New Enge

nd to take up

new

His
se carries out a set policy of William
Dx, W. R. Sheehan and H. B. Frankall promotions from the
1, to make
his

duties.

inks.

M.P.T.O.A. Convention
Toronto, Canada

1)

Today's Program
11.00 A. M.:
Report of

CONTRACT
the U. S. Federal Trade Commission has completed and agreed upon a form of contract and is continuing
to serve for future consultation along this line and the distributors have
agreed to immediately, earnestly and sympatheticallv endeavor to evolve
a plan for aiding Exhibitor units.

ments Committee.

Report of Labor Committee.
2.00 P. M.:
"How to Build and Equip a
Theatre," l)y John Eberson.
"Our Industrv Meets a New
Problem." Rudolph Miehling, Publix Theatres.
"Sound Pictures and Main
Street."
M. A. Lightman,
Arkansas.
"Sound Pictures and Chain
Theatres."
Fred
Desberg,

MUSIC TAX
the motion picture industry may be likened to a plain
cancer. Our Canadian friends should continue everv precaution to meet this
music license rnenace at the border and say "Thou Shalt Not Pass."
This organization of authors, composers, etc., feels it is now sitting in
the driver's seat and while they now have an arbitrary fee of ten cents per
seat in the U. S. they boast of the fact that there is no limit to the amount
they can and may exact in the future. They have stated that if we cared
to make an issue of the matter they could charge us as much as we paid
for our pictures as the music was just as important as the entertainment
on the screen.
To the theatre owners of the U. S. I earnestly warn you to take off your
coat and go to work as soon as you are advised that any form of legislation is being proposed at Washington to provide for the entrance of the
U. S. into the so-called Berne conference.
this action is authorized you
will be paying tribute to a dozen music societies instead of one you are
supporting today.
affliction

in

Cleveland.

Nomination

WOODHULL WARNING
(Continued from
page

respectfully suggest that a corps of experts should direct serious attention towards a decided improvement in the original cost to the theatre
owners.
This must be done if the great number of small-town exhibitors
are to properly serve their patrons and hold their own in competition with
big cities.
Good roads and automobiles make it still more imperative that
this readjustment of original costs be accorded quick and sympathetic
attention.
As to the type of apparatus, we have witnessed the performance
of every new mechanism and even if it were possible to advise you which
one to purchase, the differences are so confusing that your own conditions
coupled with your own judgment must ultimately produce the most beneficial

and Canada.

I

Jr. Cirare the latest California chains to
signed up for 100 per cent showings

p

;

Pathe pictures. This deal consummated by Les Weir, Western Division
lies manager, and M. E. Cory, San
"rancisco branch manager, puts Pathe

embarrassment

ictures

in

more

46

theatres

in

this

;rritory.

kRONSON ON RUSSIAN DEAL
(Continued from page

1)

ams.
He will return to Europe in
bout eight weeks' time.
"We have planned World Wide exhanges throughout Europe and other
juntries
including Australia.
Next
ear,
we hope to distribute in the
American and Canadian markets about

fty pictures, a
nil

major portion of which

probably be British," states Aaron-

Dn.

"I

have been

in negotiation

with the

and we may work out some deal
hortly with the Russian Government by
iOviet

diich we will distribute Russian picjres throughout the world. Regarding

;

in the past.

CENSORSHIP

We

believe in the freedom of the press and we also believe in the freedom of the screen. Censorship applied to our great medium of expression is
wrong in principle. Sound Pictures have opened up a new avenue for the
destructive activities of censorship. This must be stopped if the public is
to be properly served with synchronized film.
To delete parts of scenes
would destroy the accompanying melodies and perhaps force the remaking
of the entire picture. Let us dedicate ourselves to a campaign of public
legislation against this unjust legislation and let us select our own entertainment instead of having it determined by politically appointed censor-boards.

;

;

Governent.

U. A.

L'nited
Colony, yesterday.
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president and
general manager of foreign distribution
of United Artists, introduced Mr. de
Wichfield, Captain Mackintosh and Al
Lichtman, United Artists' vice-president
and general manager of distribution in
the L'nited States.
Others present at the luncheon included Paul Burger, Victor Shapiro,
Paul Lazarus, Bruce Gallup, Sumner
Taylor, Thomas Patrick Mulrooney, Earl

It has always been and is yet the purpose of our organizations and
theatre owners generally to maintain the most cordial relations between the
exhibitor and (hose who provide the different elements of service. Experience has provtd, despite differences, that mutual conditions can be successfully maintained, but this will require mutual concessions.
Our industry
is constantly changing and the theatre owner must adjust his business to
meet these changes. Any opposition to necessary adjustments can be resolved through fair and open discussions of the principles involved.
To insure equity, fairness and economic justice and to more completely
protect the interests of the theatre owners, there should be created in our
organization a Department of Labor, able to handle the economic, business
and public sides of the complications as they arise. I recommend the establishment of such a Labor Department by this convention.

SOCK STUFF
Walter Winchell

defines a press
poster with a dress
suit.
And of course a columnist
is
a wise cracker with a newspaper affiliation that enables him
to pay the hall bedroom rent
when the landlady can catch him.

agent as a

bill

M.P.T.O.A.

(Continued from page

1)

ture Advertisers in his address on "Exploitation," in yesterday's sessions of
the Toronto convention of the Motion

Theatre Owners of America.
"The good-will and the prestige of

Picture

Denison, Joseph Burger, W. H. MilCharles E. Moyer, Fred Schaefer,
Ed Finnev and Norris Wilcox.

J.

ler,

the theatre is definitely in the hands of
stated
efficient
publicity
man,"
the

Harvey.

hokum and

advertising, Harvey explained why these uncertain forms failed to bring results.

Discussing

trick

He particularly emphasized the importance of constructive publicity and its
value to the industry, especially as this
principle affects a theatre's responsibility to a community.
Harvey

In concluding

was his belief
would appoint

that

a

if

WELCOMES BRITISH

(Continued from page 1)
Artists' executives at the

LABOR

HARVEY TALKS TO

'Singing Fool" for
National Release Jan.

Sam

stated that

it

M.P.T.OA.

committee to confer

with an advisory committee of the A.M.
P. A. many advertising and publicity
problems could be worked out with
consequent service for the exhibitor.

1

E. Morris, general manager of
for Warner Brothers, has
announced that the national release date
for Al Jolson in the "Singing Fool"
will be January first. The production
is playing pre-release engagements of
long duration in many of the principal
cities of the contry and is proving itself
the biggest money-maker ever offered
by Warner Brothers.
distribution

the

;

;

ound pictures, we

feel that silent picjres will sustain their market in Amer:a and we can, if necessary, add mus:al accompaniment to any silent films."

;

;

Unless all signs fail there will be a deluge of adverse legislation present
during the coming legislative sessions.
The officers of the M.P.T.O.A.
have evidenced ideal vigilance in this regard and the same alertness on the
part of every individual should prevail when the call to action is sounded.
I strongly urge that all reports of Legislative Committees be made at meetings of Board of Directors only as doing otherwise has provoked no little

If

1

spoke on the purposes
;

LEGISLATION

The Golden-State-T. & D.

He

of the national organization its achievements during the past year on Arbitration
Standard Contract Music Tax
Sound Pictures
Legislation
Censorship, and Labor.
Among the highlights of his talk,
was a plea for freedom of the screen
from censorship a stern stand against
further encroachment of the music tax;
a lowering of the original cost of sound
film apparatus to exhibitors and the
creation of a special Labor Department
in the national organization.
There will be a special Session for
Canadian Exhibitors today at which the
Amusement Tax will be discussed.
At the banquet to be held this evening in the Crystal Ballroom of the
King Edward Hotel, the speakers
scheduled to address the theatre owners will be Ex-Governor Milliken Leon
Patenaude of Quebec R. F. Woodhull,
Hon. C. M. Finlayson, Minister of
Lands and Forests of the Ontario

.

results.

hits

Di-

Annual Banquet, Crystal Room,
King Edward Hotel.

SOUND PICTURES
.

National

of

rectors.
6.30 P. M.:

H

.

Committee on Cre-

denials and Seating of Delegates.
Report of Special Committees.
Report of Constitutional Amend-

The Contract Committee appointed by

BOOK PATHE 100%
26 San Francisco Chain Theatres
And 20 Suburbans

1928

covered and hundreds of exhibitors have conferred with vour executive
upon future plans for the betterment of organization endeavors.
The various theatre owner regional units now realize the import f)f
organization to himself and to the complete structure of his business. Tired
of political nonsense and disgusted with selfish motives, he is awaiting the
best plan and is looking to Toronto for a solution.

the-

headquarters
arrived from

17,

Highlights of R. F. WoodhuII's Address

This

!onsoli(latefl

d

;

)

—
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on the Scene
First on the Screen^*

^^First

Not

a Slogan

A FACT!

PAT HE'S

OVERSEAS SCOOP
VIA ZEPPELIN
First Pictures

TROOPS Avert Vienna Battlei
Viennay Austria: 10,000 Soldiers With Bared Bayonets Make
Streets of Austrian Capital Qrim With Threats of Conflict.
This

is

the outstanding feature of Pathe

News No.

86,

showing clash of factionists with the
Austrian troops — with machine guns ard grenades

released today,

ready to quell the

riot.
|

BROUGHT OVER ON THE GRAF ZEPPELIN!
When

Faster Trans-Atlantic Transportation

Pathe

Is

Her e—FATHE NEVJSWill Be There With SPEEDi

New^s

i

;

\otham-Bristolphone Sales Mgrs., Praise Amplification

DAIL¥^EVIEW
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

— Continuing

Exhibitors Trade Review

"Devoted to the fostering and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.
L.

New

24 No. 91

Western

Spinies
lay Lewis in her very much alive
ladian Motion Picture Digest says
le kind things about us as a pubtion and congratulates us on our
fession of faith given to the intry in announcing our policy of a
itant course in behalf of the intry whose causes we serve.

We

ewith and publicly express our
nks for this friendly appreciation
n so competent a source. In other
rds, we are tickled pink.

Electric Passes

By

Wire

Special

"If a business is
id enough to give you your daily
ad, it is good enough to support
protect.
No business ever got
'where with an organization of
.

I

.

No

trade paper which funcled 'yessing' everybody was ever
Call on us
good to anybody.
any cooperation necessary to supt our industry."
ssirs.'

'

.

'hat's

what we

.

the

call

.

McCoy and

h the example thus set by the reibtable Ray Lewis we await word
-n

other

contemporaries on the
Brookhart bill.

sent subject of the

Where

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
Ninth Annual Convention at the King Edward Hotel

The new Vice-Presidents are J. C. Brady of Toronto, R. Biechele
Harry Marks of New York, Charles C. Picquet of North

Carolina and M. A. Lightman of Arkansas.The closing sessions were occupied by addresses on Music Tax
License, the Berne International Copyright Convention and other miscellaneous reports.

WORLD WIDE NOT TO

GOTHAM SALES

DISTRIBUTE UNTIL JAN.

FORCES CONVENTION

Ve are interested
lity of

Kansas

Where

stands Film Daily?

in the nature and
the spinal columns of these
are reasonably curilications.
3 to know if these spinal columns
of bone and tendon or fashioned
are interm whipped cream.
id also in the status of any publi-

We

We

assuming to be of, for and by
picture industry and yet stradig the issues or helping the enemof our business.

ion,

Milwaukee.
Chicago,
Nova Scotia, Detroit and
Cleveland joined a party of 28 officials
who journeyed t(j the Bristol Plant in
W'aterbury to inspect the Bristolphone
recording and reproducing apparatus in
actual operation. Most of the managers
will

City,

Philadelphia.

for

leave

their

respective

offices

tonight.

Some

of the sales officials queried by
(Continued on page 2)

offenses can readily be forgotthese publications will get bed the resolution of the motion pice exhibitors at Toronto, opposing
Brookhart bill and petitioning the
tigress not to pass it.

'ast
if

^

-'fi

^

Ve want nobody's scalp but we
that there be a definite line

To

ween the motion picture papers
t support and protect our business
those which through recklessI

stupidity or a callous disregard
its welfare take sides with its ene:s, pussyfoot in the hour of action
remain silent when silence is the
Jld for moral cowardice or busis treachery.

who

against
und.

it

are not for the industry
and there is no middle

Arthur James

back to January to allow the inclusion
of several important productions not
available before that date.

Tliere will be a special midnight per-

formance of Al Jolson's "The Singing
Fool" at the Winter Garden every Saturday niglit. The schedule at the theatre now calls for two performances on
week days, four on Saturday and three
on Sunday. There will be three performances on Election Day.

Profits

Tax

Because of the sensational business
of Colleen Moore's sound picture, "Lilac Time," at the Central Theatre, Irving D. Rossheim, president of First
National Pictures, anounces that his organization has extended its lease on
the house and the picture will run there
The picture was originally
indefinitely.
(Cbhtihtied

6ri

page 2)

—American

•

-.:

(Continued on page 6)

BRANCH IN
ENGLAND STARTED

S.M.P.E.

By

SAM HARRIS

"Today's Cinema"
A branch of the
LONDON.
American Society of Motion Picture
Engineers has been formed in England, after indications of support from

—

the industry's leaders.
The technical staffs of the Elstree
Studio have promised to join the organization and encouraging promises
from the other British studios.
preliminary meeting took place

A

industries

in

France are shortly to be faced with the

AT CENTRAL EXTENDED

"Whip" Without Sound
This same theatre had announced
that the First National production of
"The Whip" would also be shown
with sound, but the management w-as
informed by the Washington office of
F. N. that they had no contract to

"Singing Fool" Starts
Midnight Performances

PARIS.

s,

.'hose

The opening of the selling season
by World Wide Pictures has been set

Hit American Film Firms

"LILAC TIME" LEASE

Julian Brylawski and the equipment
used was Bristolphone, sold by Gotham roductions out of their New York
office.

New French 36^''

in-

drawn

This has been brought on by the
playing of "Lilac Time", a First National picture and as such, franchised
by Western Electric and synchronized by the Victor Talking Machine
Company, holding a license to record
productions franchised by W. E. The
picture has been run in the Academj'
Theatre, Hagerstown, Md., owned by

of Kansas,

Gotham Bristolphone Sales forces,
with 16 out-of-town branch managers
are holding a sound-sales convention in
New York this week.
These managers from Los Angeles,
Denver, Omaha, St. Louis,
Seattle,

Where stands World-Exhibitrs Herald?

This question of interchangeability
of pictures recorded and franchised by
Western Electric on machines (installed in theatres) of other make,
seems to be reaching a definite issue.

ensuing year.

The new Board of Directors report on the election of officers resulted in the re-election of R. F. Woodhull as President; M. J. O'Toole
as Secretary, and Jay Emanuel of Philadelphia as Treasurer.

stands Motion Picture

lews?

UP TO EXCHANGES

TORONTO.— The

.

to

Protection for W. E. Synchronized Pictures
Chief Object

Woodhull, O'Toole, Emanuel
Elected M. P. T. O. A, Officers

last night, after the election of officers for the

Ray Lewis:

Buck

on Interchangeability

Distributors

adjourned their
,ays

FIVE CENTS

York, Friday, October 19, 1928

severest taxation in history, a 36 percent tax soon to go into effect being
the result of actual doubling of the
present tax of 18 percent on foreign
corporations.
(Continued on page 6)

Hall on Wednesday
Forty resident members of
London will have their own meeting
room hereafter, their own chairman
and board of governors. All technical papers presented before the so-

at

Kingsway

night.

ciety in America will be made available to the British branch.

NOTICE
EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW
New Address: Suite 409, 25 West 43d St., New York
New Telephones: Bryant 1489 5224
-
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Kxcrpt Sunday

ARTHUR JAMES,
W.

Editor

WILKERSON,

R.

Publisher

Abraham Bernstein, Managing Editor; Herman J. Schleier, Business Manager.

Pleasant Expressions from Leaders and
Friends in the Industry
Are

Executive and Editorial Offices. 25 West 43rd
Street. Suite 409. New York. Telephone Bryant
MS'' 52J4. Address all communications to ExSubscription Rates including
per year United States and
Canada, $10; roreign, $15; single copies, 5
cents.
Remit by check, money order, currency or postage.
Entered as second-class
matter January 4, 1926, at the post office of
New York, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Published and copyright by Picture Publishers,

We

ecutive Offices.

postage

paid,

Inc.

Most

New York

our

of

subscribers

City

are furnished their papers by carriers, in
order that they will get a more prompt service
than that given by mail.
SuDscribers will
oblige by notifying us about any lapse in
service.
Joe Blair.

West Coast

Representative, 1255

Tamarind
Avenue.
Los Angeles
(Phone
Hempstead 1514).
London Office and Correspondent: Samuel
Harris. "The Cinema," 80-82 Wardour St.,
London, \\^. 1.
Canadian Office: Canadian Moving Picture
Spadina Ave.. Toronto, Canada.
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Digest,

Proud
Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
Every time you take a step it is
a forward one, but this stride
puts your right foot into the
daily trade paper field. Congratulations and best wishes.

Don Hancock
James

.'\rthur

Have

just heard of your acquisition of the Daily Review and I

sincerely feel that with your aggressive editorial policy you will
make it an important factor in
the industry. Please accept my
very best wishes for your continued success.

David
.Arthur

Wark

Griffith

James

Exhibitors Daily Review

New York — Herbert

Ebenstein

is

Ketting so good at ping pong at the
Motion Picture Club that he almost
defeated Marty Schwartz and now
he's thinking of going out after the
club championship
Morris Joseph,
Universal branch manager at New
Haven was in the home office acting
so mysteriously that there is a suspicion around 730 Fifth Avenue that
he is trying to arrange for the Yale
Bowl for the showing of "The Mel.

ody

Love"

of

.

.

.

.

.

Sammy

Sax

is

so

enthused over the Hagerstown demonstration of W. E. sound pictures on
Bristolphone equipment, that he has
called all his branch managers into
New Y'ork for a conference and big
things are said to be planned
.Phil
Reisman, Pathe sales manager, returned to New York yesterday from
the coast and declared business great,
and the pictures being made for
Pathe better than that
Lee Marcus has returned from a hurried trip
to New Orleans, where he was called
by the death of an uncle
B. P.
Schulberg,
Paramout
production
manager, will arrive from the coast
.

.

.

morning
weeks

this

.

.

.

for a stay of a

.

.

.

.

to

.

.

.

.

England

to

make

three

pictures
for Herbert Wilcox, according to the
latest dope on Mickey's movements,
and maybe he will and again maybe
he won't
Arthur Loew, foreign
.

.

.

manager of Metro,
the He de France

tonight on
an extended
trip abroad ... Dr. Paul Fejos, who
has been in New York studying locations

for

which he

sails

for

Universal's

for

success.

Nicholas

M. Schenck

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
Cannot think of anyone

in

the

who

could handle Daily
Review better than you. Congratulations with fullest assurance of Canada's cooperation.
industry

Ray Lewis
Arthur James
Congratulations.

The

trade will

Arthur James
Sincere and best wishes for your

Arthur James
I wish the Daily Review

new

very best!

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
I take this opportunity of
congratulating you and wishing
you success in your new venture,
Exhibitors Daily Review.

May

Paul Benjamin

the

secretary of the
PA we are proud of your
latest movement in this industry, especially since you were its
first president.

AM

Dave Bader
Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
Please accept my best wishes for
unlimited and continued

success.

congratulate you and extend
my best wishes for continued
success.
I
am sure that under
your guidance the Exhibitors
Daily Review will become a
prominent factor in the industry
and that its popularity is sure to

Please accept
well wishes for
a very successful career with the

increase.

Exhibitors Daily Review.

I

Edward
Exhibitors

Daily

Edward

Review

You have my very

best wishes
for complete success in the field
of the daily motion picture newspaper, which I note you have
now entered through the medium
of the Daily Review.

Herman Robbins

J.

Smith

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review

my

L. Klein

Arthur James

Oscar Neufeld
Arthur James
Daily Review
As one editor

to another we hope
your fearless independence
place you among the high and
worthy leaders of the film industry. May your daily be more
popular with each issue.
to see

[

Frank C. Pa}me
Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review
Just a line or two to
Add to those that have
Come to you with their
Kind remarks and congratulations.

Fortunately, your friends in the
United States, are not all
Local residents Your Daily
Distributors will cover coast to

sock-in-the-eye spokesman

—

enemand traducers.
David Barrist

for the industry against its
ies

all

As

your

Arthur James

now have two class dailies. Hope
you make the Review a twofisted,

undertaking.
Winfield Sheehan

Arthur James
Exhibitors Daily Review

Congrats. You can now be seven
times more helpful to the picture
business with a daily than you
were with the weekly alone. I
predict the whole industry will
soon feel the added impetus you
will give it through the Daily

)

Review.

Wen

coast.

Milligan

GOTHAM CONVENTION
(('ontinued
from page

"LILAC TIME" AT CENTAL

1)

(Continued from page

1)

-H

'Evangeline" East?

couple

Paul Benjamin presided at the A. M. P. A. yesterday in
the absence of President Harvey, who
is in Toronto, and did himself
proud
at one of the best and biggest attended shows of the season
Glenn
Tryon, who hoofed it on many a local
vaudeville stage, has been cast as a
hoofer in Univcrsal's big Broadway
picture, and leaves today for the
coast
Marshall Neilan is going
.

Learning that you had purchased
the Exhibitors Daily Review and
want to extend my best wishes

to Print

.

.

of

1928

OUR THANKS

CONTINUING

Pat. Off.

S.

Published Daily

19,

"Broadway,"

will direct, left last night
for the coast to begin shooting there
for the coast to begin shooting there.

Exhibitors
Daily
Review expressed
great enthusiasm over the Bristolphone
amplification system and the patented
focusing device, as well as the other
attractive features of price and availability of delivery.

booked

to run at the Central for thirweeks, and it will enter its extended run next Sunday when it cele-

teen

brates

its one hundred and seventy-fifth
performance.

Edwin Carewe has ordered his ru
duction manager, Louis Jerome! tc
pick Eastern location in and anld

New York
ists picture,

for his next

United
"Evangeline."

ROAD SHOW PICTURES,

INC.

Announces Another Special

THE MARRIAGE PROBLEM
NOW

IN

PRODUCTION

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

rt-

,

I
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"The Wonder Victure of the Year"

mmm

ivith

Jack Holt— Dorothy Revier— Ralph Graves

A Frank R. Capra Production
Eight Weeks on Broadway at $2 Top and
Playing to Capacity Against the
Kind of Competition
Available Either

"Sound"

Stiffest

or "Silent"

—

Timely l^ewspaper Drama
and a
Corking Money^Qetting Attraction!

POWER,
ofihe PB€SS

*lke

with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—Jobyna Ralston

A Frank R. Capra T?roduction
The Public is Demanding This Type of
Story* Here's

One That's

100 Per Cent!

Heart

Interest

— Plus

/

Oie STMET
o/IIUISION
^

with Ian

Keith—Virginia Valli

Directed by Erie C. Kenton

Booked on

Sight by Leading Exhibitors
Fox Grabbed It for Philadelphia and New York

COLUMBIA PICTDRES- The Product that
Brinies the Money to the Box-Office ••••!

Exhibitors
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Bristolphone Enth^
FIRST

GOTHAM INSTALLATION
ALL EXHIBITORS

BRISTOLPHONE
A PERFECT SOUND AND TALKIE
DEVICE — IT HAS DEMONSTRATED

POSTAL TELEGRAI
RICIIVKO AT

TELEGRAMS

IS

AND IS REASONABLE IN
COST— YOU WILL SOON FIND BRISITS

L

STANDARD TIME
INDICATED ON THIS MESSAGE

TO ALL ^
AMERICA ^i

m

MERIT

NB79 39 10

m

TOLPHONES EVERYWHERE.

ki

BUDD*

ROQERS

GOTHAM BRISTOL FHOlS
REf^ORT*

FROM MY ACADEMY

THEATRIC
L
i

CF
The William H. Bristol Talking Picture Corporation
now manufacturing recording machines for installation in our studios in New York and Los Angeles within

are

LILAC TIME WITH BRISTOPHONi

FERFORMANCE STOP AUDIENCE AND^«

CONGRATULATIONS

the next few weeks.

|

Our production

plans call for a series of Asher, Small
and Rogers Productions, a series of Gotham Photoplays

and

The first production entitled
ready for release November 15th.

a series of short subjects.

"TIMES SQUARE"

:

A JULIAN BRYLAWSKI
|

CHAIRMAN BOARD OF

DIRECTfli;

CF AMERICA.

i

t

GOTHAM-BRISTOLPHONE
SERVICE CORPORATION

I650

NEW

B|A
lil

Phone
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ASTICALLY ENDORSED
)NSTRATES PRACTICABILITY TO
5

SOUND PROBLEM
Proves Bristolphone and

W.

E, Systems

Are Interchangeable

OMMERCrAL CABLES
CABLEGRAMS

#•?
!%

TD ALL

THE WORLD

—

Hagerstown, Md. (By Telephone) The Academy of Music,
equipped with Bristolphone sound reproducing equipment, yesterday afternoon began a four day run of "Lilac Time" using
the records made via the Western Electric disc system. Alan
Bachrach, manager of the theater, declared the interchangeability was perfect. This is the first known attempt to demon-

TTtis t» a full-rate Telegram or Cabletrram ttnlesa otherwise indicated ffy
siinal in the check or in the addre^^.

BLUE

NL
NITE

LCO
NLT

WLT

Day letter
Night letter
Night telegram

strate the practicability of interchangeability.

Deferred
Cable letter
week End letter

print was shipped to the Academy from First NaWashington exchange several days ago. The records,
according to Bachrach, have been in his hands for a week
awaiting completion of the installation. The first performance
went off without hitch and with no interference of any nature,
either from First National, Electrical Research Products or the
competitive theater which is the Maryland and which is equipped for Movietone and Vitaphone. The Academy is controlled
by Julian Brylawski of Washington. The Maryland is operated
by Silverman Bros, who own a string of houses in Pennsylvania.

The

tional's

Fora 16 N.Y. Dbl
Ij

TO SEND A MBSSAGS

CALL
"P0STALTELE6RAPH"
OK DIAL

OCT 16 1928

T

"HANovER

7840"

Bachrach declared yesterday he will begin a two day engagement of "The Whip" on Friday, using W. E. recording

DDSIRKU CUAKUK
WILL APPEAR ON

IP

iS

CORPN 1630 BWAV NeWYOR|(

TELEPHONE BILL

over his Bristolphone equipment.

STOWN MARYLAND ON SHOWING

REPRINTED FROM THE FILM DAILY
OF OCTOBER 16th, 1928

DieATE VERY SATISFACTORY

VERY HIGHLY PLEASED

We

are prepared and ready to take orders for the installation of the Bristolphone machines in theatres through-

out the United States and Canada to be installed
exhibitors can prepare their booths and have the
wiring done. Delivery being made in accordance
of receipt of signed contract covering same from

PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS
I

r

'^AY

ITY

GOTHAM BRISTOLPHONE
-

PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

as fast as

necessary
with date
exhibitor.

Exhibitors
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25 United Artists Releases for
1928-29 Schedules Only 2 Silent
BIG TIME CIRCUITS

FLOCK TO COLUMBIA
America
The Stanley Company
has booked the Columbia program

5 Dialogues, 12 Sound Synchronizations and
6 Indefinite

of

the following theatres in Philadelphia: Iris, Lafayette, Harrowgate,
Family, Princess, Savoy, Garrickfur

Wilmington, Orient Darby,

Villa,

and

their first-run house on Market and
Chestnut Streets, the biggest theatre
in their circuit.

the most imrun in Rochester and notnriously hard to crash has booked
the output 100 per cent. So have the
Strand, Syracuse, and the Lafayette,
liulTalo, tile two most representative
houses in their territory.
Another important deal was closed
A itli the X'ictor Theatre, McKeesport,

The Eastman Theatre,

portant

first

Pa.

NEW FRENCH PROFITS TAX
(Continued from page 1)

The doubling of the present tax
comes about through decisions of the
lower courts, that American concerns
doing business in France through legally organized subsidiaries must pay a
double tax on its profits.
The tax increase is based on the reasoning that profits remaining after payment of the first 18 percent tax, conprofits
of an American
stitute
the
'parent' company on its French business and that the American company
must also pay the French Profits Tax.
American firms are expecting the
highest court to uphold this reasoning
and are either preparing to close down
their plants and remove to other Euronean countries, or do business through
rrench agents, who escape this huge
tax.

As far as the film industry goes, not
much concern over this is felt, as the
French market has been a meager one,
financially,
for
American companies
maintaining
distribution
offices
and
theatres, and they had previously been
forced to submit to the Government the
proposition that if certain laws that
they proposed were put through they
could not do business there any longer
and would be forced to close their offices

United Artists have announced an
imposing list of feature releases for
the season of 1928-29. The total is
twenty-five; twelve with sound effects
synchronization, five with dialogue throughout, two strictly silent

and

and six that are indefinite in so far
sound and talk are concerned, they
will, no doubt have one or both.
Great Artists
as

The

of star players includes
Chaplin,
Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Ronald Colman,
TalConstance
Swanson,
Gloria
list

Charlie

LaRod
Gish,
Ben Lyon, Alice Terry,
Boardman, Jean Hersholt,
William Boyd, Lupe Valez, Phylis
Haver, Lily Damita, John Barrymore,
Louis Wolheim, Camilla Horn, Buster
Keaton, Vilma Banky, Walter Byron,
madge,
Rocque,
Eleanor

Lillian

Dolores Del Rio and' Victor Varconi.
List Ready
In the list of productions we find
the Chaplin picture "City Lights,"

John Barrymore's "The Tempest" directed by Sam Taylor, "Steamboat
Bill" directed by Charles Reisner,
"Two Lovers" directed by Fred Niblo, "King of the Mountains" directed
by Lubitsch, "Coquette" with Miss
Pickford and directed by Sam Taylor,

"The Woman Disputed" with Norma
Talmadge and directed by Sam Taylor, "Queen Kelly" with Gloria Swanson and directed by Stroheim, "Revenge" under the direction of Edwin
Carewe, "The Awakening" directed
by Victor Flemming," the Fairbanks
picture "The Iron Mask" directed by
Alan Dwan, "The Rescue" directed
l)y Herbert Brennon, "The Battle of
the Sexes" directed by D. W. Griffith, also "The Love Song" under the
same direction, "Hell's Angles" directed by Luther Reed, Rex Ingram's
"Three Passions," Henry King's "She
Goes to War" and others.

W.

E.

PASSES BUCK

(Continued from page

Electric?"

He

1928

19,

replied,

No One

at

W.

National

"I

cannot answer that for you."
Sam Morris, general manager of
Warner-Vitaphone said, "Our contracts call for our product to be run
on only Western Electric equipment.
Tiiis is nothing new and has been
generally understood from the beginning." This was in reply to the question, "Will Warners permit a theatre
to nm Vitaplionc sul)jects on equipment other tiian Western Electric?"
E. Will Talk

A

representative of this publication
talked to several people at Western
Electric, asking them all the same
question, and the answer was, "We
have nothing to say, other than the
fact that we have to protect the product of Western Electric and if find
that pictures are being run with
equipment other than ours and one
that does not do justice to this
product, we will insist that the picare protected
tures be taken out.
on the legal side and of more imporcantance, is the technical side.
not afford to have productions recorded by us run on equipment that
will not do justice to this recording."

Whip"

Other than

this

statement they all
Otterson," meaning

suggested "See
E. Otterson, president of Electrical
Research.

J.

W. E. Passing the Buck
seems that Western Electric is
passing the buck on to the producerexchanges franchised by them. This
is clearly demonstrated in the Hagerstown case. If W. E. wanted to
make an example of the Academy,
they could have demanded that the
It

picture be taken out in as

much

as

it

was being run on Bristolphone. They
did not.

They

said nothing, but First

to

deliver

sound form, saying

was no contract
Will

'"]

th

for this version.

Come To Head

This question should, and no doi
be brought to a head very so
in as much as almost every theatre
the country is trying to secure sou
equipment with no hope in sight
present, of getting an installati
from Western Electric of R.C.A.
at least six months. There are seve
companies, such as Bristolphone a
Powers Cinephone that can play be
records and "sound on films," but e
hibitors are a little squeamish abo
getting this equipment unless the
will,

pv

!

en

jer-

m

i

terchangeability

decided.
Althouikar
affair has cleared

is

this Hagerstown
a bit, sufficient evidence has not be ED
proven to justify certainty.
ax,

Sapene and Pathe To
Abrogate Contrai

We

We

refused

in its

lenr

PATHE.— Charles

Pathe and Jei
an agreeme
about the relations of Pathe-Cinen
and Pathe-Consortium.
The present agreement between
two firms is annulled and each is fr
to carry on its own activties.
1
Pathe will go ahead with his a
nounced production program.

Sapene have come

to

sit

ir
It

t!

Zakoro Sells Four
"Olympic Hero"

i

StatJ,

William H. Home, sales managf iW
Zakoro Film Corporation, ai [k
nounces that he has just sold the Ca
ifornia, Arizona, Nevada and Hawa
of the

ill

"The Olymp
Hero" with Charley Paddock to tl
Supreme Company of California
ian Islands rights for

ile

)k
(lie

IN AMERICA'S LEADING THEATRES

SIMPLEX

I

lip

im

1)

there.

furnish this, or any other production
to the Academy with sound and as a
consequence, the silent version would
be shiijped for showing tomorrow.
"The Daily Review" was not able to
reach Mr. Brylawski, or anyone of
sufficient authority around the HagerstowMi house, to find out how they
got "Lilac Time" from the Washington branch of First National, with
the sound and synchronized records.

PROJECTORS

Depinet Speaks

TO ALL

HAVE DEMONSTRATED

'es

}
la;

THEIR ADAPTABILITY

111

s

Ned

Depinet, sales manager for
National, said, "I don't recall
having passed any contract for the
run of 'Lilac Time' and 'The Whip'
in
the Academy with synclironization.
It is my impression that these
pictures were booked for this house
in their silent form." On being asked
liow they received the sound version
of "Lilac Time," Depinet replied, "I
do not know. There must have been
some error on the part of our Washington branch."

I

Bl

First

TRAVELERS
Northern lor

select the (Great
Its wonderlul loca-

tion In Chicago's "loop". They
return beraiise the larqc romlortabic
rooni<i. homelike environment, attentive service, excellent food and
moderate charges make it an ideal
hotel.
viva.

'400 Newly Furnished Rooms,
i2.no aJ day and up. Sample
So
II
RfH>ms S4.00, SS.OO, S6.00,
36.00. S7.00 f

^

and SS.OO.
f400

Jj

Walter Craidlicacl, ManaRpr

DEARBORN STRKKT FROM JACKSON
TOQIINCY

^

N.-W Cnrngi- Onr-ll.iir IMork

Will They Serve?
Mr. Depinet was asked, "Would
you serve a house your sound or synchronized
pictures
knowing they
would be run on equipment manufactured by an organization other than

sii

SOUND SYSTEMS
International Projector Corporation
90 Gold

Street,

New York

il

Exhibitors

OPINIONS
By W.

Bristolphone crowd are sort
busting things wide open.
The
jerstown
incident,
dealt
more
y with in another part of today's
his

er

Things

ht to see an early finsh.
jers, as

ham

is

ents.

Much

En-

activity.

EDIT
Ascher,

ax,

and

Small

result, secure for exhibitors the

la

buy Bristolphone or any
er
equipment and interchange
h pictures franchised by W. E.
R. C. A. they will have accom1
ht

to

ihed a great thing, in fact, one of
greatest services for our industry,

ey might not accomplish

but

this,

y are trying.

:W YORK STUDIO
Charlie

Rogers says they

have

will

Jew York studio before very
they will

it

make

long.
the better part of

short reels in sound and talk, also
te a few of their feature length
ductions. The local studio will be
ned before the one contemplated

Los Angeles.

iWERS

of

ot

shouting.
can run

The Cinephone

either discs or
ind on film and P. A. is very
ud of the amplification on both,
addition to this he has a recording
lipment for studios.

ANCING DAUGHTERS"
iAIN
Ve have more people tell us, (and
one of them connected with picthat on going to the Capitol
y could not get in We were there
ay at noon and found the house
;d
This is the second week for
picture and on the strength of
at we saw, will be safe in saying
will be held over for two weeks
re, breaking the Capitol record for
gth of run, and certainly for gross
es)

5

liness.

collecting

''Love

Song"

Schenck has orlered that the David Wark Grifith picture, "Love Song," be revamped into an "all-talkie"
In case you have forgotten it,
n interviews given out in both
Paris

and

New

khenck suggested
)ictures

veeks.

crocodiles."

FOUR FOX PICTURES
RANKED BY PHOTOPLAY
of

Photoplay Magazine gives a place
honor to four Fox productions

among

choices for the six best picThe
tures of the month of October.
pictures are "Me, Gangster," "The Air
Circus," "Dry Martini" and "Mother
Knows Best."
Under the classification of the best
performances of the month, first place
goes to Madge Bellamy for her work
in "Mother Knows Best." second place
to Louise Dresser in the same picture,
and the third place to Don Terry for
his screen debut in the title role of "Me,
Gangster," for which he was picked
out of a restauf-ant by the author,
Charles Francis Cne.
its

"The Flying Ensign" has been
for

would

York,
that

only

Mr

talking
last three

se-

Ramon No-

lected as final title
varro's new starring vehicle a story
with a background of aviation which
George Hill, who made "Tell It to
the Marines." has just completed.

has

started

on
"The Lone Wolf's
Daughter," Al, Rogell directing.
*

*

This was definitely proved to your humble correspondent at a preview the other
night.
It
is
not only because it is

*

William Desmond has been signed

human, but because it has humor, pace
and is a fine exhibitif)n of good director-

Warner for a featured lead
support of Monte Blue in "No

by

j.

in

L.

ship.

Defense."

In it, Jannings shows once more what
a truly fine actor he is. He is given the
oppfjrtunity to portray practically every
emotion known to the human race and
there is artistry in his every action.

Sally Phipps, Robert Eliott, Fran-

McDonald, Roscoe Karns, Arthur
Stone and Frank Albertson have all
been asisgned parts in the big Fox
newspaper film which is to be supervised by Luther Reed, former newspaper man, and directed by Fred
cis

Universal's plans for making photoplays abroad from scenarios written at
Universal City are progressing rapidly,
according to an announcement by President Carl Laemmle.
The latest story projected for foreign
production is "The Masked Marvel," an
adaptation of the successful Viennese
musical comedy, "Polish Blood," which
European records for longevity.
set
Nan Cochrane and Faith Thomas are
adapting it for the screen.

PADEREWSKI'S

Edwin Justus Mayer has
tained

story is from an original by
Bernstein, adapted by Charles
Furthman, and it is that of a waiter
named Spengler who is just "one of
us" with a family and the same varying
fortunes and misfortunes that pursue
almost all of us.

This

Norman

$150,000

To Produce German Talking
Film Record

leave

from

just ob-

Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer to come East for a conference
with Jed Harris, producer, in reference to a play he has written, "C hildren of the Dark."
*

*

The direction of Ludwig Berger can
especially
recommended for its
be
strong evidence of brainwork and restraint and having gotten nothing but
the best from his performers.
The
supporting cast is excellent with laurels

*

Ralph Forbes has been assigned to
play the lead in Columbia Pictures

ZaSu

to

*

*

*

Baclanova and Rogers
For "Fata Morgana"

James Creelman has sold his play,
"The Jazz King,'' to Alex McKaig,
producer.
*

*

*

"'Buddy" Rogers and Baclanova
have been selected for parts by Paramount in a picture to be called "Fata
Morgana," to be directed by Dorothy

Ernst Lubitsch, about to depart for
Europe, says that on his return, he
expects to

make

Emil Jannings

a

for
*

*

comedy

starring

Paramount.

.^rzner.

*

Nancy Drexel and David Rollins
will appear together in a Fox shortreel
movietone,
"The Maker of

This is undoubtedly from the stage
olay of the same name, and that being the case, will have to be toned

Dreams."

down
ij;

^

John Francis Dillon will direct
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall
in

company

play the leading part in
a talking film and will be paid the

sum

to

of $150,000.
details are available as to the
company and when it is to be made.

No

bit.

Talking Picture Manual

"Children of the Ritz."
:{:

^

*

A

very complete manual on talking
showmanship has been prepared for ITniversal Chain Theatres
by Joe Weil, director of advertising

E. H. Griffith has finished directing
"S'liady

picture

Lady."
^

^

%

Alfred Santell has been given an
1807 edition of "Midsummer Nights'
Dream" by Al. Rockett in appreciation of his having three productions
out of ten on First National's "Roll
of

quite a

%

and exploitation.
The manual covers advance advance campaigns, publicitj-, exploitalobby, tie-ups, pro-

tion, advertising,

grams and booking.

Honor."

NEW YORK'S NEWEST and
FINEST HOTEL
SMARTLY NEAR THE
CENTER OF THINGS
Around the corner from New York's exclusive shopping district, readily accessible to leading theatres,
and railroad terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially
correct and away from the noise and turmoil of the
business district. The Park Central enjoys a location distinctly unique in its advantages.
Come to the Park Central. New York's newest and
finest hotel, where you will find advantages hereto-

—

unknown

fore
lets

.

.

.

Radio outto American hostelries
Period Salons and
Electric Refrigeration
.

.

.

functions
swimFlorentine Grille featuring the Park
ming pool
other features equally
Central Grille Orchestra
unusual and desirable. Single rooms five dollars per
rooms
eight dollars per day
and
up.
Double
day

Roof Patios for private

Following exclusive announcement
by Exhibitors Daily Review some
weeks ago that the famous virtuoso
Ignace Jan Paderewski had signed to
do a talking film record, comes that
annoinicement from Berlin that he
has accepted an offer from a German

and Barry Norton.

Pitts

production, "College Coquette."

—

"MASKED MARVEL" TO BE
UNIV. EUROPEAN PROD.

Talkie

M.

Pictures

Newmeyer.

Pianist

Joseph

very

Novarro's "Flying Ensign"

^nd while on the sound idea a lot
luld be said of P. A. Powers and
Cinephone. P. A. has been workon this device for over a year and
alf, has been saying nothing (and
t's nothing unusual with
P. A.)
is now all set to step out and do
lipment

pres-

his favorite horses. Sally
will probably be his leading lady in his next: let's hope
for her sake that he doesn't start

To

that they are pioneering this "inendent sound" thing, is not sufent.
If they are able to bring
;stern Electric out in the open, and

Bell's

seems that that

one of
Phipps

Rogers,

uld be given a lot of credit.

It

gold-digger

personable young lad has original ideas about showing his appreciation of a gal, for when Lola
Todd completed her work of
playing opposite him in his last
Western, he presented her with

running high, around the

offices.

Paramount has another great Jannings triumph in "Sins of the Fathers."

I

Columbia
sJKKiting

Charles

Small, "are up and at 'em."

siasm

Hollywood Correspondent

I

Believe

"Wonder what a
would do with Rex

Sam Sax and Ed-

well as

By JOE BLAIR

STUDIO GOSSIP

We Do
Not

the start of something that

is

1928

19,

Jannings *^Sins of the Fathers" Triumph

WILKERSON

R.

DAILY REVIEW, FRIDAY. OCTOBER

.

.

social

.

.

.

.

.

and up.

THE PAKr CENTRAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7th

NEW YORK

CITY

AVENUE

.

.

'

8

Exhibitors

You
You

DAILY REVIEW, FRIDAY, OCTOBER

1928

started ^omethiiig^ Judge Lmdi^ey—
you

«<tsirte€l <<oinetliiiig: ^vlieii

luarriag^e plan.

19,

f^lartletl

an arg^unient

IToii <!^tai*le«l

world. — ITou Marled thousands of

the country
that's

your

«lai*ing

heeu heard 'rounil the

front- pa^e

newj«»paperj^ every%¥here.— You

ivitli

in leading

dii»cufi»<!^ions

started a whole nation talking,

famous book.-You started mil-

thinking, reailing your

rf

lion^i

on their way

the lucky theatres that play-«

to

ii

.i

The Ot^^amd
F^roin J^Mdff^

a

^mr Pietmre

JLM^^mih^eat

P

Be^t'^ Setter

€OMPI
First J^lalfoiMti^^^ir
/i

Tttutnit iu Toi4'fro\'

hy

finntehetfl

Mtfilabau nud Miatz
for the Orienlal,

A

Chieaso:

^

1/.*"""'

Voiir
.

.

.

n:iiii(> is

Wo

fsiw yoii

liiin<li*o<ls

it iill;

wliaf puts

or

lli«'

bi;;-fiiiie

and now

That's the

:ill

if

o«€r — pliiK \
credit for

bookiiif^s

like

its

the
\

»inia»«lulng

flie

Oriental,

First .\ational Exhibitors arc

way with

those boys, though.

fame of jonr famous book
premiere

Chicago

going to reap

all

.

.

Micces.s

.Yessir,

you started

the important profits

Tltti/ f/et AI.I. the hreaki

jik.

Presented by the C. M. Corporation with Betty Bronson and Alec B.
Francis

and

.

.

:

Ned Depinet

This Issue

1

"What's Right With The Movies"

Tells

DAIL¥^EVIEW
Reg. U.

Devoted

to the fostering

New

OL. 24 No. 95

a

Capital

Pat. Off.

S.

"New York

rial:

after

all

is

the

United
:ates" and that has something to do
ith us of the pictures.
Far from
capital

the

of

ring insular the subscriber of these

imortal lines
a

I

is

cow ranch
of

irlieus

in

the

as

much

Montana

SHOW

in

the

his Pennsyl-

mia, his Connecticut, his Mississpi

and

his

Montana.
*

But

if

*

New York

is

the United States in other

ipital of

in general realms,

r

it

is

without

3ubt the capital of the motion picire

business.
*

*

*

We
ret

admire our Hollywood and reonly that its press is a smear-

jme institution that loves to plaster
s own brothers with mud and sock
le

great

souls that help

rosperous and aid

it

it

to

be

to ride rather

lan walk.
^

*

^

motion picture
ilent from all over the world but it
till is a producing center and after
II
that is glory enough for those
has

It

attracted

'ho are paid in cash for their effort
tid

who

*

New York

#

*

receives

the

pictures

by other countries and they are
rowing better to the point of promlence and importance, and givec
hem their chance in competition
/ith the Hollywood that would be
ally wonderful if it could abolish
ts boundaries and cease to believe
hat its local and fully insular social
ife was important to the rest of the
lade

rorld.

*

*

:!:

We

heard Joe Schenck one day

.rgue

seriously for the removal of

Jnited Artists business headquarters

o Hollywood.
suggestions to

We

SAYS WESTERN
ELECTRIC TO COMPETITORS

Rayart-Pearson
In Film Hook-Up
the

arrival

managing

of
George
director
of

Productions

Screen

film,

sound field with Tonea recording and reproduction deis

in the

now

required by the trade and the public.

from

Neb.-W.IowaMPTO
Open Convention
—

Omaha. A record attendance
showmen are gathering here today
the opening of the
of the M.P.T.O.

sound

pictures, picture conditions
field

is

and

problems, in the
regarded by this news-

picture

paper as a stabilizing influence.

Otterson in First Official
Statement Makes Interchange
Situation a Future Issue

J.

E. Otterson, President of Elec-

Research Products yesterday
a statement clarifying the
company's position on interchangeability of sound pictures on apparatrical

issued

tus of types other than that of Movietone or Vitaphone. He said:
"The Western Electric Company
through its subsidiary. Electrical

Research Products, Inc., have developed, introduced, and perfected the
apparatus now being used in over
seven hundred theatres for the showing of talking motion pictures. It
also developed and supplied the recording

equipment

being

used

President Charles E.
Williams will make the formal address
>f welcome this morning.
The sound film predicarnent which
has been worrying many mid-west exhibitors, who have not been able to ob-

Western Iowa.

picture equipment as
e.xpert data on the diverse synchronizing devices. Technical
experts have been invited to address
the theatre owners on this score.
Arbitration, tent and non-theatrical
opposition, advertising and_ publicity
will also form part of the discussions.
yet,

and who lack

Western

Rush to
Look Over Bristolphone

Rosenberg

in

Mike Rosenberg, Vice President of
Principal Theatres and associate of
yesSol Lesser, arrived in New York
'crday from the Coast on the Century,
md without stopping oflf to d i any busi.
lur
ness in tne city, m.ppea a .a.uei
Waterliury to look over the Bristolphone plant and apparatus.

Electric Clauses Forbid

Inter changeability Without Consent

Under heading of "Replacements" in the operating instructions
is
issued by Electrical Research Products Inc., to theatres, attention
reads
which
contract
theatre
standard
the
in
clause
a
called to
"The Exhibitor agrees he shall not', without written consent
of products move, alter, change or modify the equipment, nor
nor
add anything thereto nor take anything therefrom
with
any
conjunction
in
equipment
the
employ
or
operate, use
record of sound or with any other device in any way related to
the production or reproduction of sound, unless said records,
.

.

.

made under license from product's,
been tested by products and found by it to
operate properly, reliably and efficiently and to reproduce sound
with accuracy of quality and adequacy of volume, and approved
by the legal counsel of products as to freedom from infringedevices other than those

5-Hr.

shall

Warner Broadcast

On
Millions

of

Election Night

Americans

will

hear

casting chain.

have

ment of

first

patents.

.

.

.

expressly forbidden to experiment with the equipment
of products ... by using records of types not authorized by us,
of
as this might result in a situation constituting default
contnut.
"It

is

by

substantially all the producers in the
It is inmotion picture industry.
(Continued on page 4)

of
tor

Annual Convention
of Nebraska and

fain talking

knows

exhibitor

about Warner Bros, and their Vita)dd and even bizarre in his idea bepictures
on Election Night,
jihone
;ause he sought to overlook the great November 6th, from 8 P.M. until 2
Warner will furnish
nelting pot that New York as the A.M. when
for si.K_ consecuentertainment
radio
affords.
:apital of motion pictures
tive hours oevr the Columbia Broad-

ARTHUR JAMES.

ness,

Alfred Weiss has been at work on the
of his plans and product for
completion
London, negotiations were started
and more than twelve months, during which
Pearson
between
yesterday
Rayart Pictures Corporation, for the lime there has been no statement, as he
joint production of a series of 12 preferred to let the sound device speak
pictures in sound, which will be for itself. This can be said to be sound
distributed in the U. S. by Rayart. reasoning and sound policy.
The deal was first negotiated by
Tonefilm already has contracts for
Richmount novelty subjects with Paramount and
of
Mountain
David
Productions, Rayart foreign distrib- activities are to be enlarged to include
utors, on behalf of Ray Johnston
sound features, the first of which will
Pearson arrived in New York Mon- be an operetta to be made under the
day on the Leviathan.
direction of Phil Goldstone at the
Which sound apparatus will be Peerless Studios at Fort Lee, which
used on the proposed schedule of have been purchased by Mr. Weiss
productio.n has not been decided and which, within the week, will be
(Continued to page 6)
transformed into the largest sound
studios in the east. This work has been
in progress for some time.
The advent of Alfred Weiss, who
British

had and have no

make to him as a
msiness man but we thought him

Alfred Weiss, known to the picture
business ever since if has been a busi-

vice that evidence the perfection

later receive the recognition

lat the capital of pictures awards.

FIVE CENTS

Scoff at Rivals

Pearson,

the unofficial

Motion Picture Industry.

Weiss-Tonefilm To Produce
In Largest Eastern Studio

With

*

of the

US,"

home

as in the

privileged

He knows

reat City.

at

and developing

Trade Review

York, Wednesday, October 24, 1928

Our sapient playmate, the New
ork Sun, says in a political edilofficial

—Continuing Exhibitors
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REVIEW " What's Right

DAILY

Key. V. S. Pal. Off
I'ulili-lu-d Daily Kxccpt Siiml.Ty

By

Abraham Bernstein, Managing Editor; Her
man J. Sclilcier, liusincss Manager.
Executive and Editorial Offices, 25 West
43rd Street, Suite -tOO, New York. Telephone
llryant .^224-14,'<0. Address all communicationlo Executive Offices. Subscription Rates including postage paid, per year United States and
Canada, $10: Foreign, $]S; single copies, 5
cents.
Remit by check, money order, cur
rency or postage.
Entered as second-class
matter lanuary 4, 1926, at the post office of
New York, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Published and copyright by Pictures Publish
Inc.

New York

Most of our

subscribers

City

furnished their papers by carriers, in
order that they will get a more prompt ser
vice than that given by mail.
Subscriber
wil loblige by notifying us about any lapse in
nrc

service.
Joe niair, \Vest Coast Representative, 12.i5

Taramind Avenue, Los Angeles (Phom
Hempstead 1514).
London Office and Correspondent: Samue'
Harris, "The Cinema," 80-82 Wardour St.,
London. \V.
Canadian
Dik'eiits,

1.

Canadian Moving Picfuri
Spadina .Ave., Toronto, Canada.

Office:

2.^9

!^^^i

The

greatest thing that

the movies

is

is

right with

the fact that they are

amusement of

the

still

the person of aver-

age means, and this despite the tremendous increase in the cost of produclion,
due to higher wages, salaries, the increased cost of materials. Motion pictures remain the cheapest form of

amusement

for the public at large,
and one of the most wholesome and instructive.

The person

of average income can
take his family and see the best of
motion pictures in his home town or
neighborhood theatre at a pr'ce he can
afford. Nothing better can be shown
to the patrons of the movie palaces of
New York, Chicago, or any other big
city.
The residents of small towns,
-hose who patronize only the neighborhood theatres in the big cities, see exactly the same picture. The movie palthe
lure

may offer a few more trimmings in
way of presentation, but the picvalue,

the entertainment which
movie patrons seek, is in the film itself

Street.

— Milton

up Ping Pong and already
shows such skill that he is undecided
whether to continue to make bridge
his lead or go into the tournaments
with the new game.
Dave Bader,
.

to

man

be best

.

at

.

D. Trop's

J.

.

.

Traffic,"

.

.

.

.

.

Wooly and Adler, has broken all
records of the house to date. The
number of paid admissions over the
week end was over fourteen thouOne of the unique angles of the
exploitation of the Stanley-Fabian
organization on this picture was the
efTort to reach the foreign population of all the smaller towns surrounding New Jersey's largest city.
Window Cards, one sheets and three
sheets were printed in five different
languages.

.

In

addition to this tiie regular
newspaper linage was increased from
the ordinary few inches generally
-arried by the theatre, to quarter
pages.

Arthur Zellner,

Mary & Doug) will
York on Sunday for
Europe,

.

.

W.

arrive in New
a stay of sevE. Enders, repre-

is

the

same no matter where

is

it

seen.

To

be

sure the

jjrice

of admission

been slightly
increased since the olden days olden
as regards the film industry but nothto the i)icture theatres has

—

—

.

Scott Reports

on "Fables"

r;

main within the means of the public
large.

Sound synchronization and

.

.

talkii

pictures are adding greatly to the cc
of production, yet it is safe to predi
that admission charges to the .urei
mass of theatres showing them will
only slightly advanced over the chargi
for silent pictures.
In that lies tl!
continued prosperity of the industrj
The appeal of pictures is to the ma
of people; they must be kept with
the reach of the mass of the pcopl
1

That they ha\e been kept within tl
means of the general public is wli;
has always been right, is still
and will always be kept right
motion pictures.

rijil-

will

Returning "Zep" Film

Man Honored by

Prejj

When the giant dirigible, (inj
Zeppelin, starts on her tour of ll
country
next
Thursday,
Robe
Hartman, the intrepid cameraman a
the Hearst newsreels M-G-M Newl
and International Newsreel, will ll

CENTRAL AMERICA
FOR NEWS PICTURES
Guatemala. — A local company has

aboard

in his

customary

place.

!

Hartman was the onl}
cameraman who made the trip on thj
as

Just

been organized to take news pictures
for exhibition abroad as well as ni
Guatemala, according to a report
from Consul General G. K. Donald,
Guatemala, made public bv the Department of Commerce.
The promoters are Manuel Monge
and Arturo Quinonez, two motion
picture piiotographers in conjunction
with the
Estudio de Arte.s
Graficas Matheu, 10 C. O. No.
1,

Zeppelin across the Atlantic, as wci
as

on

so Hartman wi
cameraman aboard o!

its trial trips,

be the only

the trip through the Mid-West. Hi
will make motion and still picture
fi-om the dirigible of all towns an,
cities over which the Zeppelin passej
and at which it stops and these piq
tures will appear exclusively in thj
Hearst newsreels M-G-M News an{
International Newsreel.
'i

—

Citv,
I

New

York's Newest and

Finest Hotel
SiVIARTLY NEAR THE

CENTER OF THINGS
Around

the corner from New York's exclusive shopreadily accessible to leading theatres,
and railroad terminals, yet in a neighborhood
socially correct and away from the noise an
lur
moil of the business district. The Park Central enjoys a location distinctly uni(|uc in its advantages.
Come to the Park Central, New York's newes and
finest hotel, where you will find advantages heretofore unknown to .American hostelries
Radi > out
lets
Electric Refrigeration
Period Salons
and Roof I'atios for. private social functions
swimming pool
JFlorentiue Grille featuring the
I'ark Central Grille Orchestra
other features
C(|ually unusual and desirable.
Single rooms five
dollars per day and up.
Double rooms eight dollars
per day and up.

ping

district,

1

.

.

.

.

j

Time," which is to have early first
run showings in Detroit, Tulsa, Oklahoina City and Cleveland. Other cities
visited by Scott were Dallas, Chicago,
St. Louis and Cincinnati.

.

,

.

.

.

everything will be all right.
Ben
Judell, Chicago independent distributor, IS in New York for a couple
of weeks looking over what the various companies have to offer.

l)usinesses of the country.
Producers and distributors ha\ e ne
er lost sight of the fact that iht

—

where he has been taking a peep at
they make good pictures.
Harry Scott, short subject sales manP. A. Parsons and Rutgers Neilson ager of Pathe, back from
a sales trij)
took a half day off yesterday and vis- that took him to seven cities, reports
ited the old Pathe studio where they considerable interest in
the first synare makmg "Annapolis" and now cronized Aesop Sfuind
Fable, "Dinner

how

the making and disribuling
motion pictures one of the greal

-

admission. But admission charges generally throughout the country remain
within the reach of the small-salaried
man with a family. It is that fact
whicii has made motion pictures the
entertaiimient of the great public, given
the industry its enormous growth, and

Guatemala

made

continued prosperiy depends upon
person of average salary; that th
must keep production costs down
that admission prices will always

ing in comparison to the cost of making a great special, such as the public
has come to expect ever so often from
a producing company, as compared to
the cost of making a two-reel comedy
or a five-reel feature of six to ten
years ago.
Those who wish to see their film
fare in the great marble picture theatres in the big cities, with great orchestras and conductors of note, who
require stage speciacle, singing and
dancing along with the feature picture,
naturally have to pay a little higher

.

Columbia Pictures in
here from the west coast

of
is

and

sands.

personal representative of Dougla;;
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford (a'ias

.

Stanley-Fabian

by

before hieing himself o.T
to begin work on another big picture for United Anistr
.

the

manager of the
theatre, declares that the attendance
on this production, which is released

New York

weeks.

at

week run.
Lewis Gilbert,

to the coast

eral

now

Capital Theatre, Newark, when on
the first two days of the attraction
thousands of people were turned
away. The film is booked for a 2-

.

.

sentative

the outstanding exploita-

climax this week with the opening of "Fighting the White Slave

.

distribution.

of

campaigns of the year reached

its

?.

.

One

_

tion

.

.

.

DEPINET

.

wedding and has been trying on so
many dress suits and high hats that
he is beginning to feel like one end
of the Cohen & Kelly team, and
which one?
Terry Kamsaye, editor of Pathe Review, is preparing an
Armistice Day Special, showing the
battlefields of France as they were
and as they are today.
Editor
Paul Gulick this week gets out his
first edition of the Motion Picture
Club Bulletin and everyone including Billy Brandt knows it will be
hummer.
Frank Buhler is here
from Pittsburg and very enthusiastic
over the Motion Picture Club, of
which he is one of the early members
but had never seen since it had been
completed.
Harry Asher and
Harry Morey, the two heavyweight
exchangemen from Boston, are in
New York in consultation with the
officials of Universal, whose product
they distribute.
Eddie Carewe
arrived Monday from Europe and
expects to spend two whole days in
.

E.

Newark House Records Broken
By "White Slave Traffic" Campai;

Cohen has

taken

is

NED

General Sales Mgr. First National

ice

Main

With The Movies

{Third of a Series by Industry's Leaders)

AUTIIL'K .l.\MKS. Editor
W. K. Wll.KKR.SON, Hublishcr

ers.

1928

24,

.

.

.

.

.

THE W>Af^t\ CENTRAL
FIITY-FIhTH STREET AT 7th

NEW YORK

CITY

AVENUE

.

.

TME CREflTEfT BOX-OFFICE
yEMyflTIOM OF

TME VEan

X^;:
fi^'v'"---

BY
1^^:.
fl

JOWPS M.rTflWL rPECKlL PRODUCTIOM
WILL CONTRACT MARRIAGE COMPLETELY
DESTROY WOMANHOOD?
CAN WOMAN BE CONSIDERED AS PROPERTY?
IS CONTRACT MARRIAGE THE NEWER
CIUILIZATION?
IS

CONTRACT MARRIAGE A MENACE?

UNLIMITED IN ITS EXPLOITATION ANGLES

ryrSCMROMIZED BY

R.C.<I.

PMOTOPMONE

WITH MUriC AMD IMCIDENTflL rOMCr

W^TCM

TMEME
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Exhibitors

"Show Us"

Says Western

Electric to

tlicatrc

1)

equipments

at

tlu

Here's how the Los Ange'es
Times boosts its chief home m
industry. — Hollywood has more
.Spanish homes than Spain, more
more
than
(Greece,
(ireek gods
sheiks than Arabia, more Bohemians than Bohemia, more whiskers
than Russia, and more bull than

ization operating in every state in
the United States and in foreign
countries for the inspection and servicing of these equipments, and so
reliable is the apparatus and so well
has this organization functioned that
there has not been a single failure of
|)erformance because of apparatus.
This work has been carried on at

It is the
one place in
Bulgaria.
which one can see Judas Iscariot,
Napoleon and a Chicago gangster
going to work in the same flivver
where Cleopatra sits on a papiermache rock, bums a Camel from
Nancy Sykes, and eats chili and
beans at the hot doggery with Abraham Lincoln where George Washington is told how he should dress
by an ex-second-hand clothing deal-

enormous expense and has involved

er,

the investment of millions of dollars
in factories, machinery, tools, inven-

Based on its own
tory and credits.
faith in the ultimate success of talking motion pictures this Compain'
has assumed the risk that goes with

how

told

to

has all along maintained that
sound pictures of its licensees
should be used only on theatre equipment which operates properly, reliably and efficiently to reproduce
sound with adequate volume and

of the finest novelty exploitation
worked out by the film boys on
Broadway this year is the converting
)f the Colony Box-office into a replica
)f a huge bass-fiddle or cello, emliracing the ticket-selling booth.
The stunt carries out the spirit of
he
Universal
all-dialogue
picture
which opened Sunday, "The Melody of

quality equal to that obtained by the
use of its own equipment.
The Company has a vital interest
in the maintenance of this quality
that no discredit may be brought
either to it or to producers or exTlic
hibitors utilizing its systems.
Company has a tremendous stake in
the successful development of this
new form of entertainment, and believing that that development today
is the result of the joint efforts of its

engineering and manufacturing

tal-

ent and the producing genius of its
licensees, it will zealously protect
from impairment by any source the
public good w-ill which has been
built up.

From

time to time there have been
a numl)er of competitive equipments
announced and advertised and claims
have been made for simpler, cheaper,
and better systems than that of the

Western Electric. Some companies
making such claims have passed out
of existence before the echo of their

advertising had died down.
'J"he fact remain.s that tliere is not
a single comjjetitive apparatus in
successful commercial operation today. One or two have been installed
recently, as in the past, and are giving
public
demonstrations
with
claims of intcrchangeability with the
Western Electric System. The public and theatre owners are told that
such apparatus will reproduce the

productions
made wilii Western
Electric recording equipment l)y our
licensees.
It is upon the strength of
these claims and assurances that
these competitive equii)nieiits are
offered for sale.
This is a situation unique
is

in

itself

in

convincing

busievi-

For Inspection
r

Tf

coniiuct affairs at

Colony Box-Office

It

Open

Valley Forge by an ex-taxi driver,
and takes his pay check from an e.xliawnbroker.

During

the

Now

;

of this magnitude.
this period it has not made
a single move to hamper or in any
way embarrass competitive efforts.

new undertaking

ness and

1928

BOOSTING!

150 \nr nuiiitli aiul leasing
these equipments on a time payment
plan involving in the aggregate the
extension of credit in large sums to
theatre owners.
It has developed a service organ-

a

24,

Competitors

^Cuiuinued from page

stalling
rate oif

'

Has New Exploitation
One

itunts

Lo\e,''

made with Movietone.

approval and acceptance every time
a new device is offered for sale.
When such devices in significant
nunibers have been installed and
maintained in successful commercial
operation over a reasonable time,
the facts, will determine themselves
without any statement on our part.
This is a matter that will be settled
by the facts and not by the claims of
interested parties. That I believe is
the essence of this question of interchangeability.
recognize that the immediate
problem of theatre owners is to secure equipment fast enough.
I need
hardly point out that the apparatus
is
of an extremely delicate nature
and o!ily because we have vast man-

We

ufacturing
and
engineering
resources upon which we have been
able to draw, has it been possible to
speed up production to the present
rate.
believe we can expand our
facilities as rapidly as others can
create theirs, and we are now proposing to increase 1929 production
from 150 to over 250 per month, or
practically 12 theatre installations
per working day.

We

We

have

'

n n "^

r

"I

'

f J» Vit

Film Center Buildini
^^th Street

NINTH AVENUE

•

^^th Street

•

'T^His unique structure, dedicated
to the needs of the Film Industry,

is

now open and ready for
you to see
space and to examine

inspection, enabling

the actual

the

extraordinary innovations
incorporated into the construction to meet the special requirements of Film

in mind the
theatre.
b'or
such our Company has available music and sound amplifying equipnieiits
which will satisfactorily fill i)reseni
needs, and w-liieh later on may be
:i<lapated to pictures synchronized

Exchanges.

delinitely

problem of the

snial'l

with sound.
When small theatre
(jwners want to investigate this i)rol)
lem, we are ready to discuss it with
them.
Our Company's relations with the
motion picture industry are import
ant because its leaders have adoi)ted
our systems of sound pictures. For
us this is not only an opportunity,
but an obligation to render a large
service; and I want the industry to
know that wc shall make every en-

dence of the success of the Western
Electric's system'^.
We have not denied and do not deny the^e various
claims ijut we do i)oint out that mak
ing a public demonstration with a
single instrument is quite a different
matter than carrying c^n the business
of supplying and servicing the equipment necessary for the commercial
operation of talking movies in hundreds of theatres. We cannot be ex- deavor to measure
pected to make a public statement of sponsibility.

nj)

to

this

re-

ELEVATORS RUNNING
AND A REPRESENTATIVE TO

SHOW YOU AROUND

225 FIFTH

AVENUE

ASHland 4200

Agents

FILM CENTER,

INC., Builders

.

.

.

ABE N. ADELSON,

'Pres.

esigned and buHt by £he Be^
Engineering Brains in the cotontry
for both records and sound on film
F.B.O.

'

=

IP
o

Universal

Fox Films
United Artists
Warner Brothers
Productions

c7iffany

Metro -- G oldAv^3^n-'Mayer
Paramount Famous Lasky
Metropolitan Road Show Specials
^

^^Ging

joi^odacecL JyyI>Iiil Goldstone^

Date oi Pixblic Demonstrations over the entire cx>untry
will be announced shortly.
Q.

.°i

DETAILS MAILED ON REQUEST
I600 Broadw^^,^^^^^^^^;^,^ NfewYork City

—

».

Exhibitors

Paramount

Roxy Ushers To Hoof
The Light Fantastic

Starts

Own Radio Nov 11
—

Paramount

Pictures-1-os

Angeles Evening Express Station
will make its formal debut to tluradio listening public.
This was disclosed today by B. P
Schulberg, general manager of Wesi
Coast production for the film organi-

,thc

KNX.
Extensive plans are

being

made;

for an inaugural program unique in
the history of radio broadcasting
when this station begins operations

on an exclusive wave channel

witl.

5000 watts power for the first time
from his headquarters at the Para
mount Studio in Hollywood.

Accoustics Remedied
Before Installation

When

the

Columbia
was

Theatre.

Ohio,

I'ortsmouth,

THE STANLEY FABIAN CONTINUE TO
ADVERTISE {Newark star eagle)
-

=-

New

A change in reorganization has
been announced by the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company whereby theater switchboards
and panelboards are being consolidated into one section.
The sales, engineering, and manufacturing headquarters of the new
Panelboard and Theater Switchboard
division will be in Brooklyn, New
York.
Mr. R. F. Frenger, former
Automatic Switching Section head,
has been named as sales head of the
new

Of Course

Officials of the Canadian International Eilms state that their first picture, "Carry
Sergeant," will be pre-

On

sented at a gala showing on November 10, and that the picture will be offered to the public on November 12.
Concensus of opinion seems to be
that it is not fhe Great Canadian j)icturc that was expected, nevertheless, it
is said to have a sufficient amount of
enterainmcnt quality to put it o\cr, according to the U. S. Dcpt. of Commerce.

RAYART-PEARSON
IN FILM HOOK-UP
(Continued from page

division.

Texas Going "Sunday"
DALLAS.— The Dallas Film Board

Upon, Pearson being already interested

in

a

Gearman

process,
which will i>robably receive first consideration.
iieforc leaving

disc

Daily

representative

stated:

"I

Kf)inK over to America on an attempt
real reciprocity.
In July, on the
invitatifm of liritish Screen Productions, David Mountain negotiated a
contract for joint i)roduction and

We

came

with us.
to terms, but the con-

tract has t(.> be' ratified.
Every signatuj-c has been appended to the

To

contract, except mine.
ratification

New
As
and

is

my

give this

reason for going to

York."
part of the terms agreed

upon

to be ratified, the pictures willl

be financed equally,

England and part
producers and stars
in

changed.

Incorporations

produced
America and

part
in

will

be

inter-

TRAFFIC"
WOODY & ABLER, Inc.

Supreme Film Exch.
1922

S.

Vemont

723 Seventh Avenue

St.

New

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Att.

Oren

F.

Phone Bryant 0207

Woody

"FORBIDDEN GRASS"
Oscar Price To Trade
Unusual Film

York City

Big Circuits Bool

Show

Meehan

Sportreej

With the football season jui
Oscar A. Price, who returned from
Tuesday, October 16th, swinging into action, exhibitors as
l)rought with him the print of an un- booking in all of the Columbial
usual new picture called "Forbidden "Great Moments of Football" seriel
Grass," produced by Evelyn Nichols, The Schine Circuit has booked til
Hollywood

The Southwestern Theatres,

Inc.,

N. Y. C, have been organized
with a $100,000 capital, in Delaware
to conduct a theatre business.
The Sui)erior b'ihn Products of
N. \. also a Delaware Corporation
will have a capital stock of 200,000
shares of common.
Reformation
l"'ilms
has
been
formed in New York with a $20,000
of

capital.

to

engage

the business of
geants, with a $10,000 capital.
in

pa-

to act for
will

prior to incorporation.
engage in the construction
and operation of motion picture the-

sister of the justly celebrated
"Abie's Irish Rose" fame.

atres.

Goodman Chosen

a

Charity Leader

of

Fladcr, general manager of
Lhiiver.sal
Chain Theatrical
Enterprises, Inc., aimounces a new Universal
house will be opened in Phoe'iLx,
.\.

The theatre
will

of

December

will seat

16.S0

15th,

one-reelers for \\
houses; tq

New York

Amusement

Co.
for
its
eleW
houses, and they will al
be shown at the Oriental Theat«
one of the most important first run

Omaha

in

Detroit.

"Great
a

series

Moments
of

four

of Football" i-.i
one-reel footbal
'

thrillers

produced by Chick Meehan

famous

N.

Y. U. football coach
are being released it
October and two will be offered ii,

i

No\'ember.

j

reels

.

Educational Releases

1928.

people and

Orpheum. It is one
Rickards and Nace houses,

be called the
ihe

four

of

Northwest,
Minneapolis,
for
il
seventeen theatres; the Hostettlfl

Two

New "U" House
Fred

series

thirty-two

feature of the film.

Arizona, about

for

Anne

Written around the law i)asse(l in a
western state a few years ago to stamp
out' all wild horses because the grass
on hich they lived was needed for the
sheep and cattle, "Forbidden Grass"
ill ai)peal to all animal lovers.
The action of the story shows vividly how
the wild horses were run don by automobile and driven from the plains, actual scenes of this cruel practice being

it,

am They

at

'listril)Uti'^)n

Dorothy C. Clc\elan(I, who has been
sojourning on the West Coast for sijmc
years, is now connected with Oscar
Price and the General Pictures Corporation, handling all publicity acLcrtising and i)ress books.

The Imperial Chain Theatres of
Pennsylvania have designated the
England, Pearson, Secretary of the State of New York

an interview with the I'xhibitors

in

SLAVE

of

The Gotham Bristol Phone Service
Opera Corporation has been formed

1)

WHITE

BOX OFFICE
GROSS IN THE
HISTORY OF
THE THEATRE

Cleveland With Price

Sergeant"
For Release Nov. 12

"FIGHTING THE

MONDAY

Trade has listed one hundred
towns which now show motion pictures on Sunday. They range all the
way from villages to the big cities
coustical materials to overcome the and the demand for Sunday shows is
reverberrations of sound and to so strong,- that the practice is besoften the echoes. Johns Manville coming general throughout the State.
accoustical
materials
were used.
Vitaphone was installed.

On

It's

THE BIGGEST

vvired for the talkies

"Carry

I

Dept. in Brooklyn

recently

during renovations planned and supervised by theatre architect Victor A. Rigauniont
of New York City, this Shine Enterprise house was accorded the distinction of being the first renovated
auditorium to be treated with ac-

•'

Westinghouse Puts

Evening Ex
pres and Xavlor Rogers, manager
of

SMASHING BUSINESS

cnivrtainment.

Los Angeles

zation,

1928

24,

AFTER SAT. SUN. And MONDAY'S

The uniformed staff of the Roxy
Theatre will hold their second annual l)all at the Plaza on October
29th.
The orchestra from "Good
News" has been engaged to provide
the music for the occasion, and Russell Markert has begun to train the
ushers for a precision dance to be
presented by them as a feature of

Paramount will go on tlie air on
Armistice Day.
At that lime Hollywood's new
broadcasting
plant,
>ui)cr-powcr

KXX

DAILY REVIEW, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

which organization is atTdiatcd with the
Maurice Cioodman has been selected
l'ni\ersal Chain.
to lead the Theatrical and Motion Pictures division of the Business Men's
Council of the Federation for the SupDunas With U. A.
port of Jewish Philanthroj)ic Societie>
of New York City which on Sundav,
I'hil Dunas has been appointed by Al
October 21st, will launch its 192X cam- Lichtman of llniled
Artists as district
paign for $5,300,(XX) to meet the i)U(lg- sales mana:irr of
District No. 2, which
ctary requirements of its ninetv-onc embraces
Atlanta, Charlotte and Washmstitutions.
The tjuota for this'divi- ington. His headquarters are in Washsion has been set at $150,000.
mglon, D. C.

Educational

is offering for release
a line-up of eight short
subjects as well as a like number oi
Kinograms news reel releases for eX'
hibitors seeking a balanced program!
for their fall show. There will be
four two-reel pictures, three of whicli
are comedies; two one-reel fun films,
and two one-reel novelty pictures on

in

November

l-.ducational's

One

November program.

of the outstanding pictures

ofi

the group will be the second subject]
in the "Russ Farrell, Aviator" series,!

which has been
man."

titled

'

'

j,

"The Sky vvay-i
'
;
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Exhibitors

May

Varners and Richard

OPINIONS
By W.

Dempsey In

Star

24, 1928

R.

WILKERSON

^^Kingside**
COMEDIES

ht Promoter Plans to Enter Films in

WE DO

THINGS

NOT BELIEVE

Way

Big

(Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Everything points to a deal, soon
be set, that will have Warners,

Rickard and Jack Dempsey to-

c

making a talking picture of
Hy Daab play "Ringside."
'ex Rickard, owns the picture and
her

play through
financing a great portion of the
They say Tex
ge production.
considerably disappointed that
5
asco beat him to Dempsey for the
ge, for this well known boxing
moter felt certain, at the time he
igated himself for a good chunck
:ing rights

this

to

promotion cost, that Dempsey
and would be procured for the
But Belasco had Jack and his
Hstelle Taylor tied for his
"The Big Fight."

:he
lid
y.
e,

w

)enipsey has

Fight" and

the cast of

left

"The Volga Boatman."
Boy! page DcMille and Vidor.

—

sees

And Tex

is

end of

the

not interested

He wants to do
the small fry.
things.
He has been in remote
ch with pictures for a long time
hardly any doubt, if this
1 there is
iposed production of "Ringside"
iny way successful, Tex will bow
of Madison Square Garden and
cing, grab the first train for Hollyod and there, insert some of his
rvelous showmanship in the pro:tion of pictures.
;

Actors in Talkie
stage players are
make their picture debut in the
X all-talkie, "The Ghost Talks,"
Eaton, Helen
ey are Charles

Arnold Lucy and ClifDempsey. They are now on
;ir way to Hollywood and will be
ected by Lou Seller.
^elvetrees,

d

After Five Years
Myers

^arniel

is

returning to the

absence of five
She will p'ay an important
irs.
rt
in the all-talkie, "The Ghost
Iks." The last time she appeared
lot

after

an

a Fo.x picture was opposite John
when Gilbert was making
ssterns and the extent of her actability was confined to riding a
Ibert,

;

rse.

new

sound

^

Allan has left the cast of
'College Coquette" to play in Pathe's
^erial,

"The F^re Detective."
-*

FMwin Carewe arrives in New
York today on the Leviathan. Tomorrow he goes to Hollywood to comfor production of
next Dolores Del
Rio picture for United Artists.
Miss Del Rio and her Mother,
Senora .'Vsunsolo, sail for America on

preparations
"Evangeline," the
plete

October

Title

of

title

Trouble

their

"The

Godless
originally been

same

trouble

Girl,"
:alled

"The Atheist."

which

with

had

Gance

Vidor and Richard

*

\*

Ernst Lubitsch has been taking
feasting and dancing scenes all day
ind most of the night on John Barrymore's latest fillum, "King of the
Mountains."

stages at

it
has been dedicated to both
dialogue and svnchronized effects in
'he "Wolf of Wall Street" and "'i one

A company
Warner Studio

of

eighty

this

*

Wallace

torial effort.

left

*

the

rector Lloyd Bacon to film exteriors for "No Defense" in the forests
of Oregon. The unit departed on a
special train which will be their
home until they return to Holly-

wood.

Monte Blue and May McAvoy

"No

are

with
Kathryn Carver and William Desmond playing the principal support-

co-starred

in

Defense,"

Mayo Assigned

Wallace Beerv and Dorothy Arzner have both re-signed on the dotted line to continue with
for a number of years.

week with Di-

\t the same time, it has also been
kniDiistrated that a comedian throw'ng pics, sitting on tacks or making
faces,

— while
— cannot

producing

still

*

Paramount

*

Wade Boteler has been given a
featured role in "Leathernecks," by
Pathe.
*

Lloyd

in
*

*

t-

Bacon

Monte Blue
Warner's.

will

picture.

PERSONALITY
lot

in

a

co-operate to produce hearty laughter, he is reduced to standing before

"No
*

*

*

Arthur Lake's

H^

the contiimity.

mugging.

has already been graduated to the stage where characteriztion is the chief ingredient for making a good story and it is time for
the producers to realize that comedy
and comedians are now ripe for the
is a wealth of
;ood material for this on the American scene and while clowning has its

same treatment. There

place in a picture for laugh-effects,
it is only good for a few feet and not

M.

"*

just plain

Drama

for an entire

P.

comedy

length.

Club Open House

.

^

film of note for
Universal will be "The Girl Dodger,"
by J. G. Hawks, who is also writing
first

camera and

next direct
Defense," for

adapting
is
Schayer
Richard
'Trader Horn" for Metro-GoldwynMayer.

recently

faint

carry a picture
thru to success with these outworn
rib-ticklers as the main comics of the
'aughter,

i

*

in a

Warner Troupe Leaves

has become evident that hard
is not the formula for laughs.
In comedies, as in dramas, it is the
story that must count and it is into
this same story that the gags must
be smoothly worked so that there
\ill
be a consecutive, funny story
It

work

work on sound comedian but unless he is given a
Paramount is nearly com- role with which this personality can

Reid has added
Baxter, and Noah Beery to
the cast of "Linda," her first direc-

will direct.

the warning and neglected, in
most cases, to keep up with the. band.
They have been content to use the
>ame formula that has been in use
for the past fifteen years. Progress
has not been maintained.

the

that

plete,

Mrs.

Werner

placed

be

right at the feet of the producer, for

Personality counts for a

Now

Warner

sequel to "Napoleon," to
be called "St. Helena." Lupu Pick

story alto-

running on the screen.

Damita, continental favorite
ind Leo Maloney, Western hero, are
he stars of "Forbidden Love" and
'Yellow Contraband." respectively
.vhich are the Pathe feature releases
for October 28th.
Lili

*

star

will

^-

War."

"Napoleon" Sequel
Abel
Kraus

^

a dizerent

STORY COUNTS

will star.

*

picture, "The
'Ktheist," because they fear to offend
the censors.
Mr. DeMille had the

the

vhich- Florence

Dix

24.

Universal has been holding secret
conferences again, and it is thought
hat they will result in the changing
>i

*

National nas assigned Dorothy Mackaill to the cast of "Two
Weeks Off," another story by Kenvon Nicholson.
First

John Farrow will write the screen
story for "The Wheel of Life," in

Carewe Returns

.he Paris,

*

is

The blame can

gether.

made heed

to be

Metropolitan
*

year there

the reason that they have failed to

*-

"The Carnation Kid."

^

Archie
only

the

t.

sound picture

;{;

Carl Laemmie, Jr., plans to film a
sequel to "The Phantom of the Opera"
to be called "The Return of the Phantom." Mr. Laemmie plans to feature
Conrad Veidt in this new version of
Mary
ihat very popular photoplay.
Philliin mav he the feminine lead.

for Talkie

Linow, who

!van

first

To "Phantom"

ing roles.

Linow

*

'-,

The

Hugh

New York

"our

new

directing the

is

movie, "The Ghost
Talks," and
Charles
Eaton and
Helen Twelvetrees, of the Broadway
stage, head the cast.

stages, will be

is

variety,

)00,000
gates.

Lewis Seiler
Fo.x all-talking

jn

make preparations

ad to

X

'

"The

returning to Hollyfor the
:ure "Ringside."
^hose close to Tex Rickard say
t he has a very keen desire to
In the
in the picture business.
sing of the great Dempsey, this
imotor of boxing carnivals of the
:

Studio Gossip

,

Publicity)
("The
"The
Picture,"
Red
Mark") is said to be a fitting sequel to other Cruze masterpieces,
and
such as "The Big i'arade

Sequel

Producers and distributors cif one
two reel comedies are finding the
markit pretty tough for this type
material. In years past it has always
been a cinch to sell this type picture,
good, bad or indifferent. Rut this

:ind

The Motion
will

X'i-ht,

Picture Club of N. Y.
house on Election

open

hoUl

November

6th, a direct

wire

announcements
A program of dances
of returns.
and Broadway entertainment will be
run continrously from nine o'clock
being

installed

for

Eddie Burns, just back from mak- 'lo closing.
Archie Mayo has been assigned
act, and was
"The Red Dancer," by J. L. Warner to make Leon Zu- ing Australian films has been added
now found out that he has a rado's story, "She Knew Men." Gra- to the cast of Henry King's "She
Incorporation
ce too. Consequently, he will ap- ham Baker has just finished the Goes to War."
*
*
*
production
will
be
the
script and
ir in "Tn Old Arizona," which, inThe Rowland Rt)iiers Picture SerTheodore Roberts has been enEdward
entally, Irving Cummings is still under way in a few days.
in vice, Inc., of Wilmington has been
Carruthers
Colonel
to
plav
Bronson
I'aged
and
Betty
Horton
Everett
having
Walsh
not
ectmg, Raoul
to operate motion pictures
pped back into the picture as pre- have been chosen for the leads as "Noisy Neighbors" which Pathe is formed
covered

•en

he

cou'd

a part in

5

usly

reported.

has John T. Murray.

making.

and deal

in

motion picture cameras.
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CONGRATULATIONS
Mr.

On

ARTHUR DESORMEAUX

ordering Bristolphone equipments for your entire
through the Gotham Bristolphone

circuit of theatres

Service Corp.

We

your enterprise and showmanship in
means of making each of your theatres an
standing institution in its community.
salute

ing this

talc

out'

We

compliment your immediate recognition of the
superb qualities of Bristolphone as evidenced in your
taking back with you a complete installation of equipment for your Strand Theatre at Madison, Wis.

Mr. Desormeaux, again we congratulate you in tak'
where others are sure to follow; in capitali-

ing the lead
2,ing this

great advent of sound via the simple, box-office

routes of Bristolphone.

We
Lhe

you our constant support and service in
maintenance of your newly acquired equipments.
assure

Gotham Bristolphone Service Corp.
1650 Broadway,

New

York City
7fr\

With The Movies^

In This Issue James R. Qrainger Tells ^^What^s Right

Reg. U.

I

Devoted

Pat. Off.

to the fostering

New

VOL. 24 No. 96

—Continuing

and developing

Well, here's how it stands with
O. and K. A. O. under the new

FIVE CENTS

York, Thursday, October 25, 1928

Joseph P. Kennedy and
are out of the picture
E. A. Albee's contract

completely.

which has more than a year to run
be carried out and nobody's going to use any baseball bats on his
revered and respected head.
will

*

^:

Film Distribution In England
At Standstill Thru Quota Act

of both subsidiaries
corporation have
holding
of the
that everyadvised
officially
been
doing his
and
is
on
job
who
the
body
work satisfactorily has nothing to

Nobody who knows

worry about.

—

LESSER IN— RADIO

>;:

OUT OF NEW

The personnel

CO.

Tlic entry of Sol Lesser into the Inurnational Bristolphone Company and
the Belltone Company, may mark the
jxit of Matty Radin, former vice preslent and general manager of these
i

business in F. B. O. or KeithAlbee-Orpheum is to be fired to
make lOom for somebody from the
his

outside.
S:

utilized

There

is

upbuilding

a

possible.

is

atmosphere

definite

rather

present will

as

far

as

It's

*

than

cuts

*

constructive policy and David

report, is personally at the

his

policies

out will be by

The

helm

o;

policies wil

and their carrying

men

of experience in

motion picture business.
*

*

--i--

Warner Brothers' new

Home Towners"

talkie

"The

electrified the audi-

ences at its premiere at the Warner
Theatre because of the perfection
which the dialogue reproduction has
reached.
This is without question
the finest talking picture that has yet

come

to public attention

fact so

smooth and

known

and

clear as to

American Picturetonc
with Lesser and Franklyn

as the

Compan}-,

at the head.

CENSOR MENACE

is

make

the future.

Warner

Brothers are receiving
further congratulations for this new
and splendid achievement.

ARTHUR JAMES.

—

Miiuieapolis.
The City Council ami
.Mayor have clashed over an attcni])!
<)
enforce a Censor ordinance. The
ovv started over an attempt to revoke
the license of a burlesque house for alegcd objectional performances.
Following the action started by the
Women's Cooperative Alliance, under
the guise of protection of the morals
jf the youth of the city, censorship for
all theatres was ordered by the City
C'ouncil last week.
George E. Leach, Mayor of Minneapolis, refused to lake a hand in the
censorship row in the City Council and
stated he was opposed to censorship,
as he believed it un-American and

menced on October
ulates

that

TIFFANY-STAHL TO

BOOK

K-A-O HOUSES

Ofticials of the Tiffany-Stahl organization, altliough already well set
financially, feel that the purchase of
the Keith-Albee-Orpheuni Circuit by
RCA, now materially strengthens
the T-S position among independent

companies.
This comes about the

RCA

and which

1st',

because

amount of the

of

the

stip-

large

already booked
there shall be an interval of nine
months between the trade-showing of a
films

and

its actual exhibition, the endistributing industry and many
film producers are voluntarily closing down until the begimiing of next
year.

film
tire

arrangements
will
Film-releasing
continue as usual, and there will be a
certain amount of new film production, but to avoid sinking additional
(Continued to page 2)

BANK FOR EXHIBITORS
—

lierlin.
A bank has just been established in Berlin, with the special
object of financing the exhibiting
end of the motion picture business.

The new organization

is to be backed
by unlimited financial resources of
the Michael Concern, one of the
strongest financial groups in Germany
Production financing may
.

occur later on.

Pathe News, founder of the institution of newsreels and news-on-thescreen, inaugurates its sound edition
on its eighteenth anniversary, the week
of November 11.
The release of the first issue, to be
followed by releases each fortnight,
has been

Brown,
Pathe,

officially

executive
for

the

announced by
vice

News'

Colviii

president

of

Anniversary

week.

Pathe Sound News, beginning with

which TifTany-Stahl
holds and which system is now being
used to synchronize the company's

the first issue, will be a full and complete reel, containing as wide a diver-

license

sity of subject matter in news and
expected that since news features as the standard silent
K-A-O houses will have reels of the day.
Photophone apparatus, the T-S
One innovation is a form of screen
product will be exactly suited for the interview which tends to combine the
big circuit.
salient elements of newspaper rcpor-

product.
the
all

It

is

Sound Equipment
The Western Electric Company's
Electrical Research statement on interchangeability seems to thicken the fog
in the sound field rather than to clear
it
at least that was the opinion of the
trade yesterday. The direct question

—

of

interchangeability

is

still

hedged

about by ifs, ands and buts, with an
apparent tendency toward a refusal tc
permit the use of Western Electric
devices lor any except Western Electric

Company

licensees.

R.C.A.'s position as to interchangeability was made evident by the fact
that the

Keith-Albee-Orpheam houses

now

controlled by R.C.A. through the
newly formed holding con.pany, are
given the right to contract Tor and
utilize any sound device in the market,
at present or in the future.
Men of \ision in the sound situation
all recognize that the present sound devices arc at present temjxjrary.
New
inventions will within a year or two
undoubtedly revolutionize the sound
recording and reproduction systems.
All the companies engaged in sound
activities will be adjusting themselves
to new conditions and will be meeting
the new demands.
No matter what the present situation
may be in the way of any restraint
on interchangeability, it is certain that
(Continued on page 4)

News

Photo-

phone

R. C. A. Gives Own Theatres
Right To Rival

In Sound
Available Armistice

Pathe

(Continued on page 3)

in

an audience forget that it is looking
at a picture but feeling rather that
it is observing and enjoying a play.
This picture demonstrates beyond
question that the talkie is now a fact
of the present and not a figment of

London. A report published in the
Daily Express points out that on accmiiU of the "Quota Act," which com-

MINNEAPOLIS

IN

anc!

Sarnoff, according to well informed
the entire activity.

lie

of

slashes for on-paper economies.
*

ompanies. It is said Radin is suing.
The combined companies are now to

Warner

J(C

>:=

The man power now

the

Motion Picture Industry.

Murdock

J. J.

be

of the

HOUSES NOW FREE TO
USE ANY OR ALL DEVICES

F. B.

be

Exhibitors Trade Review

K. A. 0.

The Low Down

ownership.

S.

and

Day

screen

reporting.
the possibility of a better utilization of the box
office \alues of important public personalities in relation to the activities
and responsibilities which put them in
the public eye and car.
torial

practice

The new method promises

—

Pathe Sound News is recorded by
the Radio Corporation of America.
Photophone system, evolved by the
General Electric Company and Westinghouse. This system claims special
merits in the use of a sound recorder
separate from the camera, rendering
the camera more mobile than in combined units.

\arious laboratory- advantages are
claimed for R.C.A. capacity methods
which permits the film printer to time
(Continued on page 3)
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D4ltVMVIEW " What's Right With The Movies
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Exctpt
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Fourth of a Series by Industry's Leaders

ARTIllK JAMES,
W. R. WII.KERSON,
Atiraliam

man

BY JAMES

Managing Editor; lUr
Husincss Manager.
Editorial Offices, 25 West

Ittriistciii,

Sclilcier,

J.

Editor
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General Sales Manager Fox Film Corporation
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matter January 4, 1926, at the post office of
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I

One

of the things right with the

movies is the advantage conferred
on this industry by talking picture.in the creation
the attracting to
usually do not
The results are

Inc.

ers.

R.

of new business by
theatres people who
go to the movies

already striking.

Most of our New York City subscribers

of Spain, (yes, ours too, but its fair lias already been demonstrated froir.
to talk about what you know about) the Atlantic to the Pacific.
It is a>
the first reigning monarch ever to feature attraction wherever shown.L
speak from the screen will prove it- There is no possibility of the noveltyl
self.
People of America will soon wearing ofif, because the new subjects?
be familiar with many world celebri- are endless.
As for ourselves, the]
ties who cannot come to the United Fox organization is rapidly passingS
States and that's right progress foi out of the pioneering stage in thisf
I

This is due in many instances to
are furnished their papers by carriers, in
the
novel of entertainment now the movies.
field and is covering the principalli
order that they will get a more prompt serpossible and to the interesting perSubscriber.*
vice than that given by mail.
The best entertainers of the stage centers in this country and Europe.],'
wil loblige by notifying us about any lapse in
sonalities which can be attracted to —vaudeville players, famous
The release of the acceptance]
actors,
service.
the screen. A number of recent talk
singers specialists of every kind, are speeches of Herbert Hoover and!
Joe Blair, West Coast Representative, 1255
Taramind Avenue, Los Angeles (Phone ing shorts have overshadowed fea- already available and are demonstrat- Governor Smith, the latter simulta-f
Hempstead 1514).
tures.
ing their popularity. More are com- neously with its delivery, was thef
London Office and Correspondent: Samuel
George Bernard Shaw'ss appear- ing from the best sources. Produc- biggest advance in the field of
Harris, "The Cinema," 80-82 Wardour St.,
news
ance (yes, its our picture but 1 tion of these numbers is being car- reporting in fifty years. The
London, W. 1.
public
Canadian Office: Canadian Moving Picture leave it to you) in a Movietone film
ried on both coasts by the big com- appreciated it as much.
Some of
Digents, 259 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada.
was a sensation after two decades panies. Hollywood's roster of
new the football pictures have brought
of ])eersistent refusal to premit the nanies is startling.
Out of this people to their feet cheering.
filming of his plays.
Critics and activity will come new ideas,
Sound pictures of every kind are
new
public alike greeted it enthusiastical- methods, new
magnets for new pat- only on the threshold of their dely.
It drew more space in news- rons and
that's a right thing with velopment.
A new element of inpapers and magazines than any film the movies.
calculable value has come into the
in years
and it drew patrons, too.
What sound reproduction
picture business and the movies are
The short talk by King Alfonso XIII reels will do as a box-office for news getting Tighter every
day.
attraction

—

Distribution In England

At

—

New York: Bill Goldman, of Indianapolis, clialleiigxd Phil Reisman
to a bicycle race yesterday at the
Motion Picture Club, and after a
spirited contest the race was called
lie
.»
Harvey Day leaves today
all
dolled up in war paint for
Pittsburgh where he goes to battle witii the Greeks, and place your
bets wiiere you want to
Charles
Cassanave, Chicago theater owner,
arrived in New York yesterday for a
stay of a couple of weeks during which
he will spend a lot of time getting the
low down on sound pictures and all
the trininiings.
Adolphe Osso
and Henri Klarsfeld, Paramouni
representatives in Paris, arrived in
New York yesterday for conferences
with E. E. Shauer and to look into
the company's production.
Herbert Ebenstein appeared at the Mo.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tion Picture Club yesterday with a
iiandsome black derby and nothing
untoward happened.
Phil Goldstone i-; directing Tonefilni picturt>
over at the old Peerless studio in
Fort Lee, which has recently been
bought by Alfred Weiss for making
sound pictures.
Ray Hall is celebrating the eighteenth birthday of
Patlic on Armistice Day l)y geilitiK
out his ncwsrecl in sound made witli
the R.C.A. equipment.
Mike Rosenberg joined Sol Lesser in New
Vork yesterday and both trekked
immediately to Waterbury to look
over what tiiey have out tlicre for
making sound pictures with tlu
.

.

.

.

.

.

I'.ristolphone system.

.

.

.

Morton Van

.

Praag, sale.s manager of Universal,
returned yesterday from Chicaj^cj,
having made a rush trip to ))reside
over a sales meeting.
Abe Waxman has tied up with the Columbia
broadcasting chain for the loiigot
stretch ever used by one company,
Warner Brothers being on the air on
election night from 8 p.m. until 2
.

am.

.

,

.

W.

Thru Quota

(Continued from page

1)

capital

into production which will he
held up for practically a year, activities
are ceasing and staffs are being retliiced with a promise of re-engagcinent later on.
The loss of business involved in ihi-arbitrary operation of the Quota is
estimated to be enormous. The ostensible object of the regulation is the
eventual abolition of block and forward hooking, hut a view strongly
held among distributors is that the
Quota Act has made an entire industry
dishonest.

.

.

.

Standstill

.

.

S. Butterfield,

Michigan

theater chain owner, and his general
inanager Kd. Beatty arrived in New

Vork yesterday and will spend
week looking into this and that.

a

Quota Details
The quota proportion for the lirst
year is 57r. The quota of British i)ictures can be shown at any time during

Cline

With Universal

Eddie Cline, maker of

fine

Denis King Signed

come-

dies, has transferred his
to the Universal lot.

megaphone
He will make

"Lucky

in Love," Reginald Denny's
next picture.

We

wish

Denis King, stage star of "The
Three Musketeers," has been signed
by Universal to make a sound picture.
He will not start, however,
until "The Three Musketeers" closes

—whenever that may

be.

to

Announce the
Appointment of

year

the

that exhibitors desire.
they wish, show 100%
loreign films for the first 9 or 10
months and then crowd all their British quota into the last 2 or 3 months.
I'hey must complete their quota for
the first year before the end of Sep-

They can

if

tember 29th.

5%

While
must be

Mr.

HERMAN

F.

JANS

as
of

all

pictures

shown

British, that 5% may be run
as consecutive bookings of one single
picture, or may actually be composed
oi diflerent features, uii to

the

in

S'/'-

Exhibitors may book as few or as
as they like, provided the total

many

number is 5%. The actual proportion
ol Quota film is reckoned in
feet. For
•xample,
leet Jong,

lor

each

5%
ol

one

British film of 10,000
ten times would serve

shown

quota against 76 foreign fili-is
.^,000
feet,
and shown five

limes.
British short product will .lot !)c allowed 10 rank as quota against foreign features as the Act requires that
leatuic foreign films must be ofi'sel

with feature length Briti.sh i)iclures.
F.xhibiiors must keep a record book
showing which films they have shown,
which will be inspected from time to
lime. Newsreels, .scenics, industrial
or
educational films, etc., are not suiiject
to

State Rights Sales

Manager

amount.

the Quota.

AFFILIATED
European Producers
INC.

729 Seventh Avenue

New York

City

Exhibitors

M'

PROJECTOR

IINT'L

Projector's New
India Distributors

Int'I

The International Projector Corporation announces that G. F. Madan
Company, Managing Agents,
Madan Theatres, Ltd., 5 Dhurumfela

'&

Calucutta, India, have been
appointed exchisive distributors for
Power's and Simplex Projectors
ithroughout the territory of India,
[Burma and Ceylon. Mr. 13. J. Madan,
'Street,

irepresenting G.

F.

Madan & Com-

who

has been in this country
;for some time making arrangements
with many of the largest firms in

pany,

the
for

motion picture industry,

home

sailed

yesterday.

CENSOR MENANCE
IN MINNEAPOLIS

News

In Sound
Available Armistice

Pathe

NEW DISTRIBUTOR

I

DAILY REVIEW, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

25,

NATHANSON BOOKS
'WHITE SHADOWS"
"LILAC
TIME"
RUN
Day
HEADS RELEASES

(Continued from page 1)

N. L. Nathanson

was

in

New York

for the pictorial image. In addition to
the Photophonc equipment, which is
standard for Pathe Sound
News,
Pathe has available and in service for
supplementary use some specially constructed recording units using the variable densities method making a product identical in physical character

yesterday arranging with A. W.
Smith, Jr., for an extended run of
Colleen
Moore's
special
"Lilac
Time," with sound at his Palace
Theatre in Montreal, starting Thaksgiving week.
Contracts have also been closed
for an extended run of "Lilac Time"
with movietone.
with Sound at the Tivoli Theatre in
Among the cameramen thus far de- Toronto, and for "The Whip" with
tailed to sound by Pathe are Harry sound
at
the
Capitol
Theatre,
Smith, Tommy Hogan, Robert Dona- Montreal.
hue and Alfred Gandolfi.
Marvin H. Mclntyre, editorial representative at Washington in contact with
Henley In
the White House, the Army and the
Navy, has been given responsibilities to
Hobart Henley, M.G.M. director
the sound news.
is
in New York looking over the
All Pathe Sound News prints are
current stage plays.

Town

being

made

in Pathe's

own

"White Shadows
the

story of

now

in

tropical

the South Seas,"

adventure

in its

Modem

Advertising

Al Selig, in charge of publicity and
advertising at Tiffany-Stahl, pulled a
"nifty" on his double page spread in
this publication the other day. It has
all the town talking.
Al beat the field
to the modernistic advertising layout
and

lettering.

Hackett For Dugan
Raymond Hackett, who has been
playing the part of Jimmie Dugan in
that long-run stage hit, "The Trial
of Mary Dugan" left last week for
the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio,
where he will have the same role in
the forthcoming all-talking production of Bayard Veiller's melodramatic success.

C

Tuesday, January 1, 1929 is the date for the Annual Number of
Exhibitors Daily Review. It will without question be the finest number ever presented to the trade by this publication.

C

motion
picture industry and everybody of importance in the business will be
represented.
It will mark the midwinter sales acceleration and will
include expressions on the new conditions by the important leadership
It

will contain data of essential value to everybody in the

of the trade.

C

Pictorially

it

will be pleasant

and in some respects

festive.

In addi-

and the expressions of friendship, there will be
an industry interchange that will make it a Good Will number of value
to all concerned with motion pictures.
tion to holiday greetings

C

Put

down

the date.

It's

that

fourth capacity month at
the Astor Theatre, New York, will be
released in November to exhibitors
simultaneously with its featured presentation on Broadway and in other
first-run houses.
Also for release from this company
during the coming month are John
Gilbert's new starring vehicle, "The
Masks of the Devil," Lon Chaney's
new film, "West of Zanzibar," Tim
AlcCoy's "The Bushranger," and "The
Baby Cyclone," with Lew Cody and
Aileeii Pringle.
is

laboratories

New

York, Jersey City, and Bound
Brook, all of which have been specially found to be an all important factor
.
equipi)ed for this work. Pathe's sound in sound recording since the structure
printing machines are the special de- of the gelatine and silver molecules is
(Continued from page 1)
I
sign of Louis Gaston Chanier, general itself productive of what the technithat the law could take care of offensuperintendent of Pathe laboratories. cians call "ground noise" as the film
ders.
Pathe's high speed developing ma- glides past the photo-electric cell of the
contact
man
for
Theodore Hays,
Finkelstein & Ruben, interceded for chines were found readily convertible reproducing unit in the theatre proto the production of sound film with jector.
the theatre interest's and succeeded in
slight
mechanical additions which in
Pathe Sound News prints will be
Action comes up
securing a delay.
again today, when it is proposed to ap- nowise have affected their primary effi- routed from the Jersey City plant under the charge of Robert Richards, supoint a censor and revoke the licenses ciency.
No changes in the chemical baths perintendent of the general news labof the theatre which gave offense.
and processes, which give Pathe prints oratory. The development of sound
their distinctive quality,
have been negatives and the making of first
Olive Borden East
found necessary. All Pathe sound rec- prints will be done along with Pathe
ords are made on Dupont positive silent news pictures in the high-speed
Olive Borden has left Hollywood for stock, which is being widely adopted news laboratory under James Pozzi in
New York. The trip will lie business subsequent to Pathe's tests for grain the home office building at 35 West
texture. The grain quality of film is 45th Street.
and pleasure.
in

1928

TUESDAY, JANUARY

1,

1929.

'
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M-G-M CALLS OFF

ROACH SIGNS HARRY LANGDON
To Make

OPINIONS
WILKERSON
By W.

Fuil-Length

M-G-M
YEAR CONTRACT
For Roach

R.

2

Harry Langdon has signed a contract to make full-length talking pic-

Karly in our career as publislier ( ?)
of The Daily Review we tried to kid
Hal Roach, who has
tures
for
this talking craze.
Wc joshed it a hitherto been identified only with
bit for the reason that other than
the production of one and two reel
Under the terms of this
short reel subjects, news weeklies comedies.
affiliation, which runs for three
new
synchronized
with
and features
years, the coast producer and cinema
sound and music, we could find no comedian will become pioneers in
good reason for all the wild enthus- the field of the feature-length talkiasm on the part of our better pro- ing comedy.
ducers. But after seeing the Jolson
No announcement' has been made
"Singing Fool" and being moved, as yet by the producer, or by Metrowe had never been moved before on Goldwyn-Mayer, through whom his
viewing a picture, we began to comedies are released, as to the num-

Added

waiver.

to this, the enthusi-

asm

of producers generally, heightened with the dawn of every day.
The stand made by us began to
weaken.
But after seeing "The

Home Towners"

last

night at

Warner Theatre, we have
more courage this morning.

a

the
little

EXCELLENT TALKIE
This
talkie in
flaws in

production is an excellent
every direction save a few

photography and a rather

We

\veak and confused ending.
don't
think Warner Brothers or anyone
else would ever be able to assemble
a better cast of players nor could
any other cast do any better with
their parts than was the case with
Richard Bennett, Robert McWadc,

Gladys Brockwell, Robert Edeson,
Uoris Kenyon, Stanlej' Taylor and
John Miljain. The story taken from
the George Cohan play, seemed perfectly adapted for talkies.
The recording via Vitaphone was the best
we have ever heard, the synchronization perfect. But
with it all, we

—

could not help thinking how much
better a silent version of this story
would have been. This, considering
the treatment it would have received
by a silent script writer and the
ground that would have been covered as a result of this adaptation.

SEEMED LONG
We are now convinced

an entirely new art, different in every respect to our old fashioned movie.--,
will have to be created, if the feature
length talking picture is to ever succeed.
Of course we mean the "alltalkie." This latest Warner production seemed to have everything thai
a successful talking picture should
have, but it seemed terribly lon^,
i)Ut analyzed as a motion picture, it
was short. In otiier words the continual talk of the players, with no let

up

at

too

much footage

Had

liial

any time, seemed

to

require

for so little story.

been made as a silent picture, it would have been ini
possible to release it in more than
two reels for the reason that the action

this picture

would not require any greater

footage.

But

with

all

the

action

converted

into dialogue, a length
far
greater,
was required.
And
it
is
for this reason we feel, if
the feature all-talkie is to succeed
some other mode of production will
have to be resorted to. It seems impossible to apply the formula, or

anything approaching it, that has
been m use for the making of pictures of the silent variety.

Studio Gossip

Talking Comedies

HOME TOWNERS"

-THE

"NIZE BABY" PROE|
Meetro-Goldwyn-Mayer

ber of films Langdon wil make dur
ing the coming season, but it is expected that at least two will be made.
At preesnt Langdon is making a
series of personal appearances in
theatres throughout the country.
In
In about two months he will be free
to begin the first of his talking
comedies for Roach. The comedian
is an alumnus of the vaudeville and
legitimate stage, and voice tests are

Norman Trevor

recovered

has

his recent illness and will resume his screen career in Columbia's
"The College Coquette." This will
be his first appearance in many

from

months.

after a long distance telephone con-

versation between Sam.

Goldwyn

in

in

New

York.
*

*

*

Mr. Hornblow, Director Santell,
Casting Director Robert Mclntyre,
Cameraman George Barnes and Mr.
Goldwyn's entire technical stafif are

now

in

New York making

ing sequences are also to be
in

New

made

York, with Arthur Richman

writing the dialogue.
*

*

*

Nicholas Soussanin, has just been
said to have demonstrated exception- given a featured nde in "Tong War"
by Paramount. Soussanin replaces
al ability for sound film work.
William Powell who was switched to
"Four Feathers" because of the
Picks "Waterfront"
death of Arnold Kent.
*

"Waterfront,"

First

J;^

H:

National's

Charles ("Buddy") Rogers has
sound picture, co-starring Dorotlij- just signed a brand new contract
Mackaill and Jack Mulhall at the v\ith Paramount.
*
*
*
Strand Theatre this week has been
selected by James R. Quirk of PhoUniversal has bought Charles Kentoplay Magazine as one of the si.\ yon's well-known play, "The Play
best pictures of the month.
Goes On," and Edward Sloman has
been assigned to direct it.
*

"Red Mark" At Hipp
"The Red Mark," James Cruze's
directed
Pathe drama
adapted from John Russell's novel
personally
of

adventure

laid

on a penal island,

the New York Hippodrome
the week of October 28th.
Gaston
Glass, Nena Ouartaro and Gustav
Von Seyffertitz head the cast.

plays

KEITH MEMORIAL
DEDICATION MONDAY
On

next .Monday, Oct. 29, the B. b.

Kcilh Memorial Theatre in Boston will
be formally dedicated. This date will
liy a coincidence
become an epochal
ilate in the \au(le\ilk' and ])icture inilustry, coming as it docs at this lime,
when \aiide\ille becomes allied with
radio,

motion

]»ictures

in

action

and

sound, and television, in a circuit and
organization which is world-wide, the
newly created Kadio-Keith-Orpluuni
(- om])any.

"kadio-Keilh-Orpheuni,"
the
new
oi
the
ainusenunt
industry,
marks the debut of the Radio Corpor-

uiant

ation of .\meiica into the tlieatrica-l
iranch of Amusement. Through R.C.A

rholOphoiie and the National Pjioadcasting Company, two of its subsidiaries,

the

technical

and

linancial

re-

sources of R.C..'\., which is a close
ally of the General Electric Company

and the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Compan\-, are joined
with the vast resources ol the Keith
.\lbee-Orpheuin Corporation and the
b'.H.O. Productions, Inc., jirodnccrs of
deluxe photoplays and superfeatures.

*

*

Harry D'Arrast

is

,1:

fev

in the hospital at the timipL

production was started. Returnin{|?^
to the studio, executives were consid-ir"
ering the writing of a new versio?
with Woods slated to direct.
Thij

this

\

over-ruled.

is thought that this company wil
have the whole story revamped, recast
and redirected and shooting to start,
again sometime after the first of the

It

W(
jut

''"'^':br

K. A. O. Houses Free

To Use Any
(

]J

Devices

|,,-

Continued from page 1)
j

not far distant future it will be
possible to use any device to reproduce
any sound production without hind-'
ranee. It is, of course, understood that!
all of these business privileges will bepaid for and that both the manufac-'
urers oi apparatus and the manufacturers of sound pictures will be jjermit-'

isa

in the

tcd to

make

^0

n
Itt!

profits.
j

Restraint of free interchangeabilityL
is held by the forward looking group! \
to be a temporary hardship that is notlj.,
broad business operation.
f
In the words of a big executive yes-f'
terday: "There is money enough and! Hf
glory enough for everybody in this sit-, in
uation and the competition has got to;
l)c on excellence of product and entertainment \alue as far as the pictures'
are concerned and the highest possibles
type of sound reproduction as far as^
the apparatus is concerned.
IS
1

receiving congratulations on having made another good one. This time it's "Dry
Martini."
jj:

a

days ago that Sam Woods was the di
rector at the time shooting was discon
tinned.
This was not the case. Mr '^

arrange-

ments for the shooting of the picture, to begin when Miss Banky arrives in about two weeks. The talk-

del

York.

The Daily Review reported

Hollywood and Arthur Hornblow, was
supervisor, and director Alfred Santell,

New

around

Woods was

*

*

*

Vilma Banky will speak in her next
This was definitely decided
picture.

have

cided to shelve "Nize Baby," the Mill
dross story, afteer spending o\eer $50,1
0(X) on the [irodnction.
Shooting hai
already started in the M-G-M studio'
in Hollywood under the tlirection o
licjbart Henley, together with (piite
bit of atmospheric shots being mad

i

WAFILMS,

i

3j;

Inc.
it

With

the building of foreign locales for William Boyd's next starring vehicles, "The Leatherneck,"
"Forty
Acres,"
the
tremendous
space devoted to outdoor sets for

Pathe productions at Culver
resembles a veritable relief

]I

V\/alter A. Futter, Pres.

Ji

for Library Stock Scenes

h

130

last
*

46th

St.

New York

Bryant 8181

City,

map.
.\mong the "foreign" locations are
a French prison camp immediately
following the armistice, a French
cafe, the heart of Vladivostok, somewhere in China and other odd spots
in various corners of the globe where
Yankee marines have been stationed
during the

W.

'

s

9/ie£om/brtablc

.

^

Hotel; ::^^
CHICAGO:

decade.
*

*

Nils Asther will play a Japanese
prince in Garbo's next M-G-M vehicle.
Lewis Stone, who also plays
in

support of Miss Garbo

man

in

"A Wo-

of Affairs," in which she is costarred with John Gilbert, has the
other male lead in the new film.
1:

*

Glenn Tryon has

*

definitely

been

Riven the part of the boy in the Universal production of "Broadway." It
is thought that the feminine lead will
be handed over to Barbara Kent, although nothing has been decided

upon

in that direction.

*

*

!|:

Kenneth Thompson, who proved

TRAVELERS
Northern lor

tion In Chicago's "loop". They
return because the larifc comfortable
rooms, homelike environment, attentive service, excellent food and
moderate charges make tt an Ideal
hotel.
400 Newly Furnished Rooms,'
52.50 a day and up. Sample

Rooms

himself an actor with a voice in "The
Bellamy Trial," has been assigned
to an important part in ehe Metro(ioldwyn-Mayer talkie, "l'>roadwav

Melody."

select the Oreat
Its wonderful loca-

S4.00, S5.00, $6.00, S7.00

^1

f4.and $8.00.
i

Walter Craigbeael, Manager

DEARBORN STREI:T FROM JACKSON
TO oiii>f:v
,

New Caraec

Oiio-Ilulf Block

in

\

I

n This Issue Charles R. Rogers Tells ^^What^s Right l^th The Movies^^

Reg. U.

Devoted

Pat. Off.

S.

to the fostering

Well, Well!
Well, well, in spite of all that Pete
larrison printed demanding that
iJharley Williams resign as presiilent of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of Nebraska and Western
towa because he had the intelligence
is a small exhibitor to see the menice of the Brookhart Bill and openy oppose it, we say, in spite of all

*

*

*

congratulate these
:lear headed exhibitors on their relewed choice and we herewith asiure Charley Williams that he can
augh in both sleeves while Poison
heartily

Pete gnashes his incisors, canines,

Mcuspids and molars.
*

*

Exhibitor leadership like the lead:rship of Charley Williams is what
He is
)ur industry needs more of.
he is
He
is
honest,
man's
man.
lo
ntelligent and he is courageous. He
loesn't regard a producer or dis;ributor as his natural enemy but as
business man he doesn't let anyI
K)dy put anything over on him either.
That's why Charley Williams
las the respect of the thinking men
)f

this business.
*
*

Embassy Tuesday

in town and
news event for the newspaas well as a happy item for pic-

Both an honor

to our busour business
)Oth representative of the best in our

ure folk.

ness

—both proud of

msiness.
*

We

*

essarily follows, if it is an industry
(Continued on page 3)

MOVIETONE CITY
The

celebration of the dedication

Fox Movietone

Mammons

created

for the

W.

season.

Williams Vindication Seen In
Reelection By Nebraska M.P.T.O.
1500

TO ATTEND
COOPER DINNER

FairFifteen

hundred

people

embracing

motion pictures
the theatrical, social, political and comaken for "Our Mutual Girl"— back mercial world will attend the testin '14. He screened so well that it monial dinner to be given to Harry
jave the picture folk an idea right Cooper, well-known Broadwayite, at
the Hotel Commodore tomorrow night
iway. And what an idea that turned
October 28th. The dinner is tendered
—
)ut to be!
Harry, who retired from vaudeville a
*

new

*

few years ago afetr 35 years of

ser-

C.

E.

Williams was unanimously

re-elected

President of the Motion

Picture Theatre

Owners

of Nebras-

ka at the state convention which adjourned here today.
National President R. F. Woodhull was the Convention guest and
made an interesting talk on the work
of the Toronto Convention and the
constructive program laid out by the
National organization. He went into

We remember Mary Pickford Bert Satz, well-known jeweler, is the situation in detail and indicated
vhen she was making short pictures chairman of the dinner committee. the action taken on the Labor, Muor Griffith and thus began a popu- Among the speakers will be Mayor sic Tax, Legislation and other sitarity which never has waned. And James J. Walker, Senator Royal S. uations and the necessity for close
Copeland, Capt. Irving O'Hay, who
\/Iary Pickford is just the same Mary
and cohesive action during the year.
will act as Toastmaster Eddie Cantor,
spirit.
fine
and
kindliness
oday in
President Woodhull's address was
Mr.
course,
of
and
George Jessel
vice.

;

ARTHUR JAMES.

of Wayne County Michigan,
compelling all the Detroit exchanges
with whom Robertson held contracts,
to deliver any and all disc records for

Court

any sjiichronized pictures these companies might have to any of the three
houses owned by James N. Robertson

(The Cinderella, Roosand DeLuxe.) A further hearing on the temporary injunction will be
argued in the same court next TuesEnterprises.

day.
(Continued on page 2)

To
A

Jack, Bill& Marty!

still is enthe publications of the picture business stand
on the Brookhart (Federal control)
measure that greets the

waiting industry

titled to

know how

Congress at its next session.
Is Film Daily still in favor of

first

*

James N. Robertson, president of
the James N. Robertson Enterprises
of Detroit
Michigan, controlling a
circuit of three theatres in the suburbs
of Detroit was granted a temporary

velt,

City, newly
to
C.
producing center for the
producing of Movietone Productions
Earle W. Hammons, President and
at Fox Hills will be a double header,
with ceremonies taking place simul- Gen. Mgr. of Educational Pictures
taneously in Hollywood and in New left New York yesterday for the
Coast on his annual Fall visit to the
York.
In New York, tomorrow after- Educational Studios.
Hammons and Jack White will sunoon at the Roxy Theatre, The Fox
home office will play host to their pervise the details of launching their
friends in the industry exactly the new comedy sound production plan

of the

*

remember when Douglas

janks had his

conditions.
The score has been prepared by
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, the synchronization is by the R. C. A. method, the
direction is by Irving Willat from a
lively story by Max Brand, and the
event marks the first presentation of
a sound picture by Tifjany-Stahl

Productions.

(Continued on page 2)

Douglas and Mary are

IN

Sound picture interest centers next
Tuesday on the Embassy Theatre
ences.
where Tiffany-Stahl's "The Cava"Ours" said Mr. Pettijohn, "is an lier," will have its New York pre- mandatory court order by Judge Deindustry of opportunity and it nec- miere under particularly interesting Witt Merriam of the Fedral Circuit

*

hat's a
)ers

FIVE CENTS

INTERCHANGE ORDERED BY FEDERAL JUDGE
DETROIT ACTION BY ROBERTSON— FIRST
Pettijohn Raps
LEGAL DECISION FAVORS FREEDOM
—FINAL ARGUMENT TUESDAY
Censorship Evil
HUMAPHONE USED
C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel
T-S "Cavalier" At

DEDICATION SET

*

Motion Picture Industry.

SOUND DEVICE MONOPOLY
GETS SET BACK IN COURT

ka

We

of the

Saturday, October 27, 1928

the Theatre Owners of Nebras- for the Motion Picture Producers &
and Western Iowa (Brookhart's Distributors of America, in address)wn bailiwick) have actually re-el- ing the meeting of the Federation of
Women's Clubs of Nebraska and
;cted him president. And well, well
Iowa, at Omaha, went after motion
igain, the election was unanimous! picture censorship and its evil influhis,

Exhibitor* Trad* ll*vi*w

and developing

New York,

rOL. 24 No. 98

—Continuing

Cooper himself.

(Continued on page 2)

would put the picture industry in chains and sock
the small exhibitor even harder
Film Daily
than the big ones?
gained a definite notoriety in the
trade by favoring this bill sensationally when it was up before
the previous Congress. And those
favoring the bill quoted Film
Daily at the hearings in Washdoes it stand now
ington.
and where? Is Film Daily for
this industry or against it?
this Bill that

How

Come on

out and be counted
unless yer skeered

for or against

—

or 'shamed.

Will Motion Picture

News

be

for or against the Brookhart Bill
or will it again stretch the bosom
of its pants by a straddle?

Will Herald-World pass on in
serene and callous silence as before, in the Brookhart matter?
Silence on this question may be
more deadly to all three of these
journals than they seem to appreciate.
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What
movies

is

particularly right with the

that despite the darts of its
the disparagements of high-

is

critics,

brow skeptics who look at life
through a clouded monocle, and selfelected morahsts who feel that they
are achieving Nirvana by putting a
wet blanket on the pleasures of life
the movies nevertheless survives
this hocus-pocus by the sheer vital-

—

ity of its

human

appeal.

Pettijohn Raps

Office: Canadian ^inving Picture
Digents, 259 Soadina .\ve., Toronto, Canada.

.

being

now engaged

like
conducted in

liam

Fox,

in this business

.

.

.

.

.

last Sunday, is honeyni(>f)ning at Atlantic City, his bride presumably being with him.
Ralph
B. Williams, southern district sales
manager of Uni\ersal, is here from
Atlanta.
Doug and Mary, after
being entertained at Washington by
the President and Mrs. Coolidge,

married

.

.

.

.

.

came up yesterday morning to New
York and will remain here several
weeks.
Hal Burrows, art direc.

.

.

Metro-Cioldw yii-Mayer, has
bought himself a domicile at Manhasset and joined the ranks of the

tor

of

commuters.

.

.

.

John Hamrick,

of

Blue Mouse Tluatrts at Seatarrived in New York yesterday
and was .M Lichtman's luncheon
guest at the Motion Picture Club.
the
tle,

.

Will

nimrod

mighty

Hays,

Wyoming,

will arrive in

.

from

New York

we

are on the inside or the outside
the motion
picture
business.
Every motion picture should be

of

fundamentally clean. The most unfit pictures that I have seen of late
are the so-called sex-hygiene pictures, none of which are made by
any of the producers regularly engaged in the production of motion
pictures, and the funny thing to me

that these particular pictures portraying the human body not for
educational purposes and most certainly not for entertainment purposes arc all endorsed by doctors,

is

—

—

clergymen and so-called social workers who have a peculiar complex
that these pictures have a wholesome moral elfecl on the youth of
the land."

Monday, and we're

all waiting
bated breath to learn what
game he got and whether he iiseil
worms or store bait,
Paul Benjamin presided at Thursday's chased
iie.xt

.

.

.

.

.

with

.

.

.

meeting of the A. M. P. A. in the
absence of President George Harvey, who was kept away by a sales
meeting.
Don Hancock, high
gun of the A. M. P. A. Hollywood
.

Masked

.

Ball,

.

to

be

held

here in
already

January, says the affair
promises to eclipse any similar
thing yet attempted in the film industry, and

we hope

so

.

.

.

same time

(Continued from page 1)
enthusiastically received after which
the
convention
unanimously endorsed the work of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
pledged allegiance and support and
decided to take whatever part might
be assigned to the -State organization
in carrying out the National Pro-

gram.

John

broadcast here, as they are received.
enterprise

is

said to

have cost approximately $8,000,000

and

the

first studio center of the
trend, to be constructed
solely for talking motion pictures,
and is intended as an enduring monument to the pioneering genius of
the leader of the Fox Film Corporais

syi

LEAVE OPEN DATES

SOI

LONDON.^— There

ceremonies are
Fox Hills. WilZanft, Courtland

Smith and other executives of the
will be on hand and wired
inessages from the Coast will be

The new Fox

uct

I)

company

modern

has been a magquota response, since the beginning of the operation of the Quota
Act Oct. 1.
According to reports
nificent

Radin Denies
Int'l

Sound Device Gets
Set Back In Court
(Continued from page 1)

tl(

filtering in from the provinces, exhibitors
throughout the country are
definitely over-booked, more than 5%
required by the Quota.
About 10% of the year's programs
of British films will be booked and
there will be many open dates for
which no films have not been booked.

Asserts

tion.

He

Is Still

With

Bristolphone

Matty Radin,
his severing

in a general denial of
comiections with the In-

ternational

Bristolphone

Company

and the Belltone Company asserts he
is still Vice-President and
General
All three of the Robertson houses Manager of both concerns.
using an equipment invented b}
Mr. Robertson himself which he call^

are

Humaphone.

Previous reports indicated his withdrawal upon the entrance of Solf
Lesser into the Franklin Warner com-|

Mr. Robertson, generally, took every pany.
company he is doing business witi:
into court, but praticularly he moved
'Interference" Nov. 16
against Paramount as he had the Richard Dix picture "Warming Up" booked
"Interference" Paramount's first allfor his houses this coming Sunday, talkie is going into the Criterion TheAlonday and Tuesday.
"Wings'
atre
on No\ember 16th.
No company was represented with closed its 13th-month run at this
the exception of Paramount who had theatre last night. The house will be
Frank Eman, a Detroit attorney ap
lark for three weeks.
pearing for them.
Eman moved t(
have the injunction vacated but thii
was denied by the court.

After the injunction was granted
liman suggested t'o Roi)ertson that instead of running "Warming Up" in
his houses Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, he take in its stead the United
Artists production ol "The Tempest."
Robertson accepted this comi)romise
and at the time (Friday evening) a
was talking to Mr. Robertson, he had
the prints and the records of "The
Temi)est"

Williams Vindication Seen In
Nebraska M. P. T. 0.

as

—

QUOTA BOOKINGS

Dedication Set
(Continued from page

of opportunity, that it is an industry
of obligation.
The people who are

.

.

—

1)

to the individuals engaged in this
business goes hand and hand with
their obligation to the industry itself and to the public."
New York:— Charlie Einfeld, of
Of the operation of the Film
First National, has been holding out Boards of Trade, Mr. Pettijohn said:
on us, never batting an eye about the "Let it be said without fear of conarrival of the eight pound boy at his tradiction that in the more than fifty
house last Sunday morning, and thousand cases thus disposed of
John there has not been one instance in
don't do it again Charlie.
Considine, Jr. is due here from the any case where there has even been
coast in a few days to see that work an accusation or even an insinuation
is properly started on "Say It With
that any individual serving on any
Music", tlie Harry Richman picture board has been influenced in his
Victor Sha- honest opinion by the offering or
for United Artists.
piro took Major White, tlie cele- the offering or the receipt of anybrated broadcaster, to the Motion thing of value from a cigaret to a
Picture Club for luncheon, and after yacht.
The arbitration system
giving the wiiole place the once over in the motion picture industry is in
declared that tlie wave length was my opinion in the greatest outstandall right.
E. W. Hammons, head ing achievement in American indusof Educational Pictures, lea\es on try in the last decade.
It has rethe Century today for tlie coast to sulted in a 'transition from
rows to
spend a couple of weeks looking referees.' "
Irving Berg,
over production.
"One thing", continued Mr. Pettiof National Screen Service, who was john, "we can all agree on,
whether
.

This is no implication that th*
movies has achieved its highest ideaf
and ambush-sniping, is its own best particularly with the advent oi
testimony as to what's right with the It has plenty of grade to make. It'
movies.
One of the fundamental has defects to improve. It still hasj
virtues of the movies is that its last some wisdom to acquire, particular-;
court of appeal is the public. The ly with the advent of sound.
But
pubHc and the public only is quali- the fact that the movies, instead of
fied to sit in judgment on the movies. sitting on its hind-quarters, lost in
The wholehearted support which the dubious reflection over these facts,
public gives the movies is graphic is constantly in action trying, doevidence that there is plenty right ing, and achieving is what's particularly right with the movies.
with the movies.

Movietone City

appreciate the fact and understand pretty
plainly that the opportunity afforded

.

ROGERS

R.

This state of survival of the movies over all obstacles, impediments

Censorship Evil
^Continued iroin page

.

CHARLES

Pres. Gotham-Bristolphone Photoplays Corp.

Executive and Editorial Offices, 25 West
43rd Street. Suite 409, New York. Telephone

Bryant

With The Movies 1

{Sixth of a Series by Industry's Leaders)

Editor

WIl.KERSON'. Publishfr

R.

1
27, 1928

in his

theatres.

Due

to the late hour of the receiving this story the only person reached
that is in any way connected with this

order was Mr. John Hammel the midwestern division manager of Paramount who suggested that the Daily
Review get in touch with Austin

Kcough, Paramount attorney.
Hi.s
phone did not answer.
This marks the first appearance in
any court of a person or persons
questioning the matter of inlerchangand the who country will have

ability

;heir ejes

'

turned towards Detroit next

'

Tuesday morning when Mr. Robertson
will seek to have the motion made
\

permanent.
If the case is won, and Mr. Robertson seems to think he will win it, the
whole talking business will be split
wide open.

TELL 'EM

WITH TRAILERS
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Exhibitors

"The Melody of Love"
Universal

— Movietone

Directed by
Featuring

A.

B.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Htath

Walter Pidgeon, Jane
Winton, Tom Dugan, Mildred Harris
Universal's first attempt at an
all-dialogue feature, made with

Movietone, which through being
rushed,

falls far

short of perfec-

found in good silent product.
The sound amplification
and recording, while perfectly
synchronized, is horrid and distion

torted

many

in

acts.

'Stocks and Blondes"

Where

songs are sung by Pidgeon and
the quartette, this comes over

Directed by
Jack Conway
Story by
A. P. Younger
Featuring Lon Chaney, Anita I^age,
and Pollv Moran

LON CHANEY IN AN UNSTORY DIRECTED BY JACK CON-

DERWORLD

WAY RESULTS

IN A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL COMBIN-

HERE

ATION.

GOOD

IS

DRAMA, GOOD COMEDY

AND GOOD PROPAGANDA

—A PICTURE THAT

EV-

ERYONE WILL ENJOY.
Chaney

is

the detective

(without

Sounds of gun and shell- make-up), in this, who falls in love
however, are hardly realistic. with the daughter of an old friend,
Broadway song-plugger joins whom he protects from a murderous

great.
fire,

A

the call to War, against the wishes
of his blase and practical sweetheart
While "over there," the hero and his
rough side-kick are both wounded
The tough-egg, invites a French cabaret performer to come over to
America, where he'll place her on
B'way. The War over, both return
home, but the hero is cast aside by
his sweetheart, and goes to the dogs,
finally winding up in his pal's Bowery cafe, where the Frenchie tias
turned up. The hero and the French
girl acknowledge their love, and all
ends well.
The picture could have stood better continuity and building up of the

as not enough
given for the love climax. Story had great possibilities,
but suffered in the way the production was rushed.
Pidgeon and Dugan steal the picture, with Jane Winton a huge surprise and Mildred
Harris good. The photography was
also poor.

second

love

plausibility

affair,

is

gangster, only to give her up to the
young boy whom he has given a

chance to go straight. He is excellent in this part and has been given
a strong supporting cast headed by
Carroll
the talented Anita Page.
Nye, a newcomer, does fine work in
the juvenile lead.

The synchronization of this picture is great and is used very effectively in the fight scenes, making
them particularly thrilling.

"Me, Gangster"
Fox
Starring

June Collyer with

_

Don Terry and Anders Randolph
Directed by

_

Raoul Walsh

GANGSTER"

"ME,

A

IS

Directed by..Dudley Murphy
_
Featuring
Skeets Gallagher, Jacqueline Logan, Albert Conti
Exhibitors can play this one,
but it will not draw any more

AND THE

SETS.
teurish.
This picture deals with the story
Stock broker's clerk, in love with
a cabaret performer, loses his job of a boy, suspected of being a stool
because of his knov.'-it-all attitude pigeon, who has only been stealing
and rash ways.
His girl and her in order to give his Mother the good
side-kick entertain his former boss at things of life. Needless to say, he is
the night club and the heroine over- saved from a bad end and reforms
hears a tip on the market being and P. S. the heroine gets her man.
Olive Borden is the featured playpassed. She gives it to her sweeetie,
who from then on plays the market, er and does nothing but mug her way
winning heavily, from tips garnered through about twenty scenes. Delaney is not so bad but his work is
in the night club by all the gold-diggers.
Soon our hero has enough to almost ruined by terrible direction.
marry on, and on the night he is to This will not exactly lose money for
propose, there is a misunderstand- the exhibitors but it will never be
ing.
The girl sees him spoiled by anything to write home about.
his money and to save him, has his
former employer break him on the
"Forbidden Grass"
market. However all ends well and
the lad is taken back as a partner.
Nichols Production
The picture can play second-runs
Released By Oscar A. Price
or double programs.
The title has
E. M. Eldridge
exploitation possibilities and some Directed by
M. A. Anderson
good exploitation may help to draw Photography by
L. de Angelis
them in; the heavier the ballyhoo,
Featuring
Jack Padjan, Elsie
the better for the picture.

Duan, Walter Long

_

this one, and manages to hold the
hayseed hoofer whom she has be-

friended, in spite of the dirty work
of the star of the show. There is a
great fight between Bebe and Lilyan

Tashman, (as Derelys Devore,)
when Lil has her fired because she is
angling for her boy friend and is
tains a

The

in

presented on the screen,
tainly fast

moving and

it

was

was

cer-

which
it

full

of

fire.

Colleen Moore's Next

Word comes from Hollywood

that

Moore
good pace throughout, and model modern
picture main-

the titles are better than the average.

Miss Tashman does fine work as
usual, and mention must be made of
Joe E. Brown as Bunny, the assistant stage manager.
The theme of this picture is pretty old, but it is refreshingly handled
and is Al entertainment value.

will portray the 1929girl in her next First
National picture, "That's a Bad Girl,"
which will go into production shortly after the completion of the star's

Colleen

present

feature,

The forthcoming

"Synthetic

Sin."

from an
original story by Carey Wilson, and
it
will be directed by William A.

Seiter.

picture

is

THE
UNDOUBTEDLY
THE

HOLD THE

_..

manner

Olive Borden and
Charles Delaney

THE

TRIBUTE TO RAOUL

but in the

Edward Meagher
Renaud Hoffman

ANOTHER

WORLD

-

is

Columbia
Story by
Directed by
Featuring

JUST
UNDERthan the regular trade. InnocuSTORY.
TIous and only slightly amusing.
TLE
WILL
Story a "Dud" with good cast
PICwasted. Gallagher a type who ATTRACT BUT
WILL FAIL TO
needs expert direction to bring TURE
AUDIENCE.
out his best. Logan sweet and
DIRECTION IN THIS
capable, but the role defeats her
sincerity. Conti stands out best. IS PRETTY BAD
Night-club sequences are ama- STORY IS JERKY. CHEAP

"The Home Towners"
WALSH, THE DIRECTOR,
Warner Brothers
FOR WITH AN ORDINARY Starring
Richard Bennett and
Doris Kenyon
STORY, HE HAS WOVEN IT
Byron Fov
Directed by
REMARKABLE
INTO
A
"Take Me Home"
"THE HOME TOWNERS"
PIECE OF MOVING PICTURE ENTERTAINMENT. MIGHT ALMOST BE
Paramount picture
Story by
Grover Jones and THE CAST WAS EXCEL- CALLED THE VERY BETom Crizer LENTLY CHOSEN, TOO, GINNING OF THE REAL
Marshall Neilan
Directed by
WITH MISS COLLYER GIV- TALKING PICTURE. IT IS
Starring Bebe Daniels with Lilyan
CERTAINLY NO LONGER
Tashman and Neil Hamilton ING MORE THAN AN AVERCONSIDERED IN
TO
FAST MOVING COMEDY. AGE ACCOUNT OF HER- THE BE
EXPERIMENTAL
OR
LOTS OF LAUGHS AND SELF.
LABORATORY
STAGE.
The picture was made from the
GOOD DIRECTION. THIS novel
of the same name, which story THIS
100% TALKIE WAS
MEASURES UP TO THE concerned
itself with the workings
TAKEN
FROM THE GEO.
BEST OF MISS DANIEL'S of a gang of shady characters, with a M. COHEN
OF THAT
EFFORTS IN THE PAST bit of ward-healing politics thrown NAME, ANDPLAY
MORE
THAN
There was
in for good measure.
YEAR.
really nothing unusual in the plot,
RIVALS
THE
FAME
OF
Miss Daniels
a chorus girl in

jealous of Bebe.

"Stool Pigeon"

FBO

Sound and Dialogue

1

"While the City Sleeps."

27, 1928

STORY WITH A THEME
THAT COULD HAVE BEEN
BUILT INTO ANOTHER
"REX THE WILD HORSE"

BUT THROUGH POOR CONTINUITY AND DIRECTION
CAN HARDLY BE CLASSED

AS A GOOD WESTERN
THRILLER. OUTSIDE OF
SOME FINE SCENIC SHOTS
OF THE NEVADA -UTAH

RANGES AND THE FEW
WILD HORSE ROUNDUP

SCENES THERE IS NO LIFE
IN

THE PICTURE.

Through

a now-obsolete law out
West, all wild horses were to be
gathered in and disposed of, unless
a range tax for grazing was paid.
Included in these wild horses were
PLAY.
often those of private herds w^iich
Bryon Foy whti directed this did the bad men also gathered in in oran amazing piece of work and shows der to claim "head tax" on them.
a genius for patience and handling Thus, this picture depicts just such
of stage direction.
The excellent a struggle, with the villain and his
speaking and acting performances of gang, with a state contract for the
fiichard Bennett and Doris Kenyon extermination of the horses, meeting
as well as that of Robert McWade, doom at the hoofs of the wild herd,
Robert Edeson, Gladys Brockwell, and the hero and heroine happily
John Miljan, Vera Lewis and Stan- united in their equine cause and
ley Taylor, go far toward building otherwise.
The honky-tonks and third-runs
up the prestige of this picture.
The technical recording of this will play this one and no complaints.
picture is probably the best to date No names for the box-office, no diof any Warner product, with the ex- rection to speak of, and only the
ception of "The Singing Fool." The horses as audience appeal, will keep
sound boys certainly deserve a hand this one away from all, except those
who need "two to fill."
for this one.

THE

—

Exhibitors

NEW
"Comedy

SILLS

Life"

of

Irviiij;

L)-

R.

picsidcnl of
announces that his

Kossliciin,

this

Leslie Pearce will direct the diaversion of "The Carnation
Kid" for Christie.
* « *

logue

Richard Tucker
Roach comedies.
*

new arrangement.

*

is

now

in

Hal

*

Ann Brodie has been added to the
This announcement will be bad news
of "The Case of Lena Smith"
to at least two producing organiza- cast
which
Paramount is making.
for
angling
been
have
who
tions
*

Sills.

a marvelous voice for
talking pictures, probably the best
on the screen. In addition to being
a star in his own right in the silent
Sills

has

*

*

Clarence Badger will direct the
next Taylor-Hall picture for Paramount.
*

*

*

*

to

selected
First National for the part of Satan's
mistress in "Seven Footprints to Sa*

*

*

William Haines has returned from
town and
on a new

his vacation in his home
will begin work shortly
picture.

M-G-M

*

shots for "Helen of
the same company.

W. Murnau

were conducted through the
building yesterday,

proof construction

last
is

word

placing

in
it

fire-

mildH|

In addition to this feature, the

ly.

is

made

to order for

many

seen

specially

We

have
constructed

motion pictures generally.

throughout
buildings"
the IL
"film
country, but the Film Center is the !^
And too, it is located
best of all.
in

the center of the

new motion

pic-

ture map.

Anyone ever residing in Hollywood or lower California, always has

loll:

the urge, at this time of the year to
tmc

return, for

when

the chill breezes bejiet

London," for

Milton recently completed a series
*
*
*
of talking scenes for the F.N. proViola Brothers Shore has signed
duction of "The Barker." At present a new contract with Fox.
he is working opposite Dorothy
*
* *
Mackail in "Stranded in Paradise."
Production of "Jazzland" starring
Jacqueline Logan direction by Dallas
Sloane With Fox
Fitzgerald, starts at Tec-Art, Oct.
Paul Sloane has been signed on a 25th.
*
*
*
long term contract by Fox to make
will
be
Boy
Wonder"
"The
movietone productions.
Sloane w^as recently in New York Arthur Lake's next for Universal.
*
*
*
attending the instruction school conducted by Western Electric.
His
Alice White's next role for First
first story has not yet been selected.
National will be in "The Bluffers."

We

MOVIETONE CITY

*

returns to Europe
sometime around the end of December in order to keep his promise to
be in Germany by January first.
F.

FILM CENTER

the housing of film exchanges and

Marie Prevost has patched up her
troubles with Columbia and will
play the lead in "The Sideshow," a
dramatic circus picture.

*

In

R.

entire building

tan."

*

drama, he was previously an outEve Southern will star in "The
standing player on the speaking Girl Who Came Back" for Tififanystage and with this experience, plus Stahl.
When she finishes this, she
his great speaking voice, is it any will leave for London to make stock

wonder that Rossheim is able
make the above announcement?

By W.

new Film Center
To say it is the
by

Thelma Todd has been

W.

OPINIONS
WILKERSON

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have pur
chased the screen rights to "False
Faces," by Louis Joseph Vance.
*

J

27, 1928

CONTRACT

Studio Gossip

National,
organization has just awarded Milton
Sills a new starring contract, and that
the picture "The Comedy of Life'
will be the first production under
First

F. N.

First

Under New
Talkie
Arrangement
Star
By W.
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^

The

*

*

Blystone troupe have
returned from location near SacreThe picture is "Captain
mento.
Lash."
J.

G.

*

*

*

Raquel Torres has been signed on
a long term contract by Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
*

There

*

will be a

*

harem

of beautiful

National's picture,
"Seven Footprints to Satan," which
Benjamin Christianson is directing.
They will be the favorites of Old
Man Satan.
girls

in

sunshine
calls.
For this and the reason that
Fox is going to open Movietone V
City, Sunday, we would like to be iw
That Fox opening is
out there.
bound to be the last word in inProbably everyaugural festivities.
body in California will be at Fox
Hills some time Sunday afternoon.
And for those of us around New ^^
gin

First

to

blow,

California

tive

at

York that can't get out, Glenn Allvine is going to try a little ceremony
at the New York Fox Hills estate I"
This will be pr
in the Roxy Theatre.
simultaneous with the celebration on Bd
the coast.
'•

er

ijri

C

Lambert Guenther has designed the cover for the eleventh annual
announcement number of Exhibitors Daily Review and it's in the modernistic

C
is

C

It

mode.

has strength, dignity, beauty and freshness, for Lambert Guenther

the greatest commercial artist in America.

itr

le

Within the covers

of this issue (the date

is

January

presented the industry plans, purposes and general set

1,

up

1929) will be
as

announced

by the major and minor companies.

C

will include the business

and personal greetings of individuals to
the trade and will go a step beyond the previous publication efforts in
the industry. It's a Good will number, surpassing pictorially and a worthy
thing— again the date— Tuesday, January 1, 1929.
It

Sam

In This Issue

E. Morris Tells ^^What^s Right

Reg. U.

Devoted

New

24 No. 99

)L.

—Continuins Exhibitor*

S. Pat. Off.

to the fosteiing

Aonday A. M.
ioUywood and New York were
yesterday afternoon when the
;
emonies opening the new Fox
ivietone City at Westwood were
eived by direct wire to the wait
group in New York and those

away

purposes pres-

re for all practical

at the festivities.

studios will contain nine
ges and it is no exaggeration to
the place a city. It is the most
borate, complete and pretentious
equipment center in the
ind
I

and

rid

another

is

monument

to

Fox Film Corporation.

lichard Bennett, in

making a

per-

lal

appearance at the premiere of

iie

Hometowners," delivered him-

F

of a neat speech about the en-

iragement to the actor offered by

They would

FIVE CENTS

York, Monday, October 29, 1928

First Talkie in

London

Causes Biting Reviews
According

an Associated Press
critics have taken a. sour attitude on talking pictures, after viewing the first alldialogue film to be shown in Great
to

Britain.

The

film

Paramount Contends Interchange
Order Has No Contract Basis —

"Warming Up" Records on Humaphone

London

was the Warner-Vita-

phone, "The Terror," and the general verdict by newspaper reviewers
was "insufferably slow, tedious and
unreal." Much of the adverse criticism as directed to the drama itself.

enterprise and practical business
igress of

Trad* R*vi*w

FEDERAL COURT TO RULE
ON ROBERTSON INJUNCTION
report, the

rhe

PROD. IN EUROPE

COLUMBIA PLAN
Harry Cohn

in

Paris Lays

Out New Organization

—

Lightman Merging
Tri-State Groups
—

Memphis. ^The first Tri-State Convention of theatre owners ever held in
this part of the country, convened here
yesterday for a two-day session which
has for its principal purpose, the creation of a new organization, embracing
the Tri-State Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi.

M. A. Lightman, President

of the
the guiding
spirit in this movement to bring the
activities of three states, among thea-

Arkansas

M.P.T.O.,

is

He is
tre owners, under one banner
presiding at this convention and made
the opening address of welcome yes-

London. ^Harry Cohn, V. P. of Col- terday.
umbia
Pictures, who is in Paris on a
e their best because their effort
In the matter of planning a Tribusiness deal, announced that his comState body, the exhibitors will offer as
lid live for coming generations. It
pany is planning to establish studios
one of the services of such an organis well phrased and well delivered
in Europe, for the production of Euzation, the facilities of an office mainropean
pictures
1
it made a hit.
Then Bennett
(Continued on page 2)
An initial schedule of IS productions
d the Warner Theatre audience
is being planned and in March a numhad a "great treat" in store and
ber of productions executives from
imptly dragged out Jim Tully, the
(Continued to page 6)
hor of "Jarnegan," the play that
talkies.

strive

to

Williams Gets

/erizes the
^

woman

movie

studios.

back of us took one look
and exclaimed:

the "treat"

My

gawd, he even looks

it."

Yep," said her companion, "he
a face that only Dick Bennett
i his own mother could love."
5oth these exclamations were fact
ierstaters, for Tully is no more
ely than his play.
>

New Talmadge

Film
At Rivoli Nov. 9

;

i

Paramount attorneys on Saturday
characterized the Robertson-"Warming-Up" court controversy as "a tempest in a teapot," and also asserted that
the exhibitor had no contract for the
sound version of the Richard Dix picture.

In addition, it is the Paramount
claim. Judge De Witt Merriam of the
Circuit Court, who issued the mandatory court order, forcing the company
to turn over the sound records of the
picture to Robertson last Saturday,
modified and vacated the temporary injunction the next day.
Whereupon,
Robertson, who holds a contract with
United Artists for sound pictures,
booked "The Tempest" for the following three days.

According to the attorneys, Robertin court ex-parte, with an
affidavit alleging oral agreement with a
son came

Paramount

booker,

to

deliver

the

sound records with the picture, but he
had no contract whatsoever, except a
contract for the picture, silent.
(Continued to pagre 6)

New

9 Mos. Paramount
"Dominion" Films
Earnings Jump

Another

tie

that

makes for

friend-

between the old and new
world is the announcement that World
Pictures, Inc., will distribute a
Norma Talmadge's new United Wide
series of British Dominions' ProducArtists Pictures, "The Woman Distions in the United States and Canada.
puted,'' will have a gala first night presThe series will include Wilkie Colentation at The Rivoli Theatre on Frilins'
masterpiece, "The Woman in
All
day, November 9th, at 9 P. M.
White," starring Blanche Sweet, and
seats will be reserved.
Sir Hall Caine's world-famous novel,
Tickets are now on sale at the Rivoli "The
Bondman," starring Norman
box office. Loge seats cost $5 or- Kerry. Both are "photo-plays made
chestra $2 and $1.50; balcony, $1.50 and
(Continued on page 3)
'The opening will be attended by
$1.00
celebrities of stage, screen and civic
lier relations

;

have been offered a bet that
members of the committee ap- life.
"The Woman Disputed" was directed
nted to choose the winner of the
by Henry King and Sam Taylor. Giln Harris international cup will be bert Roland, Arnold Kent, Gustav von
Ben Hecht, who once left the picture
:ified of their appointment before Seyffertitz and Gladys Brockwell sup
business flat after having a set-to with
Paramount about "Underworld," has
night of the Anglo-American port Miss Talmadge.
All proceeds of the opening night left for the coast, to work with Rupert
mer.
will be donated to the New York Julian on his mystery story, "Regiment
ARTHUR JAMES. American Christmas and Relief Fund. of Doom," for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
A^e

Movies^^

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

;

o were three thousand miles

With The

HECHT GOES WEST

$300,000 Over 1927 Figures
Total This Year
$5,973,600

—

Paramount Famous Lasky Corporestimates its profit, after all
charges and taxes, including its undistributed share of earnings of Balaban
& Katz Corporation, a sixty-five per
cent owned subsidiary', to be $5,973,600, for the nine months, and $2,100,ation

(

Continued to page

6)

Considine Coming

—

Elast

John Considine, Jr.,
Hollywood tomorrow for New
York to begin production on the Harry
Richman picture. No leading lady has
Hollywood.

leaves

yet been signed.

—
I
^
Exhibitors
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Bristolphone

announces sale of one machine

Mr. Jack Springer to be installed at

to

tlje

The motion
more reason

picture industry has
for optimisim today

has had any time during the
past twenty-five years. The business
next week.
He is also installing numerous other has taken a fresh lease on life and
is facing an entirely new era.
The
machines in the City of New York.
They also have orders on hand now first hint of this new era came in
for close on to 3500 machines which August, 1926, with the initial exhiwill be filled in the order of the ac- bition of Vitaphone.
Last season
ceptance of their applications.
when Al Jolson, in "The Jazz SingFully 85% of the United States is er," was released, the whole induspractically closed for distribution with try took cognizance of the inevitable
That picture
the foremost State Right buyers in the change it forecasted.
business. Mr. Radin also stated that rescued the business from a rut that
he would announce the names of these had held it in one path until the
was perceptibly
concerns the early part of next week. public's interest
waning.
Change is always a healthy thing.

Symphony Theatre

Inc.

New York City subscribers
furnished their papers by carriers, in
will
get a more prompt serthey
order that
Subscribers
vice than that given by mail.
will oblige by notifying us about any lapse in
Most of our

are

service.

Joe Blair, West Coast Representative, 1255
Taramind Avenue, Los Angeles (Phone
Hempstead 1514).
London Office and Correspondent: Samuel
Harris, "The Cinema," 80-82 Wardour St.,

London, W.
Canadian

Leaders)

General Manager of Distribution, Warner Bros.

Her

Executive and E<1itorial Offices, 25 West
43rd Street. Suite 409, New York. Telephone

eri.

By

a Scries by Industry's

I.

Canadian Moving Picture
Digents, 259 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada.
Office:

the early part of

PATHE INTERNATIONAL

than

The

it

change that Vitaphone

drastic

REPRESENTATIVE SAILS

has brought about has already
proved an efficacious tonic which
has restored the whole industry to a
Latin - American
Jimenez,
Carlos
state of well being.
Production in
sales representative for Pathe Internaevery studio is steaming ahead with
Corporation who engineered the
tional

vigor

which

and a spirit of competitior
in itself is a boon. Exhibitors

are beholding the cheerful sight Oi
crowds coming out in tremerfSoui
numbers that had dwindled alarm'
ingly a short while before. And th«
public has abandoned its lethargj

and has not only resumed but sur
passed its most ardent patronage o:
the past.
Indeed talking pictures today enjoy the greatest popularity of an]
sort of entertainment. While this'
situation obtains, how can the indus
try fail to be prosperous?
For a:
long as people are alive they wil
pay for diversion and as long as pro
ducers can supply them with tht
most appealing kind, the businesi
will flourish.

Yes, there is a great deal "righ
with the movies."
And I believt
that Warner Bros, through Vita
phone can claim credit for settinj

much

of

it

"right."

H. Knocke

New

York.

— Harvey

from Pittsburg

all

Day

recent big deals with F.
for the complete Pathe 1928-29 program in Cuba, Porto Rico, the Dominician Republic and the Virgin Islands and with Anker Brothers, of
American
for
Central
Guatemala,
features and with Maio
rights on
Uibini for shorts in the same territory^,
sailed Saturday on the Siboney of the
Wai^d Line for a five months' sales

back
scarred up from
is

his battle with the Greeks, but will
likely soon be recognizable.
.

Dave Bader, working
two o'clock

offices at

in

last

.

.

Universal
Saturday,

.

in

trip

explained his lateness and surprising
industry by saying that he does not
play golf nor care much for foot.Lou Metzger holds a chamball.
pionship at the Motion Picture Club,
having alone and unaided secured 30
new members within the past month,
among them some of the real big
men of the industry, and they should

southern

to Lou.

.

.

A

trio

of

Chicago

circuits

— the

Coston, B. & K. and Great Lakes
have been signed up for Pathe
shorts, according to a wire from H.
S. Lorch, local branch manager to

Harry

Pall Gulick, editor of
record.
the Motion Picture Club Bulletin, is
out with his first issue, a neat little
paper telling all about the activities
of the club and its members, and
Paul anticipates a great deal of
pleasure in getting out future issues.
Jack Bower, formerly and for
years on the coast with United
.

.

.

.

company.

.

.

.

Colvin

Brown

looks

right nice pictures as an official of
the M.P.T.O.A. in the trade papers,
but Colvin always was a handsome

guy.

.

.

Jesse

.

Lasky has again

been named head of the motion

pic-

ture division of the American Red
Cross.
Joe Levigard, eminent
.

.

.

Universal director, who has come
up through the ranks from driving
truck,

way

to

in

is

New York

Europe where he

two productions

on

will

for Universal.

his

make
.

.

.

Charles Pettijohn "raps censorship"
according to newspaper headlines,
don't remember that this is
any switch for Charlie, so why fuss
about U.
Herbert Wilcox has
sailed for home after closing a big
deal with World Wide Pictures, J.
D. Williams' new and big distribut-

but

Bad Men"

of pictures, are to be to-

Charles

tone special.

ducing

announced.

is

in

the

— with

difficulties.

acto:l

New York

ha
arrived in Hollywood and will star
in a principal part of a Fox movie

signed

"In Old Arizona."
Raoul Walsh-Irving
Cummings special which Fox is pro-

gether again

This

colored

Gilpin,

whom Fox

theme of

The

in

director, cast ant

this picture are as yet

Scott,

subjects

short

YoOUR

sales

reproduction is vital for
your production.

Newspapers

WELCOME

well-defined illustration

to superintend the opening of the new
Vitaphone branch in that city. C. D.

clean,

and resent

the bad product.

Touchon has been appointed branch
manager.

LIGHTMAN MERGING
TRI-STATE GROUPS

he

.

.

.

(Continued from page

Blue Rock Mats are best because
they are

made

1)

tained on the market in charge of a
paid manager
Efforts will be made through such
an organization to have members appointed to the board of arbitration
who will give a careful study to the
contract and arbitration practices.
It
is
planned to have some method of
paying expenses of arbitrators to and
from the meetings.
R. F. WoodhuU, president of the
M.P.T.O.A is a guest of the convention and will address the exhibitors
today.

ing organization.
Felix Feist
gets a new thrill every time any one
talks to him about "Alias Jimmy
Valentine," which Felix thinks is
one of the real ones of the year and
is
willing to bet money that his
.

judgemnt

is

right.

.

.

.

.

.

for

expertly and solely

newspaper reproduction.

Tell

your purchasing agent
write

now

to

to the

Burton Syndicate
28 West 44th Street
for prices and service particulars.
BURTON SYNDICATE

'

Exclusive

right.s

,

un|
'

.

Artists, has been appointed inanagcr
of the Washington brancli of that

a

MacDonald, Frank CamSantschi the "Three

Tom

.

New

.

Farrell

Gilpin to Start

territories.

Pat Garyn manager.
gets a great kick out of dropping in
to the Rivoli and listening to the
Vitaphone Branch
people applaud a sound trailer on
"Wings" which they are doing at
Paul J. Swift, Vitaphone sales manevery performance, which applause
ager, is in Dallas, Texas, where he is
for a trailer shatters another worlds

medal

J.

peau and

Men" Again

3 Circuits Signed

.

slip a

"Three Bad

BLUE ROCK MATS

Exhibitors
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WELL, HERE'S

'MOVIETONE CITY" DEDICATED

HOW THEY STAND!

r.rookhart Bill:
Daily
Harrison's Reports.
Straddling
Motion Picture News.
Silent as two deaf mutes:
World-llerald.
I'or tile

Formal Opening of Project in Fox Hills, L. A., Marks
Another Milestone in Achievements of a Picture Pioneer
^William Fox. World's Largest and Most Comprehensive Production Center for Movietone Cost $10,000,000

l-'ilm

—

Variety.

Hollywood,

Cal.,

October

29.

.

.

pioneer

in

Movietone development,

ormally dedicated his new $10,000,000
ifovietone
Studio at
Fox Hills
esterday afternoon with a most imiressive

ceremony.

All roads seemed to lead to Fox
ten miles west of Hollywood
ioday as the more than fifty thoupeople
from many states
land
fathered to take part in the dedica'ion
exercises.
These thousands
Constituted the largest number of
leople ever to be assembled within
motion picture studio, and this
I
ledication
marked the most farreaching event ever engineered by
motion
picture
he
industry
in
southern California.
[^ills,

Largest In World
This Fox-Movietone Studio is not
he largest in the world, but it is the
irst complete studio city to be de/oted exclusively to the production
ji
dialoge
and
sound
pictures.
Fwenty-seven buildings
of
reinforced concrete and steel were erec-

on forty acres of land in the
southern end of Fox Hills.
The
;onstruction
includes four soundDroof stages, each measuring 212
feet long by 165 feet wide.
This
:oIossal undertaking represents an
investment of $10,000,000 in land
k'alue,
buildings,
sound-recording,
ted

photographing equipment and electrical equipment.
Clark & McCullough
Thousands had gathered

at

Dedication Service

.

ninety days after the first
onstruction started, William Fox,

exactly

Fox

Hills long before the hour set for
the dedication ceremony.
For a half
hour before the official exercises,
which started at 3 o'clock, there was
1
special
entertainment program,

headed by Clark and McCullough,
who have appeared in several FoxMovietone comedies and who willl

make their future pictures in this
new studio. The musical program

The invocation was

delivered by the
Rev. Neal Dodd, pastor of The Little
Church Around the Corner, HollyDr Isadore Isaacson of the
wood.
Holy Temple of Israel in Hollywood,
and Father Joseph Sullivan, presideni
of Loyola University, both delivered ,i
brief prayer.
Oscar Lawler, a noted
corporation lawyer of Southern California, made the dedication address.
George L. Eastman, president of the
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce,
welcomed the new Fox-Movietone
Studio as an important addition to the
cultural and industrial life of Los Angeles.
A bronze plaque, commemorating the dedication of the first studio of
its kind in the world, was unveiled by

Southern California and the co-operation of the Los Angeles Police De-

During the past four years

partment.

Mr Anderson

received state-wide recognition for the manner in which he
handled the crowds attending the
Tournament of Roses and the annual

game

football

at

Pasadena

on

New

Against the Brookhart Bill
Motion Pictures Today
Exhibitors Daily Review
Canadian Digest

Motion Picture Theatre
of America, and

Owners

The intelligent sentiment of the
entire motion picture business resenting Federal control and stupid

—

Year's Day.
meddling by outside bunglers.
The general committee, working unWhen aloof gentlemen lack the
der the supervision of Vice-President
courage to step out and be counted
Winfield Sheehan, in charge of the dedwe save them the effort by turnication was camposed of the following
ing on the spotlight and doing the
Fox studio officials Sol M. Wurtzel,
counting for them.
Chairman J. J. McCarthy, Ben JackIf we are in error we'll be deson, Harold B. Franklun, Joseph Pinlighted to print the correction.
cus, ./Mfred Wright, Howard Sheehan,
James Ryan, Edward W. Butcher, H.
Beet- Willi2uns Gets
A. King, Joseph Egli, Fred.
Mary Duncan, a new Fox star, who son, Chandler Sprague, M. S. Boylan,
"Dominion" Films
came to Hollywood following a notable H, Keith Weeks, Walter Quinlan, Mi
(Continued from page 1)
Broadway stage career.
chael Lcshing, David Thompson, Philip Klein, Eugene Walter, Charles JuEast Keeps In Touch
(lels, Donald (iallaher, Arthur Caesar,
where the story's laid." Herbert WilThrough special arrangements witfi Earle Lewis McGill, Dave Stamper, cox directed
both productions.
the Western Union Telegraph Com- George Schnciderman, William DarlThe
deal
was
closed by Charles Wilpany, a direct wire established com- ing, Gabriel Bee-Hoffman and R. M.
following negotiations particicox,
munication between those on the speak- Yost.
pated in by J. D. Williams, Alexander
ers' platform and Air. William Fox,
Press Credit Fox
S. Aronson, and Joseph S. SkirboU for
who was host to a group of newspaper
writers at the Roxy Theatre in New
The opening of the Fox-Movietone World Wide and W. Henderson ClelYork.
A special telegraph operator Studio further entrenches Hollywood land, and Herbert Wilcox of British
sent frequent bulletins concerning the as a producing center of talking pic- Dominions who returned to London
last week.
afternoon's events to Mr. Fox and the tures.
In commenting on the importNew York newspaper correspondents ance of this phase of Movietone develThis deilication was recorded by cam- opment on the West Coast, the Los
eras mounted in an airplane which cir- Angeles Times said in an editorial on
Inc.
cled the field, while the Moviet'onews October 24: "This action of the Fox
Walter A. Putter, Pres.
cameras caught sound and pictures.
Flim Corporation also entrenches Los
Several committees composed of Fox Angeles more firmly as the movie and
for Library Stock Scenes
Sensing
Film stars entertained the Los Angeles dramatic center of the world
New York
130 W. 46th St.
correspondnational
goers,
Newwriters
and
theatre
news
its coming hold on
8181
Bryant
ents at luncheons before the dedication York has been making strenuous bids
ceremony. Among the stars who served to secure for Gotham this valuable
The Movietone
as special press committees were Mary productive industry.
Duncan, Janet Gaynor, Sally Phipps, City, near Hollywood, puts an end to
Marguerite Churchill, Maria Alba, the hopes of other communities to sepClassified Advertisements
Helen Twelvetrees, Mary Astor, Lois arate the talkies from the old movie
Advertisements in this section, 5 cents
Moran, Madge Bellamy, Lia Tora home.
per word. Cash must be sent with order.
Victor
McLola Salvi, June Collyer,
No charpre for Box Number line. Mini"Since this innovation calls for a
mum order, $1. 10% discount 12 issues
Laglen, Edmund Lowe. Charles Far- greater variety of talent than the sior more.
rell, George O'Brien, Charles Morton
lent drama required, it wll bring many
Barry Norton and Earle Foxe.
actors
and
playwrights
more leading
:

;

W

New

WAFILMS,

was arranged by the Al Malaikah
Traffic Arrangements
Shrine Band, which was placed on
Fully 10,000 automobiles conveyed
the speakers platform and the Harthe thousands of guests to Fox Hills
old Roberts Golden State Band, staand this avalanche of cars constituted
tioned at the Santa Monica gate.
Fox
a tremendous traffic problem.
Lumsden Hare, former leading man Film officials engaged L. H. Anderson,
for Ethel Barrymore and Maxine Elli- traffic expert of leland Stanford Uniott, and internationally known
as a versity, who supervised all traffic to
dramatic actor, was the master of cere- and from the Movietone Studio and
monies for the dedication. The day's who had charge of the special parking
events were broadcast through station space on grounds adjacent to the main
KMTR by radio announcer Freeman studio. He had the assistance of 500
college men from the University of
Lang.

Nolan With Gilbert

Vidor Singers Leave

from

over the world to Los An-

all

geles.

"Faith in the future of this novel
appeal at once to both the eye and the
ear could ask no better justification
than the establishment of a Movietone
plant on a scale of these dimensions.
The talking films offer many new fields
for instructing and entertaining the
public and these fields will be assuredly extended with the installing of such
large production centers of Fox-Movietone Citv"

FOR SALE

AN OLD AND WELL ESTABLISHED
ORCHESTRA BUSINESS of Band ProFully licensed, agency for variety,
Commodious offices,
£4,500.
Price
and music.
library
up-to-date
extensive
Established 25 years. Open to every inspec-

viders.
etc.

tion

and investigation.

Orchestra,

81

Write May

Shaftesbury Avenue,

Walter
London,

W.l.

PICTURE AND

MOTION

cameras rented,
able

for

lights

"STILL"

sold and exchanged. Portsale and for rent. Keep us

Ruby Camera Comadvised of your wants.
pany, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

LOCAL FILMS
MOTION PICTURES MADE TO ORDER.
Commercial, Home or Industrial. We have

Bower With U. A.

and the best cameramen.
Our price, 20c per foot. Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue. New York City.

excellent facilities

I
The Dixie
colored troupe

Jubilee

Singers,

composed of

six

the

men

and three women who have appeared
frequently on the concert stage, left
for

where they

will join

part

pleted

the

Lon Chaney

has just com-

feminine
in

"West

lead

opposite

of Zanzibar,"

has been cast for the chief feminine

Memphis, Tennessee, role in "Thirst," John Gilbert's new
King Vidor and
starring picture which William Nigh
cast of "Hallelujah," and take
Metro - Goldwyn for
will
direct
in some of the vocal sequences

Wednesday
the

Mary Nolan, who

of this picture.

Mayer.

Bower

has

been

appointed

Jack
branch manager of the Washington
exchange of United Artists Corporation, it was announced yqcsterday by
A\ Lichtman, Vice-President and GenManager of Distribution. Mr.
eral
Bower, who was formerly with United
Artists in

Luckett.

Los Angeles, replaces

J.

E.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
YOU WANT TO HIRE

WHETHER

buy or sell a theatre
equipment, or do almost anythin(? else in the motion picture business,
an ad in this department will get you results.
If you want us to word the ad for you. the
services of our advertising experts are at
your call. Simply tell us what you want to

some one or be hired
trade or

do.

;

sell

and how many words you want used.

Exhibitors
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WE FILM VILL DRmvaLL TMROUCHITT CAREER
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CLEANUP FOR EXHIBITORr
/aBIC EXPLOIWTIOn PICTURE
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Marriage by Gont r ict
Good Box-Office Mate,
(Reviewed by Chester J. Si
'T'HIS tale has as its moral t
^ slionkl remain well satisfiet
<X')(k\ old-fashioned marriage cere
precarious as that sometimes

A

Picture

EXCITEMENT
smack

fice

a

was

like this.

hit

last

tHe
nig it

In carr|e

head reviewer, bubbling
about something or oth^r
had just seen. That, in

was unusual. So we incui^ed
what it was all about Sa
:

viewer had hurried office
directly after seeing "Mairiige

by Contract,"
Len

Tiffani/St'ahl

could
then figured tH;
this picture was that goo(
had better pass on the wo

at;:

,

the co
marriage gac
in

fast as possible.

HUMAN, dramatic.
GREAT WOMAN PICT
Patsy Ruth

Cast
niodirn

who

girl

So we then asked hiih
what the why ani

point out

4I

And

wherefore.

tries

niarriaRC gives one of

We

him.

iti

exp

a winner.

bunk

Tiffany-

a

Nobody

release.

—

this is

wh it

said
in essence, not in tot
cause we had to trim his ra|v<
space requirements:

1

formanccs. Laurence G
port.
Strong cast inch
Umcrson, Shirley - Palf
Edeson. Duke Marti
1

Claire

lis.

Built on companionate
riage theme. Shows step by

McDowcl

how

cttc.
,

conipantonal

of

<iho\vs very hunianh
!(
fully how a modern girl

contract marriage. a
rocks in three month?
Mays out till 3 a.m. an
crcd with an old girl
other words, you can't
man nature by (iodginf
ring and hcense.
That
lesion
the girl learn*

a

m^

P"\virful
r lnhs

which wfimen's
will

b.ick

rtrnng

And

sIk-

nilh

an<l

with

h'T

p eachmcni
^

u\

\ It cin
Jat)ic!^^no<T7
Kdw.ird
Cl.'irk;
Scenario,
Ihland;
Editor.
L
R.
t

Direction,

Author.
(ranrt

V

Titles.

I'.n.wii.

raphy

Krntsi

I'anl

I\rc/;

Pho^R-

e\C(IIi"nt.»

fails

in

has

clubs

gal

and church orgai

iz

tions.

ange hnwedding
he tough

on Icarnmg till
beauty have flown, ah

admirerji.

all

Very sexy, but discreetly h
led by director llames
under ihp mpTp py
St.Th1 / C lass p roduction from
.

1

angles.

la

i

n

tii

i

ss

;

womfn
dth the

s,

ny, that
will
it
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the most satisfactory.
Miss Miller is very convinc: ng in the
handling of a somewhat difficult ro e which
takes her from the young mod(rn st wife
through the various marriage ej isi des until she comes to the border of iniidle age
and with it there is the desire t retain
her youth. It is somewhat a reli f o know
all of these hardships have not bien hers
when she awakens from her troibUd sleep.
LawTence Gray also does some ci ?ditable
work, as do the other members c£ the east.
It is a picture that Mc gniti. ^n.;Ljnr!lhl(.
apneal .nrul it shoiil<i do well at the Invx-j
i

iinu'iy

uTcme; enormous woman intertcrest
in
marriage
problems
which are dramatically developed.
Which is saying plenty about Any
^cture.
Toronto and the exhiy|oi
ySivention beckon, but just
'rom the slecj

^^S^^'e

'

y

^"''
JJraWing i-owcr; T'he
subject is one that
has had much attention, and with a well
molded story, well done, it promises to click
in nearly any house. Exploitation Angles:
The companionate marriage subject lends
itself to ready exploitation; tile good story,
the well balanced east.

up.

but the womat
licked.
Age docs the trick
natural for feminine support f

another

pla^ti ets
frpend.
In

ki'cps

is

woman

^)

la

runtinue to be generally accep ec as the
jiroper and safest standard. Huv
er, conijianionate marriage has come in fer a deal
of discussion and because of th it there is
l>lenty of box-ofSce material in t! is feature.
J£ it is to be adversely criticised it all, it is
because there may be one too m in of the
marriage sequences.
Patsy Ruth Miller trudges her w ly sadly
tlirough four or five "agreeme it^ ," each
time being satisfied she has hil vpon the
right man at last. And then sh( vakes up
hat her
to find it has all been a drean
original companionate agreemen
fith the
youth she loves and who loves 1 er has not
departed because of a tiff that irc ught on
all the hysteria. But she is sm: rt enough,
after all, and so is he, to reali: e hat the
old fashioned marriage ceremor y s much

i.llicc.

how

it

showing
no protcc
this companionate niarr
in
stuff.
The man walks off,
Big punch

a.

marriage.
d power-;
harks on
id
hits the
vvl en
hubl)>'
1

imbarks

girl

ventions, etc. break
tries it again.
It

'

ihemc

modern

such a marriage, but

Story and Production,
.Drama
of youth and today.
T
one is in.
by a mile. It's got a g
dramatic
ininch tied up to th
modtrn

it I
lit

ont fffl«r_

THEME: Thoroughly modern girl and
youth decide upon a companionate marriage; they quarrel and she leaves in a huff.
She drifts from one marriage contract to
another, only to finally wake up and realize
it has been a dream, which, however, has a
happy ending.
Produced and

distributed

hy

Tiffany-

Stahl. Length, 7,7S(J feet. Released. Decciiiber 1, in2S. The Cast; Patsy Kuth .Mill?r,

LaftTcnce Gray, Shirley Palmer, Kalpii
Knicrson. John St. Polis, Claire Mc Dowell,
Hiiby Lafayette, Dnke Martin, Robert EdeRaymond Keane. Directc-r, .lames
Cl.uk. Continuity
, Edward

I
^<

liid.

v?^^

Tirr^lNV-a^T^IHL PRODUCTION./^ IMC
15^0 BI^O^DVflX

MEW YORK

CITY

ThlEY aLL aCREE-

WE FILM WLL DRmvaLL THROUGHITf C/HREER
a CLEfUN-UP FOR EXHIBITORr

^BIC EXPLOIWT/Oti PICTURE BET
iTcatiTMirr
CL^rr PRODUCTION
FROM ^LL ancLE:r
DO \MELL ^T
THE BOX-OFFICE
Motion P
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Marriage by Cont n ict
Good Box-Office Mate, it I
(Reviewed by Chester J. Si lit l)
women
tale has as its moral t la
i-ith tlie
should remain well satisfiec
good old-fashioned marriage cere ni ny, that
will
it
precarious as that sometimes
continue to be generally accep e< as the
proper and safest standard. Ho\x er, conipanionate marriage has come in fo|r a deal
of discussion and because of th it there is

THIS

plenty of box-office material in tl is feature,
all, it is
it is to be adversely criticised
because there may be one too m in I of the
marriage sequences.
Patsy Ruth Miller trudges her w ly sadly
each
through four or five "agreeme Its,
time being satisfied she has hi' V pon the
akes
up
And
then
shi
right man at last.
hat her
to find it has all been a drean
fith the
original companionate agreemen
youth she loves and who loves ijer has not
departed because of a tiff that irejught on
enough,
all the hysteria. But she is sm;
after all, and so is he, to reali; e bat the
ceremor
old fashioned marriage
y s much

if

'

'

the most satisfactory.

Miss Miller is very convinc: n; in the
handling of a somewhat difficult n e which
takes her from the young mod< rn st wife
des unthrough the various marriage ej
iiiqdle age
til she comes to the border of
and with it there is the desirt
her youth. It is somewhat a reli
all of these hardships have not
when she awakens from her trov bis d sleep.
LawTcnce Gray also does some ci|?ditable
work, as do the other members tf
It is a picture that h-" q"i'" ^r
airoenl an d it shoul/ do i
:

>:

—

.^

offici-.

is one that
attention, and with a w-ell
molded story, well done, it promises to click
in nearly any house. Exploitation Angles:
The companionate marriage subject lends
itself to ready exploitation; tl)c good story,

The subject

DriWiH^ Fower:

has had

much

the well balanced ci-t.

THEME: Thoroughly modern girl and
youth "decide upon a companionate marriage; they quarrel and she leaves in a huff.
She drifts from one marriage contract to
another, only to finally wake up and realize
it has been a dream, which, however, has a
happy ending.
Produced

and

distributed

by

Tiffany-

Length, 7,786 t'ect. Released, Deceiul>er 1, 1928. The Cast; Pat^y Kutli .Mill?v,
Lawrence Gray, Shirley Palmer, Ralph
Emerson, John St. Polis, Claire :Mc Dowoll,
Kubv Lafayette, Duke Martin, Robert EdeStalil.

—"^^v^Edwiud

Ravmond

Keane.

Stf-

Ajici

^ht

IjllitT

Director, .James
Clark. Continuity

|nd.

GnUrUirumnl

Tl

TF^ NV-c/^TflML

1^40 BRO^DV^IX

PRODUCT ION</>IMC
MEW YORK

CITY

Exhibitors

Hatch Books
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TWO FORMER STARS

Time^^
In Chicago Armistice Day
^^Lilac

Two

showing

the circuit and
independent theatres of that city.
Twenty prints will be kept in contin-

intensive

in

uous use.
Mr. Hatch reports that G. L. Sears,
Chicago branch manager, closed with
the Coston Circuit for "Lilac Time,"
all of the program pictures in the
President Group.

and

"Lilac

Time"

is

now showing

in the

Minneapolis territory and on the Butterfield Circuit in Michigan, and Mr.
Hatcli states that it is doing a consistently record-breaking business in
all

theatres showing

it.

(Continued from page

1)

Without
further
hearing.
Judge
Merriam issued the order, effective
Saturday noon. Paramount had no recourse but to obey this order and later
found it was impossible to locate the
judge to revoke it. So it went through.

The order

is

returnable

for

argu-

ment tomorrow, when the merits of the
case will be gone into finally.
James N. Robertson, owner of the
three houses advises that so far, the
Cinderella and Roosevelt Theatres in
Detroit have played "Warming Up"

and "Sawdust Paradise" and that on
Sunday both theatres will open with
United Artists "Tempest" with disc
records, for four days.
This would indicate that the U. A.
picture licensed to record with the

faces

Douglas Fairbanks' newest

picture,

product on apparatus of an

stars of the
early days of

shortly.

first

Stnitty" Director

Several of these W. E. licensees have
been recording their product with records furnished by the Victor Companv
and whether these pictures, so recorjed, can play on devices other than
Movietone or Vitaphone, of which
there doesn't seem to be any doObt
that it is being done may enter into
the Federal decision tomorrow.

If

A MISTAKE
William Fox permits Roxy
Roxy Theatre organizati

If

"South of Panama" Done

Harry Edwards, who has recently

we think he will be making a ti
mendous
mistake for Sam Rothai
Andy" series, featuring
Johnny Burke, has been signed by under the title of Roxy has
the Amedee J. Van Beuren Enter- "biggest" name in motion pictu)
tuH
prices to direct another Pathe series show business and a reputation wi.j

"Handy

third release in the current series
of eight features, has been completed
and that editorial work of cutting
and titling is now well under way.
Charles J. Hunt, directed the picture under the supervision of Lon
Young and Mr. Hunt also goes on
the credit list as editor, he being
listed as one of the most capable
film editors on the West Coast.
"South of Panama" will be ready
for release November 1st.

of two-reel comedies,
subjects.

in

Dunlap With Columbia
Richard Thorpe and Scott Dunlap
have been signed to direct two forthcoming productions by Columbia. The
titles of these will be made public very
soon.

M-G-M

leave his

completed directing Mack Sennett's

charge of production for Chesterfield on the West
Coast advises that studio and camera work on "South of Panama," the

Sign

the "Smitty"

Flo Lewis in Talkie
Flo Lewis, known on the variety
stage as "the inimitable
singing
comedienne," is to be seen and
heard in a Vitaphone comedy sketch,
"Give Us A Lift," in which she will
be supported by Leo Karlyn, ac-

cording to an announcement made
by Bryan Foy, Vitaphone director
and executive.

since.

Warner Signs Many Players

Ina Claire is either being flirted with
or doing a little flirting on her own
hook with the picture business. The
fair Ina seems quite peeved with
the
stage and its producers and declared
'the best inducement any stage producer could offer a star is a good play
and there does not seem to be any lying around." Miss Claire said she
had

A DEBT
Motion
repay.

owe

pictures

Sam Rothafel
He made big

than

a
it

great)

can

ev^

theatres pos?

and individually was instrumen
al in taking motion pictures out
the store show variety.
J. L. Warner signed a number of
His idej
well known players this week to and his alone, are responsible f«

up in "Madonna of Avenue A," in
which Dolores Costello is starred.
John Davidson has been named for

a featured role in

Ina Claire in Films?

deserved. He stands head and shoi
ders over any other showman, thet
tncals generally and pictures in pal
ticular.
He is the master of prel
entations and the greatest producl
of stage attractions to be found anf
where. The task of filling a houV
the size of the Roxy is tremendotL
Pictures alone will never do it ai
it
requires a combination of staj
presentations, such as has been d
vised by Rothafel.

debt to

Mary Nolan

production of "Thirst."
Miss Nolan was in "Sorrell and Son"
but has done nothing worth while

unknown

quality.

J

t

augment further the casts of Vitaphone pictures now in production at
the Warner Studio. Lee Moran and
Mary Nolan, once known as Imo- William
own apparatus, called the Humaphone
Tooker were selected by
gene Wilson, has just been given her
Should the courts tomorrow decide
him- for "No Defense" in which
first big chance in pictures.
Metro- Monte Blue and May McAvoy
that Robertson had contracts for Paraare
mount product with sound accompani- Goldwyn-Mayer has signed her to co-stars.
play opposite John Gilbert in that
ment, the company will have inadverVVilliam Irving has joined the linecompany's

tently been a party to another severe
of interchangeability of talking
pictures, as has been already demonstrated by the exhibitor's public exhibition of a Western Electric licensee's

"ROXY"

"The Iron Mask." They are those of
At different times recently,
Florence Turner and Francis Ford.
have heard a word dropped here a
Miss Turner portrays the role of the there that
Samuel Rothafel, betl
Mother Superior of the Carmelite Con- known
as
Roxy will leave
vent. Mr. Ford enacts a gentleman of theatre
bearing his name at the ti
the court of Louis XIII., Both Miss mination
of his present contra
"Turner and Mr. Ford were screen And further
that he will

ll

Movietone system, is furnishing their
picture to Robertson to be run over his

test

R.

be in char
magnitude in the of another 6,000 seat
house beari
motion pictures, when the name of
Rothafel. This theal!
Douglas Fairbanks was making his to house a
permanent stage coi
first step from the stage to the screen.
pariy of players, given over to ti
direction.
Mr. Fairbanks plays D'Artagnan,
The first effort of Jolson as a film the bravest soldier of France, in "The policy of musical reviews. TI
might be only a rumor, that is,
actor was not altogether pleasing and Iron Mask,"_the sequel to "The Three
part. However, most everyone tfci
resulted in a law suit brought by Grif- Musketeers," which he filmed six years
seems to know as little about it
fith
for damages occasioned by Jol- ago.
we do, insists that Roxy will lea
son's withdrawal, which Griffith lost.
the Roxy very soon.
It will be released on
Broadway

under direction by D. W. Griffith and
later left the cast, being replaced by
Lloyd Hamilton under Jack Noble

Lon Young,

Federal Court to Rule
On Robertson Injunction

By W.

familiar to the moving
picture fans of the past decade appeai

FILM ARTS GUILD TO
DISTRIBUTE JOLSON
The Film Arts Guild announces that
they have secured the World distributing rights on "His Darker Self," the
picture which Al Jolson made, first

OPINIONS
WILKERSON

"IRON MASK"

IN

in

Stanley Hatch, Wesrern sales manager for First National Pictures, has
returned from a four weeks' business
trip to Chicago and reports that on
Armistice Day, Sunday, November 11,
the company's Colleen Moore special,
"Lilac Time," will begin a three weeks

29, 1928

principals

are
Lois Wilson,

"Kid Gloves." Its
Conrad Nagel and

l)le

l!l

ll

whatever prosperity the big picture pa]
aces are enjoying at present. There
no single person in this industry th
has done as much for it as this saiE

Roxy.

We

have followed

his

every movi

ment since the days of his manag,
ment of the Regent Theatre at 116ti
St. and 7th Ave. We remember h:
opening of "The Birth of a Nation
Ins

Strand Theatre policy, the ope
of the Rialto and the Rivo

ings

and

his

move

to

the Capitol

whe

everything looked bad for that bi
house.

A lot of wise showmen argu
"You're Wonderful,"
by the hour with facts and figur
to
prove that the Roxy Theat:
Pathe Theme Song would be the
greatest financial bu

in show history. It could not pa
Wonderful," Paul Ash's the overhead was too great. The
ta;
featured song in collaboration with tremendous.
Buddy Fields and Jack Gardner, is
two or three offers for pictures and the love theme song used by Josiah A FOUNDATION
felt that she would accept
If we were Zukor, Fox, Schenc
one of them Zuro in the R.C.A. Photophone recording of Pathe's "Captain Swag- Laemmle or any one of the big sho
9 Months Paramount
ger."
we would start a Samuel Rothaf
Prod. In Europe
Earnings
Foundation Fund. We would go
(Continued from page 1)
everybody in this business and s
Columbia Plan
Sherman Directs
licit funds until several million ha
(Continued from page 1)
000 for the quarter, both ending Sepluen reached. We would lay t..
tember 29, 1928. The 9 months' earn- Hollywood
Stanley Houghton's one-act play, whole sum in
the lap of Roxy wit
will proceed to Europe
to
ings arc $300,000 over the 1927 total
take charge.
With them will be the "Phipps," produced on Broadway in the words "there you are, old bo
for a similar period.
leading technical experts of the
1914 under the direction of the late build yourself a theatre, any kin.
firm
These earnings for the nine months
but it must be on Broadway and ru
Dorothy Revier has been chosen Holbrook
Blinn, will be transferred
are equal to $8.69 per share on the
leading lady for these productions
pictures. It's yours. We are payin,
stock issued and outstanding prior to
to the screen as an all-talking
pic- off our debt and ask only one favn
while the leading man will be cither
a
the recent split up of three for
ture under Lowell Sherman's super- for this payment, that we may
one well-known French or British actor.
con
and are equal to $2.90 per share after
Cohn is conferring, while in Paris vision. Sherman will direct this play tinue to steal your ideas for our per
such split up,

You're

Jump

outstanding.

on the new basis of stock

with Frederick E. Shoninger, foreign
manager.

sales

at the

sonal

use in order to insure futur
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio
progress in the exhibition of motioi

and play the leading

role.

pictures."

If

Exhibitors
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SPANISH TALKING NEGATIVES
Px

Harkens
Revenue

To

Foreign

— Makes

Studio Gossip

Separate Dialogue
ly

Special Coast Representative

out of a possible
K'r in the cash gross on any pictie, at least 20% comes from counthat

Realizing

that

iis

I

the

speak and
production

Reed Howes

in these.

is

*

*

*

WILLIAM COLLIER TO
DIRECT JOHNNY HINES

c\ery talking picture and talking
liKHce, the dialogue being done in
Danish.

If

ductions as well has left for Hollywood to handle the talking sequences
in the first

Frank
heavy

in

If

B.

if

Hagney

playing the
Burton King's current prois

& H.

Hines talking picture, "A

*

*

is

being

*

his

first

made by

who made

made without any

lease in sight.

*

will be

Enterprsies,

It is

the contention of

C. C. Burr, if the picture

have no trouble

will

all

definite re-

is

good, they

in getting

*

*

the

of
the Hines First National pictures and

duction.

Ralph Tucker is making
comedy for Hal Roach.

a satis-

The importance of this move is
factory release.
Anders Randolf is back in Hollyfsily recognized when you consider
wood after a seven weeks location
grosses on trip on the "Exodus."
lat the percentage in
He starts
Paramount Contract
):tures for the English speaking work at Fox soon.
*
*
*
itions is about 65%, and with the
Contracts for the erection of the
Poodles
Hanneford
will
make new Liberty Theatre, Corning, New
.% added for the Spanish nations,
eight
more comedies for Weiss
15% remains for all the remain- Brothers.
It
York, have been awarded by Victor
;r

of the nations of the world.

is said that Fox now has over
[hundred thousand feet of Spanish
Iking negative already completed.

George Kotsonaros has started on
second talkie for Universal, "The
Shakedown."
his

Nina Quartero

Seena

Owen

Rigaumont,

A.

fit

Signed

in

By

theatre architect of
New York City, to the Coming Building Company. Construction is to be
fireproof throughout. House will play

seems to be a renewed
around most of the major
studios, due to their untangling a lot
of difficulties recently encountered
with talking pictures.
The plants
are by no means running capacity,
but more productions are scheduled
for early shooting at this time than
at any time for the past six months.
Spot News
Fox, through an arrangement with
activity

Paramount,
that
gives
them a
participation
in
the
services
of
Nancy Carroll for a certain number
of pictures, has assigned this popular
young player to the feminine lead
in "The Great White North" which
will have an early production on

under the direction of Charles Klein.
The first Fox Movietone production with the celebrated negro actor
Charles Gilpin, will be from the pen
of Walter Weems, former black face
comedian in vaudeville and will be
known as "Lonesome Road." Gilpin

.

.

.

arrived

Tin Tin picture.

Hollywood today.

in

has agreed to leave
quiet of her ranch to play the

le

irt

his

of the
is

queen

in

"Queen

Kelly."

a part that ranks second only

and WalErich Von Stroheim

that of Miss Swansea's

•

Byron's.
directing this picture.

;r

Clyde Cook

for Universal

Several years ago, Universal made
two real version of the Charles
•ickens famous story "Christmas
arol."
Rupert Julian directed and
layed the role of Scrooge.
This organization has now decided
picture under the di) remake this
iction of Tom Terris who will also
ouble in the role of Scrooge. Prouction starts immediately with re:ase set in plenty of time for the
olidavs.

picture.
*

America

by Walter Hampden,

be starred this season in London in a play by a Hollywood motion picture director.

The play is "Daughter of Joy"
and was written by E. H. Griffith.

tart

Production

wifl

soon.

If

.

.

*

make one

«

picture

*

veral representation in the gulf coast

sixth of the
St.

Toots and Casper

Elmo Boyce

is

directing

series.
it

for

Darmour-F.B.O.
>i<

*

Ralph B. Williams, southern sales
division manager, accompanied them to
New York. Announcement of the arrangements consummated during their
trip

probably will be made

later.

GOOD DRAMA DIRECTED
BY PATHE'S FAMOUS SERIAL DIRECTOR. HAS A
BANG UP FINISH AND
HOLDS THE INTEREST

*

THRUOUT. THE KIDS
WILL LOVE IT AND THE
OLDER ONES WILL TAKE

THE

"...

Leatrice Joy
'False Colors.'
has been signed by Fox to play opposite Victor McLaglen in an untitled picture to be directed by John
Ford.

'

Pickford Undecided

Word comes from
Mary Pickford

the coast that

undecided about
making a "Moviee-talkie" version of
the New York stage success "Cois

quette."
It is thought that it would be inadvisable for her to portray the part
of a girl that commits suicide.

«

Doraine to Marry
Lucy Doraine, ex-wife of Michael
Curtiz, director, and one time leading
woman in pictures has announced
her engagement to Dr. Richard
Riethmuller of the staff of oral surgery at the University of Southern
California.
Miss Doraine obtained
her divorce from Curtiz in Europe.

KIDS.

Junior Coughlan is the boy who
Marion Davies' next picture for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will be "Mary causes all the trouble, because when
his father died he requested Capt.
of Vassar," by Sarah Y. Mason.
*

.

section.

-

Hill,

Frances Marion's first assignment
on
returning from Europe will be the
Captain George Banfield, now putng the finishing touches to "Span- screen treatment of Lon Chaney's
"Tatterly."
les," super circus production for next for M-G-M,
*
*
*
ritish Filmcraft, will go on location
Louis King director for F. B. O.
ito Spain for at least a month,
in
bout two weeks. The picture which has resumed work on "The Little
ikes him into Spain is "Juanita" and Savage" after being held up six
m11 have Gladys Frazin in the lead weeks by the broken arm of Buzz
nd Kenneth McLaglen, youngest Barton.

—

Friday from New Orwhere they had gone to confer
with the Schlanger interests on Uni-

.

4<

if

Billy Bevan will
for Sennett.

«

'Juanita" For P. F. L.

New York

to
leans,

Pathe
Spencer Bennett
Directed by
4
...Howard Green
Story by
Joe Jackson is both titling "The Featuring
Junior Coughlan with
Greyhound Limited" and writing the Bert Woodruff and George Duryea.
dialogue for "Alimony Annie."

Bud Duncan and Kit
Guard have started work on the

picture to be made by
Iniversal in Berlin will be from the
)uida story, "Farone." The treatlent and continuity were written by

short product, for Universal, returned

"Marked Money"
»<

.

U"

Eulalie Jansen has been added to
the cast of "She Goes to War."

Thelma

first

DeVers.

*

*

Lorraine, who occupies
somewhat the same position in the
English theatrical world as that held

Robert

«

Berlin Production

ucille

working on

may

Christmas Carol"

The

still

is

"Captain Lash" for Fox. After seven weeks, he calls it a career, not a

in

Again

*

*

.

Geraghty will write the titles
for "Naughty Baby" the Alice White
vehicle to be released by First National and directed by Mervyn Lepictures.
Roy.
Raoul Paoli, one of Europe's
champion athletes, has an important
«I I»»
role in the Fairbanks picture "The
Elxecutives Back
Iron Mask."
James Tingling will
Ted Schlanger, sales director, and direct George O'Brien and Lois
Fred J. McConnell, sales manager of Moran in a Fox production titled
.

*

Owen

Seena

.

Tom

.

playing the lead
the current Warner Brothers Rin
is

HARRISON EDWARDS

J.

There

William Collier, Sr., noted stage
player and director of legitimate pro-

Harry Meyers has just completed
"Dream of Love" Fred. Niblo, Met- Pair of Sixes."
understand ro-Goldwyn-Mayer production.
This production

executives
ilie west coast lot for Fox are
making an additional negative
i\

finish,

The future Rus Farrell airplane
pictures are to be made with sound.

WEST COAST
PRODUCTION NEWS

Fairchild, (Bert Woodruff,) to take
care of him and the $25,000 he had
saved for the child's education, etc.
There's a gang of thieves after this
booty and the action of the picture
concerns the foiling of their plans by
Junior and the happy ending whereby the aviator hero is finally accepted by the retired sea-faring captain, who always hated "those flying

Margaret

Mann
for Vaudeville

Margaret Mann, sixty year old
"Four Sons," whose contract

star of

Fox
make her

about up, has decided to
stage debut in vaudeville.
She will visit Aberdeen, Scotland, to
see a sister living there, before starting on her vaudeville career.
with

is

Goldener With F. N.
Coughlan is fine as is Bert WoodAbe Goldener, former film man of
f the McLaglen brothers, in an imruff and the comedy relief is wellNational
in
D. W. Griffith's "Love Song" is handled by Tom Kennedy. George Paramount and first
ortant role.
"Juanita" will be released through- due for a change in title.' "Masquer- Duryea and Virginia Bradford do Michigan is now connected with Jules
ut the world by the Paramount ade" and "Passion Song" are being well enough as the hero and heroine Levy's First National office in the
New York territory.
of the love interest.
considered.
rganization.
fools."

In This Issue Carl
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Tells
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Wi\ The Movies"
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Critics
Somebody

told the admirable RobSherwood, the motion picture's
ieverest pal and most amiable critic,
rt

showmen

"expert

Jiat

britic
},riew

is

upon

called

say that

to do

is

and report rather than

all

Nonsense

is

showmen have
The views
a

right

a

criticise"

some

points

of

showmen and one

A

critic

critic are

number

views about

[lold

and what expert

said or are saying it?

motion picture

almost as

of persons

who

There are
critics.
agreement among
of

them

for the daily

is

this:

newspaper

serving his readers best when he
them a clear idea of the nature
and quality of a picture so that they
is

gives

advised of good fun, good
tragedy or other good entertainment
or warned away from the waste of

may be

time in seeing poor
*

The
critic

*

stuff.

IN U.

S.

Purveyors
United
States
Supreme De Forest, Edwin Armstrong and
Court yesterday decided a suit two others originally filed applicabrought by De Forest Radio Tele- tions for patents on this device,
phone & Telegraph Co., against the but De Forest's, not being properWestiiighouse Electric & Manu- ly protected, patents were granted
facturing Co., involving a feed- to Armstrong who assigned his
back patent on radio oscillating patents to Westinghouse.
Law suit followed law suit in
transmitter, which is an adjunct
sometimes incorporated in talking different courts, until the District
pictures to increase volume, against of Columbia courts sustained De
Forest's contentions and now finalthe Westinghouse Co.
Westinghouse was represented ly the U. S. Supreme Court. The
by John W. Davis and Dr. De Radio Corporation of America has
Forest by Charles Evans Hughes already been licensed by both
Westinghouse and De Forest for
and Darby and Darby.
The device on which the patent use of this transmitter, and if
suit was fought, is now used gen- Westinghouse had won, it is beerally in broadcasting, by building lieved a monoply would have been
up volume through regeneration. set up.

—

—

plan is to be able to figtu-e what entertainment will and what will not
delight the reading public he is writing to. If he appraises well and
guesses with judgment he stands out
as a desirable scribbler for his paper

BIG

$1,000,000 DEAL
Warner Brothers,

it

became known

yesterday, are dickering with the
Shubert Theatrical Enterprises for
the film rights to some 30 stage
dramas and musical comedies, proformer
and is beloved of his public. If he duced by the Shuberts, in
annual royalty for use
socks a good picture he imwittingly years. The
expected
misinforms that public and if they of such a group of plays is
$1,000,000.
exceed
to
see the picture and like it they put
It is probably that any arrangehim down as a numb wit.
ment which may be worked out will
*
*
*
at
privileges
exhibition
include
For Mr. Sherwood his own formula Shubert houses.
is undoubtedly best and it is this : "All
that a critic in any branch of art is
called upon to do is to shout forth
his own private, personal views and
opinions, and the more loudly he
shouts them the better and more use-

New

ful

We

*

"You have a good motion
said a

man

picture,"
to a great producer. "Who

says so?" asked the great producer,
this question he drove into
the midriff of the subject of critics.
"Who says so" is important. If Sherwood says so we listen.

and with

ARTHUR

JAMES.

(Continued on page 2)

De

Forest- Movietone
Suit Set For Nov.

against

WORLD WIDE

the

now
November

Following

negotiations between
the representatives of the World
Wide Pictures, and the
Pictures, a deal was yesterday closed

UFA

TONEFILM

first

into court,

hearing

20th, which is the
trary date set by both sides.

on

arbi-

Darby & Darby are representing
De Forest in this suit.

Ade

Story for Meigham

Election Possibilities

Market

to

—

Rochester
through that

Reports are
the

Eastman

filtering

Kodak

preparing to put on the
market a new talking picture process shortly which will be distributed through the Radio Corporation
of America.
Eastman Kodak chemists have

some time and expect

working

on

the

device for
to put their

Company.
O.K. on it before Christmas.
The Eastman Theatre has already
These tubes are the invention of
Mr. S. Wein, who is also the inven- received a franchise for the new
(Continued on page 2)

the earliest in any polito date that motion
picture theatres have begun to exploit the possibilities of election
night to the theatre.
In many first-runs throughout
the city, slides, placards and one
sheets are already announcing the
flashing of election returns on the
screen of the theatre, inviting
patrons to spend the evening in a
comfortable seat, while the national returns come in.
Exhibitors who hop to this early
are going to cash in, as the intense interest displayed in this
election exceeds that of any in the

This

is

been

Continued on page 2)

come

(Continued on page 2)

through tubes manufactured by the

(

to
its

Thomas Meighan, who recently
productions
unsold territory of the U. S. and joined Warner Bros., as a Vitaphone
star, left New York today for French
Canada.
On behalf of UFA, papers were Lick where he will confer with
signed by Kurt Hubert and F. George Ade on a suitable manuWynee Jones, while Alexander S. script to serve as Mr. Meighan's
Aronson, J. D. Williams and Jos. first Vitaphone vehicle.

UFA

uses no batteries, the
entire power for its system being supplied by electric wires which operate

TONEFILM

get

will distribute
hereafter in the

Company

DUE TO WEIN TUBES

suits

whereby World Wide

Talkies in 2 H^ionths

TONEFILM PERFECTION

20

Fox-Case Corporation,

which has yet

UFA-U.S. CONTRACT

Eastman Kodak

a critic he will be." For less competent holders of opinion than Mr.
Sherwood the formula is not so Jake.
know daily newspaper critics of
motion pictures whose opinion isn't
worth reading.

So called Sex Hygiene pictures
are creating a furore in the business
owing to the imminence of adverse
legislation as a result of their use
by theatres.
In Minneapolis a local leasure is
being introduced into the councils
to ask for censorship regime and
this is due to the showing of several
sex hygiene pictures in some of the
larger chain groups and not by small
exhibitors.

will

problem of the critic if
he be on the foregoing appraisal

*

A Disgrace

The De Forest Movietone

WARNER-SHUBERT

*

chief

*

Pettijohn Appeals For
100% Clean Screens

SUPREME
COURT ON OSCILLATING TRANSMITTER

DE FOREST VICTOR
The

of the proper province of

varied as the

FIVE CENTS
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to re-

*

*

York, Tuesday, October

SEX HYGIENE PICTURES
BRING CENSORSHIP MENACE

^nd he retorts, "They are talking
nonsense and they know it."
*
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By
Abrabam lU-rnstein, Managing Editor: Her
man J. Schleier, Jlusincss Manager.
Executive and E<litorial OfticLS, 25 West
43rd Street, Suite 409, New York. Telephone
Bryant 1489.
Addre>'i all coniniunication>
to E-xecutive Offices. Subscription Rates includiiij; postage paid,
per ye.ir United Stal>'^ and
Canada, $10; Foreign, $15; single copies, 5
cents.
Remit by clicck, money order, cur
renty or postage.
Entered as second-class
matter January 4, 1926, at tlie post office oi
New York, under tlie .^ct of Alarcli 3. 1S79.
Published and copyright by Picture Publish
Inc.
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30,

Most of our New York City subscribers
are furnished their papers by carriers, in
order that they will get a more prompt service than that given by mail.
Subscribers
will oblige by notifying us about any lapse in
service.

CARL LAEMMLE

President, Universal Pictures

HARD TO

ARE

STORIES
it is also a busiFIND?
ness of glorious thrill, of tingling
Of course they are. Nearly everyexcitement, of immeasurable plea- thing that goes to make up a good,
tion is
sure in achievement.
What other picture is hard to find. If they were
which may be wrong. Using this work would give us the "kick" we
easy to find anyone could take our
method of getting at the film busi- get out of this?
jobs away from us in a flash. Good
ness, let's ask ourselves,
IS
RISKY? stories are hard to find, but they;
are not dying out. As a matter of
fat
statistics
Someone
who
gets
on
SMALL?
fact more good authors and thinkers
Well. I know of no other line of has dug up the fact that the per- are devoting their efforts to the im-ji
centage of failures in the moving provement
of screen story techni-ii
business where an equal amount of
picture business is less than the
work and brains will bring better length of a gnat's eyelash when que today than ever in our history,
The best stories are still to be writ-ii
returns.
I have heard the automocompared with that of any other big
The best pictures are still to,
bile industry cited as an example of line of business. Think back over all ten.
come.
easy money. If you believe this, ask the j'ears you have known of this
I
the man who's in it. He'll tell you industry
how many downright
"TALKIES"
CURSE?
he has had to sweat blood to get financial failures can you remember?
|
Temporarily they are a terrific
anywhere at all in his business
A New York banker recently told problem for everybody.
No
man
isjl
and he's always worrying lest the his fellow bankers that he considbottom drop out of his market over- ered the producing and distributing wise enough to know whether they!'
night. If you do succeed in finding end of the business the safest thing are a permanent thing or a passing!
some line of work that brings safer he ever investigated, because the novelty. But while there is any deprofits than the movies, you v\ill producer and distributor still own mand at all for them, we've got to
have them. That means you and
also find that it has been established what they sell'
me and everybody else. The fact
from two to ten times as long as
that we've got to solve new techniIS
A CONSPIRACY?
our industry.
Great complaint is made because cal problems is only another hard
IS
HARD? foreign countries are passing special job, but it is by no means the hardest
Of course it's hard. It is an in- laws against American pictures. I we have ever had to tackle. One
dustry demanding constant applica- have never been seriously afraid of step at a time will take care of us.
tion and a complete disregard of such artificial barriers to trade.
I
So, suppose we look at the doughworking hours. It is a business of ;:m sure the only thing that can give nut instead of the hole. Suppose we
hustle, jump and action. It is a job us a severe trouncing in the film we hitch up our trousers and get
of
scheming,
i^Ianiiing,
looking markets of the world is better pic- ready for the era of additional prosahead, trying to out-think the other tures
and no other country has perity which will be ours if we pave
fellow with new plans and new made theni yet.
the way for it and deserve it.
One

of the best

find out

ways

I

know

to

improvements. But

what's right with a proposito look first at the things

THE INVESTMENT

ARE RETURNS TOO

j

jj

Joe Blair, West Coast Representative, 1255
Taramind Avenue, Los Angeles (Phone

Hempstead 1514).
London Office and Correspondent: Samuel
Harris, "The Cinema," 80-82 Wardour St..
London, W. 1,
Canadian Office: Canadian Moving Picture
Digents, 259 SpaHin.T Ave., Toronto. C^nad.T

—

ARE THE

A

^i

i

|

s

i;

THERE

>

THE WORK TOO

j

|

j

New

—

York;

Dave Bader, Ted

Schlanger's able as.sislant up at Universal, did a lot of driving over the

week and proudly announces

that

he did not have even one del)ate
with a traffic ifficer
Watterson
Rothaker, fresh from a long vacation in Italy, arrived in Xew ^'ork
.

Sunday morning and

.

.

plan.s to

here until after the Hor.se

remain

Show

.

.

I

;

j

—

!

Sex Hygiene Pictures

Due

Bring Censorship Menace

.

Players, will leave

and
good to him
coast,

manager
long stay

.

.

.

.

.

Paul

still

for the

looks

Swift, sales

J.

of Vitaphone, is making a
in Dallas, Tex., getting the

new exchange
.

Thursday

New York

in

good working order

Charles Stumar,

.^lar

camerman

and John Surtccs, assistant director, arrived from the coaat yesterday to join Director Levigard who
will make pictures in
Europe for
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

manager
been
the

home

for First National, who h;is
traveling over his territory for

two

past
in

a

weeks,
few days
.

is
,

.

expected
Phil Gold-

stone has started his first Tonctilni
picture at the Metropolitan studios
at Fort Lee.

Wein Tubes

(Continued from page

1)

William Rubin, prominent attorney,
estate owner and interested in
the amusement business, is dead of
apoplexy at his home in Syracuse,
real

tor of the Wein tube used in Television.
The advantages claimed by
in perfection of tone
quality and cheapness of operation
are due to these tubes which eliminate batteries and give a more staple

TONEFILM

N. Y.

He was

a senior brotlier of J. RobRubin, vice president and general
counsel
of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
The late Mr. Rubin was well-known
to many motion picture people of importance and was esteemed as a man
of high character, marked ability and
possessed of personal qualities which
ert

and powerful current, thus eliminating the base vibrations that are found
in so many systems when reproducproducers regularly engaged in the
ing the huinan voice.
production of motion pictures. The
This is another reason for the included a rare kindliness and a capafunny thing to me is that these pic- claim made by TONEFILM. that city of friendship.
once its equipment is properly intures portraying the human body
not lor educational purposes and stalled (and all installation.s will be $3. P-F-L Dividend
made by the TONEFILM C( mpany)
most certainly not for entertainment
Rate Elxpected
that their equipment will give less
purposes are all endorsed by doc- trouble and be operated with less exWall Street's financial experts are
tors, clergymen and so called social pense than any other talking equipprophesying
a bright outlook for
uplifters, who have a peculiar com- ment on the market.
Paramount. Interest in the prosplex that these pictures have a
pects of the company are increasing
wholesome, moral effect on the Elastman Kodak Markets
as the time of the dividend meeting
youth of the land. In 46 of the 48
Talkies in 2 Months draws near.
itates there are statutes providing
Paraniount Famous-Lasky direcfor the punishment upon conviction
(Continued from page 1)
tors will meet on November 12 and
of any individual who has any part
it is expected that the new common
in the distribution or exhibition
of RCA Photophone which will he in
stock will be placed on a $3. basis at
a filthy, immoral or indecent picture. operation
here for the next few
"The states do not need and if weeks. It is asserted the new East- that time.
they knew would not want censor- man patents \vill harmonize
with the
World Wide
ship.
The people who have these film rights for the Photophone, alfew pictures that are a disgrace to though this is not
definite.
U. S. Contract

—

Universal
Artie Stebbins leaves
for the coast loniorrow for ;i lengthy
stay, and during his al)scnce the line
Italian hand of .Assistant Treasurer
Jim Normanly, will be afiixed to
all Motion Picture Clul) checks
J. J. McCarthy, now located in I.os
Angeles for Fox, is in New York
for a couple of weeks and i> stopping
at the Plaza, feeling line ;ind hearty
R. S. Bell, First National's district manager for Canada, with headquarters in Toronto, is in Ncw^ ^'ork the business are afraid
conferring with Ned Dcpinet and in a state that docs not
other First National officials
ship.
They are afraid
W. E. Galloway, Southern district laws. They make their
.

to

.

(Continued from page 1)
Klein and George Harvey
staged a parade down Ilroadvvay, one
C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel of
with a British flag and the other
with on American, fini.shing up at the the Motion Picture Producers and
Motion Picture Club where the flags Distributors of America in speaking
form a background for the magnifion this subject yesterday said:
cent Sam Harris trophy which is
"The most unfit pictures are the
on exhibition
Jack Bachmann,
who has been here for the past two so called sex hygiene pictures, none
weeks looking at play^ for Famous of which are made by any of the
.

William Rubin Dead

Tonefilm Perfection

Eddie

.

1

to run

UFA—

them

have censorof the state
big money in
the towns and municipalities where
they can get permits from Censorship Boards to iirotect them from
those statutes and those are the
places where they sell and exhibit
that type of picture, much to our
disgust."

New York

—

(Continued from page

C. Boucher of
RC.\ Photophone said yesterday
that he knew nothing about this deal
and that there wasn't anything on
as far as
was concerned. He
did think that the new Eastman device concerned a talking picture outfit
for the home, and whatever re^

RCA

port

knew

has

come from Rochester he

of no

1)

E.

RCA

hook-up with

it.

SkirboU O.K.'d the deal for World
Wide.
This complete North American
distribution, which is in addition to
the territories now being handled by
S.

make the enof the V'VA studios
available to the public of this counBrill Distributing, will

tire

try.

product

I
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Climb Aboard

With Success t
No. 610'-'Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation*

UNIVERSAL PLUS PAUL WHITEMAN AND HIS WORLD-FAMOUS
jazz orchestra l

Silent

and sound!

UNIVERSAL PLUS **THE CLIMAX,^ THE FAMOUS PLAY BY EDWARD
^

Locke. Silent and sound!

UNIVERSAL PLUS *^BARNUM
Philip Bartholomae

and John Meehan.

WAS
Silent

RIGHT/ THE FAMOUS PLAY BY
^

and sound!

UNIVERSAL PLUS RING LARDNER^S **YOU
slang classic of the century. Silent

KNOW ME

AL, ^^

THE

and Sound!

UNIVERSAL PLUS **THE MINSTREL SHOW,*^ PLUS EDDIE LEONARD,
the beloved minstrel man. Silent and sound!

UNIVERSAL PLUS **SHOWBOAT, ^* THE GREATEST BOX-OFFICE PROP*
erty in the business. Silent

and sound!

UNIVERSAL PLUS **BROADWAY, ** FAMOUS PLAY OF THE METROPOlis

by George Abbott and Philip Dunning.

Silent

and sound!

UNIVERSAL PLUS "THE BARGAIN IN THE KREMLIN/ THE MIGHTY
^

story

by

Sir Philip Gibbs,

with Joseph Schildkraut. Silent and sound'

UNIVERSAL PLUS DENNIS KING, THE STRONGEST- PULLING STAR
Ziegfeld ever

had

Silent

.

and sound!

THESE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE GLORIOUS THINGS IN STORE FOR
you
this

you tie up with the fastest-moving organization in the fastest-moving business in
most excellent world!
if

THESE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE NEWEST SURE-HRE MONEY-MAKERS
the Universal has clinched for you in the face of the

OUT

stifFest

kind of competition,

NEVER

BEFORE. IT IS LETTING
AS
IS STEPPING
absolutely nothing stand in the way of putting you ahead of the times— of giving you
the world^s very best of seeing that quality reigns supreme!

UNIVERSAL

—

UNIVERSAL

NEGOTIATING STILL MORE DEALS WHICH WILL

AStonish the theatre and moving picture world. It is mapping out its program so far ahead
that it will be able to give you the cream of the cream in both silent and sound pictures.
IS

UNIVERSAL WILL BE SATISFIED WITH NOTHING LESS THAN UNDISputed leadership in the show world.

WATCH UNIVERSAL
with

it

as tight as

you can!

GO!

AND WHILE YOU^RE WATCHING,

TIE

UP

—

H
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RIGHT

MovM

wltkths
"I don't
with me.

30.

know about

you, Old Timer, but

EVERYTHING'S

jake

"What kick have I got coming when I've just finished a two-week
run of Colleen Moore in 'Lilac Time', with the old house record
taking

it

on the chin both weeks!

"You can

afford to give cynics the razzberry when you can play attractions like Corinne Griffith in 'Outcast', 'The Whip', 'Waterfront', Bilhe Dove in 'The Night Watch', 'Companionate Marriage', Milton Sills in 'The Crash' and Ken Maynard in 'The
Glorious Trail'— all within as many weeks.

"And you

help feeling that show business is
one sweet racket to be in when you're sitting pretty with coming
shows Hke Corinne Griffith in 'The Divine Lady'; Milton Sills,
Dorothy Mackaill and Betty Compson in 'The Barker' ; 'Show Girl'
with AHce White ; and 'The Haunted House' with a nine-star cast
all dated up for weeks to come.
just naturally can't

"I don't have to worry about Sound. I'm set with
First National, and 11 more with sound effects.

26

"Stars? Every First National picture I play carries
names than I can find room for on my marquee.

talkies

from

more money

"And what a future to look forward to when you've signed for Colleen Moore in 'Synthetic Sin', Corinne Griffith in 'Saturday's Children', Richard Barlhelmess in 'Scarlet Seas', Billie Dove in
'Adoration', 'Stranded in Paradise' with Milton Sills
Mackaill, and Alice White in 'Naughty Baby'.

and Dorothy

you're asking me I'll say that First National Pictures are
What's Right with the Movies ....
"Yessir,

i4

Right?

if

—

I,

thev're

PERFECT!"

In This Issue

Lou

B. Metzger Tells

"What's Right With The Movies''

DAIW^VIEW
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Devoted
VOL.

to the fostering

New
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INTERCHANGE ACCORD PROMISES
Tiffany-Stahl's

I

sador to the

first

picture

ambas-

Embassy sounded on

last

night at the theatre recently blessed

with

Columbia's "Submarine"

piping business.

The new

—to

a

delighter,

"The Cavalier," is an all-star romantic
drama with a Reisenfeld score that is
as pashly ardent as a Strauss waltz
and what with its R.C.A. right on
sounding, it is the best musthe film
ical offering in that playhouse since
the "Merry Widow." That was, by the
way, with an alive and hard-working

—

—

RETURN TO NORMALCT - POWERS

RCA's

-

NEW

heroined by
Barbara Bedford, a comely baggage,
and then besides Richard Talmadge
Holmes
comic
there
are Stuart
Cavalier's" cast

is

—

—

—

RCA

Photophone, who have
previously been reported by Exhibitors Daily Review as secretly engaged in the production of a new
talking
picture
projector
which
would be a standard single-unit outfit, not dependent on separate attachments, has finally completed the

heavy David Torrence heavy heavy
and Nora Cecil. Talmadge in all his
dangerous exploits is astoundingly new model.
This machine has been installed
good but the big gizzard parts his hair in tlie Eastman Theatre in Rochester
in the middle and wears a bandeau and is awaiting a try-out test, at the
over his brow that makes him look concluding of which it is expected

—

the

that

company

will

start

and provides a well-seasoned dish of
Spanish romance, garnished with melodrama and served with exciting speed.
E.
And the synchronization sounded G.
good to us and to the starch-fronted
first-night audience.

PHOTOPHONPBEAM
NOT FOR TALKIES

—

Photophone, and J. E. Otterson of
Western Electric Company, on the
question of "interchangeability," P.
.\.
Powers of Cinephone yesterday

—

stated:

"The declarations of Mr. Boucher
and Mr. Otterson on the subject of
'interchangeability' will have a most

journment of the final arguments
which were to be heard here yesterday in the Circuit Court, on the temporary restraining order obtained by
the James N. Robertson Enterprises
against Paramount and several other
distributors, which forced them to

gratifying effect in settling much of
the chaotic condition of the motion
picture business."
"The disordered condition of the
industry, caused by the sudden popularity of the sound picture, has
affected the entire business, from
And
the box office to the studio.
the greatest single item in the general disorder has been due to the
anxiety of the exhibitor to be assured freedom in the selection of
product.

(Continued on page 2)

6000-SEATER FOR

STANLEY-NEWARK
Irving D. Rossheim, president of the
Stanley Company of America, yester-

(Continui-d on page 2)

day announced the acquisition by the
Stanley-Fabian Corporation, a subsidiary of the Stanley

Company,

As

Commenting on the statements
made by E. E. Boucher of R.C.A.

Paramount attorneys
Detroit
yesterday requested a temporary ad-

manu-

something knocked oH a birthday
facturing quantities for delivery to
cake. Yet and nevertheless and not- all theatres already licensed and to
withstanding, the picture lives it down he licensed by Photophone.

like

of Business

Anxiety Decreases

Nov. 7 Restraining
Order Stands

TALKIE

PROJECTOR READY
The

Rush

Argument on

Final

orchestra.

"The

Cinephone Prepared For

Court Qrants P'F-L Delay
In Robertson— Talkie Case

GOODMAN SLATED FOR

of a

in Newark. New Jersey, upon
which there is to be erected the largest, best appointed and most beautiful
site

R-K-O PRESIDENCY

Maurice Goodman of Lehmann
The General Electric Company theatre in the State.
The plot, located at 878-880 Broad Brothers and also a Vice President
demonstrated
at Atlanta, Georgia,
Speaking of audience just think
area of more than of the Keith-.\lbee-Orpheum Circuit,
this week, the turning of light beams Street, covers an
less than two years ago we called 'em
the de luxe the- who played an important part in the
and
feet,
square
50,000
into music with Photophone equipspectators!
atre to occupy this site, and to be sale of K-x\-0 to the Radio Corporment,
at the will of the operator.
^
^
^
The device utilized the photoelec- known as the "Stanley," will have a ation of .\merica and associates,
Plans for the Anglo-American din- tric tube, electric pick-up and new seating capacity of 6.000. The plot and will become president of the new
l)uilding upon completion will repre- company which has been formed,
ner are ripening and an active commit- amplifiers and sound reproducers.
tee is shaping the affair along big
This "stunt" sending over a light sent an investment of approximately the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp., ac$4,500,000.
league lines as might be expected.
cording to those close to Lehmann
(Continued on page 2)
The awarding of the Sam Harris cup
Brothers.
to the male or female who has done
THIS ONE!
most to promote international film amCosist
H. M. Warner
ity between America and Britain, is
It provides for the creation of a
Exhibitors Daily Review again repower to control,
still keeping the guessers guessing. If
cords itself as against the Hudson Commission with
H. M. Warner, president of Warner
the whole indominate
it were not for embarrassing the comand
regulate
Bros., has arrived in Hollywood from
Motion Picture Bill and calls on
mittee (which, strike us pink we would
dustry producers, distributors and
New York. He will spend several
otlier papers published in behalf of
salient
certainly avoid) we would trot out our
It includes the
exhibitors.
in the film capital conferring
weeks
posisimilar
a
take
industry
to
the
choice for the honor and print his
features of not only the Brookhart
details relative
with
J. L. Warner on
tion. Canon Chase, who is organizname in bold face type. If the commitBill, with which the industry was
to the completion rf the company.'s
this
ing the propaganda in behalf of
tee is at all interested in our vote we
confronted at the last session of the
current schedule of pictures.
shall be glad to oblige in camera sotto
bill, which he has announced he is
Congress, but also those of the imFederal
voce, q.t. and snub nosa.
sponsoring, is arranging for a bally- portant Anti-trust Laws, the
Hoagland With Univ.
hoo party in Washington, November Trade Commission Act, and certain
#

^

^

—

—

NOW GET AFTER

On

—

Henry King's most recent which arrives on Friday, November 9th, at the
Rivoli is called "The Woman Disputed." An inquisitive asks: "Does it
mean she was or she did?"

20th, for the purpose of boosting the

portions

measure.

merce

Officially this

and

it

is

JAMES.

House

most

Bill 13686,

radical

measure

ever offered to the Congress, which
affects the

ARTHUR

the

is

motion picture industry.

of

the

Interstate

Com-

Commission Act, and con-

cludes with provisions for national
censorship.
Tomorrow we will present further
facts concerning this

bill.
i

Carleton Hoagland has been engaged bv Universal to act as contact
man, working out of the home office,
for all Movietone people in the East.
He will handle people from the legitimate and vaudeville stages.
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General Manager, Universal Pictures

You

bet the movies are all right,
are getting better right
along.
still have a lot of very
cheerful
and profitable improvements to look forward to. One very

and

they

We

Talking pictures may not be the
greatest possible invention for moving pictures; many others may come
later

which

will

be even more im-

portant.
Nevertheless, I would like
to draw a picture of the interest and
hopeful sign, too.
I know a great
the benefit which have followed
many of them will be brought out acceptance of talking pictures. the
by your very interesting symposium.
In the first place, it has been a
One very hopeful sign to me of great stimulation to theatre business,
the splendid solidity of this indus- and anything which will result in a
try and its progressive spirit is the stimulation
of
this
character
is
way it has taken hold of and adapted splendid and is to be encouraged.
this newest invention, talking pic- Talking pictures have attracted a
tures. When the radio came, some great many who have never been to
industries not so virile as ours, might the theatre or who have for any
have caved in. Rut the movies didn't reason interrupted their theatre ateven make a whimper. It went right tendance.
ahead and assimilated radio. It asIn the second place, talking picsimilated it so well that the radio tures have done a great deal not
method of amplification became the only for the country at large but for
basis of the talking picture inven- the small town exhibitor.
It has
tion which has caused as great a brought to the small town exhibitor
revolution as ever engulfed an in- a potentiality which he can share
dustry.
admiration has been with the Koxy, the Capital, the
e.vcited by the way the industry rose Paramount, in proportion to his atto
the opportunities rather than tendance figures.
In a short time
staggered under a blow.
there will be available to him syn-

My

—

New York; Teddy Kessler, bookkeeper of the Motion Picture Clnh,
is
thinking of starting a class in
penmanship

for the benefit of a

Court Grants Delay
Interchange Accord Promises
In Robertson Case
Normalcy Return Powers

—

(Continued from page

1)

(Contir.ui'd

sound accompaniment to
Robertson, on all pictures he had
so contracted for.
The Court set a new date of Nomuch hair and no hat, is writing veml)er 7th and the restraining order
titles for German made pictures for still stands, according to Robertson,
Affiliated European Producers, and who O.K.'d the request for adjournment.
.

deliver

.

they'll be good
John
has been named chairman
of the chess committee of the Motion Picture Club and is now hunting for enough talent to build up
a tournament
Eddie Halperin
is enthusiastic over reports from the
coast of the progress of his new
picture, now in production, the title

bet
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num-

ber of club members whose signature on restaurant checks furnishes
a daily puzzle
Mort Shaw, be of
.

—

.

"This was a most natural anxiety.
be limited in the matter of book-

To

meant

a permanent box office
and business caution demanded hesitation until all doubt of
freedom in film and equipment selection was settled by definite declarations on the question of 'inter-

ings

handicap

New York
Paramount Famous- changeability.'
Lasky Corp., who had been forced
CINEPHONE CONFIDENT
to deliver sound records to Robert"That
there never was any doubt
son's theatres on "Warming Up,"
yesterday stated that the postpone- in my mind on the ultimate answer
ment of final argument on the man- to this question is evidenced by the
datory order, was arranged, for mu- research and laboratory work on
tual convenience. They said further, Cinephone which has gone forward
that as far as Paramount was con- without interruption for the past
of which is "She Goes To War" and cerned, there was no restraining three years.
Manufacturing activiis built on a story dealing with the
order bothering them, since Robert- ties were put into full operation
woman's angle of the great war
son, who had no need to apply for several months ago but appreciating
Tommy Meighan has gone to a court order against other distribu- the mental attitude of the exhibitor
IVciich Lick to meet up George Ade tors with whom he has contracts for practically no effort has been made
and the two of them will try to find sound pictures, picked out someone to sell equipment beyond entering
story for Meighan's ne.xt picture with whom he had no contract for into distributing agreements with
Major Bowes will appear in sound, and with whom he only had qualified sales organizations in a
person and on the Movietone screen some sort of booking arrangements. number of important territories,
it
the Capitol next week, the occa"Now that the atmosphere has

Humm
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•ion being the Ninth anniversary of
the big Hroadway house, and a big

Levigard Sails For
anniversary party will be on all week
Al Aronson, European repreForeign "U" Production

.

.

.

sentative

World Wide

of

who

has

with

J.

been

here

in

Pictures,

conference

D. Williams and Jos. Skirboll for the past three weeks, sails
today for Erance
J. Robert Rubin,
of Metro, was called to .Syracuse yesterday by the death of his brother
.

.

William Rubin a prominent attorney
with

many

friends

the

film intlnstry
Mary and Doug, after a
short and quiet stay of but a few
<lays, left Sunday night for the coast,
and the hunch is the trip east was
•chiefly for the i)urpose of being en.

in

.

.

.loseph Levigard. Universal direcarrived in New York Saturday

.

,

.

.

been
doubt

en-route to

make

Germany where

he will

pictures for Universal at their
studios there. He planned to book
passage for the return trip of the
dirigible Graf Zeppelin, but the craft
departed before it could be arranged. He sails on the Colombus
to-night at midnight. He is accom-

panied by Charles Stumar, camera-

man, and Robert Surtees, assistant.

and the exhibitor's
'interchangeability'
distnay expect the industry

clarified

on

pelled, we
to return to

normalcy in bookings,
equipment, and healthy competitive
business policies.

HERE TO STAY

tor,

tertained by the President and Mrs.
I'.efore commencing his first pro•Coolidge
Marshall Nielan, who duction, he plans to visit his home
Bias been in New York for the past in Frankfort,
Germany. While there
three weeks framing up a lot of big he will accept the invitation
his
new business, is leaving on the Cen- .Mnia Mater, Geissen College, of
to retury this morning for the coast.
ceive a special degree.
.
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"What's Right With The Movies"

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off
Published Daily Ejtcept Sunday

AKTHUK JAMES,

31,

"No one doubts

that

the

sound

picture is here to stay. With this
as an accepted fact there remains
only the matter of proper installations to satisfy the demand for sound
pictures and the free selection of

product to meet competition, to put
the industry back on a well ordered
liusiness

basis.

chronization and sound accompani'
rnents which, within his own limitations, will permit him to present th«
same things which Roxy presents it
theatre.

his

This will

make

for

a

great deal more enjoyment on the
part of moving picture patrons andj
should make for many more moving!
picture patrons for the small town
exhibitor as well as virtually bringing the small town theatre on a p;
with the big town theatre.
The movies, more than any on

agency,

have brought contentmeni

Ut the rural communities
smaller cities outside of

and

to th^

metropoli

With improvements
come and which will
moving pictures will bring a
tan areas.

have

whic^
come,
unit,

of thought and living and of enjoy
ment to the whole of the Unite
States which it has never enjoyei

before and which it never could enjoy because of the lack of this on
unifying medium.
A business which can producefl
such an essential as that cannot help
but be right.

questions of patent rights.
"This clause reads:
"Cinephone agrees that subject
to the provisions hereof, it will at
its own expense defend any and
all actions and suits which may
during the term hereof be brought
against the Exhibitor for infringement of patents or license agree
ments by reason of the use by th
Exhibitor, for the purpose and in
the manner contemplated by this
agreement, of apparatus and equipment furnished by Cinephone
hereunder, and will pay or satisfyj
all
judgments and decrees for
profits,
damages and/or costs
which may be finally awarded
against the Exhibitor by the Court
of last resort in any such action
or suit on account of any such
infringement, provided that the
Exhibitor shall give Cinephone
prompt notice of such action or
suit, full information and all reasonable cooperation in connection
therewith and full opportunity to
defend the same, and provided
further, that this agreement shall
not extend to any infringement or
claim of infringement from the
use of any of said equipment in

combination

with any apparatus
thing (not including films or
records of Cinephone's licensees)
not furnished by Cinephone, and
that the liability of Cinephone
under this agreement shall in no
case exceed the total amount paid
or

hereunder by
Cinephone."

the

E.xhibitor

t

G. E. Photophone Beam
Not For Talkies

]

(Continued from paKe 1)

beam
first

is reputed to be 4S years oldi
invented by Emile Berliner and!

"There remains, of course, only called by him Photophone, in i885,|
one other question. The question of It has no relation to the RCA Photopatent i)rotection. But, speaking for phone talking picture development,!
Cinephone, this need not concern which transmits light into sound and!
the exhibitor nor the producer, as then reverses,
and is not intended'
a clause in our contracts protects
for
movies,
RCA
according to
the licensees from liability in all
I'botophone officials.

j

h

THE STANDARD
TALKING PICTURE MACHINE

OF THE WORLD

CAUTION!
EXHIBITOR
DO NOT BUY A MOTION PICTURE TALKING
DEVICE OF ANY MAKE UNTIL YOU HAVE HEARD
IT PLAYTHERE IS A VAST DISTINCTION BETWEEN
SOUND AND MUSIC— BETWEEN CHATTERING
NOISES AND CLEAR CONCISE CONVERSATION
NECESSARY TO BUILD COMEDY AND DRAMATIC
SUSPENSE—

AND WHEN YOU HEAR A METROPOLITAN
ROADSHOW SPECIAL OR A METROPOLITAN

SHORT

SUBJECT PRODUCED BY PHIL GOLDSTONE OR A TALKING PICTURE PRODUCED BY

ANY OTHER COMPANY PLAYED ON TONEFILM
YOU WILL HEAR THE BEST IN MUSIC AND VOICE
REPRODUCTION—THE BEST IN MECHANICAL
PERFECTION OF ANY MACHINE ON THE MARKETINSTALLED ON A BASIS THAT EVERY EXHIBAND IMMEDIATE INITOR CAN AFFORD
STALLATIONS, TOO.

,

Exhibitors
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OPINIONS
WILKERSON

Fox Movietone Program Hits Peak

By W.

R.

CENSORSHIP
12 Dialogue Features
And Shorts Shooting

Johnston-Pearson Conclude Deal

At Movietone City
By W.

R.

W.

Willi twelve talking pictures in pro(luctiun at its two studios in California,
Fox l'"ilni Corporation now has the
most anihitious schedule of talking
films ever undertaken since the development of Movietone disturhed the
placid routine of silent pictures.

The feature films that are in process
of production are as follows:
"The X'aliant." in which Paul Muni,
notetl stage star imported from Broadway, will soon hegin his first talking
picture under the direction of Marcel
Silver, first Movietone director.

"North of Dixie," in which Charles
Gilpin, noted negro star, is now at
work as the vehicle for his debut on the
audible screen. This feature, which
will have an all-colored cast, is taken
from

Walter

For 12 International Specials

Wecnis'

"Lonesome Road," and

work,
being di-

stage
is

rected by Paul Sloane.
"Friendship," written and directed
by Eugene Walter, starting this week
with a cast that includes Sylvia Field,

Donald (iailaher, Clifford Dempsey,
and Lumsdcn Hare.
"Through Different Eyes," a Movietone version of a stage play by Milton
Herbert Cropper, in which Mary Duncan will appear in her first talking picture, with Conrad Nagel in the leading male role.

"The Ghost Talks," just completed
by Director Lew Seller, is an adaptation by Frederick Hazlitt Brcnnan of
a stage play. "Badges," by Max Marcin
and Edward Hammond, and has the
stage stars Charles Eaton and Helen
Twelvetrees in the cast, together with
Carmel Myers and Earle Foxe.
"In Old Arizona," an all-dialogue
feature picture, is being finished this
week. Directing has been done by
Raoul Walsh and Irving Cummings.
Talking Shorts

The

talking shorts will use within
their briefer compass the same Movietone resources as the longer features,
employing the dialogue and sound rel)roduction methods which have already given to such two reel pictures
as Charles (Chic) Sale's "Marching
On," a high standard in this form of
entertainment. They comprise the fol-

lowing:
"Napoleon's Barber," a three reel
comedy adapted from the one-act stage
play by .Xrthur Caesar, and has in its
cast Otto Matiesen as Napoleon.
"'I'hc Diplf)mats," with Clark and
McCullougli. famous musical comedy
star>, now being directed by Norman

Wesley Ruggies Next

Trem Carr To
Series
3 In

as Paul Scofield finishes the
continuity of "The Haunted Lady,"
Wesley Ruggies will start directing it,
with Laura La Plante in the featured

As soon

—Will

Supervise

Make

Hollywood

This comedy was written by
.Arthur Cae.sar and Bubby Clark.
"In Dutch." the next vehicle for

exliibitors are feeding them plenty
meat, good luscious sweet meat, to he
carry on their crusade. And these e
liii)itors are not of the "shooting-gi
lery" type either. They are big chall
organizations in almost every local!
that up to this moment are not bu
dened with State censors.

A contract of international importance was announced yesterday
These big exhibitors are playit
role. On completing this story, Rug- by W. Ray Johnston at a luncheon
gies will next direct Mr. and Mrs. given to George W. Pearson, Man- every "sex" picture they can get the,
James Gleason in an all-lalkie, "The aging Director of British Screen hands on. The contention being th.!
Productions, Ltd.. of London, at the "business is at a low ebb and any a
Shannons of Broadway."
Motion Picture Club to meet the traction that will bring in the mom,
is going to play their houses." To SJ'
press.
Sherman As Butler
The new contract is an affiliation tliat they are shortsighted is placing
between Rayart Pictures and British mildly. They are crazy and lack intei
Lowell Sherman is playing the role Screen Productions, providing for ligence and showmanship. There w;
of the suave butler in the M-G-M pro- the production during the 1929-30 never a "sex" picture made that ha.
entertainment value. They hav
duction of "The Last of Mrs. Cheney." season of twelve special productions,
Thus far, Sherman and Norma Shearer nine of which will be made in Holly- all been bunk, poorly made and wit;
DIRT. Ce
arc the only tw-o players to be assigned wood and three at the British Screen the only one thought
Studios at Isleworth, near London. tainly, pictures of this type draw
to parts in this picture.
The contract provides for the en- great audience, but 90 per cent of thi
tire twelve pictures being made un- audience leaves the theatre disgustei
Buchanan For Movies?
der the personal supervision of Trem and it takes them some time to malt!
Carr, Director-general of the Rayart uj) their mind to return to the theatn
Studios organization, who will go The smell is very bad. The odor
It is rumored that Carl Laemnile is
trying to persuade Jack Buchanan, of to London to supervise the British tough to fumigate.
Chariot Revue fame, to accept a con- made pictures.
BAD BUSINESS
Production of the first picture will
tract to make a talking picture. So far
Any exhibitor of standing and on
start
in
Hollywood
in
May,
while
been
signed.
nothing has
that has a substantial investment
the three to he made in London
theatre properties is a sucker if he coti;
will be made consecutively in June,
tributes any ammunition for censor,
Blue-McAvoy Again
and
August,
July
at which time proship in his locality. The greed for
duction will be resumed on the Pacifew extra dollars gets the best of somi
As soon as Monte Blue and May fic Coast.
of our greatest theatre chains. ThI
McAvoy complete their work as coIn
adition
to
the program of
prosperity created by the running ci
stars in Warner Bros, picture, "No De- twelve
being co-operatively profense," they will appear together in a duced, a number of important Brit- these pictures is only temporary, fol
second production to be called "From ish Screen Productions, including the bad picture, the poorly made pici
Headciuarters."
"The Kohinoor Diamond," which is turc and one that has not one momenj
being made with the approval of ot entertainment, and this formula cov|
ers every "sex-hygiene" picture eve
their majesties the King and Queen,
Menjou In Talkie
made, always causes a great loss
will be distributed through the Rayfuture patronage, who were "caught
art organization in America.
After declaring that he positively
Mr. Pearson, in addition is com- by the wild advertisement and exploi
would not appear in a talking picture, pleting arrangements for staff rep- tation given one of these productions
Adolphe Menjou has decided to bow resentatives in important United
It is bad business all around. Gooi
to public demand and in his next proStates points for news-weekly serv- showmen with even an ounce of in
duction, "The Concert," he will be
lelligence should not play pictures 0'
ice for the "British Screen News."
both seen and heard. F'lorence Vidor The "British
Screen News" is dis- the "sex-hygiene" 'tj'pe. He gains noth
will play opposite him and Lothar
tributed throughout the United King- ing in the long run and only subject
Mendes will direct.
dom by Paramount as well as British himself to destruction in forms of ceij
Incidentalh', "Interference," which Screen
Productions.
Pearson sails sorship and lack of patronage.
Mendes has just finished directing, is Saturday for England.
AGAIN
reported to be one of the best pictures

THE BLAME

ANY

—

;
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j
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ROXY

to

come out

of the

Our

Paramount Studios

this vear.

Pascal Story Bought
has just bought "The
Charlatan," by Ernest Pascal, iirominent author and playwright, and plans
to feature Conrad Veidt in it
production to start immediately, with George
Univer.sal

—

ORTH WITH GOLDSTONE
AS PROD. MANAGER
Goldstone of Metropolitan
Productions announces the appointment of George Orth as Production
Manager for Metropolitan Studios.
Mr. Orth comes from the Paramount
Phil

Long Island Sound Studios where
Melford directing. "The Return of the
he was Production Manager of the
Phantom" has been postponed to refirst
Paramount all-talkie picture
lease Veidt for his part in "The Charwhich was just completed and which
Clark and McCullough, with Taurog latan."
will open at the Criterion Theatre
directing. This is an original story
shortly.
written by Paul Gerard Smith.
Mr. Orth is well known in Motion
"The Ring." another Clark .ind Gotham Releases
Production circles in the
McCullough offering, to be directed by
"Head of Faumily" Picture
I'2ast and has made a perfect study
Harry Sweet, erstwhile gag man and
of the production of talking pictures.
comedian.
Sam Sax, President of CJotham ProChas. Nasca also joins Metropoli"Dream House," nearly completed ductions, announces that "The Head
tan as designer of sets to be used
with David Rollins, Nancy Drexel, of the Familv," last on
the program of in making sound pictures. Mr.
Nasca
William \'. Mong and Ralph Fitzsim- 1927-28 releases, will be released
No- has been an art designer for years
mons in the cast.
vember 1st.
designing some of the biggest sets
"The Cornet
Rehearsal,"
with
The story, by George Randolph used for pictures made in the East
George Bickel, of the famous footlight Chester, was adapted
by Peter Milne. and is now building sets of the
comedy team of Bickel and Watson, in Virginia Lee Corbin and
William Rus- Johns Manville accoustical material
a leading role for this story bv Sidney sell
arc co-starred. Joseph C. Boyle which will be used in all
MetropoliI^nfield and William K. Hall'igan.
directed.
tan Productions.
Taurog.

The champions of censorship of t
motion picture are very busy the
days throughout the country. And t

opinions of Sam Rothafel
have struck home with a la
of people in our industry. Our phoni
was kept pretty busy yesterday wher^
in the writer was permitted to take i

seemed

to

few bows in the form of congratula,U
tions on our thoughts and opinionH
concerning this master-showman.
are glad they
il
was pretty

liked it.
good ourself.
all

We

W

though
1

McCarthy In Charge
of Movietone

City!

|.
McCarthy, who has just been;
I.
appointed head of the new $10,OOO.OOC;

h'ox

Movietone City in Hollywood, ar-i
York today on business!

rived in Newlor

Fox Film Corporation.

Early

Roxy Opening

j
t

Owing to the length of "Molherl
Knows Best," accompanied by the big-j
gest stage entertainment ever given at
the Roxy, S. L. Rothafel announces
that the doors of the theatre will open
at 11 A. M. daily, a half hour earlier
than the usual opening time.
I

/

\

Donald Crisp Qoes With Van Dyke
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KENNEDY COMING FOR PATHE

DIRECTS
MAURICE CHEVALIER BEAUMONT
BROADWAY MELODY', Prominent Players
'SINGING PICTURE' Added to ^Pagan^
FRENCH STAR, IS
Director Harry Beaumont began
GIVEN OVATION
Cast; Leave Today
work
week
Metro-Goldwyn-

Neal
tured c
teen y

new

Man

G
Grar

PeJ

play t
Corinn

at

this

Mayer on "Broadway

Many prominent
folk,

Academy Room

and

members
Monday noon

together with

press, gathered

officials

film

of

the

in

the

at the Roosevelt hotel

welcome to Hollywood, the film
colony, Monsieur Maurice Chevalier,
world-famous star of music halls and
revue, who arrived here only a few
to

hours prior to the reception to begin work upon his first American motion picture production, "The Innocents of Paris", which will be made
under Paramount's banner.
Fred Beetson, secretary-treasurer
of the Association of Motion Picture
Producers, Inc., officiated as master of
ceremonies and in a clever speech introduced the guest of honor. Monsieur
Chevalier very graciously responded
and captivated the assemblage with
his charming wit and exuberant personality.
He told of his long standing friendship with Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford and how, when on
v'ious visit to New York, he had
/ed an invitation by wire to visit
fair and thought it might be posto make the round trip over the

Melody", the
and sound
first all-talking, singing
picture to be brought to the screen.
The story, an original by Edmund
Goulding, is based on the tearful
struggle of a small town song-anddance man who tries to crash the gates
of Broadway and fails.
The cast includes Charles King,
noted Broadway baritone; Bessie Love,
Anita Page, Blanche Le Clair and
Thomson. It is the initial experience
of the entire cast and director before
the microphone.

IRVING CUMMINGS
ON 'OLD ARIZONA'

On
for

the eve of departing today

picture

Hawaii,
to
film
"The Pagan", two
personalities
screen

ers, wl

Tahiti,

M.-G.-M.'s

prominent
were added to the cast. Renee
Adoree was chosen for Ramon
Novarro's lead and Donald Crisp

was given a featured role.
The company leaves tonight on
"The Lark" for San Francisco,
and will embark for Hawaii on
the S. S. Manganoui.

KANN IS
BUSINESS MANAGER

GEORGE

E.

George E. Kann will accompany DiMore than 100 Fox players have rector W. S. Van Dyke and large comspent the entire week in San Fernan- pany to Tahiti to make the M.-G.-M.
do where production of "Old Arizona", picture, "The Pagan'', starring Ramon
Clyde DeVinna will be
Fox's 100 per cent talking production Novarro.
Bucquet, asis under way with Irving Cummings cameraman and Harry
directing, with Warner Baxter fea- sistant director.

Dorothy
tured as the "Cisco Kid".
Burgess, recently featured in the
.stage production of "The Squall", is
playing the feminine lead of "Tonia"
and the current scenes have as their
Lionel Barrymore, star of stage and
background the famous San Fernando
•k-end.
production screen, is preparing to direct "ConWalsh
Raoul
This
Mission.
Maurice Chevaler is said to be the
fession", one of the first short-length
is based on a story by Tom Barry.
.•l\ Jolson of France and in his native
all-talking and sound pictures for
land is fully as famous as the noted
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Although Barblack face comedian. His career has
rymore has worked in the dual capacbeen similar in many respects to some
ity of star and director in humorous
of America's present headliners for,
pictures, this is the first time he has
like Eddie Cantor and Irving Berlin,
J. Montagne, scenario edi- acted in a directorial role exclusively.
Edward
Chevalier rose to his present popularAn exceptionally clever cast has
tor for Universal pictures corporaity from abject poverty.
been assembled for the production,
Compromise",
"The
written
has
tion,
Chevaler was personally signed for
Laura La headed by Robert Ames, veteran stage
Paramount by Jesse L. Lasky, and an original drama for
and screen player, with Carroll Nye,
announcement
an
to
according
Plante,
his first vehicle has been adapted for
story Yvonne Stary and Christiane Yves in
The
Laemmle.
Carl
President
by
the screen by Ernest Vajda from the
"Confession" is
around the private life of a prominent support.
novel by C. E. Andrews. H. d'Abbadie revolves
probably will a war story based on the late world
Production
idol.
public
d'Arrast will direct "The Innocents of
start around the first of the year. The conflict, written especially for the
Paris".
director has not been definitely de- screen by Kenyon Nicholson, noted
playwright.
cided upon.

LIONEL BARRYMORE
PREPARING PICTURE

MONTAGNE WRITES

LA PLANTE STORY

LUDDY PREPARING
LAKE FEATURE
Edward Luddy

is

preparing to

di-

rect Arthur Lake in his first feature
length starring vehicle for Universal,
"Campus Kisses", according to an

Carl
President
announcement by
Laemmle.
The screen play was written by
Colin Clements and Will Chanoel. The

b<
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concerned, he
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tion at a high p
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efficiency.

In the sound fiek
rapid strides.
It IV

weeks since the

made with

RCA

first

Phot

under contract
sound tests. Dialogue ^v
been made for five attra'
artist

ii,

made for two nn
The pictures for which d^^ ^\i
sound accompaniment have'T)e\

arations

•.

include "Show Folks'
Spieler", "Sal
of Singapore
"The Godless Girl", in addition
FBO film "Gang War", the tall

pleted

quences for which were made
Pathe studios.
All advance preparations ha
completed for adding the dialog
>ound accompaniments to "Ger
and "Shady Lady". With the
tion of the two feminine lea
casting of "The Missing Mai
initial
film,
has
al-dialogue
finished.

HENRY LEHRMAN
DIRECTING

BICI

Henry Lehrman has begun

;

Fox-Movietone productioi;
Cornet Rehearsal", co-authoi
Sidney Lanfield and William F
gan.
George Bickel, of the
Bickel and Watson team, is
an outstanding role in this proc
Arthur Stone, Marjorie
with
All roads seemed to have lead to brief talks. Oscar Lawler, noted cor- Jerry Madden, Ai^nold Lucy,
CaliforSouthern
lawyer
of
Fox Hills, Sunday, as more than fifty poration
Irwin and Virginia Sale prom
address.
dedication
thousand people from many states nia, made the
cast.
gathered to take part in the dedication George L. Eastman, president of the
exercises of the new Fox-Movietone Los AnffL'lfs Chaiiihor of Commerce,
first

THOUSANDS ATTEND FOX-MOVIETONE CITY
DEDICATION
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6
West's Only Daily Motion
Picture Newspaper
cvcrv nioniinK. except Sunilay
Scri-cn

tl'f

Hoiilrvaril.

World

anil

Co..
California.

I'ulilishint;

HoUvwckxI.

Phone HEmpstead 7283
lis JACOBINO.

Publisher

,

i

Rates: Three months, $3.00; six
00: one year, $8.00; foreign counper year; payable in advance.

THE PLAYERS

[TH

j

sKAL BL HNS FATHER
Burns, who has been a fea'omedian with Christie for fourears, is the proud father of a
)y which was born to him and
in
professionally
fe, known
( pictures as Joan Marquis.

KANT WITHERS CAST
Withers has been signed to
he leading masculine role in
Griffith's new First National
"Saturday's Children". With10 is under contract to Warner
has been loaned for the
rs,
Rins O'Neill. The production
directed by Gregory LaCava.
t

,

..\N,

The first player to be cast for
•Seven Footprints to Satan", First
picture
sound mystery
National's
starting this week, is Thelma Todd,
Because of his efforts to establish
who will play the feminine lead in the Esperanto, the universal language,
role of Eve. Miss Todd seems to have
become an indispensable member of Fred Niblo, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer dimystery casts, as she had one of the rector, was yesterday presented with
most irnportant roles in "The Haunted the insignia and flag of the universal
House", which Benjamin Christensen Esperanto association.
He will also handle the
directed.
The award, the first made within the
megaphone for "Seven Footprints to motion picture industry, was granted
Satan."
Niblo following the introduction of
Esperanto in his first talking picture.
EDDIE BURNS VACATIONS
The picture, "Adrienne Lecouvreur",
Edmund Burns, who has been por- is laid in a mythical Balkan kingdom,
traying the role of Reggy Van Ryper so that a universal language is espescreen version of Rupert cially appropriate to the
in
the
setting.
Hughes' "She Goes to War", produced Having characters speak Spanish or
under Henry King's direction for French, but retaining no customs of
United Artists release, completed his these countries would offend certain
Following a brief nationalities. Esperanto was Mr. Nibwork this week.
vacation at Lake Arrowhead, Burns lo's solution to keep good feeling
will return to Hollywood to start work among the foreign audiences.
on a new picture in which he will be
Joseph Scherer, president of the
featured. The title of Burns' new pic- California chapter conferred the hon;ure will be announced within the next or at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stufew days.
dios, together with Charles Witt, head
of the Los Angeles society.
i

.i;RV E. MODISETTE, Editor
H. STINE, Business Manager

McCONNELL TEAM

FOR KALLA PASHA

Kalla Pasha, character actor, wrestler and well-known screen figure, has
been chosen for the part of Von
Wrede in the grotesque mystery film
"Seven Footprints to Satan", which
is to be started at once at First National Studios. Von Wrede is another
of the strange figures that appear in
by
the course of this amazing story
A. Merritt, which Benjamin Christensen is to direct.

and Gladys McConnell,
JOSEPHINE LOVETT INJURED
iitly completed work in "The
Josephine Lovett, well-known mo-hadow'', a Pathe serial, have tion picture scenarist, is in the Hollylected for the leading roles in wood hospital recovering from severe
ire Detective", another twenty- injuries she received
Sunday when
.A.llan

1

same organization is
put into production, Spencer

(vhich the
()

direct.

I

IE

QUILL AN FEATURED

rding to Pathe officials, "Noisy
ors", which Charles Riesner is
ig for that organization, bids
present a new screen sensation
person of Marie Quillan, sister
popular Eddie, who is playing
in the production.
(i role
a brunette who combines

end vivacity, is said to
a|)h like the proverbial million
.

TOM DLGAN ADDED
I

)ugan has been added to the
National's "The Barker",
-pieler' for the dialogue .se-

I'irst

(if

interesting story

this

of
of

The synchronizing

life.

.uker"

is

proceeding

rapidly

ilton Sills in the title role,

and

of the original cast including
y Mackaill and Betty Compson,
the microphone. "The Barker"
eorge Fitzmaurice production,
.Fitzmaurice directed.

BURTON STEENE
making Akeley camera

aerial]

"Tces, for

MKI.I.'S .\N(;ELS"
N. Knoll Drive, Hollywood
(JLadslone 72.J8

MATT TAYLOR
Writer
Now With

1928

JIM

SOUTER

Russell Gleason, son of James Gleaand playwright, evidently intends to duplicate on the
screen the success of his father and
mother in connection with the legitimAnnouncement has just
ate stage.
been made by Benjamin Glazer, production manager of Pathe talking
pictures, that the youthful actor has
been signed to play one of the leading roles in that company's first 100
per cent dialogue attraction, "The
son, noted actor

Missing Man".
"The Missing Man" will be an
tation of the stage play of the
name by John Posner, eminent
pean playwright, and Benjamin
er.

The

LAID AT REST
Our

old friend, Jim Souter, superintendent of the mill at the Paramount

studios for the past ten years, who
passed on last Sunday, will be laid
at rest today, the services to be held

from the LeRoy Bagley Funeral Parm.
Mr. Souter, familiarly known to
everyone as "Jim", leaves the rich
lors at 2 p.

same
EuroGlaz-

latter also will direct the at-

traction.

George Barraud will be seen in the
leading male role in this production,
and Ned Sparks
the

comedy

supply much of
Others named for

will

relief.

important characterizations include
Robert St. Angelo, Mary Forbes,
Frank Reicher and Claude King.

GERAGHTY

IS

adap-

LE ROY'S

IS

TITLING

PICTURE

Tom J. Geraghty, staff writer for
First National Pictures, has been assigned to edit and title "Naughty
Baby", the Alice White picture which
Mervyn Le Roy directed and which
has just been completed.
Geraghty also wrote the scenario
on this story. He was the scenarist
and did the titles on "Harold Teen",
the successful picture which featured
Miss White and which was also direct-

heritage of the memory of a man
ever kindly and lovable, ever helpful
and just to all who knew him. In the ed by Le Roy.
When his work on "Ritzy Rosie" is
thrown from a horse while riding hurry and bustle, the strife and concompleted, Geraghty will return to the
along the Beverly Hills bridal path.
flict of picture making, "Jim" always
had a kindly smile and a strong grip Colleen Moore-John McCormick unit.
BACHRACH IN DARING LEAP of the hand for everyone. He is sur- He did Miss Moore's present starring
Ernest A. Bachrach, portrait and vived by the widow, one daughter, vehicle, "Synthetic Sin".
still photographer at the FBO studios, his grandson and his sister.
cast all bachelor caution to the winds
Sunday, and married.
The bride is
WOLOSHIN ASSIGNED
Ray Seegmiller, coiffure supervisor at
Alexander
Woloshin, veteran charFBO. Contrary to the usual studio
honeymoon, the Bachrachs will have acter actor, plays an important role
Al Wuerker, for many years assono opportunity to go to Catalina or in the Josef von Sternberg production,
ciated with Fred Thomson, western
"The
Case
of
Lena
Smith".
joins
He
Tia Juana, as photos and stills must
star, in various capacities, supervisor,
be made, and Gloria Swanson, for a cast which includes James Hall,
production manager, scenarist and diGustav
von
Seyffertitz,
Emily
Fitzroy
whom Mr. Bachrach is snapping shutLeone Lane.
Jules Hurthman rector, has been placed under contract
ters, is scheduled to begin work on and
wrote
the
screen
play
from an orig- with Fox by Sol M. Wurtzel, produc"Queen Kelly" on Thursday.
tion manager.
inal story by Samuel Ornitz.
It was the intention of Wurtzel to
ETHEL WALES COMPLETES
assign Wuerker to the direction of a
Ethel Wales has finished an importJ. CLARKSON MILLER STORY
western story. However, the Fox exant engagement with William De Mille
"Headlines", the Fox newspaper pic- ecutive sensed in the young director
in "Half an Hour" for Paramount. ture, which
Fred Newmeyer is direct- possibilities other than westerns and
This is an all-talking picture, the first ing and Luther Reed supervising, is
which De Mille has made with dia- from the original story by J. Clarkson has assigned him to a feature-length
dramatic production, based on the relogue and naturally interest will be Miller. Robert Elliott plays
the part cently published magazine story which
superlative.
Miss Wales did notable of a hard-boiled managing editor. Opwork on the speaking stage before posite him is Dorothy Revier. Others won wide acclaim.
With Jeff Lazarus, of Wurtzel's
coming into pictures.
in the cast include Francis MacDonald,
staff, who will supervise the forthcomRoKcoe Cams, Claude King, Arthur ing production, Wuerker is selecting a
BUYS REALTY
Iloyt, Joe Brown, Arthur Stone, Arncast.
II. B. Warner is one of the latest of old
Lucy, Frank Albertson and Sally
the screen stars to enlarge his realty Phipps. The story
depicts a clash beFABIAN COMPLETES
holdings, having purchased the Mc- tween a gangster
chief and the man"A
Close Call", short comedy WestAlpin estate on Linden drive in Bev- aging editor of a
paper that refuses
ern starring George Chandler under
erly Hills. Warner has just completed to be intimidated.
the direction of Walter Fabian, has
his work in the screen version of J.
been completed at Universal. In the
M. Barrie's "Half an Hour", produced
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
cast are Elinor Flynn in the feminine
as an all-talking picture by ParaLouis Van der Ecker, who for seven lead and the Universal Ranch Riders,
mount under the direction of Wm. De
.Mille with an-all star cast, including years was a member of the French William Lord Wright is supervising
Foreign Legion, has been engaged by production.
Ruth Chatterton.
TifTany-Stahl as technical director of
"Squads Right", which George ArHERBROWN' OFFICIALLY
TITLE CHANGES
The future for Brown looked black, chainbaud is directing. Alma Bennett,
Ramon Novarro's "Gold Braid" is

AL WUERKER ON
STORY FOR FOX

WARNER

-o

Herb Brown, composer

of

"The Doll

Dance", "Moonlit Waters", and other
Universal

30,

RUSSELL GLEASON
ESPERANTO HONORS
IN PATHE TALKIE
FOR FREDNIBLO

THELMA TODD CAST

MOH^'^'^OOD
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talking tunes,
A^^^j
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—

i.^.^^jn_

is

j..^.

changing
if..„..i

— —his
4^:

:„

name.
«^.^i.„.^

MalcoliTi

McGregor and Patsy Ruth now "The Flying

Miller are the principals in the cast.
Archainbaud, who is a Frenchman, is
(Irawintr

upon

his experiences in

North

Fleet". George Hill
directed for M.-G.-M. Norma Shearer's

"The

Little Angel",

which Robert

Z.
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Shown
directed

I.

"Naughty Baby'

SCREEiN tVORLD

Amazing Vagabond"

PAGE TH

m

at the Ravena, October 27;
Wallace Fox; story by

by

Frank Howard Clark; titles by Helen
Gregg; supervised by Robert Bradbury; photographed by Virgin Miller;

Shown at the Alexander October an FBO picture.
Cast: Bob Steele,
26; directed by Mervyn Le Roy; story
by Garrett Graham; continuity and Tom Lingham, Jay

Thelma Daniels,
Morley, Harry
Murdock,
Lafe
McKee.
titles by Tom Geraghty; photographed
by Ernest Hallor; produced by E. M.
Cut from the familiar pattern of

An Advertisement
By J. H. STINE
Business Manager Hollywood Daily Screen World

Asher; a

first National picture.
Cast: Alice White, Jack Mulhall,
Doris Dawson, Thelma Todd, Jay
Eaton, Benny Rubin, Georgie Stone,
Andy Devine, Rose Dione, Fred Kel-

the "ne'er-do-well" son, tailored with
as much mechanical correctness as is
possible under rush conditions, this
little picture wore
well during its
hour upon the screen.
The preview
sey.
audience liked it, laughed in the right
Those who like open and above- places, and in spite of disappointboard peppy comedy, see "Naughty ments, kept convinced that ultimately
Those who are looking for they would get a genuine thrill out of
Baby".
plot,
drama, and intricate story it.
proper, stay home and read your samBut thrills the only reason for this
The picture deals with a type of entertainment weren't there.
ple ballots.
check-room gii^l who yfearns with Some were stopped with closeups.
modern yearning that is to say, she Years ago we learned from serials to
goes after what she wants without carry a stunt or thrill all in one shot.
preamble or thought of consequences In others, Steele did things too easily.
to win the hand in marriage of a There should always be a little added
The obstacle to bring the catch of terror
handsome guest at the hotel.
handsome guest is supposed to be from to an audience throat. The man who
Boston, where the Cabots speak to the leaps from plane to car, or car to car,
Lowells, and the Lowells commune should succeed by the narrowest possiwith God. Nevertheless, the girl goes ble margin of hazard, always remindafter him and gets him.
Any
ing one that he risks his life.
For the hall of screen fame I nom- organization hoping to build another
inate Mervyn Le Roy, the director, for "Hurricane Hutch" or Richard Talhis
comedy construction, handling madge, must spend on thrills and
and weaving into story form of this stunts as much time, patience and
picture. Every foreground action and money as they did.
Wallace Fox's direction is only fair.
every movement in the background
has a chuckle. The picture is a light In talking-about-the-plot situations
bit of pleasing entertainment from (of which there are too many) he
Alice White, as the didn't know how to keep his people
start to finish.
check-room girl, troupes splendidly. interesting. It is to his credit, howJack Mulhall seems to lack his usual ever, that they remained believable
breezy smile and enthusiasm in this and human at all times. Frank HowClark's clever touches lift a
picture. Doesn't seem to like his part. ard
His "Amazing VagaHis work is far below his usual happy- routine story.
go-lucky self. (Don't tell me the Bos- bond" title excuses some very imton character did it. Mulhall is Mul- plausible situations; whenever logic
hall, and shouldn't be anything else.) got in the way of entertainment it
Doris Dawson is most charmingly ef- was just too bad for logic. That is as
fective in her scenes, as is Thelma it should be.
Bob Steele showed an attractive
Todd excellent in the part of the gold
personality, although handicapped by
digger.
directly under the giant snap- poor lighting in outdoor sequences.

—

—

—

—

But

shot of Le Roy in this hall of comedy
screen fame mentioned above, I would
hand the photos of his Three Musketeers in the picture Georgie Stone,
Andy Devine and Benny Rubin. These
a modiste shop
three characters
clerk, a taxi driver, and a pawnshop
jeweler are the henchmen, protectors,
promoters, and general supporters of
The clerk borthe check-room girl.
rows the gowns and the perishable-inwater bathing suit for the girl's quest.
The taxi driver furnishes the transportation and the bulky protection.
And the pawnshop jeweler loads the
of "cracked
girl down with plenty
All three of them are riots of
ice".
When, at the last,
characterization.
Andy Devine, the taxi driver, a hulking overgrown behomoth, breaks into
sobs of anguish, the limit is reached
The audience enin laugh capacity.
The man
joyed every minute of it.
who plays the waiter is a genuine arI don't know who he is.
tist.
Le Roy has an opportunity for another laugh bomb where Mulhall is
exposed as a passer of bum checks to
Now the matter is all
the audience.
explained in action with the hotel
manager telling him to get out. But
if Mulhall left his pal at the manager's summons from the door, and
without explanation in camera action
spoke the title: "Well, the game's up.
All those bum checks of mine came

—

—

—

Future material should keep him moving more.
No athletic performer
should be given a job that would stop
Barrymore ^that of standing still and

—

talking plot titles. Thelma Daniels
was acceptable as the girl more than
acceptable in one lingerie sequence.

—

Tom

Lingham, Lafe McKee, Perry
Murdock and Jay Morley all played
Emily
in
workmanlike fashion
Gerdes drew laughs with closeups as
an eccentric comic. Photography by
.

Virgil Miller rates good. He had bad
lighting conditions to fight in studio
In the big
and airplane sequences.
woods his results were much better,
with many long and medium shots of
Titles
by Helen
genuine beauty.
Gregg told the story without any
labored wise-cracks, getting several
legitimate laughs.
slant:
"The Amazing
Box-office
Vagabond" will rate a little better

than

usual

Class

C

offering.

5400

feet.
J. F.

N.

HARRY SWEET TO
DIRECT FOX TEAM
Preparations also are under way to
feature Clark and McCullough in "The
Ring", an original story of the squared
Harry
circle by Paul Gerard Smith.
Sweet, erstwhile gag man and com-

[

The Fifth of a Series of Advertise-'
ments Written by Members of the
Staff of Hollywood's Only Daily
]
Film Paper

HEN

we bring out

coming

the forth-

INDUSTRIAL

HOLIDAY number

of

and
the

Hollywood Daily Screen World, it will
be an issue devoted primarily to the big
business of producing motion pictures.
To the best of our ability, emphasis and
stress will be laid upon the men in the
industry, and the business firms of the
community, whose work behind the
guns make possible the completed motion picture product.
In pictorial layout

and by printed
and HOLIattempt to tell a com-

INDUSTRIAL

word, the

DAY edition will

plete and engrossing story of presentday production methods and practices,

including recent developments in connection with the now popular sound
films.

Not all of the romance of the motion picture world is centered around
the lovely feminine stars of the screen
or the virile leading men of the profession.

Those highly trained executives who
carefully engineer the destinies of the
stars and whose watchful eyes constantly scan the amusement marts of
the world, have a mighty important
place in the picture that is contributory
to the continued progress of the industry, and it is to these men and the
scores of local merchants who supply
motion picture studios with equipment
and material, that we shall primarily
address our message.
It is, of course, to be fully understood
that a complete story of the film players will be included in this special edition, else it would not be a thorough
and exhaustive study of this huge industry. Players will have ample opportunity to co-operate in the presentation of this number and by means of
photographs and articles will have
adequate representation in its columns.
It is estimated that forty thousand
readers will peruse the pages of this
splendid edition and, by virtue of this
fapt
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^vised
Schedule^
Shooting
udio
PRODUCTION

DIO

I

Monica Blvd.

»tita

oodwin

UBrca

«.

Ml
-HE. illl
,unMt BWd.
taslingl

Ki.Mii.

I,

Wm.

Phillips

Alex

Holland..

Cohn. Casting)

Frank Capra

:M. 9141
-:
chards)
KM. 4131

.'..

—HO.

Gloria

778T»

i)wer Si.

Tom

—

,

151—7:00-5:30

lohn AlcCormick
Vid

GuS.

Wid

Gunning..

..

\0. 3501—3000
Egli, Casting)

—

4:00-6:00
»}. 'Western Are.
oderick

0:.'IO

Christensen

Frank Lloyd^
Merv;yn LeRoy^

Wm K

(iaynor

Beers, Casting)

9133

.

Wm.

....James

...Sam

Wood

John

Shearer..
Gilbert

...Wm.

Nigh

Marley

.

..Buster

R^ed""""!

Garho-A'ithcr-Stone...

hun—CTR.

31

1

N. Lai Palma»
i> Foulds

to

'Howard" Hugiiei..

1

P.

Em

_

M.

il

J

ann in gs

..

ach Studios

...

.

All-Star
Technicolor Prcxl.
Prod
Inspiralion-IIalperin
Harry O. Hovt Prod. Helene Costello

Melrose

Gotham Prod.
B. & H. Prod
.Smitty Prod
Al Nathan
Enibarra.ssing

Parrott

„..Roy

NaiU

John Farrow
Ernest Pascal

Letter"
Tong War"....

Hap

E.

Bbck

„

Pearl"

Johnny

Al7i'

CaVio;

Hincs

All-Star

:

Moments

Pro-i

Inc. David Findlay
Kenneth McDonald
V.

Nve V. Rcvnolds
"

bv- Southern
Eve .Southern

l-Stahf— OL. 2131
'Sunset Blvd.
Casting)

f;iHiial
Artists

Vorth Formosa
ie Schueialer
<176

Aliii'i

B'-uiictt

:.

Harry Richman
M.

to 12 A.

M.
Casting)

George Chandler
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l.^ny

'
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._

RajrMcDevitt

Dunn

She Goes

"One

Z^ZZZZZZZL.:

l'il?.;;crald

...Gcr.e

llornboUcl.

..

Cunningham
Howard Estabrook

rl"

George Draney

"o'

'"s^xes"

-

Comedy

Bud Shyer
William Curran
E. McManigal
Barstow BudworthJack Malon
Owen I'"ontainc ... Fred Dobson
Bart Carre
lias

Wi

Norton Parker

'Grimaces of Life"

y-

.-

-•

Story ot Incas

J.

1);

to

Splendid Hour "

Z"Z'''Pair

..Shooting

Jaclt

_

•_

"^^u^l'^Zl
shooting

Staff

^ J.

Ada

"Jazxland"

Faxon Dean

'Girl

Who Came
of

Budworth

I

comedy

.'Helen

Sam'l Goldwyn Prod.. Ronald Colman

3I3I

M.rshin

Cave

Preparing

o Bud worth
McQuillan

Preparing
Shooting
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Pi-epanng
Preparing
Preparinj
preparing
Start Alon
SMioot.ng

iHood-B. Cohen...
"ranees Hyland..

Back"
London"

Preparing

.

)ohn Barrymore
Feature Prod., Tnc.
Roland West
Doug. Fairbanicf Cc.JDouglai Fairbank.
PickTord Co
Mary Pickford
Sam'l Goldwyn ProdVilnia Banky

Universal

(^eo

Geo.

Tony Gaudio
Andre Bartatier
Ray June

...Shooting

.Staff..

Untitled..

lame, hood

...._....'_......'..'.'

CTty

H. Snead

Shooting
Sheeting
Shooting

3ta^

Untitled
..Untitled

fteo.

„..Marco Elter
Eli

Pickott

Arthur Hoerl
Arthur Hoerl

.."Ships in the N'ight"

Depew..

Stevens
George Stevens
Art Lloyd

French
French
Harry Scott

...Lloyd
...Lloyd

Joseph Boyle
Charles Hines

SbciOtlll!.'

.Preparing

Anderson

D.

"Redskin"

Cronjager..

ooting
..Shooting

..Shooting

...."Marquis Preferred"

Eddie Gordon

Henry King
.Oilf Wheeler

all str

saf

Jas.

.

..^hooting
Preparing

Preparing
.Preparing

..."Wolf of Wall St."..

...Duke Worne.
Scott Pembroke

Leo McCarey.
lames Home..

Laurel- Hardy

Loring-Estabrook..

"Ellis Island"
...."Divorce Bound"

..Hathaway..

Prsparing

....... .^'••<'t'4ng

''Case of "Lana Smitli"

Scott, Casting)

.-TR. 4141

f

Logan

GarviiiBvron
....„Chas. Chase

City
1151

:r

t.

lacqiiclinc

....

..JIarry Bobs..

.."Wolf Song"

Schertzingar.
Frank Tuttle

Location
Shooting

Wanda Tuchock

Untitled

...."The
...."The

Preparing
Preparing
Preparing

.

"Four Feathers"

Thoniai

-

-

—Praparltg
...

....

...

Wra. Wellman
Rowland V. L»-

AVallace Beery
George Bancroft
R. Dix
Adolphe Meiijou

Trcni Carr Prod

•

Fleming..

Victor
-

Mary Dugan"

M. A. Anderson.

McEveety

F.

Shooting
...Preparing

.

Sotig iWriter"

."The Killer "Ship"
"Hell's Augels"
"The Butterfly Chaser"

D'Arrast

H.

BrentLukai

ennett
o City

B.

Jo»ef T»B Sternberg..
Caepar-Scliccdsack. Iran
Lewis Milestone..

Florence Vidor.

Datig, Casting)

Gayloid Lloyd

Drake...

Shooting
Shooting
Preparing
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Preparing
Preparing

Bess Meredyth
Lucien Gary Story... ....Preparing
... Preparing
Beth Brown
...Preparing
Lenore J. Coffee
... Pieparing
Preparing
_
preparing
Lew Lipton
Preparing
Josephine Lovett

Marriage"
"Brass Bands"

Harry Perry

Oliver

Edmund Goulding

"Hallelujah"

Ted Wilde
Chav Hunt

Esther Ralston..
Richard Arlen..

„ el rose

^.

Beery
Lyon-Hall-Niisen
Caddo
Harold Lloyd Prod.... Harold Lloyd
f'hc-terfield Prod

Younger

-.::-r,-r-

"Spite

First Division Picturei.N'oah

-A.

Alice D. G. Mdler..

"Ballyhoo"
"Thirst"

...

O'Connell

Lenoro Coffee

"Wonders bf Women"
Duke Steps Out"..-

Vidor..

W.

Byron Morgan

...."The

-.Sidr.ey Franklin

Miller...

-•
-

....."Broadway Melody"

Jack ("onway

King

Clarkson

•-,

L.

Sea"
"Last ef Mrs. Cheyney"
-"Trader Hern"
"Bridge San Luis Rey"

"Trial of

.

..

Smith-Stone-Brown
r.

...."All at

Edward Sedgwick..

Joan Crawford..

....

"The Diplomat"
"Maker of Dreams"
'The Little Angel"
"The Pagan"...._
."De ert Law"

Ben Klein
^'^

"The
Keaton..

Shooting
Shooting

...Shooting

Tristram Tupper
F. H. Brennan

"E.xiles"
......o
'Headlines"-.

Dan'l Clark

Cruze

Haines

,

_

."Christina"

...

Norma

,

.

"In Old Arizona"....
'Capt. Lash"

...Harry B»«umont....
Clarence Brown....

All-Star

ihooting

'•Our Daily Bread"

.

111

..

L. Birinski-Dr. Laszlo Preparing

Life'

"The Ghost Talks"

,

oldwyn-Mayer

of

Bad Girl"

••That's a

Howard....

Lew Seder.
Eaton-Twelvetrees
Wm. Beaudine
Madge Bellamy
.A. D. Schaumer.
Newmeyer
Fred
Albertion
S. Phipps-F.
Sam Katz.
Norman Taurog
Clark-McCullough
Si dney Bowen
...Marcel Silver
Urcxel Rollins
Robt. Z. Leonard. ....Ed Bropny
Shearer
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...W. S. Van Dyke...
Novarro
.... R.
...Nick Grinde
....rim McCoy
....Alf Goulding
Dane-Arthur
....Robt. Z. Leonard
....Norma Shearer
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,

Shooting
Tom J. Geraghty
Prepannf
Richard Bee
Preparing
C R. .,Cooper, author...
Preparing
Adelaide Heibron
"Hot Stuff"
Heilbron
-.-..Aclelaide
P-P-^l
••Children of the'Ritz"
E'^'P*"°!
"The Man and the Moment" A. C. Tohnston
Preparing
Forrest Halsey
'•Saturday's Children"
Preparing
...Carey Wil on

John Francis Dillon
George Fitzmaurice
Gregory La Lava
.Corinne Griffith
.^
Wm. A. Seiter
.Colleen Moore
:_Chas. FarrellM. Duncan... F. W. Murnau...
Raeul Walsh
Baxte -Burgess
..rasper Blystone....
Blystone.
J. C.
McLaglen-WinOisor
..Janet

Prtparimg
shooting
Shooting
Shooting

,

Carey Wilson

..
Synthetic Sin"
"7 Footprints to Satan"..
;..•'Weary River"

Dovt

Billie

.Geo. Melford..

Drifte r"-

The Comedy

Mackaill-Mulhall

„

Willis Goldbeck

^__

Elevator GfrT'

"Stranded n Paradi'e".

Wra. Seiter
Benj.

Shooting
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing

Blockade"

"The

Fitimaunce..
Alexander Korda

White

Alice

,.

...-"

1-acey

Clawson
Dromgold
Conselman
Wm.
Neil Brant
E. Clawson Murphy
Tay Garnett

Elliott

...."Love in the Desert".-

Geo.

Barthelmess

Richard

De

Kobert

Mi.x

Sills-Corda
Moore
Colleen
T. Todd-Hale

"NriTl'arin::

Kelly, Casting)

_

Preparmf

tieorge

-Queen Kelly"

Eric von Strobeini..
Geo. Melford
Geo. B. Seitz

....

SillsMackaill

TTT

•<k.

•Joe

,

j'The

_
Niis"son

.Anna' q!

OL.
tional
Calif.

.

"

Shooting

Darling
Gangelin Jungmeyer

scott

Neighbors"
Scandal"
-Thp I eithenieck"
;.s^^^,,^fi^^ de^.'.."Usten, Baby I"
"The Flying Fool"
-afgh Voltage"
Geta' ay"
"The
^"'^

""

Swanson f rod SwansonW. Byron

Preparing
Shooting

.
:

'••Office

Abel.
E. .J. Babille , ...Dave
r
D
" Smith....J.
Smith. ...J. Badaracco
Leigh R.

luiiior Coghlan
Eddie Quillan
Wni. Boyd
Ralph Blocit Prod.. Wra. Boyd
'.

..Preparing

"••Noisy

U'Orsa

Lonnit

Riesner
Chas
Paul L. Stein
I.Howard Higgin

Eddie Quillan
Paul Bern Prod
Ralph Block Prod... Phyllis Haver
Armstrong
Ralph Block Prod."^JBoyd-Hale,

Preparing

.

Series..

•RejHeis Youth"

Cower

i.

...Shooting

Series

MacDuff"

"The Younger Gene;ation"..Sonya Levien

Cabanne...

Cliruty

Uay-K. l-'orbes
.Jean Hersholt

..."Sandy

Prep«riaf

...Chaplin..

Ciirl"

....•Chorus

...Harry U'Arcy

..

Gus Meins

M

940

Holland

Will.

LccEiiglc
..Jack OuiVy
...Billy Dooley

.

Preparing

H.irry'

"Lity Lights".

rotheroh

illiTrCrocker

Chaplin.

_....Cbas.

__Jfieparint

Bill

Luck

lla-d

1

Polla r d

Cbas. Chapl. n

Chaa. Chaplin

'»plin

until 1)«.

r.i

I'lod. Hiid

Uob and

Goodwin.

...Les

lollani.^^

lUi.l

Clo

Darmour Prod
& Wolcotl

Wilciix

54'*

t.K-iiiuc

CO.

toiiR-il.LS

Hrcc/v

MUfilOS

STATUS

SCENARIST

TITLE

CAMERAMAN

ASST. DIR.

DIRECTOR

STAR

'Oenny
valalic Kingston

G((,.

_«m.» IWtaal.
«.>;.rd

Allan

"Siiu.ids

Arciiainbaud

W..t

Dwan

T.

_

Freeland
Dliver Marsh
_
L. Huml»r.tone....Henry Sh«rp

_.Sam Taylor
Alfred

"King
-

Santell

Lewis Milestone
Lewis Milestone
Herbert Hreiion
Herbert Brenon
Alan Cro land
Walter Fabian
_
.Or Paul Fejos
Joseph Henabery
Ray Taylor

-

Kii;lu'

Mountains".
of the Mountains"...

"Night Stick
'O-he

-

Iron Mask'

Hal Mobr
Arthur Todd

-..-.-

--

Lotta Woods....-

Gray-McNeil

Untitled

.James

"The Shot"
"Taras Bulba"
'The Re-cue"

Muical Talkie
Comedy
"Broadway"
"Clear the Deck"
"Pirate of Panama"

..J-Reel
.'.

Pasternak
V. O. Moore

TTans"Kraly

"Coquette"

"Lummox"
Paul Kamp.

.Shooting

Gleason
Pushkin, author
Gogol, author

_....

Shooting
Preparing

p„!^VfA
^J'lTJ^^

^^^""^
P.eparing

Preparing
Shooting
Prepaiing
El.z.
?vew
Sullivan....
Gardiner
^.
\ ork
...Shooting
_
Basil Dickoy
Preparing
.....I.owe-Furthman
Shooting
E. Snell-G. Lehman
Shooting
Morgan-Gooden
_-..

^.
Meehan

Interni.tional

COMMENT
NEWS

Circulation
Issued
Senii-

DIGEST

Monthly
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ENGLISH PRODUCERS TAKE STEP AHEAD IN TAISER FIELD
THEA TER
UNION WARS
ON TALKERS

5. F.

WALKOUT THREAT TO BE
SETTLED TOMORROW

TELEVISION HISTORY IN MAKING HERE

KGFJ to Broadcast Nightly
By Darte

A

STATEMENT OF HISTORICAL AS WELL AS OF
PRIME INTEREST TO THE
SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 1.— PICTURE INDUSTRY AND THE
Friction which began last week PUBLIC, HAS BEEN GIVEN A
between the organized union thea- REPRESENTATIVE OF SOUND
tre crafts of this city and the Em- WAVES BY BEN S. McGLASbassy theatre, devoted exclusively
to talking motion pictures, is expected to be ironed out satisfactorily tomorrow.

The controversy
the San Francisco

began
local

:losed.

a

walkout

was

or-

lered when Wagnon failed to comply, the union made a last-minute
iecision to hold the order in abeyince until tomorrow, when a meetng will be held to determine the
'uture policy of the union in the
:ase.

OF RADIO
THE EFFECT THAT
BEGINNING SUNDAY EVENING,

HIS

STATION WILL

the very near future.
We invite
those interested, through Sound

Waves,

our station.
To
those who are experimenting and
to

visit

BY AMERICAN
MARKET SEEN
STUDIOS PLANNING FULL

FEATURE PROGRAM

LONDON,

England

(from

the

^ Daily

Film Renter); British
Sound Film Productions have
building receiving sets, we would a program in view of six special
like to confer on results obtained sound films of feature
length. The
and observation."
first of which, to be begun in October, is "Sinews of War," by
Lee Gets Wave
Arnold Bennett and Eden Phil-

Prior to visiting KGFJ, the rep- potts.
resentative was invited to the
In addition to this, twenty-six
The call of this special trans- home of Gilbert C. Lee,
well- sketches, some from the variety
mitter is 6XF and the wave-length known local radio
stage
and some original,
engineer,
is 62 meters.
A 48 hole disc will a television broadcast from where planned, together with a seriesare
of
be used and the approximate speed (General Electric,
Schenectady, speaking cartoons. The company
of the motor will be 900 R.P.M. N.Y.,) was received.
Details of will also run a regular topical
Transmitting hours will be be- this set was described in
the past service, and have alreadv in comtween eight and twelve P. M.
two issues of this publication. At mission recording vans 'all fitted
A cordial invitation has been ex- 7:30 P. M. all lights in Lee's home with the necessary apparatus for
tended to the industry and scien- were extinguished and the an- handling topical events.
began his request to
tists byMcGlashan and EldenSmith, nouncer
Negotiations are practically conLee then turned on cluded, it is stated, with one of
his television technician, to visit "stand by."
KGFJ and inspect the apparatus. his motor and from a small aper- the best sound film directors for
Smith, who last week gave a talk ture in his board (see picture last the making of "Sinews of War,"
to the Los Angeles Section of the issue) a flickering of light was and an announcement regarding
Steadily and surely im- his appointment is likely to be
Institute of Radio Engineers on noticed.
television, will be on hand each ages began to dance; the G E made very shortly.
evening to explain the apparatus. trademark was flashed a hand was
Talkers From "A to Z"
"We are very much interested in held up to see dolls were made
Talking pictures from "A to Z"
talking motion pictures," Smith
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued

WGY

—

;

on Page 7)

Talkers vs. Television

While the picture world
pn,
f

OWNER

BROADCAST REGULAR
when VISION EACH EVENING. TELEof the

Musicians' union served demands
on W. B. Wagnon, manager of the
Embassy, that his present operation of the playhouse was contradictory to union regulations.
Wagnon declared the demand
was made that he place an eightpiece orchestra in his theatre and
hire two organists, all union, with
the alternative that it would be

Although

HAN,

KGFJ, TO

declares, "and will probably put
in a different style disc in order
to broadcast motion pictures in

[COMPETITION

is still

Scientific

in the throes of the "talker revolu-

science has followed up this

television.

-:-

first

bombardment with a barrage

Cousins

nectady, N. Y.
as

-:-

Vie for Leadership

Izotta Jewell

Mortimer Stewart directs

is

shown acting before the transmitter

her.

In the case of talkers, neither the producers, as a
Center, Dr. E. W. F. Alexander, of General Electric, is pictured with
whole, nor the
the change this introduction would mark. Likewise is his assistant, R. D. Kell, in the laboratories. The instruments are called
le entree of the radio picture.
Proof is no longer necessary of the the projector and screen.
Jasibihty of television, what with the experimental
tests now being
In comparison to the 'shooting' of a television presentation, the
roven and regular broadcasts already announced.
last photo is that of a talker being recorded.
W. S. Van Dyke is
Left to right, the photos show: First time picture
and voice ever to directing Raquel Torres and Nils Asther, while John Arnold runs
i transmitted simultaneously
was accomplished the second week in the camera from the soundproof booth. (Photos by Wide World and
eptember through diligence of General Electric engineers at Sche- M-G-M resDectivelv^
ublic, realized

1
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iNeed for Better
Music Is Voiced
Talker Patents

Science

Pictures"

By John

A

legal precedent is expected to
be set when the outcome is reached
ol che petition filed by the DeForest Phonofilm of Canada, Limited,
for an injunction restraining Fa-

.t3J!-;1:.

CEDRIC

WITH
accompaniment

synchronized musical

the

to pictures

now an establi-shed practice,
demand for finer and original

Quillan

STATE THAT SINGRUMORS
ER'S MIDGETS ARE COMING TO

HOLLYWOOD TO

has MAKE A TALKIE. THIS IS DOmous Players Canadian Corp. from music is infinitely greater than it
ING A BIG THING IN A SMALL
Reed,
Luther
declares
been,"
ever
continuing with the use of MovieWAY.
Fox
StuWm.
*
*
tone equipment in its Montreal
*
dio supervistheater, the Palace, which was the
If the midgets turn out to be
or, who is also
first house in the dominion to be
generally ac- good actors, it may be ^vise to give
wired.
credited as a a couple of them leads in a big
The DeForest organization asks
music critic picture, and work them on stilts.
a written answer to its claims and
of the first
for
alleged
damages
also $25,000
rank, having
infringement of patent rights. The
Then if this proved a success,
served in that
suit is highly important to the
there would be a mob of stiltcapacity for
whole sound picture situation in
walkers rehearsing how to get up
the New York
Canada, especially inasmuch as Fain the film industry.
Herald bemous Players is installing sound
*
*
fore entering
equipment in its leading theatres
pictures.
At
rush
hour,
can you imagine
throughout the dominion.
"Producers how many stilt supporters would
will find that be thrown off the Vine Street Bus?
fact that at present there are a
^
^
^
new music
few hundred of the 15,000 or so
be
States
Central Casting Office would
theatres in the United
found and have to put up a sign reading
equipped to show them. From all
the
first company to see this need
"Must see your stilts before regindications it will be several years
and enter the field will profit istering."
before the theatres will be anygreatly by it.
As is known, the
thing like generally equipped. Also
musical
setting
to
pictures has alforeign
market
the question of the
And imagine some actor's emconsideration, especially ways been of second consideration barrassment,
is a big
when instead of
and
most
always
of second class
for United Artists pictures, which
bringing his stilts, he brings his
rating.
What
an
opportunity
this
secure approximately 40% of their
stills.
*
*
gross receipts from the foreign makes for a Cadman, or any such
name, to write original themes inmarket.
If the midgets are paid accordDevelopment of sound pictures stead of using some arranger who
poorly
borrows
Cadman's ing to their size, they'll be a gang
has injected a new, interesting and but
works! Only too often does such of hungry midgets touring Hollydifficult problem into the field of
wood.
motion picture production, but it an arranger possess a facile for
is
no more difficult than many combination, at the same time
The opporBUT THEN AGAIN, THE n
other problems, and we expect to lacking originality.
BE JUST THE I,
cope with it so far as our com- tunity for composers of rank is MIDGETS
pany is concerned along our usual forcing itself into the studio doors. THING, FOR THE SHORT SUB- Ji
conservatively progressive lines. Heretofore, time has always been JECTS.
There are many opinions rife but a factor to be considered, and is,
my opinion is that talking movies perhaps, one of the reasons for the
comparative inattention to the
will not necessarily dominate the
right music.
Sound thus forces
field to the exclusion of soundless
this deeper consideration, and the
pictures.
time element will be of longer
Analysis Made
Hollywood will be the scene of
duration, because plans will be
Unquestionably they are now a made in advance because of nat- an international debate on the
merits of the movies, October 26,
novelty which has captivated pop- ural conditions.
at Millspaugh Hall Auditorium, it
ular interest, and I think a proQuestion Arises
has been announced.
Kenneth
ducer would be wise to capitalize
Piper, Harold Kraft and Myron
on this interest if he can do so
"A natural query is, 'How are
consistently with his general pro- young musicians to get this op- Smith, University of California at
duction plans, and method of mar- portunity?' And to this, there is Los Angeles, will meet the crack
keting.
On the other hand, when no more a set rule than there is team from the University of Sydtalking movies have worn off their as to how authors get their start. ney, Australia. Frank Woods, Secnovelty they will stand on their The studio people have to be retary of the A. of M. P. A. and
will aid the local team, defense,
merits and survive or die, accord- shown
likewise a magazine ed- S.,
in preparation.
ingly.
I think there will always itor must
be shown.
A sense of
*
*
*
be a field for talking movies. Some balance
an editorial capacity for
pictures will have their dialogue drawing the blue pencil must be
Fox has the distinction of being
entirely in sound, but there will developed.
It is to be hoped that the first sound company to film
also be the silent drama, which picture companies
"As You Like It" is
will become gen- Shakespeare.
relies for its dramatic effect on erally sharpened
to these needs. the name, filmed in England.
pantomime supplemented by a Necessity will do this and vdll
^
^
minimum of words conveyed by create excessive demands for muThe Writers' Club of Hollywood
titles.
sic.
inaugurated the fall season of
For years the trend has been
drama at the club last Wednes"Years
ago, I said that the big
toward pictures with the fewest
day evening, when they presented
orchestras presented an
titles, with the titleless picture as theatre
four one-act plays, all of which
opportunity
for
American
composthe ideal, and I do not think this
were
new to this city. One of
I
felt that they could do
artistic development will be thrown ers.
the plays is from the pen of Gloria
into the discard.
Certain pictures, good by making known they were Gordon, who is at present appearbecause of the theme and talent willing to play and pay (at least ing in Conway Tearle's production
as much as they did for royalties)
.)f the leading artists, such as Al
of "Mid-Channel."
Jolson in "The Jazz Singer," will for good American compositions.
*
*
*
lend themselves peculiarly to sound This plan would not net many dolIn response to requests for aid
effects.
In other pictures sound lars to our composers, but it would
will be used particularly where at least provide an incentive and and advice on the art of make-up
sound effects would heighten the would offer an opportunity for de- from schools, colleges and other
dramatic reaction on the audi- velopment and recognition. Hear- recognized institutions of learning,
ence, such as the whirring of aero- ing the same pieces, of the same the Motion Picture Make-up Artplane motors used in connection character, and with no variation, ists' Association will establish a
with the presentation of "Wings." caused me to present this plan. I free bureau, with an artist in conattendance, according to
In conclusion, the advent of the don't think much has been done stant
The contemporaries of President Percy Westmore.
sound picture has opened up an with it.
immense field, and it would take a Tschaikowsky and others before
rash man to predict whether the him got many of their theories and immediate future, as I have said,
theme suggestions from ballad mu- I think that musical art is at last
industry will be lead by it.
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TALKATORIAL

must

By John Boyce-Smith*
Regarding

"talking

movies":

This is, at the moment, a subject
of the keenest interest and study
throughout the industry. I am
thoroughly alive to the situation

and

am watching and

studying it
very closely.

—

The situation
seems to be
moving and

H-

changing
very rapidly,
and I do not
believe

any

one

that
at

this

moment

can

forecast

the

future

MAY

with any degree of accuracy, based
upon knowledge, as the

ACADEMIC

whole subject is now
in the experimental stage.
So far as our company is concerned, one thing is certain, namely, that we will not be pioneers

nor attempt to assume any part in
the burden of experimentation. We
will leave that to the other companies, but as fast as any "sound"
advance is made, we will appropriate the benefit.
We have, in
our organization, a man who is
reputed to be at least equal to any
on technical effects in motion picture production, and 1 have assigned him to study all systems of
sound effects, with particular attention to their application to our
needs.

It is

possible that

;

—

we may

have some sound effects in "She
Goes to War" to place it in the
category of sound pictures, provided our sales organization advises in favor of this and the cost
is

H^

within reason.
Situation Studied

always a tjuestion under
circumstances to determine
how much is due to excitement,
It

is

such

hysteria and propaganda of interested factors, and of local rather
than nation-wide or world-wide importance, and how much is based
on solid fact and permanent considerations, which the conservative
producer cannot afford to ignore.
We are watching the situation
from this point of view and will
feel our way along cautiously and
carefully while at the same time
intent upon keeping pace with the
solid march of progress.
For the
present sound pictures are novelties very much in thrir infancies

.

I

•

Vice-President

and

treasurer.

Inspira-

sic.

With the development com-

to

receive

its

long-looked-for-

—
October

1,
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IMPROVED

FEATURES
AT THE MET,

DISTANCE IS ENCHANTMENT

COMPLETION

scenes,

spite of the infancy of

changes

ing practices have been

producers

And

first

entered the

in this respect, the

stalled.

engineer-

made

these

and

etc.,

is

the orig-

electricity,

all

air,

gas,

of which

will

be easily available will be another
feature of the new stages.
The
stages are built on cork. It is said
that there are only two buildings
in the country that are so constructed; one being in Grantsville,
New York. The Austin Company,
who is constructing the stages,

studios,

owned by Charles and Al Christie,
and under the management of Phil
Ryan, intends to enter the field
of sound pictures on a large scale
is given in the announcement that
the Austin Company of California,
industrial engineers and builders,
has started construction on a second unit, in addition to the plant
now being erected.
Within four weeks after work
was started on the first unit, one
building has been completed. The
other structures will be ready for
production within a few days,
work on these buildings now being pushed with unusual speed to
enable Metropolitan to enter the
new field in the shortest possible
time.
Greatest Activity Forecast

Roy Hunter

Pipes for compressed

field.

new Met-

stages.

that

shots,

inator of this inovation.

since

ropolitan Studio plant is said to be
the most modern yet designed, embodying, as it does, many engineering features not found on other

Assurance

underground

be completed at the same time
the recording apparatus is inwill

sound

many

construction,
in acoustical

Innovations on
Universal Stage
Universal's fir.st sound stage will
be ready about October 15, it has
been learned, and a new feature
that of a pit in the center for water

BUILDING RUSHED TO

INstage

Pagf Three

is more of an accomplishment than to erect an av-

state that this

L.

erage large size office building. A
miniature stage is also being erected; all buildings for sound being
given ample space for insulation

from vibration.
W. E. Apparatus Installed
Western Electric equipment

will

used throughout, while the
first production will probably be
"Broadway," which Carl Laemmle,
Dr. Paul Fejos
Jr., will supervise.
be

direct and it is certain that
Glenn Tryon will take the role of
"The Hoofer."
In order to get best results from

will

John G. Leitch and George W. Humpfer
Television

down

to earth

each theatre installation, Univer-

Recent experiments by these two engineers (Federal radio inspector sal is sending out cue sheets to
and
operator of WFI, Philadelphia, respectively) in broadcasting a cover each type of installation. In
The new sound activities will
will know
necessarily
make these studios picture of Col. Lindbergh from an airplane were pronounced a success. this manner the operator
how
to adjust his apparatus to
(Photo
by
Wide
World).
much busier than before, and with
meet the acoustical properties of
already a number of applications
tionize theatre entertainment was his certain-size theatre. In other
for studio space from other pro- WEST COAST TO SPEND
voiced by Harold B. Franklin, words, the first cue sheet will be
ducers received, it will enter its
$2,000,000 ON WIRING
West Coast president, at the meet- for houses with capacity to 1,000;
period of greatest activity. In conthe second to 1750, and the third
Installation
of
sound
equipment
ingjunction with Metropolitan, the
over 1,750.
in
theatres
will
cost
West
Coast
Christies have hastened their plans
Theatres,
Inc.,
approximately
$2,at
Studio
build
a
large
stage
to
TWO HUNDRED PER WEEK SIX COMPANIES START IN
City for sound location work, in 000,000, and the circuit expects
NEW YORK; TWO TALKERS
order that both Metropolitan stu- to have 70 per cent of its 120
An average of two hundred
1929.
dios and Studio City will be avail- houses wired by March,
Of six companies which filed arvoices a week are being rehearsed
able for production to those com- Howard J. Sheehan, vice-president, and tested these days in the "talk- ticles of incorporation at Albany,
panies as well as the Christie or- in charge of construction for the ing pictures" rehearsal stage at N. Y., to produce motion pictures,
ganization who are tenants of company, made this announcement M-G-M.
The applicants for voice two announced the intention of
With these at an executive conference last tests range from vaudeville stars making talking films. They are
Metropolitan Studio.
stages fully equipped for the most week in San Francisco.
to inexperienced youngsters who First Moviephone Corporation and
up-to-date sound film making, and
The opinion that sound films have never before faced the pub- Biophone Disc Pictures Corporation.
almost completely revolu- lic.
will
(Continued on Page 8)

The monitor control is one of the vital parts of talking picture
In disc recording, the tonal arm plays from the center of the disc
equipment. The above monitor is one now in use at Lasky's Studio. towards the outer rim; the reverse of other phonographic sets. The
Director Roy J. Pomeroy is shown manipulating the dials.
tone arm floats in a light grade of oil.

—
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TALKERS MAKE NEW PROBLEMS
Swanson's

Gloria

"Queen

talker

first

will

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

would still believe the street car
an impossibility if they hadn't

Melody," an
Gould'ne

seen

one.
This is respectfully
to the attention of not one,
but several, in the industry who
still have the latter viewpoint, according to the writer's experience.

.

=cr--n

the

to

newspapers, at random; the
answer, as it were, to those who
of

.

.

.

t'lrn

tists

.

.

in

M-G-M

drawn

"The Broadway

talker

by

Edmund

Charles Mi'ldleton, who
played Flint in stage play "Kongo," has
been signed by Harold Lloyd for his next
which will have dialogue
production,
sequences
director general of his own
Whit",
Jack
comoan" at Educational in Hollywood, is
in New York conferring with other executives relative to introduction of sound in
His charming wife, Pauline
fun films
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

dates.
rectors!

.

Starke, accompanied him east

New picture house 'acoustical' problems arising from mistaken
identity serve to form this impression of Staff Artist Rafael Ybarra.
"Lovers can smack in .synchronization vdth the screen pair and babies'
yells can be blamed on the picture," says the Mexican cartoonist and
writer.

by two stage
producers (horrors!) as prospective leading
lady in talkers
they will produce

Rex Ingram

.

.

.

and Cosmo Hamnoted
ilton,

'U'
.

pany

.

a leading role in "Badges," a Max Marcin story, which will be a 100 per cent
.

.

.

.

.

silent

Waves,

Warner Brothers, who have Robert
working on the story, "No Defense," which will be Monte Blue's next

Lloyd

opened

job for casting

having discovered a
means of imposing voice to film already shot has been advanced by
Edwin Hopkins, inventor of New
to

York state.
Hopkins claims

the

invention

"has been reduced to practise and
works perfectly." Future of this
invention will be watched with
considerable interest by local producers and scientists, certain of
the former having gone on record
as declaring this idea impossible
for consistent results.

Dicky Brandon belongs

the

to

new

generation of screen

flayers, a recent
eastern

writer

de-

clares.

Ver

i

f

y

i

ng

statement by

this
fact,

Little theatre movements, such
as the Hollywood Community Theatre, should do much locally for
and to the advantage of the talking motion picture. Through the

medium

of such organizations it is
not only possible but practical to
present and try-out new sketches
Also, through
is
possible
prospective actors of the
screen type to acquire, 'while
proposition is still young, the

this

for

new
the
dis-

tinct technique

to be. It is to be
that for once Hollywood
will be really loyal to itself and
get together in such a matter as
and what is just as importhis
tant, STAY together.

pictures, instead of hoped

TALKING
being detrimental to

the silent
give the present
style of soundless films an attendance impetus such as it has never
experienced before," said Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal
Pictures Corporation recently.

drama,

"When

will

the movies first gained
their foothold, calamity howlers
claimed that they would sound the
death knell to the stage," contin" 'The
ued the film magnate.
drama is ruined,' they claimed.
'Legitimate
entertainment is

—

*

*

*

But how are we going to show,
a scene of a junk
scrap iron vrithout
It's imtieing his hands down?
possible for an actor to move much
and talk (present methods) and
it's impossible for junk men to do
either alone. A one-year subscription for the ansvrer.
for

instance,

man buying

*

*

'down with canned art,'
Renaissance of pictures mean
were a few of the phrases of the
same for our national art. Perthe
day.
Time ha.s definitely proved
that they were wrong. Never has haps fate decreed our lack of the
latter, waiting for the birth of the
(Continued on Page 8)
former.
The log cabin days are
over, and every one can live in the
killed,'

Not to get religious or sentimental, but we are all here such
a short time, that this writer can
not understand why a little capital could not be put into an occasional "art for art's sake" picture;
that future generations would not
be disgusted with us. We should
leave our sons art heritages of our
real history, instead of the reel
stuff we are bequeathing them in
wholesale lots.

stated

Dicky's

that

Delf Shoo tin f^

On M.G.M. Lot

background of experience gives him the
foundation

for

this

description.

Thirty-five of the 40 Hal Roach
comedies on schedule for the coming year will be synchronized, according to announcement from
M-G-M, distributors of the Roach
product.
The five silent produc- ance
tions are those already completed
and shipped out. Prints on seven
subjects, together wit sound synchronizations are now being cir.j^^yil^'j-.e.cL-lTL.dLMiGiMjexchanges.

Dugan

it

it

may correctly be

He has had stage,
screen, and radio exDerience
and a
Teat deal of each.
All he lacks now, to
complete the list, is
a television appear-

i

San

Harris and Tom
are in the cast.

di-

best.

.

Claim

in

plans. Jane Winton, Walter
Pidgeon,
Mildred

Alfonso XIII of Spain is the first
to honor Movietone with his conversation, which revealed cultured personality and weakness of conjunctions
Victor and Edward Halperin, United
Artists producers under Inspiration banner, will produce talking features, the
first of which will be Eddie Leonard in
"The Heart of a Minstrel," by Jack Lait.
.

king

NEW VOICE METHOD

100%

first

Francisco
at
Pantages
Theatre, September 29.
It will soon be shown at
the Colony in New York,
according
present
to

.

CLAIM

pic-

report
of
which was published in
the last issue of Sound

at

.

as

Universal's
talker,
the

.

.

inevitable aftermath of talkies, the
courtroom drama, has already registered

.

The

four will also be

"The Melody of Love,"

.

patented, hand-drawn script.

.

effect.

sound

tures.

An

.

and

available

"Rio Rita," and "Betsy,"
has been signed for M-G-M talkers
The famous Marx Brothers of vaudeville
and musical comedy will be starred in a
Lila Lee has
Paramount audible film
sex appeal in her voice, which will put
her over in a large way in talkers, according to Bryan Foy, Warner sound
Fox has been granted a trade
chief
mark on the word Movietone, arranged in
a

music

with

.

bia
in Ziegfeld's

.

twelve

productions
latter

Mary Doran, ColumUniversity co-ed, who rose to stardom

.

have

will

talking pictures and four

backing
Carthem
mel Myers has

Fox Movietone

.

B. Metzger, sales
of Universal, has
announced that the com-

British
.

.

chief

capital

.

A new

TO MAKE TWELVE TALKERS and new
LAEMMLE IN STATEMENT same medium,
Lou

con-

sumption at Ingram's studio at
Nice, France,

with

*

ideas.

have organized a company to make
pictures for
writer,

British

*

Future nominating conventions
will do well to take into consideration the movietone and vitaphone possibilities of their candi-

.

and up^n arrival
was approached

VIBRA TIONS
as Boon to Science
Scien>
Offer Prize for Radio Which
Will Catch Vibration Caused By
Disease
Radio's New Miracle of
Finding Oil." These are the headlines of the past weeks reading

Conrad Nagel has become
Hollywood's "most borrowrd" talker star,
Warner Bros, having obtained his release
from M-G-M for leading part in "Kid
Nat Goldstonc, aide to Carl
Gloves"
Laemmle, Jr., in Universal Movietone
division, is in New York signing talker
William M. Conselman. Fox
talent
author and supervisor, is touring Northern California bv auto on three months'
William S. Hart, original
vacation
two-gunner, will stage comeback via
talker route, first doing a series of phonoBessie Love, late of
graph records
vaudeville and legitimate stage, will rerecording

1928

Cures Deafness — ElecRADIO
tronic Theory of Matter Seen

be

RCA Photophone

with

Kelly,"

1,

—

!

To many of
mean more than

the Kleig lights
the bright spots
of Broadway, particularly in the
f'ase
of Harry Delf, the wellknown writer and director of talkers, who has just relinquished his
plans, as reported in last issue, to

work

in

New York

Citv.

M-G-M

has signed him to direct his story,
"The Small Timers." If other
signs mean anything, it is quite
possible that Delf will remain here
some time yet, as he has had several other offers besides that of

M-G-M.

—
October

souNr:)

1928

1,

—
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Behymer Gets

A. Opera to
Open October 3

L,

Concert Stars

Elizabeth Rethberg
Renowned Artist

Rosa Ponselle
Exceptional Singer

by an array of vocal
HEADED
talent that could hardly be

L. E. Behymer, local impresario,
has announced the engamement of
Rosa Ponselle, the soprano sensation, for one concert appearance

Philharmonic Auditorium, in
March, 1929. Fritz Kreisler, Anna
Case, Tito Schipa and Elsa Alsen
are other artists of the music
world on his concert offerings.

at

PERFECT QUARTETTE!

Belle Bennett, soulful artist, top left,
appearing in Griffith's "Battle of the Sexes" at United Artists
Theatre. Ludovico Tomarchio, top right, world-famous dramatic tenor,
residing in Hollywood, who is expected to shortly make a talker. He
sings five languages. Robert Bias, lower left, noted baritone and vocal
voice is the thermometer authority, who has entered the instruction field of talkers. ZaSu Pitts
of the body. If one's voice is and Warner Baxter are studying singing with him. Madame Maude
vibrant, good health is certain. Fenlon
Bollman, next, well-known for not only her beautiful soprano
If the voice is weak, something is
voice, but also the possessor of an enviable reputation for making
wrong physically. Now that pic- good voices.
ture actors are taking to voice,
they will find a lot more "don'ts"
This
sing as few do!"
on the calendar, if they are to surtalking pictures have done
exclamation, coming as it
vive.
nothing else, they have at least
does from the great Gallishown that the new cinema acCurci to Madam Maude Fenlon
tor of today and tomorrow cannot
Studio talker casting directors survive unless he or she has cor- Bollman, Hollywood vocal pedagogue and soprano, speaks for
will find themselves engaging ex- rect vocal
production, inasmuch as
perts in voice for the various types faulty production magnifies itself itself.
"I am very much interested in
of music sung, ere long.
This in reproduction," such are the
might sound silly to some, but if truths as spoken by Robert Bias, sound pictures," states Madam
you were asked to obtain a spinto noted baritone and tonal expert Bollman, "and the other evening I
tenor for a certain operatic role, here, who recently opened his stu- sat through a local presentation
so interested did I become.
twice
such as Cavaradossi in La Tosca,

METRONOME

who

is

THE

YOU

IF

would you know what was meant?
There are four main classifications

surpassed in the music world
the Los Angeles Opera
season will open October third at
Shrine Auditorium for two weeks.
Included in the roster of great
singing names of the hour is that
of Elizabeth Rethberg, the renowned dramatic soprano of the
Metropolitan Opera.
This great
diva is said to be one of the few
sopranos of the day who are always in voice and who can always
be counted on to perform to their
established reputation. In the San
Francisco season, just finished.
Mile. Rethberg caused a sensation
that will never be forgotten, according to the critics. Of particular interest to picture producers is
the statement by Merle Armitage,
of today,

dios for the fall

and winter.

I

"One

of the

first

essentials of

—
noticed

seem

that

some actors don't

know

the absolute float
or natural wave of the voice. This
is simple, their striving is apparent, but then simplicity is hard to
accomplish.
"Through singing the speaking
voice can be placed correctly;
The
breathing comes then, too.
lisp-effect in some actors' voices
could be overcome by a knowledge
and voice. Singers
of
diction
should speak and speakers should
sing; the breath should feed the
voice
not lead it, and diction is
a mind-study before it becomes a
mechanical affair. Warmth in the
voice comes from heart-to-heart
interpretation; in becoming natural, the voice should be ejected
These few prinnot swallowed.
ciples under able instruction could
well be applied to the ultimate
success of both actors and talking
pictures."
to

of the tenor voice alone, in reality singing and speaking is to find the
five, but the four that are used correct relationship between the
99% of the time are, LYRIC, vocal chords and the diaphragm,"
SPINTO, DRAMATIC, and RO- he continues, "and one cannot sing
BUST. Schipa and McCormack are correctly without a study of the
of the first classification.
Cortis, breath.
No matter of what great
Tafuro, and Chamlee of the sec- timbre or quality a voice may have
ond; this word meaning "between" in the making the tonal placement
and applying to a tenor who can cannot be faked in recording, as
handle either lyric or dramatic it sometimes is in concert and even
roles.
Gigli and Martinelli are opera.
Correct singing naturally
dramatic tenors, while the heavy, places and strengthens the speakor heroic type, robust, is that of ing voice and is bound to give a
Caruso and Tamagno.
"Manon smooth vibrancy.
Lescaut" of Puccini is a lyric role.
"Some teachers say they will
Tosca is a spinto; Aida is a dramatic and La Juive a robust, al- train a voice in five months
though the minor tenor in the lat- others say five years. Neither is
correct, as it all depends on what
ter is a lyric voice.
More anon.
the artist or student has to start
with. And those who learn to use
The new world: Universal is the voice correctly will never grow
sending out a questionnaire to be old from a vocal standpoint. This
filled by all standard players. This is proven by all artists who have
includes questions such as sta^*^ not mis-used their gifts. There is
Charles Thomas, famous operexperience
irhat no mystery to singing or speak- atic star, has been signed by M:h?
type of stage experience?
What ing. Voice is the most simple thing G-M for two talking features;
specialties can you do
what inthe world. A student need not other noted stage stars to appear
strument do you play (and why)? take up a technical study in order in such work are Odette Myrtil.
Can you sing? What type of voice to master the art as this should famous in "Countess Maritza," and
have you, tenor, bass, baritone, rest primarily with the teacher
Charles King, star of "Present
etc.?
and, remember," Bias concludes, Arms."

—

manager of the local company,
that arrangements have been made
whereby

his

all

artists

will

Brunswick and Columbia feature
records.

EDWARDS WRITES FIRST
The first song ever created for
two screen players to sing in a
definite scene in a film play has
been written by Gus Edwards and
Billy Rose, for "Broadway Melody," which goes into production

shortly

song

is

The
at M-G-M studios.
called "Broadway Melody."

MAUDE FENLON

BOLLMAN
Soprano and Teacher of Voice
Coaching Interpretation

—

Repertoire
Suite 711 So. Cal. Music Bldg.
Suite 807 Beaux Arts Bldg.

1556 Fuller Ave.

HE-0606

JUAN AGUILAR
Foremost
Latin- American

;

—

n

be

for talkers during the
two week season. This includes
those artists who make Victor,
available

Composer
Available for

DraV'er

Theme Compositions

8,
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New

Universal Musical Director
Here for New Worlds to Conquer

already carved as
HAVING
dividual a niche for himself
in

cal

in the making of film musiscores as other musical gen-

iuses have in other lines, Joseph
Cherniavsky, the noted musical director, has arrived on the Universal lot and already begun immediate preparations for the synchronization of their sound musical scores. He has been signed for
five years.

this

new

art

Famous Singers on
M.G.M, Program

new form

(a

of
picture his-

Nationally known vaudeville and
comedy artists are on the
musical
tory.
roster of 26 Movietone short subProspect
Music
Good
jects which Nicholas M. Schenck,
"Looking to the future of sound president of M-G-M has announced
pictures," he states, "means that for release immediately.
They are as follows:
in this future, millions will be deWEEK OF SEPTEMBER 29 Van and
livered from the outrage of listening to the same old stuff some Schenck, (a) "Is She the Girl Friend?",
(b) "Whatsa Gonna Be Next?"; Johnny
third-rate leader, such as is found Marvin, (a) "You Lied, I Cried," (b)
in many of the smaller cities and "ThinltinK of Me Thinking of You;"
towns, is always puttting to his Marion Harris, (a) "Afraid of You," (b)
"We Love It."
It means that the smallpictures.
opera, as

it

were)

in

—

KNX Given

1,

1928

Wave

Power Increase
The Paramount Pictures-Los Angeles Evening Express Radio Station, KNX, will be one of the four
super-power broadcast stations on
the Pacific Coast with clear wave
channels as allotted under the new
ruling of the Federal Radio Commission, according to dispatches
from Washington, D. C.
The new government radio regulations will go into effect November 11, at which time
will

KNX

change

from

present waveWEEK
OF
OCTOBER
Walt
6
Roes- length to its new, exclusive wave
music
same
have
the
will
est place
This station, which will
ner and Capitolians, (a) "Angela Mia," channel.
In Richmond, for (b) "More Than Satisfied;" Locust Sis- soon be in operation
as the largest.
as a 5000instance, there might be some ters, (a) "Get Out and Get Under the watt plant at the studios of ParMoon,"
(b)
Pet;"
Leo
"My
Beers,
(a)
make
the
leader who could never
"Arabella," (b) "The Traveling Man," amount, in Hollywood, is one of
big time, who knows no orchestra (c) "In the Usual Way."
the forty in the United States with
literature when it comes down to
WEEK OF OCTOBER 13 Miller and an exclusive wave-length.
bed-rock, and who cripples a good Lyle, "The Mayer of Jimtown," Joseph
picture because of his handicap. Regan, (a) "Mary Ann," (b) "Beloved";
its

—

The advent of the talkers worked
right into the Russian composer's
fortunes, for his original contract,
to write a series of Sing-a-Long
Songs for "U" was made at the
moment of the introduction of
sound pictures. His musical education was begun in Petrograd,
At 21
as a 'cellist, 30 years ago.
he became first 'cellist at the St.

in

October

—

MANY REQUIREMENTS FOR
M-G-M Movietone Review.
a sound picture, where one
WEEK OF OCTOBER 20 The Ponce
TYPE MOVIE HERO
might work months and months to Sisters, (a) "Too Busy," (b) "I'd Rather
Petersburg Opera House, and sev- get the correct synchronization Cry Over You"; Odette Myrtle, (a) "Bon
Here's the new recipe for a hero
eral times was given mementos by
Sei Madama la Lune," (b) "When Ka- of the screen
he has to be handand themes, this calamity will be tinka
Shakes Her Tambourine," (c) "Ma- some, expert
the late Czar, who admired his overcome.
in pantomime, have
conclusion
of
musicianship. At the
WEEK OF OCTOBER 20 Marion a good speaking voice, and be able
Taste Development
the war, he was elected president
Harris, (a) "I Wonder," (b) "I'm More to
stage a song-and-dance act.
Than Satisfied."
of the Stage and Musicians' Soviet,
Harry Beaumont, director, pro"Millions will thus develop a
WEEK
7—
OF
OCTOBER
Van
and
also being appointed conductor of
A new chance to Schenck, (a) "Cohen Is Living the Life mulgated this new formula for a
taste for music.
the Petrograd theatre. He had al- young musicians who have com- of Reilly," (b) "I Must Have an Italian leading man when he started huntready written several musical suc- pleted a thorough musical educa- Girl": Fuzzy Knight, (a) "Mississippi 'ng for a hero for "The Broadway
Choo Choo Train." (b) "Minnie
Ha";
cesses and stage productions.
Melody," which he will direct for
Those who George Dewey Washington, (a) Ha
tion is thus afforded.
"Chloe,"
Anita Page and Bessie
can solve the riddle of making (b) "Just Like a Melody Out of the M-G-M.
Arrives in U. S.
Sky."
Love, both of whom have all these
In 1923, Cherniavsky came to canned music sound natural and
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 3—Johnny qualities, have been cast. The man
the United States and was ap- make the audience think they are Marvin, (a) "Old Man Sunshine," (b)
worthIt's
person
will
find
a
a
there
in
"Heartbroken and Lonely"; Joseph Re- hasn't been found yet.
pointed chief 'cellist by Roxy at
gan, (a) "I Wonder," (b) "I'll Take You story of New York theatredom,
no
Sound
position.
has
while
Y.).
Here
the Capitol Theatre (N.
Home, Kathleen"; M-G-M Movietone Re- with talking, dancing, and music
he studied Roxy's technique of friendship for those who do not view.
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 10 Vincent sequences.
music synchronization. About this know its secrets; if you compose
Lopez himself at the piano: the Ponce
time a certain energetic young good or play well, it records well. Sisters,
(a) "Easy Going," (b) "Ukulele Harris, (a) "Rain"; (b) "Down by the
manager with vision far beyond A slovenly or not thorough man- Daly": Miller and Lyle. "Jimtown Cab- Old Front
Gate"; George Dewey Washits own inapti- aret" (two reels).
ner
will
magnify
years,
known
as
William
Stehis
ington, (a) "The Road to Mandalay,"
beconcrete
study
thus
tudes.
A
WEEK
NOVEMBER
17—
OF
Marion
(b)
"Lonely
Little Bluebird."
phens, realized Cherniavsky's talents and signed him to a contract. comes necessary of this new techIt was Stephens who negotiated nique."

—

In

NEW

—

—

—

with Universal in the present deal
for Cherniavsky.

"The Drums of Oude," Austin
The composer's work for the Strong's powerful tale of India's
Victor Talking Machine Company tribal life, has been purchased by
served to add relish to his work-to- Paramount for their first all-talkStrong is aube, and now comes word that Ir- ing motion picture.
ving Berlin, Inc., will publish all thor of "Seventh Heaven."
his theme songs for "Man, Woman, and Wife," "Give and Take,"
and "Lonesome," which he scored
two months ago. At present he is
beginning work on "The Last
Warning," "The Girl On the
Barge," "The Shake Down," "Red
Hot Speed," and, "Show Boat."
Because of his work in "We Americans," it is not amiss to predict
that Joseph Cherniavsky will become the first composer of weight

ALFRED-FABRIS
BOHEMIAN STUDIO

ROBERT

TONE SPECIALIST

Announces

Presents

TuHE FALL

"The Kosxno Etching**
The Latest and Most Exclusive
Photograph

247

S.

Broadway

Opening of

VA-0449

MEXICAN ORCHESTRA
HAS A COMPLETE SPANISH, LATIN-AMERICAN AND
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cal art

and can be augmented

thereof.

to any number of additional pieces,
special instruments, etc.

Vocal

and

its

mastery

f^.

Drawer 6
Brunswick Records

his

Studios, where, as for
the past several seasons,
Singers, Actors and Students may pursue the vo-

Maestro Ignacio Del Castillo's
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Has

Child Actor

English Producers
Take Step Ahead
Varied Ability
(Continued from Page 1)

^^^^^^^^mI

may be said to sum up the aims
of British Talking Pictures and
British Sound Film Productions,
whose studios, general offices and
workshops a "Daily" representa-
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Laon Ramon
i

Varied Talents

In addition to his

numerous dra-

matic engagements, Laon Ramon,
talented boy actor, is assiduously
these days, for the
talkers have worked in

preparing,

change
pictures.

Young Ramon has never let the
screen make him lose sight of his
legitimate abilities. Through the
foresight of. his mother and also
because of his own will, he has
brought himself to the point where
he can perform in legit and talkers
as successfully as in the silent.

SPORTS TAKE NOTE:
FOX TO MAKE

a space

of about three acres are not only
administrative offices and studios,
but stores of electrical equipment
and workshops where the whole of
the equipment needed for the making of sound films
their recording,
development, and ultimate
projection
is housed, and laboratories and research departments
where steps will be taken to improve and perfect every stage of
production.
British Talking Pictures, Limited, is the company which is carrying out all these experiments
and making such efforts in the direction of talking films.
It holds
the De Forest Phonofilm patents,
and will exploit them for the benefit of any producer or producing
company wishing to make talking

Pa^e S even

S

Making

Television History in
(Continued from Page

perform and a great many such
ideas were demonstrated.
The color of the images appeared to be of a brown tint, not
unlike that of a copper half-tone
cut.
No music or speaking was
heard, but this will come later.
The marvel of receiving images
across the continent is enough food
for thought itself, without demanding that voice be transmitted
so soon, or early in the game.
While talkers are still in their infancy, their father, radio science,
has brought a step-brother into
the house of modern day accomplishment.
This step-child, television, already bids fair to at least
run its foster brother a close run
for attention; at least it has as
much latent talent!
to

Will Pass Movies; Radio

and talkers were preinternational means of
brotherhood, then this writer predicts that television will outstrip
both.
If radio and talkers are to
do much for the cause of art and
If radio

dicted

as

artists, then television with its
great scope will do more.
Think
of the near future when a great
Holt Flays Host
The "Daily" representative was event in Mexico City, or Montreal,
taken by Mr. Holt, managing di- or even Europe or Asia, takes
rector of B.T.P., through the whole place, of sitting in your own home
seeing and hearing what
of the very conveniently arranged and
premises, where mechanics were to transpires. Ideas and ideals of all
be seen building amplifiers and countries will be wrapped into one
loud speakers and the other equip- and knit into the universal thought

films.

of

all

1)

great religions

—the love

of

mankind.
Set Described

To digress from these meditawhich

flicker through the
eye, as the physical eye
watches the images in Lee's receptor, here is another means for
the movies to discover talent! And
here is another means to develop
it!
A visit to KGFJ showed the
transmitting apparatus to be very
simple.
A large disc on a motor
stands behind a light (simple description) and directly in front of
the light is a booth. This booth is
light-proofed, and the subject to
be transmitted stands, or sits, in
front of an aperture not unlike
the inside of a camera,
A flickering light is noticed, which is the
reverse of the outside, just described,
(Perhaps a new form of
Kleigitis in the making!)
and
that's about all the mystery there
is to it!
There are technical problems to solve, of course, but due
to the rapid advancement of radio
and other sciences to date, the
early perfection of a public system is not far off. In fact, it is
here, if one but wants to purchase
equipment and erect it. Commercial sets will be on the market before the year is over
then the
fun of watching the duel between
picture and electrical corporations
will begin.
What's the odds?

tions,

mind's

—

—

ment necessary for the taking of being obliged to take American T.P, will be effected through Britsound films. "All this work," said talking films exclusively.
ish International Film DistribuTaking advantage of a current Mr. Holt, "has been done in the
tors,
Ltd.
projecting
"Our
apparatus
for
"bet," Fox has assigned Norman very short period of seven months,
Taurog to direct a football comedy and the choice of technicians, as will also be available for other
with Movietone dialogue and sound well as the organization of the films, and will, in fact, project any
HAVE YOU SUBSCRIBED?
effects,
whole studio has been a very big talking film that is printed on a
celluloid base.
We have also in
Bobby Clark and Paul McCul- job.
view a Home Phonofilm appartus
lough, musical comedy headliners,
"We are out," he said, "to man- for
taking and projecting baby
Hugh Herbert wrote the ufacture apparatus for exhibitors
will star.
HAMUN'S SOUND-PROOF
dialogue and Lou Breslow adapt- and to supply them with the neces- cine-films with a talking strip and
DOORS ARE TALKIE NECESSITY
ed the scenario from an original sary equipment on a credit basis a gramaphone with film records."
HAMLIN'S EVANSTON
story.
building
In
another
part
of
the
covering five years, and also to
SOUND-PROOF DOORS
any producer to make is housed British Sound Film Prolicense
are already in use in the studios of
CARMEL WILL SING
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramountsound pictures under De Forest ductions, of which Mr. F. Browett
Famous-Lasky, and the Radiophone
IN SOUND Phonofilm patents. In addition to is general manager. This company
HER
Corporation.
Three thousand Hamin
sound
films
program
of
has
a
every
facility
to
give
we
will
that,
Speaking of getting a break:
lin Doors are already in use in all
them
enabled
make
view,
and
is
to
parts of the country, in about 275
Carmel Myers, signed for the lead- any producer intending to make
buildings of various types. The
ing role in "The Girl from the talking pictures, who has not yet under license from the B.T.P.
National Broadeastins Corporation
Argentine," will sing her own got studios, to use our studios and Percentage basis of B.T,P, is on a
has 64 of them in New York and
percentsong, "Everything That's Nice to to receive our guidance in the basis of cost plus a small
Chicago studios.
For information, catalog and
Me," and also appear in the color making of talking pictures and in age. The company has already
estimates, write
persequences to be used in the pro- putting sound on pictures already made some films of political
Pacific Coast Sales & Mfg. Agcy.,
delivering speeches, Mr.
sonages
engitrain
their
will
made.
We
duction.
at the HoUenbeck-Bush Planing
Baldwin, Mr. Amery, and Sir LamMill Co., Fresno. Calif., or
Gotham will produce the film neers and photographers also.
Another
Evans.
Irving Hamlin,
ing
Worthington
Plan Against Invasion
Incidentally,
with sound effects.
Patentee & Manufacturer
is
company
has
plan
which
the
side,
we
are
exhibitors'
the
"On
and
Miss Myers wrote both music
Evanston, 111.
words of the song and a New York ready to equip him in a helpful that of a series of interviews with
all
B.
Distribution
of
celebrities.
manner, and so prevent him from
house is publishing it.

FOOTBALL TALKERS

OWN

OPERA
OCTOBER

3rd to 15th

with the most brilliant company of world
famous stars, including Jeritza, Rethberg,
Barra, Martin,
Vettori, Telva, Johnson,
Tokatyan, Pinza, Danise, Tibbett, Etc.— in
Tosca, Turandot, Love of Three Kings,
Carmen, Butterfly, Faust, La Cena Delle
Beffe (The Jest), Rusticana CavalleriaPagliacci, Andrea Chenier

Voice Culture

Sale

NOW

at

BARKER BROS.

Phone
MEtropoIitan
1840

Seventh Street, Flower

&

Figueroa

—Repertoire and Coaching

TOMARCHIO
SOUTHERN

Formerly Leading Tenor of

^"""^ol g^rope''"""

CALIFORNIA MUSIC BUILDING

Phone VAndyke 6914

By Appointment Only

GKamctcr la Cuts
YvinsXastind friends

Complete Furnishers of Successful

Homes

Placement

LUDOVICO

SHRINE AUDITORIUM
Tickets on

--

LOS ANGELES GRAND OPERA ASSOCIATION

^.
SOUTHERN ENGRAVING & COLORTYPE CO.
PMONE
FAber

<*038
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the stape been so popular as it is
today. The movies, instead of devitalizing the stage, became merely
another form of entertainment in
addition to, not instead of, the

drama.
Calamity Howlers
"Now the sound film has made
appearance," continued the
its

"The same caUniversal chief.
lamity howlers are once more in
evidence.
'The silent picture is
doomed,' shrieks one. 'Talkies can'The innot last,' cries another.
dustry is in a panic,' moans a
This is all poppycock. The
third.
Talking Picture is here to stay.
It is another cog in the wheel of
Progress will not be
progress.
And you will see that the
halted.
Talking Picture will develop into
an additional form of entertainment, taking its place in the
amusement world along with the
stage and the silent film."
"There

is

some

talk about tele-

device is ever perfected you will hear the calamity
howlers once more to the fore,"
vision.

said

If that

Laemmle.

"But it, too, will
place as an added contri-

take its
bution to

the

world's

entertain-

ment appetite."
Problems Told
"Of course, we have had our
troubles,"
confessed
Laemmle.
"Many diflficult problems were unexpectedly encountered and had to
be solved in the

field, so to speak.
delicate microphone picked up
sorts of noises inaudible to the

The
all

human
birds

The twittering of
a block awav disturbed an
ear.

Unusually heavy foundations
A dramatic
scene.
utterly spoiled by the will be used to eliminate vibration
droning of the propellor of an air- from passing vehicles. To reduce
plane sailing by several thousand internal vibration each machine
feet overhead. A sour musical note will be mounted on a separate
placed a laugh in a scene intended foundation thoroughly isolated. To
to be intensely pathetic. But those eliminate ground vibrations, the
were details, some mechanical and walls rest on deep foundations.
some human, that mosquito-like, All structural columns are set on
plagued us for a while, but even- lead bases. The floor consists of
a diff"erent isolated slab covered
tually were overcome.
"In the meanwhile we sawed with double wood flooring with
wood. While others marked time sound proofing materials between
we advanced. It is undoubtedly the different layers. Practically
true that the 'talkies' are here to the same construction used in the
but it is equally true that walls is carried up over the roof.
stay
silent films will not be affected by The Howe trusses supporting this
any other form of entertainment. heavilv insulated roof are capable
As far as Universal is concerned, of supporting 6,000 pounds hangwe are fully prepared to make ing load from each panel point in
either or both types of pictures. addition to the roof load. 'To avoid
And if anything else new comes vibrations entering the building
up, we'll make that, too. Our mis- from the top, the roof is allowed
sion is to serve the public, and to set on heavy felt resting on the
what the public wants it will get. trusses, no bolts or nails being
And Universal will give it to used. Two sets of specially conthem."
structed doors cut through each
wall. The doors, which are 18 feet
high to admit large sets, have six
layers of insulation material beFire
sides the heavy paneling.
(Continued from Page 3)
doors are also provided. A large
sound trap vestibule on the outside
with the addition of stages on the of the building gives additional
thirty-acre Studio City property, protection.
assurance is given of ample room
Nears Completion
for the building of the biggest
productions which may be called
The monitor building and profor.
jection theatre, 63x64 feet, are
This
The recording building, already both nearing completion.
completed, is of steel construction, structure, which will also be sound
60 by 64 feet, and will house the insulated, will be used for reviewvarious departments and instru- ing the action and sound synchronA heavy
ments for voice reproduction. This ization of production.
building vdll furnish space for a plate glass in an opening in the
generator room, transmission room, stage wall will allow the control
film experimental laboratory, bat- from the monitor's booth to foltery room, dark room, shipping low the acting on the sets while
department and vault.
the sound will be released in the
intense

love

moment was

Twelve Talkers
(

October

—

Metropolitan Stage

room

monitor

through

.

.

for,

and

the

to

no

less

heavily insulated walls entirely
The
separate from each other.
insulation layers of these walls
will be of high sound reflecting
quality, while the insulation of the
interior wall will be sound abSmall air chambers will
sorbent.
separate the various layers. Venaccomplished by a
is
tilation
forced draft which will supply ample cooled or heated air to make
the stage comfortable at all times.
The air is carried off by a special
device which does not permit
sound transference working somewhat along the lines of a Maxim
;

Other improvements in
silencer.
line with progress on Metropolitan's sound stages is another scene
dock, 90x110 feet, for extra storage space required by increasing
production activities.

W.

E.

Equipment Used

has been learned that Christies recently signed contracts with
Western Electric covering the use
of the sound film and also disc
recording methods of making talksynchronized pictures.
ing and
It

"THE CARNATION KID,"

featuring Douglas MacLean, will be the
first synchronized picture made.

Talking pictures have supplied
English medical dictionary
with sixty new words!

the

is

the same,

an authority than Joseph

ures Corporation.
"Without a pure and vibrant tone, a piano is of no use in sound
The lone of the Starr Grand Piano is a revelation in
this respect.
Aside from its qualities of construction, it is a

recording.

dependable friend."

You

are cordially invited to test the Starr in every particular
assure yourself of its exceptional qualities.

and

Muiica/ Genius of Universal Pictures

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Pacific Division

1344 South Flower Street

loud

ping will be accomplished by two

Cherniavsliy, musical director of Universal Pict-

Joseph Cherniavsky

a

The new unit contemplated includes a stage similar to the one
now building, two projection or
review theatres and cutting rooms.
The stage, 76x106 feet in dimension, is perhaps the closest attainment to an absolutely sound proof
Sound-stopstructure yet built.

prime factor in a piano

according

1928

speaker.

THE PRIME REQUISITE IN
SOUND IS TONE!
.

1.

TRinity 3905

!

I

I

I
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RETHBERG, SENSATIONAL SINGER, PREDICTS TALKER USAGE
Artist Proves

VIBRA TIONS

Two

Critic* s

MUSICAL-MASS

Ideal

EDUCATION
SOON SEEN

of the most talked-of and

noted professions of the day
movies and science are also

—

On

the eve of making her seafarewell to local operatic
audiences, Elisabeth Rethberg, recognized as the world's greatest
dramatic soprano, has made the
statement that the cause of grand
opera for the billions in this country who are not acquainted with
this greatest of arts will receive
its biggest backing (educational)
from the new art talking motion
pictures.
"In Europe, opera is the spice
of life, in many countries," Madam
Rethberg declares, "while in America we are hardly yet what one
son's

two professions where those who
make them what they are, are alIt is perways "talking shop."
haps not far amiss to state that
this keen interest in one's occupation is responsible to no small degree for the remarkable strides
both have gained; particularly in

—

the last five years.

To the student this should mean
much, for in these examples many
a success

is

attributed to continual

thought to the subject engaged in.
All work and no play makes Jack
a dull boy (old adage), but the
modern way of doing things makes
play a means of many-a-time dis-

Los Ancould call frankly met.
San Francisco, Chicago, New
York and a few other large cities
have their civic organizations, yes,
but the multitude do not know

geles,

covering a better modus operandi.
By talking shop at social, athletic,
informal and every means of outside time, both industries mentioned have grown to the improve-

what

ment now marked.
*

*

*

California, once the land of
manana, is novr the land of to-

and

support

office

Disagrees

"Motion

prove

On

Pictures

pictures

have

been

called almost everything but art,"
she continued, "and in this respect

Elisabeth Rethberg
World's Greatest

This magdisagree with many.
city has been achieving
a graduation to an hither-to-fore
unknown cinema art while at the
same time, it has developed itself
as an art center in other lines of
the category."
"These two facts are now trisquared with the child of science:

I

*

nificent

Where vaudeville and the stage
By Darte
has often brought personalities to
THESE days of superlative
the screen, the vice versa of this is
nth degree of talent in all lines,
now true, for in talker-developpraise and development to the
ment much unheard-of talent will it is often that a merited worker
eventually
fore,
the
be brought to
in his or her special line is simply
to find a selling value on the stage.
"taken for granted."
Hence talkers will have served to
When an artist, especially, is
intercomplete the cycle of the art
lauded and praised to the skies for
change.
CEDRIC E. HART. his skill in portraying his art,
the average person passes it of?
with a shrug and "refuses to be
They will tell you, if
bothered."
questioned, that they have their
own way to make that the other
person is lucky, or some such exSound pictures of Biblical sub- cuse.
jects, including church music, serHowever, in the case of Elisamons by prominent preachers, etc.,
beth Rethberg, known as the queen
has been announced as in prosof present-day sopranos, there is
pect by the Religious Film Trust
no
case of superlative praise on
of New York, 56 West 45th street.
And there is
the part of critics.
Prominent clergymen and lay- no ground for her to be taken for
men are said to be interested in granted. For those who would be
the movement to exploit the field a success, even in remote lines to
of religious entertainment in di- Madam Rethberg's, it would be a
rect competition with moving pic- paying proposition to have the
ture houses and other places of privilege (for such it is) to attend
amusement. A stock selling cam- one of her performances and it
paign has been started and it was was in this guise that the writer
said many religious teachers were felt as he listened to her "Butterinvesting money in the enter- fly" and her "Faust" this past

IN

Bible-Talkers

—

—

prise.

box

strong
this."

morrow's done come!"
*

is."

The musical intelligence
center.
appreciation, backed by a

morro^v in reality. Spanish word
for tomorrow once had a different
meaning from what our futuristic
Where once toversion means.
morrow meant tomorrow, today
means tomorrow. As Aunt Chloe
said the other day (appropriate to
sluggards): "Wake up, Rastus, to*

it

"Mr. Merle Armitage, manager
of the Los Angeles opera, tells me:
"This season in Los Angeles has
served to show that Los Angeles
has at last arrived at the point
to where she can be called an art

week.

Pictures are entered into an era
of music; this will not be denied.
And it is because of this fact and
the awakened interest that this
critic has taken the initiative to
espouse this cause in a motion picture publication. To criticise, then:
In "Butterfly," Rethberg proved
what eastern critics have said, and
an artist who can realrepeated,
She keeps the
ly act and sing.
tradition of the score, at the same
time losing no opportunity to be
original. She is a copy of no other
successful Butterfly, for she is Butterfly herself, jus* as she is Marguerette, or a score of other roles.
I think some of the Butterfly's we
have today could well afford to
take a few lessons from this golden voiced soprano.

—

TALKING MOTION PICTURES,
and from what

TALKING-LOS

and

memory.

who

sings

lyric

and

ments.

How many

have heard her
(Continued on Page 8)

many another

I

in,

will

Possessing an alert and exceptional mental faculty for foresight

a natural law which never fails.
a singer makes one feel
otherwise? And is it not true that
a great work impresses more with
its simplicity than with its greatI think so, and in saying
ness?
that Rethberg in "Faust," as in

presence

ANGELES

lead those vast portions of neglected America into the joys of
artistic culture."

doubt

the

have heard of

seen and can IMAGINE, I think
the day is not far distant when

of greatness,
one always feels at ease. This is
In

I

these, in the theatres, on several
studio lots, as well as what I have

to

107

Madam
roles,

coloratura,

fitted,

if

Rethberg,
dramatic,
without
is

indeed anyone

make such far-reaching

is,

state-

She has just been chosen

new operatic role at
the Metropolitan Opera, and is going to sing before Mussolini this
She has also been
next season.
invited by Toscannini tosing at La
Scala, and but recently returned
from Dresden, where she created
to create a

(Continued on Page 8)
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"Heralding the Epoch of Science
in

CEDRIC

grounds. There is no mystery
about the art of acting. Its fundais all astir reSINCE. Hollywood
mentals are simple and the keygarding the talking picture, note is simplicity, the more this is
and the chief concern of the observed the truer is the actor's
actor is the proper use of his art.
voice, I have been asked to conThe voice has a powor of witch-

By SHELDON LEWIS

E.

HART

Publisher and Editor

tribute a series of short articles
for Sound Waves.
While many excellent works

Rafael Ybarra
Staff Artist

Rate: One year.
in advance.
Advertisine
rates
application.
on
Subscription
rate
only
temporarily, pending decision
to make
Sound Waves a weekly publication.
Present subscriptions received on one year basis only.
Contributions received subject
Subscription
$1.00, payable

discrimination.

editorial

to

assumed

for

have
bearing
been written, it seems almost superfluous to say anything more.
However, I found that in my personal experience as an actor, ex-

upon

No
inter-

view articles or signed comment.

TALKATORIAL
By Edward Percy Howard *
News furnished

MOVIETONE

the greatest advance in the
field
of
journalism in a
generation. Its future can only be
guessed. In less than a year it has
presented a series of surprises, and
the middle of October it will be
issued twice weekly as are the older silent news reels.

Some

of the outstanding achievements of the year have been the
presentation of the speeches of
Herbert Hoover and Governor Alfred E. Smith to audiences in wired
theatres throughout the country
practically at the time of their delivery. During the signing of Secretary of State Kellogg's multilateral treaty for the renunciation of war a Movietone record of
the sights and sounds was made.
A few days later the people of this
country were able to hear as well
as see the details of an important
international event for the first
time in history.

Statesmen become something
more than remote figures under
this new scheme of things. Greater
achievements can be looked for
during the coming year. Movietone trucks are
strategic points
this country,

France and

now
all

stationed at
the way across

and also
Italy.

in

England,

The number

is

being increased rapidly.
is

Distribution of Movietone News
spreading rapidly to all the wired

houses in this country and it has
also been introduced in Canada.
Sound adds so greatly to the interest in pictures of this kind that the
public will have no other as soon
as

it

fact,

becomes accustomed to it. In
some of our releases have

been

received so enthusiasticallv
that theatre managers have advertised them along with the feature
numbers of their programs.
This is not, in my opinion, a
passini;
fancy.
Sound pictures
seem to fill a definite want in the
entertainment world.
You ask about the foreign market.
We will have to solve that

problem when it arises. Our foreign-made news pictures have been
enthusiastically received here.

We

have shown President von Hindenburg speaking in German at the
launching of a great liner; Premier Briand and others speaking
in French.
Developments come .so rapidly
in this business and they are so
varied that

I

hesitate to

make

dictions.
•

Editor, Fox Movietone

News.

pre-
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responsibility

October

the

subject

all its own, and there will always remain a subtle something,

ery

which the human voice alone can
express. Audiences are perpetual-

bemoaning the rarity of the
Many of our foreperfect voice.
most actors have spent years in
the study and development of this
tending for a period of thirty years organ. Those who have heard Sir
(during which time I have played Johnson Forbes Robertson, one of
some three hundred or more parts, England's foremost actors, will reboth in the classic as well as the call that by a single effort, a
modern drama), a great benefit change of tone quality, he could
can be derived by the reading reveal the soul's dilations and exaloud of such literature as will press language so perfect that few
stimulate the mind; for the process could equal.
Why then, is such
of improving the voice lies chiefly scant attention given to the speakin the manifestations of the ac- ing voice
by so many? It is one
In other words,
tions of the mind.
of the surprising defects of our
the art of expression must at all modern education. The speaking
outward, voice
times come from within
is a sheer necessity, not only
and this holds good in all the aits. for those who are in the public
Difference Noted
eye, but for everyone.
The voice
In spite of the methods used by portrays, the voice betrays.
And
Universities and Colleges, which is this art goes on struggling for
more or less too academic for in- recognition. The excuse for this
spirational expression, there is a neglect, it would seem, is the fear
vast diff'erence between a perfect- of making the speaker unnatural.
ly inspired thought and the pedan- Nothing could be more ridiculous!
try of the mechanical trained one. As a matter of fact, nothing is
The university deals too much with more natural and commonplace
the anatomy and physiology for than the usage of bad grammar,
practical purposes and too many bad diction and untrained voices.
elocutionary rules and excessive
Lavys Govern
detail.
This defeats the purpose
All human activity is governed
of remedying the fault of the
by certain laws and these laws,
voice.
properly applied will remedy the
Suppose one is convinced that fault of bad expression, such as
he possesses the instinct and tal- faulty breathing,
harshness of
ent requisite for an actor's career, voice, etc.
Who ever expects a
how is he to proceed in order to singer to reach perfection without
develop his powers to the best ad- effort? Then why expect such pervantage?
fection in the use of the voice
The work of preparation may which has never been trained for
be discussed under two heads: any thing above common-place
First, general preparation, and, usage?
second, preparation for a particThe voice requires as much atular effort. No amount of univer- tention as any other part of the
sity or college curriculum could human machine if we expect to
or would be worth a straw to the reach perfection as nature intends.
advancement of his career, if he An athlete trains for his goal, then
were temperamentally unsuited to why not the possibility of doing
a stage career.
as much harm to the voice as an
Academic instruction
cannot athlete can do to his muscles?
create any inspirational formula; Many of the prevailing faults in
on the contrary, it is all calcula- vocal expression are due to negtion, rote and rule.
It is as true lect, and are easily remedied by
now as it always was that .genius a little effort upon the part of the
is virtually independent of acad- one
concerned.
The faults are
emics, it is the expression of an more in the region of the mind
inspired creation.
than in the anatomy or controlling
Some few weeks ago I happened muscles of sound production.
to attend a meeting at the Hotel
Here allow me to suggest that
Roosevelt which was presided over first and foremost, the mind should
by a faculty of university profes- at all times be stimulated with the
sors.
This was held for the pur- thought to be expressed, the heart
pose of enlightonmentto the motion stirred with the emotion, and unpicture industry in assisting the less this method of expression is
actor to a better understanding of observed, the utterance will never
the proper use of expressing Eng- carry absolute conviction.
lish.
After listening for several
Monotonous Speakers
hours, the intelligent artists presIt is an absolute fact that the
ent all seemed to be of the unanimous opinion that all they heard most monotonous speaker will at
times be compelling in his delivcould be told in four well exery when discussing with friends
pressed words, "A LOT OF APupon a subject of interest to them.
PLESAUCE."
His voice will rise and fall, glide
Genius and Work
up and down, pause for effect,
I
might say very timely right whisper effectively, etc., in the
here that while genius is born, most expressive manner. Why,
good actors are made bv hard then, does all this arrestive and
work, application to study, and revealing variety of expression fail
personal contact with life and its to be used when the speaker is behardships, and not on the univer- fore his audience? The answer is
sity
or
college
athletic
play- simply that the MIND, SOUL and

—

By John Quillan

A CERTAIN ACTOR DOESN'T
THINK MUCH OF TELEVISION.
HIS NAME IS WITHHELD OWING TO THE FACT HE COULDN'T "TELEVISION" IF HE SAW
ONE.

A

producer spoke to him be-

cause he
wanted him

ly

for a sound

picture.
This
actor
claims
every thi n g

"recorded"
great
but
the salary.
It d id n't

"sound" so
good.
*

*

*

They made
test of him

a

in
which he
sang "The Seagull Song" from "Hit the
Deck."

His voice recorded so good, they

wanted to sign him up and take
an option on his vocal cords.
Before settling salary they argued for hours and hours. Finally
the actor won his point, but he had
to turn down the job because he
had lost his voice.
*

:•

*

producer went wild, and would
have bawled out his secretary only he
didn't have one.

The

*

!jl

*

Then the producer called the
actor everything from a snake in
the grass, to a turtle in the weeds.
*

Then the actor
other test.

^1

*

insisted on

After hearing

it

making anthe producer

wanted to "tie him up" hand and foot
and throw him in a lake.
*

:!<

*

NEVER ARGUE
MORAL:
OVER A FEW PIECES OF SILYOU MAY LOSE A
VER.

GOLDEN VOICE.

Form Company
The Tobis, Sound Film Syndiwhich brings all the talking
systems worked in Germany
one organization, has now
been definitely formed, with the
assistance of one of the leading
German banks. Herr Kurt Sobernheim, general manager of the
"Commerz and Privatbank," has
been elected president, and Concate,
film
into

sul-General Bruckmann, vice-president.
Dr. Bausback. formerly of
UFA, is also among the directors.

Triergon Music Company,
which forms part of the new or-

The

ganization, is raising its capital
from 11 to 12 million marks.

HEART

are not in use. The secret
the fact that when the imagination is stimulated to the real
true idea to be conveyed, when
the actor is in every way en-rapport with his role to the extent
that his own ego is secondary; he
will rise to heights unknown to
himself.
The only demand upon
lies in

him

is

to

understand

his

funda-

mentals.
In the next issue of this paper
I shall give a few brief suggestions upon the proper use of the
voice by a sure-fire method of
voice placement and breathing.

I

I
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FIRST NATIONAL

TO OPERATE AS
SEPARATE UNIT
Although

by

BARROWS WORKING ON
TUCKER TALKER SCRIPT
Leslie
Barrows, who handled
the script for Al Jolson's "Singing Fool," has been put to work
by Warner Brothers writing the

scenario for "Honky Tonk," which
will be Sophie Tucker's contribution to the talker art.
It will be
a 100 per cent sound film.

purchase of
National
Pictures' stock, Warner Brothers
has acquired control of the former
company, each will be operated
,as a separate enterprise, according
jto an announcement by J. L. Warthree-fourths

of

its

LEON THEREMIN PLANS FORTY
PIECE ELECTRICAL ORCHESTRA
By Robert Marks
(

Ftrprintod from Musical

to

Shine

contain five instruments, differing
from each other in their range.
The first group will correspond to
string in.struments, except for
the
two octave increase in span. Group

Al Rockett, in charge of production at First National's Burbank studios, will remain in that
position with the title of associate

2 will have a corresponding range
with characteristics of brass;
3
will correspond to
woodwinds'; 4
and 5 will have the .same range as
the preceding groups, but will
in-

executive.

Daryl Zanuck, head of producWarners' studio, has been

tion at

troduce a
ors;

ciate executive there.
Jack Warner will supervise production at both studios. His brother, Harry M. Warner, will be president at First National Pictures,
retaining his presidency of Warner Brothers. Albert Warner will
join the family company in an

Theremin-Vox

personnel at either studio.
than cut down our
forces, we are looking for more
men and women trained in the
business of making motion pictures, to add to our staff."

"Rather

production.
"With the development of talking pictures, rumor-starters have
the skeleton of Hollywood being
moved to New York because of
the supposed need for stage actors
in

MARIE QUILLAN
"Noisy Neighbors"

Vox," numbers being used to

Disturber of the Peace! Not quite, perhaps, but in "Noisy Neighbors" (Pathe) now under production, Marie Quillan's charms will
doubtless disturb many a heart! In this story of a vaudeville family,
practically the entire Quillan family is cast. Comedy
drama, both
seem to meet the abilities of Dad and Ma Quillan's noted offspring(s).
John (22), Eddie (20), Buster (16), Marie (18), Joe (14), and Isabelle (7), are in the picture with Dad.
Jane Keckley is his wife
in the picture; Mrs. Quillan being expected to return here about the
21st inst. With her will come Helen (9), and Rosebud (4), completing
the answer, as Dad says,
the Quillan force on the Hollywood front
to the divorce question!
Chuck Reisner is directing the picture, which Scott Darling has
adapted from an original by F. Hugh Herbert. Theodore Roberts and
Alberta Vaughn are also in the cast. Dick Blaydon is supervisor. No
word has been learned as to whether this is a talker or not, although
it has been pointed out that the dramatic, musical, and dancing talents
of the Quillans are so well known throughout the country that this
would enhance the value of the film, if sound were used.

—

—

sound pictures.

"Most emphatically, Hollywood
not going to New York. On the
contrary, our west coast studio
will be busier than it ever has been
before," stated Lasky.
"A recent survey of Hollywood
players showed an overwhelming
majority either had had stage experience or whose voices were
easily adaptable to sound recording devices.
Of the forty-two
players on Paramount's roster,
thirty-four have stage experience,"
he concluded.
is

FIRST JOBS FOR
Gregory La Cava's

TWO
first

direc-

torial effort in the talker field will
be "Saturday's Children." It will
also be the first audible assignment for Corinne Griffith, who will
star.

harmonium

will

free space), will contain at least
four percussion instruments, approximating values of the tympani
(with variable pitch), large drum
(fixed pitch), cymbals and related
metallic devices, and a machine
for novelty effects. All of the machines are to be called "Theremin-

in

voice-trained players, is the opinion of Jesse L. Lasky, Paramount's
fir.st
vice-president, in charge of

is

have fixed intervals and a device
for changing the system from tempered to natural scales. In addition to the standard keyboard, it
will be able to play Quinta (Pythagorean), Large and Small ferz,
and Intermixed scales, and scales
corresponding to degree of overtones 7, 11, and 13.
Group 8
(which will also consist of instruments played with the hands in

"Other than
those
I
have
named," Jack Warner said recently, "we plan to make no changes

Talking pictures will never take
the motion picture studios away
from Hollywood, despite numerous
rumors based on the need for

6

mandolin, etc.; 7 will be a group
for playing chords, and will make
use of a sort of harmonium. The

advisory capacity.
Already plans are being formulated for the use of Vitaphone in
making talking sequences for First
National Pictures. Several feature
productions
recently
completed
without sound accompaniment, will
probably be refilmed in part to include dialogue.

Here Permanent

new

variety of tone colthe "pizzicatto" group
involving various types of interrupted tones approximating those
of the harp, xylophone, guitar

promoted to the position of asso-

Film Superiority

;

the Russian scientist whose performance at the
Lewisohn Stadium, several weeks ago, reawakened interest in his
machine for the production of ethor-wave music, is planning a
forty-piece electrical orchestra, according to a recent announcement.
•
The orchestra will consist of
eight groups of ether-wave machines, and will have a range an
octavo above and below the present orchestra.
Each group will

ner.

I

America N. Y. C.)

1EON THEREMIN,

Marie Quillan

First

Page Three

50,000 to Attend S3 Top Price For
Fox Dedication JolsonHitlnN.Y.
Fifty thousand persons will be
invited to attend dedication of the

$10,000,000

Fox Movietone

stu-

dios at Fox Hills Sunday, October
28, Winfield Sheehan, vice-president of Fox Films, has announced.

Warner Brothers' Vitaphone
gem, "The Singing Fool," with Al
Jolson is New York's first motion
picture with a $3 top price as

its

dif-

ferentiate the types. Special music is being written for the Theremin-Vox Orchestra, and is expected to be ready for production at
the time of the orchestra's completion.

Description Given
The Theremin-Vox, in its present form consists, outwardly, of a
triangular box with a short rod
antenna mounted like a lightning

rod on top, a second antenna,
loop-shaped, on one side.
The
tone, which is emitted from a separately-mounted loud speaker, is
controlled by an electro-magnetic
field produced by an alternating
current of low voltage around one
of the antennae, the vertical metal
rod. The natural capacity of the
player's hand is the regulating medium in the circuit. As the hand
approaches this rod, the generated
tone becomes higher in pitch; as
the hand is drawn away the pitch
descends. In both directions the
range of the instrument exceeds
that of the human ear. The intensity of the tone is controlled by a
corresponding movement of the
player's other hand in the vicinity
of the looped antenna.

regular scale.
Playing at the Winter Garden
The program will be broadcast on an indefinite run, the talking
over radio.
film is listed for that admission
The 40-acre tract on which the price for its entire balcony and
The main fault with the apparstudio has arisen since July 28 is front loges on week-ends and holiinclosed by a 14-foot wall. There days.
On week days top upstairs atus, at present, is the difficulty
are 25 structures within it.
is $2.50.
At all times the orches- the player faces in attempting a
precise definition of pitch. There
tra scale is 50 cents lower.
is no means for estimating the exA beaded dress, jingling bracedistance from the rod necesand the creaking of long
lets
Jack Gilbert is report to have act
sary
for the production of a cerstrands of pearls are found to re- patched up his difficulties with
pitch. The player must rely
tain
cord in shooting talking pictures. M-G-M and to go to work on
on a certain muscular memory in
Imitation rubber jewelry elimi- "Thirst," which William Nigh will
(Continued on Page 4)
direct.
nates the noise.
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ART DISPLA Y IN LAST 2 WEEKS Silent Films

Not Doomed
Says Expert

SCENES
Island,"

sound film "Ellis
with Emil Jannings starring,
will be made by Paramount on the
famous island itself
William K.
Halligan, signed to write dialogue and
short subjects for Fox Movietone, drove
his car here in 14 days from Havre,
France, parking it on the trans-Atlantic
the

in

.

.

.

ferry boat, then driving cross continent
Tiffany-Stahl, after much persuasion,
gained consent of George Jessel to sing
a series of songs for "The Ghetto," which
he recently made here and which will b,*
finished at the eastern RCA plant
"Our Gang" is back at Culver City after
a personal appearance tour in the east
Benny
and their next will be a talker
.

.

.

.

.

.

Rubin

has

been

signed

.

.

.

Movietone

for

short subjects and features.

Charles Chaplin

is

busy making screen

tests of actresses for leading feminine
role in his next production, "City Lights,"
will have dialogue and sound efthough Charlie will not speak for
Differences between Unihimselt
versal and Flo Ziegfeld over Flo's refusal
to allow lines and music of the play used
in sound effects have been ironed out

which
fects

.

.

.

.

.

.

Broadway stage stars

will be carefully
for leading role of ho'>fer in How-

sifted

ard Hawks' original story, "Big Time," a

Fox Movietone

.

.

"The Gamblers."

.

a

stage play by Charles Klein, which Warner Brothers fell heir to when they acVitagraph Company some
quired
the
years ago, will be made into a 100 per
cent talker
A merry battle is reported in full blast
.

.

.

between Famous Players-Lasky and Warner Brothers for filming with sound effects the New York hit, "The Front
Page," which has reporters and city
editors swearing as they really do
May McAvoy, not Lila Lee, as originally
announced, will appear with Monte Blue
in "No Defense/* which will be princiEastern playpally courtroom scenes
wrights are quoted as boosting their
rates sky high for synchronization in
Raymond Hackett, who
sound films
played in stage version of "The Trial of
Mary Dugan,'* has been signed by M-G-M
for same screen role
Irene Franklin,
Orpheum headliner, has signed with Warner Brothers to sing in Vitaphone short
subjects with her husband, Jerry Jarnegan. accompanying on the piano
"Half An Hour." James M. Barriers dramatic play, will bp produced by Paramount as an all talker with John Loder,
an English importation, in the starring
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

rol-

.

.

.

.

After exhaustive tests were made of
various stage and screen players, Myrna
Loy was given the leading role of the
dancer, Azuri. in 'The Desert Song/* to
be a Warner Vitaphone production
.
Director George Hill utilized a "flying
microphone" to record **voices" of airplanes in Ramon Novarro*s new M-G-M
romance, "Gold Braid,*' in which noises
of taking off. climbing and stunting are
heard
Max Marcin's "Badges,** w^ich
will be Fox*s first 100 per cent talker,
will have all stage players in leading
roles except Carmel Myers, Helen Twelvetrees and Charles Eaton
Television,
science's very latest contribution to the
;»mus"ment world, is used by Albert S.
Roerll as a new method of expression in
continuity of a crook story, "The Lone
Wolf's Daughter,'* in which it serves to
solvp a crime
National Supply announces perfection
of Junior Orchestraphone, designed to
fill needs of smaller theaters
Frank
Graves, electrical head at Universal, has
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

machine run by a
350-anipere generator in form of electro-

dp-signed

and

built

a

magnetic dragnet which

is driven through
Universal streets to pick up nails, tacks
all
loose metal objects
Gem
Home T.'»Ik(np' Machine and Film Co. and
Briikin Distributinir Corp., both of New
York City, have filed incorporation papers

and

.

.

.

in that state to make talking pictures
Ramon Novarro, handsome Latin, is
.
reported to havp signed for concert appearance in Berlin on the same program
with Elsie Janis.
.

,

Inventors Society

Meets Here 1931
The international Association of
Inventors will hold its next meeting, in 1931, in Los Angeles, according to Walter Stark, dentist,
who headed the local delegation to
the recent convention in Omaha,
and with Harry Main, chamber of
comrnerce
convention
manager,
was instrumental in bringing the
next conclave to this city.
More than 15,000 persons visited the exhibits of new inventions
stark _d_eclared.
«m..Jj^. Pjn^h^'Pr-

BELIEVE that the silent picture will always exist; likewise
that the sound picture will always be with us." These are the
statements of Victor Nordlinger,
casting director for Universal Pictures, after a careful survey of
the talker field.
"All pictures will not lend themselves to sound.
Of course, we
are in the first or primary stage
On Display! Theatre-Arts Exposition, now in last two weeks at of the game. It is very possible
Hollywood Public Library (Gratis) is attracting much attention for that talkers will come to a point
some sterling displays. Masks from above production of "Lazarus of perfection to where they will
lift themselves to a new and wonLaughed" are to be seen, as a special feature.
derful art. I think this will come;
of practice every day. Electricity hence I think they are here to
will do all the mechanical part. stay.
The musician will give musician"Running and chasing Broad(Continued from Page 3)
interpretation,
variety of way, the same as in the first stages
ship,
tone color, and tone-volume and of the silent, vnll result in a severe
the same way a singer gauges his all the non-material side of music. reaction, I am afraid.
This is a
muscular contractions, only his Such things as quarter tones, regrettable practice now that is
contractile centers are less special- which are extremely difficult on bound to do much harm to the
ized. This was quite evident, sev- the existing instruments, will be cause of talker development. The
eral weeks ago, when Prof. There- quite easy for the new ones.
stage of the future will take its
It is claimed that a person with plays from the screen. Why should
min appeared as soloist at the Stadium with the Philharmonic-Sym- a fair musical background can the screen lean on the stage tophony Orchestra. The pitch at learn to play the Theremin-Vox day?
times wandered almost as far as satisfactorily within three weeks.
"A unification of all American
a whole-tone from the straight
Professor Theremin is 31.
He was art, first, and this result combined
born
in
St.
Petersburg,
now
Leningrad.
and narrow.
His university training was obtained at with the foreign arts is one of the
greatest things sound pictures vnW
To obviate this defect, Prof. the School of Physics and Mathematics
the University of Petrograd and the
Theremin has three checks, one or at
School of Physico-Mechanics of the Rus- accomplish, welding, as this will,
all of which will be embodied in sian Polytechnic Institute.
He studied the combined efforts of mankind
the new instrument. The first is the violoncello under A. Garpf, soloist into one knot of understanding."
of the Imperial Ballet Orchestra, and
Mr. Nordlinger is doing the castin the form of a ruler equipped theory at the Petrograd Musical Instiwith small lamps corresponding to tute. After demonstrating a television ing for his firm's sound pictures.
the notes of the keyboard. This apparatus before the All-Russian Congress of Physicists in 1925, he was
will be designed to fit under the sometimes spoken of as the ''Russian
instrument. If the spacing of the Edison."
He came to America after demonstraplayor's hand is correct, the retions of the Theremin-Vox in Leningrad,
quired lamp will light. This ar- Berlin, Paris, and London. His first aprangement, according to Prof. pearance here was in the Metropolitan
Theremin, will have the pi-ecision Opera House, January 31, 1928. Prof.
Theremin plans opening a school for
Within a week Los Angeles will
of 1-lOOth of a tone.
*"^neral instruction of the use of the
have its first installation of theaTheremin-Vox sometime in November.
ter equipment for Bristolphone,
Will Eliminate
Interest Reawakened
The performance of Professor There- one of newer types of sound film
Another check lies in setting the
min at the Lcwisohn Stadium, several devices, according to Sam Sax,
instrument to generate definite weeks ago. reawakened interest in his
president of Gotham productions,
frequencies corresponding only to machines for the production of etherwhich company has adopted the
wavp
inmusic.
This
interest
has
b^en
tones in the chromatic scale. This
tensified, in musical circles, by the rcvo- synchronization medium.
would eliminate the fractional luti'^nary prediction"; of Dr. John RedChotiner's Ravenna theater will
tones now so apparent. The other fi"ld in his book "Music. A Science and
be the first local house wired. The
An
Art,"
whore
approach
he
heralds
the
solution Prof. Theremin proposes
of the era of electrical tono production first
playhouse wired with the
is an arrangement by which no and the passing of musical labor
per se. equipment was
the Academy theachange occurs in the pitch of the
tre in Hagerstown, Md.
Approxgenerated tone so long as the playCOMPETITION FORESEEN
imately 500 screen houses will be
them. There will be no long hours
PJntrance of talkers into the mo- equipped by January 1 and 2000
er's
hands are in motion; the
tion picture field will eventually more by March 1, Sax asserted.
transition only occurring at the
mean a finish fitrht between the
The Bristolphone, perfected by
moment of rest.
electric comnanies and film mag- the William H. Bristol Company
One of the remarkable features nates with the equipment manu- of Waterbury, Conn., is the least
of the new electric instruments is, facturers winning control, is the expensive of any of the devices
or will be, that there is practically belief of Harry Cohn, Columbia now in use from point of installano technical difficultv in nlavine t%von1^T^\TO
+ifin

I

Sound Advice

A.

Get First
Bristolphone Soon

L,

—
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IN RAPID PROGRESS
Digest Proves Development

COLORED FILMS

WITH

color and the third diIt
mension a topic of discussion and much interest in eras

picture circles, a digest of the last
few weeks' achievements in these
lines, comment thereon, etc., has
been compiled from the press at
large.

George K. Eastman, in a recent
demonstration of the new colormovie process, pointed out that
this would be of no value for professional use, .since it cannot be reproduced in a large number of
prints, the original negative being
the only one.

Color Not In Film
The colored movies (Eastman)
are made without color in the film.
Instead, a myriad of microscopic
lenses, molded of the film material itself, and a pair of color filters, one on the camera and one
on the projector, produce color as
an optical illusion. When the amateur movie process was developed
in 1923, it was brought within
reach of the average pocketbook
by eliminating the expense of
printing a positive film for projection from the negative made in
Instead, the camera
the camera.
negative, was, in the development
process, reversed to form a positive.
Because of this reversal of
the original negative duplicate
prints are impossible.
From a
feature story. Popular Mechanics,
October, 1928.
In speaking of this same process, Science and Invention, October, 1928, states:
Those familiar with printing will
recall that natural color printing
is done by separating the original
into three or four colors. If three,
red, yellow and blue are used;
when four colors are used black is
added. The professional color pictures use two colors, red and
green, utilizing two negatives for
taking and coating both sides of
the film for projection.
Because
of the limitation of two color reproduction, true natural colors are
not obtained by these processes,
although it must be admitted that
they are so close, that only those
acquainted with color or photography are able to perceive the difference.
Embossed Effect
With the kodacolor process, the
base of the film is embossed with
miniature bumps that have the effect of lenses.
These are spaced
559 to the inch. A snecial color
filter is slipped over the lens and
the lens is opened to f 1:9.
The light coming through the
filter is separated into red, blue
and green. It is in turn re-photographed on the film through the
miniature lenses mentioned before.
The film is processed and the positive is black and white and may
be so projected, but by slipping a
projection screen over the lens
pictures in natural colors are
shown on the special aluminum
screen.
Due to the great density
of the filter a special high powered
illuminating system is required
and the size of the picture is lim-

—

by 22 inches.

MARRIAGE BY AERIAL SOUND
GIVES HINT OF FUTURE ERA

Lovr Cost
said that the present

ifi

and

cam-

can
be
eciuipped to handle kodacolor at a
relatively low cost, but some camera owners, fortunate enough to
be equipped with an f 1 :9 lens,
will need no additional equipment,
except the special filter that is
comparatively cheap. The cost of
projectors

the film is twice that of the present 16mm film.
At present the
film is available only for 16mm
cameras, and as color duplicates

cannot be made, it is not expected
that the process will be adopted
by professional producers.

While from
October,

Scientific

1928,

American.

we further

learn

that:

The most

new

the

significant thing about

process

is

its

complete

Heart of the Television Motion Picture Transmitter! Exclusive photO

The amateur cinema- from Westinghouse Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., shows
tographer's part has been made as the scanning disc as well as the dot of light which is thrown upon the
easy as taking snapshots. He mere- motion picture film in transmitting. Above the disc will be noted the
simplicity.

ly

has to insert a "color

into his

filter"

home movie camera and

thread his special

film.

synchronizing tube which keeps the disc turning at a predetermined
speed.

All prev-

ious color motion picture processes
have entailed highly complicated
cameras and finishing methods.

unusual in photography
and gave what appeared to be a
spective

•NEWS ITEMS SHOW
TELEVISION PRACTICAL

—

true representation of the original
CHICAGO, ILL., Oct. 14. Television,
scene in every eff^ect.
telephone, and radio were brought into
Except for the use of the at- play here yesterday in a matrimonial
Hollywood Citizen, August 22,
stunt for the radio show. The marriage
tachments the production of films was performed at the Coliseum (Radio
1928
(see
also
feature story,
under his system is no different Show) while the minister administered
Sound Waves, September, 1928,
or more expensive than any other his duties at WIBO. Wedding music
announced the "Vitacolor," incame from WENR. Telephone connections
process, Du Pont said. And pan- brought both circuits together while televented by Max B. Du Pont, cam-

Vitacolor Invented

eraman,

5522 La Mirada.

Says

the Citizen:
His process of outlining colors
of objects photographed was pronounced fool-proof and adaptable
to all forms of commercial and
motion picture photography. His
audience agreed that the colors
were true and that his invention
diff^ered

from any known method

of color photography.

The most outstanding point in
the "Vitacolor" process is that it
permits the use of the ordinary
nanchromatic film, such as already
is employed in all motion picture
studios and by most amateur photographers.

chromatic film such as is now in
common use in the studios is
adaptable to the new process and
either

professional

cameras can use

it

or

amateur

eflfectively,

he

declared.
Also, according to the inventor,
the film developed by his methods
can be used with the "talkies" to
give a complete realistic effect and
reproduction of any scene or news
event.

vision transmitted features of the minister to the Coliseum.
Radio then broadcast the entire proceedings.

CCORDING

to

Writer Martin

A^

Codel, "No one will venture
to predict when radiovision
(television) will be ready for popular acceptance but it is generally
agreed that the first step will be
the broadcasting of pictures taken
from motion picture film strips."
As synchronization of movies with

speech

is

already an accomplished

In the Hollywood News, August
fact, its adaption to television is
1, 1928, the following appeared:
relatively simple, what with the
Natural color reproduction is
promised by present
near perfection in the improved perfection

Technicolor product and the Technicolor Motion Picture Corporaplans soon to produce feature
tion
And in Los Angeles Times, same
length photoplays, it was andate, we are advised that:
The process itself, stripped of nounced today by Dr. Herbert T.
Kalmus, president and general
its physic principles, is amazinsrlv
manager.
simple.
It is accomplished with
Dual Combination
the aid of two small appliances
that can be attached to any moIn addition to the natural color
tion-nicture camera and projection reproduction. Technicolor pictures
machine.
can be produced with sound and
The appliance which is attached voice, using any of the tone methto the camera when the pictures ods now employed in conjunction
are being taken is a combination with black and white subjects.
color filter which revolves rapidlv Sound adaptation in Technicolor
in front of the lens. It tunes up will soon be presented, according
the light-wave lengths, according to Dr. Kalmus, and then the ultito Du Pont, until they sensitize the mate in photoplay entertainment
be attained; natural color
will
film with color values.
combined
with natural sound and
nroiec-

experiments.
Films lend

mendous

themselves to trelight concentration such

is not possible with simultaneous subjects as golf, baseball or
football. In other words a film of
an action reproduces better than
trying to catch the original action
with the present televisor equipment. This is one of the reasons
why authorities in the east state
that home radio motion pictures
are not far distant.

as

Seek Merger
With R.C.A. already ownine a
large number of shares in FBO
studios,

and

vinth

this

electrical

corporation holding the patents, it
does, together with reports that
R.C.A. is seeking to make a giant
amusement merger (Oct. 9) with

The attachment to the
Keith-Albee-Orpheum and FBO,
machine is somewhat similar. voice.
Los Angeles Examiner, Septem- the near future should see some
It is nlaced between the light 'ind
carried a Universal interesting developments in the
the film and also whirls rapidlv. ber 5, 1928,
Service
report
that for the first amusement field. General Electric,
Its purpose is to increase the light
history a negative has been it will be remembered, is the largvibrations so that the film sensi- time in
tion

tized to color values can concentrate and select the proper ones to
make the T>icture on the screen reproduce the colors.

True Colors Show
At the showinf? last night

pic-

This, tures of every description were
however, is of sufliicient size so thrown on the screen with a comthat all characters fairly close to plete scale of tone and color. Esnethe camera may be recognized and ciallv noticeable were the pastel
the close-ups are quite perfect re- shades and half tones of flowens
productions of the original sub- and fabrics, particularly those in
ject.
blnp
The^ nictiires also had perited to 16 V2

Page Five

invented capable of not only re- est stockholder in R.C.A.
producing actual colors of the
R.C.A.'s Photophone, declared
scene in clear, distinct outlines, by many to be the superior of
but permiting many copies of this other talking devices, has not been
negative to be made. Dr. Boris installed in as many theatres to
Voundine, Russian chemist living date as have the better known
in Berlin, is the inventor.
systems of Vitaphone and MovieSpecial Emulsion
tone. The efforts to merge, thereBy means of a special emulsion, for, are apparently for two reamore
control
to
or coating of the negative, the sons.
First,
natural colors are photogi'aphed theatres for installation. Second,
and can be transferred to paper to pave the way for radio motion
pictures.
(Continued on Page 7)
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Dr. Frank Nagel
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At
Premium As

WAVES

Versatility

Espouses Music
For Talkers

Never Before

GENIUS IN DEMAND

been engaged each day with
the season's work of the Los
Angeles Grand Opera Company (Shrine Auditorium),
and has received two overtures (not musical!) from
picture producers for sound
work. He will accept one of

Conrad

Nagel),
espo u sed
the cause
of good mutalk-

in

these in the next ten days,
the maestro states.

ers.

N

Dr.

a-

g e 1, w h o
packs an in-

Vancouver Offers
Sea Music Fete

ternational

reputation

mu-

for his
sical

activ-

ities,

went

on record as

would

Beatrice

be

in preparation for
four-day sea music festival
scheduled for January 23-26, with
headquarters at the Vancouver
All the music inspired by
hotel.
the sea from the time of the Vik-

the

Mann

Exceptional Actress

willing at

—

is

tomed trousers

saying he
any time to lend assistance in any picture production
where good music was being used.
By good music, classical, opei'atic
and melodic composition is meant.
To those who have the idea that
Hollywood is the art center of
America, this should mean much
especially should any producers
Dr. Nagel has
feel in this vein.

Pacific port of Vanrolling up its bell-bot-

The great
couver

It has well been stated, in many
sources, that the actor and actress
of the future will be artists of
many and varied talents. A production with Bessie Love (talker)
has been held up for some time
because a dancing-singing actor of
a certain type is necessary; and
so we will hear for some time.

down to the pi'esent day will
be heard in a series of concerts
arranged for the hotel by Harold
Eustace Key, director of Canada's
major music festivals. Linked as
it is with the familiar names of
Captain Cook and Captain Vancouver, and with the less familiar
Admiral Quadra, connected with
the early Spanish occupation, the
city of Vancouver is rightly the
scene of Canada's first celebration
of the sailorman's songs.
ings

offered the industry the opBeatrice
twelve-year-old
In
portunity to attend his opera lecgiven the first Monday Marsh, the need of the present
tures,
morning of each month at El Cap- and future seems to be well comSeats may be had bined, for a stage experience of
itan Theatre.
for the asking by communicating almost ten years is backed by a
with him at his residence, 1846 talent to sing, dance, play the
piano, act, and the mastery in no
Cherokee.
little way of several stringed inShe recently finished
struments.
Musicians will do well to include
with Olive BorLove"
In
"Sinners
for what it's worth
microphone and record studies in
den.
their education. Science waits for
An idea of the mental
no one these days, and a few simprocesses of certain
ple knacks learned now by the wise
movie minds is revealed
will mean gold in the pocket to
One of the
here\vith.
the ambitious.
backward film companies,
also

Advice

which ignored the progress of "talkies," decided
that the sound stuff was

merely a passing fancy
and refused to join the
competitors
who were
keeping up
with
the
times.

An Eastern member

"Go to any extremes to
make them realize what
they are doing. We'll
be bankrupt if we don't
start 'talkies'!" he was
instructed. But the Easterner could not convince
them. Finally he trapped
the chief into watching a

which

in

a prominent opera singer
warbled the Pagliacci overture delightfully.
The first talkie ever
witnessed by the executive so stirred him he

rushed to his staff and
exclaimed: "I jost seen a
dendy peekchoor mitt a

men was

Motion picture producers are
planning to fight back at stage
producers and playwrights with
their own weapons by building
their

own

legitimate theaters, ac-

cording to Edward
of

the group was hastened
out to the Coast to hop
up the staled fcolleagues.

Fox movietone,

Film Men Plan to
Build Own Houses

singing sumrs,

and it was grend
He
had on a clon suit, mitt
welus!"

"What song did he
sing?" asked some one.

MEROLA, director
GAETANO
general of the Los Angeles
and San Francisco Opera
Companies, finds the talker situation "very complex" and the foreign question "very interesting."
Having been one of the first to
enter the talker field in America,
the maestro should know somewhat whereof he speaks. "In 1908
I brought the Gaumont apparatus
to New York city
the same year
Edison was trying to effect an inIt seemed
troduction of talkers.

—

to me that the field was unlimited.
Gaumont's idea was that of recording on the film.
He worked this

out in Europe.

"Movies have already done much
for music, and will do more, of
course. I do not think complete
operas with stage sets will ever be
used, as some writers in the east
have predicted.
I do think that
new operas will be developed, however.
One couldn't bring Rhadames (Aida), for instance, in the
complete scene of the 'se quel
guerrier to fossi.' ('If I should
be chosen') aria as the film would
appear dissipated; in small scenes
of opera too much of the illusion
would be lost. The only solution
to this would be a larger screen
with a greater perspective. Yes, I
would suggest musical tabloid befor I would opera.
"Television will give full illusion to opera.
To my idea, the
future will see telephone-television-radio broadcast service in the
home, with the air clear for commercial traffic. This might be the
ultimate future of the talking picture!"

'Calamity' Will Be
First Super Talker
"Calamity," scheduled to be the
$1,000,000 talker, will be produced by Fox on the same scale
as "What Price Glory" and "Sunrise," according to advance no-

growth from an
MARKING
inauspicious beginning four

tices.

Fred Newmeyer has been assigned to direct the superfeature

years ago, the Major School and will assemble an all-star cast.
was installed in its new The staff of Fox writers under
quarters in the Beaux Arts build- Luther Reed are busy on the story
ing last week with an unique pro- and screen version.
The whole
gram, attended by more than 100 matter is being surrounded with
in New York where he attempted graduates of the school, together utmost secrecy.
purchase film and dialogue with students, faculty members,
to
rights to several current stage guests, and members of the cast
Long
plays, declared that the attitude of the Major Players in
MAUDE FENLON
of various Eastern stage produc- Beach.
The move into larger quarters
ers and playwrights may force local film producers to organize com- was necessitated by the recent afSoprano and Teacher of Voice
filiation of Robert W. Taylor, orpetition in the latter field.
Coaching Interpretation
Repertoire
ganizer and director of the school,
Suite 711 So. Cal. Music BIdg.
with Musart, a musical organizaSTAGE EXPERIENCE WINS
Suite 807 Beaux Arts BIdg.
tion headed by Parrish Williams.
NANCY DRAMATIC ROLE The auditorium of the Beaux Arts
HE-0606
1556 Fuller Ave.
Choice of Nancy Carroll for building will be used for Major
her first dramatic role was made dramatic productions, directed by
largely because of her stage ex- Robert W. Major.
perience. She has just been awarded an ingenue role in George BanJ.

scenario editor-in-chief of the Universal Pictures Corporation.
Montagne, who recently returned from a two months' stay

of Acting

LM A N

B O L

—

"The Wolf of Wall
Street," by Paramount.
She entered films directly fioni the stage.
croft's picture,

ALFRED-FABRIS
BOHEMIAN STUDIO

!

his face painted like a
clon, and it was mar-

Says Merola

Major School
Changes Location

Montagne,

1928

Is Limitless

first

its

15,

Talker Future

The past week has been
one of unusual interest for
Maestro Ignacio del Castillo,
director
musical
famous
here, for, in addition to having made six records with
his orchestra of Spanish music
for Brunswick, he has

In a recent skit-demonstration
of talking picture suggestions, given at the home of Mrs. Guy Johnson in this city, Dr. Frank Nagel,
director of the Opera Reading
Club of Hollywood (also sire of

sic

October

"I dunno,"
ply,
'Leff,

"but

I

Clon,

was the
gass

it

Leff'!"

— Walter Winchell
New York

re-

was

Graphic.

in

the

Presents
"The Kosmo Etching"
The Latest and Most Exclusive

Photograph

247

S.

Broadway

VA-0449

JUAN AGUILAR
Foremost
La tin -American
Composer

Available for

Drawer

Theme Compositions

8,

Sound Waves

October

15,
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Truth Plus

Page Seven

Touslehead Ready for Talkers

Prejudice
By Carol Frink
old adage, "Children should
be seen and not heard," certainly
applies to some movies. And for
the same reason. Talkative children tell secrets so do talking
pictures.
For instance, through

Paramount's new sound projection-room building, actual ground
for which was broken at the Hollywood studios, will be one of the
most unique structures ever erected on a motion picture lot.
The two-story building, 48 by
105 feet, will be officially known
as a "sound-proving" stage, as distinguished from the usual "soundproof" stage.
The latter is constructed to prevent outside sounds
from entering the building. The
"sound-proving" stage on the other
hand, is for the purpose of previewing audible pictures by studio executives before release.
It
is here that the talking and sound
effects are "proved."
The structure is being erected
on the site of the old Lasky barn,
which was turned into a motion
picture studio 14 years ago when
it stood on the corner of Vine and
Selma streets in Hollywood, has
been moved and is now used as a
gymnasium for studio workers.

—

years

I

have thought
of Antonio

Moreno

as a

romantic figure.
Seeing
his lips

move

on the screen
in tender love

scenes with
lovely and
fragile screen
heroines, I al-

ways fancied
him

talking

in deep, ten-

der, throbbing tones to
match the ardor

now

in his

warm, brown

eyes.

And

have to find out that he talks
like a Maxwell street pants merchant!
Chicago Herald-Examiner.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is published,
not in the vein of Sound Waves being

Be

Previewed on
Special Stage

The

the

Talkers to

I

—

against Mr. Moreno or "The Midnight
Taxi," for we are an ardent admirer of
the former and have never seen the
latter. The truth of Carol Frink's words
in the latter part only go to prove that
unless producers and directors take more
care of the present product the future
will suffer more than it will gain in
many a day.)

Color Film Digest
(Continued from Page 5)
just as a black and white photographic print is transferred.
Contrary to systems already
known, the colors are clearly
etched.
No special lens or apparatus is needed to take the pictures, nor is any special photographic material or developer required.
The exposure of the negative is normal, requiring onetwentieth of a second for outside
scenes and from two to three seconds for indoor portraits.
The
cost of making the colored pictures is just one-tenth more expensive than ordinary pictures.
The revolutionary importance of
the invention is the possibility of
making as many copies of a
single negative as are wanted and
of using the process for the mov-

The German film industry is
seeking to purchase the exclusive
rights to the invention.
Variety, September 18, 1928,
states: Craig Hutchinson, who recently completed a series of colored short films, plans to inject
sound into his next color picture,
an untitled film, on which production is scheduled to start the later
part of the present month. It will
be a short and will have singing
and at least one dialog sequence.
While in the same issue, we
read: TiflFany's Color Classics, heretofore a silent standard picture
ies.

Touslehead! Jackie Condon, the original "Touslehead" of Our Gang"
fame, is out for new worlds to conquer. Jackie, who has had talker
and Orpheum experience, as well as that of his merited fame, will be
again available, after October 15, for talker and picture work.

"The Mysterious Island" will
be 100 per cent talkie.
It goes a step farther and reveals that the Verne story will be
the very first talker, all color picture ever made.
And a released story to the
press in general three weeks later
goes on to say: For the first time
in the memory of the oldest Navajo on the Cheelan reservation in
far northeastern Arizona, the sacred ceremony of the yebechi, or
dry sand painting, has been recorded in color for a featurelength motion picture.
The cere-

mony was photographed by
Dix

Richard

the

company from the

Paramount studios

Hollywood

in

while on location at the north of
the Great Canyon de Chelly for
scenes in "Redskin." The nearest
railroad point, Gallup, New Mexico, was 100 miles away.
And anent the screen of the
future (see Sound Waves August
15), Edwin Schallert in Los Angeles Times, September 9, 1928,

"One mechanical change
not satisfy.
There will be
others. The talkies have begun it.
They have lifted the lid of a Pan-

believes:
will

dora's chest of troubles.

The next

step will probably be
stereoscopic photography.

toward
Its development
one.

The

will

scope

The Los Angeles Evening HerNazimova, mystery lady of stage
September 5, declares: With and screen, will project her gorgeperhaps the most modern sound ous voice in a talker production

ald,

in

the

entire

industry,

filmed.

that

be a natural
of the screen
seems limited in talking pictures.
The effect of much of the conversation is static.
There is need
for a bigger range of action. This
may obtain in a measure on a
screen of the present dimensions,
but it is doubtful whether the reIn
market short, have been renamed sults will ever be adequate.
TiflFany
Color
Symphonies
as two or three years either a much
sounded talking shorts and will be larger or a stereoscopic script will
held exclusively for wired houses. be in order."
Once sounded these Tiff"anys will
not be doubly released as silents.
LISTEN FOR NAZIMOVA

stages

It has been learned that Columbia Pictures used the television
studios of KGFJ (local) for a sequence in a picture now being

for

Asher,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer announces cording

to

Small &
New York

Rogers,
reports.

ac-

TALKERS SEEKING PERFECTED VOICE
-•Subject Proves One of Many Angles -•Who

English nouncement of a school in which
members of all departments will
Film executives would like to be familiarized with the many
know, especially M-G-M, which has phases of the making of sound and
started a quest for a standard, talking pictures. Executives of
100 per cent Anglo-Saxon pronun- Western Electric and the telephone company will co-operate
ciation.
with Metropolitan in conducting
In order to perfect the accents
three classes a day.
and increase the English vocabularies of such foreign players as
First National has already esGreta Garbo, Eva von Berne, Nils tablished a "talking school" at the
Asther and others, Harry Rapf, Burbank plant, with stars and
studio executive, has devised the leading men and women as stufollowing solution:
dents.
On a huge experimental
"We will make a series of mov- stage, devoted to scientific research
ietone tests of a perfect English in latest film technic, the players
voice.
Then we will make a voice are literally going to school again
test of the foreign player as his with directors and scenario writThe examinaor her voice is at present. By run- ers as classmates.
ning one after the other, it will tions are voice tests.
be very easy for the player to
Theatre Fault
learn where accent or vocabulary
has

the

perfect

voice?

is

at fault."

Paramount has

a slightly differ-

"Eight out of ten theatres have
defective acoustics," Prof. Knudson declared, "and no matter how
perfect the work of studio artists
and technical experts may be in
the task of recording, the reproduction will be nullified bv this

ent problem in synchronizing Ernest Pascal's story, "Interference."
The entire action of the film is
laid in London, and it is therefore
essential that the characters speak
with a real London accent.
In fault."
casting, choices for parts were
Speaking at the same meeting,
made among Clive Brook, Evelyn
Brent, William Powell and Doris Fred Pelton, sound expert, assertKenyon, who have all lived in ed that only engineers with radio
Great Britain long enough to ac- and electrical background should
quire an English accent.
Brook constitute the key men of the stuis
a native Briton, as are also dio organization. He estimated that
Brandon Hurst, Donald Stuart, the quality of sound depended
Clyde Co6k, Raymond Lawrence about 90 per cent on the efficiency
and Wilfred Noy, who play sup- of the studio crew. It was also
porting roles. "Interference" will brought out that, generally discussed, small rooms were preferbe 100 per cent talker.
able to large rooms for recording
Ryan Organizes School
because the distribution of sound
A move in the right direction is more uniform in the smaller
has been taken by Phil H. Ryan, one, and that at least 90 per cent
vice-president
and manager of of acoustic errors in rooms are atMetropolitan studios, with an- tributable to reverberations.

SOUND WAVES

Pajre Eifiht

Elisabeth Re th berg
Makes Prediction

There, There,

George! It's
Only Movie

(Continued from Page 1)

October

In The

(which, by the way, is the greatest compliment paid to a singing
of
"Egyptian
artist)
the role
Helen" in Richard Strauss' new
opera. Strauss, it will be remembered is considered the foremost

Pro-

ducers, beware!!

George Simons, 18-year-old
champion strong man and
physical culture prize winner
(now here for movie work),
European lanspeaks five

composer

guages

as well as he does
English; all of which served
to get him "riled" when he
witnessed his first talker recently and heard fake Arabs
shouting fake words. In fact,
it
made George so mad that
he started to shout, and in
his excitement to pull his seat
from the floor. The realism
of talkers was only outdone
by the fast foot work the usher displayed when Simons offered to take the argument
up with him.

Victor Makes Offer

Reports that she

am ashamed of my action,"
Simons declared later, "But
the thing seemed, for the moIf I had
ment to be real.
known when they were making the film, I would have
given

Her
next

made

a

last appearance here, until
will be made tonight in

fall,

Andrea Chenier.

It is significant
that in the not far distant future,

advice.

free

has

talker while in Hollywood have
not been verified, although it is
known that she has received offers.
Victor Recording Company have
recently offered her a new recording contract. Whether or not she
will make talkers while at the
Metropolitan Opera this season is
not known.

"I

gladly

was

Rethberg

alive.

credited as making the opera a
success by many, and in a house
with representative opera
filled
lovers and the press of Europe
and America, she received 60 curtain calls for her tribute!

Dione Ellis, famed for roles in
Talking picture production will
"Cradle
Snatchers," "Is Zat So?"
cost the film industry from $15,and "Paid to Love," will have the
over
the
000,000 to $18,000,000
feminine lead in "Leathernecks,"
usual budget appropriations durwhich will be Pathe's big bet for
season,
is esti-

again quote Merle Armitage,
opera and music lovers will not
have to wait for the all too few
appearances singers such as Rethberg make in our cities; talkers
thus doing what phonograph records or radio cannot.

industry."

Sound Waves for Results

it

the year.

mated.
Her previous experience was
Talking shorts are being accepted as the newest sstem of ex- mostly just bits, but Dione was
ploitation, commercially, and rela- just the type for this one.
as compared
tively inexpensive
with the other mediums.
Sound Waves for Results
"Desting," feature picture directed by Neal Hart for the British-Canadian Pictures, Ltd., and
Featured Prologue Artist
produced in Calgary, has been
Knabe Artist
completed.

HELEN HAWORTH

CRITIC'S IDEAL
(Continued from Page
impresses me by her ease
finesse, I think,

I

have said

Dramatic Mezzo
Teacher of Voice
1)

—her

Director of Voice Department
Immaculate Heart College

Hollywood

all.

it

News

of London
as a sum total, states, that: "Elisabeth Rethberg, as Helen, was positively magnificent; her portrayal
of the role was worthy of a Bernhardt or a Duse. To her wonderful acting was added her glorious
vocal art," and so infinitum.

The

Daily

Studio
713 Beaux Arts Building
Phone Dunkirk 5706 & ORegon 2093
Monday and Thursday
Available for

Concert and Recital
Costume Recitals a Feature

Maestro Ignacio Del Castillo's
MEXICAN ORCHESTRA

to

Such nonsense as they call
Arabic is a detriment to the

1928

DIONE ELLIS AWARDED
LEAD IN 'LEATHERNECKS'

News

ing the coming

makes him mad!

It

15,

HAS A COMPLETE SPANISH, LATIN-AMERICAN AND
ITALIAN REPERTOIRE
and can be augmented

to

any number of additional

pieces,

special instruments, etc.

FOR DETAILS, WRITE CARE OF SOUND WAVES,
Drawer 6
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Brunswick Records
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cal art
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and

its

mastery

thereof.
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Bill-

his

Studios, where, as for
the past several seasons.
Singers, Actors and Students may pursue the vo-
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SCULLY GOES TO

NEW YORK

AS NEW JERSEY MANAGER
Promotion

Reward

Is

Service as

BOB SMITH,

For

New Haven

BOSTON

Many

Years

Leader

SELLING ACE, SUCCEEDS HIM

M-G-M Jumps

5,

1928

Field as N. Y.

Sound Studi o Near s Completion
Outlay Tremendous— No Money Spared Making
Building Masterpiece —Facilities Unexcelled
M-G-M decided
WHEN
time
Sound

that it was che West Coast.
Then there are the monitor rooms right
to build a
Studio in
alongside of the sound stages.
These rooms
the West and another in the which serve as a barometer
for the registering
East, it was planned that these studios, of the sound on the recording machines, are
when completed, should represent the constructed to the finest mechanical detail, so
last word in sound picture production that every bit of sound actually recorded will
facilities.
It is

a recognized fact, in this busi-

ness, that
plishes.
Bill

Bob Smith

Scully

W. A. (Bill) Scully, for eight years branch
manager at New Haven, has been promoted
to the managership of the New Jersey division
of the New York office, succeeding Carl Sonin.
Mr. Scully's promotion comes to hini as a
leward for his splendid work in building up
the New Haven office.
The new manager at New Haven will be
J. Robert (Bob) Smith, former salesman at
Boston.
In the two years that he has sold
out of the Boston office, Mr. Smith has dishimself by his consistent selling
performances.
His designation as New Haven
manager comes to him as the logical result of
his exceptional accomplishments as a salesman.
On behalf of the organization. The Distributor extends its congratulations to Mr. Scully
and Mr. Smith, and wishes them every success
in the conduct of their new responsibilities.
tinguished

Closethatgap

Cruze to Direct Haines
in **The
-—

W

.

,j

^

n1

1^L___^^^^^
K%~2NP'^

Duke Steps Out

James Cruze, who directed
Excess
Haines in
William
Baggage, now scoring a counti"y-wide

i

l^/"lw^^'

^x^^WP ^g

>>

PI'^SSI^^

and who is at
making A Man's Man
hit,

with Haines, will again be
ifet^^llP^K
paired with this star in The
jam«s Cru:e
d^,^^ g^^p^ Q^^ Lucien Cary's
recent Saturday Evening Post serial.
This story, in which Haines will have the
role of a pugilist, is now being adapted to the
screen by Raymond Schrock and Madeline
Ruthven.
No other selections for the cast have as
yet been announced.
J

what M-G-M plans

it

accom-

With our West Coast Sound Studio now in
operation and with the reconstruction of the
Cosmopolitan Studio in New York fast nearing completion, M-G-M is now in a more advantageous position than any other company
n the business for the production of sound
and talking film entertainment.
Just about two months ago, with tne assistance of Mr. Pete Smith, we endeavored to
give you a conception of the magnitude of the
operations entailed in the putting up of our
West Coast building. The figures were stagThey left us all with a deep rooted
gering.
feeling that M-G-M was laying the foundation
for a supremacy in the sound-picture field
similar to that which had always
in the silent films.

marked

its

work

And now we want to let you in on what ibeing done right here in the East, in what.
when it is completed, will be M-G-M's Eastern
Sound Studio.

When we tell you that a quarter of a million dollars is going into the purchase of electrical equipment alone, you will get an idea
of the tremendous expenditure which the restruc.tion of this building

necessitating.
When we teli you that with the final bit
of masonry and acoustic material in its place
there will be within the confines of the building eighty thousand square feet of sound proof
wall, you will begin to understand the extraordinary precautions being taken to assure
that only perfect workmanship will be forthis

coming when production here is finally begun.
Even to the untrained observer it is apparent that perfection

is

the keynote of the trans-

formation being effected.
The building is being laid out to provide
One of the two now
for four sound stages.
being built, when completed, will be the larIt will exgest sound stage yet constructed.
ceed in size even the biggest of our stages on

be reproduced exactly as it is intended for
the theatre.
To further assure the most effective and
authentic reproduction of sound for theatres,
the three sound projection test rooms will be
the largest ever used for a similar purpose.
Each will be of sufficient size to approximate
theatre auditorium conditions.
Every care and precaution is being taken
in the installation of the electrical system so
that there may not be the slightest danger of
static or any other form of outside interference.
The entire structure will be absolutely
immune to foreign influence.
The four recording studios, the storage battery room, the motor generator room, the
testing laboratory, the re-recording room, the

wax-shaving room

all

will

be

mechanically

perfect.

M-G-M's New York Sound Studio

will be

the only one equipped with complete musicThere will be a music
recording facilities.
library in which copies of every known musical composition ever written will be kept.
There will be special rooms for every step
necessary to the scoring of a motion picture
as well as rooms for the various individual;Players, directors, arrangers, musiengaged.
cians, all will be provided with every comfort.

The most expensive air-conditioning system
obtainable, a Carrier system, is being installed,
so as to provide the most healthful working
conditions for the artists, and also to further
assure that even conditions will be maintained
every room.
be so equipped so as to be in a position to handle every phase of film production
activity, silent or sound.
Wl>:n M-G-M will e able to s?e its investment in this
one builrtin?' back attain is a question. And that's not
in

It will

'.

saying anything
Coast Studio.

aiout

the

money spent on our West

But M-G-M is thinking far into the future. And in its
two new studios it offers the entire industry a guarantee
that no matter what the future developments in the business may be the standard of Leo will continue to wave
hi^h up above the others.
be in
It is expected that the New York studio will
operation

b."

October 20.

!

^

The Distributor

We
And

Pay Our Respects

to

October

Have Something Pertinent to Say About His
Problem and His Method of Handling It

to the Old Timer in motion picture
selling!
What a toasted career he's had!
And what
What a wealth of experience!
What a kaleidoscopic shifting of
he's seen!

marketing conditions!
You might not believe it, looking him over
now, but once he really was a true despot in
Figuratively, at least, he sat in
his domain.
the saddle, on the hilltop, and coldly surveyed
Believe muh, boy, in those days
his vassals.
the exhibitor meekly took what he got.
The Old Timer recalls, too, the later period
when maker, seller, buyer and public began
When each producer, each
to discriminate.
distributor and each exhibitor first adopted
definite standards for himself and began
manufacturing, selling and buying in furtherance of his ideal.
It wasn't so long ago, even in the swift
flight of time, that most buying was highly
Even the comparative newcompetitive.
comer can recall when there usually was more
than one way to close almost every situation.
When he actually often had his choice of
ignoring even the most formidable and
strongly intrenched buyers.
But gradually mumps have swollen and distorted the face of the market.
Queer combiBuying competition
nations have developed.
has been pretty nearly eliminated, even in
most of the smaller towns. Selective selling
has dropped almost to an irreducible minimum.
Yet competition among distributors competition for customers
probably never has been

common

experience every week.

It's

1928

the "Old Timer''

Incidentally
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almost

And for a definite
the order of the day.
Exhibition profits are not as flexible
reason.
Division of theatre patas once they were.

Latest

THE

Old Timer knows the prospect is goinj^
say that he's always paid too much.
That he can't afford it. That he has other
propositions for product, "just as good", which
would effect material saving in his film investment.
And he's going to lay unusual emphasis on his present hard luck
the always
"demoralized" state of business. He will trot
out the bugaboo of sound pictures and all the
other little demons he can conjure.
Understanding this, the Old Timer anticipates the argument by telling the exhibitor
to

—

And then
latter intends to say.
proceeds to remind him that he can't lower
his entertainment standards and continue to
maintain his admission prices.
There's no alternative; the exhibitor must somehow provide
a backbone of dependable product for his
theatre.
He may fall below his average sometimes, by using cheap pictures, but only if he
has the product which will bring the enter*
tainment back to normal after its lapses.
And this sort of product costs money. That S
Moreover,
dependable.
exactly why
it's
money must be paid for it to some one. If
not to M-G-M, then to a competitor who tries
The exhibitor
to produce something as good.
is fortunate that dependable product is available, but he can be very certain that it will
cease to be obtainable jUst as SOOn as he starts
lefusing to allow producers a reasonable compensation for making it.
The Old Timer knows that the question of
what the

ronage imposes new restrictions. Intelligently
economical management is replacing haphazard dealing.
Our industry is being stabilized.
Yessir

Other

businesses,

older

than

ours,

have

known for years the cheap buyer. He's common in the department store and chain store

He has an established system by which
But there is
he marks up wholesale prices.
a definite limit to what is obtainable from the
public.
Hence, to realize his percentage of
mark-up and at the same time keep within a
exhibitor's profits last season, or any other
fixed retail price limit, he must force down the
keener than now.
That
has no place in the argument.
season,
quality
The Old Timer has seen these changing the wholesale cost. But does he find
value
turning a sympathetic ear to it has nothing whatever to do with the
manufacturers
markets and methods befuddle many salesmen
Producof the product which is being sold.
who once were highly rated. Has seen them his piggish desires? Likekell, he does!
is another.
always
been
necessity for tion is one thing; showmanship
There
has
not
They couldn't keep
go reeling into obscurity.
in the world won't yield
similar buying tactics in the motion picture The best product
business.
But the method is being forced by
changes in the industry which tend more and
more to put theatre profits on a competitive
basis.
What the exhibitor regards as fanprofit therefore has become the influencing
In nine cases
factor in his rental attitude.
out of ten, the hammering which he does during rental discussions is not nearly as haphazard as thoughtless salesmen imagine it to
be.
In most cases, the exhibitor is working
to a reasonably definite plan.
While his admission price is approximately
fixed, it is governed by a variety of considerations.
It is as near the top as the exhibitor
thinks his public will pay for the average
entertainment which he provides.
Which
means, of course, that the individual show
pace with progress.
Couldn't adapt them- cannot fall too frequently, nor too far, below profits for a poorly managed theatre.
If the
selves to new conditions.
Couldn't tote the the established average standard.
And this exhibitor's net isn't up to his expectations,
increasing load of responsibility which heavier
limits the number of sub-standard or cheap the way to increase it is not by forcing discompetition and weightier market restrictions
productions which the exhibitor can use. He's tributors to give him productions of cheaper
were always imposing u\wr\ them.
really in a hole, but, of course, he's not yet quality.
And, now, in the steady evolution of his ready to broadcast
Moreover, the Old Timer recalls that the
that fact.
affairs, the persisting Old Timer enters anObviously, the higher the average entertain- exhibitor's tendency always is to try to make
other sales era
that ei-a, eventually common ment value which the
exhibitor offers, the the good part of his program boar the blame
to all industry, wherein the buyer, becoming
more he needs your superior product. But for profit shortages. Quality is attacked besecurely confident, seeks to match his profits
his very need increases his desire to force cause it represents the largest single item of
to his desire.
Restricted in the range of his
down the rental. What he really wants is to expense.
The part of the program which
admission prices, but with a fixed idea of what
buy your quality for the price of blood and dragged high standards into the mire is overhis gain should be, he battles determinedly to
thunder.
looked
you see, it didn't cost much. Neither
force down the price at which he buys. "You
Such a buyer knows, before you step into did the flivver that got in the path of the
ask too much", he sobs.
"I can't pay it.
I'm his office, that he must use your pictures. Rolls-Royce
but it made an awful mess.
a poor man.
You're driving me into bank- You probably could talk for
The theatre, we're told, needs even better
a year without
lupicy."
matei-ially strengthening his conviction in product.
Therein lies its hope of further inOld Timer knows the story. He's heard this respect.
What is of greatest interest to creasing patronage and profits. But better
it, more or less, for years.
And long ago him is the rental at which he can buy. And product won't come from cheaper rentals.
he evolved cranial mechanism whereby it was he has a pretty definite idea of what you are The direction of that policy is back to an
shunted rapidly from one ear into the other going to ask.
Also, a very definite idea of almost forgotten contemporary of the Old
and out! But now it's becoming a more how he will try to beat down your figure.
Timer back, back, back to the nickelodeon.

—

—

trade.

—

—
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Make No

Mistake! These
Boys Know Their Gaps

Out in the Salt Lake City territory Al Bruce
and Charley Wade each came through with a
proposition recently that's well worth hollerHere's a boy who just ing about.
Bruce sold the Vaughn Theatre
won't be slowed up. Manny
at Shoshone, Idaho fifty-one features and
Cohen of Boston has been eighty comedies. This town has a population
the recipient of many a of but eleven hundred and the theatre
a seatpretty phrase this season. ing capacity of three hundred and fifty.
but the last word hasn't
Wade sold the Capitol Theatre at Valier,
been said about him yet
Montana sixty-nine features and sixty-nine
not by a long way.
Valier has a population of six huncomedies.

^gg^^lf.

^
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eighty percent avera man-sized record
for anyone.
That's why
we tipped you off last week
to the fact that Manny sold
four out of five during the week ending the
t

~

age

,t>i^

is

iifteenth.

But for the week ending the twenty-second
Five out of
himself one better.
five was his story.
Take a tip from Emanuel Cohen of Boston

Manny went

on how to close those gaps.
*

*

*

Max Schwartz

of Chicago didn't do SO bad
himself the week ending the twenty-second.
Let's hear
Out of seven calls he sold five.
more of that kind of news, Max.

Henry Bugie of Cincinnati wrote six of
them into the book that week. Out of eight
Which to us is selling
solicitations, that is.
with a tinge of class to it.
And the very next week, Henny goes out
visits six and puts them all in the bag.
*

Chalk

up

still

*

*

an-

other one hundred perfor
center
Ishmael.
The week
twentyending
the
second this time. Seven
Which
out of seven.

Frank

dred and thirteen and the Capitol Theatre
seats one hundred and fifty.
That's gap closing.
*

*

*

had a nice week
Hank Beecroft
ending the twenty-second. His contribution
was four complete contracts.
of BuflPalo

Closethatgap

Gribble of Pittsburgh
Tells World He's Back

cago

of

few weeks we'd

in

five

all

towns and

sold

down

the

right

Ending the twenty-

line.

only
solicited
he
but he brought in
complete contracts from
every one of them.
Eight out of eight in a
period of two weeks is mighty sweet selling
out Denver way, or any other way for that

ninth
three

matter.

Yeay, Jimmie.
Closethatgap

Gap

Closers Nail Twenty-

Nine More

only a few weeks
Allison Gribble,
salesman out of the
Pittsburgh office, rejoined M-G-M.
Yet in that
short space of time he's
made it very well known
throughout every part of

New

Accounts

Almost a Record Number For Single

Week;

New
M-G-M

his territory.

All Districts Represented;
Names in Latest Listing

product

That's

try.

in evei-y

the

motto

town in the counof M-G-M's Gap

And that's why they're knocking
new accounts like they never did

This photograph show?
you the back of Gribble's

Closers.

car.

It's just J. A.'f
of telling the cockeyed world that he's
back with M-G-M and that once again he's
got the best line-up of pictures on the market

before.

way

Twenty-nine new
Last week was a pippin.
twenty-nine.
ones count 'em
With every part of the country doing its

over brand

—

—

share.

Read

this list

and smile.

a treat for sore eyes, the heebie-jeebies,
or what have you.
St. Vitus Dance
Utica, New York.
Pincus, Albany.
Cunningham, Atlanta. Moorehaven, Fla.
Milton, Mass.
Cohen, Boston.
It's

—

Verona, Illinois.
Mirror Theatre,
Cincinnati.
Goldberg,
Dayton, Ohio.
Orville, Ohio.
Holah, Cleveland.
Orange Grove, Texas.
Benedic, Dallas.
Midwest, Colorado.
Pace, Denver.
Herman, Des Moines. Elma, lowa.
Kennedy, Des Moines. Bayard, lowa.
Mt. Morris, Michigan.
Vogel, Detroit.
Springhill, Kansas.
King, Kansas City.
Lyndon and Melvern,
Gould, Kansas City.
Kansas.
Hensett and Greenfield,
Grau, Memphis.
Tennessee.
Winnig, Milwaukee. Wabeno, Wisconsin.
Adams, Minneapolis. Canton, Minnesota.
Aved, Minneapolis. Langford, Minnesota.
Milltown, Minnesota.
Turner, Minneapolis.
Newton, La.
Fabacher, New Orleans.
Mars, Pa.
Lapidus, Pittsburgh.
Tewksbury, Portland. Tillimook, Oregon.
Gregory, St. Louis. Farmington, Mo.
Shoshone, Utah.
Bruce, Salt Lake City.
Wade, Salt Lake City. Roy, Utah.
Lake Placid, N. Y.
Office, Albany.
Oswego, N. Y.
Office, Buffalo.
Office, San Francisco. Berkeley, California

Armgardt, Chicago.

like to

know

it.

Out in the Mid-west division Lee Durham
Kansas City took the honors last week. He

turned

covered

them

J.

than this Chistepper during

these last

Jimmie Hommel of Denver went off" on a rampage
during the two weeks ending the twenty-ninth. Ending the twenty-second he

It is

since

makes it two weeks in
a row without a slipThe week before
up.
it was nine out of nine.
If anybody has done
better

Weeks For
Jimmie Hommel, Denver
Perfect

four complete propositions.

Jack Flannery was right behind Durham
with three.

George

Reilly,

St.

Louis

paceis
the
gap-closer,
Mid-west
for the
setter
Division. As of September
22, George was out in fron'
of the boys in Mr. Wolfberg's district by a clear

Larry Hensler oi'
second; and
then came, in the order
named, Glenn Gregory of
Louis, Jack Flannery
St.
and E. W. Green at Kansas

margin.

Omaha was

to off'er to his exhibitor friends.
J. A. left M-G-M some time ago in order
But now
to go into business for himself.
that he's in the family again watch him step.
He was a pretty fast mover in the old days
so it ought to be interesting to keep an eye

on him now.

Welcome

back,

J.

A.

Show 'em how.
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Wherein We Clear You Up
On Another H. O. Bugaboo

October

STARTS HIS MACHINE CAREER
$25,000,000 Mechanical Man
Rise From District Manager

NEW

SALES DEPARTMENT, METROGOLDIFYN-MAYER DISTRIBUTING

DEVICE

CORP., 1540 Broadway,

HOME

FELIX

F.

"SOMETHING
P.

Gets

TO THINK ABOUT"

WOLFBERG

Very recently Arthur Brisbane wrote as
follows in one of his editorials:
"The mechanical man, or "talking
Robot", has been financed $25,000,000
worth.
"Manufactured in thousands, he will
be used as a salesman, mechanically uttering certain words, handing out cigarettes,

FEIST, General Manager

RODGERS. Eastern Sales
SAUNDERS, IVestem Sales
T. J. CONNORS, Southern Sales
FRED QUIMBY, Short Features
J. A. GOVE, Sales Development
A. F. CUMMINGS, Exchange Operations
W.

E.

IS

By HARRIS

New York, N. Y.
OFFICE SALES DIRECTORY:

1928

MR. ROBOT, NOVEL SALESMAN,

And

Published Weekly by

5,

F.

M.

etc.

"You may say, 'But he cannot think,
how can he be a salesman?'
"He can be that kind of a salesman,
it's a numerous kind."
There's something to think about.
Are
you permitting yourself to become mechanical?
It is really very human to become
mechanical; rather, it is one of the human
frailties.
It is one of the great reasons why
so few men stand out.
When you fail to make a sale, or the sort
of sale your Company wants, do you stop to
analyze your manner of negotiations and the
reason for your failure?
When you make a good sale, do you stop to
analyze the reasons for it, and what method
was responsible for it?
If you do this in each instance, yOU will not
become mechanical, but will develop into a

and

exchanges are recorrespond on business matters

To

facilitate

service,

quested to
only with individuals listed herewith, unless
otherivise specially instructed.

MORRIS ALIN,

Editor The Distributor
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A Few
From

the

1928
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Thoughts

New Season Number

Contemporary

— "The

of Our English
Lion's Roar.

Make the New Year a do year. It won't
All
be different if you remain the same.
dates are alike to men who do not change
their ways.
There are always three hundred and sixtyfive First of Aprils in the fool's calendar.
Opportunity is reserved to the shrewd and
energetic.
You'll fare as
luck
it
stands
and patience.

—

If

make

you dare.
for

There

perception,

is a "p" in
persistence

you want a better chance, take one,
one.

Success won't bargain with those who haggle for certainties.
Nothing is sure except
the insecurity of a little job.
The competition for insignificance is the hardest struggle
in

change manager.
does for a living will probably cause a good
number of you to swear a bit more profusely
than you're accustomed to upon receiving one
of his missives.
It's surprising

Sometimes trifling economies in minutes
and motions mean staggering savings in costs.
Just be practical.
We don't require genius
much as plodding common-sense.
What improvements can you suggest? Unlock the long disused laboratory in which you
once experimented with possibility.
Scheme
again.
Dream again.
Don't let early disa)5pointments discourage
confidence.
Don't quit too quickly.
Do not
l)e
thin-skinned rather than thick-headed:
that may -explain the secret of a i)eriod ot
so

failure.

Courage, not ability, may have been lacking.
Will surrendered before skill had a fair
show.
Conservatism so-called has no voice in the
present situations.
Antiquated methods are

how

close ordinarily healthy
at times, to throwing a

bookers can come,
hemorrhage, but in every instance they'll
explain it by pointing to a "music roll" they've
just received from the Powers Department.
That's the title over which Charlie affixes his
John Hancock you know.
Actually, Charlie is a pretty good skate.
Let's look him over some more on page five.
Closethatgap

out of the running.
We are in a receptive

mood

for extremes in

originality.

Look about, see an exposed position and
seize

it.

Be a spark-plug— START SOMETHING.

M-G-M Promotes Six More!
Are You the Next in Line?
Oi)i)ortunity knocks right around the corner
for every M-G-M man.
For under M-G-M's
policy of promotion from within the ranks,
the man who proves himself capable of handling greater responsibilities inevitably gets the
chance.
Among the most recent promotions have
been the following:
Otto Strodthoff, former Accessory Manager
at Omaha
now a salesman out of the same

—

office.

James SchorgI, former booker at Kansas
City, now office manager.
Ralph Huber, former assistant ca&hier at
Chicago now Cashier at Cleveland.
Al Rohlfs, former Cleveland cashier now
office

manager

human machine that will go through
obstacles and flatten failure with steam-roller
certainty.
really

Which pleasant reminder of what Charlie

life.

Persons who don't employ imagination and
enterprise are constantly seeking employment.
There are ten applicants for every inferior
place and one competent aspirant for each
ten big posts.

^kisMiUIMlMt^

This is supposed to be Charlie Deesen
juggling a pair of his accounting machines
and dictating a red hot letter to some ex-

at Pittsburgh.

Do you know what would happen if our
Company became mechanical in making pictures
if we made pictures today the same a.;
we did yesterday? If we did not improve

—

our methods of making pictures from day to
day?
We would be doomed to failure.
And so it is with the salesman who does
not improve his selling ability from day to
day.
It should be easier for a salesman to
'>ell today than it was yesterday for the reason
hat he has another day of experience
providing, of course, he has benefited by his
experience and used it to his best advantage.
You can see, therefore, why M-G-M is looking for greater results from salesmen from
week to week. Why you are expected to be
better this week than you were last.
The
Company is progressing with the times. Are
you in step with your Company?
Clogethatgap

Screen Forecast Helps
Sell Exhibitor On Product
Palace Theatre, Marion, Ohio

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Corp.,

Dist.

Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen:
I wish to take this opportunity of congratu'ating you, and thanking you for the privilege
you gave me in running the film Screen Fore-

which

I used last Sunday.
This is invery interesting and entertaining film,
and if your product for the coming season is
anything like Screen Forecast, it certainly

cast,

''eed a

W. Morrison, Jr., former assistant booker
at Charlotte now booker at the same ofltice.
H. V. Wynne, former shipper at Charlotte,
now assistant booker.
Maybe you're the next one. Get set by

linger finds

giving your present job everything you've got
and by putting it over for every bit of its
worth
That's the stuff.

gotten wise to that fact already.
This is one year when M-G-M stands
sorts of box-office records on their ear.

J.

will be a

"wow".
Yours very

truly,

ALBERT SINDLINGER
If it

is.

won't be long before Mr. Sindout that it is.
Or maybe he's

It

'

all

i

a
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We Tell You So?
About New Product We Mean

Well, Didn^t

A

Young Blood With Nine

M-G-M Years Behind Him
Charles Deesen himself,
as he actually photographs.
Looks sort of young and is
despite his nine years

—

And If You Think Our Enthusiasm Was Too
Warm, Try Your Thermometer On This
Most folks who're partly human get more
or less kick out of chirping: "I told you so."
And to that extent, at least, we of The Distributor are partly human.

What

are

jjust a little

Oh,
we blowing about now?
opinion we expressed some moons

j

Not that

there's any particular credit due us,
but just to impress upon our faithful readers
that when The Distributor says so, it is.
And also to remind you that there's no time
like the present to SHOUT!
Closethatgap

We
ago about "Our Dancing Daughters."
fell awfully hard for that show, both sound
And we got two more big
and soundless.
kicks out of "White Shadows" and "Excess
Baggage." All in all, we waxed very enthusBIG
in fact, spread ourselves all over The
iastic
Distributor's front page.
Of courso, it was a purely personal reflec- Extraordinary Program of Service
For
tion of opinion.
But the three sweet producExhibitors Now In Effect
tions, coming in a row, and two of them opening a new season, seemed to invite piling a
As natural a drawing card as Our Dancing
little jam on the family bread and butter.
Since then, history's been in the making. Daughters is, M-G-M is getting behind it in
"Excess Baggage" has played in numerous every way it can possibly conceive.
situations and has kept the ticket spools spinWith the
ning wherever it's been shown.
OUR/
silent version cavorting gaily alongside its
DANDNG
The reason, of course, is besound sister.
cause it's fundamentally a good picture

"OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS"
BACKED BY
CAMPAIGN

—

•

—

dam-good picture.
Now, the reports are coming in from "Our
Variety,
And how!
Dancing Daughters."
under a two-column head, reading: " 'Dancing
Daughters' $51,000, 6 days. At Oriental, Chi.,
:Big Thing of Week," tells this story:
"Among last week's crop of Loop offerings
was one of the greatest femme magnetizers
In six days Our Dancing
ever in Chicago.
Daughters drew $51,000 into the Oriental.
A full-iveek stay would have set a house recThe short engageord with a wide margin.
ment was caused by change from Sunday to

h. o."

Elsewhere, Variety says the picture drew
"biggest line of standees house has ever had."
It was a similar story in St. Louis, apparently,

where "Our Dancing Daughters" played

Variety places business at
Loew's State.
$23,600 and says one reviewer called the production "the nearest-to-perfection picture of
the present jazz age yet seen on the screen."

And right on top of that Maurice Wolf, our
Boston Distinct Manager wires in as follows:
"Dancing Daughters" has biggest opening
for months at Loew's State Theatre, Boston with receipts over three thousand dollars which is big for a Monday stop. Matinee
sixty percent greater than good average
business stop. Marvelous newspaper campaign preceded opening stop. Enthusiasm
of audiences during and after performance
unusual stop. Pleased men and women both
old and young sound accompaniment best
presented in this city yet stop. Picture together with sound exotic stop. Look for
M. W. WOLF
record week.
So, obviously, we're entitled to crow a little.

/^

two.

X^

^

_.

hawk-eyes

them

all.

department
a
the hawk-eyest

It's

with Charlie
That's why

when your

of
of

billings,

authorities and the like
finally go through, they're correct.
His young son, who has just turned three
and one-half, vows he wouldn't have his old
man's job for anything
Just the same,
Charlie claims, the kid swells up with pride
every time he passes a poster advertising an
M-G-M picture.
They tell us that outside of business, next
to fishing, Charlie likes tinkering with machines best.
Which is sort of startling news.
For those accounting machines of his give
him plenty to tinker with all day long.
Incidentally, friend Deesen is part of that
young blood our advertising boys keep shouting about.
alterations,

credit

Closethatgap

Church Recommends ''White
Shadows" As Family Film
The Church and Drama Association has
come out with a statement recommending
White Shadows in the South Seas as a picture
for the whole family to see.
The following
is from their bulletin dated September 25th.
"Rarely have we seen a more unusual picture than White Shadows in the South Seas.
The scenes were taken in the islands of the
South Pacific and the camera has brought
much of their beauty to this picture. Monte

I

Saturday opening.
" 'Daughters' had the flaps mobbing outside the theatre throughout the six days, with
Belines at various times over a block long.
sides excellent reviews and powerful exploitation the film also cashed in on simultaneous
serialization of the story in the American.
B. & K. abandoned their original plan to
hold it over for another week rather than
set a precedent for the house, although the
gross more than merited the contemplated

with M-G-M.
When he
joined the Powers Department those many years ago
it
consisted of but four
people.
Now Charlie has
to keep his eye on thirty-

GROSSET
SDUhfUP

/ffat&atvd mth Scenes ftofr: fbe /ifTffOA Casfrropal/lan Produclion with

SOLOWYN- MXi'Elt PfCTWe

JOAN COMVTOfiD

We have already informed you of the
nationwide serialization which has been arranged.
still another service which is being provided
the exhibitor is an assortment of mats for
twelve ads ranging in size from two hundred
and eighty-five lines and eight columns to
two hundred and forty-five lines and two columns. These mats are to be distributed gratis
from the Home Office. The ads are novel in
idea and arrangement, playing up the "jazzage" theme of the picture. They have been
used by M-G-M in the Hearst newspapers
throughout the country, and the reaction was
so

favorable that

it

was decided

to

prepare

them for

distribution to all exhibitors using
the picture and requesting the service.

An arrangement has been made with Grosset
and Dunlap, book publishers, to turn out a
The photograph
special edition of the story.
above is a reproduction of the book jacket
which is to be used.
M-G-M knows that in Our Dancing DaughBut it is
ters it has a great box-office bet.
It is out to
not content to let it go at that.
see to it that for the exhibitor it proves one of
the biggest moneymakers of the year.

Blue, as the hero of this unusual drama, gives
a splendid performance.
The story deals with
the activities of the English and American
pearl traders and the pathway of misery which
they leave among the islanders because of
their greed. Civilization comes to make miserable the lives of the natives who are satisfied
with their 'Gods of Wind and Wave.'
The
story is beautifully told and beautifully executed.
It is interesting, dramatic, and worth
while and we heartily recommend it for the
entire family."
An unusual compliment in these days when
the motion picture is the subject of so many
tirades.

And a splendid testimonial to the honest
quality of White Shadows.

BEAT THIS— IF YOU CAN
IN the face of the terrific storm which
swept Southeastern United States (See
M-G-M News) and which raged in Norfolk
Monday

all day Tuesday, Our
Daughters, playing the Norva
Theatre, Norfolk, topped all of that house's
records except those established by The
Big Parade and Ben Hur.
The cyclone so demoralized business that
the Tuesday gross was less than $400.
That records should have been smashed
with one day thus practically lost goes to
show what a clean-up the picture made on
the five other days.

night and

Dancing

It's

becoming a

habit.

The Distributor
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DID YOU EVER HEAR MUSIC

LAUGH? NO? THEN TRY THIS
They've

Really

Comedy

Made

of

It

IS

music as being

Maybe that's why
Neither had we.
we got such a kick out of "Brotherly Love"
Because this picture certainly is served with
funny?

melody that makes you laugh.
There are several other reasons,

too, for
the kick of the picture registering so squarely.
very timely football
It's a kicking picture.
picture.
Or, at least, a part time football
picture.
With a game that's full of snap and
dash that's backed up realistically with the
thundering voice of the arena mob.

A

If thrills appeal to your fickle heart, you
Both from what
can get 'em in this picture.
you witness on the screen and what is poured
into your ears.
This, if ever, is a true oppor-

Do you blame them ?
HE'S a nice boy. He brushes
lians

(for the
it

larity

at

And

out

tion

this produc-

be told with adjectives.

can't

manner

It

was

which sound is made funny.
"Brotherly Love", to our way of thinking,
shows more real ingenuity and originality in
sound production than any picture thus far
i'eleased.
It's sound comedy
in more than
one sense.
the

in

—

—

As for the production itself the basic
comedy it goes without saying that it's all
there.
In humor quality it will remind you

—

of your old friend "Rookies".

yet

the cuties just can't cotton

How To

Refer

To

Pictures

The following phrases have been oflficially
decided upon for use in describing our various sound pictures.
Vaudeville Acts are to be referred to as

MKTRO MOVIKTONE ACTS.

Tv/o-reel comedies. Oddities and other Short
Subjects are to be refened to as IN METRO

MOVIETONE.

be
— Metio-Goldwyn-Mayer arepresents
to

billed thus

William
Excess Baggage in MOVIETONE.
Pictures with talking sequences will be re-

Haines

in

ferred to as a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture
with MOVIETONE DIALOGUE.

Note that it is either Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
or Metro.
Never M-G-M.

Progran

him.

my neck!'

YOU

Don't

be

a

sap.

your lap

If

shaped

is

like

doughnut, dry those eyes you've been
through all these years, and Close That
Gap with Dr. Crookedneys Squeezemin Brace (A
Crushing Cure for Bow-Legs), illustrated below.
the hole in a

weeping

Apply
going

night

at

upon

and

rising,

steering

clear

doesn't

wrap

around you
nside

your

if

the

who has been

lady

little

before

remove

bed,

to

of

money

of

you

herself

she can

like

fortnight

a

will

be

re-

funded.

The Metro Movietone Acts which are bein,
released by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer are noi
an established addition to the sound film field
The first release of the first series of twenty-si;
productions, featuring Van & Schenck, th(
great American song team, was released 01
September 29 and will be followed during th.
same week by two additional releases. Th
release schedule calls for three releases eac]
week.

As previously anounced the celebrated stars"
of concert, vaudeville and musical comedy
stages who are responsible for this first series j
are Van and Schenck, Johnny Marvin, Marion
Harris, Walter Roesner and the Capitolians
Locust Sisters, Leo Beers, Miller and Lyle,
'

Joseph Regan, Ponce Sisters, Odette Myrtil,

Fuzzy Knight, George Dewey Washington andj
Vincent Lopez.
In New York two releases will be features)
of the program at the Capitol Theatre, which]
has now adopted the "sound" policy.
Van and!
Schenck and Walt Roesner and the Capitolians
are the numbers which have been selected for
the inaugural program. Another short featurel
of the same program at the Capitol will be,!
the synchronized version of the Hal Roach-

Our Gang comedy, "The 01' Gray Hoss."
At the Astor Theatre, also on Broadway, 1
New York, where "White Shadows of the)
South Seas" is holding forth on an extended]
run, Metro Movietone Acts will also be introduced as new features of the program.
Handled

by

all

d-i-sreputable

deailers

Closethatgap

Manufactured by the Bonebraker Co.
Itsahellofanote, New York

An

M-G-M's close that gap slogan is sweeping
the universe.
Every day we get new evidence
that when M-G-M decided upon its war cry
for the present season it started something.
Believe it or not, the above example of advertising a la mode (or mud) was dug out of
a magazine with a country-wide (side?) circulation.
Laff it off
or shed a tear
as you prefer.

—

—

Important Letter About
Comedies Sent to Exchanges!
An

important letter about comedy selling!

He probably!
has been sent to your manager.
already has discussed it with you, or written
to

you about

We
that
.s

it.

it to your attention in order
you may understand the importance which

are calling

attached to

Latest Facts Regarding
(Corrected as of September 26.

M-G-M Sound

Synchronized features

to

As one of the girls explained it, "He ain't a bad
necker, and I could love him, but catch me taking
a chance of falling through his lap and breaking

CloscthalKap

Here's

with For-

himself),

—

and ended in riot.
But what impressed us about

his teeth

Arthur

And it's almost a question
which one produces the more hilarity.
Sometimes Sight is dimmed by the amused tears
And sometimes what's
that Sound produces.
Seen makes you deaf to Sound.
The production, indeed, is very much a
partnership affair
the firm of Dane, Arthur
And it's a typical partnership,
& Sound.
With Dane and Arthur forever squabbtoo.
ling and Sound always sympathizing with both
of them.
The plot's as funny as the picture.
It
starts in a barber shop where "ladies" do the
barbecuing.
And it ends in a prison which
the theoretical abiding place of brotherly
Hence, after all, it doesn't end so far
from where it started. You wouldn't be far
from wrong if you guessed it both started

"Sound"

At Capitol Theatre

his lap.

learned the secret of popuMurray's dancing school, and is
now being instructed by the famous Dr. Marchand
on how to turn his Capabilities into Cash.

found

of the production.

love.

on

sit

t

gums), gargles Listerine regularly (he

tunity to obey the modern injunction: "See
and Hear."
In fact, See and Hear are the comedians

is

Opening

In

ALSO FEATURED WITH "WMITE SHADOWS" AT ASTOF
won

He's crying because the Frails

of

\(j2i.

METRO MOVIETONE ACTS ARE RELEASEI

With Dr. Crookedneys Squeezemin Brace
A Crushing: Cure for Chronic Bow-Legs

ENTERTAINING AND UNIQUE

Had you ever thought

5,

FIRST OF

Induded

CLOSE THAT GAP

In

Scoring Dane-Arthur Picture

"BROTHERLY LOVE"

The World's Goin' Gappy
Can M-G-M Be the Cause?

October

it.

Sound Pictures
Revised weekly.)

START
TITLE

CLASS

White Shadows
Dancing Daughters
Excess Baggage
Bellamy Trial
"While the City Sleeps

Orchestrated
Orchestrated
Orchestrated
Vocalized
Orchestrated
Show People
Orchestrated
The Wind
Orchestrated
The Trail of '98
Orchestrated
Alias Jimmy Valentine
Vocalized
A Single Man
Orchestrated
Mask of the Devil
Orchestrated
A Woman of Affairs
Orchestrated
Brotherly Love
Orchestrated
Metro Movietone Acts
Vocalized
School Begins
Orchestrated
Imagine My Embarrassment Orchestrated
01' Gray Hoss
Orchestrated

Separate silent version.

}

START

SOUND PRINT

RECORD

SHIPPING

SHIPPING

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Temporarily withdrawn from sched.
Completed
Completed
AboutlO/22
Completed
About 10/1
Completed
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite
In progress
In progress

Completed
Completed
Completed

Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite

AboutlO/20

No

records

Completed
Completed
Completed

Will start shipping silent prints about 9/20.

October

The Distributor
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ALWAYS GOOD
WHERE M-C-M IS PUYING

BUSINESS IS

Frade
Tell

Paper

Same

From

Reports

Week

Story,

Key

After

The Ladies From

St.

Louis

Wearing the largest and smallest uniforms
ever turned out by the Navy Outfitting Shop,
Karl Dane and George K. Arthur started work
several days ago in All At Sea which Alf
Goulding is directing and in which Josephine
Dunn is the leading lady.

Towns

Week

^AKES NO DIFFERENCE, FIRST OR SECOND

Production Notes and
Other Studio Squibs

*

RUN

Raymond
male lead
New York,

Anyone might pick out one week's favor-

Colorful

Four Walls):

iceptionally good week.
(Stillman;
As big business as greeted
Held over.

CLEVELAND

Ex-

White Shadows):
The Big Parade.

I
I

I

LOS ANGELES

j

sleeps):

Drew them

White Shadows):
[

run.

MILWAUKEE

I

I

(Metropolitan; While City
(Grauman's Chinese;
in.
Proving equal to the long

(Uptown; Mysterious Lady )

:

L'nusually good patronage.
MINNEAPOLIS (Rialto; Mysterious Lady):

Madame Du

Madame Du Barry. That's the title of the
next production of the Great Events series.

A

colorful

times.
to be a

woman.

And done

in

A story of colorful
Technicolor.
It ought

humdinger.

This is the second of this year's series of
six Events.
Watch for this one and the others.

—

Complete

NEW YORK

OTTAWA

SALT LAKE CITY
Shown very

TAMPA

The Enemy):

(Rialto,

successfully on second run.

(Tampa; Excess Baggage): Sun-

day's and Monday's
but did fairly well.

cyclone

hurt

business,

Closethatgap

"SPIES"

In

A BOX-OFFICE
SMASH IN JOLLY LUNNON

Fourth

Week

Run

of

House, Writes Mr.

at

One Week

Eckman

The following is an excerpt from a letter
from Mr. Sam Eckman, Jr., to Mr. Arthur
Loew:
"It probably will interest you and the
Domestic Organization to know that Fritz
Lang's film SPIES which we were releasing
in

America

is

now

in its

fourth week at the

Marble Arch Pavilion and doing excellent business.
The picture has been very well received
by the press and the public also seem to like it.
"The Marble Arch usually plays a picture
one or two weeks and it is only an outstanding
one that remains there for a longer period."

Which

is

Mr. Eckman's

way

of telling us

that Spies is there.
And just ana great bit of news
other proof that M-G-M's line-up this year is
loaded with the good old box-office appeal
from its first release to its last.
all

It's

*

*

*

*

In the history of the lusiness was there anything like
what M-G-M is doing this year that you can remember?
Not a one so far this year that Leo hasn't turned out
with the stamp of box-office all over it.

now playing the
Mary Dugan in

11

*

*

Gilbert Adrian, costume creator at the studio who has been visiting the East for the
selection of new wardrobes for Greta Garbo,
Norma Shearer and other stars, left last week
for California.
*

With Louis

*

*

Mayer, King Vidor, John
Gilbert, William Haines, Al Lewin, Hal Roach,
Robert MacGowan, Joseph Cohen, Edward
Brophy, Joseph Rapf, Pete Smith, Our Gang
and numerous others in town, the Home Office
B.

gives every appeai'ance of being a convention
hall these days.
*

Army

*

Hf

musical comedy star, author,
scenarist, technical director and character
actor are some of the occupations followed
by Harry Reinhardt, son of Heinrich Reinhardt, late Viennese composer, who acts as
technical aide and also plays a prominent role
in "Adrienne Lecouvreur."

Schedule of

officer,

M-G-M

Releases

(Features and Short Features)

gate.

OKLAHOMA

Barry

Next Great Events Subject

Business good.
(Capitol; Cameraman): Strong
Slightly
(Astor, White Shadows):
under previous weeks, but has set smart pace
from the start.
CITY (Criterion; Excess Baggage):
Good business.
(Regent: Four Walls): The big
treat of the week.

is

of

Trial

*

Left to right: Fannie Isaacson, Contract
Here are facts you can use from the Clerk; Mabel Godwin, Cashier; Olive Mathews,
Advertising Clerk; Frances Hoffman, Stenoissue of September 29:
ALBANY (Leland; Telling the World): grapher; Fanny Krause, Assistant Cashier;
Marie Zatlon, Stenographer; Rose Reif, BookHdldout business.
BOSTON (Orpheum; Cardboard Lover). keeper; Helen Schmidt, Stenographer.
Closethatgap
Good business.
CHICAGO (Oriental; Dancing Daughters):
strong combination.
(Albee;

The

*

He

News.

CINCINNATI

in

*

who

is now under contract to M-G-M.
leaves for the coast upon the conclusion
of the New York engagement of the play.

reports of one distributor's pictures in
But it's
;key cities of the United States.
(different when these reports tell the same
That's why we keep
story, week after week.
calling your attention to the record contained
successive issues of the Motion Picture
111
lable

A

Hackett,

Rel.

S-101
907
C-111
S-102
914
C-121

918
942
C-101
S-103
902
C-131
S-151

938
C-112
S-104
949
C-122
811
911
S-105
C-102
935
C-132
930
S-106
C-113
901
C-123
936
943
S-107
C-103
937
S-152
C-133
915
C-114
S-108
826
C-124
933
S-109
C-104

Date
8/18
9/1
9/1
9/1
9/8
9/8
9/15

9/15
9/15
9/15
9/22
9/22
9/22
9/29
9/29
9/29
10/6
10/6
10/13
10/13
10/13
10/13
10/20
10/20
10/27
10/27
10/27
11/3
11/3
11/10
11/10
11/10
11/10
11/17
11/17
11/17
11/24
11/24
11/24
12/1
12/1
12/8
12/8
12/8

1

Production

Series

Oddities

Chase
Oddities

Haines
Laurel- Hardy

Keaton

McCoy

The Eagle's Nest
*Our Dancing Daughters
* Imagine My Embarrassment
The Sacred Baboon
* Excess Baggage
Should Married Men Go Home?
The Cameraman
Beyond the Sierras

All Stars

That Night

Oddities

Bits of Africa

Cody-Pringle

Beau Bi-oadway
Growing Pains
Heart of Gen. Robert Lee

Our Gang
Events

Chaney
Chase
Oddities
Flash

Laurei-Hardy
French Cast
Dane -Arthur
Oddities
All Star-^

Davies- Haines

Our Gang
Gilbert
Oddities

Chase
Cody-Pringle
Laurel-Hardy
Gish

McCoy
Laurel-Hardy
All Stars
Garbo- Gilbert

*While the City Sleeps

Everybody Happy?
Murder
Shadows of the Night
Early To Bed
Is

Napoleon
Brotherly Love
World's Playgrounds
Do Gentlemen Snore?

*Show People
*The or Gray Hoss
The Masks of the Devil
Wives for Sale
All Parts

The Baby Cyclone

Two Tars
*Wind
The Bushranger
Lonely Lapland
The Boy Friend

A Woman

of Affairs

Events

Our Gang
Haines
Chase
Oddities

Shearer
Laurel-Hard/

*School Begins
Alias

Jimmy Valentine

The Booster
Savage Customs
The Little Angel
Habeas Corpus

Novarro

Gold Braid

Oddities
All Stars

Come Hirt
Feed 'Em and Weep
Kisses

The Distributor

s

OUR WORST COMEDY EQUALS
OTHERS' BEST,
Another

Exhibitor

Says

IS

TESTIMONY

We

Get

Oclobcr

5,

H)2S

DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS UNITE AS GANG
CHOOSES JIMMIE WALKER FOR PRESIDENT

Most

Laughs Since Harold Lloyd Days
BIG

PRAISE

FOR

DAVIDSON

AND LAUREL-HARDY

One exhibitor's opinion of our product is
worth the opinions of twenty persons connected with the sales or production departSuch comment as the following,
ments.
taken from one issue of Exhibitors Herald, is
convincing:
"This is the poorest comedy yet received
from Metro but is still up to most other film
That's what you've
company's comedies."
been saying all along our worst is as good as
and here's confirmthe other fellow's best
ation from an unprejudiced source.
Another one: "Very good comedy and gets
the laughs. That's what we buy comedies for."
Here's a gem.
It puts your own sales arguments into the trade papers: "Metro comedies
get more laughs for me than any other comHarold Lloyds."
edies since the two-reel
t ouldn't put it much stronger yourself, could

—

—

you?

When

it

comes

to praising individual units

competition among exhibitors is keen.
One exhibitor addresses a regular eulogy to
Max Davidson, thus:
"You are the best comedian in two-reelers
today, bar none, and it is a pleasure to see
your facial studies on the screen.
You can
come as often as you like."
JIMMIE
IS
Other exhibitors confirm this, in the same
column.
"Davidson is always good to look at
CITY
as a comedian", one of them says.
"Max
Davidson i)leasiMg", reports another.
Laurel and Hardy, of course, also get a big
of
Relative
Laugh
Values
hand.
"Without a doubt, this team cannot City Hall Stop Features Youngsters' Tour Discussion
be beat.
A Laurel-Hardy poster on your
Involves Some Interesting Facts
of the Big Town
front means twenty minutes of real entertainment in your theatre."
In between their appearances before ad- NEW PRODUCT CONTAINS NO MECHANICAL GAGS
Pretty sweet unsolicited testimony, we
think.
And about the best evidence in the mii-ing and capacity audiences at the Capitol
world that we're entitled to more money than Theatre, Broadway's big film house, and theii
We've just seen a new Laurel-Hardy prois paid for other comedies.
visits to various Loew Theatres around New duction, entitled We Faw Down.
And it has
York, members of Hal Roach's "Our Gang" started a most interesting argument one in
Closethatgap
troupe found time to tour all around New which you'll be interested.
York City, visit a hospital for crippled children
The question is: Will it get more laughs
M-G-M
and get a warm welcome at City Hall from from theatre audiences than result from showMayor "Jimmie" Walker.
ing Two Tars, its predecessor on the release
The visit to the Hospital for Crippled Chil- schedule? We told you, at the time we first
dren was made on Monday afternoon, Sept. saw it, that Two Tars was the be.st two-reel
comedy ever made. The production departSecures For First Time Pictures of Famous 17, when more than 150 inmates were entertained by a personal greeting from the "Gang" ment now tells us that We Faw Down, in reand by a showing of several two-reel comedies, peated preview tests in theatres, has scored
South African Game Preserve
including "School Begins", which played at the more laughs than Two Tars.
The question is especially interesting from
M-G-M News wrote another episode into its Capitol last week, and "The 01' Gray Hoss",
Most comedies
ali-eady well filled history of achievement at the same house this week.
In bidding the a production point of view.
when it secured exclusive pictures of the wild youngsters farewell. Dr. L. H. Fitch of the are dependent for effects upon mechanical
In this sort of production, the differhospital staff remarked that it was "the hap- gags.
life paradise which has been e.stahlished at
piest day the institution has ever known." ences in results are largely differences in the
Kruger National Park, South Africa.
The "Gang" came from the stage of the machinery which is provided for the comeIn its issue No. 14 of Volume 1
it was
Two Tars is a perfect
the first to picture for the world the wonders Capitol Theatre in costume, much to the de- dians to work with.
example of this type of production. Autolight of the hospital children.
of this remarkable game preserve.
The Hearst Syndi<ate, appreciative of the
The reception by Mayor Walker was a mobiles, and what happens to them under a
exceptional worth of these pictures, and of novel and enthusiastic afl'air, and New York's variety of circumstances, furnish the basis of
And the picture, as you should
the splendid work of M-G-M News in securing chief executive was snapped holding Wheezer, the fun.
them, devoted a full page in the Sunday two and a half year old screen star, on his know by this time, is a scream.
We Faw Down is entirely lacking in mechMagazine Section of their newspapers, to a lap and smiling broadly. Each member of
The players have absolutely nothing
.story of the park and the photographic efforts
the Roach unit was dressed to impersonate anics.
of M-G-M.
some national celebi-ity. The two presiden- with which to work, except what they themselves create.
Their actions and reactions
It is an extraordinaiy triiiute.
tial candidates appeared in the persons of
A copy of the full page spread is now in Fatty Joe Cobb, who was Herbert Hoover's under varying circumstances in the main,
the hands of every salesman.
It will make
proxy for the occasion, and Freckled Harry their facial expressions are the sole origin
Obviously, it takes real comedians
for splendid ammunition when you're talking Spear, who did the honors for Governor Al of laughs.
News to the exhibitor.
And
Smith.
Jean Darling was made up to re- to put over this sort of production.
you'll find most of them on our lot.
You can't use it too .strongly.
semble
Texas
Guinan.
and
Mary
Ann
Jackson
• • • •
looked stern and dignified in posing as Mabel
The MCoopinK-CHt News on the market. Thiifs M-(;-M
Was (here ever a more sensational rise to stardom
W. Willebrandt.
News. The wise oxhihilor books it. The smnrt salesman
than that' of America's premier team of short feature
sells it.
Are you puttiiiK it across in your territory?
The kids know their New York, now, alright. comedians—
Stan L.iurel and Oliver Hardy. .Class does tell.
the

WALKER GLAD HANDS
WHICH COMEDY
FUNNIER
TWO TARS OR WE FAW DOWN?
"OUR GANG" AT
HALL

—

NEWS
SCORES REMARKABLE SCOOP

ONCE AGAIN

1

,

—

—

.

—

TH£

IV
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ANOTHER M-G-M SENSATION
"While the City Sleeps" Rivals "Dancing Daughters" as Box-Off ice
Fourth Successive M-G-M Smash
Attraction

—

—

do
long years as a motion picture man
like it?
First Excess Bag-

all your
INyou
remember anything

Then The Cameraman. Followed by Our
Dancing Daughters. And now While the City Sleeps.
gage.

there ever four
season releases
collective
the

Were
early

with

POLLY
MOPANJ

drawing power of these
And how many,
four?
in all the history of
the business, can you
point to with the enterand
value
tainment

appeal

box-office

any one of
of

who

M'6IN/N/IS

of

LON
C-HAN£Y

lic

gold
men

theatre

following

saw Excess

first

if

Goldwyn-Mayer

Metro-

is

could

stamp

quality
in the majority of its

the

it as another of
season's topnotch
attractions.
But the
reports that are begin-

box-office

1928-29 productions
would be an accomplishment other producers would find dif-

ning to come through
from other parts of
the country leave no
room for doubt that it
will be one of the big
ones of the year.
We've already told

it

ficult to

year or
come.

duplicate this

any

year

to

They beamed again
when they saw The
Cameraman.
And when Our Dancing
Daughters came
along they

you of the

Illinois exhibitor who rated it a
special in a class with

"Underworld". He

—and

the third the greatest of them all.
But by this time they were ready to lay all kinds of odds that
the picture following Our Dancing Daughters would suffer in
comparison.
So much so, they thought, that they freely predicted it would be far below the quality of the three that preceded it.
It just couldn't be done, they said.

row

And again they guessed wrong.
They failed
M-G-M, on Lon Chaney, on While the City Sleeps.

ac-

tually thought it superior
that splendid
to

up
with open-mouthed
amazement. Three great
looked

box-office bets in a

sensa-

in itself sufficient to

maintain that standard
of

the

performances of
Our Dancing Daughters
tional

Baggage expressed the
opinion that

OAKMAN

demand.
The marvelous showing of While the City
Sleeps in New York

this quartet

exhibitors'

mines?
Those

AS
MRS.

York, was enough to convince the management that While the
Just
City Sleeps would have to be held over for a second week.
two weeks prior, Our Dancing Daughters had done the biggest
Saturday and Sunday business in the history of the theatre. It
was looked upon as a mark which very few pictures following
could hope to approach.
the
While
Yet
City Sleeps came very
W+4££L£P
close to equalling it
last Satui'day and SunAS
And Monday's
day.
"mil-e-AWAY"''
MA£
business made it posiSK££TeR
BUSC-H
tive that it would have
to be played a second
BESSI-Eweek to meet the pub-

to

reckon on

Because While the City Sleeps is another M-G-M record breaker.
yet the
It has been exhibited in but a few theatres thus far
advance indications are that it will keep pace with Our Dancing
Daughters as one of the great money-makers of the yeai'.
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday at the Capitol Theatre, New

—

production and every
other crook melodrama yet made.
And now, here are two more reports which serve to substantiate
that exhibitor's statement.
Ben Fish, our Seattle manager, writes as follows:
"While the City Sleeps just completed its run at the Fifth Avenue Theatre, Seattle. This picture was used in synchronized form
and did the biggest business at this theatre since the house opened
even better than 'Big Parade' and 'Ben Hur'."
Manager Downey, of Detroit, advises us that While the City
Sleeps, for the first four days of a seven day engagement at the
Regent Theatre, Flint, Michigan, bettered the exceptional record
made by Our Dancing Daughters during the first four days it

—

(Continued on Page Two)

The Distributor
WHO

PHIL GRAU, GAP CLOSER,

RETURNS A COMPUMENT
Expresses

Gap

Recognition

WILL CLOSE THAT GAP?

Being the Distributor's own conception of this presidential fracas and proving that the
big problem confronting AI and Herb right now is fundamentally the same as yours.

of

Appreciation

Closers'

October 26, 1928

Tendered Them

BUT ATTRIBUTES SUCCESS TO QUAUTY OF PRODUCT

"Every

issue of the Distri-

something
had
has
butor
praiseworthy to say about we
of the sales force.

mention

is

Special

made every week
us who have made

of those of
a worthwhile

contribusuccess we
attain as individuals and as a
collective sales organization
commented
noticed and
is
upon.
"From my own experience I
know that such recognition is appreciated and
is continually serving as an incentive for those
of us in the field to strive for bigger accomplishments in the way of M-G-M distribution.
tion.

Every

sales

little

"I feel that we, who have been entrusted
with the responsibility of securing adequate
representation for the best motion picture
every reel, and with Anita Page holding her
product in the world, should endeavor to reCITY SLEEPS"
own in the most important feminine part."
ciprocate the recognition tendered us by
Telegraph:
"Chaney as usual, gives a perbringing to the attention of our home office
IS
fect characterization.
It is typically a Chaney
associates the many fine things we are conrole, and the type of character that the Cha(Continued from Page One)
tinually hearing about our organization and
ney fans expect. It is melodrama with all
the product it is distributing.
the attendant thrills of breath-taking escapes.
played the same house.
"I take this opportunity to cite an incident
The M-G-M exhibitor has in While the City Entertaining, interesting, exciting and will
which occurred last Friday in a small town in Sleeps another box-office winner.
easily satisfy the demands of the Chaney folIt is the
Arkansas called Peach Orchard.
fourth in succession which the company has lowers."
Times:
"Mr. Chaney gives a fine perform"The population of this town is five hundred. given him this season. And we're only in
ance.
Miss Page is quite good.
Twenty-five percent of these people is col- our second release month.
Carroll Nye
ored. The balance consists mainly of farmers.
There must be something decidedly wrong is acceptable."
News: "Not only is Chaney's work excelLast year by dint of much pressure, we just with the exhibitor who has failed to read the
managed to place forty-four of our features handwriting on the wall and who still hesi- lent, but his supporting cast is of the finest
with this exhibitor.
But we did this only tates to sign up for our 1928-29 line-up. Or calibre. Little Anita Page's interpretation of
alter the exhibitor had emphasized that Gil- else there's something slow about the sales- her part
a gangster's girl who loves life
is
splendid.
Wheeler Oakman, that dyed-in-thebert didn't mean a thing to him, that Shearer man whose job it is to get the contract.
was terrible for his town, that his patrons
Excess Baggage, The Cameraman, Our wool crook, does mighty well.
Carroll Nye
had never heard of Haines, Davies or Garbo, Dancing Daughters, and While the City Sleeps is quite O. K. Mae Busch does a diamatic bit
in crackerjack form.
end that what he absolutely had to have was for an early season starter.
And Polly Moran in-

"WHILE THE

ANOTHER M-G-M WINNER

—

"cowboys"!
"Last Friday

I

walked

hibitor for the first time

in to see this
this season.
I

ex-

was

there to sell him our 1928-29 product.
I
that he still had fourteen of our 192728 pictures to run.
I expected another battle.
But I was all wrong. I didn't have to
say a word.
No sooner had we exchanged
greetings than the exhibitor admitted that
our pictures had made good for him.
"In the past year", he said; "I have done
better with your pictures than ever before.
My people insist upon those Leo pictures now.

knew

How many

have you this year?"
"Fifty" I said, and in the same breath I
quoted the price. That's all there was to it.
He nodded his assent and asked me to write
up the contract.
In order to feel that I
wasn't in a trance, I sold him a Newsreel,
something he had never used before!
"In my experience as an M-G-M salesman
I
have heard many a splendid word for the
Company and what it represents. Yet to me,
the words of this exhibitor were as extraorI have ever had occasion to listen to.
"I have always felt that I had a pretty
clear conception of the rank of the Company
I am representing.
Yet it took last Friday's
experience to awaken me to a complete realization of just what M-G-M pictures mean
not alone to the exhibitor, but to the entire
world of motion picture fans."

dinary a testimonial as

MEMPHIS

PHIL GRAU

It is the most powerful selling argument
any motion picture salesman has ever had.
M-G-M's gap-closers know it.

That's why their record of distribution this
season promises to be their best yet.

Critics Praise

Chaney

and Supporting Players
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is making it rather
for New York reviewers.
You know,
those boys have a weakness for superlatives
and high-sounding phrases, and Leo has given
them outstanding film attractions in such
difficult

rapid

succession that they have practically
exhausted their string of original expre.ssions!
Just the same, they had plenty left for While
the City Sleeps.
There's no mistaking their
liking for Lon Chaney and his supporting cast
in this one.
Read these lines over and see
for yourself.
Eve. World:
"An enthusiastic and a thrilling effort.
It looks as if the Capitol ushers
are in for another tough week.
The last two
have left them almost ragged, but the end is
not yet
apparently!"
Sun: "It is well done and the sound heightens the excitement."
Graphic:
"As a detective who trails a murder suspect through thousands of feet of
gunplay, robberies and third-degrees, Chaney
has portrayed a vivid character.
He does
some splendid work, with thrills packed into

—

jects a bit of

American:

—

comedy

effectively."

"Fascinating

and

is

packed

with many hair-raising incidents."
Mirror:
"Lon is magnificent.
He jUst
breaks your heart.
Wheeler Oakman makes a
great crook.
Polly Moran adds laughs as the
landlady in love with Lon."
Tribune:
"The acting is excellent. Chaney who is really a superior player, is good.
The girl he is forced to give up is played by
the pretty and likeable Anita Page.
Wheeler
Oakman a competent villain."
Closethatgap

More Big Names Lined Up
For

M-G-M Movietone Acts

M-G-M

keeps signing up big names for its
acts.
Two of the best-known of

Movietone

their latest acquisitions are Cliff

Edwards and
Edwards has achieved great
popularity as "Ukelele Ike", and Waring has
been a very successful two-a-day and musical
comedy tenor.

Tom

Waring.

Other people who have been signed recently
are Maxine Lewis, singer; Earl and Bell, guitar gpecialists; Derickson and Brown, singing
team; Zelaya, pianologuist; Miss Patricola,
singer and violinist; Emil Boreo, formerly of
the "Chauve Souris"; Frank Gaby, ventriloquist; and the comedy acts Yorke and King;
Fuzzy Knight; Hurst and Voght; and Dooley

and Morton.

]
'

—
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CUOTERC
Hello, fellows.
Wonderful
the

we're

dishing

nor did he ever look through the keyhole of
Merit that's all.
We give you the why and the wherefore of
every mention we make so by now you probably have a real appreciation of just what
that Boston Cohen has been doing up there
all season long.
Okay, Manny on with the gap-closing.

way our room.

out

the

A little less than a year
ago a young man by the
name of Peter Rosian was
placed on the M-G-M pay-

—

honeyed words these days,
isn't it?
Is each one of
you getting a taste of
them?
If you're doing
your stuff, you ought to.
If we're emphasizing certain of your names,
and going easy on others don't blame us.
E. W. Green of Kansas City contributed
We're trying to be good to everybody but -hree that week.
*
at the same time we've got to be somewhat
careful of how and where we pass out those
And his sidekick, H. L. Gould did that very
bouquets.
Of course, there's always that pos- :,ame thing.
* *
sibility that we miss up on a good performance and thus neglect someone who is deservBen Roman keeps closing the gaps in Jering of better treatment.
But when that hap- r;ey. He turned in four more on the new
pens, it's up to you to call us on it.
product during the week ending the 13th.

The consideration
was the handling of the
roll.

booking

duties for the
Young
Charlotte office.
Rosian was ambitious and although his booking duties kept him pretty well occupied, he
managed from time to time to leave them for
the purpose of relieving one Charlotte salesman or another of the responsibility of securing a contract out of some particular situation. It was whispered around Charlotte those
days that this boy was a salesman in the making.
Which proved true enough.
Not so long ago he was placed on trial as a
That's why we're pretty secure in the belief
salesman for Charlotte. His work v/arranted
that we've done and are doing the proper
For some time now, a further test so he was transferred to the
thing by the right parties.
Anyway, we'd preJ. McManus has been
Washington selling force on probation. That
fer to be cautioned rather than sued if we're
handling
special was three weeks ago.
a
His first week out for
wrong.
type of account out Washington he secured three fine contracts.
* * *
of the New York ter- His second week out he turned in five good
Supposing we start this chapter off with
ritory.
It hasn't been propositions. He is now in his fourth week at
something about L. L. Wells of Des Moines.
easy selling by any Washington but already they are unanimously
We're on the week ending October ] 3th now,
means and Mac has agreed that he has passed through his probaaren't we?
He visited nine towns that week
been handicapped in tionary period with flying colors and that he
and sold something in every one of them. In
more ways than one. has proved himself entitled to the distinction
five of them, he placed our new product.
But the boy is Irish of a full fledged regular.
In
three others which were previously closed on
clean through.
You're one of the boys now Pete.
And
He's
the new product he secured contracts for a
been plugging away we're betting that you'll prove yourself worthy
number of our '27-'28 features. In the ninth
constantly and pro- of your hire.
situation he placed all of our new comedies. ducing consistently.
Looks like a close battle
They had signed up for the features earlier in for publicity honors between the I'l'cks and
From the far off west
the season.
.he Hebes.
coast comes a story of gapA record very much deserving of the top
worthwhile
Keep after 'em, Mac.
closing
that's
* * *
spot, eh fellows?
lighting up a bonfire about.
9^ "*»
Doing similar work
George Giroux, of Los
Angeles, brought to a head
Georgie Schwartz of Phila- for Maurice Wolf up
last week a deal for which
delphia has been due to let
in Boston is Harry
Harry
he
has been laying the
loose for some time.
And he Rosenblatt.
foundation for weeks.
It is
did,
that week ending the
hasn't been at it for
a circuit of five towns which
13th. He turned in one of the
a very long time but
Los Angeles has never been
neatest performances of this that has not preventable to sell before.
a
doing
him
from
other
ed
°^
season.
George
^"^
4 ^Wf^Ktt
But George has gone and done it. Five of
JtA^BBp covered just eight towns thai pretty good job of it
*^,^^^
them, boys, in one throw.
And all new ones.
week.
He sold seven of them Many a dollars worth
A couple of examples of gap-closing like that
And how he sold them. All of of business which
should swell the business of the Los Angeles
our features and shorts intact. Harry has turned in
office aplenty this year.
One of the contracts included this season has not
* * *
both issues of the News.
been on the Boston
It's as clean a bit
of selling as we've had occasion to read about books before.
Gap-closer Gauker of Indianapolis landed a
in a long, long time.
His is an assignment that calls for hard contract for twenty-six features in Eminence,
And just about the
best individual record of that particular week. work
and that's one thing Harry does plenty Kentucky last week. This account has not used
Atta boy, Georgie, old boy.
any of our features since 1925 when he
of.
With telling results.
* * *
played six
Great work, Gauker, old man.
Good boy, Harry. Don't miss 'em.
* * *
* *
Buffalo's top-notcher for the week ending
the 13th was R. W. Maw.
Here's a pretty piece
In a single week, recently, Ben Fish and hi.:.
He came through
with five 1928-29 propositions.
of gap-closing for you.
Out of nine Seattle contingent turned in nineteen consolicitations, it made for a pretty good per- tracts
We've never had a
Never mind the huzzahs, boys, they
centage.
second run in Huntfeel quite natural about it, thank you
* * *
* * *
ington, Indiana, nor a
third run in Kokomo,
Oh yes, we forgot to mention that during
Not far behind
Indiana.
that,
But
Schwartz, that week, that week ending the 13th, Earl Lorentz of
thought Salesman
was Manny Cohen of Minneapolis cut four more of those new pro"Deacon" Baker of Indianapolis, was insuffiBoston. All he did was duct notches into his contract gun.
* * *
cient reason for not getting them this season.
another one hundred
And being a man of few words but much
percent job.
Manny
It was a pretty good week for Clyde Houscovered six and sold six. ton of Dallas, too.
Clyde limited himself to action (that is, when not expostulating before
This is the fifth successive week we've had four towns that week but he secured a con- an exhibitor) he went right out and lined up
something to say about that young man from tract out of every one of them. In three he those additional runs in both towns.
Enterprising selling and first rate gapin the fourth, part
Boston.
And the surprising part of it is
placed our new product,
closing
that.
he neither knows where the body is buried of our old.

—

—

—
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helps in creating this comfortable feeling, but
while, in a sense, that's true, the real fact is
Lon doesn't strive so much for your comfort
as for your amazement, in this production.
He's had some tough roles to put over, but
this one travels all the way from saint to devil
and back again.
Feel This Service Will Help Build Their
The story has all of the elements, basic and
otherwise, which help make big drama.
EnTheatre Patronage
during love bitter hatred mad desire for
revenge plotting and scheming evil spirits
PRAISE ATTRACTIVENESS AND MAKE-UP OF BOOKLET
weird customs of fanatic natives and a
score more.
It's a story of a stage magician
Again an illustration of M-G-M's service
being transported to the jungle.
And what
happens there a story of a man who was after the contract.
Letters of thanks are coming in from exrobbed of love and whose bitterness drove
hibitors all over the country for the Family
him to madness and martyrdom.
Albums with which we have supplied them.
It's good drama.
It's more than that; it's
These Albums, as you know, are delivered to
good Chaney drama.
every exhibitor who signs an M-G-M contract.
They are intended to acquaint his patrons
It's
with the M-G-M stars and the pictures in
which they are to be featured at their local
theatre.
It is strictly an exhibitor's aid and

FAMILY ALBUMS MAKE GREAT

HIT WITH OUR EXHIBITORS

—

Published Weekly by

SALES DEPARTMENT, METROGOLDIVYN-MAYER DISTRIBUTING
CORP., 1540 Bioadway, New York, N. Y.
HOME OFFICE SALES DIRECTORY:
FELIX

F.

FEIST, General Manager

RODGERS, Eastern Sales
E. M. SAUNDERS, Western Sales
T. J. CONNORS, Southern Sales
FRED QUIMBY, Short Features
J. A. GOVE, Sales Development
A. F. CUMMINGS, Exchange Operations
\V. F.
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Our Notion

She's

An

Extremely Reckless Girl

means nothing more

to the Company than
another proof to the exhibitor of our
keen interest in his welfare after he signs our

that

To facilitate service, exchanges are requested to correspond on business matters
only zvith individuals listed herewith, unless

contract.

The

MORRIS ALIN,

Editor The Distributor
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The Salesman's Friend
Being the virtuous effort of an
Honest Man (more or less) to
disrobe
Truth >v!thout blushing.
In

J'VE

usually

Re Lon Chaney

liked

T.

O.

Service's stuff in

The Exhibitors Herald. Probably because
I'm frequently in agreement with him. Which,
of course, is a dangerous commitment to
make when you don't know whether he'll be
panning you or petting you in the next issue.
Anyway, I'll take a chance (his past performances inspiring hope for the future) because he's just written something about While
the City Sleeps which gives me an edge on
certain of my argumentative compatriots. He
says he used to think Tell It to the Marines
was Chaney's best picture.
But While the
City Sleeps has sold him out of that notion.
Partly, apparently, because Chaney "works
straight as to attire as well as character."
The Service man sums it up well: "But I
said all there is to say when I said this was
Chaney's best picture.
Anybody that wants
anything better than that is an idealist, a
dreamer and more or less a damphool." To
which .sanity Mr. Service may put me down as
a liberal subscriber.

More About Chaney

QXE

of the factors of M-G-M production
which constantly commands my admiration
is the charming manner in which our pictures
are permeated with atmosphere.
They lack
entirely the familiar suggestion of Hollywood
origin, with which so much competing product
is post-marked.
They let you forget details
and devote yourself to enjoyment of story.
I was more than ever impressed with this
when I saw Chaney's latest production. West
of Zanzibar.
beaten track

graphy,

in

Zanzibar's considerably off the
clear at the end of the geo-

—

fact.

But you never have any

doubt, when you're seeing this Chaney opus,
that you're really there.
Of course, it's a
pretty safe place to locate a .story, but, even
at that, there's always art in making folks
feel right at

home.

There's temptation to add that Chaney's art

excerpts from letters we
proof of the appreciation
of this service by our exhibitor patrons.
"This is the third year I have had your
booklets for distribution and I am sure our
patrons will be pleased with these as they
were pleased with the others." M. Jean Buzzell, Savoy Theatre, Northfield, Vt.
"These booklets are very attractive and I
am sure they will be appreciated by our patrons."
Earl B. Raifstanger, Mahaiwe Theatre, Great Barrington, Mass.
"I am going to put one in each and every
home in this city." Sniton, Texas.
"They will help a great deal in establishing
your Company and stars more firmly with the
people in this community and everywhere."
Midland, Texas.
"
your generosity is almost unbelievable."
Terral, Texas.
"I appreciate this kind of advertising and
believe it will help us sell more seats on
M-G-M pictures." Madisonville, Texas.
"Be assured of our appreciation of this
additional service."
Oil City, La.
"Will be good for us."
Aspermont, Tex.
"We appreciate this service." Troy, Ala.
"We think they are very attractive and can
be used to great advantage in putting M-G-M
over in a big way in our town."
Atkins, Ark.
"They are good stuff, and I know will help
all of us."
Oscar Korn.
"I like the novelty and think il will do
good.
Thanks." Gilmer, Texas.
"Thanks.
We agree to have them overprinted.
glad we got together this year
on your product.
We have been running
'Leo' since he was a cub." Aberdeen, Miss.
"I am glad to get them.
Last year my
customers were so glad to get them."" Miami,
Okla.
"I think I can work up still more demand
for your stars with these albums.". Vinita,
Okla.
"I think they are great."
Oxford, Miss.
"They sure will be a help to us." Luverne,

following

have received

specially instructed.

otherzi'ise

it is

ai-e

Am

On the level. Because from the looks of
things Dorothy Janis is quite a distance off the
And

ground.

Karl Dane ever drops her
about that.
But we hope that Dorothy will be careful
enough to hold on real tight. And then again
we don't feel that Mr. Dane will allow the
lady to become disentangled unless its absoif

well, let's not talk

"

lutely necessary.

Right

—we

are!
Closethateap

Musical

Comedy

Success
Bought For Marion Davies

M-G-M

"Just here permit me to congratulate you
upon such a unique idea." Social Circle, Ga.
These are but a few.
But we have received
and are receiving daily, letters expressing simsentiments.
Service after the contract is no idle preachment with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Every
week there's something new for the exhibitor
to help him get behind M-G-M pictures so that
they can net him the business they are capable of.
And letters like the above prove they appreilar

has purchased the screen rights to

The Five O'Clock Girl, last season's sensational. New York musical comedy success, as
a starring vehicle for Marion Davies.
Miss Davies, who recently returned from a
European vacation, is taking vocal lessons in
anticipation of her role in this picture, which
have singing and talking sequences.

will

Ala.

ciate

it.

'

.
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M-G-M'S HEY-HEY PICTURE

j«THE LATEST AMERICAN RAGE
"Our

Dancing

LOS ANGELES GAP CLOSERS GET READY
FOR BIG NEW YEAR TESTIMONIAL DRIVE

Daughters" the Showman's
I

i

Toast

From Coast

to

'\\

Coast

THESE EXniBllORS
BOX-OFFICE

BONANZA FOR THE LUCKY EXHIBITOR

The
pede

HAVE PLEDGED 100? SUPPORT

Hmmmif /msv/mr
V

stam-ii
is

TIIESt EXHIBITORS

THESE EXHIBITORS

FELIX F.FEISI WEEKS

FELIX

on.

Dancing Daughters
is beginning to

t'ShibitBr,
..A

play the theathe
of
and
country,
the theatres of
the country are once again learning how it

Why?

doing in the theatres now exhij)iting it is
spreading like wildfire.
It reminds us of those days of The Big
Parade when we were smothered, day after
day, with an avalanche of box-office reports
that simply rooted us out of our seats.
In the trade papers, on the movie pages
of the newspapers, wherever show biz is discussed. Our Dancing Daughters is the big talk.
As for your exhibitors. Rarely ever have
ihey made as mad a grab for a picture as
One thing those
they're making for this one.
boys can do is recognize real picture gold
when they see it.
But why the chatter?
We'll get down to business and pass on to
you some of these sweet-sounding bits of
correspondence.
Get set for a wide-open smile.

"Dancing Daughters swept them off their
feet in San Francisco at Loew's Warfield Theatre last week, and established a new record.
"History repeated itself this week at Loew's
State, Los Angeles, where the biggest day'?
business other than Saturday and Sunday,
was the last day of the engagement, with the
result that we are extending this run into the
Boulevard Theatre for the first time in the

EXH.

U„
LarnpoC

Lompoc

ftsi LvK-^!

Granada

Wilmington

J/cit

Coast

fJ.Schelrbcrcj '/nn

j^l

Nu^s
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Nuy&

LA.
LA.

Ravenna

I.Chotiner

Va.ri

1

LA,
itXS.E. Couch BaUvKift Pai-I

L.C

Moore

Freer
CA.Oixofi
ft.

We?t Coasi

LA.

Beaumonf
Walkers

L.A.

ilHJamijon Garten
'A.

L

ft.

Ga^eti^

Rainbow

Co/

W.UnntiKllwB Rial+o

C.W-Sol^er
F. Ccison

':

O.M, Rcilo

i

1

i

J.

Hansen
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:
;

is^

Rtt.mp«k'-4

ILA.

lArthmant*

iL.Jl,

Tom WKi+e

Riviera.
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i, Wood»

iMon-tr*:
Mon4ro%e
«r«h<km
(..)».
Bu""* ?»-« Buena P«.rfc

EmmUk

P.

Lusher

ianta

p.L«»h»r

Ke>j»t-one

L.A.

R.G.W<»II

Home

LA.
MaLju/ooal

Diei<:

Lomi+o.

D.

LA,
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A.

L,A.
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J.Wolt
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Puiadena
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BETTER THAN

Prove
IS

THE RULE

Key

city re-

Theatres, Inc.

M-G-M

stars

to the greatest
All
business in the history of this theatre.

and

were broken.
"Mr. Harold B. Franklin broke the policy of
this house for the first time, by ternung this
as an extended first run engagement, direct
from the Loew's State Theatre.
"Give us more Dancing Daughters." Montague Salmon, Managing Director, West Coast
Boulevard Theatre.
That, from Mr. Franklin and the West Coast
management, ought to be enough.
But wait. We've a couple more for you.
At Grand Rapids, Michigan, it did SO great a
business that our return amounted to three

are the most
consistent box-

"Dancing Daughters opened

M-G-M

productions

past records

office

attractions.

Here's a

LA.

i

LA.

Made

CoZ4

^-^

Aiusa

AzuSa
L.A.
'"

°

C RiiVeaneK
C Ro-./eaneK Rimpo^y L A.
Victoria, LA.
5ro!nie«
L,".o Lciiv^r^S Carols
We^t Co'Ast WestCoa^^LonciDta'.i
Colonial RiS.Q.dtna
K vVhibon
R.vvhitson Fttirlond Aivaheifr.
R Whi + ion Hunlecis ihoil^v^^
I

Good

tre)

Portland:

r

Good

business.

business.

(While the City Sleeps; Broadto be another interestpicture and brought in more

summary from way Theatre) Proved
Chaney

Capitol Theatre) Set a new high attendance
mark.
Is going top speed the current weelt.
Lines at every show extending along the better part of the Capitol block.
The high-light
(White Shadows; Aslor Theaof the week.
tre) An enviable showing.
Has set a most
consistent pace right from the start.
Chicago:
(Our Dancing Daughters; Para-

week.

dise Theatre) Good business.
(While the City Sleeps; Palace
Dallas:
Theatre) One of the best liked Chaney pictures.

Tampa: (Brotherly Loye; Stand Theatre)
Above average. (Four Walls; Franklin Theanicely.

(While the City Sleeps; Capitol
Theatre) Rounded out a good week.
Ottawa:
(Laugh Clown Laugh; Rex Thea-,
tre) Relatively better business than for its
first local run at the Regent.
(Mysterious
Atlanta:

M.Roienber(5

M.Kosenber«5

a decided impression.

ing

Drew

Roicnber.^

Milwaukee:
(Our
Dancing
Daughters;
Majestic Theatre) Received such encouraging
patronage that it will be held over for an
additional week.
Kansas City:
(While the City Sleeps; Midland Theatre) Drew well all week.
The matinees better than usual.
Pittsburgh:
(Excess Baggage; Penn Theatre) Had a big week.
Birmingham:
(While the City Sleeps; Empire Theatre) Very good business.
Harrisburg:
(While the City Sleeps; Regent Theatre) Kept the cash register jingling
merrily through the whole six-day booking.
Cincinnati: (Excess Baggage; Albee Thea-

The Motion Picture News of October 20th:
New York City: (Our Dancing Daughters;

tre)

L.A-

Lady; Ferndale Theatre) Above average.
(White Sister; Laurier Theatre, Hull, Quebec)

ports continue
to show that
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"Dancing Daughters is a big box-office attraction."
Harold B. Franklin, West Coast

Dancing Daughters.
That's M-G-M's way.
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history of that house.

times the guarantee called for.
At Tulsa, Oklahoma, our share was over
twice the guarantee stipulated in the contract.
How's all that for good news? Can't get
enough of it you say? Don't worry.
It's just the beginning of a long, long story.
And we won't stop telling it until the very
last word is penned, the very last record
broken.
Lordy, what a heart-warmer is this Our
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TOWN

THEATRE

Mrs.

Oak«r*CftlvtH

be taxed to capacity.
This is one picture that exhibitors can't
to suit their patrons.

'TReatre,.

Rt^noUs 5obob

TJL'.wls
.cu Bard

feels to

enough

4% 25

'Exhibilor lUcjtrc.

tres

Merely because the extraordinary tales of
what the box-office sensation of the year is

FEIST WEEKS

JANUARY

Our

play fast

F.

money than "The

Patriot" did the previous

(Cameraman; Pantages
week of rushing business.
Oklahoma City: (Our Dancing Daughters;
Capitol Theatre) Enjoyed a week's excellent
Salt

Lake City:

Theatre)

A

business.
If you were running a theatre yourself,
could you afford to ignore as persistent winners as these?
Could any exhibitor?

SOME PICTURE!
M-G-M have

"Our
and outkind ever done in

a great picture in

Dancing Daughters".
classes anything of its

It

is

real

pictures heretofore.
Great story, fine cast,
and excellent direction. Will make plenty
of money in any locality and under any
conditions.
From Exhibitors Daily Review October 9. 1928

The Distributor

Must Sell Values To Obtain
Value From Sound Comedies

October 26, 1928

NEW CONTRACT ELEVATES
JOAN CRAWFORD TO STARDOM
"Dancing

Daughters"

Success

Convinces

Executives She Is Ready

Determining Fair Rental Is Not Difficult But
Requires Knowledge of Product
By

J.

E.

FLYNN

All of us, of course, realize that only a
limited number of situations are equipped for
Therefore, regardless
playing sound product.
of the increase in money value that we obtain
from the individual theatre for sound comedies, you can readily appreciate the added
revenue will not be adequate to cover our
cost of synchronization.
Natui'ally, every exhibitor so equipped expects and is willing to pay increases over the
To determine an
rentals of silent versions.
equitable increase is not a difficult problem.
You are familiar with our comedy values and
In most
with the rentals we are receiving.
situations, you will agree that we are greatly
underpaid. Therefore, in asking for increased
rentals on comedies that are synchronized,
you should take into considei'ation the inadequate prices that are now being paid for
silent versions.
The reaction we have received from the
first three comedies that we have synchronized
and have played generally is that synchronization has greatly increased entertainment
value.
In addition to giving the public an
improved comedy, the exhibitor is getting a
sound product that is superior to any other
sound short feature on the market. There-

we do not think it unreasonable to expect
an average increase of fifty percent, in the
film rental of synchronized comedies, plus the
charge for the license fee, which covers the

fore,

use of disc records.
We appreciate that in some situations there
are conditions that will modify the price of
this product; however, we are of the opinion
that properly selling the exhibitor on the increased values of synchronized comedies, plus
their novelty to the public, will result in securing adequate increases on these .subjects.
Uppermost in mind must be the thought to
avoid delay in closing situations which are now
equipped for sound.
If we have not yet sold
our comedies, we should effect a deal quickly
for playing sound product so that just as
speedily as possible we may get the.se situations behind us and be prepared to tackle the
bigger problems which will face us later when
a greatly increased number of situations will
be equipped for sound exhibition.

We

have now reached the period when this
handful of situations should be definitely set.
CInHethatifap
((

Movietone Reviews" In

Two

Reels Instead of

One

"Ah, Sweet Mystery of

Life—Vo-do-de-o-do?"

Whatever it is that George K. Arthur is
playing he must be murdering it to make
Director Alf Goulding grimace like that.
Just the same it takes a lot of courage to
tackle a what-you-may-call-it even if the best
you can bring out of it is a cacaphonous
melange.
Not that George isn't talented but after
being subjected to the raucous laughter of
big Karl Dane we can't expect his ears to
become so readily attuned to the gentler
strains of a (we'll figure it out yet).
Better put him to work Alf, and relieve
yourself of the agony.

Told.

Heart Breakin' Creole Rose.

Closethatgap

LEO BARNSTORMING

IN MICHIGAN
Leo M-G-M Lion and round-the-world traveler, and world's greatest living traaemark is
at

it

harder than ever.

Roaming around
him slated

to visit

now they have
one hundred and twenty

in Detroit

theatres in four days.
Can't those exhibitors understand
lion's human after all?

TITLE
Our Dancing Daughters
Excess Baggage

9,1
9/8
9/29
10/13
10 20
10 27

*While the City Sleeps
Brotherly Love

Show People
The Wind

11/10
11/17
11/24

White Shadows
Masks of the Devil

West
Alias

Jimmy Valentine

The Bellamy Trial
The Trail of '98

RECORD

CLASS

SHIPPING

SHIPPING

Orchestrated
Orchestrated
Orchestrated
Orchestrated
Orchestrated
Orchestrated

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Orchestrated
In progress
Orchestrated
Indefinite
Orchestrated ( ?) Indefinite
Vocalized
Indefinite
Vocalized
Indefinite
Oi-chestrated

Indefinite

ONE-REEL AND TWO-REEL PRODUCTION-S
My Embarrassment
Orchestrated
Completed

Imagine
Metro Movietone Acts
The or Gray Hoss

9/1

9/29
10/20
11/17

•

START
SOUND PRINT

Orchesti-ated

of Zanzibar
of Affairs

that a

Revised weekly.)

SILENT

RELEASE
DATE

It

Mississippi.

lias risen steadily in public favor during the
past three years, has been given a starring
contract by the Company.
In joining John Gilbert, Lon Chaney, Mar^on Davies, Norma Shearer, Greta Garbo,
William Haines, Ramon Novarro, and the
other M-G-M stars, Miss Crawford reaches a
goal that critics and fans began predicting
ior her when she was chosen a Wampas baby
.tar in 1925.
Miss Crawford began her theatrical career
in a Chicago musical show.
Then she played
jn "Innocent Eyes" and in the "Passing Show"
review in New York.
It was here that Harry
Rapf, M-G-M executive, saw her and offered
her a screen test.
This test was so promising
that a contract was immediately drav/n up.
The first picture in which Miss Crawford
appeared was Pretty Ladies. She had one
of the leading roles in Sally, Irene and Mary.
Later she played in The Boob, Paris, The
Understanding Heart, opposite Lon Chaney in
The Unknown, opposite John Gilbert in
Twelve Miles Out and Four Walls, with Ramon Novarro in Across to Singapore, and with
Haines in Spring Fever and West Point.
The Company has planned an ambitiousschedule for Miss Crawford during the coming
season.
A great future is predicted for her.

(Corrected as of October 25.

Review

—

Following the pronounced success of Our
Dancing Daughters throughout the country,
Joan Crawford, M-G-M featured player who

Latest Facts Regarding Sound Pictures

A Woman
has been decided that Metro Movietone
will be released in two reels instead
of one as originally stated in Sound Letter
No. 27 issued September 21st.
In our first series of Movietone Acts, therefore, there will be three two-reel subjects
instead of one such subject.
The threo
will be
A-18, A-21, A-25.
It is also announced that the titles of the
songs to be sung by Frances White (A-24)
will be
There Will Never Be A Sweeter Story Ever

AMBITIOUS SCHEDULE PLANNED FOR HER FROM START

(1st series) Vocalized

In progress

START
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
About 11/9
Completed
Completed
About 11/15
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite

Completed

JNo records

Orchestrated
Completed
Completed
Orchestrated
Completed
Completed
In progress
Orchestrated
Indefinite
Habeas Corpus
Orchestrated
In progress
Indefinite
Metro Movietone Acts (2d series) Vocalized
Shipping
JNo records
The Spanking Age
Orchestrated
Indefinite
Indefinite
We Faw Down
Orchestrated
Indefinite
Indefinite
Separate silent version; silent prints shipped.
J Sound recorded on film.
School Begins
The Booster

11 24

12/1
12/1
12/15
12/29
^-

j

1

1
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Coming!

Haines' Latest and Greatest, "Alias
Jimmy Valentine! '^
Picture, Gents, a Picture!
Bill

A

And it certainly looks it. Besides Bill Haines, Alias Jimmy Valentine has in
"Sure-fire" is the concensus of opinion at the Coast.
Leila Hyams, Lionel Barrymore, Karl Dane, Tully Marshall, Howard Hickman and the child players Billy Butts and Evelyn
A line-up for the books, eh boys? We're awaiting Jimmy Valentine with open arms.
Mills.

Mary Nolan Plays Opposite

from the ship itself.
The extraordinary preparations being made
by the Hearst organization and the M-G-M

Mary Nolan, blonde beauty, who has distinguished herself by her work in pictures
during the past year, and who has done such
a splendid bit of acting opposite Lon Chaney
in West of Zanzibar, has been cast for the
leading feminine role opposite John Gilbert

that will be

Robert Hartman Will Be Only Newsreel Man
Aboard Ship Until It Returns To Germany

flight

have been completed whereto be made on board

~by the motion pictures

Graf Zeppelin until its return to Germany
be photographed exclusively by Robert
Hartman, official M-G-M News cameraman.
Just as Hartman was the only cameraman on
board the great dirigible on its trip from Germany to America, so will he be the only one
on board when it leaves its present haven,
ihe United States Navy hangar at Lakehurst,
I^Jew Jersey, for its proposed tour of the important cities of the United States, and then

I

made during the flights across the
country and across the Atlantic will be
as complete as those made on the original trip,
and will cover every interesting detail of the

Hearst Again Gets Sole
Photo Rights Aboard Zep

I Arrangements
the

will

its

return trip to Germany.

The pictures

it

News

for these forthcoming flights will result
in bringing to exhibitors using M-G-M News,
pictures vastly superior to anything else they
will be able to get from any of the other

companies.

upon your accounts the unrivalled value of the Newsreel
service being offered by M-G-M in this respect,
and to emphasize the importance of making
immediate preparations to show these reels
promptly upon their release so that they can
realize their full and exceptional box-office
It

is

value.

up

to

you

to impress

M-G-M News

is

the best.

John Gilbert In

"Thirst'*

in Thirst.

Ernest Torrence is the only other player
thus far cast for the picture.
Will Nigh is to direct.
^'

^

•<•

That list of M-G-M Featured Players becomes more imposing daily. When it comes
to picking talent and then building it up to
recognized stardom, the honors go to good
old Leo, hands down.

The Distributor
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On What's

Inside Slants

What With Our

DANGEROUS— BUT ALL

Studio Folk

October 26, 192M

IN

THE DAY'S WORK

as he completes The Pagan, his
next starring vehicle for the company, Ramon
Novarro will leave Hollywood for Berlin,
where he will make his operatic debut in "La

As soon

Tosca."

On
off in

way

the

to Europe,
to make a

New York

Novarro

number

will stop
of phono-

graph records. In the Berlin Opera Company,
the star will be heard with some of Europe's
Later Novarro will apbest-known singers.
pear in Paris, Vienna and other continental
music centers.
This arrangement is made possible under
the terms of his new M-G-M contract which
grants him six months yearly for the pursuit
of his operatic ambitions.
*

*

Hs

A

"linguistic board" is the latest aid in the
At the studios,
direction of motion pictures.
in filming great crowed scenes for The Mysterious Island, hundreds of players appear in an
Loud speakers are used to
elaborate set.

Proving the actor's life is not as soft as it's pictured to be. Here you see Director
George Hill and his company out on the wide-open Pacific shooting the "wrecked plane"
The boys look
sequence for The Flying Ensign, Ramon Novarro's next starring vehicle.
comfortable but those rowboats aren't being paddled around for nothing.
Now do you want to become an actor or a director?

—

direct them.

Before one microphone sits a translator to
relay direction to two hundred Filipinos in the
Before another, a translator repeats
group.
the same instructions in Hawaiian, and still
another speaks in Polynesian dialect for the
benefit of some thirty-four Polynesians who
cannot speak English.
This is the most elaborate translation task
since the direction of the huge crowd scenes
in

Italy in

who

recently

Broadway Melody.

Sylvia Thalberg and Frank Butler have been
assigned the preparation of The Five O'Clock
Girl for the screen.
This will be a Marion
Davies starring vehicle.
*

*

*

produce an all-color talking and
singing picture in the near future.
Gus Edwards is preparing a musical revue in two
reels in which the various bits and singing
numbers will be pictured and i-ecorded through
a Movietone color process.
Harry Rapf will
will

act as supervisor.
* *

*

James Gleason, playwright, whose work includes "The Shannons of Broadway" and "Is
Zat So?" has signed a contract with us to do
stories and sound picture dialogue.
His first
a.ssignment

will

sequences for
not yet

probably

Norma

be
Shearer's

the

new

talking
starring

titled.
*

*

Sound-proof sidewalks are the latest innovations to reach motion picture studios since
the advent of the talking picture.
M-G-M has replaced the concrete walks and
driveways around the big .sound stages with a
composition of asphalt and other resilient
materials.
The new paving deadens all sound and eliminates vibrations caused by the heavy traffic.
Stanley Houghton's play, "Phipps", one of
contemporary plays ever written
^vill be done by us as an .ill talking and sound
picture under the direction of Lowell Sherman, Broadway stage favorite.
There are
but three characters in the play.
Sherman
will himself play the title part of Philips.
Betty Francisco and Cyril Chadwick will have
the other two roles.
the fifty best

*

*

»

Lewis Stone, is the first player to be cast
for Greta Garbo's new untitled starring vehicle to be directed by Sidney Franklin.

been

the

way

neglecting

the

social

our

M-G-M Clubs

of
these

activities

past few weeks.
But
honestly boys and girls.
it hasn't been our fault.
Don't ever think we're
going to forget you for long.
We've saved
up all those notices you've been sending us
and which we have not as yet mentioned, and
we're taking advantage of the opportunity
we have this particular week to let the world
know about it. Here are some of the things
the social lions in a number of the exchanges
have been doing:
Indianapolis.
Just as M-G-M each year
comes through with a program of pictures
better than that of the previous year, so does
the bunch here make every banquet of theirs
a much grander affair than tho-se that have
preceded it.
They held one here recently in
the Meloy Ballroom at Shelbyville, India;ia.
It was that good it is still the subject of discussion among the Club members whenever
they get together.
Milwaukee. You've got
to

«

hand

it

to

Here's a thought for

this

crowd

for originality. They held
a party a couple of weeks
ago which was different
from any affair of its kind-

we've ever heard of. After
the usual festivities every

member

of the Club was called upon to impersonate some popular picture.
Naturally
impersonations of M-G-M opuses predominated.
Prizes were awarded to Miss Schubring and Mr. Daniels for their impersonations

of In Old Kentucky and The Cameraman respectively.
They tell us the show was a howl.
Denver.
This Club is very much determined to make something more than a social
get-together out of its meetings.
At a recent
meeting they held a discussion on the entire
life of a contract from the time it is taken by
the salesman until the picture is finally shipped and played.
This discussion proved very
helpful to every member who attended, and
resulted in a decision to hold similar discussions at future meetings.
They are now tak
ing questions from the Manual of Exchange

all

you other

clubs.

Seattle.
This business of getting married
pretty much lesembles
an epidemic out here'

Rage Although Club
Other Activities As Well.
S'terrible

com-

pleted a featured role in The Bellamy Trial,
has been signed for another part-aiaiogue pic-

film,

in

*

Thompson,

Operation,

the

Still

Members Indulge

we've

* *

M-G-M

Weddings

Ben Hur.

Kenneth

ture,

Around the Country
With Our Own M-G-M Clubs

All

Rose Marie Walsh,

as-

sistant cashier, walked
to the altar with herbeloved not so long
ago.
And Vivien Dominie, cashier, who haa
managed to retain his bachelorhood all these
years, finaly decided to do the same with his'n.,
They tell us thai Maijorie Metzlaar is responsible for that.
Can they mean that she's
the lucky girl?

Wonder how that Cashier's Department
has been coming along since that double catastrophe?
Minneapolis.
A couple of Saturdays ago
the Welfare Club here gave a dinner-dance at
the Elks Club.
It was in the nature of a farewell party for Miss Aline White who was leaving for Seattle to get married and subsequently settle down.
Outside of the fact that
the bunch hated to have to say farewell to
Aline, it was a great little party. Incidentally,
Miss Dorothy Anderson has taken over Miss
White's job as contract clerk.

Home

Office.

Reggie

O'Halloran, who supervises the work of our
Still
Department, has

gone and done it too'
we mean. Right
now she's spending her
honeymoon taking an automobile trip across
the country.
If Reggie had only been farsighted and included a still picture of herself
in her files, she might have seen it reproduced
right here and now.
But then again, girls
who are looking forward to marriage can't be
expected to give much of a thought to anyMarried,

thing else, can they?

What's new with you other people? Are
you holding your Club meetings regularly,
and if you are, are you making the most of
theln?
Why not give us a thought once in a
while, and let us know just what's what out
your way. Of course this paper is pretty
much given up to business, but just the same
we're always anxious to know what our folks
out in the f^eld are doing in a social way. Kee^
us posted.

Make the most of
Don't be a wallflower.
your business associations and then let us
know what the secret of your popularity, success
or anything else of importance is.

:

Fox Seeks Upstate N.

Jersey and Ohio Houses

Y.,

ALL THE HEWS
ALL THE TIME

S^c* NEWSPAPER

^/'FILMDOM
VOL. XLVI

Thursday, November

No. 28

The Truth
ANENT our observations on
sound picture advertising
and the cr3'ing need for
quick murder of all producers

md

exhibitors

them

u'hich permits

to live,

O'Connell, of the Vita

S.

i\m n$sED
IN

writes

_.

pictures

the exhibitors are throwing caution to the winds in order to
catch up with the 'Sound Picture Parade.'
It
comes as a
warning to all exhibitors to tell
the truth in their advertising and
the smart stvowiniili will listen to
the logic of your advice."

900,

O'Connell is one of a too-limited group of showmen who are
fostering sound pictures in the
ublic mind along proper lines.
May the gospel spread. The of-

many.

European
and a partner with Jim
World-Wide, discussing

Al Aronson, expert on

Williams in
sound and foregn markets:
"The

difficulties

making sound

oi

It

pic

would be a happy situation inif tlie American industry could

position
itself
into
taianoeuvre
a
Iwhich would bring it a profit -without stepping outside of its own boundaries, for that would mean financial

independence.

Whether

or not
mains to be seen.

it

can

lie

done

re-

Proof
Good

silent

pictures

are

proposed distributing
will market Sonera
Bristolphone anticipates a minimum output of 250 machines
monthly.

still

to

sub-leasing of ten
cost the Hildinger

Co., of Trenton, N. J., $10,the arbitration board in New
York ruled yesterday in two cases
decided against the comijany, whicli
consumed the entire session. Both
decisions are to be carried to the
courts by Leon Rosenblatt, attorney
for the defendant, it was indicated
when he entered exceptions, following announceinent of the awards
made in favor of M-G-M and United
Artists.
M-G-M was granted a verdict of $2,000 per picture on three
films sub-leased to the Lawrence(.Continued on Page 3)

the

"Submarine," playing the
Rialto, Newark grossed $6,700 in two
days, battering down the house recone of the leaders
iDrd held by
liinong sound films. Silent or sound,
:andy.

pualitv counts.

KANN

which

Marking advent of Acoustics Products Co., recently formed, and its
subsidiary Sonora Phonograph Co.,
into the sound picture field, the two
companies are to acquire rights and
interest of the William H. Bristol

Sound on Wire Declared
Reproduced Immediately

— Recording

and immediate

reproduction of sound in full volume
and with clarity and accuracy is declared achieved by a new device in(Continned on Page

3)

Both Sides Stand Pat
Talking Picture Cor]).. Asher, Small
in 'Frisco Labor Row & Rogers Corp., Gotham-Bristol-

—

Both sides are
.San Francisco
standing pat in the controversy at
the Embassy, over W. B. Wagnon's
refusal to employ an orchestra iie
desn't need at this sound house.
"The Singing Fool" now is playing

phone

after its opening was
delayed by the strike. Wagnon says
he will close the house rather than
accede to the union's demands. Business is off due to the controversy.

controversy

the

theater,

Non-union operators are being employed.

Edward Royce Signed by

Service

and

Corp.,

Lesser-

Warner Prod, in the Bristolphone
patents. Announcement of the deal
was made by P. L. Dcutsch. president of Acoustics and Sonora.

The agreement means end
over

the

of the

Bristolphone

device between Gotham-Bristolphone
and the Lesser-Warner group, and
retirement of William H. Bristol
new company is
from the field.
to be formed probably combining
the names of Sonora and Bristolphone, and which will have exclusive
(.Continued on Page 3)

A

Fox to Direct Talkers Musicians Called Out as
Edward Roj-ce, New York and
Mechanical Music Protest
London stage director, has been
Organists were
Janesville, Wis.
signed by Fox to direct Movietone

—

musical
dramas.

turcs ill America for foreign language
countries, plus quotas and trade restrictions, will result in the industry here
forgetting those markets.
That is, all
outlets but English-speaking countries. I
see enough additional revenue forthcoming from sound pictures in the United
States and Canada to make this possible."

iieed

The

unit

Booking

London

Revolutionary
distribution

is

Phonograph Firm's Advent
Ends Dispute; Rogers
to Manage Firm

250 a Month

2 BICVCUNG CASES

Unauthorized

"Vour article comes at a time
when the producers as well as

fenders are

m

TemOhio.

Toledo,

theater,

[jle

J.

Price 5 Cents

1928

SONORA GETS BRISTOLPHONE;
TO COMBINE ALL FACTORS

who misrepresent

merchandise to the public

their

1,

comedies,

operettas

and

out at the Jeffris here; after
the Apollo had installed a mechanical instrument to replace its orchescalled

Schlesinger Gets Control
George M. Cohan's "Bilof Emelka, German Co. lie," now running in New York, and
tra.
Both
Berlin
(By Cable)— Max Schle- "The Merry Malones," are twO' plays
He was for sev- agement of
singer, who controls the South Afri- he staged recently.
can
in

theater

field,

New York

and

who

recently

obtained control of

iCoiitinned

on Page

De

3)

years associated with Florenz
Ziegfeld as stage director, staging
(^Continued on Page 3)

eral

houses are under manOtis V. Lloyd. The Jeffris has brought in an out of town
orchestra.
The union contends that
throwing the Apollo musicians out
of

Fox Deals on for
Reade, Feiber

Schine, Walter
Shea Circuits

&

work

of

contract.

Washington Bureau of

Washington

now

— Of

THE FILM DAILY

the six European
including film restric-

Continuing proposed expansion in tions three, Germany, Austria and
Greater
New York and upstate Hungary will likeh^ change their
towns, Fox is reaching out for foot- form of film restrictions between now
holds in New Jersey and Ohio, and June 30, 1930, according to adthrough deals now pending for ac- vice to the M. P. Section of the
quisition of the Walter Reade, Schine Dept. of Commerce.
and Feiber & Shea circuits. While
all three deals are on, none is conAll Boston First Runs
summated as yet. The Schine deal

Conditions in Europe are on the
France particularly
upgrade, with
noting the betterment, Nat Rothstein,
Universal advertising and exploitation
manager, said yesterday on his return with Mrs. Rothstein from a two
months' trip abroad, during which he is declared all set, despite denial
visited England. France, Italy and made at Gloversville. but the Reade
Switzerland. The trip was in celebra- and Feiber & Shea deals are not yet
tion of the couple's fifteenth wedding
anniversary.

violation

Quota Law Changes in
3 European Nations Seen
countries

Business Improving in
Europe, Rothstein Says

is

in

the

stages.
(Continued on

final

There are
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To Be Sound Houses

—

First runs Iiere will be
100 per cent wired wiien the Keith-

Boston

Albee Boston and the Orpheum
stall sound equipment.

in-
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ganizer to conduct a drive for new
members for the eastern Missouri
and southern Illinois exhibitor unit
The move is
is under consideration.
in anticipation of a threatened wave
of adverse legislation, expected to follow in the wake of the national election.
Steve Butler, former business
agent for the musicians, is being mentioned for the post.

Low

HiRh

Money"

Pathe's "Marked Money," Spencer
Hennet's first feature directorial effort following a score of serials, is
l)eing scored this week by Josiah
Zuro at Sound Studios in New York,
preparatory
to
immediate
RCAPhotophone recording of the musical
ects.

accompaniment
Zuro,

and

Grunberg

Jacques

sound

ef-

Groman

Francis

and
composing
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New Plant
Baltimore To provide space for
manufacture of cable, made necessary by production of sound reproducing equipment at the Hawthorne
plant, Chicago, a $15,000,000 manufacturing plant is to be built here by

S-F Building

Newark

Over

NOTE:

New

116

_

to

New York
the

FBO

Hollywood.

political,

sport

Cranp's father

16

Meeting

of International Chambt
of Commerce at Paris on Europea
film restriction program.
Opening of "Interference," fin
Paramount talker, at Criterioft

York.

Nov. 20 Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unit a
Des Moines.
Nov. 20 Anglo-American dinner sponsore
by A.M. P. A. in New York.
Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages con
vention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Dec. 4-5 Annual convention of M.P.T.O

Oklahoma

of

Dec. 25
26

Jan.

at

New Fox
First

New

Woody &

house in
annual ball.
York.

Oklahoma
St.

M

City.

Louis opens
P. Club

Adler Film Passed

is
said to be the
time the New York censori
board has reversed its stand in thei
subject matter of censorship, "Fight
ing the White Slave Traffic," released by Woody & Adler, has been

first

"kehed for showing

—

in

the state.

Louis House
Skouras Brothers are
redecorating and wiring the Empress
for sound equipment for long run
Louis

St.

—

Al

j

I

FOR SALE
Latest type recording apparatus, 33 1-3
rpm., suitable for discs up to 16 inch
diameter.
Will cut discs for use on any
type synchronous or non-synchronous machine on the market. Also for recording
synchronously with camera.
Complete
with shaver and all necessary equipment. Wax furnished in all sizes.
Box M-402
CO Film Daily
New York City
1650 Broadway

Of
Rejerence For Past Ten Years

Filtndom' s
Jolson

Stebbins Leave
\esterday for

left

W.

the
Stebbins, in-

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Recognized Book

1929 Edition
OUT

IN

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages

FREE rO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

Vaudeville Acts

dead in Chicapo after
attending the wcdth'np of a relative.
in

Nov.

14

productions.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

who dropped

soviral

left

AGENCY

—

circles.

Dallas.

Nov.

and "Unguarded

Hutchinson Theater Sound Equipped
Hutchinson, Kans. The Midland
Theater Co. will open the Royal with
Movietone and Vitaphone Nov. 3.

St.

VAUDEVILLE

here for James Cranp. owner of
the Oakwood and for 12 years a
member of the board of education,

died

visit

for Coast

AMALGAMATED

lield

iironiinent

a

Coast as did .Arthur
surance broker.

Toronto Exhibitor Drops Dead
Toronto
Funeral services were

He was

in

for

Jolson,
9854
1227^ 68.70n
\22-i 67. 5 or:
lOR

of "Noah's Ark" at Grai'
man's Chinese, Los Angeles.
Nov. II Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention i

picture,

2

Louis.

and fraternal

riage,"

88

115 Si

— Opening

Marking what

Millard in N. Y. with 3 Films
Bringing with him prints of the
first three of a series of six pictures
he is making for the independent market. Slant Millard has arrived in New
York from the Coast. The pictures
are "Scarlet Youth," "Trial Mar-

Wiring

Kennedy Leaves
Joseph P. Kennedy

the

St.

Elizabeth Meehan Completes Script
Elizabeth Meehan has completed
scenario
of
"Lummox,"
Fannie
Hurst novel, and leaves Friday for
the Coast, where Herbert Brenon
will produce the picture for United
Artists, starting the picture about
Nov. 15.
Talking sequences have
been written by Miss Hurst.
Miss
Meehan recently completed script of
"The Rescue," Ronald Colman star-

Terser.

Coast.

4,166

5

Today

6,000 Seater

Fabian will build
a 6.000-scat theater as part of a $4.500,000 structure at 878 Broad St.
This will be the largest thcalcr in

Counter fBid and Asked.)
Balaban & Kalz is listed in Chicago;

Skouras,

— Stanle>-

14

6,500

additional workers
employed in the building which is
160 by 630 feet and eight stories
high. Five hundred additional workers will be emploj'ed when machinery
and equipment are installed.

dred

next

84

51l

Five hunare to be

—

Last Prices Quoted.
fb) Bond Market.
fc) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Market.
fo)

Electric.

Ben Goetz in New York
Ben Goetz of Consolidated Film
Industries is in .\'ew York from the

^5

raw stock

Erlanger Buys "Prince of India"
Girls." The
A. L. Erlanger has purchased film,
an original by Jack
Townley "The American," will go talker and dramatic rights for "Thej
Wenger Roxy Art Director
into production Nov. 25.
Millard is Prince of India," written by Gen.John Wenger has been named di- making arrangements for a series of T^ew Wallace, author of "Ben Hur."
rector at the Roxy, New York, with
six sound pictures.
S. R. Reece is
liis first settings to appear Saturday.
Another St. Louis Sound House
handling sales of the product.
St. Louis
The Mikado has joined
Schnitzer Heads Pittsburgh Board
the growing list" of sound houses in
Loew Boston Net $191,165
Pittsburgh— Abe Schnitzer (FBO)
Boston— Net of $191,165 equal to St. Louis and vicinity. It reopened
is new president of the Film Board.
$1.25 a share on the 154,290 shares recently with "The Lion and the
Harry Goldstein
(Paramount)
is
outstanding is reported by Loew's Mouse" and short Vitaphone subvice jiresident.
Boston Theaters Co., for the year jects.
ended Aug. 31.

Western

studios

11

of

feet

music for this picture featur- ring vehicle.
ing Junior Coghlan.

yesterday

7

film,

more

has been completed.

000,000 or

special

—

Close

of Agfa Ansco Corp., which
have an annual capacity of 150,-

plant
will

New
Scoring Pathe's "Marked

Equpiment Necessitates

Financial

The Industry's
Date Book

j

COVERS
EVERYTHING

GOES

EVERYWHERE

|

week* apo.

I

:

THE
November

'hrsday,
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*5nora Gets Control
$10,900 Assessed Firm Another Allied Meeting
to Pass on "Big Man"
in 2 Bicycling Gases
»f Bristolphone Firm
from

(Confinitcd

Pacic

(Continued from Page

1)

Minneapolis

1)

Sonora Bristol- ville school at Lawrenceville, while
This corporation, combining United Artists obtained verdict of
*~hie.
if the above
mentioned interests $700 each on seven pictures, five of
be nnder active management of which were switched from Trenton
;\
;irles R. Rogers.
The new com- to the Heights at Heightstown and
will have the right to license two to the Columbia at Hopewell.
of

iributioii

the

I!

,-!,'

Bristolphone recording.

Louis

Nizer,

Viustics

York

Film

a(.ire

Products Co. will manuthe machines which this new

plaintifTs.

rliicers for

opany
sher,

will sell

Small

&

and

Rogers,

Gotham

Fox Deals

if

Jersey,

it

is

include the
Bristol plant
at
-rbury. Conn., Gotham's studio
on the Coast, the .Sonora plants

Conn, and Saginaw,
and its studios and laboratories
lie
Sonora Bldg. in New York.
istribution
will
handled
be
ugh a company to be formed. In

^onora Bristolphones
ne to handle Canada.

Fox

1)

to Direct Talkers

Esper Arranging Sales

Dwain Esper

stock, "when issued" to bring
bit a consolidation of
Phooione, Keith-Albee-Orpheum and
"IJ, has been admitted to tempo-

RCA

New York

is

in

New York

Stock

Serials

man"

— (;onsideration

(Continued from Page

DALY

JACOB LOURIE,

treasurer and
the Netoco
circuit in New England, is held in
high regard in the industry it was
demonstrated at a good-will banquet

manager

general

of

tendered him at Boston, with 400 in
attendance. He was presented with a
chest of silver valued at $4,000, the
presentation being made by Thomas
Spry of First National.

speech was spoken
into a microphone and reproduced one
Joe Shea, veteran publicist and
minute after completion with clarity
and accuracy, it is stated.
yiow is on the Coast,
It was showman,
recorded on a few inches of mag- where he joins the Fox publicity denetized wire. The system is declared partment. Joe's handling of roadto be the simplest, cheapest and most show work and general publicity
practical system of sound reproduc- should make him a tvorthy addition
tion

yet invented.

to

Schlesinger Gets Control
of Emelka, German Co.
(Continued from Page

Forest

Phonohim,

has

1)

acquired

a

controlling interest in Emelka.
He
intends, through the new association,
to
exploit
Phonofilm
throughout
Germany. This is the company for
which Gaumont was dickering, but
two proposed deals fell through.

the

staff.

Louisville probably has a lead on
other
Kentucky cities in having
colonels as managers of theaters.
Harry Long, manager of Loew's, has
joined the ranks of Kentucky colonels.
Billy Rendon, of the Hippodrome, has been made a colonel, as
has Abe Finberg, of the Gayety.
Frederick Levy, president of Big
Feature Rights Corp., has the rank

some

for

Mannix

Fox

time.

in N. Y.

Edward J. Mannix, M-G-M proRube Jackter, veteran Columbia
ducer, has arrived in New York with
a print of "Alias Jimmy Valentine," executive, again has his feet on the
M-G-M's first picture with dialogue ground, having returned from his
honeymoon.

sequence.-^.

Unanimously Declared the Best
THE VANISHING WEST
with the greatest cast ever assembled

JOHNNIE WALKER— SHIRLEY MASON
and TOM SANTSCHI

LEO MALONEY, JACK DAUGHERTY, YAKIMA CANUTT.
JACK PERRIN, FRED CHURCH, WILLIAM FAIRBANKS,
EILEEN SEDGEWICK and MICKEY BENNETT

RIALTO THEATRE,

RAYART DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION.

Akron

— Ohio.

56

October

20,

Mr. William Weiss,
Film Exchange,
Film Exchange Bldg-,

Oct.

New York

WEISS:

VULTURES OF THE SEA

me how

I

liked

and how: the new

pulling for me.
All I can say
I
tell a film salesman how good a picture is.
I always like to tell him the bad news, but this SERIAL is really so good.
and is stimulating my business in such a way that I don't mind telling

was

never really like to

that

you that

it's

the

best

buy

I

made

this

am now on the sixth chapter, and
BRING IN NEW CUSTOMERS.
I

have run three

years.

AND THIS

season.

EVERY CHAPTER SEEMS TO

week in all of my theatres for the last seven
SERIAL IS THE BEST OF THEM ALL.
Yours very truly,
(Signed)
MAX M. FEDERHAR.

serials

We

1928.

Keep up the good work.
With best wishes remain.

—

Yours very

IN

(Signed)

Herman

the Finest Theatres of the

PRODUCTION

detective mystery

melodrama

WITH A DISTINGUISHED CAST

CORP.,

Rifkin,
President.

1.

THE FATAL WARNING
A

truly,

RAYART DISTRIBUTING
HR.

Endorsed by

THE VANISHING WEST

and we want
just reviewed your new serial
to take this unsolicited means of congratulating you upon a very worthy
production.
It is very good, in fact I do not think it could be improved
upon.
If you keep on making serials like this you will be the best serial
maker on the market.
Serials such as these certainly give you and us
prestige and we should have no difficulty in selling your future productions
and getting intensive distribution.

a

MMF.l.

"Blazing the Trail'

29,

City.

Dear Mr. Levine

received your letter yesterday asking

serial

Street.

Mr. Nat Levine,
Mascot Pictures Corp.,
1650 Broadway,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Mr.

Piedmont

Boston, Mass.

1928.

Fischer

I

1)

By PHIL M.

That

A

vented here.

with

I

And Thafs

the

to

Sound on Wire Declared
Reproduced Immediately

VULTURES OF THE SEA

is

of

be employed to head
the Allied States Ass'n will await
another meeting of the group, according to W. A. Stefifes, head of the
revived association.
Steffes say his
campaign for niemiicrship is being
delayed by the censorship fight licre
wiiich is claiming most of his time.

from

the Coast to arrange state right distribution of six Art Mix features,
three society dramas, 12 two reel
comedies, six two reel kid westerns
and six one reel novelties.

£:hange.

Mascot

Ohio Gircuits

Europe successes including "Irene." "Sally,"
"Louie the 14th," Kid Boots" and
"The Follies" of 1920 and 1921.

in

.'

on the

Y.,

(Continued from Page 1)

adio-Keith-Orpheum Listed
adio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. Class

listing

N.

Edward Royce Signed by

dtion to this, two further compaire planned.
One to manufac-

a.

the

upstate New York and Ohio houses
in the Schine chain, 12 upstate New
York and Ohio houses in the Feiber
& Shea circuit and 31 New York
and New Jersey houses in the Reade
chain, including the Astor and Columbia in Times Square.

tamford,

h

for

(Continued from Page

planned to
t 104 sound shorts, during the
12 months.
Producing facilifeatures,

to

New

service.

Jitolphone and Lesser-Warner Co.
n produce under license from the
illing corporation, and, in ad;

secretary of the
represented

Hoard

"big

World

Produced By

NAT LEVINE
1650 Broadway— N. Y. City.
Cable Address LEVPIC

.

DAILV

Thiu-sday,

November

We repeat Gentlemen -^
WHUI OTHEBS TALK MD DEAL IN GENERALITIES
,

HAS
WHO is Ready to

a Syndu-onizecl
Apparatus in Your Theatre, with Threp
Singing and Talking Acl5 aWeeV?

WHO

besides

Install

FILMTONE is^in^

honest- to-^odness demonstrations?
That witnessed during its first five days in New York,
immediate orders from many hard-boiled but en-thusiastic exhibitors /

Wiey Sb\^ and ^ouyilf
DemonStraiioHS Soon in CUtfeland.Chicago.lofiiHgelef and
iuy eiHef, but we urge all e^hibnorf, an)^iouS it> CASH IN
Sound and Talkief to come to New Vorh at once

other
oi

NOW

on

A REVELATION AWAITS YOU WITt
729

Phones

SrVENTHAVE

BRYANT

New

York. Cihr

8051-8052
iBm.»T..\

II

1^1

^p^

1,

Vi

Between 50 and 60 Bristolphone Features Yearly
iTHE

ULTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

^/'FILMDOM
^OL. XLVI

No. 29

Friday,

Red Lights
^ OUND

is

^ thing

Name Changed

sweeping every-

Biophone is the new name
adopted by Tonefilm Corp., for

in its path. The prediction made by Jack Alioate in this column months ago
hat sound would revolutionize
he amusement industries of
he world is becoming truer and
jruer as the winter draws, near.

revolutions, whether inleave a
lustrial
or military
dazed
maimed
and
trail of dead,
this
rein
\n their wake and,
doing
to
is
what
sound
gard,
much
very
is
pictures
notion
iccording to the time-honored
•ustom.

All

November

its

disc synchronization device.

EDUC'L STOCK ISSUE FOR

ONTARIO EXHIBITORS TO

Producers, with
or avoid it.
few exceptions don't know whether
ihey are headed toward Frisco or
tria Juana and, so far as the picturenakers themselves are concerned, it

ii

The producing

fraternity,
s
vith both eyes on the box-office, folows the sky rocket course of diaditto.

pictures and rapidly draws
with
a
pictures
If
conclusions.
smattering of talk make money, films
with a lot of conversation should do
Result: give 'em
hat much more.
oads of dialogue.

logue

So it comes to pass that our best
Hollywood names are to take on
A dangerous experiment from
/oice.
If their voices record
iny angle.
pleasantly, it is true the gamble is
But this idea of makiiot so great.
ng box-office names talk simply because they happen to be box-office
nagnets is ridiculous. It is easy to
jnvision some important players slide
-apidly into the discard unless the
nost diligent care is exercised in fit.ing them into the scheme of sound

pictures.

IN

WORLD WIDE

To finance the transaction, under
terms of which Educational acquires
one-half interest

in

World Wide

35,944 shares of common to its
stockholders.
The issue has been
World
oversubscribed, it is stated.

Wide is handling product of British International and the Ufa product, with exception of eastern states,
which are handled by Ufa Eastern

dialogue a la wholetinkering with one of the
fundamental appeals in pictures. The
public has formulated ideas about
their ideals.

of

Seeing them perform

is

vastly different from hearing them
talk as they perform.
It will be a
sorry day for the most formidable
stellar lights in the business if pro-

ducers encourage any steps which
even tend to pry open the door to
disillusionment.

KANN

theater license and censorship
and the amusement tax, therefore, is available for general revenue,
Brady, head of the Canadian
J. C.
M.P.T.O., points out, in attacking
the tax on admissions of 25 cents
and up. Canadian exhibitors at the
recent convention here voted to campaign for abolition of the tax, but
their first move was met by a statement of Premier Ferguson that he
opposes further reduction of the tax,
because exhibitors had not passed
savings on to the public.
fees,

The Ontario government v/as one
of the first to impose a ticket tax
as a war measure and is one of the
(Continued on Page 3)

Distributors.

Stereoscopic Camera is
Georgie Jessel Signed
Developed by Dr. Ives
for T-S Talking Film
Georgie Jessel has been signed by
Tiffany-Stahl to make "Lucky Boy,"
talking picture, in which the star will
sing six or eight songs. Most of the
picture will be made in the East with
Jessel dividing his time between the
picture and the stage play in which
he now is appearing, probably going
to the Coast later to complete the
Work is to start at an
producton.
early date.

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

Overstepping 'Decency,
Honor' Bounds

— Photographs

which

show

different

sides

of

the

object,

depending on the line of vision vvere
demonstrated here at the American
Dr. HerOptical Society meeting.
bert E. Ives, who is developing television with the Bell Telephone Laboratories, designed the camera. The
{Continued on Page 3)

to

Issue Licenses to Producers
Three More Boston Houses
Added to Netoco Circuit

—

Boston Add three more theaters
to the growing Netoco chain, headThey are:
ed by Samuel Pinanski.
the Warren, Roxbury; Casino, Hanover St. and Globe, Washington St.
The Globe and Casino, which are expected to be first runs, are closed
Sound equipment
for remodeling.
for all three houses have been ordered.
Netoco now has more than
SO theaters in its chain.

"Reckless"

statement

Col.

of

H.

A. Cole, head of the Texas exhibitor
unit, that the M.P.T.O.A. has sold
out to pioduccrs and distributors
oversteps all bounds of decency and
honor, R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A.
president, declared yesterday on his
return to New York from attending
the Omaha and Memphis conventions.

Seldom does he reply to "such nonsaid Woodhull, but the expression "sold out" leads him to make
Fair and unfair critia statement.
cisms have been made from time to
sense,"

time, he said, "in successful efforts
of the M.P.T.O.A. to build an or-

ganization

which

would

be

worth

something
Cole's

bounds

to all exhibitors," but Col.
"all
oversteps
statenijent
of decency and honor."

"Since this statement was made in
connection with our recent Toronto
convention, I assume that it was
caused by the fact that at that session the

M.P.T.O.A. elected

to

mem-

bership on the Board of Directors
representatives of so-called affiliated
(Continued on Page 3)

appear solid to the eye, and which

Sonora Bristolphone Plans

That Dear Public
The use
sale means

Toronto— Profit of $40,000 yearly
made by the Ontario government

is

on

INTEREST

Held

'Reckless' Statement

CONTINUE FIGHT ON TAX

a

it

WOODHULL

states

Much Pictures, and an arrangement to
For instance, Hollywood.
excitement on every side there. The handle physical distribution of the
iopesters are busy doping out what's latter's product in the United States
ijoing to happen and how to either and Canada, Educational has offered
meet

our CHARGE

HIT BY

IS

The change was decided upon,
Alfred Weiss to avoid
confusion in the minds of exhibitors because of similarity
of names of different systems.
Demonstrations will be made
in key cities by Dec. 1 he says.

Price Five Cents

1928

COLE 'SELL

—

The Latest Gag

2,

Harwood Heads Cleveland
Unit for Third Term
Cleveland

—

J.

J.

Harwood was

re-

elected president of the Cleveland
exhibitor unit by unanimous vote at
the annual meeting. This will be his
Other afficers
fourth term in office.
elected are: Henry H. Lustig, vice
president; B. Z. Levine, treasurer,
and George W. Erdmann, secretary

Paul Gusand business manager.
danovic, John Kalafat and A. E.
Ptak were elected to serve on the
board of directors for a three year
(Continued on Page 3)

Licensing of producers to make
Bristolphone pictures is planned by
Sonora Bristolphone, to assure an
output to exhibitors of from 50 to
Acoustics Prod60 pictures a year.

Sound Films to be Chief
Topic at Columbus Meeting

Co., and the Sonora Phonograph Co., will make available to

a

ucts

operatic
the
Bristolphone
organizations
musical
which they have under contract.
Of the features to be produced,
Gotham Prod., Asher, Small & Rog-

Sonora

stars

ers

and

and

Sol

Lesser-Warner

(Continued cm Page 3)

Prod.,

— Sound

pictures will be
discussion at the
annual convention here of the Ohio
exhibitor unit Nov. 20 and 21. Experts from Electrical Research Products and Gotham Bristolphone have
been invited to attend to address the
sessions as has a leading theater ar-

Columbus
chief

chitect.

topic

of

.,

1

..

)
DAILV

Friday,

November

2,

];;

t-

Warner Branches Get

2,361 Bulgaria to Foster State
1

of 3,000 Accounts Sought
Warner branclus

Vol

XIVI Ni. 29

FrMay. Niv.

2.

1928

Prici 5

Cuts

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

liave turned in
2,361 in their drive for 3,000 new
accounts with a month to go in tlie
drive, states Sam E. Morris, distriThe Charlotte office
bution head.

leading.

is

Production
London

—

Is

is

reported

will

instruct

Report

The Industry's
Date Book

here that
Bulgaria is about to subsidize production and will build a studio in
Sofia for that purpose. German technical
talent

men
until

It

domestic

competent.

Nov. 1 1 Motion Picture Book Week
Nov. 13 14 M.P.T.O. of Texas conventic

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., nul
copyright (1928) by VV'id's Films and l"ilm
VV. Alicoate, President and
Folic,
Inc.
J.
Puolisher; Maurice I). Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Merstreau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and AdvertisinR Manager.
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
under
the act
Y.,
York.
N.
post-office at New
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadtions to
Phone Circle 4736way, New York N. Y.
Filmday.
•1737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Hollvwood, California I*al"t'
New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Frcdman, The
6607.
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse,
I.
Berlin
at

THE

—

Fined for Showing

Pictures
$200 were
levied against J. M. Garenett, owner of the Bijou, and A. Belden Gilbert, handling "The Street of Forgotten Women," following their conviction on a charge of exhibiting a
picture detrimental to public morals.
The evidence showed that children
had been admitted, despite advertisements that it was being shown
to segregated audiences with minors
barred.
The case, it is understood,
will be repealed.

Denver

— Fines

totaling

—

—

22S.

„

J^*

Elmira Stops Sunday Vaudeville
Elmira, N. Y.
Berstein Brothers
have eliminated vaudeville from Sunday programs at the Keeney to com-

—

ply

with a state law.

Pictures will

be continued.

Financial

Dilks Leaving for Coast
Al Dilks, head cameraman at the
Astoria studio, who has been with
Paramount continuously since 1917,
during which time he filmed 40 pictures, leaves today for the Coast. He
was guest at a dinner at the studio
last night, at which John W. Butler
presented him with a wrist watch,

from members of the studio

staff.

Meeting

International Cha
of Commerce at Paris on Euro

14

film

Nov.

16

of

restriction

Opening of
Paramount

"Interference."
talker,

at

New

Nov.

Nov.
Dec.

Hish

Low

Acoustic Prods. 21f^
Am. Seat. ... 28^^
(cb) do 6s 36 .. 94^2

(c)
(c)
(s)
(s)

& Katz

Bal.

Con.
do

.

Fm.

Ind.

pfd.

...

East. Kodak
•(s)
do pfd
*(c) Film Insp
•(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s)

Fox
do

*(s)
(c)
(c)
(s)
(s)
(b)
(s)

Intern.

Proj...

Keith-A-O
do pfd.
do 6s 46
Locw's Inc.
do pfd.
do deb.

180

28^
IIM

.

.

25H
180
128

Sales

11,700
1,800
4

50C
800
200
400

3

33!4
.101
96
.

16

K

96'A

104
9754

28"

28^

.

M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages nvention at Columbus.
24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens
4-5
Annual convention of
P.'l
20-21

M

Oklahoma at Oklahoma C.
Dec. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis oi|s.
of

Graham at Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Harry Graham, who
has been identified with Pathe's Chicago branch for some time and who
previously was short subject manager of the firm's former Double I
exchange in the Windy City, has
been appointed manager of the local
branch.

—

"U" Winchester, Opening Nov.

22

Jan.

26

First

New

annual
York.

ball.

M

P.

Clul6f

Mantel! Again with U. A.
Otto B. Mantell, formerly c
nected with the foreign departm
of United
Artists in
Switzerla
and most recently Eastern repres
tative

for

Mary

sumed

his

former connection unit
Kelly, head of fore:

.-\rthur

W.

Pickford,

has

Fred A. Flader, general manager distribution.
Mantell will be sa
IVc.d Coast Bureau, THE FILM DJJLY of Universal theaters, says the Capmanager in Central and South Am
Los Angeles "Noah's Ark," Vita- itol being erected by the Shenandoah ican countries.
phone roadshow production, opened Valley Theater Circuit at WinchesVogel Arriving in New York
last night at Grauman's Chinese. On ter, Va., will be opened on Nov. 22.
William M. Vogel, vice presid(t
the bill also was "Napoleon's Barand general manager of Pathe Int
Wilcox, Aronson Sail
ber," Movietone three reeler.
Charles Wilcox of British Domin- national Corp., foreign distribute
ion Films and A. S. Aronson of of Pathe, arrives in New York
Gourland Arriving
Michael J. Gourland, president of World Wide Pictures, are en route day after a two months' trip throuf
out Europe.
the Affiliated European Producers, to Europe.

6m

100
957^
60 ^^

8,400

400
1,800

101

300

96

18
9,600

6\H

...

102

rts..

21

M-G-M

(s)
(s)

M.

P.

pfd
Cap...
...

The Big Song Hit

of the

Big

Norma Talmadge

Picture

2H
10

10

49/2

48^

10
300
49J4 13,600
'(c-b) do 6s 47
lOOJi
'"7
<h) Par.By.5'4s51..102>4 loiji 102
Ji
(s) Pathe
6% 6'A
6/2
4,600
(s)
do "A" ..
2654 26
26
300
(b)
do 7s 37 ..
81
81
81
1
(o) Roxy "A"
32/2
34/2
(o)
do units
34
36
(o)
do com.
6
7
(o) Skouras Bros,
40
45
(s) Stanley Co.
56 ?i
55/2
56
1,600
(o) Technicolor
11
9

F-L

Para.

Russian Films Held Over
"Three Comrades and One Invention," the first Sovkino comedy, and
"A Shanghai Document," distributed by Amkino, were held over for
a third week at the Cameo, NewYork.

*(b) do
•(s)

a

2',966

do 6s 41 WW. 111^ lll-^ 111J4
6s41x-war.
100^

(b)

arrives in New York today after
ten
weeks' visit to Europe.

3

im
im

.

.

*(s)
•(c)

28 K
94-4
80

..

rts

Fox Thea. "A"

27^

2-5

"A" 9SH

Fm.

21

94-^
80
16

80^
16%

25 J^
.180'A

Close

Eddie Sotto with Arkay
Cleveland Eddie Sotto has joined
the Arkay Sign Co. as salesman, and
will have charge of the Ohio terri-

—

tory.

.

.

.

.

.

(c)

Trans-Lux

United Art.
do pfd.
•(o) Univ. Ch
'o)
do pfd.
(c) Univ. Pict.
*(s)
do pfd.
..
((>)

,

'o)

(••)

Warner

(s)

10

75

23
98/2

119%

NOTE:

Balaban

Skouras,

St.

manager

New

York.

for

has

been

Adler

named

Woody &

Adler,

—

four times weekly.

122M

38,700
122/2 38,500
198

PROMPTNESS!

•Last

Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(») Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter

sales

Woody &

Changed at Chicago House
Chicago The American combination house will change its program

85

•(c-b) do 6yis 28

Liebeskind with
Nat Liebeskind

Policy

125/8

.

1,666

9

1197^

.

'4^

14
84

76

Bros. 125J4

"A"

do

*H

5

(Bid and Asked.)
is listed in Chicago;

& Katz

Louis.

CaU

WAFILMS,
V/alter

A.

Futter,

Inc.
Pres.

Accept our thanks for the prompt way
you arc handling our trailer service.

for

Library Stock Scenes
W. 46th St.. New York

130

Bryant
It 8181

Vita-Temple Theatre, Toledo, Ohio
I

-st

Critcrn,

"Noah's Ark" Opens

20-^

an

York.
20 Meeting of Iowa exhibitor un at
Des Moines.
20 Anglo-American dinner sponsfji
by A. MP. A. in New York.

Nov.

Nov.

,«

program.

—

(c)
(s)

j,

Dallas.

Nov.

New York Opening— Rivoli Theatre, November 9th,
M. Witmark &. Sons, Publishers, N. Y.

'28

1

;

THE
DAIiiY

Out"
Charge

ole "Sell

(Continued front Pope
If this is

:aters.

make

to

»i le

his

o

Hit

Is

Foreign Markets

Exhibitors

1)

what inspired Mr.
unwarranted and

Daily Reminder

statement, then it is douhly
because in his own state orlization he has admitted affihated
laters to membership and has been
If this
;epting dues from them.
istitutes 'seUing out to producers
d distributors' then he has been
Id out' for a long time.

By

l„l

Jill

u
*

fair

IVasliington

sion prices in

Arrange patriotic program

IS

endeavcr to bnild up exhil)itor
had supposed that this
I
aid never be restored to again,
dent that Mr. Cole has an old

for Armistice

organizaold

Week

stuff

but it is
fashioned

destructiveness will give him more
jlicity than constructiveness.
~ 'I am proud of the present position of the
P.T.O.A. and 1 feel the great responsibii
which has become mine since my tuiani1
shall continue to give
us. re-election.
the members the very greatest service of
regardless
of snipers."
ich I am capable,

reports.

Camera

Friday, Nov.

2,

is

{Continued from Page

Ives

e

1)

made from different angles,
camera moving along a

front of the subject during
e exposure, so the center of the
bject always is in line with the
nter of the lens and center of the
In front of the plate is a
ate.
ass grating of alternate dark strips,

Ontario Exhibitors To
Continue Fight on Tax

ick in

spaces being but one-tenth
width of the dark ones. The finled picture is made up of strips,
t one part of each shows the picre from one angle, another part
Dm another angle. A similar gratg is placed over the finished transrency, so that the proper picture
pears, with depth, no matter from
liat angle viewed.
e clear
e

arwood Heads Cleveland
Unit for Third Term
(Continued from Page

1)

and Henry Greenberger and
rank Gross, for a one year period.
;riod

The

lange the censorship board,
politically

ought up

at

Columbus.

lonora Bristolphone
Plans Between 50-60
(Continued from Page

1)

supply about 24 features,

in

ad-

promised
4 short subjects, embracing vaudeUe acts and concert presentations.
to

which

there

Sunday Shows Win

Firm Plans Six
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Regal
Films
Co.,

—

plans six productions according to a report to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce. One
production will be completed at the
Stoll Studios while another will be
produced at the British InstructionThe complete
al Go's new studio.
product will be distributed throughout the United Kingdom by Film
Distributors Ltd.

is

he new company plans production
machines a
Bristolphone
250
onth, and claims interchangeability
ith other disc systems now in use.

Urbana,
the

111.

Alliance

Querrie to Run for Council
Charles Querrie, man-Tger of the Palace, is slated to run

Toronto

—

for city council in the coming civic
Toronto e-xhibitors alelections.

ready are represented in the council
by Aid. W. A. Summerville, owner
of the Prince of Wales and Eastwood, who, incidentally, was chairman of the banquet, may run for the
board of control.

"PRESENTS"

— a legend that needs no
explanation

111.

defeated
and others

— because

has been
associated with only
the highest quality of

reform element who sought to
ordinance which
a city
continue
prevented Sunday amusements. The
count was 1,225 for and 1,119 against
Several weeks ago Urbana's
them.
twin city, Champaign also voted in
favor of Sunday shows. Two years
ago Sunday amusements were defeated in Urbana.
of the

Cullen at Providence House
Cullen
Providence, R. I. Mike
has been named manager of the New

—

Loew's State

singers.

'»f

— Voters here

Ministerial

Berlin impressarit),

K^AXY K4r
CHARLES B. MINTZ

in

Vote at Urbana,

making

Sunday
independent.
the organization's atti-

lows and
de toward the national exhibitor
socation are other subjects to be

Ition

few continuing to collect such tax,
which has become a nuisance tax,
Brady says. Claim that removal of
tax on tickets up to 25 cents benefited Ontario theater owners to the
extent of $600, was branded as ridiculous by Brady.
Promise had been made that when
the Ontario government balanced its
budget, relief would be extended theater patrons by abolishment of the
tax.
The committee which is organizing the deputation to meet the
government in a few weeks comprises Arthur Cohen, Toronto, chairman; J. C. Brady, J. M. Franklin, A.
A. Bugg, Mr. Filman, T. H. Moorehead, Don Stapleton, J. A. Stewart
and Col. J. A. Cooper, the latter being president of the Motion Picture
Distributors of Canada.

Salter,

has arrived in Hollywood to film a
grand opera picture with 40 German

London,

1)

the

of

by German Producer
Norbert

Washington Bureau of

association intends to propose

campaign at the state convention
Columbus, Nov. 20 and 21, to

iill

(Continued from Page

group

Grand Opera Film Planned

is

Developed by Dr. Ives
:ture is

film

president
of
the
British Board of Trade, will attend,
as will many prominent figures in
the industry and in public life.
F.
B. I. was a primer mover in securing legislation which brought the
quota into effect.

proposed for itnprovements in theater buildings and in additional comforts for the spectators, he says.

1928

— The

Cunlifife-Lister,

Any supplementary amounts

received from the raise in prices

_

tereoscopic

French picture houses
the French Ex-

recommended by

penditures has prompted the French
l^xhibitors' Syndicate to recommend
that exhibitors raise admission prices
for the winter season,
George R.
Canty, trade commissioner at Paris,

that

a

London

Federation of British Industries will
hold a dinner at the Savoy on Nov.
19 at which progress in English production will be discussed. Sir Philip

hibitors' Syndicate, according to advices to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce.
Constant increases in the price of
programs, salaries and general ex-

it

is.

DAILY
— RaisingFILM
of admis-

Bureau of Tllli

Washington

was considered smart to
y underhand politics and bring careless
Tges against every man who made an honyears past

'In

CUMNINGHAM\

P.

French Exhibitors Urge
British Production, Topic
Increase of Admissions at London Dinner Nov. 19

true

J,

JAMES

it

entertainment,
since it first was flashed
on the screen.

film

Animated by Ben Harrison
and Manny Gould

—IT

IS

THE HALL-

MARK OF

here.

EXCEL-

LENCE.

Buckling Film Causes Fire
Buckling of a
Yonkers, N. Y.
film caused fire in the booth of the
Two New Guild Firms
here.
Twelve hundred
Rochester, N. Y. Rochester Cin- Orpheum
na Guild, with capital stock of 1,- patrons made an orderly e.xit.
10 shares and Buffalo Cinema Guild
Portsmouth Theater Reopened
ive been formed by Michael MindPortsmouth, N. H.— The PortsGeorge Kondolf, Roy S. Con1,
Both firms will have 400 mouth which has been closed for
,!rse.
lares of preferred, par value $100 some time has reopened here after
extensive alterations.
lid 800 shares of no par common.

—

•

—

MINTZ
CHARLES B. NEW
9^aramount M NTZ Cartoons
220

WEST

YORK

42nd ST.

I

^!

THE FIRST GREAT
SOUJ^D

PICTURE

completes 64-week run at $2
admission at Criterion Theatre,

New York. (Opened August

12,

1927 with SOUND.)

"Wings" could have run until
1929.

It

played to

S.

R. O. in

very last week end.

It

its

has

moved two blocks down Broadway

to

the Rialto Theatre to

make room

I

for "Interference."

Lucien Hubbard Production, directed by
William Wellman. With Clara Bow, Charles
Rogers, Richard Arlen, Gary Cooper.

'

i
^9

erence
THE FIRST GREAT

i«

CIUALITY
AL,L.-TAL.KING

PICTURE

Opening November 15th at
Criterion Theatre, New York, at
$2.

Edwin

Schallert in pre-view

in Motion Picture

•/f

^^

t-P*!--

Si

News

says:

" Quality and Class
vnarhed step forward.

'

With Evelyn Brent, CHve Brook, Doris Kenyon, William
Powell. Directed by Roy J. Pomeroy. Based on a Lothar
Mendes Production from the play by Roland Pertwee
and Harold Dearden

V

THE

-€&!lDAILV

November

Friday,

Coast Wire

2,

1!

Service-

lid Sound Films Plannec
TF.N.ANDSENNETT

A Little
from

STUDIO PLAKS OUTLINED
hundred

twenty-six

ing year by companies located in the

North Hollywood.
Six large sound stages and equipfilm

district.

ment, costing approximately $1,500,being completed by the Mack
Sennett Studio, First National and

000, are

Advertising in the Year

Book

Universal.
Sennett's sound program calls for
the filming of i7 comedies and three
eight reel features.
The estimated
cost
of
production
is
$1,500,000.
Universal will produce 22 features at
an
estimated
cost
of
$4,000,000.
First National's tentative plans call
for approximately 56 synchronized
and talking features.
The production cost is estimated at $8,400,000.
Trem Carr Prod., which is producing at the Sennett studio, plans eight
synchronized feature pictures in addition to 32 silent features.

is

not

indiscriminately

scat-

through the book but

tered

"Show Boat" Completed
By Harry Pollard
Harry

"Show

placed
it

in

the

section

where

belongs and will do the ad-

vertiser the

why

most good. That's

as

carries

more

advertis-

ing than any motion picture
publication in the world.

has the leading role heading a cast
including Joseph Schildkraut, Emily

Alma Rubens, Jack McDon-

Filzroy,

Harlan, June Le Verne,
Neely Edwards, Grace Cunard and
Otis

Max

Asher.

UA

Secures Stage Talent
For "Nightstick" Talker

For

the

"Nightstick"

of
version
stage

all-talking
five

Broadway

who

never have appeared in
films have been assigned to the cast
by Director Roland West.
This
picture will go into production at the
United Artists' studio Nov. 15.
players

1929 Film
Year Book

most ambitious production
Laura La Plantc
season.

its

next

for

ald,

it

Pollard
completed
has
Boat," Universal-Movietone

picturization
Edna Ferber
of the
novel and the picture now is in the
cutting room.
Universal is offering
it

The

players

stage

selected are:
Morris,
Chester

Eleanor
Griffith,
Regis Toomcy, Harry Stubbs and
Pernall Pratt.
Pat O'Malley will
play the leading male role with Mae
lUisch
portraying Daisy Thomas,
lioth silent and talking version will
be

2^

made.

Thorpe

to

Direci

Original

Richard Thorpe will direct
original, which Peter Milne is
writing for Columbia.

an

.

Out in
January

IVILK

sound

pictures, estimated to cost $14,900,000, will be produced during the com-

new

RALPH

By

One

''Lots*'

OARAH

Holly WO

MASON

Y.
is one of H
lywood's busiest scenarists. S
wrote the scenario for "Alias Jimi;
Valentine" and has also finished t
screen play of "The Broadway
ody," which Harry Beaumont v

^

M

direct

for

M-G-M.
*

*

*

Eddie Adams, tvho was

critica,

with septic poisoning, recover
in time to attend the second me>
ill

ing of the film editors' organizntic

Ha

Eddie's brother-in-law, Billy
ilton,

also

is

a film editor,

and

now with Columbia.
Passing Show: Charley Judels
Hollywood impressions
Edmund Breeze; Gregory La Ca
and Hugh Trevor chatting at t
First National studio; Arthur Ca
sar showing Lou Holtz the sigh
at Fox.
i

lating his

*

*

*

Frank Lawrence, of the
Caddo company, Lloyd NosGeorge McQuire, Stuart
Eddie Adams and
Le Roy Stone are among
the founders of the "Edited
By" Clnb, which will be a soier,

Heisler,

cial and
tion.

educational organiza-

"We

have pledged ourselves to keep politics and
uiiionism out of the club,"
said Lawrence.

"Bachelors' Club" First
of Dick Talmadge Serit
"The

Bachelors'

Richard Talmadge,

Club,"
is

the

starrir
of

first

series of pictures the star will inal
for
General Pictures Corp.,

N

York, recently formed by Oscar
Price.
Talmadge is the first star
come under the banner of the n
company which has producing head

quarters at
Bachelors'
l>rought to

San

Mateo, Cal. "Tl'
\v;
recently
Club"
New York by Price ft

sj'nchronization.

^1

Goldwyn Signs Howard
Sidney Howard, playwright, ho
been signed by Samuel Goldw>n
t

write the dialogue for "Condemned,
r.ew Ronald Colman vehicle adaptc
from Blair Niles' novel, "Condemne
to Devil's Island."

now

21
Joins Fox
Bertram Millhauser, former
associate producer for Cecil
B. De Mille, has joined Fox
as a supervisor.

in

Work

Twenty-one features are under way at the Paramount
West Coast Studio marking a

new high peak of production.
Ten are in production, six are
being edited and
aration.

five

in prep-

THE
November

iday,

1928

2,

Sound Films Replacing
Orchestras at Winnipeg

PHIL

—

\\'iiinipeg
First rumble of labor
(liniculties in Canada because of the
installation
of equipment
for
the

"Four Devils"

presentation

sound pictures has
been heard
The Metropolitan
screened
its
Globe, New York
first
sound feature,
MERICAN "Four Devils" boasts some "Street Angel," recently, while the
tilling aerial feats and one called "a leap
Capitol is being wired.
The orchesdeath" is alone worth the price of adThe director has caught the spirit tras and organists at both houses
three rings, and, since everyone likes have received their two weeks' noicus, it is pretty safe to prediv;t that
tice but tlie musicians will be emitnre will find a vast and appreciative
ployed on a temporary week-to-week
ice.
lAlLY MIRROR—* * * is a heautjful basis until definite policies have been
liiction
and a good movie which just adopted.
D. E. L. Fisher of the
s
The direction is
being great » •
Janet Garrick, has dispensed with his sevenlit.
The sets are magnificent.
gives one of her exquisite perfor- piece orchestra following the instal-

New York Studios

DALY

of
here.

Fox

Short Shots from
^^By ARTHUR

SEZ/

—

"With

11.

1

sound

so many new
devices
coniing

every day we will
soon be able to buy parts
in the five and ten cent
store and build a noise

Add

ejector ourselves.

the dead ones;

to

the silent

drama.

1

NEWS —

leading

the

in

^

ILY

role.
* * came

with the in*
direction of one who loves his work,
he beautiful performances of a cast
in cooperation with its director. And
lirector and cast v/ere nobly aided by
uario * * * which holds suspense, paromance, tenderness, terror, tears, and

lation of a large

humaneness.

all,

new
this
of course,

love

will

I

(Gaynor)

It.

Murnau
walks

film.

with

off

honors.

:i

ENING JOURNAL—*

\

*

*

entertain-

*

•

fare.

film

ii

Gaynor gives a delightfully apuealiformance, (J. Farrell) McDonald does
very good work, and the others are

riiict
1

I'

Duncan

Miss
cist.
.ilhc vamp, she
,

1

is

overdoes

attractive,

but,

it.

WORLD— "4

,\ENING

Devils"

is

a

nie bordering closely upon greatness. But
^
not great as were "The Last Laugh"
*
Miss Gaynor is the
".Sunrise."
liing in the picture, as she always is.
True, Miss Duncan gives a startlingly
jierforraance, but she is a vamp of the
\ itagraph
days, and some of the stuff is
• *
"4 Devils" is a winner.
1.,'liable.
|i

ii

I

1

II

"Four Devils," * * *
the vivid artistry, distinctive
iiiique
and the smooth direction which
e characterized Murnau work in the past,
has interludes which are difficult to as-

IRAPHIC- While
Mjine

of

with

ale
*

master

this

of

shadow

drama

takes from Miss Gaynor some
illusion of her other pictures,
The
gives her an appealing reality.
of this young actress is no accident;

Murnau

winsome

ilie
'ii-

^

a

artist.

real

lERALD-TKIBUNE— *
for

nut

* * Many of the
effective and, were
length of the filin,

individually
the extreme

are

ic^

would have been entertaining, if
Its earlier episodes, by the
ire easily the most striking.
hat gives "Four Devils" its chief value,
nf

.t

it

impressive.

.

\

presence in the cast of Janet
is terribly handicapconventions of dress and acting
.i-ed
on her by the director, but she
iiNtrates that she is a vivid and interperformer.
'OST * * * an uncommonly long and
Something
II
very dull picture. » »
Miss
lis to have happened, and it is this;
nor, who should have been the star of
picture, is simply not given enough to do.
UN Of all the films that Murnau has
c,
including those he made in his home1.
"Four Devils" probably has the greatthe

is

,.;li,

Miss Duncan

niir.

the

liv

I

—

ii.l;

—

*
appeal.
Miss Gaynor is
and moving, although she seems to
licen forgotten somewhat in the spacing,
amazing
as
Mr.
Morton
quite
is
Mr. Norton has
undermined lover.

Iinimlar
hu.'d

e

tn do,
lelightful.

but

e

—

Tcan
she

so

is

Nancy Drexel.

in

her

bit,

It is difficult to describe Mary
she may pass with the remark
vivid in the extreme.

EI.EGRAM-*

*

*

a

really

digestible

from the novel of Herman Bang,
mted it with the taste and craftsmanship
are coming to be the hall marks of his
liictions, and used his camera for all it
story

vorth

throughout the picture,

must confess to a frank disappoint;
*
Miss Duncan's screen debut. * *
et
Gaynor gives an extremely fine pernance * * *

v'e

in

it

IMES — It

away

feeling that the
humor was
•acters were real, that the
*
*
*
iral
It is, however, the unfaltering
mer in which Mr. Murnau attacks his
',es
that is responsible for this picture's
itncss.

*

*

sent one

*

perhaps
that

is

*

*

*

is

beyond reproach,
Mary Duncan,

the work of
the outstanding

individual

ef-

the lap dissolve in sound
this process the voice
i.s
reproduced naturally when the
picture on the screen changes from
a long or medium shot into a closeup, and vice versa.
Bert first used
the trick in directing "The Perfect

By

—

Louis H. M. Kirkham has
been named house manager for the
new Fox, scheduled to open Christinas Day. He comes from the Fox
in Detroit and had considerable experience with the West Coast Theaters in Los Angeles as well as with
St.

the

Paramount

*

Louis House

St.

and

Capitol,

Company Starts
Works on Sound Series

British

York.

House Being Remodeled

—

N. Y. Work on the
front and interior of the Victoria is
progressing.
Robinson
Bros,
of
Rochester,

ager,

his

life

"That Brute Simmons." Release
will be through British Sound-Film
Prod., Ltd.
Production is centered
at

Wembley.

*

just

is

—

is

Rochester

*

Dave Sa reeky writes his John
Hancock more times per day than
ayiy other person in the Paramount
studio.
As associate business man-

London British Talking Pictures after another.
*
has in work a series of 26 short
A. L. Lane
New subjects in sound, the first of which

07ie

"okay"

*

*
is

receiving his

business mail at Cosmopolitan
studio these days.
He has
charge of photography in connection with the sound pictures which M-G-M will make
at the rejuvenated plant on

Wisconsin Houses Change Hands
upper Second Ave.
Milwaukee
Recent changes in
*
*
*
theater ownership in this territory
One of the busy men in the busy
includes the Gem, at Marshall, which
ond year.
has been taken over by J. Copeland Paramount plant at Astoria is Robfrom C. M. Mellen. At Lynxville, ert Florey, xvho has just finished
Southern Theaters Gets Two More J. Russell has taken over the Opera direction of a four-reel 100 per cent
Ensly, Ala.
Southern Theaters, House from T. C. Bright, while John talker entitled "The Pusher in the
recently formed by A. Page Sloss, Obermeyer is the new operator of Face."
In it are Estelle Taylor,
Sam C. King and other Birmingham the Opera House at Edgar, Frank Lester Allen, Raymond Hitcock
Florey held
businessmen,
have purchased the A. Bishop being the old owner. At and Lillian Walker.
Ensley and Franklin here from R. Hubbell, Mich., P. J. Scanlman is the i^iitial American megaphone
B. Wilby and associates. The South- operating the Majestic, formerly op- over Maurice Chevalier, Paramount
ern chain has the Fairfield, Fairfield; erated bj' D. Leveque.
starring importation, having made
North Birmingham, North BirmingNew York picture.
two-reel
a
ham and Wylam, Wylam.
Florey now is working with Pierre
Schine Awards Contract
Corning, N. Y. Corning Building Collings preparing a talker mysLima House Sold by Sheriff
Co. has been awarded the contract tery drama.
*
*
*
Lima, O.
The Quilna theater by Schine Theaters to construct on
building was bought for $60,000 at the site of the former Liberty theHedda Hopper has charge of the
night
celebrities'
sheriff's sales by Melvin C. Light, ater on Erie Ave. a theater to cost motion
picture
Lima attorney, acting for Elmer B. $150,000 and seat 1500. Work will which will be observed in connecMitchell, the Old National City bank commence at once.
tion with a benefit for Hope Farm.
and others who held mortgages.
The affair is to run a week at the
Southwestern Theaters Incorporated Plaza Grill, with Miss Hopper in
Houser Gets 2nd Mooresville House
William M. charge Nov. 7.
Wilmington, Del.
*
*
*
Mooresville, S. C.
C. I. Gresham, Stevens, Vincent W. Westrup and
Arthur Cozine, who knows more
who owned and operated the Art- Harry 13. Davis, New York, are incraft, has sold the house to E. F. corporators of Southwestern Thea- about Eastern locations than a teleHouser, who also operates the Vic- ters, capitalized at $100,000, to op- phone girl does good numbers, has
Gresham also is interested in erate theaters.
been working ivith Al Wetzel, camtory.
eraman, in making Manhattan atthe Artcraft at Lincolnton.
mospheric shots for "The Wolf of
Theater for Pratt, Kan.
Joseph Levy at Gulfport
Plans are completed Wall Street," George Bancroft starPratt, Kan.
Gulfport, Miss. Joseph L. Levy of for a $75,000 building to house the ring vehicle now being camera-ed at
New Orleans has been made manager Kansas theater. Construction will the Coast.
of the Strand, succeeding Pat Klein- start within a few months.
Butterfield to Build Another
peter who has been transferred to
Plans for erection
Pontiac, Mich.
Jackson where he will have charge
Birmingham House Reopened
of the Saenger theaters there.
Birmingham, Ala. The Princess, of a 2,800-seat theater have been anIt
redecorated, has been reopened by nounced by W. S. Butterfield.
Grand Reopens at Lake Linden
will be built on So. Saginaw St.
Richard Kennedy.
The Grand
Lake Linden, Mich.
Reopens Salisbury Theater
Plan Visalia Theater
theater has reopened.

—

Providence and Dewey Michaels of
Buffalo have leased the property for
one year with an option on the sec-

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Soimd

at
Reading, Pa.

opened

with

Reading House
Loew's Colonial has
Movietone and Vita-

—

—

Visalia, Cal.
West Coast Theaters are drawing plans for a $250,000 theater which will be equipped

with Vitaphone and Movietone.

—

After undergoSalisbury, N. C.
ing extensive alterations, the Victory
has been reopened by A. F. Sams.

Theater Redecorated at Boise, Ida.
Boise, Ida.
The Rialto has been

Palace Reopens at Tarentum
Harris' Palace
Tarentum, Pa.
will reopen with vaudeville and pic-

$100,000 Theater for Pratt, Kans.
Kans, Charles Barron of
Pratt,
Wichita has bought a site on Main
St. where he will erect a $100,000

redecorated and. renovated.

tures.

theater.

phone.

*

/hile the acting
i

organ.

to employ
pictures.

Crime."

Kirkham Gets

I

;

a graduate of
ranks who is now
a talker prologue for "Gang
War," FBO picture in production at
Sound Studio, believes he is the first

the

out

I

i

OI'RT GLENNON,
^
camera
making

II

)

EDDY

W.

—

—

—
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of the Record Breakin

Flight of the

ZEPPELIN

GRA

across thd

Atlantic and back again
the Trial Flights in

Europe

the Trip Across the Atlantic
to

America

the Flight

Over

New York

the Landing at Lakehurst
the Start

Back

Germany

to

the Flight up the East Coast
of

America

the Return Trip to

the

Landing

Germany
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'^owers Starting Production of Cinephone Films
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CINEPHONE FILM

IRST

new Powers Cinephone
completed in the Powers

the
,t

New

i;.

York.

studio,

Build-

Dialogue and mu-

score has been prepared, although
of the play has not been anlie

Harry Revier will direct.
Livingston is production manSynchronization has been arner.
iigcd by James Bradford.
iiinced.

ck

.1

Installations a

Month

is Planned in Europe
London— By the end of the year
estern Electric will have equipped
theaters here and two in France
d by April 1929 they shall be equipQg theaters at the rate of 12 a
This was part of a report
jDuth.
ude by E. P. L. Pelly, director of
estern Electric in reply to the C.

.;

News is observing its
anniversary with release

'ar

service clause.

inaugural as the

first

newsreel

Ufa

by

Eastern

for the Ufa product in
vision
states will not be disturbed
]. stern
World Wide-Ufa deal, Presit the
}

(ut

David

states.
distribution in
Brill

His

New
Massachusetts,
Delaware,
Pennsylvania,
Virginia,

Maine,

Junpshire,
liryland,

BLOCKING SCHINE DEAL

M.P.T.

Lou B. Metzger, general manager
of Universal, Friday branded as untrue report that Universal is seeking
to block the Fox deal for purchase
The company,
of the Schine circuit.

of the

pointed out in
Friday of
replv

it

is

1910.

SCHWARTZ TO BE HEAD

OF FILMTONE CORP.

York
for

The

office.

A

installations

device

hibitors

at

number

of contracts

(Continued

on

Page 2)

ex-

to

weekly
A nonis

sup-

Philadelphia There is speculation
here as to the reported court fight
planned by Fred G. Nixon-Nirdliner,
local theater owner, who has returned
from abroad after four and one-half
(Cantiniied

on Page

2)

Vermont,

Mayor

Closes Theater

On "Dancing Daughters"

—

Despite the fact that
he has not seen the picture. Mayor
Bauer has banned "Our Dancing

Lynn, Mass.

Daughters" from showing here, and
closed the Olympia, Thursday until
such time as he shall receive a letter
from the Olympia Theater Co., to the
effect that such pictures would not
be shown by the firm in future. He
said he had received a number of
protests against the showing.

the

District

of

Loew Promises Prosecution
of All Dishonest Employes
Vigorous prosecution of all disemployes, is promised by
Loew executives, commenting on arrest of Thomas Conroy, former doorman of the Capitol, New York, who
has been held for special sessions
following his plea of guilty to charge
of stealing tickets and attempting to

them when off duty. The new
policy replaces the former one of
leniency, due to increase of thievery,
particularly among employes handling

sell

cash and tickets.

Interchangeability is
Claimed for Reeltone
Claiming complete interchangeabilwith other devices, both disc and
Reeltone
methods,
sound-on-film
Corp., New York, headed by Thomas
G. Young, states it is ready to make

ity

Another Week Gone
MONEdAY:
may mean

Merely three

initials, but,

oh boy, what they

business before the moguls ptilling
business.
the' strings gtet through is simply nobody's
CorRadio
means
course,
of
knows
R-C-A. Which, everybody
lill says.
Radio-Keithpie.
the
in
is
finger
America. The first
^s to whether releases would be poration of
(Continued on Page 12)
Orpheum is set to go. It has several appendages. First, towerVst Virginia and

he said, is co-operating with the
Schines, and will continue to do so
in any deal they make.
Universal holds 25 per cent interest in the Schine chain, under the
original deal.
This provided that in
future deals the two films should go
50-50 on houses acquired or built.
In the latter category are the Robbins theaters of Buffalo, Syracuse,
Watertown and Rochester.

honest

have been obtained.

is
to be offered
a rental of $80
acts supplied.

1"

CITED

firm

New York,
indies
Iw Jersey, Connecticut, Rhode Isl.d,

IS

President R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.
O.A., to charges of Col. H. A. Cole,
Texas unit leader, that the organization has sold out to producer-distributors, has not been changed since
1922.
The action of the Toronto
convention in electing a number of
affiliated chain executives to its directorate, has no particular significance, other than that it indicates these
chains are to take a more active part
in organization affairs, it is asserted.
Isidore Schwartz, president of AdAt Washington in 1922 it was devance Trailer Corp., is reported to
have acquired a heavy interest in cided that a stronger organization
Filmtone and may become its presi- could be built if its membership emdent.
The company now is dem- braced all theater owners. Accordonstrating the device
at
its
New ingly, the following clause was inin

—

East Unchanged by Deal
held

Membership clause
O.A. constitution,
connection with

Nirdliner Suit Against
Stanley Seen at Philly

Ifa Distribution in
Franchise

REQUIREMENT

of its Nov. 3 issue released today. The reel traces the highlight of each year's newsreel
development, starting with its

A. question on sound and talkers. with three
Western Elec- synchronous equipment also
;; also claimed that
retains control of quahty plied.
ic
still
:d merit of their products by a ten
:

METZGER DENIES

Pathe
18th

Production of the first Cinephone
adapted from a Broadway
itiire,
mc play, will be started next week
;

Price 25 Cents

1928

M.P.T.O.

Celebrates Birthday

WORK NEXT WEEK

IN

4,

installations.

in the film

(lumbia.
is intended to co-or(late distribution with World-Wide,
It

ing above the rest is the parent company. Then RCA PhotoIn what
phone; also Keith-Albee-Orpheum and finally FBO.
lecord Year Seen for
problematical.
is
out
reach
will
group
the
Famous Canadian Firm additional directions attentive ear can catch is possible. Priming
Toronto Annual financial state- Almost anything the
tidbits like
r nt
of Famous Players Canadian our own, we have gathered in such; interesting news
(rp. is not yet ready for publica- as these
t n
but information is forthcoming
That John J. Raskob, the Du Ponts, Fischer Bros, of Det t the company has had the greatBased on troit and the General Electric group are beginning to pay far
e
year in its history.
lings for the first five months, an more attention to motion pictures than has been their wont.
case of from 20 to 25 per cent
That mayhap the Du Ponts v^^hose varied activities include
indicated in^ earnings.
the
manufacture of raw stock and the Eastman Kodak group
koss earnings for the five months

—

'

::

(Continued

on

Page 2)

(Continued

on Page 4)

Enterprise
Credit "Bill" Johnston and
his enterprising "M. P. News"
staff with a stunt unique in
telephotos and
film journalism

—

facsimile

comments published

Friday covering the premiere
of "Noah's Ark" on
the Coast. This marks an important step in bringing East
and West film activities closer

Thursday

together.

"The News"

is

to

be congratulated on being first
to utilize the quick transmission facilities offered
telephoto system.

by the

.
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(c) Bal. & Katz
80
(c) Con. Fm.
Ind. 16
(s)
do pfd.
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(s) East.
Kodak .18154
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SOUND PICTURES, by Arthur W. Eddy
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack Harrower
THEATER EQUIPMENT, by Charles F. Hynes

Folk,
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by Maurice
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LOVE'S

8

MOCKERY

8

MIDNIGHT TAXI
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STOOL PIGEON
THREE COMRADES AND ONE
INVENTION
VARSITY

THE LEGEND OF COSTA BERLING..

s

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

16

New York.
Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unit at
Des Moines.
20 Anglo-American dinner sponsored
by A. MP. A. in New York.
20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
4-5 Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
20

of

Dec. 25
Jan. 26

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

at

New Fox

house in
First annual ball.
New York.

St.

M

City.

Louis opens.
P. Club of
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8
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(s) Warner
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Curb Market,
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Stock Exchange.
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NOTE:

Skouras, St. Louis.

coming

expires

....

Cap.

P.

.

rules and regulations as may be provided,
It is intimated that gross
may become a member of this organization." months.
for
the
last
year
organization
which closed August 25
Action of the
Columbus, it is further last should run better than
year at
$7,000,pointed out, merely was a move to 000 and
profit,
before charges are
strengthen its membership, with protaken out, should be in the neighducer-distributor affiliated exhibitors
invited to avail themselves of the borhood of $1,500,000.
privilege of membership ofifered them
Famous Players has an extensive
l)y the constitution adopted in 1922.
buildmg program for the

Nirdliner Suit Against
Stanley Seen at Philly

.

.

year, the feature of which is a Toronto house to seat 4,500.
Many of
the 140 theaters in the circuit are to
be wired for sound pictures.

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WH5N VOM CO TO BUY

COSTUMES
OOWMS AND

—

Simons Gets Miami Beach House
Miami^ H. Simons has taken over
the Strand at Miami Reach.

Fox Thea. "A" 28^

104
97

4954
48Vs
ioo»4
997A
(b) Par.By.S/isSl. 1021^ I02ys
(s)
Pathe
.
6-^
554
(s)
do "A" .. 2bH 25 f^
*(b)
do 7s 37
(0) Roxy "A"
32
34
(0)
do units
34
37
do
com.
(0)
5V,.
6y2
(0) .Skouras Bros.
4454 4554

$3,356,094 and, after
serted in the constitution as Article
deducting operating expenses, a balIII, Sec. 1:
"Every owner or manager of a motion pic- ance of $672,301 remained.
On the
ture theater or theater in which motion pictures are regularly exhibited in any part of same basis, this compared with gross
the United States or other proper jurisdic- of
$6,294,077 and profit of $1,169,493
tion, who subscribes to the provisions of this
constitution and who conforms to such other for
the whole of the previous 12

—

runs.
Starting Nov. 3, 50 theaters
are to show the attraction and the
following week will continue the array of Chicago showings.

3

96^

*(s)
*(s)

8

Showings in 3 Weeks
(Continued from Page 1)
Chicago More than 100 neighhorhood houses in Chicago are play years. He stated some time ago he n est Barrymore's First Talker
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
ing "The King of Kings" during a would sue Stanley for more than
Los Angeles
John Barrvmore's
claimed
$150,000
due
salary.
Nirdthree week period.
as
The engagefirst Vitaphone talking
will be "The
ments started Oct. 27 with 40 neigh- liner is associated with Freihofer in Tavern
Knight" by Rafael Sabatini.
borhood theaters playing the picture ownership of theaters Stanley is
day and date for three and four-day operating under an agreement which
100

I

128

9714,

Para. F-L
(b)
do 6s 47

period

of International Chamber
of Commerce at Paris on European
film restriction program.
Opening of "Interference," first
Paramount talker, at Criterion,

1

l,f

181K 181^

rts

(s)

(Continued from Page

Meeting

14

16
25

79y^

.

M.P.T.O. Membership Record Year Seen for
Famous Canadian Firm
Requirement is Cited

Dallas.

"A"

Fm.

do

.

Friedrichstrasse,

Nov. 11 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13 14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention at

94%

16
25

28
1,5
1154
34^^
32^ 33/2 12,0
do pfd.
.. .102
9
100
102
*(b)
do 6s 46
96
(s) Loew's Inc.
617^
60.^
6I54
9,0
(s)
do pfd.
... .102
2
1015i 102
*(c) do deb. rts.
....
21
(b)
do 6s 41ww. .1117^ 11054 11054
(b)
do 6s41x-war .101
100"^ 101
(s)
(s)

225.

The Industry's
Date Book

94^
78^

Sa
7,/

*(c) Intern. Proj

—

Berlin

Fox

*(.s)

<c)

—

I.

20"^
28

.

9

Review of the News

20j^
28
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Schwartz Opens Another
A. H. Schwartz opened his newest
theater, the Patio, seating 1700 on
Friday evening. The house is located
at
Midwood and Flatbush Aves.,
Brooklvn.

New

York's Newest and Fine«t Hotel
Around

the corner from

readily

New

York's exclusive shopping

theatres and railroad
terminals, yet in a neighborhood socially correct and away
ay
dis^rict,

accessible to

leading

from the noise and turmoil of the busliMU district. Th«
Park Central enjoys a location distinctly uniqiM in
advantages.

Let Us Solve Your Vrohlems
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as

JMAI^TLT NCAK TtiE
I

Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

crNTEP
to

hotel,

—

.

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

.

3040

features,

dollars

.

.

.

.

vate social functions

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

1,

TfiiNe.f

The Park Central, New York's newest sndi
where you will find advantages heretofor* uBr-J
Blectric
known to American Hostelries Radio outlets
Refrigeration
Period Salons and Roof Paidos for pri-

Come

finest

Grill, featuring

Stebbins,

€:)r

.

.

.

Swimming PocJ

.

.

equally unusual and desirable.

per day and up.

CITY

.

.

other
fivt

Double rooms, eight dollars

per

THE DACr CENTRAL
NEW YORK

.

Single roomo.

day and up.

FIFTY-FIFTH STKEET AT 7ih

Floroitiaa

.

the P»ark Central Orill Orchestra

AVENUE

ij

H

{

Theatres

aM*e Paffius^ %§hHo^

TOP PRICES

to ^et
iHielij
this seasfitifPiiat fittraetionbecause it's the only way they
can get the personal backing

and the tremendous publicity
and prestige value of the fa-

mous

exclusive originator of

the Companionate idea

Jiidg^e

Ben

because this

II.

title

—

gi\es

them

a

of front-page publicity and

B. Lindsey and

Wainwright Evans. Directed
by Erie C. Kenton. Presented
by the C, M. Corporation.
Mtmbtr,

Judge Lindsey's
Fa III o II K e j» <

H

h^i'om

they want

enough

Stars

big

to bring out all their

regular fan patrons

.

. .

Such

as

Betty Broii«on and
Alec B. Francb

IJii(l.<»ey

direct tie-up ^ilh the miles

By Judge Ben

because

because they're the kind of
houses that wouldn't DARE
offer their patrons anything
but

-

JH

e

1 1

er

The

<.ieinilne Article!

FlUST XATIO]> AJL

^ Motion Picture Producers /mj Distributors of Amejica Inc. «« Will

H.Haya JWndcn!

—

,

THE

DAILY

Another Week Gone
{Continued from Page

Sunday, November

arc thinking in terms

raw stock market be-

division of the

ing the objective.

investment trust
broker will tell

which ahnost any
you has been very active of late is
planning a descent on motion pictures and

that,

this

if

does happen,
several

millions to the extent of
scores will be unloosened.
At any rate, the scramble

is

.

.

.

INCREASES ITS CAPITAL
.A.ustralia

Australia has increased its capital
issuance of 2,000,000 shares of
stock at par, which was in the nature
of a bonus distribution for the $3,000,000 in shares already issued, as
the latter are at a SO per cent pre-

and
patents
have been annexed and
on Sonora's experience and

Br:stolphone,

become

will

available

for

Sonora

development.

Bristolphone

.

.

Comparative strength of Union
Theaters Ltd. and Hoyts Theaters,
chief
opposition,
is
estimated by
Stuart F. Doyle, Managing Director

at it again.
started and

Tuesday: Tlie mild-mannered col- dropped, is on again.
Likewise, a
Referring to H. A. move to annex the Schine circuit in
is excited.
And Feiber
Cole, president of the Texas M.P.T. upper New York State.
He is home again and, having and Shea in the same territory. That's
O.
not all.
Others are talked about
liad time to ruminate about the Tomany others.
ronto convention, draws the concluraid on stage folks continues.
.

that the national exhibitor unit

sion

has sold out to producers. The perfect steam roller and the presence of

.

The
The latest

to switch to sound is Edward Royce, an extremely success-

ful
producer of musical comedies
and operettas. Now with Fox whert
plans for him are varied and inter-

executives on the directorate
advance Cole's claims better than esting.
words, he maintains.
Many theater
owners will feel identically about it.
In rebuttal, Mike O'Toole remarks
Friday: Back in town and hitthat ever since Washington, the con- ting the ceiling, Pete Woodhull is
stitution provided for affiliated the- just plain mad over Cole's "sell-out"
ater membership.
The problems are charge.
Pete denies the inference
common, better results can be se- flatly and in so doing charges Cole
cured through joint action, etc, Mike with making a reckless and dishoncontinues.
We fancy there will be orable statement.
That's
pretty
more about this from other quar- strong language to hurl at a Southters.
erner.
Woodhull asserts Cole obReady at last.
Fox Movietone jects to the presence of affiliated
chain

.

.

.

An Answer

.

City

.

.

A

practically finished.
herculean job; built in three months by
day and night shifts and now a massive monument to the all-powerful
sound picture. . .
is

theaters

the

in

national

when

unit

Texas long since has had producer
chains enrolled as members in good
standing.
Regarding which the colonel will no douljt have something to

.

say.

Churnings
Wednesday:

The

entire

music

publishing business is in a turmoil.
This and that has been heard; no-

body knows anything

definite.

Slow-

the impression is forming itself
that a huge combination of interest
is in the wind.
The most formidable
array of popular song houses welded
into
one
holding
company with
Western Electric pulling the strings
this is the story credited in not
one but several directions. Arguing
contrawise, many see no reason for
such a move. Those who believe it
is on the way declare the purpose is
to gobble up most of the available
talent and outlets for popular songs
so that W. E. can obtain a healthy
liold on music as it already has on
ly

—

sound recording and reproduction.

Fox
aters.

after

more

New

.

.

lyn

England the-

.

Warner

phone
l>Iionc

.

settling

their

Bristolclaims with Gotham BristolRayart makes a deal for
.

.

.

.

Georgie Jessel in a talker for Tiffany-Stahl.
Eight songs and plenty
of dialogue.
Of course, you never
can tell, but here's one that right

now

looks like a picture.
to discuss sound at its annual
exhibitor convention. Who isn't?
Jack Harwood again heads Cleveland
theater body.
Fourth term for him;
that's what the crowd there thinks
of him.
Sam Pinanski who,
you may not know, is president of
the New England Operating Co. annexes three more houses.
That
brings the total above SO with more
on the way. Pretty soon we suppose
some producer will discover what's
.

.

.

Ohio

.

.

.

affiliated.

.

will
.

beginning of 1926.

StoU Firm May Produce
English Sound Pictur

own two

as

—

follows:

and Union dios. The company is not now pi
In addition ducing, except in fulfillment of s\
Hoyt's is building another indepen- cial agreements, but is leasing t
dent house.
In Tasmania; Union studio space.
owns three city theaters while Hoyts
are not represented, Newcastle; Union
News Pictures For Guatemala
four theaters, Hoyts none, Brisbane; Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAI
Union, four houses, Hoyts none;
Washington A company has be
Queensland;
Union ten theaters, formed to make news pictures
Hoyts none, Adelaide; Union five Guatemala for release both in tl
houses to one of Hoyts; Perth; Union country and abroad according to
four theaters, Hoyts two, Freemantle; despatch to the M. P. Section of t'
Union one theater and Hoyts one.
Dept. of Commerce.
three

fifths

fifths

interest

interest.

—

This gives a total of 40 city theStudio for U. K. Color Films
owned by Union to seven owned
London Aron Hamburger, inve
by Hoyts.
Both companies own a
number of surburban and country the- tor of the British Polychromi
aters in Victoria and New South color process which has excited cf
tain sections of the English trac
Wales.
contemplates a studio near Lond'
aters

—

Secures Rights for Unbreakable Films

London

— Sol

Another Big English House

—A

G. Newman, British
London
City company is u
representative for
and general derstood to be behind plan to ere
manager of R. C. Pictures in Europe, a 4,000 seat theater costing $2,001
has secured the controlling rights in 000 in Manchester.
a new patent for the invention of unbreakable film.
The advantages of
C. E. A. Ball Dec. 11
the process are: elimination of wear
London The annual ball of
and tear, no more scratches and Cinematograph
Exhibitors'
hi
avoided sprocket tearing.
A. H. will be held this year on Dec.
Smith, of Birmingham, is the inven- at the Savoy.

FBO

—

tor.

.

.

going on and Netoco

becoming

.

end up by

Germany After Color Film Process
London Efforts are being made to

—

secure exclusive rights, for the German film industry, to the new color
process
developed by
Dr.
Boris
Loundine, a Russian chemist. A special emulsion permits natural colors
to be photographed and transferred
to paper or film just as with black
and white prints.

.

K AN N

.

Universal expanding in
Virginia. ... Sol Lesser and Frank.

.

.

when

London
Sound pictures prodi
In tion may be undertaken by St
the city of Sydney; Union has eight Pictures, it is indicated.
The co
theaters to Hoyts two; Melbourne; pany is declared to have receiv
Union one solely controlled and several proposals on various S}
Hoyts one solely controlled, while terns, but no decision has be
there are five theaters of which Hoyts made due to high cost of sound si
Union Theaters,

of

onel

.

the New EmSquare, and the
Regal, Marble Arch, will have
opened.
Number of seats in
this
locality
has
increased
nearly 200 per cent since the
1928,

pire, Leicester

mium.

.

The silent Mr. Fox is
The Reade deal once

Theaters Ltd. of

—

There will be more
than 20,000 seats within a mile
of Piccadilly Circus by the end
of

—Union

by

supplies the technical knowledge and
Charlie Rogers the necessary knowlAn interedge of motion pictures.
esting development.

Charge

Plenty of Seats
London

Thursday: So! Sonora, established company in phonographs and
radio, is to enter the sound picture

facilities

is

CUN-NINGHAMi

THEATERS LTD.

Sonora

from now

mentioned.

A

America.

field.

pret-

P.

and

England

between

contracts,

nothing clanPretty nearly every
nish about it.
company in the industry is being

There

general.

ty

production in Hollywood and
London with a son of John Bull and
thereby makes a wee bit happier the

JAMES

joint

relations

Du Pont

Tliat the

ISt

Foreign Markets

1)

,By
of alliance, the

4,

To Make Sound and

—

Color Film

London
British Polychromide,
whose invention of a new color proc-

Maxfield Made Manager
Hartford, Conn.— C:. M. Maxfield
has been appointed manager of the
Colonial at l>'armington Ave. by the
Schuman-Dolgin Thr;atrical Enter-

completed arrangements with two
sound film companies for the making
of productions in both sound and

prises.

color.

ess

recently proved

successful,

have

Richmount
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Pictur

Idc.

MOUNTAN,

"^^

^""^

<ll

^

Pres.

C>XCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address:
Address:
Cable
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC. Paris!
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC, N. Y.

Exporting only

I
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Tec-Art Production
Peak
Near
—

High Mark
Plant

be Reached During Nov. Number of Independents
Speeds Work with 12 Remaining on '28-29 Program^

to

— FBO

—

FBO
IREASE Of

FACILITIES

A

Little
from

AT
Tec-Art's
schedule will

of

numiciitiini

nil

this
month.
ii>fornied into one of

died

'diicing'

The

in-

be

studio,

the leading
plants on the Coast, now

number of independent
a
Facilities are being increased

i>es
t>.

with new stages, dressing
Ills,
executive offices and power
iits being built and planned.
_i)-producing with the Halperin
adily

Henry King

!>.,

directing "She
Inspiration PicIt will be released by United
Technictilor again is launch-

to

cs
es.

lists.

War"

"Great Event
by M-G-M.

.Series"

for re-

"klwin Carewe will put Dolores
Rio's next vehicle in production
The
the middle of November.
ture will be based on Longfel"Evangeline." Finis Fox is
^•'s
paring the story.
idthani has moved its executive
irters to Tec-Art and already has
!i]'leted two pictures on the new
i^^ram of 26 pictures.
Burr-Hines
terprises also are expected to be
liroduction on Johnny Hincs' ne.xt
liclc, "A Pair of Sixes," by Nonber.
C. C. Burr plans to make
one in both silent and "talker"
|1

>ion.

Juality Dist. Corp. is
izzland," supervised by A.

Prod,

itty
i-reel

newspaperman,

making

is

a

Carlos.
of

series

comedies for Pathe.

hn Wilson

con-

as a writer with the

Brown
the

He

unit.

coitlinuity

for

is
nov/
"Thirst,"

having been loaned temporarily
William Xigh's unit.

to

Walter Ruben is Lehigh Uniscenario
popular
most
When ''The Fleet's In"
ivriter.
J.

versity's

played

his
theater,
the
college
brother, Stanley, a freshman, led 125
As the
classmates to the theater.
nut in title credits were flashed on
the screen, the youngsters gave three
cheers for Lehigh and ended ivith a
big

"Ruben."
*

*

+

Frank Pope, veteran publicman, has resigned from Fox,
and will devote his time to
writing originals and scenarios.

ity

to be

program.

will be started shortly

iilnied

William

Harry Green
Broadway actors

and writers to
Harry is best

Hollywood.

and completed

before Christinas.
The pictures still to be filmed on
this
program are: "Voice of the

Storm,"
"The
Yellowback,"
by
James Oliver Curwood; "The Red
Sword," "The Convict's Son," "King
of
the
Klondike,"
"The Record

We

Run," "Lest

Forget," "Skinner
Steps Out," "Doublecrossed," a Macfadden prize stor}'. and two Tom
Mi-x super-westerns.
Some of the productions completed on this season's program include: "The Perfect Crime," with
Irene Rich and Clive Brook; "Hit
of the Show;" "Taxi 13," with Chester Conklin; "The Circus Kid," with
Frankie Darro; "Gang War," with
Olive Borden and Jack Pickford, and
"Blockaded," with Anna Q. Nilsson.
These si.x specials were made with
and without musical synchronization,
sound and talking sequences.
Westerns completed include: four
Tom Mi.x super-westerns; six Bob

is

series of
Pictures.

a

Janv

to

Make

to ijroduce
ei.ght

and

pictures

di-

for

H. M. Warner at Studios
M. Warner, president of
irners, is in Hollywood where he
1
spend several weeks conferring
L. Warner on details rela:h J.
e to the completion of the com-

::larry

current

the

schedule of pictures
with First Xa-

affiliation

tnal.

New Contract for Baclanova
iaclanova has signed a new cont ct
She now is
with Paramount.
featured role in George
f ying a
Incroft's
"The W'olf of Wall

seven

Stroni)i)o-

site.

Maria Corda Signs
National has closed a si.x
months' contract with Maria Corda,
with an option for renewal. Her first
will be "The Comedy of Life," in
which she will play oj^posite Milton
First

Sills.

Korda

Alexander

will

direct.

Curtiz Again to Direct Costello
L. W'arner has again selected
J.
Michael Curtiz to direct Dolores
Costello. this time in ".\Iimony Annie," a Vitaphone picture based on
Graham
the story l)y Harvey Gates.
Baker is preparing the .script.

THE
Door-way of Hospitality

youth

Tom

Resigns as
Sennett Production Head

Australia.
*

*

*

H. L. Huggunnin has resigned as
attracting much production
manager for Mack Senchanges the back- nett.
It
attention.
ground behind the action without
disturbing the players and is made
Barker Preparing Next
possible with the use of incandescent
After completing "New Orleans"
lights.
for Tiffany-Stahl, Reginald Barker
has started work on the story and
Columbia Signs Two Directors
Two more directors have joined continuity of his ne.xt picture temColumbia. They arc Richard Thorpe porarily titled "The March of Huand Scott Dunlap, who have been manity." Virgina Valli may i:>lay the
signed for two forthcoming produc- leading feminine role.
tions,

made

is

the titles of which
public soon.
Dillon's

are

to

be

Next Chosen

John Francis Dillon's next assignment for First National is ""Children
of the Ritz," which will co-feature
Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill.

RALPH

DIETRICH

J.

MARK SANDRICH
DIRECTOR
"Runaway

I

(

Feature for Columbia

In PrepaTatioit

Burnstine Signs New Contract
who wrote
s'orman
Burnstine.
lis
of the Father." has signed a
r N
contract as a member of the
Ilraniount writing staff.

Film Editor

"The Wicked Angel"

[

'

(

William

<32f

Pictures

I

1

Columbia

1<NTER the doorway of
popular hostelry and you feel at home.
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcome
which marks the diflference between the
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
this

Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the features
that

make you feel

at

home.

Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you are next
=n Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD
Girls"

Seet."

I

under direction of Erich von
\\'alter Bryon appears
heini.

and adventure series;
Tjder westerns; seven
Buzz Barton westerns and four productions with Ranger, the wonder
Steele

the latest of the

is

invade

1928-1929

still

The Daniel B. Clark-Ray Cannon

8 Pictures for Trinity
Jen Wilson

ly's

keeping busy.

now under

is

M-G-M

twin dissolve shot

»1

is

Bell will produce and direct his original story, "Spring Song."
Endre, who is a former Hungarian

Clarence

12 pictures

Swanson Film Starts
"Queen Kelly," in which Gloria
Swanson will talk, is in production

remembered for his sketch, "George dog.
Washington Cohen" which he has
producing
played in this country, England and Huggunnin

-;

t

im the

is

for

ils

sc

Lots

With

*>

Monta

writing

Fall

and Winter Schedule
it

EXDRE BOEHM

tract to

Heavy

at

Le Baron, vice president in charge
RALPH WILK
of production at FBO, is assembling
Hollywood c;:sts for these productions whicn

By
ased production

Starts

Work

Rejuvenated Tec-Art
Wilk's Breezy Studio Personals.

at

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard

)

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

1!
'

THE

e^m^

DAILV

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

ARVV

By

Sees Sound as Forerunner of
Greater Electrical Wonders
come from

Several mouths ago, a director put
(1)1 end to his then current activities,
came East from Hollywood and spent

two months in the laboratories of
the Radio Corp. of- America learning the rudiments of voice recording
on film.
His intensive study of
sound pictures ntid the problems attendant upon ther production have
given Paul H. Sloane an insight into
the mechanics of this astonishing
development luhich only a handful
of individuals in the Hollyivood colony possess.
The discussion that

general on sound pictu7-es
believes they are
permanent.

folloivs is

and why Sloane
By I'.WL

II.

SLO.l.yil

How loii]^ will tlic talkers last?
Dignified geiitleiiien of the film industry leap at each other's throats
with the same heat and frenzy as old
soldiers who fourteen years ago decided to settle the question: "Ilow
long will the war last?"
The war
wasn't over by several Christniases;
and ju>-.t so will the talkers be talking their merrj^ way to box-office
prosperity, long after the last diehard

why they Avon't last.
many reasons Avhy the

you

tells

There are
world has taken up the talkers with
such sudden enthusiasm.
Most of
reasons relate to public taste
approval; the obvious advantages of synchronized and talker
pictures have been discussed maintimes.
The most vital reason of all.
in my opinion, has never been mentioned.
are living in an electrical age.
The radio which has swept
the whole world the talkers whose
sudden appearance has revolutioized
Uic picture industry
these are onl,\the forerunners of more and greater
these

and

We

—

—

wonders to come. The raprinciple; the ability to change
any kind of energy into electrical ento
broadcast this electrical
ergy,
energy, (to record it as they do in
.^ound pictures) and then to change
this prinit back to its original form
ciple is destined to startle and to
If it can be
revolutionize the world.
tlectrical

dio

—

done

sound, it can be done
with light and heat and power! Recent announcements from the large

with

electrical companies
is and will be done.

can stop

Sound

indicate

No

that it
]i\ing man

it.

pictures

arc

based on this

they will go on and sweep
the whole world just a> the radio
l'a.« done.
There will be improvements, of
course.
But these improvements
will not come from the lab.>ratory enI)rinciple;

gineers, who, until now. have been
d'jveloping sound recording without
knowing the problems of picture
•

making.

These

improvemenis

will

the studios

where

])racti-

and that these improvements arc a
direct result of public interest in raThe same will be true of the
talkers.
The great confusion will
pass.
The companies will settle

Don't Kill

dio.

you don't watch out, the
-Igolden goose that lays the
golden egg called sound pic-

down
will

it
will require patience; it
n:ean having to sit through
unsatisfactory and imperfect
attempts at talking pictures but we
must remember that talkers require

sound equipment, the .great problem
will be to make improvements which
can be built into existing machines
so that exhibitors will not have to
discard their present projectors as

new

as they become obsolete.
Just
think of the difference between the
radio set you owned three years ago
and the one you have today and it
will give you a basis of comparison,
so that you may know what to exYes, the
pect of talking pictures.
If ever an industalkers will last.
try could claim that it was in its
sound pictures have
infancy,
the
every right to such a claim. Watch
recording
in
the
improvements
ill
reproducing, in quality of production during the next year and
you will get a vague idea of what
The poswill come from there on.
How will you
sibilities are limitless.
meet the ne.xt problem; three dimension pictures in color with sound:

e.xhibitor

—

studios,

new equipment,

a

tures, is sure to develop a terrible bellyache.
host of producers lay claims to sound pic-

A

when

tures

they have

all

canned musical score

is a
tied to an

ordinary, silent film. Exhibitors
at large are just plain damfoolish in urging the public to "see
and hear" their screens when

know, or should know,
such advertising is the grossest

they

sort of misrepresentation.

Watch That Step
Producers

are

primarily

to

We know why well
A number of them are

blame.
enough.

new soon

technique; and an industry the size
of the picture industry cannot be
remade over night. But patience will
be rewarded.
The mechanical difficulties of the microphone, of synchronization, the unnatural recording
of voices, the
hiss and
buzz ot
ground noises and all the imperfections of which the industr\- complains, will disappear.
Producers are
putting millions into the solution ot
all problems and with the impetus of
public interest behind them, they will
develop a new and greater talking
picture.
It
must be remembered
that the most important improvements in radio reception have been
perfected only in the last few years,

It

TF

to regular production and there
be without doubt, a standardization of equipment.
It
wasn't so
engineers admit this.
1
spent many
weeks in the laboratories working many years ago that there were two
with them on the problems of sound or three telephones in every town;
recording, tests and experiments, and ar.d if- you wanted to be able to call
1
encountered numberless problems everybody, you had to have two
which will, without (luestion, be or three telephones on your desk.
straightened out just as soon as the Now, with a single big telephone
studios actually get down to the system and with standardized equipbusiness of making sound pictures. ment no one remembers those hecOn the part of the public and the tic days. From the standpoint of
cal picture people will study and develo),' practical methods.
Even the

may
many

4,

SOUND

THE

IN

Sunday, November

moving heaven

and earth
up with the leaders

catch

to
in

sound production. Failing, they
have turned to synchronized
scores and tinpan sound effects
inserted

made.

after

the

picture

These, they

is

sound

call

pictures.
And the exhibitor
falling for it.

The

theater

is

owner must make

clear exactly what he has to offer.
If it's a synchronized film,

say

If

so.

it

has dialogue,

part, ballyhoo that.

of
resent.

it

is

in
all

shout that from the

dialogue,

But

housetops.

name

If

common

don't, in the
sense, misrep-

Don 't Misrepresent
It

Do Not
Under
ters are

managers

of Universal

Guard yourself against error or misrepresentation
in your newspaper
advertising, pub .city, and exploitation of
pictures with sound
Pictures
<.ome under distinct classifications today:
A. Pictures with coinplete. synchronized
orchestral accompaniment
a. i^ictures with orchestral accompaniment and
sound effects.
C. Pictures with orchestral accompaniment,
sound effects and sequences with dialogue.
D. 100'; talking pictures.
Do not con.use the people by advertising any picture with promises
lor anythmg other than what it has
to offer.
Do not advertise a picture
w.tli talkmg sequences in it as a 100';
talking picture.
Do not advertise
a picture synchronized with musical
accompaniment and effects as a talking picture.
Do not advertise sound effects as "talking" even though
the voice of the mob may be heard from time to time.
Be absolutc'y honest in your presentation of all of your programs
to the public.
You may lose a few dollars at first by not advertising a
sound picture as a "talkie."
You may lose a few dollars by announcing
a picture "with several episodes in dialogue" instead
of "the phenomenal
talking picture."
If. however, your public learns
to trust you implicitly in every statement you make in your advertising, you will gather a far
greater return
when you do announce a 100'; talking picture than you would
if you misled your public in previous announcements
want clever advertising.
want you to get every nickel you
can from the pubbc and to use every catch phrase
that you can to bnng
the people into your theaters.
We. however, insist at the same time
that every Universal theater estabhsh itself as a
dependable institution
in its city.
No great institution can get away with misrepresentation'
no representative business house wants to.
Let it be the policy of every Universal theater to keep
absolute faith
with Its patrons in its advertising of sound, dialogue and talking
pictures.

We

unfair,

un-

:

with their customers,
exhibitors.
Exhibitors
should play the game, according to the rules, with the public
that supports them.
urge you as earnestly as we
square

Chain Thea-

the

to watch with great care advertising for various types of sound pictures. The instructions
were drawn up by
Joe Weil, director of advertising and exploitation
and are reprinted
xor exhibitor guidance because various
classifications of sound pictures are recognized and individually
treated:

We

dishonest,

and plain rotten business
tactics. Producers should shoot

Misrepresent

the above caption,

bemg urged

is

ethical

We

can:

Don't misrepresent.

DAILY

editorial

— FILM
originally

published October 18 and reprinted by request.

Sound Continues Big at Toronto
Toronto
"Street Angel," firs
^ouiid
feature
shown here, ha:

—

|)roved so
held over
tile

>t

popular that
twice

Ti\-()Ii.

it

has beei
Dale}

by Thomas

Originally schedulef

two weeks, the production w;r
held for a third week and then for
lor

fourth, starting Oct. 27.
is

Ontario's

first

The

Tivol

sound house.

"Marriage by Contract" Opens Nov.
".Marriage
Uy
syii
Contract,"

<

ihronized by KCA-Photophone is tc
have its premiere at the Embass>
New York. Xov. 9. Tiffany-Stahls
"The Cavalier" opened Tuesday at the
house.

November

[unday,

fj^E2£DAILY

1928
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PICTURES

ON EQUIPMENT AND
VARIOUS DEVICES NOW
AVAILABLE

TIPS

^EDDY

UPLEX-O-PHONE,

NEW

NON-SYNCHRONOUS UNIT

—

Cliicapo
lano CV).

The

DEVISED BY WEST COAST

The Vivid Voice of Vilaphone Brings to
You Warner Bros.' Talking Pictures— the
Greatest Stars of Sta<;e and .Screen— the
Ma*jic of the Spoken Line— the Roraaner
of Music and Drama-All These With a

Lo^ .\iigeles— R. H. McCullough,
technical expert of West Coast Theaters, solved the problem of supplying sound effects for "Wings" in
houses not wired for sound films, by
a contrivance playing disc records
which he conceived.
This consists
(if
four turntaijles and amplification

'

Nelson-Wiggen

marketing a non-synironous device equipped with six
rntables and known as Duplcx-Ois

Life-Like Reali-m That Is Nothing Short of

Marvelous.

The company

lione.

worked by one

declares it can
operator or nie-

lanically.

Two dynamic

speakers are supplied
each instrument, but the device
arranged to use four if volume of
ich proportions is required by the

The equipment weighs approximately 300 pounds, and can be inunit.

ith

Nelson-Wiggen

;hibitor.

speakers only are

ao

stalled, or removed from a
in about ten minutes.
The

asserts

required

up to 1,200 capacity.
Four turntaljles are grouped

can be used for any kind of non-

for

front

records

tables,

played

An

and regular
on the anto-

Newest

—

—

\'itaphone.

be placed on the market.

constructed in two
lits: the control panel and record
rntables with amplifier and power
ipply
equipment comprising the
>t unit, the second unit consistg of double loud-speakers, selfIhis device

is

on a single baffle stand,
here arc three turntables driven by
dividual induction motors with sepatc
speed control and electrical
ckup arms.
Four volume controls
e mounted on the control panel in
ich a manner as to allow fading in
one record and out of the other
ithout actually breaking the
science of the music.
microphone
tachment for announcements is innded.
There is also a radio reiving set that allows the operator
pick up radio broadcasts and reoadcast to the entire theater.
Another novel feature is the headlones for the operator to start the
cond record at any place without
tetfering with the record furnishThis also
g music for the picture.
cilitates cueing.

Rochester Sound House Reopens
Rochester Fay's theater has reopened with a sound picture policy
using A'itaphone and Movietone.

—

uitaincd,

A

Beaumont Making All Talker
Beaumont is working on

Wiring Chelsea, Mass., House
Chelsea,
Jr.

i

i5roadway

Melody."

first

.4

lujioat

p(i(jc

in

which prorcf; that

Toledo, Ohio,

knows

Joseph
—manager

is

Josach.
of the

—

Chicago National Theater Supply announces a complete cueing service for all films with which cueing
instruments, such as Orchestraphone.
are used for the production of incidental music.

Through

this service the exhibitor
his entire season's bookings or any individual film quickly
and expertly cued at a very nominal
cost. National states.

may have

Sound

Lew

istow

at

11.

Movietone arc
Fmbassv.

Lewistown, Pa.
Pa.

—

i)ciiig

O'Connell of the Vita-Temple,
Sound at New Chattanooga House
This is an ad and how!
Chattanooga, Tenn. The State is
being wired for sound by Electrical
British Phototone in
Date of openResearch Products.
ing has not been announced.

J.

S.

—

his values.

Nat'l Theater Supply In
Music Cue Service Field

M-

Anita Page, Bessie
Charles King head the

all-talker.'

Mass.

cameraman,

Revere. The house wnll be wired for
X'itaphone and Movietone.

Harry

1st.

tlie

Vitaphone in Worcester
Worcester, Mass. The Gottesman
Enterprises will soon open the Plymouth which will be equipped for

of

(Canton. Mass.
Tonc-O-Phone is
west disc synchronization device

and

at

so that cues may be picked
up immediately.
The four turntables operate together or individually and the pickups mounted on the records are kept
on the records at all times when
sound effects are being used. Sound
records include American airplanes,
German planes, machine guns, big
guns, falling planes and many other

Disc Synchronizers

ivc

stationed

is

effects.

i'one-0-Phone

'he

operator

panel,

atic unit.

M

is

machine during the time of operation and each pickup has a separate
push button mounted on the control

'

two

it

stated.

and

e
operated automatically with a
ckup that moves from one record to
lother.
The master control board
IS control buttons for four speakers.
Illcenter one controls all of them
one time.
In other words, each
icaker can be controlled separately,
that they can be arranged for any
lace in the house to bring in the
j'oper volume.
This instrument is also arranged so
at effect records can be played on

cnie

accompaniment,

synchronous

leaters

ic

theater

machine

N'itaphoiie and
installed at the

—

Deal with German Cos.

London

— British

Phototone,

Ltd.,

Capitol, Williamsport,

Goes Sound

—

and

French Phototone, Ltd., have
Commerford
Williamsport, Pa.
united with Siemens Halske, Ltd. and Theaters' new Capitol has opened.
the Allgenieine Elektricitats-Gesells- It is equipped for sound.
chaft to manufacture and
equipment.

sell

sound

Menjou and Vidor
Adolphe

Menjou's

in

Talker

next

starring

two German companies vehicle for Paramount will be a 100
have amalgamated for this purpose per cent dialogue film of the stage
The play "The Concert." Florence Vidor
and are known as Klangfilm.
has been assigned the feminine lead
is
of
synchronization
disc
method
with Lothar Mendes directing. This
A George Smith, is managing picture will be placed in production
used.

The

latter

director

of

British

Phototone.

about February.

THE

c&al

DAILV

Charles Roffers
J'li

LciKjth: (5775

Tilfa iii/-Sfahl

ft.

ft

A MOB PICTURE FOR CHEAP

Uiuldy Kogerj> a
college type, but is neutral
acting.
.Mary Brian ju.st
.•;\veet
girl.
Chester Conk-

Richard Talmadge in a
role does his dizzy stunts
which are piled on so thick at the
end that they become farcical. Bar-

idiuoKiit

5802

[AiK/tli:

Leityth:

Cohtiiibid

JUST

ANOTHER

4,

19

"The Midnight Taxi"

"Stool Pigeon"

"The Cavalier"

i)i

"Varsity"

Sunday, November

5792

fl.

Wanieis

UNDER-

Length: St/nch. 572',>
Non-Syuch. 5057

,

ONE OF POOREST COLLEGE STANDS AND THE KIDS.
ANOTHER UNDERWORL
MELLER. THIS ONE
PICTURES YET PRODUCED. CAN'T GIVE IT MUCH. RO- WORLD
MISSFIRE.
STILTED YAR
MADE WORSE WITH TERRI- MANTIC MELLER IS OVER- WORKS THE SENTIMENTAL HAS POOR CONTINUITY AN
BLE SAMPLES OF SYNCHRON- PLAYED AND GOES BLOOEY ANGLE AND PROVES MODER- DRAGS TILL FINAL REEL.
AS CLASS ENTERTAINMENT.
IZATION AND DIALOGUE.
ATELY ENTERTAINING.
Cast
Vntonio Moreno i>
Cast.

.

pk'a.sint;

here

oil

.

(.liarlcs

.

.mother
iin
has some good bits in i^athctic
role, but in a talking sequence he
sinks the works.
Others l^hillips R.
Holmes, Robert Kllis. John W'cstwood.
Story and Production.
l-iomance
oi college life.
It will probably take
the guilty ones a long time to live
this one down.
Absolutely one of
the poorest as a sample of college
.\arns.
Frank Tuttle took the hash
they supplied him under guise of a
.

and

script

make

tried to

entertainment out of

who

it.

.

.

six reels of

Even Frank,

Cast

tl

.Charles Delaney is the
yomig hero who gets in bad company
but reforms and helps the cops to
shows no particular land the gang. Olive Borden as his
sweetie has little to do and fails to
not the type for a
show with her usual sexy stuf¥.

"Gaucho"

Cast.

..

Bedford
class,
and is
haughty senorita. Others Nora Cecil,
Others Lucy Beaumont, Louis LatheDavid Torrence, David Mir, Stuart
aux, Ernie Adams, Al Hill, Robert
Holmes.
Christian
Frank.
Oliver
W'ilber, Clarence Burton.
Eckhardt.
Story
and
Production. .. .MeloStory and Production. ... Romantic
drama.
Suggested by Max Brand's drama of the underworld. The hero
novel, "The Black Rider." Goes [jack is just one of those young lads who
to the early days in Mexico.
The has been led astray by evil companThen comes the sweet young
Cavalier is a sort of Robin Hood who ions.
befriends the poor Indians against the thing into his life, and he makes a
But of
cruel Spanish don. The latter's worth- brave effort to go straight.
less son is getting ready to marry course the leader of the gang starts
the beautiful Spanish aristocrat who to make it tough for him right there.
has just come from Spain to save Things look pretty bad for our hero,
the family fortune.
Then the hero but just as he is about ready to go
enters, posing sometimes as an In- up for a long stretch, the copper who
dian guide and then as the benevolent knows that he has just been crackbandit.
Plot and counterplot of kid- ing safes to buy his old mother a
napping, intrigue, fights, chases, and home, gets soft hearted and all is
Hero goes with his
stunt following stunt by the agile hotsy totsy.
Talmadge. So much in fact that the mother and sweetie out West to start
audience is tittering when it ought life all over again. Just sentimental
to
be thrilled.
RCA Photophone blah in an underworld setting, with
bara

clever director, could do
with it, evidently.
That
shows how hopeless the material w^as.
All
about a drunken janitor at
I'rinceton whose son comes there to
be educated not knowing the janitor
is his father.
Then a lot of maudlin,
assinine junk that had people snickering all around us in the Paramount. During Conklin's talking se(jucnce customers laughed out loud.
Direction, Frank
fair tlirills.
Tuttle, material sj'nchronization poor.
stopped him; Author, Wells Root;
Direction,
Irvin Willat, uneven;
Director, Renaud Hoffman, fair;
Scenario, Howard Estabrook; Editor, Author, Max Brand; Scenario, Victor Author, Edward Neagher; Scenario,
Verna Willis; Titles, George Alari- Irvin; Editor, Doane Harrison; Titles, Stewart Anthony; Editor, Arthur
on; Photography, A. J. Stout, beau- Walter Anthony; Photography, John Roberts; Titles, Not credited; Photiful on campus scenes.
Stevens, Harry Cooper, excellent.
tography, Teddy Tetzloflf, all right.
a

is

nothing

Conrad Veidt

in

"The Legend of Gosta

"Love's Mockery"
Length:

R.

Reaiistic-S.

5200

Berling"
ft.

Length: 6070

Edna

Foenss, noted Swedish actor, does
good dramatic work. Others German
players not known here.
Story and Production
Drama.
This was one oi the earlier Berlin
productions in which Conrad Veidt
appeared.
It is interesting as showing the technique of F. W. Murnau,

who

directed,

atmospheric
uished his
love angle
tor

jilts

and uses some of the
shots

work

such

in

disting-

as

"Sunrise."

is

unusual.

A

his

fiancee

for

The

famous docan

actress
with whom he becomes infatuated.
He marries her and goes to live in
a small coast village.
Here he restores the sight of a blind artist. The
latter falls in love with the doctor's
wife.
The drama comes when the
artist's sight fails him again, and the
girl pleads with the doctor to save

her lover. Action is slow and draggy,
but work of Veidt and other two
])rincipals makes it a
American editing and
lot.

fair

program.

titling

helps a

of

fleet

bontli
satisfa

and does the heroing
Helen Costello all right
she talks, and then not so hot. Ton
my Dugan steals the works with h
t

stutter dialog that cracks a lot
laughs.
William Russell the convei
tional

heavy.

Bobbie Agnew,

Others Myrna Lo
Pat Hartigan, Jai

Santoro.

Story and Production.

.

.

.Meller

(

the underworld.
.Another of tho;
run-of-the-mill productions designe
to meet the demand for talkers,
cheap number that hashes over a k
of the well worn stuff.
Hero
framed by the underworld king. The
steal his bankroll.
Heroine is on
of those innocent gals
acting a
hero's secretary. She, in turn, is trj
ing to get the goods on the heav
for stealing bonds for which he
sweetie has been railroaded.
W^ork
up to wild meller climax with dc

tached
coach
on
Canadian
coasting
down mountain,

flye

Onl

bright spot is comedy work of Tom
niy Dugan.
Several, Vitaphone talk
ing sequences okay.

credited;
Titles,
Not
credited
Photography, Frank Kesson, spotty

"3

Comrades and One
Invention"

ft.

AVERAGE. BOOTLEG YARN Amkino
Length: 6000 ff
ft.
AT
LEAST
RUSSIAN
PRESENTS
HUMAN
ATTEMPT
AT HU
COSTUME PIECE HOLDS
WILL PROVE RATHEF
LITTLE APPEAL.
SWEDISH CHARACTERS BUT STORY IS MOR
FILM CHIEFLY INTERESTING DRAGGY AND HOLDS FEW SAD FOR AMERICAN AUDI
ENCES.
HAS
Collwiju Picture.-^

Length: 7600

Cast.

of her

.

,

.(^reta

vamping

Garbo shows

little

style in this ancient

costume drama.

Lars Hanson does
as hero.
Others
Martennson, Gerda Lunde-

commendable work

Mona
f|uist.

Story and Production. .. .Costume
drama. Adapted from the novel by
Selma Lagerlof. This old Swedish
film in its original form was about
fourteen reels and told the classic
story of the unfrocked minister in
great detail from the novel.
Cut
for .\inerican consumption to seven
reels, it is naturally very choppv and
disconnected.
The story originally
was very involved, and the cutting
has not helped any, except to make
it more- mystifying.
It takes place in
the 17th century, and tells of the
problems of the landed gentry in
Sweden.
Hanson as the unfrocked
minister holds the central interest.
The theme holds little appeal for
.American audiences.
The action is
stilted, and the direction belongs to
a school that passed out with the
Cleveland administration.
For arty

Direction,
F.
W. Murnau, lair; houses only.
not credited; Scenario, not
Direction,
Mauritz
Stiller,
outcredited;
1'.
Editor,
M. Arnaud; dated; Author, .^clma Lagerlof; ScenTitles, the same; Photography, Carl ario,
the same;
no other credits,
Weiss, good.
I'hotography is pretty terrible.

Author,

a

taxis,
torily.

"Ned McCobb's Daughter"
Pathe

..

gives a dramatic performance.
Moreno the girl, is good. Olaf

rum runner with

Direction, John G. Adolfi, ordi
nary;
Author,
Gregory
Rogers
Scenario, Freddy Foy; Editor, No

FAIR PROGRAM. ONE OF
THE EARLIER CONRAD VEIDT
PICTURES MADE IN BERLIN
BY MURNAU. UNUSUAL LOVE
AS FIRST PRODUCTION THRILLS.
THEME.
SHOWING GRETA GARBO.
Cast.
.Conrad Veidt as a blind
artist

;

APPEAL FOB
ARTY HOUSES ONLY.

Cast. .,, Irene Rich gives an appealing performance in a part that
gives her few opportunities.
Robert

Armstrong makes
Others Theodore

Cast.,.. All Russian cast.
Sergi
lablokov and Serge laventriev arc
the two youths who carry the comedy as the inventors of a device for
making soap boxes.
Their sweetheart is Olga Tretiakova, a buxonj
peasant type who would get n{
breaks as a beaut>' in Hollywood.
Story and Production. ... Comedj
This is advertised as the first Sovie
comedy from the workshops of Sov

convincing hero.
Roberts, George
Hearn, Carol Loma

Barraud, Edward
Louis Natheaux.

I)arcl,

Story and Production
Drama.
frtnn
Sidney
Howard's
stage play. This was a play mainly
depending on characterization, so
Its principal interest lies ii
that in adapting it to the screen it kino.
develops little in the way of thrills the Russian conception of what con
stitutes comedy on the screen.
I
or action.
Concerns the conflict

Adapted

be-

tween two brothers over

a girl.
is married to the worthless one.
hero is a bootlegger operating

will

She

The

The
from

the girl's home.
His brother >vorks
for him, and accidentally kills a rev-

enue

officer.

The climax works up

to a scene where hero tries to help
his
brother dispose of the body.
Revenue officers intercci)t the truck,

which plunges into the river, and
the girl's husband is drowned. This
clears the way for hero's romance.
.\verage program.
Direction, William
nary; Author, Sidney
ario, lieulah

Cowcn, ordiHoward; ScenMarie Dix, Editor, AnmJ.

.\'ot

.Abel,

credited;

good.

Pho-

long drawn out.
All that it tell
could have been done in two reel
without any trouble.
Two Russia
peasant youths in a small town per-'
feet a machine for turning out soaj
boxes for use in the soap factory iit
the town.
The man who has the
concession
for
manufacturing the
boxes for the factory- starts out to
stop them from successfully demonstrating their patent to the factory
council.
They outwit him aftci'
many adventures,
Direction, .Alexis Popotf, stilted:!
the
Author, the same;
Scenario,
same; Editor, Not credited; Titles,
Not credited; Photography, A. D.
Grinberg, good in parts.

I

j

Hanchens; Titles,
tography, David

not strike the American fancj
story is too involved and t0(

|

I
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Theater Equipment
By

CHARLES

Operation Declared
Achieved by Solenoid Flasher

loiseless

Hempstead,

L.

I.

— Noiseless

op-

ation, a feature especially desirable

flashing signs has been
'hieved through the Gem Solenoid
asher, manufactured here by the

theater

I

m

Engineering Corp.

iny
et

les

The com-

product dito consumers through its own
force headed by V. P.
distributing the

is

A

[oore.

number

er installations

taneously at a speed and ratio adjustment
that can be predetermined to suit the user.
The speed and adjustment can be set at lu
to 50 flashes per minute.
However, a sjieed
of 15 to 20 flashes is usually preferred. The
ratio
adjustment controls the proportional
time given to the light and dark periods and
a ratio of one to two seconds dark with a
period of three to four seconds light is usually
preferred.
Alternator types of the flasher
are suitable for operating two or more circuits in alternating sequence
1
on 2 off

—

—

already have

made.

:en

Gem

The

Flasher
thermostat,

otor,

has

and

it

ot affected

belts,

mois-

or

and

will

rust.

It

ot
as

no

parts

enclosed in
steel
cab-

The
ig

the

flasher
worlc-

circuit

r

light

dark

est

of

solid

— Many

ing

Neon Lighting

IT^ITH many
neon
U.

S.

Stirs Inter-

Houses Us-

turning

theaters

lighting, the action

Supreme Court

to

of the

upholding
Claude

in

the appeal court decision that

encased in decorated carvings Neon Lights
control the patent for
suspended some ten feet from the
"a
system
of
illuminating by lumceiling by means of steel supports,
rile ceiling itself is decorated in sky inescent tubes," is of great interest to
blue and the intervening space be- the entire industrj-.
The long litigatween it and the grill is illuminated. tion brought against Machlett &
Sons now has placed the Claude firm
\ icwed from below, one has the im-

is

pression

being

of

in

a

lofty

arber

in

control of the

field,

it

is

declared.

The suit hinged around the patent
which the sky seems to
for a method of "separating neon
stretch up into infinity.
This outdoor effect is further em- from gases in which it is mixed." It
phasized by the sides of the theater. also revolved around construction of
Here too, a secondary wall in the claims in both that the lamp was
form of decorative panels, lifts its provided with "previously purified
through

sculptures to the lattice work overThe space between the two
head.
walls is illuminated by the colororgan
process which "paints pictures with
light" and gives the impression of an

neon." The Claude patent uses copper electrodes to remove gases from
the air, while carbon electrodes are
used in the Machlett process.
In the U. S. District Court, it was
held that the Neon patent was valid
but not infringed,
and that the
Machlett patent was invalid. On appeal the Claude patent was declared
infringed.
The U. S. Supreme Court
refused to review this decision.

Reconstruct Pasadena Theater

Pasadena, Cal. — Alterations have
Color Feature Introduced
been completed on the Florence, a
in Electric Light Fuses West Coast house, which has been

Milwaukee

without

Wiring diagram for the Types 134 and 135 of the
iterrupting
the
on
u r r e n t.
The
134 is
Solenoid Flasher.
off
witch is in serflasher designed for use on a 3-wire 220-250 volt cir:s with
the sign,
cuits
is equipped with a 220 volt solenoid.
le
solenoid
is
hunted across the
135 is built for a heavier load.
witch
terminals.
|"he solenoid closes the switch, which action
Traveling border high
and 1 off and 2 on.
hort
circuits the
solenoid and lights the speed types are adapted for use on four or
ign.
At this instant, there is no current in more circuits to produce flashing effects, such
lie
winding, and the solenoid, although re- as chasing borders, revolving wheels, waving
gaining in the circuit, is rendered inopera- flags, rain, flaming torch, lightning, etc. This
ive until gravity completes the cycle of opis a high speed device and will flash each cireration.
The oil type time element permits cuit 180 to 200 times per minute. For D.C.
wide range of speed to be obtained by an use the A.C. flasher is equipped with a D.C.
xternally adjusted by-pass carried in a free solenoid.
'itted plunger working in an oil chamber; the
The Gem Flasher is manufactured in a
'•lunger is retarded by Gem No. 8 Oil, which
number of types to cover practically every
s
not affected by any natural changes of
need of a theater. The Gem firm also manu.emperature.
factures the Astrachon, a combination flasher
The adjustable balance weight carried by and time switch, the Gem Automatic Time
he rocker arm controls the proportional di- Switch and the Gem Relay Type Flasher.
ision of time given to the light and dark
eriods.
The on and off types are adapted for flashPlug Sound Proofing Fabrics
ng one or more circuits on and off simul-

Gem

Type

an

and

Type

and

)

Winter or Summer

BLIZZARD FAN

-S
The

Your

Problem

Detroit Architects Join Forces

—T.

Jagmin and Vincent
V. Chalmers have become associates
to specialize in theater designing.

Fuse

Manufac-

entirely remodeled.

ALEr

Latest Model Double

Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

Fabrics for sound proofing studios and theaters are being specialized by Mendelsohn's Textile Corp.
The concern is also handling theater
drapes and materials.

Detroit

—Trico

Co. has just placed on the
market a color feature in plug fuses
for electric light circuits. These fuses
have colored tops, a color for each
size, 0-6 Am. fuses have a brown
top, 10 Am. red and 30 Amp. green.
The five unit cartoon has a "peep
hole" so that one fuse can be seen
without opening the package, and the
border of the carton matches the
color of the fuses inside.
turing

'

Solves

grill

panels.

let.

enders

work or

lattice

By means of this instrument Wilfred "paints" nature pictures in movable light which include all the colors
of the day from early dawn to moonWilfred is making four colorlight.
organs of a snialler size to be used
in the side walls behind the large

ex-

All

re.

Neon Patents

By means of the process, and special
construction
features,
this
atmospheric theater will combine the in-

exterior.

osed arc and
annot
take
re

Supreme Court Ruling on

steel,

is

lure

TALKING SHOP

"Clavilux" or colororgan, a process
invented by Thomas Wilfred is to
be a
feature
of
the
Paramount,
Brooklyn, now nearing completion.

A

by

:ust

W EffECT INVENTION
TO BE INTRODUCED

no

ushes or gears, and can be
stalled in or out of doors
it is not affected by heat,
It can be
>ld or dampness.
ed on either A.C. or D.C.
rcuits of 110 to 250 volts.
All current-carrying parts
the Gem Solenoid Flasher Gem Solenoid Flashers, illustrating eight
e mounted on a slate base, types of off and on flashers, of various
hese include a switch con- numbers of xuires and volt circuits. One type
ining mercury, a rocker arm is used as an automatic controller in contilting the switch and an nection with the other types. This control•r
type time element for ler type can be installed self-contained or
mtrolling the speed of oper- built in with other types, as illustrated, or
The rocker arm is it can be used as a remote control.
tion.
Ijspended like a beam of a
:ale

Nf

timacy of an interior with the freshness of an exterior, which Publix
says marks the first time the invention has been used in a theater.

the-

of

HYNES

F.

Hold* 16 Feet Film —Case — 6 Masazines
2 in. F. 3.5 Lent

$29.S0

uiiuoacHBys
110
110

West 32«*St.Ne«>brK.NLy,«*
32«*St,Ne«>torK.NLy,'
Phone Pennm. 0330
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LOEW BUILDING
TIMES SQUARE.

1540 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

PENN AVENUE

LOEW BUILDING
PITTSBURGH
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H ARROW ER

WEAK

ADDED

IS

BILL

AHRACTS

LITTLE AT

TO THE ROXY REPERTOIRE

1||

1)

made simultaneously

Monday

GYPSY SCENE

4,

Ufa Distribution in
East Unchanged by D(

Week's Headlines

Presentations
By JACK

Sunday, November

PARAMOUNT

Secret violation of trade practices unfair,
Federal Trade Commission rules.
Series of startling moves by RCA-Photophonc
foremost, marking advent of "l)ig business" in industry on unprecedented scale.
Lull in theater building reflected in reduced
sales of American Seating.

as between I
Eastern Division Distributors, I
and Educational Pictures, Inc., B
stated that the contract of his c
poration gave it prior rights and
first call, subject to selection by Pa

mount

M-G-M

or

duced by Ufa

on

all

until Jan.

subjects

pi

1933.

1,

Tuesday
was

Roxj' stage production
confined to two features that proved
ample entertainment along with the

The

Best."
Knows
a typical Roxy
spectacle gorgeously staged, costumed
Several score of the
and lighted.
choral were on in gay gypsy cos-

"Mother
"Gypsy Life" was
feature

tumes, the set showing an encampment with gypsy wagons and high
Throughrocks in the background.
out the act a sentinel with his gun
patrolled in back, silhouetted against
the skyline. The artists who danced
and sang were Beatrice Belkin,
Harold Clyde Wright, Patricia Bow-

man and
and

The chorus

Nicholas Daks.

made up

ballet

the balance.

At

close the skyline changed from vivid
hues to the deep puri)le of nightfall,
with an immense moon coming up behind a jagged rock. As the gypsies
prepared for slumber, Wright sang a
love melody.
The other stage ofifering was called
"Impressions of a Music Hall." The
first

presented Gladys Rice doing

bit

number, "Waiting at the
Church," with a cathedral set for
background and a dummy orchestra
the

old

at front of stage to give a London
The Roxyettes
music hall effect.
were on all 2)2 of them in a spectacular routine featuring the girls
seated and combining a series of arm,
head and leg movements. This was

—

—

Randolph's Kentucky
Jubilee Choir, a fine aggregation of
eight colored male warblers who offered several selections, finishing with
a fine spiritual.
Their setting was
very striking, showing a dark blue
river in back of heavy green foliage.
followed

by

The

final bit was "Highway Blossoms," with five hoboes in white costumes doing the airy fairy stuff in
a kidding takeoff on the popular
artistic toe dance specialties. All done

and gigantic Roxy
that has become so much a
matter of course that a reviewer is
apt to lose sight of the fact that it
is still miles ahead of anything else
in picture houses anywhere.
in the usual lavish

manner

Nothing

about this
week's unit at the Paramount. Frank
Cambria turned it out under the
name of "Step On It," and the general
idea was that the audience was being
taken on a trip around the world. But
outstanding

the staging was too slight to carry
the effect, and if they had made it a
trip around the tank towns it would
have been just as effective and more
novel.
Eddie Peabody entered his
second week as m.c, and led the band
in

"Tiger Rose," not

new

but

still

a kick for the customers.
Felicia Sorel Girls took the gang

carrjang

The

Holland, and appeared in double
costume, dressed as girls one way,
and in reverse being little Holland

—"Vigor,"

of the William

made
sin

its

and

house organ

Fox Enterprises has

appearance in Wisconpublished by and in the

first
is

interest of the Midwest division of
the Fox enterprises, which has 691
employes in the Wisconsin division.

Standard

V AUDE VI LLE
The FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion

Picliiro Prr«f n»alif>n

AGENCY

I-Aokjiwafina

1531

BROAOWA*.

7876

^EV^

YORK CITY

World Wide

gets

distribution

of

Ufa

tures in Canada and unsold portion of
LTnited States.
Boycott on theaters not equipped with West
ern Electric sound equipment charged in
Detroit suit up today.
Col. H. A. Cole, Te.xas unit head, charges
M.P.T.O.A. has sold out to producers-dis?
tributors; M. J. O'Toole cites constitution

showing
in

affiliated

members were admitted

1922.

Wednesday
Merger

of

bankers
pictures;

music
to

firms declared planned by
control music licenses for sound
Electrical Research Products re-

ported in move.
Mississippi
itor unit formed at

Arkansas,

and

Helen Wright
conducted
through Paris, an adagio team did the
honors for Spain, and the Felicia
Boj's.

Sorel Girls furnished the ancient Roman atmosphere dressed as gladia-

Paramount Aids
For

pic-

Tennessee exhib-

Memphis meeting.

to

the

when army ofificers
TC-S2 down onto

The

loonist.

dirigil

the

surface

feat

Ci'
bi

was the four

a series of experiments with arn
dirigibles, planned by Paul Wilke
in

son of Paramount

News

to

prove

t!

adaptability of this type of aircra

Stanley Opening Roxy at Philly
Philadelphia The new Roxy,
Eighth and South, erected at a co

—

of $500,000,

house Nov.

a month is aim.
Fox dickering for Schine, Walter Reade and

a

from wat
manoeuvered t
ofif

Horseshoe Lake near Granite
111.
and picked up a disabled

Thursday
distributing and licensing rights to Bristolphone,
combining Gotham Bristolphone
and Lesser-Warner groups under management of Charles R. Rogers; 250 machines

Dirigible Test
time,

first

landed on and took

Acoustics Products, parent company of Sonora Phonograph Co., gets manufacturing,

open as a

will
9.

Stanli

It seats 2,200.

Whittle Buys British Film
Frank Whittle has acquired fro)
Golden Stars Film Prod. Co., di
tribution in the New York territoi'
of "The Imperial Guard," produce

Feiber & Shea circuits.
Bud and Jack Pearson did some
in England.
very effective hoofing, and Paul Small
Friday
R.
F.
WoodhuU brands Cole "Sell Out"
did some fair warbling a la Jolson.
statement as reckless and overstepping all
Don McDonald in Corvallis
The unit falls down hard on combounds of decency and honor.
Corvallis,
edy, having little worth talking about.
Ore.
Don McDonal
Saturday
former co-owner of the McDona
The finale is pepped up with a flash
Powers Cinephone starting production of picand Rex theaters in Eugene, has bet
showing a racing auto traveling a
tures next week.
roadway back and above the band, Lou B. Metzger, "U" general manager den- appointed manager of the Majesti
ies his company is seeking to block Schine
with a motorcycle cop picking him
a Universal house.
deal.
up for speeding. Eddie Peabody did
his banjo solo out front, doing "Indian
Sell San Francisco House
Love Call" and two other numbers
that were just fair. When he encored
San Francisco The Orpheum on
with a hot blues he made a hit, and O'Farrell St. has been sold to Charas a novelty the banjo stuff seems to les Schlesinger for $750,000.
go pretty well at this house.
Another Fable Synchronised
Turner Booking at 'Frisco
"Stage
Struck,"
second of the
Stockton, Cal.— W. O. Turner has
Pathe Aesop's Sound Fables to be
i)ecn made San Francisco booking
synchronized by the
RCA-Photomanager for West Coast Theaters.
He is replaced at the California by phone process, was recorded Friday
at Sound Studios, in New York.
JoCharles A. Tomkins, formerly of
siah Zuro was in charge of the reReno.
cording while Paul Terry and John
Foster, co-authors of the fable, coU. V. House Closes
operated with efifect director Morris
Cleveland
The
Oriental,
East 9th Manne.
^
Specialists
St. and
Superior Ave., owned and
Fall from Horse Fatal
operated by Universal-Variety, has
to the
Sally Novak, member of the staff
closed.
Frank Greenwald, house
of
Paramount
News
and
sister-inmanager, has been transferred to the
Picture
law of Joseph H. Seidelman, assisMoreland.
tors.

—

—

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving

—

Motion

Shauer of Paramount,
from injuries received
when thrown from a horse in Centant to E. E.
died Friday

New Fox Midwest House Organ
Milwaukee

Production at peak at $10,000,000 Fox Movietone City, opened Sunday.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions £or
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

tral

Park.

Theme Song

for "The Rescue"
Tiomkin, Russian-American pianist and composer, has written a "Jungle Song" to be used as
the musical theme of "The Rescue,"
Ronald Colman's first starring picture for Samuel Goldwyn.

Dimitri

Carnegie Opens
Carnegie Playhouse had its
premiere Friday night on West 57th
St., New York.
Michael Midlin is
Little

Little

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Industry

managing

director of the house as
well as the Fifth Ave. Playhouse.

DAY AND NIGHT

250

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4I4I'2'3

D

Look

to

Eastman

Panchromatic motion picture

now

used in practically
every important production,
represents one of the many
contributions, nothing short of
revolutionary, made to the

film,

art

by Eastman

scientists.

In the future, as in the past,

look to Eastman for advances
that will help the motion picture industry to attain still
higher levels of artistic
achievement.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

!
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NAPOLEON'S

BARBER

T
A

John Ford's First Movietone Tallcer
3 Reels in Dialog

From the Play by Arthur Caesar

World

NOVEMBER FIRST
GRAUM AN'S CHINESE Theatre
uith

OTTO MA riESEN
as Napoleon

NAIALiK GOUTZIN
as Josephine

F«ANK

R El CHER
as the barber

uilio

almost

alit

com manded

the throat thai
a continent

r

I

N

M
E

N
T
Shorts Have Feature
Production Value To Any Theatre

Dialog

—

on Directorate of Rembusch Chain

Pettijohn

NEWS
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Our Guess—
something
THAT
soon regarding

It's

Retain Identity

will crack

the option

cal
I

which one of two
groups now active

reported

business

hold

on an old-line producing

—

And, Further
That, unless some truth
prevails,

tising

the

public

in

adver-

soon

vi'ill

of being gypped and that, if this
conies to pass, the reaction against
tire

sound

will start a

ache powders.
That, when

new vogue
battle

the

in

head-

lines

are

drawn, it will be Western
Electric and RCA holding one line
finally

against

That

all

other contenders.

Allied

aliead with its

organization,

is

determined to go

own

national exhibitor

snicke/rs,

That
liublic

will tell the

merger

tity.

I.

ager

of

pheum -

ingsfeld interests here, stated
his return from New York.
No changes are planned in
personnel of his organization,

on
he

COlRrORDPARTIRWITtI
IN

THEATER DEALS

M. E. Comerford and William Fox
are understood to be partners in an
aggressive theater buying campaign
centered in various districts of Upper New York State.
For some
weeks, it has been reported thai
Comerford and Fox, who together
own the Great Lakes theater, Buffalo, would jointly develop their exhibition interests in New York.
In this connection, Comerford is
said to have closed for 22 theaters
located in various cities and towns
in

story.

won't be long now ere the
ceases to consider sound a

demands

full

value

for

spent.

When this happens, producers will
stop dumping squawkies on the market in favor of talkies that have
something to say.

Yet Again

—

Electric
possibly Western
could increase its total of monthly
installations
but that the reasons
why might be several.
That, when you try to dope it out,
you must remember that the major
producers are W. E. licensees. Also
that these same producers are heavily interested in exhibition. To which
it might
not be amiss to point out
that, sound being the works these
days, there is a general clamor for it.
To which Western Electric would be
Particfoolish not to bend its ear.

the upper part of the

good customers

K

ANN

43 LEGISLATURES TO

MEET DURING JANUARY
Legislatures of 43 states are to
meet in January, with admission
taxes, Sunday closing and censorship
bills
threatened in a number of
cases.
Exhibitors and distributors
resist
preparing to
are
reported
burdensome and unfair legislation in
the various states.
where law makers will
States
gather and dates of meeting are:
(Continued on Page 3)

Sonoratone Will Score
for Outside Producers

Flannery Scanning Working of Code Drafted
Last Year
THE FILM DAILY
— Despite
declaration

Washington Bureau of

Washington

last year of the film industry stating that trade practice conferences
were to be an annual event, there has

indication from the field
desires a second conference.
This is made clear here, but meanwhile M. Markham Flannery, chief
of the trade practices division of the

been
that

little

it

Commission,

Federal Trade

is

busy

collecting information as to how the
Code of Ethics, adopted by the industry at the Trade Practice Conference last year, is working out.
When the code was announced,

Flannery recommended a trial period
of from six to eight months, after
S'onora Bristolphone under which
which he was to make suggestions
corporate name the Bristol patents
and recornmendations. This experiand all outstanding contracts for
Meanw-hile,
ment
still is under way.
Bristolphone will be controlled, will
there seems to be in the industry
synchronize silent pictures for outThe equipment will an effort to soft pedal a second conside producers.
ference, which was announced last
be marketed as Sonoratone.
year.

state.

Pathe Plans Outlined
West Coast Pleads Not
at Chicago Sales Meet
Guilty to U. S. Charge

"NOAH'S ARK" PRAISED
BY NEWSPAPERS
IVcst

Coast

IN L.A.

Bureau,

— Product

of Pathe for the
outlined at the sales
meeting of Middle West executives
Speakers were
held here yesterday.

Chicago

new season was
Joseph P.

Kennedy, Colvin Brown,

executive vice president; Phil Reisgeneral sales manager; Harry
Scott, short subjects sales manager;

THE FILM DAILY man,

Los Angeles— The

critics

received

"Noah's Ark" which opened at Grauman's Chinese late last week with
much enthusiasm and cordiality.
The picture garnered most of the
general praise hurled at it on the
basis of its spectacular appeal. ConiContinued on Page

That

ularly when its very
are raising the din.

INDUSTRY CALLED MUM ON
2ND TRADE CONFERENCE

states.

FOX

Price Five Cents

1928

Libson, general manthe Keith-Albee-OrHarris - Libson - Heid-

it

novelty and

money

FBO

pooh-poohs

and smiles notwithstanding.
That there will be room in the
tntertainment scheme for silent pictures as well as sound and that
No matter how you look at it,
c|uality

-

will retain their separate iden-

to

and distributing outfit.
That a blind industry will
soon realize that, unless the 19,300 theaters not wired for sound
are fed good, silent pictures,
sad times are ahead.
That Nick Schenck won't remain quiescent forever while
Bill Fox gathers in two hundred or so New York theaters
and these right in the Loew
stronghold, too.

Albee-Orpheum

the

film

is

RCA

electri-

in

—

Cincinnati Separate units in
- Photophone - Keiththe

5,

3)

J.

F.

McAloon, manager

of

exchange

Stanley Jacques, central
operations.
division manager, headed the branch

managers in attendance who included:
H. S. Lorch, Chicago; J. A. Harris, Cm(Continued on Page 3)

Co-op Chain in Indiana to be
Developed by Rembusch Plan
Salt

Lake City Labor
Differences Settled

Salt

Lake

— All

City
musicians,

differences

stagehands and
operators have been settled here.
The allied crafts were granted a
slight increase in wages.

between

—

-Development of a
Indianapolis
co-operative chain of Indiana theaters is planned, with the Colonial
nucleus,
by Community
here
as
newly - formed
Houses,
Photoplay
company. The Frank J. Rembusch
chain of Indiana houses and 30 or
40 others will be operated by the
(Continued on Page

3)

—

Los .\ngeles Plea of not guilty
was entered bv West Coast Theaters
Judge James to the
before Fedr
'

charge

ispiracy
to
against the

of

trade brou
the Unitt-d

restrain
firm by

„...tes Dept. of
(Continued on Page 3)

Justice.

Powers Rushes Work on
Three More Sound Stages
With one sound stage completed,
work on three others is being rushed at the Powers Cinephone studio
(Continued

on Page

3)

Columbia's Talker
"The Donovan
be Columbia's

Affair"

is

first talker.

to

The

company is licensed to record
by the Western Electric procFrank Capra
ess.
and Jack Holt star
duction.

Johnnie

will

direcv

in the pro-

Grey

is

The
adaptation.
picture will be filmed on the
company's new sound stage in
writing

the

Los Angeles.

j
I

..
.

THE

J^E^

i

Monday, November

DAILY

Schlanger Named Asst.
Native Productions
"U" General Sales Head
Preferred in Japan

—

Washington While there is no organized campaign against foreign picMsiiay, Nov.

31

Vil. XLVI Ni.

Price 5 Cents

1928

S,

tures, Japanese audiences prefer naIt is pointed out that in
tive films.

smaller
PUBLISHER

JOHN W. AllCOATE

Published daily except Saturday and holidays

York, N. Y., ?nd
Wid's Films and I'lliti
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
1650

at

copyright

New

Broadway,

programs

cities

consisting

wholly of imported films cannot be
shown profitably, according to advices to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce.

by

(1928)

a further step away from
the three-division plan of operation,
with the country henceforth to be
divided into two sales divisions separated by the Mississippi, Ted Schlanmonths
for
the
last
eight
ger,
been
eastern
sales
director,
has
named assistant sales manager of
Universal. He succeeds to the office

Under

the

new arrangement,

there

Ezell Again Heads Board
Atlanta At the regular semi-an- will be more district managers, and
nual election of the Film Board John the district managers will have inas second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York. N. Y., under the act
T. Ezcll, manager of the Warner creased supervision over their reTerms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
exchange, was re-elected president. spective territories. It is likely that
L'nited States outside of Greater New York.
This makes the sixth time that each district manager will have four
months,
3
$5.00;
months,
year;
6
$10.00 one
should
Subscribers
$15.00.
Foreign,
00.
Other of- or five exchange territories under his
Ezell has been chosen.
S3.
Address all communicaremit with order.
(Pathe) jurisdiction. At least three new disAnderson,
ficers
are:
W.
W.
lions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad(Para- tricts will be created.
Dave
Prince,
4736vice
president;
Circle
Phone
way, New York N. Y.
Filmday. mount) secretary.
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
E. L. Cole is exHollywood, California Ualni^
New York.
Second Half of "Wedding March"
ecutive secretary and treasurer.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
Second half of "The Wedding
London Ernest W. Frcdman, The
6607.
Wellman Manages the Lafayette
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., \V.
March" is to be released in a few
Friedrichstrasse,
I.
Berlin Lichtbild-buehne,
Wellman, months as a separate picture under
Y.
Earl
Batavia,
N.
225.
former manager of the Madison, title of "The Honeymoon," Eric von
Rochester, is now managing the La- Stroheim told Michael Mindlin in a
fayette.
He succeeds Justin J. Burns wire answering Mindlin's offer to
who has become manager of the present the picture in its entirety at
Armandola at Niagara Falls.
the 5th Ave. Playhouse, New York.
The picture originally was in 26 reels.

—

—

1$

On Broadway

Marking

today.

5,

—
—
—

"While .Shadows in the .South S
Broadway "Stool Pigeon"
Cameo "Theresa Racjviin"
Capitol— "The Wind"
Central
"Lilac Time"
Colony "Man, Woman and Wife"
Embassy '"The Cavalier"
Gaiety "Four Devils"
Hippodrome "The Cop"
Loew's New York Monday, "Two LoveTuesday, "Mother Machree ;" Wedne*
"Tenderloin;" Thursday, "The Man 1
Laughs;" Friday, "Sinners Parade"
"The
Farmer's
Daughter;"
Satur.
"Take Me Home;" Sunday, "Phyllis
Astor

—
—
——

the

—

—

—

Follies"

Mark Strand "Show Girl"
Paramount -"The Woman from Moscow
Rialto
"Wings"
Rivoli
"Tlie Wedding March"
Roxy "Dry Martini"
Warners "The Home Towners"
Winter Garden "The Singing Fool"

— —

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Financial

The Industry's
Date Book
Nov. 11 Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas conventioi

Taylor at Great Lakes

Dallas.

—

High Low
(c) Acoustic Prods 2074
(s) Am.
Seat.
29
(c-b) do 6s 36
.94J4
•(c) Bal. & Katz..
(c) Con. Fm. Ind. 16
25
(s)
do pfd
(s) East. Kodak
180
•(s)
do pfd.
..,
3
(c) Film Insp.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

20^
29
94

Fox
do

•(s)
(s)

3

97 Ji

Keith-A-O

200
400

3

3,401)

27%

2774

300

11 ?i

34

.

do pfd
102
•(b)
do 6s 46 ..
(s) Loew's, Inc. ..
(s)
do pfd
•(c) do deb. rts.
(b)
do 6s 41ww.
(b)
do 6s41x-war. i6i

6m

.

33J4
101

33/

60.>^

60H

pfd.

110^
2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1,500
6

1,166

200
1

.

.

•(cb) do
'Last

6/3

28

.

.

.

Flader Aide
Smith, City Manager at Tyler
Tex. Hans Smith, former
manager of the Majestic i d Strand,
Wichita Falls, for Dent Theaters,
has been named city manager of the
three Dent houses here.

—

Tyler,

3,100

14

Nov.

16

of International Chair
of Commerce at Paris on Europ
•>
film restriction program.
Opening of "Interference," iii
Paramount talker, at Critera

New York.
Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unit
Des Moines.
Nov, 20 Anglo-American dinner sponsQ
by A. MP. A. in New York.
Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages
vention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Dec. 4-5 Annual convention of M.P.T
Nov

20

of

Dec. 25
26

Jan.

Oklahoma

at

New Fox
First

New

house in
annual ball.
York.

Oklahoma
St.

M

Cit

Louis op*
P. Club

....

2

88

22/
98/

—

—

100

122/;

127

12m

126/ 24,000

40,.i6d

198

Theater Damaged
Horatio,
projection

Ark.

room
The remainder
not

—

Horatio, Ark.

at

damaged

the
of the theater here.
of the building was
I'ire

burned.

Raise Subscription for Theater
Madison,
Wis. The
East
Side
Business Men's Club is raising a sub-

—

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.
Prices

scription for a theater to be erected

on Atwood Ave.

W. & A. Exchange
Adler are opening an
change at
Buffalo,
with
Geo;
Moeser, former Buffalo United Art;
manager, in charge.
Buffalo

Duffy Opens Oakland House
pub-

Oakland, Cal.
Henry Duffy has
licity man at the T. & D. house, be- opened
the Dufwin, which is the
comes manager of that theater, step- ninth house in his Pacific Coast
ping into the shoes of Robert Har- chain. It seats 1,250.
vey, who succeeded Frank Whitbeck
as director of publicity and advertisRemodeling at London, Ont.
ing for the San Francisco Division.
London, Ont. The Capitol, managed for years by the late Tommy
To Remodel Boulder, Colo., House Logan, is being redecorated throughBoulder, Colo.
Alterations have out under direction of R. S. Roddick,
been started at the Curran.
The new manager, without interruption
State will be operated while the to business.
Curran is dark.
Phillips,

1,500

5

14

84

22 /»

Made Manager

Cal.— Phil

—

.

(c) Trans-Lux
5
(o) United Art.
10
(o)
do pfd.
76
(0) Univ. Ch. com
'o)
do pfd.
77
'c) Univ.
Pict.
22-4
'
(s)
do pfd.
(s) Warner
Bros...127/]
(s)
do "A"
127

Phillips

Oakland,

21

.

.

—

1,800

102

100 J4 101
2/8
M. P. d-ap.
10
(s) Para.
F-L.
49-4 49/
.. 49 J^
(b)
do 6s 47
100
99J4 100
102'4
•(b) Par.By5/s51.
6 'A
<s) Pathe
bVs
(>li
(s)
do "A"
25/.
25/, 25/
(b)
do 7s37
»0H 80-^ 805/8
Co) Roxy "A"
32
34
(o)
do units
34
37
do com.
(0)
6/.
S'A
(o) .Skouras Bros., 40
45
(s) Stanley ('o.
55 7/8
55^4
55/
*
(o) Technicolor
11

MG-M

6,966

200

101

Newman Named

Seattle
Mike Newman, who recently was replaced by K. L. Burk
as head of Universal theaters in the
Seattle district, has been named assistant to Fred Flader, general manager of the circuit.

Meeting

Nov.

96

.

•(s)
•(s)

5

ioo
100

967/8
3

.

..

16
25
180
128

200

96

rts

Intern. Proj.

5,300

104

"A"

Fox Thea. "A" 28

(c)
(s)
(s)

Fm.

Sales

20J^
29

H 94/
79 K

16
25
179J4

*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)

Close

Buffalo Marshall G. Taylor, formSalt Lake Managers Elect
er Buffalo newspaperman, has been
Salt Lake City— B. G. Thatcher
named director of publicity for the of the Logan is new president of
Great Lakes Theater and will also the Salt Lake Managers Ass'n. Carl
supervise advertising and exploitation. A. Porter, Paramount Empress, is
H. M. Addison is managing director.
vice president and Joe Lawrence,
Rialto and State, treasurer.

Woody &

Fred Lee Transferred
Fla.
Fred Lee, w

Jacksonville,

—

has been handling advertising for
Florida, has been transferred to
.Arcade as assistant manager.

Shamberg Resigns Corry,

— Clarence

Pa.,

P(

H. Rogers
new manager of the Rex and Grat
Shamburg Resigns
Corry, Pa. Joe Shamburg, man- succeeding Jos. C. Shamberg.
ager of the Rex and Grand, has reCollins Signs with Educational
signed after six years.
He is sucMont}' Collins has signed a Ion
ceeded by Clarence H. Rogers of the
term contract with Educational.
Corry Amusement Co.
Corry, Pa.

—

Take Over Stapleton House
The Park on Canal St., Stapleton,
Staten Island has been taken over
by the Isle Theatrical Corp. heahed
by Sol Brill. It will be under man-

y~TELL '£M
{with trailers

agement of Harry Thorns.
Fond du Lac House Opens
North Fond du Lac, Wis. After
T. K. Jackson Buys Crystal
a complete renovation the Rex has
Pittsburg, Tex. The Crystal has
reopened under management of A.
Dohlman of Oshkosh who purchased been bought by T. K. Jackson of
N.

—

—

Smart Being Transferred
West Palm Beach, Fla.
Roy

—

the house

Grand Saline from H.
Sherman.

from David Langlois.

New Lake Worth, Fla., House
Lake Worth, Fla.— The Oakley

Smart,

formerly of the Strand and
Palace, Lakeland, i,s being transferred here as city manager.
Robert
Svvanson has reopened the Kettler

a

here.

equipment

being torn
$50,000

down

to

Publix

make room
house.

will be installed.

Erie

is

for

Sound

Eric,

Pa.

L.

Houston

of

House Change

— A.

Shapiro has
over the management of the
at 653 W. 18th St.

taken

Cameo

II

—

November

ijday,

5,

op Chain
ider

DAILY

1928

in Ind.

Rembusch Plan

(Continued from Faijc

1)

if plans for association of
Pettijohn as a director are

oved

at a iiicctiiif? in
week of officers with

Pettijohn

c.

Hays
of

Boards of Trade,

1

Brown, Nashwauk, Minn.,

Crockett

exhibitor, was given a trade demonstration here for exhibitors of the vicinity, with "Lilac Time" the pictm^e used.

New York

the
president

is

Mell-0-Tone, Disc Cueing
Device, Is Demonstrated
New Richmond, Wis. — Mell-O-

Government to
Market Country's Films

Soviet

Washington
zation

is

—A distributing organi-

to be arranged

Government which

by the Soviet

handle all film
imports and market all Russian productions, according to advice to the
M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
will

;

reopens with sound pictures,
has not yet been determined
ther sound films will be intro;d in all houses of the new chain.
!e

'

!st Coast Pleads Not
Guilty to U. S. Charge
1)

Jones, special assistant to
attorney general and U. S. Atey S. W. McNabb constened to
tinuance until Dec. 3 when date
old

be

will

rial

set.

the Plans Outlined
at Chicago Sales Meet
(Continued from Page 1)
iiiti;
W. E. Branson. Des Moines; H.
Indianapolis;
W. A. Aschmann,
'iniini.
.1
Maclntyre, Minneapolis;
Mikee; J. H.
Ballantyne.
City; C. D.
'.

..ijip,

Omaha; E.
Hill,

St.

(Continued from Page

Olsmith,
S.
Louis, and H.

O'Leary Heads Meeting
of Western Managers

—

I^os Angeles
^E.
O'Leary, asJ.
sistant
t o
Phil
Reisnian,
general
sales manager, presided at a meeting
of
western Pathe managers here
j'esterday.
In attendance were:
I..
S. Weir, western sales manager, and
the following branch managers
A. G. Edwards, Denver; J. S. Stout, Los Angeles;
H. L. Percy. Portland; A. J. O'Keefe, Salt
Lake City; M. E. Cory, San Francisco, and
C. L. Theurkauf, Seattle.
:

Powers Rushes Work on
Three More Sound Stages
(Continued from Page
in

tlie

New

Powers Building,

Production

the

of

1)

first

York.
Cinephone

picture,

employing the sound-on-film

method

of recording,

under way
tion

Detroit.

of

this

is

New

Theaters

1)

sensus of newspaper opinion follows:

—

EXAMINER Combines the most artistic
features of
"Intolerance" and the finest
dramatic moments of "The Big Parade."
That Curtiz has risen above the picture's
splendor and vastness by keeping intact the
story interest makes him one of our greatest
directors.

who owns the Lojinbusch,
and a chain of houses in
ll here
r Indiana cities, is president and
surer of the new company. WilE. Reilley is secretary and di3rs are: R. Earle Peters, Fort
;ne; H. H. Woodsmall (partner
enibusch), and Pettijohn.
company is capitalized at
le
,000 with 1,000 shares of no par
Debts of the Colonial
men.
been paid off, it is asserted, and
odeling will be done before the

(Continued from Page

"Noah's Ark" Praised
by Newspapers in L.A.

Tone, disc cueing device invented by

firm,
.

—

EXPRES.S

— The

general plot

hackneyed
and the analogy between the war and flood
far from convincingly established.
But these
faults are overborne by the colossal achievement in the realm of spectacle.
The spectacular feats are chiefly credited to Zanuck,
Curtiz and Fred Jackman, a wizard of the
is

camera.
Great

audience picture and as an exemthe technical possibilities of the cinema stands among the super films that have
made movie history. Its dialogue sequences
seem a trivial adjunct to the silent majesty
and magnitude of the major part which is
a drama of colossal framework.
Greatest spectacle ever filmed.
Modern sequence not outstanding or particularly
original,
although
it
has
train
wrecks, war and talking sequences to maintain interest.
Guinn Williams is the fina
of the film.
Paul McAllister's double portrait of Noah and the religious fanatic is
well conceived and even notable in talking
sequences.
To the credit of Darryl Zanuck,
author,
and Anthony Coldeway, scenarist,
the connecting link between the modern sequence and the cutback is the most logical
plar

of

HERALD —

to

date.

RECORD —

Noah

Beery 's

performance
quite the best in the picture, but George
O'Brien's portrayal will win popular praise.
Dolores Costello's beauty alone would be
sufificient reason for starring her and to that
she adds her qualities as a trouper.
TIMES
In general, it may be said
"Noah's Ark" is excellent box-office without
•

—
—

Superior, Neb.
Construction has started
on the new theater for J. L. Galbrrtb.
New Sharon, la. Elmo Hoffman's new theater is under way.
General construction was
awarded P. W. Sparks of Oskaloosa.
The
building will cost $20,000.
Bogalousa, La.
Berenson Brothers hare
awarded the contract to Dye & MuUings of
Columbia, Miss., for a $60,000 theater.
McKeesport, Pa. Contract for the 2, SCO
seat
Harris theater has been awarded to
Blair & Mack.
The theater will be ready
next May and will cost over $500,000.
Chattanooga,
Tenn. J.
M. Alper, for-

—

—

—

merly connected with Independent 'Theaters,
is planning a
large theater on Main St.
Montevideo, Minn.— Jay Gould has opened
a

1,400 seat theater here.
P. V. Williams has opened
Roxy, seating over 500.

—
Tex. — The

Munday, Tex.
the
to

Temple,
Arcadia will be ready
open here early in September.
Milton, Mass.
Phil Markell has opened

his

theater here.

—

City,
Tenn. Work will
Johnson
soon
start on construction of a $500,000 theater
to seat

2,500.

Delavan,

Wis.

—

S.

Olson

is

planning the

building of a theater.
Asheville, N.
The Booker
ington, colored house, has been

C—

T.

Wash-

opened

by

D. S. and N. S. Hildebrand at a cost of
$80,000.
William C. MeNorth Wilkesboro, N.
Intire has opened the Rose seating 500.
Ilyphant, Pa.
Comerford Amusement Co.
has let contract to
United Builders, of
Scranton for a new theater to seat 1750 on
Lackawanna Ave. near Hull St.

C—

—

—

attaining

greatness

except

in

its

ervised.

Goldstone Opening Studio

pictorial

sweep and that is remarkable in the deluge.
Acting and directing run a varied gamut, Ijut
the net result is all to the credit of Richard
Curtiz and also to Darryl Zanuck who sup-

Phil Goldstone today will open
Metropolitan studios at Fort
the
He plans production ot
Lee, N. J.

Biophone subjects.

slated to get

week, under direc-

Harry Revier.

Messiter

Acoustics

Manager

Flader, general manager
of the Universal chain, has appointof H. M. Messiter manager of the
acoustics department of the "U"
theater chain.
He will supervise
Date equipment installation and the con14
tracting of synchronized scores and
14
Within
for the "U" theaters.
7 acts
2
a short time 50 Universal theaters
9
will be running sound and talking

Fred A.

Legislatures to

4

/leet

During January

(Continued from Page

1)

ate
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2
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7

l:a
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'
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2
8

'

Mexico

8

•

York

th

Carolina

2
9

th

Dakota

8

)

dioma
;on
isylvania
ie Island
-h
(^arolina

Dakota

lessee

local trade

of

—

—

Mass. Harry Wasserhas resigned as president of the

Roxbury,

man

duties

—

board owing to the press
as

field

manager

for

the

extent

New England

Theaters Operating
Corp. He has been made a director
of the board of trade.

BUT

SUPERVISION

GEORGE WINKLER
Rene^firal Contracts!

otherslackthebox-office "IT"

OSWALD

has made
the outstanding figure on the
market.

that

7
8

14

PRODUCED BY

1
1

8

8
7

1

8
14

nont
hington
Virginia
t

14
9

IS

Wasserman Resigns from Board

1

21

,

,li

produced under the same
conditions —^manufactured
by the same process similar
in appearance to a great

programs.

7

.•

OSWALD

26

,

.

A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE IN CARTOONS
AND

9

:onsin

9

iming

8

We

have just signed a renewal contract for your
Coming Attraction
Trailer service for our Theatres, and
congratulate you in the constant improvement in your service during the
past three years that we have been
using same.
LUNA
CO.,
Lafayette, Indiana

AMUSEMENT

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

Vmuersa^\tJ\miEQ. Cartoons

! !

!

J.

REELTOn
with any

|

A SURVEY OF THE SO

THE FOLLOWING

BACKS IN MOST SY>!
1— Prohibitive installatdl
costs

— Delays

2

in deliver

equipment
3

— Slight disorder disrupt
mechanism

4

—Distorted tonal
Reeltone

effects!
is

the

suitabK

means

oi

Theatre owners an

"The Ghost Train," sensational road
show production, has already been
synchronized by Reeltone and is
booked

to play

over the entire Pan-

tages Circuit.

chise holders are h
derful device.

Wire

NATHANSOll
220 West

j\

I

42r\i

!

!

!

ciangeable
device.

id

ELD TODAY REVEALS

STANDING DRAW-

sIIZATlON DEVICES:
-Reeltone installations cost

nothing
-Reeltone is ready for immediate installation
HReeltone is absolutely
fool-proof
-leeltone renders perfect
reproduction of sound
and voice!
1

e

houses and within

lest

theatre.

've territorial franar and see this won-

52 Single Reels "Pictures that tell a
story" including dramatic vaudeville
and novelty subjects synchronized by
Reeltone will be released on the basis

—

hall

TONE
?vv

CORP.

York City

of

one a week.

—

A NEW TRIUMPH
GLOCLIOUS
!

y>
'**

'li^
f\

TTISTORY
Pathe

in the

making, and

—as usual—

is

the

maker

Climaxing two decades of undisputed
leadership in the news reel field, Pathe

News

celebrates

eighteenth birth-

its

day with the release of the
of

first

issue

PATHE SOUND NEWS.
For eighteen years PATHE NEWS

has

set the

pace for

visualizing the
vivid,

all

news

reels,

news of the world

in

graphic screen pictures.

And now PATHE SOUND NEWS
will tell the

world

—in

pictures— the things

sound and

PATHE NEWS

has so long and effectively told

in

pictures alone.

When PATHE SOUND NEWS

TALKS

the world will listen

pay the price

— and

exhibitors will

REAP THE PROFITS.

o»o
PATHE

and

'^'^

SOUND NEWS

:kOWN S 8 YEARS
1

ACHIEVEMENT

Recorded by

RCA Photophone

marks epoch

in

PROCESS

news

^^a^Tm!^^

reel history

/r

RANG

York Newspaper Critics Say
^R. TALMADGE tackles the combined efforts of
Fairbanks,

THE

J^ALMADGE,

BOX OFFICE

"^ALMADGE

BELL

AUNew Yorhls

ISleiv

— The

Tom Mix

and Hoot Gibson.

the best dare-devil stunt

Douglas

SEEING

Times,

man we've ever

seen.

and
HEARING

American.

shows

a

good deal of Fairbank's peppiness and

ability to create thrills.

— The

News.

'T'HE audience took
happy, grown-up

to it like a great big party of great big,
children.
The World.

It

TIFF<lNy-^>TflNL P R O D U CTIO
1^40 BRO<lDV<lV

N</^

MEW

INC

yOl^K CITY

/

Paid for Sound Film Rehearsals

to be

^'ayers
I

(f<*NEWSPAPEK

ALL THE NEWS

t^FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLIV

,.

Wednesday, November

No. 32

No. 11

1

GSfANCtlON&MARCOUNlIS

Washington, the always
seful Motion Picture Seeon of the Department of
merce is active. In Amerkey cities, the energetic
Boards of Trade are keep-

noses closer than ever
In Paris,
the grindstone.
Cairo
as in
don, Berlin and
their

ley,

Bombay, Shanghai and

and other cities innumerinformation is being gathcollated and rushed to
York.
Ahat producer would you
It doesn't matter;
tion?
io
,

in line.

Any

particular dis-

Mention one or all,
lakes no difference the regitiqn is one hundred per
Many hands are combinweave the statistical
to
f and woof of a huge indusinto one compact fabric.

Coast

Los

Bureau,

Angeles

units

ib

Work

goal set Dy Fanchon & Marco,
which has renewed its contract with
West Coast Theaters, with a new
company national in sc(ope. being
the

Election Hook-up
the intense interest of the natic'nal

ented
every

ars, players, directors, scenarists,

election.

numbers,

In

unpreced-

theaters

in

section
arranged for
direct wire service and radio
hook-ups on election returns.
In a number of instances, midnight shows were presented.
^Arrangements made were expected to more than offset the
drain on patronage, caused by
patrofis who stayed at home to
secure the returns ever the ra-

(Continued on Page 4)

COLf CLAIMS MISQUOTE

utor?

Many Hands Busy

at

Theaters
throughout
the
country last night cashed in on

capitalized
formed,
at
$1,000,000,
with Harold B. Franklin as president; Marco Wolf, vice president
and general manager, and M. D.
Howe, general booking manager. At
present there are 18 units in the

ON "SELL-OUT" CHARGE

;

dio.

Col. H. A. Cole, head of the Texas
exhibitor unit, states he was misquoted

the interview which sharply criticised the M.P.T.O.A., declaring he
did not use the word, "sell-out" or
make any statement or insinuation
that anyone else had sold out in the
in

46 PER CENT OF STOCK

cameramen, title writers, action taken at Toronto. It perhaps
DEAL
"would be more accurate, to say that
)rs
all Hollywood figures in the
not
away,
given
as
M.P.T.O.A.
the
Those who make pictures may
said.
Forty-six per cent of the necessary
cribe to a dozen different for- sold," he
was 51 per cent of outstanding stock of
originally
interview
The
on what's right and what's
15
Times" of Dallas, Keith-Albee-Orpheum has given its
ng with production, but in this printed in "M. P.
THE FILM consent to the proposed deal with
to
transmitted
and
ince all of them participate in
(Continued on Page 4)
RCA-Photophone, under terms of
ing the job at hand a complete
which a new company is to be formed
Va. Unit to take over K-A-O and FBO and
ew equipment for the theater, West. Pa. and
(Continued on Page 4)
ins and their exhibition links,
to Vote on Allied Tie-up
loitation for practical showmen,
whether
to
Decision
as
Pittsburgh
-office reports from key cities.
the western Pennsylvania and West Ten Per Cent State Tax
jroduction data on America, EngVirginia exhibitor unit will cast its
and her colonies and the rest lot with Allied States Ass'n. will be
Proposed in Mississippi
These and hundreds made at the next general meeting.
he world.
Jackson Levy of a state tax of
other additional topics of trade The board of managers discussed the ten per cent on admissions is called
being assembled, re- propc^ition at a recent meeting, and for in a bill introduced soon after
rests are
d and corrected all to one end.
are creclared to have favored joiriiiTg opening of the extraordinary session

"OKEHS" RCA-y-0

ors,

—

.

W.

—

of

—

and day the work goes on.
and cross check. Each mole-

fight
:ck

of information gets attention be-

ng a mountain.

Nothing

is

U. S.

the

eleventh

edition

of

the

n Daily Year Book, now going
Afard with full steam in all boilers,
in January as per schedule, and,
t

n
}

British Musicians

Proposed Censorship

Is

Dropped at Minneapolis

abroad?
is

and

Join to Fight Sound Films

too

to be glossed over.
V^^hat does all this activity mean?
single effort commands the
at
peration of the entire trade, here
ill

t

of the legislature.

the Allied group.

Shifts

if we forget our inherent niodand say so ourselves, far bigger
better than ever before.

K

ANN

Minneapolis

—

Police powers of the

are sufficient to curb any offcolor shows, Alderman Victor Johnson here has been convinced, with result that his bill proposed censorThe orship has been withdrawn.

mayor

dinance was proposed after complaint
(Continued

on Page 4)

United States and British musiunions are patching up their

cians'

differences to

meet the common foe

mechanical music, due to the talkPlans for fight
ing picture threat.
against the "encroachments" of sound
pictures are being mapped in cables
and letters exchanged between the
British unions and Joseph N. Weber,
head of the American Federation of
of

(Continued

on Page 4)

Academy Lauded

Annual Meeting of
Organization

West

H FILM
— TActors

Bureau,

Coast

Los Angeles

F.

DAILY

talkers
will be paid for rehearsals under a
rider to the free lance players' standard contract adopted by the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
The rider also prohibits the use of
doubles without permission of the
original actor.
Talking films will divide national
drama from Broadwa^v influence.
William C. de Mille declared at the
annual meeting of the Academy.
Broadway, he says, is "the least
American part of the United States."
(Continued on Page 4)
in

Interchangeability Case
Up in Detroit Today

—

Detroit Trial of the conspiracy
action brought by James N. Robertson to force distributors to supply

him with sound films and records for
showing via Huma-Phone, is slated to

way in Federal Court here
(Continued on Page 4)

get under

De Forest

on
Sound Films Thursday

Sound

to Talk

pictures will be discussed at

AMPA

meeting by Dr.
Thursday's
Lee De Forest, inventor of the Phonofilm.

Smart Boys

I

24-Hour

IS

AMENDED BY ACADEMY

THE FILM DAILY

— Sixty-five

Price Five Cents

1928

FREE LANCE CONTRACT

SOUGHnORNAn ROUTE
West

7,

The A.M.P.A., which

finds
sole reason for existence in
the fact that is presumably, of,
by and for motion pictures, tomorrow acts as host to Jim
Tully, author of the putrid
"Jarnegan," slinger of mud
and traducer of this industry's
prestige,
Mr. Tully has been invited
to talk before a regularly-conHis topic
stituted film body.
is,
of course, most obvious.

its

What

will

be extremely inter-

esting to learn is not what he
may say but, how the industry's executives, who employ
members of the A.M.P.A. to
spread the good about their
business, will react to this sad
display of diplomacy.
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— Of

the

a few theaters still remain on the inactive list due to the lack of electric
current. In spite of storm conditions,
is

itors

conceded by Porto Rican exhibwhose houses are operating
business

that

better

is

than

before

Make Film in East
Richard Dix will make his
Dix

at

Nov.

14

Meeting of International Chamber
of Commerce at Paris on European
film

Nov.

16

restriction

Opening of
Paramount

program.
at

first

of

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

at

New Fox

house in
First annual ball.
New York.

St.

M

City.

Louis opens.
P.

New

the

"all-talking"

will follow
terion,

pictures

War"
which

"Interference" at the Cri-

New

York

War" has been

put

"Tong

City.
in

production at
studios,
while

Paramount's Coast
work on "The Dummy"

will

start

soon.

Club of

Brown

in

Richman's Film

Photophone for Germantown House
Germantown, O. The By-Jo, ophas erated by Mr. and Mrs. Emrick, is
new patent to installing
Photophone
equipment.
R. Scott, which This is an innovation for a town of

—

acquired rights in a
films invented by C.
he says is non-inflammable and un- this size.
breakable. He declares the film espe- decorated.
cially advantageous for synchroniz-

The

theater

is

being

Harry Brown at Akron House
Akron, O. Harry Brown, who
McCann at Franklin
has been managing director at the
Franklin,
Temi.— W. S. McCann Palace, Lorain, and the Ohio, Mansnow is managing the Franklin, suc- field, has been appointed manager of

—

ceeding D. C. Cassidy.

•.vircd

Inc.
Pres.

.

80
16
25'/,

Kodak

East.

(s)

130

Low
19J^
29

.

.

181Ji

79^^

Fm.

Fox
do

"A'

rts.

.

.
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96/8

3,70U

29
94}^
80

400

1()

300
300
500
800

18U4
104
96?.^

28

4,500
1,600

Attractions for

8,000

Picture Theatres

28

IIM

Ktith-A,-(1
..
33%
do pfd.
101
do bs 46
(|j)
96'A
(s) Loew's Inc.
6VA
*(s)
do pfd.
(c)
do deb. rts.
do 6s 41ww
(b)
1107/8
do fcs41x-war lUl
(b)
*(s) M-G-M pfd.
*(s) M. P. Cap.
.

.

33'^
33 /s
100J4 101
96/,
96J4
60-4
60
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300

M

11
2,801)

1107/8

i

100J4 lOOJi
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Standard
Vaudeville Acts

21

.

IWA

2->8

10

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

50 '4 18,600
Para. F-L
50-4
49 /s
do 6s 47
100
10
99?i 100
Par.By.5/2s51. 102
102
10
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Pathe
3,100
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6fi
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1,100
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80 /«
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(s)
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(o)

.

.

.

.

.
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'SALE

.

Roxy "A"

.

.

do units
do com.
Skouras Bros.
Stanley Co.
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

nyz

34/

ii

37

5

50

56/
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11
5/r
14

9

i'A

10
United Art.
do pfd.
/u
8-t
2
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd.
85
*(c) Univ. Pict.
*(s)
do pfd.
...
Bros. 129/ 125
(s) Warner
129
(s)
do "A"
125/8
*(cb) do 6;^s 28
.

.

.

1
!-

The Latest Model Double

55/

1,500

5-4

400

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA!
Holds 16 Feet Film — Case— GMagazin
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

|

.

$29.S0

22^^

98/
127

7/8

127/

.

26,700
22,506

198

.

UIILLOCIQHB
110
lUcst

'Last

C

Spring Motor

6/

45

\

AGENCY

3

M

46th St., New York
Bryant 8181

VAUDEVILLE

128

95

W.

AMALGAMATES

3
'

.

20/

25

Proj.
.

Sales.

16

.

Fox Thea. "A" 28 J4
Intern.

Close

25
180

-(s)
do pfd.
..
*(c) Film. Insp.
*(s) First Nat. Pfd....
(s)
^s)
(c)

Library Stock Scenes

32«*St Nctt/Vbrh

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago,
Skouras, St. Louis.
Prices

"On Trial" Opening
"On Trial," \'itaphone
open Nov.

will

New

14 at the

Set
feature,

Warner

in

York.

re-

ing.

Oil

.

.

Joe E. Brown will be Harry Richman's vaudeville partner in "The
Song of Broadway," which United
Artists will make in the East, with
Alan
Crosland
directing.
Kan
Struss will handle the photography.
Marilyn Miller is being considered
for the principal feminine role.

New Non-Flam Film
S. Manheimer, New York,

E.

Seat.

do 6s 36
(c) Bal. & Katz
(c) Con. Fm.
Ind
(s)
do pi'd.

.

next

Criterion,

New York.
Nov. 20 Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unit at
Des Moines.
Nov. 20 Anglo-American dinner sponsored
by A. MP. A. in New York.
Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages convention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
4-5
Dec.
Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
Dec. 25
Jan. 26

20
29

Monday.

.

"Interference,"
talker,

Am.

•(c-1))

(s)
(s)

to

picture, a talker, in the East, under
supervision of J. G. Bachniann and
direction
Victor
of
Schertzinger.
Production is to start about Dec. 15.
The star left
York Sunday for
the
Coast, to attend to personal

are

Dallas.

High

*(':)

Talkers for Criterion
"The Dummy" and "Tong

11

as of

Acoustic Prod.

(c)
(s)

'

the storm.

Futter,

for

QuotaiioH.

.

it

rations.

Motion Picture Book Week.
13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas convention

Nov
Nov

A-

which were actively

theaters

operating in Porto Rico before the
storm, hut 72 are in operation now,
according to advices to the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce
from Trade Commissioner J. R. McKay, San Juan. It is understood that

7

Call

WAFILMS,
Walter

Financia]

FILM DAILY
more than 90

business before starting work. Bachniann is in New York making prepa-

The Industry's
Date Book

Wednesday, November

Winter or Summer

BLIZZARD FAN
Solves

Your

Problem

the Colonial.

Sound in Oil City
City. Pa.— The Lyric will be
for Vitaidionc and MiivirtiMX'.

Progress

—

at

Ithaca

Ithaca
Progress is being
construction of the Tcniplc,

Let Us Solve Your Problems

made on

TALKIES

Are you having them developed and
printed by men who know?

I

To be certain that your negatives are
handled with scientific precision and tech-

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

nical

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Call

correctness.

FLUshing 2211, 2411

/|UR

Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N. Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

printing and developing machines are especially equipped
handle this class of work up to 1,000-foot lengths or over
without splicing.
This assures the uninterrupted reproduction of
sound, which is so essential to the successful projection of talkies.

^^

to

HED WIG

Motion Picture Laboratories,

Inc., Flushing,

N. Y.

j

—

—

NEW
PRESIDENT-ELECT!!
THE STARS
PREDICT
PROSPERITY!

HONORED
FIRST

(

of

7/A

all

HEARTIEST

NO

^Vt^^L^^^I**

Sir

need

congratulations!

worry about

to

PROSPERITY in the
MOTION picture industry
LON Chaney

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer

ON
John Gilbert

«Ff

the job!

KEEPING
HAPPY!
KEEPING

your public

American exhibitors

RICH!
IT'S

William Haines

is

a Presidential year

AND an M^G'M Year!
"OUR Dancing Daughters"
EXCESS Baggage" "While The City Sleeps"
"WHITE Shadows" are just the start
4i

Marion Davies

SOON
Greta Garbo

the country will

"ALIAS Jimmy Valentine" (Haines)
AND "A Woman of Affairs" {Qilbert^Qarbo)
HITS!

ON

the

hits!

hits!

way from

SATISFIED
Ramon Novarro

know about

M-G-M

audiences!

HAPPY exhibitors!
PROSPEROUS America^^)
LEAVE

it

to

u

Norma Shearer

Buster Keaton

rC^N^

Y%^aJ
Member

of MoUan Piecurc PtodiKcti and Distiibuton of Amnica,
Inc.

m

Wednesday, November

DAILVL
46 Per Cent of Stock

Free Lance Contract

Amended

Tennessee Chains Merge

(Continued from Paqe

—

The CumMcMinnville, Tenn.
berland Theater Co., of McMinnville
Radio-Keith- has merged with the Sudekum in-

(Continued

1)

1)

known
be
The Academy, he declared, is being to
recognized more in Europe than in Orpheum.
The board of
Hollywood.
Louis B. Mayer, who suggested
founding of the Academy, expressed
regret that some producers have not

as

directors of

Radio-

The new comknown as the CumberAmusement Company. Home

terests of Nashville.

pany

will

be

which David Sar- land
noff, vice president and general man- offices will be maintained
ager of RCA is to be chairman, fol- homa, Tenn., where R. T.

Keith-Orpheum,

Sun and Chakeres

of

RCA, Owen D.

Representing

Meij
4 Springfield, O., Hoi

For Expansion Program

Academy "Okehs" RGA-K-A-O
from Page

at

Tulla-

at

will

Hill

7/lfji|i

—

Springfield, O.
Gus Sun and
Chakeres have merged four Sp
field
houses into the Regent P
Corp., which is affiliated with
Schine Theaters Enterprises of
Phil Chakeres
ersville, N. Y.
The hi
been named manager.
are the Regent and Fairbanks
longing to Sun, and the State
Majestic, owned by the Cha
company. These are the four
est houses in Springfield, with a
(

Tony
charge of all buying.
Young, Chairman of the Board of Sudekum, head of the Sudekum inRCA and chairman of the board of terests and president of Crescent
General Electric Co.; Gerard Swope, Amusement Company of Nashville,
president of General Electric; Gen also will be president of the Cum- bined seating capacity of 6,000.
James G. Harbord, President of berland firm, which plans to extend retains the Band Box, as well a;
Davis,
and j. Stuart Blackton was named RCA; David Sarnoff; H. P.
its theater holdings throughout the
Gus Sun Booking Exchange,
ElecWestinghouse
of
president
comvice
chairman of the membership
state of Tennessee, confining its ac- Chakeres will retain individual
Milton Sills reported that tric & Manufacturing Co., Edward tivities to the smaller towns.
Op- ership of the Princess and H:
mittee.
of RCA; M. H.
The Regent-State Corp.the University of Southern California W. Harden, Director
tions have been taken on locations drome.
of the National
will ofifer a cultural course on mo- Aylesworth, president
a
new 3,000-seat housi
for theaters in two middle Tennes- start
KeithBroadcasting Co. Representing
tion pictures.
see towns and it is expected that Springfield, completely equipped;
Albee,
F.
E.
.\lbee-Orpheum:
work will begin on those two enter- sound installations and built
Heiman,
Marcus
Goodman,
Maurice
vaudeville and pictures.
prises by Thanksgiving.
Interchangeability Case
B. B. Kahane, Joseph P. Kennedy,
in Detroit Today Mrs. Caroline Kohl, J. J. Murdock.
for
N. Y;
(.Continued from Page 1)
Representing Lehman Brothers and Sound
The case is to have an im- Blair & Co., Inc.: Walter P. Cooke,
today.
Pan.,
for BiophI
portant bearing on interchangeability. Elisha Walker, Edward F. Hayes,
is
equipnu-iU
Sound
Minneapolis
Gluckman
is general v
Herman
picsound
The Huma-Phone projects
R. C. Hunt, Louis E. Kirstein, Monbeing installed at the Pantages while ager and George H. Wiley
tures by both the disc and photo- roe C. Gutman, Paul M. Mazur.
the Hennepin-Orpheum is expected manager of a New York agencj
graphic method.
to start installation this week. Vita- Biophone, talking film device,
phone and Movietone are being in- announced by Alfred Weiss, p
Proposed Censorship Is
Aiv
stalled at the Pantages, and it is ex- dent of the Biophone Co.
"Sell-out"
pected that Photophone will go into stallation in a downtown New ^
Dropped at Minneapolis
Hennepin-Orpheum, a Keith- house is being made, Weiss
the
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
with demonstrations soon to be rr
of an alleged immoral show at the DAILY for publication Oct. 30. The Albee-Orpheum house.
Although Oole statement drew reply from PresiGayety, bui'lesque house.
convinced that theater regulation dent R. F. Woodhull of the M.P.
Camp With, Bristolphone
Milwaukee Bristolphone Installt
should be left to the mayor, the al- T.O.A., who declared the "sell-out"
Milwaukee Jack Camp, for many
Milwaukee The Gem Theater
derman intends to carry through his angle of it, overstepped all bounds of years connected with "U" has made erated by F. R. Trottnian wil
fight to close the Gayety perman- honor and decency.
connections with Celebrated where- the first Milwaukee theater to in,
ently.
"I would also like to make clear my per- by he will handle that company's film
Installation is ex[
Bristolphone.
sonal position with reference to tiiembership product
and Bristolphone in the ed to be completed before Tha
state
either
associations,
owners
theater
in
including northern Mich- giving.
"I am heartily in territory,
or national,'' he says.
value and declared that
more enlhusiasism is needed. Mary
Pickford. M. C. Levee, Conrad NaCogel. were among the speakers.
o^jeration of the Producers' Ass'n
was pledged by Cecil B. De Mille
realized

its

lows:

be

in

,

'

•

Up

Equipment
Gluckman Heads
Hennepin-Orpheum
Agency

—

;'

Cole Claims Misquote
Charge
on

i

—

—

U.S.

& U.K. Musicians

Films
To Fi^ht Sound
Page
(Continued from

1)

Weber

believes the talkis a novelty, universal use
of which "will stifle the incentive of
young talent to jjursuc the art of

Musicians.
ing picture

music seriously.

Ufa
Kurt

Sailing
head of the

Officials

Hubert,

Ufa

foreign department, and Wilhelm von
Bcchtolsheim, head of the firm's educational department, sail for Germany

Bcchtolsheim, who is reSaturday.
covering from injuries sustained when
struck by an automobile, returns in
January.

Loew

Cleveland House
Park
oi)ened
Cleveland Loew's
last week with its first sound proThe opening picture was
gram.

Sound

at

—

"Ilcyttars of Life."

favor of such

membership.

welcomed the
bership some

affiliated

three
that

or

The Texas

theaters to
four years

its

unit

mem-

might

say

we

65 Fanchon

have

& Marco

Units Sought for Route
(Continued from Paiic

1)

I'anclion & Marco organization. The
acts are to start east after the first
sent
of the year, probably being
abroad, to provide stage talent for

continental houses. Studios and general offices are to be built here.

Independent Buys Serial
Pictures
Cleveland Independent
has purchased the serial, "Chinatown

—

Mysteries" for distribution

in

Rene'^val Contracts!

has reopened the
winter season.

Colonial

for

the

is

also

Coines and Brown Buy Build!
Co
Cambridge,
O. ^Thomas
and George Brown, who have c
ated the Lyric since 1914 have

—

entire

Wm^

Streator,

ers \^=r
STL—

Wc

have

just signed a

renewal con-

tract
for
your CorrvLnfr Attraction
Trailer rervice for our Theatres, and

the constant improvement in your service during the
past three years that we have been
using same.

congratulate you

in

LUNA AMUSEMENT
Lafayette,

Indiana

CO..

Streator,
111.

— Local

planning a new house.
Cicero. 111.. House Reopens
The Lawndale has reCicero, 111.

—

opened

after alterations.

Chicago Houses Reopens
The Monroe is open
Chicago
after being decorated with new seats

—

installed.

k
a
it

»
h
1.

b

Cook Managing Milwaukee House
Milwaukee Frank Cook, former
owner and operator of the Gem at
Sheboygan, is now managing the

—

Milwaukee Theater

Circuit's

Juneau

here.

Southern Cheiin Considers Sou
Birmingham, Ala. Southern 1

—

aters is considering the installa
of talking equipment in their hot
the first to be in the new Er
theater, and followed by North
mingham and later, Fairfield

Blount Buys Montgomery Hoj
Atlanta Neal Blount has t|

—

—

_

lease of the Capito|
Montgomery, Ala., the house
erated for some time by Joe Whj|

over
Rochester, N. Y. The Little theater is to be built soon at 240 East
will be operated by the
.'\ve.
It

Wylam.

possibly

the

Blount

er.

at

one time operated^

Majestic.

Buys Coshocton House
arc

a
ik.4

ville.

Roundhead, C, House Reopening
Roundhead, O.— R. XV. Hughes
has taken over the Pastime, which
has been closed for more than a year.
He will re-open it Nov. 10.

House
interests

^

Coines
theater building.
also own the Luna at \

Rochester Cinema Guild.
111.,

I'll!

Thomas

Pinoli

New

III

Ohio pleted a deal -with Guernsey Na'
al Bank whereby they purchased

distributing "Should a
Girl Marry." starring Helen Foster
and Donald Keith.

and

Rochester House Location

Dade City House Reopened
Dade City, Fla.— V. C. Gaskins

SB

igan.

ago, and

gotten along
My entire objection to the
pretty well.
present set-up in the National ranks is not
the fact that producer controlled chains are
members of this organization, nor even to
the (act that they have representation on
But I do not think
the board of directors.
it
is
a wise thing from the standpoint of
either the independent or affiliated tlieater that
the predominating control of such organization should be entirely in the hands of the
aftilialed group."
I

h

—

Clarence Dolan
Coshocton, O.
has taken over the Pictureland. Dolan is also manager of the Legion at
W'avland.

Daylight Television Shown in London
Loiulon
Daylight television, synclironized with radio was demonstrated here by John L. Baird.
The

—

actors
ters

were

in

a

studio

of a mile away.

three-quar-

Pinoli,

House Opens

Cal— The

Oakland,

West Coast Theaters house
It

is

is

o|

wired for sound pictures.

Brochton House
Brochtoii,
sketches are

—

Prelimi
Mass.
completed for a

theater.

New Auburn House
Auburn, N. Y.— The
opened Monday.

Auditoi
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Coast Wire

Par.F.-L.

Has 21

UNBER REPRESENTS NEW
HIGH

t

PEAKOF

Service-

Work

in

A Little
from

ACTIVITY

''Lots''

With

21 pictures in work, produccontinues at record speed at
'aramount.
Ten are being filmed,
ix being- edited and five in prepa-

Hollywood

on

ition.

Pictures now occuping the ten
the 'back lot' and the ranch
t Calabassas are "The Four Feaths," Cooper-Schoedsack rival to the
;ages,

"Chang";

of

aurels

"The

Canary

EDDIE CRONJAGER

is
being
Richard Dix's
favorite cameraman and has photographed the star in 15 pictures. Now
that Dix is visiting in the East, Eddie
is
photognaphing Bebe Daniels in
"The Great Scoop," which Eddie
Sutherland is directing.

kept busy.

Case," due to go into the
ound stages this week; "The Wolf
Wall Street," starring George
f
ancroft; "Wolf Song," which Vic-

*

Ilirder

Fleming

Passing
Richard Jones

is

Jffort.

cutting and editing are "Someone to
starrTng Charles Rogers; the new
Bow-Elinor Glyn opus, "Three Week
Snds;" "His Private Life," a Menjou veCocktail,"
licle;
"Manhattan
featuring
^fancy Carroll with Richard Arlen; "Interall-talker
featuring
Evelyn
erence,"
an
Jrent, Clive Brook, Doris Kenyon and Willam Powell, and "Homecoming," the Erich

with

production

Parlo

Dita

role, will

M-G-M
William
igned by
\s

"The

Signs William de Mille
de Mille has been
C.

M-G-M

to

direct

talkers.

B.

accompany the

unit.

Shearer Film Titled
Chance"
has
been
chosen as final title of Norma Shearer's latest for M-G-M completed unof

place the

two brothers, who have
with the same

leen picture pioneers,
irganization.

inder direction

of

E.

H.

Griffith.

Angel,"

"Wings."

*

*

"The Royal

who

appearing

Family"

several

here,
offers for

is

first

Sons"

and

played

four

Numbers."
Cast in Fox Film
George O'Brien, Lois Moran and

have been cast for lead"False Colors," which
Tinling will direct.

James

in

K^AXY YAT

*
is

"Four

Christy Signs Aileen Carlyle
Aileen Carlyle has been signed for
two
Christie
comedies,
"Should
Scotchmen
Marry?"
and
"Nifty

Carol

Fredric March,

The

weeks, the second three and the latter is expected to play four weeks.

roles

in

con-

talkers.

THE WINNER

San Francisco when the
were made, and his representative, Al Rosen of Hollywood,
flew to and from San Francisco to
in

first offers

!

present the offers in person.

! !

!

!

Don Eddy, rotund and

is

KRAZY
KAT

acting

fields.

TRINITY
PICTURES
ALBERTA VAUGHN

ANIMATED BY
BEN HARRISON

AND
MANNY GOULD

RUNS AWAY
WITH ALL
HONORS

Present

"THE OLD AGE HANDICAP
Six Reels of

"Street

-Sue

Lowell Sherman and
Messenger also in the cast.
ran,

"regular,"
as technical advisor on
^'The Great Scoop," at Paramotait,
land is also collaborating with Grover
Graham Titling "Shady Lady"
Jones on the comedy construction.
Garrett Graham has been called in Pon was formerly business manager
ly Pathe to do the titles for "The .for Harry Langdon and is a gradu>hady Lady,"
recently
completed nte of the newspaper and publicity
vill

prices nine weeks ago, it has
just three pictures, namely,

shown

ing

Dummy" sidering
jHe was

de Mille recently afhimself with M-G-M, this

Cecil

iliated

and

A.

Buddy

being

as
ure,
yet untitled,
aIl-di;.logue comedy.
:.n

Richard

Oscar

New

"Lady

Paul Weatherwax, veteran
First National film editor, has
joined the Pathe forces and is
now editing sound sequences
at
the Culver City studio.
"Happiness Ahead" and "Oh
Kay" were among the pictures
he edited at First National.

and

prepared are the Maurice
Chevalier vehicle, "The Innocents of Paris;'*
plara Bow in "The Saturday Night Kid;"
he latest Zane Grey, "Sunset Pass;" the
lext Ruth Taylor-James Hall co-starring picfive

for

Fully recupeated from a recent illness, genial Simeson Aller is making
der working title of "The Little Anhis daily rounds of the studio witli
gel."
Johnnv Mack Brown will have
Peter L. Shamray.
the lead with Gwen Lee, Polly Mo*
+
*

Hansen.

The

which

Minneapolis— Frank Rubcl, independent distributor, has secured the
Price will have dialogue, the latter Emil
Jannings film, "Fortune's
states.
The first is "The Bachelor's for distribution in Minnesota, Fool"
North
Club."
and South Dakota. The picture will
be ready for release about .\ov. 15.
"Our Gang's" Record Trip
Upon completion of their nineMilwaukee's Long Runs
week tour, it is estimated that Hal
Milwaukee Several theaters here
Roach's Rascals played to more than
1,500,000 paid admissions during 287 arc striving to boost the city's long
performances.
The current "Our run record. L. K. Brin's Garden on
Gang" vehicle will have a theme Nov. 2 started its fifth successive
week playing "The Singing Fool"
song and sound sequences.
and it is expected that it will continue for another week.
Carewe Starting "Evangeline"
Midwesco's
Edwin Carewe, back from his tour Strand Nov. 3 started its third week
of Europe with Dolores Del Rio, is with "Wings," and it is reported that
nrcparing to start "Evangeline" in it will run for four weeks. Since the
Louisiana.
Finis Fox has completed Strand started its new policy of
showing roadshow pictures at popadaptation and continuity.

make

ular

In

'ommer

pictures

will

Blystone Going Abroad
After
he
completes
"Captain
Lash," John Blystone is to leave for
Italy to make exterior scenes for a
new story, yet untitled, with a background in the Italian Alps. Louise
Dresser, who will have the principal

George Seid and Gus Barth
showing Maurice Rosensweig
of New York poirits of interest in Hollywood.

iove,"
^lara

jirs

four

*

Show:
F.
and Myron

Selznick chatting at the Paramount studio; Roland West
and Harry JD. Wilson con^
ferring at United Artists;

ternberg's

Villiam
WeUman's latest, "1'ong
Var," with Wallace Beery. Florence
/idor
and Warner Oland; Bebe
aniels' newspaper story; "Marquis
referred," starring Adolphe Menou and "The Doctor's Secret," from
be Barrie play, which is to be Paranount's second complete dialogue

is

*

Our

directing; Joseph von
"The Case of Lena
Imith; "The Shopworn Angel," with
^ancy Carroll and Gary Cooper;
3r

He

All

Talmadge

—

RALPH WILK

By

Dialogue for Series of
Rubel Buys Jannings
Four Talitiadge Films
Picture for Northwest

»>

Romance and Heart Throbs

rm

DISTRIBUTED BY TRINITY FRAMCHI?^ HOLDERS

PRODUCED AND PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

Wciramount MINTZ Cartoons

zi^m

wmmm

Wednesday, November

DAILV.

Netoco Files Suit to
Force Portland Deal

has resulted in
against Goodside
for $200,000 for breach of contract
and has also brought a bill in equity
against Goodside and his theater
corporations for specific performance
of the agreement.
Mass.,

Springfield.

Netoco

filing

New
Duluth

Short Shots from

—

l)\
Mc. Repudiation
Abraham Goodside of the alleged
agreement between him and New
England Theaters Operating Corp..
whereby Netoco was to take over
the controlling share in the Goodside
theater interests in Portland and in

Portland.

—

suit

New York Studios
^ifiy ARTHUR W. EDDY,

EIGHT
The
enth.

^i

How

Quincy, Mass.

camera

now grinding

—The

Quincy, com-

— Gregory

FBO

is

productions.
*

*

and Ber-

nasek has raised half the amount necessary and receivership on the La
Grange will probably be lifted, it

Gene
High"
a

new

soon.

used by

be

"Stepping

FBO

for a
the East, has
novel schedule to come out
It's the "Dark Island."

made

to be

talker

whose

Markey,
will

1

Judge Julian W. Mack of the U. S.
Court for the Southern District decided in favor of Warner Bros, in
an action taken against them by
Louis Macloon, contesting Warner
Bros, rights to release "The Desert
Song" as a Vitaphoiie production
west of Denver. Macloon. who has
the stage rights west of Denver, alleged that the picture rights did not
include the talking picture rights and
that the production of the play as a
talker infringed upon his stage rights.

ouur

F.

&

R. Plans to Erect

Atmospheric House

—

Austin. Minn. The old Park, now
being razed and Finkelstein &
Ruben has announced that an atmospheric type house, similar to the
Grnnada at Minneapolis, will be
Complete plans
erected on the site.
have not been decided upon, but
a definite decision is expected in a
few days.
is

in

Plan to Remodel
Manchester, N. H.
The

—

moat meah cxxiaos foq suowmen

tiPs

Reginald Oiven, who was drafted
from. "The Three Musketeers,' Ziegfeld musical shoiv, for an important
part in "The Letter," is slated for
stage stardom soon in "The Stage,"
another Ziegfeld production.
*

*

mitted a
the

to

their customers. The store also loan
ed the theater an electric victrola foi

use on the stage. Gene Austin's rec
singing the theme song was
cued in with the picture at each per-

—

formance

and

to

building

remodel the Strand
superintendent.

Patchogue House to Reopen

—

November.

Hedda Hopper is using stage inFresno House Opens
stead of screen makeup these days.
Fresno,
Cal. — Pantages'
new
She is rehearsing in Carl Reed's new
show, "Tomorrow," which reveals it- $1,000,000 house, the Fresno, has
opened.
self at the Lyceum in about a month.
In-between-times Miss Hopper will
Little Rock House Open
work

in talkers.

Twenty boys responded
a

ace,

—

Doing Good
Modern Manner

in the

A

Payne
Portsmouth,

Portsmount
N. E. Fred Payne

at

—

is managing the Olympia.
ceeded G. D. Swanebe.

—

completing

La.
F. B. Kehrberg is
plans for a new house

to be built

here.

Sheldon,

Winter Haven House Reopens
He sucWinter Haven, Fla. The Williamson is open after being renovated.

—

(Fox)
of Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell on top of the
marquee. The stars as shown in the

were attired in the native
The cut-outs
costumes of Naples.
were joined by another piece of bcaverboard; the lower part of which
showed a background of a street in
Naples while the upper part contained copy reading, "Now Playing
'The Street Angel' with Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell." Tom Holliday, Publix Ritz, Columbia, S. C.
cut-outs

—

holiday touch
every
piece of mail
ChrislmaH
seals
aiding the worthiest
of causes . . t!ic stamping out
of tubrrculo'^i-s ... 1 2S,000
lives saved f^-is vear
the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Wings"

.

.

.

.

1929 Edition

.

OUT

vention I'lroiiph ('duration
a ni<)(l<'i n licalili rrunade and
a modern way to carry it on.
.

.

.

BUY
CHRISTMAS
SEALS
The NoiioDoI,

Stale,

and Lorul TubercDloaU

AnKOf-iatifinn of tlir

loitrd Statea

A huge aeroplane cut-out was
placed over the entrance to the theater; it being painted yellow against
68 red
a dark blue background.
and green electric lights outlined it
and was connected to a flasher.
Twelve 50-foot streamers of red,
white and blue from roof to railing
around building also enhanced the
beauty and attractiveness of the disHoward Amos, Plaza, Asheplay.
ville, N. C.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
(Universal)
Stills

dread n-mo'-' f} from -what was
once the while plague
pre.

(Paramount)

Filmdom's Recognised Book Of
Reference For Past Ten Years

.

.

—

—

GENUINE

on cvcrv package

Street Angel"

Used huge cut-outs

—

Plan Sheldon House

—

different

"The

Anmsement
Bird at Saginaw House
Saginaw, Mich. Boice O. Bird has
succeeded Harry W. Irons as manager of the Franklin.

ap-

each
looking model.
The boys each received a ticket to
the show and the theater had an array of model planes for lobby display.—T. Y. Walker, Publix Noble,
Anniston, Ala.
ing.

bringing

Arkansas
Ark.
Co. has opened the Pal1,400-seat house.
Rock,

Little

brought

always

plause.
Advertised for 25 boys tc
bring their model planes to the theater where they would be put on
display in the lobby during the show

New

Patchogue, N. Y. Samuel Savener will open a 1,000 seat house during

*

i)lan

Nat'l)

Tied in with a music store on thi
theme song, "Jeannie I Dream o
This store not onl;
Lilac Time."
had a co-operative window displa;
but plugged the song and picture t(

Hampshire Amusement Co. has sub-

reported.

Time"

"Lilac
(First

ord-

to

.

house, has reopened.

111.

the

prologue

the

synchronizing He recently returned to this country after
doing the camera work on
"Kelly Gang," "Percy Danby"
and several other Australian

chain of

its

on

"Gang War," which

Ruben

Receivership to Be Lifted

is

they photograph 'em
is knoivn to Dal

Clawson,

&

*

*.

192

Warners Win Verdict on
Rights to "Desert Song"

in Australia

Quincy House Reopens

La Grange.

is half finished, with prosoon to begin on the sev-

series

duction

Duluth House

Finkelstciii
plans a new addition to
local houses here.

bination

of the 12 shorts to be pro-

duced by Eugene Spitz for Paramount under the title of the Great
Stars and -Authors Series will talk.

7,

y-^^^^^

IN

JANUARY

from "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"

cut up in mysterious pieces, invaded
the fraternity and sorority houses of
The
I'urdue University during run.

person

who succeeded

in

assembling

pieces into a whole picture was
admitted free to the show. Luna,
Latavette, Ind.

the

—

Over One Thousand Pages

Sound

Sandusky

at

—

Schine's State,
Sandusky, O.
combination house, has been equipped for Vitaphone.
•

^ FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS
EVERYTHING

GOES

EVERYWHERE

Dickson Released on Bail
Denver A. E. Dickson of Con-

—

solidated Theaters

bond pending
to

death

a

home.
The
November.

a

is

at libertv

trial

youth
trial

he
is

for

found
to

under

shooting
in
start

his
in

i

M. Daly

Phil

Visits the

Motion Picture Club
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DOUGLAS
'^Quality Counts''

COLUMBIA PICTURES

talk the

language of the box-office in a way
that every showman can understand

Proof—
"Good

silent pictures

SUBMARINE,

are

still

the cai^dy.

playing the Rialto, Newark,

grossed $6,700 in two days, battering down
the house record held by one of the leaders

among sound films. Silent or sound, quality
counts."— Kann.
— Iilm Daily, November 1928
1,

JOBYNA
'• Clothe* Catch From
'•»t»— I, n«^r|«ri Dying.

RALSTON

COLUMBIA PICTURESSilent or Sound -Are

!

BY

fRANKft.GAPRA

Always

the BestBox-Office Value
the Industry

DI«.€CTtD

in

--•t^'

iterchangeability

Demonstrated on/ Dramaphone

iTHE

ML THE

MEWS
ALLTWE TIME

|f€>HEWSPAPER

<FILMDOM
XLVI

D.
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Film Relics

Talkers as Teacher
Montreal— How about the

HE

early films of practically every well known
I<
foreign importation now
King in Hollywood are begtaken from dusty vaults, reresurrected
and then
i:d,
market. So
(iped
into the
TV, in fact, and often of such
vintage are they that it
one wonder at the thoripness of the process.

ments

FILM VIA

city, vnth half
of its 950,000 population using
French exclusively, is enjoying talkers, the French residents using them as a medium
for learning of the English
language. Grosses at the Palace have been doubled since
advent of talkers. For years,
silent films have carried both

OWN
Los

English and French subtitles,
required by provincial law.

Protect the Theater
these relics of Continental
OJCtion effort succeed in landing
sort of national distribution.
I Id

/d

SOUND PROVES LIFESAVER
TO CHICAGO LOOP HOUSES

so,

public, not knowing and caring
ijabout the why and the wherer
goes to see them, and more
than not witnesses a picture
to those made by
sy inferior
c foreign stars in American stu>
The players, of course, suffer;
suffers,
distributor
current
B
ibeyond that, we are of the opin1

t

the exhibitor exthat, unless
is in his advertising exactly what
as for the public to see, he is
n

;opardy of tearing down goodThat, of course, eventually
Eis a serious poke in the busiribs.

'.

I!

the exhibitor wants to book such
because price is right or for

other

I

reason,

no

should

one

But he
ition his right to do so.
nld make very certain that the
i^er of misrepresentation is en-

y

Good

"ompanionate Marriage," a timebased on a timely and
That's one
illy-discussed theme.
jicture

'ly

An interesting
favor.
its
well produced and with a
sustained dramatic suspense.

:nt

number two.

lit

ty,

'

in

Combine them

you have a picture that means
ey for

all

types of houses.

jme weeks ago Fox Movietone
;s released a talker of Judge Ben
ilsey, father of the companionate
dock doctrine. Here is a natural
with the feature for theaters
Don't overlook it.
d for sound.

;ip

i

—

.Silent

pictures

are

holding their own in houses of the
West Coast Theaters circuits, according to a survey completed by
Harold B. Franklin, president and
general manager of the chain, prior
to his departure for the East.
"With pictures, big features, talking or silent," he continues, "the
public is interested in entertainment
and not price it is the same thing
with the legitimate stage; producers

—

— Sound

—

—

For example, the policy of the Balaban & Katz McVickers, formerly
owned and operated by Jones, Linick

&

KANN

Chicago

— Chalk

up

another

vic-

tory for interchangeability, this time
the Dramaphone, on display at the
Castle here.
The machine, made of
metal and with two turntables, recently played "The Tempest," with
records furnished by the United

The original nonsynchronous machine has been supAritsts' exchange.

plied

with a turntable

to

play

16-

and the results with
"The Tempest" are declared to have
inch

records,

been satisfactory.

When

there were no sound effects
the record supplied with the picture,
the
management employed
other records to enhance the sound
effect.
Added effects, such as ringing of a bell, pistol shots, etc., were
supplied through medium of a microphone, operated by the projectionist.
The installation originally was for
alternating current, and as the house
is in a direct current district, SO wet
(Continued on Page 5)
in

Biophone
Being Made in 2 Houses Film Contracts Declared
With first installations of Bio- Over $200,000,000 Annually
being made, plans

Installations of

aters.

Schaefer,

for orchestra
on Page 5)

provided

(Continued

Harry Marx Quits 10 Year
Association With Publix
Harry Marx has resigned

as

ex-

ecutive associate of the president and
vice president of Publix to operate a
group of his own theaters, according
(Continued on Page S)

phone equipment
are being completed by Alfred E.
Weiss, president, and Phil Goldstone,
production

key

cities

head,

for

throughout

expansion

in

country.

the

Installations now are being made at
the Plaza, New York, operated by
Leo Brecher, and the Goodwin, New-

by Stanley Fabian.
Herman Gluckman, general manager

ark,

operated

(Continued

on Page 5)

removed.

This Looks

I

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Angeles

their ofpictures have rev- find no difficulty in selling
high
as
$3.50 at
prices
as
ferings
at
olutionized show business in ChiOur situation is
Before inception of the ticket office.
cago's loop.
'talkie' or silent, does
sound, conditions at some of the de parallel price,
If it does
question.
the
not
enter
luxe houses in the Loop were bad.
survey shows that the balance
Now that sound has made it possible our
of popularity is with the good silent
for the owners of these houses to run
them at a profit, this development has motion picture."
been the veritable making of the the-

Chicago

!!

!

OVER COAST CHAIN

Coast

IVest

Interchangeability Shown
With W. E. Records
In Mid-West

HLMS HOLDING

SILENT

1

affiliation.

U. A.

DRAMAPHONE

This bilingual

i

lugh their present

HOUSE PLAYS

CHI.

and French requirein talkers being screened
here? That is the interesting
question being asked, as sound
programs continue in favor.

Price Five Cents

1928

English

'

Jime are good; most of them
All are rejuvenated
(ty bad.
an idea of capitalizing on
e.ip-to-date activities of these
lonalities
and the widead publicity they receive

8,

Franklin in N. Y. to Dissolve
Theater Pool at U. S. Request
operating
the
suggestion of the
Dept. of Justice under terms of
Denial that he is in any way con- which West Coast Theaters is runnected with Community Photoplay ning Publix theaters in six cities
Houses, new chain formed by Frank on the Coast is the object of visit
in New York of Harold B. Franklin,
J. Rembusch in Indiana, was made by
C. C. Pettijohn, head of Film Boards president and general manager of
The dissolution is
of Trade in a telegram to the Hays West
Coast.
Pettijohn scheduled to become effective Jan. 1.
oflfice received yesterday.
now is in Indianapolis. It had been The government has suggested that
reported that he was to be a direc- undoing of the management pool

Connection with Rembusch
Chain Denied by Petti John

tor of the theater firm.

Dissolution

agreement

More than $200,000,000 in contracts are entered into each year between distributors and exhibitors,
according to C. C. Pettijohn, head
of Film Boards of Trade.
Approximately 500,000 are executed annually, he says.
His estimate was made
a recent speech before the
eration of Women's Clubs of
in

Fed-

Iowa

and Nebraska.

Mechanical Music Spread
Worries British Musicians
London

—

Musicians here are frankworried over the mechanical music
development, which it is feared, spell
the end of small orchestras.
ly

of

upon

(Continued

on Page

S)

Tully Speech Off
Scheduled address of Jim
Tully at today's meeting of
the A.M. P. A. has been called
off, and instead, directors will
hold a closed meeting. President George Harvey announced yesterday.

THE

30 Montreal Exhibitors
Northern Idaho Unit
Ask Delay Pending Test
Formed at Spokane Meet

—
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remit with order.
Address all communications to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York N. Y.
Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood, California Kalnh
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest VV. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
I.
Berlin
Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse,

THE

—

—

—

Change

—

Atlanta Lionel H. Keane, southern division manager for Loew's, announces these changes in managerial
personnel: William Vannard Taylor,

manager of the Orpheum,
Orleans, is now manager of
Loew's State at Houston. Allen T.
Sparrow, wlho was succeeded in
Houston, has been transferred to the
Palace, Indianapolis. Talmadge Manformer

New

ley is
State,

assistant

Spokane
Allied Amusements of
North Idaho was formed at a meeting held Ihere.
At its next meeting,
scheduled this month, the organization will decide whether to affiliate
with the Washington unit or the
south Idaho group.
M. Kenworthy
of

manager

at

Loew's

Memphis.

225.

Musicians'

High Low
(c) Acoustic Prods. 20J^
(s) Am. Seat.
... 30'/i
(c-b) ido
6s
36.. 95
(c) Bal. & Katz . 80H
(c) Con. Fra. Ind. 16%
(s)
do pfd.
... 25%
(s) East.
Kodak .18444

*(s)
do pfd
*(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd

Close

Sales

20!4
30li

3,900

95
79
16^^

25J4

183% 183%
3

98J4

96^

104
96'A

Fox Thea. "A" 28^

28%
11%

28%
11%

33ys
101!4

33J4

do

*(s)

"A"

rts

Intern.

hearing

of

Walter Reade of Deal, officer, creditor and holder of a quarter interest
in the company's stock.

14

500
100
600
600

6,800

Anti-Sunday Agitation at Ames
Ames, la. Anti-Sunday show agitators are endeavoring to remove one
of the councilmen who, they claim,
was illegally appointed without authority on the Sunday show ques-

—

tion.

3

Proj.

Keith-A-O

final

500

128
....

Fm.

Fox

(s)

(c)
(c)
(s)
(s)
(b)
(s)
(s)
(c)
(b)
(b)

20J4
30
94^4
79
16!^
2554

pending

.

.

.

.

do
do

llf^

34^

pfd.
...101 -4
6s 46 .. 96"4
Loew's Inc. .. 61%

96%
61

lOlK

100
9,000
100

96%
61%

1,500

Memphis House

to

Open Nov.

do pfd
102'^ 102^102J4
200
do deb. rts... 22% 22/2 22/2
300 the $1,500,000 house on Main St. and
do 6s 41ww. .111
111
111
3
Beale Ave.
do 6s41x-war.l00% 100J4 100J4
17
•(s)
pfd
....
2%
(s) M. P. Cap. .. 10
10
10
'ioo
Arrested for "Blue" Violation
(s) Para. F-L ... 50%
50
50% 27,600
(b)
do 6s 47 ..100!4 99% 100
Berlin, N. J.
13
Harry HofTman,
(b) Par.By.5^s51. .10214 102J4
1
102J4
who operates the Palace here, is at
(s) Pathe
6}4
6'A
6%
4,600
liberty on $100 bail, charged with
(s)
do "A"
26!4
25!^
900
25'A
(b)
do 7s 37
violating the "blue" law for opcrat80}^
80% 80%
5
(o) Roxy "A" ... 32
34
nig his theater on Sunday.
do units ... 34
(0)
37
(o)
do com. ...
S^i
....
6'A
(o) Skouras Bros.. 40
Greenberg Building Bronx House
45
(s) Stanley Co.
56
SS'A
55%
700
Greenberg,
(o) Technicolor ...
9
built
11
the
(c) TransLux
...
'566 1 ark Plaza, the Bronx, plans a
5^ S'A
5K
1,900(o) United Art. .. 10
14
seat house at 182nd St., and the
(o)
do pfd.
... 76
84
Grand Concourse.
•(o) Univ. Ch. com
2
(o)
do pfd
85
•(c) Univ. Pict
22%
Metropolitan Studios Organized
•(s)
do pfd
....
98/2
(s) Warner
Bros. .135
Jersey Citj-— Metropolitan Studios
129% 135
75,700
(s)
do "A" ...135
129
135
33,500 has been formed with 100
shares of
•(cb) do 6Ms 28
198
no par value to deal in films.

MG-M

—

.

.

.

.

.

•Last

Prices

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.

Over

(o)

NOTE:
Skouras,

the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago:
St.

Louis.

Garfield Closes Michigan Deal

Herman

J. Garfield, general manof
Roadshow Pictures, has
closed a contract with Louis
Wisper
tor distribution in Michigan
of "Whv
Girls Go Wrong."
The picture will
be handled by the Favorite
Film Exchange of Detroit.

ager

Strike

Called

Off

Sam

CI

Ed

"Interference,"
at
Ch

talker,

York.

'

Dec. 4-5

Moline, 111., will employ union
musicians.
When the Leclaire attempted to use non-union players the
union
musicians
employed by a
number of Iowa theaters affiliated
with the Central States Syndicate
were called out on strike.
claire,

Dec.
.Tan.

_

Sees

No

Annual convention of M.I
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma
New Fox house in St. Louis (
First annual ball.
M. P. C

New

York.

Paramount Signs Heggie
Paramount has signed O. P.

]

gie to a year's contract.
He no
playing at the Long Island studi

Further Restrictions
in no dan- the talking version of "The Let

American pictures are

restrictions

continent

is

in

Eu-

realizing

$5.50 Top for "Interference*
"Interference,"
Paramount's
talker, will be scaled to $5.50 tog
Its opening Nov. 16 at the Critd

that distribution of films has become
international, states Michael J. Gourland, president of Affiliated European Producers, just returned from

New

Europe.

York.
(

Billings House Opens
"Hungarian Rhapsody" Lauded
(By Cable)— Premiere of
Billings, Mont.— Steve and
"The Hungarian Rhapsody" was an Roman have opened the 700

Berlin

oijtstanding success at the Ufapulast,
with the picture claimed the biggest
Erich Pommer success since "The

Lillian

AMALGAMATED

in

VAUDEVILLE

Gish

Sails
Havre, France— Lillian Gish
yesterday for New York. Max
hardt, who is director of Miss
first
United Artists picture,
leave Germany for the United

]

Liberty.

19

Memphis— W. A. Hartung, manager of the new Orpheum is making
preparations for the gala opening of

Opening of
Paramount

New

Niebelungs," Ufa asserts.

I'.eoo

at Dallas.
of International
of Commerce at Paris on
film restriction program.

Meeting

Meeting of Iowa exhibitor 1
Des Moines.
Nov. 20 Anglo-American dinner S50;
by A.M.P.A. in New York
Nov. 20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages
vention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens,'

Island, III.— Strike of musicians in 14 Iowa houses adjacent to
Rock Island has been called oflf.
Under an agreement reached the Le-

Trenton-New Brunswick Thea- ger of further
rope, as the
Co.,

Nov. 16

Rock

has refused to appoint a receiver for
the

Nov. 14

is

Nov. 20

Deny New Jersey Receivership
Newark — Vice Chancellor Backes
ters

Moscow

'

Nov. 11
Motion Picture Book Week
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas con

president of the new
organization.
F. F. Moe of Kellogg,
is vice president and Eddie Rivers of
Lewiston, secretary-treasurer.

Loew Houses

in

The Industry's
Date Book

—

Montreal Suspension of prosecution has been asked by 30 exhibitors
here pending outcome of the case of
Jules Duhaniel of the St. Dennis, testing constitutionality of the law prohibiting admission of children to theaters.
Duhamel secured an injunction preventing interference with attendance of children at his theater.

AGENCY

sailed

ReinGish's
is

J

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

to

States

,

I

three weeks.

Standard

M. P. Salesmen Ball Nov. 24
Arrangements have been completed
for the annual ball of Motion Picture salesmen at the Commodore
Hotel, New York, Nov. 24, states
G. William Wolf, chairman.

Vaudeville Acts
j
i

1600 Broadway, New York CH
Phone Penn. 3580

who

Light Sells to McKean
St. Louis
Walter Light, vice
president
of
Progressive
Pictures

—

Corp. has sold his interests to

McKean,

Filmdom's Recognized Book Of
Rejerence For Past Ten Years

1929 Edition
OUT

IN

fl

JANUARY
fo

Tom

president, and John Walsh,
secretary and treasurer, and accepted
a I"
I'l .11
rm the sales staff of Fox.

Ihi

Over One Thousand Pages
lo

A

Million Feet of

Everything

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220

W. 42nd

St.

Room

Phone Wisconsin 2141

2002

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS
COVERS
GOES
EVERYTHING
EVERYWHERE

u

let^s ^et doiivn

to business!
Election's over.

The

lown to business again.
^o

more

The

verdict's in.

country's settling

The tumult and shouting

political speeches to

dies.

keep the family home, glued

I'

o the radio.

No more campaign

orators competing with

notion pictures from packed halls and soap-boxes.
Theatre business
^ou're

is

due for a big boom. ^That

showing the right pictures.

is,

Your

provided

Provided you didn't

)ook a program that bloomed in August and passed out at

he

first

nip of

frost.

Provided you bought Paramount,

vhich started with hits like ^^Wings", 'The Fleet's In" and

'^Docks of

New York" and

is

building steadily from ther

Provided youVe got surefire material like ^Interference' Ytl
first big c/aa/itjall-talking picture), Clara

"Three Week Ends'', Emil Jannings in

Bow in Elinor Glyn

''Sins

of the P'ather^

(American role and happy ending), Richard Dixin '""Redskin
(Technicolor and sound), Anne Nichols' ''Abie's Irish Rose
(talking, singing, sound),

talking)

"The Canary Murder Case" (mo>

and "The Wolf of Wall Street"

(also

mostly talking

coming in the next couple of months. ^Provided you bougl

Paramount and can
all-talking features

start

1929 with the greatest line-up

and shorts

(silent too)

ever seen!

boom

days for picture theatres from

offers

you the only quality product with which

on them!

choicest

Ye

now on and Paramour
to cash

ii

Paramount, alone of the producing companies

f!

knew the season didn't end November
its

c

numbers

1st.

Paramount save

for release now. flParamount's Great
i

est Year

means week after week from now till August

1,

1929

X

PARAMOUIMTS GREATEST YE/ti
n'~r'';'\V.}.
„»>«'«;»

Mcmh.r

Muun

Phlurt Pr^duur, and Onir.tunr,

./

^,,ur„u,

/„,., [fill

H

//.y., /,,,,/,„,

—
————
; ;

————
-

•

THE
November

Thursday,
II

II

M
^'

!

Kivoli.

to

sold

—

BOARDS REPORT

—

Otego, sold to V.
Pelham. L.I. P"iiller
S.I. —

;

Pt.
Richmond,
House;
sold to L. Moses; Poughkeepsie
Liberty, sold to Libca Co. luc. by I'ubRockaway Playland, sold to
lix Theaters;

Picture
r.iiace,

—

Uockaway Playland Co.

— Savoy,

Syracuse

;

Tom Phillips by .Savoy Theater
Waterloo Star, sold to H. B.
C.utstadt by M. Maize; Yorktown Heights
void

to

—

Corp.;

Playhouse, sold to Ted Martin.

Closings

—^Arcade, Columbia and
Bayside, L.I. — Capital; Bayshore,
—

['"rank-

L.I.

\storia,

L.I.

Community
Bedford Hills
Community;
House; Bridgehampton, L.I
Bronx
Channel;
Broad Channel, L.I.
Brooklyn CleveWestchester and Willis
land, Fifth Ave., Huntington, Lee Meeker,
\avy, Nostrand, Playhouse, Publix Palace,
Cedarhurst,
Review, Utica and Whitney
(^ates;
L.I.
Playhouse
Coney
Island
Corona, L.I. 'Colonial and Park; Dover
Plains
Herberts Hall; East Quogue. L.I.
.'\tlantic Hall; Farmingdale, L. I.— Dale

— Carleton;

—
—

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

ind
Palace;
Flushing,
L.I.
Ritz;
Howells
Rustic; Huntington, L.I.
Palace;

—
—
Kinderhook — Opera House
Long Beach,
L.I. — Long
Beach; Long Island City
and Webster; Maspeth, L.I. — Columbia; Maybrook — Sweeney's Hall; Mt.
Kisco— Playhouse; New York City — Arena,

New

—

—

—

— The
;

.Stringtowu
Geui.
City

Webber

Circle;

;

Tulsa

,

Henenson, Casino, Chatham, Houston, New
Strand, North Star, Novelty, Pastime, Ray
ind Rose;
North Syracuse Community;
Ontario
Ridge; Ossining
Parthenon;
Pine Island Pine
Portchester ^Strand
Ronkonkoma, L.I. Community; Rosendale
Casino
Saranac
Lake New
South
Beach,
S.I.
Strand;
Syracuse Laiigan

—

—

—
—

—

;

—

;

—

;

—
— —
—
L.I.
Firemans Hall:
;

Westbury,

— The

Woodbridge

;

WoodYonkers — Ham-

;

Park and Riverdale.

ilton,

Blowing
Wilson Acdar.

Changes

Asheville

— W.

Stanley M.
Theaters Inc.
Bailey
B. Brame by W. C.
sold

.\sheville,

Myers by Carolina
Royal,

Ownership

in

sold

;

L.

to

to

—

Flowers
Belhaven New, sold to Theo.
Swain by Shephert Bunch
Biscoe Carolina, sold to E.
R. Burt by Holland &
Childers
Draper 'Lyric, sold to S. H.
Allgood by E. M. Edens
Fayetteville
Opera House, sold to A. B. Breece by W.
;

—

—

;

D.

;

—

Hickory ^Rivoli, sold to J. F. Miller by
C. A. Peeler; Leonoir ^Imperial, sold to
C. A. Peeler by W. N. Sherrill
Mebane
Majestic, sold to A. F. Kelley by Eaves
Theaters Inc.
Mt. Holly Lincoln, sold
to Nixon & Cloud by J. V. Harrett
Norwood ^The Norwood, sold to W. A. Harmon by J. L. Baucom Oxford Orpheum,
.sold to Kirby Bros, by E. G. Crews; Raeford— Dixie, sold to E. G. Pophal by W.
T. Walters; Raleigh
Royal, sold to Lee
& Wood Furn. Co. by Royal Theaters
Inc.;
Ranlo The Ranlo. sold to J. V.
Barrett by W. T. Gray; Spindale— Royal,
sold to P. L. Champion by
R. WashJ.

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

burn.

Closings

— Globe Franklinton —^Globe Greensboro— Pomona Mills; Haselwood — Lyric;

Sadin

;

;

Manteo— Gaskill: Wilson— Globe.

Changes

in

Ownership

— Rex

;

;

Phillips

Max— The

;

—^Garden.

Mercer

—
—

;

;

—

;

ikron

— Peoples,

sold

M. Bryer; Berea

—'Electric

Gage
Grand

—

;

lt

—

Co.

by

sold

to

— Pastime,

—

sold

to

;

—

;

—

;

;

na.

OREGON

Zukor and Long Words
Will

Hays

{Continued from Page

would be desirable from

Changes

—

in

Ownership

—

The Cloverdale, sold
Cloverdale
CoCurtis by Myers; Eugene
lonial, sold to Western Loan & Bldg. Co.
Multnomah
by Colonial Theater Corp.
Chaldean, sold to O. J. Miller by Bob
White; Newport Liberty, sold to G. A.
Carmichael by M. Mack; Portland Union,
Theater Co. by J. H.
Circle
sold to
;

—

B.

A.

;

—

Simnot

Salem

;

—

— Hollywood,

West

Co. by R. J. .\icol; Umatilla^New
(formerly Cozy), sold to S. A. Taylor by

Una

Sound

Ownership

in

119th
and
Franklin
— Cipitol, Penn
Theater Corp. by

Street, sold to
Altoona Coloniail,
Minker
IVIainker
Apollo
sold to C. Milburn by V. Summa
Lyric and Strand, sold to N. B. Fiscus
by P. Pegudiotts; Aspinwall ^Dc afield,
sold to Rubin .Soltz by Mrs. Ella Kelly
BeUeftone— State, sold to C. B. Hall by
Safety, -sold to
J. P. Fretz ; Bentleyville
Frank Matrainni by .Mrs. .Martha Christ;
Bethlehem Globe, sold to Lehigh Amuse
.Star, sokl
Co. by Sol Brill; Cannonsburg

&

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

not

Lifesaver

ChesR. Acker by
Leon Washburn Clairton Liberty, sold to
John Gorris by M. Thomas; Ford CityPalace and Savoy, sold to Wm. Flickinger
Kittanning Lyceum, sold to
by A. P. Jim

by Steinberg Bros.

—

sold

—

;

—

;

CondoUan Lewistown
Mrs. Mary Check by Jos.

A. P. Jim by
sold

.\.

to
;

by

;

L.

to

;

Liberty
P.

—

J.

State, sold to Robt.

Burke;

Midland

Liberty, sold to Urling &• Jamison by Mr.
Goodman Mifflinburg New, sold to Carl
A. Hecht by Carlton Theaters Inc.
Mt.
Oliver
State, sold to Jack Raincy by John
Betz
North Braddock Copeland, sold to
G. A. Pearce by H. E. Murrin
Osceola
Mills
Sheridan, sold to A. J. Fleckensteiii
by B. McCann Parkesbiu'g ^Opera House,
sold to L. W. Parkes by C. J. Seldronridge
Pittsburgh Jewel, sold to Klekner
& Bauman by N. Lappin Strand, sold to
L. Michaels by Mr. Calmer
Simpson—
Neutrol. sold to John Unako by Frank

—

Chicago Houses
1)

overtures, shorts and stage features
including a ballet, costing between
Later B. & K.
$18,000 and $25,000.
took over the house and installed
Paul Ash which kept receipts up nice1\-.
After Ash was transferred to the
Oriental, various policies were tried
and failed until Warner Bros, sound
similar policy
pictures came along.
was tried with the B. & K. Roosevelt
as well as Marks Bros. Granada and

A

Marhro.

Harry Marx Quits 10 Year
Association With Publix
(Continued from Page

announcement

1)

by

Katz.
.Sam
Marx has been associated with Katz
for ten years, coming to New York
front Chicago.
Plans are being fortestimonial dinner.
mulated for
to

<i

;

—

;

CITED

;

—

—

— No

excitement

Toronto
states

whatso-

the West by the
convention of the M.P.T.O.,

ever w-as caused

"M.P.

in

Record"

editorially.

Exhibitor organizations "this side of
the Rockies seem to feel that the
M.P.T.O.A. has shown little interest
in them, and they, in turn, have little in harmony with the M.P.T.O.A.,"
sa\s the publication.

"The recently formed Utah-Idaho
association did not affiliate with the
M.P.T.C.'V. the publication continues.
The Montana unit has never
shown much enthusiasm for the na-

The W'ashington group
away from the M.P.T.O..'\.

tional body.

after one year's affiliation (and pavof dues) which did not result in
a satisfactory return.
itig

—

to Beetile Bros,
ter
Washburn,

Rialto,

is

(Continued from Page

and

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes

ON ORGANIZATION

pulled

to

Villa.

Allentown

under

are

Houses involved in the govern
ment's request are at Los Angeles.
.San
F'Vancisco. Oakland, Berkeley.
Portland and Seattle.
Relationship
between Publi-x and West Coast are
entirelv amicable, Franklin states.

Closings
Sunset,

management,

Coast

point of

pooled

.iffected.

Retiua.

Portland^Hawthorne.

houses,

1)

its

Salem

sold to

Amuse
W^m.

Loew

view.

Baker Clarick and Oiphenm, sold to Guy
D. Hazelton by K. L. iiurke; Beaverton
Beaver, sold to Walter C. Harris by N. G.

Freeman

WESTERN EXHIBITOR VIEW

Seattle

Franklin in N. Y. to
Dissolve Theater Pool

Openings

— Capitol.

Portland

;

by

—

Cromwell Rex Gage The
Muskogee
Lexington Pastime
The SaSalina
Roxana Roxy
;

:

Ownership
to Gill & Stalder

R. S.
by J. A. Martin; Cleveland
to M. Kaplan by S. Lurie;
Fulton, sold to Saramore Theater
Ohio Amuse Co.; New Carlyon,
Milton Korach by S. Robinson

Tillinghast
.\rion, sold

Lorain

in

:

cities.

Closings
Coyle

—

OHIO
Changes

— Arthur Loew,
Tennis — Bruce Gallup,
Russian Bank — Nick
Schenck. Contract — Tommy Mtighan. Golf—Tom
Moore, Marbles — Harry
Reichenbach, Old Fashioned Bridge — Adolph
Pong

;

—

Max;

week

this

lioiisc

—

;

Closings
J'orestburg— Rex

the

;

Dolance

Volford^Orpheum.

imion,

.sicians'

"As sporting editor we
present the following industry champions
Ping

—

M. Shverha

NORTH DAKOTA

SEZ/

been aloperate by direct current.
machine has been operated by
to

Biophone
Being Made
Houses

;

—

Townsend
Henrietta
Caroleen, sold
Moore & Wcese by G. C. Hardin

DALY

se-

ha.s

a man from the Dramaphone company, but, on complaint of the nui-

—

;

M.

arc

—

;

to

The

PHIL

)

;

—

;

1

will have the machine operated by
in Ownership
Altus 'New and Old Empire, sold to .Spears its organises, who previoii.sK- wen& Griffith by Kadane Wigwam, sold to given dismissal notice.
Spear & Griffith by M. E. Wooldridge
Carter Liberty, sold to Janus H. Davis
liy John Louraiice; Greenfield-- The GreenInstallations of
held, sold to Geo. .Stevenson by C. E. Albin
Harrah The Harrah, sold to Tytenicz
in 2
& Harrell by J. W. Patthe; Konowa
(.Continued from Page 1)
New, sold to Mrs. O. F. Moore by Merrill
& Hensky McAlester Rex, sold to L. of the New York agency baiulliii^
MarshallB. Holbird by P. R. IsKy
Biophone, states that special showRoyal, sold to Jack Jolinston by E. W.
to
Tytencz
& ings for exhibitors will be offered
Best
Meeker ^Mutual, sold
Mooreland - next week at the Plaza.
Harrell by P. B. McCurray
Hiophone's
Star, sold to Mrs. M. C. Smith by Kenneth Chicago office is to be
opened Nov.
Campbell
Multnomah ChaliUai\. sold to
15 with Henry Goldstone in charge.
O. J. Miller & Bob White by Mnltnomah
Tulsa Wonderland, sold Other offices are planned, so that by
Theaters Corp.
Wirt December, installations will be made
to M. R. Johnson by Dudley Tucker
^Liberty, sold to W. N. Perkins by W. in representative
theaters in all ke\
D. Perkins.

to

NORTH CAROLINA
New Theaters
Rock — Carolina; Williamston — New;

I'li/ic

Changes

;

\'ictor

from

The machine now

tered

Theaters

Chief;
Cheyenne Princess;
Fairfax -Tall
Victoria
Nash New
Oklahoma
City

Stringtown

(.Continued

batteries were nqtiired.
Tht-sc
in the basement, booked u\i in
ries.

OKLAHOMA

— The

bridge

House Plays U.A.
Film via Dramaphone
Chi.

—

;

Continued

lin;

T.azor

.'\.

;

Gilmore; Otego
Fuller by T. L.

S.

Barack by

S.

Defiance Rivoli. sold to E. K. Stanley
by E. Gherke Leetonia American, sold to
Cosley & Laws by P. M. Tr.-iccy
Lorain
Park, Pearl and Standard, sold to Interstate
Theater Co. by Wolcott &• Co.;
Temple, sold to Broadway Amuse Co. by
^Supcrba, sold to
J. H. Solomon; Toledo
Phillips & Zoller by Hallauer d Archer.

NEW THEATER CHANGES
C.

^E^
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—

; :

Buys Trenton House

—

Trenton. N. J. Max K. Bash has
purchased the Trent from Frank V.
Storrs.
If the Keith-.\lbec-Orpheum
interests agree it will be converted
into stores and offices.

"Northern California is an Allied
proposition, never going in with the

Woodhull

faction, and it is expected
they will throw their influence
with Steffes now.
It remains to be
seen what Southern California will

that

d<x
"It

is agreed and frankly admitted
quarters that an hoiiest-to-gosh
nation-wide body could' do many
things for the state units and the individual theater men; but in the
West, the opinion is that there has
been too much politics, steam-rolling, official slates and 'side agreements' in the M.P.T.O.A.

in all

"Will Steffes and his crowd prove
'Moses' the theater men need?
Maybe so. At any rate, they are
out after the 'big man;' And that
has been the talking point of the exiiibitors of the nation for years."
the

Sumter House Reopens

—

Sumter, S. C. The Rex has been
reopened after being altered.

Newburgh House Open
Xewburgh, N. Y. The State, com-

—

bination house,

is

open.

;

;

—

Trumbetas
Vestaburg American, sold to
Frank H.
King by Vesta Coal Co.;
Waterford I^ Bouei. sold to Ella G.
Perkins by Evelyn Ward.
;

—

Youngstown House Opens
O. — The State has

New

Rochester Firm

—

been redecorated and reopened. Mo-

Efsom .AmuseRochester. N. Y.
ment Corp. has been formed to op-

vietone will be installed.

erate theaters.

Youngstown,

CLEAR AS A BELL

T^RISTOLPHONE

makes

bow under

the ajHsSONORA, a name which conjure§.Up in
the minds of both public and fihn industry, the last
word in sound recording instruments.
its

•*^ pices of

a

SONORA

brings to an ah-eady practical device the
technical accomplishments of its vast experience and
the refinements of tone and quality which have

gained world-wide prestige.

The acquisition of the Bristolphone factories and the
increased facilities at SONORA 'S Stamford and Saginaw factories, gives SONORA-BRISTOLPHONE a
breadth of operations capable of furnishing exhibitors with 250 installations each month!
*^'

With every working

and material necessary
to its manufactures under its own roof with the endorsement of prominent showmen, producers and
exchangemen on both Coasts testifying to its excellence; with a price that puts it within the reach of
facility

;

all

exhibitors,

SONORA-BRISTOLPHONE

stands

out as the pre-eminent sound device on the market
Installations will be

of applications.

your

made

in the order of the receipt

Wire, write or phone

now

for

installation.

BRI5TOLPU0N€ FACTORY, WATeRfeURY.COHM.

SONORACIR'

II

O ONORATONE PICTURES

^

take

its

place

of this industry!
will

is

a

name

among the box-office
The SONORATONE

destined to
institutions

trade

mark

be publicized far and wide in the most consistent,

enterprisiitg

genius

is

campaigns

which

of

showmanship

capable.

The

identity of the producers

for

SONORATONE

is

who will make

pictures

in itself a guarantee of the

box-office quality of these pictures.

Three series of pictures aggregating 24 featurelength films will be produced, respectively, by Asher,
Small and Rogers, Gotham Productions and Lesser-

Warner.
In addition, there will be 52 short subjects covering
top-notch vaudeville acts, entertaining stage novelties

and outstanding musical attractions.

Backed by such producing resources, SONORATONE can offer big box-office names and production values that will

the theatres that play

make

them the outstanding show places
munities.

in their

com-

I

SONORA FACTORY STAWroRO.CONN.

\

^Bi^iiM

i

rOLPUONE

'

oil

1

!iW

YORK CITY
--4

>o

-4%

y^

**

1
'

1
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Special Censor Board to
Pass on Posters in Quebec

A Kvool

Qiiet)cc
Posters, stills, window
cards, lobl)y displays and heralds will
he subject to the scrutiny of a provincial hoard of censorship instituted
lor aniendnu'tit to the Quebec Motion

3\lilwaukce

Picture act.

This was decided

at a nieetinti

here

For sonic
of the provincial cabinet.
years, all posters used in Montreal
one or (wci other cities were
passed upon by special local censors
but the civic bureau will now disappear and the work will be done for
theaters by the newly created
all
provincial board. There now will 1)0
two censorship boards for examination of the pictures, and viewing of
all posters and other printed matter.
Separate fees will be charged for

and

both.

Gets District
Post With Midwesco

I

—

—

Uptown
.Vfidvvesco's
here has been named as district manager of the circuit to succeed Stan
Brown who has resigned. With this
announcement come a number of
other ciianges in management of theRobert
aters on the chain's circuit.
manager

of

formerly

Ungerfcld.

West

Xorthfield,

Mensing

les

at

Nate
osha.
Fo.x in New

witli

V'a.,

the

Loew

Daily Reminder

Wausau

at

a

2,500 seat

theater

t,

— The

—

opened

under management

nf

more.
It seats 1,000.
VVorthington, Ohio— Fred
ed the Pioneer.

Charles

i

.Mason hasi

—

Kenton. Ohio Kenton .Amusement C
engaged Peter Hulkins. Lima architei

least once a

draw

plants

for

a 1.200 seat theater toi
next March.
Cleveland I.ouis Israel has ofiened hii
ater on Euclid Ave. at ICast 18th St
Akron, O. — The Dajlon, seating 50C

—

week

also

of

la.

Circle has opened
management of O. II. Strine.
Marshalltown, la. The New Capitt

thoroughly at

reported in adduion to
these changes, that the Wisconsin
will discontinue its stage and band
policy.
Dave Schooler who completed four weeks at the theater as
master of ceremonies left recently for
is

Nevada.

booth

Wausau,

—

the erection
$500,000.

projection

Ken-

Wis.
It

Waitesburg, Wash.
The Ncace seatii
open Nov. 1.
Johnson City. Tenn. Johnson City
prises has purchased a site on Main J

Inspect your

in

formerly witli
York lias succeeded IF.
Thacher at the State, Racine.
J.
Louis Falk, also with Fox in New
York has succeeded Burt Jordan as

manager

Cedar Rapids, la.— The Capitol has c
sciting 3,000.
It is a Klank-Publix he

—

Blank

of the

8,

Theaters;

will

succeeds Chartiatewa}-,

New

Exhibitors

former

Kvool,

.M

Managerial Changes in Wis.
Milwaukee
There have been a
number of changes in management
He was succeeded by
of theaters in Milwaukee and in the New York.
Frank Cook, former owner of Fisk O'Hara for one week. (VHara
state.
the
Gem. Sheboygan, has been made his first appearance on a picIt
named manager of the Juneau. Mil- ture house stage at that time.
waukee.
At Lake Geneva, Jerry is now the policy of the theater to
Mofifman has replaced .\rt S-tannard bring important personages to the
for
their
stage entertainas manager of the Geneva.
.'Mexan- theater

—

Thursday, November

opened under ownership of Spayne & M
Delavan. Wis.
Work has commenc*
a $115,000 theater to seat 750.
It is

—

Thursday, Nov.

8,

built

1928

for

Community

the

Tliea;ers,

Ini

Milwaukee.
The Cdmp.iiiy operates tb
in
Lake (leneva,
BurliiigUm,
White^
East Troy, and West Allis.
McCiill. Nev.
Contracts have been It
the McCiill, to be erccteil lor H. A. i
It will seat
500 and cost $50,000.

—

Wehrerberg Gets Two More
Louis Fred Wehrenbcrg ha.s

—
—

El Centro, Cal.
The West Coast Iiti;
has been opened here.
Lancaster,
O.
Leo
Kessel
and I
Abrams will build a theater here. Coi
has been awarded to Van Cundy & Bee

—

St.

managing the new Shea's Bailey,
hrank Quinlivan succeeded him at

over the Cinderella and VirSt. Louis, formerly opment with the orchestra relegated to erated as part of the St, Louis
its
regular place below the stage. Amusement Co. chain.
At the same
Canadian Premiere Nov. 12.
Francis X. Bushman is scheduled to time Wehrtnberg has turned back to
Toronto Premiere on "Carry
appear the week of Nov. 24.
S. Horwitz the Red Wing at 455
Sergeant,"
initial
production
Virginia Ave.
Wehrenbcrg also is Canadian International
Films,
Newark Stanley-Fabian House
operating the Melba, Cherokee and slated Nov. 12 at the Regent.
Newark
Stanlev-Fabian Corp. Michigan, all in South St. Louis,
have taken over the "plot at 878-880 and holds the Jvory. Lidcl and JilarChicago House on Co-op Basis
Broad St. and will build a 1,000-seat gueritc which are dark at present.
Chicago
Employes of the An
house to be called the Fabian.
ican, combination house, have ta
Swift on Sales Tour
shares and are running the thei
Buy Oregon Houses
Paul J. .Swift, Vitaphone sales
under management of George t
Oakridge, Ore. M. M. Duncan manager, is now on an extended trip
and Jack Wright have taken over through the Canadian provinces and dick.
the theaters operated by W. B Mc- the
northern part of the United
Buys Atlanta House
Donald here and in Wcstfir.
States.
Max Milder, central sales
Atlanta Charles Hughes, ow
manager for Warners is accompany- of
the Liberty has purchased
Fire at Providence
ing him.
Victory from J. A. Rebb.
He
Providence. R. I.
Damage of

Shea's

$10,000

(Icr

M. MofTat.

f(jrmer!y

Racine, has been

.ilto.

at

the

Ri-

named house

manager and assistant to Frank T.
Ponton, managing director of the
Kenosha in that city.
Moft'at succeeds Hugo VVinton who resigned.
.At
Racine. Nat
Blank has been
namcfl manager of the State.

Hinds at White Plains, N. Y.
White Plains, N. Y.— Fred Hinds
is
treasurer of the Keith-Albee-Or|)heum, succeeding Simon Healy who
died recently.

Change Buffalo Managers
Buflalo

— Robert

T.

Murphy now

is

Kensington.

Boulder House Opens
(ieorge Paper has
reopened the Curran after painting
and alterating.

—

—

—

—

—

was caused by

New

fire

the
defec-

at

by

caused

Brighton,

House Redecorated
Colo.
The Rialto

—

after being redecorated.

N.

—

H. Colonial Theater
not renew its lease on the

Co. will
Park, but will continue
the State and Colonial.

to

here.

Inverness,
Inverness,

—

>e(

Buy Spokane House
Spokane- -John

the Mrs. li rooks
over the Majestic from
Will Starkey Theaters.
Brook: also
operates the Lyric.

taken

-

South Bend House
Bend. Ind.— M. Lerman
open the Armo about Nov. 11.
.•^outh

will

Toledo House Opens
Toledo Harry and Mrs. .Mbright

—

have f>pened the

Point

Palace

the-

New

David

City,

Fla.
h'la.

has

\'alerie

reopened after alterations.

Hamilton,
O.— The Rialto
been redecorated and repainted.

New

House
Maschurek

Neb.,

—

T.
Nev.
& D. Jr.
theaters has acquired control of the

Wigwam

City,

under

arrangement

witii

West Coast Theaters.

—

Kansas City E. W.
rebuilding the Warwick.

Fisher.

New

Monticello,

Monticello,

Ind.

Ind.

Werner

.Strand

is

has

Changes Name of St. Paul House been opened with Clint Mch'erren
St.
Paul— I'inkelstein \' Ruben manager.
have changed the n;mie of ihe ConHouse Being Remodeled
cord a combination house to the New
Astor. Harry Chapman ^vill manage.
Council Blui'fs, la.- The Strand

Emporia Kan., House Planned
Emporia,
Kan.— Strand Theater
Corp. is planning a $225,000 house to
£eat 1,500.
Boiler Brothers are ar-

as

being redecorated and reiiuulekd
John S. Geburb.

Davis Gets Home State Office
Dallas Sol Davis has been named
vice president of the Stale h'ilm Co.

—

—

City. Kans.
E. T.
bm'Iding a $.35,000 theater

is

Burg
to

si

1,100.

Peeler Buys Linoir, N. C," Hou
Lenoir, N. C.
Charles .'\. Pe(
has bought the Imperial which, wj
the Universal will be operated
Lenoir Amusement Co.

House Opens

— The

Kansas City House

Kansas

—

K. C. House Being Rebuilt

David C ity. Nev.— C. C.
and Judge E. Coufal are building a
$25,000 house designed by George L.

chitects.

Renovate Hamilton House

House Reopens

— The

House Changes Hands

Red Bank House Open
Red Bank. N. J. The Hunting,

which opens in the Park Ridg<>
lion Nov. 26th.

ater.

Ronen in Pittsburgh
on the $300,000 theater for the MarPittsburgh Samuel
Ronen
ion-Washington Theater Co.
Fitzbeen transferred from Loew's
patrick-McKlroy will lease the house
gent in Harrisbnrg to Loew's P<
and open it after the first of the

Carson

Chicago House

merge the two houses.

—

operate

Chicago— .\ubrey
Stauffer
will
manage
the
1,500-seat
Pickwick combination house, has opened.

liavc

Progressing on Marion House
Marion, Ind. Work is progressing

year.

Nashua Lease Not Renewed
Nashua,

Work

—

Brighton

open

being torn down to make room for
a $50,000 Publix house.
It will be
equipped for sound and will open
about December 1st.

declared

wiring.

tive

—

Lake Worth House Being Razed
Lake Worth, Fla.— The Oakley is

South

—

Empire,
Boulder. Colo.

taken

ginia,

Newark House Open
The Rialto
J.

Newark, N.
io\-

—

od

is

the winter season.

Screen Actors in Playlets
Robert T. Haines, Flora Finch

Mabel Julienne Scott are among
players who will appear in a grcj
of one-act plays at the Theater

M

Nov. 20-21.

Pantages 'Fresno House Opens
I'Vesno

— The

I'antages,

combii

I

THE
iThursday,

.

November

8.
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Coast Wire Service-

U. A. Speeds Production
Universal Building
5 IN

WORK, 10 BEING
With

PREPAREM

FINISHED

Five United Artists' pictures are
in production and 10 more are in
while six have been
preparation,
completed on United Artists' proTwo other additional picigram.
tures are to get under way soon in
New York. All the pictures will be
Asynchronized, some employing dia-

the

first

completed

two sound-proof
and
equipment

being installed, Universal has started construction on another stage.
The new stage will measure 150 by
200 ft. and will be 50 ft. high.
It
is
planned to make on this stage
practically the entire dialogue version
of
"Broadway," which Dr.
Paul Fejos will direct under Carl

Laemmie,

Jr's

,

.

Pictures soon to go in production are:
Mary Pickford in "Coquette," which Sam
Taylor will direct as an all-talker; "Nightstick," which Roland West will film as an
all-talker with cast including Eleanor GnfPat O'Malley, Mae Busch and ChesIfith,
'ter Morris; Gloria Swanson in "Queen Keltalker with Walter Byron opposite which
ly,"
Chapis in work at the FBO studio; Charlie
lin in "City Lights."
^
The six films in preparation are Herbert
Edwm
Brenon's "Lummox;" "Evangeline,"
Parewe's production with Dolores Del Rio
I

„

.

Talmadge
Constance
"Venus,"
an original story that William J. Locke is writing for Norma Talmadge; "Condemned to Devil's Island," Ronald Colman's second starring picture and a
part-talking film for which Blair Niles is
heiself writing the treatment; and the Lillian Gish-Max Reinhardt picture that Hugo
von Hofmannsthal has written.
Meanwhile, plans are under way for the
singing-talking picture which Harry Richman
will star in, to be filmed in New York by
Alan Crosland from an original by Irving
Berlin, and Vilma Hanky's next, which Alstarred;

French

picture;

Collier

are in

4.
5.

STATISTICS

13.

6.

PRODUCTION

14.

7.

10.

12.

SOUND
EXPLOITS. GRAMS
THEATERS
FINANCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
THEATER CHAINS
TEN BEST

DISTRIBUTION 15.
EXHIBITION
16. FOREIGNMARKETS
17. ADVERTISING
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the cast.

AI Jolson at Studio
Al Jolson has arrived on the Coast
for a brief stay to talk over the plans
for his next Vitaphone picture with
L. Warner.
He will return to
J.
York in a short time to attend
the opening of "Whoopee," the musical comedy in which his wife. Ruby
Keeler, is featured.

No. 9

No. 9

New

Second for Blue-McAvoy

As soon

Team

Monte Blue and May
McAvoy complete their work as costars in Warner Bros.' picture, "No
as

Defense," they will appear together
in a second production to be called
"From Headquarters." The script
is being prepared by Harvey Gates
frerl Santell will direct in New York.
who is adapting Samuel Hartridge's
story.
Howard Bretherton has been
Story
Whiteman
Write
Schofield to
selected to direct.
the
write
to
is
Schofield
Paul
story for Paul Whiteman's initial
Pathe Signs Jimmie Adams
picture to be directed for Universal
by Wesley Ruggles. Schofield is to
Jimmie Adams has been signed by
join Whiteman at Oklahoma City, Pathe
for
"The Office Scandal,"
accompanying him to Universal City featuring Phyllis Haver. There will
where the picture will be made.
be dialogue sequences via Photophone.
Others in the cast include
Luddy to Direct Lake's First
Margaret Livingston, Leslie Fenton,
Edward Luddy is to direct Arthur and Raymond Hatton.
Lake in his first feature for Univer"Campus Kisses," by Colin
sal,
Torrence in Gilbert Cast
The
Campbell and Will Chappel.
Ernest Torrence has been signed
latter is writing the continuity.
for a role in John Gilbert's current
starring vehicle, "Thirst" for M-GMary Nolan in "Broadway"
M. Joan Crawford is seen in the
Mary Nolan has been cast in feminine lead. William Nigh is di"Broadway," which Paul Fejos is recting.
to direct for Universal. Glenn Tryon
has been cast in the picture.
F. N. Title Changed
"His Captive Woman" is the final
New Daniels' Film Titled
title for "Stranded in Paradise," co"What a Night" is title selected starring Milton Sills and Dorothy
under the direction
for Bebe Daniels' new picture which Mackaill
of
George Fitzmaurice.
Clarence Badger is directing.
_

IL

3.

8.

Lewis in M-G-M Cast
The five in production are DougSheldon Lewis has been assigned
las Fairbanks in "The Iron Mask," to
cart
of "Seven
Footprints to
in which the star talks for the first
Satan," soon to go into production
of
"King
itime; John Barrymore in
at the Burbank studios under directhe Mountains," with Camilla Horn tion
of
Benjamin
Christensen.
as leading lady; D. W. Griffith's Thelma Todd will play the feminine
"Masquerade," with three-fourths of role with Creighton Hale opposite.
Velez;
it dialogue or singing by Lupe
Henry King's "She Goes to War,"
Added to T-S Cast
with Eleanor Boardman; and "Hell's
Raymond
Keane has been added
Angels," the air film in which Ben to
the
cast
of
TiflFany-Stahl's Regiand
Lyon, Greta Nissen, James Hall
nald Barker production "New Or"Hell's Angels" has
others appear.
leans" to play opposite Alma Benbeen in the making more than a nett.
Ricardo Cortez and Buster

9.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH
READERS

2.

supervision.

logue.

year.
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Another Sound Stage
stages

YEAR BOOK TOPICS

SOUND PICTURES
GENERAL adoption
the industry

From

is

sound and talking pictures by

of

the biggest single event of

the time that the

first

sound

film

1928.

made

its

bow, to the present, the industry has turned to sound to
an extent which is revolutionary. Thorough coverage of
the sound picture

field will

be a feature of the 1929

FILM

DAILY YEAR BOOK.
synchronization and talking
picture devices on the market, analyses of the new sound
Description

of

various

on sound films from key city
houses, are among phases of the situation which will be
film field,

discussed.

box

office reports

The 1929 FILM

DAILY YEAR BOOK

will

contain the most comprehensive compilation of the sound
picture field ever published.

THE

s^mk

DAILV
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SAVINGS TO INDUSTRY

Sound Pictures
by

New

ARTHUR

pro-

City— Expansion

recently started by Griffith
nniscment Co., has increased to 57
Oklahoma and Texas theaters
c
its chain, with other acquisitions

-am

New

deals closed are: pura competitive house, the
Rex, at Wink, Texas; the new Rivoli
Theater at Blackwell, a l.OOO-seat
house nearing completion, with Vi-

planned.
chase of

taphone equipment and modernized
to an extent as would be a credit to
city; a 100-per cent interest in
the Palace at Blackwell, a 50-per cent
interest in the Isis and Lyric theaters at Bartlesville, the Lyric having a Vitaphonc contract assuring

any

installation Jan. 1; a December opening of the new Spanish type Sooner
theater at Norman, seat of the state
university; and a new 1000-seat theater now under construction at Wel-

lington, Texas.
will

The Norman house

have Vitaphone equipment and

be the pride of the Griffith chain,

it

is said.

Van

BY AIR NAIL OUTLINED

Enterprises,
which
produces "Aesop's Fables," "Topics
of
Grantland
Rice's
the
Day,"
"Sportlights," "Smitty and His Pals"
and Walter Putter's "Curiosities,"
plans to produce all 'ts pictures with
sound.
"Dinner Time," an Aesop's
Fable, recently was synchronized.

Beuren

.

Second Toronto Sound House
Toronto The Uptown has joined
the sound parade, the second in the
city and province to be wired for
Vitaphone and Movietone. The new
policy was inaugurated by a midnight show. Nelson Shea arranging
with the transportation commission
for street cars and buses to carry
patrons home.

—

Sound

Ottumwa House

for

Ottuniwa,

—

Stephen Brann,
Square, has ordered
Vitaphone and Movietone equipment.
The house will be ready for talker
on or about Nov. 15.

manager

la.

of the

Sound

at Fort Meyers
Meyers,
Fla.
Vitaphone
Hartford, Conn.— The Regal, new- equipment is being installed in the
for
equipped
is
house,
combination
Arcade.
Movietone and Vitaphone.

Sound

in Hartford

—

Fort

North Wilkisboro House
North Wilkisboro, N. C.
Rose was reopened recently.

—

Audubon House Sold
Audubon, N. J.— Handle & RovThe
It

is

equipped with Orchestraphone.

ner Enterprises have taken over the
Collingswood
The theater is wired
for

West

Coast

Knoxville,

at Knoxville

Tenn. —The

combination house,

is

House

Tennessee,
showing sound

— Thousands

Angeles
have been

West Palm Beach House Open
West Palm Beach, Fla.— The Arcade which is wired for Movietone
A. P.
and Vitaphone has reopened.
Tally is Manager.

Hartford House
Sound
Hartford, Conn. Movietone will
be installed in the Fox-Poli Capitol,
while alterations are being made.

—

New Omaha Firm
Omalia

Sioux Rapids Rejects Sunday Show
Sioux Rapids, la.— \'otcrs here rejected Sunday shows by vote of 194
to V)\.
hibitor,

F.

Pictures Corp. has
incorporation. Joseph
L. Stern, Meyer L. Stern and Isadore -Sokolof are incorporators. Capital stock is $5,000.

Lowell House Suspended

—

Lowell, Mass. Operation of the
Crown theater has been suspended
for

two days

is

continuing

"blue" Sunday assisted by merchants.

for violation of

Management was found

of admitting

its

li-

guilty

minors and over-crowd-

Sound
Glenn

Glenn Falls
N. Y.— Phototone

at

Falls,
be installed in the
is

and

.'\.

Williams

build

a

new

The
$100,000 theater here.
will be equipped for sound pictures.

house

Morrilton to Be Remodeled
Morrilton, Ark. The Grand is being completely remodeled to reopen
under the management of W. H. \'an
Hook, former manager of the Queens
at Hope, Ark.

—

Selma House Opens
Selma, Ala. ^Thc Walton theater
open for the fall season.

—

is

6 Skouras

Bradley soon.
manager.

will

Lew

Houses Equipped

—

for

Sound

Louis Six Skouras neighborhood houses have been equipped fensound.
Several others are being
St.

DALY

dol-

cquipix-d.

Training Oakland Staff
Oakland \"elma Lancdur is costuming and training the staf? of the
Oakland West Coast house.

—

Southampton House
Southampton, N. Y. A. syndicate
headed by Edward C. Alexon will

—

build a theater here to cost $175,000.

Ted Schlanger, who has
named assistant sales

been

just

manager

for Universal, with a real
of closing the Saenger
circuit of around 120 houses for the
Universal output.
When he closed
the deal Schlanger was eastern sales
director.

coup

Reference is not had to profits
that have been made in motion picaires where airplanes were featured,
l;e says, nor to the thousands of feet
of newsreels that have been made
of airplanes and famous aviators, but
to these profits that have accrued as
a direct result of "the speed of air
transport for the carrying of passengers, mail and express.
"There was a time when contract stars
forbidden to ride upon airplanes, he con-

—that

tnaues." More recently, however, this has
been changed.
Now the stars may make use
of
air passenger transport
providing they
travel upon regularly established commercial
air lines.
The result is that many widelv
known actors and actresses have taken to the

Educational is making a great
showing this season in the New York

•

territory with practically every important circuit playing its product,

except one or two prevented from
doing so by competitive houses.

And

Kinograms,

Educational's

newsreel has chalked up a record

for

service, on its advance screen forecast
of
the election.
Several hundred
prints were sent out to various key
cities six days ago, telling of Hoover's
victory at the polls. These were supplied gratis to all exhibitors using

Kinograms.

air.

"Bebe

Daniels

made

the

transcontinental

by air, favoring an open plane; Will
Rogers has been a consistent user of the
airplane; Janet Gaynor has made three or
four flights and so has Laura LaPlante;
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford are
now arranging for an aerial trip across the
continent and young Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.,
recently flew from Los Angeles to New York.
"Scores of others within the industry have
trip

made use
and

for

decided
sending

of the airplane, both for pleasure
business.
For instance. Universal
could save hundreds of dollars by
its
director. Dr.
Paul Fejos, and

it

Hal

Mohr, cameraman, from
New York City by airplane

phere'

for
is

sistance

Hollywood
to

get

to

'atmos-

mail and the air express,
have been of the greatest as-

air

the

picture

industry.

The

pas-

senger trips have been of value and are be
increasingly so. and airplanes have

coming

aided in
carrying

the finding of locations, but the
of
films,
important letters, contracts
and advertising matter by air has
been of even greater importance.
"Records of Western Air Express, which
operates the air mail line from Los Angele=
to
Salt Lake City, connecting there with
the transcontinental air mail route, reports
it
a crmmon occurrence for 12 or 15 reels

be shipped East in a day.

to

biograph of President-Elect Hoover,

"There was one instance occurring in October.
Release of a production had been
nromised on a certain date, but work had
lagged and seconds finally had to be counted.
Finally the company worked at nights, tbe
laboratory worked all night, and by catching an air mail plane out of Los Angeles
^^^7:2$ in the morning release were kept.
"There was another instance where n
large circus picture was being filmed. The
camera had been mounted on a speciallv
piece
of
machinery.
Then a
part of the machine broke.
It could
be replaced west of Chicago.
Recourse
to the telegraph and the return shipment bv
ur mail plane permitted filming of the pro
rluction to be continued with the delav of
nnly one day.
The airplane charge was $380,
but the saving to the company, which had
hired
a complete circus,
was more than
$20,000.
"All big theater circuits report to their
liome offices via air mail.
The Chicago man

New

Patrons of the Paramount,

York, heard all about the election returns from tuxedoed Manager Leeper, who performed with all the proficiency of a trained radio announcer.

to

'Broadway.'

the

Fox News, as part of its regular
mid-week issue presented a pictorial

The

last

time Robert

Montgomery

to Hollywood he sold strawThe next
berries to make a living.
time he's going as Vilma Banky's
new leading man, after making exteriors in her next Samuel Goldwyn
York. Montgomery
picture in

went

New

now

is

playing

"Possession," stage

in

play.

Marina, 'Frisco, Opens

I

—

San Francisco Edward B. Baron
and Carol A. Nathan have opened
the Marina.
The house is Spanish
type, seats 1250.

Open San Francisco House
San Francisco The Amazon, new
Ackerman-Harris and Oppen house

—

Lew Newcomb

open.

is

is

man-

ager.

Kansas City House
Kansas City, Kan. E. F. Burgan

—

vital

Lawton, Okla., House Planned

Okla.— 11.
Max Brock will

of

in

CREDIT

not

Fischer
Lawtoii,

By PHIL M.

constructed

ing the house.

H. Remillard,

local exfight against

— Capitol

filed articles of

cense.

That's That

000.

"It

development.

pictures.

for

is

saved

time and
money for the film industry by the
air mail, states Fred Goodcell of the
Western Air Express. These savings, he estimated approximate $500,-

Movietone and Vitaphone.

Sound at Buffalo House
Buffalo— Shea's $1,000,000 Bailey
open with Western Electric sound

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Los
lars

however, that

Sound

And

1928

8,

,

Van Beuren Plans Sound
Expansion Brings
Griffith Chain to 57 For Firm's Entire Output

Oklahoma

1

EDDY

W.

Thursday, November

building

's

a

new

theater,

seat

to

1,100.

Phoenix House Reopens

—

Phoenix, Ariz.
combination house,
opened.

The Romona,
has

been

Be

Rebuilt

re-

agcr

has been brought within 20 hours of
house managers on the Pacific Coast anrl
within 12 hours of those on the Atlantic
seaboard.
The quick exchange of these reports has been of incalculable value to the
nidiistry.
It has made possible a comprehensive control of great circuits that otherwise
would not be practical.
"The theater is old with the ages; the
airplane is man's newest means of transport
but the two are working in close harmonv
and to mnlnal advanta.ge."
his

—

Redecorate Duncan House
Duncan, Okla.— Redecoration
the Palace

is

nearly complete.

of

Phillips
Phillips,

build

bv

the

fire.

House

to

— A. Keppler
Garden recently destroyed
Wis.

New

re-

J.

house

will seat 400.

Oak Clif¥ House Reopened
Oak Cliff, Tex.— The Midway has
been rebuilt and reopened by Oak
Cliff Amusement Co.
Canton House Open
The Alhambra

Canton, O.
for the

new

—

season.

is

open

There

first

with

HOOVER
film biography
Yesterday, while North GaroHna was still
listed as doubtful Fox News was unanimously elected leader of all newsreels by
audiences at the Roxy, New York, Fox,

work as Food Administrator, his relief work in Poland and other high

Brooklyn and theatres in Philadelphia,
New Haven, Albany, Washington and

spots in his colorful career were presented
as part of Volume 10, Issue 13 by

Chicago.

His boyhood,
Stanford, his

Leland
associations with King Albert
his student life at

of Belgium, his

Mi

THE STANDARD

TALKING PICTURE MACHINE

OF THE WORLD

SPECIAL
Due

to the

ANNOUNCEMENT

many names

causing confusion in

similar to

tlie exiiibitors*

TONEFILM
minds,

tlie

motion picture talking machine
will hereafter be know^n as the
ivorld^s finest

BIOPHOKE
THE STANDARD
TALKINQ PICTURE MACHINE
OF THE WORLD
Details as to when and where every exhibitor
will be able to see and hear the BIOPHONE
machine in his territory mailed on request.

Price Right

Prompt

1600 Broadway

Terms Right
Installations

New York

City

inother Bristolphone Inter changeability Test

If^HEWSPAPEK

ALL THE HEWS

i^FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLVI

No. 34

Friday,

November

9,

Price Five Cents

1928

s

Evidence
[E proof
l»ip in

rapidly piling

is

what we predict

.ssume avalanche propor-

The Hagerstown

shortly.

was

|nt

There, as the

first.

knows, "Lilac Time,'"
ironized by Western Elecas reproduced over BrisNext came the Rob>ne.
case in Detroit where
Tempest" and its Westlectric records were shown
;ry

Tagging it
Chicago affair where the

Huma-Phone.
i

booked and

theater

se-

same picture for exon via Dramaphone.
erchangeability was accomthe

each instance. The
performances in
cities is reported to have
in

;d

the

of

But the

satisfactory.

WARNER DIRECTORS APPROVE

will

de-

over the respecequipments does not conof quality

DEAL FOR SKOURAS THEATERS
wm niNS ai[F WARIR
Houses at

iofic

While sound

films are a chief topic
discussion in Europe, they have
not been received with one-half the
enthusiasm vvhich characterized their
advent here, with the picture with
sound effects rather than dialogue
films predicted as the ones which
will be marketed most successfully
abroad, according to Harry Cohn, vice
president in charge of production for
Columbia who returned yesterday
from abroad. American films are in
no danger of losing their supremacy
abroad, despite quota laws and efforts
of the German industry to gain domagreereciprocal
through
inance
ments, such as the one reported completed with France, he says.
of

Film Set;

Named

argument.

all

In Chicago
nd is working miracles in the
Grosses and
y City's loop.
important profits
more
is
been shooting upwards and so
ejoicing becomes rather genNot only do Chicago breezes
From praccheers Eastward.
every important spot in the
T
The
the story is the same.
industry is bullish on sound.

—

Nearly

Words,

Etc.

don't think silent pictures arc

t

Get
Id

this:

Into

New York

blows

B. Franklin, guiding star of

A^est

Coast chain and one man,

ast,

who knows

5ns.

Before he

his

theater opCalifornia,

left

marked:
The
;ment

public

and

is

not

interested
price.

ws that the balance
d

the

good,

silent

in

Our

enter-

survey

popularity is
motion picture."
of

my

hearties. Those
that well,
DU who are not wired for sound
Get any
continue in business.
of your head.
r idea out
)te

KANN

Indianapolis

FOR YEAR ENDED AUG.3I

These First Biophone
discussion.
—indisputable as they are Studio Technicians
"Honeymooners" and "The Gosset forth to prove consips" are first two Metropolitan Talkvely that interchangeabilsynchronbeyond

Louis and

St.

Embraced

by Purchase Planned

this

)

NET $2,044,841

ing Short Subjects, to be

ized via Biophone, states Phil GoldMetropolitan
head of the
stone,
studios, which plans production of
two Biophone subjects weekly. First
feature to be made by the company
will be announced at an early date.
Technical staff of the studios conByers, engineer in
sists of: James
charge of the sound; H. Tackats,

engineer
tion;

in

charge of synchroniza-

George Orth, studio manager;

Charles

Nasca,

art director;
director.

Louis

Katzman, musical

ment

Enterprises,

for

control

of

Louis Amusefirst
reported in

St.

Warners yiesterday notified
the New York stock exchange

THE FILM

of

directors have authorized closing of
the transaction. The Skouras houses
Indianapolis are included in the
in
deal.
special meeting has been
called for Dec. 4 to ratify acquisition
of control of The Stanley Co., of

made by

intention to increase
stock from the present authorized 550 shares to
2,500,000 shares and to create
a new issue of 785,604 of preits

common

This will be used to
deals made or under
way. Of the amount, 171,000
shares will be used to finance
the Skouras deal.
Goldman,
Sachs & Co., have agreed to
accept common stock in payment for underwriting the issue.
Directors have recommended that six year contracts
be made with the three War-

ferred.

finance

year

rise

DAILY,

despite denials

Skouras firm, Warner

America.
Skouras Bros. Enterprises is a
holding company and owns the West
End Lyric under lease to the St.
Louis Amusement Co.; 50 per cent of
the Skouras Super Theater Corp.,
which operates the Ambassador and
Missouri in conjunction with Pub{Continued on Page 4)

ner brothers.

Warners sensational

the

A

during the

reflected in financial statefor the year ended Aug. 31,
which shows net of $2,044,841 compared with net of $30,426 for the previous year. This year's net amounts
to 12.72 a share on the 550,000 shares
of Combined Class "A" and Com(Contimied 'nn Page 4)

I s. denWIght

to

is

SEIZEJGHT FILMS

ment

U.

Decision of the
Court in Virginia

S.

District

has determined
government has not the

that the
right to seize prize fight films

which
had been transported from another
state, where the interstate shipment
$1,286,516 Nine Months'
had ceased ajid the films were in the
Net of Universal Pictures possession of an exhibitor awaiting
Universal Pictures' net for the nine public exhibition (Rose v. St. Clair,
months ended Aug. 4, reports a net 28 Fed. 2nd.l89).
H. A. Rose, proprietor of a theprofit of $1,286,516 after charges and
ater at Lynchburg, Va., had in his
(^Continued tyn Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

Madison House Books M-G-M
Sound Film for Bristolphone
Sound Films to Highlight
at Annual Ohio Meeting

Confirming deal
Skouras Bros., and

Madison, Wis.

—Another

interchangeability

is

test

Razing of the Broadway, New
York, pioneer Times Square combination house, was ordered yesterof day by new owners of the property

in the offing here,

—

Razing of B'way, N. Y.
Ordered for Skyscraper

Columbus Sound pictures will be with A. P. Desormeatis to present
discussed from various angles at the "White Shadows of the South Seas,"
annual convention of the Ohio ex- over Sonora Bristolphone equipment

who

plan a $10,000,000 building, of
{Continued on Page 4)

Pat Rooney, His Wife and
Son in "U" Talker Series

which is to be held here he now is installing. It will be the
second house to be wired for BristolPat Rooney. his wife and stage
Nov. 20 and 21.
meeting will be phone, the other being the Academy, partner, Marian Bent, and their son.
Preconvention
Md.,
which recently Pat Rooney, 3rd, have been signed
held by officers and trustees who in- Hagerstown,
synchronized, for a series of Universal talkers,
"Lilac
Time,"
presented
Columbus;
M.
James,
clude W.
J.
hibitor unit,

{Continued on Page 4)

{Continued on Page 4)

(Continued

t-n

Page

4)

.
. .
.
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Fnday, November

Lynn's Theater Dark Only
Sound Formed in N. Y. an Hour for Showing Film

till
9,|

Etchcraft Studio for

Vil. XLVI Ni.

34

Friday, Ndy. 9,

1921

Price 5 Caits

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
Y-, and
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N.
copyright (1928) ij Wid's Films add 1-ilm
VV. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
Publisher; Maurice I). Kann. Vice President
and Kditor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
the
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at
post office at New York. N. Y., under the act
Terras (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York.
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
6
$10.00 one year;
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadtions to
Phone Circle 4736way, New York N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Kalr.t'
Hollywood, California
New York.
Phone Granite
VVilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Film Hcnter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Berlin Lichtbild-bwehne, Friedrichstrasse,
I.

THE

—

—

22S.

Financial

The Industry's
Date Book

—

Furnishing the
Lynn, Mass.
Film Studios has been
formed in New York, with facilities promise demanded by the mayor, the
for picture production, both theatrical Olympia, closed for showing "Our
and commercial, as well as the making Dancing Daughters" reopened after
The concern, which is being dark one hour. The mayor
of tests.
headed by Sam Marcus, plans to co- exacted promise that house would
operate with makers of sound pic- show no more such pictures, although he said he hadn't seen it and
tures.
Ted Spargo is supervisor of produc- was acting on complaints received.
tion and sales are in charge of R. E. The mayor went himself one better
The studios offer 5200 and ordered the two newspapers to
Shanahan.
squrae feet in floor space. The com- "pull" the theater's advertising on
Censor board here was
pany has production units available the film.
Etchcraft

abolished three years ago.

for exteriors.

Larsen to Build Midwesco House
Green Bay, Wis.—An $800,000 theater and office building is to be
erected here in the next 60 days on
a site recently acquired by L. P.
Larsen, representing United Scenic
The theater
Mudios, Inc., Chicago.
will have a capacity of 2,300 and the
stage is to be 55 ft. wide and designed
for the use of pictures and vaudeville.
The theater has already been leased

Burlington House Closed

—

Nov. 11
Motion Picture Book Week.
Nov. 13-14 M.P.T.O. of Texas conU
at

Nov. 14

Dallas.
of

Meeting

International

Qi

of Commerce at Paris on Enl
film restriction program.
Onening of "Interference,"':
Paramount talker, at Cri
1

Nov. 16

New York.
Meeting of Iowa exhibitor tl
Des Moines.
Nov. 20 Anglo-American dinner spoi
by A.M. P. A. in New York.!
Nov. 20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages:
vention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
,

Nov. 20

|

Burlington, Wis.
The $100,000 Dec. 4-5 Annual convention of M.l
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma (
Plaza has closed for an indefinite Dec. 25 New
Fox house in St. Louis
period. The theater was erected about Tan. 26 First annual ball.
M. P. C!
New York.
a year ago by Olaf Hoganson and
F. L. Oberg and is now leased by the
"Woman Disputed" Openin,
Community Theaters. According to
With the proceeds to be tt
C. W. Negel, local manager, the Orpheum here, which is operated by over to the New York Ame
the same concern, will continue to Christmas and Relief Fund, Ni
show pictures and Sunday vaudeville Talmadge in "The Woman Dis{||
opens tonight at the Rivoli.
1
to Midwesco for 25 years for a total as before.
of $1,000,000 to be paid in that period,
Schines in Amsterdam
Larsen stated.
Sound for Sheboygan House
Amsterdam, N. Y. Scliine T!
Sheboygan, Wis. Sound equipment
Continue to Fight Sunday Show
has been installed at the Sheboygan, rical Enterprises has taken ovet
In an effort to operated by Milwaukee Theater Cir- Rialto, Regent and Strand.
Superior, Neb.
'

—

—

—
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combat serious judicial opposition on
the Sunday show ban 'here the "Superior
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22'A
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Buys Glendive House

—

Glendive,
Mont. B. J. Winkes
and Jack M. Suckstorff have taken
over the Rose and changed the name
to the Rialto.

PeekskiU House Altered
N. Y.-^The PeekskiU,
combination house, is open after alPeekskill,

(b)

Dubuque House Open
Dubuque, Iowa The Avon is open
with Art Brown as manager.

—

CaU

"Jimmy Valentine" Premiere
Premiere of "Alias Jimmy Valen-

M-G-M's

first

full

IciiRth

WAFILMS,
Walter

Astor, Nov.

14.

William Haines

Inc.

A. Putter, Pres.

film

for

with dialogue .sefjucnces, as well as
sound .synchronization, will he at the
starred.

Can

furnish

excellent

references.

Care of THE FILM DAILY
Box M-410, 1650 Broadway, N. Y.

1

i

Rene^wal Contract)

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St., New York
Bryant 8181

is
.;.M

moved
44th

to

St.,

new

New

quarters at 67

We

have just signed a renewal CQI
tract for your
Coming Attractit
Trailer service for our Theatres, ai
congratulate you in the constant i»
provement in your service during 3
past three years that we have b^
using

West

'

same.

LUNA AMUSEMENT
Lafayette,

CO..

Indiana

York.

TALKIES

Are you having them developed and
printed by men who know?
To be certain that your negatives are
handled with scientific precision and technical

Call

correctness.

FLUshIng 2211, 2411

printing and developing machines are especially equippedjj
OUR
to handle this class of work up to 1,000-foot lengths or over

Skouras, St. Louis.

tine,"

ence with complete knowledge of eve
branch. 35mm-16mm and 'lALKIN
pictures;
also
cutting
and editiil
Capable of organizing and supervisin

—

terations.

Quoted.

Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(s) Stock Exchang E.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz s listed in Chicago;

Picture Laboratory Super!
tendent, ten years of thorough expel

—

1.000

2

do pfd. . . 77
88
(o)
Pict.
22
(c) Univ.
2 2 '4
•(s)
do pfd.
....
..
....
(s) Warner
Bros. 13451 128 '4
(s)
do "A"
135
128
•(c b) do 6^s 28
•Last

5%

AVAILABLE
Motion

the house.

Gregory Building Another
Buys House to Kill Sunday Shows
Neb.— The Sunday show
Elliott,
Washington Court House, O. John
when
here
settled
question
was
manager
of
the
Palace,
G. Gregory,
starts work this week on a new the- Mayor C. A. Green bought the theater and office building on North ater and announced there would be
Fayette St.
The theater will have no more Sunday shows in town.
1,200 seats and will be atmospheric.
Bethlehem House to Reopen
Remodeling at Waseon, O.
Aaron Potruch
Bethlehem, Pa.
Waseon, O.
The Princess is will open the Globe, combination
closed for repairs and renovation. house, Nov. 13.
Louis Gans will
New lighting effects, new seats and manage.
decorations are being supplied, and
the auditorium is being rebuilt so as
Lease Los Angeles House
to eliminate all posts.
Broadway Palace
Los Angeles
Theater Co. has leased the BroadChanges at Fort Bragg
way Palace from the Orpheum comFort Bragg, Cal. George Mann pany.
has taken over the Liberty to add to
his Redwood Theaters' chain.
Morrison Moves
Joaquin Perry, former owner, will reLeo Morrison, artists' representamain as manager of the two houses. tive in talking motion pictures, has

.

SH

Express" recently published
Sabbath openings.

article for

-

and managed by Louis Sewnig.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" now is being
shown as the initial sound film at
cuit,

without splicing.
This assures the uninterrupted reproduction of
sound, which is so essential to the successful projection of talkies.

HEDWI6

Motion Picture Laboratories,

Inc., Flushing,

N.

Y.

^ne/from

VyARNER BRQSJ
AVAILABLE NOW

WARN E R
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BROS. LATEST t007oALL-TALKING VITAPHONE PICTURE
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WARNER

BROS. VITAPHONE
TALKING PICTURES ARE THE

WITH A DISTINGUISHED CAST INCLUDING

STANDARD OF THE WORLD!

PAULINE FREDERICK

AL JOLSON in
"THE SINGING FOOL"

BERT LYTELL

^

^

George M. Cohan's

with
Pauline Frederick,
Bert Lytell, Lois Wilson
*

*

TOWNERS"
*

JASON ROBARDS
JOHNNYARTHUR

*

*

"GLORIOUS BETSY"
with Conrad Nagel
*

*

May McAvoy

Directed by ARCHIE MAYO

Louise Fazenda
*

*

'"^"^

YORK"

All Star Cast

*

i^^?

in

*

in

SINGER"

"THE LION AND THE
MOUSE" with
May McAvoy
Lionel
*

NEW

*

AL JOLSON

*

"LIGHTS OF

From the stage success hy Elmer Rice
Scenario by Robert Lord

and
Barrymore
*

*

DOLORES COSTELLO
in

"TENDERLOIN"

with Conrad Nagel

Just a Few of the Big Hits,
With Plenty More on the Way!

OPENS NOV.
WARNER
BROS.
B'WAY
5Z</
alf

*

"THE TERROR"

*

FANNIE BRICE
"MY MAN"

DOLORES COSTELLO
in

HOME

"THE

^

"ON TRIAL"

LOIS WILSON
HOLMES HERBERT
RICHARD TUCKER

'

14

NEGATIVES

Thealrre

STREET.

NOAH'S ARK-NOW-TOPS ANY PICTURE EVER MADE

—

:

THE

U.
is

no tenable defense

a

of

line

fairly

young

intelli-

Yet the

warrant

a

controlling

1)

interest

in

the

Grand Avenue Theater Co., which
holds the Grand Central and Kings
and a controlling interest in the St.
Louis Amusement Co.
In addition
the holding company owns 33 per cent
of the capital stock of the St. Louis
Properties
Corp.,
which has the
physical property of the Ambassador
and Missouri and the office buildings
Skouras Brothers Enteradjoining.
prises and Harry Koplar control the

Amusement

which
Co.,
suburban houses in St.
Louis County.
In addition, Skouras Enterprises, in

Louis
operates 27
St.

association with Publix, operates the
Indiana, Circle, Ohio and Uptown in
Indianapolis.

Sound Films to Highlight
at Annual Ohio Meeting
(.Continued from
J.

Page
J.

1)

A. AckerBicbcrson.

man, Cincinnati; Henry
Delaware; Sam Lind, Zanesville; P.
Wood, Columbus; M. B. HorJ.
.

MasJohn L. Damm, Wadsworth;
C. W. Miller, Youngstown; John A.
Schwalni, Hamilton; and A. C. Himwitz,

Cleveland;

F.

A.

give

here material, that a search
may be issued when prop-

The court held that the films could not
The
be seized under the Federal statutes.
conspiracy denounced by the Federal statutes
must be a conspiracy to violate the statutes
in reference to transporting the films; and
that conspiracy must necessarily have been
completely effected when the interstate shipHence
ment of the films was completed.
the subsequent exhiliition of the films cannot be said to have been an act done to
effect the object of the conspirators.
Advertising the exhibition was not an act
done to effect the object of the conspiracy,
to wit, the illegal transportation of the pictures.
Moreover, the films were in no possible sense used as a means of accomplishing the advertising.
As to the transportation, it is to be
noted that the search warrant is authorized
when the property is used as a means of
committing a felony.
But the films were
not used as a means of committing the act
of transportation.
An object which is transported cannot be a means of effecting the
transportation.
The fundamental difficulty
with the right of the government to seize
the films, the court concluded, is that the
offense denounced by the statute is the transportation of prize fight films from one state
to another.
It was not intended to make
it
an offense to exhibit films transported in
violation of the statute.
In fact, the court
observed,
it
is
least
subject to doubt
at
whether or not Congress has constitutional
power to forbid the exhibition of such pictures in the states.

Mussolini Praises Pictures

Rome — Pictures were

Harwood, Cleveland; H. T. Pal-

mer, Fairport Harbor;

to

erty is used as a means of committing a felony. No attempt was made
to arrest Rose, the sole purpose of
the proceeding to seize the films to
prevent their exhibition.

Star.

Warner Directors
Approve Skouras Deal
lix;

as

far

or the musical extravaganza.

{Continued from Page

statutes,

spire to commit any offense against
the United States and to do any act
to effect the object of the conspiracy.
And the statutes further declare, so

movies succeed, and mightily.
They do not need vileness.
They could not succeed with
Neither is there any need
it.
of filth in the spoken drama

Kansas City

These

authority.

merely their substance, make it unlawful to mail or transport such films
from one state to another, or to reThe statutes also
ceive such films.
make it unlawful for persons to con-

gence that can be followed by
children.

1)

Federal officials
without the state.
sought to seize the pictures and point
to certain Federal statutes as their

suggestiveness
left in the films, but by comparison with the regular theater, they are snow white. The
films not only are comparatively clean, but have to be

schemed on

(Continued from Page

l)osscssion and was going to exhibit
pictures of a prize fight which had
l)een transported to Lynchburg from

enough

Kelly,

sillon;

praised

as

one

against

years

five

William M. James,

per

share

year.
for the quarter ended Aug. 31,
1928, amounted to $920,894, or $1.67
per share on the combined Class
and common which compares with a
profit of $19,393 or 23 cents a share
in the same quarter of 1927.
Based on the results of the first
two months, it is estimated that the
profits for the current quarter will
exceed $2,500,000 or about $500,000 in
excess of the profits of the entire
past year.
stock
The 199,140 shares of Class
outstanding on Aug. have been called
for redemption on Dec. 1, 1928.
Before the close of the fiscal year
holders of $3,681,000 principal amount
of three-year
6j^ per cent notes
availed themselves of the company's
offers of redemption prior to maturity.
The balance of the $319,000 has
since been paid.
Subsequent to Aug. 31 the company has retired the $799,000 6 per
cent purchase money obligations covering the stock of the Vitaphone

Net

A

Corp. acquired from minority interin 1927, thereby releasing from
escrow the stock of this corporation.
In addition to this payment and the
ests

payment on the remainder of the 6^
per cent notes the company has to
date reduced its liabilities by ap-

Build 1,500 Seat House

—The

Solomon interPat Rooney, His Wife and ests, with theaters in Ohio and West
\^irginia, contemplate building a new
Son in "U" Talker Series house
on W. Main St. to have 1.500
(Continued from Page 1)
seats, with work to be started this

Net

for Quarter

Reported by Consolidated
Net of $419,025 is reported by
Film Industries for
solidated

Con-

Byron Linn

Williamsport
Williamsport, Pa. Byron R. Linn
at

—

manager

of

the

new

cently opened.

Capitol

re-

ended March

Net

for the
first nine months is $1,120,401 equal
to $1.60 a share on the combined
stock.

ter,

31.

(Continued from Page

conversation writh the majority of
ater owners of the country, and yj
campaign has enlightened them
measurably.
t

,

i

"On

behalf

of

Bristolphone equipment. Besides the Strand, which he is managing, Desormeau.x has acquired a lease
on the municipal theater at Mineral
Point.
He plans a number of improvements.

Royaltone at Ellinwood
Ellinwood, Kan. The Ellinwood
theater has installed Royaltone, combination of radio and phonograph.

New Graham House

i:

words of commendation to those
you will, or should, receive fi^
t

many

other sources."

$1,286,516 Nine Month
Net of Universal Picti
(Continued from Page

B.

Thompson

1)

Federal
026,772

taxes, comparing witl
in the corresponding j
of 1927.
For the quarter endt
Sept. 4th, net profit was $63
against $482,958 in the third qi
of 1927.

55 Theaters Launched
|

East During

Oct(

Fifty-five theaters involving a
penditure of $3,790,200, 35 of \
are to be exclusive picture h
costing $1,717,200 were launcb
2)7 eastern states during Octobt

Razing of B'way, N. Y
Ordered for Skyscrj
(Continued from Page

from 30
This

w'ill

1)

stories on tha
the largest buildf

45

to

be

Times Square.

Maurice Goot
attorney, represented Keith-Alb^
pheum in sale of the leaseholc

Opening "Marriage by Conti
"Marriage by Contract," s
Tiffany-Stahl

film

to

be

pre!

on Broadway at legitimate prici
night succeeds "The Cavalie
the

Embassy.

House

for Aberdeen,

MisS
Pine
Miss.
Co. of New Orlea]
several sites for a

—

Aberdeen,

Amusement
considering
ater here.

To

Enlarge Audubon Houil

Audubon, N. J.— C.

S. Mosei
contracted for additions and a
tions at the New Century.

Linn
is

—

Allen

Picti

;

at

Williamsport,

Winter Haven House Changes
Winter Haven, Fla. The Grand is Graham.
manager.
closed for alterations and improve-

The Motion

Theater Owners of Ohio, of whicli
have the honor to be President,!
want to thank you most heartily
the real service you have rendered!
the industry in general and the eri
itors in particular, and add these

1)

Graham, N. C. Robert L. Holmes
has opened his 500 seat theater, the

—

sound reproducing devices.
"Right now, interchangeability
the principle worry and chief topic

the

This is
quarter ended Sept^ 30.
equivalent to 59 cents a share on the
combined 300,000 shares of $2 no-par
preferred
participating
cumulative
This
and 400,000 no-par common.
compares with net of $350,032 or 50
cents a share in the preceding quar-

—

fall.

in securing facts relative
interchangeability of the vari

the

proximately $500,000.

$419,025

presid<

paign

A

over

is

9,

of
the
M.P.T.O. of Oh
writes :
"Permit me to compliment and t
gratulate you on the splendid 8uc(
of your persistent and exhaustive ci

last

tography.

To

15.

mon,

Madison Gets M-G-M
Film for Bristolphone

Norwalk, O.

tract until after the first of the year,
and will start the series about Jan.

November

From Ohio

1)

of the three great discoveries
of history, by Premiere Mussolini
at the opening of the International
Institute of Educative Cinematography. The other discoveries were that
of movable printing type and pho-

melein, Sandusky.

length of which have not been determined, but which may be features.
Edgar Allan Woolf, playwright and
stage producer, will write the stories.
The Rooneys are under con-

Friday,

Denied Right to Warner Net $2,044,841
Year Ended Aug. 31
Seize Fight Films
(Continued from Page

for the grossly unclean things
that find their way into our
They are kept out
theaters.
It is true we
of the movies.

have

-J%0^DAILY

S.

Clean Films
There

II

manager

succeeded
Linn.

of

at

Williamsport

— Byron

Pa.-

the

Capitol.

Bloomfield by

R.
I

C'

is

Howard Waugh at New Hav
Sunday Shows Win at Kingston
Hc:
New Haven, Conn.
Kingston, N. Y. By majority of ments.
Waugh is managing the Fox I;
697 votes, Sunday shows were vicWeidner Transferred
theater.
torious here and the Broadway and
Toledo Sunday Pictures
Columbus Charles H. Weidner,
Kingston theaters, of the Walter
Toledo The Marion now is pre- manager of the Southern until it
Building Piqua, O., Houst
Reade Circuit, will start Sunday pro- senting Sunday shows. Other houses closed last Saturday, has been named
Construction is
Piqua, O.
grams on Xov. 11.
have been doing so for five months. manager of Loew's Broad St.
started this week on the Ohio,

—

—

—

—

—

t

I

And The World

<<

^
Laughs With Yoff
No. 613

— Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmley

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation,

"LAUGH AND THE WORLD LAUGHS WITH YOU; WEEP AND YOU WEEP ALONE."
I DON'T REMEMBER WHO SAID THAT, BUT THERE NEVER WAS A TRUER SAYING— IN
this business or

any other.

THE WORLD LOVES THE CHEERFUL FELLOW;

IT

GROWS FEARFULLY

SICK OF THE

moper, the knocker, the kicker, the complainer.

YOUR PATRONS -YOUR WORLD — WILL LOVE YOU AND PAY YOU REAL MONEY IF
you make *em laugh. That the principle underlying the yearly success of "Joy Week" — which will be
is

celebrated in every theatre in the land,

December 23rd

to

January 2nd. Incidentally

it is

the principle

—

underlying the success of Universal Pictures, year after year in every civilized spot on the globe
for
Universal has made more happy pictures and fewer gloomy ones than any producer in the business.

AS USUAL, YOU WILL HAVE TO LOOK TO UNIVERSAL FOR THE RIGHT KIND OF PIC>
tures for your own "Joy Week" — and, as usual, you will find our supply full and running over with joy
and happiness and

laughter.

THE VERY THOUGHT OF GETTING READY FOR YOUR

OWN

"JOY

WEEK" WILL BRING

a smile to your own frontispiece. You will find to your amazement that your frown wrinkles have
disappeared and that grin wrinkles have taken their places.

many

PLAN A REAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN FOR "JOY WEEK."
merchants to jump in with both

feet.

Get your house

staff to

Use some or all of the many ideas and
exploitation and advertising departments.

thing they do.
Universal's

show the

suggestions

GET YOUR LOCAL

of " Joy Week" in everyready and waiting for you in

spirit

now

YOUR "JOY WEEK" WAS NOT AN ACCIDENT. THE FACT THAT

IT COMES AT A
time of year when holiday spirit is in the air was figured out from pure showmanship. It is a time of
year when peace and good will prevail and enemies and hatreds disappear from human thought.

WITH THE PEOPLE

IN

A GALA MOOD,

pick and choose exactly the right program to

fit

the

IT IS

A POOR SHOWMAN

WHO CANNOT

mood.

WATCH FOR THE
bar

1st.

ever,

you

"JOY

In

it

will

you

be able to

WEEK"

you're giving

will

"JOY WEEK" ISSUE OF THE UNIVERSAL WEEKLY DATED DECEMfind more than enough to fill your every need. Without any other guide what-

it

a

IS

select exactly the right variety.

A WHALE OF A THING

whole chance

if

IF

YOU GIVE

you use Universal Pictures and

RECOMMENDED FOR UNIVERSAL

tell

IT

HALF A CHANCE — AND

your people about

it!

"JOY WEEK" ARE UNIVERSAL'S master
ful shorts, unquestionably the outstanding hits of the year .... Dickens' "CHRISTMAS CAROL"
(sound effects, singing, dialogue), "THE WOODEN SOLDIER" (extraordinary for special holiday
presentations), "FARMYARD FOLLIES" (Oswald cartoon comedy), "COME ON, HORACE" (Horace
in Hollywood series), "THE COLLEGIANS," and many others, all from Universal.

ESPECIALLY

—3Bg^

DAILY

November

Friday,

SOUND BEST FOR

mm

LEGIT

9,

1921

COUNTERED
\

PEACE SAYS H.

BY EIIM STARS ON STAG!

One reason why Warners

invested
the thought that they
in assuring peace to the
world, Harry Warner declared at a
dinner tendered visiting British journalists by the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences.
Lxjuis B. Mayer, at
the dinner, expressed his hope that
England will do its share in making
quality pictures for circulation in this
and other countries.
talkers
could aid
in

was

Screen

players,

rather

those

them who are not so sure
_

of

of

the

"click"

in
their voices,
soon will
break the long silence which has
enveloped them since they took the
first camera call.
The trend from

the

film to the stage is becoming
more defined each succeeding day.
For the most part, those who are

lending an attentive ear to the stage
are primarily concerned in the
Journalists and pictures should be public reaction to their voices. There
blood brothers in the task of uniting also are those who are planning a.
the world, Cecil B. De Mille stated. permanent career away from the
William Randolph Hearst, Sir George kleigs.
Wallace
of Paramount is the latest
Armstrong, J. Stuart Blackton and to return toBeery
the boards for a ten-week tour
Allan Pitt Robbins, of "The London of the Orpheum circuit. Patsy Ruth MilTimes" were among the speakers, the ler is current at a Los Angeles theater,
hilled as lead in "The Night Stick."
Wal
latter declaring that England still ter Hiers
opened another

wants American

pictures.

William C.

de Mille was the toastmaster at the
dinner.

call

swing

from vaudeville agents.
While film stars are turning
the

L. Fischer
the

It

Buys

O.— T. W.

Akron,

Nixon

at

Akron

Smith has sold

is

it's

already

expected

tum

shortly after the

its

first

greatest momenof the year.

—

Smart at Lakeland, Fla.
Lakeland, Fla. Roy L. Smart has
been transferred here to manage the
Palace and Strand theaters.

i

,;

j

I
l|

,-

'

,

i

,

I

—

Tbey^re

Duncan House Reopens
Duncan, Okla.
Griffith Amusement Co. has reopened the Palace
after alterations.
R. F. Wilbern is
manager.

Healthy/

Madison, Wis.
The East Side
Business Men's Ass'n is building a

—

New
1,000

Help them
stay that

way

BUY
CHRI STM AS
SEALS
THE NATIONAL, STATE. AND LOCAL
TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATIONS
OF THE UNITED STATES

Madison House

—

house.

seat

Dobbs Ferry House
Dobbs
Pollock

Out in
January

gather

to

Manning at Greenwood, Mont.
Greenwood, Mont. J. E. Alanning
of Helena has succeeded F. E. Shipley as manager of the Greenwood.

a great volume.

%

i

started.

—

won-

1929 Film
Year Book

the stage
influx into

Terre Haute Company Dissolved
Terre Haute, Ind. Grand Theater
Operating Co. have filed paper evi
dencing final dissolution.

the editorial contents
of the Film Daily
der

to

The

around is expected to become more pronounced when the major studios are fully
equipped for the talkers.
The movement

one hundred workers
scattered throughout
the world to make up

No

reverse also holds true.

Earlier
sequences
have been called off and a fresh start made
with sound and dialogue.
The movements
from stage to screen and the other way

takes a staff of over

Year Book.

the

Hollywood of legit players has caused no little
alarm among the higher salaried stars,
Replacements are being rushed to productions

to L. Fischer.

of

Publix houses last week.
Several others are
to
have taken kindly to overtures

known

Ferry, N.

have

Y.

opened

— Bratter
a

1,000

and
seat

house here.
Publix Considering House
Boulder, Colo.
Publix is looking
over several locations here and may

—

build a theater.

Plant at Wausau, Wis.
Wausau, Wis.
Jack Plant of
Milwaukee is exploitation manager

—

of the

New

Grand.

Mgr. for Fitchberg, House
Fitchberg. Mass.
Frank W. Hollis, former vaudeville actor, is manager of the Lyric.
A. L. Lasiiway
is at the Colonial in Haverhill.

—

'

P^ILY^ Friday,

November

1928

9,
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Paramount's Sound
Program
—

12 All-Talkers to be Made Within Two Months
7 Vitaphone Pictures Nearing Completion at Warner
Studio Ruggles Making His First Talker for "U" Breezy Hollywood Studio Personals from Ralph Wilk

—

—

'RODUCTION SCHEDULE fOR

A

12 TALKERS LAUNCHED

Little
from ^*Lots
By

Swinging into

full

its

Hollywood

GLIMPSES

Wesley Ruggles

ON 7 NEW PRODUCTIONS

RALPH WILK

of a

stride

utiKram of talking picture produc1(111,
Paramount will immediately
aunch its sound campaign preparaiiry to the opening of its four new
oiind
stages in January.
Active
\(irk is now being rushed on the
iruduction
within
the
next
two

Ruggles at Work on
His First "U" Talker

WARNER STUDIO ACTIVE

Seven pictures are
at the

Warner

studio.

in

the

if

"Tong War"

both as 100
productions.
dialogue and
silent
cent
remainder will be made only as talk-

per

The
ing

and

"Interference"

with

together

three,

released

be

will

Savage and other

New

York pro-

ducers.

his

comer.

is

"Noah's Ark" being used extensively in all. The
premiere at Grauman's Chinese: greater part of the sound equipment
Jack L. Warner, Sam Behrendt, is being employed for the first VitaHarry Hammond Beall, Joe Mc- phone operetta, "The Desert Song,"
Closky and Hunt Stromberg and which Roy Del Ruth is directing
their canes; Noah Beery and his with Carlotta King, John Boles and
iionths of 12 all-talkers, three of
son; Con Conrad, New York song Lyuise Fazenda in the leads.
vhich are now under way. Ten adDirector Archie Alayo is working
writer, amazed at his first Hollywood
litional synchronized with dialogue
premiere; Jack and Harry Warner on story, "She Knew Men." He has
md singing, are also in various stages being congratulated by friends; Daryl added to the cast Gertrude Olmstead,
preparation and production.
Lucy BeauGillingwater,
Francis Zanuck praising Grauman's Claude
Paramount's sound program will Chinese as the home of the picture; mont and Tommy Dugan.
Players
eacii its peak on Jan. IS when five
Betty
announced
are
Mrs. Ted Wilde and Mrs. John L. previously
completely equipped sound stages
Murphy looking for their tickets; the Bronson, William Collier, Jr. and
.vill
be in operation.
points John T. Murray.
With one all-talking picture in process of lighting effects coming from
Lloyd Bacon is making "No Deon hills adjoining Hollywood Blvd.;
diiii.g, three in actual production, and anfor
vehicle
a co-starring
itlu r
to start in two weeks, present sound
E. W. Hammons, Jack Cohn and fense,"
facilities are operating on a 24 hour basis.
The
McAvoy.
and
May
Monte
Blue
Yorkers
New
the
"The Doctor's Secret," "Tong War" and Jacob Wilk among
Vitaphone scenes for "Madonna of
"The Dummy" are now being filmed.
in the audience.
A" starring Dolores CostelAvenue
"The Dummy"' entered production yes*
*
*
terday under direction of
Robert Milton,
Michael
are being completed.
lo
only
stage director and will be made
as an
Henry Otto, actor-director, is vers- Curtiz is directing with Grant Withal'
talking production.
Other talking pictures on the current production schedule are: atile, to say the least.
He is now
"Close Harmony," "Drums of Oude," tenim/portant role in "The
playing
an
tatively
titled
"The Genius," an untitled
innijuction
featuring Wallace Beery, "The Iron Mask," starring Douglas FairC'niicert"
which will star Adolphe Menjou banks.
Otto will feel right at home
with Florence Vidor featured, and Lothar
talkies,
as he was a stage
hi
the
Mendes directing; "Darkened Rooms," a
The last director and an actor for Henry W.
Josef von Sternberg production.
at

work on

Harlan and Fred McKaye, an new-

production

Vitaphone

at

is

talker for Universal, "Port of
Drtams," the cast of which includes
Mary Philbin, Edmund Breese, Otis
first

Ruggles' next dialogue subUniversal will be "The
Haunted Ladv," starring Laura La

ject

for

Plante.

Walsh Recovers
Raoul Walsh has completely recovered from the recent automobile
accident which kept him confined in
the St. Mary's Hospital in Salt Lake
Walsh's right
City for ten days.
eye was severely cut.

Louise Dresser, Douglas GerWilliam Russell and Lee Moran in prominent roles'.
Audrey Ferris is heading the cast
"Fancy Baggage" with John
of
ers,

rard,

Adolfi directing.

F.

Harmon Weight

busy with Rin Tin Tin's next,
"Frozen River" and Ray Enright is
completing "Kid Gloves" featuring
Conrad Nagel and Lois Wilson.
is

WHEN

IN

DOUBT

films.

Ten productions which

will be released as
synchronized with singare "Manhattan Cocktail,"
ing and dialogue
co-featuring Nancy Carroll and Richard Ar-

pictures,

silent

len;

—

also

—

"The Wolf

of
the

Wall

Street,"

starring

Cooper-Schoedsack adventure film, "The Four Feathers," with an
"Innocents of Paris," starall
star cast;
ring Maurice Chevalier; "Two Shall Meet."
starring Charles Rogers; "Sins of the Fathand an uners," starring Emil .Tannings
titled production with Jannings.
Construction of new sound stages are being rushed while the new sound proving
Bancroft;

George

building containing projection and film cutready for occupancy
be
ting rooms will
within 30 days.

Signed for Monte Blue Film
Henry B. Walthall and Edmund
Breese have been cast in Monte
Blue's
ters,"

vehicle,

"From

Headquar-

a story by Samuel Hartridge.
Gates has completed the

Harvey

script for

Howard

Bretherton to

di-

After haunting Hollywood studios

in

Howard Going
Howard is

York

for

Hollywood

to Coast
to leave
this

New

week

to

treatment and dialogue of
"Condemned," adaptation of Blair
Niles' novel which will be Ronald
Colman's next picture.
write

Kohler in Paramount Cast
Fred Kohler has been cast in "The
Case of Lena Smith," Joseph von
Sternberg's current Paramount
featuring Esther Ralston.

ture,

pic-

to the entertain-

ment quality

of
your feature use an

"Confession," which Lionel Barry-

directed for M-G-M. There are
jnly two feminine characters in the
and they speak only in
picture

more

^^OSWALD"

French.

—cartoon.
Our Passing Show: Mervyn
Le Roy and Tom J. Geraghty
discussing the respective ability of American and European
athletes; Hugh Bennett and
Stuart Heisler absorbing a
mass of information on life
"Hank" Arnold
insurance;

emerging from a garage.

rect.

Sidney

—as

for several months as an extra, Christiane Yves, who was well known in
Paris as an actress, finally got her
She plays a leading role
"break."

Mervyn

Le

Roy,

Holly-

wood's youngest director, has
had a very active year. He directed Colleen Moore in "Oh
Kay" and Alice White in

"Naughty Baby." He also has
credit for "Harold Teen" and
will direct Miss White in "The

He has been vdth
Bluffers."
First National several years,
working both in the East and
on the Coast

— the

sure-fire

laugh

provoker.

SUPERVISION

GEORGE WINKLER

—the funniest
acter on the

charfilm

market.

PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

Z/wy^r5c7/WINKLER Cartoons

00^

iN^

i

WaMi

FIRST
NiO-IOHAL
make

With Chester Vonklin^ Thelnia
and 7 other feature names.

MYSTERY
HISTORY
Sound f

Tod4t^
M-^rotn

an important stage success by

Owen

by
Benjamin €:hristenson {remember

fa»nouH

iPavis.

Ifirecteti

his ivork in ''-The Mtavck?s JVesV^?).

'Presented by Richard ,t. Rotvland.
Member

gT Motion Picture Producers

-wrf

Distributors of

AmerJcft Ina—

with or withmit
Ml

H.Hay8 Jhuidmt

/

J
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on Interchangeability

lound Picture Quality Test
iTHE

AMDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST

<FILMDOM
XLVI

(L.

ITLE POLICY
IN ST.
Louis

.

Sunday, November

No. 35

DISTRIBUTORS CITE STAND

CHANGE

LOUIS EXPECTED

— Little

change

in

ON INTERCHANGEABILin

local

houses, so far as policy is
erned, particularly the first runs
hich Publix is interested is exid here as a result of the imiras

sale to Warners, details of
This
virtually complete.
pointed out early in October, at
nie when the Skouras interests

liiig

W.E.SECOI)DED SBIECIS

are

h

Price 25 Cents

1928

11,

SHOWN

"LILAC TIME" OPENING

U BMSTOIPW

denying vigorously that any
had been made or was contem-

UNDER COURT ORDER

—

Madison, Wis. Interchangeability
recorded by the Western Electric
;d.
some quarters, it was stated disc system, was demonstrated here
marking
Strand,
the
at
that if and when Warners take Friday
the St. Louis Amusement chain second time this equipment had been
The other instance
7 suburban houses in St. Louis, put to the test.
iniber of these probably will be was at the Academy, Hagerstown, Md.
The "Waterfront," First National; and
1(1
to individual operators.
"White Shadows of the South Seas,"
it is said, was hard hit by the
(Continued on Page 12)
and an "Our Gang comedy," M-G-M,
comprised the program, presented by
Previously
Arthur P. Desormeaux.
Jahaiti and Maj. Bell in
to opening a screening of the program
!

,

Detroit

Sunday

— "Lilac

of the entire question of interchange-

Time"

open

will

at the Cinderella, its records

presented over

Huma-Phonc, sound

picture device, which is storm center
of the conspiracy suit brought here

by James N. Robertson, operator of
the Cinderella and Roosevelt, against
and Western
producer-distributors
Electric, Electrical Research Products and the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
charging conspiracy to prevent showof their sound films over other
N. Y. for Sound Study was given for managers of the First ing
than Western Electric equipment.
udy of sound pictures is the ob- National and M-G-M branches at The "Lilac Time" showing is proof a visit to New York of J. C. Milwaukee, and some exhibitors.
(Continiied on Page 12)

ii,

i

nam,

general

representative

in

Paramount, and Maj. C.
[.Bell, Paramount's consulting eniier on sound production in Great
Irain and Continental Europe, who
for

'.tope

ri^ed

i

a

II

Friday.

the

recently

ac-

Poli

England,

is

—

.

for their presentation in Europe
York
purpose of a trip to
C. Graham of Paramount, and

New

company's European consulting
iilneer on sound, Maj. C. H. Bell.

ilG-M Introduces De Luxe
B'way House to London
\troducing the de luxe picture
c of the Broadway type to Lonaudience, M-G-M on Thursday
pied its new Empire, built on the
It of
the historic old Empire in the
"Trelawney of the
iiish capital.
\ Is"
was the feature, presented
a special Movietone reel of
{Continued on Page 12)
.

1

Sound News Making
low with Issue of Nov. 11

*the

ithe Sound News makes its debut
itirdav in issue No. 1, dated for

eise "Nov.

11.

The Pathe News

;ri.nization now is celebrating the
fifteenth anniversary of the pioneer
Uesreel. In New York, Pathe Sound
SI !S
Saturday opens at the Capitol,
5t

which

of Trip
man circuit of 12 houses, and is reProblem of censorship ported angling for the Netoco chain,
Dndon
resynchronization of sound pic- which numbers over 51 theaters.

\

.

— Fox,

circuit throughout
planning expansion
in this section, and has completed,
or practically so, a deal for the Stone-

quired

New

Europe Purpose

le

f

New York

;ynchronization of Films

]is
;

in

Fox Continues Expansion Maurice Schwartz to Make
Program in New England Yiddish Vocafilm Talkers
Boston

nd and Colony.

Vocafilm has closed a 13 year
license agreement with the Maurice
Schwartz Yiddish Talking Pistures
Corp., of which Maurice Schwartz
director
firm plans

is

of six Vocafilm
states David R.

all-talkers yearly,
(Continued on Page 12)

This was the week when more Americans got
to do the same thing than ever before in the

nation's history. Whether it was the national election or
one of those more or less significant lulls in the tempestuous
path that marks the course of the motion picture cannot be
diagnosed. It is fact, however, 'that the week was singularly beEven at that, the six day
reft of outstanding developments.
parade, passing in review, gave up its quota of interesting events.

For instance. ...

ability

has developed here

in

defense

of distributors in the conspiracy action brought against them in Federal

court by James N. Robertson, when
they declared that the commercial
value of their product would suffer
if
presented with the Huma-Phone
machine.
Robertson is seeking to
force delivery of films and records
for use with the machine.
The distributors' stand is seen as
answer to the question, on interchangeability, so far as the exhibitors generally are concerned, in that
they are prepared to resist attempt
to show their sound pictures over
equipment which they regard as inIn other
ferior to Western Electric.
words, if the equipment measures up,

they will supplv films, otherwise not.
Western Electric virtually has conceded interchangeability, but says
that product of licensees should be
in equipment which retains
quality equal to that of its own maThis places the matter up
chines.
to distributors, for they hold the key
to the situation.

The Schwartz shown

general.

minimum

Looking Back
MONDAY:
together

Detroit Suit Defense Seen
Crux of Sound Film
Policy
Detroit — What is regarded as cru.x

,

.

Publix Plans Fifth Class
to Train Theater Managers
Publix will assemble its fifth class
February for the Publix Theater
Managers Training School, to be held
in New York under direction of John
.\bout 100 men have been
Barry,
four
previous
in
the
graduated
in

classes.

Talkers Soon to Replace
Silent Film, Smith Says

Having proved their worth in the
In the office of the Federal Trade Commission in Washingtalkers soon will reton some slight speculation exists over the change of heart which last three years,
silent picture, Courtland
the
place
own
its
of
parley
last year was strong for an inter-industry trade
Smith, general manager of Fox-Case
(Continued on Page 12)
and this year says nothing about it. The soft pedal seems to
have been stepped on hard. That's that, but what is of more
Business,
consequence is the quiet check-up which Markham Flannery has Talkers
instituted to discover how the Code of Ethics is working out.
Lloyd Executive Says
In the populous districts up-state New York, activity is
Practically all exhibitors who have
have
to
understood
are
installed sound equipment are reapaplenty. Bill Fox and Mike Comerford
knows
ing exceptionallv fine busniess and
quite
nobody
end
joined hands in a theater org\' that will
(Continued on Page 12)

Boom

.

(Continued on Page 11)

._
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Clayton Sheehan Returning
Mauritz Stiller Dies
pleurisy
Infective
Stockholm
Clayton P. Sheehan, manager of
proved fatal to Mauritz Stiller, Swed- the foreign department of the Fox
ish and American film director, after Film Corporation, returns to New
illness of a month at the Red Cross York Saturday from a two months'
The director last business trip in Europe.
Hospital here.
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Elizabeth Sunday Shows Upheld
Elizabeth, N. J.
Because citizens
Mauritz
to Hollywood by M-G-M, but never here apparently want Sunday shows,
made a picture for that company. as demonstrated by their patronage,
After a study of American production the grand jury has refused to indict
methods, he joined Paramount, to operators of theaters here for violatmake "Hotel Imperial," starring Pola ing the "blue" law, stating it deems,
Negri, after completion of which he instead, that the matter should be
presented to the legislatures.
returned to Sweden.
Stiller in 1925

"End

of St. Petersburg,"

sian importation
for a run at the

recently

Rus-

presented

Hammerstein,

New

York, has been booked by the Roxy
for the week of Dec. 8, in a deal
closed by Big Three Exchange, handling the film for Arthur Hammer-

CluB

"A" stock

is

to
1

be p
to

stt

Edward Small in New York
Edward Small of Asher, Small
Rogers, arrived in New York Frio
from the Coast.

j

—

speech by Jesse L. Lasky, the Para-

Express Radio Station KNX, opens
A number of features are
Sunday.
planned.

Two Pictures Open in N. Y.
Two premieres took place Friday
"The Woman Disin New York.
puted" at the Rivoli and "Marriage
at the

Embassy.
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Roxy

of St. Petersburg" for

"The End
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by Roxy Theaters, Dec.
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Roxy Quarterly Dividend
Quarterly dividend of 87j/^ cents
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Berlin— Lichtbild-buehne, Fnedrichstrasse,

I

New York.
Meeting of Iowa exhibitor

Des Moines.
Anglo-American dinner sponsn
by A.M. P. A. in New York.
Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages c
vention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Dec. 4-5 Annual
convention
of
M.P.I
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LOOKING BACK, An Editorial by Maurice Kann
FINANCIAL
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack

11,

3040

the successful projection of talkies.
I

"

I

HEDWIGI
MOTION PICTURE

LABORATORIES, INC.

FLUSHING,

N. Y.

1

Nvef^o^AMERICAN
V^' PRESIDENTS
All talking to
in one week

F

you
on

MOVIETONEWS
X

Not even in Washington could you
see America's

together.

most honored

trio

Only Fox Movietone,

miracle of a miracle age, brings
their personalities so close to you.
You've heard them on
the radio

You've seen them in
other newsreels

You know them on Fox
Movietone

MOVIETONEWS
rOUR BIGGEST

IS

nCKET- SELLING
FEATURE —

rOU CAN'T OVER ADVERTISE IT

THE

Lillian

Pola Negri in

Gish in

"The

"The Wind"
M-G-M

6721

Lcncjth:

DIRECTOR

SEASTROM
UNUSUAL ENTERTAINMENT OUT OF GRIM
SUBJECT MATTER WITH FINE
SUPPORT OF LILLIAN GISH.
Cast. Lillian Gish gives a finished
performance that easily ranks with
her best. Lars Hanson has a rugged
.

role that he invests with superb skill.
Montague Love villains realistically.

Others Dorothy Cummings, Edward
Earle, William Orlamond.
Story and Production. .. .Drama.
Adapted from the novel by Dorothy
Scarborough. This is an atmospheric
film in the real sense of the word.
It is built on the idea of the great
"northers" that sweep over the westThe heroine, from the
ern prairies.
Mast, goes there to live and the incessant moan and whine of the wind
are interwoven into a very dramatic
Director Seaand gripping story.
strom gets most of the credit for a
stirring

production that grips

you and leaves a lasting impression.
The tangled love theme is beautifully
handled. Every scene carries a touch
Every character moves
of realism.
the lens with a naturalness
impressive. It is this lifelike
touch that ranks this film among the

before

that

is

Milton

Woman From

Paramount

First National

Length: 6938

Sunday, November

Sills in

Wally Wales

ft.

OUTDATED PLOT STUFF
FALLS FLAT DESPITE FINE
HISTRIONICS OF POLA AND
TECHNICALLY PERFECT PRODUCTION ON LAVISH SCALE.
UNHAPPY ENDING DOESN'T

Length: 6500

ft.

GOOD KICK
WITH HUMAN INTEREST
STORY THAT WORKS UP TO
STRONG CLIMAX. THELMA
TODD IS THERE.
CARRIES

A

11,

]

in

"The Flyin' Buckaroo'

"The Crash"

Moscow"

ft.

BUILDS

really

-:xi^DAILY
Pathe

Length: 4751;

UNEVEN WESTERN STT
BLES FOR THREE REELS Et
CARRIES PUNCH IN REST
REELS WITH FAST ACTJ
BY WALLY WALES.

Cast. .. .Wales gets a chance i\
Cast. ... Milton Sills does his usual
few stunts and manages to make
role without any particular distinction.
film
fairly
exciting.
Others
Thelma Todd is a sexy eyeful, and D'Ouise,
HELP.
P.
Lockney,
1)
J.
knows
how
to
troupe.
Others
Wade
.Pola Negri does a Russian
Cast.
Midgley, Duane Thompson, th..
Boteler,
William
Demarest, Fred K. French,
princess of the eighties and is still
Mabel Van Buren, Chamiles ahead of most of the emotional Warren, Sylvia Ashton, De Witt Jen- Whitakcr, Helen Marlowe, Bud
nings.
actresses in Hollywood even though
Clure.
Story and Production.
material cramped her style. Norman
.Drama of
Story and Production. .. .West
Kerry also struggles heroically and railroad life. Eddie Cline did a good The script was gaited slowly
gives a sturdy performance under direction job and managed to build three reels, but after that they step;
Others Paul up a very human story that holds the On it and it shapes up a fair wesi
handicaps of his role.
Lawrence interest up to a strong and gripping that will satisfy the fans. Concf
Lukas,
Otto Matiesen,
It was adapted from a well the hero's venture in the big city
Grant, Maude George, Bodil Rosing, climax.
constructed and dramatic yarn called ter he thinks his gal has turned
Jack Luden.
.Drama of "The Wrecking Boss" written by down for his brother. Carries a
Story and Production.
Russia.
Adapted from Victor Frank Packard, the author of "The of sentiment and mother love si
old
Sardou play "Fedora." Here we have Miracle Man," and that helps a lot. and then the boy decides to ret
"Nihilists" referred to throughout the Sills is a wrecking boss on a railroad to the ranch and the gal.
He w<
film, when modern Soviet Russia has mountain division. To the little town plumb into a bank robbery and
furnished us screen material for so comes a show troupe, and the boss kidnaping of his girl who was a ^
much that is up-to-date drama that marries Thelma Todd, who heads the ness. It is modernized with a
this old plot becomes doubly ancient troupe. The drama develops interest- quence showing hero climbing abo
ihrough comparison.
The director ingly the conflict of the show girl an aeroplane as it starts in pun
clung to the stilted theatrical style of against the narrow traditions of the of the bandits.
He drops frott
Cardou's play. Modern costumes and mountain village. The couple separate parachute in the pass of the mo
customs are strangely jumbled with although still in love with each other. tain retreat where the bandits
train wreck and rescue of the wife hidden with the gal.
those of the '80s. Lavish production
Carries a pu
with good fight stuff and a
and Pola fail to save the hash. are the highlights.
.

.

.

.

.

'.

.

.

A

,

Synchronized theme only.

Direction,
Eddie Cline, smooth; stunts.
Author, Frank L. Packard; Scenario,
Direction, Richard Thorpe, n
Scenario, Chas.
Kenyon; Editor, Al Hall; Author, Frank L. Ingraham; See
Victor
Sardou;
Author, Dorothy Scarborough; Scen- Author,
Betty Burbridge; Editor, }
ario, Francis Marion; Editor, Conrad John Farrow; Editor, E. Lloyd Shel- Titles, Dwinnelle Benthall and Rufus rio,
Titles,
Nervig;
John Colton; don; Titles, John Farrow; Photog- McCosh; Photography, T. D. Mc- listed; Titles, Not listed; Pho'
A.
Cord, fair.
raphy, Ray Reis, clear.
Photography, John Arnold, splendid. raphy, Victor Milne, good.
]
Tom Tyler in
Daughter
"The Street of Illusion"
best.

Director, Victor Seastrom, expert;

"The Farmer
Fox

s

Lcnfjth: 5148

ft.

GOOD KIDDING COMEDY
THAT BURLESQUES THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER AND A LOT
OF OTHER THINGS AND GETS
THE LAUGHS. POP PROGRAM.
Marjorie
Beebc
steps
Cast
right out as a real comedienne witli
a personality that will make friends.
Arthur Stone really makes it his picture, though, with a smart characterization of a city slicker trying to
schmooze the innocent country maid.
He draws howls of laughter in spots.

Warren
Others
Steadman, Harry

Dc

Burke,

Lincoln

Dunkinson,

Sam

Grasse.

and

Production
Farce
comedy, with sonic brand new angles on kidding.
This will not rate
as a first grade comedy, but it has
a refreshingly new slant on treating
Story

a

lot

of

old

comedy

situations

for

Direction,

Ludvig Berger,

stilted;

"Sinners' Parade"
"The Avenging Rider"
Length: 5616
Length: 4808 ft. Columbia
POOR. HEAVY AND DRAGGY FBO
STORY CARRIES A TRAGIC GOOD JUVENILE. THE FAIR MOB MATERIA
ENDING. IAN KEITH'S WORK USUAL FORMULA STUFF CHEAP SENTIMENTALIH
AWAY AHEAD OF PRODUC- THAT GIVES THE HERO AND AND
MORALIZING MADE A
FRANKIE DARRO A CHANCE
TION.
WITH SOME SE]
PETIZING
Cast.... Ian Keith gives an excep- TO DO THEIR HEROICS.
Length: 5988

Columbia

ft.

Cast.... Tom Tyler heroes accept- STUFF.
In a class production it would ably in regulation style.
Frankie
Cast. .. .Victor Varconi the oi
have made a mild sensation. Virginia Darro has part built to order for him
one
with any acting class. Dorot
Valli also runs ahead of her material. in the picture that will please his
Revier
screens unevenly. Others Jo
Others Kenneth Thomson, Harry juvenile fans. Florence Allen the gal.
Myers,
Burkhardt,
Vadim Others Al Ferguson, Bob Fleming, Patrick, Edna Marion, Marjorie B{
Harry
Arthur Thalasso.
Uraneff.
ner, Clarissa Selwynne, Jack Mow
Story and Production.
.Drama of
Story and Production. .. .Juvenile
stage life.
slow moving affair that western.
From the story "Dancing
.Drama
Story and Production.
runs along on a heavy theme for its Hoofs" by Adele Buffington.
It fol- society and underworld. One of th^
entire lengtli and becomes very drag- lows the regulation pattern that is things where a school teacher ea<
It tells of the disap- being used in this scries to exploit pin money evenings doing a hot nuj
gy in spots.
pointment of a fine young actor who the western star and the juvenile ber in a night club and the daughj
never got a chance to show what he Frankie Darro.
There is nothing of the societj' leader hobnobs wj
could do.
He becomes embittered, about it to lift it out of the usual the chauffeur. They attempt to gi;
especially when the young actress he run of westerns built to get the vote it an air of sincerity by dragging
loves forms an attachment for the of the younger fans. The hero shares the old sentimental and moralizi
leading man in the play in which he an estate with an eastern girl whose gags.
But it's pretty loose a'
It works up uncle in the west has been murdered. draggy.
has only a small part.
Everybody is leading
to a very dramatic climax in which Of course the villain tries to fasten double life.
Proving that those w'l
as understudy he gets a chance to the crime on the hero, who spends look pure are not, and vice vers!
play the lead and show what he really most of his time in the footage un- Manages to work up some sexy sti|
can do. But this chance he ruins by covering the real culprit and protect- with heroine's flapper sister runniil
ing the gal.
I'Vankie is constantly at around in undies and vamping hi
iiis desire for revenge upon his sucThe outcome is a long the hero's heels, and manages to de- sister's beau. Carries a fevv tliril
cessful rival.
drawn out scene in which the actor, liver the final blow that floors the with some bootleg complicatim
fatally shot as a result of his own heavy and makes everything hotsy Will only ride at daily changes.
jealousy, tries to undo the wrong he totsyIt will please the kids without
Direction, John G. Adolfi, ragge
breaking any records.
has done.
tional
actor.

performance as a disillusioned

.

.

A

.

.

'

which somebody should step right
up and receive three hurrahs. Whether

it

was

the

director,

or

author,

be done about it
to keep that guy turning out more
If they had known
of the same.
what they were going to uncover before they started, they could have
dressed up production and made it
fit fare for Roxy to shout about. As
it
stands, it carries more natural
laughs than the average six alleged
program comedies.
.something should

Direction, Arthur Rosson, aces;
Authors, Harry Brand, Henry Johnson; Scenarist, Frederica Sagor; Editor, J. Logan Pearson; Titles, GarPhotography, Joseph
rett Graham;
August, okay.

I

Direction, Wallace Fox, fair; AuDirection, Frle C. Kenton, ordiChanning Pollock; thor, Adelc Buffington; Scenario,
Author,
nary:
Scenario, Dorothy Howell; Editor, Frank Howard Clark; Editor, Delia
Frank Atkinson; "Titles, not credited; King; Titles, not credited; PhotogPhotography, Joseph Walker, spotty raphy, Nick Musuraca, okay.

Author, David Lewis; Scenario,

Beai

Van; Editor, Ren Pivar; Title'
\';
Not listed; Photography, James

rice

Trees,

fair.

November

Jay.

ZjJS^

1928

II

DAILV

'Companionate Marriage"
Length: 6227

National

''rt

ft.

LICKS BECAUSE OF TIME-

THEME WELL HANDLED
ID WROUGHT INTO AN INRESTING YARN.
BUILDS
TO A GOOD DRAMATIC
|IK TOWARD THE CLOSE.

"Dry Martini"
Fox

"Man,

.

.

Wife"

Length:

6674

ft.

FILM WITH VERY
LIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT BUILT FOR ARTIFICIAL STORY. CARRIES
SOPHISTICATED AUDIENCES. GOOD PUNCH CLIMAX. DIDIRECTION SPARKLES, BUT RECTION IS OUTDATED. POOR
ENDING IS WEAK.
CONTINUITY.

Generally good.
Betty
Cast.... Mary Astor is dainty and
|ason, Alec B. Francis, Richard attractive.
Matt Moore has a shadlling, June Nash, Edward Martin- owy part that gives him little chance.
Arthur Rankin, Hedda Hopper, Albert Gran is really the principal
J
|h Padden and William J. Welsh, figure in delightful father part. Jocejprincipals.
Miss Nash and Wal- lyn Lee an engaging vamp. Others
particularly good toward the Sally Eilers, Albert Conti, Tom Ricketts, Hugh Trevor.
ory and Production .. A celluloid
Story and Production
Light
[urization of the book by Judge comedy.
Harry D'Arrast has done a
Lindsey and Wainwright Evans delightful film.
He took a bit of
h sets out to prove that the froth and fashioned it into clever and
'ect marriage is one founded on subtle situations, many of them ever
erstanding and intelligence rather the heads of the mob in many places.
sexual relationship and ignor- And it is just a series of situations
1 on
The various sets of characters that build to a weak ending. It is
i.
iy different types of marriage sophisticated fare, very artistically
le Miss Bronson and Walling are presented. Briefly, it covers the situatwo who ultimately benefit from tion of a middle-aged American makmistakes of others.
A timely ing whoopee in Paris. His daughter
ne rich in exploitation possibili- joins him there and starts to go dad
,_plus a well-knit story, handled one better. Then the situation of dad
sibly and dramatically make this trying to save daughter from the
oney picture. Houses wired would Parisian roue.
The hero also steps
well to get Lindsey's Movietone in to give him the count- and takes
)x) address on companionate mar- it on the chin.
Imagine feeding a
:e to run in advance or with
this surprise like that to the mob who ex;ure.
pect hero always to triumph. Movie)irection, Erie C. Kenton, good; tone furnishes incidental music only.
Direction, Harry D'Arrast, clever;
fnthors, Ben B. Lindsey and Wain[ght Evans; Scenarist, the same; Author,
Scenario,
John Thomas;
IlST.

Woman and

Length: Synch 7176 ft. Universal
Non^synch 6828 ft.
COMEDY IS CLASS RAGGED

.

"Vamping Venus"
First National

Length: 6021

ft.

GOOD LAUGH NUMBER GETS
OVER WITH A LOT OF SLAPSTICK AND FAST COMEDY ACTION WELL PEPPED UP AND
HANDLED BY COMPETENT
CAST.

Cast
Charlie Murray is the Irish
Cast.
.Pauline Starke does an unward boss who carries the fun comusual characterization that is worthy
petently.
He
of
a better production.
Norman Louise Fazenda is ably assisted by
as his jealous wife.
Kerry also does fine work in a difThelma
.

.

Todd is sexy and worth
Marion Nixon and Kenwatching.
Others Russ Powell, Joe
Bonomo, Big Boy Williams, Spec
O'Donnell, Fred O'Beck, Gustav von
Seyffertitz, Gus Partos, Janet McLeod, Yola d'Avril.
past era.
It is artificial, and is clutStory and Production
Farce
tered with trite situations.
Only the comedy. Here is a broad farce that
work of Pauline Starke and Norman was written for laugh purposes only
Kerry saves this from being a hope- and succeeds quite well. Murray
asless mess entirely. There is a thrill
sumes the role of a New York politiclimax with an escape from the peni- cian who gets mixed up in
a cabaret
tentiary that is well worked up for fight at which
a troupe of Grecian
suspense. Outside of that, the film Is entertainers are appearing.
Murray
a dud. Hero leaves his bride for the has become interested
in the girl who
war, and deserts under fire through leads the troupe, and her
jealous
fear of facing a machine gun.
His partner knocks Murray for the count.
friend returns from overseas and re- The rest of the yarn
is a dream in
ports hero died bravely.
Later he which Murray finds himself back in
marries the wife. Hero, now a bum, ancient Greece with his jealous
wife
takes up with a fly dame who loves also there making life tough for him.
—
him truly. She ditches the under- In Alurray's dream all the characters
world king for him.
So it seesaws in the cabaret become ancient Grecian
back and forth.
Poor synchroniza- types, and the original comedy theme
tion, with a few sound effects.
is good for some real laughs.
Direction, Edward Laemmle, poor;
Direction,
Eddie
Cline,
good;
Author, Chas. A. Logue; Scenario, Author, Bernard McConville; ScenE.tor, Bonn Hayes; Titles, Casey
Douglas Z. Doty; Editor, Frank E. Chas. A. Logue; Editor, Daniel Man- ario, Howard J. Green; Editor, Paul
Rjinson, Photography, Ray June, Hull;
Titles,
Douglas Z.
Doty; dell, Titles, Walter Anthony; Photog- Weatherwax; Titles, Ralph Spence;
raphy, Ben Reynolds, fair.
J ising.
Photography, Dev Jennings; okay.
Photography, Conrad Wells, fine.
Charley Murray in

Bob

"Do Your Duty"
F'st

National

ft.

lOOD POPULAR ENTERT.INMENT BUILT TO GET

Buzz Barton

FBO

Length: 4647

ft

FAIR MELLER PACKS A
PROVIDE WALLOP FOR THE JUVENILE
AND LIT- FANS WITH STUNTS AND
PROVIDE THE THRILLS.
WILL RIDE ON

E.SY LAUGHS AND
TIRILLS. MURRAY

LEFIELD
FfN.

.Charlie Murray as the polisergeant does his usual stuff and
\rd\)\y assisted by Lucien Littlefield
^ast.

Scotch

a

a

Others Charles
Brady,
Washington
Doris Dawson, Aggie Herring,
tailor.

Ed

Ilniiey,
Ik-,

(ori^e Pierce.

and Production. .Farce with
Ikr trimmings.
This is one of
t)Se popular screen concoctions built
the mob.
As such it is fair entaiiiment that will please the averse"
uncritical audience that likes its
jtory

.

r

!

t

M^slick

broad and

its

thrills

lurid

Murray

gets framed by
-;arg of crooks who get him drunk

heavy.

i:l

slugging him and he is demoted
force after they stage their
)lHry.
Charles
Delaney as a
jUng patrolman friend in love with
larlie's daughter sets out to clear
cr

tlie

e

man and restore him to his
on the force. Fun and thrills
thrown in regardless and keep the
older

ice
;

:erest

hopping.

and

Charlie

is

vindi-

Scotch friend
pture the crooks.
Has the popular
?redients to get it over as a fair
ogram.
Direction, William Beaudine, okay;
Jthor, Julian Josephson; Scenario,
;rnon Smith; Editor, Stuart Heisted,

DAILY CHANGE SCHEDULE.

..

after he

his

•;
Titles, Gene Towne, Casey Robson; Photography, Mike Joyce.

Bob Steele gets going in
and does some good thrill
stuff.
Mary Maberry an attractive
heroine.
Others Perry Murdock,
Barney Furey, William Welsh.
MeloStory and Production
drama. One of those mixed productions where a cub reporter hobnobs
with the daughter of the governor
of the state and other fanciful things
happen. The underworld also enters
Cast....

final

in.

reel

The

leader

role.

Steele in

"Lightning Speed"

Length: 5976

ficult

neth Harlan appear only incidentally.
Story and Production
Drama.
This is a hodge podge loosely strung
together. The direction belongs to a

of

the

gang

is

in

"The Fightin' Redhead"
Length: 4758 ft.
FBO
THE USUAL JUVENILE
FARE WITH BUZZ BARTON
DOING THE YOUNG HERO
STUFF IN A WAY TO SATISFY THE FANS.
Cast.. Buzz Barton

wonder

—

is

still

in his pictures.

He

the boy

does

all

that hero stuff that other kids like
to see on the screen.
Edmund Cobb
the hero.
Duane Thompson the usual western heroine.
Others Mil-

Affiliated

European Prod.
Length: 5230

ft.

VERY DRAGGY AND INVOLVED IMPORTED NUMBER. ITS MAIN APPEAL IS TO
HORSE ENTHUSIASTS. HOLDS
LITTLE ENTERTAINMENT.
Cast....

Mae Busch

is

featured in

a sentimental yarn, and does little
to distinguish herself.
Fritz Rasp,
German actor, does a fairly gooa

character bit.
August Fryland is a
personable hero.
Others all German and French players unknown

burne Morante, Bob Fleming, Edward Hearn.
on this side.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
Stor^l and Production. ... Drama.
Again Buzz and his grown-up part- This is a very sentimental story conner get mixed up in some wild ad- cerning the life of a race horse.
It
venture.
This time it concerns the was made in Paris and Berlin sevrobbery of the town bank by the eral years ago by a German direcout bandits, with their friend the village tor.
The plot is very involved, and

kidnap the governor's daughter in blacksmith and the hero of the yarn
Of course,
order to prevent the electrocution of accused of the crime.
his brother, the murderer. Then hero the gal at first believes that her hero
gets busy in a double stunt of get- is guilty, but Buzz gets busy and by
ting a scoop for his paper and mak- his clever work lands the real gang
ing himself solid with the governor leader and everything is straightened
so he can marry his favorite child. out satisfactorily.
Just the old line
The gang succeeds in kidnapping the of applesauce dished up with a few
It new trimmings.
gal, and then the hero gets busy.
Most of the good
bits are given to the juvenile wonall works up to a spectacular getaway in a balloon, with the heavy, der, and considering his age and the
hero and gal swinging in the basket, triteness of the material, he does
It's the kind of
a fight, a drop in a parachute, etc. very well with it.
Why a balloon getaway is the mys- stuff that the kids cheer and yell
tery, but the kids will like it.
about in the small neighborhood
Direction, Robert North Bradbury, houses.
ordinary; Author, the same; ScenDirection, Louis King, fair; AuScenario,
ario, Robt. North Bradbury; Editor, thor,
E.
A.
Patterson:
Delia M. King; Titles, Randolph Frank Howard Clark; Editor, Delia
De M. King; Titles. Frank T. DaughPhotography,
Robt.
Bartlett;
erty; Photography, Roy Eslick, okay.
Grasse, fair.
to

"Racing Through"

winds

in and out and drags till it
becomes tiresome.
The heroine is
working in a traveling show when
she meets the owner of the young

race horse.
His final turf victory is
well done, showing a scene at the
famous Auteuil race course.
Hero
and heroine are married, but there is
always a menace in the background
in the person of a half demented
man who is infatuated with the girl.
Story opens showing the famous
horse a broken down nag employed
as the motive power for a merry-goround.
Then the story keeps cutting back to this shot.
Grind houses
only.
Direction, Karl Grune. outdated;
no other credits given. Photography
is
the best part of the production,
and ranks very high.
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SOUND

THE

FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

By AR1\

Clean Film Vital to Proper
Projection of Sound Films
Damage

to films and projection
film,
as well as
dirty
cloudiness, rain, flickering and buck-

by

caused

ling,
"becomes an acute problem"
with advent of sound pictures particsound-on-film systems, deularly,
clares A. S. Dworsky, head of Dworsky Film Machine Corp., which manufactures film cleaning, processing
buffing machines, rewinds, Filmex
cleaning fluid, cotton flannel and

Building on Sound
Vogue of sound pictures
throughout the country is reflected in the annual report made
by Warners, showing that for
the year ended Aug. 31, the company's

net

totaled

$2,044,841,

compared with §30,426 the preceding year.
This remarkable
has been attended by steady

bufTs.

rise

support his contention, Dworsky
cites the following from "The Alovie-

advancement of the stock, which
seems to have found a level
around 132. And the company,

To

tone Bulletin," published by FoxCase:
"If the aperture in the sound gate
becomes clogged, it cuts the light of¥
photocell and weakens its response to the sound modulation on
The fader will be turned
the film.
up high without attaining normal
volume in the house; and if at this
time the moving film should dislodge
some of the dirt, the sound would
the

come on with terrific volume."
Dworsky says that new film should

in the first quarter of the new
year, anticipates estimated profit of $2,500,000, which is S500,000 ahead of the previous fiscal
year.

SOUND FIIMS BUSINESS

that
In

waxing

is

case

the

injurious

to

—

Chicago Duotone,
disc
device
manufactured by the Western Electric Piano Co., has a cueing service,
supplementing the machine.
This
gives the exhibitor a list of records
to play, as well as a key showing the
operator how to play them correctly.
In addition to the two turntable phonograph machine, a microphone atthe

for

making announcements

theater

is

phone

British Co. to Handle
in

— Hanaphone,

London

atus,

which consists

talker apparof disc system

with

a synchronizer
will be handled

and an ampliby an all-Brit-

fier,

ish

company with

all-British capital.
Secret experiments are said to have
been carried out in this country with
Hanaphone for months in conjunction with a firm of radio experts
whose name will be divulged later.
program of 52 one reel films and
12 other pictures have already been

A

arranged.

—

Ind.
More tj,
of Phototone hi
been made throughout the coun:
according to the Platter Cabinet
manufacturer of the instrument,
fices in a number of key cities h
been opened for distribution of i
chines and records. The Phototona double turntable device for wb
four horns are available. Microphi
attachment also is provided wl
specified.
cue rack for recoi
with enclosed base for storage
records is included.

600

Vernon,

installations

i

unit is declared to operate equally
well on
or
current, the former
with a resistance socket designed to
prevent overheating of the motor.
A
The turntable is brought up to the
speed in less than one revolution.
The bearings are so constructed that
With each Phototone installatii
no oiling is required. There are no 50 ten inch records of 100 selectit
gears, the turntable being driven by are provided.
These are Phototi
a noiseless belt drive.
The governor records.
disc service of from t
is
mounted on the motor shaft, to 50 discs a month is ofifered.
equipped with a regulation screw for

DC

AC

;'

A

speed adjustment.
Another product of the Lakeside
firm is the rotometer, which measures
speed of the turntable.

Denies Dropping Talker
j

IVest

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM

DA'n

Report that
Los Angeles
planned abandonment of production
Sound at Ljmn House
"Coquette," as an all-talker, Wi
Lynn, Mass. E. M. Loew's Cap- spiked by Mary Pickford on her
itol is trying out a temporary PhotoSam TayloP:
turn to the studios.
phone system. If it is successful a to direct the picture, work on whj
perinanent installation will be made. is to be started at an early date.
i

;

Movietone

installations

houses of the
more than SO.
Twelve Netoco houses now are
wired.
They are: Central, Square,
East Boston; Central Square, Waltham; Jamaica, Jamaica Plain; Morton,
Mattapan; Rialto, Roslindale;
Rivoli,

all

Roxbury; Shamut, Roxbury;

Milford, Milford; Capitol, New London, and Maine, Portland, Ore.

Announcing
the opening of

ETCHCRAFT
FILM STUDIOS
featuring both motion and still photography.
One of the best equipped independent studios in
the East and right in the heart of New York.
Large or small stages now renting by hour, day,
or week. Location units available at short notice.

As Netoco has taken over

included.

Hanaphone

and

are to be made in
chain, which total

theabe redecorated and renovated before reopening under the
Xctoco banner, Vitaphone has been
included in the plans.
Four new dc
luxe houses now under construction
will have Vitaphone and Movietone.
ters,

London

of Phototone Clainil
North

GEnERS fOR NETOCO

the

Cueing Service Supplied
for Users of Duotone

in

—

of

—

tachment

Phonograph Devices

Chicago Arnold Electric Phonograph Motor is being offered for use
with disc non-synchronous devices
by Lakeside Supply Co., manufacturer of radio sets, phonographs and accessories.
Constancy of speed is a
feature claimed for the unit, despite
any drop in the line voltage.
The

Installations

I

sound-on-film
systems, he says, new film never
Boston Vitaphone has proved a
He bases this on
should be waxed.
research work done in association strong drawing card since its instalwith Fox-Case Corp., in their efifort lation early in 1926 in houses of the
to overcome difficulties arising from Netoco chain and has proved a facpresence of wax on new prints. Buf- tor in rapid expansion of the circuit.
fing was agreed upon, he says, as the Samuel Pinanski, president of the
more satisfactory method for new chain, was one of the pioneer users
prints.
of Vitaphone, installing it first in the
Modern and Beacon, Boston. Vitafilm.

for

Over 600

—

be waxed, not bufTed, stating his belief

Arnold Electric Motor

to

in 9,500

Town

—

Menominee, Mich. Al Jolson in
"The Singing Fool" took in 15,000
admissions in this town of 9,500 playing at the Lloyd's.
Jolson's "The
Singer" is the only
ture ever to play a whole
Jazz

other pic-

week

of

ETCHCRAFT FILM STUDIOS

Jolson Film Gets 15,000

Admissions

Production under personal supervision
Ted Spargo

here.

454-458 Sixth Ave. (at 28th St.)

N. Y. G.

Phone Longacre 10109, Chickering 7788
and Chickering 2981

I

THE

s^mi

DAILY

ICTURES

TIPS

ON

EQUIPMENT

VARIOUS DEVICES
AVAILABLE

AND

NOW

t>DY
volume that rolls through the
theater as if you were listening to
One of the
the singer in person.
best ads that Movietone can devise to
boost the prestige of their synchronIt is class entertainized device.
It will
ment, with a popular kick.
Time, 5 mins.
ride easily anywhere.
full

(VIEWS OF THE LATEST

ISOUND SHORT SUaiECTS

—

I'

iU

.

analysis of nczv sound
ibrt subjects caught by
tilLY reviczvers follow:
Critical

',

FILM

:

Waring's Pennsylvanians
Vitaphone No. 428

Not So Good

h

%pe of production. .. .Band number
fudging by the staging of this numit
must have been taken some
b",
tie ago.
It is amateurishly staged,
a:ording to the accepted technique
the current sound shorts.
f
There
a;
practically no close-ups of the
lividual players, and the photogr)hy is not any too good, so that
t: massed players far removed from
t.'
camera lens offer a blurred aplarance.
This is an unusually fine
hid, and there is no reason why
ider proper production they could
It put over a first class offering,
/leir selections are "We Love the
i

"In

<)llege

Girls,"

Ijuse,"
J.hn?"

and "Where

a

Little

White

Do You Worka

The last is by far the best,
the various members of the band
iinding up in turn to deliver a com(v answer to Waring's interrogation
(
the title line.
Those who have
lard the Waring aggregation will
laHze how little this sound short
<es them justice. Time, 10 mins.
Ntli

>

;

'

Myrtil has a pleasing appearand seems gifted with lots of
•rsonality.
But she falls down woeiss

e

—

.

)

angle

subject.

mob.

it

is

not over the heads

Time, 9 mins.

Doris Duncan, Herring and Zeh
Vitaphone No. 2115
Wild Ride
Type of production
Song trio
Herring and Zeh do the support
for Miss Duncan's songs, one at the
piano and the other as an assist on
the harmony. They put over several
numbers with pep and class. It is
one of those acts that is nicely in
between to catch the pop as well as
the critical vote.
Opens with Miss
Duncan and the boy friend singing
"You're Mine," followed by "Pal O'
Mine," by Miss Duncan. The boys
put over the neatest number with
"Side by Side," and Miss Duncan
finishes with a short number, the boys
coming in on the final harmony. The
lens is unkind to Miss Duncan
which is the trouble with most of
these female vaudevillians performers
when they run the gauntlet of the

male singers in dress
in
three
diversified
harmonizing

three

Ponce

Sisters

— M-G-M

Movietone

selections.

The

first

is

"Wild

Irish

Pleasing
Rose," followed by a comedy numType of production. .Vocal harmon- ber, and closing with an old Spanizers.
The voices come clear
ish melody.
Ethel and Dorothea Ponce are two and the trio are far above the aververy charming young sisters who age act of its kind.
They will apappear in a garden scene. They are peal to any variety of audience, for
snappily dressed, and put over their they have class along with a snappy
two numbers with a lot of pep. Their way of putting over their numbers
first number was "Too Busy," a pop which will click with the pop crowd.
number which they put over with a Time, 9 mins.
fine sense of harmony. They finished
with a ballad, and with their pleasing
"Overtones" Vitaphone No. 2587
voices and personality made a strong
Hopeless
impression on their initial effort in
A safe book- Type of production. .Dramatic sketch
the talking short field
ing for the average house.
Time,
A terrible sample of a dramatic
8 mins.
sketch which will be far over the
heads of most picture house patrons.
Val and Ernie Stanton
The plot is very obscure and worked
Vitaphone No. 2587
Four women
out just as obscurely.
Classy
enact the roles, two of them repreType of production ... .Comedy team senting the spiritual "shadows" or
The Stanton brothers put over a "inner selves" of the other two. One
barrage of fast patter interspersed of them has married an artist loved
with gag songs that all click on the by the other.
The married woman
laugh register.
Their skit is titled calls on the other and they hold one
"English As She Is Not Spoken," of those nice little conversations
and their chatter embraces a lot of saying a lot of sweet things about
seven syllable words with each bit each other while their shadows stand
pointed with a gag line or a pickup along side and say the real mean
line by the other.
The song bits things that they are really thinking.
comprise "Let a Smile Be Your Um- It makes a jumbled hash that means
brella," "Horsie, Keep Your Tail Up," nothing and is amateurishly done.
" 'Cause
It Ain't That
Kind of a Time, 14 mins.

—

.

Vitaphone No. 2548
J list Fair

on the sound end and that is Type of production. .. .Light comedy
skit.
She
which counts here.
Eddie Nelson does his goofy act
ies a violin as a filler, which is far
ore effective than her voice. Time, as the boy friend entering on a baby
bicycle.
The traffic cop. played by
mins.
Jack Lipson, starts to make a pinch,
and Eddie's girl, Dolly Nelson, apRichard Bonelli in "Pagliacci"
pears and pleads for him. It belongs
Fox Movietone
to the goofy school of comedy gagSplendid
Operatic ging, with the laughs dependant on
ype of production
Eddie making himself as foolish as
baritone
The prologue to "Pagliacci" is of- possible. Some of the patter carries
It is one a snicker, but it averages just ordinred by Richard Bonelli.
the most satisfying sound shorts ary with Eddie carrying the load and
Bonelli appears as the other two feeding him the lines.
far released.
You can easily clock the laughs on
le clown, steps from behind velvet
Time, 8 mins.
.rop, and delivers the aria in a rich. your fingers.
lly

phone

smoothly, yet
of the

Lina Basquette in
"Visions of Spain"
Vitaphone No. 2104
Flat
who does her colored syncopation Type of production. Songs and dances
the
and
boys,
with three colored
This was an attempt at atmospheric
whole aggregation is just third rate. stuff that falls pretty flat.
Scene
They develop nothing worth talking shows a square in a Spanish town,
about in song, harmony or hoofing. opening with a church bell nearby
The boys handle a piano, banjo and tolling for the wedding while the
trap drum in a very indifferent man- guests kneel outside.
Goes into fesCarolyn opens with "Just An- tive scenes, with Sam Ash, tenor,
ner.
other Day," and follows with "St. singing a love ballad to Lina
BasThe boys, who are quette, who goes into a Carmen
Louis Blues."
dressed as bell hops, take a whirl at dance, with emphasis on the tamsome hot syncopation that fails to bourine work. Then follows a typical
click.
Then Miss Snowden is back Spanish bit, showing flirtation, jealin a white satin male costume and ousy, and Lina grabbing her man
finishes the offering with some out- away from her rival and going into
a
There are hot dance. Then a group of toreadated Charleston steps.
the
colored
acts
on
many
good
too
dors appear on the way to the bull critical camera instead of the friendly
circuits that show this offering up to fight, and the wedding guests follow footlights.
Time, 10 mins.
Time, 10 mins.
poor advantage.
them off. Has nothing but Lina, and
if
she had done her dance solo it
"Fashion Plates of Harmony"
Frank Richardson
would have been more effective than
Vitaphone No. 2283
cluttering the number up with a lot
Vitaphone No. 2329
Entertaining
of
second
rate
Spanish
atmosphere.
Snappy
Old vaudeville stuff can mean little Type of production. .. .Singing trio
Pop songs on the sound
Type of production
short schedule. Time,
This makes a neat number, with
This boy Richardson has a per- 11 mins.
clothes

—

ice,

Correction

Carolyn Snowden & Company
Vitaphone No. 2109
Misses
Type of production. .Songs with Band
Carolyn Snowden is a high brown

sonality and gets three pop numbers
He has
over with plenty to spare.
)dette Myrtil
M-G-M Movietone a clear tenor, and you can understand
Weak
what he is singing about which helps
',pe of production. .Character singer a lot on these sound shorts.
He
This
French
vaudeville
player, opens with "Chasing the Blues," and
'dette Mrytil, is billed as the star his piano accompanist does a lot to
"White Lilacs," but that means send this number in.
His next is
ithing on this sound short, for her "Sing Me a Baby Song," followed by
livery is very indistinct and she "Blue
Heaven," sung in a minor
lis
to score.
Her first number is register
effective.
is
very
that
ng in French, and she follows with Richardson gags between his yodling,
o other numbers in English, but and all in all here is a singing short
'ther her accent or her enunciation that should help to make them more
tlie recording were at fault. What- popular.
Time, 10 mins.
er the cause, it results in sounds
at are jumbled and very indistinct.
Eddie Nelson in "Stop and Go"

—

A

Bailey & Barnum in "The
Globe Trotters," reviewed in
issue of Oct. 28, was erroneously listed as a Universal
Talking Short. This is a Vita-

Cow," "The Little Pig Moved Right
Away," and "Alice, Where Art
Thou?" A lot of high class nonsense,
that
put over with snap and
is

THE
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Silent Short Subject

"The Skywayman"
Russ Farrell Series Educational
Good Air Stuff

"Paddling

—

Co-Eds"— Collegians

Pathe Review No. 46

Good Number
Type of production. 1 reel magaz
Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Opens with interesting views
Type of production. .2 reel adventure
This is one of the best of the the great Wilson Dam at Mus
Another in the series exploiting Collegians so far, for it gets away Shoals, and shows the tremendc
Reed Howes as the ace pilot of the from the hackneyed stuff into some- water power plant the Governrnt]
Mexican border patrol. It is crowded thing original for a change.
There has erected there. From London
with a lot of fast action, and the plot is a nice little love interest worked presented the latest fashion in abb
Howes in with the vamp who is out to get viated skirts for the ladies, known
handled.
intelligently
is
against
and
flying
his
wits
matches
The
Prod.
Buren
the hero's class pin.
He has to row the "ceiling skirt" which is a sort
by Amedee J. Van
cartoon comics of Walter Berndt are another flyer who is a member of for the Juniors with the college belle anti-peakaboo arrangement. FinislH
Smitty Series Pathe
Rides Easily
1 reel comedy
Tvpe of production
At last we have something new
under the Hollywood sun and we
would like to extend a vote of thanks
to the gent or gents who are responsible for this second laugh spasm
in the "Smitty" series being produced

famous, but this screen inter- the border smuggling gang, and who
Those gets himself appointed to the patrol
is infinitely funnier.
gorgeous funsters little Herbie. Mom, in order to spy on their activities.
Pop, Vera, the Boss and Scrapps, the The highlight is a sequence where the
in his
field
dog, here cavort in real life for your spy leaves the flying
ample amusement— and they are all plane and covers the other pilots with
By some trick of magic the liis machine gun, threatening to spray
good.
handlers of this comedyette have any one with bullets who leaves the
changed the cartoon characters into ground in an attempt to capture the
more human and laughable personal- smuggling gang. The air stuff is up
blood to the minute, and will prove good
ities than most of the flesh and
Directed by Harry J.
lots. entertainment.
comedy
the
all
comedians on
That may sound like extravagant Brown.
praise—but go see this side bustin'
"A Woman's Man"
blurb for yourself, and then call us a
It's the
Horace in Hollywood
cockeyed liar if you dare.
Supervising
berries with the cream.
Universal
director George Marshall, who takes
Studio Stuff
three bows.
Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
"Be My King"
Lupino Lane Educational
Arthur Lake is featured in this
Laugh Special
series, and in this one he goes to
2 reel comedy Hollywood to take a position as
Type of production
It fourth assistant property man. HorLupino Lane outdoes himself.
ace starts by trying to rescue a
is one of the best burlesque numbers
ever screened in the short subject player who is taking a part as prisHe and his brother, Wallace oner in a dungeon scene. The difield.
Lupino, are two shipwrecked sailors, rector then sends him on the set to
who find themselves washed up on take a wrap from the vamp as she
The cannibals de- is doing a love scene on a divan.
a cannibal island.
cide that one of them must marry the The vamp starts to work on Arthur
Lupino is chosen until
jumps
king's daughter.
in
desperation
he
for the doubtful honor, for the dame through a window.
The studio stuff
His brother is car- will be found interesting by the fans.
is fat and ugly.
ried away to be fattened up for the
The fun is hilarious, and
feast.
"Killing the Killer"
justly

pretation

—

cleverly

gags

in

worked out in a series of
which the two comedians

the cannibals along in a frantic
So far
effort to avert their fate.
superior to the usual run of two-reel
comedies that there is no comparison.

Ufa

A Whizz

stall

The comedian does some outstanding
work. Directed by Henry W. George.

"A Clean Sweep"
Universal
Not.

Type

Much

of production. .2 reel

western

There isn't much in this one, although it probably will get by with
the kids and grown-ups who accept
short westerns, just so there is one
or several villains, some hard riding
and slapstick comedy. George Chandler is featured in a Buster Keaton
tyoe of role, but he doesn't succeed
in injecting much comedy.
He's a
vacuum cleaner salesman, touring the
West, who is kidnapped by an outlaw, overhears the gang's plans, and
rushes to save the bankroll of the

Type

of production. ...

This

1

reel special

most sensational and

thrilling short
screened.
It depicts
the death between a
mongoose and a hooded cobra. The
mongoose is the only animal tliat
can give the deadly reptile a battle,
and get away with it. You see the
little mongoose, which resembles a
large weasel, spot the cobra, and prepare for battle.
The cobra sees his
enemy at the same time, and rears
his head and spreads his hood, all

subjects ever
the battle to

set

to strike.

Good Number

The mongoose meas-

ures the distance, feints and hops
back, just missing the deadly fang
by a fraction of an inch. So remarkable is the judgment on distance of
the mongoose that he knows exactly
how far the cobra can strike. With
repeated thrusts you see the cobra
grow weaker, and at last the little

—

—

.

—

mental development. His son is sav^
from death in the chemical labor
tory because of the athletic abil
at a lively clip and with some fairly
of the students.
As reward, t
good gags to keep the comedy bubprexy lifts the ban on the one ga
bling.
They go to call on Steve's It's
an exciting one, but Calfoi
gal,
and George makes such a
can't get far without its coach. Ho'
strong impression that Steve is left
ever, he arrives at the last minu'
out in the cold. In order to get the
and the game is won, despite t
girl away from each other, they arfact
(far-fetched) that the capt;
range to meet her outside with a
is playing with a broken arm.
car and go for a ride.
George gets
Ross did a good job in the directio
there first with a hired car, and the
fun commences when Steve appears.
The Newlyweds Lose Snookums
Directed bv Gus Meins.
Stern Bros. Universal
Good for Any House
"Jim Jam Janitor"
Type of production. .2 reel come(
Handy Andy Pathe
Not once, but twice does the mii
Moves Fast
chievous
Snookums take Frenc
Type of production. .2 reel comedy leave, and in this they have plent;

George

is

a fair

Do

It"

number
series,

in the "Let
being paced

—

—

.

cobra appear to be striking right at
the camera.
Guaranteed to give

rected.

anybody

by Harry Edwards.

father.

vacuum

mongoose jumps in, grasps his venomous rival just below its head, and
quickly finishes him.
The shots are
closeups, and the camerawork is remarkable.
Some shots make the
a

thrill.

.

.

.

Johnny Burke is featured as Handy Andy and this time is porter in

He conveniently keeps
cleaner in his hand during his fight with the bandits, so
that the money is lodged in the machine, and so saved.
Cheaply made
and containing little in the way of
entertainment.
Walter Fabian dihis

.

—

a hotel.
He is ordered to bring a
trunk upstairs from the cellar to the
room of Vernon Dent, one of tht
guests. Here through a mixup Johnny becomes locked in the room with
Vernon's wife, and the irate hubby
thinks the janitor is trying to steal
his better half.
It works out into a
series of snappy developments that
carry quite a few laughs.
Directed

girl's

.

When his with a flower festival in Tokio.
in the inter-class meet.
sweetie catches him in a compromis- nicely diversified magazine.
ing position with the vamp, who has
"Glorious Adventure"
framed him, she gets sore and refuses
Hodge-Podge Educational
to go in the race. Works up to good
Ordinary
suspense with a last minute change of
mind by the heroine, and they go in Type of production. ... 1 reel scei
Again the Lyman H. Howe out
and win the race by an eyelash.
Has a punch. Hats off to has concocted a reel composed
Okay.
director Nat Ross. Here's hoping he diversified scenic shots from odd cc|
keeps up the good work and lays ners of the world, and given it
novelty angle with animated titl(|
off the old college hash for good.
trick
pictures
and art embellis'
ments.
The special vacation tra!
"Bumping Along"
starts out with each car typifyir]
Cameo Educational
some vacation pastime such as hurl
Trick Shots
ing, swimming, etc.
Then the d;!
Type of production. .2 reel comedy ferent views in turn take up the
This one is very snappy, featuring diversions in various sections of t!
a good team in Gene Stone and Mar- world.
The series is becoming ^
shall Ruth, a new fat man.
The two little outdated, it would seei
are rivals for the hand of Estelle through long and continuous er
Bradley. They join the girl and her ployment of the same idea withoparents at a picnic. The fun moves variation.
at a lively clip when they start to
"Dear Old Calford"
enter a rowboat.
Here some very
Collegians Series Universal
clever trick stuff is employed that is
Good Football Yarn
above the average.
Combined with
some neat gagging, and the work of Type of production. .. .2 reel dra:J
A great argument for college at!
a competent cast, this is safe for any
house.
Directed by Francis J. Mar- letics and dandy entertainment
tin.
this two reeler of the third seri
of these popular subjects.
The n<
"All for Geraldine" George Series president at Calford bans athleti(
cancelling the final and big footbi
Universal
game, and firing the coach, feelii
Lively
Type of production. .2 reel comedy that all attention should be paid
This

without doubt one of the

is

Universal

of material for a couple of two ret
ers.
In the first escapade, the ki
ducks into the hotel elevator, an
leads Lovie and Dovie and the rei
Th
of the guests a merry chase.
second concerns a baby parade, an
Snookums drives away in the littl
automobile provided by his da(
hooks onto the line of carriages, anj
leads the frantic mothers a merr
chase, finally winning first prize fo
having put pep into the parade. Anj
audience will get laughs out of this

p^^lm

0/^1 LY
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iComedy Team— Idea
Vogue

of

Fox Planning Annual Edition of Fox Follies Along
David Selznick Gets Paramount Promotion Personality Paragraphs by Wilk

Teaming Players Declared

Line of Ziegfeld Follies

ITHUR-DANE DISSOLUTION

—

A

Little
from
By

'

End

at

—

IN END Of TEAM VOGUE
Passing of the comedy team ide?
pictures is believed practically
announcement that
vi'ith
Inplete
prge K. Arthur and Karl Dane are
The team developbe parted.
^nt reached its height last year,
.«en most studios boasted a pair of
nedy players. The vogue started

Passing

is

Fox
Fox

of

Hollytvood

etta
the

for

distinc-

first

the screen.

He

is

is

Ziegfeld's

Stamper

and

FoUies.
Dave
Silva are

Bud

preparing Fox Follies, for filming, via Movietone.

oper-

busy

DAVID SELZNICK SCOPE

Follies, to

nually,

RALPH WILK

of

Planned

be edited anbeing planned by
Fox, patterned along the lines

*'Lots**

DEL RUTH has the
ROY
tion
directing the

Follies

at

AT PARAMOUNT EXTENDED
David Selznick, assistant executive
B. P. Schulberg of Paramount.
has been given added authority and

to

He is to continue in
duties.
charge of development of writers,
but will drop his duties as associate
producer.

new

Warner studio, where he is wieldRenee Adoree Opposite Novarro
megaphone on "The Desert
Renee Adoree- will play opposite
Song."
Roy also has "The Terror" Ramon
Novarro in "The Pagan" for
Barton Picture Resumed
and
"Conquest"
to
his
credit.
en Wallace Beery and Raymond
M-G-M. Exteriors will be filmed in
*
*
*
Barton, FBO star, has reBuzz
tton scored as a comedy team,
Tahiti.
W. S. Van Dyke will "call
work
on "The Little Savage,"
sumed
ictically every team formed since
the
shots.'"
Donald
Crisp
will
esWe have hea)d many t)-ibiites jmid
of Louis King. Work
direction
under
been dissolved.
to various men in the industry, but say the "heavy."
on the picture was interrupted when
ing the

Tom Mix's talk, in
Littlefield Signed for Two
which he praised his friend and adLucien Littlefield after taking a
visor, Jack Hill, was a masterjnece
The voice test at Universal, was cast for
of sentiment and good sense.
talk was given at the Wampas din- a featured part in "Clear the Deck,"
ner.
Totn has spoken at several Reginald Denny's current vehicle.
Wampas meetings, but all his hear- He will then hurry over to First Nafor
a
part
in
"Saturday's
ers agreed with President Barrett tional
Wiesling that Monday's speech is the Children," in which Corinne Griffith is starred.
best Tom has given.
t'other evening,

Tellegen Gets Contract
Vlike Tellegen has been awarded
His next as:ontract with Fox.

nment

is

in

Fred

Newmeyer's

alamitj-."

Kraly Preparing Jannings' Story

Hans Kraly, who scenarized "The
Emil
prepare
will
also
itriot,"
nnings' next Paramount picture,
le story is an original by Victor
hertz^inger and will be directed by
wis Milestone.

Warner Player

in F. N. Cast

Withers has been
play the lead in Corinne Griffith's
thcoming production, "Saturday's
Withers is under conlildren."
ict

to

'Warners.

*

*

Our Passing Show: John
Le Roy Johriston and Helene
Unity Hunter, the Los AnExpress columnist, discussing "copy"; Marie Prevost and Ralph Graves auto-

geles

signed

Grant

*

Gregory LaCava

graphing a chair, which was
exhibited

at

Makeup Men's
Philip

the

Strange, well

make

Hollyivood

ball.

direct.

will

known

stone

is

I

Ifred Santell.

Columbia Signs Marie Prevost
Marie Prevost has been signed by
olumbia for the lead in "The Side
how," which Erie Kenton will dixt.

English

broke his wrist.

THE
Doorfvay o£ Hospitallty

directing.

Dorothy Devore Resumes Work
Dorothy Devore has returned to
the
Educational studio to resume
work after a lay-off of two months
due to an injury to the fingers of
Charles Lamont is
her left hand.

actor,

directing.

his

"Why Be Good?"

Robert Montgomery Signed
Robert Montgomery has been seleading man in Vilma
"•cted
as
anky's next to be begun about Nov.
in New York, under direction of

star

Jane Winton Opposite McLaglen
Jane Winton is playing the role of
Victor McLaglen's girl friend in
"Captain Lash," which John Bly-

debut on the local stage
Nov. 19, when he appears in support
Ruth Chatterton in "Dummy"
of Nance O'Neil in "The Silver Cord,"
Ruth Chatterton, stage star, has
Mong and Pasha Added
which will open the Los Angeles been cast in "The Dummy" for
William V. Mong and Kalla Pasha Repertory Theater season.
Frederick Marsh and
Paramount.
,ve been added to cast of "Seven
John Cromwell are in the cast. RobSotprints to Satan," which Benjaert Milton is director.
Ray Cannon, Charles R. Condon
n Christensen will direct. Thelma
Montagne Original for Laura
>dd plays the feminine lead with and Frank Gay, who worked toKenyon is scenarizing
Charles
gether on "Red Wine," Ray's first
eighton Hale opposite.
picture for Fox, have been re-united. "The Compromise," original by E.
Ray is to make another picture for J. Montagne, which is to be Laura
Goldwyn Signs Howard
Fox, based on his own original. La Plante's next picture for LTniSydney Howard, playwright, has Charlie and Frank are working on versal.
^en signed by Samuel Goldwyn to the treatment.
By the way, excelHamilton Opposite CoUeen
indle the talking version of Ronald lent reports filter in on "Red Wine,"
Neil Hamilton has been selected
Dlman's new vehicle, "Condemned which has had two pre-vieivs.
to plaj' opposite Colleen Moore in
Devil's Island."
11

the youthful

may

in

time become an in-

\\'illiam

A

Seiter

will direct.

ternational language as a result of
Prouty in F. N. Cast
the talking pictures, according to M.
Jed Prouty has been cast in "His
He points out that if a Captive Woman," First National
C. Levee.
"talker," starring Douglas Fairbanks, picture now in production under diwere shown in the Orient, his fans rection of George Fitzmaurice.
would pick up American phrases and
repeat them.
So far no attempt has
Moore in "The Yellowback"
been made to export "talkies," except
Tom Moore has been cast in the
to England, because producers of the featured role in "The Yellowback"
reproducing mechanism are more which will be started within a few

than a year behind in their American

days

orders.

direct.

by FBO.

Jerome Storm

will

_1>NTER the doorway of
popular hostelry and you feel at home.
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcome
which marks the difference between the
this

Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
these are but a few of the features
lamp
that make you feel at home.
. .

.

Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you are next
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

—:x/^
Theater Equipment
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By CHARLES

NEW

1

SHEET ART

is

PEERLESS ARC LAMP
tk

BOOSTED FOR SOUND HL

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

Iidi

Peerless
arc lamp

Color Paint, a 28 by 42 inch display, containing hand colored photographic enlargements of scenes from

In giving proper attention to the subject of protection, the lens
Faulty
used should be accorded a position of prime importance.
lenses will ruin projection, regardless of the efficiency of the proThat is why, the exhibitor should turn to specialists
jector used.
in the field of manufacture for their projection lenses.
The Cinephor Projection lens manufactured by the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co., is an outstanding achievement in the projection
field.
This lens is one of highest developments in projection optics
and provides a well-balanced ensemble of sharp definition, flatness
of field, strong contrast between black and white areas and illumination.
Backed by a firm which has had three quarters of a century
experience in the making of lenses. The Cinephor projection lens
has
FILM DAILY STAMP OF
for efficiency
of performance.

the latest in

f
^:^-

lij,i

11,

HYNES

F.

The Stamp of Approval

POSTER BY PARAMOUNT

the picture advertised

Sunday, November

THE

tional

high

intensity

refiec

iits

recommended by

is

Theater

Supply

lit

as
lamp most suitable for projectior
sound-on-film pictures, according:
Joe Hornstein, head of National
the East.
Tests have proved,
says, that best results are obt;
able with this lamp, which is ma
factured by the J. E. McCauley (
Co.,

(ii

joi

ilo

lioi

ot

it
ikf

it

Chicago.

$100,000 to Equip Booth
of New Fischer Theat

APPROVAL

Detroit

— Including

the Vitapho
public address syst<
projection and color effect machir
equipment of the booth at the nfi:
Fischer will cost $100,000, it is ei
mated. Harry B. Harris, chief p
jectionist
of
Kunsky circi
the
heads the corps of projection en
neers in charge of the work.
T
projectors are being installed.
Fc
screens have been also installed
the new theater.

Movietone,

Indiana Exhibitors Called Complete Poster Service
On to Help Protect Prints Supplied by Detroit Firm

—

-Associated Theater
Indiana has sent a plea
to its members for cooperation in
curbing the print mutilation evil.
Prints are being returned to exchanges repaired with pins and paper clips, in one instance causing
Indianapolis

Owners

of

severe injury to the hand of an inspector, the association says.
"We urge all of you to caution

your

Color Paint Display Prepared
for "Wings"

ad sales material for exhibitors announced by James A. Clark, manager of the Paramount ad sales department.

The new

display is designed for
of theatre but will appeal
particularly to de luxe and first run
houses because of effects achieved in

any type

operators
against
returning
prints pieced together with pins or
paper clips," the association warns.
"If your operators are too lazy or
too
incompetent to make paper
patches it would be better for them
to return the prints with the upon
break in the film rather than to put
pins or clips in them, which generally lead to injury of film inspectors.
If
these
injuries
result
seriously
some of you may face a suit for
personal damages from these i njured inspectors."

a medium
for window tie-ups.
The display fits
Cooper Making Exploitation Aide
the regular one sheet frame.
Attract-O-Plane
Zeppelins,
for
The principal feature of a Color
Paint is its appearance of oil paint- lobby exploitation purposes, are being accomplished by the use of rich ing marketed by Max A. Cooper, 75
colors in conjunction with a varnished West^ End Ave., Manhattan Beach,

composition.

its

It also is

Cooper was formerly manlinen finish, its dignified lettering and N. Y.
cardboard stock which, while heavy, ager of the Rialto and other Broadway houses.
is pliable thus minimizing the danger
of cracking or creasing which would

S

spoil the effect.

ALE

!

The Latest Model Double

Improve Louisville House

— Plans

Louisville, Ky."^
1

for remodel-

the Cherokee at Bardstown Road
for $25,000 in improvements.

in

Detroit

Double Your Patronagi
with
THE FINAL TEST

of any new attraction in the show business lies in
the response it receives from the public
in its actual cash value to the
exhibitor.

^
*"

—

The consensus

of opinion

CHESTRAPHONE

among OR-

owners is typically summed up in these few accompanying statements received from
theatres
where
ORCHESTRA-

PHONE

is

now

ronage increases of from
per

cent,

"For several days we ran a sli
upon our screen asking our patro,
if they liked Orchestraphone. Eve
time this slide was shown we g
good applause. In selecting a nu!
ber of our patrons and asking the
h'jw the
Orchestraphone compar
to
our former 5-piece orchestr
ninety-five per cent told me tb
preferred the Orchestraphone.

Pat10 to 50

in actual use.

solely to ORare commotily
every section of the

attributed

CHESTRAPHONE,
reported from
country.

ORCHESTRAPHONE

.

"My
will

the world's master musicians to any
theatre marvelously reproduced in
tone and volume and perfectly adapted to cueing with the picture.

—

demonstration or address your
inquiry to our general offices: 624
South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

MOVIE CAMERA
Holdi

BLIZZARD FAN

U/ILLOCICHBy^
nono
NeniVhrhNV^^

in

my

seen anything
stimulant to theatre

„
"Si

'^

that

was

—

ORCHESTRAPHONE

Empire Theatre.
"1 firmly believe this theatre wi
do over double the amount of bus
ness any other suburban theatre
Atlanta does due, in my opinioi
in the

(4192A)

to

—the

i

ORCHESTRy!

^ipha Fowler
The Empire Theat)
Atlanta,

Two Models— Orchestraphone

tl

business th;
has bee

Ga.

'

1!

.

it

Manager

never

solely

Phone Peons. 0330
ll!

that

fifteen years' experieni
the operation of theatres I ha\
all

PHONE."
UJcst SZ^SLNewitorK.My
i2«'St
West

is

Hiawatha Theah
Denver. Colo,
*
*

*

"In

the

Reliable cueing service for all films
noiv available

opinion

patronage."

for

STANDARD

personal

the best instrument of its kind (1
the market and if only used for r
lief
work it is well worth havii
in
any theatre regardless of i

bring

SEPT AUTOMATIC

$X9.S0

Problem

theaters

Ask your nearest National branch

Winter or Summer
Your

— Fifty

Spring Motor

16 Feet Film— C««e 6 Magazine*
2 in. F. 3.5 Lent

Solves

Detroit

and suburban cities and one in Chicago are supplied with complete sign
service by William Carlson Studios,
which has a stafif of 50 artists'.

Jr.,

Complete $750

THE
November

lay,

3

-£&<

DAILV

1928

11,

Looking Back

11

Foreign Markets

{Continued from Page 1)

\By
this same zone, Fox is
ing prettily for the Schine chain,

In

e.

Universal is declared to be
ous indeed to ward off tiiat, this
e,

...

r deal.

The Day After

ra

'/ednesday: This was the first
ness day following the festival
Hoover and his landhe polls.
furnished an avid topic of dis;
lio:

everywhere.

lion

Producers, disothers had various

and

utors

other hand, brought the returns
their theaters via radio, loud
ikers and Western Union in an
nunirt to sustain business.
New York exhibitors we
of

A

w

Which, in
beyond words

looked very glum.

It

demonstrated
happened at the

it

before.

1,

ifl

.

.

the

box-oiifice

.

Rpdio-Keith-Albee-Orpheum

'he

solidation,

is

Five

practically set.

cent to go and it's a deal. The
essary stock will be secured, never
In the meantime, several gen-

•.

nen of importance

meet somewhere

in this
in the

line-up

South.
they return, the operation
len
will
be settled and put in
-k.

.

.

.

Cole claims
colonel replies.
did not characterize the M.P.T.O.
ion at Toronto as a "sell-out" to
knew he would
producers.
;wer Pete Woodhull, but what we
ught he would say was vastly difmt.
he

We

.

.

.

Sound and

Silent

Headlines

Thursday:

that

tell

stories:

Jleral

In Chicago, Dramaphone

demon-

lates the feasibility of interchangellity by playing W. E. records and

Mark down

Tempest."

he

an-

victory.
.
.
the Coast, quality silent pices are more than holding their own
er the extended West Coast chain,
ler

.

Dn

Franklin says so and, if you
Franklin, you'll realize that he

irold

ow
ows

full

DUt.

...

what

well

he's

.

earned

it.

.

.

on

E.xhibitors,

politically.

'Millions

theater partners in St. Louis and Indianapolis.
Interesting, isn't it? You
might prepare yourselves for others
to come.
They are on schedule.
Making more noise than words
could possibly register are the Warner figures for the vear ending Aug.
Profits totaled $2,044,841
31, 1927.
as against $30,426 for the previous
fiscal year.
Sound was responsible
for this unusual rise.
Nobody begrudges it to the Warners. They've

talking

ack to the Windy City. It seems
and pictures have proved the lifeCornver of theaters in the loop.
ring that situation with the Paic Coast condition, the conclusion
3ms more strikingly than ever be-

.

.

.

Theaters

—

—

:t.

That's moving.

It's
Friday.

.

.

.

New

Rowley houses in Texas and
Oklahoma.
The rush for theater
dominance is far from ended.
and

.

.

.

Professor
Publix,
under
Jack
Barry, plans another theater manHere is one
agers' class the fifth.
of the important events of the week.
Manpower is still the crying need of
this industry.
It is both gratifying
and pleasurable to learn that at least
one large organization has demonstrated enough good sense to attempt
to fill this urgent gap.

—

Away

back-almost

in the

ages as motion picture developwe tipped off the
ents take place
'arner deal for the Skouras holdSome did not believe; others
gs.
iiculed and still others laughed out11

—

first

of the building.
The theater is being equipped for talking pictures.

—

New

division
Dan
sales manager and managers of the
Atlanta, Charlotte^ Dallas, Memphis,

Michalove,

New

Orleans

Washington

— Russian

films valued

$56,000 were purchased by the
German industry during the past
year, according to advices to M. P.
Section of the Dep't. of Commerce.
During the past year the German industry purchased eight Russian films
at $7,000 each, while in the same
period the Russians bought 20 Gerat

man
925

films at an average price of $2,or $58,500, according to infor-

mation recently given out by the Russian
commercial representative at
Berlin.
Reorganization of the Russian selling system is contemplated,
it

stated.

is

Queen

southern

and

Oklahoma

City

offices.

in all

Russian Films Past Year Alpha Films Secures
THE FILM DAILY
German Co. Productions

—

tions, will attend the sessions, as well

International Pictures to be run
houses under their control during the coming year.
ish

Washington Bureau of

Orleans
London Gaumont Co., has secured
Concluding the
Orleans
distribution
rights to "Royal Rememseries of Pathe regional sales meetbrances," on which Will Daly and
ings is a session slated here Sunday.
Cecil Hepworth have collaborated.
Colvin W. Brown, executive vice
The feature concerns major events
president; Harry Scott, short subRoyal
lives of the British
in the
jects sales manager, and J. F. Mcof death of
Family
from
the
time
operaAloon, manager of exchange

Pathe

Victoria.

Gets Release In Russia
Washington Bureau of

—

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

John Maxwell,

of

International Pictures, has
completed a contract in Berlin with
the Russian trade representatives for
British

London

— Claude

director
of the
Alpha Film Corp. has secured output of the Nero Film Co. of Germany, for at least 12 pictures a j'car.
There is a likelihood that Alpha also
will produce pictures. This deal does
not include the current Nero produc-

and

general

sales

Mar.x,

manager

tions.

British Instructional

Films With Phototone
London

—

British Instructional
British Phototone have
closed a deal, under term of which
B.l.F. is to build a special sound studio at Welwyn for the production
of a series of short subjects using
the British Phototone process.

Films

and

Tartuffe Premiere
Ufa's "Tartuffe" with
Emil Jannings has commenced its
premiere at the Avenue Pavilion, on
Supporting JanShaftesbury Ave.
nings are Lil Dagover and Werner
Krauss.

—

London

Affiliated Gets "Holy Devil"
Affiliated European Producers has
acquired American rights to "The
Holy Devil," a film based on the life
of Rasputin, in which Gregor Cha-

mara, of the Moscow Art Theater,
the title role.
plays
Beier Join W-A
his company to release in Russia of
Edward Heller, formerly of the B. six pictures, according to advice to
Ufa in German C.E.A.
F. Keith exploitation department and the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Berlin Ufa theaters have joined
Murray Beier have joined the Woody Commerce. Among the pictures to be
Cinematograph Exhiband Adler organization in the han- released are: :"Moulin Rouge," "The the German
considerably
thus
Ass'n.
itors
dling of "Fighting the White Slave Kind," "Tescha," and "Show Life."
strengthening that organization.
Traffic." They will operate in Southern New Jersey.
New Era's Next Film
Heller

&

—

London

new

Happened

— The

K A N N Gaumont to Distribute
British Royal Family Film
Meeting Sunday

.

.

THE FILM DAILY

Londun .\rtiiur Dent, managing
atmospheric director of Wardour Films, distribhouse, the Lido, has been opened in
utor of British International PicLondon, according to advices to the tures, has closed with African TheM. P. Section of the Dept. of Com- aters, Ltd. to release 20 B.I.P. feamerce.
The building is of Roman tures in South Africa. The other
architecture with an Italian garden
deal concerns the Union Theaters of
spread out in front and on either side
Australia who have secured 30 BritWashington

Germany Released Eight

to enter all
Montana cities; Fo.x after more
England houses just to round out the
nucleus formulated !with the Poli
chain; Butterfield piling up his Michigan holdings.
Dent after the Rob

New

CUN'NINGHAMi

P.

Atmospheric House
B.I.P. In Big Deal In
Is Opened in London
So. Africa and Australia

Washington Bureau, of

West Coast

Today:

Novat Named Poster Art Manager
e that there is room in the field
Jerome Novat, associated with
both silent and sound films.
for the past ten years in
Paramount
Biophone new name for Tonecapacities, today was named
various
n is determined to lose no time,
manager of the Paramount poster art
inounced a bare few weeks ago,
department succeeding Frank Blakely
o installations are about to become
who resigned to take up work in a
.

New

JAMES

"Q

— New

Era which produced

Ships" is preparing a new draina
with all-male cast, and the action
of which takes place in 36 hours.

The

"Down

title is

Channel" and

will

directed by Michael Barringer,
co-director of "Q Ships."

New

Tivoli

—

London Manager

London W. H. Thornton, present manager of the New Gallery, is
House Reopens
to be manager of the Tivoli Strand,
Buffalo The Victoria is open unit is stated, when it passes into the
der the management of Victor A.
Cinematograph
Alterations are com- hands of Provincial
Lownes, Jr.
Buffalo

—

will be installed.
Spyros Skouras having conWork Progressing
aded certain important discussions
Rome, N. Y. Work is progressing
ith Sam Katz, the deal is set and
e Warner directors have approved on the Capitol. It will be completed
So Publix and Warners become during the winter.

Theaters next month.
Fritz

Lang

ght.

—

723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

"ew York

City

Pres.

be

field.

pleted and Movietone and Vitaphone

Richmount

Berlin

preparing

to

Lang,
start

director,

production

is

on

Girl in the Moon," Ufa picture.
cast has been selected as yet.

"The

No

Starting Another Ufa

— Fritz

pXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC. Pans
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC, N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

I
i

DAILY

lACK

Spyros Skouras or Irving D. Rossheim to head
Sept. 26:
theater activities,
exclusively reports.
Warner deal for purchase of Skouras theaters set,
Sept. 27:
exclusively reports with Skouras to head
Warner theater chain.
Spyros Skouras reported fostering plan for pooling of Publix,
Warner, Fox and Loew's, with country divided into four sections
in each of which one of group would operate to exclusion of others
in pool.
Skouras Enterprises to figure in big theater deal, St.
Oct. 3:
Louis reports.
St. Louis speculates on denial of Spyros Skouras
story stating no deal with Warners is conto

HARROWER

THE FILM DAILY

THE PARAMOUNT SHOW

CftPlTOL

Good flashy stage show
Paramount devised by Boris

Aiuiiversary week at the Capitol
en(levelopetl a nicely balanced stage
partertainment but with n(HhniK
Henry Rose
ticularly outstanding.
comedian
the
as
was given the lead
spots, a
but his line only clicked
tor
suitable
hardly
being
it
lot of
His stuff is a
house fare.

at the
Petroft"

and called "Blue Revue." The blue
motif was emphasized throughout in
costumes, staging and specialty numFrank Stever led
bers and songs.
m
off with "Blue Melodies" assisted by
Eddie Peathe Gamby Hale Girls.
picture
wdiizzed
dynamo,
blonde
that
bodv,
He
film mob.
little too classv for the
stage
the
with
Blue"
"Deep
thro'ugh
burlesque
tiuished with a dramatic
well handled
was
comedy
The
band.
his
on
brings
He
that was a pip.
by Doc. ("Uke") Henshaw who was
own props on a small table consist- on with a line of fast patter, and an
pans.
and
pails
ing mostly of pots,
assortment of vocal noises that is
With these he recites his dramatic really remarkable. His delivery was
and tragic story, producing his own
clear and got across strong to lots
sound effects as he goes along.
outstanding

The

Lassiter

Walt Roeshoofing.
a
ner took his stage boys through
various
the
with
number
comedv

bit

of

comedy

with some good
Major Bowes appear-

membe'rs kicking

He was

laughs.
bright spot

of

Brothers did a neat

in

kidding stuff.
the
ed in a talking trailer, welcomed
Capitol "family" and thanked them
outfor their continuous support and
The
lined the plans for the future.
major made a good impression and
He then brought
got a big hand.
Roesner on to the screen and uitroduced him, walking off himself. Walt
appeared
said a few words when he
and
in person on the stage in front
image.
en
scre
his
razzing
started

the

on a "blue" bill which
needed lots of comedy to put it over.
Peele and Cola had a good acrobatic
turn that specialized on hand manipulation that was one of the best
things of its kind seen on Broadway
Peabody took his
for a long time.
usual solo turn on his banjo, but
didn't develop any great amount of
applause. The audience seems to be
fed up on this repeat from week to
Stever concluded with "The
week.
Spell of the Blues" as the finale tableau was staged for a brief flash
showing a very gaudy and glittering

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

1)

of

the third
case, the

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Laokawanoa 7876

1531

BKOADWA).

>K»X

YORK CITY

Talkers Soon to Replace
Silent Film, Smith Says

AMALGAMATED

(Continued from Page

VAUDEVILLE
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

\)

American's Woman
.Vss'ii., meeting in New York. Players will be more abundant than less,
under the talker regime, he said^ beCorp.

AGENCY

Vaudeville Acts

day of arguments in the
Judge and Ralph Rouier

resuming their discussion as to competency of John E. Ryder, Paramount salesman, as a witness. Testimony has been taken also from lul
Canty, Pai amount booker, and Kate
M. Donough, stenographer.

Motion Picture Presentation

i

is any corporate change in ownership or managements;
belief persists deal set as reported.
Oct. 5: With deal for sale of Skouras chain declared set, Spyros
Skouras and Harry Koplar of St. Louis Amusement Co., leave
York for St. Louis.
Nov. 9: Announcement made Warner directors have authorized
Skouras deal.

New

Little Policy
in St. Louis

Change
Expected

{Continued from Page

tornado

September

in

pered.
Just

year,

and

the Skouras houses here
Indianapolis will pass into
control has not been made

at

although it is expected it will
be some time shortly after the special
meeting of Warner stockholders Dec.
4 in New York.
clear,

Talkers Boom Business,
Lloyd Executive Says
(Continued from Page

no reason

thicre is

why

made

its

—

debut at the Palace here.

al-

when

Warner

Movietone at Meriden, Conn.
Conn.
Movietone hi

Aleriden,

1)

last

though some of the houses have pros-

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
wrorld for the purpose of public

1)

others should

instruction.

not expect the same as soon as sound

becomes available for
Creed A. Keeper, asmanager of the Harold Lloyd

them,

Vocafilm. tected by a mandatory injunction' isand will sued last week by Federal Judge De
three
in
star
will
Schwartz
supervise these and all others made Witt IMerriam.
Robertson seeks to have Circuit
by the company, which will 1^^ adapted from plays staged by the Yid- Judge Guy A. Miller issue a perof manent injunction which will permit
dish Art Theaters, and a selection
the him to use the sound productions ol
during
produced
be
to
others
defendant distributors on the
tile
next ten years.
lluma-Phone device. Friday marked
president

THE FILM DAILY

templated nor

equipment

setting.

Maurice Schwartz to Make "Lilac Time" Opening
Yiddish Vocafilm Talkers
Under Court Order
Hochreich,

THE FILM DAILY

Warner

GOOD VARIETY TOR

PROCRAMJT

11, 111

Chronology of Warner-Skouras Deal

Presentations
Bv

Sunday, November

told

the

cause pantomime is far more difficult
Gov. Carl
than acting witii speech.
!•:.
Milliken of the Hays office; Benjamin Hami)ton. Miss Klizabeth Perkins of Little Picture House, Miss
Ruth Waterbury, associated editor
of "Photoplay Magazine" and Mrs.
Elizabeth Richey Desses, director of
Pathe educational department
the
were other speakers.

states

sistant

Corp.

who

New

has just returned to

York from

a trip in the South and
Middle West in the interests oi
Talkers definitely have
"Speedy."
taken the upper hand, he says.

M-G-M

Introduces

B'way House

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

De Luxe
London

to

(Continued from Page

1)

greetings from American stars to the
British public.
The new house, acclaimed at the opening, seats over

i

Photo
Engraving

4,000.
.\rtluir

Loew

of

M-G-M

Specialists

returned

from London, where he coml)leted arrangements for opening of
the new Empire.

Motion Picture

"Jimmy Valentine" Premiere Changed

Industry

premiere at the Astor.
New York, of "Alias Jimmy
Valentine," M-G-M's first film with
dialogue sequences, has been changed
to Nov. 15, from Nov. 16, when it
will supplant "White
Shadows in

DAY AND NIGHT

r'riday

13ate

the

to the

the

of

Seas."

.South

Portsmouth House Open
Portsmouth,
open.
phones.

is

It

is

V'a.

—The

New

Rialto

equipped with Victor-

250
Pearl River
Pearl River, N.
ater
itol,

House Sold

Y.— Rockland The-

Corp., which controls the Caphas taken over the Pearl River

theater.

West
NEW

Telephone

:

54th Street
YORK

Columbus

4

1

4

1

-

2' 3

Look

to

Eastman

Panchromatic motion picture

now

used in practically
every important production,
film,

represents one of the

many

contributions, nothing short of

revolutionary,
art

by Eastman

made

to the

scientists.

In the future, as in the past,

look to Eastman for advances
that will help the motion picture industry to attain still
higher levels of artistic
achievement.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

A

Luxurious

FOX

Sparkles at the

Picture

Roxy

William Fox presents

J)ry HHartini
HARRY D'ARRAST
here's

Production

howl

"Dry Martini"
is

is a sparkling cinematic drink which
being tossed off at the Roxy this week. It is as fascin-

ating as

—New York American

its title.

Whenever Harry D'Arrast puts
comedy, one can expect three-star

his

hand

to farcical

stuff.

He hasn't failed us this time. ""Dry Martini"
entertaining bit of froth.
Daily

is

an

News

"Dry Marlini," the Roxy's new Fox comedy, lives up
name. It is pleasant to take. It is suave. Its
humor is light, keen, persuasive. And instead of trying
to knock you out of your seat, it creeps up on you and
tickles your ribs.
—Brooklyn Standard Union
to its

Of all the films which came to Broadway over the
weekend and there was a new arrival for almost every
cinema parlor on that thoroughfare I think you will
find "Dry Martini" the most satisfying.

—

—

— Brooklyn

Daily Eagle

with

MARY ASTOR
Matt Moore
Jocelyn Lee
Sally Eilers
Albert Gran
Albert Conti
Stimulating as an appetizer —-fresh as the little
green olive warming as Vermouth as clear
as the stuff they still sell in Paris!

—

—

Reported with Option

l^nt

ULTHE MEWS

FILMDOM

ALL THE TIME
Monday, November

No. 36

)rma' s Latest
ORMA TALMADGE and
names
marquee

Gilbert Roland are

Woman

ravings over it neither
;here be any violent raps,
production will strike a
in entertainment value
naturally follows in boxreturns of generally satis•y proportions.
a picture, Norma's latest
ins much that is good and
that is not.
The story
credulity
the
strains
result in
while
doesn't
it
1,
usibilities, does stretch its
logic over a considerIible
amount of footage with the
t that the application wears
lid

;

—

thin.

Observations
an example. It is possible,
that two high class army
s
one Austrian and one Ruscould wreck their rock-ribbed
hip over love for a woman of
But it isn't
reets, turned pure.
e's

irse,

—

Yet

it

is

upon

this situation

picture builds up to its high
Dramatic license is permisbut only so far.
ma does fine work as usual,
ime sequences, she is lovely;
\\t

—

lere

she falters, although this

improper
to
attributable
and indiscreet camera angles.
Roland will again cause
Arnold
hearts to palpitate.

be
•t

r

angle in this war
Hollywood
le, is outstanding.
ne of its luminaries when Kent
«illed in an automobile accident
weeks ago; this picture demonthe

undoubtedly hampered
King and Sam Taylor, who

ected and got the most, which
;n considerable, from the matet hand.

All Will Talk
the signs indicate.
"Alias Jimmy Valentine"
Interference" are to follow each
on Broadway in quick procesthem are talkers.
All
of
her they have anything of mojala

Price 5 Cents

1928

Showings Via Home-Made

Impends

Suit

—

delivers the print and discs
for "Lilac Time" for a week's
run at the Strand beginning
Friday, A. P. Desormeaux declares that he wrill darken the
theater and hold the distributor liable for damages.
al

AGAIN DEMONSTRATED
Madison {By telephone) Sonora Bristolphone came through its second test

KENNEDY TO DEVOTE TIHE

TO PATHE
West

Coast

Bureau,

ACTIVITIES?

THE FILM DAILY

—

Joseph P. Kennedy,
FBO president and special advisor
of Pathe, is here observing the working out of the economy programs he
put into force at FBO and Pathe.
Although he has made no statement,
it is expected that his future activities will be centered on Pathe, and
the stars he has under personal conIn line with this reported
tract.

Los Angeles

plan of activity, upon his return to

New

York,

it

is

understood Kennedy

{Continued on Page

7)

Reichenbach Signs Long
Term Universal Contract
Harry Reichenbach has signed
long

term

contract

with

a

Universal

to devote his time to publicity ideas

He

relinquishing
(Continued on Page 7)

and campaigns.

is

week,

Trial,"

to say, a

few days

will reveal.

K A N N

Device Not Molested
by W. E. Licensees

INTERCHANGEABILITY

Madison, Wis. (By Telephone) Unless First Nation-

of interchangeability at the Strand
here without any interference. The installation is the second in the United
States, and as in the first house, the
Academy, Hagerstown, Md., the device was introduced with a test of its
Western
with
interchangeability
Electric disc-system projection.
The pictures chosen for the test
were "White Shadows of the South
Seas," and an Our Gang comedy,

M-G-M

subjects.

The opening

program Friday drew

slightly better

both

There was
business.
critcism of the synchronization,
This was
particularly the comedy.
declared no fault of the installation,
although tonal quality was criticized.
Previous to openmg of Bristolphone, a preview was given for
"Waterfront" with sound from the
than

average

some

latter

company.

First Biophone Feature
to Be Made as Operetta
"The Flame
will

be

the

an operetta,
production
Biophone, with

Cumberland, Md. {By Telephone)
no interference or difficulties, the Strand has just rounded out
seven weeks of sound pictures re-

—With

corded via the Western Electric
system and reproduced over a homemade equipment conceived and developed by Bob Slote, manager of the
theater.

was secured with no ques-

Service

tions asked frorn the Washington exchanges oi First National and Paramount. From First National was secured, among others, "The Whip"

Good-Bye Kiss." Parasupplied "Wings," "Sawdust
Paradise," Beggars of Life," "Warming Up" and "The Wedding March."
United Artists delivered the print and
Future
records for "The Tempest."
bookings include a number of sound
United Artists office was
pictures.
the only one of three exchanges which
inquired over what system the Strand
would reproduce its product.
Slote has discontinued sound temamplification
of
because
porarily
trouble, but expects to resume in a
week or so. A representative of Electrical Research Products visited the
theater recently, asked to look over
(Continued on Page 7)
and "The

mount

of Love,"

first

feature

synchronized with
Phil Goldstone to direct the picture.
It will be produced at Metropolitan
studios, Fort Lee, N. J., headed by
(Continued

on Page

7)

World Film Federation
to Be Urged in Europe
Washington Bureau of

Washington

Distributors View Texas Chain
Situation with Trepidation

THE FILM DAILY

— Establishment

world film federation
the

third

"Is that.
script
;
f

12,

WEEKS DEMONSTRATION OF
INTERCHANGEABIUn GIVEN

7

to play with in
Their joint appearance
Disputed," a
"he
quality,
variable
re
of
s for an attraction that will
saleable.
There will be

ig

&R. Chain

NEWSPAPER

XLVI

I.

to Acquire R.

International

Dallas— L.

Dallas

— Trepidation

among

distributors is reported here
over the Dent deal for acquisition of the R. & R. circuits, be-

cause it would narrow down
the sales factors in the state.
Dent, ally of both Saenger and
poa
will occupy
Publix,
sition of

dominance,

it

is

felt.

New York

L. Dent has left for
connection, with a deal
to hold an option for

R. Theaters. He is
understood to hold an option for
purchase of the R. & R. houses.
Dent Theaters now controls 20 Textrolled

by R.

&

Publix and Saenger each

as towns.
control a 25 per cent interest in the
Dent chain.

7)

251 Theaters in W. C. Chain

After Oakland Opening

in

understood
towns of Texas and Oklahoma con-

a

Congress, to be held at Antwerp in
1930, according to agenda for the
meeting compiled by the Cinemographic Ass'n of Belgium, states a
report to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce, from George R.
(Continued on Page

Dent Theaters

of

urged at
Cinematographic
will be

now are 251
West Coast circuit

Oakland, Cal.— There
theaters

in

the

extending from San Diego, Cal., to
Bellingham, Wash., and including sevMontana houses, the number haveral

figure by
ing been raised to that
house
opening of the Coast's largest
to date, the
house seats

Oakland
3,800.

here.

The new

—

.
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at

Nat'l Arranges Air Showing
Stunt showing of
Portland, Ore.
"The Battle of the Sexes" was handled recently by the National TheThe picture
ater Supply office here.
was shown high in the clouds, aboard
a tri-motored plane, a series of storage batteries furnishing the power
for the portable projector used.

—

Herbert Stark at Mosque
Richmond, Va. Herbert Stark has

—

—

225.

—

has reopened the Peekin.

Edwards

in Corvallis
C. S. Edwards of
Corvallis, Ore.
Portland is managing the Whiteside,
E. M. LudUniversal chain house.
wig will manage a Seattle house.

—

—

High Low Close

19^

19%

1954
29
29
29
9454
9454
94!^
81% 81^8
(c) Bal. & Katz.
18
1854
(c) Con. Fm. Ind m/2
26-4 2654 2654
(s)
do pfd
185
185
East. Kodak. 185
(s)
.... 128
*(s)
do pfd.
..
....
3
*(c) Film Iiisp. ..
104
*(s) First Nat. pfd
100
100
(s) Fox Fm. "A"
3
>
*(s)
do rts. ...
•
• •
(c) Fox Thea. "A' 29
2844 28%
11%
?(c) Intern. Proj.
347/«
(s)
Keith-A-0
3454
345i
(s)
do pfd
10354 103 /, 10354
96
96
do 6s 46 ..
96
(b)
(s) Loew's, Inc.
6254
62^ 62
...
.... 102/2
*(s) do pfd.
23
23
23
(c)
do deb. rts..
*(b) do 6s 41ww.
101
loi
loi
(b) do 6s41x-war
•(s) M-G-M pfd.
....
.
2%
....
10
•(s) M. P. Cap..
....
53-^
(s) Para. F-L ..
52% 5354
(b)
do 6s 47... 10054 10054 10054
....
•(b) Par.By.5}4s51
(s) Pathe
654
6H 6 54
(s)
do "A" ...
2554
25'/h
25'/r
80
80
(b)
do 7s37 ... 80
(c) Radio Keith
35J4 3454 35 54
(o) Roxy "A" ..
32
34
(o)
36
do units
34

8m

Sales
1,000

20o
2
100
2,500
300
100
.

.

.

<

.

lom

.

.

3,i6o
. . . •

2,000

of $2,000

.

400
1

4,400

.

>

S'/z

*(o) Univ. Ch.
(o)
(c)

•(s)
(s)
(s)

do

9

11

do
do

SJ4

.

.

10

12

.

76

84

77

88

com
25-4

.

..

Bros.. 126i^
"A"
127

6^s28

.

.

•

•

.

the
cific

Lyceum and

Ore.

—

the

Universal

Schlank,

I.

mer Butte manager,

is

6

at

Rochester

as

J. Menmanager of

go

will

offi'ce

here.

Skorkey replaced him

forof

Matt

J.

Butte.

at

Ultratone to Be Introduced
The 55th St. Playhouse, New
York, has installed a new sound deThis week's
vice called Ultratone.

Ore.,

3

300
.

.

.

•

•

.

•

5,200

554

400

Cri
I

M.P.T.O.

Nov. 24

tit

of Ohio
Columbus.

stages*

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens,!
Annual convention of M,K
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma C

Dec. 4-5

New Fox

Dec. 25
26

house

in St.

First annual ball.

Jan.

New

Louis

M.

100% SERVICE!

Richmond Houses Close
Richmond, Va. The Isis and the
Rex, two old picture houses, have

consider the trailers very goc

and the service 100%.

—

LAFAYETTE THEATRE,
Haverhill,

Mass.

£0

THROUGHOUT

rOXI
CO.1

in Pittsfield

—

Mass. George A. Marsh
Hartford is managing the Palace,
combination house.
Pittsfield,

PRODUCERS

of

Wilmington House Reopens
Wilmington, Del. The Parkway
open after being renovated and re-

Whether your needs be

—

painted.
tone.

It

is

equipped for Photo-

Lake Worth House Open
Lake Worth, Fla.— A. P. Talley
has opened the Arcade after renovations.
It is equipped for sound pic-

Fox Burlington

A SYNCHRONIZED AND SELECTED SCORE
A SYMPHONIC DEVELOPMENT OF LOVE MOTIF
A COMPLETE AND ORIGINAL MUSICAL SETTING

WE CAN
On

Reopen
The Fox

to

—

Burlington, N. J.
theis being remodeled and will reopen soon.

our

SERVE YOU

staff are

World-Famous Music Masters who are

ater

100
25 54
2554
98/2
I22ii I22y8 10,000
122'/, 12254
1,000
198

specialists in the musical interpretation

of the motion picture.

-SALE!'
The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC

CONSULT THE EXPERTS

S/XM ROCK

STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film— Ca«e— 6 Magazines
2 in. F, 3.5 Lens

SOUND PICTURE SYNCHRONIZATION
&-

MUSIC SCORE DEPARTMENT
S.M.BER.6

David Rogers Leaves Reade
Plainfield, N. J.— David W. Rogers,
local manager for the Walter Reade
interests, which include the Plainfield,
Strand and Oxford, has resigned to
become associated with a New York

Bryant 8926
no West

32«*St,Nca» York.ny
Phon* Penna. 0330

II

••

e

P. CI

York.

Majestic, Whiteside.

tures.
5254

at

York.
Meeting of Iowa exhibitor n
Des Moines.
Anglo-American dinner spot
by A.M.P.A. in New York.)
vention

"The Armored Vault," a
Ufa production, will be shown with

CI

Eu

"Interference,"
talker,

New

Nov. 20-21

feature,

Pa-

to the

200
100

Opening of
Paramount

new head

coast.

Marsh

is

5,300

of International
of Commerce at Paris on
film restriction program.

company,

— Floyd

Rochester, N. Y.
neiley has resigned

'Last Price Quoted, (s) Stook. (c) Curb.
(b) Bond, (o) Over the Counter.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis.

theatrical producer.

—

Menneiley Resigns

. .

2

Warner

*(c-b)

5254

.

pfd.

Univ. Pict.
do pfd.

52

5-54

.

6K

45
Si'A

for the

com

closed indefinitely.

2
.

.

(o)
(o) Skouras Bros.
(s) Stanley Co. .
(o) Technicolor .
(c) Trans-Lux
(o) United Art.
(o)
do pfd.

manager

Texas

of

Dallas.

Meeting

14

will

200

•

do com

city

M.P.T.O.
at

An

We

Claremont House
Claremont, N. H. Work is progressing on a 1,500 seat house.

5,700

lom

A

now
now

Nov. 13-14

expansion campaign is Nov.
under way. Frank M. Boucher,

section.

lis,

a hold up.

in

New

iim

*

sidiary of Universal, will open the
early part of December. This will be
the first of a number of theaters to
be erected by this company in this

The Industry's
Date Book

Combination Policy at Camden
a specially prepared synchronized acCamden, N. J.—The Wah Whit- companiment and sound effects.
man theater is showing pictures the
first
half of the week and vaudeEdwards Gets "U" Post
ville the second half.
Fred A. Flader has appointed Cal
Edwards, Jr., to the managership of
Rob Akron House
the two Universal houses at CorvalAkron, O. The Strand was robbed

Financial

(c) Acoustic Prods
(s) Am. Seat
(c-b) do 6s 36...

Opening in Dec.
Winchester, Va.— The New Capitol,
now being built here by Shenandoah Valley Theaters Corp., a sub-

Portland,

Longview House Reopens
Longview, Wash. W. G. Ripley

12,

New "U" House

be the managing director of the Nov. 16
Capitol, as well as continuing supersucceeded Harry Somerville as manvision over the Colonial and Win.
Nov. 20
Somerville reager of the Mosque.
signed after holding the position for
Nov. 20
Schlank Transferred to Portland
a month.

THE

—

Monday, November

AM
O

IJ tM

C O

Ft

D
E

%

C£nl.mgb_.

158

.

W.

45th St

IVI

.atur.es

k-hriUing

RETURN

Trif,

GRAF
IZEPPELIN
Again!

NEWS
Current issue
brings
(Photo from

Knud

(Photo from

M-G-M

hJcus)

Friedrichshafen

America

M-G-M Ncus)

Eckener, hero of the
to America, shown
on home flight with pet
flight

"Red" Terhune, boy
stowaway acclaimed at

M'Q'M News

presented by admiring
Americans

Exclusive Hearst
film photographed

on hoard Zep on

homeward voyage!

M-G-M

does

it

again!

MAKING newsreel history—
GRAB Advertise
PLAY like a feature!
it!

it!

{Photo from

M-G-M News)

Staggering reception for
air voyagers on return to

it

Germany

Metro-Gold
Ir

It's

a pleasure!

YER

I

THE

e^H

DAILY

HOME MADE DEVICE USED
FOR W.

SOUND FILMS

E.

—

—

—

now

is

Smith,

West Coast at Riverside
Riverside, Cal. West Coast TheCorp. has leased the
He v^ill aters will open the Riverside, co
B. Schlesinger of Orange.
bination house, in December. Alb
equipsound
install
and
redecorate
Orange,

J.— Fielder
Cameo to Mayer
N.

Leases Winnfield House
Alvin Chapman
Winnfield, La.
has leased the Victoria and will re

— Elmer

Levi

Manchester House Damaged
Manchester, N. H.— A bursti
water pipe caused damages of $1
000 to the Palace.

"^"
Philadelphia House Planned
Holmes Realt|
Philadelphia, Pa.
Co. is planning a house on Fran
ford Ave., Holmesburg.

—

i'^yy.

T«

« ,^

1»

[e

^^t's

C.E.A. Chairman Re-elected
G. F. Marchant, chair
man of the southern Midlands Cine
matograph Exhibitors Ass'n branch?
who has also served three years on
the Dunstable Town Council, hasj
been re-elected for the central busi
ness ward of the borough.

London

—

New Palmer, Mass., Manager
Palmer, Mass. Ernest A. Dora;
Bernar
is manager of the Strand.
Stad is managing

—

Ware.

Id]

"score anotlj

stime he goes to

HIP^ true artist

as wej

coffl||ay s greatest acro!

die

it.

bats out sure-fire

mpre consistently tl
'Babe Ruth knocks bl

—

model

T H
M E Di

"^ hits

—

D. Stetson will manage.

ment.

Ark.

city director for Publix heri

—

South

j

—

—

Fort

—

12

Hold up Loew's Richmond
West Coast at San Diego
Richmond, Va. Bandits held
San Diego, Cal. West Coast The
an usher and the assistant manage
aters has a five year option on the
Loew's Theater and stole $3,04"
theater to be housed in the new build- of
ing bounded by Seventh, Eighth, A
Levine Fort Smith Publix Mgrj
and B Sts.

Lawson, Mo. House Open
First National
Washington
Lawson,
Mo. F. Murphy has reParamount sound pictures are being opened the Electric.
synchronishown via a home-made
zation device at the Strand, CumOpens Morehouse, Mo. Theater
berland, Md., "The National ExhibMorehouse, Mo.
W. A. Collins,
atNo
itor," local regional reports.
of St. Louis, has reopened the Tokio
tempt has been made by the two
companies to restrain use of their
Shea to Build at Ashtabula
records, and a visit of Western ElecAshtabula, O.
M. A. Shea of
tric attorneys has failed to bring any
New
York
has plans for a new theParamount
suit for infringements. A
ater and business block on Main St.
representative is said to have term"Wings"
of
synchronization
ed the
Remodel Ttirth Creek House
via the equipment as "perfect."
Turth Creek, Pa. The Keystone
has been remodeled and reopened.
Lease South Orange House
and

Monday, November

Versatility

is

his

Mine. He's

as

funn

r:

i
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Masons Considering Building
O. Local Masons

—

Norwalk,

oiisidering
leir

lot

at

building

a

—

Sohelson Bros, has
J.
reopened the Hillside after altering.
Church It is equipped for Photophone.

theater

W. Main and

House Reopens

Hillside
arc

Hillside, N.

'on

Other interests arc think% of converting a store on W. Main

MAY GET CABINET POST

trcets.

to a theater.

C^V^O

REE
-^

L A

CSDnipleted.

I
•

old

as

he

Roman

in a female

pi^

gladiatoj

im

ion.

Hamilton

—

the

Fort

Harrison

has

for-

re

When

tiie-

com-

Lowell House
Hamilton of Sa-

at

— E.

wonder LUPINO LANE
s^nds head and shpi^^rs
j!)Ove

his field. AftMit's

iievitable that hje^vill
J

i

ale to still greater h^hts.

—

Washington
Bill) Donovan,

THE FILM DAILY
William

J.

(Wild

assistant attorney general who has been in charge of the
various investigations of the film industry, is to be offered the attorney

is

—

Philadelphia The Nixon, combiInce at Houston
nation house, has reopened.
Houston, Tex. Vic Ince is man
ager of ceremonies at the Palace.
New Organ at Williamsport
Williamsport, Pa. The Keystone
will install a Marr-Colton organ.
Change Ontario, CaL Policy

—

—

Ontario,
Cal.—T. E.
changed the Granada to

Hall
a

has

combina-

tion house.

lo

Washington Bureau of

President - Elect
managing the New Rialto suc- generalship by
Hoover, it is reported here.
ceeding E. J. Matthews who has been
transferred to Pittsfield.
Philadelphia House Reopens

lem

erly

is

ater is being remodeled.
pleted it will seat 1,600.

Lowell, Mass.

Clearwater House Reopens
Clearwater, Fla. The Palace,
ened.

cowboy

Remodeling Waco House
Waco, Tex. The Hippodrome

—

Remodel T. & D. House
Red Bluff, Cal.—The T. & D.
being remodeled and new seats
seat 1,400 when
stalled.
It will

DONOVAN, MERGER PROBER

Buys Caledonia House
Caledonia, N. Y.—John H. Waterbury,

of

—

altered.

Redecorate Kansas House
The Royal

Hoisington, Kan.
has taken over
changed the name- being redecorated.

Rochester,

the Family and
to the Caledonia,

Kansas City House to Open
Kansas City, Mo. The Warwick
month after being
will open this

—

Managing Eskridge House
Eskridge,

Wilson

is

Kan.

— Mrs.

Annie

B.

managing the Strand.

Milan House Re-Named

—

Nathan Low has reMilan, Tenn.
named the Capitol Low's Milan.
Theater Ad-Mat in Cleveland
Cleveland Theater Ad-Mat Service has moved from Uniontown Pa.
to the Mott Building on St. Clair
Ave. and Third St.

—

Plans Lansing, Mich. House
theatrical
Lansing,
Mich. Two
concerns are considering sites here.

—

fj^^
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The

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

HISTORY

9.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH

10.

THE

EXPLOIT-O- GRAMS

11.

JANUARY

poster with, copy about the attrac
tion and a skyline of New York
L. Cartwright, Publix State, Chattj*

—

book form."

nooga, Tenn.

Seek Site for 'Frisco House
San Francisco A new theater will
be built as soon as a site is found.
This is to take the place of the Orpheum, combination house.

—

Build Anderson, S. C.

Anderson,
of

No.IO

No. 10

C— B.

S.

New York

W.

House
Bickert

interested in openhere aS are Messrs.

is

ing a theater
Daniel,
Saxon

and

Schwitzere

of

Augusta.

Kingston House Opens
Kingston, N. Y.— The Auditorium
theater is open under new management.

W. Springfield House Under Hammer
W. Springfield, Mass.— The Elms
was bought

at

auction bv the

Med-

ford Trust Co.
They will probably
it to creditors who will reopen

lease
it.

Sound
Superior,

at

Superior, Neb.
L. Galbreith has

Neb.— J.

contracted for Vitaphone in his

EXPLOIT-O-GRAMS
IT not remarkable that no one ever thought of comISpiling the immense treasure trove of exploitation
ideas
accumulating for years in this industry? That is, not

YEAR BOOK

1927 edition of FILM DAILY
presented Ex])loit-0-Grams.
This unique section has
become the theater manager's personal publicity expert
right at his elbow all the year round.

till

the

Hundreds of showmanship ideas picked because they
are economical as well as practical.
All tested material
that has won its place in the listing because it has clicked
decisively at some exhibitor's box-office.
So the 1929
I-ILM

DAILY YEAR BOOK

I)ul)licity-I)uilders

on

angles

again presents an array of

— newspaper,

Bedford, Va.— The Bedford has
been completely remodeled and additional

That's real

tanooga, Tenn.

Reopen Tecumseh House
Tecumseh, Neb.— F. M. Honey has
reopened the Moon and changed the
name to the Tecumseh.
Maxfield in Hartford
Hartford, Conn.— C. M. Maxfield
IS

managing the
St.

**

"Wings"
(Paramount)
Placed a real aeroplane on top o
the marquee.
Pennants strung fron
the plane to the top of the building
machine guns placed on the side
walk; an aeroplane motor on displa}
in the center of the sidewalk anc
four huge propellers on each cornel
of the front.

The

was engaged

to

drum corps
a number o
selections in front of the theater or
the opening night.— L. E. Davidson
Publix Capitol, Sioux City, la.
local

play

"The Air Circus"
(Fox)
Sent chief usher around to the
city schools with a letter from the
Superintendent granting permissior
for class room
special matinee.

hoo

in

announcements of a
Used a street ballythe form of a home made

aeroplane similar to the one in thei
picture.
This was towed by an old;
Ford with both plane and flivvet
being appropriately bannered. Warren Irvin, Publix Carolin, Charlotte,
N. C.

"Moran

seats added.

Colonial.

Work Progressing
Louis— Work is progressing

on the

Fox

theater.

It

will

of the Marines"
(Paramouht)
Capitalized on the former membership of Miss Ruth Elder in a local
1

club to gain publicity. The club sold
tickets for the showing of the picture

and received a small percentage for
their efforts.
Oral announcements
were made in the High School and
all
the Western Union boys wore
small placards on their backs. Roy

—

L. Smart,
Fla.

Publix Palace,

Lakeland,

open

shortly.

"The Terror"
(Warner Bros.)

Auburn House Open
Ala.— The $50,000 Tiger

Auburn,
open.

It seats 700.

showmanship brains

boiled down in
exhibitor service.

—

—

Improve Bedford, Va.. House

IS

All the wealth of
about twenty pages.

new

theater.

lobby, theater
front, ballyhoo, tie-ups. windfiw displays, printed matter,
special stunts and showings.
all

"Lilac Time"
(First National)
Broadcasted the musical theme c
"Lilac Time" from within the theate
to the streets.
A tie-up with musi
dealers on the song plug startei
weeks in advance of showing. Eacl
of these music merchants had co
operative window displays and alsi
pasted stickers on every record sold
E. R. Rogers, Publix Tivoli, Chat

Open Rochester House
Rochester, N. Y.— The Naples, formerly Pictureland, has reopened.

May

SHOWMEN

Power Company arranged co-operj
window display showing a lobb

cuit house, Oakley, will be rebuilt
after being wrecked by a storm.
It
will be equipped for sound.

IN

ft)B

tive

Rebuild Lake Worth House
Lake Worth, Fla.— The Publix Cir-

PUBLISHED
BY
FILM DAILY

DOUAOS

Used an electrical display mounte
on a truck. Both sides were covere
with beaverboard, upon which w£
billing framed with a border of
ele(
trie lights.
The Tennessee Electrii

To

OUT

|

New York"
(Warner Bros.)

I

criticism, the series, it seems
to me, deserves to be reprinted
in

192

"Lights of

say that your 'Leading Question Series' bids fair
to be the year's outstanding
contribution to the industry in
the trade paper field?
"Informative, educational in
a trade sense, and provocative
of
intelligently
constructive

SOUND

THEATERS
12. FINANCIAL
READERS
13. ORGANIZATIONS
STATISTICS
PRODUCTION
14. THEATER CHAINS
DISTRIBUTION 15. TEN BEST
EXHIBITION
16. FOREIGNMARKETS
17. ADVERTISING

0»liy TIPS WHICH ICAI1

DAILY:
"May

12,

Questions

Chester Bahn, picture critic
of "The Syracuse Herald," in
letter
a
to
FILM

YEAR BOOK TOPICS
1.

Fifty

Monday, November

Rob Mansfield House

Mansfield, O.— Burglars hid in the
Ohio and carried out a safe containing $3,000.

Used novel hangers on merchants'
doors, 200 cards, 8 x 10, printed in
black ink with the following copy:
"Closed!
thd
have joined
hunt to find out who is
TERROR." Cards played up the mystery
angle.
John Read, Rialto, Colorado!
Springs, Colo.

We

—

THE

THE
November

t'londay,

12,

1928

7-

Sound Pictures
i

ILAND NOT

by

ARTHUR

EDDY

W.

,

DEVICE IN LONDON SOON

W. FREDMAN
"The Daily Film Renter"
British reaction to the
London
unfavorable.
distinctly
is
talkies"
)espite all the reports received from
America of the manner in which the

By

—

ERNEST

London With the manufacture of
apparatus speeded up, preparations
are being made to place
British
Acoustic Films, sound device, which
employs 1,000 watt strength, upon the
sound market here in great numbers.
talkie" picture is sweeping the coun- The existing systems used for talkry from end to end, British exhib- ing films use from 300 to 400 watts.
ors remain very sceptical, and the The British Acoustic process is being
Do not installed in the Shepherd's Bush Paublic almost uninterested.
magine for one moment that Eng- vilion for a full test, such as would
and is going to be stampeded over be necessary for the exhibiting of an
ound or talking films, because this all-talker in a house seating 3,000.
The pub- Considerable importance is being
s far from being the case.
interested, but by no means manifested in this new experiment as
is
ic
razy over them. Our exhibitors are it is stated that the British Acoustic
matching the situation carefully, but apparatus will outdo for capacity the
t the present moment there are only
present sound systems.
bout 50 theaters wired, and no signs
)f there even being double that quanButterfield Building 80th
ity within the next 12 months.
Editor

—

There are two points that govern
Firstly, there is no
he situation.
vidence that the exhibitor can see
hat his patrons are anxious for talkng films, and secondly, the terrific
{xpense of wiring, ranging from
;12,500 to $25,000, plus the cost of
naintenance, does not appeal to him.

The

Cinematograph

had a special comhas
reporting on the subject of
Their adiound and talking films.
'ice is "Go slow on 'talkies'," and
the exhibition of

"The Terror"

probably find that British
xhibitors will go slower than they
lave done in the past, and they have
lot exactly broken any speed records
o
date.
"The Terror" was a
flop'.
It was almost laughed oS
he screen when it opened at the Pic-

rou

will

;adilly.

Reports have been published as to
he American accent of some of the
Dlayers, but this
The fact of the

— Sound

Jackson, Mich.
be a feature
which will be built
terfield circuit, the

equipment

the Michigan,
here by the Buteightieth house in
of

{Continued from Page

1)

to the first week in October when
"Wings" played the theater for one

week. All house records were broken.
The Strand is a 1,500 seat theater,
the largest in Cumberland and gets
40 cents top.

Paramount Managers Hold
Paramount home office executives,
and branch managers start a

district

four day sales conference todaj' at
the home office, to check up on activities during the first half of the
year and formulate policies for the
balance of 1928-29 season. About 75
persons are in attendance.

counted very little.
matter is that to

—

that

pictures in England.
The
sound film is different. Here, at least,
they can see the possibilities for
sound sequences, but it is to be

Newman

talking

doubted very much if you will ever
find any wholesale wiring of theaters
for the next two years.
It is recognized that sound and
talking pictures will be coming over
in quantities, but the British exhibitor is a pretty cautious bird, and
until he is convinced that his public
want them, he will go on showing
the silent picture, with which, let

me

add, he

is

doing good business.

Lakeland,

Lakeland
Fla.
Jim Newman, of
Jacksonville, has been
at

—

the Palace,
transferred to the

Palace here.

one for a talking film.
The mistakes in production were lanentable. Seldom has a picture been
slammed by the critics as this was.
Hardly a voice was heard in its favor,
lot a suitable

:he

first

performance were very du-

course,

provinces, where the picture fans
really count, of any number of theaters being wired in the immediate
future.

when they attended

)ious as to the efifect this would have
3n the "talkie" field as a whole.

Of

it

is

generally recog-

lized that silent films were pretty
)ad in their initial stages, but a point

hat you have got to hammer home
o the British exhibitor is why should
le change from a system which is
itill popular, into something that he
s convinced at heart is not going to
ast.'

The expensive wiring

Devote
Time to Pathe?
to

(Continued from Page

1)

move his headquarters
Pathe home office.

will

to

the

John Gilbert is reported to have
been added to stars under personal
contract

to

Kennedy,

Gloria

who

include

Swanson and Pola

Reichenbach Signs Long
Term Universal Contract
(Continued from Page 1)
his other publicity enterprises and
will
headquarter at the Universal

home office. Reichenbach Sept. 20
signed a contract to direct publicity
for eight weeks at the Colony. Under liis new contract he will work
with publicity, advertising and exploitation heads in planning cam-

theaters
Ices not appeal to him, and unless
;omething far better comes over
)retty quickly, you will find there
yill
be very little enthusiasm for
of

First Biophone Feature
to Be Made as Operetta
(Continued from Page

Phil

have

Sound

Goldstone.

1)

Metropolitan

at Harrisburg

its

first

Harrisburg, Pa. Booth of the Victoria is being altered for sound equipment.

—

ready by Dec. 1.
Its subjects will
play interchangeably, Goldstone says,
being recorded on discs.

New Orleans
Orleans
Sam Blair will
manage the Tulane until Col. Thomas

Louis Hyman in N. Y.
Louis Hyman, head of All Star
Features Distributors, Los Angeles,
is in New York.

Blair in

New

C.

—

Campbell recovers from

illness.

Reopens Tecumseh House
Tecumseh, Neb. F. M. Honey
has opened the New Tecumseh after

—

alterations.

TALKIES

ETCHCRAFT

Are you having them developed and
printed by men who knozv?

FILM STUDIOS

To be certain that your negatives are
handled with scientific precision and tech-

Large or small stages by hour,
day or week. Tests privately
made.

Etchcraft Film Studios
454-458 Sixth Ave. (at 28th St.)

New York City
Phone Longacre 10109, Chickering 7788 and Chickering 2981.
2981.

will

two short subjects,
"Honeymooners" and "The Gossips"

—

exhibitors

Kennedy

Mix,
Semi-Annual Convention Tom
Negri.

The theaters in the West End of
English audiences the action was terBatchelor Promoted
London are all being wired, and will
"ibly slow, and the dialogue held up
N. Y.
Clarence K.
Oswego,
he action throughout.
Edgar Wal- be ready for showing in a couple of Batchelor is manager of the Strand
the
situamonths.
This
may
alter
ace's play was generally considered
suceeding Ray S. Kelson.
tion, but there is no evidence in the

ind

1)

Canty, trade connnissioner at Paris.
the equipment, was granted the perThe subjects to be dealt with inmission, went on his way and, so far clude the films in education,
internaas the theater has heard or has been tional rights, the creation
of an ininformed, this marked the end of ternational cinema press, an interna"Krpa's" interest in the matter.
tional bureau, and a proposed world
Two machines are used by Slote federation, the commissioner reports.
and each has a turntable. His only .'\ connnittte of honor has been formdifficulty was in first ascertaining and ed, which includes two vice
chairmen
then fixing the speed ratio of the of the chamber of representatives,
record with the film.
With this se- the burgomaster of Antwerp, and the
cured and with the use of loud speak- minister of fine arts.
er horns, the Strand's equipment was
placed in operation. This goes back

Fleischer Adds Another
Michigan
chain.
company's
Chicago Charles Fleischer, who
Western
Electric
installations
is
operates the Home and California,
planned.
The house will seat 2,000 has taken over the Venita, Chicago
paigns.
Exhibitors' and cost an estimated $400,000.
Ave., and Cicero.

Vss'n
nitee

tfter

Equipped for Sound Films

will

World Film Federation
to Be Urged in Europe
of Interchangeability
(Continued from Page

EXCITED

OVER SOUND PICTURES

Week Demonstration

nical

Call

correctness.

FLUshing 2211, 2411

printing and developing
OUR
to handle this class of

machines are especially equipped

work up

to 1,000-foot lengths or over
without splicing.
This assures the uninterrupted reproduction of
sound, which is so essential to the successful projection of talkies.

HEDWI6

Motion Picture Laboratories,

Inc., Flushing,

N. Y.

—
I

THE

I

3^^

DAILY

Coast Wire

WORK

The Broadway Parade
of excitement on the main show street this week, with four new starters
Friday evening Tiffany and United started
in the big money sweepstakes.
"Marriage by Contract" and "The Woman Disputed" as their respective entries.
"Jimmy Valentine" and "Interference" are in the lights at the Aster and
Starting Wednesday Warners vnll show "On Trial" at the
Criterion respectively.

LOTS

Warner

Bernheim Returning

theater.

Six pictures arc in production at
the
Pathc Studios, including two
that arc busy on dialogue sequences
for productions otherwise completed.
Phyllis Haver's next picture, "The
Office Scandal," is well under way
Leslie
with Paul Bern directing.

Margaret Livingston, Raymond Hatton and Jimmy Aldine
have prominent parts.

Howard Higgin is directing.
Girard.
Director Oiarles Reisner has "Noisy Neighbors" ahead of schedule.
Eddie Quillan, Alberta
Vaughn, Theodore Roberts, Russell
Simpson, Robert Perry, Mike Donlin and the
entire Quillan family are in the cast.
Marion Ni.xon, Eddie Quillan, ^aston GUiss
and Albert Grau are now at work in the
dialogue
sequences
from
of
"Geraldine,"
Booth Tarkington's story.
Jo.'ieph

Benjamin Glarer,

charge of sound pro-'
duction for Pathe, has cast "The Missing
Man," from the stage play by John Posncr
and himself.
Robert Armstrong, L<juis
Phyllis Haver,
Wulheim and Russell Gleason are about to
start
on the dialogue sequences of "The
in

.Shady Lady."

Spencer

"The
nell.

Fire

Hugh

Bennet

directing

is

a

new

with Gladys
Allan and Leo Maloney.

Detective,"

states

a
re-

"Lilac

published report here, may
sumes his old post as general
manager of Universal
City, with Robert E. Welsh to
become associate producer.

3 in

Work,

Time"

First National

.

OpeninK Date
Aug. 3

Central

"Tke Singing Fool"

Warners

Wiater Garden.

"Four Devils"

Fox

Gaiety

Oct.

3

"Wings"

Paramotint
Universal

Rialto

Oct.

27

.

Sept. 19

"Man Woman and Wife"
"Marriage by Contract". Tiff any-Stahl
"The Woman Disputed". United Artists.

Colony
..

.Rivoli

"Jimmy Valentine"

M-G-M

Astor

"Interference"

Paramount
Warner Bros

Warners

"On

Trial"

Nov. 4
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. IS
Nov. 16
Nov.

Embassy

Criterion

M

Three pictures are in production,
two more ready for shooting and
several in preparation at the ColumNina Quartaro Gets Lead
Hendrick in Moore Cast
bia studio. "Nothing to Wear" has
Hendricks, Jr., has been add
Ben
play
the
femiwill
Quartaro
Nina
iK'cn completed, "The Apache" and
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" are in nine lead in Rin-Tin-Tin's next for ed to cast of Colleen Moore's nc'V
work, while "The Younger Genera- Warners, entitled "Frozen River." picture, "Synthetic Sin," now in pro
Duane Thompson. duction. Antonio Moreno is play
replaces
tion" and "The Sideshow" are ready She
Lee, Raymond ing the lead and Kathryn McGuir
are
David
Others
for shooting.
Others being prepared
Swickard
and Lew has an important role. William Ajci
McKee,
Josef
are "The Donovan Affair," "Behind
F. Harmon Weight is di- Seiter is directing.
Closed Doors" and "Greenwich Vil- Harvey.
recting.

lage."

Starting "Reputation"
Frances Guihan is writing the continuity of the Tiffany-Stahl production, temporarily titled "Reputation."

John M.

Stahl, director-general, has
Ray to direct Belle

signed Albert
Bennett.

Fawcett and Reicher in Cast
George Fawcett and Frank Reicher appear in "Stranded in Paradise,"
which co-features Dorothy Mackaill
George Fitzmauand Milton Sills.
rice

is

directing.

Signed for Hanky Film
Lucien Littlefield and Fritzi Ridge
way have been signed by Samue
Goldwyn for Vilma Banky's forth

coming

picture,

as

yet

untitled.

Rochester House Reopens
Rochester The Victoria, comibi
nation house, has been reopened.

—

serial,

McTon

Signed for Christie Talkers

Nigh

to Direct Gilbert
will direct "Thirst."
starring John Gilbert.
The story is
an original by John Thomas Neville.

William Nigh

Nolan

K^AXY \^AT
THERE

son have been signed by Christie for

George Marion on Vacation
George Marion, Jr., Paramount

talker shorts.

title writer, has arrived in New York
ColiimbiA Casts Two
Lina
I'.iisfiucttc
and
Ricardo and will sail shortly for a vacation
Cortez are to appear in "The Young- in Europe.
er Generation," which Frank Capra
Alma Bennett in "Squads Right"
will direct for Columbia.
Alma Bennett has been signed to
play the feminine lead in fiffanyGeraghty Assigived
Tom Geraghty, First National Stahl's "Squads Right," to be diwriter, has been assigned to edit and rected by George Archainbaud.
title "Naughty Baby," which features
Nora Lane Given Lead
Alice White and was directed by
Nora Lane was assigned by ParaMervyn LeRoy.
mount to the principal feminine role
in the Jack
Holt picture, "Sunset
Fox Signs Jane Winton
Miss Lane
Jane Winton is to play opposite Pass," by Zane Grey.
Victor McLaglen in "Captain Lash." is at present working in "Marquis
Claire
Windsor has the principal Preferred" with Adolphe Menjou.
feminine lead.
Perez With Paramount
Paul Perez, former United Press
Made Bellamy Recovering
writer, has been engaged by ParaMadge Bellamy is reported as im- mount to title
Elinor Glyn's "Three
proving from a severe cold, from
U'eek Ends," starring Clara Bow.
which, it was feared, pneumonia
might develop.
Signed for Quality Cast
Carroll Nye and Vera Reynolds
Kci4il«r's in Rath« Role
have been signed by Abe Carlos of
Fred Kohlcr has been signed by Quality Prod, to co-star in "JazzPathe for "The Leatherneck," which land," to be directed by Dallas
Fitzstars
William Boyd and features gerald.
Robert Armstrong and Alan Hale.
Jay Elaton in F. N. Ca>»t
Signed for Canadian Film
Jay Eaton has joined the cast of
Dorothy Dwan has been signed Colleen Moore's "Synthetic Sin" at
for a picture to be made here by the First National.
Ben Hendricks re-

of

.

'0

2 Starting

Edward Everett Horton, Raymond Ernest Torrence and Mary
Hatton, Sam Hardy and Lois Wil- will be in the support.

Thunder Bay Company

.

at Columbia Studios

Fenton,

William lioyd is working in "The Leatherneck."
The cast includes .\lan Hale, Robert
Ellis,
-Vrmstrong,
Fred
Kohler,
Diane
Mitchell Lewis, Jimmy Aldine, Lloyd Whitlock, Lee Shumway, Philo McCullough and

Bernheim,

Theater

Distributor

Picture

Julius

2 WITH DIALOGUE SCENES

12, 19

Service-

Pathe Studios Busy
SIX PICTURES IN

Monday, Novemher

Ontario.

cently

was added.

IS

ENOUGH

REAL HUMOR—
concentrated in a

KRAZY KAT

cartoon to balance any

programgags are not

padded

gags are not repeatedAnimated by

Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

^^SM

stories are

exaggerations

of everyday
in

incidents

life.

PRODUCED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

V^ram&uht MINTZ Cartoons

/

Approves RCA-K-A-O-FBO Deal

Majority Stock

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

J^€*NEWSPAPEK

^ypiLMDOM
XLIV

lO-L.

Tuesday, November

No. 37

Giannini
FUNCTIONING

effectively

and with a fanfare of
by
noticeable
trumpets
H.
A.
absence,
complete
^:heir
= jiannini, banker-friend for the
ndustry, has given to this busi-

13,

Price 5 Cents

1928

ACTORS SPEAKING TITLES IS
NEW SOUND PICTURE WRINKLE

a measure of constructive
Algauge.
U. S.
]'°.vays championing valiantly and
ai'ilways willing to take up the
A:udgels in furthering the instiution of motion pictures, GianCleveland Investigation
of
the
lini has preferred that his efFilm
Board
of
Trade
activities here
unheralded.
remain
;orts
se
the Dept. of Justice is under way
Now the cloak of modesty is for
by F. J. Fitzgerald, who is conduct* ;o be politely but firmly removing the probe.
He follows the four
The A. previous Federal investigators, who
id from his shoulders.
M.P.A., sponsors of an Anglo- have been here at various times duriddiess

MES aDfOAHD

i";ervice difficult to

Fim

BOW ACmiES
—

"«

.

ing
last three years, delving into
\merican banquet on November tradethepractices,
in connection with
Giannini as the general scrutiny of Film Boards
10, have selected
= -ecipient of the Sam Harris cup by the government, and the gatherpromotion of amity between ing of data in connection with the
charges brought in the conspiracy
tor
England and the United States, action filed last August against
ia the film.
board members by George Schade,
*"'

Sandusky

His Record
You may ask what

has

rate

to

this

wrought to this industry bank loans
legal charges. In
It recognized and
England, he is credited with having
Snanced British production which
lot only marked the first time an
American banker had so acted, but
likewise was one of the earliest instances on record where a banker of
either country had advanced funds
with which to make a motion picture in

He

Britain.

has visited England often.

In

public utterances, as in his private discussions with British bankers, he has done yeoman's service in
securing that financial recognition
Iwhich the production industry there
now enjoys.
his

The Choice

is

Wise

A

banker, a student of world-wide
conditions and, therefore,
believer in the internationalism
la
which this industry must assume 'f
such is
it would continue successful

economic

We

—

commend him on the
Giannini.
distinction about to become his and
the A.M.P.A. upon the excellence of
its choice.

KANN

Ned Depinet, vice president
in charge of sales at First National, said yesterday his company will deliver the silent
Time" for
of
"Lilac
print
showing at the Strand, Madinext
beginning
Wis.,
son,
Friday, but that discs will not
be delivered since the contract
does not call for them. A. P.
Desormeaux, of the Strand
over
told

THE FILM DAILY

the
that

telephone late Saturday
he had contracted for

and

sound

will

darken

his

house, holding the distributor
liable for damages, unless he
gets the discs.

exhibitor.

F.N. FRANCHISE GOVERNS

Giannini

His
distinction?
jnique position as friendly mentor
md financial sponsor for many im3ortant members of the American
In
;rade is, of course, well known.
^he United States, Giannini fought
ind routed the bonus boys, a polite
who advanced
usurers
for
erni
aioney at fancy interest rates, and
tlone

To Deliver Print

CANAVANMTflEMPLS.
ONLY SILENT PICTURES?

mo

HOUSES
ROW OVER
Minneapolis — Operators here refuse

Interchangeability

MerryGo-Round Has Another
Surprise Entry

— And

Chicago

new wrinkle

an

entirely

situation, which has a number of exhibitors and distributors on a merry-

go-round trying to figure out just
how and where they stand on the
question with new angles being presented almost daily.
The newest is a departure from
mechanical talkers, with actor.3 speaking the parts to
It

Ritz,

Berwyn;

is

fit

the lines in

the

being employed by the

film.

where

Joseph

and

Irving Biba have installed a Dramaphone, disc device which demonstrated its
interchangeabiiity willi
Western Electric-recorded discs at
the Castle, with "The Tempest." Tlie
local experiment is reported going
over big.
The Bibas have built a special
sound-proof
broadcasting
booth
alongside the operating booth, in

which

—

now,

in the interchangeabiiity

is

housed their entire sound

First National franchise projecting equipment, together with
Detroit
{Continued on Page 4)
held by James N. Robertson of the
specifies
Roosevelt
Cinderella and
to compromise on their demands for only silent films, and was drawn up
double crews in the booths of sound in 1922, so that the company cannot
houses and increase of 15 per cent in be forced to deliver sound pictures
(Continued on Page 4)
the scale for operators employed in
owners
are
Theater
these houses.
just as firm in retaining their ground M.P.T.O. Directors Will
offering 7^ per cent increase and an
Dr. A. H. Giannini, chairman of
Y.
in
As a reextra man in the booth.
the board of directors of the Bank
P'irst meeting of the board of disult, the controversy has been reof America, has been selected by diferred for settlement to William Can- rectors of the M.P.T.O.A. will be
rectors of the A.M.P.A. as recipient
to
disThursday
York
New
held
in
avan, head of the International Alliof the Sam Harris cup to be present(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
ed at the Anglo-American banquet
held under A.M.P..-\. auspices at the

gianniniIelected for
harris

N.

Meet

Closing of

Thursday

RCA -K-A-O Deal is

Okehedby 51%

of

ammp award

K-A-O Stock

Biltmore on Nov. 20.
The cup goes to tJie member of
the American industry for the best
suggestion or deed in promoting a
(Continued

First

Four Cinephone
Cartoons Under Way

Ratification of the plan for the for-

on

Page

4)

New

Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Paramount Stock
embrace RCA Photoon $3 Annual Basis
Four of a series of 26 new all phone, K-A-O and FBO is assured
Paramotmt
directors yesterday desound animated cartoons to be made when it became known yesterday
clared a quarterly dividend of 75 cents
of
cent
per
over
51
of
by Walter Disney, creator of the Os- that holders
on the new common stock payable
wald cartoons are now in work a( the common of K-A-O had already
Dec. 29 to stock of record Dec. 7.
prothe
under
stock
their
studio
in
deposited
Powers
Cinephone
the new
places the new stock upon a

New

York.

The new

series

is

ten-

mation
which

of

will

This

cedure outlined.

basis. Paramount stock recently
Although the first announcement $3
was split three for one and prior to
to
IS
Nov.
until
stockholders
and
gave
first subject has been completed
tliat time the old stock paid a cash
three others will be ready for Ecreen- deposit, the plan has now been de- dividend of $8 per share.

tatively titled

"Micky Mouse."

iContinued

on

Page

4)

The

(Contimied on

Page 4)

.
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Amusement Film Withdrawal Issue in
Firms Pay Income Tax
Deadlock Mpls. Case

13,

192!

3,725 of 7,165
ll'ashir.gton

Bureau

THE FILM DAILV

of

—

Minneapolis

The Industry's
Date Book

Does

withdrawal
Wa.sliiiiKtoii
Income tax returns from service of a picture under confor 192() were filed by 7,165 corpora- tract constitute violation of the conVil.XLnNi.37 Tnsiay. Nn. 13. 1921 PriciSCiits tions engaged in amusement enter- tract?
A seventh arbitrator is to be
Opening of M.P.T.O. of Texas con
prises, according to figures just com- called upon to decide that question Today;
vention at Dallas.
JOHN W. ALICOATE
PUBLISHER piled by the Bureau of Internal Re- in a case brought against Fox, the Nov.
Meeting of International Chambei
14
venue, 3,725 of which had taxable in- exhibitor contending that the comof Commerce at Paris on European
Published daily except Saturday and holidav« come, their gross income aggregating pany's plan to "'W'hat
film restriction program.
Price Glory"
at
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
5696,468,939 and their net income |86,- withdrawal from service Dec. 1, prior Nov. 16 Opening of "Interference," first;
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and tiira
Paramount talker, at Criterion
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and 631.003, from which there was de- to the exhibitor's scheduled playdate.
J.
New York.
Publisher; Maurice U. Kann. Vice-President ducted ?2,261,983 as net loss for the is breach of contract.
The
arbitraOpening of new Fischer, Detroit.
and Editor; Donald M. Merscreau, Treasurer,
prior year.
These companies report- tion board deadlocked on the issue. Nov. 20 Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unit at
Business and Advertising Manager.
Fntereij
Des Moines.
ing income paid taxes aggregating
^i second class matter, Slay 21, 1918, at the
Anglo-American dinner sponsored
'St office at New York. N. Y.. under the act
:?10.8 19,151, the figures show.
The
Dolores Del Rio Leaves
by A.M.P.A. in New York
March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
3,440 corporations reporting no net
Nov. 20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages com-.
I'nited States outside of Greater New York.
Dolores
Del
Rio
is en route to the
mcome had gross income aggregating
vention at Columbus.
SIO.OO one year; 6 months. $5.00; 3 months,
Coast
from
New
York,
following her Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
-3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should $194,284,110 but their deductions ex:mit with order.
Address all communicavacation.
Expectations Dec. 4-5 Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
ceeded th.eir gross income bv |31,- European
>ns to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadof Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
are
that
"Evangeline," based on
.ly. New York.
N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736- 562,815.
Dec.
New Fox house in St. Louis opens.
Longfellow's poem, will be discarded Jan. 25
.r37-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
First
annual ball.
26
M. P. Club o£(
New York.
Hollywood, California RaInK
as her next vehicle and instead she
New York.

—

''

i

,

!

—

Sunday Shows

6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman. The
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
I.
Berlin
Lichtbild-bwehne, Friedrichstrasse,
W'ilk,

—

<'607.

at Roselle

Park

— Protected

Roselle Park, N.

the presentment

225.

without fear of prosecution.

Goldsboro, N. C. Showman Drowned
Goldsboro, N. C. Ken E. Finlay,
who operated the Opera House TheHieh Low Close
.Sales
ater here, was drowned near here
Acoustic Prods. 19fi
10,600
18M 19
-) Am.
Seat.
... 29'A
28 K' 29 !4
50U recently, when the car, in which he
b) do 6s 36
.. 95
95
94 y.
1
and another man were riding, crash^ Bal. & Katz
82 ^^ SOM 82%
1,400
ed through a railing and plunged 15
.) Con.
Fm. Ind. 19
ISJi
18^4
4,200

—

1

.

.

do
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has been appointed to serve in a similar capacity for Mary Pickford.

Studio
National has purchased the Vita studios in Vienna.
It is understood here this presages
an important expansion move on the

London

— Astra

part of Astra.

New

I

I

Col. Levy in N. Y.
Col, Fred Levy of Louisville is
visiting in New York for a couple of

weeks.

Wagoner, Okla. House Reopens
Wagoner, Okla.
Proctor and
Marsh have reopened the Ritz.

—

R. in New Building
Finkelstein & Ruben
has moved to the firm's new building
at 17 N. Sixth St.
F.

&

Minneapolis

—

AMALGAMATED

I

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

Connolly Here

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard

Jack Connolly, general representaEurope for Fox Movietone,

tive in
is in

New York

'

I

Anna A. Patterson in Town
Anna Aiken Patterson, editor

and'
Dual Post
publisher of the "Weekly Film ReCarroll
S.
Trowbridge, eastern view" of Atlanta is at the Astoria,
representative for Douglas Fairbanks, In New York for about
ten days.

Trowbridge

Buy Viennese

Lincolnton House Sold
Lincolnton, N. C.
Mrs. Katie A.
9,500 Goodnough has sold the Rivoli
to
W. N. Sherrill. Mrs. Goodnough is
15,666
400 the wife of J. L. Goodnough who op21.800 erated the Branwood in West Green-

leaves for the coast shortly.

Singing Fool" at the Winter Garden,
New York.

Neuse River.

29y.
2854 2954
12
12^1
^
Keith-A-O
... 36
35"/'
3554
•I
do pfd
XOlYz 105
107;.:.
900
ville, for
years.
Sherrill also
do 6s 46 .. 96
95-4
95!^
2
Loew's Inc.
63^ 62-5^ 625^ 13,300 owns several other theaters.
do pfd
102^^^ 102
102
300
do deb. rts.
23
227/8
23
400
Vicksburg Welcomes Sound
do 6s 41ww. 11254 1
11254
16
do 6s41x-war.l01
)
Vicksburg, Alass. Theater patrons
7
100J4 101
I-) M-G
pfd
2-5-J
of Vicksburg and the surrounding
(-) -M. P. Cap
10
community are giving a cordial wel'-) Para.
F-L ... 52^8
.11% 25,100
do 6s 47 .AOO'/i 100
10054
8 come to sound pictures, as reflected
Par.By.SJ^sSl.lOl
100
101%
6 by the box office of the Saenger.
P.ithe
b'/2,400
6K
do "A)
:
25 54
....
do 7s 37
80
Vilma Banky Arriving
so" 80
Radio Keith A 36J4 35 5^ 365:i 12,000
Vilma Banky arrives in
York
Roxy "A" ... 34
37
Wednesday with Lucien Littlefield,
do units
34;-^
37
do com.
Fritzi Ridgeway, and the other playSy,
7
Skouras Bros.. 40
45
ers
are to support her in a picStanley Co.
52
49
2.566
49/8
ture to be made in
Technicolor ...
York. Al9
11
Trans- Lux
...
6
5'i
2.400 fred Santcll arrives at the same time.
United Art. .. 10
12
do pfd.
... 76
84
Lesser-Warner Firm Incorporated
i)
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd.
S5
Lesser-Warner i'n)d. Corp., has
Univ. Pict.
28
26 '4
26 5:i
300 been formed in
York with 1,000
- )
do pfd.
98'i
shares of no par common. The comWarner Bros. !l26% 124
125
22.266
(s)
do "A" .. .126/, 124 --i 124'1. 4.200 l)any is to produce pictures for So•(cb) do 6,'/;s 28
I9.S
nora Bristolphone.
)

.

other production.

by
J.
handed down by the

Financial

-)

make some

Wilcox Arrives Today
Herbert Wilcox, of British and
Warner, Host to Clubwomen
grand jury when it refused to indict
Thirty-three chairmen of motion Dominion Films, w-hich will produce
Isidire Segal of the Park for operattalking pictures at the Metropolitan
jiicture
commiltees of various Newing on Sunday, the house enjoyed its
studio, Hollywood, arrives in New
York
clubs
are to be guests of Albert
first
Sunday, show here this week,
He
Warner at today's matinee of "The York on the Majestic today.

—

)

(

will

for a short stav.

Loew's Washington Anniversary
Washington— Loew's
Palace
celebrating

its

Vaudeville Acts

is

tenth anniversary.

Danielson House Reopens

j

Danielson, Conn.— The Orpheum
has reopened after remodeling.

I

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

I

I

I

.

FOR RENT

New

.

.

I

'it

Price

Bond,
(c)
(»)
''>

Quoted,
(o)

Over

(s)

the

Slock,

(c)

Curb.

Counter,

Curb Market.
Stock

Exchange.
Counter (Bid and Asked.)
ifE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

Over

the

uras, St.

Louis.

Operating Stanley, N. C. House
Stanley, N.
Management of
he Palace has been taken over by
Dr. F. V. Taylor, owner, from P. D.
Moose.

C—

I

Small Attractive Offices at

Rental

$60 Per Month and Up
FOR MOTION PICTURE AND ALLIED INTERESTS
Modern

H. M. Walker in N. Y.
Reopen Monticello House
H. M. Walker, vice president of
Monticello, N. J.— The Monticello
the Hal Roach studios, has arrived at
Communipew and Monticello
in New York.
Warren Doane, gen- Aves. has reopened.
eral manager and Benjamin W. Shipman, business manager at the Roach
Le Baron in N. Y.
plant, are both in New York and
William Le Baron, vice president
may return to the Coast with Walker of FBO in charge of production, is
in about two weeks.
m New York.

Low

Fire-Proof Building.

Abundance

1650

Day and Night

BROADWAY

Renting Agent

Room

Service.

of Light and Air.

(at 51st St.)

404

BETHLEHEM ENGINEERING CORPORATION.

Phone Bryant 1230
1560

BROADWAY

THE
luesday,

November

13,

1928

DAIL!

Coast Wire Service-

Met. Sound Studio

Joining

Open

Phyllis
Pathe, it

De

Mille

Haver

is

Musicians and Stagehands
?

at

leaving

reported, to appear
in "Dynamite," Cecil B. De
Mille's first for M-G-M.
is

(il)itated

RODUCTION STARTED ON

A

IS

I

EC0NDMET.80UNDSTAGE
Talking
picture
production
has
arted at the new $500,000 plant buiU
Metropohtan by the Christie Bros,
lis
being the second of the new
3und stages to be equipped and
ut into operation by Western Elecic technicians, closely following the
istallation at the M-G-M studios,
ndicating the speed with which proucers are going into the making of
3und pictures, Metropolitan's plant
ent into construction by the Austin
o. of California only ten weeks ago,
nd already is in actual operation for
:

le

making

of both film

and

disc re-

Drdings.

The new

plant is expected to give
n impetus to production in Hollycod as it will be the talking picture
eadquartcrs of several producing
ompanies besides the Christies' own

and comedy units. The imrovement adds over $500,000 to a
1,000,000 studio, which serves as
eadquarters for more than a dozen
mature

;parate units.
The new studios include two large stages,
ith two additional ones planned
two proction rooms, two monitor rooms for the
ectrical
direction, new cutting rooms for
;

exclusive use of talking picture producers,
id a large central building which houses
nplifying rooms, recording" rooms for the
und pictures on either film or wax discs,
1
e.xperimental and research laboratory, and
her departments essential in making talkig pictures.
Outstanding features are the
)und proofing of the stages and a heating
id ventilating system which permits picture
aking under ideal atmospheric conditions.
Talking pictures were started with Leslie
earce directing "The Carnation Kid," the
te

Douglas MacLean and Lorraine
ddy acting in it, and Harold Lloyd throwig the switch which started the recordings,
he plant will be under general management
Phil H. Ryan, with three technical crews
andling the mechanical divisions under di;ction of H. W. Bergman.
rst

Little
from

tt

Lots >f

and
Vitaphone

"talker"

with

a

appear opposite Miss Belamy. Arthur Stone and Earle Foxe
vill appear in this picture, which is
;o be directed bv William Beaudine.

subject talker.

It

a

will

short

in-

the elimifrom the Ala-

nation of stage shows
bama, and closing of Loew's Temple, has caused a large number of
musicians and stage employees to be
thrown out of work in Birmingham.
The Ritz is the only house retaining
an orchestra.
The local musicians'

West

—

"

—

shipyards to supervise the construction of the Paramount Long Island
studio and when the plan was ready,
the engineers joined the production

PRODUCERS

tanks.
*

:;

j,^

Plans are now being formulated

Whether your needs be

'Whereby

Stanford, University of
Southern California and the University of California will hold a
triangle debate on censorship, under
auspices of the Acaderny of M. P.

S.

Van Dyke

will

direct.

The

A SYNCHRONIZED AND SELECTED SCORE
A SYMPHONIC DEVELOPMENT OF LOVE MOTIF
A COMPLETE AND ORIGINAL MUSICAL SETTING

WE CAN
On

our

Liars," Raymond Cannon's first for
Conrad Nagel and
the company.
June Collyer have the lead.

SERVE YOU

staff are

World-Famous Music Masters who are
specialists in the musical interpretation

of the motion picture.

CONSULT THE EXPERTS

SAM ROX

unit

recently for the island of Tahiti.
The story is an original by John
Russell.
left

Fox Title Changed
Barrymore Directing Talker
Fox officials have selected "Playdirecting
Barrymore is
Lionel
'Confession," an original by Kenyon boy" as title for "Husbands Are
Micholson, the playwright.
>e released by M-G-M as

Movietone

—

new

will

and

together with

—

Cast in Novarro Film
Renee
Adoree, Dorothy Janis and
Madge Bellamy in "Exiles"
Madge Bellamy, having recover- Donald Crisp have been cast in support of Ramon Novarro in his latest
d from her recent illness, is preparng to appear in "Exiles." Don Ter- M-G-M film, "The Pagan," which W.
•y

pre-

local theaters went
disjjlaccd
orchestras

—

Colleen on Vacation
Colleen Aioore has completed work Arts and Sciences.
n her latest First National picture.
Synthetic Sin," under the direction
Settlement of Suit Seen
if William A. Seiter.
She will return
of court settlement in Conway
Out
is
o the Studios when production
eady to commence on "Why Be Tearle's suit for $10,000 against Tiffany-Stahl, charging breach of conjood," which Seiter also will direct
\'^eil
Hamilton has been signed as tract, is expected. Tearle asks $2,500 weekly for four weeks alleged for
iliss Moore's leading man.
his contract on "The Grain of Dust,"
which he says was not carried out.
Evelyn Brent Renews
signed

Bebe Daniels Seeks to Buy
Freedom from Paramount

Idle

situation

Coa,st Buvcaii,
TIIR m LM DAILY
Hollywood With nine months or
By RALPH IVILK
more of her present contract to go,
Bebe Daniels is understood seeking
Hollyivood to buy up the unexpired portion of union is endeavoring to reawaken
K have discovered another Min- her agreement for Paramount.
iniblic interest in orchestra music by
Miss
presenting a series of concerts at the
nesota boy, who has made good Daniels is said to be anxious to
start
in pictures.
He answers to the name in talking pictures at once, while Municipal Auditorium, in which 50
local musicians will take part.
of Frank Albertson, and Dave Butler Paramount's
plans are set so far
is his discoverer.
Frank was work- ahead as to make this difficult.
Sound Popular at Fort Myers
ing in a studio art department and
Fort Myers, Fla. The Arcade has
anticipated a layoff by joining the
Graves Opposite Dolores Costello
ranks of the extras. Butler gave him
Ralph Graves has been selected to gone Vitaphone and Movietone. In
fact, the whole of Ft. Myers and a
a "bit" in "Win That Girl" and also play opposite Dolores Costello in
her
used him in "Prep and Pep." Frank next
Vitaphone special, "Alimony large outlying territory have acceptis
now under contract to Fox and Annie" which is scheduled for pro- ed the new policy with enthusiasm.
is
working in "Headlines," which duction within a few days. Michael
Symphony New Sound Device
Fred Newmeyer is directing. Frank Curtiz will direct with Claude GillingCleveland
Symphony, a new sound
was born in Fergus Falls.
water, Tom
Ricketts and Maude
device, was demonstrated at the HolTurner Gordon also in the cast.
lywood theater. Thomas McGuire is
Our Passing Shoiv: Howard
manager of the new company.
Carmelita Opposite Burke
Estabrook showing William
Carmelita Geraghty is leading woJ. Locke points of interest at
Camden, S. C, House Reopens
man for Johnny Burke in "Jim Jam
the Paramoimt studio; Miss
Charlotte, N. C.
The Majestic at
Janitor,"
his
latest
Sennett
two
Dell Pruett, continuity clerk
Camden, S. C, has reopened. The
reeler for Pathe.
of the Alfred Sa^itell unit,
house has been entirely remodeled.
making preparations for her
It is owned bj' T. L. Little and manMcCall Making Second
initial trip to New York.
*
*
*
George McCall, who directed "The aged by S. W. Williamson.
Fox executives liked the work of X^alley of the Moon here, has startReeltone in Cleveland
Keith Weeks, construction engineer, ed his second production for the
Cleveland Hi-Mark Exchange is
and have placed him in a production Canadian government to be known
to distribute Reeltone in Ohio.
position.
Weeks was in charge of as "Grey Doors."
the building of the Fox Movietone
studio. Several years ago. Paramount
brought Edwin C. King, Jack Gain
and John Butler from the Hog Island

picture,

Evelyn Brent has
Paramount contract.

— The

when

stallations,
eai

Birmingham

Piirmingham

SOUND PICTURE SYNCHRONIZATION
&*

MUSIC SCORE DEPARTMENT
^^S.M.BERG G£NL.MGfi_.

—

Bryant 8926

158

W.

45th

AM pox:
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F
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D
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THE

Speaking Titles

Short Shots from
New York Studios
liy

R

ARTHUR

IV.

Giannini Selected

Sound Picture Wrinkle
(.Continued

from Page

EDDY

Paramount
has gone and done it,

according to the VValter Winchell expression.
The lady involved in this
matrimonial case is Aileen Dee of
Toronto.
The links were forged at
the Little Church Around the Corner the other day.

for Harris

picture, etc.
Instead of running the picture i:i
the regular manner, they preview it,
remove the titles, cue it and then

Gup Award

M.P.T.O. Directors Will
Meet in N. Y. Thursdj

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

a microphone.
The organists takes
care of the records, cueing of the

OBERT FLORE Y,
director,

New

(Continued from Page

1)

and cooperation cuss labor, sound pictures and m(
between the public and film industry particularly, legislation. The la
of Great Britain
and the United makmg bodies of 43 states will cc
States.
The A.M.P.A. directors in vene on or shortly after the first
explaining their selection, point to the year and a number of pieces
spirit

of

goodwill

the fact that

Giannini was the

first

engage actors from a casting agenc}' American banker to finance motion
to read these titles aloud and inject pictures in this country and the first
certain talking parts into the picture. American banker to finance a BritSometimes they have three or four ish production. Their decision was
actors in the booth, depending upon further prompted by Giannini's ef*
»
•
the subject.
forts to induce a sympathetic attitude
"Little Orchid Annie" is not so
The first picture with which this on the part of British bankers tobad a title fai- a show and the man procedure was followed was "Lilac ward
members of the English indusrexponsible for it is Charles Beahan, Time."
The second will be "The try.
tvho picks out stories for Mr. Fox Singing Fool."
The silent version
Among the honor guests at the
ill the East.
In order to occupy his has been booked and a singer hired,
speaker's table will be Ralph D.
creni)igs he is writing plays, the who, they claim,
has a voice very- Blumenfeld, editor
of the "London
ki>id that click.
similar to Al Jolson.
He will sing Daily Express" and President
*
of the
all of Jolson's songs and talk cer
Royal Institute of Journalism of
Down at the Paramount plant at tain parts into the "mike."
Great Britain; Major General Robert
.Astoria there is a lot of complimenLee Bullard of the War Dep't.; J.
tary talk about the sets provided by
E. Otterson, president of the ElecWilliam N. Saulter, art director, for Closing
tric Research Products Inc.; Nathan
"The Letter," which Jean de Limur
or
51 /O Burkan, and Sam Harris, editor of
is
directing.
Saulter was formerly

RGA-K-A-O

adverse legislation are

in the offir
anticipates the Hvii
son and Brookhart bills, as well
the Walsh resolution calling
for
Congressional probe of the entil
business, will be again brought up

The M.P.T.O.

Washmgton and

to meet
that the

large

this

it is to shape pla;
situation and othe

Thursday meeting

part,

new board

deal.

Members

will
of 'til

are:

Fred Desberg, Ohio. Chairman;
Comerford, Pennsylvania; Harry Craml;
Washington; Fred Wehrenberg, Mis
„u
.Samuel Dembow, New York;
Jack Mill,

M

„"•'"?'''

VrlT^A
Fred
DoUe

2,-

Franklin,

Californi

Kentucky; Colvin Brown, Ni
W. Walsh, Connecticut.

>°'^,^"'l J°.«fPh

OToole

J.

Emanuel

of

]

secretary of the Board.
J.
Philadelphia will also attend.!

IS

Deal Okehed by

Four Cinephone
Cartoons Under Wal

(.Continued from Page 1)
"The Cinema" of London who First
clared operative, because the required arrives in New York in a few days.
George Folsey, who knows his proportion of deposits has already The A.M.P.A. arrangements commit(Continued from Page 1)
The right to de- tee is headed by Edward L. Klein.
camera angles from A to Z, is grind- been exceeded.
ing on his first sound feature xvhich posit K-A-O common under the plan Reservations already
received
are ing within the next week or ten day
Each of the 26 subjects will ha\
forces us to again mention "The will continue to and including Nov. from Universal, United Artists, Columbia, World Wide Pictures, Ray- a distinguishing
15., 1928, and transferable certificates
Letter."
title.
The first wi
of deposit will be issued by the de- art, Richmont and First National, be known as
*
*
"Steamboat Willie"
Oscar Eagle, w-ho used to wield positary, the Empire Trust Co. until the latter having a table for ten. The be followed by "The Barn Dance,
tiiat date.
dinner will be formal.
a megaphone, is responsible for the
Galloping Gaucho" and "Plai
The books for the registration and
direction of "Animal Crackers," Marx
Crazy.
Hrothers' show which is knocking transfer of certificates of deposit will
em out of their seats on Broadway. be permanentlv closed at the close of
He intends to go in for direction of business on Nov. 15, 1928. Certificates for Class
stock of Radiotalkers now.
(Continued from Page 1)
*
*
if
Keith-Orpheum Corp, issuable under
Ii-ving Rapper, who is going to di- the plan, will be issued in the respec- ance of Theatrical Stage Employes
rect talkers for Paramount, is at the tive names of the holders of certifi- and M. P. Machine Operators, with
Astoria studio inhaling atmosphere cates of deposit of record at the close both sides agreeing to abide by his
decision.
Meanwhile, the operators
Large or small stages by hour,
and a general knowledge of what it's of business on Nov. 15, 1928.
are retaining their posts under the
day or week. Tests privately
all about.
He was foi~merly assotemporary scale and working condiciated with A. H. Woods and Guthrie
made.
tions, with the new scale
McClinic.
adopted to
*
*
*
becoine retroactive from date of last
Etchcraft Film Studios
week's meeting.
(Continued from Page 1)
J. W. Butler, Paramount studio ex454-458 Sixth Ave. (at 28th St.)
ecutive, is mighty pleased at the under the franchise,
Ralph Routier,
New York City
speed and efliciency which the force his attorney concluded, in
William Canavan at present is abmaking an
Phone
Longacre 10109, Chickis showing.
With the reopening of agreement with defense attorneys for sent from New York, with
settlement
ering 7788 and Chickering 2981.
the plant it was necessary to round dropping of Robertson's
case against of the Minneapolis controversy to
2981.
up a new crew and additionally, to distributors, Electrical
Research Prod- await his return.
battle with new problems ow-ing to ucts. Western
Electric and the Amerthe advent of sound and dialogue. ican Society
of Composers, Authors
But the gang is hitting on all cyl- and Publishers, charging
conspiracy.
inders.
Little possibility for victory over distributors, who insisted
their
When anybody wants stills at the right to determine whetherupon
Filmdom's Recognized Book
quality of
Astoria plant Eddie Bagley is paged. their sound pictures
was
lowered
Rejerence
He seems as much a part of the by showing over Robertson's
Years
sound
studio as the pillars which decorate device, was
seen by Routier. after
its front.
three days of hearings.

scenic director at the
*

studios.

i

The

Ganavan To Settle
Mpls. Row Over Sound

A

ETCHCRAFT

FILM STUDIOS

First Nat. Franchise
Governs Only Silent?

Of

For Past Ten

1929 Edition

AFFILIATED EUROPEAN PRODUCERS,
announce

the acquisition of

"The Holy
with Gregor

Chmara
as

Inc.

of the

Devil'*
Moscow Art Theatre

RASPUTIN

OUT

IN

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS
COVERS
GOES
EVERYTHING
EVERYWHERE
I

Skouras to be in Charge of Warner Theaters
iTHE
i^>frNEWSPAPER

ML THE NEWS

^/'FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLIV

DL.

Wednesday, November

No. 38

Technique
57th Street, there is a
lelightfully intimate theter known as the Little
Several
Playhouse.
<irn gie
mes daily can be seen there a
aissian picture by title "Ten
;ays That Shook the World."
is
dud insofar as American
dieuces at large are concerned.
Lot only is it lacking in comrercial aspect, but it is likewise
iidoubtedly propaganda for the
I

Will H. Hays will serve as
chairman and toastmaster at
the Anglo-American banquet
to be held under A.M.P.A.
auspices at the Biltmore Nov.
20 at which time Dr. A. H.
Giannini will be awarded the
Sam Harris cup for promotion
of amity between Great Britain and the United States.

:

:.

;

TEXAS HOUSES IN BUEK

\

same time, however, this
xample of Russian produc-

tie
'

n

in

is,

the

incoherent, effort
albeit
significant because of the
of its technique and the un-

is

]\ver

dramatic heights which estabas obtainable through intelliappreciative use of the camera.

lual

Ihes
jnt,

GENNETT RECORD FIRM

main, an impressive,

coping,
at

Lights and Shades

Gennett Hanaphone Corp., has been
formed to produce Hanaphone pictures and manufacture Hanaphone
disc synchronization equipment for
The new company, formatheaters.
tion of which was announced yesterday by Gene Marcus, president of
the

story, told in short, staccato
s;nes that often bewilder so rapidly
they flash before the spectator,
with the terrifying ten days
(als
tu lead to the fall of the provisional
lissian Government and the rise of
riie

:«

political party which dominates
be likened
Therefore, it
tiay.
1 an
epic in theme. Rarely have we
t?

Hanaphone

;d

more magnificent play of lights
shadows. They convey definitely

t;

terror,

the horror, the hopelessthe determination and the mentortured workings of a down-

iss,
t

Iv

tidclen

i;tively
1

people and do
than this brief

more

it

space

ef-

per-

of telling.

ts

is

a

merger of that firm with the Gennett
Recording Co., and Star Piano Co.
plans to start producat the Gennett studios,
Woodside, L. I. Twelve features and
104 shorts are planned, the first short
(Continued on Page 4)

The company
tion next week

may

i-n a

America,

Co., of

Posser

Named

Head

Sales

for Heywood-Wakefield
Paul B. Posser, former eastern sales
manager of public seating, has been

named

sales

manager

of

Operating pool now existent between West Coast Theaters, Inc. and
Dallas Publix and Saenger, each Publix will be dissolved the end of
holding a 25 per cent interest in Dent this month and on Dec. 1.
Publix
Theaters, are understood to be on the will assume possession and manageeve of a widespread theater acquisi- ment of its theaters in four Pacific
tion campaign in Texas, operating Coast key cities.
through their joint partner, L. L.
This will mean creation of a new
Dent.
division in the Publix organization,
Already functioning in 20 towns, especially designed to operate these
Dent is understood to be in New houses which include the MetropoliYork to confer with Publix officials tan and Million Dollar in Los Angregarding exercise of an option on the eles; the Portola, Granada, St. FranRobb and Rowley string and in con- cis and Imperial in San Francisco;
nection with additional expansion the Seattle in Seattle and the Portmoves.
Harold B.
land in Portland, Ore.

—

nANAPnONEN[RGEDWIItl

;)viet.

At

Franklin Leaves Tomorrow
After Completing Move
"at U. S. Request"

PUBEtX-SAENGER AFTER

;

lest

Price 5 Cents

1928

DISSOLUTION OF PUBLIXWEST COAST POOL SET

Hays Toastmaster

"^ N

14,

Heywood-

Wakefield Co. The firm now is working on a number of new types of
construction, which are to supple_

regular line of chairs.
we had anything to say about ment the
picthis
we would see to it that
t-e is shown the length and breadth
Variety Chief Need in

Franklin,

TEXAS EXiilORS SOLD

ON IDEAJ^ ESSENTIAL

—

Dallas Texas exhibitors, down to
towns as low as 4,000, are convinced
that sound pictures are here to stay,
and sold on the idea they must install
equipment or face financial ruin.
They are viewing with considerable
(Continued

on Page 4)

1

(

them are important.

i

direction

is

dually

to

finesses

many

ight easily result in a

— E.xtension

embrace

of the circuit to
in
principal
city
in the near future" is plan-

"every

ned by West Coast Theaters, Howard Sheehan, vice president of the
circuit,

Sarnoff Denies Deal

on Page 4)

Operate Stanley

—

combination

the best in Russian and American
chnique. That would be a definite,
ogressive step in the right direc-

K ANN

Dallas

Chain About First of Year

Soon on
blended with Final Decision
American
of
Talker Franchise Suit

can be
refinements
:ture-making. The move if somecan successfully undertake it—
;e

rial

)n.

(Continued

Page 4)

on

Warners

production confirm our

belongs

in

CI1IL8

declared on a visit here.
Within
year, he said, the Fox chain
a
Net of First National for first
Variety in production is the chief
will be brought up to 1,000 theaters.
com$976,810.92,
total
1928
of
months
"cerneed of pictures to conquer the
$884,233.98 for the same
tain pubhc indifference," which he pared to
for

opinion: That this young Rushere where his direc-

'rly

e

REPORTEDJY 18T NAT'L

MiTANA

CHIEF

Interstate Circuit Houses
credited.

M. Eisenstein who produced "Pomkin" had much to do with this
w Russian film. His grasp of the
of

WEST C0A8f¥EMBIIACE

nine

^Continued

:

sentials

Coast,
for this

and, having accomplished
mission, is slated to leave New
York for the Coast tomorrow. Under terms of the split-up, made at
the request of the attorney general
(Continued on Page 2)

Montana

Pictures, Aubert Says

Eisenstein
The

West

purpose

Butte

9 MONTHS' NET $916,811

i

Hollywood, not in one studio but
The observations to
all of them.
drawn from it are several and all

of

liis

If

(

president

came on from Los Angeles

San

Antonio

— Final

hearings

are

this week in suit of William
Epstein of the Aztec to force deliv-

slated

ery of
he has
granted
vented

Vitaphone pictures, claiming
a franchise for the product,
Epstein has preverbally.

Warners
(Continued

from
on

Page

selling
4)

and

Spyros Skouras, long an important
factor in First National and the printheater operator in St Louis,
head the exhibition activities of
Warner Bros. Not only will the operations of the Stanley chain come
under his supervision, but also the
holdings of Skouras Bros. Enterprises, Inc., the St. Louis Amusement Co. of St. Louis and the Pub(Continued on Page 2)

cipal
will

_

— Denial

of

the

report that

RCA-Photophone, which has closed
the deal for Keith-Albee-Orpheum
and FBO,
state

is

to take over the Interwas
chain,
Co.,

Amusement

made by David
phone head,

in

Sarnofif,

RCA-Photo-

replying to a query by

a local newspaper.
head of the circuit,

Karl Hoblitzelle,
in New York.

is

Metropolitan to Protect
Exhibitor Against Suits
Metropolitan Pictures, which is to
produce films recorded by the Biophone process, will protect exhibitors
(Continued

on

Page 4)

Wednesday, November

DAILY
Warners to Operate
Publix-West Coast
Stanley About Jan.
Dissolution Pool Set
(Continued from Page

1)

Washington, West Coast acquires
full ownership of si.K theaters in Oakland and four in Berkeley, until now
in

38 Mtiuiiii. Not.

Vil. XLVI Ni.

14.
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—

—

—

225.

owned jointly with i'ublix.
Paramount pictures will

play tiicsc
theaters which leaves practically the rest of the feature output
for various West Coast and Loew
The operating
theaters to show.
agreement existing between West
Coast and Loew's under which the
former manages the State in Los
.Angeles and the Warfield in San
Similarly
Francisco is not affected.
while West Coast will be confronted
with competitive theaters in each of
the four major cities on the westtin seaboard, the company has ample
theater representation in each of the
Publi.x

concerned.

cities

Studio for Salt Lake City
Pioneer Film Co.
Salt Lake City
states It v/ill build a studio here, conThe
struction to start in 30 days.

—

has

organization

completed

its

first

"The Exodus" and will start
"The Malamute Kid," as soon as the
picture,

Financial
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Cleveland branch, Doak Roberts, replacing Ralph Morrow as Dallas ex-

A.M.P.A. to Hear Elizabeth Meehan
Elizabeth Meehan, scenarist, who is

—

ter

will

reopen

New

few weeks.

Aurora House

Open Memphis House
Memphis Mrs. W. E. Mui? has
opened her new theater.

—

85
100

26 /j

opens
York.

Trial" Opening
\itaplione production,
tonight at the Warner, New

98!^.

123Ji
124

131

'/i

New

—

Bans "Street Angel"

Buck Jones

is

in

in

N. Y.

fi

Criteri(

Opening of new Fischer, Detroi;
Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unit
Des Moines.
Anglo-American dinner sponsor
by A.M.P.A. in New York.
Nov. 20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages co;
vention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Dec. 4-S Annual
convention of
M.P.T,
of

Dec.

Oklahoma

New Fox

25

Oklahoma

at

house in

St.

City.

Louis opet

Call

WAFILMS,
Walter
A.

Putter,

Inc.
Pres.

for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W, 46th St., New York
Bryant 8181

100% SERVICE!

»f
iers
consider the trailers very good
setTrice

100%.

LAFAYETTE THEATRE.

New York

Inces Arriving

FBO

director,

who

has

recently completed "Singapore Mutiny" and "Hardboiled," is due in
New York today. Mrs. I nee (Lucila Mendez) accompanies him.

Castle Films in Michigan
Favorite Film Co. is
distributing Castle films in Michigan.

Cleveland

S

from

to confer with his associates in the Buck Jones Corp. prior
to starting on his next.

nee,

Haverhill,

Mass.

ALE

!

The Latest Model Double

Los Angeles

I

at

York.

•

Buck Jones

Ralph

"Interference,"
talker,

Nov. 20

We

"On

Trial,"

—

Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARk

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 FeetFilm^Case— 6Ma8Bzinet
2 in. F, 3.5 Lent

no

West 32'*St,Ncwyorh.My
Phon* Panna. 0330

26,900
16,400

198

'WE

Let Us Solve Your Problems

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Stebbins,

BLIZZARD FAN
Problem

1540

B'WAY

telephone bryant

rmiowfllM
^l3!^:filL»J3

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

NEVER DISAPPOINT"

!

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Lniii«.

Your

a

Aurora, 111.— A $1,500,000 house
will be built to replace the Rialto
which was destroyed by fire.

"On

9

Winter or Summer
Solves

in

Opening of
Paramount

and the

Mussolini

program.

restriction

fi^in

Nov. 16

Florida

of

Rome
Premier Mussolini has
completing adaptation of "Lummox," banned "The Street Angel" in Italy
is to be guest at Thursday's luncheon
and dismissed members of the censorof the A.M.P.A. Bert Glennon, FBO ship commission who authorized the
director is also expected to speak.
production.
Fox Burlington House to Open
Burlington, N, J. The Fox thea-

Meeting at Dallas of M.P.T.O.
lexas convention.
Meeting of International ChamI
of Commerce at Paris on Europe

Sparks in New York
Sparks of Sparks Enterprises,

change head and W. M. Bigford reE. J.
placing Carl Milton as ofifice man- which operates a chain
ager at San Francisco.
houses, is in New York.

2,965

•Last Price Quoted, (s) Stock, (c) Curb.
(b) Bond, (o) Over the Counter.
(c) Curb Market.
(») Stock ExchanRe.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in ChicaRo;
Skniiran. St.

Three U. A. Changes Announced
Record for "Woman Disputed"
Three changes in sales personnel
"The Woman Disputed" broke the
of United Artists, announced yester- weekend record of the Rivoli, New
day by AI Lichtman, distribution head York by $43 and did the biggest Sunare:
Jimmy Ambrose, succeeding day business in the history of the
Harry Dodge as manager of the theater, according to United Artists.

12

84

26"/,

completed.

Today:

their

of

io',.56o

36

44^

is

theaters in St.
Louis and Indianapolis, will conThe two brothers,
tinue in charge.
secure $1,it
is reported, will each
500,000 for their holdings by virtue
of the sale to Warners which makes
the latter group partners with PubMissouri
li.x in the Ambassador and
theaters, St. Louis and in the Indiana, Circle and Uptown, Indianapolis and complete owners of the 27
suburban theaters embraced in the
St. Louis Amusement Co.
The Skouras acquisition will require 171,000 shares of Warner common stock which becomes available
as soon as the Governors of the N.
Y. Stock Exchange approve the application of the company to increase
its authorized
common to 2,500,000
shares of which total number slightly
over 700,000 shares will be issued.

operation

19

The Industry's
Date Book

1

(.Continued from Page 1)
lix-Skouras Theaters of Indianapolis.
His salary will be $100,000 a year.

The Skouras holdings will come
under control of the Warners about
the end of the year. It is anticipated
Charles Skouras, brother of Spyros
and now actively associated in the

14,

3040

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YOPk

Fhone: WlSconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

NEVER BEFORE!
No, never in this industry's liistory has there been such
a succession of hits! hits! hits! And still they come!
M-G-M'S "White Shadows

in the South Seas"

Direct from five months on Broadway at $2.00.
the biggest Road-show hit in sight!

Sound

or silent

it's

M'-G-M's "Our Dancing Daughters"
The

A

greatest individual record-breaker of today.

The money

sensation.

M-G-M's

hit

of

coast-to-coast

all time!

"Excess Baggage"

William Haines' triumph, held over 2 weeks Capitol, N. Y.
all records Nashville, Tenn. A clean-up everywhere.

M-G-M's "While

Broke

the City Sleeps"

Lon Chaney's extended run hit.
Orleans, St. Louis and everywhere

2 weeks Capitol,
S.

R.

O.

New

N. Y.

business.

M-G-M's

''Show People"
Exploited like an Election,
Haines Special

Watch

M-G-M's
The

is

the newest

sensation.

on Broadway at Capitol

biggest

Davies-

week.

this

the fireworks!

"Alias

Jimmy Valentine" $2 Talking

season's most awaited opening.

a great picture even without

Show

M-Q-M

Watch

hit!

it

It

it.

Picture!

But
smash Road-

Marvelous dialogue
will be the year's

at Astor Theatre,

N.

film.

Y., twice daily.

M-G-M'S "West

of Zanzibar" (Lon Chaney marvel!)
Not since ''The Road to Mandalay" has Chaney been seen
a unique thriller. Amazing! Dramatic! Sure-fire!

M-G-M's "Masks
What
John

a

of

The Devil"

box-office natural!

Gilbert, the gold- getter

M-G-M's "A

in

such

[Qilhert's greatest!)

The kind of romantic role
supreme. A Big One!

that

makes

Woman of Affairs"

[QilherUQarho prize!)
like wild-fire.
The trio who made

The news sweeps the industry
"Flesh and the Devil" Brown-Gilbert-Garbo have

delivered the prize

picture of the year!

M-G-M's

history "making 1928-29 product

Lon Chaney, John

(a pleasure)

featuring:

Marion Davies, Greta Garbo,
Shearer, Buster Keaton, Joan Crawford, etc., etc.

Gilbert, William tiaines^

Ramon Novarro, Norma

METRO-GOLDWYNIt's
McmbcT

a pleasure

of MotiQtv Picture Prodwccri tixd D»ri>buiot» of America, Inc.

THE

-JXM:DAILy_
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14,

Texas Exhibitors Sold

Sound Pictures

on Idea as Essential
(.Continued from Page

1)

alarm the draw beinR cxerecised by
talkers, with their patrons driving to
films.
towns which offer sound
topics
chief
the
of
one
is
subject
The

the Texas exhibitor
convention, which opened here yesThe sessions wind up toterday.
day with Col. H. A. Cole expected to be reelected president.
Virtual settling of the interchangein
ability issue is spurrring them on
they
which
equipment
for
quest
their

Makes Debut in France
with "White Shadows"
Paris

of discussion at

However, demands of
can afford.
operators in sound houses are proving
As an example.
a stumbling block.
Dent Theaters, is reported to have
had equipment ordered at Temple, a
town of about 8,000, but when operaup
tors' demands ran out of the booth
to

$250 weekly the equipment was
to another town.

moved

9 Months'

Net

Reported by

$976,811
1st

(Continued from Page

Natl

1)

debut

MECHANICAL PERFECTIO]

— Sound

in

pictures made their
night with openShadows in the South

France

-in

last

"White
Seas" at the Madelon.

ing of

Emanuel

with
associated
Baer,
Riesenfeld for the past eight

Two

"The $10,000 Kiss," "Park

GY BACKGROUNDS.
-THERE ARE NO DEFECTS IN THE PRODJ

Supervision George Winkler

Bench"

to be Heifitz?"

UCT OF—

—

—

Hollywood Edward Laemmle is
"The Drake Murder Case,"

to direct

Hanaphone Merged
with Gennett Firm

all-talker, for Universal.
It
original by Charles A. Logue,
to write the dialogue.

is

an

who

is

(Continued from Page 1)
Talking Prologue for "River
Production also
to be ready Dec. 1.
Sonoratone
prologue
for
"The
is planned at the Gennett studio and
River Woman," Gotham picture, now
Hana- is being made at the Waterbury,
factory at Richmond, Ind.
phone has installed 100 sets in the- Conn., studio.
aters and have disposed of all foreign
Sound at Lawrence
territory, Marcus says.

J

-THERE ARE NO DIS
TORTIONS.
-THERE ARE NO SMUD-

Four Stories Ready
Ernest Maas and Frederica Sagor
have completed "Headliner," an orignal storv (or feature production and
the following originals for sound:

Hattons Writing Dialogue
according to W. C. Boothby, treas- IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
dividend
voted
have
Directors
urer.
Hollywood
Fanny and Frederic
of $2 per share payable Jan. 1 on Hatton are to write talking sequences
the rirst preferred and regular di- for Reginald Barker's TifTany-Stahl
vidend of S1-7J per share payable production, "The Rainbow."
Jan. 1 on the second preferred "A,"
Laemmle to Direct All-Talker
and voted to retire 1,000 shares of
the latter stock Jan. 1 at par, which IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
$100.

?

ERS.

period last year, a gain of $92,576.94,

is

=

attained by the use o
the best equipment, ob

-THERE ARE NO f LICK

on Broadway, "Marriage by Contract," and "The Good Bye Kiss,"
First National.
Baer also synchronized "Beggars of Life."
ly

"Who Wants

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

UniuersammLE^CarAoon,

Woman"

—

Variety Chief Need in
Pictures, Aubert Says
(Continued from Page

1)

says exists, Louis Aubert, French
producer, declared at a luncheon in
New York yesterday at which Will

Lawrence. Mass.
Phototone
equipment has been installed at the
Victoria.

Sound at Salt Lake City
Salt Lake City
Sound equipment

—

been inst?lled
combination house.
has

in

the

Pantages,

H. Hays was host.
Walter Marks,
under secretary for external affairs of Final Decision Soon on
.\ustralia, and chairman of the Royal
Talker Franchise Suit
Film Commission, also was a guest.
(Continued from Page 1)
Foreign managers of prominent dis- Publix from showing "The Jazz
tributing executives attended.
Singer" and this has held up Warner
talkers in the

Metropolitan to Protect
Exhibitor Against Suits
(Continued from Page

Aztec operator has

for a year.

won two

The
court

decisions in the case.

1)

from any loss or litigation which may
arise from showing the pictures over
Western Electric sound producing
equipment, states Phil Goldstone. He
adds, however, that he does not anticipate any such difliculty, but makes
the statement to "clear up the situaMetropolitan plans to make
two short talkers weekly, one talk-

tion."

ing feature monthly and a scries designed as roadshow attractions.

Pathe Sound News at Toledo
Toledo The Pantheon is the first
house in Northern Ohio to play
Pathe Sound News.

—

town

ETCHCRAFT
FILM STUDIOS
Large or small stages by hour,
day or week. Tests privately
made.

Etchcraft Film Studios
454-458 Sixth Ave. (at 28th St.)
New York City

Phone Longacre
ering 7788 and
2981.

o

tainable.

years, is now synchronizing pictures
of
as a free-lance conductor.
his pictures are running simultaneous-

and

production

OSWALD CARTOON;
is

Baer Synchronizing Pictures

Hugo

the

10109, ChickChickering 2981.

Wise showmen book the best box

office

attraction available for the

holiday weeks!
Stanley

Company:

Globe Theatre, Atlantic City— Christmas

Week

Wilmington

Thanksgiving

Camden—New

Week

Year's Week
Stamford Theatre, Stamford (home of United
Artist and Metro pictures exclusively)—

«

Thanksgiving

Week

It?

Goes into Stanley-Fabian National,
Jersey City,
as a road show, 75c top,
with Vitaphone synchronization.

WOODY AND
New York

723 7th Ave.,

EXCHANGE: Room
N.

ADLER,
City

Inc.

(BRYant

406, 729 7th Ave.

LIEBSKIND, Manager

0207)

5S

erman Government

to

Buy Control

Emelka

of

ULTHE HEWS
ALLTHE TIME
XLVI

)L.

Thursday, November

No. 39

"On

Trial
lot

shows improve-

ment. Just as "The Home
iwners" marked an advance over
:h early efforts as "Lights of
;w York" and "Tenderloin," so
es "On Trial" which opened last
!fht in New York, bear the imjss of a riper experience, a greatgrasp of the fundamentals of

md

and how best to draw the
of such fundamentals.
out
)st
Here is a case of a well wrought
,ge play with a real dash of mysy adapted for sound sensibly
d directed intelligently, aided by
high standard of performance
d a strong element of suspense,
iturally, the result is

worthwhile

make

these elements that
Trial" a real attraction.

1 it is
In

A
that

•t

it

"On

gratifying to reTrial" proves its metis

not because it merely happens
be a talking picture but because
s a very good talking picture. Inar as the public is concerned,
ns are not wanting that the first
is
sh of excitement over sound
ing rapidly and that the theater-

from

;r

just

ility

now

on

as

much

demand

will

he

as

will

The picture at issue
a neat touchdown because it
merit and plenty of it.

EQUITY STUDIO ACTIVITY
EXPECTED TO BE RENEWED

Heaven" Wins

''7th

Eighth

annual gold medal
award of "Photoplay Magazine" goes to "7th Heaven,"
selected by readers of the pubthe best picture of

lication as
1927.

Frank Borzage, director of
the picture, won the first medal
of the series with "Humoresque" in 1920. He is the only
director to twice win the honor.
"7th Heaven" is the first Fox
picture to receive the award.
Other pictures which have
won the annual award are:
"Tol'able
David,"
"Robin

BLOCKING OF BRITISH-

EMELKA DEAL

(By Cable)— Collapse
Anglo-German deal un-

German company.

HEAVEN' HAILED AS
IN '27

among

—

FORECAST

Heaven" was stamped

"7th
picture

"a

as

and an outstanding production, "which reflects
glory the permanent kind on all
pictures,"

—

—

who

participated in its
ing," in an editorial printed by
(Continued on Page S)

those

SEEN

der which the Schlesinger interests of England were to obtain control of Emelka, is seen
here in decision of the German government to step into
the picture and gain control
of the

7TH

IS

Berlin
of the

Hood," "The Covered Wagon,"
"Abraham Lincoln," "The Big
Parade" and "Beau Geste."

GREAT

Case of Merit

Moreover:

1928

9 9

^ ACH talking picture from the
^j Warner

15,

mak-

THE

SKOURAS STOCKS AT $70

Berlin (By Cable)
In a move to
counteract
the
power of Alfred
Hugenberg, nationalistic leader and
controlling factor in Ufa, as well as
to prevent any monopoly in the German industry, the governme:it plans
to
obtain
controlling
interest
in

Emelka.

This,

losses sustained
film ventures.

despite the heavy
by the Reich in past
Approximately $500,-

(Continved

on

Page

PHOTOTOlll

5)

FOR

logue.
ires
i

The Flashback
in

ures,

It
p the

is

our thought that by this

Warners have made

a defi-

and notable contribution to the
t-growing and wholly new technue of sound picture making.
;

Performances
interesting to note that the
c t includes a number of players
Wo garnered their reputations as
in silent pictures.
P: formers
They
t

rJ

is

extremely_ well

with

(Continued on

Page

their
2)

lines.

—

TRANSFER?
J[
While

complete details
for financing of Warners' purchase
of the Skouras interests, here and at
Indianapolis, have not been made
St.

the case of other talking
dialogue slows up the acn.
Here, however, the flashback
jsed for the first time in sound and
pioneering step in this particular
jection turns out extremely sucjsful.
This is why: While the
ihbacks used constantly throughto take the spectator from the
irtroom to the scene of the story
iCribed
by the witness on the
nd do not result in action as the
)lic knows it today, this process
;s give movement to the produclS

AND $60
Louis

public,

it

is

believed

here

that

the

(Continued on Page 5)

DISTRIBUTION CLOSED

Unionizing Moves Under
Way Seen Forerunner
of Organizing Plan
West

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

—

Angeles Unionizing
work
now declared proceeding rapidly at
Coast studios, is regarded here as
forerunner

the

newed

activity

of

a

period

of

re-

on the part of Ac-

tors Equity Ass'n.
The organization has adhered to a policy of hands
ofT on the Coast, since the players'
decided to "go along" with the Academy of M. P. Alts and Sciences,
rather than to hold out for the
Equity Shop, when the salary reduction campaign was instituted by
producers last year.
Now, the situation is regarded as

having been reversed, and with the
steady influx of stage players to Hollywood for appearance in talkers,
Equity's strength is on the increase.
Stage players recruited for screen
work may call upon Equity to step
in and act for them on working conditions, and the association, in that
event, would be expected to act.
Equity's office in New Yor'K yesterday declined to make any comment on reports of its activities at
the st idios, or a published Coast report that Equity had sent a ballot to
its

Distribution rights to Phototone,
disc synchronization device developed by Harrison W. Rogers, has been
acquired by Allied Talking Pictures
Co., New York, of which A. J. (Bert)
(Continued on Page 5)

Coast

Los

membership on the Equity Shop

for talking pictures.

unionizinc¥Itudios
REPORTED progressing

A New
LINKING

International Service

together leaders in the English, French and

West

German

trade paper fields, THE FILM DAILY today announces formation of Trade Papers International, a cooperative news gathering
and news disseminating organization.
The publications subscribing to Trade Papers International are:
"Daily Film Renter," London of which Ernest W. Fredman is
editor; "La Cinematographie Francaise," Paris of which P. A. Harle
is editor; "Lichtbildbuehne," Berlin of which Karl Wolff sohn is
editor and The Film Daily of New York.

Each publication will furnish the other with the news developments in its respective markets by wireless, by cable and by mail.
More intensive international coverage and a consequent improve-

ment in service to the reader are assured.
The agreement embraces news only. The ownership,
policy and complete independence
no way involved.

in operation of

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Los Angeles

— Unionizing

of photographers and studio mechanics is
proceeding at a rapid pace, it is reported, with International Photographers'
Local No. 659 claiming
712 members in Pacific Coast and
Rocky Mountain states, of which 650

The studio mechanics union has a reported memberare in the studios.
ship of 700.

RCA-Photophone Picks
N. Y. Studio

Site for
editorial

each paper are

in

Sound studio planned by
Photophone will be located
Ave. and 24th

St.,

(Continued

New

RCAat

York,

on Page 5)

6th
it

is

.

Thursday, November

DAILV
August Exports Total
$726,036; Showing Loss

''On Trial"
(Continued from Page

PriciSCHts

Tkirsdif. Nit. IS, 1921

lfil.XlVINi.39

1)

For instance, Lois Wilson, always
charminp as a silent actress, doe.s
fine work, and for her, we should
say that sound foreshadows a repu-

JOHN N. AUCOATE

according to figures just made pubhc
by the M.P. Section of the Dept. of

When

Exports by class were as follows:
16,541,648 ft. valued at
Positives,
$433,301, against 18,700,200 ft. valued
at $444,168; raw stock, 4,409,154 ft.
valued at $104,113, against 8,175,317
negatives, 1,ft. valued at $184,594;
040,509 ft. valued at $188,622, against
The
744,936 ft. valued at $144,162.
most important market for positive
during the month was Australia, taking 2,158,213 ft. followed by Argentina with 1,687,391 ft. and Brazil with
1,337,272 ft.

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
Pauline Frederick, in a part
stead.
at 1650 Broaiiway, New York. N. V., and
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and I-"ilm that gives her little to do, acquits
\V. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
Her voice,
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President herself with much credit.
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, however, was reproduced in varying
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
quality.
Just what the difliculty was
as second class matter, Slay 21, 1918, at the
apisears troublesome to ferret out.
post-office at New York. N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free)
her lines were heard clearly
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York. they were excellent and the rendimonths,
months,
3
year;
6
$5.00;
one
$10.00
Subscribers should tion was rich and melodic; when her
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communica- lines went bad, they went very bad.
remit with order.
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadRichard Tucker, fine; Jason RoPhone Circle 4736way, New York N. V.
Filmday, bards, variable, but generally good.
4737-4738 4739.
Cable address:
Hollywood, California RalnW
New York.
Breese, actor of old, is
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite another
demonstrated how valuLondon Ernest \V. Fredman, The
6607.
can be.
experience
able
stage
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Lichtbild-bwehne, Friedrichstrasse, altogether charming little child named
I.
Berlin

—

Edmund

An

—

Vondell Darr well nigh captured the
first night audience with the uniform
excellence of her performance and the

225.

manner

in which her lines
She's audience ammunition; be sure to talk about her.
Rounding out the credit list, a
couple of brown derbies go to Archie
Mayo for his direction. Elmer Rice,
who wrote the play, adapted it for
the screen.
Which explains without
further ado why the dialogue rings

splendid

were delivered.

Financial
High Low Close
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do pfd.
(s) Warner
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(c-b) do
•I..ast

6;'iB
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1,000

2,266
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news, this coalition involves neither
ownership,
policy,
nor
individual
ideas of operation.
Its sole purpose
is service to the reader and to this
end, its sponsors are definitely committed.

129
12954
"

200
2754
98 5^2
43',766
129
1.10
21.800
198

Stock,

is

—

director for Fox theaters
throughout the country, has been
selected by William Fox as the supervising director of the 60-piece
symphony orchestra to be installed
in the 5,000-seat Fox to be opened
here Christmas Day.
He will arrive
in St. Louis the latter part of November to pick the personnel of the
orchestra for playing the classics as
well as modern.

musical

Slight

Damage

Birmingham

Birmingham Fire

in

— Fire

tative,

is

Cowcll,

dead

(c)

Curb.

listed

in

Chicago;

players'

from

representumor of the

Isen in N. Y.
Isen,
Universal
visor in South America, is
York for conferences w-ith
Manheim, export manager.

Long

a pet picture of ours, we
naturally rejoice in
learning that
readers of "Photoplay"
have adjudged the gold medal for 1927 to
"7lh Heaven."
It is the one picture
which we have seen three times and
after each view carried away the unshakeablc belief that here indeed the
heights
of
true
artistic
endeavor

were

scaled.

KANN

A

New

f

at

Criteri

York.

Opening of new Fischer, Detro
Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unit
Des Moines.
Anglo-American dinner sponso
by A.M.P.A. in New York.

Nov. 20-21

M.P.T.O.

Ohio

of

stages

c

vention at Columbus.

Nov. 24
Dec. 4-5

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Annual convention of M.P.T.
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.-,

Dec.

25

New Fox

Jan.

26

First

house in
annual ball.
York.

New

St.

M.

Louis
P.

opei

Club.

Hammons on Way to N. Y.
W. Hammons, Educational pre
ident, is on his way to New Yoi

the

in

from the Coast, having left
Angeles Monday, following a
to

visit

Educational

the

L«
bri

studio

where he held conference on pp
duction with E. H. Allen, studi
general manager, and Jack Whit
director-in-chief.

Paramount Meeting Ending
Paramount district and brano
managers wind up their three-d;(
convention today with a golf tournj
ment at Mamaroneck. Yesterday ai
ternoon they visited the Astoria stt
dio and heard several sound shoi|
subjects.
Monta Bell, in charge
<

sound production, escorted the partaround the plant.
Adolph Zuko'
Jesse L. Lasky and Walter Wange
were included in the party.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
I

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

I
j

Standard
I

Vaudeville Acts

I

superin

New

N.

L.

j

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

I

FOR RENT
Small Attractive Offices at

Levine in Worcester
Worcester, Mass. Goldstein Bros,
have appointed Louis Levine manager of the Regent.

Modern

Fire-Proof Building.

Abundance

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220 W. 42nd St.
Room 2002

Phone Wisconsin 2141

Low

Rental

$60 Per Month and Up
FOR MOTION PICTURE AND ALLIED INTERESTS

Million Feet o£

Everything

brain.

—

started

Monroe

Ernest Cowell Dies
Ernest

"Interference,"
talker,

"7th Heaven"

(b) Bond, (o) Over the Counter.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Ounler (Bid and Asked.)

NOTE: Balaban & Katz
Skourai, St. Louis.

Davis Heads St. Louis Orchestra
Louis Meyer Davis, veteran
St.

—

2

85
27^4

(5)

"A. P."

Opening of
Paramount

Nov. 20

international- booth of the Odeon when a film
Recognizing
that
ism in films has arrived. The Film package suddenly burst into flames
Daily in association with "Daily and gained considerable
headway
Film Renter" of London, "La Cine- before being discovered by Frank
luatographie Francaise" of Paris and Delaney,
the
operator.
Patrons
"Lichtbildbuehne" of Berlin today rushed into the street and the fire
announces Trade Papers Interna- department extinguished the flames
tional.
It might prQperly be de- with little damage.
The theater is
scribed as an Associated Press of operated by the Marvin Wise Cirfilm newspapers.
London, Paris and cuit, and managed by J. T. Hilton.
Berlin,
drawing upon the foreign
markets which they dominate, will
Rock Island Strike Off
dispatch, in greater and steadier flow
Rock Island, 111. Musicians at 14
than heretofore, a constant supply of Iowa
houses in the Rock Island disnews to keep the American market trict have called off their
strike bein more intimate touch with condicause the Leclaire, Moline, 111., has
tions overseas.
agreed to employ union men.
Purely a reciprocal arrangement on

84

28

Price Quoted.

A Film

Nov. 16

E.

true.

200

rts

Intern.

9

128

"A" 99H

Fm.

Commerce.

who

—

(s)

—

Washington August exports, totaling 21,991,311 ft. valued at §726,036,
.vere considerably under the July total
of 27,620,453 ft. valued at S772,9.24,

lb

The Industry's
Date Book

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau, of

far more extensive than she
has so far enjoyed. Likewise is this
true of Bert Lytell whose long stage
training serves him in very good

tation

PUBLISHER

IVashiiigton

15,

1650

Day and Night

of Light

BROADWAY

Renting Agent

Room

and

Service.

Air.

(at 51st St.)

404

BETHLEHEM ENGINEERING CORPORATION.

Phone Bryant 1230
1560

BROADWAY

I

WORLD PREMIGRi:
Paramount's First ALL-TALKING Picture

Interference

99

Carthay Circle Theatre, Los Angeles, Monday, November 5
m^nt epic

fnahing event

t ft

nBotion picture history

7//

ifi

^<^tJSG V\

^Audience cheers — critics unite in agreeing that ^^Interference' is a marked step forward'' and Paramount assumes

rightful place as

its

QUALITY

LEADER

production

in the

of|

All-Talking Pictures! flWith a great cast of stage

trained stars.— Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook, Doris Kenyon,

William Powell.

Roy

Directed by

J.

Pomeroy from

the

Lothar Mendes Production of the play by Roland Pertwee

and Harold Dearden.

•

i

'

'"'"A

new experi-

ence in talking
pictures."
L. A.

Times

''They all

came

see

to

ing,
1

here

is

— and

see-

were con-

quered."

no

Hollywood

doubt that

Citizen

the

to

step for-

doubtful

a

L. A.

talkies."

Herald

L. A.

""The

most

telligent

"So

in-

have encountFilm Spectator

rrttt

Im*

/>i////f'i'

ones

in

ad-

stoutest skep-

I

ered."

far

V
V

tic

must give

ground."
L. A.

Express

f'ontin*/S

l>oclorN J^ecret," ''The I-etter,"

aiiti iiioiMs siikI

Examiner

vance that the

use of

dialogue that

"

verts

heretofore

ward."

Sml

con-

'Interference'
is

•

"Won new

more

in

Par mo nut's
si

^'llTiglit

Crreatei§t

Club''

Year!

THE
liursday.

November

15,

Skouras Stocks $70
and $60 in Transfer?
Forecast

Heaven" Hailed

Vth

Great

in '27

(Continued from Page

ILM DAILY May

18,

its

selection

fore-

1927.

PJ.

"We

hasten to tell all who
\iiild stop
to read that a picture,
ctstanding in merit and superb in its
ittrtainment qualities, is on the
Mv," the editorial stated, pointing
t
that by their work Janet Gayr,
Charles Farrell and Director
lank Borzage would be projected
.

a position of

t

prime importance

in

industry.

ti'

Hocking of British-

Emelka Deal Seen
(Continued from Page 1)

needed

is

Jnelka,

it

is

to gain control
stated.
Conferences

of

on
completed

proposed

step were
}sterday.
Herr Hilferding, Socialist
iiister of finance states that gov(Hiient finances will be used in the
ti

Skouras "A" stock taken over will he
on the basis of $70 a share and tiie

by "Photoplay Mag- "B"

ane" readers, as the best picture of
.

1

to prevent monopoly.
Herr
Ivcring, minister of the interior, is
irvancing the step and states he al-

at $60.

Warners

New York

in

is increasing its common from 550,000 to 2,500,000 shares and plans to
create 785,604 shares of new preferred, with 171,000 shares of the
common will be used to purchase
Skouras Enterprises.
Skouras houses to be taken over
include the Ambassador, Missouri,
Grand Central and Empress and the
various neighborhood houses con-

trolled

by the

St.

Company, about

Louis Amusement
25

and the
the Circle, Ohio
in

all,

Skouras interests in
and Indiana, Indianapolis operated
in association with Publi.x.
It previously had been stated erroneously
the
included
was disposed of
that

has

made arrangements

for

of the radio to promote the wele of the republic,
supplementing

le

propaganda work expected to be
dertaken via motion pictures.

e

fhototone Deal for
Distribution Closed
(Continued from Page 1)
.oeller

(inipany

is

general manager.
has
synchronized

The

"Two

'Clock

in the Morning," six reel
which Moeller says has 4,fi)
ft. of dialogue and sound effects
d now is available to any theater.

hture,
'

lototone is supplied with a synironous and non-synchronous de•:e.
Theaters already equipped with
te

non-synchronous

installation, will

w

be enabled to install the syn^ronous equipment, he says.
The
istrument can be installed in from
to to seven hours.
Moeller, who organized the Michiin
exhibitor association and for
tree years was manager of the M.
T.O.A., produces and distributes
e screen adaptation of Edgar A.
•lest poems.
These pictures will be
ileased as talkers, he says.
1

ARTHUR

by

First All-Talker Bill
Slated Next for
Eliminating

Publix-Skouras
Spyros Skouras

some time ago by

Blair.
to
R.
R.
is to head Warners'

full

bill.

have a sound stage in readiness
by Dec. 1.
Independent producers

will

may

bring

own

their

in

synchroniz-

activities,
his
theater
and
two
brothers, Charles and George will be
associates, it is stated here.

ing systems or use the system which
Etchcraft will install.
Name of the
system has not been announced.

RCA-Photophone Picks

Davies Handling Disc Device
Birmingham, Ala. L. J. Davies
formerly handling the Reproduco
pipe organ in Alabama territory, is
now placing the Nelson-Wiggen nonsynchronous machine, a six-turn-

Site for N. Y. Studio
(Continued from Page 1)

reported.
Work on the structure
will be rushed to completion, with
the plant slated to be in operation
about the middle of December. Richard Currier, it is declared, will be in
charge.

Home

Closes Zakoro Deal
Joseph H. Zarovich, general manager of Zakoro Film Corp., New
\ork, states that William AI. Home
has just sold the Italian rights of
"The Last Moment" to the Hoffberg
Cornfeld Co.

Barry Gets Marion, C, House
Marion, O. The Oakland has been
sold to W. C. Barry of Marion, states
John J. Huebner, receiver for the

—

theater and other enterprises of Reuben Maxson. Barry is an exhibitor
of 18 years' experience, having been
connected with the Bijou and Marion
Photoplay Co. For the last ten years

he has been with National Theater
Supply.

Ludwig Managing Findlay House
Findlay, O.— C. B. Ludwig, former
lessee of the Marvin, will manage the

—

table instrument, capable,
ed, of playing the entire

it

,

First Three Sonoratone

length feature in favor of two short Fox Movietone subjects, the Roxy next week
goes into its first all-talking program. "Napoleon's Barber," a dramatic sketch and "The Bath Between" with Clark and McCullough
will make up 52 minutes of dialogue
while
Fox Movietone News will
round out the film portion of the
the

EDDY

W.

Roxy

Building Sound Stage at
Uptown, Indianapolis, was
Etchcraft Studios, N. Y.
in the deal, but this house
Etchcraft Film Studios, New York,

lal

i|ady

Sound Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

sting the public response, reflected
i

s^^

DAILV

1928

is

claim-

show.

Rooneys Retain Conductor

Andy

Shorts Started by Sax
First

three

of

the

scheduled

singer,

the

Herman

third.

formerly with Vitaphone,

is

Heller,
directing.

Sonoratone Pictures of which Charles
R. Rogers is general manager, is the
distributing unit for Asher, Small &
Rogers, Gotham Prod., and LesserVVarner pictures.
The company de
rives its name from Sonora Phonograph Co., which recently entered the
industry acquiring patents of Bristol-

phone

and

distribution

rights

Record Libraries for
Users of Orchestraphone

—

Chicago Complete libraries of Orchestraphone records for theater use
have been made available for Orchestraphone by National Theater Supply.

These libraries are selected to give
the theater owner a range of music
to meet film requirements.
These
libraries may be had in various sizes,

—

—

theaters.

which operates
ters.

The Grand

cliain of 16 theawill be entirely re-

will

have sound equip-

Sudekum Buys Orchestraphones
modeled and
Tony Sudekum ment.
Nashville, Tenn.

—

ten

has installed
chestraphones in houses of the Crescent

Amusement

a

Junior Model Or-

Co., chain.

Cleveland House Open
Cleveland
Thomas Carroll will

—

Leases Lima House
Lima, O. The Lima Ritz Theater

—

house which is now operated by Ross Co. has leased the State for 25 years.
Geneva, N. Y. The the- Sound equipment will be installed.
Paul Baron, who entered the in- McVoy of
ater has been redecorated during the
stry several years ago via the pubpast four weeks, and musical comedy
Publix-Saenger Buys
lity department of Universal, is rewill be offered.
Wilson, N. C. Stevenson Theaters,
j ning the company as playdate rephas sold the Wilson to the Publixisentative.
His first trip will be
Paramount, Kansas City, to Move
Saenger. The theater has been closed
trough the Middle West.
Kansas City Paramount is build- and is being remodelled and equipped
ing
at Wyandotte and 18th Sts. and for Vitaphone and Movietone.
Closing Springfield, O., House
will move their local exchange there.
Springfield,
Regent-State
O.
Sound at Anacortes
')rp., recently formed and headed by
Leases Charleston Theater
Anacortes, Wash. A. A. Haley,
;yer Schine, will close the Regent
Charleston, W. Va. The Lyric Washington
Paramount
of
head
redecorating.
Phil
Chakeres,
inager of the firm, has several sites Theater Co. has leased the Masonic Amusement Co., will build a $75,000
P. L. Dysart has sound house here.
He is building a
the
new Opera House.
der
consideration
for
similar house at Mount Vernon.
lOO-seat house, recently announced. been named manager.

manage
today.

the

Uptown when
Amusement

it

opens

Variety

Co. will
open this 3,500 seat theater as a
combination house wired with Vita,")hone,

Movietone ana Photophone.

<

—

—

—

—

—

;

Leases Detroit House
iDetroit-Alex Schreiber has taken
He also operates
er the Oriole.
Plaza and the Oakman.
,j

Zanesville House Reopens
Brown Theatrical
Z3nesville, O.
Co. has renovated and reopened the
600-seat Imperial.

—

to

product of the three producing firms.

Byrne, personal orchestra complete in dust-proof steel filing
conductor for Pat Rooney, is to ac- cabinets.
company the vaudeville star to Universal City in January when Rooney Vitaphone Opening
in Paris Socn
and his wife, Marian Bent, and Pat
Vitaphone will be introduced in
forces
Universal
Rooney 3rd join the
France soon after the first of the
to make talking pictures.
year with "The Jazz Singer" to open
at the Aubert Palace in Paris, states
Object to Sound at San Antonio
Herman Starr, Warner executive.
San Antonio, Tex. Music clubs,
Federation
City
of
the
with the aid
Chain Gets Ironton, O., House
of Women's clubs are launching a
Ironton, O.
Ralph W. Mountain
movement to abolish sound pictures and Dr. J. W. Lowry have leased the
and return orchestras to the local Grand to a New Orleans company

Baron Back with Universal

,

52

Sonoratone short subjects, have been
started
at
the
Waterbury, Conn.,
studios, Gotham Prod., unit headed
by Sam Sax. Trini, Spanish dancer,
and her Marimba Band are making
one subject; The Four Nightingales,
another, and Mary Copeland, "blues"

Seek Lewiston Site
Outside interests

Lewiston, Me.
are looking for a
ater to feature

—

site to build

sound

pictures.

a the-

ETCHCRAFT
FILM STUDIOS
Large or small stages by hour,
day or week. Tests privately
made.

Etchcraft Film Studios
454-458 Sixth Ave. (at 28th St.)
New York City

Phone Longacre

10109, Chick-

ering 7788 and Chickering 2989

"

BALTIMORE

GOES

PATHE ON SOUND NEWS
"QaXtxmore cast

its

vote unanimously for

Telegraphic rePathe Sound News.
ports just received from seven theatres

CAPITOL THEATRE, New York

t^^B

ll~j^

KUIV

^mi-lMtlHtl

^M

m.

xy -^
^^

3

4*>

'Pathe

Sound News

Congratulations."

greatest yet.

Frank Price
Rivoli Theatre

Allow me to con"Your Sound News a revelation!
you and staff."
Arthur B. Price

gratulate

Aurora Theatre

"The Pathe Sound News as screened last night in
Baltimore is more than a news. It is a revelation.
Congratulations
!

-K

«•

read:

F.

H. Durkee Enterprises
C.

^i

•'-'

--

MARK STRAND THEATRE,

--

--

W. Henderson

News it proves that

"After seeing the first Pathe Sound
Pathe will always be the Leader.

Congratulations."

Walter D. Pacy
McHenry and Garden Theatre s

New

York

"Pathe Sound News is the greatest entertainment
viewed by me since the birth of Pathe News eigh'
teen years ago."
E.

"Had the pleasure of viewing the
News and if this is what we can
News will live for many, more

A. Lake
Hippodrome Theatre

Pathe Sound
expect the Pathe

first

birthdays.

Con-

gratulations."
J.

L.

Rome

Associated Theatres

"Just sat in on special screening Pathe
at Rivoli Theatre.
Congratulations."
Julius

Sound News

Goodman

Astor and Ideal Theatres

B.

S.

MOSS'

COLONY THEATRE, New

York

SOUND

»

MARK

CAPITOL

STRAND

B. S.

MOSS'

COLONY

lead vast multitude of theatres playing the newest and most
startling revelation in sound news reels beginning Saturday, Nov. 10
*

^ATHE SOUND NEWS starts ofF with a bang!
17 theatres now set with Pathe Sound News
Broadway to Dixie—from Coast to Coast—the
bookings on Pathe Sound News come rolling in—

^rora

ind

I

all

indications point to a landslide to Pathe*

Thurs..

D/^ILY

rnr-^Z^ygByi*^

Nov

^

i

^

26 Talkers on

N. Program
—

F.

Willard
Eleven Other Films to Have Sound Effects in Line-up Calling for $7,000,000 Expenditure
Mack to Act as Well as Direct Talker Roach to Sound-Proof Present Stages Other Studio Highlights

—

—

22 YET TO BE FILMED

A

Little
from aLots tf

ON 1ST NAT'L PROGRAM

for expenditure of $7,000,000 and an additional $500,000
for sound-proof stages.
Eight pictures of the group are designed as
specials.
Twenty-two of the productions still are to be filmed.
stated,

calls

Meighan

to Start First in January
the first Vitaphone picture to star Thomas Meighan under

Work on

new contract with Warner Bros,
commence shortly after the first
the year. Meighan who is now in

his
will

of

French

Indiana, where he is
reading
material with George
Ade, will come to California immediLick,
story

ately after Christmas.

New Denny

Film Started

NEAL

BURNS,

edian,

He

least.

a

a

Christie

versatile,
to
will direct Jack

is

the

Duffy

wrote the

release. Incidentally,
story.
*
*

in

Be Made Sound-Proof

They will penetrate the
heart of a Mexican jungle and
will hunt leopards and other
big game.
On his return to
Warner Brothers' studio, next
plunge into
plans for the 1929 production
will

schedule.
*

*

Our Passing Show: Bryan
Foy and "Little Billy" chatting at the Warner studio;
smiling Jack Adolfi and Joe

Eddie Cline has started direction of
"His Lucky Day," Reginald Denny's
Jackson holding a confab;
next starring vehicle.
Lorayne DuBill Koenig and Hal Wallis
\'al is the feminine lead with Otis
conferring with Michael CurHarlan, Eddie Phillips, Cissy Fitztiz.
gerald, Tom O'Brien and Harvey
*
*
*
Clark in the supporting cast. Comedy
Bert Ennis is titling the "Smitty"
written by Gladys Uhlman, John
comedies.
Since arriving from the
Clymer and Richard Weil.
East, Bert has supplied titles for
several
comedies,
including
those
Gibson in Silent Films
Because, he says, a survey of ex- starring Ben Turpin, "Poodles" Hanhibitor sentiment
shows they are naford and Snub Pollard.
averse to inclusion of sound in his
pictures. Hoot Gibson has abandoned

*

Present Roach Stages to
Present
stages
will
be
soundproofed at the Hal Roach studios,
preparatory to making sound pictures.
Elmer R. Raguse, Victor Talking
Machine Co. engineer, is here in connection with the work and W. W.
Clark, Victor recording engineer, arrives soon to supervise installation of
equipment.
No new stages will be

party.

*

built,

it

is

stated.

FBO

Sue Carol Seeks Release
Declaring he failed to give her notice of renewal of the six months'
period of her contract. Sue Carol is
seeking to break her contract with

The latter's representative insists that notice was
given.
Miss Carol recently offered
$25,000 for her contract which has
three and one-half years to run.
Douglas MacLean.

"Seven Footprints to Satan" Cast
Thelma Todd, Creighton Hale and
Sheldon Lewis have been cast in First
National's "Seven Footprints to Satan" soon to go into production under
the direction of Benjamin Christen-

Starting Jan. 1
Paul White-man's Universal sound
King of Jazz," will
picture, "The
start about Jan. 1, according to Carl
Lacmmle, who has arrived at the

*

James
Roach
Chase

Home

*
is

the

Fred Niblo and Mrs., and Conrad
Nagel were among the members of
the first aei'ial Republican party,
Titling "The Rainbow"
Frederic and I'anny Hatton are which was sponsored by Louis B
"The Rain- Mayer. Mayer and his guests flew
titling
Tiffany-Stahl's.
bow" a Reginald Barker production. to San Diego, ivhere Messrs. Mayer,
Niblo and Nagel addressed a political meeting.
"The Apache" Cast Completed
Addition of Philo McCullough and
Edna May Cooper complete cast of
Cannon Writing, Directing
"The Apache" Columbia picture be-

Raymond Cannon, who

has lately

finishing a new Fox comedy
drama entitled "Red Wine," with
Conrad Nagtl in the lead, will write
as well as direct his next production,
as yet untitled.
Charles Condon and

all-talker,

am

will

Columbia Signs Grey
Johnnie Grey, scenarist and play
v^-riglit, has been added to Columbia'
roster of writers.
He will do tb

Donovan

and

Affair,"

continuity

by

Owen

of

"TH

Davis.

Graves Cast for "Sideshow"
Ralph Graves has been signed a
the male lead in "The SideshoWi
which Erie C. Kenton will direo
with Marie Prevost in the lead fo
Columbia.

Cantor Talker with "Interference"
"Eddie Cantor, That Party In Per;
son," will be shown at the Criterio;
Friday night as part of the preliniin
ary bill to "Interference," Parai

mount's

first

all-talking

picture.

[

Devore

Hal

studio,
directing
Charley
in a comedy, as yet untitled.
*

This will be an

direct as well as portra
the leading character. Duane Thomf
son and Mary Doran, who recentl
signed a long-term contract with W
G-M, will have the chief feminin
roles and the cast also will includ
Robert Ames and John Miljan. Pre
duction is scheduled to begin neJ
v/eek.

First National has purchased filn:
Ferenc Molnar's story
rights
to
"Prisoners" for Corinne Griffith. Wil
liam A. Seitcr has been selected ti
direct this picture upon the comple
tion of "Saturday's Children."

Filmdoni' s
at

studios.

ing directed by Phil Rosen.

pany.

Secures Molnar Story

it

busy

to assist in the production of M-G-l
talking films has completed an orig
inal story, "Haunted," for this co»

sen.

features.

Whiteman Film

to Direct and Act
in His M-G-M Origina
Williard Mack, who recently arrive

adaptation

in "Misplaced Husbands"
"Misplaced Husbands," is the title
talker plans.
rapid strides.
On the strength of of the second Dorothy Devore comher
work
in
"Red
Wine," directed edy the star is making for EducationPathe Signs Marie Prevost
al this season.
Marie Prevost has been signed for by Ray Cannon, she was given a
long
term,
contract
by
Fox.
She
ap"High Voltage," William Boyd's starring vehicle to follow "The Leather- peared in "Give and Take," for Universal, and has also appeared in
neck."

Sharon Lynn, one of Hollywood's
most beautiful actresses, is making

Mack

Mack

Neal

<t<

*

resigned as

producer of First
National to devote his interests to production of Sonoratone pictures.

for

Darryl Francis Zanuck and
Harry Wardell are en route to
Mexico to join a hunting

month, Zanuck

N.

com-

say

new Sandy McDuffy comedy

Paramount

Eph Asher has

F.

associate

RALPH WILK
Hollywood

By

Twenty-six dialogue pictures and
11 additional with sound effects are
included on the 1928-29 program of
First National.
The program, it is

Asher Leaves

Recognised Book

Rejerence For

Of

Past Ten Years

1929 Edition
OUT

IN

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

been

Vernon Dent for Another Comedy
Vernon Dent, a comedy player, has
been engaged to play in another Mermaid comedy with Estellc Bradley op- Frank Gay, who collaborated with
posite. Stephen Roberts will direct.
him on "Red Wine," are co-authors.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

GOES

EVERYWHERE
I

TAIKING/PICTURE
A^ILABLE TO EVERY THEATRE
lllliiliilif:ifll^llrnE IS not wimd^
n,ii

EQUIPMENT

NOW

PICTURE

NOW

READY

BOOKING

IN
A $200,000

THE

ORNI

SENSATIONAL

MYSTERY
DRAMA

^•REELS^g
DIALOGUE
AMD

SOUND

ANDREW STONE
REAL BOX OFFICE CAST

DitMfdby

A

Dialogue and

with

Sound by the New Process

LICENSED UNDER HARRISON W. ROGERS INC. PATENTS

Superior Tone Quality^ Interchangeable^ Easy to Install
Permanent Equipment Now Avdiiable for Installation
WRITE
DATES WRITE
WIRE
WIRE
TERMS AND DETAILS
PHONE
PHONE

FOR IMMEDIATE

TALKING PICTURE DISTRIBUTORS
7a9

SEVENTH AVE.* NEW YORK CITY ?2'"JfdS?J1Sf5«
A.J.MOELtEIl GENERAL MANAGER
.

•'TEHMTORIAL QIQHTS AVAILABLE TO

RESPONSIBLE PAHTIES"

Thursday. November

15.

19

Fire Insurance Rates on

N.Y. Theater Booths Drops

Foreign Markets
;«>•

JAMES

CUKNINCHAM't

p.

Famous Canadian

Profits
1928
for
Total $794,125

English Lab. Secured

For Eastman Kodak Co.
London

— Eastman

Kodak has

— Famous

Players Canadian Corp.. for the year ending Aug.

Toronto

es-

tabhshed a research laboratory in
photography and associated sciences
Dr. Walat Harrow, near London.

showed a net profit of $794,compared with $708,268 a

25, 1928,
125, as

allows

This

ago.
year
charges and

formerly of the staff of the
British Photographic Research Ass'n.
and the National Science Library,
lias been appointed director.
The new laboratory, while cooperating closely with the organization
in America, will conduct research independently. It is expected that the
two laboratories, working independently on various problems, but comparing results, will facilitate photographic progress. The new London
ter Clark,

dividends.

all
for
state-

The

a profit and loss balance
at the end of the fiscal year of $986,Assets are now listed as $20,151.
156,604 as against $16,966,372 last
year.

of the 1927 fiscal year,

controlled 126 theaHoldings are now
while new theaters are

the corporation

Canada.

in

ters

up to 146
planned at Toronto. Ottawa, Uuebec,
Montreal, Saskatoon, Windsor and

plant is the largest Eastman laboratory abroad. The other foreign factories are at Vincennes, France; Copenick, Germany; Vacz, Hungary;
and Melbourne, Australia.

other

cities.

Columbia to Handle U. K.
Pictures in America
English Trade Working on

New
By

Editor

London

"The Daily Film Renter"

— As

a result of joint

an

— F.

ferences between the K.R.S. and the
CE-.-^. the distributor and exhibitor
organizations hav'e worked out a new
form of standard contract to be so
framed that addition of riders will
be totally eliminated.

English

quota pictures,

of

"Whose Wife?"

and

to

go

Australia by Columbia.

in

holiday for the

members

of the

MOTION PICTURE SALESMEN
Wives, Sisters, Sweethearts, Mothers, Fathers,
Brothers and Friends

their

^th

DINNER
On

Annual

and

—

the

Paramount

first

DANCE
24, 1928

and Lexington Ave.

Mary's House Open
St. Mary's, Pa.
St. Mary's Amusement Co. has opened the St. Mary's
with Ernie Dock as manager. It is
being wired for sound pictures.
St.

—

Manager Maberry

pepped up

is

tli

It

Trop

i
P

Accordiyig to John P. Medbury
"The New York Journal," talket
were invented so that women covit
have the last word on the screenA
i

Another Denver House Quits
Denver The Bert Levy Vaudevil

—

Circuit has closed the Empress.

TI

Colorado was closed two months ag

Buys Golden House

—

Golden, Colo. Richard A. Preu;
has taken over the Gem from M. V
McFarland.
He has renamed it tl

Golden Gem.

Limon House Burned
The Auditoriui
250-seat house owned by John Blai

—

Limon, Colo.

was destroyed by

fire,

caused by

I

t

overheated furnace.

Danielson at Basin
Colo. A. J. Danielson hi
purchased the Rex from Mrs. W.

—

Basin,

Thomas Buys

Souvenirs
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO MEET A
FLOCK OF MOTION PICTURE STARS

—

First

7th

Greenville

at

—

at

Worth,

Moore

has

Dallas

to

Raymond

Fort
Tex.

— Marsline

been

transferred

at Fort

Fort Worth, Tex.
is

manager

city

—

J.

manager,

Publix theaters

under C. B. Stiff, district manager
and L. E. Snyder who is in charge
of Publix Southwest division.

Served

Ave..

in

charge at presen

C—

taken over lease of the
linian, combination house.
has

New
Gould

is

Leases Orangeburg House
S. T. Maughgi
Orangeburg, S.

Worth

— Harry

of

K.
from

succeeding

:

mannger of the Paramount Faniou
Lasky exchange. H. W. Braly, di
trict

Worth

the
Worth,
B. Jones.

Gould

O. Wog Resigns from Paramouni
Denver, O. Wog has resigneu

Car*

Shreveport House

—

Saenger-Ehrlic
Shreveport, La.
Enterprises plans a 1,230 seat hous
at

Park Ave. and Capetown

j

St.,

i

cost $125,000.
j

New Texas Corporation
Westex in Baird
Texon, Tex. Lone Star Theatc
Baird, Tex.
Westex Theaters has has been incorporated with 7S,0(
taken over Mike Sigal's house.
H. shares of no par value. M. R. Wi
O. Evert is manager.
Hams, Carl G. Cromwell and W. \\

—

—

Tickets $7.50 per Person
Make Reservations NOW First Come
TITLE, CHAIRMAN. Room 805. 729

l^ogan.

Greenville, O.
Jonas Thomas has
purchased the National theater from
J. F. Sink.

— Dancing—Entertainment

—

sentation pretty general in first ru!;
throughout the country, little wond
that Joe Brandt, the Cohns and Sal!

of-

Demonstration
Dallas George W. Thornton, divisional manager of Buffalo Engineering Co., is demonstrating the
Carrier Air Washer at the M.P.T.O.
of Texas convention.

Fort

HOTEL COMMODORE

SOL

playing, to be followed \\
of the Press," and "Nothii!
to Wear."
With this kind of repri
is

"Power

in

Moore

Dinner

distributing

Cleveland in 1914. Later he
owned and operated a chain of theaters in Michigan, which he sold to
Publix. He has been connected with
Publix houses in Chicago until coming to Cleveland.
fice

at

St.

now

1

Saturday Night, Nov.

42nd

in a row is the score f
Columbia at Shea's Hippodroir
Baltimore, where "Sinners Paradj'

!

—

have a date for Saturday Night, November 24, 1928.

A

—

Carrier

YOU

THREE

wmi't be long now, for Jac^
is putting a ring through h\
Attempted nose Saturday. He states he wi
Birmingham, Ala.
stench bombing of the Princess and walk to the altar with his hea
Rialto here is ascribed to the jam high, his step firm and strong, wht
between R. M. Kennedy, manager of he is to be married to Sylvia Wa'i
the two houses, and the musicians' shaw, song winter.
union, growing out of Kennedy's refusal to hire two musicians at the
Figure it out yourself.
Quebi
Princess and three at the Rialto, to has two censor boards, one ft'
change phonograph records of the pictures, the other for paper issue!
new non-synchronous machines be- in connection with films. Imagir
The musicians' scale a picture passed and its paper bannei
ing installed.
is $50 a week.
or vise versa.

not affiliated

the first
into work in
Enders has just returned
April.
from New York and states his product will be distributed in America

duction

{

DALY

\

Stench Bombing Laid to
Mechanical Music Policy

A.

unit

By PHIL M.

That

year.

Enders of FBO, Watson Managing Cleveland House
with
Cleveland
William Watson has
the American company of the same been appointed house manager at
con- name, has completed plans for pro- the Hippodrome.
W^atson opened

London

Exhibition Contract
W. FREVMAN

ERNEST

insurance rates covering projection
booths in Greater New York theaters
will be eliminated shortly by the N.
An
Y. Fire Insurance Exchange.
additional rate of $2 on every $100
has been insisted upon until now to
It is this,
cover booth equipment.
states Frank Gates, which now will
be removed insofar as the booth is
concerned except on sound transmission equipment.

ment shows

At the close

And Thafs

According to Stebbins. Leterman
and Gates, insurance specialists, fire

N. Y. C.

Dieselporst are the incorporators.

May

Telephone Bryant 0421

Dallas
Ideal

by

Rebuild Dallas House

— Ed

Foy may

rebuild

the

which was recently destroyed

fire.

Revise

Waco House

Waco, Tex.—J.

P.

Williams

is

eJ

larging the stage of the Hippodroni'

«

|

«?s*»
II

H.-^>;%^

"is^feSsSfJ- >%<-^?.':5:.
9^^

V fV- '><

r^\vC

K-

T*'*-

«s'M.

>^ffis^

MACK

SEXIVETT'S

Personally Directed

Comedy Romance

with

JOHNY BURKE, SALLY EILERS
MATTY KEMP
Member

of

and

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America Inc.—Wlll H.Hays J>nstdnt
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NEW YORK
AMERICAN:
.

.

30
•

EVENING
JOURNAL:

Miss Miller gives

.

the finest performance
of her varied career in
this picture.

.

.

.

han'

the role with a
sureness and fineness
that is simply startling
.

.

We

believe

that

Pat has given one of
the finest characterizations set forth
silver sheet in

movie moon.

.

on the

many a
The
.

.

EVENING

SUN:

WORLD:

by

"Marriage

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

DAILY NEWS:

TELEGRAPH:

I Patsy

Con'

in

The work of Patsy
Ruth Miller in the

this film than she has

leading role will give

three

its

characterization of her

picture fans the great-

timeliness and for the

career in "Marriage by

splendid

Contract" ...

Ruth

Patsy

does

better

Miller

work

dies

.

NEW YORK

NEW YORK
MORNING

NEW YORK

her

in
It

entire

career.

took courage for her

to

play

it,

too

—

for,

with the help of make^
up,

she

adds

and weight.

years

est thrill

Patsy

Ruth

Deserves

gives

the

star

film.

.

.

stars

for

characteriza-

Miller
greatest

If

tion of its star. Patsy

like

Ruth

zations, don't miss this

portrayal a revelation

before has Patsy given

a

.

movie moon.

.

.

The

truly

ending, and is
wholly absorbing from

Miller

a

.

.

.

picture

Patsy

is

such

Miller.

a

Never

Ruth

Miller

does by far the most

work of her

capable
career.

you

many
Her

they have had in

picture has a real surprise

and surprise

tract" a timely three-

screen characteri-

one.

performance.

NEW YORK
EVENING
GRAPHIC:
Miss Miller does an

Ruth

exceptionally fine piece

triumph.
of work.

start to finish.

TIFF<lNy-</>T<IHL
15-^0

DROflDVflV

PRODUCTIONS
MENV

IMC

YORK CITY

i

dialogue is

Added

to Silent Film with

Discs

Sf^NEWSPAPEK

ALL THE MEWS

^/'FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLVI

OL.

No. 40

'Alias
Jf

k

\l

AKE
office

Friday,

Jimmy

16,

Price 5 Cents

1928

'

INTERCHANGEABILITY TO
NATIONAL
BE STUDIED BY M.P.T.O.A.

ready for some box

Billy

whoopee.

November

FROM

FIRST
"Alias
Haines'
latest,
jmmy Valentine" will provide you
E. Bruce Johnson, vice president
mighty
lith the wherewithal.
of First National in charge of foreign
lleasing picture, with a carload of
sales, has resigned.
He will probughs and a sizeable punch at the ably sever his association with the
ose, achieved principally through company tomorrow.
I

A

SURVEY OF INDUSTRY

IS

use of effective dialogue.
Johnson's plans arc indefinite. He
Audiences will go for it because has been spending most of the last
accomplishes what it sets out to few years abroad supervising sales
and production activities in England Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The and
and that is entertain.
in Germany and, therefore, inWashington Ascertaining of the
keable Haines personality proves tends taking a vacation.
importance of the film industry to
jn asset once again and, in this inJohnson has been an executive of other industries aside from the purtance, some of the usual smart First National for many years, prac- chasing power of its 350,000 emcompany was or- ployes, is the object of a survey beleek business is ditched in favor tically since the
ganized a decade ago. A lawyer by ing conducted by the M. P. Section,
f a performance generally played
profession, he came to New York Bureau of Foreign and Doniestic
traight. The change helps the pic- following an
association with the Commerce of the Dept. of Cominerce.
Turner & Dahnken interests in San
Picture houses have been grouped
ure and it helps Haines.
le

STARTEOMVERIjM'T

—

1

There is a high note of comedy
redominant all the way. That, in it-

a refreshing note in the overjlone cycle of crook stories flooding
And, further,
he market this fall.
here are no machine guns barking
is

elf,

i

(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 12)

Some Highlights

nd only one gun popping, which is
mother interesting sidelight,
The yarn is one of a gentleman

U. A. THEATERS'

BELL

NET

$516,919 FOR YEAR
Net of 55516,919 is reported by
United Artists Theater Circuit for the
year ended Aug. 31, 1928, equivalent
after seven per cent preferred requirements lo 40 cents a share on
the .SOO.OOO shares of no-par common.
Last year, the corporation reported

\

TELEPUiT PLANS

SiND

FILM^TEST 'LAB'

I

;ame

break

time

A'orked

The

his

alibi

up to nice element of

pense.
.

down

Company Formed to Speed
on Anglo-American Event RCA-K-A-0-FBO Merger

Reservations Piling

Up

Dover, Del. — Speeding of the deal
Among the prominent names for
reservations have been made for actiuisition of Keith-Albee-Orwhom
Metro showed for The Anglo-American banquet of pheum by Radio-Keith-Orpheum, is

minutes

twenty-five

last

is

susare

Herein
judgment. Had the picture gone the A.M.P.A. on the 20th are Col(Continued on Page 12)
silent after the spoken lines the letdown would have been bad. But introducing them toward the close and
ending the film in sound was a clever
In

dialogue.

'?ood

stroke

A
Here

of

Competent Cast
is

performers

another instance of silent
coming through vyith

Seattle

—Another

instance of

mak-

as

.

ened.

KA N

K-A-O Holding

Corp.,

(Continued on Page 12)

Drummond, former exchange mana-

Haines ing talkers of silent pictures was demdialogue players.
made
Melotone
need have no worries about sound onstrated
when
Leila Hyams its debut at the Princess, Edmonds,
after his latest work.
and Howard Hickman, ditto. As for Wash. Ironically, title of the picture
Lionel Barrymore, the impression alto which 'voxe" was given, is "Reautiready established that he is a find
f^ul but Dumb," Tiffany-Stahl producfor sound pictures is further strengthtion.
The talking sequences were
credit

purpose of the

Melotone Plays Silent Film
with Dialogue on Records

showmanship.

N. added by George Endert and William

All Angles
Determining extent of interchangeit concerns the theater owner, through study of the

ability, so far as

stand of each of the various companies making sound picture equipment,
is to be sought by the M.P.T.O.A.,
board of directors of which yesterday set in motion plans for establishment of its sound picture department.
The new department is planned as
a research bureau to gather and disseminate information on installations
for exhibitors, and help guide producers in use of recording systems to

meet the theater owners' requirements and equipment.
Fred Desberg, general manager of
Loew's houses in Ohio, heads the
sound picture conmiittee, named at
vesterday's

session

of

directors.

Others are Joseph Walsh, Danbury,
Colvin Brown, exccu*'ve
Construction starts soonxon an ex- Conn., and
Other comof Pathe.
president
vice
experimental laboratory to be^uilt
(Continued on Page 11)
pressly for study of problems relatThis building
ing to sound films.
Bell Telephone
is to be erected by
Laboratories on a plot 50 by 118 ft. JOY
BE OBSERVED
at 151 Bank St., New York, in the
block now occupied by the laboratories between West and Washington
AGAIN THIS YEAR BY

pilferer gone straight through
he ever refining influence of a sweet
Haines gets a lot out
(id's love.
the part and accomplishes this
)f
vithout the exaggerations in his perormance so noticeable in many of for the period from May 22, 1926
The twist at the to Aug. 31, 1927 net of $261,785 or
lis other pictures.
While facilities will be proSts.
lose where a child is imprisoned in $6.54 a share on 40,000 shares of prefor
the complete production of
vided
new bank vault only to be saved by ferred.
(Continued on Page 11)
finsandpapered
(immy Valentine's
ders which open the rollers and at the

;)ank

Sound Committee Named
to Study Situation from

The mathe device.
of the two turntable amplified
phonograph style, using records.

gers,

who own

chine

is

Endert and Drumniond are offering
16 weeks of talker service with portable units, playing on a percentage
basis.

WEEK TO

"U"

Universal Joy Week is to be observed again this year from Dec. 23
"And the World Laughs
to Jan. 1.
with You" is the slogan adopted ior
the campaign to be staged for Universal comedy features, and short subSpecial accessories, ideas and
jects.
aids will be available to exhibitors
participating in the ten day observance.

Ohio Unit Planning to
Seek Censor Amendment
O.— Revision of the law
order to "take censorship out of
politics"' and discussion of sound pictures will be chief topics at the annual convention of the Ohio exhibitor
unit to be held here Nov. 20 and 21.
Fred Desberg, Cleveland, will discuss talkers, while Frank Conklin.
Columbus,

in

The Edmond showing was head

of

the

service

department

of

discuss theater
pronounced a success, with the trade the M.P.T.O.A. will
is to outline
Simmons
Mike
here comparing the result favorably service.
at the meeting.
Sonora-Bristolphone
talkers.
other
with

.

...
.

THE

c^m

Clifton. Tex. Sunday Shows
The Clifton is showClifton, Tex.
ing Sunday pictures from one to six

—

afternoon.

the

in

Men

Local
40

Til. XLVI Ni.

Frriii. Not. 16.

—

PriciSCints

Operate House

Local business men
rainier, Tex.
theater to
are operating the
PDBIISHEI keep local business.
They are making

1928

JOIN I. UICOATE

New

no profit on the venture.
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., and
at
copvriuht (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
\V. Alienate. President and
Foils.
Inc.
J.
Publisher; Maurice t). Kann. Vice President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau. Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post office at New York. N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free)
1879.
of March 3.
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months. $5.00; 3 months.
Subscribers should
Foreign. $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
FILM DAILY. 1650 Broad
tions to
Phone Circle 4736
way. New York N. Y.
Cable address:
Filmday.
4737 4738 4739.
Hollvwood. California RalnlNew York.
Phone Granite
\Vilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
London Ernest W. Fredman. The
6607.
Film Renter. 58. Great Marlborough St.,
Berlin
Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse,
I.
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license removation and is to reopen
Remodel Sherman House
Sherman, Tex.— R. & R. Theaters with a change in policy.
is remodeling the Gem.
Bonds on Keith Boston House
Moore at Palestine
First National Corp. of Boston
Palestine, Tex.— M. L. Moore is and Paine, Webber & Co., are offerMemorial
Keith
managing local R. & R. theaters. J. ing
$1,500,000
F. Jones has been transferred to Theater Corp. first (closed) mortgage
leasehold IS-year sinking fund 6 per
Sherman
cent gold bonds at a price of 100 and
Zeltner Handling Opening
accrued interest to yield 6 per cent.
Irwin Zeltner, former press agent Average annual earnings of the comfor Tom Mix during his Keith-Al- pany are estimated at $385,600, or
bee-Orpheum tour, is to handle pub- more than four times the interest
licity on opening of "The Awakencharges on the bonds.
ing" Nov. 17, at the Stanley, BaltiWehrenberg at St. Louis
more.
St. Louis
Fred Wehrenberg has
Bromberg & Creswell Lease House taken over the Cinderella, 1,834 seats,
Albany, Ga. Long term lease on and the Virginia, 881 seats, from St.
the Strand, colored house, has been Louis Amusement Co. and turned the
acquired by Bromberg & Creswell, Wing over to S. Horwitz.
of Atlanta, who have taken over
operation of the theater.
Leases Moorehead City House
Moorehead City, N.
H. P.
Dismantling Atlanta House
Howell, who owns and operates theAtlanta The Tudor has passed aters at Smithfield, Benson and Zebuinto history.
The little Peachtree Ion, N. C, has leased the Palace
house built as the "home of Univer- here, formerly operated by R. T.

—
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Woods Heads Publix Division
Denver C. Clare Woods is new
manager of the western division for

—

now managing

Opening of
Paramount

New

"Interference,"
talker,

at

Criter

York.

Opening of new Fischer, Detri
Nov. 20 Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unii
Des Moines.
Anglo-American dinner sponsc
by A.M. P. A. in New York.
Nov. 20-21 M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages
vention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Dec. 4-5 Annual
convention
of
M.P.T
(

Oklahoma

of

Dec.
Jan.

at

Oklahoma

New Fox

25
26

house in
First annual ball.
New York.

St.

M.

City.

Louis opt
P. Club

Facts on Films Held Wanted
Exhibitors want more specific fac]

on pictures,

Anna Aiken

Pattersc;

publisher of "Weekly Film Review
Atlanta
regional,
yesterday
tc
members of the A.M.P.A., Ne

York.

,

;

Elizabeth Meehan discussed woj m
of adapting "Lummox," scenarizii •
of which she has completed.
Henri Therrien of the Roxy sal "
several songs at the meeting.
George Harvey announced Marf "
9 as the date of the Hollywood M^ "
que Ball which the organization wl "
"•
sponsor.
f
-"
1

Whittam in Topeka
Topeka Franklin
Whittam

—

1

Kansas City has taken over the Pa'
The ace from National Theaters Co.

m

"
'

Wade, who has the Wade here.
Palace is owned by R. A. Cherry.

—

the

Fox

sales staff.

Kelly at Jamestown
F. A. Kelly, of

Jamestown, N. Y.

succeeds

Massilion, O.,

is

—

local

manager

of the

Caneton Amusement Co.

Showman Making Survey

Catalina

Chicago

manager

— D.

of

Renton.

N.

general

Wrigky's Catalina

Island,

been making a

survey of
Chicago theaters. He is in charge of
a new house being erected on CataCal.

has

Garfield Sells Territory

Detroit

100

— Herman

Garfield
of
J.
Pictures has closed a contract whereby Louis Wisper, of the

Roadshow

New Home theater, will
"Why Girls Go Wrong" in

distribute

Michigan.
Favorite Films Co. will be physical

distributor.

Texarkana Case Continued
Texarkana, Tex. On motion of
the state, continuance for a few days
was granted in the case of C. T.
Thompson, of the Gem, who is charged with violating the "blue" law by
operating his house on Sunday.

—

We

consider the trailers very good

and the service 100%.

LAFAYETTE THEATRE.
Haverhill,

Mass.

Advocate Wichita Sunday Shows
Wichita, Kan. J. H. John is lead-

—

er of petitioners who
repeal "blue" laws.

are

Filmdoni

trying to

Two

petitions
of tech-

s

Recognized Book

Rejerence For

Of

Past Ten Years

nicalities.

•La.t Price Quoted.
fs) Sloo«c. (c) Curb,
(b) Bnnd. fo) Over the Counter.
(c) Curb Market.
(») Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balalian tt Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skourai, St. I^uis.

He

Light Resigns from Progressive
Louis Walter Light has resigned as vice president of Progressive Pictures Corp. and has joined
St.

have been refused because

2

85

do "A" ...129!/ 127/, 128
•(cb) do 6^^s 28
198

Publix.

sal pictures" has outlived its time as
a theater and will be dismantled.

^

lina.

(c)

(»)
(s)

Today:

—

.

iim

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
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iij,

3
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Km.
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1854
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•(c) Film Insp
•(s) First Nat.
(s)

Low

Prods. 19"^
Seat.
33
6s 36 .. 96

Acoustic

ij

The Industry's
Date Book

—

Minneapolis Police powers of the
mayor proved ample here to revoke
of
the
Gayety, burlesque
license
house, where criticism of shows resulted in introduction of an ordinance
calling for censorship of all local
The theater is dropping
theaters.
its court action against the mayor's

16,

•

Police Power Ample to
Close Minneapolis House

—

Financial

November

Friday,

DAILY

Rov

Buys "Trial Marriage" for Conn.
Cinema has acquired distribution in Connecticut of "Trial MarState

JANUARY

riage," produced by S. S. Millarde,
with Corliss Palmer as star.

OUT

New Blue Mountain House
Blue Mountain, Kan. Blue Mountain Theater Co. is planning a house
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the Colorado at Pueblo from which post Wood was transferred.
Woods, one of the youngest Publix executives, is but 26.
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Joseph M. Schenck presents

more

h

qA

in

SAM TAYLOR
Production

PEST

with

CAMILLA HORN
LOUIS WOLHEIM
Supervised by

JOHN W. CONSIDINE,

America's Most Distinguished Actor
in

His Greatest Screen Triumph
Opening with a sensational Thirteen Week run
at the Embassy Theatre, New York at $2 top,
"Tempest" is one of the outstanding box-offi
successes of the year.

i*

Everywhere "Tempest" has broken records

won
men

ahke.

qAs

Silent

with

Sound "Tempest"

office fare

II.

high praise from pubhc, critics and show

entertainment
is

or

box-

of the finest kind.

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

JR.

EDWIN
CAREWE
Production

From

the short story

"THE BEAR TAMERS DAUGHTER
by

KONRAD BERCOVICI

S<riin play by

Presented by

"Resurrection"

FOX

—"Ramoru"

"Ri:VENGi:." As
aviiticr says:

FINIS

EDWIN CAREWE

the

f.os

" 'Rerenj^e'

Is

now

and

An;^clrs l-x-

Great Hit"

the

no trouble filling
benches with eager customers."

As

will)

theatres will have

"Ramona"

"RI^VENGE"
The

f.()\

venge'

will

T'nncs

a

play

of

A BIG

flaming
star

"'Re-

said:

And

triumph."

"With Dolores Del Rio

onl:
in

/\;/t;r/(\

...

tlie

Rrr-

starred

gypsy

love,

A BIG

—

so

now

with

the whole country will be

singing, dancing and whistling to the song

"Revenge,"

hit,

over

Radio,

now

and

being

played

and

broadcast

sung on

the records of nine diflerent companies.

picture

.

.

.with or without

Sound

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

,^:^3fc^

Norm

\

HENRY

KING

Production

'Presented by

JOSEPH M.
SC H E N C K

WOMAN
DISPUTED
with

GILBERT

ROLAND
HENRY KING
SAM TAYLOR

Directed by

and

qA

great STAR'S GREATEST

"Talmadge picture

Long
day."

lines

a

HIT

PICTURE

O.

S. R.

at the

U. A.

waiting at the theatre yester-

Los Angeles Herald.

foyer waiting

those offerings

wish

there

their

turn.

One

—Los

like

film.

Miss

at all times con-

Los Angeles Examiner.

"A forceful

film."

Los Angeles

Times.
of

which makes the public

were more

and entertaining

Talmadge natural and
vincing."

"Seats were hard to find and hne stood
in

"Lavish

it."

Angeles Record.

A

tremendous success for any theatre

With or Without Sound.

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

DAW.

ir

The

JEAN HERSHOLT
PHYLLIS HAVER
BELLE BENNETT
DON ALVARADO
SALLY O'NEILL
From

forever

the story by

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN
Adaptation by

GERRITT

J.

LLOYD

UNITED
ARTISTS
PICTURE

Los Angeles says: "Sure-fire entertainment.
iL.
^
,,

AA

•

picture

women

w,ll

enjoy and

men wll

.

.

.

find

Si
Of.

Louis
i^ouis

.^v<says.

"R
Kccommcncled
.

i

.

r

for

ii

all

around

entertainment."

wortliy of diKussion."

o^.. ,„ ,
Boston
says:

battle

-^^w' "^'"-^ ^<'yi:

.,,,.

P.cture score, on State screen."

WITH SOUND

OR

SILENT

busy.

"Will keep the box-office

W.ll stack up the shekels."

"a

BOX-OFFICE SHOW"

men

PICTURES
ANOTHER MARVELOUS
BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTIOX
TALKING « SINGING

AND

EFFECTS

>

I

I

V

V

JEANHERSHOLT
UNA mQliim
"IT IS

TO LAUGH"

.,...Hu«T

RICARDO CORTEL
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16,
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Coast Wire Service-

Stage Influx Continues
Turnbull

Named

Associate

Sound Picture Producer BIG DEMAND FOR ACTORS

who has occupied several executive and editorial
positions with Paramount, has been
named as associate producer of sound
His
pictures by B. P. Schulberg.
first assignment as an associate proHector TurnbuU,

ducer is "The Dummy," all talker,
being filmed under direction of Robert

Milton.

Schildkraut Signs for 5
Years as Universal Star
Schildkraut has signed a
year contract as a Universal star.

Joseph
five

WITH fOOTLIGHT TRAIN!
I

Talkers are proving a haven

for

stage actors and directors, many of:
whom have declared that they will
never return to the footlights andi
hardships of the road.
Each touring company that visits'
the Coast deposits a few players ini

Hollywood.
played

way,"

the

Robert

much

is

Elliott,

"detective"
in

whoii

"Broad

in

demand.

us!

He

is

a leading role in "Head r
m
Fox and has been working

finishing
lines" at

regularly since leaving "Broadway."
La Rocque Opposite Billie Dove
Maurice Black, who was with him
Rod La Rocque has been signed in the play, is also in pictures.
to play opposite Billie Dove in "The
Bela Lugosi, who played the title

Agnes role here in "Dracula," is working
and the Moment."
Christine Johnston is completing the Fox, while Fredric March, who
George playing in "The Royal Family"
adaptation and continuity.

Man

Fitzmaurice will direct.

Producers

us that
when in search of a
cameraman they invatell

is

in

Los Angeles, is also appearing in a
Paramount picture.
He has been
given a five-year contract by Paramount.
John Cromwell, who came to the
Coast in "The Racket," also is under
contract to Paramount.
Edward G.
Robinson, who was in "The Racket,"
had to reject offers tendered him by
producing confpanies, because of

jJ

u

(tl

It

previous stage contracts.
Stage veterans who had been here
for
years and who found silent
screen engagements few and far be-

riably refer to the

Camera Men's section

tween are very much in demand. A
few of them are working so regularly that they have to reject offers.
Lowell
Barrymore
and
Lionel

of the Film Daily Year
Book. Advertising in
this section has a full
year's life.

Sherman
at

while Willard Mack, the

will direct
the Culver City studio.
ton is directing "The

a

feature

at

Robert Mil-

Dummy,"

for

At Fox, Eugene Wal-

Paramount.

ters will direct a short subject.

Shea

U^nt

to

1929 Film
Year Book

keep them

^

BUY

healthy?

CHRISTMAS

of

Named

Publicity

Shea, who recently came to
the Fox studio from the East, now
IS co-director of publicity at the Fox J
studio with Earle Wingard.

Joe

Blast at F. N. Studio
laborers were killed, one injured and damage of $40,000 caused

Two

by blast of a powder house at the
Chemical reFirst National studios.
action caused by rain seeping through
the roof is declared to have caused
the explosion.

Boyd Going on Location
William Boyd leaves for the High
scenes for "High
next feature, immediately upon completing dialogue sequences for "The Leatherneck."
Sierras,

to

film

Now Christie Director
Burns, for over 12 years a
star in Christie comedies, is now directing Jack Duffy in a new Sandy
Burns

The

National, Sute, and Local Tuberculosis
Associations of the United States

I

Co-director

Fox Studio

Voltage," his

SEALS

I

are directing short features

M-G-M,

playwright,

<

Out in
January

ati

Neal

MacDuff comedy.

THE
November

i-iuay,

1928

16,

o

Sound Pictures

Exhibitors

MEAN DOUAOS (OC SHOWMEN

TIPS WHICM

<An.Y

"Glorious Betsy"
(Warner Bros.)
LTsed an old Victorian coach ballyloing with the coachman attired in
cry and a girl seated inside dressed
Dolores Costello.
A banner dispyed on the coach announced the
Arthur Novak, Puhlix Rii:ture.
vera, Knoxville, Tenn.

Daily Remin6tr

by

John

1

are prestige
builders.

"Warming Up"

Play them

(Paramount)
Ballyhooed with an old fire engine
awn by a team of white mules.
'ial tar and kindling made enough
loke to make the ballyhoo an atntion getter.
An automobile ex-

was attached

to

the

igine

—

Friday, Nov.

1928

16,

Wal-

her riding in the rear. T. Y.
r.
Noble, Anniston, Ala.

EDDY

Paramount's

(Paramount)
Planted

'planes in front
residential district, all
mtained copy about the picture.
al aeroplane was placed with its
irds

in

realistic

the

A

buried in the ground in the
Plaza.
On the upper portion
the wings were placed large ban;rs.
tie-up with ten newspapers
3se
ity

A

hereby they ran front-page stories
n
the picture announcing that an
,;roplane would fly over their city
jreceding the opening and drop out
An aeroplane was chartered,
jasses.
Inderneath each wing were placed
irge banners that could easily be
iad by people on the ground.
A
re siren was connected to the landig
gear of the plane, the pilot
jropped 15,000 heralds in surroundig towns. 200 passes were also doled
ut in this manner. Tied up with the
^nion Bus Company whereby each
their 30 buses carried banners, and
pecial cards.
Co-operative window
isplays were also secured.
Marsline
C.
Moore, Publix Joie, Ft. Smith,
1

—

Lfk.

Name

Ithaca Houses
Ithaca, N. Y.
Cornell Theaters,
nc, has named its house the State,
.^he house being built on E. Seneca
it.
will be called the Temple.

—

McPherson

at

Woodland
McPherson

— A.

Woodland, Wash.^
las

leased

Eagle

the

from

Harry

Andrews.

iliC:!

—

louse.

Wash.-

—

Gritch

Carl
eopened the Liberty.

panied

over a scene as many times as necessary to determine the exact spot
where the film should be trimmed.

ber,

M.P.T.O.A.

Burlington

lier

Interchangeability
(Continued from Page

To
Soto,

)ther local
louse.

Build at

Mo.

men

De

Fort Madison House Planned
Fort Madison, la. J. F. Ochsner
will build a combination house for
J. W. Thornton.

—

Delavan House Being Completed
Delavan, Wis.

—Work

progressing on the 750-seat theater being
erected by Community Theaters.
is

Wilmington House Not Sold

—

Wilmington, Del. The Parkway
has not been sold as previously re-

Wyandotte House Open
The M.

Wyandotte, Mich.

—

Guild has reopened the
Century, SOO-seat house.

P.

Twentieth

—

Gary, Ind. Karos Bros, has open1, SOO-seat
combied the Tiv)oli,
nation house on Fifth Ave.

W. M.
Taylor,

Shields Retires

Tex.— W. M.

will

Osen ana
a 700-seat

1)

are:

Ad-

ministrative— M.
E.
Comerford,
Scranton; Desberg, and Sam Dembow. New York. Legislative Harry

—

1)

"Wmgs" Does
—

merly manager of the
from business.

Queen,

has

Casey Buys Mullin House
Mullin, Te.x.— M. E. Casey has
taken over the Mullin.

Cleveland

"Letter" Nearly Completed
Paramount's all-dialogue production

"The Letter" has entered
week at the Long Island
under direction of Jean

de

its

final

Limur,

Monta

Owen,

Herbert

Marshall,

Weeks

at Cleveland
its

17th week in Cleveland.
It played
13 weeks at the Colonial at road
.show prices and four weeks at the

Stillman at pop prices.

Studio,

Bell as supervisor. This
is
the first all-dialogue feature picture made in the east.
Jeanne Eagels has the leading role.
Cast, includes O. P. Heggie, Reginald

with

17

"Wings" has closed

Irene

Paramount Writers Renew Contracts
Ethel Doherty and Louise Long,
screen writers, have renewed their
contracts with Paramount.

M-G-M Signs Dorothy Parker
Dorothy Parker has been engaged

Brown, Lady Tsen Mei and Tamaki by M-G-M to write original stories
and dialogue for talking sequences.
Yoshiwara.

Edwards Completes Third
Gus Edwards, vaudeville producer
and song writer, has completed the
third of his series of Technicolor
talkers for M-G-M, which take the
form of miniature revues. The newest is called, "Gus Edward's Colortone Revue," and its cast includes
Armida, Georgie Harris and Doris
Walker.

ETCHCRAFT
FILM STUDIOS
Large or small stages by hour,
day or week. Tests privately
made.

Etchcraft Film Studios

Shields, for-

Soto

—Joseph
build

{Continued from Page

of sound-pictures.

retired

De

named yesterday

—

—

have opened the Elmwood.

Study

—

House Open

Burlington, Vt.
Jack Beecher,
/incent Madeno and Paul T. Meu-

To

M. Crandall, Washington; Harold B'.
Franklin, Los Angeles; Comerford.
acquired the capital
Pictures Corp. of New York and 80 sound films, their use will be re- Scranton; Sam Dembow and Fred
per cent of the stock of Chain Re- stricted to experimental work and Dolle, Louisville; Music tax Cranlease
Corp. a Jersey corporation. no commercial production will be dall, Desberg and Fred Wehrenberg,
undertaken.
St. Louis.
N^ine stories have been purchased for
The top floor will contain a studio
production, the first to be "Ship Shape
Directors are expected to continue
67 by 45 ft. provided with adjustBlonde'' for which exteriors will be
their sessions today, at which the
made in Savannah. Arthur L. Proseus able acoustic treatment to control committee of 34 regional representathe reflection of sound from walls
is rresident. Harold F. Le Baron and
tives, may be named.
Yesterday's
and ceiling.
Acoustics of the adWalter J. Freund, vice-presidents and
sessions was attended by committee
joining monitoring room will sirriuAI. H. Rainsford, secretary. The commembers named, except Harry M
late those of an acceptable theater,
pany has purchased a plot of ground
Crandall and Fred Dolle; and in adso that sounds heard from the monon Wilmington Island, in Savannah
dition, Jack Miller, board member.
itoring loud speaker during recordharbor on which it proposes to build
President R. F. Woodhull, Treasure!
ing will be closely similar to those
a studio.
Emanuel, Philadelphia; Secrewhich will later be projected in the- Jay
tary M. J. O'Toole and F. E. Walaters.
Offices and dressing rooms
ker, acting general counsel. A -jUilian
Newburgh House Reopens
and laboratories for both film and
Brylawski, Washington, substituted
Newburgh, N. Y. The Nfcwpo Co. disc recording will occupy the sec- for
Crancall.
will reopen the State, combination ond floor. On the ground floor will
house, which has been altered.
be a projection room for the showing
states it has
stock of B. R.

Gary House Open
has

"In-

difficulty.

Landsea Pictures Corp.

Everson House Reopens
Everson,

all-talker,

terference," will open tonight at the
Criterion, New York, which has been
dark for four weeks during the wiring and renovation processes necessary for the new film.
Eddie Cantor will appear in a two reel num-

Landsea Pictures Starts
Bell Telephone Plans
Production Soon in South Sound Film Test *Lab'

ported.

Los Angeles House Reopens
Los Angeles The Broadway Palice
has opened as a combination

first

Pathe
has developed a sound attachment for
the portable Moviola, which now is
being used for the cutting and editing
of all Pathe talking pictures.
The
instrument enables the cutter to literally "cut a word in half," with little
at

mittees

"Wings"

,

"That Party in Person," accomby Bobbe Arnst, Ziegfeld
Ruth Etting, Ziegfeld
The attachment is a portable in- headliner.
strument which can be connected with beauty and Columbia recording star,
the Moviola, and as with that device, will sing several songs by Irving
the sound attachment can be stopped Berlin and Walter Donaldson.
at any time and can be reversed, making it possible to run back and forth

regularly.

and was made to blow by
eans of an air pump operated by

C. Aalberg, engineer with the

RCA-Photophone working

Neivsreels

—

whistle

W.

Talker Cutting Device
First Paramount Talker
Developed for Pathe Opening in N. Y. Tonight

;

lust

ARTHUR

Wallace to Direct Chevalier
Maurice Chevier, will have Richard Wallace as the director of his first
Paramount talking film. Production
will start as soon as Wallace finishes

"The Shopworn Angel."

454-458 Sixth Ave. (at 28th St.)
New York City

Phone Longacre

10109, Chick-

ering 7788 and Chickering 2989

—JXI^

DAILV
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Survey

Theaters

Colo.—Consolidated
Uclia.
opened a $75,000 theater.
Greenfield.

Ma5s.— Work

lias

progressing on

is

l.SSOseat Colonial being built here.
Cleburne. Tex.— Earl Baird will build another house here.
Kan'ias City. Mo.— The new Plaza the
ater is open.
„ „ ,, t
Johnstown. N. V.-William C. Smalley s
$150,000 house is open.
FitzpatricA:
& McElroy
Ind.
Ijfavette.
lease the $350,000 house being built
will
the

—

here.

„

—

...

Quitman. Ga. Interstate Enterprises will
lease the house under construction on S. Lee
Street.
Boiralusa. La.
$40,000 State.

— Work

progressing on the

is

—

Bopalusa. La. Pine Tree Amusement Co.
huildinc the Columbia.
is
East Liberty, Pa.— Work is progressing
on the Stanley.
San Antonio Work is progressing on the

—

Majestic.

_

—

„,

West Coast Theaters ha«
El Centro. Cal.
opened the $200,000 Imperial. Sound will be
installed.

Kenton,

O. — A

$75,000 house to seat 1,100

being built here.
Providence, R. I.

is

Lancaster.

Broad

N.

O. — A

Kan.

and James Searle

H.

will build a

Capitol,

the

— R.

is

on

be built

Montgomery

300 seat house.

Y.— Comerford's

N.

Williamspnrt.

new house

theater will

Street.

Independence.

house,

—Loew's

new

open.

is

—

Mass. Alfred Gottesman TheEnterprises has leased and opened the

Plymouth.
atrical

By Governm't.

(Continued from Page

Plymouth.
Marion. O.

according to seating capacity in five
classes: (1) Less than 300; (2) 300
to 599; (3) 600 to 999; (4) 1,000 to
To get a
1.999; and (S) over 2,000.
cross-section of the industry on which
generalizations can be made, several
theaters have been selected in each
class in various communities of all
the states. 3,500 in all, out of the total
of approxiinately 20,000 which show
pictures once or twice a week or
daily.

from Page

lo,

19:1

Francisco and for some time handled
National's

First

matters.

legal

He

then took over foreign sales and in
that connection was instrumental in
launching First National's own producing units in England and Germany where tie-ups were made with
local capital.
These units have
a total of about 25 pictures

made
com-

bined, four of which have been taken
over by First National for domestic
distribution.

Company Formed to Speed
RCA-K-A-0-FBO Merger
from Page

(.Continued

ties.

In addition, the questionnaire inquires the

incorporated

of building materials of various types
used in the construction of the theater and
of the equipment items installed, such as
heating system, refrigerating and ventilating,

$700,000.
tate legal

equipment, box office and portable equipment, scenery, rigging, carpet, drapes, sign
The date the theater was
and support.
built, is asked for, as are the total value

ated

costs

the land and building, and. if rented, the
annual rental, and the cost of piano, mechanical music device, and musical instruments.
The returns are held strictly confidential
and will not be given to any individual in
the trade, but the total result will be made
public after the survey is completed.

with

here

The new

which

K-A-O

ar.d

when

capital
of
will facili-

in

FBO

the

and

will be liquid-

transaction

is

these days

EDDY ^H

W.
is

owing

New

Yorkil
to a vaudevil

engagement.

Before coming East
was featured in "The Lone Wol
Daughter," Columbia production,
*

*

*

Gene Markey, whose "SteppA
High" will be used by FBO for

made

talker to be

in the East,

a new novel scheduled
soon.

the

It's

*

"Dark

to

Island."
*

*

Rork, whose daddy is a
ducer and who is not unknown

owing

h

come q

Ann

pi
h(

her work before t
camera, is receiving her mail in Mai
hattan at present. She's vacationin
self

to

*

*

*

Joe Ruttenburg, Paramount dirg
tor, is "in the know" when it cortu
to sound as he spent nearly thn

years with Fox at the Coast wor\
ing alo7ig with Movietone.
*

com-

pleted.

of

will

B

^^By ARTHUR
ERT LYTELL

1)

firm
the deal under
RCA-Photophone takes over
steps

froi

New York Studiosl

1)

Questionnaires sent out to these
Johnson is well liked abroad, his
theaters request information on yearly expenditures for newspaper adver- standing in the eyes of the English
tising; paper supplies, miscellaneous trade being particularly high.
supplies, power, heating, express.ige
.md cartage, and annual replacement
costs of electric lamp bulbs, chair
parts, carpets and drapes, building rernirs. flowers, uniforms and special-

Short Shots

First National

(Contitiued

built

to

will

From

1)

— The Palace, combination house,
Wauseon. O. — The Wauseon Theaters Co.
here.
be
operate a house
Williamsport, Pa. — The Capitol. Coramer- American Seating Reports
open Thanksgiving
ford Theaters house,
Day.
$539,502 for 9 Months
Conn. —The Regal theater
Hartford.
Profit of $539,502, after expenses,
wired for sound.
open.
be depreciation and interest but before
Mount Carmel, Pa. — A new theater
here.
Federal taxes for the year ended
Gainesville. Fla. — PublixSaenger-Sparks
reported by American
Sept. 30
open.

is

November

Bruce Johnson Resigns

of Industry

Started

Neiv Theaters

^^idav.

Tommy

*

*

Madden, who used

to g(

paid for knocking 'em for a row
the squared ring, is working in "Th
Letter."
He was last seen on th
stage in "The Racket."
i

Frank Shaw for Vitaphone
Frank Shaw, master of ceremonies,

*

has been signed to appear in a Vita-

*

*

Just about 12 o'clock, noon, tl
phone presentation, "A Little Bit of
This and That," according to Bryan most popular spot at the Paramoun
Shaw has studio is that presided over by Mat
Foy, Vitaphone director.
She's the lady wh
been in musical comedies and On the Weidenbach.
runs the restaurant and how!
variety stage.

—

is

It

will

N. Treece is
has opened the Florida.
J.
manager.
Stringtield
Clyde
Magazine,
Ark.
Mount
"ir~oiri'aing a $11,500 house here.
Rosclle, N. J.— The New Park theater is
open.
J. J. Thompson is manager.
Jefferson-Lafayette
Charlottesville, Va.
Theaters will build a 1.200 seat house to be
wired for sound pictures.
Lander, Wyo. ^Work is progressing on
It will open soon with
the new theater here.
George Blakeslee as manager.
Franklin, Ind.
W. Z. Fesler has opened

—

—

—

—

New theater.
New Washington. Ind. ^Frank Young
operate the New Washington.

the

—

will

—

is

Seating.
Profit for the September quarter
was $502,552 before Federal taxes,
compared with net loss of $28,010 in

Stock outthe preceding quarter.
standing amounts to 230,000 no par
Income account for nine
shares.

months ended

September

Messter

erating Corp. is building a 2,500 seat house.
will be wired for Movietone and VitaIt
phone.

Washington Bureau of

—

build
— Chifos Bros,
Winston-Salem. N. C. — Publix-Saenger
Carolina

Middletown, O.

will

a

here.

will

open the
Jan. 1.
Chicago Blaine Building Corp. will build
a 800 seat house at 3713 Southport Ave.

—

Reservations Piling

Up

on Anglo-American Event
{Continued from Page

W. Rrown of Pathe, Arthur
Loew of M-G-M, Arthur Kelly of

Williams of
J.
World Wide Pictures, Lou Metzgcr
of
Universal, Walter Wanger of
Paramount and Harry Reichenbach.
Tables seating ten each have been
taken by M-G-M, Pathe, First National and Universal.
Other comArtists,

D.

panies represented in the
tare Columbia, Rayart,
e

reserva-

New Era
London, Western Electric
Bank of America.

of

1928,

\

car*

I

'^

—The

treat-

THE FILM DAILY
German Pro-

Ass'n. have elected Oscar
Messter as its new president. Messter, one of the pioneers here, is well
known in England in connection
with
recent
Opplid-Ulesshothe
British and Foreign deal, according
to the M. P. Section of the Dep't
ducers'

of

Commerce.

tails

Songs for 2 Paramounts
Whiting and Leo Robin
are writing theme songs for two
Paramount pictures, "The Wolf of
Wall Street," starring George Bancroft, directed by Rowland V. Lee
and "Wolf Song," featuring Gary
Cooper, Lupe Valez and Louis Wolheim, directed by Victor Fleming.
Baclanova who supports Bancroft
will sing the song for "The Wolf of
Wall Street," and Lupe Velez will
sing

in

"Wolf Song."

of produc-

tion*
Animated By

Ben Harrison and Manny Gould

Richard

ideas*

—humorous
ment of gags*
—mechanical de-

Of German Producers
Washington

toon subjects— in

new

New President

1)

vin

I'nitcd

30,

K^AXY \^<T
KRAZY KAT LEADS
—the parade of
/

follows: Gross, $6,539,770; costs and
depreciation,
expenses,
$5,671,852;
$147,038; interest, $181,378; profit before Federal taxes, $539,502.

Bend, Ind. Maurice A. Baker is
managing the Publix new house in Colfax.
Portland, Me.
New England Theaters OpSouth

theater

^

is

built

KRAZY KAT LEADS

— in

theatre bookings
and in public favor.

PRESENTED BY

CHARLES B. MINTZ
^Paramount MINTZ Cartoons
ii

•.V/,.%.
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Price 25 Cents

iThe Public Is Aroused
Thousands of letters have been received by
Universal from people in every part of the
Ination asking when ''The Man Who Laughs'' and
p'Uncle Tom's Cabin" will be shown in their towns

—evidence
the
see these
that

sire to

public is aroused in its depictures. For months they

have been reading our Saturday Evening Post
Ads, newspaper publicity stories, magazine
stories, reviews reprinted from newspapers in
other cities, word of mouth advertising and every
other conceivable form of human communica|tion. Hundreds of exhibitors in large cities and
small towns have already made big money as a
result of this huge publicity. Thousands more
exhibitors will do liicewise. The time to get the
money is when public interest is aroused. Get
the two tremendous selling campaigns from
your nearest Universal Exchange NOW on Carlj
Laemmle's two super winners!
FIRST

IN

THE

FIELD TO GIVE

SOUND FILMS
RECOGNITION

Expert analysis of the synchronization

field

Sound Pictures
timely, concise,

thorough

COMPLETE

COV-

ERAGE OF NEWS
AND TECHNICAL
IMPROVEMENTS

Ill

1

1 1 1

f ff####

If

lOI

iikS

oitiecl

J^.:)

?

iU;

NiFNilS^^ CIIKIII MM
has been S^^tHpg hit after hit
in a spectacular Simb to popufar
a box'office name. Now he takes
with Educational'Aregular cdM
I**

a^eai
«

am
place
stars.

^^HOlD IB AT MOSJ^' ^'^^and
^^S0CIAI^EST|SE^\ Theyll show you
how he r^f^ding new blood and new*'
laughs to me always popular p
See

fil

5W

I'

»s»»

\.-

'tl

:^
.i-'j^^A

Cducatiobir fiiEjaiifered a g^
L^-.dian when they signed Collins... He^
i

— M.

rising rapidly.

7^*

P.

New*

9
^'^i?'^^::^;

^
-^

Collins

is

hi i n "

k

toWrai *

.

J]lll<& ty

|||

steadily^tin9.up his following.
—Film Daiiy
"J
.

7

Monty

Collins is rapidj
of Educational's best be{^

—Associated PuBTiSil^t^.Z

h\r

•^

Vf^lKM

jlONAL

nLM EXCHANGES,

lani)

picture Producer*
fiW.

THESPtCE OFTHE PROGRAM'

'

'Erg stdgntp

and Distributor! of America, Inc.
M. JUyn, President

Proved Again at Madison, Wis.

Interchangeability
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mm* mm INTERCHANGEABILIH SUIT
[XMm
BALKED BY SERVING

y

IS

inEAiEt

DISCS

Paramount has converted the CriNew York, into its Broadway

5rion,

3ng run sound exploitation house,
'he first picture under the new polcy is "Interference," initial Paralount all-talker, which opened FriThe picture is in for a
ay night.
un of eight weeks, and will be fol3wed by a series of Paramount allalkers, each to run for eight weeks.

12

ADOPTINGSiND

—

Indianapolis

Sound

IN

pictures are

throughout this territory,
vith theaters rushing installations to
ash in on the sound craze. The Inliana, Circle, Palace and Apollo here
re wired and presenting sound picures, with other installations being
nade here and throughout the terriThirty-two houses are wired
ory.
equipment has been ordered.
>r
Jefferson, Hunting, Ind.; Kentucky,
lopular

(,Continued on

Page 11)

Another Advance
An

Sound

evening, Friday.
"Interference," Paramount's
feature opened at the Criterion and unfolded for a
discriminating New York audience what in many ways is the finest
distinguished picture, displaying a
sound picture made so far.
very high order of intelligence and class in all of its production
elements.
"Interference" will be appreciated by audiences that demand
high class entertainment. The picture, at every turn, displays care,
restraint and an appreciation of the fact that dialogue, unless senAction there is practically
sible and artfully wrouglht, will flop.
none, which natixrally results in many sequences that move slowly
because the lines add little to the progressive development of the
story.
However, it is significant because it definitely raises the production and technical levels of sound pictures. On the rising wave
of public demand for dialogue pictures, moreover, "Interference"
becomes formidable box-office material.
The same program had a funny short subject in sound

important

first all-talking

A

Eddie Cantor and
called "That Party in Person" in which
his antics well nigh place this 12 minute release in the category of
laugh panics. This and a song number by Ruth Etting, likewise
excellently done, are Paramount's first shorts and may be construed
as a barometer of the general type of sound short subjects which
this company will release.

KANN

to^ake

"Birth
of the Blues," Talker Lifting of "Phantom"

Cantor

"The
Paramount
Blues,"
the
George
is expected that

Eddie Cantor
Birth
alker.

of
It

is

to

star

in

The
iershwin music will be used.
reel
;tar recently completed a two
alker for the company titled "That
He announced
Party in Person."
he new feature in the short which
a feature of the bill at the Crierion,
York, where "InterferParamount all-talker
:nce,"
first
)pened Friday night.

Planned in

Is

—

Ban Subcommittee Formed on
England German Gov't Emelka Deal

Severe criticism was
Daily
voiced yesterday by "The
Mail" over decision of the Cineinatograph Exhibitor Ass'n to rescind

London

on Page 2)

{Continued

—

(By Cable) A subcomBerlin
been formed by the
has
mittee
Reichstag to determine plan of action in the government's intention to
acquire controlling interest in Emelka.

The Proof

s

New

Over
MONDAY:
Maryland:

Piles

the telephone

comes

this

Up
from Cumber-

land,

W^reck Survivor Talks
for Pathe Sound News
extra Pathe
inaugural
veek, delivered to theaters (Friday)
Photophone interview with Harry
Faye, who was one of the last to
eave the ill-fated S. S. Vestris.

As

sound

its

first

special

News now

in

its

Reviere Completing First

With no interference or difficulties, the Strand has just rounded
out seven weeks of sound pictures recorded via the Western Electric
system and reproduced over a home-made equipment conceived and
developed by Bob Stolte, manager of the theater.

From Madison, Wisconsin,

this:

Sonora Bristolphone came through its second test of interchangeThe installation
at the Strand here without any interference.
the Acadis the second in the United States, and as in the first house,
of its
test
with
a
introduced
was
the
device
Md.,
Hagerstown,
emy,
interchangeability with Western Electric disc-system projection.
enter these as additional evidence in the strong case
ability

We

Harry Reviere, expects to complete
first Cinephone talker he is di•ecting at the Powers studio. New
i^ork, within the next two or three
He completed the first act
iveeks.
the Broadway play he
during the week.

is

filming

F. N. Supplies Records
for Bristolphone Run
of "Lilac Time"
Madison.

Wis.

the Strand here,

— Second

effort

of

managed by Arthur

Desormeaux,

to test interchangeSonora-Bristolphone, with
the Western Electric disc system,
proved successful with "Lilac Time"
now playng the house, having opened
'.

al)ility

of

yesterday.

Throughout the industry there
considerable

interest

in

the

^yas

"Lilac

having been rewere being
Manager Dethrown
The latter had stated
sormeaux.
that in event the picture and records
were not supplied him he would close
the house, during the week the picture
was to have run, and sue First NaThe Strand intional for damages.
stallation is the second in the country, the first having been at the Academy, Hagerstown, Md., where "Lilac
Time" was shown with sound recorded by the Western Electric sysLast week, the Strand here
tem.
showing
started its sound policy,
"White Shadows in the South Seas"

Time" showing,

ported

it

obstacles
that
in the way of

with sound.

AKGLO-AIRICAN DINNER
TO BE ATTENDED BY 150
The A.M. P. A. Committee on arrangements has completed final defor the organization's Anglotails
American banquet at the Commodore
One hundred fifty
Tuesday night.
persons are expected to attend the
function at which the Sam Harris
cup will be presented to Dr. A. H.
of
Giannini, chairman of the board
(Continued

on

Page 2)

Fox Movietone News Gets
310 Days on Loew Time

interchangeability is rapidly building for itself throughout
Fox Movietone News has been
in
the country.
310 playing days weekly
London reports given
theaters
Loew
York
British conservatism is manifesting itself.
Greater New
with David
that English exhibitors are still very much unsold on sound. No under contract signed
of Fox.
Schwartz
Milton
stampede is in sight on that side of the pond, it seems, and the Loew bv theaters J.are included in the
Fifty-six
Briton is holding true the far-famed tradition of Missouri by in- deal.

Cinephone Production which
ihe

3f

in

.

.

.

iContinued

on

Page

3)
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the Bank of America who has been
selected by A.M.P.A. directors as the
individual in the .American trade who
has done most to promote amity be-

tween England and America through

Meeting of Iowa exhibitor unit at
Des Moines.
Anglo-American dinner sponsored
by A.M.P.A. in New York.
M.P.T.O. of Ohio stages conNov. 20-21
vention at Columbus.
Nov 24 Paramount. Brooklyn, opens.
convention
of
M.P.T.O.
Dec. 4-5 Annual

Nov. 20

25

the motion picture.
The larger companies

Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
New Fox house in St. Louis opens.
First annual ball.
M. P. Club of

New

York.

Goetz Buys Jersey Rights
Charles

president
of
States Cinema, New York, has purchased distribution rights to "Trial
Marriage" in New Jersey. He recently completed a deal for Connecticut
S.

1)

Cirtctz,

rights.

Taking Over Theater Post
Harry Blair is resigning from the

have reserved full tables, this category including First National, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Pathe, Universal and
Paramount.
A number of requests
calling for the presence of women
were received by the committee as a
result of which they will be permitted to attend.
Will H. Hays will be toastmaster.
Speakers will include Nathan Burkan,
K. Otterson, president of ElecJ.
trical Research Product, Inc., Maj.
General Bullard, and Sam Harris.
Paradis Opens Another
Charlotte
N. J. Paradis, who owns
and operates theaters in Wilson,
Greenville, Tarboro and Sanford. has
opened
new Sanders, Smithfiekl,
N. C.

Is

(Continued from Page

versal president.
Use of British territorial troops to provide a military
escort for the print from Southamp-

ton to London, in what was declared
a recruiting hoax, led to the ban on
the picture.
Laemmie acknowledged
an error in judgment.
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Explodes

—

Metropolitan studio exploded.
Previously, the First National studio arsenal had blown up.
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Bond. (0) Over the Counter.
U) Curb Market.
(s) Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago
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Skouras, St. Louis.

"U" Releasing "Man

Buy Waterloo House
Waterloo, N. Y.— H. B. and Jerome
Gutstadt have taken over the Star.
They will remodel it.

Who

Laughs'

Who

Laughs" now
being released generally by Univer^

"The Man

ii

sa'.

BROOKS

Bayonne House Open
Bayonne,
N.
J.— The Bayonne
Opera House has reopened after al-

the nam-e you go by
whbM vq'Qgo to buy

terations.

COSTUMES
AND

Would Remodel House
N. H.^Ncvv HampAmusement Co. has submitted
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Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Marking the second
blast in two days, the arsenal at the

West

Blair

—

1)

ban on "Phantom of the Opera,"
upon request of Carl Laemmie, Unithe

—

Building Eric House
i-ux publicity staff to take over manEric, Tex.
Mrs. Mollie Mayes is
agcnient of the Anthony Wayne the- building a $15,000 house here.
ater, Wayne, Pa., and to handle publicity for that house and the Seville,
Buys Newcastle House
Bryn Mawr; Bcrwyn, Berwyn and
Newcastle, Tex.— G. A. Terrell has
a new house now under construction taken over the Star.

"Phantom" Ban
Planned in England

Lifting of
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plans to the building inspector to remodel the Strand, combination house.
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$60 Per Month and Up
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Stebbins,
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I.NCORPORATED
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Day and

of Light
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Showmen

Tuesday. Always a new wrinkle,
Berwyn, which is near the
'ut at
jn belt sometimes known as Chi-

Plan Springfield
Springfield,
O.

Up

Amusement

meetings with the necessary people,
when, lo and behold, Publix decides
to take back its houses on December

Fox is happy, Franklin smiles
1,
more broadly than ever and the world
proves a lovely place to live in. Really this is the best Pollyanna story of
the week
no, many weeks.
.

.

.

In Business
Thursday.

The cables from Bertwo clever exhibitors are prolin report that the German governding the most unusual experiment
ment is to enter the business. Not
date in the field of sound pictures, as
a producer of industrial or econoDramaphone which plays mic films, but via a regularly consing
Electric discs, the
Biba stituted producing, distributing and
Western
igo,

House
Young-Wolf

Short Shots from

Co. will build a ?1,000,-

000 house here.

1)

—

—

I

^

New York Studios

Reopen Monroe House
Monroe. Mich.— W. S. Hutterfield .«i._/?3' ARTHUR W. EDDY

Theaters Inc. has taken over the lease
of the 500 seat Dixie and opened it
as the Dixie Gardens. J. R. Denniston

toria studio the other
a matter of record, it

be in charge.

will

TT looked like Christmas around
A restaurant at Paramount's

N. Attleboro Work Rushed
N. Attleboro, Mass. Work is being
rushed on the 4,000 seat house so
the building can be closed in before
cold weather.

—

King, N. C. House Sold
King, N. C. E. P. Yarborough
sold the King to W. A. Holden.

—

ha.<=

Limur's birthday.
unit

noon

but,

the

Asas

was Jean De

Members

of

the

making "The Letter" assembled

luncheon to congratulate their director, presenting him with a Chinese
at

water pipe and an alabaster cigarette
box.
Lady Tsin Mei, who plays a
l)rincipal Chinese role in the production, gave De Limur a carved ivory
cigarette
holder.
Attending
the
party were:
Dave Sarecky, Fred

Fleck, Frank Cavett. Patricia DonoBuys Roundhead House
hue, Dan Doran, Eddie Flaherty,
organization.
Enielka of
Roundhead, O.— R. W. Hughes has George
Munich.
New York sees in this a taken
Folsey, William Saulter and
over and reopened the Pastime.
loving the titles, eniploying actors
plan to counteract the political power
H. M. K. Smith.
speak lines through a "mike" in of Alfred Hugenberg, leader of the The house has been closed a year.
*
*
*
sound proof booth and thus putting Nationalist Party and controlling facD. A. Doran, Jr., Pathe scenario
Price at Cleveland
tor in Ufa.
And so one finds an1 a sound show of their own.
Cleveland A' Pi ice has succeeded editor, is sleuthing through Broadother significant indication of the imway theaters on the trail of good
iccessfully the gag is working out
portance which foreign governments Lov/ell Cash as manager of the Union
It
does attach to their film industries. Which Square,
not come to light.
Variety
Amusement Co. talker material. "D. A." feels that
IS
the theater offers the only suitable
;monstrate, however, the ingenuous in turn is a rather marked contrast house.
dialogue stories at present, although
to
the
attitude a tantamount to indifind which many of the exhibiting
he looks for the development of
Sams Buys Another
ference which Washington displays
talker story writing ivithin the inEternity pessess and leads us to beSalisbury,
N.
Mrs.
Phelps
toward the industry in America. Not
C.
dustry soon.
;ve more firmly than ever that if that
we believe the Government Sasseen has sold the Iris to A. F.
*
*
*
;hibitors paid more attention to the should participate in private
business. Sams, Jr., of the Piedmont Amuseb of exploiting their shows, busi- That is out
Fred
Fleck
and
his
assistant,
ment
Co.
irrevocably so. But we
would improve and the wolf do think that a better case should
;ss
Frank Heath, swear that they
ould be shoved further from their be presented on behalf of the Amerare qualified to give a corresTo Open Kansas City House
)ors.
pondence
school
course
in
ican industry to the Federal authoriKansas City E. T. Burgan &
Japanese and Chinese.
They
A week tonight A. H. Giannini ties to the end there be less investiga- Son will open a 1,100-seat house at
have been handling 200 OrienHar- tion, less probing and less interfer- 2011 Quindaro Blvd. Thanksgiving
ill be presented with the Sam
tals in connection with "The
as indicative of his efforts in ence with the normal conduct of a Day.
3 cup
Letter" at the Paramount plant.
amity large commercial enterprise....
emoting Anglo-American
arc

-others

buying

silent

films,

re-

exhibiting

)

How

—

—

—

.

.

—

.

A.M.P.A. dihim as their

a motion pictures.
ctors have selected

They could

loice.

not have

done

RCA
a

New

know

Photophone selects a site for
York studio and before you

there will be ready for thetter.
aters a regular fiow of short subThe Department of jects in sound. The competition is
Digging in.
istice is probing the activities of about to grow keener.
But what of
e Cleveland Film Board. Busy boya it?
Quality alone will count in the
Washington bunch and how long run.
at
The present invesey do things!
jator is the fifth on the scene in
P. T. O.
lesson in thoroughree years.
Friday: An instance of service
ss, if nothing else.
and, therefore, we are for it.
The
M.P.T.O.A. directors are to study the
sound situation with particular reWednesday. When you talk about gard to interchangeability so that exLouis, you mean Spyros Skouras. hibitors will know where to stay on
and where to get off. That's great.
e's the head man in exhibition in
e city by the Mississippi. Not only
It is our hope that the diagnosis to
at, Spyros has long been an imwhich sound is about to be subjected
National. is thorough.
First
irtant
factor in
Showmen are still beDw that F. N. has been taken in fogged over the entire situation.
ider the protective wing of the Anything done to make clear a mudarners, and the Stanley chain, plus dled condition should be encouraged
Skouras holdings likewise are to
;
brought in, somebody is required
Down in Washington, tiie alert
keep the theaters running at a
Motion
Picture Section is about to
ofit.
Enters Skouras as that someextend its usefulness to other fields.
dy. ...
This bureau, one of the most valuThe courteous interchange of cor- able in the Department of Commerce,
spondence between the attorney has been doing splendid work for
neral. Fox and Publix anent the years in bringing to the trade
vital
;atcr pool on the West Coast is facts concerning marketing possibimodel example of politeness in lities abroad for American pictures.
siness.
The A. G. was certain that Unheralded and little sung, it has
th Publix out of West Coast The- gone on its
way, but those familiar
irs,
everybody would be happy with the thoroughness of its work
d who didn't want to be happy? realize full well the splendid
manner
Harold B. Franklin, smiling as in which this section functions. Now
ual and full of cheery stories about the trade
in relation to other busi.lifornia sunshine, hies himself to nesses is
being studied and the figures
:w York, has a couple of nice are to be made
public as soon as
.

.

it,

.

.

M,

A

.

.
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East and West

.

—

.

A. Service

Enlarging Birmingham House
Birmingham The Ritz, under

—

Amusement

rection of Interstate
will

*
di-

Co.

be remodeled and enlarged by

several hundred seats.

conection,

are

theaters

being

warded a questionnaire seeking

flor-

More Evidence
Today: The Strand
Wisconsin won't have

down

after

all.

at Madison,
darken
to

playing "Lilac
Electric records
First National ex-

It

is

*

A7-ch Reeves, tvho is Paramount's
boss publicity expert at its Coast
lot, dropped into the Astoria studio
the other afternoon on the flanks of
a party of conventioneers.
He
leaves for 'Frisco Sunday, en route
to his typewriter.

in-

We

formation.
urge exhibitors to
cooperate for the results will prove
a valuable addition to the statistical
structure of the business....

*

*

*

Two

*

Paramount's star script
are pounding their machines.
Pierre Collings is doing the
adaptation on "The Hole in the
of

performers

Wall," over which Robert Florey
hold the megaphone, and GarFort is shaping the script of the
next Richard Dix vehicle, to be made
will
ret
at

Astoria.

Time" with Western

by the
Ti-y and crash the front door at
Milwaukee, although earlithe Astoria studio. If you succeed
only
appeared
that
it
in
the
week
er
it will be because you used Chicago
the silent print would be delivered.
The Madison house is wired for Son- gang war methods on George
doorman.
ora-Bristolphone and there you have Pflying, officiating
supplied

change

in

another cicarcut case of interchangeability. The proof is piling up fast.
Friday night was a large evening.
"Interference" opened at the Criterion here in New York and gave the
trade an idea of what Paramount
expects to do with all-talking feaBasing an opinion on "Intertures.
ference" as well as two crackerjack
sound short subjects, it is obvious
.

that this

company

will

make some

of

its competitors do plenty of stepping
good
class
"Interference"
is
a
drama, played straight and set in a
Tiffany background.

—

.

.

KA N

N.

Akron Housee

Fisher Buys

\\\ T. Smith has sold
Smith rethe Nixon to M. Fisher.
tains the Majestic.

Akron, O.

Reopen Duncan House
Duncan, Okla. The Palace, com-

—

bination house,
with sound.

has

been

reopened

Reopen Sheldon House
Mo. George Tyrec has
remodeled and reopened the Opera
House as the Main Street theater.
Sheldon.

—

Sunday, November

Length: 7480

I'aranwutit

RAISES

STANDARD

/f.

OF

TALKERS TO HIGH PLANEPRODUCTION
DISTINCTIVE
WITH GREAT ACTING AND
SUPERB PRODUCTION VALUES.
Marvelous acting by WilCast
which
liam i'owcll and Clivc Brook
of
creates real suspense despite lack

Di>ris Kenvon, Evelyn Brent
Hurst are very good.
Brandon
and

action.

X'oices of all register very well.

Story and Production
Paramount has put real
this,

first

its

all-talker.

Drama.
into

class

The

.story

slow moving, the lack of action
is
being necessitated by the dialogue.

As
tion

a talker it commands real attenStarting
for its artistic values.

gains momentum in the
when the doctor
sequence,
murder
(Brook) is convinced that his wife
(Doris Kenyon) murdered the adventuress who was trying to blackmail her in connection with letters
she had written to the supposedlyIt's too bad
dead soldier (Powell).
thev didn't pick a more exciting story,
but as it is, this stands as a sincere
and priaseworthy effort.
slowly,

it

Direction,
cellent:

Roy

J.

Pomeroy,

ex-

Author, Roland Pertwee and

Deardem; Scenarist, Hope
George Nichols, Jr.;
Editor,
Loring:
Dialogue, lamest Pascal; Cameraman,
Harold

J.

Roy Hunt and

Farcilt

Edouard,

excellent.

Norma Talmadge

"The

Woman

United Artists

Disputed"
ft.

MEANS MONEY BECAUSE
OF NORMA AND GILBERT ROLAND. HOLDS MUCH APPEAL
FOR MEN AND WOMEN ALTHOUGH STORY INCONSIS-

"Alias
M-G-M

Trial"

ft.

/

is

I

IE

list.

COULD

Uniformly good. Includes
Cast
GIVE IT.
ured in name part, and scores in
Lois Wilson, Bert Lytell, Holmes straight part with just enough of his
Marion Davies spreac
Cast
Herbert, Richard Tucker, Jason Robdiversified
role and cr^
herself
in
snickers.
the
get
to
stuff
aleck
!<mart
ards, Johnny Arthur, Franklin Pangthem all ptes a great kidding part. Williai
tops
Barrymore
Lionel
horn, Fred Kelsey, Ednnind Breese,smart alec
restrains
his
Leila Haines
finished characterization.
in
Edward Martindel and a charming, Hvams good feminine atmosphere. stuff, and it proves a big improvf
clever child whose name is Vondell
Karl Dane and Tully Marshall neat ment. Others Dell Henderson, Pat
Voice of Pauline Frederick
Darr.
-onT-dy crooks. Howard Hickman, Ralli, Tenen Holtz, Harry Gribbo)
did not always register.
Sidney Bracy, Polly Moran.
good.
Drama,
Fare
Story and Production
Story and Production
Crook
Sto-v and Production
wliich takes place in a courtroom and melodrama.
Adapted from stage comedy. To be exact, it is one
flashes back to the action, something nlav bv Paul Armstrong.
This is the best kidding and spoofing con
new in talking pictures which serves one old stage plav that makes first edies that has come out of Holl
The
In fact, it kids and spoo
to give the picture movement.
In fact it wood.
-ate modern screen fare.
story hinges around a murder, ap- is so good that it shows up a lot of Hollywood in such a clever way th;
It
parently committed in cold blood. As the latter day underworld stories. For even Hollywood will like it.
the witnesses are cross-examined, the this one has real human interest and one of those rare pictures whei
flashbacks reveal their story. Thus a bear of a climax. Everybody knows everybody in the cast seems to t

at
J)

itoO

(

his case
while Bert Lytell
did the shooting, here was a case
where the law could not properly
Acquittal is
function mechanically.
Elmer Rice who wrote the
entered.
They
play, adapted the stage lines.
Acting is very good while
click.
Vondell Darr almost steals the picLois Wilson and Bert Lytell
ture.
also deserve special mention.
Direction, .Archie Mayo, spendid;
Author, based on play by Elmer
Rice; Scenario, Robert Lord and
Max Tollack; Editor, not listed;
Photography, Bryon Haskins, fine.

the defense attorney builds

and proves

that,

Vilma Banky

in

Length: 8041

TENCIES HURT.

William Haim
Jimmy Valentine Marion Davies and
in
Length: 8000
"Show People"
Length: 8,290 /*.
Warners
CARRIES THE DOUGH
Length: 7453
M-G-M
WINO.
B.
THE
TO
DRARIGHT
A FINE ALL-TALKER.
PICTURE
THA
MONEY
A
SEATWITH
MATIC STORY WITH REAL DOW. LOADED
UP
FRO!
CLEAN
SHOULD
ENTERTAINMENT.
ACTFILLING
WELL
VERY
SUSPENSE,
COMEDY — ALL ANGLES. HAS EVER^
ED AND INTELLIGENTLY DI- HAS THRILLS —SEQUENCE.
THING THAT TOP NOTCH D!
FINE TALKING
RECTED.
feat- RECTOR, AUTHOR AND CAS
William Haines
Cast

"On

"Interference"

192

18,

Length: 7972

ietone sound and talk fine.
Direction, Jack Conway,

the cast are hand picked.
Director, King Vidor, aces; At,
thors,
Agnes Christine Johnsto
Laurence Stallings; Scenario, Wai*
da Tushock; Editor, Hugh Wyni*™

expert:
Scenario.

Author, Paul Armstrong:
A. P. Younger. Sara Y. Mason: Editor, Sam Zimbalist; Titles, Joe Farnham; Photography, Merrit D. Gerstad,

fine.

First National

FIRST STARRING
FEATURE A SUCCESS. VERY
BOX-OFFICEY.
STORY AND
TEMPO EFFECTIVE. ENDING
VILMA'S

MAY OFFEND BECAUSE OF
RELIGIOUS TWIST. WATCH

Norma Talmadge very IT.
Cast
Cast.. Miss Banky performs most
good; the camera is not so kind to
Louis Wolheim,
fine.
Arnold Kent almost creditably.
her, however.
walks away with acting honors; Gil- Walter Byron, new leading man, has
bert Roland pleasing. Gladys Brock- much to learn about acting, but his
well. Gustav Von Seyffertitz, Nicho- good looks will make liim friends.
Story and Production. ... War rolas Soussaiiin do nice work.
War mance. Vilma Banky awakens sexProduction
Story and
drama. A story oi the regeneration ually when Byron, as the Uhlan officer, is billeted in an Alsatian vilof a fallen woman through the faith
of two army officers, one Russian large for manoeuvers. Vilma falls for
and one Austrian; the love that de- him; he does, too. While the love
velops between her and the Austrian is pure, the villagers drive Vilma out
(Roland); and the toll of war which and indications are she has commitThen the war when
calls upon her to give herself up to ted suicide.
Kent, who plays the Russian, so that Byron again meets Banky who has
an Austrian spy can get through the entered the novitiate. In attempting
Then later to save the sisters from l)omand save the army.
lines
comes the split between her and her bardment he is wounded; Vilma
lover which is finally patched when cares for him; Wolheim, the rejected
public recognition is given Norma by lover, drives them through German
commander-in-chief. lines and dies as the lovers are
Austrian
the
But Vilma, is clearly inThe story has considerable power in united.
many sequences, but story inconsis- dicated as having taken final vows,
tencies stretch the logic of the tale which hasn't prevented the producer
A duover a lot of ground. Synchronized from closing with a clinch.
bious ending.
Synchronized score
score effective.
Direction, Henry King and Sam and theme song effective.
Direction,
Victor Fleming, very
Taylor, very good; Author, from
play by Dcnison Clifi: Scenario, C. good; Author, Frances Marion; ScenGardner Sullivan; Editor, Hal C. ario, Carey Wilson; Editor, not listKern; Titles, Not listed; Photogra- ed; Titles, not listed; Photography,
George Barnes, fine.
phy, Oliver Marsh, pleasing.

—

getting as
audience.

.scene

alibis

"Shadows of Fear"
ft.

much fun out
And the latter

where Valentine, the
himself with the detective, and then sacrifices all to open
the vault where the child is imprisThis scene is thrown in diaoned.
It grips you with tense suslogue.
Comedy highlights the reels
DC'^se.
and there are asentimental theme and
the punch climax to talk about. Movit

crook

in

"The Awakening"
United Artists

—the

iiCS

Length: 11000

ft.

of it as tf
at the Ca]
in a constat

on Broadway was
of merriment.

itol

Marion

eruption

wow

as the gal
slapstick, graduates

a

who

breaks
drama,

to

inf

a:

The way stw''
goes temperamental.
spoofs Mae Murray is a-riot. HaintW,'
does the slapstick hero neatly,

Ralph Spence; Photograph;
John Arnold, good.
Titles,

"Ten Days That Shook
World"

tl

Length: 8600 /
IMPORTED FILM FINE AND Amkino
NOT COMMERCIAL IN AMEl
ARTISTIC BUT NOT POPUSOVIET PROPAGAND
LAR. FOR CLASS AUDIENCES ICA.
THE SPLENDID ACTING AND FILM HIGHLIGHT OF WHIG
DTRFCTING WILL PROVE A IS A POWERFUL, SWEEPIN
TREAT.
CAMERA AND DIRECTORIA
Cast....Gina Marus as the un- TECHNIQUE AT TIMES Rl!
MAGNIFICENT Rl
faithful wife gives a superb perform- VEALING
ance.

So

Char'es

Wolfganor
Jana.

H. A. Schlettow,
Laurent,
Marie

also do
Barrois,
Zilzer,

The

Paul Henckels, La

cast

was

the

pick

of

France and Germany, and looks it.
Story and Production .... Drama.
From Emil Zola's novel, "Therese
Raquin."
A Defu production made
in Berlin with French and German
resources and people. This is a remarkable piece of work in many respects, and reflects great credit on
Jacques Feyder, the French director
who produced "Carmen." It is a
morbid, tragic story, but so skillfully
handled bv director and cast that the
suspense lifts you above what would
ordinarily prove a dreary and depressing theme. It is the psychologpresentation of the fate that
overtakes a married woman who
helps her lover murder her husband.
One of the greatest picturizations of
the
effects
of
conscience
ever
screened.
Done through shadows.
Gripping. Not popular fare.
ical

Jacques Feyder, splendid; Author, Emil Zola; Scenario,
F. Carlsen and Willie Haas; Editor,
Direction,

Not

listed;

tography,

Hans

Titles,

Not

Frederick

listed;

Englfang

Schieb, excellent.

Phoand

a
IL

i

SULTS.

Cast....

No

actors

credite

are

Hundreds of soldiers are used for tl
mass movements. Types are exc(
lent.

Story and Production.

.

.

.A

kaleid

scopic drama of the ten days that 1(
to the upheave! of the Kerensky go'
ernment in Russia and the rise of tl
Bolshevists.
Soviet propaganda b
yond a doubt and, except for limiti
distribution, a complete commerci
However, tl
flop for this country.
importance of this Sovkino prodd
tion to Hollywood cannot be ove
estimated.
The directors, famili
with fundamentals of camera tec
developed theor-'es
nique, have
their own.
The result is always
ShoJ
teresting and often amazing.

'*

I""

f>

i:

punchy scenes

pile in

on one anoth

with startling rapidity.

The drama

pronounced and yet there
ly

marked story

thread.

A

ill,

no

clea
significa

is

iitl

production and one that Hollywof

might well study.

M. Eisenstein and
Aleksandrcv, excellent; Authc
on
story
by John ReC'
IviS'jd
Scenario, lOisenstein and Aleksandro
Director, S.

V.

Editor, not listed; Titles, not

listei

Photography, E. Tisse, magnificent.

It
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"The Good-Bye Kiss"
)•««

Length: 7300

National

'Diamond Handcuffs"
M-G-M

ft.

Length: 6070

Lya de Putti

.. .Johnny
Burke supplies a
brand of comedy as the sappy

Cast.
ild

was a greenirii at trouping when this was made
year ago, and her work shows it.
alty Kemp a good looking hero is
lughboy.

c

Sally Eilers

only one with any class. Others
Oakman, Carmelita GeraghAlma Bennett.

liceler
,

Story
and Production
War
nma with comedy highlights. Sencaught the war film bug about
tt
year ago, and this is his personal
intribution.
It proves conclusively
at Mack should stick to his comedy
in fact, the best bit in the reels
a cabaret scene in Paris where the
niglihoj's make whoopee with the
t.

La

La
Mack

This scene is
Sennetty, with paprika
Ided that will make the yokels sit
)
and gasp if the censor doesn't
For the rest, the fans
e it first.
we seen it a score of times doughjy leaves his sweetie for overseas,
le follows as Salvation lass, his nat'oh

picaliy

gals.

—

—

cowardice overcome with gal's
Ip, and he pulls the big hero stuff,
ypchronized with good sound efal

cts.

THRILLS.

Cast
Competent cast carries
yarn
through
three
distinct
sequences.
They include
Eleanor
Boardnian, Conrad Nagel, Lawrence
Gray, Sam Hardy, Lena Malena,
Gwen Lee, John Roche, George
Cooper, Lew Harvey, E. Alyn Warren, Charles Stevens.
Story and Production
Drama.
The story interest in this film is unusual.
It covers three distinct episodes in the history of a famous diamond. For the love of this fabulous

gem

the fate of a variety of people
involved.
First it is discovered in
an African diamond mine, and a native gives his life for it so that he
may please his girl. Then it turns
up in New York and around its possession revolves a society drama.
Finally it drifts to the underworld
and involves the love of a gangster
and his sweetheart.
Machine gun
battles and action galore highlight
this final sequence.
It is well directed and acted, and carries thrills
and story interest throughout the
reels.
Shapes up as first class program fare that will hold 'em easily.
is

Mack

Sennett; Authors,
Direction,
P.
McCarthy,
John
Jefferson
Moffett' good; Authors, Carey Wilson, Henry
cenario,
not listed; Editor,
C. Vance; Scenario, Willis Goldbeck,
^orndeck; Titles, Carl Harbaugh, Bradley King; Editor, Sam Zimbaliom Miranda; Photography, John ist; Titles, Joe Farnham; Photogra/. Boyle,
uneven.
phy, Henry Sharp, good.
Direction,

hil

Whitm.an,

Wm.

Al Wilson

"The Old Code"
rescent

Length: 5900

Universal

early

efforts

De
in

thers Melbourne MacDowell, Mary
ordon, J. P. McGowan, Neva Ger-

.

appears
one of her

Putti
this,

a Berlin
studio.
Klopfer, Hermann
Gorin.
in

t.

,

Rhody Hathaway,

Cliff

Lyons,

strolling players.
He takes her to
the city and makes a great actress
of her.
Falling in love with her,
they are about to be married when
a young count comes into her life.
A near tragedy, then true love follows.
grind film only.

A

Direction,

Karl Grune, poor; Au-

thor, Not listed;
ed; Editor, Not
listed;

Scenario,

Not

list-

Titles, Not
Not listed;

listed;

Photography,

trailing this one, he starts a flirtation

with an American girl.
She proves
to be the friend of the old flame.
The complications come quick and
funny, with Menjou in constant hot
water. A smart show and silent, too.
Direction,

Authors,

Thompson;
Editor,

Marion.

Frank Tuttle. the

best;

Ernest

Vajda,
Keene
Scenario, Ethel Doherty;

Verne Willis; Titles, George
Photography, Henry
Jr.;

Gcrrard, excellent.

spotty.

Ranger

in

Ridin'

in

"Tracked"

Red"

FBO

Lenqth: 4957

ft.

VERY PLEASING DOG YARN
CARRIES AN INTERESTING
THE USUAL LINE OF KID AND
HUMAN PLOT. IT WILL
HEROICS WITH THRILLS AND PLEASE
ALL THE LOVERS OF
COM.EDY THROWN IN RE- DOG STORIES.
BARTON
A
GARDLESS. BUZZ
Cast. .. .Ranger is practically the
GOOD JUVENILE.
whole show, and is given lots of opFBO

Length: 4714

ft.

tertaining.

teresting to do.
The cast includes up side kick,
Gloria Grey, Joe O'Brien, Julia GrifBetty Walsh,
fith,

grand

after his last three or four
palookas.
He is still the finished
lover.
Kathryn Carver as his support is alluring.
Margaret Livingston docs a fine bit as the wise dame.

Owen
Others Eugene Pallette, Andre CheStory and Production. .. .Drama. ron, Sybil Grove, Paul
Guertzman,
This film was done in Berlin sev- Alex Melesh, Ale.\ Woloskin.
eral years ago.
It looks it.
The
Story and Production
Light
production does not differ from the comedy. Done with the well
known
usual line of material that was being Frank Tutlle touch, this
sparkles
turned out in Berlin in the earlier along for six reels without a
dull modays.
It is hopelessly outdated, and ment.
It is highly sophisticated but
its only value is that of a curiosity
done in such a way that the dumbest
for those who are interested in see- in any audience can
get it without
ing how far Hollywood has advanced seriously exercising the
brain cells.
over what Berlin considered good Menjou is in Paris, and spots a pair
product a few years ago. Story ma- of legs from his cafe seat. He trails
terial is trite.
Tells of a country them to a hotel, and learns that the
girl with theatrical ambitions who owner is an old flame, now
married
meets an actor heading a group of to a very jealous Frenchman. While
Picha,

still with him. Others
James Welch, Bert
Holmes.
Pee Wee
Moorehouse, Ethan Laidlaw.
)hn Rainbow.
MeloStory and
Production
Melo- drama of the air.
Production
Story and
Story and Production. .. .Juvenile
This one was
ama of the Canadian woods. Adapt- modeled for thrills and action stuff, western. A fair number that should
from James Oliver Curwood's with a dash of comedy. As such, it please the kids, for Buzz Barton gets
ivel.
A typical Curwood story that is passable popular entertainment. It plenty of chances to show what he
Buzz and his partner. Hank,
s been done in various forms on will not stand close analysis from any can do.
The angle. Taken in this broad spirit, it come to the rescue of an old man
e screen many times before
:ale is a settlement in the far North, certainly carries a kick with some and his granddaughter who are havth trappers, half breeds and Tn- fast action, and a few dizzy stunts ing trouble with a villain who forms mixed in a melodramatic plot, negotiated by Wilson which certain- merly worked in their medicine
lere is an Indian gal who loves the ly seem authentic.
As a stunt man, show. The heavy pulls a hotel robro, but the latter has his eyes on a
he has the goods.
But the story it- bery and casts suspicion on the old
girl who lives in the self is far dizzier than the stunts. man.
The rest of the story is delite orphan
;tlemen'L.
The villain has his eyes Starts with hero being chased for voted to showing how Buzz tracks
both gals, and there you have the speeding by a motorcycle cop, then down the culprit and finally brings
When hero checks up on his hopping into an airplane, with the him to justice and clears the old
)ry.
There is a good deal
he challenges him to a duel aerial police after him. Then a dream man's name.
al,
on a deserted island, sequence with Indians and airplanes of medium grade comedy worked indeath
lich is the old Canadian code in a mixed together, then back to another to the action, and considering everyie where some bird doesn't do right
airplane chase and fight with a kid- thing, this will ride easily in its paryour Nell. This "big scene" falls naping of the girl thrown in for good ticular class. Buzz does some good
riding, and is a neat little trouper.
A grind house film only.
measure.
Direction, Bruce Mitchell, fair; AuDirection, Louis King, fair; AuDirection, Benjamin Franklin WilOliver Cur- thor, William Lester; Scenario, the thor, Frank Howard Clark; Scenario,
1, poor; Author, James
od; Scenario, E. C. Maxwell; Edi- same; Editor, Jack Bruggy; Titles, Same; Editor, Geo. E. Marsh; Titles,
Photography, Nick
Earl C. Turner; Titles, not listed; Gardner Bradford; Photography, Wil- Helen Gregg;
liam Adams, good.
Musuraca, good.
otography, Frank Cottner, good.
:r,

a

comeback

Eugene

Others

makes

..

Cast
Lya
quite amateurish

..
Cast.
.Al Wilson does some good
ork as the French trapper hero, thrill stunts in airplane shots, and is
Buzz, as the kid hero,
Cast
illian
Rich amateurish as heroine. practically the whole show, for none
rvin Renard overplays tiie menace, of the others have anything very in- does his usual stuff and proves enFrank Rice, his grown.

ft.

ft.

DIRECTION.

"Rough

ANOTHER OF THOSE FORGOOD OLD HOKE APPLIED
[ULA NORTH WOODS FILMS
^DIFFERENTLY DIRECTED TO AIRPLANE THRILLS AND
ND ACTED. ORDINARY PRO- THUS BROUGHT UP-TO-DATE.
WILL RIDE AS FAIR ENTERRAMMER.
TAINMENT
FOR THE MOB.
Cast.
.Walter McGrail does best

Length: 4690

SMART FRENCH COMEDY
OLD IMPORTED FILM IS DELIGHTFULLY DIRECTED
MENJOU IN
STILTED AND DRAGS, WITH AND ACTED.
LYA DE PUTTI SHOWING LIT- SOPHISTICATED LOVE STORY
TLE ABILITY UNDER POOR WILL PLEASE THE WOMEN.
Cast.
.Menjou

Buzz Barton
ft.

Puramonnt

Length: 6000

in

Length: 4227

"His Private Life"

Affiliated Eiiropcan Prod.

"The Cloud Dodger"

ft.

Adnlphp Menjou in

"Autumn Love"

ft.

A DUD AMONG WAR FILMS
NOVEL STORY CARRIES
ONE BY MACK SENNETT IN LOTS OF ENTERTAINMENT
:>APSTICK STYLE. HAS LIT- FOLLOWING THE TRAIL OF
LE TO RECOMMEND IT.
A DIAMOND. HAS KICKS AND

in

portunities to show his skill.
Supporting cast includes Sam Nelson,
Caryl Lincoln, Al Smith, Jack Henderson, Art Robbins, Clark Comstock.

Story and Production. .Melodrama.

As

th-jse dog features go, this rates
well up with the best.
It has a human and realistic story and is well
directed.
In addition the photography is worthy of a much more pretentious production, some of the pastoral scenes being of the quality you
get in specials.
Ranger is accused
of killing sheep when as a matter of
fact the criminal is another sheep
dog.
His master cannot prove his
dog's innocence, so when the ranchers are about to kill the animal the
owner spirits him away and hides in
the mountains.
Later through the
efforts of the girl the real killer is
discovered in the act.
It works up
to a strong clima.x with the hero con-

vinced Ranger really
just about to shoot

a killer and
him when he

is

learns the truth.
Direction, Jerome
Storm, good;
Author, John Stuart Twist; Scenario,
Frank Howard Clark; Editor, Tod

Cheesman; Titles, Helen Gregg;
Photography, Robt. De Grasse, excellent.
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FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

By CHA:

VICKSBURG SOLD HARD ON

—

Toledo, O. Jack O'Connell, managing director of the VitaTemple, is distributing to his patrons a booklet which he calls
"Hitching a Rumble Seat to a Wheelbarrow." It was made necessary, he explains, because of numerous inquiries from patrons regarding sound pictures and to correct the many erroneous and conflicting impressions created by the vast amount of publicity this
form of entertainment is now receiving.
"Don't be fooled by the hubbub of wild promises and extravagant claims now being broadcast by some producers," the booklet
lu-ges upon the reader and continues:

the

Sacni^t-r.

—

Sound, now
opening weeks at

Miss.

\ icksburK.

rounding out

its

was sold three months

advance of the new policy when
the initial puljlicity was first planted.
The cami)aii;n was then given the
proper nionientuin not only in V'icksIjurg i)ut reaching into towns within
a radius of 50 miles.
Tile theater rounded out a four
(lavs' engagement of "The Jaz? Singer" on \\'ednesday, but the cunmlative effect of its advertising is traceable to the first sound picture, "Glorious Betsy" which imroduccd the new
day? prior
policy on Oct. 31.
to the opening, a special Vicksburg
ne%vspaper section carrying co-operain

"A new

Co-operation
in

from

merchants

stretched across the main streets at
the most important intersections.
Enjoying the advantage of being
the only "open Sunday" town in the
state. Vicksburg draws a large pa-

and the Sunday Imsiness is particularly strong.
E. B. Hands of the
ties

Saenger had the cooperation of Walter P. Richardson, head of the Saenger
organization's sound department, in
preparing and carrying through his
advance campaign.
The Saenger has complete Western
Vitaphone,
e-^juipment
i-.ieclric
Movietone and non-synchronous apSound pictures were sold
paratus.
before the first synchronized sub-

—

reached Vicksburg.

it

out.

Outlining his advertising policy, O'Connell said:
"When we advertise sound pictures at the Vita-Temple we mean motion

—

—

pictures that have sound
pictures in which some or all of the characters talk
not productions that have been made in
as an integral part of their makeup
pieces and patched together afterward.
"We shall not mislead or betray the confidence you have shown in us
by inviting you to attend mediocre pictures made worse by the addition of a
jumble of unrelated noise."

—

New

Reel Supplied by
Nat'l for Sound Films
Chicago — A new sound film reel for

PAM SOUND NEWS
HITS IN FIRST EDITION

the occasion with the
sary of this oldest of

18th anniver-

news

services.

absence of that too-frequent scratchy quality.
The reel opened with a bullet test
of bandit glass.
This was a good
sturrt, with the camera shooting directly behind the bullet-proof glass.
Here the audience gets the sensation
noticeable

of sitting directly in the line of fire,
which is a great kick as the bullets
spatter on the glass.
The second

has bands from four Texas regiments playing "Over There." The

FILM STUDIOS
Large or small stages by hour,
day or week. Tests privately
made.

Studios

454-458 Sixth Ave. (at 28th St.)
City

10109, Chick-

ering 7788 and Chickering 2989

using

sound-film

equip-

the aperture plate at too great, or at
an uneven, speed. The speed of the
average reel used as a "take-up" cannot be closely enough gauged to secure the best results where the music or speaking is synchronized on

I)ridge

the

over

New York-New

Jersey

Hudson

shown,

the

is

with the sound effects of the riveters
and other bridge construction proving

very effective. Then comes the ballyhoo for Pathe on the anniversary,
with shots going back 18 years to
Roosevelt receiving the Nobel prize,
and so on down the years highlighted with historic events, until the
present day with Wilbur speaking on
the naval policy promising the biggest airships for the United States.
This looks as if Pathe News has
made an auspicious entry into the

sound

field,

of careful
tioTi.

and

this reel

work on

shows

a lot

the synchroniza-

PICTURE FROM THE A

—

BuiTalo On the theory that an
picture should be exploited from t
air,
H. M. Addison of the Gm
Lakes, worked airplanes overtime
put across "The Air Circus."
Addison himself took to the air a
distributed
50,000
heralds
amo;
which were 500 passes for the sho
good for Monday afternoon or e\
ning, Sunday and Monday, 50,000 a
ditiona! were distributed the sar
way, suburban cities and villages wit
in a radius of 25 miles of Buffalo, b
ing included. In addition, 500 mer
i^ers of the Buffalo Evening Nei
model airplanes builders' club we
the guests of the newspaper and t:
theater on two evenings. The pictu
got a lot of publicity through this,
the newspaper gave out its invitatii
to the club members through artici
in the paper itself.
For those who look down instei
of up, the theater luanagement posti
60 pictorial 24-sheets, 50 6-sheets wr
special 2-sheet tops, 100 3-sheets, IQi
1-sheets anrl 2000 cards, 21 by 2:
Special painted panels, 14 by 21 fed
with an elaborate paint job, nur;
bered 7S. All this in addition to
window tie-ups and a $2,000 dispk
advertisement bill in three local p
pers,
plus display in 43 counti
i

newspapers.
In co-operation with the postoffil
department, air mail stamps were so

now

at the inside ticket office, which w:
decorated with flags and signs boo^
ing airmail service. In an easel b^
side the box-office were approve

being exclusively adopted by many
of the larger producers of sound
equipment. National states.

forms of envelopes, postcards ar
paper to be used in air mail corre
pondence. The postoffice departmei

was universally good, and all sounds
came clear and in full volume with a the

clip

ETCHCRAFT

exhibitors

ment has been placed on the market

by National Theater Supply.
This
Pathe stepped out this week with reel features an improved S-inch hub
which prevents the film from passing
its first Pathe Sound News, linking

work on

Phone Longacre

found

—

—

The production was recorded by the
RCA-Photophone system, and shaped
tronage from surrounding communi- up very well.
The synchronization

New York

just

re-

legend. "Sec and hear Vitaphone, the
marvel of the age," with the date of
the opening and the name of the
The same lines were proSaenger.
claimed
from 21 double banners

Etchcraft Film

they've

adver-

tising on Vitaphone and Movietone
\ia laundry cards, menu cards, monthMost
ly bin envelopes, and heralds.
of the advertising bore the simple

ject

and

photoplays already finished are being tricked out with so-called synchronized scores and sound effects to meet the competition.
"Compare this hit-or-miss usually miss method with the system built
up through years of experiment and with the aid of the finest technical staff
that modern science can supply, a system under which photoplay, dialogue and
incidental sound effects are produced and recorded simultaneously * * *"

and containing many

circulating valuable

movies has arrived

the

in

tures.'

interesting stories on sound pictures
put the finishnig touch on the campaign.

sulted

era

Every producer in the business from the highest to the lowliest, is trying to
catch up with the 'Sound Picture Parade' * * *
"pictures advertised as sound pictures are not necessarily 'Talking Pic-

Two

tive advertising

SELLS BUFFALO SOUND

Setting the Public Straight

SOUND PICIDRE POLKY

iff

film.

The sound

film reel

is

General Talking Co. to
Release British Films
London

— British

Sound Film Prod,

has formulated a tentative agreement
with General Talking Pictures Corp.

America, under terms of which the
formers will be released in the United
States.
The first two will be "After
the Verdict" and "Sinews of War."
General Talking Co. controls the Dc
Forest method of recording and reproduction in America.
The agreement is looked upon as Englands"
entry of talking pictures into the
American market.
of

furnished
mail box

the

peculiarly

decorat^

used in air mail servi*
which was placed in the center
the
lobby.
In "Movienews," tj
Great Lakes theaters' own organ, ail
plane makers, flying schools, par
chute makers and all air craft deale
in the city co-operated in making tli
edition an all-aerial number.
Th
main lobby was decorated with ail
plane parts, instrument boards, pr^
(

pellers

and

all

sorts of flying appars

tus.

Gourland Studying Sound
Michael J. Gourland, a director
the Societe Generale des Films,
now studying sound devices with

c
i

Preparing Duncan Vehicle
vievv to installing them in the tw^
Preparations for "Though Differ- Paris theaters owned by his com
ent Eyes," in which Mary Duncan pany.
will have the leading role, have been
started at the Fox studio.
Milton Gainsborough Sound Film in Wor
Herbert Gropper, who wrote the
London Maurice Elvey is direct

—

stage play is writing dialogue for the
ing "Balaclava," with British Acous
screen version, which will be an alltic
sound apparatus, for Gainsbor
talker Movietone.

ough Prod.

I
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DAILV

PICTURES

ON EQUIPMENT AND
VARIOUS DEVICES NOW
AVAILABLE

TIPS

YNES
ness

Hare

[VIEWS OF THE LATEST

SOOND SHORT SUBJECTS
analysis of nczv sound
hort subjects as caught by
Critical

FILM

"lAILY reviewers follow:

Boys — Billy Jones and Ernest
—whose radio friends are

le-

m

most entertaining sound short sub-

the

jects so far released.
It's a case of
personality, gobs of it, plus a running fire of delightful nonsense and
clever songs that put this over with
yards to ."^pare. They start activities
with their usual radio song,

ly

"How

Do You Do, Everybody";

go
"Pardon Me, While I Laugh,"
fohnny Marvin M-G-M Movietone which is very, very good. The third
song is "Syncopated Opera" and the
Clicks
Songs finale, "Good-bye, Everybody." Grab
3'De of production
This entertainer is well known this. Time, 9 mins.
then

This

bemg perhaps

gion, are responsible for one of the

into

—

picture.
colors.

a

is

the

distinct

Will ride

members
unknown.

novelty,

sound short
easily, although

first

of cast are comi)arative-

Time, about

mins.

11

Charles Hackett
Vitaphone No. 2379
Mildly Entertaining
Type of production
Concert solos
Charles Hackett enjoys a reputation of some renown in the operatic
and concert worlds.
Here he sings
"Who Is Sylvia?" and "Schubert's
Serenade" with nice tempo and precision.
His rendition calls for no criti-

work as a Victor recordcism, but the lack of feeling in his
g artist, He gets over strong with "In a Persian Garden" Tiffany-Stahl vvork does. In other words, Hackett's
Novelty
singing is commendable, but could
vo popular songs that he send in
He uses a uke Type of production. .. .Tiffany color have been far more effective had he
ith lots to spare.
series.
accompaniment, and hii's voi'ce
instilled some verve into it. However,
)r
A romantic oriental bit done in this the number proves entertaining in a
He has a
)mes clear and vibrant.
Tells of the mild fashion.
easing smile and an easy manner series of color shorts.
Joyce Compton who,
love of a Persian lady for a nomad of accordng to the billing, assists him
lat are contagious, if that word can
:
used to describe a talking short the desert who wanders near her has nothing to do but look coy and
tist.
Good number for any house, garden. The love scene is followed that gets tiresome. Time, 9 mins.
by their escape as the guards close
ime, 7 mins.
in on the intruder.
He escapes with
William Demarest & Co. in
his lad}" love on horseback and they
"When the Wife's Away"
The Happiness Boys
Hy to the desert.
Coloring is overVitaphone No. 2143
Vitaphone No. 537
done and gets monotonous, but is reSure Fire
Okay
Songs and lieved b}' the sound effects which are Type of production. .. .Comedy skit
ype of production
well handled. A song occurs occaRides nicely with some peppy stuff
dialogue
Immense. The inimitable Happi- sionallv as a sort of theme to the centering around a whoopee party
irougii his

—

SOUND

staged by hubby when he thinks he
has got rid of friend wife at the railroad station. But the audience is in
on the gag, for they see her step off
the other side of the platform as the
tram pulls out. She has a hunch that

hubby

on

is

his

Which

a party.

way back

to

The

he does.

the married
chump is having a great time, when
his wife greets him.
He tells her
tiiat he can "explain everything" a^
she knocks him for the count.
The
finale carries a kick with a tag line
delivered by hubby as he comes out
of the ether at the hospital.
He see>
his wife and asks: "Where am I
in Heaven?"
And she counters, "No,
darling
I'm still with you."
Demarest as the husband puts it over
neatly, and does some good work
whooping it up at the party. Time,

—

mins.

1 1

Roger Wolfe Kahn Orchestra
Vitaphone No. 468
Avei-age

Type

of production
Jazz band
turned tiresome before its ten
minutes ran out. Roger Wolfe Kahn
and his bunch of jazz makers contribute an average number, not to be
compared favorably with any numIt

(CoTitinued

on

Page

9)

PICTURES

ORCHESTRAL

selections are recreated with such fidelity and delicacy of tone,
with such sweetness and clearness combined with depth, as to make music
The human voice
and entertainment of an actual orchestra that is present.
with every intonation, with every fine expression, with every heart throb, is reHORNS. The one piece conproduced lifeUke through
struction, the patented, vibrationless, non-porous material and the lightness of weight,
the recognized standard for musical and voice reproduction
make
by the largest Amplifier Companies, Talking Picture Companies and Reproducer
Companies throughout the world.
Sizes of horns vary from 6" bells to 6' square bells, with air columns of from one

RACON EXPONENTIAL

RACON HORNS

foot to fifteen feet.

K'

DYNAMIC UNITS
FOR EXPONENTIAL HORNS

an advanced
MARK
achievement. The

B.

2320

Column

12^2 feet
Bell 30 inches
by 45 inches

Depth

31

step in this day of remarkable talking picture
results obtained by the use of the Racon Air
Column Units are to be a surprise even to the most critical listener.
Your entertaining problems will be solved, the box office receipts
will be increased, your patrons will be delighted by the reproduction

RACON

from

Column

UNITS.

18 to 24

Washington

Place,

Telephone Spring 1120

Bell

54 in sq.
15

Consult Our Acoustical Engineers

EL^^T
[^ avaN
Specialists in Acoustic

Factories:

Air-Column

ft.

Depth 32

Theatres.

inches.

Weight 55

Air

lbs.

There will be no blasting, no tinniness, but perfect amplicombined with volume, depth and brillancy.

in-

ches; Weight
29 pounds

Exponential

Horn For Auditoriums and

RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNiS AND DYNAMIC HORN

fication

New York

I^

I

V

VX

gal.>

making merry and

are

REAL EYE AND EAR ENTERTAINMENT FINALLY
OBTAINED WITH THE USE OF RACON HORNS

O.
Air

stage

I

N

V.

Write for
Cata log

Chambers

Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne

St..

Toronto, Canada
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Warner Sound

Heavy

List

Seven Stock
Fox Movietone Program Forging Ahead— Universal Renews Contracts with
with Pathe
Players— Powell Stays with Paramount- Grubb Alexander with "U"— Hopper

FIVE IN
IN

PRODUCTION;
PREPARATION

II

NOW

Paramount Signs Weaver
John V. A. Weaver, poet,

New
play-

wright and novelist, has been signed
by Paramount for its start of dialogue

NEW MOVIETONE SUBJECTS

Bellamy Film
has begun work

Madge Bellamy
"Exiles," her

first

Fox

picture to

fc

It
low "Mother Knows Best."
from a story by Richard Hardii
writers.
riNISHED AT
Davis, adapted by John Stone, air
directed by William Beaudine. In
Contract
New
Powell Signs
leading male role is Don Terr
William Powell, long rated as one
Fox has finished "The Diplomats," Others are Arthur Stone, Earle Fo:
has
actors
characters
producgreat
the
Movietone
of
fourth all-dialogue
and Matthew Betz.
signed a new contract with Para- tion with Bobby Clark and Paul Mcby
directed
mount.
two-reeler
Cullough, a
David Lee Gets New Contract
Norman Taurog.
David Lee, child player who can
Pathe Signs Hopper
A," two-reel talking into prominence by his portrayal
Your
"Sound
E. Mason Hopper, who has di- comedy with George Bickel, of the "The Singing Fool" has been given
rected Phyllis Haver, Marie Prevost team of Bickel and Watson in the new long term contract by Warner
and others in Pathe features, has cast, has been finished at Fox Moviebeen signed to direct "Square Shoul- tone City. It was directed by Henry
Remains With "U"
This
ders," Junior Coghlan's next.
Grubb Alexander has extende'
J.
Lehrman.
picture will have Photophone diahis stay with Universal to write di;
Work has started on nVatch Out," logue
logue sequences.
in "The Bargain of the Krere
a Movietone subject written by Cathlin," which is to be directed by E«
McCoy,
Harry
Kavanaugh
and
erine
French Director Coming to U. S.
talking picture
Holmes. The ward Sloman as a
Jacques Feyder, the French direc- with dialogue by Ben
cast
the
Parrott.
In
is
director
James
tor, sails for the United States Nov.
Dempsey and Maude Ful28 en route to the M-G-M studio un- are ClifTord
in comedy on Broadformerly
ton,
der the terms of a contract signed
way. Charles Eaton, young juvenile
last spring during Irving Thalberg's
from the stage, who has already comvisit abroad.

fOXSTUDIO

tli

Sound pictures continue in full
swing on the Warner lot. At present,
five are in work, while preparations
are under way for 11 more.
The first Vitaphone operetta, "The
Desert Song" is in production as are
"No Detense" co-starring Monte Blue
and May McAvoy; "One Stolen
Xii?ht" featuring Betty Bronson and
William

Men"

Collier,

Jr.;

"She

Knew

Edward Everett Hor-

featuring

ton and "Frozen River" starring Rin

Tin Tin.

In the cutting room are:
of Avenue A" starring Dolores
Cctello; "The Greyhound Limited" starring
Monte Blue; "Stolen Kisses" starring May
McAvoy; "Kid Gloves" with Conrad Xagel
and Lois Wilson; "Stark Mad" with H. B.
Fazenda and Jacqueline
Louise
Warner,
Logan: "My Man" starring Fannie Brice;
"The Redeerring Sin" with Dolores CostcUo
"Contiucst" with Monte
and Conrad Nagel
Blue and H. H. Warner; "Queen of the
AuTexas Guinan
9 Months to Run
featuring
Night Clubs"
drey Ferris in "Fancy Baggage" and Myrna
Bebe Daniels' Paramount contract
Loy in "Hardboiled Rose."
has nine months to run, it is pointed
out in connection with efforts being
Adapting "Younger Generation"
freeSonya Levine is adapting "The made by the star to seek her

"Madonna

;

;

eager
Younger Generation," which Frank dom from Paramount. She is
in talkers, but Paramount
appear
to
with
for
Columbia
will
direct
Capra

Jean Hersholt starred and Ricardo
Cortez and Lina Basquette featured.

declared to insist that she
only silent films.
is

make

pleted his

first

"The

talking picture,

Ghost Talks"; and Franklin Pangborn, Dorothy McCowan, Judy King
and Mary Foy.

Barrymore Directing "Madam X"
Barrymore is to direct
Lionel

"Madam X"

for

M-G-M,

it

is

re-

ported.

Next MackaiU-Mulhall Set
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall will be joined

again

in

"Children

A

Ritz." which will be started
soon under direction of John Francis
Dillon.

of

the

Additions to Paramount Cast
Rfibert Fleming, Willard Cooley,
Pee Wee Holmes and Christian J.
Frank arc additions to the cast supporting Jack Holt, John Loder and
Nora Lane in "Sunset Pass."

Universal Renews
7 Stock Contracts
Universal has exercised options on
services of seven contract players.
They arc: Barbara Kent, George
Phillips,
Lewis,
Kddie
Churchill
Ross, Beth Laemmlc, Kathryn Crawford and Flene Artisi.
Univerral now has 25 artists unAmong the stars are
der contract.
Reginald
Denny, Jean
Hersholt,

By

GLIMPSES

RALPH WILK

premiere of""Inthe Carthay Circle: Al Jolson receiving a rousing
reception on entering the theater;
at the

terference"

at

"Buddy" Rogers, Lupe Velez and
Gary Cooper satisfying autograph
hounds; Lane Chandler, a heroic
passenger

in Jack Oakie's car; Flarry
Green ("George Washington Cohen")
attending his second Coast premiere;
.'\rtie
Stebbins of New York being
greeted by Hollywood friends; Noah
Beery, arm in sling; Mr. and Mrs.

Melville Brown and friends motoring through the fog to reach the
theater.
*
*

Maurice Chevalier made an
instantaneous
hit
with
the

newspaper

men

and

women

who heard him speak at a press
luncheon at
the
Roosevelt
hotel. The French star and his
wife were introduced by Fred

Universal.

Featured players include, in addition to tlie above;
Benny Rubin,
Schildkraut,
Joseph
Mary Nolan,
John Boles, Arthur Lake, Fritzi
Fern, Dorothy Gulliver, Otis Harlan,

Mackaye, Elsie -Mltn and Peggy
Howard.

from "Lots"

Hollytvood

Laura La Plante, Mary Philbin,
Glenn Tryon and Conrad Veidt. Hoot
Gibson iiroduccs his own pictures
for

Little

*

'JMiursday, Joe
to

Artists stars.
*

*

*

Nat
Our Passing Show:
Goldstoiie arriving from New
York, where he signed tale7it
for Universal "talkies"; Ben
Silvey,
busy, as usual, at
F'irst National; smiling Paul
Fejos and Moe Sackin disciissing various matters.
*

*

*

*

T.

Lowe,

Jr.,

is

one of

Hollywood's busiest scenarists.
He
has written the screen play of "Broadway" and also did the scenario for
"Lonesome."

RALPH J.DIETRICH

*

Schenck played host

Ralph Blumenfield's party

of Brit

yNTER

the doorway of

popular hostelry and you feel at home.
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcome
which marks the difference between the
this

Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, over*
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp
these are but a few of the features
that make you feel at home.
. . .

Edward

Film Editor

Beetson.

F'red

United
newspapermen were greeted by the United

ish journalists, at a tea at the
Artists studio.
The visiting

William (Qt Picture^

D

Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you are next
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

November

iday,

-j^m
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18,

5/iorf Subject Reviews-Sound and Silent
New Sound Short Subjects
SOUND
second of the

"Dan

the

Taximan"

Cooper as the taxi driver gets
Earl Burtnett and His Biltmore Hotel mixed up with a pretty dame and
Orchestra Vitaphone No. 2295
forgetting business escorts her home.
(Continued from Page 7)
Good
Harmony
The girl's husband appears on the
ber of band subjects which already
orchestra scene, and then lots of things start
have appeared on the Vitaphone list. Type of production. .. .Jazz
As these orchestra numbers go on to happen to Jack. It is well gagged,
The numbers are "El Tango del Persound shorts, this rates very high. moves at a fast pace, and will collect
the
"Following You Around."
roquet,"
and harmonizes the laughs without a struggle almost
"Telling the Skies" and "Blue Skies." The outfit has class,
are draped anywhere that laughing is still inThe
boys
very
well.
The Mound City Blue Blowers assist
that dulged in.
Virginia Vance works
background
pleasing
against
a
help very
.scries.

—

Cantor and Bobbie Arnst in
"That Party in Person"
Paramount Movietone
A Positive Knockout
/pt of production. song and dialogue
Babee! If you miss out on this,
idie

dome of yours
banging it against a stone
is a 12 minute subject made

take that noble

St

id start

It

all.

run

,

Paramount's

rence,"

with

conjunction

in

first

the aggregation, but don't

much.

"Inter-

all-talker

nee a good deal of the funny dialTue concerns that feature. So good
'
in fact that it is our opinion
it
Cantor's number will be a
i:ddie
igh mark to shoot at by others for
time to come. You get the
iiiKliniitable Cantor personality, a runine fire of the most ludicrous, damlines and two song numbers
In addition. Bobbie
are pips.

lolish
lat

The Croonaders in "Melodious
Moments" Vitaphone No. 2736

—

Ordinary
i'ype of production.

well

known among

Ruth Etting
Paramount Movietone
Type of production, .song numbers
Ruth Etting,
This is a peach.
:nown to the public for her long list

Columbia phonograph records,
two songs in this, one of the
irst of the Paramount sound short
subjects. Miss Etting sings "Roses
Yesterdav" and "Because My
)f
Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now" and
;5uts both of them over marvelously
.veil.
She is a very personable young
.vonian, which helps the proceedings
Time, about 7 mms.
:onsider?,bly.
)f

loes

Larry Ceballos' "Crystal Cave Revue"
Vitaphone No. 2693

Has a Kick
Tab revue

production

of

best of the Ceballos'
series of sound shorts so far produced.
1=
speeded up and in the short
It
succeeds in getting over
alloted
space
Opens
a variety of entertainment.
with chorus boys and girls doing a
Snaps
routine number, very brief.

mto

is

the

a fast adagio with a

girl

all

\n

white doing some nifty tumbles and
chiches with her partner dressed as

Another bit is a drunk
Apache.
is
ck)ing a song and dance, which
But the kick is in the next
just fair.

an

to

last

with a

strip

number

that

sings.
as she disrobes as the man
little
their
to
girls
the
Finale brings
Ihen
Mips, and nothing else but.
final line when
Ihe gag comes wth the
the garloosen
strings,
the girls pull
perfall full length as
ful

modest

which have been poor

At the
V itaphone shorts.
the camera swings from one
musicians to another, and
close ups of the various players as
a sort of personal introduction. From
then on the close ups are infrequent,
so that your attention is concentrated

Krazy Kat

gowns,

These aniamusing.
nonsense have a happy
faculty of inducing chuckles so clevThis release
erly done are thev.
was caug:ht at the Rivoli, New York,
The hour
at the tail end of the bill.
was quite late, but a very good percentage of the crowded house waited
to see Krazy and his latest crazy
Which speaks much for the
stunts.
series and their drawing power.

There is voices coming clear.
throughout the selections.
For the finale
a piano accompanist also. Their har- all instruments are in on a jazzy
monizing develops nothing musical. melody that is done with a soft pedal
Time,
1 ime, 7 mins.
touch that is very pleasing.
12

Good pop

mins.

"Murder Will Out"

Cameo

a peppy style by Johnny Marvin,
assisted by a pianist, violin and guitar.
Johnny carries the heavy end with
His
his uke and a pleasing voice.
second number is his best, "All I
Ask," a sentimental ballad sung to the
accompaniment of a steel guitar. He
does a novelty at the close with a
^

— Educational

Good Number
Type

of production

1

reel

comedy

\ ernon Dent is*coming right along
as a new addition to the short comedy comedians. His great bulk and
reel comedy talent make him a new
type who should be welcomed by the
In order to get out of an apfans.
pointment with his wife so that he

saw, and finishes with a song accomBoth voice and can go to the ball game, he pretends
panied by the uke.
the docinstrumentation clear. Time, 9 mms. to be sick. So his wife gets
medico
another
on
calls
then
and
tor,
first one is not capable.
the
fearing
Washington
George Dewey
The two sawbones start prescribing
M-G-M Movietone
the
exactly opposite treatment for
Sure Fire
poor Dent and the bedand
patient,
Type of production. .Colored warbler room are wrecked before they get
This boy, George Dewey Wash- through with him.
There is someington, was standing them up for
solid and substantial about this
thing
three weeks in a row at the Paranew comedian's brand of humor that
mount on Broadway. He's a colored will carry him a long way in popuAl Jolson and has that same knack
Directed by Jules White.
into larity.
of throwing himself completely
gets
the mood of his song until it
"A Taxi Scandal"— Mack Sennett
contagious. Dressed as a tramp, he
Pathe
sings "King for a Day" and encores
Clicks
with "Half Way to Heaven," a
Tvpe of production. .2 reel comedy
crooning coon song that is a pip.
in this, the
'Jack Cooper is featured
Time, 7 mins.
.

Complete Coverage

.

FILM DAILY

box-office appraisals

i

Color Classic— Tiffany-Stahl
Dull
Type of production..! reel romance
An amateurish attempt and a dull,
unintsresting story make this one
reel Color Classic fall pretty flat. The
locale is Hawaii where, for no reason at all except perhaps that he is
bored, the owner of the yacht who is
hero of the tale falls for a white
trader's daughter, leaves her with a
promise to return with no lapses in
happens.
just
It
time indicated.
S'ome of the Technicolor work is
satisfactory, but in most scenes
reds are too predominant.

THE

complete coverage-featcentage of correct analyses. In
publication has
subjects-this
ures stlent and sound short
der^onstrated how thoroughly its staff ^--f^^^'-J'^lZl
the attention and respect
ions on pictures have captured
of showmen everywhere.

the

"Hot or Cold"
Mermaid Educational
Good Slapstick

—

Type

2 reel comedy
stage a dance,

of production
rival colleges

Two

and Al St. John and Harold Goodwin as the idols of their respective
colleges find themselves in an argu-

ment over

a girl.

The

affair is

being

held at a mountain lodge, and there
The quaris plenty of snow outside.
rel spreads to the rest of the guests,
and pretty soon there is a free-for-all
in progress with everybody pasting
his neighbor with snow regardless.
It is out and out slapstick, but due
to Stephen Roberts' direction, it is
one of the funniest low comedies seen
for

When

is reviews.
problem of the
buying
the
dependable
In ^his regard
exhibitor becomes less troublesotne.
pride to its perpardonable
points with

^f^ HE clue to
1 reviews are

bits of

"The Love Charm"

SILLNT

material put over with

always

are

mated

'

—

— Paramount

Dii'ertiug
Type of production. .. 1 reel cartoon
Krazy Kat and his cartoon antics

stand out. The best is a solo number is "1 Fell Head Over Heels In Love.
that is delivered with clear intonation. Then a trio warble "An Old Refrain,"
The ukes play a prominent part exceptionally well done, with all three

is

and may give offense n
It will have to be
some quarters.
the girls disShows
closely.
watched
of a
rol)ing piecemeal on cued lines
song "I'd Like to See More of You.
Thev are led by a gal who is close
an eyeuo on the camera, and you get

quite daring

ments, which
proper and
fectly
lime, 11 mins.

tings,

strumental.

Excelleiit

"This

.Trio in songs

Andy Qyde
neatly with Cooper.
and Bud Jamison lend comedy supin many port.
Directed by Del Lord and
opening supervised by John A. Waldron.
group of
"Nicked Nags"
you get

their black evening dress.
a great improvement in set-

is

Johnny Marvin Vitaphone No. 492
Peppy
Songs and inType of production

'lins.

Type

..

off

Here

and instrumentation.
These boys did a similar number
"Crooning
called
Vitaphone
tor
Along." This new one rates just fair on their program.
Good teclinique,
Nothing about the which should be followed on all orentertainment.
songs or their delivery to make them chestral numbers. The first offering

night club
a!)itues in New York, graces the
Libject with her presence, although
she was not permitted to disliy
lay some of her vocal and dance
dents is hard to figure out. Mark
his down now and nab it before your
Time, 12
gets wise.
onipetitors
.rust,

sets

Time, 10 mins.

some

time.

"The Magic City"
World Today— Educational
New York Views
Type of production 1 reel magazine
.

.

"Conventional views of New York
City are presented, with nothing
about the treatment or presentation
newsto make it different from any
This is followed by a
reel shots.

showing a
Stockdale,
at
tournament with knights m armor
doing their stuff.
festival

fc^^

DAILV
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Theater Equipment
By CHARLES

mm

F.

HYNES

AUTOMATIC FILM

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

UNITED SERVICE PLAN

READY

—

—

Newark Climaxing several years
of experimental work, Pyrene Maiiulacturinp Co., has developed and
placed on the market, a new Pyrene
cxtiriRuisher, designed for Simplex
It is the Pyrene Autoprojectors.
matic Projector Fire Extinguisher,
which is claimed to immediately extinguish any fihn fire, as well as
simultaneously shutting off all electric

current used

in

Columbus, O. Unified service
building and equipping theaters
offered by the Midwest Engineerii
and Construction Corp., headed
Col. Gustav Hirsch, consulting
e
gineer, who has been engaged in e
gineering
and construction
wosince 1898.
Edward F. Ferguso
secretary-treasurer of the firm, is :
I

electrical

engineer whose experiem
declared to have embraced i
electrical engineering and constru
tion.
K. S. Lopina, vice presider
has for more than 15 years been a
sociated with ornamental and de
orating work.
Fred D. Jacobs, gei
era! manager, has had years of
e;
perience in architectural work, sp
cializing on public buildings.
Lender terms of this service, whic
includes
preliminary designing
the complete equipping and openin

connection with

IS

the projector.

At the first flash of fire a deluge
Pyrene liquid under pressure is
forced mto the several compartments
of

of the projector, smothering the fire
before it has a chance to spread or

cause

among

panic

the

theater

pa-

company says. This prevents damage to the projector which
trons, the

can be put
after the

in

fire

operation immediately
has been put out and

damaged film removed.
extinguishing
fire
Pyrene
The
liquid used does no damage to the
film or projector. Film used in Simprojector for the experimental
work has been set on fire 25 or more
times, and still there is no evidence of

plex

the projector having been on fire. The
device is constructed for use on a
Simplex projector only and can he
recharged in a couple of minutes.

PROCESS DECLARED TO

LENGTHEN FILM

LIFE

i

of

the
theater,
architects,
artist
builders and supply men co-ope:
ate under the guiding hand of th
engineer.
Midwest helps plan the project t
helping the prospective builder t
plan his theater on the site. All tl
preliminary plans are prepared, the
the service of artists are availabl
to make water color perspectives c
proposed exteriors and interiors. A
of the ornamental work is designe
by decorators, who have designeand supervised the installation of thi
work in a number of large theaters
Pyrene Automatic Film Fire Extinguisher
The lighting effect and electrica
vvork
are
planned by engineers
Complete specifications are made u]
covering every branch of the work.
After the plans and specification,
are prepared the construction depart
ment
the
entire
buildinf
N.Y. project. handles
When the building is read)
the decorators install the ornamen
Boston
New types of theater
Thonipson-Starrett is constructing tal work and skilled
painters add th
^"airs are being built by Heywooda $50,000 marquee for the Paramount, beauty
which makes the theater
VVake field, embodying new comfort
which, it is claimed, will be the larg- place of
comfort.
Draperies, rug
features.
In each succeeding de luxe est ill
the world.
The canopy will and scats all harmonizing with thi
tlieater, more comfort, more
luxury lun the length of the theater en 4Jrd
architectural scheme are carefully se
and fancier appearance are being deSt., about 250 ft. .connecting
with the lected. The stage proper is equippec
manded, so the company is concentramarquee at the main entrance on with curtains,
valances, rigging, scenting on a de luxe line, meanwhile
re- Broadway.
The covering will be ery, switchboards, lifts and all othei
taining Its regular line of designs and
made of copper and steel and equipped equipment.
patterns.
with Neon lighting. It is the result
The latest big installation of chairs of
suggestions made by patrons who
IS at the new Paramount,
Brooklyn, had been forced to stand in
the open
where seating is being completed for
during inclement weather when the
The Latest Model Double
the house which opens Nov. 24. This
theater and outer lobby were filled.
Spring Motor
IS part of the contract
with Publix,
closed last year and calling for inRome House

HfyWOOD-WAKEFIELD

extended and
cratching eliminated through Teitels'
Scratch Proof Process, according to
Albert Teitel, New York, discoverer
Life

f

of

films

is

the process.

The "New

Life" Process (negative
and positive) consists of an oil treatment which prolongs the life of the
film to at least three times its ordi-

nary life and many more years, he
says, depending upon the care and
use the film will receive, and in addition the film becomes highly lubricated and polished, niaKiiig it run

more smoothly through tlie projector
eliminating sprocket tears. The film
is cleansed
giving better clarity of
image, prevents curling and buckling
and eliminates the necessity of moisttcning the pad in a humidor, Teitel

BUILDS

NErrypE
—

LARGEST MAROUEE BEING

chairs BUILT AT PARAMOUNT

,

-SALE!'

stallations

over 50,000 chairs in
various Publix projects.
Paul B.
'Jhe Scratch Proof Process treats
Posser, former eastern sales head, rethe film in a solution which, he says,
cently took over the post of general
hardens the emulsion and renders it
sales manager.
immune from scratches during its life,
with ordinary care, regardless of how
National Has Flasher Buttons
many times the film is run. This
Chicago— Diamond flasher buttons
Scratch
Proof
Process
is
better now are being offered by
National
adapted to a new film or one which Theater Supply
Co.
A 35 per
has been run only a few times, Teitel cent saving in
current consumption
says.
through use of the device is claimed.
says.

THEATRE BUILDS

IN

of

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD
MOVIE CAMERA

Nearly Completed

Rome, N. Y.— Work
pleted

on

the

is

nearly com-

Capitol,

Hold.l6FeetFilm-Ca«e-6MaBazinei
2

Winter or Summer
Your

3.5 Lens

$29.SO

BLIZZARD FAN
Solves

in. F.

no

Problem
11

West 32'*St.Ncw>brK.N.y«*
Phone Penna. 0330

||

1

liday,

i

November

18,

1928
II

PHIL

ENKERT EFFECT SCHEME

New

'wo
apli,

DJVLY

By JACK

SEZ/

Brenkort Master Bren-

univeiFal effect projectors of

duplex type, which provides the
Itpile
adjustments necessary to
vide a variety of colored lighting
scenic effects, are to feature the
borate effect lighting at the new
her, Detroit.
Curtain effects are
be a specialty during each program,
e equipment is part of the battery
machines in the booth which indes:
three
Simplex projectors,
lipped for sound film purposes,
;h Hall
Connolly high intensity
ips. Ohe projector also is equipped
magnascopic pictures, two C-14
enkert high intensity spots, one
.11
& Connolly high intensity flood
two, 250-amp Roth generators,
)ccially built for the house.

Presentations

M.

FOR FISHER OUTLINES

"We

1

are

FAREWELL WEEK FOR

creep slowly upward to the arch
the proscenium, blending and weavreveal every hue in the spec? to
im.
Colored scenic curtam effects
various kinds will be used during
h
intermission between picture
owings. In this manner a continus sequence of action will be preited from the time the patrons enter
the moment of their
; theater until
ipart'.ire.
Never, at any time will
stage be dark or devoid of some
ention commanding display. These
ects will be keyed to the feature
the moment and so will be signiant of the overture, prelude or
escntation.
_

FINE RUSSIAN EFFECTS

WALT ROESNER AT CAPITOL

certainly

ENLIVEN ROXY STAGE

broad-minded but we hate
see

to

things

carried

Announced

far.

near future

tournament
Picture

a

is

too

The stage

the

for

checkers

Motion

at the

bill

the

at

Capitol

was

Mort

a

Harris production called "Jazz Holiday." that
served as the final show under the engineering
of Walter Roesner who has carried this master
of ceremonies stuff quite capably for a Broadway record of one whole year.
The highlight of a rather careless production was the

Club."

work of the Ritz
original
collegians,

&

The Brenographs will furnish a
ckground of continually-changing
'or
effects as the auditorium is
nmed and the orchestra elevated
the start of each program.
Subed at first, the colors will appear

HARROWER

known

Brothers,

the

as

who wowed the house
and were brought back for repeated encores.
These boys are class, and their gags and
steps have a quality of originality that is

positively

32 Adopting Sound in
Indianapolis Section
(.Continued from Page

Ky.;

i^anville,

New

refreshing.

Harry

Rose

was the comedian holdover
from the previous week.
Harry kept some
of his material from last week, and by sheer
force

personality

of

rather

than

his

stuff

made them

like it and call for more.
Jane
Overton did some neat stepping and Mildred

1)

Grand, Fulton, Ky.; La Salle did this new gargle technique conHenderson,
Ky. sisting of ohs, dos, ooh de oohs, etc. And

Principal,

Armistice Day was duly noted at the Roxy
with
a
pretentious
staging
of
Geoffrey
O'Hara's "Guns," done here for the first
time.
It was a scries of tableaux typifying
the Wor'd War with the symphony orchestra
interpreting the booming guns and battlefield
effects.
The scenic portion was effective with
dim lights showing the trenches.
As lights
come up slowly a line of v/hite robed women
are seen above and back of the men in the
trench, and behind them the white crosses
over a poppy field.
Lighting is especially
noteworthy, starting with dull blue, then to
gray and t'mishing witli pink floods.
Soloist
and chorus carried this over strong with the
usual, finished work of the 80-piece orchestra.
The stage show was "Variete Russe," starting with the chorus trailing down to stage
from the balcony stairs on either side. Drop
in

shows

one

fantastic

design

a

Russian village done in
with
leaning houses and

(under construction); Princess, May- she did it as well as this brand of vocal gorgeous coloring. Opens with folk songs
The by the chorus, colorfully costumed. Comedy
field, Ivy.; Capitol, Murray, Ky.; Be- lunacy can ever expect to be done.
final flash opens up in back of stage band
is injected
with two Russian peasants plastlich and Empress, Owensboro, Ky.;
to reveal a grand staircase with the girls ered
vodka who try to harmonize a
Columbia, Paducah, Ky.; and Savoy, grouped thereon doing a tableau which was song. with
Scene shifts to stage setting showing
Princeton, Ky., all Principal Theaters just fairly effective.
Balalaika orchestra center with tiers of seats
Corp. houses.
rising to the wings containing the chorus.
In front the Roxyettes and
coming on and off for several
quick costume changes.
The
pheric stuff makes a sort of
feature, "The Red Dance."

The Switow

chain plans Movietone
Kentucky and New Switow
at Lexington, Ky., and the Grand at
New Albany, Ind. New Switow is
for

in

the

MIXED NUMBERS FOR

in

construction.

Other

houses

equipped

or

wired are: Indiana, Kakamo;

PARA. ENTERTAINMENT

to be
Tivoli,

Michigan City; Tivoli, Richmond;
Strand, Shelby ville; Rivoli, Muncie,
Crystal, Anderson; Granada, Connersville; and the Ritz and Granada, In-

A

timely

stage

presentation

called

"Vol-

cano" at the Paramount clicked strong, for
the newspapers were full of headlines about
the eruption of Mt. Etna.
The kick came

all

departments

with the typical

of

Roxy

ballet perform,
short bits and
Russian atmosprolog for the

Entire staging
production was done

lavishness.

Several Large Houses
Switching Their M.C's

The masters of ceremony in several
Indiana, Circle, Palace in the final moments with the flash scene of the largest theaters in different
showing a volcano in eruption with the red
and Apollo, Indianapolis, and Jeffer- fire shooting skyward and the lava flowing parts of the country are being shufTled
son, Fort Wayne; Loew's Victory, down the side, with heavy rumblings back- around.
Frank Fay, who has left
Evansville, and the New Publix, South stage. One of the best backdrop effects this the Missouri in St. Louis, assumes
house has staged.
The nine units on the
Bend.
bill
rated average
Opened with a tenor charge at the Paramount in New
solo, followed by the Foster Girls in tropical
York.
Eddie Peabody will switch
costume, while Eddie Peabody and his stage
Doane Leaving for Coast
places with him. Brooke Johns comes
Warren Doane, vice president and band operated against a jungle setting. Ted out of retirement from his Maryland
and Jack Dale appeared in "Two Stranded
general manager of the Roach studio Sailors," vocalizing well with some crazy farm to become m.c. at the Oriental
at Culver City, leaves today for the lyrics that went over.
The band did "Chi- in Chicago.
Eddie Lowry is still a
Coast, after spending several weeks quita," and this was followed by the Foster fixture at Skouras' Ambassador in St.
Girls
in a novelty number dressed as totem
Supplementing its work in other in the East.
poles.
These extended for many feet above Louis.
les of business, Aerelectron Corp.,
their heads, and they produced a weird effect
- Ralls
lich manufactures Aerelectroc MaHouse Open
as they bent backward, sideways and forSchooler Succeeds Roesner
ni,
Parker has ward. But why the Alaskan totem poles in
device
Ralls,
Tex. Floyd
"or
deodorizing and
a jungle setting is just another of those quaint
ansing air, now is specializing in opened the New Crystal.
After a solid year at the Capitol
mysteries nobody ever tries to explain.
theater field. The device, invented
Frank Melino and company were billed as as master of ceremonies, Walt Roes^ht years ago by Dr. Franco MaGarden City House
"The South Sea Tornadoes," pulled a good ner finished this week, and will probini, produces ozone.
Garden City, Kan. Garden Amuse- line of wisecracking that was well pepped up. ably return to the West Coast. He
Gogo De Lys put over a good jazz number is succeeded by Dave Schooler, who
I'he machine has a fan drawing ment Co. is building a $88,000 house with "The It from T.ih-IT-I."
Eddie PeaMain
on
St.
;one through holes especially made,
body handles his band with lots of pep. His is well known in vaude as a pianist.
personal contribution was again some nifty
he gas generated is mixed by the
dianapolis.

iODORIZING DEVICE

.

FOR THEATRE

—

—

Goodman at Wylie
ordinary air.
The device
Wylie, Tex. L. E. Goodman has
encased
in
mahogany-colored
ibineis and is made in various sizes, taken over the Ritz.
ither D. C. or A. C. may be used
Vicksburg House Open
connection with its operation, 8,000
Vicksburg, Miss. The Alamo is
Dits being utilized.
closed
several
Recent installations of Aerelectron open after being
j[agrini have been made at the Em- weeks.
issy,
Rialto,
Times, Tivoli and
Lexington House Renovated
olumbus. New York, as well as in
Lexington, Ky. The Strand has
.her houses throughout the country.
n with

—

—

—

been opened after alterations.

Lewiston House Opens

—

Buddy

—

in

Fresno

Lewiston, Me. The new 1,100-seat
uburn,
combination
has
house,
een opened.
M. O. Conner is

Fresno, Cal. Ray Buddy is manager of the State. Ralph Allen succeeded him at the Hippodrome in

lanager.

Sacramento.

He called for audi
of the banjo.
cnce selections, and played "St. Louis Blues"
to a big hand.

strumming

Paramount Theater Birthday
The second aniversary of the Paramount is being celebrated this week

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
I

with a special presentation program.
I
I

Standard

VAUDE VI LLE
MARKUS

Lackawanna 7876

1531

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK CITY

Picture Theatres

Standard
I

for Motion Picture Presentation

Tlie FALLY
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Attractions Sor

(
i

Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York Cily
Phone Penn. 3580
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Kohler in Talker
Fred Kohler has been assigned

Week*s Headlines

Foreign Markets
ifly

JAMES

P.

rill-,

of

Ciir.-.j«

vilm daily

Switzerland the trade is credited with an annual turnover of $7,(i'>2,(10() for admissions, rentals, leases
or employments. accordinR to advices
to the M. P. Section of the Dept.
About 350 are emof Commerce.
ployed in distribution, and 1.6.39 in
There are 285 rcRular
exhibition.
theaters and 20 traveliiiR shows with
Only
a seatiuff capacity of 70.000.
lOO of the houses have daily performances; 149 are opened two or three
days a week and the remainder have
In

Monday

irregular schedules.

South Wales Cinemas Ltd.
to Transfer Three Houses
London

— Formal transfer of the Al-

and Picture House,
South W'ales Cinemas, will be
made within a few weeks. The purbert Hall, Carlton
ihrt'c

c-ha>c price
S60O.5OO.

A

unnamed,

is

said to be more than
syndicate, as yet
to take over the chain.
is

London

Postpone Spanish Film

London

— Owing

to

the

fact

that

has ended for the season and will not be started until next
ila.stcr.
Capt. George Banfield. of
Uritish Filmcraft, has returned from
Spain where he was compelled to
postpone production on "Juanita."
Pre duction will start in March.
l)ull-liirlitinp

Financing

London
(."harlcs

—

A

7

French Films
transaction between

Pathc and Herr WengcrofF,

has resulted in $360,000 being placed
at the disposal of three French companies for pictures. Three films will
be made by Aubert Films; two by
X'andal and Delac and two by Albatros Film.

—

London Latest schedule of current
German productions show that studios
working at high speed. Seventeen
companies have 76 pictures finished

are

while 59 more are scheduled for production. Nearly three quarters of the
German cutinit for the year, which is

advanced.

is w^ell

Amkino Releasing
Amkino Corp., representing SovMoscow here, now has "A
Shanghai Document" and "Three
Comrades and One Invention" ready
kino of

Both

release.

over recentiv
York.

at

films were held
the Cameo, Ncv^'

German Workers' Ass'n
to Become Trade Unions
Washington

— The

THE FILM DAILY
com-

"Dache,"

prising the different film workers'
associations has been holding conferences at the German Ministry of

Economics concerning

legal

its

stat-

according to advice to the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.

Censorship Not For Talkers
Suggestion that Lord
Chamberlain should exert some con-

London

rep(.rt

Loa.Tt

L.

Strand

l)y

at

Dent reported with option

L.

& Rowley

circuit

—

M-G-M picture,
Sonora-Bristolphone
plays
recorded by Western Electric process at
Strand, Madison. Wis.

Pearson-Elder

unit
F'ilms

force

service

sound films

of

Avignon

Hungary
THE FILM DAILY

Fifty-one per cent
approves
stock

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN.

'*8*' ^"^"^ ^ity

Pros.

EXCLUSIVE

foreien
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersanddistributors
Cable AddreM:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

Buys Quinlan House

—

is

James

EGGERS

FBO

INCORPORATED

Keith-Albee-Orpheum

of

for

RCA-Photophone-K-A-O-

deal.

Wednesday
Coast Theaters pool to be dis
Dec. 1 "at government request."
Coast pl-ans to expand to embrace all

Publix-West
solved

Montana.
on idea sound

principal cities of
Texas exhibitors sold

is

Photo
Engraving

es-

sential.

Gennett Hanaphone Corp. formed to take
over Hanaphone.
Spyros Skouras to head Warner theater chain
which is to take over Stanley chain about
hrst of

year.

Specialists

Thursday
Actors' Equity Ass'n expected to renew organization activity at Hollywood studios.
"7th Heaven" wins eighth annual "Photoplay

to the

Motion Picture

Magazine" award.

Friday

Industry

M.P.T.O.A. forming department as research
bureau on sound pictures.
starts survey of

film

industry.

Saturday
Interchangeability

suit

is

delayed

by serving

discs.

DAY AND NIGHT

—

"The Broken Mel-

tei

closed

ter

250

Co.

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-5

McKinney House Open
McKinney, Tex. The Ritz is open
with Roy Brockman as manager.

—

Starts "Celestial City"

—

Richmount
J.

to

S].

Quinlan, Tex. Mrs. Gene Chav(
operating the 200-seat Capitol.

Buys La Crosse Theater
La Crosse, Kans. C. B. Haas of
Melody"
of the Welsh- Great Bend has purchased the theaare
now in ter here from the La Crosse Thea-

Paris taking scenes on the Seine and
at

t

the Isis on Praii
Ave. to undergo extensive aleratioi

Roosevelt
Robertson,
Cinderella and
N.
owner.
Dr. A. H. Gianninni of Bank of America
cho en for Sam Harris cup award.

Scenes for "Broken

— One

from

—

porarily

Tuesday
Actors speaking titles employed I)y Ritr, Berwyn. 111., to show talkers via Dramaphone.
Dept. of Justice probing activities of Cleveland Film Board.
First National franchise governs only silent
pictures, attorney concludes in Detroit suit

Washington Of the 906 licensed
London Camera work has comHungary, 90 are in Buda- menced
on "The Celestial City."
Ijcst, according to advices to the M.
British Instructional's latest, directed
P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
by John Orton.

D.

buy Robl)

—

theaters in

723 7th Avenue

to

Texas.

in

111
the censorship of talkers, has
Open Liberty in Springfield
not alarmed the industry here.
AlSpringfield, Mass.
The Winchestiiough ciianges may be necessary in
ter Amusement Co. has opened the
liie future, no need is seen for revision
Liberty on Liberty St. near Carew.
of the present system.

London

all-talki

life,

Remodel Houston Theater
Houston Will Horwitz has

s.'iys.

trol

Paris

detective

( romwcll, ZaSu Pitts and
fJ'Donnell are in the cast.

home made reproducing system.
P. Kennedy to devote time to Pathe.

Government

906 Theaters in

—

ing

us,

ody."
Washington Bureau of

weeks
Joseph

West

Washington Bureau of

of

John

for
seven
Cunil)eriand. Md.. us

demonstrated

liitcrchanKcaliility

to

2 Sovkino Films

for

Dummy."

-"The

play by Harvey J. O'Higg;
and Harriet Ford. Ruth Chattertf

Cunningham;

181 pictures,

in

st.-ige

German Present Schedule
Motion Picture Trade
76 Per Cent Completed
Gains in Switzerland
ir(ij;iin/7(<'ii

role

comedy

RICHPICSOC. Pirij
DEEJAY. London
RICHPIC, N. Y.

To Make "Tarakanova"
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Franco-Films has

started production on "Tarakanova"
in Nice, according to advices to the
M. P. Section of the Dept. of Com-

merce.

Raymond Bernard

will

di-

1929 Edition
OUT

IN

JANUARY

rect.

Celebritone Case Settled

—

London Action brought by Celebrity Gramophones, to restrain Celebritone, from using that name has
settled with the defendant company
to continue to trade in its

name.

Royal Family Recorded

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

Fi/mdom's Recognized Book Of
Reference For Past Ten Years

London— The Duke
first

in

a

of the Royal
talking film

of

York

Family

is

the

to appear
British

Over One Thousand Pages

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS
EVERYTHING

GOES

EVERYWHERE

made by

lalking P'ictures.

I

hook

to

Eastman

Panchromatic motion picture

now

used in practically
every important production,
film,

represents one of the

many

contributions, nothing short of

revolutionary,
art

by Eastman

made

to the

scientists.

In the future, as in the past,

look to Eastman for advances
that will help the motion picture industry to attain still
higher levels of artistic
achievement.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

FOX SERVICE!
Your Fox exchange will gladly give
you a copy of this handy campaign
hook for wired theatres playing

FOX MOVIETONE ENTERTAINMENTS

THIS BOOH
contains romplete publicity and
advertising campaigns on Fox

Movietone shorts, as well as a
pocket for 8 x 10

stills.

Included are synopses, footage
running time, advance stories
on installation, general feature

advance news shorts,
biographies, advance features,
special ads and valuable data.

stories,

arranged in loose-leaf form,
so that you can add additional
|)ages as they are issued.
It is

IT'S FRFi:!

FOX MOVIETONE ENTERTAINMENTS

are features in everything except footage.
They include the biggest box-office names in the world— George Bernard Shaw,
the
King of Spain, Clark and McCullough, Chic Sale, Robert Benchley,

Joe Cook, to
Me Not," "Sound Your A," and other condensed
features. They're newspaper naturals. They'll talk money
for you, if you publicize
Ihem. This book shows you how to gel some of the big money
to be made with

name

FOX

but a few, as well as ^Torget

IWrOVIETOIVE

ENTER TAII^MEJ^TS

/

M. P. Section of

Commerce Expands

Dept. of

'/

iTHE

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

^/'FILMDOM
OL.

XLVI

Tuesday, November

No. 43

Let's Know
morning we submit
rHISevidence
further proof
in

of

interchangeability.

Dramaphone,
and home-made
instanced by the

Bristolphone,

[uma-Phone

quipment, as
Strand
Cumberland
lay

W.

incident,
E. sound films.

RCA

'hotophone reproduces over W.
Now Cinephone. Facts that
rook no denial. If you are reservice with the inter.ised
hangeability smoke screen as
xcuse, just take your pen in
and and let us know about it.
'..

TO SPONSOR TALKER DEVICE
Meeting with W. E.

TWOMORE FIRMS PLANNING'

Producing companies operating under Western Electric
licenses may complete a meeting this week with W. E. officials resulting in modification
of the present contract, permitting such producing companies to sell sound films,
recorded via W. E. systems, to
exhibitors equipped with other
devices, provided tonal quality
is

deemed

Wis. — Both

refer

Research Products for specific
permission to make such sales.

EQUITY

Such is the course of this business,
ruce Johnson, so long at First Namerely to mention the
coming
Johnson's
without
ame
uickly to mind, seems unnatural,
fevertheless, Johnson has resigned,
he loss is not alone First National's,
he entire industry, temporarily we
ope, is deprived of one of its front
ink messengers of goodwill.
now of the consideration in which
ahnson is held in Europe and how
championed the
he
ainstakingly
luse of American pictures in lands
ften more belligerent than friendly,
.n appreciation of the other fellow's
roblems as well as his own tempered

We

policies with judgment
In this way, Johnson
lid restraint.
id a fine job in maintaining amity
etween industries as far as was posble.
should hate to see him
is

R-K-0 DECLARED TO BE

business

We

rop out.

Little

Carnegie

A

belated visit to the latest of art
leaters, the Little Carnegie Playouse, brought a regret that this oportunity for a delightful eveninf^
ad
not
been seized earlier.

A

harming, intimate house, furnished
modernistic style and thoroughly
leasing in all its appointments. Not
nly does the patron depend on film
CofTee is
are for
divertissement.
erved, dancing is available and even
obtainable
exercise
he
strenuous
Exhibitors vishrough ping-pong.

New York

louse a visit.

might well pay

this

KANN

&

in

the

backed by reinclude the
North

IN FILMS

TO HONOR GIANNINI AT

R.

Declaring that while it is true "equAMITY DINNER TONIGHT
not the factor in motion f.ictures
it
Radio - Keith - Or- that it would like to be or that
Alinneapolis
time," reports of "death"
Last minute reservations for the
l)heuni. is angling for the Northwest will be in
"greatly Anglo-American banquet to be held
Theater Circuit Finkelstein & Ruben) of Actors Equity Ass'n., are
association points at the Biltmore tonight under A.M.
according to a New York despatch exaggerated" the
of its official or- P..^. auspices have sent the attendissue
current
in
printed here by "Greater Amuse- out
The highlight of the
ance to 200.
The only stumbling block gan, "Equity."
ments."
(Continued on Pacie 4)
function will be presentation to .\. H.
{Continued on Page 7)
ity is

—
(

Fox Third Quarter Net
Extra Quarterly of $1 is
is New High for Firm
Declared on Loew Common
of
Extra dividend of $1 on the com-

mon,
terly

usual quardividend of 50 cents^ was de(Continued on Page 7)

in additional to the

Heads Publix
Houses on West Coast

Crabill
West

Coast

Bureau.

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Ralph

E. Crabill has

in charge of Publix Coast
theaters, as a sequel to the deal of
dissolution recently closed by Harold
B. Franklin, president of West Coast,
which turned back the houses to PubDept. of
lix at the request of the
Crabill wdl headquarter at
Justice.
the Metropolitan here.

been placed

{Continued on

Fox net for the third
1928 was $1,500,666, and for the first
nine months of the year $4,384,160,
(Continued on Page 7)

Washiniiton Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

foreign
for industrial and educational
field
films and film accessories, and special services rendered the industry
connection with the admission of
American films into several foreign
countries were among the more imthe
of
accomplishments
portant

Washington— Study

of the

m

Bureau

of

Foreign

ed

and

Domestic

the fiscal year endJune 30, last, according to the
(Continued on Page 6)
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and Trustees
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Oificers

quarter

Record Year of Service to Film
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1
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factors
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OF "DEATir'

that

DICKERING FOR

new
field,

discs.

Electrical

to

of
picture

The theater this week is play- title to 600 patents of the former, ining "Lilac Time," supplied by First cluding some said to be basic in proNational, having opened its sound duction
films.
North
sound
of
policy with M-G-M's "White Sha- American, under the deal, gets exdow;, in the South Seas."
clusive licenses in the field for its
subsidiary. Wired Radio, Inc., which,
in turn, must purchase at least one(Continued on Page 4)

satisfactory. If such

to

Entrance
talking

Paramount sources which
Madison,
and Universal are reported to have American Co., the nation's largest
notified Manager Arthur P. Desor- public utility system and the Kolster
nieaux that they will serve their Radio Corp., a leading manufacturer
pictures to the Strand here, which of radio equipment, is provided for in
is demonstrating interchangeability of
a deal closed between the two firms,
its equipment and Western Electric under which the
Kolster firm gets

an understanding is reached, it
w-U be unnecessary for producers

Kolster Radio and North
American New Factors
in Talker Field

TO SERVE MADISON HOUSE

Bruce Johnson
onal

AND RADIO FIRMS

BIG UTlLin

A

inephone subject with music
tid sound effects is being reprouced over Western Electric
ijuipment at the Colony, right
ere in New York. No interfertice, no trouble and two days
ave gone by. We make bold
assert there will be none.
)

Price 5 Cents

20, 1928

—

OlTicers and trustees
Columbus
Ohio exhibitor unit last night

of the

attended a preliminary dinner, prior
to opening of the annual two-day sesHighlight of tosion here today.
{Continued
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Interruption

Demonstrating interchangewith Western Electric
equipment, "Steamboat Willie,"
first sound film recorded via
Powers' Cinephone, last night
rounded its second day at the
Colony, New York. The pcability

was sho-wn five
Sunday and five times

ture

times
yesterpublic

This is the first
day.
exhibition of a Cinephone-recorded subject.
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Mooney was

recover his health.
first P.D.C. manager here.

10,000

'560
200
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4,766

the

New York

in

Bros.'

has returned to New York from
a vacation trip to French Lick, Ind.
star,

He

remain
Christmas

will

after

New York until
when he plans to

in

-SALE!The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

circuit

..'.'.

..'..

12

Leases Milton House
Milton, la.
Charles Goessling has
leased the Columbia from Mrs. Leone
Conner.

—

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

Holds 16 Feet Film — Case — 6 Magazine!
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

$29.S0

with headquarters here.

Westville House Burns
Westville, N. S.
Fire destroyed
the Crescent causing loss of $30,000.
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—
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Blairsville, Ga. House Opened
Atlanta W. A. Killian, has opened the Union, Blairsville, Ga.

—

7.100

AMALGAMATED

198

Cleveland Post for Royal?
Cleveland John F. Royal, managing director of the Keith houses in
the central states and former manager
of the Keith Palace, is mentioned as
the likely successor to Lincoln Dickey
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Fort Signs New Contract
leave for California to begin work
Garrett Fort has signed a contract
at the Warner studio.
2
staf?
of
writing
to remain with the
6,10U
200 the Paramount studio in Astoria. Fort
Iowa Exhibitor Unit Meeting
200 made the adaptation of "The Letter,"
Des Moines Iowa's exhibitor assonow in production with Jeanne ciation is expected to cast its
lot with
Eagels in the lead.
the Allied .States Ass'n., recently re300
vived, when the state unit holds its
33,600
Carlotta King in N. Y.
5
nieeting here today.
comjust
Carlotta
King,
who
has
9
4,800 l^leted her work in the lead of the
Hansen at Marshfield
800 first Vitaphone operetta "The Desert
2
Marshfield, Wis.^Arthur Hansen
York
for
Song,"
arrived
in
New
has
42,100
is
publicity director for the Adler

7
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46
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a vacation.
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at Cleveland
Jack Mooney has reNew York, where he was
managing the roadshow "Power," to

Cleveland
turned from
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South and
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Annual convention of M.P.T.
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
Testimonial dinner and installat.
of officers of M. P. Club of N

Breitung, Mich. -The Capitol is
closed because of unknown persons
Director and Players Praised
entering the house and removing
Berlin (By Cable)— Director Guter
equipment as a result of a disagreeFalkinand
Paulig
and Jugo Halm
ment between the management and
stein won praise at opening of "Blue
The
the owner of the building.
Mouse" at the Universum.
will open under new

3
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3,000
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22S.

(c)
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of Iowa exhibitor unit
Des Moines.
Anglo-American dinner sponsoi
by A.M.P.A. in New York.
Nov. 20-21
M.P.T.O. of Ohio opens c
vention at Columbus.
Nov. 24 Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Annual election, M. P. Club
Dec.
4

Meeting

—

—

(s)

M-G-M.

Today

Leave Today for Coast
Dec. 17
Canadian Government Studio
David Butler's unit, which arrived
Ottawa The Dominion governin New York Satuday after completYork.
ing Continental scenes for "Chasing ment will build a studio at the con- Dec. 25 New Fox house in St. Louis ope
and
Rideau
Ottawa
for
the
fluence
of
today
departs
Europe,"
First
annual ball.
Through
Jan. 26
M. P. Club
New York.
Nick Stuart left Sunday rivers to replace the small quarters
the Coast.
The studio will
night. Others in the party are Harry they are now using.
Start "Lucky Boy" Today
Brand, scenario writer; Russell Muth, be equipped to make sound propaGeorge Jessel today starts work c
Fox News cameraman, technical ad- ganda pictures and 16 m. m. scienthe sound sequences of "Lucky Bo}
tific subjects.
visor; Sid Wagner, cameraman.
which he will make for Tiffan;
Stahl.
Margaret Quimby is in Ne
Goldstone to Visit Keys
Leases Hinton House
Henry Goldstone, special represenHinton, W. Va. Lyric Amuse- York from the Coast to play oppi
RCA Photophone studio
tative of the Biophone Corp., New ment Co. has leased the Masonic. site.
York, is making a trip to Middle The house has been closed for altera- 5th Ave. will be used.
West key cities, to acquaint exhib- tions and will reopen in January unitors with the new talking film device. der management of P. L. Dysard.

THE

"(s)

which Harry T. Nolan and fornia for Paramount and Edward
Mannix, studio business manager for
are principal officers.

Max Kravetz

The Industry's
Date Book

his family leave

Adolph Zukor and

several
been ended here with all local theaters for the coast today on a
trip.
Theweeks'
F.
of
K.
&
now under control
In the same special car will be
aters Co. The firm, wliich lias 22 theof
aters in Wyoming, Colorado and New Nicholas Al. Schenck, president
Mexico, bought the Princess, Atlas Loew's, Inc. and M-G-M. Others in
and Capitol here from Carl Ray, and the party include Hermann Wobber,
Lincoln from Plains Theater district manager in Northern Calithe

at

*(s)

—

Competition has

20, 19

$60 Per Month and Up
FOR MOTION PICTURE AND ALLIED INTERESTS
Modern

Fire-Proof Building.

Abundance

1650

Day and

of Light

BROADWAY

Renting Agent

Room

and

TSIight Service.

Air.

(at 51st St.)

404

BETHLEHEM ENGINEERING CORPORATION,

Phone Bryant 1230
1560

BROADWAY

-^ DOING REMARKABlt^
BU5INBS EVERYWHERE!
ALFRED GOTTESMAN
THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES

IS40
NEW

BROADWAY
York. n.

Y.

November 14th,

19
Mr.
ROaXR SHERMAN TUEATRC
NCW HAVCM, CONN.

OAHKO THEATRE
eniooKPORT. Conn.

UAJ£STIC THKATRS
MAHT^ono. Conn.

STATE THEATRE
WABHiNaroN.

PA.

PEKKMAN THEATRE
CAPITAL THEATRE
MIQOl.eTOWN. CONN.

ORAND THEATRE
;.%OOl.KTOWN.

PONN.

PALACE THEATBE
NORWICH. Conn.

CAUEO THEATRE
NKWARK, N.

J.

BKBOBN THEATRE
NtWARK. N.J.

2 8

Joe Brandt,

Columbia Pictures Corp.,
1600 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Brandt

You no doubt will be interested to
learn that SUBMARINE in its first
week of business at the Roger Sherman Theatre, New Haven, came withi
a few hundred dollars of the record
gross established by THE SINGING
FOOL.

AMERICAN THEATRE
NCWAMK.

N.

J.

R08LYN THEATBE
ROSCLLC N.J.

OA9J>E

THEATRE

MOV LONDON CONN.

At the Garde Theatre in New London,
SUBMARINE has smashed every existing record for the house.
It is
beating the previous high gross established by THE SINGING FOOL.
This, tome, is remarkable business.
Everybody who has seen SUBMARINE
has been enthusiastic about it.

My heartiest congratulations.
^itf

AG/K

truly,

GOTTESiUH

lAY
COIDMBIA
PICTURES
a/it/lAKl/Ae

GAMBLE OUT

OF YOUR
BUSINESS

I

SUBMARINE"

NOW BOOKING
Silent or Sound

I

\.
TNC

^an
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apparatus

for invasion of the hhi;
industry, still are in the formative
stage. Wired Radio, will be concerned
with these activities, with Kolster
also to become active in the field, in
case such participation does not conwith activity of Wired Radio.
flict
The deal between the two firms, and
subsidiary, involving several hundred
radio, talking pictures and television
patents, is declared to be the biggest
Kolster owns
in the history of radio.
Federal Telephone and Tclegrapli
Co.. which some time ago acquired
talking film patents said to be basic.
Federal owns radio set and loud
speaker companies, and has a con-

Columbia Phonograph

Co.,

under terms of wliich the latter buys
exclusively from Kolster. all the electric phonographs and radio sets for
combination units.
Talking pictures will he but one
of the manv activities, principally in
the radio field, of Kolster under the
deal, Ellerrv W. Stone, president of
D.-MLY
Kolster, told

THE FILM

Federal has a studio at
vesterdav.
Kolster is a manuPalo Alto, Cal.
facturing concern primarily and will
continue as such. Stone said.

St.

of

St. Paul House Open
Paul— F. & R. Theaters has

opened the Riviera on the site of the
Vitaphone and Moformer Astor.
vietone have been installed.

"Death"

in

(Continued from Page

1)

rcquironicnts

from KoI^tcr.
While plans

tract with

Coast Wire Service-

k Radio Firms Equity Nails Reports

Sponsor Talker Device

since
meetings of the
Actors'
of the

Films
general

Los Angeles branch

Equity Association
hold in abeyance the
E(|uity Shop policy, and secondly to
accept the contract proffered by the
producer-controlled Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, the
death knell of Eciuity in .nolion pictures has been rung, long and earni.'.Uvoted

first

to

the publication says.
When producers or the news writers to whom they give information,
say that Equity is out of pictures,
done for, discredited, they are expressing a pious hope rather than a stateiiieiit of fact.
So far as actual prote tici is concerned, the Equity office in Los A.ngeles is still open, and will help individual members in trouble, or trying
to avoid trouble. (|uite as well as it
ly."

ever did.
And while there are transfers of
players between the legitimate stage
and motion pictures the vah:c of Equity as an agent for the enforcing of
contracts cannot fail to be recognized, and the lack of such an agent
in motion pictures to become more
apparent.
No, Equity is not nearly as dead
to the motion picture world as some
of its producer friends would like to
see

•

it.

New Madison House
Madison,

Wis.

— Construction

has

started on the East Side theater.
S/ound equipment will be installed.

POOR VOICES CREATING

A Little
from

HAVOC WITH SOME STARS
havoc

playing

are

some members

Hollywooc

colony.
Among those who have been hit are
younger meinbers of the acting forces
of the stuciios, whose voices have
They are bebeen ^ound wanting.
ing replaced by actors and actresses
of the legitimate stage.
In a few recent instances, fairly
well-known members have been anof

film

the

Arnold Lucy, who recently ar*
rived from New York to fill a yeat't
engagement with Fox, has an excellent stage and screen record. He
played m-ore than 1,200 perform
ances in George Bernard Shaw's
"Fanny's First Play," doing tki
play both in England and this counnounced for roles in talkers, only to try. He also played in more that
1,000
performances of "Nothing
be replaced by performers with stage
training.
Few of the major studios but the Truth," and when the fardij
are renewing contracts with players,
who have poor voices or lack acting
ability for talkers.

Producers are now buying mateand casting according to the demands of the talker, rather than se-

rial

lecting

panies

members of their
who may not be

stock combest fitted

who

in the past,

Stars,

for the roles.

have had much power in the selection of their supporting cast, are also
running into trouble. They are not
being allowed to ban any assisting
players who might "steal" the picture.

was

converted into
"Yes,
Fea)
Yvette," a m,usical comedy, he W(M(
in the cast.
On the screen, he swfiported Constance Talmadge in "Thi
Love Expert" and in "In Search oj
a Sinner."
+

organization needs the

-^^ services

manager.
Only experienced men need apply
of

an opportunity for one
whose past record has demonstrated that he can deliver the
is

goods.

Make your communications

terse

and

to the point. All communications will be held confidential.

BOX

K-172
c-o F'ilm Daily
1650

Broadway

mount

New York

City

of two reel sound comedies
will be pre-released by Parathis year in all houses wired

for

sound and regularly distributed

on

lot.

*

the

Paramount

program

Breese

Edmund
Claude

in

brothers
at

Gillingwater

has
in

the

holding

M-G-M;

Darmour

of

Staff

Sinclair

Rounding

Out Season's Schedule
The Darmour-FBO
at work on stories

to start Dec.

cast

a re-union

Harry

exchanging greetings.

is

replaced

*

Drago and Walter Percival

for

Warner Cast

Breese

*

More Passing Show: Waldemar Young, Jimmy Gleason and Ted Rust, fraternity

1929-.S0.

sales

for a post that calls for a complete
knowledge of circuit and buying
conditions throughout the country.

This

series

which

*

*

Ralph Block has had a busy time
at Pathe.
He has produced 14 pic^
tures in as many months.
Excellent
reports filter in on his "Leathernecks," which is now being editei
His next production will be "Hi:
Voltage," which will be directed by
Tay Garnett and will mark the re^
turn of Marie Prevost to the Pathe

—

A LIVE

''Lots'*

with

Hollywood Lois Wilson has been
signed by Christie to appear opposite
Edward Everett Horton in a

Opportunity

I

RALPH WILK

By
Talkers

Christie Signs Lois
Wilson for Comedy Series
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

An

\

Talkers Hit Players

1)

successive

"I*2ver

^iSS

20,

1

scenario
for four

staff

units

on the completion

the organization's
season's product.

of

schedule
All

for this
of the future
will be syiv

Leon Zurado's story, "She Knew Darmour productions
Men." Work on this picture featur- chronized by RCA Photophone.
\
ing
Edward Everett Horton and
Betty Bronson is progressing rapidly.
Cast Ready for "Alimony Annie"
Archie Mayo is directing a cast including John T. Murray, Gertrude
Olmstead,
Lucy
Beaumont
and

mony

Tommy

tello.

Cast has been completed for
Annie," last of the year's
ner pictures starring Dolores

"Ali-

War

Cos
Douglas Ge
Fuller
rard. Arthur Rankin, Dale
Elsie Janis Story Purchased
Gran, Lee Moran, Andn
.-Mhert
Elsie
story,
Janis'
"Close Har- Beranger, Claude Gillingwater, Ton
mony," on which she collaborated Ricketts and Tom Kennedy are ir
with Gene Markey, has been pur- the cast.
chased by Paramount and will soon
Warren in Newspaper Film
go into production on the sound
stages at the Hollywood studios as a
Fred Warren has replaced Arthur
100 per cent dialogue picture.
Stone in the newspaper story which
Fred Newmeyer is directing for Fox.
Others added to the cast are DoroJoe Brown in U. A. Cast
King and Billy
Joe E. Brown, vaudeville and talk- thy Revier, Claude
ing picture comedian, has been cast in Anderson.
support of Harry Richman in "Say
Hawks Starting "Big Time"
It
With Music," the Irving Berlin
talking and singing picture that is to
Howard Hawks, is starting "Big
Marion Nixon willi
be made in New York for United Time," for Fox.

Dugan.

Artists release.

Audrey

Ferris,

have the leading feminine

role.

ssociated Publications
pleased to announce

is

HANK

the appointment of

LiNET

National Correspondent
and Director of the newly organized Sales Promotion De-

as

XJIS

partment of

and obligations will
be broad. In coordination
with Jim Milligan, he will help suS'
duties

group

this leading

He

of film trade publications.

York

New

from the

operate

will

office.

mark

tain the excellent efforts that

the success of Associated Publications,

more business for its
and exhibitor readers.

to create
tisers

Hank

Linet's

adver*

appointment will be

by the many
exhibitors who have profited by his
sound merchandising ideas.
especially appreciated
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Service to Industry

Completed by U.
from Page

^^Continucd

SOUND PICTURES

S.

1)

atimial report of Dr. Julius Klein, director of the bureau, just submitted
to tlic Secretary of Commerce.
Among the important activities carried on steadily by the bureau is that
of preventing the piracy of Amercan
copyrights, which calls for constant
vigilance on the part of the foreign
commerce service.

By CHARLES

GO SLOW ON

For the Motion Picture Section the
fiscal year 1928 was largely one of
expansion and development of services

IS

Ml SONG

A

for

trade information bulletin on "Markets
Industrial Educational Motion Pictures

Abroad"

brought
from the

immediate

warm

and

re-

The constant
industry.
of requests from exhibitors, manufacturers, and trade :ssoclatio.i> caused the
issuance in hulL-tin fc.rm of a list of more
than 400 concerns engaged in the production or distribution of such films, and through
<|uestionnaires and letters the section has built
up an adequate file of general information
as to where industrial and educational films
of all types may be procured.
As the request of the equipment industry,
effort was made to promote foreign trade
accessories, this assistance consisting of
in
the distribution of information on sales possponse
stream

HYNES

Start in N. Y. Soon

"ONTRIflfWELLRECEIVI

Vitaphone
of
short subjects will be launched
in the former Vitagraph plant,

;,

BY CfilTICSIN NEW YOl

East 15th and Locust Sts.,
Brooklyn, in about three weeks.

New York newspaper

Byron Foy is coming on from
the Warner studio in Holly-

features are enjoying,
in
the near future,
rights release.

or

world's

will

to get production under
will later return to
the coast.
Warners intend
taking up a number of existing
contracts with operatic players

MlKKOK—

UAILV
it
is
interesting
entertaining because it is a courtroom dra
which solves a murder mystery through
stage and movie device known as a flash-bs

and are expected to make considerable sound subjects of this
type in the Brooklyn plant.

A

for

the

construction of producing stages will
be resumed today in the new sound
equipped projecting room just completed.
The new projecting room is
equipped with the several styles of
horns and cone speakers used in the

dissection of music publishers'
catalogues, shows that in the first
ten months of 1928, there have been
song Cinephone equipment for diffe^ent
over 200 picture
published
In other words, a special sizes of theaters and a series of
themes.
song theme has been prepared for switches will enable the operator to
every important feature.
throw the sound from one horn to
which
conferences
at
by
supplemented
sibilities
"And now as to song theme successes" another in volume demonstrations.
sales methods and kindred topics were dishe continues. "In extracting information from
cussed.
Among the year's special services were music jobbers, pubi'shers and recording comin the establishment of an export
department by a prominent distributor aid to

assistance

;

a secretary of state in the preparation of scenic
and assistance to a
pictures of his State
large equipment corporation in extending its
trade in Latin America.
The work of the motion picture trade
commissioner set the same high average as
the preceding year; over 100 reports of
in
;

value were submitted by him for subsequent
distribution to the trade, including a survey
of the European industry in 1927 published
The foreign
as a trade information bulletin.
oftices of the bureau also did very valuable
and effective work for the industry to name
but one example, the trade commissioner in
Singapore aided an American distributor in
signing a 50-week contract calling for more
than $10,000 worth of additional business.
;

Officers and Trustees
)en Ohio Convention
Op(
(Continued from Page
will be a

1)

the 200
songs published, only ten were actually conSeven of these were
sidered as sellers.
four out of the
classed as good sellers;
seven were considered hits.
panies,

it

conceded

is

that

out

of

"Analyzing these four numbers, we find
two were especially written for the film.
The third number was taken from a publisher's catalogue and bodily used, without
The
any change either in lyric or music.
fourth one was a standard melody which had
The music
been published some years ago.
was re-arranged, lyrics were added and the
completed work published as the song theme.
"During ten months of concentration by
the music industry on behalf of 200 important features we have had four hits of
which two were standard publications.
"The successful song theme has to combat
strong competition in the world of popular
music.
Successes from Broadway musical
comedies, operettas and musical reviews, as
that

as popular songs of the vaudeville type
which are used by artists on the vaudeville
and cabaret stages, have all to be considered
as keen competitors of the theme song in
the battle for popularity.
well

speech by
Myers Y. Cooper, governor-elect of
Ohio; Rev. William E. MacLeod of
"During the first ten months of 1928 the
Pinehurst, N. J.; R. F. Woodhull, grand total of songs of all kinds published
(including the 200 song
president of the M.P.T.O.A., and C. of which 100 were classed themes) is 1,400,
as sellers, 68 as
C. Pettijohn, bead of Film Boards of good sellers and 28 hits.
Trade, are other speakers.
"Therefore, with all the lavish expenditure
scheduled at
today's of money and publicity to popularize the
.\ddresses
song
theme against its competitors, out of
l)usiness session arc: Former U. S.
night's banquet

District
Judge William L. Day;
State Senator Joseph N. Ackerman,
E. Strietelcmier, head of Select
J.
Advertising Service, Cincinnati; Fred

Dcsberg, general manager in Ohio
for Locw's; Frank G. Conklin, manager of the service department of the
M.P.T.O.A.; Michael L. Simmons of
Sonora-Bristolphf)ne;
Caldwell
H.
Brown, general manager. Brown
Theatrical

Enterprises,

Zancsville.

American hits, only four are song
theme hits. These facts are based upon sheet
music and recording companies' statistics.
the

28

"It is conceded that every co-operation
has been extended between music publishers
and film producers.
In the endeavor to
popularize
theme songs, the resources of
these vast organizations were used.
Every
effort was made to plug the theme on all
occasions.

"With

this 'pushing' of the

song theme,
what are the facts?
Of two hundred song
themes published during the first ten months
of
1928, there were four hits, against 24
all

British

Sound Company

Signs European Producer
London

— Henrik

Galeen, European

producer, has been engaged by British
Sound Film Prods., as general supervisor

of

sound

films.

program

its

of

silent

for 26 short subjects
feature productions.

Sound Dope
First

and

The company's schedule

calls

and

,

,

*

Demonstrations Renewed
on Cinephone in N. Y.

make way

gi

W

wood

way, and

Demonstration
of
the
Powers'
booked and played throughout the Cinephone in New York,
interrupted
country, he says adding that a further by
dismantling of the company's prosurvey shows that 95 per cent of these jecting room
to
180

critics

craliy
have accorded "On Tri^
latest of the
arner all-talkers nj
piaymg at tiie Warner, J\ew Yd
a tavorablc rtception. h.xcerpts fri
their opmions follow:

1928,

enjoy

cy

Production

WARNING OF B[RG

inaugurated in the preceding year.
business, just because
It is bad
Six trade information bulletins were theme songs are the vogue, to take a
published as against two n 1926-27 picture unsuited to theme treatment,
and 22 foreign market bulletins as select a mediocre melody with "uncompared witli four, the former com- singable" lyrics and repeatedly perstates
pleting a survey of the major Euro- form
picture,
a
with
it
pean markets and covering also the S. M. Berg, general manager of
sales possibilities abroad of short sub- the sound picture activities of the
In addition, the section's week- Sam Fox Music Publishing Co., New
jects.
Iv press service started in September, York.
1926, has been so revised and extended
Such practice, he says, is not musicthat it now goes to a mailing list of al intepretation, but commercialism
nearly 75 newspapers and syndicates. run wild.
Of the 600 features reNumerous special articles were con- leased in the first ten months of
year.
last
press
trade
tributed to the
180
were consistently
only

F.

six

The

*

"

cast

is

excellent,

the direction

SB

good,
if
un.maginative, and the dialo
recording is top notch.
But "On Trial
fans short ot being a panic.

NEVVb— iVlurder

IJAILY
thrilling

tales

and shivery calibre than

ha\c

reached

torni

before.

III

m

of

"On

P

lit'

TrilS!»:

audiences in stage and scr
Nevertheless this 100 per c
with scenes
laid
principally
in
courtroom, and flashbacks occasioOally
locale of the past action, is good enterts
ment.
*
EVENING
Director ,
chie Mayo has imparted to it a tempo wh
thrills you to the depths of your being,
carries you along with ever-heightening
terest, and you find yourself straining w
tai.'^ie

J''

i

WORLD—*

nil

,k.

sympathy

for the young husband
who
toward the electric chair in oni
to defend the good name of his wife.
GRAPHIC As a demonstration of V
phone recording and of the possibilities
dramatic continuity in an all-talking pictu
"On Trial," * * * is an interesting exhibitic

stalking

—

niirks another
talking movies,

step

It

in the

progress of

emphasizes

it

the

•

strii

made

since "Tenderloi
has a smoothness wh
lacked.
In these re
its vocal predecessors
are to be found the much sought after dra
in sound.

which

have

been

was perpetrated,

it

HERALD-TRIBUNE— It

is

a curious,

Im:

1

commentary on the

talking {
in the best of their pioneer
must bring up, as something n« "'
a story and an idea that are somewhat she
of
revolutionary.
They adapt an antit
"movie" manner and apply it to a stage p)
that has become something of a relic, and,
hold, it becomes the most entertaining
the all-talking films, as well as the most
todate of its school * * * despite the antiqu
of its story, a generally entertaining st:
melodrama, carefully photographed, scene
significant,
tures that
forts they

,

line;

i

in Press Sheets

National

has inaugurated a
POST—* * * "On "Trial" is the first
sound section in its press sheets for
talking picture which is at the same ti
all talking and sound pictures.
Each well played and well spoken.
will
contain
newspaper advertiseSUN A clever mystery show? CertainJ-ti',.]
ments prepared for wired houses, re- but there is no longer any novelty about
no novelty save the new medium throi
production of the special sound post- which 't is projected, and even this is
ers and snipes and press stories.
as refreshingly original as it was a f
i

—

i

Talkers Used for Education
London Plans have been sanc-

—

tioned in Moscow for 6,000 schools
to he equipped with projection apparatus within the next five years,
It
is
reported here.
Sound attrichments are being considered, it is
stated.

Salt

Wire Salt Lake Houses
Lake City Louis Marcus

—

will

sound equipment in all his
houses. The Victory already is wired.
install

Sound
Pittsburgh

bemg

equipment

stead of successes of fifteen years bacTc. "i
Trial,"
though competently projected
acted with a degree of skill, is, to me, at
way, a somewhat creaky and old fashior

is

installed at the Midland.

song hits other than theme songs, published
during the same period.
Out of the songs
broadcast over the radio, during the same
period, only two per cent were song themes,
not an eviable showing."

rtsei

r

show.

TELEGRAM —The

Vitaphone version
Trial" furnished me with an absorb!
Mechanically \
evening's entertainment.
picture is still nearly as full of holes as
sieve, but it is already in a class ahead
its
predecessor, "The Home Towners."
far as action and continuity go it is at le;
8 per cent better.

"On

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE

at Pittsburgh

— Sound

months back. At any rate, now that reco
is making such strides, it is about ti
for producers to offer more recent plays

ing

for

motion and

still

Etchcraft

Film Studios

,,.

•'''

K

Urn

photography, by
hour, day or week.

454-458 Sixth Ave.

(at

28th

in

St.)

New York City
Longacre 10109, Chickering 7788 and
Chickering 2989

H:

THE
November

;sday,

New
lickasha,

opened

:

20, 1928

LONDON EMPIRE OPENING

Theaters
—

Okla.
W.
the Ritz.

F.

and

-S&^.PAILV
YEAR BOOK TOPICS

Leon Milne

ERNEST

By

—

Work is progressinji
inania City, Fla.
he house being built here, which will be
y in December.
elmar, N. Y.—A $50,000 house to seat
is being built here.
Work is progressing on
ansas City, Mo.
Plaza.
:iIton, W. Va.— L. S. Griffith is erecting
eater to be leased to Evan Ryalls.
The Stanley Co. will open a
ittsburgh

—

Editor

FREDMAN

IV.

"The Daily Film Renter"

although unhappily he did not live to
It was always Loew's desee it.
sire to build a de luxe house in Lonat Penn Ave. and Beatty St.
;e
Henry Needles has opened the don, and it is no exaggeration to say
artford
\\
at No. 42 State St.
that the New Empire is all this and
Mass. Work is being
Attleboro,
orth
a good deal more.
led on the new theater on South WashThe opening with "Trelawney of
on St.
It is tlie Wells" and a miscellaneous proThe Astor is open.
eading, Pa.
Vitaphone.
for Movietone and
:d
gram of sound films was not only a
Schine Theater interests
orning, N. Y.
build a $12,000 combination house on big event in the history of the trade
It will be wired
site of the old Liberty.
in
England, but also a public and

—
—

—

—

—

sound.
vansville,

Ind.

— Out

of

town

interest

will

Cadick theater and rename it
Ambassador.
Work is progressing on
oleman, Tex.
Howell.
Handle & Revraer
unnemede, N. J.
jsement Enterprises has opened the Runede, 1500 seat house.
Bratter & Pollak have
ahway, N. J.
the

plete

—

—

—
Rahway.
Plymouth,
—Theequipment,
Mass.
eominster,
led

tiie

combi-

is open,
an house with sound
ioux City, la.— The Eighth St. and PhilAve. Building Corp. will build a theater

which

function

social

London.

Hectic

attracted

scenes

HISTORY

1.

—

London With the opening of the
New Empire in Leicester Square, a
long cherished dream of the late Marcus Loew was brought to realization

all

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH
READERS

THEATERS
12. FINANCIAL
STATISTICS
13. ORGANIZATIONS
PRODUCTION
14. THEATER CHAINS
DISTRIBUTION 15. TEN BEST
EXHIBITION
16. FOREIGNMARKETS
17. ADVERTISING

doors were opened, thousands applying for admission for whom there
was no room in the house.
*

Although

week
film

in

B

*

*

has been a strenuous
London as regards film and
it

activities,

the secretary for the

OUT

IOm^^h

IN

JANUARY

—

I^^^^^^^H

—

Linity

Dinner Tonight

(Continued from Page

1)

nnini of the Sam Harris cup in
ognition of the act or deed proting a greater spirit of amity be:en the industries in England and
lerica.

the dais will be Giannini, Will
will serve as toast-

\.t

Hays who

Ralph D. Blumenfeld, MaGeneral Robert Lee BuUard, John
Otterson, Nathan Burkan, Comiider T. A. Symington, U.S.N, and
G. R. Howell, British vice conin New York.

11.

witnessed in Leicester Square when the

—

at

EXPLOIT-O- GRAMS

were

Dominions, recently opened the new
British Instructional Films studios
Simon Maretsky will at Welwj'n.
City,
Ont.
ord
These, though not the
d a 1,400 seat, $150,000 house here.
Canadian Universal have open biggest in this country, are equipped
Winnipeg
its
new house here.
with the latest devices for producWis. Work has been started by tion, and are a model of comfort
eloit.
her-Paramount on a 1,600 seat house.
and convenience for artists and tech-

Honor Giannini

10.

SOUND

The inception of the
studios is the crown of a
long period of worthy work on the
part of this company which, beginning nine years ago in a small army
hut at Surbiton, has developed into
the home of production in the Welnical

staff.

Welwyn

wyn Garden

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

RHi

PUBLISHED
BY
FILM DAILY

No. II

No. II

City.

The Whitehall

studios also have
and there are reports of several other new studios
for sound productions.

opened

at Elstree,

ster;

the major prodiicing and
xibuting organizations will be genGovernor
represented.
usly
South will
ith's absence in the
vent his attendance, but he has
ignated Alfred E. Smith, Jr. to
resent him.
Ul

)x

of

Third Quarter Net
is

New High

for

Firm

{Continued from Paqe 1)

npared with $1,005,625 and $2,507,corresponding
in
respectively
In each instance,
iods of 1927.
figure is after depreciation but
ore Federal income tax. The third
irter net, an increase of 49 per
t over the same period last year.
1

record for the company.

ttra Quarterly of $1 is
iclared on Loew Common
(Continued from Page 1)
of
directors
red
yesterday by
Earnings for the full year
ew's.
expected this year to exceed the
737,000 reported for the 12 months
led Aug. 31, last.

R-K-O Declared

be
Dickering for F. & R.
to

(Continued from Page 1)
.seen is the "little known of deal" be-

tween F.

&

R. and

THEATERS

Publix, the de-

spatch says.
"There

have

been

reports in the
that Publix really

few

a

late to the effect
circuit and is working
the F &
through the latter tb prevent any possibility
devoting
too much time
of tlie govcrnnien*
to tlie status of Publix in an investigation
of that company's acquisition activities." states
"These rumors are
"Greater Amusements."
tied in with a similar one now current that
Warner's acquisition of the Stanley chain
and" purchase 'if interests of Skouras in Missouri
and Indiana negotiated for Adolph
Zukor for the very same reason as above
For some time past, some of the
mentioned.
really big men in the business have persisted
in their contentions that Paramount controls
the Warner organization, but your correspondent does not give this view much cred-

of

air

R

owns

ence,

although

most anything
"It
called

is

for

also

we have come to
in this film business.
said

that

preparation

of

expect

al-

David SarnoSE has
i diagram of the

run situations througiiout the entire
country and for presentation of facts regardfirst

ing the possibilities in* the erection of rnodern
houses built especially for the exhibition of
This move seems very
sound pictures.
logical and the purpose obvious.

Buys Lorain House

—

Lorain, O. W. F. Maginnis has
taken over the Pantheon from Peter
Tender.

THE

one authoritative listing of motion picture theaters readily available to the trade is to be found

YEAR

BOOK. This famous
in the FILM DAILY
"blue section" comprises a reference work in itself, offering more than 100 pages of approximately 20,000 theaters.
Arranged alphabetically according to states, it gives instant access to any given theater, with population of the
city or town and seating capacity.
As

the entire structure of this industry finds

its ulti-

mate expression through its theaters, it is hardly conceivable that any individual or company actively engaged in
Supthis business would overlook possession of this list.
plementing the theaters, more than a score of pages are
devoted to an up-to-the-minute compilation of theater
Here will be found the personnel,
chains and circuits.
headquarters address and names of subsidiaries of all the
large circuits.

A

significant
theater control.

barometer of the

latest

alignments

in

a picture—a picture

theirl\in^doin
for a great picture

THE NEW FISHER THEATRE, PRIDE OF DETROIT,

LANS SET— a fortune

WAS READY TO OPENWHAT WERE THEY TO DO?

p—

the

monument

in brick

and mortar

to the Fisher Brothers,

famous makers of Fisher Automobile Bodies,
is

ready to open

projection

its

room stand twenty- one cans

tions of the greatest companies.

THE

The only picture

is

the

realizes its

-THE VERDICT

unanimous

to pass the rigid test

higher
its

now -THE FIRST NATIONAL

still

BANNER

floats

with another page of motion picture history to

credit— and what the picture has written on the box-oflice

record

is

history too.

an eyeful

— an earful

I SILENT or
RICMAKD

A.

in

SOUND

ROWLAND

Presents

CORINNE liiRIFFITH
"OUTCAST "
1

11

EDMI\M» LOWE
FIRST NAIIONAL PICTURE
with

LOUISE FAZKNDA

Member

oT

.

A WILLIAM

A.

IS IN!

and

select

civic

CORINNE
showmen.

—the only picture, out of twenty-one cream

million dollar theatre.

over

in the

job— it must

selection of these hard

productions, big enough to be the inaugural attraction at this

It's

And

— Detroit's outstanding social

event this year. The pictures are shown
in "OUTCAST"

house.

of fihn, representing the flower produc-

The committee

picture suitable for this occasion

GRIFFITH

Kunsky

doors to the pubhc as a John H.

SKII

LK I'HODIICTION

Motion Picture Producers tnd Distributnr<i nf Amprira

in/N«^\uiii

uu

n

.

.

.

/

Action Expected on Film

[Vb

Congress

Bills in

iTHE

ML THE

MEWS 1
ALLTHE TIME

^/'FILMDOM
XLVI

/OL.

Wednesday, November

No. 44

On Amity
WITH
H.

fitting ceremony, A.
Giannini last night was
presented with the Sam
Harris cup in recognition that his
A^ork in promoting amity between
:he British and American indus:ries has outdistanced all others. It
A'as a friendly gesture and, from
angle, an interesting pro:hat

cedure.

However, we imagine Harris is
ooked upon by the British trade
return to London with some:hing further than a detailed account of the Anglo-American dinger. In England, the goal of every
:o

break into this marhere that the revenue
The industry there will
is richest.
look for a message of real import.
Droducer
Ket for

is

it

to

is

Quality
Harris got such a message. Gianhim
nini, in well chosen words, told
American people looked with
the
iavor on internationalism and readwhat
ily accepted the best, no matter

Hays clearly stated the
the source.
door was wide open if quality predominates. Burkan voiced the same

—

ABRAM

F.

Price 5 Cents

21, 1928

MYERS SOUGHT TO

HEAD ALUED STATES

ASS'N

Approached by Sponsors of

Wired Radio Plans
Participation of Wired Radio,
subsidiary of the North American Co., utility firm, in the
talking picture field, by virtue
of its deal with Kolster Radio
Corp., is a matter of future development and one of the many
ramifications of the deal, E.
M. Phierry, advertising and
publicity
North
director
of

American yesterday told THE
FILM DAILY. Development
wired radio field will be
a first development, he said,
with tests slated to be held
about February at Cleveland.

in the

New

QUALITY AlONE COUNTS,
AMITY DINNER STRESSES

which,
Steffes,

America is an open market for
quality pictures no matter what their
source, declared A. H. Giannini, recipient of the Sam Harris cup, and
Will H. Hays, toastmaster, last night
at the Anglo-American banquet at

.'Mhed

Organization,

States

under leadership of W. A.
H. U. Richey and Col. H. A.

Cole, intends organizing a national
exhibitor association, may prove successful
in
securing
Abram
F.

Myers, Federal Trade Commissioner
who conducted the Trade Practice
Parley in New York in October last
year, to head it.

trophy, awarded
Several secretive conferences haviwho, by deed or act,
been
held, the most recent at the
had done the most in the last year
Sherman House in Chicago which
to promote amity between the Britand American industries, was Myers attended. The commissioner
ish
has as yet made no decision, but it
(Continued on Page 6)

The

Biltmorc.

the

to the individual

known

that he has lent a recej)to the ofifer which would
place him at the head of Allied under contract for a three year period.
Allied leaders through their respective
state
exhibitor units
include

ear

tive

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

—Receptive

Body
The

is

PATHE SHOWS A PROFIT

Nat'l Exhibitor

'CHEAPER'

WARNER SOUND

DEVICE NEARLY READY?

Minnesota,

the

Dakotas,

(Continued on

Michigan

Page 4)

idea.
is nothing new
has been advanced
many times before. But, it appears
to us, that no matter how many times
the case has been summed in ex-

Now

to

argument

this

England.

actly
that

this

It

manner,

it

is

yet

a

fact

no convincing counter-argument
has ever been presented.
Steadily, the influx of foreign pic-

America has grown.

Shortly, there will be presented an array
of facts and, some figures, to prove
If analysis of such
this statement.
data shows that England has not
fared so well as other nations, say
Germany by way of argument, such
a state of affairs can be attributed
to no other but England and the
standard of its production units.
tures in

Warners are reported progressing
Explans for a sound film device,
with
management,
change, under its new
covering the period from April 21 less expensive than V^itaphone. Neto be unto July 14, shows a net profit of $65,- gotiations are understood
338 compared with a loss of $415,389 der way for an upstate New York
Page
First quarterly report of Pathe

(Continued

an unfair prejudice in the exhibitor
mind. Thirdly, the American trade
should place real sales steam behind
the imported pictures on existing
schedules and thus attempt to create

There
a market demand for them.
are other steps, but these three are
primary.

KANN

Page

(Continued

6)

on

6)

Expect Film Measures to Die
at Short Session of Congress
Washington Bureau of

HOLDOVERS COST LIBERTY
THEATER OWNER $7,000

Three Steps
Foreign pictures firstly must compare favorably in quality with doSecondly, such picmestic product.
tures should be called "imported,"
This will break down
not foreign.

on

Albany

— Holding

over films for
Beck, Liberty, N.

extra days cost J.
Y. exhibitor $7,000 in two actions
brought against him by M-G-M and
Fox, which firms were awarded $5,000 and $2,000 in the largest award
made here. This is part of a national
drive against film holding, respectiveby
out
brought
Testimony
ly.
Louis Nizer, New York Film Board
secretary, showed that ten M-G-M
comedies and four Fox features had
been held over for extra days in each
instance.

-.^

'•

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

Little

likelihood

is

seen here of passage of any of the
various bills atfecting the industry,

now pending

in

LAW OUTLINED
Washington Bureau of

Washington

IN

SPEECH

THE FILM DAILY

— Regulation

of unfair
trade practices, provided in the trust
laws has aided trade stability, and
the Federal Trade Commission is
"an anchor for honest business,"
Abram F. Myers, member of the
commission who presided at the
(Continued on Page 4)

Congress, v^'hen that

body reconvenes Dec. 3.
Adjournment of Congress

European Combine
May

29,

pending only about a half
dozen measures of importance to the
industry.
Of the few measures
which were brought into Congress
last session, only two received any
extended consideration, and neither
of these is likely to get any great
distance when Congress reconvenes.
Not much of anything with respect
to film legislation is expected to be
done at the session.
Congress will convene on the first
Monday in December and is required
last,

MYERS VIEWSTn TRUST

left

(Continued

on Page

6)

—

London Development of a
new European film combination, said to involve $50,000,000
capital, with the
British the
chief power in the agreement

said to be under way following reported control of Emelka
and the Deutschelichtspiel SynThis reported control
dicate.
is said to have been secured
with consent and approval of
the German government, which
is eager to participate, to offset strength of Ufa.

is

:
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London Sees Retrenchment
in F. N. Foreign Dept.
By ERNEST

IV.

The Third Day

FREUMAN

Rounding out its 15th exhibition, "Steamboat Willie," a
sound cartoon recorded via
Powers' Cinephone yesterday
played its third day at the Colony, New York over W. E.
equipment without interruption, thus demonstrating com-

"The Daily Film Renter"
(By Cable) Drastic retrenchment in tlie foreign department
Prici 5 Cut
(il. UTI Ni. 44 Wiliisdi}, Nof. 21. 1921
of First National, forecasts when E.
Bruce Johnson resigned as head of
PU8LISHEI
JOHN W. ALICOAIE
tlie department, is reflected in withdrawal of Horace Judge, publicity
Publiihed daily except Saturday and holidays
It
loSO Broadway, New York, N. Y., and head in England, and another shakeEditor

—

London

Films and Film
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6
$5.00; 3 months,
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Cable address:
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Enthusiasm for Sound
Marks Columbus Meet

—

Columbus,
for
O. Enthusiasm
sound pictures marked the first day's
session of the Ohio exhibitor convention here yesterday.
Fred Desberg, general manager for Loew's
in Ohio, and Michael L. Simmons of
Sonora-Bristolphone talked on sound
films. The sessions wind up tonight
at a banquet at which Gov. -Elect
Meyers Y. Cooper, Rev. William
Murdock McLeod, Pinehurst, N. C.
pastor,
Pettijohn of Film
C.
C.
Boards of Trade, and R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. president, will be
principal speakers.

to be started this fall, has been delayed until next spring. Announcement was made that bids for the
building of the 3,000-seat house, recently opened at Toronto, were unsatisfactory and a call has been made
for new plans.
In the meantime.

Famous Players, through Ray Tubman as manager, is operating the
Regent and Imperial.
The Regent

the proposed $450,000 Famous
Players house here is under way,
with the house to be completed next
summer. It will seat 2,000.

53^4

37,600

100^

99-:A

100^

200

101

6H

(>V*

H

25/2
79 -^

38 ji
33
36

i9H

24

4
9

4,600
1,300

96,266

—

site of

Buys Cleveland House
Cleveland Jonas
Thomas
taken over the National from

—

has
J.

F.

Sink.

55
ib'/i

500

"s)i

4",266

12'

12

Barry Buys at Marion
Marion, O. W. C. Barry has purchased the Oakland from John J.
Huebner, receiver for the property.

—

84
85

26/,
98/,
134
35,500

130
130

133
198

.

& Katz

i>

listed

in

Zanesville House Reopens
Zanesville,
O.— Brown Theaters
has reopened the 600-seat Imperial,

Chicago;

Let

vice pres-

Winde-A-Meer,
Union Square and
the

Shaw-Hayden,
The

Variety.

Universal-Variety houses are: the
Moreland, Kinsman, Imperial, New
Broadway,
Cedar-Lee,
Homestead
and Hilhard Square.

Goetz Buys "Trial Marriage"
World rights to "Trial Marriage"
have been purchased from S. S. Millard by States Cinema Corp., Charles
Goetz, president. Corliss Palmer and
Jack Richardson are featured. Goetz
will roadshow the picture.

"U" Signs Broadway Players
Thomas E. Jackson and Paul Por-

Dec. 17

Testimonial

4

of

IJs

talking

the
in

version of "Broadway,"
will play their original

which they

stage roles.

City.

and installatioi
of M. P. Club of Neti

New York

house in St. Louis opetw
banquet of M.P.T.O. «
Eastern Pennsylvania.
First annual ball.
M. P. Club o:
New York.

Dec. 25
20

Annual

Jan.

26

Jan.

Thomas Heads N, Y. Film Board'
Harry Thomas of First Divisionl
Exchange,

Film

president

been

has

namedf
Film
Rosengar-

New York

the

of

Board, succeeding David
ten.

Films Aid to Surgery
Motion picture demonstration of
three major operations performed by
French surgeons was given through
courtesy of Will H. Hays for New

York surgeons

last

night.

I

Columbia Pictures
I

Corporation
I
f

Announces that

it

bas

in the

course of

production a motion picture entitled

''Naughty Daughters"

—

Copyrighted
and All Rights Reserved

Gets Biophone Agency
Weiss, president of Biophone Corp., New York, has just
announced the appointment of C. P.
Pascoe as general representative in
western Pennsylvania and West Vir-

Pleased Patrons!

m^mf^
UT

Alfred

ginia.

f3

We
with

"U"

Preferred Dividend
Universal has declared quarterly dividend of two per cent on the first
preferred, payable Jan. 2 to stock of
record Dec. 19.

state

lets

thank you for the
you have given us
the trailers, and also wish to
that
the
patrons seem well

wish

prompt
pleased

to
service

with them.

MADISON THEATRE,
A

I

lent own.

Pa.

Inc.

Stebbins,

Pres.

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46tli St.. New York

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

1

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
Putter,

Oklahoma

at

dinner

have been signed by Universal
term contracts, through Leo
Morrison. Their first picture will be

Solve Your Prohlems

CaU
A-

Oklahoma

for long

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Skouras, St. Louii.

WAFILMS,
Walter

Ohi

Dec. 4-5

Dec.

'WE

Balaban

of

Columbus.

Brooklyn, opens.
Annual election, M. P. Club d
New York.
Annual convention of M.P.T.O

5,700

(b) Bond, (o) Over the Counter.
(c) Curb Market.
(•> Stock Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)

NUTE:

M.P.T.O.

of
at

casi,

7

46Ji

Kramer,

Amusement Co. has
company has split

with Universal Theaters.
He does
not deny, however, that negotiations
are under way to separate the comThe Variety theaters are;
panies.

pictures.

2

2H

—Abe

ident of Variety
denied that his

—

100^ 100^
12
54

Cleveland

U.-Variety Split

Zukors Leave for Coast
Adolph and Mrs. Zukor, Mrs.
Mildred Zukor Loew and her two
children left New York last night
for Hollywood.
They will spend the
holidays on the Coast.
Zukor is to
Famous Ottawa Project Delayed
Ottawa Construction of the Fam- inspect the new Paramount studio
ous Players theater here scheduled sound stages.

Quebec House Started
Quebec City Work of clearing

ii"

day
convention

Paramount,

York.

Deny

sound

Second

Nov. 24

of officers

5.

soon will introduce

Today

in

New

for

300
200
30

(s)
(o)
(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

do "A'
•(cb) do 6/jS 28

First

Great

6,000

A

(•)

is

The Industry's
Date Book

be-

interchangeability
tween these systems.

plete

Bach,

62f4 63
102/, 102K
25
25
112/, 113^4

6H

•(o) Skouras Bros
Stanley Co. .. 46Vi
Technicolor
lOVi
Trans-Lux
6
United Art
8
do pfd.
76
Univ. Ch. com. 2
do pfd.
75
•(c) Univ. Pict.
•(§)
do pfd.
Bros. .134fi
(•) Warner

40 J4 41,666
118K 2,000
95
8

115

12

..

l',666

up

William

anticipated.
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telephone bryant 3040

[RDHIOW FILM
^•:M[»^
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

Bryant 8181

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

TALKS TURKEY!

-G-

{Happy Thanksgivingy

Folks!)

OUR

'

DANCING
DAUGHTERS

WHILE THE
CITY SLEEPS
(Chaney)

Oh Bahy, hoiv ihe records fall! Three
weeks Washington, D. C. Three weeks
Detroit. Tu>o iveeks Cincinnati. Two
weeks San Francisco. Extended runs'.
Repeat engagements'. What a clean-up!

Silent print plays Orpheum, Boston,
to S.R.O. business after Sound engage-

Lon Chaney thriller continues to hang
up records Buffalo, Minneapolis, Bos-

ment at State! Sound or Silent

ton, Syracuse, etc.
consensus as best

fire at

WHITE

^

in

sure-

few

Rated

in trade press

Chaney draw

PEOPLE

WOMAN

A

the South, ^eas

(J^av'ies-Waines)

OF AFFAIRS

Months on

Exploited like
an Election

{G\\hext-GarbQ)

S

.

B'way at $2

Broadway $2 Road-Show hit sensational in nation-ivtde release. Playing
third week Baltimore. Extended runs
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago,
etc. Get ready for S. R.O.!

ne^v M-G-M wonder hit. Second
Capitol, N. Y., week close to record

The

Los Angeles preview covered by M. P.

Hennepin, Minneapolis, second
biggest week in history. Chicago, Toronto, Los AngeJes, San Francisco out-

News: "Excellent box-office. Situations of excellent subtlety fully equal
to Clarence Brown's cleverest touches
in 'Flesh and the Devil'! Great bet for
girls and women especially." Watch.'

first.

standing business.

MASKS OF
THE DEVIL

ALIAS JIMMY

WEST OF
ZANZIBAR

VALENTINE

(Chaney)

(Haines)
$2 Talking Hit

(Gilbert)

Variety's first reports:"Warfield,Friscn
up. House ran ten grand ahead of
Granada. Flappers out in force."
"State, Los Angeles, downtown leader.
Gilbert a natural." Another M-G-M

of past

years.

SHOW

^

SHADOWS

it's

the box-office! Big business
everytvhere.-

Get ready for another "Road to ManUnique, colorful, amazing!

dalay."

Watch

for

M-G-M's newspaper—,

"Talking Serial Tie-up." Ask the

M-G-M Manager.

%

Solid sell-out at $2 at Astor, N. Y.
Critics unanimous : " Don't miss it ! "

"Rousing entertainment." "Will be at
Astor for months." Just a few press
comments. Great any way you look at
it

—silent or talking!

for these: NORMA SHEARER in "A LADY OF CHANCE;" RAMON NOVARRO
"THE FLYING FLEET;" MONTA BELL'S thriller "THE BELLAMY TRIAL;" JOAN
CRAWFORD in FRED NIBLO'S "DREAM OF LOVE;" and you don't know the half of
what's coming from the Boys Who Never Stop Delivering!

And watch
in

IT'S

A

PLEASURE!
Mcmbtr of Motion

Piciure Producer!

and Diutlbuion of Aroctlct.

Inc.

;

I

fJ^E^
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DAILY

-Vbram Myers Sought

Head

to

{Continued jrom Hage
.111(1

Wisconsin Joins

Allied Ass'n

Texas as the nucleus

for

M.P.T.O.
Wisconsin has cast its lot
with Allied which now embraces the entire Northwest
of

tlieir

SteflFes
has
roposeil
orRanization
Hiintfd out on several occasions that
\llied is not designed as a rival of
Mic M.P.T.O.A., prefcrrinR to re...ird
the Woodhull organization as
Organization work is
lon-existt nt.
oing carried on (|nietly. Vesterdav.

was

Columbus where the
Ohio is holding a two

in

M.l'.T.O. of
lav convention.

Myers Views on Law
Outlined in Speech
i

Continued from Paijc

1)

Irade Practice Conference of the
ihn industry last year, said in a renit address before the American Institute
of
Steel
Construction
at
iiiloxi, Miss.
.\nti-trust laws have not hindered
Inisiness, he said, pointing out they
'o not prevent consolidation of inopendent units for the promotion of
iHciency of production and economy
t

distribution.

The Supreme Court

growth of trade association

proof of the

fact,

Tri-State Solidly Behind
M.P.T.O. President Says

EDDY

fV.

,

PLAYERS BLOCK TALKERS,

Rock

WITH 17 SOUND PICTURES

ALAN CROSLAND SAYS

—

Tri-State M.P.T.O.,
Two all-talkers, seven part talkers
recently formed at Memphis with M.
A. Lightman as president, is behind and eight synchronized with music
the M.P.T.O. A. solidly.
Lightman and sound effects comprise the 17 picdeclared in a statement branding as tures on the 1928-29 United Artists
false a report that the organization program, eight of which are completed, five nearly complete and the
might join Allied.
balance in work. All of the films now
are being sold.
New Quebec Poster Censor
"Co(|uette" starring Mary Pickford
Montreal Martin Singher has been
appointed chief of the new Quebec and "Nightstick," a Roland West
censor bureau for posters and lobby production of the stage play are the
Little

—

displays, with jurisdiction over all
theaters of the province.
The provincial government Nov. 16 began
censoring posters.

two

all-talkers.

—

Chicago "Just about one-half the
actors you see in headlines today
are going to be dropped from sight
in about two years," Alan Crosland,
director, is quoted as saying in a recent interview here while en route to
New York, explaining the scarcity of
dialogue in talkers.
"Why,
ing

the performers themselves are blockthe movies," he said.
"They can't talk

and they can't sing, most of them, and what
good are they when the public
talking

is

calling for

pictures?

now

being sold are:
"Why have we been filling up these first
Gloria
Swanson, speaking and singing in talking pictures with orchestral accompani*
"Queen Kelly," under direction of Erich von ments and girls dancing to cabaret orchesStroheim
tras, and "here and there maybe a song, or
Charlie Chaplin in "City Lights,"
with dialogue
Douglas Fairbanks, speaking one or two mumbled words or mobs yelling?
in
"The Iron Mask," direction of Allan It's obvious that we have no one to talk or
Fight Frederick Sunday
Dwan Ronald Colman, speaking in "The sing in good style or we would have allFrederick, Okla.
Edward G. Ka- Rescue," direction by Herbert Brenon Lupe talking pictures. We are picking out the
dane, manager of the Gem, Criterion Velez and others speaking and singing in ones we Know can sing or talk in public and
we are pulling them into the movies. The
and .'Kmusu theaters is working on a "Masquerade," D. W. Griffith production present movie
stars are slipping to the back65 per cent of the film in dialogue; "Lumcampaign to abolish local .Sunday and
mox," Herbert Brenon's production of the ground."
closing ordinance.
will try to Fannie Hurst best-seller dialogue sequences
repeal them through the city council. "She Goes to War," Henry King's production of Rupert Hughes's newest novel, with
a cast including Eleanor Boardman, Alma
Leases Mariette House
Rutiens, Al St. John and John Holland.
DiaMariette, Okla.— E. E. Middleton logue
IVest Coast Bureau.
sequences and Miss Rubens singing.
FILM DAILY
of Oklahoma City has leased the LibThe eight synchronized films are: Norma
Los Angeles "Hit of the Show"
erty from Mrs. E. L. King and Blan- Talmadge in "The Woman Disputed," with opens
at the United Artists here toGilbert Roland directed by Henry King and
che Wallace.
Sam Taylor; Dolores del Rio in "Revenge," day, the initial showing on the
directed by Kdvvin Carewe
Vilma Banky in Coast of a film recorded by the Pho"The Awakening," with Louis Wolheim and tophone process.
Effort is being
Walter Byron, Directed by Victor Fleming;
made to secure Joe E. Brown to apwith singing of "Maria," Irving Berlin's
song; John Barrvmore in "King of the pear in person during the showing.
Mountains," directed by Ernst Lubitsch
("Three Passions," Rex Ingram's production
Bristolphone in
Houses
] with
Alice Terry, Ivan Petrovitch, Shayle
Gardner and Clare Eames "Tempest," John
Detroit
Favorite Film Co. will inBarrymore, star and Sam Taylor, director
"Two Lovers," Ronald Colman and Vilma stall Sonora-Bristolphone at one of

The seven

part-talkies

;

;

Law

;

;

He

;

;

First Photophone Film on

pendent businessmen which promotes
-tabilization and yet falls short of
rice
and
territorial
agreements,
i'iapid

ARTHUR

UNITED ARTISTS ItEADY

—

wice has held that the Sherman Act
i'les not
prohibit merging of comlieting plants for sound business rea-ons regardless of size. The antitrust laws have not prevented the
degree of co-operation among inde-

by

bloc of states.

;

^teffcs

Sound Pictures

Milwaukee— The

1)

21, 1928

Coast Opening Today

—

is

he said.

THE

;

K^AXYK^r

;

You May Walk

A Mile
— to see

a cartoon

walking in the right
direction

—if your steps do not
lead

to

the

theatre

showing

KRAZY KAT
—the

best

known

car-

toon character
PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

co-starred under direction of Fred
Battle of the Sexes," D. W.
Griffith production with Jean Hersholt, Phyllis
Haver, Belle Bennett and Don Alvarado in
the cast.

"The

Paul Sclilossman's Muskegon houses
and at Steve Springett's Family the-

ater in Jackson.

Sound at Lawton
Okla.— H. A. William's

F. N.

—but you won*t be

Animated by
Ben Harriion
and
Manny Gould

Hanky

Xiblo;

MINTZ

Opening First
Talker in N. Y. Dec.

"The Barker,"
talking

picture,

Two

—

;

Lawton,

new house here

3

will

be

wired

for

sound.

First National's first

will open its
3 at the Central,

New

Columbus Houses Being Wired
Columbus,
O. J. Real Neth is inhousing the Colleen Moore in "Lilac
stalling Movietone and Vitaphone at
Time."
the Vernon, colored theater.
When
work is completed the house will reLong Runs at Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Long runs are growing open as Neth's Cameo.
in popularity here, because of sound
pictures.
"The Singin.g Fool" lasted
Sound at Five Memphis Houses
three weeks at the Capitol, "Lilac
Memphis
Pantages is the fifth
Time," two weeks and at the Lyric
local house to install Movietone and
"Fazil" has completed its second
Vitaphone.
The

York run Dec.

now

—

—

—

week

Orpheum

at B. F. Keith's.

wired

Calgary House Wired
Calgary Sound pictures are being
shown at the Capitol. Prices have
been slightly raised.

—

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE
for

motion

and

still

photography,

will

be

soon.

Organ Back
Memphis-Loew's

at

Memphis

Palace, which has

been using an all sound policy, has
gone back to use of an organist for
newsreel and coming attractions announcements.

by

hour, day or week.

Etchcraft

Film Studios

454-458 Sixth Ave.

New York

fat

28th St.)

City

Longacre 10109. Chickering 7788 and
Chickering 2989

Interstate

Houses

—

Installing

Sound

Revere, Mass. Interstate Circuit
is wiring the Revere, Revere, Mass.
and the Capitol, Sommerville, Mass.
for

sound pictures.

»NE OF

THE MEMORABLE

lEWSREEL ACHIEVEMENTS
OF ALL TIME

^

The Eruption of

Mt. Etna

FOX NEWS
devoted virtually the entire edition of
Vol. 10 No. 17 (first shown yesterday at
the Roxy and other Broadway houses
and shown today throughout the East)
to the most amazingly graphic motion
pictures ever taken of a great disaster
photographed at the peril of the cameramen's lives, rushed to America from
Sicily by the first steamer and distributed to all Fox News accounts throughout
the United States by airmail or fastest
train.

When

they give gold medals [or
silver cups] for ne^^sreel enterprise

FOX NEWS
WILL NEED A MUSEUM/

Wednesday, November

PAILV

(ConliHued from Page
l)y

the

.\iarch

4.

months
pass

tlie

New York Studios

1)

adjourn
to
Constitution
This gives it only three

in

which

to

appropriation

consider
bills

for

and
all

activities and leaves
very little time for consideration of
matters other than those of the first

the

Short Shots from

government

measures
all
While
pendmg in Congress at the end of
the last session were continued over
until December, any measures pending when the Congress adjourn^
March 4 die. as the next Congress
will be entirely new, and starts from
magnitude.

scratch.
Of the legislation now pendmg, the
only matter to receive serious consideration at the hands of the Congress last session was the BrookThis
hart bill on block booking.
measure, introduced in the Senate by
the senator from Iowa, and in the

^^By ARTHUR

BKXXY

EDDY

W.

RUBIN

\

has coasted into

Amity Dinner

Stresses

(.Continued from Page

presented

number

Giannini

to

1)

following

between

was sounded

as the keynote.

ceptance of the best in

talker shorts for Universal.

world's outstanding scientific discov-

*

is

Riesenfeld.
*

When

the

*

*

gang down at

benefactions to

word

art, literature

in

particular,

picture of the

humanity by the

all

eries.

synchronizing picFor a long
tures these days.
time he was associated with Dr.

Hugo

painted a graphic

the Para-

"We

do not reject Pasteur and his
hydrophobia because he is a
Frenchman," he said.
"We do not
reject Sir Isaac Newton and his laws
of gravitation because he was English.
Nor do we reject Socrates and
his philosophy or Archimedes and

work

in

start their
House by Congressman Cannon of mount -plant at Astoria
"do yon remember," stuff, one of
Missouri, Celler of New York and
his discoveries in the field of spheres
Hudson of Michigan, was the sub- the -names frequently heard is that
Coast.
now
at
the
Lou
Sarecky,
and cylinders because they were
the
of
ject of lengthy bearings before
*
*
*
cominterstate
on
Greek.
committee
In the case of the motion
Senate
The other afternoon Donald Meek,
merce, but received but little considpicture
this
same internationalism
eration thereafter, as Senator Wat- current in "Mr. Moneypenny;" Mar- holds
true.
son of Indiana was an aspirant for cia Manning, playing in "Tin Pan
"The American people are internathe Republican nomination for the .'Klley," and Wallace Ford "got retionally minded.
Quality always sucPresidential candidacy. The measure, corded" by both sound and film.

however, has not been dropped by
author, and Senator Brookhart

its

has announced that upon the reconvening of Congress he will seek to
secure the submission of a report by
the conunittee.

Next in importance was the resolution introduced in the closing days
by Senator Walsh of
Montana, best known for his prosecutions of the oil scandals, which
sought creation of an investigation

of the session

of tne activities of the Dept. of Juswith respect to the industry.
tice
Walsh, late in the session, sought to
secure consideration of his resolution
by the judiciary committee, but the
committee could not hold their
meetings because of the lack of a

The resolution provided
quorum.
for an inquiry into proceedings now
pending before the court, initiated
by the Dept. of Justice or otherwise,
or before the Federal Trade Comand
acts
the
involving
mission,
practices of Film Boards of Trade.
Its introduction was prompted by
the apparent disinterest on the part
of the department in bringing proceedings after several years spent in
investigation.

Federal regulation of the industry (ccnsqrship) also was proposed
lat<; in the session in bills introduced
by Congressman Hudson of Michigan, but received no consideration.
The bill was very similar to the

measures which have been introduced in the past dealing with this
subject, but included also the provisions of Senator Brookhart's block

booking measure.
Representative

Lankford

gia, early in the session,

of

Geor-

reintroduced

his Sunday closing measure for the
District of Columbia, which, during
extensive hearings last Congress was

fought, the controversy at
one time precipitating a fist fight beBlanton of
Representative
tween
Texas and other members and witbitterly

Pathe Shows a Profit

Under

New

Direction

{Continued from Page

quota,

legislation

Harris,

editor

—

London, denied
had been aimed at Ame
of

ti

ican pictures.

Pointing out that the American
people were international in their ac-

and science, Giannini,

British

"The Cinema"

li

"The quota was designed

to

i

crease
British
producti6li"~^(land
secure finances which tWe industl
required," he said.
"In tTiis regat
I think you wilLiagree
with me th
It has been a
success."
The practice of sending all tyt
of American pictures to England
gardless of their suitability was
wroi
and injurious to a marked degree
t
speaker also pointed out.
He u'rg
that more discretion be
exercised
this connection and also
suggest
that much of the misunderstand!
now existing between the film indi
tries of both countries could
be eli
inated
by more
frequent
vis
ij

/

*

Emannuel Baer, who knows
his music,

the

which intertwo countries

Manhattan, set to do his entertaining master-of-ceremonies stuff at
Benny's gags were fed
the Colony.
to audiences at Gruman's Egyptian
for 17 consecutive weeks and they
liked them like nobody's business, as
the b.o. records indicate. After Colony'ng for several w'eeks he will bag and
baggage westward to produce some
*

conceptions may exist, he said.
In refuting Burkan's charges ane

a

of addresses in

nationalism

{

l!

tunity to improve diction, through iw,
ternational exchange of speech b "
tween English speaking countries, a
to overcome what prejudices and mM

Quality Alone Counts,

Expect Measures to
l)ie Before Congress

21,

ceeds in this market.
Insofar as I
concerned, I stand willing to fin-

am

ance any producer no matter who if
he has a legitimate, banking proposition."

1)

of

men connected

with both

tradi

Commendation of the A.M.P.A a
Its work was expressed
in an endor
ment trom the "Bumpers", Bnt

advertising association, and
presen!

by Harris to George Harvey,
pre
dent of the A.M.P.A. under
wh(
auspices the dinner was held.
Har
likewise presented a cigarette
Ci

to Edward L. Klein, chairman
of t
'"'^"^'^'"^"ts
committee
of
A.M P.A., in whose hands detailst
the function rested.
In addition
the above addresses, Al
Lichtlnl
president of the Motion Picture
CI

Will H. Hays acted as toastmaster.
the previous 16 weeks period
In introducing the various speakers, recounted, in humorous fashion, so
from Jan. 1 to April 21. These fighe pointed out, in several instances, of his experiences with the Engl
ures are after all charges including
that the industry would not be ful- trade
Drovision
for depreciation, interest
filling its duty to the public if it kept
The guest list included
and amortization of discount, etc., and
from that public quality in pictures no
Capt. Harold Autem, Jack Alicoate,
after charging certain estimated exD/
matter if they came "from Siam or Bernstem David Blum, Mr. and Mrs.
cess production costs on pictures in
O. Buckley, H. A. Bandy,
Hollywood."
Jerry
production prior to April 21. 1928, to
Major Charles Bell. Mr. and Mrs"! Ha
cS
Nathan Burkan, general counsel for W. Barrel!, Paul J. Benjamin,
the special reserves previously estabW.
C Boi
United Artists, was the first to ad- by, Joe Brandt, Ralph D. Blumenfeld, \
lished.
lirennei,
Colvn.
Brown, Nathan Burl
dress the assemblage.
He launched Major
Gen.
Lee Bullard, R. H Bi
an attack on quotas and contingents s.de, \V. £. Robt.
Callaway, Jack
Mr.
Fia:ht is
and declared the American govern- Mrs Harry J. Cohen, John Cohn,
Cray, J
J.
Curtis,
JHy
Daab,
ment
was
Tom
becoming
Delehanty. Ned
suspicious of imA. F. of L.
Uepuiet, Frederick H. Elliott.
trade cartels in Europe as
New Orleans Fight to the last apending
deliberate attempt to curb American up^'""''A ^\ ^^>'- J°''" C. Flinn, Bruce
U. R. Geyer, Harry Goldberg,
ditch against displacement of workJ.
trade in those markets.
Graliam, i.. s. Uregg, Mr. and
men by machinery was promised by
Mrs.
.uiick, Earle W. Hammons,
"In
Don Hanc
Germany and in England," he
William Green, president of the
u ""^ ^; Harris, George Harvey, S.
American Federation of Labor, in remarked, "such quotas may help for Hatch,
G Hemerich, Curt Heinfel
J.
But I see harm in Frederick L. Herron, W. G. R. Howell.
nncning the annual convention here. the moment.
for

\

«
,

fell

Mechanical Music
Seen Aided bv

—

•

1

A quota in England is not Humm, Cewis. Innerarity, Monroe Isen, .
His statement is seen in line with fight them.
Arthur James, Theo. Jaedl
^V'snecessary.
England has the best t?''
of muscians against replacing of ort. B. Johnson, Ray Johnston,
Wra. A. J
in
writers,
the
in
best
ability. ston, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kelly,
chestras with mechanical music.
Georm
In a year or two, England will real- Kerr, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Klein,
Harr
1

'Cheaper'

Warner

Sound Device Soon?
(.Continued

from Pane

1)

manufacturing plant. Denial is made
at the Vitaphone office, that any new
device is to be sponsored by Warners.

No

action whatever was
taken with respect to the measure at
the last session and it is not likelv
that anything will be done this sesnesses.

sion.

Repeal of the present prohibition

upon

interstate
transportation
of
prize fight films also was sought in a
number of measures introduced earlv
in
the session, but thev too were
laid on the shelf and will likely remain there.

ize

her mistake."

He

charged

quota

the

legislation
particular groups

fermenting

was

traceable

of
to

motivated by selpurposes and, like Giannini and
Hays, declared box-office pictures
and no other factor were the answer.
Opportunity offered by the motion
picture to promote amity between
fish

America and England is enhanced
greatly by advent of the talking pic-

ture, J. E. Otterson, president of Electric

Research

Products,

Western

Electric subsidiary, declared at last
night's banquet. The talker, he says,
offers
both British and American

producers new opportunity to speed
the day when the English tongue
will be recognized as the one
indispensable language of the world."
Talkers, he said, also offer oppor-

Koch M. E. Kornbluth, Maurice Kann.'
and Mrs. Richard La Barre, Jesse
L. La
.^^%' ^^'- ^"^ M"- Al LicW
i ,'u"r M.
Arthu^
Loew, Mr. and Mrs. N. L. 1
hemi, Lee Marcus, J. W. T. Mason,
and Mrs. L. B. Metzger, D.
J. MounUa
P. Mulrooney, J. J. Murdock, Rutgers
son, J. P. Normanly, John
E. Otterson,
and Mrs. C. B. Paine, Winfield Scott Pal
P. A. Parsons, R. W. Perkins.
:

W. C. Quimby, Martin J. Quigley,
and Mrs. H. L. Reichenbach, Phil Reis
Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt Reed, Wm. S. Ro
Arthur Rosseau, J. Robert Rubin,
J J. E
Edward A. Schiller, J. H. Seidelman,
and Mrs. Max Schlesinger, C.
J. Scoi
Edward A. Saunders, Joseph Sessa, E

Shauer, Victor M. Shapiro, J. Skirboll, A
Smith, Jr., A. W. Smith, Samuel Sp
Morton A. Spring, Martin J. Starr, C.
E.

Steele,

P.

.Symington.

J.

Streiberg,

Commander T

P. L. Thompson, Peter Vischer, Wil
Vogel, Walter Wanger, Max Weiss,
J,
Wilhams, J. R. Wilson, Frank J. Wils;
Mrs.
Margaret H. Whitaker, Gordon
White, and C. I^ Yearsley.

HfSi

[nesday,

THE
November

21, 1928

M. Daly Visits the Dr. Giannini-Sam HarrisL.M. P. A. Function at the Biltmore Last Night
hil

64

Paramount

takes an easy lead

I

ifi^ith

^Interference' in the seething
field of talli^insS films ••• One

of'
ve'i

the most amazing exhibits that
tei.

if

I

have seen in any theatre. 55

Lit
ir!it

iel

—JVew ITork JHornin^
With Evelyn Brent,

Jf*orld

Clive Brook,

William Powell, Doris Kenyon.

by Roy J. Pomeroy
from the Lothar Mendes Production of the play by Roland
Pertwee and Harold Dearden.
Directed

I

jtf.«^«%,
14
All-T»lkin;{

iii€»r€^

l*i€*tiiro»

rarainoiint

between now and July

1st,

1029

It

ItOl

1

Woodhull Hits Charge of M.

Hays

P. T. O. -

Tie-up

ML THE

HEWS
ALLTHE TIME

^/'FILMDOM
OL.

XLVI

No. 45

Tlhursday,

Mystery
T'S being talked about in
whispers guarded whispers.

'

—

One

of the surprise

moves

of

is about to be pulled,
have been made to block
^ery channel of information,
et the story is beginning to

year

e

fiforts

ep through.
Is
ce

November

Price 5 Cents

1928

22,

M-G-M - U. A. MERGER AS FORERUNNER TO PARAMOUNT DEAL?
mCltSIUSNOIMIEIII

Well, something
big?
millions are inhundred
one
it

UUED

ON

ASS'N

Schenck and Zukor's Trip
to Coast Linked to
Reported Merger

BALL-BEARING PROJECTOR

im

READY FOR SOUND FILNS

Several of the
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The Holmes Projector Co. of Chirgest outfits in the whole hecWashington "I have nothing to cago has completed a new standard
: scheme of motion pictures are
say," was comment made yesterday projector, especially designed for the
irties to the deal which, we to THE FILM DAILY by Abram reproduction
pictures
of
sound
F.
Myers, Federal trade commis)uchsafe right now, will knock sioner, when asked if he had been whether recorded via the film or the
The company declares
disc method.
e breath out of most of the tendered the leadership of the Allied
its machine is the first all ball-bear)lved, that's all.

—

Iks

who

believe themselves
this sort of thing.

imune from

Rolling West
Pounding its way across the flatids of the Middle West this morn5 is a limited train carrying aboard
o of the industry's leading headnames: Adolph Zukor and Nick
Mr. Zukor, of course, is
okesman for the Paramount-Pubinterests.
Mr. Schenck is factom supreme of Loew's, Inc. and
etro and brother of Joe Schenck.
Dw if you know the Schencks, you
11
realize that two closer brothers
le

henck.

States

Ass'n.,

headed

by

W.

A.

The first completed machine is
Reports of this nature have been
now
in New York and shortly will
current before, Commissioner Myers
pointed out, but he still is on the
job at Washington. It can be stated
authoratively that the commissioner
(Continued

W.

on

Page 4)

HOUSES

The Set-Up
That cements a very
tionship between the two biggest
dividuals in both Metro and United,
'hich clears up one side of the picre-

Parmount, Metro and United
working so closely together these

re.

that they are often referred to
the "Big Three." All of this may
ive nothing to do with the trip
.ys

est.

)w
re

Then

again

it

Eyes

might.

Hollywood-ward

turn

for

fu-

developments.

order to keep you
it
be understood that
e beginning of this tale has nothg to do with the middle. The mys-

However,

The

weeks.

first

will

be

the

at

Goodwin, Newark, Stanley-Fabian
house, where "Submarine," Columpicture opens Saturday, while
bia,
lentown,

Pa.,

open Dec.

M.

in

let

ry deal is entirely apart from the
ans,
alleged
and otherwise, of
:henck, Zukor, and Schenck.
Reeinber that.

K

ANN

where "Wings"

is

to

3.

P. T. O. Is

24 CITIES

The

98 theaters which the Shuoperate in 24 cities will be
wired for sound pictures via the W.
Houses in Philadelphia,
E. system.
Chicago, Pittsburgh and Boston are
now being equipped. In these four
berts

Warners have made a deal
long runs of "Noah's Ark" while

cities,

for

the

probable this arrangement will
legitimate
extended to other
be
It is
houses in the Shubert circuit.
planned to have "Noah's Ark" follow
"The Singing Fool" into the Winter
Garden, also a Shubert house.
it

is

Membership drive throughDallas
out the state, which already is declared to have added 50 new faces to
the organization roster, is to be confollowing decision of the
tinued,
Texas unit, made at the recent convention here, to become affiliated
with -Mlied States Ass'n, headed by
W. A. Stefifes. The drive will be
continued under direction of President H. A. Cole, reelected at the recent meeting.

Columbus

— Charge

that the M.P.T.O.A. is connected with the Hays organization was denied at the Ohio
convention here by R. F. Woodhull,
who says the organization and Hays
group are not affiliated in any way.
Financial plans of the organization

week's meeting of
assessment of $100
trustees
per year for each state unit and $5
He also cited
per year per theater.

adopted

at last
call for

amounts paid

in the treasury

iated theater

owners

the

imputation

the

(Continued

on

in

by

affil-

refutation of

Hays
Page 4)

M-G-M

United

and

with Paramount, is being speculated
by insiders, followng departure of
Nicholas M. Schenck, M-G-M president, and Adolph Zukor, Paramount
head, for the Coast.
The executives now en route to
Los Angeles, are reported slated to
go into conference on the subject

with Joseph M.

Schenck

of

United

Artists.

There is a general understanding
that the three firms have a working
arrangement, a view strengthened by
their joint theater holdings and split
Probable cementin playing time.
ing of this relationship, in event actu(Continued on Page 4)

Stanley Executives to
Be Transferred to N. Y.

Not Connected

Texas Continues Member
Drive on Joining Allied

answered.

Artists together, so far as distribution
concerned, at least, as possible
is
forerunner of a closer understanding

With Hays Office, Woodhull Says
—

Just a Minute
raight,

proofs of the interchangeabil-

Biophone with films recorded
Western Electric disc system
by
are scheduled within the next few
of
the

the second will be at the State, Al-

definite

e

Two

IN

to

and

availing last night, when telegrams sent to the Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago remained un-

Bringing

RECORDED flLMS

E.

BOOKED fOR BIOPHONE
ity

be placed on demonstration.

SHUBERTS TO WIRE 98

:

Duld be difficult to find.
Joe is
esident
and the head man at
nited Artists.
But Joe and Nick
e usually equal partners in everying they do.
>

ing apparatus ever made.

Steffes.

Adolph
reach
Nicholas
M.
Schenck for statements on reports of a proposed M-G-MUnited Artists merger as a
forerunner to an amalgamation
or closer working arrangement
with Paramount, proved unEfforts

Zukor

office

is

—

Philadelphia

Ratification of the

Warner-Stanley deal early
cember will result in removal

in

De-

to

New

of Stanley execuoperating personnel
of Stanley is to be retained here.
The zone manager system is being

York
tives.

of a

number

Theater

restored by Stanley.

Federal Censor Drive
Urged Upon W.C.T.U.
Boston— Drive for
tion of the industry

Federal regula-

was urged upon

m

the W.C.T.U. convention here
report of Mrs. Maude M. Aldrich,
Oregon, chairman of the association's

department of

films.

November

Thur<5dav.

Indianapolis

Showman

The Fourth Day

Murdered by Bandits

Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood. California— Kal'^''
New York.
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
W. Fredman. The
6607.' London— Ernest
Film Renter. 58, Great Marlborough St.. W.
Berlin— Lichtbild-buehne. Friedrichstrasse,
I.
225.

Financial
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Southern

Callaway,

E.

sales

for First National, is back
after a six months' trip that took him
Orleans
from Indianapolis to
and then over to Atlanta.

manager

New

on Sales Trip

Skirboll

Joseph Skirboll, general sales manof World Wide Pictures, left
week for an extended visit to

ager
this

through
Exchanges,
Kducational
which the new company will make its

when

distribution
first

starts
it
of the year.

300

Rigaumont Designs Corning House
1,766

12

84

85"

—

Corning, N. Y. Corning Building
Co. will erect the Liberty designed
by Victor A. Rigaumont.

Nov. 24
Dec.

Dec. 17

York.

Counter.

Curb Market,
Stock

Petition

Sunday Pictures

—

Columbia, Mo. Two hundred signatures have been obtained to a petition for Sunday pictures here, by
Junior

the

Mayor W.

Chamber

of

Commerce.

Hctzler and City Attorney Howard Major attempted to
forestall

J.

the circulation of

the

peti-

tion.

Louis House Damaged
P. Markuly's Washington, East St, Louis, III., was damaged by an explosion and fire, declared to have been of incendiary
St.

Victor Schertzinger in N. Y.
Victor SchertziiiRcr. director assiRiicd to make tlic new all-talking
film starring Ricliard Dix at Paramount's Long Island Studio, lias arYork to begin preparived in
Dix is exrations for the picture.
pected today and production is to
start about Dec. IS.

St.

Annual

Opens Xmas

Kcith-Albee-Orpheum

the Keilh-Aibee Palace, Rochester,
The house, which
Christinas Day.
cost around $3,000,000, seats 3,000.
It is of the same type as the new
Boston
Brooklyn and
Cleveland,
houses, erected under supervision of
The RochPresident E, F. Albee.
ester theater will be one of the first
houses built especially for RCAparking space to acPhotophone.
commodate 1,000 cars and be operated by the theater is a feature.

First

—

Probable panic was
Winnipeg
averted at the Monarch, a neighborhood house, by prompt action of
Manager Walter Deering, who, alcripple, made
the front of the theater

though a

his

way

to

will

A.

Schnitzer and Ince Confer
Ince, who recently

Ralph

Dorothy Parker Leaving for Coas'^
Dorothy Parker, leaves New Ycrl,
tonight for the Coast, where she wil

for

Eber-

motion and

still

photography, by

Etchcraft

Film Studios

454-458 Sixth Ave.

(at 28th St.)
City
Longacre 10109, Chickering 7788 and
Chickering 2989

New York

AMPA

F.

pic-

hour, day or week.

PA Presidents
Feted by
yesPast presidents of the
terday were hosts to George W.
Harvey, incumbent, at the M. P.
Club of New York yesterday. The
event marked first time all presidents ever have assembled together.
Presidents, in order of their terms
of office are: Arthur James, P. A.
Parsons, Paul Gulick, Paul N. Lazarus, C. L. Yearsley, John C. Flinn,
Victor M. Shapiro, A. M. Botsford,
Walter

talking

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE

fears.

Allvine,

M-G-M

do dialogue for
tures.

requests and example, quietened

Glendon

com

anc
"Singapore
Mutiny"
"Hardboiled" for FBO, has been ii
conference with J. I. Schnitzer, sinc(
his arrival in Nev/ York from Holly
wood.

pleted

tioor in front of the

AM

attend today's meeting of th(
P. A, at which Nat Rothsteir
discuss exploitation in Europe

and the McCarthy Sisters will fur
nish words and music on the talkers

A

tlieir

c

M.

will

The outbreak occurred durscreen.
ing the evening performance when
there were 400 patrons in the Monarch.
rush started for the exits
and women fainted but Deering, by
his

Club

awarded to Dr. A. H. Giannini a
Anglo-American dinner Tuesday

and restored
order although flames were shooting

from the stage

P.

the

A

Manager's Quick Work
Averts Probable Panic

in St. Louis opens
of
M.P.T.O.

Sam Harris at A. M. P. A.
Sam Harris, donor of the trophj

open

will

house
banquet

Eastern Pennsylvania.
annual ball.
M.
New York.

26

K-A-0 House

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCr
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard
i

Vaudeville Acts

hardt and Bruce Gallup.
1

First
National's all-talker, "The
Barker," opens Dec. 1 at the Carthay
Circle, Los Angeles, under a deal
It succeeds
closed by R. C. Seery.
"Interference" at the theater.

i

The

He succeeded
W. H. Childs.

to post

A

Latest

Model Double

Spring Motor

Friedman Loew's Director
Leopold Friedman now is a njember of the Loew's board of directors.
late

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

'SALE!'
SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

of the

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds ISFeetFiim— Case- 6 Magazine*
2 in. F, 3.5 Lena

Louis— V,

Million Feet oS

Everything
FILM LIBRARY SCENES

origin.

New

Waterbury House
Waterhury, Conn, The Palace
Sound

New York

Dec. 25
Jan. 20
Jan.

$3,000,000
at Rochester

York.

Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
Testimonial dinner and instaUatio'
of officers of M. P. Club of Ne\

Dec. 4-S

formance. The picture, "Steamboat Willie," will be held over
for a second week.

"Barker" Coast Opening Dec.

200

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Annual election. M. P. Club

4

New

the Colony, New York last
night rounded out its 20th per-

I

26/2
98 '/2

Exchange.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked.)
NOTE: Balalan & Kali is listed in Chicago;
Skouras. St. I^uis.
(s)

W.

to sell after the

198
the

Back from Sales Jaunt

physical

12

26Vi

which Harry Thomas is president,
has no connection with either of the
two companies owned by Furst.

800

6

45ii

New

York,

of

184.000

,132% 127" 128K 14'. 5 66
...133^ 127J4 127^4 10,500

do 6^58 28

Bond.

u"
52!^

7.000

Bros.

"A"

Harry Thomas Firm Separate
First Division Pictures,
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Partnership of Furst-Wells Prod.,
comprising Robert S. Furst and Raymond Wells, has been dissolved, according to Furst, who states that he
has acquired the stock of First DiSales
vision Distributors and First Divi5,400
Producers, owned by Wells,
500 sion
making him 100 per cent_ owner of
3
1.300 the stock of both companies.
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Pulliam

His widow and
years.
old daughter survive.

The Industry's
Date Book

Powers' Cinephone subjects
demonstrated interchangeability with Western Electric reproducing equipment for the
fourth successive day when a
cartoon subject on the bill of

—

Paul Pulliani. superIndianapolis
visor of R. R. Blair's six neighborhood theaters here, was shot and inllLXLTINi.45 Tkirsdii, Nt«. 22. 1921 PriciSCaits stantly killed in a holdup here shortafter midnight Tuesday, within
ly
PUBLISHER
JOHN W. AllCOATE
a few hundred feet of the St. Clair
theater which he had just left. Paul
Published daily except Saturday and holidays Williams. 16-year old employee, who
N. \-. .ap"
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blocking
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the
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President
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car
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Inc,
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machine, and that one
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Treasurer.
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau,
Pulliam beEntered shot was fired striking
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right
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at
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hind
1918.
May
21.
matter.
as second class
the act
post-office at New York. N. Y.. under
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Terms (Postage free)
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months,
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Dramafie Star

STORY OF WARNER
THEVITAPHONE
PICTURES
ended.
do to

Ihe

insistent

BROS.
is

never

urge

to create
great organization.
With that thought fixed as the
North Star, you can appreciate our deep
pride when we announce the acquisition of
John Barrymore to the Warner Bros, roster of great personalities.

—

— to

JohnBarri/more]

lead

— dominates

this

DISTINGUISHED DRAMATIC
STAR WILL MAKE his first talking pic-

THIS
ture

PICTURC
u/ill

Sit

Bros.

he.

Tavern T(ni^t''

erick,

Bert

h

Author of "The Sea »auij<"
"Captain Blood" etc.

Lois Wilson

M. Cohan's

Conrad Nagel

AL JOLSON in
"THE JAZZ SINGER"
"THE TERROR," with

BROS.

TALLIN q PICTURE

Vitaphone

"THE HOME TOWNERS"
DOLORES COSTELLO in
"GLORIOUS BETSY"
with

WARNER

Lytell,

May McAvoy and Louise F2izenda
"STARK MAD," H. B. Warner,
Louise Fazenda, Jacqueline Logan

}ust

Warner Bros.

of the

AL JOLSON in
"THE SINGING FOOL"
"ON TRIAL," with Pauline FredGeorge

/RAPHAEL SABAT/f/f

/t

On Top

via

Vitaphone

Pictures.

World With Warner
Talking

Pictures!

FANNIE BRICK in "MY MAN"
DOLORES COSTELLO in
"TENDERLOIN"
virith

Conrad

Nagel

"THE LION AND THE MOUSE"
with May McAvoy and
Lionel Barrymore

"LIGHTS OF

NEW YORK"

All-Star

MONTE BLUE

Cast

in

"CONQUEST"

with H. B. Warner, Lois Wilson

"THE DESERT SONG"
with All-Star Cast

DOLORES COSTELLO in
"THE REDEEMING SIN"
with

Conrad

a Few of the Big Hits With Plenty More

Nagel

On The Way

r

NOAH'S ARK"-TOPS ANY PICTURE EVER MADE!

THE

s^E2S
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

{Continued from Facjc

a

move

hearing taxi
ALAN CROSLAND
daily over the route

power

hi-twcen Cosmopolitan studio and his

to bring

is

meters

click

1)

not
is
declared planned, as

merger of the companies

al

consunmiated,

W. EDDY,

ARTHUR

Merger Forerunner
to Paramount Deal?
is

picture-making
i» Europe there are more Alps to
get over than the famed highlands
of Italy and environs, according to
Dave Butler, just back ivith about

comes

it

to

Independents Resuming/

d

Fox and RCA.

Efforts previously

M-G-M

have been made

and U. A. into one

mid-town hotel. He's going to mega- organization, so far as distribution is
phone Harry Richman, night cluh concerned at least. These efforts have
luminary, in his initial feature, titled been blocked by the member stars,
The pronotably Charlie Chaplin.
"Sav It With Music."

When

posal has been for physical administration only, with United Artists to
Whether
retain its own sales force.
the obstacles to this proposed merger

Lull

After
there

is

a

lapse

renewed

—

in

court litigation and closed

several years.

Paramount at Lakeland
lias
I^akcland, l-'Ia.
I'ublix
purchased the Polk and is dickering for
the Lakeland which the firm has
leased but never opened.

—

Morgantown House For
Morgantown, W.

—A

Pictures

Pennsylhas leased the
Grand and will reopen it as a picture
vania

theater

\'a.

made

clear yesterday, his position is
that he cannot well comment
upon the reports now current, but
indicated that if overtures had been
made by Allied, they have been informal, for the most part.

Independent Gets Security Series

—

Wally Wales pictures
from Security Pictures.

for

—

Fields Corner theater.

Buys Greenville Houses
Greenville, Pa.
Albert Schlesinger,
of Pittsburgh, has taken over the
Mercer Scjuare and Maine.
The

—

Ohio

Fire at Louisville
Louisville
Fire in the booth of the
Loop destroyed 2,000 feet of film.

—

Ion

completed.
oi

oiii

Number

licii

of Firms Held

Seeking

May

:tiir

McAvoj

Ull

Whether May McAvoy will rena
her contract with Warners in Jai§
ary

a

is

number

matter of speculation.
of

companies

seeking the diminutive

are

ml!
^

li

.-

reporte
partici

star,

National.
Miss McAvo
has completed her specified numbt
of films for Warner, and unless loar
ed to some other company will b
on vacation until the contract expire;
First

larly

"Mary Dugan" for Norma Shearef,
Norma Shearer has been cast a
lead in "The Trial of Mary Duga^^ H
which

its

direct, as

author, Bayard Veiller, wj!

M-G-M's second

itr

all-talkei

Raymond Hackett will play the sar
role in the picture that he did in tl
play.
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney?
slated as Miss Shearer's next vehick

^'
'

''

has been postponed.

Cast for "Girl

Who Came

Back"

I

Claire McDowell and Dick Belfiel
have been added to the cast of "Th
Girl Who Came Back," Tiffany-Stal
picture directed by James Flood wit
Patsy Ruth Miller, Eva Southern an

Malcolm McGregor playing

lead.

.

Mack Vehicle
Duane Thompson and Mary Do
Gets Leads in

have the leading feminini
roles in Willard Mack's play, "Hun!
ed," which he will direct and appei
ran

in

will

personally at the

M-G-M

ill

studioi

To

Green Bay House
Wis. H. K. Tinim
rebuild the Orpheum, combina-

Rebuild
Green Bay,
will
tion

house,

wesco

is

to

—

seat

1,500.

being built here.

FOR RENT
Small Attractive Offices at

H. Cooks Promoted
Dorchester, Mass.
Harvey Cooks
has be?n promoted to manager of the

Ckvelaiui
Indepcnflciit Pictures houses lately have been run by rehas i)urchased four Leo Maloneys and ceivers.
eight

8=

the

such

firm

house after altering.

from C. B. Welch.

at

will

Activities
will
be
resumed
around Jan. 1, he says, when
the newest sound stage will be

—

—

studio

continue
only four weeks, instead of the
several months' shutdown reported, Jack Warner states.

of several weeks,
activity in the inde-

on
Ass'n

production

in

Warner

WORKING AFTER LAPSE

M.P.T.O. Not With
Hays, WoodhuU Says

Myers

Lull to be Brief

NUMBER OF UNITS AGAIN

pendent producing field.
Burton King is making two pichave been removed, is problematical. tures for Excellent, while Trem Carr
There is the angle of the govern- Prod, is completing "The Black
80,000 feet of classy stuff including ment's viewpoint of such a proposed Pearl" at the Sennett studios. Scott
Pembroke is directing.
such Continental box-office numbers merger to be considered.
Charles J. Hunt will direct a secas Mussolini, Prince of Wales, Marond picture for Chesterfield, with
shal Foch, King of Spain and AdDave's cameraman,
miral Jellico.
Lon Young supervising. Dallas FitzSid Wagner, shot Nick Stuart, playgerald recently directed an indepening a cameraman, everywhere from
dent picture for Abe Carlos.
(Cvntinucd from Page 1)
the Eiffel Tower to a Morrocoan
Ben Wilson will make a series of
harem, if they have hareins in Mor- financing the organization.
eight pictures for Trinity Pictures,
W. M. James was reelected unan- while Frank Mattison also will do
roco. The most popular man on the
yesterFox expedition ivas Harry Brand, imously for a fifth term at
In addition.
a series for Trinity.
officers are: J. J.
Other
session.
day's
living.
a
who ordinarily ivi-ites for
Trinity is handling serials.
Harry handled all the cash as busi- Harwood, Cleveland, and vice presiD. M. Thomas will soon place a
dent at large, J. A. Ackerman, Cinness manager of the unit.
Jack London story in production at
cinnati; Henry Bieberson, Jr., Delathe Chadwick studio, with Scott R.
The Paramount studio's version of ware; John Damm, Wadsworth. Dunlap directing.
Henry McRae
Granville, secretary
Greta Garbo is Helen Harper, who George Fenberg,
will direct a series recorded by HanLancaster,
treasurAbram,
Harry
and
is working in "The Letter."
aphone.
Trustees are: H. .H. Lustig,
er.
Mrs. Wallace Reid recently comAl Santell is battling curious Cleveland; Martin Smith, Toledo; pleted "Linda."
Arthur
Hamilton;
Schwalen,
John
crowds in Nexv Yo7-k streets as he
Sanduscky; L Lipson,
directs exteriors for Vilma Banky's Himmelein,
Preparing Next Laurel-Hardy
Samuel Goldwyn starring Cincinnati; Caldwell Brown, Zanesnext
Leo McCarey, vice president and
ville.
Female interest is focused
vehicle.
supervising director of the Roach
on Robert Montgomery, Vilma's new
studios, is preparing scenario for the
and personable leading man, drafted
next M-G-M-Stan Laurel and Oliver
is
Silent
George
from the Gotham stage.
Hardy comedy.
Barnes is the man behind the first
Offer
Allied
camera.
Editing "Noisy Neighbors"
{Continued from Page 1)
Ann Bauchens, Pathe film editor,
has made no decision, with respect to
New Stereoscopic Process
leading Allied under a three year con- is at work on "Noisy Neighbors,"
London Theodore Brown is the tract.
which was produced by Paul Bern,
inventor of the new stereoscopic
That the commissioner would have and directed by Charles Reisner.
process, Depthoplastocs. No demon- no difficulty in securing a good place
strations have been held as yet.
Completing "The Yellowback"
in the film industry has been apparJerome Storm is completing dient ever since he led the Trade PracAlter Coming House
rection
of
"The Yellowback," at
tice Conference in New York a year
Corning, la.^ M. Kuhl is showing ago, when his masterful handling of FBO.
Tom Moore, Tom Santschi
pictures at the Opera House while difficult subjects and the spirit of and Irma Harrison are principals.
the American is being altered.
fairness he manifested gained a host
Buy Roanoke House
of friends for him, even among those
To Open Orange House
Roanoke, Ala.— P. F. and F. R.
previously said to be anatagonistic
Orange, Cal. C. I. Langley will
to the commission.
However, he Lane have taken over the Liberty
open the Adams which has been involved

Service-

rapidly-growing

to offset the

of
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Service.

Air.
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Yade Commission Rejects Block Booking Protest
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Buzzing
PECULATION

runs

high

the crest of a flood
circulation
in
reports
of
3ughout the New York trade
ch, as you know, is motion
Such
headquarters.
ture
zing you never did see.
algamations of huge proporexecutives
important
is,
nging from their present
;s to more alluring ones, thes by the bushel changing
ds these and other moves
intriguing the insiders,

happen
It always works
ers won't.
that way. But one observa-

ome

sure

is

L

them

of

The

:

will

is

Price 5 Cents

1928

F.

N. Cleared

in

Monthly Average of 160
Being Raised to 250
or More Next Year

Inquiry

ApplicatioTi for complaint against First National charging violation of the law in employing the practice of block booking, has been
dismissed, following a preliminary inquiry, the Federal Trade Commission yesterday notified Irving D. Rossheim, First National president. Hearing on the application was held before the commission's
board of review, and the company and its branch officers were investigated by agents of the commission. Facts developed "did not
call for exercise of the remedial powers granted by law to the
commission," Otis B. Jdhnson, commission secretary, informed

Western

Electric sound projection
now are being installed
in theaters at the rate of 160 a month,
with the average being increased
steadily, so that a 250 a month average will be attained by next year.
This schedule, which provides for
installation of an estimated 3,000 sets
in 1929, in addition to the 1.000 to be
in use by Dec. 31 of this year may be
increased, with one authoritative estimate placing the number to be in-

equipments

Rossheim.

centralization

cess through which the
try

23,

W. E. SOUND SYSTEMS
WILL BE INSTALLED IN 1929

3,000

on

—

November

in-

passing will continue.

RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUN

SENNE1T SOUND COMEDIES,

Motivations
would

you

several

are

;

have

the

which

stick

c:

he bankers, always remember,
riding mighty high in the sadTake any one of the larger organi
Dns in the field and you will find
ing behind the scenes a group
everal groups of influential Wall
financial institutions. Where
film babies are thriving there
le desire to turn over a greater
Where earnings are not so
it.
the same bankers are anxious
et

r

out from under.

;et

It's

PLAN

reasons,
out as

a char-

With 84 per

two

concerns

current
industry's

capacities of the
Glance
esentative corporations.
financial statements, then allow
some inflation in the figures, comwhat you see with net earn;
and the results will convince
that somewhere something is
Most businesses compute
ng.
earnings as ten per cent of the
1

In

ally

at

less

the

business

film

than

ten,

and

it

is

often

five.

The Process
herefore,

until

the

set-up

is

re-

revamped and concentrated
profits are commensurate with
;stments, you will find mergers.
isted,
1

to this natural ambitions for exsion, the urge to increase earnpowers and alliances in one
rter to offset aggressions from
;r quarters and yon will have the
sons for the startling moves in
1

spect.

cent of stock of Keith-

Earle W. Hammons has signed
Sennett to make a series of
20 two-reel comedies in all sound.
The first in complete dialogue and

Mack

sound effects is finished via the RCA
Phonophone. This arrangement will
FBO, has been declared operative. not conflict with Sennett's contract
Holders of 981,281 shares of K-A-O with Pathe for silent two-reelers.
Educational also plans a series of
DetaJs
have deposited their stock.
{Continued on Page

(Coi.tinued

7)

Net of Fox Theaters

is

KANN

Fox Theaters

on

Page

7)

Constitutionality of

Ban on Kids Attacked

Estimated at $2,144,898

ling

3S.

OPERATIVE REVUES fOR EDUCATIONAL

Albee-Orpheum, common stock deposited for shares of Class "A" RadioKeith-Orpheum, the plan for merger
of the former with the latter, which
also combines RCA-Photophone and

ristic of their ilk.

umber

NOW

—

for the year
estimated at

Montreal Test case on the proOctober 31, is
vincial law barring children under
approximately two and 16 from picture theaters, has been
$2,144,898
one-half times more than the $823,- taken under advisement in Superior
Thirty-five exhibitors
658 reported for the preceding year. Court here.

Net
ended

The

of

is exclusive of Roxy TheCorp. and Fox-Case Corp.

figure

aters

are

prosecution.
in
the
(.Continued on Page 7)

involved

Fox Movietone News Daily by
Sept. 1, 1929 is the Latest
Bank Seeks
Shares to

Ufa
German Gov't

to Sell

By Arrangement with "Lichtbildbiiehne"
Negotiations
Berlin (By Cable)
are under way by the Deutsche Bank
with the German government, seeking to have the government take over

—

the $625,000 in Ufa shares held by
the bank. The Reichstag committee
appointed to consider participation
of the government in Emelka first is
{Continued on Page 7)

Marking a distinct innovation in
the history of newsreels, Fox Movietone News will release seven issues
A few
a week by Sept. 1, 1929.
months ago, the subject was increased
from one to two releases a week. On
Dec. 1, there will be three. The total
jumps to four on Feb. 24; five on
April 6, six on June 1 and seven by
Sept. 1.
At present 50 Movietone trucks are
at

work

country
this
in
{Continued on Page 7)

and

in

next year at 4,000.
to increase productions are
being studied by J. E. Otterson head
of Electrical Research Products, who
recently
Chicago,
returned
from
where he inspected manufacturing
work being done at the Hawthorne
plant.
Three shifts are working 24
hours a day at the plant, with additional space turned over for production of sound picture equipment, and
additional workmen being added as
rapidly as the liighly-skilled nature of
stalled

Methods

work

permits.
will be 885 sys1, there
tems in operation, with the number to
total 1,000 by Jan. 1. As an instance
of the speedier installations being
made, 105 theaters were wired be-

the

By

Dec.

tween Nov.

S. R.

5

and

17.

KENT HITS REPORT

OE COMBINATION PLAN
Denial of reports that any combination or closer understanding between
{Continued on Page 7)

Buckley Denies
"Nothing

to it," was cryptic
comment yesterday of Harry

D.
Buckley,
vice
president
of United Artists and personal
President
representative
of

M. Schenck, in discussing the report that combination of United Artists and
Joseph

M-G-M may

be undertaken as
step in a proposed
merger or closer working arthe

first

rangement with Paramount.
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Skouras Bros

Additions to United, Artists Theayear are
announced as follows: the Chicago,
seating 1,700; the Los Angeles, seat-

and jointly with Loew's, a Columbus
theater seating 5,000.

Wiring Fox-Poii Houses

—

Springfield, Mass.
The Fox-Poll
IS installing sound equipment
at the local house and at the Palace
circuit

13
8

Poli, Bridgeport. In addition the
following houses are wired: Palace,
New Haven, Conn.; Palace, Waterbury,
Conn.;
Capitol,
Hartford,
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New Vork

Two Iowa Towns Remain

—

"Blue"

—

the story for his

new

film.

York.

here.

New York

Dec. 25
Jan. 20

house
banquet

Annual

in St. Louis ope'i
of
M.P.T. O.

Eastern Pennsylvania.
annual ball.
M. P. Club
York.

26

Jan.

First

New

4th Ave. Chain Continue/

Expansion

—

Louisville

in Indian

Expansion

of

tl

I

|

—

Technicolor Feature Opening
"The Viking," an all-Technicolor
feature based on the exploits of Leif
the Lucky, will have its premiere
Nov. 28 at the Embassy, New York.

Installing

Biophone

Biopiione equipment is to be inat the Lyric, Rocky Mount,
N. C, and the Mason, Goldsboro.
stalled

Lawrenson Returns to N. Y.
Harry Lawrenson, for two years
supervisor of
Europe, has

Fox News

activities in
the editorial

rejoined

The company

hi

Alama, Strand, Rex and sever

others here.

Pasternak Going Abroad
Joseph Pasternak is en route

tures

!

to
assist
Soipervisor
Pa'
of Universal in making pi

Kohner
dif-

nations are slated
York today. Under
personal supervision of James A.
Carrier and Howard Lichey, the girls
will tour principal cities.

Houses

the

Berlin

ferent European
to arrive in New

C.

houses at Marion.

Movietone shorts

European Beauties Arriving
Beauty contest winners of 14

N.

chain include the Apollo, Indianapi
lis.
Grand, Terre Haute, and thn

abroad.
June Marlows is
in Universal films to be mat

'

appear

at Berlin.

Previews at Westlake, L. A.
Coast Bureau, THE FILM BAIL
Los Angeles Previewing of tall
ers is the new policy adopted at tt
Westlake here, which recently w;
West

—

wired for sound.

Talking Movie Engineer

I

I

Research engineer, designer of recording and synchronic equipment,
and patent expert, desires position
with serious talkie company.
Write

I

A.

i
I

I

Mariot,

67

W.

101

St.,

N. Y. C.

CaU

WAFILMS,
Walter
A.

Futter,

Inc.
Pres.

for

Library Stock Scenes
130

Yeggs Crack Akron Safe
Yeggs cracked
O.

Akron.

—

W.

Sandusky House Being Wired

46th

St.,

New York

Bryant 8181

the
saie of the Orpheum yesterday, getting $2,000.
The Strand was held
up two weeks ago and $1,700 stolen.

Pleased Patrons!

—

Des Moines Newell and Villisca
Sandusky, O.
The Schine-State
have voted to retain their "blue" or- theater will present its first Vitaphone
dinances.
Storm Lake soon is to program Dec. 2. Wiring now is under
vote on proposed liberal Sabbath. At way.
Keosauqua effort is being made to
close the Wampus on Sundays.
STAGES
LOCATION

Dix in N. Y.
Dix has arrived in New
^'(>rk to commence work on his new
Shimon Gets Kenosha Post
dialogue film to be produced at Paraniotint's Astoria studio.
Dix is conKenosha, Wis. Louis C. .Shimon,
ferring with John (i. Bachmann. his formerly owner of the Uptown, Sheproduction supervisor,
and Victor boygan, Wis., has been appointed
Schertzingcr, concerning selection of managing director of the Columbia
Richard

Dec. 17

New York
He

York.

Annual convention of M.P.T.
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
Testimonial dinner and installati
of officers of M. P. Club of N

Fourth Ave. Amusement Co. is b
ing continued throughout Indian
with the Luna, Colonial and Grai
ace, Hippodrome and Broadway.
at Logansport, the latest addition
These were acquired from the Hor
"Blue" Law at Columbia, Mo.
Columbia,
Mo. Sunday
shows beck Amusement Co. Recently, tl
have been outlawed here following Mars, Lina and Family at Lafayet
were acquired. Indiana houses of tl
passage of a "blue" ordinance.

55

Technicolor

New

Dec. 4-5

Lionel Licorish, hero of the disaster,
for personal appearance in the Pal-

territorial

on eight Yakinri Canutts.

Paramount, Brooklyn, opens.
Annual election, M. P. Club

4

converted on that date has been called
for redemption at $21.50 a share.

Western Series

George B. West
from Coast to set

Dec.

engaged

—

interested
29
30

McDonald

disaster.

tris

staff in New York.
Bonncy Powell
Deutsch Buys Fight Short
has gone to Paris to replace LawrenCleveland Richard Deutsch head of
son.
Import Film Co. has purchased the
one-reeler Joe Gans-Battling Nelson
Conversion Date Expires Dec. 1
f.ght picture made 22 years ago in
Dec. 1 is the last day on which
Goldfield, Nevada, for distribution in
Warner Class "A" may be converted
Ohio and Kentucky.
into common.
All of the stock not

3

Nov. 24

directing a group of theaters.
For
several weeks he visited a number
of the eastern theaters and returned
the day the story broke on the Ves-

ter Circuit, Inc., for the past

nig 2,100; the Detroit, seating 2,000;

192

lix

Big Houses Added to
A number of Metro
United Artists' Circuit will be on the bill.

and
2,500
100
2,800

lUH

'

I'nited

17%
85/
3

.

Am.

6,300

61%

13'A

10

100
10,400
1,400

124^

14

30%

Acoustic Prod

(Curb

all

Close Sales

Stanley Co
45 Vi
•Cniv. Pict. pfd
98/
Warner Bros. ...130
128
130
•li.
"A130
127J4 129

Bal.

mail

Market)

Fm. Ind.
Kodak

Con.

Low

on Christ-

and packages early. Mail today.
Fut on proper postage, write
address correctly and plainly
and put on return address.
Wrap all packages securely.
Respond quickly to door calls
by Mail Carrier.

Financial
High

deliveries of mail

mas Day.

—

(Stock

lUilTalo
Michael Shea, head of the
.Shea Operating Corp., and his Pub-

associates, have taken over the
Century, formerly Loevv's State. The
Members of the M.P.T.O.A. are house is being renovated and will reThere are six local
being urged by President R. F. open Sunday.
WdckHiuII to put over the as.socia- houses in the Shea chain, including
liou's drive to help the Post Office the Hippodrome and Buffalo.
of
handling
expediting
in
Dept.
McDonald Joins K-A-O
Tliis is the fifth
Christmas mail.
Harry McDonald, until recently
annual drive conducted by the orMembers are urged to managing director of the Brooklyn
ganization.
run shdes and boost the campaign Strand, has joined Keith-Albee-Orpheum having a general assignment
in advertising.

Suggested Copy for Slide

23,

The Industry's
Date Book

—

Vil.

November

Friday,

^JAqwileisBf

AND

UNITS AVAILABLE

for

motion and

still

photography, by

hour, day or week.

Etchcraft Film
454-458 Sixth Ave.

New York

Longacre

Studios
(at

28th St.)

City
10109. Chickering 7788 and
Chickering 2989

We

wish to thank you for the
service you have given us
the trailers, and also wish to
that
patrons seem well
the

prompt
with
state

pleased

with

them.

MADISON THEATRE,
Allentown, Pa.

W
fr(

^^

head

at the

Places Paramount

of the list for class

talking productions and convincing

drama* ^Interference'

is

beyond

question the great talking picture
of the day.''
^^Exhihitor^s Itaily Review

with Evelyn Brent,
from

tlie

Lothar

Cllve Brook,

ITiendes

William Powell, Boris Kenyon. Directed by Roy

Proaliiclloii

of the play by Roland

3.

Pomeroy

Perlwee and Harold Dearden.

New

17

Pictures

United Artists

Now

Being Sold

All-Talkie
MARY PICKFORD
in

"Coquette

NORMA TALMADGE

JOHN BARRYMORE
in

"The

Woman
Henry

Disputed"

King

Production

DOLORES DEL RIO
in

"Revenge"
Edwin Carewe
Production

VILMA BANKY

Sam

Taylor
Production

Production

JOHN BARRYMORE

in

"Two

Alice

Lovers"

Terry

With Dialogue
GLORIA SWANSON
in

Samuel Goldwyn

"Queen Kelly"

Production

Direction
Eric

RONALD COLMAN
in

"The Rescue"

von

D.

W. GRIFFITH'S
Production with
William Boyd
Jetta

Stroheim

Production

D.W.GRIFFITH'S
The Battle of the
Sexes"

Goudal

Lupe Velez

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
in

"City Lights"

HERBERT BRENON'S
"Lummox"

Samuel Goldwryn

iti

ERNST LUBITSCH
PRODUCTION

Passions"

With

RONALD COLMAN
VILMA BANKY

in

"The Awakening"
Samuel Goldwyn

"The Three

"Tempest"

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in

"The Iron Mask"
Direction
Allan Dwan

HENRY KING'S
"She

Goes

to

War"

With
Eleanor Boardman

UNITED AKnSTS PICTURES

^eir names alone^
attract
millions to
theatres
Because their pictures, whether

in

DIALOGUE, ALL-TALKIE

or

SOUND,
SILENT

are the type of entertainment that the

PUB-

LIC DEMANDS.
Of the

17

new pictures now being

sold over 50

per cent are with dialogue, talking, or singing.
are ALL-TALKIES, SEVEN PART-TALKIES, EIGHT with
and in every case a separate SILENT version will be pro-

TWO

SOUND

duced for the unwired theatre.

Get a Money Maker

When You Book
ited Artists Pictures

DAILV
at

A

FILMS IS ANTICIPATED

Little
from

I'red
lines"

Xewmeycr

is

directing

"Head-

Fox, while Pathe has
for
"The Office Scandal" nearing completion, with Phyllis Haver starred
under direction of Paul Stern.
Mvstery stories continue to be
much in demand at the studios,
while the call for underworld material has lessened.

Being Completed at Warners
Warners is completing "Frozen

Two

**Lots''

RALPH WILK

By
Success of "Front Page" in NewYork, has brought a flood of newspaper pictures.
Bcbe Daniels is being starred in
"The Great Scoop" at Paramount,
while Columbia and Universal have
newspaper stories ready for release.

to

Hollywood

HARRY

Edward
now

BRUNDAGE,

"star" reporter for "The St. Louis Star,"
is here gathering material for a series
of Hollywood articles for his paper.
Harry is one of the best known newspapermen in the country and a few
years ago won a Pulitzer prize for
his expose of a fake diploma school.
Harry started newspaper work on the
old Kansas City World and at the
age of 14 was reviewing performances
of the Woodward stock Co.
*
*
*

Reginald Denny, one of the leading all-around athletes of the film
colony, is now represented by the
Reginald Denny Hollywood Stars, an

ers'

J.

Connelly

"The Good

appeared

in

Horsemen

prevalent

Little

Rex
of

Devil."

He

Ingram's "Four
Apocalypse,"
the

"Scaramouche," "Txifling Women"
and "The Prisoner of Zenda." Other
pictures include: "The Show," "The

An

all-colored

cast

is

being

Magnificent," "Lovers," "The Student Prince," "Across
to Singapore," "Forbidden Hours,"

"Bardelys,

the

"The Mysterious Lady" and "Brotherly Love."

supervisor.

Dialogue in Three Languages
Paul Fejos is retaking scenes
of "Erik the Great," starring Conrad
\'eidt and Mary Philbin adding talker
sequences in three languages,
English, French and German.
Dr.

FBO

Columbia to Build Two
Sound Stages for Talkers
Two

sound stages are to be

*

Snell, city amusement inspector, se
a letter to Vernon Reaver manag
of the Ritz advising not to show t
picture as it would be liable to s'

up race hatred.
Reaver has s'u
mitted the letter to the Inter-Sta

Amusement Co., which will decii
whether or not to run the picture.
ki

Ziegf eld Plans New Folli«
to be Filmed with Soun
Fox to produce an ai
of Fox Follies in Movieton
led Florenz Ziegfeld to spe«
plans for a new edition of "Ziegfeld
Follies." Walter Donaldson and Gi
Kahn are to write the music ar
lyrics.
Ziegfeld claims a prior rig!
in the field of mechanical productic
to the title of "Follies," by virtue
his annual editions during the last 1
years, and intends to have the ne
edition to be staged this winter c
spring produced as a sound feature

built

in

+

production.
*

Malibu Beach, which
he bought from Richard Dix; studio
workers surprised by the U. S. C.

London

— Cecil

Hepworth

at

Ryerson, has been bought
She is working on a
by Christie.
Chinese mystery for Paramount.
Florence

Anna Q. Nilsson Film Completed
Anna Q. Nilsson has finished at

FBO
ade."

Studios featured role in "Block.^

victory over Stanford.
*

*

M

sion.

will

"talkie."

The

be
Christies'
initial
Christies will also produce "Dear Vivian," which "Wally"
rote for the Writers' Club.

\ti

jji

i?

—

downtown

section
to
a suburba
acquired
wher
recently
eight acres of land are available. Th
laboratory will be housed in a builc
ing of its own and developments ar
promised in the making of sound an

property

scientific pictures.

IN

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS
EVERYTHING

k

Moving Canadian Studio
Ottawa The Canadian goveri
ment studio, in operation here fc
ten years, will be moved from th

1929 Edition
OUT

k

ii

*

Waldemar Young's vaudeville
"When Caesar Ran a News-

sketch.
paper,"

m

All

his cottage at
Christie Buys Ryerson Story
written by
.Angle."
"Tlie Third

nri

ance Studios, St. Margaret's, is sifii:
cretly experimenting with a new syi
chronizing process. Tests are bein|rii
made in conjunction with "The
kado" for a talking and sound vei

*

More Passing show: Eddie Cronjager, ace cameraman, motoring to

*'

>:(

Experiments on New
Hepworth Sound Proces

Wade

an instructor in the American Academy of Dramatic Arts. He is nowappearing in "The Leathernecks,"
which will be a Pathe Photophonc

w

Decision of

Filmdom's Recognized Book Of
Rejerence For Past Ten Years

lot.

Boteler feels right at home
the "talkies." At one time he was

t

i

Drago, sending telegrams; Mrs.
Borden,
Olive
Borden and
Hugh Trevor chatting at the

as-

of

Committfr"'
the Unitf*''

Widow," "Winners of the nual
Wilderness," "The Unholy Three," has
Merry

The team at the Columbia studios. The first
F. amateur baseball team.
Rin-Tin-Tin.
starring
River"
formerly known as the Holly- talker on the program will be "The
Harmon Weight is directing this was
wood
Merchants, but when the Donovan Affair."
story by John J. Fowler in which
funds ran low, the star came to
Rinty is supported by little David
Our Gang Resuming Work
Denny, who is also an
the rescue.
Lee, Nina Quartaro, Raymond Mcenthusiast,
recently
donated
airplayie
Back
from a cross-country apAnother
Kee and Josef Swickard.
an
airplane
to the Los Angeles high [learance tour. Our Gang is resum"No
is
done
feature now practically
Monte Blue and May school to further the interest of ing work at the Hal Roach studios
Defense."
students in aviation.
under direction of Robert F. Mcco-stars working under the
are
McAvoy
*
*
*
Gowan.
the direction of Lloyd Bacon. KathDuring the tour, the youngsters
William Bakewell finds being a
ryn Carver, William Desmond, Lee
did
287 performances and played to
"royalty"
trying.
member
of
rather
appear
Tookcr
William
Moran and
It has forced him to become an early approximately 1,516,700 paid admisin the cast.
riser.
He spends two hours each sions, according to M-G-M estimate.
morning putting on his makeup for the
Walter Writes Own Story
role of Louis XIV's mad twin brother
"Woman of Affairs" Completed
Eugene Walter has completed an and in the afternoon he sheds the
Clarence Brown has completed the
begin
will
original play which he
cumbersome costume in favor of the
making as a Fox-Movietone, his first one worn by Louis XIV himself. direction of "A Woman of Affairs,"
witli John Gilbert and Greta Garbo,
personally directed talking picture, Young Bakewell's
dual role is in
The cast in- Douglas Fairbanks' new production, at M-G-M and is now preparing his
entitled "Friendship."
next picture, "Wonders of Women,"
cludes Edward Earle, Donald Gal- "The Iron
Mask."
an adaptation of the Sudermann novel,
lagher, Robert Edeson, Joseph Strik*
*
*
"The Wife of Stephen Troinholt."
er, Carl Miller and Paul Fung.
Our Passing Show: Charles
Christie, Johnny and Charles
Christie Assembling Colored Cast
Hines,
and
Harry Sinclair
sembled for the first talking picture
which Christie is to produce from
It
tlie Octavus Roy Cohen stories.
is "The Melancholy Dame," and has
just been put into a scenario by
Alfred A. Cohn, Christie editorial

^
'

Daughters of the Confederacy pi
viewed "Uncle Tom's Cabin." Follo'
ing the showing Mrs. Myrtle \

in Hollywood, proved fatal to Edward J.
Connelly, 75, veteran character actor.
He has been in pictures since 1912,
making his debut in Famous Play-

Influenza

— Members

Birmingham Better Films
and a number of officers of

Influenza at Studios Fatal

FLOOD OF JOURNALISM

1921

Birmingham, Alabam

Birmingham, Ala.

Demand

Stories in

23,

Object to "Uncle Tom's"

Coast Wire Service

Newspaper

November

Friday,

GOES

EVERYWHERE

»

November

day,

DAILV

R. Kent Hits Report

J

(Continued from Page

amount,
ists

is

man-

absolutely sillv the
inferences drawn from the

ilislied

Daily by Sept.

1,

(Continued from Page

United
and
planned, was made yes-

regard

That's That

1)

M-G-M

lay by S. R. Kent, general
r of Paramount.
I

Fox Sound News

And

Combination Plan

3f

I

f-^5^

1928

23,

as

By PHIL M.

DALY

1>ERT GLENNON
-1^

feel

should

young

By

Europe.

has reason

to

high

hat these days, if he
become so inclined, for the
director has had three

FBO

be

1, 1929 there will
the peak is reached,

in effect, will

a daily

newspaper

Zukor

and

adio-Keith-Orpheum
Plan Now Operative

on exchanc;^
outstanding preferred of K-A-O
Orpheum Circuit, Inc., are to be

the ofifer of directors

.

de public soon.
RCA-Photophone
Sarnofif,
)avid
sident; Paul Mazur of Lehman

and Maurice Goodman, general

)s.,

K-A-O, have returned to
York from White Sulphur

nsel of

N

where they drew up oper-

ings,

plan for

ig

R-K-O.

iucational Get Mack
jennett for Comedies
(Continued from Page 1)
talking and singing revues, each

two

One

reels.

made

be

will

in

—

—

Swenson, who is making up
and incidentally sings
mighty well, and Clare Helmer of
Duiuth, pianist, went matrimony at
the Little Church Around the Coretc.

contend that in the new law,
viding for criminal action, the
vince has overstepped its constional rights, because the criminal
within jurisdiction of the
e
is

government

leral

in

Canada. The

thus involves the constitutional
Dominion and the whole

:

of the
ic legal

machinery of Canada.

Ufa
German Gov't

ink Seeks to Sell

Shares to

(Continued from Page I)
ected to confer on the Ufa propion.
The press does not believe
government will acquire interest

Ufa
trols

ment
;y

because

May

Alfred

No

by Ufa,
31,

dividend is being
statement up

in its

1928.

O'Connell at Hartford
Conn. Jere O'Connell

iartford,

New York

—
now

is

Hartford theaters.

treasurer

of

sound sequences on "Lucky Boy"

featuring
George Jessel, TiffanyStahl gave a studio party to the
press at the
Photophone studio,
yesterday. Jessel sings five songs in
the picture.
Margaret Quimby plays
the lead. Rudolpli Flothow is directing the talking sequences.

RCA

.

Photophone For Harris

The Harris

at Pittsburgh will open
Dec. 2 with RCA Photophone, playing "Hit of the Show," synchronized
by the same system, said John Harris,
in New York yesterday on a business

Westinghouse

officials

will at-

tend the premiere.
Pictures at Keith, Montreal

Montreal

House

— Keith-.\lbee-Orpheum's

Imperial is showing pictures and
vaudeville after trying an all-vaudeville policy.
The all vaudeville policy, in effect four months, was not
successful.

— the

soul of wit
likewise one of
the chief assets of

It's

passing
Cona boy.
is

Co-operate

—

the

The Birmingham
Birmingham
Musicians' Union has offered to co-

"OSWALD''

operate with police to trace the persons who have been throwing stench

bombs around

the

Rialto,

cartoons

Princess,

Royal, Trianon and Strand theaters,
which have been experiencing labor
difficulties

due

their

to

— also

new sound

another contribut-

policies.

Sunday Shows Win
Dawson, Minn.

at

—

won

Dawson, Minn.
Sunday shows

a referendum recently held
Ortonville has amended its
ordinance to permit Sunday shows.
in

here.

Buys Madelia House

—

Getter,
Minn. Isobel
Madelia,
Staple theater owner, has
taken over the Star from L. F. Heit-

zig.

Sunday Pictures
Superior.

c's

cigars.

Hugenberg former

the company, and the govwould be averse to a min-

interest.

lared

Blumenthal

Musicians to

;y

of

BREVITY—

Congratulations,

ner the other day.

mstjtutionality of
1)

Tiffany Gives Studio Party
In conjunction with the recording

news

gratulations.

(Continued from Page

the house.

Joel

Fox

York and the second on the
St.
Jack White is to come East
A.
Pam
n the coast shortly to make ar- around the

Ban on Kids Attacked

showing or any protest made
to Universal, which operates

trip.

Barrist & Goodwin, are celebrating
AUemann at Bridgeton
tenth birthday of "The Exhibitor,"
Bridgeton, N. J. Louis J. AUePhiladelphia regi&nal.
The aggres- mann, of Atlantic City, is managing
sive partners, at the start of their the Bridgeton, Stanley house.
second decade of publishing, now
Griffiths at PauUs Valley
have two more regionals, "The NaGriffith
PauUs Valley, Okla.
tio7ial Exhibitor," Washington, and
"The New York State Exhibitor," Amusement Co. of Oklahoma City
New York. They're to be congratu- has taken over the Hamly. Sound
lated on the enterprise responsible equipment will be installed.
for their steady growth.

iv

gements.

v.,

—

—

1)

N.

&

Two

{Continued from Page

equipment, at the Colony,
without attempt being
made to interfere with the
tric

have in circulation
in celluloid form.

B.
D. Plans to Build
Nicholas pictures shown on Broadway in recent weeks, "The Perfect Crime,"
from
together
travelling
lenck are
Studios for Talkers
York to Hollywood," he said, "Gang War," and "Air Legion." And
IV
London Charles Wilcox, of Britthe
remarkable
fet
about it is that ish and
lis is not the first time the two
Dominion Films, states his
they are the first three films he has
n have travelled together with their
company plans to build two studios
megaphoned,
having
but
recently
been
lilies.
They made the trip in the
equipped for talkers. It is expected
elevated from cameraman to director.
le manner last November when I
tliat these studios
will
be erected
3
a member of the party and, in
within 26 miles of London with the
Oscar A. Price, head of General Ijossibility of the proposed site at
vious years, Marcus Loew traCorp.,
new independent Harrow abandoned. Herbert Willed to the Coast aboard Paramount Pictures
firm, is all smiles these days, the rea- cox now is in America supervising
icial convention trains.
son being the reception being ac- production of two British quota picI deny all of the published rumors
looking corded his first picture, "The Bache- tures being made by Marshall Neilan.
negotiations
jrring
to
/ards combinations or closer under- lor's Club," in tvhich Richard Tal- The company's future productions
ndings which arose through the madge is starred with Barbara will be made in both dialogue and
Mr. Zukor and Mr. Nicholas Worth and Edna Murphy in support. silent versions.
t
lenck travelled together to the
Nine Pathe pictures are carried for
Want Jacksonville Orchestra
1st."
screening for President-Elect Hoover
Jacksonville, Fla.
The Duval
on his good-will trip to South Amer- County Council of Parent-Teacher
ica.
Small wonder, the w. k. rooster Assn. has asked to have the orchesis crowing.
tra returned to the Florida.
Adolph

:

Complaint

"Steamboat
Willie,"
Cinephone subject, yesterday played
its fifth day over Western Elec-

1)

April

When

75.

Kox,

No

1929

Neb.

at

Superior

— Sunday

SUPERVISION

GEORGE WINKLER

ing factor in the
heavy bookings of
these subjects,

"OSWALD'*
PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

"blue"

laws were defeated here by a large
majority. Other Middle West towns
are holding special elections to settle the question.

Umversa!\fJ\mLE^ Cartoons

bring you
these amazing pictures of
Etna's historic eruptionl

Braving Death

Tvr'v:

to

tL

«'

Mt

NEWS
WINS!
Keenest competition among Newsreels to
cover the biggest disaster of modern times,
but M'G'M leads with the most amazing,
startling shots of all companies—

CITIES RUINED!
Above: Townspeople gathering for safety at the
old railway bridge. In a short time the pursuing
rivers of lava are to svveep the scene away.

The

torrent engulfs the railway

bridge and rushes on!

RIVERS OF MOLTEN LAVA!
FORESTS BURIED!
FLEErNG REFUGEES!
AMAZING! APPALLING!

ETNA

MT.

ERUPTION
in current issue
just off the

daring!
Refugees

and

flee

pack

cherished

belongings

before disaster overtakes them.

-G-M

M-Q^M News

No. 29

— And

boat later pictures even more

They

M^Q'MNews

will be in the next issue of

No. 30!

NEWS AGAIN!

ZEPPELIN SCOOPS! MT. ETNA iVIIRACLE PICTURES! ALWAYS M-G-JVl LEADS!

^€> NEWSPAPER

ANDWEEKLY

/'FILMDOM'i

FILM DIGEST

I

II
VOL. XLVI

No. 47

Get

Sunday, November
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Joy

brilliantly colored

Carl

Universal

Week programs
one sheet.

laemmle leads ^e way

TAKING THE LEAD
IN SETTLING THE
INDUSTRY'S MOST

All the

News

of

Interchangeability

BECLOUDED
ISSUE

As Proved

by Theater Tests

DAY BY DAY NEWS
OF EQUIPMENT AS
IT IS DEVELOPED
FOR SOUND
FILMS

^^"VrW";

_

^

THE STANDARD
TALKING PICTURE MACHINE

OF THE WORLD

STANLEY FABIAN THEATRE
Ne'wark, N.

J.

Now Playing

SUBMARINE
WITH SOUND
oXso

2 Short Talking Subiects
on

BIOPHONE
PERFECT

r SYNCHRONIZATION
TONE QUALITIES
MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

)!^

IN PRICE (Every exhibitor can afford \.V
IN INSTALLATION (prompt installations)

In evexy exchange city by Dec. hlSth

1600 Broadway

New York City

nversal to Spend

$5,000,000

Sound Films

for
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^KEWSPAPEK
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No. 47

»m

SOUND PUII

MUWEtm
will spend over $5,000,sound production for 1928-29,
Some will be
nipany states.
with Movietone negative only,
^h there will be both sound

DEVELOPS LOWER PRICED SET

"The Man Who
"The Last Warning," "Man,
n and Wife" and "The Char-

Machine
in Wall

NON-THEATRICAL ACTION

reports

Columbus

all

REPORtflEEKING

tion
fic

—

Non-theatrical competican be restricted only in speciinstances, because unified action

tions,

convention

Two

here.

hundred

being
program
expansion
ed throughout Wisconsin,
under consideration are
ses
it

stated,

is

Butterfield Expansion
Kenosha,
in Michigan Continues

at

Sheboygan and a Milwaukee
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Opening New
aramount in Brooklyn

ix

Brooklyn-Paramount,

new

Flatbush and
Square,
Aves., Brooklyn, latest link
3
chain operated by Publix,
;
its doors open to the public
5
n Saturday. John L. McCurdy
lager of the house, which seats

— Plans

four new theincrease to 83 the
Butterfield houses in the State, have
been completed, with continued expansion slated, particularly in the
upper peninsula. Houses already de(Continued on Page 2)

Detroit

aters,

which

Speeding manufacture and
tion of

which

NORTH CAROLINA SOLD ON

for

M.P.T.0.,£C(1UET SAYS

will

—

Belief seems genthroughout this state that the
M.P.T.O.A. is qualified to handle na-

Pinehurst, N. C.

eral

(Continned on Page

2)

lount

MONDAY

film opens at the Colony,

reproducer and nobody

rges Truthful

—

Ads

Plea

Both

exhibitor who

lesville

reaction of the
to sound films, exssed their confidence in the
manency of sound films.

2ssed
all

the

town

RCA

Photophone is making instalof the larger machines at a
rapid pace, states Bucher, pointing
out that by Dec. 31, there will be 52
sets .installed, with the program calling for 654 installations by May 1.
Production schedule of the company
calls for manufacture of from 140 to
All of
150 Photophones monthly.
these figures are exclusive of the low-

New
oflfers

York, over a Western Electric
the slightest objection.

machine which the company

Balaban

Cinephone-recorded

& Katz Corp. to

Issue $5,000,000 Notes
Balaban

&

Katz

Corp..

through

Stern & Co., the First
Trust and Savings Bank, the Fore-

The Lawrence

forces of interchangeability score another touchdown. There will be man Trust and Savings Bank and
others. ...
Mitchell, Hutchins & Co., all of ChiDown at White Sulphur, three men meet to discuss Radio-Keith- cago, are offering an issue of $5,000,notes, maturing
Orpheum and how to handle it. The operating plan is in effect today. 000 in 5j4 per cent1929
to 1938 which
Nov.
on
1,
seriallv
on
In the meantime, David Sarnoff has been active getting the inside
Net earnwill yield 5.75 per cent.
from
lC<nitirnied on Page 2)
the business and its political as well as business alignments
•

against
irepresentation in advertisof
sound pictures was
de at the recent Ohio exby
itor
convention here
;d Desberg, general man:r
for Loew's in the State,
sberg warned against dans of misrepresenting, statthe future of sound films
)ends to great extent upon
advertising.
thful
sberg and Caldwell Brown,

Columbus

merrier.

installa-

RCA. Pho-

soon will introduce.

Lip
Sound on Every
A
The party grows

sets,

lations

priced

:

Photophone

tophone is developing a small discsynchronous set for houses which
want a lower-priced equipment than
the regular Photophone, sound-onDevelopment has
equipment.
film
reached a stage which assures that
the new disc set w'ill reach the market within a few months, according
to E. E. Bucher, vice president of
RCA Photophone. The new machine is to cost between one-third
and one-half the cost of the larger
RC.\ Photophone to houses using
Recfour cones for amplification.
ords, he says, are to be made by
Brunswick-Balke-Collender.

last spring result-

ed in a deadlock, are reported
to have been resumed. Meanwhile RCA Photophone has
made a deal with BrunswickBalke-Collender Co., for manufacture of discs to be used on
the
RCA Photophone lowpriced set to be placed on the
market within a few months.
Victor is licensed to make recover
reproduction
for
ords
Western Electric equipment.

exhibition
against
non-theatrical
clashes with the Sherman act, the
Ohio exhibitor unit concluded at its

—

:,

—

of Victor Talking
stock, has given rise
St., to recurrence of
of a merger of the

company with RCA. Negotia-

seventy-five exhibitors attended.
Relief from the "music tax" only
can come through action of Congress, Ohio exhibitors believe. They
faukee Midwesco Fox subsid- also plan to back up Sunday openreported dickering for four ing fights being waged throughout
B
of Milwaukee Theater Cir- the state; to fight a state gross re(Continued on Page 2)
Jniversal subsidiary, as part of

I,

654 Theaters Equipped by
May 1 Small Device
for Disc Only

RCA-Victor Deal?

UNiriED

Activity

Boat,"

other Universal sound pichave dialogue sequences
100 per cent talkers.

LAW HALTS

U.S.

5,"

will

Price 25 Cents

1928

RCA SPEEDS INSTALLATIONS AND

ersal

ent negatives for the majority.
:pting "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"

25,

who know ....
Some talk of a cheaper

•

.

people

device from Western Electric. Very polite
but definite denials are entered at W. E. headquarters. They laugh
at the story.
Several big Fox houses are sidetracking the feature for one week
in favor of two short subjects in Movietone. Seeking public reaction
There are many who believe full length features in
to the idea.
big ones like "The Singing Fool" exdialogiie won't make the grade
that too much dialogue in one clip is tiresome and
cepted, of course
that a program with sound interspersed in mild application is the
.

.

.

—

answer.

.

—

;

.

(ConttHiied on

Page 11)

$2,000,000 Plans

THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Studio capacity
of Warners will be increased
at least three-fold by the $2,-

West Coast Bur.

—

000,000 construction and new
equipment program now under
way, states Jack L. Warner.
More than 200,000 square feet
will be available for production
when the program is completed.

.
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30
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tempts
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films
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do
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Bros.
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to
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censors'
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Charles W. Picquet. president of the
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of officers of M. P. Club of New
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Wood,
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affairs,
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First

Balaban

ceipts,

Club

of

& Katz Corp. to

Issue $5,000,000 Notes
(Continued from Page 1)

1927 were $2,311,707 as
compared with the first nine months
of 1928 at $1,593,375.
Earnings for
the last quarter of 1928 are at a rate
substantially in excess of the same
period of last year, it is said.
Proceeds of this issue will be used
to retire the outstanding indebtedness and for other corporate purposes, leaving the company with no
funded debts other than this issue.
ings

for

rather than

seating capacity.

Butterfield Expansion
in Michigan Continues National Screen
(Continued from Page 1)
upon are: the Michigan,
seating 2.000. a 2,S00-seat
Muskegon house, a 1.000-seat Sault
Ste. Marie theater and a house at
plans roadshow
Butterfield
Tona.
nictures, shows and vaudeville troupes
touring fi om Detroit up the east coast
to the Soo. into the Calumet copper country, down the west coast
and into Chicago.

Listed on

termincd
Tackson,

Fox Reported Seeking
4 Wise. "U" Houses
(Continued from Page 1)

May

.

.

BROOK
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

be

Curb Market

Stock of National Screen Service,
New York, may be offered for pubsubscription, and application made
to list it on the Curb Exchange.
large block of the stock, heretofore
privately owned by a small group,

ll
II

COSTUME
14.37

lic

B'WAY. N.y
TEl.5560
ALSO 25.00O COSTUMES "TO RENT

f

A

has been acquired by Samuel Ungerleider & Co.

Publix Gets Rochester House
Rochester, N. Y. Publix will op-

—

erate

the

Eastman,

Piccadilly

and

Regent, for one year, with option to
purchase.

Sound at Rome
house.
The Milwaukee circuit conRome, N. Y. Vitaphone and Mo- trols seven houses in Milwaukee invietone have been installed at the cluding the Alhambra besides a num-

RESULT GETTING MANAGER
10 years' experience with a record
successful
operation
of
de
houses, seeks change where pr(
ability

will

be compensated.

Add

inquiries

BOX

M-404,

c/o

1650 Broadway

FILM DAI
New York

—

Capitol.

FOR RENT

ber throughout the state.

Small Attractive Offices at Loiv Renta

Let Us Solve Your Problems

!

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

$60 Per Month and Up
FOR MOTION PICTURE AND ALLIED INTERESTS
Modern

Fire-Proo/ Building.

Abundance

Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

1650

Day and Night

BROADWAY

Renring Agent

Room

Service

of Light and Air.

(at 51st St.)

404

Phone Bryant

123i

3040

BETHLEHEM ENGINEERING CORPORATION,

1560

BROADWAV

;
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SOUND PICTURES
By CHARLES

ROYALTONE DEVICE

—

Kans.

Wichita,

Phone

Theater

Co., which handles sales of Royaltone, a non-synchronous device using

stock records,

is

now

appointing ter-

ritorial distributors.

The

Royaltone was built three
and a half years ago and placed in
first

De Luxe theater, St. John, KanThe new type was perfected
eight months ago and is now in genThe maeral theater distribution.

W.

— Cinephone,
device

Leon Gaumont, was given

a

demonstration at the Cameo
last week.
The apparatus is a
development of the patents
grouped
under
the
general
name of Gaumont-PetersenPoulsen.

sas.

explained, is designed for
use in theaters up to 2,500 seats. The
power amplifier has three stages of
amplification using a 250 power tube
The speaker js
in the last stage.
it

is

AC

German Sound Syndicate
Starting Production

both

Salabar, one of the most important music firms in France, is understood to have secured a "franchise from Electrical Research Products, Inc. for production of sound
short subjects in French with activities to be centered in Paris.
This is reported to be Western
Electric's first deal for production
of sound
pictures outside of the
United States and is held to be the
forerunner of others to come.

THE FILM DAILY
Washington— German Sound Film Parisian Theaters

Washington Bureau of

Syndicate, of Berlin,

is

starting pro-

duction on sound films, which will
dynamic be
distributed by Deutsche Lichtspiel
The

specially built with an
unit and weighs 140 pounds.
coujpany claims it will carry

LICENSES FRENCH

NOSIC FIRM TO PRODUCE

sound
controlled by
a

the

chine,

E.

Airaiiocmcitt with

La Cinematographic Francaise"

Paris
picture

A SOUND

HYNES

F.

French Cinephone
By

.Syndicate, according to advices to the
M. P. Section of the Dept. of Com-

SOLUTION

YOUR
NOW

SOUNI,

supplying dire(

to

EXHIBITORS

A

Complete Cue
Service

FOR

non-synchronou
machines

Sound via W. E. System
By Arrangement with
"La Cinematographie Francaise"
Paris
Western Electric systems
are being installed in boulevard picture theaters.
Two will use the
film attachment and five the disc.

—

OUR

SOUND PICTURES
Real eye and ear entertainment
obtained with the use of -

RACON HORNS
RACON DYNAMIC
HORN UNITS

staff

of musical e>

perts

PREPARE

simply and

ei

fectively

—

;

01

PROBLEM

Go

high and low notes over the entire merce.
The first in work is tentamusical scale, thus eliminating the tively titled
"The Faun's Wedding"
one
than
using
more
necessity of
directed by Dr. P. P. Brauer, Frank
speaker.
Clifford and Dr. Bagiers.
British All-Talker Program
The induction motors, controlled
London The Oxford, Manchester,
with individual switches, are powerSound at Cedartown, Ga.
featured an all-talker program conful enough to start at full speed with
Cedartown, Ga.— Otto Gross, new sisting of two Universal
can
record
or
on
the
pick-up placed
productions,
manager of the Princess will install "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and
be stopped by holding the turn-table
"Melody
phototone
equipment.
of Love."
without injury to the motor.
The operating table is designed for
the convenience of the operator. The
operator faces the screen and has a
record rack holding 50 records any
The record
size up to 16 inches.
slots are consecutively numbered and
the rack is directly in front of the
operator
and within easy reach.
There are switches which control the
two turn-tables, volume control and
The fadespecial fade-out control.
finally
out control also controls the amount
of bass notes reproduced through the
speaker. The operator can reproduce
the bass notes just as recorded or deThe entire
crease them as desired.
with
machine is built on the plug-in plan
and can be easily installed by the
theater owner.
Following is a partial list of theaters using Royaltone:
Sunflower, PeaBays, UL-ickwcll, Okla.
Ellinwood, Ellinwood, Kans.
body, Kans.
Royal, Hoisington,
Eagles, HerinKton, Kans.
Kans.; Twi.ight, Grecnsbiirg, Kans.; Princess, Eureka, Kans.; Isis, Augusta, Kans.;
Gem, Frederick, >Okla. i)e Luxe, St. John,
Kans.; Electric, Lamed, Kans.; Grand, Walters, Okla.;
The New, Harper, Kans.; De
Bnice, Turon, Kans., and Victory, Olustee,
Okla.

25,

SPECIAL

showin

cues

which

PHONOGRAPH

record

to use

FOR any feature playing
YOUR theatre

i;

COST little—
BENEFITS tremendous
GIVE

us this informatio!

by

AIRMAIL,

telephone

o

telegraph
1.

Location

your

of

the

atres

;

Greater Tonal Quality
Lighter in Weight

;

;

Wilmington House Wired

—

Wiliiiington,
Del.
Tiie
Arcadia
installed Movietone and Vita-

has

phone

to

Superior

VOLUME

-

in

TONE

motion

and

still

photography,

by

hour, day or week.

Etchcraft

Move

Quantity
weekly

of

feature

Power

-

Film Studios

RACON ELECTRIC
18 to 24 Washington Place,

454-458 Sixth Ave.

(at 28th St.)
City
10109. Chickcring 7788 and
Chickering 2989

New York

Longacre

3.

Seating capacity

DURABILITY

IMMEDIATE*"™
SERVIC

Write for Catalog

.

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE
for

Easy

2.

Spring 1120

MOTION PICTURE
CO., Inc.

New York

SYNCHRONIZATION
City

SERVICE,
1650 B'way.

Inc.

N. Y.

Citi

PATHE NEWS
SCORES
Most Amazing Record
of Etna Eruption!
^^Ac
r^n/i'Wi f^rt'virii?
rX^ UUUin
X^UirW
C^YC>f>'t%iY%cr
v^f CC^yl'II'^

iOnflitvi^^
l^\J%\/tl

Pathe News Cameraman Dares Volcanoes Fiery
Heights to Picture Sicily^s Qreat Disaster I
PUCCI staff correspondent for
pathe NEWS-Uterally breasted the "River of
Hell" that flowed from Mt. Etna, destroying the
j>j^y q£ Mascali, working with rare heroism to secure
for Pathe News the most graphic, awesome and

GIOVANNI

sensational pictures of this cataclysm recorded.

A

river of hell

An

bringing inexorable

irresistible flood

doom!

of disaster engulfing an

entire city!

Crowds

fleeing

from

certain death!

Buildings crumbling like egg-shells!

Death and

destruction at the
wrathful nature!

hand of

Pathe Ne^ws No. 96
More Today in Pathe Ne^rs No. 97

Noiw^ Sho^viring in

PJ^ILY

Sunday, Nov.
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After the Best — in Dialogue
More Players Signed

Vidor Back from East

Sound Short Subjects Faralla Quits First National Studio
Barthelmess Making "Weary River" Wilk Sidelights Coast Notables
for

—

:1B

—

s

Faralla Resigns

PLAYWRIGHTS, NOVELISTS

ARE BUSY

IN

HOLLYWOOD

Producers are sparing no expense

making

to bring the best
dialogue to the screen. Sidney Howard, playwright, who is a Pulitzer
in

prize-play

efforts

winner,

is

here

ATWILL SIGNS WITH FOX

Dario Faralla, treasurer and
busines smanager of the First
National studio, has resigned.

TO MAKE SOUND SUBJECT
Atwill, through his manLeo Morrison, has contracted
with Fox Movietone to do a two reel
talking
picture
version
of
"The
Knife," by
Henry Arthur Jones.

Lionel

Poland, F. N. Supervisor
Joseph Franklin Poland has joined
First National as a supervisor.

writing

Violet Heming will be featured player in a supporting company of 12.

the playwriglu, will also
Fox Role for Nagel
write dialogue for Goldwyn.
Dan Toteroth and Samuel Ornitz, radWinfield Sheehan has signed ConNagel to play opposite Mary
novelists, are among the dialogue
Duncan
in
"Through
Different
writers at Paramount, as are Wells
Root and Percy Heath. John V. A. Eves."
Weaver, the playwright, is also writWarner Signs Three Scenarists
ing for Paramount. Fox and M-G-M
Harvey Thew, L. G. Rigby and J.
are well represented by playwrights,
Grubb Alexander have joined the
as are other major companies.
Warner Bros, have been well satis- Warner scenario department.
^ed with the work of their dialogue
Editing "Love in the Desert"
•Writers, whose chief experience has
George Melford is editing "Love
been confined to pictures. Their list
in the Desert," with Olive Borden,
includes Joseph Jackson. James A.
Starr,
Robert
Lord,
C.
Graham Hugh Trevor and Noah Beerv, for

Trixie Friganza for Vitaphone
Trixie Friganza is at the studio
preparing for her first Vitaphone appearance to be called "My Bag O'Trix."

for

Samuel
Herbert
Richman,

',

ager,

Grinde to Direct Talker Shorts
"The Rescue," which
Nick Grinde is to direct talker
Goldwyn produced, with
shorts in New York for M-G-M.
Brenon directing.
Charles

dialogue

Barthelmess' Next
Richard Barthelmess has started,
work on "Weary River" for First
National.
Robert O'Connor, Geor-?!"'
gie Stone, William Holden and Ray4
mond Turner have parts.
Franlf
Lloyd is directing. Barthelmess will
•'"
sing and talk in this picture.

Gus Edwards' Next
"Gus Edwards' Christmas
will be the next

M-G-M

nicolor talking subject.
third of a series.

"Comedy
Milton

Sills

short

This

I

fe

Party"!")

Tecb
is

the

ill'

of Life" Started
has started "The Com-

edy of Life" for First National. Maria Corda and Ben Bard are featured,
Alexander Korda is directing.

Vitaphone Signs Miss Juliet
Miss Juliet will soon make her
Vitaphone debut in an act of impersonations called "Not for Me."

Jii

at

'

Harvey

Baker,

Gates,

and

Francis

FBO.

Boles Signed
John Boles has been signed by Fox

Vidor Back at M-G-M Studio
to play opposite Nancy Carroll in
King Vidor has returned to the "White Silence." Charles Klein will
M-G-M studio from Memphis, where direct.

Fox Signs

for

"Hallelujah,"

Leatrice

Joy

Boy."

John Ford

will

"The

California Mail" will be Ken
Maynard's next First National picture,
it is an original by Marion

Jackson.

Albert Rogcll will direct

and Harry

J.

Brown

supervise.

Pathe Signs Tom Gibbons
Gibbons has been signed by
Pathe to write dialogue for talkers,
first of which will be
Paul Bern's
"Noisy Neighbors." which "Chuck"

Tom

Rcisner recently completed.

Stage

Return Plarmed by Breese

Edmund Breese will return to the
stage temporarily on completion of
his present contract with Warners.

Bow's
"The

Saturday Night Kid."

New Lake

Story Under Way
"The Boy Wonder," Arthur Lake
starring vehicle, is being written by
Matt Taylor and Clarence Thompson
for Universal.

fany-Stahl.

In the cast are: Joe E.
Bennett and Russell

Brown. Alma
Simpson.

"U"

Lila Lee in
Lila Lee has

"Black Curl"
been cast for the
"The Black Curl,"

feminine lead in
an independent production.

Rogers Signs Dorothy Dwan
Dorothy Dwan has signed to play
opposite Ken Maynard in "The California Mail," Charles Rogers producing.
Al Rogell will direct.
Chesterfield Prod, in Work
"Circumstantial Evidence," which
will be released by Chesterfield Prod.,
is now in production at Metropolitan,
with Wilfred Noy directing.
Helen
Foster and Cornelius Keefe are co-

Lon Young
Andy Anderson

featured.

with

photography.
Noy.

tional.

is

in

supervising,
charge of

Walter Sheridan

is

as-

Starting

"The Charlatan"

"The

Charlatan," a special Universal production, from
the
stage
play by Leonard Praskins, Robert
N. Lee, will go into work at Universal City next Monday under direction of
George Melford.
Conrad
Veidt is understood to be the star
of the cast including John George,
Rockcliffe Fellows, Lilyan Tashman,
Anita Garvin and Bud Marshall. The
picture will be synchronized.

Noah

Beery,

who

recently finished
filming the silent version of "Love in
the Desert" under the direction of

George Melford

at

recalled to make
far the feature.

FBO, have been
talking

sequences

Breese in First Talker
Edniniul Breese, now playing a featured role in "She Knew Men," claims
to have been the first screen actor to
go "talkie." It was back in 1915 when
I'.dison

made "The Master Mind" and

Breese not only did the talking but
also enacted the leading role.

rfNTER the doorway of
popular hostelry and you feel at home.
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcoma
which marks the difference between tha
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
this

Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the features

MRS. [RNEST

S.

COWEll

Announces the continuance
of the business of the late

sisting

Dialogue for "Love in Desert"
'Olive Borden. Hugh Trevor and

t

T-S Film

direct.

Masmard's next Set

script of Clara
for Paramount,

Davis and Spencer Teamed
George Davis and Fred Spencer
Albert Ray is directing "Reputa- are
teamed in a two-reeler to go into
tion." starring Belle Bennett for Tifproduction shortly at the EducaDirecting

Leatrice Joy has been signed by
Fox to play the feminine lead opposite Victor
McLaglen in "Strong

write the
next vehicle
to

THE
Doorviray o£ Hospitallty
h

Powers.

he made exteriors
all-negro film.

Assigned to Bow Script
Wallace Smith has been assigned

ERNEST
Artists'

1637

S.

COWELL

Representative

North Orange Grove Dr.
Hollywood.

California

that

make you

feel at

home.

Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you are next
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

[o
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THE
November

1928

anckiewicz Titling

Bow

Film

rman Manckiewicz will write the
for "Three Week-Ends," Clara
s

starring film, which

Stk

DAILY

25,

lay,

is

USE OP INCANDE8CENTS

A

adapted

an Elinor Glyn story.

Little

iH._^_ii_

Barmon and Roscoe Signed
have

Harmon and Alan Roscoe

SID GRAUMAN'S

By

from

filsson

is

Anna

FBO.

"Blockade" for

d

featured with Wallace

Donald and

Walter McGrail

in

inent support.

[ary Astor
iry

Heads Fox Cast
feminine
screen version

will play the

Astor

in Fox Films'
;100 Bill." Henry

the picture under

t

Lehrman
of

title

will

membership

in

*

*

Julien Josephson, best known for
his human interest and character
touches, is adapting "The Climax"
It will be a Unifor the screen.
versal "talkie," with Jean Hcrsholt

starred
recting.
first

and Renaud Hoffman di"The Climax" is Julien's

assignment at Universal.

"New

Eve."

's

*

*

SPREADING

RALPH WILK ,^.^,.^,^^^__

Co. _D. 169th Infantry, Califoradded to cast of "The Side- nia National Guard, is no empty
," Columbia picture which will
At the world premiere of
honor.
Marie Prevost and Ralph "Noah's Ark" at Grauman's Chinese,
re
es.
the entire personnel of the company
aided in handling the crowds that
gathered to glimpse the star? attendTBO Completes "Blockade"
ector George B. Seitz has cora- ing the opening.
t

''Lots''

Roach's Team
The public is not satisfied
with the team idea, but on the
contrary, is eager for comedy
teams, provided they can deliver
the goods, states Hal
Roach, who cites the increasing
popularity of the Stan Laure'
Oliver Hardy combination to
back up his contention.
The
general trend has indicater'
passing of the team idea, with
most of the teams already or
about to be disbanded, but
Roach says dissolution of his
comedy duo is "far from our
wildest thoughts."

Eddie Gribbon, Lionel
Henry B. Walthall and
lore,
und Breese are in the cast.
:d soon.

Boswell for Charles B.
Rogers and Harry J. Brown,

son,

old-time

discussing

political

Leland Hay ward and
Hal Hoive reminiscing.

rallies;

*

*

has perfected a series of incandescent
Mazda lamps.
This type of incandescent lighting
has been used in several studios on
the coast for about a year but is new
to the East.
National Lamp Works
has recently completed the installation of this equipment in the Paramount studio in Long Island City,
the M-G-M plant on 127th St. and 2nd
Ave.; the Biophone studio, in Jersey,
the

Warner plant in Brooklyn
Warners start production

which

in

of

V'itaphone short subjects shortly and
Powers Cinephone studio at 723

the
7th

Ave.

The

Ken
Our Passing Show:
Maynard and E. A. Patter-

Williams in Blue Cast
inn Williams has been added to
Blue's next Vitaof Monte
to be
Headquarters,"
"From
e,'

THE EAST

To meet the need for absolute quiet
on the set during production of sound
pictures ai:d the use of panchromatic
raw stock.
National Lamp Works

*

*

IN

principal Mazda lamps applicfor general studio lighting
and arrangement of players on the
set arc:

able

Malcolm McGregor

who

one iuniinary

is

recognizable in mufti.
When one mentions the talkies that's
when Mai's features light up. The
speaking stage was the first love of
is

easily

*

use

10()il

watt- 110 volt

PS— 52

watt— 110 volt PS— 52
2000 watt— 120 volt
G—48
2500 watt— 110 volt PS— 52
5000 watt— 120 volt
G— 64
10000 watt— 120 volt
G—80
The above voltages apply to lamps
1500

this gay thespian.
*
*
and
By the way, Charles Rogers
John
Stahl
must cover more
M.
Harry "Joe" Brown deny that the
For "His Captive Woman"
miles each day than any of the
cast
the
Zepjoined
Graf
of
the
has
trans-Atlantic
trip
)ris Dawson
Hollyivood executives.
He's here, used on a circuit registering 120 volts.
His Captive Woman," First Na- plin was an exploitation stunt for
F. J. Cadenas, illuminating engineer
there
and
where
else
have
you in
co-starring Dorothy the "Russ Farrell" series of aviation
picture
1
for
the National Lamp Works is
his daily peregrinations.
pictures.
icaill and Milton Sills.
handling studio lighting problems in
*
*
*
^:

,

*

*

*

If there's a harder working direcN. Continuity
Jee
Perez, one of Hollywood's tor in the business than Benjamin
Paul
conthe
chard Bee. who wrote
busiest free-lance writers, is work- Christiansen he has escaped our noty and adaptation on First Naing on his initial assignment at tice in making the studio rounds. An
is
House,"
Haunted
"The
il's
This year, Paul has indefatigable worker, yet t'.'Ierant, he
Paramount.
on "Seven Footprints to
:ing
titled pictures at M-G-M, Pathe and keeps to a fast pace from the first
n."
Tiffany-Stahl.
shot. He is now knee deep in "Seven
Footprints To Satan" at First Na*
*
*
Chase Working on Comedy
tional.
a
on
working
is
larlev Chase
Ramon Romeo has completed
*
*
*

Doing

Hal

F.

Roach

M-G-M

comedy

Anita Garvin, Vivian Oakland,
Kennedy and "Husky" Haines
upport.

under

James

Home

supervision

of

is

direct-

an

original,

Gold," which will
by Columbia.
*

Leo Mc-

Karl Dane

*

Fred NewPassing Show:
meycr demonstrating some intricate

*

is one of the
devotees of tennis.
Karl is learning the game and
is practicing on Byron Morgan's courts.

neivest

In Stage Play
are
;n Bard and Ruth Roland
colony
film
the
of
ng members
Harry Green m
will support
will open at a
which
Shyster,"
e
Angeles theater in December.

Man's
be produced

"White

steps to

Sally

Phipps,

Frank Albertson and Arnold
Lucy: Marcel Silver and G.
Beer-Hoffman chatting at the

Fox

studio.
*

*

*

the East.
He is a member of the
Illuminating Engineers' Society and
the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers.
Pointing out that this
type of lighting is new to many directors and cameramen, Cadenas has
prepared the following suggescions as
aids in securing the best result in

photography:
"Mazda lamps

of the 1000, 1500 and 2500
type should be obtained at a voltage
ratinij v/bich is appro.ximately 10 vo.i« u:iJer
the circuit voltage reading on the premises.
This will permit the filament of the lamp
its
best temperature for the
to operate at
pancliromatic film since tests show that the
filament temperature should be around jIOO
This temperature corresponds
degrees K
to a lamp efficiency of 24 to 27 lumenas per
The operawatt and 200 to 400 hours iife.
power temperature
tion of these lamps at

watt

PS

A. L. Rockett's checking account for the lal>eled vtiltage of the lanij) cf-rresponding in the circuit voltage, gives a de
should be immune from, forged ficiency in the blue-violet region of the spec*
*
*
Anyone who can dupli- trum and too high a temperature tends to
"readers."
Ralph J. Dietrich, Barney Wolf, cate the First National exec's sig- over-emphasize this region of the color specEddie Robbins, Alex Troffey and nature should be entitled to the run trum. The round bulb or G type lamps in
work in J.
2000. 5000 and 10.000 watt sizes are espe:n, best known for his
Louis Loeffler now compose the of the works.
cially designed for photographic service and
Drge Washington Cohen," wrote Movietone film editing staff at Fox.
*
*
*
need not be operated on other than cirplay.

Desmond on Vaudeville Tour
William Desmond, who with his
Mary Mclvor. is making a short
of the Keith-Orpheum circuit
for
:cts to be back in Hollywood
Desmond's first talker
holidays.
be shortly released by Warner
Desmond's vaudeville sketch is
s.
:d "The Right Man."
,

Mix Starts "Drifter"
om Mix has started "The DrifThe supporting cast
for FBO.
Dorothy Dwan, Barney
udes
ey,

Al Smith, Ernest Wilson,
Austinn. Joe Rickson and

nk
nn Mace. Robert DeLacy is diGeorge Pyper wrote the
ing.
tinuity.

*
*
*
The Satanic make-up of
Genial Bob Eddy has been placed
Sheldon Lewis in "Seven Footprints To Satan" is a classic
in charge of the story department
Lon
opened by Frank Joyce, Myron Selzin frightful delineation.
Chaney never looked more
nick and Felix Young, biisiiiess representatives of directors, writers
spooky.
^
^
Bob is a veteran in
and actors.
writbeen
a
and
has
pictures
motion
Sam Taylor is wondering where
er, directoj- and production manager. all the reports emanate that tend to
Wilbur Morse is managing the pub- nullify the production plans of "CoThe picture not only will
licity department.
quette."
*
*
*
be made, vouches the U. A. director,
but Miss Pickford is eager to start
Rupert Julian has chosen
work on this cinematized version of
Mt. Whitney for exteriors in
Helen Hayes' stage success.
"The Regiment of Doom" a
mystery story he is directSebastian Opposite Keaton
ing for M-G-M. Mt. Whitney
Dorothy Sebastian will play oppoDorwill serve as the Alps.
Keaton in M-G-M's
Buster
site
othy Farnum has written the
"Spite Marriage."
scenario.
^-

cuit voltages corresponding to
the labeled
voltage of the lamp.
"Another important suggestion is to keep
the Mazda lamp housing and reflecting surfaces clean from dust and dirt at all times
by freouently wiping them off with a dry
cloth and periodically washing them with soap
.md water, or some other cleaning compound.
Unclean reflecting surfaces reduce the illumination output from 10 per cent to as high
The cost of the investment
as 50 per cent.
of periodic cleaning is returned in full with
Its importance cannot be
big dividends.
over-emphasized.

Cadenas states incandescent lighting gradually is being generally used
in studios as a result of recent technical developments in film emulsions
and the perfection of panchromatic
raw stock which correctly registers
all colors when used with incandescent lamps since their spectral chariCtmtinued on Page 9)
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DAILV

Length:

Paramount

"Outcast"

'Driftwood"

"Freedom"

"Homecoming"

in

Carinnc Griffith

8100

Reformatio^i Films

ft.

Cast.
Corinnc GritTith gives a
does a lot with a very thin story.
symvery
in
portrayal
rounded
well
Lars Hansen as the .unwanted huspathetic part. Edmund Lowe is ideal
band is the best. Dita Parlo, a newsupport. Katliryn Carver also a winis
Others James Ford, Huntley comer, shows promise which she
ner.
direcunder
American
fulfil
liable
to
Claude
Fazenda.
Louise
Gordon,
Gustav Froolich is pleasing.
Kinp. Sam Hardy, Patsy O'Byrne. tion.
Drama,
and Production
Story
Drama.
Production
Story and
A Ufa production telling a German
Ver>- sophisticated fare, not for minBut it is a clean story that story in a rather heavy lianded manors.
Opens in Russia with two Gerlooks censor proof. It carries a great ner.
Russian
guarding
soldiers
kick in portraying the way a woman man
morals finally brings her prisoners and yearning to get back
.

loose
It repreto real love for her.
sents a pip of a part for Corinne, for
keeps building sympathy for her
it
Hero's
from the very first shot.
sweetheart marries a rich man she
does not love, and in desperation the

to

Berlin.

They

finally

desert,

:

626?

GOOD ATMOSPHERE

A

FULL OF SEXY SITUATIC
TALE OF TROPICAL ISLE
COLORFUL ENTERTAINMbI?!
FOR POPULAR HOUSES.

ANGLE.

.

of

man

Length

Columbia

Length: 10000 ft.
MORBID GERMAN THEME
Length: G622 ft.
First National
REFORMER
GREAT
LIFE
OF
AND
HEAVY
IN
A
PRESENTED
STRONG DRAMA OF A SO- DRAGGY STORY, BUT WORTH MARTIN LUTHER IMPRESA
CIAL OUTCAST WHO WINS WHILE CAST AND COM- SIVELY PRESENTED.
HER MAN. CORINNE DOES PETENT DIRECTION HOLD DRAMATIC AND ARTISTIC
FINE CHARACTERIZATION. INTEREST.
TRIUMPH THAT MUST BE
CARRIES POPULAR B.O. KICK.
FOR RELIGIOUS
.Small cast of three players WATCHED
Cast

25, l]

Cast.... Don Alvarado just a
Eugcn Klopfer as Martin age as the beachcomber. Marc(
Cast
Luther gives a performance of great Day as the hard-boiled dame is g
Alan Roscoe a suitable heavy. Ot
power.
Rest of cast all European.
Story and Production. .. .Dramatic J. W. Johnson, Fred Holmes, F
picturization of the life of Martin Brunette, Nora Cecil, Joe Mack.
Produced by Cob-Film in
Luther.
Story and Production. .Melodc
This is a very elaborate of a tropical isle.
Berlin.
This is ana
production, following with historical version of the "Sadie Thompi
exactness the highlights in the career theme, and as pop entertainment
of the great reformer of the 17th cen- rector Christy Cabanne has mat
tury.
It appears to be an honest good job of it.
Not food for
presentation
of
an epic religious niles, but for the grown-ups the
theme that influenced the religious stuff is handled in a way to fur
As such a kick. At that there is nothinj
complexion of the world.
it
will be of undoubted interest to censor.
The gal has led a pr
j'

get
gets

!

Henry
Herbert
Author,
Davies; Scenario, Agnes Christine
Johnston; Editor; Hugh Bennett;
Titles, not listed; Photography, John

separated, and the younger man
to Berlin and hunts up his friend.
The latter's wife has not heard from
You sec love slowly ripening all intelligent people. As a stirring, free life in the States before
him.
between them, yet both are afraid, gripping drama directed and acted lands on the tropic isle and
not knowing whether the husband is with outstanding abilit\- it represents the beachcomber.
The latter
dead or not. They are living in the unusual screen entertainment. It has youth who has wrecked his life
camera north and is now a bum and a
same apartment, and this sex angle pictorial beauty,
unusual
j
is played up very cleverly by the di- work,
impressive handling of large sical and mental coward thro
The audience is let in on the groups of players whose individual drink. The white man who runs
rector.
secret, for they see the husband re- acting is a revelation.
For selected dance hall on the island tries
turning from Russia where he has audiences a cleanup.
Regular pic- "make" the gal, who falls hard
been a prisoner. This suspense holds ture houses must figure religious
the derelict and makes a man of
Satisfactory program.
a kick.
angle.
Popular number.
Direction, Joe May, satisfactory;
Direction, Hans Kyser, excellent;
Direction, Christy Cabanne, >
Author, Leonard Frank; Scenario, Author, (historical facts); Scenario,
Richard
Han
Author,
Fred Majo, Dr. F. Wendhausen; irot listed; Editor, J. W. McCon- good:
Lillie
Hayw;
Scenario,
Editor, Julian Johnson; Titles, the aughy; Titles, not listed; Photog- Davis;
same; Photography, Guenther Rittan, raphy, S. Wangoe, O. Ewald, the Editor, Ben Pivar; Titles, Not lis

Seitz.

fair.

lover consoles himself
by setting up a gorgeous apartment
As a holiday
for his new lady love.
It carries a
feature it is a natural.
long sequence showing a New Year's
revelry that is lavishly picturized.
Names of Corrinne Griffith and Edmund Lowe in strong love story will
bring 'em in.
Direction, William A. Seiter, ex-

disappointed

cellent;

m
i

1

I

I

T»»
*Guilty'

"The Air Legion"
Length: 6,351 ft.
FBO
STEREOTYPED STUFF INDIFFERENTLY PRODUCED
PROVES ORDINARY PROGRAM FARE WITH FLYING
STUNTS APPEALING TO KIDS.

Length: 6000

Ufa

"Honeymoon
ft.

DRAGS ALONG WEARILY
FOR SIX REELS. OLD FASHIONED DIRECTION ON OUTWORN THEME. IMPORTED
NUMBER. NOT BUILT FOR
AMERICAN TRADE.

Cast.
Bernhard Goetzke is featCast. .Antonio Moreno is the vet- ured in a very heavy role, and does
Rest of cast is
eran flyer in the U. S. air mail ser- exceptional work.
vice who does the usual routine stufT rather ordinary, with exception of
Ben Lyon, the roman- Suzy Vernon, who plays the femme
for six reels.
Others
tic hero with a coward complex who lead and is very attractive.
finally redeems himself through love. Willy Fritsch, Hans A. Von SchletMartha Sleeper poses and that's tow.
alx.ii'

all.

.Drama of
Story and Production.
Business of
the air mail service.
glorifying this department of the gov.

ernment

in

the

typical

.

Hollywood

Direction is ordinary and
maniu-r.
the story follows along routine lines
familiar to picture-goers. The young
hero breaks into the air service and
there meets the pretty gal who works
in
post
office
department.
the
Through love he overcomes his coward complex, dares death in a terrific storm to f1\- with supplies to an
Mediocre as
air station, etc.. dr.,
adult fare, but tin. kids will enjoy it
because of the thrills supplied with
While not outstandthe flight StufT.
ing, it 's pTsv.-iJilc fur juvenile entertainment.
Direction,

r.irt

<ileiiiion,

ordinary;

lame- Aslimon- Creelman;
Scenario, Fred Myton; Eklitor, Archie
.Marshek: Titles, Randolph Bartlett;
Photography, I'.iiil Perry, spotty.
Author,

.

.

Photography, Joe Walker, smoot

best.

.

Universal

Flats"

Length: 6057

ft.

LIGHT ENTERTA I N M E N T Brinkin Pictures Corp.
Length: 7900
MODERATELY PLEASING. HAS
A DEFINITE APPEAL TO THE JUST A HASH THAT Rl
YOUNGER SET. APPEALING RESENTS THIRD RA'
SCREEN FARE. STORY OF I
LOVE STORY.
MOUS WOMAN SPY MA
Cast. .. .George Lewis and Dohli- FOOLISH BY DISTORTION,
thy Guliver as the newlyweds make
a good team.
Others Kathlyn Williams, Ward Crane, Bryant Washburn, Phillips Smalley, Jane Winton, Patricia Caron, Eddie Phillips.

Cast.
.Magda Sonja as the in
national spy of W^orld War fame
clumsy and acts the same way. F
Kortner and Wolfgang Zilzer
fair.
Rest of cast are European.

Story and Production
Comedy
drama.
Adapted from the Satevepost story by Earl Derr Biggers. A

Production
Dra
based on the life
the
notorious spy acting for
Germans during the World War
who was shot by a French fir

Story and Production
Drama.
Very heavy. Berlin is still making pleasing story that will generally enpictures in the draggy continental tertain, especially the flappers. Quite
manner expecting American audi- a little comedy is worked into the
ences to take kindly to them.
This story of the young couple with the
is
typical of dozens that have gone mother-in-law butting in and trying
before from Ufa. Weighty direction, to order the young hubby's life for
stilted acting and overacting, draggy him.
There is also a wealthy suitor
continuity, and overemphasis of de- hanging in the offing who tries his
tails characterize this offering.
Too darndest to throw a monkey wrench
heavy and somber for the American into the young couple's happiness.
audiences that crave more cheerful- This menace is handled with a light
ness and snap in their film fodder.
Goetzke as a freed convict who had

been wrongfully accused of murder,
searches for his wife and child whom
he had been separated from for years.
Finds them in a cabaret browbeaten
by the sinister owner whom he kills
save his daughter's honor.
Direction, Johannes Meyer, stilted;
Author, l-~rnst B. Fey; Scenario, the
same; Editor, not listed; Titles, not
listed; Photography, Kurt Courent,

"Mata Hari, The Rec
Dancer"

touch, and serves to keep a nice suspense balancing with the lighter
moods of a pleasing story. It carries some good gags on the life of
a commuter, and the idea of a honey-

moon

flats

devoted

to

furnished some original

newlyweds

comedy

sit-

to

uations.

spotty.

Author, Earl Derr Biggers; Scenario^
Aforton Blumenstock; Editor, Frank
Hekinson; Titles, Albert De Mond;
Photography, Ross Fisher, excellent.

Direction,

Millard

Webb,

clever;

.

.

i

Story and

siip])osed to be

:

squad.
Berlin
cast,

it

As
with

film

was made

German

direction
best to m.

the

was thought

;

the gal an Austrian spy shot by

Russians.
Those
Russians
stand for anj thing, seems to be
big idea.
They will if they st!
for this.
Just a cheap meller of
i

—

bad Russian duke who must have
pure little dancer at any cost,
they chuck in some wild drunl
orgies and shabby sex stuff
i

make

the gal search for pure 1
with a peasant.
Then ask inte
gent audiences to laugh that one
about the notorious Mata who s
sex for v/ar secrets. Cheap stuff.
Direction, Frederick Feher, a me
Author, not listed; Scenario,
listed; Editor, Edward McCarneg
Titles, the same; Photography,
i

listed.
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'The

Power

Affiliated

25.

Waring leads
nicely through the selections
in
his usual
smooth manner, and
there is just a suggestion of light
comedy here and there to liven up the
program.
Here is one that rates
above the average. Time, 10 mins.

of Darkness"

European Length 6000
:

a

Short Subjects

ft

of the Moscow
\it
Theater Players.
While the
ypes are good, their acting is too
abored and heavy to find favor with
\merican audiences.
Besides, the
ragic slant of Tolstoy's writings is
poor commercial bet when transI
'erred to the screen.
So you can
lardly blame it on the actors for
:heir
faithful interpretation of the

SOUND
M-G-M

SILENT

Movietone

First Class

Type

Song team
These veteran vaudc artists come
of production

through

with three songs that put
right out front in their particular class of entertainers in the sound

them

Every word comes over
punch and the well known
Van-Schenck personality in back of
lovelist's ideas.
it.
First is "Cohen Is Living the
Story and Production. .. .Drama.
From Count Tolstoy's novel. The Life of Reilly," followed by "I Want

made

a faithful screen transthe work of the great
novelist.
In fact it was too faithful,
for he followed the detailed windings of the plot until it became a
guessing contest for the audience.
You spend your time trying to figdirector
cription

of

which peasant woman is
monkeying around with the handsome young villain and which one is
ure

short

field.

with

a

An Italian Girl." They close
"Way Down South in Heaven,"

thus
furnishing a nice balance of a Jew-

ish-lrish-Wop-Dinge potpiurri that
anywhere. Time, 8 niins.

will click

"Steamboat

out

her old but rich husband.
are a couple of marriages

Faithful to

There
ihrown

in for atmosphere. These are
best parts of the show, portrayng the quaint customs handed down
'or generations.
Russians will enjoy
:his, no doubt, but it's a blowout for
:he regular crowd.
Direction,
Robert Weine, lacks
showmanship angle; Author, Count
Leo Tolstoy; Editor, not listed;
Pities, not listed; Photography, not
isted, spotty.

:he

with

Billie"

Walt Disney Cartoon
Real Entertainment
Cartoon in
sound
This is what "Steamboat Willie"
has; First, a clever and amusing
treatment;
secondly,
music
and
sound effects added via the Cinephone method. The result is a real

Type

of production

tidbit

of

diversion.

The maximum

ire Films

Length: 5500

Worthy

of production ... .2 reel comedy
Calford stages its annual boxing
match with the rival college, Midvale.
The Midvale gang are a crooked
bunch, it seems, and forget the usual
college traditions of good sportsmanship by framing the rival Calford
'

style,
and it looks plenty good
enough to establish quite a rep for
hun if he can keep up the pace. In

this laughology he is in a boarding
house trying to shave and get to the
office on time.
Two other boarders
have the same general idea. But as
there is only one mirror in the bath
room, the complications come fast
and funny.
Directed by Francis J.

Martin.

"The Campus Vamp"

Sennett— Pathe
champ.
They get him into a fake
Collegiate
brawl in a tavern, and when he hits
2 reel comedy
the other fellow, the chap pretends Type of production
Johnny Burke and Daphne Polto he knocked cold for keeps.
Then
they work the mental gag by making lard are featured in thi.s typical Sen1 wo of the
the champ believe he has killed the nett yarn of the campus.
other.
Then the college hero dis- girls are in love with the same boy.
covers the dastardly plot and slips these parts are played by Sally
the info to the champ in the last Eilers, Carol Lombard and Matty
Burke and Pollard as the
round.
Of course he cleans up. A Kemp.
passable number, if you can believe college slaveys supply the comedy.
that American college boys stoop to Of course the bathing beauties are a
underworld tactics in their sports. highlight, and a sequence showing
This angle will get no cheers from them in art tableaux is done in Techcollege towns. Directed by Nat Ross. nicolor. Directed by Harry Edwards
and Carol Harbaugh. Just the av-

'

,

!

erage

Pathe Review No. 48

m

picture of this type, directed
the conventional nianner.

ft.

Joseph

is

Electric

Regan

—

of

being shown
equipment.
tribution has not been set.

York,

Western

HAS STRONG APPEAL FOR
TALIAN AUDIENCES. BASED

Type

of production
1
reel comedy
Made quite amusing by the work
of Vernon Dent who is stepping right
along as a heavyweight comedian.
Dent is not trying to imitate any
other screen comic. He has his own

Snappy
"Misplaced Husbands"— Dorothy
Type
of
production..!
reel magazine
bookings in any
Devore Educational
The girls will be interested in a
house wired to reproduce sound-onFair
visit
to
the home of fashion in Paris Type
film.
Incidentally, this is the first
of production
2 reel comedy
Chiephone-recorded subject to get known as the Brothers Worth, style
Dorothy
fects.

New

Posillipo"

—

"Fighting for Victory" Collegians
Universal
Ringside Stuff

Satisfactory

Type

has been gotten from the sound ef-

public exhibition and at the Colony,

"The Fisherman of

"In the Morning" Cameo
Educational

men

Van and Schenck

Composed

—

closing poi) number.

his

HEAVY DRAMA FROM TOLSTOY FULL OF RUSSIAN
FEASANT ATMOSPHERE AND
LITTLE ELSE. TOO DRAGGY,
DBSCURE AND MOURNFUL.
^JOT AMERICAN FARE.
Cast. ...

-sum

DAILY

1928

—Vitaphone

No.

over
Dis-

2628

mentors

for the world.
These clever
brothers are shown conducting the
various departments of their enor-

"Rural England"
mous business.
conveys some very charming vistas
of spots near old Canterbury in Kent.

Devore is the wife who
has lost her hubby on an exploring
expedition.
Her husband's rival persuades her to marry him.
He is
aUer the insurance money.
Just as
tae

honeymoon

shows

up,

new butler
to be her misshas lost his memory,

starts, the

and proves

Done in Pathecolor, the scenes be- mg hubby. He
come doubly charming. The color- a:id the maid is in
love with him.
DN WELL
ROMANCE Type of production
tenor solos ing is very natural and not overdone. 1 rom this complication some good
DF FISHERMAN. ALL-ITALIAN
Joseph Regan puts over three senti- The reel finishes with a study of the }.'agb are developed.
Dorothy tails
PRODUCTION,
mental pop numbers that have too Gamby-Hale girls disporting them- to show anything of any particular
riTLES.
much similarity to make any impres- selves in scanty apparel somewhere comedy value. Harold Goodwin as
Cast.... All
are
typical
Italian sion.
One of these numbers are go- on the shore of a lake on Long Is- her hubby scores what laughs there
ypes mostly from Italian stage, in- ing strong months ago and now is land. It is the sort of an advertise- are. Directed by Charles Lamont.
iluding Ubaldo Del Colle, Consuelo doing the usual fadeout, which shows ment that would make anv lake front
/alenti, Penato Fabbiani, Miquel Di that this production is an old numof Incandescents
"Calford in the Movies"
jiacomo, Vittoria Gei, Geppino Jo- ber held back for some unknown
'ane.
reason.
The selections are "Mary
Collegians
Spreading in the East
Story and Production
Drama. Ann," "I'll Take You Back, KathUniversal
(.Continued from Page 7)
-"roduced by Astra
Film Co. of leen," and "Jo-Anne." As far as
acteristics are highly efficient in the
Collegiate
Stuff
Naples. The theme is that of a well Regan's voice goes, it is fairly pleasmown folk story of the Italian fish- ing, but he puts his songs over with Type of production. .2 reel comedy colors which are least sensitive in the
Poor

KNOWN

INCLUDING

Use

He points out
All the boys and girls connected panchromatic film.
ng communities. Posillipo is a fish- no particular personality, and as
with
the college team go to a ranch that the emulsion of panchromatic
ng village on the Bay of Naples, and noted, similarity in these girl songs
Time, for a weekend. There they meet a stock IS not as sensitive in the yeilowhe actual locale is shown in the film, makes a very flat program.
movie director whose company has red as in the violet-blue regions and
rhe story has heart appeal, and is 7 mins.
walked out on him.
He persuades that naturally considerably more ilimotional, being well suited to the
them
to
take
their
places.
They turn lumination is needed in the yeliowtalian audiences for which it is speWaring's Pennsylvanians
to
obtain desired denout
an
awful
bunch
to
be
of ham red parts
ially intended.
It is a tale of three
Vitaphone No. 427
actors, but the director perseveres sities. The Mazda lamp spectral charishermen friends into whose life a
Class
energy, he declares, has
until in the clima.x a shack is blown acteristic
iren from the city comes to blast
heir lifelong friendship.
The princi- Type of production. .. .Orchestral up and the hero and heroine are al- more yellow-red than viclet-blue and,
most killed.
Luckily for all hands therefore, the proper balance of all
numbers.
)al character is Pietro, who loses his
film
done
the
also
is
burned, but the di- the colors of the spectrum is obtained
short
This
is
the
second
sound
vife and child, is cast into prison,
for rector pays them their salaries just without filters.
Pennsylvanians
Waring's
nd finally escapes to visit vengeance by
There is a nice studio the same. This is a break for the
Vitaphone.
in the man who helped to ruin his
Cody in N. Y.
ife.
Titles are in English and Ital- set, and the boys are well Grouped hero, who was about to leave colLew Cody arrived in New York
and in dress clothes. They lead off lege and his sweetheart for lack of
an.
OK for Italian communities.
Friday and will remain until he sails
Direction, Mario Volpe, satisfac- with a number "Sleep," followed by funds. The usual line of collegiate
fulfill a speory; Author, the same; Scenario, not "Breezin' Along With the Breeze," stuff, that must have its own follow- for Europe Dec. 14 to
cial engagement at the Paladiuni in
isted;
Editor, Pierre M. Arnaud; featurmg Waring's brother at the ing, for they keep right on turning
London, where he may be joined by
ritles, the same; Photography, Faus- piano, who has a very pleasing tenor. them out from the same mould and
Mabel Xormand.
This is followed by "Me, Too," and little variation in story interest.
o Di Nunzio, okay.

;
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THE

c&al
CHARLES

By

What

is

weather

Aisle spot and step lights in three
iTcrent types are being offered by
Electric
(Universal
Eros.
cgl
Ltje

Lighting Co.)

New

York. The

for mounting on
I: Lside of end seats adjoining aisles
^
on side walls. It accommodates
The lens conitn watt Mazda.
iiwU and distributes all light downu.irds.
The aisle light is of vertical
ic

spot

light

is

I

The
for flush wall mounting.
light is of the horizontal type,
..iicrally set flush in the riser. The
l.itter
two lights accommodate 40
I

nc

all

Noiseless operation, eliminating of high speed.
The threader embodies
necessity of oiling, and a number of a device which closes automatically
mechanical features are claimed ex- the guide rollers, aperture-gate and
clusively for the Holmes Imperial light path, when the mechanism door
exclusively is closed.
announced
Projector,
FILM DAILY.
The mechanism is driven by the
Thursday by
This, Holmes says,
The machine was designed with par- motor direct.
ticular stress laid upon its adaptation eliminates belts, chains and friction
for use with sound

accompaniment

with

THE

equipment. Oscar J.
Holmes, head of the
Projector
Co., Chicago, is de-

of

wind, lightning, thunder and
even a rambow, were shown.

;i

vv.itt

Claims Exclusive Features

stage equipment and effects. At
a command from Jack Partington, production chief, clouds
gathered, the sunshine dimmed,
lightning
streaked
and rain
First the patter of a
fell.
spring shower, then the tatoo
of a tropical downpour and the
stirring beat of a cloudburst,

1

Holmes

signer.

Mazdas.

Organ

HYNES

claimed as a unique
demonstration
was

given at the new Paramount,
Brooklyn, which opens Saturday, by officials of the Peter
Clark organization, creators of

jyPES OF AISLE LIGHTS

Holmes

The

for 2 Auditoriums

At Fischer, Detroit House

—

Oetroit
Unique mechanical instal:ons is embodied in the organ of
new Fischer, just opened here, ac-

ording to Bert Aman, general manInstead of two
iger of Wurlitzer.
separate organs, one for the theater
ind one for the concert auditorium
the building, the one instrument
\ es
both, controlled by a shutter.

Toronto Theaters Given
ing mechanism
O. K. by Inspector throughout. This,
it

Toronto
spector

— R.

of

C.

Smalley, chief in-

theaters

Ontario,

for

placed his stamps of approval on
theaters in
tion
12,

visit

all

Ottawa during an inspecduring the week of Nov.

giving his formal sanction for the

new Avalon

there.

PROVEN YESTERDAY
ASSURED FOR TOMORROW
YOURS TODAY

assures
operation
noiseless
and eliminates need
of oiling. Each bearin
packed
ing
is
grease and covered
by a metal cap
The
grease-retainer.
elimination of oiling,
is

claimed,

one future policy that yesterday's

NATIONAL'S

the

Today

a National

success has proven.

one-source,

Equipment

is

one-guarantee,

Service.

branch near you is ready to provide
a box of thumb tacks to a Kil-

you with anything from
gen organ.

Today you can arrange for complete financing of a
new theatre or for renovation o£ an old one. You don't
have to wait for tomorrow to know that good equipment
brings big returns.

Let National Service help build bigger patronage for

you

— today.
Ask your

nearest

National

Branch, or address
your inquiry to General Offices, 624 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

says,

Shutter of the

<^Dieatre

SuppfylSampanf
(4198)

new

machine is between
the
lamphouse and
aperture, thus removing the film from the
heat.
ture

greatest
a fea-

of

This

is

Holmes

which

says he evolved seven years ago, and
since
has
incorporated
in
projectors
he has built.
The Holmes Imperial Projector
There are only
nine ounces of pressure on the film at the aperture plate, types of power transmission.
The
according to Holmes, who says this motor is a universal type, operated
is made possible by the mechanism
by either
current, mainor
and workmanship of the Geneva taining a constant speed. In framing,
movement, eliminating jumping o*^ the intermittent sprocket remains in
film in event the machine is run at its same relative position to the aperture gates and skids, through an arrangement of the framing device.
The machine has but eight gears
of three types.
The lamphouse can
The Latest Model Double
be raised or lowered, to accommodate
Spring Motor
any type of high or low intensity
lamp without use of adaptors, Holmes
claims. The machine base is equipped
STANDARD
with
leveling
screws to provide
against any unevenness of the floor.
Holdsl6FeetFilin— Ca*e— 6Masazinei

AC

DC

-SALE!-

SEPT AUTOMATIC

MOVIE CAMERA
2

£\utumal

safe-

guards and lengthens
film and
life of the
improves projection.

region

In the present maze of exhibitors' uncertainty there

one-quality Supply and

Im-

ball-bear-

has

perial

Holmes

That's

«

Holmes Imperial Projector

Making Weather

KLIEGL BROS. OFFER 3

F.

25, 1928

Management

Theater Equipment and

;

Sunday, November

DAILV

10

in. F,

3.S Lent

$29.S0

Winter or Summer
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BLIZZARD FAN
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West
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Solves
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Your Problem

THE
November

Sunday,
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25, 1928

The Stamp
An

We

qualifications

unique place in the entertainment

and merit

That

is

merely an indication of the thing on the bill, with the exception
of Dave Rubinoff whose violin work
mark sound and its growth....
struck a popular appeal. This markYessir,

type of healthy competition that will

Universal is gettin foursquare be- the final week for p2ddie Peabody as
hind sound.
A formidable budget master of ceremonies. In this bill
is being set aside
for producto.i of he had little to do, leading his stage
talkers in recognition of the demand band through conventional work. He
for this type of picture.
A iign of did his usual banjo specialty, which
was whittled down in time to thi
the times.
.

Fox

after

.

more

That's not

sin.

theaters in
all.

Look

Wiscon- minimum.
for

the-

lightly.

Anything

reproducer of their own.
It will be
KA N N
cheaper than Western Electric's disc
method.
Warners right along have
Watertown House Damaged
maintained W. E. is hampering sound
Watertown, N. Y. The Liberty
price
installations
because of the
was damaged by fire.
It will be
range.
The matter is in arbitration closed three weeks for repairs.
and has been held up because of the
has a contract with International illness of Samuel Untermyer, one of
Charged With Mailing Obscene Films
Telephone and Telegraph Co. Also the arbitrators.
Just a few facts West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
with Columbia Phonograph. Which, to bear in mind.
Los Angeles William J. Larivee,

—

will admit, makes for the beginnings of a very influential organi-

zation in the sound

field.

Watch

this

—

.

.

.

Ryan

appeared

with

th'-

Grecian Stars."
The recurring appearances of this clever virtuoso was
the one cheering event about the

whole soiree. A comedy Apache was
done by Lynton & Farman which
did not collect much.
A balancing
duo, Evans & Perez, were very neat
but not sensational by any means.
A song and dance team, Maurean &
Sonny, completed a very sketchy
lineup.

Walter King and Carl Johnson
arrested here by government
agents on a charge of sending obit
by scene films through the mails.
alias

Up Again

Tableau for All-Talker Program
.\ tableair nuisical and stage production at the Roxy, to enhance the
all-talking film program, being offered starting Saturday is a series of
McGeehan Named Malaney Aide
eight tableaux reproducing historic
Cleveland J. McGeehan, formerly paintings and accompanied by an
of Baltimore is here as assistant to original symphonic score by Maurice
M. A. Malaney, publicity manager Baron. A cast of 250 will particifor Loew's Ohio theaters.
pate, including the orchestra, chorus,
ballet, Ro.xyettes and especially enMaxwell at Portland
gaged artists.
Maxwell,
Ore. Floyd
Portland,
who is now managing the Portland, Brown in Person at U. A. House
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
will manage the Broadway after Dec.
Los Angeles Joe E. Brown, com1.
F. T. Thomas who is now managing tl-.e house will return to Cali- edian, is making personal appear-

\

was

Thursday Sidney Kent calls
Harry Buckley dismisses it
:

development.

Jerry

from Gamby-Hale Girls, and Peabody led
the hoys through "Milenberg Joys."
this go-getter outfit.
And no matter hoiv wild the stor- Rubinoff was on again with the girls
ies that reach you may get, don't in an atmospheric bit called "Under
everywhere

acquisitions

ater

toss them aside
Warners are perfecting a sound might happen.

you

WEAK

.\
very weak show at the Paranews of real mount was staged by John Murray
moment to the exhibitor. Not only \ndcrson titled "Stars." And thi>
that, Pliotophone installations are to was second anniversary week, iou
|je speeded up to 150 or 160 a month.
But you'd never suspect it from any-

few months.

1)

.

IS

RCA

are discriminating in their selection..
Denied at every turn, reports persist

PARAMOUNT

of the day is
a disc device,
one third as expensive as
I'hotophone, will be made available in a

Sound on Every Lip
Tuesday: Look what happens all
in one bright morning:
The North American Co., the nation's largest pubhc utility system,
and Kolster Radio are partners now.
Six hundred patents are said to bas'e
changed hands, some of them applicNow Kolster
able to sound films.

AT

Today: The surprise
word from RCA that

THE

Whoopee!

Presentations

going to have compe-

N-e-w-s

is

STAMP OF APPROVAL.

(Continued from Page

is

1'2.

tition, plenty of it.
Therefore, dear
exhibitor, don't get excited and, what
is more important, see to it that yon
are not stampeded

occupied by the
pipe organ, whose addition to the theater has been a comparative
The tremendous advance strides made in
recent development.
organ construction, together with a sincere effort to place the pipe
organ within reach of theaters large and small is strikingly illustrated
by the Kilgen Wonder Organ.
This instrument has come to be recognized as a standard of comparison in theater pipe organs. Backed up by a long experience in
other fields, Geo. Kilgen & Sons brought to the picture business a
fine craftsmanship, coupled with economy which has won for the
Because of its quality, performance
Kilgen organ wide acclaim.
FILM DAILY
and longevity, the Kilgen Wonder Organ has
field

W.

rect.

endorsement of product and propositions, hestotved by

The Film Daily, after investigation of

A

1929.
That's a rather ambitious
schedule.
will accept the fieurcs
when the facts prove them to be cor-

Approval

of

11

silly;

Distributors are hot after all the declaring cryptically there is nothing
playing time they can get on SQimd to it.
But the report, nevertheless,

lawyer meet- persist that United Artists and Metro
Therefore
ings with W. E., more leeway in the are to be merged as a forerunner of
existing contract the purpose. Some- a closer working arrangement
some
thing else to watch....
even assert consolidation with Parapictures.

—

—

—

Adolph Zukor and Nick
niciunt.
Schenck are traveling west together.
Joe Schenck is in Hollywood now.
So are the U. A. member-owners, all
There you are ....
of them.
Pete Woodhull tells Ohio the Hays
organization has no connection with
ances this week with his latest vehithe M.P.T.O.A.
This, despite the fornia.
cle, "The Hit of the Show" at the
executives
on the
producer-chain
Murray on Stage in San Jose United Artists.
M.P.T.O. board.
Pete, how could Charlie
Charlie Murray
San Jose, Cal.
fast.
That's dealing in futures per- J'OU ?
Reopen Butte House
ceremonies
at the Calimaster
of
was
haps.
The Shuberts are wiring 98 of their
Butte, Mont. John A. Gavan has
Warners will fornia to usher in the second year
theaters for sound.
Season inaugurated reopened The People's.
use some of them for "Singing Fool" of Greater Stage
manager of
Kerskeu,
Herman
by
Remember the
Wednesday: First a meeting in and "Noah's Ark".
Coast Theaters here.
West
reproduction
in
Vocafilm
(leal
for
New York. Then a confab in ChiI
cago.
Now words seeps forth that sound of legitimate stage plays, inSchooler in Capitol Debut
dead
by
cluding
Shuberts'?
It's
not
Abrani F. Myers, Federal trade comSchooler, known for his cre-

The Strand at Madison,
equipped with Bristolphone.

Wis. is
Via the
usually reliable underground system
of news gathering, we learn both
Paramount and Universal have decided to supply A. P. Desormeaux
with film. That shou]d be significant
to you ....
Minneapolis reports R-K-O is after
the Northwest Theater chain, Not so

—

—

—

-

.

.

.

.

—

.

Commissioner Myers

AMALGAMATED

missioner, has been oifered the leadership of the Allied yroup which, you
will remember, plans a national exhibitor association of its own.
This
talk about a neutral party to head exhibitor affairs has been alive as long
as theaters owners have been organized.
At any rate, Myers is a
most competent person. His handling
of the Trade Practice Parley in New
York last year proved it. In Washington, his reputation is very well

a long shot.

.

to

is

play a

ations

of
his

E. recorded films in the Goodwin, makes
More conductor
in Newark, a Fabian theater.
stuff,
provided week.
interchangeahility
there is no interruption in the showing
which we venture to say there won't

W.

be..

Mounting

for

Friday: By Dec.

known.
else,

install

885

more by

the

first

of

band

numbers,

AGENCY

appearance as guest
the

Capitolians,

this

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

end

of

Standard

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

1600 Broadway, New York City
I

Lackawanna 7876
153JI

BROAOWAT,

NEW VORK CITY

!

Vaudeville Acts

Motion Picture Presentation

The PALLY

theaters

3,000

original

VAUDEVILLE

..

there will be
1,
operating with W. E.
sound equipment. W. E. promises to

Which, if it proves nothing
demonstrates the Allied leaders

VAUDEVILLE

Dave

.

Biophone equipment

j

Phone Penn. 3580

i

\

—

Sunday, November

DAILV

By

,

JAMES

CUNNINGHAM;

P.

shown with Power's Cinephone subject on Western Electric equip-

Iiitcrcliaiigeability

Produce

and Release in Germany

to Acquire Theaters

'

London— Ideal-Film G.M.B.H.

has
established ofifices in Berlin to pronational with Savoy Cinemas
duce pictures and to handle the sale
Scottisli Cinema and Variety Theof foreign films in Germany and Geriters, Ltd., may be undertaken, it is
man films abroad. Heinrich Nebenleheved here follow inp increase of
In the same offices
zahl is manager.
British
stock of Associated
apitai
of Merkurfilm
headquarters
are
the
is

London

— MerRer

Interand the

British

of

.

John

Ltd.

inenias,

I

Maxwell

International,
British
of
iiul has interests in Savoy and Assolated estimated at approximately beSuch a
weeii 8(1 and 90 per cent.
riuerper would provide an outlet for

hairman

G.M.B.H., wliich also aims to place
foreign films in Germany, Gustav
Schwab being manager. The compan>' has a close connection with the
Soc4ctv des Cineromans.

product. Scottish Cinema and
\ ariety Theaters, Ltd., has 23 houses
British Disc
II
Scotland while Savoy Cinemas,
Small Theaters
Device,
for
-td.. owns theaters in Midlands and
Electric Co. has
Igranic
London
two
The
ther sections of England.
developed a disc reproducing aphains comprise about 60 houses.
for
designed
Phonovox,
paratus,
small theaters. It uses stock records.
Film Ass'n
^
The c(|uipment consists of an electric turntable unit, comprising two
Their Policy electric
motor driven turntables, two
lyashiiinton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Phonovox pick-ups with tone arms,

ment .It Colony, New York.
Kadio-Keith-Orpheum getting set on plans.
Cheaper equipment plan scouted by W. E.
Fox lines up 568 Greater New York theaters.

Phonovox,

—

Agree

German

To Unify

i

—

German two volume controls, one for each
and the pick-up, and a tone control which
f'Filni Producers of
'Economic Union of Bavarian Film enables volume to be varied to suit
i'roducers of Munich, after discus- the size of the house.
I'

Washington

Union

of

Berlin

;

i

sing German industry reciuircments,
-avs a trade paper rev»ort to the M.
New Multicolor Co. in England
I'. Section of the Dept. of Commerce,
IVushimitoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
has agreed that all future decisions
Washington Edward Godal, manregarding the industry be taken after
ager of Film Contracts, Ltd., Lona mutual discussion of both organizadon, has formed a new company to
tions, so as to unify their policy. This
take up the original option on Multiis the first step towards a concentracolor
for Great Britain, according to
production
tion in policy of German
advice to the M. P. Section of the
interests.

—

—

Wednesday
Aliram

two

M-G-M-United

expects the picture 1^

Fails

— Deutsclu-Nordische

Film

ter,

1

Sells German Rights
London Juhiis Hageii, managing
director of Strand Film Co., has sold
the Geruian rights to tiie company's
next
i)roduction,
"Ringing
the
f'hances." Margot Londa of Strausshn. Berlin, will be starred.

WolkofF on new

—

plays the

title

Ufa

of

combination

WoodhuU denies M.P.T.O.A.
F.
any way connected with Hays office.

Motion Picture
Industry

Parain

is

Friday
program calls for installation of 3,000 equipments in 1929, in addithe
1,000
by end of 1928.
tion to
Radio-Keith-Orpheum plan now operative as

Western

Electric

DAY AND NIGHT

84 per cent of stock approves it.
R. Kent of Paramount hits report of
S.
U.A.-M-G-M Paramount combination as absurd; Harry D Buckley of United Artists,
says report without foundation.
Fox Movietone News to be issued daily by
Sept.

Federal

1.

1929.

Trade Commission dismisses applicacomplaint against First National
booking charge.

250

tion for
on 'block

Saturday
Universal

announces

sound

gram

to cost $5,000,000.
installations, is developing

device;

R.C.A-Victor

production proR.C.A.. speeding

Richmount
7th Avenue

D.

J.

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4i4l'2')

lower-priced disc
reported negotiating

merger.

^s-s

It*s

Sh-ShI

a secret

is

—

and we re
letting you
in

on

it I

the big night of the

A

Motion Picture Salesmen,
8^/?

^^^

Inc.

Annual

"

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN.

DINNER^ DANCE

"'* ^"f* ^^^

Entertainment and Souvenirs

Pre*.

P'XCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation

and other leading independ-

HOTEL COMMODORE

ent producersanddistributors
Cable Address:
Cable
Address:
Cable Address:

Nov.

RICHPICSOC. Paris
DEEJAY. London
RICHPIC. N. Y.

Exporting only

tlie

best in Motion Pictures

24,

SOL TITLE,

Film

Berlin
Director Alexander WolkofT is now prejiaring production for
"Hadschi Murat" from the novel by
Tolstoi.

with

R.

role.
-^^-

Union Co., of Berlin has gone into 723
bankruptcy as a sequel to the difficulties of the Danish Nordisk Film Co.
Liabilities arc placed at $436,500.

to the

Artists merger reported planned

forerunner
mount.
as

TONIGHT

N.

German Company
I>ondon

Specialists

Commis-

Thursday

reeler,

1

shortly.

Trade

Federal

—

Gets "Rasputin"
Completes Another for Sovkino
/The American rights tto "The Holy
Director Pudovkin has just finish- /Devil," a film based on the life of
'd
.:..
ed cutting his latest picture. "The Rasputin, have been acquired by Affiliated ICuropean Producers. Gregor
rJescendant of Glienghis Khan." Am
Chamara. of the Moscow Art Theakino Corp.. representing Sovkino
.States,

Myers,

for British Talker Ready
London Eliot Stannard has completed the first of a series of scenarios for British Talking Pictures.
Untitled as yet, the story deals with
the French H<-volntion a nd will h e a

Scenario

Affiliated

New York

F.

sioner, sought to head Allied States Ass'n.
No action expected on film bills in short
session of Congress.

ianconrt.

['iiited

Wired

subsidiary,

Co.,

Radio, to enter talking picture field, under
Kolster patents.
Distributors seek freer reign on interchangealjility in conference with W. E.

Dept. of Commerce.

French Producers Active
Ravel of Franco
Gaston
Paris
Film, has completed "Figaro" which
is
being edited.
Joseph Kersel's
"Xuits de Prince" published in England as "Princess of the Night" is to
be produced by Sequana Film at Bil-

Photo
Engraving

Tuesday
American

North

?'B.I.l*.

•

INCORPORATED

Monday

Ideal Film to

British International

I

EGGERS

Week's Headlines

Foreign Markets

25, 1928

Room

805, 729

Seventh Ave.

1928
Chairman

BRYant

0421

hook

to

Eastman

Panchromatic motion picture

now

used in practically
every important production,
represents one of the many
contributions, nothing short of
revolutionary, made to the
film,

art

by Eastman

scientists.

In the future, as in the past,

look to Eastman for advances
that will help the motion picture industry to attain still
higher levels of artistic
achievement.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

You can play tne same

\

ALL-TALKING PROGRAM
now playing at the ROXY\

i

WILLIAM FOX
presents

CLARK AND
McCULLOUGH
IN

THE BATH BETWEEN
2.

REEL DIALOG COMEDY
DIRECTED BY

BENJAMIN
STOLOFF

^no©

fj^

it«o
1.1^
Shorts that draw like features

FOX MOVIETON
ENTi;RTAINMENT
WILLIAM FOX
presents

„

NAPOLEON'S

BARBER
3-REEL CONDENSED FEATURE
with

OTTO MATIESEN
^
FRANK REICHER
HELEN WARE
^i^^
PHILIPPE DE LACY
From

the play by

ARTHUR CAESAR

JOHA FORD

i

^

*

iiophone Proves Inter changeability

Debut

in

ULTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

yPILMDOM
XLVI

)L.

Monday, November

No. 48

imu my

AHITUDE
OF TRADE COMMISSION
INIEnCHANniUn
ON BLOCK BOOKING UNCHANGED
—

OF

TshingtoH

Bureau of

angcability
Iney Lust,

THE FILM DAILY

be

will

n$i

see

Test

Washington

on interinstituted by

case

_

of five Washingtheaters, and member of the board
k
[directors of the District exhibitor
who says that as soon as he
lit
get a device installed, he will
11
ring the entire question before the
Dtion picture public."
"Something will have to be done for the
Within the next few days
all e.xhihitor.
am going to announce the purchase of a
ind device for one of my houses, and I'm
ing to see whether or not I can be serIf
with Western Electric records.
;ed
I'm going to make certain that a deion will be rendered by the courts so that
:
issue will be permanently settled.
"The action on my part will be taken not
defy anyone, but because I'm a little
5ater owner, and men in my position cant afford the big prices that are being asked
"Vitaphone and

ith

Movietone."

been in communication
numerous manufacturers of syn-

Lust

Vigorous

U. A.

ASSON"COUNTRYSTORE"
New

Orleans

—Whether

country

ore nights constitute a lottery is to
decided by the Supreme Court to
;
hich Alfred Crosz, owner of the
ortez, has appealed to set aside his
giving merchandise
jnviction for
rizes to holders of lucky numbers,

was $25 fine or 30 days in
The Criminal Court of Appeals

entence

the

of

— Further demon-

interchangeability

10 ALL-TALKERS ON

Commission Plan

of

Western ElecMc

the

Washington

disc sys-

"Submarine," Columbia
with
synchronized
picture,

Western

Electric discs,

the
a

is

shown

being

for

week's run. No attempt has
been made to interfere with the
showing.

PROGRAM EOR 1928-29 PRODUCERS SIGN 3-YEAR

Some of the other
lay of $5,000,000.
pictures, in which dialogue will be incorporated, may develop into all-talkers.

.\ll-talkers scheduled are:
CContinued on Page 2)

as patrons paid nothing for the
lance to compete for the prizes, the
iffle was not a violation of the lot:ry law.

Nat G. Rothstein has resigned as
Jvertising manager of Universal to
o to California where, it is expected,
engage in production.
accessor has been appointed as
will

No

yet.
industry 13

Lothstein entered the
ears ago, becoming advertising manner of Universal. He left that comany to handle advertising, e.xploitaion and publicity for Equity and

He

rejoined Univeral
as a production advisor, later
eing called to New York to take
harge of advertising.

FBO.

—

THE FILM DAILY

New

it

is

WEST COASfPlANS

N.W.BIIiLDING CAMPAIGN

Claiming interchangeability with
any disc system which employs standard speed, Simotone is being placed
on the market in New York by Louis

Machines for theaters
S'imons.
are being manufactured at the
The
rate of 25 a week, he claims.
device is portable and weighs 35

J.

now

l^ounds.

The

driven by the
is
turntable being oper-

Simotone

projector,

the

arm on which is a
pronged device. A loop of film is
brought out from the projector below
ated by a metal

(Continued on Page 11)

.

1858,

Butte

in

w

Northwest

\mboy, 111
to become
"base was
picture

o

they

Since then,
shov.
the eif':tric light, bot.
oth"*" <'orms of shoe
later tne Canon saw his

;

'

invented

citing

me

and

years

first motion
Beginning today he will tell
the industry just what is wrong with

— Sound

equipment

is

to be installed in every theater of the West Coast Theaters chain, Charles M. Thrall,

THE ^ILM DAILY

Washington Back
where the babe who
Canon William SIk
born

PLACED ON MARKET

BIG

Page 12)

(Continued on

—

SIMOTONE, DISC DEVICE,

the

three-year

producers and
effective Dec. 1,
understood. The reported agree-

VVashingtm Bureau of

IS
lothstein Leaves "U"
to Enter Production

Bureau.

Coast

Los Angeles
agreement between
the unions becomes

of

the details of all complaints which
are not the subject of formal proceedings.
It was indicated at the commission, though, that the First National
case was in no way analagous to the
(.Continued on Page 2)

Canon Chase and His Ravings
Rent Washington Ozone Today

pointing out

lat

Iter for

"Broad-

PACT WITH STUDIO UNIONS
[Vest

Dismissal

missed.
This, however, is the sum total of
the information which could be extracted, it being the commission's
policy to hold strictly confidential

"U"

Ten all-talkers this season have
been determined upon by Universal,
which has announced that its sound
production program calls for an out-

—

complaint against P'irst National, involving block booking, in no way
affects the attitude of the Federal
Trade Commission with respect to
that subject, according to officials of
the commission, approached following announcement by First National
that the complaint had been dis-

tem.

feature

THE FILM DAILY

IVashington Bureau of

demonstrating its interchangeability with films recorded by

pictures
with
Sonora-Bristolphone
recorded by the Western Electric
system of disc recording are slated
at the Academy here during December. Two United Artists productions
are scheduled for the demonstration.

lower court, one of the

iree justices dissenting,

e

SOUND PICTURES

Hagerstown, Md.
strations

First theater showing of Brisstarted Saturday at
the Goodwin, Newark, StanleyFabian house, with the device

tolphone

has

9UISIANA HIGH COURT TO

3held

Interchangeability

BRISTOLPHONE TO PLAY

(Contimied on Page 11)

,il.

Prosecution of
Paramount Cast Is

owner

t,

r

Price 5 Cents

26, 1928

division

head,

stated here.

Butte

—West

Coast Theaters

will

build new houses, in practically all
of the larger cities of the Northwest,
Charles M. Thrall, general manager
(Continued on Page 2)

picture.

sixth National Conference,
a previous meeting of which left
Washington in disgust because the
newspapers printed all the news exit

at

the

cept his.
he's back, with new talent, new
and maybe new
effects
lighting
scenery, to tell Congress it nmst pass
the Hudson bill for censorship, the

But

Brookhart

bill,

the

Walsh

resolution

and demand that the
Federal Trade Commission get busy

of investigation

(Continued on Page 12)

Non-Synchronous Device
for New Photophone, Plan
Non-synchronous
be

available

Photophone

attachment

will

for the new low-price
to be placed on the mar-

The new
ket within a few months.
usuig
device,
disc
a
be
machine will
records manufactured by tiie Brunswick-Balke-ColIender Co. It will be
svnchronous, but by addition of a
used
turntable, the instrument can be
for

non-synchronous records.

a

..

.

Monday, November

The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade
MoUai. Nil. 26. 1928

TilXLVINia

big time
THE
Viking," an

Prki5Clit$

money

big

PUBIISHEI

JIHN W. UlCOkTE

o£
schedule remains the same this week, with the exception

"The

M-G-M production, which replaces "Marriage by Contract" at the
shows in the
This gives Paramount, Warners and M-G-M each two

Embassy.

26, 192

Dec.

4

Annual

election.

M.

Club

P.

New

Dec. 4-5

class.

York.
Annual convention

M.P.T.'

of

Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
Annual convention of M.P.T.
of North Carolina at Charlotte.
Testimonial dinner and installati
of officers of M. P. Club of N.
of

Dec. 10-11
I'uhlishcd daily except Saturday

and holidays

York, N. Y., and
.ivriKht (1928> by Wid's Films and I'um
President and
Alicoate,
VV.
1,1k
Inc.
J.
Maurice L). Kann, Vice-President
l'M';,~lur
r; Donald M. Merscreau, Treasurer.
n
Entered
Hi- IK" .iiid Advertising Manager.
,-tcond class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
the act
under
Y.,
York.
N.
-I ..flficr at New
Terms (Postage free)
1879.
i,
tcs outside of (Greater New York.
year; 6 months, S5.00; 3 months.
Subscribers should
l-or'cign, $15.00.
ii.oy).
Address all communicaremit with order
KiLM DAILY. 1650 Briadli,.ns to
New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 47j6w;iv
Filmday,
Cable address:
47i7 47J8-»r39.
Ralph
California
Ilollvwood,
New York.
Uilk 6425. Hollvwood Blvd. Phone Granite
(,007.'
London— Ernest \V. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
!

1

:

"Lilac

Time"

.

"The Singing Fool"
"Four Devils"
"Wings"

I

"The

Woman

"On

Trial"

.

.

Warners

.

.

Central

.

.

Winter Garden.

United Artists.
.Warners

.

.

,

.

.M-G-M

"Interference"

.Paramount.

.

.

.

FBO
M-G-M

.

Warners
.Astor
Criterion

.

.Colony

.

.Embassy

Dec. 17

19

York.
Dec. 25
20

3

Jan.

27

Jan.

Berlin— Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse,

Paramount
be

vigor.

Close Sales
32
2,000
32/j
Am. Seat
33'A
27% 2SH 3,600
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 28Ji
1,200
188
187/^ 187%
East. Kodak
128
•do pfd
104
pfd
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•First
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....
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41
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32% 30!^ 31
do "A"
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46% 45j^ 46K
Stanley Co
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4,500
12954 127"4 127J4
do "A"
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FL

CURB MARKET
Prod.

Acoustic

&

Bal.

...

18^

..

85%
20%

Katz

Fm.

Con.

Ind.

•Fox Thea. "A"
Loew do deb. rts.
U.idio- Keith

fniv.

l.ncw

.

A

Pict

AG

•Keith
.!.,

.

(.s

1.^

41

17-%
85
18

3,300

500

29'A
25
43^4

28'A
25
41 J4

5,300
2'8% 3,900
100
25
4l'A 85.200
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28%
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29%
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97 'A

100
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units
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6
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Bros.
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3

97 'A
198
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12
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•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Foy Leaves for
to Film
I!

.rf

Loast

Hollywood

New York

Vitaphone Shorts

Duicau,

JUL

— Bryan

I-ILM

Foy

DAILl

left

in

charge

of

Vitaphone

work

P.

Club

ALE •=

Spring Motor

the

until

:.

W.

G. Plans Big N. W.
Building Campaign
1)

of the Northwest division, stated on
a visit here.
He reiterated statement
made by Harold B. Franklin, president and general manager of the
circuit, that a program of expansion
is to be undertaken to give the firm
representation in all principal cities
of Montana.
\\^est Coast now has
houses here and at Great Falls, Livingston and Billings, the latter un-

Talking Movie Engineer
Research engineer, designer of resynchronic equipment,
cording and

and
A.

patent
serious

expert,
talkie

Mariot. 67

W.

$29.50

1)

110

VUcst 32«'St,Ne«)tork.N.y.*"
Pbont Petina. 0330

ring Joseph Schildkraut; "The Clima.x" with Jean Hersholt; ''Flaming
Daughters," "The Luxury Husband,"
"The Braggart" and Dickens' "A

Christmas Carol."
Dialogue will be

introduced into
the following productions, and some
of them as they develop may be made
full 100 per cent talking:
"Eric the Great" with Conrad Veidt and
Mary Philbin, "Give and Take" with
George Sidney and Jean Hersholt; "The
Shakedown" with James Murray and Barbara Kent; "The Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City" with George Sidney, Vera Goidon, Kaie Price and Mack Swain; "Port of
Dreams" with Mary Philbin; Reginald Denny
in "His Lucky Day," "Red Hot Speed" and
"Clear the Decks"; Glenn Tryon in "It
Can Be Done"; Laura La Plante in "The
Haunted Lady," "That Blonde" and "Dangerous Dimples" and "The Girl on the Barge"
with Jean Hersholt,
colm McGregor.

Sally

O'Neil and

Mal-

Pathe Sound News at
12 Pantages Houses
Les Weir, Western divisional manof
Pathe has booked Pathe
Sound News in 12 Pantages houses
at Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, San Diego, Salt Lake
City, Kansas City, Spokane, Tacoma,
Fresno, Memphis and Minneapolis.
ager

desires

position

company.
Write
101 St.. N. Y. C.

BUY
CHRISTMAS
SEALS

Worth

the Money!

you buy ChristmasSeals
WOULD
you knew they had helped
if

to reduce the tuberculosis deathrate? In the past twenty years the
death-rale has been cut in half
saving of more than 125,000 lives in
the year 1928 alone.

der construction. Fanchon & Alarco
shows are to be routed into Butte,
Thrall said.

with

MOVIE CAMERA

Holds 16 Feet Film — Case — 6 Masazine*
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

Paramount

decided.

is

from Page

way," Eddie Leonard in "The Minstrel Man," Paul Whiteman in "King
of Jazz," Mr. and Mrs. James Gleason in "The Shannons of Broadway,"
"The Bargain in the Kremlin," star-

—

yes-

terday for New York to take ovei
production of \'itai)honc shorts at the
.\ new
N'itaphone studio, Brooklyn.
policy is to be adopted, with staRC
stars used principally for the subjects planned.
Murray Roth is to
l)c

booking cases

(Continued from Page

2

...

any more block

2

31

11

liMtcd Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

latter

sion isn't looking for

150

55

...

and that the

prosecuted with unabated
Who brought the complaint

1

OVER THE COUNTER
do

suit,

\.Continiicd

1)

13
2

M.

York.

The Latest Model Double

Com.

against First National, just what was
involved and just why the company
was absolved are all matters buried
in the archives of the Federal Trade
Commission, already jammed with
similar data.
Inquiries regarding the First_ National case at the commission elicited
the suggestion that the public draw
Had the case
its own conclusions.
involved the same issues as the Paramount suit it would not have been
dismissed, it was pointed out, therefore it must have involved other issues, or. the charges not being borne
out by the testimony procured at the
informal hearing held some time ago.
the case was dismissed for lack of
evidence, if it did present the same
issue.
On the other hand, if the public is to draw its own conclusions, it
that the commisis barely possible

suit

95

41ww

I'.ir.miount

17%
85
19J4

First annual ball.

S

Nov. 18
Nov. 28

10 All-Talkers on "U"
Program for 1928-29
on Block Booking

Attitude of Trade

will

Low

26

STANDARD

(Continued from Page

High

house in St. Louis opei
banquet of M.P.T.O.

SEPT AUTOMATIC

225.

QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY
STOCK MARKET

Annual

New

—

I

New York

Eastern Pennsylvania.

Nov. 9
Nov. 14
Nov. 15
Nov. 16

.Rivoli

.

Sept.

Oct.

Rialto

.

.

.

.

Oct.

Gaiety

.

"Gang War"
"The Viking"

THE

.

.

"Jimmy Valentine"

'

.

Fox
Paramount.

.

Disputed"

National.

First

Opening Date
Aug. 3

Theater

Distributor

picture

New

Broadway,

lii50

,,i

Your

trailers are c ertainly

THE MONEY.

We

WORTH

don't

know

what we would do without them.

ELK THEATRE,
Worland, Wyoming

"Buy Christmas Seals," for they
are fighting tuberculosis every day
of the year.
Christmas Seals give protection
your family
and to you!
to your friends, to

—

here.
The

National, State, and Local Tuberculosis
Associations of the United States

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
GRABS
ATHE' SOUND NEWS
.

The Landslide to PATHE
SOUND NEWS has begun
Pantages Circuit has hooked Pathe Sound
ISIews in 12

Key Towns

Los Angeles

— as

follows:

Minneapolis

Lake City
Kansas City
Spokane

Seattle

Tacoma

Portland
San Diego

Fresno

Salt

San Francisco

Memphis

marks one of the biggest
jound news became a reality*
rhis

deals

consummated

since

PATHE SOUND NEWS made exhibitors sit
take notice* The SECOND — released November

rhe FIRST
ip

and

i4th—"TALKS TURKEY^^
inderstand*

in a language big

showmen

-

GET ON THE BAND

WAGON

RESPONDING

to the public's tremendous enthusiasm for the Z talking neivsreels no'w^ issued "w^eekly,
William Fox ^ill draifv on
his vast international new^s
recording service Sor a third
iveekly issue, beginning next

Saturday, December

I.

50 Movietone Neivsreel crew^s
noiv covering the 'world "W^ill
be increased to 7S by next
February.

—the worWs greatest screen news

It speaksfor itself

5 times every week
WILLIAM

FOX

announces
that beginning next September Fox Movietoneivs ^ill
be issued daily— one complete
talUing newsreel every day.
Tliis sensational ivorld-ivide,
daily neivs service iivill be ac-

complished on the

folloifiring

schedule:

4
5
6
7

service

issues
«

weekly beginning February 2
«

«

«

«

«

"

"

"

April 6

June
September

becomes even greater

1
1

3

ISSUES
.WEEKLY.

THE

^m

Monday, November

DAILY

-Coast Wire Service

26,

19;

Short Shots from

New York Studios

Teaching Hollywood Diction

'^^By ARTHUR W. EDDY

JEAN

LIMUR

mount's

Eastern plant.

_^m

is wielding ti
de
shears on his initial Americ:
Letter,"
at
feature,
"'The
Par

VOICE EXPERTS ENGAGED

A

TOMEET"TALKER"NEED

Little
from

RETRENCHMENT AT F.N

*

ii

Lots

European accents

dissipated.

teachers are also teaching diction and giving lessons in dramatic
It is claimed Hollywood
technique.

The

skeptics, who were certain talkers
would drive the foreign stars out of

Hollywood

TOMLINSON,

DANIEL
the
this
will

G.
Fox scenario

New

month

of

leaves
York, where he
staff,

for
view several plays.

*

*

Lee Garmes, remembered for his
pictures, are doomed to disappointon "The Garden of Allah,"
work
ment.
which he photographed in Egypt
optimistic
this
Contrasted with
and France, is busy at First Naviewpoint is the fact that a few of tional. He is shooting "The Comedy
the leading stars, native-born, as well
of Life," tvhich Alexander Korda is
as Europeans, liave failed in their
Lee also photographed
directing.
voice tests and have also been un"The Barker" and "Stranded in
able to sustain long dramatic scenes.
Indications are that there will be
many changes in the list of stars beA
fore many months have passed.
star, branded as having a poor voice,
will

have

chance to remain

little

in

the large salary class.

"B'way. Melody," M-G-M's
First Complete Talker
Eddie

Dillon

has

been added

to

M-G-M's

and sound

all-talking, singing
picture, "Broadway Mel-

The

cast includes Anita Page,

cast of

ody."
Bessie

Charles King, Mary
Doren, Kenneth Thomson, Eddie
Kane, Jed Prouty and others. Harry
Beamont is directing from an original by Edmund Goulding.

Love,

Dialogue in "Dynamite"
Conrad Xagel will play one of the
two principal male roles in "Dynamite," C.
tion

for

B.

DeMille's

M-G-M.

first

John

produc-

Howard

Lawson, playwright who wrote "Probeen engaged to do

cessional," has
the dialogue.

Chandler Finishes Series
"Tenderfoot Terror," last picture
Universal's Tenderfoot Thrillers
in
George
series, has been completed.
Chandler played the star role in the
entire series under direction of Walter Fabian and supervision of William Lord Wright.
Leisen Assisting "C. B."
Leisen will be chief assistant to C. B. DeMille during the
by Jeanie
making of "Dynamite"
""
Macplierson. ~
Mitchell

-

Vignola Making "Red Sword"
Robert Vignola is preparing at
FBO for "The Red Sword." Noah
Beery has been cast for the lead.

National

is

retrenching

its

The

publicity staff has
been reduced and some unit business
managers and assistant directors let

studio force.

Griffith in

"The Garden of Eden
*

*

Gordon

out.

*

Gallagher

has

blossom*

He now
between New Yoi

forth as a song writer.

He worked

on "Captain Lash," "Black Gang"
He is verand other Fox stories.
satile, to say the least, having been
a lawyer before entering production.
*

*

*

Keith exploitation is getting b
hind Charles Ray, who is now
New York playing over the chain
Ray's last ro.
vajideville houses.
in the celluloid was wtih Corint
i

First

A

of their

IS

RALPH WILK

By

few major producers have engaged vo'ce experts to teach their
Dialects and
stars correct Knglish.
accents will be removed, if the teachers are successful, and fears that boxoffice names would be ruined because

f*

M-G-M

AU-Talker

Sylvia Field will make "Hunted,"
an all-talking picture for M-G-M,

from Willard Mack's original story.
Mack, Robert
include
Cast will

Ames,

Tom

O'Brien, James

Farley

and Duane Thomson.

covering mileage
and the coast after having
a part in

"The

finish*

Letter."
*

*

*

Bartlett Cormack, the chap wl

wrote "The Racket" which made
lot

of

noise and who
for Paramoui
in the big bulbs (

boxoffice

knocking out

yams

gets his name
Lloyd Works on Talker
Harold Lloyd is working on his Broadway in January when "Tar,
next picture which will be made in pico," stage play, opens.
*
*
*
two versions, one with and one withLloyd is negotiating to
out sound.
Pierre Callings, Robert Florey at
secure a playwright to do the dia- Irving Rapper are visiting orphi
logue.
Paradise."
asylums, morgues, police stativ
«
^
and hospitals securing material f
Kathryn McGuire Cast
"The Hole in the Wall," whi
De Leon Anthony, son of Walter
Kathryn N. McGuire has a role in Florey will megaphone at the A
Anthony, dean of title writers, is
"Children of the Ritz," featuring Jack toria studio.
titling several Warner pictures. He
*
*
Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill, with
also wrote titles for "Noah's Ark."
Hall, Aggie
Evelyn
Doris
Dawson,
with "di'
Jennings
Credit
Jane
Universal
He was a member of the
Herring, James Ford and Edward covering" Paul Page, newest memb'
editing staff, before entering the title
Burns. John Francis Dillon is direct- of the Fox contract family.
Page
field.
ing.
*
*
*
experience ranges from selling re
estate to acting on the stage, at
Our Passing Show: Smiling
Star Ken Maynard's Next
he's good at both.
Bobby Clark and the erudite
Production has started on Ken
*
.*
*
the
chatting
at
Caesar
Arthur
Maynard's next feature, "The Caliprin
public
the
wRat
Despite
Fox studio; Archie Mayo mofornia Mail," with Paul Hurst, J. P.
may
say about him, Joe Ruttenbe
toring from the Warner stuMcGowan and Captain C. Anderson. is still grinding his camera and
dio; Murray Roth enthusing
Albert Rogell is directing.
swinging a megaphone through t
over the dinner tendered the
He's photographing shoi
ozone.
British journalists.
Complete "Four Feathers" Cast
at Paramount's Astoria studio.
*
*
*
George Fawcett and Philipe De
r^
*
*
Lacey has been signed for "Four
They may soon be calling
Pat!
"Annapolis,"
to
prologue
A
Feathers."
Cast also includes Rich'em sound and dialect pictures.
through tl
passed
has
ard Arlen. Clive Brook, Fay Wray, picture,
*
*
*
William Powell, Noah Beery, Theo- camera era at Sound Studios, t
plant also referred to as the old Patl
T'other night we attended a meet- dore von Eltz, Noble Johnson.
studios and Manhattan studios. Be
ing and heard a screen star jokinglj^
Glennon did the directorial wor.
Warners to make "Gossip"
"curse"
a
producer
for
having
Robert Emmett Keane and Claire While Bert is worrying about otli
"turned the business upside down."
The producer in question had pion- Whitney will make their Vitaphone production matters, Basil Smith,
making tests
eered in "talkies," while the star very debut in "Gossip," a Vitaphone play- assistant, has been
"Stepping High."
let.
likely has doubts as to the future oi
some of the silent screen stars.
Sign Mack and Purdy
New Talker Short Started
*
*
Wilbur Mack and Gertrude Purdy
"If Men Played Cards As Womi
More Passing Show: Lou Ostrow, will make "An Everyday Occur- Do" is the title of the latest all-tal
formerly with M-G-M, walking to rence," Vitaphone comedy for Vitaing short novelty started at Par
the Columbia studio, which is now phone
mount's Long Island studio, a on
hi.s new home; Pete Milne, Richard
reeler directed by Joseph Santl
Thorpe and Sig Hersig chatting on
Lon Chaney's Next
and produced by James R. Cowa
Go^ver St.; Malcolm Stuai-t Boylan
"Where East is East," is Lon
a dramatic sket
and Garrett Graham motoring on Chaney's next to be directed by Tod It is based upon
The ca
George
S. Kaufmann.
by
Hollywood Blvd.
Browning from a scenario by Wal- consists of Frank McHugh, Fredei
demar Young.
Santley, Hugh Cameron and Geori
McFarland, all stage players.
Start "That's a Bad Girl"
Signs Ranson Rideout
>|c

r.

1

i

.

First National has started work
M-G-M has signed Ranson Rideon "That's a Bad Girl," starring Col- out to write original stories.
leen Moore, with Neil Hamilton playing opposite.
Others in cast are
"U" Renews Decker Contract
Edward Martindel, Bodil Rosing,
Contract
of
Supervisor
Harry
John St. Polis and Paul Dugan. Wil- Decker Las been renewed by Uni-

liam A. Seiter

is

directing.

versal.

Schertzinger Song for "Climax"
Schertzinger will write
theme song for Universal's fort
Victor

coming

talking

picture,

max." The song
Adore You."

will

"The

be called

C

Another Great
x.

f^,

f^.

Carewe-Del Rio

Following those

tremendous box-office

hits,

"RESURRECTION"
and "RAMONA" comes

DOLORES
DEL RIO

United Artists Picture

success/

"REVENGE"
'^"A turbulent Gypsy love
Rich in atmosdrama
phere.

.

Ranks
in

Strong of

.

.

something new

as

romantic

—

story.

L.

tales."

A.

Illustrated

News

"Revenge,sothesayinggoes,
is

sweet."
E D

W

I

N

— L.
CARE W E

A. Express
presents

DOLORES DEL RIO

"REVENGE"
From Konrad Bercovici's story
"The Bear Tamer's Daughter"

An Edwin Carewe

Production

united artists

United Artists

P

i

c

t

u

r

3REAT HIT

^^^^^^s
^Sa:ys ^°'
EXAMINER

United Artists Picture

The world will

be singing

"REVENGE''

It'sSiveetMusic at the Box-Officel
Qet

The Campaign Book
It has innumerable ideas that will
help you sell "Revenge."

A song and record tie-up that has
never been equalled.
A popular edition of "Revenge"
published by Grossett 8C Dunlap.
A

nationwide tie-up with the

litzer

A

Wur-

Music Stores.

marvelous lobby display to every

exhibitor.

United Artists Picture

'7tiE

November

Jjiday,

26, 1928

J^S^

DAILV

II

Sound Pictures
-,By

CHARLES

F.

HYNESi,

lURITICS DIfFER ON
or 'INTERFERENCE'

|[RIT

cknowledging that, in point of
rtsnianship and artistry, "Interiicc," Paraniount's first all-talker

2nd Week

Test

"Steamboat Willie," Power's
Cinephone subject, Sunday began the second week of its
run at the Colony, New York,
where it is being shown over
Western Electric equipment.
No objection has been raised.

the Criterion, New York,
extremely high as a sound pic-

at
-

New York

u,

critics

are

divided

entertainment value. Conc-us of opinion follows:
M -:RICAN— * * * it misses out in the
its

i\r

presented.
iinment
value
play
the
'\ wrong with this picture, if any, is its
It drags to the nth
pace and speed.
nd not only should various sequences
hut many individual scenes. • * *
picture is beautifully mounted and the
very good, proving that Para'|(H4iai>hy
init has gone further in clearing the phoproblem insofar as the sight and
o:ipliic
od cinema is concerned than its competir

t

\

'

.

iAILY

NEWS—*

* *

A

five-minute silent
the conclusion of
Li fcrence," saves this
100 per cent talkie
* from extreme dullness.
* * * It is
there is so much repetition. It is
ly.
Before the film is half unreeled,
..,,
exactly what's bound to happen. And
,v
now that there isn't anything more the chief
Consequently
rictcrs
can possibly say.
1
a silent sequence arrives, we're mighty
of it
for, at least, it allows some action.

along

f ence,
'i

toward

1

.

V
il
1

;1

—

VENING JOURNAI^-*

* * handsomely
and photographed, and, from a me-

ntited

standpoint, is exceflent Movietone.
But, it is this column's sad duty to
the picture, as an evening's enter-

;lucal
*

'

(irt,
;

nient,

dull.

is

WORLD— A

V EN INC

further stride to1,1 perfection in talking movies was taken
' *
*
when "Interference," Paramount's
100 per cent dialogue picture, had its
i
iiiirre.
For this picture doubtless ap<
nearer than any predecessor to what
I),,
movies ultimately will attain. * * *
Is a crime story, dealing as it does with
h, Ijlackmail and other sordid happenings,
it
is
so expertly unfolded that it holds
enrapt.
It carries
you along on the
iVus of a superb tempo, and the manner in
»:h it is handled heightens the thrill.
iiRAPHIC Undoubtedly the newcomer is
tl
most smoothly executed recording of a
ing film that has yet reached Broadway.
Inonstrating that its leading players have
ts exceptionally well adapted to the talk"interference" has sacrificed the already
\cit acting ability of a worthy trio in the
M- ,,f a vocal exhibition.
It will attract
oil iije,
and its predecessors have brought
,iti\e
returns, liut only because talking
!i

I

Simotone, Disc Device,
Is Placed on Market
(Continued from Page 1)
the aperture and the sprockets caught
in the pronged device adjusted to
turn on slight pressure approximating one twenty-fifth of the power of
the moving film.
Underneath the
disc is a worm gear driven at standard speed.
The disc turns in synchronization with the film.

Non-Synchronous Device
Made by Capital Showman
IVashin-otm Bureau of

)•

—

•

Home-a-Phone

is

newest of the non-synchronous devices to make its appearance.
R. H.
Murray, owner of the Dunbar, colored house, assembled the machine,
using two turntables and an old desk.

Capital May See Test
of Interchangeability
(Continued from Patie

I

i

—

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

chronizing devices,
tolphone, and if he
have a device of the
stalled in one of his
use that as a

1)

including

Bris-

can arrange to
latter

make

in-

houses, he will

medium

for his test.

Four hundred

and

seventy-

three advertisers have already

contracted for over three hun-

dred

pages of advertising in

the coming 1929

FILM

DAILY YEAR BOOK

— Filmdom's Year Round Ad-

':

^'

'<

i

Wire Jacksonville House
Jacksonville, Fla.
Photophone
being installed at the Empress.

—

is

vertising

Medium.

i'

i

ims

* * * Like all
floundering in the narpath of photographic limitations to which
ogue confines the cameras.
The synchronizalERAl.D-TRIBUNE
tl
«as suri)risingly good; the acting, sen1

I)

are

talkies,

1'

still
it

r,

—

iJ

excellent and the entire
It is
[iliution both careful and tasteful.
ilcasant to add, therefore, that the resiiltfibn seemed dull and lethargic entertain* * The chief
mt, despite all its virtues.
ible with the talking version of this ent.aining episode seemed last night to be
flty exposition.
Somehow it was difficult
figure out the status of the characters.
the

^i:\

i

I

iiX

—

*
* produced handsomely, taste*
and with more general intelligence than
asonahle to expect at this stage of a
• The quality of the recordgame. *
IS
so close to perfection that it might
aiost be said to have a human appeal, and
acting is as good as you will find in a
f

y

i

t

of Broadway productions. * * * Yet,
iaething is wrong, for "Interference," alsteadily, if mildly interesting, lacks
t
drama and excitement that should have

iith

tugh
tn

its

lot.

TELEGRAM—*

*
*
"Interference," in
everything, is a remarkably dull
formance.
speaking
I am
of the picture,
I
Iv, aside from its vocal mechanics, which
really good. * * * But "Interference"
i
}m the outset never wakes up to the fact
* »
I I
it is a melodrama.
TIMES * * * is in many respects so
larkable that it may change the opinion
»:e

of

—

I

New

at

Orleans

New

Orleans

— Vitaphone

films are

being shown at the Prytania.

lighting,

1

I

Sound

curiosities.

is

of countless skeptics concerning talking photoplays.
The vocal reproductions ai:e extraordinarily fine and the incidental sounds have
Iieen registered with consummate intelligence.
As a play it would naturally be considered
far from perfect, but as a specimen in the
strides made by the talking picture it is some*
thing to create no little wonderment. *
It could, of course, still be improved upon.
The uptake of the lines is not always naturThere are pauses that begin to
ally timed.
make one uncomfortable, and the wording
could be strengthened matterances
of the I
teriallv in a number of instances.
* * * the Paramount company
takes an easy lead in the seething field of
talking films, and at the same time brings
to New York one of the most amazing exhi'jits that ever I have seen in any theater.
*
* * And much, of course, of the excellence of the new play is due to an expert
and brilliant group of individual performI should say that Mr.- William Powances.
ell * * * is here seen in the finest work of
his ^.areer and in the most magnificent contribution of playing yet given to the new

\VORLD —

form.

Too,

Mr.

Clive

Brook,

Miss

Kenyon and Miss Evelyn Brent are
way competent and impressive.

Doris

in every

1929 Film
Year Book

>
Out in
January

—

Monday, November

DAILY
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Canon Chase and His
Ravines Rent Wash.
U

-'lit ill

II I-

J

from I'agc

GOV'T SURVEY ON BUYING

of

dirt.

Scientific Determination of the Moral
KfToct of Photoplays upon Children"
will be disclosed by Prof. Harmon
B. Stephens of the University of
Tennessee, the state where men are

men

but according to law never were

monkeys.

And

so so.

Canon Chase has been

interested
the welfare of the sinful film inYear by
dustry for many years.
year he has watched it get more sinMoney rolled
ful, more prosperous.
in but the crusaders didn't get any
So why not a censorship, with
of it.
the industry paying to have its stuf?
.A.nd thus began the
chopped up?
greatest crusade in modern history.
Like the famous Children's Crusade
of the Middle Ages, it has been long
on heart interest but short on rein

sults.

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—Three

hundred thea-

of
prosperity
the
otiier .\n-.erican industries.
The Department is trying to analyze the extent of that contribution
for the benefit of the film business.
It believes that figures showing hovv
much the steel industry, the power
industry, the furniture business and
others depend on motion pictures for^
their prosperity will be invaluable in
securing that support from the busi-

contributes

lot of

ness

community

films
sion.

require

for

general which
unimpeded expanin

Theaters have been grouped in five
according to seating capaci-

classes,

(1) Less than 300; (2) 300 to .S99;
(3) 600 to 999; (4) 1,000 to 1,999;
and (5) over 2,000 in order to secure
a proper cross section, on which

peo-

good jobs and many a congressman would like to have a little more
ple

Avenue Church has been coming to
Washington to damn the film industry for so many years that the mind
of no

man runneth

to the contrary.
Seventy years of age, he's as full of
zeal as a man of 20.
In view of the important party he
is trying to play in the industry, a
short review of Canon Chase's ac-

complishments would not be amiss.
He is an A.B. and a D.D. of Brown
University, and a B.D. of the Episcopal Theological School.
Among
other things he is or has been president of the Xew York Civic League
vice president of the National Civic
League, chairman of the board of
the International Reform Ass'n., director of the Lord's Day Alliance, director of the Society for the Prevention of Crime, and a member of
the Brooklyn Clerical League and
tli£ Clerical Club of New York.
He
is the author of a "Catechism on Motion Pictures in Interstate Commerce"
and years ago he compiled the
"Quinquennial Catalogue of Delta
Upsilon Fraternity."

3,500 theateil
of Commenj
for purposes of ascertaining how the film industry contributes l|
the prosperity of other businesses follows:

Name
Seating
Street

of

Theater

or

Circuit

Capacity

Number

City

'

to

generalization can be made, several
theaters have been selected in each
class in various communities of all
patronage to distribute among the the states, 3,500 in all, out of the
But the public doesn't seem total of approximately 20,000 which
faithful.
to be particularly keen about censor- show pictures once or twice a week
ship; men who have staunchly ad- or daily.
When the theater in question is
vocated fettering the industry have
dropped out of Congress, one by one, part of a chain, sufficient copies of
and most congressmen like the Wash- the questfonnaire have been forwardSo it is not to be ed to circuit headquarters to take
ington ozone.
wondered at that the dear Canon care of the number of houses emwanders around the Capitol telling braced in such chain. It was pointand retelling his story in bemused ed out yesterday by C. J. North,
amazement at his failure to overcome chief of the Motion Picture Section,
the ungodly.
that the returns are to be held strictSunday for the churches and the ly confidential and will not be given
rest of the week for church-approved to any individual in the trade, but
films is the Canon's platform, but he the whole result made public when
On this bawouldn't shut down on the sale of the survev is finished.
gas and thereby deprive flappers who sis. North urges exhibitors to cocan't go to the movies of the oppor- operate.
tunity to load up the bus and go out
into the country to p'et.
3The beloved leader of the Bedford

Censorship would give a

FILM DAILY

—

Washington Text of the questionnaire sent to
by the Motion Picture Section of the Department

"The Moving
ters to date have returned the data
Menace," "The Movie Experience of sought by the Motion Picture Secthe Citv Child" and "Motion Picture tion of the Dep't of Commerce in a
Abuse" will all be discussed, and they nation-wide survey to ascertain the
"The
sound like good titles.
all
extent to which the film industry
lots

Picture

26,

Theater Questionnaire on U. S. Survey]
Washington Bureau of Til P.

1)

on his coiniilaiiit aKains* ^V'll Hays
and everybody else in the industry.
It's RoinK to be a Rood show, with

—

State
It is requested that the foUowinK information be based on annual figures,
monthly figures are used kindly choose an average month.
how much do you expend yearly for newspaper advertisitifl
1. Approximately
2. What is the estimated cost of power consumed in your theater yearly?
3. What is the usual cost of electric lamp bulbs which require replacing evei]
12 months?
What was their approximate cost?
4. How many seats in your theater?
5. What is your total annual expenditure for printed supplies including program|
(Kindly give each item separately).
handbills, tickets, etc?
Indicate type of heating.
6. What is your annual heating cost?
7. How much do you expend each year for miscellaneous supplies such as towftl
soap, mops, cleaning compounds, generator oils, lamp dip, carbons, officl
brushes, brooms, etc?
(Give total cost itemizing of each article unnecessary!
8. What is your estimated total expenditure for replacements made over a peril]
of one year for such articles as chair parts, carpets and drapes, moving pari I

—

building repairs, flowers, artificial decoration, uniforms, specialties?
What is the total cost of the piano, mechanical musical device and music|
instruments used in your orchestra?
10. What is the total value of your land and building?
If you operate on
rental basis what is the amount of rental paid each year?
11. What is the estimated cost of the following building materials used in t!j
construction of your theater:
Concrete, form work and metal forms. Brick, structural steel, plain and ornament|
plaster, fire doors, glass and glazing, decorating?
12. What is the estimated cost of, the following equipment items which may haj
been installed in your theater:
Heating, refrigerating and ventilating equipment, booth, box-ofBce and portabi
equipment, scenery, rigging, carpets, drapes, sign and support.
(Note.
It is suggested with reference to questions 11 and 12 if your theater is operated on a rental basis that the company or architect who
actually designed or constructed your building would have this information.
13. What is the annual cost of your expressage and cartage?
14. When was your theater built?
9.

K^AXY K47- m
CHARLES B. MINT
44

That inscription on a
cartoon is a guarantee
of original ideas

Producers Sign Year
Pact with Unions

A

'Continued from Page 1)

agreement.
Sheffield Distributing Artclass
J. T. Sheffield will distribute Artclass pictures in the Denver territory.
Six Ben Turpins, six Snub
Pollards, six Poodles Hanneford, six
Winnie Winkles, six Hairbreadth
Harrys, six Izzie and Lizzies and
eight Timmy Aubrcv, two reel Artclass Pictures comedies.

Karsch Succeeds Spargo
Succeeding John S. Spargo, recently resigned, A. J. Karsch has
been appointed manager of the M.

New

P. Club of
York.
his duties as steward.

He

continues

most humorous

treatment
the story

ment provided a 25 cent daily increase for craftsmen beginning May
1,
1929, an additional 25 cents a day
increase Dec. 1, 1930.
One union

man must be employed for ever nonunion man at the studios, under the

PRESENTS'*

in

telling

Skilled workmanship
as regards the mechanical details of pro*

Animated by
Ben Harrison
and

duction and

Manny Gould

The Ultimate in Bo
Office Value

CHARLES
220

WEST

42nd STREET

B.

mint;
NEW YORK

iHaramount MINTZ Cartoon

W.

fiophone Plays

E. Discs Without Interference

jf<>NEWSPAPEK

ULTHE NEWS

i/'FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLVI
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Tuesday, November
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Xmas Charm
IMMY GRAINGER

on

the

27,

Price 5 Cents

1928

BRISTOLPHONE SCHEDULE CALLS

phone
everything

''Hold
r

FOR

and come

here quickly."

r

-the wind.

old

iiiig,

us,

j.bbed

dynamo

Proving Inter changeability

Fox we

to

Ar-

on the double quick.

it

t

)

So over

Biophone, disc synchronization device, is making an auspicious
showing at the Goodwin, Newark, Stanley- Fabian house, where it
opened Saturday demonstrating its interchangeability with pictures
synchronized by the Western Electric System of sound recording. A
Columbia feature, "Submarine," and Paramount-Christie short, "Hot
Scotch," both synchronized by the disc system, comprise the pro-

Grainger

then walked us and

idly shoved us into a projection

Min with this as a parting shot!

gram

a week.

The door being locked,

(|

:'

all

we

back to see whatever there was

100 THEATERS

E

IN K.C.

see.

"Forget

to be 28
artfully done

proved

\t

[i)vietone,

minutes of
and intelli-

welded together in what is
"Forget Me Not."
Sere is a three reeler designed for
but
by merit
release,
[ristmas
trthy of showings any time in the
yir.
It is a simple tale with Yule
:ulv

own

BOW

Me Not"

at

2 P. M. today

RCA- Photophone

York,

"The

Mack

ZONE HIT BY EEOOD

SOUND riELD

IN

With showing
the

Company's Producing Unit
Busy on Schedule of
Sound Pictures
Its interchangeability with Western Electric disc-recorded films established in the two theaters where
the equipment has been installed,'
Sonora-Bristolphone has mapped extensive production plans, calling for
manufacture of 250 equipments a

month, beginning

in

December.

The

choice

sidetracked and resignedly

cs

has been made to interfere with the showing of the

effort

Western Electric synchronized subjects over Biophone equipment,
the program today beginning the fourth day of its scheduled run of

judgment."

3;s

of sound.

No

'W'e've got something which we
Take a look and
link is there.

MONTHLY

250 MACfflNES

Cnowing Grainger, we under;t3d at once that something was

at

New

studio,
Roars" all-talk-

Lion

—

Kansas City Theaters of Kansas,
Missouri and Oklahoma were hard
hit by the recent flood which caused
17 deaths and property damage es-

interchangeability tests, conducted at the Academy, Hagerstown,
Md., and .*-itrand, Afadison, Wis-, has
spurred exhibitor demand for the instrument, company officials say, declaring that orders for around 250
installations have been received.

With completion

of manufacturing
company's producing units,

plans, the

Gotham Prod. Asher, Small & Rogers

and Lesser-Warner Prod, are at
pictures recorded by the

work on

Sonora-Bristolphone

process.

The

comedy, Eduschedule calls for 26 features, two of
It will be
cational
enters the sound picture timated at $25,000,000.
which are designed as specials, and
Prints of the subject are ready weeks before bookings, disrupted by 52 shorts.
field.
This is the first the flood, will be straightened oui.
for distribution.
Mack Sennett comedy to be released Over 100 theaters are in the stricken
Some of them were disabled,
contract zone.
yet decidedly different by Educational, under the
iimings,
and forced to remain dark several
ago
some
time
announced
exclusively
N.Y.
COMING
m the ordinary run of holiday pic- by THE FILM DAILY. The Sen- days last week, others required emerte: a boy and girl romance which
service,
delivery
airplane
nett talking comedies are being pro- gency
beginning and its end on duced at the new Sennett studios in while all suffered business reverses
is
its
CHAIN
DIRECT
as

ing

Sennett

SMAS

[

[

Not startling in story
[ristmas.
lues, but very worthwhile in point

As
charm and wholesomeness.
picture, it ranks 'way up
In
iint with the best so far made.
In[eduction values, it is a gem.
rnuity and cleverness in direction
;; manifest throughout.
We recomc

Etalking

it gladly to all wired houses for
mniercially as well as artistically

{Continued

on Page 4)

Victor Stars to be Made
Photocolor Process to
Available for Photophone
be Demonstrated Today
Previews of a fashion reel in colors, employing the Photocolor process, is slated at 2:00 P.M. today at
(Continued

on Page 4)

WARNER

TO

as a result of the flood.

Stars under long-term contracts to
the Victor Talking Machine Co., will
Photobe made available the
(Continued on Page 4)

RCA

TO

Spyros Skouras is slated to come
to New York in about a week, to establish headquarters from which he
will direct activities of the Warner
Charles Skouras, it is
theater chain.
understood, will remain in
(Continued

on

St.

Louis

Page 2)

rnd
•

'|orget

Me

Not" merits

its

title.

The Ten Best
Launched

Thursday, already
ty votes for the Ten Best Pictures
Hot have been cast. The tremors
excitement over this annual compe-

Gag Applied at Chase PowWow; Brookhart Wants Probe
"U" Advertising Post
Goes to Milton Silver

ion are mounting early this year,
Milton Silver has been named adnee again the critical opinion of vertising manager of Universal suc2 nation's newspapers is combining
He has
ceeding Nat G. Rothstein.
select the outstanding pictures of been assistant advertising manager
]e year
for publication in the 1929 for
2^ years. He joined Universal
|lm Daily Year Book. Early returns in 1924, later becoming assistant to
omise a merry battle for first Robert E. Welsh, then advertising
mors.
manager. Silver will have charge of
N. advertising and exploitation.

KA N

for treatment of sound
harden the emulsion and safethe sound track from mutilation
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY guard
(Continued on Page 2)
Washington Marked by an "open
forum" at which any debate or dis-

Formula

film to

on

I

Formula for Treatment of
Sound Film Developed

—

senting note was taboo, the Sixth
National Motion Picture Conference

determined to "reform" the
Canon
film industry, opened here.
William Sheafe Chase, consistent
and persistent foe of the industry, led
the proceedings and but for a brief
spell, at which a champion of truth

which

is

(Continued on Page 3)

No

Paper Thursday

Thursday, November 29, beThanksgiving Day and a
legal holiday, there will be no
issue of The Film Daily pubing

lished.

.

THE

j^E2£DAILV
Skouras Coming to
N. Y. to Direct Chain
(Continued from Page

1)

Tuesday, November

Exhibitors and Exchanges
Hit K. C. Daylight Saving
Kansas City

— United

M

27,

The Industry's
Date Book

front against

daylight saving is to be presented by
to direct the Skouras chain, which
the Kansas and western Missouri ex
taken
Warners.
is
being
over
soon
by
Price 5 Cents
Tnasda). Nav. 27. 1928
Vil. XIVI Ni. 49
hibitor unit and the Film Board, Dec.
Annual election,
4
Stockholders of the Warner company
M.
P.
mapping a campaign
which
are
N. Y.
meet next week to pass upon the deal
PUBLISHER
ordinance.
Dec.
proposed
JOHN «. ALICOATE
against
4-S
Annual
a
convention
of
M.P,
for the Stanley circuit, but, with all
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma Cit
details arranged, it is expected that
Dec.
10-11
Annual
convention
of M.P
Discuss Sound
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
of North Carolina at Chariot
this approval will be forthcoming and
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
Dec.
Testimonial
13th
an17
Wayne,
Ind.
The
dinner
Fort
and
Film
install
and
of a perfunctory nature.
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films
of officers of M. P. Club, N.
W. Alicoate, President and
nual conference of the American
Folk, Inc.
J.
Jan.
26 First annual baU.
M. P.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
Plan Open Shop conference was held
N. Y.
Mersereau, Treasurer.

—

and Editor; Donald M.
Business and Advertising Manager.

Entered

as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage tree)
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Formula for Treatment of
Sound Film Developed

STOCK MARKET
High

Am

Low

Close

33
34
28
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 28"^
27 yi
188
185
East. Kodak
185
128
Mo pfd
104
•First Nat. pfd

Seat

i4'/i

"Fox Fm. "A"

...

'do rts
Keith A-0
do pfd
Loew's Inc
*lo pfd
•.MGM pfd

99Ji

New York

by Harry
Revier, director of Powers Cinephone

mental work,

in

"Scintilant" is the name of
the formula and treatment.
number of tint effects will be possible by
the process, Revier says.
pictures.

A

Arrested in Operator Assault
Birmingham B. A. Wells and L.
V. Lowhenore have been arrested in
connection with the beating of two
operators at the Rialto, which has
been experiencing labor difficulties.
Ralph Root, business agent for the
union denied the men have any conSales
nection with his organization. Local
1,100
3.700 managers are reported to have re600 organized the Managers' Assn. to pro-
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97'A

4.600

41^

3
41 J4
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62J4

600
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CURB MARKET
Acoustic

Prod.
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Trans-Lux
Univ.
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1854 12,200
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84J4
20}^
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28)4

28

3,800
28J^
200
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25
400
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51,200
6
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30
600

3
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U'A

25}i

25

41
6
30

6
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40^

200
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BOND MARKET
Keith

AO
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..

96)4
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Loew
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6s 41
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100
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65H
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CURB BONDS

36
28

..

97K

97'A

96}^
11454
100J4
lOO'A

rooster" a strong adjunct to

regular channels of desseminating studio
publicity and permitting its stars a
"speaking" acquaintance with the dial
turners.

Van Denborough

WOH
84K2
97'A
198

borough

—

Van

Den-

Strand,
colored
house, here,
operation of
which was recently taken over by
Bromberg & Creswell of Atlanta,
who also have a colored theater at
is

Montgomery,
Birmingham.

Ala.,

the

and

another

at

Hall Arriving, in N. Y.
4
12
1

35
4

in

industrial

relation

American theaters and

On Broadway
Astor

James Hall

arrives in

—

As soon

as the

in

scenes are

completed.

company

Valentine"

'

—

'

——

—
—

—

—

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE

for

motion

and

still

photography, bj

hour, day or week.

manager

of the foreign department, regarding distribution plans for
the coming year.

eral

Etchcraft

Film Studios

454-458 Sixth Ave.

(at 28th St.)
City
Longacre 10109. Chickering 7788 anc
Chickering 2989

New York

Arrested for Bomb Throwing
Atlanta Herbert Stoker has been
arrested charged with bomb throwing
and malicious mischief in connection
with stench bombs at the Metropolitan. Similar bombs have been thrown
in Loew's Grand, Atlanta, and five
Birmingham houses.

Director Santcll and the
will leave for the Coast.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for

Canadian Debut of Vitaphone
Vitaphone is to make its Canadian debut Dec. 1 with opening of "The
Jazz Singer," at the Palace, Montreal.
house has been showing Movietone subjects since September.

Picture Theatres

Standard
i

Vaudeville Acts

i

"The Awakening."

New York

Jimmy

—

New York The

today to appear in scenes opposite

Vilma Banky

— "Alias
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Broadway "The Power of the Press"
Change Publix Managers
Cameo "The Somme"
Atlanta Frank Dowler, Jr., south- Capitol "The Mask of the Devil"
eastern manager of Publix announced Central— "Lilac Time"
Colony "Gang War"
that John Smith, of Keith's Georgia, Criterion "Interference"
is being transferred to San Francisco. Embassy
"The Viking" (opens Nov. i
He will be succeeded by Martin L. Gaiety "Four Devils"
ippodrome
'Power"
Semon, formerly of the Capitol. Sid- H
Loew's New York Today, "Silks and
ney Dannenberg of the Atlanta, at
dies" and "The Danger Rider;" Wei
Birmingham, also is leaving for San
day,
"Me, Gangster;" Thursday,
Lion and the Mouse;" Friday, "Donv
Francisco. Boliver S. Hyde, Jr., will
Meddlers" and "Floating College,
succeed him at the Alabama and
day, "Man, Woman and Wife;" Sm:
Martin N. Anderson will surreed
"The Waterfront"
Hyde as manager of the Strand, Mark Strand "Outcast"
Paramount "Manhattan Cocktail"
Birmingham.
Rialto— "Wings"
Rivoli
"The Woman Disputed"
Lange in N. Y.
Roxy "Napoleon's Barber" and "The
Between"
Frederick W. Lange of Buenos
Warners "On Trial"
Aires, managing director of the Para- Winter Garden -"The Singing Fool"
mount organization for Argentina,
Uruguay and Paraguay, has arrived

—

at Albany, Ga.

John
manager of

Ga.

its

1

lo

discuss

Pathe Gets Radio Station
in New York for his annual visit to
Pathe has taken over radio station
the Paramount home office and for
KFVD which gives "the crowing consultation
with E. E. Shauer, gen-

Albany,

18^

to

iContinKed from Page 1)
controversies arising out of installaO. C.
of scratches, and at the same time tions of talking pictures.
clear and intensify the definition of Brudi, secretary of the Employers'
sound recordings, is announced after Assn. of Fort Wayne sponsored the
A. C. Rees was chairman.
several months of laboratory experi- meeting.

—

Fiaaacial

here

problems

Close Elizabethtown House
Elizabethtown, Tenn. The Royal
has been closed.

—

I

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Cit}i

OVER THE COUNTER
Koxy

'"A"

do

units

flo

com

29

30^

Skouras Bros.
'fcchnicolor
^'nitcd Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch.
pld

«lo

com.

4^5
... 45

11^
8
76
.

.

'SALE!'

32
34
5

'/J

55
13
12

84

2

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

1

Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

85

STANDARD

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

•LAST PRICE QUOtED

Metro Movietone Showing Today
M-G-M is sliowinp a program of
"Metro Movjetone shorts at 11 A. M.

The Latest Model Double

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film— Caie— 6 Magazines
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

i

today at the Astor, New York.
A
IGug Edwards Musical Revue, the
Fcreen's first Technicolor Movietone
presentation; and the first Hal Roach
jsound comedies.

Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

$29.S0

U/ILCOCIQHByt
110 West
32«*St,Nc«)torh.NLy.*
Phons Penna. 0330

1!

)

Tuesday,

November

27, 1928

Coast Wire

Service-

Gag Chase Pow-Wow;

IL STAR AND CONTRACT

Every
at

star

and

one of the leads.

work on new

-eductions.

Colleen

Bad

Moore

Girl," her

is

busy on "That's

new

picture directed
William A. Seiter.
Neil Hamilm plays opposite. Richard Bartheless is making "Weary River," the
cry of a singing convict, with Betty
\f

iompson his lead.
Frank Lloyd is
Corinne Griffith is busy
"Saturday's
Children."
Grant
Zithers
appears
opposite,
with

trecting.
1

La Cava

regory
Milton

Sills

is

directing.

starring

in

"The Comedy

Maria Corda plays opposite, and
Billie Dove
lexander Korda is directing.
with
advance preparations for "The
busy
an and the Moment," Elinor Glyn story
Rod
tiich George Fitzmaurice is to direct.
Rocque will play opposite. Ken Maynard
making "The California Mail," directed
AI Rogell.
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack
ulhall are
working in ''Children of the
{itz," with John Francis Dillon directing.
lice White is making tests for "Hot Stuff,"
r next picture, to be directed by Mervyn
;Rc,^
"Seven Footprints to Satan," mysry picture Benjamin Christensen is directg, is at work with Thelma Todd and Creighn
Hale featured.
Life.'

i

.

Added to F. N. Cast
Edward Burns and Aggie Herring
ve been added to the cast of "Chilen of the Ritz," co-featuring Doroy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall under
Francis Dillon.
I'rection
of John
le cast also includes Doris Dawn,

1)

attained the floor and inserted some
facts in the record, his day was a big
success.
About SO people, among
them several exhibitors, attended.

Benjamin Glazer will direct
"The Missing Man," Pathe's
first all-talker.
John Posner
and Glazer wrote the play from
which the picture wrill be adapted.
Russell Gleason will play

Production activities have reached
le high peak for the fall at the First
ational studios.
)ntract player is

{Continued from Page

Pathe All-Talker

lAYERSATWORKONPROD.

The Rev. William

E. MacLeod of
Pinehurst, N. C. gave the canon some

mighty uncomfortable moments when
he rose to defend the industry stating his town had received hand
picked, worthwhile pictures for several years.
And he had Charles W.
Picquet, his exhibitor on hand to
prove it. The canon finally yielded

and

sat

down under

of

fire

said that although some of its feaComplete "His Captive Woman"
tures may be unconstitutional they
George Fitzmaurice has completed would be amended.
"His Captive Woman" for First NaProfessor Harmon B. Stevens, of
tional.
Dorothy Mackaill and Mil- the University of Tennessee, declared
ton Sills are co-starred.
that the government should protect
public welfare and if this is contrary

Warners Sign Adolfi
Warners has signed John Adolfi
to direct a number of Vitaphone pic-

to

the

constitution,

the

constitution

should be changed.

Roper

in Haines Cast
Bob Roper, a boxer for years, has
en cast in William Haines'
oduction, "The Duke Steps Out."
,mes Cruze will direct.

M-G-M

;

lead.

T-S Unites
Bennett and

Team

ts in

two-reel

swing

comedies

FBO

for

Dec.

into action

,.

..,..

,

,

^

.-,.,

up his hat around the Paramount
plant at Astoria.
He's arrived back

Manhattan preliminary to start of
new picture, which Victor Schertzinger will make.
J. G. Bachmann
in

his

billed

is

as

the

supervisor,

William A. Drake as

with

assistant.

When

the history of the talker era
written, Frank Zucker will be
recorded as one of the pioneer cameramen. He is the originator of several new stunts in sound photography. Frank at present is working on "Lucky Boy," in which dialogtte is being inserted by TiffanyStahl.
is

Lew Cody dropped into Manhattan from the Coast and then dropped
out again, this time to Detroit, to
fill
a vaudeville engagement.
He'll
trek back to New York Sunday, en
route to Europe with his wife, Mabel
Normand.
is the chap who
most of the synchronization

Phil Faulkner
solves

difficulties at the

RCA

studio. He's
chief engneer. Daniel J. Bloomberg,
as technical director, is in the monitor room.

EXHIBITOR

will

1.

Pathe Units Active
editing stage.

So

is

who can boast

is now at the
"Office Scandal."

"Square Shoulders"

is

this season of a
constant supply of

being prepared

for production while Benjamin Glazer is well along with "The Missing

Man."

In "San Luis Rey"
Raquel Torres will have a part in
M-G-M's "The Bridge of San Luis
Charles Brabin will direct.
Rey."

Yost Now in Production
Robert Yost, former publicity head
at the Fox studio, has been advanced
production department.

Fox Borrows Armstrong
Robert Armstrong has been

Russell

"Reputation," to be directed

ALRay..

-•

,

again hanging

IT*S-A-LUCKY

Darmour Units Resuming
units producing Darmour

Three

to the

Simpwho were cast for important
1,
es in "Wild Geese," have been reited by Tiffany-Stahl for leading

Belle

EDDY

W.
is

will direct.

Loretta Young Cast
Loretta Young has been added to
ig his studio step these days.
When the cast of "Seven Footprints to Sat on the Fox lot with the Murnau
tan," directed by Benjamin Christenit making
"Our Daily Bread," he sen. Thelma Todd and Creighton
brks in the Monte Blue vehicle, Hale have leads.
"rom Headquarters."

"Play Goes On" Ready
Jacobs has completed
aptation of "The Understander,"
lich Robert
Hill will direct for
liversal under title of "The Play
>es On."
James Murray is to play

"OICHARD DIX

Ethlyne Clair Signed
Ethlyne Clair will play opposite
Monte Biue in picture "From Headquarters" which Howard Bretherton

OSWALD

Williams Working in Two
Guinn (Big Boy) Williams is doub-

Harrison

w^^By ARTHUR

tures on the 1929-30 schedule.

"The Leatherneck,"
I

Rev.

MacLeod.
"Yellow Back" Finished
Senator Brookhart, author of the
Jerome Storm has completed "The bill bearing his
name which is deYellow Back," FBO production in signed
to end the compulsory block
which Tom Moore, Tom Santschi booking and arbitrary
allocation of
and Irma Harrion portray the leads. film,
showed that he is peeved over
exhibitors' reticence towards his bill.
Complete "Sideshow" Cast
This change of heart, he intimated,
Completed cast of "The Sideshow" tnight be a good thing to investigate
includes Marie Prevost, Ralph Graves, inferring that undo influences have
"Little Billy," Alan Roscoe and Pat been brought to bear to change exHarmon, also six sideshow freaks. hibitor viewpoints.
Christy Cabanne is directing for CoCongressman Hudson, author of a
lumbia.
similar bill, spoke of his measure and

Evelyn Hall and James Ford.

Zamecnik Writing Score
Zamecnik is writing the
S.
J.
usical score for Paramount's "Redin,"
which is being made with
jchnicolor and sound.

Short Shots from
New York Studios

Brookhart for Probe

N. Studios Active

F.

jy

THE LUCKY RABBIT

SUPERVISION

GEORGE WINKLER

CARTOONS
with which to enrich his

box

office

PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

bor-

to be cast by Fox
leading role of "Big Time."
Marion Nixon will play opposite with

rowed from Pathe
in

the

Howard Hawker

directing.

2/wW/-5^/WINKLER Cartoons

Tuesday, November

DAILY
Making
Sound Field

27, 1921

Educational

New
(jljplijnt.
Co. will erect

Bow

Theaters

a theater here.
Winchester Arausement
Springfield. Mass.
Co, has nearly completed the Liberty.
Frank Haithcox is convertOrlando. Kla.
ing the structure at 56 E. Church St. into a

—

—

Thea-

'

Mich.— \V. S. Butterfield
'Po'ntiac.
ters will build a 2.800 seat house.

Mass.— Work

is

progressing

Attleboro.
on tiie theater being built in South
ton St.
,

N.

a theater for

Dc

Soto,
theater here.

i)00

opened,

has

people.

is

planning

a
^,

.

the

Rialto.

— Louisthe

has opened his
Cinema.
O.—The Tiffin Ritz Theater Co. has

Cleveland
1

Washing-

^
Mass.— Lowell Theaters opened

Lowell,

New

M. Worthington
—colored
Mo. —Joe Rosen

Ga.

Griffin,

Tiffin,

Israel

house,

seat

from Page

1)

Los Angeles by the RCA-Photophonc
Details on other groups of
process.
Amusement
Educational sound shorts are to be

— I'oninicrford

I'.i.

in

(.Continued

taken over the new Ritz.
Theodore Pekras has leased the
Piqua. O.
theater being built at Greene and Main Sts.
Plattsburg. N. Y.—The Plattsburg Realty
Co. is building a theater on the site of the
old Plattsburg.
Columbia, Mo.— The Missouri theater is

as these subjects are made
for screening, states E. W.
Hammons, Educational president,

made

ready

Victor Stars to be Made
Available for Photophone
(Continued from Page

1)

in event proposed merger of
and Victor is consummated.
While no agreements have been

phone

RCA

progressing on
the Roxie to be operated by the Community
Theater Building Corp.
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind. The Array
Motion Picture Service will build a 700seat house to cost $19,000.
Ravenna, O. The Ravenna Theater Co.
will build a $140,000 theater on S. Chester

Conn.—Work

Hartford,

is

—

—

St-

—

Work is progressing on the
Toronto, Ont.
$85,000 house on Queen St. E. near Pape
Ave.
A group of Canton men will
Massilon, O.
build a theater at Federal Ave. and First St.
and Harry
Kessel
I^ncaster,
O. Leo
Abrams have let a contract for the building
of a house on Main St.
Newton A. Treece is
Fla.
Gainesville,
managing the Florida theater which opened
equipped for Movietone and
It
is
lately.
Vitaphone.
Watertown Amusement Co.
Racine, Wis.
is planning a 1,400 seat house here.
Thurman Harris has openAla.
Sheffield,
ed the New Grand.
Portsmouth. Va. Harry D. Stern is manager of the Gates, which opened recently. It
operated by The Theaters Corp. of Viris

—

—
—

—

gii>ia.

— Kenton Amusement Co.
build a 1,200 seat house here.
build
Carrington, N. D. — Don Tracy
a 400 seat house.
Ark. — Arkansas Amusement
El
Dortido,
seat house.
Kenton,

Enterprises have opened a 1,500
Sound equipment will be installed.
Monroe, La. A new theater will be erected on the site of the Orpheum.
Reading, Pa. The Astor has been opened
by E<)uity Theaters.

—
—

Sam Benjamin

FBO
is

Citv

—

re-

13,

6.

PRODUCTION

14,

I

DISTRIBUTION 15, TEN BEST
EXHIBITION
16, FOREIGN MARKETS
17, ADVERTISING

fell

ICr.

lit

M

Irv-

ington-on-the-Hudson. Four Broadway beauties portray the roles of
models in the subject which Bradley Barker .directed.

Guy Culver Dies
Oklahoma City — Guy Culver
eran stage hand union leader

vet-

dead.

Tex.

— Fire

reels

of

No. 12

No. IX

IN

destroyed

the Texan.
The audience filed out quietly and no
further damage was done to the
house.
several

JANUARY

PUBLISHED
BY
FILM DAILY

Quannah

Fire at

Quannah,

is

k
;i:i

OUT

film

at

Buys Basin House

—

Basin, Wyo.
A. J. Danielson, of
Palisade, has taken over the Rex from

M. Logan.
Zinn Resigns at Butte

Injured

Salina,

has

building a $50,000 house here.

Kialto has been

City House
Strong City, Okla. Jones & Males

McLean, Okla.

—

— K.

theater.

McLean
L. Adams

taken over the Legion theater.

No ONE'S

film education is

Ill

lor;

complete without an

in-

understanding of the financial status of the
various big companies. This is clearly set forth in

is

the 1929

scenics

and industrials
films of

Chile,

Spain,

Egypt,

Rumania. Peru. Albania,

Columbia,
Ecuador,
Poland and Turkey.

Greece,

Bul-

Brazil,

Persia,

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
Washington, D. C.

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK.

piled furnish a graphic picture in dollars

to Rent

1108 Sixteenth Street

has

FINANCIAL

growth

garia,

closed.

at

S:.i

telligent

Argentine,

Porum House Closed

Adams Buys

?

Buys Brooksville House

Wanted

Opens Keota House
Keota, Okla.— (J. H. Smith
opened the Community here.

Home

!

—

Building House at McGhee
McGhee, Ark.— Dr. O. W. Clark

theater.

have purchased the

ji

sin!

in a

—

Buy Strong

it

Buys Salina House
Okla. M. S. Wainwright

—

Rocky, Okla. C. R. Hamilton and
Chester Clancy have taken over the

— The

3.0,

Rialto.

Sam Benjamin, Hawkins.

maiiaper was injured
recoverinR rapidly.

Porum, Okla.

—

Butte, Mont.
William Zinn has
resigned as assistant manager of the

Brooksville, Fla.
J. C. Owan has
taken over the Victory from A. C.

Buy Rocky, Okla. House
Mecca

STATISTICS

I

Ines

—

but

5.

12,

has taken over the Salina.

Remodel Maud House
Maud, Okla.. The Rex is being
modeled and refurnished.

local

4.

THEATERS
FINANCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
THEATER CHAINS

1)

the Photocolor Corp., studio at

will

fall

IL

3.

II

will

O.

Oklahoma

EXPLOIT'O' GRAMS

8.

(Continued from Page

SOUND

10,

7.

Photocolor Process to
be Demonstrated Today

9.

CONTENTS
RESEARCH
READERS

2.

companies for some time have had
manufacturing agreements.

—

—

HISTORY

1.

reached, as yet, indications are that
the deal will be carried out. The two

—

open.

YEAR BOOK TOPICS

of this business.

Summaries

Statistics

com-

and cents of the

of the financial his-

tory of the major companies are given. Analysis of stocks
and bonds being underwritten by Wall Street. Current
financial statements of every important organization. Also
comparative tables that show clearly how the various companies rate on the financial checkerboard.

Here is a compilation of invaluable data to every
student of picture development, necessary in view of the
extent to which important financial groups have interested
themselves

in

nee

tie

the investment phases of the business.

Fii

Bow
sign

serie

Clat

tki
prod
open
er

to.

10,000

Goal for 1929 Film Daily

is

Fund

Relief

iTHE

NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS

<FELNDOM

ALLTHE TIME

f€*

:..

XLVI

<0N CHASE

SHOW STOPS

TER FLOPPING
hiiigto)i

Wednesday, November

No. 50

Bureau of

'^ashingtoii

Price 5 Cents

28, 1928

GAUMONT BUYS

P.C.T.

TWO DAYS

THE FILM DAILY

—The curtain was rung

CONTROLS

300 U. K.

n last night on the season's prize
the Sixth National M. P. Con-

which Canon William
afe Chase was the star, impresand stage manager, giving this
espondent something to be reallj'
ikful for on Thanksgiving,
he two day forced run of the
e failed to click, from the time the
3n tried to paper the house, in a
effort to get in a crowd which
d impress the congressmen and
women, whom the canon wished
iwe with his following, until the
nce,

I

(Continued on Page

13)

TION SECURED ON 100

PLAYS FOR PHONOFILM
ixty plays and musical comedies
to be selected from 100 controlled
the Sanger and Jordan Division
the
Anglo International Play
eau for production by licensees of

General Talking Pictures Corp.,
ch controls De Forest Phonofilm.
vehicles on which options have
n acquired include full length dratic pieces, farces, comedies, melo-

mas and mystery plays, as well as
comedies. At present, Amcr1
Sound Films is the only comly
licensed to make Phonofilm
sical

t
:

although

it

is

understood
way with

negotiations are under
or six other firms.

owat Plans Series of
26 Cinephone Subjects
Production of a series of 26 shorts
itled College Humor is planned
the Coast by Duane Mowat, with
race Mowat featured and Dorothy
urse as leading woman.
They
{Continued on Page 14)

Ina Claire Signs
now

of

turn aside.

Christmas will soon be with us. To most it is the season of happiness and good will. At no time is it so appropriate to remember the less fortunate ones. Life is not all
sunshine. To come into contact with the many pitiful and
heartrending cases constantly coming before us is to realhave in doing your bit.
ize the responsibility

YOU

The committee, and others, at a sacrifice of their own
work gladly contribute their money and time to this humanitarian cause. The Film Daily pays every penny of expense. The books are audited by a certified accountant free
dollar goes

recent

appearance
stage
Betters."

New York
was

"Our

IV.

FREDMAN

needy charity.

— Consummat-

ing the biggest individual deal in the
history of the British industry, Gauniont British Corp.; has bought out
Provincial Cinematograph Theaters,
It is estiEngland's largest circuit.
mated the deal involves almost SlOO,000,000.
In addition to giving Gaumont British control of over 300 theaters, including all of the houses in
the West End of London with the
exception of the Empire, new Loew
house, it enbraces all the principal
key theaters in every important city
in Britain.
Gaumont British Corp. is backed
by Ostrer Bros., important British
bankers, and is a holding company
for Ideal Films W. and F. Film
Service and Gaumont. The organization, therefore, operates extensively
in all three branches of the industry.

Gaumont

Now

British Corp.
Largest in England

Acquisition

Provincial

of

(Continued on

NEW

Page 2)

filmIdIc sound

SYSTEM INVENTED

a personal appeal to every man and
I
industry in New York to conpicture
motion
woman in the
Daily Relief Fund. If you
Film
The
something'
to
tribute
If you can give but a
so.
dollars,
do
hundred
five
can give

Cinema-

tograph Theaters by Gaumont Bri-

am again making

IN ORE.

—

Claimed to be inPortland, Ore.
terchangeable with existing disc and
(Continued on

Page 2)

But GIVE SOMETHING.
We are aiming at a fund for 1929 of at least ten thousand dollars by Christmas. Who will be the first to start

Marking first time the monarch's voice has been heard in

the ball rolling?

this

dollar do

it.

Fox's Scoop
country.

News

'QA^^^itr.

of

Her most

to.

ERNEST

London (By Cable)

series

Ina Claire for a
Miss
series of Pathe pictures.
Claire soon is to appear in
"Children of the Darkness,"
produced by Jed Harris, which
opens in New York Jan. 7.
signing

By

one year ago the first drive to raise a fund to take
care of the many needy and unfortunate cases constantly
coming to light in New York film circles was undertaken
by The Film Daily. The response to this first attempt was
generous and enthusiastic. Over two hundred checks from
as many individuals were received.
A committee composed of Dr. A. H. Giannini, Gov.
Carl Milliken, Billy Brandt, Bruce Gallup and the writer
was formed. Throughout the year many others gave needed
advice, suggestions and assistance. The answer to this
humane call ^s now compelling history. Within the next
few days a (Infinite outK~;'"^f the splendid work accomplished will be given. To thole who gave last year, it will
be fitting reward,. To others, an appeal that no heart can

Every

Em-

Editor "The Daily Film Renter"

JUST

of cost.

Is

braced in Biggest
English Deal

AN APPEAL

of moves
a
being consummated is

First

THEATERS
Almost $100,000,000

in

tures,

CHAIN;

Make

checks payable to The Film Daily Relief

Do

It

To-Day— NOW.

Fund

Fox Movietone

issuing the last
public utterance made by King
of England, prior
George
The
to his present illness.
Newcastle,
speech, made at
England, is the only address
made by the sovereign in talk-

today

is

V

ing pictures. About 600 prints
were shipped from New York
yesterday by airplane and railroad.

I
Wednesday, November
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Financial

High

Am. Seat

On. Fm. Ind.
East. Kodak

34
pfd. 28
187

•do

pfd
•First Nat. pfd

Fox Fm. "A"

98M

•do rts
Keith A-O
do pfd

P.

Cap

FL

Pathe Exch
do "A"

Co

•Cniv. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do "A"

34

27^

184^ 186
128
104
97"^
97Ji

100
1,100
1,000

e'ooo

98i/$

1275^ 125 J4 126J4 io',8n6
I2,<?
125}^ 125->^
800

Prod.

...

19-Js

& Katz
80}^
Coi. Fm. Ind. ... 22^5
•Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A" .. 23^
Imcrn. Proj
12J4
Loew do deb. its... 25
Kadio-Kiilh A
40J4
Bal.

Trans-Lux
I'niv.

6
30

Pict

18-^
80^4
21 Ji

18-54

gOJi
22

10,800
100
7,400

3

28
I2J4

24H
40
5^4
29^4

28!^

i',966

12^

100
900
24 J4
40J4 52,300
500
5ji
30
200

BOND MARKET

Keith

A-O 6s 46
6» 41ww

.. y(,}4
y(,}^
96)4
114^^ 114^4 114!4
x-war ..100^^ 100"^ 100^^
Paramount 6s 47 ..lOO^i 100 J4 10014

[.oew

do 6s 41
Par.

welds into one large chain the
most import extensive groups
Gaumont Bri- Dec. 4 Annual election, M. P. Chi
of English theaters.
lished.
N. Y.
arrangement, Hkewise
tish, by this
Dec. 4-5 Annual convention
of
M.P.T,
becomes the outstanding factor in the
of Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.
Annual convention of M. P.T.I
Dec. 10-11
English trade.
of North Carolina at Charlotte,
P. C. T., long recognized as the
Dec. 17 Testimonial dinner and installatii
ace theater chain in Great Britain,
of officers of M. P. Club, N. Y.
Is
was built up after the war by Will Jan. 26 First annual ball.
M. P. Clu
(Continued from Page 1)
N. Y.
The financial group interEvans.
film
sound
reproducing
systems, ested includes Lords Ashfield and
Thanksgiving Party Today
Kol.stadphone is being placed on the Beaverbrook and Major Holt, son
market by Theater Sound Corp., or- of the governor of the Royal Bank of
The A.M.P.A. will hold its
tjanized here.
Art Kolstad, Hood Canada and Evans. Its theaters are nual Thanksgiving party at 12:45 U
River, Ore., showman, is inventor of not only the largest but the best in day.
President
George
Harve
tiie device.
Gaumont British, spon- promises an all-star bill of entertair
John .T. Fleming, general England.
nager of the Northwest Indepen- sored and financed by Ostrer Bros., ment, headed by the McCarthy Sir
dent Exhibitor Ass'n., also is general for months has been building up a ters.
Business Manager Paul Ben
manager of the new company.
competitive chain, operating under jamin is understood to have some et!
Installations
within three weeks the name of Denman's Houses, Ltd., tertainment surprises up his sleeve.:
are promised by the company, at and by October of this year had
prices ranginn; from $1,500 to |3,S0O. acquired control of 190 theaters. This
New Haven House Opened
First showing will be with "Wings" line-up, while numerically superior to
New
Haven, Conn.
Fishmall
at the Rialto, Hood River, Dec. 3. P. C. T.'s was strategically inferior.
Brothers'
new
Howard
has
beej
.'Vn indefinite run i.s planned. InstallaThe combined resources, however, un- opened here.
The firm operates tbi
tions are being made at the Oregon questionably place Gaumont British
Lyric,
Lawrence, Dixwell, Apolli|
and Selhvood theaters here, the com- in first place.
and
Winchester
here.
)jany claiming it has orders for 37
In November of last year, E. Bruce
more machines.
Johnson, then foreign manager of
Winstrom Managing Capitol
First National, brought to a successHartford, Conn. Albert L. Wit
ful
conclusion
First
a
deal
whereby
Weintraub Buys Struthers House
Strom of New Haven, has been a[
Struthers, O.
Maurice Weintraub National entered upon a production, pointed manager of the Capitol hei
distribution
and
exhibition
alliance
has purchased the Amuse-U from
succeeding Harold Hevin who ha
Tigue & Kelly. Weintraub formerly with P. C. T. It guaranteed pref- returned to Boston.
erential
treatment
for
First
National
owned the Princess at Youngslown.
in P. C. T. theaters and led to a
merger between First National PicTri-State Meeting Dec. 10
tures, Ltd. English distributing comMemphis, Tenn. Directors of the pany
and Pathe Freres Cinema, Ltd.
Motion Picture Record Libraries
newly organized Tri-State M.P.T.O.
Classified and Numbered
a producing and distributing company
will hold their first meeting here Dec.
Play it With A National Record
•controlled by two subsidiaries of P.
We Cue Your Pictures
10.
R. F. Woodhull, president of the
National Record Cue Service
M.P.T.O A. will address the meeting. C. T.
This was followed a few weeks
of America
1600 Broadway
New York
later by a similar deal, later dropped,
Elmwood, Burlington, Opened
CHIckering 6800-6801
Room 406
involving Loew's, Inc. and United
Burlington, Vt.
Elmwood theater, Artists Theater Circuit Inc. P. C. T.
leased from the St. Jean Baptiste So- was controlled by Standard Film
Co.
ciety by Vincent Madeno, Paul Meu- Ltd. and the Film
Investment Co.
nicr and Ernest Berger, has opened
Ltd.
The New Standard Film Co.
here.
It
will
be changed twice was formed to take over Standard
weekly.
Film Co. and of the stock in the new
corporation, Loew's and United were
Conroy Manager for Fox-Poli
to jointly get 25 per cent.
This
Bridgeport, Conn. James J. Con- would have given them a one quarter
roy has been appointed manager of interest in the company which held
the Fox-Poli house here succeeding control of P. C. T.
lers
Sidney Heyman, who has been transNational Representative 111
ferred lo New York.
Your trailers are certainly WORTH

New Film

tish

two

and Disc

System

Invented

^W
V|

—

Close Sales

34
27}i

CURB MARKET
Acoustic

The Industry's
Date Book

—

3

Inc

.St.-inley

Low

42
40^ 8,966
40J4
124
124
124
100
62'^
61}^
3,500
61 J^
102
102
102
100
254
'iou
13H l}}i 13H
5244 S3 "4 14,100
53 Vi
12.U
10.^^
Ili4 61,300
30% nV2 28
2,600
45^ 45!4 45H
500

do nfd
•M-(^;-M pfd
Para.

1)

!

STOCK MARKET

M.

(Continued from Page

—

225.

Ix)e.v's

Controls 300 Houses

Thursday, November 29, being Thanksgiving Day and a
legal holiday, there will be no
issue of The Film Daily pub-

28, 192

By. 5'/jS 51

.101

Pathe Ts 31

87H

100^
81'/^

CURB BONDS

Am. Scat. 6s 3(i
•Warner 6!';s 28

..

97^

9714

101

8m

97i4
198

OVER THE COUNTER

Kc.xy "A"
do units

do com.
Skouras Bros.
Technicolor
Unit.-d Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

...

...

29

32

iO'/i

4J^
45

34
5J^
55

13
8

]S
12

76

84

88

—

Worth

MT

Omaha— Roger

1

1

8
6
21

..
."..'.

E.

Miller,

—

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

Pictures

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

CaU

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

A-

Putter,

Inc.
Pre*.

for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St.. New York
Bryant 8181

THE MONEY.

We

don't

know

what we would do without them.

ELK THEATRE,
IVorland,

Wyoming

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

WAFILMS,
Walter

Na-

tional Thcate>- Supply Co. represenJack Hays at Cleveland
tative is ill here.
Cleveland
Jack Hays, for fomyear.s representing Universal in MexEvins Buys at Savannah
ico City and Havana, Cuba, is spendSavannah, Ga. J. G. Evins has taling a few weeks in Cleveland.
en over the Folly from M. Lucas.

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

....

the Money!

—

..'.'.

....
..']

2

77

RECORDS

—

FILMS"

"1001

(Fifth Edition)
Complete reference booklet, listing nearly 3,000 educational films
given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

Ave., Chicago, III

rpgwFiiH
fT:I«j:/iU»]'ff^
INCORPORATED

*

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

Wisconsin 6876
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

t

THATS MY WEAKNESS NOW!
15,000 Metro'Qoldwyri'Mayer Exhibitors are singing

Hotsy Totsy.
Did y' hear
about Gilbert-Garho in "A

WOMAN

OF AFFAIRS."

makes

"Flesh and the
Devil" look like a Pollyanna
It

story!

Zoom! Ta-ra!

Here comes

Lon Chaney

"WEST OF

in

ZANZIBAR" and

iVs the
old boy himself again in another "Road to Mandalay"
thriller!

Hello Ramon Navarro.
Glad to see you in "THE
FLYING FLEET." This one
is

the

them

fastest

air

You're

all.

Epic

my

in

CHANCE"

of
t)al,

Ramon!

them

Listen to those flappers flap!
They're out in mobs to get
a load of John Gilbert in

other

me

to

the kind

is

pep that

box-office

.

.

.

of

brings

me!

to

HehfHeh/M-G-M's
way.

itl

M-G-M. Norma
"A LADY OF

Atta baby,

Shearer

got

an-

$2 smash on BroadBill

Haines

in

"ALIAS

"MASKS OF THE DEVIL."

JIMMY VALENTINE."

What a
a show!

Tallcie

shoiv, mates,

or

silent

—

it

talks

box-office!

"DREAM OF LOVE"!

just heard George Dewey
Washington in Metro Movietone and I'm raving! Three
top-notch Star numbers every
I

week. You've gotta hand
to M-G-M.'

what

??

title!

of

Some

Fred Niblo director

"Ben Hur" did it. And
Joan Crawford

beauteous

Oooh
M-G-M!

stars!

it

I'm

la la!

I'm glad

TRADE NEWS: "WHITE SHADOWS
the Astor,

N.

in the South Seas" direct from 5 months at
sensational in general release. Playing third week Baltimore.

$2 is
Extended runs everywhere. "SHOW PEOPLE" exploited like an election, two weeks
Capitol, N. Y.; second biggest week in history of Hennepin, Minneapolis; same story
Chicago, Toronto, Los Angeles, Frisco, etc. "OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS",
"EXCESS BAGGAGE", "WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS" continue to hang up records.
Y., at

Trade Press reports in Variety, M. P. News and others show that
doing the biggest business in

IT'S

all spots.

We knew

it all

M-G-M

pictures are

along.

PLEASURE!
MtnWr of M*ti«B Pklnrc Pr*Ji««n tU Diilribiten mt Amtn<t.

Inc.

WISE SHOWMEN!
They ordered
Finkttlstein

installations early

and Ruben

Midland Theatres

Co.,

Ohio

Knnsky Theatres Corp.
Northwest Theatre Circuit

W. 8.

Inc.
Inc.

Butterfield Theatres
Strand Corp. Wis., [12 theatres]
E. M. Loeifv Theatres Inc.
Great States Theatres Inc.
Schine Enterprises Inc.
Fay Theatres Inc.
Delta Amusement Enterprises
Consolidated Amusement

New^York
Strand Amusement Co.,
Enterprises,

low^a

K. Brin Enterprises
Ventner Amusement Enterprises

L.

Wmt-PUONtoRWRITt
fOR YOUR INSTALLATION

NOW.

Strand Amusement Company
OPERATING

CAPITOL AND STRAND
•THEATRES'
PHONE

978

OTTUMWA.

lOlVA.

lovember 23,1928
Oothani-Brlstolphone Service Corp.,
1650 Broadway
Sew York City.

Oentlemen]

GoTnHAt-l Ef!1ST0LPH0N'5;
Szp^r.Ct. Corp.

Olg^ioru'

Enclosed please find check for one thousand
dollars attached to application as per yOTfiC 'Wlf« ~oJ
Hovember 22d.

Regarding a speedy installation, anything
you night do to speed things up will be greatly
appreciated, for there is no question in my mind
what-80-ever but what Bristolphone will give the most
expensive machine plenty of competition as to reproduction
in sotind.
I will repeat what I told you in the wire
yesterday. The satisfaction I received in Madison
pertaining to the quality of the reproduction in
the sound effects of Lilac Time was practically 100^
above my expectations. I have listened to a lot of
machines, looked over the tnechanical end etc. ,aaid vsill
gladly say that if I had my choice of installations I
would choose Bristolphone. This statement is made without any prejudice what-so-ever toward any synoronization
device.

Again thanking you in advance for any special
efforts pertaining to the installation of Bristolphone,
I beg to remain,

^ours very truly,
STRAIIDxAMUSEUEaiT CO.

L

S0N0e4- BRISTOLPHONE
50 WEST 5T^-« STREET
NEHVORk

CIRCLE 6350

Voice
^f^^Bgmk^tW^^^
IBm^V^Ib^' '^VP'^^^^^^^^^v^^^^L.
his last public

appearaneefi

^^^IBSi^^^HH^^i^^^P^^.^NE^^^

Newcastle'

Y
After \#^^/^

\#^
NA.'vi^-^-^
L
^

diplomatic \

hesitancy

#

\#

mS"^

and delay, His\ #

f

on-Tyne

^^L

C^B^L
^^^L

V^^

X^^'^^J^^ '^

^r j0^f^

Majesty person- \ #
ally approved \

this historymaking recording
for Fox Movietone

Presented by

^^I^X

^
vCi

WILLIAM
FOX

^J%

A^" V^iSr*
\^ \^a.^

i^
X ^

\ ^ ^> i
\^ "^^
Nc^rs, ^vhich is no'w^
\^
V- ^
released as approved
\
<^
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Audible Light

Beam

o

Is

Demonstrated at Cleveland
Cleveland— John Bellamy Taylor,
consulting engineer of General Electric,
the other day demonstrated to
175 members of the A-merican Itisti-

Mass.

"Worcester.

Enterprises will
atrical
at Main and Central Sts.

the room until it struck a mirror
This,
target and broke into music.

the

device has been made," Taylor said.
"However, we are now working on a plan
(or using it as a means of communication
between points where radio or wire communiIt has
cation is impractical or impossible.
been found that a light beam can be projected for a distance of four miles, if sufficiently strong light source is used and a suit-

of

the

able

lens

employed."

escaped being killed in an automobile accident late Sunday evening
on the Tappahannock highway, is
recovering from severe injuries which
have caused him to be confined to
ly

his

home.

—

Stocker have taken over the Holley

—

Kelly Leaving Midwesco
Milwaukee Martin P. Kelly, for
over a year, advertising director of
Midwesco Theatres, has resigned effective
Dec. 1, to become traffic

—

manager and publicity director of
Northwest Airways, with headquarters in

St.

Paul.

His successor has

not been named.

—

Corp. of Bristol, Va., has been charwith
maximum
tered
authorized
capital stock of $150,000 to operate
picture shows, vaudeville acts and
other forms of amusement. Incorpo-

M. Pullford, president;
Walter R. Lupton, vice president,
and J. E. Kelly, secretary-treasurer,
rators are: H.

all

of

pictures.

—
C—
—
Wis. — Community

Topeka, Kan. A 2,000-seat house to b«
equipped for sound is being built here.
Whiteville, N.
A. F. Powell, Jr. fast
opened his new house.
W'averly, O.
The Dreamland here opened
recently.

Delavan,
Theaters will
a combination house to seat 750.
L>etroit
Al
Kuttenberg
is
planning
«
bouse to be known as the Oliver.
Auburn, Me. New Hampshire Theaters
has opened the Auburn.
Melba. Tex.— K. & R Theaters is build
build

—

—

London

—

Elite

Films,

Garion and M. Toft at
been formed in Paris.

its

with

M.

head, has

Two

French

pictures will be released, "Fiorn in
the Wind" and "King of Carnival"
also "Shooting Stars" and "Underground," two Anthony Asquith productions.
Arrangements have been
completed for the release of "The

Last Berlin Coachman."

Buys Lithonia House
Lithonia, Ga. — Carl E. Royer has
taken over the Universal from H. H.
Langford.

house

will

be

was

which

Rialto

the

—

—

J.

-J.

&

Nick

F.

Son

will

opened

Griffin has

Ritz.

the

Ind.— Hornbeck

Amusement

Co. wiU lease the $25,000 house being buili
It will be equipped for sound.
here.
Greenville, Tex.
The Rialto is open nn
der management of Greenville Theaters.

—
Plymouth, Mass. — Mayflower Realty
open the New Plymouth.
Monessen,
Pa. — Hendel
Theater

December.
Piqua, O.
I. C. Collins and Thomas Fulton will build the Ohio at Greene and Main
The house will cost $150,000 and will
Sts.
be completed in March.
Odell, Tex.— Mrs. E. M. Webb and Di.
Wm. Webb have opened a 600 seat hotise.
Lanmaster, O. Leo Kessell and Harry

right.

prises

build

will

combmation

2,U00-8eat

a

VVTs.-J.

Phillips,

new

Keppler

A.

builo

will

theater to take the place of

Gar

the

den which was destroyed by fire.
Greenfield, Mass.
The Victoria theater hat
been opened by Louis Rosenzweig.
Portland Work is progressing on the State

—

theater.

Rockford,

HI.

—The

Rialto,

at

Main

S.

is

Griffin

and

J.

J.

Closner will build a $110,000 house.
Beloit, W^is.
Work is progressing on the

—
Beloit for the Fischer-Paramount chain.
—
Delta, Colo.
'The Egyptian theater
open.
San Antonio— R. & R.
build the Texaa.
—
is

will

Alliance,
Neb. -The Rialto, combination
house, is open.
It is wired for Movietone.
Morristown, N. J. Roth Bros, will build
a house here.

—

Anderson,

— Work
—

progressing

on

Crystal, combination house.
Ix)gansport, Inc.
Work is progressing
the $J50,000 bouse on the site of the

Co

Neb.

the

is

Y.

Capitol

—

Street

—

— Clark
Kan. — Charles

Najwleon,
theater

O.

Young

H. Barron

theater to be called the

a $75,000
sas.

Conn.

Greenwich,

— Lincoln

hl«

seat

build

open.

William Biggs

mao-

is

San Francisco Ackerman, Harris
pen have opened the Amaion.
Memphis -The Orpheura Circuit's

a

interesta will

bu3d

a

Morris will Iniild
Cimarron,
350 seat house to cost $20,000.
Manchester, la.— E. W. Williams will bnlld

—

Berensen Broe. will build a
Bogalusa, La.
$75,000 house here to be wired for sound.
Richmond, Va.— Charles A. Somma, who
conirols several houses, has opened the William Byrd theater.
Port Washington, N. Y. A. H. Schwarta
will build a 2,000 seat house on Sheepshead
Bay Road, near Voorhis Ave.

|ilii^

li:is

lx.cn

opeiieil

Mo.

Middleton,

The

Dallas,

Op-

Mesa

recently.

—The

Kozy here

Ore.— William

—

is

Cutts,

planning a $125,000 house here.
New H.iven, Conn. Fishman

open.
Inc.

Bros,

U

will

open the Howard.
Newark Construction will begin at once
on the new Stanley-Fabian house.
Syracuse, N. Y. The Brighton, l,756-8e»t
bouse is open.
Pueblo, Colo. ^J. F. Duffy has opened the
Broadway.
Ocean City, N. J.— A $200,000 hons*

—

—

—

be built here.
Madison, Wis.— The East Side Buslnesa
Men's club is planning a theater here.
Griffin, Ga.
(rtorgia Theaters haa opened
a $25,000 500 seat house.
•eating 2,500

will

—

28, 1928

New

Natural Color Film

Firm Formed

— Natural

in Englaij

Color Film
dicate, with capital of $145,500

S;

Kenneth Brown,

H

London

Clifford Acres,

a

old Alfred Gottlieb and Charle? i
win Titswell as directors, has bt
formed to produce colored short si
jects and features with a new co
process on panchromatic stock. 1
company is angling for the wh
Se\
L. O. Bouquin is building works of 39 British authors.
Uil City, Pa.
the Latonia theater.
already have signed, and other nei
Patchogue, N. Y. The Granada, W. Main tiations are under way.
This \
St., has been opened by Samuel Savener.
give the company production rig
Idaho Falls, Utah Work is progressing
to over 300 novels. It is believed
It
on the 932-seat house being built here.
will be wired for sound.
American company is interested
Erie, Pa.
Jacob and Isaac Silverman wm the process and that the two cc
build a 3,000 seat house here_
panics may be associated in eqi:

—

—

—

—

—

iiieeiiwich.

Conn.

—A

theater

will

be built

uu l^utnam Ave.

of
er.

ping a studio.

The process

—

work

—

which Earl Scott is the new ownH. E. McLaughlin formerly op-

O'Rourke.

i?

Brit:
of three collaborators
It
French and Swiss inventors.
planned to issue $242,500 stock
fore Christmas.

L. I. Studio Busy
"Highlowbrow," a two reel
talker by S. Jay Kaufman, is in
duction at Paramount's Long Is!:
i;

Studio under the direction of JoS'
Santley, with Joseph Ruttenberg
ing camera work. The cast of Bro
actors includes Leo Donne
Harry Mestayer, Effie Shannon,
Hunter, Horace Braham, Marie "V
Hams, Leslie Stowe, Eugene Redd
Next Mon
and Frank Taylor.
after a period of two weeks' att

way

tion to short subject production,
studio will begin a new feature
ture, "The Hole in the Wall," to

i

Franco Films

in Exhibition

— Believing

that the posses- directed by Robert Florey.
chain of houses is indispensable to a producing and distributH. G. Wells Writing Scenario
ing company, Robert Hurel of Franco
London Film of one of six sc
Films will shortly sign for the pur- arios written by H. G. Wells is
It will
chase of a group of theaters which be started soon here.
includes two larges Parisian houses. advent as a producer of Wells' s
Next year he will build two.
Frank, and the ?Ion. Ivor Montag
Esa Lanchester will be star.

Paris

—

Wed., Nov.

Eahouse cm

— Toledo
Kan. — Frank

Wauseon, O.
theater here.

will

New Kan-

Theatrical

terprises, is building a 2,000
the site of the old Fairfield.

a

open

will

—

ii

invaluable.

soon.

erated the theater.
T. Sophie has
taken over t lie Capitol, Brighton,
The
Mich., from W. H. Marolf.
A
Grand at East Troy, Wis., formerly
here.
lona, Mich.— Butterfield Theaters will build operated by Community Theaters, is
a 1,200 seat houjie here.
Fort
Pierce,
Fla.— H. D. Sample ka* now being operated by Charles Snooipened his 600-seat house.
ver and Harold Davis. Herman Van
Hartselle, Ala.— Ray N. Howell will bulW
Vorst has taken over the Pastime,
another house here.
from Walter F.
Wis.,
Hollywood,
Mich.— Tri -State
Theater*' Horicon,
Bollywood

always
Courtesy is

build a combination house here.

will

Theater Changes in Milwaukee Zone
Milwaukee
Recent changes in
lonial.
theater ownership in this territory
Westfield, Mass.— A. A. Spitz of Providence has leased the 1,180-ieat Park which includes the Hixton, Hixton, Wis.,

—

that the

is

—

Abrams

on

has been opened recently
Knoxville, Tenn.
The Tennessee is opeii.
Chicopee
Falls,
Mass. Louis
Taloumus
will build a 1,400 seat house to cost $125,000.
Pearl River, N. Y.— The Pearl River the
ater is open.
Clarion, la,
$35,000 house will be btiih

patron

in

a theater here.

Enter

house to cost $70,000.
a

Remember

Corp.

will

—^Kallet

Theaters will open
Dec. 10.
Chicago Great States Theaters will start
construction on a $1,500,000 house on Main

N.

Pratt,

Albion, Neb.— W.
build a theater here.
Plattsmouth, Neb.

—

French Company Formed

fire.

2,500-seat

ager.
G. A. Peterson has opened
Kollis,^ Okla.
the La Vista, combination house, seating 900.

Bristol.

$1,500,000
of

site

by

Rome,

the

theater here.

ing a

—

Company Formed
Richmond
Bristol Amusement
Virginia

the

stalled.

—

The Riti is open here.
Hollwooy, Okla.— The Hanover, $50,000
•eat house is open.
It is equipped for sound
Okla.

—^H. open.
P.

Norfolk House Being Renovated
Norfolk The Rex is being renovated by M. Crockett.

on

—

Oklahoma.

Chickasha,

and Morgan Sts.
San Antonio

St.

nayfi5R,-"0.'^A
Iniill

destroyed

—

Take Over Ramsey House
Ramsey, N. J. Robert and Joseph
on Main

Gottesman The
the Plymoutk

open

Knoxville, Tcnn.— Booth Enterprise* hvn. - Clarksvilie, Tenn.
Crescent Amusement
opened the 600 seat Booth theater.
F.
Co. has opened the Capitol with T.
Mabone
has
opened
Hobart, Okla. Charles
Ware as manager.
Phototone has been in-

Logansport,

Walter Coulter Recovering
Richmond— Walter J. Coulter, local theatrical magnate, who narrow-

Exhibitors
Daily Remimkr

— Alfred

tutc of Electrical Engineers that light
can be made audible. In the Electrical
League headquarters, -Taylor settt a
beam of light traveling silently about

Taylor explaned, is what he calls
it
distinguish
to
"narrow-casting"
from radio broadcasting. In demonstrating the apparatus Taylor used
phonograph records with the sending
The energy is sent oyer
apparatus.
the light beam to the transforming
and reproducing elements, mounted
on a tripod some distance away.
"Up to the present time no practical use

Zb. lyl

sion

of

a

—

m

F. A. Kelly at

Jamestown, N. Y.
former

Massilon

managing
houses here.

the

Jamestown

— F.

A.
exhibitor

Kelly,
is

now

Dipson-Zimmerman

Butte,

Stone at Butte
Mont. Harry Stone

—

succeeded- E. C. Jeffress as niana
of West Coast's Rialto and Am

I
1
HE new
here.

now definitely
Movietone has brought a new importera of talking

ance to film of

jfilm

is

than feature length.

less

Shorts produced with feature value to the boxoffice

can now be a regular part of your program.

Elaborate production

Movietone shorts

at

is

being given

Movietone

all

Fox

City, the world's

largest studio, recently completed by William Fox,

developer of Movietone.
Appreciative audiences have immediately recognized their entertainment value in the finest theatres in

Why
nificent

New York,

Philadelphia and Washington.

not treat your audiences to the same mag-

entertainment devised for them

at

the

Roxy, the Fox Philadelphia and the Fox Washington, combining 2 of the following Fox Movietone Entertainments into a magnificent 5-reel
talking Movietone

all-

program?

NAPOLEON'S BARBER
John Ford Production
Clark

&

McCullough

in

THE BATH BETWEEN
Chic Sale in

MARCHING ON
</»

'^

w
li

!

Take a Tip from the Roxi
eiLARK.t*'*
'"

Mc CHLLCllGH

'^mm BATOQ

ALL-TALKING

What

FOX

ham

BETWEEN

a team What a theme What a scream
Imagine Clark and McCuIlough as hilarious
!

!

actors, bluffing their way into a luxurious hotel suite, to become Knights of the
Bath and a lady's bath, at that. The lady's

MOVIETONE

—

husband would come home, unfortunately,
piling up complications, laughter and box-

TWOREEL COMEDY

office receipts

PRESKNTED BY

Play

WILLIAM

Movietone

all

with one

fell

swoop.

the all-talk, all-laughter, all-profit Fox
conietlies .starring Clark and McCulloitgh:

THE INTERVIEW
THE IIOISOR SYSTEM
THE DIPLOMA TS
THE MAIN BOUT

FOX

IN DUTCH

Clark and McCuIlough, probably th
two funniest men alive, are program-

med

in

"The Baih Between," which

includes Carmel Mvers.

— Washing

I

on Herald.

Comedy and Drama —
All in Dialogue

DIRECTED BY

BENJAMIN

STOLOFF

lay this All-Talking Programl

f

TD

BAIRIBIEIR:,
ALL-TALKING

FOX MOVIETONE
Short Dramatic
Feature in 3 reels
(Running lime 32 minutes; footage 29U0)

with

OTTOMATIESEN
HELEN WARE

FRANK REICHER
PHILIPPE DE LACY
Presented by

NAPOLEON'S BARBER

WILLIAM

dramatic feature
packed into three reels.
is

a

FOX

Arthur Caesar's classic about
the barber

who held the

fate of

France in his hands, has been
produced on lavish feature -film
scale by John Ford, the man who
made The Iron Horse and Four Sons.
It

marks

a distinct advance in talk-

entertainments. Play it and
Audiences will thank you.
profit!

ing

—

—

WILLIAM
p

PRESENTS

CHIC } eMLE
MAlMBIfflnN© ©N

Cliarlccir I
IN

ALL-TALKING

FOX MOVIETONE
COMEDY

in

TWO

MARCHING
/

REELS

ON, now showing

twice daily at the Gaiety Theatre,
is indicative of the production value the Fox studios are
putting into Movietone Shorts.

NewYork,

As the Civil War veteran who
knew Lincoln, Charles (Chic) Sale,
America's foremost character delineator, gives

what

critics every-

where acclaim as the outstanding
performance of talking pictures.
"The best lalking film Fox has made and
one of the finest made anywhere."

—Film Daily.
"The

best thing in talking pictnres, long
or short, we have seen." Daily Review.

"Unquestionablj' the best brief talkie
ever made." Los Angeles Herald.

For prestige and profit
play these All -Talking

DIRECTED BY

MARCEL
SILVER

CHIC SALE COMEDIES:

m

"THE STAR WITNESS"
'THE LADIES' MAN"
"THEY'RE COMING

\j}piM

TO GET ME"

^..^

V^S

^...

x^

THE
dnesday,

November

28,

Run of

^orced
IILY

ADVOCATES OF

U. 8.

REGULATION GIVEN f LOOK
(Continvcd from Page
il

wind-up

last night.

<^^

DAILV

1928

'^Reform''

Show a Dud

Senator Brookhart to Continue
Fight to Have His Bill Passed

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Sen. Brookhart plans
The show- to go through with his plans for
1)

13

IVashinyton Bureau of

—

made is expected to cause a hill
efforts to cram a Federal censor
iimission down the throats of the
ustry, as has been proposed by
"reformers," including the
ious

thing, he usually goes through with
it.
riie Iowa senator inferred that
the exhibitor about face, which he
says has developed, may be due to
undue influences.
"The need for a real arbitration

passage of the bill bearing his name,
aimed
against
compulsory
block
booking and arbitration of product, hoard is a crying one the senator
lie indicated at the Sixth National M.
said."
"We have had enough of a
P. Conference, which closed here last Will Hays court, which is controlled
twhile Congressman Upshaw, who night. The senator charged a change by only one side of the question. I
of heart on the part of a number of am
s repudiated this year by his state
convinced that the public is
exhibitors, stating this might be a aroused to the need for such legislathe polls.
)etails of motion pictures which ap- good subject for investigation, but tion, and I am sure of its passage
ently have escaped all who saw declared that once he starts some- very soon."
m, except the little band of devoted
formers," who gathered at the dud, and she had been able to do would let a speaker from
its crowd
lital to tell the industry where to more than it had.
address it she said yes, although her
off at were disclosed at yesterA letter from Senator Walsh, ask- outfit hadn't been allowed to speak
f morning's session by the Rev. C.
ing to be excused from attending, before the canon last year, which
Twombley of Lancaster, Pa., who was read in which the senator said sounds mixed, and was.
nted lurid word pictures of the his investigation should have the imThen Mrs. Gilman, told the pretty
ition picture "menace."
mediate attention of congress, that the young lady that Canon Chase and his
kVill H. Hays' job is to kill censor- industry was marked by malpractice
conference had never refused to hear
p bills and whitewash the indus- which should be outlawed.
anyone. Mrs. Rufus Gibbs of Baltiwas one of the "facts" he ofProfessor Stevens of Tennessee more, as usual, spoke on the subject
A few more were:
ed.
made a long speech, the gist of of Will Hays along the usual line,
'Films are worse today than they which, was that dollar-determined and Mrs. Gilman said the "open
re three years ago.
standards dominated the industry, forum" would open and then proOne third of all films are salaci- and was followed by Miss Maude ceeded to say that everything had
Aldrich, of Portland, Ore., who de- been discussed and there wasn't any'This is a fight for the life of the clared that legal censorship had been thing
left
and closed the "open
jntry," the speaker declared to the the most constructive thing that has forum."
She also added that only
strained applause of the audience.
been done to improve the morals of accredited delegates would be alAnd thus the session went, the the films, but state and local censor- lowed at last night's meeting, barring
ly diversion being provided when ship was inadequate.
out the press, and the opposition.
-ee women aro_se to challenge Dr.
The thrill of the session came However, most of the resolutions bevombley's statements about condi- when Houston Thompson, former ing in the bag, the afternoon and
pns
in his town and to protest Federal trade commissioner, talked night sessions were perfunctory, the
ainst the steamroller tactics of Can- about everything under the sun, in- conference going through the minor
They were artfully told cluding Canon Chase's sense of hu- formality of voting upon them.
Chase.
It they might bring up their prob- mor and his
European experiences.
Approximately 50 earnest souls, an
ns during the "open" forum, where- He, by the way, is a Democrat and exhibitor or two, including Frank
on Mrs. Charles T. Owens of believes in the League of Nations, Rembusch of Indiana and Charles W.
jrristown, Pa., referred to the gag- making both assertions defiantly. He Picquet of Pinehurst, N. C, and one
g of Rev. MacLeod the previous does not believe in censorship and or two persons who seemed, curiousstating she wanted "to make has a cunning plan to call a league ly enough, not entirely in sympathy
s;ht,
re that those who are not in favor, conference to set up standards for with censorship were present when
well as those who are, may have films in international trade and when Canon Chase opened the conference
e privilege and right of the floor a picture is to be released for export
with a hearty supper and a slight end to offer resolutions."
it
must be submitted to the SecreThis furnished an insight into the tary of Commerce who approves or
otives behind the conference, which disapproves it and so notifies all partd not propose to have any of its ies to the treaty.
The producer cap
forts to muzzle the screen side- do as he darn pleases, the supposiacked through free speech, and Mrs. tion being that foreign countries vvill
wens was gently informed that this not permit entry of disapproved pica meeting of those who are in favor tures and that producers will not
regulation, and none others need make shows that may not pass iniply.
spection because their profits are
Effort was made to speed up the largely from foreign trade, and it
ternoon session, for the conference isn't censorship, but what have you.
When the delegates came to Washbehind
running considerably
as
hedule, owing to inability of most ington yesterday they were told by
leakers to find a stopping place. the hotel attaches that there was no
The afternoon session was just like conference scheduled, Mrs. Robbins
Gilman said, and that was Will Hay's
e morning seizure, only more so,
But Mrs. David Ross of Liid
followed a near fight when fault.
larges were made that Dr. MacLeod dianapolis lit into the crowd and told
as paid by the Hays' interests and them that the Screen Star Clubs,
dignantly denied by his friends, Parent-Teacher's organizations, D.A.
hen somebody got up and said that R. and other outfits were doing a lot
more to clean up the movies than the
r. Twombley and Miss Stecker had
^pressed opposite views and an argu- dear canon and his misguided satelA
ent started, which was not soothed lites, and got away with it, too.
hen Mrs. Harriet Locher, who runs representative of the Catholic WoPro- men's Alumni said ditto and when
Children's
iarry
Crandall's
rams, told the conference it was a Canon Chase asked if her outfit

tertainment in the shape of a reading.
During the course of the evening
the canon interrupted himself once
or twice in order to let Senator

Brookhart and Congressman Hudson

The senator reexplain their bills.
ferred to the fact that some of the
exhibitors aren't as enthusiastic over
his bill as they once were and laid
that fact at the door of the Hays
office, suggesting that this might be
another good subject for investigaAnyhow, he declaimed, once
tion.
he started something he went through
with it, regardless of any change of
heart on the part of the sponsors.
Hudson

in

that one or

a

long

talk

admitted

two

features of his bill
might be changed to good advantage
and that the money feature even
might not be constitutional. Censorship, he told the world, is repugnant
to him, and his bill is not censorship
but something else. Anyhow, he admitted, there doesn't seem to be much
reaction on it.
Then the canon said a new era

had been ushered

in

on Nov.

6,

Meaning
{Wash. Bur.

of

?

THE IILM DAILY)

—

Washington
Einter
"the
exhibitor with a conscience," in
the person of Miss Dora Stecker,
described at the Canon
Chase "reform" pow-wow as "a
former social worker, but now
an exhibitor with a conscience."
Crime on the screen, she said,
is playing havoc with the exhibitor's

profit.

Picquet Pinch Hitting
for WoodhuU at Capital
THE FILM DAILY
Washirgton Charles W. Picquet,
M.P.T.O.A. vice president and Pinehurst, N. C, exhibitor, represented
President R. F. Woodhull at the
Canon Chase conference. Woodhull,
Washington Bureau of

—

who is in New York, but recently
returned from a series of exhibitor
meetings

in the Middle West, and
leaves late this week for the Oklahoma City meeting Dec. 4 and 5,
stopping for a meeting at St. Louis
en route, as well as at Memphis
where directors of the new Tri-State

organization meet. M. A. Lightman,
president of the latter unit, will ac-

company

W^oodhull

to

Oklahoma

City.

Netoco Opens Casino

—

Boston, Mass. The Casino,
cently taken over by Netoco,
opened here after renovations.

re-

has

New Plymouth House

Planned
Plymouth, Mass. Plans are bieng
drawn for a new house here.

—

intimated that the next occupant of
the White House would look more
favorably upon this matter than the
present president and everybody applauded.
Then what little fun there
was began.
Dr. William M. MacLeod, Pinehurst, N. C. pastor, said he'd been
getting good pictures by cooperation
for more than three years and produced Charles Picquet, exhibitor, to
prove it, but later some of the real
reformers intimated that they didn't
believe it anyhow.
Dr. MacLeod
started to make a speech which certainly would not entitle him to membership in the canon's organization,
and the canon grew suspicious and
restless and finally cut him off and
called on some honest-to-goodness
standbys for opinions, getting the
suggestion from Professor Stevens
of the University of Tennessee that
if
the Constitution won't permit it,
change the Constitution.
As Canon Chase announced before

opening his open forum that attacks
on the bills would not be listened to
the open forum had all the earmarks of a union debate in a closed
shop and a pleasant time was had by
all except the reporters who had to
and sit through it.
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Coast Wire

Sound Pictures
.By

CHARLES

Service-

Levee Cites Betterment

HYNESi

F.

Producer Ass'n Technical
Brady Says Talkers Will
Stage
Head Confers on Sound ONLY 6 OF 660 FILMS
Wipe Out Legitimate
—
R.

Provick'iice,

"The stage

I.

is

dead, loiiR live tiie movies! Tlie talkTiiey are makies are Roing to stay.
ing riglit now $5 to every $1 realized out of the silent variety," said
William A. Brady, theatrical producer, here last week while viewing
the opening of one of his plays.
He is oi the opinion, however, that
had it not been for the advent of
vocal films the film industry might
have found itself in the same position as the stage today.
Moreover,
Brady, mourns the fact that all real
actors are now flocking to films, lots,
golden voices and all. Only trained
actors and actresses are of any use
to film producers for talking pictures,
and the only place they can get them
is
the legitimate stage.
They are
taking them now and in eight months,
unless something happens to stop
them, they are going to wipe out the
legitimate stage.

Sound

for

—

Coleman

Coleman, Tex. B. C. Howell and
Sons, owners of three houses here
hove purchased sound equipment to
be installed in their theaters next
spring. The Dixie will be remodelled
to take care of the equipment and
the seating capacity will be increased
from 700 to 1,100.
First Talker for Indiana
Indianapolis Universal's Granada
will open here Sunday with its first
sound and talking picture, "The Melody Of Love."
This is the first
neighborhood house in the state to
be
equipped with Vitaphone and

—

Movietone.

Phototone for Victory House
Providence, R. I. Plans are being prepared to install Phototone at

—

the

Victory.

New Norman House
Norman, Okla.
ment Co. plans
1.200-scat

—

to Open
Griffith Amuse-

to open their new
Sooner here on Dec. 20.

V'itaphonc apparatus is being installed.
The house will play pictures and
vaudeville.

To Remodel

—

Mission

Misson, Te.x. T. li. Richards, who
has taken over the Electric here, has

remodeled the house and installed
new equipment including orchestraphone.

Wiring Battle Creek House
Battle Greek, Mich.
Sound equipment is being installed at the Regent.

—

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE
for

motion

and

photography,
hour, day or week.

Etchcraft

Btill

Film

454-458 Sixth Ave.

Studios

fat 28th St.)
City
10109. Chickering 7788 and
Chickcring 2989

New York

Longacre

by

28, IS

A. Ball, director of the technical
bureau of the Ass'n of M. P. Producers, of Hollywood, has arrived in
New York to confer with Will H.
Hays and various film and electrical

Zukor's View

J.

companies regarding improvements
and developments in the making of
This technical busound pictures.
reau, with Ball as its head, began to
function the first of last October,
since which time Ball's principal interest has been in sound developments, and the further improvement
in lighting.

Mowat Plans

Series of

26 Cinephone Subjects
(Continued from Page
will

be

in

1)

Technicolor, with dialogue
Cinephone will be used.
Mowat, who has just re-

and sound.
Later
turned to

New York

after film activities in Paris, will make a scries of

BANNED

Talkers never will oust silent'
opinion of Adolph
Zukor, who says sound and
dialogue are to be adjuncts

films, in the

IN ENTIRETY

chiefly.

That producers are respecting pubopinion is indicated in the fact
that only six of the last 660 pictures
released were banned in their entirety in some states of the country,
states M. C. Levee, treasurer of the
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
Levee stresses the responsibility
due pictures from educators and asserts motion pictures have made the
United States dominant in world
markets; that the universities must
aid this agency that is so vital in the
country's prosperity.
The industry, he said, will welcome
an influx of college graduates who
have taken courses in the various
branches of production and distribulic

tion.

sound and dialogue shorts featuring
Horace Mowat as a fighter.

ONLY ONE OR TWO FIRMS
RETAINING ANIMAL LEAK
Dog
Coast

stars are disappearing fro
studios.
Sales managers

the various national distributing co
panics find little market for dog f
tures, with but one or two com]
nies having canine stars who ha
box-office value.

Independent producers, for
most part, have dropped their
mal leads and are also showing

tl

ai

li

interest in westerns.
Signs Valentino's Brother
One of the
Alberto Valentino, brother of the jor companies discarded its dog sti
Sound at W. Springfield
W. Springfield, Mass. The Elm late Rudolph Valentino, has signed a this week.
contract to appear in the current
theater is showing sound pictures.
Trinity
Pictures Corp. release of
Selected for Pickford Film
"The China Slaver" which will feaMack Brown and Geori
Johnny
L. A. Newspapers
ture Sojin and Le Heung Wong, sis- Irving have been cast in "Coquett(
Think of "Interference" ter of Anna May Wong. Trinity all-talker which is to be Mary Pic
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY also has an option on his services for ford's next picture for United Ar
Los Angeles Consensus of Los four additional pictures.
ists' release.
Sam Taylor is dire(
Angeles newspaper opinion on "Ining.
terference" now playing at the CarColumbia Picture Started
thay Circle, follows:
Jacqueline
Logan has started work Smith to Adapt 'Bulldog Drummon
EXAMINER "Interference" won new
converts last night to the heretofore doubtful in the starring role of "The Faker,"
Wallace Smith will do the screi
talkies. * * * There were many in the audia Columbia picture.
Phil Rosen is story of "Bulldog Drummond"
ence at Carthay Circle theater who didn't
directing, the story is an original by which Samuel Goldwyn will star Ro
believe sound pictures could prove so absorbing and so free from mechanical interrupRowland Green. Others in cast are aid Colman.
tions.
EXPRESS—* • * in the future develop- Gaston Glass, Charles Delaney, Warment of the audible photoplay the advent of ner Oland, Fred Kelsey and Flora

—

What

—

—

"Interference"

is

likely

to be looked

upon as

use of voicerecording devices with something like the
finesse they must achieve to justify their
*
• "Interadoption for serious drama.
ference" is so far in advance technically,
and artistically, of previous essays in the
new field that the stoutest skeptic must give
ground.
As the most sophisticated product of the now era, Paramount's first 100
per cent talkie scored a success last night
in its premiere at the Carthay Circle. While
it
lacks the emotional appeal of a "Singing
the

real

starting

point

of

HERALD —

I'ool," it is a much better picture from the
point of view of dialoKue. • • * There is no
doubt that "Interference" is a step forward
.ind will be of interest to all those interested
in the progress of the new art of talking pictures.
In character it is more serious

TIMES —

most entertainment should be, but it
achievement both polished and fine.
Most certainly, too, it comes nearer actuality
than any synchronized production yet.
It
is
the c.irefuUy fabricated work of the ex
pert technician.
It shows with positiveness
wh.it the scientific mind can accomplish in a
than
is

an

new

And

while it has some of those
cold qualities of a technical experiment, it
is not devoid of humanness, nor drama, nor
of force in character drawing, although to
some these may seem of very secondary import.
On the strength of this one sound
picture, "Interference," it is safe to say that
he (Roy Pomcroy, the director) will be recognized as a leader in their field.
POST For, though it is finely spoken and
acted, "Interference" has lost much of its
dramatic quality in the transformation from
stage to screen.
Despite the eminent good
taste of its production, it seems only a secrealm.

Haines-Crawford Teamed

Finch.

Cast

the

—

ond hand edition of the Pcrtwee-Dearden play,
badly and destructively rearranged.

"The Duke Steps Oul

of

includes William Haines, Joan Crai
New Our Gang Started
ford,
Karl Dane, Eddie Nugei
Robert F. McGowan has started
Tenen
Holtz and Luke Cosgrove
production upon the next "Our Gang"
support. James Cruze will direct.
offering on the Hal Roach M-G-M
program. Anthony Mack is directing
Erickson, Now a Director
under McGowan's supervision.

A.

Erickson,

F.

F.

Gladys Brockwell has been added
cast of "Orders From Head-

assistant

to the

quarters,"

Warner

Bros, picture.

Wray,

director

has

assistant
for seven yea

been

to

John

Griffi

made

a directc
to supervise the pr

Luther Reed is
duction for Fox.

Sally O'Neill With Fanchon & Marco
Sally O'Neil has signed with Fanchon & Marco to star in a one-act
play over West Coast circuit line.

Two Added

now

W. Murnau, and

Warners Add Gladys Brockwell

%

enj

MRS.

ERNKT

S.

COWflL

to P.F.L. Cast

Michael Vavitch and Augustina
Lopez have been engaged yesterday
for character roles in Paramount's
"The Wolf Song," featuring Lupe
Velez, Gary Cooper, and Louis Wol-

Announces the continuance

heim.

ERNEST
Millhauser Joins

Fox

Betram Millhauser, has just been
signed by Fox to a long term contract and now is working with Beulah
Marie Dix in preparing one of his

own

stories for the screen.

of the business of the late

Artists'

1637 North

S.

COWELL

Representative

Orange Grove Dr.

Hollywood,

California

^

cithedirome'
a new color sensatlonln

Pathe Review
BRILLIANCY
Keview.
cation

It

is

the

of

kej^note

Pathe

sparkles with wit and sophisti-

— and

is

Cocktail of

the

literally

the Screen!

To

the effervescence of

has

now been added

its

a

subject matter

new and

vivid

— PATHECHROME
PATHECHROME — the
and most
sensational development of color processes
— gives the film a brilliancy and verity
brilliancy

latest

to

never before achieved.

PATHECHROME PROCESS

is

applied to

the films by the celebrated Pathe

Cinema

Laboratories in Vincennes, France, by a

corps of color experts schooled in
niceties

of

its

its

by working through the process

evolution.

Exhaustive Laboratory tests prove that
PATHECHROME has a greater resistance
to wear
an assurance to the exhibitor
that the color section of Pathe Review will

—

always be found in superior condition.

Pathe Review in its new resplendent dress
is the most alluring and fascinating short
subject on the screen today.
dited by
erry Ramsaye

j

and erhihiiors proclaim

pithlie

U

to the skiesl

Night shot of
Criterion Theatre,

IS.

Y.

where '^Interference"

is

playing to S.R.O. at $2 admission

Book

l^ONGRATULATIONS

the whole

"IXTKIIFERENCE"
All -Talking

Show!

PARAMOUNT

on

t

'Interference'. It is honest-to-Go

entertainment."

—Walter Vincent, Wilmer

&

Vinceri

Feature!

'•IXTEllFKUEXCE"
The industry's

ull-talking picture

Talking, Singing Short!

EIMME

<

"That Party

NTERFERENCE'

greatest

AXTOII

PARAMOUNT

have arrived and
the head wagon."
talkies

—Stanley Summer,

is

prove
drivin

University Theatre, Cambridge, Mas.

in Person"
?f f"

Singing Short!

Rl

Til

ETTIXG

Zicgffld Jazz Singer

INTERFERENCE'
tremendous advance in the new

— H. R. Mason, Rocky Mount, N. C.

,*

is

field."

C. H. Harrington, Goldsboro, N.

(

Chase At

llinon

Again; Seeks Federm Censors
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No. 51

The Viking^

some-

lurked

idea

"The Viking," but
spark was never fanned

M where

30,

Price 5 Cents

1928

9 f

•

tjFlNE

November

in

n the
lame and so the picture
I

BIOPHONE PLANS TO MAKE 200
OR MORE MACHINES MONTHLY

and died. Artificial, theand often funny when it
have been, this picture,
Technicolor and annexed

red

t

li.l

1'

25 Installation

'l

V

iktro,

rambles

on

through

IK FIfLD,

HEWS R-K-0

ray and Greenland but rarely
sea where the Viking yarns
Hiram S. Brown, president
It roams and United States Leather Co., is
be told.
),d
t

and, as

\\

goes, starts miss-

it

nd stays that way right to
end.

itter

On

of the
presi-

dent of Radio-Keith-Orpheum, formPhotophone
ed to combine

RCA

FBO

Keith-AIbce-Orpheum.

and

The latter continues in charge of theater activities of the new firm, with
E. F. Albee remaining as president.

Display

These changes were announced by
David SarnofT, chairman of the board
Jiumstrating the type of sound of directors of the new company,
Mibjects the company expects which
met Wednesday. At the
ii
the pubHc for its delectation, meeting, the following were added to
\i
gave a showing the other directorate of the new firm: Paul D.
{Continued on Page 7)
Your re!i- of current stutt.

Will Hays Endorses
The Film Daily Fund

Geared

Mr. Jack Alicoate,

Now

Crews

Completing Course of
Training
to

production

of

six

ma-

The Film Daily.
New York City.

chines daily, with the number to be
increased soon, to 200 monthly, and
further increase of output to be de-

Dear Mr. Alicoate:

termined upon demand, Biophone this
week is training 25 installations crews
n New York, which are to leave soon
for key cities where work of installng the synchronization equipment
according to
will get under way,
The crews
officials of the company.
Installaare to remain in the field.
tions now are being guaranteed on a

Support of the relief fund for
needy cases is a privilege and
a duty. You and your committee are doing a splendid work
and I am sure the response to
your appeal will be generous.
We are all under obligations to
you.

Sincerely yours,

.50-day basis.

'

WILL

H.

HAYS

!

:,iibmits

r

the following:

"Confession"
the World War,
eminently and well by Lionel
realistic tragedy, ironic
le.
miscarriage of justice
of a
i,..in,
h results in death for an innocent

drama

punch

of

QUACK CHASE OFF[RS

HIS

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND

A

.

er.

for
for

that untold army long s nee
clinch finishes and mjsical comheroics.

id

of

"We Faw Down"
jmics de luxe. Laurel and Hardy add
long list of
their
to
funfest
Clever in theaiselvjs,
h inducers.
jnew release sends the guiiaw bariter up and up until a high point of
comedy
silent
reached.
is
ilry
:her

A

inally,
I

music and sound
Better

added.

ihiz

without

with

have
but

effects

sound,

it.

"The Spanking Age"
ong may they flourish. Half-mast the
Here
5 the day the Gang grows up.
another link in the chain
nonsenses which Hal Roach is
tful
ing out in order to keep the American
Cute, funny and
!lic
hyht-hearted.
Again sound enhances a silent
er.
of

de-

or silent, how•,
great difference, for
e Spanking Age" was excellent besound was applied.
values.
there is no

iedy's

Sound

"Phipps"
attempt at spphistication that
"Phipps"
pretty dull proceedings.
icrs occasional laughs but they are
During long stretches, the
apart.
'ers talk but don't add to the sum
The chief
proceedings.
1
the
of
ible is excessive length.

\n

CURE-ALL FOR PICTURES

Blood and brawn entertainment,
the squeamish but peculiarly

_

Ives

K A N N

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—With

Sixth National

M.

closing of the
P. Conference, to

an unsuspecting nation has been advanced a new and nobler declaration
of independence. The declaration was
(Continued

on Page

DRIVE

NOW UNDER WAY

EncTorsed by Will H. Hays, immediately following announcement of
Film Dady
its annual appeal. The
Relief Fund today actively gets the
drive under way. The committee has
the
determined upon $10,000 as
{Continued on

6)

Page 2)

London (By Cable)

"White
Broadway

Lilacs"

current

Shubert

Pow-

play, will be the first

Cinephone all-talker. This musical play of an episode in the life of
the composer, Chopin will be completed in sound film form within the
next few days.
On the screen as on the stage, the
leading roles are filled by Guy Robertson, Grace Brinkley, Allan Rogers and Maurice Holland.
Harry Revier is directing for Powers and Jack Livingston is in charge

ers

_

of production details.

A

is for
The Model
three sizes.
theaters with seating capacity up to
600; Model B from 600 to 1,000 seats,
and Model C for theaters over 1.000.

Denman

—

Construction Co.

The

is

beof

ing formed with a capital
$10,000,000 to build large first
runs in London suburbs. This

marks another expansion move
in

plans

of

Gaumont

Biophone, it is claimed by Alfred
Weiss and Phil Goldstone, is interchangeable with existing disc systems. Its interchangeabilitv with pictures synchronized by the Western
rilectric disc system of recording, is
{Continued on Page 7)

Independent Studios
Hail Interchangeability
Coast

IVest

Bureau,

Hollywood

Gaumont British Theater Hold
Alarms U. S. Trade in London
"White Lilacs," Shubert
Play Cinephone's First

Biophone machines are being made
in

i

British

which has just taken over ProCinematograph Theavincial
ters.

THE FILM DAILY

— Establishment

of

in-

terchangeability in theaters is giving
leasing
independent
of
operators
Coast much hope.
studios on the
a vexing
to the studio operators who
space to produce who wish to
sound and dialogue in their pic-

Sound has been proving
problem
rent

have
tures.

Studios heretofore were in danger
of losing business, unless they could
{Continued on Page 7)

N.

J.

Unit Unaffiliated

Directors Make Clear
Newton, N. J.— New Jersey's exhibitor

unit

is

"an

independent or-

ganization and has no afTihation with
Bv ERNEST W. FREDMAN
any national organization" but will
Editor "The Daily Film Renter
with "any independent moco-operate
American
London (By Cable)
picture organization on any protion
distributors in England view with ject for the welfare of the nidependconsiderable apprehension and grave ent exhibitor," directors of the state
alarm the purchase of Provincial Cine- unit, declare.
^^

—

{Continued

on

Page

2)

I
DAILY

Friday,

Gaumont British Hold Film Daily Relief
Drive Under Way
Alarms U. S. Trade
(Continued from Page 1)
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225.

try-

is

The

Gaumont

British
and its producing and distributing
subsidiaries which are Ideal, W. and

places

deal

Film Service and Gaumont, in a
tremendously strategic buying position since the combined theater holdings embrace the principal house in
every key citj\

Warner Buys "Hottentot"
H. M. Warner closed negotiations
for the purchase of the play, "The
Hottentot," to be made into a Vitaphone all-talker. Roy Del Ruth has
been assigned to direct. Douglas McLean made a silent version for First
National several years ago.

Frank R. Wilson Returning
Concluding a tour of Great Britain
and the continent, Frank R. Wilson,
head of M. P. Capital Corp., returns

Financial

to

New York

London
Quotations

as

of

in

He went

today.

August

to

handle open-

to

ing of "Simba."

Wednesday

STOCK MARKET
High

Am.
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37"^
34
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 28
27^
East. Kodak
188
185!4
•do pfd
•First Nat. pfd
Fox Fm. "A" ;... 9858 96
•do rts
Keith A-0
47^ 415i
do pfd
138 Ji 123
Loew's Inc
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27^
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"A"

Roxy

do units
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28
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6
55
17

5
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8
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2
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The

Central,

main dark

for

manager

United Artists, has been
Bert Adler as special
representative of "Fighting the White
.Slave Traffic" in Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, Arkansas and Mississippi.
of

Rice Gets Cinephone Franchise
Franchise for the sales and service
of Powers Cinephone in the upper
New York State territory has been
secured by Fred A. Rice, former factory

representative

of

Marr &

the

The committee
to be a success.
makes its appeal to every individual
to give what he can regardless of the
amount.

Influenza in L. A. with
15 of Film Colony

111
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Influenza is epidemic
here with 2,163 cases reported. These
include 15 in the film colony, among

Clara Bow, Jolin
Gilbert,
Philbin, Lois Wilson, Richard
Mrs. Barthelmess, Monte Blue,

Mary
and

Phipps, Loretta Young, Ruth
Taylor, William Haines, Jean Arthur, Buster Keaton, F. W. Murnau
and Edward Segwick.
Sally

Dec. 4-5

of

Dec. 17

York,

Dec. 25
Jan. 20
Jan.

for
First National's
first
dialogue
picture, "The Barker," which opens

M.

M.

and inst
Club

P.

26

New York

house
banquet

c

Annual

in St. Louis
of
M.P.T

Eastern Pennsylvania.
annual ball.
M. P.
New York.

First

(

Luncheon

at

M. P.

(

Jack Connolly, Fox Movictoml
rcsentative for Europe, was ten
a luncheon by about 25 of his hi
at the Motion Picture Club \\8I
day.
He is ^honly to retu:
Europe. The affair was inforn
character and the highlight was

I

nolly's

talk

of

his

experieno

Des Moines

without exare featuring short subjects
on their regular daily programs. The
comedies and newsreels are listed in
their
special
advertising programs

i!igton representative of the *
'
Organization.
Those present included: B
Cochrane, Universal; Ned De
First
National;
Martin
Dov

Short Subjects Getting

Break
Des Moines

at

—Theaters,

ception,

features.

Bruce Gallup, United Artists;
daunt Hall, New York Times;

rice MacKenzie, M. P. P. D
L. A. Pantages Deal Not Set
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY Lou B. Metzger, Universal; A
Los Angeles Denial that negotia- M. Loew, M-G-M; Phil Rei
tions for a Hollywood Pantages the- Pathe; Courtland Smith, Fox; E
ater are completed is made by Alex- Zukor, Paramount and Jack Ali
ander Pantages. The Bartlett Build"Marriage by Contract" at Co
ing Svndicate Corp., has been incorTiffany-.Stahl's sound picture,
porated for $2,000,000 to build the
structure, but the theater deal is riage by Contract" which rei
played at the Embassy, will op
not yet set.
the Colony Dec. 2.
The pictur

|j]

—

'

f

—

vaudeville

AGENCY

Attractions
Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

—

the

third

Sunday was

bigger than either of the two preceding Sundays, according to William Haybes, assistant general manager of the Loew Ohio theaters.

the

\ictoria

and

plans

make

a series for

M-G-M.

Lake Worth House Opened
Lake Worth, Fla. Arcade which
vvas closed for repairs and altera-

—

tions,

I
i

A

(

SALE !=

re-

Worth

the Money!

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATI
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

Holds 1 6 Feet Film— Ca*e — 6 Masazii
2 in. F. 3.5 Lent

Million Feet of

Everything
FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

has been reopened.

supervisors.

performance of "Lilac
Time," Saturday night, in order that
the preparations can be completed

dinner
of

of

Oklahoma

at

Friends Tender Connol

Supervisors
George Yohalen and E. D. Venturini have been named Paramount

re-

officers

C

P.

York.

Named Paramount

will

Oklahoma

Testimonial
of

for "Barker"

New

M.

election,

York.
Annual convention

Movietoning
Mussolini,
Be
Shaw, the King of England
Prince of Wales and the Kii
Spain. Connolly formerly was ^

present

'.

Monday and Tuesday

Annual

New

—

them:

4

amalgamatedI^i

modeling and alterations.

.

Dec.

New

be accompanied with sound efTe]
His Chain Buys Trudeau House
Montreal
Theater
started
Fred
by
Warsaw
Opera House, Warsaw, New York. Trudeau at Bernard and ChampagnRice will install the Powers Cine- eur Sts., has been purchased by
phone equipment in his own theaters, Confederation Amusements, which
and at the Auditorimn, Perry, New complete the pretentious structure, the
opening date being set for Sept. 1,
York.
1929.
Trudeau is a director of Confederation Amusements, Ltd.
"Singing Foor' Tops Record
£or
Cleveland
"The Singing Fool"
Feyder on Way to U. S.
Picture
did more business at the Stillman its
Jack Feyder, French director, is
second week than it did its first week
en route to New York.
He is to
although it broke all records its first
leave for the Coast where he will
week.
And
Colton Organ Co. and the
operator of the Oakla and

leased

.

for

Washington with

appointed by

after the 269th

Wednesday.

Representative

...

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

To Prepare

Named

E. Luckett, former

....

12

76

Luckett
J.

To Remodel Winnifield House
WinnilR-id, La.— Alvin Cliaplin has
.

to handle this work
1929, predicating this figure on
the activity of the Fund during 1928.
The support of the entire
York trade is essential if the drive

amount required

30,

The Industry's
Date Book

(Continued from Page 1)

Theaters by Gaumont
iiiatograph
British which increases the latter's
theater holdings to over 300 houses
and makes the organization tlie outstanding factor in the British indus-

November

W. 42nd

St.

Room

Phone Wisconsin 2141

2002

Your

trailers are certainly

THE MONEY.

We

WORTH

don't

know

what we would do without them.

ELK THEATRE,
Worland,

Wyoming

UIILLOCICHBy
no West
II

Pfaon*

32«*St,Newyork.f4>
Fanoa U330

(

Five

and

a half years in

everywhere.

Now

New York. Record

the most amazing stage

runs

liit

in

history starts its triumphant career as a picture

S*

R* O*

Pre-release

!$hoii«^iiigs!

tH^CIMBirATI— "'Abie's Irish Rose'
apacity.

On Sunday we

opened Lyric Saturday

^4444-

could not handle crowds.

Ludience reaction splendid."

—

I.

LIBSON

to

Reviews wonderful.

PlTTSBURtjlII— "Had to hold special midnight opening Sunlay to

accommodate

'Abie' crowds.

Complete

kudiences rave about picture."— GRAND

SAM FRANCISCO—

...

sell-out every

THEATRE

"'Abie' taking

performance,
*

town by storm. Opened

better than
$1,070 bigger than 'Wings'! Critics and public declare picture
THEATRE . ^
play. Double lines waiting for admission."— CAUFORNIA

PARAMOUNT
all

the BIG ones!

THE

j^^

PAILV

Bristolphone in

Demand

Two

Test

Friday,

Pending in Quebec

Wis-

injunction Tipset the new
law in Quebec prohibiting the admission of children to picture theaters
with the result that theaters now admit children with adults, pending outcome of the case.

by

state,

consin distributors of Sonora-Bristolphone and Sonoratone pictures.
jack GraiMiian heads the local company.

Northwest Co. Formed
to Handle Bristolphone

—

Talking Pictures
Minneapolis
has been formed here to
handle Sonora-Bristolphone and Son
oratone pictures in Minnesota, Nort'
Frank Rubel,
and South Dakota.
National Operating Co..
officer of
Corp.,

which distributes Hanaphone
territory,

heads

it.

in

tb

Associated with

him is O. J. Wooden, former branch
manager for Paramount at Mihvau
L. H. (Mickey) Cohen, head
kee.
of Paramount's 100 Per Cent Club,
has joined the company. Rubel ha?
disposed of his Hanaphone interests
to devote his time to the new com-

An installation has been or
pany.
dered for the new Arian here, oper
ated by Finkelstein & Ruben.

New House
Sanford, Me.

For Sanford

— Fred

ported planning a

Couture

new house

is

re-

here.

1

i"

—

Montreal Tests of two laws are
Superior Court
of Vitaphone and Movietone at the hanging fire here. The
Majestic have been abandoned and has reserved judjjment on application
instead Sonora-Bristolphone is to be of United Amusements, operating 13
installed by L. K. Brin, who oper- local houses for a writ restraining
ates the house, as well as the Garden. courts from hearing or passing judgA number of contracts have been ment on prosecutions against exhibiclosed with exhibitors throughout the tors for conducting Sunday show-s.
Players,

30,

Laws Now

in Milwaukee Territory
Milwaukee— Plans for installation

Celebrated

November

A

YOU

similar

Midwesco

Antigo House
Midwesco recently

Gets

Milwaukee

—

Antigo,
wOiile Edmund Manley, formerly with
Fox in New York has been named
manager of the circuit's Apollo and
H. W. Foreste
Jcfifris at Janesville.

took

over

the.

Palace,

at

the new manager of the Uptown,
Milwaukee replacing Al Kvool recently made district manager of tlie
is

The Tidal Wave of Sound has made the shoi
ject more important to your business thaniP^'
ever been before. With sound or sileniiyo'

P'"'

need the best short subjects you can getfe"^
that means, of course, Educational PmIm'
If your house is wired, see and hear
cationaVs first all-talking comedy. It'siHW
And it will prove to you again E'lib"'
tionaVs leadership.

(iei

your house is not wired, in the i|se
of "Red" Kann in Film Daily ,"don'
up and die because you can't get so
You can still go on doing business-

If

circuit.

toll

Atmosphere

Theater.
Collegiate atmosIthaca, N. Y.
phere is being provided for the new
house being built in this college town
by Cornell Theaters. Victor A. Rigamount, New York, is architect. He
has specified baronial Gothic style
of architecture to provide a sem'
atmospheric house.
Collegiate

—

in

'»er'

THE
November

iL-nday,

30,

1928

OUND

ELFY
—

if,

as

"Red"

says,

"

roadcast the fact that every short subject
a your

bill is

selected because

it

Causes

Closing of Theater

—

Mitnicapolis
BombiiiK of the Vista
here has led to closinp of the house.

While the infernal machine was discovered before it exploded, and was
thrown to the street, business at the
house dropped off to an extent which
caused Cole & O'Grove to darken the
house. No trail of the bombers has
been found, nor has a motive for the
crime been discovered.

you don't "neglect
hat you have for something you can't get.'
you don't have sound, make some yourself!
ct the best pictures you can get for every item
n your program; and then shout about it!
usiness

Bomb Attempt

will con-

ibute to their perfect entertainment. For
's entertainment they want, and nothing

But be sure you have Educational
show them. Then you will
now that your screen will back up
v'ery word of your exploitation.
Ise.

-

—

^

Still

flicfmg schedules of national lend
ers who are slated to attend the ^'
sion, no definite date has been set
for
the annual convention of the Iowa

exhibitor

unit.
The meeting was
planned two weeks ago, but was postponed. Interest in the event centers
around attitude of the Iowa unit
toward the M.P.T.O.A. and Allied

States

Ass'n.,

for

the

i<;

—

favor that group.

Criminologist Plays Toronto
Toronto Dr. Maximilian Lantrsner.
Viennese criminologist, who claims
that he will solve the nine-year-old
mystery of the disappearance of A.
J. Small of Toronto, millionaire owner of a chain of Ontario theaters, was
a special attraction at the Pantages.

—

War On Sunday

Openings

Waged
Dallas,

in Parts of Texas
Tex.— Exhibitors of Ennis.

Yoakum, Haskell and

Greenville, have
been fined for violating the state Sunday law.
Test case on the "blue"
law has been started in appeal to
the country court of Charles H. McCarty, owner of the Grand, Yoakum,

Walker Opens Soo Hoojse
Toronto
Harry Walker, former following his conviction
manager of the Crystal Palace, North court on two charges.
Bay, has opened a new theater in

—

Sault

Ste.

Marie.

It

seats 425.

in

the

cit>-

Celebrated Gets Mascot Serials
Minneapolis
H. O. Mugridgc.
Theater for Huntsville, Ont.
manager of Celebrated Film ExHuntsville, Ont. James Antcliflfe, change, has acquired distribution in
lumber merchant of Novar, has taken Minnesota and North Dakotas of the
out a permit for the erection of a the- Mascot serials produced by Nat Leater here seating 600. The house will vine.
The first release will be "Vul-

—

^

Unable

to Set Date of Meeting
Des Moines— Because of the con-

state unit
Another "Singing Fool" Record
expected to cast its lot with one or
Milwaukee New lonj? run record the other of these groups.
E. P.
has been established by "The Singing Smith, Iowa president, attended the
Fool" at the Garden theater where Battle Creek meeting of Allied leadthe film is in its seventh week.
ers, and at that time was thought to

'ktures to

m— —

Iowa Unit

—

tures of the Sea."

!

!

PAILV

Friday.

^ irwi[3i^^l£9ISEm
The

BOX OFFICE SMASH!

Novambsr

30, lC2i|

Rembusch Cured
{Wash. Bur. of

THE FILM DAILY)
Frank J. Rem-

Washington

—

busch, "stormy petrel of Indiana,"
who championed the
Brookhart bill at the congressional hearing early this year,
now is opposed to that msasure,
the Hudson bill or any other

measure which smacks
regulation, he

eral

of

made

Fedclear

during the Canon Chase pow-

wow

just closed.

"AU

factions of the industry are irontheir differences," he said.
hear of this Federal
I
regulation business, and the more I see
the type of people who sponsor it, I
know that any exhibitor is silly if he
does not ask all the self-constituted
friends of the industry to let us solve
our problems in the American way."

ing

cut

"The more

No'w at the
CAPITOL,

,od

A^^'t:::^f^^

Ne^wark,
N.J.

]^e^'^
etV

^^

,E^^^

READ WHAT
THE

Unfolds a serious and

NEWARK

sin-

PAPERS

cere story in a clever way.

They Love

—Star-Eagle

SAID
in

•^ us

There
^
l«e
^'''

"^
^° not

Opens at Colonial

V^ff

and

been

-^^^"'"To be an

Theatre, Detroit,

^^^
voters

'appears,

^^^ng,

brought

^^""rrove

^

,

^tvtetesi

etvtertaitv^tvg

P

Several Other First Run
Theatres to Follow

.4

Class Production

Have Been Sold— Balance of Country Going Fast
Hook Onto This One
Wire for Particulars
!

!

ROAD SHOW PICTURES, Inc.
l^^ifth

Avenue

the conference.
As was expected, the conferenc
went on record as sponsoring Fed
eral regulation
establishing highe
standards to be applied at the sourc
of production and indorsed tlie Wals'
resolution and the Brookhart an

Hudson
bills;
indorsed
Husto
Thompson's plan for censorless cen
sorship which would require the Sec
c

ey

port trade, notifying foreign nation
of his action in each instance; an
inviting all organizations approvin
of the general principal of Feders
supervision, and the affiliated and un
affiliated exhibitors to appoint del«
gates to a meeting at which wout
be drafted a legislative program t
be presented to Congress providin
for Federal regulation.
And the conference voted, "in vie^
of facts in hand, it is the sense c
the conference that moving picture
are growing mechanically and artist
cally better and morally worse."
And to make the day perfect,
international!
Simon,
Carleton
known criminologist and for eigl
years deputy police commissioner (
York City, seems to have SJ
in at the conference, and psyche
analyzed the conferees.
"Many sincere and excellent persons i

New

Sixteen States

489

hush session behind closed and don
bly-guarded doors. The declaratio
is the set of resolutions adopted b.t

D

Today

Herman

(Continued from Page 1)
to newspapermen
from th
hand of Canon William Sheafe Chast
no less, following the closing hush

given

of Commerce to approve
disapprove of films intended for

sorae
^^^^,„.
necessary
v/Viicb,
^^gm
^^^^^l^e
tHe
v^^th
.^ the Pjo
^^^
avoid
o

are

Offers
Gure-All for Film!

retary

it!

tempta^o-^

Quack Chase

J. Garfield,

General Manager

Telephone Murray Hill 4560

NeW York

GltV

tended meetings of this kind." the doctor
"An appeal on the bas
quoted as saying.
of gnod morals always draws honest suppc
and I would not impugn the motives of su

Vet the psychologist knows that
which persistently launch theraselv
into the public eye with complexes like th
of censorship a scientist can find useful SU
persons.

groups

study.
censorship complex is in itself
impuls
well-understood
manifestation
of
The way in which the chairman of this mei
ing calmly announced an 'open' forum b
forbade any arguments against the bills u
typical
perfectly
is
consider.ition
der
bigotry, although the scientist knows that V
fortunate twists from the normal should
viewed with pity. Motion pictures have not
ing to do with crime, but censorship mig
I
note that Chica
well help increase it.
has the strictest form of municipal cense
It is
ship of any city in the country.
most impossible for the normal man to ti
derstand an analysis of the minds of rt
Whoever doesi
reformers.
pr(]fessional
agree with them is damned and dishone:
That is the basis of all they do and say.
jects

for

"The

I

1

i

;

I

THE
riday,

November

30,

-aMm

DAILY

1928

H. Brown, Newcomer
Machines Monthly in Field, Heads R-KO

Biophone Plans

Sound Pictures
\By

PEED

CHARLES

F.

(,C a II till licit

HVNESi

SOiD PRODUCTION POWERS WARNS AGAINST

PARAMOUNT L.I.STUDIO

MAKE-SUIET EQUIPMENT

With Moiita Bell completing plans
or start of "The Hole in the Wall,"
A hich Robert Florey will direct, prepirations
are
under way for the
Richard Dix picture which Victor
^chertzinger will direct and a numxr of shorts in work. Paramount is
-liccding its talking picture program
it
its Long Island studios.
Three writers have just been added
department,
short
feature
to
the

Sound devices not especially designed for theater use are as impractical and inadequate "as a toy wh stle
on a locomotive,' 'declares P. A.
Powers who will market Cinephone.
Asserting that his device is the
result of three years of development
and that the Cinephone reproducers
is now ready for immediate theater
installation.
Powers warns against
make-shift devices as inadequate for

IT

headed by James R. Cowan. They exhibitor use.
are: S. Jay Kaufman, Morrie Riskind
They have
William Grew.
and
Disc Cueing
and
term contracts
long
^if^ned
.

will

write

sketches,

Service is
Offered to Exhibitors

original short comedies,
novelties and adaptations

Cue service to theaters, using noiiand will assist Director Joseph Sant- synchronous mechanical accompaniley.
ment to pictures, supplying either the
George Abbott, stage director, now lecords soecified or cue sheets, which
is
producing "The Bishop's Candle- the exhibitor uses as guide in obtainsticks," short talker, with a cast of ing the records from his local dealer,
stage actors including Walter Hus- now is being offered to exhibitors
Hull by M. P. Synchronization Service,
tun, Charles Abbe, Josephine
Abbott is New York.
and Duncan Penwarden.
In addition, the firm
short talker and offers its library of 300 records to
to direct another
probably one or more features.
select from including a number of
Other short subjects in sound either effect records. The company library
completed recently or still in pro- is enlarged at monthly intervals. The
duction at the Long Island studio,
include the sketch, "If Men Played
Cards as Women Do" by George S.

is ready to supply immediate
service, covering any makes of equipDirectors of the
ment or pictures.
service are Sepp Morscher, for 15

2(K)

from Pane

1)

iCoHtinilcil

a musical director, and Maurice
Nitke, violinist and composer.

band, Borrah Minnevitch and his
troupe of harmonica-players, songs
Pantages Installing Sound
by the Geirsdorf Sisters and a group
Minneapolis Installation of Vitaof songs in an Oriental setting by
Anna Chang and other Chinese and phone and Movietone, equipment is
being rushed by Manager E. C. BosJapanese artists.

—

up as prosSonora-Bristolphone users,
pective
declares Charles R. Rogers, general
manager of the company. Included

i

,

1

)

>

—

—

change

here.

E.

W.

Tyler

circuit

Activity

of

Radio-Keith-Orpheum

Keith-Albee-Orpheum stock continBroadway House Opened
ued
on Wednesday, the former adMich.
Thu
Broadway,
Muskogee,

—

which has been closed for alterations vancing 6^/f, points to ASy^ and the
latter seven points to 47%.
and remodeling, has reopened.

K^ATYK^I-

KRAZY KAT

sez

^

KNOWN

I

am

Pantages here, key house
"Melody of
of the Pantages circuit.
Love" will be the initial talker, opening Dec. 7.

I

KAT IN THE WORLD
MUST BE— because

Sound Films At Hamilton, Ont.
Sound pictures
Hamilton, Ont.

I

am on EXHIBITION IN

—

the

BEST

MORE THEATRES
In the world THAN ANY
OTHER KAT

were introduced at the Tivoli here by
The general admis"Street Angel."
sion price was 60 cents, an advance
Leonard
over the previous scale.
Bishop manages

this

Famous Players

house.

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE
for

and

motion

still

photography,

by

hour, day or week.

Animated by
Ben Harrison

In existence— BECAUSE

and
Manny Gould

I

am CONSISTENTLY

I

FUNNY
NEVER FAIL to AMUSE

Etchcraft Film Studios
(at 28th St.)
City
Longacre 10109, Chickering 7788 and
Chickering 2989

454-458 Sixth Ave.

New York

Scoring "Sal of Singapore"
Josiah Zuro is now scoring Pathe's
"Sal of Singapore" at Sound Studios,
New York, using Photophone. ^ He
recently completed scoring of "Show
Dance and dialogue seFolks."

quences were made

at

Culver City.

Phototone for Jacksonville House
Jacksonville The first Phototone
to be installed here has been placed
in the Empress, Sparks' house, managed by William A. Krause.

—

your patrons

RECORDS
Record Libraries
Numbered
Classified and
Play it With A National Record

Motion

We

Picture

Cue

National

Your

Pictures
Cue Service

Record
America

of

1600 Broadway
CHIckering 6800-6801

New York
Room 406

'

to

is

continue as manager.

circuits are lining

orders received, he says
are: Finkelstein & Ruben, Kunsky
Theaters, Midland Theaters Co. of
Ohio, W. S. Butterf^eld Theaters,
Strand Corp. of Wisconsin, E. M.
Loew Theaters, Great States Theaters, Schine Enterprises, Fay Theaters, Delta Amusement Enterprises,
Consolidated Amusement Enterprises
of New York, Strand Amusement
Co. of Iowa, L. K. Brin Enterprises,
Ventner Amusement Enterprises.
in

1

<

tick of the

Large

I'mir

company

Kaufman, "Highlowbrow" by S. Jay
Kaufman, Eddie Peabody and his years

Large Circuits Place
Orders for Bristolphone

fiont

being demonstrated this week at the
Goodwin theater. Newark. Goldstone, Cravath, Arthur Lehman and E 1head of Metropolitan studio, l-'ort win M. Herr.
With his accession to presidcncv
Lee, N. T
has completed the first
two Biophone shorts. The company of R-K-O, Brown plans to leave the
He is a
plans two weekly, as well as a num- leather comijany Jan. 1.
ber of features.
Tests for the initial newcomer in the amusement field, but
leaturc, "Flame of Love," now are brings to the position a varied experience in the field of finance and
imdcr way.
industry.
Brown, who is 46 years
of age, is a graduate of Washington
Independent Studios
College in his home town of ChesHail Interchangeability tertown, Md., from which he gradu(Continued front Ptipc
ated at the age of 18.
He came t
guarantee to produce so that
the New York in 1900, serving an office
sound recording system for which boy apprenticeship with "The N. Y.
tliev^are licensed, is interchangeable. Herald."
In 1904 he became active
Two of the leading leasing studios with financing and operation in the
have the Western Electric recording piildic utility field in Michigan. Illiand reproducing system, while a third nois, Ohio, Pennsylvania and other,
has RCA Photophone and the fourth states.
During the war he served
has not determined what system it as chairman of the finance division
will install.
of the Air Service, and after the Arniistice served with the U. S. LiquiRename Fort Harrison House
dation Commission in settling govClearwater, Fla. The Fort HarrAbout
ernment aircraft contracts.
ison has been reopened and named
five years ago, he became assi^ciated
the Palace.
with the leather industry, as president of the Central Leather Co., and
Judell Gets Red Seal Exchange
Indianapolis
Ben Judell of Chi- later of its successor the United States
cago has purchased the Red Seal ex- Leather Co.

PRODUCED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

^paramount MINTZ Cartoons

>Vilh

Speech and Sound!
The Nation is On Tiptoe for

FIRST NATIONAL'S
CLASSIC of tlie CARNIVAL!
Member

oT

Motion Picture Producers »nd Distributors of

America

Inc.—>M11 H.Hays fnsident

Sam Sax

In This Issue

Tells

"What's Right With The Movies"

DAI^^MVIEW
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.—Continuing EahiUtort T««a*

Devoted

to the fostering

New
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The Hour
The time
le

motion

of

loval

forms

all

.nsorship

now

is

the

objective

its

which

business

picture

have for

ill

by

for a direct offensive

arrived.

re-

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

York, Thursday, November

not

Ii is

iiough that the industry should be

FOX ORGANIZING TREMENDOUS
MUSICAL MOVIETONE ACTIVITY
KENNEDY - DERR OFF
TO WEST COAST

ew encroachments upon
nd

liberties.

ut

all

An

its

rights

offensive, to wipe

censorship

manifestly es-

is

ciitial.

Kennedy, President of FBO,
is
en route to Hollywood, having
Kenleft New York on Tuesday.
nedy still has a contract to operate
Pathe until ne.xt March and will
J.

P.

probably
officials

confer
the

at

with production
Pathe Studios on

production.

The New York Times points out
E. B. Derr, right hand man of
will join J. P. in a day or
Kennedy
Fosdick
Emerson
Dr.
Harry
hat
so.

frankly

"as

ensorship

kan

useless

is

up

that

trying

in

A

going the rounds of
Broadway about the head of an independent studio in New York, having a deal on with a producer to sell
him the plant. The day arrives f(jr
the sound expert to come up and
story

M-G-M

AWARDED
IN N.

inside."

J.

$6,000

BICYCLING

for external nuises.
the time of the arrival
of the expert this fellow had two
friendly cops, station themselves at
different corners and direct all autraffic
away from the
tomobile

test the plant

Knowing

The sound expert turned in a good
reiKjrt, the studio was sold, and now
the producing company is having a
tough time

shutting

out

all

street

noises.

The cinema

is

medium

the one

of

lunian expression that wears shack-

rem
I

has built up

It

es.

the inside.

its

It

own

production code that

fl^holesome.

;ause
ity

it

;lean

is

clean and

was not induced
but

through censorship

so

lo

It

decencies

has established

from

a purely business

(Continued

to

moral-

on

pajjf

'>

Nat Rothstien Back

i)e-

conscious of the fact that

is

Metro-Goldwyn-iMayer was yesterday awarded $6,ooo damages by
tile N. Y. Film Board of Arbitration,
through the action of the Hildinger
Booking Co., of Trenton, N. J., in
"Scarlet
sub - renting "Rookies,"
Letter" and "West Point" to the

Nat Rothstien, Universal advertising
expert, accompanied by Mrs. Rothstien,
returned today on the Olympic from a
land and

of Song Writing
Talent also Secured

ncjw seems a certainty that
It
William Fox is going into the iiroduction of nmsical comedies and operettas on a very large scale via
movietone.
This organization announced the
signing of Edward Royce, celebrated

stage

to a Fox contract.
will be in charge of the pro-

director,

Royce

duction of several famous musical
stage shows, the lirst is thought to
be "The Dollar Princess." which
liad a i)ig run in New York at the
Knickerhcoked Theatre.
Royce
staged the original London producof this show at the Gayety
Thealre. London, in which house it
ran over two years. Koyce is probably the best known of musical
"stagers."
He has been associated
tion

FBO ANGLING FOR

NEW SHORTS PRODUCERS
Film Booking Offices are reported
making- offers for new independent
producers of short product to release through FBO, with a view toward getting lined up with suitable
material for 1030 release, should no
renewal l)e made with Larry Dar-

mour.
tour of England, France, Italy, SwitzerAlthough Uarmour
continental watering re-

pictures pay.

Cream

is

studio.

to

"You must

theatre.

the

from the

mild up

possible"

as

Royce, Noted Stage
Director Signed

"Sound a Menace" To
New York Sound Studio

continuous defense against

laking- a

ays

FIVE CENTS

1928

1,

release

pre

of

lUvWw

the

is

now

in

with

Ziegfield, Dillingham
(Continued on page 7)

and

his

RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM
SECURES 51% CONSENT
The shares of the new
Keith-Or[)heuni Corporation,

New was formed

by the

omman

Ra<lit)-

which
stock-

confer with J. I. Schnitzer. holders of the RCA Photophone and
was both busines- and York to
Keith-.'Mbee-Orpheum t'orporations.
office yesterday reported
Schnitzer's
Why then, with its own house in pleasure, said pleasure being a nice little
went on the Curb Market yesterday,
on
iiane 7
Continued
Carlo.
winning at Monte
opening at 34% and closing at SSYiDrder, should it be farther Ijurdened
This would indicate that the sponwith 'he expense of a progress resors of the merger, who some days
ago issued formal request for ex)g censorship,
change of share for share of the
old common for the new, have already obtained the necessary ^x'/i
sorts.

The

trip

(

Acoustic Products— Sonora
Acquire Bristolphone Cos.

As

the

Times points

out,

picture

so elastic that it covers
the private life of an actor and can
jrefuse to pass a picture if the actor's

censorship

'morals

majority

is

are

in

question.

A

more

MINNEAPOLIS DELAYS

CENSORSHIP MEASURE

Take Over All Existing
Contract and Rights

swing the

that

was

necessary

to

deal.

Erlanger in "Talkies"

C. R. Rogers Active

A. L. I-.rlanger, legitimate producOne of the most important an- er, has closed for the motion picture
City Council
The
Minneapolis
lind.
years has and talkie rights to the Gen. Lew
has decided to delay action on the nouncements of recent
Pres- Wallace storv "The Prince of India."
Deutsch,
P.
L.
by
proposed censorship ordinance for been made
h'.rlanger produced the show in igo6.
another lO days or so. after one of ident of the Acoustic Products Comonlv closed for the picture rights
but
Phonograph
Sonora
the
and
pany
history
Will the industry unite on a for- the largest gatherings in the
with Lewis W allace Jr.
yesterdav
this
to
According
Inc.
which a cross-fire Company,
Erlanger office
the
at
ward movement to wipe out this cen- of the Council, in
Inquir'v
Pro.\coustic
discussion 1)y ministers, public offi- announcement, the
no definite news as to the
brought
acright
to
sor business completely?
the
has
Company
leadducts
labor
cials, theatre owners and
production or method o\ require the full rights and interests of actual
ers resulted in a row.
lease.
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on puge 7)
Arthur James.

and bat
would be hard to
stupid

cellar

ignorance

—

)
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New York City subscriber.^
furnished their papers by carriers, ii
order that they will get a more prompt ser
vice than that given by mail.
Subscriber.will oblige by notifying us about any lapse in
Most of our

are

service.
Joe lUair,
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with the movwith plays and books, that
when an unusually good picture is
produced, it enjoys an after-life of
revival. This proves thai films, despite their fleeting nature, are not
entirely things of the dead past, once
they've run their current course of
bookings.
We have frecjuent examples of
films being taken off the shelf years
after their current release and again
enjoying a generous share of patrona healthy sign

It's

and

ness
each

enthusiasm

witli

new development

which

that

fact

despite

new

revolutionary

developments like sound, and tht
The movies refuses to
changes in the mechanics of producNever can it be accused of procras- tion which these entail, the essentinating.
Here again, the classic ex- tial principles of successful film makample is the advent of sound. In ing remain the same.
In othei
no other industry in the world could words, in the last analysis of an)
such unanimous interest and support film, it is a good story, well cast ano
have been elicited so quicklj' and en- well directed which counts in the
terprisingly as was the case with final verdict. This is one of the most
the acceptance of sound. The acti\- encouraging signs of what's righ!
ities
of
the
companies handling with the movies, for it means thai
sound devices were quickly matched regardless of the new forms, accesby the exhibitors, who immediately sory devices etc., that find their waj!
saw the handwriting on the wall and into film making, the actual princiage. The classic example of this is, set about to accommodate them- ples of production remain
just as
of course, "The Birth of a Nation." selves to the new factor in motion important as ever, and
offer a duras

ies,

is

greeted,
vegetate,

But to a lesser degree other pictures picture entertainment. If that isn't able guide for successive generahave enjoyed this distinction, and it a pertinent instance of what's right tions of producers to learn from
and
certainly proves that something must with the moxies, then there's noth- be guided by.
l)e distinctly right with the movies.
ing right with anything anywhere.
Any industry or art with principles
What seems to be particularly
Another outstanding instance of so well rooted as these must be
right with the movies is the eager- whats' right with the movies is the right.

Acoustic Products-Sonora
Acquire Bristolphone Co's.

bilities

will

be produced

— industrial,

proposed that the distribution

It is

educational, religious, and entertainment.
In
addition
arrangements
will be made to make talkies of 104
short
subjects
during
the
next

of the

new

"talkies" will be handled

through a distributing organization
(Oiiitinui.il from I'aur
to be formed as a separate unit. A
budget
is
now being prepared to
New York;
Eddie Mannix got the Win.
H. Bristol Talking Pic- twelve months.
provide for an extensive and powerin from a four year sentence at tiic
The Sonora Bristolphone Corpor- ful advertising campaign designed tcl
ture Corporation, the Asher, Small
coast yesterday, took a look at
Rogers Corporation, the Gotham ation's artists will include some of blanket the country.
&
Broadwaj' and wondered what all
Jj
Bristolphone Service
Corporation, the best known figures in the film
the crowd was about
Ben Goetz and the
world
and
from
the
legitimate
Lesser-Warner Productions
stage.
is
another old time New Yorker in
Wenger At Roxy
the world-wide I'.ristolphone pat- Present plans call for the producwho is now located on the coast ents.
tion of pictures by Asher, Small &
and is here on one of his rare trips
S.
L. Rothafel announces the enUpon the acquisition of these Rogers, by the Gotham Bristolphone
to the big town, getting a big hand
I'hotoplays
gagcment
Corporation,
of John Wenger as art di
Lesserrights,
the
.\coustic Products Comeverywhere he goes
Ray JohnWarner Co., and other producers. rector of the Roxy Theatre. His ap
ston gave a real man-sized big party pany will also take over all the
"We believe," concluded Mr. pointment takes effect immediately, his
at luncheon at the Motion Picture contracts which the Gotham BristolDeutsch,
"that the exclusive Bristol first settings for the "cathedral of the
phone
Service Corporation and the
Club on Tuesday and a good time
I^atents, which include the only re- motion picture" to be on view next Satwas had by all, especially several of L.esser-Warner Company have out- synchronising
the boys
Nat Rothstein got in standing for the distribution of market, coupledmechanism on the urday in the stage program surround-.
with the tonal ex- ing the William Fox sound picture,
from a two months trip abroad yes- Bristolphone machines and all outcrllencies for which Sonora has al- "Dry Martini."
terday morning and is willing to tell standing licenses for producing pic
ways been famous will put the new
all
and sundry that Europe is a tures with sound under the Bristol
1

—

.

.

.

.

.

pretty

fair

summer,

.

.

.

.

place to
especially

adjourn for a
with
Monte

Carlo

furnishing
the
get-a-\vay
money
E. B. Derr, of F.B.O.
will go to the west coast next week
and this time declares himself that
he isn t going to allow himself to be
so tied up with work that he can't
get in a little golf and tennis
L. Rosenfeld, C'ohinibia distributor
.

.

.

.

Canada,

in

in

is

New York

.

.

and was

a luncheon guest of Joe Brandt at
the Motion I'iclure Club yesterday
.

.

.

Larry Darmour, head

Dar-

of

mour productions, is here from the
coast to confer with loe .Schnitzer,
of F.B.O.
Artie Stebbins, of insurance, golf, bridge and other kinds
of fame, left for the coast on the
Centtiry yesterday alter notifying
all his business connections not to
.

.

.

patents.

"A new Corporation
ed," said Mr.
of the above

and

bined

will be formDeutscli, "in which all
interests will be com-

in

the

management

of

which

Mr. Charles R. Rogers will
be actively engaged. This new corporation will prol)al)ly combine the
names of Sonora with Bristolphone.
and will have exclusive distributing

on the Sonora

rights
for

entire

tlie

world;

have the sole
licensing of producers
Bristol
process
of
sound with pictures.
will also

The

will

sell

and

.

the

entire

talking picture

WAFILMS, Inc.
Walter A. Putter, Pres.

field."

The

offices of the company will
probably be in the Sonora Building
so West 57th Street.
York City
so that this huge organization will

for Library Stock Scenes

New

130

.

.

.

'i\vn

.

.

New York

St.

home.

to

tlie

employ the

"THE CENTER OF MOTION PICTURE SOCIETY"

synchronising

The

.'\coustic

If

you want to see Who's Who in
the motion picture industry,

service.

dine at

Wm.

H. Bristol Talking Picture Corporation already has exten-

THE PARK CENTRAL GRILL
Open

for lunch, dinner

DINE
To

and supper

AND DANCE
the tunes of

BEN POLLACK
and

.

.

46th

Bryant 8181

.

.

W.

be housed under the roof of Sonora's

companv

rights for

look for him liack for two months sive manufacturing plant and film
and possibly three, and it's nice to studios at Waterbury, Conn., and
be that way ... J. Barnstyn is the the
producing corporations have
busy man tonight, the occasion be- modern studios at Hollywood and
ing the wedding of his two daught- there is now added to this organizaers at an elaborate ;i(Tair at the Kit/- tion the vast manufacturing and disCarltoii
Charles Wilcox, British tributing resources of the Acoustic
producer who lia.s biin in New ^'ork Products Co., and the Sonora Phonfor the past month making distribu- ograph
Company, including the
ting arrangements for his product, |)lants at Saginaw and Stamford,
-ailed for home last night
E. J. and the studios and lal)oraories in
Sparks, of Jacksonville. Fla., is in the Sonora Building at 50 West
New Yoi^k on a brief business trip 57tli Street, New York City.
and looking into the sound picture
Negotiations are already well in
-itnation while here
Mickey hand with independent artists and
Neilan, who has been here for the producers
for
the
production of
past three weeks, left for the coast 'talkies' by
this proposed organizaon the Century yesterday to begin tion. Talking
pictures c()\ering the
work oil another big picture
whole wide realm of cinema possi.

in

Bristolphone
tlie

I'roducts Company will manufacture
the machines which the new Com-

pany

Sonora-Bristolphone into a position
where it will be an important factor

his

PARK CENTRAL ORCHESTRA

THE I^ACr CENTKAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7th

NEW YORK

CITY

AVENUE

|

TALKER
TALKS

aVE\

because it dares to speak the truth about our
daughters of today.
because the talk in this talker creates talk,
which means they^re talking^ money for you!
... and because the all-dialog scene, llliistrated here, alone will pack *em In to
the rafters!

THE DOCTOR:
**Let
its

I

I

flaming youth have
fling. Midnight joy

rides and moonlight
hisses are less dangerous
to our jazzy generation
than sex-starvation.**

V\ SWVtE'WSK ACCE$$OME
Here^s a talker ivorth

1^

talking about — and
here^s special material

worth talking with!
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NEW
EARNER TALKIE RUMOR

OIGLEY DENIES

Quigley, Vice Pres., of Vitayesterday emCorporation
p'lie
yesterday
denied
reports
p.tically
or
Vitaphone
Brothers
Warner
tit
,.

h!

E.

secured rights to a

p;ture

new

talking

apparatus which will be held
case of possible future

iireserve in

between the company
Western Electric, over retarded
of Vitaphone apparatus,
(liveries
niv a bone of contention.
ilerences

al

'Quigley stated emphatically that
as Vitaphone or Warner
far

3

i:
ij;

have been considered,
as interchangeable with
listed
of apparatus and is to
(jier types
1
for about $2,500.
\is

Fox Organizing Tremendous M-G-M Awarded $6,000
Musical Movietone Activity
(Continued from

page

said

to

i|

•

urtagh Organist

(('ontinutd

most recent bit of work was in the Lawrenceville
staging of the George M. Cohan suc- villc, N. J.
cess,

He

"Billie."

will

leave

for

Hollywood Nov. 19th.
Almost a simultaneous announce-

of musical pieces with a record of
three hits at the Vanderbilt Theatre

New

from

of

until recently general stage
manager for hte Shuberts, Archie
Gottler and Sydney Mitchell, interin.g

known song writers, writtheme songs and getting set on

musical piece they are jointly
turning out for a Fox "single and
a

L.

w

AMPA GUEST TODAY

Lawrcnce-

many

that

Captain Harold Auien, V .C, who
has established himself prominintl>
in the film field as the author of the
sensational

"Q

Ship,"

picture,

FBO Angling For
New Shorts Producers
(Continued from pagu

1)

they had held no conferences with
Darmour thus far, and were not
ready yet to discuss contracts.
According to coast reports, Jack
White, whose contract as an Educational
comedy producer-in-chief
was previously reported by White
himself to be expiring within a few
months, has been made an offer by
FBO for his future releases, with a
5o7c guarantee on his production
costs.

White and Hammons are now in
Hollywood reported to be lining up
Educational's new program of sound
shorts and the New York offices of
Educational deny that White's contract is expiring and likewise doubt
White is discussing contracts with
anybody at this time.

the

talk

at

"Why

Girls

Go Wrong"

Sold For Michigan
Herman J. Garfield, general manager
of Roadshow Pictures, Inc., returned
yesterday from Detroit where he closed
a contract with Louis Wisper for the
distribution in Michigan of "Why Girls
Go Wrong."
The picture will be
I'.andled by the Favorite Film Exchange
of Detroit.

Minneapolis Delays
Censorship Measured
(Continued from imav

li

Action on censorship originally
arose over the question of revoking
the license of the Gayety Theatre,
a t)urlesque house, which was alleged to have presented an immoral
performance. This resulted in an
ordinance being proposed covering
all motion picture and theatrical performances, with Mayor Leach vigorously opposed to the measure.

wanst!

Annual Announcement number of Exhibitors Daily
when a bigger and better annual announcement number is

That's the date of the Eleventh

Review and be assured that
issued, the man who owns one will issue it
but not until a year later, for this is to be
the number festive, the inclusive issue, the pleasant and well furbished omnibus which

—

will carry

all

observations
those

who

C We

to all in the trade

— some

seek to

make good

already have

with acceptable, readable and interesting

delightfully

word

of

and good copy serves

will be followed
tages.

of

good

money out

will

and

and much pleasantry

to

of the picture business.

number comes

a great

at

the midwinter impetus season of

purpose in such

a situation.

Absolutely this rule

— To those who speak early will come space position

know no

data, facts

an unique four pages that will sound the note of diSer-

Late comers will take their chances.

tising spear shall

C

— words

clean, vulgar

ence in advertising copy, for the
selling

new

will

Thursday's meeting of the
Associated Motion Picture Adxtr
tisers and illustrate his remarks with
a reel from his film.
Other guests of honor on this ocThe M-G-M exchange proved
there were no contracts made with casion will be Delight Evans, editor
the school and that the pictures were of Screenland Magazine and Kolicrt
supplied to them by Hildinger on Ober, well known stage player who
the same day that they were booked is now gaining fame in the talkies.

Of a Chewsdah —January
C

BRITISH NAVAL HERO

l;

iiiii;i

School.

was one

case

Bicycling

the Copyrighht Protection Bureau
IS scotching, lately, and was
characterized by Louis Nizer, representing
M-G-M, as a 'dishonest practice'
which must be stopped in the interests of all.

York, Con Conrad and Chas.

Judels

McCurdy, manager of the talkie" an you have the meat of a
Brooklyn-Paramount Theatre tremendous musical movietone production department.
lich will open on Saturday Novemr 24th, at Paramount Square, Flatsh and
De Kalb Avenues, anTim McCoy's Next
unced yesterday that Henry Murjh, well-known organist, formerly
"The Desert Faw" will be Tim Mcthe Paramo\;nt in New York, had
en engaged as the organ soloist Coy's next M-G-M starring vehicle, to
the Brooklyn house.
be directed by Nick Grinde, from an
iPaul Ash and his band will fur- original story by Ted Shane and Mil'ih the "magic
flying stage" shows ton Bren. Raquel Torres will play opch week at this theatre.
posite McCoy.
f.

The

J.

ment, brought the information that
the ace trio of song writers, DeSylva,
Brown and Henderson have also
been signed by Fox. This combination will write the book, words and
music for at least two pictures the
Fox organization will release next
year. This trio have more song and
stage hits to their credit than any m the
Hildinger house, only 6 miles
other set of writers.
away. The Board awarded $2,000
Add to the above the name of damages in each case.
Dave Stamper, long with Ziegfield
in the production of his "Follies,"

nationally

At Paramount-Brooklyn

In N.

1)

was concerned, they were
interested and there was nothThe new device which Harland Thompson, successful writer
to it.

]|3thers

1928

I,

We

and the advan-

believe this to be fair and our adver-

brother.

Recall again the date-

O/ a Chewsdahy January

the

wanst I
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POLLARD FINISHES "SHOW BOAT"
Big Universal Special With
Sound Effects In Cutting

Rock

Studio Gossip

Room
By W.

R.

W.

Fred Warren

substituting

is

for

Universal lias liiiislicd tlie "Show y\rthur Stone in the main role in
Fox movietone, "Headlines."
the
Boat."
This production started early in Fred Newmcyer is directing.
*
*
*
the Summer from the Edna Ferber
novel, is now in the cutting room at
Frank Borzage, director, who fell
Universal City.
Its completion will on the back of his head at a polo
the supreme effort of the match last week, is faced with the
signal
Laemmie organization for the pres- possibility of serious injury to his
ent year.
eardrums.

The picture was directed by Harry
Pollard, the man who made "L'ncle
Tom's Cabin," and has in its cast
Laura LaPlantc, Joseph Schildkraut,
Emily Fitzroy, Alma Reubens, Otis
Harlan, Xeely Edwards,
a host of others.

Max Asher

and

"Show Boat"
ization

and

full

have a synchronsound effects.

will

1st National Activities

Moore

is busy with "Synwhich John McCormick
is producing and Will A. Seiter directing: "Stranded in Paradise," from

Colleen

thetic Sin,"

*

*

*

John Darrow has
is

iell

(

now with Columbia,

addo and

jiiaying

in

*

Bristoltone

the

ture length all dialogue picture

fea-

"The

Great Power."
This record alone was not the
main reason for his selection to direct

the

first

Warner and

picture for l^ranklyn
Sol Lesser, to be re-

leased as a Picturcfonc Production.
Prior to his entrance into the motion picture field, Rock had spent
many years in vaudeville and on the
legitimate stage.

*

*

*

direction of pictures for United
It

ists.

friends

in

his

at

The

Studio.

greater

part

of

the

Vitaphone equipment is being employed for the first \'itaphone operetta, "The Desert Song," one of the
most elaborate pictures ever undertaken by Warner Bros. Roy Del

A

be started soon.
*

*

Following this production McLagMauritz Stiller
len will make "The Cockeyed World'
Featuring. .. .Greta Garbo-Lars Larson
under the direction of Raoul Walsh.
This foreign production is This story, by Laurence Stallings, is
hardly up to standard of Ameri- said to be a sequel to "What Price
can films in continuity, direction Glory." Edmund Lowe will again be
and photography, but is note- seen with McLaglen in "The Cockeyed World."
worthy
for
Dr.
Lagerlof's
story and fine work of GarboEleanor Griffith Wins
Hanson-Kammeren as Count

Henrik and Ellen Cederstron.
The story features in its leading
Garlxj and Hanson, and
was made prior to their Hollywood
work, but there is nothing in their
roles

both

performances they need be ashamed
a typical tale of Norwegian
sternness and intrigue over property
rights and rigid moral concepts.
a sjjoiled son can come completely
under the domination of his grasi)ing
mother, who seeks to pass on rights
to the estate to the son, even to
causing him to cast off his wife, so
that she docs not share in it, forms
the meat of this tale.
Only a few exhiliitors will care to
run this for their patn n>. as nio.-.t
audiences will walk out nn it. If your
i.ms want intelligent ihouglu in a
picture, yvu can take a chance.
of.

It is

How

After searching HoUywcjod fur the
right

girl,

Roland

West,

New York

finally sent to
Griffith to play

the

Nightstick."
Miss
seen on Broadwaj-

and won

director,

Eleanor

for

lead

in

"The

was last
"The Spider"

(iriffith

in

Warner Winners

trio of special

complete

Directed by

the seven on which the
Warner forces are concentrating at
the present time.

PATHE'S "MAN" SOON
With production

preliminaries and
at the
studios in Culver City for "The
Missing Man," this stage success
recently announced by Colvin W.
Brown, executive vice president, as
the first Pathe one hundred percent
talking picture, will reach the filming stage as soon as final RCA
I'hotophone tests determine the prininitial

voice

tests

completed

cipals.

Benjamin

supervisor

Glazcr,

of

on the Pathe sound pictures, will personally
strength of her speaking ability.
direct "The Missing Man."
this part for herself

Lewis In "Spider"

"The

'.

find a story that will afford ]
Pickford and himself an opportu
to be seen togetiier in a motion

After

ture.

has

this

been

away

ace'
I!

the

mal

ing the screen at this time w<
cause no surprise. But we have
doubts.
The screen personality
Douglas Fairbanks carries too ir^
weight for this same Fairbanks
son to turn his back on it.
Sti
he always seems to be in a jam

and what might easily pi
him as a producer would find re
tion as an actor.
We know thai
has not been satisfied with his si
material, and tliis goes back a coi
a stcry,

of years.

INDECISION.
Paramount
production
offi(
seem to be up a tree in deci(
where to loc k for their future c
for

pictures.

main reason

Parker With

M-G-M

held in
fort

Dorothy Parker, well-known poet
and

critic,

has signed

Goldwyn-Mayer

to

with Metrowrite dialogue

for talking films.

Mrs.
Parker.
whose published
books include "I'.nough Rope" and
"Sunset Guns," will leave for Culver City, Calif<irnia, within the next

few weeks.

We

understand
meeting b(
York now is in an

for

New

to

the

reach some definite at
stage people, others

Some want

on training new faces

sist

in the c

bined techniciuc of stage and sci^
acting, and still another group,
enthusiastic about talkies, wan
use the combination policy of ac
from both stage and screen, with
phasis on the player, known
reared in the silent drama.
so

To

us,

of all its

the

activities

all

whole problem, slrii
is, "Will we cej
on straight talkies or

hokum,

tinne our activitj- in the produc
of good motion pictures with a 1
dialogue thrown in here and thei
And it is our opinion that long a;
the return of Schulberg, Finei
and others to the Hollywood stu

they will
the

still

be asking themse

same question.

JIM BARTON.
begins to look as
not have the lead
mount production of
It

if

Jim Bai

the Pi
"Burlescj
after all.
There was much hi
halloo recenth' centered in the si
ing of this great stage character,
seems that some of the Paramo
will

in

crowd saw Barton do some dramap
in his recent vaudeville sketch
lost no time in putting him ur

Now

reports come outb
that Jack Oakie, uiij
contract to that organization ajj!
stock player, has been slipped
part and that Barton will be assig.|
another picture altogether. Whip
the reason?
contract.

announces that Sheldon Lewis has been signed for the
role of "The Spider" in the mystery
thriller, "Seven Footprints to Satan,"
which will shortly go into i)rodHction
at the Burbank .Studios, under the
direction of Benjamin Christensen.
Creighton Hale will pl;i\ opposite
Thelma Todd.
First National

finishing v

vehicle,

Alask." he will bend every effor

^:

*

after

present

box for all time.
Such
funny
and
unreason
Seven pictures are in production things happen in this business f
the present time at the Warner day to day, that even Fairbanks 1

^\i^e

SWEDISH.

that

Warner Studio Busy

from Hollywood states that Ruth is directing with Carlotta
Donn Byrne's memorable novel John McCormick
has added Ben King, John Boles and Louise Faz"Changeling," is also in production,
Hendricks, Jr., to the cast of Colleen enda in the leads.
with George Fitzmaurice handling
Director Archie Mayo began work
First National
Alexander Korda Moore's forthcoming
the megaphone.
William A. this week on Leon Zurado's story,
picture, "Synthetic Sin."
is preparing to start "The Comedy
"She knew Men." He has added to
Seiter is directing.
of Life" with Milton Sills; Richard
the cast Gertrude Olmstead, Claude
^
^
%
Barthelmess will soon begin "Weary
Gillingwater, Lucy Beaumont and
td
Fred
Kohler
been
signed
has
River," with Frank Lloyd at the
Tommy
Dugan. Plajers previously
helm; "Children of the Ritz" with [jrovide the menace in his third con- announced for the leads are Betty
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall secutive Pathe picture. He will p!a\ lironson, William Collier, Jr. and
will be directed
by John Francis tile bad man of "The Leatherneck," John T. Murray.
Uillon,
who has just completed which stars William Boyd and feaI^loyd Bacon is on a location trip
"Scarlet Seas" starring Richard Bar- tures Robert .\rnistrong and Alan to Oregon with the
unit making
thelmess. Alice White is to begin Hale.
"No Defense," a co-starring vehicle
*
*
"Hot Stuff" with Mervyn Le Roy as
for Monte Blue and May Mc.\voy.
McLaglen, who is now
Biliie
Dove is to make
"Victor
director;
The Vitaphone scenes for "Ma"The Mand and the Moment," direc- completing his second starring Fox donna of Avenue A" starring Doted by George Fitzmaurice; "Seven picture for the 1928-29 season, "Cap- lores Costello ^vill
soon be comFootprints to Satan" will be mega- tain Lash," is scheduled for a busy pleted, rendering
this
production
phoned through its weirdly thrilling time at the Fox West Coast Studio. ready for the cutting room.
Michael
course l)y Benjamin Christensen.
Vice-President Curtiz has been directing it
Winfield
Shcehan,
with
have
will
All of these productions
and (ieneral Manager of the com- Cirant
Withers,
Louise
Dresser,
dialogue or sound effects.
pany, has announced "Strong Boy" Douglas Gerrard, William Russell
as the next picture for McLaglen to and Lee Moran in prominent roles.

"Legend Gosta Berling"

rumored he has conf

is

to

plished he will salt

leave for Italy to make exteriors for
Louise
a new story, yet untitled.
Dresser, who will have the principal
role in this new production, will accompany Mr. Blystone and his technical unit to Europe.
*

R.

There seems to be a feeling in
around
Hollywood that Doi
With a record of over two hundred silent motion pictures to his Fairbanks is soon to desert ni
credit, Joe Rock the veteran lilm picture acting and devote
all his
director, is now handling the megaand energies to the production
phone on
first

After he completes his present production of "Captain Lash," John
Blystone, director, is scheduled to

A

By

FAIRBANKS.

Directs Talkie

"The Younger Generation."
*

OPINION^i
W.
WILKERSON

Hollywood

If we had an\thing to du with fc
casting of this all-important role, w
choice would be "Skeets" Gallaglk.

M. Schenck
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'he
ems
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ess over the interchange usage
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he devices for sound.
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DILLON READ BEHIND $2,500,000
ACOUSTICS-BRISTOLPHONE DEAL

the

to be con-

the entertainment

Woodhull Resents Allied

rovided on a silver platter or a

makes

tray

ter

with us and sound

>und

is

tay.

The

trifles

The

exhibitor

when
e

sound pictures

must not be ham-

by technical

i;d

trifles.

undoubtedly

:tric

is

Western

too big to

rulings on an exhibitor that

•rce

RCA

embarrass him.

has

al-

thrown the door wide open.

ly

A. Powers, a factor and a figure

e pictures

David Sarnoff

as

izes,

there

t

began, has greeted the

He

group with enthusiasm.

ral

mgh

money

is

for all in this

tha'

and

glory

no great im-

now

out for the
;lo-A.i.erican
dinner
and the
ird of the Sam Harris cup will be
ie next week. Bruce Callup with
ve-wire enthusiasm, assumed the
IS

are

chairman of the committee
the wide world may therefore
assured that the award will be
y and completely on the level,
this activity it would be unfair
omit great credit to Eddie Klein
3,se
managerial activities have
of

ies

success for the party.
)on't forget that Hudson Bill
t Canon Chase measure that not
y puts our business under Federcontrol but which puts a tax on
of over $7,000,000 in order to prolied

$1,000,000 for

educational pur-

Sound out your Congressioncandidate and assure him your
es.

will

ors this

go the other way

if

he

bill.

ARTHUR JAMES

Allegiance

held on all sides and by every group
to determine the proper procedure
for the turning over of the Bristol
patents and the Bristolphone plant,

In

Key

TONEFILM
PHONE

announces

that

have

exhibitors

He

said:
(Cdiitimied

(Continued to vativ 4)

nil

])af;e

4)

Mindlin Opens "Little
DILLON
Carnegie" To-night
Michael Mindlin, managing direc-

tance
nvita'

To

Yesterday was a very busy day
for all parties concerned in the General Acoustics-Sonora, Asher-SmallRogers,
Warner - Lesser,
Bristolphone deal. Meetings were being

Pres. R. F. Woodhull of the M.P. together with marketing arrangeT.O.A., returned yesterday from a ments for the equipment and the
Centers
tour of the Mid- West States and re- procedure of making pictures with
ports that the M.P.T.O. of Arkan- the Bristol recording.
Dec. 1
sas, Mississippi and Tennessee as
$2,500,000 SALE PRICE
The only thing that is delinitely
Due to many similar names of well as Nebraska, whose convenequipment on the market causing tions he attended, have by unani- set is the fact that William H. I'.risexhibitors,
the mous consent decided to continue tol has sold out his Bristolphone
to
the
confusion
Corporation has their allegiance to the National or- patents and plant to a group of
bankers believed to be Dillon Read
changed its name to the BIO- ganization.
Woodhull yesterday took occasion for the sum of $2,500,000. J. .\nCorporation, and the Tone(ContinuiKl on page 2)
film
Machine will hereafter be to take a "shot" at the aspersions
known as the BIOPHONE. Alfred cast upon the M.P.T.O. A. members
Weiss, president of the corporation, of the Allied States group recently.

realizes,

sound situation

details are of

—

Changes Name

Out"

Issues Caustic Answer
Col. Cole Charges
4 States Renew

Weiss-Goldstone Device

available,

providing entertainment to

is

public and he

e

LEADS TO BIOPHONE

*'Sell

he does so that he can use

of the

e

TONEFILM CONFUSION

be able to install a device feel-

t

.

here

is

must be shoved

the background.

Criticism of

diiTerence.

little

Asher, Small and Rogers
And Lesser-WzuTier To
Ratify Today

the

of

Inc..

is tonight openin.L; the
theatre in his chain. It

irt

Carnegie

Answer To
Sound Questionnaire!

Startling

One of the biggest sound producers, not the Fox-Case people,
sent out a questionnaire to exhibitors, to find out what sort of
sound "shorts" they preferred to
have on their programs.
The answer from one exhibitor
provoked considerable merriment
at tile home ofiice. He wrote back
"I

prefer

Orleans

and

Angeles.

Los

Through the floatation by Dillon J. P. Keiniedy will address the Los
newest
Read
& Co., of a special issue of Angeles meeting and Colvin Brown
is
the

Playhouse on 57th 35,944 shares of common stock. Educational Pictures, Inc., has been
Street, which will be graced by the
finance the purchase of a
presence of the elite of the social able to
half interest in World Wide Picand cinema world.
an anto
The theatre has been designed as tures, Inc., according
nouncement by E. W. Hammons,
an innovation in this field and has
President of Educational.
sucli adjuncts for its patrons as a
An arrangement also exists whereRoom,
Ball
Court,
Ping-Pong
by Educational will handle the actP.ridge Tables, Art Gallery, Lounge
films
foreign
of
distribution
ual
and Modernistic Auditorium.
throughout the United States and
Canada. The agreement links the
l.ittlc

Continuing the special Pathe regional sales meetings, sectional sales
meetings will be held in Chicago,

New

Cinema Theatres,

tor

r.ittle

READ FLOATS
EDUCATIONAL W.W.BUY

KENNEDY-BROWN TO
ADDRESS 3 MEETINGS

Movietone New>."

(Continued on page 2)

the Chicago session.
of the Central Division will be held at the Blackstone

will

speak

at

The meeting

Chicago, on Sunday, No-

Hotel, in

simultaneously with
bth.
sessions of the Western Divison in
Los .\ngelcs. The Southern Division
ContinufHi on page 2

vember

(

)

VOGEL RETURNS FROM
PATHE TRIP ABROAD

William M. Vogel. \'ice-President
9th Birthday of
General Manager of Pathe Inand
Capitol Theatre
Corporation, foreign disternational
tributors of

Pathe pictures, arrived
aboard the S. S. Maurein
that the Capitol Theatre ushers in
tania to-day, after a two months" tni>
Ninth Birthday with a notable throughout Europe.
its
„ , /- c
program "The Wind" a new MetroVogel has visited the P. I. C-. otGoldwyn-Mayer synchronized pro- fices in the principal cities on the
duction, starring Lillian Gish heads Continent, where he completed arthe film attractions beginning to- rangements for the distribution of
morrow.
the new Pathe product.
(Continued on page 2)
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President,

There are many reasons why mo- small community in line with the
tion pictures have come to occupy a thought and ideas of the metropolis.
They have helped, indirectly but
preeminent place in the development
steadily, to break down narrow preof modern life, but perhaps a major- judices and to link together in a comity of them can be summed up in the mon appreciation different countries
and races. Think of a New York
phrase: Exchange of ideas.

The

twentieth century differs a
good deal from other eras in the fact
that life has been made richer and
more enjoyable through new ideas
and in the establishment of new
bonds of contact between widely separated places and persons.
In this
advance the movies have played an
important part. Accepted as an unimportant novelty in 1903, a quarter
of a century later the greatest entertainment force in history and one of
he great forces in broadening the
norizon of individuals and of groups.
The movies have helped bring the

marked that the artistic accomplii
ments of a people are a better adv
tisement than three trains of amb
sadors. This is more than ever

ti-

now, with the movies
such an

broadcast!
accompUshment to milli

of foreign theatregoers.

theatre audience cheering newsreels
of the take-off of the Graf ZeppeUn
three days after this event. With the
advent of television no one can predict how far this sort of thing will
go.

The

picture industry has been

l!

an electric current running throii
and enlivening old ideas and custoi
All over the world the movies h;
been recognized as the great amu^
ment for both the classes and
masses.
In a business way, the
the
been
called
The movies have
universal language. That is true. I dustry has received backing and r
think they have done far more to pro- ognition that spell a splendid cr
mote a better understanding between tive future.
Small faults can be ironed out
different nations than all the printed
or oral speeches of the last fiifty they have been eliminated in the p;)
years.
Interchange of ideas is the The movies are groping and grow,
dominant note here, too. A states- and daily gaining ground as a wo
man of the past generation once re- influence for good.

hibitors can expect a minimum of at 9th Birthday of
Dillon Behind $2,500,000
least 50 to 60 feature pictures and
Acoustics-Bristolphone Deal about 104 short reel productions.
Capitol Theali
(Continued from page

1)

Studios for the making of these productions will be constructed in New

thony Probst, of the law firm of York and Hollywood.
Probst and Probst handled the sales
New York;- Billy Brandt says if transaction for these bankers who
LESSER ENTHUSIASTIC
the election night show at the Mo- in turn have turned patents and
Sol Lesser, when reached on the
tion Picture Club is not the biggest plant over to the General Acoustic- phone last night, was very enthusiSonora Company. The one great astic regarding the turn of affairs
thing he has pulled off in his checkinterest in the Bristol patent in so and said tiiat "Charlie Rogers is the
ered career, he'll hie him back to far as G. A. Sonora is concerned is right man for the job." When
asked
the matter of amplification for their what part he was going to play in
tlie wilds of Brooklyn and hunt himtalking machines, which they have tiiis new arrangement, he replied, "I
self a hiding hole and dig in ...
not had up to the closing of this don't know at this moment, but it
E. B. Derr is supposed to be on his
deal, as the only other outstanding will be sufficient to keep me bus}'
way to the coast with Joe Kennedy, means of amplification is held by for some time. What we should all
who left Wednesday, but he isn't RCA and Western Electric. The be mostly concerned in at this moBristol
amplification
is
different ment is to see that the great numlie's here and going next week ... J.
troin that held by the big electrics ber of orders for equipment are fillS. Jossey, well known as a big indemd is known as "zero" amplification. ed as quickly as possible."
pendent exchange man, is here from
EQUIPMENT
& PRODUCTION
Atlanta and the guest of W. Ray
Johnston .... Jim Savage, old time
The matter of the distribution of Kennedy-Brown
heavyweight fighter and one of the the equipment and the production
Address 3 Meetings
best trainers in the fistic game, is is in the hands of two groups. Ashernow physical director of the Motion Small-Rogers on the one side and
(<Joutinucd from page 1)
Picture Club .... Harry Brandt and the Warner-Lesser on the other.
Marty Schwartz, bitter rivals, are Both having held a contract for dis- regional convention will be held in
putting on a clash at pool every day tribution
and production of the New Orleans Sunday, November ii.
at the Motion Picture Club and some Bristolphone equipment and recordColvin W. Brown will be the prinof the members are thinking of ing. There will be a merger of these cipal
speaker at the Chicago meetcharging admission for kibbitzers
two groups with Charles Rogers, of ing. Other Home Ofticc executives
Delight Evans, always a delight, was the Asher-Small-Rogers group, as who will
address the convention will
honor guest yesterday at the A. M. general manager of the whole thing be Phil Reisman, General
Sales
P. A. and the tournout of the boys in matters of production and disManager; Harry Scott, Short Subwas all that was expected even by tribution.
ject Sales Manager, and J. F. McDave Bader, the optimistic editor
Aloon, Manager of Exchanges OpNOTHING
SIGNED
YET
of the A.M.P.A. News
Tom Spry
There has been nothing signed as erations.
of First National, is developing into
a spellbinder, his later Ciceronian yet between these groups but a prehas
effort
been Dillon Read Floats
being in
presenting Jake liminary understanding
Lourie with a $400 silver service at reached and it is just a matter of
Educational
Buy
a dinner given to the Notoco official getting together and assigning what
(Continued from page 1)
in Boston .... Dwain Esper is here part the two interested groups will
from the coast to arrange for state play in the general aspect of the
right distribution for a number of whole lay out. This agreement will largest producers of Germany
and
pictures recently made on the coast be reached within a day or two. The England with World Wide.
appointment
of
Rog:ers
as
general
.... Artie Stebbins, Mickey Neilan
One of the first results of the arand Al Jolson arranged before leav- manager, however, is set and the rangement is expected to be a breaking New York to meet at the Black- proceedings will start from that ing dowii of quotas recently imposed
stone Hotel in Chicago yesterday point.
by foreign countries.
Certain of
PRODUCTION
and continue the trip to the coast
these restrictions require that at least
together, and wliat a trip that will
Tlic firm of .'\sher-Small-Rogers 50 per cent, of the pictures shown
be ...
John Wenger has been ap- will start on almost immediate pro- be of domestic origin. Because of
pointed art director of the Roxy duction of a series of feature length the wide distriljution which
will be
theatre, and Roxy doesn't overlook and short reel talking pictures witli assured by the
new arrangement,
any of the good ones .... Pete Bristol recording. Sol Lesser is al- however, it is expected that
a larger
Smith is so het up over Metro's ready talking to aiitlior.s, directors percentage of American
will
"Women Of Affairs" that he wires and players regarding a scries of again be admitted abroad films
in return
tiiat it makes "Flesh and the Devil" feature length pictures he is going for
the increased foreign showings
look like a Pollyanna story .... to make. From the two groups ex- guaranteed in this country.
.

To

.

.

.

The theme song for "The Win
"Love Brought the Sunshine"
composed by Dr. William Axt a
David Mendoza of the Capitc
Music Staff. Other screen featu
noted star of "Wh
Odette Myrtil in a Me
Movietone subject, and the F
Movietone News. Midnight picti
showings occur nightly at H:
include

the

Lilacs,"

There

will be five de luxe perfor
anccs Saturday and Sunday'.

Graham Pathe Manager
INDIANAPOLIS.—
who

ham,

Pathe's
time and
subject

Double

Harry

G

been identified
Chicago branch for
has

who was

manager
I

\i

so

previously sh

of the firm's fora
in the

WB

exchange

managef
the Indianapolis branch and has
ready assumed his new duties.
City, has been appointed

.

.

—W. W.

MUCH

.

TRAVELERS
Northern for

Select the Grei
Its wonderful loci

tlon In Chicago's "loop". The
return because the larijc comfortab
rooms, homelike environment, a'

tentlve service, excellent food an

moderate charges make

It

an

Idei

hotel.

Newly Furnished Rooms.'fl
and up. Sample ll
Rooms $4.00, SS.OO, S6.00, $1.00 \\
and $8.00.
f400
Jl
S2.50 a day

\Caltcr Craighead,

Manager

DEARBORN STREET FROM
TO OUINCY
^

J.iCKSO

New Caraao Ono-Half Block
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You've been
loohino
king fforirl
o/these

foryeafs/
**Wooden Soldiers"
is one of 13

LAEMMLE NOVELTIES

"Come On Horace"
one of 13
HORACE In HOLLYWOOD
is

COMEDIES

^Farmyard Follies"
is one of 13
OSWALD CARTOON
COMEDIES

THREE SENSATIONAL
COMEDY BRANDS
(Running time

You

for each 8 minutes)

you didn't

them yet because
know we had them —

There

FIRST

haven^t booked
isn't

a

try that can't

RUN

improve

it's

house in the counprogram by playing

them all—

And

there's
—
from

plenty more where they came

Ask your Universal Exchange

to

show you

WOODEN SOLDIERS"— "COME ON
HORACE" and "FARMYARD FOLLIES" —
**

As a BIG

LEAGUE Showman

their value

on

you'll recognize

sight.

Ibiiversal OneRed.

ma^^Sm
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Woodhull Resents AMied

"Movietone News" Costliest Sound Reel

Criticism of "Sell Out"
(Continued from I'aKe

1)

"My

Cost Almost

As Great

As Average

WHITEMAM BAND TO

Feature

Studio Gossip

Length Talkie
By W.
rrob;il)ly llic

pictures

of

^ct

R.

W.
known

in

this

industry is the Fox Movietone New s.
Of the 600 houses equipped for the
showing of sound pictures tliere are
^^93 of them playing either
one or both of tiie weekly releases
of this sound news reel. That is a

exactly

record.

As has

often been stated

before,

News

has had more
to do with this sudden craze for
sound pictures than almost any
other element by virtue of the fact
the Movietone

by watching a series of news
in sound a person could eas-

liiat

events
ily

visualize

of

this

the

same

great

sound

in

possibilities

a

We

EQUIPMENT

understand that the Fox or-

ganization has about 40 sound trucks
for
the
i^hotographing
of
news
events scattered thruout the world.

One was

sent to the Orient the other

in England, one
Europe,
another
in
Southern
Europe, one in South
America, one in Canada, one in the
West Indies and some thirty-two in
the United States. This equipment
cost represents over $1,000,000.
This cost for equipment and the

There are two

day.

for early prudiicNat (joldstone, sound picture ex"Through Different Eyes," by ecutive for Universal, who was in
New York for several weeks, enMilton Cropper. Mr. Cropper is pre-

tion

Pathe for one of the principal roles
in

"The

additional cost of operators, laboratory expense and other incidentals
makes tliis news reel the most exliensive single reel ever known \n
this industry and if we would say
that one reel of a movietone news
would cost almost as much as the
average feature length picture we
would not l)e shooting far off the
facts.

*

lot

of people

would think

P-F-L Astoria Studio

*

Word comes from

First National

Alfred Gilks, head cameraman for
at
the
Long Island
rinal title
Studio since its reopening, was tendered a farewell dinner last night at
*
*
*
Leslie Fenton, who appears oppo- the Astoria studio, on the occasion
of his return to the West Coast
site Phyllis Haver in her latest Pathe
studios today.
that

"His

Captive Woman" is the
for "Stranded in Paradise."

Paramount

"The Office Scandal," made
Gilks has been with Paramount
strong impression upon the Holly- since 1917 and has shot some 40
wood film colony by his portrayal pictures in that time. He was presented with a wrist watch by John
of the leading role in the Los Angeles Butler,
Production Man]<".astern
stage production of "An American ager, on behalf of the studio gang.
Tragedy."
picture,
a

*

*

*

Jed Prouty has been given a comedy role In "His Captive Woman,"
Jie First National picture now in production under the direction of Ceorge
Fitzmaurice, which co-stars Dorothy

and Milton

.Mackaill

*

Alan

Hale

character

William

now

in

in

*

Sills.

*

Tonefilm Confusion
Leads To Biophone
(Continued from

seemingly

been

similarity

in

page

1)

by

confused

names

to

the
of

that

TONEFILM.

German
portrays a
"The Leatherneck,"

Boyd's new Pathe feature
production with Photophoiie

recording.

Weiss further announces that as
per their promise to the exhiljitors,
by Decemi)er first, they will be able
Machine
to hear the

BIOPHONE

in

their

own exchange

to Produce all

cities.

FBO

Shorts With Photophone

sidered on the tiasis of 600 or even
2500 houses wired for sound, they
be right, for it would take more
than 3000 regular bookings to get BIG
him out f)f the l)ag on this particular
piece of entertainment. Rut the sales
organization is only selling five year
contracts and, as suggested above,
over (jSVr of the houses now wired
Columbia's "Perfect Thirty-Six"
are playing either one or both of tlic
continues to bring in important
weekly releases. If there are two
houses in opposition to each other, bookings. The Michigan Theatre,
each one gets one a week. If the Flint, Michigan, a new first run
wired house has no wired opposi- house has contracted for the output
tion, then he gets both releases. So
Fox might be taking it on the chin 100%.
The entire product has also been
now but W'ith the new sound equipment l)eing set at the rate of 15 to booked by the Empress Theatre, of
20 a day, and with the above per- Denver, Colorado, one of the most
centage carried on for a while and
all
on a five year contract, things important first-run houses in its ter-

Larry Darmour and
Corporation
their producing and
rangements with Film
fices, for an indefinite

begin to brighten up after a bit. ritory.
Right now. Mo\ietonc News, is
The Hippodrome, Baltimore, has
the i)est screen entertainment ob- booked "Driftwood" for the week
tainable, and that takes ip long and of Otober 29, to be followed by
shorts, with talk and otherwise.
"Sinners' Parade," on No\ember 12.

or so, all future shorts for
release to be made with Photophone

FIRST RUNS

Con\-ention, I assume that it was
caused by the fact that at that session the Motion Picture Theatrd
Owners of America elected to membership on the Board of Directors
representatives of so-called affiliated
theatres.
If this is what inspired
Mr. Cole to make his unwarranted
and untrue statement, then it iS
doubly unfair because in his own
state organization he has admitted
affiliated theatres to membership an
has been accepting dues from them;
If
this constitutes 'selling out tc

producers and distributors' then h«
has been 'sold out' for a long timel
"In years past it was considerec
smart to play underhand politics anc
bring careless charges against ever}
man who made an honest endeavoi
to build up exhibitor organizations!
I
had supposed that this old stuf^
would never be resorted to again
but it is evident that Mr. Cole ha
an old fashioned idea that destru
tiveness will give him more publicil
than constructiveness.
"I am proud of the present posi
tion of the Motion Picture Theatr
Owners of America and I feel th
great responsibility which has be!
come mine since my unanimous rej
I
shall continue to giv
election.
to the members the very greates
service of which I am capaljle, re
gardless of snipers."

"Lonesome" "Melody of
Love" Heavily Booke<
Universal's

FBO

Producer Continuing

Under Long Term

ON COLUMBIA PRODUCT

will

inent.

—

that

Fox has too much of an investment
this news reel. And if it is con-

in

*

Darmour

INVESTMENT RISK?
.V

Honored By

Gilks

Office Scandal."

Central

in

medium of the trade press, li
very seldom that I reply to such
nonsense but inasmuch as the ex
prcssion "sold out" has been usee
I feel constrained to make tin's statethe

is

"In the successful efforts of tlu
gineering contracts with various artMotion Picture Theatre Owners oi
paring the dialogue.
ists, acts and other talent for forth*
*
^
coming Universal talking Pictures, America to build an organizatioi
Sally Eilers and Mack Scnnett is back in Universal City to resume which would be worth something tn
all exhibitors, fair and unfair crit
have severed l)usiness relations. .Miss his actixities as a studio synchron- icisms have been
made from time tii
ization expert.
Eilers will free lance.
While
in New York, his efforts time by various men. But it has re*
*
*
resulted in a number of outstanding mained for H. A. Cole of Texas to
Willard Mack has received a wire deals, the most notable of which overstep all bounds of decency and
bidding for the screen rights to his was the signing of I'aul W liiteman, honor by making the reckless statement that the Motion Picture The-*
play, "The Common Sin," for an all- the king of jazz.
Whiteman, will take his entire atre Owners of America 'has sold
talkie production.
orchestra to Universal City Febru- out to the producers and distribu*
*
*
ary i6th next, for six weeks of pic- tors.'
"Since this statement was made ill
Jimmie Adams, former Christie turization and sound recording.
connection with our recent TorontQ
comedy star, has been signed by

feature

length picture. The adaptability of
sound to natural news events is
more effective than sound placed in
any other picture or pictures.
$i,coo,ooo

START "U" FILM FEB. 16

Fox has bought

most widely hooked
ever

attention has l)een directeil
statement given out i)y H. .\.
Cole of Texas and broadcast through

to a

The Butterheld

the Standard
continue
releasing ar-

will

Booking Ofit was

period,

learned yesterday.

Darmour has 28 more pictures to
make under the existing schedule before the new schedule for 1930 is
drawn
It

is

two talking

piC:

centers.

Contract
Cinema

first

tures, "Lonesome" and "The Melod
of Love" have reached the nation
wide showing stage, with curren
and early presentations set in man;

Circuit

in

Michi

gan, the Loew Theatre in Houston
the Aldine Theatre (Loew) in Pitts
burgh and the United Arti.-ts The
atre in Chicago, are the latest t^
set in one or both of these attrac
With the exception of th
tions.
Chicago theatre, which so far
signed up for "Lonesome" only, thi
foregoing houses will play both talk
ing pictures.

up.
definitely

arranged

that

Schumann-Heink

Dar-

mour will start production on this
new schedule within the next month

FBO

synchronization and to be reacly for
release with sound next April.

Madame

Ernestine

Schumann

famous and beloved open
star, is now in Hollywood about t(
start work in a sound picture to b(
called "Motherhood."
Heinck,

l^
This Issue Jo& Brandt

in

Re(. U. S. Pat. Off.

Devoted

to the fostering

New

)L. 24 No. 104

^ig Stunt

"What's

Tells

—Continuing

journalistic

York, Saturday, November

INTERCHANGE FOR
"REELTONE" DEVICE

enterprise

Brothers colossal picture G. Young an executive of the corby Telephoto and Foto- poration. Basically Reeltone is a
"disc recording device," but by virim so that pictures and statements
tue of these new patents they are
de in Hollywood at Grauman's enabled to record sound on the film.
inese Theatre on Thursday were
)roduced in New York the next 18th Birthday For
ming. Warner Brothers forwardPathe Newsreel
advertising copy by the same proises and the result was a matter
The Pathe Newsreel, is with No.
irner

iterday

entire industry congratulation.

*

*

*

A

i8th Birthday.
special review of world events, which
happened during the life of the reel,

91, celebrating its

ohn Barrymore, Dolores Costello,
this
Rapf, Jack Warner, E. W. is featured in
week.
immons, Sid Grauman, Clarence
own, Al Christie, Charles H.
Efe Asher, Joseph M.
ristie,
OPENING
tienck and J. Stuart Blackton all
SET
ned enthusiastic tributes to the
«r picture and these were reproirry

out

issue,

own

handwriting,

heartily congratulate

;ture

News on
*

Much

talks

this

*

Motion

achievement.

*

about some pictures

educational uses,
rhe educational picture of the fue will be both visible and audible.
iTough the vast resources of two

companies in spirited rivalry
the manufacture of sound devices
d equipment, the money for de.opment will be readily available,
is not to be expected that these
npanies will content themselves
lely with the making of equip:nt. They vrill be in the business
making pictures before they are
;ll aware of it.
*
*
*

;at

rhe classroom of the near future
11
have professors and teachers
Dught from great distances and
'ing instruction through sight and
and, even in the little red schooluse atmosphere. Learned men will
pear before the camera and will
liver lectures that will be heard
und the world. Chemistry can be
ight with greater facility, plant life
a be brought from distant counts and presented before the stunts, animal life similarly, and all
will
education
be
inches
of
Dadened and made more available
pupils of all ages.

Contemplation of

this picture is
fascinating as to be almost in the
earn class, but the new develop:nt of service to mankind is now
existant fact.

ARTHUR JAMES

FIVE CENTS

1928

"SONORATONE" NEW

A

Hollywood correspondent

Imagine what might happen on
the

DeMille-MGM

when

set

ACOUSTIC NAME

re-

ports that Clive Brook, intent on
getting a speech over in a talkie
sequence on the Paramount sound
stage, sort of got mixed up in his
lines and in a fit of anger, gave
his knee a terrific slap.
Results
being that every recording instrument on the set blew out as a result of this slight concussion.

"C. B." gives an order to 31 or
Zd of his assistants who will all

"Yes, Mr. DeMille."
The
explosion will probably be heard
in Spain.
reply,

At a luncheon yesterday given by
Charles R. Rogers to P. L. Deutsch,
Pres. of Acoustics and Sonora, it

was announced

—

line-up

(

of

dates,

of

Continued on page 2)

Midwesco Shakeup

the talking picture

their disposal
for this coming year.
for

name

The new organization, which has
taken over the Bristol sound studio
in Waterbury, will introduce an innovation in the records for the con-

NAT'L FEATURES

Hollywood

the

field.

$8,400,000 VITAPHONE
Isl

that

Bristolphone as a trade-mark of the
talking picture apparatus just acquired by the Deutsch companies
was now being dropped in favor of
a new trade-mark, called Sonoratone.
The change was occasioned by the
greater reputation of the Sonora
machine, in the record reproducing

—

Brown Resigns Other
Department Changes

Stan

budgets of the major companies are
rapidly assuming shape and exhibitors may shortly have a complete

FOR NOV. 9

^e

3,

Industry.

"Careful, Mr. DeMille"

this

REXY

ced in their

Exhibitors Trade Review

and developing of the Motion Picture

Final patents have been secured
by
Reeltone Corporation that make
t arouses our enthusiasm, Motion
interchangeable with all other
News covered the world it
:ture
synchronizing devices. This statemiere of "Noah's Ark," the new ment was issued today by Thomas
["hrough

With The Movies"

Rig\it

—

Milwaukee Recent uneasiness in
Midwesco Chain of Theatres

the

may

shortly manifest itself in a gen-

was yesterday ascertained that eral shakeup, which has possibly
The Stanley Co., of America will First National pictures would be started with the resignation of Stan
open another link in their chain next
synchronized with Vitaphone, of Brown, one of the most prominent
Friday,
November gth, in South which there will be
district managers in the chain.
56, to cost apPhiladelphia, with the new Rexy
proximately $8,400,000.
A number of house managers in
Theatre, which will seat 2,200 peoUniversal Pictures will make 22 other Milwaukee cities may shortly
ple.
Movietone features at a cost of leave the circuit and several departThere will be a matinee daily and $4,000,000. Mack Sennett is spending ments reorganized.
two evening performances with $1,500,000 for his sound equipment
The reason for the unrest, accordMovietone and Vitaphone presenta- and
37 standard comedies and three ing to report, is the lagging business
Irving
this
house,
tions. In opening
8-Reel features with RCA photo- for the past few months in the key
D. Rossheim states "It is the finest phone.
houses of the chain, caused by the
theatre in South Philadelphia and
(Continued on page 2)
lack of good product, occasioned by
this
in
want
will fill a long-felt
withdrawal of M-G-M product for
community."
one, in Milwaukee, and by oppositon
It

The Rexy Theatre, through

its

close similarity to another nariie,

has no connection whatever with

Roxy Theatre

the

New

enterprises in

York.

"MARRIAGE CONTRACT
IN EMBASSY NOV. 9

Tiffany-Stahl are announcing the

premiere of "Marriage by
Ruth
Patsy
featuring
Contract"
Miller and Lawrence Gray.

world

200 For "Lilac Time"

The
Today marks

the 200th perform-

Na-

"Lilac Time,"
sound picture starring Colleen Moore, at the Central Theatre.

ance

of

First

tional's

The

run of this picture will continue

indefinitely.

picture will open at the

Em-

bassy Theatre on Friday November
9th.

of

Orpheum

Circuit

houses, taking

Fox competitors.

the best from

UFA EASTERN DIST.
HAS PRIOR RIGHTS
The

UFA

tribution,

New

Eastern Division Diswhich includes the

Inc.,

York,

New

Jersey, Connecticut.

Maine, MassachuHampshire, Vermont,
OPENS N. J.
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia, Pennsylvania, and District
of Columbia, through exclusive franMET. STUDIOS
chise, has decided to help co-ordmthe distribution of UFA films by
ate
Goldstone announces that
Phil
Educational Pictures, Inc., who^ has
after a year of preparation that the
half-interest in World
Metropolitan Studios at Fort Lee, just bought a
Pictures.
Wide
New Jersey, the largest and most
Dave Brill yesterday stated, that
complete Sound Studio in the East,
simultaneous relases ot
Monday,
regarding
opens for operations on

Rhode

setts,

GOLDSTONE

Island,

New

MONDAY

Mrs. Novak Dies
Mrs. Sally Novak, sister of Mrs.
Joseph H. Seidelman, wife or the

manager of the Paramount
Famous-Lasky Foreign Department,

assistant

died early yesterday at the Reception Hospital, from injuries received
in a fall from a horse in Central
Park.
She was a member of Paramount s

Short Feature Department.

November

the
This
and a
organization
Metropolitan
gala event for the exhibitors who
(Continued on page 2)

product, his company has prior
selecrights and first call, subject to
all
on
M-G-M
and
P-F-L
by
tion
by
produced
subjects
picture
motion

UFA

stli.

will be a gala event

for

UFA, up

until

January

ist.

1933-
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By JOE

Abraham Bernstein, Managing Editor; Herman J. Schleier. Business Manager.
Executive and Editorial Offices, 25 \Vest
43rd Street. Suite 409. New York. Telephone

Leaders)

BRANDT

President Columbia Pictures Corp.

Never have I lost my faith in the through its new phase of growth
There never can be anything fundcome thro:
picture industry and, what development as it has
motion
amentally wrong with an industry
entertaining
more
others,
the
importance
more
of
is perhaps
by a public that
that continually makes progress.
neither has the vast public that has more beloved
Even the most skeptical will ad- nourished and helped bring it to its taken it so closely to its heart.
If I were not limited by the
that present state of developmnet.
grudgingly perhaps
mit
ject of my thesis, I could touch ri|
the "movies" have made enormous
So far as potentialities are con- here on the changing complexior!
ers, Inc.
reliected in the me;
in every one of its various cerned, the motion picture industry the industry
„.
strides
Most of our New York City subscribers
along a new and un- ers and the marriages with the e
in
phases from its early inception to is starting out
are furnished their papers by carriers,
plotted road. This has been sharply trical and radio industries. But
order that they will get a more prompt serdate.
Subscriber.'
and somewhat hectically brought the outcome, I have no fears
vice than that given by mail.
in
will oblige by notifying us about any lapse
I have been actively identified and
to our attention by the recent hys- future is rich and fertile in vast
picture indus- teria in connection wtih sound pic- sibilities for extension into a bro;
Joe Blair, West Coast Representative, 1255 allied with the motion
Taramind Avenue, Los Angeles (Phone try in one capacity or another since tures. Where the new road is go- and more universal field of en
Hempstead 1514).
ing to lead, no one at this particular taniment.
London Office and Correspondent: Samuel the days when a 200-foot subject
moment is in position to state with
This much I will say, howe'
Harris, "The Cinema," 80-82 Wardour St.,
was a novelty and a single reel a any degree of certainty and defmite- Regardless of anything, the mo'
London, \V. 1.
t.Picture
Moving
durCanadian
with
it
Canadian Office:
film classic. I have sat
ness.
picture industry will remain as
Digents, 259 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada.
ing its tender, early years, and
important factor in the social
period
The "movies" are now in a
watched the "infant" of a new form
industrial life of the entire w(

—

Address all communications
Bryant 1489.
Rate» inclu6to Executive Offices. Subscription
an<i
ing postage paid, per year United States
Canada, $10: Foreign, $15; single copies, 5
Remit by check, money order cur
cents.
Entered as second-class
rcncy or postage.
matter January 4, 192o. at the post office ot
New York, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Published and copyright by Picture Publish,

.

—

—

—
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—
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—

—

i|

..,

.

.

of entertainment struggle to its feet
and learn to walk. I have seen the

and
grow in stature
strength, and have been sympathetic
of its growing pains. I have seen it
beset on all sides from enemies
within and enemies without. I have
industry

—

—

seen it emerge stronger than ever
before from period after period of
doubt, darkness and dispute.

—

Emil Jensen, Joe Schenck's
is

here,

representative

sonal

he

or very

vice versa right after election
depending a lot on whether Al.

Smith carries

Hoover
little

act

.

.

.

that

the

of

all

the IQ28

Madison

World

Square
George

Hollywood for Fox
Films, is back in New York looking
over sound studios
Jim TuUy
and Dr. Lee DeForest are billed as
the attractions at the A. M. P. A.

Isl

ord attendance

.

there

.

.

is

not a rec-

Mort Shaw

.

Rodeo

at

Garden Thursday

—

phy to the winner an award which
was won last year by Miss Florence
Hughes, of Ardmore, Oklahoma, but
which nmst be captured three times
in succesion by the same contestant
before permanent possession is as-

luncheon for next Thursday, and sured.
Paul Benjamin, the supervising architect of the A.M. P. A. shows is going Goldstone
if

Series

of

Opens N.

Met. Studios
(Continued from page

via

.

.

ean

.

.

to

1)

.

.

.

WoodhuU

Pete

is

1^'

1st National Features

(Continued from page

1)

Fox has already listed I2 features,
he goes after the affable Col. Cole,
of Texas, who has an idea that the with a greater number soon to inM.P.T.O.A. sold out to somebody crease this amount.
Trem Carr, independent producer
Otta B. Mantel!
or something
has resumed his old job with United (Rayart) at the Sennett Studio, will
Artists, now being sales manager spend $i,(X)0,ooo on eight feature
for Central and South America, ac- length talkies. Famous Players will
cording to information sent out from make 45, Warner Brothers 40, Christie, 36.
the office of Arthur Kelly
.

V:i

1)

J

western wilds, and someone must
have been feeding him meat the way

.

Zakoro Gets Rights
Acoustic N2mie
To U. S. Prima

1'

New
i)ack

New

)i

.

York yesterday after a two months $8,400,000 Vitaphone
stay in Europe lining up his production

1

The new Prima Vox, the -^oit
equipment invented by Walter t
schuler, an engineer, has been jr
chased for distribution rights throtii
Zak'C
reels 1-3-5-7 of a feature and the out the United States by the
other set for No. 2 carrying reels, Film Corp., picture distributor-.
The equipment will be used
2-4-6-8.
There are about 70 Sonoratone road show purposes and will iiuii
machines ready for installation at theatres in small towns to
Deutsch commented on sound pictures at once.
this time.
the resynchronizing feature of the
machine which aids the projectionist
Hamilton Signed
in that bring his records back in to
time instantly, should a break occur.
Demonstrations of the machine will
Neil Hamilton has been select.
be held at the Sonora headquarters play opposite Colleen Moore in "Vi;
on 57th Street and will also be Be Good?" Miss Moore's st.inji
shown in an 8th Avenue theatre vehicle which will follow "Synthi
soon.
Sin." which is still in product^
Deutsch commended Rogers very William A. Seiter will direct "Vi:
highly and also spoke very encour- Be Good?"
agmgly about the future of the talking pictures and of his associates

.

returned

author's

venience of projection, in that 18inch records will be manufactured,
one set of records for machine No.
carrying the synchronization for
I

Monday

.

Productions,

BARRY -VlTi

J.

—

.

accompaniment.

(Continued from page

wild

.

audible

"Sonoratone"

and woolly thatch, is a
back slider, having bought himself will shortly be in a position to get
a hat and he says his trouble always Metropolitan Short subjects and the
has been to find one big enough
Metropolitan Road Show Specials.
Denny Harris, Pittsburg theatre
Goldstone further announces that
impressario, arrived in New York not only will Metropolitan pictures
yesterday for a stay of a couple of be produced there, but the studio
days while he looks them over
will be available to any producer
William Vogel, who will make high-class Sound
meaning pictures
vice president and general manager Pictures and Metropolitan Studios
of Pathc International Corp., arriv- will also synchronize pictures aled in New York yesterday from ready produced, with music, sound
Europe 'for consultations with home effects and in many instances talkMichael J. Gour- ing sequences.
office executives
land, president of Affiliated Europthe

"TAVERN KNIGHT"

"Stage Struck," the second of the
Pathe Aesop's Sound Fables to be
The widespread speculation ai
synchronized by the RCA Photocerning John Barrymore's first Vm
at
phone process will be recorded
phone talking picture was set at isS
Sound Studios, Inc., in New York, today with an official announcenj^
today.
from J. L. Warner that Mr. Bajrl
Josiah Zuro is in charge of the
more's initial vehicle will be "'ji«
recording and will lead the orchestra Tavern Knight" by Rafael Sabatfl
while Paul Terry and John Foster,
Warner Bros., believe they h?
co-author's of the fable, will coopera perfect choice in this pcuj
Morris made
with effect director,
ate
lar novel which is one of the faniM
Manne in accentuating the laughs
best known works.

Jessel, prominent
evening.
stage and screen actor, presented the
$10,000 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer tro-

in

to be surprised

—

—

Sound Started Today

PRIZE TO COW-GIRL

shorts in the Paramount Magazine
before the Astoria studio closed and
who more latterly was supervising

.

will per

—

or whether
one who does that
Tad Lucas, Fort Worth cow-girl.
Ernie Maas, who was was crowned the Champion Cow-girl

.

it

undergo metamorphosis

radical change. The industry
progressed, is still progressing—;
must conti;
in the final analysis
This to me is pip(
to progress.
answer
the
that
conclusive
One need have no fears "What's Right with the Movies?
everything.
"movies" will not come

utterances

fast.

New York

responsible for the production of

production

its

very

the

is

ically

are gibberish
crude and ineffectual attempts to express itself and make itself understood in a new medium. But give
and learning
It's learning
it time!
of

Second Fables In

AWARDS $10,000

M-G-M

much

—

—

despite the fact that

per-

saj's

man

going to be a rich

To revert to our
transition.
of
simile, the child, having learned to
walk, is now learning to talk. Most

in

Perez With P-F-L

.

.

"Phantom City" Ready

First National's i^
release, "The I'hi
toin City," will soon be ready
shipment to the company's excha;

Prints

of

Ken Maynard

.

.

the deal.

I

Paul Perez, former United Press
writer and film man, has been engaged by Paramount to title Elinor cs. The picture was shown
Glyn's "Three Week Ends," starring home office this week. It is
uled for December release.
Clara Bow.

>

at

1

^clii
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Picture Reviews
"The Midnight Taxi"
WARNERS— VITAPHONE

'Varsity"

\RAMOUNT.
reeled
ory by

Frank Tuttle

by

THE PERFORMANCE GIVN BY CHESTER CONKLIN
THE CHARACTER OF
CONLAN, LIFTS
POP"
jVJ

OUT
THE
TORY HAS BEEN DONE
iN ANY NUMBER OF OCHIS PRODUCTION
F THE DEPTHS.

SOMETIMES

ASIONS,

Russell.

A PLEASING CROOK MELODRAMA WHICH EXCELLS
IN THE LATTER HALF OF
THE PICTURE. SUSPENSE
IS KEPT UP NICELY IN
THIS HALF AND THE CLIMAX FURNISHES A SIGH
OF RELIEF. THE ENTIRE
CAST EXCEPT LOY ARE
ADEQUATE.

A couple of rum-runners cook up a
around three peo- liquor deal of large proportions. One
Conlan, a janitor at plans to double-cross the other and get

ETTER.

plot centers

"Pop"

e;

who in reality is the
rinceton,
ther of Jimmy Duffy, who falls for
ay, the girl in a Wild West troupe,
drinks, worries "Pop" and
ay, collects money for a college

mmy

away with

his share of the purchase
money. To play safe an unknown girl
selected to innocently carry the
is
money to Vancouver, along with the
gang. She, in reality, is after the
crooks who stole $200,000 in bonds and
framed her fiiancee. The real double-

by Luke while
larity
"Pop" and Fay set out
is drunk.
J
right all wrongs and, of course, crossing
and

it

is

lifted

)

A

that everything ends happily.
allege picture without a foot-ball
ame. Original.
Frank Tuttle, the director, has
He
lade the best of a poor yarn.
as some nice shots on the Prince;e

m
le

.John Adolfi

campus. But Chester Conklin
whole show.

is

'Ned McCobb's Daughter"
creen Story by...Beulah Marie

William

by

)irected

almost

crooks

succeed in
placing
another crime on his shoulders, but
everything works out nicely with the
bad boys caught at the Canadian borstealing the hero's

money and

J.

Dix

Cowen

Irene Rich, Robert Armstrong and Theodore Roberts

eaturing

PATHE.

SWEDISH.

Spencer Bennett Directed by
Mauritz Stiller
Howard Green Featuring. .Greta Garbo-Lars Larson
F'eaturing Junior Coughlan with Bert
THIS
Woodruff and George Duryea
IS

FOREIGN PRODUCHARDLY UP TO
GOOD DRAMA DIRECTED STANDARD
OF AMERICAN
BY PATHE'S FAMOUS FILMS IN CONTINUITY,
DISERIAL DIRECTOR. HAS A RECTION AND PHOTOGBANG - UP FINISH AND RAPHY, BUT IS NOTEHOLDS THE INTEREST
FOR DR. LAGERTHRUOUT. THE KIDS WORTHY
LOF'S STORY AND FINE
WILL LOVE IT AND THE
OF GARBO HANOLDER ONES WILL TAKE WORK
SON-KAMMEREN
AS
THE KIDS,
COUNT
HENRIK
AND
ELJunior Coughlan
the boy who
LEN CEDERSTRON.
causes
the trouble, because when
TION

-

is

all

father died he requested Capt.
Fairchild (Bert Woodruff), to take
care of him and the $25,000 he had
saved for the child's education, etc.
There's a gang of thieves after this
booty and the action of the picture
concerns the foiling of their plans by
Junior and the happy ending whereby the aviator hero is finally accepted by the retired sea-faring captain, who always hated "those flying
his

fools."

Coughlan is fine as is Bert Woodand the comedy relief is wellhandled by Tom Kennedy.
George
Duryea and Virginia Bradford do
well enough as the hero and heroine
ruff

der.

With a

slightly heavier part,

Tom

Dugan, as the stuttering gangster,
would have stolen this picture. Both
Myrna Loy and Moreno are miscast, of the love
while Russell

is

only

interest.

fair.

"The Haunted House"

"The Red Mark"

'ATHE.

"Legend Gosta Berling"

Antonio Moreno Directed by
Costello, Myrna Loy, Wni. Story by

Howard Estabrook Helen

aturing Chester Conklin, Mary
Brian and Charles Rogers

The

Directed by
Featuring

"Marked Money"

PATHE

)f
Ned McCobb's daughter, Carrie
Irene Rich), of the family of sturdy,
lonorable, sea-faring New England
\IcCobbs, to a miserable weakling,
jcorge Callahan
(George Berraud).
[u order to save him, George, from
lail, Carrie goes into the bootlegging
acket with George's brother, Babe
The story
^Robert
Armstrong).
:oncerns itself with the elimination
5f George and the admirable love of
Carrie and Babe.
The direction is splendid and done
Iwith restraint and a fine appreciation
Ijf suspense.
Irene Rich and Robert
I

Armstrong do excellent work and it's
Roberts
II pleasure to see Theodore
i

'again.

He

land his role

is
is

still

all

a splendid actor
too short.

Revier With Powers
Harry Revier, pioneer director and
producer, will direct an all-talkie picture for P. A. Powers to be recorded
via Powers Cinephone.
The picture
will be made from a play, now having a successful run on Broadway.

story

in

its

leading

to their

Hollywood

work, but there is nothing in their
performances they need be ashamed
It is a typical tale of

of.

Norwegian

sternness and intrigue over property
rights and rigid moral concepts. How
a spoiled son can come completely
under the domination of his grasping
mother, who seeks to pass on rights
to the estate to the son, even to
causing him to cast off his wife, so
that she does not share in it, forms
the meat of this tale.
Only a few exhibitors will care to
run this for their patrons, as most
audiences will walk out on it. If your
fans want intelligent thought in a
picture, you can take a chance.

"Mask

Scenario and Titles by. .Richard Bee
Directed by. .Benjamin Christiansen
Featuring Chester Conklin and

features

both Garbo and Hanson, and

was made prior

FIRST NATIONAL.

of the Devil"

.

James Cruze
Direction
Featuring Gaston Glass,
Von Seyffertitz, Nina Quartaro

.

Photography

Ira

Morgan

DEPARTURE FROM
STEREOTYPED PICTURES,
IT WILL INTEREST MOST

it's

ITS

Herbert (Ed. Breese), whom his
money-grabbing relatives are trying

AUDIENCES.

He pretends
to kill off for his gold.
he's dying and by forbidding his relatives to enter his house, wherein a
large sum of money is supposedly

The Governor

of the penal colony,

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER.
Victor Seastrom
Featuring John Gilbert,
Alma Rubens, Theodore Roberts
Wasserman-Gade-Marion
Story by.

Thelma Todd Directed by

FAST MOVING MYSTERY
A DRAMA OF FATHER THRILLER. LOTS OF ACAND SON, SET IN AN UN- TION. THE STUFF THAT
USUAL LOCALE, VIZ: A EVERYONE :}ETS A KICK
FRENCH PENAL COLONY. OUT OF AND GOES TO SEE.
WHILE OF A SINISTER ALWAYS A GOOD BOX-OFCHARACTER, THE PRO- FICE BET. WITH ADDED
DUCTION IS A BIT IN- SOUND EFFECTS, IT IS
^ice angles and sound
CREDULOUS AND UN- EVEN MORE EFFECTIVE.
30x-office value.
STILL, BECAUSE OF
REAL.
This time
a story about Uncle
The picture deals with the marriage
a fine, gripping story,
drama instraight
/olving not only a
300d bootlegging
^lot but excellent
:haracteriz ation.
this has great box-of-

The

roles

.

.

A

RED-HOT TYPICAL
GILBERT LOVE STORY OF
THE TYPE THAT MADE
HIM FAMOUS IN EARLIER
DAYS— HAS LOADS OF
FEMININE BOX OFFICE
APPEAL AND WHICH, IF
THE UNHAPPY ENDING IS
CHANGED, WILL BE A
CLEAN - UP. DIRECTION
-

AND CAST GREAT.
Story

concerns
an

a

heart-breaker,

fashion-plate

irresistible

(to

executioner at hidden, he gathers them all together women) and cruel philanderer who
heart, has not seen his beloved son there and gives them the time of has no scruples about betraying each
He happens to be their lives with hired spooks, etc. new love. He is finally shot and
for many years.
a prisoner in this colony, who is re- Of course, the villain is discovered killed by a friend, whose trust he
The son and the happy ending comes along has betrayed, in loving his fiancee.
ceiving a pardon shortly.
falls in love with a girl of one of the just as all happy endings should.
The death of Gilbert adds no strength
inmates (in this colony, all are alChester Conklin is always good for to the picture, as audiences are led
lowed a chance at home life and the a laugh and the rest of the cast is to still hold out hope of his eventual
There's good di- reformation, and after all he should
pursuit of some occupation), but un- entirely capable.
for making love
fortunately, the Governor also sets rection that hits a good pace and not be made to die
his eye on her and attempts to re- sticks to it.
to the other fellow's girl.
Eva von Berne scores a hit in this
move the youth (his son) from his
picture and Robert Forbes likewise
For assaulting an ofTicer, the
path.
Club
comes to scratch.
lover is condemned to die, and on
a

saturnine

and

vile

;

Today

Warner

the scaffold, just in time, his identity
is revealed to his father and his life
is saved.
The leading lady (who is just a

The Warner Club

New York

at the

home

of-

holding; a big
affair to-day over at the Vitagraph
Studio in Brooklyn, which will shortly be reopened for sound production
fice

in

is

Hanaphone Sold For
Elnglish Distribution

size) is unconvincing in this
The "Hanaphone" talkie system,
although she does good work. by Warner Brothers.
now in use in .American
is
put
affair
on
which
biggest
She appears a trifle immature, von
It will be the
Seyffertitz is always splendid, and by the employees, and a fine enter- cinemas, is to be handled in London
tainment program has been arranged. by an all British company.
Gaston Glass is good.

mite
role,

in

Exhibitors
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Eastman

I

1
:

I

(

I

I

L

Panchromatic motion picture
film, now used in practically
every important production,
represents one of the many
contributions, nothing short of
revolutionary, made to the
art

by Eastman

scientists.

In the future, as in the past,

look to Eastman for advances
that will help the motion picture industry to attain still
higher levels of artistic
achievement.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

In this Issue Irving D. Rosshcim Tells ''What's Right with the Movies''
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I
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York, Monday, November

SMITH CLOSES BIG

STANLEY CONTRACT

a success of the Fifth Avenue
and the 55th Street
iayhouse
E. J. Smith, general manager for
nema, but the new theatre is a Tiffany-Stahl, returned to New York
ahead of both of these ef- Saturday from Philadelphia and
er jump
Washington where he closed the enrts and the small theatre gesture
tire Stanley circuit of theatres on
Brooklyn.
Marriage by Contract". The opening
•
*
•
booking is to be played at the New
It is beautifully equipped and in
Theatre, Baltimore, the latest of the
Idition to a commodiousi auditorium Stanley houses.
After this opening, it will play
a large lounge, a ping pong
IS
runs in the "A" houses
mrt, a miniature ballroom, tables simultaneous
ad.

bridge in the salon intime and
The
art exhibit in the foyer.

I

atmosphere is of the liighest
ass and the artistic adornment in
Mr. Otto
modernistic school.
le

throughout District of
Maryland, Pennsylvania

of this circuit

Columbia,

and New Jersey.

hole

reported as being interested
and this will assure
certain social prestige as well

aim
I

<

is

the venture

that of

adequate financing.
*

•

*

Fanny Hurst in writing for the
rst

program

night

"Upon

says:

temple of the
oungest art as the one in which
ach a perfect little

now

ou are

seated rests the wliite

ope for truth
ictures^

Let

the

C.

Bound

TS

Producers Bound
for Japan Mission
SAN FRANCISCO—A Tiffany-Stahl

of

here leave mediocrity behind".

(iter

Laemmle W.

Carl Laemmle, President of Universal left New York Saturday on
the Century, bound for Hollywood,
where he will only stay a short
while. Laemmle will confer on production problems for next season,
with studio executives.

motion production crew headed by Howard
Brown are on the high seas- bound
pictures which C.
for Japan, to produce a Tiffany Color

and beauty

Classic of the picturesque

ceremony

Hurst also refers to this little of the accession of the Japanese EmIayhouse as one of the "small cru- perior.
In addition to this ceremony, a
ible
[iss

of idealism".

Tiffany Color Symphony entitled "A
Japanese Carnival" is to be made
The movement is extending to with Japanese actors in the leading
>oston and Chicago and there is roles. Original weird Japanese music
very promise that there will be a will be used for the synchronization
*

*

*

Cinema Art Theatres which of this picture.
provide an outlet for films of a
ype that are not popular with the
Ernest Torrence Cast
iiasses but which do have a definite
aine and which should have a place
Ernest Torrence has been assigned
n the cinematic scheme of things.
by M-G-M to an important role in
*
*
*
John Gilbert's next picture, "Thirst".
The movement puts the cinema Mr. Torrence was last seen with Gilnto dinner jackets and pretty frocks bert in "The Cossacks".
nd affords the note of distinction
vhich delights the eye of an interMain of

fill

'

sting

group in

sufficient

numbers

make the ventures profitable if
he quality of entertainment is not
trained.
The Little Carnegie Playlouse is an artistic delight and it
>as an
uncommonly good ventila9

ioii
II

which

liitherto lias

been minus

the art arty efforts of the screen.

ARTHUR JAMES

Industry.

KIVK CE.\TS

5, 11>2M

Way

Under

Tax and Censorship Laws

,1

r

Trade Iteview

and developing of the Motion Picture

The Art Arty Preparations
The Cineina Art Theatre movement
inis been given its Uest and most
of
opening
in
the
rtant impetus
146
at
Playhouse
Carnegie
e Little
'"
Its
eet, New York.
est 57. '
-octor is Michael Mindanagi
persional supervisor is
^5
a"
D. Mindlin. Mx. MJndlin has
!at

lOvlilbitoi-N

Capital Anniversary

Combat

to

43 States

in

Hold Enemies

Industry to
Legislative Sessions
Arizona
Arkansas'
California

Colorado
Connecticut

Delaware
Florida

Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana

Iowa
Kansas
Maine
Maryland

_
_

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

„

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Oklahoma

_

_

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Is'land

_

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

Utah
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

_

_

Wyoming

New "U"

1929
Jan. 14
Jan. 14
Jan. 7
Jan. 2
Jan. 9
Jan. 1
April 2
June 26
Jan. 7
Jan. 9
Jan. 10
Jan. 14
Jan. 8
Jan. 2
Jan. 2
Jan. 2
Jan. 2
Jan. 8
Jan. 2
Jan. 7
Jan. 1
Jan. 21
Jan. 2
Jan. 8
Jan. 8
Jan. 2
Jan. 9
Jan. 8
Jan. 7
Jan. 8
Jan. 14
Jan. 1
Jan. 1
Jan. 8
Jan. 8
Jan. 7
Jan. 8
Jan. 14
Jan. 9
Jan. 14
Jan. 9
Jan. 9
Jan. 8

to Strict

Account-

ability
Forty three state legislatures beginning with sessions in January and
continuing to June, will give the
motion picture industry food for
thought at an early time.
The movement for censorship
abolishment seems ripe, as that institution has outlived whatever value
it may have had, but more than this
activity, adverse tax legislation and
anti-block booking bills are expected

number of
The schedule

in a

states.
for legislative sessions for 1929 is given in the column

adjoining.

The Film Boards
taries

of Trade secreand exhibitor committees are

now cooperating

in

defense of the

and already the preparations for meeting adverse conditions
are under way.
This year, as never before, the
friends and enemies within the business will have to stand up and be
industry

counted, as the industry will hold
the bolshevics and malcontents fully
responsible for their attitude and
activities.

Wuerker with Fox
Al Wuerker, for many years associated with Fred Thomson, Western star, as director and production
manager, has been placed under contract by Fox Films.
He has been
assigned to direct a feature length
production.
Jeff Lazarus, formerly
publicity and advertising director of
the Western division of William Fox
Circuit of Theatres, will supervise
the forthcoming production.

Policy Splits Country

into East- West Divisions
JENSEN LOSES $4,500

THEATRE SUIT TO FBO

Schlanger

Made

Assistant

Gen. Sales Manager
The deserved' pfoniotion

of

Ted

This week, the 9tli Anniversary
Capitol Theatre is being
celebrated in New York, with a
fine special program.
Major Edward Bowes, Managing Director,
is appearing on the stage to wel-

Schlanger to Assistant General Sales
atre owner, who formerly had the Manager, and the early appointment
Melrose Theatre, was the loser in of several new District Managers,
one of the most tricky theatre deals are announced by Carl Laemmle in
alignment in
in this territory, losing a judgment making public a new

come the

of $4,500 to

of the

theatre's

patrons.

SEATTLE— Walter

F. Jensen, the-

the Universal sales organization.

FBO.

(Continued on puffe

4)

(Continued on page

2)
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stead

Hemp-

(Phone

Angeles

Los
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London

Samuel

Correspondent:

and

Office

"The Cinema", 80-82 Wardour

Harri,*,

London, \V.

Street.

I.

Can.-idian

Moving

Picture

Canadian
Ave., Toronto.

Office:

Canada.

Spadina

259

Digcnts,

By IBVING D. ROSSHEIM
President of First National Pictures
Motion pictures are to a great deThe ch.'Ll of thirteen today knows
gree responsible for the general more about tlie United States, the
prosperity of tlie country, to the ini- conditions of life in the various secI»rovenient in the general living con- tions, than tlie man of thirty, with
They have an average education, knew before
ditions of the people.
brought tlie different sections of the motion pictures were perfected and
country closer together, interpreting became the most popular form of
the Westerner to the Sontherner and amusement.
The child of iiarents unable to prothe Easterner, and the other way
about. They have helped make the vide tliem with the luxuries of life
nation more homogeneous, raised tlie
with motor cars, phonographs,
solidarity of the nation.
That is radios, electric washing machines,
one thing that is right with the and other equipment considered essential in many households
movies and it's a big thing.
has
The movies show one half of the seen that others in circumstances
nation how the other half lives. not so much better than their own
They have developed mutual under- manage to get them and make life
standing; been a sort of national more livable and they imbibe the
|)ublic school in which the pu])ils
ambition to succeed, to raise the
liave been the patrons of the motion
picture theatres of tlie country what- standard of living in their own families.
ever age, color or creed.

—

—

—

New "U"

Policy Splits

Country into Divisions

—

York: Harvey Day, just back
from Washington, says' he intended
getting some inside information on
the election results and make himself a little change, but Mr. Coolidge
was tied up in a conference so he

New

didn't

get

him

see

to

.

.

Harry

.

Heichenbach is writing the story of
"The Stowaway" for a big picture
Universal

Eddie Golden, cherubic
Zeppelin
smile neverything, is back from a
mid west trip during which he found
everybody clamoring for Universal
Dave Strumpf,
sound pictures
FBO advertising art chief, has returned from Quebec where he spent
a week playing around with Mr.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Froiitenao, a prominent distiller

.

.

.

George Marion, Jr., ace Hollywood
title writer, and the best southpaw
pitcher in the film colony,

is in

New

York and registered at the Harvard
Club and after seeing some Broadway shows will sail for a ten weeks
the other side

trip to

.

Charlie

,

Burr, who has been in New York
for the past three weeks, has bought
himself a lot of musical comedies

Johnny HInes and will leave for
the coast next Saturday
Billy
Brandt, who is staging the big party
at the Motion Picture Club tomorrow
night, is also putting on one of his
own with fifteen guests
Julius
Stem, of the comedy making team
of Stern Brothers. ha» been ill for
several days and confined to his
hotel
Colvin Brown left Saturday for Chicago where he presided
over a Pathe sales meeting of middle
west salesmen
George Jessel has
signed up with Tiffany-Stahl to make
a song picture entitled "Luck Boy"
and most of the picture will be made
for

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

New York
Jack Hanvood,
with many friends among the exin

hibitors

Universal's new General Manager,
and by M. Van Praag, who succeeded Metzger as General Sales Manager,

takes

Praag's
past

office

Monday

as

Van

hand man. For the
months Schlanger has

right

eight

make of the kid who been Eastern Sales Director for the
Laemmle organization,
trip to Germany on the
A further step away from the three

got the free

,

.

has

here,

.

been

re-elected

president of the Cleveland exhibitors
organization
.

.

.

TWO PATHE

(Continued from page 1)
Schlanger, highly recommended to
Mr. Laemmle by Lou B. Metzger,

to

is

1928
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grand division plan. East, West and
South which marked Universal's sales
territories several years ago and
the more recent two grand division
plan, East and West, divided by the
Mississippi, has been brought about
to conform with changes in the distribution
and sales end of the
industry.

Closer contact is sought with the
exhibitor in Universal's new plan,
and closer supervision over the various territories'. Heretofore two sales
directors in the home offices have
divided supervision of the entire
United States and Canada between
them, with one or two assistants
or district managers each.
Under the new arrangement, there
will be more district managers, and
the district managers' will have increased supervision over their respective territories. It is likely that
each district manager will have four
or

five

exchange territories

under

his jurisdiction.

Fast Thinking
There is a story going the
rounds that Harry Reichenbach,
demon publicist, having read of
the stunt pulled by the Hearst
papers in placing a stowaway on
board the Graff-Zepplin, got red
the face with envy.
Not to be outdone, Harry conceived a yarn while taking the
last two gulps of a cup of coffee,
grabbed a phone and sold it to
Universal for a picture.
It will be known as "The Stowaway'" and will be put in to immediate production.
in

SALES

MEETINGS HELD
With Joseph

P.

Kennedy,

Official

Advisor, and Colvin W. Brown, Executive Vice President, as the principal speakers, in Los Angeles and
Chicago respectively, the Western
and Central Divisions of the Pathe
sales organization held sales meetings simultaneously yesterday (Sunday) to discuss the aggressive sound
picture program.
In

addition

Vice President
executives who
addressed the Chicago session at the
Blackstone were Phil Reisman, Gen-

Brown, home

It

is

no

exaggeration

Sales Manager; Harry Scott,
Short Subject Sales Manager and J.
F. McAloon Mgr. of Exchange Operations. Stanley Jacques, Central Division Sales Manager and the following

industry will bring them some ofifl
good things of life tliey have misi^t
Motion pictures have been a St

seminator

of

in attendance: H. S. Lorch, Chicago; J. A.
Harris, Cincinnati; W. E. Branson,
Des Moines; H. Graham, Indianapo-

A.

Aschmann, Milwaukee;

H. Maclntyre, Minneapolis; R. S.
Ballantyne, Omaha; E. S. Olsmith,
Kansas City; C. D. Hill, St. Louis
and H. P. Zapp, Detroit,
J.

Liebeskind Joins

As N. Y.

W-A
Sales

Head

Nat Liebeskind has resigned his
post as a secial representative for
the Fox Movietone, to associate himself with the Woody & Adler organization in the capacity of sales manager of the newly opened W-A exchange at 729 Seventh Avenue.

Election Returns

Rothafel announces that
nation-wide returns of the election
will be announced at the Roxy TheS.

L.

atre on

influenlga

mains and always will be the cislj
function of the motion picture.

New Mexican

"Beaut"

Robert Flaherty has delivered Ekd
orita Delia Magana to the Fox )\
for seasoning.
This is the Mexi^i
music hall beauty that has caujc
West Coast studio officials a lotij
worry recently. She was discoveje
by Flaherty who was on a locatj
hunt for his Indian epic he is
make for Fox. She wanted pie]
of money to desert that "dear Mg
ico" and she probably got it.

(J-'^

WAFILMS,

I

Tuesday evening.

There will be five de luxe performances on Election Day, the last
one beginning at 11:00 P. M., the
audiences being informed of the progress of the election intermittently
during the performance.

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.

!

for Libray Stock Scenes

i

W. 46th

130

I

St.

New

Yorli

Bryant 8181

i

C'assified

Advertisement

Advertisement.s in this section,
cents per word. Cash must be sei
No charge for Bo
with order.
.N'umber line.

Minimum

order,

inor discount 12 issues or

more

$

FOR SALE
AX OLD ANU WELL ESTABLISHljl

Orchesti-a Business of Band Provide
Fully licensed, agency for variety.
Price €4,500. Commodious offices, M
tensive up-to-date library and mua
Established 2,5 years. Open to ev<|
Wli
inspection and investigation.
May Walter Orchestra, 81 ShaftesblJ
Avenue. London W.l.

MOTION PICTURE .4NU "STIl]
cameras rented, sold and exchang
Portable lights for sale and for re
Keep us advised of your wants. Ru
Camera Company, 727 Seventh Aven
New York City.
VIOTIO-X

Roxy

civilizing

the cause of introducing new InVon
tions that have made work easnw
and play more enjoyable. They lin^
Iiroved salesmen of higher standiilT
of living, and of culture. There
^
never be anything radically wri|
with an industry that can accji
plish these things as a by-prodncji
entertaining the public, which 'i^

Branch Managers were

W.

asj,

to

office

eral

lis;

to

that millions of young boys and
§]|,
have felt the first stirrings of ai[|7
tion as a result of seeing on t»i
screens of their local theatres 'jd
tares that teach that application i|l

ordci-.
trial.

-OCVL FILMS
M.4IJE
IMfTl RF,S

Commercial, Home or Indl
have excellent facilities a

We

cameramen. Our price,
Ruby Film Company,
New York City.
Bl SL\ESS OPPORTUNITIES

the

best

per

font.

Seventh Avenue,

WHETHER VOU WANT TO

Hill
or be hired; buy or selH
trade or sell equipment,
do almost anythng else in the motl
picture business, an ad in this depai]
ment will get you results. If y
want us to word the ad for you, t
services of our advertising expeil
are at your call. Simply tell us wh
you want to do, and how many worj
you want used.
Exhibitors DAir

some one
theatre:

RKVIEW.

Exhibitors

4
By LIONEL,

ONDON— in

the

BUKTON

autumn

—uearing

a

as

total

and

utter

an odd condition existing
realm of the cinema,
tiie local
dan example I discover that what
quotas and things there is
nlh
uj-e money now from the financiers
the making of cinematigraphics
movies as the Bowery has it.
rio millions in pounds sterling have
iUger,

'f|

),

million

three

atop

placed

)(n

a matter of 48
(|:nights to improve and enhance
SJtish excellence and promote Bristerling

)jnds

status' in

i

in

the cinema internationtidy sum and redoubt-

A

elation.

what with the Wilan almost Yankee smartthing and
ijs for the international
American market never out of
!
w, together with Bromhead, alfys accepted as a fine example of
tdership in British cinema progWhat shall happen of it?
s.
I;hing but good and the crashing
of the AmeriIreat Yankee word
market through the box office
Df course an idea in a decade.
e

results too,

es with

LOS ANGELES— Negotiations

are

under way between officials of the
Vitacolor Corporation and national
agencies representing education film

companies and clinical laboratories
two fields in which the new color
method is said to be particularly well
adapted following showings of the

—

process before physicists of the California Institute of Technology, motion picture studio representatives,
professional
photographers, newspapermen and others, and, more recently, before members of the Pacific
International Photographic Association at their convention in Portland.
While special film tests are underway in the Vitacolor laboratories to
insure availability of the process for
the professional field at the earliest
possible date, manufacturers of amateur movie equipment in the country
are considering Vitacolor apparatus
exclusively for their products.
Vitacolor pictures are made pos-

—

through two small attachments,
one of which fits upon the camera
and the other upon the projection
machine, and the use of a special
film, which is not unlike ordinary
panchromatic film, and will be supplied through regular channels by
leading manufacturers.

•

WARNER EXECUTIVES

sible

*

*

may

interest American readers
know that deah old Bioscope reis to Lillian Rich as a "pantomine
)e" and announces with quite a
ivy solemnity that only ten years
she played one of the "Babes in
)
Wood at the Lyceum". Now
at's the average age of a babe in
wood? If it's three, Lillian Rich
st now be all of thirteen years
age a nice age v/hen one passos
1

i

—

*

•

*

same cinema

rhe

ice to the

.journal

gives

very occupied time of

William Bosco which my Ameri1 experience tells me is the same
me employed by a snake eater who
off the heads of serpents and
en hungered ate them alive. How?r
it
muK have been that the
lerican was trading on the name
.

a famous theatre and cinema
itleman for Bioscope says of him:
'Mr. Bosco has always taken the
jatest interest in his make-up neclary for the variety of parts he
lys.
I saw a still picture at the
idio of his Lord Palmerston, an
raordinary
striking
character
idy.
Mr. Bosco has to be careful
see that his name is included in
cast of any film in which he
Lys for he often makes himself
i

ite

unrecognizable even to

his'

ATTEND CLUB AFFAIR
The Warner Club Hallowe'en party
which was held at the Warner Bros.
Vitaphone Studio, located at 1400
Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York,
was acclaimed as an outstanding success. .There was a hundred percent
attendance of club members, each
Warner
of whom brought guests.
executives present included Major
Albert Warner, Herman Starr, Sam
Morris, A. P. Waxman and Albert

A buffet supper wasi provided before the dancing began, after which
were entertained by
Broadway celebrities. As soon as
this was over, several interesting
games took place in which all parthe

attendees

In addition to the supper,
refreshments were passed out during
the course of the games.
Dancing
concluded the program for the
evening.

"On

Trial" at Warners

Trial", new Warner-Vitaphone
all-dialogue film, is opening at the
Warner Theatre on November 14th
and
will
replace
"The
Home

"On

*

greeting your friends
sight

you cannot

The

best

a social over-

is

afford.

way and

way

the

smart as well as cordial

is

that's

to reserve

your space—large or small

in the

aEVENTH ANNUAL
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THE DATE
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1,
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THE COPY
Early copy means

first

attention

AND

best position

Towners".

How

It Is
Chairman of
:t occurred
to me quite as a posthe Anglo American Dinner Comility that Mr. Bosco would and
mittee.
Bruce Gallup is chairman
3sibly does worry his wife quite a
of the "Sam Haris Cup Selection
by the art and convincing nature
Committee" which meets this week
his make up.
Or it might worry to pick the winner. This is printed
Bosco as well were he to be to correct
any impression that Mr.
ieted in the boudoir with the wifely
Klein has changed places with anyservation: "But, yes, Lon Chaney,
body.
He is on the job and how|
spose my husband should arrive
any moment"?
*

the holidays pass without

ticipated.

Here's

*

let

Howson.

own

ends."

To

—

!

t

1928

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

winter.
find,

I

5,

OF LONDON VITACOLOR DEAL FOR

iOSSIP

lal

DAILY REVIEW, MONDAY, NOVEMBER

Edward

L.

Klein

is

.

THE ISSUE
The

finest

in

the

history

of

this

publication

—

*

V[y

total

•

Messiter Appointed

*

unacquaintance

with

lema conditions must be my full
-use for the lack of quality in the
•respondence but as I can't be as
an aws as Haanen Sweffer (one
1st be born to it) I must rely
on
ir patience until I know as much
;

you

may

desire.

Fred A. Flader, general manager
of the Universal Chain Theatrical
Enterprises, Inc., has appointed H.
M. Messiter, manager of the Acoustics Department.
He will supervise
equipment installation and the contracting of synchronized scores and
acts for "U'' theatres.

And We

Don't Mean Perhaps

Exhibitors

DAILY REVIEW, MONDAY. NOVEMBER
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WARNERS TO CLOSE HOLLYWOOD OPINION
STUDIOS FOR TWO MONTHS
Hj

\V. R.

W<;

WII,KKRSO\

CROWDED

New York is crowded with ou
town exchange men. All looking!.
some kind of a talking device to

1928-29 Schedule to Be
Completed by Dec. 15

STUDIO GOSSIP
Alliert Oran has been signed for a
part in the Harry Richman all-talkie,

REOPEN IN

FEB.
HARRISON KDWARDS

By J.
The Big Sunset Bldv., plant of
Warner Brothers will be closed about
the 15th of December and will not

that United Artists
*

*

is

making.

*

BACK TO ASTORIA
FOR P-F-L PROD. DEC. 15

DIX

Richard Dix will make his next
picture at Paramount's Long Island
Studio in Astoria, beginning about

Howard, colored come- December 15th,
dienne, plays a comedy role in the
today by Jesse
"Stranded in
Gertrude

for an equipment that will iiiNJ
change with both Western Elec
and RCA, feeling that the quesjf^
ifl

of interchange

was announced

settled.

Lasky, first vicescenes of
This an- courtroom
president in charge of production of
reopen until Feb. 15th.
Paradise," the George Fitzmaurice
nouncement was made by studio production for First National Pic- the Paramount Famous-Lasky Corporation.
His last picture in L. I.
officials yesterday.
tures.
was made in 1926.
The 1928-29 schedule of pictures
*
»
*
have been completed, or will be,
J. G. Bachman will supervise, havDorothy Janis has been assigned
by the time of closing and the fact
in "The Pagan," M-G-M pic- ing had charge of the Dix unit in
part
a
that all actual production will cease
several recent productions.
Bachture starring Ramon Novarro.
for a period of sixty days is, in this
«
*
*
man now is in the east, making
case, a very healthy condition.
Sidney Bracey plays a valet in preparations for the new Dix picture.
Some few production heads, direc- First National's' "Stranded in ParaThe picture will be directed by
tors, stars and players will be given dise," another sophisticated role for
Victor Schertzinger, who directed the
a much needed vacation. But what this popular character actor.
latest Dix film "Redskin".
It is ex«
«
*
will
be rest for some, will be
pected that Schertzinger will come
heavier activity for others for there
Dyke,
and
Van
(xeorge Kahn
W. S.
east shortly.
Edward Cronjager,
will be so many construction changes director, have left for the South Seas.
who has been first cameraman with
around the lot during this "rest This is a location trip for the filming Dix for several
years, is expected to
period" that a person returning will of "The Pagan."
come east in about two weeks.
*
*
«
think they are in the wrong place.
Dix expressed great pleasure at
Agnes Christine Johnson is writing
Old stages will be removed and new
ones will take their places. Altera- the treatment on "The Man and the his assignment to New York and to
Elinor Glyn story talking pictures'.
tions will be made here and there Moment," the
in order that every available foot of which George Fitzmaurice will direct
space on this tremendous lot will for First National. Billie Dove is the
be in use for the very heavy produc- star.
*
*
*
tion schedule for the 1929-30 lineup
Renee Adoree has the featured
An additional staff of writers, added to the already large list under feminine lead in "The Pagan" an
contract will be put to work making M-G-M production.
*
*
*
Mary Pickford has decided to go
adaptations of stories in plays to be
Garrett
Graham
is titling "Adora- through with the production of "Coput into production after Feb. 15th.
tion," the Bill'e Dove starring ve- quette" but its production for the
hicle which was directed by Frank screen will be quite different from
Lloyd.
the stage play.
Schenck Buying
One of the many
*
«
*
changes to be made will take out the
Joseph M. Schenck, president of
Charles Reisner, who is now di- ending, wherein the character to be
United Artists, has started negotiations for the buying of the screen recting "Noisy Neighbors" for Pathe. played by Miss Pickford will be perrights of Rudyard Kipling's "Kim." has the distinction of having been mitted to live, and not do away with
These are held by Maude Adams, the first "gag-man" in the motion herself, as was the case with the
stage version.
And in addition to
who once attempted to make "Kim" picture industry.
«
*
*
this, all the naughtiness in dialogue
in color.
William V. Mong and Kalla Pasha and action being
done in the spoken
have been added to the cast of the drama will be
softened up so that
forthcoming mystery thriller, "Seven "our Mary" will
Beilew Signed
continue her sweet
C. Kyrle Beilew, who has had fine Footprints to Satan," which Benja- innocence in this vehicle.
stage experience, has been signed by min Christensen will direct for First
Pathe for the part of Sir Richard National.
*
*
•
Barclay, in "The Missing Man." This
One of the greatest annoyances Jensen Loses ^4,500
will be an all-talkie.

Some

it

L.

PICKFORD TO CHANGE

"COQUETTE" ENDING

"Kim"?

in

Columbia's "Affair"
Columbia have stepped
bought themselves a real

out

and

live,

hon-

est to goodness, rip roaring,

murder

mystery stage play. It is' "The Donovan Affair" and it is to be made as
an all-talkie with Jack Holt in the
lead and Frank Capra directing.
With the genius demonstrated in his
direction of "The Submarine" Capra
should

make a "wow"

out of this one.

Nagel with Fox
As soon as Conrad \agel can cut
away from M-G-M and "The Last
of Mrs. Cheney" he will rush over
to Fox and dash off a few lines as
leading man with Marv Duncan in
"Through Different Eyes".

Banky's Citizenship
Vilma Banky, Sam Goldwyn

star,

took out her first naturalization
papers in Hollywood preparatory to

becoming an American
girl

Vilma!'

citizen

'Atta

the

making

of

sound

pictures,

Theatre Suit to

FBO

a-|

tribute in their respective territo n
Naturally, all of them are looliijj

ability

will

sooub^
11.

them have been in t
for weeks, others a few days,
some just arrived. To those ha^
of

recently arrived, the ones that

I

been here for weeks advise,
may as well go home and come t
next year, unless you want to gi
non-synchronous outfit and (
with that

we are not

so sure."

^0T READY
These boys claim that the twc
three machines that are being me
factured that would
intercha
have nothing to deliver at this tf

When?—No one seems

to know,

other words the matter of equipj
a theatre with an equipment of
"so-called" independent manufact
is further in the distance than
"promises" W. E. and RCA are haj
ing out.
And this condition is
most as bad with the non-synchij
ous devices.
They h
So the boys are blue.
down in the mouth. Most of tlf
have a lot of film in their vaults]

and from

their different offices,

ent indications it Looks as
ing to stay in the vaults.
that is their assumption.)
*

*

p;

if it is

(At

\«f

*

CONDITIONS
Conditions in the various te|
with the independent exchi
no doubt, in bad shape.
is,
Cji
tracts are almost out of the quesfll
at the present time. They are getti
some bookings for their pictures,
all of the "spot" variety.
Nonei
the theatres, large and small, 'J
tie themselves up on any kindtl
a contract with the distributora
independent product. They are
|
thinking of talking pictures, s|>
chronized pictures and talking eqiS
ment.
As one fellow said, "Ev[;
theatre in my territory thinks t|
it is only a matter of a few we
before there will be so many,
varied, sorts of equipment on
market that he can put in an or
for one that meets his fancy ,
morrow and have it in by Monda'
Going further, "they are waiting f
the price break. They don't want]
tories'

1

according to Pathe Studio officials',
"
(Continued from page 1)
lies in the recurrent passage of airJens-en
sold
the Melrose Theatre
planes, flying low over the buildings in Culver City where dialogue to H. E. Hostettler and Hostettler
and music are being recorded in assumed the contracts in writing
synchronization with camera work. from Jensen and the credit commit*
*
•
tee.
Hostettler then refused to play
Frank Capra has been assigned to the pictures under the majority of
direct "The Donovan Affair" for the contracts and after having the pay Five, Six or Seven Thousand
theatre about a month, served notice a device, feeling certain they
Columbia Pictures.
be able to get the same one, or
*
•
•
he was closing.
ether equally as good for $2,500
Universal has
copyrighted and
The house was closed for several in a short time and it is in an efll
registered with the Will Hays office
days and when it re-opened Mr. Hos- to either get something of this kji
the name, "Flaming Daughters." The
tettler advised that John Hulling had
or find out what is available
next thing is to write the story.
purchased the theatre. Mr. Hulling these houses, that I am here, lif
*
•
•
advised
that he would not assume I have lost a lot of time and spiS
Tom Dugran, stage and screen
comedian, has been added to the any of the contracts excepting one. a lot of money. In the first pli|*
cast
of
First
National's
"The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer brought an you can get nothing for less till
Barker," and will portray a side- arbitration claim against Hulling $4,500 and then can't get an install^
show spifcler in the dialogue se- and received an award which was tion for months. In the meantii^,
complied with.
quence of the story.
what am I going to do with all
*
•
•
FBO brought a claim against Jen- film? I can't send a fellow out
Lucien Littleiield and Charles Lane sen the original signer
of the con- the road, over the same territ(j
have been added to the cast of tract and an award was
given FBO every month, it is too expensiv
Corinne Griffith's' forthcoming First which Jensen refused to
comply with. It looks as if this talking fever I
National picture, "Saturday's Chil- As a result suit was
brought and done what no other condition seen:
dren," adapted from Maxwell Ander- judgment for the full
amount was to be able to accomplish "kill
son's Pulitzer Prize play.
given FBO.
the small exchange."
^|

—

—

/

In this Issue Lee Marcus Tells ''What's Right with the Movies

I
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Devoted

to the fostering

The Campaign
fow that the tumult and the shoutof

ig

most knock down and

the

campaign

out presidential

in

quarter of a century has died
a view of

fair to return to

it

played by the motion picture,

rt

had

dividuals

but

choice

their

mpanies gave both sides a break
they participated at
•
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WEST COAST STUDIOS NEGOTIATE
NEW 2-YEAR LAT.S.L CONTRACT
(200,000 NETOCO

EQinnsrar hled

Booker Said ''Sound"
Joe Said "Sign"
A short while ago, Joe Brandt

—

Columbia Pictures was rather
outspoken against the "Talkies.
Saturday he was asked why his
company had signed a Western

of

Breach

of

Contract

in

Goodside Theatre
Deal Charged

all.

According to the latest dispaches
from Portland, Maine, the repudiaAt the start of the campaign our tion by Abraham Goodside of the recently announced agreement between
od friend Jimmy Walker was dis- him and the New England Theatres
Operating Corp., whereby Netoco was
sssed lest Louis B. Mayer and to take over the controlling share
Republicans— in the Goodside theatre interests in
seph M. Schenck
Portland and in Springfield, Mass
Netoco,
ould deliver the screen and all has resulted in litigation.
through its Portland attorneys, Bradworks to Hoover. Somebody was ley, Linnell and Jones has instituted
legal proceedings against Goodside
Jimmy Quirk if we are
ly enough
(Con tinued on pa ge 2)
*

I<}xhibitorN

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

tlie

non-partisan

and

decent

niified,

—CuntinuinK

\«>w York, Wediie.s<Iay, IVovembor

24 No. 10«

f

U. S. Pat. Off.

•

—

''

Electric

contract for recording.
Joe replied, "A big circuit booker
offered me over $19,000 worth of
contracts on 'Submarine' if I
would have the picture synchronized and I said Brother that
picture will be synchronized

—

—

sign that contract."

57

S.

IN

W. HOUSES

NOW

GRIFHTH CHAIN

Camera

Union

Strength

—

Improving Showdown
on Rates Soon
For the past three years. West
Coast cameramen have been quietly
forming a union among themselves.
Everything has been done in whispers and behind closed doors. The
producers have known for some time
that such a thing was contemplated
but had no idea it had reached the
stage of formation that exists today.
The Daily Review is reliably informed that every cameraman of any
importance in Hollywood and environs' has joined this organization.
At
present the membership reaches better than 500 and the men in charge
of this formation are making it tough
for the rest of the camera operators
to get in.

To 3Like Demands
looks as if this body is going
Oklahoma City.
to make itself known to production
last week of several new theatres,
to resent the att
executives before very long.
It's
the Rex, Wink, Texas; Rivoli, Blackmembership will be displayed and
idance of these two gentlemen as
well, Tex; Palace, Blackwell, Tex;
when this has been done, a demand
50% interest in the Isis, and Lyric, is going to be made for a minimum
legates to the Republican ConBartelsville, Tex., and a new theatre
salary and extra pay for overtime.
The first Board of Directors of the in Wellington, Tex., the Griffith chain It has long been the contention of
iition.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation, of now reaches the formidable strength the cameramen that the stage car*
«
*
which David Sarnoff, Vice-President of 57 houses', in Oklahoma and the penters, grips and electricians make
General Manager of the Radio Texas Panhandle.
and
more money than they do, due to
rhen it turned out that Nicholas
This rapid expansion has been ac- the time and a half overtime
Corp. of America, will be chairman,
paid the
complished
within
four
years by the others, and when the years receipts
Schenck was contributing to the also includes' Owen D. Young, chairman of Radio Corp. and of General Griffith Brothers, operating the Grif- are totaled and placed along side of
lith campaign fund and that equal- Electric Co.; Gerard Swope, presi- fith Amusement Co.
(Continued on page 2)
dent of General Electric Co.; Genid tlie Schenck family 50-50.
eral James G. Harbord, president of
*
*
*
Radio Corp.; David Sarnoff, H. P.
Davis, vice-president of WestingWilliam Fox, a Democrat, repro- house Electric & Mfg. Co.; Edward
M. Harden, director of Radio Corp.;
ced the acceptance speeches of
M. H. Aylesworth, president of Na-

—
mistaken —even

—^With the purchase

It

BANKERS-K-A-0-RADIO

REPRESENTED ON BOARD

GLUCKMAN HEADS

and tional Broadcasting Co.
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. will be
ide each committee a present of a represented on the board by E. F.
Albee, Maurice Goodman, Marcus
py of the excellent result.
Herman, B. B. Kahane, Joseph P.
*
•
*
Kennedy, Mrs. Caroline Kohl, J. J.
(Continued on page 6)
All
through the business the
th

nominees

in

Movietone

proceeded with justified

iniocrats

thuslasm as Democrats, the Reblicans

worked
This

ipublicans.
eir
it

like

was

beavers
not

as

only

right but their duty as citizens.
as an industry and

ss tliere

a busi-

has been no partisanship,

delivery

tempt at

as'

of

the

screen

and no

it.

ARTHUR JAMES

Musicians

BIOPHONE SALES

WON BY WARNERS

Alfred Weiss, president of Biophone,
Standard
Motion
Picture
Talking Machine, formerly called
Tonefilm, announces the opening of
the New York Agency.
Herman Gluckman will be General Manager and associated with
(Continued on page 6)

Judge Julian W. Mack of the United
States Court for the Southern District decided in favor
of Warner
Bros, in an action taken against
them by Louis Macloon, contesting
Warner Bros, rights to release "The
Desert Song" as a Vitaphone production west of Denver.
Macloon, who has the stage rights
west of Denver, alleged that the
moving picture rights did not include
the talking picture rights and that
the production of "The Desert Song"
(Continued on page 6)

Accompany

''Canned Music"

Depinet

only playing a scant four or five
minutes at each performance.
However this week things are a
bit different, they are accompanying the Movietone orchestra in the
short reel of Richard Bonelli singing the prologue from Pag"liacci.

Lists

4

November

Since the advent of sound in the

Paramount Theatre, the pit orchestra has had a pretty easy time

"DESERT SONG" SUIT

Releases

E. Depinet, general sales manager for First National, has arranged
the November releases to include the
company's big special, "Lilac Time,"

Ned

Jolson in Hollywood

Al Jolson, Warner Bros, star has
starring Colleen Moore. The Novemarrived on the coast for a brief stay
ber releases include:
November 4th
"The Haunted in Hollywood to talk over the plans
House,'' a mystery melodrama from for his next Vitaphone picture with
Owen Davis' play, directed by Ben- J. L. Warner, chief executive of the
Warner Studio.
(Continued on page 2)
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A SURVEY OF THE

anyit

SOI*

THE FOLLOWINGll
BACKS IN

MOST SY^|

—Prohibitive

1

installatioi ii

costs!
Ij'

2

—Delays

in

deliverin;:

equipment
3

ll

—Slight disorder disrupting
mechanism

4

—Distorted tonal

effects

Reeltone

!

is suital

the means

Theatre owners a

"The Ghost Train,"
show

production,

synchronized

booked

to

has

already

Reeltone

been

and

ch'tse

holders are

t

derful device.

W\

is

play over the entire Pan-
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Warners Begin Eastern Prod. Dec. 15
Bryan

Foy Starting
New York to do

THE BOOKER

for

Talking Movie
Prize Contest

Short Product

Dorothy Dwan, wife of the late
Semon, will go to Ontario to be
Larry
December 15th is the date set lor leading lady for the Thunder Bay
the re-openiug of the old Vitagraph Film Co.
*
»
the Warners,
*
Studio In Brooklyn, by
after a shut down of many years.
Arrangements are now under way
subject
to move the Vitaphone short
department from the Warner Bros,

studio in Hollywood to the Vitagraph
studios in Brooklyn. Bryan Foy, pioneer director of short subjects for
Vitaphone, will leave Hollywood for
New York in the near future and
complete arrangements for immediate production.
According to the present plan, Foy
will go to New York to sign some
of the leading musical comedy and
dramatic stars of Broadway to appear in Vitaphone productions. One
and two reel acts, sketches and playlets will be made with these people
at the Vitagraph studios.
During the period of preparation
in New York, the short Vitaphone
subjects will continue to be made at
the Warner Bros, studio in Hollywood at a capacity program.

Keckley has been added to
the cast of Pathe's "Noisy NeighJaiie

bors."

*

»

The New York Evening Graphic,
offering a cash prize of $50.00
for the reader sending in the
best letter based on the question

is

of whether they do or
like talking pictures.
would like to see

We

production,
Universal
latest
Several highly
"Port of Dreams."
dramatic sequences of the picture
will be made audible, and the screen
talkers will include Mary Philbin,
his

Fred MacKaye, the Ruggles "find"
who makes his debut in this picture,
Edmund Breese, Otis Harlan and
ethers.
The synchronized musical
score of the picture has been completed.

This will be Ruggles' first direction of a talkie, and is preparatory
to his work on the next Laura La
Plante feature, "The Haunted Lady,"
on which work will start next week,
and which will be largely in dialog.

Krassin

—Nobile
Pictures

Shady

WILLIAM JOINS

Lady.''
*

*

*

Frank Shaw, master of ceremonies
at "Coffee Dan's" in Los Angeles, has

C. B.

DEMILLE AT M-G-M

pean "finds," failed to register and ganization.
M-G-M are not renewing her contract.
»

Warners Complete

*

*

is

now

WaUace Beery

a licensed

*

*

James

Hall, for the first time in
months, is busy doing nothing between pictures. He and Ruth Tay-

Here is the nj
the exchange.
important fellow in the motion
ture industry, and he is given
smallest

85%

of

On

credit.

the

his

should!

responsibilities

of

exchange rests. He is the
that is always wrong, when so!'
His job coy
happens.
thing
everything from janitor to sa
He sells, he books,
manager.
daily correspondance with exhibit!
film

more than the rest of the org
zation put together, he gets datesi
undated contracts, he helps iron
difficulties caused by dumb salesn
he receives all the complaints
is

;

attempts to rectify them, he is
main contact between exhibitor
exchange. And in order to funct
these many duties he is generii
at his task in the exchange all
and most of the night. If he d
get a few hours off some eveni
he can generally be found aroi
the theatres trying to talk exh
tors to set in some playing ti
That
for
undated pictures.
works.
i

*

First

*

*

Foreign Talkie CREDIT

The first talking picture in a foreign language has been completed
at the Warner Bros. Vitaphone stu-

And what does
this?
cases, is
all

A

the booker get
that in mi

salary,

smaller than any ot!
Hollywood, according to an member of the organization exec
probably make another announcement made today by Jack ing the office girls and the boysiB
will
lor
picture.
When there
L. Warner, vice-president in charge the poster room.
*
*
*
production. The title of the pro- sales drive with cash prizes offe
Rex Lease has replaced John Dar- of
"Zwie and Fierzigste by the home office to the winni
row in "The Younger Generation," duction is
Strasse" and the principal players he generally gets the smallest
which Columbia is making.
are Ann Codec and Frank Ortli, both or nothing at all. He is the "pat
*
*
*
of the office. His superiors fight
Lewis Milestone will direct Emil internationally famous.
Although the majority of the lines scold him as does the exhibitor
Jannings in his next picture which
will be from an original by Victor spoken are German, there are a few he gets a bad print or a "miss-oi
lines
of
French included. Three The salesmen order him around
Schertzinger.
songs, two of them in German and it it were not for the ability and
the other in French, are sung and in generous mind of most bookers
Bankers
O^ Radio
the American presentation of these lot of salesmen would be out o
Represented on Board numbers they are easily understand- job, for the bookers cover them
able, so good is the pantomime of the in a lot of cases, this covering cq
(Continued from page 1)
ing as a result of a lot of hard wc
Murdock, Lehman Brothers and Blair artists.
mostly at night, working out d
& Co., Inc., will be represented by
culties caused by verbal proi"i
Walter P. Cooke, Elisha Walker, EdJim Tully at A.M.P.A.
to exhibitors in order to get
ward F. Hayes, R. C. Hunt, Louis E.
dio

in

ii

i

—K A —

Monroe

Paul M. Mazur.

C.

The A.M.P.A. announces that not to take their pictures.
Gutman and only
The
will Dr. Lee De Forest be a
has a tough job and gets littlt

"Submarine" Booking
Biophone Sales

of

signed to appear in a VitaWilliam C. DeMille has been signed
phone presentation, "A Little Bit Of
by M-G-M to direct talking pictures,
This And That."
»
•
*
Louis B. Mayer announced Monday.
Ethel Dolierty and Louise Long', As Cecil B. DeMille recently affiliParamount screen writers, have re- ated himself with M-G-M and is now
newed their contracts with the com- preparing to direct his first producpany.
tion for that company, this will place
*
*
*
the two brothers, who have been
Eva Von Berne, one of the Euro- picture pioneers, with the same or-

Scenes, taken during the daring
Christie Starts "Kid"
rescue of the Nobile polar expedition
Actual talking started this week
by the Russian icebreakers "Krassin," "Malygin,"' and "Persay," will in the new Christie sound studios
arrive in New York soon, according where the first talking production to
to an announcement by Amkino, rep- go through the microphone is Dougresenting Sovkino of Moscow in this las MacLean in "The Carnation Kid."
The players who will talk in the
country. The picture consists of six
reels and includes- the scenes taken first Paramount-Christie feature profrom the airplanes piloted by M. duction besides Douglas MacLean,
Babus-hkin and by M. Shukhnovsky, the star, are Frances Lee, Lorraine
who was responsible for the discov- Eddy, Wm. B. Davidson, Francis
ery and rescue of the Malmgrem lIcDonald, Maurice Black, and others.
group of the Nobile expedition.

Gluckman Heads

some

been

Kirstein,

Due Soon

not

Garrett (Jrahaiii has been signed by
Pathe to write the titles for "The

*

Wesley Ruggles will devote this
week to the direction of dialog for

do

the answers.

*

pilot of airplanes'.

Ruggles Directs Talkie

Let's take the case of the booio
in

With November

11 set as the ofrelease date of the "Sea and
Hear'' version of "Submarine," important circuits and exhibitors of
ficial

speaker at this week's meeting, but from
the industry.
that Jim Tully, famous author of
"Jarnegan," etc., will give a talk.

Colbert

With Richman

Claudette Colbert is the lucky.
United Artists has selected her to
play opposite Harry Richman in his
big all-talkie production, "Say it with
Music.''
Miss' Colbert once made a
picture with Ben Lyon, but has made
her greatest success on the speaking
stage.

Old Favorites Signed
Henry

B. Walthall and Edmund
Breese have been signed by J. L.

Warner for the Warner production,
"From Headquarters." This picture

(Continued from pape 1)
stars Monte Blue and will be directed
him as manager of sales will be first-run wired houses everywhere by Howard Bretherton.
are
rapidly
booking
Columbia's
unGeorge H. Wiley. An installation in
a down-town New York Theatre is dersea special.
"Desert Song" Suit
being completed and within a few
days a showing for the exhibitors
Grauman to Produce
by Warners
in the New York teritory will be
Sid. Grauman, famous exhibitor of
(Continued from page 1)
held, so that the exhibitors can see the West Coast, has decided to pro- as a talking
picture infringed upon
and hear the Biophone Machine.
duce a talking picture. So far, his stage rights.
The policy of this Company is that notliing has been decided on, by way
The verdict was an unequivocable
exhibitors should not buy or contract of a story, cast, etc. but his mind victory for Warner Bros,
and estabfor any machine
until seen and is made up and a picture will be lishes a precedent for the future.
heard.
made.
Max Steuer appeared for Macloon.
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i
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How -Then?
NoWf
By ARTHIK JAMKS
you were an author and liiul
rltten a play and liad subniitted
to a producer wlio after a time
nt it back to you, and if you went
the theatre one niglit and saw
lur own play i>resented by that proicer Avith another author's name
stjuare
it, and if you asked for a
horse
the
return
in
received
and
•al
ng'h and then if you broug'ht suit
Id after years of battle and exsnse you found yourself awarded
verdict and then, exactly 18 years
ter you had had your play stolen
u found the courts upheld your
?hts and awarded you a total of
good
pretty
feel
you'd
81,889
but:
out,
tired
Buldn't you, even if
If

*

•

•

—ContiiiuIiiK KxliibitoiN TimK-

Heview

and developing of the Motion Picture

York, Tliur.sday, Noveinher
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Industry.
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JIM TULLY FEAST OFF AFTER
DE FOREST FLOUTS VILUFIER
11II0D

BOYS HATE

Late

Schedules Board of

TO PICK WINNER

Directors' Meeting
Dr. Lee De Forest, the celebrated
inventor whose name and palenf-are synonymous with sound pictures,
evidenced liis respect for himself and
for the motion picture industry yesterday by declining to appear at the
A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Paramount
Hotel today and speak from the same
platform with Jim Tully, author of
" Jarnegan" the slime play which misrepresents and traduces the motion
picture people.
The luncheon late
yesterday was postponed for "a director's meeting" but the fat was
already in the fire."
Dr. De Forest's declaration was
made known to the A.M.P.A. and a
Board of Directors meeting was held,
discussing the situation.
It
was
finally decided to ask Dr. De Forest
to appear and address the body on
the following week, but the invitation to Tully was not withdrawn.
A definite misconstruction of the

So Harris Cup Prize Will
Be Settled by
Directors
The Sam Harris Cup Award committee went on the rocks yesterday
when three editors of three trade
papers declined to serve as members of a committee to decide what
person had done the most in the past
year to "foster a better understanding and a closer cooperation between
the peoples in the film industries of
(Continued on page 2)

iHow woulil you feel then if you
und the producer was bankrupt and
e affairs of the playwright the subOh
st of a suit by creditors?
Grace W^estern Electric Plant
Mrs.
Well that's how
*iat?
right
feels
Angeles
sndler of Los
In Balto. for Talkies
of
"Bird
her
winning
fW after
Machinery for
BALTIMORE
tradise" play stealing suit from manufacturing the talking picture reWestern
liver Morosco and Richard Walton producing apparatus of the

—

—

lily.
•

*

*

stated that Mrs. Fendler's
is
because, as a youth, so absorlted
*he copyright issues involved that
^ecided on copyrights as his
hence now finds himself
, and

It

,n,

Electric will be installed in the new
$15,000,000 plant which W. E. will
build here.
The first units of the plant will be
for the electric cable manufacture
for the Bell System, but later, machinery to make sound pictures will

go

'Accuracy, Terseness, Accuracy!
Here's a wire from C. ('. Pettiohn, sent from Indranapolis last
light

"Just saw your story in Film
that I am a director in
ompany organizing circuit (»f
heatres in Indiana. ><» truth In
hat statement.
I
am neitlier

Franklin in N. Y.

nor director.
(

.

('.

Petfjohn."

of real achievement who declines to sit at table with the muck-

At the weekly Publix intercouncil
meeting, Sam Katz announced the
resignation of Harry Marx as the
Executive Associate of the President
and Vice President. That Mr. Marx's
retirement from Publix came as a
surprise would lie indicated from the
Judge Ben B. Lindsey has inform- fact that he only recently had been
ed Tiffany-Stahl that he intends in- promoted from his duties of General
stituting suit against that company Director to Theatre Management. It
(Continued on page 2)
on the ground of infringment. He
claims their picture "Marriage by
(Continued on page 2)

LINDSEY TO BRING"

SUIT AGAINST T-S

-^

HOOVER BIOGRAPHY IN
FOX NEWSREEL OUT EARLY

—

DETROIT The arguments in the
Robertson injunction against Paramount and other distributors, were
continued before Judge Guy A. Miller

yesterday,

in

the

Federal

Cir-

The Fox Newsreel enterprise in- cuit Court and most of the first half
by precluded in its regular midweek news- of the day was taken up
plaintiff's side of the
of
the
sentation
reel. Vol. 10
No. 13, which reached
attorney is Ralph
theatres yesterday morning at 10 case. Robertson's

—

o'clock,

included a comprehensive
(Continued on page 2)

HARRY MARX RESIGNS
BIG PUBUX POST

Jim Tully

Warner-ERP Agreement Read
At Rohertson-P-F-L Trial

)aily

fficer

DE FOREST

DR. LEE

A man

slinsring

Harold B. Franklin, President of
es in lieu of the verdict his mother
West Coast Theatres arrived in New
t but may not collect on.
York yesterday and will be in New
*
*
*
York for several weeks straightening
Be that as it may, the law's de- out the details of the separation of
Publix and United Artists theatres
y should be insured against out
from the West Coast chain.
for
then
only
the public treasury
Howard Sheehan, V. P. of Wesco
>uld courts be torn away from is in charge of the activities on the
ttty and snide i)rocrastinations tliat coast in the meantime.
ways work the hardsliip on the
rong person.

words "Open Forum" brought about
(Continued on page 2)

in.

..

one of the leading copyright lawrs of the countrj, earning fine

AMPA Announcement

and attorneys for the de(Continued on page 2)

A. Routier

Warner Stock Hits New
High $22 a Share Seen

—

A

solid vote for sound business
policies, a minimum of Govern-

mental interference, but increased efficiency, was reflected in the
stock market yesterday, following
the selection of Herbert Hoover
as our next President.
remained
stocks
film
Most
quiescent, except Warner Brothers
which jumped l^i points to a new
high mark for this year, closing
at 135. An upward trend in Warner business, present and future,
indicates that this stock will soon
be paving $22 a share in dividends.
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\yould continue this policy, even in
the case of the unspeakable Tully.
Insofar as this newspaper has ever
been able to discover, the open forum
never threw the gates wide open
for swine, whether they were on two
legs or four and on behalf of the
industry it resists fully what it regards as the honest but fully mistaken attitude of the board of directors.
Dr. De Forest being a gentleman,
exercises the right to pick his company and his action, so soon as it

became known, was applauded everywhere except among the unhappy
patriots who took the "Death before
a Restricted

Forum"

attitude.

really big laugh in the whole
situation is the militant squawk of
the "Film Daily" which suddenly woke
up to the fact that Tully was alive
and that his play "Jarnegan" traduced the prestige of the industry.

The

as

New York:— Harvey Day,
started to vote, said he

he

knew Hoover

win unless it should
chance that Al Smith won enough

was bound

to

the
states to give him a plurality in
course,
of
electoral college, then,

Eddie
Smith's chances were best
manager,
Smith, Tiffany-Stahl sales
and
is back from a midwestern trip,
selling
of
way
what he did in the
Tiffany-Stahl new product is noPaul Gulick took
body's business
.

.

.

.

.

.

time out from yesterday's golf labors
to a vote, presumably for Hoover
although he didn't take anyone but
he voting machine into his confidEddie Klein and others conence
nected with the Sam Harris big re.

.

.

ciprocity etc. dinner, want it distinctunderstood that a gentleman
ly

named Eddie Klein
of that dinner

who

.

.

.

is still high gun
Eddie MacNaniee,

over at National
Screen service, says that Paul Benjamin is secretly practicing up in
labors

(?)

the hope of becoming a virtuoso on
the harmonica in order to give a

some future A.M.P.A.
Victor Sliapiro has a
new joke at which he laughs himself while telling it, but since this
is a family newspaper, we'll let you
real concert at

meeting

get

it

.

.

.

from him direct

liothnfel,

.

.

.

Roxy

vice-president of the Mo-

tion Picure Club,

made

his first ap-

pearance there after he had learned
from this column that Jim Savage
had been engaged as physical instructor
IJilly Brandt and Harry
Brandt stick as close as the proverbial brothers on business matters,
but sometimes split other ways', as
Harry gave a big election night party
.

.

.

of his own down in the country instead of attending Broher Bill's big
show at the Motion Picture Club
last night .
.
.

Motion Pictures Today gave Tully
attention immediately after the opening of his play, following its established custom of resenting and resisting all that attacks the motion
picture business and its people, and
Exhibitors Daily Review attacked his
immediately.
The newly virtuous "Film Daily"
said: "The A.M.P.A. finds its sole
reason for existence in the fact that
villification

presumably of, by and for motion pictures," tomorrow acts as host
to Jim Tully, author of "Jarnegan",
slinger of mud and traducer of the
it

By

attitude by remaining away.

—

—

But there is no luncheon todays
directors meeting pushes it away into limbo.

^5 Top for Opening
Of "Interference" Nov. 16
When

"Interference", Paramount's
all-talking picture, has its New
York premiere at the Criterion Theatre on Friday evening, November 16,
tickets will be scaled at $5.50 for the
opening. Because of the anticipated
heavy demand, all seats for the opening night will be sold, with no invitations being extended, except to film
first

reviewers.

b}/

Industry's Leaders)

AL CHRISTIE

President, Chirstie Film

!!

Company

<.

The Greatest tiling which has hap- stimulant and
to the moving picture business working hard

pened

few years, of course, being
the introduction of sound pictures,
has had tlie effect of making every
person in the production end of the
business work harder than ever be-

in the last

desire and necessit;iff
will affect not only gj
sound pictures, which is the imnn,
ate aim. but will also affect the q\\,
ity upward of the silent pictn|i

nhidi are made simultaneously.
In adjustments which are bron!
fore. Every now and then some new about througli the introduction
stimulant comes along which jogs talking pictures, the material
people up, makes them alive to new comes more important than ever
The star-system bows befi
situations, makes them WORK, and fore.
THI>K and try to keep progressing. the newly-powerful slogan "the u
Tlie industry is
Right now people in all branches is the thing".
in the studios are working as they justing itself to this, and it is
have never worked before, a fact ready having its effect in present
which is bound to have its effect on pictures of all types which stri
product which is coming. This new out into new angles of entertainm
i

)

t

1
I

Timid Boys Hate
Hoover Biography in
To Pick
Fox Newsreel Out Early
(Continued from page 1)
biography of Herbert Hoover's life.
The cut and titled negative was in
the laboratory, awaiting the outcome
of the election Tuesday night and
at 10 o'clock. Editor James E. Darst
gave orders to start printing.
The special Hoover subject reached New York theatres early Wednesday morning, were dispatched to all
parts of the United States by air
mail and were showing in a majority
of theatres supplied by Fox News
Wednesday evening, within sixteen
hours of the time it was known that

Hoover had been
the

first to

elected.

They were

be delivered.

Lindsey to Bring
Suit Against

is

Then follows a
industry prestige.
criticism of the entire body, which
is unfair, because there was never
any vote on the invitation as far as
the full membership was concerned
and there are more men in the A.M.
P. A. today who resent Tully's appearance than who favor it, even on
the mistakenly brave attitude of the
"open forum".
It was reported during the lunch
hour at the Motion Picture Club
that a telegram would be sent to
the Hotel Vanderbilt, where the ex
pug has his New York habitat, asking him not to come to the luncheon, but this proved to be mistaken.
Today's luncheon would have been
attended only by the morbidly curious, as men of gentlemanly instincts
and a respect for the motion picture
industry would have expressed their

1928

{Fifteenth of a Series

invitation.

George Harvey threw
the meeting open to the directors and
in attendance were P. A. Parsons,
former president of the body, Charles Barren, Walter Eberhardt, also
a former president, Dave Bader, Alex
Moss, Paul Benjamin and Ed McNaniee. They maintained that in the
more than a dozen years life of the
body that an open forum had always been maintained and that they

8,

"What's Right with the Movies'

(Continued from page 1)
the refusal to withdraw the Tully

Editor
Publisher

Abraham

I.

DAILY REVIEW, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

(Continued from page 1)
Contract" infringes on his

TS
story

"Companionate Marriage" which was
put into picture form by Sam Sax
and sold to First National pictures.
He has retained Clarence Darrow,
the noted attorney, to prepare papers

and plead his

suit.

Edward Smith, general manager

of

Wim*

(Continued from page 1)
Great Britain and the United Stat]
Their excuse was that they Vii
"not familiar with condition;;
ficiently to judge" and their nai|
are W. A. Johnston, Motion Pictf
News; Jack Alicoate, Film Daily
Martin Quigley, Herald-World. %
naive confession from three g:|
editors about not being famil
caused the entire staff of this nel
paper to utter low gurgles. Mr. S
Silverman of Variety declined
serve for the very legitimate rea
that he was not the editor of a ti
paper and so the choice of the \
ner will be made today by the be
of directors of the A.M.P.A.
Yesterday's session was red
as it developed that outside ir
ences had been legging in behal
their own candidates for the
winner.
All were unmentioned
the meeting. One of these is a fii
cier who has by money loans ai
Anglo-American activities. Anoi
is a foreign manager, a third
the maker of a picture and tl
were more, the most conspicr
figure in the promotion of amity
tween the two countries' film im
;

ij

ji

tries having no politicians manou
acknowledges that
ing in his behalf.
The award
Lindsey had been in touch with his
be announced today and a gen
company regarding the impending call will
be issued for industry
suit and claims, "Judge Lindsey has
port of the dinner, November
no basis for his suit and we would
at the Biltmore.
be very glad to have the matter
The purpose of the dinner is
tested".
worthy and so totally aside f
Both pictures, "Companionate Mar- politics in its motives that it is
riage" and "Marriage by Contract" iieved that now that the atmospl
are playing day and date runs in is to be clear the dinner will
Denver next week and it is in this much larger than was first exp
city that Lindsey hopes to bring his ed.
The committee is working
suit.
on a fine program and represena

Tiffany-Stahl

s

;

leaders

of

the

industry

will

present.
Warner-ERP Agreement
Read at RobertsonP-FL Harry Marx Resigns
(Continued from page 1)

Eaman, Judge StuDavid H. Crowley.
The second half of the day featured a reading of the entire agreement between the Electrical Research Products and Warner Brothers by attorneys of the defendants,
who also brought out that Robertson had no actual contracts for sound
pictures, except verbal claims and
contended that P-F-L stood ready to
deliver all product which the defendant did have contracts for.
The case was adjourned and will
be continued today.
fense, are Frank
art Hanley and

Big Publix P
(Continued from page 1)
is understood it is Mr. Marx's de
to operate a group of his own
tres, the controlling interest of
eral having
cently.

been

The former Publix

offered
official

him
had

1

with Sam Katz for
proximately ten years and
brought to New York City from
associated

Balaban and Katz interests of
cago when the latter took over
operation of Famous-Player and
sociated theatres.
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«And

The World
Laughs WHh You'*

No. 613

— Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation*

"LAUGH AND THE WORLD LAUGHS WITH YOU; WEEP AND YOU WEEP ALONE."
I DON'T REMEMBER WHO SAID THAT, BUT THERE NEVER WAS A TRUER SAYING— IN
this business or

any other.

THE WORLD LOVES THE CHEERFUL FELLOW;

IT

GROWS FEARFULLY

SICK

OF THE

moper, the knocker, the kicker, the complainer.

YOUR PATRONS -YOUR WORLD — WILL LOVE YOU AND PAY YOU REAL MONEY IF
you make 'em laugh. That is the principle underlying the yearly success of "Joy Week" — which will be
celebrated in every theatre in the land, December 23rd to January 2nd. Incidentally it is the principle
for
underlying the success of Universal Pictures, year after year in every civilized spot on the globe
Universal has made more happy pictures and fewer gloomy ones than any producer in the business.

—

AS USUAL, YOU WILL HAVE TO LOOK TO UNIVERSAL FOR THE RIGHT KIND OF PIC>
tures for your own "Joy Week" — and, as usual, you will find our supply full and running over with joy
and happiness and

laughter.

THE VERY THOUGHT OF GETTING READY FOR YOUR

OWN

"JOY

WEEK" WILL BRING

a smile to your own frontispiece. You will find to your amazement that your frown wrinkles have
disappeared and that grin wrinkles have taken their places.

many

PLAN A REAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN FOR "JOY WEEK."
merchants to jump in with both

feet.

Get your house

staff to

show the

thing they do. Use some or all of the many ideas and suggestions
Universal's exploitation and advertising departments.

GET YOUR LOCAL

of " Joy Week " in everyready and waiting for you in

spirit

now

"JOY WEEK" WAS NOT AN ACCIDENT. THE FACT THAT IT COMES AT. A
time of year when holiday spirit is in the air was figured out from pure showmanship. It is a time of
year when peace and good will prevail and enemies and hatreds disappear from human thought.

YOUR

WITH THE PEOPLE IN A GALA MOOD,
pick and choose exactly the right program to

fit

IT IS
the mood.

A POOR SHOWMAN WHO CANNOT

"JOY WEEK" ISSUE OF THE UNIVERSAL WEEKLY DATED DECEMfind more than enough to fill your every need.* Without any other guide what-

WATCH FOR THE
ber

1st.

ever,

\

you

In

it

you

be able to

will

"JOY WEEK"
you're giving

will

it

IS

select exactly the right variety.

A WHALE OF A THING

a whole chance

ESPECIALLY

if

you use Universal

IF

YOU GIVE

Pictures

and

tell

IT

HALF A CHANCE — AND

your people about

it!

RECOMMENDED FOR UNIVERSAL "JOY WEEK" ARE UNIVERSAL'S MASTER-

Dickens' "CHRISTMAS CAROL"
(extraordinary for special holiday
(sound effects, singing, dialogue), "THE
presentations), "FARMYARD FOLLIES" (Oswald cartoon comedy), "COME ON, HORACE" (Horace
ful shorts,

WOODEN

in

....
SOLDIER"

unquestionably the outstanding hits of the year

Hollywood

series),

and

"THE COLLEGIANS."

r

FOX NEW
HOOVER
There

first

with

film biography

Yesterday, while North Carolina was
listed as

doubtful Fox

elected leader of

New

all

still

News was unanimously

newsreels by audiences at

York, Fox, Brooklyn and theatres in Philadelphia, New Haven, Albany,
Washington and Chicago.
the Roxy,

His boyhood,
ford,

his

his student life at

associations

with

Leland Stan-

King Albert of

Belgium, his work as Food Administrator, his
relief work in Poland and other high spots in
his colorful career

Volume

10, Issue 13

FOX NEW
Exclusively

were presented as part of

by

!

h

Adolph Zukor

Issue

this

Keg

Devoted

rumbles

straiifre

lieiir

about

award of the Sam Harris Cup

was

ilcli

to have

was again

jiied to

see

and developing of the Motion Picture
York, Friday, IVOvemlier

Industry.
'

»,

l»aH

FIVK CKNTH

FILES CONSPIRACT--

MONOPOLY CHARGE
T-S

PREMIERE AT

a eliosen person could

if

As we under-

dinner.

the

ileiid

post-

IN

EMRASSY TONICm

Nine Month's Universal
Profit $1,286,516
The

Universal

Pictures

Com-

pany, Inc., for the nine months
marriage
ended on Aug. 4 reports a net
to have awakened wide-spread
profit of $1,286,516 after charges
interest in this' city judging from
and Federal taxes, comparing with
the acceptances received by Tiffanywith .$1,026,772 in the correspondStahl for their premiere of "MarThe directors of the A.5LP.A. who, riage by Contract"
ing period of 1927. For the quarat the Embassy
ter ended on Sept. 4 the net profit
Theatre tonight.
er the Three Editorial Timidities
was $635,.383, against $482,958 in
Judges of the Supreme Court, city
the third quarter of 1927.
magistrates,
prominent
lawyers,
iclined to say what individual had
club
women, clergymen and welfare
ne the most to promote interna- workers have
signified their inteninal amity between the filin groups tion of attending.
ARRIVES
Patsy Ruth Miller and Lawrence
Great Britain and America, were Gray are the
featured players in
ABRO.AD
reed to take the matter into their "Marriage by Contract", which is
a new Tiffany-Stahl sound production
Harry Cohn, Vice-President of Coin hands.
The meeting is describ- with something new in the way
of lumbia Pictures, in charge
of proa
synchronized
score
called "musias acute.
The sipirit was mettleduction returned from Europe yescal dialogue."
terday on the Leviathan, after havlue.
Several excellent names were
ing arranged a Columbia Foreign
ought forward and all were reProduction organization, which will
!ind

if Jie

it,

can attend he gets the

The
seems

subject

of

trial

COHN

AFTER
UYING PLANS

PUBUX BOOKS "U"

I

with great consideration,

lived

*

*

*

But there was something in the

was the

It

r!

spirit

a com-

of

"LOVE

MrjN SOUTH

According to
information
just
have no know- made public at the Universal home
office, "Love Me and the World Is
^ge of who is to be chosen al- Mine," the Universal super producough we do know that the winner tion starring Mary Philbin and Norman Kerry, has been set into a
ill be
selected from a limited field number of important situations in
ready talked about.
We have no the South by Fublix.
The first Publix houses to show
ndidate to promote, we have a the picture under the new
deal will
oice we would have made public be the Queen Theatre, Houston, the
Hippodrome in Ft. Worth, the Rialto
committee but the committee In McAlister, Okla., and the Sugg in
aporated likewise then our choice Chickasha, Okla., all first-run hous'es.

—

became none

it

of our bally busi-

tss.

*

Whoever
id

•

•

chosen

will

suit

ns

choice will suit the others

tlie

ho

is

might have been selected be-

use

outside

ere is

of

the

inner

circle

much

amity, and good nature
whole picture. A cheap little

this

litician

or so and a nervous ego

make much difa few years from now —
the inner circle where now

ore or less won't

fence

en in

actively function next Spring.

Cohn found that despite strong restrictive quotas still existing abroad,
there
there

was no serious competition
American films.

rves, fear, shivers

and trepidation

ign to beat tlie band.

DETROIT

Exhibitor

Kalamazoo
Meeting of Exchange
Managers

NO

Cites

U. A.

Hj SI«K(

I

BREACH
\I,

DETROIT— Ralph

W
A.

IHi;

Routier,

at-

torney for James N. Robertson yesterday charged five of the leading
film distributors in Detroit, with conspiracy, coercion and monopoly, in

Judge Guy A. Miller's Wayne County
Circuit Court. The new charges allege that the theatre owner has been
shut off from the supply of available synchronized pictures, for his
theatres, equipped with the Humaphone device.
Routier further specifically charged the managers of the various film
exchanges, with holding a special
meeting
recently
at
Kalamazoo,
Mich., to effect the conspiracy and
coercion.
In the second day's proceedings
of the trial, in which Robertson seeks
a permanent order to force the film
(ompanies to carry out contracts
fr'ontinued on page 2)

for

We

omise choice.

Movies"

the

—Csntinuine Kxhibltom Trade Review

been determined

lay and which

it.

"What's Right with

ROBERTSON

By ARTHl K JAMKS

K-

to the fostering
'^>"

Playing Safe
We

U. S. Pat. Off.

No lOS

24

•i>L.

Tells

Pearson Returns
Elmer Pearson, former V.P. and
Gen. Mgr. of Pathe Exchanges, Inc.,
is in town for a spell, after several
months out West on his cattle-breeding farm.

ZUKOR-KATZ GUESTS
OF BROOKLYN, NOV. 13
Movie stars and celebrities will be
present at a dinner tendered in the

Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce Club
Pearson would make no com- by its
board of directors Tuesday,
ment whether he was here for busi- Nov. 13, with Adolph Zukor, presiness or not.
dent of Paramount Famous-Lasky,
and Sam Katz, president of Publix
Theatres, as the honor guests.
Valentine"
The dinner is in appreciation of
Premiere Next Wed. the new Brooklyn-Paramount TheRosengarten Leaves
The premiere of "Alias Jimmy atre at Paramount Square, Flatbush
Commonwealth Exch. Valentine," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer'a and DeKalb Avenues, which opens
David Rosengarten, until yester- first full length film with dialogue Nov. 24 and gives Brooklyn worldday general sales manager for the sequences, as well as sound synchro- leadership by possession of "the last
Commonwealth Exchange, has left nization, will be at the Astor Thea- word" in theatre luxury and beautv.
that organization having made a set- tre, next Wednesday evening, (Nov.
tlement on his existing contract with 14th).

"Jimmy

Samuel Zierler, president of the
William Haines is starred in this
company. Rosengarten's future plans picturization of the famous stage
are indefinite for the present.
play by Paul Armstrong, and the
cast includes Lionel Barrymore, Karl
Montagne Writes Original Dane, Tully Marshall and Leila
Jack Conway was director,
E. J. Montagne, scenario editor for Hyams.
Universal pictures Corporation, has and A. P. Younger made the adaptawritten "The Compromise," an orig- tion.
inal drama for Laura La Plante, ac"White Shadows in the South
cording to an announcement by pres- Seas," which has been running at
ident Carl Laemmle.
Production the Astor since July 31, will close
probably will start around the flrs't after the evening performance next
of the year.
Monday.

3rd Annual Fox Banquet
At Waldorf Feb. 2

The Third Annual Banquet. Entertainment and Dance of the Fox
Athletic Club, composed of employees of the Fox Film Corporation, will be held in the Grand
Ballroom of the Waldorf Astoria

Hotel on Saturday night. February 2iid.

The

entire

membership of 600

are expected to be present.
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Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada.

Office:

Tlie chief filing that is right with

motion picture industry Is its
constant change. What is right today may be wrong tonioiTow, and
the

(he fact that the intelligent leaders
of the industry realize (his condition
is
the greatest asset the industry
iias.
Just as soon as an industry,
a company or an individual thinks
everydiiug is right and should not
l»e changed, just so soon does that
industry,
company or individual
wither and go into a decline.
To the observer nnacqnainted with
this business, its frequent changes
may seem like chaos. Nothing could
be farther from the truth. It is merehealthy, vigorous growth.
ly growth
IJy this I do not me<an that these
changes are unorganized and revoluOn the contrary they are
tionary.
guided along sound lines of business
and are revolutionary,
l>rinciples.
drastic.
They are
than
rather
lirouglit about by many things, but
cliielly by the demand of the great

—

world i»nl»lic which the motion picture serves.
From the movies millions of people
throughout the world receive their
greatest recreation and entertainment.
With our pictures we take
happiness and knowledge of one another to every race on the globe.
Through our new modern theatres
we give jteople this entertainment

an atmosphere of comfort and
which not so many years ago
not even kings could command. In
doing this we give employment to
hundreds of thonsands of men and
women, and the profit from this vast
business is shared by thousands of
in

lu.vury

investors.

host at golf over in Jersey, says
Jimmy has some peculiar ideas of the

BIOPHONE INSTALLS

cr's

game, one

who reaches

player
hole

them being that the

of

eighteenth

the

the winner of the

first is

Col. Cole, of Texas, says

say what
said

match

he didn't

Woodhull thought he

I'ete

when Pete gave

made

lambasting, and he didn't, he
it

Jim Tully's Invitation
some peohet up over what the bosses

worse

.

.

.

to address the A.M.P.A. has

ple all

to say to their publicity

may have

and advertising men
over, and it might be plenty
Dick Rowland has been out of First
National for some time and they
after

is

it

.

all
.

.

,

.

Laemnile must be leading a double
life for in spite of the fact that he
is on the coast someone got a good
picture of him the other day at the
Motion Picture Club
Jack Bacliniaiiii, who spent three weeks here
recently, is due back shortly to supervise Richard Dix in tlie making
of a sound picture at Paramount's
Long Island studios
Oscar Price
will soon begin work on four sound
pictures with KIcliiird Taliiiinlue, and
.

.

.

.

.

.

says that his star's dialogue voice

make them

all sit up and take
Director John IJlysfone
will be in New York shortly on his
way to Italy to get back ground
shots of a big picture
Herman

will

notice

.

.

.

.

Glucknian

.

.

has been made general
manager of a New York branch
which .ilfred Weiss will open for
handling his Biophone talking picture device

.

.

.

confirmation from the
and Robertson may have
produce such written authority

to

office,

to gain his point.

GREATER

N. Y.

;j

and embraces the ent;
Saegner circuit, approximately V
houses in Louisiana, Texas and oth
pictures,

parts of the South.

Ted Schlanger. then Eastern Sal':
Director for Universal, headed t'
negotiations for Universal. He sin
has been appointed Assistant Genei
Sales Manager by Laemmle. In t
Saegner deal, he was assisted j
Ralph B. Williams, Southeastern d"
ision manager for "LT", Fred J. ¥.{',
i'

Connell, short subjects sales majjlj
ager, and W. M. Richardson, Univ«i
sal manager in New Orleans.
"J

"Hungarian Rhapsody"

Has

The

this

These installations will
Studios Mission
be completed by Wednesday of next
Edward
J. Mannix, Metro-Goldwynweek, at which time, Herman GlucksMayer producer, who has helped suman, controlling the sales of Biopervise the building of this comphone for Greater New York, will
pany's new sound stages at the coast,
invite exhibitors to visit either of
arrived in New York last week, and
these theatres' to inspect this device.
will remain in the East about three

sody"

which

M-G-M

Files

Conspiracy-

Monopoly Charge

It

was an unprecedented

social

Wingart Bound West
Earl Wingart, of the Fox Easte
Publicity

Department

for

left

Coast on Sunday to prepare

Jerauld will take Mr. Wingart's pla
while he is away.

WAFILMS,

I

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.
for Libray Stock Scenes
1.30

W. 46th

St.

New

York!

Bryant 8181

picture with dialogue sequences.

ency to testify and whether they had

power to enter into verbal agreements for the producing companies.
It is upon this important point,
the

that Robertson's case may hit the
rocks, as it is an accepted understanding
in
the
industry
that,

bookers, salesmen and even branch
have no authority to
vouchsafe a verbal agreement with-

managers

'New York's Motion

t

soi

special work for the company at t
Fox Hills Movietone City plant. J

sound

action merely on grounds of anticipated breach.
The defense witness of the day
were Ed Canty, head booker of the
Paramount Detroit office and John
E. Ryder, Paramount City Salesman,
who were cross-examined by the
plaintiff, regarding booking certain
pictures
to
Robertson's theatres.
Routier called upon them to verify
the booking record.
The defense, at this point, scored
heavily, when Judge Miller instructed Routier, that before he proceeded further with his cross-examination of the defense employees, he
would have to prove their compet-

ai|

Willy Fritsch. male lead, who rl
an ovation, read telegrarlj
iiom Lil Dagover and Dita Pari
now in Hollywood. Director Schwa
and Cameraman Hoffman answer
curtain calls after the film showir

weeks.

first

UFA

artistic event.

Mannix brought with him a print
of
"Alias Jimmy Valentine," M-G-M's
in Detroit

(Continued from page 1)
charge
pictures,
the
against United Artists was dismissed,
as the Judge held Robertson could
prove no breach of contract against
them, and he refus-ed to sustain an
for

Hungarian Rha

opened

here Mond;
Palast is the bii
gest
UFA-Pommer success sinft
"Variety" in the opinion of crititf
night at the

'

Robertson

Berlin Premie

BERLIN— "The

ceivert

trial is continued over until
morning. Frank A. Eaman is
representing Paramount, Pathe ana
The Biophone equipment is being Warner; David H. Crowley, First
installed in two theatres in Greater National and Stuart Hanley, MetroNew York, one at the Leo Brecher Goldwyn-Mayer.
Plaza Theatre and the other in the
Stanley-Fabian Newark house The Mannix Here on 3 -Week

2 IN

.

haven't named a successor for him
is part of the
so it may be that
economy program of the new manCarl
agement of the company

written

home

Texan a Goodwin,

the

—

Happiness, understanding
those
are the great gifts of the movies to
mankind, and the fact that this business is constantly changing so that it
can better distribute these gifts is
the greatest proof that we are doing
(»ur best to meet our obligations to
the public.
out

Kcently JiiniMj (iramg-

(iarjii.

I'ii(

Contracts have just been signed
Universal Pictures Corporati
and the Saenger Circuit of New (
leans by which the big Southe
Chain gets Universal's entire line-;
for the current season. The deal
eludes both silent and synchroni2i
the

Street.

raramird Avenue,
1514).

SAENGER CIRCUIT

Off.

Pat.

S.

*

1928

9,

Picture Headquarters"

HOW ARE YOUR

SALES?

ARE BOOKINGS BAD?
greatest stimulant to an aching
sales force is a little inspiration
luncheon dinner or supper. Get the
crowd around a table, talk things
over. Give them a little "p^P
You will find the Italian, Colonial,
Arabian French or Gothic salon, just

The

the atmosphere you need.

up our banquet department,
them your desires and they
do the rest.

Call

THE PAEi^ CENTRAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7th

NEW YORK

CITY

AVENUE

tell

will
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Th omas

Meighan
ADD ANOTHER BOX

TO

OFFICE FAVORITE

the significant parade of stars assembled for
Bros, Vitaphone Pictures!

Warner

THOMAS MEIGHAN, FORCEFUL AND

VIRILE

personality,

idol

screen

beloved

by

millions

of

American men and women!

MEIGHAN HAS BEEN ONE OF THE SCREEN'S
greatest attractions since his unforgettable sensational appearance in "The Miracle Man," when he

achieved stardom!

IN STOCK COMPANIES
in big stage productions
appearances
and successful
on his voice to thrill
count
have seasoned him, so

SEVERAL SEASONS
He

reaches the apex of his career
of
box office miracles ^VITAapex
through that

the movie fans.

PHONE!

MEIGHAN IS NOW PART OF VITAPHONE
tory.

Vitaphone

is

part of

box

office history

!

HIS-

Add

Meighan to the Vitaphone roster that boasts Al
Jolson, John Barrymore, Dolores Costello, Monte
Blue, George Arliss, Texas Guinan, Sophie Tucker,
Femny Brice. And a host of others.

A
Man's

Man
Whom

Warner

Are the Standeu-d
Of the World!
A JoInoii in
"The SinginK' Kool"
"The Terror"
I

witli May
aiid Ijouise

BROS.

^IXAVnoi

t^^

n

I

Home

^z^AWamerBros

Towiiers"

"Oil Trial"

with T'auline FredcTick
Bert Lytell, I^ois Wilson

Fanny
"My

Ilrloe

in

Man"
Costello

in

"(lorious Betsy"
with Conrad Nagrel
Al Jolson

in

"The Jn'f.y- Siiiirer"
"The Uoii and the
Mouse"
witli .May
anil Lionel

McAvoy

Harrymore

Dolores Costello in
"Tenderloin"
with Conrad Nagel
.11

Loves/

Fazenda

(ieor^e M. Cohan's
"The-

Every

Woman

McAvoy

"l.iK'htN of .New York"
All Sfai- Cast

E>olores

"NOAH'S ARK"- NOW-TOPS f
ANY PICTURE EVER MADE,'

Bros.

Vitaphone Pictures

ST A

FKW OF THK

HITS U ITII
FI,IO.\TY MORF, ON
BI«;

OX THK

WAV
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OPINIONS

Neii^ Studio ^^Call Bureau^^

To Break Qrip
Casting

Central

Service

STUDIO GOSSIP

System Extended for

It

J.

"The Boy Wonder"
ten

HARRISON EDWARDS

looks

like

Hollywood agent.

curtains

They

for

call

the

them-

selves "artists representatives" but
the majority of them will have to

look to other fields to represent in
order to collect their 10%, for motion pictures are about to wash them
up.

Agents

by

Matt

Taylor

Thompson as a
Arthur Lake of
*

being writand Clarence

•

Kddie Cllne is to direct "The
Crash" for First National Pictures.
Milton Sills will star.
*

•

*

assignment that William
DeMille will have for M-G-M will
be "The Trial of Mary Dugan." He
wil direct both silent and talking
versions and they will differ con-

The

first

NAMED

Phil Goldstone yesterday announced the completion of the studio technical staff which will be in charge
of Biophone production at the Metropolitan Sound Studios in Ft. Lee,
New Jersey.
The staff consists of James Byers,
Engineer in charge of sound; H.
Tackats, Engineer in charge of Synchronization; George Orth, Studio
Manager; Charles Nasca, Art Director; Louis Katzman, Musical Director
and Music by the Anglo Persion
Radio Orchestra.

Several years ago producers got together and formed what is now
known as the Central Casting office.
Its purpose was to act as a contact siderably.
*
•
•
between the studio and the extra and
Pictures have purchased
Columbia
bit player and no charge was to be
"The Fall of Eve" by Anita Loos.
levied against the player for this
*
*
*
Fox Starts "Big
Each studio paid 5% of
service.
First National have bought the
Howard Hawks, Fox director, is
the days' outlay for these players, screen rights to "Fast Life" by Sam about to begin production on his
to cover the expense of this office. Shipman and John B. Hymer.
next picture, "Big Time." His latest
«
*
*
This action was brought about due
production, "CThe Air Circus," on
Tom Miranda is titling "Shop which he was co-director with Lewis
to the avarice of casting agents in
anywhere
these
players
for Paramount and Seller, is now
"socking"
v\'orn Angel"
current.
from 10% to 25% for getting them Kanrtolph Bartlett is doing the same
The new film deals with vaudeville
work and, in addition to this, there for "Loopin the Loop", a German and concerns a hoofer and his danchad always been a bad smell to these picture which Paramount is releas- ing partner who graduate into
a
The Central Casting ing.
transactions.
major circuit.
Marion Nixon will
*
*
*
office has been highly successful from
Eleanor Griffith will be featured in have the leading feminine role.
every point of view.
United Artists "Night Stick."
"(all Bureau"
*
«
«
Reco^izing the success of the
Paramount "Sounding"
The title of Charles (Jiliiin's allCentral Casting office, the Associa- colored picture for Fox will be
Paramount
will immediately
tion of Motion Picture Producers "North of Dixie."
launch at its West Coast studio a
*
•
*
have decided to establish a "call
vigorous sound campaign preparabureau" with offices located in the
The title of "The Bag'ga^e Smash- tory to the opening of its four new
same building with the Association er" has been changed to "Strong sound stages early in January.
and its purpose will be to act as a Boy." Victor McLaglen has the lead
Active work is now being rushed
contact between star, featured play- in this.
on
the production within the next
«
*
*
ers and artists of "part standing"
two months of twelve 100 percent
Lumsden
Hare has been given a talking pictures, three
and all studios in this association.
of which are
There will be no charge made for part in "False » Colors."
now under way. Ten additional pic•
•
this service, but each studio will asBetty
Compson
and
William tures synchronized with dialogue and
sume his portion of the expense for
Holden
have
been
cast
in
First
Na- singing, are also in various stages
the operation of the bureau in the
of preparation and production.
tional's "Weary River."
same manner that Central Casting is
*
*
«

Time"

operating.

Paramount has renewed its opA(?ents
tion on Olga Baclanova for another
After the bureau is established it year.
will not he necessary for a player to
burden himself with the services of
an agent in order to get work in Considine-Crosland
any of the major studios. The bureau
Arrive for Production
will act as his agent and he will not
John
Considine,
Jr. and Alan Croshave to pay fee.
All of this has
come about due to the shady work land arrived in New York Monday to
of several agents at different times prepare the production of Harry
Richman's United Artists picture
in the past couple of years.
It is
the beginning of the end for these "Say It with Music".
boys, the good will have to suffer for
the bad.
In its present formative state, all
those connected with the Association
say (hat no effort will be made to
interfere with the work of agents,
but that is "baloney".
What need
Pat Rooney, famous stage comewill a player have for a ten per- dian,
song and dance man, and the
center if he can get the same ser- idol of countless
thousands of vaudevice (and maybe better) without hav- ville patrons
from Coast to Coast,
ing to lay out a dime? What Cen- has been signed
by Carl Laemmle
tral Casting did for the extra, this for
Sound Pictures. Marian Bent,
call bureau will do for the part play- his wife
and stage partner, and Pat
er not under contract to the studios. Rooney III, their
son, also have been
The casting director of each stu- engaged by the Universal Pictui-es
dio will make known his wants each Corporation.
day to the head of the bureau who
Edgar Allan Woolf, noted playwill, in turn, get in touch with
right and .stage producer, who has
all
players who seem to qualify for that been responsible for
many Pat Roopart.
By this means, these players ney successes in the past, is to write
will go direct to the studio
with "first the stories for the Rooney-Universal
hand information of what is wanted pictures.
He already has started
and be in a position to close for work on them, and is in
close touch
their .srervices them.selves.
with Rooney.

Willard Mack's First

?fo

Willard

Mack's

first

talkie

K.

WII.KERSON

SAM KATZ
To talk to Sam Katz or hear
talk to others, will make you or a
one else a Sam Katz booster. H(
really one of the truly fine chaiU
ters in this or any other businn.,
He is modest, retiring, extrenif'
ll

is

starring vehicle for
Universal.
•

yy

COMPLETE STAFF FOR
MET. STUDIOS

Benefit of Stars
11}

of

^^

By W.

for

democratic, a natural-born organi;>,
a tireless worker and one of »
greatest and most successful nif^
in the motion pictures business. ViJ,
is at the head of a tremendous ^^
ganization and every man in tt
organization would cut his right aiJfi
and both legs off at the nod of
Katz is human and has
head.
understanding of the proper tre

ment

men under him

of

that

Ij

His success has b(
fairly won and is the result of r
ceasing and tireless work coup
with ideas that have been rightili
others have.

THE REASON
of the main reasons, as
for the success of Sam Ks
as a result the success of evt

One
see

and

it,

theatre he has ever had under
wing, is the model and if you Cc
service gi\
to think "high-hat"
patrons from the minute they b
their ticket until the time they lea|if
the theatre. The particular serv:
we refer to was original with
in his first big theatre venture, t
Central Park in Chicago and carr;
by him with a little more elaboratii
to his Riviera Theatre in the saiji
1

—
—

K

city

and improved on, by him

>»

new

theatre undertaking. TliJii
service was distinct and witho L
paralell in any theatre whether cf;
be pictures, vaudeville or legitima'
Consequently we were quite surpr
ed to read in one of the weelj
publications that, after a swi
around the Publix circuit, Katz h
decided on many changes and amo
others is mentioned "to make ho
service pleasing and uniform,
house staffs should place themselv]
on a par with the audience",
that is not bunk, we don't know t'
meaning of the word. The stoi
states further, that this servility
the part of usher and house
In oth
tachee's has gone too far.
words, it is being overdone. Mo

every

bunk.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will be "Hunt- MORE FLATTERY
The very foundation as we s
ed." This is of the melodrama type
and has been written by Mr. Mack, it, of the Sam Katz success has be
his management of "the" theati
dialogue and all. It is thought that Vot so much in the booking of t
Evelyn Brent will have the leading right pictures or the proper stagii
role in this,

possible to get
her, with Robert Ames as the male
if

it

is

lead.

PAT ROONEY WITH "U"
TALMADGE OPENING
FOR SOUND PICTURES
DRAWS NOTABLES
Among
vations

of prologues or his desire to g
the best music obtainable, BUT t]
service given patrons once they e'
tered.
This service has been so rj

markable
to flatter

making

it has been flattering, ai|
anyone, be it a hod-carri|

his

monthly

trip

to

tl

movies or Mr. Park Ave. in his reg
lar weekly visit, is to win them aij
when you win them you have
those who have made reser- customer and these customers ha
made Katz and his associate.s ri

for

the gala

Norma Talmadge

in

first

"The

night of

Woman

So for anyone, to suggest that th]
service i.s to he clianged causes
Instead of putting
a big laugh.
muffler dm it. we believe that Kb
lays awake at night trying to devi

Disputed" tonight, at the Rivoli, are
Dolores del Rio and her mother, means of improving it.
CHARITABLE
Senora Asunsolo,
Irving
Berlin,
But let's get back to the Katz
David Belasco, Fannie Hurst, Mary the first paragraph. His great su
ces.s has brought him
millions ar
Ellis,
Channing Pollock, Fannie from what we gather he is givir
a
great
portion of it to worthy char
Brice, William De Lignemare, Alan ties.
One item we know costs hi
He has ei
Crosland, Basil Sidney, John W. Con- thousands every year.
dowed and pay.s the entire overhes
sidine, Jr., Thomas Meighan, Hope of a tremendous orphanage in
tlie City of ("hicago and th
Hampton, Eugene O'Brien, C. Gard- around
undertaking reflects his one gre;
ner Sullivan, and members of the "weakness" (if we dare call it sucl
and that is love for children. A veili
Notre Dame and Army football teams. remarkable young fellow, we call hiiji
i

:

I

Issue

h this

A.

J.

Van Beuren

Reg

Devoted to the
24

From Here

to There
By AHTHUll JAME.S

the donor of the Sam Harris
steams
from
England
to
?rlca to be present in person at
Anglo American amity dinner
the Biltmore November 20th.
^i came from the dinner comtee yesterday that acceptances
reservations were beginning to
bdiij-

numbers

received in
size

and that

all

of stimulat-

things pointed

really fine party >vith trimmings.

secret of the cup winner is
iecret
(in to

Pat. Off.

fostering

—Contlnuingr Elxhlbltor* Trade Review

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

Dliject.
*

*

><>venil>«*r
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Roxy Dividend Declared
Retire Class "^"
The Roxy Theatre Corporation

—May
Board

of Director.s yesterday de-

clared the regular quarterly dividend of 87 1/2 c for the period

November 15th, payable
December 1.
There were also rumors in the
"Street" yesterday that the Roxy
Class "A" stock may be retired
shortly.

VOCAFILM IN 13
YR.

David R. Hochreich,
President
Vocafilm
Corporation of
Vocafilm had closed a thirteen year
exclusive license agreement with the
Maurif-p Schwarz Yiddish Talking
Pictures (Corporation, of which Mau-

of

THEATRE DIVORCEMENT

Graham

Graham

5

contribution to its busiit is small won-

social life that

the

of applicants for niem-

list

M-G-M all-dialogue thriller which
was scheduled to go into the Astor
Theatre on November 14th, has been
moved forward a day to the 15th,
as a courtesy to Warner Brothers
who are opening "On Trial" on the

grows apace. Al LichtmaH
group of enthusiastic assoes have worked against the early
s of ajtathy and now they have
le it a real club the tide is com- 14th at the Warner.
ihip
h's

their waj.
Congratulations are
erfluoHS l»ut here they are again
the same.
*

brilliant
lid,

"The

*

•

with pleasant
Disputed" which

picture

Woman

ned with Miss Norma Talmadge
[Ting, last night at the Kivoli

—

iatre
more of this
imiph later.
*

I

*

*

Asking Dismissal of
All Charges
By SPKCI

DETROIT

—

\I,

\\

litK

Paramount. Pathe,
Warner, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and
First National won a complete victory here yesterday with the abondonment of the Robertson Iiijimction
trial
before Judge Miller in the

Small in

Town

Asher Small &
Rogers arrived in New York yesterday from the Coast and will confer
with Charles Rogers on recent developments of the Sonora-Bristolphone deal.

Edward Small

of

son,

who had sought

manent

injunction

to obtain a perrestraining the

film
companies from withholding
sound pictures from his theatres, on
pretext of having actual contracts
for such sound versions, requested

that the case against the Qefendants

be dismissed.
The
various
defense
council
agreed, by previous
arrangement
that this would be done and that
both sides would pay their share of
court costs.
The fact that the case is dismissed
(Continued on pa.ee 2)

SONORATONElfARTS
SHORT SUBJECT PROD.
Charles R. Rogers, General Manager of Sonoratone Pictures, the distributing
organization
of
Asher,
Small and Rogers, Gotham Produc-

and Lesser-Warner pictures,
announces that a Gotham producing
unit, headed by Sam Sax, has started
work at the company's studios In
Waterbury. The first three short subjects of the company's scheduled 52,
tions

are being 'shot', with the SonoraBristolphone sound process.
Trini, famous Spanish dancer, and
her Marimba Band, will constitute
one subject; The Four Nightingales,
a feature of Beatrice Lille's recent
The Midtown Theatre, at 74th & musical comedy, will be another, and
Broadway has finally been completed Mary Copeland, "blues" singer, tlie
and originally supposed to be one of third. Herman Heller, formerly musithe original Roxy Theatre Chain, it cal cMrector of Vitaphone, will direct.
is now being negotiated for by Fox
Theatres, anew.
The Roxy Theatre Corporation
which had first call on the theatre
FEB.
allowed their option to lapse and
Small-Straussberg Circuit who put
Announcement was made today by
up the money for the theatre weijp Sam Katz. president of the Publix
some time ago seeking to lease the Theatres Corporation, that steps
house to independent operators.
would be taken to select another
Due to the acute booking situation, class for training of the Publix Thesurrounded as the theatre is by Loew atres Managers Training School.
and other opposition, a scarcity of
The school was organized in July.
(Contintiod on pagre 4)
(Continued on pagrs 2)

Broadway Theatre Lease
Neeper Returns from

he agent who toils not and spins
3
but who collects plenty is in for
Lloyd Trip
permanently hard season, as
Creed A. Neeper, assistant manasts and those who seek to be can ger of the Harold Lloyd Corporation
deal direct with studios and in charge of the New York offices of
the unnecessary percentages, the company, today returned to his
?
food move and one long needed desk after a three weeks trip throughthe west coast.
out the south and middle west in
*
*
*
the interests of "Speedy", Harold
he real agent who attends to
Lloyd's current Paramount comedy
affairs of the artists, who is for
release.
practical purposes a business
While on the road Mr. Neeper
lager, earns his bread and salt
visited the Paramount exchanges in
the shifty clique that do nothCincinnati,
Indianapolis.
Memphis,
but loaf and collect are barSt.
Louis,
Kansas City, Denver,
les on tiie pinnace of progress.
Omaha, Sioux Falls, and Des Moines.

-Week

'

organization.

Fox Hot After "Midtown"

United Artists

Case

Schwarz is Director General.
Jews throughout the world, by Wayne Co. Circuit Court.
Attorneys for the plaintiff, Robertmeans of Maurice Schwarz's Voca-

rice

FRANKLIN COMPLETES

able a

Drops

Robertson

SCHWARZ DEAL

name of Charlit
film productions, will be able to see
has been presented to and
and hear Maurice Schwarz and his
famous Yiddish Art Theatre 6om(sldered by the Committee and
pany of artists.
(ody could find any fault with
Maurice Schwarz's Yiddish Talking
Charlie could win any amity
Pictures Corporation will make a
in the world with Ids hands
Harold B. Franklin, President of minimum of six plays each year over
and carrjing 20 pounds excess. West Coast Theatres, having success- the Vocafilm synchronization system,
and each will be a "100% Talker".
this is a matter for the little fully arranged the details of separatPublix
and
United
Artists
houses
ing
May they have a hell of a
s.
in N. Y.
from the West Coast chain, while
John
i time about it.
Empires have in New York the past few days, is
John Cecil Graham and Mrs. Grablooey over lesser circiuu- again returning to the West Coast ham and Major and Mrs. Charles E.
e
on Monday.
^ces and smaller crises.
Bell arrived in New York yesterday.
*
*
•
Mr. Graham is Managing Director of
the Paramount British organization.
he Motion Picture Club is such
Change "Alias" Opening Major Bell is also connected with the
iredlt to the industry and so ad"Alias Jimmy Valentine" latest
e liear that the

Jplin

f;iMSTH

FIVE DISTRIBUTORS VICTORS
IN DETROIT SOUND INJUNCTION

ending
still

but the way matters now
look the event will outshine
*

S.

-\ew York, Saturday,

100

.\o.

U.

Tells ''What's Right with the levies''

KATZ TO START 5TH
MANAGERS^CLASS

^
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Pic-

home recovering from

at his

a flock of bruises and contusions received when he and a truck bumped
each other, and a pedestrian has
little chance against a truck in a

bumping contest

.

Jack Cohn

.

.

isl

due here today after a long stay on:
the coast, and that's the reason for
that permanent smile on the classic
Jeff Mcfeatures of Joe Brandt
Carthy, who has been in New York
for several weeks picking up stuff
sound and feature pictures,
for
Harold
leaves today for the coast
Franklin is here from the coast to
.

.

.

.

.

.

unscramble a theatre situation on
the west coast which Government
officials decided needed considerable
Watterson Kothunscrambling
aker, who stopped over in New York
.

.

.

after a long vacation in Italy, has
seen the horse show and will shortly
Will Hays
leave for the coast
stopped over on his way from the
coast to vote at Sullivan, Ind., and
this column will give odds that it
wasn't one of the 16,000,000 deposited
for Al Sniitli
.£mll Jensen, alter
collecting large wads of the stufi
you can buy things with as the result of election bets, was heard to
remark that a lot of people were
kidding Al Smith all the way through
Dr. Lee DeForest evidently knows
who he wants to team up with and
whom he doesn't, and isn't a bit
backward in saying so
Harry
Marx ha.s resigned as executive associate to Sam Katz after ten years
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

going to be lonesome for awhile
Harry Warner got back to New
York yesterday after a short trip
.

is

.

to the

coast

....

Courtland Smith, General Manager of the Fox-Case Corporation
yesterday stated that the talking
pictures have proved their worth
in the past three months and very
shortly will have completely replaced the silent variety.
Smith also said that actors and
actresses would be more abundant, rather than less, because pan-

tomine

is

far

acting with

more

difficult

than

speech.

Five Distributors Victors

In Sound Injunction
(Continued from pape 1)
automatically dissolves the injunction which Robertson had obtained
several weeks ago, in order to secure
the sound records on Paramount's
"Warming Up".
The dismissal yesterday was foreshadowed the day previous by the
Judge's order to Robertson to show
proof that witnesses for the defense
were authorized to enter into verbal
agreements with him.
Concerning the charge of conspiracy, coercion and monopoly brought
court Thursday by Robertson,
in
against the film companies, it is the
belief in film circles that this was
only a method of causing the temporary injunction to continue in
force as long as possible, and that
Robertson, in the event, he was
serious in his charges, must proceed with his action in Federal
Courts, as it properly comes under
the Clayton-Sherman Act.
Thus, the freeing of the exchanges from any further court action by Robertson, is today being
hailed as a complete vindication and
victory for the fiilm distributors.
Another test of sound-film interchangeability took place at Madison,

Wisconsin

last

when

night,

time

a

Shadows

{Seventeenth of a Series hy Industry's Leaders)

By

over

Bristolphone

The booking of the M-G-M picture
with Movietone synchronization apparently has the approval of the

M-G-M branch and home

AMEDEE

President,
Tlirou^rhout

the

history

J.

VAN BEUREN

Van Beuren
of

How many

the

Motion Picture Industry we find one
predominating underlying thought
wliich shows itself as a challenge
to any and every other industry in
the world, namely, that all the
brains and i»ower behind the Motion Picture Industry have never
for one moment believed In the time
worn proverbial saying "leave good

Corporation
industrial

prodi

are continually trying to bettei
(inality of their product after
trade name has been estafolls
Year after year commodities sol
the consumer remain as good bu
better than the original output,
who can make that charge ae.
the Motion Picture Industry
body! The Motion Picture Indi
will continue to work along
J

enough alone".
Preponderance of advanced ideas structive lines. It will continu
have added not only to the progress look ahead. It will continue its
of the industry but have gained the mendous investments.
It will n
deepest resi)ect of the theatregoers sit back in its chair comfort
for the work and thought tliat is satisfied that what is good eiii
constantly being put into motion pic- now should be good enough a
ture production by large and small or even a month from now.
producers alike.

other industries hold merely
the talking standard production, our indu
motion picture involving a tremend- will ever strive to raise its stant
ous investment by the producer and
Motion picture history will re
with not one cent extra charge to
That is "What's Right
tlie
theatregoer bears out these itself.
the Movies".
statements.

The introduction

of

McCarthy Leaves

Sheehan Arrives

Tod;'

J. J. McCarthy, General Mane
Clayton P. Sheehan, manager of
the Foreign Department of the Fox of Movietone City at Fox Hill
Film Corporation, returns today on leaving New York today to assQ,
the Conte Grande from a two-month his new duties. While in New l']i
McCarthy signed up Edward Re
business trip through Europe.
and several other stage technicn
for Movietone production.
Novat Promoted
ii

Jerome Novat, associated with
Paramount for the past ten years Pathe Sound News
in various capacities, today was namB'way Toai
ed manager of the Paramount poster
The first issue of Pathe Scm
art department succeeding Frank
Blakely who resigned to take up News goes into the Capitol, Stai
and Colony today.
work in a new field.

On

Fred

for the first
sound version of "White
of the South Seas," at his

Strand Theatre,
apparatus.

1928

^'What's Right with the Movie

Desormeaux screened

office.

Goidin Bankrupt

WAIVTED

Sidney M. Goidin, film director, has
filed a petition in bankruptcy in the
Southern District Court, listing liabilities of $11,015

Principal
Field.
$1,500.

$7,360

and no

creditors

and

can use from one to five hK
dred used Acme projectors
must be in fair running conditii
any model
price must ai
right.
State how many you ha;.,
Write to box No 13, Exhibitta'
I

.

assets.

are

William

.

Molly
Resh,

.

.

.

.

.i
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Fox Hot After "Midtown" Heller and Beier
Join Woody-Adler
Broadway Theatre Lease
(Continued on page 2)
good product to book into the Midtown caused operators to look cautiously at the new theatre.
A long-term lease with Fox
shortly be closed.

Ufa "Homecoming"

mav

to

New

Jerse.v

territory.

UFA

production "Homecoming" featuring Dita Parlo, Lars Hansen and Gustav Frolich will receive
its Broadway showing at the Paramount Theatre the week of November 17th.
It Is an Erich Pommer production
and was directed by Joe May.

Buck Jones Arrives
Buck Jones arrived

in

New York

from Los Angeles yesterday for the
purpose of conferring with his associates in the Buck Jones Corporation

Heller, formerly of the B.
Keith exploitation department and
Murray Beier have joined the Woody
and Adler organization in the han-

operate in the southern

Play Paramount
The

Edward

F.

dling of their first release "Fightin:i
the White Slave Traffic". They will

.

as Sam's right hand man, and some-

one

AU

Smith Forecasts

RcK. U S Pat. Off.
I'uHiuhrd D»ily Eicept Sundiy

10,

prior

production.

to

starting

on

his

next

TRAVELERS
Nortliera for

select the <ari\i
its wonderful loA

tlon In Chicago's "loop". Tlf
retarn because the large coinforta,^
rooms, taomelllce environment. «
tentlve service, excellent food at'
moderate charges make it an Idil
hotel.

Newly Furnished Rooms,
and up. Sample
Rooms S4.00, SS.OO, $6.00. S7.00
and t8.00.
J
f400
S2.50 a day

Salter Craighead, Manager

jj

DEABBORN STREET FROM JACKS^
TO OUI^f^V
>„

New Carasre One-Half

Block

_
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PICTURE REVIEWS
"Companionate Marriage"

>»
"Shadows of Fear

First National

National

rst

Judge Ben B. Lindsey
Erie C. Kenton

Jaques Feyder Story by
Gina Manes, Directed by

rected by

aturing
F'eaturing
J. Marie-Laurent, H. A. Schlet-

Wolfgang

tow,

Zilzer.

and produced,

owerful cast makes
production stand
lut, despite a murder,
his

The story

and a

parlytic misfortune.
Inly for serious audi-

iwo suicides

and then

nces,

it

of

a

Ihile

may

Camille is a weakand when an artist friend of his
ftyhood wanders into the scene, an
imediate attraction is set up be;een the accountant's wife and tha
a small shop.

|n

\2g

husband

e

ley

finally plan to drown
which they do. In time,

They

tist.

marry, urged on by the dead
But they find no hap-

an's mother.

ness as the

dead

:e

spirit of

man always comes between

The

lem.
iting

shadow and

culprits finally take to

each other and the mother
'ter learning of their guilt has ai
iralytic stroke. From then on, they
•adually retrograde until they fin-i
ly commit suicide as the paralized
Oman looks on, with satisfaction.
Though produced abroad, from a
,

reduction standpoint it is well hanled and up to our standards.

by

SO-CALLED

SOPHISTI.

SLOW
COMEDY.
lOVING WITH A WEAK
TORY TOO EVIDENTLY
:ATED

GOOD DIRECWASTED ON A PICURE THAT WILL NEVER
ARAN MUCH AT THE BOX
FOR THE NOT
)FFICE.

jADDED.
'lON

'ARTICULAR FEW.
The
I

i-self

in

carried

whose daughter

Marion Nixon, Pauline
Kenneth Harlan.

Donald Crisp
William Boyd,
Featuring
Jacqueline Logan, Alan Hale and
Robert Arm.strong.

Starke,

WHILE THE STORY

THIS

visits

there and while being shown
ae town, shows up the American life
1 it.
There is no action to the plot
nd it proves nothing except that it
'as a mistake to make a picture of
There is one scene that iS' inexusably vulgar and the photography

lim

,.

terrible.

Albert Gran works hard and well
1 his part, while Matt Moore and
ally Filers, erstwhile Sennett girl,
o good work and deserve better maerial.
Harry D'Arrast's direction is
xcellent and strives hard to lift the
icture out of the mediocre class.

Victor Seastrora

SOME

TIME.

this

i

j

'The

one.

Woman from Moscow'

FAIR

DRAMA OF

William Boyd plays the part of a
sort of dumb lead in this who is "done
dirt" by a man whom he befriends
and so he becomes a cop in order
He falls in love
to avenge himself.
with a member of the gang and manages to convince her that she has
made a mistake in leading such a
life and of course puts an end to
the life of the bad gangster, who
has killed his best friend on the
force.

in his part but he
photographed very poorly. There
are times when it is hard to distinguish his face from the back-

Boyd does well

is

ground.

Jacqueline Logan does some

of the best work of her career as
the heart interest and Alan Hale and
Robert Armstrong are both excellent.

The direction is pretty good. The
only mistake is that in leading up
to a smashing climax, the director
!,«'emed to forget all about it by the
It made the
tii.ie
he reached it.
ending raher week, but it's a good
picture and will give the exhibitor
nothing to worry about.

"Show

Girl"

First National.

Paramount

Dorothy Scarborough Directed by
Lillian Gish, Story by
Hansen, Montague Love, Featuring

Lars
William Orlamond, Dorothy Cummings.

IS

A COP OUT TO GET HIS
MAN. HAS GOOD POPULAR
APPEAL AND SHOULD DO
WELL IN ANY NEIGHBORKERRY, STARKE AND HOOD THEATRE.
THE
CRAUFORD KENT SEEN IN PHOTOGRAPHY IS POOR.

like

out.

Directed by
Story by
Featuring

Ludwig Berger Directed by
John Farrow Featuring

Pola Negri,
Lukas,
Paul
Keery,
Bodil Rosing, Otto Matieson.

Alfred Santell
Alice White
with Charles Delaney
.-

-

HILARIOUS FARCE.
PACKED FULL OF LAUGHS.
WIND.
WIND
WIND
EXPLOITATION
TOO MUCH WIND. WIND THIS IS THE LAST PICTURE
SURE FIRE
AND
ANGLES
TO THE RIGHT OF YOU, MADE BY POLA NEGRI BOX OFFICE VALUE.
WIND TO THE LEFT OF DURING HER AMERICAN EVERYONE CAN ENJOY A
YOU. WIND ALL AROUND STAY AND IS A FAIRLY GOOD LAUGH AT THIS
YOU. AFTER THE WHOLE GOOD PICTURE HURT BY ONE.
THING IS OVER, IT IS STILL SOME VERY SPOTTY DIREC- Its all about a wise-cracking baby
WIND, AND QUITE A BIT OF TION. NEGRI NEVER LOOK- from Brooklyn who through her own
ED BETTER.
fresh brazeness and a series of pubSAND.

—

—

Norman

GREAT

This screen play was adapted from licity stunts is pushed through to
"Fedora" by Victorien Sardou. The stardom on the Broadway stage.
situastory concerns the Russia during the This rails for a lot of funny
meththe
on
satire
broad
and
its
tions
for
has
and
human and wholesome. Miss Gish days of the Czar,
It is
gives a performance that makes one leading character the Princess Fe- ods involved in starmaking.
and
believe there were a lot of things dora whose fiance was killed by an taken from J. P. McEvov's book
this
from
bodily
lifted
subtitles
the
out
sets
She
she would like to have done with the uprising of Nihlists.
very
part but this did not meet with the to find the person directly respon- same book are plentiful and
approval of director Seastrom. The sible and this being done finds her good.
Alice White in the part of Dixie
Having promised venstory concerns itself with life in a real love.
wind devilstated region and the con- gence and not wanting to harm her Dugan proves that First National
in lifting her
flict of a girl from a country, not so
lover, she commits suicide instead. used good judgment
Delaney is
Charles
parts.
star
to
part,
her
in
excellent
inflicted.
Circupistances forecs her Miss Negri is
as Dixie's
Finlayson
Jimmy
and
fine
into a marriage that, although is not ably supported by Norman Keery,
particularly funny verso pleasing at first adjusts itself, but Paul Lukas and Otto Matieson. The Pa gives a
henpecked husband that
not before the villian has been shot direction of Ludwig Berger is very sion of the
worm-turning act.
familiar
the
does
by the heroine and many, many feet spotty and, to our mind, the pictures
The camera work Altogether, this picture should he a
of wind and sand is thrown before great weakness.
decided help to the exhibitor.
of Victor Milner was beautiful.
the lens of the cameras.

One

story there is concerns
with a divorced ex-patriot livlittle

Paris,

Edward Laemmle Directed by
Norman Kerry,

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Harry D'Arrast
Mary Astor,
eaturing
Albert Gran and Matt Moore

i

proves
nothing
but a whole lot
especially those who

"The Wind"

»x.

irected

"The Cop"
Palhe

This film, has, in addition a pleasing synchronized score which adds
It is in reality
It
is
materially to the whole.
a
a plea for birth-control and offers tale of a poor man who marries the
no remedy for human nature or ills. daughter of a wealthy Senator, and
The direction is terrible and the later turns out to be a coward in
the Great War. He deserts and his
titles date from Laura Jean Libby.
pal marries his wife, they thinking
Alec B. Francis and Betty Bronson he is dead.
A former sweetheart
are entirely lost and wasted on a picks him out of the gutter and
gives the gunman who is keeping
badly thrown together picture.
the air, in order to start life
The action drags terribly and the her
afresh with the man she has always
through
players are allowed to go
loved.
This they do, but they are
scene after scene doing nothing but traced to their hideaway by the gunmugging. Another thing about the man, who is killed by the hero. He
goes to prison for life, but his comtitles is the fact that they never say
mon-law wife almost effects his eswhat the players do. It is so easy cape from prison only to see the
to read their lips and the sub-titles hero deliberately allow himself to be
are either two scenes ahead or be- killed, for the sake of his first wife's
peace of mind and safety.
hind what they are saying.
The lighting of this picture is not
Story taken from Lindsey's noted
book and production personally su- up to snufl!. and appears to have
This did not affected many sound pictures recentpervised by author.
Neighborhood, suburban
help it much as Lindsey insisted that ly made.
the letter and spirit of the book be and off-the-main-street houses will

"Dry Martini"

|ig

just a tedious bit of

—

French-

middle-class

and Wife"

against people
made the picture.

who works as an accountant
his new bride and his mothei^

an,

is

that
preaching
against marriage

eave bad taste.
[Story

Woman

ANOTHER ATTRACTION LEAVES MUCH TO BE DEYOUNG LAEMMLE
BY TITLE ONLY. PEOPLE SIRED,
HAS
TURNED
OUT A FINE
MAY GO TO SEE IT BUT NO PROGRAM PICTURE
AND
ONE WILL EVER RECOM- HAS BROUGHT FORTH THE
BEST WORK SHOWN BY
MEND IT. IT IS CHEAP.

a gruesome tragedy,
IjPECially well directd

Alec B. Francis
and Betty Bronson

"Man,

Universal
Directed by
Featuring

of the best things in this picthe excellent acting of Lars
He makes his character
Hansen.

ture

is
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RUGGLES TO DO "KING OF JAZZ" OPINIONS
Ily

Paul

of

Direction

Given

STUDIO GOSSIP

Whiteman "U" Sound

Ernest G. Grooney has been enby Warner Bros, to train the
gaged
B> W. R. w.
chorus of their Vitaphone operetta,
assignbeen
Wesley Ruggles, has
"The Desert Song."
•
*
•
ed the direction of the all important
production that will bring Paul
.Vlma Tell has been signed for an
Whiteman to the screen in a Uni- important role in Corinne Griffith's
This announcement new starring vehicle. "Saturday's
versal pieture.
was made by Carl Laemmle, presi- Children," for I<"^rst National.
•
«
*
dent of this company.
The role played by Louis Wollieliii
The story is being written by Paul
Scofield and will detail the life story in Pathe's "The Shady Lady," is that
of W^hiteman in his rise to become of a big Havana racketeer and casiIt no proprietor.
the leading exponent of Jazz.
*

be titled "The King of Jazz".

•

»

Corinne Griffith will be directed by
Th» original music to accompany
next starring
the production is now being written William Seiter In her
Ferenc
by
"Prisoners."
vehicle,
Marian
and
Gilbert
by L. Wolfe
Wayne. It will be played by the Molnar.
•
*
*

The picture
orchestra.
will include many of the composibecome popular
that have
tidbis
through Whiteman's presentation and

Whiteman

have in turn made him famous.
Actual shooting on this production
will be begun about the 1st of Feb.
and will require from eight to twelve
weeks.

vvhich

"The Cleanup"
"The Cleanup"
lias

for

Fox

which
been chosen by Fox Film Cor-

poration

which

is

for

now

is

the

—Extra

CRITICISM

One day when Henry King was

Production

wfll

Extra

title

the newspaper story
being produced at the

studios. Fred Newmeyer
directing.
The leading feminine
role is being played by Sally Phipps,
with
Robert Elliott and
Frank
Albertson also in the cast.

West Coast
is

Paramount has bought "Close Harmony" by Elsie Janis and Gene Markey.

This Willi be an all-talkie.
*

directing a scene, several extras
were instructed to stand in doorways and peer out at Miss Talmadge. in the role of a girl of
the streets, as she passed. King
wanted a little man in a big coat
for one of the close-ups. Charlie
Chaplin, who happened to be visiting the set, was asked by Henry

King how he would
an extra.

like to

make

$7.50 as

Impulsively Chaplin interrupted
the general laughter by exclaiming, "Certainly! Get me an overcoat and I'll do the scene with

Norma!"

This question of calling pictu's
them should be the o|
thought in mind when a critic
views a picture, particularly w:
the review is set for the eyes
exhibitors.
There are times wl
it seems most evident that a revieif*;
either has an axe to grind in giv
a picture a bad review or was asl
during most of the picture. T
present thought was inspired bj
review given by Fete Harrison
the Pathe picture "Ned McCol'
Daughter". Pete either has it in
Pathe or had a bad night before
viewing the picture and as a res,
fell asleep in the projection room.
either case Pete is not doing
right thing by his subscribers.
as you see

I

|

COLUMBIA STUDIOS BUSY
PRODUCTION AT PEAK

*

*

U. R. WILKE^RSON

With three pictures in production,
Jed Prouty has been added to the
"Broadway Melody" by two ready for shooting and several
of
cast
preparation, the Columbia studios
M-G-M.
«
*
•
Several mid-season
are very busy.
Conrad Nagel has the lead op- productions are among the offerings
posite Norma Shearer in the "Last now being made ready for exhibitors.
of Mrs. Cheney."
Camera work has been completed
•
*
•
on "Nothing to Wear," and the prohas
added
Ruth duction is now in the cutting room
Tiffany-Stahl
Cherin?fton to the cast of "Spirit
to be edited and titled for early reof Youth."
Erie C. Kenton has been dilease.
•
•
*
recting this marital comedy, which
Vernon Dent has returned to the features Jacqueline Logan, Theodor
Sennett lot to make two reel talking
Von Eltz, Jane Winton and Bryant
comedies.
ill

1

«

*

•

OA THE OTHER HAND
And

too, it might be that Pete t
axe to grind with Pathe a
that during the unreeling of the p^l
ture in the projection room, lie sdf
This being tr>4
every foot of it.
we are surprised that Pete coi|.i

no

not appreciate Pathe's effort to mak
an adult picturization of a story tli,
rould easily have been resolved in"
cheap "true story" magazine sti.
If a critic overlooks the best pirt.
of suspense in a picture in fa\M
of an automobile chase that an
slapstick comedy uses, how can od
expect the public in general to e^Jj

Washburn.
Phil Rosen and "The Apache" company are back from location, where
they were shooting the waterfront
tures.
Grey with Columbia
sequences of the French underworld.
«
*
*
Johnnie Grey, well known scenarMargaret Livingston, Don Alvarado
Frank Austin has joined the cast and Warner Richmond are featured. grow up?
*
*
•
ist and playwright, has been added
of "The Drifter" for FBO.
to Columbia's roster of prominent
Al Rogell is shooting the radio CREDIT
*
*
«
writers.
He will do the adaptation
Etta Lee will have a part in "Heat" broadcasting and television scene
the duty of any exhibitj
It
is
and continuity of "The Donovan Afwhich Sidney Franklin is directing which supplies the denouement of publication to call every picture t^
fair,'
the famous mystery play by tor M-G-M.
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter." This
*
«
«
Owen Davis, which is scheduled to
marks the first screen appearance his critic views them. There shoii|j
be on? of the company's most preIt shares
never be any necessity of favorifj
Oliver P. Garrett and Leo Birln- of this latest invention.
tentious productions of the year.
ski are preparing an original as the featured roles with Bert Lytell, this or that company with a go.
George Bancroft's next starring pic- Gertrude Olmstead, Lilyan Tashman review or cursing them with a pa)

Big *'U" Sound Stage
With

*

•

ture.
*

two sound-proof
stagss completed and equipment bethe

«

A. J. Kelley will direct "Confessions of a Wife" for Excellent Pic-

•

•

first

Sharon Lynn, on whose services
ing installed. Universal has started Fox had an option, Is now permanconstruction on the largest sound- ently working for that organization.
*
•
•
proof stage yet to be erected by any
Carmellta
Geragrhty,
daughter of
motion pieture studio.
The new stage will measure 150 the famous Tom of 'script fame, is
by 200 feet and will be 50 feet high. leading woman for Johnny Burke,
vaudeville headliner, in "Jim Jam
It is planner! to make on this
stage

practically the entire dialogue version of "Broadway", the super production which Dr. Paul Fejos will
direct
uiideiCarl Laemmle, Jr's
supervision.

*

Managers Class Feb.
Tonliiiupd from page 1)
1925, anii has graduated four classes

*

will play opposite him.
*

*

Marion Byron. William
Sidney Hracey are the

ir<»lden and
latest addi-

tions to Hie cast of First National's
dialogue picture, "His Captive Wom-

an."

whose membei-s have been absorbed
into executive positions in the theatrical Industry In every section of

•

Ken .>raynard's next picture will be
"The California Mail." Dorothy Dwan
*

Katz to Start 5th

Mack Sennett

Janitor," his latest
two-reeler for Pathe.

*

*

*

Wilson, having signed another contract with Columbia, will
play the lead in "Object, Alimonv."
liois

and Charles Gerrard.
Shooting started this week on
"Restless Youth" under the direction of Christy Cabanne.
Marceline
Day, Ralph Forbes and Norman Trevor have the featured roles.
Sonya Levien have completed the
script on a special production adapted from Fannie Hurst's play "It is
to Laugh."
Frank Capra will direct.
Jean Hersholt, Lina Basquette and
Ricardo Cortez are among the fea-

tured players.
Marie Prevost. Ralph Graves and
Little Billy head the cast of "Sideshow," a circus story to be directed
by Erie C. Kenton.

"The

Donovan Affair," "Behind
Closed Doors" and "Greenwich Village," are the trio in various stages
of preparation.

"The Donovan Affair"

is

Colum-

bia's first "talkie" production, which
will be directed by Frank Capra with

Jack Holt as the star. No cast or
the country and abroad.
director has yet been selected for
The fifth class to receive training
*
*
*
the other two.
in theatre management will assemble
Clani Keranffer has just signed a
in
February.
The class will be contract to wi-ite scenarios for Metro- Mask," now in production.
limited to tw€j«ty-five men. The maj- Goldwyn-Mayer.
«
*
*
ority of those will be man now in
*
*
«
Cliff Itowes, the male half of the
the employ of Publix. whose record
Five billion candle power was re- lamous comedy team of
Cliff Bowes
and whose ability merit for them the quired to light one of the huge
in- and Virginia Vance, has been re-enopportunity of this special training terior sets in Doutflas Fairbanks' gaged to play
leads in one-reel Eduat the expense of the corporation.
T'nitod Artists Picture, "The Iron cational-Cameo Comedies.

If the production
so, if the reverse is
The duty of
1,'oes also.

one.

has valw

say

cation
if the

is

to

inform

its

true,

any

readers aH

wrong information

you have failed

in

ti'J

pulyv

is

your duty.

giv(j

Ar

vertising or the lack of it shoul
never enter into a review or if o|
or the other company did somethiih
you did not like, that too, is asl^'
from the question. And when eveft
critic, large and small gives a goiu
review to a picture, there seeii

no good reason for one to

flop-o|[i

entirely.

i.

*

*

*

REAL AND HUMAN

u
?

"Ned McCobbs Daughter" is rei(
and human. It has no clandesti|l
love scenes, no sticky sentimenta'ij
ty.
The story is founded on a lo;,
born of respect and the audieu'?
is permitted to watch an admirati<«
grow, not through passionate scen^
but by the chief character's reai
to circumstances concerniij
each other the will to help eati
other to something better. Harriscf
contends that this is "demoraliziii
and extremely sordid". It is ana
thing but.

tions

Any

—

exhibitor or critic will

I

hair

tough time finding a better pii
ture than "Ned McCobbs Daughtei
a

this or

any other year.

Wisconsin Exhibitor Threatens Suit on

I

''Lilac Time''

DAI^^VItW
ij

Heg

Devoted to the
a4

n,.

old

New

Jersey has

intolerance

kicked

has

— Continuing

l-:.\liibitorN

come
where

Trade Ilevlew

and developing of the Motion Picture

IVew York, Monday, November

the bat cellars of superstition

i.f

1

J

fostering

110

i\o.

A^M*
Monday
By ARTHUR JAMES
)<)(!

U. S. Pat. Off.

Vi,

Industry.

1I)2.S

FIVE CENTS

EXHIBITORS IN ARMS AGAINST
TALKIES STRANGULATION

would do the most good.
no crime to run or to see

iikicking

ow

is

ion pictures
blue

I

rtn

Sunday.

iuie accomplished?

111

lie

hiMs

how was
By the sane

:nination
iitring

Movietone-Vitaphone (W.E.)
(Film and Disc Systems)

consideration and

full

and then decided that

conditions had rendered the

lU'A Photophone
(Film and Disc System)

time laws obsolete.
*

•

•

Isidore Segal of

(16

Newark

In-

in

itre

days.

Roselle

Park open

on

Twice he was fined a dol-

and on the third violation was
This body
for the grand jury.
ised to indict and in its presentasked that the matter be
it
I

aght to the attention of the legisre and the governor for permaIt

remedial action.
*

1

this

*

*

presentment the grand jury

forth

'

iPhese places of business,

and recreation, could not be
rated on Sundays unless there
a demand for and patronage of
m, due, we believe, to the wishes
I large proportion
of our people,
ler these conditions we do not
m it wise or proper to vote in:ments against hundreds of our
'

or to discriminate against
in favor of others, but rather

zens
im
iter

liiophone
(Disc System)

Cinephone
(Film and Disc System)

Line

Up

Interchange Tests

As rapidly as

possible. Present rate
about 20 installations per week, but
are giving no guarantees of delivery
in less than 6 months.
Several already installed, but not
prepared
to
talk
immediate or
quantity delivery, although rapidly
getting under way.
Available immediately upon acceptance of order.
Installation immediate, depending on length of time
necessary to wire house.
Taking orders immediately. Installation within 30 days after acceptance of order.

...Immediate delivery. Installation inside theatre guaranteed within 30
days after order.

Phototone
(Disc System)

Won't be

Phonotilm
(Film and Disc System)

Initial installations will be

Han-A-Phone

About 110 machines already

receipt

in position to deliver, until
first batch of machines,

of

within week or two.

(Disc System)

about November
led

our duty to present this
to the court and public and

it

ecially to the Legislature of this
te."

Filmtone
(Disc System)

completed

25.

throughout country.

iustal-

Accepting

Exhibitors throughout
le country
are in a panic repHi- iig sound.
Those that have thf
ises equipped are doing business r they are
not doing it.
Some t eatres are
standing them out, othe) doing fair
iind still some not makii g expenses.
The exhibitor that has
equipment
is
attributing his bad Dusiness, if
.

i

i

is the case, to hi? inability to
get sound in his theai e and finds
that, in the case of Wes em Electric,
it will take from six to "jight months
to get an installation.
They figure,
l)usiness or no business, in order to
get the full benefits of pictures being made today, for today and tomorrow, they have to have a sound
apparatus in their houses, for every
producer of any note is only thinking in sound.

this

True, they are advertising pictures
both sound and silent, but the further they go, the more concentrated
they become on the talking idea
solely.
Their story purchases are
made with a "talkie" in view and
maybe the picture done silently will
not be so good, even if they do
(Continued on pag:e 2)

Taking orders immediately and deli4 weeks.
Film subjects

very within

also available immediately.

N'athanson Reeltone

Owners Sponsor

for Installation

all orders.

amuse-

it

le

Sonora-Bristolphone
(Disc System)

on keeping his motion picture

;ed

atre

and

How They

this

•esses of a grand jury which gave
I

Synchronizing Devices

all

and the blue nose

laws

on the books

iiites

With

In Desperate Straights The-

Taking orders immediately. Delivery
and installations within one week.

P-F-L

SEMI-ANNUAL

SALES MEET TODAY

M-G-M

Puts O.K. on Bristolphone

Paramount home office executives,
and branch managers start

district

four day sales conference today
the Paramount home office, for
the purpose of checking up on activities during the first half of the

a

at

Apparatus for "White Shadows"
By SPECl.^I. ORRKSPO.VUEXT
"White Shadows of the South
Seas" a Metro-Goldwyn Mayer pro<

REICHENBACH SIGNS
LONG-TERM 'U' CONTRACT

film year and formulating sales policies for the balance of the 1928-29

season.
Visiting executives are staying at
the Paramount Hotel, New York
City.
About 7.5 persons are in attendance.

duccion opened at the Strand Theatre, Madison, Wis., Friday night, perHarry Reichenbach on Saturday fectly synchronized by means of a
became a permanency at Universal Sonora-Bristolphone machine, and
Pictures Corporation. On September opened to the greatest business ever
''Awakening"
20th he was engaged for eight weeks known in the history of Madison.
that
this
M-G-M
It
might
be
recalled
despublicity
to preside over the
Coast Opening
tinies of the new policy at the Col- production was recorded by the VicVilma Banky's
Awakening",
"The
who
Company
Talking
Machine
ony Theatre. On Saturday, Reichen- tor
first individual starring picture for
through
recording
lease
holds
a
time
contract
to
signed
long
bach
a
Samuel Goldwyn, opened la.-^t night
re or less obsolete.
stay with the Universal and to re- Western Electric, it should be menat
the United Artists Theatre. Los
understood
that
that
it
is
tioned
also
«
*
«
linquish the other publicity enter"The Awakening" is exlicensee's Angeles.
upon
its
E.
frowns
W.
number
which
has
for
a
he
'his indeed is progress along the prises in
pected to come to New York around
one
of
their
reon
issuing
discs
of years been engaged.
3S of sanity and intelligence!
the first of December.
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on pagre 2)

nd the presentment added that it
not believed that non-observance
some of the laws is due to any
ire on the part of persons to
late the law but rather to a
nge in the conditions and cusis which make present law govIng moral life on the Sabbath
i

Has
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DAI1\ ilfVICW ''What's Right with the Movies" WEISS-GOLDSTONE
Ren. U, S. Pai. Off.
Daily Except Sunday

I'uli'ishiJ

ARTHUR JAMES,
W.
Abr.iham
Schleier.

J.

R.

WILKERSON,

EditoT
Puhlishcr

(Eighteenth of a Series

Executive
Telephone Bryant
Street. Suite 409. New York.
AdJrc.is all communications to Executive
M89.
postage
including
Rates
Subscription
Offices.
paid, per year United States and Candida. $10;
Remit
by
5
cents.
Foreign. $15; single copies.
Entered
check, nioncv order, currency or postage.
1926. at the
as second-class matTcr January •».
of March
r(»t office of New York, under the Act
Published and copyright by Picture
^
1,S79
Printing
Clinc
by
Printed
Inc.
Publishers.
Corporation. New York City.
Most of our New York City subscribers are
that
furnished their papers by carriers, in order
than that
iluy will get a more prompt service
notiby
oblige
will
Subscribers
given bv mail.
fying us about any lapse in service.
Coast Representative, 1255
West
Blair,
Joe
laramind Avenue. Los Angeles (Phone Hemp151-t)

„
c
Samuel
London Office and Correspondent:
"The Cinema", 80-82 Wardour Street.
H.irris.
London. W. 1.
, .
ti
Canadian Moving Picture
Canadian Office:
Lanacla.
Uigents. 259 Spadina Ave.. Toronto.

stead

1

,

.

GOSSIP OF
ROME— End

ROME

of October.

Being careful to make a fork of
famthe index and fourth finger— the
invented
iliar sign of the "jettatura"
by Romulus himself to ward off the
evil eye-devotees of bel

canto as

it

passes through Pucini and Mascagni
in its native land and at last condescend to discuss the talkies.
•

•

•

the first and biggest item
of gossip to greet me on my arrival
day before yesterday. Who started
Why, none other than George
it?
Tyler. Who is George Tyler? Well,

This

is

ask Fietro Mascagni, who knows that
George can be depended on to meet

him down the Bay whenever the
maestro visits New York. Pietro will
tell you that George is the last word
of wisdom on all matters of art in
So when Tyler deigned
America.
to talk talkies as he was leaving
Italy for home via Paris and London,
the

Roman

cognocenti literally sat

up and listened.
It was good listening to the bel
canto-ites, for the way George slam-

med

the talkies was as soothing to
Sole Mio from the larynx
of Tito Schipa.

them as

•

•

J. H. Duval gave
morsel even before

•

me

this

choice

had seen the
Duval
Victor Emanuel Monument.
is by way of being a Roman-American oracle himself.
•

•

I

•

"Tyler had left before I arrived,"
he told me, "but the echoes of his
talkie slam were still reverberating
from peak to peak of the Seven Hills.
I gathered that Tyler told Mascagni,

and Pietro

told all his friends that,
the talkies were terrible, and would
go to their infernal reward the moment their propaganda value was
exhausted."

Knowing

that Duval had been an
early purchaser of stock of the company organized to exploit the De
Forest patents, I ventured to surmise
that he had not confessed that act
tc his musical friends.
"Unfortunately,"
said
Duval,
gloomily, "I told them all about it."

—

"And
"They

By

Birnstcin. Mannging Editor; Herman
Business Manager.
and Editorial Offices. 25 West 43 rd

" I

prompted.

called me 'traditore', and
had to flee for my life."

I

b}'

BIOPHONE

Industry's Leaders)

SAMUEL ZIERLER

Thorp are so many thing's right
the movies that I conid not
describe flipni in five hundred words.
An institution that can day after
day, week after week and month
after after month for two decades
and more bring' entertainment, refreshment, diversion and happiness
to (he millions of poor people as

They are right

I>ecause they foster

ly, the love of country, the love of
the decent and the right thing.
They are right because they refresh the weary and the tired. They
are of great service to the sick and
suftering because through modern
devices they are carried to the hoswell as those more fortunate all pitals so that those stricken niaj
over the world is essentially and be helped even before they reach
basically right or it could not so the stage of convalescence.
long exist.
The movies are right because they
The movies are right because they are the great friend of the children
are primarily homespun entertain- and because they stand today as the
ment for the common people. They children's most popular amusement
are right because they are comparaThey are right because they are
tively Inexpensive to tlie public.
educational, broadening and developThey are right because in large ing to the human mind.
measure they are clean and wholeThey are right because they are
some and their influences are good the most splendid Invention In the
influences.
history of mankind.

Exhibitors in

Arms Against

Talkies Strangulation
(Continued from page 1)
get one without the spoken word.
In Arms Against W.E.
Most all of the independently owned houses are up in arms against
Western Electric and their boast that
"orders will be filled in the order
that they are received" and cite cases
of the chain operated houses getting
equipment almost any time they desire and on a very short notice,
compelling W.E. to shelve, for the
time being, orders received prior to
the circuit contract.

asking how
Loew houses

Some

of

possible for
get sixty sets
in sixty different theatres when it
is known that contracts for installa-

are
the

it

is

to

tion in independent houses were received, even before Loew-Metro decided to use W.E.

Price High
exhibitors are yelling about
the price being charged by W.E.
feeling that sooner or later they will
either be selling for less, or will put
out a machine of smaller cost. And
still others are buying machines of
other makes feeling certain that the
distributors will not continue to
shoulder the burden of interchangeability for W.E. in not selling a
W.E. recorded picture to a house not
equipijed with a W.E. device.

Many

Other Makes
There are machines of other makes
that, in so far as quality and the
leproduction.
are
interchangeable
with W.E. Many of these equipments
can be liad on a week or ten days'
notice and some exhibitors encouraged by a cheaper price, early installation and the almost certain conviction that the distributors will suddenly give in and furnish the discs
to be run on any equipment, are
dumping orders into these organizations.
Others are buying machines
with two turn tables and are cueing their pictures with a Victor,
Columbia, Brunswick or Sonora disc
catalogue in their hand, buy the
records and put a sign out in front
of their theatre advertising the picture "with sound". These exhibitors
can see no difference, in so far as
the audience is concerned, whether
the sound has been synchronized for
(he picture at a studio or cued and

own

>

ictures.

In co-operation with the best

and which every exhibitor
territory

to

ev^
Mt

in

see

j-

in

operation and will shortly delir

to the

market a

line of talking, si-

ing short subjects, features and

ril}|

WANTED
can use from one to five hui;
rtred used Acme projectors
must be in fair running conditio
price must
any model
right.
State how many you hav
Write to box No 13, Exhibitoil
I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I'

.
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Advertisemenlk

Advertisements in this section.]
Cash must be sei
No charge for Bo

permanent

cents per word.

with order.

)

Number line.
10% discount

Minimum order, $
12 issues or more.

FOR SALE
»IOTIO\ PICTURE AND "STIl
cameras rented, sold and exchang
Portable lights for sale and for re
Keep us advised of your wants. Rl
Camera Company, 727 Seventh Aven
New York City.

ual showmanship ideas for
Boat," "Broadway," "The Last

"Show
LOCAL FILMS
MADE
Warn- MOTION
IMCTURES
Commercial. Home or Ind'
ing," "Give and Take," "The Girl order.
facilities a
excellent
We
have
trial.
on the Barge,' "The Cohens and
Our price,
the best cameramen.
Kellys in Atlantic City" and Regi- per foot.
Ruby Film Company,
Seventh Avenue. New YorI< City.
nald Denny in "Red Hot Speed."
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

:

WHETHER YOU WANT TO

WAFILMS,

Inc.

for Libray Stock Scenes

130

W. 46th

St.

HUi

some one or be

Walter A. Futter, Prea

New York

Bryant 8181

hired; buy or selli
theatre; trade or sell equipment, f
do almost anythng else in the moti»
picture business, an ad in this depaV
ment will get you results. If yj
want us to word the ad for you, tj
services of our advertising expeij
are at your call. Simply tell us wli
you want to do. and how^ many wor*
you want used.
Exhibitors DAIl

REVIEW.

AFFILIATED EUROPEAN PRODUCERS,
announce the

Inc.

early release of

"The Holy DeviV
with Gregor Chmara, of the

as

.

i'

shows.

(Continued from page 1)
With the withdrawal from these
enterprises he also gives up the
offices he
has maintained in the
Strauss Building for the last three
his

able

i'

Long-Term "U" Contract

make

be

will

hear by December first.
Goldstone, assisted by engineeriiwi
the Johns Manville Company, bfii
and equipped a large sound studicati
the East, for the production of ts'ing pictures. These stages are r.«lj^

Reichenbach Signs

will

u^

•>

theatres,

headquarters with Universal at 730
Fifth Avenue.
The approaching release of Universal's more important pictures for
1928-1929 determined Carl Laemmle
prior to his departure for California to tie up Reichenbach's full time
and energy as a specialist in publicity ideas and campaigns.
He is already at work on novel and individ-

-

gineers obtainable, Weiss perfecd d
the BIOPHONE Machine whichg
now being offered to the exhibits;'

both
if cued right,
both
effect.
Of course
the straight talking picture is another thing altogether.

them years, and

Oil

tenth

and |)romote Ideals, the love of fami-

played in their
are sound and
have the same

YR.

Exactly one year ago Noveml
Mr. Alfred Weiss and ]|
Goldstone decided to start the mal
facture of a talking picture macb|!
and also the production of talk^

President, Excellent Pictures

\^ith

1

Moscow Art

RASPUTIN

Theatre^
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DAILY CRITIC TAKES
RAP AT VITRIOLIC TULLY

I

Y.

neat tribute to Jim
the 'pug' who was NOT entelained at luncheon by the
Tllrsday, appears in the N. Y. Evenworthy of rein Graphic and is
eLty Colfax's

Ti

y,

AMPA

Says Betty:
Tully departs

from

Hollywood bound

this

pelf ing.

pression of not wanting to fit into
but
Ms natural background,
Tully has a powerful gift which he
has used as a dangerous weapon.
He can take a grain of truth, a
shovelful of imagination and fashion
an article highly entertaining to
everybody except the victim.
He
walked the tracks into Los Angeles

any

WARNERS TO INCREASE FIRST PATHE SOUND
COMMON AND PREFERRED NEWSREEL ON BROADWAY
The New York Stock Kxihaiige has
itceived notice of a proposed increase in authorized common stock
of Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.,
to 2,500,000

shares from

5.=iO,000

and

the creation of 785,604 shares of new
preferred stock.
The last balance sheet of the corporation and its subsidiaries, for the

New
year ending August 31, 1928, showed
week,
a net profit of $2,044,851.
is good news for Manhattan,
v ch
This compares with a net profit
sad message to send the West one morning and he's been shaking for the corresponding
year previous
movie colony. For of all the his dirt around the doorsteps and of $30,426 and
the present profit and
who ever repaid badly dressing rooms of Hollywood since. loss surplus for the
in uders
current period
"Tully is the bugaboo of stars, was $810,429
iHjled hospitality with vitriol, Tully
as compared with a
i8|i prize-winner.
producers, directors,
cutters
and deficit of $1,234,412 on August 27,
So one knows better than Rupert electricians. That's what this ex- 1927.
Hjrhes, Charlie Chaplin, Jack Demp- tramp has done with a remarkable
-r Jack Gilbert, Jim Cruze or any vocabulary, a sharp wit, a California
of a score of others the high calling list and an apparent absence Cantor Short Reel
of a friendly gesture in the gen- of scruples.
on "Criterion" Bill
direction of Mr. Tully.
"How Hollywood will welcome the
A short talking picture, "Eddie
self-styled hobo, giving the im- bad, bad boy of Vanity Fair."
Cantor, That Party in Person." will
be shown at the Criterion Theatre
Rgers Film Gets
for "Zieggie"
on Friday night as part of the preIt seems that Clara Bow's contract liminary bill to "Interference", ParaVictor Pict-UrMusic
was
about up and Miss Bow got an mount's first all-talking picture.
nnouncement comes from the ofThe Cantor film was produced at
idea that her services were worth the Paramount Long
8( of Louis T. Rogers that arrangeIsland studio
mits have been made with the Vic- quite a bit more money. So whether under the supervision of Monta Bell
tc "Pict-ur-Music" Library Record
by luck or design, an offer came and shows the popular stage perSivice for the Adaptation of the from
Florenz Ziegfleld Jr., New former as a singer, dancer and comNi-Synchronous Sound Projector York's great stage producer, for edian.
fci
his
Emil Jannings' picture, lovely Clara to switch her makeup
'DRTUNE'S FOOL."
box to one of the Ziegfeld theatres.
Peter Pan
ihis makes it possible for every But Paramount had other
ideas. They
The interior lobby of the ParaJiitre equipped with the Sound Pro- too, felt that their big
star had an mount Theatre is now adorned with
le or of Electric Research Products
increase in pay coming to her with a new statue of Peter Pan, which
tcsecure a cue s'heet and records the result that "Zieggie" will
have to Charles Andrew Haffner modelled in
rrn the Victor Talking Machine wait, at least two more
years if he bronze. It will stand at the head of
C Qpany for this picture.
want to tag Clara for his "Follies." the grand staircase.
rim

Yik,

t

No Bow

The contents of the firHt Pathe
Sound Newsreel, which is Issued
with IICA Photophone synchronization and out today reveals a widevariety of subjects.

The
tion

reel

of

opens with a demonstra-

a

non-shatterable bulletproof window glass; then follows
with a massed group of four Texas
ttegimental
bands playing "Over
There".
Other subjects include a historical
resume of the Pathe News, featuring
a Theodore Roosevelt subject taken
in
Christiana, Norway in 1910; a
baby subject and ends with an address by Sec'y. of the Navy, Wilbur.

EDWARDS APPOINTED
Will

.Manage

Two «l" Houses

Fred A. Flader has announced the
appointment of Cal Edwards, Jr., to
the managership of the two Universal houses in Corvallis, Oregon, the
Majestic and the Whiteside.

'White Slave Traffic' Opens
Syracuse Empire on
Thanksgiving Week

—

Syracuse. "Fighting
White
the
Slave Traffic," the Woody & Adler
production now playing Newburgh
and Poughkeepsie, opens at the Empire here Thanksgiving week.

The booking was made through
Kaufman and a heavy exploitation
campaign will be carried through.
A.

WE'LL PRINT IT IN GOLD
if

—that greeting and that announcement of yours,
in words of
ablaze with color—But you

you say so

or we'll say

silver,

it

MUST SAY SO EARLY-as

time speeds apace in the

creation of the

Eleventh Annual
Announcemeiit Number
EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW
out Tuesday, January

Your

reservation

made now

1,

will insure

1929

—

proper display

able copy and a fortunate result.

They Are Coming

In,

Now!

in

Corvallls, Ore.

suit-

i
Exhibitors
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KENNEDY PUZZLES HOLLYWOOD OPINIONS
By W.

After Nucleus of Big Producing Organization

J.

H.VHUISON

What!
All

Frltzi Ri(l(?eway and Liicien Littlewill have featured parts in
field
iVilma Banky's next, "Childs Fifth
;

KUW \U1>S

Joseph P. Kennedy, has all of iAvenue."
•
•
•
Hollywood guessing. He arrived last
week and immediately took on the
Josepliine Dunn has been added to
aspect of a very busy man working I'fhe cast of Fox's "White Silence".
•
•
*
from the FBO headquarters.
Reetf
renewed
his conhas
"burnsTom
person
Kennedy
This same
for six months.
up" the chissling scribblers in that ract with Universal
•
•
•
he refuses to do any talking to anyFarrell McDonald will have a part
and
time
at
any
press
from
the
one
Boy" which Fox is makthe scribblers can't believe it is true, !in "Strong
they don't know what to make of iing.
*
*
«
To think of some one in the picit.
Wesley Ruggles is directing the
ture business too busy to see a scribdialogue of "Port of Dreams" fealer, or even to answer a letter or
ituring Mary Philbin.
very
thought
call.
And
the
•
phone
*
•
of a man heading a producing and
Norman Bnrnstine has signed a
distributing organization, whose very |new contract with Paramount.
backbone is "publicity" refusing to
Marcella Daly has been added to
give out a story.
This reality is
[the cast of "Tong "War".
too much to bear.
*
*
*
Coiu-eiitrafins on Fathe
LJlyan Tashman has joined the
Kennedy seems to be concentrat- least
of "Broadway" for Universal.
I

No Women?

Whoever was responsible

men

in the cast is a novelty
"Friendbhip," a
tried in

being

movietone subject at
Robert Edison, Donald
Gallaher, Edward Earle, Joseph
Striker, Carl Miller and Paul Fung,
two-reel
Fox's.

Chinese actor, are in
Walter,
playwright,
wrote, but directs it.

it.

Eugene

not

only

!

it

!

!

I

I

ing all his attention to Pathe, check•
*
*
ing over finished production and
Dudley Early will write the diatalking to his production heads about 'logue for "Nightstick".
*
•
*
new product.
He can be seen
going in or out of his office or
Tenen Holtz has a one year conthe
Pathe studios early in the tract with M-G-M.
*
*
•
morning (too early for the scrib.Vial. St. Clair will direct "Saturblers) and leaving late at night. To
every inquiror that happens to cor- day Night Kid" for Paramount.
ner him he gives the same reply
Robert F. McGowan, who has ever
"I have nothing to say".
And that
guided the destinies of Hal Roach's
always means nothing.
Rascals, otherwise and better known
Rninors
as
"Our Gang", is putting his tots
There are rumors around Hollywood that Kennedy is raising havoc to work again next week. This will
with a lot of the studios in that he be their first camera work in the
past three months.
is checking up on the length of time
*
•
•
different star players have remainJack Holt has left for a cattle
ing on their present contracts, and
ranch in Arizona with a company
if it is not too long to wait, he interof 50 to make scenes for his new
views the star, offers them a propowestern.
sition and. it is said, "always gets
*
•
•
his man" much to the consternation
Tim McCoy has gone on location
of the studio who holds his services to film parts of his latest cowboy
at this time. It is thought that Ken- picture.
*
•
•
nedy has in addition to Gloria Swanson and Tom Mix; Adolphe Menjou
Charley Chase, Hal Roach comedy
I

;

and John Gilbert, and it his inten- star, will start production tomorrow
tion of getting two more stars of on another of his society farces for
major proportions and this being release by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
done will start an entirely new dis- The direction will be in the hands
tributing and producing organization of Jimmie Home.
along lines schemed on a different
principle than exists today, and have
the star make only two pictures a ALL-BRITISH PICTURE

M-G-M

Puts O.K. on

Bristolphone Apparatus
(Continued from page 1)
corded pictures to be run on a device
other than W. E. unless the tonal
and reproducing qualities of the

equipment

is

as good as

W.

E.

M-G-M Determines

Quality
In order to determine the quality
of the Sonora-Bristolphone apparatus installed in the Strand, Sam

Shurman,

Milwaukee

manager

of

M-G-M

visited the Strand in Madison last week, listened to the installation and put his stamp of approval
on it_for M-G-M and agreed to turn
over the W. E. discs for "White
Shadows of the South Seas" to manager Fred Desormeaux for the run
of the picture, although the Strand
only held a contract for the "black
an(l white" silent picture.
"Lilac Time" Next Week

Manager Desmoreaux informed a
correspondent for the Exhibitors
Daily Review that he was highly
satisfied with the great business being done and the reproduction of
Sonora-Bristolphone and that he was
going to run this picture for seven
days and had booked the First National production "Lilac Time" for
next week and would give it a seven
day play also. He said "there seems
to be some trouble with First National though, for I was informed
today that, inasmuch as I only had
a contract for the silent production
they would not furnish me with the
discs.
"I got

Ned Depinet, First National
manager on the phone, and told

sales

him

I

expected to receive the discs

UNDER WAY ON COAST

A"

for ho|

m

ing the crowd of ticket holders
the lobby and on the street in fron:|l
the Rivoli Theatre Friday night ui I

8:50 should be packed and sent bj;|
the carnival he evidently cai

to

from. It was the most stupid piijc
theatre managment it has &'rM
been our misfortune to witness, 8i-*i
the injury to the Rivoli, to Unit'li
of

to Miss Talmadge and l-i
very fine picture "The Woman EJ
puted" and to motion pictures g(|
erally, can not be reckoned.

Artists,

with "Lilac Time" and if I did not, I
would not run the picture and would
close my house for the seven days,
entering suit for the amount of damages incurred, feeling that the disc
records were just as much a part
year.
of the picture as a cue sheet, a poster or a press book."
At the time of going to press the
Columbia Loans Dorothy
By .1. HARRISON EDWARDS
Exhibitors Daily Review was not
British Dominion Film Company, able to reach anyone in the
Revier to Fox
home
Dorothy Itevier, Columbia's |)opu- an English producing organization, office of First National for their verlar blonde star, has been borrowed is going to have a picture made in sion of the Madison booking.
by Fox to appear in the featured Hollywood and Marshall Neilan is
role of a newspaper story soon to going to direct it.
These British companies seem in- ''Sound Your
go into production under the direcChanged
tent in crashing the American market
tion of Fred Newmeyer.
Announcement was made today by
After completing her Fox engage- somehow or other. They have tried Fox that the two-reel Movietone subment. Miss Revier will return to a lot of things, using American di- ject announced as "The Blew DanColumbia to whom she is under long- rectors and players in their produc- ube" will be released under the title
term contract. She is scheduled to tions made on the other side, but of "Sound Your A". This is an allappear in several of the company's that did not seem to have much ef- dialogue subject by Sidney Lanfield
fect in gathering in dollars from and Ben Holmes,
outstanding productions this year.
with Harry LehrAmerican exhibitors, now the Do- man directing.
minion Film Company have hit on
Stays West
the idea of making one in HollyUnited Artists has decided that It wood (at the Metropolitan
Luddy Directs Lake
studio)
is most important to them
to have with an all-English cast, and seeing
Edward
Luddy has been selected
Hugo Reiaenfeld in Hollywood, so what effect that might have.
to direct Arthur Lake in his first
Reisenfeld has obligingly consented
The picture will be known as "Be- feature length starring
vehicle for
to stay and keep on making musical hind tile Headlines"
and it will be Universal, "Campus Kisses", accordsynchronizations for the pictures of a newspaper story.
Production to ing to an announcement by president
that company.
start within thirty days.
Carl Laemmle

Hugo

WILKERSON

STUPID

STUDIO GOSSIP

—But for Whom
By

H.

*

*

*

CONFUSIOIV
It was the opening performaii
of the latest

duction

Norma Talmadge

and

entire

had

such

Added

significance.
Artists,

as

pif^

spec

to this. Unit

generously, gave tW
receipts to the New Yc^4

very

American Christmas Fund. Pictir,
was scheduled to start at 9 o'cloi'J
People that had no intention of tt|
ing in the theatre, were allowJ
the lobby, hoping they mi?.!
glimpse of a picture star i^
Whj
some famous personage.
ticket holders began to arrive ,t
8:15 or 8:30 they could not get ne|J
to

get

fill

a

,;

the

entrance.

A man

unifoi^

in

informed them the doors would
at 8:45.

The crowd became so

opjl

denlj

patrons arriving in their cars co\it
not get out in front of the thealit;
as the street was packed. Once tMl
doors were open, there was a niii
rush to gain admittance. When r-i
side confusion was added by the f{.
that so many people arriving at t<,
same time made it impossible l?jj
Patro
the ushers to seat them.

were walking up and down the aisl; I
trying to locate their seats.
MuIj
criticism was heard on all sides I'l
the cheap, and very undiplomaiij
supposed piece of showmanship
you care to call it showmanship

'.{

—

have another word for

it).

^

I

g

WHO BENEFITED?

'

It
was most evident that tljii
"hold-out" was arranged to give t\'
public passing the theatre the id),
of a tremendous opening with a hoi
of enticing them to the box offi()
It this was the thought, and it coul
be the only one, it missed by a mk

.

had any one persij
been attracted by the mob and wared to go in, it would have taken theall night to reach the box office, a.'
lion miles, for

i

for this reason, a lot of seats weH
unfilled and unsold.
Added to tbi
the fact that most everyone in ;•
tendance were pushed and mulli(
around to such an extent that he
she were in no frame of mind fi

enjoy the excellent attraction oflfer^j
on the screen. The managment
any theatre should have one thoug

mind at
PUBLIC.

in

all

THE PICTURE
"The Woman

times,

PLEASE

Disputed"

is

Ti

one

(:

best of Miss Talmadge's maij
good pictures. It was ably direct j'
by Henry King with unusual photu
graphy by Oliver Marsh. The su J
porting cast was of high order.

the

j

H. Hoffman

iVl.

Tells

What's Right with the Movies''

*'

DAI^^VItW
Reg. U.

Devoted to the

S.

Pat. Off

*

^>«' York, Tuesday, November

24 N». Ill

V^..

The
Happy Award
cup

Ijirls

PJre is

of amity.

the motion picture

in

evident in both England and

Is

Were we, on some

uerica.

Gianninl

Dr.

sor

of

fild

be the natural choice.

moved

1

express upon

to

pos-

Ambas-

ie occasion, to need an

friendship

We

behalf

all

the industry our felicitations

ior.

Gianniui and our congratnla-

I

the industry

to

iis

•

•

here and in

happy award.

Inland over this

•

the California sense an agent

I)

k guy who

collects a percentage

player's salary for looking wise

j»

talking

I

The

lots.

real

agent

The

business help to the player.

t

nacle agent

—a

is

•

•

cheap grafter.

•

we weren*t too darned houor-

f

• we'd
otoplay

you who wins

the

medal for the pest

pic-

tell

of the year, but as

'e

rued

we

are too

we won't speak

honorable

Thursday.
•

•

ITorthy
fs:

•'if

friend

itten, I

Channlng Pollock

think

when
it

FIVK CENTS

Iowa

MPTO

Group

at

[Hays,

new

thing

the Bible was

hardly likely thai

y

minor author, such as myself,

II

find

an unsullied subject these

Burkan,
Sam Harris, Blumenfeld
Honored Dinner Guests

to Join National

Coming Convention

WOODHULL MEETING TO
SOUND 'REFORM' DANGER
of the

group and intimates that the coming
(Continued on page

H. M. Warner, president of

Warn-

er Bros, is due back in New York
at the Home Office this week following a short trip to the company's
studio in California where he outlined preliminary plans for next
year's productions with his brother
J.
L. Warner who is chief studio
executive.

•

instance—^the movies

in

—and

we have room or wish

more

to print.

10

o'clock

Thursday morning and will take up
at least the entire day with a possible evening session.

GUS SUN-CHAKERES
CLEVELAND

—

MERGER

A merger

of the

Chakeres and Gus Sun theatrical interests has taken place here and
an affiliation of this group with the
Schine Theatrical Enterprises has
been effected.
This is the largest
theatre deal in
tory,
10th.

and became

Springfield, O. hiseffective November

The merger

of the Gus Sun Regent
(Continued on page 4)

Texas Sound Film Turmoil

" 200

Brings
DALLAS

—

to

Dallas Today

The Annual Conven-

the M.P.T.O. of Texas, the
highlight of which will be a roundtable emergency discussion of the
sound-picture turmoil, has drawn a
total of 200 exhibitors throughout the
State to the Baker Hotel here, where
President H. A. Cole will call the
tion

of

program for the Board of tract, reviews of recent constitutional changes, Sunday shows. Music Tax
Directors which comprehends the and sound and synchronization probWhat does new mean anyway? In entire situation enumerated here as lems.
A new set of officers and directors
as other matters.
The ses)0 years there might be a chance well
at

Sam

and the award is made annually.
1'he winner this year was chosen by
the Board of Directors of th-j A.M.
P. A. and the cup will be presented
(Continued on page 4)

H. M. Warner Returning

interesting

commence

an award by

IN SCHINE

Congress will again hear from the
Brookhart and Hudson bills and
from the Walsh Senate Resolution.
A special conference of reformers
order this morning.
has been called for Washington next convention to
Cole's report will cover the activimonth to prepare a line of procedure ties of the association during the
in favor of these measures.
past year, on theatre taxes, power
President WoodhuU has a very rate problems, the Alexander con-

something new to develop—Llndy sion will

is

America.
The cup was donated to the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

4)

)usands of years later".

•

This trophy

—

Board

and
Sound
Pictures
Legislation
problems.
Reports on these situations prepared by special committees
will be submitted. A general review
ot the Music Tax proposition will be
made. A number of situations have
come to the front in this matter recently which materially changes the
complexion of things from the standpoint of the Exhibitor and brings the
day of a favorable solution of the
same nearer.
Legislative situations now press
for attention in view of the close
proximity of the Congressional session and the fact that the Legislatures in forty-three states meet in
the coming winter and spring. The
natural view to take of the situation
is that many bills will be presented
affecting the Motion Picture industry.
These, in the main, will, as
experience proves, be without merit.
But all must be watched carefully
to prevent disturbances in the busi-

Ottersoi

Harris, publisher of "Today's Cinema" in London to the man or woman
DES MOINES
The M.P.T.O. of who in a given year does the most
Iowa, it is rumored, may desert their to promote international amitv beleaning toward the Allied States tween the film industry of Great Brigroup, and join the Motion Picture lain
and the film industry in

Theatre Owners of America.
Those in close touch with Presiof Directors of the Motion Picture dent E. P. Smith, of the theatre
Theatre Owners of America will be owners' association predict that as
held at the National Headquarters, a result of the visit paid the Iowa
1650 Broadway, New York City, group by R. F. Woodhull recently,
Thursday, November 15th, A num- the exhibitors will either affiliate
ber of matters referred to the Board nationally or else remain indepenat the Toronto Convention will be dent.
given special consideration.
Smith has stated that Iowa is not
In this list will be the Labor, tied up or honor bound to either

An important meeting

ness.
•

there was *no

der the sun'

1028

an expres-

and the friendship toward

rustry
li

itself

1.1,

Industry.

CHOSEN WINNER
OF ANGLO-AMERICAN HARRIS CUP

no more friendly nor more

man

Jlly

in

is

and a recognition

of

I(i

Sam

Oiannini award of the

he

Review

A. H. GIANNINI

ARTHUR JAMES

By

Continuingr Kxhibltors Trade

and developing of the Motion Picture

fostering

to serve for the

ensuing year, will

be chosen tomorrow afternoon and
the convention will wind up with a
Cabaret dinner-dance on the Peacock Terrace.

DIRECTORS APPROVE
$3 P-F-L DIVIDEND
Paramount Famous Lasky Coryesterday dedirectors
poration
clared a quarterly dividend of 75c
on the new common stock payable
December 29th to stockholder.s of
record on December 7th. This places
the new stock upon a $3.00 basis.
Commenting upon the increase in
dividend, Mr. Adolph Zukor, president of the Corporation, stated that
the present business of the company
and its immediate future profit outlook were such as to make the other
directors and himself feel that placing the stock on a $3.00 basis is entirely warranted-

Thousands of letters have be
in evei-y part of the nation askitt
"Uncle Ibms Cabin" will be shown
i

public is

aroused

in its desire to

<i

nave been reading our Saturday

magazine stories, review
cities, word of mouth advertisir
of human communication. Hundrd
stories,

towns have already made big more

Thousands more exhibitors will(
is when public interest is arouse
campaigns from your neara
on Carl Laemmie

by Universal from people
ien'The Man Mio Laughs" and
eir towns
evidence that the
lese pictures. For months they
!:eived

—

hin^ FbstAds, newspaper publicity

from newspapers in other
every other conceivable form

printed
id

'exhibitors in large cities

and small

a result of this huqe publicity
lewise.The time to get the money
I

et the

two tremendous

liversal

/o

Exchanqe

selling

NOW

super wmners /

a

i

Exhibitors

D4llVMVItW
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BERLIN
GOSSIP OF
STK.VSS.MW
By XAVIER

BERLIN

—

First

week

in

Novem-

ber

Following the sloomy departure
Charles Delac, President of the
French Motion Picture Chamber of
of

International
British
Pictures, Inc., has celebrated a speat the
cial triumph for its product
the
on
Right
Alhambra.
Berlin
heels of a prosperous week at that

Commerce.

theatre with "The Constant Nymph,"

concern
producing
English
"showed" highly amused Berliners
with Monty Banks for another week
Apple."
in his new comedy, "Adams'
Sidney Garrett brought over the
effervescent Monty for personal appearances which went far toward
making the laughs unanimous. Inthe

cidentally, I found the popular British comedian in a state of elation
over a cable from New York stating

that "Adams' Apple" had been definitely accepted by World Wide Pictures for distribution in the United
States and Canada, where it will be
billed as "Honeymoon Abroad."
The story of the film exploits the
last word on the comic strip motherin-law idea. The bride's mother insists on personally managing the
honeymoon, and does it so efficiently
that the bridegroom, from the altar
in New York to Paris, to London,
and back home, continues in the sad
situation of a husband in name
only.

The thick slabs of gloom which
surrounded Charles Delac as he took
the train back to Paris after several
days' conference with leading German distributors, by his own condefeat.
He said
Germany and France

spelled

fession,

frankly that

if

couldn't produce a better movie en-

France might as well close
the frontier to German films and
seek a more equitable arrangement
with tliQ United States or England.
tente,

The

figures for 1928 sufficiently illustrate the point; German films into

France, 120; French films into Germany, 15. In 1924 the balance was
in favor of France, 44 to 20.
However,

it

is

producers

rumored here that French

have heard about the
and are giving the innovation due consideration.
"talkies",

By M. H.

—

great beupheaval
progress, creates greater
Interest in the movies and more
patronage for the industry; because
means greater attendance, proIt
viding that, notwithstanding sound,
good pictures are made and providing that they are good whether
.hoMn with or without sound.
Talkies troublesome for producers?
of course they are, but nothing
worth while comes easy.
Keen competition In production
makes better producers and better
Keen competition In expictures.
hibition makes better showmen and
better shows.
Even occasional unfair competitition, particularly In the exhibiting
end, makes some exhibitors realize
that in union there Is strength; that
big business Is not conducted singlehanded; the petty jealousies do not
pay; that to command respect from
"opposition" and to turn that respect in cooperation, they must put
up a proper front with proper leader-

The

cause

talkie

it is

—

—

ship.

So

I say everjthlng Is right with
movies, even if some must be
hurt to have sense bumped into
them.
Some producers will be hurt If
they do not follow In line with progress; some will be hurt If, while
clamoring for the new, they forget

the

tJiat

for

sometime to come

many

thousands of exiiibltors will play the

A.

H. Giannini Chosen
Winner of Harris Cup
(Continued from page

at the

1)

Anglo-American dinner,

to be
given at the Hotel Biltmore on November 20th. Mr. Harris will be
liresent and will personally hand

the cup to Dr. Giannini.

Stage Star's Rushes in "T;

pictures

,

silent,

therefore

.

pictures

must be good without as well as
v>ith

sound.

Some

will hurt

If

they forget that,

sound or no sound, the play Is the
thing and the picture must be good
as silent entertainment; that sound
should only make a good picture
better; and that sound is an Improvement but that the (|uallty and
entertainment value of the picture
must still speak for Itself In silence.

The exhibitors must exercise more
ever their ability to choose pictures which will stand up In silence.
The exhibitors must be on the alert
against disaitpointing the public by
serving dessert where a hearty meal
'lian

future stage activities due to
run out on the production of "I

Cardboard Lover"

in

Milwaukee

i

Louis.
It looked bad for t
brilliant star until someone arov
the Paramount office got the brl
idea that she was Ideally suited
the feminine lead in their propo;
all-talkie production of the Somer
Maugham play "The Letter", andv;
St.

—

i

editor of

The Cinema

of London.
chairman cf the
Anglo-American Banquet Committee,
which has been working day and
night on preparations for this function, has received a number of communications from England complimenting the A.M.P.A. on their efforts
to promote the spirit of good will
and cooperation between the motion

run pictures will predominate.

the honor guests at the
speaker's table will be Will H. Hays,
Mr. Ralph D. IJlnmenfeld, editor of
the London Daily Express and President of the Royal Institute of Journalism of Great Britain, who as
chairnum of a delegation of fourteen
newspaper men from Great
Britain
and
Ireland
have
been
touring the United States from coast

By W. R. W.
In so far as Jeanne Eagles is c
cerned, the Actors Equity Assoc-*'
tion can go and look for a holejif^
bury itself in. It will be rememlv
ed that Miss Eagles was barred frv

acting on this idea, they experiemi
no trouble in getting together wi
is wanted.
Miss Eagles.
They signed her j
Just as it is bad to advertise a an eight-week contract for $25,ij
bad article, .iust so would It be dan- with a pro rata arrangement shoij
gerous to serve the public with poor the picture require a longer time.
pictures now when the Interest of
Very Enthusiastic
a greater iiatronage Is aroused, beEastern
production
heads si
cause the greater number Interested home office officials are wild abit
the greater number will be disap- Jeanne.
This after seeing the fl;
pointed and will turn from pictures rushes on the picture.
They a
to some other form of amusement.
trying to get her on a long tei
Let us not forget that the Increas- contract and probably will.
Tbf
ed admission prices at motion pic- have offered $150,000 a year fori *
ture tlieatres have put these theatres three year period to make two i|
in comi)etltion with legitimate road- three
pictures each year.
This
shows and the pictures had better the rub. The money is O.K. with ti
be good to stand such competition. star, but she only wants to do tv,
EVEKYTHIXG IS BIGHT TTITH instead of three pictures for tli
THE MOVIES, just let us keep pace amount. If they insist on three, s»
wants the ante raised to $200,000 al
with the fmes!
for the same period.
What has encouraged Paramoi';
to coast as guests of the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace in making this offer is not only t
Major General Robert Lee Bullard work of this star, but the manii|
in which she is going about it. Thf
of the War Department at. Washsay she is the first person in t?
ington, D. C; Dr. A. H. Giannini,
studio each morning and the It
chairman of the Bank of America;
one to leave at night and during ti
Mr. J. E. Otterson, President of the
making of most of the picture si
Electric Research Products, Inc.. Mr.
been far from well but has new
has
Nathan Burkan, and Sam Harris,

business.

Among

New

Long-Term Offer

Gus Sun-Chakeres

is

Letter" Brings

HOFFMAN

understood that the winner
year's honor was reluctant
through personal modesty to accept
the trophy but his blushing reluctance was overcome and yesterday
he notified the committee that he
was happy to accept and that he
deeply appreciated the great honor.
Dr. Giannini is one of the best
loved men in the motion picture industry and has been conspicuous as
one of those whose confidence in the
industry has been invariable and
continuous.
As a banker doing
business with picture companies in
England and America for many years
he has never suffered the loss of a
dollar through obligations incurred
by the picture interests and this
speaks well for the responsibility
and integrity of the industry.
So soon as it became known that
Dr. Giannini was the winner cf the
cup a renewed interest was shown
in the Anglo American dinner,
and
it
is probable that it will now be
one of the big events in the hi.story
It

of this

JEANNE EAGELS' WORK )
WINS $150,000 CONTRAF

Edward

L. Klein,

picture industries
of
the
States and Great Britain.

United

and

the
the

bi
e'

dence.

This, of course, is son:
thing to be encouraged about as Mit
Eagels did "her number" on moi
than one occassion while at t>
M-G-M studio last year and the wo'
was passed down the line that s>
was impossible to handle.
i

Ahead

In Schine Merger
(Continupd from page 1)
Fairbanks Theatres, with

complained a minute nor has
famous temperament been in

of Schedule

There Is much jubilation on tl
part of everyone around the Par
mount at the results so far on t\
production of this picture.
Tl(
rushes have been marvelous.
Tl
picture is being directed by Moni
Bell, who is handling the dialogu!

and Ma.lestic owned by
Chakeres Amu.sement Co. has been
accomplished by the formation of
the
Regent-State
Corporation
of and Jean DeLimur and Fred Fled
which Phil Chakeres will be the are handling
the silent sequenc€'
Slate

managing

director.
will be taken to build a
3.000-seat house in Springfield

Stops

new
in

which Keith vaudeville and

Iowa M.P.T.O.
Nat'I.

Group

at

first-

An

eight

out, but

It

week schedule was
seems

la

this limit will

1|

beaten by at least three weeks. Tl'
picture started October 16th, at
from present indications will
finished in about a week or ten day
There has been no definite releai!
set as yet, but if the finished pictuil
is as good as all Paramount seem
1

to Join

Convention

(Continued from page 1)
annual convention, dates on which
will be announced shortlv, and
at
which Steffes, Richey, Rembusch and
Cole will be present, ought to decide
the issue.

think

it

will be,

it is

certain to read

Broadway and the provinces
very early date.

at

Producers Ask Free Rein in

licensed

Hes. U.

Devoted to the

i

S.

Pat. Off.— Continuing Kxhibitors Trade

fostering

m^. 24 No. 114

Contracts

Review

and developing of the Motion Picture
Industry.
York.

INt'w

W. E

I'^i-fday,

Novciiilter

1(>,

]<»::.s

l-'IVh;

Alias

K.N'l-H

Producers Force Showdown With W. E.

Jimmy
By

<

By Demanding Open

ARTHUR JAMES

Field for

Sound

superb

picture in both sound
silence, Alias Jimmy Velentine,
€jglited the first night throng at
h Astor Theatre last night.
Metrol.lw yn-Mayer scores with the first
1(1
picture that wears gloves,
sfs in the mode and is mannerly
t >iid reproach.
It has vitality bedth the smart exterior, has heart
,r,

.

rest,

1

human sympathy,

fully satisfactory

a

1

surprise

and complete

iMtainment.
i(

I

k Conway has directed a sound
dialogue picture with restraint.
talking begins late and effec-

ly.

comes as a surprise after it
been demonstrated that a pertly fine silent picture
is under
r.

characters are important,
liam Haines, the star, is Jimmy
entine who, in the manner of the
'ive

Armstrong

il

sitive of finger
;

classic

The Board of Directors of the
M.P.T.O.A. met yesterday to discuss
matters in general connected with
the association and to take action
on the legislative situation and to
appoint a legislative committee consisting of Harry Crandall, Chair-

man, Fred

Dolle,

Harold

Sam Denbow and

lin,

Dr. A. H. Giannini, recipient of
the Sam Harris Anglo-American cup,
will be the guest of honor at the
Anglo-American Banquet at the Bilt-

more next TuesNovember

d a y

Among

Frank-

B.

in alibis.

Haines gives the character the
unction and charming smart

M. E. Comer-

who

ford.

A committee on standardization
and interchangeability of sound apparatus was also appointed, con(Continued on page 2)

I

effrontery that makes
a vibrant character,

it

a

new

Hyams, lovely as the bankdaughter, Karl Dane, as the big
ede companion of Jimmy, Tully
eila
'

rshall,

as

a veteran crook, and
n Lionel Barrymore, as Doyle, the
ective, completes the principals,
are good, but Barrymore is mag-

The greatest actor in the
today showed how fine and inigent he can be in a role of seclary importance, by walking away
h the show.
cient.

rid

oe
1

Farnum

and added
excellence.

titled it

to

with distinc-

sum total of
Howard Hickman
it

are Will H. Hays,
who will act as
toastmaster, Colvin

J.

IN

W.

Device for
cording on Films

D.

Lou

Brown,
Loew,

e 1 1 y ,
Williams,
Metzger,

Walter
Wanger,
and Harry Reich-

SOUNDiLLM FIELD
Patenting

men
attend

enbach.
Tables of ten
each have been
of
the
B;.n!<
of
Aniciic-i,
awarded
reserved by M-G(hn Sam Harris Cup for
Pathe, First
vaiu^b'e services to M,
motion picture inNational, and Unidustries ol
:hc United
States and Great Briia
versal. Other com(Continued on page 4)
Dr.
A.
thairm^in

Re~

H.

(;K;nnini,

>

A new

'i.:

talking picture apparatus

using the film recording method will
soon be added to the welter of conflicting devices already flooding the
market and clamoring for recogni-

r

tion.

This device, now nearing perfection on the Pacific Coast is being
fostered by a newcomer to the industry the Kolster Radio Corpora-

the banking father, Billy Butts
Evelyn Mills were the children,

Jimmy Valentine which beon the stage and which later was
creen success, is now in its high-

Distributors

De-

Be "Goats" in
Appeal to Otterson

cline to

begins to look as if this matter
changeability, which up to this
writing has been merely physical,
will soon become a legal fact and
that the doors will be open for any
talking apparatus whose patents are
clear and whose amplification is of
suflicient quality to permit discs and
film to be run with no material damage to either the mechanics or the
quality of the entertainment.
The
burden of compelling exhibitors to
run pictures licensed by Western
Electric has been on the shoulders
of the producers and distributors
and these organizations have been
most uncomfortable with its weight.
It

of

Demand Is Made
known that the larger companies licensed by W. E. have made
a demand on Electrical Research
It

is

Products, Inc., in a letter to J. E. Otterson, its president, to ease up and
change several cluases in their contracts with the producers in order
that their distribution
companies
might permit the run of their sound
pictures on equipment other than

They have pointed out the advise-

"U" TALKING SHORTS

—

Universal's

first

two talking

pic-

manufacturers of radio equip- ture short subjects are to be shown
ment and sets.
over the entire Keith Circuit, acThe Kolster company is at pres- cording to an arrangement just
ent in process of negotiation to take made by Earl Kramer, general mancr'ontinned on page 4)
fContinued on page 2)

Universal Play Producing

Department Created on Coast
Film

almost instant change,
although nothing definite has
yet been agreed on, it seems certain
that Otterson is in favor of capitulating to some extent. Just how far
he is willing to go, has not yet been
determined. But that there will be
some change very soon, is a foregone conclusion.
Distributors the "Goat"
The distributors feel they have
been made the "goat" in this whole
sound business, as their contracts
will not permit them renting sound
or synchronized pictures to a theatre not equipped with W.E. and
figuring that it will be months and
(Continued on page 4)
ability of this

tion,

New

Licensed

W.E.

KEITH CIRCUIT BOOKS

the

^'ed
I

will

Arthur
Arthur K

KOLSTER RADIO

other

prominent

ines
3

,

20th.

clever,

is

and smart

DIRECTORS
FOUR COS. TAKE TABLES
APPOINT COMMITTEES FOR ANGLO-AMER. DINNER

M.P.T.O.A.

and

Corporation has
Play
Producing U. A.
which
will be conducted as
Bureau,
'^Masque" Date a separate branch detached in its
$516,919
form as entertainment,
workings from the studio regime,
March 9th was announced as the but operating with the full use of
t is a convincing play,
Report of United Artists Theatre
splendidly
Circuit, Inc.. and subsidiaries for
sented and without doubt headed date of the Hollywood Masque Ball its facilities.
by President George Harvey at yesThe object of the department is year ended August 31, 1928. shows
extraordinary box office triumph, terday's
meeting of the Associated to encourage new playrights and to net profit of $516,919 after interest;
congratulate all concerned with Motion Picture Advertisers, upon assure them a stage production depreciation,
etc.,
amortization,
making and the public on its which occasion Elizabeth Meehan, first and screen production after- equivalent after 7% preferred divi)ortunity to see and hear a really Anna Aiken Patterson, Kerry Con- wards, the Universal company re- dend requirements to 40 cents a
way and Mr. and Mrs. Henri Ther- taining the option on screen rights share earned on 500,000 shares Of noreshing play.
rien were guests of the organization.
par common stock.
(Continued on page 4)
tlias

March 9

Selected

As

,

i

AMPA

;

j

i

i

,

I

I

j

Universal
established

a
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PATHE SOUND NEWS
REEL FORMS STAFF

An unusual

point in arbitration
was settled by the New York Board
on Wednesday, when the question of
playdates after availability dates,

It

staff.

is

the policy of the

directors, Terry Ramsaye
Hall, to promote members of the existing staff with replacements to go into the silent
edition organizations.
editorial

and Ray

L.

Old Timers Drafted

The first to be drafted to sound
was Joseph O'Brien, film editor and
cutter from Pathe News, who has
been schooled at the Radio Corporation of America's laboratories in the
technique of sound picture assembly.

Among

the

far de-

sound by Pathe are Harry
Hogan, Robert Dona-

tailed to

Smith,

cameramen thus

Tommy

date.

It

COLUMBUS, O.—The

means, he explained, that

First National Exchange brought
a case against Anthony Livoti of the
Majestic and Grandview Theatres in
the Bronx, for failure to lift six
pictures.

point.

was determined.

ADDRESS OHIO

Wrinkle

equal notice of availability must be
sent to those theatres and that those
who have prior dates open on their
books to date the pictures in can
play ahead of the other, regardless
of which one beats the other, providing that the exchange is giving
giving each the same starting
is

he was therefore not liable.
Louis Nizer, who represented First
National explained that "no protection to or from" does not mean that
they must play the pictures day and

Books

to

everybody,

Livoti
objected to
else
using the pictures
of himself.
Board ruled for the Exchange

someone
ahead

The

for the full

amount.

installing

sound equipment

devised

for

small

"U"

vaudeville

rebuild the old Central
The theatre which
pictures twelve years
ready for operation in

^100,000 on "Cira*
HOLLYWOOD—Antoinette

Ko't-)''

sky yesterday brought an actioite*
Superior Court for $1001*the
against Charlie Chaplin Film (Wfporation, claiming she was the»^
thor of "The Circus", and had ift|'
mitted it to Chaplin in March lOT

M.P.T.O.A. Directors
Appoint Committees
(Continued from page 1)
Fred Desberg, Joseph W.
This comWalsh, Colvin Brown.
mittee will use its own judgment
in collecting its data with a view
to ascertaining if some method cannot be agreed upon for the absolute interchangeability and standardization of all instruments.
Those present at the meeting were
Fred Desberg, Cleveland; M. E. Comerford, Scranton; Sam Dembow, N.
Y.
Harold B. Franklin, Los
C.
Angeles; Jack Miller, Chicago; Col-

C;

Danbury;

Wehrenberg,

recording camions.
Dr. Albert Jean DeVaud of the
General Electric Company at Schenectady is in consultation with the
engineers and editors with reference
to the designing and manufacture of
a large array of additional equipment and various camion units, several of which are being especially
designed to meet special purposes
in the news-recording field.
Eugene Cour, midwest editor of
Pathe News, also an engineer who
has done much experimental research in sound recording, has been
a consultant on design.

Louis;

;

Fred

J.

W. Walsh,

SIMPLEX

PROJECTORS

St.

Julian Brylawskl, Washington, subbing for Harry Crandall;
R. F. Woodhull, Pres.
Jay Emanuel, Phila.; Treas. F. C. Walker, N.
A.

;

Y.

C, General Acting Counsel and

M.

J.

O'Toole,

The
wihch
tween

IN AMERICA'S LEADING THEATRES

act
sessions

Comerford,
Desberg.

Sound

THEIR ADAPTABILITY

Secretary.

Administrative
will

HAVE DEMONSTRATED

for the
consists

Committee
Board beof

M.

TO ALL

E.

Sam Dembow and Fred

SOUND SYSTEMS

Pictures Increase

Sound Pictures,

Inc., of

New York

have increased their capitalization
from 20,000 to 40,000 shares, no par
value.

Sebastian Gets Lead

picture,
rect the

Paramount Signs Weaver
John V. A. Weaver, poet, playwright and novelist, has been signed by Paramount as one of its staff

Edward of dialogue writers for forthcoming
who made Keaton's last sound films, it was announced yes-

"The Cameraman,"

new

film.

will

di-

Theatre."-,
last shcljii^
ago, wilb-'
the SpriU'^

trio.

vin Brown, N. Y.

ring film, "Spite Marriage."

esjl-/

thea^",

Chaplin Sued for

Wallace to Direct

Jones, assigned to technical supervision of the operations of the sound

Sedgwick,

tajjll

ora-Bristolphone Corporation til
tend the 8th Annual Conventlo||s«
be held in Columbus on Noveijt
20-21, to tell about their planjor*
ally

Maurice Chevalier, idol of the
Talking Shorts French
music halls, who is now in
(Continued from page 1)
Hollywood, will have Richard WalexYork
New
Universal's
ager of
lace as the director of his first Parachange.
mount
talking film. Production will
The two shorts are "Bailey and get under way as soon
as Wallace
insong,
black-face
Barnum" a
finishes directing Gary Cooper and
strument and gag act, and "In Nancy Carroll
in "The Shopworn
Hawaii" a song and ukelele act made Angel."
noted
a
by the three Brox sisters,

sisting of

Dorothy Sebastian has been given
feminine lead opposite Buster
Keaton in the stolid-faced comedian's next Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer star-

Motion

ture Theatre Owners of Ohio
invited a representative of the

Nizer also pointed out that it meant Michael L. Simmons of Sonora-lji-.!
day and date, "no protection to and
from" would have lost its purpose, tolphone will address the exhibia^
as it meant that both exhibitors
Governor-Elect Myers Y. Coj
would have to play it at the same will be an honored guest at the tL|ii
time. On five of the pictures, notice
tion.
the associatioil
Livoti claimed that this meant that of availability had been sent to both ing banquet of
Irving and Wycoff Theatres exhibitors and on the sixth, where Tuesday night, November 20th,
(he
would have to play day and date notice was not sent, Livoti failed to
with the Majestic and Grandview take advantage of the 15-day clause
P-F-L in Wilmette
theatres and he presented proof to after notice of availability and let
show that the Irving and Wycoff his opposition play it ahead of availILL.—Now that!
WILMETTE,
Theatres played ahead of the Ma- ability. Nizer here pointed out that,
Village Board has legalized Suil
jestic and Grand, which in his opin- in failing to set a date after the
Midwest-Paramf
the
movies,
ion was a breach of contract and allotted and understood time allowed
Company of Chicago is planning

hue and Alfred Gandolfi.
Marvin H. Mclntyre, editorial representative at Washington in contact with the White House, the Army
and the Navy, has been given responsibilities to the sound news.
RCA Experts Help
Through the initial period of product Pathe Sound News has had the
cooperative attention of E. E. Bucher, vice president of RCA, and the
engineering staff under Carl Dreher,
including Harry Dreyer, and Harry

the

MJ>.'1

The defense was that there was a
protection clause in the contract
which read "No protection to and
from" the Irving and Wycoff Theatres, which ran as Livoti's opposi-

The Pathe Sound News organization personnel is being drawn chiefly
from tlie long trained and disciplined Keith Circuit
Pathe

MIKE SIMMONS TO

in Arbitration

Of ''Availability''

l>

1928
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terday by B. P. Schulberg, general
of West Coast production.

manager

i'

International Projector Corporation
90 Gold

Street,

New York

Exhibitors

Who

\)edicated to the
business.
(!<•

Eye:

Biff

ilr

You?

are

God boys

"I don't like tliat actgood at all. She falls

She

She isn't young
she's no good at all.

isn't

enough.
She's a

rtitty.

vdl,

RCA ENGINEER HAS

in the pic-

She's no
dlvn in the big chances.
r,s!

vishout."
«

•

•

I

'^

ri!

yolce—"You don't

like

Who

her?

YOU?"
Big Eye: "I don't like that
His stuff is flat. He
He isn't
too many words.

iffr.

writer.

t'e
xiis

don't care whether those
a laugh or not, I'm tellyou he's no good."
Voice "You're telling us? Who

I
tiny.
es get
I

j

;

L
8"

—

YOU?"
*

*

Why

white paper and not put someng on it? Do you think this com-

ttt

ray

is

tows

it

made of money and
away? Did you ever

just
sell

I
oughta know, I've
fillum?
tjjn on the firin' line in my shirt
seves and I've sweat with them
Where do you get that gift
ws.
I say
writin' advertisements?
f
ya're lousy and that goes."
voice "YOU say he's lousy?
i.
\)o are YOU?"
3<f

—

*

*

*

Big Eye: "I don't like that
it has too many knocks
t|de paper
I wouldn't advertise in a paper
liit.
^besides
tit didn't boost my stuff
Ijotta budget and how can I buy
lire space than I got money approjiated to pay for it? Besides we're
F
great we don't need advertising.
1; lead the world, we're just plain
jffr.

—

—

that's all, and I advertise the
I call it the 'feel of the

11,

y

—
— Sure,

I feel

per'

and

y

l|ige

i

I

am known

as a great
intend to keep that knowI

—

spreadin'."
voice "You

known
guy? Who ARE YOU?"

;at

"Last

NEW TALKIE
John
R.C.A.

"Phantom

DEVICE

Aalberg, engineer with the

C.

Pathe Studios, in Culver City, has
perfected a sound attachment for the
portable Moviola, used for the cutting and editing of talking pictures.
It overcomes one of the biggest
preparation of dialogue and sound screen attractions,
making it possible for the cutter to
literally "cut a word in half".
The attachment is a portable instrument which can be connected
with the Moviola. As with the Moviola, the sound attachment can be
stopped at any time and can be
difficulties in the

are

as

a

Moment" Sold

Joseph H. Zarovich, general
nagerof the Zakoro Film Corporatn announces that Wiliam M. Home
h just sold the Italian rights of
tie Last Moment" to the Hoffberg
vir.

should be trimmed.
Its

compactness also

is

a

great

advantage, due to the fact that it
can be attached to any cutting-room
For all practical purposes
table.
ear phones are used for listening
to the dialogue and sound, but the
device also can be used with a loud
speaker.

"LOVERS OF HISTORY"
FOR GREAT ART CO.
Frank

D.

Ferrous,

president

of

Great Art Pictures, has signed contracts for the release of 13 short subjects, both silent and sound, having
"Great Lovers of History" as their
subject matter.
These will be released in the United States and Canada by Ben Levine
and in Europe and other foreign
countries by Edward L. Klein. Production plans have been completed
and work will begin on the series
within a fortnight.
Mr. Ferrone is well known as an
art director and did effective work
on the Barthelmess pictures with
Tec Art, as well as a number of other
productions.

FIRST VITAPHONE IN

I

PARIS JANUARY

'

(rnfeld Co.

Vitaphone's domain will be extended in January to the continent
of Europe according to an announce-

ment this week by Herman Starr,
Warner Bros, executive, who made
tVarren Doane, vice-president and
public that his company will intro{aeral manager of the Hal Roach
duce Vitaphone in Paris shortly

Doane Leaving

sidio

at Culver

Mrs.

City,

leaves today

Doane

for the coast, after
Smding several weeks in the East
ciferring with M-G-M executives
arranging plans for the forthi^i
ning sound comedy program at
Roach plant.
i:h

New

Film Reel

new Sound Film Reel

for exhibusing sound-film equipment has
jw been placed on the market by
K.

rs

Theatre Supply Company,
features an improved 5;h hub which prevents the film
m passing the aperture plate at
great, or at an uneven, speed, ac*acy of which is a necessity In
tional
is reel

>

ind projectors.
is now being
adopted by many of the
ger producers of sound equipment
i 1 marks another notable contribu1Q to the perfection of sound

The Sound Film Reel
ilusively

tures.

16,
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Opera" Case Gets
Re-Hearing by British Exhibs.
of

Photophone working at the

reversed, making it possible to determine the exact spot where the iilm

*

jUr. Big: Eye: "I don't like that adThere is too much
V-tisement.
pay for all
Tite apace in it.

t

DAILY REVIEW, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

Noted Film May Be Dis- American Seating
tributed in England
Shows ^500,000

The American Seating Company
The Universal production "The reports for the September quarter a
Phantom of the Opera" will have a net income of $.'i02,.')52 after interest

release throughout Great and depreciation but before Federal
Britain as a result of a request made taxes. This contrasts with a loss of
by Carl Laemmle to the general $28,009 in the preceding quarter. The
council of the Cinematograph Ex- net income for the first nine months
of this year was $539,50:{.
hibitors Association.
This organization decided to grant
the request of Mr. Laemmle for reDick Grace Signed
consideration of the incident of June
1925, when British territorial troups
Dick Grace, one time stunt flyer,
were induced to provide a military
escort from Southampton to London has been signed to make a series
for the Universal picture "The Phan- of two reel pictures for the same
tom of the Opera."
company that made "The Mormon
The Cinematograph Exhibitors AsTale"
in which Marie Prevost and
sociation in a statement issued yesBen Lyon were starred.
terday says:
"In his letter Mr. Laemmle referred to the fact that he had agreed
three years ago to withdraw "The
Phantom of the Opera" as an acknowledgement of the error of judgment which had been made in connection with its exploitation.
He
asked that the matter might now be
reconsidered, and appealed to the
sense of British justice, which did
not contemplate unending punish-

general

ment.

He gave

definite

assurance

that his firm would never again give
offense to British sentiment.
The
General Council, after fully considering the matter, decided to grant
the request."

Gus Edwards' Next
"Gus Edward's Christmas Party"
will be the title of the next Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer

short Technicolor
talking feature to be staged by the

well-known song writer and revue
producer. This will take the form
of a juvenile song-and-dance picture,
and coast writers report that a special

pair of reindeer

now

being
imported to serve as background.
is

ing

cities.

On

"Arizona" Location

More than 100 players have spent
the entire week in San Fernando,
California, where production of "In
Old Arizona'', Fox's hundred percent
talking production is under way with
Irving Cummings directing. Warner
Baxter is featured as the "Cisco
Kid".

n

DEARBORN STREET FROM JACKSON
TO QUINCY
,

„_

New Garage One-Half

Block

PL.4NlVrNG

A SALES

JTEETIIVG—

AN EXHIBITOU (UTHERING—

run.

Cleveland, Ohio, has been selected
as the seventh branch distributing
point for Vitaphone subjects.
The
new branch will service Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Detroit and the interven-

select the Oreat
its wonderful location In Chicag.o's "loop". They
return because tbe large comfortable
rooms, homelllte environment, attentive service, excellent food and
Eioderate cbarges malte it an ideal
oteL
'400 Newly Furnished Rooms, *
t2.S0 a day and up. Sampl
IfiRooms UM, SS.OO, S6.00. S7.00
ILand SS.OO.
Walter Craighead, Manager

AKK YOU

The Aubert Palace is the theatre
chosen and the first attraction will
be Al Jolson in "The Jazz Singer"
which is scheduled for an indefinite

Vitaphone Branch

TRAVELERS
Nortberii for

'The Mecca of All Picture Functions'

after the first of the year.

New

Profit

After 3-Yr. Delay

Do you want to
GIVE YOUR SALESJIEiX A LITTLE
DIKNER— A DANCE— A BANQUET I
Call

our
tliein

banquet department and
offer a few suge:estions.

lei

>Ve have banquet rooms, meetlnir rooin>i,
hall rooms that will take care of

your every want.

I^Ai:^!^

CI^NTIQAL

FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7th AVENUE

NEW YORK aXY

^

Exhibitors
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to

Direct

Cohen Story with

J. HARKISON EUWARUS
W est Conxt Correspondent

colored cast is being assembled for the first of the talking
pictures which Christie is to produce from the famous Octavus Roy
Cohen stories which ran in the
Saturday Evening Post for many
\ears. Selected as the first story to
"be made into a talkie is "The Mel-

An

MacLean Threatens
Carol Law

All-

By

all

ancholy Dame", which has just been
put into screen form by Alfred A.
Cohn. Christie editorial supervisor.
Arvid E. Gillstrom has been selected to direct the first of the Cohen
pictures which will go into the sound
studios next week.
Presented in the first Cohen story
are those unique fiction characters,
Permanent Williams and his wife,
Jonquil, proprietors of darktown's
swellest colored cabaret, with Webster Dill, the bi piano player and his

Contracts Renewed

Suit

WILKBRSON

days ago we

Several

reporteji

piece of very stupid showmans|
or what have you, in the hand^j
of the opening night gathering^
the Rivoli Theatre for "The Woj(!
This report got a
Disputed".
cut of A. M. Botsford, in chargtj
advertising for Publix Theatres
Victor Shapiro, holding a like Cc'i

William Desmond and his wife,
Sue Carol is being threatened with
Mary Mclvor, are en route to Chi- a law suit if she persists in thinkcago to resume their position as ing that she has the right to leave
headliners over the Orpheum-Keith- the Douglas MacLean Corporation.
Albee vaudeville circuit. The popuThat company has the option on
lar actor just completed a featured her services for three years to come
role in "No Defense", a Vitaphone and Sue is anxious to leave because
Both'i
production.
she has been lent to other com- city with United Ariists.
•
•
•
panies for many times what her them told us we did not know m^
Fre<l Koliler, the big heavy who salary is, the profits all going to we were talking about for the
son the crowd was not held out
has glowered and glared at George Douglas MacLean Corp.
Bancroft and Emil Jannings in reThinking that they had failed to the theatre to create the imp:
cent Paramount films, is the latest renew their six months option, she sion we suggested, namely, the
wel known screen actor whose voice hastened to the Fox lot but it now trading of the passerby with
will be heard in the talking films. seems to have been a mistake and tremendous opening. They each g
He was assigned yesterday to a Miss Carol will probably have a a reason, but not sufficient to
prominent role in "The Dummy".
give the discomfort caused tit
big law suit on her hands.
I

j

:•,

•

•

•

Larrj' Gray will play the lead opposite Nancy Carroll in "White Silence", a talkie which Fox is making.

Bellamy

in "Exiles"

•

Michael

•

•

Yavitch

Demanding Open
(Continued from pag:e

Beaudine.

Field

1)

Complete

Two

Talkies

holders attempting entrance to
Rivoli on this occassion.
*

Mr.
these

•

•

SPEAKING

1{(>TSF(»KI)

Botsford

says: "In donat
o'clock premieres the thes
has to make sacrifices. The Ri
is continuous from 10:15 A. M.
midnight, no seats reserved,
jump from this policy before
end of a final day's showing of
picture to a reserved seat 9 o'cl
.showing of another picture, ta
9

more management planning than
are

possibly

familiar with.
months before W.E. will be in a
Final scenes are scheduled to be public which had come to see
position to give enough installations filmed this week on two more Warncontinuous film has to be elimina
that would permit the producers and er Bros, pictures in which Vitaphone
and the new show has to be pred
distributors a sufficient play on their

figures prominently.
product to command coast-to-coast
The first to be finished will be
Universal
Pictures
Corporation, representation in town of 25,000 and "Frozen River" starring Rin Tin
this week exercised the options on better, a letter was sent Otterson Tin.
F. Harmon Weight has been
the services of seven contract play- asking that a change be considered. directing this story
by John J.
ers, according to an announcement
From sources close to both parties Fowler.
by President Carl Laemmle.
it has been said that Otterson knowThe other feature now practically
Barbara Kent, George Lewis, Ed- ing that it had to come sooner or done is "No Defense". Monte Blue
die Phillips, Churchill Ross, Beth later, began to stall for all the time and May
McAvoy are its co-stars
Laemmle, Kthryn Crawford and he could get before giving them any working under the direction of Lloyd
Elene Aristi found their work so definite answer. This stall went on Bacon.
pleasing to studio officials that they for three weeks, and then another
have been retained.
letter was sent .demanding instant
''Watch Out" Started
action and a reply was made that
Active
work has started on "Watch
action
would
be
given
within
few
a
Universal Play
Out," a Fox Movietone subject writdays.
That few days is up now.
ten by Catherine Kavanaugh and
Percentag'e to ERP
Producing Department
Harry McCoy, with dialogue by Ben
It is said that the producers and
(Continued from jya.g« I)
as recompense for its stage produc- distributors have offered Electrical Holmes. The director is James Partion expense.
Research a small percentage of the rott. In the cast are Clifford DempUniversal will have its own stock amounts received over and above sey and Maude Fulton, who made a
theatre in Los Angeles and will run the price charged any exhibitor for name for themselves in comedy roles
a repertory and road-show policy so a silent picture in the past.
Just on the Broadway stage.
that many vehicles can be given how long this percentage thing will
action at one time.
run has not been determined, but
Nolan in "Broadway"
Hugh Hoffman is in charge.
the picture people argue that the
inability of W.E. to deliver sufficiThe second player for the imposent
equipment to meet the demand, ing cast of Universal's production
Refuses "Concert"
and continuing to hold the distribu- of the popular stage play "BroadParamount is now having its trou- tors by contract from serving a way" has just been selected. Mary
bles with Adolphe Menjou. That very theatre having apparatus other than Nolan will play the role of "Pearl."
bright star has sent them word that their own, would soon kill the whole Carl Laemmle, Jr., supervisor, has
he doesib't consider "The Concert" sound business, for there is not suf- already chosen Glenn Tryon for the
good for a movie or talkie and that ficient W. E. equipment to keep pace "hoofer" and Paul Fejos, who will
with the rapid strides made in every direct the picture,
he will not appear in it.
has just arrived
While
Famous Players decide on what to other direction in sound.
at Universal City with a few thoudo about it. Menjou and his wife will
sand feet of film taken around Times
take a holiday in New York.
Square.

New

Menjou

Bristolphonee

"Juanita" Postponed

R.

STILL STUPID

Madge Bellamy, having recovered
and Augustlna from her recent illness, is preparing
Loi)*z were engaged yesterday for to appear in a new Fox picture called
character roles in Faramount's "The "Exiles'." Don Terry will have the
dancing wife, Sappho, prominent in Wolf Song", featuring Lupe Velez, male lead opposite Miss Bellamy. ArGary Cooper and Louis Wolheini.
the plot.
thur Stone and Earle Foxe will also
The Cohen stories will be made
have principal roles in this picture,
into all-talking pictures, which will Producers Force Showdown which is to be directed by William
be pre-released to the first-run wired houses.
They are being made
under the Western Electric system
of sound recording in Christie's new
talking picture studios.

I

By W.

Roy

Colored Cast

1928

NEGRO TALKIE OPINIONJ

CHRISTIES BEGIN
Gilstrom

16,

Uptown

The Symphony Theatre, Broadway
Kolster
and !)6th Street,
will have a SonoraBristolphone sound apparatus. Work
began on the installation today.

Capt. George Banfield, who has
just returned from Spain, whither he
journeyed to secure locations and
facilities for the production of "Jua- Four Cos.
Tables
nita". a story of Spain and the BullFor
ring, announces that he has had to
Dinner
postpone the immediate production
(Continued from pag-e 1)
of this film, owing to the fact that Columbia,
Rayart, New Era Films of
Bull-fighting has finished for the sea- London,
Exhibitors Daily Review,
son and will not be re-commenced Western
Electric
and Bank of
until next Easter.
America.

Take
Anglo-Amer.

Radio in

Sound Film

'

ed at once, with not sufficient
for rehearsing."
*

ti

*

*

SHAPIRO SPEAKING
"When

I

arrived at the theatr

found the house manager trying!
get the orchestra leader out of
pit and having little success as
insisted that the music be proptji
rehearsed before the house operl
The afternoon show was not of
until almost eight o'clock and &
tainly these men had to prepare tlji
l

orchestration."

WHAT OF

IT?

Suppose both of these gentlentt
are correct, as they no doubt ii
what of it? What answer is ti
to give hundreds of patrons hudd
in the lobby and on the sidew
being pushed from one side to
other for a half hour or more,
f
a

does it excuse the fact that o^(
they were permitted to enter the tf
atre, there were not sufficient ushjl
to seat them and the confusion .4
side was almost as bad as that
side.
And all of this was cau
as we see it, for the reason t,.
either United Artists, Publix Th
tres or
both, would rather g|
Rivoli patrons this discomfort
confusion in order to save a
dollars that would have to be v
the musicians to stay after the s
the preceeding night and reheajti
the music, or not caring to do Viii
they could have called off the
^
o'clock grind show of the late aftH
^

Field noon and had plenty

(Continued from pag-e 1)
over the assets and business of the
De Forest Radio Co. which will include radio patents and the tube

of time for
orchestra to prepare their score
the
premiere picture.
But

would have cost money

also,

c|-j

business, and which will practically
guarantee independence from the
Radio Corporation of America.
The Kolster method of recording
sound on the film will be ready for
demonstration within the next two

sequently they did the next bjt
thing and held the crowd in '4
lobby and on the sidewalk until Sm
of a 9 o'clock premiere thereby olA

months.

showmanship.

tributing

another

page

to

idicH
iv

Fox To Release King George Movietone November 24th

Re«r. U. S. Pat. Off

Devoted
OI,.

to the fostering

24 >o. It5

Bxhibltors Trade Review

and developing of the Motion Picture

^e«• Vi>rk, Saturday, \<>vomber

Interference
By

—Continaine

ARTHUR JAMES

17.

Industry.

1 i>a.s

PlVfS

CBNTR

W. E. PREPARES CHEAPER DEVICE
TO MEET EXHIBITOR DEMAND
Meetings
Contract
King George In Movietone
Changes On — Producers
Great Fox Accomplishment Want Interchange
for

Sility

Connolly

High-Hat Opening
The opening

of the

Paramount

all-talkie
production
"Interference" at the Criterion last night,

more high-hats than has
been seen at any premier since
the Jolson start at the Winter

attracted

Garden two months ago.
The tariff for the opening was
$5.50 and those attending, excepting

the

tickets

paid for their
this also included em-

press,

and

ployee's of Paramount.

Brent
Brook

Doris Kenyoii
William Powell

./elyn
'ive

Harris Here

Today

Paramount's first all talking enSam Harris arrives today on the
rtainment turned out to be the Berengaria from England to be presjeatest of all examples of this new ent at the Anglo American dinner
and to personally present the Amity
:t and the
first night audience at
Cup to Dr. Giannini at the Biltmore
Criterion theatre last night

e

came function next Tuesday evening.
More than 150 guests already have

charmed, fascinated and conaced by Interference. It was preded by a screen speech by Daniel
ohman and two short novelties,
e of which
was Eddie Cantor.
The entire presentation of Inter:"ence was beautiful, intelligent and
finitely dramatic.
There was a
tal absence of any slowing up of
I'ay

'

:tion.

'William
tor,

a
ive

Powell,

in

a

good

the

role

man who killed one woman to
another woman from disgrace.

—

Evelyn Brent ^With a voice per:t
in reproduction
carried ol¥
e honors as a vampish person and
ive Brook gave dignity, finish and
ntility to the character of Sir
hn Marlay. Doris Kenyon played
idy Marlay.
Perfect direction by Roy J. Pomey and very intelligent dialogue by
nest Pascal gave to this talking
ture a fully competent treatment.
is beyond question the great
talk-

—

picture of the day and it will
ive to set at rest all doubt about
3 future of this
form of enter?

inment.

Paramount took
I

jsult places
ct at the
|iss
I

always

was triumphant

its time but the
the Zukor-Lasky prohead of the list for

production

and

convincing

ama.

An excellent cast supported the
iincipal players.

sent

in their checks and the big
of the business will be there.
Tables for ten have been taken by

men

and Quick

Returns

With
Interview By Monarch

It

is

Installation

the belief of many persons
in on the know that West-

seemingly

ern Electric, knowing they have to
throw open the door on the matter
of sound equipment for the theatre
Strauss also Finished
sooner or later, are stalling for all
the time they can get, thereby giving
The latest achievement of Jack their sales force ample oportunity
Connolly now in New York, on be- to close as many contracts as poshalf of Fox-Case Movietone, was the sible for the expensive sets they
Movietone pictures of King George are now putting in theatres and furthe 5th of England, secured by Con- ther they will not capitulate until
nolly before he left for the U. S. they are satisfied they have milked
This picture will be released to wir- all the big theatres throughout this
ed houses in the Movietone News- country.
All Day Meeting
reel one week from today.
Legal heads of all companies
Connolly, in thus adding to his
laurels, has the distinction of get- licensed by Western Electric, met
ting the first pictures of the famous with the attorneys for W.E. and its
monarch talking to American audi- subsidiary. Electrical Research Pro(Continued on page 2)
ducts, yesterday. In an effort to
hasten action on this matter.
As
was reported in THE DAILY REII
Cans Censors
(Continued on page 6)

Lloyd George and Richard

Duce
Over

ROME

"Street Angel"

— Premier

lOEW

Mussolini is all
CIRCUIT
hot and bothered about the showParamount, M-G-M, Pathe, Univer- ing of the Fox production of
"The
sal and First National.
Street
Angel" in Rome several
nights ago.
The II Duce is so hot
A contract was concluded yesterthat he has fired the entire Italian
Jackson with
Board of Censorship following the day between the Fox organization
56 theatres of the Loew chain
LONDON— Fox Film's new publi- gala performance of this picture to and
for the showing of the Movietone
an
invited
audience.
city director is Tony Jackson, who
The "big shot" of the Fascisti News in these theatres starting tosucceeds Peet Leslie. The appoint- has taken offense at the
manner the day. Each of these theatres will
ment was made by W. J. Hutchin- Fox organization handled the story, take both weekly issues of the news.
With the signing of the Loew
son who is managing director of contending there are no such characters in the whole of Italy, as those Theatres. 10 booking days will he
Fox Films in England.
added to the run of the Movietone
fContinued on page 2)
News each week. The deal was engineered by David Loew and Milton
J. Schwartz.

BUYS
MOVIETONE NEWS

Fox

New

$6,250,000 Film Trust on

Between Germany and England
2nd Studio Explosion
At Metropolitan Studios
HOLLYWOOD— The second serious

By

VESTRIS SURVIVOR IN

PATHE SOUND EXTRA

.Sam Harri.s

LONDON — A new

As its first special
European pro- Sound News now in

ducing combine of vast proportions,
and embracing a capital of $6,250,000 is under way. with the object
arsenal explosion this week occur- of combining a number of famous
ed yesterday when the powder store- German and British companies, with
house at the Metropolitan Studios British Empire and Continental dison Santa Monica Boulevard blew tribution.
up.
The first mishap took place
The highlights in this new Trust
at the First National Studio in Bur- formation,
seeks to acquire the
bank.
(Continued on paire 2)

Pathe
inaugural

extra.
its

week, delivered to theatres yester-

day a Photophone interview with
Harry Fay, who was one of the last
to

leave the ill-fated

S.

S.

Vestris.

Fay who hails from Charlevoix. Pa.,
was on his way to South America to
fight

Firpo.

Picked up after 14 hours in the
water. Fay was rescued by a life(C«ntinue4 •> pagre 2)
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GORDON TRENT
an amateur photo-

is

grapher of no mean account, in fact

mean

he swings a

Brown

is

tempered

—

lens

said to

man

the picture busi-.

—

Sam Sax

the smart

is

dresser of the independents and he

any color so long as

likes

—Si

it's

grey

Seadler has a secret that even

Howard

Deitz hasn't guessed

—when

alone in the woods he yodels

^Paul

Gnlick okays more good candidates

Motion Picture

the

for

anybody

F.

Company have completed plans

for

and distribution of
own Quota films in England.
its
The first picture to go into produc"Whose
tion next April will be
the

production

Wife".

There will be an interchange of
stars and directors. American stars
will go to England but the English

productions will be quota films.

of New York will
distribute these films in America and
Australia.

Blair Leaves Fox
Harry N. Blair of the Fox Film
press department in New York has
severed

his

connection

with

that

company and is leaving to assume
management of the Anthony Wayne
Theatres at Wayne, Pa., and to hanfor

the

Fried Enter-

IL I)UCE CAIVS CENSORS
fContinued from p«re 1)
depicted in the production, and as
a result he has barred the picture
and taken the power of censorship
away from the board that has been
passing on product of all nations
and in its stead is turning over the
censorship to a new State film monopoly, thus putting a powerful weapon in the hands of a body that has
already shown a keen desire to cut
down American films from being

Club

than

else so far as is visible

permission.

King George in Movietone
Great Fox Accomplishment
(Continued from pagre 1)
ences, coming on top of the George
Bernard Shaw interview, another
triumphant feather in the caps of
Connolly and Wiliam Fox, these subjects will do more than possibly
any other medium to cement the re-

two countries.
The Fox-Case Movietone

lations of the

to^

in

land under supervision of Peet Leslie,
publicity head, since resigned,
has also succeeded in filming a talkholds the smart color advertising: ing picture of ex-Premier Lloyd
George and his family at the staterecord for the year and if there was man's estate at Churt, England. 1500
a medal up for it he would win feet of the Lloyd subject were shot.
Another crew composed of ClarJoe Pluiikett has a brand new ence Wall and Benjamin
it
Miggins
house up Westport way which proves are now in Vienna at the villa of
the composer Richard Strauss, where
Joseph knows a good location when they are recording
a song from the
he sees it News Keel Hatrick like- opera "The Egyptian Helen" recently sung at the Meti-opalitan in New
wise has a new house, in the West- York by Marie Jeritza.

—

—

an architectural darb

Klein having a success on his hands
in

the Anglo

cides

man

to

for

American dinner de-

retire

future

as

banquet

affairs

chair-

because

it

—J.

D.

cuts into his bridge evenings

Williams drives a golf ball so far
that

it's

nobody's

business

the loser of the bet and
ley

would rather cast a

aspersion.

('.

except

L. Years-

fly

than an

Austria, tor joint production of
several films. This is a valuable combination for Austria as well as for
of

Hungary.

A Hungarian

now

making

Is

in the

Vienna

Flat Film Studios.
It Is being financed by the Hungarian Filmfund,
and features the Rheinhardt Theatre
actress, Iris Arland.
Warner Pittschau plays opposite the star, and
direction Is in the hands of a Hungarian, Anton Forgacs.

that they don't handle th
Moviola but they do carry th I
Orchestraphone! a non-synchrc:l
nous record cueing device use.
told

•

Sound pictures

in theatres.)

ar

a puzzle to the trade!

still

Rooms Now Ready HAL ROACH BACK TAXE
UNDER FEDERAL W'

j

Demonstrations of the Powers Cinephone which were interrupted by
the dismantling of the company's

projecting room to make way for
the construction of producing stages
will be resumed Monday in the new
sound equipped projecting room just
completed on the second floor of the

Powers Building in New York.
The new projecting room is equipped with the several styles of horns
and cone speakers used in the Cinephone equipment for different sizes
of theatres and a series of switches
will enable the operator to throw the
sound from one horn to another in
volume demonstrations.

WASHINGTON— The

United

Stat

Tax Appeals is shortly
reach some decision on the per
ing Hal Roach Studios appeal

Board

of

'

j;

back taxes.
Three cases are on the dock
two for studio taxes and one
personal tax, and some $60,000

(

I

J

J

involved.

Roach maintains that the Govei
ment has computed his taxes d
1919-1920 in an unfair meth(
that his capital invet
ment was $10,000 and his net

for

He

insists

i

m

Film Trust on Between

Germany and England
(Continued from page

Emelka and

1)

comwhich the German Governis

subsidiaries, the

pany in
ment has decided

money

— to

acquire

to reinvest public
80% of the capi-

of the Deutsches Lichtspiel Syndicate— 80% of the Maxim Film
Gesellschaft Ebner & Co.

come for 1919, $28,205, and for
it
was $239,075.
iJ
On this total, a tax of $59,727 ftl
the two years was levied, but Roai
only admitted $17,734 of

It further
plans to amalgamate
with British Controlled Films, Ltd.,
and also with an established British producing firm as well as an
established renting company.
It is their object also to acquire

a talking picture device which will
be made to sell for about $1,000 and
also to produce approximately 30
films each year, ten of which are
to be made in Berlin, 10 others in
Munich and Berlin; 3 Super Films
in Great Britain and another three
on the continent.

Vestris Survivor in

the country.

ti

mon

sense applied to bathing cj
naturally reduce the number
deaths caused by drowning.
T;
picture states that there are betwe!
six and seven thousand fatal ac
dents of this kind in the U. S. eve
i

year.

6EBE DANIELS WANTS

—Banky lead
se-

leading man to Vilma
in her next picture.
Miss Banky is scheduled to arrive
as

New York

about November 15,
with Mr. Santell, George Barnes and
Samuel Goldwyn's entire technical

Bebe Daniels, Paramount

Newman Back

Frank Newman, accompanied by
Mrs. Newman, returned to New York
last week
from Europe and are
stopping at the Park Central. They
will both return to Hollywood soon

The price offered is said to
$150,000 but not accepted as yet.

go.

Miss Daniels has a very attractii
from another producer for

offer

bj'

services and in as much as the tyi
material given her at Paramount
cently has not met with her i\
proval and feeling the other oflj'

would bring her good
better

productions

making

this

effort

stories

at

around,

s!

to

O. p. Heggie Signs

tl
i\

1

I

Heggie, distinguished chs;
actor actor of the legitimate stai
who is now playing at the Paramoul.
Long Island Studio in the talki:!'
film version of "The Letter," h!
signed a year's contract to appear
p.

1.

Paramount pictures. The announc!
ment was made today by Jesse

and Mr.

Newman

Lasky,

of

of production of the

intends building
theatres on the West

all

leave
organization that has housed her
the past five years.
is

a

string
Coast.

star, 1

been dickering with studio officii!
to buy up her present contract whi;
she has about nine months more

O.

staff.

Frank

CONTRACT RELEAi

i;

Montgomery

in

Fil

on life-saving and resus
tation methods was shown for tu
first time yesterday at the Red Crcl
Headquarters in the new Dobi
Building at Fifth Avenue, and 51!
Street.
This picture is to carry
message over the country that cof:
film

P-F-L

Sound News customers throughout

i

Life-Saving

A

Pathe Sound Extra
(Continued from pag-e 1)
boat which was rapidly filling with
water.
Prints of this Photophone special
were delivered at the Mark Strand,
Colony and Capitol in time for Friday's
first
show.
Early Friday,
prints were sent to the many Pathe

it.

Red Cross Shows

tal

production

at the

occasio;

up an equipment and sup
ply house concerning some in
formation about Moviola, (a de
vice used in the cutting and edit
ing of talking pictures) and wa

Cinephone Projection

lected
Joint Foreign Product
Banky
An agreement has been concluded

between the Hungarian Filmfund
and the Film-industries A. G. (Flag)

i

to call

They have been chasing through
Europe making scenes for the Fox
picture "Chasing Through Europe".
Harry Brand, production manager
and Russell Multh, location man,
also returned with the company.

Robert Montgomery has been

—Eddie

vs.

Orchestraphom

Stuart are returning to America today on the Berengaria and will
leave immediately for Hollywood.

chester county suburbs and they do
it's

Moviola

The Daily Review had

Eng-

—Glen AUvine

1928

David Butler, director, and Nick

the nude or naked eye

say

17,

BUTLER-STUART CO.
BACK FROM EUROPE

Columbia Pictures

shown in Italian theatres.
The premier recently banned the
calm as showing of all foreign war films
except those shown by his special

ness with a disposition as
a Buddah

Colvin

be the most even

in

BRITlSHjBO QUOTA
A. Enders' FBO
LONDON —

dle publicity
prises.

MAIN STREET
Nat Kothstein

COLUMBIA TO GET

Off.
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first

vice-president in
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PICTURE REVIEWS
"The Armored Vault"

"Bondage"

UFA

UFA

Directed by
Featuring „
Heinrich
Robertson.
THIS IS

Lupu Pick
Ernst Reicher,

George,

Imogene

NOT THE GREAT-

EST DETECTIVE THRILLER

HLMED YET IS UNLIKE
ANY OTHER MYSTERY
STORY AND HAS ENOUGH
SUSPENSE AND NOVELTY
BACKGROUND TO PLEASE
MOST AUDIENCES — CAPABLY PRODUCED AND
READY-MADE FOR E X
-

PLOITATION.
A famous

detective is mysterious-

summoned by a gang

ly

of crooks

his

wife are locked into the vault

which

is

timed to blow up and de-

them

stroy

all.

The suspense shown
(the

in this

vault-dream sequence)

is

reel

ex-

cellently done.

"On

Heinrich George,

Featuring

Mona

Maris,

Harry Halm.

serfs, in the 1850 era is the theme
of this picture.
The absolute sway
over life and death by the titled
land-owners attempts to separate a
pair of lovers of separate classes.
The youth's mother, the countess, arranges a wealthy marriage for him
and marries off his sweetheart to

fully for a sincere

and moving per-

formance, as does the heroine Mona
Maris, a type especially suited for

American

pictures.

ing the Countess

The lady playdeserves a word

THE BEST ALL-TALKING
PICTURE MADE TO DATE
BY WARNERS OR ANY
OTHER COMPANY. DIRECTION IS A BIT WEAK AT
TIMES BUT ON WHOLE IS

Frank Tuttle Produced by
Mack Senne
Adolphe Menjou, Featuring
Sally Eiler
Matty Kemp Johnny Burke
Kathryn Carver, Margaret Liv-

Directed by
Featuring

Menjou is his usual suave, smiling
and spends his time in this pic-

self

ture in Paris, chasing a fair blonde

and catching up with her in time
for the final kiss close-up. The lady
in question, (Kathryn Carver) believes him to be having an affair with
her best friend and that he's a terrible roue anyway, but she decides
in the end to marry him, just the
same.

There's

a jealous

husband

that pops in and out of scenes reIn
gularly and a few good gags.

other words, regulation Menjou fare.
Frank Tuttle has done well with
practically no story at all and George
Marion, Jr.'s titles are excellent.

LIVELY

WAR

_

COMED^f
CAPITA!

DRAMA WITH
FUN. STORY TAKE,
GREAT

LIBERTIES

WITH

ARMY DISCIPLINE BU'
BROAD HUMOR 01
JOHNNY BURKE AN

GET IT OVER. STIR
RING CLIMAX SAVES THI

TITLES

PICTURE.
This tale of a small-town boy an
who go to France when Americ
enters the war deals with the sha(
tered nerves of the boy and the girl'
scorn for his apparent cowardict
The girl and th
while under fire.
boy's pal, an awkward goof wit
a warm heart, do what they can t
save his honor and help him wi
back his courage. This he finall
does, and through an accident, learn
of the plans of a traitor in the regi
ment who has helped the German
mine the U. S. trenches to bid
girl

them

up.
into the

The boy worms
enemy lines and

his

wa

prevent

American troops from bein
blown up, winning back his hono
Kathryn Carver has become a bit and his girl, through his heroism.
Burke of vaudeville fame, doe
more animated and does good work
in

at

any rate Menjou

will

lose

none

of his public.

Ten Days That
Shook the World

the

much

her part.

Photography and sets are both
very good.
The Paris atmosphere
has gone completely Hollywood but

«f

Trial"

Kiss"

First National

WHILE THE THEME IS
ingston.
NOT MOMENTOUS AND THE
MENJOU FAN HLM.
PICTURE UNWINDS SLOWLY
LIGHT
AND ENTERTAINTHE WELL-DEV ELOPED
ING.
GOOD COMEDY PICLOVE-STORY OF A RUSSIAN
TURE
FOR THE GROWNNOBLE FOR A SERF IS FINEBETTER THAN
LITTLE
LY ACTED.
CONTINUITY UPS.
AND
AVERAGE
THE
AND PHOTOGRAPHY ARE
WELL
ALMOST
DO
SHOULD
EXCELLENT.
The cruel slavery of Russian ANYWHERE.

of praise also.

Directed by
Archie Mayo
Story by _
_
Robert Lord
Featuring
Pauline Frederick,
Lois Wilson, Bert Lytell, Richard Tucker, EMmund Breese and
Vondell Derr.

The Goodbye

Paramount

and offered a fortune to disappear
while the gang pulls off a big job
he refuses and is held captive,
finally escaping.
The head of the another serf. This serf, realizing
gang intimidates a wealthy manu- the tragedy of the girl's broken
facturer of bank-note paper into per- dream keeps her inviolate for her
The Count later learns of
mitting the gang access to his armor- lover.
his mother's deception and denounces
ed vault of bank-note stock for the the whole
affair and alienates the
purpose of counterfeiting money. Governor of the province, who plans
The detective begins to track down to deport the serf and the girl wife
the gang, which he finally accomp- to Siberia. A revolt is started and
subdued by
lishes.
The wealthy man who is noble serf, the Cossacks, with the
dieing for the lovers'
being ruined, has a dream in which cause.
the detective, himself, the gang and
Heinrich George stands out power-

—

<?

"His Private Life"

"Show People"

to put this picture over wit
his innocent boobery and inclina
tion to put his worst foot forwar
in every mess.
Fans will like thi
one, as the antiquity of the stor
of the World War is given a humoi
ous treatment, and they'll go ou

laughing.

ff

The Woman Disputed"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Directed by
Henry Kir
Directed by
King Vidor Story by
C. Gardner Sulliva
Sovkino
Story by
Agnes Christine Johnson Featuring
Norma Talmadg
Directed by
E. M. Eisenstein
and Laurence Stallings
Gilbert Roland, Arnold Kent
KALEIDOSCOPIC AT- Featuring
_
Marion Davies,
TEMPT
William Haines, Del Henderson,
FILM
PI(
Harry Gribbon, Polly Moran.
OF THE TEN

A

AT A

ONE OF THE BES

RECORD
MOMENTOUS

NORMA TALMADGE

DAYS IN RUSSIA, PRECED- A VERY AMUSING SCREEN
ING THE DOWNFALL OF STORY, EXPERTLY DIRECTKERENSKY AND THE RISE ED WITH A VERY GOOD
OF THE SOVIETS. EISEN- CAST SURROUNDING MAR-

TURES. SUPERB DIRECTIO

OF HENRY KING, BEAUT

FUL PHOTOGRAPHY

B
OLIVER MARSH AND E>
STEIN INJECTS VITALITY IN- ION DAVIES AND WILLIAM CELLENT ACTING OF RC
SATISFACTORY. ACTING TO EVERY
MISS DAVIES IS LAND AND KENT CONTR
SCENE, CAUSING HAINES.
OF ENTIRE CAST EXCEL- THE FILM TO
STAND UP AS EXCELLENT IN HER CHAR- BUTE TO EXCELLENCE
LENT. A CINCH AT THE OUT
ACTERIZATION OF PEGGY THIS PRODUCTION.
OF
THE
ORDINARY.
BOX OFFICE.
This production will appeal only

Warners made a good selection in to deep students
taking the Elmer Rive play "On rushes pell-mell

Trial" for a talking picture.
It is
the best that has been shown to
date and is only marred by poor
direction at times and the total
failure of Pauline Fredericks voice
in the recording.
This might be the
fault of Vitaphone mechanism but
she could hardly be heard in one
of the most important roles.
The
acting
and
talking
of
Richard

Tucker,

Edmund

Breese, Jason RoWilson, little Vondell
Derr and Bert Lytell is all that
could be asked.
This one will please most of the
talking picture skeptic's. It is sure
box office. Grab it.
bards,

Lois

of the screen, as

PEPPER.

This production will have great auall over itself, in
dience
appeal. It has every thing a
disconnected short scenes and sequences. Everything that could pos- picture of this type should have. The
sibly have happened in thos'e
ten story is written around Peggy Pepit

days, to show up the weak-kneed
provisional Government and the inspiration spark being infused into
the rebels by their leaders, is
crowded into the record and unless
the
mind can follow the rapidity with
which the events happen, one's interest and attention is apt to
wane
before it is half through.
Eisenstein's camera angles,
pan-

The story taken from the Broa^
way play by the same name fui

Miss Talmadge with exce
lent emotional opportunities, bein
the story of a street girl, regenei
per arriving in Hollywood from ated by the love of two men whOE
Georgia and her rise to the ranks of friendship she unwillfully destroy
picture stardom. Before hitting the The picture is exceptionally intei
top she is taken over the hurdles via esting,
even considering that i
nishes

comedy company. There are many times it is a bit draggy due to to
amusing angles helped materially by many close-ups of the star and he
a good set of titles by Ralph Spence.
actions.
Dell Henderson and Harry Gribbon
The acting of the entire cast
tomine, groupings and composition should
share acting honors with of exceptional variety and the d
are highly praiseworthy and the
real Davies and Haines.
spirit of the Russian people
rection of Henry King is, at all time
gleams
Put this one on your date book. good. Some of the most beautifu
subtly throughout the whole
pattern
Only a few exhibitors will choose Has syncronization with good score photography yet seen in pictures i
this film for their patrons.
and sound effects.
shown in the work of Oliver MarsJ
a

i

Here

is

a

list

who have

hibitors

hooked

partial

this

picture for
Illon,

great

of ex*

already

SOUND

CLEANUP!

a
N. Y.

Capitol

Oneida, N. Y.

Madison

Rome, N.

Y.
Selau, Ala.
Tuacalooca, Ala.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Rochetter, N. Y.

Chicago,

III.

CUcago,

III.

Capitol

Academy

Bama
Colonial

Shea

s

Opera House
Eastman
Granada

Marboro

Danville, III.
Ashtabula, Ohio

Terrace
Palaca
Capitol

Dallaa, Tex.
Detroit, Mich.
Flint, Mich.

o-eSf.

Michigan
Regent

Loganaport, bid.

f^\

Colonial

Kansai City, Mo>

Mai n Sc Orpheum

Wichita, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Manitowoc, Wis.
Sheboygan, Wis.

Uptown
Cameo
Pantaget

CapUol
Sheboygan

Minn.
Bridgeport, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Middle Villiage, L. 1.
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Grand

Cameo
Rogi;ers

Sherman
Garde
Arlon
Bradford

Bradford, Pa.
Greensburg, Pa.

Manos

Johnstown, Pa.
Wheeling, W. Va.
Baker, Ore.
CUrlck.
La Grande, Ore.
Medford, Ore.

Cambria

.

Court

eum

or Empire

Arcade

Fresno, Cal.

Craterian
Pantagea

Spokane, Wash.

Clemmer

Tacoma, Wash.
Baltimore, Md.

Panuge*

Md.

RlvoU

Baltimore,

Palace

SOC/A/D

SILENT

vciih

SUE CAROL
A

Hector TurnbuU Production

Adapted by Adelaide Heilbron
from an original story by Leonard Praskins
Directed by Edward H. Griffith
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UEMMLE'S JUDGMENT PROVES
CRITICS WRONG ON "UNCLE TOM"
Production Department Op-

Things
A wire

posed Universal's Biggest
Cast

Drawing Card

of

"Square

Pathe's

Shoul-

ders," featuring Junior Coughlan, includes, Anita Louise, Phillipe De

"Uncle Lacey and Louis Wolheim.
Carl Laemmle was right.
•
•
•
Tom's Cabin" is proving to be one
is on a vacation befilm
Dove
IMllie
in
pictures
drawing
big
of the
out fore starting work on Elinor Glyn's
history. Thev are coming down
every "The Man and the Moment" for
of the hills to see it and from
section of the country, exhibitors report unusual business with this de
luxe rendition of the famous old

book and play.
Although still in

first

REVIETW.

Bigest business
played," is the
word from the Braumart Theatre,
Iron Mountain, Mich.
"Largest gross of any two day picture" comes the astounding news
from the Ruffin Amusement Company, of Covington, Tenessee. This
popularity of the picture down in
Dixie is not an isolated case. It is
being played by more and more theatres in all parts of the South. Memand
phis, Tenn., Lynchburg, Va.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. are three
points which have just made boxoffice history with the picture.
Winston-Salem liked the picture so
much, the Auditorium Theatre there
re-booked it for a return engagement.
The Stanton Theatre, Philadelphia,
"It's

a natural

anything

of

1

we've

and The Paramount, Akron,
reported

just

exceptional

O.,

have

business
C. Rein-

on "Uncle Tom"
Frank
ecke of the latter house wrote to

THE DAILY REVIEW

saying, "It
ir
the biggest and best box-office
sensation that has ever been released.

my

It

broke

all

house records

in

theatre."

Carl

St.

Laemmle ordered

the production of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" in the
face of strong advice to the contrary.
In fact, he staked two million
dollars on it. Today he is seeing his
far-sighted judgment vindicated in a
way that has opened the eyes of the
industry.
"Uncle Tom" is going
"down >he river" but at full steam
with all whistles and bells at full
blast.

Goulding Signed by
Pathe for Sound
Edmund Goulding, writer and director who has recently been specializing in
talking pictures, has
been signed by Pathe as an important member of the sound division,
recording by the Photophone method
under the supervision of Benjamin
Glazer at the Culver City studios.

•

•

•

Elmo Bojce

"Big

direct

will

Hearted Toots" for FBO.
•

•

runs in
its
many sections, with big houses reporting exceptional business, "Uncle
Tom" already is playing in many
small towns. And here is the liick!
The picture is proving to be an
absolute bonanza for small exhibitors, according to their own reports.
Harriett Beecher Stowe's popular
characters have the same great appeal throughout the country-side as
they always have had.
"Biggest business I have ever enjoyed" comes the message from the
Star Theatre, Beaver City, Utah; to

THE DAILY

First National.

*

h a s
Productions
Chesterfield
bought "Circumstantial Evidence"
Noy
an original by Wilfred Noy.
will direct.
•

•

•

James Ford has a
National's

"Children
•

*

role in First
of the Ritz".

Don't Believe

from First National's

Burbank studios gives the

thrill-

ing information that Alice White
prospective
twenty-two
kissed
leading men who are competing
in tests for the leading masculine
role in the star's picture, "Hot
Stuff."

Director Mervyn LeRoy conducted the tests and now there
considerable suspense as to
is
which young leading man will be
chosen, for apparently the "votes"
are all in and possibly the ap-

—

plicants!

CINEPHONE DIALOGUE

PLAY NEARS FINISH

*

Dorolliy Devore has finished

We

Scenes taken from the second act
of the Broadway stage play being
cational.
*
«
«
produced as a dialogue picture by
Jacques Feyder, French director, Powers Cinephone will be rehearsnext
sails for this country Nov. 28th to ed on Monday and Tuesday of
week under Harry Reviere's direcwork for M-G-M.
•
•
•
tion and it is expected that they
Al St. John's, newest comedy for will be recorded and assembled with
Educational is titled, "Hot or Cold." the first act scenes, within the next
•
•
•
few days.
fins Edwards has completed his
In directing this first Powers Cinethird of his one-reel talking Techni- phone production Revier has decolor features, "Gus Edward's Color- vised a directorial plan which he
tone Revue."
calls the "numbered beat" system,
•
•
•
designed to save time in rehearsals
Lilji Lee is being starred in "The
and also assure harmonious modulaBlack Pearl" which was written by
tions of sound.
Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.
on "Misplaced Husbands" for Edu-

•

•

It

is

•

•

•

Leo Maloney

is

Pathe's
Fire Detective."
lain

W.

20.

in

•

playing

new

the

serial,

vil-

Demands

(Continued from page 1)
VIEW of yesterday, letters and conferences have been read and talked about, but nothing definite accom,2l'shed other than the producers
being encouraged to the point that
they believe everything will be alright sooner or later.
They have
made several demands on W.E. and
insisted on an immediate answer
and it is thought that this will be
accomplished with the meeting held
yesterday and still in force late last
evening.
W.E. and ("heaper Equipment
There is a lot of talk going around
the

street

that

Western

"The Letter" Somerset Maughm's
play which has been in work at the
Paramount Astoria Studio for the
past six weeks, has been completed
far as shooting goes.
The picture which stars Jeanne
Eagels, will now go to the cutting

"The as

E. Prepares Cheaper

Device to Meet

"Letter" Completed

to

as yet untitled.

Electric

OPINIONii
By W.
<;0)>1)

Fe

room

for editing.

Town

Littlefield in
Lucien and Mrs. Littlefield, of the
Hollywood movie colony are in New
York on a brief visit. Littlefield.
one of the best-known character actors in pictures, has been steadily
working in prominent pictures for
the

past four years.

Wilson

in Shorts

Wilson, featured player in
some of the biggest pictures ever
released, has been signed by the
Lois

Christie Film Company to appear
opposite Edward Everett Horton in
a series of two reel sound comedies
which will be pre-re!eased by Para-

have a machine they will be able mount this year in all houses wired
to manufacture and sell for at least for sound.
two thirds less than the one they
are now putting in the theatres and
Baron on Road
it will be ready within a few weeks
Paul Baron, who entered the moand installations can be had within tion picture
industry
two to four weeks from the date ago via the Publicity several years
Department of
of taking the contract.
the Universal Pictures Corporation,
It seems a cinch that if Western
is to go on the road for the Laemmle
Electric does open the doors for their organization
as play date representcompetitors, they will
come out ative. His first trip will be through
with a machine that will meet this the middle west.
Baron, since leavcompetition not only as far as price ing the Universal
Publicity Departis concerned but be in a position to
ment, has been a film salesman in
deliver the equipment as quickly as that section for
Universal and for
the other manufacturers.
P.D.C.

R.

WILKKR90N

BUSINESS

it good business to pi
opinions about Sam Rothafel.
week we ran a couple and the a
was besieged all day with reqiii
for copies
and this at five ci j
And besides, Rothate j
the head.
easy copy. He does a lot of th> g
that cause opinions, both pro d
con.
With us it has always In
"pro" and we do not even know b
personally, but a person that n
put together such stage shows &i\,
does week after week at Mr. P
Roxy, deserves more than we
u
give him.

find

l|

—

•

•

•

LATEST ONE
The Roxy was not on our v
list this past week as we
seen "The Red Dance" at the GI
ing

But hearing everyone speak of
stage attraction, we went up
terday.
And durned happy we
It
was one of the most exqui

lit

ID
|C

prologues, presentations or what*

iBi

you want to

{i«

call

it,

we have

The music, the

seen.

work

Paul Sloan is getting ready
start on an all-talkie about Nov.

If

<
ii

lighting,
[i

gorgeous colors and the singing ^
entertainment such as you w(
get in no other theatre in

P

WORLD. And

the wonder of It
see it, that Rothafel
his corps of assistants only b
a few daj's to get a show like
together.
With this in mind, t!»:jiij
any big Broadway stage hit i{»«
r-urrent;
select three of the Mii
num.bers from the show and tpt
look at any Roxy show and mak*.
is,

as

we

comparison.

There

"ain't

no".

And

these legitimate producers h**,
weeks and months to prepare. Rot
fel
a few days.
That's why
think he is "the" producing gej

we spoke

of last week.

B

CONVIXrED

We

are convinced
passing up a show

that

W

anyt

at the B
Regardlesi
attraction m:

wil mliss something.

what the picture
be, it might have been shown
fore, we are going in to see the st
show if nothing else. You had be
do the same thing,

Its

Baclanova for Talkie
Olga Baclanova has been given
»
lead by Paramount in "The Woi
Who Needed Killing." This is
be an all-talking production
John Farrow is writing the
h
logue. Miss Baclanova will of coi
speak her part, accent and all

''What 3 Stars

DISLIKE
LONDON— Sidney

Do You
the
L.

Mas

Bernste

London exhibitor, in order to fi
out what the public in genei
and

ill

kt(

patrons in particul
think about films, has circulat
a questionaire, quite
differe
his

from the ordinary.

The questionaire contained su
queries as: "What 3 Film Sta
Do You Dislike the Most?'
"What pictures do you dislike t
most?" and "which are the m(
objectional films, American, En
lish. German or French?"
Bernstein forgot to add: "Wl
theatres or exhibitors do you d
like the most?"

eii

Paramount Product Assured For InterchangeabiUty

Res

Devoted to the
Vh. 24

:h e

Pat. Off.—Contlnnlne Exhibitor,
Trade

S.

fostering

11«

i\o.

By

U.

New

Review

and developing of the Motion Picture

York, Monday, Xoveniber

10,

Industry.

1»2S

FIVE CKNTH

in g 791 Wired Houses in Latest
SurveyARTHUR JAMES
e r

erbert Hoover, the next presiof the United States is a friend
He is against
)fhe motion picture.
Riiide censorsliip of the motion picU!S. He believes that the industry
bild censor its own pictures and in
iiblic speech made before the inly in 1927 he said:
"The inmust be its own censor. I
II try

Dual Equipment

Is

Ifct

"Sell Talkies to All

Ultimate Solution
Authentic

Wired

a growing confidence in it.
proof is that today the lowest
els of morals and inspiration in
h films are higher than the cur-

Houses" New P-F-L Sales Policy

ONLY

'']

stage itself".

e

•

•

•

resident elect Hoover is against
ride censorship because he is a
I
of intelligence and judgment
I
the presence in the White House
fan executive who has through
ciact and experience formed sound
riions regarding the motion pic-

Industry

a

source of the
rttest satisfaction to every man,
Man and child connected with the
u-

is

ness.

I

•

•

•

especially important in
Iw of Canon Chase's anti-picture
ijicine show which starts at the
his

is

[iflower

'lember

Hotel

in

AMELKA CONTROL TO
STAY ALL GERMAN
By Sam
Just before
the resident

left

for

me and

New

York,

Now

Available to

All — Company's

Own

Sound Resources Allow
Free Rein

London director

Amelka Film Company

of the
called upon

stated that nothing definite

The chief result of the Paramount
Famous-Lasky Corporation's sales

has been arranged with any company convention held at the home-office
last week, it is understood from outwhatever.
Three or four various suggestions side sources, was the issuance of inhave been made from different par- structions to the entire sales force
ties to acquire an interest in Amelka to begin renting Paramount Pictures
which in no case would exceed to any theatre which is fully equip(Continued on pa^e 2)
(Continued on page 2)

Rothstein at

"Washington,

Canon Chase, who
the Hudson Bill, seeks to

I

Harri-s

Product

26.

The

AMPA

He

the picture business with
?n million dollars worth of anil
taxation for the purpose of
firing one million dollars for eduiDnal purposes.
In addition to
;

and

12

INDES

After a thorough survey on the
part of THE DAILY REVIEW from
authentic records, it is now known
that there are (as of last Nov. 14tb.)
791 houses wired for sound throughout the United States. Of this 791,
there are 743 wired with a dual installation of both Movietone-Vitaphone; 28 with Vitaphone alone, and
8 having a Moviet<)ne set pxclu.=;ively.
There are 12 equipments of machines of other makes, making a

complete total of

791, with installations of all makes progressing at the
rate of about 22 each week.

The Dual System
becomes more and more evident
that the exhibitor will have to equip
his house with a machine that can
Stanley Sound Studio
run both discs and the sound on
film, for there does not seem to be
Formed in
York any
tendency of Warner Brothers or
The Stanley Recording Company any of the other companies record(Continued on pag-e 4)
of America has been formed in New
York to establish a sound studio for
It

New

McCarthy Sisters^Margaret
Dorothy of George White's
"Scandals" and other musical comedy fame, who have just made their
first appearance in the talkies, and
Nat Rothstein, AMPA, who has just synchronizing pictures already prohe is using his most pestifer- returned from Europe, will be the duced.
It has no connection with
(Centinue4 o> pag-e 2)
p
endeavors toward the passage
the Stanley Company of America.
fhe Brookhart Bill which puts
picture business under Federal
pi.sors

Show

743 Movietone- VitaPhone Dual Wiring

I

lie

Figures

—

)

MAYER-C.

DE MILLE
GUESTS OF HOOVER
B.

I

rol.

5

*

*

The Unholy Three

*

men Chase has an

organization
a
III membership.
He is a definite
iny of the picture business and
mything else the opposition of
ph will give him a chance to
Into the limelight and appear
llicly as a great reformer.
a high sounding

!i

name and

'

I

*

*

*

our opinion that this man's
irities are pernicious, that they
lid
be dealt with summarily,
is

pletely,

promptly and

finally to

end that he should be removed
the arena and sent back to
1
ore quiet life in Brooklyn. The
ruided people who have been
norting his misrepresentative orUation are doing a damage to
finest and greatest infiuence in
entertainment field and they
to hamper and harry an edu«mal force, compared to which
^' ambitions are as fly
specks on
I

^

inrise.

«
le

«

•

industry should be represent(Contlnued on page 2)

Said a trade paper publisher to an advertiser in the film business:
"There are too many trade papers and I suggest you play with just
three of them, one daily and two weeklies.
"The idea is to let the others die off through non support and
that will solve a great problem for the producer and distributor".
Heh Heh! And solve a problem also for Quigley, Alicoate and Johnston who are most favorable to this unholy idea.
The Divine
Right of Kings was a good gag while it lasted good for the kings
but the divine right of trade paper status must be earned by
service .to the industry from which the bread and salt is derived..
When?|he Brookhart bill, subjecting the industry to Federal control, y£|| up before the Congress joint committee, the Unholy three

—

—

—

stoodyfUfs way
Film Daily absolutely for the measure that would have crippled
the picture business.
Motion Picture News— straddled the issue completely, seeking
vainly to serve both sides.
Herald-World— ignoring the issue as though it were unimportant.
Should this course be rewarded by the support of the industry
in order that they may kill off their competition?
By what
sleek effrontery is this accomplished? This newspaper serves notice
on all concerned that this desperate and sneaking course shall
not go unresisted and it is prepared to pull the lid off if the whispering campaign continues.
No foolin', neighbors, no foolin'.

—

Louis B. Mayer and Cecil B. DeMille, both personal friends of Pre-

sident-Elect Herbert Hoover, were
guests of Hoover Friday at luncheon, in his home at Palo Alto.
In regard to Hoover's coming trip
to
South America, the Associated
Motion Picture Producers, represent(Continued on page 4)

"Cinephone" Precedent
Set by Colony Show
A precedent in the question of
"interchangeability", exactly the opposite of the Hagerstown case, is
set this week at The Colony Theatre
on Broadway, New York, where the
Walter Disney animated sound cartoon, "Steamboat Willie" with sound
recording by Powers Cinephone, is
being presented and reproduced on

a Western Electric device.

The Colony Theatre is equipped
with Western Electric sound on film
and disc reproducers. The Powers
Cinephone recording is on the film
and its reproduction at The Colony
(Continued on page 4)

i

—

—
Exhibitors
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This action has been expected for
some time and was somewhat foreshadowed by the recent decision of
all the large producers, who hold

by

arrived from
Cohen
Harry
the coast and met
was
the
it
Europe
bound in from
brothers
had
busy
first time those
Colien

in eight years in

been together

York

—

that's

New

what these movies do

—

you! A. Pam Bluinenthal, Pres.
of Stanley Educational Division, is
now a proud daddy the youngster
will probably be named Max Pam
Blumenthal Charlie O'Reilly has a
to

—

—

brother

who

Pathe only perhaps more so—
Arthur Kelly is the best dressed
man in United Artists because of a

swank

semblance

to

that

suggests a re-

Winston Churchill

Michael O'Toole, a successful Demoin
crat
Republican Pennsylvania
writes a better news story than 15
out of 16 publicity experts in the
pictures.
And Mike is properly
proud of the fact that he never has
stopped being a good newspaper
man— Fred McConnell can win the
industry hand ball championship if
Dick Konland will keep off the
courts I'at (iaryn told a Swedish
story the other day and managed to
local color it with a Greta Garbo

—

—

the eyes Herman Robltins
keeps his tan perpetual l)y taking
his setting up exercises in the full
glory of the morning sun Hen
(>rinini of Universal entered pictures
when Lockwood and Allison were
co-starred and he still likes to think
of it— Waterson Hot hacker, the millionaire kid of the industry, was the
protege of the admirable Marse
Henry Watterson of international

look in

—

fame and he has done

sponsor
sandwiches in his office rather than taking time out for luncheon and that's
one of the reasons why Fox product
i.«
not lagging behind— (Jabriel Hess

proud—Jimmy

(Jrainirer

his

eats

not deny that the way to get
a statement into the consciousness
of Pete Harrison is to have it transwill

lated into

Greek

resentatives of exhibitors and producers is denied, so much the worst
for

Canon Chase and

his

liallvhoo.

HOTHSTEIN AT AMPA

"U" TO SYNCHRONIZE
'OSWALD' RABBIT COMICi
Oswald, the Lucky Rabbit of tl'
Universal cartoon comedies, is
be synchronized or whatever th(
do to rabbits to make them talk ai
I

make funny noises. The cartoi
comedies henceforth will appes
with full Movietone sound and mus

available.

cartoons which do not have soui
picture apparatus and who probab!
will not get it during the next yej

Other leading producers and distributors such as Warner Brothers,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, First NationUnited Artists, Universal and
al,
Columbia are rapidly expected to
adopt the same sales policy set forth
by Paramount sales heads. Such action adopted universally and immediately will be a god-send to both
it

will

Gish En Route to U. S,
Reinhardt Coming

—

effects.

The first Oswald with sound wiut
be called "Oswald's Ragtime Band
It will be made as both a silei
and a sound picture, since thousant
of theatres are running the Oswai

or

II

longer.

"Oswalds" are made for Unive
by the Winkler productions, Inc
Reinhardt's first motion picture for headed by Charles Mintz.
United Artists sailed for America on
the S. S. He de France, leaving Havre
Lillian Gish,

who

will star in

Max

sal

Loretta

yesterday.

Young

Cast

Miss Gish has been dividing the
mean an end to the paralyzing de- summer between
A wire from First National's Bui
Berlin and Salzlay which has begun to end so dis- burg,
working on the scenario of bank studios states that Lorett
astrously for the small theatre own- her
next film with Professor Rein- Young has been added to the caf
er particularly.
of the mystery thriller, "Seven Fooi
hardt and Hugo von Hofmanns'thal.
One of the first steps taken by
prints to Satan", which is being pn
Paramount. Warners, Metro-Goldduced under the direction of Bei
wyn-Mayer, Columbia and others,
Brent
Leave F-P L?
jamin Christensen with Thelma Tod
was the immediate testing-out of the
and Creighton Hale playing the leat
The big question now is, just what ing roles.
better-known independent synchronwill Evelyn Brent do when the option
izing, recording and reproducing apparatus,
such as the Biophone, held on her services by FamousS o n o r a -Bristolphone,
Phototone, Players-Lasky expires this month.
WAFILMS, Inc.
Cinephone, etc., for purposes of plac- She has achieved great popularity In
ing their approval on whatever de- the past year and tho she has
Walter A. Futter, Pres.
vices come up to major specifica- not said that she will leave Parafor Libray Stock Scenes
tions, as far as the exhibition of their mount, there are several companies
130 W. 46th St.
New York
respective pictures are concerned, dickering for her services and natBryant 8181
and to assure all installers of in- urally, the lady will go, or stay,
dependent apparatus that product where the advantages are greatest.
will be available.

Amelka Control

i

to

Stay All

looks like Harry Scott

of

certain

(Continued from page 1)
eil
in the Mayflower conference by
a strong man able to tell the truth
If participation by repin the open.

To

GORDON TRENT
When Jack

1928

(Continued from page 1)
Western Electric Movietone licenses, guests at next Thursday's meeting
to demand more leeway in their con- of the Associated Motion
Picture
tracts to the extent that an open Advertisers at the Hotel Paramount.
market be created for the distribuThe girls have promised to give
tion of Movietone or Vitaphone pro- their impressions of the talkies in
duct to all houses wired for sound, words and music, after appearing
providing 100% interchangeability in a prologue for Pathe's "Anand satisfactory reproduction was napolis".

distributors and exhibitors, as

MAIN STREET

19,

CHKERING

Wired

Puhhshcr

Abraham

Taramind

"Sell Talkies to All

(Continued from page 1)
ped to show sound and talking pro-

ARTHUR JAMES.
V/,.
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German

(Continued from page 1)
twenty five per cent of the whole
company.
Any contract that had
been entered into was only a contract subject to certain consents being obtained, notably the German

Last Call!
FOR RESERVATIONS

hanking interests.

He was
go

of the

opinion, however,

none of the contracts would

that

through,

as

it

was desired

possible to keep the whole
interest in German hands.

Classified

of

the

Advertisement

Advertisements In this section. 6
Cash must be sent
order.
No charge for Box

cents per word.

with

Number

MOTION
(•amera.s

Minimum

line.

10% discount

order, $1

12 issues or

more

FOR SALE
PICTURE AND

rented, sold

"STILI,»'

and exchanged.

Portable lights for sale and for rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby

.amera Company, 727 Seventh Avenue,

New York

City.

LOCAL, FILMS
IMCTLRES
MADE TO
Commercial, Home or Indus-

MOTION
order.

^^^ ^^'^^ excellent facilities and
the best cameramen.
Our price 20c
per foot.
Kuby Film Company, 727
Seventh Avenue. New York City

'."u'^'v^

nil.SINESS

OPFORTUMTIEH

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
."fome one or be hired; buy

or sell a
trade or sell equipment, or
do almost anythng else In the motion
picture business, an ad in this department will get you results.
If
want us to word the ad for you. you
the
services of our advertising experts
are at your call. Simply tell us what
theatre:

you want

r{°KVIEW^

to do.

"sed.

to the

if

ANGLO-AMERICAN

BANQUET
HOTEL BILTMORE
TUESDAY NOV. 20

IB

ii:

25 West 43rd Street

EDWARD

L.

KLEIN

Chairman Dinner Committee

25 West 43th Street
Phone Bryant 3191

II
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OF BERLIN

GOSSIP

By XAVIER STRASSMAN

FOR

INT.

BANQUET

They're lining up for the Big

jDRLIN—Mid-November.
the German nose for
as keen as Schopenabout
is
lies
remembered,
liajjr's, who, it will be
iB^uted a new philosophical system
fdinarily,

ml held out on the public until it
printed in a thick book.
all
was all right; but in the case
Jo.seph
Mr.
of
activities
f the
ing faculties of all

niged

production are
In case it oc-

picture

in

day and night.
to Mr. Schenck

l.t
•I

and
and sundry

U. S. A., the smelling

-ick,

any

to finance

specials here or in
he kindly write immeor cable?

picture
will

a,

y

—

«

«

*

head of United Artists got
from Berlin and arrived in
^( York to be expertly interviewed
^newspapers and film journals ten
lie

vy

before film circles here receivvague details about that

a,he first
'0

tern's

money being available for
of German and Rus-

payment

h

production bills,
.Tii distribution all set in America.
understood here that Tolstoy's
:t
\,v and Peace" will have the beneitof such cooperation, while, for
land of Soviets and symilvsia,
)C.sm, Gogul's "Tarsas Bulba", and
will
literary
masterpieces,
rtir
\Si a similar advantage. I am able
that quite a number of
;o -eport
;aible German producing concerns
IT willing to consider cooperative
jrf)ositions from Mr. Schenck.
organization

sii

3

•

•

Step softly. Luigi Pirandello

iush.

siere

•

from his native Italy holding

Djterious conferences with German
tflucers of imperishable literature,
^imdello, being the author of "Six
?(30ns in Search of an Author",
8:ionsidered worth a conference or
.v, especially as
the subject is a
k) secret, understood to deal with

"unconscious".
Following the
conference, a certain producer
8 aid to have dropped unconscious,
u was revived with considerable

With

reservations

for

approxi-

mately 150 persons now at hand, the
success of the Anglo-American banquet at the Biltmore on the 20th under
the auspices of the A.M.P.A. is assured.
Sam Harris, donor of the cup
which is to be awarded to Dr. A. H.
Giannini at the banquet, is in New
York and will personally explain his
ideas on Internationalism.
Among those for whom reservations have been made are Jack Alicoate, Capt. Harold Auten, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Barrell, H. A. Bandy,
Colvin W. Brown, Jerome Beatty, W.
Boothby, David Bernstein, Joe
C.
Brandt, David Blum, W. E. Callaway,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Cohen, Jack
Cohn, Ned Depinet, Felix Feist, John
C. Flinn. E. S. Gregg, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Gulick, Will H. Hays, Earl

«H" COLONY

enny Rubin, popular west coast
nter of ceremonies and wise:i;ker, who has been engaged by
"^[l
Laemmle as an impresario for
[fversal sound pictures, arrived in

York yesterday.

N'

has come East to arrange for
of a Deny Rubin
onestra in the Colony Theatre,
e

installation

11

l^versal's
it;he

Broadway show-window,

termination of Ben Bernie's

w tract November 26th.

ders,

Max

bert, P. S.

The Veiled Lady," which

Pan

Emmet

directing, will have
in the role of heavy.

is

Bela

L:osl
Mr.
Lrosi is a Hungarian and a newc<ter to the screen.
Others in the
t

K

.

E

include

Lia Toro, a Brazilian
and Paul Vincentl another Hunian.
This will be a talkie pro-

Ci

i tion.

'ii"">iii
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Eleventh

nil

I

II

mill

i

i

m
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DAILY REVIEW
Out Tuesday, January

Schlesinger, T. C. StreiJ. D. Williams,
White, J. R. Wilson, Wal-

Gordon S.
ter Wanger, William Vogel and

C.

Yearsley.
Tables seating ten have been reserved by First National, M-G-M,
Pathe, Paramount and Universal.
Many other companies are represented in the individual reservations.
Vice Consul W. G. R. Howell of the
British Consulate will be a guest.
L.

1,

1929

Stars, Directors, Executives, the players

and the technical folk

be repre-

will

sented with pictures and greetings to
the trade at large.

Maynard

Starts

Today

Production starts today at First
National's Burbank's studios on Ken
Maynard's next western feature,
"The California Mail". Paul Hurst,
P.

McGowan and

Captain

C.

An-

derson are the only memebrs of the
cast selected to date. Albert Rogell
is
J.

directing the picture and
Brown is supervising.

Harry

Gourland Returns
from European Trip
Michael

A specially designed cover by Lambert

Guenther

—beautiful

and a world of

interesting

and

vital

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

J.

Gourland met the heads of practically every large producing company in England, France and Germany and explained to them that
further restrictions on American pictures in Europe might retaliate in
the adoption of similar measures
here against European films.
He

Reserve your space

Now and

he assured of the best
possible position.

pointed out that America was now
accepting foreign films without any
bias.

typography

text—
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Gourland, president of
the Afllliated European Producers,
Inc., arrives today aboard the Mauretania after a ten weeks visit to
Europe in the interest of opposing
further restrictions on American pic-

i

Annual Announcement

Number

Thomson,

tures.

"Veiled Lady" Cast

""'""""

C. W. Steele, Joseph Skirboll,
Joseph Seidelman, Martain J. Starr,
Morton A. Spring, Edward A. Saun-

J.

BERNIE AT

"

ler,

n

urn REPLACING BEN

the industry.

Hemerich, S. W. Hatch, John
Humm, Lewis Innerarity, Monroe
Isen, Theodore Jaedeker, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur James, E. Bruce Johnson, Ray Johnston, Arthur W. Kelley,
Harry G. Kosch, Maurice Kann, H.
F. Krecke, Arthur Loew, Arthur Lee,
Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Manheim, Mr. and
Mrs. Lou Metzger, David Mountan,
J. J. Murdock, Rutgers Neilson, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles B. Paine, R. W.
Perkins, P. A. Parsons, F. C. Quimby, J. Robert Rubin, Wm. S. Rogers,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reichenbach, J.
J. Rein, Phil Reisman, Arthur Rousseau, A. W. Smith, Edward A. Schil-

a

feast for the eyes of all

J.

:b

Hculty.

picture parade that will he

Hammons, George Harvey, Don Hancock.

iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiinnui

RESERVATIONS

150

(SruilCorjespondencc of Exhibitors Daily Review)

1928
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PATHECHROME NEW COLOR FILMS OPINIONS
By

P

a

t

h e

Review

Launches

Special Process Made
In French Labs.
to bring commercially practical color to the motion

Pathe. the

first

picture screen, now announces a
new process to be known as Pathechronie.
Forthcoming issues of Pathe Riview will present the first offerings
of Pathechrome. supplanting the use
of the long famous Pathecolor proThe new process is an outcess.
growth of the Pathecolor process
technique, with methods which it is
claimed give to the film a new sparkling brilliancy and a verity that has
not been previously possible.
The Pathechrome process is applied to the films by the celebrated
Pathe Cinema laboratories in Vincennes in France, by a corps of color
experts schooled in its niceties by
working through the progress of its
evolution. Pathe has found it impossible thus far to reproduce this work
in America, because of the high degree of special training required of
the colorists and the vast array of
equipment necessary to the operations involved.
A section of every issue of Pathe
Review is sent to France for processing and return for American
distribution.
Meanwhile a large
number of prints go into European and British empire distribution through Pathe connections.

IE

SARNOFF REGARDING FBO
Karl Dane has joined the cast of

William LeBaron, production head
FBO under the regime of Joseph
been given a P. Kennedy, is in New York havEllilyii Clair has
part in "From Headquarters" by ing daily conferences with David
Sarnoff, chairman of the board of
Warner Bros.
•
*
•
the Radio-Keith-Orpheum, controllA troupe of fifty Chinese and more ing FBO.
than a score of technicians were
At the time the FBO sale was
used on a desert location for "The announced no one seemed to be cer-

-The Duke Steps Out."
*

FOR COLUMBIA PRODUCT

*

•

of

Leatlieriieck."
•

•

•

diaries Loffue, scenarist, has joined forces with Universal.
*

«

*

Ben Bard has been added to the
cast of "The Comedy of Life" by
First National.
•

•

•

Louis Mercier, grand opera baritone, is acting as technical director
for the opera sequences of "The
Comedy of Life".
*

•

*

Grinde has been assigned to
direct "Desert Law," for M-G-M.
•

*

*

Edward Martindel has a featured
part in First National's "Good Bad
Girl."

UNIVERSAL PURCHASES

•

"THE LUXURY HUSBAND"
Universal has acquired the talking picture rights for Maysie Grieg's

•

791 Wired Houses
In Latest Survey
Continued from page

1)

via disc, to discard this method
for the film recording. And it seems
iiig

table for talking
material.

date.

Banky

Santell Starts
Alfred

Santell,

who

is

directing

(Continued from pagre 1)
on the same machine used for
Movietone.
The Colony showing of the Disney
cartoon also marks the first public
is

presentation of the Powers Cinephone system.
Film tests of the
Powers Cinephone leading to the
perfection of the machine have been
going on during the past three years
but they have all been shown privately.

The presentation

Disney
cartoon is also the premiere of a
new scries and a new comic character.
It is also the first animated
cartoon made especially for sound
production, and as such it illustrates
of

the

the perfection of synchronization
that is possible when pictures are
constructed especially for sound ac-

companiment.

to be wired for both

methods,

or pick the companies that will comI)ly with the wired method they already have.
W. E. Strangle Hold
For the above reasons it seems as
if Western Electric has the strangle
hold, regardless of their decision on
interchangeability for they are the
only manufactures of the dual machine.

Gould Gets "Scrapped"
The Film Arts Guild has obtained
the world rights to another low cost
novelty film called "Scrapped:
A
Life Story in Tabloid," produced by
a group of stud'o workers at an expenditure of $297. The staff consisted
of
an assistant cameraman,

]

pi

sically possible to keep Powell
the class of "contract player." Th
cast him in Westerns, assigned h
to support Beery and Hatton, ga

him a

bit

here and a small

there, but in every picture, the

ment

pt
ni

Powell walked on t
screen he dominated the sltuatli
being played. He weathered all t
miscasting Paramount was gull
of and after working in "Interf*

ing, "I

Bill

is

now

am

in the position of s;
sitting pretty, Mr. Pai

mount, what are you going to
about it?"
And Bill Powell cai
be denied now, for, as the fellow
back of us said, "this fellow Pow«
pi

GIVING IN

We got a great kick out of "Inte
Vilma Banky's new and yet untitled
ference" for the reason that we hal
picture, now being filmed in New
always said to ourselves and othei
York,
played
the
leading
male "this talking
racket is only temp,
role,
that of a taxi driver
ary, it can't last."
opposite the Hungarian star.
The convinced we have But we are no
been lookingfirst
shots were filmed Thursday
a bunch of poorly directed quicki
afternoon near Willis Avenue, the
of
bad stories with a lot
Bronx. Sequences in the Bronx will
shouting put in for talk. In so fj
be completed next Wednesday.
as this

—

—

were not prepared for this rush on
we produce with sound. We will sound and in order to take advannot take a silent picture, cut out tage of it and grab as much money Mayer-C. B. DeMille
half a dozen sequences and replace as possible they have had most all
Guests of Hoover
them with so much conversation. their silent pictures synchronized at
(Continued from page 1)
Instead, we will make one version the Victor plant and maybe, have
ed by Fred Beetson, have offered to
in the technique suited for dialogue added a litle dialogue, using
in most
and the other in the best manner every instance, discs. But with the furnish the Navy Department with
fifty complete motion picture prowe know how as a silent picture.
release of all new product, that is
grams,
for the entertainment of the
of the all-talking variety, they will
Hoover party, on the trip South, on
have
"CliH'plionf" Trecedeiit Set

-

]

is

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and
others using the film method now,

tures by these various companies an
exhibitor will either have to have
a dual equipment or none at all.
Present No Criterion
Exhibitors should not be fooled
by the present crop of synchronized
pictures, as most all the studios with
the exception of Fox and Warners

the greatest individual bet in
tures today." We were so enthu
with the performance this great
tor was giving in the production
view, we mumbled under our bres
"you said it, brother."
In doing a little raving aHn
Powell, we have no intention of c
crediting the excellent performani
of Clive Brook and Evelyn Ere
but Bill Powell has always been
great favorite of ours, both on s
off the screen and it is in conslde
tion of a brilliant star finally bei
afforded the opportunity of demt
strating an ability that is incompi
able in this industry, that this ra
is being put on.
We say opportunity for the reas
that It seemed for a time that Pai
is

the greatest individual bet in
tures today."

equally certain that Fox, Paramount,

every all-talkie they make In order
that exhibitors not yet equipped for
sound will be in a position to run
the full C^olumbia program of pic-

POWELL

Friday night, during the progi
of the screening of "Interferenl
at the Criterion Theatre, a man!
back of us said, "this fellow Pov

and sound picture ence,"

The production undoubtedly will
be a special. Universal advises that
it will be put into work at an early

liniversal,

will not switch over to the discs,
to any great extent.
Consequently
with the release of all talking pic-

HILL

WILKBRaON

mount was doing everything

popular novel, "The Luxury HusJosepli Srhildkraut has just sign- band," according to an announceed a long-term contract with Uni- ment from the Universal home office.
The book is said to be unusually
versal.
rich in scenes and situations adap•

Joe Brandt, president of Columbia
picture announces that his organization will have a silent version to

tures for the coming season.
Mr. Brandt says: "In order to give
the owners of both types of houses
only the best, we have decided to
make two versions of every picture

tain of the status of LeBaron who
has been in charge of all FT30 production for the past two years, but
now understood, after several
it is
conferences with Sarnoff, that he
will not only continue his producdon control but will have added
duties that will make of him the
big man in that organization.

>'ick

f

TWO-NEGATIVE SYSTEM

BARON CONFERS WITH

\V. R.

the S.S. Maryland.
Pictures programs

from

all

pro-

ducing companies will be submitted
for Hoover's selection.

writer is concerned, th
talking picture business had its h
ginning with the premier of a pi
ture
called
"Interference"
az
shown for the first time at the Cr
terion Theatre, New York City c
the night of Friday, November 16t:
And, might add, it was a Paramoui
picture.
And going still furth©
will suggest that this company hs

accomplished wonders with this

"Interference" will coi
vince all the skeptics and die hard
it
has set a standard that evei
company will have to shoot at, ii
eluding Paramount itself.
•

"Bulldog" for Goldwyn
Paramount

was

already

announce the acquisition of the crook
play "Bulldog Drummond" for the
next Richard Dix picture to be made
to

It was to have been an
But someone neglected to
slate that Sam Goldwyn held an
option on this material and last

at Astoria.
all-talkie.

oi

picture.

•

•

rOMEROY
Who
Where

is

fellow
Pomeroy
come from and whS

this

did he

has he directed before? Certain!
he is the same fellow that has bee
working for months out in Holly
wood trying to perfect a "two nega
tive print" method of recording att
reproducing sound, consequently, w
were surprised to view his directinj
of such sterling artists as Powell
Brent and Brook, in dialogue writtei
by Ernest Pascal, with the bes

week Mr. Goldwyn exercised his opand announced that Ronald Col- camera work yet seen
in talkies b.
cameraman, a newspaper woman, a man will be starred under the di- J. Roy Hunt. He
deserves and wil"
Hollywood trouper and a prop man. rection of Richard Jones.
receive, great
tion

credit.

J

i

Mgh'American Banquet Tonight Marks Good-Will Era

Reg. V.

Devoted to the

I

S.

fostering

24 ><. 117

V^>

Pat. Off.—Contlnnine Exhibitor. Trade

IVetv

'>

Review

and developing of the Motion Picture
Industry.
ork, Tuesday,

November

20, 1»2S

cii:>TB
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Tonight MORAL BOA CONSTRICTOR TO
START COILING NEXT WEEK
By

ARTHUR JAMES

Hotel Biltmore the

')night at the

American dinner and the pre-

Vr;lo

of the Sam Harris amity
Dr. Giannini will constitute
international gesture of good will
It will be presided
n friendship.
v
by that excellent toastmaster
H. Hays, representing the orzed industry of motion pictures
merica. The Army will be repp uted in the person of Gen. Buln. the Navy in the flesh of Adliil
Symington, the heart of the
V stry by Nathan Burkan and all
\t\v elements including British oficl life will be in evidence.
lesation

to

Ui

Canon Chase
HAYS TO SOUND INT'L
Embrace
Hold Pow Wow
AMITY KEYNOTE TONIGHT
^eeking

the

•

ENTERTAINS LADIES

The Anglo American dinner which
will be held tonight at the Hotel
Biltmore and which will be presided
over by Will H. Hays, promises at
the eleventh hour
to be one of the

•

greatest functions
in the history of
the motion
pict u r e
business.

occasion is to be more of
il'sant sentiment than of heavy
li'iity.
It
is
a good fellowship
a ering that has had the enthusis
effort of the Associated Motion
'i lire
Advertisers in the arrangeof its details and the hearty
a< t
,p-oval and cooperation of all the
Distry so soon as the plans were
le

More than two
hundred
acceptances and reser-

'

•

Edward

Mr.

)

of

recognition
is written.

ay

in

is

in

B'lund

to

of

Now

credit that
that the big

assured success it will
the glory of all con•

•

•

e believe we are not overstatthe case when we hail Mr. Sam

i

Editor of the Cinema and
Daily Cinema, as England's most

[f|ris.
1

;

f

)

the

to

picture

causes

of

his

country and fully alive to the
'lom of cooperation between the
»

speaking peoples. He ably
the broad ideas of the
group with vision and without
least compromise in the matter

'ilish

resents
I

1

patriotic devotion to the British
industry, he has the eyes to see

E

1

present and future sanity of a
understanding, sympathetic

1

'

[

I

I

!

The International Amity Cup to be
awarded tonight to Dr. A. H. Giannini

er

and co-operation between
British Empire and the United
es for their mutual good.
ation

•
'

•

•

a publication we feel honored
Mr. Sam Harris is our corres-

lent

and representative

in

Lon-

Sam Harris
Cup Donor

be

Loew, Fred Quimby, Al Lichtman,
Arthur Kelly, Lou Metzger, Ned Depinet, Joe Brandt, Jack Cohn, Jesse
Lasky, Walter Wanger, J. D. Wil(Continued oa pa^e 2)

OHIO KEYNOTE TODAY

SCHLESINGER SEEKS

EMELKA
CONTROL
By
OTTO

esentative journalist in the field
lotion pictures.
He is alert and
1

definitely

present
are J. Robert Rubin, vice president
of M-G-M, Felix Feist, Arthur M.
will

this

ed.

B

Among those

who

the pro-

happy and so pacific
there must go the lion's
the credit and it is for the

ridea,

li

spirit

Dr. It
Berlin Corre.siiondont

(Special Cable to HxhihUors Daily Review)

—

have

it

that Major

Rassam

(Continued on page

2%

of Bri-

Pursuant to a resolution adopted
by the Board of Directors of Universal Pictures Company, Inc., at a
meeting held November 13th, a quarterly dividend of two percent (2%)
per share will be paid on the outstanding First Preferred stock of
the Company; said dividend to be
due and payable on the 2nd day of
January, 1929, to First Preferred
stockholders of record as shown by
the books of the Company at the
close of business December 19th,
1928.

'REORGANIZE CENSOR

ture business".

—

The Canon it is spelled with a
single rather than a double n is
rooting for the Brookhart bill on
the one hand and sponsored the Hudson bill for Federal censorship on
the other.
In literature put out in behalf of
the Canon Chase propaganda reference

made

is

—

to

"broken promises
Z)

BD.'
Stiller

COLUMBUS, 0.—The

reorganization of motion picture censorship is
the keynote to be sounded at the

Annual

Convention of .Motion
I'ifture Theatre Owners of Ohio this
(Continued on page 4)

Criterion Gets "Letter"

4)

''U" Dividend

capitol

of

(Continued on pafce

8tn

BERLIN
Despite the Government's intention to keep control of
the Emelka concern, current reports

the

city the first three
next week. Canon Chase,
who helped to put the tax bill over
on the picture business in the state
of Connecticut and then sent to the
state of Connecticut a bill for his
services, has an organization with
a long name, which seeks, according
to him, to "in a friendly way proceed against monopoly in the picin

for.

for his

of so

I'ion

u

Klein,

L.

Derly militant

he

•

•

Canon William Sheafe Chase, the
moral boa constrictor, who seeks to
wrap himself about the motion picture business and strangle it into
virtue and profit, is creating a mild
excitement in Washington among the
membership of the D.A.R., the Y.W.
C.A., the League of American Penwomen and the Parent-Teacher Association, by his pow wow which is
to take place at the Mayflower Hotel
days

vations have been
received and late
hour reservations
are being asked

made known.

iiy

Industry

Will

1

•

to

The next

attraction at the Paramount-Criterion will be "The Letter"
recently completed at the Astoria
studio of Paramount. It is said, regardless of the business, "Interference" will have a short stay in this
house as it is the desire of Paramount executives to get this talking
picture out on general release as
quickly as possible.

Every one who has had an opportunity of seeing any of the finished
work on "The Letter" are of the
opinion it will make film history,
even more than the production of
"Interference" which showed great
talking progress.

Dead

STOCKHOLM—Nov.

8

—

Mauritz

well-known

Swedish producer who recently left Hollywood,
after completing several pictures for
Paramount, the most noted one being "Hotel
Imperial" with Pola
Negri, passed away here, after a
Stiller,

short illness.
Stiller

was

connected

with

the

Swedish Biograph in the early days
and produced the famous Swedish
picture "Gosta Berling."

Fox Earnings Up
The Fox Film Corporation yesterday reported earnings of $1,500,000 for the .3rd quarter of
1928 as compared with .|1. 005, 000
same period last year.
This is an increase of $445,000
or about 33%% after depreciation
but before Federal taxes.
for the
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Harris,

Midwest territory

Start Coiling

fully

Next Week

Street,

(Continued from page 1)
London,
1.
Canadian Office:
Canadian Moving Picture
motion picture industry".
of the
Digest.
259 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada.
This newspaper recalls the time
when Canon Chase agreed with leaders in the motion picture industry
to withhold his activities in behalf
of the New York State censorship
bill until further conferences could
be held and still in the face of
by
this promise proceeded immediately
upon leaving the conference room
to have the bill introduced at Albany.
This bill was subsequently
adopted
through the influence of
exhibitor
conis
C, C. Pettijohn
Governor Miller who promptly apColumbus
today
and
in
ventioning
pointed political censors who were
so is Jlicrophone Simmons Alfred nothing else.
The motion picture
Santell, who was borrowed by S. indstry has still been paying the
(woldwyn from First National, to di- freight on this iniquity, to nobody's
advantage.
This
faith
breaker.
rect em Banky film will do it ManCanon Chase has issued a bill of
hattan, Al stopping at ye Hotel War- particulars containing 18 elaborate
wick the while Past presidents of points in which he says that Fedthe A.M.P.A. give a luncheon tomor- eral censorship would end the necessity of censorship in the states,
row at the Motion Picture Club in which of course it would, but even
honor of present president George though it ended the necessity for
Harrey G. William Wolf, who pre- it, it would not end censorship because this newspaper in a questionsidents for the Motion Picture Salesnaire to the governors of every state
men is hustling for their grand ball in the Union received word from
governors that their states would
on the night of November 28 Phil 26
not be affetced in the least by a FedGoldstone of Biophone is the same eral program and that they would
maintain a such censorship as they
Phil Goldstone who made such good
had might have, despite the Federal
pictures on the Coast Canon Chase censorship.
Another
interesting
wants Federal censorship so that item in the Canon's dream sheet is
found in paragraph 6 which says
there won't be such a temptation to informatively "to lessen the danger

MAIN STREET
GORDON TRENT
—

—

—

—

—

a

leff!

—E. Bruce Johnson

of Kennedy's

lunch hours

ooh wot

censorship,

state

is

a patron

(food not film)

—James

these

K, Grainger

is

housed with a heavy cold, the fashionable

malady

Hammons

of

the

day

—E.

W.

returned from California

looking as though he had been shooting

does

moose
very

in

Maine (which he also

well)— W.

E.

Cnllaway,

First National's southern manager,

is

back from

in

weeks

six

of success

the Dixieland (song writer stuff for
the South)
the
is

in

stunt

—

Lieut. Richard Grace,

aviator

of

"Lilac

town from Los Angeles

fortnight and

is

Time"

of the graft possible in
state censorship boards

local and
to sesupervision of

cure better moral
the films than through such boards".
The graft charges are the Canon's
and not the indstry's.
Herbert Hoover, the next president of the United States, has said
that the lowest moral standards of
the film are higher than the present
day standards of the spoken drama
and that the pictures should do
their own censoring because they
have demonstrated that they can do
so and that they are thoroughly and
fully responsible.
The Moral Boa Constrictor will
hold forth heavily and will amuse
and entertain the ladies, especially

In

and crack up experiences
the movies and in the World War

the Coast.

leaves

today

for

big

others.

Stanley Taylor Cast

of

America, together with

dom from Great
Army and Navy.

production

at

the

Annie"

now

Warner

Studio.

in

I

Five of Newsreels' finest phot
graphers are aboard the U. S.
Maryland, accompanying Presiden
Elect Herbert Clark Hoover on
South American tour, which begi
yesterday when the party left Ss

'

tl

Pedro, Cal.

The

five

men who, through

the

previous efforts for their respecti'
companies, have won the honor ai
distinction of this enviable assig;
ment, are Arthur De Titta, F(
J. C. Brown, Hearst New
Washington Staff; Robert Be
Paramount Washington Stal
Merle La Voy, Pathe Staff man ai
Charles Sandwald, Kinograms Ne
York Staff.

Newsreel;
reels
ton.

|

I
'

official-

and

Britain

the

Pathe News will show today

pit

tures of the disastrous eruption
Mt. Etna in Sicily which Ray Ha
describes as the most sensationi
i

At the guest table presided over
by General Hays, wil be Dr. A. H.

recipient of the cup, Mr. which he has seen in his fifteen yeail
Harris of London, Mr. Ralph experience. For the first time in ne^
Blumenfeld of London, Major Rob- reel history is shown the total dei
ert E. Bullard, John E. Otterson, truction of a city by a river
Nathan Burkan, Commander T. B. molten lava.
Symington and the British Vice ConGiovanni Pucci, staff cameramal
sul, W. G. R. Howell
Iof
the Pathe News operating oi
It is entirely probable that much
interesting news will develop in the of Rome, is the daring individui
course of the dinner, as the speakers' who took the pictures.
He statf
table contains no wax works and the
time
he
was
gettlr
that
all
the
entire industry will be fully represented in this international amity them he was working in a rain
gathering.
ashes, amidst blistering heat.

Giannini,

Sam

(

.

i;j

i

We

impress upon your minds that you have
a date for Saturday Night, November 24, 1928.
holiday
v^^ould like to

A

members

for the
their

Wives,

of the

Sisters,

MOTION PICTURE SALESMEN,

Sweethearts, Mothers, Fathers, Brothers

and Friends.

8th

ANNUAL DINNER

DANCE

8C

ON SATURDAY NIGHT, NOVEMBER

24,

1928

AT HOTEL COMMODORE
42nd

Street

and Lexington Avenue

—

DINNER

ENTERTAINMENT
HERE'S

DANCING

—

SOUVENIRS

YOUR CHANCE TO MEET A FLOCK OF
MOTION PICTURE STARS
TICKETS

$7.50

PER PERSON
I

Sol Title,

Director Michael Curtiz has cast
Stanley Taylor for a speaking role
in Dolores Costello's next Vitaphone

"Alimony

MEN WITH HOOVB

Mt. Etna Destruction
be present representatives of the
Scenes on Broadwa
Bank of Italy group and the Bank

Make

picture,

5

The governor of the state of New
York will be represented by his son,
Alfred E. Smith, Jr., and there will

those who have no time to spend
with their families and children, for
the sessions at Washington next
week.

his crash

—Eddie Mannix

special production, "The Barker," wil have its
premiere western showing with dialogue and sound effects at Fred Mil-

National's

NEWSREEL HAVE

and

for a

writing a tome on

1928

equipped
with a number of instruments which ler's Carthay Circle, Los Angeles,
he will install in Chicago, Kansas about December 1st, according to
City, St. Louis, and other key points. an announcement just made by Ned
Mr. Henry Goldstone, who has E. Depinet, general sales manager of
been for the last few weeks in New First National.
York, has studied the complete system of the Biophone machines to Hays to Sound Int'I
such an extent that he is now in
a position to not only discuss intelAmity Keynote Tonight
ligently with exhibitors the equip(Continued from ]>ase 1)
ment and installation, but he is so
liams. Earl W. Hammons, Colvin
supervise
the
comwell posted as to
Brown, John C. Flinn, William Vogel,
plete installations.
J. J. Murdock, Louis Inerarity, Stewart Webb, Charles R. Rogers, WinMoral Boa Constrictor to
field Scott Palmer and a host of
the

W.

graft in

20,

"The Barker" to Open
GOLDSTONE TO HANDLE
Dec. 1 in Los Angeles
BIOPHONE IN MID-WEST
P^irst

ARTHUR JAMES.
W.
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NOW—First

—

Come
Chairman—Room 805—729 7th

Reservations

Telephone BRYant 0421

First

Served

Ave., N. Y. C.

Exhibitors

f
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entire
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KEITH

CIRCUIT [3S

Big-

Time Houses] books

UNIVERSALIS
outstanding
ing acts!

talk**

Bailey

THE

headline

above

whole story of

TURE
Other
in

tells

SOUND

the

PIC-

success in the wired houses.

BIG BOOKINGS

is

Brox

Sisters

*

Harmonizing Hawaiian trio extraordi"Come out and Get Under

nary whose

keep rolling

like

the

Moon" is an
One reel,

number.

—Getting the money with these three

novelty talking shorts

&Barnum*

Syncopating blackface vaudeville head'
liner team with Bill Bailey singing his
famous "Ups and Downs", "My Mammy"
and
"Cantaloupe".
Barnum performs
delightfully on cello and banjo.
One
reel, movietoned.

pushing a

BOOK UNIVERSAL IF YOU WANT THE MONEY
snowball downhill—

Zimmerman
A
act

unique and charming Swiss yodeling
with

Master

"The

Fritz

Zimmerman

Yodler",

Marcelle

Echo."
with

Mountain
Universal.

as

"The

Grandville,

background.

One

reel,

movietoned.
*

In Short Subjects too, Carl

&

Grandville

Exclusive

MAKERS!

appealing

especially

movietoned.

Booked by K-A-O.

Laemmle Leads the

Way

,
'

I

^

Exhibitors

Lionel
Talkie for
J.

Ping Pong Rules

by
Harry Reichenbach

M.G.M.

Con«t CorrcMiioiident

(Courtesy

Motion

Picture

Club

Bulletin)

.Metro-Golclwyn-Mayer have decided to make an all-talkie of "Madame
X" the celebrated stage play, with
ProLionel Barrymore directing.
duction is expected to start within
three weeks at the Culver City
studios.

Barrymore is said to have done
such excellent work in his direction

Ping Pong was created to while
dull hours by the head hunters

away

Solomon

of the

Islands.

evening after an hour of
Ping Pong, the members of the Solomon Island tribes would go out into
a forest shaded glen and look for

Each

fairies.

ot a short reel talkie recently completed that it set the studio execuon heads with enthusiasm.
tives

Soon, oh not necessarily too soon,
a number of fairies from the glen
joined the tribe and became amongst
They immediately began a look over the most wonderful Ping Pongists.
all available material for a feature
Ping Pong is known in the west
length talkie for his direction and as "Nance Tennis" or female polo.
came across "Madame X". We hear
The first stroke or "serve" should
that Pauline Frederick will have the be made with the left hand resting
role of the mother and Douglas on the left hip.
After two serves,
Fairbanks, Jr., the son.
server wins, he should walk
if

'U'

1928

BROADWAY CAST

SIGNS 20RIGINALS

around table and kiss opponent so
that it will be apparent there is no
hard feeling. That is, not too hard.
The players should act as mascuThe audience deline as possible.
serves consideration.

INDIA PROUCER'S

NATIONAL UNITS

AT WARNER STUDIO

R.

WIL.KKRION

"CHASING THKOUGH EUROPE"
The Fox

unit that has been chf

HOUYWOOD SURVEY
HOLLYWOOD — A. Narayanan,

ing through Euroe making a pictu
with this same title, returned
America Saturday, and from t

India film producer, is in Hollywood
looking over production and the
salaries and general production costs
of our picture colony have astoundNarayanan says that the
ed him.
most popular leading man in India
enly gets $100.00 a month and that
the best woman gets a salary of
He was surprised
.$400.00 a week.
to learn that a local Zoo gets $150
a day for the services of an elephant.
He said "In India we could get 150
elephants for that price. They only
cost $1.50 a day".
Narayanan said that India was
making more pictures today than
England and that the great draw-

stories that are being told arou!
town, this gang must have had
great time, even though they d
work day and night, get pinched se
eral times, and risked being mobb'
by admiring throngs every time th'

(SpccKil to Exhibitors Diuly Revieui)

set

up their

tripod.

They

visit*

almost every important country
Europe, had a few days in Londc

Naples, Rome, Ma
Tangier, T
Bethune
seilles,
Zaragoza
Barcelona,
ai
tuan,
Guadelupe and would probably ha]
over there yet if it had n
back in his company was theatres, been
been
for
a cable sent by "Winnli
there being only 400 theatres for a
population of 350,000,000.
Sheehan calling them back.
Venice,

Paris,

Lille,

•

•

•

DAVE BUTLER
Schlesinger Seeks

The troupe was fathered by Dav
Fox director, with Nick St
Emelka Control
star.
They exposed ovi
the
art
as
(Continued from page 1)

If the rattle of the balls on the
Universal has signed two well table becomes irritating, they can tish Controlled Films has won the
known actors from the original cast be softened by soaking in hot water. race against J. W. Schlesinger, the
of the stage sensation "Broadway" The balls, not the rattles.
South African movie magnate and
to play for the screen the same
Ping Pong should be played by has secured for his company half
roles they made famous on the two people, one
at each end of the of the Emelka shares; 80% of the
They are Thomas Jackson, table. Care should be taken in this. German Exhibitors' Producing Synstage.
who created the role of Dan the deThe expert is he who can hit the dicate Shares and 86% of the Maxim
tective, and Paul Porcasi, who creatball and run around to the other Films.
ed the role of Nick the cabaret pro- end of the table in time
Last week, Schlesinger was cheerto knock
Both will leave New York it back in the opposite direction. ed in London as the successful buyprietor.
at an early date for Universal City, In
case of players donning athletic er of the great Emelka concern;
where plans for a super-production suits, red should be avoided. There today Berlin declares the deal off
of the Jed Harris stage hit are near- is
enough suspicion without that and in London, Major Rassam is the
ing completion.
hero of the day.
color.
Glenn Tryon has been chosen to
Every European producer and disAfter a strenuous game, nothing is
play the leading role of the "hoofer" more revivifying
is
racing
for
markets.
than a nice cool tributor
in "Broadway."
Mary Nolan, beau- glass of lemonade. If this is
too Every faint chance is early followtiful
blonde ingenue of Universal
ed up and any vague rumor exstimulating. White Rock will do.
pictures is being considered for the
Overhand passes are barred. Hob- ploited.
hard-boiled
cabaret
entertainer,
Such hectic feeling, however, does
flail shoes cannot be worn.
Pearl.
Carl Laemmle, Jr., is superCollars should button in front and not prevail in the fatherland.
Yesvising the preparatory work on the
trousers in back during the playing terday the Berlin Friedrichstrase expicture, which will be with full diaploded the Schlesinger report; today
of tournaments.
logue and sound effects.
The bicycles in the gymnasium arb it contradicts the Rassam report.
The appearance of the D.L.S. in
for the benefit of retired exhibitors.
Ohio Keynote Today
They will be reminded of old times. the reports was unusual. This exhibitors' producing and renting asOf course this isn't necessary.
"Reorganize Censor Bd."
sociation
which had outstanding
Ta ta.
(Continued from page 1)
success as long as Herr Friedrich
morning, when the exhibitors conZelnik was its producer, is evidently
vene at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel.
finding favor among British exhibi1ST
Myers Y. Cooper, governor-elect
tors and plans are afoot ther^j to
of Ohio will be one of the four prinstart something similar.
Now the
cipal speakers at the banquet toreported acquisition firm is looked
night, the other speakers being R.
on as an attack of British producers
F. Woodhull, C. C. Petti John and the
and distributors against British exRev. William M. Macleod of PineRecently it was announced by hibitors.
hurst. N.
a famous movie-booster. Jack Warner that their West Coast
There is a long way yet 'ovtard
State Senator Joseph N. Acker- studio would close for a period of the formation of the Europea.i
bloc.
man of Cleveland will address the two months. This was caused by It will be a long time fore British
convention, as well as the Hon. Wil- (he fact that their production force pictures find a million seats
in Gerliam H. Day, ex-Judge of the U. S. were far ahead of their schedule on many and a long time
before the
District Court.
the product for release during 1928- 3 to 1 German-French
reciprocity
Caldwell IT. Brown, president of 2f). Now it is learned that the Sun- arrangements lately discussed
comes
the Brown Theatrical Enterprises set Bldv. plant will not close after into force.
of Zanesville will speak on souii 1 all. but the stages will not house
and talkie pictures in the small Warner companies, but First Natowns; Fred Desberg, manager of tional units.
Gilbert for U. A.?
the Loew Cleveland Theatres will
First National has around thirty
talk on the future of these pictures pictures of its 1928-29 program to
It is now rumored that John Gilin city theatres.
finish.
This has been caused by
Micheal L. Simmons of the Son- practically no work being done at bert signed a contract with United
ora-Bristolphone Corp., will demon- the Burbank studio during the time Artists when he
was in New York
strate his company's apparatus for the organization was being passed
a short time ago. It is believed that
small town theatre owners.
around, and now they have to put
The annual election of officers on on full steam, using both the Bur- there will be an announcement to
Wednesday will be the chief busi- bank studio and the stages of Warn- this effect as soon as his present
ness of the day.
er Brothers.
M-G-M contract expires.
(,".,

i
By W.

lIAimiSON KUW.VRIJS

W t'Mt

20,

Barrymore to Direct Madame *X^ OPINIONS

Noted Actor Makes Good
And Will Handle AllBy

DAILY REVIEW, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

Butler,

84,000 feet of negative, having phot

every
celebrati
most
Europe including tv
two dictators, one royi
kings,
prince, two notable commanders
the World War and one Sulta
They probably have sufficient mi

graphed
person

in

terial for four or five pictures.
•

•

•

SAM GOLDWIN
"Darn clever these Chinese".
Goldwyn finds himself with a
star in Vilma Banky and has

Sai

grei

be*

about the tremendous grossi
being made by talking picture. B
Miss Banky speaks very brok<
English.
So Sammy has a stoi
written that permits Miss Banl
a characterization of a young Hu:
garian girl, speaking very poi
English. And in order to make th
thing real, the main characters
the story have to learn some Hu;
garian for the first part of the pi
ture which centers on Miss Banky
arrival in this country wherein si
does not speak any English at all.
told

—

•

•

•

WARNER'S LITHOGRAPHS
The lithographs on the recei
Warner productions have been e:
ceptionaly good from every point
view.
We inquired the other da
and was told that the Warner oi
ganization
owns the Continent!

bag and baggage. Ce
your own plant could ni
turn out good work for you, wh
Litho Co.,

tainly

if

could.
It seems evident that the Warn*
boys thought it best to grab a plai
for themselves rather than be di(|
tated to by the Morgan group wh
seem to have a strangle hold on al
the lithograph business in our IB
dustry.
We think aside from Fo!

and Warners, the Morgan gang dot
all the major work.

De

B,

Cecil

Mille Tells ''What's Right with the Movies"

DAI^^VItW
Rear. U. S. Pat. Off

Devoted
24

yi:,.

N«..

New

lis

Q

\

ARTHUR JAMES

By

anybody was
attlie Anglo-American dinner last
niit at the Biitmore and ihoKe who
get inspiration trom the
teied to
would be hard
cordiality
-nifest
General Hays in his
^impress.
form and with a definite sinb<it

who

verybody

is

handled the affair with

C(ity

satisfaction

the

to

a;

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

York.

Wednesday, Novemlier

WARNERS SIGN 6-YR.
MANAGEMENT PAa

•

•

Goldman-Sachs

of

The

fully

Of

all

•

Contract

Future Services

the

choice

ot

in

awarding him the

»

»

).

Sachs and Company, which

*

Burkan, who is blessed
wh a sense of humor, added to the
gice of the occasion with an interJathan

Gen. Bullard,
rral Symington, Mr. Otterson
ers at the guest table were
rentative and in accord with
speech.

eing

Ad-

and
rep-

the

of the hour.

sirit

•

«

*

5am Harris acquitted himself, as
fully expected, admirably unitthe dignity of his profession and
t' cordiality which from now forth
s)uld be the ruling idea between
t; two nations.
The Anglo Amerlc 1
dinner, beginning in a small
^ y, developed into one of the mosi
i eresting
and most important at\ s
i

:

frs in the history of the industry.
1

was

became known yesterday that
6-year employment contract has
been entered into between the three
Warner Brothers, Harry, Albert and
Jack, on the one hand, and the stockholders of the Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc. represented by Goldman

in all respects

a

a tremendous

will

in-

KANSAS THREATENED BY
NEW THEATRE TAX LAW

National's
Barker," First
first talking picture, will open its
New York run at the Central Theatre, to follow "'Lilac Time", on

Monday

December 3rd, ac•
•
•
cording to an announcement just
We are moved to congratulate the made by Ned E. Depinet, general
filiated Exhibitors on their enter- sales manager of the company.
id

ise

gratifying

in

success.

5

a

man

Federal

'

i

the State.
R, R. Biechele, President of the
M.P.T.O. of Kansas and Western Missouri,
who attended the meeting
stated that "Kansas exhibitors had
They are facing
better get busy.
a drastic measure and unless they
get in touch with their representatives to convince them that the proposal is unfair, an amusement tax
if,

almost inevitable."

securing the services of so

Abram

S. Meyers ot
Commission to
mage their affairs. Mr. Meyers
ide a very good impression upon
industry at the Federal Trade
mmission Conference over a year
'0 by his calm and understanding
le

night,

as

Trade

Columbia After $2,000,000
To Acquire New Exchanges
—0.

I

Hays

Surgical Film

It is reported in Wall Street that
Columbia Pictures Corp., are trying
to raise $2,000,000 or better from
one or more banking groups in the

Plan Launched Yesterday
handling the problems with
lich he was then not fully familin order to finance the buying
Through the courtesy of Will H. street,
In the days that have passed
of exchanges in the different trade
ice that time he has fully ac
Hays, a program of four French
centers that are at the present time
ainted himself with all the con- surgical films was exhibited at the
in franchised hands.
ions in the industry and all con- Waldorf-Astoria Hotel last night, for
It is known that Columbia owns
rned will welcome his active as- the New York physicians.
only about fifty percent of their exciation with the business.
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on pagre 4)
•y

'.

of

Campaign

"'Slinging" Fool

sure the continuation of the Warners
at the head of their organization
for the life of the contract.
A representative of Goldman Sachs
& Company, stated yesterday that
they were merely acting for the
stockholders of the company, and
KANSAS CITY—As a result of a
had secured the contract with the
Warner Brothers to safeguard the tax meeting called by the Governor
position of the stockholders in Warn- of the State, and at which theatre
ers, and to take this means of put- owners and tax experts were preting their further confidence in the sent, a resolution was passed inGovernor and the
structing the
three executives.
conference
to
of
the
"It is to the vision and foresight Chairman
of the Warner Brothers that the appoint a committee which would
draft a proposed law concerning
(Continued on pag:e 4)
taxes, to be placed before the legislature in January, and which would
"Barker" in N. Y. Dec. 3 tax all motion picture theatres in

"The

Lead

Will

are dubbing Al Jolson the next middleweight champion of the world as
a result of his mixup with a
"tuxedoed" gentleman who, with
a few drinks under his belt, made
some insulting remarks to Al as
a result of the manager of one
of the local night clubs moving a
table in for Al and his party, said
table obstructing the view of Al's
adversary.
Al said after the battle, "Maybe
I
am in the wrong racket. If
the Warner boys don't get me
a good story. I'll get a manager
and try the fighting game."

It

the

honor conferred upon
justified

committee

tl

c

the

of

hi,

Kivii:

ctcjsTS

Steffes

Group

New Na-

for

tional Organization

LOS ANGELES— They

Assures Stockholders

skill

Giannini, duly modest in

tie

!I2S

At Jolson

pjsent.

)r.

1

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIONER
MYERS TO HEAD ALUED STATES

at

r e

ight

"^

to the fostering

—Continnine Exhibttora Trade Review

U.

S.

Official

to

Resign

Gets ^100,000 Salary
COLUMBUS, O.—A

sensational de-

velopment was sprung at the M.P.
T.O. of Ohio convention yesterday,
at which Al Steffes, Glenn Cross and
Col. Cole of the Allied States group
are in attendance, when it became
known that Abram F. Myers, Federal

Trade Commissioner who conducted the Government investigation of
the film industry last year, has been
offered the leadership of the Allied
group of theatre owners, at an annual salary of $100,000 and has accepted, according to confirmation by

Al

Stefl:es.

Myers, who sprang into prominence through his aggressive investigations for the Federal Government, will resign his official duties
immediately and take up the task

work of nationally
organizing the various state exhibitor units which may be amenable to
of directing the

the Allied

State plans.

Theatre owners here were roused
to a high pitch of enthusiasm when
(Continued on page 3)

DENT DEALOFF

FORR&RTHEATRF.S
DALLAS— Harry T. Peebles, vicepresident of the Specialty Film Company, holding company for the Robb
and Rowley chain of theatres which
was recently reported as under sale
to the L. L. Dent interests, has issued a statement denying the published rumor that the R & R chain
would be sold.
Dent did have an option for the
R & R theatres, but the deal failed
W. E. Paschall, gentc go through.
eral manager for Dent has likewise
denied that the deal was on.
Sentry Pres. Sails
Cohen, president of the
Saftev Control Corporation,
will sail today on the S. S. BerenHe will be in Ensland and
geria.
on the Continent until late Decemreturning home about New
ber,
Jos.

Sentrv

Year's.

E.
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Cecil

her Infrequent

DeMille, in one of
excursions into the

public prints, comes forward with
the news that DeMille's prveious
stage experience will be invaluable
in his first M-G-M picture which
will be a talkie

.

make
December

She

.

.

will

a good press agent
will be Heiiri Ellniiin Month in Chicago when the Columbia Film Exchange will go after the greatest
Louis
business in their history
Laemiule, brother of Carl Laemmle
.

.

.

.

.

.

installing sound apparatus in his
Alcyon Theatre, Highland Park, 111.
Jack Johnson, ex-pugilist is
"knocking 'em dead" in Boston
movie houses, using in his stage act
motion pictures of his ring battles
... Ed Ilyan, Jr., personal secretary
of Col. W. S. Butterfield is on a
C-week vacation in Europe and will
spend the holidays with his mother
is

.

.

.

Koxy is sitting for his
portrait by the noted Roumanian
painter, Elie Cristo-Loveanu, which
will
be exhibited at the Gainsborough Galleries soon
Adolpli

in N. Y.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Znkor accompanied by Mrs. Zukor
and Mrs. Mildred Zukor Loew and
two Zukor grandchildren are ea
route to Hollywood for a pleasure
tour ... At the Motion Picture Club

some

suggested what would
Mr. Fox decided not
to take up his buying contracts for
the New York independent houses.
The answer was there would be a

happen

one

in case

—

lot of funerals around town
Jimniic («rainger has been missing
from his oflice for a couple of days.
One of those golf colds
Since
Marty Van Vr;\nK is sitting behind
the big desk, one notices he wears
a high polish on his shoes, a carnation in his lapel and plenty of
"stay-romb" on his hair
Oscar
Price must have sold the foreign
rights on his Dick Talmadge pictures, he was smiling at every one
he met yesterday
Some afternoon around four o'clock there is
going to be a sudden death on the
handball court at the Motion Picture Club.
To hear Sam Rothafel
and Charlie Swartz argue about a
point you would think a murder was
being committcfl.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of a Series hy Industry's Leaders)

By CECIL

Scbleier,

J.
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B.

Pres. Association

DeMILLE

M.

P.

Producers

Why the best of 1918 would be
is he who you.
on the offensive; who pushes counted only as second rate today!
the attack into the enemy's terri- And the worst of 1928 looms up alThe defensive fighter gets most as a super-special alongside
tory.
the inferior production of ten years
nowhere.

Charles Goetz, president of State
Cinema, announced his organization
had purchased the worlds rights on
Marriage".
production "Trial
the
Corliss Palmer and Jack Richardson
are featured in the cast.

Pascoe Biophone Rep.
Alfred Weiss, President of the Bio-

phone Corporation has just announced the appointment of Mr. C. P.
Pascoe as General Representative
in the territory of Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

ANNAPOLIS' PROLOG
Bert (ilennon Shoots Special Musical Film in N. ¥.

The costumes were inspired,
of course, by those worn by officers
and midshipmen at Annapolis.
Throughout the music and dances
are nautical, making the prologue
tin.g.

blend

perfectly both in sound and
theme with the "Annapolis" feature
which is offered with Photophoned

sound and musical accompaniment.

Individual criticism directed at .
dividual scenes in individual pictur_
falls back against the proof and e^|ii

deuce of this great growth.
Inc
vidual attack we will always ha'
with us and individual attack nev
means anything except one mat

—

David

unified public opi

anything to criticize in
movements of the average of
tion picture quality, Film produce:
and exhibitors will have cause
find

c;an

worry, but not until then.

"Q

Ships" Picked
For Hoover Sho'

The Navy Department on Satu'i
day gave a rush order to Capta^
Harold Auten, representative of tl

of First
Pictures, has been chosen
President of the N. Y. Film Board

replacing

When

opinion.

Harry Thomas, President

New Era

Rosen-

garten, who resigned because of the
fict that Commonwealth Film Ex(hange has been acquired by First
Division and he therefore ceases to

Films, Ltd., for a print

"Q Ships" to be placed immediate
on board the battleship "Utah"
Brooklyn Navy Yard for the use
i

(

Mr. H. Hoover, during his forthcon
ing
"Goodwill" cruise to
Sout
American waters. The "Utah" le

manager of an exchange.
The Board expressed regret at
Brooklyn Monday
Rosengarten's resignation and conbe a

veyed their appreciation of the services he had tendered the Board.
Thomas has been a member of
the organization since its inception
holding the oflBce of Vice-President,
and is one of the most popular members of the Board.

As a Photophone prologue to "Annapolis," Pathe has produced a lively musical comedy presentation reel
at the Sound Studios in New York
with the McCarthy Sisters, formerly
of George White's "Scandals" heading the array of talent which includes the Hastings Twins, of the
"Scandals," Morton and Mayo, Nell
Jewel, Dolores Weekes, six specialty tap dancers and a Francis Weld ui
troupe of twenty-four dancing girls.
Bert Glennon directed this novel
reel which offers all the entertainment of a stage production such
as is featured in the big Broadway
houses.
Solo and ensemble, song
and dance numbers make it a tabloid musical comedy.
Josiah Zuro,
musical director of Pathe sound
pictures led tlic orchesti-a and Fruucis
Weldon directed the dances.
Clark Robinson designed the set-

—

Division

Trade,

If

attrai

in moral and intellectual statu
and average made by motion pictur
in the last decade
certainly th
medium needs no apologist.

Harry Thomas Heads
N. Y. Film Trade Board

of

it

only a limited audience. As pictui
cost a fortune to produce and d
tribute, it is obvious that bad p
tures are very bad business.
This has all been said beft
but it bears reiteration.
"Wha
Right with the Movies?" When a
expressive medium shows the grow

ago.
Arthur James rightly has called to
We have come to maturity in pichave
we
that
fact
cur attention the
We have shed juvenile exbeen too timorous in our attitude tures.
Instead periments and juvenile bad taste.
towards our art-industry.
of answering questions fired by those We who make pictures look upon
who seek to find fault; we should our job as a responsibility which
be making positive affirmations. The demands every atom of our best and
motion picture needs no apologist; most considered judgment. Even if
the producers did not feel a deep
it could use a Ulysses S. Grant!
moral obligation towards this most
In discussing "What's Right with
powerful of expressive mediums;
the Movies?" we will get at the answe could not under any circumwer best by discussing the general stances
return to the "border line"
average of pictures today as against
type of story which occasionally was
this
ascertain
To
years
ago.
ten
attempted in earlier years of the
just take a night off and screen the
industry.
That kind of story, the
best picture of 1928; and the worst
type which has a "double meaning",
film
made
in
the
best
year;
of that
one of them unwholesome, cannot be
1928, and the worst from all standmade today. First of all it will
ards of taste and quality which has
never pass the severe tests set by the
been made this year.
Motion Picture Producers and DisSuch a comparison will ama^e tributors of America; second, it

Buys "Trial Marriage"

make money because

can't

The successful general

fights

for

South Amerlc

Aubert Gets Soviet

—

'

PARIS A contract has been sigi!
ed between Herr Zohrer, represent!
tive of Derussa in Berlin, wherel
M. Louis Aubert secures the Frenc
rights for all films of Soviet pr«
duction.

you want to see Who's Who
the motion picture industry,

in

dine at

THE PARK CENTRAL GRILL
Open

for

lunch, dinner and supper

DINE
To

AND DANCE
the tunes of

BEN POLLACK
and
I'AIMi

his

CENTRAL ORCHESTRA

THE I5Ai5r CENTiiAL
FIFTY-FIFTH STRUCT AT 7th

AVENUE

NEW YOUK OTV
aei
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Federal Trade Commissioner

OF LONDON

loSSIP

By MONKL,
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Myers

BURTON

to

Head

Allied States

(Continupd from page
10

(Spfcial

Exhibitors Dailv Review)

3ND0N —November, mid-month.
Great Bri!ae Film Quota Act in
and Prohibition in the United

•

l

es

t

cji

seem likely to create a new
of sympathy between the two
However, we are "holier

olitries.

bootlegging

our

since

thou."

nit

Quota makes lawbreakers only

{

16

f

picture

distributors

producers,

instead of a whole

n exhibitors,

English

while

But

'fans'

a

on.

r

not accessories before the fact,

by a system

will profit

n

j

aling that will

let in

of

Quota-

more Ameri-

strict observance
a features than

would permit.

he law

t

lot of indiscreet
lere is quite a
prothe proposition to

about

ip

thin-

dramas on the

u, four-reel

seven-reelers.
yisquised theory of

number because a

in

r,se

fourin

slipped

be

can

photoplay

e,

in-

will

programs

)cble-feature

ifr

a seven-reeler and

0,a

for a "short."

still

leave
Bri-

The dear

and
loeading producers maintain—
mt

"full

length" features are pad-

anyway.

la

meantime H. B. Parkinson
publicly announced shooixng be-

ll'

on a program of nine subjects,

the

mo

be four-reel dramas and

iiid

at

u

Incidentally,

Quota.

the

know

be interested to

will

all

that

a

of these— an old Dion BouciStreets
I melodrama CP.Ued "The

f

^ondon"

n

—

for the

ly

lead,

ng

at

because she

Moore

remind

mention

It

have Beatrice

will

he Colleen
to

new

There

much

speculation

here

today as to the psychological effect
of the news on the convention, when
the annual election of officers takes
place, and when it is probable that
the Ohio M.P.T.O. will go on record
regarding their future affiliations.
Steffes and his active co-workers
have begun their national stumping

which was announced two
months ago. and which will attempt
to whip into line as many state organizations as possible. With Myers
now at the helm, the work of the
(our,

Columbia After ^2,000,000
To Acquire New Exchanges
^Continued from pare

1)

changes, the other half are in the
control of individuals

who have

fran-

chised their product for a term of
This move has been made
years.
possible by the desire of the heads

organization

this

to

be

typ6.

this

she

when

casually

National

is

Need-

that

Colleen

First

head-

from a mere looker-on
producers:

the Quota,

ircement

HOLDOVER VICTORY

first-run theatres in Dewith the addition of the new
Fisher Theatre, have now reached a total of 25,000 seats. They
line up as follows; Fox Theatre,
5.100; the .Michigan, 4,10o; CapiTlie

troit,

Metro-Cloldwyii-.M lyer
ALIJA.NY
and Fox Film Corporation in their
-

case against J. M. L'ec'.t of l.i terty,
.\. Y., before the Alb:iny I-Iln
Board
oi AtWuvuIikju, have von the largest
awjird ever rendered here in a case

3,448; Fisher, 3,000;
State,
Madison,
3,000;
United
1,976;
Artists, 3,000; Adams, 1,770 and
the Little Theatre. 500.

in

of this type. Fox
M-G-M. $5,000.

winning $2,000 and

The exchanges, represented by
Louis Nizer,
brought the action
against the exhibitor for holding
Lt. Grace, Aviator of
over 10 M-G-M comedies and four
"Lilac
Arrives Fox features, "Sunrise", "FazU",
"Four Sons" and "Mother Machree".
Lieutenant Richard Grace, aviation for one day beyond contract date.
The unusual nature of the award
ace. who has probably crashed more
planes to thrill motion picture fans followed Nizer's summation of the
than any other flyer, arrived in New case when he pointed out tliat the
York yesterday from Hollywood and Albany Film Board of Trade could
is
registered at the Fifth Avenue give its answer to the industry, conHotel where he is busily engaged cerning the position it was going
whipping his war experiences into to take with regard to dishonest
shape for a forthcoming volume practices.
He pointed out that if one, who
which is tentatively titled, "Crashwas involved in illegitimate pracing into Hell."

Time"

merely had to give back thai
which he had been caught with, it
The print of the newest Gilbert- would place a premium upon disGarbo
picture.
"A
Woman of honesty. Distributors cannot send
Affairs." is on its way East to the a policeman along with ea(;h print,
M-G-M offices. Clarence Brown di- but Arbitration Boards, sitting aa
rected this and from preview reports
courts of equity, ought to do their
tiom the coast, the picture
tices,

Due

is

a

knockout and due for a long Broad- share

to discourage dishonesty

way

revealed.

run.

it

is

full

view

of
control of all branches in
every
in
their desire for expansion

direction.

THE DAILY REVIEW

FOX NEWS MT. ETNA
SPECIAL

ONBROADWAY

Fox News added a memorable
achievement to newsreel history this

Has More

week with the release yesterday of
amazing motion pictures of the
Mount Etna eruption spreading ruin

EXHIBITOR READERS

and terror in Sicily. Virtually the
entire Fox reel consisted of pictures
actually filmed within the ravaged

During the course of a week

zone by Fox News Italian staff cameramen headed by Arturo Giordani,
chief of the Rome bureau, at the
peril of their lives.

The volcano pictures were delivered to Broadway theatres in time to
be shown at the afternoon performance yesterday. They were shipped
to al parts of the country by airmail, reaching Chicago

and mid-wes-

tern cities by 7 o'clock Tuesday evening.

The

Pacific

film

Coast

was due to reach
Wednesday
cities

Than any other

MOTION PICTURE
Trade Publication.

ters.

jur-reel

in Detroit

Gilbert-Garbo

evening.

iggestion

Reaches 25,000

tol,

organizer.
is

M-G-M AND FOX WIN

First-Run Seating Total

of fea-

So a revival
minimum
us crowding the Quota
spiffy
feet is hailed as a
f ,000

le

their

of

masses do love their "shorts",

ts

general concensus of opinion around
the convention hall was that the
Steffes clique had put over a master
stroke in securing the services of

leaders in the field, will begin to be
properly consolidated.

•

•

•

became known and the

news

the

1)
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Trade
Unions Organized

Berlin Film

In bootleg-

keep in miiid the

bobby

with

his

Jure.

tape

BERLIN — Trade

unionism has won
ranks of film
Architects', cameramens',
workers.
scenarists' and directors' associations formed amongst themselves an
a

victory

in

the

R.CA.'s Motto

organization for the defense of their

EARLY TO BED,
AND EARLY TO RISE.
WORK LIKE HELL
AND SYNCHRONIZE.

At the advice of the Ministry of
Economics, these associations agreea
to declare themselves trade unions.
Only the picture directors still hesi-

common

More than

30,000

COPIES

interests.

tate to follow the lead of the others.

Are Printed and Read

when

Exhibitors

U'

"NIGHTSTICK" FIRST

to

STUDIO GOSSIP

Sequences
ICinVVRDS
UAH III SON
forrespoiident

West Const

Universal has decided to put a lot
production of
of dialogue in their
recently comDreams"
the "Port of
Coast
pleted bv Wesley Ruggles.
reports are very good on this picpreture, everyone who attended the
view were quite enthused about it.
Consequently when Carl Laemmle
arrived on the coast and took a look
at it, he immediately saw the possibilities of dialogue so, he summoned
Ruggles and told him to gather his

Mary

cast' of

Philbin, Fred

Mary Alden and go
c.f

the

McKaye,

Edmund Breese and

Harlan,

Otis

1928

Br W.

Add Talkie
J.

2],

DIALOGUES 'PORT OF DREAMS' OPINIONS

Laemmle Orders Ruggles

By

DAILY REVIEW, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

new sound

to

work on one

stages.

Kicardo ('ortez has been signed to
play the lead in "Life," a mystery
story that Tiffany-Stahl will make.
•

•

•

Lon Young has shipped
Production,
to New York.

Chesterfield

Panama"

•

•

his third
"South of

*

Conway Tearle has been signed
by Tiffany-Stahl to make a talkie for
So far, no story has been
them.
selected.
•

Gsirrett

•

•

Fort has been signed by

Paramount and added
ing

staff

in

Astoria

studio.

the first United
Artists all-talking picture to go beSynchrofore tlie sound cameras.
nized photography and voice recording will be begun this week in the
United Artists Studio in Hollywood.
Rehearsals identical with those
that precede first nights of stage
plays have been held for the past
two weeks by director Roland West,
and the film actors have memorized
their

speaking

to their writ-

Long

U. A. DIRECTORS
What has become

ALL-TALKER STARTED
"Nightstick"

is

J.

L.

Warner

has

added

John

Adolfi to his list of contracted directors at the Warner studio. Adolfi
signed on the lotted line thiL-i week
for u long term which provides for
him to make a number of Vitaphone
talking pictures on the company's
schedule for 1929-30. He is already
thoroughly familiar with Vitaphone

technique having given megaphone
orders on "The Midnight Taxi".

of the directi

Where

of yesterday?

are they

For

what are they doing?

i

Bob saved his moi
Francis Ford is working as

life of Reilly.
.

.

.

Lois Weber is living
extra
her ranch in California
Char
Giblyn is doing heavies ... Ed
Dillon acting here and there in sm
Oscar Apfel
parts and bits
.Sidney 01c
ing character bits
on the high sea's hoping to win
suit in a British court
.J. P. M:
Gowan working around the Hoi
wood studios doing small parts
Frank Reicher working as an exi
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

lines.

s

install

Robert Vignola has a beautiful ho
out in Hollywood and is living

.

.

Meighan Returns

Island

•

•

•

Louis Gasnier directing sm
Meighan, Warner Bros,
D
Edward Burns has been added to star, returned to New York last week pictures here and there
the cast of "Children of the Ritz," from French Lick.
He will remain Henderson playing small bits
small change
which First National is making.
in New York until after Christmas
•
•
•
•
•
•
when he plans to leave for Cali- PHOTOGRAPHERS
comedy fornia to begin work at the Warner
Polese Sedan, musical
Germany has some great camei
singer, has joined the cast of First Studio.
men.
The best in fact. We b
of
Life."
"The
Comedy
National's
•
*
*
"Homecoming" at the Paramoi
and the photography in this Pa
Carlotta King Here
Ransom Hideout, author of the
mount-UFA
picture was a treat
been
has
Home",
"Goin'
stage play,
It was done by Guntl
Carlotta King, who has just com- the eye.
signed by M-G-M to write original
pleted her work in the leading role Ricttau, a master with the came
stories for them.
•
•
«
Warner Bros, first Vitaphone Both interiors and exteriors; do
of
Ethlyne ('lair will play the femin- operetta, "The Desert Song," has ups and long shots were exquisi
ine lead opposite Monte Blue in arrived in New York for a vacation. On a par with the best the Am^
Warner Bros. Vitaphone picture, She is accompanied by her husband, the way we prophecy a brilliant
Russell.
ture for Dita Parlo, who has just
"From Headquarters."
•
•
•
rived in this country to work for Pai
Leila Hyanis will have an importChaney's Latest
mount. She is pretty and has a
ant role in Buster Keaton's next
ing ability.
With proper direct
M-G-M, "Spite Marpicture
for
Lon Chaney, being ready for work and good stories she will prosp
riage."
•
•
*
before the story of "Bugle Sounds"
She is too young to be cast for
Kaquel Torres will play the part could be completed, he will first
role
of the wife of Jannings thou
of Papita in the picturization of make a picture with Tod Browning
has
been
writdirecting.
This
story
and
we are told it was, with
"The Bridge of San Luis Rey."
ten by the director, and in it Chaney part
Charles Brabin is directing.
in
mind,
that
Paramo
will play the part of a mysterious
brought
her
over.
trader in the tropics, and he will not
•

•

•

Thomas

.

.

.

.

.

Warners Sign Adolfi

WILKKRSON

R.

.

.

.

.

I

\

Worth

with Talmadge

Barbara Worth is the brunette
and Edna Murphy the blonde around
whom much of the plot of "The
Bachelors' Club" starring Richard
Talmadge, rovoives. This is the first
^.(

a :-eries of four fa.s!-mov;ng ac-

•lon comedy ilram^s which Oscar
formeily President of
Price,
A.
United Artists, has the daring young
stunt actor under contract to make.

Noel

Mason directed "The Bache-

lors'

Club" which will be released

shortly.

Barrymore to

HOLLYWOOD

—

Wed

John Barrymore

and Dolores Costello yesterday filed
The
notice of intention to marry.
announcement caused great surprise
as no one was aware that Barry-

more intended
wife,

to divorce his present

Michael Strange.

Warners Sign 6-Yr

use any grotesque make-up in

LEIL.V

Management Pact
(Continued from page 1)
company has achieved its spectacu-

Goldman
success," said this
Sachs executive, "and we want to
be certain that in our relationship
to the public, the Warners are to
continue the management of the
company."'
lar

HAYS SURGICAL FILM PLAN

•

it.

F.

N. Cutting

Within

about two

Down

months,

M-G-M gave
it

is

National will have
on its list of stock company contract
players only five actors and actresThis of course, excludes Colses.
said

that

leen

Moore and Corinnne

First

Griffith,

who

are listed as individual producers, releasing through First National.

(Continued from pag'e 1)
When Mr. Hays was in Paris last
Jannings' Next
Shorts Completed Spring, he suggested the idea of a
G.
world interchange of medical knowMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer have com- ledge on the screen. George EastJannings next picture will be from
pleted a series of four two-reel all- man has likewise lent his support
an original story by Hans Kraly,
talking pictures.
to the plan and contributed the film
which will deal with Russia. The
Two one-act plays by Kenyon facilities.
Nicholson, author of "The Barker,"
Mr. Eastman is working out a plan idea was furnished by a Russian achave been recorded as tv.-o-reel dia- whereby a great central library of tor and Lewis Milestone will direct.
One of these, "Casino such films will be available to medilogue films.
It is thought that Dita Parlo will
Gardens," which has a Harlem back- cal schools and societies.
These
ground, was directed by Carlo De films point the way to a greatly en- play the wife in this picture, proAngelo.
larged field of usefulness for the vided she is not too young that,
The other Nicholson play, "Con- motion picture.
however, is up to Mr. Milestone.
fession," is a story of the A. E. F.,
and was transferred to the screen
Congressman Signed
under the direction of Lionel BarryBolesSigned
more, with Robert Ames and CarJuan Sedillo. graduate lawyer and
roll Nye in leading roles.
John Boles has been signed by
time
"Phipps," Stanley Houghton's one- one
congressman of New
act play has been made into a Mexico has been signed by Fox to Universal to play the lead opposite
Movietone short feature under the make pictures for that company. He Laura La Plante in her next picsupervision of Lowell Sherman.
will start in silent movies and if ture,
"The Haunted Lady." Jane
Gus Edwards' first M-G-M talking his voice proves good, will be given
Winton
has also been signed for
feature is a two-reel Technicolor a chance in Movietone productions.
subject, labeled "Gus Edward's Song It is said that he resembles the an important part in the same picRevue."
late Rudolph Valentino.
ture.

M.

M.

—

Winton

Leila

•

HYAMS
Jimmie

"Alias

In

•

Hyams,

Valentin

the feminine lead;
a beautiful blonde

quite a good actress.

She has b
buried at Warners for the past
years, was loaned for a couple
Fox pictures, but with neither ci
pany was she given the opportun:
At M-G-M they seem to have
ferent ideas, if we are to judge
Miss Hyaa
her first assignment.
seems to have everything necessr
to become a successful box ofe
star, as she probably will be vli
the assistance of M-G-M.
•

•

•

FOX FOLLIES
Word comes from
that
off

his

coat,

the

Sheehan
rolled up

"Winnie"

West Col
has
his

and jumped into hectic work

tafc
slee'S

in

preparation of the "Fox Folli'
We understand tha tthis will b'H
yearly affair from now on with R

Fox organization.

The picture

'"

be done in sound with original tu

by the pick of all song writi'.
leading men and women who h
good singing voices, good comedi ^
and plenty of beautiful girls, 'e

>"

idea is great as well as being
usual for pictures.

i-

Varner Ratification

Res. U.

Devoted to the

Pat. Off.

fostering

New

Vt. 24 Ao. 110

Kftermath
By

S.

Merge

FOR

which speaks for

National Staffs

—Contlnolng: Bxhibltors Trade Review

and developing of the Motion Picture

York, ThnrN<lay, November

Industry.

22, 1028

ft!

A % n.

i.n«i\ 1

H

and speaks eloquently:
Mr. James:
was particularly impressed at
the
T>sday night's banquet with
straight-from-the
heartfelt,
spndid,
Giannini.
sKulder speeches of Dr.

1st

NATIONAL PRESIDENCY

If

t

3.r

Hays and Nathan Burkan.

Will

GJi

messages that they have biven
take back to England— that
ready and willing to
is
erica
Ai
where
tde good films— no matter
the message from
tfy come from
Vi Hays that the door is wide
clear
o-n, and Nathan Burkan's
sitement all prove their readiness
tf-ards cooperation and a friendly

^^M.P.T.O.A. Useless" Cole

Cry Swings Texas

Ti'

to

ni'

Pathe Cutting

hid.
'his

the kind of message I
because I know America
good films the same as other
is

e!)ected,
•v^nts

cimtries.

wants the best,
undoubtedly getting

Britain

she is
America, both as regards films
al men.
I noticed
To refer to one only
pich

m

—

banquet John C.
Ciham. Whilst America sends such
sendid ambassadors as J. C, who
admired and appreciated by whole
her interests will
Iltish industry
at

r'sent

i

the

—

be not only protected,

avays

but

Down

Former Gross Loss

—

f

1st

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER SLATED

ARTHUR JAMES

ere is a letter

to

The Pathe Exchange,

Inc.,

and

subsidiaries report for the period
from April 21 to July 14 a net
income of $65,338 after depreciation, interest and other charges,
and after charging certain estimated excess production costs of
pictures in production prior to
April 21 to a special reserve fund.
This is the first report of earnings under the present manageThe previous report for
ment.
the sixteen weeks ended on April
21 showed a net loss of $415,389.

11

AMPA EX-PRESIDENTS
AT HARVEY_LUNCHEON

f itered.

Morris

War

Head

up

to

Sales Organization

Warners Moving Stanley
Executives to N. Y.

to Allied Group
DALLAS — Texas has gone Allied

States, with but two dissenting votes,
after a stirring appeal made by Col.
H. A. Cole, president of the Texas exhibitors.
In a masterly fashion. Cole jamnicfl
through the resolution for affiliation
"I can see no
with Allied States.
possibilities or benefit to the Texas
organization from the present set-

and Depinet

From

sources

that

seem absoReview is

lutely reliable, the Daily

in the M.P.T.O.A.," Cole said.

The Colonel then explained the

inlormed that Major Albert Warner,
one of the three Warner Brothers,
will be elected President of First
National at the meeting which will
take place after the meeting to ratify the purchase of that organizaThis meeting
tion by the Warners.
will be held
in December.

around the

first

week

proposed financing for the Allied orMorris in Charge
ganization and the employment of
With the practical consolidation
a national leader (Abram F. Myers), of both the Warner and First Nabig enough to sit at the table with tional organizations,
Sam Morris
Mr. Hays or anyone else.
will become general manager of both
pledging Texas for companies supervising the sales.
Unofficially
$5,000 toward the revival of Allied, Ned Depinet, general sales manager
Cole declared he was ready to give of First National will retain that
his check for $1,000 toward that post and work directly under Morris.
fund.
Exodns Soon
One representative from each afThere will be a general exodus
will
state
constitute the
of the new National organization.

what

filiated

of

membership

National

will

be

home

left
oflSce

of

on

the

First

Madison

through your esteemed
George W. Harvey ,President of
Ave., to quarters in the Warner
send on behalf of the Film the Associated Motion Picture AdBuilding on 44th Street, around the
and
thanks
'ade of England my
vertisers, was tendered an exceptionThe Madifirst week in December.
jpreciation to the whole American al honor by past presidents of the Publix Takes over
son Avenue space will be sublet.
llustry for the wonderful tribute organization, who, for the first time
Soon after the move of First NaShea's Buffalo Century tional,
good feeling and comradeship ex- in thirteen years of A.M.F.A. actispace will be found in the
13ssed by the speakers, and so de- vity were all present at the annual
Warner home office for all execueveryone luncheon to the new executive, which
by
Ihtfully
echoed
BUFFALO— The Century Theatre tives of the Stanley Company, it
lesent?
was held yesterday at the Motion here has been leased by the Pub- being the desire of the Warners to
am
Theatre Corp. from the local have all their properties under one
lix
Picture Club.
Yours very sincerely,
The complete attendance of all operating company headed by Mich- roof.
Sam Harris.
ael Shea, making the sixth house in
(Continued on pagre 3)
•
•
Exchanges to Join
•
the Publix chain.
The echoes from the Anglo AmeriWherever,
and as soon as possible,
It will be operated by the Shea
n dinner are of one accord in Photophone in
Operating Corporation, handling all the distributing exchanges of both
eir praise of the reason for the
(Continued on page 3)
K.A.O. Rochester Dec. 25 Publix Houses in Buffalo.
«nt and the satisfactory carrying
t of the excellent program.
Announcement was made yesterMr. Harris will carry back to
day that the new super-theatre beigland the cordial appreciation of
ing built in Rochester—the Keithe industry in this country for his
Albee Palace Theatre—will open on
j-lendid
international
gesture of
December 25th.
Day,
Christmas
Jendship.
He made a fine impres- Costing nearly $3,000,000 and being
3n and the trade generally was
the type of theatre erected in CleveBy IJr. R OTTO
ings, it had to borrow capital and
uch pleased with the event.
land, Brooklyn and Boston, under
(.SpLcidl Cdbk to Exhibitors Daily Review)
*
*
*
engaged Herr Isidor Felt as a mana(Continued on page 3)
BERLIN-At last the English have ger.
Many telegrams were received, ingained ground in Berlin, a deal beuding one from Adolph Zukor
In the first year, the D.L.S. with
ing in process of completion between Herr Zelnik as a director and with
Trip
hlch concluded with the words:
SkirboII on
iVIay

I,

.iirnal

—

(

[

New

Qaumont British Takes Over
Qerman Producing Syndicate

W. W.

which must make for inilculable good in the film world
id which will be one of the mileJesture

ones of film history".
Cordial
eetings were also received from
arl. Laemmle,
R.
H.
Cochrane,
eorge Arliss, former Ambassador
*mea W. Gerard, Ralph Blumen-

Lord Ashfield, John Maxwell,
(Continued on paire I)

tld.
'

sales
general
SkirboII,
manager of World Wide Pictures,
left this week for an extended visit
to Educational Exchanges, through
which the new company will make
physical distribution when it
its
starts to sell the first of its series
of imported pictures soon after the
first of the year.

Joseph

the Gaumont British and the German
Syndicate
Producing
Exhibitors'

his wife

Lya Mara

in the star roles,

produced some of the best pictures
(D.L.S.)
These successes,
of the
season.
This Syndicate, an association of however, eased off when Herr Zel-

several hundred exhibitors,

who

in-

nik left the syndicate.

tended to become independent of
In order to find market.^ abroad
producers and distributors, has been the D.L.S. proposed to form similar
in want of funds for a long time.
exhibitors' producing syndicates in
Unable to carry on the producing other countries and to develop into
(Continuad •> para *)
business, with the exhibitors' sav-

—
Exhibitors
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Exploitation

Offices.

West Coast Representative, 1255
Avenue, Los Angeles (Phone Hemp«

Blair,

Joe

Taramind
stead

1514).

London
Harris,

and

Office

Samuel

Correspondent:

"The Cinema", 80-82 Wardour

London, W.
Canadian
DiRisi.

Street,

1.

Canadian Moving Picture
bpadina Ave.. Toronto. Canada.

Office:

..59

MAIN STREET
by

GORDON TRENT
slips

the

credit

to

his

when the subject is mentioned Lon Blumenthal, who once
was a trade paper magnate, now

—

has lots and lots of lots, with houses
on 'em David Sarnoff corrects the

—

rumor that
"Sarnow",

his

is

pronounced

Sarnoff, just as spell-

it's

—when

name

R. Kent, Sam Katz and
Bob Kane dwelled together there
were few with the temerity to talk
about the K.K.K., as none of the
three K's ever went around in a
night shirt with a hood attachment
Lou Metzger has a smile so ened

S.

—

gaging that
the

inside

it

—

must come clear from
Everytime Wesleyan

wins a football game P. A. Parsons
busts into song, and how that young
man can sing! Russell Holmau is
a Pill Beta Kappa man which means
that he not only went to college
but he was smart at it Martha Wil-

—

who

chinski

publicizes for

Roxy

is

a poet in private life

PHONOFILMS SUIT ON
FED.

CALENDAR SAT.

Suit of the De Forest Phonofilms
against Fox-Case has not been postponed until next February, as far
as is known, since the case, No. 33
on the Calendar is due to be called
next Saturday the 24th.
It

is

likely,

pressure

however,

that,
suits

due to
on the

criminal
calendar, the action may be delayed again.
According to Variety, Anhtony J.
of

You have a.sked me to say a few
words on the subject, "A new form

theatre advertising is needed."
I would rather discuss the proposition that better use should be made
of all the forms of advertising now
CHEYENNE, WYO.—The K and F available to theatre managers. Why
Theatre Company this past week look for new forms of advertising
assumed ownership and operation of when we have not even begun to
all the theatres in Cheyenne, hav- exhaust the possibilities of what is
ing closed with Carl Ray, owner of available to us today?
the Princess, Atlas and Capitol.
Keeps Pace
Immediately following the acquiMotion picture exploitation has
Bition of these theatres The K & F kept pace with the marvelous adTheatres Company proceeded to ex- vance of the motion picture industry.
an option which they held Producers today have finely organt rcise
fcr the purchase of the Lincoln The- ized staffs of exploitation advertisatre, the only other remaining the- ing
and publicity experts whose
This brains are evolving practical, worth
atr3 in the Wyoming capitol.
was purchased a few days later from while business getting ideas and
the Plains Theatre Corporation, of passing them on to the exhibitor.
which Harry T. Nolan, well-known
The days of the scare-brained
exhibitor, and Max Kravetz are the stunts designed primarily to make
principal officers and stockholders. pretty trade paper pictures are over.
The Lincoln Theatre is practically Today we must reach vast multitudes
new and one of the finest houses in of people. get our message over in
the state of Wyoming.
a way that will draw them to the
This is probably the largest deal box office, cover large territories and
and most important addition to The do it at an expense that the box
K & F chain of houses since this office can stand.
amusement companuy entered the
Competition Keener
amusement business. The K & F
Competition is far keener than it
Theatres chain is now composed of ever used to be.
Theatres are in
twenty-two theatres, most of which close proximity to each other offerare operating. The theatres are lo- ing to the public programs of praccated in Colorado, New Mexico and tically equal merit.
Exploitation
Wyoming.
must be charged with showmanship,
Mel Todd, former manager of the but at the same time be dignified.
Ray Theatres has been retained by The loud ballyhoo stunt, considered
the K & F Company to manage their clever in the other days, will oftennewly acquired Cheyenne theatres. times drive people away from box
offices today.
Competition is so keen that exploiReturns
tation,
publicity
and advertising
E. W. Hammons, president of Edu- must of necessity be handled on
cational Film Exchanges, Inc., re- what we might almost call a scienturned from the coast Friday morn- tific basis. The problem of the exing on the Twentieth Century after hibitor has been made much easier
a brief visit to the Educational Stu- through the producers' staffs of exdios, where he conferred on produc- ploitation, publicity and advertising
tion plans with E. H. Allen, studio men.
general manager, and Jack White,
Good Advice
I have this to say to exhibitors:
director-in-chief. He has been away
Use the posters prepared
from New York City since Octobut
work out new ideas for adapting
ber 27th.
them to shadow boxes and for cutout use; cover larger areas pick
Harris at
better locations.

Warner

of

CONTROLS CHEYENNE

wealthy society man and
sportsman is said to be financially
behind the recent De Forest Flionofilm Schlessinger deal and is also
Biddle,

reported intensely interested in the
outcome of the De Forest-Fox-Case
action in the Federal court.

Hammons

Bros. Sign Three

j

Prominent Scenaris
That Warner Bros, are aires
giving serious thought to the fori
lation of their plans for 1929-30
shown by the announcement fr<|
J.
L. Warner, head of the studl
that he has added three well kno^i
writers to the scenario departme
which is soon to start on next yea
program. They are Harvey Thfi,
L. G.

Rigby and

J.

Grubb Alexandl

H. M. Warner, president of Waml
Bros., has been at the studio f|
the past month in conference v
his brother and some additional
nouncements are expected soon
regard to future Vitaphone talkii
pictures to be made when their
p|
sent schedule is completed.
.

AFTERMATH

—

Al Lichtman, under whose presidency the Motion Picture Club has
flourished like a green bay horse,
invariably
associates

K & F WITH 22 THEATRES

Methods

(Continued from pag-e
A.C.
son.

&

i)

Bromhead, George
Michael Balcon .Samuel
man. James B. Bryson, E. Gord
Craig, and many others.
We ag
express our good wishes to Mr. £,
Harris and renew our congratu
R.C.

tions to him.

Loew Dividend

Extra

Loew's Inc., declared an exi
dividend of $1.00 and a regular qus
terly dividend of 50c on commc
both
available
December 31
stockholders of record December
VAIA.

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Putter, Pres.
foi-

liibrarj- .Stock

Scenes

New York
i;{0 \V.

Bryant

46

Hollywood

St.,

Kl 81

o/« Leon Schlesinger
1 12.3 No. Bronson A\

i

—

Sam

'7hcCd>nriiil,il-l,-

Great Northein

Hotel

—

AMPA

W"'

—

Use the heralds but study your
Harris, donor of the trophy
distribution
more carefully and
awarded to Dr. Giannini at the
place them where they can and will
Anglo-American
dinner
Tuesday
sell

Sam

-^Tiner Gaests
'^«t 90 PwCfent

seats for you.

evening, will attend todays (Thurs.)
meeting of the A.M.P.A. at which
Nat Rothstein will discuss exploita-

—

Use the pressbook cuts but adapt
them to fit your space requirements
and cut them up to work into your
tion in Europe and the McCarthy
individual ideas on what newspaper
Sisters will furnish words and music

on the talkies.

Harry McDonald Puts
Over Licorish Stunt
Harry McDonald claims credit for
K-A-0 showmanship in securing

the

Lionel Licorish, the hero of the Vestris disaster for personal appear-

ances at the Palace, Hippodrome and
Broadway Theatres. Mr. McDonald
was formerly at the Brooklyn
Strand.

ads should

Use the

—

to

different

minds week after

week. Keep on the alert to attract
new patronage to your shows each
week. Vary your campaigns as you
do your film programs.
We do not need new forms of theatre advertising.
We need a more
studied

application

of

the

many

splendid ideas that are prepared for
use on all good pictures'

'
,

|HII.-»-iritTi

—

radio,
ballyhoo tie ups
vary your campaigns so that
you reach different people and ap-

peal

»»

be.

—but

'

f^

'.ji.vAi^wy.i

TRAVELERS
Northern for

select the Greali
Its wonderful loca*|

tlon In Chicago's "loop". Thejl
return becauae the large comtortabu
rooms, bomelUce environment, at-i
tentlve service, excellent food and
moderate charges make It an Ideal
Docel.

Walter Craighead, Manager

DEARBORN STREET FROM JACKS0N|
TO QUINCY
,^

New CamKe Onf-Hnlf

Block

Exhibitors
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AMPA
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Ex-Presidents

At Harvey Luncheon
(Continued from p«ca

1)

these well-known personalities in the
motion picture business is exceprank J. Wilstach has put together tional because of their present promheard in inence
important
executive
and
gje of the trade terms
Here positions. All have been active pubindustry.
picture
motion
tbl
and advertising exploitation
them.
i licity
aJ a few of
does not men, and are proud of it.
1 Bust: When a picture
Arthur James, the first President,
iiw.
who served two terms -1916-1918
make-up.
freak
A
Chaney:
is now the Editor publisher of moFrame: Each Individual photo- tion picture tradepapers
Motion
a,ph in a strip of film.
Pictures Today, a weekly, and Daily
P. A. Parsons, President
Lot of Hay- Wire: Flimsy; un- Review.
during 1918-1919, is now in his 16th
sLstantial.
bally- year as a promotion executive with
Natnral: Success without
Pathe, which, incidentally, is prob'"
ably
a record in the film business.
picture
Seat Filler: A motion
1919-'20, is Publicity
a good Paul Gulick,
for
expression
Sijjsman's
Director of Universal for a long term
p^;ure.
of years. Paul W. Lazarus, 1920-'21,
Shooting Gallery House: A the- is a sales executive with United
playing westerns, action pic- Artists.
1921-'22,
C. L. Yearsley,
a,product.
long with First National is now
H3S and inexpensive
of right-hand man to J. D. Williams
Trailer: A few hundred feet
John C.
a forthcoming pic- of World Wide Pictures.
fit announcing
Flinn, 1922-'23 is Vice President of
Pick- Pathe. Victor M. Shapiro, 1923-'24,
jnerica's Sweetheart: Mary
is Director of Advertising and Pubm.
licity for United Artists. A. M. Botsapparaelectrical
The
LmpUfier:
ford, 1924-'25, is Advertising Direcradio
modern
that in
tv similar to
tor of Publix Theatres. Glendon Allhuman
which magnifies the
83
vine, 1925-'26, is Director of Adverreproor
recording
the
vce during
tising and Publicity for Fox Films.
process.
d,i;ing
Walter F. Eberhardt, 1926-'27 is asMeans Photographs of the sociated with the Advertising and
i,rt:
dog, or other Publicity staff at First National PicBT, her home, her
George B. Gallup, Jr., is Adtures.
i(n.
oflice attraction. Any vertising Manager of United Artists
t. 0. A.: Box
and George Harvey is Director of
p)u5ar and profitable picture.
Advertising and Publicity for Pathe
spotof
type
small
Jaby Spot: A

—

\

—

i

at.

1

Jank: Lights grouped.
t

Wack Lighting: Banking of lights
produce an aura.
The renting of
nock Booking:

quantity.
I tures in
voice
A
JIoopsi:
(

echoing

with

'

drains:
c'-isively

A

phrase used sometimes

for the

breakaway: Furniture or scenery
comes apart for comedy uses.
throwing
light
Large
Sroad:
badside beam.

tit

"

Broads: Side arcs.
i

Burning One: To throw extra
ong lights on one in photograph-

i;.

Camera: Direction of cameraman
start turning his camera.
Casaba: A one stand light, that
I)ks like an egg bisected laterally.

1

I

Central: Central casting bureau.
A fellow with a musCharley:
:he.

Cheat the Chair: Means
operty man is to shove
ckwards and forwards,
Clinch: Final love scene

that the
the chair
slightly.

in a pic-

re.

Coffee Grinder:

The camera.

Close-up: When the face of a pern fills the entire eye of the camera.
Coining Tlirongh: Warning given
workmen who are carrying any
avy article through a crowd.
Comma Hound: Editor of titles.
Continuity: The action in a series
scenes for the guidance of the

)
";

I*

CHICAGO

KENWORTHY HEADS NEW
OHIO ALUED GROUP

(Continued from page 1)
will be joined and operout of the same offices, but

ated
The
with different sales forces.
physical distribution, booking, shipping, poster departments, examining
force, accounting, etc., will all be
handled by one crew, thereby saving
a ton of money in rents and salaries.
What offices the joint distribution
will occupy will depend on the space
now held by one or the other, the
price and the location.

—

Eddie

Rivers,

Secretary-Treasurer.

The organization was formed to af- June
filiate with the Western States Theatre
Owners or the South Idaho

Marlowe to Star
In 2 European Films

group.

June Marlow has been selected
by Universal to play the leading role
Bristolphone in Mich.
in the two European
productions
which Joseph Levigard is to produce
DETROIT— Two orders for Son- abroad. She is soon to sail for
ora-BristoIphone machines have been Europe accompanied by Joe Pasterreceived by the Favorite Film Com- nack, who is to be Kohner's
assistpany for installation in Muskegon ant on production in Europe.
and in Springett's Family Theatre
The two specials which Levigard
in Jackson.
is to direct are "Fallen Angels" by
Arthur

House

Cutting '*Bway Melody"
"Broadway Melody," the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer talkie and single has

Somers
of Glass,"

Hays

players, writers, unit busi-

McCurdy

Par.

With twenty-two years

s-s-S-Sh-Sh

!

A SECRET

AND WE'RE LETTING
YOU IN ON IT
!

DON'T MISS THE BIG NIGHT
Motion Picture Salesmen^
8th

Inc.

ANNUAL

DINNER DANCE

ENTERTAINMENT AND
SOUVENIRS
HOTEL COMMODORE
THIS SATURDAY NIGHT
NOVEMBER 24, 1928

of theatri-

experience behind him, despite
the fact he is only thirty-six years of
age, John L. McCurdy assumes the

Presents Film

Biililllil

Mgr.

cal

Roche and "The
by Max Marcin.

A special reel entitled "Rising
been completed and is in the pro- Women" has been compiled by the
cess of being cut and edited. Bessie Hays
composed of
organization,
Love has the leading feminine role newsreel pictures of modern activiin this picture and M-G-M seems to ties of womankind.
This was prethink it has a big winner in this sented to the N. Y. State Federation
production.
of Women's Clubs, by Will H. Hays.

Changes in Production

ness managers, etc., have been given
the gate at the Burbank plant by
Jack Warner, general manager in
charge of production of both orIt is the intention of
ganizations.
Warner to whittle production costs
of the F.N. picture down to the size
The
of the Warner productions.
high salaried director, player or
business executive is on the move
out of Burbank.

of

week and Charles R. .Metzgtr, GenmunaKer and counsel, wa.^ given
SEATTLE
The Allied Amuse- full powers to act for tlie associaments of North Idaho was formed tion in all matters.
Helen Brown continues as assistat a meeting of theatre owners of
Northern Idaho last week at the ant manager and secretary; Metzger holds a similar position In his
Davenport Hotel in Spokane.
M. Kenworthy was elected presi- present one, with the Associated
dent; F. F. Moe Kellogg, V.P. and Theatre Owners of Indiana.

The weeding-out process on the
West Coast has become evident. Directors,

The new Board

eral

Maj. Albert Warner Slated
For 1st Natl. Presidency
companies

—

Directors of the Associated Theatre
Owners of America was ln-d last

IT'S

post of managing director of the new
Brooklyn-Paramount theatre. ParaCook the Opera: Preparing story mount Square, Flatbush and Der
moving picture production.
Kalb Avenues, when it opens on
Cook's Tours: Visitors in a studio. November 24th.
•ector.

)

film industry

scenarist.

5reak Its Neck: The hanging of
\ite silk sheets in front of lights
order to diffuse the lights.
i

»

Exchange, Inc.
The achievements of these men
are outstanding proof of the fine
type of individuals who have made
and are making the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers one of the
most iiuportant organizations in the

Associated Theatre Owners
of America Pick Metzger

ility.

{ombom: A light that is shaped
Rnething like the old baby spots.
-

22, 1928

SOL TITLE, Chairman
Room 805
729

—

7th Avenue, N. Y. C.

Telephone Bryant 0421

Exhibitors
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Horatio Alger Hero Rises
Given

Chance by Dwan

"U"

"Sound" Values

found in the announcement from
Universal that Joe Pasternak, general assistant at Universal City was
leaving to join Paul Kohner in Berlin where he will act as assistant
production manager of all foreign
production under Kohner.
Determination
Pasternak made up his mind he
was going to get in the picture business in some capacity a few days
after he arrived in this country from
Budapest. He hung around the Long
is

Paramount

Ostrow has left M-G-M to
Columbia as supervisor of pro-

Lon

for

days and days, trying to break in
some how. Finally on the morning
of a big press luncheon given at the
studio, the restaurant manager up
against it for waiters approached
Joe and asked if he wanted a days
work. From then on this boy used
all the cunning of a genius to get
him out of the restaurant on the
studio floor. This was accomplished
through Alan Dwan who made him
He worked
his second assistant.
with Dwan later as his first assistant, with Eddie Sutherland and Mai
Later when the studio
St. Claire.
closed he went to the Coast, got a
job at Universal as assistant to
Wesley Ruggles and from then on
the steps were easy to his present
advancement.
Speaks Six Languages
Aside from making a careful study
of production, both the technical and
business end Pasternak made it his
business to go out of his way to

join

duction.
•

•

Carol

Lombard

*

to

is

be

made a

She has been a contract player for six months.
star by

I'athe.

Ken Maynard's next picture for
First National will be "The California Mail." Al Rogell will direct.
•

•

«

have the lead
in Cecil DeMille's forthcoming talkie,
"Dynamite."

Conrad Nagel

will

Tom Gibson has been signed to
write dialogue for Pathe. His first
assignment will be "Noisy Neighbors."

•

•

Fred

Wilde

•

•

direct

will
•

•

Mo-

Picture Club.

"These producers are
Mike:
crazy spending so much money
in making sound pictures. There
are not sufficient theatres with
sound equipment to pay the negative cost even if they played in
every house."
You don't
Ike: "You're nuts.

know what you

are talking about.

Fox got his negative cost
back on "The Street Angel" after

Bill

playing his own first run houses
New York, Brooklyn, Detroit
and Philadelphia. Where do you
get off with that talk."

in

FOR ASTORIA JOB

Harold
Victor

Lloyd's next picture.
»

tion

at the

SCHERTZINGER HERE

•

Lionel Atwlll has started on his
This
third short talkie for Fox.
will be called "The Knife".
•

An argument heard

Schertzinger,

Paramount

director, arrived in New York yesterday to start preparation of the

R.

-WILKERaON

M-G-M WAITING
All eyes and ears in the M-Q.
organization are tuned in on t
cutting rooms of the Metro-Goldwy
Mayer Culver City studio. For
is there that this organizations flj
all-talkie

Executive

of

Years

in 3

Now

A real Horatio Alger story of the
from
rise of a little immigrant boy,
a studio waiter to a production manager in a short period of three years

studios

I

By W.

First

EN ROUTeIx) EUROPE

Island

192f

From Hash- OPINIONS

Slinger to Production Mgr.
Joe Pasternak

22,

"The

Broadway

Melodi

being put through the proca
Every departme
of "make-ready".
They wa
Js waiting the outcome.
to know if they have an idea wb
this talking business is all aboi
If it is good and meets the advao
made by other companies in the
is

[production of talking pictures, evei
If on the otb
thing will be O.K.
^.and this production proves th
M-G-M still has a lot to learn
the production of this type of e
tertainment well, they will have i
^tart all over again.
Nick Schenl
icould not wait for the results, 1
hopped the Century the other dJ
to be on hand when the patient wi|

—

brought

in.

Speaking of waiting—
'

And while on

the subject of

tl

iwatchful waiting. Paramount wai
a similar position a few weeks

when they were standing

in

outer office waiting for their proi
tion of "Interference" to be whei
And Oh! boy, what a tonic tl
in.
received for their strained nervf
It seemed too good to be true.
To us; one of the most remar
able achievements made in talkii
Ipictures at this stage of the gar
is the almost technical perfectii

is on his way East
arrange for orchestration and next Richard Dix picture "Nothing
songs for "Show Boat." He will also But The Truth" to be made at the
scout for actors for "The Minstrel Long Island studio under the supervision of J. G. Bachman.
Man," his next for Universal.
•
•
•
"Bulldog Drummond" was supJoe E. Brown will make personal posed to have been the next vehicle, of this first Paramount all-talk
appearance for United Artists in but Paramount found Sam Goldwyn When you figure that this orgai
connection with the picture, "Hit with an option on this play and as jzation accomplished more with t
of the Show."
soon as Paramount took an interest recording of the spoken word
•
•
•
in its values for a talking picture, ;their maiden effort than other c
and months of actual productic
Sammy Cohen will make a tour Goldwyn exercised his option.
ganizations have in their mont
of the Publix circuit when his conit makes you realize the great qu;
tract with Fox is up. He will start
HIT ity of the producing resources
in Chicago January 19th.
•
•
•
Paramount.
Certainly the maj
dialogue
Howard Hng'lies' is adding
credit should go to Roy Pomerc
01'
of "Hell's
effects
to the colored
but this gentleman is in the empl
Angels."
•
•
•
"The Charlatan," to be a special of Paramount, accordingly the c
ganization can step out and ta
King Vidor has completed "Hal- Universal production, from the stage iplenty of bows on "Interferenc
please anyone from the office boy to lelujah" in the east and is on his success by Leonard Praskins, adapt- and say to other producers "the
This is the ed for the screen by Robert N. Lee,
general manager.
A wise move. way back to the coast.
it is boys, go out and make one
will go into work at Universal City
M-G-M all-colored picture.
He speaks six languages.
•
*
•
next Monday under the direction of good".
• •
•
Robert Emniett Keane and Claire George Melford.
Whitney, musical comedy and variP-F-l
Conrad Veidt is understood to be "THE LETTER"
ety stars have been signed by Warn- the star of the picture.
And to prove that this first ol
Universal
to
make a Vitaphone announces the following other play- was not an accident they will sol
er
Bros,
PUBLIX
comedy, "Gossip."
ers for the production, John George release their second all-talkie '"t
•
•
•
as
the dwarf, Rockville Fellows, Lil- Letter". We talked to several p«
LOS ANGELES
Publix Theatre
George Fawcett has been signed
|ple who have had a look at it si
Corporation, after deciding to oper- by Paramount for the part of Col. yan Tashman, Anita Carvin and Bud
jfrom their remarks we judge tl
Marshall.
ate the Metropolitan Theatre inde- Faversham in "Four Feathers."
ione is even better than their fir
The
picture
will
be
synchronized
«
•
•
pendently of any other organization
Wish Juliet will make her Vita- with sound effects and musical set- jOf particular note on "The Lett*
on the Pacific Coast, has arranged
jis
the fact that straight Wests
for new bookings for that theatre phone debut in an act of impersona- ting.
jElectric recording was used and i
which involve showings of the re- tions called "Forget Me Not."
•
•
•
|the
Pomeroy two negative tl
mainder of the 1928 Paramount-FaClosing Studio
iprint process.
This will inter^
Clifirley
Chase,
between
pictures,
mous- Lasky product and selected
is starring in a Publix review on
pictures from other studios.
LOS ANGELES—All pictures on jquite a few in view of the fact
the west coast.
the 1928-29 schedule of FBO have jheard remarks after the initial she
«
«
*
been completed with the exception Ing of "Interference" conveying t
Gaumont British Takes over Estelle Bradley has an important of one, on the finish of that one, ithought that, on account of its ti
part in the new Educational comethe studio will close until it can be
German Prod. Syndicate dy, "Bumping Along."
imendous expense in both product!
completely equipped with sound,
•
«
•
(Continued from page 1)
•and projection the Pomeroy
Trixie Friganza will present her which will require about 60 days.
a Foreign Producing Syndicate.
iwas not practical and that Pail
act, "My Bag O' Trix," for VitaThis idea found favor among Eng- phone shortly.
PHOTOPHONE
NEW K-A-O jmount spent a barrel of money ai
(Continued from pa^e 1)
lish exhibitors and it seemed to take
•
•
*
tremendous effort to create an il
shape in the formation of an indeChester Conklin will furnish the the personal supervision of President
pendent British exhibitors' produc- comedy in Jack Holt's newest wes- E. F. Albee, it is a most desirable pression and that their future pr
ing organization.
ter for Paramount, "Sunset Pass." Christmas gift and one any com- duct would dive to a level far
•
•
•
If now, a British producing and
munity can well be proud of. It low that being attained in their
Dorothy Parker leaves Thursday will be one of the first of the new
renting concern buys the D.L.S. It
seems as if the whole idea of such night for the coast where she will houses to have installed the Radio itial production. If "The Letter"
an independent exhibitors' syndicate write dialogue for M-G-M talking Corporation's
newest
Photophone of the quality we have reason
pictures.
is dead and buried.
equipment.
ibelieve, it will answer the skepti>

Harry Pollard

to

'

CHARLATAN' BWAY
STARTS AT
MONDAY

PRODUCT TO PLAY
METROPOLITAN

—

FBO

ii^'

m

1;

i

A N. Achieves First Victory

in Federal

Trust Suit

DA 1^^ VIEW
***« ^- *• *•*•

i

Devoted to the

I
24

TtL.

fostering

No 120

International
ARTHUR JAMES
Amei

The Anglo

—ContlnnlnB

^an

Cup awarded

Kriilay,

\wvoniber

2:{,

Industi^

llCiN

t i%

•

•

The committee,

•

we may

if

m*"' e

Fifty
Kent Denies Zukor-Schenck Fake
silly the published inference drawn from
the fact Adolph Zukor and Nicholas Schenck are
travelling together from New York to Hollywood. This is not the first
time the
two men have travelled together with their families. They
made
the trip in the same manner last November when I
was a member
of the party and, in previous years, Marcus Loew
travelled to
the Coast aboard Paramount special convention trains.
"I deny all of the published rumors referring to
negotiation looking towards combinations or closer understandings
which arose
through the fact Mr. Zukor and Mr. Nicholas Schenck travelled
together to the Coast."

to

JUDGMENT
TO COMPEIARBITRATION
M-G-M

(

sympathies

8d its attainment should be a proir goal.
•

Sam

Mr.
fince

•

Harris in the
the matter up

first

(Continued on pagre

RCA

Isglish

•

has,
most to

in

•

•

opinion, donf
promote the good spirit
the
two great English

it.

As

year,
dividend.
last

for

themselves, we
)uld be glad to announce
the section of either of these
gentlemen
the merits of the situation.
And
say at this point that
(*
American
[lae journalism is a bit
more sport? than the British.
Fredman of
3 Renter sought to knock
and dis|3dit Mr.
Sam Harris. His stuff
3 been about as silly as
anything
have seen an', ^specially are
we
^mmded of the i^ct that the A.M
^- gave this person a dinner enJing him to get
advertising for
i
paper— which he jolly well did
and yet he cheaply pans
a fine
-a so well carried
through with
jnity and importance.

Fox Theatres Show
Million Profit

Fox Theatres Corp. for
year ended October 31, 1928, excluding Roxy Theatres Corp. and Fox
Case Corp., was $2,144,898 after depreciation but before taxes. In previous year company reported net
profit of $823,658 after charges and
adjustment for federal income tax
of

reserve.

to

Come

Theatre Attendance to Be
Stimulated
A Fox Movietone News release
every day in the year was announced
late yesterday by James R. Grainger, general sales manager, after a
final approval had been given by
William Fox.
The increase in releases is proBeginning December 1
Movietone News issues
will be put out weekly.
February
2. 1929, there will be four each week.
April 6th, thre will be 5; June 1, six,

gressive.
three Fox

(Continued on paire

2)

FISHERSDROP RCA
FOR NEW FILM CO.
(Bv SpecMl Correspondent)

DETROIT

—

With the selling of
holdings in RCA this
week, it has been intimated here
that the Fisher Brothers, manufacturers of automobile bodies and in
control of hundreds of other enterprises, will enter the picture business on a very large scale.
It

entire

is

said

their

original

RCA was

buy

in

with a hope of being able
(Continued on page 2)

BERLIN—German

reorganized

r

Tn

their
production
"Marriage Contract" in the George Eastman Theatre in Rochester and the United
Artists Theatre in Los Angeles.

Profit

in-

their

just concluded
the showing of

Trucks

Throughout

World— 75

their

Television Set

Ufa Film Co.,
has omitted
3
the common
It is reducing
Itween
ieakmg peoples? From what know the amount owed former creditors
now— Martin Quigley, Bill John- to 11,480,000 marks.
i>Ti
or Jack Alicoate might win it
r they pursued a
policy that would
$3,000,000 for Kennedy

Who

has
for

Two

leaders decide.

I

Tiffany-Stahl

4)

Radio Corporation of America
to the
M.P.A. and the Anglo American have a television set installed in
liner and its happy results have their Fifth Avenue studio.
It is behtified that confidence.
But if we ing used for experimentation at
e to
be fully 'international let present.
Ij
next award be made on the
i|ier side of the water
and let our
Ufa Passes Dividend
put

"Marriage Contract" for
U. A. and Eastman
arrangements

Travelling

Scattered

regard as absolutely

"I

suggest, should consist '^f
tme five or seven gentlemen who
l|ginning immediately shall lc>. ; for
tj acts and service that shall warFILES
lat its award a year hence.
This
(ens the field for all and sundry
t devise
plans and express Ideas
(d promote
projects that shall
Exhibitors who refuse to submit
I lily
develop a spirit of internato film arbitration can be forced to
nal amity, cooperation and condo so, as was shown this week when
(Ct.
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer New York
•
•
•
exchange had a case against the
[t is a great honor to be awarded
Louis Theatre Corporation brought
tis
cup.
It should stimulate our
before the Film Board of arbitralist brains and encourage
our kindtion to compel the theatre owner
1st and most sincere
lid

t..«iN

«A

year to Ur. Gianninl and
s worthily to be held by him
for
tj 12 month period, should be held
the highest regard despite the
i
l!ty, animosities of rival publishers
t other persons who by their print€ expressions seem to be short of
vion.
We earnestly recommend
tit the A.M.P.A. call for an EngIh committee to determine next
jar's winner and that this comtttee be chosen by the responsil;s of the industry In Great Britain.

D.

FOX ANNOUNCES MOVIETONE
NEWS EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR

this

f'

'

Exhibitor. Trade Review

and developing of the Motion Picture

\e« Vork,

\ Slant
By

0«

Having obtained the 84% percent

of

common

stock

of

the

Keith-Albee-Orpheum, more than

enough

to ratify the deal of sellthis company to RCA, it is

ing
gossiped

around Broadway that
Kennedy who went into
K-A-0 six months ago with practically no investment, but as representative for the banking group
Joseph

P.

that acquired the interests of E.
P. Albee, is now walking out with
?3,000.000.

Not

so bad for a young and
enterprising fellow, trying to get
along.

First National Cleared of

Block

Book Charge by Trade Commission
The Federal
has decided in

Trade

Commission

favor of First National Pictures, Inc., in dismissing
an application for complaint charging First National Pictures, Inc.,
with violating the law in employing
the practice of block booking, according to an announcement today
by Irving D. Rossheim, President of
First National Pictures, Inc.
On March 5, 1928, First National
was notified by Otis B. Johnson, Secretary of the Feleral Trade Commission, that:

"The Federal Trade ComnTission
has reason to believe you are violating the law in employing the practice known as block booking in the
(Continued on page 2)

Madan

Sails

Today

With Simplex Contract
LONDON —B.

J.

Madan, co-manag-

ing director with his brother, of
the Madan Theatre Circuit, India, is
sailing today for home, having completed his business deals in Great
Britain and America.
In the U. S., Madan bought the
outputs of Fox, Universal, Warner.
Paramount, United Artists and FBO
for India and acquired exclusive
rights for the Simplex projector, for
that country.
Madan further contracted for the
installation of Movietone and Vitaphone apparatus in Bombay theatres.

Exhibitors
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Motion

agt at the

The ping pong

Picture Club resents the asparagus
cast on their pet pastime by the

wise-crackers

—

agree they are not

I

Good

Bye, Halt'

The startling innovation of removing the menace of halitosis
confronting patrons of 40 West
Coast Theatres has been achieved
by a general order to all house
ushers to gargle with a mild deodorant.

Good-bye Hall!

TIFFANY TRADE LUNCH

FOR JESSEL 'LUCKY BOY'
Tiftany-Stahl fed the "hungery"
yesterday.
The occasion being the
shooting of some of the interior sequences in sound at the RCA studio's for the George Jessel picture,
"Lucky Boy".
It
used to be known as "The
Ghetto" and the silent production
was finished last April in Hollywood, but T.F. decided to sound a
few of the sequences with Jessel
singing some songs.
If the picture
is as good as the lunch, they will
have a big hit.

Fishers

getting a fair break and insist that

a real game, but not

ping pong

is

for strong

women —Lee Ochs has

son big enough
is

too

a

him but he

to lick

good a lad to prove

it

—

Georgie Jessel will undoubtedly sur-

when

prise 'em

his talkie is releas-

ed to the public and this

—Qninn

New

Martin,

York's hand-

somest motion picture
Winchell

says

critic

—

Paramount's "Interference"
is

the

Fox

Athletic

party and

he'll

companied

this

day,

(as

Joe

handling the advertising for

Fine

animent

is

way over

that

it)

a tip

is

handle

by the

— Hank

annual

Club's

all that's ac-

proper

Linet,

accomp-

formerly

of

paper and Motion Pictures To-

has

gone

regional

—Benjamin

DeCasseres, the luminous
pictures,

has

critic

of

written another book

"Anathema" and the sale already is
large The foreword was written by
Enjfene O'Xeil who Hairy Aped be-

—

fore

He Desired Under

Strange Interlude

some scrivener
Strange

—and

the

Elms or

by the way,

calls the latter

Interlewd"

—

"The

Joe Brandt

who, before Prohibition, was affectionately

known

as

Brandy,

wears

—

Watch

for

bigger and

better mergers, deals and
tions

before

New

Yeais.

combina-

Drop

yesterday that
Abram F. Myers of the Public Service Commission is delaying his acceptance as leader of the Allied
group of theatre owners until he can
have a conference with three gentlemen who had experience in similar capacity with exhibitor groups.
These are C. C. Pettijohn, who
twelve years ago was made general
counsel of the Independent M.P.
T.O. and who had after three months
found that no salary was forthcoming, nor office rent nor yet the bud
get expense.
He therefore resigned.
He was followed by the Hon. James
J. Walker, now mayor of New York,
who if we are correctly advised received no salary whatever and subsequently had to resign. The third

For

New

reported

Film Co.

(Continued from page 1)
and beginning September 1, 1929,
there will be seven each week and
this schedule will continue thereafter.

Fifty trucks, recording sound and
picture subjects are now at work
and by April 1, there will be 75 at
work all over the world.
The King George of England subject will be among the first three
reels to be issued on the week of
December 1. Next, King Alfonso of
Spain,
liloyd
George,
Richard
Strauss and 120 other subjects already produced and recorded are
in hand and ready.
As an attendance stimulation this
event is of the utmost Importance
as within one year from date, 4,500
sound installations are promised by
Western Electric alone.
Of the 779 theatres now equipped
for

sound Fox Movietone News

Holmes

in

Town

O. J. Holmes of the Holmes projector, is in New York stopping at

the

Victoria.

maining here

He

anticipates

at least a week.

re-

Quota Not
Slap at American:

The

highlights

of

yesterday'

AMPA

Ii

Town

on the questions of fact involved!
within thirty days, if desired. SUcl!
Richard Dix arrived in town yes- hearing in nature of opportunity U
terday
for
his
forthcoming all- show cause why complaint shouli
talker to be made by Paramount on not issue against you alleging vlo
Long Island. As has been reported lation of law." The following no
before it will be "Nothing But The tice was received from the Commis
Truth"
sion yesterday:
"With reference to an applicatioi
for complaint lodged with this Com
Warners Call Class
mission with respect to certain prac

in

.

"A"

Warner

Brothers

Pictures,

Inc.,

issued a notice to owners of
class A stock that Dec. 1 is the last

day on which they may convert their

class A stock into common stock of
the corporation and that all class A

stock not converted has been called
for redemption on that date at $21.50
a share. A special meeting of shareholders will be held on Dec. 4.

tf

tices alleged to
by your firm, I

When

have been

follow©!

am now

writing
inform you that the Commissloui
having conducted a preliminary Ini
quiry in the matter, has dismiasei
the. application, being of the opinioi
that the facts developed did not cal
for the exercise of the remedia

powers granted by law
mission.
mission."

The Park Central Houses

By

to this

direction of the

the Picture Industry'

one of your contract players
or stars visit

New York

A LUNCHEON AT
THE PARK CENTRAL
in

one of our many private dining

rooms

is the very thing for
a press interview

is

serving 600.
This latest announcement is another evidence of Fox courage. Fox
showmanship and Fox progress.

British

ti

has

Fox Announces Movietone
News Every Day in the Year

The Fox Special Christmas proU
duction, a three-reel talkie song an/
soundie
is
way East
on
the
Handel's exquisite music and th
Christmas carols are used.
Marcel Silver directed with Davii
Rollins and Nancy Drexel in th
leads.
With this for the holidaii
week, will be shown "Prep and Pep':
a picture of youth.

meeting were talks by Na
Rothstein, who recounted his recen
experiences
and observations
Europe, and Sam Harris, of "To
day's Cinema", London, who sough
to remove the erroneous impressioi
is Aaron J. Sapiro, who was left out
that the British quota was agains
on the end of a limb or thin twig.
When these three gentlemen get American films.
Harris stated that the Quota wa;
into a huddle with Commissioner
Myers an accurate report of the con- chiefly for the purpose of furnish
versation might be worth its weight ing greater financial assistance
in something more valuable than home production and exhibition.
emeralds. At least it would add to
the sum total of human enjoyment. First
National Cleared of
Whether Mr. Myers will be discouraged by the experiences of his
Block Book Charge
illustrious predecessors is a matter
from page 1)
(Continued
which only time will demonstrate.
film industry. You may have informal
hearing before the Board of Revieti

Dix

RCA

(Cantinued on page 2)
to get control, but finding this was
next to impossible, sold their stock
and have been talking to several
important picture executives of one
of the independent producing and
distributing organizations
with a
view of throwing their entire mancial backing into the company.

dress clothes with a grace that suggests he was born with 'em on—An-

other tip

was

It

Officct.

p.ist

m

23, 1928

Myers Goes Into Huddle With FOX XMAS SPECIAL
^^Sl
"3 Wise Men" Before Contract ^^ ™E

R«g. U. S Pat. Off.
Puhlishrd Daily Except Sunday

W.

DAILY REVIEW, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

We

that you visit us
and inspect some of these individual
dining salons, and talk over your
desires with olir banquet department.

would suggest

THE OAl^r CENTRAL
FirTY-FIFTH STREET AT Tlh

NEW

YOIIK

OTY

AVENUE

tii

Com
Com

i

m

OUND!
with the

UNIVERSAL JAZZ BAND
Oswald, the Lucky Rabbit,

going to be more comical
than ever before. Because, now he'll be in sound. And
what sound squeaking, roaring, squealing, wheezing, and
sounds that there are no names for. Assisting Oswald will
be the syncopating Universal Jazz Band.
is

—

Oswald's nutty
effects nuttier

still.

—

the music will be nutty

But funny? Just give a

For unwired houses, Oswald
silent

will

—

listen.

continue to caper in

form.

15 sound cartoon

the sound

sensations

Winkler Productions
Released by

UNIVERSAL

DAILY REVIEW, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

Exhibitors
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FOX ROW GOES JOURNAUSTIC OPINIONS
Br

Ex-Newspapermen on
Prod. Staff— Sheehan and
Publicity Dept. to Appear
By

HARKISON EDWARDS

J.

\Ve»f Coaat CorreBpoiident
a time-honored saying in journalistic circles thai once a newspaper man gets the printer's ink
in his blood, he never gets it en-

out

liroh'

A

STUDIO GOSSIP
Jacqueline Logan, Warner Gland
and Gaston Glass signed for Columbia's "The Faker."
•

•

•

It's

First National announces that they

Lincoln Stedman and
Louis Natheaux for important roles
Colleen Moore's next picture,
in

have

signed

Bad

"That's a

Girl."

iVorina Shearer has started work
in "The Trial of Mary Dugan." Bayard Veiller, who wrote it, is also directing.

.

Fox is making, a newspaper story
under the title of "Scarehead," directed by Fred Newmeyer, written
by J. ciarkson Miller and super•
•
•
vised by Luther Reed all seasoned
Tarle is playing the heavy
Edward
they
thought
newspapermen. They
in Buster Keaton's picture, "Spite
represented quite a goodly proporMarriage."
Fox
the
on
talent
journalistic
•
•
tion of
•
have
activities
their
But
lot.
James Hall has been loaned by
brought gi-aduates from Park Row Paramount to Sam Goldwyn to play
and other printing press hotbeds the male lead in Banky's picture,
swarming from all sorts of nooks which will be made on the coast
and corners.
after all.
•
•
•
Winfleld Sheehan, vice president
and general manager of Fox Films;
Production on "The Hole in the
Malcolm Stuart Boylan, editorial su- Wall" has started at the Paramount
and head title writer; Astoria studios.
pervisor
•
•
•
Chandler Sprague, scenario editor;
Freddie Schader, Archie Buchanan,
Bert Glennon has started work on
Ed. Walton, Douglas Z. Doty, Ray- "Stepping High" for FBO.
•
*
•
mond Cannon, Jimmy Gruen, F. D.
Langton, Seton Miller, James K. McBetty Bronson may be given the
Guinness, H. Keith Weeks, D. G. lend in tlnivergal's production of
Tomlinson, Eugene Walter, Paul "Broadway."
•
•
•
Gerard Smith, Arthur Caeser, Marion

—

.

Virginia

Spitzer,

Edmund

Brenuan,

Carneal,
Joseph,

H.

F.

Marcel

Benny

Markson,
Harry
Brand, Charles Condon and the entire publicity staff, will be seen In
Silver,

the picture.

The average

director

feels

he

M-G-M
up

figure how fast Newmeyer and his
assistants are bound to keep moving, with such an array of experts
willing-nay, eager-to give sugges-

is

at the

Avenue

shooting short stuff only
126th Street and Second

studios.
•

•

•

*

•

•

tions.

Raoul Walsh will arrive in New
York, on vacation, some time next

PATHE SINKS $450,000

week.

IN

3^0DUCTI0NS

•

Pathe, who has
become active again in film production has offered financial assistance

Wengeroff,

to

.sario,

for

German

production

the

O. P.

of

•

without making capital of a series
of events in the life of this man.

W.

ill

•

W.

Erickson Fox Director
A.

Erickson, better

F.

known

as

"Buddy", assistant director to F. W.
Murnau, and who tvas for seven
director to John
Wray, has at last been given
Luther Reed is to
a directorship.

years

assistant

Griflftth

supervise the production.

in

it

prodj.

ing forces will soon decide on

form

definite

'';

recording for soil
Will it bet he disc or \l

pictures.

of

film?
it be put on the
Each s
has its champions at present w
no thought of giving in to the otb
But until experimental progress i
actual practice determines which
the best, sound pictures will c
tinue to be up in the air a bit.
hibitors think they are the goat
the argument, being forced at p
sent to install a dual system in or
to play the variety of pictures tl
have been in the habit of usl
The decision to adopt one or
other system will probably be so
time coming, but the sooner it dc
the better it will be for everyo

Sam Goldwyn company,
New York shooting

The

present in

at

teriors for
picture, hav^ decided to return to the
coast, and duplicate the shots they
wanted to make of New York, in the
Hollywood studios.
This decision was determined after
two days work on the streets sur-

rounded by sUch crowds that shooteffective scenes proved impossible
James Hall has supplanted

ing

as the lead.

unit have found
to

of

Mae Murray's

autos, money and furniture have
been seized by the sheriff, who served a writ of attachment at the be-

hest of a Los Angeles bank, which
alleged that the star failed to meet
a foreclosure action.
The seizure was made despite the
fact that Miss Murray was victor in
two law suits recently against a
Hollywood architect, over a property
dispute.

almost impossle

it

up a tripod on the
New York to shoot exterior
set

strea

see

s

production of "Chil(Fifth Avenue."
As soon as a c£era is uncovered a million peoj
their

for

swarm around

it and in their efft
what is going on retard
work to such an extent tt
what should only take a li^

to see

tual
for

Murray Assets

—

•

The Sammy Goldwyn-Vilma BaiF

ex-

the new Vilma Banky

LOS ANGELES

•

•

IMPOSSIBLE

-

minutes to accomplish, hours
consumed. This interference ma
expensive and at best
it very
scenes are not very effective,
a director, cameraman
player fights the crowd away
a half hour, it is with difficulty
after

composure

proper

make

the

is

scene

(

retained

properly,

understand the unit is returningo
Hollywood and will make the sfc,
in the studio.

Charles Klein Directs

Fox "White Fury"

•

three

mind but what our

Goldwyn Company Leaves

•

Heggie leaves for the coast
Paramount's "A
•

R.

hardly a question

is

person's

]

today to play in
Genius is Born."

impres-

film

•

Olga Baclanova is seriously
with influenza in Hollywood.
•

PARIS— Charles

*

murdered.
We hope it is just a rumor for
pictures can get along quite well

*

of Life."
•

is a rumor around Broadthat several people are considering the making of a picture
with the story patterned after
the life of Arnold Rothstein, noted New York gambler, recently

There

Seize

Schertzing'er will
direct
Richard Dix at Paramount's Astoria
studios in his next, probably "The

There

way

five

Victor

Wheel

Rothstein Picture?

Roy Montgomery

•

Warner Baxter has signed a
year contract with Fox.

is

kept hopping by having one supervisor to stand at his elbow.
Just

-WILKSaiON

WHEN?

25

In ''Scarehead"

'W. R.

Director Charles Klein has started

Other

companies

by
Sam
Street scenes in
profit

They

possible.

will, no
Goldwyns'

New York
cost

more

I

dot

1(^

are
to

m*

Junior
Couerhlan
will
begin
Franco-German pictures, in which
production of "White Fury," his than is required to build a dul"Square
Shoulders," his first diaon the French side, the Etablissesecond picture for Fox Films,
cate of the scenes on a studio
logue
Photophone
production
withments Aubert will collaborate.
The story by Frederick H. Bren- And too, And too, the weather n
in a few days at the studios In CulThe sum of nine million francs,
nan and Becky Gardiner was adapton account, has been deposited in ver City. Louis Wolhelm will play ed to the screen by Harry Behn, New York is always doubtful.
Junior's
father
and
Anita
Louise has
the Banque du Nord, for this pur•
•
•
been signed as the child feminine and deals with the reversion to
pose.
primitive
passions
of
a
group
of
SAM
MORRIS
Three niillinn francs will be spent lead. E. Mason Hopper will direct. civilized persons stranded in the
•
*
•
Everything seems to point to i«
on out- profiiirtinn "Caligostro" in
frozen northland.
elevation of Sam Morris, at preeit
M'tchell Lelsen. for years art diwhich the Societe des Films Albarector for Cecil B. DeMille will be
tros is interested.
general manager of Warners disiFiles
t.

Norma

chief assistant to Mr. DeMille during the making of "Dynamite" by
Jeanie Macpherson.

Shearer Gets

Coveted "Dugan" Role
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has selected

Norma Shearer
pal

role

in

to play

"The

Trial

Dugan" which has gone

the
of
into

princi-

Mary
prep-

aration.

Bayard Veiller has completed the
screen version and Robert Z. Leonard will direct the dialogue in conjunction with Frederick Lonsdale.
Raymond Hackett will play the male
lead.

MG-M

Judgement
To Compel Arbitration

<Contlnu«d from par* 1)
to submit his claim to arbitration.
John Kraft, title writer at Pathe
The formal method was chosen
is editing "The Leatherneck,"
Wil- of applying to the N Y.. Supreme
liam Boyd's latest starring vehicle. Court for a judgment of $944 for pic•
•
•
tures unplayed, in order to enter
Glnser Conley will support Big the judgment so that execution could
Boy in "Follow Teacher," Educa- be issued against the property of
tional's latest Big Boy starring ve- the exhibitor,
who is no longer
hicle.
operating his theatre.
•
•
•
If the exhibitor does not appear
Sylvia Fields, stage star, will play before the arbitration board, the
the lead in Willard Mack's produc- judgment will be issued against him
•

tion of

•

•

"Haunted" for M-G-M

for

collection.

bution,

to

the

important

post

g.m. of both Warner's and First

)f
i-

This is a big job, probaiy
the most important in our indusT
and from our point of view En
is
the boy that can handle t.
Morris has sort of been hidden n
this whole Warner spurt by le
name of Warner, but his part in .6
miraculous rise of this compEF
has been of tremendous importaie
tional.

and

this elevation is the recognltn

of this great service.

Bar

flay

"Birffi of Nation''

and Vesse James"

Ohio

in

DAI^^VItW
Reg. U.

Devoted to the

S.

Pat.

fostering

New

Oflf.

—Contlnuine E}xhibItors Trade Review

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

York, Saturday, NOveniher

24,

H>2S

L t,.»

l-'IV I-

1

S

I
Orchestras

Other Things
ARTHUR JAMES

By
ike

.

was advised by

Clofine

laper

an-

ement by Fox of coming naovienews i-elease every day. "Well",
a

after

aid

brief

silence,

"I

se Mr. Hearst will now be goin for a morning and evening

n

on".

(1

•

•

•

one of America's finest motion
theatres we noted the orra clad in colored coats as
ihr fiddled and trumpeted through a
Everybody but
l;sic symphony.
h leader looked like an organ
U?r's monkey and there was a
contrast between the majesty
re

>f

it

1

c

music and the trick clothes
For jazz orchestras
!he funny costumes that the barin and out of the booby hatches
devise, invent and contrive are

Shuherts Cleaning up $10,000
Per Week on ^'Singing Fool"
MANNY GOLDSTEIN NEW
SARNOFF CONTACT MAN
Word was aroupd town

yesterday

that E. H. Goldstein, former general
manager of Universal, will join RCA
as the motion picture contact man
for David Sarnoff, Vice President
and general manager of RCA and
chairman of the board of RCA-

K-A-O-FBO.

lie

he players.

PICQUET

N. C.

GROUP

TO STAYM.P.T.O.A.
C—

but for great orchestras
There seems
PINEHURST, N.
music of impressive dignity to be no doubt but that the Theatre
n power the smart evening clothes Owners Association of North Carolina will continue with the National
V
the spotless shirt fronts and
Organization, when the Annual Conli, black
bow ties can't be improv- vention begins in Charlotte, N. C,
er upon.
December 10th and 11th, according
an you figure Abraham Lincoln to President Charles W. Picquet.
The feeling among the exhibitors
dtvering his Gettysburg address atin the association is that the M.P.
^d in a clown rig?
T.OA. is now well qualified to handle
•
•
•
the national end of it. R. F. Woodill

right,

ing

)1

1

|rank
isary
"I'ge

btm".

Wilstach in his movie
a "Broad" as a
light
throwing
broadside
All right, Frank, now go
J.

defines

01

with the story.

8

Lucky Boy", the talkie and sound
cial
produced by Tiffany-Stahl
George Jessel, has so definite

•

•

•

rh.

appeal for the public that it is
classed now with the Jolson

b ig

which have proved such
emendous success. The original

P tares

a

on a Ghetto theme, has beei.
redone and a great deal of
niey has been expended in buildii
it up to a big attraction.
Tht
J sel songs are reported to have
^ n
reproduced with remarkable
c rity and the picture
is apparently
s

i-y,

e irely

1

»'

in

the

same

position that

Wagon" was after
earged and made into a
C

a

ered

'action.

it

7

this

startling

the

of

OHIO FANATICS LAUNCH BILL
FOR TALKIE CONTROL JAN.

"The
was

success

hull, the National President, A. Julian Brylawski of Washington, M. A.
Lightman of Arkansas and C. C. Pettijohn are expected to attend the

"Noah's Ark" to Play Winter Garden and 4 Big
Shubert Houses

the board.

THREATENS

2

FILMS

COLUMBUS, O.— Exhibitors

in the

B & K EARNINGS FOR

9 MOS. $1,593,375

ROSABELLE LAEMMLE

ENGAGED TO WED

"The

leider & Co., who it is understood
will later on bring the stock out on

Special Censor

Ohio territory are expected to begin
a strong campaign shortly against
the destructive plans made public
Warner Brothers "Noah's Ark" at the Ohio Council of Churches
which will follow "The Singing convention this week.
J. L. Clifton, state director of eduFool" at the Winter Garden, will
also be shown in the near future cation, who addressed delegates of
at four of the largest houses in the ihe Church organization, and who
Shubert chain, situated in Philadel- seeks to wield the censor power In
phia, Chicago, Pittsburgh and Bos- his state, advised that legislation to
ton, which are now being wired for control the "talkies" will be placed
before the next legislature.
Vitaphone.
Clifton cited two films which he
All of Shubert's 98 theatres in 24
cities will eventually be wired for intended to bar from showings in
sound films, the company finding Ohio hereafter. They are the "Birth
of a Nation" and "Jesse James", a
it a very profitable proposition. "The
Singing Fool" at the Shubert Winter Paramount production.
The pictures will be barred "in
Garden in N. Y., has netted them a
the interest of what is best for the
weekly profit of $10,000.
The Jolson picture has been gross- people of Ohio," according to Clifing as high as $50,000 a week and its ton, who further told his audience
(Continued on page 4)
average for nine weeks has been
The Shuberts' share of this
$42,000.
i.^
40%. The receipts from the film
have been larger than Jolson's previous personal appearance in this
theatre, due to the fact that the theatre is giving 17 performances in all
(Continued on pagre 4)

convention.
.only
Rosabelle Laemmle
Miss
Among the principal topics to be
discussed in Charlotte will be the daughter of Carl Laemmle, presiSound situation as it affects the ex- dent of the Universal Pictures CorLegislative poration^ is engaged to be married
hibitor on Main Street.
matters will be a very serious ques- to Stanley Bergerman, an executive
tion this year, as well as other sub- of the May Company, big department
jects afl'ecting the North Carolina store corporation of Chicago, Los
Angeles and other points, it was
Association.
The Reverend Murdock McLeod, announced yesterday by the Univerwho made such a favorable impres- sal chief.
sion at the M.P.T.O.A. banquet in
Toronto, will act as toast-master at
Viking" at Embassy
the Annual Banquet of the North
Carolina Association.
"The Viking," an all-Technicolor
feature based on the exploits of Leif
the Lucky, will have its world premiere next Wednesday (Nov. 28) at
the Embassy Theatre.
Described as an innovation in picNational Screen Service has dis- ture-making and a film that will do
posed of a part of its holdings to much to demonstrate the future posthe brokerage firm of Samuel Unger- sibilities of color photography. "The

NATIONAL SCREEN
FOR BIG BOARD

Education Head to
Introduce Measure for

State

CHICAGO— The

Balaban

& Katz

floating a new $5,000,000 51/2% Serial Gold Notes, of an
authorized $7,500,000 issue.
The proceeds of the issue will be
applied to retire certain outstanding indebtedness of the corporation,

Corporation

leaving

it

is

with no mortgages upon

real estate and no funded debt,
other than this issue.
The net assets of the corporation
are listed at $16,679,432, and has rereported net earnings for the first
nine months of 1928, of $1,593,375.

its

Publix Takes over
3

Rochester Houses

Publix Theatres have taken over
the Eastman, Piccadilly and Regent
Theatres in Rochester, N. Y. form-

erly operated by a company headed
by George Eastman.
The present arrangement is the
operation of the houses by Publix
Viking" was produced for Metro- on a partnership basis, but they have
Goldwyn-Mayer by
Dr.
Herbert an option to buy after the first of
next year.
Kalmus.

—

—— ——

—

Exhibitors
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MAIN STREET
by

dialogue picture, "The Barker," the
opening date has been changed from
December 3rd to December 5th.
Milton Sills is starred in the title
role and Dorothy Mackaill, Betty
Compson and Douglas Fairbanks,
George FitzmaurJr., are feutured.
ice directed the production.

one in the middle of your back he
speaks of you as "smart but unreliable" or says the trouble about you
is "you won't stay put", ask the Unholy Three if this is right or wrong
—When Jimmy Grainger read about
Canon Chase as a "moral boa con(oh, yes, in this newsstrictor"
paper!) he got well of his heavy
cold and went Foxing again Jerry
Beatty receives reports of his quittance of First National as "undesirable rumors". George Harvey is
living proof that you can make an
advertising writer out of a publicity
man and the Pathe copy shows it
I wonder if Jack Alicoate Is really

proud of Fredman (knocker of Hays,
panner of J. D. Williams, and sneerer at all real American good will
expressions)

as his

London corres-

pondent and ally in his international
news arrangement? Jack is so good
a sportsman that it seems pitiful
he should be trotting with a rotter
I extend my most elaborate sympathy, with tuberoses and hyacinths
Nat Rothstein gains laurel as the
roughneck raconteur after his staggish speech before the A.M.F.A. and

—

Mgr.

Picture Club

By resolution of the Board of Directors at its last meeting, an invitation to undertake the duties of club
manager as well as steward was extended to A. J. Karch.
Mr. Karch's experience has been
so broad, his contacts in club life
so numerous and his acquaintances
so extensive that the club should
congratulate itself that Mr. Karch
is willing to undertake the additionduties of manager.

Gasnier-Knopf Signed
For its all talking production of
William Robison's "A Genius is
Born," Paramount has signed Louis
Gasnier and Edward Knopf to direct.
O.
P. Heggie will have the lead.
Gasnier is an old time director who
has not done much in the past few

Howard Knopf is the broyears.
ther of the publisher and is altogether new to the picture business.

Roxy

to Play

St.

"End

didn't enjoy it probably carries lace handkerchiefs
Bootliby of First National looks to
me like a natural picture bet, gracious, modest but very definite about
business.
I expect much of a man
of his abilities and capacity Harry

Thomas

bad as William Fox
about having new pictures taken
but the essentials of business will
iron out that modesty— Dinner time
at the Motion Picture Club sees Ray
Johnston present among the rapidly
increasing patronage Odd, but our
good men do like their good food
good— Hyatt Daab holds to the dictum that the flag of success follows
advertising— If they would let him
is

as

—

loose

famous

he'd

make

any

company

be shown as well as a two-reel all-

comedy "The Bath Between",

& McCullough.

starring Clark

The

News

latest edition of Movietone
will also be on the bill as

well as a specially-devised stage program based on the "Napoleon" film.

2

Biophones Ordered

By

Lyric

Two prominent theatres in North
Carolina have ordered installation of
the
Biophone apparatus.
These
houses are the Lyric Theatre, Rocky
Mount and the Mason Theatre, Goldsboro.
is

The Biophone plant in Fort Lee
working at top speed to supply

Immediate delivery

of the Biophone
synchronization machines.

M.

P. Salesmen at

Commodore Tonight

Henry Murtagh is
tion, "Stars."
organist and John L. McCurdy ni:
aging director. Paul Ash is mas
of ceremonies.

BEAUTY TOUR
WINNERS LAND IN

INT'L.

The President Harding

Annual Dinner Dance and
Entertainment of the Motion Picture
Stii

is

U.
brii

ing to the United States today
party of nine beauties, contest w
tiers representing the different coi

and cities in Europe, who
going on a tour of this country uik
the auspices of the Internatio
Beauty 'Tours Incorporated.
The group includes Miss Fran
Mile. Marguerite du Freche; M
Paris, Mile Ginette Gaubert; W
tries

;

.\Iiss

Russia,

Mile.
Mile.

Anna

Friedri(

Nathalie

Ba

England, Miss Engelo Joy
Salesmen, Inc., will be held tonight ?vliss London, Miss Joy Ashley; W
at the Hotel Commodore.
Berlin, Fraulein Marie T. Reit
The organization is composed of Miss Austria, Fraulein Elsie Ko
a large number of salesmen in the and Miss Spain, Senorita Jacquel
New York and New Jersey terri- Cobra. James A. Carrier and Gi
tory.
Sol Title is chairman of the ford Read, managers are accompa:
affair and is handling the tickets.
ing them.
Miss

Petersburg" Dec. 8

In

Philadelphia

Choose

•

Pudovkin, director of "The End of
St.
Petersburg," has just finished
"utting his newest picture, "The Descendant of Ghenghis Khan," which
will be released simultaneously in
60 theatres in Russia.
Amklno Corooration, representing "Sovkino" of
Moscow in the United States, announces that the picture will soon
arrive in America.

Classified

Advertisement

Advertisements in this section, 5
cents per word. Cash must be sent
with order.
No charge for Box

Number

Minimum

line.

10% discount

order

12 issues or

more

HOTEL

Machines Foot and Power

Broad Street and Girard Avenue
Philadelphia

$1

$3.5.00
r>(;ih

III

each.

National

Street,

f'itv

SINKS.S

400 Large Rooms

CUTTING
.

.

.

.

!

MAJESTIC

Foil SAI.E

TWO PAPER STENCH
West

TODil

The newest link in the Paramoi
Publix chain of theatres, the Bro(
lyn-Paramount Theatre, at Famount Square, Flatbush and DeK!
Avenues will throw its doors oj
to the public today at noon.
The opening picture is "Manhat
Cocktail" starring Richard Ar
and Nancy Carroll. The stage sh
is John Murray Anderson's prod

Luxembourg,

The

December 8.
The deal with the Roxy was effected by the Big Three Exchange
which is handling "The End of St.
Petersburg" for Arthur Hammer-

nce

LAUNCHED

and Mason

"The End of St. Petersburg," acclaimed as the greatest picture Russia has produced has been booked
by the Roxy Theatre for the week of

stein.

BILL

At the Roxy Theatre starting today there is an all-sound and talking picture program.
John Ford's
"Napoleon's
3-reel
production
of
Barber", which costs $150,000 will
talkie

BKLYN-PARAMOUir

of

—

any man who

ROXY ALL-TALKIE

New Motion

Karch

GORDON TRENT
«*Herbcrt Hoover" said Jay Dee
only yesterday, "is interested in the
Solid South America—Buckley of
United Artists is meticulous and correct in dress and when a formal dinner is on you'll know it by observing his attire. This note is written
not in lightness but in admiration
—When a knocker wants to plant

5

Because of the elaborate preparations which are under way for the
gala opening of First National's first

al

1928

'NAPOLEON'S BARBER' ON

''Barker"

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
PcihMjhrJ Daily Eictpt Sunday

24,

Sacri226
.

Only Hotel in Philadelphia with a
subway entrance from main lobby

OPPOHTl'NITIES

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE
•^nme one or

be hired; buv or sell a
trade or sell equipment, or
almost anythnpr else in the motion
picture business, an ad in this department will get you results.
If you
want us to word the ad for you, the
services of our advertising experts
are at your call. Simply tell us what
vou want to do. and how many words
>;o" „want used.
Exhibitors DAILY
'heatre;
Id

Wire

at

our expense

for reservations!

JNO.

C.

GOSSLER

Mgr. Dir.

PICTURE^EVIEWS
''Outcast"

"Gang War"

National

Fist

"Eva

FBO

8C

the Grasshopper"
'^^

UFA
William A. Seiter Directed by
Bert Glennon Directed by
Dr. G. Asagarofl
Corinne Griffith, Featuring
Olive Borden featuring
Camilla Horn,
Edmund Lowe, Kathryn Carver
Jack Pickford, Eddie Gribbon,
Warwick Ward, Gustav Froeiich
and Louise Fazenda.
Walter Long
Insects Created by
Starevitscli
CORINNE GRIFFITH IN Story by James Ashmore Creelman Titles^__
Joseph R. Fliesler

Diected
SiiTlng

by

NOT A MOMENTOUS PICBST PICTURE SHE HAS
^^DE SINCE HER RETURN TURE OF GANGSTER WARSCREEN.
T»
STRAIGHT FARE BUT CAN BE CLASSED
ClAMA FOR THE GROWN AS FAIR ENTERTAINMENT,
SHOULD BE BIG HELP HELPED OUT SOMEWHAT
L'S.
BY AN INTERESTING ALLT» BOX OFFICE.
as Miriam, is a Lady
he Evening, befriended by a man
w )se sweetie has jilted him for
man and his millions. He
a: old
tjes her to the wedding and makes
acene in Church insulting not only
but the outcast. He apolotl: lady
gjs to Miriam and they become
n-tual help and inspiration to each
o'er.
Miriam falling deeply in love
wh Jeffrey, (E. Lowe). The exs-?etie turns up again, full of evil
nt but Miriam saves the day,
ition and man by a clever ruse
(U shows up the society gal's

TRASTS

story

player falls in love with a gangster's
and how he is taken prisoner
and mistreated by the gangster's
enemies, and still manages to keep
his mouth shut, according to under-

"The Air-Lesion"
*

^ 'y by
t ected by
^ituring

"Homecoming"

James Creelman
Bert Glennon
Ben Lyon,

Antonio

Moreno

and

Sleeper.

is

Director
Story by

Joe

May

Fred Majo

Martha Featuring
Dita Parlo,
Lars Hansen, Gustav Froeiich.

chief pilot at an

mail station and
the postmistress
e

with.

He

Martha Sleeper

whom

helps

vice the son of his
is

he

is

in

boy has been a stunt

flyer

pal.

s

!kels

.

!

of

the lives

of

desolsol-

diers are held as prisoners by Russia

during the late war.
the

husband

is

The

while the public was

still

for airplane stuff, but they forhow to photograph that part of

picture to

make

it

look real.

the

establish-

flighty

BOX OFFICE SMASH.

A

Both escape,

caught,

flirtation is carried on.

the

the

War

husband did not return.

meat of the play was left out of the
The most notable thing in this picture for some
reason or other.
production is the creation and man- The acting of
Powell. Brent and
eouvering around of the animated Brook was the
best.
Doris Kenyon
insect models, which are almost life- being
in fast company with these
like and at all times convincing. three
had to take a back seat.
These insect sequences are marvelThis should be a
great

|

ously photographed and manipulated.

Jimmy

other

over,

The

wife and comrade together.
The picture is capably directed and
acted. Dita Parlo seems destined to

in

money

any theatre.

"Mata Hari,
The Red Dancer"
National— Big Three Prod.
Directed by
Featuring
Sonja,

-....Frederich

_
_.
Fritz Kortner,

_

Fehcr

Magda

Wolfgang

Zilzer.
A GREAT PICTURE UNFOREIGN PRODUCTION
TIL IT STARTS TO SPEAK
AND THEN THE INTEREST OF A NOTED FEMALE SPY
DIVES A BIT. WELL WORTH WHO PAID THE PENALTY
PLAYING ANY HOUSE AND FOR SACRinCING HER

WILL GET PLENTY OF COUNTRY FOR HER LOVMONEY. EXCEPTIONAL ER'S SAFETY. STAR MISCAST IN HER PART.
CAST.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

have

gone

the limit on this one and will, no
doubt, cash in on it.
The picture
as a whole Is good but would have
been much better had the talking

sequence (running about 30 minutes
towards the end of the picture) been
left out, and this in view of the
fact that the talk is good and done
by fine actors with perfect record-

with

the

first

part

last

The working out of this drama is
poorly done, the chief characters doing things that intelligent leaders
would hardly do in real life. The
star will not win the sympathy of an
audience as she Is too old and buxom
to carry any sex-appeal.
Her love-affair with an innocent
Russian farmer-student is laughable.
He lives alone, in a magnificent
farm-house and is so simple he never
once questions her appearance of

part

of regal and
costly appearance and
up manner, nor does he ever question
why he is thrown into prison, or why
general

measure
in

interest.

Later the husThe titles of Joe Farnham are
band returns only to be told by his excellent. Jack Conway has a good
wife that she is in love with his pal. job out of the direction and the
Husband goes to sea and leaves cast is the best that money could

star.

maker

Valentine"

Directed by
Jack Conway
Story by A. P. Younger, Sara Mason
Featuring
William Haines,
Leila Hyams, Karl Dane, Lionel
Barrymore, Tully Marshall.

flirtation developes.

become a big

with the appearance of a husband
thought dead, and the blackmailing
plot of his former mistress in order
to get revenge on his wife for having taken her lover away from her.
The wife had remarried a doctor of
great influence.
Of course everything turns out O.K. but the real

lost.

and she with him and with returns to Germany and to the home ing voices.
But the
as inspiration, he conquers his of his pal.
Is attracted by the wife. the picture does not

vardice for the glory of country,
vice and postmistress,
fhe direction is sloppy and the
;ire production lacks punch
and
ss. Looks as if it had been
thrown
ether in order to reap in the
:

"Homecoming"
two German
and the wife of one. The

The story
tails

and diers

his first flight for the service
iws himself to be a coward.
The
r falls in
love with the postmisss

EASY TO LOOK AT AND
CAPABLE ACTRESS.

place in the

dead army

Roland Pertwec,

Harold Dearden.
Featuring
William Powell
Evelyn Brent, Cllve Brook.
Doris Kcnvon.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

]

Moreno

with

the other like the
miss wrecks the
other girl's life by eloping with her
sweetheart; then deserting him for
another, and finally coming to ruin
and death. The good girl does all
she can to put the man she was to
marry on his feet again, as his eyes
are finally opened to what he had
ant.

"Alias

UFA— Paramount

AIR-MAIL SERVICE PROA GERMAN MADE UFA
F^GANDA. WILL GET BY PRODUCTION
IIROUGH PRESENT CRAZE SATISFYING. EXTREMELY
UNUSUAL
F>R AIR PICTURES. CHEAP
PHOTOGRAPHY
BY
F:0DUCTI0N.
CHILDREN THER RICTTAU. THISGUNPICBIGHT LIKE IT BUT TURE WILL
HAVE
NO
HERE'S NOT MUCH KICK
TROUBLE
PLEASING
ANY
THIS ONE.
AUDIENCE.
DITA PARLO
'ony

opens

the grasshopper,

girl

I

FO

Koy I'omerov

__

''v

The prologue, shot after the pic- ment of the character of the ant and
Every way you take it, this is the
ture itself was completed, launches the grasshopper in the Insect world. best all-talking
picture yet made.
the character of the story, by intro- The grasshopper dances lightheart- The recording,
the acting, the diducing newspaper men, sent to fer- edly all day without a care of the recting and photography
is far above
ret out the facts on the framing of future, while the ant works from the
standard set to date in talking
a girl of the underworld. The story morn till night, for his winter com- pictures. The
story is its one weakproper then begins and retails the fort.
Then the modern story be- ness, being an adaptation of the play
account of how a nervy saxaphone gins showing two girls, one just like by the same name, and
concerns

apness and her own fineness.
is decidedly Miss Griffith's
pture with Edmund Lowe doing
world ethics. The fearless gangster
V y well as the lover, but highest
hiors should go to the director. learning that the girl he married
Ster has used intelligence and loves the sax player, makes the
supreme sacrifice and frees the
s !tle humor in fashioning a good
p.Uire out of a story full of pit- youth from the clutches of the rival
f:ls
for a poor director.
One se- gang. All ends well for the boy and
qmce in particular is a fine ex- girl.
aple of excellent tongue-in-cheek
Sound effects in this production,
hnor.
The synchronization and
of machine-gun fire and fire-cracker
Pf)tography are both very good but
are hardly realistic.
tl
the titles are few and far apart celebrations
t y
are a very weak spot in the Continuity, titles and photography
xUiction.
rate as a trifle better than ordinary.
'his

•'^'"'y

A SIMPLE STORY OF CONIN TWO WOMEN.
TECHNICALLY THE MOST
ONE WITHOUT A CARE, PERFECT ALL-TALKING
AND THE OTHER SERIOUS; PICTURE YET MADE, ACTTHEIR NATURES PARAL- ED BY AN EXCELLENT
LELED BY THE ANT AND CAST.
THE DIRECTION
DIALOGUE PROLOGUE, GRASSHOPPER
OF THE IN- AND PHOTOGRAPHY VERY
WHICH SEEMED TO HAVE SECT WORLD. MINIATURE GOOD, BUT THE STORY A
NO BEARING ON THE MAIN SEQUENCES UNUSUAL.
BIT WEAK.
A CERTAIN
THEME ITSELF.

Tiss Griffltli,

c

"Interference"
I'aramouiit
Directed by

she

is

imprisoned.

Her easy way out

of the task she
getting the fortification plans of Lemburg, is laughable.

has been

set. of

The Austrian Archduke,

a former
lover, hates to hand over the fortification plans, so on her suggestion, he
gives her false papers, without any

Leila
Hyams looks good.
Haines, Barrymore, Karl Dane and qualms on either side. The ending
Tully Marshall are perfectly cast is tragic, the spy facing a firing
and give exceptional performances. squad.
buy.

"
Exhibitors
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" Carnation Kid

Christie Surprise in
Doug

MacLean

Latest,

FOX STUDIOS CREATE
NEW TECHNICAL DEPT.

Written from Silent
And Sound Angles

Edward Kobinson, stage actor, will
have
a role in Paramount's "Hole
said that Al Christie and
It is
in the Wall" as his first picture
Douglas MacLean will spring some- part.
ihing of a surprise on the industry
when they demonstrate with "The
KusseH Oleasoii will have a leadCarnation Kid" how much typical ing part in Pathe's first talkie, "The
moving picture movement and action Missing Man."
•
•
•
can be put into a dialogue picture.
LoKajiie Duval, two months ago
It is for this reason that it is
believed "The Carnation Kid" when just an extra girl, will play the lead
released in its silent version, will opposite Reginal Denny in "His
present an advance in picture makDay."
ing because it should be a better Lucky
•
«
«
silent picture than most any of the
A print of Rex Ingram's "Three
silent version of the talkers to date.
The reason this has been accom- Passion is on its way to New York.
Cohn scenario
from which "The Carnation Kid" was
written with moving picture action
plished

is

that the Al

in mind. From the start of the scenario of this story it was written for
a dialogue picture which would not
confine the dialogue to still scenes,
but extend it so that the picture
could have lots of action all the way

through.

•

•

•

player and
Robert I'erry, boxer, will have parts
in Pathe's "Noisy Neighbors."

Mike

Donliii, baseball

•

*

*

Lillian (iish is in New York waiting for the arrival of Max Reinhardt to make her first picture for

MacLean's
pictures,
too,
have United Artists.
«
*
«
nearly always had lots of action and
rapid movement and this is said to
Jacqueline Logan has
be the most speedy of all of the pic- recovered from the flu
tures in whicli he has starred.

work

"ERIK

THKREAT"

1ST INTL.

in

Columbia's
•

Cecil

DeMille
$2,000

*

is

for

By SPKCIAI. CORRESPONDENT

HOLLYWOOD

—

Things are happening so fast in this business, even
producers are having a hard time
keeping up with them. In this connection we hear that the West Coast
studio's of William Fox, have established a special technical department, supervised by a staff of engineers, chemists, camera experts, and
technicians from various fields, who
will carry on experimentations, testing the usefullness of any invention
of process that might have anything to do with the making of motion pictures.

This department is wide open to
anyone thinking he might have a
thought,

device

would

any way

in

or

invention

that
benefit pictures.

At the present time they are working on the George K. Spoor third
dimension idea.

Fox Buys Play
Fox has

just purchased the play,

"From Hell Came a Lady." This
resume was produced in Hollywood and one

sufficiently
to

picture,

"The

Faker."

totalling

TALKIE

24, 1928

«

offering

prizes

of the authors is Jaime Del Rio, exhusband of Dolores.
Madge Bellamy will have the lead in the picture and Charles Kenyon will write
the screen play.

an idea for a

F P-L Buys Sequel
•

By W.

R.

WILKr.RION

(GEORGE JESSEL

A

fellow.
Very sii
working and possess*
with quite a few ideas regardin
George Jessel and his possession
Yesterday we talked to him abo\
many things and the one questic
that is a sore spot is "The Jai
Sore because it was h
Singer".

great

cere,

hard

baby.

He

little

played with

was responsible

it,

it,

foundk

for its existanc

He told us how he carried the scrli
under his arm day after day tryic
to sell some picture producer tt
it was great picture materia
Some thought it O.K. and others nc

idea

\

To the O.K. gang the price Georj
put on it was not the price tht
wanted

to pay.
•

SAW

•

•

POSSIBILITIES

After seeing a couple of Viti
phones, George conceived the idj
that this production with songs r
Vitaphone would be a wow. ¥.
went to the Warners, all of thei
he had known for years, with h
thoughts. At first they were not in
pressed but gradually, he worke

them

into

his

They

idea.

bougl

the rights to the play, gave him
000 cash and were to pay the

$2
re:

easy stages. George was hapi
he figured that in selling h
play he created a big opportunil
for himself in that he would do tl
in

for

tallcing picture.
•

OPINIONS

•

Famous-Flayers-Lasky have bought
But for son
lead in the picture.
screen rights to "The Greene
salar
probably
other,
reason
or
Murder Case." This is a sequel to
sequences in French, German and
the
same
for
"Synthetic
Sin,"
F^rst
not
could
the
Warners
famous
George
and
gi
"Canary
Murder
Case"
information
according
English,
to
and will be made into a talkie.
National.
received yesterday.
together and Jolson was given tl
•
•
•
Before starting on "Broadway",
part.
The rest is history and wei
Constance
Talmadge
has begun Merna Kennedy 5-Yr.
Dr. Fejos had completed the shootthe first pages written in the ere
ing of "Erik the Great", featuring work on her new picture, "Venus",
tion of a new form of screen ente
Contract with
Conrad Veidt and Mary Philbin. The being made in Europe.
film has since been reshot and can
tainment.
•
•
•
•
•
•
Merna Kennedy has been signed
now be called the first international
Nellie Bly Baker and Louis Lig- by Universal on a five year contalking film.
BROKEX HEARTED
Veidt refused to make a talking gett have been added to the cast tract. Her first assignment will be
I
Jessel was broken hearted.
version in English unless he could of Milton Sills' forthcoming First the part of the girl in "Broadway."
part,
not
so
mu«
do
that
wanted
to
It was the promise of this "plum"
make one in German and Dr. Fejos National picture, "The Comedy
of
that made Miss Kennedy decide to for the part itself but with the coi
compromised by making it in both
listen seriously to Universal's offer. viction that the
English and German and also adding Life."
finished
produ
•
•
•
At the time it came she was making
French.
would revolutionize the screen
Beatrice Banyard, (Mrs. Willard tests for Cecil DeMille's "Dynamite."
The prints with the German and
that it would bring on the exact col
French sequences will be sent Mack,) has been added to the cast
George ft
dition existing today.
abroad immediately.
of "Hunted."
Suderman Dead
that it was his salesmanship th*
•
•
•
Shuberts Cleaning up
Herman Suderman, famous Euro- made this whole thing possible, ft
.Mfk Grinde is on his way to New
pean author died in Berlin, Thurs- in the beginning Warners did n
York
to
make
some movietone sub- day, after
^10,000 Per
an illness that had re- want to tackle it in feature leng:
^Continued from pa^e 1)
jects for M-G-M.
sulted in paralysis. He gave to the
•
•
•
George said, "It was
each week whereas 8 has been the
screen such famous stories as "Sun- pictures.
rule with Shubert legitimate produc"If 3Ieu Played Cards as Women rise," "Magda," and "Flesh and the tough break for me, but tomorrol
Dr. Paul Fejos is now finishing
the first talking motion picture with

Nat Sliilkret, who wrote the theme
song for "Lilac Time," is doing

the

"U"

Week

Do." is the latest all-talkie short Devil." He was the foremost literWhile no details between the Shuary figure in Germany.
novelty
filmed by Paramount:
It is
berts and Warner arrangements have
been made public yet, at least five Ijased on a sketc;h that was in the
Shubert houses will be showing Music, Box Revue several years ago, Ohio Fanatics Launch Bill
Warner sound films this winter, the by George Kaufman.
For Talkies Control
7
tions.

estimated
net
box-oflfice
receipts
from these theatres running well
over $1,500,000 for this fiscal year.
Shuberts' predominating position

in the theatrical field gives the company an unusual advantage in exploiting
sound
films.
Showmen
around the Shubert offices hold the

view that the Warners need the Shubert facilities, as its own chain of
theatres is not nationally extensive
enough and not altogether adapted
for proper presentation of first-run

sound showings.

•

•

Jan.

•

(Continued from page 1)
Finily FItzroy has been selected that "he was momentarily expecting
a court order demanding that he
l)y M-G-M to play the part of the
Marquesa in "The Bridge of San censor the controversial movie and
that he would censor it with a preLuis Rey."
judiced mind and would likely not
•
•
•
permit it to pass;" (referring to the
Bill Haines mixed it up with Jack "Birth of a Nation").
"Jesse James" will be barred, if
Roper at the Hollywood Legion stadium for an important sequence in Clifton has his way, on the grounds
the

film

that it shows train robberies, hold"The Duke Steps Out." a ups and other so-called objectionable

story of a prizefighter.

features.

another day".

:is

•

•

•

STJBMARIXE

We
of

hear that
Theatres in

Columbia
their

Loew

Circt

New York

offeri

the

bookings
Al
"Submarine".

$30,000

picture

in

<

understand, these particular the
tres are only in Greater New Yo
and New York State. Of course C
lumbia could not accept it, even
it

was, almost as

five cost, as

on

their

However

it

much

as the neg

Jjad already been so

program of 30 pictun
is an excellent tribu

it

to the quality of this picture.

I:CA

Casts Eyes

on Valuable

Sound Newsreel

Patlie

DAIW^VItW
UeR.

Devoted

I

New

The Medicine
Show Begins

own narrow and bitter bigotry,
would run its finances, its busiU'S set up and its taxes and would
r;it
and restrict its reflection of
li
by guiding the mirror to a twistQ*

eireproduction of his
«

«

own

pet ideas.

«

this he would do in the name
morality when he himself is a
b aker of faith and of promise. Wf
this with a full responsibilit:
S^
a|! we base it on personal experie. In our pre.sence he agreed to
hhold the introduction of the New
•k censorship measure until furr onstructive conferences could
held and then promptly went out
ail sent the measure to Albany.
We
bieve in his own warped and twiste view that he thought he was deal,11

with

ii
tl

the

devil

•

'anon Chase
if

and that under

circumstances his course was not
y justified but clever.
*

is

•

a type.

Ella Boole

Comstock belonged

a)iother.

to

same group. We believe that
pathologists would classify them

tl

tl

a proper

subjects

for

treatment.

Cnstock was as twisted
as the
nddest inmate of Mattewan but he
irished because all he did was

Forniei-b KxhlbltorM Trade K«-vlew

and developing of the Motion Picture

York, Monday, .Vovomher

William Fox
With

in
nrality.

the

splendid
«

'hose

*

name

and meddlers who butt in
vere normal persons hesitate to
tad. The witch burners of Salem
vre sincere but crazy.
The bigots
history all have been madmen.
as I will, as I judge, as I decide
you are wicked that is the dic-

—

1.

9

I'hase

isn't

*

*

personally worth this

ce but that pestiferous and med'g. cocksure certainty of Divine
1 piration
in
both
morals and
fimce are important because they
8'

<1

r
t

resent an ever recurrent
all

se

menace

freedom and liberty, to all
development, to all normal

g 'Wth.

—All

P

a

Alone

talk of mergers, past

h e Sound Newsreel
and Warner Theatres
t

Goal of Bankers

in this

When ever it seems necessary for some other organization to
impress their banker.-, the word that "Fox is doing so and so...."
always gets instant action. And the word is around the "street"
that "this fellow Fox is going too far with his theatre buying. He
is stepping on too many toes".
But who is going to head him off?
W.R.W.

The heavy movement upward in
Pathe stock is attributed to the drive
by
Fisher
Brothers,
of
General
Motors fame and tremendous Wall
Street speculators, and M. J. Meehan of the brokerage house bearing
his name.
It is also known In the 'Street'
that they are likewise buying large
quantities of Warner stock on the

open market.

It

is

a well-known

fact that Fisher Brothers, who withdrew their large holdings in
recently, are determined to get a piece
of the picture business.
General
Electric, it is understood, approves
of the Fisher move and is cooperating with them to effect an entrance
into the game in a big way.
Mergers in the Air
Banking houses in Wall Street, already heavily 'in' on the film business, are not going to stop until
they effect absolute control to profContlnued on pag:e 2)

RCA

MHSTEIN

RESIGNS KERMAN DEVELOPING

NEW TALKIE

UNIV. ADV. POST

DEVICE

The Kerman Film Company
Universal Pictures Corporation announced Saturday that Nat Rothstein, Advertising Director, has resigned from the company and would
leave next week for California where
he has a Beverly Hills home.
Rothstein, who recently returned
from a two month's trip abroad,
came to Universal 13 years ago as
Advertising Manager, from a Chi(Contlnued on pag-e 2)

Monroe

Isen

Here

Isen, in charge of UniPictures in South America,
is in New York, slopping at the Park
Mr. Isen is here on his
Central.
to conregular semi annual visit
fer with home otfice executives.

of

New

York, of which Moe and Al Kerman
are the heads, is coming out with a
new sound recording device via the
fllm method, which will not only be
able to record studio production but
newsreel events as well. No trade
name has yet been chosn.
The projection apparatus which
will be out of the laboratory within
another week, will be sold to theatres at about 70% less in cost than
the cheapest device now on the market, according to the Kermans, and
they claim for it 100% better tonal

(Continued on page

versal

SAM SAX

James, Editor of ExDaily Review and Motion Pictures Today is now in
Washington to keep an eye on
the first meetings called by Canon
Chase and the coming attack on

Arthur

hibitors

the motion picture industry, as
outlined in the Hudson Bill.
These publications, ever watchmoves by
destructive
ful
of
enemies of the industry, will be
right on the job this year, as
always, to defeat the flood of
deadly legislation headed the way
of motion pictures.

Sells

Pantages

Lex Wier, western division manager for Pathe, has just closed a
contract with Alexander Pantages
for the Pathe sound News for all
iiis

FOR

theatres.

?UBLIX STAGE UNITS

AGAIN FOR NORTHWEST

'THROUGH THE BREAKERS'

SAN FRANCISCO— The

Sam

James In Washington

PARH

Pathe

2)

Monroe

•

who make

fijirs

t

FIVK CE.VTM

call.

of

pictures are as
d ent and as moral as those moral

1

1J>2S

and present, the one name that is
connection is William Fox and his various
amusement holdings. Fox has and always will, play a lone hand.
He is the boss of the Fox organization and everyone knows that.
The Fox backers, and Lhey are numerous, would not have the organization any other way.
He has made all of them millions in the
picture business. He can get these and other millions by a phone
all

never mentioned

fl

die

2«t,

Industry.

BROS-MEEHAN SEEK
WARNER-PATHE CONTROL

ARTHUR JAMES

preposterous, this religious med
seeks to set up his own plans
the conduct of the picture busiHe would harness the greatvenue of human expression with

Off

FISHER

he moral boa constrictor, Canon
Wliam Sheaf e Chase, begins his
ai.ual medicine show in Washington
With
at he Mayflower Hotel, today.
a olemnity that is as impudent as
1

S. I«at

to the fostering

•M \o. 122

By

.

Sax,

President of Gotham
is
playing host to a

Productions
party of film celebrities, who will
occupy a box at Fox's Academy, tonight, for the opening of "Through
(he Breakers" a Gotham production,
adapted from Owen Davis' stage
!>Iay.
Harold Shumate, Associate
Producers will talk about the film.

Brennon

to

New York

separation
operation of Publix houses
by West Coast Theatres, which was
done at the behest of the Federal
authorities, in lieu of their withdrawing monopoly suits against
West Coast, Publix. Loew and other
distributors,
actually takes
place

of

the

December

1st.

In cities such as Seattle and Portland, where the Publix theatres go
back to exclusive Publix operation,
it means that they will not play any
more Fox product and the West

Herbert Brennon, director, left Coast Theatres will play no more
Hollywood Saturday for New York. Paramount. It leaves Publix with
While here he will finish script one house each in Portland and
preparation for the forthcoming pro- Seattle, in which to play the enduction of "Lummox" to be made by tire Paramount product, if they so
Several small downtown
Sam Goldwyn for United Artists re- choose.
lease.

(Continued on pafce
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German

MAIN STREET
by

GORDON TRENT

for example,

several
like

was the verdict

have their eye
They

pull

Pathe looms
experience.
picture also. Pathe has
an incalculable asset in Pathe News,
particularly since it is being released in sound. The Daily Review believes that RMA would think well
of the idea of adding a weekly with
the Pathe tradition and prestige to
a possible acquisition of Warner
Brothers.
talkie

er

in this

RCA

—

of

'SHOULD A GIRL MARR\'

READY FOR ROAD DEC.
Rayart

Hal
Filmtone Scoring and

Desmond Coke,

British author, to Exhibitor Sidney Bernstein's questionnaire as
to wliich I'llms were th.- most dis-

organizations.
to

Films Praised

and worth while; the English, the
least objectionable and most dull,

and

Warners over
with them. They want theatres and
Warner hiive them today and are
adding more. They want the Warnwould

26, 1928

American films are the niosl
capable and the most objectionable; the German, most artistic

are yet to begin.

RCA,
on

Keith-Albee-Orpheum

of

tion

Wew

4Jrd
Telephone Bryant
409, New York.
AddrcM all communications to Executive

Ejeciitivc
Street. Suite

— Meehan

Seek
Warner-Pathe Control

Fisher Bros.

(Continuad from page 1)
tect their investments and the real
mergers starting with RCA acquisi-

Piililishrd

W.
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Special

Full

to

Road Shows

The Filmtone synchronization
Rayart's special production "Shoj
a Girl Marry?", which will be ro'
showed throughout the country, t
be completed in New York wit
a weak, at which time a number
road-show companies will be
Lo start otu or. bookings in the E
I

liked.

Publix Stage Units

Again for Northwest
(Continufd from page 1)
houses in these cities may possibly
lienefit thereby, should there be an
overflow of product.

rearrangement also means
that Publix road-show units will
ngain be seen in Seattle and Port-

The

i

t»rn territoiies.

Each

pc^ny will carry a Fl;
machine with

CO'

reproducing

'icne

'echnical s uTI, consisting of e.
nician, opeiaioi and checker.
vance agents and publicity men
now enroute to the key centers
arrange for initial presentations
,

raramount M-G-M
land.
The Fifth Avenue In Seattle
There seems to be no reason for and its sister house, the Broadway
Paramount and M-G-M talking mer- in Portland, have been getting away
ger. They have an arrangement that 2;ood with the new policy of pictures
The Filmtone machine is porta
provides for a more complete under- without stage presentations.
Each and can be installed in three of fi
standing than the possible merging 'louse has had weekly receipts al
hour's time.
of their interests and this undermost as high as when the Fanchon
The picture, rated as one of R
standing has existed for several and Marco "ideas" were on the art's
greatest, is a Trem Carr P
years.
It concerns the playing of
boards. Adding the overhead of the duction directed by Scott Pembn
pictures made by both companies F & M shows to these two houset
and features Helen Foster, Don
the houses controlled by each
company.
This playing is to the
in

will not, it is believed, add to theii
weekly receipts sufficiently to cover
exclusion of every other picture
he added overhead.
should condition make this advisable
The F & M shows, because of
The combined playing time of both
Paramount and M-G-M is of suf- routing, etc., are cheaper than the
Publix shows ;so the Seattle ana
ficient cash gross to remove any
the Portland also will have higher
worry regarding a possible profit.
overheads to meet, but with slight
prospect of the Publix shows pullTheatres the Thlnff
As soon as mergers are discussed ing more than the present policy

Keith,

Wm.

V.

Mong and Dot

Far!

I

Wireless, grapevine and post card

advices show the

Mr. and Mrs.

honeymoon

trip of

D. Trop has reach-

J.

ed Baltimore via Atlantic City, bride

well—

doing

bridegroom are

and

They do say that (Jlendon Allvine
is

that

Marie Dressier

way about

and has been so these twenty years
—Joe SkirboU finds sound demand in
west but there are ex-

the middle

who

hibitors

are

still

Canon Chasing

C. C. Pettijohii is

Washington
piro

is

ment

this

deaf

tone

diem

—Victor

of such

dialectician

that he speaks Arabic,

Sha-

attain-

Armen-

—

lonesome but he expects Mabel Noreftsoons

—George

yesterday

until

thought mufti meant a
beard

always

man

with a

— Yiliiia

camera

Kanky now facing the
New York attributes her

in

peach complexion to regular exercise, fresh air

al

sport

of

and gulyas, the nation-

Hungary

How

— Frank

F &

M.

it possible to acquire.
The big
Talkie Device
company of tomorrow is the one that
(Continued from pape 1)
can show the most playing days in
reproduction than other devices now
theatres owned or controlled
by in use. Installation orders will be in

New

it

is

but

If the playing time is there,
a cinch on the production end,
regardless of what quality a

producer might contribute to a picture, if he is not equipped to control
the extensive playing he is
licked.

Rothstein Resigns

For Hoover
When

president elect Hoover fi
foot in South America he y
come face to face with a Fox Mot
tone sound truck.
This truck
?ets

York
the
day
follow:
announced intention
visiting the Latin American co'
Hoover's

expedition

United States.

WAFILMS,

first

shortie

will

be

a

ro-

Walter A. Futter, Pres.
for Libray Stock Scenes

130

Netoco Casino Opens
Equipped with Sound

(Continued from page 1)
cago Adevrtising Agency,
It is understood that Harry Reichenbach, who was recently signed
by Universal to a five-year contract
will be director of advertising and
exploitation
with
Milton
Silver
handling the actual advertising copy.

England Thewill
open
fiftieth house, the revamped
Casino Theatre on Sunday, NovemOperating

atres
their

ber

Classified

Corp.,

with a Movietone-Vitatalking and sound picture
policy with vaudeville.
Netoco took this house over from
Waldron a few weeks ago and closed it for complete renovation and
decoration.
25th,

phone

Portable Melophone Talkie Device
Benefit

SEATTLE— George

St.

New YorM

Bryant 8181

Small-Town Exhibitors

Number

There

no

installation charge,
charge, the Melophone

line.

10% discount

Minimum

order,

$

12 issues or more.

FOR SALE
LOCAL FILM.S
MOTION
I'ltTURES
MAOK
'rder.
Conunercial Home or Ind

We

have excellent facilities
cameramen. Our price,
ner foot.
Ruby Film Company,
'-JpvAiifh Avenue. New York City.
lO. ON
FUTIKE AISO "STII
au'eras rented, sold and exchang
Portable liprhts for sale and for re
Keep us advised of your wants. Rl
best

Camci-a ''ompany, 727 Seventh Aver

Vpw

F, Endert, for-

Advertisemen

Advertisements in this section,
cents per word. Cash must be sei
No charge for B<
with order.

'rial.

To

W. 46th

BOSTON—The New

Univ. Adv. Post

ing novelties for the A.M.P.A.'s Hol-

Inc.

shorts.

'li<

rone's

This truck will be with
until it returns to

tries.

order in approximately one month.
The Kerman company is likewise
building a studio on Long Island for
the
production
of
features
and

Fer-

mance with Long Island sound effects.
Donovan Hancock is contriv-

in S.

New

Kerman Developing

is

Ratkin says

had

he

consideration is theatres.
many have they and how many

first

them.
in

ian and Goldwyn with equal tluency
Lew Cody is New Yorking all by his

mand

with

the

Fox Sound Truck

York'

r'itx-.

TWO PAPER STENCIL

CLTTI
mer Paramount Manager and Wil- or service
Machines Foot and Power
Sa<
(ice
liam
iS.S.'^.OO
each.
National
J.
Drummond. have launched films being booked on percentage by
enough for a million dollar producWest
^i:th
Street,
City.
a new portable synchronizing device Endert
and Drummond.
Several
tion Hiid
and have organized the Melophone Melophone machines are already on
m.SINESS OPPOKTl .MTIES~
rlon'i
mean perhaps
Talking
WHETHER YOU AVAXT TO HI
Picture
Company
of hand, with factory facilities to turn
Charlie Gicgerich is cinephoning to .\merica.
one or be hired: buy or sel
out three each week being arrang- ^ome
'heatre: trade or sell equipment,
The
device which creates and ed. Several pictures with talking and
lo almost anythng else in the mot
beat the band—
lywood bal masque that are good

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

Alfred 'Weiss

ing almost

all

of

his

is

do-

talking over

the Biophone and signing contracts

between times.

recreates
talking and sound pictures is intended for the small
town exhibitor whose house is not
wired.
Being portable, Melophone
will be used for road-show proposition which travel the small towns.

singing
sequences
and
musical
scores are also ready.
The first
Melophone show was put on at the
Princess Theatre in Edmonds, Wash.,
on November 1.5th.

picture business, an ad in this depi
tnent will get you results.
If
want us to word the ad for you,
services of our advertising expe
are at your call. Simply tell us w t
you want to do, and how many woiB
you want used.
Exhibitors DAI"

RRVIEW.

Jliation-wide

lalJotini^*

Reatjlrrs of

Pliotoplaj Ma;;*azine

Confirms VTIiat Erery
DiNcriininating*

Obserrer Kiio^rs

by

The Finest Filiiiis are Fox and
Fox Suppemac;^ is Consistent
Leadership

Leadership

in 2 Talking

in

Newsreels

Condensed

Features

weekly

in Dialog

Only

First to

Producer

bring to

this season of

America voices
of world celebrities

8 $2 top successes

PuhUe Aecimm Now Cov^rwis
T\rdiet of the InduHtrys

rox

i.E!Ans

Ill

ti^Hl

E]¥

the best pL ure of the year

Ijeads the

Fox

Quality ProcessI

Wfi^LiAM FOX
the

iii«livi«liial{s

the

SUCCESS

Is

proud

contributed to

wilio

Who

second time
is honored by the Photoplay Medal award.
for the

"T' I"

iffd

if

J

him

stage

Who

play upon which the
picture was based.

play.

Producer of the

II

a star overnight.

BENJAMIN GLAZER
Who

wrote the stage

pla>

wrote

the

screen

•

§

WINFIELD SHEEHAN
Whose production genius set a
new high standard for the screen.

and

ihe following

members of

the supporting cast:

David Butler

Ben Bard

Albert

Gran

Jessie Haslett

Emile Chautard

Lillian

West

Gladys Broekwell

George Stone

Marie Mosquini

The proof of
STREET ANGEL
THE RED DANCE
THE AIR CIRCUS
ME, GANGSTER

FOX

supremacy

is

in the

FOUR SONS
MOTHER MACHREE
DRY MARTINI
THE RIVER PIRATE
PREP AND PEP

MOTHER KNOWS BEST
ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD

Witli

.«<ueli

iKi!>«iiini8^

FAZIL

SUNRISE

WIN THAT GIRL
PLASTERED IN PARIS
RILEY THE COP

Awarded for

PictureH Count

pictures ax thcwe

Record:

BLINDFOLD

Jf^hen J}fedals mire

TalMng

«

CHARLES FARRELL
JANET GAYNOR
Whose remarkable perthere ever was
A star
—
formance as Chico made
ariety
one.
AUSTIN STRONG

JOHN GOLDFN

HEAVEN

of Tth
If

FRANK BORZAGE

to credit

Irom

FOX

FOX In

]?IOVIETOI¥E CIT V

THE OHOST TALKS l\ OI.I> /%KI%Oi\A JSPEAKEA.SY
UEHIiVD THAT C IJRTA1I%
THRI DIFFEREIIT EVES

i
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Current production
Pictures Now

Big

5

Work—Other

In

Ur W.

Co.

V

Cutting

Schedules at Low Ebb
By J. HARRISON EDWARDS

j

26, 1928

Down

Word is being whispered around
Jiifk \iitterfonl is writing a story
Hollywood circles that Florence
with a Switzerland locale which will
West Const CorreNpondent
OLLYWOOD— Production in the be a Reginald Barker special for Vidor and Esther Ralston are
through at Paramount.
Reason
l-llywood studios is at a rather low T-S.
•
«
•
being given that neither have
Heavy schedules are planned
ei.
I'tii
O'Mallej,
Eleanor Griffith,
voices of sufficient quality for
Fox
b' not in operation at present.
Chester Morris and Mae Busoh all
talking pictures.
12 pieI(ds the procession with
have parts in "Nightstick" which Roties in actual production, M-G-M
land West is making for United
Paramotunt
and
First
7
Nahi 8,
Artists.
English Peeved at Fox
Universal is busy adding
6.
tiirial
•
•
•
tiking sequences to most of their
Eniile
Cliantard.
French actor,
LONDON
English exhibitors are
aeady finished pictures with but has a leading role in the
TilTany- very keen to run the Movietone
2jiictures in actual work.
The fol- Stahl production of "The Girl
Who ject recently completed by Foxsubof
If'ing list does not include those
Came Back."
the speech made by King George at
•
•
•
bng made by the various "quickie"
I sa belle
sdios.
Sheridan has been given the opening of the New Tyne Bridge.
Fox Lot
a part in United Artists, "King of But they are up in arms at the price
this
J

—

)n the

/zona,"
t

.

Fox

lot

Irving

there are: "In Old

Cummings,

direc-

"The Big Bout," Harry Sweet;

the

organization has set for the sub-

Mountains."
•

•

•

Eugene Walter;
"atch
Out,"
"James
Parrott;
" rong
Boy," John Ford; "White
Jence," Charles Klein;
"Exiles,"
Tlliam Beaudine; "False Colors,"
Jnes Tinling; "Scarehead," {.vorktitle), Fred Newiixcycn-;
i|;
"ChrisChester Conklin will direct Ritt" William K. Howard; "Our cardo Cortez in a picture
tentatively
I.ly Bread," F. \V. Murnau
called "Life" for T-S.
P-F-L Lot
•
•
•
^'aramount: "Sunset Pass," Otto
It is rumored that Bebe Daniels
lower; "The Dummy," Robert Mil- will sign with Pox.
•
•
*
ti; "The Wolf Song," Victor Fleni.41f (Jonldfngr has been signed by
"The Wolf of Wall Street,"
i;;
Iwland V. Lee; "Tong War," Wil- Fox to direct one feature picture.
•
•
•
Im Wellman; "The Case of Lena
Frank Moran, ex-prize fighter has
hith," Josep van Sternberg; "Four
been signed by T-S for a featured
lathers," Cooper-Shoesdack.
role in "Spirit of Youth."
"liendship,"

ject.

The price being twice as much
H. B. Warner will have the part
of the district attorney in M-G-M's as has been asked for any Movietone subject to date. Some of them
"Trial of Mary Dugan.'
•
•
•
are yelling "American exploitation
Ednuind Unrke of the Chicago of the King's personality for extra
Opera Company, will have a part in profit" however the British cinema's
"The Melody".
are tumbling over themselves try•
•
•

M-G-M Lot

•

•

•

Wetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Sidney
Mabel Norniand is going abroad to
directing Greta Garbo m make personal appearances in Great
eat,"
(working title,)
William Britain.
'^.h
directing
John Gilbert in
Lee Patriek,*'C6atured stage playhirst;" Ramon Novarro in "The
.Igan," W. S. Van Dyke; "The Duke er, has been given the leading feminine role in Pathe's "The Missing
liiTps out," James Cruze; "The Spite
Iirriage," E. Sedgwick; "Hunted," Man."
•
•
•
'illard Mack; "Mysterious Island,"
Paul
Stein
has
completed
shootcian Hubbard.
ing on "The Office Scandal", starring
F. N. Lot
Phyllis Haver
First National: "Seven Fooiprints
•
•
•
Satan,"
Benj.
Christiansen;
Bradley Kins will write the treat''^eary River," Frank Lloyd; "Come- ment and continuity on
"The Squall"
of
Life,"
Alexander Korda; for First National.
•
•
•
'hat's a Good Girl," William Siet- directing
Alice Wiite has started producColleen Moore; "Chilen of the Ritz," John F. Dillon: tion on her next picture, "Hot Stuff,"
'aturday's Children," Corinne Grif- without a leading man having been
signed.
11, directed by Gregory LaCava.
Warner Bros: "From Headquari-s,"
Howard Bretherton; "The
Fitzmaurice Finishes
insert Song," Roy Del Ruth; "She
-lew Men," Archie Mayo; "Alimony
George Fitzmaurice wound up
.inie," Michael Curtiz.
Unitel Artists: John Barrymore in t>roduction yesterday on his latest
"ing of the Mountains," directed First National picture, "His Captive
Ernst Lubitsch; Douglas Fair- Woman," co-starring Dorothy Macnks in "The Iron Mask," Allan Ifaill and Milton Sills.
van; "Night-Stick," produced by
:

lanklin

ing to get

fit".

the

''Hottentot" as Talkie
Warner Brothers are planning
make a Vitaphone production
William

I

50

[iland

West.
Universal Lot
Universal: "His Lucky Daj'," RegiId Denny directed by Eddie
Cline;
Christmas Carol," Tom Terris.
Pathe: "The Missing Men." Benmin Glazer.
Tiffany-Stahl:
"Reputation,"
AI
'

ly.

Hal Roarh:

One "Our Gang" comeBob MacGowan.

Columbia: "Object Alimony." Scott
"The Faker," Phil Rosen.
Christie Comedies: One "Confesiins of a Chorus Girl"
and one BobVernon,
(inlap;
I

F1?0:

Gloria

Swanson

in

"Queen

Another for Fairbanks
Douglas Fairbanks will start preparing immediately a new production to follow "The Iron Mask." now
Hearing completion.
Lotta Woods,

M-G

"The

More than

fifty

Metro Movietone

Columbia Talkie
Hurst's

stage

play,

"It

is

to

Laugh", will be a "talkie" and also
have a synchronized music score and
sound effects.

The National Trade Journals, Inc.,
has acquired Architectural Forum;
Heating and Ventilating Magazine;
Good F'urniture Magazine, Specialties Salesmen and Salesology, giving the company 17 publications in
all.

Miss Love's Plans
to

;

release.

<•

liie

New

Ixjew people offered them for a

York run on "Suhmarine"
almost covered their negative co.st

The price was $."{0,000.
Certainly
we knew this production cost mor.
'lian this figure.
For instance wf
had the knowledge that Jack Holt

received plenty as his salary for
the
production and that the combined
salaries of Frank Capra, the
director
and Ralph Graves and one or
two
others would ea.sily make
up the
rest of the 30 grand.
To say nothing of the actual production
expense, studio, Btory, etc
etc

knew

which

will

win.

We

,

But we did not know

all this.

that
the
synchronization
stood
Messers Cohn, Brandt and Cohn
the
^um of $25,000. Where do those
Victor people get off with
such
figures.
Certainly they did not get
of this, (the man who
scored
the music got a few dollars)
but they
did get the big slice.
However, we
all

have to apologize to Columbia,
they
read the note and we only
wrote
it.
And in writing it we had no de'^ire to cheapen this
picture.
This
could not be done by even such a
great

we

(shall

say)

•

•

writer.

•

CCTTIXJ DOWN
Most of the major studios in Hollywood are doing a bit of prunning.

They are cutting down
stock

players,

both

their list of

featured

and
done for several
reasons.
The first and most important is their desire to reduce
production costs and every time this
idea crops up the first thing producotherwise.

This

is

tion executives think of is their
stock lists. And too, with the talking picture a reality, the situation
of casting productions is quite uncertain and studios having made

some good and others bad.

figure it
best to take their chance with the
stage player, the one with picture

experience preferable.
•

•

«

DAVID SELZXICK
The

Nat. Trade Journals

Bessie Love has been planning
vacation in New York shortly,
but Fox has just sent for her to
titled.
make tests for their talkie. "Big
Time." If the tests are successful,
Kelly," directed by Eric von Stro- terms will undoubtedly be made and
heim; for United Artists release.
the holiday will be off. Several proInspiration Pictures, (Tec-Art Stu- ducers are after Miss Love's serdios.)
"She Goes to War," direct- vices because of her singing and
ed by Henry King for United Artists dancing ability, and its a question

now

SMILE f;0\E ASTHAV

voice tests of all their stock players,

"The Younger Generation," the
Columbia special adapted from Fannie

II.Kr.HHO.N

Boy! how our phone bunu-d up
Saturday morning after Columbia
nad, what we wrote, in more of a
-mile than of facts- that the pri(

Hot-

M Talkies Done

scenario

editor for Fairbanks, is
at work upon the script for the
Tiew story, an original as vet un-

play,

acts had been completed and most of
them released by M-G-M up to and
including Nov. 24.
A large percentage of these were made at the
newly renovated Cosmopolitan Stu.
dio, 127th Street and Second Avenue.
New York, where short feature work
is now progressing at a rapid rate.

'

•

Collier's

to
of

tentot." This has already been filmed once-silent some years ago. Edward Everett Norton will play the
part originally created by William
Collier.
Lois Wilson will play opposite with Roy Del Ruth directing.

'

)

some of this "extra proThey will, very likely, meet
Fox rental demand and like It.

\\

II.

elevation

of

David Selznick

to the position of assistant to B. P.

Schulberg production head of Paramount, has been given a hearty O.K.
by everyone who has ever come in
':ontact

with the youngest
Selznick name.

I'earing the

member
He is

well liked and his promotion is as
a result of capabilities and nothing

David has a happy faculty of
being able to walk into a very difelse.

ficult situation,

and have

iron ever>-thing out

all sides

rangtement.

He

happy

at his ar-

can handle tempermental directors, players and writers
better than anyone in this business.
His manner will sooth the most
agrieved temper.
This Selznick is
going to go further in our industry.
As a matter of fact he just itRrted.
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National Womens' Organizations Repuftiate Chase

.'

DAIt¥^VlCW
Keg. U.

Devoted

-\t'»v

Formerly

L}xliibitorM Truilv H«-»ic-»v

and developing of the Motion Picture

Yovk, 'riifsday, November

a7,

Industry.

FIVE CK.\TH

11>3.S

HUDSON BlU FRAMER MISLED
BY BOGUS CENSORSHIP DEMAND

Washington
Racketeers
ARTHUR JAMES

By

Pat. OIV

to the fostering

34 No. 123

VI..

S.

=A

Washington, Hovembcr 26

'hlcago does

it

with machine guns

Here

hand grenades.

11

iion the sliull druggery

Wash-

is
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Harry M. Warner, who returned
last week, stated
the studios on the
West Coast will close December 12th
and all players and directors will
have a four-week vacation, after
which they will start the 1929-30

from

the
ye.sterday

Tremont La Grange and Tam worth
Streets

is

said to be agreeable to a
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Sennett Preview Today

Measure on "Premises"

ATTEND

Private "Lobby"
The 'demonstration was the pow

titled
It
is
phone Studios today.
"The Lion's Roar". Johnny Burke
and Daphne Pollard have the lead-

M-GM

roles.

Webb With Paramount

row.

I

staged at the Mayflower Hotel
today under the auspices of the socalled Federal Motion Pictures Council, which maintains paid offices here
within two blocks of the Capitol at
206 Pennsylvania Avenue, S. 3., all
the year round.
This lobby is a privately financed
institution with a small membership
that on occasions sends out a hurry
(all for some ostensibly high moral
purpose, to all the womens' sociftties,
DAR, Womens Club Associations and organizations and makes

everybody a delegate.
A< tendance Dniiidles
The call went out this time for
Mike Connelly, formerly casting all to assemble "in protest against
head at the Fox N. Y. studio, has indecent films.
400
reservations
formed a partnership with Edward were made for the banquet at the
Small.
They will represent artists Mayflower. Saturday, this was reof both stage and screen.
duced to 200 and Sunday afternoon
it was
cut to fifty and hurry calls
were sent to every woman's organiSound Showing
zation in Washington, asking two
delegates to attend, and the "creMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer is holding
dentials" were sent in blank, signed
dramatic
of
Movietone
show
a trade
by the secretary of the "Federal
and comedy sketches, entirely in Motion Picture Council,"
for Mrs.
dialogue, today at the Astor Theatre.
Robbing Gilman the sta'king dummy
Edwards
MusiThey include a Gus
representing Canon Chase.
cal Revue; first Technicolor MovieWomen Protest to Hudson
tone presentation and the first Hal
Each "delegate" was asked to be
dialogue
Roach comedy with music,
and sound effects.
(Continued on page 4)
I

Connelly With Small

Educational will hold a preview
of Mack Sennctt's first all-dialogue
Photo2-reel comedy at the

The picture, as yet not definitely decided on, will be made at
the Astoria studios.

Coast
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Warner Studios Shuts
Dec. 12 for 4 Weeks

Fox Theatres may

Millard Webb, director, has been
engaged by Paramount to make a
picture.
He left Hollywood Friday
nanje
and will arrive in New York tomor-

cheating and

3ng pretence of virtue.
lypocrisy and

like

air

Censorship

wow

build a huge skyscraper and theatre on a site at Tremont and Boylston Streets, if the leases on a number of small buildings on this site
can be obtained.
The Touraine Hotel on Boylston,

must be combatted with ing
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Rev. William
400
Pastor of the 36
Pinehurst Presbyterian Church of
By ARTHUR JAMES
Pinehurst, N. C, was one of the prinMurder
Nov. 26
WASHINGTON,
An American film producing com- cipal speakers at the Annual Con- will out in some cases and the case
pany has been given permission by veuttoii of the Federal Council of of Canon Chase and his anti-motion
Premier Mussolini to make a histori- Motion Pictures at the Mayflower picture legislation program is one
Rep. Grant M. Hudson
cal film portrayal of the cause and rise last night.
The murder came out
of the cases.
of Fascism, and to include what Mus- of Michigan and Senator Wildman today when it was discovered that
also
present.
Biookhart
Iowa
were
of
solini and his iollowers have done
Hudson induced by
MacLeod challenged the right of Representative
for Italy's progress and stability.
Chase to introduce the measure bearany
other
Council
or
the
Federal
The picture will be made in Italy
provides
i)ig his name and which
with the cooperation of the Italian body to commit the ministers of the for Federal Censorship and a wicked
Government, although financial aid U. S., by fact or through implica- and oppresive taxation on the intion, to the Federal censorship of
dustry, was sponsored by the Con(Continued on pag:e 4)
motion pictures.
only on Chases' promise
"We are getting clean pictures gressman
that he would demonstrate there was
now," Rev. Mr. MacLeod said, "and
widespread demand for it.
we are getting them by and with the a

Murdock

the

iniquity,

picture people.
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Speaker at Canon Chase Professional Reformer's
Banquet Resents Attempt
Frantic Calls for More
To Involve Churches
"Delegates" Flops
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RESPONDING

to the public's tremendous enthusiasm for the 2 talking ne'wsreels no'Hr issued 'weekly,

William Fox

ifvill

dra^w^

on

his vast international neivs
recording service for a third

"weekly issue, beginning
December X.
50 Movietone Ne'W^sreel crew^s
noiv covering the ^v^orld ivill
be increased to 75 by next
February.
>>

No

,.'^

*»?'•

wired theatre can afford

WILLIAM

FOX

announces
that beginning next September Fox Movietone^rs ^v^ill
be issued daily^one complete
talUing netvsreet every day.

This sensational iv^orld-i^de,
daily neiw^s service w^ill be accomplished on the folloiving
schedule:
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Borrows Evelyn
Brent for ^^Broadway Role

Laemmle

Recruting

Universal

Another Floradora
Chorus of Ten
By J. HAIIKISON EDWARDS
West Coast Correnpoiident

HOLLYWOOD

Jr.

—

Uuiversal

has

prize package of the
whole talkiug picture racket for the
production of "Broadway" soon to
start at "U" City.
Announcement has been made that
Evelyn Brent will have the part of

STUDIO GOSSIP

Improves With Age

Bertram Millhauser under a long
term contract to Winfield Sheehan,

a Los Angeles paper said "I have

preparing a story of his own for

about the making
am, so to speak,
wood. .. .mellower."
Giving "Von" a picture to do in
ten weeks, would seem to us, do
more to him than age and mellow one of such temperment,
(that is, of course, if he finishes
in ten weeks) it might change
him from an artistic genius to a
director of motion pictures.

grabbed" the

She has
Scarlace Edwards' girl.
been borrowed from Paramount who
just recently tagged her with a longterm contract.
Junior Jleaiis Business
Junior Laemmle means business
with this "Broadway" picture. He is
going to rise or fall with its proRealizing that most every
duction.
picture made last year had some
part of this famous New York play
in it, and that in order to have
something outstanding, unusual effort would have to be exerted, the
younger Laemmle is leaving no stone
unturned. The cast so far, in addition to Miss Brent, has Merna Kennedy, (the Chaplin discovery) in the
ingenue lead, Margaret Livingston
in the part of "Mazie" and of course,

Glenn Tryon in the male

Famous

Carl Jr,

has everybody in Hollywood and New
York looking for the ten most beautiful girls of both face and figure
for the chorus of the picture version.
Junior said, "These ten girls
will go down in picture history with

same renown as the old Florodora sextette" and it was said in
such a manner and with such force

the

we

believe

it.

Scarborough With U.A.
George Scarborough has been engaged by Joseph M. Schenck, head
United Artists, as consulting
cramatist on dialog pictures.
His
of

assignment was the dialog for
"Masquerade," the new Griffith picture that will be completed December 12th and that will introduce the
first

singing voices of Lupe Velez.

Name
"Hearts
of the

in

Gilipin's First
Dixie"

all-talking

pictures.
aged in the

•

Ian Keith has an important part
Universal's "The Haunted Lady."
*

•

•

Darling's illness has
halted work on the screen version
and dialogue of "Listen Baby."

W.

Scott

*

*

*

Louise Fazenda has been given a
part by First National in Alice
White's new picture "Hot Stuff."
«

*

*

Jane Winton and Ernest Torrence
has been assigned parts in "The
Bridge of San Luis Rey" by M-G-M.
*

*

*

Clarence Brown's next picture will
be "Wonders of Women," from the

Sudermann

novel,

"The

Wife

of

Stephen Tromholt."
*

*

*

lianion >ovarro has started actual shooting of scenes for "The
Pagan" down in Tahiti.

Rev.

MacLeod Scores Right

is now the name
picture in which

(Continued from page
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advice and help of the motion picture industry itself. That it is time
that leaders in religious life speak
out firmly against attempts to regulate
morals by law.
The bible
teaches that man was given the
choice of good and evil.
It is the
business of ministers to lead men
to choose aright, not to set up some
external moral authority."
"No man," declared Rev. Mr. MacLeod, "can presume to speak for the
churches of the United States. For
it
is a fact that many of the great
denominations have no centralized
authority to impose on their pastorates a common program."
"I yield to no man in my determination to fight for clean pictures.
No man in the christian ministry today wants anything else, but it is
an insult to the intelligence of the
church-going public, or the public
at large— this idea that a federal
censorship can accomplish more than
intelligent
and
decent
public
opinion."
"As I conceive it," continued Rev.
Mr. Macleod, "one of the primary
duties of the christian ministry is
to stimulate the public conscience
to make its own choice between right
;ind wrong, between the clean and
the unclean.
This proposed legislation is a direct blow at the moral

Charles Gilpin, celebrated negro star
"The Emperor Jones," will make
his screen debut under the Fox
banner. Production has just started and
intellectual
integrity of the
at the Fox Movietone studios under american people."
"On behalf of the people of my
the direction of Paul Sloan.
own community, I must state my
This story by Walter Weems will
belief that they will resent most
have an all-negro cast which in- intensely any suggestion
that they
cludes Madame Sul Te Wan, a voo- are mentally or morally incapable
doo woman.
A mixed chorus of of making their own decisions and
in
making known to the theatre
fifty
voices
will
sing spirituals,
owners their sentiments in this
plantation songs and tunes of the respect.
old South.
A.J.
of
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Hudson Bill Framer Misled
By Bogus Censorship
(Continued from page 1)
suie to attenl the banquet at $3.50
per ticket.
Representatives of the
Womans' University Club called on

Congressman Hudson today to ask
him what it was all about and to
say they knew nothing of anything
except the hurry call. They explained the manner in which they were
made temporary members of the
"Federal Motion Picture Council"
na also said that they were nut in
sympathy wK;; his bill.
The Congressman was considerably enlightened and Chase may not
tind the situation for the legislative

check,

second

IS

child so satisfactory. Chase is moving heaven and earth to make a
showing and has a few of the faithful shouters to make a heavy noise
to

make

it

appear there

is

a genu-

ine sentiment, extending all over the
nation for Federal Censorship, Federal Management and inexeperienced outside direction for the picture

of

1879.
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''High Voltage" Out
seems that Pathe's schedul
It
production of "High Voltage" h
struck a lot of snags. It has be
returned for a number of chang
that will throw the former pla
out of gear, so that it now loo
tho William Boyd and Alan Hj
will team together in another stoi
"The Flying Fool," before furth
consideration is given "High Vi
all

a.-:

tage."

Stromberg's Next

r.

of Fanatics to Legislate

Ciiorus

the success of the piece.

of conviction,

in

•

my

philosophical
of

lead.

Those having witnessed the stage
show will remember that a chorus of
girls had a very prominent part in

changed

the screen.
*

ARTHUR JAMES.
\V

Porei^;ii,

Von Stroheim, interviewed by
is

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
Published Daily Eicept Sunday

Hunt Stromberg, who was the pi
ducer of the box-office "wow" "Bar.
Daughters," has been giv
ing
leave by M-G-M to go right ahe
and make another. His latest w
le "The Single Standard," by Adf
Rogers St. John.
Joan Crawfo
will have the lead and John S. Re
artson will direct.
Bess Meredy
will

write the scenario.

Ford-McDonald

industry.

Chase Stalls
to the poor response to his
Invitations,
Chase,
this
morning,

Due

very diplomatically, posthis afternoon session until
6 P.M. tonight, to "allow more time
for the 'delegates' to arrive."
The "reformer" late today released a story to the Associated Press,
stalling

poned

which he committed all the organizations that had been invited to
in

John Ford, director and Farrell IV
Donald,
beloved character acti
celebrated their tenth anniversa'
together in pictures when they stai
ed work on "Strong Boy," for F(
Ten years ago, McDonald was st£
ring in two reelers being direct
by John Ford and they have i

mained

the

best

of

friends

ev

since.

the Council Sessions, to his policy
Boston Site for
on censorship.
lieiiu<Iiation Follows
Fox Theati
Three delegates who heard of
Chase's bold move, immeriately repu(Continued from page 1)
diated this Canon Chase claim and
in hot interviews given out, made deal, but other leaseholders are pt
clear that they were cooperating ting ol)stacles in the way.
Properties which must be razc
with the picture industry satisfactorialy and they had found a per- if a complete site is obtained by Fc
fect willingness on the part of the are the Wildey Savings Bank Bull'
business to cooperate with respon- ing and several retail stores.
sible groups, and that they were
against
Federal
Censorship,
the U. S. Producer to Film
Brookhart Bill and the Hudson Bill.
Mussolini Fascist Histoi
These delegates were Clara Keck
Helfebower of Cincinnati, represent(Continu«d from p«K* 1)
ing the League of American Pen
Women; Mrs. Charles D. Owens of has been spurned from this sourc
Norristown, Pa., representing the as the film is to be free from poll
Daughters of the American Revolu- cal domination.
tion and Mrs. Minna Church Brand
Contracts are now being arrange
of Maryland, representing the Gen- for the distribution
of this film
eral Federation of Womens Clubs.
the U. S. and other parts of
The dinner tonight which was world. The picture will not be
first scheduled for 400 reservations
propaganda film, but will be a bi
found only 36 people in attendance spectacle with a love story intei
Including the curiosity seekers.
woven.

Huge

tl;

i

1
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qaumont British Co. Buys Out Provincial
Theatres
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ALIENIST STUDIES REACTIONS

OF REFORMERS

IN

(Special Wire)

WASHINGTON

Washington. D. C. Hov. 27

I

the banquet of Federal
Picture Counci! of which
;non William Sheafe Chase i.s the
:ief racketeer, the newspaper group
Washington or rather the fun
iag of that group went into a
plotted.
One of the
Iddle and
|ing men reported that seven of the
man oddities that continually
prominence or notoriety
(lintain
the public eye through agitating
!
reform control of all human acities were present at the Mayjwer hotel to attend the Chase
W wow dinner and that each of
seven was what the plebians or
Igarians refer to as a "nut."
A
one of those uncaptured or
t is
confined persons remaining free
agitate and perform and the spes is well known to the medical
Dfession though not so well recog;ed by the public generally.
'Before

i:)tion

STAKR NOW HEADS
F.N.

(

Bandy

Carleton Simon Watches Antics of
FOREIGN DEFT.
Censorship ""Complex" Victims
Johnson opposition of

Succeeds

—Morgan

and

Prominent Delegates Drives
Canon Chase Cuckoo

Stitt

Resigning

;

Changes just made in the First
National organization practically put
both the Warner and First National

By

ARTHUR JAMES

.WASHINGTON, Nov 27-The

:!

(Cantinued on paffa 2)

You Win

Nut Convention^^Hits the^Rocks

the Turkey!

Federal Motion Picture Council, despite
the efforts of Canon Chase to restrict the speeches
to those venomously
agamst the picture business, turned out to be a surprise
party for the
reformers at the -Mayflower Hot el here today

The Associated Motion Picture Ad-

PLAYS BOUGHT BY
GENERAL TALKING

hold their annual 60
Thanksgiving party today at 12:45
•
•
•
at the Hotel Paramount.
There will
PICT'S.
iVith a nucleus of seven nuts in
be entertainment, headed by the
picture and a promise of suDstan- popular McCarthy sisters, and a
One of the largest transactions in
1 additions
to the ranks the plcTt- giant turkey will be awarded to the
s hit on this idea:
lucky member holding the lucky story material concluded in the motion picture industry, has been comU the height of the festivities a number.
pleted between General Talking Piclirrel was to be unleashed from
tures Corporation and the Sanger
speakers' table and once the
Hutchinson Arrives
and Jordan Division of the Anglo
Ls saw the savage intruder there
International Flay Bureau.
uld be a mad rush for the doors
W. J Hutchinson, Managing DiGeneral Talking Pictures Corpora1 fire escapes.
which control the DeForest
'he pldR proceeded so far as the rector 01 J?"u^ Film Corporation in tion
Towing of park squirrel when the the United Kingdom, .:,'"'-ived in New Phonofilm system, has taken an opV'ork yesterday for conference with
ole plan was abandoned.
It was
(Contlnued on pair* 1)
nted out that in the rush and liome-oflice officials.
mpede many innocent persons inding writers might be trampled
vertisers

will

'.

I

Gaumont

death.
•

•

•

Simon, the eminent
and psychologist, is writa book on pictures and picture
pie as viewed from his profeslal station.
Dr. Simon is here
Washington for the express pure of observing Canon Chase and
group. When an alienist of high
ute attends a Federal Motion PicCouncil gathering it is most
9
lificant.
Several onlookers on
)r.

Carleton

hologist

British Acquires

Largest U. K. Theatre Chain
Adds

100

Houses

by SILVER

Acquisition of P.C.T.

Now Has

By Sam Harris
"Today'.**

Cinema"

The Gaumont British Corporation
yesterday closed what is probably
I absolutely
normal
I want
3e pathetic people to have all the th* most important deal in the history of the British film trade when
nee in the world".

—

•

•

•

nother idea growing out of this
eral Motion Picture Council
such an impressive title! is the
anizing of squirrel clubs all over
United States, the object being
hunting and gathering of nuts.
suggested insignia is a nut

—

—

they purchased the Provincial Cinematograph Theatre Circuit of England.

The P.C.T. have been the most Important exhibiting company in the
country, their capital running to
some millions of pounds, and owning .learly 100 of the very best nnd

I

Jker.

EXPLOITATION DEPI

^60,000,000

Resources

ring of his presence grew self
scious and one charming woman
larked: "I am doing my best to

HEADS 'U' ADV.-

(Conttnuad on pas*

2)

""^^"' '"' °'°"°° ""'""
been

""^'
'leaders
had

invited to the ses-

sions

but had ignored the invitations.
This was characterized as a
flat falsehood by several
motion picture leaders, who had received no
invitation to attend.

Bad Taste
The Rev.
caster,

C.

C.

Wombly

of

Lan-

Pa.,

asserted that England
wanted our pictures barred because
they were immoral and this misstatement was promptly challenged
by half a dozen women who rightly
held that the question was one of
economics.
Mrs. Harriet Hawley Locher, active in theatre work, asserted
vigorously, "You tell what the pictures
are not doing, but you fail to state
what they are doing here in Washington Theatres, where they have for
SIX years been open for free visiual
instruction."

Film Missionary Work
"Twelve thousand foreigners," she
stated, "have been taught to read
and write and speak English and
whereas Pittsburgh spends $50,000
a year for visual instruction and
Detroit,

Milton Silver, with Universal for
2'/2 years, has been placed in charge
of all advertising for this company,
succeeding Nat Rothstein who resigned last week.
As Advertising Manager, Silver
also will have supervision over Universal's exploitation department. His
promotion is regarded as a sterling
example of Carl Laemmle's policy of
advancement within the ranks of the
organization.
There was an erronous report
around Saturday that Harry Reichenbach would succeed Rothstein, this Is
not the case. Reichenbach will handle special exploitation for that organization.

$300,000, the District of Columbia received this service free and
has for years, because of the public
fooperation of the Stanlev Company
of America.'
Behind Closed Doors
This made Twombly and Chase
dizzy so it was announced that none

(Continued on pa^e

No

2)

Paper Tomorrow

Exhibitors Daily Review will
not
be
published
tomorrow,
Thursda.v, November 29. Thanksgiving Day being a legal holiday.

Exhibitors
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28,

British Acquires

Largest U.K. Theatre Chain
(Continued from page
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1928
Starr

Now Heads
F.N. Foreign
(Continued from page
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Editor

foreign departments under the s
save accredited delegates would be biggest theatres.
theatre properties have been pervision of Herman Starr of War
These
to the night session at
admitted
Abraham Bernstein, Managine Editor;
which the usual socking resolutions well looked after and managed and er Brothers.
Schleier. Busmew Manager.
J.
It is understood that A. E. BaiM
43rd
We«
25
during the last few years, the poor
Officei.
Editorial
against the industry were passed.
Executive and
Telephone Bryant
Organiza- ones have been weeded out and re- of the First National home office fo
Womens
Street. Suite 409. New York.
Responsible
Addrc.t* all communication* to Executive
1489
eign department has been chosen
laced by modern houses.
tions like the D.A.R., the League of
including
Rate*
PO«fE«
SubKription
OiBcei.
are
Fedcompany
succeed
Bruce Johnson as Europe;
the
and
in
this
Women
Interested
Canada.
10;
Pen
J
and
States
American
pel year United
laiJ
Remit by
of Womens Clubs refused to Lord Beaverbiook and Lord Ash- manager and that William Morga
Kireign. $15; .ingle copie*. 5 cent..
(lation
tntered
po.tage.
check money order, currency or
be committed to the Chase program. iield, although it has been said that present European manager for Piii
1926. it the
4.
a. Kcond-claM matter January
Lord Beaverbrook had sold out his National is leaving the organizatlo
Morning Session
March
of
the Act
post office of New York, under
Ralpli Stitt of the First Nation
The financiers concerned
Publi.hed and copyright by Picture
business session of the Fed- interest.
The
1879.
,
Printing
Cline
by
Printed
Inc.
Publi.her..
Picture Council got un- in the deal for Gaumont control are home office foreign department
Motion
eral
<Jori>oration, New York City.
also resigning, it is rumored.
are
der way in the morning with the ihe Messrs. Ostrer Brothers.
Most of our New York City .ubKriber.
order that
It will be remembered that a short
holding of a lodge of sorrow over the
furnished their paper, by carrier., in
service than that
they will get a more prompt
demise of contributors to the cause. time ago, P.C.T. tied up with First 50 Plays Bought
Sub.criber. will oblige by notigiven by mail.
There was further sadness in the National and Pathes of London, but
service.
in
lapse
any
about
lyme u.
General Talking Pict'
Coa.t RepruenUChase camp over the mean
We.t
Canon
Edwards.
Harriwn
J
between
Biltmore Hotel, Lo» Angele*.
of the Washington Daily owing to trouble arising
tive.
treatment
Samuel
Correspondent:
(Continued from pagre 1)
London Office and
newspapers who kidded the gather- exhibitors and Pathes, leaseholds
The Cinema". 80-82 Wardour Street.
Harris.
re- were broken and P.C.T. went on
the
featured
prominently
and
ing
W.
1.
London,
»,
tion on one hundred musical coin
D;,>.,r«
Canadian Moving /'""«
Canadian Office:
pudiation of its Federal Censorship
Canada
dies and stage plays from which
their own again.
259 Spad na Ave.. Toronto.
Digest.
the
of
representatives
by
nlans
selection of sixty will be made ai
British
was
incorGaumont
The
b.A.R., the League of Pen Women
purchased for the use of the pi
ynd the Federation of Womens Clubs. porated about 21/2 years ago and be- ducing companies licensed under
Opposition
Brooks no
sides taking over the Gaumont Co., Phonofilm patents.
Another thorn in the side was Ltd., they purchased about 30 imCanon Chase's announcement that
amongst which
portant theatres,
lie wanted no talks from the oppoTESTS
by
sition in his open forum. He wanted were the Davis Circuit.
Incandescant Lighting
them all forum but not against them.
About nine months ago, the comLocal
No. 644 Cameramen
Rev. J. W. Claudy, an employee of
pany was enlarged and capital inthe Council presided at the morning
Equipment
Complete
about 7 milofsession and C. C. Twombley, lam- creased to a total of
Studios for Rent
F Y. Luporiiii's film export and basted the pictures, as is his wont. lion pounds.
They purchased anstained glass
fice is done in
STUDIOS
Florentine Maude Aldrich. Dora Stecker and other 100 theatres and subsequently
plus
decorations
mosaic
Mitchell contributed
M.
Paul
Mr.
on
niftiest
no
West
the
40th
St.
N. Y. C
of
one
acquired
control
of
the
General
Elecfurniture ...
Heard about i^iat tlieir mite of spite against the pic- tric Theatres Co., giving them a
I.^fth Avenue
PENN
1258
Street. tures, while the newspaper reportUothsteiu's clean-up in Wall
further 100 theatres which included
of ers grinned.
Wilstach
that
us
They tell
on
Scene
Alienist
are
pipe
the Gulliver Circuit of music halls.
the Hays office and hris
Dr. Carleton Simon, internationalof
Lange
W.
Fred
With tlie new deal Gaumont has a
inseparable
ly known criminologist, who served
T£LL 'EM
Paramount Buenos Aires organiza- eight years as Deputy Police Com- commanding control in the British
visit to
WITH
TRAILERS
tion is paying his annual
of missioner in New York and who is film industry because there is no
the home office and partaking
a member of the International Assome of E. E. Shaner's vast wisdom .sociation of Police Chiefs, attending other company that comes anywhere
Kay Lewis the Canadian fire- tiie meeting as an observer of the near the standing in finances, proptour
isrand is in town on a buying
Council of Motion Pictures erties and film production.
Koy romeroy, sound director Federal
Their film production activities incriticized the attitude of
America,
in
great
for Paramount is having a
the heads of the council.
clude
the Gaumont Studios, the GainNew
of
sights
the
over
time looking
"Many sincere and excellent per- borough Studios and includes the
Jiinmie Hall did not get
York
sons attend meetings of this kind,"
all.
to his beloved New York after
& F
"An appeal on the basis renting organization of the
he said.
will
and
Chicago
at
He was stopped
Film
Co.
and
the
Ideal
Films.
of
morals
always
draws
honest
good
to
meet the Santell unit returning
Through this new amalgamation,
Milton Silver was re- support and I would not impugn the
the coast
motives of such persons.
Yet the a rough estimate of the capital
cieving plenty of congratulations
repsychologist knows that in groups
yesterday on his elevation to the
sources of the Gaumr""^ ^ British
which
persistently
launch
themjob of advertising head of Universelves into the public eye with com- comes to about 3oO,000,000.
"Milt" has this column's best
sal.
What's plexes like that of censorship, a
wishes, now and always
scientist can find useful subjects for
this talk around town about Fox
study."
be
will
York
New
and Loew
Censorship A Complex
glad to see Millard Webb. He is go^"New York's Motion Picture Headquarters'
"The Censorship complex is in itAstoria
talkie
at
a
direct
to
ing
Harry Brandt is self a manifestation of well-underfor Paramount
The day stood impulses. The way in which
all smiles these mornings.
Fox to the Chairman (Chase) of this meetMr.
for
approaching
soon
is
ing calmly announced an 'open'
say, "there you are my boy, now
forum but forbade any arguments
sign the receipt and give me your
against the bills under consideraSchwartz
is
Charlie
theatres."
around town with a chip on his tion, is perfectly typical of bigotry."
The greatest stimulant to an aching
shoulders as a result of having beat
"Although the scientist knows that
sales force is a little inspiration
Sam Kothafel in a hand-ball game unfortunate twists from the normal
luncheon dinner or supper. Get the
>"at Kothstein is in his glory.
sliould be viewed with pity."'
crowd around a table, talk things
Hollywood has always been his goal
"Motion pictures have nothing to
and now it is realized. Leaves Sunover. Give them a little "p^P*
day. And how those California golf do with crime, but censorship might
will find the Italian, Colonial,
You
>'at is
courses will burn up
well help increase it.
I note that
French or Gothic salon, just
Arabian
twice
popular gets in the column
Chicago has the strictest form of
in same day^
the atmosphere you need.
municipal censorship of any city In
Call up our banquet department, tell
Ship Latest
the country."
them your desires and they will do
"It is almost impossible for the
Colleen Moore's new First Nathe rest.
tional picture, "Synthetic Sin," has normal man to understand an analyundergone the editing and titling sis of the minds of real professional
process at the Burbank Studios and reformers.
Whoever doesn't agree
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7th AVENUE
has been shipped to New York. An- with them is damned and dishonest.
toneo Moreno plays opposite the
NEW YORK CITY
William A. Seiter directed the That is the basis of all they do and
star.
say."
production.
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the whokMvotIdsharesinthespkit

of

December IV^
to January

1A U N C H E D

2''''

under the sponsorship

of

Carl

Laemmle, "Joy Week" has become a National

^

This year's celebration finds the
entire industry better equipped with suitable product
than ever before, but it finds UNIVERSAL in the
happy position of having the OUTSTANDING
Institution.

product for "Joy Week."

Laemmle,

Jr's.,

"The

series;

as

Carl

Lucky
the "Horace in

Collegians", Oswald; the

Rabbit, in comical cartoon

Hollywood"

Such product

the

antics;

Laemmle

novelties,

"Wooden

"The Rag Doll," etc., the timely special
"Snookums" Christmas releases and the other unbeat

Soldiers,"

*^«^ridu-^)

Comedies

—

mention

few of
the highlights. The industry's leaders are behind Carl
Laemmle in "Joy Week." Read what they say on the
able Stern Bros.

next two pages.

to

just a
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y$ leaders sav about
WESTERN
UNION

XUicvSBVici

Pl-DwI^M.

WESTERN
UNION

^tonAKuaPTmB..'

rtbar James
KxhibitoFM IJailj- R«'vU'«, 3." \\ «vst 43 St -V.Y.C.
i<h ^^oodnill liaiinony and prosperitT aboundins
« motion picture iiidiiKtry Iuik every rea.soii to
be
lU'ikfuI.
Carl Laeiuiiile has declared this week to
.loy Week.
I
salute sueh a d^-<laratl»n and I
•"'""." «1^«*'** *" extend nij congratulations to
at .s|>Ie>idid pioneer and eternal optimist vchoae
Tu service to this, busineos has been
a joy to
ose who liave had the pleasure of associatinK
ith him.
So lonjr as the inilu.str.v continues its
osres-sive forward march every iveek will
be »
With ki.i.iest re:;ards
y Week.

Arthur •»»'•'"•,„„_ Ufview.
Kxhlbitors "»V',/*^t
•»% West 43rd Streei,
"now York. N.>-
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Jack Warner.
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KING GEORGE MOVIETONE NEWS OPINION!
RELEASED NATIONALLY TODAY
tM
By W.

R. WIL.Kr.atON

SHORT TALKIES
Metro

-

Goldwyn

-

Mayer

displajl

short reel subjects at the AipA
theatre yesterday morning.
were good, bad and indiffer!
The good ones being the Lau
five

Fox Film Corporation Has
Only Talking Film of
England's

Monarch

By AV. U. Wllkcrson
The Fox A)ovietone News,
today will
photographic

ed

contain

the

(Justav

talking

reproductions

Comedy

Rolf

to
Life," Milton

of
starring picture.
«

of

playwright,
Ceasar's
Arthur
playboy and wit, sent the following telegram to Roxy regarding
his playing of the Ceasar picture,
"Napoleon's Barber":
"Alas! There is no gall in Caesar and what is Caesar without
gall.
It had hoped to hate Jack
Ford but he made an excellent

Sedan
the cast of "The

and

Partes

have been added
releas-

Great Ceasar's

STUDIO GOSSIP
Sill's

new

—

*

*

GLadden James has been given a
George V.,
Richard Barthelmess' new
Movietone subject was shipped yes- role in
production, "Weary River."
terday by special airplanes to every
•
*
«

King

This

of England.

releasing center in the United States.
for
It will be shown in New York
the first time at the Roxy Theatre
today at noon.
These views of George V. contain
the speech made by the Brtiish monarch at the opening of the great
new bridge at Newcastle-on-Tyne,
England, and is the only address of
the sovereign recorded in talking
pictures for posterity. The one other
time that King George's voice was
registered occurred when he made a
phonograph record some years o.go
tor the royal archives.
The talking picture was obtained
by Jack Connolly, head of Fox
Representatives
Movietone abroad.
of the British Government at first
refused the request to take the ceremonies at the opening of the bridge
At the last moment
in Movietone.
they relented, with the proviso that
the apparatus should be set up just
before the opening without inconThe techniveniencing the King.
cians arranged their equipment in
quick order and thus preserved for
the world this life-like close-up of
His Majesty.
So true to life was the recording
that when the voice and action were
screened for the representatives of
His Majesty, royal approval for its
release was given to Fox Film Corporation.

First
Mail."

"The

National's
•

»

talkie for

Love Signed

*

•

Frank Wells, son of H. G. Wells,
famous author, is art director of
"The Celestial City" at British In•

•

*

•

Paramount has decided in favor
Ruth Taylor for the feminine lead
opposite Buddy Rogers in "Young
the

moderns by John Farrow and DoroArzner will direct.
Robert
Castle has been assigned an importthy

ant role.

well suited to mechanical recording.

Ina Claire Signed

•

«

«

•

•

Ina Claire, recognizef' zia the outstanding feminir? personality of the
American theatre of today, has been
signed by Pathe to star in motion
pictures.

The signing of Miss Claire, the
company states, is to be the first of
series of moves, now well under
way toward reaching the first rank

a

in

Town

motion picture producers.

of

•

Cronjager in

Town

•

Eddie Cronjager, Paramount camJune Nash has one of the leading parts in Pathe's first all-dialogue eraman, is in New York (stopping at
The Park Central) to do the photopicture, "The Missing Man."
•
•
•
graphing on the next Richard Dix
Jolinny Mack Brown will be Mary picture to be made at Astoria. CronPickford's leading man in her all jager has had the camera on all
talkie production of "Coquette."
Dix's pictures for the past two years.
•

•

•

"Confession."

were,

the

the talking sequences slowed up
subject to a stand-still) and

i_

Gus Edwards Revue done in tecl
(The indifference here ca
ed by the bad timing and stilted
ture of the whole subject in s;
of
good photography.)
The
subject was the one directed
Lowell Sherman and titled, "Phipi »
One or two more of this type,
we will have a censorship of "J

color.

taking in the stage, s
box oratory and the talking sen
•

•

•

BAD JUDGMENT
This subject should never h
been made.
In the first place
.story was all wrong.
It was aroi
a theme that could not be tal
of without wise and almost di
cracks.
It
reminded one of
risque "blackouts" in some of
musical shows of the Earl Car:
or Shubert variety.
It was ch

and bawdy and in addition to
it
suffered from lack of rehears
1

on

the

bad

part

of

the

cast,

The

direction.

or v

H

photogra;

was terrible and the whole tb
would have been better left uns
and un-done.

WATCH YOUR STEP
We had several exhibitors
were present at the showing tell
provided they had their theal"
equipped for sound, they would
'

•

•

*

George Irving, legit, actor will
play the part of the lawyer in "Co-

Archie Mayo, who has megaphoned quette."
•
•
•
"On Trial" and Fannie Brice in "My
TIni
McCoy, having completed
Man" as well as other Vitaphone "Desert Law,"
will leave for New
talking pictures, arrived yesterday York next week where he will sail
for England.
accompanied by Mrs. Mayo.

fuse to run a subject of the nat

"Phipps."
And that attit
should be maintained by the wl)
industry.
If a producer must m^
a picture of this type, he should
permitted to let it rest in the c
of

fines

of

his

"Highlowbrow" Started
"Highlowbrow," a two-reel dramanovelty by S. Jay Kauffman, is

production now at the Paramount
Astoria Studio under the direction
of Joseph Sentley, with Joseph Ruttenberg doing the camera work.
This is the skit done in one of the
New York musical shows several
years ago. The cast has all Broadin

way

players.

A

picture

might bo unnoticed on Bro
way and in cosmopolitan cent

throughout thn country, but whei
reaches Oshkosh, Macon and hou
catering strictly to the family tr
in the big towns, there is hot
to be a squawk.
•

•

•

THE FIRST SENNETT SOUND
their

first

dios of
tic

vault.

i!

this

Educational

\ina 3Iay McKenny, late star of
"Blackbirds," has been given the
feminine lead in King Vidor's "Hallelujah."

Mayo

The indiffer
Our Gang comedy, '"e
Spanking Age" (indifferent becae

(•ailed

a-

Moran.

Tom Geraglity is writing the dialogue for Richard Barthelmess' new
starring vehicle, "Weary River."

of

of

'THE WILD PARTY'

in "False Colors,"
featuring George O'Brien and Lois

•

story

CLARA BOW TALKIE

Film records made by Gaumont, of
"The Wild Party", by Warner Faoutstanding events of the reign of bian, author of "Flaming Youth,"
Queen Victoria, Edward 7th and will be Clara Bow's next starring
George 5th are being shown in Lon- picture. It will be a 100 per cent
dcij now.
dialogue production to be directed
•
•
*
by Malcolm St. Clair, it was anEoland West has rounded up a nounced yesterday by B. P. Schulnumber of ex-cops to play in scenes berg, general manager of Paramount
of "Nightstick."
West Coast production.
•
•
•
E. Lloyd Sheldon adapted the Fadirector
assistant
Sam Katzman,
bian story to the screen and F. Hugh
at Fox and Hortense Petra had a Herbert is credited with the contalking picture made of their wed- tinuity.
John V. A. Weaver, author
ding ceremony when they were mar- of "Love 'Em and Leave 'Em", is
ried on a set for "The Diplomats" now at the studio preparing the diathe other day.
logue.
•
*
*
"The Wild Party" will be Clara
"Sound your A", Movietone short,
first talking film and is the
Bow's
with Arthur Stone, Marjorie Beebe
result of numerous tests which prove
and George Bickel, has just been
that the IT girl possesses a voice
completed.
•

fects; and a two rell all-talkie g
:l
ject
directed by Lionel BarymV

speech,"

German general

Ruth Taylor Gets Lead

a

splendid

know that
on Broadway
mother made

once his
If it behaves
whoopee.
badly,
Martha, be maternal enough to
feed it a little schnapps. It stops
it from crying." "Caesar Rex."

structional Studios.

•

is

is

to

Paramount.
•

contract.

This

where

•

Charles Buddy Rogers is about to
Mayer. They were so pleased with take a vacation in the old home town,
her work in "Broadway Melody" that Olathe, Kansas.• • •
they rushed to grab her. Miss Love
Josiah Zuro and his staff are now
will take a vacation in New York doing the scoring of Pathe's "Sal
of
Singapore,"
starring
Phyllis
first, before starting work under her
Haver.

Sinners."

I

Oscar Apfel has been cast as a

Bessie Love has just signed a long
term contract with Metro-Goldwyn-

new

at

California

The picture

am delighted
least my child is

and

James Cromwell, having completed "The Dummy," has been assigned
to direct "Close Harmony," another

•

Bessie

father.

Paul Hurst, Capt. Anderson and
Tarzan have all been given parts in

comedy, "We Faw Dov
synchronized and with laughing

Hardy

gave

all-talkie

Mack

a

preview

from the

Sennett.

The

!

sub;

was titled, "The Lion Roars."
was mildly amusing.
There w
several good laughs in the first r
but the second reel was not so gc

Johnny Burke, Daphne Pollard
Billy Bevan were in the cast
is not up to the standard of a g'
two reel silent comedy.

!

i|

1928 Will be Greatest Financial Year for

Reg. U.

Devoted
L.

\i

-24

Pat Off^Fopmerly KxhIbitorH Trade Revle^v

to the fostering

New

lan

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry
York, Friilay, November

IW, 192H

FIVE CENTS

RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM ELECTS

Eloquent

Echoes
By

S.

Param^nt

HIRAM

ARTHUR JAMES

Canon Chase Mediwhich occupied heavy atWashington early in the
;k, included some very Important
As soou as Canon Chase ants.
mced to the Federal Motion PicCouncil that Pete Harrison
e

S.

BROWN PRESIDENT

Echoes of the
e Show
tiou in

aks "ior all the exhibitors in the
ntry". This is not true, nor even
tly true, but it shows how the
)ri!i
element makes use of the
shevist stuff which continually
the daylight in Harrison's Re3
ts.

'rank

Rembusch wrecked Mr.

J.

meeting at the final session
a flatfooted, manly address in
ch he pointed out that there was
need for the Brookhart Bill and
tiie Hudson Bill was the last
ig in the world that should be

"Wings" Biggest Money Maker
Jumps Highest P-F-L Earnings
GOV'T USES EMELKA

FOR UFA OPPOSITION

se's

;

3ed.

espite all efforts of the sharp3ting reformers to stop him he
tinued until he had completed
story and then with dignity withV, on the ground that he had no
re to participate in a forum open
to one side, and that the side
;hose favoring passage of peraus legislation.
As he left the
'

he was

followed by a dozen
representatives of important
onal organizations for welfare
other work.
This left only a
iful as there were twenty seven
he room when the exodus beOur hat is off to Prank Remih
for his conspicuous loyalty
service to the motion picture
len,

stry

and we shall have more to

on this su bject.
le

Chase pow

wow was

the big-

"bust" that this holy man has
experienced. Those about him
deluded into thinking that their
to the country
would bring
lie flocking from the
four points
le compass and they figured on
Qg four or five hundred tickets
le opening dinner.
There were
'
two in attendance and of these
y came as observers and others.
!ly curious persons, who
wanted
now what all the shooting was
i

(thing will be done on the HudBill until the affiliated and
un-

ated
exhibitor
representatives
a conference with the Federal

on Picture Council and that was
a resolution for which Frank
busch is responsible. It is prob-

)y

thnt
'

3,

will

Frank Rembusch and Sam
be

the

respective

dele-

Which means that the situa-

as far as the picture
business
Jncerned will be in the hands
instructive

and forthrightly men

By

Dr. R.

OTTO

(Special Cable to Exhibitors Daily Review)

BERLIN — Like

a bombshell came
the announcement that the German
government had resolved to become
a controlling partner of the Emelka
liy increasing its 10% share of the
50 million marks Emelka capital to
36% and granting an additional two

Paramount earnings reached their
neak for the months of October and
.November and it is reported on good
authority that they are 11% over the
same period of 1927. There seems
to be no question but that the last
quarter of the present year will far
exceed the same period of 1927 which
was the top for earnings in the
history of the organization.
This
rise is ascribed to the success of

Board

Concerning "Wings"

it

ihat at its present rate

is

it

asserted

Directors

also

Adds Cravath, Lehman
Herr and Brown Albee
Retains Theatre

—

Command
Radio-Keith-Orpheum has elected
as its president Hiram S. Brown,
president of the United States Leather Company, who has notified his
board of directors that he will continue in his leather company activities until January first at which time
he Mill take over the leadership of

R-K-0.

"The Patriot," "Wedding March" and
"Wings," and the sound picture "Interference."'

of

iContinued on pa^e

3)

COOLIDGE AUDIENCE WITH

will earn

million
marks immediate capital. more money than any other
picture
The Government thus becomes the over released by
Paramount. The

2 KINGSJTIROUGH FOX

predominating partner in the major- consolidated net

profits for the year
Two kings talked to Calvin Coo~
expected to go away ahead of idge last night at the Swannanoa
The news
whole Ger- last year's million
net and Country Club at Waynesboro, Virman film industry and the several the quarterly dividenddollar
will reach the ginia through the medium of MovieBritish negotiations who sincerely interesting
figure of $2.90 per share. tone.
believed they had bought the EmelThe program of talking pictures
ka.
I.
W. Schlessinger and Major
arranged for the President by Fox
Rassam at once hurried back to Ber- RICE
Film Corporation Included a 15lin from
ity

stockholder's

pool.
flurried the

England.

Thus

(Continued on pag:e

are

it

N. Y.

3)

An

Lesser Troubles
Irving M.

Lesser,

who

the Great Neck Playhouse on Long
Island in 1925 has retired from this
venture, after dispossess proceedings had been brought by Hynian
Koacubaum, owr.a, for hacii reni

Lesser admii^od in coun that, ho
'lUi.; not pay the rent of the theai.s although ° claims Sli:""
f^^.
'j

exclusive

franchise

for

York.

Rice will install the Powers
(Continued on page 3)

JIM MIE CRON
It is with a very considerable satisfaction, both personal and for
business reasons, that I am able to announce the association with
Exhibitors Daily Review of Jimmie Cron, under whose authority
will come all matters of advertising for this newspaper.
I regard Jimmie Cron as the most constructive advertising
man
associated in the trade field in motion pictures.
His knowledge
of merchandising, his natural talent for showmanship and his long
and thorough experience with pictures, picture people and the
picture business, give him the best possible equipment for his new
responsibilities.
I feel certain also that the advertising executives.
as well as the chief executives, will welcome this announcement.

Arthur James

3)

WoodhuII Returns

the

and service of Powers Cinephone in the upper New York State
territory was signed this week by
Fred A. Rice, former representative
of the Marr & Colton Organ Company, and the present operator of
the Oakla Theatre, and the Warsaw Opera House at Warsaw, New
.Mr.

(Continued on page

STATE FRANCHISE

sales

took over

Mosit still remaui-i as -ecurity

GETS CINEPHONE

would

R. F. WoodhuII, who just returned
from the Ohio M.F.T.O. convention,
will attend the meeting of the theatre owners of Oklahoma on December 4 and 5 and will later be in
Memphis for a meeting of the Board

Directors
organization.
of

of

the

new

Tri-State

From Memphis, WoodhuII
Charlotte,

will

go

the Annual
Convention of the M.P.T.O. of North
Carolina on December 11-12.
WoodhuII reports fine progress in
all territories and states that the new
financial plan for affiliation with the
National organization is receiving
cooperation and within three month:;,
the formation of a strong National
body will be a fact.
to

N.

C.

for

Pasternak in N. Y.
Joe Pasternak, new foreign production manager for Universal, is in
town at the Park Central, having
arrived from Holl.vwood.
Pasternak will leave at the end of the
neek to take up his duties in Germany as assistant, in charge of production, under Paul Kohner.

-

Exhibitors
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first
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missal the

gala performCensorship following a
in Rome
production
Fox
ance of the
will
dictator
the
Their fear is that
over
turning
in
justified
fee^
problem to a
the whole censorship
new State film nio^pP^l^ of7^f
fixed
a ^A^^ed
ready has shown signs
American
minimize
determination to
the theatre
participation
film
countr
y.
this
of
profits

Sw

m

still
The situation is being madeindigmore diflacult by the published film

prominent Italian
at the incritics who were present
.^ftreet
of
performance
vitation
Even
writes:
Carli
Mario
Angel."
was oblitthe classic sun of Italy
Can
erated by the Fox directors.
sea-scape
Italian
an
you imagine
of

Have
perpetually steeped in fog!
nothing
Hollywood
in
producers
the
Italian
better to do than to distort
passions!
life, costumes ,citie3 and
Perhaps in the remote past conditions approached those shown in the
picture, but in Mussolini's Italy certainly nothing of that nature exists."
be seized for doAn advantage
mestic production is the motive
which plainly underlies all this uproar. That the disturbing film happened to hail from the Fox studios
to

incidental. American film
of Italian theatre patron-

merely
monopoly

is

is where the shoe pinchKeep your eye on the decisions
forthcoming new Italian
the

age really
es.

of

Board

of

Cens orship.

It is gossiped here in Rome, when
bookish circles condescend to discuss the movies, that Luigi Piran"has something."
certainly
dello
You will be interested to learn that,
whatever it is that the author of
"Six Characters in Search of an Author" "has," he will shortly carry
Pirandello,
with him to America.
who has been in Berlin for some
time conferring with German film
producers, is preparing, so the latest advices say, to go direct to California which, of course, means Hollywood.

—

to

1

i

Separation

X

Only

tors with a weekly supply of music
cues for non-synchronous devices.

In Few Spots

American film, bireei. Ameritheatres.
f?om aU Italian
here are
can fito representatives
disturbed by 11 uuce a
pcsTipcially
disbanding by disorder summarily
of
entire Italian Board

nation

Sam Shayne has been appointed
Publicity and Advertising Director
of the newly organized Motion Pictures Synchronization Service., Inc.
of N. Y. which will service exhibi-

Affect Paramount

-" Jf^^'t^f,

thP

Says Wall Street

Hal

ALL BIGBOOKINGS
P u b

URKGG
By ANDERSO N

JterT a.

MG-M—Hal

Shayne Joins Synchro
Music Library Service

WESCO CONTINUES

ROUE

GOSSIP OF

Buy Loew's and

thai

'^T^HlrrrEdiair^i^f^-'^—

4

/o

1928

iO,

The story printed in one of the weekly publications yesterday
intimatins? there was a deal on between Fox and Loew, whereby
Fox would get control of Loew Theatres, Inc. and M-G-M, received
a big laugh up and down the Avenue today.
after at this
It caused a laugh because the only thing Bill Fox is
writing is more theatres to run his pictures in and inasmuch as
Loews could not be bought without taking M-G-M and knowing
that Fox had no use for the latter company having a production
organization of his own, the yarn was laughed oft' the street.
What really did happen ^vas several conferences between Fox,
Loew and Paramount, regarding the playing of each other's picThe results of these conferences
tures in their respective houses.
caused them to bury the hatchet and work out an amicable arrangement regarding the booking of each other's pictures, thus eliminating
a fight that would have cost a lot of money in playing time in
sections where one or the other had control.

R«. U. S. Pat. Off.
PuWithtd Daily Except Sanday
\\
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separation of
\s a result of the
West Coast,
from
Theatres
Publix
Harold B.
eifective this Saturday,
Franklin advises that in association
interests,
with the Marcus Loew
West Coast Theatres will continue
State in Los
to operate the Loew's
in San
Warfleld
Loew's
Angeles, and
The Fifth Avenue
Francisco.
Seattle and the Broadway in PortTheatres,
ly lul, always West Coast
exclusively, continue in the circuit

Sepp Morscher and Maurice Nitke
are directing this service which has
compiled a complete record library
ot music of 300 numbers.

Various explanations have been
attempted for the spectaculaj
fluctuations which came into tht
Pathe issues late last week. On«
rumor, widely spread, was tha
an offer was coming to stock
holders from bankers who repre
sent
tion

Warner Bros. No conflrma
was obtainable, but man;

outsiders purchased the stock oi
this report and because of thj
low selling prices for the stocks

KANSAS THREATENED
WITH NEW CENSORSB
KANSAS CITY— The "Wholesoi
Amusement Committee" composed
:hurch and civic
resentatives, has
';espeak the State
lialf of censorship

5hows" which

is

organization

rc

been organized
Legislature on I
of so-called "filt
to include motil

picture productions as well as
timate.
The rumpus started last

when the Kansas City Star

lei

we

print

an editorial attack on the Shubi
production ot "Gay Paree." A co:
mittee has been appointed, head
by I. M. Hargett, churchman to
Deal to the new Governor, H.
Caulfield.

The Kansas City Film Board
Trade and the M.P.T.O. Associati
of Kansas and Missouri are wat(
ArtB
ing developments closely.
Cole of Paramount, representing
i

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.

m

William Fox-West Coast chain.
According to Franklin's statement.
West Coast Theatres will continue
made
to show the motion pictures
by the William Fox Studios, those
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, First National Pictures and the best of the
productions,
made
independently
with Paramount Pictures reverting
lo only those Publix Theatres ef-

—

for Libray Stock Scenes

130

W. 46th St.
New York
Bryant 8181

Hays organization, doubts that
new committee will vitally effect
Kansas City exhibitors, as houses
the city are already under censorsb

of the

Y

OUR

reproduction

vital

is

for

your production.

tBctcd.

Coiithmes P-F-L Pictures
The picture booking situation

in

the "key," or smaller cities, of California,

Oregon and Washington,

will
ar-

with the new
Coast Theatres
will continue to exhibit the product

not

be

effected

rangement;

West

Newspapers
defined

illustration

—

continue as the downtown operating
point of the super-productions for
first showings and the exhibitions
of features that have been exhibited

elsewhere on a higher scale of box
admission charge.
It is understood that this change
has become necessary because of
the expansion program of the Wil-

office

liam Fox organization, which includes West Coast Theatres, especially in those cities where new Fox
theatres are now under construction.
Another important factor that enters
into the new arrangement is the

The
Fanchon and Marco "Ideas," a West

houses.

and

resent

the

Blue Rock Mats are best because
they are made expertly and solely
for newspaper reproduction.

Tell your purchasing agent to
write now to the

Burton Syndicate
28

playing of stage presentations.

Coast Theatres exclusive product,
will continue to show in West Coast
operated theatres with the eastern
revues going to Publix operated

clean, well-

bad product.

Paramount Pictures in all cities
where they are represented with moof

tion picture theatres.
No change will be made in the
operation of the Criterion Theatre
this theatre will
in Los Angeles

WELCOME

for prices

West 44th

Street

and service particulars.

lUJnOX .SYNDICATE

-

Kxeliisive rig^hts

-

BLUE ROCK MATS

Exhibitors
Hurry Keiclienbach

Gov't. Uses Emelka

DN POCKET BILLIARDS
The

(In

M'iiM'ii

Picture

men

liiiore

For Ufa Opposition

Club Bullctui)

played by two
with one white and fif-

ocket billiards

colored balls.
Use your
square.
is
players.
the
about
judgment
,\\
he players all hold a long stick
Btheir hands and with these they
balls, using their white
ily with the
to knock the others into one of
It is the manner
t six pockets.
putting these balls in pockets
the game its name.
lit gives
io two players handle the balls

Ihe table

II

il

iie.
,

,

fondle and play
vh them in an easy-going manner,
about in
I next will knock them

one

will

manner.

illess

a player's balls are frozen be(j he begins playing, he is coniired at a handicap and shouts of
[ij and considerable discussion usE

precedes his shot.
/hen the balls are grouped and
issue is likely, the player as a
If he fails to
safe."
13, "Flays
cch a ball he is penalized.
ecause the cue or white ball is
«d ivory, it is easy to use "eng" on it.
English is used to inl
nee the ball to go in the direcshooter intends it to go.
ii the
Hen it gets there it gives a vioThis is only one of the
(t kick.
usons it is called "english."
lily

[I

I'

Pocket Billiards
have fewer balls

lilliards is like
cept the players
t worry about.

a

/hen

man

shooting

is

and

Pitches his ball is put back in its
This is very painurinal position.
t to the good player who has been
Ciwn to go through life without
nfitching.

oung men should avoid billiard
Is

(

in some instances.
jare should be taken in the handii;
of the balls, as once they are

in

ked"

they are

practically

use-

Audience With
2 Kings Through Fox

"olidge

(Continued from page

1)

talk on the Movietone by
Majesty, Alphonso XIII, King
Spain, following his film introtion by the American Ambassato Spain, Ogden Hammond,
he President also heard the dedi-

lUte

remarks
King

of
His
Majesty
of England, made
October 11th at the opening of
18 Bridge at Newcastle-on-Tyne.
rrangements for projecting this
/ietone program for the President
his party were made by Jack
jry

irge

V.

.

nolly, European Representative
Pox Film Corporation, who sails
;ember 5 th on the L eviathan.

:e

that Schlessinger's association
with Emelka will only be that of a
subsidiary, adding the talking film
proces.s which he controls.
There is a rumor that these negotiators were duped and that the
whole iransaction was a job arrang-

ed between a large shareholder and
some powerful socialist deputies.
Tlie opinion prevails however, that
Government really means to
tlie
break the monopoly of the nationalist owners of the UFA concern and
that the British bidders may after
all not see their liopes scattered, as
even under Government control the
Emelka must expand its foreign markets.

N. Y. State Franchise

1928

Force P-F-L

'^Interference'^

Paramount made up only two sets
films for "show" purposes on
tht'ir present and first, all-talkie production "Interference".
The prints
for general release will have the
sound via dsic having been made by
ihe Victor Company.
Reviewers both in New York and
Los Angeles were knocked into a
111"

on Discs

only one of these machines
existence; or the method in use
the Criterion of using four pro-

'liere is
in
it

jectors

in

the

simultaneously,

booth,

one

two running
the

for

voice

and the otliei for the photography.
This method, of course. Is not practi<

al

at

this

stage of the

now equipped

exhibitors

game

as

sound
corked hat at the perfection in pho- would not consider adding another
togi-aphy an<l voice of the first Para- sot of projectors to their equipment
mount talkie. The recording on the us it is too expensive.
picture was done via the Pomeroy
Certainly the discs will not show
two-negative,
two print method, "Interference" to the advantage that
thereby lifting both the voice and was seen in the openings in both
photography to .such a high plane Los Angeles and
Nov/ York.
But
of perfection.
With this Pomeroy
it will permit Paramount to get the
method each print is developed seperate from the other relieving all picture out in all the key centers.

Should the Reichstag adopt the
:u)vernment's proposal, then for the
first time the Government of a great
country eaters into competition with
a great national producing and exhibiting company; the Phoebus Theatres belonging to the Emelka embracing a seating capacity of 60,000 the diffiiu'ity now being experienced
and the UFA Theatres 80,000.
by producers using the film recordThe Government will certainly not ing method,
of having to develop
lefy the rules of proper showmanboth
ound
aad
photography on one
ship by indulging in political propaganda in the state-controlled thea- 'ilm, often with unsatisfactory retres, as little as the Ufa productions sult.s.
show political tendency under the
Two I'rojcctors
'radership of the nationalist deputy
In oi-der to project productions
Hugenberg. Only in the numerous
Ufa topicals jealous eyes pretend to made via the Pomeroy method, a
envy political partisanship. But the special contraption must be added to
screen is a great power and the talk- the regular
sound equipment permitina film still a greater power.
ting the running through of two

Lilac

positive

prints

willi

Time Closing

The Central Theatre will remain dark for Monday and Tuesday after the 269th performance

i

of Colleen Moore's "Lilac Time,"
Saturday night, in order that the

preparations can be
completed for the moving in of
"Colonel
Gowdy's
Big
Town
Shows," when First National's
first dialogue picture, "The Barker." opens Wednesday night.
elaborate

simultaneously, and

Radio-KeithOrpheum
Elects Brown President
(Continued from page
•'The

selection

announced

was

of

by

Mr.
Mr.

ELEVENTH ANNUAL

1)

Brown
David

the
that
declared
consummathe
is
appointment
tion of a step that has been under
consideration for the past three
weeks. It is a selection of an unusual man for a post requiring exceptional constructive and adminiThe Radio-Keithstrative ability.
Orpheum Corporation is building
upon a foundation that has no exact
parallel in the amusement field."
Hiram S. Brown is one of the most
managers
corporation
successful
known to Wall Street. As president
of the Central Leather Co., he took
over the United States Leather Company when the company had paid
only $2.00 a share in 1926 and in the
two years has brought it to a point
where in the last six months the
dividends per share were $4.20.
His integrity and high standing are
expected to mean much for the combination and his selection sets at
rest all speculation about who would
be the leader of this group.

Sarnoff

The
means

who

selection
that the

of Hiram Brown
company will have

Ihe highest type of intelligent, constructive and progressive business

Gets Cinephonc

30,

Difficulties

To Release

1)

seem

until attaining their majority.

|/omen are taking up pocket bili'ds extensively now and are said
be even nijore dexterous than

'1

(Continued from p«Ke

Sound

is

ei

/hen
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management.

announced that
meeting held today,
(Continued from pagre 1)
the following were added to the comephone equipment in his own theBoard of Directors: Messro.
^s,
and although the franchise pany's
D.
Cravath, Arthur Lehman,
Paul
not officially signed until MonRice has already closed sev- Edwin M. Herr and Hiram S. Brown.
contracts including one for an Mr. Edward F. Albee continues as
allation in The Auditorium ThePresident of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
at Perry, New York, which is a
Mr.

Sarnoff

also

ANNOUNCEMENT
NUMBER
of

THE DATE
TUESDAY, JANUARY

1,

1929

THE COPY
Early copy means

first

attention

AND

best position

at the directors'

THE ISSUE
The

finest

'

)

ipetitor
itres.

of

Mr.

Rice's

own

Corporation, the theatre chain unit
of

the

new company.

publication

in

the

history

of

this

'
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Lasky Announces Paramount
Astoria Production Program
The
dozen

current production of half a
important tallving short fea-

tures and plans for a large program
be
of one and two reel pictures to
made at the Long Island Studio were
announced yesterday by Jesse L.
Laskv. first vice-president in charge
of production of the Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation.
-The short feature department,
headed by James R. Cowan, has just
added three important writers to its
ytaff." said Mr. Lasky.
"They are S. Jay Kaufman, widely

known newspaper man and author
many dramatic works; Morrie

of

Hyskind, co-author of the book of
•Animal Crackers' and of other
plays, and William Grew, author of
•The Sap,' 'Undressed Kid' and of
the books for several Earl Carroll's
Vanities.
will be at the studio for a long term, writing original short comedies, sketches and
novelties and adapting material from
They also will assist
other fields.
Joseph Santley, the director."
Lasky anounced that George
."Mr.
Abbott, the eminent director is engaged in directing "The Bishop's
This is expected to
Candlesticks".
be one of the most important short
talking features yet made at the studio.
The cast of Broadway stage
actors is headed by Walter Huston.
Abbott will direct still another
short feature, after which it is expected that he will make one or more

"These writers

full-length pictures.
Other short subjects in sound
either completed recently or still
in production include the sketch, "If
yien Played Cards as Women Do"

A

who spent three
Xew York presumably

director,
in

to shoot street scenes, returned
to the studio and showed the executives the results of his trip.

He

received congratulations after
the showing, but one of the executives said, "these shots must
have been made months ago, instead of last week, for I see that
the "Greenwich Village Follies"
are still at the Winter Garden

and "The Man
at the Central.

Who
I

loft

Laughs" is
New York

two months ago and both these
productions had left long ago.
It seems that New York had
offered too many outside attractions and the director had gone
to a stock film library and bought
the footage.

Cast

Original

Comedy

Life,"

of

starring

Milton

Sills.
•

•

•

William DeMille will direct "White
Collars," screen version of the play
produced in New York, as a talk-

B'way Musical Comedy

ing to production schedule this current musical episode in the life of
the great composer, Chopin, will be

completed in sound film form within
the next few days.
Work on the sound picture vering picture, for M-G-M.
sion
of "White Lilacs" has been in
•
•
*
progress at the Powers Cinephone
Helen Fairvveather and Kicliard New York Studio for the past several
Bolder have been added to the cast weeks but the title and nature of
of "Seven Footprints to Satan," by the subject had been withheld until
I'^'irst National.
it was learned that the sound pic*
•
•
ture version is being played by the
Jiiiiuiy Aldine is playing an imstage cast.
portant role in Pathe's "The Office
Scandal."
•

•

Kichard

•

Bartlieliiiess will

make "Diversion" as
Lure under his new

probably

his first picFirst National

contract.
»

*

«

Lloyd Uacoii, Warner Brothers director, has left Hollywood on a four
weeks motor trip to Vancouver.
«

Loretta
'.liss

«

Young

by First National.
a protege of Colleen

is
•

•

•

Benjamin Glazer, head of Pathe's
sound department, recently made
voice tests of sixteen players in a
single day for roles in "The Missing Man."
«

•

*

*

*

«

(irapewin

Charles

and

Anna

Chance start the first episode in
Grapewin's Traveling Man's Vaudeseries for Christie, Dec. 3rd.
«

•

«

Evelyn Blauchard has sold an original to M-G-M, "Maymie Struts Her
Stuff."
It will
be a talkie and
Jimmy Gleasop will do the dialogue.
•

*

•

William \eill has been given
a contract by Columbia to direct
for them.
II-

Edward

•

•

Everett

Horton's

two

short talkers for Christie before beginning with Warners will be "A
Cup of Tea" and "Meet the Wife."
«

•

1

Anthony has been signed
Columbia to write scenarios.
•

•

New

Role

•

Emil Janniiigs' next starring picture will have an Alpine background,
according to B. P. Schulberg, general

manager

of

Paramount West

Coast production, who today assigned Hans Kraly, adaptor of "The
Patriot" to prepare the German
star's new vehicle.
Lewis Milestone
will

direct.

Colman's
•'Bulldog

First Talkie

Drummond",

the famous

English crook melodrama, is to be
Ronald Colman's first talking picture.
It will be made throughout
with dialogue.
Richard Jones will
direct.
The picture version of this
play will go into production within
the next two weeks and will be
Colman's second individually starring picture^

Joy With Arlington

•

Julia

Swayne

•

•

Gordon

will play
her first part in a comedy in a Hal

Roach two-reeler.
•

•

•

Ken Maynard will do ""The Royal
Rider" as his next picture for FMrst
National.
•

Paramount

•

•

has failed to renew
their option on the services of Lane
Chandler.

being

forced

to

sized

e:!

wait

fc'

though at fir
quite peeved on being told thi
could not get equipment for six
eight months, are now laughing i

sound

installation,

(

their sleeves at their inability to g
a set at the time they wanted
Most of them have pi
so badly.
in a non-synchronous device, usii

the ordinary talking machine r;
cords, alter the picture had been cm
by the piano player, the organist
some member of the staff. In
far as synchronization is concerne
this outfit is perfect.
Of cours
talking pictures are another thir,
altogether.
(

s

•

•

•

THE LAUGH
Several weeks ago when they g
hot under the collar on being to!
hey had to wait, this anger Wii
caused by the thought of not beiij
able to get "sound" quick.
Nd
they have it, or have as much |
they need temporarily, at one tenl
of the price and by waiting they at
placed in the position of finding oj
"what the thing is all about."
.six or eight months (and that is tl
time it would have required for the
I

.'

get their installations,)
things can happen.
By that

will

release.

tin!

be determined if produce!
are going to stick to two methods
I

recording, film and disc. One or tl
other might weaken thereby ni
making it necessary to get a dui
set for sound.
And too, there
bound to be a price drop, either
the type of sets now being install
or a different device manfactur
that would satisfy the needs of t
small house at a much cheap
price.
Also there is the considei!
tion that all present equipment mi^

become antiquated in six or eig
months with the improvements tli
are certain to take place all up ai
the line of sound and talki'

down

pictures.
*

HI

lb

CONTENTED
Accordingly, these small fello
contented.
They are ruuni
sound pictures without having to p
sound rentals, are giving their aui
are

would

much entertainment

get

with

the

as th

straight

sy

chronized sets and under any co
ditions it would be some time 1?
fore the talking picture would
ready for their exhibition. So wt
started out to be a "mad yell" is n^
a smile of satisfaction.

...

Basquette Freelancing
The

mai|

will

ences as
Al Joy, noted English film comedian, has been placed under a three
year contract by Leonard W. Horton,
president of the Arlington Pictures,
Inc., who plan to star him in a
series of two reel talking comedies,
which the Capital Film Exchange

I

EXPRESSIONS
contract

held

by

DeMille-

I/.

duction supervisor of Universal feature comedies.

WILKF.RSON

R.

The small and medium
hibitor,

it

Decker has had the op- Padie for the services of i.,ina Bastion on liis services renewed by quette has not heen renewed.
Miss
Universal for the third year, as pro- Basquette will freelanc e.

Harry

By W.

to

Jannings in

•

Stuart
I'y

Roberson, Grace Brinkley, Allan
Rogers and Maurice Holland.
Harry Revier is directing for
Powers and Jack Livingston is in
charge of production details.
Joe
Seiden is chief cinematographer, and
William E. Garity chief technical
engineer of the Powers Cinephone
is in charge
sound reording
•

Moore.

ville

original
On the screen as on the stage,
the leading roles are filled by Guy

Young has had her con-

renewed

tract

•

OPINIONS

Current WAITING

in

"White Lilacs" the current Shubert
Broad wav stage success, is the first
Frank Ward Crane has been sign- Powers Cinephone 100% dialogue
ed for an important part in "The picture now being shot and accord-

•

weeks

SHUBERT'SmfHITE LILACS'
FIRST CINEPHONE PROD.

STUDIO GOSSIP

Tilfany-Stahl.

Good Shots

1928

Starred in Talkie

Frank Tnttle will make "The
Studio Murder Mystery" as his first
by George S. Kaufman, "Highlow- all-talker for Paramount
«
•
«
brow" by S. Jay Kaufman, Eddie
will
(jieorge
Arciiainbaud
direct
Peabody and his band, Borrah MinEve
Sotheru in "The Miracle" for
nevitch and his troupe of harmonicaplaying boys, songs by the Geirsdorf
Sisters and a group of songs in an
Oriental setting by Anna Chang and
other Chinese and Japanese artists.
Meanwhile, plans are going forward under the supervision of Monta
Hell, production executive, for work
to begin next Monday on "The Hole
in the Wall", crook mystery play
with a spiritualist setting.
Robert
Florey will direct.

30,

"Kohinoor" Prod.

Interests

A

person having been away fr(
motion picture set for the p;
few months, on returning would
know what the gang were talki:
about.
He would have to learn
new language.
Old and famil
terms like "camera," "action," "hd
that" and "cut," are now being siplanted by new expressions such
"red lights," "sound ready," "get tJ
phase," "damping and "overloai'
In addition to these we have tJ
"dialogue consultant" crowding (t
the "gag man."
a

i

i

H.

R.

H. Queen Mary

LONDON— H.R.H. Queen Mary is
reported interested in the production of a picture called "Kohinoor"
by Geoffrey Malln, who is now In
India completing his arrangements
and which he will start active work
on in January.
The picture will have a native cast
of 5,000.

'

The sturdy forefathers to whose
reverence we owe Thanksgiving could
foreseen the varied conditions, through
of the years, under which their festive

devotion and
scarcely have
the procession
day would be

nationally celebrated.

To them, it typified a planting, tilling and harvesting season happily and well completed.
Their heavy
toil ended, they gave devout thanks for their ble.ssings
and turned with rejoicing from labor to refreshment.
Theirs in all truth was a holiday won from the past.
To us of motion pictures. Thanksgiving blends what
is to come with what has gone before.
It divides our
season. It is an occasion for pausing to take stock of
accomplishments and for facing the probabilities of the
the beginfuture. It is both reminder and expectation
ning of a period, extending into the new year, when
yesterday's successes become our inspiration for meeting the problems of tomorrow.
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer started the present
And, happily,
selling season with a single objective.
each of us today may measure progress by that simple
took upon ourselves, six
and certain yardstick.
short months ago, the simply defined undertaking of
holding what we had achieved in the past and extendvisualing our influence into fields not then won.
words.
three
short
ized our ideal with a slogan of
pledged ourselves, one and all, to Close That Gap
It is not for me, looking backward, to decide howNor yet to venture
true to his trust any man has been.
forecasts of probable progress between today and the
Each man who will read these
season's distant end.
lines knows what share he has contributed out of the
And it is he, not I, who will write his record for
past.
the future.
Suffice it for me to set it down in words which all
may understand that my faith in the men of this progressive organization is that of a staunch and loyal
an abiding faith in their success, ability and
friend
their indomitable will to achieve. I never yet have had
I
cause to apologize for that confidence and trust.
know I never shall have.
Could any man have truer cause for Thanksgiving
than that which comes from trustworthy faith in his

—

We

We

We

—

fellowmen?

I^M-^^

Wo

The Distributor

No-vcmbcr
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THOUGHTS FOR THANKSGIVINQ
By

We

E.

M.

SAUNDERS

of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei- have

By W.

much

F.

By

RODGERS

Under their direction, we
our organization.
have progressed and prospered until we now
occupy a place in our industry that is second

past.

We should be thankful that we're represent
ing an organization whose name is so re
spected by exhibitors that our responsibilit\
of securing adequate representation is mad'
a pleasurable work rather than a burdensome
task.
We should be thankful that we car
look the world in the eye and say we havt
kept pace with every new trend of the busi
We should be thankful, we of the sale>
ness.
family, that up to now we have satisfactorilj
carried out every assignment entrusted to us
in a manner to reflect the spirit of an institution whose everlasting goal is leadership in it^

to none.

are thankful that

we have

attained this

by straightforward and clean busiIt is our unrivalled product
ness methods.
and incomparable service which has brought
position

us to the top.
We are thankful to those theatre owners
with whom we have had the pleasure of doing

and their faith has
undertaking to bring
forth only the best in production values.
I am thankful that as a part of Metro-Goldbusiness.

Their

greatly

aided

in

CONNORS

There's no one deserving of a greater!
vote of thanks on this Thanksgiving Day thar|
those boys at the coast whose masterful worb
thus far this year has made it possible for
to make good to the exhibitor our early predid
tions that this season again we would surpa^
our splendid production performances of th

to

be thankful for.
We are thankful for the far-sightedness
imd progressiveness of the executive heads of

We

T. J.

I

belief

our

chosen

Maj^ all of our associates throughout the world enjoy to a full measure

field.

The boys

in the

South are thankful.

Bui

Thanksgiving Day.
In one

way

or another

we

all

have

a great deal to be thankful for, yet

perhaps with the everyday rush of
business, our good fortune escapes
thought.
It is nevertheless apparent
when we pause long enough to reflect.
In a business

way

we are partithe many good

too,

cularly thankful for
things of record throughout the past
year in the achievement of every unit
of our organization.

To be associated as we are, with
have been able to contribute
those
who lead, is a privilege deservto its success.
I wish to extend my thanks
And in turn, by
to every member of the entire organization, ing of our thanks.
and the Western Division particularly, for the our individual and collective contribuparts they have played in helping to attain tions
to the progress and success of
wyn-Mayer,

this

I

success.

that great organization of which

Let us show our appreciation and thankfulness by our continued and unremitting efforts are all a part,
to keep our splendid organization foremost thanks of those
in the eyes of the industry and the world.
tinies.

The way

in

which the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Short Feature producing units have adapted
themselves to the sound and talking situation
is little short of remarkable.
In fact, the
aggression which the organization as a whole
has shown in the face of this unusual revolution, has proven conclusively that our people
are the most progressive and capable in the
ijusiness.

At first, everything appeared to the uninformed to be at sixes and sevens. Explanations of our attitude were interpreted as excuses.
"We're going slowly." "We're not
going to rush into this." "We want quality."

By

we have earned
who direct its

F. C.

*3»

*

we
the
des-

QUIMBY

I

be made, assures the quality of our sound anc
talking effects.
This already is a matter ol
demonstrated fact, as witness the receni

Laurel-Hardy comedy, We Faw Down, and the
Our Gang comedy, The Spanking Age.
(2) We are equally supreme in MetroMovietone Acts. The facilities of the Loewi
Company have never been demonstrated more]
clearly than by its ability quickly to line u])
talent from the vaudeville, dramatic and mus
As a result, we have o;i
ical comedy stages.
this program many of the best money names
George Dewey Washin the show business.
ington 'out Jolsons' Al Jolson.

are obvious.

Having always had the best silent
comedies, the Hal Roach-Victor Company ar-

—

famous Van and Schenck show

"Let the other companies cash in on speed,
we'll ultimately cash in on merit."
Frankly, all of us were impatient.
But
while we wanted action, wc wci'e guided by
the usual cool, sound M-Cl-M business methods.
The result is that today wc are releasing
better synchronized short product than any
competitive company.
And for reasons which

now

they mean to make theiis a perpetual thanksgiving day.
They aim to express their thanki
with what they know will be most appreciatec
contracts.
They are appreciative of what
Thej
they have been given to work with.
hope to make that manifest with a volume oi
business which will exceed by far what thei'
collective territories have been able to produce
heretofore.
And their final gesture of thanks will nol
be made until the last bit of available business, the final contract, is in.

even better
advantage on the screen than on the legitimate stage. Miller and Lyles, the greatest
colored team since Williams and Walker, arc
And the Metro Movietone Revue
a knockout.
sets wholly new standards, both of idea anil
production, in sound synchronization.
(3) Simultaneously in the East and in the
West, our studios are busily engaged. Our
Phipps,
first two all-talking short playlets
(Continued on Page Six)

—

(1)

rangement, the

The world-

to

finest tie-up that possibly could

Complete Production Casts
For All Schedule Releases Through January, 1929
"OUR DANCI NG DAUGHTERS"
Name

Character
na

JOAN CRAWFORD
JOHN MACK BROWN
DOROTHY SEBASTIAN
ANITA PAGE
KATHLYN WILLIAMS
NILS ASTHER

Blain

B:i

B'ltrice

Ane
Ane's Mother
Mr man
Fnldie
,
'

D'.na's

Mother

Dlina's

Father

F-ddie's
ddie's
5^

Mother
Father

A'thor

D:ector
Sinario
rles

PHographer
I'ease Date

An

jjtory:

Director
Continuity

,

EDWARD NUGENT
DOROTHY CUMMINGS
HUNTLEY GORDON
EVELYN HALL
SAM DE GRASSE
JOSEPHINE LOVETT
HARRY BEAUMONT
JOSEPHINE LOVETT
MARIAN AINSLEK
RUTH CUMMINGS
GEORGE BARNES
*

original story

September

1

by Josephine Lovett

'

MALCOLM ST. CLAIR
GEORGE O'HARA
RALPH SPENCE
ANDRE BARLATIER

Titles

Photographer

Release Date
September 22
History: An original story for the screen.

Character

Kane

Slie

Ea McCoy
limy Dunn

Ford
Ford

V.bel

B;ty

Derrico

V\

2inmon
A'thor

C/ector
Continuity
lies

Pptographer

Name

"WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS"
Character
Myrtle

Marty

WHEELER OAKMAN
MAE BUSCH
POLLY MORAN
LYDIA YEAMANS TITUS
WILLIAM ORLAMOND

Skeeter
Bessie
Mrs. McGinnis
Mrs. Sullivan

Dwiggins
Wally
Author

RICHARD CARLE
A. P.
A. P.

Cp

/thor
[•ector

Cntinuity

Date

Iistory:

Name

HAROLD GOODWIN
SIDNEY BRACY
HARRY GRIBBON
CLYDE BRUCKMAN
EDWARD SEDGWICK
RICHARD SCHAYER
JOE FARNHAM

Eitor

An

September 15
original story for the screen.

"BEYOND THE SIERRAS"
I'e

Character
Masked Stranger

Esa
(;ens

Author
Director
Scenario
Titles

Photography
Release Date

September 29

D.

An

ROSS LEDERMAN
ROBERT HOPKINS

MAXIMILIAN FABIAN
October

6

original story for the screen.

October 27

History: A novel
Bros.vin 1925.

Name
TIM MC COY
SYLVIA BEECHER
ROY D'ARCY

"BROTHERLY LOVE"
Name

Character
Oscar
Jerry
Dorothy
Warden Fowler
Coggswell
Mrs. Coggswell

Author
Director
Adaptation:
Titles

.

KARL DANE
GEORGE K. ARTHUR
JEAN ARTHUR
RICHARD CARLYLE
EDWARD CONNELLY
MARCIA HARISS
PETTERSON MARZONI
CHARLES F. REISNER
EARL BALDWIN and

LEW LIPTON
ROBERT HOPKINS
HENRY SHARP

Photographer
GEORGE HIVELY
Film Editor
October 13
Release Date
History: Based on "Big Hearted Jim", a short
story published in Liberty Magazine, Nov.
20,

1926.

POLLY MORAN
RICHARD R. NEILL
(rlos
'SHOW PEOPLE"
Name
J. GORDON RUSSELL
Tells
Character
MARION DAVIES
JOHN THOMAS NEVILLE Peggy Pepper
i^thor
NICK GRINDE Billy Boone
WILLIAM HAINES
-ector
ROBERT LORD Colonel Pepper
DELL HENDERSON
anario
September 15 Andre
PAUL RALLI
lease Date
the screen.
for
TENEN HOLTZ
story
original
An
story:
Casting Director
HARRY GRIBBON
Comedy Director
SIDNEY BRACY
Director
Dramatic
BROADWAY"
'BEAU
POLLY MORAN
Maid
The
Name
Character
CONTI
ALBERT
Producer
CODY
LEW
n Lambert
JOHNSTON
CHRISTINE
AGNES
Authors
AILEEN PRINGLE
onne
and LAURENCE STALLINGS
SUE CAROL
ma
KING VIDOR
Director
HUGH TREVOR
iler Gordon
TUCHOCK
WANDA
Continuity
CONKLIN
HEINIE
juha
SPENCE
RALPH
Titles
KIT GUARD
of. Griswold
ARNOLD
JOHN
Photographer
HERRICK
JACK
Monahan
October 20
JAMES J. JEFFRIES Release Date
inner O'Brien
story.

r>z

],

:

.

Harper and

Name

Character
Napoleon, Boy
Napoleon, Man

Danton
Rouget De

WALDIMIR ROUDENKO
ALBERT DIEUDONNE
ALEXANDRE KOUBITZKY
HARRY KRIMER
EDMOND VAN DAELE
ANTONIN ARTAUD

Lisle

Robespierre

Marat

GINA M.-VNES
NICHOLAS KOLINE
ABEL GANCE
LOTTA WOODS

Josephine De Be auharnais
Fleuri

Author
Titles

October 27
Release Date
listory: Screen story by Abel Gance.

"THE BABY CYCLONE"
Name

Character

LEW CODY

Meadows

Joe

AILEEN PRINGLE

Lydia

ROBERT ARMSTRONG

;ene

GWEN LEE

lessie

Mr. Webster
Mrs. Webster
Bill

A,uthor

Director
Continuity

.

Titles

Photographer

NORA CECIL
FRED ESMELTON
CLARISSA SELWYNE
WADE BOTELER
GEORGE M. COHAN
EDWARD SUTHERLAND
F. HUGH HERBERT
ROBERT HOPKINS
ANDRE BARLATIER

November -3
Release Date
New
Theatre,
Miller
Henry
at
History: Played
York, Sept. 13, 1927 to Feb. 18, 1928. Had
a successful run with Grant Mitchell, Nan
Sutherland, Natalie Morehead and Joseph
Allen in the cast.

"WHITE SHADOWS
Character
Dr. Matthew Lloyd

Fayaway
Sebastian

Author
Director
Continuity
.„„...
Photography

IN

Titles

THE SOUTH SEAS'
Name

MONTE BLUE
RAQUEL TORRES
ROBERT ANDERSON
FREDERICK O'BRIEN
W. S. VAN DYKE
JACK CUNNINGHAM

GEORGE NOGLE

{

1

published by

"NAPOLEON"

YOUNGER

HENRY SHARP

'

Photographer
Release Date

CARMENCITA JOHNSON
LAON RAMON
BILLY KENT SCHAEFER
DOROTHY SCARBOROUGH
VICTOR SEASTROM
FRANCES MARION
Ji)HN COLTON
JOHN ARNOLD

Mrs. Crandall

BUSTER KEATON
MARCELINE DAY

c,gg

lies
Flease

YOUNGER

JOE FARNHAM

History:

= ;ly

EDWARD KARLE
WILLIAM ORLAMOND

JACK CONWAY

Director
Scenario

September 8 Director
Date
Play opened at Ritz Theatre, New Titles
Kstory:
Photographer
^'•k, Dec. 26, 1927, with Miriam Hopkins
Release Date
al Eric Dressier in leading roles.

Ester

DOFiOTHY CUMMINGS

Cora

Cora's Children

Name-

LON CHANEY
ANITA PAGE
CARROLL NYE

Dan

R'iease

"THE CAMERAMAN"

LARS HANSON
MONTAGUE LOVE

Roddy
Sourdough

WILLIAM HAINES History: An original screen story.
JOSEPHINE DUNN
"SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT"
NEELY EDWARDS
Character
Name
KATHLEEN CLIFFORD
LAWRENCE GRAY
GRETA GRANSTEDT Jimmy Sherwood
LOUISE LORRAINE
RICARDO CORTEZ Molly
WARNER RICHMOND
CYRIL CHADWICK Feagan
TOM DUGAN
JOHN McGOWAN Connelly
ALPHONSE ETHIER
JAMES CRUZE O'Flaherty
POLLY MORAN
FRANCES MARION Entertainer
"FLASH"
RALPH SPENCE Dog
TED SHANE
IRA MORGAN Author

Character

Name
LILLIAN GISn

Beverly

Titles

"EXCESS BAGGAGE"

THE WIND"
Character
Letty
Lige

CLYDE DE VINNA
and BOB ROBERTS
JOHN COLTON

November 10
Release Date
History: Published by the Century Company
Produced and photographed on
in 1919the natural locations, and with the ancient
native tribes of the Marquesas Islands in
the South Seas.

"

]

1

]

I
1

.

•

either

F.

HUGH HERBERT

History:

An

original screen

'THE MASKS OF THE DEVIL'
Character

Baron Reiner
Countess Zellner

Count Palester
Count Zellner

Name-

JOHN GILBERT
ALMA RUBENS
THEODORE ROBERTS
FRANK REICHER

:

EVA VON BERNE
RALPH FORBES
ETHEL WALES
POLLY ANN YOUNG

\'irginia

Manfred

Aunt

Virginia's

Dancer
Author

JACOB WASSERMANN
VICTOR SEASTROM
FRANCES MARION
MARIAN AINSLEE and

Director
Continuity
Titles

RUTH CUMMINGS
OLIVER MARSH
CONRAD A. NERVIG

Photographer
Film Editor
Release Date

November 17
History: "The Masks of Erwin Reiner" was
published in Germany by the Fischer Company, Berlin, in 1910.

There

is

no English

Morrier
Jason
Donald Tremaine

Matsumoto

Dr.

Ivan Stefanov

THEA VON HARBOU
FRITZ LANG
ARNO WAGNER

Author
Director

Photographer
Release Date
History:

An

A

December

WOMAN OF

Character
Diana

Hugh

"THE BUSHRANGER"
Lucv
Sir Eric

Arthur

Murphy

Lady Vavendish
Director

Author
Continuity
Titles

Photographer
Release Date

MARIAN DOUGLAS
RUSSELL SIMPSON
ARTHUR LUBIN
ED BRADY

Director

FRANK BAKER
DALE AUSTEN

RICHARD

R.

NEILL

ROSEMARY COOPER
CHET WITHEY
MADELEINE RUTHVEN
GEORGE C. HULL
PAUL PERE.?:
ARTHUR REED
November 17

Original

Doc
Maizie

Anna
Tiny

Name

Bumbu
.Authors

Director
Scenario

PERCY HILBURN

Photographer
Film Editor
Release Date

An

HARRY REYNOLDS

Njame

LEW

Author
Director
Screen Play
Titles

r

COdI

AILEEN PRINGL
MARCELINE DA
EDWARD NUGEN

KATHLYN

AILEEN

Mrs. Farley

WILLIAM,*
MANNINtl

HUBERT HENRY DAVIE
HARRY BEAUMON
H. HUGH HERBERT an
GEORGE O'HARA
JOE FARNHAM an

LUCILE NEWMAR]

ANDRE

Photographer
Film Editor
Release Date

"A LADY OF CHANCE"
Name

NORMA SHEARER
LOWELL SHERMAN
GWEN LEE
JOHN MACK BROWN

Dolly

Gwen
Steve Crandall
Mrs. Crandall

"THE LOVES OF CASANOVA'

LEONARD
EDMUND GOULDING
A. P. YOUNGER
RALPH SPENCE
PEVERLY MARLEY
MARGARET BOOTH

ROBERT

Director

Adaptation
Scenario
Titles

Photographer
Film Editor
Release Date
History:

A

Z.

IVAN MOSJOUKINl
DIANA KARENNI

Casanova
Maria Mari
Catherine
Therese

II

December 22

Prince Orloff
Due de Bayreuth

Menucci
Le Negrillon
Pierre III
Director
Scenario

story by Leroy Scott.
Titles

"HONEYMOON"
Name

Character

POLLY MORAN
HARRY GRIBBON
BERT ROACH

Polly

Harry

HIMSELF

LEW LIPTON

Author
Director
Continuity
Adaptation

Name

CharacLer

SUZANNE bianchett;
JENNY JUG(i

EUGENIE BESSERER Corticelli
BUDDIE MESSINGER Comtesse Vorontzoff
LEROY SCOTT Lady Stanhope

Flash

"DREAM OF LOVE"

Character
Robin Worthington

Character

November 24 Bert
original story.

January

original story.

BARLATIEl'
BEN LEWl'
WILLIAM DANIELS
Photographer
1
HUGH WYNN History: Opened at Empire Theatre,January
Film Editor
New Yor
December 15
Release Date
with John Drew and Mary Boland in leau
History: Based on novel and stage play.
ing roles, September 4th, 1911.

JOE FARNHAM

Titles

History:

Titles

LIONEL BARRYMORE Author

KALLA PASHA
CURTIS NERO
CHESTER DEVONDE and
KILBOURN GORDON
TOD BROWNING
ELLIOTT CLAWSON

Babe

Author
Continuity

LON CHANEY Hank

WARNER BAXTER
MARY NOLAN
JACQUELINE GADSDON
ROSCOE WARD

An

Hazeltine
GRETA GARBO Mary
Maggie
JOHN GILBERT Dickie
LEWIS STONE Mrs. Cottrell

Bradley

stoi-y.

"WEST OF ZANZIBAR"
Character
Phroso
Crane

Montague

Constance

Blair

Dale
Colonel Cavendis h

Geoffrey
Sir

History:

REE

WILLIAM LE VANWA
"A SINGLE MAN"

AFFAIRS"
Name

JOHN MACK BROWN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.
HOBART BOSWORTH
DOROTHY SEBASTIAN
CLARENCE BROWN
MICHAEL ARLEN
BESS MEREDYTH
MARIAN AINSLEE and
RUTH CUMMINGS

David

Name
TIM McCOY

Character

Edward

8

ARTHUR

Photographer
Film Editor
Release Date

original story.

Neville

translation.

History

MONTAGUE SHA^
LIEN DEYERS General Rogers
MADELEINE RUTHVEN an
LOUIS RALPH Authors
ROSS B. WILLS
CRAIGHALL SHERRY
NICK GRIND
WILLY FRITZSCH Director
BRADLEY KIN
LUPA PICKS Continuity
HARRY BRAXTO
FRITZ RASP Titles

Kitty

RINA de LIGUORd
NINA kochit;

OLGA DA^
PAUL GUIDI;
DECOEUI'

CARLO TEDESCHi
BOUAMERANii

RUDOLF KLEIN-ROGGi!
ALEXANDER VOLKOFlj
NORBERT FALK
IVAN MOSJOUKINJ
EDWIN JUSTIN MAYEI

an(|

Release Date
January
History: Based on the stage play.

l!

"ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE"
Name

Character
Jimmy Valentine
Doyle
Rose

ROBERT A. GOLDEN
GEORGE O'HARA Swede
E. RICHARD SCHAYEK Avery
ROBERT HOPKINS Mister Lane
MAXIMILIAN FABIAN Bobby
BEN LEWIS Little Sister

WILLIAM HAINE;
LIONEL BARRYMOR!
LEILA HYAMf

KARL DANJ
TULLY MARSHALlj
JOAN CRAWFORD Titles
HOWARD HICKMAI,
NILS ASTHER
BILLY BUTTS
AILEEN PRINGLE Photographer
?\\m Editor
EVELYN MILLS
Duke
WARNER OLAND Release
Date
December 29 Author
PAUL ARMSTRONO
Countess
CARMEL MYERS
Director
JACK CONWAli
Count
HARRY REINHARDT History: An original screen story.
Adaptation
A. P. YOUNGEI:
Baron
HARRY MYERS
"THE FLY ING FLEET"
Continuity
SARA Y. MASOrMichonet
ALPHONSE MARTELL
Character
Name
Titles
JOE FARNHARj
Ivan
FLETCHER NORTON
RAMON NOVARRO Release Date
January 21
Authors
EUGENE SCRIBE and Tommy
Steve
RALPH GRAVES Hi.story: Play by Paul Armstrong, first pro
ERNEST LEGOUVE
ANITA PAGE
duced at the old Wallack's Theatre, Neis
Director
FRED NIBLO Anita
Dizzy
EDWARD
NUGENT
York, in January, 1910.
Continuity
DOROTHY FARNUM Tex
CARROLL NYE
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WE THANK YOU AGAIN
This is the week, you know,
;vhen everybody's giving thanks for whatever
hey feel they ought to be thankful about.
Phis page serves the purpose of thanking you
i'very week for your accomplishments while
This week again, we've
!>n the field of battle.
The boys
Vot plenty to be thankful about.
ire stepping as prettily as ever, and the man\er in which the business is coming In is
l)roving most encouraging.
Which is just what we expected.

Howdy, boys!

'

*

reel of our film here for the past three years.
This year however, F. B. turned the trick.
Medaryville will play the greater part of our
product.
Pretty work, Gauker boy, pretty work!
*

*

of the finest
bits of gap-closing
to come out of the

Pittsburgh office in
years was performed recently by Jules
Lapidus
when he
The con:losed the town of Holsopple, Pa.
;ract secured by Lapidus represents the first
jusiness we have ever been able to get out
Every salesman on the
,)f
this situation.
Pittsburgh roster has for a number of years
When
;;ried to sell this town without success
;he territory handled by Lapidus was enlarged
it the start of the present season, this town
N&s included, and his attention was called to
.;he fact that we had never been able to come
!jnywhere near to getting the least bit of busiLapidus concentrated on this
less out of it.
situation and worked it from every possible
;jngle.
He even enlisted the aid of big firstHis persistence and
un exhibitors nearby.
inflagging determination finally brought him
During that same week he closed
aiccess.
A\ other nice deals.

W^Msm

It is an accomplishment of which the entire
Pittsburgh sales force is proud.
Congratulations, Jules!
I

*

*

Barney

(^^A->,S^h^

C^^^yL

<2^r^
^^ \^y
^^

apolis last week.
sold St. Charles,
sota, an account

like to

know

SALT LAKE SOCKS INTO 'EM
Out

That's gap-closing to brag about,
*

*

we

think!

GAUKER GETS TOUGH ONES
F.

B.

Gauker of

dianapolis

is

In-

nailing the

tough ones with deadly
Past exconsistency.
perience doesn't phase
him in the least, and
the tougher an exhibreputation, the
itor's
The most recent
larder he piles into him.
'xample of his battling spirit is the proposiIt is
ion he closed in Medaryville, Indiana.
town which runs its theatre but one night a
veek.
have been unable to place a single
V

We

Lake the

bacon.
Charlie Wade came
through with a couple
of new accounts the
other week when he closed the Community
Club at Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, for the
greater part of our 1927-28 product, and the
at Orderville, Utah our '28-'29
Gap-closer Bruce closed a
complete.
service
nice deal in Kimberly, Idaho.

contracts.

Ward House

^

^

A CHALLENGE FROM SEATTLE
We don't have

to

put any frills or furbelows on this squib

from

Seattle.

We

are presenting it to
you just the way it

was

come

*

in Salt

boys are staying with
'em and bringin' in the

along with the best
of 'em. There's nary
a week goes by that

;horts.

Bennies. Roman and Abner
e a c h
contributed
three contracts.
J. F. Morgan of Detroit
was right there again. He
solicited si.x accounts and
sold something in every
one of them. To four of these exhibitors he
sold all of the features and the greater part
of the shorts.
With the fifth and sixth he
placed a few of our 1927-28 features.
Glenn Gregory turned in the best performance for St. Louis.
His i-ecord read, nine

it!

stepping

doesn't

Barney
Minne

never
by us before.
"Clat" closed Isle,
Minnesota for our complete line-up, and to
make it all the sweeter, he secured a check
for every foot of the film on the contract.
When they sell 'em better than that, we'd

t>NTI,A.cj

Mac

of the features and the greatei- part of the
shorts.
Five of these six included an issue
of the News.
The other three contracts were
for a number of our old features.
This Dave
Levy boy sure is moving, all right, all right!
It looks like the selling of pretty nearly
every boy in that New York exchange was
something to talk about last week. Maxie
Frank did his little bit, too. Five nice new
propositions are nothing to be sneezed at. It's
something we'll sling ink about any day of
the month or year!
New Jersey's pair of

and

served

RUBENFELD ON A TEAR
Out in Los An^
geles, Mac Ruben-

hrough with more than a fair share of busiless.
During the week ending the 17th he
•ontributed seven more contracts on the new
iroduct.
Five of these were for all of the
matures and shorts; the other two for the
rieater part of the features and all of the

Cohen

rir~^^ "Clat" Clatworthy contributed two nice new
propositions for Minne-

!{!

is

was right up
with Weisman for the
New York honors that
week. He solicited ten
accounts and sold nine
of them.
Six of these
contracts were for all
theless,

O

misses.

MINNEAPOLIS PAIR PRODUCES

One

OQ^

%

Don't know whether or not we mentioned
to you previously, that for the week ending
the 3rd, Frank Ishmael of Chicago, turned in
four more out of six.
This boy rarely ever

LAPIDUS PULLS A PIPPIN

feld

*

FOUR MORE FOR ISHMAEL

*

*

*

and shorts right across the
board, and in all except one instance, a contract for the News was included.
It's selling
of that kind which warms the hearts of the
boys around the home office.
Dave Levy, neverfor the features

"HERE

IS

GAP-CLOSERS!
is

a

little

told to us:

A CHALLENGE TO ALL THE
In

far-away Alaska there

HARVEST FESTIVAL LEADERS
|

has
Jack
Groves
taken the lead in the
Southern
Division's
/ y-^^ lh^i\.
Harvest Festival drive.
Evidently it's a strictly
although
Dallas fight
Phil
Grau, in third
place, is a dangerousAnyway, with two Dallas
looking dark horse.
men on the top, it appeai-s kind of bad for
those other Southern Division offices who have
hopes of taking the exchange honors.

—

4c

town bearing the name of Chilkoot

* «

THE WOLFBERG GAP-CLOSERS

A^hich boasts of about fifteen inhabitants. We
have never had any of our pictures in that
cown, if you may call it such, but in order to
CLOSE THE GAP we simply had to get our

George Reilly of
in

—

so Ben Fish got busy^and
service in there
secured a complete output contract comprising
Large
all the features, comedies and News.
and it's a
or small, we find 'em and sell 'em
but Ben Fish takes
wild and woolly country

—

—

care of that."
Howzat for

tellin'

it

*

*

to

you?

*

LAST WEEK'S WINNERS
Here's the low-down on the winning performances for the week ending the 17th:
Jules Benedic of Dallas stuck to three ex-

and sold them all.
Alex Weisman again led the way for the
New York bunch. He sold six accounts, and
how he sold them! The six contracts were

hibitors

Louis
front

is still

for

out
the

sales honors in Mr.
Wolfberg's division.

Both Larry Hensler
Omaha, and Glen
Gregory of St. Louis have jumped up ahead
Hensler is now secof Wells of Des Moines.
Kenond, Gregory third, and Wells fourth.
nedy of Des Moines again is fifth.
of

*

*

*

That fight to do the most toward filling Mr.
Wolfberg's Christmas stocking is developing
Last week it was Wells
into a merry one.
who
of Des Moines and Green of St. Louis
howweek
This
spots.
top
held down the

Gregory of
same
and Quinn
ever,

it

is

of the

St.

Louis with Reilly

office,

right behmd.

'

The
THE
t<

A

Distributoj^

Lady

of Chance", Next
Shearer, a Real Winner

No-i'ciiihcr 30,

Leila

\i)2'c

Hyams Assigned

Big
Part In ''Spite Marriage"

Leila
cess as

Hyams, who has scored a

distinct suc-

feminine lead in Alias Jimmy
Valentine which is now in its third week of
its Astor Theatre New York run, has been
assigned a principal role in Spite Marriage,
the forthcoming Buster Keaton vehicle.
In Spite Marriage, Buster Keaton, whose
usual costume consists of a dilapidated suit
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Series
Contain
Some of
Thrilling Scenes Ever Brought
to the Screen.

the
the

Most

Some of the most sensational scenes ever
presented by any Newsreel, are shown in the
The iscurrent issues of our M-G-M News.
sues referred to contain pictures of the Mt.
Etna catastrophe, which reveal every detail
of the greatest volcano eruption of the presThe pictures are positively reent century.
markable.
They are as thrilling as anything
the screen has yet brought forth.
This amazing photographic record of the
greatest of recent calamities was made possible only by the extreme daring of one of
the M-G-M News cameramen, who risked his
life constantly while the disaster was taking
place, in order to bring to the world authentic
pictures of the eruption and the destruction
it left in its wake.
Umberto Romagnoli, the
heroic cameraman, spent several days in the
direct path of the advancing fire of molten
lava, and also flew in an airplane over the
seething maw of Mt. Etna.
One of the most startling scenes shows the
mighty river of molten ash and rock engulfing
the town of Mascali.
Slowly, unyieldingly
the gigantic stream advances, four miles wide
and one hundred feet high, crushing stone
buildings before it as though they were cardboard.
The success of M-G-M News in obtaining
these extraordinary views of an event which
the entire world watched with anxious eyes
all the while while it was taking place, is just
another illustration of the end to which our
Newsreel orgaization will go to bring to the
theatre-goers throughout the universe, reliable
and up-to-the-minute scenes of anything of
unusual impoi-tance or interest taking place
on any one of the four corners of the earth.
*

*

Features, Comedies, Events, News, Movietone Acts
whatever M-G-M offers the exhibitor must inevitably be accepted as the cream
of the mai'ket.

—

the

24th.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

tremely advantageous position.

192H

M-G-M News

Current

*

November

of

These together with the others now

Remarkable Shots of Etna

in

More than fifty Metro Movietone Acts had
been completed and most of them released as
duction, place

Eruption In

appearance

Fifty Movietone Acts Now
Completed-Others In Work

specially instructed.

Xoi'cinbt-r 30,

his

Closethatgap

To facilitate service, exchanges are requested to correspond on business matters
only with individuals listed herewith, unless

MORRIS ALIN,

makes

scenes wearing a full dress suit and all
the trimmings that go with attendance at
operas.
(Laugh that ofl"!)
Besides Keaton and Miss Hyams, the cast
now includes Dorothy Sebastian, Hank Mann,
Edward Earle and Sydney Jarvis.

F.

ollier'a'ise

flap shoes,

initial

RODGERS, Eastern Sales
E. M. SAUNDERS, Western Sales
T. J. CONNORS, Southern Sales
FRED QUIMBY, Short Features
J. A. GOVE, Sales Development
A. F. CUMMINGS, Exchange Operations
W.

the

in

It will

in pro-

an

ex-

enable

Company to amply satisfy the needs of
many wired houses throughout the coun-

try, which are depending upon features of
Here you see Norma Shearer and John Mack this kind to build up their weekly programs.
Brown in a tender scene from Norma's next
Reports from various cities indicate that
.-^tarring vehicle A Lady of Chance.
Metro Movietone Acts are meeting with great
A Lady of Chance will be a real box-office satisfaction wherever they are being exhibited.
winner.
The names featured in these acts are proving
It gives you Norma Shearer at her best.
to be consistent business builders.
Supported by a crackerjack cast including
Exhibitors admit that as entertainers they
Lowell Sherman, John Mack Brown, Gwen Lee. are the best of their kind on the market.

HOTTER THAN HOT
THIS

T* HE following
from

moments

Pete

before.

is

IS

PETE SMITH

IN

ONE— USE YOUR OWN JUDGMENT

an exact reproduction of a wire just received by Howard Dietz
Smith.
We you have seen and heard friend Pete in his hot
We'll leave it to you
was it ever like this?

— ——

"Hold everything for blast of enthusiasm that is sincere not Motion
conversation.
Order extra vat printers ink truck load
Gothic type and oodles of vivid billboard colors for Broadway Melody.
"Just saw major part this all-talkie with some four minute egg exhibitors and it got a reception like Star Spangled Banner on Armistice
Day. You can j^ell your head off about our first one hundred percenter
without hurting any part of your conscience.
It will knock show business on its ear and demonstrate what really can be done in talkie field.
"Dancing Daughters" in comparison is a scenic from box office
standpoint.
It has story of backstage life that packs a wallop like
Dempsey had in his prime. It ha? girls beautiful girls with costumes
that an ant could drag down the street without panting.
"King's singing and acting will make him screen star overnight if
not sooner.
Anita Page a talkie sensation and Bessie Love will be
one of biggest bets on screen after this.
You will see spectacular
Picture

stage ensembles that will

make

Ziegfeld look like a producer of bur-

lesque.

"These present flying maidens, cart wheeling cuties, acrobatic
dancers amidst breath taking stage settings involving stage elevators
and what not, snappy music, gorgeous costumes and to top it all those
sequences in Technicolor.
It is first musical comedy ever presented on
talkie screen plus fact it has more powerful plot than any stage musical
comedy ever had.
"Its song numbers including num^ber called "Broadway Melody"

sweep the country. I sing them in my sleep and so
is something to get hot and bothered over and
meet you in Macy's window anytime you say. Curtain."
will

short here

will you.
if

not

I

In
will

Wore in her

30.

The Distributor
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Do They Want

Early

Service For Less

'

Parke

PARKE

D.

I'm

small
issue

when

M-G-M News

receives
a lot of consideration

because

somewhat

it is

specialized

service.

The

booker, generbetter equipped
than the salesman is to

M-G-M News

sell

vantageously.

ad-

This

is

Park Agnew
not necessarily true
ind the statement won't apply in all cases,
ut it is always true where salesmen do not
jeep up-to-date charts showing open time.
To illustrate what I mean, here's the story
if an incident noted recently in an exchange.
salesman was talking to a customer about
The customer wanted tenlews service.
lay-old news and the salesman wrote the con-

Tm

^^^^^Hl

Vm

1^

of

the

L^i^^^l^^^K^ii \ ^^hb
^^B ^H^Vi ^kbIBk ^t^Hr

^
V

^^^^licc* ^Bj^^^RiI^h
'

%r-i

^^^^^^E'.^j'

^^^^^^^^B^^l

bookers are doing effective

M-G-M News open time.
idney Laird of Atlanta, for instance, makes
uite a specialty of this.
He always offers
talks only about
pecific ages to exhibitors
le exact time he has open and on which he
an give service. Naturally, he picks the pros:ects
the towns or theatres that will fit into
jircuiting or other shipping.
This is the only
ray to fill a print's open time and if the plan
followed consistently it materially increases

—

revenue and profit.
of the salesmen also give much atten:on to open time in selling news service.
immy Hommel, who recently was promoted
)
managership of the Denver office, works
lat way.
I remember that he made a special
ampaign to put our news business in New
lexico on a paying basis.
If this state had
een sold in a hit-or-miss manner not less than
But
\wo prints would have been required.
limmy arranged circuits, made one print do
le work of two and saved exhibitors a lot of
xpense on transportation.
One thing we're probably all inclined to

Some

verlook in selling

M-G-M News

is

that

when

can be arranged, the e.xhibitor pays
'ansportation costs only one w^ay and also
ays for a shorter haul than on a shipment
om the exchange. This saving may seem
ircuiting

AN

INSPIRATION

ever brought to
our attention is that of
the
M-G-M Club of
.Seattle,

whose enthus-

iasm and keen interest
in the selling accomiilishments
office is

their
of
serving as a de-

cided inspii-ation to the
Seattle salesmen and
their
Fish.

manager,

Ben

From the moment of
the send-off" this year

Seattle's gap-closers have

been working

fury to place their

a position near the

office in

like

The entire Seattle group is imbued with
the feeling that the lead is within their grasp
this year, and they are leaving nothing undone
in their efforts to attain it.
The members of the M-G-M t'lub, appreciative of the splendid work of theii' salesmen
and manager in their drive towards successtop.

have organized

campaign,

the purpose of
v.-hich is to enlist the w'hole-hearted cooperation of every one of their members toward
attaining premier exchange honors for their
leader.
They have addressed a letter to each
of the Seattle salesmen advising them of the
inauguration of this campaign, and telling
them of their great faith that the Seattle gapclosers would make it gooti.
The letter is so inspiring that we are bringing it to the attention of the entire organization.
We feel it will be a model for the
members of the exchanges throughout the
It i-eflects a cooperative
country to follow.
spirit which cannot fail but help along the
The letter follows:
Seattle cause.

First-For-Fish

All of us working out of this Exchange
realize that this is the first opportunity we
ever had to place the Seattle Exchange at
the head of all the M-G-M Exchanges in the
have therefore inaugurated a
country.
FISH' campaign, as we too, are
'FIRST
anxious to gain some recognition for the

Seattle Exchange.

We

are the silent force that strives at all
give your customers the best possible service so as to make it as easy as
possible for you to close with the exhibitors
Do not feel that because we
for our product.
do not get the chance to go out and sell pictures that we are not vitally interested in getWe
ting the whole territory sold quickly.
Every
are constantly watching your work.
particularly a hard
time you sell an account
one we all cheer.
Mr. Fish tells us that you are capable of
doing big things and we feel the same way.
and are asking you as a body to do everything
in your power to sell every exhibitor in your
section so as to bring victory to the Seattls

times

—

rint

SALESMEN

We
FOR

selling of

|;

Gap-Closers

One of the finest exami)les of organization

a

^V'^mj^.

him practically the difference in
[ental between ten-day and six-day service."
ilatters were explained to the exhibitor on this
This gave
;asis and he took the six-day age.
im better service than he expected, cost him
ery little more than he intended to pay, filled
in open date on the exchange schedule and

Help

fully accomplishing their goal,

^^^^^^^^^^Bf^J.

save

in

THEIR

Ben Fish

^^Or

I

Many

TO

To

in

Donna Toot My Horn Toon"

on that basis.
Before the customer left, however, the
The
'alesman checked up with the booker.
litter said he did not have the tenth day open
in any of his prints and that a new print foi
"But",
ine booking would not be justified.
And I
ie added, "here's the sixth clay open.
|an put your account on circuit so that the
ransportation cost, one way, on 104 issue;,

print.

LEnER

"First-For-Fish"

Starts

.^pirit

*'Hey, Folks! T'mere!

'lact

new

Club

Campaign

Closelhaicap

ji

aved ordering a

M-G-M

connection with one
multiplied by 104 it
sometimes runs into a substantial it_em.
Very often the amount saved will pay for
earlier service.
And, of course, the exhibitor
would much rather invest his money that way
than to pay it in postage or for expressage.
I believe all salesmen would find it greatly to
their advantage to keep their M-G-M News
Open Time Charts strictly up-to-date.

I

I'ork

Money?

when considered
only, but when

ally, is

A MODEL FOR ALL

SPIRIT IS

AGNEW

an exchange, the
booking is what gets
most of my attention.
And, equally naturally,

Naturally,
in

!

News

Agnew Suggests Means By Which Th is
Demand Frequently Can Be Met
By

I'ill

SEATTLE'S ORGANIZATION

1

A
^^fll^
WkM'
^tjHia

1^

\

Wherein that HI' rascal, Wheezer gets ready
If we remember our early
for a blowout.
days correctly, it's the usual thing for youngsters to blow some kind of a horn on ThanksWhich probably accounts for
giving Day.
Wheezer's being decked out the way he is.
Anyway, he looks all primed for a big time.

to

—

—

Exchange.
this work is all done and the victory
won, and when the 'FIRST FOR FISH'
slogan becomes a reality, we are all going to
have a big party, and we surely are going to

When

is

Three new Hal Roach comedy knockouts
-Ruby Lips (Chase) Spanking Age (Gang)
We Faw Down (Laurel Hardy). All with
sound.

More about these next week.

Now let us not fail in this undercelebrate.
Won't you start in now and get your
taking.
(Continued on Page Six)
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TRACKLESS TRAIN BESIEGED BY AUSTRALIAN
CROWDS AS IT PREPARES TO LEAVE FOR INDIA

"When

it becomes necessary for
transfer accounts to another,
is it correct to cancel existing contracts and
forward copies of this cancellation to the
Branch that will serve the account in the
future with all the necessary data, including
copies of contracts bearing the signature of
the exhibitor, as well as Theatre Sales Records,
Exhibitors Record Cards and whatever we
have that might be current?"

Question:

one Branch

to

Miss R. M. Grant
Office

Answer:

Manager

— Milwaukee

When Branch "A"

transfers an

Branch "B" numerous entries must be made and records adjusted by
both Branches.
We are giving below a brief

active account to

explanation covering the various points that

must be considered.
1.

Unplayed Business.

Branch "A" must

make up a

cancellation listing full information regarding all unplayed pictures.
This
Cancellation is entered in the Contract Register which automatically reduces the figures on
the Consolidated Report.
In addition to sending a copy of this form to the Home Office,
a copy must be sent to Branch "B".

Branch "B" upon receipt of its copy of the
Cancellation makes up a Memorandum Contract covering the unplayed pictures.
This is
entered as new business in the Contract Register.

The Cancellation and Memorandum Contract cover only the Unplayed pictures
not
the original number contracted for.

—

2.
Booking and Records.
Branch "A"
should send Branch "B" its Exhibitor's Record
Cards, Theatre Sales Record Sheets, Correspondence and anything that will help Branch
"B" in properly serving the account. Branch
"A" will also eliminate the situation, as a
possibility from its Charts and mailing list.
Any future bookings are to be pulled out,
provided Brach "B" is in a position to make
shipments in the same manner.
The Exhibitor must be advised as to the change in the
handling of his business and must be told how
to handle the return of prints, when he is to
begin remitting to Branch "B", etc.

Bookkeeping.

Branch "A" is to transfer to the Home Office, on its Journal Sheet,
any balance that may appear upon its books;
Branch "B" must pick up the same items on
its
Journal Sheet in the reverse manner.
Branch "A" must not send its ledger sheets
to Branch "B" as same must be retained as
the figures are a part of Branch "A's" perman3.

ent records.
Copies of same, however, may
be sent to Branch "B".
Invoices representing shipments that will not be made by Branch
"A" must be removed from its files and sent
to Branch "B" for re-billing.

When making

a transfer

necessary that
both Branches make the adjusting entries during the .same week in order that the two figures "wash out" on the records of the Home
Office.
A. F. CUMMINGS
it is

Closethatgap

THEME SONG
The song

TIE-UPS AID EXHIBS

with the Robbins Music
Corporation is proving an extremely valuable
accessory for the promotion of our sound and
silent pictures.
Theme songs released on
M-G-M pictures through this Company thus
far are Cross Roads, from Show People; Live
tie-up

and Love from Masks of the Devil; and Love
Dreams from Alias Jimmy Valentine.

Thoughts For Thanksgiving
By

F. C.

(Continued from Page Two)
starring Lowell Sherman, and Confession,
directed by Lionel Barrymore, are the most
intelligent examples of story development
through dialog that the talking screen has yet
presented.
(4) But the
that even while

most significant fact of

all,

is

are just starting, we have
attained recognized supremacy in the short
And what
feature talking and sound field.
better guarantee of the future could anyone
give?
A sound studio on the West Coast
has been erected at a cost of $1,000,000 and
is now in complete operation with full tech-

we

The first flush of experimentation
has passed and we are now doing practical
work on a definite schedule of high efficiency.
Similarly, at the huge Cosmopolitan Studios
in the East, we are turning out a volume of
work that would be creditable to a plant that
had been operating for years.
nical staff.

In my opinion, it is essential in marketing
short features, quite as much as in marketing
any other type of picture, to sell the facilities
of the organization.
Especially in these days
which many still consider to be experimental,
the wise exhibitor wants to know two things:
"What have you for me now?" and "What
are the chances of my continuing to get the

best?"

We

are in a position to answer.
With definite emphasis.
have the best short product yet offered with sound.
It is completed product, in our Exchanges, ready to be
shown for any sort of comparisons any one
may desire to make.
have by far the
largest, most up-to-date and expensive equipment yet installed for sound production.
have a production tie-up for comedy synchronization, in addition, with the Victor people.
And we have the best basic material with
which to work the silent product to which

We

We

We

—

sound

is

THE CRITICS SAY

QUIMBY

adaptable.

A MILLION A WEEK IN
NINETEEN-THIRTY

West of Zanzibar
Los Angeles Record; "The picture, directs
by Tod Browning, is a sure-fire screen vei
sion of the stage play, "Kongo".
Brownir;
has produced one of the strongest box-offi(|
movies that has ever brought crowds to Loew'
State."

"From a moderate
"Kongo" has been made in'

Los Angeles Herald:
effective play,

strong motion picture stuff, tight with SU
pense, reeking with atmosphere.
It is n0|
called West of Zanzibar, and it is the be
picture Lon Chaney has made this year."
Los Angeles Daily News:
"A great cha
acter picture.
More amazing than the cha
acterization in "The Unholy Three" or "Tl

Miracle Man."
Closethatgap

Seattle's Organization
Spirit Is a Model For Al
(Continued from Page Five)
section cleaned

up?

We

have arranged for a surprise to tl
salesman who cleans up his section first. No
is the time when we all have to pull togethe;
Rest assured that ^vhile you are out fightir
for each and every contract, we of the Seatt
Exchange will continue to give the exhibito
the best possible service so that your custor
ers will have no cause for complaint.
We are betting on you to be the one
clean up your territory first, so do not di
appoint us, and let's have that party real sooi
Let's all put our shoulders to the wheel ar
i

put the Seattle Office where it belongs, ar
that is
nothing less than first in the countr
Wishing you all the luck in the world.

—

Sincerely,

Paul D. McElhinney

Rose Walsh

Harry Blatt

Lillian Engles

Cecil L. Gruwell
K. Whalen
Eve Blatt

Geo. Endert

Muriel Parker

G. Berbach

Mary Canby
Peggy Stryker
Laura Dunton

B.

Duncan MacGregor
Howard Carney
Florence Tonkin

Zimmerman

Fern Spaulding

lOI'CIII

her

^o,

The Distiibutor

ig-'i^

MEW HAVEN SIXTH ON FEATURES
Hakes Exceptional Advance of Eleven Places --Atlanta Moves
Albany, Chicago, Salt Lake City One Apiece

Up Two-

I

HEW JERSEY
Fourteen and

Ip

Now

Is

SENSATIONAL SPURT ON SHORTS

IN

Ninth

Cincinnati,

— Indianapolis Jumps Six Places — Charlotte, Minneapolis,

New

Haven, Albany,

New York

Advance

All

yOLFBERG DISTRICT UP ON FEATURES- BURGER ON SHORTS
AST week was

Although the leaders managed to hold on
their positions in both features and shorts,
ere was enough skyrocketing among the exanges lower down th(i list, to indicate that
.

from Minneapolis Ijetter than heltl their own.
They are in eleventh place now as compared to

a week!

1928-29

(As of November 24, 1928)

Features

ere will be much fireworks before anyone
n safely feel that the top spot is in the bag.

OIn
-fc

the feature standings less than ten points
separate Cincinnati in
tenth place from Philadelphia at the head of
the list; and from tenth
place right down to the
Ijottom, no more than
two or three points at

are between
exsucceeding

most

the

each
change.

The outstanding perfeature
on
formance
by Bob Smith's boys from

Smith

was turned in
The Connecticut steppers jumpjew Haven.
i eleven places from the seventeenth to the
The next best advance on
Ixth position.
Matures was made by Jimmy Hanlon's At[ntans, who moved up from twenty-fifth to
es

place

twenty-third

Worden's Emfrom Aladvanced from

Harry
pire

V

M*^

-u^'r

Hanlon

twentieth
teenth.

nine-

to

The Chicago

led
contract-grabbers
by Felix Mendelssohn.
picked up a place and
are now twenty-second.

Out in Salt Lake City^
Luke Wingham's hustlers also improved their
position. They are now

1.

Philadelphia

2.

New

.82.59

3.

Jersey. .80.45
...78.57
Pittsburgh

4.

New York

5.

Minneapolis

6.

New

.

...77.71

7.

Charlotte

8.

Washington

9.

Memphis

10.

Cincinnati

"57

-^^
'Mr
JN^

V"

bettered

offices

their positions.

The bigmade

gest advance was
Scully's

23.

..7 3.76

24.

73.39

25.

New

.2.76

26.

.60.33
Milwaukee
Des Moines ..58.69
Salt Lake City 58.07

'^y
^'"
Jersey group. Last week

these boys were way
down toward the bottom
of the list
third place.

in

.

Orlcan.s. .60.53

29.

14.

Oklahoma

City 68.64

30.

St.

15.

Dallas

68.23

31.

16.

Seattle

67.96

32.

53.26
Denver
San Francisco 52. 4C

Portland
Louis

57.50
55.01

DISTRICTS
1.

3.

4.

Dembow

78.74

5.

Kessnich

65.13

Burger
Wolf
Flynn

76.42

6.

Shirley

64.52

72.12

7.

69.80

8.

Wolfberg
Hickey

58.75

59.36

that

6.

Detroit

7.

Kansas City

8.

Indianapolis

.

Jersey

Louis

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Angeles. .49.08

22.

Los

.61.15

23,

Omaha

48.82

And

.59.62

24.

Albany

46.43

office

25.

Boston

.56.83

26.

.56.30

27.

.55.87

28.

43.23
Denver
San Francisco 42.36
38.88
New York

.55.36

29.

Portland

.54.93

30.

Atlanta

35.83

.53.52

31.

30.79

.52.99

32.

Chicago
New Orleans

46.10

36.79

.

.9.92

DISTRICTS
1.

2.
3.

4

Dembow

79.75

5.

Flynn
Wolfberg

57.33

6.

54.52
^7.23

7.

Wolf

8

Hickey
Burger
Kessnich

46.54

Shirley

42.78

45.23

43.67

The next
There's no mistaking that.
made by
was
shorts
the
on
improvement
best
Wade Willman's Indianapolis contingent. From
fourteenth i)lace last week they skyrocketed
Ira Furman and
into eighth place this week.
advanced
a step closer to
crowd
Charlotte
his
the short feature lead by moving up from
Bob Workman's minutemen
fourth to third.

as

^

to

lead
last.

every
is

j

single

j

determined

battle
until

for
the

No one

^
j^

doesn't feel it
stands a chance for
both.
in
leadership

.62.8e

.57.26

•j

>

Buffalo

50.59

^? ^i

That, in brief, is the story
of last week's exchange and
Scully
district activities on the featYou've probably noticed
ures and shorts.
that a good many more offices figured in the
changes this week as compai'ed to the week
before, and if you think that's something, wait
We'll
until the next few weeks roll around.
for
1^ year's
\.cAi^ ^
fight
venture a prediction that this
**6
short
and
feature

New Haven .50.75

5.

Memphis
Oklahoma

.

^

'.

ago.

21.

Charlotte

.

.

sixth

^
|

two weeks

City 71. 6C

51.06

3.

11.

now

Salt La.ke City 50.89

51.14

.88.28

St.

is

to eighth

19.

Dallas
Seattle

Philadelphia

New

compared

20.

17.
18.

1.

9.

He

shorts.

.72.93

.93.37

2.

10.

jumpe
Albany, Harry Worden's men jumped

.... .71.80

Shorts

4.

in

three and grabbed themselves
the twenty-fourth place spot.
Jack Bowen's New York bunch
moved further away from the
cellar
position
by stepping
into the twenty-eighth place.
Sam Burger again took the
district honors.
His was the
only district to advance on the

is
honors
feature
going to be the warmest our organization
has yet experienced.
There's not an exchange in the country

Pittsburgh

New week!

twentyThis week
ey are right up among the leaders in the
nth position.
They sold short features last

Mendelssohn

74.92

Kansas City.. 63. 80
61.51
Chicago
61.05
Atlanta
.60.96
Los Angeles

59.61

Milwaukee

eight

21
22.

Buffalo

16.

exchange

65.87

13.

15.

every

Cleveland

28.

Cleveland
Cincinnati

most

66.62

20.

27.

Washington

""^^ -^"^

Albany

71.70

14.

'

67.13

19

71.11

13.

W

Omaha

Detroit

12.

^mUl^
^^^^^\

Indianapolis

18.

Boston

the districts the only improvement

ings on short features
underwent a real shakeIn a genei-al moveup.
ment which affected al-

..67.17

17.

11.

2.

twelfth last week.
Em Booth's boys out at
Last
Cincinnati moved into fifteenth place.
week they were sixteenth. Bob Smith's New
Havenites went up one, and are now twentieth.

Up

Estimated)

12.

made by Harris Wolfberg, who switched
The Wolfberg
Hickey.
I'aces with' George
strict is now seventh.
The exchange stand^^^^

fas

and

75.27

.75.78

.

Haven.

Minneapolis
Des Moines

enty-eighth.

Among

Actual

(Includes

Staters

bany
jrr"^^^W

EXCHANGE STANDINGS

km

thai

very
is

Workman

ex-

There'll be
tending the palm to anyone yet.
many, many interesting doings in the months
to come, and it's going to take a real leader
and a real record to hold on to the top rung.
When it's all over those boys who manage
to grab off the premier
^'"
"\
honors will know they've
|
been in a scrap, and
they'll be deserving of
«» ,«n
'^
every bit of glory the
^
will
c a r r y
^
position
« "^ '
with it.
(

.

And for the gap-closwho contribute the

ers

outstanding

..

,

\

individual

performances there'll be
that honor of all selling
honors, the Metro-GoldWillman
wyn-Maver Legion of
Honor Award. All right, men. up and at

The next round's on!

em!

!

!

The Distributor

8

prediction,

Purrs From The
Lion's Den

it's

November

*

ij'

Willard Mack's "Hunted" is another one
hundred percenter now in rehearsal. Mack
wrote it, he will act in it and he will direct it.
his drama and the way he spreads his
this world famous institution by storm.
taken
has
stuff
The name of Willard Matk is going to mean as much
Such
to the talkies as does Carter in the field of pills.

Mack knows

enthusiasm must be deserved.
*

Short Tale
From The

*

;!;

;;:

Pete Smith

i(j.;i

promise.

a

*

l5.\

30,

It

*

Hal Roach Studio;

is.

*

"White Collars", another celebrated stage
play is to become a complete talkie subject
and why
If you know the play
for M-G-M.
you'll realize what a talkie this will
don't you

—

—

Lend me your

make.

ears.

And your baby

more

blue eyes, and your

or less un-

divided altention.

Lather yourself freely with the following
liotsy totsy info anent what is to be and what
is not to be in the way of 100 percent M-G-M
talkies for the coming months, weeks, days.

First,

grant

is

£0,000 spectators doing their

Negotiations

stuff.

An

now under way

all-talkie.

for a flock of

layout!

a

Human

First

there's

:;:

Then

how

that bird can sing

He
see.

leaps

right"

*

there's the big extravaganza stage
l)resentation with gorgeous settings and costumes on gals a la Ziegfield, with singing and

SEQUENCE

IN

ensembles

TECHNICOLOR.
*

*

—

if

And

Yea bo!
Nacio Herb Brown

*

this

heard nothin'

Composer of "The Doll Dance", "Moonlit Waters"
and other popular song hits who wrote the musical score
for "Broadway Melody",
M-G-M's all-talking, singing
Oind sound production.

production you'll burn

it?

is

*

* *

hold everything until the childish treble of "0

Gang's" composite voice

—

Here we have the

Victor's

select beauties.

THIS

There's singing — wait until you he.tr King warble
"That Broadway Melody" there's dancing; there's heart
interest, plot, drama, laughter, pathos; there are instrumental numbers; there are girls, girls, girls and — but
wail.
You'll get so hot about
your celluloid collar or what

*

Mr. Roach is nurturing a handsome ida
anent the production of musical comedit'
surrounding such stars as Charley Chase, St;
Laurel and Oliver Hardy, and Harry Langdouj
just signed, with Victor artists, and with
beauty chorus selected as only H. R. cou

Into

Bessie Love and

Then

stage

t

* * *

!

and

t

loud.

Anita Page. Ah-h-h
They'll give you a treat, what
I mean.
And how those babies troupe! How indeed!

dancing

of

And

from Broadway.

act.

«

be gnawing

biscuit soon.

*

*

Wait and

4<

they'll

Understand, when the installation is completed. Hoi
wood golf togs will be banned on the lot. They're

in the field to date.

—and

and

to coi

with

—

there's Charlie King:, right

screen stardom in this.

eye,

is

* * *

*

if.

right

"Gang" pooch

the

The Victor engineers are already here ai
engineering making plans and specificatioi
for installation of superb sound equipment.

Harry Beaumont, who made "Our Dancing
Daughters", directed it.
And there's them
as says this opera will make him the outstanding talkie director

"Pete",

with

you.

suitcase.

*

"ff-

terrier of theirs

* * *

interest, heart throbbing back-stage stuff.

*

Roac'

tremendous vocal and instrument
organization at Koach's disposal as garnish for his fn
films.
Orchestras, jazz bands, vocalists and what ha

Then,
everywhere you look you gaze upon beauteous maids in
costumes which while they fill the eye, would not fill a
e:nat*s

where,

forth

story.

the

^

*

*

^:

yourself.

for

—and

Even more prestige for Hal Roach M-Gcomedies when the new sound product far
All

*

out

why

That listening fox

forces

same dog

no boloney.
it

—and

halo around his

studio has gone absolutely nuts about this one.
It's the biggest b. o. panic we've had around
And
these diggings in so and so many years.

Figure

how

thinks in terms of quality, goes and ge
himself allied with the Victor Talking Mac
ine Co.

bine

way Melody", now nearing completion.

that's

—
and
who

^

few raves about "BroadThe

a

Just like Hal Roach!
Right now when tl
"talkie" situation has everyone dashing ai|
staggering about, wondering what to do ne

Yessir.

WHAT

me

going to do a college story that will make
"The Fair Co-ed" look like a tryout in Weehaw.ken.
Sam has already movietoned a big football game with

Sam Wood

*

*

Hot ziggity damn,

*

*

+ * *

Jit

musical comedy done
movietone, that's just about what it is; a
great, big, coloiful musical comedy with a
plot that will glue you to your seat.
first

other celebrated subjects to be made into alltalkies.
Wish we could tip you ofl" but can't
until names are on the d. 1. of contracts.

hits

the 'Vitaphone.

You

ail

yet.
H^

H^

^

Supervising director Leo McCarey, wiza:
comedy construction the boy who mu
have been born with a joke book in one bar
and his sense of humor in the other has son
stupendous plans afoot.
* * *
And his foot-work is always good

—

of

—

in

jji

*

*

We'll have to cut down on the space devoted to these
one hundred percenters or this column will turn into a
book.
(Chorus by readers if any. Atta taby!)
* *

—

One thing M-G-M has
that

is

not,

that goes on the screen.
of a story as long as its
lot.

is

not and will not do, and

anything and everything
The gag of making any kind
characters talk is out, on this

to rush talkie stuff into

The

talkie

material that

is

stuff

ideal

we make
for

talkies

will

be

the

kind

of

and only that kind.

5i:

"The Trial of Mary Dugan" goes into work
immediately as another 100 percent talkie.
Hayard

Veilier, himself in person, will direct.
how he knows his Mary Dugan.

And

*

*

if

has!

Kd
with

going

Times caught

Schallert,

critic

me

best feminine talkie possibility I've

seen to date
is

*

*

Applause.
*

*

*

Closethatgap

Silence.

glimpsed a test of Norma Shearer as Mary in the
dramatic scene and it knocked us completely silly,
you know what we mean
What a voice that lady

test

—

cheers.
*

upon their next M-G-M fun ofl'ering. Th
is their first screen work for the past thr(
months, during which time they made a rathi
extensive personal appearance tour in tl
The current production has a music
East.
theme imagine Our Gang in a musical filrj
with sound and other trimmings?

*

We
big

Loud

The Hal Roach studios have now sett!
down to normalcy as Robert F. McGowan hi
put his lovable charges. Our Gang, at woi

to

"The
",

says Ed.

double

of

And

L.

he

A.

knows.

Norma's popularity.

thif

Mary Dugan
That's

not

a

CASANOVA HONORED

Closotbntcnp

NICK GRINDE IN NEW YORK
Nick Grinde, M-G-M director who has made
Tim McCoy's last three films, is now in New
York

to

subjects.

make

a

number

of special Movietone

of Casanova has been selectc'
the National Board of Review for inclusicj

The Loves
Ijy

in its
inent.

Photoplay Guide to Popular Entertaii,
They have also recommended it to or'

of their special comtnittees for considerati'
as an exceptional picture.

j
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and

-

they^re alt

>»

he

COHENS and KELLYS
in

ATLANTIC CITY

most famous comedy
their biggest and funniest

'he world's

team in

— directed

by William Craft with
rcorge Sidney, Vera Gordon, Kate
*rice and Mack Swain*

^et

magazine story

—

— directed by Edward

Sloman starring Jean Hersholt with
SaHy O'Neill and Malcolm MacGregor*
*2 negatives

—one silent, one with dialogue.

Cents

Si\eiials

THE LAST WARNING
The

picture of a thousand thrills

and even

better than

THECANARY"-2

—

"THE CAT ANDl
negatives -silent

—

or with amazing sound effects
directed by Paul Leni — with Laura LaPlante an(
a great cast supervised by Carl Laemmle, Jr.

THE FOREIGN LEGION
Soldiers, passion, strife with the dra-

matic background of the world's most
famous military organization di-

—

Edward Sloman — starring
Lewis Stone and Norman Kerry.

rected by

HE GIRL ON THE BARGE
The Rupert Hughes-Cosmopolitan

Hrice 25

Laemmle

GIVE AND TAKE
Another riot of laughs starring George
Sidney and Jean Hersholt from the
stage success by Aaron Hoffman — directed by William Beaudine *

1928

2,

THE MICHIGAN KID
From

the

REX BEACH novel

and

ger than the record-breaking

big-

"THE

STORM"— directed

—

by Irvin Willat
starring Renee Adoree and Conrad

Nagel.

mnite to ^et special

money

at

any

boao office in the land!

SHORT SUBJECTS
ARE COMING BACK
INTO THEIR OWN
THIS SEASON

For shorts or features

Film Daily Revieivs
the recognized authority

KEEP POSTED ON

SHORTS THRU
THE INDUSTRY'S
LEADING MEDIUM

—

—

fr^

l^iH
THE STANDARD
TALKING PICTURE MACHINE

OF THE WORLD

BIOPHONE
Agencies Opening This

NEW YORK
Greater

New

CHICAGO DISTRICT

DISTRICT

New

York-Northern

Southern

Herman Gluckman
Suite

New

Jerry

Manager

PITTSBURG DISTRICT

Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey, Delaware.

Western Pennsylvania,
West Virginia.

Oscar Newfeld
Wm. U, Bethell

C. B. Pascoe
District

Managers

Manager

Park Theatre

1232 Vine Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

!EE

Managers

810 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, 111.

PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT

A

Abrams

Henri Ellman
District

801—729 Seventh Avenue
York City

District

Illinois,

Wisconsin, Indiana.

Jersey.

District

Week

Somerset, Pa.
(Temporary address)

Branch in Every Center

IT

^

.

-

HEAR

IT

5x-

^^-'•.-

>

o.

^^-'-^;:^^

;

$10,000 by Christmas -The Film Daily Relief Fund
iTHE

^^MEWSPAPER

ANDWEEKLY

>/'FILMDOM

FILM DIGEST

XLVI

OL.

SHOWS

INIT

IN

PAM

IS

I

No. 52

Sunday, December

SOOND

INNOVATION

Unit shows in sound, built arduud
feature,

two

comedy and news-

reel

rounded out by Aesop's Fables,
Grantland Rice
and His Pals,
other Patiie sound comedies, in
dition to overture and exit march,
he complete show, of 12,000 feet
more, will be included in one
ipment, mounted on
2,000
foot
Is,
ready for running.
Patlu-

2,

1928

Price 25 Cents

WARNER STOCKHOLDERS READY
TO BLOCK STANLEY DEAL, REPORT

c1

pics of the Day,
M.rtlights,
Smitty

<i

Myers Heads Trade Commission
Spiking Allied Ass'n
Washington Bureau of

I

IS

prints are treated with a spe-

inid

processing before shipment, elimUing assembly detail and patching.

Washington

ll

m

CHECKS RECEIVED
FOND DRIVE

IN RELIEF

CLAIMED BY GERMANS

— Interchangeability

of

The Film Daily,
1650 Broadway,
New York City.
Gentlemen:

From

first-hand information,

I

know

how much The Film Daily Relief
Fund has done to help deserving individuals

in

motion picture bus-

the

ness.

wish I could speak personally to
;very person in the industry about
I

rour fund.

know you saved

I

the life of a
itenographer by sending her away so
hat she could be properly cared for.
I know you took care of a mother
and
four children.
I
know that
'ou have rendered medical and finanial help to a great many
people.
Such unselfishness shows me that
here is a real heart in this industry
nd I am sure that every member in
he Motion Picture Club will be happy
do his share, to help you reach
nore cases this year.
New York City, each year, opens
5 heart to the New
York Times in
oeir

campaign

ccdiest

idustry

for their one hundred
cases.
The motion picture
should take care of its own

like manner.
hrough the kindness of your pubion, I am asking each and every
ember of this Club to open his
eart
and his pocketbook and give
a

1

'

,>

help

the

less

fortunate

amongst

tl.

Sincerely yours,

AL.
President,

M.

LICHTMAN.
P. Club of N.

Y.

"I know of no reason why
the deal for acquisition of the

an indication that he intends to remain in the
government service, rather than accept the leadership of
Ass'n,
of
exhibitors,

as

Allied

Stanley circuit should not go
planned, and am
confident that it will be ratified
at the next week's meeting of
Warner stockholders," H. M.

through as

State",

Abram

F.

its

Warner,

been

fail.

tice

Franco-Film Company Gets
Chain of Gaumont Houses
Paris

THE FILM

Friday. There can be
no reason, he said, for the cnculation of such reports, and
that is an effort to force down
the price of Warner stock,
which effort he believes will

German

handling anti-trust work, which
culminated in his appointment as special
assistant
attorney general in
charge of anti-trust proceedings. In
this capacity, he handled a number
of important cases for the government, among them the Motion Picture Patents Co., case.
He is the
youngest member ever to be named
to the trade conmiission, being but

told

DAILY

demonstrated by Tobis, Practice Conference of the film indusfirm organized to bring about try, succeeds William E. HumphThe chairmanshii) of the cominterchangeability of domestic and rey.
foreign sound film systems.
Tobis mission changes annually, going to
Myers
coinbines the four German systems, each commissioner in turn.
Tri-PZrgon, Messtcr, Kuchennieister for 12 years was in the Dept. of jushave

on Page 2)

Lichtman Endorses
Film Daily Fund

THE FILM DAILY

—Taken

Myers Friday was named chairman
equipment with Movietone, Photo- of the Federal Trade Commission.
Myers, who handled the Trade
phone and Phonofilm is declared to
Berlin

Icn thousand dollars by Christmas
-he goal set for The Film Daily
llief Fund will be a reality if the
i^iusiasm which greeted first an- and Tobis.
{Continued

Move

H. M. Warner Scouts Storv
'
That F. N. Factor Will
Prove Hitch

— Franco-Film

Co.

chased the Gaumont chain,

has
it

puris

re-

ported, in a deal said to involve $2,400,000. The deal includes the buildings and sites of the theaters, nuni(Continued on Page 2)

{Continued on

Page 2)

Looking Backward
MONDAY:
phone, Huma-Phone..

Rumblings

of dissatisfaction among
of
Warners
over deal for acquisition of Stanley,
because closing of that deal hinges
on the taking over of First National,
reached a climax. with publication of
a report by "The New York Eve-

Warner

stockholders

ning Journal" which claims authoritative information that the deal will
not be ratified when Warner stockholders meet Tuesday.
"Those who are in close touch with
the

Warner company
(Continued on

state that the
Page If)

Bristolphone, DramaInterchangeability again.
Exchanging Stock
All of them reproduce Western Elecfor
and
tric sound films.
Now Biophone enters the lists and comes
Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
which was
off victor. The scene of combat is Newark, N. J., where the Goodwin
admitted to trading Friday on the
theater squared its shoulders, installed Biophone, booked "Submarine" New York Stock Exchange is ofand started the show.
Do you think any objections were raised? fering to holders of common and preferred of Keith-.Mbec-Orpheum and
They were not.
.

.

R-K-0
K-A-0

Orpheum

.

seems that RCA is about to Orpheum Circuit, additional shares
of its Class A stock in exchange for
in the sound equipment field. the
remaining outstanding stock of
Photophone will be available in several styles. The major device, the two companies.
The offer provides for issuance of
which reproduces sound-on-films productions, will be supplemented by
{Continued on Page 11)
a turntable equipment, suitable with slight adjustment for synchronous
or non-synchronous purposes.
That places RCA neck to neck with
Western Electric. Biophone is losing no time. Neither is Bristol- Slight Fire at Capitol
Blaze in Neon-Light Sign
phone drowsing at the switch of opportunity. In a few weeks CineCrowds in and about Times Square
phone will be operating in several Pennsylvania theaters. There will
After lumbering long for months,
shake off the doldrums and get active

be others.

it

watched a blaze

.

.

.

Very stubborn folks at the Federal Trade Commission. Last
week, First National, charged with block booking malpractices, was
{Continued

on

Page

4)

at the Capitol theater Friday night, when the new
neon-light upright sign burst into
Audience was unaware of
flames.
the excitement.
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nouncements of the annual drive is
number of checks
maintained.

Annual

Dec.

M.

election.

P.

New

Dec. 4-5

York.
Annual convention

Oklahoma

of

Dec. 17

at

of
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Jan.

26

Annual

house
banquet

Louis opens.

in St.
of

He

has served on the commis-

contributors as possible share in the

City.

Testimonial dinner and installation
New
of officers of M. P. Club of

New York

39.

1)

sion two years.
A
When the Allied States Ass'n. was
were received on Friday, indicating a
the revived a few months ago, effort was
for
success
presages
which
spirit
However, there must be immediately made to secure Myers
Club of campaign.
no lessening of enthusiasm, as the as its leader, under a three year conmany tract.
M.P.T.O. committee hopes to have as

Oklahoma

York.
Dec. 25
Jan. 20

Move

Spiking Allied

1)

M.P.T.O.

Eastern Permsylvania.
M. P.
First annual ball.
New York.

of

Club of

McGehee House Near Completion
the_ fund.
humanitarian work of
is
Roland Siegle,
McGehee, Ark.
"Give what you can but give,
owner and operator is rushing to
one of the slogans suggested.
Make checks payable to THh completion his new house here. The
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND, house will be opened within the next
two weeks.
1650 Broadway, New York.

—

—

-

Franco-Film Company Gets
Chain of Gaumont Houses
(^Continued

from Page

1)

including the Gaumont Palace, seating 5,000 and the
The GauSplendide, seating 1,000.

bering about

*Univ.

scenario chief, is en route to New
York to confer with home office officials on next year's schedule.
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increase
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Finlay at Goldsboro
Goldsboro, N. C.. Kenneth Finlay, Jr., has assumed the management
of the Opera House succeeding his
father, the late K. E. Finlay.

Vannard Mgr. State, Houston
Shain with Synchronization Firm
Houston, Tex. William Vannard
Sam Shain has been named advermont houses have been operated up tising and publicity directorfor Mo- is manager of the Loew's State here,
Synchronization Ser- succeeding Allen T. Sparrow, who
Picture
to now in association with Metro. tion
has been transferred to Loew's PalThe Franco-Film firm, it is under- vice, New York.
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Foreign Markets
JAMES

,By

New
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American Films Used
Mainly in Argentina
Canada

Gaumont-British

Corp. Formed inFILM DAILY
Bureau of THE
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What's this? Pathe signs Ina Cla
the comgiven a clean slate because
intalkers. This is the first of otl
for
was
mission found the complamt
you developments to come. The roosi
do
But
action.
start
adequate to
heart or is about to crow more lustily thj
think this meant a change of
to the grounj

THE FILM DAILY mind on the part of the commission ever. Keep your ear
short suDNary
American
Washington—
Washington
toward block booking at large down
The Rev. Chase
has been iects comprise about 90 to 95 per
commissioners
Ltd.,
The
Canada,
of
chance.
Corp.
a
in Argenhrmly
Toronto
shown
as
just
films
in
short
are
headquarters
of
cent
Washington way
formed with
Friday: Yesterday was Thar
Gaumont Go. tina theaters, according to the M. r. set against it as ever they were. Just
as a subsidiary of the
percentage
giving,
but not for Canon Cha
suit
declare the
The remaining
this Canadian company Section.
of London,
to prove it, they
news
gift to the film industi
French
Heaven's
prosecuted
Pictures
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mainly
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be
British
is composed
distributing
against Paramount
is
and
where his flci
Brooklyn
pohtical
in
Over
Film
curses.
giving fashion,
reels
unabated vigor. Contrary
through Canadian Universal
It with
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Inc., other news of European centres.
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World
Co Ltd.
expounded Thanksgiving good cbj
arfilms a ye^r are supis estimated 625
and the Dominion Films have
In Jersey
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distribution plied by producers outside of ArgenCanadian
for
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of
producers
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Educational
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Three
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Tuesday:
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Washington Bnrea^ of
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short films in Argentina supply
150 a year.
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Censorship for Kenya, Africa
DAILY

Bureau of THE FILM
Washington— At a session of the Pictures in Finland
Kenya Legislative Council a motion
Grow in Popularity
was adopted to make censorship
DAILY
the
advices to
Washington. Bureau of THE FILM
stricter, according to
1923 the aggregate
In
ComWashington—
of
Dept.
the
of
M P Section
capacity for the 131 theaters
merce. As a result a new committee seating
ll-ashi„gton

was appointed

go into the matter.

to

Cinema Exclusives Starts Shorts
London— Cinema Exclusives

is

of
starting production of a series
and
Inns
"Old
titled,
subjects
short
Paul
"Tales of Old Inns," which
Burger will direct.

meadows

are taking place near Jersey
comes
The third day of Biophone
theater
and goes at the Goodwin

m

choir

who merely dropped
how Chase does it on his oi

and several
to see

s

It appears, then, tt
not a ripple of excite- home ground.
initiated don't pay much
Just
the
even
horizon.
placid
ment mars the
more e^dtmS '^ tention to the dear reverend
to make the incident
bubto
addition
in
The factotums at Biophone
appears that,
is
house
selfsame
this
the busiest in this busy bi|
among
niarine,"
two-reel
All over their offices are p2
showing "Hot Scotch," a
ness.
Para
equipment and, what is more
according to Christie comedy released via
in Finland were 34,649,
Western of
two
makes
folThat
the
teresting, crates in which compl
During
mount.
P. Section.
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to Electric sound films over an outside devices star theater-ward daily. T
lowing five years theaters Rffw
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of
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hundred machines or more— thats
capacity
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planned from n
with
schedule
is planning a
Y.
finished
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Sonora-Bristolphone
in
house
seat
paper,
2 500
Machines
suA new headline name: Hiram
American pictures retain their
an important conclusion.
to
are promexists
month
a
250
tendency
of
a
rate
now president of the Uni
Brown,
premacy but
at the
At once, States Leather Co., but head of
then
once.
ised beginning at
show more European pictures
K-O when the new year ushers
heretofore.
mind you. ...
-n
cash will Brown, his biography shows, has
In about a week, much
The Warners are a varied and extensive training
French Censorship Ban
change hands.
pick up the script and general business, but motion pictv
Paris— French censorship has now abou? ready to
He
ot stock which
blocks
films
are something new for him.
on
large
annex
become much more severe
of
him.
control
confronting
them
task
a big
The Soviet with Stanley's, give
of a political tendency.
no record of accomplishment will
Anticipating
National.
Mere and

Newark and

M

.

Delamare Leaves Astoria

London— Fred

J.

Delamare,

,

for-

merlv manager of the Astoria, Chaiing Cross Road, has resigned and is
expected to enter production with a
British firm.

Van

Damm

London

Not Manager

— Vivian

of

Empire

Van Damm, who

Harry Portman,

contracted with

to

act as manager of the new Empire
for its opening has resumed his position with the International Speed-

ways, Ltd.

New
!•:.

London— Plans

Scala at Oldham Opened.
Scala,

new

1200-seat-

are being prepared

for the 1,500 seat Victory
of the

Oldham, Lancashire. replace the theater
has opened
at Romford.
Brooks is manager.
at

Heads Franco-Films Production
Paris— M. Edgard Costil has been
appointed production chief of FrancoFilms supervising all production at
the Nice studio.

Richmount
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Pictures

Inc.
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"ew York
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pXCLUSIVE

^

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leaditiK independent producersanddistributors
Cable Address:
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Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC. Paris
DEEJAY. London
RICH PIC, N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

First

hitch,

which is to
same name

Exhibitors' Ass'n
Berlin— Willy Hein, who recently
returned from London where he investigated various sound film procBerlin
esses, is now chairman of the
Ass'n.
Exhibitors'

Heads Berlin

for Algeria
Paris— M. Seiberras, French thefour
ater owner in Algeria, is to build
will
which
of
one
there,
new theaters
have a capacity of 3_,000.
3,000 Seat

New

House

Indian

—

Company Formed

Skouras

Spyros

is

making measured by

New York,
plans to headquarter in
will conhe
that
here
from
tor it is
theWarner
the
trol the destinies of
ater interests.

reau.

Another House for London

London— The
er

films, "Potemkin," "La
Les
"Octobre," the Fritz Lang film
Danse
"The
and
Espions," "Dawn,"
Rouge" (Fox) cannot be shown until
adapted to requirements of the bu-

.

.

.

In Lunnon
Wednesday: The cables
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Snags?
Today: Much

is

heard about

Warner meeting on Tuesday
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burned
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deal.
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known companies are over there...

Alliance Picture Corp.
London
Ltd., of Benares, India, it is stated,
has disposed of three fifths of its
Land has been seshares of stock.
cured for studio and building. A director, technical expert and cameraman are being brought from America
and
to direct operations. An Indian
European staff will be engaged local- rantings further that it is not only
The company's first picture will indicated industry which has the
ly.
film
the
be available next autumn in India and
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the United Kingdom.
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Changing Methods

Talkers

National-New Contracts with Colleen Moore and Co
-onnne
Busy on Sound Program-Wilk Sidelights Notables on Coast

'"'"'*
**^^
^*'rr^^u'"o"
f
o'**?
Griffith Pending -Pathe

Richard

Wallace to Direct Chevalier
Richard Wallace has been chosen
by B. P. Schulbcrg to direct Maurice
Chevalier
in
"The Innocents of

tions
will

conveyance for the French stage
star.
Wallace has just completed
"The Shoi)worn ."Xngel."

DfCIORS NOW REHEARSE

Barthelmess Renews

PE SHOOTING STARTS

National has renewed
Barthelmess' contract
for two years.
Six dialogue
pictures are planned.
Indica-

First

alkers are bringing:

changes

in di-

Directors are reKrsiiig
their players
for
several
liefore starting actual shooting.
the actors face the

cannot

have

who come

ters
^irniers in

u

microphone

the
of
benefit
to the rescue of

are

that

Pathe Has Active Sound
Schedule

Now Under Way

stage plays.

their players

M enes

in

pictures.

"Listen, Baby," and "Square Shoulders";
"Noisy
Neighbors,"
"The

Leatherneck,"

Studying Talker Production
'liii

"The

and "Gcraldine"

Tateyama, Japanese engineer,

inlying production of
studios.
His findings

talkers at
are to be
itizcd in establishing sound studios
I

Shady

Lady,"

room;
completed on

in the cutting

dialogue
sequences
"Geraldine" and talking scenes started on "The Leatherneck," production
continues at high speed at Pathe.
The
Photophone process is

South Sea Talkers Planned
lorge Schneiderman and Daniel
:. lark are in charge
of an expedicii
route to the south seas to
ice

in

Fo.x talkers.

all

my

"The

To

Start

introductory

"Red Sword"

ROBERT LORD
WRITER
Under Contract

to

WARNER BROTHERS

life.'

problem

more

is

difficult

th.iii

in

THE

old-f.ishioned

silent pictures, for there a
could move his lips angrily and
the audience could imagine what be was saying.
You cculd write your own ticket.
"The only solution is to make the speeches
so
simple,
natural and forceful that
the
audience will forget that the character would
prohably be swearing a blue streak."

character

Fairbanks Planning Next
Douglas Fairbanks will start work
immediately on a new production to
follow "The Iron Mask," now near-

Paraniount's

Robert \'ignola will direct "The
Red Sword," which FBO will produce. Noah Beery will be featured.

sorship boards even object to 'Gee.'
.'\udiences who have been fed on the
raw beef of 'What Price Glory' and
other such frank stage plays will
hardly keep a straight face if they
hear a top sergeant declare: 'My
Goodness, I've never been so shocked

the

i)eing used.

1

What can a he-man say in talking
pictures when he wants to give vent
to violent and angry emotions?
That is cue of the hardest problems
confronting the dialogue writer, accordmg to Joseph Jackson, pioneer
ni the new medium.

RCA

aijan.

11

contracts

Paris,"

With Pathe's first all-dialogue pic"The censors will not allow the use
W. Griffith and William de ture, "The Missing Man" in produc- of profanity, not
even a damn,"
were among the silent drama tion; final preparations under way
on Jackson points out. "And some cenrs who rehearsed

1

i

new

be signed with Colleen
Moore and Corinne Griffith.

methods.

cirial

1

CENSOR PROBLEMS MANY

Doorway

of Hospitality

ing completion.
Lotta Woods, scenJackson has written the dialogue
Farrow to Write Talker Script
ario editor for Fairbanks, is at work for "The Singing Fool," "The TeiDhn Farrow, Paramount scenarist, upon the script for the new story, an ror" and
numerous other Vitaphone

been assigned to write the all- original as yet untitled.
Baclanova's venture

i

productions.

er script for
films.
|> sound
i

Conway Tearle for Talker
ifTany-Stahl has signed Conway
ric, well known, screen and stage
for one of their special talking
iurcs, the name of which will be
ounced shortly.
:

A

1

,

By

iHearts in Dixie" is now the name
the all-talking picture in whicn
rles Gilpin, negro star will make

RALPH WILK

Hollywood

OUR
Coast

good

Negro Film Titled

from "Lots"

Little

friend,

editor of the
of facts and figures regarding
publication.
In four months,

full

is

his

Screen Book," which is a
screen debut under the Fox ban- "The
Production has just started un- monthly devoted chiefly to novelizations of love stories of the screen,
the direction of Paul Sloan.
has reached a circulation of more
\Vonders of Women" to Start
than 250,000 copies.
*
*
*
larence Brown is preparing to

"Wonders

t

of

Women," which

is

\g adapted by Bess Meredyth for
,j-M.
The story is from the
ermann novel, "The Wife of

)hen Tromholt."

Murnau, are to return to GerWhile at
for work together.
studios,
Pirandello will study
ers
with probable purpose of
ing a talker.
V.

ly

Cronjager has

returned

better known ns
"Hoppy," is busy at the M-G-M stuAmong the pictures he has
dios.
titled this year are "The Smart Set,"
"Detectives," and "The Baby Cyclone." "Hoppy" is one of the best
known title ivriters on the Coast,
having been titling pictures for 12
years. He is a graduate of the San

the

to
studio,

Eddie

has the distinction of having photographed three athletic box-office winners, "The
Quarterback," "Knockout Reilly" and "Warming Up," all
starring Richard Dix.
On some of
his recent pictures, he achieved new
camera angles, which attracted nuich
attention.
*

*

*

Boh Hopkins,

Rankin in Three Talkers
rthur Rankin is appearing simulosuly in three talkers, "The Wolf
vVall Street" for Paramount and
which
imony Annie" and "One Stolen Francisco neivspaper field,
has furnished many title writers,
ht" for Warners.
Walter Anthony, Jack
including
Jarmuth and Edith Bristol.
urnau, Pirandello Going Abroad
fter visit here of Luigi Pirandello,
ian playwright, he and his host,

Eddie

Paramount Long Island
after an absence of two years.
Screen Book,

Hal Howe, West

*

*

conferring
studio.

was a well known

artists' rep-

resentative, will carry on the
business of her husband.
She
was in charge of the enterprise,
during the illness of her hus-

band.

RALPH

J.

DIETRICH

at

the

o
n

Film Editor
William <S& Pictures

Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . these are but a few of the features
.

that

.

make you

feel at

home.

Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures the
best of food. Therefore, n'hen you are next
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOOD
I

*

Our Passing Show: Lionel
Barrymore ordering coffee
and ice cream; Hal Roach,
Warren Doane and Leo McCarey
Roach

Mrs. Ernest S. Cowell, wife
of the late Ernest Cowell, who

i/NTER the doorway of
popular hostelry and you feel at home.
There's aa atmosphere of cordial welcom*
which marks the difference between the
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
this

E

PLAZA
HOTEL
Vine

Street at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

THE
Sunday, December

DAILY
NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IJi

SOUND

THE

IN

2,

FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

By CHAl
E. K.

AGAIN LINKED WITH

WARNERS BUY MORE LAND

EXPOSURES

SOUND PICTURE SYSTEM TO MEET SOUND PROGRAM

—

IN

PATHE

IN

NEWS

Pathe Sound News No. 2, released
week, includes an interesting dein sound picture recordvelopment
auxilpurchased land adjacent to the
It is double exposure in sound
iary studio at Prospect and Talmadge ing.
Sts. to erect exterior sets crowded as well as a double exposed picture.
Eastman Kodak.
from the main studio on Sunset The double exposed sound track is
Louis Blattner has given several Boulevard where available space has used in a shot showing the memorial
demonstrations of sound films record- been absorbed in the construction of parade and celebration at Hoboken,
N. J. in honor of the soldiers who
ed and reproduced by this system and new stages for sound production.
sailed from that port a decade ago.
coupled with them the Keller-Dorian
Current season's expenditures have
The double exposure depicts the
color process, which Eastman like- been increased approximately $1,000,wise is reported to control for the 000 to cover studio improvements battlefield graves of France with
United States, Canada and Australia. which include two new sound stages, phantom figures of troops marching
In synchronism
across the screen.
and
the
second
one
completed
Several weeks ago, it was report- planned. The completed stage which Avith the picture a bugle plays softly
ed from Rochester that Eastman is the sixth is constructed entirely of in the distance as a voice in the foreKodak was about to market a sound steel and concrete and measures 200 ground recites "In Flanders Fields."
Since that time,
system via RCA.
by 300 ft. It contains the necessary
no further information has come to efiuipment for the production of a

London It is understood rather
generally here that the electro-magnetic sound system developed by Dr.
Stille is controlled for the United
Canada and Australia by
States,

light.

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

—

—The

will direct.

"The Donovan

Affair"

is

planned

as an all-talker.

Theme Song

Sound

Made

in all its

Installations

Memphis Section

in

Miss.,

.'\rkansas

after using Orchestraphones
houses at Warren and MontiArk., has ordered one for its

its

cello,

house

at

Crossett.

Its

RECORDS
Record Libraries
and Numbered
With A National Record
Picture

Classified

Play

it

We

Cue

National

Your

Pictures
Service

Record Cue
of America

New York
Room 406

1600 Broadway
CHlckering 6800-6801

installation

be observed by showing of
"Lilac Time." The Arkansas Atnusement Co. is completing remodeling
work on its Rialto, Morrilton, including installation of Orchestraphone,
new
seating
arrangements,
new
draperies, and a complete redecorating job. The company has just completed installation of Orchestraphon-in

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE
for

motion and

still

photography,

by

Etchcraft

Film Studios

4S4-4S8 Sixth Ave.

(at

28th St.)

New York

Longacre

City
10109. Chickering
Chickering 2989

Memphis

—

Western

Electric
are Loew's

and

Palace,

The new Orpheum

wired by Jan.

1.

prese
i(

KSL—

KEX —

British Censorship For
Four

color

stock

one

sheet pre-

pared by George W. Harvey,
Pathe advertising manager, for
Pathe Sound News, recently
launched.

Pathe Rooster to Crow
rooster, one of the best

The Pathe

known' trade marks in the business,
will soon crow for the main title of
Pathe Review.
Not only that, said
rooster will also appear in natural
bloom.

"White Collars" to be Talker
William deMille
the

wired here with
equipment.
The

Loew's Strand and the

torium.

thi

for

Sound and Talking
li'ushinnton Bureau, of

Washington

—

Fill

THE FILM

DAI

British Board
Film Censors is to act as censor
talking and sound films in addit
to silent pictures, according to advi
to the M. P. Section of the Dept.
Commerce.
Special certificates
<listinguish talking from sound I
tures will be issued by the board,

Western Electric Increas
Capital for Plant Additi(

Memphis Wired
The Pantages is

theater to be

others
State,

7788 and

Ark.,

El Dorado, Ark.

Five in
lifth

hour, day or week.

Newport,

Capitol.

its

Star,

acquiring

Amuse-

ment Co.
in

KLZ—
KFWB—
KYA—

—

reports.

The Southeast

is

1

has just opened its sound program
with Orchestraphone equipment, presenting "The Jazz Singer."
J. A.

of

The company

rights as source material
licensed
producers.
At

30 stations, the Warners will broi
cast a nation-wide program ev<
Monday night beginning Dec. 24
The Vitaphone Jubilee Hour 1
been reaching radio audiences in
I'^ast
and the Middle West ev(
Monday evening from 9:30 until
o'clock over the
Columbia cha
Seven stations in the Far West v
soon be added.
The additions v
be
Denver,
Salt L:
City,
Los Angeles, KJF
Seattle,
San Francisco, K(
PortlandSpokane and

Theater, Little

Louisville,

moon," "The Chocolate Soldie
"Havana," "The Merry Widoi
"The Quaker Girl," "The Arcadian
"The Sunshine Girl," "The Sil
Slipper,"
"Experience" and "C
Chin Chow."

'.

and Greenwood have been completed.
T. W. Sharp has ordered Orches-

Louisville,

Embraced in the options on st
plays secured by General Talis!}
Pictures Corp. from the Sanger i
Jordan division of the Anglo In
national Play Bureau are many]
the best known successes of fore
years.
General Talking, which o\
trols the De Forest Phonofilm s
tern intends selecting 60 from the
options now held.
Available are such properties
"Floradora," "The Chinese Hon

Increasing their radio hook-up

Vitaphone and Movietone installations in three theaters of the Saenger chain, at Clarksdale, Greenville,

New

IN Dl

Warners in National Rad
Hook-Up Beginning Dec.

progress is being
made in the mid-south in installing
Movietone, Vitaphone and Orchestraphone.

traphone for his
Rock, Ark.

POPULAR PLAYS

.\merican Sound Films, Inc., is
only organization holding such
license, but it is declared by Gene
Talking that five or six other co
panics are dickering.

Being

will

Motion

this

Memphis —-Steady

The
Clicks

375,000 records to
date.
De Sylva, Henderson and
Brown, publishers of the song in
sheet music form, declare their sales
have passed the 500,000 mark.
sales

have

phases from
actual shooting and recording to projection.
The second new sound stage
will be started soon.

"Sonny Boy." theme song for "The
Singing Fool" has been a phenomenal
Brunswick West, manager,
hit all over the country.
reports

Warners

THE FILM DAILY

Columbia's second
sound picture will be "The Younger
Generation," based on "It Is to
Laugh," a stage play by Fannie
Hurst. "Submarine," originally made
as a silent film with sound music
score added later, was the first.
The new picture will star Jean
Hersholt while the cast includes Lina
Basquette. Rex Lease, Ricardo Cortez, Rosa Rosanova. Edward Molnai,
Leon Ramon and V'irginia Marshall.

Frank Capra

THE FILM DAILY

Bitieau,

Hollywood

Vitaphone story

Columbia's 2nd in Sound
Is "Younger Generation"
West

Coast

IVcst

GEN'L TALKING ACQUIREl

Loew's
.Audiwill be

will direct "W^hite

Collars," for M-G-M, a talking version of the play produced by Anne
Nichols, a few seasons back, as a
talking picture. No selection of players has yet been made, but the adaptation and continuity are now being

done by Clara Beranger.

Issuance of 250,000 shares of We
ern Electric no par common whip
will bring into the company treasvH
$10,000,000 will be utilized to incre:*'
the company's manufacturing facr
ties.

tions

The program calls for
the Hawthorne plant,

at

adh
n(r

Fi

Chicago where sound reproducers
now manufactured.
i^
!f'

^
THE
I

day,

December

2,

1928

PICTURES
WES

French theatrical troupe

OF THE LATEST

MB SHORT SUBJECTS
analysis of

'ritical

sound

nczi.'

FILM

subjects as caught by

)ILY

reviewers follozv:

"Forget Me Not"
Fox Movietone
Extremely Worthivhile
tale
»e of production. .Christmas
of
finest
one
the
friquestionably
es of craftsmanship so far come to
rapidly-developing field
t in the
sound production, "Forget Me
" combines a charming story with
ness and artistry in direction and

be shown anytime.
Christmas atmosphere is built

thwhile

to

not the story built
It tells of a boy
ind Christmas.
a girl romance, threatened but
er seriously so by the arrival of a
the

story,

the

18th
the
tale is laid.
Francine, the toe dancer,
dazzles the boy who forgets the girl
only to be brought back to earth on
Christmas eve when the dancer marries the captain of the French troop.
The blindness realized, the boy then
understands his folly and at the same
time, the love of the girl.
Reunited
more closely than ever before, both
walk through the snow to the church
where holiday services are about to
commence.
The charm is to be
found in the treatment, the directorial nuances, the superb lighting, the
quality of the sound, the exercise of
restraint and the high order of intelligence evidenced at every turn by
the director. Marcel Silver.
Nancy
Drexel, David Rollins and William
Mong play the leads. All do extremelj' well.
Time, abou^ 30 mins.
in

German town wherein

century

luction. While this subject is deed for release around the holi3, it is sufficiently interesting and
;

EQUIPMENT

VARIOUS DEVICES
AVAILABLE

AND

NOW

-

iWS

hft

ON

TIPS

made

for

life

Mullins

the

outfit

unbearable.

Jones he is about to
take A.W.O.L. Together they leave
the French cafe, go into the teeming night where Mullins is hit by a
French army truck.
Jones carries
him back to the cafe, then leaves for
tells

camp

to secure a doctor. The walthis
punch drama comes
when Mullins, realizing he is dying,
attempts to explain to the two women who run the cafe that it was

lop

in

he who committed the murder and
that the accused buddy must go free.
But they don't understand English.
Jones returns in time to catch Mullins in his arms, but the latter's life
has ebbed and the secret dies with
Excellently played by Robert
Ames, Carrol Nye, Christiane Yves
and Yvonne Sitark and directed with
a fine hand by Lionel Barrymore.
"Confession" ranks high.
Time, 20
mins.

"Confession"

Two

American

"The Spanking Age"

Our Gang— M-G-M
Cute as Ever

Drama

Production

of

soldiers,

in

their

cups, are seen discussing the court
martial of a third buddy sentenced to
death for murder of a bulldozing
lieutenant whose mercilessness has

—

Stan Laurel and

Type

Comedy

of production

There

is

nothing

in

short subjects

to outdistance the inimitable, charming antics of the Our Gang troupe.

Mary Ann and Wheezer,

those ador-

Oliver

Hardy

in

"We Paw Down"

him.

Metro Movietone
A Dramatic Wallop

Type

able kids, hold the center of the stage
here as two mistreated step-children
who decide on a party of their own.
They do so and invite the gang as
guests.
Mary Ann determines fo
make a pie and also shrimp salad.
From now on figure for yourself
what happens. A charming subject
and genuinely funny to boot. Originally a silent comedy, it now has a
synchronized score and effects. They
help,
but sound or silent, "The
Spanking Age" is there and how!
Time, 21 mins.

Roach-M-G-M
Funny

Genuinely

Type

Comedy

production

of

What

a

funny

team

Laurel

and

Hiardy continue to be.
Here they
are seen as two husbands anxious for
another night out.
They get it,
blaming it all on the boss who wants
to take them to the theater. However, the boys meet two girls on
the way to the poker game which is
real
objective.
The theater
the
burns, and while they don't know it,
(^Contirued on Page 9)

Orchestral selections are
recorded ^with such fidelity and
delicacy o£ tone 'with such sw^eetness and
clearness combined

'wltfk

depth, as to

make

The human voice
music and entertainment of an actual orchestra that is present.
with every intonation, with every fine expression, with every heart throb, is reThe one piece
produced Ufelike through RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS.
construction, the patented, vibrationless, non-porous material and the lightness of
weight, make RACON HORNS the recognized standard for musical and voice reproduction by the largest Amplifier Companies, Talking Picture Companies and
Reproducer Companies throughout the world.
Sizes of horns vary from 6" to 6' square bells, with air columns of from one
foot to

fifteen feet.

K^

DYNAMIC UNITS

FOR EXPONENTIAL HORNS

an advanced
MARK
achievement. The

O.
Air

B.

2320

Column

12/2 feet
Bell 30 inches
by 45 inches
Depth 31 inches; Weight
29 pounds

step in this day of remarkable talking picture
results obtained by the use of the Racoa Air
Column Units are to be a surprise even to the most critical listener.
Your entertaining problems will be solved, the box ofSce receipts
will be increased, your patrons will be delighted by the reproduction

RACON

from

Column

RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS AND DYNAMIC HORN

UNITS.
fication

There will be no blasting, no tinniness, but perfect amphcombined with volume, depth and brillancy.

Exponential

Air-Column

Horn For Auditoriums and
54 in sq.

Bell

15

Consult Our Acoustical Engineers

ft.

Theatres.

Depth 32 inches. Air
Weight 55 lbs.

Write for

Catalog
SpecuitisU in Acoustic Chambers

Factories:

18 to 24

Washington

Place,

Telephone Spring 1120

New York

Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne

Toronto, Canada

——^^————

.^^^.^^__^__ ._—^i^—
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"The Somme"
iVetf

"Silks

Lou/th: 7000

Era

ft.

Hoot Gibson

and Saddles"
Length: 5809

Universal

VERY WORTHY RACETRACK
YARN CARRIES STRONG
HEART PUNCH AND WORKS
UP TO STIRRING CLIMAX.
MAKES POPULAR FARE.

Cast. .. .British tommies and officers most of whom participated in
the actual war scenes reproduced.

Nixon and Richard Walling team well and handle
Cast. ... Marian

their parts adequately.

Others Mary

Histor- Nolan, Otis Harlan, Sam De Grasse,
Story and F>roductioti
reproduction of the Battle of the Montagu Love, Claire MacDowell,
Somme from the British viewpoint. David Torrence, Johhny Fox, Jr.,
Produced by New Era Productions Ilayden Stevenson.
with the cooperation of the British
Story and Production. .. .Drama
Army Council. Many sequences are of the turf. Gerald Beaumont, who
actual war scenes included by per- knows the turf, wrote this story.
It
mission of the Trustees of the Im- is well put together.
Adapted from
War Museum of England. his story, "The Frog," many of the
perial
This is stark realism, insofar as the scenes are taken at big race tracks
screen will ever be able to reenact and are so interwoven into the story
war scenes. The entire production as to make a very convincing narrais so superior that experts would be
Director Robert F. Hill showed
tive.
puzzled to decide which sequences a lot of intelligence in handling his
are from the official war files and subject and contrived to make all
which the creation of the director. the characters very human and plausThere is not even the thread of a ible.
There are two big racing
story or a love interest dragged in. scenes, both working up to strong
All the highlights of the Sonmie are thrill climaxes. The hero jockey gets
included, when the German line was tangled with a crooked gang of
finally driven bach in a series of foui
tipsters by falling for a moll who
general attacks along miles of front acts as come on for the ring.
She
must induces him to throw a race while
Exhibitors
trenches.
line
judge box office value for them- riding the favorite.
But he comes
selves.
back strong at the finish.
Direction, Robert F. Hill, fine; AuDirection, M. A. Wetherell, exGerald Beaumont; Scenario,
pert; Author, Bovd Cable; Scenario, thor,
M. A. Wcthcreil; Editor, M. A. Paul Gangelin, Faith Thomas; EdiWetherell; Titles, M. A. Wetherell; tor, Daniel Mandell; Titles, Albert
Mond; Photography, Joseph
Photography, Sydney Blythe, excel- De
Brotherton, clear.
lent.
.

.

.

.

ical

"Manhattan Cocktail"
Paramount

Length:

6051

PERFECT
TECHNICALLY
PRODUCTION WITH HANDSOME MOUNTINGS TIED UP
TO A KINDERGARTEN PLOT.
HICK ENTERTAINMENT ALL
ABOUT WICKED NEW YORK.
.Nancy Carroll, demure and
Cast.
sexy, carries strong appeal. Richard
Lilyan
Arlen
scores
decisively.
Tashman does an e.xotic characterization that is pretty nearly the best
part of the production and should
entitle her to featured prominence
in her next.
Others Danny O'Shea,
.

.

to New York
Richard, a budthe stage.
follows.
Nancy
ding
playwriglit,
lands in a Broadwaj- show, because
Ibe producer wants Nancy for imThen comes the
moral purposes.
meller plot framing the boy friend
Cheap melto get the gal, etc., etc.
ler gorgeously gowned makes light
to

Nancy comes

go on

Length: 5357

Universal

in

"The Masks of the
ft.

M-G-M

Devil

Length: 5575

HOOT GIBSON WENT A WOMAN'S PICTURE TH^
COMEDIAN, THIS IS AS FUNNY WILL GET 'EM
WITH Gl
AS CAN BE EXPECTED FROM BERT'S LOVE PIRACY AS
A WESTERN STAR. BUT THE JEKYLL-HYDE CHARACTER
STORY IS GOOD AND CARRIES
Cast.... John Gilbert attempts
SINCE

THRILLS.
Cast.

..

.Gibson

in his

new

role of

daredevil hero does
as well as could be expected in such
a mixture. When he gets into action
though,
real
entertainment.
he's

comedian

and

John Barrymore on the heavy h
trionics and his facial dramatics
not so hot.
But he's still the hea
lover.
Alma Rubens neat as
discarded dame.
Eva von Bei
s

Reeves
Gilbert,
Others
Eugenia
Eason, Monte Montague, King Zany.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
western. This follows the new style
of western that Hoot has been dish-

in her first at
Hollywoi
Story
and
Production. .. .Lc
drama.
The Gilbert fans will
doubt like him in this, even thou

ing out recently. They mix the usual
fights, riding and thrills with a little romance and a running thread of
inore or less humorous slants that
makes a hodge podge of entertainment. Hoot poses as a bad man who
has just been released from jail. He
gets himself a job as foreman on a
ranch run by an eastern gal who is
hiring convicts and trying to reform

German baron who lures
away from his best friend.

them.

you can swallow such

If

far-fetched

a

then 3^ou can
reasonably enter-

situation

go ahead and be
what follows. Hoot strikes
a snag when the bad man he is impersonating turns up and starts his
deviltrj'.
Hoot is blamed for it. In
tained by

squaring

good

he

develops

some

Henry

MacRae,

fair;

himself

thrills.

Direction,

Author, Wynn James; Scenario, Arthur Slatter; Editor, Gilmore Walker; Titles, Harold E. Tarshis; Photography, Harry Neumann, good.

i

scores

he

takes

causes

a

an

sinister

infatuated

role

a
the

of

i\

g

He

married

a'

dai

In a word, he is
a lot of grief.
devil with the ladies and proves hi
self irresistible.
The pictorial tre

ment
show

unusual. Superimposed sht
the real baron
the devil—
the action his evil mind would li
to perpetrate.
For instance, wh
he is really smiling and assuring t
girl of his good intentions, the doul
e.xposure shows him clutching her
his arms. But the love twists se:
it in with the femmes.
Synchroniz
is

—

theme, sound effects.
Direction, Victor Seastrom, gen«
ally good; Author, from Jacob Wj
serman's "The Masks of Erwin R:
ner"; Scenario, Frances Marion ai
Svend Gadc; Editor, Conrad A. Nt
vig;

Titles,

Cumniing;
Marsh, first

Marion Ainsler, Ri^
Photography,
Qliv

S'

i

iid

rate.

Eve"

Ufa

LITTLE TO AMERICAN BOXOFFICES.
Cast.

..

.Anita

acts outdated.

chanical.

Cast.

..

.Camilla

The

acting

ditto.

Hero

entangled with two American
sisters and a very hazy mystery develops concerning the missing husgets

Horn,

Ell

Warwick

Cast. .. .Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
and do creditable work in weak the cub reporter is just fair. Jobyi
Ralston good to look at.
Othe
vvlLh
story
direction.
hackneyed
Mildred
Harris,
Philo
McCulloug
Others all German players.
Story and Production. .. .Drama. Wheeler Oakman, Robert Edeso
Davis,
Del
Henderso
This Berlin product tells a very un- Edward
inspired story of a girl who wasted Charles Clary.
Story and Production.
.Meller
her life and almost ruined a nice
young man who was in love with a newspaper life. The old stuff aboi
worthy girl. The story is paralleled the big doings before election in t!
with sequences showing a mechanicaj town, with a hot fight on over tl
grasshopper and an ant.
The for- new mayor. Then the district
mer represents the light brained ga», torney goes and gets himself mu
wasting its summer and dying in the dered and the cub reporter steps rig:
snow of winter while the good little in to do his stuff. Of course it ju
industrious ant is all snuggled in a happens that there is nobody aroun
nice warm house.
These mechanical to cover the story when it breaks e;
sequences by Starevitch hold the cept the cub. Later he gets himse

Ward and Gustav

Stewart looks and
Creighton Hale walks
through liis part mechanically. Betty
Blythe, Harold Nelson, Francis Ford
and Charles King complete the cast.
Story and Production .... Drama of
Paul Lukas.
Adapted from "The
Story
Production .... Love English life.
and
E.
drama. They put everything into this Tempting of Tavernake," by
A very involvfilmograpli but a grown up story. Phillips Oppenheim.
.Modernistic settings, ideal cast, ex- ed and uninteresting story which in
pert camera work, and the individual- book form might have been an Oppenheim best seller, but on the screen
istic directorial treatment of Dorothy
Then the kin- is a dud. The theme is outworn, and
.'\rzner are all class.
dergarten mush was passed out in the English atmosphere unconvincThe direction is flat and mesteady doses through the infantile ing.
plot.

John Gilbert

2, ig

Eva and the Grasshopper "The Power of the Press
Length: 6465
Length: 7340 ft. Columbia
Rayart
Length: 5650 ft.
AVERAGE IMPORTED NUM- ORDINARY PROGRAM FAR
OLD FASHIONED THEME BER HAS LIMITED ENTERDIRECTED AND ACTED THE TAINMENT VALUE. USE OF RATHER GOOFY NEWSPAPE
SAME WAY. JUST A DULL MECHANICAL SEQUENCES OF YARN HAS GOOD ACTION AN
LIFE INGENIOUS. SNAPPY DIRECTION IN 11
ENGLISH STORY THAT MEANS ANIMAL
MAIN STORY WEAK.
FAVOR.
"Sisters of

ft.

in

"The Danger Rider"

ft.

PARADE"
THE
A GRAPHIC PORTRAYAL OF
THE BIG PUSH OF 1916. ALL
FRONT LINE ACTION WITHOUT A LOVE STORY.
BRITISH "BIG

Sunday, December

Froelich are fea-

tured,

.

only interest in the film.
They are
ingeniously handled.
The human
story is the usual draggy and heavy
German treatment that seems so

.

it,

fired for wisecracking the city edito
Is he discouraged?
No.
go<

He

right ahead and

works on the murd

sister.
The latter
anyway. Of course he solves it, ai
schemes to vamp much a part of the Teutonic mental prebends the criminal, and secun
the hero away from the younger sisprocesses.
Ends dismally with the the news beat for his paper. Notl t
ter whom he loves.
The usual mis- harum scarum gal dying in the snow ing new in all this, but it is handle
understandings, until the demented while
the nice girl necks by the with a certain directorial sprightline
Synchronized, with husband of the lady shows up and is warm fireside with hero.
entertaimrent.
that makes it seem reasonably fres
captured.
True love finds itself at
song sef|uence.
Direction, Dr. George AsagarofT, The action is snappy, and the ac
Direction, Dorothy .\rzncr. classy; last. Grind houses only.
stilted;
Author,
Robert
Reinert; ing good for this type.
Vajda;
Scenario,
Author,
Ernest
Direction, Scott Pembroke, poor; Scenario, Robt. Reinert and Wm.
Direction, Frank Capra, satisfai
Editor,
Doris Author,
Doherty;
Phillips
Kthel
E.
Oppenheim; Tiehle; Editor, Joseph R. Fleisler, tory; Author, P'rederick A. ThomJ
Titles,
George
Marion', Scenario, Arthur Hoerl; Editor, J. F. Titles, Joseph R. Fleisler and Wm. son; Scenario, Sonya Levien; Ela
Drought
Harrington: Titles, Not listed; Pho- Tiehle:
Jr.; Photography, Harry Fischbeck,
Photography,
Karl
Hoff- tor, Frank -Atkinson; Titles, not lis' fc
tography, Haj) Depew, ragged.
the best.
mann. spott\-.
ed; Photography, Chet Lyons, oka;

band of the older
tries

all

sorts

of

—

;

[jj

j,^,

THE
ly,
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2,
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"The Viking"
Length: 8508 ft.
1,01
KiSSES PLENTY. n^PiC POSifiLITIES TREATED LIKE A

Short Subjects

EtES OF PRETTY COLORED
DRAGS BADLY.
KhURES.
OjE INTEREST FLOPS AT
Cst
lej-ole

n'rs
J
.11

Donald Crisp handles well
But
of the Viking chief.
Randolph easily steals the

honors as the toughest Viking
Pauline Starke not very
all.

irincing
n'd

by

11

Minie

1;

mder,

as

the

barbaric

femme

Le Roy Mason a
love.
Otihers Richard
juvenile.
Harry

L.

Wood, Albert

njuarrie, Roy Stewart.
.Romantic
i^ry and Production.
An ambitious effort
iMiiie drama.
\chnicolor in an all-color pro.

.

'

Based on the novel "The
Starts
Leif the Lucky."
f.ith some good meaty stuff such
raid on an English castle by the
.Jaric Vikings who kill and plund„ (Ml.
hill

of

from Page

7)

wives do, via

the

lines.

newspaper headBack home they go and start

explaining.
The business is funny
and loaded down with laughs. Right
to the unexpected finish where erring husbands tumble out of dozens
of

wmdows

were
timed
more
would have been a
idea

SOUND
(.Continued

Ijetweon. Had the subject been trimmed so that the spacing between
the lines that induce the laughs

the tune of a shotgun in the hands of one of the irate
wives.
synchronized score that
is a pip goes with this, embellished
with sound effects that enhance the
comedy values. Nevertheless excellent in both sound and silent version.
Leo McCarey directed and socked
the bell midships.
Time, 20 mins.
to

A

briefly

is

this:

expertly,
lot

Sir

better.

this

The

Gerald and

Lady Fanny are about to secure a
divorce because Gerald can't buy his
wife
pearls.
Phipps,
the
butler.
which part is played by Lowell
Sherman, is called in as a witness.
The twist here is novel. Phipps points
the way out of their troubles and
suggests himself as the congenial
companion

who

Lady Fanny

— while

Sir

is
to travel with
Phipps' suggestion
Gerald secures the di-

—at

However, the husband finaldecided to buy the pearls even if

vorce.
ly

he has to sell the country estate to
secure the money and Phipps retires
from the scene. Directed by Sherman. Time, about 25 mins.

Clark and McCullough in

"The Bath Between"
"Napoleon's Barber"
Fox Movietone
Fox Movietone
Then it goes sentimental, with
Knockout
Novelty
(three principals all mooning over
Type of production .... Comedy skit
(same dame. It becomes almost Type of production.. Dramatic sketch
The low comedy team, Clark and
This represents more or less of an McCullough, send this in as a surerd wihen the gal smuggles heron board the ship that sails un- experiment on the part of Fox, be- fire laugh nimiher that can't miss
vn seas and has the hardboiled ing a three reel sound subject that anywhere.
It is adapted from one
•iors mooning all over the place runs a full half hour and more.
It
of their old standbys that they have
is based on the well known playlet
le face of one of the greatest adbeen doing on and off for years ui
ures in the world history. What of the same name, written by Ar- vaudeville.
For sound short purthur Caesar.
Only Caesar's play is poses, it is a natural. As two ham
ipic theme! And how they muffed
Making pretty colored pictures generally recognized as being one actors, they are thrown off a vaude
Broke, they
Action sags and drags. Just of the cleverest bits of subtle satire bill by the manager.
ead.
of a historical subject ever staged. hit into nearby hotel and manage
[ilor novelty.
Confronted with the problem of ap- to take possession of a room over
'irection, R. William Neill, fair;
Liljencrantz; pealing to the mob. Director John which two regular guests are arguA.
Ottilie
;hor,
chose to put it over as a ing.
Clark sends McCullough into
nario, Jack Cunningham; Editor, Ford
)rey Scotto; Titles, Not listed; straight drama with comedy side- the bathroom to sleep while he hugs
Even then it has a lot oi the bed. A nifty dame from the
George Cave, very lights.
)tography,
subtlety that is a little too finely room on the other side of the cond.
spun to be caught by a lot of the necting bath is seen entering the latgrown up mental infants. Bluntly, ter. She does not see the sleeping
'The Floating College'*
Roxy used it McCullough, who is covered with a
it is not popular fare.
Length: bill ft. in the feature spot. With his elabo- sheet.
'any-Stahl
Clark takes a peak at the
USU- rate stage show he could get away beauty over the transom, and after
VARIATION ON
COLLEGE STORY. SALLY with it, but almost any other house she leaves, wakes his pal up and tells
will have to treat it as what it really him he can sleep in the nice soft bed.
lEIL PEPS IT UP BUT
is
a three reel sound short novelty. While Clark is hidden in the bathRN IS VERY THIN
The theme concerns a French bar- tub getting an eyeful, the girl's hul)OFY. JUST FAIR,
wife that by walks in, and the fun really starts.
Sally O'Neil piegon-toes ber who is ranting to his
ast
if
Corsican
do
the
hated
would
he
Just one laugh after another. Benway through the reels in a forced
Time, 20 mins
mpt at comedy for which she is he ever got him in his barber chair. jamin Stoloff directed.
in, but is
walks
Napoleon
then
Just
lookt
well adapted, but she
i

I

SILENT
"Farmyard Follies"— Oswald Cartoon
Universal
Original
lype of production. .1 reel animated
Artists Hamilton and Lantz put a
lot

of clever animation into this one.
hty show in their work that they
are stnkn.g out along new lines, and
the hue of gags they develop for the
tniiny rabbit Oswald are amusing.
Osv\ald attempts to take charge of
•h iigs on the farm.
He washes the
liMic pig, and tries to milk the cow,
but with poor success.
His chief
trouble is with a sa:>sy young chicken
that insists on mixing things up generally till Oswald applies the ax to
her neck. A very enjoyable cartoon
comic for old and young.
1

Patchwork of Pictures Hodge
Podge Educational
Old Stuff
Type of production 1 reel magazine

—

.

This

THE
AND

—

so

A big proportion of
William Col- unrecognized.
Y
film
is taken up with Napoleon
the
Others
lead.
Jr., a satisfactory
listening to the barber's tirade against
irgia Hale, Harvey Clark, Georgie
himself, with the emperor building
-ris, E. J. Ratcliqe, Virginia Sale,
the dramatic suspense by the nature
itory and Production. .. .College
Here is where the
of his remarks.
ledy. It will hold a certain amount
Production is
subtlety comes in.
appeal for the flappers, but for very impressive, especially opening
wn ups and the intelligent this and closing showing arrival and deprove a mess of foolishness, parture of Napoleon from the little
y's rister is after her beau, the
town. The cast is exceptional. Otto
ning instructor at the college. So
Matiesou as Napoleon overshadows
jealous vixen has dad send her
Frank Reicher in the name part. The
nger sister, off on the "floating youngster Philippe de Lacy appears
ege," so she can have the swimflash in an outdoor talking seBut for a
g instructor all to herself.
with Napoleon, and the kid
quence
hero gets a job as instructor on
Sound effects well hanis immense.
jazz college boat that is making
dled, talking clear, especially in two
Sister
ourney round the world.
Time, 32 mins.
outdoor sequences.
ows by airplane. And so it goes
Dugh the reels, nip and tuck for
Lowell Sherman in
hero, and both sisters fighting to
"Phipps"
wit each other. They even throw
Metro Movietone
1 Chinese sequence for good meaand screens

I

2.

Just a

Cliff

well.

Not So Much

filler.

George Crone, weak;
)irection,
Scenario,
thor, Stuart Anthony;
same; Editor, Desmond O'Brien;
Photography,
Paul Perez;

les,

rry Jackson, okay.

of production. .Comedy sketch
'The first difficulty with "Phipps"
This makes for others,
is its length.
because the footage results in lapses
where the laughs are painfully far

Type

Edwards (Ukelele Ike)
Metro Movietone
Fair

of production. .. .Ukelele selections
Makes a short filler with Cliff Ed-

Type

wards
of

his

blackface putting over two
They
popular uke numbers.

in

are "What a Night for Spooning"
and "Oih Baby, Don't We Get
Along." Edwards is shown in closeups a lot, and his comedy expressions help to put his numbers over.
His voice registers clear. His playing is of the "hot" variety, and will
go well. Time, 6 mins.

Aaronson and His Commanders
Metro Movietone
Plenty of Snap
Jazz band
production
Jazz bands in sound are far frrom
new, vet when a snappy aggregation
like Aaronson's Commanders come
along, the entertainment quality is
The boys here do much of
there.
the stuff they go through in a current music Broadway musical comedy. They play, dance and can sing.
Time, about 7 mins.

Type

of

.

usual line of Lyman
Howe's series of scenic shots mixed
with animated and art embellishments.
It looks outworn
and it is.
The treatment of the decorations is
too heavy.
The blue tint makes it
the

is

—

drab and

There

lifeless.

is

no snap

We

or

sprightliness to it.
have
watched these for two years and more,
hoping that the director would wake
up and stick a new angle or a single
new idea into his animated album of
jid
family relics.
Considering the
other class product that Educational
is distributing with uniform regularity, this scries ought to be made to
measure up to the company's well
known standard.

"The Fishing Fool"— Fables
Pathe

THE

.

—

A

Okay
Type

of production. 1 reel animated
about a fishing trip indulged
in by Waffles the cast and Al Falla.
As usual, the cat has all the luck
while Al finds nothing but trouble
on the end of his line.
He goes
through a series of remarkable ad.

All

ventures with a turtle, a

mermaid and

Finallj' he is pursued by
a walrus.
a monster fish which catches Al violating the fishing rules by angling
with a mouse trap on his hook. Up
to the Fables standard.

"The Bookworm Hero"

— Collegian

Universal

Peppy
Type

of production. .2 reel collegiate
This third number of the Collegian
series gives "Doc" Webster, the college bookworm, a chance to be a hero.
It is the occasion of the interclass
baseljall

game between

the

juniors

seniors. Ed Benson, the hero,
is ruled oft' the team when wrongfully suspected of breaking rules by

and the

on,

and

the game is
cleared of the charge
and sent in to pitch for

The next day

drinking.

Ed

against him
the Juniors.

is

He

worrying over the
and throwing the
game away when "Doc" appears on
the field and cheers him on to strike
the
out three in a row and save
Directed
by
suspense.
Nice
game.
is

illness of his friend

Nat Ross.

"

Theater
By CHARLES

NEON LIGHTING FOR
THEATER SIGNS INCREASES

F.

metit

HYNES

The Stamp of Approval

COLOR ORGAN GIVES

^" eyidorseynent of pyodiict and propositions, bestowed by
Uic tilm Daily, after uivvstiyation of qualifications
and merit

MOVABIE MURAL

„,,

THE FILM DAILY
Use of Neon light-

Washington Bureau of

—

Safeguardmg

the
country, with theaters particularly
turning to the new form of tube
lighting for signs.
Claude Neon
Lights, New York, has been granted
virtual monopoly in the field, by virtue of the Supreme Court decision
which vests exclusive patents with
the company.

Neon gas

in

a

of electricity
furnishes the illumination for the new
type of electrical advertising sign
with letters and figures formed by a
continuous glass tube, it is explained
at the Division of Electricity of the
Bureau of Standards.

voltage

is

raised

furnished

The

action of the electricity upon
is
such as to charge the
atoms of the gas with electrons, positive and negative, it stated.
Interaction and collision of the charged
atoms causes the elimination.
the

gas

The Neon sign is coming into more
extensive use in France, the Dept. of

Commerce

manufacturer, and

states.

is

''

^^^'^^^ '^^^

Minneapolis— Effort is being made
rehnance and reorganize the Rialto
Theater Supply Co., local equipment
firm which has operated in this
tertf)

ritory

for

years.
The business
now IS in hands of a trusteeship. S.
A. Louis, founder of the company,
attributes its financial dimculties to
intense competition existing in the

equipment

—

L.

J.

Bender Heads Adsign Branch
Chicago— J. Binder, formerly

Master

Brenograph for the pr
of scenic effects.
Revra
spotlights also give the cloud
eJ
and twinkling stars to the sky
ing which has no lighting
fixt
tion

Gardiner Co.,

Ihe

Avalon, although a subu
house, opened with a 48-piece
phony orchestra under the direi
of Boyd Hill and it has
a crei
nine drilled and uniformed

of

articles of theater equipment, in
addition to the Gardiner Gold Fiber
Screen, has placed on the market a
reactor, whidh is attached to a compensarc to make it possible to use

an
arc lamps.
for

emergency on

us

ihere is a double stage, the
l.er
one being for the orchestra anfin,
upper one for the prologues, b
and other stage presentations.

reflector

If the smaller exhibitor
wished to
purchase one Tungar, he can warm
up a; lamp on AC and use a double
throw switch and change over to DC,
making it unnecessary to "steal the
arc," explains L.
J. Gardiner, head

Dismantling
St.

Clarksville,

quarters.

Clarksville

Ark.— M.

to

be

i<-

House
A. Lightj

Fire at Manchester

—

not

The Gardiner Reactor

House

^^

damage

the house.

Screen Corp.

Generated Power for "Kings"
Butte— Auto engines were used to

S

ALE

!

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

electricity

for showing of
Kings" in a number
pt smaller towns of
Montana which
nave no theaters.

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD
MOVIE CAMERA

of

Hold. 1 6 Feet Film -Ca«e 6 Masazine*
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

Winter or Summer
Problem

5035 Nth

Manchester, N. H. Fire destr<l
two reels of film at the Star, but!

theaters.

Your

is

has reopened the Dunlop under
of W. A. Kraus.

Suit Filed Against Trans-Lux
Petition for an injunction under
certain claimed patents has been filed
in United States Court, New
York,
by News Projection Corp., against
fihe
Trans-Lux Daylight Picture

Solves

Louis,

agemcnt

IS
installing new seats at the
Bluebird, states Charles A. Somma,
Richmond exhibitor, who will be associated with Walter
Coulter in
J.
construction of a $300,000 tllieater
here.
When the new house is completed, the partners will control
eight

BLIZZARD FAN

St.

Reopen

AC

Ihe King

Louis House

mantled.

By using the reactor, he says, an
exhibitor using
with a throw of
80 or 90 feet can get a 50 per cent
better pictures on 15 to 20 amps.,
with Gardiner arc lamps, compared
with the old style arc lamp using 60

Se'ierate

St.

Louis— The Lowell,

Broadway,

company.

field

move.

Brenograph Makes Bo^
In New Ottawa Thej
Ottawa— The Avalon is the
house m Canada to use a Bre

in

charge of the company's Detroit office, IS now manager
here for Adsign
Inc., succeeding G. Gollos.
The ap-'
pointinent made by President
Joseph
Coufal, was announced together
with
removal of the local office to new

^^^^ ^^^^^

which now manufactures a number

AC

pr,

orgai

light

i

REFLECT0RMC8PR0VIDED
Columbus

is

instead of music
composition can be recorded
the piano player roll, and
is
jected automatically from the
the arches against white
plaster
m the form of three dimensionc

EMERGENCY USE or AC ON

14

field.

plays

tines in color that

George L. Johnson, chairman of
General Outdoor Advertising Co.,
New York, and his associates have
purchased "a substantial interest" in amps of AC, he says.
Rainbow Luminous Products, for
$5,000,000.
New Seats for Petersburg House
Petersburg, Va.— Heywood-Wake-

Supply Firm Difficulties
Laid to Keen Competition

Brooklyn. The machine
with a keyboard like an

because of this efficiency and performance

STAMP OF APPROVAL.""""^

of the

General Outdoor Acquires
Rainbow Luminous Control

it

obtaine.l

Clavilux, "color organ
a feature of the new
Pa'rai,

IS

protection against fire.
Since it was placed on the market, the Sentry Safety
Control
has demonstrated that projectors on which it is installed
are immune
trom him hres. Absolute guarantee against fire is given
by the

by means

of a small
with every
sign. By means of the transformer,
an ordinary current can be stepped
up to 4,000 volts or more.

transformer

the

^

field

The gas is held in this tube, to the
ends of which are connected wires
carrying high voltage current.
The

Movable murals are

his patrons is a

stem duty forced on every exhibitor.
The dread of fire, which may be accompanied by panic is
a real one, emphasized by the highly-combustible
nature of fUm
Accordingly, no stone should be left unturned to assure 100
ner cent

Washington
ing is on the increase throughout

EFIti

$29.SO

UilLCQCIGHByt
no
West 32«*St,Ne«ybrk.NLy«*

Ij

PboD* Pecna.

0330

||

LOEW BUILDING

ISWBROADW/

TIMES SQUARE.
LOEW BUILDING

NEW YORK

PITTSBURGH

PENN AVENl

THE
December

2,

1928

ner Stockholders
NAPOLEONIC
Block Stanley Deal
(Continued from Page

the

newspaper

Company

stock
of Stanley
he exchanged for 80 shares of
preferred,
8
convertible
r
nf common and $1,150 in cash,
present market prices
iig the
basis and figuring the Warner
preferred
at
convertible
rihers
Warner Brothers would be
d
close to $9,175 for the 100
of Stanley Company stock
s
have a present market value
lull
.

.

I

M

The

It is said that

disparity in market value
-lilted in the dissention among

i'wide
r.

Warner

dbig

stockholders."

i-0 Exchanging Stock

K-A-0 and Orpheum

or

(Continued from Pape

1")

Radio-Keith-OrnliA stock for each Keith;e-Orpheum preferred share; one
Class A stock for each
e of
e

shares
Class

of

program

at

the

Roxy was

By JACK

NARROWER

mainly around the special
three reel sound short, "Napoleon's
Barber," for this number suggested
the atmosiiherc for the Napoleon tab
leaux which comprised the main part
of the stage show. The overture was

DAVE SCHOOLER WELL

familiar "1812," which incidenwas also the overture at the
Capitol.
This was followed by two
divertissements.
Patricia
Bowman
danced while Beatrice Belkin sang

the first week for
as master of ceremonies, the Capitol supplied him with
a nicely diversified bill that helped
a lot to send him over. Walt Roesner, retiring m.c, introduced his successor and did it in such a way that
he got a big hand as he walked off.
Walt was genuinely liked here after
his year of baton wielding, and no
doubt could have stayed much longer.
Looks as if Schooler will score,

up

the

tally

"A Flower Told Me."
showed

The second

gigantic hand organ with
figure of the Italian organ

a

a giant
grinder.
The ballet emerged from
the organ, and pranced through a
pretty number.

:

about $4,600.

Presentations

EOR THE ROXY PROGAM
built

states.

Sept. 12 the presidents of both
for the
n .niics stated that terms
qfeition of the Stanley Company
'arner Brothers had been agreed
r
compain by directors of both
According to the plan, 100

Illy

USED

1)

the
are of
stockholders
that such a combine would
11
no benefit to the company, ai
terms of exchauKtis"'it the present
'>'-k"

TDEl

The tableaux Napoleon opened with
a

silhouette figure of the Corsican
leader
in
his
characteristic
pose
against a fire-red background.
The
second was The Grenadiers, the girls
dressed in the colorful costumes of
Napoleon's crack regiment, which he
reviewed.
The dramatic incident of
the Sentinel followed, showing Napoleon coming upon the sleeping
sentinel at his post. He takes his gun
away, and the soldier wakes up in
terror, runs offstage and shoots him-

pistol.
The Court of
Emperor was lavishly set, and
h-Albce-Orpheum common share;
very colorful. The Retreat from
shares of Class A stock for each
heum Circuit preferred sliare, Moscow was a tableau, showing the
as
one share of Class A stock for defeated leader with head bowed
his troops marcih by in the distance.
1 Orpheum Circuit common share,
Then the scene of Napoleon on the
'he offer will remain in effect unBritish ship which bore him to Hel^ov. 30, 1933, on preferred stocks.
ena after his defeat at Waterloo. The
is subject to revocation
at any
finale was a view of the Tomb, which
common issues.
2 on the
was very simple but impressive. The
coffin was in the center of a great
snry W. Kahn Joins Fox ardh cloaked in a blue haze. Smoke
self

with his

the

MIDCET SHOW RINCS THE

RECEIVED AT CAPITOL BELL EASILY AT PARAMOUNT
Inaugurating

Dave Schooler

he has an easy
proved himself quite

manner

and

versatile.
east, and

He

for

seemed perfectly at
his
debut was one of the most auspicious
any m.c, lhas made on Broadway.
Schooler took the boys through a
kidding number, employing the raccoon coats of the college boys as the
gag.
He did a turn with several of
the band out front all dressed in the
raccoons, just a lot of goofy antics
that went over strong, and served tc>
make the audience feel right at home
with their new m.c. Dave also did a
couple of numbers on the piano and
uncovered a pretty nifty techniquc
The specialties
pop style.
in the
were above the average, especialh'

Jack Pepper and Cy Landry. Pepper
was assisted by two nuts with a
miniature piano, and the crowd liked
his line so well that they held up the
show with the applause. Landry followed, and even went Pepper one
better with the comedy stuff, doing
well

known

line of eccentric steps

ascended from the top of the coffin,
while a small red light on a tall can- and clowning. Others were Dc Pace
The
delabra stood on either side. Invisi- and the Chester Hale Girls.
Ihas been connected with
usual fancy staircase with the girls
ble chorus chanted a mass.
j-M, in both the domestic and
parading furnished the finale.

Foreign Department

[enry
years

W. Kahn, who

for the past

has joined the Fox
department. Kahn has just
irned from Germany where he
ign

ihis

fields,

eign

srvised

Paramount,

for

sales

and Ufa (Parufamet).
He
soon for Europe to take charge
he affairs of Fox in Sweden, Nor, Denmark and Finland.
tro
5

Construct

—

Jenrich Buys Back Theater
Cleveland H. W. Jenrich, again
and
is operating the Cozy, having re-purawarded chased it from John Farcas to whom

New W. Tampa House

Tampa,

/est

Disposes Louisville Lease
United Theaters Corp.,
Louisville
of Cincinnati, has disposed of its interests in the Majestic and National
here.
The company also holds the
lease for the B. F. Keith, Indianapolis, now dark.

•ginbotham

Fla.

has

—

— Parker

been

for the construction of a
theater building.
The house,
ch will cost $22,000, is owned by
n Cazin, Inc.
Work is to comice at an early date.
tract

he sold

it

previously.

Featuring the Singer's Midgets in
a stage production of 12 scenes that
runs fully 40 minutes, the Paramount
uncorked a snappy revue that will
click anyvyhere.
Never have these
popular midgets been seen to better
advantage, and the credit seems to be
largely due to Boris Petroff who is
credited with the conception of the
idea, as well as the staging.
It was
a holiday novelty of the first water,
and yet the kind of stuff that is good
right through the year.
Opened with a parade of all nations, against a drop showing two
immense trans-Atlantic liners in the
dock with the midgets trooping on as
individually
announced.
Costumes
throughout were beautiful, and the

midgets set them off to advantage.
A magician did some stunts, followed
by the acrobats. "Snow Land" was
a good scenic with one of the tiny
tots doing a toe dance.
A Roman
gladiator came in riding a chariot
with two ponies, and did the strong

man

The Music Box was the
stuff.
big splash, with the midgets trooping
out of the immense box set center
Their mechanical movements

stage.

perfect, and as the tinkling of
the music Ijox grew fainter as the
machine ran down, the "dolls" grew
weaker and sank back into their
Other highoriginal silent poses.
lights were the jazz band, the boxing

were

which was a scream, and an
Oriental bit, "A Thief in Bagdad."
This reviewer again asserts it was a
good show, even if he runs the danger of agreeing with other trade reviewers, which always looks suspicious to some.
bout,

Morros Now General Music Head
Watson at Des Moines Strand
Borris Morros now is general muDes Moines George M. Watson
director of all I'ublix theaters. He
sic
Strand
Blank-Publix
will manage the
elevated to the post when the
was
He formerly was manager of
here.
Brooklyn Paramount opened.
new
Rapids.
Cedar
Capitol,
the

—

New

Springfield House
O.— Young Wolfe
Springfield,
Amusement Co. will build a $1,000,000 house here. It will be completed
by spring.

Talkers at Eau Claire
Claire, Wis.— Vitaphone and
Movietone recently opened at the
Robert
State an F. & R. house.
Brese is manager.

Eau

'

Mew Owner

for

Rex Theater

—

Springs, Miss.
J.
E. Meof Milan, Tenn., has acquired

[oily
re,

Rex.

Sumter House Opened

—

umter, N. C.
Rex has been
ned after improvements.

McGann
ranklin,

at

Tenn.

S.

McGann,

of the Franklin
of D. C. Cassidy, who has
irned to Nashville.
is

)lace

—

iiroduction under the direction of E.

Paramount Signs Frederick March

VAUDEVILLE

—

Frederick March, stage player, has
signed a Paramount contract.

Hamilton

to

Marks, Miss.
Biloxi,
here.

Miss.,

Marks House

Build

— B.

B.

plan

a

Hamilton
$12,000

Mason Hopper.

It will

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

have dialogue

Attractions for

sequences.

Picture Theatres

Standard

Standard

Vaudeville Acts

for Motion Pictnre Presentslion

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

of

house

AMALGAMATED

Wolheim in "Square Shoulders"
Wolheim is playing in
Louis
Pathe's "Square Shoulders," now in

Crane City House Reopens
Crane City, Tex. The new Palace,
controlled by the K. & H. Chain,
has reopened here for business.

Franklin

— W.

now manager

rc-

Johnson Buys Lyons, O., House
Lyons, O. Guy Johnson bought
the Pastmie from Elmer Finney.

Lackawanna 7876

153 1

BROADWAT,

new IfORK CITY

I

I

1600 Broadway, New York

Phone Penn. 3580

City

I

——
;

———
;;;

;

;

THE
12

—

Mines The National Mines, sold to
Emil Ringuitz by Geo. Metherell and Waltional

fILM 60ARDS;li[P0RT

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^m^mBy ARTHUR W. EDDY

NEW MATER CHANGES

^^

got a terrible
razzinp the other afternoon, but
it was
according to tiie script.
He
was playing an actor making his
stage debut at an Amateur Night,
the sccjuence being part of "Lucky
Boy," Tiffany-Stahl feature being
synchronized at the
studios.
George intends to make a talker out
of his current play, "The War Song,"
following its Broadway and road

"

—

Changes

— Palace,

Ashton
VVm. Bowlin by
C.

S.

;

Electric,

sold

;

war

times

when you

read that the draft is on in full
swing. In casting "The Hole in the
War," Paramount has drafted from
the stage David Newell, recently of
"The War Song," and Edward Robinson, playing in "The Man With
Red Hair."
*

*

M-G-M's latest megaphone-sivinger
to bag and baggage East is Nick
Grinde, who is slated to direct talking shorts at the company's Eastei-n plant,
dio. Jack

the old Cosmopolitan stuNoble has made several
sound shorts.
*

*

Having graduated from

the Capitol theater, after being chief
usher,
James Monteer is now one of the

young men around

M-G-M's

plant.

Down

the Paramount plant
they're cheering over the fact that
SIX shorts were made last week,
which is not so bad in these pioneering days. Salutes to Jimmy Cowan

and

at

his aide,
*

Larry Kent.
*

*

—

Richard Dix, for whom he is lens
man, staged an impromptu reception the other afternoon, with "Gunner" Smith, pug turned actor, in on
the activities.

Clavering Theater Co.

London

—

Formed

Arthur Clavtrinp, of
Bros, and his brother Albert
C- layering,
of United Pictures Theaters, Ltd. have formed the
R. E.
Cinemas Co. to acquire theaters. The
company has a capital of $363,650.

Smith

Sells

—

— Belt

Bennington

;

Changes
Burkesville

&

Clinton

—

;

—

Albany

Changes

Young.

Collins

—

Ownership
Fayette

—

New

;

Orleans

— Boone;
—The

Cotton

Valley

Roseland.

—Joy;

in

sold

to

Theater Co.

New

Lin-

Wednesday
Gaumont

British

Corp. buys Provincial
matograph chain giving firm control ?
of
Kingdom.
Canon William Sheafe Chase film confer,
theaters in United
capital

proves

flop.

Friday

Hiram S. Brown named
KeithOrpheum.

president of

Warner

stockholders

Stanley

Cleveland House

Cle^^cland
Herman Smith has
sold the Stork to Saks &
Blusinsky.

Boston

— Stuart.

MICHIGAN
Changes

in

Berkley— The Berkley,
by

—

—

—

White

reported

ready

heads
Trade
Commission
Allied Association move.
_

&

Baxter;

Unionville

Guy R. Allen by N.
Urbana— Electric, sold to

H. R. Rush.

n.

J.

Craven;

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

— Royal,

Photo
Engraving

sold

Rose, Jr.;
Ed Hall by

Specialists

sold

Decatur sold to Joe Kizinski
Sam
Detroit— Clairmount, sold
Chas.
Kam by Julius Herman Crane, tosold
to
K.
Sadlowski by Thos. Horton
Ferryfield, sold to Ferry field
Oper. Co. by London Oper. Co.; Fredro, sold to
Geo. E.
IJoyle by S. A. Janiszewski
Gratiot, sold
S. ,I=^"sheancs by J. M. Leasia
Priscilla. sold to N. Gorback
by H. A. Silverberg; Victoria, sold to David
Friedman
^'°" River— Cozy, sold
.J CT V.
r^J
I",^'^''"'^••^ ^y
E.
Phipps;
ManZ
chester—
Marvctte, sold to R. E. Lewis
by A. J. Ellis; Mt. Clemens— Bijou,
sold
to Leon Krim by W. S.
Buttcrfield; Na;

•

Industry

Ownership

Edgar, sold to

Lawrence Byrd

Mr. Jensen by

Glendive— Rose,

;

bpnngs— Plains,

sold
•

to

Hot

to
Simon Taylor
Circuit; Kamas Prairie— Paradise,
sold to
Floyd Carter by E. K. Taylor ;Winnett—
Aristo, sold to W. F. Griebel
by Jack M.

sold

DAY AND NIGHT

Suckstorff.

_

Closings

.

Ba.nville-Bluebird

;

Big

iSandy-Grand

Dillon— Hartwig DrumjI^'"'""^''
Hardin-The Hardin;
MZ.'7-^,"'"i'r''r/Miles
City Vclda.
:

;

—

;

NEW HAMPSHIRE

;

H

in

Jack Suckstorff by T. E. Vallancey

;

?

Motion Picture

Worland— Peoples.

Edgar—The

—
by

„'

;

Changes

—

Jtidie

to the

;

MONTANA

Leonard Leone

Beulah— Pavillion,

r^

.Changes in Ownership

u

I

K- E. Smiley
tT^'^''''""' ;^°'^ »°
Groveton— Star, sold to
^';?'"<^?;
c
."''';..'''' J- "• ^^^^^•. Hinsdale
W^'
""'' ^^- ^'"'''^"
b7'R."'c.Vnd''reth':
I

V

TT

bl

spik

Canada from Scotland.

C.

Closings
Alton— Isis; Clayton— Airdome De Kalb—
The De Kalb; Foley— Foley Hall; Griggsville
Star; Hunter— Community
Iberia—
Electric; Kansas City— Liberty Lanagan—
The Lanagan; Rolla— Lyric; St. Joseph

—Park

Roy Linderman by W. L. Olson
Champion The Champion, sold to Emil
Rmguitz by Geo. Metherell & Walter La
Forest; Coldwater— Tibbiets, sold
to
D.
R. Vanes by H. D. Brown; Decatur
The
to

to

Managing Carleton Place House
Toronto— The Star, Carleton Plai
Ont., now is under management
C. J. Shaw, who recently arrived

—

to

Ownership
sold to

f

Ra-

;

—

Closings

in

deal.

—

.

showi

Thanksgiving Day.

St.
Louis Criterion, sold to H. M. E.
Pasmezoglu by N. Fiorito; Palm, sold to
Mrs.
Caroline
Thien by Lous Stahl
Southampton, sold to Walter Brueggman;
Silex— The Silex, sold to Joe Schorle by

N

coln

—

;

—

—

Quincy Point— Casino,

—

—
—

;

—

—

—

;

Changes in Ownership
East Boston Gem, sold to N. E. Theaters
Oper. Co.; Florence Cosmian Hall, sold
to A. M. Porcheron by C. E. Chute; I^eominster Capital, sold to H. F. Farrell by
F. P. Sharby; Marlboro
The Marlboro,
sold to N. E. Theaters Oper. Co.; Milford
^Milford Opera House, sold to
E.
Theaters Oper. Co.;
North Attleboro—
Elm, sold to N. E. Theaters Oper. Co.;

—

to

;

J.

at film conference sponsor
by Canon William Sheafe
Chi

Myers

—

— Superba, sold to H. Cole and
Edwin Forest by B. N. Livingston; Westminister— Star, sold to Grace M. Fisher by
Geo. Osborne.
MASSACHUSETTS

.applied

capital

Saturday
Shelbyville

—

Rose-

Ownership

Baltimore

Lesterville

;

Curryville;

sold

;

MARYLAND
Changes

— New

in Ownership
Alton Light & Power
Co. by Mrs. J. H. Botts; Anderson Electric, sold to Ray Morrow by Wm. Christensen
Cooter The Cooler, sold to U. J.
Pitts by C. A. Gilliland and Q. C. Wagster; Cuba
Nicales, sold to Clara Stephen
by G. R. Hamilton; Fayette Alamo, sold
to T. D. Block by Mrs. S. B. Allison;
Frankford Liberty, sold to Musgrove &
Williams by Harry S. Bowen
Glenwood
Idle Hours, sold to H. W. Daniels by
I. C. Johnson
Kansas City Bancroft, sold
to J. E. Exfer by John Elsea
New Palace
sold to S. P. Poison by Alec Mashoon
Marshall^Nugen, sold to Enoch E. Arbuckle by E. M. Nugen Memphis Majestic, sold to R. S. Dhority by Mrs. H.
L.
Bridgman
Morehouse
Tokio, sold to
Wm. Collins by J. H. Fox; Noel Bijou,
sold to Ray Morrow by Wm. Christensen

Alton—'Isis,

J. Taylor;
Thompson & Ed-

^

Gag

Biophone plans to manufacture 200 or
disc
reproducing machines monthly
now making six machines daily.

Changes

— Mars,

:5pyros Skouras coming to New
York to
lieaclquarters as head of
Warner
chain.

to

Opera House.

—

land

Lenox

;

Re- Openings

wards by W. W. Thompson; Rayville
Mecca, sold to T. A. Shea by E. L.
Middleton; Shreveport Lincoln, sold to
Leon Chappeleau by Chas. Morel.

Boyce

by

MISSOURI
New Theaters

— The

Curryville

by D.

Closings

— New

with
E

Thursday

Ownership
& Davis

sold to Fornea

Pine Hall.

—

sold to Felix J. Charlaix
Olla— Lone Star, sold to

in

(joodwin theaters,
Newark,
synchronized
by
Western
system.

at

;

Jonesville
Liberty, sold to R. P. Boyd by
F. Randolph; Logansport
Union, sold to
W. W. Page, Jr., by C. C. Dale; Luling—
The Luling, sold to Mongrue & Herbert
by Geo. Weimer; Manghara Liberty, sold
to Sam Piro by J. Graw ; New Orleans
Fiorito's Dream, sold to N. Fiorito by

Chargois

—Airdome,

iiiterchauce

Kolstadphone invented by Oregon
records sound on disc and film.

W. Herschel Newton —-Amuzu. sold
Mason & Thrash by James A. Owen.

— Cherokee.

Louisville

in

Closings

MISSISSIPPI

LOUISIANA

Ashton

—Winters.

Ownership
sold to Gary & Young

Changes

— Crys-

—

;

Closings

— Star

Vik by

Elbow Lake

tal, sold to B. J. Benfield by E. J. Rekow
Hendricks Pastime, sold to I. C. Clapp
by E. Smelser Montevideo Star, sold to
McCarthy Bros, by Isabel Gatter; Pine
Island
Blue Mouse, sold to E. J. Rew by
Al Stucky.

in

— Lyric,

by Thomas

;

demonstrates

Tuesday

Ownership
to Schindle &

Clarkfield— Star, sold
Bergtold & Cummings

Oneida

;

in

«.««!••

ned.
Biuphoiie

Sonora-Bristolphone schedule calls
for m
facture of 250 machines monthly

—'Royal.

Changes

Monday
Federal Tiade Commission
attitude on
booking not changed despite
ing complaint against First decision
Nationalorous prosecution of Paramount
CM«!i

;

With the arrival of Eddie Crania ger, ace cameranuin, at the Astoria studio, it looks like an Old
Home Week celebration. He and

W arncr

Badger

—

Closings

—

—
—

—

;

Re- Openings

—

Agenda Ryman
Community.

—

MINNESOTA

Melvern

KENTUCKY

spots in sound production
are being ironed out by Roy Pomeroy. Paramount sound expert from
the Coast; R. H. Townsend, recording director at the Eastern plant and
G. E. Stewart, sound engineer also
at Astoria.
*
*
*

busy

McCune

;

—

*

Rough

eastern

;

to

sold to A. R. Ball by C. W.
Nickerson Gem, sold to Fred

ago.

*

B. Grimes
F. Reed

L.

—

;

—

by

by Fitzgerald & Palmer; Norwich
The Norwich, sold to A. H. Henson by
B. A. Little; Overland Park— Overland,
sold to Mrs. Mary McCambridge by P. K.
Hcndrix; Satanta Satanta, sold to L. W.
Neel by Geo. A. Arterburn; Utica Olympic, sold to H. E. Davis by Ray Schell.

*

*

W.

to

Happy Hour,
Ingels
Frisch

Ownership

in

Champion

;

sold to G. M. Pohlenz
Lebo— Peerless, sold

Week's Headline

i!

Closings

—The

Columbiaville
Columbia; Detroit Oriole; Fowlerville
Orpheum
Ishpeming
Butler
Kelso
White Pigeon; Metamora Family; Middleton Gould; New Boston
Davis; Redford—The Redford.

—

Blonde ptdchritude is provided the
RCA studio by Margaret Quimby,
who is playing opposite George Jesscl a?(d Sonia Karlo^i, former Follies
girl who went Russian when she
landed in Hollywood about two years

like

Champion

KANSAS
Anthony

—

;

Changes in Ownership
Oakland Beach Scenic, sold to Peter GagHone by Mr. Lambert.

runs.

*

—

—

RHODE ISLAND

RCA

Sound

;

;

r'EORGE: JKSSEL

*

—

ter La Forest
Onaway Family, sold to
G. E. Laing by Henry Dean Palmer The
Palmer, sold to Emil Ringuitz by Geo.
Metherell and Walter La Forest; Quincy
Gem, sold to Chas. Peebles by D. E. Glower; Republic
The Republic, sold to Emil
Ringuitz by George Metherell and Walter
La Forest
Watervliet
Paramount, sold
to C. W. Jordan by H. C. Monroe.

T

-T^

250

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus

4M 1-2-3

And, History JVill RepeatThe original motion picture
...workable long

rolls...

film

colored film

base.. duplicating film.. panchromatic
negative.... the history of the

American mo-

tant developments in
tion picture materials
of this

impor-

is

a factful story

Company's cooperation with

the cinematographic industry.

Obviously an association that has
borne such fruits in the past can be
expected

to

repeat

in

the future.

For 1929 the Eastman resources and
Eastman cooperation are pledged

anew

to the further

the motion picture

advancement

of

art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N.

Y.

Todanr

M^:f.
3

^ilkiiigNewsreels\\^eklf

As more theatres
are

wired,

each

in every city can

house

show

its

own

exclusive talking newsreel, thanks
to the

world-wide news recording or-

ganization of

Fox Movielonews. William

Fox, having, with characteristic foresight,

developed and perfected sound on film,
for exterior as well as studio recording,
is

now photographing
the

—

the news

of

world in sound and action

throughout North and
South America, Europe,
Africa and Asia.
m^'

W

F

MOVIETONEWS
Jm,

It

Speahs for Itself
3 Times Every

Week

Varner- Stanley -F. N. Deal Seen Ratified Today
ALL THE NEWS

ALLTHE TIME

yFILMDOH
OL.

XLVI

Tuesday, December

No. 54

Long Heads

\T

the listening posts

all

United States
have their ears
the ground, their guns primed
id the barrels trained on motion
legislators

In Washington, many
ingressmen have declared an

Col.

ctures.

WAn'

OFPOSniON TO

Deal
RCA

season on films and there, too,
dications have it that the snipers

brushing up on their

STlNlfV

markmanMeeting

The game

to be stalked to its

is

time and, w^hile the

DEU DiaiVES

in

Wilmington, Del.

day, W'arner stockholders,

ed

it

to-

night, will approve the deal

last

uises

The

be pretty severe.

)

kill-

and the hurts are destined

y might well
Dr the shock.

brace
It's

itself

now

on the way.

capital, several

developed in the

Warner

earnings

the

for

tute

the

first

new

quarter

fiscal

around $3,000,000

year,

three
consti-

the comare reported

which

will

le

oil

those

investigation

liscomfort of a

of gentlemen,

';ems fixed in his intent to

:

serving

as

probe the

Department

idustry with the
ce

general

to the

number

a

of Jus-

back-

convenient

3or.

Washington knows

its

Walsh

and,

(Wild

UP TO W.

E.

Off ICIALS

make

not only a high for any quarter in
company history but for any other
Profits for
previous complete year.
the year ended Aug. 31, 1928 totaled

are to be supplied to the Alhambra,
Canton, O., for showing via the Phonofilm method, is a matter to be

Tri-State Unit Renews
M. P. T. 0. A. Allegiance
Memphis— Rededication of alleg-

taken up by the company with Western Electric, according to advice
given to Ike Silverman, owner of
the house, who is in New York. Fox
has not definitely refused to supply
Movietone subjects, but says that

Whether Fox Movietone

—

Bill)

CoL William
Donovan, who

handling trust proceedings
for the Dept. of Justice, is being mentioned as practically
of
Presidentcertain choice
Eiect Hoover for attorney general in the new cabinet.

PHONOHLM SERVICE HELD

hanging fire,
nly one appears to have a chance.
i/alsh of Montana, senatorial fire$2,044,841.
irand and prosecuting attorney in

Of

upending.

J.
is

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Regular bombardWashington
ment of anti-trust suits will be diJVasliington

of

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington

few

last

months ended Nov. 30 which
pany's

matters are

(IVash. Bur. of

of

weeks are understood to have been

indus- dissipated.

Montana Push
At the

have

to

instability

declared
a
stock
is
stumbling block in the deal,
being
shareholders
Victor
exchanging their
to
averse
stock for an issue which fluctuates as much as does RCA.

appear-

of Actions to

be Undertaken

RCA

whereby Warner Bros, assume control of the Stanley Co. and of First
as
thorough
as
be
not
will
g
National. Objections to purchase of
)me would like to have it, the First National which were reported
this

ir

On

is

Market

stood.

ip.

Still

'"

Donovan Says That

Number

continuing to dicker
for a merger with Victor Talking Machine Co., it is under-

lien

e

Price 5 Cents

1928

BOMBARDMENT OF ANTI-TRUST
SUITS IS PLANNED BY U. S.

over

today,

the

4,

pictures

iance to the M.P.T.O.A. was passed for the moment its hands are tied,
at a meeting here yes- pending outcome of the conferences
terday of directors of the Tri-State on the subject with Western Elecexhibitor unit, embracing Tennessee,
tric.
iContmued on Page 7)

unanimously

—

rected against the picture industry
in the near future by the Dept. of
Justice, which already has instituted
three actions for the purpose of securing legal interpretations as to the
validity of certain practices, according to the annual report of Col. William J. Donovan, assistant to the At-

torney General in charge of antiproceedings, just made public.
The investigation made in 1926 by
the Dept. of Justice of operations of
trust

{Continued on Page

6)

BAN ON KIDS UNDER 16
IS

UPHELD

IN

QUEBEC

Inowing him, has developed a size'ble

respect for his capabilities. This
in a more or less vague

'ay,

is

Montreal All children under 16
years of age, whether accompanied
by adults or not, are prohibited from
last night for
attending a picture show in the ProNearly one thousand dollars was received up to
The response has been most vince at any time as a result oi
The goal is $10 000 by decision of the superior court, upenthusiastic and the big push is just starting.
of the antiof those who have holding constitutionality
names
the
The
Christmas. To-day we start printing
juvenile law in the province.
Add your name to this bunch of regular fellows and court squashed the 30 writs of prohil)icontributed
The cause is the most tion which had been secured by as
watch it grow daily from now until Christmas.
{Continued on Page 3)
To take care ot
business.
old
little
worthy that has ever struck this
in this industry.
of

acquainted with the Walsh
but unfortunately may

eputation,

ave fuller opportunity to learn

more

bout the eminent lawyer from

Mon-

THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND.

ma.

43 Barrages
Beginning

the

first

of

very slate in the

Union but

lunch legislative

sessions.

lermitted

hrow

January,
five will

its

Having

factors

in

the

business

will

lood of adverse legislation that bids

to descend with the force of a
iContinued on Page 2)

the

EVERYONE

DUTY

F. Rodgers, Vic Shapiro,
Jack Alicoate.

W.

hortly find themselves faced with a

air

is

Meighan,
those sending in the first checks are Tommy
Kann
Joe
Red
Henry Ginsberg, Al Lichtman, Charlie Einfeld,
Yates,
H.
Dannenberg.
Addie
J
Schnitzer, Mrs. Edna Sussman, Miss
Blumenthal Ed Schiller
Lou
Brandt,
Billy
Gallup,
Bruce
Depinet,
Ned

leant less than the dust, the essenial

unfortunates

Among

departments to
around as if they

publicity

millions

—

Fund Gets Fine Start

usiness,

Don

Mersereau,

Messages of commendation of
1

{Continued

on

this

Page

Tommy

Goldberg and

movement continue
7)

to

pour

Midwesco-"U" Theater
Swapping Held Planned

—

Milwaukee Despite a number of
ot
denials, there is persistent reports
a deal between Midwesco (Fo.x) and
Universal, which may take the form
at comof the swapping of theaters
Both firms are expetitive points.

panding

in the

state.
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Yet

dry.
Motion pictures, publicized as the industry of fabulous
wealth, are free with the exception
of scattered censor levies.
You see
how natural it is to turn in the direction of films. The seed was plant-
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"My Man" Opening Dec. 21
"My Man," Fannie Brice Vitaphone
starring vehicle, is to have its New
21

at

War-

the

ner.

Hommell Gets M-G-M
Denver

—James
of

S.
tiie

here succeeding R.

J.

time

that

factors

the

are

future.

heads
compute ways and means of meeting
the storms that are gathering.
It is high time that, for once at
least, the ancient discord that has
ever marked the dealings of buyer

and

is

time

high

that

seller in this field is sidetracked

common good.
high time that the damnfool
tactics and woeful lack of discretion
that have so characteristically marked publicity methods and personal
egotism are relegated to the limb of
the forever lost in favor of what is
good for the business rather than for
the glory of the individual.
It is high time to bring together,
without outside influence, the responsible factors in production, distributo further the
It

Dec. 10-11
Dec. 17

is

P.

Club

annual

M.P.T.O.

of
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dinner

of officers of
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f
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Charlotte.

and
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installa

Club of

li
I

New York

house
banquet

Annual

in St. Louis cpl
of
M.P.T.O.

Eastern Pennsylvania.
annual ball.
M.
New York.

26

Jan.

First

New

1

Oklahoma

York.
Dec. 25
Jan. 20

|

City.

Annual meeting
North Carolina at

Testimonial

long

.

P.

ClutJ

Comerford House Opens]
The Reviera ComerfJ
house, was opened last night wj
the showing of First National's "LiJ
Time" accompanied with sound, ll
Scranton

—

house seating 1,250 is especially c|
structed
for
sound pictures
equipped with both Movietone
Vitaphone.

Jacques Feyder Arriving
Jacques Feyder, French direc
arrives
will

in

New York

tonight,

remain a short time before

M-G-M

ing for the

and exhibition, whether affiliated
unaffiliated to talk matters over

leil

studio.

tion

or

and evolve what can be done.
It is high time to sponsor a trade
practice parley of and for the induscompany in the field. Profits will try without Federal intervention.
demoiistrate themselves as something This we now advocate.
under ten per cent of the gross.
N

T. M. Alexander Dies

Thomas M.

Alexander,

53,

headed the government's film acl_
ties

during the war, died

Wh

at

Plains.

KAN

Sound Films for

Home

RESULT GETTING MANAGER!

National Screen Service
Stock Issue Now Ready
Vry

Now Offered by De
— Cine-Tone, sound picture

Chicago

device for the home, is being offered
for Christmas by the De Vry Corp.
It consists of a regular 16 nnn. projector, geared to a turntable, with
tone arm and electric "pick up." This
latter connects the sound direct with
a radio loud speaker.
The gear
shafting forces synchronization between the action on the screen and
the sound on the record. The device
is to cost less than the usual 16 mm.

using

York premiere Dec.

taxa-

not economically geared to
bear the load of burdensome imposts.
If you doubt this statement, you are
referred to the balance sheets of every

First
of

M.

election.

York.
day
of

Okla.

shaken out of their
self-contentment and replace complacency with some thought for the

10 years experience with a record of
successful operation of all types of
houses, seeks change where proven
ability

National Screen Service Corp., has
been formed in Delaware to take over
assets of National Screen Service,
with an issue of 45,000 shares of no
par value capital stock being placed
on the market in New York, underwritten by Samuel Ungerleider & Co.
Shares will be offered late this week.

New House

for
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for a
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Machine,
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Address
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City
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etc.
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Room 404

compensated.

Box A-100.
Broadway

Aberdeen
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be

AMALGAMATED

theater.

Recording

will

inquiries

Pine
Tree
Co. has purchased a site

Amusement

Schools, Churches

LAST PRICE QUOTED

new manager

The industry cannot stand
tion. It is

high

is

1!

I

Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Cit]

I

/

5

55
14
8

.

to presage.

ager of First National Pathe, Ltd.
is expected to sail tomorrow for New
York to be present at the discussions
which will take place regarding the
future sound policy of First National

30
33

4 J4

...

What

difficult

a short-sighted
the crop will be is

—
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Bach Coming to N. Y. For Confab
London W. A. Bach, general man-
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It

bacco.
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very

Am.

effect.

More than SO per cent of the states
now impose a tax on cigars and to-

ed

Financial

in

Annual

Remedies

Take note

tax
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The Situation

Published daily except Saturday

post-office at

Maybe. Dig into the
Alarmist
Ridiculous stories about
cataract.
star costs, negative costs and the- legislative sentiment throughout mos.t
ater costs have been read and filed of America on matters pertaining to
films if you would gather for yourin legislative councils and now the
folly of it all is about to assert itself. self convincing evidence that what we
every word of it.
outline here is fact

4,
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Ban on Kids Under 16
Is Upheld in Quebec

Columbia Studios Active

(CoiitiiiiicJ

from Pat/c

Short Shots from
New York Studios

1)

many

exhibitors of Montreal to halt
criminal
proceedings against them
ARTHUR W. EUDY
tor alleged infractions of the law. The
Knorr has gone niatricase will h<i appealed.
niony in company with Ruth
When these writs had been obtained, the new law was not en- Grey, formerly of "The Music Box
forced pending outcome of action Revue" and George White's "Scanagainst Jules Duhamel, Montreal ex- dals." He is supervising art director
hibitor, in a test case, the judgment for the Capitol and also M-G-M i

^^By

,

ARTHUR

:\

riLMS IN WORK,

A

Little

from aLots

THERS BEING PREPARED

RALPH

By
pictures are in production
several others in preparation.
iij
Vjanwhile work is progressing on
sound studios.
t\Ii
Irank Capra is at work directing

IV ILK

Generation,"

Younger

from

to
Is
"It
play,
Hurst's
Fanie
in
Ligh." Jean Hersholt is starred
Basquette,
Lina
including
acast
R;a Rosanova, Ricardo Cortez and
This will be
R< Lease, principals.
chronized with music, dialogue
s

ail

effects.

to

Hollywood

ive

'"ke

yy

SPOILS

of Lust," the travesty on
"talkies"
written
by Joseph
Jackson and William Jutte, was presented at the Writers' Club, Holly-

apply

in

all

Eastern studio.

cases.

No Attempt to Halt RCA

James A. Fitz

Subject Over Phonofilm
O. — No effort has been

just

Patrick,

who has

gungplanked from the British

Isles, is enthusiastic

about his plans

more mem.bers of

the Music
series of shorts.
With a
made to interfere with showing of
wood, by Carmel Myers and Ray- "The Toilers," synchronized by RCA Broadway
score
now available
mond Hatton, while Fanny Brice Photophone, which opened Satur- through synchronization he looks for
was playing it in the East. Here, it day at the house.
bigger and better playdates.
was part of the dinner entertainment
tendered William J. Locke, the novelRoss Heads World-Wide Branch
The men who are doing all the
ist.
Minneapolis Mark Ross has been shooting at M-G-M's Eastern plant
*
*
appointed manager of the World- are: Al Lane, first camera, Charles
Charles Klein's love of music al\\'ide exchange here, whose physical
Harten, second camera, and Sol

Canton,

for six
.Master

if

it

if

—

4>

Kenton and a company most cost him, his wrist watch. He
distribution will be handled by Edu- Midwall and Walter Holcombc. Jack
and was attending Fritz Kreisler's con cational. The appointment was made Shallitt is doing the still work.
vit, "Little Billy," Pat Harmon
cert and before applauding heartily
*
*
*
A.n Roscoe, are on location at El deposited his watch on his chair by Joseph N. .SkirboU, sales manager of World-Wide, which is to beXiinte, winter quarters of the Al G.
Still enthusiastic, Charlie left the
The familiar face of Schuyler
E-ncs circus, filming "The Side- concert hall minus his timepiece gin activity in January.
Grey, who used to produce in the
sf'W."
East for Pathe, is noiv seen in New
Several minutes later he returned
Denver Exhibitor Acquitted
vnother picture in work is pro- and found the watch after some difYork and environs. Schuyler has
of
Denver
It
took
just
seven
minutes
sequence
final
gissing on the
been with Pathe at the Coast for
ficulty.
for
a
jury
to
render
a
verdict
of
Trevor,
acC.

K.rle

hTded by Ralph Graves, Marie Pre-

—

Youth."
Forbes and

"!;stless

Norman

*

Marceline Day
Christy Cabanne is
h.d the cast.
Another stage is being
diicting.
pipared for "The Faker," suggested
Hughes' story "Seeing
b Rupert
Elph

Delaney
Warner Oland are

members

ofer

of

the

cast

selected

sffar.
licott Dunlap is directing "Object/,mony," Lois Wilson's first prodtion for Columbia this season.
Allan and Douglas Gilmore
J gh

a

c
t

n
il

the cast.
'he staff of writers has been
ased by addition of Stuart

Peter Milne and Jack

ny,

whom

ies

Lien

his first love
for 12 years.

is

another story.
progressing rapidly on
is
construction of two sound stages

were started upon arrival
Cohn on the Coast.

vich
I^rry

of

— Fox.

"Silence

Al was with Fox

He

is

in

Writing? Barker Story
Jack Natteford is busily engaged
writing a story with the locale in

Switzerland which is to be one of
the Reginald Barker specials for TifFrances Hyland is also
fany-Stahl.
working on a story for Barker tentatively

called

Mast," which

is

"The

Top

of

the

soon to go into pro-

duction.

New York

Rivoli

Metropolitan

Boston

Howard
Indiana
Palace

Atlanta
Indianapolis
Dallas

Texas

San Antone

West Coast Thea.

California

Riviera

Omaha
New Haven

Metropolitan
Fort Worth

Oscar Apfel Cast
Signs Murray
Oscar Apfel, one-time director, has
Murray has been signed
Keith-Albee-Orpheum for a 12- been cast by Fox in "False Colors,"

Fort Worth

Book Xmas and
PHONE!

De

;

Des Moines
Houston

Capitol

West Adds Two

Witt Jennings and James
Bradbury, Jr., have been added to
United Artned by Paramount to produce at the cast of "Nightstick,"
of
Long Island studio. No picture ists' first talkie, under direction
West.
Roland
been selected for him as yet.
Joins Paramount
Millard Webb, director, has been

CRUSOE''

Olympia

Arthur Stone, Marjorie Beebe and
George Bickel, has been completed
under the direction of Henry Lehrman.

by Milton Gropper.

Webb

to free lance.

" ROBINSON

Your A" Finished
"Sound Your A," an all-talking
Fox Sign.s Sylvia Sydney
comedy short, with
iylvia Sydney, formerly of "God's Fox Movietone

ry

Hale Leaving Pathe?
Alan Hale is reported leaving Pathe

home

who was

BOOKED

golden," but talkie
not believe the

"Sciund

o-Lightning" and "Crime," has been
Her
s ned
for two years by Fox.
f t
picture on the Coast will be
"
irough Different Eyes" from the

his

som,e time.

Publix Theatres

maxim.

An-

screen adaptation

Dickson,
murder,

E.

THESE

producers do

are

writing

who edited several
features, is back to

will edit "Big Boy,"
which John Ford is directing, with
Victor McLaglen starred.
*
*

Wag-

Vork
t

Harry Langdon

in-

Jinnie Grey is preparing the dial(ue for Columbia's first all-talker,
"ne Donovan Affair," and Sonya

A.

*

Al de Gaetana,

working on veproduction.
immediate

of
for

all

of

of a 19-year old youth,
visiting Mrs. Dickson.

on his return to Hollywood;
Joe Shea motoring on Western Ave.

in

,

case

in

charged with first degree
for tlie shooting to death in

being given a hearty welcom,e

Charles

a triple role.
C|5ton Glass and

quittal

Our Passing Show: Blonde
Earle W. {"Pinky") Wingard

Phil Rosen is director,
lings."
Logan
lie story presents Jacqueline
if

*

>»

New
WIRE!

From the Published Book
By Daniel Defoe

Year dates Now!
WRITE!

ADVENTURES PICTURES COMPANY
701

Seventh Ave.,

New York

Phone Bryant 6087

K-A-O

3harlie

He will open at the Palran.
Chicago on Feb. 3.

^ek run.

in

with George O'Brien and Lois

Mo-

PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION THROUGH

FB O

ARE YOU PROTECTED?
Before buying your sound device it is important to analyze the integrity of its sponsors, the future support and service you can rely on for
the maintenance of the machine.

Even more important than

this is the

every single part of the machine
fringements.

is

WESTH

assurance that

free of patent in-

How would you like to have your show

stopped suddenly and your machine ripped out?
That is exactly what you face unless you are propNeWCOMB CARLTON.

erly protected.

The supreme

feature of Sonora-Bristolphone

is

Received at
BPA 103 28 NL

the

you against such contingencies!
This machine has not been created to meet the hurried demand for sound that now prevails. It is the
result of many years of perfection by Professor Bristol of the Wm. H. Bristol Co., which has been manufacturing commercial recording devices for the past
protection

it

PRESIDI

4j

offers

Sonora Bristolpl?
60 West 57
Palace Theatre o;
with Paramount t
Manhattan Cockti
Bristolphone rej
Audience enthus
gratulations- |
i

forty years.

The name, Sonora,

world-wide in its reputation
for making the best sound recording instruments.
is

Last, but very important to you, Sonora-Bristolphone
within the reach of all exhibitors.

Investigate these facts; find out

then draw your

own

who

is

J.

W.

Wa:
jn

is

sold at a price

buying Sonora-Bristolphone;

conclusions!

N

PHYSICALLY INTEIVCHANCEABLE

WITH]

KNOW YOUR MACHINE
What makes

Sonora-Bristolphone the most desirable sound system on
the market today?

SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION: Any

pNION

can learn to operate

it

after

an hour's instruction.

RE-SYNGHRONIZING FEATURE: A
device

it

unique

possible for the operator, in case of

break of film, to re-synchronize the picture without
any loss of time.

^'KfNS. FIRST Viee-PRESIOBNT

jDec. 2 PM 957
.lY 40lANBURY CONN 2

CONVENIENCE:

coupling between
projectors and turntables enables the placing of turntables in most convenient position in the booth.

(

NY
phone tonight
version of
II
houses stop
irvelous stop
ic

Electrical

DYNAMIC SPEAKERS:

Superb cones insure distortionless amplification, resulting in clear, sweet
tone in any volume.

I}.

i

NON-SYNCHRONOUS MUSIC:

von-

of
I'heatre,

>anbury.

makes

person

machine permits playing

of

Adaptability

non-synchronous

records.

Conn.

WIRING:
wiring, lessening cost of

DELIVERY:
plication.

Compactness of machine requires
installation compared to others.

less

Installed within 30 to 60 days after acceptance of apMachines are being allotted in the order of receipt of

application.

SYSTEMS USED BY OUTST/^NDING PHODUCEaS

THE

cBtl

DAILV

Bombardment
Trust Suits
(Coy\tinucd

of Anti- Pathe International to
Handle Color Films

Planned

from I'age

1)

Boards of Trade, which was,
ImIiii
followed by certain changes in their
practices to remove objections raised
by the department, did not entirely
meet the situation, and in January,
1927. the report states, a thorough

Tuesday, December

Sound Pictures

A. George Smith, managing direcof Pathe International CorporaLondon offtce, states plans
tion's

tor

CHARLES

iBy

have been completed whereby P. I.
C. will distribute in Great Britain Talkers Create Serious
six one-reel color films produced unSituation, Australian Says
der the Blattncr Keller-Dorian sys- West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Rights for this process was
tem.
Walter M. Marks,
Hollywood
and comprehensive investigation into acquired by the Eastman company M. P., Royal Commissioner of Moindusthe
of
practically every phase
for the rest of the world outside of tion Pictures and Censorship in Austry was instituted.
England a few months ago.
tralia is here for a ten day visit.
"As this work has progressed and
Marks believes the situation regardillegal
as conditions believed to be
ing the "talkies" is a serious one and
have been disclosed, the decision has Three-Cornered Building
warns the producers to be careful
been made to submit without delay Race at
Seen
"less they lose sight of the great
to the proper court the determinaBuilding race is triumphs created by the silent drama."
Pa.
Germantown,
stathat
so
questions
specific
of
tion
He does not believe that the "silent
in the offing here between Walter
bility and certainty could be estabwill ever be entirely xeplaced
drama
raze
the
plans
to
who
Stuempfig,
Donovan de-

—

Germantown

—

lished in the industry,"
"A group of
clares in his report.
three such cases has already been instituted and from the present state
of the inquiry it would seem that
necessarily
be
will
cases
other
brought to clarify fully the entire
film situation."

of the three cases now under
District
in the
Court for the Southern District of
New York and the third was brought

Two

way were brought

The first New York
in Chicago.
case is designed to test the legality
of agreement between distributors of
films to contract with exhibitors for
under
pictures
exhibition
of
the
agreed, uniform contracts, particularly providing for arbitration of the
disputes arising under such contracts
and to test the legality of the rules
under which the Film Boards operate
In this
and enforce their awards.
suit the defendants named are Paramount, M-G-M, First National, Universal, United Artists, Fox, Pathe,
FBO, Vitagraph and Educational,
corporations substantially controlling
the production and distribution of
films in the United States; the M.
P. Prod. & Dist. of America, Inc.,
an association of which all defendant
distributors are members; and 32
Film Boards.
The second case, naming substansame defendants, is known

tially the

as the First National suit, and
for its purpose the testing of

Germantown and

build a 4,200 seatStanlej% which plans a 3,800-seat
house costing $1,500,000 and Fox, who
reported planning a 5,000 seat
is
house.
er;

operations of the
Film
the
committees
of
Boards.
It is the contention of the
department that distributors can not
agree among themselves as to the
terms and conditions under which
they will enter into contracts with
new owners or operations of theaters, and that the credit committee
does not deal primarily with credit
matters.
legality
credit

of

the

The Chicago

suit is

an outgrowth

the strike of theater employees
that city, the defendants, M-G-M,
Paramount, First National, Univer-

of

by the

talkies."
is in charge of censorship in
Australia in addition to being a mem-

Marks

He is making a
ber of Parliament.
world tour to study picture condiNinety-eight per cent of the
tions.
pictures exhibited in Australia are
American-made and, theaters there
could not survive without American
films,

Marks

vice, is to be installed
tal basis, under plans

the

only on a ren-

announced by
compan}' simultaneously with a

showing

of

onstrating

two short
the

An

dem-

subjects,

interchangeability

of
to

sal,

United Artists, Fox, Pathe, FBO,
Vitagraph, Columbia and Renown
Pictures,
corporations engaged in

the distribution of films, 12 individual exchange managers in the city
of Chicago for these distributors, an
association of exhibitors or theater

Darmour's Next Year
Product All in Sound

has

dispute

the

Assn.

the
between
Exhibitors'
and union employees.

installation fee

West Coast Bureau,

is
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COVERS
EVERYTHING

GOES

EVERYWHERE

—

Charlotte, N. C.
Several Vitapl
installations will be completed in
state within the next 30 days, inc

ing the Lyric and Gastonian,
Gastonia, the Broadhurst at IPoint, Quarles' new theater at Burl
ton, the Wilson at Wilson, and
ported for installation not later
Jan. 15 are the Sams theaters
the Colonial at Winston-Salem,
cent installations are the Card
Fayetteville,
Rialto (old
the
at Durham, and the Ca'
Salisbury.
The Imperial at
lumbia, S. C. will be equipped
sound Jan. 7.
This is the sec
sound house for Columbia, the ]
Ideal,
having
formerly the
equipped for several weeks and
ing a phenomenal business.

pheum)
at

1

Lady

of the Lake," based on Wa''
The feature, ii
Scott's novel.
with sound, was filmed in the I
ish Isles, with Percy Marmont p
ing the lead. Fitz Patrick, who me
the picture in association with Ga
borough Pictures, has been abr

since August.
to make six

Patrick inte
shorts for
Music Master series and also six^
Famous Overtures, both series
Fitz

more

have synchronized scores.

New

Technique Held

Larry Darmour has returned from
Needed for Talfa
and will go into producNew production technique is nee
tion immediately with three units to for talkers, and from the econom
complete his present schedule for standpoint, it is desirable that
FBO. Upon the completion of these new technique be first developed

New York

pictures, Darmour will make immediate plans to start on his next year's
program which will be made entirely

sound and dialogue using
Photophone.

in

RCA-

Maurice Baron Does Score
Synchronization and musical scor-

Filmdom' s Recognized Book Of
Reference For Past Ten Years

Vitaphone Installations
Being Rushed in Soi

'"

the device.

in restraint of interstate trade and commerce in films to
that city, by an agreement between
the defendants to refuse to deliver
films during the existence of a labor

HYNES^

Fitz Patrick Returns
Reeltone to be Marketed
After Making Scott Tail
Only on Rental Basis James A. Fitz Patrick has retuii
Reeltone, disc synchronization de- to New York after producing

be charged, after which the exhibitor
pays a weekly rental fee. The contract is for one year with option of
renewal.

with conspiracy

F.

I

says.

in

owners operating in Chicago, and
two of its officers, being charged

4,

ing on "Submarine" now showing at
the Capitol, New York, was done by
Maurice Baron of the Irving Berlin
Corp. Baron also worked with Erno
Rapee in scoring "What
Price
Glory," "Street Angel," and "Seventh

Heaven."

the short talker field, declares Jos
P. Kennedy, whom is en route

New

York.

Voice Tests Passed
Voice tests have been passed

members

of the

cast

of "First

1

"Children of the Ritz," wh
co-features
Dorothy Mackaill
Jack Mulhall, including Kathryn 1
Guire, Doris Dawson, James Fc',
Edward Burns, Aggie Herring A
Evelyn Hall. John Francis DillorS
directing from Adelaide Heilbrc!
tional's

i

adaptation.

Scarborough Dialogue Consultant
Talking in "Shady Lady"
George Scarborough has been engaged by United Artists as consultSound sequences for "Shady Lai'
ing dramatist on dialogue pictures. to be handled by E. H. Griffith, c:i
His first assignment is "Masquer- to the microphone those who H
ade," the Griffith picture to be com- leads in the silent version, includ!
pleted Dec. 12.
Phyllis Haver, Louis Wolheim, I'
Armstrong and Russell Gleason.

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE
for

motion

photography, by
hour, day or week.

and

still

Etchcraft Film
454-458 Sixth Ave.

New York

I

Combining on Talker

Louis Gasnier, screen director, d
Edwin Knopf, stage director,
f
merge effort in the filmirig of a "'«
titled
temporarily
duction
1'

Studios

(at

28th St.)

City

Longacre :0109. Chickering 7788 and
Chickering 2989

Genius"
original

for

Paramount.
N. Robson.

It

is

"

by W.

'I

:

I

.....

.

THE
December

jiday,

eM2l

DAILV

1928

4,

Daily Relief
iind Gets Fine Start
^im

(Continued from Page

THE

undertaking this work
neither seeks nor de-

ill

DAILY

,1

It is a privliege that
nedit.
be shared in liy all.
(lay we are printing the first
statement of the fund. There
il
one penny of expense. Every
goes to worthy charity in
R business.
See that
IS
Reon the list to-morrow.
It is
lur it is not the amount.
iinit and desire to help that really

1

f

1)

RELIEF FUND STATEMENT

i

(

I

I

I

1

1

YOUR

I

I

,

II

Film Daily Relief Fund,
1650

New

November

•

1928

23,

Broadway
York City.

Gentlemen
Complying with your request, I have made a detailed examination of
the books, records and vouchers of The Film Daily Relief Fund, and as a

.

Grow

atch This List

result of the examination,

I

Exhibit "A"

n y Meighan
Einfeld

la 's

Ginsberg

!r

chtman
dlKann

submit herewith the following:

— Statement

of Cash Receipts and
Disbursements for the period begun
December 6, 1927, and ended No-

vember

tlrhnitzer

rsEdna Sussman
sAddie Dannenberg
Yates

Schedule

1

— List

of

19,1928.

Contributors.

Very

:d3cpinet

truly yours.

JACOB

Gallup

J

ll;Brandt

luBlumenthal
I

ichiller

.

r.

L.

COOPERSMITH,
Accountant

Certified Public

*

Rodgers

cihapiro
)r

Mersereau

RECEIPTS

m y Goldberg
cl

1

Alicoate

Unit Renews
P. T. O. A. Allegiance

-State
I.

(Continued from Page

Contributions (See Schedule 1)
Interest on Bank Balances

1)

Mississippi.
Payment
affiliation fee was authorized
le
c meeting which R. F. Woodhull,
r.O.A. president, addressed. M.
ightman, president, was in charge

..

.

meeting.

'

It.-

ew Owner

at Ft. Valley, Ga.

—

The Franklin

Ga.
taken

Valley,

ri

over by Joe
-,
who formerly operated
\'<il
houses in Florida.
This
J c
was, for several years, oper-

been

as

Walter Brandenburg, who
i->->fl of his interest to A. H. Mcwho, in turn, sold to Stoliy

(-

le

.

tgomery House Changes Hands
lanta

—The

Montgom-

has been taken over by
Katz.
It was operated
veral years by Joe Wheeler.

Ala.,

r;

&

h \ss
I

Capitol at

--t

Graves at Cedartown, Ga.

—

'artown, Ga.
The Grand here
n taken over by C. H. Graves,
:^ now operating it.
Joe Wheelr,,h) foimerly ran it and the Cap-

on Montgomery. A!a., is manager.
Grand was damaged by fire
1

months ago and had not been

o

patcd until recently.
lother
liver

Exchange

—The

added to

(.

ii

III

of

i

';

.St.

Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

1

$20.00

2

600.00

3

425.00

4

150.00

5

100.00

6

15.00

7

435.00

8

400.00

9

75.00

10

150.00

11

150.00

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

.

-For
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

.

.

$5,664.47

Relief:

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

12

.

.

....

150.00

.

.

....

100.00

14

.

.

....

125.00

15

..

....

375.00

13

.

.

235.00

.

.

50.00

18.

.

160.00

19.

.

125.00

16
17

20...

275.00

21

100.00

.

.

.

$4,215.00

Leaving a Balance of Cash in the Bank of America as at

November

19,

1928

$1,449.47

STATIONERY PRINTED FREE BY THE BARNES PRINTING COMPANY.
BOOKS AUDITED FREE BY JACOB L. COOPERSMITH, CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANT.
HELP
STAMPS TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, TAXI FARE, STENOGRAPHIC
DAILY.
FILM
AND INCIDENTALS PAID BY THE
'

who

Louis,
iha branches.
.

Wolfberg

exchange has
branches under jurislocal

District

A olfberg,

'

for

70.12

TOTAL RECEIPTS
DISBURSEMENTS

nsas and

r

$5,594.35

Manager Harris
has

Des

the Kansas
Moines and

iburg House Nearing Completion
tchburg, Mass. The Kenmore
'e
is
rapidly nearing completion
n is expected to be opened by Feb.
"i

—

EVERY DOLLAR TO CHARITY
NOT ONE PENNY OF EXPENSE

a o

Y-^:.,,e%ce--^ pally

U^rTor-

if

cv

tot

^'
^'

Co^''"'"
•

a
neat
see^

V

Prem-n leil hy

Itirhartl A.

^"*^.,

Rowland

*A*"'/•<.

irilh

'"'/^.

Louise Fazenda

A WilUatn

'^r/^

\vaS'

A. Seller

Prmlurlion

*r^r
ci^

FIRNT
ITAIIOilAL

GORINNE

GRIFFITH
^^,

EDMUND
with

l/._U.»

.i-»/-.f

TV-..

LiOAVE

'

—

Commission Calls Self-Regulation Business Boon

|

iTHE

THE HEWS
ALLTHE TIME

rFILMDOM
XLVI

HL.

Monday, December

No. 59

U's Like This
this

1*4

very spot on November

we wrote:
Mystery

22,

being talked about in whispers
One of the surprise
arded whispers.
3ves of the year is about to be pulled.
itorts have been made to block every
Yet the story is
'annel of information.
ginning to seep through.
like one
something
Well,
Is it big?
mdred millions are involved, that's all.
;veral of the largest outfits in the whole
scheme of motion pictures are
ctic
deal which, we vouchsafe
lirties (0 the
ight now, will knock the breath out of
ost of the folks who believe themselves
It's

on

November

Ktorialized

theater

li

A

West

Coast

Hollywood— "There

Bureau,

Purchase of a controlling interest
Loew's, Inc., and Metro-GoldwynMayer by William Fox is a possiConferences are entirely inbility.
formal so far, but it is understood

in

THE FILM DAILi

nothing to that report" was comment
in connection with stories linking
United Artists with M-G-M as one step in the plan whereby the
combined organizations will be taken over at a later date by Fox.
A consolidation between United Artists and M-G-M, discussed
on and off for several years, is understood to be an important move
in the general merger plan which calls for absorption of Loew's

25, we
Fox and

is

made by Joseph M. Schenck

ximent with:
And no matter how wild the
tories that reach you may get,
toss them aside lightly,
'.on't
inything might happen.

that the point in the discussion has
been reached where financial statements are being gone oyer.

Denied on two specific occasions
by Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
both Loew's, Inc., and M-G-M, it is
understood on unimnevertheless

M-G-M by the Fox interests.
All such intentions have been vigorously denied, yet the visit
of Nicholas M. Schenck to the coast, while largely in the nature of
a vacation, seems certain to terminate with conferences between
Nicholas and Joseph M., the latter president of United Artists,
along these lines.

and

Today
were referring then to the alnst fantastic yarn that Fox is dickeiig to buy out Loew's and M-G-M.
l:day we are in a position to inform
which won't believe it
a: industry
iVe

peachable authority that sale to Fox
is
being seriously considered, al-

though

not only under way but is
neting with much consideration on
tl part of those who count.
iard to imagine? You bet. When
us some weeks ago,
fi^t
it reached
o- credulous jaw sagged and saggl until our boyish chest impeded
But, dear reader, as
it
progress.
iiredible as it may seem, the front
p;e today tells you exactly what is

NEWCALLBOREAUTOBE

gng

actors,

is

on.

"Twixt Cup and—"

West

Coast

Bureau.

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Call bureau to be
established by the Producers' Ass'n
will not be confined to
and
directors
for writers,
others will be permitted to register
in

January

and calls will be relayed simultaneously to artists and their representaThis bears out the earlier
tives.
statement that the bureau is not deEven then it has signed to eliminate bonafide agents.
d^'n in writing.
;n known to slither off into nothIt is estimated 3,000 actors receiving
Goldwyn and First Na- screen credit will register.
ness.
Fred
It went
nearly.
t nal once merged
Beetson is to supervise the bureau.
s far
that product announcements
\vt printed; First National on one
e
and Goldwyn on the other.
en the deal skidded over division
c product
and the inserts were conSined to the waste paper basket. In

5ut you know how these things
a.
Conversation, even if serious, is
Civersation until something is set

I

i

—

Nothing

'

STUDIO UNIONIZATION

PROCEEDING RAPIDLY

AVAILABLE TO AGENTS
West

Coast

Bureau,

it

—

-

(

t

m

I

'

<

I

And Nick
nothing.
m,
says
henck burns the wires between
)llywood and New York with
lial

upon

denial.

KANN

MYERS SILENT ON ALLIED

of

the

—

that

coast,

is

officially visiting
(Cofitinued on Page

Hollywood
7)

SPEED NEIdEDIpUTOVER
RELIEFjUND

Code

of

control.

The fund this year will be more
representative than before, because of
(.Continued on Page 7)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Self-regulation of industry, as exemplified by the Mo-

—

tion Picture Trade Practice Conference held in New York in October,
1927, is extending rapidly, it is declared in the annual report of the
subWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Federal Trade Commission, just
Washington Chairman Abram F. mitted to Congress. The only disMyers has no comment to make on cussion in the report of the motion
report that he has agreed to take picture conference is a brief review
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 2)

POST ACCEPTANCE REPORT

possible

is

Ethics Included in Report

days,

entirely

continuing at a rapid pace.
The Studio Hairdressers' Ass'n numDRIVE
F. D.
ber 50 members, is unionized and affiliated with the United Scenic Artists' Union, which has 652 members.
Speed is needed if The Film Daily
The M. P. Makeup Artists' Ass'n Relief Fund is to reach its goal of
with 50 members, also is unionized. $10,000 by Christmas, in order to
The organization was formed in pro- carry out efficiently' its work for
tection against seven former mem- 1929.
The fund, organized one year
bers who sought a charter from the ago, has become an institution in the
American Federation of Labor 'and industry, a haven of protection and
classification with the barbers' union. relief for worthy members of the
industry who have met with adversity and misfortunes beyond their
studios

New on Film

was United

Artists
.'1
Goldwyn almost. But the U.
group didn't like one individual
Goldwyn
t'li very important in the
So that died. All
(rcutive line-up.
which proves that the slip between
cup and the lip is still unbridged.
the interim. Bill Fox, true to
flier

is

THE FILM DAILY

—Unionization

Los Angeles

it

Schenck's
nothing may come of it.
stock holdings in Loew's, parent company for M-G-M, together with the
shares held by Louis B. Mayer and
those allied with the latter, are reported to be sufficient to swing the
control if such a step is determined
Schenck, at present on the
upon.

denials notwithstanding, such a

tit,

dil

Gigantic Merger Reported
Making Favorable
Progress

United Artists Merger with M-G-M
Declared
Step in Fox Combine

anent
buying orgy, closing the
Bill

Price 5 Cents

1928

FOX DEAL FOR LOEW'S, M-G-M
ON DESPITE SCHENCK DENIAL

imune from this sort of thing.

\gain

10,

Another Proof

—

Allentown, Pa. Another interchangeability demonstration
is

being given by Biophone at

the Strand here, where the device is plajring discs recorded
by the Western Electric system

and sjmchronizing "Wings."

H

.

THE
Monday, December

Myers

The Industry's
Date Book

(Continued from Pa^e 1)
Monday. Dec. 10, 1928

XLVI Ni. 59

Price 5 Cents
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THE

New York.

Hollywood,

California

— Ralph

Phone Granite
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Great
Marlborough
St.. W.
Film Renter. 58
Berlin
Karl WoIflFsohn. Lichtbildbuehne.
I.
Paris
Fr.t-drichstrasse. 225.
P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
(our-des-Noues. 19.

—

—

—

Am.

Seat

Con.

Vm.

36
pfd. 25
ISO'A

^

Ind.

Kod.ak
*do pfd
•First Nat. pfd
East.

"A"

Fox Fm.
'do

...

93^

Keith A-0
do pfd
I.oev's. Inc
*<lo pfd
M-C-M pfd

Bureau of

Prod.

& Katz
Con. Fm. Ind.
Bal.

.

.

.

.

*Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A"

—Approximately 43 per

cent of the Navy's funds for the
recreation of enlisted men are devoted to the purchase and showing
of motion pictures, according to annual report of the chief of the Bureau of Navigation, submitted today
to the Secretary of the Navy.
"It can be seen." the report declared, "that
the greatest
individual expenditure is devoted to motion pictures, the reason therefor
lieing that by this means the idle hours at
the end of every working day can best be
filled to provide contentment and to furnish
contact with life outside the confines of the
Navy.
The Bureau of Navigation makes
acknowledgment to the motion picture pio
ducers of the country for their interest and
cooperative efTorts in making preeininentlv
successful the Navy motion picture service
which reache- to the furthest limits of the
Naval establishment.
The Army transport
-crvice. a.s well benefits from the Navy motion pictures when transporting films to
outlying stations."

Eph Asher Recovers
Asher of Asher. Small &
Rogers, who is in New York, has recovered from a slight attack of inKpii

18'A
77

18K

18J4

20
77
l&'A

32%

32
12

H

327^

12

5,000

200
200
7",i66

12

100

24^

rts.

4M

4M

4J4
28

AG

6s

46

41ww

95

98

Roxy "A"

29
32

97A

units

98
198

com

31
35
6

5

Skouras Bros. ... 45
Technicolor
1254
United Art
8
do pfd
76
Univ. Ch. com. ...
2
do pfd
75

J.

P.

York.
Dec. 18

Annual convention of M.P.T.(
Washington at Seattle.

Dec.

Convention of Virginia. Marlij
and District of Columbia exhilL
at Washington.
Newf York house in St. Louis o

20

Dgc- 25

i.

STAGES AND LOCATIOh
UNITS AVAILABLE
for

motion and

still

photography, b

hour, day or week.

Etchcraft Film
454-458 Sixth Ave.

Studios

28th St.)
City
L«ngacre 10109. Chickering 7788 an
Chickering 2989
(at

New York

TELL 'EM

WITH TRAILERS

to run.

Si

any other cartoon

the

KRAZYKA^
CARTOONS

Jenkintown

Jenkintown, Pa. A theater seatuig 1,500, according to plans being
prepared by Thalheimer & Weitz.
will be erected here.

in

mirth are the

Whitestone, N. Y., House Reopened
Whitestone, N. Y.— The Rialto,
which has been closed for alterations, has reopened.
Installation of
Movietone is planned.

Animated by
Ben Harrison

produced by the best
cartoon brains in the

country— therefore

Gourland

President of Affiliated European Producers, Inc.

ARE SURE FIRE

announces that

PICTURES

HISA FILM

G.

M.

B. H.,

BERLIN

has in course of production a super-special

"TROIKA"
All rights are protected throughout the

'

and

Manny Gould

Michael

and install
Club of

M.

K^AXY \^AT
WAY ABOVI

....
85

company owning

at

dinner
of

12

84

—

—

officers

^

55
14

Boston Fox Deal Denied
Boston Sale of the Hotel Touraine here to Fox, as a site for what
was claimed would be the world's
largest theater, is denied by the presthe

of

A. Steffes, Allied president, arNew York today with Theo-

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

ident of
property.

Testimonial

Hays of Finkelstein & Ruben, Minneapolis, for conferences on
labor problems in the Northwest. In
New York they are to confer with
Col. H. A. Cole, Texas, and Glenn
Cross,
Michigan, relative to proposed invasion of eastern states in
Allied's membership drive.

78!^

OVER THE COUNTER

do
do

Dec. 17

rives in
dore L.

99^

CURB BONDS

Am. Seat 6s 36..
•Warner 6^5 28

which has only 12 weeks

W.

100
101

78'/$

sion,

Today: First day of annual meeting
M
O. of North Carolina at Char

Steffes Arriving for
Allied Eastern Drive

111% 11154 1115^
100
99 J4

over leadership of Allied States Ass'n,
federation of state exhibitor units,
headed by W. A. Steffes. No confirmation is obtainable in the capital,
it
being pointed out that his official
position
necessarily precludes him
from discussing otjtside business proposals.
He declined to commit himself as to whether he will or will not
be in Washington after the first of
the year.
Appointment of Myers to the commission runs out in March, and while
there seems every possibility that he
can continue on the commission for
another term if he desires, it would
not be unnatural for him to want to
know what he could have on the outside before making up his mind as
to his future work.
It is quite possible that, should he accept the Allied post or any other offer, he would
not take over his new position until
the end of his term on the commis-

'soo

BOND MARKET

House Planned

—

34^

20
78

x-war. ..10054
Paramount 6s 47 ..100
'Par. By 5j4s51
Pathe 7s37
78'X

fluenza.

Oil City House Being Completed
Oil City. Pa.
Constructiiin of the
Latonia, is Hearing completion.

10,900

3
.

Prop.

Intern.

*Keith
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300
300
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Trans-Lu.x
*Univ. Pict

BOLSTER NAVY MORALE

Sales

35^

rts

*Loew do deb

FILMS BEST MEANS TO

Close

35

i

Silent on Allied

Post Acceptance Rep't

M

10.

World
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CHARLES
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Picture the Public Has Been Waiting For
"LUCKY BOY," with GEORGE JESSEL in the title role, will
be the outstanding box office attraction of the year. Known
from Coast to Coast, both on the legitimate and vaudeville
stages, Jessel has made for himself a host of admirers.

GEORGE JESSELS FIRST ALL
TALKING AND SINGING PRODUCTION.

•LUCKY BOY"
The

score has been specially written for the star

Dr.

Hugo

j^^;&^

IS

Riesenfeld and synchronized
R. C. A. Photophone.

C^

by

^^

by

The supporting

cast includes Margaret Ouimby,
Richard Tucker, Rosa Rosanova, Gwen Lee,
Gayne Whitman, William Strauss and other

well

known

story

Shore

is

and

r

screen players.
/

The

<.

Brothers
directed by

by Viola

Norman Taurog.

W^TCW

FTCR

TirF<INy-</>TflNL
1^40

BRO^DV^V

OURTWBMSrONCr

PRODUCTIONS^ INC
MEW yORK

CITY

o^

ITHIT MX

/
/

^#i

BEING BOOKED BY THE
LEADING CIRCUITS AND
FIRST RUN THEATRES IN
THE UNITED STATES.
PLAYED NEARLY THREE

WEEKS AT THE EMBASSY,

NEW YORK, AT

$2.00 TOP.

Playing
Newark Theatre, Newark, N.
Capitol, Lawrence, Mass-

J.

Resent and Piccadilly,
Rochester, N. Y.

Modern and Beacon, Boston.
Colorado, Denver, Col.
Globe, Philadelphia. Pa.

N

V

/CORE

WITM

TT/XRUTU MILLER
LmVREMCE CRAY
OIRBCTBO

By

JAMB/'

PLOOI

JnCK /nVAGE

TIFF<lMy-</5T<lNL P R O D U CTI O
^^O DRO^DV^y

N</>

INC

MEW YORK

CITY

I

I

WITH f\ CRE«T /ynCHROmZED /CORE by HUGO

RIE/ENFELD

n REGIN^ILD BARKER
rPElCI^U

PRODUCTIOM

A SENSATIONAL

HIT

WHEREVER

SHOWN!
The

Eckel, Syracuse, N. Y.
Strand, Brooklyn. N. Y.

United Artists, Detroit, Mich.
United Artists, Los Angeles, Cal.
Chicago,
Capitol, Marbro, Granada

—

Lafavette, Buffalo, N.

9^^

i<^t^^

WITH
DOUCWir F^IRB^MKr JR.

JOBynW R«LJ"TON
/inO

Regent and Piccadilly, Rochester, N. Y.
Newark, Newark, N. JGarde, New London. Conn.
Regal. Hartford, Conn.
Hippodrome, Baltimore, Md.
El Capitan, San Francisco, CaL
Mainstreet, Kansas City, Mo.

OTMERT

TIFr/1My-</^TflNL PRODUCTION</>
7^0 CRQ<]DV^X

III.

Y

I

MEW YORK

CITY

nOV

\$nr
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TIFFANY

\

THE
JAPANESE
^CARNIVAL

PERSIAN

MARKET
TME

TOY
SHOP

HAWAIIAN
The finest synchronized short
subjects ever offered to an exhibitor. Taken in natural
color,
and synchronized, they have been
hailed by the public and by
exhibitors
as the classiest short ever
flashed

LOVE
CALL

M A
CHINESE
I

TEMPLE
GARDEN

upon

a screen.

AS A PRFXUDE TO TIFFANY TONE
PRODUCTIONS THE EXHIBITOR CAN
OFFER TO HIS PATRONS CLASS SUBJECTS THAT ELICIT APPLAUSE

WHEREVER SHOWN

TUF^INy-o^T/aML PRODUCTION./) IMC
l^40 BRO^DV/aV

MEW YORK

CITY

:

THE
Mtiday,

December

-.gBg^DAILV

1928

10,

M.

W. EDDY.

Ji^By ARTHUR

FRANK HARLING

i|

is

a valu-

f'able addition to the Paramount

He

personnel.

stilio

is

responsible

td"Deep River" and also composed
"Interference,"

for

overture

\,\\

is

music for shorts.

sJervising

*

*

*

'rench angles in picture making
be injected in M-G-M producit|

by Jacques Feyder, who leaves
for the Coast to direct.

tiis

i);nediately
Mif/i
S(i,

him is his xmfe, Francoise Rowho has sung on the operatic

as well as has ivorked in
Fhnch films. His last French prosige

dtiion

New

was "The

Gentleman,"

*

*

New York
The Film Daily,
New York City,

(.Continued from

City.

sell

grees of success, the degree of success attained 'U any industry being readily measured by existing competitive conditions therein.
If these conditions are all that can be
reasonably desired, the success attained is
complete.
If,
however, practices still exist
which result in unfairness or are otherwise
bad, jrevious attempts at self-regulation in
that particular industry have failed.

your appeal with

—

which Victor Schertzinger is to
His consistently
at Astoria.
slendid performances in stage prod;tions (perhaps you remember his
vrk in "Alias the Deacon") has
ti)ught him a real following throughthe country as well as in New
c';
r|ke

"Never

in the history of American busiit is asserted,
"has there been a time
3elf-regulation has received more intensive consideration.
"Self-regulation without rules would be imrules without ^-ome power of
possiljle and
enforcement make self-regulation often a mere
expensive gesture.
The fact that some power
rests, as it does, in an impartial, disinterested governmental body obviates the necessity of frequent use of such power.
This
is
demonstrated in that of more than 300
rules adopted by industries in trade practice
conferences the power o fthe Federal

ness,"

Secretary.

Unit Expected
Endorse M. P. T. O. A.

H. C.

to

—

With sound and legisproblems to be chief topics of
c;cussion, annual convention of the
Charlotte
ive

Carolina exhibitor unit gets
here today, for a two day
Re-election of Charles W.
jsion.
cquet to the presidency, and a vote
continue as a unit of the M.P.T.

Speed Needed to Put
Over F. D. Relief Fund
(.Continued

)rth

way

der

A. are forecast.

F Woodhull,

president of the
of
Brylawski,
P.T.O.A.;
Julian
'ashington,
C; M. A. Lightman,
Arkansas, and C C. Petitjohn are
nong guests expected to attend.
R.

D

The

Murdock McLeod,

Rev.

itstanding
invention,

an

speaker at the Toronto

and
who "wrecked"
anon Chase's "reform" pow wow at
/'ashington, when he championed
industry's cause, is to be
aster at the banquet.

iC

toast-

widening

from Page

New

way,

circle

York.

Fenton Organizes

Synchronization Service

of

Checks were

Tommy

Meighan

Charles Einfeld
Henry Ginsberg
Al Lichtman

Grow

List

Paul N. Lazarus
Herrman Robbins
Phil

W.

Reisman
J.

German

Emil Shauer
David Picker
Schnitzer
•rchestras, has formed an organiza- Joe
M. J. Kandall
Mrs. Edna Sussman
on in
York to synchronize Miss Addie Dannenberg Wm. Ferguson
J. D. Trop
ctures
He handles the musical H. J. Yates
Stanley Hand
ittings ai^ synchronization from be- Ned Depinet
George Byrnes
Bruce Gallup
inning to end and provides com- Billy Brandt
Ed Halperin
N. L, Manheim
lete orchestras for recording. Fen- Lou Blumenthal
Louis Baum
3n is musical director of Gennett Ed Schiller
Bert Adler
W. F. Rodgers
'ecording Laboratories and in the Vic Shapiro
Harry Scott
D. J. Chatkin
ast has been associated with other Don Mersereau
Ben R. Rosenbaum
Tommy Goldberg
cording firms.
Emil C. Jensen
Arthur Loew
Leo Klebenow
Jack Alicoate
Charles Moskowitz
Jawitz
chlesinger Abroad on Sound Films Charles
Richard Brady
J. Francis O'ReUly
Harry Lewis
Ma.x Schlesinger, president of Gen- Walter Putter
S. J. Warshowsky
Normanly
Jim
ral
sailed
Talking Pictures Corp.,
Cresson E. Smith
Harry Reichenbach
ir England early Saturday morning,
N. D. Golden
Nat Levine
James R. Grainger
5 perfect
working arrangements for Paula Gould
Herbert Ebenstein
reduction abroad of subjects suit- A. Pam Blumenthal
Fred Quimby
Tom Wiley
ble for Am.erican market recorded Wm. Massce
W. S. Butterfield
A. H. Giannini
.ith De Fore>t Phonofilm svstem.
David Loew

Carl Fenton, head of Carl

New

Fenton

Red Kann

•
;

—"Revenge"the
R )xy-— "The End
Warners— "On Trial"

German

Lines"

Rivoli

of

Winter Garden

St.

— "The

Petersburg"

Singing Fool"

Fox-Loew's, M-G-M
Deal on Despite Denial
(Continued from Page

on

a

vacation.

1)

However, there

is

sufficient reason to credit reports that

he is discussing the Fox proposal
with Joseph M. Schenck. president
of United Artists, brother of Nick
and ordinarily a fifty per cent partner
in all transactions undertaken by the
latter, and also with Mayer.
The merger, if consummated, would
Trade Commission has not been invoked
with reference to a dozen of these.
The probably be the largest individual
complete study of the effect of past contransaction closed in the history of
ferences now being made by the division ui
industry.
The present Loew
trade practice conferences may change these the
figures or disclose some additional reasons, management, or as many of the exbut irrespective of the showing on final analyecutives connected with it as prefer,
sis the fact remains that the mere probabilwould remain in charge of operaity that any rule may be enforced adds materially to

its

general observance."

Reviewing briefly the Paramount
case, the commission
has nothing

new

tions,

is

it

Kohner

believed.

to

report, the petition for enforcement of its order of July 9, 1927,
still
pending in the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals for the Second Cir-

Berlin
Paul
12 pictures in

cuit.

sal,

to

Make

12 Films

in Berlin for Universal

—

Kohner
Germany

will
for

produce
Univer-

some

of which will be released
Lajos Biro
United States.
heads Kohtier's scenario department

in

re-

ceived Saturday from Leo Klebenow,
Francis
Charles
Moskowitz,
J.
O'Reilly, Harry Lewis, S. J. Warshowsky, Cresson E. Smith, N. D.
Golden, James R. Grainger, Herbert
Ebenstein, Fred Quimby, W. S. Butterfield and Dr. A. H. Giannini.

Watch This
!arl

1)

contributors.
Members of the industry in various
sections of the country are expressing their desire of helping. No contribution is too small, the committee
desiring the largest possible number
Mail your check to
of contributors.
Film Daily Relief Fund, 1650 Broad-

the

—
— "liehind
Rialto

when

Very sincerely yours.
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.
M. H. Markowitz,

>rk.

— "Show ilarker"
Folkj"
— "Interference"
Criterion
Embassy — "The Viking"
— "Four Devils"
Gaiety
Colony

—

as much fervor as he sells his
pictures and this will not be
confined to exhibitors only.
With a heart and a wish as
big as the universe, we are.

tiie,

—

—
—
— "I be
Central

—

cannot

will

—

"Jimmy Valentine"
Broadway "The Ked Dance"
Cameo "The Yellow Ticket"
Capitol "White .Shadow*"

Astor

—

From now until the last minute of your drive, every M.P.
S.

and noth-

"If an industry is capable of selfHippodrome "Outcast"
regulation," the report declares, "the Loew's New York
Monday. "Hi» Private
trade practice conference procedure
Life;" Tuesday, "The Clalc Crasher" and
"Life's
Crossroads/'
Wednesday, "Show
of the Federal Trade Commission afGirl;" Thursday, "The Night Bird;" Frifords the most efTective method yet
day, "Head of the Family" and "Code of
devised to accomplish this end.
the Air:" Saturday, "lonesome:" Sunday,
"The Woman from Moscow"
"In dealing with .self-rcgrtilation we are not
Mark
Strand "Lilac Time"
dealing with a new subject.
For many years
industry has attempted this with varying de- Paramount "Three Week Ends"

understand how
anybody would not be in S3mipathy with such a cause, and
if
it
were only possible, we
would stake all our funds to
help bolster up yours.
"That there is a soul in our
industry is evidenced by your

*

On Broadway

1)

achieved,
but in a general statement on the subject the commission indicates great
satisfaction
with
the
manner in
which the various trade practice conferences are working out.

It is needless to say that we
are in full accord and sympathy
with your movement to raise
a fund to take care of the unfortunate cases that are constantly coming up before us.

'krton Churchill is returning to the
sjeen in the next Richard Dix pic-

Page

of the resolutions adopted,
ing is .said about results

Gentlemen

We

New

on Code
of Ethics in Report

P.

actions.

ul'olitical satire.
!

Nothing

Salesmen Get
Behind Relief Fund

Shots from
^ewYork Studios
Jlhort

Admission Taxes for
1928 $17,724,952
Washington—Total

of $17,724,952.-

08 was collected during the fiscal
year ended June 30, last, on admissions to theaters, concerts, cabarets,
etc., a drop of $215,684.61 from the
$17,940,636.69 reported for the fiscal
year 1927, according to figures just
made public in the annual report of
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

The 1928 collections included $16,675,419.34 collected as the tax on admissions in excess of 75 cents on
tickets sold at the box office, $317,618.72 on tickets sold at places other
than the ticket office, $3,809.10 on
tickets sold at the box office in excess of the regular established price,
$13,241.62 on leases of boxes or seats
in theaters, and $714,863.30 on admissions to roof gardens, cabarets, etc.
Seel

New

at New Orleans House
Orleans Henry Seel, has

—

been assigned to the Saenger, where
he will be guest conductor for four
Carlos Holscher has been
months.
transferred from New Orleans to the
Strand, Shreveport.

the

here.

Paul Bern in New York
Paul Bern, Pathe producer, will
arrive in New York from Hollywood today. Bern is on his way to
Ithaca where he is to address the
students of Cornell University on
production.

[licture

New

Anderson House

—

Construction
of
Ind.
.\nderson.
the new house here is nearing completion.

Good Comments!

igsAcjrailcrsfv
are just beginning your service
find the trailers very satisfactory.

We
and

many GOOD COMheard
MENTS upon them.
KOOTENAI THEATRE,
Have

Libby, Montana

4IIE

YOU [ROM

MISSOURI^
PATRONS ARri REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING

ITS SERVICE

T

UNION!
The

filing

time

w efaowo io the date lioe on fuU-rat« telesTuna end day letten, and the time of reeeiot at daatioatioD as ebowD od

KA535 £2
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£XIBAI5£BL0II

all

Z

BUDD BO&BBS, BBXSTOL PEOIiS SERVICE:

GO

AFTER

HAVE

6

X$(0

^OAPVAY BEWYOBK BY=
OTHER

ISVEiairXGAIIKG

DECIDED

EARLIEST

UPOB

POa^BX^E

BRISTOL
Ili

EQUIFMt2JT

SOUIID

PHOHB

^TAL^LAII 01

GRMD

SEED

WEILB

IN

BEWYORK

APPUCATIOH AHD

ADVISE

DATES

TEEATRE

THE QUICKEST. SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY

IS

BY TEL?ORAPH OR CABLE

^c busy h come
HoSlQ^YorkX

Q^QQ

m

above wre

and be
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Set on British, French Companies

Tiffany -Stahl

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

:if^NEWSPAPER

ki.\.lWl

J/FILMDOM
XLVI

V'L.

No. 60

Tuesday, December

Starr
MOST

i

young

executive

an

j Y.

important post for
in

years but ripe in experieoe.

Herman

Starr,

Warner

tradition

t the
tl:

faithful

since

1928

Price 5 Cents

HERMAN STARR HLADS FIRST
NAT'L UNDER WARNER CONTROL

early days of this organiza-

tin,

now heads

|5tarr

has

Comment of William Fox
On Reported Loew*s-M-G-M Deal

First National,

seen

the

and

"Lies,"

Warner

but
tlough business adversity he
hs stuck. In the days when the
b)thers were bullish on gloom,
h did yeoman's work in bringrise

f(jtunes

iif

11,

new

fall,

"I have no interest in acquiring the chain,

finances to the corpora-

Mark

it

One Cent Receipts
and exchangemen should
advantage of the new service
oi-red by the post office department,
pviding that for payment of one
c t
additional, a shipper of film
5 jres
a receipt.
There have been
e

As

the result of the

Fox-M-G-M

controversies relative to late
and up until now, it has
bin difficult to prove that the shipP performed his part of the transJjion on time.
The time element
i?:h€ big one, because the post ofR department does not guarantee
lie of delivery.
Hence the new rec )t
system is particularly valuable
la safeguard in case the exhibitor
» exchangemen
rides into a jam
f^n a shipment

is late.

KANN

buy

story in yesterday's issue,

one of two alternatives was demanded of

M-G-M

THE FILM DAILY

by

officials.

First, publicly apologize through the columns of this publication
for the story or
Second, divulge the informant (there were more than one, and

each of unquestioned integrity).

THE FILM DAILY

respectfully declines to do either.

ARTCLASS TALKERS TO BE

BIG BRITISH

First

National Officials
Resign Boothby, Depinet
and Perkins Remain

—

First
National yesterday passed
into the control of Warners, with
Herman Starr, executive of the latter company, succeeding to the presi-

dency.

replaces Irving D.
resigned along with
the following officers and directors:
M. L. Finkelstein, A. H. Blank, John
McGuirk, Abe Sablosky,
Barney
Balaban, E. V. Richards and Albert
S. Smith.
They were replaced by
Warner officials. Several millions of
dollars in cash for the First National
stock, changed hands over the weekend.
Occupying an important position
in the new line-up are W. C. Boothby, treasurer, and Ned E. Depinet,
vice president in charge of distribution, who have been operating heads
of First National since the reorganization of the company was undertaken some months ago.
Robert
Perkins, former secretary, continues
(.Continued on Page 2)

Starr

Rossheim,

who

MERGER MAY

mm}^

PRODUCTION

MADE WITH PHONOHLH

BRING
Bv

Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures
Corp., will produce talkers, using the
Forest Phonofilm system of
recording, according to Max Cohen
of Artclass. The deal has been closed
with General Talking Pictures ownMinier of the De Forest patents.
of six all-dialogue features and
{Continued on Page 2)

mum

U. K. FILMS

HERE

ERNEST W. FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"
London -The deal between Gaumont British and Provincial Cinematograph Theaters is seen in some
quarters as a potential lever by
which British pictures will reach the
American market in greater numbers.
This merger gives Gaumont-Brit(.Continued on Page 8)
rditor

—

U. S.

RELEASE PIAKNLD

Formation of a French company
has been announced by Tiffany-Stahl
which will be known as Societe des
Films Tiffany. The corporation was
formed by Grant L. Cook, secretary
and treasurer of the company in conjunction with a British company previously announced known as Tiffany
on

(Continued

Page 8)

The Fund's Best Day

ajt of

5|3ments,

to

is

De

Exhibitors

want

Anjgeles Malice is the cause of circulation of reports that
being discussed for taking over of Loew's and M-G-M by
Fox, Nicholas M. Schenck, president of both firms, charged in a
statement issued here last Thursday. He said that he could not help
but feel that "this unfair report was maliciously created possibly with
the idea of stock manipulation."

down, The

ition Picture Club is sponsoring
a dinner
for
Al Lichtman.
As
fender of the club and then as one
its
most enthusiastic workers,
Lhtman may lay proper claim to
rognition as one who has done
nch to carry an idea through to
successful conclusion. And so, next
v^k his work is to be recognized
a a formal function.
All of which
i^ntting and proper.

don't

—

Los

a deal

Whoopee for Al!
Monday.

I

was William Fox's emphatic denial to report that he is dickering
for purchase of Loew's and M-G-M.
The report, he said, "hasn't
a word of truth in it," stating it was embarrassing to both parties.
"Please make a positive denial," declared Fox, "as there is no
word of truth in the story."
it,"

tm and did much to save its
fiancial neck.
Now he reaps
for
faithful
and meritorvard
rs service. Those on the ins(e who know what he has done
obr the years will be glad to
hrn of his promotion.

>'ext

is

was a grand day yesterday. The FILM DAILY RELIEF
FUND received enough checks to mark this down as the best single
day since the fund was launched.
One of the surprises was receipt of a bulky envelope which, it
of
developed, came from Lou B. Metzger, genial general manager

Seeks Action

It

Universal, who explained that he had canvassed the heads of department at Universal with the result that checks and cash were received
from the following
Lou B. Metzger, M. Van Praag, Joe Weil, H. M. Messter, Willard
McKay, Al Schimel, Ted Schlanger, Helen Hughes, C. B. Paine, Oscar
(Continued

on

page

8)

(Wash. Bur. of

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Washington

Action by the
Senate judiciary committee on
his resolution for an inquiry
into Dept. of Justice and Federal

Trade

Commission

pro-

ceedings instituted against the
industry, will be sought by Sen.
Walsh of Montana, at a meeting of the committee Saturday.

DAiur

Tuesday, December

11, ic
l

Remodel Paducah House

Heads F. N.
Under Warner Bros.

Starr

{Continued from Page

xm

»ol.

He. 60

Tuesdaj. Dec.11,1928

JOHN N. UICOATE

Price 5 Cents

md

post-office at

New

York. N. Y.

Terms (Postage free)
March 3. 1879.
York.
United Sutes outside oi Greater Newmonths
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
J3 00
Address all communicaremit' with order.
1650 Broadnts t^ THE FILM^ DAILY.
Phone Cirde 4736way. New York, N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California— Ralph
New York.
Granite
WiBc 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
The

move

will

in.

The

entire

scenario

department, headed by Mrs. Florence
Strauss, was abolished last Saturday.

Oklahoma Unit Directors
to Decide Future Course

of

W Fredman
Marlborough

London— Ernest

6607."

St., W.
58 Great
L Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehtie,
Harle
A.
Paris-P.
Fr;edrich,tras«e. 225.
la
La Onetnatographie Francaise, Kue de

Film Renter.

Conr-des-Noue«,

19.

Oklahoma

—

City Future course of
the state exhibitor unit with respect
to affiliations is to be taken up by
the board of directors, elected at the
recent convention at which R. F.
WoodhuU, M.P.T.O. A. president, and
Col. H. A. Cole, a leader in Allied
States Ass'n, were principal speakers.
A. R. Bender is president of the asW. Z. (Uncle Willie)
sociation,
Spearman, vice president and general manager. Edward Kadane, secretary, John Brown, treasurer.

Dec

17

Johnson Takes Charge of

Rainbow Luminous Sales

George L. Johnson, former presiSecond Day of Annual meeting dent of the Thomas Cusack Co., and
M.P.T.O. of North Carolina at now chairman of the board of direcCharlotte.
Testimonial dinner and mstallauon tors of Outdoor Advertising Co., has
of officers of M. P. Club of New
been named chairman of the board
York.

Dec. 18

Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
Washington at Seattle.

of

of

Rainbow Luminous Products,

suming
sales

Artclass Talkers

Made With

Phonofilm

^.Continued from Page 1)
12 three reel shorts already have been
determined upon, Cohen says. This
will not affect this season's releasseries of tests are
ing program.
being started and services of a star,

A

experienced in both him and legitimate work are being sought for the
first picture, which is to be a story
by Arthur B. Reeve, film rights to
whose works Artclass controls. The

full charge
program.

of

the

as-

national

Two Dividends Declared
Quarterly dividend of SO cents payable Jan. 2 to stock of record Dec.
17, has been declared by Consolidated
Film Industries, and quarterly of 75
cents payable Jan. 2 to stock of record Dec. 20 was declared by American Seating.

Closed Meeting of

AH members

of

AMPA

Called
the board of di-

and the advisory committee
AMPA have been requested to
completed subjects arc to be offered attend a closed meeting of the orboth on the sound-on-film and sound- ganization called for Thursday by
on-disc methods, the latter geared to President George Harvey.
33

1-3

rectors
of the

revolutions per minute.

AMPA Committee Meeting
of the
AMPA Hollywood Masque Ball
held tonight.

If
you have not

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres

Daily for

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Seat

High Low Close

Sales

35^
25^

700
2,100

35K

35Ji

Fm. Ind.
Kodak

25
pfd. 25!.^
180/^ 176J4 180^
104
Nat. pfd
91
Fox Fm. "A"' .... 92
88J^
36^ 34}4 36
Keith A-O
110
11054 109
do pfd
62
62
59
Loew's, Inc
101 fi 100^ 100-5i
do pfd.
13
13
13
M. P Cap
51!4
Para.
F-L
SVA 50
8%
Pathe Exch
7ii
8J4
21
23^
23?^
"A"
do
37
37 '4
35
Radio K-A-O
39
39
35
Stanley Co
98!^
Univ. Pict. pfd
107-5-8
Warner Bros
10954 101
129
*do "A"

Con.

East.
'First

a

Acoustic Prod

1978

75
& Katz
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 18^
Fox Thea. "A" .. 32
Loev do deb. rts.. Ziyi
Hal.

Trans-Lu.x
*Univ. Pict

A-0

Keith

wanted who has had experience wnth film concern. Phone

1,400

15,666
5,400
500
16,000
500
200

Mr. Weber, Circle 5551.

MANAGER and ASSISTANT
wanted for 500 seat house play-

2'2,800

14,800
2,300
48,000
4,500

ing unique policy; discriminat.
ing patronage; give full particulars, experience, salary, etc.,i

49',666

i

first

6s
6s 41

95

37

7s

21^
'^'A

Warner 6Ms

9714

..

28

1650

do
do

28
30

units

com

28
95
111

Skouras Bros. ...
Technicolor
11
United Art
8
do pfd
76
Univ. Ch. com
..
2
'....75
do pfd

LAST

The Latest Model Double

I

Spring Motor

i

SEPT automatic!

100
100
101
78;4

STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

97K

—Ca«e— BMagazinei

Holds 16 Feet Film
2

30
32
Syi

4
45

N.Y.C

-SALE!'

198

"A"

Broadway

~*

300
2,400

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy

c-o Film Daily

A.B.C.

200

1,500
31'A 38,500

4H

99^

letter.

18^

SOVz
21i4

BONDS
CURB 97i4

6s 36

Seat.

iSVi 86,000
75

95
111
100

6s 47 ..100
554s 51

*Par. By.

Am.

.

x-war...lOO

Paramount

17^4
75
18

BOND MARKET

4-ww ...111

Loew
do

4U

6s 46

in. F.

3.S Lent

$29.S0

UIIUQO^HBy*
no

55
13
12

West

84

32«'St,Ne«>torK.Niy.«
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PRICE QUOTED

MUSICAL SEHINGSi
6y FENTON
a pictorial policy of synchronization
will

produce

that|

results!

CARL FENTON ORCHESTRAS,
from

Iticl

start to finish. IH
equipped to handle your synchronization
combines a thorough familiarity witk synchronization, with years ol
experience in the fields of standard and popular music, recordsand radio^
is

have a complete

staff of experts for

— SCORING —
— SYNCHRONIZING —
— RECORDING —
We command

the services of the fine«t musicians in the country
Immediate recording of musical score may be arranged for.
(facilities for 33 '( revolutions)

Our plan will interest you for it is thorough, expedient and

|

economical.

All work under the personal direction of

CARL FENTON
He knows

great sugges-

tion

BOOKKEEPER

CURB MARKET

wired your
house see Saturday's Film

AGENCY

Am.

We

Don Hancock, Chairman

Committee, has called a meeting of
the executive committee and chairman of all sub-committees to be

b

installed.

STOCK MARKET

*Pathe

The Industry's
Date Book
Today:

insr

as a director of First National. Warners plan to build a new building

:

under the act

Financial

1)

on 44th St., between Eighth and
Ninth Aves., adjoining the present
PUBLISHER
Warner home office. This building
is
slated to be completed in six
and holidays
which time First National
N. Y- and months at

Published daUy except Saturday
1650 Broadway, New York,
aud F.lrn
cojvriRht C1928) by Wid's Films
President and
J. W. Alicoate,
Folk Inc.
Vice-President
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann,
Treasurer,
Editor Donald M. Mersereau,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager
1918, at the
is second class matter, May 21.
»t

—

Paducah, Ky. The Loop theatt
being remodel and new seats are

the

"mike" through years of experience with Brunswick andj
Gennett recording companies.

Inc.!
CARL FENTON ORCHESTRAS,
YORK CITY
1674

BROADWAY

NEW

Telephone:— Columbus 2232

ant€§

^peukin^^

"Now

here"^

Christmam

what

I call

a real

gift to exliibitor!^

I

The Youthful Stars

DAVID ROLLINS

NANCY DREXEL
in the

Ideal Christmas Bill:

^PREP

PEP
FORGET ME > OT

I
i

/

<«X Insures You

c4

AISD

The same Christmas week
hill selected for the ROXY

cMerry Christmas

''

lALKlNG

^PROFIT

,enUy ^''Forget ^^^^ deslg-^^J:,,
ts

Hete

j

WILLIAM FOX
presents

a

^^^^^^

charm

Iront

.

"!*

'JemW

but

j„,e,

*a\ue5,

.f"*,

>»

it

the

„,aile.

,

>'

»

V *«'"

rt«o»sV.oM>-

houses

!m

loinancc
Ri
Movietone
.,.
in Son^, Talk and Daince
with

DAVID ROLLINS
NANCY DREXEL
You won't have

to worry about your
Christmas program this year. Here's an

all-talking short feature with the perfect Christmas background. Ideal for
children's matinees. A Merry Christmas
picture that will draw like a feature.

Story and direction by

MARCEL SILVER

1

>

phristmaii Present

FOX

WILLIAM FOX

PREP

presents

AND

PEP

FOX MOVIETONE FULL-LENGTH FEATURE
with

DAVID ROLLINS and NANCY DREXEL
Young Love and High Jinks

at

Prep School

THE PERFECT FEATURE FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Produced by

DAVID BUTLER

the

man who made

THE HIGH SCHOOL HERO

l\

HolUUiy business every day
hj^ for wise exhibitors who play

t

THE
December

lesday,

11,

1928

DAILY

Answering The Call Of Humanity
BY

BRUCE Gallup
The Following

As

Cases,

Pictured

By The

Of The

Secretary

Film Daily Relief Fund, Were Given Assistance During 1928
Father Becomes Insane

Hallways

Sept in

ase No. 1.— Actor unable to obwork forced, with wife and child,
At time of
in hallways.
sleep
V
very of case family had not
for three days.

tii

:

Mher

of

Four Destitute

—

No. 2. Wife of old actor,
Coast trying to secure work,
in New York with four chilall of whom were sick through
Case
of proper nourishment.

:e

at

j^iamended by Hollywood Relief
Cmniittee, which is trying to find
Mother earning
vrk for husband.
sail amount through tending furher
allowing
Committee
r;e.
emgh to pay rent and properly look
At time of first visit
;r children.
nd family in small one room
irtmcnt just finishing dinner of
tered milk, bread and bologna.

Case No.

—The

wage earner

for
his family, a salesman for 15 years,
lost his mind, leaving wife and three
6.

No.

3.

— Former

successful

paralyzed for four years
Red: to unsuccessful operation.
s;ted to writing to earn enough to
kp family going.
Wife suddenly
b'ke down under strain of caring
f
him and daughter, after breaking
ii,
This
contracted scarlet fever.
p led worry and expense and swampe him leaving whole family in dist ;sing
circumstances.

No.

Case No.

7.

— Film

salesman out of

so that he could give available
cash to wife to take care of herself
son.
*

An

*

*

Artist Befriended

—

Case No.

8.
Artist struck depression at time when wife was taken
Hospital expenses far
seriously ill.
out-stripped earnings. Three months
in arrears on rent and threatened

Under strain he broke
Committee made it possible

with eviction.

down.

*

secure

*

Earnings Cut Off
Case No. 9. Former

—

trade paper
through misunderstanding, leaving him without a cent.
Secured another position which was
not to take effect for two weeks.
Needed funds to take care of his

man

Life
"ase

rtion

Saved

i-culosis.

'

—

4.
Former secretarj' for
picture executives contracted

No.

Doctors gave up hope

could be sent to some
like Saranac.
Family had no
y so committee had her placed
baranac and gave her weekly alliance.
Patient is out of danger
a
well on road to recovery.
-

girl

:i

I

*

thrown

—

in

*

to buy
and sent few dollars to wife

Operation Financed

—

Case No. 13. Trade paper editor
suddenly stricken with dangerous
malady.
Operation found necessary
in order to save his life.
Did not
have sufficient funds with which to
pay cost.
Committee immediately
arranged matters.
Operation was
successfully performea.

Distributor
Case

No.

Near Death

— Confined

A

White Plague Victim
Case No.

man

19.

^

—

No. 5. Actress had worked
many prominent companies. Just

"ase
f'

after four months
s
Practically friend1;; and without a penny.
Given imrdiate aid and attention.

c

of hospital
xt of illness.

known

public-

suffering

14.

to

Handicapped by Age

—

lost his job,

Assisted.

family until that time.
*

*

*

Down But Never Out

Theater Manager Helpless

— Former

actor and
of late manager of picture houses
rendered practically helpless through
illness.
Wife and family practically

Case

No.

15.

Money advanced for medidestitute.
Case No. 10. Well-known editor cal treatment and to keep his family
and publicity man associated with from want.

—

*

*

*

business for many years, after
passing through many months of ad- Business Failed Stranded
versity which included death of his
Case No. 16. Former trade paper
wife, asked for opportunity to get
back to his old stamping ground. man found himself without a job due
Committee investigated the case and to failure on project on which he was
Expected to go to work
helped him for several reasons. The working.
man is capable and has done fine within ten days but in meanwhile
It was felt had absolutely nothing with which
things in this business.
he would do them again in the sec- to buy food for himself and family.
tion he knows and where his work is Committee investigated and advanced
known. The boy needed outdoors, enough to tide them over.
by doctor's orders, and at the Coast
not only would he have this opportunity but the father could place him Old Age Calls
Committee
in the care of relatives.
Case No. 17. Pioneer technical
made necessary arrangements.
man, reduced to poverty through

—

Sickness a Handicap

—

No. 21. Former scenario
actor and director stricken
with severe illness. Long before he
was able to get around again funds
had gone and rent was long overdue.
Committee made it possible for him
to have a place to live and to obtain
food until recovery.

Case

writer,

—

Family Facing Eviction
Case No.

22.

*

*

*

exhib-

Case No. 11.—Well-to-do
suddenly wiped out and in need
of funds with which to buy food for
himself and family. Committee gave
him enough for immediate purposes.

pany. Committee aiding by advancing enough money to keep them

warm and

in

food.

manager out
Wife and

tricity

.

and

elec-

turned ofl and threatened with

for non-payment of rent.
most deserving one. Committee put family back on its feet.

eviction
Case a

Actress in

Want

loss

Fortune Gone
itor

W'ife compelled to
of patents.
work to help make both ends meet.
Has been promised work in technical department of producing com-

— House

work

for several v.-eeks
children without food. Gas
of

—

tress in Distress

—Well

from lung disorder
for some time needed immediate assistance.
Wife now only bread winner.
Committee advanced enough to
give temporary relief.
ity

Polyclinic Hospital for several months.
Case No. 20. One of the few real
Funds completely exhausted. At time old-timers left in the business. His
he was destitute.
Through help of experience goes back to the early
committee his health was regained days. His small business unproducand he is now back on his feet and tive.
Had recent siege of illness.
doing splendidly, both in business Too proud to accept aid.
Money
and from the standpoint of his health. advanced solely as a loan.

this

i

— Salesman

ticket

self

and

12.

>•>

work for four weeks asked for
enough to buy meal ticket for him-

*

"'"ase

Case

To Buy Meal Ticket

him to pay rent and
enough work to carry on.

eiibitor

Fired and Salary Held

Case No. 18. Salesman traveling
South for Mid-Western state Tightout of work after many years of
er suddenly notified he was through,
children
without
money.
Oldest faithful service.
Committee, before back salary due him refused.
Sent
child, about 13 years, forced to work
giving financial assistance, endeavhis wife and daughter to mother-into help keep up family.
Father now ored to find
work. After a month of law with last cent and asked enough
in
hospital.
Committee is giving fruitless effort gave him
money to to carry him to Mid-West in order
wife weekly allowance.
take care of wife and children. Now to try
and collect amount due him.
*
*
employed.
Committee advanced enough

for

valyzed from Operation

No Work—No Money—
No Food

Case No.
pictures for

23.

— Actress

playing in
years temporarily
Put out on streets

many

down and out.
for want of room rent. Given enough
She is now workto tide her over.
ing again and doing nicely.

Tuesday, Dec.

DAILY
Best Day
The Fund's
from Page
(Continued

Binder,

Henry

Seen Forced to Sound
Hollywood— Majority

of Australian

have to be
picture theaters will
equipped for sound pictures during
with progthe next year, to keep pace
M.
Walter
of
opinion
ress in the
Marks, who is in Hollywood inveschairtigating picture conditions as
man of the Royal Commission, appointed by the Australian Parliament.

Joffee,

J.

Harry

Ludwig,

Rosenquest, C. C. Hoagland, Frank
Mastroly, Paul Gulick, Harry Reichenbach, Dan Lederman, Dave Bader,
Milton Silver, Len Fields, Eugene
Walsh, Lee Balsly, M. Steinbuch, G.
Byrne R. V, Anderson and P. D.
Cochrane.
In
That was enough good news.
addition, however, checks from other
sources included: Alfred Gottesman,
Oscar Neufeld, Sam Sax, Gabriel L.
Hess, Hedda Hopper, Milton Cohen,
Bernard Edelhertz, William Pizor and
M. E. Krauss.

Talking Pictures Expanded
Watch This List Grow
Talking Pictures,
Minneapolis
PlayTommy
Meighan
J. Francis O'Reilly
Inc., subsidiary of Celebrated
Harry Lewis
Charles Einfeld
distribuhas
which
ers, Milwaukee,
S. J. Warshowsky
Hennr Ginsbere
Sonora-Bristolphone
the
Cresson E. Smith
of
Al Lichtman
tion
N. D. Golden
equipment and Sonoratone picture in Red Kann

—

this and the Milwaukee territories,
plans to open a Chicago branch, ac-

cording to O. J. Wooden, who will
manage the branch. Frank Rubel is
Minimum of 50 inlocal manager.
stallations by Jan. IS
apolis and Milwaukee

in

the

Minne-

territories

is

predicted by Jack Grauman, head of
the company.

Germans Against Foreign Artists
THE FILM DAILY
Washington A German trade paper report to the M. P. Section of
the Dept. of Commerce, states that
German artists intend to protest
Washineton Bureau of

—

against the growing tendency of engaging foreign artistic staffs for film
productions.

Miss Addie Dannenbere
H. J. Yates
Ned Depinet
Bruce Gallup
Billy Brandt
Lou Blumenthal

Ed
W-

F. Rodgers
Vic Shapiro
Don Mersereau
Tommy Goldberg
Arthur Loew
Jack Alicoate

Metzger

B.

C.
I.

Ward

T.

Henry

Ludwig
Harry Rosenquest
C. C. Hoagland
Frank Mastroly

J.

Paul

Harry

Gulick
Reichenbach

Dan Lederman
Dave Bader
Milton

Len

Silver

Fields

Eugene Walsh
Lee Balsly

M. Steinbuch
G. Byrne
D. Cochrane

P.

Ed

Alfred

Halperin

Gottesman

Oscar Neufeld
Sam Sax
Gabriel L. Hess

—

Handling Electrograph
Minneapolis Elliott Film Co. has

—

secured distribution in this territory
of the Electrograph, non-synchronous device.

House Opens

Jan. 18
San Diego, Cal. Jan. 18 is date set
for opening of the North Park, being
constructed by West Coast Theaters.
It will be sound equipped.
C.

—

Phototone at Scala
London Demonstration of Phototone, sound device, took place at the

—

Scala here.

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE
for

photography, by
hour, day or week.

motion

and

still

Len^acre

new weapon
perturbation at the
which has been forged by the cementing of the latest big chain of
theaters.

There

is

no doubt what-

ever that the combine puts GaumontBritish in an extraordinarily strong
bargaining position.
It is being considered from several angles, not only in regard to the
effect which the merger will have
upon future negotiations with the
producing companies, but also how

will accept the best in British films
as a matter of course, has drawn appreciably nearer, it is felt.
In addition to the merger, which
involved almost $70,000,000 a new
$10,000,000 theater issue is also on
tape. This emanates from the Denmaa Construction Co. an oflF-shoot of
Gaumont-British which is to make a
public issue within the next few
days. The new capital is to provide
for further great extensions in subSuper theaters are
urban London.

—

M. E. Krauss

M.

—

now

in

House Sold

O. L. Shelnut has
Lafayette, Ala.
purchased the City from W. U. Shelnut.

—

being closed for a four weeks'

perjc

Twenty Warner

films are ready
exhibition during the winter, spri
"Alimony /
and early summer.
nie," starring Dolores Costello, a
"From Headquarters," starring Mia
te Blue rounded out the year's sch<l
ule.
Three all-talkers are amol

completed productions.
Til
"Conquest,"
starring
Moi|
Blue; "Stark Mad" and "Queen
the Night Clubs," starring Te
Guinan.
Others include: "Noa
Ark," "The Desert Song" and tf
Dolores Costello starring vehicl

the

are:

"The Redeeming Sin," "Madonnaf
Avenue A" and "Alimony Annie.'J
Warner Winners ready but noti
released until later are "^f
Gloves," starring Conrad Nagel ai
Lois Wilson, Monte Blue and MMcAvoy in "No Defense," Audi'
Ferris in "Fancy Baggage," Mo

Blue in "The Greyhound Limite
Rin-Tin-Tin in "The Million DolCollar," Monte Blue in "From He;quarters," May
Kisses," Myrna

McAvoy
Loy

in

"Sto

liam Collier, Jr., in "One Sto'.
Night,"
Rin-Tin-Tin
in
"Fro:
River" and Betty Bronson and I
ward Everett Horton in "She Kn

Men."

Jed Harris to Direct Inai
Claire Film for Pat
is

to direct Ina Claii

talking picture for

Pathe,

it'

Malcolm

St. Clair Severs|

Malcolm St. Clair has severed
connection with Paramount. No
nouncement has been made as t©

tograph

Theaters

deal.

Standard

ture plans.

controls the shares of P.D.C.

sought after by

Woodger

many

agreement

The
Emelka

circuits.

with

i

"HardboiL
Rose," Audrey Ferris in "The Lit
Wildcat," Betty Bronson and 'W
in

Connection With Param^i

Woodger Group Given
Buy Emelka
Option

process of formation.
Lafayette, Ala.,

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAf
Hollywood Warners has comple
its 1928-29 program and the studio
l^est

closing of the Gaumont
British Corp., and Provincial Cinema-

—

is

I

PERIC

Schenck

Ltd.
The latter will
produce for distribution throughout
to
Exchanges will be
United States.
London A. S. Woodger, of Woodmaintained in the two countries.
ger Industrial Trust and the majorFrank Brockliss has been ap- ity share holders of Emelka, Maxim
J.
pointed head of the French companv.
Co. and D.L.S., have signed contracts
Associated with him is Phillip De whereby the Woodger interests reposition
Becker who held a similar
first option to buy their cirThe French Tiffany ceived
with M-G-M.
Both Maxim and
cuit of theaters.
company will be the headquarters for D.L.S. control more than 700 thethe continental business of the
all
aters in Germany and have been
company and a renting organization

France and Belgium

WEEK VACATION

Jed Harris

will sell his 25 per cent interest is a subject of speculation here,

Productions,

for

STUDIO CLOSED FOR 4

understood.

Status of Schenck Stock
Whether Joseph
London

Production Abroad for
U. S. Release Planned

Etchcraft Film Studios
(at 28th 8t.)
City
10109. Chickering 7788 amd
Chickering 2989

lized the entire speculation of the
trade, many of the American distributing companies exhibiting signs of

following

4S4-4S8 Sixth Ave.

New York

over P.C.T., the company has acquired 116 theaters, many of them of
super quality and situated in the key
It is understood that Will
cities.
Evans, managing director of P.C.T.,
will remain with the new company
in an advisory capacity.
This stupendous deal has monopo-

London Speculating on

Milton Cohen
Bernard Edelhertz
William Pizor

(Continued from Page 1)

New W.

theaters,

first

Charles Moskowitz

Elliott

over 300

dore Ostrer are on the board.

Hedda Hopper

Leo Klebenow

of

to be constructed and planned on a
similar scale to those already existLt. Colonel
ing in the West End.
Bromhead, R. C. Bromhead and Isa-

R. V. Anderson

George Byrnes

a control

and a monopoly of almost the entire
West End of London. In taking

But now the situacan producers.
tion has most remarkably changed,
and the time when American houses

H. McFarland
C. Bate
Sidney Singerman
Rebecca Joffee

Richard Brady

Walter Putter
Jim Normanly
Nat Levine
Paula Gould
A. Pam Blumenthal
Tom Wiley
Wm. Massce
David Loew
Paul N. Lazarus
Herman Robbins
Phil Reisman

ish

ment with which to approach Arneri- be

Paine

B.

Hollywood

(Continued from Page 1)

will affect the progress, of British
Hitherto there has
films in America.
been but a very weak financial argu-

Schimel

V.

I

May

it

Joe Weil

Oscar Binder

Charles Jawitz

N. L. Manheim
Tobis Working on Sound Film
Louis Baum
Syndikat,
German Tonbild
Berlin
Bert Adler
Tobis, IS producing "The Marriage Harry Scott
D. J. Chatkin
of a Faun" as a sound picture and has
Ben R. Rosenbaum
engaged Marc Roland for the musi- Emil C. Jensen

cal score.

Lou

M. Van Praag

A.

room at the home Wm. Ferguson
D. Trop
Twenty more machines are J.Stanley Hand

declared sought.

Butterfield

S.

A. H. Giannini

Ted Schlanger
Helen Hughes

firm's projection
office.

W.

H. M. Messiter
WiUard McKay

Schiller

F. & R. Installing Bristolphone
Minneapolis Sonora-Bristolphone
W. J. German
is to be installed by Northwest The- Emil Shauer
ater Circuit (Finkelstein & R.uben) David Picker
at the New Arion here and in the M. J. Kandall

—

R. Grainger
Herbert Ebenstein
Fred Quimby

James

Joe Schnitrer
Mrs. Edna Sussman

Merger

Bring U.K. Films Here

J.

Rebecca

Australian Houses

1)

V. Ward, J. H. McFarland,
C. Bate, Sidney Singerman,

British

11, 19;

contains a clause that it is subject
to the approval of the German government. I. W. Schlesinger has been
in Berlin for some time with the object of securing the Emelka chain of
theaters, but has withdrawn his offer.

Academy

Selects OfHcial Orgai

"Hollywood Magazine," fan

pul

cation, has been named official org
of the Academy of M. P. Arts a

Sciences.

Lloyd to Produce at Metropolits
Harold Lloyd has contracted
space at the Metropolitan sound S
dio, owned by Christie.
Directorial Post for Held
Held has been elevated
the position of director by Fox.

Tommy

Plan Union
Extras,

it

is

reported,

are

planning to organize a union.

N. and Warner to Remain Separate, Firms Say

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME
/ILL THE

S<>NEWSPAPEK

rFILMDOM
XLVI

A

No. 61

Wednesday, December

Birthday

rjST a year ago, the newstound its tongue. It was
early

December

that

News took its
might the day be remem^'i, for from that time on the
/fj,

it|tainment

kd

to

>itors

DEFOREST

IN

Fox
bow.

Loietone

of

nations

was

and the satisfaction of
permanently assured.

newsreel, long taken for
aited, has been the constant
ic^the one unfailing asset on
lie

1928

Price 5 Cents

VITAPHONE TO BE SERVED
SUIT
FOR R C A DISC DEVICE

TEMPORARY WRIT DENIED

m

j

12,

Patent suit brought by Dr.
Lee De Forest against the Fox-

Case Corp., alleging infringements in manufacture and
showing of Movietone is pend-

NO CHANGES PLANNED AT

in Federal Court,
New
York, where it is expected to
come to trial early in February.
The De Forest patents
are owned by General Talking

New

Photophone Machine

Interchangeable With

ing

Vitaphone
F. N.,

STARR DECLARES

Vitaphone pictures will be served
theaters equipped with the disc
No substantial changes in policy or synchronous equipment soon to be
personnel of First National are con- placed on the market by RCA-Photemplated by its new president, Her- tophone. according to George E.
to

Pictures.
With
program.
ltd, its value has skyrocketed,
man Starr, whose election to the Quigley, vice president of Vitaphone.
Petition for an interlocutory innew machine, to be placed on
il development is attributable
junction
against
Famous Players post was announced exclusively by theThe
market within a few months, was
itely to Fox Movietone News Canadian Corp., to restrain showing THE FILM DAILY yesterday. First
exclusively
National and Warner are to continue announced
by
THE
of Movietone subjects at the Palace,
ly

theater's

hh now celebrates

its

first

to operate as separate

and individual

FILM DAILY

Nov.

25.

It

is

to

an occasion for Montreal, on the ground that such companies, although there will be cost between one-third and one-half
showing violates patents of De Forclose co-operation between the two. the price of the larger RCA Photoua merriment.
est Phonofilm of Canada, Ltd., has
Other ofiicers elected are: S. P. phone. Records arc to be made by
been dismissed in Superior Court at
Sales Promotion
Friedman and G. E. Quigley, vice Brunswick- Balke-Collender.
T s is the one business in which Montreal, Electrical Research Prod- president; Warren C. Boothby, treasThe Vitaphone policy of serving
in
announced
yesterday
New
ucts
and seller too often stand
y
theaters which install the new disc
urer, and Robert Perkins, secretary.
The De Forest firm is suing
a
to grip each other by the York.
Irving D. Rossheim, former presi- device is taken as an indication of a
for a permanent injunction and an
If you would know what
dent of First National, and head of give-and-take policy existing between
action
bring about such relations, accounting, so that the court's
Stanley, now is a member of the di- RC.'V-Photop'hone and Western Elecmeans that the case goes to trial rectorate of Warner Bros. Pictures.
(Coittinued on Page 7)
night shed some light.
go-getting element without any restraint on showings On the new board of directors of
ere
is
a
{Continued on Page 8)
It is

rj.day.

I

i!
'J

distributors
ained
by most
job it is to stir the boys in
ijield into a froth and a frenzy
eiiuotas and playdates. Legitimate
ilfDds of drumming up additional
sess are, of course, proper.
It
happens, however, that the men
i^pack valises are well nigh goadto desperation by the demands
:'
New York. As a consequence,
Ig methods too frequently take
sour tinge, relations with exJjrs are thereby strained, arb
iln boards
cluttered with ca„^„
Cjoodwill headed for the ashcan.

First National, reduced from 14 to
ten are: Starr, Friedman, Quigley,
Perkins, Spyros Skouras, Harold S.
Bareford, R. C. Lieber, Jack Leo,

li

e

11

:i

I

"The Awakening"
Ima Banky's first individual starExcellent from every
S picture.
A love story with a twist
t.
Uyou don't expect and a punch
I:nce at the end that will cause
talk.
All this it has, plus one
e finest synchronized scores we
yet heard and a theme song
will send your audience
out
j|

ning.

Davey Lee
ere's

A

f

one picture we want to
Vitaphone feature starring

ky Lee, the baby of "The SingfFool" and the youngster who
Al Jolson a very close run for
honors.
He is Al's discovery
I

i

il

means

that Davey's first stelwill have Jolson-attention
way from script to final shot.

ffort
le

KANN

EXPflNSIoTPROGRftM

IS

Richard Hoyt,

S.

W. McDonald.

MAPPED fORDRAMAPHONE
Chicago

—

N0TABLE8"irATTEND
Continuing demonstra-

tion of interchangeability of Dramaphone with discs recorded by the
Western Electric system, Musical
Devices Corp., is expanding activiThe
throughout the country.
ties
Willard here has played the following Western Electric synchronized
Dramaphone: "Our
via
subjects,

Dancing Daughters," "Excess Baggage,"

"Lilac

Time,"

(Continued on Page

"Warming
8)

DINNER

jORLICHTMAN

of the M. P. Club of
will tender Al Lichtman,
and first president of the

Members

New York
founder

club, a dinner next Monday night by
way of expressing their appreciation
for his work in furthering the or(CoHtiKued on Page 7)

needs

YOUR

help.

is

Among

Cohn, George
Harold B. Franklin, Joe Brandt, Jack Cohn, Harry
A. Mulvey, D. L. Zyve and Dewey Bloom.
Harvey,
^' James
Page 8)
•'

(.Continued

—

San Francisco West Coast The(Fox) is reported to have
taken over five suburban houses here
and two at Oakland from the Acker-

aters

man &

Harris circuit, leaving that
with the Union Square here
and the Century, Oakland. Houses
involved are: Roosevelt, El Capitan,
Avenue, Amazon and Casino here and

on

(Continued

on Page

7)

Sarnoff and Bucher

Win

Promotions from

RCA

David Sarnoff, vice president and
general manager of Radio Corp., of
America, has been elected executive
(Continued on

Page

8)

Surely if you
year you will

lagging again.
this fund did last
read in yesterday's paper of the good
cases, in addition to some old
New
not close your eyes to this call.
committee gladly sacrifices
The
attention.
ones demand constant
dollar goes to worthy
Every
humanity.
of
its valuable time to this call
Make yourself
oflf.
if
put
Don't
expense.
cases with not one penny of
to-day.
check
your
in
a little happier by sending
were
those adding their names to the honor list yesterday

The fund

FROMACKERMAN&HARRIS

firm

Help! Help! Help!
It

WEST COAST TAKES 0VER7

Tax

Fails

—

Jackson, Miss. Declining to
pass the measure over the governor's veto, the Senate adjourned the extraordinary session writhout passing the proposed ten per cent tax on ad-

The session called
missions.
to evolve a revenue measure.

..

,
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New

Release of "Simba" to picture
houses, handling it on a direct-toexhibitor basis from New York, is
announced by Frank R. Wilson and
M. J. Weisfeldt, who are handling
the production, which they say has
played ISO cities as a roadshow. The
picture will begin its picture house

engagements Christmas Day in the
United Artists, Chicago, and United
Artists, Detroit, after which runs in
a number of Paramount de luxe

The

scheduled.

houses are

picture

form or as a
roadshow with portable Dulcetone
Independent exchanges
equipment.
in key cities are to handle physical
is

available

in

silent

distribution.

PATHE AND EBO PRODUCT

Hood

B.
IS

Financial
High Low Close

Sales

36}^
26
182 J4
128
104
92

300
600
300

36}^8
35/.
Seat
25 /.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 26 J4
Kodak ....I82/2 180 Ji
East.
*do pfd
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Keith A-O
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Pathe Exch
&V4
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23-!A
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Radio K-A-O
Stanley Co
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Ill
Warner Bros

M

do "A"
Fm.

Con.

•Film

Ind.

.

3',s66

300

62%

10,500

102H

600

2.^i

^^'A

"166

13,100
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23'/z
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4034
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110%
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33
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300
4,100
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9,100
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1,100
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Intern.
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Proj.
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•Univ.

39}4
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19%
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Fox Thea. "A"

Loew do

9,000

CURB MARKET

& Katz

Bal.
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Prod.

Acoustic
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Sup..

Pict

24
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4J4

24
8J4
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A-0 6s 46
6s 4-WAr ...112
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•Keith

Loew

8J4
4J4
28
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111J4 112
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101
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*Am. Seat. 6s 36
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Franco Films, S. A. French disand chain operator, is to
France of
handle distribution in
Pathe and FBO product for a period
of years, under a deal closed by the
Marquis de la Falaise, representing
Pathe International and FBO ExFranco, which acquired
port Corp.
11 Gaumont houses in Paris, and is
closing a deal for 15 Metropole thetributor

78;/^

97 54
198

aters, plans to

continue

theater excapitalized at

its

pansion.
The firm is
$6,250,000 and plans to
amount to $25,000,000, it

raise this
stated.

Dec. 17

—No

&

K. Take Over U. A.
Chicago, Detroit Houses

— Balaban

of officers of

M.

and
P.

inst:

Club

c

York.

Annual convention of M.P.T
Washington at Seattle.
Convention of Virginia, Mi
and District of Columbia

Dec. 18
Dec. 20

tors

Jan.

Washington.

at

New York house in St. Louis
New Year's Eve party at
Club of New York.

Dec. 25
Dec. 31

Annual

20

banquet

Eastern

I

M.P.T

of

Pennsylvania.

Fox's First All-Talker
Opens in Frisco Dec
San Francisco
Fox's

first

—"In

Old

Ariz

70 per ce
in natural exte

all-talker,

which was made
opens at the California,
house, on Dec. 22.

a

P

"In Old Arizona" will have !
on Broadway, but no arranger
as to theater and opening date
as yet been made.

&,

ii

United Artists, Detroit,

reported.

it is

sales promotion manager, for
heard of it," first convention of the United
declared
H. D. Buckley, United ists' sales force, which has
Artists vice president, in denying the called at Chicago Dec. 14 and I
Chicago report that Balaban & Katz Al Lichtman, distribution chief
are to take over the United Artists
houses at Chicago and Detroit.
"It's

the

first

I've

CaU

WAFILMS,
Walter

Cantor Not to Make Any
Film During Show's Run

Cantor will not make any
pictures during run of "Whoopee,"
agreeing with Florenz Ziegfield that
Allied Starting
it is "unreasonable and unfair" to take
on any additional work, during the
Drive in East This
With arrival in New York today run. Paramount hoped to star Cantor
next
of H. M. Richey and James Ritter in "The Birth of the Blues," for
of the Michigan unit, for conferences season's release.
with President W. A. Steffes, Col.
Sewa City "Blue" Law Sought
H. A. Cole and Theodore L. Hays,
ministers
is

dinner

Testimonial

Special Edition of "United Acti
Katz, Publix
Special edition of "United Aq
subsidiary, is to take over operation
house organ of the sales force,
of the United Artists here and the
ing prepared by Paul N. Laz

Chicago

STOCK MARKET
Am.

SOLD FOR FRANCE

Wash.

attempt
has been made to interfere with
showing of "Wings" via Kolstaphone, at the Rialto here. The Seattle trade is enthusiastic over the device, which reproduces sound on disc,
the invention of Art Kolstad, owner
Many exhibitors and
of the Rialto.
local
the
attended
e.xchangemen
showing, pronouncing the synchronization and tone as very good. Theater Sound Corp. has been formed at
Seattle to handle the device. John J.
The
Fleming is general manager.
turntable speed of the machine is
regulated to handle both regular and
Vitaphone speed. Local Paramount
and Columbia exchanges have stated
they will furnish records to any
house equipped with Kolstaphone,
according to Fleming.
River,

12,

Inc.

A. Futtor, Prei.
for

Eddie

Library Stock Scenes
130

W.

46th

St.,

New

York

Bryant 8181

Member

Week

Allied's plans for invasion of eastern
states are being completed, with the
drive to start along the Atlantic Sea-

board today when the allied leaders
meet the directors of the New Jersey

M.P.T.O.A.

Sunday Shows

at Araphone,

—

Neb.

Sewa

City,

la.

—With

requesting a "blue" ordinance, and
another petition requesting thorough
investigation, the city council is preparing to act on the Sunday question.
Meanwhile. Jeff Hanifan is presenting Sunday shows at the Iris.

New Owner

—

Good Comments!

at

Bells,

Tenn.

Mrs. S. B. Follie is
Araphone, Neb.
Sunday shows
Bells, Tenn.
are being presented here, the new owner of the Bells, purchased
first time in 15 years.
from L. H. Strickland.

We
and

are just beginning your servi|
find the trailers very satisfactor

heard many GOOD COt
MENTS upon them.
KOOTENAI THEATRE,

Have

Libby,

Montana

now

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"
do

units

do

com

Skouras

Bros.
Technicolor
I'nited

...

Art

do pfd
Univ. Ch.
do pfd

com.

. .

28
30

30
32

4
45

ir^

11
8

13
12

76

84

2
75

85
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/

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in
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MANAGER and ASSISTANT
wanted for 500 seat house playing unique policy; discriminating patronage; give full particulars, experience, salary, etc.,
first

letter.

A.B.C.
c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
N.Y.C.

Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT 3040

NEVER DISAPPOINT"

Cpiow F|[
a^iiifiiwm
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12,
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I

Secretary

fiss

^eres Your First

Off the Coupon

1 ip

Vxke It
\sk

Duty This Morning

In

to the

Boss

Him How Much

\nd Fill In the

Amount

Out Check
^d Have Him Sign
i.ake

It
/

His

^U In

/

Name

/
/
/

ind

Address

•nd It

To
^

ILM DAILY
ELIEF
Broadway

y
.'

FUND
ISIew

Be Doing

One

Two

FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway

York City

— One For the Boss

Committee
H. Giannini, Jack Alicoate, Billy Brandt
Carl Milliken, Bruce Gallup, Al Lichtman

I

am glad

Herewith

Fine Deeds

For Yourself

TO THE

RELIEF FUND
/

'II

Date

NAME.

i.

ADDRESS

my

N. Y. City

to contribute to this splendid cause.

check for

New
UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES
The

17

now

selling!

2

ALL-TALKIES
MARY PICKFORD

D.T4/:

in "Coquette"

Griffith

ROLAND VfEST^—"Nightstick"

WITH DIALOGUE OR
SINGING

OR BOTH

GLORIA SWANSON in "Queen Kelly"
CHARLIE CHAPLIN in "City Lights"
DOUGLAS FAIRBANK'S—'T/ie Iron Mask"
D. W. GRIFFITH'S—"Larfi/ of the Pavements'

5am Tay loiDirecting

Marij Pickford
in "Coquette"

HERBERT BRENON'S—"LM/nmox"
HENRY KING'S—"<S^e Goes to War"

Hei-bei-t

Brenon

Shooting Explosion
Scene u^^The Rescue"

&rlc Von Stroheim

SYNCHRONIZED
Roland
West

NORMA TALMADGE in "The Woman Disputed'
DOLORES DEL TllO—"Revenge"
VILMA BANKY—'T/ie Awakening"
JOHN BARRYMORE in an ERNST
LUBITSCH Production and "Tempest"

RONALD COLMAN
RONALD COLMAN

and

VILMA BANKY

"Two Lovers"
W. GRIFFITH'S—'T/ie Battle of the Sexes"

REX INGRAM'S—"JAe

Dwan

"The Rescue"

in

in

D.

yllan

Three Passions"

All Pictures

may be booked
with

SOUND

»

Directing

The 3 Passions

or

SILENT
*«:•

.

I

the industry s

best directors^
produced the YJ

new

UNITED
ARTIST

Charlie Chaplin

PICTURE
These

proved masters in their art, have
given to the industry one of the biggest groups of
box-office attractions ever made for one company.
Analyze these men, their selHng merits, from the
ANGLE. Read the
box-office angle,—
product Hsted on the opposite page.
PERSONALITIES—greatest on the screen.
TITLES—that sell tickets anywhere.
ENTERTAINMENT— 100%
PICTURES—biggest booking buy on the market.
directors,

YOUR

&dwin Carewe
\

Heni-y King.
Directing

'she Goes
to War'

And
Each

POLICY —

sold to You on fairest
picture sold individually

— on merit.

Lubitsch
^/lctor

yieminoi

Howard Hughes

reding

Scetu:

runiores Latest

THE

^.%g^
0A|^Y
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The 1929 Film Year
K Will be Without Question the
Finest Book of Reference Ever Published IN THE Motion
Picture Industry

Over lioo Pages
(.Out In

January)

12,

I'j

f

THE
Jednesday,

December

12,

1928

Coast Wire

G. Takes Over 7
Vitaphonc Is Served
Ackerman & Harris For
Disc Device

RCA

Columbia Sound Films

7

IRAL

OF GROUP HAVE

A

COMPLETED

IREflDY BEEN

Little
from
RALPH

By
Six talkers will supplement "Subnrine" as sound pictures on the curColumbia program.
nt season's
Wolf's
Lone
"The
are:
ley
lughter," "The Younger Genera-

"The Donovan

i,n,"

Affair,"

"The

"Father Love," and
\ Broadway Hoofer." Several have
ill

W.

Service-

of

Eve,"

Columbia records
'en completed.
the Western Electric system, ofring either sound on discs or sound

(Cotilinucd from

(Continued from I'ane

1)

and Hippodrome, Oak-

the I'rankiin
land.

Spokane, Wash.
0(10,000

''Lots'*

— Building of a

theater here

I'"ox

is

early in

least.

$1,-

planned,

Notables Will Attend

Dinner

1929 as possible.

Hollywood
good friend, John G. Adolfi,
OUR
will start the new year right by

making

the first of a series of pictures under his new long term contract with Warner Bros.
John is
right at home in the talkers, having
acted on the stage here and abroad
before becoming a director.
*

*

*

C. Danziger, manager of the Holfilm.
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" by lywood Plaza hotel, is thoroughly
)uis Joseph Vance, stars Bert Ly- "sold" on the far-reaching power of
heading a cast including Gertrude THE FILM DAILY. Recently, A.
Imstead, Lilyan Tashman, Charles Narayanan, general manager of the
;rrard and Donald Keith. Al Rogell Exhibitors Film, Service, Bom,bay,
-ected. Frank Capra is completing Calcutta, registered at the Danziger
''he Younger Generation" from "It hostlery and informed the manager
to Laugh" by Fannie Hurst, with that he had read the hotel's adverHersholt starred and Rosa tising in THE FILM DAILY.
;ar.
*
*
jsanova, Lina Basquette, Ricardo
jrtez and Rex Lease in support.
Our Passing Show: Max Pollock
ipra also is to direct "The Dono- and Francis Powers conferring at
n Affair," starring Jack Holt. "The Warners; Seton I. ("Happy") Miller
dl of Eve," by John Emerson and extolling the virtues of his 32-day old
"Father Love" and "A son, Sanford Keith Miller; Larry
aita Loos.
oadway Hoofer" complete the Ceballos, Fred Bruner and Bill Riley
;

ganization.

and

—

Cleveland Although labeled premature, report is in circulation that
plans are about completed for the

Fox theater and office building planned here. Graham, Anderson, i5roI)st
& White, Chicago architects, arc declared to have made the preliminary
mentioned

.\

in

number

of

for

Lichtman

(Continued from Page

Plans Reported Completed
for Fox Cleveland House

sketches.

\)

new RCA-I'hntophonc

device will be the only disc synchronizer
other than
VVcstcrn
Electric
equipment for which Vitaphonc subjects are served, for the present at

according to announcement by West
Coast Theaters.
It is to open as

IVILK

TJu-

trie.

Fox Plans $1,000,000
Theater at Spokane

1

•

Pane

sites

are

connection with the ne-

gotiations.

women

The event

i)

be formal
will be present.
Already,
will

reservations are mounting up and the
list as of last night gave indication
that the most important figures in the
industry will be among those present.

Billy Brandt is chairman of the entertainment committee.
The entertainment features are pretty much of
a secret, but plenty of fun is promised.

1

|i

I

:

Hf

talking

oup.

it

over at the

Warner

the-

Long Run Fox House

Lichtman Again
in
York
Building of a long run house in
M. P. Club of
New York, wired for sound, is
At a meeting of the board of diplanned by Fox, it is understood, on rectors of the M. P. Club of New
The pro- Yoik yesterday, Ai Lichtman was
the site of the Central.
posed house would seat 2,200 and be again elected president and the other
part of a 24-story building.
executives returned to office. Arthur
Planned

Heads
New York

New

M. Loew

Agathen Buys Nashville House
Nashville, Tenn.— L. M. Agathen
has

purchased the
R. Hughes.

Peafowl

from

Thomas

vice-president; S.
vice-president,
Arthur W. Stebbins, treasurer and
Paul Gulick, secretary.
The latter
succeeds Bruce Gallup.
L.

is

Rothafel,

first

second

ater.

Clark & McCuUough at Work
Clark and McCullough have startwork on their next Fox Moviene comedy, "In Holland" being diIn the
eted by Norman Taurog.
ipporting cast are Marjorie Beebe,
eorge Bickel and James Marcus.
.

Added

*

4i

portant role in "Manhattan Cocktail," is playing the male lead in
"The Story of Judy Judd," which
Leon Abram,s is directing.
"Coquette" Cast Completed
Casting of "The Coquette,"

Cast

to "Reputation"

>l<

Danny O'Shea, who had an im-

Raymond Keane

has been assigned
"Reputation" starring
play in
;lle Bennett and being directed by
Ibert Ray.
Syndhronizingf F. N. Film

talker

to

star

Mary

Pickford,

YOU'LL SAY

THE SAME!

all-

has

been completed. Chosen are: Johnny Mack Brown, John Sainpolis, John
Gales, George Irving, William Janney and Louise Beavers. Sam Taylor

is

"These are sure great cartoons.
A great drawing card."
—J. M. Reinhart

directing.

Majestic Theatre,
Stuttgart, Ark.

Benjamin Christensen has cometed "Seven Footprints to Satan,"
is being synchronized. Thirtyplayers are in the cast headed by

bich
'e

belma Todd,
jretta

Creighton

Hale and

"These Oswald cartoons always give entire satisfaction."

There

Young.

— G. L. Berquish

New

Contract for Lily Damita
Lily Damita today is scheduled to
?n a five year contract with Samis

a great suggestion for you

sign a five year agreement, calling
r maximum of four pictures a year.

on the front

1

Goldwyn.

Vilma Banky

also

Hughes Buys "Front Page"
Howard Hughes his purchased
all-talker.

Louis

Fox

Title

"True Heaven"

Wolheim

managing

ay the role of the

will
editor.

Changed

chosen for
£ new Fox picture featuring George
'Brien and Lois Moran formerly
lied "False Colors."
James Tinig directed.

is

Auditorium,
Medina, N. D.

SUPERVISION OF
GEORGE WINKLER

44

OSWALDn

page of Saturthe

reen rights to "The Front Page"
r $125,000.
This will be made into
1

is

day^s Film
Daily if you
have not yet

wired your

title

house.

Produced By

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

SQUnp-sileNT

THE

c&ank

I

DAILV

Wednesday, December

12, 1

Help! Help! Help!

Short Shots from

New York Studios
^^By ARTHUR

W. EDDY,

is

come

much

in

is

New

*

*

*

Tommy

Meighan

N. D. Golden
R. Grainger
'Herbert Ebenstein
Fred Quimby

W.

*

*

Weil
H. M. Messiter

Yates

Joe

Ned Depinet

Willard McKay
A. Schimel

Bruce Gallup
Billy Brandt
Lou Blumenthal

Ted Schlanger
Helen Hughes

SchiUer
F. Rodgers

C.

Vic Shapiro

now

vacationing along the
Main Stem and environs. He's been
working at the Coast for the past
three weeks, with the exception of a
brief trip East when he made exteriors for "Hold 'Em Yale."
Griffith

is

*

*

*

Safe and sane is the policy adopted by A. J. Moeller of Talking Picture Distributor's in connection ^vith
shedding publicity light on his plans.
"I'm not going to start selling product until I can give exhibitors more
than one picture," said Bert, in reply to our daily quiz, "What's doing?"

Temporary Writ
in the interim.

H. McFarland
C. Bate
Sidney Singerman
Rebecca Joffee

Ludwig
Harry Rosenquest
C. C. Hoagland
Frank Mastroly
J.

Paul

Milton

Lee Balsly

M. Steinbuch
G. Byrne
R. V. Anderson

Kandall

J.

Wm.

Silver

Len Fields
Eugene Walsh

Emil Shauer
David Picker

M.

Gulick

Harry Reichenbach
Dan Lederman
Dave Bader

German

J.

Ward

V.

Henry

P. D.
Alfred

Ferguson

Cochrane
Gottesman

George Byrnes

Oscar Neufeld
Sam Sax
Gabriel L. Hesa

Ed Halperin
N. L. Manheim
Louis Baum
Bert Adler

Milton Cohen
Bernard Edelhertz
William Pizor

Harry Scott

M. E.

J.

D. Trop

Stanley

D.

J.

Hand

Harry Cohn
George Harvey
James Mulvey
D. L. Zyve

Charles Moskowitz
J. Francis O'Reilly

Harry
S.

J.

Krauss

Harold B. Franklin
Joe Brandt
Jack Cohn

Chatkin

Ben R. Rosenbaum

Lewis

Dewey Bloom

Warshowsky

Cresson E. Smith

1)

The De Forest com-

pany alleges eight patents

are

in-

fringed.

Sarnoff and Bucher

F.

HYNESi

Win

Movietone Strip Sent by
Telephone to N.
Photographed sound was
niitted by telephoto process
time yesterday,

first

when

for

officials

American Telephone and

the

I.'

tra

T<

52 short reel sub- graph Co. received actual pictures
jects in co-operating with a recording an actor's voice sent in seven m
company, and establishment of sales utes from Los Angeles to New Yi
and service branches in all key cities City.
Three words, "Is that S(
are plans announced by the Melotone were spoken in Los Angeles by V<
Coip. of America, New York, which Ham Haines, photographed oni
is installing eight machines
sound strip and the latter divided
in theaters.
Three of these are in New to separate pieces about the size
York theaters and one each in Pitts- ordinary photographs. After havi
burgh, Cincinnati, Detroit, Philadel- been 'shot' across the country in t
phia and Cleveland.
Ten machines manner the individual strips wi
now are in stock and the factorj' pieced together in New York and
geared to make 50 weekly, it is spoken words will be incorporai
claimed.
The company claims the into a scene of "Alias Jimmy Val<
device interchangeable with other tine," now running at the Astor.
disc systems.

Production

of

1

Music Reproduction Co.
Handling Slote Device

Foy Starting Productionj
at Vitagraph Stud

Plans for start of production
Cumberland, Md.
Home-made Vitaphone subjects at the Vitagra
synchronization device invented and studio, Brooklyn, are being co;
developed by Robert Slote at the pleted in New York by Bryan Fc
Strand here, is to be marketed vVork is to start in a few days. F
through Music Reproduction Co., of will remain in the East about
t\
Alexandria, Pa.
months.

—

Any

Size Picture by
Orchestraphone at Port Townsen
New Television Device Port Townsend, Wash. —W.
Paris — Any size picture can be McDonald, formerly of Eugene, Or.

Hedda Hopper

Emil C. Jensen
Leo Klebenow

Is

Denied De Forest Suit
(Continued from Page

I.

J.

Richard Brady
Walter Futter
Jim Normanly
Nat Levine
Paula Gould
A. Pam Blumenthal
Tom Wiley
Wm. Massce
David Loew
Paul N. Lazarus
Herrman Robbins
Phil Reisman

W.

Paine

B.

Oscar Binder

Charles Jawitz

with Phyllis Haver, Louis Wolheim
and Robert Armstrong, Edward H.

Butterfield

S.

H. Giannini

A.

p^-oduction man- Don MersereAU
Now
F'und.
ager at Metropolitan studios, across Tommy Goldberg
Arthur Loew
the Hudson at Fort Lee.
Jack AUcoate
if

NEW DISC SYNCHRONIZER

James

he's

Having finished a sound version of
"The Shady Lady," Pathe picture

Grow

List

Lou B. Metzger
Miss Addie Dannenberg M. Van Praag

Ed
W.

CHARLES

of
check to-

Mrs. Edna Sussman
J.

iBy

fall

goal

NELOTONE CORP. OFfERS

Watch This

H.

George Orth learned his production alphabet back in the old Edison
and Bioyraph days and later supplemented it by working for Paramount and m-ore recently the Actors'

will

the

have your

Einfeld
At present Benny"s limping around Charles
Henn' Ginsberg
the Colony stage owing to a fall he Al Lichtman
received the other day while doing a Red Kann
dance number, but that doesn't in- Joe Schnitier

terfere with his getting the laughs.

we

faster
of

NOW.

Loew's State and Graunian Egyp-

He's now pulling
tian at the Coast.
York.
'em in big at the Colony,

drive closes
Unless the checks

short

Let's

$10,000.
day.

Sound Pictures

1)

The

short.

Christmas day.
considerably

repeating the
NY RUBIN
BEX
success wiiich built up business
for

(Continued from Page

The time

television

transmitted, it is claimed by a new
device
developed by a

soon will open a new house he
equipped with a junior model Orch<

Luxemburg

traphone.

is

scientist.
The positive
eliminated, the negative being used

for transmission direct.
The impression of the film is electrically trans-

mitted and magnetically conserved
on a series of fine metallic ribbons
to permit subsequent transmission by
wireless, for showing on a screen immediately or at a later time.

Talkers For

Haley Houses

Mount Vernon, Wash.

—

H

A. L.
president of Paramount Amus
ment Co., has ordered new seats I
their house here and at Anacort*
Equipment has also been ordered f
ley,

RCA

Photophone

installation

f

both houses.

RCA

Stillman Not Closing
Cleveland "The Singing Fool" is
Sound For American, Butte
now entering its sixth week at the
(Continued from Page 1)
Butte, Mont.— C. M. Thall, genei
Stillman.
It
has
broken
previous
vice president of that firm, which is
manager of West Coast Theatei
house records.
It will play at least
parent company of RCA-Photophone,
one more week.
The following at- Inc., states that sound will be intr
which Sarnof? heads. Elmer E. Buchduced at the American here.
traction has not been announced, but
er has been named executive vicepresident
of
the
latter
company. it is definitely known that the StillBasil Dean WUl Make Talker
man will not close at the conclusion
Joseph L. Ray is new general sales
London
Basil Dean will leave so
manager of RCA, Dr. Alfred N. Gold- of the "Singing Fool" run.
for United States, it is understoo
smith vice president and chief broadwhere he will make a talking ve
Brown to Make Talker
cast engineer and Col. Manton Davis,
Howard C. Brown, in charge of a sion of John Galsworthy's pla
vice president and general attorney. unit of
the TifFany-Color Classics, is "Escape," for Paramount.
en route to New York where the
Is
Photophone Subject Via W. E.
company will make an all talking
Sunday Shows Win 1 Lose 2
Minneapolis First RCA
Phot(
color subject.
for
Minneapolis Sunday shows won
phone recorded subject to play tl
in one Minnesota town and lost in
Paganini Sound Film For Tobis
Strand here is "The Toilers," whic
(Continued from Page 1)
two others in special elections.
Berlin
German Tonbild Syndikat opened on Saturday. The house hs
Up," "Sawdust Paradise" and "The Wheaton by vote of 321 to
216 fav- (Tobis) has in production a sound Western Electric sound equipment
Patriot."
ored a liberal Sabbath, while Clear- film based on the life of Paganini.
\V. A. StefTes, head of Allied States brook and
Belview voted against The title role is being played by An.\ss'n, and the Northwest exhibitor Sunday shows.
STAGES
LOCATION
dreas WeJssgerber under the direcunit, Col. H. A. Cole, Texas unit
UNITS AVAILABLE
tion of Frank Clifford.

The

theater equipment in question
Electrical Research
Products, through the Northern Electric Co. of Montreal.
Affidavits were
filed showing the history of the development of talking pictures, beginning with the work of inventors
prior to De Forest, and describing
also the development work of the
Western Electric and Bell Telephone Laboratories in production of
sound projection equipment.

was furnished by

Promotions from

—

—

Expansion Program

Made

Dramaphone

—

—

—

AND

president,
and the "L"
Circuit,
Cincinnati, have taken over distribution of the instrument in their respective territories.
Production is at the
rate of 15 machines a week, with deliveries promised in three weeks.

for

Academy Destroyed by

Fire

—

Haverhill, Mass.
Fire of unknown
origin destroyed the Academy of

Music.

The property

is

owned by

Jacob and Morris Bloomfield.

Talkers for Sales Use
Detroit Talking pictures are now
being ised by the Graham-Paige mo-

—

tor company to deliver its
to dealers.

messages

motion

and

still

photography,

hif

hour, day or week.

Etchcraft Film Studios
4S4-4S8 Sixth Ave.

(«t 28th

New York City
LMicacre 10109, Chickerine
Chickcring 2980

St.)

77U •4

Says Western Electric Trying

'\tterson

ML THE

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

[^NEWSPAPER

FILMDOM
XLVI

C.

Thursday, December

No. 62

Year Book

\He

.

and night the machinery
[/ rumbles on. A Niagara of
effort

one

i

objective

TO SAFEGUARD

harnessed

being

is

goal.

the

13,

Price 5 Cents

1928

PART-TALKERS NEW TREND
QyALITY
DUE TO NEED OF ACTION

LICENSEES ASKED

E.

AY

rf4

Their judgment of the quality of

hering what has long since the reproducing equipment other than
Western Electric, is asked of licenrecognized as an internation- sees when they book their pictures
iterprise, the industry in Amer- for showing on such systems, states
E. Otterson, president of ElecJ.
:iand throughout the world is trical Research Products, in a secto ond statement in which he discusses
wholeheartedly
Derating
interchangeability and possibility of
the bulky covers of cheaper equipment.
I;l- l^etween
He says the
1(1929 Film Daily Year Book company does not expect its equipment to be the only system in use,
ist collection of facts and fignor is it spending much time on
tests of other equipment for possible
regarding motion pictures.
r
infringement, although in the long
rum the four quarters of the run if the firm's rights are violated,
Yester- court relief may be sought. In the
'ue the data pours in.
long run, he believes, inferior equip(Contiinied on Page 6)
a for instance, the Far Eastern

Producers Feel All-Talker
Sacrifices Action to

1

arrived,

uey

of

bringing with

market

the

in

it

P. C. r. Deal
ERNEST W. FREDMAN

The

;>(

x\

By

Alarming Degree

"The Daily Film Renter"

Editor

London

(By

By

Cable)—The

;dements, up-to-the-minute facts

Los Angeles
ers

sale.

Hays Assn. Treasurer

as

Herron, foreign manager,

is

an authentic analysis of new treasurer of the Hays organizaIn America's tion, succeeding J. Homer Flatten,
field in Japan.
who has resigned to join a commercities, as in Europe's capitals,
George Borth15.

iiJhina,
h
e

oes are busy
ig-

n

t's

s

ater
as

he
9

,

le

.

cial

and presented to
The Film Daily Year Book.
refined

1918-1929
Year Book first appeared

in

a bold venture into an uncharted

In pages,

it

more
The new Year

totaled

little

one hundred.
appearing in January, will be
jleventh and, significantly enough,
times the size of its maiden
In encyclopedic scope, it has
)ci broadened and in usefulness as
st-word authority on matters stai,c<il,
heightened.
h

!

ilk,
li

'

11

'

firm,

{Continued

on Page

Both
board

start

ts

tracks in order to find

what way

sound wind is blowing. It is to
U dialogue which means no action,
jart dialogue which give action a
The coast
ice to have its fling.
deep water and the flounderings
an answer grow more vigorous.
1

KANN

making

to all-talk-

itself

felt

at

SKOiAS CHANGES SEEN
EOLLOWINGWARNERDEAL

FBO

Be Made

St.
little

calls for

the half-way
Relief Fund yesterday approached
drive was started, conmark. Marking the best single day since the
received by the committee
tributions totaling almost $500 were
much work has
ends Christmas which means that

The campaign

basing its budget
done if the goal of $10,000 is to be reached,
to alleviate
required
the finances
for 1929 on the number of cases and
that
determined
outset
needy cases in 1928, the committee at the
$10,000 was to be the goal for next year.
t^
,.,„
'
Zukor, Nathan Buikan,
Contributions yesterday included Adolph
Kramer, Thomas
Zukor, Arthur Butler Graham, E. W.
Eugene
°

to be

W

6)

.

annual salary of $150,000. as

His
the Warner chain.
brothers, Charles and George are to
remain- here, while William Goldman, who joined the Skouras firm
several years ago, and recently has
been in charge of Indianapolis houses,
to be
is slated to go to Philadelphia
Stanthe
of
operation
with
connected
Reeves Espy, adverlev houses.
head

The Film Daily

on Page

city expects to see

Spyros Skouras as a result

of

New

6)

(Continued

Louis—This

of closing of the deal for sale of the
Skouras interests here to Warner^
York
and removal of Spyros to
to head the Warner theater activiSkouras' contract, it is said,
ties.

Almost Half Way

So!

— Reaction

Dec.

assistant treasurer.
elected at yesterday's

is

.

means lack of action.
iaiogue
L k of action hits at one of the
u lamental appeals of motion pics.
No wonder Hollywood stops

is

—

BEING SPEEDED UP

Organization of a sales force to
operations this week, closing
of arrangements for stocking of tubes
and lights by National Theater Supply branches, and speeding up of
"Rio Rita," Talker and
production, at the eastern and Middle
West factories, are steps being comby
Singer to
by General Talking Picture
pleted
the
of
revolution
Forerunner of a
New York, in placing De
Corp.,
firm's production policy which he
Phonofilm sound projectors
Forest
FBO
of
affiliation
follow
to
says is
market.
the
on
1.
with Rsdio-Keith-Orpheum, Joseph
Simplifications in the machine made
Schnitzer, newly-elected president of
Dr. Lee De Forest during the
by
"Rio
that
yesterday
FBO, announced
year has made possible trebling
last
Rita,'" all-talking and singing producOrders received between
output.
of
musical
Ziegfield
Florenz
the
of
tion
1 will be filled by Feb.
and
Jan.
now
special
first
production, would be the
A class of enpromised.
is
IS,
it
on the 1929-30 program. It will be
operators to supervise inand
gineers
William
by
Coast
produced on the
The comis being trained.
-LeBaron, with Epheland Terry and stallations(Cmitinued on Page 6)

com- wick

were
and digging into statistical
meeting.
for the informative ore that

li

c

—checking,

IS

already

Some producers, fearful
the studios.
that the inclusion of all-dialogue at
the expense of action will have a bad
effect at the box office, are curtailing their talker plans, intending to
use only part dialogue in pictures.
Recent all-talkers, it is declared,
have demonstrated that the dialogu"
costly to action, and, producers
is
point out, the sacrifice is too great,
or will be when the novelty of dialogue in films has worn off. Meanwhile, there are others who contend
that the part-dialogue idea is wrong,
insisting that there can be no compromise that a picture must be alltalker or silent.

Herron Succeeds Flatten
F. L.

RALPH U'll-K
THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

IVest

trade continues agog over the
British Gaumont deal for control of the P.C.T. chain, one
of the chief discussions hinging
around America's reaction. In
some quarters belief is expressed that the tightening of
the British market may result
in American distributors buying up theaters by the whole-

a

Straits

Cut Costs

to

of

J.

tising
slated

and publicity head
to go to New York.

here,

is

Harry

Koplar, it is said, will remain here
with the St. Louis Amusement Co.

John Gilbert Signs New
M-G-M
Long Contract with
FILM DAILY
it^st

Bureau. THE
Angeles-Long

Coast

term conJohn Gilby
signed
been
has
tract
presSchenck,
M.
Nicholas
bert with

Los

THE

'aSthDAILY
BRITISH CO-OP IS URGED

Pola Negri, Ltd., Formed;
Fadman Here From Paris
London

TO GUARD INDEPENDENTS
Thursday, Dec. 13, 1921

Vil.XLVINi.62

Price 5

Cuts

—

PUBLISHER

JOHN N. ALICOATE

daily except Saturday and holidays
Broadway. New York, N. Y., and
CO .vripht (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President and
1.
Folk, Inc.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
llusincss and Advertising Manager.
I'lihlijlied

1650

at

as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
York, N. Y.. under the act
piKtofficc at
Terms (Postage free)
1879.
of March 3,
York.
United Stales outside or Greater
$10 00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.

New

London Revival of tihe CineniatoKrapIi E.xhibitors' Ass'n buying cooperative as a means to protect holdings of independent exhibitors against
the combined power of British Gauniont and

Provincial

Foreign,
with order.

$.1.00.

remit

Address

all

THE FILM DAILY,

communica-

BroadPhone Circle 4736York, N. \'.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Phone Granite
\ViIk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
Berlin— Karl Wolflfsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Fr.tdrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Conr (les-Noues, 19.
tions

to

way

New

1650

—

—

Financial
Low

High

36^ 36'^
Am. Seat
26^
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 27
180
Kodak
182!4
East.
•do pfd
First Nat pfd
Fox Fm. "A" ... 9554 92^
*do rts
40^ 3714
Keith A-0
123!^ 117
do pfd
647^ 63^
Loew's Inc
\Ol'A Wlyi
do pfd
•M-G-M pfd
14
14
M. P. Cap
53'4
52'/^
Para. F-L
lOyi
Pathe Exch
9H
do "A"
25J4 2354
Radio K-A-O
4054 38 "
42
41-5^
Stanley Co
*rniv. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

"A"

•do

CURB MARKET

Acoustic
Bal.

Con.

Fm.

•Film

Insp
Thea.

Ind.

..

19^

18^

19

3,900

80
20^^

78^^
19^^

80

500
700

.
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33^^

33J4 92,300

22 J^

24
SVt

"A"

•Intern. Proj
I.oew do del), rts.. 25
Nat. Thea. Sup...
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5
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4^
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Keith
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BOND MARKET
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41ww

19'/4
3

93
112

5

Am.

Members

125

•VVaincr

6'/.s

.

.

98

98

98
198

28

men

of United Artists are to attend
United Artists sales convention
to be held Fridaj^ and Saturday at
Chicago. Talking pictures are to be
the outstanding topic.
The meeting
is the first national one held by the
company. Al Lichtman, Cresson E.
Smith, Victor M. Shapiro, Paul N.
Lazarus. Emil Jensen, Carroll Trowliridge and Henry Ginsberg are home
the

Koxy "A"
units

28
30

30
32

d(»

com

4

5

45

55

11

13
12

.Skouras

Bro.:

Technicolor
I'nitcd Art
dn pfd
t 'niv.
Ch. com.
•

I.,

.

.

i.f.1

8
76
2
75

•LAST PRICE

Cleveland — "Pop"

"Pop" Foster
Foster,

who

has

been covering the river territory in
Ohio for 15 years, is dead from
bronchial pneumonia, at bis home
here.
He was 58 and survived by
his wife and three sons.
Foster began his film career with General
Film Co.
Taylor's Father Dies

dentil

of his father.

York,

is

"Dawn" Banned

Warsaw— Tlie

eight of 22
sulmiitted as suitable for import licenses under the "kontingent"
regulations.
The French trade takes
this as an indication that the commission will insist on a high standard
of

riiarles Mapnusson, pioneer
Swedi.sli industry and head of Swedish BioKrai)h, has retired.
Oloff An-

dersson succeeds, him.

Remodeled Ashland House Open
Asliland, \'a.
The .Xsidand, recent-

—

remodeled, has been reopened.

quality.

Ar-

mourning the

officers

and

dinner

M.

of

P.

installat

Club

Dec. 20

Convention of Virginia, Maryli
and District of Columbia exhi
tors at Washington.
New York house in St. Louis ope

Dec. 25
Dec. 31

New

Year's

Club
20

Jan.

of

Annual
Eastern

&

Eve party

New

York.

banquet

of

M. Eastern

Coast

Bincnn.

Los Angeles

Invasion
Soc

Way

THE FILM

DAI.

— Eastern

invasion
I'anchon & Marco units is to get u
der way soon, with dispatch of Haij
C. Arthur to Chicago to arraa
bookings, after which he is to gqi^
New York on a similar niissk
Thirty weeks addition to F. &
]

time

in A\'cst

No

Curtailment of Silent

Coast houses

is

sougl

Program

Closed Meeting Called
by Education^
Establishment of permanent headThere is to be no curtailment
quarters or chil) room, proposal to silent product by Educational becaii
limit membership to approximately of the firm's entry into the sound
200, appointment of editors for the ture field, states President E.
.AMP.A. annual and Bulletin, naming Hammons. January releases inclull!
of a committee to investigate group the
second Mack Sennett talkii
insurance, a credential committee to comedy, five two reel and four oi
co-operate with the VVampas and an reel comedy or novelty subjects ai
Anglo-American committee are sub- eight releases of Kinograms.
jects to be discussed at a closed meeting of the
Thursday.
The

AMPA

S

organization also is to consider a proposal to affiliate with the Theatrical
Press Representatives Ass'n.

by the pianist

ALE

!

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC

in Fire
Coollieadedness of VV. Unger, who
operates the Steuben, 1,345 seater.
New York, prevented probable disorder, when a film fire destroyed tlie
booth. Unger walked down the aisle,
and requested patrons to follow him
quietly to the street, to tunes played

STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film— Case— 6Masazinei
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

at his order.
110

West 32«*St,New>torK.Niy.*
Pbons

ReinJiardt is to sail from Europe Saturday for New York, en
route to Hollywood to make a Lillian
Gish starring vehicle for United Ar-

"Dick"
Richard

authorities

Thomas

lend to incite hatred.

York.

Thomas
Thomas

in N.
of

Prod., Hollywood,

Y.

Richard

is

in

New

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

Psnna.

0330

L

If
you have failed
to wire your

house and

AGENCY

producing companies.

competition is
bothering you,

Attractions for

Thoroughly familiar with every

Picture Theatres

see the front
page of Saturday^s Film
Daily for a

one of
and

distributing

detail having supervised all account'ng for home office and

Standard
Vaudeville Acts

branches.

N. Y. C.

M.

M.P.T.O,

Pennsylvania.

Getting Under
IVcst

at

Poland

Apply Box No. A-104
c/o Film Daily 1550 B'way

K

Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
Washington at Seattle.

tists.

in

Polish

leading

of

Dec. 18

AMPA

have prohibited exhibition of "Dawn"
on the ground that the film would

the

that
in the

French Control Comaccepted

has

1!

York.

F.

Max

of United

10 yrs. experience with

85

in

films

Available Jan. 1st

QUOTED

connecPola Negri's new producin which he is a prime
in

is

—The

Paris
mission

ACCOUNTANT

J/2

Testimonial
of

Reinhardt Sailing

2

2

Dec. 17

Manager Averts Disorder

9

Magnusson Retires
London It is Icarnid liere

ly

will attend.

Illness Fatal to

84

—

who

New

8

New York

Red Star
Ambassa-

Force to Attend Conclave France Tightens Screws
One hundred twenty-five sales
on "Kontingent" Films
managers, branch managers and sales-

tists,

OVER THE COUNTER

d<i

of U. A. Sales

1

8
18

fects will be used.

dor.
He
tion witlh
tion unit
factor.

Sumner W. Taylor

93
112

CURB BONDS

Seat. 6s 36

800
700
800

28

x-war. ..10054 lOO'/i lOO'/i
Paramount 6s 47.. 9954 99^ 99J4
Par. By. S"/iS 51 .10154 10154 lOlJi
Pathe 7s 37
79
78
79
6s

....

12

8^

Tniv.

129

...

Prod.

Katz

&-

Fox

116^

"Le Courier de la Reine" and George
Bernard .Shaw's "Caesar and CleoSound efpatra" may be another.

13,

The Industry's
Date Book

known

as I^ola Negri, Inc., will be formed to
produce and market a series of Negri
financed by English and
pictures,
l-"rencli capitalists.
The first will be

\., some members of which believe the step to be vitally necessary.

E.

Sales

1.300
24?4
38'^ 33,400
200
4154
9854
109'/^ 113
36,200

be

to

Cinematograph

"U" Circuit Changes Listed
R.
G. Wood has been named man36^
100
26^ 1,500 ager of the Venetian, Racine, Wis.,
180
300 replacing Jack Gross, H.
J. Royster
128
manager of the Arabian, Seattle, with
104
94M 12,200 A. J. Bishell replacing him at the
3
Clemmer, Spokane, and Stanley L.
39
7,000
Segelbaum has been appointed to
119
600
63-5^
8,600 represent the company in its Cleve100 land
WVA
suburban houses, in appoint2^
ments announced yesterday by Fred
14
100
8,800 A. Flader, general manager of the
52-yi
10
9,800 Universal circuit.

Close

company

Edwin Miles Fadman, of
Pictures of Paris, is at the

office officials

STOCK MARKET

—A

Theaters has been suggested by the
.Southern Midlands branch of tIhe C.

New

Subscribers should

$15.00.

Thursday, December

j
i

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

timely solution.

The

Screeris Newest, Biggest Box Office Star!

The Whole World

Is

Singing the Praises of

"SONNY BOY"
Davey Lee as "Sonny Boy," has won
world-wide fame for his remarkable
work in support of Al Jolson in "The
Singing: Fool." Today he is the pet of

He

the nation.

is

the newest, biggest

drawing card of many years.
In the entire history of .lolson's

bril-

no star, of whatever magnitude, has been able to share successliant career,

fully the limelight with him.

In ac-

"The Singing Fool,"
scores of critics and millions of patrons
have hailed Davey Lee. Stop and think
what that means to you!
claiming Jolson

in

Al discovered Davey and now the
greatest little star is being guided by
the biggest star of them all. Al Jolson
is now helping on a story for Davey
Lee's first starring production.

want to hear and see him.
Cash in by showing Davey Lee in
"Frozen River," starring Rin-Tin-Tin,
and "She Knew Men," with Betty Bronson and Edward Everett Horton. Make
every man, woman, and child in your
town hungry for his first big starring
production title soon to be announced.
Keep your eye on Davev Lee the Personality Kid. He's going to clean up
Millions

—

ONE
WITH
VITAPHONE,

ONE
WITHOUT
VITAPHONt

for you.

—

IS

II

f

First Natis
I'O
"First National has put
('J
[)let(>ly engrossing niovi(
three-star entertainmei
is realism
there is sparl
is plenty of action. Ne'

—

—

moment."
"Money-maker

I'

J)i

W

for First

Packed with action

anc

— N.l

"Will be here a long

titne'j

"Unquestionably among
ing iilm achievements c

ShoutSfcr^illsl
"Milton

at the peak of his
career. He climbs right up the
ladder to the topmost rung."

have you ever
seen so niuiiy unreli%'lieii

ALPHABET
AC C LA I

M

Acting marvelous
Best since "The Sea Hawk"
C/onipletely engrossing

Uaring

to be one of t
winners -Exhibitors' Da

picture
clever

there.

is

1

'"Best characterization of his long
career. He is superb. "-Ere World

Read this

•/

La)s Angi

Bound

"The

—Daily News

Ntrained .•tuperlatives
lavished on a single
|tro<luelion?

Sills

—

"

"Sills'

best picture since 'The Sea

Hawk'."

—Evening Journal
—

work."
Mirror
supreme. Fine characterization."
N. Y. Telegraph
"]']xceeds in merit any previous
screen performance."
Graphic
"Best of his entire career."
A'^. Y. American
"Sills in best
"Sills

—

—

iixcellent

Fine
Cets" you

House

in uproars

^-

Intensely interesting

Joy

to

behold

Knockout cast
Loud praises
^atvelous job
Nothing undone

One
.>0

or overdone

'Or,

^^v

'V«/l

'Or

*-<l.

picture

is

^ill

there

"">'i,C"^

Uniforndy high merit

Si;

Vital
li%'^holly

ffa

/^ It

'^<'nt

'tic,

thing

Sizzling, stunning, entertaining

The

'a.d

""tmJ'^'-^

Pleasure to watch
€^uite credibly tough

Real

A

'iiff

Is

of the year's winners

'''

/;

in

'''(/-.yi

^''mn

J'^'oxt,.-

entrigujng

.,

'Or

Kfi5SJ'5Kfr^^®CJ^^

(WiuuUi

5^2X^0y Cafik^ 4 19 namtwiph
I
\i

ili€^

€<^iiiral

4»ii

Broatlway

f
^

At

tliei

FIRST NATIONAL'S FIRST Tatkinffl
KILLING IN YEARS AT BOTH *2J

mLosAnseles

inNevk^ljbrk

9^PAEER.Sf©^/CRrTIC
l/joinsiii onel^i^hty

"

==^*^

A SINGLE

^

VOICE!
how

vi

B^nust

fine a pitbe to draw

1^

c/

T^;^).

iJniinously eiithuver«li«t from
i c

.C9

bfanious film ex—
I as tliese
liiuis

I

Busby

na Cannon

e

!»-i8on

Carroll

>A«;>"'^";>nrY A-"

Colfax

e\

>SU^t\

Creelman
e'ge Gerhard
.\ Mordaunt Hall
i!?n

:\^"**^!d^^^
Jwxt-^

Hutching
1

id

1*
;vi\v*^^'

r.Vk<^^

«\>1>

?^5""

-^^r-^^^^^v
.r^va^^*7^'^vc»^

Mir ror

,rV''

;•'*.

'If

#V#T

.^r ''-'-''

v>^:i^

Johancson

lirice

Kann

Lathrop
Inn L. Martin
ojlla Parsons

V

[troe

%

Pelswick

;< »

1.

(avid Strauss

ri

e

owe o^ r::nH9^i^

Thirer

liiard Watts, Jr.
V{.

Wilkerson

lerine

ki

Zimmerman

Play by Kenyan Nicholson
by Charles L. Waf^ner
Benjamin Glaxer
»j:£(i by Richard A* Rowland
<•

!t

i <l iirtion

alion by

it
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CheeiTvCbmlifon!
"Betty Conipson gives a sterling
A'^. Y.
performance."
Times
" She is wholly intriguing."
News

—

"Dorothy Mackaill and Betty Conipson lose few opportunities to reveal

and
—Evening
World

their pulchritude, facial
ily."

'"I'articularly

banks, Jr."

"Walked

I
1^

olf

—

IxkI-

good was Douglas Fair-

—

A^.

Y. llerald-Trihiine

with the acting honors."
I'hiiihilurs' Daily Rerietr

'''^(<-ll,'n,
''finif,,

"I'ound favor with the first night
Extremely appealing."
audience

Distributors

.

.

"iHi
•/rv //
'^-fuld

.

fM,'^^:^A

"rtiuifnt

,>vs

cxw-

vV'

k told lOOOOfiOO peepk that

With

MILTON SILLS

DOROTHY

MACKAILL
Betty

Compson and

Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr.

a GEORC^K

lirde in Los Angeles

MAKES BIGGEST
OADSHOW OPENINGS

rURE

FITZMAURICE
PRODUCTION

THE

-.%^

DAILV

Almost Half Way
Sound Pictures
Showmen

Doyle Cautions

in Australia on Sound
— No thcaltTs can show

Sydney

talkers profitably unless it can gross
between $5,820 and $9,700 weekly, according to Stuart F. Doyle, recently
returned from the United States.
Sound film either will make fortunes
or bring about the greatest crash the
industry has known, he says, predicting that costs will be reduced,
and that smaller theaters will be betoff

ter

they await developments.

if

Union Sound Houses Planned
for Australian

Sydney

Key Towns

—Union Theaters

(Doyle's)

plans to equip a long run house in

every key

sound

for

citj-

films, after

the de luxe houses will be
equipped, with public reaction to determine the future course of the cirBoth Doyle's and Hoyt's are
cuit.
A
licensed bj' ^\'estern Electric.

which

special

department

l)ictures

is

to handle

sound

for Doyle's.

Sound Profitable

—

for R.

I.

(Continued from Payc

Dewey

Gerety,

makes

a

plea

Christmas

is

further

for

approaching!

Watch This
Tommy

Lou B. Metzger
M. Van Praag

Charles Einfeld
Henrj' Ginsberg

Ed

Schiller
F. Rodgers

W.

Don Mersereau
Goldberg
Arthur Loew
Jack Alicoate
Charles Jawitz
Richard Brady
Walter Putter
Jim Normanly
Nat Levine
Paula Gould
A. Pam Blumenthal
Tom Wiley

Hand

George

Byrnes

Ed Halperin
N. L. Manheim
Louis Baum
Bert Adler

this

Ben R. Rosenbaum

D.

J.

Chatkin

Emil C. Jensen

Leo Klebenow
Covington
Covington, Tenn. W. F. Ruffin of Charles Moskowitz
J. Francis O'Reilly
the Palace and vice president of the Harry Lewis
M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Tennessee S. J. Warshowsky
and Mississippi, will have Movietone Cresson E. Smith
N. D. Golden
and Vitaphone installed
James R. Grainger

—

Graham

W. Kramer
Thomas W. Gerety
E.

—

Dewey Bloom

Hank

Linet

—

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE
for

motion

and

photography,
hour, day or week.
still

by

(at 28th St.)
City
10109. Chickering 7788 and
Chickering 2989

New York

Longacre

Ham

—

be

made

at the

Southern, Bucyrus.

Collier,

"Rio Rita," Talker and
Singer to Be Made by FBO
(Continued from Page 1)
Flarold Murray of the original
cast in the leads, and Bert Wheeler,
Ada May and William Catlett in the

H.

cast.

W. E. Licensees Asked
To Safeguard Quality
(Continued from Page

will

creased to 14 by opening of the Capitol
here.
Continued expansion is
lilanned, including houses at Harris-

onburg and Clifton Forge.

LaComa at Willacoochee
Willacoochee, Ga. Chris LaComa
lias taken over the local theater, formerly operated l^y R. A. Turner.

—

starre

direct the

s

dialogue sequenc

Willia7n Grew, who is on I
monyit's xvriting staff at the As'
studio, is author of "Fridayi
loth," a play which Schnebbe
Bacon will soon reveal to Broad
Grew tvas associated with Earl
roll for a number of years.
*

*

Dudley Murphy is seeing the
after two years' of Hollywoo
He last wrote "High Voltage," I
vehicle for William Boyd, and
will

turn his typewriter to wor'

"Rhapsody."
*

*

H«

Hotels m^iy come and go bui
Algonquin remains the headqua
for film folk. A. 0. Naegel isnt
of the men ivho is busy checking

and

in

1)

of their own weight.
Electric
engineers are

fall

who

Sr.,

'Nothing But the Truth" on the

*

out.

Tim Whelan

New

is

Yorking

%

Not so long ago he dire
Monty Banks in an English pic
problem Only a few years back Tim was
days.

continually working on the
reducing size and cost of equip-

—

ging pictures and plenty.
without sacrifice of quality,
*
*
*
states Otterson, predicting that if the
Lawrence Irving, who was
solution is found, it will be found by ported by Dong Fairbanks to do

ment

company, which he says is working 24 hour shifts to meet the dehis

mand

for installations.

John Gilbert Signs New
Long Contract with M-G-M
(Continued from Page 1)
M-G-M. This sets at rest
a number of conflicting reports concerning the star's future, one being
that he might join United Artists.

ident

of

Bobo Building New House

—

Scottsboro,
Ala.
W^ork is progressing on the Bocanita, which C.
T. Bobo is building.
It is expected
the house will be completed in about
three months.
Bobo now operates
the Dreamland here but it is understood that house will be closed when
the new one opens.
The Bocanita
will

scat

approximately

M-G-M

1,000.

Club Plans Party

The _M-G-M

Club,

composed

work in "The Man in the
Mask," is planning to sail baci
his hotneland, England, on Frii
art

*

*

After eating his
in

*

Christmas

Manhattan, Adolph Menjou

part

Westward

to

make

di)

will

a talke

Paramount. This will be his last
duction under his present contra(

Egan Seeks Civic Post
Regina, Sask.
Pete Egan, n
ager of the Capitol, is an alderm.
candidate for 1929.
At the s;
time he is busy with the wiringif
the Capitol, equipment being instai
for the Movietone and Vitaphon-

—

Querrie "Does Not Choose to R
Toronto Charles L. Querrie,
ager of the Palace, "does not chc
to run" for the city council in
coming civic elections, withdraw

—

in

of

Alderman W. A.

favor of

Si

exchange personnel of 36 mervilie, proprietor of the Prince
members, will give a Christmas party. W'ales and Eastwood, who is
A dinner dance at the Music Box has aspirant to the Toronto Board
been planned. Howard Roth is presi- Control.
the entire

dent.

Universal subsidiary, was in-

Etchcraft lilm Studios
454-458 Sixth Ave.

forthcoming talker vc
Pierre's last script was "The Hd*
the Wall," now in production.

in

Cleveland, Pittsburgh Zone
Cleveland J. C. Fishman is the
iiulhorized distributor of DeForest
PhoiKjfilm in Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, West Virginia and western
i-'ennsylvania.
Fishman states that
he will have four DeForest installations operating in Cleveland by the
end of December. The first out-oftown installation in this territory will

James
Lee A. Ochs

—

chain,

mount's

Fishman Gets Agency

Wm.

Biophone Agency Formed
W. P. Wentz
Ethel Smith
Bill
Onie has formed W. S. Butterfield
Giannini
the Ohio Biophone Co. with office A. H.
in the Union
Bldg., Cleveland, for
Marcus Closed New England Deal
distribution of Biophone in Ohio and
Jesse Marcus, general sales manKentucky.
ager of the Davis Bulletin Co., Buffalo, states he has closed a deal with
Vitaphone for New Haven
New Maven
Harry La Vietes, the New England Advertising Co.,
operating the Pe(|uot here, is ex- New Haven, for the taking over by
pecting Vitaphone c(iuipment by the that company of the Davis firm's
stage and lobby equipment in all
first of the year.
New England states.
Buckley Gets Orchestraphone
Buckley, Wash.— E. VV. (Jroesbeck
14 in Shenandoah Valley Chain
has secured a junior model of OrWinchester, Va. Total of houses
chestraphone for his house here.
in the Shenandoah Valley Theaters
Cleveland

piERRE

of

Arthur Butler

Herbert Ebenstein
Fred Quimby

EDDY^^

Hedda Hopper

James Mulvey
D. L. Zyve
Adolph Zukor
Nathan Burkan
Eugene Zukor

Harry Scott

the installation, but that it inm^^By ARTHUR W.
tends to have a crew of supervisors
in each territory, to train the theater
COLLINGS is bu
operator. The only servicing claimed A
the midnight electricity in ,t
needed is rcplacment of tubes and paring an adaptation of "NothinjJu;
lights.
the Truth," stage success, for r

ments will
Western

Bernard Edelhertz
William Pizor
M. E. Krauss
Harold B. Franklin
Joe Brandt
Jack Cohn
Harry Cohn
George Harvey

Ferguson
D. Trop

pany claims that the exhibitor can

make

R. V. Anderson
P. D. Cochrane
Alfred Gottesman
Oscar Neufeld
Sam Sax
Gabriel L. Hess

Milton Cohen

Kandall

Wm.

13.

Short Shots fro
New York Studu

I)

Silver

Lee Balsly

Lazarus

Savini Selling Bristolphone
Atlanta R. M. Savini, formerly of
Savini Film Co., here, is selling Sonora-Bristolphone sound apparatus in

Gulick

M. Steinbuch
G. Byrne

German

J.

H. McFarland
C. Bate
Sidney Singerman
Rebecca Jotfee

Len Fields
Kugene Walsh

Emil Shauer
David Picker

M.

Ward

V.

{Continued fiom Pifyc

I.

Milton

Loew

J.

1.

Phonofilm Marketing
Is Being Speeded Up

Henry

Harry Reichenbach
Dan Lederman
Dave Bader

Reisman

W.

Oscar Binder

Paul

Herman Robbins
Phil

Paine

B.

Frank Mastroly

Massce

Paul N.

Hughes

Helen
C.

J.

Tommy

David

Willard McKay
A. Schimel
Ted Schlanger

Ludwig
Harry Rosenquest
C. C. Hoagland

Vic Shapiro

Wm.

Weil
H. M. Messiter

Joe

Al Lichtman
Red Itann
Joe Schnitzer
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie Dannenberg
H. J. Yates
Ned Depinet
Bruce Gallup
Billy Brandt
Lou Blumenthal

Stanley

for

support.
the

Get

Grow

List

Meighan

J.

Sound

William

spirit!

these houses.

territory.

Bloom,

James, Lee A. Ochs, Hank Linet, W.
P. Wcntz, and Ethel Smith.
Many of those who gave their
financial support to the first drive,
last year have not yet joined the
rapidly-growing list of contributors
this year.
This is undoubtedly due
to oversight.
The committee again

Providence, R. I. Two Providence
houses and one at Pawtucket, which
have been wired for sound, declare
that grosses have jumped considerably.
The Majestic and Strand have
found business better during the past
year, following wiring of the houses.
as well as the Leroy in Pawtucket.
Loew's State was equipped at its
opening and the Victory recently installed Photophone so that comparisons cannot be made in the case of

—

1)

Thursday, December

Wesley Eddy at Baltimore Hou
Baltimore Ted Claire has b

—

Chatham House Reopens
Chatham, Ont.
Griffin

name

of
Capitol.

has
the

— Improving

of

the

been completed, with
house changed to the

succeeded as master of ceremonies
Loew's Century here by Wes
luldy from Loew's Palace, Washi
where he stayed a year. Cli
was at the Century 45 weeks.
ton,

Cleveland House Changes
Cleveland The Home has been
sold by Mrs. A. R. E. Fulton to Mrs.
Bertha Lamport.

—

New Owner

at Elizabethton
L. Qu
of the Royal here.

Elizabethton,
is

new owner

Tenn.— D.

;

&

Sciences; Ackerof M. P. Arts
ilarris; Action Pictures, Inc.; Actors'

:adMy
111

Advance

Service;
Knickerbocker Press & News; Albail
uy limes- Union; Alexander Studios Corp.;

Ass'n;

liui

Itieaters,

itn!

i^tcl.

Allcntown

;

t.,hronicle

industne;;;

Cinema League; Amateur Movie
American cinema Assoc; American
Ass'n; American i'tOeration of
raii'ists
usiins; American prod.; American Promalir

inc.; Amtucan cheating
Society ot Cinematographers;

t)Ocicty,

.tiJ

meiaii

Co.;

Am-

Com;)osers, Authors o: i-ubAmusement Co.
Arbitration

ca:Society 01

Appel
Arkansas

;hei|

;

Amusement

hnterpnses;
Stuuios; Artlec Picture Corp.; Ascher
Circmt;
AsheviUe limes;
i heater
i heaters ol i-rovince of
ul Cinemas &

oaii;
rthi
rosi

Associated

P.

JVi.

Advertisers;

Producers; Ass'n Opposed to
iie-aws; Associated publications; AssociOwners
of indiaaa; Associated
.i heater
Press Kepresentatives; Attleboro
nl
Authors
uuild;
Sun;
Authors
of America; Autfiors League Fellow-

M.

,,ji

f.

I

Kcho;

&

Katz
Inc.; Baltimore Kvening
,,iltimore News;
Banks, Monty LnBanner Prod., Inc.; Barbour CirFilm Studios; Berinstein
L.eaverton
uerry Circuit; Billboard; Birmingcws; Biimingham Post; Black HiUs
iicnt
Co.; £>lair, George A.; Blank
bakersfield
I heaters,

isalaban

1

;

Circuit; Blinderman-^ieiner Circuit;
Circuit; Blumtnthal, Ben; Board
Je oc Commerce of the M. P. Industry;
Lircuit;
Boise Capital News; Booth
lield

ir

,

1
a:

man. Ernest W.;

Friars Club; Fulton Co
erica. Inc.; M. P. Prod. & Di«t. of Can«d«;
E. E.; G-B Theaters Corp.; General
Amusement, Ltd.; Genesee Theatrical Enterprises; M. P. Publicationii, Inc.; M. P. Record;
Gerson Studio; Giannini, A, H.; Ginsberg, M. P. Relief Fund of America; M. P. ReHenry; Glynne Circuit; Golden State The- view. M.P.T.O. of America; M.P.T.O, of
Arkansas; M.P.T.O. of Brooklyn. N. Y.;
aters
Corp.;
Gold Medal Pictures, Inc
M.P.T.O. of Connecticut; M.P.T.O. of DisGoldwyn,
Samuel;
Gortatowsky Theaters' trict of Columbia;
M.P.T.O. of Southern
Gouldman & Feldman Circuit; Graf Bros
California; M.P.T.O. of Indiana; M.P.T.O.
Studio; Grand Island Independent; Grand
of Iowa; M.P.T.O. of Kansas & Missouri;
Rapids Herald; Grand Rapids Press; GraM.P.T.O. of Kentucky; M.P.T.O. of Louis
phic Theater Circuit; Gray Circuit; Greater
iana; M.P.T.O. of Maryland; M.P.T.O. of
Amusements;
Green
Bay
Press-Gazette;
Grecnboro News; Greenboro Record; Greene Massachusetts; M.P.T.O. of Michigan; M.
P.T.O. of Eastern Mo.. So. 111.; M.P.T.O.
Co. Amusement Co.;
Greenfield
& Con- of Montana; M.P.T.O. of Nebraska & Iowa;
solidated Theaters; Green Room Club- GregM.P.T.O. of New England; M.P.T.O. of
ory Bernasek Theater Corp.; Grob & Knobel
New Jersey; M.P.T.O. of New Mexico;
Enterprises;
Grubel
Theater
Enterprises: M.P.T.O. of Northwest; M.P.T.O of Ohio;
Gumbiner Bros.; Hagerstown Herald; Ham- M.P.T.O.
of Oklahoma; M.P.T.O. of Oreilton Journal;
Hamilton News; Hammons, gon; M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pa..
So. N. J. &
Earle W.; Hamrick Circuit; Haring & BlumDela.; M.P.T.O. of Western Penna.
M.P.
enthal; Harris Amusement Co.; Harrisburg
T.O. of Rhode Island; M.P.T.O. of South
Evening News; Harris-Voeller Circuit; HastCarolina; M.P.T.O. of Texas; M.P.T.O. of
ings Tribune; Hays. Will H.; Hecht Theater
Texas; M.P.T.O. of Utah; M.P.T.O. of
iCircuit;
Heights Theaters, Inc.; Hercules Virginia; M.P.T.O.
of Washington;
M.P.
Studio;
Heywood-Wakefield Co.; Hibernia T.O. of Wisconsin; M.P.T.O. of Canada;
Securities Co.; Hildinger Booking Co.; HirshM. P. Times; Mountain, D. J.; M. P.
field Circuit;
Hoffman Bros.; Hoffman, M. Stories; Movie Age; Mound Circuit; Munz
H.
Hollywood Camera Club; Hollywood Theatrical Enterprises;
Musical
Protective
Citizen; Hollywood Filmograph; Hollywood Ass'n; Muskogee Phoenix;
Muskogee TimesStudio Club; Hollywood Vagabond; Horowitz Democrat;
Nathanson's
Circuit;
National
Amusement Co.; Hunt's Theaters. Inc.; Idaho Board of Fire Prevention; National Board of
Theater Managers Ass'n; Illinois-Indiana The- Review; National Catholic Welfare Council;
ater Corp.;
Imperial Pictures; Indiana In- National
Costumers Ass'n;
National
Exdorsers of Photoplays; Indianapolis Commer- hibilor; National Photoplay Indorsers; Nacial;
Indianapolis News; Indianapolis Star; tional
Screen
Service;
National
Theater
Indianapolis
Times;
Independent Theaters Corp.; National Theater Supply Co.; NationCorp.; Independent T. O. Ass'n of Alberta; al "Theaters Syndicate; Navelle Studio, Jean;
Industrial Welfare Commission of California; Neilan
Studios;
Newark Ledger; Newark
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage News; Newark Studio; New Bedford StandEmployees & M. P. Operators; International ard; New England Theaters Operating Co.;
Amusement Co.
International News Reel New Haven Journal-Courier; New Orleans
Corp.; Interstate Amusement Co.; Jackson Times-Picayune; Newport News News-HerDaily
News;
Jacksonville
Times-Union; ald; Newspaper Enterprise Syndicate; New
James Theater Enterprises; Jamestown Jour- York American; New York Daily Mirror;
nal; Japanese Movie Magazine;
Jensen & New York Daily News; New Yorker; New
Von Herberg; Jewish Theatrical News; Jim York Evening Journal; New York Morning
Theater Circuit; Johnson, E. Bruce; Johns- Telegraph; New York M. P. Salesman. Inc.;
ton. W. Ray; Kalamazoo (Mich.) Gazette; New York Telegram; Nichols Circuit; Nix•

Amusement

Allied

liws;

Irailer

;

unses; Boston Advertiser; Boston AmeriSoston Herald; Boston Post; Boston
Brandt, Joe;
Brandt 'iheatrical
raver;
Bray Prod.; Brecher Tfieater
•m' prises;
Brooklyn Eagle; Brooklyn Item;
ai

Coivin W.; B
rown Prod., Harry J.;
courier-Lxpress; Buffalo News; BurNews; Butte Miner; Butterfield TheCaddo Co.; Calderone Theater Corp.;
nia
Studio;
li
Camden Courier-Post;
Publishing Co.
Canadian Governrr a
n M. P. Bureau;
Canadian International
Canadian
performing
Rights Soc, Ltd.;
n
Daily
News; Canton Repository;
Prod.
Capital Production Lxport
ardinal Amusements;
Carolina The-asting Directors Ass'n; Castle Films;
M. P. Guild of America; Catholic M.
c.
of America; Catholic Writers Guild
Chadwick Studio; Charaberi^ erica, Inc.;
in musement Co.;
Chaplin Studios, Inc.;
a ston Daily Mail; Charnas 1 heater CirChattanooga
limes;
u
Chesterfield M.
jirp.;
Chicago Post; Chillicothe Newsdwtiser; Christedge Theaters, Inc.; Chris^
liarles H.;
Church and Drama Ass'n;
iti
Commercial Tribune; Cincinnati
Cincinnati M. P. Studio; Cincinbt;
Cincinnati Times-Star; Cinecraft
Cinema Art; Cinema Corp. of Am.;

;

;

;

;

Contributors to the

1

;

FILM DAILY

BOOK
YEAR
— 1929-

.

i

'

j[

^

;

Cohen & Kornblite Circuit; Copictures; Columbia CS. C.) Record;
al ibus
Dispatch; Columbus State Jourali Comerford
Amusement Co.; ConsoliAmusement Co.; Constanti Circuit;
cdters;

rr

John A.; Cooperative Booking OfCosmopolitan Studio; Costen Circuit;
R 1 heater Circuit; Danz Circuit; DarCircuit;
Darmour Prod.; Davenport
Dayton Herald; Dayton Journal;
)il:|n
News; De Forest Phonofilm; Delft
ers; DeMille, Cecil B.
Dent Theaters;
r
Evening
News; Denver Evening
r,

;

;

Denver Morning Post; Dept. of ComMotion Picture Section; Des Moines
letter & Tribune; Detroit Free Press; DeoiM. P. Studio; Detroit News; Dickinlet,

Diebold Circuit; Doremus &
Circuit; Duluth Herald; DurDygert, H. P.; East Coast Thete:
Eastern Film Corp.
Eastern Iowa
hiers
East
Liverpool
Co.;
Reviewrine; Eastman Kodak Co.; Eaves Cirri
D, M.; Educational Film Exchange;
-d ational
Pictures;
Educational iScreen;
Ij
Chronicle-Telegram; Equity Theaters
ir it
Erie
Evansville
Dispatch-Herald;
re
Excellent Pictures Corp.
Exhibitors
vs^
of
Chicago; Exhibitors Herald; Exit rs League of St. Louis;
Exhibitors Triui
Export & Import Film Co.
Fairbanks
'ri
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
E Pictures;
Farash Theaters;
Feature
'n
Federal Trade Commission
Feiber &
h'
Film Arts Guild; Film Associates,
11
Film Broads of Trade; Film Carriers
'S
of New Jersey; Film Daily Directors
.nal; Film Daily Short Subject Quarteres Film Exchange;
Film Fun; Film Kidiel Herald:
Film Mercury; Film Mutual
ie it
Bureau; Film News; Film Players
li
Film Spectator; Film Trade Topics;
ii
Division Pictures; First National PicII
Fischers' Paramount Theaters; Fitza' k
& McElroy Co.; FitzPatrick Picjr
Fort Worth Star-Telegram; Fourth
.V
Amusement Co.; Fox-Case Corp.; Fox
'i!
Corp.;
Fox News; Fox Theaters,
'o jration,
Fox. William, Pres.
Frankel
'hers; Franklin Theaters; Franklin, HarUi.; F. R. A. Operating Co., Inc.; FredMjCircuit;

Dowees

0.

ae ircuit;

;

I

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

Kleist

Amusement

Co.

Kohn

;

<?:

Fairchild

KoppinKunsky Theaters
Theater Co.
LaTheaters;
Kutinsky-Blumenthal
Co.;
Cross Tribune & Leader; Laemmle. Carl;
Lakeland Ledger; Lakeland Star-Telegram;
Lambs' Club; Laske. J. L. Lansing News;
Lefkowitz CirLawrence Amusement Co.
cuit; Leland Theater Enterprises; Levin Theater Enterprises; Lewis Theater Enterprises;
Lichtbildbuehne
Circuit;
Theater
Libson
BerUn; Lichtman, Al; Lima News & TimesDemocrat; Lindsay Circuit; Lloyd, Corp.,
Harold; Location Managers Ass'n of HollyEnterprises;

Koppin

George;

Co..

Woodward

;

;

;

on-Nirdlinger
Theaters;
North
American
Theaters. Inc.; North. C. J.; North End
Amusement Co.; Northwest Theaters Circuit, Inc.; Notopoulos Theater Circuit: Oakland Tribune; O'Brien Circuit; Ogden Standard Examiner; Ohio Amusement Co.; Ohio
Showman: Ohio Theater Topics; Oklahoma
Preview: Oklahoma Theater News; Okmulgee Times; Olympia Theaters. Inc.; Omaha
Bee- News; Omaha World Herald; Orpheum
Circuit:

wa

Oswego Palladium Times;

Ottum-

Courier:

Pacific Coast Independent Exhibitor; Pacific Studio:
Paducali Sun; Pallas & Graf Bros. Studio;
Pantages Circuit:
Papayanokes Circuit; Paramount Famous-

Lasky Corp.; Paramount News: Pasadena
wood; Loew, Arthur M.; Loew. E. M. Cir- Star-News: Passaic News; Paterson PressTheater
Island
Long
Guardian;
Inc.;
Pathe Exchange; Pathe Studio:
Loew's,
cuit:
Owners Ass'n; Los Angeles Evening Herald; Pathe News; Pawtucket Times; Peerless
Peerless Pictures Corp.;
Lourie Circuit; Louisville Courier-Journal; Booking Circuit;
Lucas Theater Enterprises; Lucas Film: Ly- Peerless Studio: Peninsu'ar Theaters: Perryman Howe Studio; Lynchburg Advance: man Theaters; Peters & Lockwood Theaters:
Lynch Theater Circuit: Lynn Item; Lynn Philadelphia Bulletin; Philadelphia Evening
Ledger:
Philadelphia
E.xhibitor;
Telegram-News; Lyric Amusement Co.; Mc- Public
Carthy Bros. Theater Circuiiti; M'dGowan Philadelphia Gazette-Democrat: Philadelphia
Macon
News;
McKeesport
Inquirer;
Philadelphia
Morning
Public
Theater Circuit:
Mann Circuit ledger":
Philadelphia
Record;
Phoenix
Telegraph; Manheim, N. L.
;

Manning
Theaters:
Markell Theater Circuit;

of

&

Wink

Theaters;

Amusement

Co.:

Photographers

Co.; Richmond 1 imn-L>is'>..
Pictures: Riddcll 1 heaters ' Co.
.

nt

..

dios; Robcy Theater Circuit; R.,
isier-Gazette;
Rockford Republic.

i-

-g.

Rock

la-

land
Argus;
Rodger 1 heater EnterprisM;
Rosenthal. J. C.
Roscnweig « Slegel; Rothafel, S. L.
Rothchild Enterprises; Rovner tt
:

:

Handle: Rowland, Richard A.; Sacramento
Bee: Sacngcr Theaters; St. Cloud Times; St.
Louis Post Dispatch: St. Louis Theater Managers Ass'n:
St.
Petersburg Independent:
Salt Lake City Desert News; Sanborn
Theater Co.; San Diego Sun; San Diego
Studio;
San Francisco Bulletin; San Francisco Call;
San Francisco Chronicle: San Francisco
Daily
News; Santa Fe Studio, Sapperstein Theaters
Co.;
Saxe
Amusement Enterprises: Sax,

Sam;

Scenic Artists Ass'n; Schenck, Joseph
M.: Schenck, Nicholas; Schenectady
Gazette"
Schenectady Union-Star; Schine Chain Theaters.
Inc.;
Schlesinger.
Max; Schneider
Theater Circuit; Schoenstadt & Son Theater
Co.; Schwartz Thiatcrs; Scoville
Essik &
Reif; Screen Advertisers Ass'n;
Screen Kiddies
Guild;
Screcniand
Magazine;
Screen
Press: Seattle Union Record; Selig
Studios;
Sennett Studio: ShankUn Theaters; Sharby
Theater Co.; Shauer. E. E. ; Show-World;
bheehan. Clayton P.: Sheehan. Winfield
R.
Sierra
Pictures;
Silverman Bros.
Theater
Co.; Silverman. Sime; Simons Circuit.
W.
A
Sims Theaters. Si-Non Theaters Co.;
Skirboll Circuit:
Skouras Bros.; St. Louis
Amusement Co.: Smalley Theater CircuitSmall-Strauseberg Circuit;
Smith.
Edward
•

:

B.
of

&

Co.

M.

Times;

;

P.

Smoot Amusement Co.
Society
Engineers;
South Bend News
;

Southeastern Theater Co.;
Sparks
Enterprises;
Spencer
Circuit
of
Canada;
Spokane Chronicle; Spokane Press; Spokane
Review; Spokane Theaters Co.; Springfield
Daily News; Springfield Republican; Springfield State Journal: Springfield Sun;
Springfield Union; Stallings Theater Co.;
Stamatus
Bros. Amusement Co.; Stamford Advocate:
Standard Cinema Corp.; Stanley Co. of America:
Star Amusement Co.; Starkey Theater
Circuit; Steinmitz Theater Co.; Sterling Pictures Corp.; Stern Studio: Stevenson Theater
Circuit; Stiefel Bros. Theater Co.; Stinnett
Theaters Circuit: Strauss & Ungerfield Theaters; Studio Mechanics Alliance: SuchmanJoelson Theaters Enterprises; Sudekum. Tony
Theater Co.
Supreme Amusement
Co.
Swartz Pictures: Swritow & Sons Enterprises;
Syracuse Herald; Syracuse Journal: Syracuse
Post-Standard; Tamiami Theater Enterprises:
T & D Junior Enterprises: Tacoma Ledger:
Tacoma
News-Tribune;
Tacoma
Theater
Managers Ass'n; Tacoma Times: Tampa
Tribune:
Technical
News Service; Terre
Haute Star; Terre Haute Tribune; Tec Art
Studio: Texas Theater Co.; Theater Equipment Ass'n; Theater Owners Ass'n of No.
Car.
Theater Owners Chambers of Commerce; Theatrical Enterprises. Ltd.; Theatrical
Managers Ass'n of Los Angeles: Theatrical Utilities Service Co.: Thomas Studio.
Richard: Tiffany-Stahl Prod.; Tiffany-Stahl
Studios: Tivoli Theaters Syndicate; Toledo
Blade;
Topeka
Daily
Capitol:
Trenton
Times: Triad Amusement Co.: "True Story
Pictures: Tucson Star; Tulsa Daily World:
Twin City Theaters Co.
Two-Thirty-Three
Club: Underworld Theater Enterprises: Ungerfie'd
Theater Corp.. Jack: Union City
(N. J.) Hudson Dispatch: United Amusements Corp. of Quebec:
United
Artists
Corp.; United Artists Studio; United Artists
Theater Corp.; U. S. Army Theaters: U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture: U. S. Dept. of Commerce; U. S. Dept. of the Interior; U. S.
Dept. of Labor; U. S. Navy Dept.; U. S.
Post Office Dept.; U. S. Treasury Dept.;
United Scenic Artists
U. S. War Dept.
Ass'n of Hollywood; United Theaters of California: United Theaters Corp. of ConnectiUnited
cut;
United Theaters Enterprises:
Th raters of Wisconsin; Universal Chain Theaters Corn.; Universal Pictures Corp.; Utica
Variety Amusement Co.:
Press:
Variety:
Vitaphone
Academy:
Instruction
Visual
Com.; Vocafilm Corp.; Vogel. W. J.: Wahl.
Major General: Wall St. Journal: Wall St.
;

I

Keith-Albee Theaters; Kelly, A. W.; Kent.
Kinograms;
Kenosha News;
Sidney
R. ;

Corp.; Reid, Vemm A Hays Circuit; Rembrandt Film Studio;
Kcmbusih Thealcrt;
Kochcslcr Democrat
& Chronicle; KuKcri
Prod.; Roper. V. J.; Kecan Sturtio; Regional
Dist,
Ass'n; Khodn Thr.i>rr KnerpriKcs;
Rickards & Nace I
harrts Theaters:
Kichetson i
rr

:

Only a partial list, but indicative of the
sweep of this encyclopedic volume

Cinemagundi Club; Cinema Review;
Miami; Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors
Cleveland Plain-Dealer; Clinton-Mey-

;:

Ass'n;

Marks Bros.; Mar- Photoplay Magazine: Pickford Prod.; PicPiedmont Theaters:
low Circuit. John; Massce & Co.; Mayer ture Play Magazine;
Louis B.; Mayer & Schneider Circuit; May- Picrmont M. P. Corp.; Pirtle Circuit: PittsMetroburgh M. P. Bulletin; Pizor Theater Enterfair Club: Memphis Evening Appeal;
Goldwyn Mayer Studio; Metropolitan Studio; prises; Plaza Pictures; Poli Theatrical EnNewsMiddletown
terprises; Portland Express; Portland PressMichaels Theater Co.:
Signal; Midland Theater & Realty Co.; Mid- Herald; Portsmouth Times; Portland News;
Premier Theater Circuit.
state Theater Co.; Midwest Theater Co. of Pouzzner Circuit:
Colorado; Midwest Theaters Co.; Miles The- Inc.; Providence News; Providence Tribune:

;

;

Walker Bros. Theater Co; Warner
Washington Daily News: Washington
Waterbury Republican H- American;
Weaver Studio of "facoma; Weekly Film
Wehrenberg Theater Co.; West
Review:
Coast Theaters. Inc.; Western Ass'n M. P.
Advertisers: Western Indiana Theaters Corp.:
Whe-'ing Telegranh White Plains Reporter;

News:

B-os.
Star:

;

:

Wichita Eagle; Wichita Fal's Times: WilbyBaum Theater Circuit: Williams Circuit. J.
& Vincent Theaters; Wilater Circuit; Miller Circuit; Miller Theaters: Pryor Bros. & Leitch Theaters; P. T. A. Homer; Wilmer
Milwaukee Journal: Milwaukee News; Mil- Theater Co.; Publix Theaters; Pueblo Star- mington Every Evening; Wilmington Journal;
waukee Sentinel; Minneapolis Tribune; Minot Journal; Quality Dist. Corp.; Quimby & Wilmington News; Wise Theaters. Inc.;
Rachmil Theaters Marvin: Wolffsohn. Karl; Wolfson-Meyer
News; MoUne Dispatch; Monarch Pictures; Marcus Theaters Corp.
Montgomery Advertiser; Montreal Theater Co.: Rading & Rasmussen Theaters: Raives Theaters: Women's Ass'n of Screen PubManagers Ass'n; Moore Amusement Co.; Theater Enterprises; Raleigh Times; Radio- licists; World Realty Co.; Wome Prod.
Ray's
Pictures:
Rayart
M. P. Capital Corp.; M. P. Chamber of Keith-Orpheum
Wyoming Theater Managers Ass'n: Yonkers
Commerce: M. P. Classic; M. P. Club of Theaters: Reade Theater Circuit; Reading Statesman & News; Yost Theater Circuit
New York; M. P. Digest; M. P. Journal; Eagle; Reading Times: Red Seal Pictures: Youngstown Telegram; Zimmerman & Dip»on
M. P. Magazine; M. P. News; M. P. Photo- Reel and Review; Reel Journal; Regional Theater Circuit; Zukor, Adolph.
Regorsoa Theater
Theater Corp.
graphers Ass'n: M. P. Prod. & Dist. of Am- Chain
;

;

;

THE

DAILV
Hollywood

MARKET TOR SERIALS

WILCOX PRODUCING SERIES
AT METROPOLITAN STUDIO

Pathe Exchange,

THIl FILM DAILY
Los Angeles The California Federation of Women's Clubs, after reviewing three chapters, has given
"The V'anishing West" its endorse-

Hollywood

—

will

Wilcox, pro-

ducticn chief of the British & Dominions Film Corp., whose company is
niakinj,' talkinp pictures at the new
Sound Studios, anMetropolitan
nounces that the first subject will be
"For." play by John Willard, author

"The Cat and Canary." Marshall
Neilan is directing, and cast is being

of

assembled.
The second subject to be made is
"The Wolves," the play
entitled
which enjoyed a year's run at London, and is still being played in
Piritish provincial towns.

Allan Roscoe in "Red Sword"
Noah Beery will not plav the lead
in FBO's "The Red Sword," as previously announced and Allan Roscoe
has been signed to replace him.
Marion Nixon has been cast in the
Robert Vigfeatured feminine role.
nola is directing.

J.

GiUingwater in Warner Cast
Claude GiUingwater has been

originally reserved
Breese in the cast of
".Alimony Annie," Vitaphone sta,rring vehicle for Dolores Costello now
being directed by Michael Curtiz.
Other players are Ralph Graves.
.Audrey Ferris, Stanley Taylor, Dale
Fuller,
.Andre
Beranger,
Douglas
Gerrard and Lee Moran.
cast
for

in

the

role

Edmund

Lou Ostrow Joins Columbia
Lou Ostrow, i)roduction executive,
has been signed by Harry Cohn as
a member of the company's produc-

md, in the place of progress, there
has been retrogression in that field,
according to Nat Levine, producer of
"The Vanishing West" and

"We

a special-

E.

Mason Hopper

will direct

from the original by Sanford Hewitt
and George Drumgold.
Clements' Adaptation
Colin Clements has completed a
screen adaptation of Florence Ryerson's "Gaston Amuses Himself."

Complete "Little Savage"
After delays caused by a broken
Barton has comi>leted
"The Little Savage" at the FBO
studios.
Louis King directed.
wrist,

B1.7.Z

found

former

serial

makers

mh Street

enthusturning
to other fields of box office response,
most of them feeling perhaps that

have

among

iasts

the serial was
possibly facing

demand.

La Roct|ue

NINTH AVENUE

limited affair and
as an exhibitor

a

market, the

demand

is

ever widening," he says.
He believes the most important ingredient for a good serial is a good
story and that the day of the catchas-catch-can effort is gone. The serial has floundered about for manv
vears in a hit-and-miss fashion with

'^ rr

made to improve
Levine declares, and
blames this on producerss who have
He
underestimated their market.
sees a better market, however, and
believes producers should gear themselves to meet it.
or

little

its

^<yth Street

•

But from what we know

the serial

of

•

doom

no'

fjl

effort

quality,

rrrrFrrr^rrrrrq-iTrrrr-TrFrpRFEIililii.

"While there

is no gainsaying that the apof the perial is found mostly with
children, adults have reacted in far greater
previously
mini'jers
than
estimates
have
"There is a
gauged," according to I-^vine.
reason and it is the intelligent plots in the
serials turned out.
have only to point
to the success of serial stories as a circulation builder for national magazines as an example of the interest in a thrilling story that
is tajfged with 'To Be Continued.'
know
how anxiously readers look forward to the
next chapter if the author has succeeded in
the sid)tle art of commanding his "readers'
attenticn."

p^rrrrFf!F'''^FfffFrtTrrfrrrr|Fn"rir^'"'^'"'"''7^r^

pealing

—

|^'-'«ieS5!*

We

We

VVTHEN

Film Center Building
^^ opens its doors in three
weeks, it will house every large
film exchange except those who
have their own buildings on this

Houses

for

Harrisonburg

—

Harrisonburg, Va.
Two new
houses are to be constructed here.
One, sponsored by the Shenandoah
Vallev Theaters
Corn..
Universal
subsidiary, is to cost $100 000. while
another chain plans a .$140,000 house
at Main St., and Newman Ave.
The
-Shenandoah firm recently opened the
Capitol at Winchester, under management of Frank Boucher.

Brandon House Reopened
Brandon, Afan.— The Strand has
been reopened bv C. S. Ferguson,
following alterations and redecoration.
Ferguson has transferred the
stage nresent^tions, orchestra and
other features from the Capitol which

same block.

A

Structure Tailored to Fit the Special

Needs of the Film Industry
Telephone Ashland 4200

he also operates.

Dove

Talker
Production is starling on Billie
Dove's new First National picture,
"The Man and the Moment," I)y lilinor Glyn. It will be an all-talker directed by George Fitzniaurice. Rod
Billie

8th floor in^

Film Center Buildingj

production.

ist in serial

Two

parts.

ist

Serial makers have lagged behind

tion staff.

Coghlan's First Set
Junior Coghlan will begin Pathe's
"Scjuare Shoulders," his first dialogue
production, within a few days. Louis
Wolheim and Anita Louise have

move on January

to the

THE FILM DAILY

— Herbert

Inc.I

Bureau,

Coas!

ment.
Bureau,

Coast

licst

13,

IS

BETTER, SAYS LEVINE
Ifcst

Thursday, December

of part floors, small
or shipping units.

in

Gilbert at Greenville
Greenville, Pa.— T. A. Gilbert has
resigned as manager of the Capitol.
Farrel,
Pa., and is managing the

Mercer Square and Main here.

plays opposite.

At Wheeling Opens
Starting Lee Film in Jan.
Wheelincr. W. Va.— The Capitol,
First starring picture of Davey Lee new $1,000,000
house opened here reto be made by Warners in Janu- cently.
Geo. Otte is manager.
Pic-

225 FIFTH

for plans

offices,

AVENUE

storage

Phone Ashland 4200

Capitol

is

ary.

tures

and presentations

will

prevail.

FILM CENTER,

INC., Builders

.

.

.

ABE

N.

ADELSON,

^res.

^w German Kontingent Provisions More Liberal
ALL THE MEWS

ALLTHE TIME

/FILMDOM
Friday,

)L!XLVI No. 63

Heaven
bellowconthe
ed Its way into
indussciousness of the
the magic voice that
jis
Wl call back diminishing
we remember there was
ado about the tone which
lew agency would add to
nstitution of the motion
-e by bringing to the small
the great artists of the
and of the stage.
roughened souls of the
t
the rugged exteriors
and
s
were to be
provincials
e

"•7-HEN sound

first

210 IMPORT PERMITS
«

December

Price 5 Cents

1928

14,

WARNERS LAUNCH DRIVE

IN
yy

\

FOR THEATER ACQUISITION

.

i

By

KARL WOLFFSOHN

Editar,

Berlin

"Lichtbildbuchne,"

—

(By Wireless) The government yesterday announced 210 import
Berlin

permits will be granted under the
"kontingent" law for the period beginning June 30, 1929 and ending
July 1, 1930, thereby making more
the regulations which govern
American and all
of
foreign pictures into Germany.
Of the total number, 160 will be
available for division to distributors
in proportion to the German productions handled by them during the last
By "German productwo years.
tions" is meant films made in this

liberal

importation

ed and calmed with lovely
md beautiful symphonies
d to them from the world's country of approximately 5,000 ft. in
and which occupied a minimum
You will length
-al storehouses.
The
of 14 studio days to produce.
All this
nnber, no doubt.
{Continued on Page 14)
1

1

more were envisioned in
dim days of long ago. But
as) 1927, we recall with a
and digging back that far
ashionable in this business.

.

Since Then
phrases of the seers were
then as they are now, but
a mockery time has made of
verbal bouquets!
For it is a
:irly
ironic truth that those

NOW

P.C.T. DEAL

SET;

-'

and

xhibitors

their public for
dubbed a direct

sound was
un heaven have been unable
within hailing distance of St.
while as for crashing the
gates themselves but why go

A

ohat?
theater

r

i;

-

owners who can

buy a nice

d
;

London (By Cable)— It

af-

slice of paradise,

o forego the pleasure for weeks
and often for months. Those
bankrolls are too slim to meet
'st of sound equipment have to

\-,

ind

themselves
day and

the

with fumings
nightmares at

so day by day, the greatest
unrest which
has ever
Those
the industry prevails.
vant what they can't get whatthe reasons may be
are negthat which they have.
It's

1,

tor

—

oxical,

but

—

true.

Gillmore,

executive

secre-

He
sitated living in a warm climate.
is to leave for Palm Beach soon with
who is returning from
wife,
his

an important
that
combination of British producers is under way for the express purpose of breaking into
American market with
the
English pictures.
By ERNEST W.
Editor

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"

London (By Cable)— One

m

of the
the history

Warner

the

chain,

embraces the Stanley
holdings in Atlantic Seaboard states
and the Skouras chain in the St. Louis
and Indianapolis territories, is planned in an expansion program to be
undertaken immediately by Spyrous
Skouras, head of the circuit.
Negotiations

purchase

for

of

60

FRENCH PRODUCTION UP

TO 120
DRIVE AS DETRIMENTAL
Pinehurst,

made

to

C— Attempt

N.

being

form another national ex-

hibitor organization is destructive to
exhibitors' interests, the North Caroits
lina exhibitor unit concluded at
convention here, and rededicated itself to allegiance to the M.P.T.O.A.
to
is the association's answer

By

F^ 1928-1929
P. A. HARLE,
Cinetrujtographie Francaise"

Editor,

"La

Paris

(By Cable) French producmaking progress. It is es-

tion

is

—

timated at least 120 features will be
made in the 1928-1929 season. Agreements between important French producing units and outside companies
are being closed with more regularity
and are expected to result in addition
of an international tone to producFor instance, British Internation.
tional of London has a reciprocal
deal with Pathe; Terra of Berlin with

This
waged
ended with the membership drive being
Cineromans and Aubert and Delac
its effort
in
Ass'n,
States
Allied
by
Standard Film
with Albatros and Wengeroff of

fiercest inside battles
of the British trade has

acceptance by
offer
Co. Ltd. of Gaumont Bntish's
the
to purchase its stock which gives
control
complete
organization
latter
{Continued on Page 14)
final

to perfect a federation of state exR. F. Woodhull, M.P.
hibitor units.
was a principal
president,
T.O.A.
{Continued on Page 14)

Berlin.

Ben Glazer Reported

as

Pathe Production Head

Hitting a Stride
moving along. Yesterday was another excelprogress made this week quotas
lent day, but, despite the marked
mark the drive, checks will
are not being met. If success is to

Th° Fund

is to head all production for Pathe, it is reported. It
recently was announced on the Coast
that he was to head all sound film
production, and as the company is
planning only sound pictures, it is
expected he will be producing head.

Benjamin Glazer

is

{Continued on Page 14)

-r,

_

KANN

of

Europe.

Tomorrow

iS

Extension
which now

Emerson's houses in 25 cities of Pennsylvania.
In
spring.
resignation, the Equity Council cre- Ohio and Maryland are under way,
in a
ated the post of honorary president, and probably will be completed
days, Albert Warner,
to which post he was elected. Emer- week or ten
son has been suffering from a throat vice president and treasurer, stated
{Continued on Page 14)
malady for some time, which neces-

have to pour in between now and Christmas.
i- t
the Reliet
The committee is bending every effort to put
have been told that all these
by Decemill adjust themselves; that such
Fund over the top. Ten thousand dollars are sought
donors
price of progress and that ber 25.
With yesterday's contributors the honor list of
thing will be all right in thf
one hundred and twenty-seven.
Maybe the dope is correct. The totaled
aspect ot
There are several cases which are assuming the
nee to "the end," however,
committee to carry along
a wee bit ominous to us.
the permanent. It is the aim of the
it's

—

accepting

is

reported

—

ir

Frank

tary, has been appointed acting president of Actors' Equity Ass'n, to fill
the unexpired term of John Emerson,
president since 1920, who resigned beGillmore is to
cause of ill health.
serve until the annual election in

60 Houses in East Being
Negotiated for Middle
West Deals Planned

N.C.UNIT HITS ALLIED

lofty

-

AS EMERSON RESIGNS

SPIRITED BIDDING ENDS

le
a

GILLMORE HEADS EQUITY

{Continued on Page 15)

Appeal Made from Sunday
Show Decision in Quebec
has been entergeneral ot the
ed by
of the Supedecision
province from

Montreal—\ppeal
the

rior

attorney

Court upholding Sunday shows.

,
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New
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— Discussing talking pic-

has completed a
sound film as first of a series planned
for use in colleges and other educaSills

Sciences.

was

recorded at the Warner
studio and will be given its first public reproduction during the National
Convention of Teachers of Speech in
Chicago, December 27. The subject
will form a part of a paper to be read
at the convention by Ray Kimmel,
Dean of the School of Speech of the
University of Southern California.
This demonstration of talking pictures
for informative purposes was made
possible through the cooperation of
It

Warner

to Start Film
for Vitaphone in Jan.

Tom Meighan

The Industry's
Date Book

Newportwhere he

leaves for

Richy,

will

Caddo Prod.,
made "The Racket"
Mating Call" for Para-

contract
under which he
picture

and "The
mount release.

Schine

&

Fox Partners

Springfield,

O.

—-Schine

interests

become affiliated with the
what is seen as presaging a

in

for

the

Schine circuit by Fox.
recently

became

dinner

of ofHcers of

M.

and
P.

York.
Dec. 18

insti

Club o

Annual convention of MPT
Washington at Seattle.
Convention of Virginia Ms
and District of Columbia
'

Dec. 20

tors

Jan.

at

Washington.

New York house in St. Louis
New Year's Eve party at
Club of New York.
Annual

20

Newman

,
•;

'

banquet

Eastern

Houses

here will

Fox

Testimonial

Dec. 25
Dec. 31

in Springfield, O.,

deal

Dec. 17

for

Eastman Kodak and Schine Enterprises

Bros.,

14,

Meighan

Fla., on
Sunday
remain one month.
He will
then go to Hollywood to start his
first talking picture for Warners. This
tional institutions and produced by
will be the end of January.
the Academy of
M.P. Arts and
Meighan recently completed a two

Milton

tures,

December

of
M.P.T.
Pennsylvania.

Joins Bristolphonj

Arthur J. Newman has
j(
Bnstolphone as special represeni
m the Midwest. He leaves Newl
on Sunday on a tour, covering
L
ville,

Indianapolis,

Cleveland
with
Phil
Chakeres of Cmcinnati.
Newman formerly
Springfield in formation of the State
ated theaters in the Metropi
Regent
Corp.,
which
comprises area and later
Third Dimension Device
handled fight fAi
Chakeres' State and Majestic, and the
New York.
Claimed by Dallas
Regent and Fairbanks of Gus Sun.
Dallas Third dimension pictures John May, comptroller of the Schine
Glucksman Buys Rights
are declared achieved by a special theaters stated that affiliation with
Distribution rights of "The
E
arrangement on the camera and on Fox would not interfere with the elor's Club," first of a
series of
the projection machine invented by management
of
the
Springfield pictures in which Richard
TalnJ
I.
Elliott Randall, former chemical houses.
The State Regent Corp. has IS to star for General Talkingi
instructor,
according to John M. an option on a site at the southwest tures Corp., have been
acquirer
Spellman, vice president of Asso- corner of W. Main and Fisher Sts. Max
Gluckman, New York
STOCK MARKET
ciated Factories Corp., local concern. for erection of a new 2500-seat house. Argentina,
Chili, Bolivia,
High Low Close Sales A demonstration
is to be given here
The Regent was closed Dec. 1 for al- Paraguay and Ecuador, inUri^
200
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36
36
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200
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1785^
178}^
duced with the device, he says.
179J4
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feature photoplays and five acts of
104
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Ottawa— Initial dividend of ji
Hollywood
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36
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share for the year ended Dec! "
Bern at U. A. Sales Meet
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actress who appears in "Homecom1928,
S',266
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63
ei'A
Dec. 15 has been*
62'A
ing," returns to Berlin this week to
Chicago— Paul Bern, Pathe asso- dared payable
do pfd
500
101 J4 WI'A 101 ?i
by
Consolidated
Thesj
make
a
picture
for
Ufa.
ciate
Later, she
producer is here to attend the Corp., which
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2§
operates a chain!
M. P. Cap
13
13
13
100 again joins Paramount to appear in a United
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sales
convention
Quebec houses.
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9,900 talking
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picture.
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300
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mount
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Warner Bros
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Paramount organization, arrive'
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New
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version.
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night.
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Paramount
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deville
engagement Christmas Ev.
writing
staff.
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LAST PRICE QUOTED

fire

King

Alfon.so of Spain api)car.s in
tlie currcTit issue of Movietone New.s,
which will mark the first time voice
of the monarch has been heard in the
United States.
All three issues of
will

contain

the

se-

of $10,000

—

it

Spanish King Speaks in
Current Movietone News

newsreel
sequences.

damage

Cohen

Sailing

Sidney Olcott is sailing tonight for
England.
Milton Cohen of Intercaus- globe
Export Co. also is sailing.

to

the

Flu Closes Idaho Houses
Ida.
Many Idaho theaters,
including houses at Twin Falls, Kimberley, Filer and Buhl, have been
closed due to an epidemic of influenza,

th e

of $25,000,
of negafire at the First

destruction

Olympia.

Boise,

....

85

in

Olcott,

Fire in

97i4
198

27

principally

Park Ridge

tives, was caused by
Park Ridge, 111.— The Ridge has
been sold to William H. Malone of National studios.

112
100
9954
\Q1'A
78

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy "A"

at

is

Good Comments!

who

have not wired
Inc.

A. Futter, Pres.

We
and

are just beginning your service
the trailers very satisfactory.

find

for

Library Stock Scenes
W. 46th St.. New York

"^"y

GOOD COM-

MENTS upon them.
KOOTENAI THEATRE,
S?,^^,.^^^"'''^

Bryant 8181

great sug-

hibitors

CaU

130

A

gestion to ex'

reported here.

WAFILMS,
Walter

Tomo rrow

Libby,

Montana

their houses.

PARAMOUNT QUALITY
Progra

AlkijVG Pictures
o

Released between Jan,

and July

1

1^

1929

PARAMOUNT
ALL-TALKING

SHOWS
[sold as complete units)

f?

JEANNE EAOELS

INTERFERENCE

in

1th Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook, William
Powell, Doris Kenyon. Directed by Roy J.
Pomeroy. Based on a Lothar Mendes Production of the play by Roland Pertwee and Harold

"THE LETTER"

By W. Somerset Maugham, author of "Sadie
Thompson". All-star supporting cast, including O. P. Heggie. Supervised by Monta Bell.
Directed by Jean De Limur.

Dearden.

EDDIE CANTOR
"That Party

EDDIE PEARODY

in Person"

He's Musical Dynamite!

RUTH ETTING
Ziegfeld star singing "blues"

THE GIERSDORF SISTERS

numbers

THE

ffi

?f

DOCTOR'S SECRET

Comedy Singing

Musical

59

Stars

NIGHT CLIJR

talking picturization of Sir James M.
'IBarrie's famous stage success. Directed and

An all-talking, all-singing, all-wonderful production with these internationally known
stars in the cast Fannie Brice, Ann Penning-

adapted by William C. de Mille. With Ruth
Chatterton, H. B. Warner, John Loder, etc.

Directed by Robert
ton, Bobbe Arnst, etc.
Florey. Story by Katherine Brush.

RORRAH MINNEVITCH

'^PUSHER-IN-THE-FACE*'

A 100%

and

his Musical Rascals

^^ONE

WORD"

Produced and written by the popular musical comedy
star and director, Joseph Santley

:

With

Estelle Taylor

and Lester Allen

^^THE RISHOP'S CANDLESTICKS"
With the popular stage

favorite, Walter

Huston

*"CANARY MURDER

CASE''

With William Powell as
Brooks,
James Hall, Jean Arthur.
"Philo Vance", Louise
IVIalcolm St. Clair Production.

"THE

DUMMY

"THE HOLE IN THE WALL"
With Claudette Colbert and Edward Robinson. Directed by

From the

play by Fred Jackson.

"NOTHING RUT THE TRUTH"
Richard Dix in his first all-talking picture.
play by William Collier.

From the

stage

"GENTLEMEN OF THE PRESS"
With the great American stage

star,

Walter Huston. Play by

Ward Morehouse. Supervised by Monta

Bell.

Adventure romance of the steel rails. Love and thrills
rushing through the darkness at express speed. All-star cast.

PARTY"

Starring Clara Bow
they'll hear as well as see her!
By
Warner Fabian, author of "Flaming Youth". Dialog by

John

V. A. Weaver.

"HERE COMES
THE RAND WAGON"
Starring Gary Cooper and Fay Wray.
story by II. L. Gales.

From

the magazine

-serial

*ADOLPIIE MEN.IOU ALL-STAR
•QUALITY SILENT VERSIONS ALSO

all-star cast.

IS

RORN

'J

99

Cast headed by the eminent stage star, O. P. Heggie. Directed
by Louis Casnier and Edwin Knopf.

"CLOSE

HARMONY

99

Starring Charles Rogers. Written by Elsie Janis and Gene
Markey. Edward Sutherland Production.

"THE STUDIO MURDER 99
A smashing

t talking production of the Photoplay
azine story (half a million readers) by the Edingtons.

100'

Mag-

"THE ^YOMAN
WHO NEEDED KILLING"
Baclanova as the beautiful siren.

From

the Cosmopolitan

Magazine story by Margery Lawrence.

"THROUGH THE NIGHT"

*"TIIE ^VILD
—

With Baclanova, Nancy Carroll
Rowland V. Lee Production.

Starring George Bancroft.

and

"A GENIUS

99

From the stage play by Harvey O'Higgins and Harriet Ford.
With Ruth Chatterton, Fredric March, John Cromwell.

Robert Florey.

*"lVOLF OF ^VALL STREET"

*"THE TONG liYAR"
First all-talking appearances of Wallace Beery

Vidor. Directed by William

and Florence

Wellman.

"DARKENED ROOMS"
From the Cosmopolitan Magazine serial by Sir Philip Gibbs.
Directed by Josef von Sternberg. With William Powell.

*"THE SATURDAY

NIGHT KID"

Second all-talking appearance of Clara Bow and

all-star sup-

porting cast.

"^GEORGE

RANCROFT

ALL-STAR

'

P

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H^BS^HE: V -'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1

^^H|hH^^Eh^^^^^^^^^
AXXE NICHOLS'
"Buddy" Rogers

talking,

Nancy

Carroll singing, Charles

American appearance of the

idol of the

French stage.

Starring Douglas MacLean. Presented by Al Christie. Directed

Production.

Victor Schertizinger

SYNCHRONIZED WITH MUSIC SCORE. TECHNICOLOR.

Directed by Ludvig Berger.

With Gary Cooper, Lupe Velez and Louis Wolhcim. Victor
Fleming Production. MUSIC SCORE. VELEZ SINGING.

"REHIND THE GERMAN

THE FATHERS"

Starring Emil Jannings.

LINES"

JAN-

NINGS SINGING. MUSIC SCORE AND EFFECTS.

Official film

A spectacular drama of
MUSIC SCORE AND EFFECTS.

the Rus-

"Buddy" Rogers'
SCORE AND EFFECTS.

Charles

Ufa production with beautiful Dita Parlo and Einar Hanson.
Erich

Pommer

Production.

Production.

With Werner Kraus and big

the "Loop of Death"!

MUSIC SCORE AND

cast.

See

EI-IECTS.

"ELLIS ISLAND"
Starring Emil Jannings.

Title

and story may be changed.

MUSIC SCORE AND SOUND EFFECTS.

"Buddy" Rogers in dramatic picturization of Owen
well known play. MUSIC SCORE AND EFFECTS.

Davis'

I

LOVE"

Carroll. Story by Hermann
AND MUSIC SCORE.
SEQUENCES
SOUND

With Richard Arlen and Nancy
Mankiewicz.

RICHARD DIX
MUSIC SCORE AND EFFECTS.

DOIJGIAS MacLEAN
TALKING IN MAJOR SEQUENCES

VERSIONS
ALL OF THESE PICTURES HA VE QUALITY SILENT
rii

MUSIC

Charles

"THE MAN

"LOOPING THE LOOP"
UFA

strongest vehicle to dale.

"TWO SHALL MEET"

"HOMECOMING"
MUSIC SCORE AND EFFECTS.

WITH MUSIC AND

"RIVER ROAT"

Starring George Bancroft.

sian revolution.

taken in action by Ufa.

SENSATIONAL SOUND EFFECTS.

"BLACK EAGLES"
;

TALKING ALL THE WAY THROUGH.

"WOLF SONG"

"REDSKIN"

"SINS OF

Directed by Richard

ONE REEL DIALOG. NANCY CARROLL SONG.

by E. Mason Hopper.

TALKING SEQUENCES. CHEVALIER SINGING.

Starring Richard Dix.

Carroll.

"THE CARNATION KID"

"IXNOCEXTS OF PARIS"
First

With Gary Cooper and Nancy
Wallace.

Victor Fleming Production.

at piano.

muuMih^^^^^^i
"TIIK SllOPnOltX AINOEI/-

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"
With Jean Hersholt

H9H

PARAMOUNT
QUALITY
TALKIXG
SHORTS
13

PARAMOUNT- CHRISTIE
two-reel short features. Such stars as Lois Wilson, Edward Everett Horton,
Raymond Hatton and others. And famous Octavus Roy Cohen stories.

28

PARAMOUNT TALKING ACTS
Fifteen releases in two reels, 13 in one reel. All-talking, all-singing, all
Paramount quality. Stars like Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting, Walter Huston.

6 SONG CARTOONS
5

FAMOUS COMPOSERS

A FULL SCHEDULE OF QUALITY SILENT SHORTS ALSO

PARAMOUNT
SOUND NEWS
Very soon the industry's leading news reel. Paramount News, will be in sound.
Right from the start this will be the finest sound news reel on the market!

PARAMOUNTiiiidispiited

leader in

QUALITY TALKING
and SOUND PICTURES

y^"\>.
Friday,

December

THE

•

14,

1928

^

ISouhd Films to be Highlight
of U. A, Convention Today
—

Chicago
fice

Uxiited.. Artists, Jiome^ .ofexecutives, district sales manag-

branch managers and salesmen
are here for the first United Artists
sales convention, which gets under
iway here today and continues tomorIrow. Al Lichtman, distribution chief,
iwill preside at the sessions, to be atjtended by 125 members of his sales
This is the first time in the
staff.
jcompany's ten years' of operation- that
|a national and Canadian sales meeting
ihas been called.
Al Lichtman, Cresson E. Smith,
Victor M. Shapiro, Paul N. Lazarus,
Emil Jensen, Carroll Trowbridge,
Paul Burger and Henry Ginsberg are
jhere from the home office.
ers,

,

I

Battle to Prevent Invasion
of Circuit in Australia
Brisbane, Australia— Independent
suburban exhibitors here are battling
to keep out of the local field the proposed circuit of Stanley N. Wright,
Five theaters are planned. Campaigns
have been waged by both sides, via
newspapers, but ^the papers finally
banned the verbal bombshells, even
as paid advertisements.
The independents declare that patronage does
not warrant the new lu)uses, and are
warning the public against buying
stock
the proposed enterprises.

m

I

District Managers present are: L. J. SchPhil
Dunas, Harry Gold, William
laifer,
Rosenthal, Arthur Kane, David Bershon and
Branch managers include:
Haskell Masters.
H. E. Lotz, J. B. Reilly, Charles Stern,
;Moe Streimer, Jack Von Tilzer, M. J. Garrity,
W. G. Carmichael, C. E. Peppiatt, Jack
Bcwer, Joseijh Levy, J. Abrose, J.- D. Goldbar, Bert M. Steam, A. H. Fischer, Oscar
Kuschner, C. C. Wallace, Saul Resnick, Harry
Stern, Doak Robeits, William E. Truog, Hoyt
G. Morrow, Mannie Gottlieb, Guy Gunderson,
Frederic Gage, Russell Egner, D. J. McNerney, Joseph Myers, A. J. Jeffery, S.
Jacobs, S. Glazer, M. C. Hill and Joseph
Cantor.
Because two big topics up for discussion
are talking pictures and volume distribution,
Al Lichtman has summoned -salesmen from
all parts of the United States and Canada to
this convention.
Salestjien who will attend
I

;

-

are: J. J. Dervin, H. L. Levvy, J.- H. Krause,
T. Madden, I. Levine, J. Kaplan ,S. Rifkin,

Ontario Admission Taxes

Show

ITAUAN HOLLYWOOD WITH

Foreign Service
EXevelopments
to

readers

abroad

come

THE FILM

of

DAILY

GOV'T SUPPORT DISCUSSLD

by cable and by mail
front world capitals. As a par^ .ticipant

in

.Cinema Trade Pa-

pers International,

DAILY

is

in

RoiVic

THE FILM

direct

and con-

Lichtbildbuehne

all

happenings

Burkan, William Mahoney,
Lieberman, T. L. Davis, J.
LaVine,
Williamson, R.

M

Caplon,

M.

H.

A.

Klein,

of

oversea,s.

'ionie

Berlin "Kino-Gaizctte" of Moscow
reports that Tolstoi's famous work,
"War and Peace" is to ^e produced
under a three-cornered irrangenriTn^.
involving Mesjrabpom-Rtiss of Rus-

—

matograph

Kxhibitors'
Ass'n
be
its constitution so as
to rule out members associated with
distributing interests, was rejected at

asked to alter

a^eeting

recently.
Other attempts
been made by the Edinburgh
braircli, but were defeated.
iia\^

i

...

Belgfan Trade Asks
IVasliington^ureau of

>

—

—

of

Projector on
Market for Home Use

A new projector for home use is
being placed on the market by Duograph, Inc., of which Walter E.
Greene is president.
Die castings
for this machine are
supplied by
Aluminum Co. of America, electrical
appliances by General Electric, and
the Optical system by Wollensk Optical Co.- The leiises are intercliahgeable and are provided in 1J4", 2" and
2%" sizes. A. C. C. filament lamp
with prefocal base has been specially
designed by Edisoni Lamp Works.

Paramount production,
Exception was
the Real theater.
taken to showing scenes of Russia's
revolution.

violating the lm"t«Q;__ law.

,...'•'

monthly were as follows; July, 35;
August, 69; and Sept., 65 making a

Atlantic City Films Planned
total of 169 for the quarter.
Interiors of a series
Atlantic City
of comedies are to be filmed at the
Director Leaves Ufa
Brunton studios here, pending com- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
pletion of a studio for the Atlantic
Director Gerschel,
Washington
City M. P. Corp., according to Arof the Deutsche Bank, who with
says
president,
who
mand T. Nichols,
others were entrusted with the reorwork is to start within 30 days. John ganization of UFA, since autumn,
C. Brunton and James N. Rogers are 1926, has completed his duties and is
vice presidents and John L. Moyer, leaving the company, according to
secretary-treasurer, of the new firm.
advice to the M. P. Section of the

Aubert Secures Output

—

—

Paris M. Aubert, has secured an
Russian films for
option on all
France, with a reservation in regard
to censorship.

—

Premieres For Pro Patria Films

—

Two Pro Patria films rehere.
cently had their premieres
"Shiraz," an Indian story recently
opened at the New Empire, LeicesSquare while "Underground"
ter
opened at the Marble Arch Pavilion.
.^London

Qrand Rapids Showman

Rapids, Mich.-J-Gift nghts in Gpfeat Britain, it is reported to
have resulted in arrest of Ellis L. the^!P. Section of the Dept. of ComMerkely, ^-general manager of the Isis, nu*ce.
In the first half of the year
who has Been remanded for trial, 4*2^ films were censored, while during
following hisvjjlea of ndt guilty to, the
censored
films
quarter
third

at

Two

—

Washington During the first nine
months /oi this year, 598 films of
3,000 f9^t or more have been censored

Grand

Command,"

New

THE FILM DAILY

—

Wasiiingftan Jules Jourdain, president of the SJelgian Cinematographic
Ass'n, has presented a request for
new tax rejlulations, according to
advice to \.\\ei M. P. Section of the
Dept of Commerce. Existing regulations are interHretcd in different ways
by lax collecSbrs and by exhibitors
thcm,selves in several i)rovinces, it is
stated, makingjit necessary to define
the amount of the additional communal taxes to^ be added to price of
the tiqkets.
jiic present taxes are
as folli)ws; tiqkets up to eight cents,
10 per', cent; Jrom 12 to 20, 12 per
cent; from 3D to 28 cents, 16 per
cent and ov^ 28 cents, 18 per cent.
A
598 Filnr^ Censored in England
Washington tut eau of THE FILM DAILY

'

Five Year Contracts Are
Signed by Billings Firni

He

Dept. of Commerce.

Potato and Apple Matinee

the

management

of

Spklmann

at Moscow
fK^itBffton Burean^gf <i;^E Flf^M J^AILY

—

Loughton at
Toronto Eddie .LoughtoH^. master

•

—

Washington Herr Spielmann pro- of cerenlonies, has been added to the
duction manager of German Prome- presentation staff of the Uptown, key
theus Co., is expected in Moscow, theater of the Famous Players Canawhere he will discuss details of the dian chain. This step was taken in_
future German-Russian tie-ups, state spite of the fact that soijnd pro-'
advices 'to the M. P; Section of the grams,
recently nvete'"- introduced
"'
Dept. of Commerce.
there and are drawing big.

will

assume

another Jndus-

Sault Stc. Marie, Ont,— W. P.
concern al^ij;c{j;ixjiectcd''.M-5Ui the
Geachic of -!fhe.,^Algomat' secured .a. trial
".-•'?-'
Bank.ii>
Deutsche
and
ap"potatoes
of
supply
winter^I,
\:
}>ks for the' -Cliildren's 'She+ter by
Pommer Selecting Cast
staging a special performance for
Erich Pommer has selected
Berlin
potawhich the admission was two
Brigitte Helm, Warwick Ward and
toes and an apple.
Franz Lederer^for tlifl, roles; -in the
Ufa film,: ."The Wondtrful Lies of
Mathews at Pittsfield
Hanns Scliwarrz will
Pittsfield,- Mass.-=-Edward J. Ma- Nina Petl^v**''
direct.
thews is managing the Publix Strand.

Mc-

,

i'}

Toronto Uptown

New

Tax oftTheater Admission

126 housgS at the same, time last year.

—

Littorio.

Edinburgh C. E. A. Unit
on Tolstoi
Attacks Distributors
Film; "U" Is Mentioned
Fdinburgh — Proposal that the Cine—

Drop During, Year sia, Prometheus of Bcrltji and UniToronto Admission taxes collect- versal of New York.
ed by the Province of Ontario for
the 12 months ended Oct. 31 totaled
152 Theaters in Canadian
$1,187,000, the drop from "last year
being due to exemption from tax of
Famous Plajer$ Circuit
tickets up to 25 cents. Ontario showToronto -- Fambus Players Canamen are seeking exemption on ad- dian Co|-p. ,owns or controls 152 themissions up to $1, but the govern- aters inv' the Dominipn as of Dec. 7.
ment has declared such exe'mption is These haye an aggregate capacity of
impossible, despite which surplus for 103,121., -Annual reporjt for the year
the last year in general finahces to- ended Aug, 31, ligte(^' the total as
tals $237,000.
146.
This compares With a total of

"Last Command" Banned in Spain
Spain's government has
Madrid
forbidden showing of "The Last

at

Internat'l Deal

;

R. Barker, R. Lohrenz, L. T. Fidler, H.
M. Helmbold, F. E. Benson, G. Harper, C.
C. McDermond, M. B. Cohen, Abel Davis,
E. W. McLean, J. Flannery, Jack O'Bryan,
E. L. Walton, M. Sullivan and J. Polansky.

is

Nazionalc per la Cincmatoor the government council for
(levcloi)mcnt of the domestic industry,
lughteen million lire is reported to be set aside for constructi(jn purposes on a site probably in
the vicinity of the government air-

Canadian Feature.-Roadshowed
Toronto
"Carry On,: Sergeant,"
Mont. Five year con- Caiiadian-made feature pjayed a two
Billings,
W
J. Barnes, L.
W. Carter, j. S. Carscallen, W. H. Rippard, tracts for exclusive showing here of week roadshow run here, moving from
Charles Tyson, Fred Klein, E. C. Stewart,
Paramount and Warner pictwres ha? tl^e Regent to the Grand, at London,
Charles Simone, Charles Kranz, Barney FerbCol. y/. ..F. Clarjce of New
er, A
H. Bowman, W. K. Selman, M. A. been signed by the Theater Opera-t O-nt
Brown, H. Silverberg, Harry Rees, J. R. tive Co., for the Bahcock^ Regent and\ York, formerly of Cranfiejd & Clarlie,
Kauffman, William Scott, A. C. LebensLiberty, state E. C. O'Keefe and Max' is repoi'ted as no longer connectfcd
burger,
E. P. Pickler, Al Perretz, J. F.
.with Canadian I^iternatibnal. Filnis,
Young, K. Eagon, T. McConnell, -R. S. Fregger, company heads.
Schrader, J. Kopald, H. Okun, R. Abelson,
^td., which he organized; and which
Saul Frank, Frank Hannon, S. Horowitz,
manager
of the jiroduced the picture.
Moos,
Siegmund
L. Shaw, A. C. Buchanan, T. R. Barber, C.
H. Weaver, F. A. Rohrs, T. R. Thompson, leasing department at Universal City,
W. C. Haynes, A. E. Rook, J. Withers, H. is in New York on a ten day visit.
Gift Nights Cause Arrest

D

Hollywood

k'rafia,

Berlin and La Cinematographic
Francaise of Paris assuring to
Its readers complete
coverage

on

kaJian

seriously discussed by the

"Entc

stant Continental news contact
with the Daily Film Renter of

London;

—An

now being

...

—

—

,,

.
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ROYAL APPROVAII
TO FOX MOVIETONE

GIVES

XUotiBo XIII
ICin^ of Actors

What a comedian!
What a regular fello^w!
Y^our audiences ivill love
to meet the ICin^ o£ Spain.

And after they've met him»
they'll leel
neiv pal.

they have a

That's hoiv the -warm*
friendly

personality

of
King Alfonso registers in
Fox Movietoneivs.

Like the royal recording of
ICing George of England*

Am-

this intimate talk to
erica hy His Majesty -was

recorded exclusively for

F

MOVIETONEWS
X.

Your Speaking Acquaintance with Kings

This ticket ' selling feature
to all theatres playing issues

I
I

WILLIAM FOX
has the honor

A

Voice

ti>

present

From The Throne

HIS MAJESTY, ALFONSO

KING

of

XIII

SPAIN

upplied at no extra cost
\,B or C
moviETONEWS

w

;

"U" Talking Program Under Wac
Laemmle Forces Busy on Sound Program Company
Starring Vehicle

SOUND

1$

is

$5,000,000— Supervision of Davey I
Planned by Jolson—Fox Completing Five Features— Directors Name M. P. Arts Commit'

TO 22 "U" PICTURES
Dialogue and sound sequences are
being made at Universal for 22 films,
silent sequences of which already are
Nine all-talkers and a
completed.
number of shorts soon are to go into
production in the sound program the
company says is to cost §5,000,000.
Seventy-five per cent of the program

sound films.
is being employed
During the
on the sound stages.
day sequences for "Give and Take"
and "The Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City" are made, and at night
"The Port of Dreams" and "The Last
Warning" have the stages
is

to consist of

A

double

shift

Other pictures which will be synchronized
before the first of the year are "The Shakedown," "It Can Be Done," "Red Hot Speed,"
"The Girl on the Barge," "Man, Woman and
Wife." "Clear the Decks," and "His Lucky
"Erik the Great" will be made with
Day."
English, French and German dialogue, it
is planned.
Three of the 100 per cent talkies will have
dialogue from the stage productions from
which they are adapted.
These are "Broadway,"

"The

Shannons

of

Broadway,"

and

"Tlie Climax."
Other 100 per cent talkies are "A Bargain
in the Kremliji," starring Joseph Schildkraut
"The Minstrel Show," starring the noted
minstrel man, Eddie Leonard; "The King of
Jazz" with Pa,il Whiteman; "Collegiate" with
the original cast of the "Collegian" series

and "The Play Goes On."
Stories are being prepared for Pat Rooney
and Benny Rubin, who will each appear in
Musical Dia series of Movietone subjects.

Cherniavsky is writing musical
theme songs for many of the

rector Joseph

scores

and

Jolson

BEING ADDED

synchronized features.

Harry M. Goctz in New York
Harry M. Goetz, comptroller at
the Paramount studios, has arrived in
New York on his annual trip to the
eastern headquarters to attend a series
of business conferences.

Prepares "Four Feathers" Dialogue
Julian_ J ohnson... ho is the head
oT the title department at the Paramount studios, and John Monk Saunders will collaborate on dialogue for

"The Four Feathers." The major
portion of the picture will contain
full dialogue with those whose voices
will be heard including Richard Arlen, Clive Brook, Fay Wray, William
Powell, Noah Beery, Theodor von
Eltz, George Fawcett, E. J. Johnson,
Noble Johnson and Phillippe de Lacy.
Boyd's Next Changed
"The Flying Fool," instead of
"High ..Voltage," will be William
Boyd's next picture for Pathe. The
story is by Carey Wilson.
.

Home Sound Films Ready
Four synclironizcd films for home
use have made for showing over the
new DeVry sound proj'ectors.

to

States Will Cost

Branch Names
Committees for Year FIVE riLNS ARE BEl|

Directors'

Aid

David Lee's next picture for
will have the benefit
of Al Jolson's advice and supervision through every stage

Warners

Committees for the coming year
have been appointed by the directors'
branch of the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences. Reginald Barker,
J. P. Reed and William Sistrom will
make up the conciliation committee,

production.
Jolson is
consultation with the
scenario department preparing
a story for his three-year-old
discovery to be started in Januof

its

now

in

while the membership committee will
J. Stuart Blackton, Hallam
Cooley, E. H. Allen, Charles Rosher

comprise

ary.

COMPLETED ATI
Five pictures being compl*
Fox. F. W. Murnau is finishini
Daily Bread," with Charles

and Mary Duncan. William Bi
is scheduled to wind up Madf

and Winifred Dunn. Milton Sills was laniy's new vehicle, "Fugitives,
appointed chairman of college af- Richard Harding Davis's sto
"Exiles," in about a
fairs with power to appoint one mem- titled
Baxter Cast for Lead
James
Tinling is working on
ber
from
each
branch of the organiWarner Baxter, who has signed a
Heaven," with George O'Brie
zation
to
work
with
him.
M.
C.
long term contract with Fox is to
Lois Moran. "White Fury," in
play the lead in "Through Differ- Levee was selected as chairman of Charles
Klein has been guiding
the contract committee. Members of
ent Eyes."
and Lawrence Gray!
this committee will be appointed as Carroll
"Strong
Boy,"
Victor McLaglen
the occasions arise.
Harry Rapf,
Flood Signed by T-S
Conrad Nagel, Fred Niblo, Fred Pel- vehicle directed by John For
James Flood has been engaged to ton and Jane Murfin
nearing completion.
have been
direct
TitTany-Stahl
production,
chosen to represent the ways and
"Life" starring Ricardo Cortez.
Reed Replaces Gilpin
means committee (board of execuGeorge
Reed, negro actor, wi
tives).
Public relations will be conHoward Completes "Christina"
trolled by Fred Niblo, L. B. Mayer the leading role hitherto assigil
William K. Howard, Fox director, and
Joseph M. Schcnck.
Awards Charles Gilpin in the all-colori
has completed the final sequence of
committee consists of Ben Glazer, talking picture, "Hearts in
"Christina" starring Janet Gaynor,
Alec Francis, Irving Willat, J. J. Gilpin recently left Broadway toial
with Charles Morton and Rudolph
his Hollywood debut in the tall»
Gain and A. George Volck.
i

i,.,

S'childkraut

in

the

chief

supporting

roles.

Barthelmess Doing Dialogi
Richard Barthelmess is at wc
Mario Dominici and Hector Sarno the dialogue sequences
for "\
have been signed for "The Comedy River"
in which Betty Compson
of Life," in which Milton Sills is
opposite.
Frank Lloyd is din
starred with Maria Corda playing opthe production.
posite.
Alexander Korda is direct-

Added

King Signs Ralli
Paul Ralli has been signed to play
opposite Marguerita De La Motte
in
the
Burton King production,
"Montmartre Rose."

to Sills Cast

ing for First National.

Elinor Glyn Dialogue Story)
The first dialogue story by Elinor
Glyn will be First National's "The

F. N.

Buys "Queen

of Jaza

National has bought
including sound rights, of "The {
of Jazz," by Charles Beahan
First

Plays Opposite Collins
Betty Boyd plays opposite Monty
Man and the Moment," starring Bil- Collins in the principal feminine role Frances Kanes.
lie Dove.
Rod La Rocque plays op- in "Social Prestige," new Educationalposite
the
star and George Fitz- Merjnaid comedy featuring Collins.
Hatton and Hardy Team Ag;
maurice will direct.
Sound tests
Raymond Hatton and Sam td
are now being made.
who are teamed in the talking aj
Horton in Stage Play
Edward
Everett Horton is to ap- let, "When Caesar Ran a Newsp'
Dialogue for "Jazz Age"
pear in a stage play during the four will be featured in another,
Dialogue and sound sequences are
weeks' period the Warner studio is Vivian," by Waldemar Young, u
bein^ recorded for th e FEQ producsimidQWJi.JLIpon-r€&ui»p.tJ©n ©{• work raine Eddy and Mabel Forres
tion, ""TTie~Jazz Age7'~njnder ItTe"
\M(
in January, he is to star in "The Hot- pear in tHe supporting cast.
direction of Lynn Shores and the
Giaham will direct.
tentot."
supervision of Harold Schwartz, the
principals, including Henry B. WalLouise Dresser to be Featunf
Coldeway, Zanuck's Aide
thall, Marceline Day, Douglas FairLouise Dresser will be featun
Anthony Coldeway, formerly west- "The Grouch Bag," to be directeb
banks, Jr., Myrtle Stedman and Gert-'
rude Messinger, are appearing be- ern scenario editor, has been named Irving Cummings
for Fox.
fore the microphone on the sound assistant associate executive of the
J]

'

1

^

Warner

stages.

"Diversion" for Barthelmess
Richard Barthelmess' next picture,
which will be the first on his new
contract, probably will be a screen
version of the stage play, "Diver-

studio and in this capacity
will in the future act as chief aide
to Darryl Francis Zanuck.
The editorship
left
vacant by Coldeway
will be filled

by Graham Baker.

Mary Astor's Next Set
Mary Astor is getting set to
work on "New Year's Eve,"

t;i

Aiv

Stone and Marjorie Beebe have
added to the cast, which will
rected by Henry Lehrman.

t

.b^'

Oakie Signs >Iew Contract
.
.- — %<
Jack Oakie, stage comedian who
Cast in "Speakeasy"
recently entered pictures has been
Paul Page, Lola Lane and Ws
Howard Assigned
signed to a new contract by Para- Hymer, three stage players ^i
William K. Howard has been as- mount.
He is playing in "Tong taken to Hollywood by Fox
signed to handle "The Valiant," in War,"
which will have;. Wallace been added to the cast of "Speak^
which Paul Muni and Marguerite Beery and Florence Vidor
in' prin- which Ben StolofT will geK.uiT3er
Churchill will have the leads.
cipal roles.
soon.
•

-

sion."

I

-f

v_
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RALPH WILK

By

Hollywood

CHRISTENSON

;h^AMIN

is

a

The
of many interests.
irivho is busy at First National,

di-

mil

l;c

by Harry D. Wilson and RusPhelps, Lou Anger, I. C. Freud

station
sell

and

Copenhagen,

in

newspapermen

several

greeted

*

The
Den- Girl"

*

man who
song

*

wrote the "Varsity

makes bi-annual trips to his
Before coming to the
!Mid.
ites, "The Witch" was one company's
Eastern studio. He's W.
ictures he directed abroad. Franke Harling, wMsical
advisor and
traces

itch"

the

history

of

director of m.usic for shorts. Harling
ration and is still being shown was responsible for "Deep River"
universities.
European
viious
and not so long ago, the opera "Light
Taunted House" and "Seven of St. Agnes."
:ls to Satan," mystery come*
*
among the pictures he diFred Jackman, who handled the
First National, while he special
photographic
effects
on
Hawk's Nest," an "Noah's Ark," is one of the best
as "The
rorld melodrama, to his credit.
trick cameramen on the Coast.
He
*

*

*

June, whose photographic
knn "Companionate Marriage"
'"hnes Square" attracted favorttcntion, is now doing the
ei
tvork on "Night Stick,"
West is producing for
•I Roland
Artists. It is being made in
f..
:'rsions, silent and sound.
Ri

*

*

*

Passing Show: John Hamrick,
exhibitor, conferring with Hal
Warner Bros.; Grant
at
Is, Bill and Ben Goetz and Lew
I

t

II

r

chatting at First National.

?r

Marine Hilliker and Captain H.
(Idwell, who were the produc'ditors and title writers on
ith Heaven," "Street Angel,"
Hiir" and "Sunrise," are editVhe Rescue" and will work on
King of the Mountain." They
ifJed

"The Awakening."
*

*

*

Butler and Harry Brand, Fox
trotters, got a rousing reception
they alighted from their train
They found twelve studio
(nies" in the crowd, the "dumhaving been brought to the
:e

I

Forrest Halsey Signed
Halsey has been signed to
the continuity for "Prisoners,"
picture to follow
Griffith
le
rday's Children," now in prorest

n.

Starting
:e

Stuff,"

New

Film

work on
Louis Stevens prepared

White

is

starting

and continuity, and
.vcRoy will direct.

iition

Mer-

Carol and Stuart Together
k Stuart and Sue Carol are to
r

under direction of Lew Seller
Gone Wild," a story writ-

jiirls

ly

Bertram Millhauser.

'ugitives"

New

Bellamy Film

SEZ/
Add

Param,ount's
for
"Varsity" and the overture for "Interference" is now active around the

iil

DALY

the returned travellers.

of the Park, a 1500-

owner

ater

I

PUIL

from "Lots"

Little

worked on "The Lost World" and
was also a member of the special
effects staff of "The King of Kings."

He also directed four pictures starring "Rex," the wild horse, and discovered "Big Boy" Williams, who
made a big hit in "Noah's Ark."
*

*

+

Famous

dom's
ty,"

"Film-

to

No.
were not
for the stock market
what would our ex51.

If

ecutives,

stars

and

directors

do

with

themselves

during

working hours?

of
OME
realm

ARTHUR

W. ''"""~

the latest additions to the
of child players is four-

year old Marcia KaKno, who is now
the pride of Bav Ridge.
She's playing a part in "The Hole in the Wall"
at Paraniount's Astoria studio.
*

Paying

*

*

Eastern studios is
part of the day's %vork to Francis
calls to

who represents Local 644,
International Alliance of Theatrical

Ziesse,

Stage

Employees,

which

has

the

highest tvage scale for cameramen
than any other local in the world.
*

*

Nelly Savage, who has been working in Broadway legitimate productions ever since the industry went
Korda Directing Sills
West, is back in the studios. She's
Frank Ward Crane has been signed playing a role in "The Hole in
the
for a role in "The Comedy of Life,"
Wall."
Incidentally Nelly was an
Maria Corda olive-skinned dancer
starring Milton Sills.
in "The Letter."
has the feminine lead and other players are Ben Bard, Rolf Sedan, GusStone in M-G-M Cast
tave Partos, Nellie Bly Baker and
Alexander Korda is
Louis Liggett.
Lewis Stone has been assigned to

M-G-M's "The

directing.

Trial

of

Mary Du-

gan."

Wampas

Cecil B. De
Cecilie at the speakers' table; eight

By

it

meeting:
Mille and his daughter,

Glimpses at the

Fif-

Question

Short Shots from
New York Studios

Signed for "The Faker"
"Show Boat" Titles for Reed
Logan, Warner Oland
former and present United Press and Gaston Glass have been signed
Tom Reed has been assigned to
bureau managers, including Johnny for featured roles in Columbia's "The write the titles of "Show Boat."
Miles, Bob Donaldson, Lincoln Quar- Faker," by Rupert Hughes.
berg, George Beale, Frank BarthoOpposite Jacqueline Logan
lomae, in attendance; Archie CotDelaney is to i)lay oppoCharles
tier writing and singing a new
Renews Loretta Young Contract
site Jacqueline Lo.tjan in "The Fasong; Jack Francis and Joe Shea
Contract of Loretta Young has ker," which Phil Rosen will direct
conversing in "Spanish"; Quarberg
for' Columbia.
renewed by First National.
been
playing the piano; George Landy
introducing Al Rockett, Bobby North
Jolsons Going to Hawaii
and Mervyn LeRoy; Tom Engler inWriting Barthelmess Dialogue
Al
Jolson and his bride. Ruby
troducing Wesley Ruggles, Polly
Tom Geraghty is writing dialogue
Ann Young and Kathryn Crawford. for Richard Barthelmess' "Wear Keeler, are to sail next week for
*
*
*
Honolulu.
River," now in production for First
Ben Grauman Kohn, one of the National. Frank Lloyd is directing
Hattons Titling Two
busiest scenarists on the Coast, has and Betty Compson playing oppo"The Spirit of Youth" and "The
been re-signed by Paramount. He is site.
having
Devil's Apple Tree," in both of which
newspaperman,
former
a
Dorothy Sebastian is starred for
worked on the "New York AmeriFox Making Dixie Film
Tiffany-Stahl, are being edited and
can" and has been in Hollywood for
Hollywood With Charles Gilpin in titled by Frederic and Fanny Hatton.
two years.
the leading role, "Hearts in Di.xie"
production on the Fox lot
in
is
Benchley to Write Shorts
next picture for Fox starting about with Paul Sloane directing.
It will
Benchley, dramatic critic,
Robert
The director, whose injured be an all-dialogue Movietone pro- humorist and actor, is in Hollywood
Jan. 1.
chorus to write Movietone subjects for Fox.
eye is healing, plans a visit to New duction
mixed
a
with
York.
It will be recalled that He has already appeared in two talkof 40 voices.
Sloane was scheduled to make "Por- ing comedies, "The Treasurer's ReLackteen Joins Serial Cast
gy," the first negro picture, two port," "The Spellbinder." and "The
of
ago but because of lack of en- Sex Life of the Polyp." He is nowcast
years
joined
has
Lackteen,
Frank
organi- working on a series of similar pro"The Fire Detective," ten-chapter couragement from the sales
associated, ductions.
screen play now in production for zation, with which he was
of the idea was dropped.
co-direction
Pathc, under the
M-G-M Completing Cast
Spencer Bennet and Tom Storey.
Cast of "The Bridge of San Luis
Griffith Chooses Final Title
M-G-M's picturization of
Rey,"
Eve Southern Starred
"Lady of the Pavements" is the Thornton Wilder's novel, is pracTifTanyWork is starting on a new
finally selected by David W.
title
tically completed with Don Alvarado
Stahl production, temporarily titled Griffith for the film just completed
and Duncan Rinaldo assigned. Other
Southern,
Eve
"The Miracle" starring
It is an origfor United Artists.
principals include Lily Damita, Raunder direction of George Archain- inal by Dr. Karl VoUmoeller.
Ernest Torrence, and
Jacqueline

—

baud.

The

continuity to the

story

was written by Frances Hyland.
dge Bellamy's new picture has
christened "Fugitives."
It was
Complete Tiffany Color Subject
:ed by William Beaudine, and
"The Toy Shop," a Tiffany Color
formerly called "Exiles."

quel

Torres,

Emily

Fitzroy.

Charles

Brabin

is

directing the film from a scenario by
Writing Denny Story
Alice D. G. Miller.
Lehman,
Gladys
and
Earl Snell
an original
collaborating on
are
Completing McLaglen Film
for Universal, tentativesubject, has just been completed. screen story
Boy." starring Victor Mc"Strong
Trouble."
"Companionate
Walsh's Next Set
Joseph Swickard plays the principal ly entitled
nearing completion at the
is
Laglen,
as a Reginald
he Cock-Eyed World" by Lau- role in the production' which was di- The story will be used
studio.
Fox
Denny vehicle.
Stallings is to be Raoul Walsh's rected by Martin Justice.
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Over Five Hundred
Individual Advertisers Have Contracted for Space in
tlie 1929 Film
Year Book
I

Wow! What a Book
Over 1100 Pages
{OUT IN JANUARY)
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS
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SOUND PICTURES

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYN-

CHRONIZATION

By CHARLES

Develops Dual System

W.E. SOUND FEATURES

Powers Cinephone has developed a turntable attachment for use with its sound-on-film reproducing equipment.

•(iipleted

the

It will

has

installation of
by Jan. 1 will

900th

ment

more than

\.l.

Our factory

in

early

Chicago

is

upon

an advocate of one
system, preferring the sound-on-film method.

in

working

speed with three eight-hour
on the manufacture of this
sU'ts
;<ipment, which is I daresay one
ythe most complicated jobs in all
"Skilled help is
riustry," he says.

for the use of our equipment in theaters we sought to protect the standard of quality in sound pictures which
we had estaljlished. Before our syspiece tem was put on the market there had
(luired to turn out the delicate
a variation been many unsuccessful attempts to
)jts in many of which
J^more than one one-thousandth of produce talking pictures, and all had
I doubt if been doomed to failure.
Since our
inch unfits it for use.
layman has any conception of system came out there have been a
could
1 care which is necessary in the de- lot more offered for sale.
and test not prejudge their quality and, withiM, manufacture, assembly,
But other manu- out the opportunity to examine their
D|this apparatus.
we could not judge
iiturers appreciate it, as the pres- mechanism,
delivery on other machines whether the makers had infringed any
;i rate of
on the market bears evidence.
of the patents which we took out to
I

We

^

There

whole.

aliwer

for

all

the

isn't

But it is
designs.
significant, I think, that the chief
argument of these competitive devices
which are now advertised is that they
protect our

any one are

small exhibitors.

ny of them with houses of no more

own

interchangeable

with

to the
art of

James Sharkey, Pittsburgh;

Electric.
"This may or may not be true.
the
no expectation that our system will be
we
only one theaters can install, nor are
spending very much time to send out experts

—

.

.

I

;

and

reproducing

sound

our ability
rather, to 'meet to the best of
of talkthe obligations to serve the business

Theme Song

for

Fox Theater

nresents seven years of laboratory ing pictures, in the success of which we, and
B. G. De Sylva, Lew Brown and
The fact that it was the great producers who are aligned with us,
(velopment.
Henderson, who wrote words,
stake."
Ray
tremendous
such a
1; first commercially successful sys- have
and lyrics for "Good News" and
music
naturally
n ever developed quite
New Moon," have written a
"The
Talker?
Coward in
ude us jealous of the results which,
song, "My Tonia," for "In
theme
Arrangements are reported under
:: conjunction
with our licensee proArizona," the first all-talker
Old
star
to
picture
talking
^cers, we have secured; and in the way for a
dramatic feature to be made by Fox.
intracts
which we entered into Noel Coward, it is reported.
!

I

100 per cent acting,"

De

lost

the

is

Mille, pro-

Metro-Goldwyn-

for

"I

welcome

the

'talkies'

the

as

Marcus, Minneapolis; William greatest test we have had to deterWeinschenker, Milwaukee; Claude mine who arc the most serious and
McKeon, St. Louis and Ralph E. sincere of our players. If the lack
Moines.
of necessity to talk professionally has
Western Peckham, Des
made some of our actors mentally
Installatuins
Ohio
Sound
lazy to the point that they have
have
We

Ben

,

i:oiding

DAILY
restore

world the great but almost

ducer-director

|

hm

THE FILM
— "Talkers
will

Bureau,

statement of Cecil B.

Sound installations
Cleveland
n 800 seats have put in full synhave been or are being made in the
tonized Western Electric sound systhat to test the results of each new installation following theaters in northern Ohio:
18 and are going so strong
or even to
Akron: Orpheum and Strand; Coabout
of another device as it is made,
have already forgotten
;y
examine the equipment for patent infrmge- lonial will have installations by ChristOthers
investment.
original
the
ir
Having, a common interest with
ment
mas.
installed our non-synchronous producers who have adopted our system, we
.,/e
Canton: Loew's, Strand and Palof the quality of
sjitems and are satisfied that they are asking their judgment
reproducing in each instance where_ they ace; Alhambra ordered and promised
the
public
the
meeting
of
cer the means
picture
have the opportunity to book a sound
cnand gradually at no very great for showing on other than Western Electric for this month.
Alliance: Morrison, Schine house,
We are inclined to believefor that
Later on they can easily machines.
citlay.
^,
the ready this inonth
o"e/ed
bemg
now
systems
the
regular
of
many
to
a
wiring
alipt much of this
basis of studio demonstration will
Palace.
s'a'le'ori'thV
Ashtabula:
Hitem without having to sacrifice not stand the test of operation m a theater.
Cleveland: Stillman, Allen, State,
a/ equipment.
"Some of the trade press have expressed Cameo, Park, Circle,, Hippodrome,
m°''^
a
not taken
'At the same time our engineers surprise because we have
Lincoln, Garden and Uptown.
to shut down
prob- aggressive attitude in seeking
a: continually working on the
as fast as
equipment
other
East Liverpool: American and Cethese shows on
reducing the size and simpli- they have bobbed up in various parts of the ramic.
I of
as_ 1
to that
fng our standard equipment with- countrv. Mav I say in reply
Elyria: Capitol and Rivoli.
before, that our policy in this insacrificing its quality, and while have said
c!t
are
we
aggression
Findlay: Harris.
not one of
is
dustry
no prophet I fancy that when not trying 'to stamp out competition where
Lorain. Palace.
ever it shows its head;' wa are not playing
t.'ir solution comes, it will be found
Massilon: Lincoln.
are devoting
we
game;
'dog-in-the-manger'
well ahead of those who are a
t be
we conceive to
Mansfield: Madison.
all of our resources to what
iwer to the problem and that West- be our nrimary job, namely, to manufacture,
Miles: Warner.
thethe
dispatch
equip(1 Electric as the maker of
install, and service with all
Sandusky: Schine-State.
in
us
confidence
their
int for small theaters will occupy aters that have shown
In the long
Toledo: Vita-Temple, Pantheon,
ordering our equipment.
by
the
in
leadership
t;
same place of
own State, Ohio, World and Princess
run inferior systems will fall of their
Some
lid that it always has and does at accord without any pressure from us.
Paramount (Feb.9).
In the long run, if we^ hnd
already have.
i;sent."
our
oi
field
Warren: Robins.
the
manufacturers invading
other
Otterson
interchangeabihty,
On
that
Youngstown: State and Dome.
patent?, we shall ask the courts to see
out
:d:
our rights are respected, but we are not
We are trying,
'The Western Electric system of trying 'to nick a quarrel.
t

Coast

Hollywood

is

Detroit;

|(jg

J a

iVcst

—

1

attenthe prostii to this problem because
pity of the small exhibitor is essentillto the well being of the industry

DECLARES C.B.DEMILLE

Mayer.
"Actors have almost lost their vocal
powers during the past ten years,"
he says. "It hasn't been necessary (or
Maberry Outlines Sound
them to talk. Many actors have gone
to the top, to stardom, without
Policy of Columbia right
Other
ever having to speak a line.
Chicago Talking picture program actors, stage-trained, have allowed
and poHcy of Columbia Pictures themselves to fall into bad vocal
were outlined at a sales meeting here habits.
by Cecil E. Maberry, general sales
"Now, however, a man or woman
manager of the company. Those in must be more than a clever pantomimattendance were Charles Schwering ist.
The finish of their technique
and Oscar Bloom, handling special in physical movement and facial
sales work for Maberry; Fred H. expression will mean nothing if their
Knispel, Mid West district manager; voice destroys the illusion and force
and the following branch managers: of personality given by their pantoW. S. Rand, Omaha; Jack Young, mime.

iijtop

iWe have been giving much

a dual reproducing sys-

tem, says Powers, who, however,

the
according to
Otterson, company president.

d-easing installations
nr to 250 a month,

TALKERS ACTING BOON,

play both synchronous and non-synchronous discs,
This will be supplied as extra equip-

to exhibitors insisting

NOW

AVAILABLE

states P. A. Powers.

equipment and
1,000 houses equipped,

Kind
ide

Products

Research

;iectr)cal

VICES ARE

HYNES

F.

THEATERS TO SHOW

IB

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUa DE-

TIPS

neglected the projection of their perthose
sonality through their voice
players are in for trouble.
"On the other hand those hard-

—

working

artists

who through

all

the

years of the silent artist have read
good books, seen the best plays and
associated with people who speak
and think well— it is these who wiU
forge ahead in the era of 'talkies.'
"That 100 per cent acting has been
brought back by the 'talkers', means
an era of the greatest screen art we

have seen."

Musicians Ask Editors to
Aid "Canned Music" Fight

—

Newspaper editors of
Toronto
Canadian dailies have been solicited
by Jos. N. Weber of New York,
president of the American Federation of Musicians, to take sides in
"the threat to substitute mechanized
music in the theaters, stating musicians are "distressed over what we
earnestly believe to be an attempt
to debase the art of music and to debauch musical appreciation."

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE by

{or

motion and

still

photography,

hour, day or week.

Etchcraft Film Studios

(at 28th St)
City
10109. Chickering 7788
Chickering 2989

454-458 Sixth Ave.

New York

Loneacre

Md

fjg^

DAILY

14

AMPA CONMIHEE FORNED

Now

Set;
P. G.T. Deal
Spirited Bidding Ends

Warner Drive on

192

14,

for

I

(Continued from Page

1)

Cinematograph The- yesterday. In addition, Skouras has
John Maxwell, managing di- been discussing proposed deals with
rector of British International Pic- Middle West exhibitors.
It is plantures who is interested with J. D. ned first to solidify the company's
Williams in World-Wide Pictures of position in the Stanley and Skouras
New York, was the unsuccessful bid- situations, after which continued exder.
So strenuous was the tussle pansion in the development of the
that in the combat Standard's share chain is planned.
were bid up from approximately $13
a share to $13.75 at which figure
Gaumont British was successful in 34th Theater Bought

BY ADVENT OF TALKER

Provincial

of

December

Theater Acquisitions FEWER niMS FORECAST

(Continued from Page 1)

TO SUPPLY PERSONNEL

Friday,

aters.

Service Committee of the A
has been formed to provide

The

MPA

right man for the right job,"
is calling on all branches of the

"the

and

industry to cooperate.

aims to make

tee

The committhe

itself

official

source of supply in filling vacancies
every department of publicity
in
work, and urges that it be advised
of all vacancies. The committee conWalter Eberhardt. chairof:
sists

man; Bruce Gallup, James Milligan,
Lou Rydell, Joseph O'Sullivan, Marvin Kirsch.

The deal,
closing out the bidding.
the most important, in British trade
history, is now definitely closed, making Gaumont British the outstanding
single entity in the English industry.

Committees Named to
Some Danger Felt in London
Handle AMPA Masque over American Films' Status
chairman
Don Hancock,

executive

AMPA

Hollywood Masque
the
ball, to be held in New York March
9, has organized the following committee in connection with the event:
of

Executive committee:

Don Hancock,

Chair-

man; Hop Hadley, Jack Harrower, Al Selig,
Tom Wiley, Lou Rydell and Leon Bamberger;
entertainment committee: Ixju Rydell, Chairman; Leon Bamberger, Jack Harrower, Alex
Moss, Ed McXamee, Hy Daab, Tom Wiley,
Dave Bader and Bernard Randall; motion
picture committee: Ed McNamee, Chairman;
Barrett McCormick, H. E.
\'ictor Shapiro,

Morrie Rykind; masque and
costume committee: George Bilson, Chairman;
Jim Milligan, Arthur Eddy and Eddie Fin-

Hancock

and

decorations

ney;

committee:

Mel

Phillips,

Chairman; Henry C. Bate, Ted Jaediker and
icorge Hoffman; publicity committee: Rutgers
Xeilson, Chairman; Ray Gallagher, Mike Simmons and Warren Nolan; ticket committee:
Jim Beecroft, Chairman; Bert Adler, AI
Selig and P. A. Parsons.
Bert Adler is treasurer
(

210 Import Permits in

German "Kontingent"
(Continued from Page 1)

I

I

be divided among
have exported
German pictures, thereby maintaining
the country's prestige as a producer

remaining 50

will

those

which

firms

foreign countries.
present "kontingent" regulation,
promulgated early this year,
provided for issuance of 180 permits
between Jan. 1, 1928 and June 30, 1929
with 90 to be held in reserve by the
film committee of the government for
<li.sposal as that body saw fit.
The
new regulations authorizing 210 for
the year beginning where the present
restriction ends, indicates that the
government has adopted a more genin

The

I

erous attitude toward imported pictures.

main
ment
trade

The new arrangement

will re-

Geneva agreeelimination of all
international com-

in force until the

regarding
barriers

in

merce is made effective.
might happen, is difficult

When

this
to forecast.

Ben Glazer Reported

as

Pathe Production Head
(Continued from Paqe

William

Sistrom

continues

1)

London

as

gen-

producer has been renewed for one
year.

Mail)

—The

exact

London representatives
important American distributors

but that the
of

are worried

apparent.

is

Responsible leaders of the British
trade are partly of the opinion that
the buying power now vested in Gaumont British which controls over 300
theaters, many of them finest and
largest in England, would prove a
powerful argument for use with

pictures in America.
On the other
hand, certain sections of the trade are
conjecturing over the possibility of
the wholesale entrance of American
distributors into the British exhibition field as a move to offset the
strategic position of Gaumont British
and its various subsidaries which include Ideal and W. and F. Film Service, both leaders among domestic
distributors.

is pointed that Gaumont Britalready has a reciprocal understanding with Ufa which may easily
result in cutting down playing time
ordinarily
assigned American pictures in order to make room for the
German company's output.
On the other hand, there are indications that unaffiliated exhibitors in
England may decide on action of

It

ish

their own in an attempt to nullify
as far as possible the concentrated
purchasing power of Gaumont British.
The South Midlands bratich of
the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n
is in favor of a revival of the quies-

cent

cooperative buying plan, once
launched by the C.E.A., and then
dropped.
From Liverpool, it is reported independent theater owners
are considering a combination
to
fight

Gaumont British in that
Not only has Gaumont

secBrit-

ish
been consolidating its theater
holdings there, but it is charged admissions have been cut to the jeopardy of the independents' interests.

Voicing the thought existent else-

where that Gaumont

Reopen Boulder House
so minded,
Boulder, Colo. The New Curran the cause

—

has reopened after being altered.

—

is

British, if it is
in a position to further

of

America, Ernest

British

pictures
in
writ-

W. Fredman,

Coast

Bureau.

Los Angeles

THE FILM BAIL

— Fewer

pictures an

probable reduction of salaries of cer
tain stars and featured players
seen here as result of the talker de
velopment. Talkers are causing pre
ducers to keep a close check on th
i

drawing powers of their stars. It
known that one of the major com
panics will not renew the contracts c
i

three

whose

stars,

come shortly
new year.

after

option
the

first

$202,982 Is Stanley

period
of

Ih

Many

producers are of the opin.
major stars should not apl
pear in more than two pictures il
year such pictures to be given thil
highest possible production values!
ion

that

whose drawing powers haivtl
waned or who have made stroi

Stars,

not

"come-backs," are not worried by til
talkers, and, in a few cases, have ha^
their salaries increased.

N. G. Unit Hits Allied
Drive as Detrimental"
(Continued from Page

1)

speaker as was C. C. Pettijohn, heat
of the Film Boards of Trade.

Net

For 13 Weeks' Period

Net of $202,982 for the 13 weeks
American producers if decision were ended Sept. 29, after depreciation.
made to use such power in an effort Federal taxes and minority interest in
to force distribution of more English
subsidiaries, is reported by Stanley

tion.

eral manager of the studios and contract of Ralph Block as associate

(By

effect of the Gaumont British-Provincial Cinematograph Theaters merger on the future of American films
in Great Britain is difficult to figure,

for Skouras Circuit
111.
City,
Purchase by
Granite
Skouras Enterprises of the Washington, Granite City, 111., has been completed.
The consideration has not
been made public, but it is understood the propertv was valued at
This brings to 34
about $300,000.
the total of houses in the chain. Theater seats 2,000.
It also has an adjoining airdome that seats 1200 persons.
Skouras Brothers plan to expend about $25,000 in improvements,
including installation of Vitaphone
equipment. The theater will be closed
during the alterations but will reopen
during Christmas week as a talking
picture house.

West

Woodhull Returning Monday
Woodhull is slated to return
New York Monday from his tour

R. F.

to
of southern

and western states

visit-

Co. of America. This is equal to 22 ing exhibitor conventions.
cents a share on the 904,958 shares
For the 39 weeks endoutstanding.
Drive
ed Sept. 29 net is $695,640 or 77 cents Allied
a share, the company says.

Carrying
to

Maryland Today

Drive of Allied Ass'n, for members
ing editorially in "Daily Film Ren- is to be carried to Maryland today,
with W. A. StefTes, president of the
ter," states:
which is seeking tn
"Althoug-h the merger between Gaumont- organization
British and P.C.T. this week has been con- build up a national federation of exnot
think
sidered from many anples, we do
hibitor units, at Baltimore, to try and
that

sufficient

mous weapon

emphasis is laid on the enorwhich the new combine will

possess in its negotiations with the American
market.
"For here, at last, somethinsr practical has
l)een done to make our cousins across the
water sit np and take notice of the renaishave had oceans
sance of British films.
talk,
miles of 'reciprocity' supTRestions.
of
tons of 'Roofl will,' but it has never amounted
to very much in the way of contracts, which
are the only thinsjs that count.
Every trade

...

We

ambassador who has none from

this

country

has returned with the assurance that the
.American exhibitor was dying to show our
product, but that is as far as it has gone.
Apparently he would sooner die than show
it.
have said over and over acain
that only a definite financial argument would
weiirh with the American industry
and now
,

at

.

.

We

Inst we have it
"The incorporation

company, plus

a

—

Maryland exhibitors that
their interests can be served best by
casting their lot with Allied. StefTcwas in Was'hington yesterday, presumably to confer with Abram S
Myers, chairman of the Federal
convince

Commission, who is beini:
sought to head Allied.
Steffes re
cently met with directors of the New
Jersey unit in an effort to sell them

Trade

the idea of joining Allied.

Fox

"What Price
Glory" Under Contract
to Serve

—

of 300 theaters in one
huge construction scheme to

Minneapolis Fox intends to serve
accounts in this territory which have
"What Price Glory" under contract,
and thus avoid disputes.
The firm
the big stick.
But planned to withdraw the picture from
Quota requirements service Dec. 1, but complaints arose.

follow, puts Caumont-British in a specially
favor.Tble position to bargain with the American film producers.
Not for a moment do
we suggest that the new combine has lieen

formed simplv

to

branish

there it is all the same.
nre ("-rowing year by year, and the facilities
^or British production are growing pari pa^s^i.
Hut the home market is not enough.
need the American market also if our film
output is to pay its way.
It will be the best
possible thing for the
industry when we
«how the cream of the American studios and
America shows the cream of ours. This is a
consummation devoutly to be wished, and we
sincerely hope that the American distributors
have realized that the Gaumont-British mercer
has brought
it
an
appreciable
step

We

Wage Increase and 6-Day
Week Granted at Seattle
Seattle

musicians

—

Increase

of

$2.50

for

and operators, and $1.75
for janitors and a six-day week were
granted craftsmen of suburban theaters here.

!

December

jiday,

1928

14,

You

Hitting a Stride
(Continued from Page

I)

fhese instances until those who are
now bciiiK thus succored can arranRc
to take care of themselves.
Obviously the work cannot be continucfl
unless the treasury is properly fortified.
R. S. Wolff, John C. Flinn, David
Bernstein, Leopold Friedman, Weiss
Bros., Ferdinand V. Luporini, Henry SicRel and E. M. Saunders
constitutc yesterday's contributors.
in

Jack Alicoate

rom:

Negligence

Subject:

Watch This
Tommy

s it

or just don't care?

f\you
s I

were brought

into direct contact,

am, with many worthy and heart-

Jim Normanly
Nat Levine
Paula Gould
A. Pam Blumenthal
Tom Wiley
Wm. Massce
David Loew
Paul N. Lazarus
Herman Robbins
Phil Reisman

ending cases throughout the year, arising

YOUR

1

industry, you'd drop your

wo minutes and

work

for

give this splendid cause

W.

German

J.

Emil Shauer
David Picker

M.

thought.

Kandall

J.

Wm.

Ferguson
D. Trop

J.

Stanley

^he
|J1

is

Ed

Halperin
N. L. Manheim
Louis Baum
Bert Adler

contributed, the accounts

Harry Scott
D.

re regularly audited free of cost, the

DAILY

Chatkin

J.

all

JVERY DOLLAR TO

Wm.

J.

Lewis

Warshowsky

Cresson E. Smith
N. D. Golden
James R. Grainger
Herbert Ebenstein
Fred Quimby

W.

S.

Butterfield

H. Giannini
Lou B. Metzger
M. Van Praag
Joe Weil
H. M. Messiter
A.

Ve have reached the half way mark

W. Kramer

Leo Klebenow

S.

WORTHY AND NEEDY CHARITY

Hedda Hopper
Milton Cohen
Bernard Edelhertz
William Pizor
M. £. Krauss
Harold B. Franklin
Joe Brandt
Jack Cohn

E.

Rosenbaum

Charles Moskowitz
J. Francis O'Reilly

other expenses.

D. Cochrane
Alfred Gottesman
Oscar Neufeld
Sam Sax
Gabriel L. Hess
P.

Thomas W. Gerety
Dewey Bloom

R.

Harry

pays

G. Byrne
R. V. Anderson

Emil C. Jensen

Ben

^ILM

Grow

A.

Harry Cohn
George Harvey
James Mulvey
D. L. Zyve
Adolph Zukor
Nathan Burkan
Eugene Zukor
Arthur B. Graham

Hand

George Byrnes

committee are giving their time cheerfully,

stationery

List

Schimel
Charles Einfeld
Ted Schlanger
Henn' Ginsberg
Helen Hughes
Al Lichtman
C. E. Paine
Red lUnn
Oscar Binder
Joe Schnitzer
V. Ward
I.
Mrs. Ekina Sussman
I.
H. McFarland
Miss Addie Dannenbere Henry C. Bate
H. J. Yates
Sidney Singcrman
Ned Depinet
Rebecca Joffee
Bruce Gallup
Ludwig
J.
Billy Brandt
Harry Rosenquest
Lou Blumenthal
C. C. Hoagland
Ed Schiller
Frank Mastroly
W. F. Rodgers
Paul Gulick
Vic Shapiro
Harry Reichenbach
Don Mersereau
Dan Lederman
Tommy Goldberg
Dave Bader
Arthur Loew
Milton Silver
Jack Alicoate
Len Fields
Charles Jawitz
Eugene Walsh
Richard Brady
Lee BaUly
Walter Futter
M. Steinbucb

that you're too busy, are putting

off,

Meighan

James
Lee A. Cchs

Hank Linet
W. P. Went*
Ethel Smith
Arthur B. Graham
R. S. Wolff
John C. Flinn
David Bernstein
Leopold Friedman
Weiss Bros.
F. V. Luporini

Henry Siegel
E. M. Saunders

WiUard McKay

rhe goal

is

$10,000 by Christmas
Medd

rhe

Time

is

short

rhe Opportunity
)o your bit

is

Today

in

New

Venture

Miss.— E. R. Medd,
Clarksdale,
who several weeks ago resigned as
manager of the Marion, is to leave
Clarksdale before the end of the
week for Asheville, N. C, where he
plans a theater venture with interests
in both Carolinas.

Great

NOW

Votes Sunday Shows
la.— By vote of nearly J
to 1, this town has voted for Sunday
shows. W. F. Smith of the Colonial
has waged a campaign on the 'ssueFor three successive Sundays, Smith
presented a Sunday show and paid a
Clarion,

la.,

Clarion,

Hake Checks Payable

to Film Daily Relief

*.»»».»»*.«»».».#»».< ^'•«*« «»««•«<

11
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Fund

fine.

He

defrayed the cost ot

special election.

the

who's wlio
the marofiee/

oil

THAT'S

»0P- ld
RL""

-\P

the indicator
—the marquee! It's the
blue book of the box
office. Only the dollargetters shine there. It
reflects the show^man-

UMs

f(ir

THIS

WEEK

RmuII

• <!

£S^

ship, confidence and
pride of every exhibitor.

Hiii&ietite

With

he shouts
^vhat's best on his screen

PANTAGES

it

to the public.
^^BfsbuND TALKING NEW^

paktages
*^«.tfiDYROGERSi»«"REDUD^
IIIe

fi4

Here's how Pantages Theater,
Los Angeles shouts about—

SOUND TALKING MEwf

'

PATHE SOIWD

NEWS

ONE A WEEK— BEGINNING FEBRUARY

3rd

/ FILMDOM
VOL. XLVI

No. 64

IF

I

Sunday, December

16,

1928

Price 25 Cents

YOU HAVE NOT

WIRED YOUR THEATREWIRE
Your Nearest Universal Exchange
For Immediate Playdates on

Hij

/I-

PAUL LENFS
Greatest Production
Starring

Conrad Veidt and

Mary

CARL
LAEMMLE'S
Super
Production

Philbin

With Olga Baclanova, Brandon Hurst, Sam DeGrasse,
Cesare
Stuart
Gravina
Holmes, George Siegmann.
,

«*»

DEVELOPMENTS
IN

THE

F A S T-

MOVING FIELD OF

EQUIPM ENT

Expert analysis of the synchronization

field

Sound Pictures

jf\

W

,

J>- .i-

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF NEWS
AND TECHNICAL
IMPROVEMENTS

timely, concise,

thorough

1$

au

¥<
I'

THE STANDARD
TALKING PICTURE MACHINE

OF THE WORLD

MORE
PERFECT

BIOPHONE
INSTALLATIONS
WESTERN
UNION

FATHONS ARE BEQUESTED TO rAVQR THE COUPAlrV BY CUmCISM AND SUGGESTION CONCEENINC

I

ClAss or Servics
This

U
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unless Its deP!f",
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EXHIBIT MANHATTAN COCKTAIL
LAST NIGHT TO MOST ENTHUSIASTIC AUDIENCE
IN MY CAREER EXHIBITION MOST ENTRANCING

FIRST

HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS

JOHN^BLATT

CIRCUIT OP THEATRfiS

PLAYING WINGS WITH SOUND
BIOPHONE

ON OUR
IT IS

BATTLE OF SEXES WITH SOUND

MACHINE

BEINi&.

EQUIPMENT.

SPLENDID.

EXCELLENT—CONGRATULATIONS.
LAFAYETTE THEATRE,
NEW YORK CITY

STRAND THEATRE,
ALLENTOWN. PA.

SEE IT

PLAYED ON OUR

I*>

*»

OS"

HEAR

IT

"

!

2nd Your Check Today for Film Daily Relief

Fund

iTHE
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No. 64

TRUST ACTION ORDERED AGAINST

NAMES ADDED TO

JONOR

fUND'S

ROLL

e

&

B.

leteen Good Samaritans of the
try said it with checks Friday
Ip swell the total of The Film
The fund is
Relief Fund.
ig impetus each succeeding day
e drive, which has for its goal
)0

AND

K.

RCA -Victor Deal
and Victor are reportcome to an agreement on some kind of association of interests, probably a

lebrating its first birthday,
has become an institution in
industry, which heretofore has

consolidation,

with

Wall

E0RHED1NK.C.Z0NE

—

St.

y'

started

some months

broken

off

and

later

exchange managers,
managers and bookers.
assistant

ago, then

resumed.

Opening Sales

END OF FREE SHOWS AT

FORECAST
PONCA
were
Clarence J. North, Louis K.
Ponca City, Okla. Commissioners
Maurice
Millard Johnson,
ly,
informed Lew Wentz, millionhave
Ralph
man, T. P. Mulrooney,
oil operator, here, that his lease
M, Harry Brandt, H. L. Muller, aire
on the Community Auditorium wlicre
{Continued on Page 4)
he exhibited free pictures, would not
Wentz, it is reported,
be renewed.
Union

—

II

).

In

Has

101,

Australasian Houses

Theaters, Ltd., has 101
Theaters, while there
houses in the Union Theaters
-tates W. A. Robbins, Hoyt's
ork representative, who de-

t's

isian

negotiating with city officials for
further use of the Audhorium, but
the future of free shows is in doubt.
The free shows here have attracted
national attention, because of promade
tests against this competition

is

by Fred Pickrel,

comparison of the cirby Stuart F. Doyle of
showing that the latter has

that
lade

theaters to seven of Hoyt's,

,

sleading.

iegraph Registration

Trade Mark Refused
a

.,.it.-,n

Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Registration of Cine\i-liington
:is a trade mark for films has
..fused to Eastman Kodak by
xaminer of trade marks and the

upheld by the commissioner
on the ground that it is
phonetic speHing of the word
pgraph," used generally in the
generally and
art
bn picture
ly, and as being descriptive.

lion

litents,
I

local exhibitor.

been

have

OfHces

Cin

York.

jitributions received Friday

t's

Dept. of Justice, naming seventeen
distributors and producers who are
charged with violation of the AntiThe defendants are
Laws.
trust
Balaban and Katz Corp., Lubliner

office

Trinz, Balaban-Katz Midwest
Theaters.
States
Great
Theaters,

Phonofilm Distributors

i

52

Anti-trust proceedings
Chicago
were today ordered filed here by the

and

.

t

Alleges

—

of
a
City Formation
Kansas
Junior Film Board, the nation's first,
has been completed here by local

circles expecting an announcement of the deal soon. Negowere
tiations for a merger

agency through which it could
promptly for its needy members.
penny contributed is spent in
work, because the fund is adtrated without cost by the comof the work.
e in charge
have a merrier Christmas
Ju'll
10

New

Independent Exhibitors
"Froze Out", U. S.

JUNIOR riLM BOARD 1$

ed to have

•

e satisfaction that you're help:ome of the industry's unfortunmail
if you'll sit down now and
:ck'to the Fund at 1650 Broad-

DISTRIBUTORS

17

RCA

by Christmas.
Film Daily Rehef Fund, which
al-

I

Price 25 Cents

1928

16,

distributors of
in four of the
the country is

Paramount

established

by

De

Forest Phonofilm
12 zones into which
divided.

E.

S.

Man-

petition alleges that Balaban
Katz through its subsidiary,
Lubliner and Trinz Theaters, operates many of the largest and best
houses in Chicago and that Great
States Theaters, which is dominated
and controlled by Balaban and Katz.
and best
New Orleans, which he operates most of the largestcities
dustries,
and
many other
in
heads. Jesse C. Fishman has estab- houses
Balaban-Katz
Illinois.
in
towns
PittsCleveland,
at
offices
lished
another B. & K. subsidiary,
burgh. Cincinnati and Detroit for Midwest,
films for the three theater
books
Ben
territories.
these
in
distribution
and also for
Amsterdam, Phildaclphia, is distribu- operating corporations operated by
thirty-two other houses

and

'

tor in that zone.

It

Over

gaining hold raCommission has held over
division of its
two dozen trade practice parleys since this
hundred rules binding this busiactivities was organized. Three
have been adopted and, in a
ness and that not to do thus and so
force of the commission s
bare handful of instances only, has the
are carried out.
power been invoked to see that such practices
industries have
other
What
value.
great
Here we see a lesson of
belief that,
our
in
adamant
are
done this industry can do.
promisnot
type,
real
the
of
when sympathy and cooperation—
can
be exgesture
the
hands
out their friendly
of industry

Self-regulation
MONDAYThe Federal Trade
pidly

is

We

acts.

In this wise

is

inter-industry amity

3.criiGVcd

is doing
Unionization has hit the Coast asmack. Everybody
the
Likewise
organized.
The hairdressers are
out there.
Equity;
of
part
the
on
Look for renewed activity

Kids Claimed
it
Holiday Week Turnout make-up men.

1^00,000

boys and girls will the bee is still buzzing around in that bonnet.
during the
Can you imagine some of our best known
between Christmas and New
j
union?
will herded together in a labor
[5, when Universal Joy Week
{Continued on Page 4)
J-enty million

|d

picture

theaters

.

(.Continued

on Page 10)

Mctro-Goldwyn-Maycr

The

heimer and George Mooser are New
York distributors, and within two
weeks branches are to be established
P. Harrison.
at Buffalo or Albany.
Jr., is distributor for southern states
and has established sales forces of
the six offices of Harcol M. P. In-

Looking

sory—reach
panded into concrete

-

Universal
Corp.,
Publix Theaters
Artists.
United
Exchanges.
Film
National, Fox. Pathe, VitaFirst
Corp..
Pictures
Columbia
graph.
Educational, FBO and Gotham Corp.

Offices

.

.

temperaments

It is charged, that
other exhibitors.
through long term contracts, agreements and understandings the defendant exhibitors have the right to
secure all of the best pictures distributed each year by the defendant

distributors and that the independent
exhibitors are prevented from securing films which are suitable for
showing in first class houses.
It is also charged that the defendant exhibitors through their great

purchasing power have caused each
defendant distributor to enter into
contracts providing the sequence m
which houses shall be entitled to exhibit pictures and providing f^r arbitrarv and unreasonable discrimination against all independent operators.

Waring's Pennsylvanians
Signed for FBO Talker
Waring's Pcnns\
band has appeared

Ivanians.

which

a number of
and presenvaudeville
shows,
musical
stepin
tation houses, is to appear
an allping High" (temporary title),
which FBO will produce.
talkers

in

Sunday, December
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The Industry's
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ADORATION
BEYOND THE SIERRAS
BONDAGE
CODE OF THE AIR
GATE CRASHER
GERALDINE
GOLDEN SHACKLES
HEAD OF FAMILY
HERO OF THE CIRCUS

THE FILM

—

9
8
9

9
8
9
9
9

8

8-9

High Low
•Ani.
Con.
East.

Seat

Fm. Ind. pfd
Kodak

.

26'4
181

do

pfd
'First Nat. pfd.

"A"

Fox Fm.

.

94

.

*do rts
Keith A-O
do pfd. ..*
Loew's Inc

•M-G-M
•il.

. .

'266

500

> . >

major Radio-Keith-Orpheum

52%

9%

52 '/4
9y^

24
39!4

24
37V«

24

SUA

Pathe
do "A"
Radio K-A-0

9%

9,900
4,600

manager
at

—

Louis Vaughn,
Dickinson EnterIndependence, has been

of

Kan.

the

Uptown, Orpheum

transferred to the

and Liberty here.

House

$125,000
Wichita, Ka.

— C.
Stockman-Hartman
J.

for

Wichita

Hartman

of

600

Con.

Fm.

•Film

.

Ind.

.

.

79-4

79 >4

19%

19 'A

19%

33%

32^

32^

Insp
.

Intern. Proj
Jxxw do deb. rts
Nat. Thea. Sup..
Trans- Lux
•Univ. Pict.
.

A-O

200
500

.

17,660

12

2SJ4

24

.

S'A

8'/,

.

5

5

.

BONJ MARKET

6s 46
6s 41 WW. .112
112
do 6s 41 x-war. 100 J^ 100
Paramount 6s 47 . 99H 99-4
Par. By. 5 Vis 51 101/. 101%
Pathe 7s 37 ....
78 '4
78

Imcw

CURB BONDS

•Am. Seat. 6s 36.
•Warner 6!4s 28

25?4

'466

S'A

200
100

5

28

12

99i^

20

101%

9
7

29

31

31

45

34
6
55

8

13
12

76

84

2
75

85'

units

com.

41/2

Bros.

...

•Technicolor
I.'niled

Art.

do pfd
Univ. Ch.
do pfd

com.

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

—The

Fayette, Mo.
has been closed

for

Alamo, which
two weeks on

account

has

pose of shootinp the talking version
of
the
TifFany-Stahl
production,
"Reputation."

York.
of

at

Ml

M.P.T.OI

Pennsylvania.

SOUND

8
9

Oklahoma High Court

8
8
8

Durant,

8
9

10
10

SILENT

t

Pass on "Blue" Ordinal;
Okla.

now

are being

trial

in

—

Sunday pictifil
shown here penca

Supreme Court

of injunci

proceedings to restrain the cou!
from enforcing the "blue" ordiir

Kleist, Exhibitor Found Dead
Creighton, Mich. A. J. Kleist,
35 years of age, who several yr,

—

THE FILM DAILY ago leased his entire circuit of ;America supplies aters to W. S. Butterfield, was fo
shown in France and dead near here after being mis;;?

Washington Bureau of

—

Washington

i

half the films
ten of every 11 films exhibited come
from the United States, France and
Germany, state unofficial despatches

for three weeks.
Kleist started jr
the Pontiac Hunting- Club and air
losing his way in the forest was iable to withstand the severe weair
and died of exposure, it is reportii

received from Paris by the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.

Vote Against Sunday Shows
at Pittsburgh
Clearbrook, Minn. Sunday shis
Pittsburgh Max Lifton, sales manager of Standard Film Service which are prohibited by an ordinance cari
operates independent exchanges in in the last election by a vote of
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati and to 72. As a result no picture will;
Detroit, has appointed Jack Lawrence, shown here, the board of directs
manager of the Pittsburgh office. of the Community Hall deciding It
Lawrence was manager of the Cleve- it would be unprofitable to opet;
land office and brings with him to without Sunday shows.

Lawrence Manager

—

—

Pittsburgh,

Maron

Hirsch, salesman
from Cleveland and Jack Pendelton,
salesman from Cincinnati.
All have
been with other Standard offices.

been

of fire,
repairs

reopened

Botzum Circuit Gets Vaneltire
Canton, O. Botzum Theaters
has purchased the Vaneltire, it is
ported. The house will play first

—

(

pictures, and olans to
equipment in the near

J. G. Jenkins Sells House
Homesville, Ga. L. G. Jenkins has
disposed .of his interest in the Liberty to D. M. Hughes and Fred W.

—

install

Canon City House Remodeled
Canon City, Colo. The new Can-

—

on, formerly the Sarah, has
after being remodeled.

Jernigan.

THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

Regular
quarterly
dividend
of
seven per cent on the preferred was
declared by Hedwig M. P. Laboratories

the
Flushing, L.
at

directors'

meeting

>t»?vii 11 tjy^ i
AND UNIFORMS

00-%VI*IS
'437 BWAV.

NY

ALSO 25.00O

at

TEL 5580
COSIUMES TO 0£NT:

I.

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Winnfield House Leased
Winnfield, La.~ Alvin Chaplin Jias
leased the Victoria and will redeco-

Ithaca
Ithaca,

1

reopened

Stebbins,

it.

Temple Being Completed
N. Y.— Harry G. Clark,

is

pushmg to completion his 750 seat
Temple house which he expects to be
ready by the end of December.

soi

future.

and
redecorations.
Sound equipment has been installed.

rate

Ray and Brown En Route
Albert Ray and Joe E. Brown are
en route to New York for the pur-

Eve party

New
banquet

of

PAGE

Hedwig Quarterly Dividend

ace.

after

97H

do
do

Tex.

L.

Fayette House Reopens

198

Roxy "A"

Tex.— F.

L.
ater here on the site of the old Pal-

1

100%
78

at Belton,

Wolf and Roy
Walker have opened a new the-

Belton,

92%
112

OVER THE COUNTER

.Skouras

New House

3

Fox Thea. "A"

•Keith

79/2

Year's

Annual

j

CROSSROADS
REVENGE
SHOW FOLKS
THREE WEEK ENDS
TYRANT OF RED GULCH
UNEASY MONEY
YELLOW TICKET
SHORT SUBJECTS
LIFE'S

*

& Katr

20

Eastern

.

.

Bal.

New

Club
Jan.

,

Theater Co.
the
....
38
16,900 is to award a contract for the buildStanley Co
400 ing of a 750-seat house here, it is re42 /8
41% 42%
•Univ. Pict. pfd.
98 /a
ported. Hartman has left for Chicago
Warner Bros.
112% 17, 800
1135^ 110
to dicker for installation of Vita•do "A"
...
129
phone and Movietone equipment for
CURB MARKET
Acoustic Prod.
18.V,
19
2,700 the house.
19VJ
.

>

I

Vaughn Managing Parsons' Houses

New

13

Convention of Virginia, Marj
and District of Columbia ex
tors at Washington.
New York house in St. Louis oil
i

to

houses will open on Christmas Day.
They are the Keith-Albee Palace,
Rochester, N. Y. and the Keith-Albee Flushing, Flushing, L. I. F. F.
Proctor's Fifty-Eighth St., Lexington Ave. at 58th St., New York, seating over 3,000, is to open Dec. 20.

prises

2%

..

Annual convention of M.P.T.C
Washington at Seattle.

Dec. 20

Dec. 25
Dec. 31

12

Be U. S. Supplies Half of
Films Used in France
Opened Christmas Day

Two R-K-0 Houses

Parsons,
4,100

3

•

...

F-L
Exch

Para.

.

Sales

39
37^ 38/2 2',9o6
118
400
118
118
62
62% 10,000
es'A
100
101%
101%
101%

pfd
Cap.

P.

M

Close
36
26/8
26J/;
180
180
128
.... 104
92-4
94

Dec. 18

10

U

i

,
'

recently enacted.

Two

STOCK MARKET

dinner and install
M. P. Club of

York.

—

Financial

Testimonial

of officers of
7

12

the Neivs Highlights

PAGE

3,

Phone Cirde 4736York, N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood. California Ralph
New York.
Phone Granite
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin
I
Paris^P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrassc, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

5
5

REVIEWS

New

way.

2

LOTS,'' by Ralph Wilk

PRESENTATIONS, by Herbert S. Berg
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES, Resume of

Terms (Postage free)
1879.
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
DAILY, 1650 Broadtions to
of

1

THEATER EQUIPMENT, by Charles F. Hynes
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack Harrower
SHORT SHOTS FROM N. Y. STUDIOS, by Arthur W. Eddy
SOUND PICTURES, by Charles F. Hyms

Piblisfeir

lOHN W. UICOATE

FROM

"A LITTLE

G«iits

16, 13]

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.
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3040
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Perfect Synchronized Machine
Absolutely Interchangeable
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R

No

En

Reproduction Second to None
Immediate Delivery
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COMPLETE EQUIPMENT

$1,500
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R
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Demonstrationslin Theatres
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ACT QUICKLY
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19 Added

Looking

Over

It

{Continued from Page

to

Honor Ru

(Continued from Page

Samuel

Thomas

1)

1)

Herman
Connors, A. W.

Spring,
J.

jSW

16,

Si'

Sr]

Frank W. Buhler, H. H. 1,
baum, Lee Marcus, Marty Schw
vania and Maryland.
Skouras' own Charles Schwartz, Barton B.
thered along for the 24-story ofchain which centers in and around burn. Si Seadler.
fice
building and 2,200 sound
St. Louis, the hub for still another
theater on the site of the Central
Watch This List Grow
wheel and, so naturally again, you
right here in little old Nueva
can understand why other confer- Tommy Meighan
York,
Sidney Singerm
Charles Einfeld
Rebecca Joffee
Incidentally, don't think the pur- ences would concern theaters in Illi- Henry Ginsberg
Ludwig
J.
chase of all those New York City in- nois and Indiana. And as each wheel Al Lichtman
Harry RosenquI
grows
larger,
is
aximoatic
it
that
they
Red
I^ann
abanC.
C. HoagUi'
dependent theaters has been
Schnitzer
Frank Mastrolj
doned simply because nothing has will some day meet. And then some Joe
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Jr.,

Agog

All

]

Tuesday: Your staid Englishman
His cahn has
has heen uprooted.
bj- a not inconsiderable
Why not? The deal that
storm.
must be held responsible would cause
plenty of fuss right here where mil-

been replaced

lions

—anybody's —are

so

carelessly.

thrown around

Gaumont

British,

backed by Ostrer Bros., important

London bankers, has propelled
into

place in England with purof Provincial Cinematograph

first

chase
Theaters and

don

itself

is

in Lonwondering what might be ex-

group

dominates

nigh

well

the British trade. American distribuThe question
tors cannot ignore it.
that now arises is whether or not
Gaumont British will be patriotic as
well as commercial by using its buying power as a means to force English pictures on American companies
Part ol
for release in this market.
London, at least, looks for this to
Certainly it is not to be
happen.
dismissed too lightly as an eventu-

.

.

i

appeared

print in the last
the contrary, much

week

in

On

or so.
ing on

go-

is

and along about January the

one you

now everyone

pected next.

This

.

may

expect developments.

.

.

.

Poor Hollywood
Thursday. The boys are having
one grand funfest out where they
'em. When all-talkers first appeared several months ago, it was
most apparent that, aside from silly

make

spoken lines and mechanical diffitulties with sound recording, the chief
trouble was to be found in the sad
absence of action. What the screen
showed was animated figures talking
their lines, but not motion pictures as
America's millions knew them. Our
duty became clear. The trouble was

day, when they overlap it may be
that the Warners and Skouras will
set out to master new fields.
.

.

.

Every American company has been
waiting
for
it.
Germany's new

...

as clear as daylight.

men

with

quite natural,
Starr to fill

and

replaced First National

their

own, as

is

elected Hermann
presidential chair.

.

.

the

.

Under the Skin
Wednesday: Something's going
Vitaphone

records

on.
available

be
for theaters equipped with RCA's
proposed disc reproducer. Vitaphone
admits it.
Now that, to us, is significant.
Particularly when V. turns
stony deaf when you mention service in connection with other di'sc
systems.
You know. General Electric owns a lot of very valuable patents, some licensed to Western Electric, others to the Radio Corporation.
Now, as fate would have it, both of
these companies not so long ago
found themselves in the talking picture field. Competitors? Sure enough.
Brothers under the skin well, to
say so would be assuming a good
deal.
But it has appeared for some
will

a pool in part-talkers will get in its
say, the point being that all-dialoguers
talk too much and do too little.

And

Still

My

Today:
comes Bill

.

.

More

goodness!

.

Here

RCA

W.

E. and
would
never get particularly rough with
each other insofar as sound pictures
are concerned.
The Vitaphone policy, just come to light, would serve
to strengthen that observation. Don't
that

you think so?

.

.

.

Theaters.
Hardly an important
deal reported in which the name of
William Fox doesn't appear.
One
da\- develops this:

.

while

plans are

.

"Rio

.

.

financial

detail

in

connection

Skouras is a young man. Also
he ambitious.
Likewise does he
happen to.be operating head of all
feet.
is

Warner

theater
properties.
the Stanley chain as a hub, it

plains

ing

is

add more spokes to the

why some

fire

With

concern houses

in

Chalman Transferred
Atlanta

—

to

Houston

al-

Pennsyl-

Milton

W.

Gabriel L. Hess

Hedda Hopper
Bernard Edeihe
William Pizor

Hand

Ethel Smith
Arthur B. Graha
R. S. Wolff
John C. Flinn
David Bernstein
Leopold Friedmi
Weiss Bros.
F. V. Luporini

Chatkin

Francis O'Reilly

Lewis

Henry Siegel
E. M. Saunders

Warshowsky

J.

Cresson E. Smith
N. D. Golden
James R. Grainger
Herbert Ebenstein
Fred Quimby

W.
A.

S.

Clarence J. Norl
Louis K. Sidnej
Millard Johnson

Maurice Goodmi
T. P. Mulroonly

Butterfield

Ralph Kohn
Harry Brandt
H. L. MuUer
Samuel Spring

H. Giannini

Lou B. Metzger
M. Van Praag
Joe Weil
H. M. Messiter
Willard McKay
A. Schimel
Ted Schlanger

Henry

C.

B. Grak

James
Lee A. Ochs

Ben R. Rosenbaum

S.

as

Zukor
Burkac
Zukor

Hank Linet
W. P. Wentz

Emil C. Jensen
Leo Klebenow
Charles Moskowitz

Harry

Zjrve

Wm.

Harry Scott

J.

L.

W. Kramer
Thomas W. Ge
Dewey Bloom

Ed Halperin
N. L. Manheim
Louis Baum
Bert Adler
J.

Krauss

E.

George Byrnes

D.

E.

Harold B. Frat
Joe Brandt
Jack Cohn
Harry Cohn
George Harvey
James Mulvey

Adolph
Nathan
Eugene
Arthur

Ferguson
D. Trop

Stanley

M.

D.

Wm.
J.

Gottesiri

Milton Cohen

Kandall

J.

•'

Oscar Neufeld
Sam Sax

Emil Shauer
David Picker

M.

i

R. V. Anderson
CochrajK

German

J.

Silver

P. D.
Alfred

David Loew

Chalman, who, for Helen Hughes
the past ten months has been direc- C. B. Paine
tor of advertising and publicity of Oscar Binder
the Howard, has been transferred to I. V. Ward
H. McFarland
T.
Jack

Herman
Thomas
A.

W.

Starr
J.

Conr'

Smith.

J:

Frank W. BuJile
H. H. Buxbaum
Lee Marcus
Marty Schwartz
•

f(

Bate

Charles Schwartj

Barton B. Hepb>
Si Seadler

Houston.

Lakewood Theater Sold

Hyde

at

I

Birmingham

Lakewood, N. J.—The Pala
Birmingham, Ala.
Bolivar F. owned by the Lakewood Amusemi
Hyde, Jr., has been made manager Co. was sold at public auction
of the Alabama.
Hyde was formerly satisfy claims of the Lakewood Tri
nianager of various Publix theaters Co. which held mortgages against
in southern cities.
Harry Shififman of New York bic

—

111

in for $51,500.

Munday Buys Alaska House
Wrangell, Alaska— C. C. Mundav
has

purchased the Wrangell
Weslet Sorenberger.

from

nat-

wheel.
Which exof the deals hang-

Dave Bader

Len Fields
Eugene Walsh
Lee Balsly
M. Steinbuch
G. Byrne

A. Pam Blumenthal
Tom Wiley
Wm. Massce

with

the acquisition of First National and
Stanley, the Warners, getting a second wind as it were, are looking
around for more theater situations to
conquer.
And so, itl comes to light,
no less than 60 theaters are about
to be taken over.
Spyros Skouras,
of course, enters into this with both

to

K AN N

a similar position at the Metropolitan,

Having cleared away the

ready extensive

for
fur-

.

Getting Ready
Friday:

ural

Spokane; a dreadnaught

FBO:

.

in rentals to all distributors.
They
are after those extra dollars and, unless the reproducer is hopeless and
unless the complexion of the industry has changed, you can take odds
this minute that every theater equipped for sound will be served.

houses; $1,000,000 house planned
Cleveland,

influence in

—

West Coast Theaters to take
over seven Ackerman and Harris
for

.

The Radio

.

—

months

.

Dan Lederman

N. Lazarus
Fox with some grand Paul
Herman Robbins
West Coast Theaters. Not Phil Reisman

Rita" grabbed right from under several
well-known noses we might
E. Otterson statementizes fur- mention.
J.
It's to be an all-talker for
ther on interchangeability and cheap- next season.
Secondly, an all-talker
er equipment from Western Electric. to be build around
Waring's PennHe "asks" his company's licensed sylvanians. And wait until you find
producers to pass judgment on qual- out what's coming.
ity over outside reproducers.
If W.
Lots of things in the air.
The
E. dismisses the interchangeability buzzing is becoming
quite general
issue by passing the buck to the pro- about several big
deals
really big
ducer and distributor, it's all over ones. Hold your horses.
You'll find
but the shouting. This is why:
out all about them at the proper time.
Sound means generous increases
.

Miss
H. J. Yates
Ned Depinet
Bruce Gallup
Billy Brandt
Lou Blumenthal

regulation,

.

.

10,

Gulick
Addie Dannenberg Harry Reichcn

flashed to Ed Schiller
W. F. Rodgers
the little old paper from Berlin, sets Vic Shapiro
import licenses at 210 for 1929-1930. Don Mersereau
Mind you that means for all pictures Tommy Goldberg
Arthur Loew
imported into Germany. While the Jack
Alicoate
total is more liberal than last year's Charles Jawitz
numerically, there is a dark boy lurk- Richard Brady
ing in the woodpile which is caus- Walter Futter
Jim Normanly
ing considerable worry here.
How- Nat Levine
Paula Gould
ever, that is another story.

"kontingent"

We would ex- plans for
pound our observations, all Holly- content
with the formidable line-up
The old guard is gone. It will be wood would get wise and the epias it now stands, that struggling
difiicult, when discussing First Nademic of brainstorms would melt unyoung chain on the Pacific Slope has
tional, to realize that old timers like
der the weighty influence of a proMoe Finkelstein, Abe Blank, Barney phetic prediction. But nobody minds determined upon a new building proBalaban and E. V. Richards are out much what we write about anyway gram involving $15,000,000 and 25
additional houses.
Well, at least we
of the running.
Yet it is so. The and so nothing came of it.
told you that nothing is going to
Warners, assuming complete control
It appears now that the market for stop
Fox and his plans.
of the company and its management,
Here's
have cut the directorate from 14 to all-talkers may turn bearish and that proof.
ality.

Paul

Perron Gets North Park
Raymond Perron has purNorth Park from V. V.

—

Seattle
chased the

Williams.

Open Capitol at Rome, N. "V.
Rome, N. Y. The Capitol, one

—

the

theaters in this
has opened. It seats 1,250.
largest

k

secti<

McAlister House Renovated
McAlistcr, Okla.— The Rex
ing remodeled and adding a

is

t

staj
1

I

»53^
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First National Has 9 Films in Work
DAILY
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16,
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Season's Schedule Being Rounded Out by FBO
Insisting Contract Cancelled, Report Says— Fred

Harry Langdon,

work

iuHt pictures are in

or start-

First National with others

at

II

81UDI08

N.

F.

"U" Contract

Langdon Cancels ?

'ODUCTION AT PEAK

AT

-Harry Langdon Balks at Hal Roach Studio Lay-off,
Thomson Reported Joining M-G-M Wilk's Personals

FOUR PICTURES UNDER

reported, has refused to accept the
layoff caused by closing of Hal
Roach studio until April and
has cancelled his contract.
it

Moore

completing

is

"Why

I

,

M-G-M Reported

to

Have

Signed Fred Thomson Pact
Fred Thomson

is

reported to be

The western star
joining M-G-M.
has completed a contract with Paramount.

i..

Lorinne Griffith is putting finishing
Children,"
"Saturday's
to
li
Gregory LaCava is directing.

r':hcs
1

,

Withers,

,tiit

Ann

,ic,

Alma

Tell, Charles
Lucien Little-

S'chaeffer,

and Albert Conti are

id

new

Barthelmess'

{ichard

in

A

Little

from

support,

picture,

"Weary

from Courtney Ryley Cooper's story,
sixth week under direction of Frank
/il.
Betty Conipson plays opposite. Willlolden, Louis Natheaux, George Stone
1

,

((

Lots >f

RALPH WILK

By

ti-r,"
;

its

Hollywood

,1

Kaymond Turner

1

are in the cast.

Sills and director
lieen shooting "The

Iiltciu

Alexander Korda

Comedy

of

Life"'

luc weeks.
Maria Corda, Ben Bard and
\lif Bly Baker are in the cast.
Dhn Francis Dillon is completing "Chil1
of the Ritz."
Dorothy Mackaill and
c
Mulhall are co-featured in a cast inlliii:,'
Kathryn McGuire, Evelyn Hall, EdBurns, James Ford, Richard Carlyle,
Dawson, Aggie Herring, Lee Moran
is
Frank Crayne.
Jbert
Rogell
is
putting the
finishing
1

on the new Ken Maynard picture,
California Mail."
Seven Footprints to Satan," mystery pic•,
directed
Benjamin
by
Christensen,
being edited and titled.
Vork has started on "Hot Stuff," Alice
ite
production, which Mervyn LeRoy is
t;cting and George Fitzmaurice is filming
;hes

se

ae

Man

and the Moment," starring

Billie

've

Completes Serial Program
Jniversal hr.s completed its chap-play program for this year •with
he Pirate of Panama." Ray Taydirected.
Natalie Kingston and
r
Wilsey are co-starred with Al
'U"

rguson,
Gertrude
Sutton
and
orge Ovey in the cast. Adaptation
i
continuity
were written by
orge Morgan and Arthur Henry
Iden under production supervision

William Lord Wright.

M-G-M

Unit Returning
tlamon Novarro and the M-G-M
it
which has been filming "The
gan" in the South Seas has left
hiti and are due to arrive at San
ancisco two days before Christis.
The trip has taken about two
mths.
of
loree
"1

Janis, 17-year old
descent, and Renee
have the two chief feminine

es.

"Luxury Husband" Purchased
Universal
has
purchased
"The
ixury Husband," novel by Maysie
•eig.

JOHN
cett's

Logue Story for Eklward Laemmle
Edward Laemmle will direct "The
Drake Murder Case," story written

Four productions arc in work at by Charles A. Logue.
which is rounding out the 1928Coghlan Film in Work
29 production program.
Pictures in
"Square Shoulders." new Junior
work are: "The Jazz Age," parttalker; "The Red Sword," a Tom Coghlan vehicle for Pathe, is in proMix vehicle as yet untitled and Buzz duction.
Barton

"Pals of the Prairie."
Shores is directing "The
Jazz Age" under supervision of Harold Schwartz, with a cast including
Henry B. Walthall, Marceline Day,
Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Myrtle Stedman and Gertrude Mcssinger. Robert Vignola is directing "The Red
Sword" by F2. E. V. Taylor, with
cast including William Collier, Jr.,
Marian Nixon, Carmel Myers and
Allan Roscoe.
Tom Mix and Tony
in their fifth FBO picture, head a
in

Lynn

cast which includes: Kathryn
Guire, Martha Mattox, Walter

*

*

*

who wrote

McMc-

Ethan Laidlaw, Barney Furcy

Grail,

Mack Brown, George Faw- and Wynn Mace. In
protege, who is a former the Prairie," which

University of Alabama football star,
will play opposite Mary Pickford in
"Coquette."

Baker,

*

*

tional; "Scoop" Conlon discussing football, with Bill Seiter
and Jack Mtdhall.

Wong Howe

is

Louis

King

New

Contract for Doris Dawson
Doris Dawson assigned a new First
National contract.
She appears in
the talking sequences of "Children
of

the

Ritz,"

co-featuring

Son"

RALPH J. DIETRICH

"Four Walls" and

and

"The

Rough

Dorothy

Mackaill and Jack Mulhall.

one

"Thirst," which were directed
Howe also
by Will Nigh.
guided the camera on "Sorrel

Riders."

THE
Doorviray of Hospitallty

is

Gibson Assignment for Rosson
Arthur Rosson is to direct IIooi
Gibson in "Birds of a Feather."

the busiest cameramen on
He recently phothe Coast.

and

to

Tom

of

tographed

Under Contract

WARNER BROTHERS

the

Our Passing Show: Jack L.
Warner giving an automobile
ride to an appreciative passenger; Ned and Edward Marin conferring at First Na-

James

WRITER

directing, are: Natalie Joyce, Frank
Rice,
Lingham, Milburn Morante, Duncan Rinaldo and Bill Patton.

lumbia.
*

ROBERT LORD

cast of "Pals of

Graham
George O'Brien's Next
screen play of "The Singing Fool,"
.\fter George O'Brien has finished
is now at work on an original, which "True
Heaven" he will play the lead
will serve as Sophie Tucker's first in "Son of Anak," a
story by Ben
Vitaphone vehicle. Baker has pro- Ames Williams, which David Butler
vided the scenarios for several War- will direct for Fox.
He was with Vitaner pictures.
graph for several years, before
Cooper in Jannings Cast
coming to the Coast.
Gary Cooper has been assigned to
*
*
*
Emil Jannings' new Paramount picture.
Lewis Milestone will direct
Our old University of Minnesota this original by Victor Schertzinger
JohiiLeRoy
rival,
news-gathering
and Nicholas Soussanin.
son, has become Boswell for Edwin
Carewe, leaving Columbia to accept
Stage Player Joins De Mille
Adam Hull Shirk,
his new post.
Charles Bickford, stage star, is to
whose hobby is magic and who has play in "Dynamite," it is reported.
been with First National for sev- The picture is being produced bv
eral years, is expected to join Co- Cecil B. De Mille for M-G-M.

Dorothy

Indian

WAY AT FBO STUDIO
FBO

iraaration.

lolleen

Warrenton

is

in

ItGood," from an original by Carey
-nil.
William Seiter is directing.
llamilton Edward Martindel,
vlu Clayton, Louis Natheaux, ColMerton, Dixie Gay, John Sains
and Bodil Rosing are in the

for

Gilbert Warrenton has been signed
to a long term contract by "U."

Film Editor

D

/NTER the doorway of
popular hostelry and you feel at home.
There's aa atmosphere of cordial welcom*
which marks the difference between th«
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
your room, too, has that added touch
this

of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp .. . these are but a few of the features
that

make you feel

William

<S2>

home.

THE HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

HoUywood Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA.

Vine
Pictures

at

Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you are next
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

Street at

THE

<B^

DAILV
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16, ]|
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Theater Equipment
By CHARLES

The Stamp

PERPETUAL WRIT GRANTED
IN

An

NEON LIGHT SUIT

F.

of

HYNES

Approval
TALKING

endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by

StIOli

The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

Going Bi
Smaller Model Was ai
Wise Move Heywood-

Orchestraphone
Perpetual
;Machlett

and

its

&

E.
against
injunction
Son, Rainbow Light, Inc.,

privies,

of

which

Rainbow

one, has been
granted Claude Neon Lights, Inc. restraining them from infringing neon
light patents of the plaintiff by the
U. S. Court for the Eastern District
The defendants are
of New York.
ordered to account to Claude Neon

Luminous Products

is

Lights for profits and damages on
patents, which the U. S. Supreme
Court has ruled belong exclusively
to the plaintiff. Action now is being
taken by Claude Neon, the company
says, to put the court order into physical

operation.

"Undoubtedly," states a company
"the users of neon signs
which infringe the Claude patent will
be enjoined from using them."
official,

—

signed for sound pictures,
throughout the trade by
Silversheet

Co.,

is

reported

manufacturers of the new screen.
Months of experimentation were
climaxed by approval of it by ElecResearch Products, company
trical

orders received the first six months
of the year by over $1,000,000.

"Sid" Louis Quits Supply Field

Minneapolis

comer

— H.

J.

Brown,

of

*

is

sound pictures."

A

—

TJEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD

—

i

'SALE!'
The

—

Cleveland Russel
Baker is in
metal ferrules, with which a
pole is used and the screen quickly charge of the new shop opened here
brushed while it stands in the frame. by the Arkay Sign Co., which also
Cinevox is seamless in all sizes has a studio here, headed by Matt
and is adapted for the lacing frame. Bialkowski.

Sign Firm Opens Office
Cleveland Ohio Adsign Corp. has
ipenetl an uUicc liere umler manage
ment of H. L. Gallen.

Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD
MOVIE CAMERA

built to specifications,

obviating necessity for an exhibitor
to buy a new frame, when replacing
his present screen.

—

*

nrally,
the exhibitor finds hims]
pictures via Biophone, according to somewhat at a loss to determine
j]
Phil Goldstone. Elimination of com- what instrument he should buy.
plicated parts makes this possible, he can't go wrong on the Orchest
special patented torque, in- phone, keeping in mind Nation;
says.
the needle remaining in the record of performance.
sures
The insti
sound track when the disc is gaining ment has the backing of an orga
momentum, he declares.
zation whose name is synonymc
with square dealing, service and
ficiency.
That edge explains par
Claims Speed Record
the success Orchestraphone is ««-.
Lewiston, Ida. It took Edwin B. joying.
Rivers of Tri-State Theaters but four
*
*
*
days to completely remodel, repaint
is'i
and re-equip the Granada and Rex
--' ceiving congratulations on t
here. The houses closed at 11 P. M.
on a Monday and opened at 6 P. M. fine job of seating done at the n^
He credits Paramount, Brooklyn. The chaj
the following Friday.
National Theater Supply Co., Seattle are big enough for two ordinal
office,
with establishing what he sized persons to squeeze into, a
the rows far enough apart to pert
claims is a record for speed.
patrons to stretch comfortably. T
distance between the aisles perm
Splitting Pipes of Organs
six persons to walk abreast and
Waynesboro, Va. Francis Loth, cilitates handling of the crowds. Tl
manager of the Wayne, is spending efficiency and dispatch with whi
between $1,200 and $1,300 to divide the job was done is one of the rt
pipes of his organ into two sections, sons for the popularity of Heywooi
to be placed on opposite sides of the Wakefield chairs and service.

with

is

*

There are a number of non-s:
chronous devices on the market, e
the bracing a wide range of prices. N'

The Cinevox is cleaned in the same auditorium.
manner as the ordinary screen, brushed about every 60 or 90 days.
The
Arkay Sign Has New Shop
manufacturers furnish screen brushes

new- The screen

the supply field, has purchased stock of the Rialto Supply
Co., this territory's oldest equipment
house, founded by S. A. Louis, who
managed the company until the time
of the sale.
Brown, it is reported,
may dispose of the stock to National
Theater Supply Co. Louis is retiring from the industry.
in

standard projection.
designed for operation
with any modern booth equipment,
but the manufacturers believe that
it "will not be necessary to use
the
extremely high-power amperage that
that has been necessary since advent
detail required of

Cinevox

Only One Man in Booth
Needed With Biophone

National made a wise move
turning out a smaller model of
machine, designed for small theatt
The response was instantaneous,
attested by the speed with which
stallations are being ordered.
ater.

Only one man is needed in
American
and Minusa Screen booth for projection of synchronized

Decree and injunction obtained by officials say.
American Cine Screen Co., develClaude
Neon Lights against E.
Machlett & Son and Rainbow Light, oped the new screen and has turned
Minusa
Inc., has no effect on the products over manufacturing rights to
now being manufactured by Rainbow, Cine Screen Co., and American SilOnly one tube, versheet Co. Sound penetrates the
that company states.
the magnesium carbon type, is held new screen much better than it does
sound
to be an infringement says the com- the screen now used with
pany, pointing out its use was aban- equipment, the manufacturers claim.
All of the Projection also is claimed superior,
doned some time ago.
Rainbow products, the company due to reflecting characteristics of
states, are constructed in accordance the Cinevox gained through a special
This process, it is said,
with inventions covered by patents process.
the company owns, "which never brings out sharpness and clarity of
the picture and adds the depth and
have been attacked."
Seven central plants now are in
operation
by Rainbow Luminous
Products, sales and expansion of
which are in charge of George L.
Johnson, chairman of General Outdoor Advertising Co., who recently
was named chairman of Rainbow.
Five plants have been enlarged and
two new ones opened, the company
Orders booked from June 30
says.
to Dec. 6 are declared to exceed

practically every section
the country comes favorably
ports on Orchestraphone, non-s;
chronous device being marketed
National Theater Supply Co. 1
instrument, a disc device, is s;
plicity in itself, bringing the best
music within the reach of every t

Industry Declared Quick to
Accept Cinevox Sound Screen

Co.,

DROPPED, SAYS RAINBOW

FROM

THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

Louis Quick reaction, to the
Cinevox, new screen especially de-

—

Wakefield's Fine Job
of Seating House

A

St.

USE OF DISPUTED TUBE

—

One of the great responsibilities of every theater owner is to
To their credit it
safeguard his patrons from death and injury.
may be said that they have been quick to seize upon the various
safeguards, but most important of all is the ever lurking danger
of film fires. The highly-combustible nature of film, adds to the fire
hazard, the danger of panic, and it is against this menace that every
precaution must be taken.
great forward step in providing this protection was taken
with introduction of the Sentry Safety Control. The device makes
use, thus automatically shutting
impossible a fire from film in
The Sentry is an asset td
off the danger of patrons stampeding.
every theater and because of its efficiency and reliability is awarded

Holdal6FeetFilin-Case— eMagazinm
2 in. F. 3.5 Lent

Winter or Summer

BLIZZARD FAN
Solves

^110

Your Problem

West 32«*St,Ne«)torh.NLy.*
Pbon* Penna. 0330

IJ

THE
December

Jdday,

16,

1928

i

[jiprovements and Innovations
Mark Two Years of Nat'I Plan
by a number of innovations
improvements in equipment, due,
K company says, in large measure
he national system of distribuOi built up and maintained, Nationjrheater Supply has entered its
'arked

1.

)

;

year.

ii|

|om the time the One Contract
was established two years ago,

1;

Theater Supply, co-ordiphases of theater building
uequipment, from the drawing of
.rlJational
all

jtig

and financing to the finished

F5

ready for operation, there
been constant attempts made to

([er,
i\

equipment and better service

ifove

exhibitor, the

)ie

company says^

of operation and the
"red outlet offered to the manufachas resulted, National Theater
I-

plan

jiis

Co., officials say in
iLaunching of Orchestraphone,

j|)ly

<ie
i'3c

of the first non-synchronous
turntable devices.

Development by the IntemaProjector Corp., of the
M. Simplex, especially
signed for sound picture pro-

tmal

lodel
•

j:tion.

by

Enterprise
optical Manufacturing Co. of the
w Motiograph, particularly
sited to use with sound films
trough the new shutter which
iduces the heat on the film.
Development of the new Peer]>s high intensity arc lamp, the
loduct of the J. E. McAuIey
anufacturing Co.
silent
the
of
Introduction
'intilating fans of the American
:ower Corp.
lipplementing these improvements,
ional has established complete deIments for theater lighting, stage
^ery and draperies, floor coverings
Introduction

1

centrate
securing

great

a

Under

.^.

ally

part of his interest on
distributors.
system the exhibitor natur-

reliable
this

Foreign Markets
By

with
but

the inconvenience of scattered buying,
it
was practically impossible to secure
the interest of a reliable guarantee of quality
on each of his equipment units and to feel
assured that he was paying no more than
he should.
His credit system was also of
necessity, involved.
In purchasing complete
equipment for his house, he was frequently
forced to deal with a half dozen or more
firms.
In this case, he had six or more
notes covering his equipment and naturally,
as many separate interest and payment dates
to meet.
He was not assured of expert

—

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
London Repeal of New South
Washington
Motion picture ex- Wales film tax is being sought and
ports in September reached the low- the amending bill provides for reIVashiugton

—

est total touched for many months, fund of 8388,000 to distributors in
aggregating only 16,632,985 feet val- income-tax paid under protest. The
ued at $410,741, as compared with bill also provides that with foreign
21,991,311 feet valued at $726,036 in companies the taxable income shall
August, according to figures made be 7Y2 per cent of the total amount
of sales in New South Wales.
A
public by the Dept. of Commerce.
counsel tliat would help
him select the
Exports of positives during the clause in the new bill states that
eiiuipment best suited to his theater nor
month totaled 10,622,207 feet valued where a foreign company produces
was he assured of reliable maintenance serat $248,609, against 16,541,648 feet either no taxable income, or less than
vice after the installations were made.
"The amazing growth of the industry en- valued at $433,301 in August; raw the ordinary taxable income, the tax
larged the scope and demands of the exhibi- stock, 5,712,300
feet valued at $131,- commissioner can use his judgment
tor's problems to a point that greatly acas to the amount on which taxation
centuated these natural defects in the indi- 085, against 4,409,154 feet valued at
sliall be paid.
vidual dealer system.
It was these condi- $104,113; and negatives, 298,478 feet
tions that combined to move the dealers in valued at $31,047, against
1,040,509
French and German Co. Combine
theater supplies and equipment toward a comfeet valued at $188,622.
mon footing.
Paris
It is indeed
Reciprocal distribution arfortunate that
The decline in exports of positives rangements have been made with
the foresightedness of the more progressive dealers, saw in united efiforts a two- was general, shipments to Australia,
Super-Films of France and Aafa
fold purpose:
our leading maiket, dropping from
Films of Germany.
Franco-German
1.
A solution

—

-

the

to

above

immediate problems

outlined.

The promotion
new developments

of improvements out
of
in theater equipment.
"It is obvious that the great nation-wide
organization which grew out of this situation
2.

two years ago needed no establishment

in the
sense that a new business venture needs
establishment. The inception of National was
not the birth of a new business but essentially the reorganization of an outworn distributing system on a new economically
souad basis; a harnessing of scattered effort
into one coperative source that should work
to the best interests of the entire industry."

Cast for "Power Over

—

Men"

London George Banfield's next,
"Power Over Men," from a script by

2,158,213 feet in

August

to

1,076,836

move in
Germany

Maps Film Congress Schedule
Washingtcm Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington The Cinematographic

France."

—

Ass'n
of
Belgium
has
prepared
schedule for the International Cinematographic Congress which it is
reported to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce, to be held at
Antwerp in 1930.
Subjects to be
dealt with are: pictures for education, publicity, propaganda, copyright
questions, international rights, an in-

,

—

I,

i)me

dealer era under which the disition of theater supplies to the
bitor was left in the hands of
jtered and individual firms preled several serious disadvantages:

"The

Limited capital prevented
frnm hnving tile highest
r
He was_ unable
landise with economy.
aintain a complete line of supplies, unto pay experts who could properly serthem, and his prices, verging always
rd fluctuation, soared through competi_

Under such a system
vas

in

difficult

straits

Girl in the

"Q
the

New

—

Era

film

rights

of

"Q

for Scandinavia.

Paper
Cinematographer E.xhib-

C.E.A.

London
itors'

Moon."

Ships" for Scandinavia
Olaf Sandaas, has sold

London

II

small
the
quality of

is

preparing his next Ufa Production,

had
The Ships"

with varying satisfaction,
an outworn institution.

I

—

—

to issue an_ official
which will make its bow.

Ass'n

newspaper

Issues

—

Grand Lodge House Sold
Grand Lodge, Mich.— H. H. Chase
the manufacturthe New
when it came and C. O. Benson owners of

aintaining stable prices on his products.
ler, the outlet for his merchandise was
This resulted in a tendency to
•tain.
o experimentation and the development
:w and improved equipment and to con-

of

The

first

deal was the sale to
the film "Cousine de

New Non-Inflammable Film
London-— W. Robins, inventor, has
a new process for non-inflammable
film, which he claims is unscratchable,
untearable and which can be manufactured at a price as cheap or only
fractionally
stock.

than

clearer

ordinary

Film Company for Turkey

—

Constantinople A Turco-Hungarian
producing company has been

formed under technical direction of
Oliver Turcsanyi. The company will
start production with an educational
national film.

Crumplin

London

— Hugh

in

England

Crumplin, British
film actor who has been playing roles
in Hollywood, has returned to England and has been secured by Capt.

George

Banfield

to

play

a

role

in

"Power Over Men."

—

Pall Mall Completes First
Mall Pictures, Ltd.,
has completed its first production.
"Britannia's Sons" and acquired the
Gem at Southall on a long lease.
modern house seating 1,500 is
planned on the site.

London— Pall

Richmount
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

^ew York

City

Pres.

A

is

Merson Gaumont FUm Editor
London Billy Merson has been
ngaged to edit a new series of Gaumont Special Comedies.

the

French Films For Russia
was expected, declining as comParis Delegates from Russia are
pared with the corresponding month
of last year. Theater attendance was expected here to bid for a score of
satisfactory, but considerably lower French films on a deferred payment
plan, it is reported.
than last month.
as

Fritz Lang's Next
Lang
Frilz
Berlin Director

productions will be made.

feet.

Dennison Clift is in production at ternational cinema press, and a proInvitathe British Filmcraft studios. Wynd- posed world film federation.
ham Standing, Franklyn Bellamy, tions are being sent to various counGibb McLaughlin, Jerrold Robert- tries. France and Italy already have
shaw Judd Green, James Knight, expressed intention of sending repHugh Crumplin, Reginald Fox and resentatives.
Gabrielle Morton have also been cast.
Berlin Trade Active
IVashiugton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
New Spanish Co. Formed
remaintenance
and
non-profit
a
Washington Twenty out of 23
NacBarcelona Cinematografica
service.
ional Cinaes has been formed here Berlin studios, were occupied during
Jational Service, as we have it to distribute films throughout the October it is reported to the M. P.
y, is the result of a parallel de- country, sell cinematographic mate- Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
pment among the manufacturers rial and to combine Spanish theaters. Distribution business did not increase

dealers who have been the silent
ners of the producer and exhibifirst
since the industry itself
ng into being," states R. H.
"It was
-rick, company official.
irent several years ago that the
iiazard distributing system which
up to that time, served the
l.stry with supplies and equipment,

CUNNINGHAM

Low
New South Wales Film
Mark During September
Tax Repeal Sought

—

!

j

P.

Film Exports Hit

Not only was he confronted

suffered.

JAMES

Next

Harvey
London Sir John Martin Harvey,

—

in Filmcraft's

will be seen in the next British Filmcraft production, "The Burgomaster
of Stilemonde," produced by George

Banfield.

Kean New Era Sales Head
London Joseph Kean, who until
recently was managing director of

—

Grands, have sold their interests to
Chase Bernhard-Ivean Productions of GlasAsa Stephens of Plymouth.
appointed sales manwill devote his time to his two houses gow, has been
ager of New Era Pictures.
at Owosso and Lake Odessa.

pXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersanddistributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC. Parij
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC, N. Y.

Exporting only the
best in Motion Pictures

Sunday, December

DAILY
Clara

"Three

Bow

Glenn Tryon and Patsy Ruth Miller

"Uneasy Money"

in

Week Ends"

Length: 6000

Fox

raramoinit
STILTED IMPORTED FILM
AFSPIRITLESS
OF A BANKNOTE'S ADVENWEAK AND
THROUGH
FAIR WITH CLARA BOW TURES RAMBLESNEAR
RAPE,
AND
MISERY,
SIZZLE
GLOOM,
HER
OF
ROBBED
YOU
MURDER.
SPARKLE IN SAPPY STORY.
DEPRESSED.
ONE.
AND
THIS
WILTED
IN
"ITLESS"
SHE'S

Levgfh: 5962

ft.

LEAVES

They ain't done right by
Cast
Mary Nolan (nee ImogCast
She
our Clara in this undie opus.
ene Wilson) does rather impressive
pets her man and shows her step- work in a dizzy story where the direcEubut without her usual pep and tor did not help her much.
ins
Neil Hamilton fails to im- ropean players of considerable abilsnap.
press as a go-getter insurance agent. ity include Werner Feutterer, Oskar
Others Harrison Ford. Julia Swayne Homolka, Wladimar SokolofT.
Raymond, Edythe
Jack
Gordon,
Drama of
Story and Production
Chapman, Guy Oliver.
German
10-mark
a
of
adventures
Comedy.
Story and Production
It was made under the
banknote.
one
taken
have
must
Clarence Badger
supervision of Karl Freund in Berlin.
look at the denatured theme and de- The treatment is in the heavy, stolid
cided to get the matter off his mind German manner, and because of the
Looks like
as quicklv as possible.
plot it rambles all over
star, nature of the
redhead
the
for
break
a tough
the city and introduces a variety of
in
the
wasn't
simply
The stuff
too.
characters into whose possession the
One of those wishy-washy af- banknote comes from time to time.
story.
chance
fairs that did not give Clara a
the thread of the
in- Through it all runs
to be a naughty-naughty in her
girl who
factory
a
involving
drama
nocent and impulsive girlish way. receives the banknote as her first
Clara
impulsiveness,
And robbed of
wages She keeps bobbing up
The things she had to do week's
is licked.
throughout the story and her life is
planand
studied
were thoughtfully
intertwined with the events in a
ned. And associating this cutey with
As for
ingenious manner.
rather
thought will be almost unthinkable
if you can
the measly bit of money
hotsythe
They make
to her fans.
a variety of things happen
believe it
totsy gal go serious, with a yearning
from petty theft to murder. Heavy
etc.
deeds,
desire to do noble
fodder flops.
Direction, Clarence Badger, handiDirection, Bcrthold Viertel, stilted;
AdaptGlyn;
Elinor
Author,
capped;
from ".A.dvened by John Farrow: Scenario, Louis Author, Bela Dalacs,
Long, Percv Heath, Sam Mintz: tures of a Banknote"; Scenario, Karl
Editor, Not
Editor, Tay' Malarkey; Titles, Paul Freund and Bela Delacs;
PhoPerez: Photography, Harold Rosson, credited; Titles, Not credited;
Berski,
fair.
tography,
good.

—

—

"Life

Maciste in

"The Hero of the Circus"
Length: 5606

Universal

ft.

s

Crossroads
Length: 5355

Excellent

ft.

Length: 5597

Universal

Length:

EDITION

V/EAK

/7.

1

j

6581;.

OF

Tlj

SHOW QI
FOLLOWS T!

BROADWAY

SCORES NEATLY WITH COMEDY ANTICS OF GLENN
THE COMEDIAN
TRYON.
DOES SOME NEAT KIDDING
IN YARN FILLED WITH THE
GOOD OLD HOKE.

THEME.
USUAL PATTERN AND REG.
TERS AS FAIR ENTERTA

easily with
a good succession of slapstick situaPatsy
tions that get the laughs.
Ruth Miller, although costarred, is
just fair support for the comedian.

she

Cast.

..

.Tryon scores

Others T. Roy Barnes, Beth Harol,
Fred Malatesta.
Comedy.
Story and Production.
This is a typical Tryon production
admirably constructed to bring out
the comedian's talents as a burlesquer and slapstick artist. The story
is just a lot of goofy nonsense but
so well handled by director Craft that
it
becomes good entertainment all
the way. Tryon is an amateur detective who meets the picture star about
to appear in a Broadway production.

\^,

"Show Folks"
Pathe

"The Gate Crasher"

ft.

^
16,

MENT.
Lina

Cast

show
die

Basquette

as

s

a trifle over weight
scores in her hoofing act.
girl

does

Quillan

the

usual

\

1

vaude actor with the swell do
Barriscale,
Bessie
Others
Ro!
Armstrong, Richard Tucker.
Story and Production .... Com
drama of stage life. This is just

other in the series of films dea
with the vaude team where the
is very good and the boy partne
very rotten but doesn't know it. St;
out as if it is going to show so:
thing unusual, but takes a sit
back into the so-so schedule. T
it steams up in the last reel wit
couple of good emotional sequer
in dialogue.
But these come too
to lift the production out of the c
Her publicity manager is the villain sification of just fair entertainm
who is trying to steal her jewels. The Basquette and Quillan are best
In this effort,
comedian as an amateur detective their hoofing.
mixes in and causes several small are shy on the histrionic ability
riots before everything is satisfac- register strong in the human inte
The high- scenes. Their stuff lacks sincei
torily straightened out.
lig^ht is a sequence where he acciBut there is little sincerity in
dentally gets on the stage and is theme, which is rubber stamp. Th
RCA dialogue sequences fair.
forced to play Julius Caesar.
Direction, William James Craft,
Direction, Paul Stein, satisfactc
Author, Jack Foley; Author, Philip Dunning; Scena
very good;
Adaptor, Yin Moore; Scenarist, Carl Jack Jungmeyer and George Dn
Craft; gold; Editor, Doane Harrison; Tit
Krusada;
Editor,
Charles
Mond; Photog- John Kraflft; Photography, Peve
Titles, Albert De
raphy, Al Jones, okay.
Marley and David Abel, very gc
.

.

.

Tom Tyler in
"Tyrant of Red Gulch"

A GOOFY TALE OF A LADY
SHIPWRECKED ON A DESERT FBO

Length: 4778

Tim McCoy

tfl

in

"Beyond the Sierras"
ft.

M-G-M

Length: 5896

JUVENILE COLORFUL THRILLER THi
GOOD THRILL NUMBER ISLE WITH NOTHING BUT THE USUAL
WITH FRANKIE WILL CERTAINLY GET T!
WITH STRONG CAST. MADE EVENING GOWNS AND DOG THRILLER
JUVENILE FANS WHO WB
IN ITALY. EXCELLENT FOR BISCUITS. THEY DON'T COME DARRO TO BRING THE KIDS ENJOY TIM McCOY'S ACTK
IN.
FILLED
WITH
THE
OLD
BALLYHOO PURPOSES WITH ANY WORSE.
STUFF.
HOKE.
FINE CIRCUS ATMOSPHERE.

Maciste, European strong
Cost
man, does some good stunts with the
Others all Italian players
big cats.
include Miny Dovia, Helen Sangro,
Albert Collo, Victor Bianchi, Teranz
Sala,

Humbert Guarracina.

Story

and

Production.

..

.Melo-

Made by Pitof circus life.
taluga Films of Italy. Tiiis is a good
popular number that will make a hit
at the neighborhoods and any theater where they enjoy the thrills in
large gobs. The film is well directed
and acted and is one of the best Italian
productions released here for
some time. The plot is interestingly
worked out with tlie son of the owner

drama

of

the

circus

infatuated

with

the

Cast. .. .William Conklin plays the
part of an insane man, but he has
nothing on the rest of the picture
Gladys Hulette as the shipwrecked
lady is pretty terrible. Mahlon Hamilton's

good work is good.
and Production. .. .Drama.
press book says it is "raw

Story

The

drama."

The

director took
the impossible story and treated it
seriously, when he had a marvelous
chance to turn it into a great burlesque on the shipwrecked theme. The
English lady who has ritzed everytiiing

It

is.

and everybody

all

her

life

is

cast up on the African coast with a
down-and-outer the only two survivors of the wreck.
.\nd, believe it
or not, washed up alongside her is
a package of dog biscuits, perfectly
dry.
Later in a cabin where the

—

Cast.... Tom Tyler does the usual
big hero stuff and rides and fights
in his usual breezy way.
Frankie
Darro his kid partner who is fed a
fat
part.
Others Josephine Borio,

Harry

\\'oods.

Story and Production.

..

.Western

meller for the juveniles.
This is an
unusually wild film of the popular
hoke variety for the kids. Big hero

and

hero arrive at a mountain
village where the population are being
terrorized by a mysterious menace.
He proves to be a tough Russian
gent, and after the two partners meet
him the rest is just a series of one
little

hectic mixup after another.
There
is a mysterious cave, and before they
finally save the heroine from the terror of the mountains there has been
a lot of fighting, hard riding, and
general excitement.
What does the

equestrienne star. The latter is trying to marry him so she and her insane
hermit lives, she outwits him
lover can get possession of the cir- in his
playful little idea of poisoncus and do away with the old man. ing her
pal.
But always remember- l)lot matter? The kid heroes in great
Enter hero, the strong man and lion ing she is a lady,
she wears a beau- style, and always manages to save
tamer, who foils the plot with the tiful_ evening
gown of silver cloth. the situation when it looks black.
help of his little feiiime assistant.
Direction,
Edgar Lewis, awful:
Direction, Robert Delacy, satisfacWorks up to good liirill clima.x with Author, Eloise M. Lewis;
Scenario, tory: Author, to come:
Scenarist,
an untameable lion breaking loose in the same; Editor, Not
listed; Titles, Oliver
Drake;
Editor,
Joiner;
Jay
and
causing
circus
a stampede.
Not listed; Photography, Not listed, Titles, Randolph Bartlett; PhotogDirection,
Guy Brignonc. very fair.
raphy, Xick Musuraca, fair.
good; Author, the same; Scenario,
the same: Editor, .Sydney .SingerThis department conducted by Jack Harrower
man; Titles, Paul Gulick; Photography, A. Brizzi, M. Terzano.

Cast....

Tim McCoy

role

in

a

oj

masked

rider piles up the thi
aplenty, and makes the picture
tertainment.
Roy D'Arcy the hea
Sylvia Bcecher adequate as the Sp
ish heroine.
Others Polly Moi
Richard R. Neill, J. Gordon Russ

Story and Production
M^
of pioneering days in South!
California.
This is very frankly
and out meller with the thrill sT
and atmosphere piled on thick,
it
undeniably carries an entert

drama

|t

ment
thrill

wallop, and will please
lovers old and young witl

any maybes.
batics
and
fights,

McCoy knows
pulls

a

his

succession

chase and what have you^

the final fadeout.
As a U. S.
ernment operative he goes
Southern California to run down
land thieves who are preying
Spanish families holding rich ^
To protect the property
grants.
the beautiful senorita he opersi
with a mask and succeeds in fool]
Good sentimei
the crooked gang.
interest is mixed in with a thrill S
that is crammed with action

Direction, Nick Grinde, very gi
Author, John Thomas Neville;
nario, Robert Lord; Editor,

Wm

Van way;

Titles,

Ruth

Cummi

Photography, Arthur Reed, smO(

I

December

day,

16,

1928

Dolores Del Rio in

"Golden Shackles"

"Revenge"

Leinjth: 5G00

Peerless

Length: 6541

ted Artists

ft.

"The Yellow Ticket"
ft.

PRODUCTION

QUICKIE

Amkino

Length: G200

liillie

Del Rio picks
Dolores
Director
her worst to date.
lit
ws her to pose and pull nianEsms and she acts stilted throughAll the cast seems to be toned
en to give Dolores the breaks.
are
James Marcus, Sophia
;y
iga, Leroy Mason, Rita Carewe,
Sam Appel, Marta Gol_; Crespo,
Jesse Cavin.
.Drama of
tory and Production.
ast

.

i

Cast

Priscilla

Bonner

wears

antiquated clothes and acts the same
way.
Grant Withers, LeRoy Mason and Ruth Stewart form a trio
of amateurish actors in her support.
Story and Production
Drama.

Cast....

Anna Sten

young

as the

.

.

)

and camera canvasses, but

Eitings

expressing
for
a vehicle
lided gypsy vengeance and
's personality is a poor choice.
s is just a bundle of paprika

hot

:

:

)

Del

Do-

who

to tame bears and men, and
n cast 'em aside and yearn for
Along
:iething tougher to tackle.
);s

the merry bandit who cuts off
hair in a playful moment and
lerwise gets her maidenly angora,
[napping taming and then true
:ies
(

—

—

a develops. But no story worth
liing about.
Hrection, Edwin Carewe, so-so;
ihor, Konrad Bercovici; Scenario,
Editor, Jeanne Spencer;
'is Fox;

he

Head

by marrying the rich fectually killed off a few promising
But the latter's old sweetie dramatic bits.
The peasant wife
framed Lucy after the wedding by leaves her husband and children to

geance

slipping a string of pearls in her bag.
Right there the newly acquired husband says he never wants to see her
again.
But she fools him. Disguising herself by changing her hair arrangement so that he couldn't possibly recognize his former wife, she
vamps him, and then casts him aside
pitilessly with a ha-ha-ha.
But why
spoil the suspense?
See it for yourself.
dare you.

We

Length: 6250

ft.

(lECOMMENDED HEARTILY

Dewar; Photography, Milton

ALIN-

"REST ANGLES.
ast.

.

.

.William Russell as a plum-

Not

Bischoff Prod.

Length

:

5700

Pathe
ft.

WITH DEATH RAY USED ON
WILL PLEASE
THE POP CROWD.

AIRPLANES.
Cast.

..

.Kenneth

listed;

Titles,

Not

Harlan

the
in sup-

as

managing his boss' family is there hero pilot with June Marlowe
iini,f.
Mickey Bennett, the kid port are a good team. Others Arthur
Virginia Lee Cor- Rankin, William V. Mong, Edna Mae
(lie, helps a lot.
furnishes the blonde atmosphere. Cooper, Paul Weigel, James Brad-

listed;

1

ft.

Eddie Quillan is a great
hoofer, but as a screen comedian he doesn't show a thing in this
Marion Nixon a sweet patootie
one.
who helps make the dull proceeding>
Others Albert
almost interesting.
Gran, Gaston Glass.
Cast

little

Richard Walling, Alma Ben- bury, Jr.
Production. .. .Light
and
Story
>_,
William Welsh, Aggie Herring.
Story and Production. .Melodrama comedy. This one commits the untory and Production. Comedy of of air pirates.
This was built for pardonable sin in the showman's
ustic life. From Satevepost story thrill purposes only, and as such is
Quillan
It's just plain dull.
world.
It's a
(.eorge Randolph Chester.
quite satisfactory. It revolves around is brought into a rich man's family
i^uie to find a magazine story in- the work of a gang to rob a fleet
to teach the daughter how to dress,
i'iji-ntly adapted to the screen. This
of commercial planes carrying stocks dance and make whoopee so that
bure is. It has the laughs aplen- and bonds. A criminal inventor heads
her fashionable fiance will be better
a corking and original story, and
Of course what
the gang with his death ray that can pleased with her.
irccted by an Irishman with a real be trained on an airplane and bring
happens is that the modest violet beling sense.
It was only planned
This sequence comes a passionate orchid. And the
it
down in flames.
a <_;ood program number, but can showing the operation of the mechanfiance falls for her all over again.
.il>
hold its place as a first run any- ism in the secret chamber is well
But she falls for her teacher. The
kjire, because
it furnishes spontanworked out and very convincing. All climax is a raid on a night club
s laughs from a brand new angle.
the good old hokum is dragged in crudelv done.
Misses plenty because
;
plumber and his assistant step including the police dog who helps it appears the director evidently
md take charge of the boss' home foil the villains.
A pleasing love could not make up his mind whether
family.
The old man was being triangle is interwoven, all told it was going to be a farce comedy
ragged by his shrewish wife, a here is a number that will ride niceor a straight sentimental interest
y daughter and a whoopee son. ly on any daily change program. The varn.
Result is it's neither.
i plumber tames them to the tune
director deserves mention for hanDirection, Melville Brown, doesn't
laughter and how.
dling a very meller theme with class. click;
Author, Booth Tarkington;
~)irection, Joseph C. Boyle, fine;
Carey Wilson; Scenario,
Direction, James P. Hogan, very Adaptor,
.

•

^

-

:

_

.

—

George

Randolph

Chester;

nario, Peter Milne; Editor, Donn
Robinson;
tyus;
Titles,
Casey
>

F

{

Dtography,
d.

Charles

Van

Enger,

not listed; Scenario,
not listed; Editor, De Leon Anthony;
Titles, the same; Photography, not

good;

listed,

Author,

fair.

shows

in sets

and cos-

This film is "different" in
pense.
Billic
story treatment and direction.
Dove looks gorgeous, and there is a
boudoir scene that is worth walking
Clicks
a mile and a quarter to see.
easily.

Direction, Frank Lloyd, excellent;
Author, Lajos Biro; Scenario, Winifred Dunn; Editor, John Rawlins;
Titles, Garrett Graham; Photography,

John

FALLS PRETTY FLAT WITH
DIRECTION
INDIFFERENT
ADDED TO A STORY THAT
HAS LITTLE LIFE AND ANIMATION.

}

it

Scitz, fine.

"Bondage"

Length: 5959

/icr>,

i^thor,

and

"Geraldine"

"Code of the Air"

UP-TO-DATE MELLER CARA LAUGH NUMBER THAT
RIES
GOOD THRILL STUFF
OLIVERS CHUCKLES RIGHT

ROUGH THE FOOTAGE.
HAS STRONG HUMAN

tor,

this,

.

tumes.
The story was furnished by
Lajos Biro, who know his Russia.
It concerns certain Russian nobility
just as the revolution breaks and turns
their lives topsy turvy. Prince Orloff
and his wife are separated in the confusion, and both land in Paris with
the other refugees. There is a strong
love triangle with hubby suspecting
another Russian nobleman. The climax is worked up to strong sus-

Photography, L. Forestie, spotty.

fair.

Lj

•I

take a job as nurse in the city for
the daughter of the nobleman.
He
takes advantage of the poor gal, she
is thrown out on the street as a common prostitute, gets a yellow ticket
which classifies her among the loose
janes, and she has a tough time generally.
But just to prove that they
can be optimistic on occasions, the
Russian producers give it a happy
ending by having her go back to her

on

Dallas M. Fitzgerald, husband who 'has an understanding
Author, G. Marian Burton; heart. Not U. S. fare.
Direction, F. Ozep, poor; Author,
Scenario,
Ada McQuillan, Gladys
Gordon; Editor, M. C. Dewar; Titles, Not listed; Scenario, F. Ozep; EdiC.

.

.

pitiful;

Moore,

.

.Drama. A
Story and Production.
very intelligent production from all
angles. They spent some real dough

Direction,

of the Family"

iham

out

youth.

M.

ft.

LOOKS LIKE A MONEY PICTURE, WITH BILLIE DOVE IN
A STRONG LOVE ROLE. HANDSOME PRODUCTION, GORGEOUS GOWNS. REAL APPEAL FOR WOMEN.

Rest of Rus-

Ei,

:on suitable for transferring to the
It proves ideal for direc:'en.
Carewe's flair for artistic pastel

Lr„f/fh: G009

First Natioiinl

Billie Dove more alluring
Cast.
than ever, and the director makes her
sian cast lend fine support. They in- act.
Antonio Moreno fine as her
Others Emilc Chautard.
clude Koval Samborski, M. Marokoflf, husband.
Nicholas Bela, Nichf.jas
Doraine.
Lucy
Annel Sudakcvich, V. P. Fogel, S.
Soussanin, Winifred Bryson, Lucien
Yakovleva, D. Baksheev.
Frival.

wife does splendidly.

Lucy was a sweet gal whose profession was that of a nurse but who also
had a side line as a comeon for a
Story and Production
Drama
crook gang. Her dad cracked a safe of Russian life before the revolution.
one night, got bumped off, and Lucy Produced by Sovkino. It represents
swore revenge on the young million- a steady unreeling of misery, dreariAdapted
Roumania.
in
life
;sy
Bear aire whose safe he had tried to rcb. ness and gloom, and is poorly direct•n Bercovici's story, "The
Lacks dramatic So as girls will, Lucy took her ven- ed with a lack of continuity that ef'ner's Daughter."
.

i/t

"Adoration"

ft.

RUSSIAN FILM FALLS DOWN
ITS PUNCH WITH WITH SILLY STORY THAT
MUSICAL COMEDY PLOT ONLY NITWITS COULD TAKE HARD WITH A WEAK CONEATMENT THAT SHOWS SERIOUSLY. EVEN FALLS BE- TINUITY THAT KILLS A DRAF THE STAR TO MUCH DIS- LOW STANDARD OF CHEAP MATIC THEME. FILLED WITH
VANTAGE. LACKS PACE— GRINDS.
THE USUAL RUSSIAN GLOOM.
IsPENSE— SINCERITY.
OSES

Dove

Length: 6040

Ufa

ft.

TALE OF OLD RUSSIA
HOLDS LITTLE APPEAL FOR
AUDIENCES.
AMERICAN
THEME IS HEAVY AND ACTION TOO SLOW.
Cast.
serf

.

.

who

.Heinrich George as the
marries the girl gives a

Others Mona
Maria Reisenhoefer, Oscar Homolka. Jutta Jol.
.Drama of
Story and Production.
This goes back to the
old Russia.
days of serfdom and the Czar, and
heavy and dripping with misery
is
and a morbid slant on life. It was
made in Berlin by a German director and cast, and shapes up as an-

very fine portrayal.
Maris, Harry Halm.

.

.

unpalatable screen effort for
the .\inerican public whose ideas of
entertainment are entirely different.
The tale shows how the rich countess, who is a big landowner with
many serfs to till her lands, schemes

other

to keep her son from
jana, a peasant girl.
governor are out to

marrying TatShe and the
marry him off

to the latter's daughter, but Ale.xei
is a stubborn lad who walks out on
his ritzy bride at the swell palace

wedding when he overhears how they
Heinrich George is a
tricked him.

who marries the gal to
save her intact for the countess' son.
Direction, Richard Eichberg, heavy;
Author, Pierre Newsty; Scenario,

friendly sort

George Dromgold, Peggy Prior; EdiEditor, Joseph R. FliesBarbara Hunter; Titles, John Hans Strum;
Titles, the same: Photography,
ler;
Abel,
Dave
Photography,
Krafft;
Heinrich Gartner, Bruno Mondi, fair.

tor,

okay.

THE

eStl

DAILY

10

been calling on daughter all
But no gal could sit up all
night and listen to the gags this boy
pulls and still remain conscious.

has

night.

Short Subjects

SILENT

SOUND

—

are good comedy effects, and make the popular cartoon
subject more entertaining than ever.
Here is one place sound belongs with-

RCA

Walter

Futetr's Curiosities— FBO

RCA
Type

ajid

effects

out any arguments. No matter 'how
poor the eilects may be, the kids will
always interpret it as part of the comBut in this case,
edy and kidding.
outfit have done a fine job
the
which should add new friends to the
large follow-ing this subject enjoys.

of

Photophone
Misses

production. .novelty mag-

—

.

azine
1 reel
subject which most
Here is
certainly is not improved by the adOrdinarily this
dition of dialogue.
series exercises its appeal through
the novelty and diversity of the picWith simple titles,
tured subjects.
tliey
fully explain themselves and
need no talking comments to add to
their entertainment value.
But Van
Beuren Enterprises decided that it
would be great to have somebody
with a sing-song voice recite a monologue and try to be funny and pass
kidding comments on the various
scenes. The result is pretty terrible.
You might enjoy the scenes, but this
monotonous voice with its poor wisecracks annoys you so much you want
to walk out and tell the management
just what you think about it.

one

ous conditions. It attempts to prove
that play is the natural channel for

man and

The

beast.

reel

interestwill prove

is

ingly strung together, and
diverting to old and young.

^i^By ARTHUR

"Targets"
Grantland Rice Pathe

—

Timely

Type

of production..! reel Sportlight
assembling of various
kinds of competition results in a
very interesting reel. It depicts the

A

skillful

deftness required in various sports
archery
shooting
and
as
such
where hitting the target accurately is
required.
There is a kick in one
scene where an archer is shooting
arrows at an apple on his son's head.
The arrow go whizzing by the youngster's ear, and then it is revealed that
a dummy boy has been substituted.

"The Range

of

Featurette

Fear"—Western

— Universal

Oi'diyiary

Type

western
This follows the well known formula with Bob Curwood doing the hero
stuff against the gang that has been
stealing cattle and trying to put Bob
Of course the ranch
in a bad light.
foreman turns out to be one of the
gang, and he kidnaps the gal, the
This
wild chase follows, etc., etc.
series is getting to be so much of a
of production.

.

.

.2 reel

proposition that you know
each scene before it appears on the
Something should really be
screen.
Directed by Walter
done about it.
Fabian.
stencil

"Taxi Beauties"
Taxicab Comedies Pathe

"The Fetters"—Topics of the Day
Pathe— RCA Photophone
Peppy
Quite Sad
of
Type
production. .. .2 reel comedy
Type of production
1
reel skit
This is the third of the series starThe general title of Topics of the ring Jack Cooper as Dan the Taxi-

—

Day

is very misleading, for it creates
man. It is chiefly interesting for tb.e
impression that the well known appearance of the Scnnctt bathing
reel of jokes from current periodicals girls
who disport themselves at the
is going to be used in some manner.
Neptune Beach club. Dan appears
Instead, they dish out a third rate there with his taxi
and the girls pervaude skit done by a fourth rate team suade him to take part in then- little
who keep feeding each other lines as gambol. But Dan's legal incumbrance
an excuse to pull a lot of weak and appears at the very worst time
when
ancient gags.
The only funny thing he is in a rather compromising posiabout the whole afTair is how the tion, and spoils the fun for
cveryproducers could possibly kid them- bodv.
selves into thinking they had a product that could be classified as amus"Amateur Antics"
ing.
The boy friend visits his girl
Grantland Rice Pathe
and they spend the time wisecrackNovcltij Spo7-ts
ing till her dad w-alks in and adds Type of ijfoduction
1
reel Sporta few more bon mots such as "Will
light
you have grapefruit for breakfast?"
The field covered is that of chilgetting over the idea that the suitor dren and animals at play under
vari-

the

—

.

.

,

.

Pathe Review No. 52
Type of production..! reel magazine
Opens with a "Leaping Riot,"
which shows a thrilling kangaroo
drive

Australia,

in

living

with the

thine eivine an

fastest
of

exhibition

what speed really means. It is followed by "The City Beautiful," being
interesting studies in Pathecolor of
Rochester, N. Y. The reel concludes
with views of Archipenko, the famous sculptor, engaged in his novel
art

work.

Multicolor Functioning

Only As Laboratory
Multicolor Films now is functioning solely as a laboratory, developing and printing work photographed
with its process. The firm is manufacturing several
Multicolor units,
which may be installed on any camera and which are leased to producers at a nominal cost. Producers also
are being furnished with the company's specially treated negative, so
that this entire equipment may be
installed in any studio's camera supply.

Texas Unit Plans Poster 'Change

—

Dallas W. S. Waid is completing
plans for the p.oster exchange to be
opened here by the Texas exhibitor
unit.

Pincus at Portland, Ore.
Portland, Ore.
With Publix in
charge of the Portland, here, Charles
Pincus, formerly manager of the Publix Oakland house, has been put in
cliarge of the firm's local interests.
Further reports state that West Coast
will keep Fanchon & Marco presentations at the Portland for awhile at

—

W. EDDY'^^

Edward Gould, assistant to Jo;
Zuro, and Maurice Manne, effect
rector, are going vacationing to tl
old home town, Toronto, as soon!
the final reel of Pathe's "Sal of Sin
pore" is recorded at Sound Stud
They'll be back in a few days to s,li
recording "Ned McCobb's Daui.

ter."

*

The stage

*

*

talkers

migrat
continues at Parawount's Asto
plant tvith Doyiald Meek and Ba
MacoUum working in "The Hole
Meek recently closed
the Wall."
the stage production, "Mr. Mori'
penny" while MacoUum was I
seen in "Caravan" behind Broadu
to

-

-

footlights.
*

*

*

Producers of "Tomorrow," st<
show, having consigned it to
warehouse, Hedda Hopper, who v
scheduled as its star, leaves Manh

Tuesday

the Coast.
Sh
important role in
forthcoming Fox picture. This co

tan

for

play an

to

set

pleted. She again, bag and baggaj
East to work in the Ina Clair p
ture which Pathe will make with Jl™
Harris, producer of "Broadway" a

"The

Front

Page,"

the

at

*

*

*

Wheyi scripts call for anythi
from a Persian rug to a prop e
phant, Arthur Koenig is the m
ivho

called at the

is

Paramount

He's in charge of
purchasing.
dio.

all

"The Ten Commandments,"

in

Atlaita

— W.

Harper, formerly
of Newman, Ga., has been appointed
manager of the Fairfax here by the
recently consolidated with the Crescent Amusement Co. making one of
the powerful theater chains in the
T.

is

v

He

has be
engaged in production in France.
eastern

iting

studios.
*

*

Manage Atlanta House

s>

props a

Charles De Roche, who is remei
bered for his work several years a

*

Michon of Pathe
Netvs went ynatrimony the
Johyi

to

meg

phone.

least.

Harper

16, iS

Short Shots fron
New York Studio

physical and mental development of

"And Morning Came"
Mike

Ike Universal
Type
of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Pathe
"Stage Struck"— Aesop Fable—
Bringing their sweeties home early
RCA Photophone
in the morning after an auto ride,
Peppy
Mike and Ike find difficulty in smugType of production.. 2 reel cartoon gling the girls into their home so
comedy
mother doesn't suspect. Through a
Farmer Al Falfa at last finds a mixup the boys get in the girl's
animals
the
of
most
do
so
voice, and
room and the girls are locked outwho accompany him on his adven- side. Later they get mixed in a kidThe old farmer insists on tak- napping, and find themselves with a
ture.
ing part in an amateur theatrical that
He baby on their hands. In attempting
given down on the farm.
is
to clear themselves, some good gagvarhis
for
stage
the
on
comes out
Their girls appear on
ging
results.
always
ious acts, but some hard luck
the scenes, and it takes some tall exinterposes to earn him a razzing plainnig
Dito clear themselves.
The
from the animal audience.
rected by Francis Corby.

sound

Sunday, December

day.
in,

Soui
oth

Or, as Rutgers Neilson pu
trnpped over the matrimoni

And then his chief
realizing that anything serious
clothesline.

happened

to

i!

h

Johnny, worked him

(

night on a sound film.

south.

Buy Temple Houses
Temple, Tex. Mid-Tex Theate'
Wins Sunday Shows
Texarkana, Tex. Saenger Amuse- has taken over the four local hous
ment Co. appears to have won the owned bv Dent Theaters.
first

round

n

—

_^aenger

—

to prevent Sunday
dismissed in district
Saenger Co. is making

suit

Fatten Back at Atlanta
Joe Patton, for the

operations was
court.
The
a determined
laws of Texas

fight

which

to nullify blue
prohibits show-

ing of motion pictures on Sundays.

Atlanta

chain,
will

20,000,000 Kids Claimed

Holiday

Week Turnout

—

ps

weeks acting manager of t
Empire, one of the Marvin Wi!

several

man

has

returned

resume
for

his

to
duties

Atlanta
as

at

public!

M-G-M.

Garetson Opens Chicago Office
Chicago Ben Garetson, who hani
1)0 observed, states
Fred J. McCon- led run of "Simba" in its six weel
nell,
short subjects sales manager at the Woods as a roadshow wil
for Universal, claiming past statistics Dulcetone accompaniment, has esta:
indicate the fact.
This is more than lished headtiuarters here to hand
double the weekly boy and girl at- sales and exploitation of the pictui
tendance, he says. The holiday weeks in the Middle West. The productic
means $2,000,000 extra business, fig- now is being released to pictur
ured at an average of 20 cents admis- houses and is to open Christmas we
sion, he says.
at the United Artists here.
(.Continued

from Page

1)

—

THE
ay,
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3
NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYNCHRONIZATION

SOUND PICTURES
By CHARLES

WILL FLOP UNLESS

—

Blaming lack

Al Lichtman, vice presiand general manager of Distriuni for United Artists, told the
amial sales convention of salesin Chicago this week that 1920
sL-e
sound pictures and talking
tiicago

inate

that are not intrinsically enning flopping at the hox office.
The talkies
'I'he novelty is gone.
ridy have assumed their individua
as a medium for dramatic exirrs

and from now on it does
almatter whether a picture is sil,:,ion,

If,

[chtman thinks there has been too
emphasis in the minds of some

i|h

)'3.

sound
"You can't very well admire
of

apparatus, year after year,
Ijn you go to the theater in
order
e stirred and entertained.
When
lie
become unconscious of the
hanical
equipment that repro^s the voice it will be better for
total illusion that must be mainEi:rical

isd."

Reeltone Selling Territories
Four - Square
Distributing
has been formed by Arthur
jp.
Stanley Less, and Charles and
i-ray
Weintraub for the purpose
;istributing Reeltone in Connectiand also in Tennessee, Arkansas,
1

jber
jager.

has

Mississippi.
been retained

'eature
special

of Littleford Bros., Cincinnati.

Electograph Represented
in All Sections Is Claim

the expense

of

—

the door, art
And forgotten is the decidedly important factor
that only a well synchronized score
shall help to enhance the picture."

i

NEW

DEVICE AIDS EDITING

OF TALKJG PICTURES
n-cst

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE

—John

FILSf DAILY
G. Aalbcrg, en-

with the RCA- Photophone
working at Pathe, has perfected a
sound attachment for the portable
Moviola, which is now being used
for the cutting and editing of all

gineer

Pathe talking pictures.
The completion of this instrument
is
declared to overcome one of the
big difficulties
in the preparations
of
dialogue, making
it
possible for
the cutter literally to "cut
I

word

with

in

half

little

trou-

ble.

Close-up of AaJberg

The

Sound

Attachment

ment

is

attacha por-

instrument which can be connected with the Moviola with little
effort.
As with the Moviola, the attachment can be stopped and reversed, making it possible to run
back and forth over a scene as many
times as necessary to determine the
spot where the film should be trimtable

med.

GAUNONTlllH
SOUND FIELD
Bv

ENTERS

IN BRITAIN

ERNEST W. FREDMAN

Editor

''The Daily Film Renter"

of the country, declares P. S.
Gates, head Qf Gates Radio and Supply Co., here which manufactures the
Disnon-synchronous disc device.
tributors have been established in
Among recent instalvarious keys.

to be known
as International Acoustics will take
stock issue
over British Acoustic.
shortly will be floated to finance the

lations are: Palace and Orion, MadiHome, Oblong and
Wis.;
ison.
Alamosa,
Wellsville,
U. ;
Brown,

British Acoustic films have already
been shown with considerable suc-

tion

Colo.;

and Princess, Douglas, Wyo.

London — A

company

A

cess
sults

at

the

have

Capitol and similar reattended their efforts in

feature.

Vitaphone Installed at Burlingame
The Peninsula
Burlingame, Cal.

—

has installed Vitaphone.

STAGES AND LOCATION
UNITS AVAILABLE
motion

'

—

extensive theater chain.

still

photography,

by

Etchcraft Film Studios
(at 28th St.)
City
10109, Chickering 7788 and
ChickerinR 2989

454-458 Sixth Ave.

New York

Longacre

Leon Gaumont is
demonstrating under the name of the

—

and

hour, day or week.

where M.

Photophone for Golden Gate
Photophone has
San Francisco
Gaumont-Petersen-Poulsen process.
been installed at the Golden Gate
The new issue is expected to range
Pathe
"Captain Swagger," a
here.
from
$2,500,000 to $5,000,000, and
production was the first sound film.
marks another enterprise in the development of Gaumont British Corp.,
Bristolphone for Gloversville
which this week finally closed for
Schine,
Y.
Myer
Gloversville, N.
of the Schine organization, is install- control of Provincial Cinematograph
ing Sonora-Bristolphone at the Hip- Theaters, Ltd., Great Britain's most
here.

—

for

deal.

Paris

podrome

Universal Films for Opening
Portland, Ore. The Pantages have
changed pictures for the opening of
its new sound policy, instead of Universal's "Man
Laughs," the
"Melody of Love" a talker, was presented.
This will be followed by
"Lonesome," with "Submarine" expected to follow the second Universal

Who

Quincy, 111. Installations of Electrograph represent nearly every sec-

on the marquee, attraction sign
lobby posters and banners.

many

when money knocks at
flys out of the window!

Jack H. Mobile horn tower for sound histalas sales lation, standard for horns of any
make for use back stage. Product

Pantages, Los Angeles played up Pathe
d News, giving it fifty-fifty display with

AVAILABLE

synchronizations and badly recorded
It is so compact that it can readily
musical effects are permitted to pass. be attached to the cutting room table.
Why? Because a retake or a re- In practice it is usual to utilize ear
recording might mean an extra work- phones to listen to dialogue and
ing day in the studio for the entire sound, but the device may also be
orchestra and outfit.
And, verily, usea with the loud speaker.

jhe

ahoma and

in

"The actual music sound recording of a picture is, admittedly, performed under the greatest difficulties,"
he maintains.
"The studios
are booked up months ahead.
The
recording staff and the orchestra are
very expensive.
But can such excuses be legitimately offered for an
obviously weak musical performance
that is permitted to 'get by' without
any order for a retake? Would the
director on the lot permit a correspondingly poorly acted scene to
slip by just because stages are busy
and retakes cost money. Hardly.
"And yet, such imperfections in
the recording as wrong notes of a
soloist in the orchestra, or imperfect

We

wonder

DE-

NOW

while effects.

ilwith sound, all talking, part-talkgor singing," Lichtman believes.
':jhas to entertain the audience by
l|ig a story effectively.
have
period of concentration on
i\ our
medium of that entertainment."

scientific

quality

retakes, S. M.
Berg, general manager of the sound
synchronization department of the
Sam Fox Publishing Co., declares
music in relation to films has been
subjected to a rigid commercialism
that has prevented it from rising to
a plane where temperament and ability could produce artistry and worth-

I

lithe

of

current synchronized musical scores
on the desire of the producer to elim-

r

EQUIPMENT

VICES ARE

THROUGH CARELESSNESS

eij

ON

AND VARIOUS

HYNES

F.

SAYS SCORES ARE POOR

ETERTAINlNG-LICHTMflN

TIPS

Manufacturer
proved type

of

newest

im-

LOUD SPEAKER
for talking and sound pictures
desires underwriting.
c-o FUm Daily
A-105
N. Y. C.
Broadway

BOX

1650

DAILV
ing.
Dave Schooler is master of ceremonies,
getting off a few good gags, aided by the
Capitolians, who have some comedy bits of
their own to intersperse with their fine music.
Llora Hoffman, prima donna, and the
Chester Hale Girls round out the stage bill,
which is staged with all the lavishness and
lieauty of a musical extravaganza .

Presentations
HERBERT

By

S.

BERG,

with

novelty

and

gags,

ROCKS 'EM
AT

WtlH

They sure

bill.

As

show

the stage
practically

as

far

goes

at

it

is

repeating at the
seventeen
for
toughest spot on the Ballyhoo Boulevard. Ihls
reviewer cannot recall any picture house entertainer who ever pulled more spontaneous
laughter than docs this par excellent exponBenny is
ent of the Hebrew comedy diaect.
who
a liberal education to any entertainer
wants to find the secret of getting the house
out
steps
with him three minutes after he

weeks

Benny

is

one of the best ad

lib artists this

He cracks
show business can Iwast.
wise and nifty at every opportunity, taking
advantage of every unlooked for incident that
He leads
occurs on stage or in the audience.
sidesplitting yarn about a stutolT with a
tering Hebrew boy with the St. Vittis dance
trying to give directions to a stranger in town.
whooped with
actually
customers
Several

But

Benny's

special

his

is

finale

offers to interpret the dances
of the various nations as called for. Among
the suggestions from the audience were Chili,
And Benny
Zulu. Scandinavian and Eskimo.
obliged with a comedy hoofing originated on
ripples of
got
the spur of the moment that
laughter all over the house. The rest of the
show was just background for this nifty artist.
Jimmy Carr led the stage band, which
uncovered some fair vocal talent, especially

when he

hit,

boy who sang "Window of Dreams."
girls were on at various intervals for
stepping,
but they all
of
styles
dilferent

the

Three

But nothing mattered very
Benny.
He had the customerg so jazzed up with laughter than strangers
were talking to each other which is a record for itself in any Broadway audience.
ordinary.

rated

much except

—

PLENTY OF PEP IN THE

PERMISSION NEEDED TO

RUSSIAN CABARET GETS

ROXY

BIG PLAY AT THE

The principal part of the .stage show at the
Roxy consisted of a very elalx)rate prolog to
the feature, "The End of St. Petersburg."
The Russian atmosphere was gorgeously done,
proved to be one of the most colorful
Acpresentations Roxy has yet produced.
cording to the program, the setting represented
a famous Russian cabaret on the style of
"Chauv Souris" A large list of talent was
employed,
including
Hans Wiener, Viola

and

M. Vodnoy, Douglas Stanbury, Harold
Van Duzee, Theodor .Stepanoff, Nina SerPhilo,

geycva, and Gregory Dnestroff.

numbers

were

The Russian

and ran the full
Muscovite singing and
The setting was a riot
and the costume effects have never
authentic,

range with typical
dancing specialties.
of colors,

been surpassed at this house.
For that matter, Broadway probably has never seen anything much more elaborate.
The finale is
a grand flash, with the entire ensemble chorusing "Song of the Flame" as the red flames
are thrown on a scrim with the title of the
feature fading in.

The overture was also Russian, being
Tschaikowsky's Fourth Symphony.
The first
stage number was a repeat,
of the Cards."
Stage set

houses

alongside

each

called

other

built

of

im-

mense playing cards. The doors revolve and
out step the Queen and Jack, and go into a
flirtation dance.
The King then appears from
the third house, and pantomimes kis violent
displeasure.
The Queen begs forgiveness,
and they all dance happily at the close.
A

used with recognized synchronized
It is understood that no
projection.
prohibition is placed on the type of
sound mechanism to be used in the
projection as long as proper results
In other words suitare obtained.
able interchanging is unofficially permitted but the sound field in the Dominion has not yet become so widened that any problem has arisen in
this

respect.

G-B Theaters Denies Sale
Holyoke, Mass. 'Nathan E. Goldstein, president of Goldstein Brothers
Corp. which controls 21 houses, denies that any deal to sell to other inSeveral new
terests is contemplated.
houses are included in their expansion program.

—

a finale.

specialties

by

a

pantomime

line,

and a few

featuring

—

But

outstanding on the 1)111 is Frank Fay, the ni.c,
who has introduced a new standard of entertainment in which he actually kids the audi-

the
leg

Oamby-Hale

Girls

who

got the

arm and

over strong with the use of the
phosphorus.
The stage band played "There's
a Rainlxjw Round My Shoulder," with Fay
supplying the vocal and other effects.
The
Phelps Twins were a neat pair of cuties singing a sentimental
rose song that
scored.
Ford went strong with his trick fox tei;rier
\Vhitey which is probably the best canine
drunk act on the boards. Then the Gamby
Girls did "Moonbeams," followed by Ferry
Corway hilled as the "Master Clown," and
he's all of that.
His routine was crowded
flash

WEEK'S CAPITOL

VAUDE VI LLE
for

Motion Pirlure Prrsentation

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
LaokawADoa 7B76

1531

BBOADWAT,

new VORK CITY

—

Lanesboro, Minn. Carlton L. Bier
has sold his house to A. J. Muecke

Tuesday
Herman

new president of
tioiial under Warner control.
William Fox brands reported deal
Starr,

M-G-M

and

Tiffany-Stahl

S.

Pictures

sound

film

N

for Loew

as "lies."
plans production

and France for U.
Artcass

First

in
Englai
release.
to make Fhoii

licensed
pictures.

Wednesday
Vitaphone discs

to be served for use on w
RCA-Photophone turntable device.
First National and Warner to remain se;
arate with no substantial changes plannci

Herman

Starr

says.

Thursday
Producers consider abandoning all-talkers
favor of part-talkers, due to need for i
i

tion in pictures.
Western Electric licensees asked to safi
guard quality of reproduction on other tha
W. E., devices, J. E. Otterson says, poin
ing out company seeks to cut costs.

Friday
Warners plan immediate theater expansion
60 eastern theaters, and number in Middl
West sought.
German government authorizes 210 "kor
tingent"

pictures

for

1929-1930.

Trust Action
17

is

ordered against B. & K. an

distributors.

Junior Film Board

is

formed

in

Kansas

Git;

zone.

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Slayton.

—

made.

BILL

Photo
Engraving

Sensational feats by the Three Demons,
adagio trio, are the outstanding hit of the
.stage
bill

gtxxl.

of

show

which

this

week

Ixiasts

a

at the

number

although the show

length

of

the

is

picture,

Capitol, a heavv
of features, all
too long, in view

"White

Specialists
to the

Shadows

South Seas." Nell Nelly, formerly nf
Ups-a-Daisy," is another feature of the
unit, copping second honors with her clownin the

Industry

Club Luncheon
AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

$1 .10

Served
11

A.M.

to

3

P.M.

AGENCY

Table d'Hote

Attractions for

DINNER $2 2^

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

I

Motion Picture

'

Picture Tlieatres
Standard

Lanesboro House

Remodeling Dallas House
Dallas The Palace will remain
open while alterations are being

still

ence and makes 'cm like it. Fay is head and
shoulders above the usual run of his clan,
and knows how to play down to the pop
crowd and feed them the kind of material
they want.
He is probably the handsomest
ni.c. that has hit the big street, and his Barrymore profile ought to eventually get the
flappers if they let him stick here long enough.
Opened with a black and white number by
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Saturday

Glynne Buys Southampton House
Southampton, N. Y. Mike Glynne
has bought the Garden here from the

Brewster interests.
Plans are now
being made to enlarge the house with
a fully equipped stage, 1,600 seating
neat
novelty daintily presented.
Beatrice capacity and stores in front, which
Belkin from the side balcony carolled "Cara
Nome'' from "Rigoletto," and the 32 Roxy- will be ready early in the spring.

Paul

clown with a very versatile
terriers doing a souse act.

;

business; Chairman Myers silent oa
port he may join Allied States Ass'n,

to

"Romance

shows three toy

did the "Seagoing Steppers" attired in
white gob uniforms. It was a snappy routine
finishing with their famous topping stunt for

ule of

combine.

in

Nothing new on Code of Ethics included
Federal Trade Commission's annual
port
commission calls self-regulation boc

—

Toronto- Latest edition of uniform
contracts used in Canada contains a
new clause prohibiting the use of
auxiliary sound devices in the presentation of the feature in a theater
unless permission is granted by the
When a picture is
film exchange.
booked as a sound film it is to be

ettes

Oscard is credited with the staging
"Topsy-Turvy Town," the Paramount
of
show, which broke away from the usual sched-

Fox deal for Loew's and M-G-M declai
under way despite denials; proposed Unit
Artists merger with M-G-M declared st

it

INTERCHANGE SYSTENS

Paramount.

the

at

is

little

laughter.

him

the

Benny Rubin
all
The master of ceremonies who rocked em at
Coast
Sid Grauman's Egyptian on the West
Colonv.

like

19

Monday

Fay contributed two

pop numbers and a "blues," singing from
It is sig
on top of the piano in the pit.
nificant that each succeeding week he offi
ciates here. Fay can step out any time with
his personal specialities, and collect as much
not more applause than any act on the
if

16,
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musical

novelty

his

nuniliers got a big hand.
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And, History PVill RepentThe original motion picture
...workable long

rolls...

film

colored film

base.. duplicating film.. panchromatic
negative.... the history of the

American mo-

tant developments in
tion picture materials
of this

impor-

is

a factful story

Company's cooperation with

the cinematographic industry.

Obviously an association that has
borne such fruits in the past can be
expected

to

repeat

in

the future.

For 1929 the Eastman resources and

Eastman cooperation are pledged
anew to the further advancement of
the motion picture art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,
'•

1
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Alfonso XIII of Spain. This audible
screen subject, which was exhibited
yesterday to an invited gathering in
the William Fox office building, in
A KING IN THE MOVIES.
Tenth Avenue, is soon to be seen ih
Alfonso XIII of Spain Who Was Heard
a Broadway theatre.
in a Movietone Here Yesterday,
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RCA-Victor
about set to go, although
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outside

)fficially

the

RCA

merger between
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and

Significant for many reaVictor stars will become

jr.
1

for the National BroadCo. which furnishes milof Americans with ether enthis selfsame talent
"inment

Price 5 Cents
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EXHIBITOR FILES COMPLAINT ON
CHARGE ETHICS CODE VIOLATED

lable
;iig
tj

U. S.

GERMAN RULING CALLED

Chicago

;

lend itself

I

FBO

ivia

to

ceedings

sound produc-

among

or others

the

UNFAIR; BERLIN DlfFERS

A-Photophone licensees while

ng

in the picture is the

aain, accessible for

flesh

le

K-A-

performers

or on the screen, or

t.

13A's broadcasting links make
^comparatively easy matter to
new personalities nationally.
L we uiidersLand, figures imimtly in its operating plan in

Protest against provisions of the
"kontingent" which permits importation of 210 pictures into Germany
for the year beginning July 1, 1929,
is expected to be raised by the American industry on the ground that the

regulations constitute an unfair trade
pictures.
barrier against American
The Berlin correspondent of
learned on Saturday
FILM
that the German government believes
ruling equitable.
its
Iimusement field and is merely
Of the total, 160 licenses will be
Radio's
several
in
of
step
(Continued on Page 8)
jrehensive plans to become a

THE

ii[

of

i|)r

moment

in this industry.

The "Kontingent"
ijch disturbance in the New
over Germany's

lis

new

Numerically and on

,"

York

"kontinits

face,

DAILY

M. P. Club Dinner Tonight
in Honor of Al Lichtman
Al Lichtman will be guest of honor
at a formal dinner to be tendered him
tonight by members of the M. P.
(Continued on

equitable.
regulations
appear
they will work practically, no

propractices

Injunction

restrain

of Balaban & Katz and 17 diswhich are alleged
tributors,
to violate the anti-trust laws,
will be the first step in the
Dept. of Justice's action, or-

dered last Friday.

The Gov-

ernment claims that B. & K.
and its subsidiaries and the de-

Grand Forks. N.

violation of Rule 14 of the
the
at
drafted
Kthics,
of

cute the action.

FOR RCA SOUND PICTURES
for

keep a competitor from securing
them, Bcnnie Berger, owner of three
theaters here, has filed complaint
against Northwest Theater Circuit
(Finkelstein & Ruben) with the Federal

on Page 6)

for its one house at Grand Forks,
Berger's complaint charges.
The firm, it is claimed, has se\yed
up Paramount, First National, War-

Pathe,

stroy the present national organizaR. F. Woodhull, president of
trip
a
declares
M.P.T.O.A.,
the
West
Middle
and
South
the
through
has demonstrated to him. Woodhull
addressed the eastern Missouri and
southern Illinois. Arkansas, Missis-

be

and Tennessee, Oklahoma and
North Carolina units, and in each in-

sippi

of business.

of
stance received reiterated pledges
allegiance to the M.P.T.O.A.
He declines to discuss "The .•\IIiecl
.Stumping Tour," declaring "it looks
(Continued on Pag e 8)

Theodore Roberts
lovable character gone. Motion
are shorn of a worthy asset
he death of Theodore Roberts,
ires

passing
than universaL

r

his

cannot

6)

tion?'

thrown up against the legitimate

at

on Page

EXHIBITORS DECLARED

,

"ets

and Columbia available

Elxhibitors are interested in "such
problems" as interchangeability. impending legislation, labor situations,
other matters of
free shows "and
importance to the nourishment of
the box office," rather than in what
he says is "The annual move to de-

;.

uit

FBO

COOL TOWARD ALLIED

,

are

is

an

Film Daily Year Book show
almost ninety German features
'ed distribution in this market.
without objection or legislation
r from the Government or the
Yet in Germany, France,
Austria, not to mention other
the
5,
law-maker's gavel has
ded a one-sided note of restricagainst America and her films
not rational to expect that the
5try here will remain quiescent
these barriers

overbuying

will become availner, Fox and M-G-M. with Berger
RCA-Photophone pictures having United Artists. Universal,

trade
barrier,
hampering
rican business in Germany to an
asonable degree.
1928, statistics compiled for the

while

tJai.nie

for the
purpose of forcing him out of busiThis is the first complaint to
ness.
be filed under the Code of Ethics.
F. & R. has bought more than 100
features in excess of requirements

alleged

ir

'er

He

Trade Commission.

artists

(Continued

2)

Practice Conference, which brands
unfair overbuying of films to

the

VICTOR ARTISTS SLATED

Victor

Code
Trade

as

fendant distributors are "freezing out" independent exhibitors
The United
of the territory.
States attorney here will prose-

able

& R.
D. — Charging

Against F.

Hozv About You?

feels,
is

—

to

Grand Forks Showman Appeals to Commission

(Continued

tan tell. Germany has commit:s with Italy, Austria and France
h reduces America's chances of
ning licenses. The industry
properly so, that the quota

Page

Seeks Writ

Story and Contributors on Page 3
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WORLD WIDE PICTURES— Starts
ing

Next Month

— Advt.
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WORLD WIDE
Natfonai

PICTURES-Importers and

Distributors-Advt.
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NEW
NEW COMPANY, Story

Made Where

the

s

IDEA-mtopIays
La.d-^dv^.

The Broadway Parade

The Industry's
Date Book

ONLY

two changes on Broadway in the long run division, these being the subof "My Man" at Warners for "On Trial," on Friday and "The
Circus Kid" at the Colony for "Show Folks."
The present line-up gives
Paramount, M-G-M and Warners two each.
stitution
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LAST
Damage

....

McKoy Manager
Miami, Fla.

at

Miami

E. Drumbar, disfor Publix, has ap-»
McKoy as manager of

Olympia.

Al Weiss, former
manager of that house has been put
in charge of three Publix houses at
Palm Beach.

of
Anne Nichols
agamst Universal for $3,000,000 for
alleged piracy of "Abie's Irish Rose"
in
production of the film "The
Cohens and the Kellys" starts this
week in the Federal Court of New

Warner

of

at

M.P.I
Pennsylvania.

at

of

the

t

Portia;

Ore.— L. M.

Cobbs

Tiffany

National Buys Rialto at Mf
Minneapolis
National Til
Supply Co. has purchased stol
Rialto Theater Supply, oldest ^|
west equipment house.

—

FILM SALESMEN

U. K. Film for Paramount
London It is understood "The
Silver King," to be produced for

—

Welsh-Pearson by T.

Hayes Hun-

be released in America by

New York City, Long Island, Nor
em New Jersey, Westchester Cour.
,

If you want to increase your inci
$30 per week on a fast selling pro
sition to exhibitors;
no samples
carry, see me any morning this w

before

i

West 46th

GOULD
Street

7tr

Fl

Cannot Be Duplicate<

Msm
mf

dolph Hearst, has returned from his
quarterly trip to the Coast.

lers

must say your service cannot be

amounted

heated anywhere.

to about $20,000,

is

it

reof

ported. Thomas Gardner, owner
the Bijou, also owns the Ivanhoe and
Sylvan here.

III
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Fire At Bijou, Toledo
Toledo' Fire destroyed the projection booth of the Bijou. Damages

—

1

noon.

MR.
130

E. B. Hatrick, in charge of the motion picture interests of William Ran-

we wired for, arrived
Plenty of time for showing a

"Trailers

K.

dl

You are always
the job, and we hope to boost yo
service wherever we can."

GALLIPOLIS THEATRE,
Gallipolis,

Ohio.

—

ly held here.

AMPA

Plans

Establishment
Albany Firm Plans Chain
own clubroom
Albany, N. Y.— Empire Theater AMPA.

Ass'n

has been

erate the Empire.

incorporated to opA chain of houses

Al Kaufman and Marc
Buckland are owners.
Dionates to

Lou

La

Xmas Fund

Rocca,

manager of the
will give SO "per cent of
receipts to the
York

Park Plaza,

today's
New
.American's Christmas Fund.
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New York

is
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assets of $4,470.

of

bv

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

Paducah Firm Bankrupt
Paducah, Ky.— Voluntary petition
bankruptcy has been filed by Loop
Theater Co., headed by E. D. Baldwm, listing liabilities of $6,152 and

Own
in

-SALE!-

planned.

suit

York before Judge Goddard.

York.

banquet

exchange here is to be succede
L. A. Samuelson, according to
ment by Cobbs.
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Eve party

New

of
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85

Rose" Suit

Year's

Annual

20

Exhibitor in State Legislature
Indianapolis Louis Markun, who
E. St. Louis Cuts Prices
retains his interests in the Rex, here,
East St. Louis, Mo. The New
has been elected to the Indiana House Avenue has
reduced its prices from
of Representatives on the Republican 75 to SO
cents.
Grifif Barnett is new
ticket at the general election recentmanager.

'.'..'.

PRICE QUOTk,)

"Abie's

— W.

manager
pointed James

2

75

acquiring parcels of
land on 44t'h St., New York, adjoining the company's ten-story home office building, for the building to be
erected to house the First National
home office organization and other

—

is

6

New

Samuelson Mgr.

is

insi

Club
'

Eastern

Paramount.
To War on Stench Bombers
Birmingham, Ala.
Full coopera"Huntingtower,"
starring
Harry
tion of police in stamping out stench
bomb outrages at the Alhambra has Lauder, and produced in England by
the above company, will be distribbeen
promised
Manager Bolivar uted here
by Paramount.
Hyde.
There have been several
bombings and two- operators recentHatrick Returns
ly were assaulted.
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Club of New York.
The occasion
marks completion of his first term as
president of the club which he founded and for advancement of which he
has striven throughout the year. Entertainment features are being held
secretive and are in the hands of
Billy Brandt. The reservations have
been piling up at a rate which indi-

200
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Coast Wire Service

15 in

Work

Silence Sought

SILENT,

Paramount

at

lands with Charley Mintz and
Kat and give old man Puta kick in the pants.

THE

DAILY RELIEF FUND

3 YOUR

moving

It's

help.

won't be a complete sucname on the
ithout
le cause is most worthy. Evlar collected goes to needy
industry. Not one
in
ut

it

from nearby airdomes have been requested to
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BUSY AT PARAMOUNT

high when passing over studios, because noise of their motors
penetrate
sound proof

Roberts, "Grand Old Man
irl F. Hynes, Arthur W. Eddy
of Screen," Dies on Coast Wolf
I'tgers Nielson.
of Wall
Iidist will not be complete until
Los Angeles — Theodore Roberts, croft's newest
name is added.
"grand old man of the screen," died released as
a
here at the age of 67. He had been "Wolf
Song,"
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Pictures

according to present plans.

are,

Goulding Completes Voice Tests
Edmund Goulding has completed
a series of voice tests at the Pathe
studio.
Carol Lombard has been selected by him for prominent assignments.
RCA-Photophone is the recording system used at the studio.

"The

being

edited

Shopworn

and

Angel,"

titled

with

Gary

Cooper and Nancy Carroll,
produced with music score, sound effects and some dialogue; "I-iedskin,"
Technicolor picturization of the story
American Indian with Richard

of the

Dix

in the starring role; "Marquis
Preferred," Adolph Menjou's newest;

W

Al Ray, Norman Taurog and
Kelley were among the direc-

who watched

tors

the

Hollywood

the

and the

"Millionaires"

Riclifields

in

opening game of the California

League season, while the writers inJohn F. Goodrich, Geoffrey
Siiurlock,
Keene Thompson and
Grover Jones, who donated a cup to
the Paramount team.
Paul Lukas,
Paramount leading man, also watched the hockey players in action.

clude

¥

if

if

Our Passing Show: Ben Hendgiving an automobile ride
an appreciative passenger: Mervyn LeRoy, Edward J. Liiddy, Ray
McCarey, Anthony Jowitt, Harry
Cording, Joe Farnhani, George Hill,
Harry Brand, Philip Klein, Iruing
Curnniings, William C. de Mille,
Clara Berunger, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse watching U.S.C. defeat
Notre Dame.
ricks, Jr.,
to

*
*
*
"The Case of Lena Smith"; William
Powell in "The Canary Murder Case,"
Frank Strayer is a versatile directhe first S. S. Van Dine story which tor, to say the least.
His "Now
will be released as an all talker; We're in the Air" was a roaring
"Tong War," with Wallace Beery comedy,
while
"Sweet
Rosie
and Florence Vidor and "The Doc- O'Grady" attracted attention as a
duction featuring Lois Wilson, Hugh tor's Secret," another all talker, with more serious effort. "Just Married."
Allan and Douglas Gilmore.
Scott Ruth Chatterton, H. B. Warner and "Moran of the Marines," and "StepR. Dunlap is directing.
John Loder.
pin' Out" are among other pictures

Columbia Assigns Four
Ethel Grey Terry, Roscoe Karns,
Carmelita Geraghty and Jane Keckley have been added to the cast of
"Object Alimony," Columbia pro-

—

ihirk for three years has been with
First National.

[anheim

iRosenbaum

Gary Cooper, Lupe Velez and Louis
Wolheim; "Sunset Pass," a Zanc
Grey production featuring Jack Holt;
"The Dummy," an all-talker with
making pictures.
Ruth Chatterton and John Cromwell; and "Four Feathers," now beMay Test Voices
ing made as an all talker by Merian
Voice tests of extras may be regCooper and Ernest Schoedsack.
istered by the Central Casting Bu-

ers.

Henry Siegel
E. M. Saunders

Wm.

lium

liatkin

in

attracting much in-'' terest among directors and writis

R. S. Wolff
John C. Flinn
David Bernstein
Leopold Friedman
Weiss Bros.
F. V. Luporini

Thomas W. Gerety
Dewey Bloom
James
Lee A. Ochs

(cott

Street," George Banvehicle which will be
100 per cent talker;
with a cast including

Hollywood

TTOCKEY

Stories in preparation are, "The Strayer has directed.
*
*
*
Wild Party," Clara Bow's first talker;
"Through the Night," which will coF. W. Murnau is completing "Our
feature Gary Cooper and Fay Wray, Daily Bread," his third American
and "The Innocents of Paris," Mau- made picture.
"Sunrise" was his
rice Chevalier's first production for first and "Four Devils" is his secParamount which will have sound ac- ond. Mur)iau, ivho is a stickler for
companiment.
detail, has had a ivheatfleld reproduced on a Fox stage, for "Our
"Dude Ranch" Started
Daily Bread."
Tom Mix has started "The Dude
*
«
*
Ranch" for FBO.
The supporting
More Passing Show: George FitzShirk Joins Columbia
Adam Hall Shirk has been named cast includes Katherine McGuire as maurice watching two airplane pilots
lady,
Walter McGrail as doing numerous stunts near the First
studio publicity director of Columbia, leading
and
Ethan
Laidlaw, Barney National studio; Phil Moore winning
heavy,
replacing
Leroy
Johnston,
John

^erin

jByrnes

j.

M. E. Krauss
Harold B. Franklin
Joe Brandt

poor health for five years, but his
death was unexpected, as he had
been recuperating. He was a member of the original Lasky company

RALPH WILK

By
at the

Paramount studios, marking a production
peak.
Sound and silent
stages are being used.
Five pictures
arc
being
filmed
simultaneously,
seven edited and titled and three
about to go into production.
Pictures being filmed are "The

stages.

Castle. Jacobo GlucksAlountan, Jack Barnstyn,

Sidney Singerman
Rebecca Joffee

work

Fifteen features are in

W.

latch This List

Little
from aLots ff

fly

expense.
those regular fellows addnames to the list yesterday

J. J.

:,i

A

Aviators

YOUR

YOUR

tiybf

SOUND STAGES

Starr
J.

Connors

Add

Cast
Nellie Bly Baker, Louis Liggett,
Frank Ward Crane, Rolf Sedan and
Gustave Partos have been added to
cast
of
Milton Sills' forthcoming
First National picture, "The Comedy
of Life," now in production under
direction of Alexander Korda. Maria
Corda has the leading feminine role.
to

Sills'

March Opposite Bow
Frederic

March, stage actor, who

to a Paramount contract
last week, will be Clara Bow's leading man in her first all-talking picture, "The Wild Party," by Warner
Fabian.
Dorothy Arzner will direct.

was signed

W.

Smith, Jr.
Frank W. Buhler

H. H. Buxbaum
Lee Marcus
Marty Schwartz
Charles Schwartz
Barton B. Hepburn
Si Seadler
Charles F. Hynes

Arthur W, Eddy
Rutgers Nielson
Jack Barnstyn

De

Mille Casts Carol

Lombard

Turney,

Wynn Mace

in

important

character
Eugene Forde,
roles.
brother of Mrs. Mix (who was Victoria Forde), will direct.

the
l'"irst
National
studio
tennis
cliampionship from Jerrv Webb.
*

Added

*

"

to F. N. Cast

First National has signed Collette
Dove Film Started
Merton,
Dixie
Gay and Edward
Billie Dove's is at work on "The
Man and the Moment," from a Elinor Clayton for roles in Colleen Moore's

Glyn

story.

George Fitzmaurice

is

directing the First National production which is to be an all-talker. Rod
La Rocque and Gwen Lee are in the
cast.

Carol Lombard is the second player to be selected for cast of Cecil B.

next, "That's a Bad Girl," which
William A. Seiter is directing. Neil
Hamilton has the male lead and Edward Martindel, Lincoln Stedman,
Bodil Rosing, Louis Xatheaux and
John Sainpolis are also in the cast.

Next Cooper-Wray Selected
Branch to Write Script
Houston
engaged
Pathe
has
"Through the Night" will be the
shortly go into production at the next Fay Wray-Gary Cooper vehicle. Branch to write the silent version of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio. Con- It will be a 100 percent talker. The its first 100 per cent talking picture,
rad Nagel is the only other member story is an original by Howard Esta- "The Missing Man," after the talk-

De

Mille's

"Dynamite," which

of the cast so far chosen.

will

brook.

ing version has been completed.

FOX FIRST
to

produ

DIALOG FEATURE FILMED OUTDOORS

PUBLIX FIRST
to play this outdoor talker

Opens

2 Weeks* Engagement

Saturday December ZZnd,
f

CALIFORNIA

San Frandseo

Begins

extended run

December
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
,By

ARTHUR

M ILLARD

W.

EDDY^,^

WEBB

Ethics Code Violated,
Exhibitor's Complaint
(Continued from Page

Sound Pictures

1)

three houses.
F. & R., he
contends, has 250 features under contract leaving him but approximately
150, including westerns, from which
for

his

,By

CHARLES

the must
is
recent of Paraniount's director- to select for his houses.
ial talent to arrive at the company's
He'll make "News," Here's
Astoria plant.
of Ethics
which will be the title under w^hich
Violated
Paramount releases "Gentlemen of
Rule 14
Bartlett
the Press," stage show.
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
(Formerly Distributors' Resolution No. 18)
Corniack, who wrote the adaptation,
Editor "The Daily Film Renter"
Resolved, That the use of buying
leaves for the Coast early next week
power for the purchase of more phoLondon (By Cable) The sale of
to do the script on "The Green Murtoplays tiian an exhibitor can con- American-made sound equipment in
der Case."
sume, in order to deprive a compet- Great Britain may be headed for the
*
*
*
ing exhibitor of the opportunity of rocks. The Cinematograph Exhibitor
Basil Smith, ivho is Bert Glenpurchasing his supply of photoplays, Ass'n holds that any tie-up with comnon's right hand man at Sound Stuwhether it be an attempt to corner panies in the States for a term of
making
dios, has been
tests of stage
the market against such competing years would mean contravention of
players the past few days.
exhibitor, or whether it be with the the Film Acts under which the Brit*
*
*
thought of forcing a competing ex- ish industry now functions.
Robert Florey has two weeks to go
hibitor out of business, or the comTherefore, the C. E. A., which
on "The Hole in the Wall," on
pelling of such competing exhibitor embraces practically
the entire exwhich George Folsey's cameras are
to sell his theater, is an unfair trade hibiting
body of Great Britain, is
grinding at Paramount's Long Is-

Code
Rule Claimed

SOUND EQUIPMENT SAEES

Players working in the
feature,
which has 100 per cent
sound and dialogue, are Claudette
Colbert, Arthur Newhall, Nelly Sav-

Edward

Robinson,
Donald
Meek,
Barry
Macollum.
Marcia
Kagno and George McQuarric.

age,

*

*

Jane Jennings

*

feeling mighty
happy over the "100 per cent excellent" report on her voice, following
a test madp :,t Paramoiint.
is

+

*

+

J.

Victor Artists Slated

RCA

Sound Films

(.Continued from

under

.

Page

1)

of the amalgamation
deal reported to have been closed be-

tween

RCA

chine Co.
pected to
discs.

and Victor Talking Ma-

In addition, Victor is exscore
pictures via
also has a contract with

RCA

RCA

RCA

make

to

Plan Theater at Evansville
Evansville, Ind.
William C. Sanderson will erect a theater on the site
of the old Strand at 411 So. Third
St., which was burned two years ago.

—

Lyric at Richmond Dark
Richmond, Va. The Lyric, former
Keith-Albee house, has been closed
temporarily following run of a stock
company. The theater formerly presented pictures and musical comedies.

—

discs,

when

the

phonograph

is

new

recording
system
adopted for Photophone pictures.

is

Pathe Comedies Bought
by Wardour for England
London

— Pathe

New

Sound-on-Film Device
Invented in England

Is

—

London
Alban J. Roberts has
demonstrated a new invention, which,
it
is claimed, will record sound and
human voice upon film without use of
microphones or magnetophones. The
process, called A-Periodic Vibration,
will be controlled by Supreme Film
Co.
The process employs a ray of
light which is condensed through a
series of lens, until it strikes a small
mirror attached to a diaphragm. Vi-

brations of sound upon the diaphragm
are repeated in the mirror, and an
mteusitied ray of light, produced by

Smith

passing through a

sold

is

its

managing

director.

still

stronger lens,

photographs directly upon the edge
Beattie

Granger,

owner
house

Sells

Wash.

—

D.

J.

Beattie,
sold that

of

Supreme Film Co.,
George Brand,

Tweedy and

plan at least five British productions
with the new process. Plans are under discussion for German and Amer-

Of

Past Ten Years

1929 Edition
IN

Directors

John

JANUARY

Over One Thousand Pages

FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

ican films.
"The Matterhorn," being completed by the
Film Co.
of Berlin, is to be synchronized
on
film and disc by the new device,
also
"Saxophone Susie," another
production.

Hom

Hom

Saenger Building at Monroe
Monroe, La.— Saenger Amusement
Co. of New Orleans is constructing
a new $100,000 house here. The theater will seat 1,100 and is being
built
on the site of the old Lyceum. The

EVERYWHERE

I

follow:

AMERICAN—*

* *
The picture follow
faithfully the Broadway theatrical success o
a few seasons ago as to story and tops
insofar as acting and color are concerned
i

DAILY NEWS—*
aged

so
thrilling.

that

intimate
realism;
action.

*

big

his

»

Fitzmaurice

spectacular

man

shots

an

His hehindthe-tent stuff is thi
sort which "gets" you.
There

i:

there

sparkle;

is

Never a

dull

there

is

plenty

* • •
* * And

ii<

moment.

EVENING JOURNAL—*

Sills

as suggested before, is a convincing spieler
the role suits him much better than his usua
and consistently heroic characterization a;
one of Nature's noblemen. « » «
* » But, despiK
his great work, Dorothy Mackaill walks ofl

EVENING WORLD—*

with whatever honors are lying about. Thert
is
an artistry and a finish about Dorothy'i
work which render it a joy to behold. It
is the height of sophistication, and yet
it is
the most naive thing imaginable. * • •
GRAPHIC—* * * George Fitzmaurice, the
dire-^tor, has done splendidly by Kenyon Nicholson's play.
Milton Sills, in the title role,
exceeds in merit any previous screen per-

formance of

HERALD — *

his.

* *
It
remains, though, a
faithful,
well acted and brightly produced
film version of a popular play and it de

serves success as much as its original.
fortunately though, it hasn't Claudette
»

»

bert.

UnCol-

POST—*

* * But "The Barker" crashed
which is what principally mattered.
as ever, a warm,
stirring,
homely
show, nicely played and directed with a sharp
and affectionate regard for all its glamorous
circus !)usiness. * * *
It
is
* * *
acceptable, even if it
misses a bit of the drama of the original,
for It is well done, and the picturesque carnival scenes and the noises from synchronized calliopes and merry-go-rounds give at-

through,
It

is,

SUN —

mospheric charm.

»

*

TELEGRAM-*

*

With the wider range
limitless sweep of the camera one
that the screen narrative should have
been just so much more effective than the
stage play.
As it is, it is merely so-so in the
way of two-a-day entertainment. * • •
and

the

TIMES—*

man

* * There are four really
huportraits in this none too weighty story,

and Milton Sills and Dorothy Mackaill make
the most of their opportunities in conflicting
roles
Mr. Sills is for the first time in many
a

moon

t|uite

WORLD—*

restrained
*

in

his

acting

•

•

'

*

proved to be, if I am
any judge of swell shows, the real thing.
Its story,
a touching recital of a father's
proud affection for his young son, and the
frustration, as he saw it, of the boy's chance
for success, are pictured beautifully by Mr.
Fitzmaurice, acted capitally by a cast of
unifoimly high merit, and set to talking in
various
of
its
scenes
with restraint and
considerable of an effect of
genuineness.

FBO Starting Talker
Production of "Stepping High"
New Lyceum will be equipped for (temporary title), is to be started toVitaphone and ready about the first day by FBO at S-ound Studios, New
of the year.
York, under direction of Robert
Kane. Waring's Pennsylvanians have
been signed for the picture, an allSTAGES
LOCATION

AND

talker.

UNITS AVAILABLE

GOES

First
National production, "Th.
Barker," now at the Central,
well received by New York newspa
pers.
Excerpts from their opiniom

feels

of film.

Empire

of the Empire, has
to W. A. Seaman.

Rejerence For

COVERS
EVERYTHING

Board

International Corp.
two-reel comedy output
for Great Britain to Wardour. Pathe's
feature distribution is in the hands of
Prod. Dist. Corp. of which A. George
lias

Filmdom's Recognized Book

OUT

Lister, president of the British
of Trade.

terms

Bachmann.

G.

its members not to ally themwith any particular make of
apparatus.
The matter is to be
brought up before Sir Philip CunlifTe-

urging
.-elves

Brunswick-Balke-Collender, which

Personnel of the Astoria studio includes at least one "reformed" publicity man.
He is R. N. Lawrence,
secretary to

practice.

for

VIEWS ON

N. Y. CRITICS

NU.K.NAYVIOEATELAW "THE BARKER" AT CENTMI

—

land studio.

HYNESi

F.

for

motion

and

photography,
hour, day or week.
still

by
10

Etchcraft Film Studios
454-458 Sixth Ave.

(at

28th St.)

New York City
Longacre 10109. Chickering 7788 and
Chickering 2989

W.

London

E. Equipped in U. K.

—

It is estimated that only
theaters will be equipped
with Western Electric reproducing
equipment by the first of the year.

10

British

Ninday,

r

December

17,

1928

JOHN EBERSON
[

one of the world's greatest theatre architects

is

1

personally

Editing, planning

and writing

for the

Special

Theatre Re-Equipment
and

Theatre Re-Construction
Section of the

1929

FILM YEAR BOOK
PUBLISHED BY THE FILM DAILY,
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"

Rivoli

—

Revenge"

Roxy— "The End
Warners

1)

another boat ride" and suggesting that "the Leviathan might be
sent parcel post to Minneapolis for
next summer's outing."
like

"Jimmy Valentine"
Broadway "Riley the Cop"
Cameo "The Yellow Ticket"
"White Shadows"
Capitol
Central "The Barker"
Colony— "The Circus Kid"
C riterion ' "Interference"
Embassy "The Viking
Gaiety "Four Devils"
Hippodrome- "Submarine"
Loew's New York Monday, "The Woman
Disputed;" Tuesday, "Land of the Silver
Fox" and "Sally's Shoulders ;" Wednesday,
"The Red Dance;" Thursday, "The Terror;" Friday, "Power of the Press" and
"Brotherly
Saturday,
"Kinp Cowboy:"
Love;" Sunday, "Nothing to Wear"
Time"
Mark Strand "Lilac
Paramount "Haunted House"
"Behind the German Lines"
Rialtc

—

—

^"My
Winter Garden

Fanchon

of

St.

—Man"
"The

&

17,

1

Exhibitors Declared
Cool Toward Allied

On Broadway
Astor

Monday, December

Petersburg"

%

UNITED ARTISTS
Will

Maryland to Join Allied
If Myers Takes Leadership

Move Their Exchange on

January

—

Maryland's exhibitor
Baltimore
association will affiliate with Allied
States Ass'n, if and when Abram S.
Myers takes over leadership of the
organization.
W. A. Steffes was
here late last week.

i

ist to 6th

Film Center
^^th Street

.

Floor in

Biiildin.|

NINTH AVENUE

.

45/^ Street

German Ruling Galled
Unfair; Berlin Differs

Singing Fool"

(Continued from Page

Marco Units

available

for

distributors

1)

-^' *ii

propor-

in

number of German picInvade Australia tures handled by them in the last
two years. The remaining fifty arc
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
to be apportioned among German disLos Angeles Fanchon & Marco tributors who have exported German
tion

the

to

May

—

revues, soon to be sent to the East
as a result of the expansion program

being undertaken,

may

invade

Aus-

tralia.

Sentry Safety Plans to
Open Offices in U. K.
London — Upon arrival from New

pictures

to

other

Techni-

markets.

New York

the stipulation is fair, but it is pointed out
that the 210 available permits are to
be divided among all foreign produccalJv.

felt in

is

it

1-'-

sUr

rlii

S-

l^^A
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ing nations while Germany is understood to have definite obligations
with France, Austria and Italy which
automatically reduces the availability

'

'

r.L

w
^Vm:'^

prp iFf^ ^"

J'kiii''^

" n

»»

liisl!'

^-'

York, Joseph E. Cohen, president of of licenses for all others.
In addition, it is understood that
Sentry Safety Control Corp., stated
his company will open offices in Eng- several important American distribuland and establish a factory here as tors were pledged an allotment of
well.
He added branches on the Con- licenses months ago when the subtinent

were likewise

possibilities.

ject

new

of

brought up

Outside Corporation Tax
Status in N. Y. Is Open
.\lbany

— Constitutionality of the tax

upon licensing foreign corporations to
do business in New York is still an
open question, following ruling of
the Court of Appeals, which, although
defending constitutionality of the act
in case brought by D. W. Griffith,
Inc.. held that the law does not apply in the case of the firm which was
doing business in the state prior to
the time the law became effective. In
the Appelate Division, the Griffith
firm obtained a decision the tax was
unconstitutional. The Federal courts
have held the statute unconstitutional.

in

regulations

was

Germany.

These

first

or-

ganizations now find themselves ignored, a condition which the trade
here construes to be a definite violation of promise.

No Ban Against America
Any Nation, Berlin Holds
By
Editor,

Berlin

from

KARL WOLFFSOHN
"Lichthildhuehne,"

(Bv Wireless)

indicating

Van

—

Damm

to Produce

Damm has
resigned from the New Empire in
Leicester Square to join Alvan Prod.
Ltd., a

Vivian

Van

new producing

unit.

Rumbaugh to Build in Everett
Everett, Wash.— ^L J. Rumbaugk,
department store owner here, is to
build a $60,000 theater which will be
operated by owners of a chain of Pacific

coast houses.

WILL BE DEFINITELY ESTABLISHED

Imports

ON NINTH AVENUE
First

Metro- Goldwyn- Mayer

National

Educational

Universal

F. B. 0.

United Artists

Pathe Exchange

Hollywood Pictures

k

All will be located in Film Center Building

York

fixtures.

London

NEW YORK'S FILM DISTRIBUTING CENTER

the disturbance in the American industry over Germany's new "kontingent" regulations were discussed with
the Federal Commissioner on Film

by "Lichtbildbuehne" on
Saturday.
It is learned officially that the Gerrnan commissioner adheres to the bc'ief that the "kontingent" does not
Williams Buys Lyric
Westville, Okla.— D. W. Williams favor any particular country and that
has purcliased the Lyric here from ;ill nations are entitled to free and
(i. \V. Gibson.
The new owner plans equal participation in importations of
The report prevalent in New
to remodel the building and install films.

new

1st

Berlin

— Despatches

THE FILM DAILY

On January

or

that America will suffer under
the rulings because of the existence
of German agreements with France.
.^ustria and Italy is discounted entirely here on the premise
that such
agreements are unknown.
In fact, the commissioner points
out, from Jan. 1 to Oct. 31, 1928,
there were 265 features censored in
this country and of that total, 190
were American. This, it is contended, is sufficient proof that the "kontingent" works favorably rather than
otherwise in.sofar as America is con-

cerned.

SEND FOR PLANS OF DIVIDED FLOORS
AND SMALLER OFFICES
22 5

FIFTH

AVENUE

FILM CENTER, INC.,

Phone Ashland 4200

"Builders

.

.

.

ABE

N.

ADELSON,

Tres.

Probe First

Preliminary

Code Complaint

in Ethics
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Myers
hHE

buzzing had ceased. It
was exactly 2:15 in the afI ternoon of October 11,
J w hen a hush descended on
aj large room in the Bar AsBuilding here in New
Several hundred pairs of

cition

themselves

on a
jl; man, mild-mannered and
i^ing of countenance whose
vl
at
that
moment had
riveted

ABRAM

18,

1928

Price 5 Cents

MYERS SIGNS 3 YEAR
CONTRACT TO HEAD ALLIED ASS'N
F.

Protect Exhibitor Interests in
All Lawful Ways; Allied Pledge

Trade Commissioner to Be
President and General
Counsel
Abram

Myers, chairman of the
protect the inter- Federal Trade Commission,
presidests of exhibitors in every lawful way, ing officer
at the Trade Practice Conhad
and where such interests coincide ference, in charge for
the governiiilly started. Commissioner
with the interests of other branches ment, the M. P.
Patents Co., and a
of the industry, to protect the inter- number of other
)im F. Myers in the chair.
important anti-trust
ests of the industry as a whole.
proceedings, yesterday signed a three
)m that time until the conThat is the cornerstone of the plat- year contract to head "the Allied States
(•< closed after six
nights of Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY form of Allied States Ass'n of M. P. .Ass'n of M.P.
Exhibiiors. He is to
(ish meetings and as
Washington
Sen. Norris (Rep. Exhibitors, which yesterday secured be president and general counsel of
Neb.), chairman of the Senate com- Abram F. Myers, chairman of the the association.
if morning sessions, it was
Myers' appointment
mittee on the judiciary, has been au- Federal Trade Commission, as its on the conmiission runs out in March,
ns
dominated. Impresthorized to write to the Attorney president and general counsel for a after which he will take up leadership
gall by his fairness and surof the exhibitor organization.
General, requesting information as to period of three years.
HeadUse of its power in opposing re- (|uarters are to be mantained at
s}ig
by his thorough what has been and is being done
of the fundamentals of with respect to anti-trust mvestiga- straint of trade and monopoly wher- Washington.
[i>
Signing of the contract culminated
tion of the film industry, and to pre- ever they shall appear is one of the
'f)n
pictures, it was Myers
(Continued on Page 4)
efforts which have been made since
vent violations of law in the indushelped bridge the gap at try. When the reply has been reearly fall, when Allied was revived
at a meeting at Kalamazoo, Mich.,
seemingly beyond all hope ceived, the committee will meet again
(Continued on Page 6)
where Commissioner Myers was dew cen buyer and seller to
termined upon as the man to head
•nd that the industry self(Continued on Page 4)
d incisively for order.
ac Practice Conference

3

To promote and

The

F.

ATTY.-GEN. TO BE QUIZZED

ON PROBE OE INDUSTRY

I

I

—

many

I

^

who

many

—

'

1

;

LOEWS NET SHOWS

)

ate

itself
and) thereby
the onerous hand of goveiit control. It is this same

:

'

who now becomes

s
1

:

presi-

general counsel and menlarge for the Allied States

HEAD T-S SALES EORCE
eral

manager

Of Great Moment
appointment, we see a move
importance. The Allied leadwhose ranks you find exhibitor
s like Al Steffes of Minnesota,
I'Min Richey of Michigan, and

uis
.t

t

iile

>:<1

'

fruition.

IN

YEAR

is

Canadian

Educa-

new

Net operating profit of Loew", Inc.,
for the year ended Aug. 31, totaled
$8,568,162, compared with $6,737,205,

iNN.Y.FORALLiCHTMAN

a gain of $1,830,957 over the preceding
12 months. Gross income for the year
was $99,260,303, compared with $79,Assets
597,031, the preceding year.
as of Aug. 31 were $108,626,630.50,
compared with $91,631,254, at the
close of the fiscal year in 1927.
Of
(Continued on Page 6)

Al
Lichtman,
vice-president
in
charge of distribution of United Artists, founder and first president of
the M. P. Club of New York was
honor guest of the club last night.
The function was climaxed witlj

The FILM

in

the

DAILY RELIEF FUND,

main lounge which was

clear-

thanks to a splendid ed for that purpose.
Harry Reichenbach was toastmasspirit manifested throughout the industry, is growing bigger every
(Continued on Page 6)
day. The honor list of donors being published daily is now so
big we could not get all the names in a single column so we had Einfeld Heads Publicity
to double 'em up. The goal is ten thousand dollars by Christmas
and Advertising for F. N.
and the cause is to help, throughout the year, those unfortunates
S. Charles Einfeld. veteran adverin the motion picture business in New York City, who need as- tising executive who has been with
In
First National for nine years, is new
sistance.

their choice, is splendid.
ngton, he is held in esteem,
his youth.
Old man
Not only has he
It is not the happy lot of everyone to prosper.
law at several universities, but
adversity is constantly on the move. One in dire need usually
lition has he rounded out a
(Continued on Page 6)
years in the anti-trust division
Department of Justice where WORLD WIDE PICTURES Start the New A New Source of FEATURE FILM SUPPLY, W. W. P.- -Advt.
(Continued on Page 4)
Year Right. Advt.
rs,

presentation of a sterling silver tea
set.
Almost 250 men and women attended the function which included a
formal dinner, followed by dancing

Help a Worthy Cause

of Texas weeks ago^ dethat the interests of the
latcd exhibitor could best be
l)v formation of their own naexhibitor association in which
:er-owned theaters had no part,
ing-discussed plan to head such
p with an outside man was reind, for the first time in exhibstory, carried through to a suc<

of

for 7K' years gen-

general sales manager
of Tiffany-Stahl, appointed to the
post by Grant L. Cooke, secretarytreasurer.
He replaces E. J. Smith,
Hanson has been in the
resigned.
(Continued on Page 6)
tional,

I

OE $1,830,957

OVER 200 ATTEND DINNER
Oscar Hanson,

nation.

;

OSCAR HANSON NAMED TO

GAIN

director of advertising and publicity
for the company.
The appointment

:

was announced yesterday by Herman
Starr,

new

president.

I

I

—

I

|

I

INDIVIDUAL SELLING.
ExhiJiitors

Can.

—Advt.

Pick and Choose,

Tuesday, December

DAILV
Chicago Exhibitors Fight
Bros.' Ohio Theaters Effects of "Flu" Epidemic

18,

Warners Seek Silverman
AILTHE TIMS

dickering for the
are
Ohio.
in
circuit
Bros,
.Silverman
Hou.scs involved are: Strand, Akron;
Alhambra, Canton; Palace, Lorain,
and Ohio, Mansfield.

Warners

Tuesday. Dec. 18, 1928
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Price 5 Celts
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N. C. Proposed to Ban
Tent Shows in Cities

—

the

legislature,

way

Jan.

19.

Cour-des-Noues,

to

which

gets

Manager

for First Nat'l
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Coast

IVest

—

Hollywood Hal Wallis is new stuHe
dio manager of First National.
has been West Coast studio publicity
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can be projected simultaneously

Berridge,

appointed

Piccadilly Publicity
P. H. Berridge, has been
publicity manager of the

Piccadilly

in

London

—

Manchester.

Convention of Virginia, Mat
and District of Columbia e'
tors at Washington.
Premiere of "My Man" at
New York.
New York house in St. Loui>

Dec.

Dec. 25
Dec. 31

Qtiimi Martin, film critic of the
N. Y. Morning World, denies that he
will sever connections with that paHe sails Dec. 28
per, as reported.
for a five weeks' vacation in Europe,
returning to the "World" on F'eb. 15.

W

(

New

Year's

Club
20

Jan.

New

of

Annual

Eve party

at

I

York.

banquet

of
M.P.T.(
Pennsylvania.

Eight Firms' Exchange
Fox Plans Invasion
J
in Film Center Build
of Omaha, Is Report

—

Omaha Fox is reported negotiating for property here upon which to
erect a new theater. No details were
made public, other than that an official of the corporation stated that "a
deal may be expected soon." Fox has
no theaters in this territory, but recently has been negotiating for the

Coulter Buying Virginia
Holdings of Chas. Somma?
Richmond

United

.^.rtists

has contracted

i

large portion of the sixth floor O!
Film Center Building, New 'i
for December occupancy taking ;

With signing of
eight exchanges of the m.

year

lease.

lease,

—Theater

holdings

tures.

AMALGAMATED

of

Somma, which include
Richmond and one Petersburg,

Charles

three
are to be purchased by
ter,

it

VAUDEVILLE

A.

is

W.

J.

AGENCY

Coul-

understood.

Morgan Back

at

Columbia Makes Appointments

W. G. Smith, former Pittsburgh
branch manager, and Charles Schwcrin,
have been named special home
office sales representatives of

bia Pictures.

D.C.
branch
added to the

Standard

Perce Managing Richmond House
Richmond Emmett I. Peroe has
been named manager of the Brookland.
He succeeds Robert H. Coul-

Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Ci

I
BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMl(J
1108 Sixteenth Street

Washington, D. C.

Colum-

Oscar Bloom, former P.
manager, has been
St. Louis Sales staff.

i

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Cosmopolitan

—

Co-operating with 42 Goverr

ments and loaning films fre
and speakers throughout th
world for the purpose of publi
instruction.

—

who

Cooney

"World"

21

of the disease.

Rebuilding Hobart House
En Route to Coast
Hobart, Okla. Remodeling of the
Bessie Love, who recently signed
old Palace, owned by W. U. Baker, a contract
for a period of years with
is under way, with the seating capaM-G-M and who has been visiting
city to be increased to 470.
the East, is en route to the Coast.

has become manager of the
William Byrd, Richmond's newest
picture house.

85

Leaving

Quebec

are black.

ter,

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Martin

Dec. 20

Eastern

28
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on the four screens, three of which

....

x-war...l00/ 100J4 100/

Paramount 6s 47
•Pathe

40.

^H

1,200

41WW...113/ 112/ 112/

6s
41

Par. By.

4J4

—

said,

18/

•Intern.

considerably by spread

A

76Ji

•Film

hit

Ira Morgan, who for six years
Montreal "Dawn," British film deat
the
old
Cosmopolitan
picting life and execution of Edith worked
Cavell, has been passed by provincial studio, filming a number of the Mar900
Ontario and Saskatchewan ion Davies vehicles has returned to
censors.
his old headquarters, after several
3,800 censors have refused to pass it.
••••
years on the Coast.
He will be in
....
Four Screen Theater Planned
charge of camera work at the former
200
new Film Art Guild theater, Cosmopolitan studio, now completely
3,900
2,600 containing
four screens and built renovated and expanded to serve as
300 funnel like is rapidly nearing com- M-G-M's eastern sound
plant.
Nick
7,500
The house Grinde, who made the last four Tim
100 pletion in New York.
will
seat 500 and is e.xpected to McCoy pictures, is director-in-chief.
80,000 open
Films, it is
late this month.

19

Fm.

"Dawn" Passed

100

7bVs

Con.

has been

Annual convention of M.P.T.
Washington at Seattle.

3,200
....

....

Acoustic Prod

& Katz

special trailer is being run stating
the ventilating systems are under
supervision of the health department,
which is maintaining a constant
Business
check-up on ventilators.

Today:

week.
200

CURB MARKET
Bal.

association
educational
campaign, selling the public the fact
that their approved ventilating systems remove danger of contagion. A

an

launched

has

here

exhibitor

the

influenza,

The Industry's
Date Book

spread of

'^o

pfd

First Nat. pfd

M.

Close
35^4

Seat

Fm Ind.
K^ak

Eas?.
fin

Low

Trial of Anne Nichols' damage acfor $3,000,000 charging plagiarism of her play, "Abie's Irish Rose,"
in production of the picture, "The
Cohens and the Kellys," is slated to
get under way in New York next
tion

STOCK MARKET

over

polilan district have arranged to r
Warner Bros., and has
into Film Center on Jan. 1.
Be;
been connected with various phases
William World Realty Co., chain of houses United Artists, this group incl
production.
of
picture
°
First National, Educational, Uii
Bloecher, succeeds Wallis as director here and in other Nebraska cities.
sal, FBO, Pathe and Hollywood.;./
of publicity at the Warner studio.

director for

"Abie" Suit Next

Financial

— Alarmed

under

9.

Hal Wallis Named Studio

THE

—

prohibit

tent
Charlotte
shows within the corporate limits of
any North Carolina city is to be introduced at forthcoming session of
Bill

Chicago

to Rebuild at Pittsfield

Pittsfield,

owner

using

Motion

—

recently was destroyed by fire, will
rebuild the house, after insurance ad-

justments.

—

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

FILMS"

"1001

Complete reference booklet,
Colby Gets T-S Atlanta Of?ice
Atlanta Tom Colby has succeeded
William G. Minder as manager of
the Tififany-Stahl exchange here.

and

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

John F. Cooney,
Union Square, which

Mass.

the

of

Schools, Churches

at

i^Fifth

listing nearly 3,000

Edition)

educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1,50 per year

-

5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago,

III.

— ———
'

A]\I> STII.C

The PROOF

UP

PIIiES
New

t

critics swell the

flood of testimony

"THE BARKP:R"

that
is

a once-in-a-bluc-

moon

hit!

"Carthay Circle audience acclaimed 'The Barker.' Sets
new precedent for players
among cast. Fitzmaurice has
stepped into group of few
who have something really

good

to offer."

sons in L. A.

Louella Par-

Examiner

" 'The Barker' is the most interesting picture
silent or

—

noisy— on Broad way."
Kitchen in N.

Y. £le.

Karl
World

"Excellent picture and a good
WiU waltz home to a
merry jingle. Picture is well
supplied with 'it'."'
Sid in
Variety

talker.

"'Barker' real entertainment.

Marvelous carnival atmosphere. Accorded place in
front rank. Picture must be
reckoned unquestionably
among outstanding film
achievements of year.
Marquis Busby in L. A. Times

"A

You'd have to read every word of
every review to realize just how
completely the critics have surrendered to"The Barker's" spell. Every
line of nearly every review carries
headlinepunch! Hundreds of lavish
adjectives employed! Impossible
to give all of them the display
they deserve
But just the few we
have room for here are convincing
enough to sell it to any open• •

natural.

One

of note-

worthy photoplays of year.
'The fearker' should be put
on your list of pictures not
Monroe
to be missed."
Lathrop,L. A. Express.
" 'The Barker' offers colorful

entertainment. Unusual inHas not been surpassed
by any recent picture.'"— Warrison Caroll in L. A. Herald

terest.

.

minded Showman!

"First National 'Barker' premiere display stuns West
Coast boulevardiers. A spectacle that out-rivaled anything the motion picture
£.v.
capital had ever seen."

—

Daily Rccieu-.

BIGGEST OPENING
IN HISTORY

Member

of

Motion Picture Producers

*>ut

Distributors of

America Inc.— >W11 H.Hays

JWjidtnt

—.^gg^DAILV

Tuesday, December

Myers to Take Allied Post
Abram
3

Year

(.Continued

his work gave him an insight into
from Page 1)
Kala- the conduct of industry, its competithe organization. Prior to the
mazoo meeting, Allied had been dor- tive angles as they affect the component elements in industry and their
mant for two years, having been disapplication to the public.
banded at the Los Angeles conventime,
tion of the M.P.T.O.A. At the
Anti-Trust
was stated that the disbandment
it
His
term
of service with the Fedwas conditional upon the employing eral
Trade
Commission began in
M.P.T.O.A.
the
a "big man" to head
August, 1926. Then he took over the
Charging this promise was not kept,
title of commissioner as the young\V A. Steffes, who has been presiest
man ever to hold that post. In
formation,
dent of Allied since its
March he retires as chairman with
Kalamazoo
the
for
call
the
issued
Serving on a
Recently a membership the same distinction.
meeting.
governmental body concerned with
drive was launched and several units
violations of trust laws, Myers is on
brought into the Allied fold.
record as encouraging the practice
of self-regulation as a means to stave
off Federal intervention.
This will
be reassuring for the film business at
large to learn and is emphasized by
the following remarks made by him
when the Trade Practice Parley was
AID
launched last year:
"It is the policy of the Federal Trade
quota
Campaign to complete their
Commission
to
encourage
self-government in industry and to avoid superimof $150,000 toward the $5,300,000 budposed governmental regulation whenever
get of the Federation for the Support
possible,
because it realizes that those
of Jewish Philanthropic Societies is
vho are_ best acquainted with the pecuintheatrical
and
liar
problems
film
of an industry are best
under way by
equipped to govern it."
dustries. Maurice Goodman of RadioKeith-Orpheum, presided at a lunchCo-operation
eon meeting last week to launch the
And
so
we
take it and hold it fair
drive, announcing $85,000 already has
to assume that Myers, stepping down
been secured.
Among thosei who attended the from government office into a private
luncheon and who pledged their co- business enterprise, is already comiCaittinued

On

Laws

INDUSTRYlvrON TO

_

For

operation following an address by
$1,000,000 Chicago House Opens
Felix M. Warburg, chairman of the
Chicago The Pickwick, new $1,Federation board, were Irving Berlin,
Morris,
S. 000,000 house, opened at Park Ridge
William
Baker,
Phil

—

Hurok, Harry Reichenbach, Eugene recently. William H. Malone, chairZukor, Harry A. Bloomberg, C. C. man of the state tax commission, is
representing Warner Bros.; owner.
Talkers and presentations
Ezell,
Max Gordon, Edward S. Keller, will be used.
Rufus Le Maire, Ted Lewis, Lee
Marcus, Charles B. Mintz, D. V.
Gallagher at Springfield
Picker, Phil Reisman, Myron RobinSpringfield, Mass.
George W. Galson, Cbarles Rosenzweig, J. L. Ryan, lagher is now manager of the State,
Henry L. Salsbury, Joseph L Schnitz- succeeding W. D. Fitzgerald, who
er, Milton J. Schwartz, John W. Sem- has gone to New Haven.
Icr,
Jacob Shapiro, Samuel Spring,
Remodeling Bishop House
James E. Stroock, A. P. Waxman
Bishop, Tex. Charles West, manSub-committees
and Jacob Wilk.
were formed to solicit subscriptions ager of the Bishop, is having the
among the representatives of the nio- house remodeled.

—

—

picture corporations, vaudeville
agencies, theater equipment concerns,
motion picture and theatrical trade
paper men, exhibitors, exchange managers, music publishers and theater

Saville

London

— Victor

lington Films, is
shortly to study

Saville,
due in

of

Bur-

New York

the

sound

situa-

tion.

Lincoln. Springfield Opened
appointed to direct solicitation of
Springfield, III.— The Lincoln, formprospective givers to the Federation: erly the
Princess, has been remodeled

Sam

Morris and A. P.
Waxman; Paramount, Henry L. Salsbury and Eugene Zukor; Fox, Milton
Schwartz and Saul Rogers; M-G-M,
Edward Schiller and David Bernstein;
United Artists, Al Lichtman and Victor
J. I.

Bros.,

Shapiro; Radio-Keith-Orpheum,
Schnitzer and Max Gordon; Uni-

versal,
tures,

Lou Metzger; Columbia
Joe

Brandt and

Jack

PicColin;
Keller,

vaudeville agencies, Edward
Lew Golder, WilHam Morris and J.
L. Ryan; Theater Equipment, Jacob

Shapiro and Joe

Hornstein;

Trade

Exhibitor Protection
By Law; Allied Plec

1)

mitted to further the objectives of
his organization through inter-industry cooperation.
Insofar as the business itself is
concerned, it is our hope that a broadness in vision will assert itself and that
the realization will prevail that here is
an opportunity to perfect amity be-

(.Continued

leading

bcrship throughout the country.
organization is composed of regi

J

i

and any organized

units,

of exhibitors

associa
eligible for nienr

is

Each member

ship.

associations

If

an

understanding

(

own

our

know

IMPORTED PICTURES GAi

au-

HOLD IN AMERICAN

of his

The Allied movement is not revolutionary in scope. Neither is it violent

association

is

thority, basing it on the impartiality
he evidenced at the Trade Practice

Parley and on what we
record in public office.

the

Myers.

gesture

made toward Myers, we doubt not
that he will accept it. We make this
statement entirely on

between

tract

in

intent.
Its sponsors merely
feel
that,
in
some directions, the
rights of exhibitors have been jeopar-

dized and that relief is necessary. No
fair individual will deny that there
is
room for betterment.
It
will be
Myers' task to see that is done.

KANN

FIEI

Approximately 200 imported
ures,

made

fii

in

15 foreign countr
were brought into the American n
ket and placed in distribution dur
1928.
This list will be published
detail in the 1929
DAI

FILM

YEAR BOOK

most

and constitutes

exhaustive

compilation of

particular character undertaken in
industry.

The manner in which impor
pictures are gaining a foothold in
Syndicate to Build at Independent
domestic market is strikingly in
Independent, Tex.— S. J. Richards,
cated by the fact that, during K
former secretary manager of the'
there were less than
Stockton
Chamber of Commerce, tures which reached 75 of such f
the screens
heads a syndicate planning to build
American theaters.

a

theater here.

Shay

at

Salem House

Salem, Mass.— H. Paul Shay has
succeeded Harry Hamilton as manager of the Federal.

Germany heads the 1928 list w
a total of 83. England holds seco
place with 37, while the French
dustry is represented by 30. Sixte
productions from Russia constitt
that nation's representation here. E
capitulation folows:
Germany
83
Austria

Fox-Poli Meriden Reopened
Englanl
Meriden, Conn.
The Fox-Poli France
here, which has been dark for
the Russia
past SIX months, has been reopened Italy
with Howard Waugh, manager of Sweden

—

Ark.

— Tri-State

Memphis,

has

Theater

leased

the
re-

Dennison Buys Ark

Caiman Heads Exchange
Atlanta John Caiman is manager
Reichenbach; legitimate theaters, Maurice Goodman and of the exchange opened here by AcRufus Le Maire.
tion Film Co., to handle distribution
Exhibitors, Leo Brecher and Syd- of "I Am the Law."
nev S. Cohen; exchange managers,
Milton
Schwartz and Charles
Elmwood Opens at Burlington
J.
Rosenzweig; Music Publishers, IrvBurlington,
Vt.— The Elmwood,
ing Bernstein, Louis Bernstein and under management of Vincent
MaSol Bornstein.
deno, has been opened here.

.

.

Czechoslovakia.

Egypt

7
4

India

Norway
1

has been broken dovi
detail.
In connection m\

each title, the name of the produce
the country of origin and the Amei
can distributor will be available
the

forthcoming

FILM
Pierce City, Ida.— William Dennison has purchased the Ark from
A.

.

Canada

<5

The
in more

Grand and plans to reopen after
modeling and redecorations.

—

Argentine

Syria
listing

Leases Searcy House
Searcy,
Corp. of

37
30
16

Poland

edition

DAILY

YEAR

of

TH

BOOI|p

which will be placed in circulation,
usual, in January.

;
|

Arson Charged in Texas Fire
Beaumont, Tex. Grand jury actic

—

casional stage attractions.

Harry

1)

in
the platfornij
Allied will campaign for n.

which

Beau Gestes

and reopened with Movietone and
Vitaphone sound equipment.
The
house will present pictures with oc- R. Kennedy.
papers,

from Page

plans

tween buyer and seller. A closer ac- given one representative on the bi^^
cord between those who sell pictures of directors, which, with an
ex.
and those who buy them is sorely tive committee, governs the org
needed, for many of the antagonisms zation.
The board and execu
and much of the vitriol prevailing committee may delegate their autj
today can be traced to this unfor- ity to the president. The only
1
tunate lack of accord.
tation is that the executive comi
tee shall not interfere with the

Coming Here

The following sub-committees were

Warner

from Page

the Palace, in charge.

tion

managers.

in Sprin

Myers

F. Myers Signs
Allied Contract

18,

t^

|

sought in the latest attempt l|H
burn the Strand, the second withi
a three-day period, which the fii
marshal contends is a clear case
is

(

arson.

||j

Miami House Opens

— Biscayne

Miami, Fia.
lowing closing
reopened.

for

the

Plaza,

fo!

summer,

ha

THE
'i:esday,

December

^^F"^^^" DAILY
iSSiai

18, 1928

Mr. Busy Film Man:
It's

the most

worthy cause

And you have

forgotten

Or

it

are putting

We need
Look

at

See the

In

off

page 6 of
list

this publication

of those already contributing
of expense

dollar goes to

YOUR

Send

in

it

$10,000 by Christmas

Not one penny
Every

of the year

worthy charity

business

your check to-day

/
/

/

You'll feel happier for having done

/

it

/
/
/

Don't put

The time

it

is

/

off

/

/

NOW.
/

/

Date

•

/ FILM

M nA

Y
FUND

?1
MJ M
ML
M1
MJ lf» *# X^ I
i*

liELIEF
160 Broadway

Islew

-

1650 Broadway

am glad

Heretcith

^

York City
/^

Qovarviitize

A. H. Giannini, Jack Alicoate, Billy Brandt,
C )v. Carl MiUiken, Bruce Gallup, Al Lichtman
I

DAILY
RELIEF FUND

^/
I

$
NAME-

/

:.

•^

ADDRESS _

TO THE

my

N. Y. City

to contribute to this splendid cause.

check for

|!

DAILY

Tuesday, December

18,

I

l!

Loew's Net Shows
Help a Worthy Caw
(Continued from Page
Gain of $1,830,957 must have
Dinner for Lichtman
assistance quickly.

Over 200 At N. Y.

Hollywood

1)

(Continued from Page

ter

M-G-M

Contract
Signed by Phyllis Haver
Is

Phyllis Haver, for several years
one of the principal players with Cejoined
cil B. Dc Mille at Pathe, has

M-G-M
her

will begin work under
contract in a few weeks.

and

new

New

Powell Contract

Powell's present Paramount contract has been substituted
by one which specifically provides
for his services in talking films.

William

May McAvoy Leads
May McAvoy, now known

as the
"Vitaphone Girl," possesses the best
voice on the screen, according to
readers of a Los Angeles newspaper,
w-hich issued a questionnaire pertaining to voices of screen favorites. Al-

and

Billy

Brandt

in

(Continued from Page

1)

charge

of
of

The roster
the entertainment.
those at the dais included the incoming officers and directors who are Al
Arthur
M.
president;
Lichtman,
Loew, first vice president; S. L.
Rothafel, second vice-president and
Arthur W.
Paul Gulick, secretary.
Stebbins, treasurer, is in California.
The directors included Sam Katz,
John C. Flinn, A. H. Goldstein,

the income, for the year ended Aug.
31, theater receipts, rentals and sales
of films and accessories, furnished
$90,720,677 of the total; while the

same items

last

year brought

mon

Eddie Conrad, vaudeperformer, was hired to palm
himself off as an East Side exhibitor
seeking a refund from Lichtman. It
didn't take long for the guests to

to

thereby added to.
Among the speakers were John C.

To Be

Quizzed on Probe

tertainment.

(Continued from Page

ville

and when Consame stunt in
merriment was

gross

stockholders of $7,975,037.

Atty.-Gen.

realize it was! a gag
later pulled the
waiter's regalia, the

in

C
times silently. A fine representat
committee gladly give their tir

THE FILM DAILY

will

bring

again

together

Gary Cooper and Fay Wray. The
story is an original written by Howard Estabrook.

Barrymore Film Finished
"King of the Mountains," the Ernst
picture
Barrymore
Lubitsch-John

Mona Rica,
has been completed.
Camilla Horn, Victor Varconi, Hobart Bosworth, Evelyn Selbie and
Bodil Rosing are included in the cast.

1)

Sen.
Walsh's
further consider
resolution requesting the inquiry.

Full Text of Resolution
Introduced by Sen. Walsh

Moeller, Pearl Dannenk
J.
Abe Bcrnian, W. N. Seligsberg,
Schwartz and Sam Eckman, Metr

general sales manager, who forwa
ed a generous
contribution iw,
London by cable. The fund is cj
of the worthiest of the year al
help will make it just t3|

YOUR
much

bigger.

Watch This

Pauline

Garon Hurt

Pauline Garon sustained slight but
painful injuries in an automobile accident.

Brook Returning West
Clive Brook is en route from

New

York.

Upon

his return he will begin work
the
talking sequences of
the

on
Schoedsack-Cooper

adventure

film,

"The Four Feathers."

Lou Baum,

have been prosecuted leading to such
proceedings and the amount expended in the same, what complaints have
been made, concerning such acts or
practices, with what diligence and
fidelity such complaints have been investigated and proceedings to restrain
or punish any unlawful or apparentH. J. Yates, Eugene Zukor ly unlawful acts or practices of the
Alicoate, Donald M. Mersereau
Kann of THE FILM DAILY. said Film Boards of Trade and the
B. K. Blake, Lou Blumenthal, Famous Players-Lasky Corp. of the

A. P. Blumenthal, William Brandt, H^rry
Brandt, Joe Brandt, Leo Brecher, Harry D.
Buckley, Paul Burger, Nathan Burkan, Samuel Burger, David Chatkin, Irving Chidnoff.
Howard Dietz, Ned Depinet, Herbert Ebenstein, Berncrd Edelhertz, S. H. Fabian, William R. Ferguson, J. C. Flinn, L. Friedman,
W. P. Garyn, Hy Gainsboro, Herman Gluckman, Edward Golden, Alfred Gottesman,
Toby Gruen, Henry Ginsberg, Irving Goodfield, Edward Halperin, Emil Jensen, W. Ray
Johnston,
Sam Katz, Arthur Kelly, Leo
Klebanow, Morris Kutisker, William Landau,
Paul Lazarus, William Libman. Leo Lubin,

Famous

Players - Lasky - Paramount
or of the officers, agents, or
servants thereof, have been instituted
or prosecuted.
Corp.,

Publix Operating Eastman
Rochester, N. Y. Publix yesterday took over operation of the Eastman on a ten year lease. Under
terms of the deal, 20 days must be
Arthur Loew, Dave Loew, Moe Mark, Walter reserved each year for concerts and
Moore, R. D. Morgan, Guy Morgan, Joe three days each spring for presentaMoskowitz, C. C. Moskowitz, James Mulvey.
tion of opera.
The theater must be
J. Normanly, Louis Nizer, Lee Ochs, Eugene
kept available mornings for comPicker.

—

munity events.

Add

"Broadway" Cast
Ellis,
Fritz
Held

to

Oscar Hanson Named
To Head T-S

Robert
and
George Ovey have been added to the
Sales
cast of "Broadway."
Gleim Tryon
(Continued from Page 1)
is to be the "hoofer."
Evelyn Brent,
Merna Kennedy, Margaret Livings- industry for 15 years, having been
with Mutual,
General,
ton. Thomas Jackson, Paul Procasi associated
and Otis Harlan are already cast. Robertson-Cole. While with Canadian Educational, Hanson handled disD. Paul Fejos is the director.
tribution

King Signed by M-G-M
Charles
King,
musical
comedy
player, has signed a long-term contract with M-G-M, with whom he
made his screen debut in "Broad-

way

Melody,"

King

is

now

all-talking

picture.

playing the male lead
opposite Marion Davics in "The Five

O'clock

Girl."

.S'tahl

in

Canada

of the

Tiffany-

product.

New House
Tenn.

—

for Bristol

H. M. Pulford,
president of the Bristol Amusement
Co., will build a new theater costing
$300,00() with a 2,000 capacity.
Bristol,

South Bend Manager Changes
South Bend, Ind.— C. W. McDan-

College

C.

Charles Einfeld

Frank Mastrolyl

Eugene, Ore.

Ed
W.

— Exhibitors

'Schiller

of

sound pictures.

New House

Gulick

Harry Reichenbji
Dan Lederman
Dave Bader
Milton

Silver

Len Fields
Eugene Walsh
Lee Balsly
M. Steinbuch
R. V. Anderson
P. D. Cochrane
Alfred

Gottesmai

Arthur Loew

Milton Cohen

Jack Alicoate
Charles Jawitz
Richard Brady

Bernard Edelhert
William Pizor

Walter Fatter
Jim Normanly
Nat Levine
Paula Gould
A. Pam Blumenthal
Tom Wiley
Wm. Massce
David Loew
Paul N.

Lazarus

Herman Robbins
Reisman

Phil

W.

German

J.

Emil Shauer
David Picker
M. J. Kandall
Wm. Ferguson
J. D. Trop
Stanley

Hand

George Byrnes

Ed Halperin
N. L. Manheim
Louis Baum
Bert Adler
Harry Scott
D.

J.

Chatkin
R.

Rosenbaum

Emil C. Jensen
Leo Klebenow
Charles Moskowitz

A.

Schimel

Ted Schlanger
Helen Hughes

for Green Bay, Wis.
C. B. Paine
Green Bav, Wis. L. P. Larsen of Oscar Binder
United Studios, Chicago, is planning ]. V. Ward
to build a theater and office building T. H. McFarland
Henrv C. Bate
on So. Washington St.
E. W. Castle

—

Columbia Signs Henabery
Jacobo Glucksmann
iel is managing the Palace succeed500 Attend Frolic
D. J. Mountan
Joseph Henabery has been signed ing George Gordon. Leroy Williams
Sidney
Singerman
Cleveland About 500 members of
by Columbia to direct talker and has resigned from the Orpheum and the film colony
Rebecca Joffee
participated in the
Ludwig
J.
silent productions.
is managing the Granada.
annual exhibitor frolic here.
Harry Rosenquest

—

Paul

Oscar Neufeld
Sam Sax

here and J. Francis O'Reilly
at Corvallis, college towns, scored a Harry Lewis
victory in the recent civic election S. J. Warshowsky
E. Smith
over the closing Sunday bill.
The Cresson
N. D. Golden
defeat of the bill was brought about James R. Grainger
bv students of Oregon State College Herbert Ebenstcin
of Corvallis and the University of Fred Quimby
W. S. Butterfield
Oregon here.
It is estimated that A. H. Giannini
will
to
theater
Lou B. Metzger
$1,000 a week
be added
grosses and as a result exhibitors M. Van Praag
Weil
have promised citizens more elaborate Joe
H. M. Messiter
programs and shortly the presenta- Willard McKay
tion

Hoaglani

C.

F. Rodgers
Vic Shapiro
Don Mersereau
Tommy Goldberg

Ben

Towns Win Sunday Shows

Grow

List

Tommy Meighan

Resolved,

Joseph Pollak, Louis Phillips, David Picker,
Harry
Raibourn,
Quittner,
Paul
Joseph
Myron
Charles
Rosenzweig,
Reichenbach,
Robinson, R. A. Rowland, James L. Ryan,
Murray Rosenbluh, E. A. Schiller, L. J.
Schnitzer, Ted Schlanger,
Schlaifer, J. J.
Charles Schwartz, Henry Clay Siegel, Moe
Silver, C.
E. Smith, Jack Shapiro, Victor
Shapiro, Sam Sonin, Harry Thomas, Peter
Vischer, M. Van Praag, William Vogel, Joseph
Vogel,
Charles
Weinstein,
Frederick

Wynne-Jones,
and Tohn W.
and Maurice

all

A.

That the Senate direct Henrj' Ginsberg
the Committee on the Judiciary to Al Lichtman
though Miss McAvoy has not had Flinn, Nathan Burkan and Sam inquire what proceedings are now Red i:ann
Schnitzer
any stage training, she received more Katz. Harry Reichenbach, toastmas- pending before the courts upon the Joe
Mrs. Edna Sussman
votes than players from the foot- ter, left the dinner early to attend initiation of the Department of Jus- Miss Addie Dannenberg
lights.
another banquet and his work was tice or otherwise, or before, the H. J. Yates
Ned Depinet
taken over by Jack Alicoate.
Federal Trade Commission, involv- Bruce Gallup
Cooper-Wray Again Teamed
ing the acts of practices of the Film Billy Brandt
Among the guests were:
An all-talkie titled "Through the
Boards of Trade; w'hat investigations Lou Blumenthal
Night,"

pays

pense.
Every dollar goes to a w
thy cause. Surely every man in t
business wants to help this fine mo-

During the 1928 year,
ment.
Don't put it off.
Send
the company did financing by way of
your check NOW.
a preferred stock issue amounting
Among those who helped swell
to $14,175,000, on which $593,125 in
list yesterday were
J. Boyce Snii
balance
for
comleaving
dividends,
a
of $75,394,220.

James Ryan and Frank Walker.
Brandt promised and delivered
several surprises in the form of en-

rad

1)

Gabriel L. Hess

Hedda Hopper

M. E. Krauss
Harold B. Frank
Joe Brandt
Jack Cohn

Harry Cohn
George Harvey
James Mulvey
D. L. Zyve
Adolph Zukor
Nathan Burkan
Eugene Zukor

i

Arthur B. Grabs'
E. W. Kramer

Thomas W. Ger
Dewey Bloom

Wm.

James
Lee A. Ochs

Hank Linet
W. P. Wentz

;

Ethel Smith
Arthur B. Grahan
R. S. Wolff
John C. Flinn
David Bernstein
Leopold Friedma
Weiss Bros.
F. V. Luporini

Henry Siegel
E. M. Saunders
Clarence J. Norti
Louis K. Sidney
Millard Johnson

Maurice Goodma
T.

P.

Mulroonej

Ralph Kohn
Harry Brandt
H. L. Mullet
Samuel Spring

Herman
Thomas

Starr
J.

Conn

A. W. Smith, Jr
Frank W. Buhle

H. H. Buxbaum
Lee Marcus

!|

Marty Schwartz f
Charles Schwartz''

Barton B. Hepbi
Si

Seadler

Charles F. Hyne

W

Edd;
Arthur
Rutgers Nielson
Jack Barnstyn
J. Boyce Smith

A. J. Moeller
Pearl Dannenber

Abe Berman

W. N. Seligsberf
L Schwartz
Sam Eckman

THE
December

day,

l^irks

18,

to Operate Publix

Jacksonville, Fla., Houses
Fla.— P:. J. Sparks
Icksonville,

Sound Pictures

to take over the Arand Template here from
on an operating arrangement,
is

,'-ri)rises

L'alace

,,.

ilix

I'ublix

understood.

is

to retain

Sparks now
pates the Imperial, Empress and
\\ership of the houses.

:i';rside

Similar

here.

rngements

have

Florida

cities.

t

;%g^

DAILV

1928

r

been

TALKERS BRING

operating

made

fOR MUSICAL TALLNT

in

They want 'em

to

talk.

That

in

a
sums
^]G-M to Distribute in
tude toward pictures, the result of the
India; 2 Branches Open sound film development.
dcutta M-G-M has entered the
Box office reports from key cities

up the public

sentence

with ex- bear out the above, a national survey
-iliution field
s here and in Bombajr. There
FILM
completed by
just
iidency on the; part of Madan DAILY shows. Dialogue films have
iaUrs, Ltd., which has been hand- been getting the money, and silent
the product of a number of large films, with the exception of truly outerican companies to quit^ the im- standing pictures, have suffered in
business and secure its films consequence.
ic;
Whether it is the novelty of shajilly, in view of the rapid increase
This is un- dows talking, or the cumulative adnnative production.
l)tcdly accountable for M-G-M's vertising bemg employed to put over
the talkers, they are developing into
i

(Leading theatre architect)

atti-

—

in

JohnEberson

India

THE

1

will express his

views

in

an

article

written by himself

on the most important

i.

draw of tremendous proportions.
Synchronized pictures are not far)t's Synchroscor Lists
There
.ng so well, it is indicated.
Music for Fihns lias been so much misrepresentation
in advertising them, that the public
tt's Synchroscor, a folio of theme
People are unwilling to take
IS wary.
.n, which, it is claimed, eliminates
unless guaranteed talking
chance
a
being
is
sheets,
cue
present
for
for the reason that they
sequences,
York.
frcd by W. P. Ott, of New
misled by sound film adfolio contains marginal arrange- nave been
Whether the synchronized
vertising.
iit- of classiiied theme music clasfilms are to replace orchestras, exd, each folio consisting of ten draproblemten comedy selec- cept in the smaller towns, is

subject the exhibitor

has to consider

a

Theme

^

Theatre
RE-equipment

1

and

'

I

n

ic

selections,

but the demand now is for
films with dialogue.
So far, the public has been willing
to accept talking films, without regard to fine points of production or
The sheer
entertainment quality.
novelty of them has been sufficient to
Now, however, box
put them over.

and five character themes.
use of the folio eliminates any
v.te of time in selecting music from
sheets, which are good for only
production, while the synchroscor
i;i
is arranged so that the music
;
be used for any production, acidnig to the inventor.

atical,

lototone Supplying Road
[lit for "Wings" Showing

is

shopping for

it

has tor years been shopping

i(

Ott

s

a?

t

I

— Complete

Kansas City

"Wings"

1

is

sound unit

being offered exhib-

An operator,
by Phototone.
sound effects and score, and nec:ni'y equipment for unwired houses.
ts
I

Himmelein Plans Chain
andusky, O. A. C. Himmelein

—

silent

talkers,

its

just

of

Salem, O., House

O.— M. W.

their
quality.
sell

talkers

on

the

basis

of

Co., Inc., declare it has completed collection of
5,0U0 musical compositions on which
performing rights.
It controls world's

—

Fishman Speeding

—

Installations
Jess Fishman, distribu-

of DeForest Phonofilm in Ohio,
chigan, Kentucky, West Virginia

western Pennsylvania has ananced that three installations will
operation in Cleveland by
in

1

1.

15.

in a special

John Eberson Section
in the

Library for Sound Films
The Manus Music

t

Cleveland

important subject will appear

pictures.

This development is bound to raise
the standard of talkers, with producers already realizing that they must

Sheffield

he Trail of '98."

this

as
for

library includes the output of
and G. The
several French music firms.
Briggs of Marietta, have purised the Royal here from Mrs.
Newspaper Readers Vote for Sound
na Wieberg.
Los Angeles— By vote of 141 to 104
readers of "The Evening Herald"
"Singing Fool" Closing
for
Jleveland This is the seventh and have expressed their preference
week of "The Singing Fool" at sound films, in a survey recently
Stillman. The picture has broken completed.
It will be followed by
records.
lalem,

This special article on

Manus Develops Musical

Plaza has acquired the Rialto,
Tia, as a nucleus of a theater chain
ich he is forming in Ohio.

Buy

ofiice reports indicate that the public

RE-construction

STAGES AVAILABLE FOR
SILENT AND SOUND

PRODUCTION
Etchcraft Film Studios
(at 28th St.)
City
10109, Chickering 7788 and
Chickering 2989

454-458 Sixth Ave.

New York

Lengacre

1929 FILM

YEAR BOOK
of

special Interest
to

Exhibitors

New

York World, December 17th
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England
HE

merger

fever

struck England.
British,
IC.T.

is

has

Gaumont

having bought out

now head man

over

The
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to be further inten-

promised, through the expansion program undertaken by L. K.
Brin, operator of the Garden and
Majestic here, who as a first step acParamount TheFischer's
quired
aters' chain of Wisconsin liouses in
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FILMS' EFfECT

Warning that the Federal
Commission would in-

the

Trade

create an unfair trade barrier against
the distribution of American pictures
in that country.
The United States is sought as
{Continued on Page 4)
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proceedings

stitute

against

any individual or firm which
violates the Code of Ethics,
was sounded by Chairman
Abram S. Myers in his opening address at the Trade Practice Conference in New York
Oct. 10, 1927, at which the
code was drafted.

Germany's new "Kontingent" regulations is being sought by the industry on the ground that the ruling
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the beginning of a big chain
of theaters," stated L. K. Erin
in announcing purchase of the
Fischer's Paramount Theaters
chain of eight Wisconsin the-
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Characterizing the appointment^ of
Mvers as president as an
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move a disterday he saw in this
the efforts of
tinct forward step in

Fox took over seven houses, is but
the forerunner of the expansion, it is
Some time ago, it was anstated.
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Goodman Calls Meeting
Paramount Enlarging
Long Island Studio
to Map Drive Plans
Construction of an additional building covcringf space of 50 by 200 feet
was begun yesterday by Paramount
PrieiSCwts
lil.XL»IHi.67 WeiM$4ay.D»e.l9,19Z8

at

its

Long

The new

Island studio.

according to John

W.

The Industry's
Date Book

sub-committees have been
named by Maurice Goodman, general
counsel of Keith-Albee-Orpheum, to
Fifteen

direct

fund-raising activities

of

film

and theatrical industries in the camPUBLISHER Icr, executive manager of the studio, paign which the Federation for the
JOHN N. ALICOATE
will house the motor generators, heat- Support of Jewish Philanthropic Soholidays ing plant, carpenter shop and all other cieties is conducting to round out its
Published daily except Saturday and
York, N. Y., and mechanical departments now located $5,300,000 program to maintain nineat 1650 Broadway, New
and F>lm
co-,vriRht C1928) by Wid's I ilms
It will ty-one
wings.
local
Jewish philanthropic
W. Alicoate, President and in the basement and
Inc
Folk
J.
Vice-President
remove entirely' all the supplemen- agencies. A meeting of the chairman
Publisher: Maurice D. Kann.
Treasurer, tary machinery which might cause
of these sub-committees and their
and Editor Donald M. Mersereau,
Entered
Uusiness and Advertising Manager
the noise or vibrations to delay the mak- associates in the campaign, is to be
at
1918,
May
21,
matter.
as second class
under the act ing of talking pictures, and more than held at the Motion Picture Club, 1560
post-office at New York^ N. Y
Terms (Pos age free) double the available floor space for Broadway, tomorrow at 1 P. M.
of March 3, 1879.
New York. picture sets on the lower stage.
United States outside of Greater
3 months
building:,

BiJt-

Convention of Virginia, MaryU
and District of Columbia exhi
tors at Washington.
Premiere of "My Man" at Warn
New York.
New York house in St. Louis ope
New Year's Eve party at M.
Club of New York.

Dec. 20

Dec.

21

Dec. 25
Dec. 31

Annual

20

Jan.

FILM^, DAILY, 1650 BroadPhone Cirde 4736York, N. Y.
Fi'-^day,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California— Ralph
New York.
Phone Granite
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
London— Ernest \V. Fredman, The
6607.
St., W.
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough
Berlin— Karl Wolflfsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I
Harle.
A.
Paris— P.
Fr.tdrichstrasse. 225.
la
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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Maurice Chase Heads M. P.

First National Pathe to
Make British Sound Films
(By

London
tional

Pathe,

Cable)

Ltd.,

of

— First

Nawhich John

been
has
chairman,
licensed to produce sound pictures
under patents of British Talking
Technicians are preparing
Pictures.
sound-proofing of the First National
Pathe London studio for production
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Bell Executive Dies
Funeral services are to be held at
\Voodlawn Cemetery today for E. P.
Clifford, 53, vice president and commercial manager of research work of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories, who
died at his home in New York Sunday of bronchial pneumonia.

Is to Be Held Tomorrow
Annual Christmas party of the AM-P-A will be held tomorrow at the
Paramount Hotel, New York, with a
gala array of Broadway stars, including the McCarthy Sisters, Eddie
Buzzell, Harry Delf and the Masked

Pro]
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FOR RENT
Court Street Theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y. 2400 seats. Suitable for

Apply
T. C.
1501 Broadway

stock.

YOUNG

AMPA Xmas Party

N. Y. C.
Chickering 7050

FILM SALESMEN
New York City, Long Island, Northem New Jersey, Westchester County.
you want to increase your income
$300 per week on a fast selling propono samples to
sition to exhibitors;
carry, see me any morning this week

4
3
7

before

—

urday.

the
speSat-

—

GOULD
Street

7th Floor

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

Pre-release contract for the new
series
of Walt Disney Cinephone
sound cartoons, "Mickey Mouse," has
been closed today with the Stanley
Company of America by Charles Giegerich, eastern business manager for

Luckett Gets F. N. Office
Dallas Joseph
E.
Luckett has
been named manager of the First
National branch here.

West 46th

-SALE!-

"Lummox,"

—

"The River" Opening
Replacing "Four Devils" at
(laiety, "The River," new Fox
cial, opens a New York run on

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 1 6 Feet Film— Cate— 6 Masazinet
2 in. F. 3.5 Lent
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"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

Let

Solve Your Prohlems

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

rMMlOWFIlM

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

INCORPORATED

CaU

WAFILMS,
Walter
A-

\Js

Futter,

Inc.

Stebbins,

Pres.

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

for

Library Stock Scenes
130

W.

46th

St..

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

3040

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

New York

Bryant 8181

'

noon.

MR.
130

Elm, West Springfield Opened
which he will make as his next inWest Springfield, Mass. The Elm, dependent production for United
owned by Elm Theater Corp., has Artists.
been opened with M. Tabackman,
manager.
Stanley Gets Cinephone Series

Disney.
2'0

•

If

Baritone.

ces of the latter's novel,

in N. Y.

week's stay.

Brenon in N. Y.
Herbert Brenon has returned to
Cohen of the Hollywood, will start New York from Hollywood, via New
showing Vitaphone and Movietone Orleans, and is now conferring with
pictures at the house tomorrow.
Fannie Hurst on the talking sequen-

Wallingford, Conn. House Opened
Wallingford, Conn.-^Harry Olshan,
200 new Strand owner, has completely
1,100 redecorated and reopened the house.
The opening took place recently.

Sol Lesser Here
^
of
Lesser-Warm
Lesser
back in New York from L

Mel Shauer

Talkers For Hollywood, Detroit
and
Ben
Detroit,
Mich. Lew

3',5'6(5

M.P.T.O.

Melville A. Shauer, special forei
representative for Paramount, is
New York from Paris for a

Several increases to the musical staff

have been made by Seep Morscher
and Maurice Nitke, chief composers.

3
..

Prod, is
Angeles.

3,200

195^
77
... 19 J^

Fox Thea. "A"
•Intern.

'206

CURB MARKET
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Sol

of

Pennsylvania.

Synchronization Service
Maurice A. Chase, vice president of
Excellent Pictures, New York, and
president of Chase Pictures, Buffalo
distributing firm, has been elected
president and general manager of M.
New
Service,
P.
Synchronization
York. The company was formed recently to supply cue service for nonsynchronous machines to exhibitors.

British Sound Film Prod.,
recently licensed, is making about
3.000 feet of sound shorts weekly including a talking newsreel.

of talkers.

banquet

Eastern

;

$10.00 one year; 6 months $5.00;
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
13 00
Address all communicaremit' with order.

19, 19;
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Plan 25 W. G. Houses
To Allied at Once? in Coast States & Mont.

Force Myers

Politics

(Conttinied

(Continued from Page
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may

1)

result

leaving the commission in

1^

1

from Page

another term,

for

,111(1

nounccd that houses would be built
the in all principal cities of Montana.

Antagonism to him, it
about the
centers
'nderstood,
ha:e that he has been "too active"
itirespect to some matters.
^•ers term of office expired Sept.
StMast and he has since been servappointment,
iiider
a
recess

Coast Wire Service

Roach Reopening

in Jan,

ea future.

!

by President Coolidge, un1929.
Abram F. Myers,

iiim
(larch

I

signed a three year
Allied States
M. P. Exhibitors. He is to
resident and general counsel of

llonday

n
1

,

I

I

act
of

last,

head the

to

ssociation.

,e

and Victor Ironing
Out Details of Merger

l^A

proposed merger of
and Victor Talking Machine
C.
oare expected to be ironed out at
'leting on Friday, after which ancement of terms is expected.
of

tails

1

1

Head Only
Change; Deny Merger
Sales

Now Has Nine in Bay
Region and Plans More
San Francisco Fox now has nine

Fox

—

theaters in San Francisco and Oakland, as a result of the deal with Ackerman & Harris. More houses are
declared planned.
Seven are local
houses. Two of them in the downtown section, the Warfield, acquired
when Publix resumed operation of
the
California,
Granada and St.
Francis and the new Fox nearing
completion.
The remaining two are
Oakland neighborhood houses. Sam
Harris of Ackerman & Harris is to
manage the new Fox here, it is
stated.

Four

New

Houses

Added Soon
West

Coast

to
to Chain

Bureau,

Los Angeles

Be

THE FILM DAILY

—Three

new

ONLY MONTH NEEDED FOR

Unit

Heads Stay

Denying that

unit producers
are to be dropped, First National has named Bobby North
head of a unit.

Production is to be resumed Jan.
28 at, the Hal Roach Studios, which
previously had intended to remain
dark until April. The studio is closed
to permit reconstruction of a stage

and

sound equipment.
Langdon's contract, according to Warren Doane, general maninstallation of

Harry

ager of the plant, has not been cancelled, he says, stating he is negotiating for resumption of work by Langdon on .\nril 1, because revision of
the schedule calls for fewer Langdon
films than were scheduled originally.

theaters

Fitzmaurice Severing F. N.
Connection, Report Says
George Fitzmaurice,

it
is reported,
First National following
completion of his present picture.

will

leave

Korda

to Direct

Alexander Korda

"The Squall"
to direct "The

is

Squall," First National talker, which

Ray Rockett will produce. Bradley
King is preparing the continuity.

Neilan Role for Mary Brian
soon are to be opened
by
West
Coast
and
a
fourth
is
planNext Colleen Moore Set
Mary
Brian has been signed to
'ned.
The three are: Redlands at play the only feminine part in the allColleen Moore's next picture for
(.Continued from Pacie 1)
t^edlands, opening Dec. 28; River- talking picture "Fog," which Mar- First National, following "Why be
are unfounded, declares Grant
II
side at Riverside, opening Jan. 11, shall Neilan will direct for British Good," will be "When Irish Eyes are
ook, secretary-treasurer. E. W.
Smiling."
Innions of Educational likewise and North Park, San Diego, open- and Dominion Corp., Ltd.
ing Jan. 17.
Another house is to
s isses the report.
be built at San Diego.
Adapting Griffith Vehicle
Garbo Film Titled
Forrest Halsey is adapting "Prison"Kiss of the East" is final title
Fischer

tison

I

in this section

.

\m Buys
Fox Not to Build World's
Iain Plan Expansion Largest House at Boston
;

{Continued from Page
.al

1)

claimed to involve $3,000,000.
over the houses Dec. 25.
Wisconsin sites and plans for

(takes
1,

I

more are embraced

in the trans-

t.n.
irfices

the

of

Fischer chain will

noved here from Chicago, Brin
personal charge.
No anicement of any change in perel has been made although it is
lated that only those willing to
:e their homes here and who will
tiie Brin ideas will be retained.
lie
Fischer houses were bought
nght, where owned, and leases
n over on those rented.
All
ses not equipped for sound will
wired immediately.
Theaters in
deal are: Parkway and Majestic,
lison; Portage and Home, Portlis

1

— Reported

plan of Fox to
build what was declared would be
the largest theater in the world on
the site of the Hotel Touraine, have
been denied by George A. Carpenter, president of the company which
There have
owns the property.
been many unfounded reports of

Boston

planned Fox expansion
New England.

throughout

ers,"

low

Corinne Griffith vehicle to fol- selected for Greta Garbo's new M-Gfilm, which Sidney Franklin dion the
rected. Nils Asther plays opposite.

Holiday Trailers
now

il

t

1

Sound Films'

Effect

(.Continued

from Page

Fischer

AD'VANCE TRAILER
SERVICE CORP.
"More and

Paramount

houses

money ^*

##%
M^^

-jt

in

by L. K. Brin, who op- of the Garden and Majestic, who has
es the Garden and Majestic in
launched a big expansion program
waukee, the reason being that it
throughout Wisconsin, came to Milbeen understood generally that
waukee two years ago, to take over
wason the inside track for them, the Garden, which had had somewhat
jotiations
were closed secretly of a checkered career. Under Brin's
weeks ago.
management, the house was the first
in
the state to install Vitaphone
n Opened First Wis.
equipment, and since has proved a
jnd House 2 Years Ago
Brin recently
money-maker.
big

better Trailer Service

for less

Fox
Bag

—

our subscribers

1)

Labor during the course

of hearings on a resolution authorizing a survey of unemployment.
Introduction of sound devices in
picture theaters has thrown out of
Oshkosh, Oshkosh; Fond du work large numbers of musicians,
Fond du Lac and Appleton, Ap- Green told the committee. Because
bn.
Brin on Christmas Day will these musicians are artists and have
1 the
Brin, now nearing comple- been trained in only one line of work,
at Menasha, and houses will be he pointed out, it is particularly dift
at Beloit, Monroe, Marshfield ficult to care for the unemployment
They
other cities.
situation which has resulted.
cannot be turned into farm hands or
n
Surprise as
mechanics, he declared, and
into
"men who are artists, who have given
jorted
Deal in
begun
hicago
Real surprise is regis- their lives to their art, have
d here by closing of the deal for to find they are losing out."

Move
Had

being distributed gratis
to

on Musicians Serious
cation and

M

"Saturday's Children"
First National program.

iconsin

lilwaukee

— L.

K.

Brin.

operator

took over the Majestic.

Distributing from

Vermont Ave. 729 Seventh Ave.
New York
Los Angeles

1928 So.

Laboratories:

Bronx,

New

845

York,
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Wabash Ave.
Chicago
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Commission to Act if 167 Contributors to
Fund; Speed Urgent
Charge is Sustained
iContinued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

keeping con- ures. Leo Brecher, Alex Moss, Joe
on which for- Seidelman and W. E. Raynor commal action has not been taken. This pleted yesterday's list of those who
on the did their one good deed at least by
discussion
precludes anv
complaint filed by Bennie Berger, lending their financial support to this
Grand Forks, N. U., exhibitor, alleg- worthy cause.
The treasury is being more stronging that Northwest Theater Circuit
(Finkelstein & Ruben), has violated ly intrenched day by day, yet the set
the overbuying clause of the code goal will fall far short of its mark
and so is keeping product away from unless a veritable flood of checks
pours in between now and Monday
him.
All complaints received are made on which day the drive officially terthe subject of a preliminary investi- minates.
To date, 167 individual contribugation to determine whether they
are based on fact, and if found so tions have been received, a commentary of note on the hummanness and
to be based, the respondent is called
for an informal discussion and heart to be found in this business.
in
given an opportunity to pledge himhering to its policy of
fidential all complaints

.

Watch This

self to discontinue the practices com- Tommy Meighan
plained of. If the respondent refuses Charles Einfeld
Henry Ginsberg
to accede "to the commission's deAI Lichtman
mands, a formal complaint is issued Red llann
and the case set for trial. In rnost Joe Schnitzer
instances in recent years, complaints Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie
have been settled by the informal H. J. Yates Dannenberg

procedure.

Ned Depinet

Hails Selection of

Bruce Gallup
Billy Brandt
Lou Blumenthal

Myers

as Fine Step

Ed
W.

Schiller
F. Rodgers

Vic Shapiro
Don Mersereau
Goldberg
map as a substantial and respected Tommy
Arthur Loew
bodv in the industry.
Jack Alicoate
"Exhibitors" said Sax, "whether as Charles Jawitz
individuals or as recognized bodies, Richard Brady
Walter Futter
are entitled to first consideration, Jim Normanly
{Continued from Page

1)

economic, or
fraternal are concerned. With a man
of the stature of Mr. Myers, as its
representative head, it seems an assured prospect that Allied will receive
such consideration.
"Mr. Myers' record as chairman of
the Federal Trade Commission shows
him to be a man of acute preceptions,

where matters,

politic,

rigorous principals on fair play, and
unquestioned dealings in business administration. It is a pleasure to welcome such a man to our industry and
I
salute Allied on their impressive
selection."

Gov't Cooperation
Sought on "Kontingent"
(Continued from Page

signatory to
which has for

the
its

1)

Geneva

compact

Nat Levine
Paula Gould
A. Pam Blumenthal
Tom Wiley
Wm. Massce

David Loew
Paul N. Lazarus
Herman Robbins
Reisraan

Phil

W.

German

J.

Emil Shauer
David Picker

M.

Kandall

J.

Wm.
J.

Ferguson

D. Trop

Stanley

Hand

George Byrnes

Ed Halperin
N. L. Manheim
Louis Baum
Bert Adler
Harry Scott
D.

Chatkin

J.

Ben R. Rosenbaum
Emil C. Jensen
Leo Klebenow
Charles Moskowitz
Francis O'Reilly

purpose the elimina- J.
Harry Lewis

tion of artificial trade walls in international commerce.
Serious consideration is being directed toward an
effort to keep this country out of
such an agreement unless more equitable consideration is given to ordinary conduct of America's foreign

S.

Warshowsky

J.

Cresson E. Smith
N. D. Golden
James R. Grainger
Herbert Ebenstein

Quimby

Fred

W.

S.

Butterfield

H. Giannini
Lou B. Metzger
business in films. The industry gener- M. Van Praag
ally believes that it can do much in Joe Weil
H. M. Messiter
diverting sentiment away from the Willard McKay
A.

Geneva conference, thereby endanger- A. Schimel
ing the entire program, since without Ted Schlanger
Helen Hugjies
the United States successful consumC. B. Paine
mation of the project is doubtful. Oscar Binder
I.

Dispute in 'Frisco Over
"In Old Arizona" Prices
(Continued from Page

1)

formerly oper-ited by West
Coast and now again under Publ-x

theater,

J.

V.

Ward

H. McFarland
C. Bate

Henrv
E.

W.

Castle

Jacobo Glucksmann
D. J. Mountan
Sidney Singcrman
Rebecca Joffee

Ludwig
J.
at Harry Rosenquest

management. The oicture is set m
Los Angeles, Seattle and Portland lor
Christmas Day.

C. C. Hoagland
Frank Mastroly
Paul Gulick

List

Planning on

Harry

that projection booth foi

SOUND?
«

Reichenbach

Dave Bader
Milton

Silver

Len Fields
Eugene Walsh
Lee Balsly
M. Steinbuch
R. V. Anderson
P. D. Cochrane
Alfred Gottesman

Oscar Neufeld
Sam Sax
Gabriel L. Hess

Read

Milton Cohen
Bernard Edelhertz
William Pizor
M. E. Krauss
Harold B. Franklin
Joe Brandt
Jack Cohn

Harry Cohn
George Harvey
James Mulvey
D. L. Zyve
Adolph Zukor
Nathan Burkan
Eugene Zukor
Arthur B. Graham
E. W. Kramer
Thomas W. Gerety
Dewey Bloom

Wm.

James
Lee A. Ochs
Linet

Wentz

P.

Ethel Smith
Arthur B. Graham
R.

S.

Wolfif

John C. Flinn
David Bernstein
Leopold Friedman
Weiss Bros.
F. V.

Luporini

Henry Siegel
E. M. Saunders
Clarence J. North
Louis K. Sidney
Millard Johnson

Maurice Goodman
T. P. Mulrooney

Ralph Kohn
Harry Brandt
H. L. Muller
Samuel Spring

Herman
Thomas
A.

W.

the special

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLYl
COMPANY

Hedda Hopper

Hank

up

Grow

Dan Lederman

W.

fixing

section in the

1929

FILM
YEAR
B %I% K

Starr
J.

Connors

Smith,

Jr.

Frank W. Buhler
H. H. Buxbaum
Lee Marcus
Marty Schwartz
Charles Schwartz
Barton B. Hepburn
Seadler
Charles F. Hynes

Out

in January

II

Si

W

•s-=^i^i«£rs»

Arthur
Eddy
Rutgers Nielson
Jack Bamstyn
J. Boyce Smith
A.

J.

Pearl

Moeller

Dannenberg

Abe Berman

W.
I.

N. Seligsberg

Schwartz

Sam Eckman
Will H. Hays
Leo Brecher
Alex Moss
Jos. H. Seidelman
W. E. Raynor
Carl

Laemmlc
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Schenck

$15,000,000 Orders

|\HE

chairs were comfortable ;• the cigarettes mild

Chicago— Western

Electric
has on hand contracts for
manufacture during 1928 at its
Hawthorne plant of $15,000,000 worth of sound projection

and tlie conversation pleasanimated. We sat across

1

man who

a

serves as the
V
around which revolves a
r)any that did a gross busi..f
$90,000,000 in its last
)

equipment,

it

A

ear.

>

you

iijie

will agree,

command

ri

Price 5 Cents
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Brin Reported Acting for
Company; Silverman
Houses Bought

with

How

my

BERGER COMPLAINT

phone banner.

TEST OF ETHICS CODE

he

novelty

of

souikI

upset

lias

all

Sound has been applied
whether

nately

ywhere
ess

the

it

cry

is

belonged
for

indisor not.

'talkies'

re-

subject
matter.
Certain
lend themselves to dialogue,
they are not many and there you
the root of the trouble.
Hysteria
ae part of exhibitors who envision
of

rties

nes

accruing

through

sound

has

I ed

the studios via sales departments
nhe pressure from the field.
jue result is the endangering of the
Cimeiitals of production and the upig
of established business by the
rimniate addition of sound which
be(
1
classed as an adjunct just as

should be."

m

HAS 22 REELS CAPACITY
Washington Bureau of

Washington

dle

acquisition

K.

War-

of

the

circuit,

is

West.

Continuing

theater

its

program which,

it

is

expansion
promised is to

houses to the company ciiain,
is reported to have acquired
the Silverman Bros., circuit of houses
{.Continued

—
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Complaint filed with the Federal
Trade Commission bj- Bcnnic Berger, Grand Forks, N. D., showman,
charging violation of the Code by
his competitor. Northwest Theater
Circuit

&

(Finkelstein

Rubi-n,)

BUILD CANADIAN CHAIN?

is

—

London Thece is speculation here concerning report that
British Gaumont is planning a
chain of Canadian theaters. No
official

With

industry's best interests.

last

His manifold

When

interests
he sizes

for

given of liberally.

or any other major probindustry would demonstrate
ense by halting sufficiently to

KANN

individuals

whom

CERTAINLYl

W. W. P.—Advt.

Fund
and

desirous of
their contents
i.s

on

page

8)

Fifth Conference Called
by Nat'l Review Board
Fifth annual conference of the NaBoard of Review is to be held
in New York Tan. 24-26.
The fourtional

teenth annual luncheon will be
{Continued on Page

SOUND?

the

unless check books are opened

benefitting-

le

(Continued

is still

many worthwhile

ind

Gaumont-British Picture Corp.,
broken American control of the
:jest theaters in Great Britain, writes
Herbert N. Casson in London in a
las

THE

lap

a chain of 320 theaters, and
with German film produc-

.rs,

has been reached and
FILM DAILY
far short of its self-imposed mark. Only
nost interesting angle on a an avalanche of contributions can send it over the top.
sided problem.
Christmas is around the corner. Everywhere the spirit of
Schenck mainjealoiis hold on the pulse of the Yuletide is evidenced.
Yet it will be a dismal holiday season

The

RELIEF FUND

Knowledge

announcement has been

forthcoming.

illiances

Only Four Days Left

on Page C)

6RITISH-GAUM0NT TO

c

hat necessary.

L.

hinted here.
Brin, who operates the Garden and Majestic,
took over the Fischer holdings
of eight Wisconsin theaters and
five sites for projected houses,
in a deal said to involve $3,000,000.
Brin announced the
acquisition is but the first step
in a campaign to build up a
big chain of houses in the Mid-

Invention
an the first test to be instituted of the
of
automatic projector with a capacity Code of Ethics, drafted at the Trade
for 21 reels which are changed auto- Practice
Conference sponsored by
matically and which, it is claimed, the commission.
The code, drafted
eliminates the necessity for an oper- in October, 1927, was made public
ator, has been announced
by the and became effective May 29, 1928.
Princess
Elaine
von der Lippe- At the time, a trial period of from
Lipski of Washington.
The projector is one of three in- six to 12 months was recommended
(Coiitinued on Page 7)
to observe working of the code.

nek does
minimize the imjce of soun
but he does dehe present appHcation because
:erely feels it is not conducive

iblic.

in

AUTOMATIC PROJECTOR

And

the highof his rejoinder are these:
n.

ners

That

be acting for

Warners

Reasons
why.

may

ad(l 60

of mterrogation.

asked

Brin

Fischer-Paramount

THE

m

—

Milwaukee

London— Backed

i

that opened the fiood-

WAY

here.

$30,000,000
c
of capital, a merger of British Candiscussion
veered
to
adian, German and French film com11(1.
could it be otherFirst National- Vitaphone Pictures panies is under way, with invasion
sr
"This last year, for the is the new name to be adopted
by of the American market planned in
s
time in
memory, has First National,
FILM D.'\ILV a drive against American film suto be
one in which exclusively learns. This change fol- premacy. The deal is being engilows acquisition of control of the neered by A. S. Woodger, British
t •ns
were driven from the- company
by Warners. Under the ar- financier, who says the new combine
rather than attracted to rangement, First National-Vitaphone will
become operative in
May.
and sound is responsible," is to have the benefit of Vitaphone Woodger recently obtained control
(^
aid.
Coming from Nick facilities of Warner Bros, and that of the German Emelka and Deutsche
company's experience in the making Lichtsbild Syndikat, which have three
b|iick, whose astuteness as a
of sound films.
Company pictures,
(.Continued on I'aye 6)
man is evidenced beyond starting with the group now in pro?ion by the success of the duction are to be known as First
National-V'itaphone
pictures,
with
c^ circuit, here was an
ob- advertising
to incorporate the Vita
FIRST
\|tion
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and one
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Sound Films Add Worries
Proctor Opening Tonight
Marks 40th Anniversary in Canadian Border Towns

THE NEWS

t-

— l^xhibitors

20, Tj

The Industry's
Date Book

Canadian
border cities, who for some time have
labored under handicap of "blue"
Dec. 20, 1928 Price 5 Cents
Sunday,
while American cities across
Thursdaj.
68
Ho.
Vtl. Xl»l
Convention of Virginia, Maryl
Today:
the border have Sunday shows, now
and District of Columbia ext
PUBLISHER
have sound films in the American
tors at Washington.
JOHN N. ALICOATE
The houses to add to their competition Dec. 21 Premiere of "My Man" at War:,,
in New York show business.
New York.
Forty years worries.
Windsor and Sault Ste. Dec. 25 New
and holidays new house seats 3,000.
York house in St. Louis op
Published daily except Saturday
ana
ago, Proctor, in association with the Marie, Out., are towns most affected. Dec. 31 New Year's Eve party at M.
New York, N. Y.,
at 1650 Broadway,
Film
and
Club of New York.
Frohman, opened his
late Charles
ro.vrieht C1928) by Wid's Bilms
Alicoate, President and
Annual banquet of M.P.T.O.
Jan. 20
J. W.
Folk Inc
first theater on 23rd st., near Seventh
Trip
Georgas
on
to
Greece
Vice-President
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann.
Treasurer
Ave.
Toronto -Chris. Georgtas, manager Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of Nati(il|
and EdftoV: Donald M, Mersereau
Entered
Manager
Board of Review.
of the Classic, Owen Sound, Ont.,
Business and Advertising
21, 1918. at tne
House
as second class matter. May
Manager
St.
L.
Greenman
to
for
many
years,
for
his
birthhas
left
act
under the
pos?omce at New York. N. Y.,(Postage ree)
.St. Louis
Harry Greenman, form- place at Sparta, Greece, which he has
Terms
1879.
n? March 3
Claimed
Color
erly manager of Loew's State theater not visited since he arrived in Can°J„i"d"states outside o', C^-.f "
J„°[,^.^^^
i monrns,
the
more
recently
$10 GO one year; 6 months, $5.00,
in
St.
Louis
and
for
Backed
ada
27
years
ago.
He
wil
return
next
$2,000,0i
Subscribers should
Foreign $15.00.
I3 00
leaving
his
brother,
Gus
Backing to the extent
Address all communica- manager of the Fox in Washington, March,
Paris
remit with ord^r.
DAILY. 1650 Broad- has been appointed manager of the Georgas, in charge of the theater. $2,000,000 is claimed for the nil
io"s to THE FILM
Phone Circle 4736- $7,000,000 Fox house at Grand and
M.„ VnrW N Y
Before leaving, Mr. Georgas an- natural color camera invented by t|
Filmday
Cable address:
77li.A7tsJ39
Washington blvds., which is scheduled nounced that he had ordered the wir- Frenchmen.
Hollywood. California-Ralph
New York.
This ing of the house.
Hollywood Blvd. Pho"^ Gramme to open on Christmas Day.
Wm. 6425
London-Ernest W. Fredman Ihe theater, which will seat 5,000 and
6607.
Washington Meeting Today
Marlborough St., W.
Film Renter. 58 Great
standing room for 2,000
Benson Quits Hartford Palace
L'chtb.ldbuehne, provide
Exhibitor units
Washington
Beflfn-Karl Wolffsohn,.
I
others.
Hartford, Conn. Charles L. Ben- the District of Columbia, Virgiil
Fr.cdrichstrasse, 225. ^P^^^-^-p^l ^f'f'
la
de
Rue
son, manager of the Palace here for
La Cinematographic Franca.se.
and Maryland are slated to meet hi|
Courdes-Noues, 19.
Art Frudenfeld at St. Louis
the past seven years, has resigned
St. Louis
Arthur Frudenfeld, has from the Fox New England Theater today for a convention.
been appointed manager of the St. Corp.
The house has been closed
Fox Dividends Declared
Louis, succeeding Everett H. Hays, for renovations and repairs.
dividend of $1 a s'hsl
Quarterly
who has severed his connection with
on the Class "A" and "B" comm<i
Radio-Keith-Orpheum. Hays has not "Blue" Charge at Marshall, Tex.
payable Jan. 15/ has been declared
announced his new position. FrudenMarshall, Tex.
I.
Norman, man- Fox Film Corp.
STOCK MARKET
feld formerly was with the World ager
of
the
Marshall here was
High Low Close Sales Circuit of nine theaters in Nebraska. charged
with
operating
Sunday
Walter Duggan Dies
movies and released under a $100
Chicago Walter Stanley DuggJ
^.!^-ind.-Vfd:||^|^||^
Advertising
Draws
Protest
Jii
h'iW
bond.
183/2
Norman said be would con- former manager of the Harris a|
183 /^ 181
East. Kodak
•••
St.
Louis
Virgorous protests test the charge when it is tried.
1^°,,
•do pfd
Selwyn, died here yesterday.
'FILHDOM

I

anniversary will be celebrated tonight by F. F. Proctor, with
opening of Proctor's Fifty-Eight St.,
58th St. and Third Ave., New York,
for the veteran New York showman
is celebrating his 40th year of activity
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doing
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know.
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For N.

J,

House

Manager Sheridan.

the
the

Electric

equipped with

New Theater for Casa Grande
Casa Grande, Ariz. The Chamber

Bayonne, N. J.—The Tivoli, here
undergoing alterations, according

—

of

Commerce

here will soon launch
a building program, it is reported,
Fox at Englewood
which will cost more than $1,000,000.
Englewood, N. J.— Fox Theater A new theater is included in the conCorp. has taken over the Plaza which struction plan.

if

THE
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getting short, and
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that ten thc|
sand dollars by Christmas goal
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AMALGAMATED
AGENCY
Attractions Sor
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York

Phone

Penti.

Cit

3580

recently failed.

Eddy Returns

—

Gage Out of Hospital
Baltimore
Lake City— Fred Gage, man- succeeded Ted

Salt
ager of the United Artists exchange
here, has recovered sufficiently from
an attack of influenza to leave the
hospital.
He will be confined to his
home for several days.

A

RELIEF FUND,

provided you don't
want to give.
There are sufficient
anonymous contributions to shield
your failure to give, if you don't feel

Capitol, one
Shenandoah Valley division
Universal theaters, recently

Forge.

1

5

—The

of
of

58
2

OVER THE COUNTER

"A"

New

Only 4 Days Left
You're got to act quickly
going to get in on

VAUDEVILLE

Winchester Capitol Opened
Winchester, Va.

to redecorate the
here and build
houses at Harrisonburg and Clifton

Alterations
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28

do
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77
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33%

against statements contained in "The
Singing Fool" to the effect that "Al
New Marquis at Jefferson
I'.ioO Jolson has done more for Dixie than
Fort
Wayne, Ind.
Construction
100 Robert
E. Lee" because it is likely of a new marquee on
Jefferson St.
5,300
100 to subject the name of Robert E. has already been started by the JefLee to ridicule and to cheapen it has ferson theater here.
been made by representatives of vari9ho
Remodeling Strand, Mjss. Front
800 ious societies in St. Louis.
....
Biloxi, Miss.
Work is progressing
8,200
"Flu" Hits Virginia Business
on the front of the new Saenger
200
Richmond, Va. Influenza is epi- house here.
It
probably will be
18,600 demic in a number of Virginia towns, opened the second week in Jan. with
hitting theater business.
both Vitaphone and Movietone sound
•

9.300

Million Feet of

Everything
FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220

W. 42nd

St.

Room

Phone Wisconsin 2141

2002

to Capitol

Wesley Eddy,

v,'ho

Claire as master of
ceremonies at Loew's Century here,
has
returned
to
Loew's Palace,
Washington. Teddy Joyce comes into Century here Dec. 24.

FOR RENT
Court Street Theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y. 2400 seats. Suitable for

Apply
T. C.
1501 Broadway

stock.

YOUNG
N. Y. C.

Chickering 7050

ACCOUNTANT
Available Jan.
10 yrs. experience vnth on
the
leading distributing

producing companies.

Thoroughly familiar with eve|
having supervised all aj
counting for home office
detail

branches.

Apply Box No. A-104
c/o Film Daily 1650 B'wajl
N. Y. C.
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there, however, if you are moved
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nobody vf\\\ ever know whether
have done your bit or not. The
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Purchases Brownsville Plaza
Brownsville* Pa.— Mrs. Mary
J
Laskey, owner of the Strand
has
purchased the Plaza.
Ralph'
M.
Lutes, the Strand manager also
wili
Indiana, Pa. House Opens
Indiana, Pa.— The New Indiana
las

kin

been reopened here.
manager.

Stanley El-

is

it.

checks were received
donors being Isaac
John L. H'awkinson, L.

five

Salmon Managing
laconia,

mon,

former

^

oast

3 W. C. Houses
Wash.— Montague Sal-

manager

of

West

Boulevard, has been appointed managing director of
the Broadway, Rialto and Colonial here
He
succeeds W. Stefan Pcrulz, who
is
joining the Poli circuit
(-

s

Redecorated Cota House Opens
Waukon, la.— The Cota here which
recently was gutted bv fire,
has been

Hudson At Pawnee, Neb.
opened after complete redecoration.
Columbus, Neb.— V. J. Hudson, of
Vinberg,
Ledar Rapids, la., is manager of the
Marks House Burned
JSchlaiber, Fred Desberg and Rob- iawnec which
recently has been reMarks, Miss.— The Star was deT. Kane. It was one of the poor- opened.
stroyed by fire causing loss of
d: days of the entire compaign.
$4,000.
The
ej

is

it

.>f|uarc

has been reopened here after
rtnovalinns,
George Reil is manager.
he house now seats 300.
I

Ricketson to Build at Montrose
Montrose. Culo.— "Rick" Kickctson.
who heads a company operating the

Montrose and Delta, plants to build
a new Oriental type theater
here
early next year.

their

5|5terday,

It,

Reopens Manchester House
.\.
IJ.
Thr (.ranite

.Ma,Klu-si,r.

true,

lengthy,

is

but

Kuhl Remodeling House
Corning. la.— L. A. Kuh" manager
of the American, is installing
new
seats.

not

enough'.

l|igthy
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Adler

E t

Scott

ry
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[

Chatkin

J.

Rosenbaum

R.

!
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'

;

Jensen

C.

:il

Klebenow
rles Moskowitz
O'Reilly

<rancis

Lewis

ry

Warshowsky

J.

;

Smith
Golden
les
R. Grainger
bert Ebenstein

Ssson E.

ID.

Quimby

(J

Butterfield

S.

H. Giannini
B. Metzger
Van Praag
Weil

1

I

;M. Messiter
lard

McKay

Schimel
Schlanger

I

I

en

Hughes

;B.

Paine
Binder

ar

^ Ward
L McFarland
iry

C.

Bate

W. Castle
5bo Glucksmann
J.
ley

Mountan
Singerman

Cochrane
Gottesman
Oscar Neufeld
Sam Sax
Gabriel L. Hess
Alfred

Hedda Hopper

Milton Cohen
Bernard Edelhertz
William Pizor
M. E. Krauss
Harold B. Franklin
Joe Brandt
Jack Cohn

Harry Cohn
George Harvey
James Mulvey
D. L. Zyve
Adolph Zukor
Nathan Burkan
Eugene Zukor
Arthur B. Graham

W. Kramer
Thomas W. Gerety
Dewey Bloom
E.

Wm.

James
Lee A. Cchs

Hank

W.

Reichenbach

nates through the

Film Daily

Fund
BROADWAY

Relief
1650

City

F. V. Luporini

Henry Siegel
E. M. Saunders
Clarence J. North
Louis K. Sidney
Millard Johnson

Maurice Goodman
P. Mulrooney
Ralph Kohn
Harry Brandt
H. L. MuUer
Samuel Spring

T.

Herman
Thomas
A.

W.

Starr
J.

Connors

Smith,

Jr.

Frank W. Buhler
H. H. Buxbaum
Lee Marcus
Marty Schwartz
Charles Schwartz
Barton B. Hepburn
Si Seadler
Charles F. Hynes

Arthur W. Eddy
Rutgers Nielson
Jack Barnstyn
J. Boyce Smith
A.

J.

Moeller

Dannenberg

Pearl

Abe Berman

W. N. Seligsberg
L Schwartz
Sam Eckman
Will H. Hays
Leo Brecher
Alex Moss

W.

Lederman

York

picture industry in New
takes care of its worthy unfortu-

R. S. Wolff
John C. Flinn
David Bernstein
Leopold Friedman
Weiss Bros.

Jos.

Gulick

Wentz

In

The motion

New York

Linet

P.

Come On

Ethel Smith
Arthur B. Graham

Ludwig
ry Rosenquest
Hoagland
C.
ik Mastroly
ry

D.

P.

ecca Joffee

1

Silver

H. Seidelman
E.

Raynor

Carl Laemmle
Isaac Weinberg
John L. Hawkinson
\j. J. Schlaiber

Fred Desberg
Robt.

T.

Kane

Mail

Your Check
today.
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DAILY
Coast Wire

New

Telefilm, a

Warner Expansion in
Middle West On Way

Service-

Talker

Pennsylvania

Ohio,

land.

Strand,

and

Halper
J.

READY.

TWO

EILMS

Antliony J. Xydias, of
has organized the
A
Talking Picture Corp.

L.

Named

Houses included are the
Akron; Palace, Lorain, AI-

Halper has been named

Sunset

Perfect
process
known as Telefihii perfected by
Ralph M. Like will be used.
Xydias says the company will makiProd.,

Mascot Lining Up Cast
for New Chapter Play

Helene Costello, Ralph Graves
for leads in "The
24 one-reel comedies and novelties, has been signed
detective mystery
Fatal
Warning,"
an equal number of two-reelers and
Ward Wing directed serial to be produced by Mascot Pic12 features.
Richard Thorpe will direct
tures.
the first two one-reelers, one of
Vaudeville from the story by Wyndham Gittens.
in
"We're
is
which
according to Ben Schwalb, production man-

Production

Now."
According to the present plan release will be through the statesThe reproducer for therighters.
aters will cost less than $1,000, it is
stated.

Academy Committee Meets
College committee of the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences met last
night.
All members of the faculties
of the local tmiversitics were invited.
The program included a reading by
Edward Meyer, of the University of
California,
was
subject of which
"Educational Pictures."

Gets Patheserial Lead
Ethlyne Clair will play the leading role

in the 20-reel Patheserial,
of the North Woods," which
is to go into production soon.
The
story is an original by George Arthur Grav and will be directed by
Spencer Bennett and Tomi Storey.

"Queen

is

to start Jan.

2,

ager.

Joel

Signs Athlete

McCrae,

California

college

has been signed to a long
term contract by M-G-M and assigned to cast of "The Five O'clock

athlete,

which Al Green is directing
with Marion Davies starred.
Girl,"

Barthelmess Plans Vacation
Richard Barthelmess will take
brief

vacation

completion

of

in

his

Havana upon
latest

First

a
the

Na-

of

the

new Tim

McCoy M-G-M
Law" while

western, called "Desert
in production.
Christie Signs

Raymond
by

Ray

Griffith

Griffith has been signed
Christie to star in the short talk-

to

reach

Albert

Baltimore Musicians
Pan "Canned Music"

—

from Page

1)

"We

—

in

Europe.

It

produce

will

its
^

pictures and distribute them to l'
sands of its own theaters as wc;
outside distributing companies
tribution will include an invasii
the American market.
"The enterprise will be thordii
British.
It will be known uml
British name and British stars

predominate.

A

majority

df

scenarios will be written by lui
authors.
About fifty pictures n

be produced."
Studios will be established
out the British Empire.
will

tliroi

Local musicians,
Md.
Elmer Martin, secretary 3,500-Seater at Hollywood
of the union, took a crack at "canned
In part his state- Called for in W. C. Prograr
music" recently
ment was: "If the public wants its West Coast Bureau, THE FILM Dy
Los Angeles Hollywood is to
music in this form, it will get it. We
Baltimore,

through

J.

—

are concerned only to prevent something being slipped over on the theater patron.
He may enjoy the synchronization plan as a new toy, but
if he is not alert to the consequences,
he may find later that the toy has
become the substitute for good music."
He went on to voice a warning to the public and to foresee the
national music being affected by

tional
dialogue
picture,
River." Upon his return he will start
"Diversion."

ceive a 3,500-seat theater in the ?
000,000 expansion program plan

by West Coast Theaters.

Change in Vidor Cast
Honey Brown, who was brought
to Hollywood from New York to

Walter Pidgeon has been cast by
lifany-Stahl for Eve's Sothern's new
picture, Montagu Love is in the cast.
George Archainbaud is directing.
I

100 Per Cent Effective
Every cent paid into THE FILM

DAILY RELIEF FUND
relief.

Not one penny

is

is

used for

diverted, for

London

has been re—Judgment
judicial committee of

served by the
the Privy Council in London on appeal of the Canadian
Performing
Right Society from adverse decision
rendered at Toronto, dismissing the
society's
actions
against
Famous
Players Canadian Corp., for nonpayment of the "music tax." The
court held the; society had not complied

with

Canadian copyright

law

requiring of assignments to be registered at Ottawa, the cost of each
being $2. T!he society seeks to nullify this portion of the law, pointing
out it holds assignment of more than
1,000,000 compositions. Upon the outcome of the case depends payment
of "music tax" by theaters of the dominion.

New House For Winston- Salem
Winston-Salem,
N.
C.
PublixSaenger Corp. is constructing a new
theater here costing approximately
$1,000,000, it is reported.
The Wilson at Wilson, N. C. has been taken
over by Publix-Saenger and will open
after remodeling and installation of
Western Electric sound equipment.

—

Norwood House Being Remodeled

—

Norwood, N. C. M. L. Kirtley is
remodeling and repairing the HollyT

A balcony for colored people
being installed.

wood.
is

Holdsberg At D. M. Capitol
Des Moines Abe Holdsberg, former assistant manager of the Des

—

assistant

_

Muecke Buys Lamberton Hous.

—

Lamberton, Minn. A. J. Muc
has purchased the Sar here fornv
owned and operated by Carlton
Bier.

What

Judgment Reserved in
Canada "Music Tax" Row

"Post Mortems," to be adapted the fund is administrated without any Moines,
has been named
from the story by Charles Devinc.
expense charged against it.
manager of the Capitol.
er,

Warner,

vice president of Warners, for a
statement on the Milwaukee report
that Brin is acting for his company
in acquiring Wisconsin theaters, and
on reported purchase by Warners of
the Silverman Bros, holdings were
unavailing last night.

S. Fill

of the biggest European studios]
800 theaters.
believe this combine will|
olutionize the film world.
It
have its own stars already faij

"Weary "canned music."

T-S Casts Pidgeon
title

Efforts

Fight U.

.

M-G-M

play the feminine lead in "Hallelujah," King Vidor's latest effort, is to
lose the part after all.
Miss Brown
was stricken with "flu" and has been
Fox Signs Schildkraut
replaced by Mae Manors, production
Joseph Schildkraut is to be one of being so expensive that Vidor was
the principals in the Fox Films ver- unable to wait.
sion of Milton Herbert Cropper's
play, "Thru Different Eyes," which
Novarro Returning Dec. 23
is
to be directed as an all-talking
Ramon Novarro and his company,
Movietone feature by John C. Bly- who for weeks past have been filmstone.
Mary Duncan v^ill play the ing "The Pagan" in the South Seas,
feminine lead.
are due to arrive here Dec. 23. Others in company are Renee Adoree,
Featured in Christie Talker
Donald Crisp, Dorothy Janis and W.
Lois Wilson is featured in a Chris- S. Van Dyke the director.
tie talker, "A Bird in the Hand," bv
E. Percy Heath, with Jason Robards,
Christie Workers Busy
Dot Farley and Roy D'Arcy. Leslie
Ncal Burns, long a Christie comPcarce, stage director, who filmed edian, is directing Jack Duffy again
the talking version of "The Carna- after megaphoning him in
"Papa
tion Kid," is directing.
Spank." Eddie Baker, former Christie actor and assistant director, is diWithers Opposite Corinne Griffith
recting
Bobby Vernon.
William
Grant Withers has been signed to Holland is filming the "Confessions
play opposite Corinne Griffith in of a Chorus Girl" with Frances
Lee
"Prisoners," to be started soon. For- and Billy Engle.
rest Halsey is writing continuity.

McCoy Title Changed
"The Desert Rider" is final

Ohio, a house at Altoona, Pa., and
one-half interest in a house at Hagerstown, Md.

in

business manager of the First
National studio.

E

To

(.Continued

Mary-

hambra Canton, and Ohio, Mansfield,

LOW-PRICED DEVICE

International Mergti

{Continued from Page 1)
in

20,

a Kick!

When

you come into the offict
the morning, grouchy and tired. I
your secretary starts the day
wrong, by reminding you of
the Christmas dough you have]
spend. And someone else seconds
motion by sending in cancellatid|
and your're just about ready
blow up. And then you get a
long letter from a poor bird whol
year was on the skids, about reao
i

kick

in,

when

THE FILM

RELIEF FUND

DAl "

helped him to
on his feet thanking you all O'
the place.
Oh boy! ain't it a gra

—

and glorious

feeling.

Club Luncheoi
$1 .10

i^=

Served
b
e r V e d
11 A.M. to 3 P.h

Table d'Hote

DINNER $2-'^j
Served Every Evening

THE
December

hisday,

20, 1928

Shots from
few York Studios

Short

;iSy ARTHUR

JRBARA BENNETT
Watson

by

are

quarrelling, etc.,

,v

and Bobmaking fiUuni
at Sound Stu-

They're playing the leads in
>ppiug High," which P'BO is
Gene Markey's novel
lajing from
hjr casting for the parts followed
5\ral weeks of intensive search oi
of Director Bert Glennon foi
ai|

who combined good

types,

lijble

Mis;
with acting.
was with Buck
and more recently she has
s
.lancing with Charles Sabin and
voices

ic'rding

eaett's last picture
,

Watson,

who

best
njvn through his stage work, sevlirice.

is

back worked in "The Song
Dance Man" and "That Roylc

•liyears
i;

5,000 aspiring screen play•{ are
now registered at Para•xint's casting office at the Astoria
Jit,
says Freddie Fleck, who
'lont

(it to

know.

Half

this total

of the

'lie

new Fox

have

reopened.

tistered since the studio
*
*
*

stars

is

holi-

Manhattan with her paMr. and Mrs. Clayton Heeris,
ci*.
Her screen name is June

iing

in

ci

\

and she bought, an eastward
with Conrad Na••Red Wine."

after playing

t

.

u

*

*

'I

Washington
ributed

$7,126,169 to the Governadmission taxes for the fiscal
tar ended June 30, 1928.
The naiori's total for the twelve month pe-

ment

in

iod

was

$16,675,419, collected as tax

admissions of 75 cents and above
which practically excludes motion
picture theaters throughout the counry.
This gross figure also embraced
3317,618.72 on tickets sold at places
other than the ticket office; $3,809.10
on tickets sold at the box office in
excess of the regular established
price; $13,241.62 on leases of boxes
or seats in theaters, and $714,863.30
on admissions to roof gardens and
cabarets.

offices

at

shown

in

established
prices
are
the following table by

states:

Alabama

Wyoming

23,805.41
688.55
16,000.83
11,915.76
1,239,849,11
65,746.98
125,168.34
15,343.58
226,319.13
66,203.58
47,359.20
12,437.34
16,070.04
1,968,018.45
225,010.39
64,237.43
31,629.34
183,665.93
75,526.16
20,552.67
241,722.31
786,067.97
471,198.22
116,142.88
8,027.05
329,297 83
22,626.24
33,732.78
42,325.12
17,128.17
357,327.48
3,570.55
7,126,169.59
35,352.00
9,550.29
645,866.42
72,048.79
65,511.50
1,278,632.14
78,389.21
10,611.37
12,342.58
49,580 23
129,435.68
20,648.76
8,147.57
66,589.27
86,699.59
12,831.35
94,963.96
7,334.22

Total

$16,675,419.34

$

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut

Delaware
District of

Columbia

.'

.

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho

Louisiana

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

any a cloud of dust is caused by
Ilk Cavett at Paramount's eastI plant,
out among the Astorian
dunes.
He's rushing about as
I

i

ctor Robert Florey's assistant in
Jicction with "The Hole in the
i

/

*

*

Missouri

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

1."

*

Bernstein, who has gotten
^.y "breaks" for many Warner
thers'
players while handling
paper publicity for that outfit,
been appointed editor of "Screen
va

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

Rhode

Island

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Te.-c.is

Utah
Vermont

'BO Export Manager Returns
mbrose S. Dowling, manager
!)

Export

Corporation,

has

Virginia

of
re-

ied to New York after a three
ths' tour of Europe in the in^ts of foreign sales and distribu-

of

your theatre as suggested

and recommended by one

of

the world's foremost theatre architects

Taxes collected during the fiscal
year 1923 on admissions sold at box

popular nocturnal resorts, is
in "Stepping High" at
You'll like his sing-

Re-equipment

>ii

Indiana

iking

Studios.

— New York State con-

Illinois

*

'2Vn

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

lib

o'ld

$7,126,169 IN

Downey, who oivns a piece
Casanova, one of the Big

iirf

til's

N.Y. ADMISSION TAXES

EDDY mi^

W.

i^^

DAILV

a

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

John Eberson
——^^)

Re-construction
of

your theatre

at

low cost

and tremendous saving
you

also outlined

to

by

JOHN EBERSON
in the special

!'

John Eberson Section
Give

Them

a Break

atomatic Projector
The people aided by THE FILM
as 22 Reels Capacity DAILY RELIEF FUND are not
charity-seekers.

{Continued from Page 1)

ions announced by the princess,
others being an automatic headt
and a vacuum barrel. Producof the three inventions will be

Ttaken
|re

a

in

England,

company

will

it

is

said,

be formed next

They

are

of

worthy

cases, asking only a chance to live,
while they get back on a salary earnHandicapped by illness
ing footing.
and misfortune, they are asking the
more fortunate members of their industry to give them a break. You can
do your bit by sending your check
today.

The 1929 Film Year Book

THE

e&m

DAILV

FILM BOARDS REPORT

Abram

Myers— ^

F.

Thursday, December

TWO MORE THEATERS NOI
c/oseup
IN LONDON'S

MORE THEATER CHANGES

TWELVE years' experience in anti-

MEXICO

}<IEW

trust vvortli with the Dept. of Justice, cuhninating in his appointment
to tlie position of special assistant to
General in charge of
tile Attorney
anti-trust work; in which capacity he
handled the M. P. Patents case; two
and one half years a member of the

Closings
Central— The Central.

NEW YORK
New

Theaters

— Stanley.

Utica

Changes

—

Ownership

in

Afton Afton, sold to M. A. Putnam by
Clayton Hawks; Bainbridge Lyric, sold to
M. A. Putnam by Clayton Hawks Binghamton Empire, sold to W. E. Benson by
Abe Unell Brooklyn De Lancey, sold to
H. Marcus by Klein Empress, sold to E.
M. Behrman by H. Brandt; Hendrix, sold

—

;

—

—

Commission,
the
Federal
Trade
youngest ever to be appointed to the
post.

These are the

highlights

the

of

career of Abram F. Myers, chairman
of the Federal Trade Commission,
who recently signed a three year
Buffalo Fillmore,
to Costello & Peters;
contract to become president and gensold to Mary Walkiewicz by M. Rosing
Cattaraugus Palace, sold to Geo. Straight eral
counsel of the Allied States
by D. B. Cunningham; Caledonia Cale- Ass'n of M.P. Exhibitors.
donia (formerly Family), sold to J. H.
Waterbury by J. B. Strayline; Cohocton
;

;

—

—

Pictureland,

&

Tooker

sold

Dolan

Clarence

to

—

by

Kingston Audit, sold
Vouloukas by Gregory Meli-

Shurter;

Andrew

to

—

—

MiddleviUe Middleville, sold to Jack
New York
by E. A. Ross
City Apollo, sold to J. Marikas by F.
Lightstone ; Chatham, sold to Lee Wah
Hollywood, sold to D.
Gee by H. Lee
Dent by Moses; Louis, sold to Louis
Theaters, Inc., by M. Spanos
Ramona
(formerly Bluebird), sold to Ramona TheNorthport, sold to
aters, Inc. ; Northport
Northport Amuse. Corp. by J. Geller;
Rensselaer
Columbia, sold to Mitchell
Conery by Sidney Kains; WhitesviUe
Lyric, sold to C. S. Cristman by L. Schilkian

;

Fcnnimore

—

;

;

;

—

—

Closings

—
—

—

Arverne, L. I. Averne; Astoria, L. I. ArCapiBayside, L. I.
cade and Franklin
Bedford Hills Community; Bridgetal;
hampton, L. I. Community ; Broad Channel
Channel Bronx Prospect Palace and
Brooklyn De Kalb, Elite,
Westchester
Huntington and
Avenue,
Eagle,
Fifth
Cedarhurst, L.
Buffalo 'Orpheum
Utica
Playhouse; Corona, L. I. Colonial;
I.
Dover Plains -Herberts Hall; Easport, L.
-Community E. Quogue, L. I. AtlanI.
Farmingdaie, L. I.
tic
Dale; Hicksville,
;

—

—
—
—

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

I.— Hicksville; High FaUs— Fall View;
Howells— Rustic Huntington, L. I. Palace
Long
Kinderhook Opera
House
Beach, L. I. Long Beach Mariners Harbor, L. I."— Harbor
Maybrook ^^Sweeney's
L.

;

—

;

—

—

;

New

—

;

—

;

Hall

York

Arena,
City Arrow,
Benson, Bowery, Casino, City, Delaney,
Globe, Houston, Rose (2nd Ave.), and
Rose (W. 102nd St.), Savoy-Grant, Schulyer, Superior and Woolworth ; Ossining
Parthenon
Pine Islands Pine
Ronkonkoma,
L.
Community
I.
Rosendale
Casino; Saranac Lake -New; South Beach,
Strand; Westbury, L. I.
Firemans
S. I.
Woodbridge Woodbridge
Hall
Yonkers
^Hamilton, Park and Riverdale.
;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

NORTH CAROLINA
New
Elk

Changes

—Concord,

.sold

to

Amuse.

&

—

—

—

Wm.

&

—

&

—

—

Amuse. Co. by Phelps Sasseen

Stanley
Pastime, sold to Dr. E. V. Taylor by P.
D. Moose; Wilson Wilson, sold to Publix
Saenger Theaters by S. S. Stevenson.
;

—

Closings
cess

;

— Carolina Pilot
Wilson — Wilson.
;

19

66
2
2

Queensland

New

S

Zealand

1926.

Pavilion,

Mountain

and seats about

2,000.

makes a splendid addition

at

Loi

to

don's first-class theaters.
*

*

*

M-G-M

Edward Brophy has
production

ed

general

the

New York M-G-M

Studios "Melody of Love" and
been appoint- "Lonesome" Big in London
manager

at

sound studio,
St., and has

101

52

Memphis House Reopens
Memphis The Lyric, former

—

t

see

London Trade Showers

7

Total

—The

stock

Praise on Censor O'Connor

Ingram, Well, Returns to Memphis house, has reopened with a combinaAll appeal made by Lord Birken
head on behalf of a fund to celebrat
Memphis Bob Ingram, recently tion policy.
the censor's services to the trade ha
hurt in an auto accident with Fred
Colquitt House Remodeled
been responded to with unanimou
L. Jack, has returned to his duties
Colquitt, Ga.
Joe Toole has built enthusiasm by the C.E.A., leadinf
as manager of the Liberty-Specialty
members of which spoke eloquentl;
exchange.
Jack is manager of the a new front for the La Gloria.
at the last meeting onT. P. O'Con
First National exchange.
Buys Westville, Okla. House
nor's personality and wise toleratioi
Westville, Okla.— D. W. Williams in
his office as president of the Board
Planning New Manchester House
has taken over the Lyric from G. of Film Censors.
Gavazzi King, ;
Manchester, N. H.— Colonial TheW. Gibson.
past secretary of the association, an(
ater Co. of Nashua, plans a theater
one who was instrumental in getting
at the corner of Kidder Court and
Hay Buys at McCurtain
Main St.
McCurtain, Okla. L. M. Hay has O'Connor to undertake censorshii
about 12 years ago, said that 'his contaken over the Rialto.
duct of the censorship had tended tc
Junkin Sells Cozy at Vail
make things easy for the trade, nol
Vail, la.— R. M. Junkin, owner of
Reopen Pauls Valley House
the Vail, has sold the house to Ed.
Paul's Valley, Okla.— The Royal, only with the public and local auPhillips.
formerly the Hamly, has been decor- thorities, but also with the Government. O'Connor's qualities as a man
ated and reopened.
Grower To Manage Lomo
politician and a censor were enlarged
Hattiesburg, Miss.— J. A. Grower,
upon, and it was confidently said that
Move Sayre House
manager of the Strand^ has been
Sayre, Okla.
Roy McAmis has no Government, so long as he was
made manager of the Loma. Both moved the Liberty to another build- alive, would make any effort to change
are Saenger houses.
ing.
the form of censorship at present in

—

—

—

force.

—

Brevard

Wales

"The Daily Film Renter"
Tivoli has re-open(|
under the auspices of P.T.C. TIi'
theater has undergone considerab,
alteration and renovation since v
cated by Jury-Metro-Goldwyn a fe
weeks ago. The opening film \v.
"The Woman Disputed."
The Regal, another new West Ei

London

Enter-

prises by Albright
Niser; Draper Lyric,
sold to J. C. Belton by S. H. Allgood;
High Point Eagle, sold to Jack Dillard by
W. S. Scales; Kings Kings, sold to
H. Holder by E. P. Yarborough ; Lawndale
Lawndalc, sold to A. W. and L. L.
Martin by Tillman Bros..; Lenoir— Dunbar, sold to D. L. Cooke by M. L. Dixon;
Lexington Lexington, sold to Amuse. Enterprises by Albright
Niser; Mooresville
Artcaft, sold to Houscr
Smith by C.
I. Gresham ;
Morehead City Palace, sold
to H. .J. Howell by R. T. Wade; Reidsville
Gem, sold to E. M. Townes by W.
Iris, sold to Forsythe
.S. Scales; Salisbury

—

August

Ownership

in

—

South

ERNEST W. FREDMAN

Editor

Large crowds have assembled
"The Melody of Love" an
(Cosmopolitan) 127th
"Lonesome," Universal's two soun
assumed charge of his duties at this pictures which played the Rialtc
plant.
Frank J. Roehrenbeck, for- Dense crowds mobbed the theate
Union merly assistant to Major Edward W.
and extra police had to be called ii
18
Bowes at the M-G-M home office, is Similar reports also come from Man
11
studio business manager, with Nick
5
Chester where these two production
10 Grinde as
supervising director for have been shown
at the Piccadilly.'
S
all current sound production.
*
*
*
3

Hoyts

New

By

EH

—

Theaters

Park— Park.

Concord

Comparative strength of Hoyt's
Theaters, which has 101 houses, and
Union Theaters, which has 52 houses
in Australasia, as furnished by W. A.
Robbins, New York representative of
Hoyt's, follows:
Victoria
South Australia

39 on

WEST

house opened officially recently, the
being a special invitation night tl
previous evening at which Prim
the steel case and the American To- and Princess Arthur of Connaugl
bacco case. He became a member of were present. The Regal is situate
in the heart of a big West End shoi
the Federal Trade commission in pin centre, opposite the Marble Arc

2 Australian Circuits

West Australia
Tasmania

ler.

The commissioner, who was

July 27 last, was born at Fairfield,
Iowa. He studied law at Georgetown
University and the University of
Pennsylvania, and also was an instructor at the latter institution, as
well as the author of many articles for
the law periodicals of that and other
universities. His 12 years' experience
with the Dept. of Justice connected
him with a number of important antiincluding the M. P.
trust
cases,
Patents case, the Reading Coal case,

Brophy Heads Production

Compares Strength of

20,

—

Prin

HERE

are answers
Relief Fund.

to

your questions about The Film Daily

What is the purpose of the Fund?
To provide a charitable agency in the industry, to relieve
worthy needy cases of those who are in want through no
1.

fault of their
2.

How

is

is

money

spent?

distributed

thoroughly mvestigated.

on a budget system, each case being

Does all money go to the Fund?
Every penny is used for relief, administered without deduction of any sort for expenses.

How

— Northern

Amusement

of directors.

British-Gaumont

to contribute?

Send checks to The Fibn Daily Relief Fund, 1650
Broadway, New York.

To

Build Canadian Chain?

3.

4.

Fla.

Corp. has been formed to build theaters. Robert Critchlow, Leo Cavazzo
and Bessie Carlin are on the board

own.

the

The fund

Florida Theater Concern

Miami,

special

{Continued from Page
article for "The

Journal," New York.
600 theaters in Great

1)

Wall
There are

Britain,

St.
.3,-

1,000

of which were built in the last three
years, he says. Only three big London West End theaters. Empire,
Plaza and Rialto, remain in control
of American companies.

—
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No. 69

In Accord
whose name you
know well, commenting on

|N executive
I

ound

To

ngs.

Chicago
is

—

have ignited
largely because

fire,

On

novelty.

'iheir

this

thin

Isn't

it

a

bit

is

nothing to

it,"

Barney Balaban on
charges brought by the
of

—Merry

qise alone, producers, all of
lei,
have gone daffy in their
fits to turn out dialogue picn;.

— "There

comment

Xmas

Sales Conventions Are
Called by T-S Sales Head

Home

r a sad but true commentary
I ie blind-sheep attitude which
business persists in followII

office

officials

argument

h.

ginsaying

vs.

There

Realizing

Plans
sales manager.
will be outlined for the sound program, which is to include at least six
meeting
or eight sound pictures.
for the western division will be held

is

full

A

jhat sound has further embelJan.
artistic
and commercial
ej the
;<; of motion picture, we should
1

!)meone to tell us what busirecedent can be pointed to for
idustry to forsake silent pic-

3

;sis
If

in

c

it

wholeheartedly as it is now
favor of a new element of
knows nothing, except the

Old will flourish and production
li
will be raised.
That we are
and, if proof were needed, we
you that each succeeding
ir film offers optical and audible
Ice that this is a fact.
How. it a sensible procedure to take
'

i

;

of

ilk

and

a concerted effort to jam
the public's throat without

•tate

it?

And Yet
1
1

a

stampede

is

It Is

So

on more avidly

ver before.
In the final analyalance will be struck, but overtion and overzealousness may

to burn several fingers
severely before the scales right

lected
it

cided.

SAYS MYERS MOVE MftY

Hollywood.
— Mci-ry Xmas—

fight on intcrchangcabilindicated in appointment of a
committee by the Theater Owners
Chamber of Commrece yesterday to
learn its rights and formulate methods of procedure with its legal adfinish

.\

ity

is

visor.

The decision was reached at a meeting at the Astor at which represenof all producing companies
and sound devices had been invited.
Western Electric and RCA-Photophone apparently ignored the invitation, although there is a possibility
were present and
representatives
The confailed to answer roll call.
tatives

was

ference

PROVE ^NSTRyCTIVE
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Announcement that
Abram F. Myers will head the Allied
States Ass'n of M. P. Exhibitors

West

prove a very constructive move
industry, in the opinion of
Harold B. Franklin, president and
general manager of West Coast Theaters and a member of the board of
for

the result of failure

of

National and Warners to serve
the Plaza theater, operated by Leo
Brecher and equipped with Biophone
l-'irst

(.Continued

—

may

Members

on Page

6)

MAYER SPIKES REPORT

the

—MerryM.P.T.O.A.
Xmas—
Far N.W. Unit Postpones

directors of the

HE'S LEAVING M-G-M
West

Coast

Bureau.

THE FILM DAlLt

— Report

that he was
are denied emphatiAffiliation cally by Louis B. Mayer, who says
He classes
is no truth to it.
and musical effects in each issue.
Seattle— Deciding for the present there
the report as on a par with "other
national
any
Merry Xmas
from
affiliation
to withold
ridiculous reports circulated recently
exhibitor organization, 80 Far Northto
about M-G-M," adding that he exwest exhibitors changed name of their
pects to remain with M-G-M "for a
of
Amusements
association to Allied
to come." Mayer's contract,
as their long time
First showing of a Movietone sub- the Northwest and elected
out some time ago by
pointed
as
of the Egypject over De Forest Phonofilm is to president Al Rosenburg
DAILY, has until 1933
Page
2)
on
(Continued
(.Continued on Page 2)
to run.

Los Angeles

to leave

M-G-M

Action on

Be
Movietone Film
Shown Via Phonofilm

THE FILM

Three Days

in
11

at

Walter Futter's "Curiosities," presented by the Van Beuren Corp. and
distributed by FBO, is to have sound

inject

arning whether the public can

'

1

Sound and Effects to Be
Added to "Curiosities"

regardless of vehicle or suit-

it

k

production

before the commission are de-

for

—

Hi of the first all-talkers.

D

been

and manager

the eastern division
of exchanges
will attend a sales convention at Chicago Dec. 28 and 29 called by Oscar

Silent

logical.

is

that.

submitted yesterday, has
accepted by President
Coolidge, with the understanding that Myers would serve until several cases row pending
sion,

in

Hanson, new

Sound

—

—

Two

ridiculous,

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington Resignation of
Abram F. Myers as a member
of the Federal Trade Commis-

&

all-talkers

forest

to Join Allied
{Wash. Bur. of

anti-trust
Dept. of Justice against Balaban
Katz, its subsidiaries, Publix and 11
"I cannot understand
distributors.
"It probably is a
the suit," he said.
continuation of Marks Bros.' suit in
which the Federal Court refused a
preliminary injunction."

—

lii'

ISSUE

Considering Legal Action
to Secure Service

Myers Resigns

BtUK

IS

think or say other-

would be plain damfoolishBut the coating is being
too
thickly and
too
ied
in view of the lack of
kly
ijvledge as to where it will all

\ few

Price 5 Cents

1928

PLANS SHOWDOWN ON

N01IIIIIGI0I).$.CIIW

This
ilness doesn't know where it
Sound, of course,
leaded.
correct.

Vbsolutely

21,

attracting

than

rather

December

INTERCHANGEABIUn

driving patrons from

is

rs,

T.O.C.C.

statement

Schenck's

Nick

Suit?

ML THE

^HEWSPAKR

1

& K.

Action Continuation of Marks-B.

5.

Ives.

KANN

to

Go

Warner Net Estimated

mounting steadily. Checks are not pouring in as
formidable
rapidly as the committee expected, but the total is reaching a

The Fund

$12,000,000 for

at

Year

of $12,000,000 for the next year
being estimated in Wall St. circles
Sam
for Warners. Gross, built up by
figure.
u
has been appointed to the
who
Morris,
share
their
done
yet
not
Three days are left for those who have
newly-created post of vice president
is of the opinion
total
in furthering this humanitarian work. The committee
and general manager, is said to
time
far
his
so
have
devote
oversight,
To
8500,000 weekly.
that many who, bv virtue of indifiference or
has
Morns
expansion.
have
who
continued
women
to
and
failed to 'join the 'almost two hundred men
sales manEzell,
C.
Claude
appointed
subscribed to the second drive will do so before Tuesday.
is

1

(CoHti)iucd

INDIVIDUAL SELLING
tures.

— Advt.

World Wide

Pic-

on

Page

til

res.

•

ager^

6)

IMPORTERS

— Advt.

Net

is

de

LUXE

World Wide Pic

Nationwide

distributors

PICTURES.—Ad\-t.

WORLD

WIDE

Far N.W. Unit Postpones
Action on Affiliation

Price 5 Cents

1928

Friday. Dec. 21.

PUBLISHER

JOHN N. AUCOATE

Saturday and holidays
rubl.shed daily except
New York N. Y., ana
at 1650 Broadway.

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Los Angeles— Two Sound studios
are to be built in Studio City for prohere.
duction of Sonoratone pictures. One
dad and Venetian here is first vice will be built by Gotham in association Today:
president and C. F. Weskil, Gern,
with Asher, Small & Rogers, and the Dec. 25
Sand Point, Ida., second vice presi- other by Lesser-Warner Prod., Corp. Dec. 31
dent.
Eighteen sets of agreements exist Jan. 20
between the various companies in the
Interchangeability

—

at

Sonoratone

is

—

deal.

—

Merry Xmas
Christmas Shows in England

Seattle

NY

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

'120

Burke Promoted by Publix
Denver Barry Burke, district man-

—

ik/-A°.::::Sg3flli'"iSS
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros. ...II7/2 11254
Mo "A"
•

98/2
46,000
117
129

CURB MARKET
76
20

33 J4

33

...

Fox"Thea'^''A"

Loew do

rts.

Sup...

Trans-Lux
•Keith

I^w

do

6s

'"

Pict

AC

1.200

33/2452.666
....

26
85^
4J4

28
93

6s 46

114/ 114/

...115

x-war...l00j4 10051 10054

41

Paramount 6s 47
By. 5/s
Pathe 7s 37
Par.

99/

99
51.10254 1025i
81
77/
..

99

102/
81

CURB BONDS

97
198

•Am. Seat. 6s 36
•Warner 6/s 28

OVER THE COUNTER

Roxy

"A"

do units
do com
Skouras Bros.

26
28
4
...

30
33

45
8

55
13
12

United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd

...

76

84

2
75

85

Stewart with

Toronto

—

W.

Xmas

J.

Parks Managing Two
Marvin Parks

Beverly Hills, Cal.

—

Movietone Film to Be
Shown Via Phono m
{Continued front Page

1)

be at the Alhambra, Canton, 0.,
recently demonstrated its intercl.
ability with the Western Electri
system.
The theater, accordii
information received by General
ing Pictures, from Jess Fishman,
distributor, states the house h;
ceived assurance from the Fo
change that a Movietone pri

"Mother Machree" would be
for the run starting

'f

1

su

tomorrow.
Merry Xmas

—

Aronson

in

—

New York

A. S. Aronson, associated w
D. Williams in World-Wide
arrived

tures,

,

'i-

New York

in

Europe yesterday on the
Merry Xmas

—

—

Levi;

W.
W.

—

Orleans exchanges and
Galveston and Houston.
Merry Xmaj

—

v

—

Merry Christmas
managing the West Coast
Beverly.
the
addition
Ritz in
to
Your Christmas will be a nri(
Merry Xmas
one in the satisfaction that yoi
Wiklund Manager at State, N. D. contributed to
D
now

is

i

—

—

New

lund

is

THE FILM

D.— Arvid Wik- RELIEF FUND,

England, N.

manager

of the State theater

here.

Merry Xmas —
Opened
Sacramento
Capitol
^

Sacramento,

Cal.

—The

renovated

Capitol here has been reopened, according to M. B. Hustler, manager.
Merry Xmas

helping the
of aiding the industry's unfort
who are in distress. They utj
needs your help if it is to att;
goal of $10,000 by Christmas,
in your check today to the fi
1650 Broadway,

New

York.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

starring

Int'l

Stewart, exploi-

teer, has been appointed director of
publicity" for Canadian International
This
Films, Ltd., with offices here.
company recently produced "Carry

On, Sergeant."

Xmas

$650
fitted

complete.
Five Zeiss len
rewind, masks, dissoh

filters

shutter,

and

extras.

CARPENTER
515

West 122nd

St.

New York

(

—

—

—

DEBRIE CAMERA AND OUTI
FOR SALE

Paul—The Oxford,

&

Cannot Be Duplicated

"Awakening" Opening Dec. 28
suburban house, has been equipped
Vilma
Banky's
first
individual

—

Canadian

Review?.

of

New

robbed of $590.

St.

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

—Merry

—

—

6

11/

Technicolor

at

I

2,200

454

45i

leaves shortly for his headqularters
Dallas.
C. C. Perry, formerly
manager of the Newman and Royal

at

Club

Annual

—

Kansas City succeeds Burke with
headquarters at Kansas City.
New Lobby For Neola House
400
Merry Xmas
Neola. la. The Phoenix here is
Famous Gets Prince Rupert House having its lobby remodeled and the
....
Vancouver Famous Players Cana- foyer enlarged.
3
Merry Xmas
6 dian, through B. C. Paramount The10 aters,
Napuville House Opens Christmas
a subsidiary, has leased the
1
Napuville, 111. The new Tivoli, a
Prince Rupert
23 new theater of the
Amusetnent Co. at Prince Rupert, B. & K. -Midwest house, equipped
for a term of IS years, with an op- with Movietone, will open Christmas
tion to buy at the end of three years day, it is reported.
Merry Xmas
for $150,000.
Merry Xmas
Sound For F. & R's Oxford
600

26
854

25
854

BOND MARKET

41ww

6s

ager of Publix Theaters in Colorado,
has been appointed to divisional manager
of theaters in Texas. Colorado,
, ^^^
3.600
Burke
400 and the New Orleans district.

12

deb.

Thea.

•Univ.

19/.
76
2054

Proj

•Intern.

Nat.

; :

^

WA

20
Acoustic
.... 78
Bal. & Katz
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 2O/2
Prod.

—

—

i^'TA

at

E. Callaway Back in N.
E. Callaway, Southern
manager for First National, h;
turned from a two week's trii
Jacksonville House Robbed
Charles Morri- the southern territory.
He u::
Jacksonville. Fla.
son of the Palace was held up and the Cincinnati, Memphis, Dalla;«

—

"Destiny," took place simultaneous*do pfd
ly
at the Palace and Pantages here.
TTirsi- Nat
t)fd
9,200 This feature, directed by Neal Hart,
ForVm. "X" .:: 95K.
the British Canadian
.'..
2,566 was made by
Vl" 39" 41
KeV^AO
Calgary, with BarLtd.,
of
Pictures,
400
120
118
?o Dfd
5,400 bara Kent as the female star.
Miss
62/^
62^^
Loew'"- Inc. •;.... 63
....
1025|
*do pfd
native of Gadsby, AlKent
being
a
••••
2§^
M-G-M pfd
Alvin WyckoflE of Los An.... berta.
^^
«\T
P Pan
5254 53/235,600 geles was in charge of the cameras.
...54
F-L
Para
Merry Xmas
....

Eve party

Year's

—Merry

—

—

.

|

New

Board

—

Interchangeability of Kol-

Premiere of "My Man" at Vil
New York.
New York house in St. Louis f

of New York.
banquet of M.P.T.I
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of N

_

Warrington exhibitors
London
Seattle
staphone, which reproduces both the have to contend with opposition from
sound-on-film and sound-on-disc sys- the Warrington and District Cooptems, was demonstrated during the erative Wholesale Society, who have
convention of Far Northwest show- organized free evening entertainment
Subscribers should
From announce"Manhattan Cocktail," in their houses.
Forefgn $15.00.
I do
men here.
J3.U0.
F°^'^'>t:'*
Address all communicathat the
rem.t ,«"'»!
Market"
"Persian
assumed
and
be
is
to
"Submarine"
ments
it
Broad1650
"J^'^^/iLM DAILY""^
Phone Circle 4736- were films shown by the device at the oflering is a Christmas treat.
New York
Filmday
Merry Xmas
Granada and Auburn. Sound pictures
^jliljZJit' Cable address:
Hollywood, Cahforn.a-Ralph
New York.
Opening Today
Service trailers
Screen
Moviephone
National
and
Hollywood Blvd.
w7k 6425
ine were shown via Western Electric
sysIX'anTh
sound-on-wire
Fredman,
Moviephone,
W.
Ernest
London—
6607.
St., W.
Marlborough
of
number
demGreat
theater
at
a
first
visitors
for
its
58
equipment
have
is
to
tem,
Renter
Film
Lichtbddb^ehne.
F '"Bedrn-Karl Wolff sohn..
onstration at the Carnegie Little TheA Harle other houses.
Fr.tdrichstrasse, 225. „ Pans-P.
Merry Xmas
de la
Rue
ater, New York, where it is to open
Francaise,
La Cinematographie
N.,
Dr.
S.
to
according
today,
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
Warner Officials Here
and
Pictures,
Sound
of
head
Baruch,
foreign
general
Schlesinger,
Gus
representative for Warners; Arthur inventor of the device.
Merry Xmas
Clavering, British representative and
Policy
at Egyptian, L. A.
Sound
WarRobert Schless, in charge for
Financial
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
ners in France arrived in New York
Los Angeles The Egyptian toyesterday on the Leviathan.
opens its sound policy. Because
day
Merry Xmas —
STOCK MARKET
the theater has no projecting balCalgary-Made Film Shown
Sales
High Low Close
cony, installation of sound equipment
Calgary, Alta. First showing of was quickly completed.
100
341/4
3454
c t
•!4U
the Calgary-made film production,
Merry Xmas —

E%.?"';..:::;j;i iP.

The Industry's
Date Book

for Sonoratone Pictures

Uptown and Neptune theaters
LeRoy Johnston of the Bag-

Demonstrated

128
10454
93V. 93/.

rt

21,

Sound Studios Planned

West

(Continued from Page 1)

tian,

MXmHo.69

2

December

Friday,

DAILY

vehicle

will

have

its

New

York premiere at the Rivoli Dec. 28.
The star will be unable to be present
at the opening, but expects to come
to New York early in January.

—Merry

Xmas —
To Remodel Strand, Manchester
Manchester, N. H.
The Strand
here is to be completely remodeled

—

at a cost estimated at $250,000.
The
seating capacity will be increased to
1800.

with

and

Vitaphone

Street Sadie"
sound picture shown.

"State

F.

Movietone.

was

the

CaU

WAFILMS,
Walter
A-

Futter,

Pres.

for

W.

46th

St..

New York

Bryant 8181

first

we wired for, arrived
Plenty of time for showing
must say your service cannot be
You are always
licated anywhere.
the job, and we hope to boost 3
service wherever we can."
"Trailers

Inc.

Library Stock Scenes
130

R.

K.

i

GALLIPOLIS THEATRE,
Gailipolis,

Ohio.
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THE GREATEST

1928 YEARS
Now

add the

living voice of

PHONE—first,
mous

—

of

all

finest,

and most

Star, Story,

Production values of

Never has such

and

FIRST NA-

TIONAL PICTURES

.

.

.

a staggering

sum

THAT'S IRRESISTIBLE!

fa-

Sound accomplishments

supreme

to the

VITA-

of

>::

Hs

t-

Beginning immediately, every new
First National Picture that is put in
work will be produced via Vitaphone.
Every time you book a First National
Picture you can advertise a Vita-

Box-Office Assets been placed before
the exhibitors of motion pictures!

phone

National Players so popular you
can fill your theatre on their names
alone .
First National Stories so

In the minds of America's millions,

First

.

.

stupendous you'd grab them, Vita-

phone or

SILENT

.

.

.

Picture!
•¥

H-

^

"Sound" IS ''Vitaphone".
In the hearts of America's millions,
First National Pictures and First National Stars

ADD TO THESE THE TREMEN-

by

1 1

DOUS FORCE OF VITAPHONE,
AND YOU HAVE A BUY

By

their

have been rooted deep

years of glorious achievement.

union

First

Everv
First National

National attains

the Pinnacle of Box-Office Power!

I

]^ow every FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE
will bf^ a lOO"^ 1flVAili»«^^. PirTTTRK! f

now a
Vitaphone
Star

Star!
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Contributions were received yesterO Conday fron; J. D. Williams, Jack

Engravmg and ta

(.Continued

By PHIL M.

DALY

Watch This
Tommy Meighan
Charles Einfeld
Henrj' Ginsberg

Al LJchtman
Joe Schnitzer
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie Dannenberg
H. J. Yates
Ned Depinet
Bruce Gallup

Brandt

Billy

Lou Blumenthal

Ed

Schiller

W.

F. Rodgers
Vic Shapiro
Don Mersereau
Tommy Goldberg
Arthur Loew
Jack Alicoate

Charles Jawitz
Richard Brady
Walter Futter

Jim Normanly
Nat Levine
Paula Gould
A. Pam Blumenthal
Tom Wiley
Wm. Massce
David Loew
Paul N. Lazarus
Herman Robbins
Phil Reisman

W.

German

J.

Emil Shauer
David Picker

M.

Kandall
Ferguson

J.

Wm.
J.

D. Trop

Hand

Stanley

George Byrnes

Ed

Halperin
N. L. Manheim
Louis Baum
Bert Adler

Harry Scott
D.

Ben R. Rosenbaum
Emil C. Jensen

Leo Klebenow
Charles Moskowitz
Francis O'Reilly

J.

Harry Lewis
S.

Warshowsky

J.

Cresson E. Smith
N. D. Golden
James R. Grainger
Herbert Ebenstein

Quimby

Fred

W.
A.

S.

Butterfield

H. Giannini

Lou B. Metzger
M. Van Praag
Weil

Joe

H. M. Messiter
Willard McKay
A. Schimel
Ted Schlanger

Hughes

Helen
C.

Paine
Binder

B.

Oscar
Ward
I. V.
H. McFarland
1.
Henry C. Bate
E.

W.

Castle

Jacobo Glucksmann
D. J. Mountan
Sidney Singerman
Rebecca Joffee

Ludwig
Harry Rosenquest
C. C. Hoagland
Frank Mastroly

J.

Paul

Gulick

Harry Reichenbach
Dan Lederman
Dave Bader
Milton

Len

D. Cochrane

Gottesman

Alfred

Oscar Neufeld
Sam Sax
Gabriel L. Hess

Hedda Hopper

James Mulvey
D. L. Zyve
Adolph Zukor
Nathan Burkan
Eugene Zukor
Arthur B. Graham

W. Kramer
Thomas W. Gerety
Dewey Bloom
E.

Wm.

James
Lee A. Gchs

Hank Linet
W. P. Wentz
Ethel Smith
Arthur B. Graham
R. S. Wolff
John C. Flinn
David Bernstein
Leopold Friedman
Weiss Bros.
F. V. Luporini

Henry Siegel
E. M. Saunders
Clarence J. North
Louis K. Sidney
Millard Johnson

Maurice Goodman

Silver
Fields

—Merry

Ralph Kohn
Harry Brandt
H. L. Muller
Samuel Spring

Herman
Thomas
A.

W.

Starr
J.

Connors

Smith,

Jr.

Frank W. Buhler
H. H. Buxbaum
Lee Marcus
Marty Schwartz
Charles Schwartz
Barton B. Hepburn
Si Seadler
Charles P. Hynes

W

Arthur
Eddy
Rutgers Nielson
Jack Bamstyn
J. Boyce Smith
Moeller

A. J.
Pearl

Dannenberg

Abe Berman

W.
I.

N. Seligsberg

Schwartz

Sam Eckman
Will H.

Hays

Leo Brecher
Alex Moss
Jos.

announcing the company is distributor of Mack Sennett souyid shorts.
The first, "The Lion's Roar," is being booked up like a sure-thing
stock issue, ivith a lot of the counoutstanding

try's

theaters

E

many

friends are glad to see
go-getting insurance broker, is again hitting on all
six after his discharge from the hosthat

Al

pital,

where he underwent an opera-

tion

on

Ruben,

*

*

Fred Desberg
Robt. T. Kane
Charles Chaplin

Ned Marin
D. Williams
Jack O'Connell

J.

Keystone Engraving
Ed Golden

ii

FBO,

ducer representatives included

M-G-M, United

Artists and Warners.
Gabriel L. Pless attended on behalf
of the Hays organization, but declared his association had no jurisdiction over the sales policies of individual companies.

—Merry

—

by

Xmas—
Demanded

Italian Council

Did you hear about the one-eyed
Rome If American companies will
Scotchman who demanded a half- treat Italian films as other countries
price ticket toi the movie?
"Wall St. have promised and give them repreJournal.
sentation in the United States, Amer*
*
*
ica's product will be treated on equal
Patrons of French theaters are terms with that of European coungiven sample bottles of whiskey, tries, M. Bisi, head of the state film
states dispatch.
We have heard of council states. This is in reply to
boos in a theater before. Wall St. representatives of American companies here who maintained that he had
Journal.
intentions of giving European films
Merry Xmas

—

—

—

London C.E.A. Protests
Store and Hotel Shows

we got
The Masked B. wai
Santa Claus!
But we told nobodjB
about it. S'O we just sat there am
waited for the big surprises when al
the other little children woud ge
it

dear children,

or not,

right

away.

wise,

too.

*
*
*
scholar to take part h
the
exercises was little Georgi
citing. Georgie played a tune oi

The

first

K

his

harmonica and made

it soum
one of those oh

just exactly like

fashioned German music boxes. I
was a pretty little Kris Kringl
touch that added to the festivt
Yuletide spirit immensely,
*

Then

*

*

in a spirit of

fun Harry Hoc!

warbled "Annapolis," and that mis
chievous boy Charlie Weinberg ac
companied him at the piano. Thei
that naughty youth Harold Flavir
preference to American pictures. Bisi, offered to sing "Tbe Return of tin
it
is
claimed, has wide power and Swallow" by Belch, but everybodj

can dictate to exhibitors what films knew he was spoofing.
they shall show.
*
*
*
London Rosemund Smith, chairMerry Xmas
For
no reason at all Mike Simman of the Theaters and Music Halls
7nons got up and delivered a valedic'
Appeal Limited
committee, received a deputation from
Calgary, Alta.^ Practically the first tory address, being under the im
the London and Homes Counties
pression that this was a graduation
C.E.A. protesting against free show- restriction on a sound feature in
exercise at dear old Alma Marta'
ing of sound pictures at a local hotel Canada from an official source was
Theyi he introduced the Masked
experienced
and stores.
at
the
Capitol, Calgary,
Exhibitors' pointed out
Baritone.
Mike was unmasked.
that hotels and stores were exempt Alta., when "The Wedding March"
*
*
*
from regulations levied upon theaters was presented. The production was
Those
cute
sisters
Dotty ant
and that this competition is unfair. passed by the censor but with the
The chairman promised to take up proviso that it should only be pre- Margey McCarthy sang a song fron
"Annapolis."
The committee evi
the matter at the Committee's Jan- sented before adult audiences. Manuary meeting.
ager Hazza therefore had to an- dently had got a trifle mixed on theii
nounce that no children would be ad- programs, and were ballyhooing tlu
Merry Xmas
Navy instead of dear Santa and th(
mitted.
Canadian Activity Seen
Spirit of Hic-Hic-Horray.
Merry Xmas
*
*
*
Trenton, Ont. Renewed activity
Sound For Salt Lake House
on the part of the Ontario governJohnny Tucker was very obliging
ment film bureau in 1929 is foreseen
Salt Lake City
The American the- and sang' several of his own compo
in the announcement of Dr.
ater here has been closed and will re- sitions.
His "Ho-Ho-Hogan" was
J. D.
.N-Ionteith, provincial
treasurer, that main dark until March 1 during which all about Mike O'Toole getting gay
the bureau would have an appropria- time remodeling, renovation and in- The Masked B. sang that sweethear
tion of $100,000 during the year. For stallation
of
sound equipment is song "Elaine," and kept smiling a
some months the studio here was scheduled.
Paul Benjamin.
Paul blushed, ai
Merry Xmoj
loaned to a private producing enterwas most

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

prise.

—Merry

Exhibitors

Make

— Syndicat

Xmas

reported.

Xmas—

—Merry

natural.

Own News

*

*

Reel

Francais des Dihas decided to produce its
own newsrcel due to the increase of
prices said to be demanded by Gaumont, Pathc and Aubcrt.
Over 150
exhibitors have cancelled their contracts with the above companies, it
is

—

—

Paris
recteurs

—

Xmas

Berlin Plans Casting Bureau
Berlin
plans to start a
To Build Brighton Studio
municipal casting bureau for extras.
T.ondon The Brighton Corp. has Directors have been compelled to seek
approved proposal to erect a studio at extras from local coffee houses. The
bureau is scheduled to open Jan. 2.
Brighton, it is reported.
Berlin

—

ii

Per Cent Seer

Fifty

Amp as

1)

THE AM

Reciprocity

*

from Page

By JACK NARROWER
and refusal of First National to serPA gave their Xma
vice the Standard in Brooklyn which
party at the Paramount hote
is operated by Rudolph Sanders and
Mistletoe and hollyhock
yesterday.
equipped with Bristolphone.
The committee to handle the mat- hung everywhere, and Don Hancoci
ter for the T.O.C.C. includes Leo came near being hanged for tellinj
Brecher, Charles L. O'Reilly. Sol one of his last year's jokes. In fact
Raives, Lou Frisch and Sam Sonin. it was an afternoon of surprises
Present were representatives of the Santa Claus failed to show up
following sound devices: Biophone, person, and while George Harve;
Melotone, Phototone, Powers Cine- was apologizing, who should walk
phone, Reeltone and Phonofilm. Pro- but the Masked Baritone?
Believ>i.

his hand.

H. Seidelman

W. E. Raynor
Carl Laemmle
Isaac Weinberg
John L. Hawkinson
L. J. Schlaiber

getting
to crack

the bandwagon. Not
imse, but
ducationaV s going to be
heard frotn plenty in the sound field.
*
*
*

on

His

Milton Cohen

Bernard Edelhertz
William Pizor
M. E. Krauss
Harold B. Franklin
Joe Brandt
Jack Cohn
Harry Cohn
George Harvey

T. P. Mulrooney

Chatkin

J.

Eugene Walsh
Lee Balsly
M. Steinbuch
R. V. Anderson
P.

Red Kann

Grow

List

EDUCATIONAL'S

Those

Interchangeability

That's That

Keystone
been stepping
Air mail from the coast
Golden.
since President Harmnons made all
Chaphn
Charles
from
checks
brought
the boys happy for Christmas by
and Ned Marin.
nell

21, 192}

T.O.G.G. Plan on

Go

to

December

Friday,

You're Not Forced
To Contribute to Fund
You alone are the judge of
whether you want to join in
the humanitarian work of THE

FILM
FUND.

tion,

you

DAILY

There

is

solicita-

no effort made to
into line.
Appeal is

to your sympathy
erosity to help the

and

club

made
gen-

industry's
contribu-

unfortunates.
Your
tion is most welcome, but if
you don't want to contribute,
well and good you don't have

—

to give.

Lean Batnberger
onstrating

how

insisted on dem-

make French

to

cof-

fee with our cream and missed mosi
of the Xmas entertainment. Thinking it over, mebbe Leon wasn't s<

dumb, after

RELIEF

no

*

all.

*

*

*

But Santa Claus fooled everybody
He didn't unmask. So some of tlu
little children went home and didn'i
really know whether they had beci
to a Xmas party or a trip to An
napolis.

—Merry

Xmas

—

Jersey City House Wired
Jersey City Sound equipment
been installed at the Fulton.

—

ha:

,

^hil

M. Daly Pays a Xmas

Call at the A.

IS^-i

•SXeP^ PoW/0

'Lv^\:i^,te•^4«e-_5'

M.

P.

A.

DAILV

Friday,

December

21, 1928

YOUR LAST CHANCE
DRIVE CLOSES XMAS
DON'T NEGLECT IT

WORTHY CAUSE
YOUR CHECK TO-DAY

FILMDOM'S

SEND IN

YOU'LL FEEL HAPPIER

FOR HAVING CONTRIBUTED
/
/

•

y
'

/
/

FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND
1650 Broadway

New

Dr. A.H.GianniniJack Alicoate, Billy Brandt,
Gov. Carl Milliken, Bruce Gallup, AlLichtman

TO THE

FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND
1650 Broadway

•

York City

Committee

Date

$
/
'

NAME

ADDRESS

N. Y. City

am. glad to contribute to this splendid cause.
Herewith my check for
I

Acclaimed By Showmen Everywhere As

The Great American Picture!
DETROIT, MICH.

OKLAHOMA

"Without question
year's

greatest

will

box

-

be

office

CARL LAEMMLE'S
$2,000,000

bet."

— Woodward

Theatre Co.

"Did tremendous business.
Forced to hold over for second week."

—Liberty Theatre

PRODUCTION
with

PT.

Marguerita Fischer, Arthur Edmund Carew, Lucien Littlefield,
James Lowe, Virginia Grey, Adolph
Milar, Vivien Oakland, Lassie Lou
Ahem, Mona Ray, Aileen Manning.

'-Two Negatives, one

MARRION, PA.

"Just established record for

eighteen months."

—Barney's Theatre

silent,

one with sound.

A

CITY.

HARRY POLLARD

AKRON,

0.

"The biggest and

best box-

Production

UNIVERSALIS

rraiii
ALL THE NEWS OF

COAST STUDIOS
WHILE IT IS NEWS
BY DIRECT WIRE

Keep posted on production through

Holly^wood "Wire Service
a daily feature

ANOTHER EXAMPLE
OF FILM DAILY'S
READER SERVICE
AND LEADERSHIP

NEWJ
unnu
fi»

A

refreshing addition

schedule

— and

new comedy
all sit

to

to

your comedy

your box

stars that are

office!

making

Two
the:

up and watch!

Jerry

Drew

surrounded by a bevy of beautiful
in each of the new

fl

girls,

i

COMEDlEy^
i
Jack White
Productions

Monty Collins
He's putting

new blood and new

laughs

into the always popular

MMRMAXD
COMMPJBS
Jack White
Productions

Silent or with
sound, Education'

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES.

al Pictures always

Inc.

lead the field of
^^^^J'>(^AU.AA<.»^K

Member, Motion

Picture Producers

Ir
nnd

Distrib-

Short

Features.

Needed as

id is

Relief

Fund Drive Nears Close

f^MEWSPAPER

ANDWEEKLY

Kfilmdom

FILH DIGEST

^JXLVI

Sunday, December

No. 70

km URGED COMMISSION
STUDY TItUST LAWS
l)usinessmen are convinced that
should be further modification
anti-trust or others hold to
laws should
ipinion that the
-tiengthened, another industrial
should be created by
iqiniission
'Agrtss to study the matter "thorhly and scientifically," Abram F.
chairman of the Federal
n|crs,
de Commission, who is resignto head Allied States Ass'n, told
National Industrial Conference
rd in New York,
commissioner's speech rehe
ved the workings of the Sherman
i

(Continued an Page 11)

— Merry

Xmas

—

Harry M. Warner is new
chairman of the board of di-

HAIL MYERS' ADVENT

i

— Best

3-CORNERED BUILDING

RACE

rectors of the Stanley Co., Albert Warner, vice president and
Samuel Carlisle, comptroller.
elected

were

to

the

directorate,

Stewart McDonald,
Rudkin, Abel Carey

Henry
Thomas and George E. Quigley.
They were named to fill the unexpired terms of John J. McQuirk, Louis

Fox, Universal and Brin

as

W.

SCHENCK SCOUTS REPORT

Number
Key Towns

Plan Houses
of

West

Bureau,

Coast

in

—

OFU.A.

Kolb, Etta V.

J.

Mastbaum, Clifford B. Hawley,
Harry Crandall, Jacob Fabian
and James B. Clark, resigned.

LOOMS

IN WIS.

The Warners on Friday were

THE FILM DAILY

—Joseph M. Schenck
report from Berlin to the

Los Angeles

discredits
effect that United Artists pictures
will be barred in Germany, because

Milwaukee This territory is looking for a merry building race as a
result of the purchase by L. K. Brin
of the Fischer-Paramount chain of
eight houses and sites of five others,
as the move as the first step in building up a big chain.

Both Fox and Universal have been
company has not imported any planning expansion in the state, in
German films to the United States.
the three-cornered situation which
"The decree, imposed by the De- exists. Competing witii one or the
1,800 W.E. El
specified
partment of Commerce,
other in a number of spots, the three
that 210 foreign films would be perexpected to step out
Of companies are
ORDERED mitted in Germany annually.
to be first in with houses in several
this number 160 will be imported on
important semi-keys of the state.
permits to be allotted to various Whether the drive will extend to upbe
to
to
as
about
restriction
or
companies without
Theaters equipped
per Michigan is problematical, al(.Continued cm Page 11)
Electric
Western
with
equipped
though Universal for some time has
—
— Merry Xmas
the

sound
Los Angeles

Price 25 Cents

1928

INSTAILEDJ

RNER AND THALBERG
II

Heads Stanley Board

23,

1.800,

wishes to

ley, vice

F. Myers on his enindustry as
trance into the
president and general counsel
States Ass'n of exjf Allied
hiibitors are expressed by Irvng Thalberg of M-G-M.

Abram

been eyeing key towns of the copper

equipment now total
according to George E. QuigprojectioTii

hundred

president of Vitaphone.

seventy-nine

new

Reinhardt Arriving in
One
U. S. to Make U. A. Film

installa-

W.

country, as has
is

expanding
Recently,

S. Butterfield,

who

northern Michigan.
was reported that Fox

in

it

Reinhardt arrives in New York and Universal were trying to get
Monday en route to Hollywood where together to remove uneconomic com-

Max

Vitaphone equipment have
first picture for petition in a number of spots, either
Western he is to make his
been ordered, he says.
United Artists with Lillian Gish as through operating agreements or exElectric recently stated that 1,000 the star. With Miss Gish, he leaves change of houses.
Current report is
houses would be wired by the end Wednesday for the Coast to start that Brin is acting for Warners, but
This is the first this is not confirmed here.
with next year's schedule production Feb. 1.
Hht
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY of 1928,
by the
undertaken
be
to
picture
calling for installations of 250 equipis
Angeles "I am happy to see
impressario.
European
Warners has no comment to make
monthly.
ments
of Myers' standing come into
on Milwaukee report that L. K. Brin
tions

for

—

11

ulustry, as this shows the staof the industry," is Jack L.
rner's comment on Myers' accepleadership of Allied
of the

Hv
\'

Ass'n.

^

—Merry

Just Before Christmas
You may

MONDAY
know
•

—

It

took Grand Forks,

acting for the company in puris
Fischer-Paramount
the
of
chase
chain.
-

-Merr\ Xmas

—

to start something.

one of the important towns
here SAM MORRIS PROMOTION
go out that way.
towns
in North Dakota, as important
He
DAYS TO Bennie Berger owns three theaters and Finkelstein & Ruben one.
HAS
have
R.
F.
claiming
&
Berger
CLIMAX OF SALES RISE
has difficulty in getting product, says
hied
has
he
Accordingly,
house.
sewed up 250 features for their one
GO; HAVE YOU HELPED? complaint with the Federal Trade Commission charging violation ot
p:ievation of Sam E. Morris to the
it to be tm fair trade especially-created post of vice presi14 of the Code of Ethics. Said rule holds
Rule
The
lure are two chances left.
the purpose of pur- dent and general manager of Warfor an exhibitor to use buying power for

m

for the

Xmas

not

that

Grand Forks

is

I

TWO

second

FILM DAILY

practice

to deprive a competitor
KF FUND closes Christmas chasing more pictures than he can use in order
Berger ,s sore-you
So
pictures.
said
The last appeal to you and of the opportunity of buying
humanitarianism will appear in know how sore a theater owner can be when he feels his busniess
I'ly's paper.
That gives you one
And buying disturbed, he turns to the Trade Comthreatened.
itunity in addition to this to is
Interesting, too, for this is the first instance
up your mind whether or not mission in Washington.
the code has been sought. It may prove
under
iitend joining in with the almost on record where relief
substantiate his charge. ...
lien and women who have cona test of the code, if Berger can
I

Mited to the drive.
"lie set goal has not been
{Continued on Page 11)

MAN-SIZE BABY
lith W. \V. P.— Advt.

to

be

reached
born

next

ners clima.xes a year of one of the
most sensational sales drives in the
seven
Morris'
history.
industry's
years as sales manager of the coni-

to a close by a
which resulted
business,
push
on
in addition of 3,162 new accounts
the Warner books, all of which repUnder Morresent unwired houses.
in- ris' direction, sales have mounted to
(Cmitimicd on Page 9)

1 he
concern over Germany's new import regulations.
expressing
about
bones
no
makes
and
worried
is
dustry in New York
Germany is charged with being unfair in having set
its sentiments.

Much

(Continued on Page 12)

ipanv

were brought

for

new

WORLD WIDE
Clearing

House,
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Imported Films— Advt.
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and Film
coovriKht (1928) by Wid's Films
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk Inc
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Vice-President
PuWisher!' Maurice D. Kann.
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and Edftor; Donald M. Mersereau,
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tjew

Californ.a-Ralph

HoUywood.

V-ork.

Dec. 31

banquet of M.P.T.O.
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of Natio;
Board of Review.

9

10

— Merry

12

Phone Granite
Fr.dman Ihe
London-Ernest
6607.
St., W.
FUm Renter, 58 Great Marlborourh
bildbuehne,
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lich
I
Harle
A.
FriednchstrfTse, 225. ^ Paris-P.
la
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd.

10
10

West

Coast

La

10
10

sing in

11

all.

11

"My Man

Help Put Over

T.-S. Home Office to Attend
Grant L. Cook, secretary-treasurer,

»

heads the home office executives who
attend the eastern division Tifcoupe for Abe Waxman of Warner fany-Stahl sales convention Dec. 28
Bros., in the special rotogravure sec- and 29 at Chicago.
Others will be
tion of "The New York Graphic" Oscar Hanson, general sales manSales
published Friday in connection with ager; Rudolph Flothow, short sub••• opening last night of "My Man" at jects head and supervisor of synScore another unusual exploitation

High

Am

Seat

F^

Con

26
182

pfd. 26

ind.

183

East Kodak
*do pfd
First Nat. pfd

"A-... 95 J4
.'. .... 4iH
Kdth'^A-6
123
63Ji

do pfd
Loew's Inc
do pfd

M-G-M
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Pathe
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9,900
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Cap
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Exch
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Close

104^

Fm

Fox

M

Low

STOCK MARKET

Xmas

Booth

For

—

Enterprises

—

EnterTenn. Booth
Knoxville,
prises, operating a chain of houses

East Tennessee, is to open two
houses, one the Ritz at Newand the Gay at Sweetwater.
Merry Xmas

in

100
5,900

105^

200
11,000

—

—

Publix Lakeland Opens Today
41/43.500
....41/
41/
700
42
Lakeland, Fla. The Polk, a Pub98/
Univ. Pict. pfd
lix house, is to open today.
The
122'
73,000
Warner Bros. ...1225i 118
and
equipped
2200
is
house
seats
129
•do "A"
with Movietone and Vitaphone.
CURB MARKET
Merry Xmas
19/ 19/ 4,100
Acoustic Prod. ... 19Ji
76
*Bal. & Katz
Roadshowing "Unguarded Girls"

—

—

Fm.

Con.
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•Film
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Klune on

1

Raymond

2
3

ager for D.

1

to

10
6

Sparks Coming East

Ned

Sparks,

who

has just comPathe's first all-dialogue
production,
"The
Missing
Man," will be in New York for the

pleted

work

holidays.

in

— Merry

Xmas

—

Cohen Aiding Aviation Show
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Paramount News and director of the

Xmas

Way

do
do

units

26
28

30
3i

com

4

50

6
55

11

13

8

12

76

84

.Skouras

Bros

Technicolor

United Art
Ho pfd
Univ.
com.
Ch.
do pfd

.

to N. Y.

from the Coast.

leave the Coast
East in about ten days.

fith

is

to

for

Grif-

the

Central Palace early in
Merry Xmas

—

Sound

—

at

Regina, Sask.

Xmax—

Duluth House Equipped for Sound
Duluth The Lyric here has been
equipped with Vitaphone and Movie-

Canadian house
programs.
latest

Capitol
to

Manager W.

planning campaign
poh'cy.

C.

to

McCreary is
ScU the new

—

Lee

Marcus,

ager of

FBO,

ma
Friday for Holl
wood. While at the Coast Marc
will confer with Vice President Wii
liam Le Baron on the company's ne
product.
in

He

also will visit exchangi

San Francisco and Los Angeles
Merry Xmas

B'WAY

—

—

Pathe Rooster Crov/s
Mr. Pathe, live rooster trade mai
of Pathe, now is appearing in s
Pathe sound films and Pathe Siur
News, introducing each subject t
crowing.

—Merry

Xmas—

Lindeman Recovers from Operatic
Eddie Lindeman of the D. Vi

r-i

i

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
_WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
AND UNIFORMS
&0-W-NS

14.37

BWAY. N.Y.
T.E1.5580 PENN.I
Auso u.ooo COSTUMES Vo rent:

is

the

Served
11

1

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

1540

left

Club Luncheoi^

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Stebbins,

to Coast
general sales

have sound

Let Us Solve Your Problems

—

tone.

Xmas

Regina House

—The

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

A.M.

to

3 P.M

Table d'Hote

DINNER $2^^
Served Every Evening

•LAST PRICE QU0T?:D

— Merry

—Merry

$1.10

85

75

DAli

February.

1

2

.

M

committee of the New York aviation
show which is to be held at Grand

—

Klune, production manW. Griffith is en route

New York

Paraaccepted
appointment to serve on the general
of

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"

FlI

Griffith office, New York, has
turned to duty after undergoing
operation for appendicitis.

—

is

59,200
100
500
8/ 1,100
1,200
4J4
28

CURB BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s 36
•Warner 6/s 28

Xmas

34^
12/

93/

99/

—Merry

27

4-^

.

M. H. Hoffman and John M.

12/

8/

93/

as will
Stahl.

2654

34

Pict

AG

chronization; A. L. Selig, advertising and publicity director; S. F. Juergens, comptroller, and William D.
Shapiro of Boston.
Cook is to attend the western division convention,

Ben Schwartz is directing road- short features department
showing of "Unguarded Girls," which mount, has received and

BOND MARKET
Keith

—

1,000

3

27
854
Sup...
4J4

Trans-Lux

20

20

rts...

del),

Thea.

Nat.

.u
..

20}i

will

300
•• new
port

25/

THE

—

Marcus Goes

Special Roto Section

19

—

Angeles Alice White h
signed a new long term contract f'
First National.
She is to make foi
pictures next year and will talk ai

W

Cour-deg-Noues,

Bureau,

Los

10

SILENT

10

Xmas

Alice White Signs New
Long Term F.N. Contrac
PAGE

10

Annual

20

Jan.

9

LOVE OVER NIGHT
SALLY'S SHOULDERS
SHADY LADY
SHORT SUBJECTS
SOUND

10

New York house in St. Louis opt
New Year's Eve party at M.
Club of New York.

8

Eddy

PAGE

BROTHERLY LOVE
HAUNTED HOUSE
HEADING FOR DANGER
LAND OF SILVER FOX
LEGEND OF BEAR'S
WEDDING

$3 00

remit

Dec. 2S

8

REVIEWS

1918, at
under the act
office at New York N. Y.,
free)
P°?,tage
(
Terms
1879.
21,

March 3.
New York.
United States outside of Greater
$5.00; 3 months^
$10 00 one year; 6 months.
should
of

6-7

PRESENTATIONS, by Herbert S. Berg
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack Harrower
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES, Resume of the News

Published daily except Saturday
York,
at 1650 Broadway, ISew

May

4

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, Coast News by Telcurafh
'•A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
SHORT SHOTS FROM N. Y. STUDIOS, by Arthur W.

PiWisher

as second c ass matter.

1

2

EQUIPMENT

r II EATER

i

The Industry's
Date Book

PAGIi

jrsr BEFORE XMAS, An Editorial by Maurice Kami
FINANCIAL
SOUND PICTURES, by Charles F. Ilyncs

23, 19

3040

A M EW YE AR'S
SPEC!
A

Complete

pictorial

review of 1928

of

the

important news events that occurred in your
own section of the country during the past
twelve months.

AND
Spot news of the world's happenings as 1929 dawns

ALL

IN

A SINGLE REEL!

only

PATHE ^EW^
could 5|ive you
sneh serrice !

THE

-S&^
SOUND PICTURES
DAILV

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYN-

CHRONIZATION

By

ALL BUT 4 PARAMOUNTS

lent versions,
films available

making

will have
total of

a

28

from the company for
Of the 39 sound
uiuvired houses.
films, 22 will be all talkers, the rest
containing part dialogue.
Merry Xmas

—

—

—

si-

SOUND STAGES HIGHLIGHT SEES A GRIFEITH NEEDED

Standardization of

Sound Sought
London
director

— Bruce
of

in U. K.

Woolfe, managing

British

is

—

—

Sonora-Bristolphone Adds
3 Sales Representatives
Three new

special

representatives

have been added to sales force of
Sonora-Bristolphone, states Budd
Rogers, sales manager.
They are:
Arthur Newman, who is covering the
Middle West; Nat Liebeskind, working out of the New York office; and
Alex Singelow in the Seattle territory.
Robert Savini recently was assigned to the Atlanta territory.
Merry Xmas

—

.

Madison, S. D. Lyric to Have Sound
Madison, S. D. James Smetana, of
the Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
is making a survey of F. & R.'s Lyric

—

for

installations of talking devices.
The house will be wired as soon as
the necessary equipment arrives. The
booth is being enlarged to accommo-

date the additional apparatus and
other changes are being made in contemplation of an early installation.
Merry Xmas

—

.

Vitaphone for Columbus, Ga.
Columbus, Ga. The Grand has
been equipped with Vitaphone.
Merry Xmas
Sound Equipment for Gastonia

—

—

-

—

Gastonia, N. C. J. E. Estridge, is
the Gastonia, for sound
Merry Xmas

equipping

—

Orchestraphone

Memphis

—

at

— National

4

Houses

Theater Supply
Co. has installed Orchestraphone at
four Arkansas houses; Amusu, Fordyce; Best, Flngland; Palace, Jonesboro and Rialto, Camden.
I)ictures.

Off BUILDING PROGRAM

TO ORGANIZE TECHNIQUE

THE FILM DAILY

A Griffith to organize the technique of sound picture production is
declared a need by Gilbert Seldes,
writing in a recent issue of "The
New Republic." He maintains that,
wherever the essence of a picture is
pure movement, speech becomes an

Instructional

urging British producers to
get together and agree on one sound
device which would be the standard
type for all producers.
He further
suggested that they agree to make
fewer pictures in an efifort to improve quality and combine for the
exploitation in overseas markets.
Merry Xmas

Films

HV-*

Coast

Bureau,

—

of
City Construction
three sound proof stages was the biggest single enterprise in the highlight of the building program at Universal studios during 1928, a year
unprecedented for the company.

Universal

of the stages, the company
says, is the largest ever built for
It is being used in
talking pictures.
the production of "Broadway," it
measures 150 by 200 ft. and is 50
feet to the eaves.

One

Aside from tlie construction of sets
for such productions as "Show Boat,"
"Lonesome," "Erik the Great," "The
Last Warning" and others, more than
40 different permanent improvements

were made.
Six new projection rooms were
erected including the alteration of
three for the projection of talking
pictures.

—
"Mary Dugan" to Be an
— Merry

Xmas

interruption.

"The moving

picture," he declares,

"which uses speech as the stage uses
it will have to develop a fresh technique one in some respect hostile to

—

technique

of cinematic expresthe stage you have speech
and gesture and grimce and action;
in the movies you should have, above
all, movement, a certain amount of
mimicry taking the place of speech,
among other things. You do not
suit the action to the word, since
there is no word. You suit the movement, which is your utterance, directly to the idea.
The number of
stage-directors who have been aware
of the laws and gesture are few;

the

sion.

ON EQUIPMENT
AND VARIOUS DE^VICES ARE NOW

TIPS

|

AVAILABLE

ERASER SEES MANY HARI
We

—

23, 192

HYNES

Talking with an experienced showman the other day he cracked
were
out with an observation that is well worth passing along.
talking about the phenomenal business done by "Wings," "The
Singing Fool," "Lilac Time," "Lights of New York" and "The
Terror."
He said: "Don't ever take any credit for putting over pictures like
They are 'God's gift to showmen.' When a man puts over
those.
a picture like "The Patriot," he deserves credit. "The Patriot" was
like all great pictures of that type; it had a limited appeal and so
Mayme and Liz didn't know what it was all about. When you take
a picture like that and make it give you a good week's business you
F. & R. Showmanare doing something that you can brag about.
ship News.

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Only four pictures on
the Paramount program for the first
six months of 1929 will be made without use of dialogue. They are two Emil
Jannings pictures and two Zane Grev
However, 24 of the 39
productions.

sound pictures planned

F.

On Showmanship

ARE TO HAVE DIALOGUE
West

CHARLES

Sunday, December

On

PROBLEMS DUE TO SOU!
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAI,
Hollywood
The camera ran
must not be limited by the ability
the microphone to record the voi(
Il'csf

—

That, to William R. Frazer,

genei

manager

of the Harold Lloyd Cor
is
the greatest problem the talki
picture has to overcome to be an u
(|ualified success.
Frazer believes that stereoptic
motion pictures will mean more
the continued appeal of the sere
than any other single factor. "Coi
bined with the voice, the possibilit
of third dimension films are virtua!
beyond conception," he declared.
"American producers are alert
meet every shifting whim of the pi
lie, whether it be in the United Stal
or in South America. Public opini
is
very shifty.
Today the hundr
per cent talker is the thing. Tome
row it's the picture which has tal

ing only

in

its

last

two

reels

tl

wins acclaim, and is immediately
cepted as the proper way to haiK
the talking situation.
Next week
this may be changed again.
"However, there is one infallil
guide for picture producers to i
low, and that is to make their e
entertainment capable of standing
;

own legs, regardless of dialogue
sound, for the primary appeal in n;
tion pictures always will be throu
Pictures must
the optical organs.
maintained at the highest possil,
cvel of entertainment, especially
talkies, for audiences today are supi;
its

t'

critical and having had a taste of
few high class dialogue pictures, su
Singi'
as 'Interference' and 'The
Fool,' they will accept only the besi
Merry Xmas

—
Has

—

they have not given us gesture on Britain
Little Call
the beat of speech, but ofif it, ill-timed
Filn
For
and ineffective. Now speech has to
All-Talker ;
in
be transferred to the movie and its
Reaction has developed in Engia:
li'et
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY first conflict is with freedom of move- to the vogue of synchronized p'
Hollywood "The Trial of Mary ment. The mechanics permit char- lures, a recent survey showing
Dugan" was called to order at M-G- acters to move anywhere in a given about far fewer features have be
studio Friday morning, with Bay- area with
presumably interrupted imported in the first ten months
ard Veiller directing the all-talking recording of voices so that unlike thia year than were imported in
screen version. A complete courtroom the stage, we can have people mov- same period, of 1927. The reason
was built on one of the M-G-M ing up-stage, their backs to the audi- that there are few British theatc;
sound stages and all scenes will be ence, and yet hear them perfectly. that are wired.
Merry Xmas
taken there, following the sequence But wherever the essence of the
of the stage play.
The cast is head- movie is pure movement, speech be- U. S. Bur. to Aid Sound Produce
Washiiuiton Bureau of THE FILM DAlk
ed by Norma Shearer, H. B. Warner, comes an interruption.
It becomes,
Washington In order to aid pfj
Lewis Stone, Raymon Hackett and in fact, merely spoken sub-titles, the
characters immobilized, the rhythm ducers in United States in determil
Lilian Tashman.
ing what languages are spoken
i)r<ikcn.
Merry Xmas
"This is where the talking movie how pictures should be titled for U'
Sound For Reade House
needs a Hamlet to give advice to the In foreign countries, a list has bei
Asbury Park, N. J.— Walter Keade players, and a Griffith to do as much compiled by the M. P. Section of
states work on installation of sound for organizing its technique as D. W. Dept. of Commerce.
Merry Xmas
equipment at the Mayfair is about Griffith did for the older devices of
complete. The presentation of talk- the movie.
If the talking-movie can
Celebritone Building Factory
ing picture is planned on or about manage to talk without breaking conCelebritone Ltd., man
London
Jan. 15 with "Interference" or "Alias tinuity, it has a future, and it will not facturer of talking film devices,
Jimmy Valentine."
wholly ruin the moving picture."
planning a factory at North Actc

Now

American

Work

—

tli

M

—

t

—

—

;
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t
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—

—

THE
uiay,

December

23,

1928

With
the sun
setting

on

1928andanew
year just over the
hill we take this op-

portunity to wish every

one a most cheerful Yuletide and a happy and prosperous three hundred and sixty-five
days throughout nineteen hundred
and twenty nine. We are happy to play
our modest part in the progress of the
motion picture industry. Our heart has always been with it. Our friends, hundreds of
them, in all parts of the world, are in it. There is

much in store for him who takes his work seriously.
The future of the entire film world was never brighter.
has brought happy hours to millions. Enlightenment to
a like number. The greatest force for moral and mental progress
the world has ever known. With the holiday spirit about
It

we should

be doubly happy, cheerful in the thought of
being a part, no matter how small, of this important
Again to our friends, everywhere, goes
industry.

us

forward a sincere

wish

for a

good old-time

Merry Xmas and a 1929 filled
with health, happiness and

to the

brim

prosperity.

DON MERSEREAU
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Theater Equipment
By CHARLES

CINE-SPOT DEVELOPED

NEW

The Stamp

BY CHICAGO CINEMA CO.

F.

HYNES

Approval

of

TALKING SHOI

An endorsennent of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

Theater
Supp!
Celebrates Anniversary—

National

—

Chicago New Cine-Spot has been
developed by the Chicago Cinema
Equipment Co. The arc burner of
the new spot embodies a wide range
of means of carbon adjustment, a feature of which is a motor drive controlled automatically by an electrical

Proper protection and care of film is of vital importance to
everyone connected wnth the industry, for upon it depends the
chances for success of any picture. It hardly is necessary to dwell
on the irreparable damage a bad print causes, for the projected
pictiu-e is what the whole industry is selling to the public, and if
that is unsatisfactory, exhibitor, distributor, producer and players

relay.

counterweight is used to maintain balance compensating for the
movement of the arc support in focusing. This eliminates need for any

A

making

film renovating, cleaning
silent

Color-change apparatus is controlled by five handles grouped at
the rear of the lampihouse. The condenser is an imported one, five inches
The switch is encased
in diameter.
in the cast iron base, with only a
handle projecting for manipulation.

Rockbestos leads are supplied from
the
lamp house to the enclosed

pictures,

light

ALE

NEW SNOWITE SCREEN FOR

—

to

Users are to be enjoined from ussigns which violate the Claude
Neon patents, recently upheld by the
V. S. Supreme Court, with an injunc-

tion

Supply

MOVIE CAMERA

perpetually restraining infringe-

infringing signs is made by Claude
Neon Lights, stating that such users

Holds 16 FeetFilm— Case 6Magazine«
2 in. F. 3.5 Lena

aif liable for

$Z9.S0

damages.
Mciry Xmas
National Branch Moves

—

U/iLcoa^HBy^
My
'

|l

J

Co.,

which

Natic

I

no\\<

its third year as a natii
distributor of equipment. It is a
record of which the company
well be proud.

entering

*

*

a far cry from the confusioii
two years ago to the smootl •
operating One Contract Plan, wli
National has introduced into the dustry. Then, an exhibitor labod

NOW

BEING FORECAST

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Recent

inventions

in

with no personnel.
Introduction of sound

out,

made

it

possible for

obsolete by the rapid advance of t
industry.
He had to call upon m;
firms and many individuals for
multiple wants in equipping a thea
Not being an expert in the m:
lines represented, he was at a
advantage which placed him at
mercy of the firms with which he
l)usiness.
If they were honest, he
ceived a break, but if they were
it
was just too bad for him. M;
i

the field of motion pictures may pave
the way for the introduction of theaters operated mechanically through-

has

film

many houses

to

dispense with their orchestras, and
the reported invention by Princess
Lippe-Lipski of Washington of an
automatic projector holding more
than 22 reels which are changed automatically may forecast "operatorless" booths.
All that remains then, is to provide
automatic money-changing machines
and slot machines which, upon insertion of the proper amount, releases a
turnstile.
A chart in the lobby showing a light for each vacant seat, the
lights being operated by weight on

the seats, will indicate where arriving patrons can sit. Standees can be
eliminated by another device, yet to
be invented, which will lock the entrance turnstile and put up a "house
full" sign when capacity has been
reached.

—

STANDARD

i?''Sr. New yorfc
Pbon* Pnina. 0330

Theater

\

tenance was another headache to
tend with.
*

lean
vice

—

-

-Merry Xmas

—

Remodeling Dallas House
Dallas The Palace will not be
closed while it is being redecorated

—

and having new equipment installed.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
— Merry Xmas
Los Angeles
National Theater
Orchestraola Installed at Greeley
Supply Co.'s branch has moved to
new quarters at 1961 South Vermont
Greeley, Colo.
Orchestraola has
Ave.
been installed at the Idylhour here.

—

—

—

•

c

*

*

Now, however,

the

exhibitor

(

upon National experts for
and assistance. Two years

;

operation of the National plan
taught him he can be sure of
square deal, and he has been qu;
to take advantage of the fact.
FrciJ
1

the planning and financing, downj
the finished house, ready to show
tures. National takes care of thi^
The company cooperates closely
architect, banker, builder and
nishers, its various departments
cializing in each particular phase
*
*
the project. *
j

It hasn't been a cinch, putting
a p^roposition like National, for it
meant real hard work, the convj
ing of skeptics and service, wf
in the National code means just tl
National has been wise in choice
|

ment issued in Federal District Court
Paste this on your calendar the
against Rainbow Lights, its privies,
and E. Machlett & Sons. Announce- "automat" theater may vet become
manpower as
ment of its plan to restrain users of a reality.

SEPT AUTOMATIC

110 UJcst

That's the record of

idea.

L THEATER

USE WITH HIGH INTENSITY

ing

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

For sound and

under handicaps of a system mt

—
—
Claude Neon Planning

!

1

*

Act Against Sign Users

S

yi;

It is

—

rays.

Two

uphill

i

—

of intense

Dworsky

of film are the

and processing machines.

Improvements Adde
GoldE Framing

strain

and care

these machines have been tested thoroughly.

American Silversheet
St. Louis
Co. is manufacturing the Snowite
Screen, especially developed for use
with high intensity equipment.
A
d to
newly-developed finishing process is
Light used, which, it is claimed, keeps the
screen pliable and flexible indefiniChicago Further improvements of tely. The screen even can be kept
combination framing light and in a rolled condition, it is stated,
its
light shield are being made by GoldP2 without the surface becoming l)rittle
Manufacturing Co.
The improve- or chipping. This finish is applied
ments are designed to aid projection on a seamless, tearproof fabric with
of sound pictures. The shield now is black
back.
The screen can be
equipped with a waffle iron masking stretched on the regular tension
plate, enabling projection of a sound frame.
It is made in sizes up to 18
fihn with or without sound accom- by 24 feet.
American Silversheet and
paniment. A new bottom plate pre- Minusa Screen Co., recently secured
vents
escape
downward of light manufacturing rights to Cinevo.x, a
beams. A colored glass observation new screen developed for sound picwindow permits an unobstructed vis- tures, by American Cine Screen Co.
ion of the cooling plate, eliminating
Merry Xmas
Xmas

years of service.

work, overcoming
hazard methods of doing busines
its field, bringing about improvemiand innovations and realization ol
of

THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

switch.

— Merry

Real

TWO

Because of their efficiency and economy, the Dworsky machines have

A

Record

Shows

.

Efficient aids in the protection

it

Year

Which

Achievement

suffer.

possible to
the side expanse of
Ball-bearthe lamphouse as a door.
series
ing mounting is a feature.
of slots provides for flow and circulation of air.
shaft or pivot,
utilize most of

A Two

l)anv's

shown by

the

c\

success.

Winter or Sumraer

BLIZZARD FAN
Solves

Your

Prohlem

d

-

:

THE
December

Stiday,

23, 1928

WIRINS OlAfiRAM FOR ACTODECTORS
AMI'K.Kt «ATlN«»

MulLE UTINC
15 -JO

1

J« -Tp

JO
so

^0-/00

ts

Foreign Markets

ISMIH.

Cff/vrtNuous

so
70
100

JAMES

By

P.

European Gets

Affiliated

German Film
-Xnierican

CUNNINGHAM

Britons Would Keep

for U. S. Houses

Dark

for 2

New
Days

—

"Unholy
London The
Lfindon
County
Love" has been acquired by Michael Council is to consider a recommenGourland, head of Affiliated Ku- dation offered by the Theaters
and
ropean Producers, New York, from Music Halls committee, which
will
Landerfilm G.m.b.H. of Berlin. The do away with all rush work done
on
film
features Brigitte Helm, Paul new theaters just prior to
opcninR.
Wegener, John Loder and Ivan Pet- and to keep all houses dark for two
rovich.
Landerfilms, organized by days after conipiefion for complete
Vogt & Co., European banking firm, inspection.
now is producing Tolstoy's "The Liv— Merry Xrruis
ing Corpse," which F. Ozep is directing with W. J. Pudowkin, direc- Electrocord Ltd. Sound
tor of "The End of St. Petersburg"
Co. Formed
distribution

of

.).

-

in

The German

the cast.

making

is

Mady

two

firm also
Christian

—

ITiPLE GENERATOR
ADVOCATED BY ROTH

—

conveniently without adjusting the taps.
Because of the automatically maintained,
constant voltage, no rheostat adjustment is necessary when striking the second arc and the cliangeover is made without
a flicker, and there is no arc stealing, Roth
officials

contended by Roth Brothmanufacturer of Roth Actilectors, all of which are of the
rdtiple type.
The Actodector is de-

NEW UNITRON

it

&

is

Co.,

srned

especially

for

projection

%t multiple principle also

is

say.

—Merry

Xmas—

RECTIFIER

DELIVERS 30 AMPERES

use.

more

—

—

Securing

practically

hicago Multiple type generator
s^s are required to meet the diversifd requirements of the projection
e|.

C. Murgatroyd and T.
Palmer, both of Leeds, are directors
of
the Electrocord Ltd. company

one of them "Luck," which
.Anthony Asquith will direct.
"Un- which has
been formed to manufacholy Love" is being distributed in
ture
Germany as "Alraune" and in Eng- tal and repair all apparatus incidento the synchronizing of mechanA single ballast resistance as mentioned land as "A Daughter of Destiny."
3.
ical music to motion picture.
The
above except that an enclosed type radial
Merry Xmas
new company is formed with a capswitch is mounted on the housing so that
ital of $9,800.
current adjustments may he made quickly and British Phototone
Is
films,

ri)m,

England

in

London— C.

London

Many Orders

— Clayton

Hutton, director

of British Phototone, says installation of synchronizing apparatus here
have been very satisfactory.
Deliveries will begin Jan. 1 and will be
offered for $485 each, or by the extended payment plan, it is reported.

—Merry Xmas—
"Soho" on Gainsborough Program

London—Michael Balcon

of Gains-

— Merry

.Yni.i(

Hungary

to Make National Film
IVasUington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
national Hungarian
film will be produced in the near
futijre in compliance with the Hungarian government's instructions, the
M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce is advised. This title is "The
Legend of the Hungarian Crown",
directed by Joseph Letzter.

—A

—

Merry Xmas
borough Pictures has secured "Soho,"
an original by Philip Hurne and JefCzechoslovak to Support FJms
fery Pennock, for next season's pro- IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington The Czechoslovakian
gram.
Merry Xmas —
government, in its budget, has set
aside considerable sums for producCzechoslovak Tax Protested
IVashinfjton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY tion, according to advices to the M. P.

Unitron 30, a new recdesigned to deliver 30 amperes
continuously, is being manufactured
Cres.
Actodectors are built in the fol- by the Forest Electrical Corp. The
Iving sizes, column one showing the rectifier, claimed to be noiseless and
cuble rating, column two the load fireproof, can be placed directly unWashington All professional or- Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
tit
can be safely carried for 15 der the lamphouse, eliminating need ganizations have protested against the
Merry Xmas
tax
mutes, and column three shows the for special booth or generator room. Czechoslovakia
entertainment
Sound Theater for Germany
care for a variation which they say heavily effects the
3'iperes the set will deliver continu- Special controls
voltage.
Berlin
Herbert Polke, owner of
csly with a temperature rise on the of 20 volts in lined
theater business, according to advice
Merry Xmas
to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of the Atnim Beba-Palastes, and assoyndings not exceeding 40 degrees C.
ejcient
f,;tor

for

arc

operating a pair of relamps, the company de-

Newark

tifier

—

—

—

Double
Rating

Amperes

^

.

'X

15

Minutes

Amperes

Continuous

Amperes

25- 50
35- 70

.SO

*.^0

70

50-100
75-150
100-200
110-220
140-280
180-360
225-450

100
150

*50
*75
tlOO
tl50
tlSO
1200
t250
t300

200
220
280
360
450

Two

bearing set with 50 or 60 cycle moOtherwise 3 or 4 bearing.
Four bearing sets.

(With sixty cycle power supply the
i:s operate
at 1750 r.p.m., although
le
larger sets can be furnished to
:erate at 1150 r.p.m.
Sets driven
arc 50 cycle motors run at
!^ 25
'50

resistances, which are used in series
|h each arc. are furnished in three types
1.
double ballast having two inde:,.dent resistances in a single screen or per•ited metal housing.
One double ballast
take cave of two arcs.

A

;!

A

resistance having a
!'?le
screen or perforated
tal
housing.
This handles a single arc.
|th the single and double ballast resistances
provided with suitable taps for current
justment to meet arc requirements.
single ballast
resistance in a

— Anderson-Pitt

Focalipse

heater, especially designed for use in
office, projection room, ofor dressing rooms, is being introduced to the trade by National
Theater Supply Co. Heat rays from
this electric heater are evenly distributed and cover a large area, instead of being localized and confined
to one plane, as is the case with some

the

box

fice

heaters.

—Merry

Xmas—

Ten Orchestraphone Jrs.
Ordered by Tony Sudekem
Chicago

r.p.m.

[iallast

]':

National Introducing
New Electric Heater
Chicago

—

Ten Orchestraphones,

Junior Model have been ordered by
Tony Sudekem of the Crescent

Amusement

Co.,

Theater Supply

Some

time

ago,

the NaCo., reports.

Nashville,

tional

Sudekem

one of the machines

in

installed

the Belmont

In addition, installaNashville.
tions have been made at the Princess,

at

Birmingham; Walton,
and Booth, Knoxville.

—

—

—

—

I

—

Selma,

Ala.,

The German

Commerce.

plan to erect Germany's first
theater
Potsdam next
at
spring.
The house will be equipped
with Tonibild - Syndikat apparatus
which is claimed to be interchangeable with other svstems.

exhibitors'

ciates,

organization of the Czechoslovak Republic has suggested that a commission he named to assist the censor
bureau, composed of professional and
similar to the
functionaries,
state

sound

"Lampe Ausschuss"
-

of Berlin.
Merry Xmas

—

Elec-Tro-Fone Installed at Rolla
.\lbert Munro, manRolla, N. D
ager of the Munro, has completed installation nf Elec-Tro-Fone at that 723

—

Richmount

The new

device is of the
dotihlc turntable tvpe, eriuipped with
loud speakers and a cabinet of records.
The volume is regulated by
the usual manner of amplification,
house.

Munro

says.

—Merry

Xmas

—

Commission in Berlin
THE FILM DAILY
Washington An Italian commis-

Italian

Film

Wa.shingt(m Bureau of

—

sion
nical

headed by Director Fiore, techmanager of the proposed Italian

National studio, is now in Berlin,
Section
states a report to the M. P.
of the Dept. of Commerce, to study
technical and general organization of
the Ufa studios at Tempelhof and

Neubabelsberg.

7th Avenue

D.

J.

Pictures

Inc.

MOUNTAN.

^ew York

City

Pre*.

EXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC, Paris
DEEJAY, London
RICH PIC, N. Y.

Exporting only
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Unit Heads Retained

First National

Assignments Disprove Report They Would be Discarded — First of Series of Academy Talkers is Completed — United Artists Speeds Production Schedule Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs — Other News

—

Salomon to Handle
SERIES STARTED AT

NEW

SERIES OF TALKERS FOR

A Little
from

FIRST NATIONAL PLANT

By
Disproving the report that First
National studios would discontinue

u

Lots ff

RALPH WILK
Hollywood

WHITEMAN,

1>HIL

director
H.
as a result of the deal
and writer, who directed 20 comwhereby control of the company edies for Mack Sennett and who has
passed to the Warners, comes an- been busy at the Roach studio for
nouncement of new production as- several weeks, is considering some
signments.
attractive offers.
The shutdown of
Wid Gunning, who has just com- the Roach plant has made Phil availSatan,"
pleted "Seven Footprints to
able.
is
to produce Alice White's "Hot
directing.
LeRoy
Mervyn
Stuff" with
SceTMrists continue to receive inNed Marin is closing production on spiration at the local hockey games.
"The Comedy of Life," directed by T'other evening, Albert Shelby heAlexander Korda and has been as- Vino, Leo Birinski,
John F. Goodsigned to produce Milton Sills' next, rich and
Scott Darling were
W.
picture.
as well as Billie Dove's next
among the writers who watched the
Ray Rockett, now busy editing Hollywood Millionaires trounce OakRitz," in which
"Children of the
land. Darling got little inspiration

operations

'

Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall from the game, as the Oakland
team
co-featured
and which John was
formerly the Saskatoon club,
Francis Dillon directed, has been as
and Saskatoon is his old home town.
sig.ned to produce 'The Squall," which
*
*
*
Christaround
goes into production
"The
Fatal Warning," a tenmas time, under direction of Alexepisode serial,
are

will

ander Korda. Rockett will also proMulhall-Mackaill
the
next
duce

"Two Weeks

picture,

—Merry

New

Four

production

next

be placed in

month, with

busy Nat Levine as the proRichard Thorpe will
direct, with Ben Schwalb as
production manager.

Off."

Xmas—

ONIVERSITY USE PLANNED

I

—

nell's

Year's

WRITER

Under

WARNER BROTHERS

—

—

story,

is

Starts

for

Paramount.

—Merry

Xmas

Watch

Charles Mortan, Margaret Campbell,
Florence Lake and Arthur Stone.

— Merry

Xmas

—

for

Boles

—

—

—

—

—

—

c/^e

recting for Universal.
In the cast
are Huntley Gordon, Jane Winton,
Phillips.

of

l/oice of///e

^creen

^\

liNTER

Samuel Freedman, Hollywood,
I

Calif.

the doorway

popular hostelry aad you feel at hoa
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcon
this

which marks the difference between
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added touc
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, ovc
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and readii
lamp
these are but a few of the feature^
that make you feel at home.
. .

.

Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures!
best of food. Therefore, when you are ne
in Los Angeles be siue to investigate.

THE HOLLYWOO]

PLAZA
HOTEL
Vine Street

Swayne Gordon, Nancy Dover

and Eddie

News

QualitoXe

John Boles has been cast opposite
Laura La Plante in "The Haunted
Lady," which Wesley Ruggles is di-

Julia

for

j

—

Film

today, under the direction of Henry
Lehrman. It will be a "silent" and
the cast will include Mary Astor,

"U" Role

THE

Doorway

—

Eve," Richard Corin production at Fox

—

ROBERT LORD

Four new United Artists films have
been completed. Heading the list is
Douglas Fairbanks' "The Iron Mask,"
sequel to "The Three Musketeers."
Allan Dwan directed with the cast including Dorothy Revier, Marguerite
de la Motte and Leon Barry.
Fairbanks speaks for the first time in pictures in this new film. Ernst Lubitsch
has completed "King of the Mountains," starring John Barrymore with
Camilla Horn opposite. D. W. Griffith's "Lady of the Pavements" with
*
*
*
William Boyd, Jetta Goudal and Lupe
Garbo Title Again Changed
Velez, has been finished as has "She
Our Passing Show: Roland Drew
"Wild Orchids" and not "The Kiss
Goes to War," which Henry King and Beta Lugosi enthusing at the of the East" will be the final title
directed with Eleanor Boardman and Hollywood-Oakland
hockey game. for Greta Garbo's new picture.
Alma Rubens heading the cast.
Merry Xmas

Lehrman

studio. Bryan Foy, headi
production of Vitaphone shorts, rii
is
in
the East producing at
Brooklyn studios.

Gallagher on Way to Coast
"Skeets" Gallagher is en route from
*
*
*
New York to play in Charles Rogers'
Ly7in Shores, who directed the si- next picture for Paramount.
lent version of "The Jazz Age," an
Merry Xmas
FBO Gold Bond special, is also diHampton Joins Pathe Staff
recting the dialogue sequences. Lynn
Erie Hlampton, formerly assistant
also directed "Skinner's Big Idea" publicity director of Fox studios, has
and other important productions on been added to Don McElwaine's
the FBO program.
staff at Pathe studios in Culver City.
*
*
*
Merry Xmas
Michael Curtiz is one of the fewMaurice Revnes Joins Pathe
foreign directors who has directed
Maurice
Revnes,
joined
Paul
several pictures with an American
Bern's production unit at Pathe stulocale.
He has directed ten pictures dios and will act in
an advisory cahere and each has had an American
pacity on dialogue pictures.
background,
Merry Xmas

Completed by U. A.

"New

1

Warner

First of a series of talking picture
addresses planned for the use of colMerry Xmas
leges and other educational instituBakewell Opposite Alice White
tions and for general exhibition has
William Bakewell will play oppos
been completed for the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences. The speech Alice White in "Hot Stuff." Merv
is
by Milton Sills, former member LeRoy will direct.
of the faculty of the University of
Chicago.
It was recorded by Vitaphone and will be given its first
public reproduction during the national
convention of Teachers of
Speech in Chicago Dec. 27 to 29.
Contract to
The subject of the talk appropriately
is the speaking picture.
The speech
inaugurates the program which the
Academy has had in preparation for
some time for active cooperation with
higher educational institutions of the
country.
Merry Xmas
Assembling Chevalier Cast
of Hospitalit)
Russell Simpson, George Fawcett
and Black Craig have been selected
for cast of "The Innocents of Paris,"
to be Maurice Chevalier's first picture

ducer.

Pictures Are

—

All Vitaphone Shor
A. M. Saloman has been nandirector of Vitaphone shorts at

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORJ«A

—

,

December

J^ay,

DAILY

1928

23.

c

Shots from
^ew York Studios
ilhort

^iOy ARTHUR

Exhibitors

EDDY

W.

rbMUND LAWRENCE,

By Iir.RBEKT

whose

direction on a
recently directed four
start

to

Ml^aring

He

Jer

by E. bpitz

from the Coast
"The Circus
etc.
town,

tsee the

is

in

many

" in which he provides
Colanij.
Wlaughs, is current at the'
K^J

*

*

I

iionta
n'unt's

H N

at

film

all

He

was

He was

this

Trouble with Dave is you're so
going
him
watching
through his calisthenic drill and making funny faces at the different members of his band that the harmonizIt's a good
ing becomes secondary.
The gang apcircus act, anyway.
plauded like anything, and as they
pay for the show why should we

Sunday, Dec.

23,

1928

Sam Morris Promotion

of Sales Rise
Climax
(Continued from Page

Walter Wan-

1)

I

—

!

—

Spanish

Here

,

*
hard-boiled city editor of

*

*

The

his

"The

The

range of theaters are
20()0 with only about
seating between 2,UUU and

capacity

between 750 and
30 houses
3,000 people

—Merry

ront Paper," frank Broadway verDn of newspaper life, is working

Xmas

—

m German Co. to Build
best
Russia Raw Film Plant
Je's Osgood Perkins, whom we
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
performance
Imember through his
A German company
Washington—
the ill-fated "Spread Eagle," sevinitial

Is

"Stepping

talker,

High.'

i

years back and especially beiiuse of the tag line in that show.
i-al

—Merry
$235 Monthly

Xmas
for

ashington Bureau of

—

Japan Stars

THE FILM DAILY

—Leading

film actors
Japan are paid an average of about
according to advice to
J235 a month
P. Section of the Dept. of
le M.
ommcrce. The average cost of a
Of the 16
icture is about $2820.

Washington

1

lapanese producers, six supply about
iiree-quarters of the total producMost of the pictures consist
|ons.
tragedies of Japanese life and
!f
'pisodes of their history.

—Merry

New

—

Policy For Hamilton

O.—The

Hamilton,
,dopted a
'

Xmas

week.

new

policy of

is

to be

granted concession for the

film factory in Rusto the M. P.
advices
to
sia, according
Commerce.
Section of the Dept. of
proposed agreement calls for the

erection of a

raw

touting

Regent has
two changes

we were quite
we were sold. This

till

laying odds that he can
in the biz and collect
more hearty individual laughs than
any single act in the Broadway picIt's one thing to get
ture houses.
a general audience laugh. But a guy
who can raise individual laughs from
senile old men, babes in arms, dizzy
janes and frosty old maids and keep

week

outlib
i

Benny

Last week

sure.

W'C're

any m.c.

'em coming right through his
well, senores, that

stint

hombre must have

We might mention a
something.
dancing Spanisih team, a tambourine
dance, and a very funny prop horse
operated by Gerald and Haig, but

all, Benny Rubin is the enterHis
And he's plenty.
tainment.
main blurb this week is his famous
Colum-bust Dee-scov"Creestoffer
quirements of an A No. 1 m.c. No herring Hemerica."
You ain't seen
wonder they change 'em every few- nothing yet in the way of Milt Gross
Paramount.
weeks at the pulsating
parodies till you catch this act. And
The stage show opens in one_ with when you do you'll catch your death
Burns and Kissen doing an Oriental of laughing if you lack self control.
The sage gazes
fortunte teller act.
in a bowl of goldfish for his crystal
and they pull some old wheezes that ny Boy" being a darb. Jesse Crawreliable
got by with an audience that hadn't ford and wife still the old
Emilie & Romainc
been brought up on vaudeville. Then organ grinders.
came a good silhouette number, with an adagio team that make you gasp
leaps and
the girls behind a frame scrim posed with a couple of dizzy
immense.
They're
movements.
clutches.
leg
and
arm
graceful
in
Gordon & King, male steppers, did

Evelyn Wilson
the usual routine.
did a souse act in male evening dress
and got by on voice, gestures and apMany
German.
be
to
pearance. Kreuger did a fine saxo solo.
aging personnel
from Ger- It must have been unusual, for the
offers have been received
with
man companies willing to conclude boys in the band leaned for\yard Benagreement on above basis. Raw every evidence of appreciation.

after

The

with
factory to be built near Moscow,
manand
capital
the
of
cent
per
50

an

film requirements of Russia
to approximately 81,250,000
stock a year.

—Merry

Xmas

amount ny played request numbers,
feet

his

"Son-

of

—

New Theater for Birkenhead
London— Permit has been granted
for erection of a $242,Con500 theater here, seating 2,500.
the
struction will begin soon, with
the
by
completed
be
to
house slated
end of next year.

Andrew Boyd
House

ditty.
is

ture

ile

for many years, and
Fanny Davenport.

champ

that

very
in
a
occasionally
chirping
Then Benny is on
pleasing tenor.
as m.c. in a burlesque of another

.

int,

Colony

with

He is assisted
from the audience.
by Jimmy Carr who handles the
stage band as a sort of background
The show
to Benny's star kidding.
leads oflf with the band in yellow
coats and hats doing a typical Spanish number with one of the boys

novelty, the dignified

in the er was up on the boards with the
a point where the company,
*
*
*
year ago, stage band to do the regular line of
little more than one
red
a
manstudio
Fitzgibbons,
Steve
this clowning
and ho-ho-let's-be-merry.
knows his is anticipating net of $12,000,000
at Sound Studios,
ager
His name is Benny Krueger, and
angle.
year.
every
rture business from
tough
Morris entered the industry as an this is his first week at the
More joining the uptown comsmartly
operatboy,
looking
later
Nice
stand.
Cleveland,
both the exhibitor at
riters he was engaged in
In that dressed, pleasant manner, a great
ends of the in- ing theaters at Cleveland.
filing and publicity
tor saxophone
and that's all.
manager
soloist
branch
became
city he
cistry.
enough for
president
heavy
isn't
just
vice
Benny
later
World Film and
*
*
this spot that requires a combination
and general manager of Select.
of Paul Whiteman and Will Rogers
Jim Seymour, who got a lot of
Merry Xmas —
some
to please the floating populace that
iblicity as a "Harvard man"
He
Theater Operating In Spain
patronizes this picture palace.
imths ago tvhen he went to the
DAILY needs what Rubinoff has got—the
FILM
THE
under
Bureau
of
impresario
IVashingtoi^
publicity
(fast as
Washington—There are approxi- knack of throwing himself into the
Joe Kennedy regime at FBO
combined party with arms, legs and facial conlabeled
be
accurately
more
ight
mately 2,062 theaters with a
operat- tortions.
memis
a
Then in addition the abilHe
1,468,750
"Broadway man."
seating capacity of
family ing in Spain, the M. P. Section o ity to crack wise, kid the audience
,r of a famous theatrical
Ut and the acts and otherwise play the
hich produced such troupers as his the Dept. of Commerce states.
daily. genial goof that constitutes the rether, William Seymour, with Fav- the total 327 theaters operate

fsham

went

Spanish this
toreador
known as Benny Rubin throwing the
bull to a rattle of mirth and chuckles

The

week,

something new in the picThere have
houses at last.
been so many false alarms when we
carp or criticize?
a brand new angle
With the real master of ceremonies thought we had
in
stage presentation stuff to anof
way
pit
by
the
in
planted
thus
leary about
orchestra lead- nounce that we have been

a pretty

visiting

if

opening

fascinated

recruited

irthur Hopkins, who is
too, absorbed
a)d stage producer,
the
Se on making talking pictures stuAstoria
the
at
afternoon
o'er

wondering

of acrobatic

act.

Para-

*

*

*

the customers

was a new kind

Eastern plant are lightened
Baldwin, who is billed as

secretary.
the theatrical sphere.

h^

0/

*

burdens

Bell's

Dave Rubinoff opened the festivities at the Paramount with versions
of "Varsity Drag" as it might be
Dave
played in various countries.
came up on the rising platforni from
the pit with arms swinging wild and

Co-operate with
various civic organizations
at
every turn.

*

*

*

Le E Brown

THE BULL AT THE COLONY

PARA. MERRY-GO-ROUND

Great Star and A^-

^lures of the
Series, produced
.}rs'
release.
VI Paramount

BERC

DON BENNY RUBIN THROWS

BENNY KRUEGER TRIES

production dates
gallery era, is
shooting
to the

,.k

S.

Daily Reminder

of

t knowledge

b

Presentations

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Prcientation

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Laokawanna 7876

1531
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NEW YORK CITY

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
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1600 Broadway, New York City
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Karl Dane and George K. Arthur

"The Haunted House"

Sunday, December

Rin-Tin-Tin in

in

23, Ifi

"Legend of the Bear's

"Brotherly Love"
Length: 5793 ft.
"Land of the Silver Fox"
First National
Wedding"
M-G-M
AUDILengths 6053 ft.
GETS FAVORABLE
Warners
Length:
5179
/(.
ENCE REACTION WITH CLEVER COMEDY SATIRE
Antkino
Length: 7500
SPOOKY THRILL ATMOSPYRAMIDS THE LAUGHS FOR THE KIDS WILL WHOOP
PHERE AND COMEDY STUFF THE INTELLIGENTSIA WHILE FOR THIS ONE, WITH RINTY FANCIFUL THEME FRCi'
ON REHASH OF THE OLD THE OTHER DIVISION EN- DOING SOME GREAT DOG DE- RUSSIAN LEGEND WILL NC
HOKE.
JOYS THE SLAPSTICK.
TECTING AGAINST NO LESS CLICK WITH AMERICAN Pc
Edmund Brcese, William
Cast
Cast.... Karl Dane as the dumb THAN TWO VILLAINS.
AUDIENCES. GOOD FOR AR'
\'. Mong and Montagu Love the only
prison guard is a comedy cuckoo.
Rest George
ones who register effectively.
Cast. .. .Rin-Tin-Tin, of course, is HOUSES.
K. Arthur as the prisoner

of cast do stereotyped work, includ- lends
ing Larry Kent, Thelma Todd, Sid-

three-quarters of the show, the snow
country and the cast merely being

the subtle satire and is a deJean Arthur is the shapely
Flora
bone of contention between the two.

ney Bracy, Barbara Bedford,
Finch, Eve Sothern, Johnnie Gough.
And Chester Conklin is miscast as a
gent trying to register terror in the
haunted house.
Story and Production. .. .Mystery
melodrama. This is another edition
of such spooky plays as "The Terror" and "The Bat." The general idea
is to get a crowd of folks in a big
country house hunting for a secret
treasure, and then scare them senseless
with banging doors, howling
winds, clanging chains, ghostly apparitions, etc.
Director Christensen
does this very well with the aid of
cameraman Sol Polito who is a genius
on atmospheric effects.
The thrills
and laughs are there in abundance.
The plot stands still for several reels
while the audience is being spoofed.
But they laughed and shivered, so
that's the answer.
Synchronized with

light.

Story
satire

to show off his stunts.
cast includes Leila Hyams, John
Miljan, Carroll Nye,
Santschi,

background

The

and

of

Production. .. .Comedy
prison life.
This film is
that it succeeds in solving

Tom

Princess Neola.

unique in
one of the major problems of this

•

Story and Production. ...Melodrama
North woods. It follows the

industry.
That is, to cater to intelligent folks and the dumb legions at
the same time, and make both divisions like it.
Karl Dane supplies the
slapstick and goofy antics that panic
the mob. and George .A.rthur is there
dazzlingly with the delicate and subtle satire for the minority who can
appreciate it.
Briefly,
the
burly
prison guard has a grudge against
the refined young man who is sent
to prison for a minor offense. Thev
both love the warden's daughter. The
warden is trying to reform the convicts
with brotherly love tactics.
Watch Dane practice it on Arthur
and try not to laugh.
sound effects.
Direction, Charles F. Reisner, clasDirection,
Benjamin Christensen, sy: Author, Petterson Marzoni: Sceclever; Author, Owen Davis; Sce- nario, Earl
Baldwin, Lew Lipton;
nario, Richard Bee; Editor, Frank Editor, George
Hively; Titles, Rob-

Ware;

Titles,

William

Irish;

Photog-

raphy, Sol Polito, expert.

ert

Hopkins:

Photography,

of the

usual pattern of the canine celluloids,
telling the story of how the dog hero
tracked down the villain who was
trying to frame his young master and
steal his gal. At that the sentimental
interest is well handled, and the story

made fairly plausible. Rinty really
does some stellar work, with two or
three bits outstanding.
One novelty
is where he stands off a pack of alleged wolves that are circling his unconscious master.
Rinty kills the
leader, and then dashes back to his
master to overcome another wolf at
the
tle

Rod La Rocque

«c

in

Sally's

"

Pathe

Length: 5733

COMEDY WITH GOOD

ft.

FBO

Length: 6297

ft.

KID-

ARTIFICIAL AND UNCONDING ANGLES SMARTLY VINCING
YARN ABOUT A
DIRECTED AND CAPABLY
ACTED. GETS LAUGHS RIGHT GOOD GAL HANDICAPPED
THROUGH THE FOOTAGE.
WITH A JAZZ FAMILY AND A
Cast.
.Rod La Rocque as the sub- DUMB SWEETIE.
.

.

way employee

in

love with the rich

Cast.
.Lois Wilson smiles sweetly
gal registers strong with his peppy
comedy. Tom Kennedy as the dumlj and bears up bravely against some
fearful handicaps, including a sappy
detective is a riot in spots.
Jeanette
She is the only one showing
Loff has that certain something that story.
Others George Hackanormal males admire. Others Rich- any class.
thorne,
Lucille
Williams, Huntley
ard Tucker, Mary Carr.
.

.

dog

and

that will have the kids yelling.

'

Story and Production
Drarl
adapted from "Lokis" by Prosij
Merimee. The theme is very unust
al, and will meet with little succei
with the average audience in til
country. The legend involves a Ri]
sian nobleman who is supposed to
half bear although he has nothii'
about his physical appearance to
i

dicate his sire.

Only

at time the

aii

mal in him gains the mastery and
goes out in the woods and commi|
crimes against peasant girls. He
in love with a very fine girl who al
I

loves him in spite of the stories th
are told of his dual nature. The fill
works up to the wedding and tin
tragic death of the girl at the ham
of the bear-man.
Too morbid ai
weird to get by with the averaj
audience.

Direction, K. V. Eggert, satisfai
Ray Enright, smooth;
Author, Prosper Merimee:
Charles Condon; Scenario, tory;
Howard Smith; Editor, Owen Marks; Scenario, G. Grebner; Editor, n(
Titles,
Joe Jackson; Photography, listed; Titles, not listed; Photogr;
phy, E. Tisse, P. Ermolov, good.
Frank Kesson, very good.

Boh

Shoulders"

The

work.

Direction,

,

"Love Over Night"

throat.

K. V. Eggert, the direct!
and does commenda
Rest of cast all Russians.

stars,

Author,

Henry

Sharp, good.

hero's

Santschi also stage a peach of a bat-

Cast
also

I

Phyllis

Steele in

Haver

in

"The Shady Lady"
"Headin' For Danger"
Length: 6132 /(
FBO
Length: 5249 ft. Pathe
A FAIR PROGRAM NUMBE!
THIS IS A WHIZ BANG FOR WITH
PLOT THAT IS FAl
ACTION STUFF AND THE FROM A CONVINCING.
KIDS WILL ENJOY IT. VERY ACTORS ARE FORCED TOTHE
DC
MELLER, BUT IT HAS KICK.
SOME RATHER FOOLISI
Cast....

Bob

self in this one.

Steele outstunts himHe rides and fights

duels with swords, whips and what
have you. He's the whole show, assisted by a good looking girl named
Jola
Mendez.
Others
Leonard
Trainor, Tom Forman, Frank Rice.

THINGS.

Cast. .. .Phyllis Haver is starred
but any acting honors go to Loiii:
Wollieim. who holds most of the in
terest
ners.

of the gun run
shows to fair ad
Robert Armstrong is gooi

as the head
Phyllis only

vantage.

Al Ferguson.
support as the hero.
Russell Glea
Production
Farce Gordon, James Mason, Edythe ChapStory and Production. .. .Western son a newspaper reporter.
man.
comedy.
We can recommend this
meller.
All about the Mexican bad
Story and Production
Drama
one unreservedly as a refreshing comStory and Production
Drama. lands and how one brave young This was weakened by one of thosi
edy that carries a lot of breeziness Six reels of Sally doing the great
and real hilarity. Director Edward sacrifice act. For a jazzy kid sister Anierican saved bis father's gold in-between stories that was not qiiiti
mine, a gal's honor and his own neck sure whether it wanted to be an iiii
Griffith has toned it up with a lot of and a whoopee brother
poor Sally almost simultaneously, as it were. derworld
thriller or a straight sen
light banter and some surprise twists sacrifices
everything.
Never was One thing piles on top of another timental drama.
Consequently tin
that keeps you trying to figure just there such an unselfish big sister
as
what he is going to pull next. La this one. Brother marries and brings and the kid keeps headin' into danger director had his troubles, and tlu
Rocque and Kennedy are something his wife home and sister supports 'em until he finds it necessary to con- actors were not so sure of them
new in the way of a comedy team. both with a smile. He steals money serve his punches and knock his man selves, either. Wolheim with his colThey work fine together, and should from the bank where he works and out with the very first blow. He orful characterization of the gun runbe assigned to do a few more. sister makes good. But she wins the docs this a half dozen times, and ner makes the film look much better
Through circumstances Rod is sus- halo when she stands aside and lets then fights a sword duel and ties a than it really is. But there is a younp
pected by the dumb detective of being kid sister vamp her beau and even Mexican up with an Australian whip newspaper reporter from the "Neu
for good measure.
He does every- York Times" covering the gun runa crook. Rod is all intent on trailing helps her to do it. But then, with
a thing but throw
horseshoes.
The ning story in Havana who is made
a sweetie, but the dumb dick keeps beau as dumb as Hugh was,
maybe story is incidental. The superintend- to do some sappy
things that makes
messing up the works. There is one Sallv wasn't so dumb after all.
It's ent of his
dad's
mine was it a tough break for the "Times."
star bit where Rod stages a love all terribly puzzling.
Made for your crooked, and afterMexican
the gal.
But Bob Hero is a hijacker and the gal is actscene for the detective's benefit that amazement. You'll be amazed at
the knows his Mexican
onions and this ing as decoy for the gun runner
is a howl.
An A No. 1 programmer. dumbness of it all.
film will rock the kids and make 'cm against her will.
Love interest quite
Direction, Edward H. Griffith, exDirection, Lynn Shores, poor matewhoop.
wobbly.
pert;
Authors, George
Dromgold, rial to work with; Author,
Beatrice
Direction, Robert North Bradburv,
Direction, E. H. Griffith, ordinary;
Sanford Hewitt; Scenario, the same; Burton; Scenario,
Lynn Shores; Edi- smart; Author, Frank H'oward
Clark; Author, Jack Jungmeyer; Scenario,
Editor, Harold McLernon; Titles, not tor, Archie F.
Marsheck; Titles Ran- Scenario, the same:
Editor, Delia m! the same; Editor, Doane Harrison;
listed; Photographer, J. Joseph Mes- dolph
Bartlett; Photography, Virgil King;
Titles, not listed; Photography, Titles,
Garrett
call, good.
Graham; Photog-

Story

and

'

Miller,

okay.

Virgil

Miller,

clear.

raphy,

J.

J.

Mescall, good.

1

—

)
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DAILY
dignified

I)e

Short Subjects

— but

whoin'cli goes to
be dignified?
It's a
laugh fcst, and no foolin'.
Directed
with class by Stephen Roberts.
tljc

theater

to

"The Claim Jumper"— Featurette

SOUND

Universal

A

Repeat
Fred Ardath and Co.
Type of production. .2 reel western
Vitaphone No. 2255
The forest ranger hero is still trailing his man. This time in the form
A Hit
.comedy sketch of claim jumpers who are trying to
'y|; of production.
comedy act get the old man's gold while daughold
Ardath's
'|iis
is
ter and ranger work iheroically to
has been revamped for screen
thwart their dastardly work.
Of
is
Fred
wow.
it
a
is
and
OSes,
u
drunk who comes home and course they succeed, and collect the
reward, and fade into a final clinch
•a'es it with his friend to tell his
and everything. This is a big couna
all
about
It
is
alibi.
a new
wreck in which Fred proved to try and thousands of kids are being
•a|
an orphan born every week who haven't heard
e he hero and saved
he of this plot before. To them it will
appears
wife
When his
hi
be new.
Josef Levigard admits di0, through the alibi, coached by his
recting
this
one.
it
up
messes
he
way
the
d, and
'i'draw chuckles from an asthmatic
"Speeding Youth"— Collegiate
Iciuan. Earl Hall plays the straight,
Universal
n the wife is Grace Osborn. Should
Same Old Stuff
Time, 10 mins.
lip anywhere.
.

.

i;'

i(j

•i:

•i.

Type

Leo Beers

I

M-G-M

Movietone
Falls Flat
production, .comedy songster

of
his

'\e

poor, with Leo
accompanying himself at the
He signs "Arabella" and "In

Urs
i:o.

one

rates

Usual Way," both comparatively
knumbers. There is no particular
for pep to the songs or the artand in consequence
delivery,
h
becomes just ordinary grade.
.'Ire is also a slight suggestiveness
b'jt a few of the lines that some
e)le might take exception to. Time,
ii

;t

ins.

Your Horses"

— Mike

comedy

pals Mike and Ike get
cd up with a couple of swell girls
VI are
out for some hoTseback
\ng.
As usual, the twins start to
iTT
how good they are as equesriines.
They get into some funny
ciiplications with a wooden horse
h:
takes them for a jazzy ride,
'rally when they are on real mounts,
h/ make such a mess of everything
h.
the girls give them the laugh
.r
leave 'em flat.
The film is well
f.'ged and moves at a lively pace.

two

I

Dected by

Sam

from the

boj's decide to hold a

instead.
to pull a

Of course,
mean trick

association,

college.

So the

motorcycle race

Don tries
keep Ed from

villain

to

winning the race, but fails, as usual.
Some day that guy Don is going to
succeed, for a change, and the surprise will knock your patrons out of
their seats and they will yell for
more.
But Nat Ross, the director,
hasn't thought of that one yet. Give
him time.

and Ike

Good Gags
111'

a visiting athletic

ish all cars

Schenck Scouts Report
of U. A. German Han
{Continued from Page

.

Newfield.

—

)e of

comedy
and Vernon Dent

production. ...

1

reel

lonty Collins
a couple of private boob detec-

To Raze

Louisville

House

Louisville — The

Majestic here is
to be razed for a $250,000 department
The theater's least expires
store.
Jan.

1.

—Merry

Xmas

—

Red Kann

reserved to exporters of Gerbut the impression that
the restriction is wholesale is a mis-

Joe Schnitzer
Mrs. Edna Sussman

Miss Addie Damienbcre
H. J. Yates
Ned Depinet
Bruce Gallup
Billv Brandt
Lou Blumenthal

—

Urged Commission

Ed

To Study Trust Laws
Page
(Continued from

Meighan

Charlis Einfeld
Henry Ginsberg
Al Lichtman

films,

—

Schiller
F. Rodgers

W.

Vic Shapiro

Don Mersereau

1)

Tommy

Goldberg

and Clayton Acts, describing the lat- Arthur Loew
ter as a "miscellany of meaningless Jack Alicoate
phrases," many of which he says' Charles Jawitz
Richard Brady
Representa- Walter Futter
could not be enforced.
tives of the legislature and executive Jim Normanly
branches of the government should Nat Levine
Paula Gould
serve with business and professional A. Pam Blumenthal
men on the proposed commission to Tom Wiley

The
the trust laws, he said.
Sherman act, he said, as enforced and

Wm.

revise

I

I

construed,

not

does

prevent

such

mergers as are incidental to normal
development and expansion of business, or contracts and arrangements
designed to eliminate unfair competition and uneconomic promise, so
long as they do not burden or op-

I

Massce
David Loew
Paul N. Lazarus
Herman Robbins
Phil Reisman

W.

German

J.

Emit Shauer
David Picker

M.

Kandall

J.

Wm.
J.

Ferguson
D. Trop

Stanley

Hand

pose the public or some other brancii

George Byrnes

of the industry.

Ed

New

Halperin
N. L. Manheitn
Louis Baum
Bert Adler

Xmas —

Russian Co. Gets

Harry Scott

Wide Range
iVashington Bureau of

Washington

of Activity
THE FILM DAILY

— Council

of

conmiis-

D.

J.

Chatkin

Ben

R.
Emit C.

Rosenbaum
Jensen

Leo Klebenow
Charles Moskowitz
O'Reilly

Francis
Russian Soviet Repub- J.
Harry Lewis
lic, has approved the changes in the
S. J. Warshowsky
charter of Meschrabpom-Russ. which Cresson E. Smith

saries of the

will

now

be called Meschrabpom-Film

A. G., according to advice to the M.
P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.

The new company's

activities

N. D. Golden
James R. Grainger
Herbert Ebenstein
Fred Quimby

now W.
A.

S.

Butterfield

H. Giannini

covers the whole territory of the Lou B. Metzger
Soviet Union, it is authorized to ex- M. Van Praag
port its product and import the raw Joe Weil
H. M. Messiter
materials, chemical products and ap- Willard McKay
paratus required for production of A. Schimel
films.

thorized

T'he company also is auproduce films abroad
to

either independently or in conjunction with other foreign firms, but
contracts must be approved by the

commissary

of

Legally
commerce.
becomes a so-called
company. Mesch-

the company now
State joint stock

Ted Schlanger
Helen Hughes
B. Paine
Oscar Binder
Ward
I. V.
H. McFarland
T.
Henry C. Bate
C.

E.

W.

Castle

Jacobo Glucksmann
D. J. Mountan
Sidney Singerman
Rebecca Joffee

Demolishing Paterson Theater
rahpom will probably be represented
Paterson, N. J. The Empire here. in the company that is to be formed J. Ludwig
5 at a fashionable wedding.
They
leased by Fox, is being demolished in Berlin by its present agent work- Harry Rosenquest
a series of sappy antics
I through
C. C. Hoagland
for the construction of a four story ing with Prometheus.
It are good for a lot of laughs. One
Frank Mastroly
building.
Paul Gulick
S'uence is exceptionally good, where
Xmas
Merry
Merry Xmas
Harry Reichenbach
two boobs start tickling each
Lederman
of K-A Boston House Dan
Manager
Howe
Falls
For
Glens
Phototone
Dave Bader
>,er,
and before they get through
Hayden,
Milton Silver
Tames J.
Boston, Mass.
bridegroom and minister are doGlens Falls, N. Y.— Installation of
Len Fields
Keith-.'\1the
of
director
managing
the
the same, as well as all the rest Phototone has been completed at
Eugene Walsh
has appointed Lee Balsly
) he guests.
It finishes with a free- Bradley here, according to manager bee St. James here,
Walton Howe as resident manager. M. Steinbuch
:<,-all shirt pulling match. It may not
Lew Fischer.
s

who

—

are sent to guard the pres-

•

—

—

—

;I

:I

I

—

fmm

Watch This
Tommy

tions

its

"Whoopee Boys"
Mermaid Educational
Neat Number

(Continued

.Germany.
"United Artists will not receive
any prorata of the 50 film importa-

interpretation."
Merry Xmas

Two Days

to

Pai/r

1

)

and, of course, the committee is disappointed although the treasury has;
been reinforced sufficiently to i»crhaps take care of whatever new ca.scs
develop next year as well as carry
<jn with those to whom relief is now
I)eing adnu'nistered.
Contributions were received on
Friday from Felix F. Feist, Jesse 1..
Lasky. Irene F. Scott. H. B. Coles.
\. P. Waxman and E. C. Grainger.

in

man

las

I

Go; Did \'ou Help?

1

l^roportion to the number of German
pictures those companies had distributed in their own country.
"United Artists will receive its
prorata of the 160 films notV Wcstricted to the reciprocity provision
and United Artists stars will therefore continue to be seen on screens

—Merry

production. 1 reel comedy
Oswald, the funny rabbit goes
through his cartoonatics in great
form. This time he is a barber with
a very up-to-date establishment. The
animated barber pole picks up pedestrians ofif the street and shoots them
This helps
into the barber chair.
The climax shows Ostrade a lot.
wald made up as a manicurist in order to please the villain wolf whom
he has kept waiting. Wolf takes him
for a necking party in his car, and
when he discovers that Oswald ain't
that kind of a gal, he throws him out
with a pair of roller skates.
of

I^ufid

exportation of German films.
The
permits for exhil)ition of the remaining 50 pictures of the 210 to be
allowed annually will be allotted to
the exporters of German films in

Cleve)-

Type

production. .2 reel

of

ic

of

Universal

Universal
'

fit

but the dean decides suddenly to abol-

"The Yankee Clipper"— Oswald

SILENT
I!)ld

production. .2 reel comedy
Again the hero Ed Benson has his
troubles with ihis jealous rival Don
Trent at Calford college. The students plan an auto race for the beneof

11

Grow

List
R. V.
P. D.
Alfred

Anderson
Cochrane
Gottesman

Oscar Neu(eld
Sam Sax
Gabriel L. Hess

Hedda Hopper
Milton Cohen

Bernard Edelhertz
William Pizor
M. E. Krauss
Harold B. Franklin
Joe Brandt
Jack Cohn
Harry Cohn
George Harvey
James Mulvey
D. L. Zyve
Adolph Zukor
Nathan Burkan
Eugene Zukor

Arthur B. Graham
E.

W. Kramer

Thomas W. Gerety
Dewey Bloom

Wm.

James

Lee A. C chs

Hank Linet
W. P. Wentz
Ethel Smith
Arthur B. Graham
R. S. Wolff
John C. Flinn
David Bernstein
Leopold Friedman

Weiss Bros.
F. V. Luporini

Henry Siegel
E. M. Saunders
Clarence J. North
Louis K. Sidney
Millard Johnson

Maurice Goodman
T. P. Mulrooney

Ralph Kohn
Harry Brandt
H. L. Muller
Samuel Spring

Herman
Thomas

Starr

Connors

J.

A. W. Smith. Jr.
Frank W. Buhler

H. H. Buxbaum
Lee Marcus
Marty Schwartz
Charles Schwartz
Barton B. Hepburn
Si Seadler
Charles F.

W

Hynes

Eddy
Arthur
Rutgers Nielson
Jack Barnstyn
J. Boyce Smith
A. J. Moeller
Pearl Dannenberg

Abe Berman

W.
I.

N. Seligsberg
Schwartz

Sam Eckman
Will H. Hays
Leo Brecher
Alex Moss
Jos. H. Seidelman
W. E. Raynor
Carl Laemmle
Isaac Weinberg
John L. Hawkinson
L.

T.

Schlaiber

Fred Desberg
Robt. T. Kane
Charles Chaplin

Ned Marin
D. Williams
I.
Jack O'Connell
Keystone Engravmg
Ed Golden
E. C. Grainger
A. P. Waxman
H. B. Coles
Irene F.
I esse

FeUx

L.
F.

Scott

Lasky
Feist
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Just Before Christmas
{L'(>}ttiiiiti\l

from Piuic

1)

up unnecessary and unfair trade bar- Charlie knows how to write copy and
riers to tbe distribution of American
Further, the
pictures in that land.
State Department in Washington will
l)e appealed to in an effort to see what

he

change diplomatic representations can the
bring about.

.

.

.

He Does
Tuesday: The

It

paper
old
the lap of the
industry on this day.
Abram F.
Myers, chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission, astute lawyer, and more
than passing student of motion picture matters, accepts the preferred
post of president and general counsel
of AJlied States Ass'n, whijch, as
you know, is the baby of Messrs.
Steflfcs, Cole, Richey, et at.
Myers
is to
head the whole Allied works,
founded on an announced policy of
I)rotection for exhibitor interests "in
every lawful way"; in addition, we
quote from the constitution "where
such interests coincide with the interests of other branches of the industry, to protect the interests of the
industry as a whole."
This is the
cornerstone of the proposed Allied
organization.
Myers has committed
himself to serve these purposes for
three years, headquartering in Washington and from that perch maintaining a careful vigil on developments in exhibition throughout the
drops a

surprise

little

in

— —

know

the First National platforms

from the ground up.
An excellent
man for an important job....
You might look for some action on

German "kontingent"

situation.

Protests have been lodged in Washington and that, of course, means,
the Government's suave diplomatic
corps will see what it can do to permit the course of American film business in Germany to flow without ujifair interruption ....

Thursday: Things are beginning
hum, Christmas and the holidays
notwithstanding. Take the Warners,
for instance.
We happen to know
that deals are under way there which
will add sixty houses to the fast growing chain and give Spyros Skouras
more towns to visit. The Silverman
theaters in Pennsylvania, Maryland
and Ohio have been annexed, but
to

that is only one move in several that
are in various stages of negotiation.
.

In production, Warners have determined to tack the well-known Vitato

the

matter of a

little

runs until

1933.

.

.

contract

which

.

Wisconsin
Today: Brin is starting something.
His purchase of the Fischer chain in
Wisconsin looks as if it may be the
signal that will start off a mild bonfire.
Brin now has what Fox could
readily use in rounding the WisconSimilarly so Universal.

sin territory.

Now

what remains

to

be

seen

is

whether either Fox or Universal or
both continue anxious to cement their
present holdings.
seems but one

Watch 'Em Go!

phone banner on

a

If

it

and

if time
should stamp with conviction the report
that
Warners are financing
Brin.
M_ax Reinhardt arrives from Germany Monday en route to Hollywood
to direct
Lillian
Gish for United
.

.

One

of the most significant
production alliances in some time.
look for much to come of it....
note of Christmas cheer to all
our friends wherever they may be
from Jack Alicoate, Don Mersereau
and all of

We

Na- worthies:

First

Vitaphone's vast exoutput.
perience in all forms of sound will
become available at once for First

May

tional

be

the

all.

KANN

—Merry

Xmas

—

Royalties Fight in France
Paris The Dramatic Authors' SoOur cousins in London are proving
Oscar Hanson shakes Canadian
The latest ciety, Literary Peoples' Society and
cold from his ulster and comes into anything but friendly.
New York as sales head for Tiffany- move against America and her mo- the Film Authors' Society, have deStahl.
don't know Hanson, but tion picture fare is reported to be a cided to demand payment of royalcombine
German, ties from distributors and exhibitors
of
we've heard good things about him ^oO,000,000
from Toronto. He represented Can- French and British interests with an on every occasion on which films
adian Educational there for eight apparently determined intention of adapted from such works are exhibyears and when a fellow stays that capturing for itself a nice hunk of ited. While distributors may be willlong with any company in this busi- the world's market. So long as this ing to pay a small percentage on
ness we are prone to believe there or any other combine depends on gross receipts, exhibitors are opposed
must be a reason. Now he steps into good pictures and steers clear of arti- to such levy due to present high govhis most important job right along ficial stimulants in the form of govern- ernment taxation,
is reported.
with the rest of the bunch in New ment
subsidies
or
barriers
trade
Merry Xmas
York....
against American pictures, this indusViano Buys At Somerville
Big doings in the Wisconsin.
will
have nothing to worry
L. try
Somerville,
Mass.
Arthur A.
K. Brin. out of the blue, ups and about ....
Viano, who operates the Teele Square
buys the entire Fischer circuit. They
and Somerville, has purchased the
The
Boys
do say the Warners are backing Brin,
Broadway from Phillip Marget.
but over at the Warner ofiflce nobody
Friday: The
Theater
Owners
Merry Xmas
is
inclined to talk about it.
Fox Chamber of Commerce
is bestirring
and I'niversal are both active in the
Theater Permit Denied
itself again.
This time it is interselfsame territory. Which may mean
changeability. Several members whose
Memphis
Grace Claramitaro was
nothing, but we're betting it means
theaters are equipped with other than denied a building permit to remodel
that competition for first place will
grow keener as 1929 grows older.... Western Flcctric reproducers have a store building into a theater here.
been refused service by Frist Na- The board held that the building was
tional and Warner.s, it appears, and not suitable for the project.
Watchful Washington
Wednesday: The efficient Wash- the T.O.C.C. is determined to disMerry Xmas
ington staff of ye Film Daily visited cover what it is all about.
Its legal
Carroll Publix Head in Florida
with the gentlemen that count in the advisor will be turned to and whatTampa, Fla. John B. Carroll, forThere is more mer
Federal Trade Commission offices re- ever he says, goes.
general manager for Consolithan
an
even
chance that a law suit
garding the Grand Forks incident and
dated
Amus. Co.
been appointed
when the pleasantries had ended, dis- will result unless producers define district manager has
for
Publix West
their
stand
which,
insofar
covered that, if that the Code of
as the T.
Coast
section
of
Florida.
Carroll will
luhics has been violated, there will O.C.C. is concerned, means only one
supervise 12 theaters with headquarbe action.
However, the F. T. C. thing: sound picture service, no mat- ters at

country.

.

.

Wednesday
Trade Commission to act if charg
of Grand Forks, N. D., exhibitor on
vi
lation of Code of Ethics are sustained.

Federal

—

.

K.

Brin

circuit

in

L.

takes

over Fischer-Paraiiiou
plans large chain.

Wisconsin;

Thursday

'(,

Warner

expansion in Mi<ldle West andil'
way; Silverman Bros., houses bought
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Maryland; Brin
:'

i

ported

acting

for

company

in

purchase

lean

film supremacy; British Gaumont
ported, planning Canadian chain.

i.t

—

—

—

.

—

companies.
?;
^"t'.'V
M-(r-M.

*^^>'^''

spikes

report

he's

leavini
1

Saturday

A

j

three cornered building race looms in Wi
Fox, Universal and Brin pla'
houses in number of key towns.
Schenck scouts report of U. A. German Bapl

consm.

!

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving

—

—

Specialists
to the

Motion Picture
Industry

—

—

hand and

for that

ter

what the equipment may be.

We

DAY AND NIGHT

Jacksonville.

.

.

—

.

i

"There is nothing to it," is comment
Barney Balaban on U. S. monopoly su
against
Balaban & Katz and 16 otb(

—

its

J

inlerchangeability.

Showdown

rarely tips off

i

Friday
Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce,
\
maps plans for showdown on issue

We

reason even refuses to admit that such
The Mayer yarn again. With each
a complaint has been filed....
full moon, the report that he will leave
Charlie Finfeld, young in years, but Metro comes to the fore.
Louis B.
a veteran in merchandising- copy, gets himself informs that there is notha well-earned post: that of advertising ing to it.
know that the rela-

i

Fischer-Paramount.
A. S. Woodger engineering British, Canadia
German and French combine to fight Amc

i

Yjile-time

this

merriest of them

National units.
That should help,
provided the sound is injected not indiscriminately but where it belongs.

contract

president and general manager of Alii
-States Ass'n.
Oscar Hanson succeeds E. J. Smith as T
fany-Stahl sales head.
Senate committee to ask details of indust
prohes from attorney general before
actini
on Sen. Walsh's resolution for inquiry.

A

THE FILM DAILY

1

Aliram F. Myers sign three year

.

Artists.

1,

1

Tuesday

they do, there

way

to do
to build, particularly so

this is

Monday
<MaiHl Forks, N. 1)., cxhiliitor files complai
with Federal Trade Commission chargi
Northwest Theater Circuit with violati
overliuyinj! clause in Code of Ethics.
Kxhiliitors cfMil
toward Allied Ass'n nioi
K.
F.
Wowlhull says on return to N(
York, attending exhiljitor conventions.

—

Merry Xmas
Winchester Gets Capital Post
Washington
C. F. Winchester

—

now

is
managing the Fox here.
Harry Greenman, former manager,

and publicity director for First Na- tions between Nick Schenck and has been sent to St. Louis to open
tional.
We're glad to hear of it. Mayer are cordial. Further, there is the new Fox house there.

250

West
NEW

54th
YORK

Street

Telephone: Columbus 4l4l'2-3

And, History Will RepeatThe original motion picture
...workable long

rolls...

film

colored film

base.. duplicating film.. panchromatic
negative.... the history of the

American mo-

tant developments in
tion picture materials
of this

impor-

is

a factful story

Company's cooperation with

the cinematographic industry.

Obviously an association that has
borne such fruits in the past can be
expected

to

repeat

in

the future.

For 1929 the Eastman resources and

Eastman cooperation are pledged
anew to the further advancement of
the motion picture art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N.

Y.

loua

ror i.ovi
:^cst Kiss

I

everiast^
m-

y

X"
y^.

r

ff

Directed in Dialog by

RAOUL WALSH
and

WILLIAM

IRVING CUMMINGS

PRESENTS
'I

%f3i^^^ *

t

^A

^^

^

.

%

T oi Me GREATER FOX MOVIETO
ALL-TALKINe FEATURED
#;•.>

Sounded for

Call

ist

/

Relief

Fund Contributions
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It's
\.D BOY SANTA

begins

annual
climb
down
J
chimneys and such tomorhis

,l)ut
in one direction, the
u and codgy fellow has comt' his cheery task.
refer

We

Warners' Christmas

gift

E. Morris, for seven years

manager and now, if you
both V. P. and G. M. of
ole

24,

1928

I^ice 5 Cents

PUBLIX EXPANSION PLAN CALLS
FOR THEATERS IN 40 CITIES
Sound, Color, Third Dimension
Films Planned by Halperins

m

has worked hard.
He
^member the days when the
EXPANDING IN
irs did plenty of struggling
^hen he labored along with
ENGLAND; BUYS
BOAS
Not that all the work is
It isn't that, but rather the
Expanding further into New Eng'hat a just reward that has
land where the company already has
c him is now his.
So it a firm foothold through acquisition
Poli circuit, Fox
id must be a merry holiday of the
Theaters
[nrris.
We're darned glad, Corp. has purchased the L. M. Boas
circuit which consists of 12 Massa-

NEW

OUT

West

Coast

Bureau,

"My Man"
Brice's first talking-singing
right good entertain-

and

long and very abrupt
;nding, but, taken as it stands,
W^an" contains much that is
diverting and amusing.
The
trifle

;ontingent will, of course, want
her.
Aside from a compara-

—

Hollywood Formation of a $15,000,000 enterprise to produce pictures
hi sound, color and third dimension
i.s
announced by Victor Hugo and
Edward Halperin. The group, personnel of which is bting kept secretive

until

finally

rounded

out,

in-

cludes
several
existing
producing
units and well known directors.

Sound on Cylinders Part

chusetts theaters. It is reported other
Company's Plan
moves are under way in that section. of
The chain includes the Olympic,
International Talkies Corp. will be
Park and Palace in Boston and the the name of the new Halperin comfollowing in smaller Massachusetts pany which, as indicated in a special
towns:
Coast
dispatch
to
FILM
The Strand, Amesbury; Globe and D.A.ILY, will be capitalized at $15,Strand, Clinton; Premier and Strand, 000,000.
A sound recording system
Newburyport; Strand, Waverly; Em- which records on cylinders has been
pire. Whitman; and Strand and Ly- secured, while at a later date, record-

THE

ceum

Hall,

Woburn.

(Continued on Page

dollars

stood.

— Merry

who
failed

rht.

This

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

— Expansion

program

Oregon, Washand Nevada.
In

California,

Montana

southern

California

theaters

will

be

Hollywood. San Diego, Redondo, Riverside, San Bernadino and
Rcdlands.
Other California cities
where houses will be constructed are
in

(Ccmtinued on Page

— Merry

Xmas—

3)

THE FUND ENDS TODAY;

WHAT ABOUT YOUR

BIT?

The committee

THE

it.

Today

intended

FILM
makes

to

contri-

do so through
your final oppor-

K A N N

Jos. S. Skirboll,

J.

Al S. Aronson
World Wide's Christmas Gift

charge of

its

last

Fund

;{;

D. Williams

Present "Exhibitor's Choice" Selling as
Theatre owners for the New Year.

in

DAILY RELIEF FLND

appeal to you today.
has been mounting
steadily since the second annual drive
was announced several weeks ago, but
the objective of 10,000 by Christmas
has not been reached. The committee is hopeful that the money whfch

The

to
is

—

West Coast Theaters

built

Film Daily Relief Fund closes
The committee still believes
lany

Xmas

WEST COAST EXPANSION

aters in
ington,

mes known as longwindedness.
d something to talk about, had
's, asked for qjuestions and then

lave

construction.

houses in many prosperous cities of
the
Middle West, such as Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Canton, O. That
the expansion is not to be limited to
any one particular section of the
country is indicated by the fact that
several cities in the South are to
have new Publix houses, it is under-

we watched and came

It Closes

theater

recently announced calls for construction of the-

conclusion that he was not a
of words. Neither is he a deof
that
honorable practice

Hked

new

nati and Columbus, O., two cities in
which Ike Libson, partner of KeithAlbee-Orpheum, has important holdings and that the program calls for

of

the

Wt

in

Plans have been completed, it is
understood, for invasion of Cincin-

Los Angeles

new president of
on Saturday. The opportunity

out.

United States is about to be launched by Publix, involving millions of

(;->.(«

personal talk did not present
But, as
Brown sat back

1

campaign involving 40
towns throughout the

EMBRACEUIVE STATES

Hiram Brown

inversed,

and

3)

this.

)

Building
cities

few cities, however, Fanny's
won't mean a thing.
Which
you will have to plug her and
cture since your gang won't
what it's all about if you fail

met

of Millions

THE FILM DAILY

New

A

Calls for Expenditure

works.

rris

ly

National Building Program

to

—Advt.

iContinufd on Page 4)
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remit

being "Four Devils," "Behind the Ger-

films drop out for the holidays,

man Lines" and "The Circus Kid." The latter closes
The holiday week was marked by Broadway openings of
Picture

"Interference"

Paramount

"The Viking"
"The Barker"
"Revenge"

First

Astor

Embassy

Nov. IS
Nov. 1
Nov. 28

Central

Dec.

5

Rivoli

Dec.

7

Warners
Fox
Paramount

Warners
Gaiety

Dec.
Dec.

Rialto

Dec.

22
22

Universal

Colony

Dec.

25

Criterion

M-G-M
National.

United Artists.

"My Man"
"The River"
Irish Rose".
"Give and Take"

"Abie's

.

.

.

new

pictures.

Opening Date
Winter Garden.. Sept 19

Warners

M-G-M

the Colony today.

four

Theater

Distributor

"The Singing Fool"
"Jimmy Valentine"

at

.

.

.

.

.

Dec. 25
Dec. 31

New York house in St. Loui )(m
New Year's Eve party at' t
Club of New York.

Jan.

Annual

'

20

banquet

of

M.P.I

Eastern Pennsylvania.
Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference
Board of Review.

—Merry

21

THE

—

92J,

The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade
Meiday, D8C. 24. 1928
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Xmas

j
'
i

of

1 ij^jj

—

Rothstein to Enter "U
Production Departi

nt

Nat G. Rothstein, who recen
signed as advertising and ex

it^

rf.

tion director for Universal, is
to the Coast for the company

R-K-0 Cuts Out 50

P. C.

Vaudeville Collection Fee

De Forest Patent

Suit Is

associated with the production

Still Pending in Canada
Montreal
Although
DeForest
Phonofilms of Canada, Ltd., was de-

Merry

•

Xmas

—

—

"Chopin's Passion" Fir;
Hiram S. Brown, president of
Radio-Keitb-Orpheum, announced on nied an
injunction
at
Montreal,
Feature from Cineplr"
Saturday that collection of fifty per Quebec,
to restrain Famous Players
cent of the five per cent fee which
"Chopin's Passion" has been
Canadian Corp., from using Movievaudeville agents collect from artists
tone at the Palace, the issue between ed as the title of the first P
will be discontinued by R-K-O efthe two companies is still technically Cinephone all-sound production
fective Jan. 1.
The Keith, and Or- alive, it is stated. While the injunc- is now in its final stages of t
pheum collection office will be con- tion was refused, the action for $25,- and cutting, under the person
tinued at the request of the agents
000 damages against Famous Play- pervision of director Harry I
themselves, said Brown, but the pracRevier says the picture wi
ers for alleged patent infringement
tice of exacting from the agents onestill is pending in
the courts, it is ready for showing to the trade
half of their income is to be dropped.
within the next week or ten da
asserted.
Merry Xmas
Merry Xmas
Merry Xmas—
Referendum for Poughkeepsie
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
The city St. Louis Prepares for
New House For Baldwin
:

Financial
STOCK MARKET
High Low

Am.

34/2
26

Seat

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

Kodak

East.

34 }4

26
I8I14

*First Nat. pfd.

Fox Fm. "A"

.
.

.

.

*do rts
Keith A-O
do pfd
Loew's, Inc
•do pfd

96

94 '4

41

39

104»/i
95 J4
3

39

123H 123^ 123^
62 74
102>/4

63M

100
200

Cap
F-L
Pathe Exch

131/4

P.

53^

Para.

"A"

Radio-K-A-O

Co
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bro
*do "A"
Stanley

..

13J4
5254

11

10

25Ji
41/2
44

25
40;^
44

127" 122

13^
53

'266
100
4,500

100
900

1,300
lO'/S
900
25 Ks
4,000
401^
200
44
9854
126 K2 is',666
129

CURB MARKET
Prod.

Acoustic

19/2

& Katz

Bal.

Fm.

*Con.

19
75

19

75

Ind.

*Film Insp

Fox Thea. "A"

34^

.

Proj
*I.*ew do deb rts.
Nat. Thea. Sup..

34"

*Intern.

.

Trans-Lux

4ji

Univ. Pict
Keith A-O 6s
Loe w 6s
do 6s 41

4

1

Paramount
Par.

Pathe

46.,

WW ... IH^

x-war
6s

99M

.

47,

By. 5!/2s51
7s37

600
100

20

.

.,

99 K
10254
80

3

34^

14",500

\ZVz
27

....

4/;

500

28
93 J4
1H!4 114/2
99 J4 99 }i
99
9954
102!^ 102!4
80
80

97

97
198

26
28

do units
do com
Skouras Bros

4

Technicolor

United

do

8

pfd

com.

.

—

referendum on the subject of Sunday
St. Louis
Skouras Bros, and afshows, due to the fact that it is los- filiations are preparing for the coming a lot of Sunday patronage which petition to be ushered in by the new
goes to Beacon, that neighboring Fox house, scheduled to open Christtown having recently discarded its mas Day. The Grand Central re"blue" laws.
opened Saturday after being remodeled, and the Missouri is undergoing
repairs.
$6,500 Fire at Montreal
Merry Xmas
Montreal Storehouse of the CapFoy and Bennett at A MP A
ital was the scene of spectacular fire
Bryan Foy, Vitapbone director who
when flames consumed a large quanmade "Queen of the Night
tity of scenery and stage effects used has
in special presentations at the the- Clubs" starring Texas Guinan and
ater.
Manager Harry C. Dahn esti- "The Home Towners" with Richard
Bennett will be invited to address
mated the loss at $6,500.
the
at its weekly luncheon
Thursday.
Sheldon Raises Fee

—

—

—

AMPA

—

Sheldon, la. The city council has
passed an ordinance to help stop the
traveling show racket bv raising the
fee to $100 daily.
Merry Xmas

—

Baldwin,

BOOlt

%'

-

^^^^-^^

The

rs

.

Merry

Sound

for

Xmas

—

Cheyenne

—

Cheyenne, Wyo. The K.
Theater Co. has contracted
stallation of Vitapbone and

"^
(

fc

M.c

tone in the Lincoln. They will
the Central as soon as the Linc(
wired.

is<

Recognized Book

Past Ten

Year:

1929 Edition
OUT

Attractive and Appealing

— Sunrise

.'ill

Reference For

1926

L

Pearsall Building, have mpleted plans for the constructi al
a $400,000 theater at Sunrise ;hway and Grand Ave. The hous
feature talking picture and h: a
capacity of 1,700.
Pearsall Bui i?
will be the owners while Sunrisi
operate the houses.

Filmdoni's

YEAR

L.

and

IN

JANUARY

Over One Thousan d Pages

2

.

75

LAST

—

84

76

Univ. Ch.
do pfd

—

Fox House Competition

arranging to hold a

2

13
12

11

Art

—

—

30
33
6
55

50

are

has opened the Grand after some delay in getting building material.

OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"

authorities

—

K

97

—

Open Lander Theater
Lander, Wyo.
George Blakeslee

BOND MARKET
Am. Seat 6s 36..
•Warner 6}4s28

—

—

3,100

Wt

*M-G-M

do

182^

Sales
100

128

-*do pfd

M.

Close
34 K2
26

PRICE QUOTED

— Merry

^^

85

Xmas —

Wire Columbus, Neb., House
Columbus, Neb. C. P. Rose bas
installed Vitapbone and Movietone
equipment in tbe Swan, and the first
sound proRram will be given Jan. 3.

—

"We

are very much pleased with
Advance Trailer Service, as it is made
so attractive and appealing to the
public
always something new and interesting, and the service most satisfactory in all ways."

—

DUNCAN THEATRE,
Killbuck,

Ohio.

FREE TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS
COVERS
GOES
EVERYTHING
EVERYWHERE

—

—

;;;;;;;

THE
Monday, December

24, 1928

MAINTAIN STANDARDS OE

BOARDS REPORT

ILN

Sound,

E-K Workers
Rochester

MORE THEATER CHANGES SOUNDEILNS,ROGERSSAYS
NORTH DAKOTA

Warning

E. Dragos.

arson— Orpheum

Larson by John

to C. L.

Crystal— Star

;

Dickey-

;

Closings
House.

Walhalla— Opera

Rialto;

NEW YORK

New
[Rochester— Arnett
Malboc.

Theaters
South Ozone Park, L.I.

;

Changes

Ownership

in

Jinghamton— Cityline, sold to Jay Bedell by
Bronx ^Melrose, sold to
C H Smith
West 'Sth St. Corp. by iSIr. Greenberg

—

;

'

I

I

Jannings

;

Bremian

Irving
—^Boro
Hall,

sold

Palace,

Prospect

by

to

Brooklyn

sold

Brooklyn
to Rose Red Amuse Corp. by
Heights Theater Co. Evans, sold to Evans
LinTheater Corp. by Conduit Hotel Co.
Mancoln, sold to Brown by M. Maas
hattan, sold to A. Levy by Gladstone;
Paragon, sold to Alfred Bodelson; Ridge,
sold to H. F. Smith by Alwin Amuse Co.
Washington Sold to Foster Klau Amuse
Loew's, sold to Fitzer
Buffalo
Corp.
Savoy, sold
Buffalo Corp. by Loew's Inc.
to Wm. St. Amuse Corp. by A. L. SkinCity, sold to Chelsea Thener; Chelsea
Cold Springs
ater Corp. by Consolidated
Lewis Cojen by
sold
to
Playhouse,
Rhode & Wallace; CaUege Point, LI.—
Corinth
Regent, sold to A. Stanzler
Starr, sold to Claytpn G. Eastman by A.
Elmira ^Capitol and Colonial,
T. Mallory
sold to Newton Amuse Corp. by Schweppe
Rutherford, sold to V. S.
Franklin
Bros.
Fuller by T. L. Fuller; Glen Cove, L. I.—
;

;

;

I

I

'

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

Stanzler by Hedges: Haines
^Wauwanda, sold to L. G. Booth by

Glen, sold to
Falls

—

1

1

!

—

& Andrews;

Jordan Hippodrome,
sold to O. L. Parsons by Earl H. Zimmer;
Marion Colonial, sold to C. H. Hammer
by W. C. Sitterlee Middleburg Rex, sold
to Ervin Shelmandine by F. A. Sullivan
Naples -Pictureland, sold to Carrie Martina
liy Stanton Sweet
Millbrook Strand, sold
to Ira Beach by D. MacClelland
Mineola, L.I.
Century, sold to J. Poro
Moravia
Opera House, sold to T. Anz by F.
.\prile
Nevy York City Dayton, sold to
Lesser & Kessler, Empire, sold to W. McCabe
M. & S. Delancey, sold to Kline
by M. & S. Circuit; Niagara Falls Capitol,
sold to M. Atlas by Spray Amuse

Rusk

—

—

;

—

—

;

I
I

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

Ogdensburg Hippodrome, sold to
Myron G. Rosenbaum by Eli Rosenbaum
Oswego Gem, sold to J. E. Cordingly by
Coi-p.

;

exhibitors

must help maintain high

Changes in Ownership
.lamo— Alamo, sold

to

they
standards

on

1)

and

film

Employes Ass'n one-half, out
of funds originaUy donated by

the

European countries.

company and
George
Eastman. This is one of the
most comprehensive benefit
plans ever undertaken by a
the

it

is

move

While much

for houses

engage in the radio field as well
as sound production.
will

Edward Halperin,
brother Victor Hugo,

corporation.

who with his
now making

is

a series of pictures in conjunction
with Inspiration Pictures for distribution via United Artists, has been in

West Coast Expansion
Embraces Five States

New York

for

a

number

of

(Continued from Page 1)
Francisco, Stockton, Modesto,
Marysville, Visalia, Hanford, Holli-

to back
vice."

it

up with a permanent,

ster,

Coast's

all

reliable ser-

—

;

sold to Stanley Co. of America by
Stanley
Fox Theater Co.; Burlington
.\uditorium and Opera House, sold to Jacob
n. Fox by Stanley Fox Theaters; East
Orange Brighton, sold to G. W. Hosford
by Brighton Theater Co.
Highbridge
Rialto, sold to Sokoloff by H. B. Snyder;
Highland Auditorium, sold to M. G. Enterprises by Claridge Realty Co,
Hoboken
ley,

of the

new

theaters will be wired

sound pictures.
-

Merry

—

Durrette Manager for Waycross
Waycross, Ga. L. B. Harrell of
Waycross Amusement Co., has appointed D. A. Durrette manager of
the Orpheum here to succeed C. A.
Luke.

—

... an international check-up
by

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

reveals

the startling information that each year
photoplay editors of daily newspapers and
magazines are asked by motion picture
theatre-goers to answer approximately sixteen million questions about players,
writers, directors and executives. Editors

answer these questions in 1929 with

will

—

Xmas

the detailed biographical information on
nearly four thousand individuals, pub-

;

—

;

sold to Victor Rivara by Barber
Coyle; Iselin Iselin, sold to Iselin Holding Co, by Iselin Amuse. Co.
Keansburg

lished in

—

&

;

—Strand, sold to D. Worth by H.
Maple Shade Roxy, sold to Jacob
by Stanley Fox Theaters; Mt.
Opera House, sold to Jacob B.

—

Fox Theaters

Stanley

;

Newark

—

Kridell

B.

Fox

Holly
Fox by
De Luxe,

Steinhardt Popular Amuse. Co.
Amuse. Co.; Pennsgrove
Broad, sold to Stanley Co. of America by
Fox,
Riverside
Stanley Fox Theater Co.
sold to Jacob B. Fox by Stanley Fox The-

sold

by

E.

to

—

Ashland

—

;

—

Orange Cameo, sold to M.
Amuse. Co, Verona
The Verona, sold to J. Fitzgerald by H.
to
Rialto.
sold
Woodbury
Osterman
Stanley Co. of America by Stanley Fox

aters;

South

Sehlesinger by Mt,

I

—

;

Theater

;

Club Luncheon
Served
iQ
3 P.M.
^L=
11 A.M.
A-g

to

Table d'Hote

DINNER $2^^

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

BLUE BOOK
The

Authoritative

Who's

Who

of

Filmdom

Served Every Evening

•

Co.

Upper Lobby

Closings
:arlstadt
City; Clifton— The
Elizabeth
Orange— Lyceum

Clifton; East
—
— New Melba
and Victory East Rutherford — Park GlenHaddonfield — Colonial
dora — Fire Hall
Hoboken — City; Irvington — City; Jersey
LakeKeansburg — Casino
City— Lyric
Laurel iSprings — Laurel
wood — Palace

Hotel Victoria

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'7'--Avc.-51-St.

Also a ready-reference for producers in selecting players,
writers and directors; a valuable aid to theatre publicity

and
and

advertising departments in writing
stories.

weeks

perfecting plans for the proposed corporation.

San

for

It may, innocently or otherwise, in(2)
fringe in some way on patent rights belonging to others.
(i)
Its proficiency may be based on a
studio or projection room test and not on an
actual theater performance."
Sound pictures of M-G-M, United Artists,
Paramount and First National have been
played over Sonora-Bristolphone, Rogers says.
in evidence of interchangeability of the device.
"In view of the many angles of the situation," he says, "I would urge all exhibitors
in search of sound devices to protect themselves by making sure that the machine they
intend to buy embodies the three principles
of practicability outlined above; to particularly
make sure that the system has stood the test
of actual theater performance; and, most important, that its sponsors can be depended on

of

being cloaked in secrecy,
understood International Talkies
is

and San Luis Obispo. West
most important project now
ing poor, impractical systems foisted under way is the nearly completed
William Fox theater in San Francisco,
on him.
"There are many reasons why a seating 5,000. Future plans embrace
sound system may be impracticable: expansion into Arizona, Practically
It may be too expensive
(1)
with a limited number of seats.

flat

premium. The company will
pay one-half and the Eastman

costs in addition to the annual

am bound by

—Merry Xmas—
Fox St. Louis House
Rushing
Changes in Ownership
iudubon — Highland, sold to Marter Amuse.
Herbert J. Gissing and
St. Louis
Co. by H. Hustler; Beverly — Beverlee, sold
Eugene Braun are supervising comto Jacob B. Fox by Stanley Fox Theaters
here which
Bordentown — Fox, sold to Jacob B. Fox pletion of the Fox house
by Stanley Fox Theaters Bridgeton — Stan- is to open Christmas Day.

—^Lyric,

arc i)laniied
di.scs as well.
iiiKs

Prince Ser^e Mdivani, husband d'
Pola XcKri, has left for Europe with
a complete recording and reproducing unit for purposes of floating a
company to market the devices in all

ability.

—

I

from Page

(.Continued

disability for
20,000
of Eastman
Kodak is provided for in insurance policies involving payment of $6,500,000 for accrued

that

every honest motive to be in accord with a policy
which stipulates that only meritorious devices will be approved for the
showing of product recorded by other
systems," Rogers says.
"However,
1 do advocate an open door for any
type of system, providing it is practical and proficient.
In the long run,
poor, inefficient systems must fall by
the wayside.
In the meantime, however, it is important that the exhibitor not be made the goat in hav-

insurance,

and
employes

retirement

of reproduction of sound lihns if the
new form of entertaiment is to be
successful is sounded by Charles R.
Rogers, general manager of SonoraBristolphone, stating he agrees with
J. E. Otterson, president of Electrical
Research
Products
that
quality
should be insisted upon in determining the
question of interchange"1

— Life

and 3rd
Dimension I^'ilms Plan

Benefit

(]()lor

newspaper ad«

—

••

;

THE

c^Hk

DAILY

—Coast Wire

U.

Service-

Has Five

S.

"COQUEnE" TOPS

LIST

OF FILMSJNDER

A

WAY

in

Little
from aLots ff
RALPH WILK

By

now has
production. They

United Artists

five

pic-

are Mary
tures in
Picktord's all-talkinR fihn "Coquette ;"_
Gloria Swanson in "Queen Kelly,"
direction of Erich Von Stroheim;

Work

PIERRE GENDRON,

who

wrote

'"Cold Feet" and "Kept," which
were played in the East, has joined
dialogue.
and
writing
is
Pathe
film Pierre, who is a University of Chiall-talking
Bankv's
Vilma
"Childs, Fifth Avenue," directed by cago graduate, was a screen actor in
Al Santell; Roland West's all-talking the East and on the Coast, before
film "Nightstick;" and Constance Tal- going to England, where he wrote

"Venus."
production are "City
Lights;" starring Charles Chaplin, to
be made with dialogue; Ronald Colman in an all-talking film, "Bulldog
Drummond," directed by F. Richard
Jones; Dolores del Rio in "Evangedirected by Edwin Carewe;
line,"
Herbert Brenon's all-talking version
niadge

in

Ready

plays.
«

for

*

«

A. Leslie Pearce, who staged "Interference," "The Royal Family" and
"The Captive," is much in demand
at the studios. He directed the talking sequences of "The Carnation

Monday, December

has been subscribed by several hundred men and- women will be sufficient to allow it to carry on its
work. The contributions have come
almost entirely from the trade in
New York, but a number of checks
have emanated from exhibitors scattered throughout the country as well
as important figures engaged in production on the coast.
You have one more opportunity of
swelling the total.
This is the last

Contributions

Watch This
Tommy

Meighan

Milton Cohen
Bernard Edelhertz
William Pizor
M. E. Krauss
Harold B. Franklin
Joe Brandt
Jack Cohn
Harry Cohn
George Harvey
James Mulvey

Edmund Lowe

—

opposite
Mary Duncan in the forthcoming production "Through Different Eyes" an
all talkie to be made at the Fox studios.

will

—Merry

play

Xmas

—

is

—

M-G-M

Signs Cunningham

George Cunningham, stage

director who trained the chorus for MG-M's
first
all-talking
picture,
"Broadway Melody," has signed a
long-term contract and will supervise chorus work and stage musical
and novelty acts for future
pictures.
Cunningham first attained

—

—

—

directional

—

—

•

bia's

staf?.

Schiller
F. Rodgers

Vic Shapiro

Don Mersereau

Tommy

Goldberg
Arthur Loew
Jack Alicoate
Charles Jawitz
Richard Brady
Walter Futter
Jim Normanly
Nat Levine
Paula Gould
A. Pam Blumenthal
Tom Wiley

Wm.

Massce

Loew

David

Lazarus
Herman Robbins
Phil Reisman
Paul N.

W.

German

J.

Emil Shauer
David Picker
Kandall

J.

Wm.

Quitting Fox?
understood Madge Bellamy,
M-G-M
now under contract with Fox, is about
to sever connections with that comrecognition in New York as trainer
pany.
of the "No, No. Nanette" chorus.
Merry Xmas
Merry Xmas
New Contract for Rowland Lee
Paramount has signed a new conLong Term Contract for Taylor
tract with Rowland V. Lee following
Raymond H. Taylor, serial director,
the completion of his all-dialogue fea- has signed a long term contract with
ture, "The Wolf of Wall Street," Universal. He starts soon on the first
starring George Bancroft.
of the chapter plays on the 1929-30
Merry Xmas
schedule, under supervision of WilAssign Counselman
liam Lord Wright.
Pathe has assigned William CounMerry Xmas
selman to supervise production of its
second all-dialogue feature, "Listen,
Cast in Dove Film
Baby," featuring Eddie Quillan.
James Ford and Doris Dawson
—
-^Mcrry Xmas
have been assigned roles in Billie
Columbia Signs Two
Dove's first dialogue picture, "The
R. William Neill and John P. Mc- Man and the Moment," by Elinor
Carthy have been added to Colum- Glyn. Rod La Rocque is playing opIt

Ed
W.

M.

bors."

Mary Dvimcan

posite.

—

Cocktail;" Sunday, "Outcast"
Strand, "Captain Swagger"

Mark

Paramount, "What a Night"
"Abie's Irish Rose"

Rialto
Rivoli

J.

Ferguson
D. Trop

Stanley

Hand

George Byrnes

Ed

Halperin
N. L. Manheim
Louis Baum
Bert Adler
Harry Scott
D. J. Chatkin

Ben R. Rosenbaum
Emil C. Jensen
Leo Klebenow
Charles Moskowitz
J.

Francis O'Reilly

Harry
S.

J.

Lewis

Warshowsky

Oscar Neufeld
Sam Sax
Gabriel L. Hess

Hedda Hopper

D.

Zyve
Adolph Zukor
Nathan Burkan
Eugene Zukor

E. W. Kramer
Thomas W. Gerety
Dewey Bloom

Wm.

Ethel Smith
Arthur B. Graham
R. S. Wolff
John C. Flinn
David Bernstein
Leopold Friedman
Weiss Bros.
F. V. Luporini

Henry Siegel
E. M. Saunders
Clarence J. North
Louis K. Sidney
Millard Johnson
P. Mulrooney

Ralph Kohn
Harry Brandt
H. L. Muller
Samuel Spring

Herman
Thomas

H. Giannini

Joe

Weil

H. M. Messiter
Willard McKay
A. Schimel
Ted Schlanger
Helen

A.

W.

C.

B.

E.

W.

Connors

Smith,

Si

W
Rutgers

Hynes

Eddy

Nielson

Jack Bamstyn
Boyce Smith

J.

A.

J.

Pearl

Moeller

Dannenberg

*

Over at Waterbury, Conn.,

Rubini

not confined to Benny, who
is knocking them out of their seats;
at the Colony where he is master-of
ceremoning. His wife, Mary O'Brien,
is also a screen player and has been
seen in such productions as "It Must
Be Love," with Colleen Moore, and
"Battling
Butler,"
Buster Keaton
is

picture.
*

*

*

technique is
Stage
directorial
being injected into "Stepping High,"
being fihned at Sound Studios by
stage director. Bert Glennon
recting the opus.

D.

Mountan

J.

Sidney Singerman
Rebecca Joffee

Ludwig
Harry Rosenquest
C. Hoagland
Frank Mastroly

J.

C.

Paul

Gulick

Harry Reichenbach
Dan Lederman
Dave Bader
Milton

N. Seligsberg

Schwartz

Will H. Hays
Leo Brecher
Alex Moss

Benny

All the talent in the

family

Len Fields
Eugene Walsh
Lee Balsly
M. Steinbuch

I.

wherel

shoots
iti
sound pictures, Jack Corbett is production manager.
He last synchronized the score for "Time&

W.

Paine

Jacobo Glucksmann

*

Gotham - Bristolphone

Abe Berman

Sam Eckman

Castle

Jr.

Frank W. Buhler
H. H. Buxbaum
Lee Marcus
Marty Schwartz
Charles Schwartz
Barton B. Hepburn

Hughes

Oscar Binder
Ward
I. V.
J. H. McFarland
Henry C. Bate

+

FBO, by Bert Harrison, Gotham

Starr
J.

Arthur

Lou B. Metzger
M. Van Praag

of the year.

first

Maurice Goodman

W.
A.

INCE is spending a fiocl
time studying sound produce
tion methods while in New York. HiJ
last
directorial effort was "Hard'
Boiled" and before that, "Singapore
Mutiny," in which he worked in front
Ralph intends to bag
of the camera.
and baggage Westward about th(
of

Square."

James
Lee A. Ochs

Seadler
Charles F.

Butterfield

RALPH

Hank Linet
W. P. Wentz

Cresson E. Smith
N. D. Golden
James R. Grainger
Herbert Ebenstein
Fred Quimby
S.

miUBy ARTHUR W. EDDY ^Hi^

L.

Arthur B. Graham

T.

Fool"

New York Studios

R. V. Anderson
D. Cochrane
Alfred Gottesman

Miss Addie Dannenberg
H. J. Yates
Ned Depinet
Bruce Gallup
Billy Brandt
Lou Blumenthal

Xmas

day,

Short Shots from

Music," talking and singing film;
"The Shot," based on a Pushkin
Benjamin Glazer, supervisor of the
story and an original that William sound division at the Pathe Studios
writing in Culver City, and Edmund GouldJ. Locks, English novelist, is
for Norma Talmadge.
ing, the latest important addition to
Merry Xmas —
his staff were previously associated
Williams in Fox Cast
together in the preparation of the
Guinn Williams has been cast to story and adaptation of Colleen
play the feature role in "Blue Skies," Moore's "Happiness Ahead."
to be directed by Frank Borzage for
*
*
*
Fox. Janet Gaynor and Charles FarLeslie Fenton, who appears as a
rell are to have the leading parts.
reporter opposite Phylls Haver in
Merry Xmas —
Pathe's "The Office Scandal," a
Silent Version Ready
A silent version of "Square Shoul- Fourth Estate Drama, was a cub
ders," featuring Junior Coghlan and journalist in New York before he
Louis Wolheim has been completed. embarked upon a histrionic career.
*
*
The picture is a Paul Bern production
directed by E. Mason Hopper for
Ray Hallor, who was a prominent
Pathe and is scheduled to be com- child actor with the old Edison Stock
pleted with sound shortly after the Coiripany in 1919, is playing a feafirst of the year.
tured role in Pathe's "Noisy Neigh-

— Merry

"The Masks of the Devil;" Thur
"The Big Hop;" Friday, "Free Lip;
and "Gun Runner;" Saturday, "Manhatta
nesday.

—
— "Revenge"
—
Roxy "Pep and Prep"
Warners— "My Man"
Winter Garden — "The Singing

Carl E.

Silver

Milliken

Louis Brandt

Waite

Jos. H. Seidelman

Stanley

W. E. Raynor
Carl Laemmle
Isaac Weinberg

Ben Goetz
Harry M. Goetz

B.

Minneajjolis

is di-

John L. Hawkinson
L.

J.

Schlaiber

Fred Desberg
Robt. T. Kane
Charles Chaplin

Ned Marin
D. WiUiams

J.

Jack O'Connell
Kejretone Engraving
Ed Golden
E. C. Grainger
A. P. Waxman
H. B. Coles
Irene F. Scott
Jesse L. Lasky
FeUx F. Feist
Chas. Goetz

Wm.

Goetz
Goetz

Jack

Yearsley

C.

L.

A.

W. KeUy

Board

of

-

I

Ends"

—

Grow

List

1

Loew's New York Monday, "The \VaCase;" Tuesday, "Tropical Nights;" We'

Trade.

Kid," starring Douglas MacLean,
and is now directing Lois Wilson in
of "Lummox."
"The Bird in the Hand," written by
Other features soon to be produced Percy Heath.
With
It
are Harry Richman in "Say

Cast Opposite

—
—
—
— "Interference"
Criterion
Embassy — "The Viking"
—
Gaiety "The River"
Hippodrome — "Three Week

were

received
on
Saturday from Carl E. Milliken,
Louis Brandt, Stanley B. Waite, Ben
Goetz,
Harry M. Goetz, Charles
Goetz, William Goetz, C. L. Yearsley, Arthur W. Kelly and a money
order telegraphed by Ben Marcus on
behalf of the Minneapolis Board of

—
—
—

"Jimmy \"alentine"
Broadway "Blindfold"
Cameo "Faces of Children"
Capitol
"The Dream of Love"
Central "The Barker"
Colony "Give and Take"
Astor

appeal.

P.

—

On Broadway

1)

Charles Einfeld
Henry Ginsberg
Al Lichtman
Red Ilann
Joe Schnitzer
Mrs. Edna Sussman

—

=1

The Fund Ends Today
What About Your Bit?
(Continued from Page

24, 192

Trade

—

,

Agent Completes Probe

D.

/

of Cleveland
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Show Angle

f

OW

Probe Completed

Christmas is over,
we'll attempt to turn ponderous again.
Picking up

.

1

that

question of
where
well
a
known
execuu
off
few
days
a
ago,
we
eieft
ej/ou today the comment of an
there are
Itjendent exhibitor
left

n,'

—

— whose

theaters

total

^1.

of

RCA-Victor Merger Deal
U.A. OUT IN GERNANY,
Held Proceeding Smoothly
While deal for merger of RCA
and X'ictor Talking Machine Co. did JOSEPH M. SCtiENCK SAYS
last

week

as

antici-

—

$iOOO,000 You know the man, pated, the deal is progressing smoothly, according to President Shumaker
tilt this request we omit his
of Victor, and a special meeting has
n ker :
been called for an early date.

Hollywood
Joseph M. Schenck
claims he was misquoted in the local
interview in which he was declared
to discredit report from Berlin to the

:

off their base.
Sound
them clean daft and what it

'reducers are
a^llurned

lothem twenty years to build up, they
re'attempting

down

tear

to

a

in

few

Starring names on which mil01 have Ijeen spent are facing danger
bctinction
favor of stage names
hii means nothing to picture audiences,
ojd is being used so indiscriminately
lathe public is being annoyed and now
lesquawks that emanate from behind
leiscreens
are being swelled by the
:r,l growls
heard as the dear old pubC'aves the theater."
lohs.

effect

Sound, an Adjunct
showman went on

'ij?

liakingly that he

As

nj

it.

el

to explain

is

"a.

marvelous

Detroit

—

Lawrence

F.

—

he having learned that

it

can

the contrary, Schenck points out, the
ruling provides specifically that after
July United Artists will have no permits to distribute films in Germany,
and will have to discontinue.

Gordon,

Battle Creek attorney and financier,
is to join the Butterfield circuit Jan.
2 as assistant to President W. F.
Butterfield in the handling of financial matters.
Projects contemplated
call for houses at Jackson, Muskegon, Ionia and Saulte Sts. Marie.

5

Cent.s

I

N. Y. Attorney General
Boomed for Myers Post

York, Chicago and

Philadelphia Sites Are

Being Negotiated
Tiffany-Stahl
is
negotiating
for
theater sites in New York, Philadelphia and Chicago, as steps in its expansion program which, the companys says, calls for acquisition and
building of a chain of first runs in
key citie.s.
Recently, the company

English and French compawith its expansion proEurope.

line

gram in
Between

eight and ten dialogue
and singing productions are to be
produced within the next few months.
"Lucky Boy," starring George Jessel, has been completed for release

in

January.

Attorney General Albert Ottinger.

Seven Last Minute Checks

adjunct

adjunct to the silent molicture, provided it is used disn ately and not too often.
)
observation is this:
icyou,

New

Butterfield Names Aide
company has not imported any Ger- formed
to Handle Finance Deals man films into the United States. On nies in

was not sour on

a matter of fact he he-

that United Artists' films will
in Germany because the

barred

be

m

t

Price

TIFFANY-STAHL PLANS
CHAIN IN KEY CITIES

activi-

F. J. Fitzgerald, investigator
for the Dept. of Justice.

one hundred and whose film
year runs from $1,200,000 not materialize

n\

— Probe

of

the
Cleveland Film
Board has been completed by

ties

mooted

much

;

Cleveland

26, 1928

Swell Relief Fund Total
THK FILM D.VILY RKLILF

FUND

inisuccessful candidate in the Republican gubernatorial race in New York
is being boomed by the
New York
Republican leaders for the post of

closed Monday niglit. Checks Federal Trade Commissioner, made
received from Moe Streimer, the Co- vacant by resignation of .'Miram V
lumbia theater in Baltimore, Abram Myers.

TORONTO TO CET fIRST

GAUNONT BRITISH CHAIN
Toronto

—

First of the chain of GauBritish theaters is to be built
here, according to
Edward Auger,
general manager of Gaumont British
Corp. of Canada, Ltd. Site has been

C.

Montreal Church Shows

n to

Myers, Sydney S. Cohen, Frank
Walker, Max Wilk and the H.
E. Lesan Adv. Agency swelled the
last-minute total by several hundred

:

dollars.

secured at Yonge and Dundas Sts.
ing of pictures in school buildings Auger made the announcement just
unless the buildings are reconstruct- prior to his departure for St. Johns,
ed to conform to the safety regula- N. B., to open a new office there.
tions lias been declared by J. Carmel.
In this concivic building inspector.
General
nection the schools for years have Stan
been rented to outsiders for chilWisconsin
of
Children are
dren's performances.
Milwaukee
Stan Brown, former
prohibited
from attending picture
district manager of Midwesco Theatheaters of Quebec, and the school
named general manproved ters, has been
have
therefore
showings
ager of theater operation for the
rather heavy competition.
Brin Theatrical Enterprises. Brown
for several years was connected with
Saxe chain, which Midwesco
the
purchased.

not reasonable to e.xpect
screen will remain silent any

is

t

:,

10

t

But, just as in

?.

life,

we

are

dodge people who talk too
so is it identical with films.
the
screen
has something
1^
•fwhile to say, it should talk;

F.

Eastman Kodak Plant

its

to

Week

—

I

pictures,
trouble, of

1

course,

comes

in

en
;<

desire to cash in while allare the rage.
However, the
a> practically gone when dia^-etting big

ti-;

novelty.
Healthy sign
~

111

the plan of operation
will be extended to all points, affectThere
ing about 15,000 employes.
are 5,000 employes in the Kodak
Park plant.
If

successful,

money simply beThat, we take it,
for

the

future

of

rpHE

'

of

THE

We

are inclined to think
portions land over the heads

FUND

DAILY

JACK ALICOATE,

talking

lo later on.

about.

Chairman

Gov. Carl Milliken

average

orth

Brin

Mgr.
Chain

—

sincere thanks of the committee

public.
That, of
doesn't help coniinercially.
ver. several exploitalile angles
e

Brown

A

and considerable that doesn't
'er.

Code

on show-

go forward to the 203 reguof the industry throughout
all
branches
engaged
in
fellows
lar
the United States whose generous cooperation make the success of
in 1929 assured.
RELIEF
FILM

"The River"
from Fox. lias much

to

— Thumbs down

Thanks!

n

latest

Must Live Up
Montreal

mentors should
Try 5-Day Working
ejenough sense to keep it quiet.
I'reneral formula such as this is
Rochester Kodak Park plant of
kI, we see no difficulties with the Eastman-Kodak is to try the five
and its application to silent day working week as an experiment.
hasn't,

it

i\

mont

Al Lichtman
Dr. A. H. Giannini
Bruce Gallup
Billy Brandt

This we

KAN N
WORT.n WIDE SALESMEN
tures

— Advt.

sell

good

pic-

NEW

— hand

FILM SUPPLY World Wide
picked

— Advt.

Corinne Griffith Signs
New Contract with F. N.

Coast Bureau, THE ilLM DAILY
Los Angeles Corinne Griffith has
signed a new two year contract with
First National, effective upon comH-est

—

picture to follow
the
pletion
of
Her present plans call
"Prisoners."
for talking pictures.
Pictures

WORLD WIDE PICTURES
themselves

— Advt.

will

spe.ik

for

DAILY

Wednesday, December

Blaine-Thompson Handling
Skirboll Organizing
World Wide Sales Force First National Advertising
Atlanta

manager

.sales

tures,

Cuts

— Joseph

Inc.,

for

spent

Skirboll,

general

World Wide

Monday

Pic-

Atlan-

in

Blaine-'I'hompson Co., New York,
wiiich handles Warner advertising,
has been given charge of First NaIn addition, the
tional advertising.
comnany is to i^Iace all outdoor ad-

on tiie second leg of a journey
which will take him to the Pacific
for
Warners, Vitaphone
PUBLISHER Coast and having for its purpose the vertising
jgiN«.AUCOATE
organization of World Wide's field Corp. and First National. Vitaphone
force.
E.
F Dardine was nev\si)aper campaign is being conand holidays sales
I'uhlished daily except Saturday
and
Y..
York
N.
World
Wide's sales tinued under direction of Myers Leschosen
to
head
New
at 1650 Broadway,
tilm
cojvright (1928) by Wid's tilms and
efforts. in the Carolinas, opening his ser, president of the Blaine-ThoiiiiiW. Alicoate, President and office Jan. 14 in the Educational son firm.
Folk Inc.
J.
Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
Vii.

Xm Ni. 72 Vitmiii. Die. 2S. 1121

Priei 5

ta

Publisher;

;

Talker Title Changed
"Syncopation" is new title chosen
for FBO's first all-taikcr. which Robert Kane is producing at Sound StuSubscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
13 00
dios, New York.
The picture forAddress all communicaremit" with order.
known
was
as
"Stepping
Broad- merly
1650
DAILY,
FILM
THE
"o^s to
Phone Circle 4736- High."
Barbara Bennett and Bobby
way. New York. N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Watson head the cast.
California— Ralph
.

Hollywood,
York.
Granite
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
Fredman Ihe
6607.'
London— Ernest
St.. W.
Film Renter. 58 Great Marlborough
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn. Lichtbildbuehne,
I
Paris— P. A. Harle.
Fncdrichstrasse. 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues. 19.

New

Seattle House Changes Policy
Seattle
Universal
has
reopened
the Columbia as a second run house.

W

—

Salesmen Plan Fete
Salesmen plan a New
Year's Eve party at the Park Cen-

M.

Financial
STOCK MARKET
Monday, Dec. 24
Sales
High Low Close
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Annual
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"We

are very much pleased with'
Trailer Service, as it is made
so attractive and appealing to tht
public
always something new and interesting, and the service most utis-

Advance

Two K-A-O Houses Opened

—

Keith - Albee - Orphemn yesterdin
added two new houses to its cliain,
the Keith-Albee-Palace at Rochester
and the Keith-.Albee Flushing at
Flushing, L.

factory

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres

Standard

—

of New York, has
on the Strand here.

"Noah's Ark"
West

Coast

in

New

Ohio.

I.

Winston-Salem House Leased
Winston-Salem, N. C. McLellan
Stores,

ways."

all

Killbiick,

Capitol, Montgomery, Sold
Montgomery, Ala.
The Capitol
here has been purchased by Mont-

a lease

in

DUNCAN THEATRE,

Burcati,

—

Vaudeville Acts

secured

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Run Closing
THE FILM DAILY

\'ork

for

the

Th« Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

holidavs.

MOVIE CAMERA

Kolstad Sells Theater
Hood River. Ore. .\rt Kolstad
inventor of Kolstaphone, has sold
his Rialto here to M. W. Mattecheck.

Hold* 16 Feet Film—Caae— 6 Magaxinn
2 in. F. 3.5 Lent

—

Another Non-Sjmchronous Device
Fect-A-Tone, nonMinneai)olis
synchronous device, has been placed
on the market here by the Fect-A-

Cit

-SALE!'

—

—

M

will

— E.

Get Biophone Agency
Milwaukee John Ludwig, in association
with Jerry Abranis and
Henri Ellman, has acquired distribution of Biophone disc synchronizer,
in Wisconsin, southern Illinois and

at

Attractive and Appealing

company announcement.
"psyche" the business from
stories to sales. Universal declares.
cording

at

New Owner

party

York.

Jan. 15 William M. Marston,
lecturer in psychology at Columbia
University, becomes director of the
public service bureau, a new department to be formed at Universal, ac-

Hollywood
"Noah's .Ark" is to
Rochester Palace
A Lake, former close its run at Graumann's Chinese
manager of the Hippodrome at Bal- in about a week.
timore, has been appointed manager
of the Keith-.A.lbee
Palace, which
Leni in N. Y.
opened yesterdav.
Paul Leni, Universal director,
Lake

Rochester

Eve

New

On

—

Funeral services for
Craver, aged 50, well
known in the motion picture industry throughout the
Carolinas and
one of the original franchise holders

of

I

|

Phototone equipment.

Rogger Craver Buried

Year's

j

banquet of M.P.T.O j
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of Nat:
Board of Review.

Jan.

Laemmle to Attend Wedding
gomerians who plan to reopen the
Carl Laemmle leaves for Hollyhouse shortly under the name of the
wood today to be present at the wed- Tivoli, according to Cy Colley. who
ding of his daughter. Rosabelle, to
will manage the house.
The house
Stanlej' Bergman on Jan. 2.
is
being renovated and will install
Charlotte
Rogger D.

New
Club

—

for Pittsburgh Majestic
I'iltsburgii
Tile
Majestic theater
building, formerly ow^ned by Nathan
Talcnfeld, has been taken over by
100
600 John Rothman, it is reported.

93/

114/ 114/
100

is

28

80
.

49'„s6u

129

IS-H
7bVi

34

New

of E""irst National, who died after a
illness,
were held from his
'366 brief
2,600 home here.

10!^
25
40

CURB BONDS
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200
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41ww
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400
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46
45/
Stanley Co
"Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros. ...129M 124-54
•do "A"

P.

York.
So! Title
dling arrangements.
tral,

Quotations

Dec. 31

Laemmle Signs Psychologist

FBO

Ij

The Industry's
Date Book

branch.

Treasurer,
and Editor Donald M. Mersereau,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager
1918. at the
as second class matter. May 21.
under the act
post-office at New York^ N. Y
Terms (Pes age free)
of March 3, 1879.
York.
United States outside oi Oreater Newmonths
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3

26,

$29.S0

iiiiLCQavHByi
Viio

—

a2*st.N<MK »orhN.y"n
Phon* Ptnna. 0330
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1

Tone Co.

Indiana.
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Your Vrohlems

1

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

rpiflw

Fit

85

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

PRICE gUOTED

CaU

WAFILMS,
Futtf.
Walter

Let Us Solve

A

Inc.

Stebbins,

Pres.

i»j:fiiL»Hs

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

INCORPORATED

220WEST42^-°STREE'

NEW

YOftk

fo>

Library Stock Scenes
130

W.

46th

St.,

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

New York

Bryant 8181

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

RING

THE NEW!
HAPPY NEW YEAR
M'G-M

1929

!

Looks

like anoth^"^

Year! 1928 brought "Dancing Daughters",

"Show

People", "White Shadows", "Excess Baggage", "While the
City Sleeps", "Masks of the Devil", "West of Zanzibar",

and other M-G-M

hits!

1929 brings "The Trail of '98"

"A Woman of Affairs" (Qilhert-Qarho),
Jimmy Valentine" {Wm, Haines), "The Flying Fleet"

(Dolores Del Rio),

"Alias

(Novarro) and

more Big Ones!

diamonds and

smiles in the

Stick to

New Year

M-G-M and wear

with the Happiness

Boys—

G-

NEW YORK
HEARS

SEES AND^

NEW

POLICE
COMMISSIONER FIRST IN
ITS

I

PATHE SOUND NEWS!
"I congratulate

News
is

Pathe Sound

enterprise ...
a great step forward."
for

its

QROVER

C.

it

WHALEN

Police Commissioner

Neu; York City

Hours After Delivering
His First Official Police Order^^0

Forty-Eight

PATHE SOUND NEWS
Grover C. Whalen, its New
SEE and

Its

HEAR from

Front Page

thrills

New York

by Presenting

Police Commissioner, for

the screens of the

News

If

city's

them

to

leading theatres.

You

See

It

In

PATHE SOUND NEWS

Thomson

iast Operation Proves Fatal to Fred

i^NEWSPAPEK

ALL THE NEWS

/FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

LXLVI

Thursday, December

No. 73

Thomson

^ed

INTOLD

motion

ienthusiasts

picture

U.

S.

become

will

Isaddened over the untime-

Fred Thomson. As
L word from the coast that
id succumbed to an operan performed three weeks ago
r like a cloud from the blue.
e<new him slightly, but of
nwe knew considerable. A
liordained minister, Thorn

Price 5 Cents

27, 1928

CHARGES OKLAHOMA UNIT

NON-THEATRICAL CONSPIRACY

cbth of

U.S. Action

Bearing

Government Seeking An

of Ethics

Organization

May Have

on Industry Code
IVasliiniiton

Biiicaii

of

is

no

MISSION

t^'some pictures.

theatrical activities of the Oklahoma
exhibitor unit and the Code of Kthics,
adopted by the industry at the instance of the Federal Trade ComEfiforts of the industry made at mission.
However, decision of the
the Trade Practice Conference in court may have afTect upon the proNew York in October, 1927 to have vision in the code relating to nonservice of films to non-theatricals theatricals.
branded an unfair practice were
Dept. of Justice officials here have
(Continued on Page 13)
balked by the P'ederal Trade Commission, which disproved the resolu-

by clean, wholesome films
ture men and women was
as any he could expound
That was his
the pulpit.

tal

he devoted the full
A nobler
of his energies.

and to
(•

it

bte to the art of the

motion

The "Kontingent"

i

Bective July 1, United Artists will
che ten in Germany. This is one
nany which the Reich promised
ipply with import licenses, but
liown on its word. It means that

cord, Chaplin, Fairbanks, TalGerhousehold words in
i^;e
cannot be
i:as they are here
within that country's four bor-

—

—

s;

Wait

r

sinks into the
exhibitors.

this

in the Oil Fields

Out
%e

until

German

is of

Department

of

Justice's

to the industry is an
Oklaitrust action against the
111 M.P.T.O. for its stand on nonf ricals.

You know, Ponca

I

1

)
1

i>

e

1

1

li

a
'

c

Jine

the

may

hub

of this
time.
be,

it

Ifct

RESULT^ OPERATION
Coast

Los

.

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

Angeles— Fred

C.

Thomson,

one of the greatest of drawing cards
among western stars, died a few
minutes before midnight Christmas
night, having failed to rally from an
operation for gallstones.
years old.

He was

38

{Continued

on

We

EBO 0NJ929-30

KANN

of trade

by the govM.P.T.O. of

on

Pane

1.')

LIST

2)

pictures have been deterupon as FBO's schedule for

THEATER COifNES TOPIC

Thirtv

mined

PARAM'TlWCONTROLS

1029-.^0,

78PERCENT0FB.&K.

planned.
president

privateadditional

Paramount has purchased
ly

approximately

60,01)0

WORLD WIDE ACCESSORIES
Advertising

— Advt.

Box-office

according

to

Joseph

1

Schnitzer, who recently was elected
president of the company. Sound and
picture arc
silent versions of each

-ecentlv

voting trust certificates of Balaban &
Katz Corp. by issuing therefore 1.6
cut:
Lasky
ic
theatrical exhibitor unques- shares of Paramount Famous
new stock for each
;bly is entitled to reasonable pro- Corporation
on against the non-theatrical ex- share of Balaban & Katz. This addior.
One pays taxes and licenses tional purchase gives Paramount apthe other does not and so proper proximated 87 ^'/r of the issued and
(Continued on Page 2)
gnition for business rights should
iccorded.

18

filed

ernment against the
Oklahoma, in connection with that
organization's activities on service of
U.
films to non-theatrical accounts.
District .\ttorney Roy St. Lewis
,S.
filed the complaint on behalf of the
government. The complaint is signed
by Attorney General Sargent, William
assistant attorney generJ. Donovan,
al and by Lewis.
No individuals were named in the
petition, but it is charged the association has banded together to re-

(Continued

do

propose to inform the Dep't of
ce where it gets on or off, but
trade angle on this question is

— Restraint

30 FILMS PLANNED BY

of Frances Marone of the best known scenarists

Pane

City

opinion,
of
differences
Despite
"sparring for political position, enemies from without and within," progress of the M.P.T.O. A. in 1928 has
Oklahoma
been satisfactory and safe, declares strict trade in pictures in
members of
President R. F. Woodhull, in his an- and northern Texas to
Over the association. The petition alleged
nual New Year's statement.
against "non-thi7,000 theaters are embraced in mem- a conspiracv exists
and points out
exhibitors,"
says.
he
atrical
organization
the
of
bership
is involved
commerce
of
interstate
differences
that
"Notwithstanding
ot
(Continued on Page 13)
since all films are made outside
Oklahoma and shipped to distributing
agencies here from New York. New
Jersey and California.
,,,„?«
"Since on or about Feb.^ l.>. l*'-o

Thomson, husband
ion,

will result in a
will guide the

of rights which
less from that point on.

Oklahoma

charges have been

REVftWEDBY_WOODHULL

City

whole quesNow the show3 for
some
>i has arrived and whatever the
1

AS

gift

i';tnias

i.'jeen

EREDTII0m,3S,DIES

in

Dept. of Justice.

tion.

M.P.T.0.ATPliRES8

Entrance

Picture Theater Owners of Oklahoma charged with violation
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act
was announced today by the

AGAINST NON-THEATRICALS

could not have been
The commission's action was not
It is regrettable that one taken as an endorsement of non-theil
atricals, but rather a disapproval of
i|;e purpose was so high could
the resolution on the ground it was
itlive to carry forward furAt that time there was bitter
illegal.
(Continued on Page 13)
e his self-imposed work.

—

the Federal Court in Oklahoma
of a consent decree disposing
of the case against the Motion

connection between the government's
conspiracy action against the non-

:ire

JUL FILM DAILY)

Washington

direct

iVas quick to realize the opgood offered by
for
rtjnity

believed the message ear-

(Wash. Bur. of

1HE FILM DAILY

Washington — There

BLOCKED BAN

Injunction Against

William Le Baron, vice
charge of production,
in
returned to the Coast after
(Continued on Page 5)

OE WIDE COMMENT IN

I).

K.

By ERNEST W. FREDMA\\
Kcnlrr

Editor

-The Daily Film

up of the tlieGreat Britain, as

London— Tightening
ater

situation

in

1.
witnessed bv the Gaumont-P. C.
reot
talk
further
deal, has led to
booking
cooperating
the
viving

Cme-

in Historical

scheme among member of the
1 He
matoeraph Exhibitors' Assn. amalUniversal
Series for
that these giant
taken
is
view'
departure
tend to kaxe
Carl Laemmle, upon his
was gamations of theaters
in a vtr>
California, stated Universal

Rubin
for

Aiopreparing to produce a series ot
(Continued on Page b)

I

"exhibitors choice selling
\Vide Pictures—Advt.

\v^

the independent

showman

(Cotiiinued on Page 6)

I'LEASKD WorM
'the exhibitor be
Wide

Pictures

—Advt.

DAILY

Thursday, December

Fred Thomson, 38, Dies Param't Now Controls
As Result of Operation 78 Per Gent of B. & K.
(Continued frotn Paije

(.Continued

1)

from Page

1)

ill
the industry and a great personal outstanding voting trust certificates
friend of Gene Tunney, former world's of B. & K. as compared with 65?'
lieavyweiRht puglist, underwent the thereof lieretofore held.
PUBLISHER operation three weeks ago. His conArrangements have been made by
JOIN «. miCOATE
dition turned grave early Christmas Paramount to purchase ai)proxinuiPublished daily except Saturday and holidays morning and, despite several blood tely $2,000,000 in outstanding certificates of indebtedness of Guaranty
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
transfusions, failed to rally.
co.vriglit (1928) by VVid's Films and Film
Trust Co. which come due in Octoand
President
Alicoate,
W.
Folk, Inc.
J.
ber,
1929; these certificates having
Fred
Thomson
his
white
horse.
and
Vice-President
Kann.
D.
Maurice
Publisher;
and Kditor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, Silver King were familiar figures on been issued under the original purEntered
Business and AdvertisinR Manager.
American screens. Born on Feb. 25, chase of Balaban & Kat^ stock by
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
These
1891 in Pasadena, he secured an early Paramount two years ago.
post-office at New York. N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free) education at Occidental College in were purchased on a basis of one
1879.
of March 3,
United States outside oi Greater New York. Los Angeles, later entering Princeton share of Paramount stock for each
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should where he took several post graduate $53.25 par value of certificates of inF"oreign, $15.00.
ii.OO.
The purchasing of these
Address all communica- course in theology, becoming an or- debtedness.
remit with order.
tions to THE FILM DAILY. 1650 Broaddained pastor and later chaplain of certificates on this basis relieves Par4736Circle
Phone
Y.
way. New York. N.
Filmday, the 145tli Field Artillery during the amount of making this cash payment
Cable address:
4737 4738-4739.
He entered motion pic- in October, 1929 and changes this
Hollywood, California Ralph World War.
New York.
Phone Granite tures because he felt he had an op- quick liability, with a
Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
interest
London Ernest W. Fredman, The portunity to deliver
6607.
rate, into common stock at $53.25 per
via
a
message
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, clean films thai was important as any share.
I
Paris— P. A. Harle, he could make directly from the pulFr.tdrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la pit.
Alberta Vaughn in New York
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
His production record was prolific.
Alberta Yaughn, for several years
According to
an
star, and recently featured
he starred in the fol- in Pathe and Tiffany-Stahl produclowing pictures.
tions, arrived in New York yesterIn
1924 "The Silent Stranger," day. She is expected to sign a new
"The Dangerous Coward," "The contract while in the East.

—
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—
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Fighting Sap," "Galloping Gallagher,"
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Roxy

Across the Border."
In

...

.

1927:

Comes Thru'
In

1928:

84

.

No Man's

2

Make

In spite of the recent failure of
several directors with
New York
City location work, Herbert Brenon
has decided to make ail the exteriors of "Lummox," his next United
Artists production in the East.
He
probably will spend a month or more
on this part of the oicture.

Eve party

New

York.

banquet

of

of

at

M
i

M.P.T.O

f'

Eastern Pennsylvania.
Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of Nati

Board

of

Review.

I

J

,

Smith of British Lion

New

Arrives in

Yo;

Sam

Smith, managing director}
British Lion Film Corp., one of
newer_ English producing organ'
tions, is in New York, having arri
on the Majestic Christmas Day.
intends visiting Canada for a „
days, returning to New York ab
'

Jan. 3.
of the

British Lion

the produ

is

Edgar Wallace

stories.

Carey Personal Appearances
Harry Carey, Western star, wli

"

current appearances in pictures
elude "The Trail of '98" and "1
Border Patrol" has just comple
a swing around the Orpheum circ
and plans immediate additional p
sonal appearances.

Ottinger to Succeed Myers
THE FILM DA
Washington
Albert
Ottinj
New York attorney general, is to
named to succeed Abram S. My
on the Federal Trade Commissi
it is reported here.

—

'SALE!'
Photophone

Hollywood House
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
"Captain Swagger"
at

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

Plillstreet,

equipped with

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

RCA-Pho-

MOVIE CAMERA

tophone.

AM PA

Lecturer, at

Holds 16 Feet Film— Case— 6 Magazinei
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

Meeting

Capt. Irving O'Hay, world traveler
and lecturer, is to address today's
meeting of the AMPA.

Boasberg in N. Y,
Boasberg has arrived in New
York from the Coast. He plans to
remain about ten days.

$29.S0

110

Al

West 32«'St,Newitoi*.Niy«
Phon* Puma. 0330

M-G-M Player Arrives
Blanche LeClair, who has a part
in

"Alias Jimmy Valentine," M-G-M
has arrived in New York.

film,

Remodel Grand
Leases Spokane House
the Grand
Seattle
Howard R. Macy has ac-

—

is

lease

of

the

Empress

Eldorado
remodeling
shortly open here.

la.

will

at

— After

Club Luncheo

at

Belle Bennett in N. Y.
Belle Bennett, Tiflfanv-Stahl plaver,
in New York from the Coast."

Clare Foley 111
Francisco
111
health has
caused Clare Foley to- retire tcm-

San

N. Y. Exteriors

New

Eldorado,

85

to

Year's

Club
20

treasurer.

6

8

Annual

—

Board. J. J. Partridge is vice president and W. E. Matthews, secretary-

5

76

first
starring picture, opens at the
Rivoli,
York tomorrow night
at a special performance under society patronage.

Corey Heads 'Frisco Board
San Franciscor-rM,_E. Corey is new
oresident of the San Francisco Film

quired

13
12

Banky's Premiere Tomorrow

"The Awakening," Vilma Banky's

FBO

Spokane.

54^

New

Jan.

Mike," "Silver
'and "Jesse James."
"The Pioneer. Scout," opened the sound film policy of the

for several years released
through
where his oictures
proved a mainstay of that company's
program.
When that contract expired, he signed a personal agreement
with Joseph P. Kennedy who, in
turn, arranged distribution through
Paramount.
"Kit Carson" was the
final picture under this latter contract.

32

11

Dec. 31

H'asJdngton Bureau of

Thomson

30

54

"Don

"Sunset Legion," "Into
Land" and "Kit Carson."

28
30

•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Brenon

iTwo Gun Man," "Lone Hand Saunders," "A Regu-lar Scout and "Hands

198

Technicolor

com.

iFrving Pan," "Ridin' The Wind "
in 1926: "The Tough Guy," "The

96

"A"

I'nitcJ Art
do i)fd
Univ.
di.
do pfd

"North of Nevada," "Thundering
Hoofs" and "Quemado."
In 1925: "The Wild Bull's Lair,"
"The Bandit's Babv," "All Around the

2

OVER THE COUNTER

do units
do com
Skouras Bros.

The Industry's
Date Book

Price 5 Cents

Thursday, Dec. 27. 1928

MXLVINi.73

i0
27, li «

—

Dorarily as secretary of the local Film

Board.
Schuler Buys Portland National
Portland, Ore.— A. G. Schuler, has
purchased the National from Sam
Bernstein. Bernstein intends to enter
the tobacco business.
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Plan Cooperation

Favors Coast for Features
KiYWOOD

BEST, SAYS

Madge Bellamy Planning

A

Little
from **Lots

1-ox

and

pDUCATIONAL

the East,
York, where
iter a trip to
ealanned to make a talking picbut which after all will be prod here, I am more convinced
ever that all features should be
...

*

ta in

*

the

expiration

lur contract

atmospheric
can be niade to
Hollywood
studio executives
id\|ntage in New York, but Holly-^^ are all smiles when Monte Colvoll and its environs are the only
in which to produce feature lin's name is mentioned.
•s
Monte, who
This goes for talkies as rose from the rank.s, has just finishires.
ed his second starring comedy, and
as silent films.
opinions of John W. Jack White, veteran producer, who
Iiese are
general production has developed many stars, is confident
^rtiidine,
Jr.,
Monte will soon rank with the leadiialiger at the United Artists studio,
ipJi his
return from a two months' ing funmakers in popularity.
subjects
ce;s for pictures

at

*

Two Fox
Two more

in

feature

dios.

One

est

vehicle,

at

Janet

pictures
the
Fox

Gaynor's

"Christina,"

no more

se-

pictures,

the problems of one
studio will be the problems of
another, the meeting decided.

on

There were between 50 and 60
technicians present and theories
of the sound plant were ex-

Features Completed

completed

differ-

crecy in the production of sound

January.

been

is

of option

between

Artists' plant.
There will be

to Sever Fox Connection
Madge Bellamy plans to leave

iB.-^ By RALPH WILK
Jort

Cooperation

ent studios was the purpose of
a recent meeting of the technicians' branch of the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences, on
the sound stages of the United

have

plained.

stu-

new-

directed

by Wilham K. Howard, in which
Charles
Morton appears opposite
The other is "True Heaven," directed by James Tinling and featuring George
O'Brien
and Lois

Moran.

"UV

First in 1929

"The Climax" will be the first production of the new year for Universal.

taken from the stage play
same name and was prepared
all-talker by Edward Locke

It is

of the
for an

who wrote the original. It will be
directed by Renaud Hoffman.
Benchley
Completes Two
He is
"No
Defense" and "The Madonna of
Robert Benchley has just comGunning's Next Set
Avenue A."
pleted two more skits in which he
*
*
*
Wid Gunning will produce the
figures
as
author and comedian.
A few years ago we met a
These are "Lesson Number One," third in his series of mystery stories
icC in Hollywood," declared Conand "Furnace Trouble." James Par- "The House of Horrors," which will
cameraman, who was invad"Hollywood is as secure as
ide.
be directed by Benjamin Christenson
ing the East, and who was
rott directed both.
Kpne big film center as New York
who also directed the first two in
photographing a serial for our
the country's financial center.
the series. Louise Fazcnda and Lugood friend, Schuyler Grey.
I(|her will ever be threatened."
Fight Yarn for Denny
cien Littlefield will play the prinLater, the cameraman became
fhile in New York the United
Every year sees one boxing story cipal
roles.
a scenario writer, and now he
producer negotiated for the
iriSts
for Reginald Denny. The picture for
is directing comedies for LarU;:hase of several stage plays as
1929 is entitled
"You've Got to
Featured in Comedy
ry Darmour. The young man
e-cles for stars in his organization.
Fight," purchased last week by UniJeny Mandy is playing the featin question answers to the
of them is intended for Norma
versal.
This is an original bv John ured role in ".\U
in Fun," Educaname of St. Elmo Boyce.
'aiadge and another for Roland
Clymer and was written as a talker. tional-Chase coniedv.
.

New

;

Joseph Jackson

the

least.

busy, to
titling both
is

say

fe

Ill

producer-director

^ X,

who

now

is

I*rior

to

entering

production,

he was an exhibitor

making an underworld talking

ir

*

i(]re.

*

in Texas.
*

Columbia's star comedy title wriis Joe Traub.
Joe is a former
Eastern boy and is well acquainted
[United Artists, on the program with "the sidewalks of New York."
ifped at the United Artists stu- For several years he was a familiar
<jfor the coming year.
figure on "the curb" on Seventh
:art of work on a talking picture
Ave. and did much titling for indejring Harry Richman, Broadway pendent producers.
*
*
*
ical
comedy favorite, has been
:'poned until early summer, when
Our Passing Show: Myron
aman will come to Hollywood.
Selznick chatting with Lewis
feature, tentatively titled "Song
Milestone at the Paramount
^5
jiroadway," was the one that Coustudio; Jack L. Warner and
pe originally planned to make in
Hal Wallis motoring on Sunw York. Considine left New York
set Botdevard; J. Griibb AlexAlan Crosland, director; C.
ander, Harvey Theiv and L.
jdner
Sullivan,
G. Rigby becoming accustomscenarist;
Karl
|iss, cameraman,
ed to their new offices at
and other memof his staff, but he stopped in
aimer Brothers; At Rogell
cago for a United Artists' sales
and Lesley Mason discussing
vention and they came direct to
titles; R. William Neill and
lywood several days ago.
Hoivard J. Green discucsing
sceruirios; Wilfred Noy and
is busy conferring with
Schenck, president and
iirman of the board of directors

jnsidine

>ph

M.

ter

|i

W

';

Cast in
farceline

have

his two attractive daagliters
at the preview of "Circumstantial Evidence," which Noy

"The Wild Party"
Day and Joyce Comp-

been

signed

for

roles

in

N^m f ^ar

(^vntm^B
to

Lou A. Sarecky
from

his

directed.

Bow's new Paramount Film,
Wild Party," from a story by
Hoot Gibson Hurt
rner Fabian, which will be an allHoot Gibson is suffering from a
ogue production. Frederic March, sprained ankle received in a fall from
ra
le

tier

Belasco stage player, will be

ing

man.

Dorothy Arzner

is

a horse.

to

Cannon Assigned

ct.

Raymond Cannon
Titling

Jhan

Moran

"Wolf Song"

Johnson,

chief title
studio, is

My

in the

is to direct Lois
leading role of "Follow

Leader" for Fox.

editor

Paramount
Burkhardt with Fox
titling
Song," by Harvey Fergusson.
Robert Burkhardt. former news
ding the cast are Gary Cooper, editor of the Los Angeles Record has
e Velez and Louis Wolheim.
joined the publicity staff of the Fox.

the
3lf

Paramount Eastern

studio pals

PAILV

12

Thursday, December

27, IS

0^pM4-O-G^Mm^
DAILY TIPS WHICH

John Eberson
Knows

theatre architecture

At

MEAN DOLtARS FOR SHOWMEN

1

"The Cameraman"
circulated
were
(4x834)
Cards
about the city which contained an-

hadn't heard about the flower
nee became a bit curious when t'
saw so many children carrying i
quet of flowers and began tM

nouncement

questions.

—

souri,

Joseph, Mo.

(M-G-M)

—

prizes
of the contest
of picture, theater and playdates.
A local photo supply store cooperated in putting over the stunt. Prizes
were given for the best amateur
Any pictures were
photographs.
considered, natural, scenery, poses,
W. F. Brock, Rialto,
children, etc.
title

—

least twelve

St.

(Universal)

admitted

Eva" curls vt
Even in this age

free.

bobbed heads, a surprising num
curled youngsters shov

Equipment Dealers

window

T.
land, O.

advertising

Value

have contracted for space

for they
in the

of comment
Allen, Qe

display included

fireplace at one end with the wax
figure of a pretty girl sitting before

and a card reading "Don't be lonesome; get married and let us outfit
your new home. See 'Lonesome' at
Naturally the window
the Empire."
carried some specials on furniture as
well as stills and other material from
Empire, Syracuse, N. Y.
the picture.
it

know

lot

Simmons,

Allen

(Universal)

Furniture

1

Girls with "Little

up and caused a

"Lonesome"

Prager,

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"

of golden

Chattonooga, Tenn.

Norman

•

—

"Moran

"While the City Sleeps"

(M-G-M)
Lobby

display consisted of a

tall

large autograph album, and a l-sh|
card announcing that Lon Ch
wanted autographs of his fans.
300 registered and gave their ho
address.
Each of these will rece
at least a postal card annouucem
when the next Chaney picture pla
C. Claire Wood, Colorado, Fuel
Colo.

Re-Equipment

of the Marines"
(Paramount)
Having in mind the slogan of a
well-known cigarette, "I'd walk a
mile for a Camel" persuaded the Boy

and

Scouts to parade a mile to see Richard Dix.
The Boy Scouts, 100 in
number, were lead by their bugle
corps
and
proceeded
to
march

Ballyhooed with difi^erent types
airplanes.
One type was a n'al
plane that flew over the city dropp
heralds carrying copy on the attt

through

tion.
Another type was made
compoboard and placed on to;)

Re - Construction

all the principal streets in
the business district on their way
to the theater.
Guy A. Kenimer,
Florida, Jacksonville, Fla.

—

"Our Dancing Daughters"

1929

Film Year Book
This section will be under
the

direct

supervision

Piece of unbleached muslin was
stretched over a window on the secfloor of a prominent store and
inside the building far in the rear of
this particular window was placed

a high powered spot lamp. Between
this lamp and the muslin, the services
of two local dancers were secured to
put on solo acts; each taking turns
from 7 to 9:30 in the evening. A
radio loud speaker attached to a
phonograph furnished the music for
the dancers and got attention of
people on the street. Marsline K.
Moore, Joie, Fort Smith, Ark.

—

"The Singing Fool"

for

first

national contest.-

in a

Olympia, Miami, Y\

Jr.,

Woman Disputed"
(United Artists)

"The

Thousands

of

small

stickers

w

Old Gold Co

distributed by the

pasting them on cigarette packag
Copy on these read, "Norman T

madge, smokes Old Golds

Woman

Disputed'

Take

tip

Hicks,

a

from

Howard,

at

"\

in

Howa

the

Norma."

— Rob

Atlanta, Ga.

"Four Feathers" Not to]
Have Dialogue, Lasky Si

"Four Feathers" will be rele^j
(Warners)
Newspaper tie-up featured giving with sound effects and musical
away of the Al Jolson record the chronizations, Jesse L. Lasky
song hit "Sonny Boy." All that was clared after viewing the produc

—

necessary to do to obtain one of
these records free was to obtain one
new subscriber to the newspaper. The
half-page ad also gave plenty of
copy about the picture. George B.
Peck, Victory, Tampa, Fla.

—

The Film Daily

with it
Weiss,

ond

of

JOHN EBERSON

The propeller on this
chine was continually in motion,
other type was used in lobby,
was a minature airplane made
marquee.

Miami boy who had won

(M-G-M)

section of the

"Wings"
(Paramount)

"The

in rough cut form in New Yo
and then conferring with B. P. SchI

berg

l)y

long

distance

telephol

Lasky feared dialogue might impi
the picture whicli has been in wcl
nearly two years.

"The Paramount program for
coming year will not present

11

dl

Angel"
iogue on the screen just for the sal
(Fox)
of
having talking pictures," Jl
Flower matinee was arranged for Lasky continued.
"The story li
a Wednesday afternoon.
All chil- been, is now, and always will be,'
dren bringing flowers were to be most important thing.
Our ji
admitted free to see the show; the ment will be exercised in deciding!
Street

flowers being turned over to the three
local

hospitals.

Many

people

who

silent

storv."

or

audible

treatment of

ea|

V

and now
The Speaking Screen
Graduates from the Novelty
WILLIAM
PRESENTS

TheFirst ALL-TALKING

OUTDOOR FEATURE

FIRST

GREAT LOVE DRAMA
-

MOVIETONE FEATURE

In

dDJLD

AIK.II 7L

O NA

come into their own
with this 100% dialog, 100%
Talkers

BOX-OFFICE feature, filmed
amid the beauty spots of Arizona.

With

EDMUND LOWE
WARNER BAXTER
DOROTHY BURGESS
Directed in Dialog by

RAOUL WALSH
IRVING CUMMINGS
Story

and Dialog by

TOM BARRY

OF

THE SPEAKING SCREEN!
T"

y

T

NOW
Earning Profits

EXTENDED RUN Engagement
CRITERION Theatre,
Los Angeles

BROADWAY

Theatre,

Portland, Oregon

FIFTH AVENUE
Seattle,

OPENING

Theatre,

Washington

ROXY

at tlie

Theatre,

York) January

Neinr

MORE
Now

SPEAKEASY

with

HELEN TWELVETREES
CHARLES EATON
LEW SEILER

ALL -TALKING
FEATURES

completed or in production:

THE GHOST TALKS
Carmel Myers

— Earle Foxe

with

LOLA LANE—PAUL PAGE

PAUL MUNI
MARGUERITE CHURCHILL

Helen Ware

—Warren Hymer

BENJAMiN STOLOFF
Production

HEARTS IN THRU DIFFERENT EYES
MARY DUNCAN
WARNF.R BAXTER
r.S.';?o^°4?*=f
PAULSLOANEProducnon

THE VALIANT

with

Production

^W^

iqth

JOHN

liLY STONE Production

WILL/AM

HOWARD

K.
Production

john fords

'^"'="

^"^J'^f*^?.
CLARKt^McCuLToUGH
j„

THE BATH BETWEEN

O VI ETON E talkers taUt
profits
X

i

I

—

THE
December

iiursday,

27, 1928

30 Films Planned by
on 1929-30 List

FSELL PICTURES TO THE

FBO

iCuiUinucd from Page

1)

For Increased Box Office Receipts

COHEN URRGES

conferences with Schnitzer, and says
that a larger producing personnel is
to be built up at the studio.
A promoljiliznicncral get-together "or
gram of expansion will be inaugualong business lines" on the part rated with sound proofing
of present
branches of the industry, to stages at Hollywood,
all
he says. Photo-ell the motion picture, silent and
Ijhone equipment is being installed.
uind, to the public, is urged by Syd- Heading the list of
pictures for 1929exhibitor
veteran
Cohen,
S.
;y
30

PUBLIC,

Book

;

the

with

Star

the

Picture

.11

is

"Rio Rita,"

ader.

gainsaying the fact
Knell of Daylight Saving
at a feeling of uncertainty prevails
Producers apparently
erywhere.
Held Sounded at K. C.
ivc been so panicked by the hold
Kansas City Death knell of daylat the ncveltv of sound has taken
light saving is believed to have been
the public (or that they imagine sounded here when, following a pubhas) that they are neglecting vital lic hearing which showed sentiment
essential points in their adver- strongly against the proposition, the
1(1
sing as well as in their production board of directors of the Chamber of
Exhibitors are running around Commerce disproved the proposed
lans.

There

no

is

HARRY CAREY
Eminent

—

Star of the

1

wondering how and when ordinance.

circles

1

can get the necessary equipment

icy

be able to show sound pictures.
public, always a sensitive baromfeels this general uncertainty,
tcr,
nd shares in it to the extent of hesiating about patronizing a form of
)

The

ntertainment which in its two most
(production and
!ii:)ortant branches

muddled up itThis condition, and it is an

,\hibition)
jelf.

seems

all

Indiana Escapes Lightly
in Influenza

Epidemic

—

Indianapolis
This state escaped
lightly in the influenza epidemic, no
theaters having been forced to close.
The situation is expected to be well
in hand, bv the first of the year.

one, could not prevail if
all-important branches of our
Acquired
industry would get together
;rtat
11(1
resell the motion picture, with
Seattle
in
r without sound, to, the public.
Master-Phone,
Luxe
Seattle
De
And the public needs but little endisc synchronizer, which its sponsors
sold
sold
and
to
be
.'iiragemcnt
claim is interchangeable with other
If they once find out that a
iKJit.
disc systems, has been acquired for
licture, talking, synchronized or sildistribution in Pacific Coast states by
them
nt is good, nothing can stop
E. M. Jensen of Great Western Ther nil flocking to see that picture, and
The first machine
ater Equipment.
he>' can be helped in finding out
arrive here from the
to
slated
is
ibnut any picture by helpful advcrEast by Jan. 1.
i^ing, firstly on the part of the prohas
picture
and
hiccr who makes the
ii>t hand knowledge of its merits,
mv plea comes in that a certain, positive
and full knowledge of the entertainment to be
Hiid secondly, on the part of the exobtained in each neighborhood be freely given
iiihitor who retails it to the public.
puldic.

Trafl
and Featured

Of '98
Artist of Pathe's

THE BORDER PATROL

'larniing

luse

Master-Phone
West by

Firm

—

one br.uid of the

Tiist

the

market— has

set

many

cigarettes on
$12,000,000 for
Think of
budget.

aside

1929 advertising
motion picture advertisers! Twelve mil;lion dollars to advertise one Inand of cigarettes!
Six millions to he devoted to news:their

;that,

—
—

millions
for
pajier
advertising three
loarfl advertising
six hundred thousand
lars for ra<lio
one million for window
tising.

I

doldis-

for magazine adverfood for thought!
"Advertising has been aptly termed the
"lite-blood of industry," if this is so, the
motion picture industry is indeed anaemic.
For in proportion to its magnitude it has not
nearly the percentage of red corpuscles in
its
"life blood" as have such industries as
radio, automobiles, or even these modest cigI
have just called atarettes, whose case

and

|ilay;

i

bill-

tention

the

Here

balance

is

real

to,

"In the language and parlance of that
areat Shakesperian scholar Professor Tunney,
lecturer at Yale, and recently of Greenwich
'the play has been taken away from
In other words, we have been on the
ilefcnsive for the first time in our history instead of the offensive.
We have permitted
other forms of amusement and recreation,
such as radio and the automoliile, to usurp
\"illage,

u^.'

our

position

and take the people away from

us.

just closed has
of human expression, the radio, can invade virtually every
home.
Millions of new sets were sold, and
if
anyone thinks that Coolidge, Al Smith.
Borah and speakers of
Hoover, Hughes,

"The presidential campaign
shown us how this medium

calilire, are not opirosition, they should
he operating a motion picture theater on a
night upon which one of these outstanding
The
personalities is featured upon the air.
sale of these millions of sets have given many
people the "radio habit," and on very cold
or inclement evenings many households may
comfort of their
hesitate
leaving the
at
homes to go out into the cold and wet to
Here is whcie
seek uncertain entertainment.

their

to

Is

Available

for

Personal

its

"Let the potential picture going public of
any town or neighborhood be kept fully niformed regarding the entertainment to be
procured in their vicinity, and the good old
human urge to rub shoulders w^ith their fellows and to mingle with other human lieings
on pleasure bent will rise above any attraction possessed by radio, phonograph, etc.
"The entire picture of our industry is
Where a year ago sound and talkchanging.
pictures were almost non-existent, todaj
ii rr
perplexing
they present one of our most
partly
problems. Partly on their account, and
there is
liecause of other changed conditions,
to, and to be
a new public to be appealed
If we have something
by publicity.
reached

world in
selling, let us tell it to the
Let
hear.
such clarion tones that all may
piceveryone in the industry think motion

worth

tures, talk motion pictures and
tion pictures as never before.

'plug

mo-

"As I have already said, no more fitting
hand for i
time than the present could be at
business
j^Ierger— a mobilization of all the
industry in
elements of the motion picture
(militarily speakone great offensive "push
eritertainment
ing) to bring motion picture
public eye.
fairly and squarely before the
"The time
these can be

ripe for decisive moves;
best by a coalition— a
at
all the working forces

is

made

In Motion Picture or Vaudeville Theatres,
With or Without the Above Productions.
Presenting a Unique Entertainment With
a Number of Novelty Advertising and
Exploitation Angles.

and
get

our
to<'ether"— of
1928 has been a P^f^yj^'^J^^^
command.
1929 piomfor all too many exhibitors, and
to be even worse
ises, or threatens rather,
at once.
unless something is done and done
getting
And this something is the immediate
exhibitors,
together of producers, distributors,
and every
tr!le papers, publicity departments
motion jiicture
oth.-r line of endeavor in the
make the
industry in a concerted etfort to
PICTURE the most talked about

—

MOTION

thing in the whole world.
"Let there be "peace on earth"— and
prosper,
the industry, but, if we hope to
there be publicity, to all mankind.

Appearances

in
let

HARRY CAREY Box E.
154

WEST

46th

New York,

STREET

N. Y.

i

DAfty

•
Buys Brookeville House

REINHARDT TO COAST;

Brookeville,

Owen
from

SEES SNAGS

IN

has
]\L

SOUND

taken

Max

Sells

Rcinhardt, producer, and Lil- hy

Gisli,

star

United Artists
original story by
sthal left New

a forthcoming
picture based on an
of

Hugo von HofniannYork

for the coast
picture will be

!ias

— Mrs.

over

Jane C.
the Victory

Hawkins.

—John L.D.
Royal
to

P. San-

at

Spokane House

Renters,

it

try to make
the prices they lose

tained,

be

will

more

inclined to

welcome the

co-

—

Spokane, Wash. Clem Pope has operation of exhibitors, now that they
returned
to
Universal's
Clemmer are faced with a 300 theater combine,
here.
He formerly managed the than they were before.

yesterday where the
placed in production beginning Feb.
1.
In the party were Raymond von Clemmer for a number of years.
Hofmannsthal, son of the Austrian
poet who wrote the story, and Louis
Simon, a drama student who worked ing pictures, in their relationship to
with Reinhardt in Berlin during the the stage, seems to me like reproduc-

two seasons.
Sound will be used

1)

is mainup out of
them
on the big
circuits, and it is thought that the
distribution companies as a whole will

parlous position.

Cudi-

gret.

Pope Back

19;|

1)

Mich.

sold the

27,

Rubin in Historical
Theater Combines is
Series for Universji
Topic of Comment
(.Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

Haughton House

llaughton,
lian

Fla.

Thursday, December

last

1

"A Light Woman" and "S.O.S." Rubin.
Exhibited to London Trade
26 Metro Movietone Acts
"A Light Woman" produced by
for Release in 13 Weekr
Adrian Brunei for Gainsborough was

tions of paintings."
Asked how he would meet the situthe produc"I see two ation, Reinhardt replied:
tion but not dialogue.
shown here the other day and though
"I feel that there is a universal
dangers in talking pictures," said
excelling its fine representation of
I do not mean
"One is that the films, language possible.
Reinhardt.
.Spanish atmosphere and costumes did
and
Lsperanto;
that
failed.
Music
appeal
has
is
which are universal in
not please critics on story value.
really international, can only tend to as international a means of expression
great part of this film was taken
I feel I have debe destroyed as an international art as the film itself.
through the' addition of the limitation vised a method of using music and in Spain, and the plot, though spesound combined, which will give a cializing in the manners and morals
of language.
an
indepensufficient
augmentation to silent pic- of a decadent society, yet shows Ben"The films have been
ita Hume, C. M. Hallard, and Gerald
dent art. Great pictures have already tures."
Asked if he thought talking pictures Ames to advantage, in notable charbeen produced in Hollywood and elsewhere, particularly in Russia, and would produce an international lan- acter parts.
Another British film, the work of
they have proved that the film can guage of speech, Reinhardt said:
"The spread of the English lan- the Strand Film Co., to be distribustand on its own feet as an indeted as a quota picture by Allied
Talking pictures, by guage throughout the world has beei
pendent art.
bringing to the screen stage plays, al- so remarkable in the past decade that Artists, is "S.O.S," an adaptation of
most in their entirety, with dialogue, I feel that if ever there is to be an the play which had a long run at
tend to make this independent art a international language it is very likely the St. James' Theater with Sir
subsidiary of the theater and really to be English rather than any sub- Gerald de Maurier in the riuef part.
make it only a substitute for the the- stitute language devised by professors The picture presents Robert Loraine
and Isabel Jeans, and while taking
ater instead of an art in itself. Talk- of universities."
considerable liberties with the originin

vietone short subjects dealing v/'v
characters
in
history,
particular'
comedy characters.
Benny Rubil
now at the Colony, New York, w'
be starred in the series and will prol
ably conclude at the Colony a we(,
from Saturday. This will enable hii
to reach Universal City in time
start production of the first und(
direction of Jacques Rollens.
TY.
stDries are being written by C. Jei
onie Horwin, though much of th
dialogue will be supplied by Benn,

A

al

i)lot,

tic

mana.ges to present a drama-

story

full

of

action and intrigue.

Twenty-six Metro-Movietone Act
be released by M-G-M durin,
the first 13 weeks of 1929, from Jar
5 to Mar. 30 inclusive.
This list includes the two talkiii;
will

"Confession," directed b
Lionel Barrymore, and "Nearly Di
vorced," directed by Lowell Sher

playlets,

man.
There are two of Gus Ed
wards's song revues in Technicolor
two recordings by Van and Schenck

and two by George Dewey Wash
ington.
In addition, the list com
prises Movietone numbers by Clif
Edwards, Bernardo de Pace, Marioi
Harris, George Lyons (singing bar
pist), Jan Garbers's Band, Vinceii
Lopez, Miller and Lyies, Whiting an(
Burt Duci de Kerekjarto, Gordoi
and Squires, the Eight Victor Ar

Bob Nelson, Phil Spitalny's
Band, Ersi and Ayers, Odette Myr
til.
Sunshine .Sammy, Mr. and Mrs
tists.

Norman
lips, Jr.,

Phillips and Norman Philand a Metro Movietone Re-i

vue.

English Exhibitors Change

GREAT TALKING

^ PiaURET
ofrom

COLUMBIA
GREAT
BOX-OFFICE

^nRACTIONS

— Evei;yOneofThein

TOUCH WITH
YOUR LOCAL COLUMBIA
GET

IN

vm\m{,\,-iMM[DiAnLY

Mind on Sound; Favor

It

Preparing Material for
Eddie Leonard Talki

J

One of the biggest theaters in London, the Tivoli, will now include in
Plans for Universal's singing-talk
its regular program rxaniples of the er of minstrels to star Eddie Leonwork of British Talk'ng Pictures. ard being whipped into shape by
Among the first subjects to be Harry Pollard, director, Curtis Benscreened in sound at this theater will ton who is writing the script and Edbe the Armistice Day Ceremony at ward Montague, scenario chief of
the Cenotaph.
Meanwhile, the atti- LIniversal City. The trio is in New
tude of exhibitors throughout the York to gather material and a cast.
country toward the 'talkie' innovation shows a rapid change of mind. competitor
with the present silent
When "The Terror" was put on at drama.
the Piccadilly a good many exhibi*
*
*
tors were of the opinion that this
London
Theater Owners Frown
would settle the matter, and that
the day of the full-dialogue picture on Non-Theatrical Showing
was

stillborn.
Vast improvements,
however, have been made since then
with "The Singing Fool" and "The
Home Towners." The "talkies" have
succeeded in convincing many former
sceptics who saw no future for the

new invention.
Even now it

I'eeling is growing among exhibi-!
tors here against the showing of films]
in clubs,
church halls, stores, and;
other buildinqrs not licensed for pic-j
tures.
The London City Council is
to receive a deputation from the Lon-j

don C.E.A. on the matter.
It is al
maintained that the good omen, meanwhile, to note that]
short musical or vaudeville number the council has refused to permit a;
is likely to be more popular with the
big brewery firm to show films in
British public than the full length some of their houses.
But there is
play.
But this still remains to be no doubt that the competition of
seen.
The general feeling in respect churches and other institutions is a
to sound films cannot yet be exactly considerable
menace to legitimate
defined, as the area of their opera- proprietors, and it is hoped that the
tions in fJreat Britain is so far ex- local authorities may be induced to
tremely limited, but interest and curi- take the view that pictures should be
osity grow day by day and wise pro- shown to the public only in buildings
phets in the trade predict that when which have been fully licensed in
"talkies" have been brought to per- every particular, and fulfil the most
fection they will be a very serious stringent regulations as regards fire.
is

i

)

THE
December

:|iursday,

27, 1928

DAILV

Oklahoma

L ong

—

LONG STANDING IN OKIA.

—

Non-theatrical
Oklahoma City
(mpetition long has been an issue in
I'k.ahonia where the exhibitor unit
sucli conipctil;s been active against

tists
its

n,

the

November,
organization, announced it^
convention

it

in

on the issue, determining that
he screens of the bonafide theater

and releasing organizations
screen entertainment, and any exlange or releasing organization that
Irnishes its service to any school,
sorority or non-theatrical oriiib,
Inization, shall be considered by us
an unfriendly act.
At the time it was passed, it was
itimated that violation of the resolupn would result in "war to knife and
If "war" of
fight to the finish."
is kind was to be declared against
IV exchange, it was hinted that "all
jmtracts between the members of
e M.P.T.O. and the offending commy will be suspended until a treaty
peace is signed between the ofifendg company and the M.P.T.O.
.Inipanies
Ir

;i

New York

in

denied that

had made any complaint.

was

court action
ttie

jind

ivners of this state are entitled to the
iclusive use of all entertainment picreleased by the various film
ires

However, United Ar-

atricals.

i|)n.

!At

Troubled With

Minneapolis Activity of exhibitors of this territory in connection with the non- theatrical
problem was the subject of investigation by the Dept. of Justice last July.
At that time,
ii was alleged that United Artists was being boycotted bec:,use of service to non-the-

li-THEftTRICAl ISSUE

No
by

instituted

government, however.

I

experiment is passed and
with unqualified satisfaction that
can sincerely report to the indusis

try that the

Columbus

new
is

structure started at
and is a

completed

splendid institution.
It has accomplished much in protection for the
theater owners.
"In legislation, in solving hundreds
of contractual difficulties, in the development
of
nation-wide
public
goodwill, in the cooperation with governmental officials and many other
const.;uctive ways, the wisdom of
adopting the new order of things has
been definitely established.

"This

now numbers

organization

membership over

within

its

aters.
state

Its direct point of contact

associations

and

members,

7,000 the-

with

individual
a contact

together with
each film zone, provides efficiency and quickness of action where
speed is an essential.
'aliliiatoii Buican of TIIH FILM DAILY
"Peerinsj into the future, we find a few
Filing of anti-trust
Washington
theater

*l.'alxma Suit Result of
ong Probe by Justice Dep't.

,

\

man

in

—

|iurges against the

Oklahoma

exhibi-

owners endeavoring

to

start

"The period since that time and
the convention at Toronto last
)ctober may well be looked upon as
n experimental

tiations.

association for alleged conspiracy
prevent non-theatricals from securg service, climaxes a long investigan begun early this year by the
In connection with
opt. of Justice.
inquiry, W. Z. Spearman, presipnt of the Oklahoma unit, was sumlOned to the capital for questioning
)out the activities of the association.
lie

/I.P.T.O.A. Progress

leviewed by
(Coittiitued

j

pinions,

is

WoodhuU

OH Page 6)

sparring for political posi-

enemies

from

without
and
ithin, insincere, selfish and thoughtss activities, all common to every
rowing institution, its record of acomplishment is comparable to that
any similar endeavor" WoodhuU
,on,

-f

;iys.

The M.P.T.O. A.

realizing that at

90 percent of the problems in
le retail department of our business
as common, decided to invite all

'ast

Jieaters,

distributor-afiiliated
or
to come within its ranks
ad share the responsibility for the
onservation and safety of the exibition of motion pictures.
This aeon took place at Columbus in June,

therwise,

927.
ntil

ly

stage.
It has been
honor and pleasure to have been

President of the organization
uring this time and from the vant?e point of my position to make
areful observations of the new idea.
le

S.

Charges Okla.
U.
Unit Conspiracy
(Continued from I'age

the defendant

have

S.

Action l^earing

On Code

1)

and certain individuals no coninient

restrained
trade and

of Hthics

(Continued from J'agt

the

aforesaid intercommerce in accord-

to

make upon

]

the Okla-

homa

Citv proceedings, l)ut at the
.state
Federal
Trade Commission it is
ance with and pursuant to an under- pointed
out that violation of the Code
standing between said defendant and of
Ethics would not be handled as
certain individuals," the complaint rethis case is being handled, but first
cites, "to prevent every non-theatrical
would be made subject of informal
-xhibitor of motion pictures from seproceedings, with a view to having
iiriiig said films and said film serthe respondent agree to discontinue
vice from any exchange located at
the practices complained
of.

City."
It further is charged that members
of the association adopted a resolution to fight exchanges serving nontheatrical accounts, and that the defendants are "engaged in a conspiracy
and combination within the United
States in restraint of trade and commerce among the several states in motion picture films in violation of the
Act of Congress of July 2, 1890."

If

us go into the New Year frra in
the conviction that we as individuals progLet us
ress only as the industry thrives.
spread this gospel to the unbelievers. Let us
rededicate ourselves to every activity that
will reflect credit to our business and watch
with unceasing vigilence and strongly en-

this

request were refused, the commission
then would hold hearings to support
the charges, which if proved, would
be made the subject of a cease and
desist order, court action not being
resorted to unless the respondent refused to obey the order.

Comm.

Blocked Ban
At Non-Theatricals

An

injunction is asked by the dis(Continued from Page 1)
attorney for protection of nonwhich he describes as feeling in Oklahoma, particularly at
theatricals,
churches, schools and other agencies Ponca City, where free shows staged
which display films, but not primarily by Lew Wentz, millionaire oil opertrict

motion pictures.

were delivering body blows to
the business of Fred Pickrel, Ponca
Wentz, it is said,
trenched forces, the slightest movement thai City showman.
was prepared to institute Federal acwill bring reproach upon it.
"With these few thoughts and the realiza- tion to compel service to him, in the
tion of the responsibility that is mine as the
representative of our large membership, I event of a freeze-out on the part of
He also planned action,
extend greetings and the sincere hope that exchanges.
the year of 1929 will be abundantly filled it is said, against the Federal Trade
with health, prosperity and their attendant
contentment for all in the motion picture in- Commissian in event the non-theatrical resolution was approved.
dustry.
jxhibitors of

ator,

another

organization.
Differences of opinion will always be with us.
This started with Adam
and Eve and will be present on Judgment
Day.
It is however to be hoped that our
greatest foe, the enemy from without, will be
met with an undivided front.
If not, the
industry will suffer and the individual will
find that block-lxioking, contract clauses and
some of the other timeworn ballyhoos are
mere details to his success.
Legislators,
badly-advised or selfishly inclined reformers
sincere and otherwise, have given us several
close calls at Washington and State Capitols
through the foUy of divided ranks in the
past.
I hope this danger will not be increased
by this new movement.
This is one of the
many important and dangerous reasons why
the constructive minds of our industry deplore the idea of two organizations.
"I want to ask those interested in the new
movement one direct question.
Will it be
the policy of their new Allied States £xhi!)itors' Association to bar all affiliated and
chai 1 theater owners from membership and
to council all state organizations as may join
with them, to also bar from membership the
chain and affiliated theaters?
"If the latter is so we can simply sit back
V ith sympathy for those who have been led
to contribute and watch the new organization
There are more indie of its own futility.
dependent theater owners in the M.P.T.O.A.
than there are ever likely to be drawn under
This is not a test for suthe new banner.
premacy as a 'czar' of independent theater
I
owners between Mr. Myers and myself.
have never been able to visualize myself as
Mr.
Myers
any
on
a czar; neither can I see
I wonder also if Mr. Myers
such throne.
still believes in rubles and how many it will
take to pay the rumored $100,000 annual
salary.
"I am afraid the travelling troupe will be
dependent for continued support on keeping
in the limelight, ignoring the proven fact that
the problems of this industry can be settled
within the industry through peaceful nego-

r

U.

N on -Theatricals

Oklahoma

riie era of
it
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NEW

YEAR'S EVE PARTY
attht

PARK CENTRAL HOTEL
December

31,

1928

given by

MOTION PICTURE
SALESMEN,

Inc.

Mustc by

PARK CENTRAL ORCHESTRA
Entertainment

SOUVENIRS FOR THE LADIES
Tickets (per person) $12.50

"Let

Make Your

Reservations

Now

^^EN years ago

the undersigned entered the motion picture pubHshing field

through the estabHshment of The Reel Journal to serve the motion picture trade in the Kansas City market. That publication has continued to
and in 1927 became the keystone around which
serve the industry in this section
similar trade publications, serving other trade territories, were joined under one
management to form Associated Publications, Inc.
.

.

.

TODAY there

are ten publications in this organization, with a combined circulation in excess of 21,000, completely covering the industry in all but four Atlantic seaboard states.

Our

New Year

To

every day of our long
experience in giving our readers and advertisers, and to all those who become our
readers and advertisers, a superior service in the merchandising of motion pictures. We shall continue our present departments and sections and add such new
services new to the field of motion picture trade publications as conditions in
the business demand, and that will be of the greatest possible value to the people
of the motion picture industry.
resolution for this

is this:

utilize

—

—

This

New Year has a double

significance to us.

First

it

marks a decade

of

continuous and healthy growth; and, second, we enter another year filled with
abundant promise of a largely increasing business for our readers and advertisers, for the motion picture industry generally and for ourselves.

Knowing, as each does, the authority of these ten publications within the industry, the producers and distributors of motion pictures and the manufacturers
and distributors of motion picture equipment should, in justice to themselves,
take thorough advantage of the opportunity afforded them to reach practically
every theatre owner in the country at

minimum

cost.

Our

ten publications afford

the closest possible exhibitor contact (save through personal calls) and their

macy and

inti-

assurance to any advertiser of
definite reader-interest that spells definite returns for the dollar invested.

BUT

local interest are the greatest possible

... if

you

you cannot reach

of the prospective
buyers you wish to reach in this industry through our papers, try our
competitors*, we assure you we have several good ones. However, advertise

feel that

all

— as your product needs to be advertised—in the trade press!
INDIVIDUAL

* Competitors, that is. as
trade papers. Some of the
services afforded by Associated Publications, Inc., are in no sense
offered
by competitors, for the sufficient reason that in all the industry no
other combination-unit similar to Associated Publicnti'nis, Inc.,
exists
to prcvide such services.
But -.te are almost as proud of a good task
well performed for the industry by any of our competitors as uie
are
of a good task well performed for the industry by ourselves.
If we)
could not sincerely feel that zvayi about it we tuould have no right to
serve this tremendous industry.

The motion
that has

picture business has ^one through a

been centered largely on the curtailment

are not complaining, for

we have not severely

wave

of trade

suffered.

—

it

But

this short-sightedness

hibitors) of that

and the

knowledge

retailers of

of the

was

sup-

many

mil-

it

has robbed the sellers of motion picture products of

lions of dollars of sales

motion picture entertainment

product which they

have enabled them to obtain a maximum return upon
properties and the operation of those properties.

We

paper advertising.

has worked hardships upon the very factors within the industry that

posed to benefit

economy

of so-called

sell to

(

the ex-

the public that

would

their investments in theatre

Take a look at the record of motion picture successes in the year of curtailment of trade paper advertising and you will find that those successes show no effort at economy in the direction of trade paper advertising, but, instead, a most extensive use of trade paper space, in distinct contrast to any policy of so-called

economy or

restraint.

Over-advertising

But

,

is

entirely possible.

of the two, over-advertising is

much

Under-advertising
less apt to

is

equally possible.

be disastrous.

Rather than see worthwhile productions, the success

of

which would

in ag-

gregate contribute to the prosperity of the industry, make ridiculously slender
earnings through the lack of proper advertising to the trade, we would prefer to

donate advertising space in Associated Publications,
might win through to deserved success.

Mark this well: Motion
short-sightedness

sponsors, nor for
in its favor.

We
it

Inc., that

picture trade paper advertising

is

such productions

not on

trial.

But

and has been. We have heard of no profits it has made for its
the theatre owners of this country who certainly are not lined up
is

do not have

to

ask the question

in so

many words. Ask it yourself. Ask

of yourself.

President

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

WeVe
Asking

l5,OQO,OOOf..
If

you

HAD

BAD
make

to be

could you

GOOD

really first<lass Sinner

in

your spare time

?

> Betty

Have you a
turpitude

talent for

way

Lee picks Broadher Correspon-

as

dence School

I

could you

be — if you really tried?

But

right

of evil

.
^

•

How Bad

?

on the edge

— at

the very

crossroads of crime

Suppose someone told

you you

HAD

to be

BAD to be Famous

. .

Could you become a

—

a farcical fate detours

he/

off the Easiest

Way!-..

Why? — And how?

In brilliant

full-page ads

appearing
Vanitif^air

wAj

other famous

4^

magazines.

^i^

jooN Mccormick

QeadyMvr
to start

ui

COLLEEN

MOORE
SYNTHETIC

Colleen's
First Corned
ivith

JOCNDI

SIN

>«M ANTONIO MORENO
aWILUAMA-SEITER
f>BOO UCTION

FIRST
NATIOeSAL
WniOMIL

The

janvary;

mount,
oadway,
tabbed it
*a

national
PictursA

on
Meaiker

^ Motion Picture Producers iid

Distributors of

America lnc~Wlll H.Hayt Jhiuttnt

"

(/FILMDO
m
VOL. XLVI

No. 75

Sunday, December

n xoomaii scorned

30,

1

928

Price 25 Cents

—

/^^ViaORHUGO'S

itanWha
CARL LAEMMLE'S
Super Production
With Olga Baclanova, Brandon Hurst, Sam De Grasse,
Cesare Gravina, Stuart Holmes, George Siegmann.

Two

negatives:

PAUL LENI'S

afi'

One

silent;

one with sound.

Greatest Production

0^^

V

,^^.y

\

The Same Old Sincere Wish to Our Same Old
Friends and Many New Ones All Over the World

fanding on the fhreshold ol an era that
'i.

I

seems desfined

fo eclipse, in

accom-

plishmenf and progress, fhe greatest

the
•M
^«J<

yyrl

~i

Motion Picture has known

&diuxitlc7ia£ u4ctu/i^

'

I

Jterson Cites W. E. Stand on Equipment Prices
(THE

AHDWEEKLY
FILH DIGEST

fFILMDOM
XLVI

3.

Sunday, December

No. 75

OUTLOOK BRIGHT,

^tLD

Bureau of

—The

inierce.
iiarizing conditions at the
(Continued on Page 2)

— Happy

New

significant paragraph in the statement of J. E.
Otterson, president of Electrical Research Products, Inc. referring to "the understanding" reached with its licensed

have just reached an understanding with the producers
by us that they will play their productions on any
equipment which in their judgment gives results of satisfactory
not
quality. If they find, or we demonstrate that the quahty is
up to standard, then they will cease to serve such equipment.
apWe will not in the interest of sales put on the market Our
paratus of a lower quality than the best we can buUd.
higher quahty and
first efforts will always be directed toward
The road
prices.
lower
to
sacrificed
be
this quality will never
believe, in
to higher prices in the motion picture industry lies, we
this direction.* * *
„
^
j
equipment as good
If other manufacturers can build and sell
infringe
not
does
that
as ours for less money, and it is equipment
get it.
our patents, they deserve the busmess and will

We

—

$1,200,990, is reported by
Katz for the 39 weeks
ic|:l
Sept. 28, after depreciation, inrjt
and Federal taxes, equalled
preferred dividends to $3.98 a
t<
\^oil the 264,206 common shares
Assets are listed at
iVanding.
!(|'^(J,780.

Nc7i<

These

uance of 150,000 additional shares substantial check on Friday
no par conmion, not more than Harry M. Warner, president of
J(HI of which are to be issued in
(Continued on Page 2)
.iii.ue for voting trust certificates
not more than 70,000
i renting

—

ind Creates Furore in
lustralian Debut Doyle

—

F. Doyle, managing direcUnion Theaters, Ltd., one of

jart
)f

has adcircuits,
office by cable
the debut of sound in Sydney
ed tremendous interest.
large

ralia's
l

New York

his

Two

theaters, the Lyceum and the
Edward, are equipped with
The
apparatus.
Electric
tern
in

ce

ire

was "The Jazz Singer."

No

will

be

no

issue

'HE FILM DAILY,
ay,

Jan.

fear's
ay.

1,

which

Day and

is

of

Tues-

New

a legal holi-

means "Bo.xoffice" World Wide Pic-

— Advt.

Closes

to

Full text of the Otterson state-

ment follows:
"The continued success of talking
pictures depends upon the maiiUcnance of quality. Indeed, I might say
depends upon an improvement in
it
As the public taste develops
quality.
will become more exacting and
it
critical

and

And

builds 'em. they run iuto do-re-mL
this festive season, they
feel statistically inclined
It
are to cost.
figure out .diat the 40 theaters

^^''^%u know when Publix
if

might

t

who
down and

sit

''*"

seemf acquisition

of

the

Poll chain

(Continued on Page 12)

was merely

a

stepping

it

is

(Continued

cities.

It
:

AS ISSUEDjy OTTERSON

they ha^c
i.s
Architects are preparing whatever it
be launchecb
will
building program
get ready and shortly now the
theaters are
random
Ohio at
In oSof for instance-and ^ve pick
where Ike
spots
two
contenSated for Cincinnati and Columbus,
eye
expectant
an
turning
been
on operates. There. Bill Fox has
neud
of
1because
y
further about
fo slte'timc but has nothing
and
Libson
not
are
hox
and
Libson
relations with Libson. However,

so

STATEMENT

Aves.

theatersTre

ose

—

FULL TEXT

War-

MONDAY:

40

a

outlining the company's
and
interchangeability
on
stand
Quality
equipments.
lower-priced
of other systems is to be determined
bv judgment of the licensee, but if
Research
Electrical
they find, or
demonstrates, that quality is not up
to standard, service is to be refused

—

The staff
This was the clay before Christmas
out and, ni general,
was busv opening gifts, sending others
The indtistry was pretty
thinking- niuchlv of the holiday.
was not entirely unproductive
tnuch the sanie."^ However, the day
for some time where new
developed that Pul>lix. rather quiescent
expansion program
concerned, has prepared. fur itself an
in

in

president,

S

Paper Tuesday

There

fclty
11

—

stressed

Philadelphia—
for such equipment, Otterson says.
producing companies will be projectHappv .Vrti' Year
ed via Biophone sound equipment
the
at
front Sunday at a demonstration
Galard, Germantown and Allegheny
OF

As 1928

on Pane 2)
Happy NccU Year

(Continued

are

points

statement issued Friday by J. E. Otterson, Electrical Research Products

Warner Swells Relief Fund Several Releases Slated
at Biophone Showing
With a Substantial Check
Releases of several

~

Western

tems.
The company will not put
on the market a cheaper equipment,
which is of a lower quality than the
best it can build.

•

I

over

equipment is to determine
whether sound pictures are to be
served for reproduction on other sys-

— Happy
Year —
The FILM DAILY RELIEF
ramount New Stock Is
1929 was definitely placed
FUND
Aed on N. Y. Exchange over thefortop by receipt of a very
i

obtainable

that
Electric

to

licensed

Year

&

ihan

Understanding on the question of
has been reached
between Electrical Research ProdQuality eeiuai
ucts and its licensees.
interchangeability

producers regarding interchangeability follows:

end

of

jP,t

Other Devices Must Meet
Standard Set to Get
Film Service

The

WW POM
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IR

MAKE

LICENSEES

Highlights of Otterson Statement

HEi $l;

t.

Price 25 Cents

1928

INTERCHANGEABILnr PACT

THE FILM DAILY

year 1928 closed
iiinestic business larger than
lore and foreign trade in, exil
volume, and there is every
in that the high levels of remths will be carried into' the
tar, states Dr. Julius Klein,
of the Bureau of the Foreign
iiiestic Commerce of the Dept.
iiigton

AND

E.

SAYS

U. 8. OFflCIAl
.1011

W.

30.

essential that there
on Page 2)

Advance

Stuff

The Otterson statement on
interchangeability, issued Frimorning for immediate
publication, was all over the
trade by afternoon, even to the

day

exact

made

text.

widespread

WOKI.D
month.

—

Its

importance

the statement a topic of

WIDE

Adv"!.

interest.
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CURB MARKET
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& Katz
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Nat. Thea. Sup
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Trans-Lux
•Univ.
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"The Divine Lady"
Hest

Coast

Bureau,

—

TUP.

at

—

Carthay
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8

8
9

RIVER, THE

8

9

9

9

8

contribution."

9

— Happy

Statement
Issued bv Otterson

Text

direction.

"We owe
producers

this to ourselves, to the
who are licensed by us,

to the exhibitors who have already installed our equipment. We
all have a substantial investment in

and

talking pictures and a mutual interest in seeing that that investment is
protected against the injury that will
result from the installation in theaters of unsatisfactory equipment that
will ofTend the public taste.
"If other manufacturers can build
and sell equipment as good as ours
for less money and it
that does not infringe

is

equipment

our patents,
the business and will
When better equipments are
iret it.
built.
Western Electric will build
them, and if the standard of the industry is to be the best, then when
cheaper equipments are built Western Electric will build them.
they

or loss of sale of equipment."

— Happy Ne^c Year —
World Outlook Bright,
U. S. Official Says
(.Continued

from Page

1)

of 1928, he says,

"we may

state that

shares of

&

Katz common

shares of Paramount
for each of Balaban & Katz, has been
authorized by Paramount directors.

Let

\Js

New

in

is

York

complete, says Mayo, who
featured in the production.
Happy New Year

will

"Letter" Dated at Criterion

"The

Paramount

Letter,"

B'WAY

indefinite run.

—Happy

Ne-M

Year

li

a

—

Building a Collapsible Theater
Kansas City
Baker-Lockwoc

—

Manufacturing

Co., is building a cc
lapsible theater for the Harley Sadli
shows, headquartering at Rotan, Te

BROOKS
wltEN^S

_36

6Y
to BUY

COSTUMES
UN POItMS
I

I I

l-*37

BWAY.

HX

ALSO 23.0OO

Tt^.^S80 PENrt|
COSTVMCS t« RENT:

10 years experience with a record of
successful operation of all types of
houses, seeks change where proven
ability will be compensated.
Will go

anywhere.
Address
Box A-103
1650 Broadway

inquiries
c-o Film Daily

New

York

Leterman
& Gates
INCOBPORATED

N.Y.C.

talke'

which Jean de Linmr directed, is
open Jan. 12 at the Criterion, for

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

1540

tj

—

•

Solve Your Vrohlems I

Stebbins,

did

plays, which he sa\
will be filmed as talkers.
Negoti;
tions for the two vehicles are nearl

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Speaalists in

deserve

Los Anpeles Fred Miller of the
Carthay Circle here has selected First
National's "The Divine Lady" to follow the run of "The Barker" at that
theater, Corinnc (jriffith has the lead"We have just reached an undering role in the production, adapted standing with the i)roducers licensed
from the novel by F. Barrington.
by us that they will play their pro-

Balaban

—

RESULT GETTING MANAGER

Is

1)

at the rate of 1.6

Nc^o Year

theater can be loaded into fi\
trucks when travelling. It seats 4,00

Exchange

(Continued from Page

the pu

The

domestic production and trade are
record volume and that our foreign commerce continues to show
steady growth as a result of an increasing foreign demand for American manufactures. The maintenance
of our imports at about the same
level as in the two preceding years
indicates the large purchasing power
and general prosperity of the U. S.
Happy New Year

Listed on N. Y.

1)

Dickering for 2 Plays

Frank Mayo
ering for two

in

—
—
Paramount New Stock

Bill

York.

Commenting on

Mayo

that
duction, he has not only wasted the
cost of that equipment but he has
injured the good name of his house
and ruined his market for talking
He cannot afiford to pay
pictures.
The
less than the cost of the best.
purchase of inferior equipment, be-

N

pose of the fund and expressing h
sympathy with its aims, Warner saii
"I am very happy to send you th

9

SILENT

of

Hollywood Masque

(Continued from Page

ner Bros.

8

SHORT SUBJECTS

SOUND

H

at

Eastern Pennsylvania.
Fifth annual conference
tional Board of Review.

AMPA

2

8

SCARLET SEAS
WHAT A NIGHT

Eve party

— Happy New Year—
Warner Swells Relief Funi
With a Substantial Chec

PAGE

MY MAN
PHYLLIS OF FOLLIES
PREP AND PEP

8

cause it is cheap, is not an economy
but a destructive, wasteful thing.
"We will not in the interest of
apparatus
3,600 sales put on the market
19!4
80
of lower quality than the best we
18
3,100
Our first efforts will alcan build.
IVf.
35^453,000 ways be directed toward higher qual12^
ity and this quality will never be
26J4
The road
sacrificed to lower prices.
9
5
200 to higher profits in the motion pic28
ture industry lies, we believe, in this

93 J4

Jan.

Mar.

ductions on anj' equipment which in
of
their judgment gives results of satisfactory quality.
If they find or we
demonstrate that the quality is not
(Continued from Page 1)
up to standard then they will cease
be continued improvement in the
to serve such equipment.
quality of productions and of appa"To the exhibitors we say: If you
exacting
more
ratus to meet these
can get an equipment as good as
retiuirements.
ours for less money, buy it, but if it
Sales
"If the producer, the exhibitors or
300 ourselves compromise on this ques- is of lower quality, don't buy it at
300
and accept quality any price. Wait until you can offer
400 tion of quality
your public the best, (jur interest is
lower than our present standard, the
to see you prosper through talking
of talking pictures is lost.
cause
7,200
pictures.
The success of talking picequipment
installs
exhibitor
"If the
tures means more to us than the sale
600
gives inferior quality of repro-

34
34
34
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 25 Ji 25^ 25 Ji
184
183
184
Kodak
East.
128
•do pfd
•First Nat. pfd
104J4
...
96
Fox Fm. "A"
93M 94
3
•do its
40
39^4
Keith A-O
39 J4
119
200
121^^ 119
do pfd
62^ 63^^ 2,40u
biVz
Locw's Inc
200
102^
102/8
pfd
do
102}i
2-5^
•M-GM pfd
•M. P. Cap
13J4
54
54^38,800
55
Para F-L
12'4
Pathe Exch
1154 28,800
1154
1,600
26
do "A"
J^
26J4
27
40
27,500
Radio K-A-0
40!^ 39^
42"^ 40-5-8 41
600
Stanley Co
98"/^
•Univ. Pict. pfd
123>^ 121
123
18,000
Warner Bros
129
•do "A"

Am.

11

Jan. 24-26

—

Finaacial

Jan.

Year's

Club of New York.
Film Guild Cinema opens in Ni
York.
Annual banquet of M.P.T.O.

11

PAGE

—

Hollywood, California Ralph
York.
Phone Granite
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
6607."
London— Ernest W. Frtdman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
Karl Wolflfsohn, Lich ibildbuehne,
Berlin
I
Paris^P. A. Harle.
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographie Francaise. .Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues. 19.
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THE

New

New

Dec. 31

6

New

BLINDFOLD
DREAM OF LOVE
FACES OF CHILDREN
FREE LIPS
GIVE AND TAKE

30, 19;

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

City

'

Interchangeability
Clarified /

E
FROM A STATEMENT BY

satisfaction of exhibitors

OTTERSON,
PRES. ELECTRICAL RESEARCH
G. E.

PROD.

point with pride to the

who have

played Metro-

Goldwyn Mayer,

Paramount,

-

"We have

just reached an understanding with the producers licensed
by us that they will play their productions on any equipment which in
their

judgment,

gives results of
satisfactory quality. If they find, or
we demonstrate, that the quality is
not up to the standard then they
will cease to serve such equipment.
To the exhibitors we say:

"'If you can get an equipment as
.good as ours for less money, buy it

but if it is of lower quality don't buy
it at any price.
Wait until you can
offer your public the best. Our interest is to see you prosperous
through talking pictures. The success
of talking pictures means more to
us than the sale or loss of a sale of
equipment'."

First National,
tists

and United Ar-

pictures on the Sonora-Bris-

tolphone reproducing system.

With
of

the

the deepest appreciation

splendid

support which

greeted the advent of this instru-

ment

in the theatres,

we

extend

our wishes for a bright and prosperous

New Year to all members

of the industry.

THE

eStl
SOUND PICTURES

Sunday, December

DAILY

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IN

THE FAST GROWING
FIELD OF SYN-

CHRONIZATION

By CHARLES

Sound

in

TO BE WIRED IN 30 DAYS
West

THE FILM DAILY
Houses of the West

Bureau,

Coast

Los Angeles

—

Coast Theaters chain, throughout the
Coast, will be equipped for
sound within the next 30 days, according to Harold B. Franklin, president and general manager of the cirIn addition, new houses planned
cuit.
by the chain in its $15,000,000 expansion program for next year are to
install Western Electric sound equipment.
"The coming of sound" believes
Franklin "has brought a new chapter
of progress to the motion picture.
The industry is being born again. The
advent of sound or talking pictures
has resulted in the quickening of the
pulse of every branch of the industry, the result being that we will see
not alone a continual development of
sound pictures, but also an improvement of the standard of the silent moentire

tion picture all of which will result
in a better type of entertainment, be
it silent or with sound.

"The

silent

as a

established

motion

medium

picture is too well
of entertainment to

of this new development; it
is more likely that the motion picture theater
of tomorrow will offer both types of enterThere are stories and situations of
tainment.
a type that may not lend themselves to proper
This is particuinterpretation thru speech.
larly true of that type of picture which must
find a world market, where the problem of
The
different languages must be considered.
popular star today represents a huge investment of proven screen value, and it would be

vanish

because

poor judgment to scrap such an asset. Players
of personality and charm will continue to
Through sound synchronifind public favor.
zation, however, additional talent of a different type will be brought to the screen.
"New advances in the technique of motion
picture making that will appeal to the ear as
well as the eye will continue to make possible a new mode of expression, and no one
can estimate at this time the far-reaching
effect of such a development.
This technique

ordered

been

— Happy

—

Neiu Year

Fisher Closes D«al

Meyer Fisher, head of the Fisher
Film Exchange of Cleveland and
Cincinnati, has returned to Cleveland
closing a deal in New York
with M. P. Synchronization Service
for sales franchise of the company's
service for Ohio.
The deal was
closed by Maurice A. Chase, president of Synchronization Service.
Happy New Year
after

—

Sound
Albany

—

Western N. Y.
The Film Board of Trade
recently announced that practically
all
theaters in western New York
for All

—

be equipped for sound pictures
by June. 1929.
will

— Photophone

and

will

be

has

installed

the Oriental as soon as possible.
The Rivoli and People, two second
run houses, will have installations by
the first of the year while Publix's
Portland expects sound picture withPantages recently openin a month.
ed with a 100 per cent Universal
at

talker,

"The Melody

of Love."

these and other installations
pleted it is expected all first
will offer sound soon.

With
comruns

—
Sound Systems Must be
Improved, Pomeroy Says

— Happy

New

Year

|

AVAILABLE

Silent Directors

Held Qualified for Sound BELIEVES TOO
Good silent
make good

MTAll

can
Dimitri

directors

picture

says

talkers,

now in New York on a
Men who have been di-

Buchowetzki,

vacation.
recting silent

films alone have the
A fault in many talkers to date
fundamental knowledge necessary to a tendency to make the charade

successful pictures, he declares. Certain types of picture stories are adaptable to sound, the director points out,
but not all of them, as is the tendency
at present owing to the tremendous
demand for talkers.

talk all the time, according to Ho\

ard Estabrook,' Paramount scenari
who formerly was a stage directi
Talking pictures "that talk
heads of?" will bore people he say
"because they will not have the a
Buchowetzki deplores the passing tion required to maintain effecth
of old and established players but betempo," he declared.
lieves that retention of

many

of

ttiC;

them

"There is no reason -for sacrificir
has hurt the drawing power of picThe public demands youth, action or tempo in taking scripts,
tures.
the stories are constructed proper
ircst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY he asserts, and emphasizes the stateavoid this.
For world wide su
Los Angeles All current methods ment by pointing to the rise of num- to
cess, the basic requirements of
of recording and reproducing talk- erous players who were unknown a
silent screen apply equally to talkii
ing pictures must be improved to year or so back.
pictures.'
Happy New Year
popularize this form of entertain"If his voice registers properly,
ment, Roy J. Pomeroy, director of
Miinneapolis House Wired
picture actor has a tremendous a
sound at the Paramount studio, says
Minneapolis Vitaphone and Movantage over the actor from
his observations in the East have
vietone equipment has been installed
shown him. Pomeroy, who owns a at the Homewood, operated by Fin- stage, because he already has dei
onstrated that he has a screenat
number of sound equipment patents kelstein & Ruben.
personality, and has acquired i
Pomeis working on improvements.
Happy New Year
technique of expressing it."
roy also is convinced that stereoTalkers for Abilene, Tex
scopic films are to be the next inEstabrook points out that the d
Abilene, Tex. The Majestic re- ficulty of acquiring screen
vention to be fathomed by the industechniq'
try, and is experiinenting with sev- cently opened here with its sound pic- in the past ihas proved the stumb'.it
ture
program.
"Lights
New
York"
of
eral kinds of cameras, which he has
block of many prominent stage pla
and "The Treasure's Report," a ers; that the acquiring of screen tec
built.
Happy Nezv Year
Movietone comedy were pictures nique is a far more laborious proce
shown.
Majestone For England
than is the acquiring of ability
Happy New Year
London Cinema Utilities Ltd. of
speak lines.
Leeds, is handling distribution of
"It will be recalled that the ori
Phototone for Watertown House
Majestone, electrical reproducer. The
Watertown, N. Y.
The Palace inal reason for maintaining studi
apparatus consists of twin turntable here inaugurated its sound program in the vicinity of New York Ci
with amplifiers and loud speakers.
with the showing of the "Grip of the was for the purpose of utilizing
Happy New Year
Yukon" with Phototone accompani- services of stage players who we
appearing in plays or were unwillii
Sonera Bristolphone for Tonawanda ment.
—
to come to the Coast to appear
Happy
Year
New
Tonawanda, N. Y. Fred Zimmer-

{

—

tl

—

—

ti

—

tl

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

tl

—

—

—

man

of the Rivieria has signed a contract for Sonora Bristolphone sound

equipment.

will take the practices of the stage as well as
the screen, and out of it will evolve an en-

tertainment of the widest possible scope.
Already great progress has been made in the
talking
ntaking of
pictures as compared to
the earlier efforts of a few months ago.
"Nineteen twenty-nine will find practically
every important producing organization well
equipped to meet the new condition, and because of the stimulus that the entire industry
has l)een given, it may be expected that the
motion picture industry will in all probability enjoy its most prosperous period."

Next Few Weeks
Ore.

P'ortland,

EQUIPMENT

AND VARIOUS DEVICES ARE NOW

HYNES

Good

Portland, Ore. Solid for

ALL WEST COAST CHAIN

F.

ON

TIPS

30, 19J

Paris, Tex.,
Paris,
stalled

—

Happy New Year

•

House Wired

Tex.—The
Vitaphone

Plaza

and

—

—

—

in-

Movietone

equipment.

—Happy

has

Millerphone for Home Use
Rochester Frank C. Miller is developing Millerphone, a device to
adapt sound pictures for home use, in
co-operation with Eastman Kodak.
Happy Nezv Year
Carlinville House
Carlinville, 111.
The

—

Opened
Grand

here

The

pictures.

fact

that the

leadir

companies, one after another,

abai

doned the use of

their eastern sti
dios is a silent record of the growl
of the independence of pictures aw:
from the influence of the stage. To
slight extent, this situation may r
peat itself. Those stage players wl
make good on the talking screen w:
be welcomed and retained, and w;

which has been remodeled and redecYear—
orated with the seating capacity in- be needed."
Bristolphone in San Benito
San Benito, Tex.— Ed. F. Brady creased to 850 has been opened acHappy New Year
has completed installation of Bristol- cording to Frank Hocking, Jr., manWestfield
House Gets Sound
ager of the house. The management,
phone in the Rivoli.
Westfield, Mass.
Abraham
it is reported, intends to install VitaHappy New Year
phone equipment at the house during Spitz's new Park recently opened wi'
Boyd's House Wired
Vitaphone and Movietone sound pi
the spring.
Philadelphia— Alexander R. Boyd
tures.
Happy Nezv Year
recently opened the Boyd with "InHappy Nezv Year
terference."
The house is equipped
Sound for Granite City House
for sound pictures and seats
Seattle
House Wired
2,500.
Granite City, 111. The Washington
Seattle
Vitaphone and Movietor
Happy New Year
recently purchased by Skouras Bros, have
been installed at the Columbi
Savini Sells Five Bristolphone Sets
after redecorations will open with a
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Happy Nezv Year
R. M. sound picture program, it is reported.
Savini special representative for SonTwo
Phonofilm Agencies
Happy New Year
ora-Bristolphone sold
five
Sonora
Joseph Klein, who has managi
Bristolphone sets on 30 days delivery.
Phototone for Vincinnis, Ind.
New York and Philadelphia t:
The buyers were Blanche Culler,
Vincinnis, Ind.
Theodore Charles, changes for several companies, h:
Odeon at Bartlesville,
Fry, Palace owner of the Moon here has secured opened a Philadelphia agency for di
at
Blackwell, J. D. Winel'and of Phototone sound device
for his house. tribution of De Forest jphonofilm.
Picher, L. E. Brewer of Pauls Valley Installation
is expected
the first of K. Adams has established a Bostc
and Ruth Tolbert of Hobart.
the year.
agency.
Nezv

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

,

—

—

—

—

M

—

—

manufacturer
II producers
1000 exhibitors

I

making Sound
WORKING

shoulder to shoulder

they have pioneered a
its

present position

as

new

Electric,

demand.

art to

an outstanding

the

The Producer, naturally jealous of the
quality of his Sound Picture releases,
and the Exhibitor, who knows the popu-

manufacturer

who

developed the only Sound Picture
equipment in considerable use today,

larity

a

continuance of high electrical and
mechanical standards and announces a rapid steppledges

a

Western
made

of his house

Sound

Picture

quality, will continue to

is

closely linked with

installation

of high

look to the experience, the

reputation and the organization of Western Electric.

Electric

the first successful

Picture recording

success

ping-up of output to meet the pressing

box-office success.

Western

a

Pictures

and

Sound

in

a thousand

theatres

all crver

the land, have brought

reproducing

Pictures to the people.

equipment.

Pr
r» rl n r f^ r «
1^ i-yj^y^^^^^

^^^^ -worked out a new and
difficult

production technique

Etectricat Research Products tnc
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
Kepresentxng

Western Etectric
System of Sound Pictures

Sound

Q/^ILY

Sunday, December

30,

1928

Warners Prepare for Reopening
Resume Production of Vitaphone [Features Right After First of Year, Instead of
January— Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragiaphs- Other VS ired News of Coast Studios

Studio to

Middle of

Fox Borrows

"TIHE AND PLIICE" TO BE

A

Little
from

ON NEW SCHEDULE

FIRST

Plans are under way for the production of "The Time, the Place and
the Girl" as one of the first Vitaphone talking pictures to be started

soon as

activities are

Howard

Bretherton

resumed

there.

will

direct.

Those named in the cast so far include John Davidson, Gerald King,
Vivian Oakland, Gretchen
and Irene Haisman.

— Happy

New

Hartman

Pathe's Second All-Talker

Mary Duncan and Warner Baxter

seems that Ned Sparks cannot
dodge "Nothing but the Truth."
Ned created and made famous the
role of Clarence Van Deusen in the
stage version of the comedy and is

^

studios.

supervisor

at

nami
the

Hobart and Le Baron

associated together

when

mopolitan Prod, several

a

Fj

with

\t
(

j'ears a

new year.
—Happy
New Year—

— Happy

New

ROBERT LORD
WRITER
Under Contract to
WARNER BROTHERS

—

Year

Starting "Donovan Affair"
Totheroh, novelist and play"The Donovan Affair" is scheduled
who i^ now a member of
the Paramount scenario staff, was to go into production at the Columrepresented at the W7-iters' Club bia studio about the first of the new
December enter taininent by "Break- year under the direction of Frank
The picture is to be an allJ. Capra.
ing the Calm," his sketch.
talker in which the voice of Jack
*
*
*
Holt will be heard for the first time.
—-Happy Nezv Year
Our Passing Show: Mervyn Le
Roy and Monte Katterjohn chatting
Start "Prisoners" Shortly
at
First
National;
Virginia
Sale
Grant Withers is to be Corinne
using Ray Coffin, Sam Cohn, Harry Griffith's leading man in her next
Hammond Beall, Phil Gersdorf and picture for First National, "Prisoners"
others in a comedy number at the which is to be directed by William
Wampas; Tom Engler introducing Seiter and will go into production
several talented dancers at the Wam- sometime shortly after the beginning
pas entertainment.
of the new year.
*
*
*
Happy New Year
Our old friend, Patrick Kearney,
Returning to Screen

—

THE
Doortiray of Hospitalii

CHARLES

P
>iei¥IKT«.VK
Film Editor
j

|LJ

Rosemary

and

screen in
"Trial Marriage," Columbia picture
featuring Norman Kerry and Sally
Filers under direct-on of Erie C.

Kenton.

—Happy
F. N.

to

New
Buys

the

Year

—

Stories

First National has purchased picture
and talking rights to "Rose of Killarncy," and "Riviera."

./NTER the doorway
popular hostelry and you feelathoni
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcosl
j

thia

R.

CONDON

Scenario

Needed

RALPH J.DIETRICH

—

Naomi Childers
Theby will return

Raymond Gannon's "RED WINE"
Wm. Fox

Picture-

production

Dan

Baclonava,
Killing" for Paramount.
so far has been the only one chosen
for the cast.

^

this

Henry Hobi

the

^

Robert Milton has been selected to

William

of

in

for

wright,

—

Woman Who

Supervisor Post

Henry Hobart has been

First Cohen Story Completed
Al Christie has completed the first
all-talking and all-colored Octavus
Roy Cohen story, "The Melancholy
Dame," for Paramount. "The Melancholy Dame" was produced with
Western Electric recording and is
on film. Picture film and sound track
film were made and developed separArvid Gillstrom directed.
ately.

to play this original part in the
Ned played
screen talking version.
the role for two years in New York
and a few years ago when Harry
Frazee decided to produce a musical
comedy based on the play, he cabled
Ned from Paris, but the comedian
was unable to accept the offer.

Milton to Direct

"The

first

now

•¥

parts

have also been
production which will start about the

—

—

direct

given

IT

"Listen. Baby," will be the second
Pathe complete dialogue production.
It was suggested by the story of Elsie
Janis and Gene Markey and was prepared for the screen by William
It
Counselman and Scott Darling.
will be a Paul Bern production superdramatized
"An American
vised by Counselman. Eddie Quillan who
Tragedy," and who wrote "A Man's
will have the male lead.
Man," is now writing dialogue. It
Happy New Year
was only a few years ago that Pat
was a member of Paramount' s ad"The Faker" Almost Finished
vertising staff. He is a Columbus,
With the addition of Charles Hill O., boy, who has made good in the
Speaki^ig of
Mailes, Flora Finch, David Mir, Fred theater and studio.
Kelsey and Lon Pofl to the cast, "The Columbus, Pat discovered Helen
Faker," is in its final week of produc- Twelvetrees, who is being groomed
Phil Rosen is di- for important roles at Fox.
tion at Columbia.
Warner Oland, Jacqueline
recting.
Logan, Charles Delaney and Gaston
Glass have featured roles.
Happy New Year

—

FBO

—

—

Year

*'Lots**

RALPH WILK

By
Shortening of the studio closing
period, in order to keep pace with
the production program outlined for
next year, now is planned by Warners, with the studio expected to reopen soon after Jan. 1, rather than
in the middle of January as had been
Notice is understood to
planned.
have been given the feature players
that the vacation period has been
shortened, due to setting ahead the
reopening date.

Schildkraut

Schildkraut, who is under
contract to Universal, will be loaned
to Fox to plav the leading male role
in "Through Different Eyes" which
will be directed by John Blystone.

Joseph

a

i

RED WINE'

is

Studio

the sophisticated epic

of 1928!"

—Jimmy

Starr in the Los Angeles Record.

which marks the difference between tl
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added tooij
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, ovt|
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and readlil
lamp ... these are but a few of the featurl
that

make you feel

at

home.

Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures tli
best of food. Therefore, when you arenej
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate,

|

THE HOLLYWOOlj

PLAZA
HOTEL
Vine Street

at

Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

I

i

to the

Entertainment
Industry and

all

good wishes
for a

Happy and

Prosperous

New Year

RCA PHOTOPHONE,
NEW
411

"'>-

A

FIFTH AVENUE,

YORK

Subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America

i
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Fannie Brice

"My Man"

Fox

Length: 9247

Warners

ft.

IT'S ALL BRICE AND THAT
MEANS ENTERTAINMENT OF
COLLECTING
THE MONEY
KIND. FANNIE SINGS SEVEN
SONGS AND ALL SEVEN ARE
-

THERE.
very good
Others, ali
for maiden film effort.
Guinn Williams
pleasing,
include
Richard
Tucker,
Edna
Murphy,
Andre de Segurola, Billy Seay, Arthur Hoyt and Ann Brody.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
drama.
A not-so-good story built
solely around Miss Brice and framed
at everj' turn to give her the opportunity to sing her well-known songs.
And she does seven of them, including practically her entire musical
Fannie, the ugly
corned}' repertoire.
duckling sister, sacrifices her all in
favor of the pretty young sister, in
Cast. ... Fannie

Bricc,

—

this case,

Edna Murphy.

The com-

Length: 7814

TION.

Which

is exactly what is expicture
with
Brice.
a
V'ou'Il need exploitation to send this
over, since Brice is essentially known
in key cities only.
You can promise
a very good evening's entertainment
and none of your gang will take you
to task for non-delivery of the goods.
This has part dialogue as well.

far.

in

Direction: Archie Mayo, showmanship; Author, Mark Canfield; Scenario,
Robert Lord; Editor, Owen
Marks; Titles and Dialogue, Joe
Jackson, Jam es A. Starr; Photoggraphy, Frank Kesson, very good.

"Dream

Length: 5764

Length: 6552

^»>
Prep and Pep'

Fox
ft.

19;!

Length: 6086

j

ANOTHER COLLEG
STORY MADE FOR THE FLA
PER AND PREP SCHOC
TRADE THAT WILL CLIC
WITH THE YOUNGER EL]
JUST

OLD WHEEZES AND A NOl
NEW PLOT PEPPED UP BY
CLEVER TEAM WORK OF
GEORGE SIDNEY AND JEAN
HERSHOLT.
FAIR
LAUGH MENT.
NUMBER.
Cast. ..
SO

.David Rollins is a likab'
Cast. .. .George Sidney and Jean hero
whose personality makes i
Hersholt make a good comedy char- for his lack of
acting ability. Nam
rather trying part.
Others Ivan acter team and get a second rate
Drexel the attractive heroine. Othe
Linow and Margaret Mann.
yarn over with laughs.
George
Story and Production
Drama. Lewis a personable hero lacking any John Darrow, E. H. Calvert, Frarl
Long stretches of "The River" will acting gifts worth mentioning in Albertson, Robert Peck.
land well over the heads of the mob. this, and the same goes for the herStory and Production
Comec
Here is a yarn, powerful in its con- oine, Sharon Lynn. Sam Hardy and of the campus. Director David Bui
cept, that delves into the psychologi- Charles Hill Mailes round
out cast. ler manages to make a fairly interes
cal reactions of a worldly-wise woman
Story and Production. .. .Comedy. ing film out of a very far fetche'
and a virgin backwoods boy played Based on the old stage play used by campus yarn. The best part of
tl
against the river as an actual and Sidney and Louis Mann.
The plot proceedings are the authentic sho^
symbolical background. They meet. is one of those unconvincing affairs of Culver Military Academy
shovi
The women is stirred by the boy's such as these two old stage comed- ing the boys at their military drill.
freshness. He is moved vaguely and ians used to build their gags
around. All the usual absurdities and in
indefinably. Then love strikes them Transferring it
to the screen hasn't plausibilities that go to make up co
like a torrent.
It takes the river improved it any.
The young son lege films are included in this cm
Cast.

..

.Charles

Farrell,

Mary Duncan, does very

likened

qualities

splendid;
well in a

to love and its
to wash them

comes home from college and starts It is strictly juvenile fare, for it
to show his dad how to run the fac- asking too much of grown ups

Neither an easy nor a ter- tory on a give-and-take policy, with
popular subject.
There are the factory hands sharing in the
several sex situations, all inoffensive profits.
Dad's pal,* George Sidney.
Yet a typical Broadway audience backs up the boy's goofy
ideas, and
read into them that which did not that's where the fun
comes in. Diexist and,as a result, did much to de- rector
Beaudine has achieved the
feat the purpose of the picture.
A impossible by making something ensynchronized score is available for tertaining out of nothing
worth
wired houses.
talking about in the way of a story.
Direction, Frank Borzage, usual- The laughs are
there.
ly
thoughtful, misses occasionally;
Direction, William Beaudine, good;
Author, Tristram Tupper; Scenario. Author, Basil
Dickey; Scenario, HarPhilip Klein, Dwight Cummins; Edi- vey Thew;
Editor, Robert Carlisletor, Barney Wolf; Titles, Not listed; Titles,
Albert De Mond; PhotogPhotography, Ernest Palmer, lovely raphy, Charles
Van Enger, okay.
clean.

rifically

Bebe Daniels

of Love"

M-G-M

Universal

30,

«i

in

"Give and Take"

ft.

FOR DISCRIMINATING AUDIENCES. A DIFFICULT STORY
SYMBOLIC AND OFTEN PSYCHOLOGICAL, DIRECTED
USUALLY WITH FINE INTELLIGENCE AND APPRECIA-

edy elements overshadow the appli- which is
cations of not-too-clever drama by cleansing
pected

George Sidney and Jean Hersholt

"The River"

in

Sunday, December

"What

ft.

in

a Night"

follow the infantile

love story wit
serious interest.
Hero comes to coil
lege and gets all the weakness kickelT
out of him through contact with th
college bully and the fact that he ha
to win the gal.
It has been don
many times before. But the young'
sters applauded wildly at a Rox

Xnias show.
Direction, David Butler, adequate

Authors, William Counselman, Davi
Butler; Scenario, John Stone; Edi
tor,
Irene Morra; Titles, Malcolr
Stuart Boylan; Photography, Sydne.:
Wagner. Joseph Valentine; good.

Taces of Children"^
Zakora Films

i

t

"Blindfold"
Fox

Length: 8000 ft.
Length: 5476 ft.
Length: 5598
CRAWFORD MAKES Paramount
GRAUSTARK STORY BEBE IS WASTED ON ONE UNSUITABLE FOR MOST GOOD UNDERWORLD YAU
WORTH WHILE, AND FRED OF THE SAPPIEST STORIES HOUSES. LACKS POPULAR CARRIES A KICK WITH LcR
NIBLO, DIRECTOR HAS HAN- OF THE SEASON, AND HER ENTERTAINMENT APPEAL OF ACTION ALTHOUGH THI
FINE COMEDY WORK LOSES WITH
DLED IT CONVINCINGLY.
TEDIOUS STUDY OF STORY IS ONLY AVERAGE.
ITS PUNCH.
the
Crawford
as
Cast.... Joan
PSYCHOLOGY.
Cast.... Lois
Cast....
makes

JOAN

ft\

THIS

Bebe Deniels is given lots
in love with the prince
a rather slim part the best of the pic- of opportunities but most of them are
Nils Asther looks the part of tied up to such foolish situations that
ture.
the prince. Fine cast includes Aileen her fine comedy work misses fire.
Warner Gland, CarmeT Neil Hamilton lends more or less
Pringle,
Harry colorless support for the vicacious
Reinhardt,
Harry
Myers,

Moran and

gypsy

Myers.
.Romance.
Story and Production.
Based on the play "Adrienne Lecouvreur." Here is one of those airy
fairy fancies where poor little gypsy
girls meet princes and have gorgeous
romances and put it all over mere
It's the
duchesses and countesses.
.

.

old Cinderella stuff that the mobs
masticate wholesale and cry for more.
as the gypsy gal who beactress after she
a
the prince has thrown her

And Joan
comes
thinks

famous

down and meets him

again only to
learn that he has been pining for her
the'
time well, Jo^n alone is
all
worth the price of admission. Fred
Nil)lo has done a showman's job, and
directed it shrewdly. Lots of money
was spent on production, and the
Nils and
court scenes arc lavish.
Joan make a swell love team.
Direction, Fred Niblo. showmanship; Authors, Eugene Scribe, Ernest Legonvc; Scenario, Dorothy Far-

—

Ekiitor, James McKay; Titles,
Marian Ainslee, Ruth Cummings;
Photography, Oliver Marsh, William

num;

Daniels, very good.

Georg;

Cast.... All French players, includ- O'Brien carry the leads and make
ing Rachel
Devrys, Victor Vina, strong team. Others Earle Fox, Doi
Henry Duval, Perriette Honyez, Ar- Terry, Maria Alba, Fritz Feld, And'
Clyde, Crauford Kent, Robert E
lette Teryon, Jean Forrest.

:

Homans, John

Kelly,

Phillip

Smali

Story and Production
Drama of lev.
child life.
This is a production proWilliam Austin, Charles Sellon.
Story and Production. Melodrami
Story and Production. ., .It starts duced in France by Jacques Feyder
This makes
out as a straight newspaper yarn. who was responsible for the screen of the underworld.
Then it switches to farce. It keeps "Carmen." It is the story of peas- fairly entertaining program, whicl
teetering between comedy and drama. ant children, and has certain quali- carries a plausible plot and by intel
The final scene is meller and burles- ties of quaintness and artistry that ligent direction is made to appear
que and what have you, all thrown arc very unusual and appealing, but convincing— which is more than cai
be said for a lot of more pretentiou;
in regardless.
If Paramount had de- these fail to place it in the class of
liberately set out to antagonize news- popular entertainment.
The camera underworld yarns on the screen. A:
paper reviewers, this travesty on work at times is also very unusual a team, Moran and O'Brien are
newspaper life is just what they and out of the ordinary.
But the good combination, although Lois ap
story
itself,
needed to do the trick.
and
the
manner
of
treat- pears to have lost some of her gooc
But those
who know nothing about newspapers ment, make it unsuitable for the aver- look.s and some of her sweet unso
and who probably can't read them age American audience. The scenes phistication. George is the young co(
and when his gal's brother is sho
will enjoy this immensely.
They'll are in a mountain village, and with
love the scene where the society gal the peasants and their customs the by the gang he swears to get them
comes to work as a reporter, puts a director creates a different atmos- Lois gets in the clutches of th(
doihc under her typewriter and ties pheric.
The story is that of a boy crooks, but her cop sweetheart res
her poodle to her chair. Oh, what a of twelve whose mother dies and cues her before any damage is done
inght when she steps out and saves whose father marries again, and the The thrills and action are there, wit!
the |)aper with her scoop.
youngster's adjustment to this upset some good surprise twists to kee[
the suspense mounting.
in his little world.
Direction,
Edward
Sutherland,
handicaijprd
by
story;
Authors,
Direction, Jacques
Feyder, adeDirection, Charles Klein, satisfac
Lloyd ( orrigaii, Grover Jones; Scen- quate; Author, the same;
Scenario, tory; Author, Charles Francis Coe
ario,
Louis
Long; Editor, Doris the same; Editor, Edward Cahn; Scenario, Edward Adamson, Rober
Drought; Titles, Herman J. Mankie- Titles,
Walter Anthony; Photog- Horwood;
Editor,
Dennis
Jack
yvicz;
Photography, Edward Cron- raphy, Lee Durcl, Paul Parguel, ver\- Titles, William
Kernell; Photogra
jager. good.
good.
phy, Lucien Andriot, fair.
Bebe.

Others

Wheeler

Oakman.

.

t

:

;

—
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Alice Day and Matt Moore in
'"Phyllis of the Follies"

"Free Lips"

I

Lcnqth: 5907

mversal

First Division

ft.

CLEVER FARCE IDEA ALOST LOST WITH POOR DIECTION BUT GOOD WORK
F PRINCIPALS SAVES IT
OR A FAIR RATING.

)Uth

traiUng

'Hce

Day and
work

|:at

FolHes' gals

Lilyan

as the girls

is

rich

good.

Tashman do
who keep him

Ednniiid Burns, the dehubby, does a good character

Ijessing.

jived
t.

Story and Production. .Farce coniHere was a very clever idea
^y.
a
;at could have been made into

and

aarkling

flashing

comedy

hit.

scintillating direction. Here the
irection was often clouded and oband rambled in spots where
j:ure
Matt
was most', essential.
iairity
|oore is the rich youth who keeps
is lawyer busy getting him out of
with Follies girls.
Matt
|rapes
[lys off one girl, and swears he's off
Then he is hurllie Follies for life.
into an affair with his lawyer's
ii
jith

an ex-Follies girl, and a friend
who is with the beauty agIregation.
By switching identities,
!ie two girls cause a series of com|Jy complications tliat is very enter;ining.
The laughs are there, but
only rates a mildly amusing numjife,

hers

Ir

er.

Ernst Laemmle, ordiAuthor, Arthur Gregor;Sceario, John B. Clymer; Editor, not
r.ted; Titles, Albert De Mond; Phobgraphy,
George Robinson, very
Direction,

ary;

THE GOOD GAL FINDS LOVE
AND HAPPINESS AMID THE
BLACKJACKS AND POISON GIN
OF THE NIGHT CLUBS, WHICH
PROVES THERE IS A SANTA

Richard Barthelmess in

SOUND

.

National

Cast.

Length: 6237

ft.

.

.

.

woman

.

running rampant through

six reels.
It has what is comiionly described 'as "guts."
The
.cenes on board the mutiny ship are
'ery well handled, and no feature
le

robably assembled a tougher looking
ang of cutthroats. There is a strong
tory that
carries great
suspense.
;larthelmess is great all the way, and
1 bits that are far fetched his doniin'nt
acting puts them over.
His
'chooner is wrecked in the Pacific
'hile smuggling dope.
He and the
ough gal are the only survivors,
-anding on the mutiny ship in midcean, it becomes a battle royal with
le
cutthroats and the hero's own
jnscience.
Needs tightening up.
>verloaded with titles. But a money
Imjust the same.
Direction,
John Francis Dillon,
lever; Author, W.
Scott Darling;
cenario, Bradley King; Editors, Ed'ard Schroeder, Jack Gardner; Titles,
xjuis
Stevens;
Photography, Sol
i

olito, fine.

sis

—

.

Irene Franklin
Vitaphone No. 2705

Class Will Tell

Type

of production.

..Song number

Personality will out. Irene Franklin, mellowed by years of experience
in vaudeville and musical comedy,
stars in a three song Vitaphone hit.
The well known exponent of "Red
Head! Red Head" knows how to put
her stuff over whether it be from
drama of South American republic. across footlights or before the sound
As the main title flashes,
Like all these stories of South Amer- "mike."
ica revolutions, it is pretty much you see Miss Franklin and hear her
But sing the red head song which will
musical comedy plot material.
director Lewis has contrived to in- awaken a familiar something far and
Then,
vest it with an air of plausibility, and wide throughout the land.
has built in some great atmospheric with Jerry Jarnigan at the piano,
touches.
But it is Ricardo Cortez comes "Be Your Age" and finally,
who makes it a really entertaining "Help! Help! Help!," a characterYou
number. He is a really romantic fig- song study that is a darb.
wrong on this.
ure, and whether fighting or love can't possibly go
making, does both with telling effect. Time, six mins.
Disgraced and thrown out of the
army of the South American repubCodec and Orth in
lic, he stages a great comeback when
"Zwie
Und Furtzicherstrasse"
he captures the gun runner single
Vitaphone No. 2709
handed. Then the suspense, when he
finds his prisoner is the brother of
It carries a great
his sweetheart.
kick for the kids. And there are lots
of grown ups who will thrill to it.

Direction,

Edgar Lewis, smooth;

Arthur

Stringer; Scenario,
Editor,
Natteford;
Sherman Kell; Titles, Paul Perez;
Photography, Harry Jackson, okay.

Author,

John

Francis

hi German, So Dope

It

Oat

Type of production. .Vaudeville
Whether the Warners intend

skit

re-

For others,

of novelty.

it

rates seri-

Time, 8 mins.

Harry Wayman's Debutantes
Vitaphone No. 2261

Type

'Tis Very Sadi\
of production

Mates

Jazz band
Eight minutes of one of the saddest Vitaphone numbers this reviewer has had the fortune, or misfor-

Wayman's De-

tune, to lend ear to.

butantes, the main title calls them
but what this reporter should like to
dub this number is something entirely different.
It is not the fact
that nature skipped this aggregation
when distributing feminine pulchriude.
It is not the fact that their
music may have been the sweetest
in all the world when it left their instruments so much as it is the fact it
sounds often like something that
skidded across a wet pavement. Of
cour.se, we may not know too much
about this sound business and it may
be the recording that is entirely to
blame.
Somebody is responsible,

however, and whoever it may, he
should be taken aside and asked what
the idea

is

—

.Barthlemess does a strong

.

wow.

a

ous consideration purely on the ba-

.

.

.Ricardo Cortez is the brave
Cast.
'haracterization in meaty part that is
captain who makes a monkey out of
Betty
fOe of his best in recent films.
He
the president of the republic.
Comoson goo'd as the tough gal.
does a nice characterization that is
)thers Loretta Young, James Bradfar superior to the meller yarn. Nora
ury, Sr., and Jack Curtis.
Lane hardly a Spanish type. Others
Story and Production.
.Drama of Gino Corrado, John St. Polis.
lea life.
Here is a colorful tale of the
Production. .. .Meloand
Story
';a,
with mutiny, shipwreck and a

I

.

—

A MONEY PICTURE. BARTHE
WILL
FOR
'HELMESS AS HARDBOILED THIS, FOR IT HAS THE
EA CAPTAIN ON MUTINY THRILLS AND MELLER THAT
HIP GIVES A POWERFUL THEY LOVE. CORTEZ DOES
'ERFORMANCE. BIG PUNCH THE SPANISH HEROICS IN
CENES SEND IT OVER.
GREAT STYLE.

>ild

(lerman-speaking neighborhoods this

Cast.... June Marlowe is just too
Clark and McCullough in
sweet and innocent for anything, even
"The Diplomats"
.hough she goes to work in a rock 'em
Fox Movietone
and sock 'em joint. Jane Novak al.so
Funny; Length Hurts It
remains
innocent
while
collecting Type
of Production
Comedy skit
lough from the heavy sugar daddies.
It has its moments
quite a few
rank llagney tin- nightclub owner.
of them and when they are funny,
Story and Production.
.Drama of they are usually
quite funny,
'•'ihe
light club life.
It all winds up in a
Diplomats," one of the new Fox
leep, dark mystery. Who shot the
Movietone comedies, is built like a
neavy sugar daddy?
There he was feature in
point of production valn the night club making whoopee
ues.
The principal difficulty with it
with two perfectly innocent gals who
is
the length.
Running as it does
worked there. "What should happen for
25 minutes in complete dialogue,
to spoil the pretty picture?
As the the director and the dialogue writer
Hghts went out, a shot rang out and the
had a job on their hands in attemptsugar daddy passed out also.
Con- ing to keep the pace moving and the
sternation. Hurrying hither and yon.
laughs coming.
Great confusion, as you can ifhagine.
Clark and McCullough, pull their
But the night club owner was on usual, goofy stuff.
The plot hinges
the square.
He locks the doors and around a conspiracy afoot by the
calls the cops.
Maybe he was sore Goldavian prime minister to force
because the murderer grabbed the his country into
a war of aggression
sugar daddy's jack.
Then the big while the P.M. in reality has sold
murder trial scene. A real novelty. out to the unfriendly neighboring
To save the innocent little gal, the nation. Clark and McCullough are
night club boss says he shot the suck- propelled into
the plot and it rests
er.
Then a great surprise, when
with them to unearth the incriminatBut see it yourself and get the thrill. ing paper in time to present it to the
Direction,
Wallace
MacDonald, war conference and thus mark exit
blame the story; Author, Raymond to the machinations of said prime
Wells; Scenario, Jack Kelly; Editor, minister. How they do it or rather
Gene Melford; Titles, not listed; how Bobby Clark does it, his partner
Photography,
Fuqua,
Cliff being the foil almost all through the
Jack
Thomas, good.
footage makes up the rest of the
picture.
The recording in many seRicardo Cortez in
quences is bad and the photography
rainy.
Could be much improved by
"The
judicious trinnning and by that is
Length: 5516 ft.
Tiffamj-Stahl
meant generous trimming. Directed
KIDS
CRY
by Norman Taurog. Time, 25 mins.

Gun Runner"

"Scarlet Seas"

you was done

How

is

.

title tells

since the subject is designed primarily for release in
Germany.
iver, the business is so apparent that
a knowledge of the language is not
necessary.
For wired theaters in

//

—

ood.

'irsf

man. which a
.')5,S2

CLAUS.

Matt Moore as the

Cast

Lev(jth:

anyway.

SILENT
"His

New

Stenographer"
Pathe

— Sennett

Novel Gag
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
They employ a brand new comedy
idea in this funograph, and with the
help of Billy Bevan and a competent
cast it gets over strong.
Billy is a
lawyer who tries to get a divorce for
a client by framing the gent in a
compromising
position.
But the
scheme is slightly dented when the
client's wife gets a job as Billy's
stenog, and he selects her as the corespondent who is going to compro-

That's a
her own husband.
really clever gag, and Bevan handles
it
to the tune of a lot of laughs.

mise

Other principals are Irving Bacon.
Natalie Jovce, Alice

Ward.

Directed

by Phil Whitman.

"Dumb—and How"— Cameo
Ekiucational

Okay
of production. .1 reel comedy
This film moves at a sprightly pace
and has two new comedians to help
it
along with their particular brand
of humor. They are Bert Young and
Harry Allen, who look as if they
might develop into quite a popular
Bert and his wife are just
team.

Type

having been scared by reNeighbor Harry
comes staggering home. He chases

retiring,

ports of burglars.

a lonely goose, which flies into the
home of Bert. The goose knockover a vase, and Harry and his wife
start downstairs in search of the
From here on the reel is
burglar.
cicverlv gagged, and they succeed in
adding some original twists to the
burglar coniedv theme. It will please
Directed by Jules
the average fan.

leasing this generally or not remains
This is the first Vitato be seen.
phone subject to be made in any
Codec
other language but English.
and Orth, for years, vaudeville headlines, speak all of their lines in Ger- White.
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Theater Equipment
By CHARLES

The Stamp

TALKING SHOP

NEW SOUND

Approval

The importance of
over make its choice

the motor generator to projection and changeespecially important.
Assurance of a direct
current which wnll guard against any break is essential and a dependable, efficient motor generator must be demanded.

Highlights of Projection
Strides

A specialist in the field is Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., which builds more than 20,000 different standard styles,
sizes and ratings of all commercial vo!|tages, frequencies and phases,
meeting the varied demands of industry. Its motor generator equipment for projection is designed especially for the purpose
The
generator is backed by the company's experience in the field, pioneering with introduction and developing 6i generators and backed by
constant and extensive research. Because of its efficiency, the Westinghouse motor generator equipment for projection, which is supplied complete with all accessories by the manufacturer, has

year
THE
one
the

proved an auspicious
in
equipment field, marked by a number of innovations and
improvements in nearly all departments of theater equipment.
Outstanding have been the strides made
in the field of projection, which have
proved of great benefit to both silent
and sound pictures.
lias

THE

FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

*

International Projector Corp. made
a big contribution with its Model
Simplex, designed for all sound systems and representing a big advance
for silent picture projection. Enterprise Optical's contribution is the new

M

Model

H

Motiograph De Luxe,

11

UNITS PRODUCING

ARMSTRONG BUYS POWER'S

feat-

ures of which

are the double bearing, ball bearing intermittent movement, and the horizontal cylindrical
shutter, claimed to eliminate 62^ per
cent of the heat on the film. Holmes
Projector Co. has offered the new
Holmes Imperial Projector, features
claimed for which are noiseless operation, eliminating the necessity of oiling and a number of other exclusive
mechanical features.

INTEREST IN ARPO EIRM
Rainbow Luminous

lights.
*

*

*

There have been other improvements, for no attempt is made here
but to hit on a few of the projection

However, these few serve
to point out the great strides made,
making 1928 truly a great year for
liighlights.

the

of equipment.
*
*

fK-lf!

:^

With the intense work of development and research, now under way in
the

field,

pected

to

equipment business
be

is

ex-

revolutionized

to an
than was
the case this year.
Certainly with
the progressiveness being shown by

even greater degree

leaders
its

in

the

in 1929,

field,

equipment and

development have nothing

fron) the future.

INVENTED BY SHOWN!

Products

has

to fear

—

Rochester, N. Y.
Relaxaphor
screen is name chosen for the ni'
screen developed especially for soui
pictures by Thomas D. Soriero, ma
aging director of the Rochester he
in conjunction with his mechanii
expert, Michael

J.

Mungovan.

.i
j

Soriero says the new screen eliii|
inates any unpleasant results pi
duced by reproduction of sound p
tures on an ordinary screen, becau
the mechanism reproducing sound
located behind the screen. Sound ci
penetrates the Relaxaphone screen,

It'

i

sponsors claim, without distortion.
Another feature claimed is elimin
tion of exaggeration of an obje
through application of a third dime
sion principle to produce depth. Th
results in a picture with vision tf

.jj

as that of the human eye, clainj *
Soriero.
Effects
obtained with the nei
screen are due to the way it is s
on the stage and by the screen itse
says Soriero, pointing out that
standard projector is used and tl

same

Francisco W. B. Armstrong
new operating subsidiary has taken over interest of Robert E. same amount of light employed, ]
on a standard screen.
increasing to 11 the number of com- Power
in
the
Armstrong-Power
The inventors claim the new screi
pany producing units.
Studios, and now is president and genhas been approved by Western Ele
Three new plants are being estab- eral manager. Power is establishing trie
officials.
lished in Louisville, Denver, and Dal- headquarters in New York to devote
— Happy Ne-w Year—
las.
The company manufactures and all his time to his decorating busidistributes Rainbow Luminous tube ness. The Armstrong Power firm has

formed

San

a

*
*
*
lighting for electric and outdoor adAnother important feature is the vertising.
development of the new Peerless
In Louisville, the new subsidiary
high intensity arc lamp by the J. E. will handle production and distribuMcCauley Manufacturing Co.; the tion for the immediate southern terrilaunching of Cinevox, new sound tory. The new plants in Denver and
screen by American Cine Screen Co., in Dallas will handle orders from
for manufacture by American Silver- their immediate territories.
sheet Co., and Minusa Screen Co..
Volume of orders booked during the
and the development by American present quarter was double the record
Silversheet
of
the
new Snowite volume of the preceeding three
screen for use with high intensity months, George L. Johnson, chairequipment; the development of a new man, stated. All plants were operating
cine spot by the Chicago Cinema at a capacity. Several new basic patEquipment; improvement of its com- ents, awarded the company, covering
bination
framing light and light exclusive processes of manufacture,
shield by the GoldE Manufacturing have broadened the sales field
for
Co.;
and further development of Rainbow Luminous, Johnson says.

Brenkert effect

EILNSCREEK'

—

—A

*

of

,

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

1928 a Banner Year in the
Few
Equipment Field

*

HYNES

F.

— Happy Nezv Year—
Player Organ Developed
by Marr & Colton Co.

been changed to Armstrong Studios,
Inc. The firm handles complete stage
equipment including the Arpo Counterweight System and does decorating,
furnishes draperies and curtains.
Its'
activities

AMBER AND RED FLAME
TINTS FOR WINTER US

are nation-wide.

—Happy

Ne^v Year

—

Alexander Sees 40 Per
Cent Increase in 1928

—

Colorado

Co.,

of

—

Garden

City,

Kan.

— Midwest

new

—

—

—

—

,

quarters here.

Superior Projector Specified
Cleveland The Cleveland Board
of Education has specified the Superior projector as standard equipment in all high scholos, according to
E. E. Oliver, president of the Oliver

—

—Happy

En-

theater on Main St., Garden
City, Kan., for the Garden Amusement Co. Conrad Gabriel, manager.
This house will seat 700 persons.

—

Detroit Charles Powell, former e>
according to J. Don Alexander, presi- hibitor and film salesman, has bee
dent of the film advertising firm.
named Michigan representative of Nil |
tional
Screen Service, with headi
Happy Ncxv Year

New

Year

—

Haven, Conn. John J. Title,
Martin Israel, Louis Schwartz and
William Green now are with the New
England Advertising Co.

III

-SALE!SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA

Hold* 16 Feet Film Que— 6 Macannee
2 in. F. 3.5 Lena

—

—

Join N. E. Advertising Co.

New

I

Th* Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

—

gineering Construction Corp. of Columbus, O., has started work on the

,"

General Electric.
Happy Nezv Year

40 per cent business written last year,

N. Y.— Marr & Colton
Co., has developed a player organ
built to standard or special specificaM. P.
tions.
The instrument reproduces jector S. Co., distributors of this proin this territory.
Oliver has
from either standard piano or special
just installed a Superior in the Linhand-played rolls.
coln High School, making the lltli
Happy Np7v Year
local installation.
He has also sold
Midwest Gets Contract
one to the Museum of Art.

Warsaw,

warm

Powell Joins Nat'l Screen

exceed by

will

as

"'

Springs, Colo.
Volume
of film business signed this year by

Alexander Film

— Flame

.»:
tints, ambers an'
notes in lighting ai
suggested for winter theater use b
the National Mazda lamps divisio

Cleveland

reds,

$Z9.S0

uiiuooGHBysi,
W
MV ^
110

32''Sf M«a> Vhrii
West 32<'St,NewM>rk.fiy<

Phone Penn*. 0330

L

I.'

•

December

Snday.

1928

30.

II

Foreign Markets
By JAMES

P.

Presentations

CUNNINGHAM
By

OUTPUT f OR SMITH,

GJtMAN f ILM
J928-29 UP
Bureau of

Vishington

Vashington

German

a

TO SCHEDULE

—To

By

date one-third of

Editor

announced

films

for

have

announced, 59 have been
or ready for release while
7 more are either completed or in
Thus, about three-quarp paration.
of the German output for the
t(3
n:n

films

reased

S'Son

Many

completed.

is

other

piductions not previously aimounced
a expected to get under way bet'icn now and the end of the prese; season, to bring the German outp; up to its level of last year of 240.

— Hapt>y

'

Netv Year

—

Gain

Jotion Pictures
Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

A^ashington
Pictures are rivaling
popularity of bull fighting in protl
ving entertainment for the people
oLisbon, according to advices to the
\ P. Section of the Dept. of Comnrce.
hi

The Opera House

at

Lisbon

been closed during the past year,

alraniatic theater

tes and

new

remodeled for

pic-

theater is
ider construction.
There are appDxiniately 210 theaters in Portugal,
"iie
seating capacity for the three
gest and first run houses are 1,700,
150 and 1,100 respectively. AmeriCii and German pictures are the most
Admission prices range
fpular.
f'ini
ten to 30 cents at first runs.
a

picture

1

— Happy

New

Australia Lifts

I

Sydney
)lm

—

Year

—

"Dawn" Ban

British
Ltd. has

and Dominions

Corp.
after exhibiting

been informed

'II

"Dawn" to authe ban on the picture
been lifted.
The picture now
be shown beginning the earlv

irt

of 1929.

lit

lorities here,
s

i

CARTOON NOVELTY ON
THE PARAMOUNT PROGRAM

ERNEST W. FREDMAN

•The Daily Film Renter"

London— .^. George Smith, chairman of British Phototone and P. D.
C, will be chairman of a new com-

S.

BERG;

CHESTER HAIE

CIS

MAKE CAPITOL SHOW

The Paramount had quite a novelThe show at the Capitol got over
week with Ad Car- the Xmas atmosphere nicely mainly
ter, the "New York Evening Journal"
due to the fine work of the Chester
ty for the holiday

cartoonist, presenting his "Just Kids" Hale Girls who
did two numbers
form of a stage festival. The that were outstanding.
In the first
pany formed with a capital of $4,122,- cartoon characters were all there, in- they appeared
as kiddies in pajanla^
500 to purchase the George Green cluding the funny cop and the street and others as
French dolls.
They
chain of 12 Scottish theaters.
One cartoon idea was put were seated on the mantelpiece of
Clay- cleaner.
ton Hutton, director of British Pho- over neatly showing an episode of an old fashioned
fireplace that ran
totone, it is understood, is another the kid telling the gang that he was across the
stage.
This set the holidirector of the new company which going home to get a dog from his day atmosphere
nicely, and with the
plans to issue stock Jan. 10. The 12 ma for being a good boy for three aid of the settings by -Arthur
Knorr
Green theaters involved in the deal weeks. Then the cartoon idea was the spirit of Yuletide was nicely
are:
Glasgow, Playhouse, Renfrew worked out by means of a moving maintained throughout.
Later the
Street; Cinema, Tollhouse; Cinema, strip of scenery along the street as Hale girls were on for a Krazy Kat
Rutherglen Road; Picturedrome, Gor- the kid hotfooted it home. The Dave number, wearing cute kitty costumes
bals; Picturedrome, Govan; Picture- Gould Girls helped out considerably. which niade a great hit with the kids
drome,
Al Gale took the part of Mush, present in the audience for the holiWhitevale;
Picturedrome,
Bridgeton; in addition to LaScala, the main cartoon character, and han- day show.
Aberdeen, Playhouse, Ayr; Pavilion, dled the hoofing and singing in a
The special acts were very weak,
mediocre manner.
Bathgate; and Pavilon, Johnstone.
Charles Rozella and the burden
of supporting the
as the street cleaner played his musiHappy AVni Year
show fell heavily upon Dave Schoolcal broom and other instruments to
er and his band.
.M Wohlman was
good applause. Anna Chang, a Chi- heavily touted by Schooler
159 of
357
as "The
nese girl, was not heavy enough to Broadway Favorite."
but he failed to
carry the featured dancing and sing- uncover anything
outside of a couple
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ing part as Pat Finnegan. the carof Scotch stories and a parody, and
Washington Total number of the- toon character. Carter in person ap- they were nothing to rave about.
aters in Rumania is 357 with a com- peared before the act and explained Then there was Louise Bave. colorabined seating capacity of 129,680, ac- what it was all about, doing several tura soprano, who was just so-so.
cording to a report to the M. P. Sec- cartoons on a large sketch board. Harland Dixon, touted as the dancing
tion of the Dept. of Commerce.
Of The orchestra under Dave Rubinoff star of "Manhattan Mary," seemed
this total 159 theaters, seating 78,950, played "Yuletide Greetings," and was lost in this house, and his hoofing
are operated daily while the remain- the peppiest thing on the program, was only effective when he brought
ing 198 operate at irregular intervals. which was woefully weak for the on a gal from the Chester Hale group
The seating capacity in theater range holidays, and was practically lacking to step with him.
in comedy
and with the audiences
from 500 to 2,000.
composed at least 50 per cent of kids
Happy A'ezu Year^
led forward by attendants, and as
throughout the early shows.
Happy Neiv Year
their act ended and they went "dead,"
Film Co. for Java
the attendants assisted them back to
Washinyton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
their positions.
The effect of aniWashington Orion, Ltd., with a
mated toys was finely developed so
capital of $20,000, has been formed
that the smallest kid in the audience
in Java, according to a report to the
could get it.
The spectacular part
M. P. Section of the Dept. of Comof the show was a gorgeous presenmerce.
The company will produce
tation of the Sleeping Beauty legend,
as well as distribute its own producThe Christmas program at the in seven scenes and episodes. Opentions.
The technical director will be
ed with a scene before the palace,
a Chinese who has acquired his train- Roxy was done in an extravagant
manner befitting the occasion. This and then followed through the ading in America.
house
got over the holiday spirit bet- ventures of the sleeping princess till
Happy Ne'M Year
Broadway. the prince arrives 100 years later and
ter than any other on
awakens her. Here was one of the
Distributing Co. for Russia
Started with the overture "Merry
Berlin
A new distributing compa- Wives of Windsor," and followed most lavish things the Roxy has ever
ny is being formed in Moscow with with Knglish Christmas carols by the shown, and it was received with
ofifLces here
for the distribution of Roxy chorus.
At the end of the rounds of applause.
products from Sovkino, Mesjalsofrov, clioral, a tableau of the Nativity was
Russ, Vufku and other producing presented, showing the Star in the
companies.
East, the Shepherd and the Manger.
Happy Nc-lV Year
The festive portion of the presentation showed a toy set, with Santa
Negative Prices Vary in Italy
surrounded by the animated dolls.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
There were the gingerbread men, the
W^ashington The cost of printing jack-in-the-box, the soldiers, etc. As
negative films in Italy vary between Santa introduced each one, they were

—

Popularity in Lisbon
Lsliiiuitou

D.C. CHAIRMAN

BUYS GREEN

THE FILM DAILY

already been released,
aiording to advices to the M. P.
S:tion of the Dept. of Commerce.
Ffures supplied by the "Film Kur!(' of Berlin show that of
181 Gerl'^-29

P.

HERBERT

in the

—

Rumania's

Theaters Operate Daily

—

—

—

—

—

—

ROXY MADE RESPLENDENT

BYGORGEOUSXMASSHOW

—

—

New

—

ichmount
3 7th Avenue
«

D.

J.

Pictures

be.
MOUNTAN,

"**

Y'^''

^^

Prei.

—

I

EXCLUSIVE

foreign
representatives for

j

Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address:
Cable Address:
Cable Address:

RICHPICSOC. Paria
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC, N. Y.

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

—

Attractions for

four and si.x cents a foot, according
to the advices to the M. P. Section
of the Dept. of Commerce.

—Happy

New

—

Year

Ufa Director Resigns

Sporting only
est in

—

tli4

Motion Pictures

AMALGAMATED

—

Berlin
Dr. Melamerson, a directhe Ufa board, has resigned,

tor of

and Hermann Kahlenberg appointed
in

his

place.

Picture Theatres
Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picturo Presentation

MARKUS

Tlie FALLY
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
LtfokawKnna 78 76

1531

BB<MDWAT,

new YORK CITY

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

THE
12

As 1928

for two deserving and faithful
sons.
We're glad to learn of it.

Closes

(Continued from Page

1)

Joe Schenck originally got off on
the wrong foot when he said he
thought the new German "kontingent"
would have no effect on United Artists in Germany. It will and Schenck,
anything to you who watch the having fortified himself with proper
pawns as they are rapidly shunted and additional data, now conies forward again by declaring his company
about?
By the way of further develop- will suspend operations there after
ments take note of what is to happen July unless some change is brought
out in the open spaces of the West. about diplomatically via the State
There West Coast Theaters is set on Department in Washington. This is
a program that looks mighty ambi- one of the companies, we are adtious. Additional houses in five states vised, which the German Government
The many links promised to take care of, but failed
are contemplated.
in
the California, Washington and to so do.
Gaumont British, is out after more
Oregon chain are to be augmented by
Nevada, ^\orIds to conquer.
It looks like a
more houses in Montana.

—

.

.

.

.

too,

is

to

get

its

quota.

You

will

.

.

.

Settled

stone to other moves in New England by the Fox interests. The Boas
is
a dozen theaters strong
circuit
about to be taken over. Two of the
twelve are in Boston. Does that mean

—

FBO

.

Canada now. The Dominion
may prove a little more difficult to
handle than England. Nate Nathan-

chain for

Today: It was all over the street.
Everybody who had anything to do
with sound knew about Otterson's
statement and how after it was released

for

publication.

ground worked as never

The under-

did before.
president of Electrical Research
declares his company and Western
Electric
producers
have
licensed
it

The

reached an understanding on

From

changeability.

equipments

— there
as

is

will

the

inter-

now

on all
get service provided

catch

good as W.E.'s.

—the

quality

The producer

is
is

We

have mainthe judge.
tained right along that interchangeability is a fact and, as a matter of
record, we saw it in Otterson's first
statement issued made public weeks
ago.
This latest stand bears us
to

out.

be

.

.

.

—

—

K AN N

have to admit that Mr. Fox is stepHappy New Year
ping out in divers directions all at
Bern Returning to Coast
son who is pretty much the Famous
one time. ...
Paul
Bern, Pathe producer, who
inis
being
Players
mystery
Canadian
Corp.
prize
bit
of
has
A
a rather
jected into the plans of the Halperin firm grip on the business in his ter- has spent the past two weeks in New
But Gaumont British, if it York surveying the local book and
brothers Victor Hugo and Edward. ritory.
in
goes
through with its scheme, will play market, is en route to the Coast
Like all up-to-the-minute projects
where he will immediately assume
nlms these days, the secret concerns find that out soon enough....
charge of production of Pathe's secfurther,
we
But
course.
sound, of
In Oklahoma
ond all-dialogue picture, "Listen,
learn enough about it to pass on to
Thursday:
We reprint directly Baby!" adapted from the story of the
you that, in addition, color and difrom
the
little
old
paper:
same name by Elsie Janis and Gene
That, you
mension are embraced.
Washington
Alarkey.
Officers, direcknow, approximates what many serHappy AVtc Year
tors, members and employes of
believe
the
thinkers
to
be
ious-minded
the
Oklahoma
exhibitor
unit
are
Sound
To Build New Kelso House
ultimate in motion pictures.
restrained from coercing distribwas one; color and dimension have
Kelso, Wash. The Cowlitz Amuseutors to refuse to deal with or
been discussed often as the next two,
ment Co., which owns the Kelso and
cease to deal with non-theatricals,
If the Halperins
in the order named
Liberty
here,
has purchased the
and from distributing or threatprove to be ready with two of the
Washington Hotel property from R.
ening
to
distribute
to
members
of
three adjuncts at the same time,
W. Robbins upon which another
the association lists naming dismost certainly will the details of
theater is planned. Construction will
tributors serving non-theatricals,
their new company prove intriguing
start next spring.
The Cowlitz firm
in the consent decree
filed
In
also operates the Columbia and Peekin
Federal Court at Oklahoma City.
When Labor Ceased
theaters in Longview.
It looked like trouble.
Anti-trust
Happy A^CM Yea r
Tuesday: December 25 and a sur- suit and that sort of thing, but a last
Rankin at Butte
cease from the tribulations of busi- minute consent decree binds the OkButte John Rankin has been apness.
The interlude was spent in lahoma unit to acknowledge non-thequiet merriment and no reflection atricals have equal rights with the- pointed publicity director of the Rialto
around the festive board which is a atrical exhibitors.
We believe this and American here under the direcgoodly way, we hold it, of spending to be a serious hurt to the regularly tion of Manager Harry Stone. Rankin
the Christmas day. We gorged our- constituted exhibition business in that succeeds William Burke.
selves on turkey, acted most im- state.
Happy Ne~.v Year
modestly when tea and plum pudA note of sadness from the coast:
Wilcox at Merkel, Tex.
ding direct from London town were Fred Thomson, an idol of the young
Merkel, Tex. C. S. Wilcox has
placed before us.
We sought to in many lands, dies at the age of 38. taken over the management of the
forget that motion pictures existed Unfortunate indeed and much to be Merkel here, it is reported.
and. strangely enough, succeeded be- regretted.
Happy New Year —
yond all hope.
It was a pleasant
Theater combines are exciting the
Manage
Kolinski Houses
To
day.
British trade.
Wait until they have
Detroit Jake Sullivan has resigned
as many over there as the trade has as manager of the DeLodder
It's Exhibition
house,
The novelty and has taken over the management
Wednesday: Most of them are al- gone through here.
won't be so great.
of the
Park and Frontenac,
ready doing it.
So word from TifHappy Nc-lV Year
fany-Stahl that a chain of first runs
2,000 the Goal
is planned in key cities doesn't occaLawrence Cohen Buys 2 Houses
Friday:^ RCA-Photophone is getsion so much surprise.
We remem- ting set. Two thousand installations IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Lawrence E. Cohen
ber many months ago Mike HofTman represent the objective for 1929.
told us that the move was under way. Originally determined to sell a sound- has purchased the York here and the
It apparently took much time for the
on-film device, Photophone is like- Eagle Rock at Eagle Rock from
Both, houses are to be
event to crystallize, but here it is. wise getting set with a disc repro- John Sugar.
This industry, further and further, ducer, thereby meeting all market re- improved.
Happy A^ew Yea r
is developing along the lines of the
quirements.
famous German vertical trusts wherePlan Iowa City House
The ever-changing cycle. Marcus
in all necessary moves required to Heiman, whose name has been
Iowa City, la. R. H. Fitzgerald,
linked
round a complete operation are con- with the Orpheum circuit for years, director of the Iowa Memorial Ass'n,
tained within each company.
Ap- has sold out. Another step in the has accepted plans for a new $50,000
plied to motion pictures, it means that rounding out of R-K-O under RCA theater here.
Happy Ne-M Year
production, distribution and exhibition auspices.
There is some talk of
must be embraced.
This, Tif?any- others yet to come.
Sunday Shows at Araphoe
Stahl purports to do, at least insofar
Lee Marcus becomes vice president
Araphoe, Neb. For the first time
as key city show windows are con- of FBO and Charles Roscnzweig in 15 years, Sunday shows are being
cerned.
sales manager.
Fitting promotions presented at the Crystal here.

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

.

.

—

—

.

—

.

.

Monday

i

Publi.x expansion program to embrace house'
in about 40 cities and towns throuEhoni'
*
the United States.
'i

West

Coast

expansion

$15,000,000

includes five western states.
Sound, color and third dimension

prograirl
i

films

ned by Edward and Victor Hugo

Halperin.

Tuesday
Christmas Day.

Wednesday
Tiffany-Stahl announces plans for national
theater chain in key cities.
U. S. Dent, of In'itice agent completes proix
of Cleveland Film Board.
United Artists must discontinue distribution
in Germany in July, because of new law.

Thursday
Consent

decree ends government anti-trust
conspiracy charge against Oklahoma ex
hibitor
service

association
for
activities
non-theatricals.

against

to

Fred Thomson dies after
Thirty films planned by

Paramount
Balaban

gets

&

control

Coast operation.

FBO
78

of

for 1929-30
per cent o(

Katz.

M.P.T.O.A. progress

is

reviewed by R, F

Woodhull.

Friday
U. S. writ secured by consent decree in Okla
homa conspiracy case prohibits any effort
to coerce exchanges to refuse service u
non-theatricals, or sending to members by
the

exhibitor

unit

of

a

list

of

exchanges

serving such accounts.

Two

thousand installations is RCA-Photo
phone goal in 1929.
RC'A-Photophone, as company, and J. E
Otterson, Electrical Research head, as individual,

join

Hays
named

organization.
vice president; Charles
Rosenzweig, general sales manager, and
B. B. Kahane, secretary-treasurer of FBO
Northwest Theater Circuit
(Finkelstein f,

Lee

Marcus

Ruben), deny charges of overbuying

.

.

.

—

Electric and licensees make inter
changeability pact.
Full text of statement is issued by Otterson.
World outlook bright U. S. official says.

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving
Specialists
to the

Motion Picture

—

Industry

—

DAY AND NIGHT

—

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

e.x-

Saturday
Western

—

Now

niadt

in complaint of Grand Forks, N. D.,
hibitor, to Federal Trade Commission.

—

.

plan

250

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus

4 14 1-2-

And, History JVill RepentThe

original

...workable long

motion picture
rolls...

film

colored film

base.. duplicating film.. panchromatic
negative.... the history of the

tant developments in
tion picture materials
of this

impor-

American mois

a factful story

Company's cooperation with

the cinematographic industry.

Obviously an association that has
borne such fruits in the past can be
expected

to

repeat

in

the future.

For 1929 the Eastman resources and

Eastman cooperation are pledged
anew to the further advancement of
the motion picture art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N.

Y.

VUe

Screen*s Crack Wisecrachers
in a Talhf est for Wise Shotvntem
world's funniest team
THE
world's funniest comedy—

in the

that's

DIPLOMATS,

latest

THE

Fox- Movietone

and McCULLOUGH
Dialog Comedy.

CLARK

All-

Now convulsing audiences at the Gaiety
Theatre, New York, during the $2 top
extended run of "The River."
« This

is

a delight."

— Netu York

IsAorning

World

Daily Review

WILLIAM FOX
'r^^

presents

CLARK and
McCULLOUGH

#

in

The

DIPLOMATS
FOX MOVIETONE ALL-TALKING COMEDY
Directed by

Norman

l^aurog

Story and Dialog by

Arthur Caesar

/

^*^

>««

F

MOVIETONE
X talkers
talk profits

I

New

Irosperity for Industry Predicted in

Year

iTHE

at THE

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

/FILMDOM
'U XLVI

Monday, December

No. 75

31,

Price

1928

Cents

5

SOUND, BIG DEVELOPMENT OF
SEASON
1929, ALL LEADERS DECURE

VRNER PROGRAM CALLS

FOR 35 NEXT
fi:

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

—

Thirty-five pictures,
OS Angeles
outlay estiproduction
a
nilving
i:ed at $15,000,000, are to comprise
h.1929-30

program

—Happy

Warner

of

Nezv Year

Bros.

jhange of the

In that prosperity the motion picis in the air.
ture industry, of course, will share.
I look for 1929 to be the greatest year the industry has experienced,
in both financial returns and artistic achievements.
The great added interest to the pictures sound is bringing new
patrons to the theaters and demanding added inventive genius in the
Sound will be developed until we find its best use as an
studios.

It

is

made

—

Prepares Several
New Theater Openings

ox Theaters Corp. expansion is
ked by the opening of the 5,000theater at St. Louis which will
;e
The house
a- place in a few weeks.
II

Fox theaters opened in
and Brooklyn
Washington
Droit,
ibf the same seating capacity. Early
:h spring the new Fox house in San
Other theaters
K ncisco will open.
» under construction

at

Newark and

Pladelphia.

— Happy

New

Year

—

buses Leased by Brin
Are for 10 Year Period

— L.

K. Brin, Milsecured
operator,
tt-year
lease on theaters of the
Fiher-Paramount chain in the deal
died recently.
Some of the houses
we purchased outright. Brin, at the
tie,
announced that this was but
tit step
in building up of a chain.
Fink Fischer, when here recently,
s:l that his firm intends to continue
ti acquire
and build new houses.
ladison,

w ikee

Wis.

theater

The

A
it

There

will

THE FILM

be no issue of
DAILY, Tues-

Jan. 1, which is New
Year's Day and a legal holi-

Year

ihcir

many

important

— and

Opinion

troublesome
field.

divided t)ver the exact
although there is universal agreement that the industry
will follow in the path already paved
by talking pictures. Speculation over
the permanent aspects of this new development exists and some responsible executives are at a loss to figure the outcome. All of them, however, arc in accord that sound suppHed the business with a much/ needed impetus.
Disregarding this new agency, the
opinion is voiced that basic quality
(Continued on Page i)
is

effect of sound,

Government oflkials.
prosperity will prevail in 1929.
and bankers agree that this is assured. The industry,
moving forward side by side with other major industries, will bene-

54 Opinions
Fifty-four

important

execu-

tives engaged in various phases
of the aomestic industry today
air their views on the outlook
for 1929. They are:

accordingly.

Nineteen twenty-eight heard the ouenine shots in the revolution of
sound. First excitements still prevail, yet 1929 finds a recapitulation under
^vay— and this is encouraging—in an effort to find out definitely what road
That sound properly fits in as an adjunct of silent pic13 to be followed.
This agency has revived a lagging interest
conviction.
tures is a growing
The newits advent has been a boon.
Therefore,
pictures.
motion
in
attenserums
year
if
better
be
a
will
year then will be a good year. It
following:
the
such
as
problems
toward
tion is directed

Joe

Brandt.

Colvin

Brown.

E.

E.

Buche.-.
W. S. Butterheld. Charles
H. Chiist.e. Cecil B. Uc MiUe. Ned
E. Liep.ne;, Fred De.bc g. Felix F.
Feist,
harold B. Frank m. William

Fox. A. H. Giannini. Samuel Coldwyn, James R. Grainger, Earle W.
hammon:,, M. H. Hoffman.
Ray

Sam

Johnston.

W

Katz. Sidney R.

Kent.

John H. Kunsky. Carl Ljemmle. Jesse
L. Lasky. Al Lichtman. C.cil Maberry. Lduis B. Mayer. L;e Marcus.

moderate policy in the use of dialogue. The
sound reproducers to meet the demands of
cheap
and
marketing of good
of the interchangeability ([uestion.
clarification
Further
exhibitors.
small

The need

all (ti

-in the entire domestic

industrialists

for a careful,

Sam

E. Morris.
E.
Otterson,
J.
C. Pettijohn. P. A. Powers.
Phil Reisman,
V. Richards, Jr..
A, L. Rockett. Charles R. Rogers, Irving D. Rossheim, S. L. Rothafel.
David Sarnoff. Sam Sax, Joseph M.

Charles

A consistent, steady flow of good, silent pictures for theaters not wired.
qualily. whether
Not merely maintenance, but improvement in production
negative costs. General economies in
of
Reduction
silence.
or
sound
in

The emphatic necessity, as
halt in theater overbuilding.
be better. The injection of
might
they
that
so
pictures
fewer
for
always
Creation of and
exhibition.
and
distribution
=ome merchandising sense in
national,
through
perhaps
public,
of
the
part
the
on
goodwill
maintenance of
vision in toreign
more
and
unaninnty
Greater
advertising.
institutional
And complete cooperation among all major divisions ot the trade.
policies

R

Schenck, Nicholas M. Schenck. Joseph I. Schnitzer, B. P. Schulberg,
Spyros Skouras, Herman Starr, Newton I. Steers, Irving Thalberg, Harry M. Warner, Jack L. Warner, Alfred Weiss. R. F. Woodhull. Herbert

A

J.

Yates.

and A.

S.

John Zanft, Adolph Zukor
Kirkpatrick.

KANN

day,
day.

Jentially

NATIONAL

operation

No Paper Tuesday

New

pictures, in

industry development in 1929. Fiftyfiiur
executives
engaged
in
all
branclies of motion pictures in airing
Jieir views on the outlook for the
new year practically unite in designat.ng this one factor as the most po-

Year

imilar to

in

—

Sound

Fix

s,

Need for Care
Application Silent
Films to Stay

phases will provide the higiilight of

adjunct to the motion picture.
Always we have advanced. The direction now is sure and the
progress steady. This means that the year 1929 will see even better
entertainment for the earth's millions, and even greater returns to
the men and women who create and guide this entertainment.

company name now

New

—

—

[

S)eing considered by FBO.
the new name will be
Bj'.ic at an early dale.

—Happy

The Greatest Year''— Hays

PROSPERITY

;.vected

!

'*1929,

—

OFFBOr

II

See

„APPV NEW
KKW \EAR
VFAR
HAPP^
Pictures

— Advt.

woria
because World

Wide

I

C H O I C E' SELLING
New Year-Advt.

"EXHIBITORS'
Happier

'

I

WOKI.I) WIDE PICTURE.S cause-Happier
New Vear-Advt.

THE

DAILY

Monday, December

The Industry's
Date Book

The Broadway Parade
Vol. XIVI Ni.

Price 5 Cents

Monday, Dec. 31, 1928

76

PUBLISHER

JOHN N. ALICOATE

situation

along the

heavy money pictures remains prac-

Warners

"The Singing Fool"
"Jimmy Valentine"

M-G-M

"Interference"

Paramount.

"The Viking"
"The Barker"

M-G-M

"Abie's

Rose" ....

...

Warners
Fox
Paramount
Universal

"Give and Take"
"The .Vwakening"

.

.

United

.

Criterion

Embassy

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Warners

.Gaiety
.Rialto

.

Colony
Rivoli

Courdes-Noues,

19.

5

FBO

25

Series

Low

STOCK MARKET
Am

Sales

34/,
25^4

400
300
700

34VS
25J4

34/2

Seat

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

Kodak

East.

High Low Close

pfd
First Nat.

2SM

184/^ 183

183

104

128
104

*do

pfd.... 104

Fox Fm. "A"
*do rts
Keith A-O
do pfd
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
*M-G-M pfd

*M.

94/

93-/8

41

39/8

123
6354

122/

63%

102/ 102/
54

Pathe Exch
do "A"

m/s
26/

nVi
25/

Radio-K-A-O
Stanley Co

41

.

M 40%
41^

41/8

4,300
100

10,500
4,300
1,100
26
41M27 300
IOC
41/

im

123M 122/

"A"

123
129

36,500

CURB MARKET
Acoustic Prod

& Katz

Bal.

Con. Fm. Ind. ...
*Film Insp
Fox Thea. "A"...
Intern. Proi
*Loew do deb. rts
*Nat. Thea. Sup

Trans-Lux
*Univ.

do

AG

18

18%

2%

35%

34^^

5/

4%

34%
12/
26%

....
7,500
....

9

1,200

5

28
6s

93/

46

115/
x-war...l00/ 100/ 100/

By 5/s

Pathe

18%

90U
100
400

BOND MARKET

Paramount 63 47..
•Par.

18fi
78

41ww

6s
41

6s

185i
78

Pict

•Keith

*Loew

19
78

99/

9<)y4

99/
102/

51

80^

7s37

80/

80/

....
2
2
.

,.

Am. Seat. 6s 36...
•Warner 6/,s 28

96

96
198

96

1

Roxy "A"

28
30

.

.

54

54/
12/

8
76
2
75

12

Cleveland Hard Hit
Cleveland
Influenza has seriouslj-

—

Health

local

theater

commissioners

—

—

business.

have

urged
Schools

against public gatherings.
were closed ahead of schedule.

we

tion.

*.*.*

Golden State Theater

circuit, recent-

opened.

Year

—

for Poughkeepsie

—

Poughkeepsie,
Y.
N.
shows have been legalized
despite

opposition

They had been banned

New

Year

—

Heads Portland Film E
Ore.— Robert Hill

i

is

new

president of the

Film Board.
Harry
(Pathe) is vice president, Janies
(Fox), Ike Schlank (Univ.) aiii

land

lie

(FBO),

Withers

trustees,

secretary-treasurer was elected.
Happy Ne7v Year

—

—

Brockton,

always

believe,

in this

Mass.

cently celebrated

MORE

— The

its

first

Stat

ann.ve

THEATREI^

direc-

—

in

tion

have been using your trai.
our theatres, and have found

future, we remain"
G.
E.

&

of

a $200,000 building

for

ENTERPRISES.

Chicago,

HI.

the

Arkansas Amusement Enter.

—Happy

Netv Yea)

—

Sparks Turns Back Publix House
Aiiami, Fla.
The Arcade, at WeSt
Palm Beach, is reported to have been
turned back to Publix by E. J.

—

Sparks.

S

minisrecent

ALE

Club LuNCHECi
!

1=

—

A.M.

to

3 F|

v^z,

DINNER *2

MOVIE CAMERA
Hold* 16 Feet Film-Case— 6 Masarinei
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

of the following subjects for sale:
Wild birds close-ups
gulls,
terns,
egrets; natives of Florida Coast.
Nile long shots.

11

Table d'Hote

STANDARD

WANTED

Served

$1.10

The Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

Free lance cameramen with original negative

Served Every Evenii

$29.S0

—

African natives and wild animals.
Also crowd scenes in European cities.
For full information communicate with
Miss Caroline Gentry,
Director of
Films, Roosevelt Film Library, 28 E.
Algonquin 1700.
20th St.

"We
at

quality of your trailers, and service
satisfactory, that on opening the /
miral Theatre we contracted for yi
trailer service there.
"Wishing you every success in

—

Sunday
by the

of

—

Happy New Year
Arkansas Amus. to Rebuild Rialto
El Dorado, Ark.
The Rialto has
been closed here and workmen are
dismanteling the house for the erec-

SEPT AUTOMATIC
—

11

—

—

FILMS

85

•LAST PRICE QUOTED
—Happy Nczu Year—

affected

property here had plans drawn for
the construction of a theater.
Happy New Year
Frisco Neighborhood House Opens
San Francisco, Cal. The Parkside,
seating 1,000, and operated by the

Sunday Shows

I

Reconstructing Willows House

years.

84

efforts will

first

lies,

—

—

ters.

6

5

Bros
•Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd
.Skouras

W. Buhler and

—

Netu

m

—

Plan Catarina House
Crail Pennington,
Catarina, Tex.
Cold Water, Ka., who owns
of

council

30
32

— Frank

—Happy

it

THE FILM

Bureau,

Coast

Iters)

Willows, Cal. Henry Daly who
Earl R. Crabb, executives of the
Stanley Co. have opened the $3,000,- recently purchased the Rialto plans
The house is to reconstruct the house and install
000 Enright theater.
equipped with Vitaphone and Movie- new equipment costing approximately $60,000.
Preliminary work altone and seats 3500.
ready has begun.
Happy Ne~iV Year

1

OVER THE COUNTER
do units
do com

Pittsburgh

Year

—

House Opens

$3,000,000 Stanley

ly

CURB BONDS

Nav

Year

Brockton House Has Annivei *y

Our

came

—Happy

Na
ill

Portland,

be directed toward higher quality and this quality will never
be sacrificed to lower prices.
The road to hig'her profits In
the
motion picture industry

western

Cody,

recently

H

is:

picture star,
East, just signed
with Edward Churchill of British
Films, Ltd., to make two talking picThese pictures are to be made
tures.
almost entirely in the open, .Cody

who

says.

98/

pfd

Pict.

Warner Bros
*do

102'i/4

200

13/
54/

54-/8

*Univ.

^
41

123
(>i%

Talking Westerns

To Be Made by Cody
Bill

100
4,300
....
1,600

254

Cap

P.

Para. F-L

94/

Two

Year —

New

i'.

Studio Publicity

— Happy

In the box in Sunday's issue,
typographical error caused
E. Otterson, president of
J.
Products
Electrical Research
to be quoted as saying that the
road to higher prices in the industry lies in devotion toward
higher quality in sound equipment,
which quality never
would be sacrificed to lower
prices.
The correct quotation
a

star in a series of six short talkng comedies for Universal. The name
of the stories is "High and
C. Jerome HerLives of History."
win wrote the stories and Rubin the

—Happy

t

FBO

Correction

Benny Rubin, master of ceremonies
the Colony, New York; leaves
at
Jan. 23 for the Coast where he is

dialogue.

1.

Don Eddy, recently on the
ing staff of the Paramount studi
been named director of public
the
studios.
Prior to j
Paramount, he was general nic
of the Harry Langdon Corp

Rubin Leaving Jan. 23 to

Make "U" Talker

Ne^v

Being Handled by

28

at

Eastern Pennsylvania.
Fifth annual conference
tional Board of Review.
Hollywood Masque
New York.

— Happy

22
22

party

AMPA

2

lVe-:t

to

Financial

20

21

New

.

Jan.

Mar.

THE FILM

F'lniday
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California— Kaiph
New York.
Granite
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
6607.'
London— Ernest W. Fredman, ihe
St., W.
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough
Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
I
Paris— P. A. Harle,
Friedrichstrasse, 225.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue ds la

11

Eve

Year's

Club of New York.
Film Guild Cinema opens jNn
York.
Annual banquet of M.P.'

Jan. 24-26

Subscribers should
Foreign, ?15.00.
$3 CO
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hund Best Used a s Adjunct,
(Continued from Page 1)

j

—

whether sound or
must be maintained, thus again
fsiig what has become a recogifiduction

sound
stone

lit

liclwere

YEAR BOOK.

Jklhc'

ibealers ecuilpped
'Speaking for my

we

THE FILM

gathered for

The com-

and are today published
abridged form:
Lasky

Funwjis

Pnramouyit

ui

»

Corp.

»

kimwn

•

for

store

in

is

Corf*.

in

it

*

r

exhibitor,
»

r

—

—

Talking pictures

We

the history of the industry.
year, revolutionexperiments in the direction of sound
es.
unusual short features, and color
Thee give us an inkling of what f^"
? holds
in store.
The coming year will

a

tie.s

few months
»

all

*

and

direction's,

public looked
ago. * * *

on as

*

"TALKERS" FINDING A LEVEL
By CARL LAEMMI.E

5

*

make

I

pictures talk.

all

»

By
l^'csident.

The

•

field.

on which

our business

must

ject.

trical

Electrical Research Prod. Inc.
leteen hundred twenty-nine seems to me
er promise of unparalleled prosperity in
in

picture business.

recognizing the

In 1928 the
essential

*

»

*

DAVID SARNOFF

an

laboratories.

intrusion on the

Sound,

and
maeic

'

they

said,

was

Gradu"silent drama."
into the backyards of

ally they beean to peep
the electrical industry;

in-

place of

Inc.

*

Bv

udcnt.

T,

E.-.chaniies,

President. RCA-Photoidwnc, Inc.
Two years .ago most producers stood aloof
from the signiiicant developments in our elec-

*

UNPARALLELED PROlSPERITY
By /. E. OTTERSON

lotion

Film

Educational

A WIDER FIELD THROUGH SOUND

cause enthusiasm.
*

*

»

the things that 19_'9 h.dds in store
for the industry would seem to be, as a result of the advent of sound, a pronounced revival of interest in, and more :.dc<uiate use
Wiiatevcr else sound
of. the short subject.
may or may not have done, it certainly has
opened no new fields for the short sub-

I am enthusiastic.
Many fine picare in the making.
Many others will
be started.
There is nothing to fear
929.
On the other hand, there is every-

>

*

Among

id.

»

*

President.

y

to

is

}i'.

United Artists Corp.
the coming season, for the iny, should be the most sens.ational in the
of production.
No business can be
greater than the quality of its product
today more than ever before, producers
exhibitors realize that .good pictures are
that

oundation

pa't

SOUND. SHORT SUHTFCT BOON
HAMMONS
By EARLE

CONFIDENCE
SCHENCK

President

feel

Notional Pictures. Inc.
achievement of the va-

the rapid perfection of the tnlV
ing motion picture product'on, and for lb"
comine vear T predict ."mazing deve'nT>me-it'ilong this line which will place our industry
in
a sunreme position in the entertainment
'u't

*

iCES 1929 WITH
By .JOSEPH M.

HERMAN ST4RR

First

outstanding

SOUND

neded towards the
Nevertheless thff nrf

fsfi"

finally they

word
those

stani-

"sound."

who

inter-

.n.l

'ilkiiiK

the

lo

l>i«.

(»»

,>,..(.,„

con

this

hcrel(jforc

any gieat i\

i

condition
•

•

lo

boih

ihc

•

•

producer

anil

•

FORESEES MORE MERGERS
By

I)H. A.

H.

CIAN.SINl

Chairman of the Board, Dank of Ameri.a
Mergers in the industry are not yet over.
Nineteen twenty eight developed its neveral
•novenitnts all of which tended to further
centralize the industry to the end that the
proper economics in o|eraliop might be ef
fected.
The trend in all American liusincM
today IS definitely ir, the direction of amalea
mations and cooperation in b'lsiness.
The
motion picture industry will not and cannot
'le
expected to be an exception.
Nineteen
•wcnty nine will demonstrate thii.

'

•

1929— A YEAR OF MOMENT
By CECIL B. DcMILLE
President, Assn. of M. P, Produiers

•

•

•

SOUND OF RISING IMPORTANCE
By J OF. BRANDT

reach.

Columbia Pictures Corp.

President,

We

structive

see the passing, forever, of the
million dollar silent picture and witness the
levelopmei't of a finer technique in the talking picture.
shall see a definite inte.changeability of sound pictures made to a
•itandard synchronization measurement. With
the increase in the number of talking picures. the industry will Iwcome more insular.
Ill
other words, our pictures will be made
chiefly for home consumption.
As a result,
vc shall see a material curtailment in the rev-

svire

enue

Fresh ambitions.

New
More

competition.
pioneering.

blood.
.Success.
«

»

»

PRESAGES GREATER DEVELOPMENT
Bv HAROLD B. FRANKLIN
President, West Coa't Theaters. Inc.
During 1929 ccmperation between the con-

elements of the industry will inyear of continued growth and prosThe industry will go forward guided
by mutual interest and common understanding.
The proLMess brought about through
sound svnchronizilion is an indication that
the motion jjfcture demands unhan;|>ered opportunity for individuality and initiative, and
the richest rewards in the future will go to
those who foster and encourage continued
» It may be expected that
development. •
1929 may see the ''ntroduction of plastic or
stereoscopic screens, and the double width picture, all of which should make possible the
blending of sound, vision and color. * * •
a
perity.

»

films

By JOSEPH

By AL

»

exhibitor ha\'e known.
»

•

INTERCHANGEABILITY MUST BE
SETTLED

WOODHVLL

Bv R. F.
President, Motion Piclu-e 7 healer Q-iCncrs of
The advent of the New Year marks a vantage point from whence we should profit by
*he errors of omission and commission of the
•VIS*,
make a recapitulation of the problem^
-f
the present and peer seriously into the
future in an endeavor to so improve our
''usine^s that the people of the world will con
'inue to reeard the motion iiicture as an
'ustrnmentality of usefulness that challenge
comp.'irisoi'
with any other mediur<t ol ex
oressiou.
May T \oicc the hope that before
'be New Year is very old that for the bene
the future of sound pic
fit of the exhibitors,
'ures. the industry as a whole and the Pi'b
lie whtmi wc serx-e, that the question of in
tercli.'ingeabilily of sound subjects t'c solve<l.

UNISON IN THEATER RANKS
Bv CIL^RI ES

C.

PF.TTITOHN

President. Film Boa'ds of Trade, and Ccn'l
Counsel. M. P. Prod, and Di.ft. of Ami-rica.
The vear will bring a realization of the
many efforts made during the past 20 years
organ'ze the exhibiting branch of the
to
liusiiu-ss.
Before 1929. is oast an organization of theater owners and operators, large
nnd sm^II, "affiliated and itunffili:ite«l." "inde-

(whatever that
pendent" •>nd "dependent"
The doors shou'i,
•neans\ will be realized.
* * *
for
all.
It will
be
open
e and w ill
1

I'e a greit stride in the direction of a united
front of a great business, composed of people with interests in common who have the
best ii terests of their industry at heart.

•

silent

•

LICHTMAN

or all-talkie, will draw big.
of these classes will flop.
*
•

B.ad films in
*

*

any

*

•

SEES END TO OVERPRODUCTION
By

SAMUEL COLDWYN

Nineteen tweutynine will lie the most rev.•liitionary year in the history of the industry.
I

»

American

enjoyed by
markets.

Vice President in Charge of Dislrihution,
United Artists Corporation
What does 1929 hold in store (or the industry?
If I only knew!
Any prophet on
show business is a gucsser or a "Vesser."
VVe only know what Patrick Henry knew:
"There is no way of judging the future but
by the past."
Jiiding by the past, I can
only prophesy that entertainment and entertainment alone can fill theaters.
Good pictures whether silent, synchronized, dialogue

Productions, Inc.
T
cannot remember any new year which
li.is
dawned with brighter prospects for the
industry
than
1929.
The revolutionary
changes in production due to the plicnonxn.-'.l
success of the talking picture will. I believe
make for the greatest prosperity the producer
au'l

foreign

SHOWMANSHIP WILL COUNT

SCHNITZF.R

I.

FBO

formerly
in

•

NEVER KNEW BRIGHTER PROSPECTS
President,

shall

We

New

America

IN

of wnui.l

ilr.iw

*

m

heights to
hope.

will

distributor.

star names of the past will cease
to command respect at the box office and
manv
lu.'v,'
faces will leap into popularity. * • •
Talking and sound pictures will cease tr
•ittract
the public by their
novelty value
alone, and quality will be demanded ih tl.i
as well as
in
silent
pictures.
The great
quality sound picture will be the outstanding money-maker of 1929, followed closelv
by the great quality silent picture. * • •
#

Sales M'j'r, Fox Film f nrf.

iiitrrKliictinn

and

healthy

lablishcd

*

*

GREATER PERFECTION

Picture! Corp.
lon't know what 1929 will bring to the
try and neither does anybody else. Last
brought talking pictures. * * * In my
on they will be just as much a rage next
But I think that as we get further
them, we will find that eventually talklictures will be restricted to certain types
odnctions rathep than that the trend will
l'nivcr.<al

Pre.^ideiit.

make

will

tliat

lo

Mgr., Paramount Famous Lasky Corp.
Prosperity will depend more than ever upon the ability of protlucers to gauge the ex
acting and fickle tastes of the public in the-ic
chnnging times.
More than ever, the public
will be shopping for pictures. Many old es

»

the talkies
"f the past resemble the first movies taken
color
in p cfifteen years ago.
More u«e of
tiires. making them more lifeb'ke with the aid
of sound, than ever before. More new screen
Personalities will be leveloped than during anv
"tingle
year since the inception of the business.
As a result of these and other cn'tructive innovations in future producing, the
lew vear will see a great wave of prospc'tv
The
for those associated with our industry.
notion picture will be more popular du'ing
*
*
'
before.
than
ever
he coming year

during the past

;reat
expansion in
jzation of what the

*

Vice President in Charge of Production,
Metro-GoJdwyn-Mayer Corp.

SCHENCK

m

*

»

SOUND, THE NEW STANDARD
By LOUIS B. MAYER

Locv's Inc. and M-G-M
year should lie the most exciting and

seen,

'

Inc.

does

in-

who

KENT

R.

.9.

I

has cre.ited a ne*

theater

<-"'"'l

*

Pictures,

resident,

rant

•

The
liircs
office

•

More merges.

1939 hold for the industry?
I
\vish I knew.
The producer, the theater own••r.
and the theater-goer are caught in the
maelstrom of the talking picture. This much
we know it is box office! With the tremen
dous improvements that are l>eing achieved
•^laily
T sincerely believe it will continue to
be
box office!
That is what we are counting on for 1929.

*

M.

By

Xew
New

Charge of Thenter Operation. Warner Bros.

Whst

PERIOD OF EXPANSION

ji)ICTS
iBy NICHOI.A.';

be-

DEPENDS ON SOUND
By SPYROS SKOURAS
Ju

1929.

both

will

virtually

«

/<•.

(.en

PROSPERITY DEPENDS UPON
QUALITY

»

»

just

the

[benefit
to
» * *
,f

of

President, Publix Theaters Corp.
Whether the maior feature picture success
if
1929 will he all-talking or part-talking or
"vnchroiiized or silent. I believe it is impos
'hie for anyone to say at this moment. * * *
With the prosperity that is in the country
nday I look for continued prosperity in the
•Kcture theater, if production measures up t"
'he standards which will be demanded of it

passed Vitaphone picirDiiffht the screen hack from a wanins
to
the most popular medium of
;i isc
in the world today.
Tn 1929 its
.iJTient
iipon the public's fancy, and the resulyear

the

•

SPECULATIVE OVER SOUND
By SAM KATZ

IVarncr Bios. Pictures, Inc.
[>rnty such as the business has never

'i

job

of
vious that the t,alking picture has. its definite
place in the film scheme.
But this does not
mean that the silent picture is doomed. On
the contrary, it will remain the backbone of
the industry's commercial security. • » *

^^v
Icii' of
'i

the

to

over again, so far as the new type
entertainment is concerned.
It
is
ob

REVOLVES AROUND SOUND
HARRY M. WARNER

Z<

down

will settle
','inning all

*

*

Famous Lasky

Nineteen hundred twenty-nine bids fair to
the outstanding year of the industry to
The sound revolution is passing its
oauic stage, and all branches of the business

*

*

•

LASKY

(late.

II

It,

*

be

on

is

*

By JESSE L.
Vice-President, Paramount
Corp.

\st

the threshold of the
>car in its history.
The year just
^ witnessed the completion of a
lire
in pro<lnction and exhibition
iL-al
perfection and popular accept"i.
liking lectures. "
The silent drama
^dent nesvsreel now speak.
In givce to the screen, a new art has been
iiiilnstry

reproducing systems. • »

FILM

MRE PATRONAGE VIA SOUND
Br WILLIAM FOX
Fox Film and Fox Theaters

»

ROOM FOR SOUND AND SILENT

ear will be memorable for the proper
The
nent of the talkinsj picture.
see the balance stmck between talktil
sound pictures and silent i)iclitures,
!S.lBy no means is the silent picture gone
diminished in interest or importance.
re is no doubt but that talking picave entered permanently to serve as
screen force.

>M'^

shall

SHOWMANSHIP WILL COUNT
By J AM IS
(H<AlSi.l:H

this devchpnienl as merely sound adix-..
motion on the screen.
Wh,it has happen
I beheve.
is
that a new and greale.
.art
of Picture production has been created.
Ill
which neither sound nor motion can v<
forward without the other's roopcr.it icn ** *
liret

to
ed,

to

*

ALANCE STRUCK IN SOUND
By ADOI.PII ZUKOR
fiiitp

passed one more mileof the art- a decision
great possibilities and

show their pro<luctions.
own company, during 1929
equip at least .3,000' more theaters

with our sound

ext of each statement will apthe 1929 edition which will
ced in circulation the end of
y,

in pictures, has
in the evolution

which carries with it
grave
responsibilities.
Nineteen
hundred
twenty eight has been a year of adiusttnent to
new standards and the new year will see all of
the
leading
Americiui
producers eqnippeil
with sound studios, and more than a thousand

occasionally
forgotten,
hI' but
that it is the
'dii'in the indnstr\',
tun that counts.
for 1929 is acl^lejral prosperity
in
these opinions
fact
as
itc

h

View

Is

their

expect that talking pictures will find
proper pbace, and that we wiD learn

I

to properly combine the technique of stage
reanil screen so as to insure satisfactory
sults.
Music will be a more dominating
great
fac'or than ever before.
I look for the
est living composers to come to the industry
during 1929.
Their infiucncc will lift the
entire art to a higher level than ever liefore.
[
also l<x>k for the quantity of production to

be cut
in half, if not during the coming
year then at least by the year after.
shall have fe\,er pictures and better one?.
*
•
•

We

A PERIOD OF

HEALTHY ACTIVITY
BROWN

By COLVIN

rice President, Patlie Frchangc. Inc.
anybixly could say in a hundred words
what is going to happen to the business in
This
1929, he'd better say them to a broker.
•s an era of great vitality and ardent activity,
fonstant change is
healthy for the industry,
Without
condition of all active organisms.
b.ittlcs there arc no victors and in the motion
picture industry seine one is always winnim;.
If

i

"YEAR OF GREATEST PROSPERITY"
By JOHN ZANFT
I

President and General Manager. Fox
Theaters Corporation
Just as 1928 was marked as the year of

ice

greatest change and transition in the history
of the industry, s) will 1929 lie marked as its
year of greatest prosperity, for the important
developments of the past 12 months are about
Not only are the effects of the
to liear fruit.
various amalgam.atii'iis of theaters soon to be
felt,
but Ihe industry's prodigy, the talking
discard its swaddling clothes
will
picture,
and make 'he motion picture theater more
•
popular than ever. • •

{Continued on Page 8)
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The Greatest Audience Picture

Made

Ever
A

Leading Personality of the Theatre

Lucky Boy Brings Him

Jessel!

ences with His Voice

Do

<V

— That's

to Screen Audi-

-and What He Can

with Songs and Wit.

A

Clamorous Colorful, Romantic
tJ^.

Background.

A

S.

jr

.#e^s

Singing Chorus of 60 Beautiful Girls.

The

h'

Picture Every Ex-

hibitor

Has Been

Waiting For.

F^NV-</>TflNL PRODUCTIONc/^ IMC
BRG^/DV^X

MEW YORK

CITy

"Cliristmas day

IN

was the

anniversary day of the
founding of Fox Films, and
that hardy organization
earned double felicitations
by giving to the amusement
world a remarkable proof of
its high standing in the realm
'In Old
of picture drama.
Arizona' gives by far the
best demonstration of the
speaking screen ever put
forth.

Clear, vibrant,

ARIZONA

came

close to that

^vrecks
house record

startlingly
be-

hind it the breath of life. 'In
Old Arizona' is nothing short
of triumphant. It advances

at

WORLD

the art of the talkies distinctly

ahead of any

rival

PREMIERE

attempt."

Monroe Lathrop,

Los Angeles Express

" *In

Old Arizona'

is

a

breezy romance. It is a colorful narrative, with excel-

by Baxter,Lowe
and Dorothy Burgess, and

lent playing

the

charm

that a Spanish

accent lends to the dialog."
Llewellyn Miller,

Los Angeles Record

ml

only infinitely better tha
the usual crop of films, bii
it

is

is

the

first

'

because

significant

outdoor

talk

and really the first one
combine the technique (j.
the screen and the stag.'l
and the first one to mat
me forget the mechanic
sound device. It has all tl,
gentle satire and irony
that great short storr
writer, 0. Henry, and tl
t'

"

CRITERION
K

Theatre

Los Angeles

»1

stretch of desert country
so gorgeous

j:

and the moui

tainous country so

effecti^
*

that
just

you would be conteii
to look at some of tllf'

magnificent scenic

effect

Warner Baxter as the band
has never been seen
portrayal that

with so

is

much

Edmund Lowe

in

presentc

feeling
is

again

—

hardboiled sergeant
same kind that won

th

hii

plaudits in 'What Pric
Glory.'
Dorothy Burges
performance of Tonia Mari
is a classic. There is cred

enough for both Raoi
Walsh and Irving Cun
mings

for the direction

THE FIRST ALL-TALKING
with

is

i,

tin-

which had

Old Arizona'

„,

speech of the

forced, the

characters

OLD

" 'In

EDMUND LOWE * DOROTHY BURGESS
WARNER BAXTER

(

.nai nrrecKea
h picture.
irl

Take my advice

" 'In

see *In Old Arizona.' It

svell

Louella Parsons,

i

Angeles Examiner

Ai

Old Arizona' is the
big outdoor talkie and

''In
iiit

It is

worth your time and

njney."

disclosure of

surprising

I

Kecords

can be done with a
n:rophone in the open air.

OLD

ARIZON

Old Arixona' moves.

exciting.

well written.

a sort of 'What

Glory' story with
irstern trimmings. One
'ice

\ng that

it

absolutely as-

a different sort of

les

is

\m

than has ever been

en at any time before. For

Old Arizona'
/I perhaps in days to come
reckoned as epochal. The
(ce of Warner Baxter reg
5?rs notably well. Dorothy
\ii

reason

'In

Urgess finds herself quite

(limated
cs.
t

to

this

sirenic

Edmund Lowe amuses

h his portrayal of a hard-

Edwin

Schallert,

Los Angeles Times

dialog

is

voices are

and

its

play-

ers walk about in an unself-

consciousway.

to

destined

many audiences

to please

and

It is

win over converts for

Nor should

the talkies.

its

gorgeous backgrounds be

Is iust

the Stan

forgotten."

Harrison Carroll,

Lot Angeles Herald

5 more 100%
ALL-TALKING
FULL-LENGTH

FEATURES
now ready

or in production:

The Ghost Talks
Hearts In Dixie
The Valiant
Speakeasy

wled soldier."

Its

well recorded

vat

ti)resents

Its

Thru Different Eyej

"This production
usual merit.

is

of un-

Expertly cast

with the speaking principals

all

boasting of past

stage experience has insured the talking perfection
of the drama.

The

dialog

has been well handled by

the players.

worked up
which

is

They have

a perfect climax

guaranteed to hold

the spectators' interest."

Harry Mines,

Los Angeles Daily News

EATURE FILMED OUTDOORS

u
S.
directed

n Dialog by

RAOUL WALSH and
IRVING CUMMINGS

Story and
Dialog by

^^^ BARRY

OVIETONE talkers talk profits f

THE

^Xl^

DAILV

Monday, December

31, 19

Widespread Prosperity Seen for 192i
(Continued from Page 3)

ENVISIONS THIRD DIMENSION
FILMS

A HECTIC, TRANSITORY YEAR
Bv E. V. RICHARDS. Jr.

By M. H.

Vice President and General Manager, Saenger
Theaters, Inc., New Orleans
Opinions are like election forecasts, dependparty to which you belong anu
the
ing on
Mine for 1929 are
both are usually wrong.
that ttiere will be several mergers, a reduction
in number of releases and production cost and
many new stars will develop on account of
*
sound, so watch for surprises. *

TELEVISION, PLUS SOUND
By

We

S. L.

ROTHAFEL

to 1929 ioi
the rehabilitation of the industry, the advancement and the perfection of sound and
talking pictures, and a great improvement in
1 am looking
the Movietone News weekly.
forward to television and its application to
I think
broadcasting and the film industry.
What is to
this year will see it a reality.
be done with it will become the problem of*
the exhibitor as well as the producer.

are

forward

locking

all

•

•

•

OPTIMISM ON THE HORIZON
By H. J. YATES
growing

activities.

talking

picture

—

—

*

ot souna
of course, the cutIt
the past year.
problems that are

standing development of
has brought many new
It has introduced
pressing for a solution.
and opened the way for many new factors
and ideas in the making and showing of picall of which make for better productr.res
tion and greater artistic and entertainment

—

*
values. * *

THEATER ECONOMIES VITAL
By JOHN H. KUNSKY
President, Kunsky Theaters Corp., Detroit
In 1929, 1 think, the exhibitor will get a
clearer understanding of what the new sound
and talking pictures are to mean to him. The
first experiments and the first flurries will be
This
over and a reckoning will be possible.
new phase of our business presents a new
problem for the downtown, first-run theater.
As sound installations are made in the neighborhood theaters, enabling them to put on
musical and talking acts and accompaniment,
first-run
houses, will have
the downtown,
something new to worry about.
The neighborhoods will be more direct and more dangerous competition.

I

POTENTIALITIES UNTAPPED
By JACK L. WARNER

Pictures, Inc.
Prosperity lies ahead for the industry. » • •
Exhibitors of silent pictures as well as those
showing talking pictures will benfit by the
return of old patrons and the influx of new
fans.
Prosperity for the exhibitor and for
the industry in general will be the natural

SEES SOUND ON SERVICE BASIS
By

spurring

to

it

unusual

activity.

*

Development will be most marked in the talking picture field, but attendant progress in
the silent film will also be highly significant.

URGES EXHIBITOR HARMONY
By FRED DESBERG
Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc., Cleveland
Our industry has received an impetus in
the form of the talking picture that will Imel it forward by leaps and bounds.
Let us
Stei aside all doubts and bend our energies
in the direction of perfecting and properly
applying this wonderful instrumentality, disseminatmg the right sort of propaganda as
to its merit and settling the question of interchangeability.

•

•

•

SOUND TO BE A HIGHLIGHT
By NED E. DEPINET
Vice President and General Sales Manager,
First National Pictures, Inc.
The advancement of sound pictures will be
followed with the greatest interest in 192y.
During the new season this marvelous development in screen entertainment is bound to
be of primary importance. • * •
This is a flexible business, always ready to
meet new conditions.
The industry will adjust itself to the changes brought about by
dialogue and sound synchronizations and will
prosper accordingly.
In all the years that 1
have been associated with motion pictures,
there has been no period more keenly iateresting and more inspiring in its promise for
the future.

E.

BUGHER

E.

Vice President, RCA-Photophone, Inc.
will witness marked improve-

industry will make technical contributions in the field of sound recording and
sound reproduction of a far-reaching nature,
and producers and directors will gain a new
vision of their opportunities for improving
them are through the combination of sight and
sound on the screen.
Theater owners will

have available improved sound-reproducing apparatus that will place sound on a service,
rather than on a novelty basis.
•

*

«

1929—THE OPPORTUNIST'S
By At ROCKETT

YEAR

Production M'g'r, First Nat't Pictures, Inc.
Nineteen twenty-nine holds 365 days filled
with the greatest opportunities in the history
our business.
Opportunities to do things
undreamed of hitherto, along radically new
lines and with the greatest sympathy that has
ever existed between the production, distribution and exhibition divisions of our busines.-.
Nineteen twenty-nine is going to see lots of
new stars, new directors, new writers and
some new executives, who will be on top because they have something real to give to
the world which has now found its glorious
of

•

«

TALKING FILMS— No.
By PHIL REISMAN

1

General Sales Manager, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Talking pictures and their development will

There will be tremendous
the new art, speeded by a
discriminating public, which will insist on
quality in talkers, just as it has in silent
pictures, while that public will turn thumbs
down on pictures which fall below their standards of entertainment.
The novelty is wearing off and people demand that the picture
he entertaining, as well as have dialogue.
»
•
•
highlight

192'9.

development

in

SOUND MEANS NEW FACES
By

CHARLES

ROGERS

R.
Gen' I M'g'r, Sonora Btistolphone Corp.
phrase recurrent from year to year is
"new faces," these "new faces" being suggested as the most likely cure-all of box office ills.
Somehow despite the constant suggestion and promise, these "new faces" have
never quite materialized. The same old faces
appeared and reappeared at the same old
stand, with an occasional new personality appearing on the scene as a partial concession
to the public's demand.
The advent of sound,
howevtr, promises definitely, as already evidenced
numerous instances, to bring a
wealth of "new faces" to the screen.

A

m

•

•

»

PRESAGES GOOD TIMES
By IRVING D. ROSSHEIM

Prendent, Stanley Co. of America
I have no hesitation in predicting that
1929
will nring to the industry its greatest
prosperity.
In conjunction with a decided

provement

imadditional

in silent pictures, the
factors of synchronization and
sound will
insure their success as a result of a decided
stimulation in interest.
Sound is no longer
experimental and the increasing public demand IS the best indication of their popularity

and talking.

silent

The

picture

t

'•
'.

*

1929,

the

is

Consistentcy of good pictures alone
can make 1929 a profitable year for the exhibitor.

»

*

#

THE PACE-MAKER: iSOUND
By

Paramount Famous Lasky Corp.
The screen has found its voice permanentThe public, skeptical at first as to talk-

—

ly.

has heard and has responded.
Nineteen twenty-nine will bring more and
more sound and dialogue productions to the
audible screen, and they will be productions
of quality, for the so-called "talkies" are here
to stay. » * »
Over a period of 15 years,
the silent drama grew from crude one-reelers
to its present high standard.
The speaking
ing

pictures,

screen,

I
within the

predict,
will
coming year.
«

make

*

that

growth

*

SOUND, THE GOLDEN HARVEST

SAM SAX

By

Gotham Prod.

President,

The end
particularly
that seemed

of 1928 saw some trying times
for exhibitors due to the inertia
to exist because of the sound

were

Exhibitors

situation.

faced

with

new

questions, strange, complex problems, and it
is
not to be wondered at that some of them
stood still, unable to make up their minds as
to how to proceed.
However, after the first
shock was over, those with the real instinct
of showmanship commenced to capitalize the
new factor in show business sound!
To
these will deservedly come the first fruits
of reward that 1929 has to offer.
»
*

—

WANTS FEWER BUT BETTER FILMS
By W.

S.

BUTTERFIELD

Bijou

President,

Theatrical Enterprises,
Detroit
With the coming of the idea of sound ana
talking pictures, the thought of motion pictures in color and the desire of vaudeville
producers to produce more consistent and better productions, using better talent and more
music, finer costumes and better stage settings, it looks as if 1929 will be a big year
for our theatrical industry.
In the past 40
years I have learned that, if you have a
good show and can let the public know it,

you

will

make

profits.

*

*

*

SOUND BIDS FOR PUBLIC FAVOR
By FELIX

F. FEIST
M'g'r, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
but one question in the
industry.
And it is the issue of 1929, just
as it has been the issue of every preceding
season.
From public to exhibitor, to distributor, to producer, the question passes: "What
about quality?"
Our industry is bounded by abundant prosperity on every side.
It has added a new
a sounds argument to its previously numerous and successful appeals for public recognition.
What 1929 holds in store for it will
be determined, not by chance, not evei; large
ly by external conditions, but principally by

Gen'l

Sales

There

how

it

support

never

is

meets
it

obligations

its

merits.
»

—by

what public

»

EXPECTS SOUND STABILIZATION
By W. RAY JOHNSTON
President, Rayart Pictures Corp.
To answer that question, "What Does 1929
Hold in Store?" one would have to be a
* * *
real
prophet.
Nineteen twenty-nine
should, of course, see a stabilization of the
sound situation will have to for 1928 has
done all the companies a great deal of financial damage. * * «
As to the independents,
it
is their chance to clean
up by the roadshowing of half a diozen pictures which will
bring in plenty of revenue to the thousands
and thousands of theaters not yet equipped
with sound.

—

Vice President,

FBO

,

Pictuies Carp.

The year 1929 should mark

new

a

ei

in the

industry.
This year will see the t
universal introduction of sound in pictti
.nd by the end of 1929, all of the larger ti
ters in the country should be equipped
sound projectors.
The quality and chara,
of entertainment which the industry wilii
able to offer to the American public will
questionably be of a higher quality, <tuf
more experience in the use and handringi
this new medium in the making of moi
pictures.

MUST SOLVE SOUND FOR
TOWNS
By CECIL MABERRY

SEES WIDESPREAD UlSE OF SOUND

ALFRED WEISS

President, Biophone Corporation
There is no question in my mind but that
sound nlms are destined to be a real boon.
particularly to the small exhibitor, who can
ill
afford to pay for a large orchestra. The

SMA

-

Gen'l Sales M'g'r, Columbia Pictures C
It
is
my opinion that 1929 promises
be a year that will mark a historical n
stone in the forward march of the indus
* * * But, how about the small
towns
subsequent run theaters?
The latter ei
cannot afford expensive installations or
be compelled to wait 12 to 15 months for <
installations.
These small town and su
quent run theaters must be taken care ol
the rnatter of sound equipment.
To my n
that is the problem confronting us in I
«

»

EXPECTS NEW STANDARDS
SOUND
By CHARLES M. CHRISTIE

I

l

Vice President, Christie Film Co.

The new year should usher

in the qui

standard for talking pictures.
Now that
novelty is over, everyone is concentra
on better talking pictures. Simultaneously
coming developments which will make m

them better silent pictures as well, bee;
companies are learning fast how to
real moving picture action in the picti

of

the

which

talk.

URGES CAUTION WITH SOUN

POWERS

By P. A.
Poivers Cinephone Corp.
1929 holds in store for the indu;
depends on the manner in which it cond'
itself.
The world supremacy of the Ameri
motion picture was won, and has so far t
maintained, liy the development of a t
nique vastly superior to anything prodiby any other nation.
In the spoken dram
art, foreign countries have developed a t
nique which is at least the equal of Americ
It IS, therefore, obvious that the
continua
of our prosperity councils a return to
technique in which we excel.
Let us ret
to the motion picture as we developed
it,
ing sound judiciously as an embellishit
and an adjunct to action rather than as
President,

What

basis for

an entirely new technique,

we may not

in wl

excel so signally.
it

SEES PROGRESS UNIMPEDED
By NEWTON I. STEERS
President.

From
raw
It

Un Pont Pathe Film

S

M'f'g C

the standpoint of the manufacturer

film,
1929
will see the

11

should be most interest!
further development of

recording of sound on film, which had a
an
unexpected
beginning
and
surpris
growth in 1928.
The constant effort of
ducers for better pictures, both as to soi
recording and picture photography, has b
!

a

stimulus to us as raw film manufacturi
*

*

«

OPPORTUNITIES ARE GREAT
By A. S. KIRKPATRICK

—

»

By

*

*

AN EPOCHAL YEAR
By LEE MARCUS

'

SCHULBERG

P.

B.

General Manager of West Coast Productions,

ments in sound technique, and in the character of sound pictures themselves. * * • The
electrical

—

introduction of synchronous and non-synchl
ous sound equipment enables every exhith
to give to his audience a musical progi
which may rival those given by the
run theaters of the country. * *
I bel
that so far the surface only has been sera
ed, and that the coming year will sec a vdevelopment in both the production of sot
films and the general use of reproduc
equipment.

thing.

The year 1929

•

*

tures

Warner Bros.

voice.

neriod in the history of motion pictures has presented the potentialities discernible in this of 1929.
The industry is experiencing its Renaissance, with the talking
picture as the imposing factor responsible.
The talking picture has revitalized the indus-

THALBERG

*

President and General Manager,

'ice

No

try,

#

SOUND THE OUTSTANDING FACTOR
By SAM E. MORRIS

The advent
is,

—

result.

President, Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.
Again the industry has justified itself as
one of America's most progressive and fastest
the

HOFFMAN

Vice President and General Manager, TiffanyStahl Productions, Inc.
Weather a bit unsettled in the motion picbut
ture horizon for the first half of 1929
nothing serious bigger crops after the storm.
More serious and constructive developments
of the industry than ever before awaits our
There is real
great industry during 1929.
work to be done to hold the increased pa
tro:iige that the "talkie" has brought about.
There will be fewer and better pictures. * * *
With sound, color and depth and with improved production methods our industry will
embark on a long era of greater prosperity.

GOOD PICTURES THE ANSWER

By IRVING G.
Vice President, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
Nineteen twenty-nine will find the industry
over-seated, over-built, over-theatered, and only
those theaters that run consistently good entertaining pictures can have any hope for
public patronage.
.Splendid, fine, talking pictures will be a great boon as they offer an
opportunity for fine entertainment. Poor talking pictures will drive customers out of the
theater.
Wise showmen in 1929 will concentrate on giving their patrons good motion pic-

Assistant

I

General Manager, Educatiom
Film Exchanges, Inc.

Never before has the industry faced a .
year with greater opportunities for progi
with less certain stability in its appro;
to these opportunities.
Sound of course,

or

responsible for both.
There must be a re
iustment in the use of this valuable adju
the screen before it can give the sen
Its
greatest measure of service.
When
have learned to use sound to the best ait,
tage— in other words, to use it in such at
that every sound adds to the entertainM
value and none detracts therefrom then
will undoubtedly be facing the greatest
of development of our industry.
to

—

"

al

—

Warner

ilhert

Sees Company^s MostRrosperous Year

DAI^^VI CW
Reg. V.

Devoted

'^*'"

Morning!
ARTHUR JAMES
Joseph

of

'he election

the presidency of

to

I.

is

Schnitzer was one of
founders of FBO and since its
eption has been a motivating facin its great success in the pro-

t

and distribution of motion

(iction

edneNday, neoeniber

5,

'

1828

$3,000,000

New FBO

I.

Schnitzer,

Paul

B. B.

Mazur,

«

•

J.

•

I.

dent.

to aggregate around $3,according to opinions expressed by authorities close to the
organization.
This is even better
than Harry Warner suggested to the
stockholders in his annual report
published a few weeks ago.
Stanley Buy O.K.'d
The stockholders here yesterday

Schnitzer was elected presiE.

is

voted to approve the acquisition of
the capital stock of the Stanley Co.
of America, deposited on or prior
to

•

to approve the
increase in authorized common stock
to 2,500,000 shares from 550,000 and
the creation of 785,604 shares of new
preferred.

made

Schnitzer lias

executive

jrtant

know.

I

company.

and

capacity

From

manager.

irporation and

FBO

of

branch

was made

later

was president

!

of

In 1916 he joined Uni-

the

in

3.nager

5n

Service

manager

became general

rsal

Co.,

Minneapolis manager and

their
".er

e

Mullin Film

the

joined

After

Calcium

living the Pittsburgh
ij

changes

less

business than any other im-

this

i

BILTMORE-BUCK

•

divi-

1920 to 1922,

of Equity Pictures

from there he came

as Vice President.

...

1

The old bromide "the right man
r the

right job"

jhnitzer

ould have.
'

is

res,

e

FBO

and

everything

IS

a

picture

market

is

to

fit

perfectly.
film

First, last

showman.
knows story
a

ry keen

seems

He

settle

a

when a

claim brought by the Biltmore Pictures Exchange of New York against
the Buck Jones Corporation will be
heard by Cyrus W. Curtis, owner of
the Eevening Post, sitting as special
arbitrator.

Biltmore

THE BARKER' OPENS
CENTRAI^TONIGHT
Barker," First National's
first talking picture, opens tonight
at the Central Theatre. Milton Sills,

Pictures contracted for
in the title role, Dorothy Mackaill,
the four pictures which Buck Jones
was scheduled to make, for the New Betty Compson, Douglas Fairbanks,
York territory. Their incentive to Jr., and others will be heard for
first
the
time in this story of
contract for the pictures was the
"Colonel Gowdy's Big City Shows,"
stipulation that Buck Jones would
was directed by George Fitzmake a series of personal appear- which
maurice.
A Vitaphone program of
ances for Biltmore, in three consecuselected features will precede the
picture.
(Continued on pagre 3)

Burkan Seeks

to Enjoin

World-Wide

Educational and Ufa Eastern Sales

completed he has a

knowledge of knowing how

National Screen Floats

45,000 Shares

Common

Nathan Burkan appeared in the
Supreme Court this week on behalf
of

Ufa Eastern Division Distribuargue for the granting
an injunction against the Ufa

tion, Inc., to

Formal offering of 45,000 shares of
National Screen Service Corporation
capital stock of no par value was
(Continued on pagr«

S)

Ticker Statement
Albert Warner, in a statement
carried by the ticker at 1:30 P. M.
yesterday he said: Due to the widespread nature of our activities In
which we are engaged, it is impossible at this early date to state our
earnings accurately. However, after
depreciation and amortization, but
before deduction for taxes, they were

—

(Continued on Page

2)

"The

pic-

values, and once

Congratulations FBO.

tration is called upon to
film dispute, arise today

Ele>ated Iroiii Senior Vice-President
to President of FBO yesterday

Joe

and always,

Congratulations Joseph

One of the infrequent occasions
when the American Society of Arbi-

JOSEPH L SCHNITZER

executive

He knows

it.

JONES ARBITRATION

October 30th.

They also voted

same organization.
•

Net profits

1)00,000,

i.

t;

—

expected

Maurice

C.

Oel.

representing the first quarterly
period of its new fiscal year, are

one of the pioneer's of Sullivan reman as vice-presidents.
Shortly after he saw C. J. Scollard and Thomas Delehanty
cr industry.
1;
first flicker, he joined the Pit- remain as treasurer and secretary,
respectively.
tiurgh Calcium Light & Film Co.,
Joseph P. Kennedy voluntarily re£ manager of its Des Moines branch
tires from the company as Chairman
1907.
If we are not mistaken of the Board and President.
Ijirry
Warner had his start with
'Joe"

Com.-Pref. Issues

last,

Kahane and Guy W.

William LeBaron and

—Increase

Warner Bros. Pictures. Inc.. in
the three months ended Nov. 30lh

Currier.

I'tures.

Stanley Deal

of

FBO

Goodman,

Approve

Stockholders

WILMINGTON,

of the Board of DirecProductions, Inc. was
the office of the company
yesterday afternoon.
The new Board of Directors consists of Hiram S. Brown as Chairman of the Board, David Sarnoff, J.
of
held at

,...._.

AGGREGATE

The meeting

tors

„„,„

PROFITS FOR 3 MONTHS

Presidents-Kennedy Resigns

a

o^anization.

!

A\

Schnit-

FBO

~

'

Vork,

Schnitzer Chosen

rvard well merited and a forward
s p on the part of the new board
directors of this very important
t'

Kzhlbltors Trade Il«-vlew

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

JUMP TO

President
By

zi-

—Formerly

WARNER

ijfood

!Vln

Pat. Off,

to the fostering

24 No. 120

tl..

S.

of

World Wide Pictures,
and Educational Pictures, Inc.,

Films, Inc., the
Inc.,

(Continued on p»pe
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Bon Voyage

to

Sam

Harris

Mr. Sam Harris, editor and
publisher of the Cinema, both
daily and weekly in Lnodon. and
England's special correspondent
tor Exhibitors Daily Review, sails
for London tomorrow. The donor
of the Sam Harris amity cup has
made a most favorable impression on the trade in America because of his frankness, his understanding, his knowledge of film
conditions and his fine effort in
behalf of the fostering of co-

operation between England's film
industry and America's as well as
by his attractive personal qualities which fit him for the gracious role of a good will ambassador.
He sails with our cordial
good wishes and carries with him
assurances of our respect and
our admiration for the success of
his splendid mission.

Exhibitors

DAIW^MVItW
RfK. U S Pat. Off.
Published Daily Except Sunday

ARTHUR JAMES,
W.
Schlclcr,

J.

Moviephone Magnetic
Wire Spool Method Launched

EditoT

Abraham drnstcin. Managing

Editor;

Herman

Manager.

Business

Dr.

and Editorial Offices. 2? Weat 43 rd
Telephone Bryant
Street, Suite -tOg, New York.
Addrc.is all communication* to Executive
1489

including
PO»"8«
Rates
Subscription
Canada, JIO;
per year United States and
raid
Remit by
Foreign. $15; single copies, 5 cents.
Entered
postage.
check money order, currency or
at the
1926.
as second-class matter January 4.
Act of March
post office of New York, under the
Published and copyright by Picture
1879
3
by Cline Printing
Printed
Inc.
Publishers.
Corporation, New York City.
are
Most of our New York City .ubscriber. that
order
furnished their p.ipcrs by carriers, in
service than that
they will get a more prompt
Subscribers will oblige by Txrtigiven bv mail.
Offices.

in

lapse

service.

RepresentaHarrison Edwards. V/est Coast
J
Angeles.
tive. Biltmore Hotel. Loe
Samuel
London Office and Correspondent:
Wardour Street,
Harris. -The Cinema". 80-82

London. W.
Canadian
259
Digest,

1.

Office:

Sn adina

.,
,.
„
Canadian Moving Picture
Ave., Toronto, Canada.

MAIN STREET
Nine members of the Motion Picconture Club on hearing that the
"Jarnetrivers of the swillish play
which defames the picture
iran",
business and besmirches its authors,
were applying chloride of lime and

other disinfectants to a scenario of
the piece for picture production—
and a talkie at that—were ready to
make wagers that some producer
would fall for it on the angle that

would make money.
The scenarists propose to deodorize it, wash its mouth with laundry
it

it

off,

scent

smell sweet.
After they do all that we suggest it will no longer be "Jarnegan"
and that as a slimy box office, low
money attraction it would impose
upon the producer and the public.
I shall be glad to see what producer
accepts it and the boss tells me 1
may write the news of it in my own
George Herriman says that
way
pernicious economy in advertising
brings pernicious anemia to the sales
force and dry rot to the box office.
That's a sentiment we know to be
true but tell it to an economy shark
and see how smug he'll look Patsy
Rutli Miller is the daughter of a

—

—

newspaper man and we used to work
with him, which proves nothing exPatsy is the daughter of old
Miller and the name is actual
Speaking of the Main Stem femmes.
Rose Pelswick for Mr. Hearst's
Evening Journal is running the most
interesting, the most intelligent and
the most box office motion picture

cept

man

York.
Our
behalf of the
wholly
picture business is that more of the
same would stimulate and sustain
interest in pictures and do much
for the old empty orchestra chair
—Years ago we put on Griffith's
"Escape" at the Cort Theatre, the
first side street legit theatre experiment with a movie. We played to
paper until we played the Evening
Journal and then we had to ash
the police to help us handle the

crowds

There

is

WITH 'RESCUE' PM[

—

„
,'jlitJ

Ronald Colman's

first individu;/

jjatl

starring picture, a picturizationf

ijjj

Joseph Conrad's romance

of the

'^^

il,

in

»

Hugo

^m

Riesenf
Samuel Goldwyn has assigned
Riesenf eld to score the picture wh?
will be given special oriental thf[-

custody

of

Dr.

'^\

.

i,

;,[!

nothing about

,'|i

„„

M-GM

Exchange

—

NEW

"SUBMARINE" TO PUY
OVER PANTAGES CHAIN

Boston M-G-M Clubs were presi'
including W. F. Rodgers, Divisi
Manager; M. N. Wolf, District Mai

Swain Lab. Head
John

Swain has been placed

in

charge of the laboratory at the Long
After
Island studio of Paramount.
of
the
one
Circuit,
Pantages
The
most important Theatre chains in viewing his work on the 100%
the country, has booked the "see talkie "The Letter" Paramount ofand hear" version of Columbia's ficials lost no time in putting John
"Submarine" for all its wired houses under contract and promoted him to
on the West Coast. This contract
follows closely upon another Pant- the chief of the laboratory.
ages arrangement which contracted
for the showing of the silent print
"Submarine" in all its houses
of

which had not been

fitted

with sound

Warner

Mos.
^3,000,000

KENT AND WELLS

to

(Continued from page

1)

not less than $3,300,000 for that
After making all deducquarter.
tions for taxes and all other contingencies, not less than $2,900,000
net.

have no bank loans and none
of our stock or any subsidiaries is
pledged to secure any loan with the
exception of a small amount in process of payment purchase price to
Walter J. Rich for Stock and Vitaphone Corporation previously owned
by him has been anticipated and this
stock which was previously held in
escro has now been released and in
our possession.
Reduction and bank loans and
other debt has been brought about
through applying our earnings and
by initial advance of $800,000 by the
Warner Bros, personally. Arrangements have been made to repay these
advances by the various Warner

We

Bros, for a period of years, thereby

improving our current position.
VV.

R.

Hearst that

tively the

BOOK REELTONE

Profits for 3

Jump

is

not instinc-

Orders for Reeltone equipment are

coming

Ethel
the

after

in

of

her

rapidly

after

market.

Amongst

tors for this

Manaj,

Y.

New

Smith,

Han

Misrepresentation

In

W.

C. Theatre

u

San I'rancisco— The Theatrical iP
terprises Co., which purchased
Largo Theatre at Watts, from
Herron's recently, lost a suit
$17,000 they had brought against t
former owners.
1

t

the

many

Enterprises
claim
Theatrical
Herron's represented the theatre
doing a minimum of $1100.00 j
week.
An Auditor discovered the theai
was doing a weekly gross of $1096..

the

first

contrac-

make

this

was

ne

represented

the sale valid.

^

equipment ar The Kent

Enterprises who control the Doric,
Star and Strand theatres of Duluth,
Minnesota, and The Howard Wells
Enterprises who control a string of
theatres in Wilmington, North Caro-

SCREEN TESTS
Incandescant Lighting
Local No. 644 Cameramen

Complete Equipment
Studios for Rent

lina.

The Reeltone Company has adopted a new slogan which will be
coupled with the equipment.
It is
"Reeltone, A symphony of Sound

BROVNIIVG STUDIOS
110

West 40th

N. Y. C

St.

PENN

1258

and Vision."

CHRISTMAS CARDS AND PARCELS
SHOP EARLY

MAIL EARLY

"The Government would be

grateful

you would-

if

SHOP EARLY

WRAP CAREFULLY
ADDRESS PLAINLY
and MAIL PROMPTLY
H.4KRy

New York

in her own theatre a
voice
If
that
hence.
registers she will be forced to live
and die a millionaire Jerome Beatty
one of the meticulous dressers
is

No

N.

Scully,

which followed the intro- The Judge ruled
duction of this sound device to the enough the figure

showman and we call that
we have in the box
Barryniore may go talkie
flush

A.

R.
and J.
Manager.

inquiries

the best praise

^

W.

ger;

1

equipment.

New

in
selfish slan in

—

('o)»i»er

,iiti

New Haven

it

department

RIESENFELD ARRIVES

:

in a carbolic solution,

with musk (that
would be their perfume) and powder it well so it will look fine and

dry

^

Louis
The company organized to manu- spool along side the film.
the atic
treatment to emphasize i
facture the First Moviephone talk- Blattner of London, controls
exotic background.
[
ing and synchronizing apparatus, will Marconi-Multi-tone system.
The first Moviephone machine is
"The Rescue" will be presen;
give a public demonstration next
the invention of Dr. S. M. Baruch, about the second week in Janua'.
week to the trade.
The Moviephone system, being an electrical engineer, to whom is Ronahl Colman will speak in
manufactured by the Sound Pictures, credited the Invention of the depth first starring picture.
bomb used in the war against UInc.. has for its basis principle teletransmitting Boats. The company will distribute
magnetism,
phonic
sound, dialogue or music through a and release the First Moviephone
Celebrai
magnetic wire, travelling from one on a loyalty or weekly payment
spool to another through a magnet. basis, with a synchronized set of
The Metro-Gc
HAVEN
This system presumably follows spools for any nationally released
wyn Mayer Hxchange recently h
or is akin to that invented by Signor picture.
The officers of the company are an entertainment and house wai
Marconi who calls his Multi-tone
method an electro-magnetic process, Arthur E. Christie, President, Nathan ing in celebrating the extensive
dependent upon a fine wire which Lurie, V.P., Wm. S. Remenyi, Treas., novations made in the offices.
Cotingents from New York s
runs independently on an aluminum and Dr. Baruch, general manager.

GORDON TRENT

it

1928

"The Rescue", arrived today

Synclironization
Novel
Wire Marconi Mnltl-Tone

Method Similar

by

soap, bathe

Invents

BariH'h

Recording on

Executive

fying us about any

5,

--

First

WILKERSON. Publu^w

R.
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S.

NEW,

Postmaster General."

engagement
fortnight

—

of
in

the industry
Kansas.

and he was born

SHOP EARLY

MAIL EARLY

MAIL EARLY FOR DELIVERY BEFORE CHRISTMAS
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Exhibitors
=4=-

^ CHECK

HAMMONS PROMISES McINERNEY WITH U.A. PUBLIX MID-WEST
Handle Hurry

DODGING
K KK HKMt\( H

By IIAHHY

I,«;n«'s

game originated
"lis fascinating
niicotland wliere a tournament is
The score last
jhed each year.
was a tie.
rei
Iieck Dodging is played by two
)rliore men seated at a table where
The game
has been served.
'oi
•t.ts immediately after the service

to outwait each
waiter lives through the
iiit, game is continued the follown day with each player in same
)ction and disposition as he orig-

men endeavor

16

If

rtlir.

occupied.

nily

foremost check dodger known
ohe game was a man with a huge
•t on his wrist which prevented
from putting his hand in his
lie

li

Kilcet.

Rnles
waiter.

;;nore

phone every few minutes.
ave friend call you out as waiter
ijroaches bearing document of any
un

to

from dessert until you are
opponent will succumb.

The Mack Sennett Talking Comedies are available in the talking and
sound version only, no silent prints
of these pictures being offered by
Educational. The second picture in
this series will be a mystery comedy to be called "The Old Barn." Production work has been finished on
this picture at the Sennett Studios,
and it will be available soon. Like
"The Lion's Roar," the first of the
series, "The Old Barn" was personally directed by Mack Sennett.
The company according to E. W.
Hammons, will not forget its duty
to the houses which are not wired,

which,

translated
into
English,
means that there will be plenty of
Educational Silent pictures produced this year.

\ATIO>AL SCREEN FLOATS
(Continued from pagre

45,000

1)

efrain

Suggestions
fter opponent has paid, pretend
;obe angry and say, "Never mind

tomorrow

11/,

'^liiat's

is

my

day,"

or

the idea?"

pocket with five aces
suggest playing "bill
j(er" (do not resort to this unless
arry
it

)i

bill in

and

looks like standoff).
nother method is to discuss being

5iie

bound and state, during
mscle
ml, that you have found it almost
iijossible to move your right arm
k weeks.
n event of three handed game,
another competent
with
iiange
p yer to match for it, with odd man
You lay heads, your partner
:>

.

;heck dodging dates back to the
period when the Brills
5 ly "brill"
ii the Sols would gather in life
Ui death
meetings with the finals

rmings for two hundred years.
:'here is an association of Check
Its memberLdgers in Glasgow.
s p
is hereditary.
Families have
bonged for five hundred years and
tlir family pride is that no memb' of a clan has lost a game in all
time.

t>,t

3heck Dodging is played every day
Bithe Motio n Picture Cl ub.

Gerschel Leaves

Ufa

Director Gerschel, of the Deutsche
Ink, who was, among others, enlisted with the reorganization of
la,
since autumn, 1926, has fulfed his task and is now leaving
t3
company, the Department of
(mmerce learns. He will assume
t3 management of another indusal concern, also connected with
I

l8

Deutsche Bank.

lORRIS SETS DEC. 15

W MAN"

FOR

PRE-RELEASE

December 15th has been set as
e date on which the first pre-reise showings of Fannie Brice in

Man"

will take place in thea3s equipped with Vitaphone, acrding to an announcement from
im E. Morris, General Manager of
Bros,
istribution
Warner
for
liting of the production will be
ly

The bankers say the company will
place these shares on a $1.60 annual
dividend basis, with the initial dividend to be paid on Jan. 1, 1929. The
offering involves no new financing
by the company. Application will be
made to list the stock on the New
York Curb Market and the Detroit
Stock Exchange.
Net profits for the first % of this
year were $206,3&5.86, from gross
earnings of $1,232,569.85.
made yesterday at $25 a share by
Samuel Ungerleider & Co.
The issuing company was organized recently to acquire the assets and
business of the National Screen Service, Inc.. makers of trailers in connection with advertising in the motion picture field.

tails.

Ijs

tion.

Biltmore

World Wide
(Continued from page
alleging that the

pany is attempting to break its distributing contract. Judgment by the
court on this injunction has been
reserved and decision will be renfiled

by

B.

F.

Schreiber, Collins, Myers and Buchter, the attorneys of record for Ufa
Eastern, states that they have distribution rights for all UFA product
in the principal Eastern territories
of the U. S. until December 31, 1930,

—Buck

Paramount Famous-Lasky and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have taken
their choice of the UFA product for
this country, by prior contract.

organization
Eastern
headed by David Brill and W. C.
Herrmann believe they have evidence
showing that UFA is seeking to
break their contract and give sole

Ufa

distribution

rights

in

the U.

S.

to

World Wide Pictures, which has distributing agreements with EducaThey ask an
tional Pictures, Inc.
injunction against violation of the
contract and an accounting of proon pictures which it claims
fits
should have been delivered to them

by UFA.
F. Wynne-Jones, U.

UFA

tive
first

weeks and they paid
picture on that basis.

the

for

The Buck Jones Corporation failBuck for the personal
appearances and Biltmore now seeks
ed to produce

It is understood that
Jones did not make the appearances
because of personal differences with
the Buck Jones Corporation.

satisfaction.
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MAJOR CIRCUITS
ORDER BRISTOLPHONE

South Bend.
"Submarine,"

"see and hear"
the company's
pio<lucti()ns
to
bo presented.
It
opens at the Capitol, Des Moines, on
f)ecenilier 28 and the Colfax Theatre.
version

is

the

In its

first of

South Bend, on December

for

& Ruben

consin),

E.

M.

(Wis-

Loew Houses (New

and

Home

Office

Launches Social Club
Employes

of the Universal

Home

have just completed the organization of a social group to be
Office

known as the Universal Club. Its
Kun- membership embraces the entire
home office personnel from the ofCircuit; ficials of the corporation down to

Consolidated Amusement
Enterprises (N. Y.), L. K. Brin Enterprises; Northwest Theatre Circuit, Great States Theatre Enter(Illinois)

Univ.

Circuit;

terprises;

prises

atmospheric theatre.

the

Midland

Theatres Circuit (Wisconsin).

"The Mecca

# y^^'lkH /
r J|.«;::p^^«^
Lx^'''''^?!irKrli

the lowliest office boy.
Following the work of organization by a temporary committee, the
President,
following were elected:
.M.

J.

Etchingham;

Vice-president,

Joseph
Treasurer.
Singer;
Burke, and Secretary, Ethel Black.
Governors. L. B. Metzger, Charles

Julius

I'aine,
Sam Maas, Helen E.
Hughes, Eugene Cox, Sydney Singerman and J. V. Ward.

B.

of All Picture Functions'

ARE YOl I'LAXMX; A Ll'X'HEON
A TEA
a

dixnkk—

A

DAX

i:

OK A K ANQl'ETI

Iiavf intimate and individual rooms
would suit every occasion.
You mi^bt like the Gothic room, the
French ro mi, the Colonial room, or the
exquisite Italian or Arabian rooms.

We

ihat

If the aiTair is sufficiently large we
could care for you in either the Florentine Grill, the Roof Garden or one of the

Ball

rooms

Call

our Banquet department and
offer suggestions.

Director of

Pictures, stated yesterday that

Quick

29.

The new theatre, store and office
building being constructed at Ithaca,
N. Y. for the Cornell Theatres, Inc.,
under the supervision of the architect, Victor A. Rigaumont of New
York, will provide a semi-atmospheric house.
Baronial Gothic style of
architecture has been used by Rigaumont as reminiscent of the collegiate atmosphere prevailing in Ithaca
because of Cornell College.
The
effects devised are Intended to relieve the monotony of the entirely

Sonora-Bristolphone sales department reports wide-spread sales of
their apparatus to leading exhibitors
throughout the country.
Lurluded among the big circuits
which have placed orders are the

them
S.

just con.summated between
I'ictures and the Publix
'I'liealtt's InHurt'M the company's product of first-run representation In
Dulutli. St. LouIh, Davenport, Rock
Island,
Des Moines, Lincoln and
(leal

Jones Arbitration College Atmosphere
For Cornell Theatre
(Continued from page 1)

after

The

A

''olunibia

England) Schine Enterprises; Fay
Theatres Circuit; Delta Amus. En-

1)

German UFA com-

dered next week.
The complaint,

HOUSES FOR COL.

dates are now being arranged
the other theatres.

Circuit:
sky
Butterfleld
Strand Theatres Corporation

to Enjoin

Burkan Seeks

to

Studio publicity on tho Irving Berlin-Harry Hichman picture for United Artists, to be made in New York
liuring the next two months, will
bo handled by John E. .Mclnerney.
Mclnerney was director of publicity at the Uivoli Theatre.
He was
director of exploitation in Canada
for Famous-Players.
For the past
three years he has worked for Publix Theatres.
In order to devote his time to the
Richman picture .Mr. Mclnerney has
resigned from the Publix organiza-

Finkelstein

he had nothing to say at this time
and that their side of the story would
appear in the evidence. Attorneys
itlcipated to arrive at the com- representing UFA are Banzhof &
iny's New York office by the end Richter, who represent Griffith and
other film stars.
November.

mpleted within a few days at the
arner Studio and the first print is

I'ulilix

UlchniuH I'ubliclty

SILENT PRODUCT

cii.

!i3

1928

5,

CENTRAL
PACI^
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7lh
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let

Exhibitors
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5,

New

Fathers''

!

1928

OPINIONJ
By W.

Berger-Jannings Triumph

E(

WILKF.RION

R.

ONO.HIES

Several years ago an enterprisL
producer realizing that a plot
scheduled for production would
quire a large number of extras
almost the entire length of the
ture, conceived the idea of usij
i

Powerful Actor in Role Said
To Be Greater

Than

WEBB TO DIRECT

]

paper
mache dummies scattej
ahuut the set between the huni
Instead of having j
"dummies".
pay $7.50 and $10.00 a day for
f^
extra players, he employed 40 | ''^'
the above rate and had 310 dumirli'^

'GENTLEMEN OF PRESS'

"Patriot"

John Francis is now working on
Millard Webb, director, arrived in
Fox lot writing press stories.
By J.
Francis was formerly a news- New York yesterday and immediately
West Coast Correapondent
went over to the Astoria studio of
Chalk up another great triumph paper man.
•
•
•
Paramount
to begin preparations for
distriIn
And
Jannings.
Emil
for
Smith
is doing the scenario
Walliioe
picture "Gentlemen
forthcoming
his
Ludto
buting credit give a thought
"Bulldog Drummond for Samuel of the Press".
Bartlett Cormack,
wig Berger, bis most recent director of
Goldwyn.
is adapting
Racket"
author
of
"The
picThe
producer.
Paramount
and
•
•
•

HARRISON EDWARDS

the
Mr.

ture is "Sins of the Fathers" soon
It is a bootleg yai-n,
to be released.
filled with drunken waiters, cheap
saloons, bootleggers making blindJaning liquor and prison cells.
nings gives even a greater perform-

Dnane Thompson has been signed
for a part in Willard Mack's production of "Hunted" for M-G-M.
«

•

•

Warner Bros^ "The Desert Song"

and "She Knew Men," both Vitaance in this production than in "The
He is marvelous at all phone pictures, have been completed
Patriot".
times, playing a character, that for
most of the footage you would despise, but the Jaunings artistry al-

and are now in the cutting room.
«

*

*

Ruth Elder has signed with Hoot
Gibson for a series of six aviation
ways wins your sympathy. He dem- pictures that he will produce and
onstrates a tremendous range of ex- star in, for Universal release.

He is
pression in this production.
discovered as a contented waiter
happy at the birth of his son. You
then follow him through many transitions until he reaches a prison cell
and finally returns to his waiting
job.

Ludwig Berger, the
by the way the man

director,

and

Fox im-

that

ported to this country and let go
without even giving him a picture,
did a beautiful job in this assignment. He proves himself to be one
of our best "story-tellers". He spins
his yarn in a fashion that seems to
be unknown by our American directors.
He demonstrates a rare intelligence in handling scenes of great
drama.
The surrounding cast consisting
of Ruth Chatterton, Zazu Pitts, Barry
Norton, Mathew Betts, Jack Luden
and Jean Arthur is exceptionally
good. Miss Chatterton is much better than we expected.

•

•

MiKon Sills, Dorothy Mackaill,
Compson and Doug. Fairbanks.

Betty

Jr. will all be heard for the first
time when "The Barker" opens at

the Central tonight.
•

•

'FIRE DETECTIVE'

SERIAL TO GET SOUND

•

Milne and
have
scenarists,
Stuart Anthony,
been signed by Columbia to start

Jack

work

Peter

Wajfner,

immediately

on

stories

for

early production.
•

•

•

Billy Rose, song writer is under
contract to Universal to write three
musical numbers for "Show Boat".
The songs will be "Silent Waters,"
"My Magnolia" and a love song for
Magnolia and Ravenal.
•

•

UnlTcrsal has bought another story
Reginald Denny entitled, "You've
Got to Fight." Before making this,
however, he will do "The Mounted
Policeman."
•

•

a possibility that "The
Fire Detective", a Pathe-serial which
Spencer Bennet is directing, will
have the distinction of being the first
serial with sound sequences.
"The Fire Detective" is said to
offer unexcelled opportunities for
novel sound effects.
Hugh Allan
is

and Gladys McConnell have the leading roles in this chapter drama,
with Leo Maloney, former Western
star,

in

a characterization.

"Redemption" Bought
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

has

just

purchased
Tolstoy's
play,
"Redemption," from Arthur Hopkins
and will make it into an all-talkie
special, starring John Gilbert. Fred
N'iblo has been assigned to the direction and has already begun to
study the ways and means of transThis will
ferring it to the screen.
mark Mr Niblo's debut as a director

of

talking

pictures.

at a cost of $4.00 each, 'j
efiect was perfect.
After the ij,
ture was completed he did qil
:(

I

Claudett Colbert and
Sylvia Sidney Signed

*

The Edward

anSmall
office
signed
have
that
they
Claudette Colbert, star of "Tin Pan
Alley" with Paramount and Sylvia
Sidney, lead in "The Gods of the
Lightning" with Fox.
Miss Colbert was signed for two
pictures which are to be made at
the Astoria studio of Paramount.
The first will be "The Hole in The
Wall", the second to be made shortly after the first of the year will be
"Gentlemen of the Press".
Miss Sidney was signed for two
Her first producyears by Fox.

•

ing of

photographed via Movietone sii'
"Angela Mia" to be releat
«oon by the Fox News. Looks
inother conquest for Jack Conno
•^^or
he has always been very ch'
1:

run at

its

the

•

«

Chaney's

new

•

•

*

P-FL

Arthur Cozine has been appointed

Sally O'Neill, on completion of her

taken

picture.

bill.

Dorothy Hall

•

•

deserting pictures
for a while to appear on the stage
in "So This is London," being presented in Hollywood.
Virg'inia Valli

is

•

•

•

Cliarles Rojrors will have the leading role in the filming of Elsie Janis'
story, "Close Harmony" which Para-

mount

preceding

was added

to

•

What has become

of the old

gag?
Seems
have been washed-up entirely,
hibitors are running talking and sy
chronized pictures on any old kirl
of apparatus and the exchanges ail
terchangeability"

his

the

their pictures to theatrd
without asking "what kind of equi]|

Plenty Experience

ment have you"?
Robert
rector,

Florey,

Paramount

wanted an

•

di-

•

•

WENJOI'
Had a

exceptionally

smart kid for an important role
in his current production "The
Hole in the Wall".
He said to
Fred
Fleck,
casting
director,
"Freddie get me a child about
three years old with a couple of

chat with Adolphe Menjoi
Says he has but one more pictuil
on his Paramount contract and III
lias six months in which to do i
Thinks he will go to Florida for

years picture experience".
This was one Fred could not

rest.

When

his

voice

is

and heard his vast army

fill.

is

•

celling

about to be signed
for the lead in "White Collars."
•

"Subma-

•

is

•

illness,

—

is

•

at

immediately

present

*

nTERCHAXGEABILITT

the Capitol Theatre,
a Fox Movietone subject of England's beloved monarch. King George,

vaudeville tour, will go to the Tiffany-Stahl lot and make a circus
•

at Capitol
to

*

every time she opens her mouj
and allows her harsh unmodulatil
words to assault your outraged eal
drums". And this is only the stal
of it.
They will be arguing th]
thing for months and months
come, only to find out that whiil
the argument has been going ol
cash patrons have begun to flg|
shy of the box office.

location chief at the Paramount Astoria studio. He is working on "The
Hole in the Wall" at present.

now

t

the best "The pretty screj
actress with a voice that is not
good, or the homely stage play
with a .good voice".
Fred Niblo
for the screen actress and Willisl
DeMille holds that "there is nothi#'
worse than a beautiful creature wlF
destroys all her charm and illusiif

Paramount

As an added feature

b(

is still on out I
Hollywood. There is a daily debsf
in an effort to reach a decision

of the American stage,
contribute his experience to a
talking picture at Paramount's Long
Island Studio, it was anounced today.

rine",

since

ARGUjVIEXT
The argument

figures

"King George"

family

in Massachusetts,

A?s

•

picture.
•

them were

Coolidges in the Governors mansi
md Jack at the City Editors def
jf a Boston paper.

twenty-first.

Jetta Goudal is being sought to
play the part of "The Menace" Lon;

Coolidge

the

o
if

•

"My Man" when it starts
the Warner Theatre on

nel

'ng

will

at

another

!s

William Collier, Sr., famous actor
and playwright and one of the lead-

Cozine
•

with

Mrs. Coolidge, the wife
the president of the United Statl

what

Murder."

Fox

Credit
oC'oop.

contract
will
be
tion on this
"Through Different Eyes". She will
leave next week for Hollywood.

ing

«

*

MARK UP ANOTHER

nounces

Collier, Sr. with

"^

business renting these dummiesS
other studios for $3.00 a day. t|
practice has become general amrj
all
the studios at a great savj
in production costs.
We now hj
that a fellow has invented a me
anical dummie. One that being seS
ed anywhere will move his hit
his arms and body.
Before loi
we might see a "quickie" compj]
starring one of these "robots".

the stage play for the screen.
Walter Huston, well known stage
player has been signed for the male
lead and Claudette Colbert will be
assigned the feminine honors. Production will begin about Jan. 1st.

Will Shattel has sold a story to
Universal, "The Great Microplione

Fannie Brice will attend the open-

There

made

•

for

•

PATHE

•

|)

making.
j

will get a great treat.

recorde
of

fani

Missouri Theatre Closes Charging Film Lockout

DAI^^VICW
Re*;.

I

Devoted

By W. H.

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

York,

TliiirNiliiy,

Deceiiilter

\'

;i

•

•

•

PICTURE

[;0I)

[owever First National should feel
of the effort as it stands, if
are not now, they will be later
wen the big gross business starts
E>,ud
tl'y

roll

in,

for

this

production

is

one

of

bind to take its place as
N year's winners.
•

•

•

IE STORY
is set in a carnilifting the canvas

The whole story

background,

FIVK CK>T»

1))28

<t,

BARKEK"

National joined the rapidly
trJving list of talkie producers last
'viing in the opening of their prorun
Ivtlon. "The Barker" at a $2.00
use, the Central Theatre. The picu! taken from the play by Kenyon
lolson was part talkie and part
nt and an excellent evening's eneainment. But walking out of the
bitre we felt that had it been 100%
way or the other we would have
)i
id it much more, as we found
Hselves disturbed at different times
jiier by the talk or by the silent,
iiing become engrossed in sequenIt would
that preceded either.
'A
been a wow as an all-talkie
1 e
would have been equally as
i.d as a straight silent productli throughout its entirety.

tm

Kxhibltom Trade itevleM

WARNER DEAL--PUBLIX

U ll^KliKSO.N

irst

V

—Formerly

SKOURAS STOCKHOLDERS BLOCK

Picture

[i

Pat. Off.

\e%r

ast Night's

1IE

S.

to the fostering

24 No. UiO

,tl

IT.

time to time, giving you a first
bad view of the lives and loves of
It is intensely intertise people.
George Pitzmaurice did a
eing.
Drvelous job in the direction. He
!'t nothing undone or overdone.

RCA PUTS SAKNOFF

BROWN IN

Oh! For

a

London Opening

K-A.0

B\ Londun

LO.NDON

Kennedy Voluntarily Retires
10 Directors Dropped

C.'oTrcspondcTit

At the opening of
"The Singing Fool" at the Regal

week Champagne, sandwiches
and cigars were passed out by
la.st

Ijeautiful

From Board

—

girl

ushers during in-

termission.

DIVIDENDS DECLARED
David Sarnolf was elected Chairof the Board and Hiram S.
Brown, Executive Vice-President, of
the Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation, the theatre chain and vaudeville unit of the recently formed
Corporation,
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
at a meeting of the Board of Direc-

Warners Offer Stock Exchange for Two-Thirds
Control of Chain
The deal between Skouras Brothers and Warner Brothers for the
control of the Missouri and Ambassador Theatres and the St. Louis

Amusement

Company, all of St.
seems to have struck a snag
inasmuch
as
Paramount,
equal
owners with the Skouras Brothers
Louis,

in

MCCOOK UPHOLDS

man

UFA-EASTERN CLAIM

BIDDING

the

management

Missouri
a bid

of the

and Ambassador have put

in

not only to take over the interest
Skouras in these two houses but
get control of the St Louis

of
to

Amusement Company.
Directors Listening

Judge Pbilip McCook in the SuThe directors of Skouras organipreme Court yesterday ruled that zation are said to have refused the
Ufa Eastern Division Distribution. Warner offer for their interests and
Inc. had sufficient cause for com- have manifested a desire to listen
tors held yesterday.
Edward F. Albee continues as Pre- plaint against Ufa Pictures, World to the Paramount and other offers
The proposition
sident and the other officers are Wide and Educational, in their suit for their interest.
Maurice Goodman and J. J. Ford, charging malicious interference with of Warner Brothers is said to exchange Warner stock for two thirds
Vice-Presidents and B. B. Kahane, existing contracts.
Banzhof and Richter, in putting of both the Skouras A and B stock
Secretary and Treasurer.
Joseph P. Kennedy voluntarily in thier defense, asserted that the Skouras to be made all A stock with
insuffi- a preferential dividend of $3.00 a
retired as Chairman of the Board and Ufa Eastern complaint was
the cause share.
as a DirectOi- of K-A-0. The Board cient, and did not state
was reduced from nineteen to nine, lor the action. Judge McCook, howand now consists of Messrs. David ever, ruled that under Rule 92 of
CAL.
Sarnoff, Hiram S. Brown. Elisha
(Continued on page 2)
Walker. Edward F. Albee, Paul M.

ZONING-CLEARANCE

(Continued on Page

2)

"U"

Premiere Today

WAITS FED. OUTCOME

LOS ANGELES

—

The

L.A. Film

Universal Chain Theatrical Enter- Board of Trade has issued a state•
•
•
pii.ses, Inc., adds another house to ment
refuting the charges being
The Pennsyl- its operating list today when the made that small low-priced houses
1[E CAST
PHILADELPHIA
VirDouglas Fairbanks, Jr., walked off vania
in Southern California are suffering
Supreme Court yesterday Capitol Theatre. Winchester,
suits ginia, opens its doors to the public. from present zoning and clearance
This young heard
the
on
arguments
^th the acting honors.
The Board claims that
flow was in fast company but brought by Warners and Fox against This is the latest of a chain of 14 schedules.
more snap to it than the State Censorship Commission, to houses in Virginia controlled by the since no zoning or clearance schedI) pace had
Betty Comp- prevent the censoring of talking pic- Shenandoah Valley Theatre Corpor- ules are now in force, action on
t; rest of the troupe.
ation, subsidiary of the Universal readjustments
cannot take place
fn and Dorothy Mackaill were good. tures.
Chain.
until the action of the Federal aureserved.
Iss Mackaill displayed an excelwas
Decision
thorities against West Coast Theaht voice throughout the talking
the
as
t)-es is settled.
Sills
Milton
jquences.
Irker did not have the same apal as Walter Huston, who acted
le same part in the stage produci>n.
The force, the pirulence and
'e barking power seems to be en"ely missing save in several scenes
George Cooper.
?ht at the finish.
Ivia Ashton and Tommie Dugan
Another re- changes, through alleged inability to
ST. JOSEPH, MO.
To the ballyhoo of a circus callijre very capable with small parts.
crop here get second-run pictures. He is premay
suit
trade
straint of
ope. First National's reproduction of
•
•
•
Realty
Amus.
&
Sun
the
of
sident
of
manager
soon if E. J. Peskay,
operating the Rivoli. Revere and Kenyon Nicholson's stage play "The
HE SOUND
the Rivoli Theatre, which closed Co.
Barker' made its introduction to the
Rialto Theatres.
Something seemed to be wrong last week, makes good his threats.
the Reel silver screen last night at the Cenby
received
letter
In
a
saying
as
evening,
quoted
ith
the
sound
last
Peskay has been
Peskay tral Theatre. N. Y.
hether it was the theatre amplifi- that he contemplates obtaining Fed- Journal of Kansas City,
The picture was produced witli diaTheatre had
tion or the studio recording we eral court action against the Publix charged that the Rivoli
booking logue spoken by four players who
on
preference
given
been
exseveral
Several
and
distinguish.
ere unable to
Missouri Theatre
»as* t)
(C«ntlnu«4
lies the Voices of the players were
(Continued on Pa^e 2)
weak thev could not be heard.

Talkies in

Supreme Court

—

Publix and Kansas Exchanges

NOTABLES AT NIFTV

Face Restraint of Trade Suit "BARKER"

OPENING

—

•

I
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A temporary injunction restraining the Saenger Theatres, Inc.. from
operating on Sunday in Texarkana,
Tex., has been granted by District
Judge Hugh Carney to the district
In the stand of local auattorney.
thorities is seen the inception of a
fight which might reach statewide
proportions.

The

•>

Cline

by

Printed

Inc.

Publishers.

Cofporalion,

Printing

New York City.
our New York City

subscribers are
of
that
furnished their papers by carriers, in order
than that
service
they will get a more prompt
Subscribers will oblige by notigiven by mail.
fying us about any lapse in service.

Most

Edwards. West Coast RepresentaJ. Harrison
Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles.
tive,
Samuel
London Office and Correspondent:
Street,
Harris, "The Cinema", 80-82 Wardour

London. W.
Canadian
259
Digest.

1.

Moving

Canadian

Office:

Toronto.

Ave..

Spadina

P'«"fe
Canada.

petition
be dissolv-

attorney's

district

a.sked that the company
ed, its right to do business in

Texas

corporation libe canceled, and
A
cense in the state be annuled.
fine for the corporation also was
demanded. The injunction writ was
returnable in county court Nov. 26.
its

Ufa Theatre Chain

1928

Assets Listed at 25
Million Marks "Profits Drol

Ufa
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By
(Spffiii!

VICTOR INJUNCTION

BERI^IN

AGAINST COLUMBIA OFF
PITTSBURGH — The Common
Pleas Court liere has ordered the
Victor Theatre of McKeesport to
post a bond of $3,500 in its litigation with Columbia Pictures until
final

trial

comes up some time

C-dbIt-

this

Ur.

K OTTO

Exhibitors Ddily Rcvievt

to

— Only

small net

a

pri

marks shows on the b
ance-shcet of the Ufa company jtt
of 161,215

a year of financial reconstruct!
so no dividend was declared.

During the year ending May
the

192S.

directors'

was the revision of
and the weeding out

principal U
old agreemeij
of unremune

tive theatres.

Production which had come tc
The Theatre had been granted a standstill, was vigorously resua
temporary injunction against Colum- and
featuics. 35 shorts and abr
bia by Judge Ford several weeks 100 newsreels were produced fort
ago, which restrained Columbia from season.
discontinuing service, following reThe theatres and studios
fusal of the exhibitor to arbitrate valued at 24,379,102 marks as co
pared with 20.000.000 marks
a dispute.
year before.
New theatres we
Winter.

.'J3

t

Joins

German C.E.A.

Acoustic Co. Deal

built,

older

ones

renovated.

T

value on the books of Ufa films I
The Ufa theatre chain has joined
risen from 888,979 to 1,254,849 mar
Television
Sets
For
ExhibiCinematograph
German
the
and some debts have been reduce
tors' Association to which already
Officials of the Jenkins Television
most of the Emelka theatres belong,
which this week comCorporation,
is
adof
Commei'ce
Department
te
vised by Trade Commissioner Geo. pleted plans for financing commer- McCook Upholds

MAIN STREET
by

new accesgives increased
strength to the Association.

R.

GORDON TRENT

Paris.

Canty,

sion,

it

is

This

said,

production of television sets for
reception of movies by radio
in the home, yesterday denied that
the Acoustics Products Co., which
Sonora-Bristolphone
controls
the
talking picture apparatus, had obtained control of the Jenkins patcial

Ufa

the

—Eastern

Clai:

(Continued from page 1)
John Webber, of Gotham Pictures
week, Publix and Kansas
is away from the office this
Civil Practice, no allegation of p(
on account of the death of his mother
formance of contract was requir'i
Resraint
Face
Exchanges
again
duties
He takes up his
ents.
and
denied the defendants' motiij
William Wanger,
next week
J.
W. Garside, president of the with .$10 costs.
(Continued on page 21
NaFirst
of
manager
branch
genial
Jenkins
company admitted that
Attorneys for UFA Eastern,
tional in Kansas City hit the big product until the Missouri Theatre Acoustic Products are negotiating
apple yesterday to transact some was opened by the Publix-Cooper with them for a deal to manufacture which Nathan Burkan is one, w
now move for a temporary injun
company business. Hope it's a raise, interests.
This, his letter states, (he television sets.
Harry Bailey, long with forced the Rivoli into a second run
Bill
tion to restrain the Ufa Film Co
Aesop Fables and one of the pioneer house, but that the Missouri had
poration. World Wide Pictures
Puts Sarnoflf
animated cartoonists in the busi- bought practically every picture
Educational Exchange, Inc., fro
this
fiess is handing cigars around
available and, not being able to
Brown in
distributing Ufa pictures in the te
week because of the arrival in his play them very rapidly, the Rivoli
family of Miss Phyllis Anne Bailey found itself in a position of not beritories
which UFA Eastern hi
(Continued from page 1)
Show some animation, Harry ing able to get enough product to
under contract for distribution.
An auto wreck in Lansdowne, play even second run.
Mazur. Marcus Heiman, Maurice
Fa., caused James F. Sullivan, UnitFilm Board of Trade officials Goodman, Lee Shubert and B. B.
ed Artists' field exploitation man to claim that Peskay's troubles are
Kahane.
WAFILMS, Inc.
go to the hospital because of his partly his own fault, caused by overDavid Sarnoff was also elected
New
to
his
way
was
on
He
injuries.
buying. Kansas City exchange man- Chairman of the Board and Hiram
Walter A. Futter, Pres.
Jack Con- agers declare that Peskay is exagYork from Canton 0.
Brown, President of the Orpheum
for Libray Stock Scenes
nolly of Fox Movietone sailed away gerating and has not even approach- S.
130 W. 46th St.
New York
yesterday on the Leviathan for some ed them with regard to obtaining Circuit, Inc., yesterday.
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. yesBryant 8181
more scoops
Perhaps the hap- second-run pictures and that other
terday declared the regular quarpiest person in New York or else- theatres in Kansas City and elsewhere is Richard Dix. "Rich" likes where are getting second-runs and terly dividend of $1.75 on the preNew York and Paramount have Peskay should have no trouble get- ferred, payable January 2 to stock
of record December 19.
promised him the freedom of the ting his.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RCA

K-AO

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

city for his next three pictures

Millnnl AVeltb

is

by Paramount.

.

.

Orpheum

.

.

.

being treated right
They have assign-

ed Bartlett Cormlck to adapt "Gentlemen of the Press for his direction.

Circuit, Inc., also declarregular quarterly dividend
of $2 on the preferred, payable January 2 to stock of Record December

ed

Notables

at Nifty
<MBarker"

Opening

(Continued from page

1)

the

19th.

AMPA

Cormack wrote "The Racket" and
Editor at
had never appeared in the talkies,
made the screen adaptation and it with Milton Sills playing the princiA. Kesner, Managing Editor
Hy (Bjimuin) Daab pal role of the Barker. Dorothy of Myron
was a "pip"
the American Business Magazine,
busy gathering ink spots for a Mackaill, Betty Compson and Doug- will address today's meeting of tlie
on the las Fairbanks, Jr. have the other Associated Motion Picture Adverdisplay of showmanship
speaking roles.
tisers at
Paramount Hotel. Don
greatest lineup of pictures ever
Among those in the audience were Hancock the
will introduce Editor Kesknown. At least Hy thinks so
Will H. Hays, Harry Warner, Major ner.
President George Harvey will
Peggy (ioldldirp is pinch hitting for Albert Warner, Irving D. Rossheim, call for committee reports on plans
Warren C. Boothby, Ned E. Depinet, for the Hollywood Masque Ball which
a few days in Qordon White's office
Jesse L. Lasky, Walter Wanger, Gov.
takes place at the Astor on March 9.
at Educational
Sam Katz is at
.

.

.

i.s

.

.

home
attack

for
of

J{ro>vn at

.

.

.

.

a few days with a mild
the grippe
George
.

Warners

.

.

going to bust

is

out wifh a new type for his display
ads and suggests that the Daily Review list it with the "protected material

department

.

.

.

Everybody

in

the picture business was at the opening of "The Barker" last night.

Carl
Milliken,
Motley Flint, the
California financier, William Fox,
Spyros Skouras, Abe Sablosky. Abe
Blank, George Trendle, J. R. Dillon
of Hayden. Stone & Co.. Dr. A. H.
Giaiinini, J. I. Schnitzer. Sam Katz,
Kenyoii Nicholson, the author of

"The Barker," and Charles Wagner

who produced it on the stage.
The showing of "The Barker" was
preceded by a program
Vitaphone subjects.

of

short

Rigaumont Opening
ITHACA— Dec. 6— The

State Theatre, new house designed by Victor
A. Rigaumont. New York theatre
architect, for the Cornell Theatres.
Inc.. will be dedicated this evening.
Rigaumont personally supervised the
construction of the State and will
l)e present for the dedication.

TRAVELERS
Nortbern tor

select the <Grt»i
Its wonderful Iocs*
tion In Chicago's "loop". The;
return because the larije comfortable
rooms, homelllie envlronntent. attentive service,

excellent food and

moderate charges make

it

an

Ideal

hotel.

Newly Furnished Rooms,
and up. SampiiffiRooms $4.00, S5.C0, 36.00. S7.00=1
'400

S2,50 a day

ILand $8.00.

Walter Craighead, Manaser

DEARBORN STREIOT FROM JACKSO^
TO QIIINCY
.

New Garaee One-Half

Block

4

PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY

is

a

full-rate

Telegram or Cablegram unless its deferred character is indicated by a suitable
sign above or preceding the address.

NCWCOMB CARLTON,
The

filing
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UNION

Class of Service
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EXTRA DANBURY 40=TDBP DANBURY CONN

PWI

i

SONORA BRISTOLPHONE C0=
50 WEST 57 ST NtWYORK NY=

PALACE THEATRE OPENED BRISTOLPHONE TONIGHT WITH PARAMOUNT

SYNCHRONIZED VERSION OF MANHATTAN COCKTAIL TO PACKED HOUSES
STOP BRISTOLPHONE REPRODUCTION MARVELOUS STOP AUDIENCE

ENTHUSIASTIC STOP CONGRATULATIONS
J W

=

PALACE THEATRE DANBURY CONN.

WALSH

50

WEST

37th

STREET.

NEW YORK

CITY

J
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Pathe Lands

Maugham For

Noted

Fox All-Talkie "In Old Arizona'^
Wins Praise of Western Critics

Playwright and
Author to do Original
Vehicle for Star
IJv \\.

K. AVII>KKKSOi>

W. Somerset Maugham, the noted

English plavwirght and novelist, has
been signed by Pathe to write an
original screen starring vehicle for
Mr. Maugham will reIna Claire.
main in New York until the work
is completed.
This announcement by Colvm W.
Brown, Executive Vice President,
statement
the
confirms
further
issued upon the acquisition of Miss
Claire that Pathe has under way a
series of moves that will
materially strengthen its position.
Fathe's choice of Maugham to
write Miss Claire's vehicle is both
The
a logical and a happy one.
most recent
star's
distinguished
stage appearance, early this season,
was as the lead in Maugham's "Our
definite

Ina Claire

been selected as

Star Returns
William

yet.

•

•

•

Jr.

Collier,

and Carniel

Myers have been added to the cast
of FBO's picture, "The Red Sword."
•

fnsi picture will probably be Elinor
Glyn's "Tiger Skin."

Dummies Talk

•

•

John Francis Dillon recently shot
studio scenes of eight different cafes,
ranging from exclusive night clubs
to a humble beanery, for F.N.'s "Children of the Ritz."

The marionettes are to make a
modernistic "talkie," with modernand lighting. The Fox
Film Co. has just discovered the film
istic settings

possibilities

in

the

"sophisticated

puppets" of the Guignol Studios, NewYork's new permanent marionette
screen
Xell Martin has sold the
3 SILENT CHRISTIES
rejpertory company.
This will be
and talking picture rights to "Lord shown in an early release of Fox
Metro-Goldto
Broadway"
Byron of
DEC.
Movietone News. Later it is planned
wyn-Mayer.
to make a feature length talking
•
•
•
picture using the puppets.
Bobby Vernon, Billy Dooley, and
Clive Brook, one of the principals
Jack Duffy are each starred in a
new Paramount-Christie silent come- in Paramount's all talkie, "InferRevnes Joins Glazer
dy released during the month of ence," left for New York Tuesday for
short
vacation.
a
December.
Maurice Revues, long with Metro•

FOR

•

•

RELEASE

Heading the list of new Christie
two-reelers
is
Bobby Vernon in
"Footloose Wimmin", directed by
Billy Dooley's
Arvid E. Gillstrom.

«

•

•

Jiid^e l$en Lindsey will go on a
lecture over the Pantages circuit to

Goldwyn-Mayer, leaves that organiweek to become assistant
to Barney Glazer, production head

zation this

speak on "Companionate Marriage."
at Pathe.
•
•
•
"Gobs of Love" in which
Dooley and another sailor are on
Paul Bern is flying east to give
The a talk before the students of Cormatrimony bent, and broke.
What Price Title?
next of the Sandy McDuff series star- nell University on movies.
"Should
ScotchDuffy
is
Jack
ring
•
•
*

comedy

is

men Marry",
rected

bv

with Neal Burns,
William Holland.

First National,

di-

MG-M

Kindly Notice
(Prom X- y- Daily Mirror)

With "Flaming Youth" and
"Dancing Daughters," two of the
great box-office hits of their seasons. Universal plans another to
be called "Flaming Daugliters."

\\

It.

.

^\

ILKKKSO.N

YAKIKTY'S RKPCmT
A survey of a few

—

"

Carlotta King whom Warner Bros,
brought to the screen by giving her
the lead in their first Vitaphone operetta, "The Desert Song," has returned to California from a vacation of
two weeks spent in New York. The
day before her departure she entertained members of the press at a tea.

Hy

of the ke
centers throughout the country f
Variety this week regarding "sound
grosses is very interesting and 1
sufficient proof, that with the novelt
The World pre- now worn off talking and synchronic
HOLLYWOOD
miere of the first Fox all-talking ed pictures, it becomes a questior'
Movietone production of "In Old Ari- "il the picture is good, sound o
zona" which was held at the Mis- silent, patrons will buy, if it is nc
sion Theatre in San Jose, has re- good, all the wiring in the worl
Kalph Forbes has been signed by ceived enthusiastic praise from the will not l)riug them in".
On top of this survey, we hav
Columbia for the lead in their all critics of the Pacific Coast Indepenfrom Hollywood that, a
talkie production, "Trial Marriage." dent Exhibitor and the San Jose Mer- reports
cury-Herald who raved over the ex- least two major producers will re
Aiithoiij Coldeway has been made cellent recording of exterior scenes lease quite a few silent pictures o
at
executive
associate
assistant
Dorothy Burgess, their programs for next year. B
and their sounds
Warner Brothers' studio.
newcomer, Edmund Lowe and this wo mean "all-silent", and nc
a
•
•
•
Warner Baxter also came in for high a proposition of making two version
John Loder's contract with Para- praise because of their realistic per- of a picture, with part or all dia
mount has been renewed and he formances.
logue, and the other straight silen;
has been loaned to Wilcox for the
large number of officials of the B:oth these studios realizing tha
A
lead in "The Fog."

Fox Film Corporation accompanied
*
•
•
Fox has bought an original story the production to San Jose for the
by Walace Smith "The Grouch Bag." preview. Among these were Winfield
an all talkie. Sheehan, vice-president and general
This will be made into
«
•
*
manager of the Fox Film CorporaMessmore
by
sponsored
Betters,"
is writing the dialogue tion; A. M. Bowles, general manager
Perez
Paul
the
Kendall and Gilbert Miller, at
for northern California of West Coast
"His Captive Woman."
Henrv Miller Theatre in New York. for
•
•
•
Nick Stuart, assistant
Theatres;
most
the
of
one
had
Miss Claire
Keisenl'elrt is doing the musi- general manager, northern division;
Hiisio
interesting roles of her career in
cal scores for "The Rescue," "King Fred Voigt, manager Fox Film Exthis play.
Mountains" and Tiffany- change, San Francisco; Irving Cumthe
ol
mings, director of the picture; ElmeiStahl's "Lucky Boy."
•
•
Huge Pathe Sign
•
C. Hanks, superintendent of mainLeo jVIcCarey is personally direct- tenance; Bob Harvey, Director of
Pathe has erected at its home of- ing the new Laurel-Hardy comedy.
publicity for northern California and
35 West 45th St., New York
fice,
•
•
«
John Levin.
City, a large sign, extending across
Kupert Julian will play a minor
the front of the building, spelling part in his own production of Ben
Garbo Re-Signed
the firm name in gilded block letters Hecht's
"The Green Ghost" for
sixteen inches high and with a large, M-G-M.
Greta Garbo has been signed on a
•
•
•
red trade mark rooster at each end.
new
long term contract by Metroentrance,
the
side
of
lead
Also, at each
Dita I'arlo will not have the
Goldwyn-Mayer.
Miss Garbo will
the firm name and the street number opposite Maurice Chevalier in his
onjo}' a vacation before resuming
one
has
No
are lettered in bronze.
picture.
first American
work under her new contract. Her

Warner

OPINIONS

United

Adam

Shirk has joined Columbia
Pictures as head of the publicity
department.
•

•

•

(i!eorf?e Landy has gone with the
Edwin Carewe productions.
•

.\Uiert J.

•

•

Kelley has been signed

by Burton King to direct
Cleanup," a newspaper story.
•

(««en Lee
Billie Dove's

will

new

•

"The

•

be

the

picture,

vamp in
"The Man

and the Moment," for First National

Artists

are

certainly

having their hands full deciding
on a title for the latest Griffith
picture. First it was "La Paivo",
then "The Love Song", this changed to "The Heart Song", yesterday "Ivady of the Pavements" and
today "The Masquerade".
They
ought to have three or four more
guesses. And too, it will not have
dialogue.
The difficulty of reassembling the cast and the doubt
surrounding the whole idea probably caused them to make this

change

also.

everyone

going about this thin
haste, a continuanc
of which will spoil sound for al
time have adopted a procedure t
take it in easy stages with som
attempt to reach partial perfectio
as they go.
with too

is

much

*

«

*

"HITCHY"
And while on the subject of
we hear that M-G-M have

sounc
signe
Raymorrd -Hitchcock for talking pic
tures.
If there is a worse voict
for either stage or recording in th
whole of the amusement business
we would like to hear it. Mayb
tliey are going to use "Hitchy" fo
the roar of the M-G-M lion.
'

•

•'

*

*

'"^

EQUITY*'"'
Reports from Hollywood seem

t

indicate that Equity is getting
foothold in the affections of the mr
lion picture colony. We are nothin
for or against this organization bu
we hope that the actor thinks twic
before stepping. Conditions have nc
been so bad for him in Hollywooc

He has made plenty of money, an
this rush of the legitimate playe
to the West Coast studios will onl
effect him temporarily, if at al

Why

disturb

harmonious

an

an

financially successful enterprise es
pecially at a time when the pro
ducer has shown a tendency to real
ly do something for him.
By thi
we mean the "call bureau" recentl
put into effect.
It is our opinio
sitting .lOOO miles away from th
seat of action that this bureau i

the

greatest

thing

that

ever

hap

pened for the actor. It really give
him a service, and in order to ge
this service, the producer will b
compelled to pay the cost of makin
said

.service

possible.
*

*

•

SOME

<;;00D
The stage and screen are two dif
ferent enterprises having the amuse
mont of the world as a commo

ground

for likeness.
Aside fror
Dil
they are both different.
ferent Iv organized, differently rui
What Equity has done to benefit th
stage, the same service would mea
I'othing to pictures.
There are n
fly
hy night producers in picture
tlint
should he compelled to pes
a
bond in order to open a shcWi
There is no protection needed i"
i^ictures to protect the actor in mat
ter of rehearsals.
And in so fa|
this,

as our knowledge is concerned thes
are the tvi^o chief reasons for Equiti

Consequently, if we were an actoii
we would think several times befor|
disturbing a condition that is ex'
ceedingly profitable at present wit
a better outlook for the future.

j.

Owners Hit Hard by Copyright

rheatre

Re»f. V. S. Pat. Off.

Devoted to the
24 No.

01-.

Xow

i:{l

'a Cowardly

KvhibltorH Trade lleTiew

and developing of the Motion Picture
l«>rk. Friday,

December

7.

Industry.

1928

FIVE CKNTS

Schenck Blames Stock Manipulators
For Loew-M-G-M-U. A. Merger Rumor

^M}eneraliz(Xtionl
By

fostering

— Foriuorly

ARTHUR JAMES

The estimable Academy of Motion
Arts and Sciences is giving

Tlcture

_ ivy consideration to the iniquities
"'
the Fan magazines. It is charged
the excellent Mr. Prank Woods

MG-M

Lichtman Calls U.A. Sales

•

"Fan Magazines write
things about stars, players
hers". Mr. Woods thinks it
Mr. Woods is
be stopped.
)ut why the wholly iniquitous
g
meralization "Fan Magazines"?
'

>

Convention in Chi. Dec. 14-15

President Issues
Firm Denial and Sees
Malicious Attempt

LOS ANGELES

1

to the

li

*

»

it

Motion Picany of these
agazines innocent of blame? The only
ir and square thing to do is to say
magazine offends and point out
hie':
e offense. To do less is nothing short
cowardly as the innocent are blamed
ay?
re

Is

it

Screenland?

Magazine?

ith

Or

Is

it

are

We have

*

Sound trucks and complete working units are being assembled and

encountered

same

the

We

asked him: "When you say
what do you
ade papers just
ean?"
"Oh," he said, "I mean all but
,-o".

we rejoined blithely,
hen our mood was to smite him,
"All

right",

you be good enough
say so?"

in the fu-

to

4:

We know

*

*

prominent attorney in
le picture
industry who has been
rved immeasurably by two of the
ade newspapers, yet when he sees
)mething gtupid or worse in one of
e sleek dumb ones he inyarlably
neralizes and says:
"These trade papers absolutely disist ine. They don't care a rap for
e business they are supposed to be
a

OKLA. MJ>.T.O. STAYS
OKLAHOMA CITY
Picture Theatre

*

*

m, BLAME BY NAME THOSE
|RE ENTITLED TO BLAME!
It's

so,

also,

THAT

*

with pictures.

iole picture industry declines

Tlie

and

take the blame for the
Give the Fan
fw bad pictures.
magazines and the Trade's press the
i'operly to

(Continued on pare

The Motion
Oklahoma

convention assembled here unanimously voted yesterday to continue
affiliation

(Continued on pace

2)

UNIVERSAL ISSUES
FINE DEC.

with the Motion Pic-

PROGRAM

>)

PATHE SOUND NEWSREEL
TO ISSUE ONCE A WEEK

Pathe announces the release of a
Pathe Sound News every week, begining February 3rd.
Since its debut November 11th It has been issuChicago Confab
ed every two weeks but the steady
demand by exhibitors has prompted
Talkie Policy
Heading the holiday list is "The the launching of the new schedule.
A complete system of branch ofAll division managers of Metro- Melody of Love," put out by Unifices for sounds news gathering will
versal
as
their
first
100%
talking
few
plus
quite
a
of
Goldwyn-Mayer
1)6 established throughout the counthe executives from the home office
try and in Europe.
(Continued on pa^e 4)
met in Chicago, the first part of this
week.
It
was a general confab
wherein the policy of marketing
sound pictures and general sales
(Continued on pa^e

2)

M G-M

On

The division
ideas were discussed.
managers will call territorial sales
meetings immediately to instruct the
different branch managers and salesmen regarding the new policy.

A

strong

December is anounced by the Universal Pictures Corporation.
Five special productions and two thrill pictures are included in the list.
list

of releases for

Shard Theatres Penalized
$13f000 for ^Bicycling Films

—

Exhibitor

for Grimm

Punished

Holding over Prints-

T-S Denies Merger

Practice Excoriated

the trade's
h.pers or the Fan Magazines. Praise by
yme those that deserve it and. if you

*

was made today from the
.Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studio
by
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of the
A national convention of United former Organizations.
Schenck who expressed the belief
Artists' sales force will be held at
the rumor
was maliciously
the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, Decem- ihat
ber 14th and 15th.
Al Lichtman, created, stated:
"The story that negotiations were
sales head, announced yesterday that
1&28 has been United Artists, most under way for sale of Loew's Inand
Metro-Goldwynprofitable year and that the conven- corporated
tion is a combined celebration of Mayer to another motion picture con1928 and preparation for 1929.
It cern is absolutely untrue and I wish
will be the first national sales con- to deny it in the strongest language

of

in

its

al-

cern

*

DON'T GENERALIZE on

'

—

Owners

denial

Gathering

NAT'L.-BM)ER, PRES.

'voted to".

i

very shortly".

will function

*

loughtless and stupid generalizaon regarding the Trade's press. A
?ry splendid man told us the other
ly that the trouble with trade pairs in the picture business was
lat they didn't care who abused the
They
isiness or who attacked it.
went on like contented cows
ist
•azing in the field that grew thinner
id thinner in grass.

ire

Paramount News will reach the
exhibitor in sound at a very early
date, according to the announcement of Jesse Lasky.
"The

the offending.
*

vill

In Sound

Photo-

— Vigorous

rumor circulated involving

negotiations for absorption of
Talking Picture Policies to leged
Loew's Incorporated
and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer by another film conBe Discussed at National

Paramount News

What Fan Magazines and which Fan
agaztnes are the offenders? Is

Violations

Grant L. Cook, Secretary
and Treasurer of Tiffany-Stahl
Productions, Inc., in a statement
issued, denies that there is any
truth in the report of a contemMr.

merger of his company
with any other organization. He
has no idea where the rumor or-

CL\CINNATI—-In what

is

probably

severest penalty ever imposed on
an exhibitor in this territory by an
tlie

Board, occured this week
Elmer Shard and Pela Theatre Company were ordered to pay
$13,000
to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
First National, Pathe and United

Ai-l)itration

plated

when

Tiffany-Stahl, he addgoing along with its pro(L.ction schedule of sound and
talking
pictures
synchronized
by the RCA Pb otophone method.

Artists for holding over film and
bicycling.
The iiivestigations had been begun

iginated.
e'!

is

the

Gets Adv. Post

In Univ.

Home

Office

Ben Grimm veteran motion pictum
advertising and publicity man. has
just been appointed Assistant AdverHo
tising Director for Universal.
will be the right hand man of Milton Silver, who has just stepped
into the post of advertising chief
for the Laemmle organization.
Grimm is one of the best known
advertising men in the industry. His
experience in the advertising, puband it was found that conditions
were so bad that in one instance

DAILY REVIEW, FRIDAY, DECEMBER

Exhibitors

Barrymore for England?

DAIWi^VICW

Adelqui Millar, managing director
of Whitehall films is negotiating for
the appearance of John Barrymore
If he conin an English picture.
sents to make it, the picture will be
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Victor M. Shapiro will leave New
York next Wednesday, December 12,
for Chicago, in advance of others
who will be arriving from all parts
of the United States.
Talking pictures now in production will be emphasized by Lichtman
in his discussion of 1929 releases.
and exploitation
sales
Individual
campaigns on these films will be
arranged at the convention. Lichtman said talking pictures would be
studied in relation to his analysis
of theatres that will be wired during 1929, that all United Artists Pictures will be made with separate
silent versions, even all-talkies.
Paul N. Lazarus, sales promotion
manager, is preparing a special edition of "United Action," the house
organ of the sales force,
volume.ofxx
Im, ET ET ET E E

.

Canadian Moving Picture
Ave.. Toronto. Canada.

MAIN STREET
by

GORDON TRENT
Tim McCoy, M-G-M Western

star

on the Majestic for
sails
by his sister
accompanied
Europe
and brother-in-law. the Gilbert Miltonight

in London
handsome
lers
Two gentlefor handsome Tim
men of the British Paramount realm
stutiave terminated their Eastern

Xmas

A

.

•

.

1)

vention of United Artists' forces ever
held, including district managers,
sales managers, salesmen and executives in charge of sales promo-

Schenck Blames

departed,
dio observations and have
John Cecil Graham sailing for England today and Major C. H. Bell going to Hollywood for further study

Stock Manipulators
(Continued from pagre

Dick Sears, Pathe News New
England representative kept a date
with his pal Bossy Gillis, as Bossy
stepped out from the Salem jail
the result is an intimate film study
Leslie
of the hard-boiled egg
Wilkes well-known in Dallas as manager of First National has turned
theatre manager and cast his lot
with the Dent organization in three
Ernest Maas
Corsicana theatres
left town yesterday for a business
trip to Chicago concerning pictures.
Sydney S.
He returns Monday
Cohen made one of his infrequent

7,
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MPTO

Stays
Okla.
National Bender, Pres.

—

(Continued from page

1)

HIGHUGHTS0F3
MOVIETONE NEW

The next three issues of Fi
America. Movietone News, all being release
The Allied proposition wil be taken week beginning December 8th, fe
up at Board of Directors' meetings ture many splendid sound subjeci
later.
The high spots which are found
The annual election of officers re- Volume 2, Release No. 10-A are tl
sulted in A. R. Bender of the Mecca opening of Congress and speech
Theatre, Cleveland, Ohlahoma being Speaker Longworth; the visit of t)
made President. W. Z. Spearman, Swedish Prince Count Folks Bern
present incumbent was elected Vice- dotte, who was a principal in tl
President and Business Manager; $750,000 Manvllle wedding; Coolidj
John Brown, Treasurer, Edward Ka- in Virginia trap-shooting and sever
dane. Secretary and E. W. Johnson, college subjects.
Chairman of the Board.
In Volume 2, Release No. 10The jiew directors are J. G. Ben- there are the 10th Anniversary Cel
nett, E; V. Weaver, John McGinley, bration of the Polish Republic; Stai
Fred B. Pickrel, H. G. Tetmund, Carl Stars at the Dog Show; the Ke;
Hartman, Phil Isley, J. D. Wine- tucky Stakes Horse Race; the Bi:
land, Jack Johnson and Fi'ed Allred. gest Boy in the World and the Ch
nese Telephone Exchange in Frisc
Volume 2, Release No. 10-C fe
GKLMM GETS ADV. POST
ture Visit of Santa Glaus to N. Y
Bossy Gillis Leaving Jail; U. S. Ca
(Continued from pagre 1)
airy Charge; and Etiquette Tips I
Theatre

ture

Owners

of

i

and exploitation field includes Emily Post, arbiter of fashion.
several years as advertising manaAll three issues have local sui
ger of the Moving Picture World, ad- jects of the Stanford-Army Footba
vertising manager for Associated game and an address to youth I
Exhibitors, and supervision of adver- George M. Reynolds, Chicago banke
tising for Warner theatres, as well
as advertising work for Metro, UniAT A SACRIFICE
versal and other companies.
He
was sent to England by Universal,
Full equipment for small house.
as the first man to introduce AmeriR.'iO h'ather uph. chairs.
can exploitation methods in that
2 projectors.
country.
IL'
large lobby frames.
Prior to his appointment as As1 larg-e ticket booth.
sistant Advertising Director, Grimm
Can be examined by appointment,
edited the Universal sales departbyment organ, "The Gold Mine" and
assisted with advertising copy. Fred
Mr. I. Goldstein
Eichorn of the Universal advertis691 Eiizabelh Ave.
Jfewark, N. J.
ing department, will take over the
editorship of "The Gold Mine."
licity

1)

.

possible.

it not for the fact that such
are apt to do harm this
rumor would be the most ridiculously
amusing gossip that I have heard in
years.
As it is I cannot help but
i'eel that this unfair report was maliciously created possibly with the
idea of stock manipulation.
"We are at present entering upon
the most ambitious program of activities since the inception of our
organization.
Never before have
Loew's Incorporated and Metro-Goldexcursions into print yesterday with wyn-Mayer occupied a position more
a helpful New Year's resolution and enviable in the industry than they
do today and we are particularly
a plea for wider and better publicity
proud of this fact. Anyone really
Loo
pictures
good
sell
help
to
familiar with motion picture conBlumeudial, one of the not so idle ditions can apreciate how ridiculous
rich, is sailing for Europe on the it would be for our organization to
Homeric next month. Will be gone even consider negotiations such as
those circulated, had they been subHeigh—Ho
70 or 80 days.
mitted,
which they emphatically
Howard Deitz, the father of Leo the have not."
Lion, returned yesterday from Chicago. Everything was intact when he
Year's Resolution
was seen entering the M-G-M elevator
Jinunie Grainger has only one
l{y SYDNEY S. COHEN
competitor for the honor of being
Let producers resolve, for a
.

.

.

.

"Were

reports

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A New

.

.

.

the greatest donator to the cause of

and Mrs. Pullman. His name
Richard l)ix
Smith
is Eddie
after being blown around for several days in New York is now longing for his home in Beverly Hills,
and if you know how much persuasion it took to get "Rich" to
.Mr.

.

.

.

New York when

Paramount studio closed two years ago,
you would be able to sneak out a
story from the above longing.
leave

the

period of at least six months, to
increase their advertising in all
trade papers that are read, both
national and regional.
Let them

make
ficient

it

as comprehensive and efas their best advertising

minds can make

Where

it.

possible, take advantage
of
billboard advertising, newspaper magazine publicity.
It
will be found to be self-serving as
well as customer-serving, for good
merchandise cannot be too extensively advertised.

Worn Out

Projectors
and Defective Parts
are Costing Exhibitors Millions
of Dollars Every
Year in Loss of Patronage and Injury
to Prints
Inter national Projector Corporation
90 Gold Street

New

York, N. Y.

—
I

I

the Great AmericanTkture

It's
Dallas, Tex.
" 'Uncle

days

up

Tom'

all

good

Summer

ten

for

make

Expect to

more.

with

losses

it."

Capitol Theatre

I
Ottumwa, Iowa
Wichita, Kans,

plenty of competition, but
they couldn't lick 'Uncle Tom's
Cabin.' Now we know Universal
has the big ones."

week of treon 'Uncle

"Just completed

mendous

"Had

business

All records smashed."

Tom.'

L. S. Broun, Mgr.,

New

Charles F. Smith,

Managing Director,
Uptown Theatre

Square Theatre

Akron, Ohio
"I have seen a lot of big pic-

and I have played a lot but
beyond any question of doubt
'Uncle Tom' is the biggest and
best box office sensation that has
ever been released."
Frank C. Reinecke,
tures

Oklahoma
"Very

City, Okla.

happy advise necessary

hold over 'Uncle Tom' for second week. Did tremendous
business."

R. D. Hutchinson,
Liberty Theatre

Exhibitors

every-

Paramount Theatre

where should play it
every man, woman
and child will want to

White, S. D.

—

"Wonderful picture in every
BeUer than I thought
it could or would be. I wish all
respect.

the

Grand
"

'Uncle

records

showing

Island,

see

Neb.

Tom' has broken
in

its

CARL LAEMMLE'S

three'day

first

topping

all

year's

A

HARRY POLLARD

PRODUCTION

"

Littlefield,

'Uncle Tom'
screen

greatest

Opened

to

business

despite

Universal'*

masterpiece.

record

-

breaking

oppo-

heavy

sition."

Chase Street Theatre

Book

James

Virginia Grey,
Milar, Vivien

Lassie
Ahem,

Opera House

with

"A
a

wonderful drawing card and

really

big

people that

1

Lou

R.

Mary

Pueblo, Colo.
"Just

completed

sensa-

week's run 'Uncle
Tom.' Business phenomenal.
Biggest seven days
ever done."
tional

Harold E. Rice,
Palm Theatre.

Towns—for Little Towns—for Everybody—Every-

Paul Leni's greatest achievement, starring Conrad Veidt and

Philbin.

in

Princess Theatre

Hugo pack them in for you. Carl Laemmle gave you "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" and "Les Miserables." Now he gives you the most
soul-stirring and dramatic of this great Victor Hugo trio. It is glorious
where.

in

W. Mossleman,

"THE MAN WHO LAUGHS" and let the magic name of Victor

entertainment for Big

Drew

p h

Oakland,

Mona

picture.

had never seen

I

town before."

Lowe,

Ado

Ray, Aileen Manning.

as

I

Marguerita Fischer, Arthur
Edmund Carew, Lucien

Kane, Pa.

were

Lincoln, Kans.

PRODUCTION

supers."

specials

K. Cummings,

^2,000,000

best

Vogel Gettier,
Capitol Theatre

so-called

good."

it

'

Exhibitors
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GOSSIP OF PARIS

Lasky Issues Next 6 Mos. Talkie Program
— 17
22
Sound and Talkies— 50
Short Talkies
\\. H. WILKKKSON

Bad Film Stock Slump!

STUDIO GOSSIP

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to play the
liji
Bridge of San
Marking the culmination of a two juvenile lead in "The
Luis
Rey."
and
research
intensive
vear period of

a definite

program

of talking, sing-

ing and synchronized pictures which
will be released by his company between January 1st and July 1st, 1929.
"For seventeen years our company
has produced the finest quality silent
pictures," said Mr. Lasky. "For the
past two years, ever since sound
pictures became possible, we have
been working in this new field. "We
installed in our great studios at Hollywood, California and Long Island
City, New York, the most complete

and

finest

equipment for making

pic-

tures that talk. We assembled the
We
best technical staff available.
made rigid tests of our stars and
players and discovered that the great
majority of them have excellent re-

•

•

•

(.eora;e Fitziiiaurice, it is rumored, will leave First National when

present contract with them ex-

his

pires.
•

•

•

3Iartlia Mattox and Walter Mj'^irail
will have important parts in
Mix's latest Western, "The Dude

Tom

•

(lieorge Perilot

cast

Comedy

to the

•

has been added to

of First
of Life."
•

•

•

National's

"The

•

Sylvia Beaoher has been given
the feminine lead opposite Maurice
Chevalier in his first Paramount
talking picture.
•

•

•

Paramount
Loews olf 3

ofl'

•

3'%

;

Pathe

off

1

V^

;

Stanley off 3 KeithAlbee preferred off 5%; K-A-0
off 3%; Fox off 4%; General Electric off 11; Warner-Curb, off 4;
;

;

units comprising a full program with
one feature and two short feature
subjects."

after

173,200

shares

being

Universal Issues

Fine Dec. Program
(Continued from page

•

1)

Circus,"

starring

Maciste,

Europe's most popular strong man
Cliristie is making a series of all- and stunt star and a Ted Wells WesIt
is
colored short-reel comedies for Para- tern feature this month.
"Beauty and Bullets," directed by
mount release.
•

Shard Theatres Penalized
^13,000 for Bicycling Films

All Picture Functions'

ARE

YOU PLANNEVG A SALES

yniiiTiya—
V>

EXHIBITOR GATHERING-

UK you want

to

-

YOUR SALESMEN A LITTLE
ih>m;r-a dance— a banquet?
(ilVE

Call

our

them

iWe

banquet department and
a few suggestions.

liave baiwjuet rooms,
ball

let

offer

ntoins

that

meeting rooms,

>vilj

y«Mir ev^ry vvairt.

take

&u

care of

i^rPAi3i<wi^¥text'""'"^
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT Tlh

NEW YORK

CITY

AVENUE

screen, will

nembership

them

thil

for thd

be eligible

foi!

French Academy

in the

delights

it

drop remarks'

to

this effect within the hearing o
iny of the living "Forty Immortals'!

;o

Aflio

-he

dessecration of their imperish
works.

Nevertheless you may hear befon
ong that the late Anatole Francf
lied only a few years too soon t(|

with

see

<Continu ed from page 1)
on the complaint of two exhibitors
Pathe had to pull a print out of the
booth of otte of Shard's theatres, in
order not to cause a miss-out with
another exhibitor.
The theatres involved were the Mt.
Vista, Pendrola, Emory and Lyric.
The exhibitor produced seven witnesses to substantiate his claim
that there was no violation of his
contract, because he had oral understandings with the companies, that
he might use the product in the
manner in which he was doing.
Shard claimed that for many years
the custom has been to buy for one
theatre and use for several because
when he bought for a zone and he
Ms[a'!itiio theatres in that zone, it did
not make any difference which theatres he played since they were vei;y
close to each other.
Louis Nizer of New York assisted
by J. Levin of Ciuciilnatl represent..-»••.>
ed the^ex-flnitites.

own

his

eyes

"Marb

his

Dumb Wife" presented asi'
"talkie".
TMs witty stage clasa

iVith

Ray Taylor.

The Mecca of

ludible

ible

all.

•

when dramatists writing

Jay

iible

of

traded.

the

•

reputations to sacrifice

sum

off 2.

Robert Castle, Viennese actor will picture on the screen.
have the part of the artist in Jan"Red Lips" also is an early Decemning's new picture for Paramount. ber release.
It is a Melville Brown
•
«
•
production adapted from a story by
Thomas Jefferson, character ac- Percy Marks, author of "The Plassuperlatives."
tor, will act in and coach E. H. tic Age."
"There will be 22 all-star all-talk- Griffith's production of "Porgy" for
Another December release is "The
ing feature pictures and 17 full Pathe.
Gate Crasher," Glenn Tryon's latest
•
•
•
length productions which will have
Universal production.
Patsy Ruth
Taylor Holmes, Jr. will play the
talking and singing in addition to
Miller is Tryon's principal support.
(ieiiins"
of
son
"The
a
part
the
in
Apa synchronized music score.
"Give and Take," Universal's adapproximately 50 short talking features Paramount picture.
tation of the Aaron Hoffman stage
•
*
•
will
distributed
be
during that
Carol Lombard will have the lead success, also will reach the screen
period.
It is a Carl Laemin
Cecil DeMille's picture, "Dyna- in December.
"This does not mean a cessation
mle Special, and is being put out
of silent picture production.
Of the mite."
•
•
•
both in silent and in synchronized
39 sound pictures 24 will also have
Pathe has taken over radio sta- form.
"Honeymoon Flats" will reach the
silent versions.
These, in addition tion KFVD in Hollywood and has
screen from Universal during Christto 3 pictures which will be produced bought it.
•
•
•
mas week. It is from Earl Derr
entirely in silent form, make a total
Edmund Breese will desert movies Bigger's Saturday Evening Post
of 27 feature length pictures which in the spring to appear on the stage. story.
•
•
•
will be available for those theatres
Universal also announces the re1). W. Griffith's "The Heart Song"
lease this week of "The Hero of
not equipped for sound reproduction. will
be released as a silent picture,
will release a series of four

established

-hey have even dared to foresee

One redeeming feature in the film
transactions was the gain of %
of a point in Fox Theatres on the
curb, goiuK to 31*^, with the huge

cording voices. As a sample of what
could be accomplished with the new
medium of artistic expression we
recently pre-released 'Interference,'
which was greeted on all sides with

"We

au-

yet to "arrive" an
Dverheard to speak indulgently re
yarding the "talkies."
Having m"

are sutliciently robust to beaij
shock without danger of dropii
jing dead from appoplexy.
Famoui!
icademiciaus long since deceasec;
xre declared to be turning in theiilj
graves in protest against such pos!

(ieorg'e Fltznianrice is completing
preparations for his production of
"The Man and the Moment."
•

money

rise of call

yesterday and the change
in the rediscount rate, one of the
worst sKimps of the year took
place on the stock exchanges, film
stocks being particularly affected.
Warner Brothers went off 10%
points; Radio Corp. was off 15;

Universal (C)

Ranch."
the

Due
to 127"

French

who have

:hors

Busier Collier, Jr. has signed with

experimentation Jesse L. Lasky, tirst
vice president of Paramount Famous
Lasky Corporation today announced

young

Enterprising

All-Talkies

Lists

By AMJKKSO.V GREGG

1

and also Moliere's "Imaginarj

;ic,

Invalid",

which

in

surgical

nedical methods of the

same

andj

periodi

ire satirized, are recognized as

screen

material

spoken

plus

riclii

linesi

a quality calculated to make

of

anyi

-creen audience sit up and listen.

'

...

More

more

and

i

Paris

in

filml
1

the

circles

are

"talkies"

dwarfing!

3very other subject of comment.
a

envy over the

little

Not;

activities

ofl

British producers along this line

But

observed.

isj

the sort of envy

it is

that transforms itself into emulation.

The French have always

consideredj

their

dramatists

others.

They are therefore expect-i
perfect a form of dramatic

ed

to

superior

to

alii

construction

for

that speech

added, that will be

is

the

cepted the world over.
of a

new

art,

it

now

screen.

The

ac-j

forms;

argued, can onlyi

is

be created by those having long ex-

perience

with

perfect stage

drama

ground plan

of

"talkie."

Who

therefore the

is

the

perfect

wrote

screen

Shakespeare

it,

Be careful not

or Moliere?

The

forms.

allied

to have

any doubt on that point when you
are in

Pari.s.

•

•

•

Wlien the P'rench
ly

land

their

on

own

their

fall,

feet

they usual-

—at

estimation.

least

in

Unanimous

jurrender to the "talkies", when

at

it comes, wil cause you to be
reminded that Sara Bernhardt was

last

the

first

star of fUe first

ever prodiiced.'

""*"''

movie drama
"

—

—

!

-

from

OVERTURE
to

EXIT MARCH
Complete unit program

answer to
showman's demand for a perfect show

SOUND

IN
PATHE

is

Overture
that

the

to

COMPLETE SOUND UNIT PROGRAM— From
PATHE blazes the trail with this startling innovation

to offer a

first

Exit March!

.

.

.

meets the drastic changes brought about through the perfection of sound pictures.

One Can!
exhibitors by PATHE

Complete
The

is

BOON

diversified,

offered to

Diversity

in

is

a

well-balanced Showman's Sound and

Dialogue Program

all

complete in one can!

PATHE SOUND NEWS and PATHE FEATURES are the backbone of this Unit Program
upon showmanship principles, keyed to
popular appeal made for box office purposes
built

sound

Sound Unit Shows!

in

now

Massive production schedule of sound and dialogue subjects under
way! Great array of Features and Short Subjects,
Pathe News, Pathe Review, Grantland Rice Sport
lights, "Smitty" Comedies, Aesop's Fables, Topics
Six

features

ready!

Day—ALL IN SOUND!

of the

—

solely.

READ WHAT THE TRADE PRESS SAYS

From Overture to Exit March!
EACH UNIT SHOW includes an Overture and

.

a

number, assuring the theatre as
com^plete a musical program as would be provided
closing musical

by a symphony orchestra

in the pit.

BOOKING DETAILS

reduced to a minimum!
An entire show in one shipment Ready for the
projector! Rigid Pathe exchange inspection assures
!

"It has remained for Pathe, the oldest organization, to bring the
newest innovation to this fast developing new form of entertainment
This is not only a progressive but an aggressive bit of
showmanship ... It is just another step in the advancement of
sound pictures."
.

.

H. David Strauss in The Morning Telegraph
"This looks like fine show progress to us and it is so down to earth
that you can put your hands on it. A dozen years ago the balanced program brought the crowds into the motion pictui e theatres
The Pathe plan uses the basic prinand they came regularly
ciples of this proved success method, enlarges it, improves upon it,
gives it class and the extra appeal or good sound accompaniment."
.

.

.

Arthur James

in Exhibitors Daily

Review

perfect condition of film

Pafhe

Pictures

Sound recorded by
the sensational

RCA PHOTOPHONE System,
every subject in

^e-^

^Ml JVewlTork is Headed for
llutS'OW pfess oration al fyettlt'tif Theatre pfetniere Iter, 5 started cittf-whle slauipede to this

ROADSHOW

^3.00
"The

am any

real thing, if I

judge of swell shows ... Pictured

i-

beautifully
acted capitally
Deserves success."
. . .

With

—Quinn Martin

MILTON SILLS
DOROTHY
MACK A ILL

"The picture

Betty

Compson

a

"Genuine
.

ummuK
Kenyon

AX»

Nicliol-

SOIT^U!

.

.

.

Knockout

cast

.

.

.

Big spec-

m

.

.

.

Behind-thc-tent stuff 'gets' you
Realism
sparkle
plenty
ofaction.Nevera dull moment...
Completely engrossing movie."
—Irene Thirer in Daily News
. . .

WITH SPEECH

three-star entertain-

tacular shots are thrilling

i»KOniJi:TiON
the Play by

.

.

.

.

.

.

Evening World

quite credibly tough
Faithful, well acted, and brightly
.

Times

.

.

.

FITZMAIJRICE
From

.

in N. Y.

"Sills human and believableand

there."

ment... Sills at the peak of his
career
House in uproar at
premiere
Swell comic relief

J r,

son. Stage Production by (Iharles
L. Wagner. Adaptation by Benjamin Glazer, Presented by Richard
A. Rowland.

is

"Stirring in the extreme. You
can bet it will remain at the
Central Theatre for months."
— George Gerhard

Morning World

— Mordaunt Hall in N. Y.

(ind

Douglas Fairbanks,

in

. .

HIT

.

— Rose

Pelsivick
in N. Y. Evening Journal

.

produced... Deserves success."
— Richard Watts, Jr.
in Herald Tribune

"Here's entertainment for you.

A carnival story in which the
guts ha s been kept ... Plays tricks
on your emotional funny bonc.g

The

picture

is

there.

—Kann
"Bound

Go

to it."l

Film Dailyl

in

to take its place as ontM

Marvelof the year's winners
ous job in direction. Fitz.

"Milton Sills' best picture since
The Sea Hawk.'"

.

.

.

maurice left nothing undone
or overdone."

— fF.

R. Wilkerson in Daily Review

FIRST NATIONAL /J^ BUSIIVESS

$2,301,639 Melon for Fox Stockholders^ This Year

DAI^^VItW
—Koruierlr

Heis. V. S. I*ot.

Devoted to the
oi.. '24

I

fostering
\e\v

Ko. laz

Ofir.

K«Tlew

lOxhlbltora 'I'radc

and developing of the Motion Picture

York,

Sntiirdny,

Demnher

H,

Industry.
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OPINIONS FOX 1928 INCOME DOUBLED -TWO MILUON GAIN OVER 1927
Bv W.

WILKERSON

R.

ICTUKE TALK

Along about Three o'clock yesteray morning, seated in Madison
quare Garden watching the six day
icycle race, we were surprised to
ear two men in the back of us

And how
liking motion pictures.
ley were talking. One fellow in parcular was expounding a few ideas
to us, hit this whole talking
icture racket right on the head. He
eenied to have a remedy for the
resent existing evils in the manner

=•>

LAEMMIE
ASSO.

JK'

MADE

PRODUCER

!iat,

We

turned

several

production.
f
imes to get a good look at him, but
He was a
ould not place him.
tranger to us. Who could this felDW be who seemed to have such a
een knowledge about picture prouction and still, from his own
.ords, never had any actual motion
icture experience? It intrigued us.
Ii^inaiiy
a fellow happened aLong
lihom we knew and he stopped to
;reet the man who had done most
We followed him out
)f the talking.
the arena and asked the

'if

fe
s

name

he had just spoken
said, "Don't you know him?
fellow

tie

Max Hart

of
to.

He

the agent."

HOLLYWOOD— Robert

Walsh,
general manager of Universal City,
has just announced the promotion
of Carl Laemmle, Jr., to be an Associate Producer for Universal.
The young man has won the new
award by reason of his expert supervision of various Universal pictures during the last two years and
especially for his results with "The
Last Warning," the Paul Leni-Laura
La Plante special, just completed,
and "Erik the Great," the Conrad
Veidt-Mary Philbin special recently
directed by Paul Fejos.
Young Laemmle's first assignment
as Associate Producer is the producE.

tion of ''Broadway," Uniyersal's alltalking super-production of the fa-

success. This
heralded by Universal as the first
It
Million Dollar Talking Picture.
will be directed by Paul Fejos, with
a cast headed by Glenn Tryon,

Look out

reading.
•

fEOIlO

•

for them.

•

PICTURES

Several companies are rushing picures to the market with all negro

AUSTRAUA WANTS
MOVIETONE NEWS

The majority of the motion picMetro-Groldwyn-Mayer with
theatres in Austrialia will have
ture
Fox
"Hallelujah",
he Vidor subject
to be equipped for the presentation
vith the Charles Gilpin production
of sound motion pictures during the
'Hearts of Dixie" and Pathe will next year, in the opinion of Honoroon start with the screen treatment able Walter M. Marks, M.P., who
Hollywood investigating mothe Theatre Guild play "Porgy". is in

jasts.

)f

will

A'ho

be the

i!xhibition line is

he

fact

that

to

make

"-ided

cross the
of no interest but
first

to

producers

have

tion picture conditions as Chairman
of the Royal Commission, appointed
by the Australian Housf' of Parlia-

de-

pictures of this type

VAN PRAAG-SCHLANGER
SALES
REPORT

It is our
decided interest.
mastory
the
jpinion that should
BIG
erial be only fair, if the directors
M. Van Praag, general sales man>ven scrape the surface of the lives
and Ted Schlan)i
a true negro character, it will ager for Universal,
ger. assistant sales manager, have
)e tremendously successful at the
just returned from sales trips in the
)ox oflice. For negro wit and humor East anil Middle-west and report exlas no equal and it should be easily ceptional business for this time of
jhotographed provided the scenar- the year.
J
Van Praag visited Philadelphia and
s

ist

of

and

director

knows

anything

little

subject, done in sound, called "A
Little Friend of all the World".
this publication
L reporter from
saw it quite by accident in the

RCA

studios and has gone off
"nut" about it.
It has no story and the only
players are a little boy, several
birds, a dog, a bear, a rabbit,
a chipmunk, a faun, a skunk and
other animals.
The
This subject is a wow.
young and old will rave about it.
The spirit, the sentiment and the
loveliness has never been equaled on motion picture film.
It's a marvelous Xmas subject.
his

BEATH SEVERS

mous Broadway stage

have heard of Max Hart on
iiany occasions but never in conBut this fellection with pictures.
Evelyn Brent, Myrna Kennedy and
ow knows pictures from a showman- others. The picture is already under
hip angle and if we can get him way, a number of sequences already
o dictate the gist of his ideas ex- having been filmed.
)ounded early yesterday morning,
And it will be
ve will print this.
i;ood

Christmas Carol

The Bray studios have a

F. N.

is

We

Company Reports Net

A

CONNECTION

Jerome E. Beatty, First National
Director of Advertising, Exploitation
and Publicity terminates his connection with that company, effective
today.
Beatty, a veteran of the industry
came to First National Pictures a

year ago from the H&ys organization
where he was Director of Publicity.
It

is

possible that the First Naand exwill be

tional publicity, advertising
ploitation department work
consolidated with that of

Income of ^4,016,461
Ending Sept. 29
^5.23

PER SHARE

The financial report issued by
Film Corporation yesterday for
fiscal
year enlding September
192S, showed a surprising gain
doubling of the net income over

Fox
the
29,

and
that

same period.
The report showed a net incomt

of 1927, the

of .$4,016,461 after interest, federal
taxes, etc., equivalent to $5.23 a
share earned on 767,216 shares ol
and Clast
combined no-par Class
B stocks. This compares with $2,'
273,456 or $4.54 a share on 500,00(

A

combined shares in nine months end
ed September 24, 1927.
For third quarters of 1928, ne
income totaled $1,369,971 after abovi
charges, equivalent to $1.78 a shan
on 767,216 shares of combined Clasi
A and Class B stocks, comparinf
with $1,282,929 or $1.67 a share oi
combined shares in preceding quar
ter and $902,167 or $1.80 a share oi
500,000 combined shares in quarte
ended September

S.E.

24, 1927.

REELTONE CORP

GETS 3 SO. STATES

llie Heeltoue Corporation of th
Soulh-East has been formed b
Walter Griffith, President, W. I
Lenehan, Treasurer, and C. H. Jones
i
headquarters
with
Secretary,
Charlotte. N. C, for the purpose c
distributing the Reeltone machine
'MARRIAGE'
the sUtes of North Caroline
in
South Carolina and Georgia.
IN PUBLIX FIRST-RUNS
They plan to hold the first demoi
stration of the Reeltone apparatu
Tiitany-Stahl announces that their at the Exhibitors Convention, Mor
"Marriage by day and Tuesday at Charlotte. N.
production
special
Contract" has been booked by the
Publix Theatre Circuit for first runs

Warner

Brothers, who control the company,
under the general supervision of
A. P. Waxman, present Warner chief.

BY CONTRACT

(

in

Kansas

City

and

San

.\ntonio,

Texas.

Radio Off 27

The Cleveland Motion Picture Ex-

Film stocks kept tumbling yesterday, Warner losing 2^4, Stanley 1; Radio-Keith-Orpheum, 3%;
RCA, 27; Pathe, l'/«; Loews, 1%;

Association are holding a
dance and entertainment tonight at
the HoUenden Hotel.
Members of the motion picture industry of Cleveland and surrounding territory are attending the af-

new liigh for the year, with 109-.
200 shares traded.

Cleveland Celebrates
hibitors'

Keith-AIbee-Orpheum. -'Zs: Fox
Film "A" 578Fox Theatres again redeemed
itself bv going up 2 points to a
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Robert Benchley, dramatic critic,
humorist and actor, has arrived in
Hollywood to write Movietone subThe National Theatre Supply Com- jects for Fox. He has already appany is celebrating its second anni- peared in two talking comedies, ''The
versary and the start of the third Treasurer's Report," "The Spellyear of complete service to theatre binder," and "The Sex Life of the
Polyp."
He is now working on a
owners.
series of similar productions.
was
company
The formation of the
result of the amalgamation of
largest supply and equipment
houses scattered throughout the

the
the

country two years ago and among
the new advances and improvements
in theatre equipment introduced by
the company since that time are the
Orchestraphone,
non - synchronous
cueing instrument; the new Simplei.
Model M of the International Projector Corp; the new Motiograph ot
the Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., the
new Peerless High Intensity Lamp
and other devices.

Van Praag

—Schlanger

Report Big Sales
(Continued from pai^e 1)
Pittsburgh, while Schlanger visited
the Buffalo, Detroit and Cincinnati
territories.
Both concentrated on
Yuletide and holiday showings. The
decided advance of motion picture
business this year over previous
years they attribute to the general
business prosperity of the country,
and in the case of Universai's exceptionally bright situation, to the
high state of efficiency of the Universal

sales

organization.

Over Empire, Hartford Australia Wants
Movietone News

—

by

BOSTON ^A suit for the recovery
of $15,000 has been instituted by A.
M.
Schoen and E. J. McMahon

GORDON TRENT
Don Hsmcock denies the dastardly
everything is fine and
rumors
.

.

Benchley in Hollywood

NAT. THEATRE SUPPLY

Deposit Recovery Suit

MAIN STREET

.

1928

STARTS THIRD YEAR

Off.

Except Sunday

ARTHUR JAMES,
W. R

8,

(Continued from pagre

1)

ment.
Mr.

Marks, who spent two days
against the New Britain Trust Co.,
this week inspecting the new Foxthe plaintiffs alleging that they made Movietone Studio, said that the thea $15,000 deposit in 1921 to apply to atre owners in his country would
rentals on the Empire Theatre, Hart- have to take immediate steps to preford, of which they are lessees.
sent Fox-Mo")etone News in all their
The Trust company maintains that nirtion pictuie theatres if they aie
although the deposit was to cover to keep progress with the rest of
1926 rentals, the plaintiffs forfeited the amusement world.
Sound picall rights to the deposit when Lhey tures and especially the Movietone
failed to pay a rental of $300 a .\-5ws subjects wouid he of mreat

Sidney
Timely Films
Olcott, the Sir Galahad of the directors is in town and sails for a
visit to English courts on the 14th
... An article by S. L. Rothafel
(None other than Roxy) on stage
lighting and its relation to music month,
effective October 1926.
interest thtire, .'iccoriliag to Marks.
in the theatre appears in the new
edition of the Encyclopedia BrittaLawRipping, eh wot?
nica
Fox Film Corporation 1928 Statement
rence 0. Wood, house manager of
the Mark Strand Theatre returns toConsolidated income account for nine months ended September
day from a brief visit to Springfield,
29, 1928, compares as follows:
(Georgia
where his wife
Mass.
Nine mos end
Nine mos end
Guynne) played Helen of Troy in
1928
Sept. 24, 1927
Sept.
29,
a new show "Houseboat on the Styx"
Profit before charges
$14,896,755
which had its premiere last week
Exhaustion of films
_
10,069,435
... Gil Boag, husband of Gilda Gray
Interest
443,159
who has been
(for the present)
abroad directing motion pictures reProfit
„
$4,384,161
$2,507,260
turned today on the George WashFederal Taxes
233,804
367,700
ington
Ben Silyey's friends in
the East were perturbed to hear
Net Income
$4,016,461
$2,273,456
about his severing the First Na-

dandy

.

at

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

God Save

the King

The Onlooker of the Londoui
"Cinema" chatting with the man-1
ager of the new Regal Theatre,!
asked him how work was pro-^|
gressing.
"Fine," he said, "no new cinemajl
has been so well up to schedulfl
as ours, but there's one snag
The musical director will kee
dropping in and practicing. Het
very fond of practicing "The^

King" and when
tlip

it

workmen stand

comes

on, all
to attention."

ADSWIN AGENCY FOR
SYNCHROPHONE IN N.
The Adswin Corporation

is

\

demoi

strating at its headquarters in Ne>
York, the features of the Synchrc
phone, for which it has acquire
the sales agency.
The Synchrophone is a device b
which phonographic records may b
utilized to accompany pictures o
furnish an entire orchestral pre
:ram.
m

"Show Folks"

Colony;

at

Pathe's "Show Folks," sound pid
ture with dialogue effects featurini
Eddie Quillan and Lina Basquett^
goes into the Colony today.

BIG

WHEAT CROP GOOD
FOR HLM BUSINESS

Thomas Brady, Canadian Genera]
Representative for Fathe, who is in
New York for conferences with Phil
Reisman and other home office ex-i
ecutives, reports prospects of aij
enormous wheat crop which presage excellent general and theatric
cal conditions in the Dominion during the present season.
Jessel Talkie

Done

-..

.

.

.

was it the other
Anyway, Ben will

tional connection or

way round?

.

.

.

probably go into directing himself
Thanks, Charles McCarthy for
that interesting volume on the story
.

.

Dividends

Surplus
Profit

.

Adolph Zukor and the rise of the
motion picture industry
Mel
Shauer, new Paramount Foreign
Representative in Paris is expected
back in town shortly for a conference with Emil Mel will look like
a true Boulevardier Beau Geste if
we read the cards aright
Margaret Ruddy, a regular patron, NOT,
an employee, of the Roxy Theatre
has corking Christmas Idea She
has bought 52 admission tickets, one
for each week, which are attractively bound in a leather case, and
which will be presented to That
Certain Party as a little gift
Dave Schooler, Capitol Theatre virtuoso
will
attempt
Gershwin's
"Rhapsody in Blue" next week as
piano solo with orchestral accompaniment
little boy bluebird, 'ats
Dave, all over.
of

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

of

.

.

.

.

.

.

$1,714,822
$773,456
15,715,217
13,654,954
Filxa Corp. and subsidiaries as

and loss surplus

_...

Sept. 29, 1928
$13,465,372
24,345,299
1,507.967
13,092
1,476.630
16,114,744
44,566
327,784
974,953

Property accts
Invest

& Adv

other coj

Cash
Mtgs owned

_

,

_

Accts receivable
Inventories

Sundry investments
Cash val insur pol
Deferred charges
Total

Sept. 24, 1927
$12,709,145
4,801,686
1,473,985
18,431
1,138,764
14,387,698
39,156
214,052
1,222,817

$58,270,407

$36,005,734

t$30,180.000
6,973.500
110,256
1,887,495
2,100,000
767,216
182.069
354 654

$10,955,000
7,234,500
143,819
1.444,319
1,725,000
500,000
114,337
233,804
13.654,955

LiabilltJes

Capital

stock
Funded debt

_...

Other mortgages
Accts and accruals payable
Notes payable
_
Dividends payable

Advance payments
Federal tax reserve
Surplus

-

;..;.;;

-

i5,7i.5;2i7

$58,270,407
$36,005,734
I«^^'
: ,
'After depreciation.
tRepresented by 667,216 .io par .shares of
Class A and 100,000 no par shares of class B stocks.
,.

tion,

has

been

completed

in

New

York by Tiffany-Stahl under the
pervision of Rudolph Flothow.

1.500,000

Consolidated balance sheet of Fox
September 29, 1928, compares as follows:
Assets

—

.

2,301,639

"Lucky Boy,"
George
Jessel's
singing and talking feature produc-

-^y\r'!\

THE 0LOI2IOUS

H4LP MCOM HOTtl
CX)Nty ISL4ND

M.y.

Sea Baths •^"Roller Chairs
ExcepUonal Restaurcmt

An

Enchantin(^ Hostelry

Offetind AstoundinsJ Ral(2S
»3°-2 Dallv

S652svioni"Vxly
iOO ROOMS WITH BATH!
Attractive Winter Rates
$3.00 Daily

$6,'S.OO

Monthly

su-

,

PICTURE REVIEWS
"Riley
Irected

The Cop"

by

The Bohemian Dancer"

John Ford

Nancy

Farrell MacDonald,
Drexel, David Rollins,

Louise

Fazenda.

ituring

Bell-O-Phone Prod.
Featuring
_

Lya Mara,

Harry Leidtke.

"Caught

in the

Fog"

^-eatuiing

Conrad

I

THOUGH

AND

MAClONALD TROUPS 100%
CTING,

Riley is so good-hearted and playthat he hasn't made an arrest
Ms beat in 20 years. He plays
smashes a win111 with the kids,
il

(

with the

flirts

i\v,

maid,

kitchen

on Krausmeyer the cop
the next beat, and is constantly
iiutified and reminded of his vocain by his big feet.
The youth, working for a baker,
in love with a sweet young thing
'10 is taken
on a European trip
her aunt. He is saving money to
jt married and sails for Germany
see the girl.
His employer finds
li cash accounts short and accuses
13 boy.
Riley is sent by the Police
partment to Germany to bring the
|iys tricks

I

i

I

I

)

111

Humorous events

back.

follow

Munich and Paris with Riley findi? his fate in a nice Dutch girl and
;;o some excellent beer.
On board
I?
boat coming home, a cable is
i

Keived exonerating the youth.
Mancy Drexel hasn't much to do;
illins is fair but a bit too young;
illy Bevan is great as a Paris taxiliver and Fazenda is splendid as
t3

Dutch sweetheart of Riley.

"Someone To Love"
ramount
irected by

F.

Richard Jones
Charles Rogers

INNOCUOUS LITTLE LOVE
TORY. PLEASING TO THE
CLEAN,

WHOLESOME

HTERTAINMENT FOR THE

OUNGER

GENERATION.
WILL NEVER BE A BOX-

OFFICE

WOW

EEP UP

BUT SHOULD
A GOOD AVER-

AGE.
Buddy

who

Rogers

is

a

music

falls in love

^Behind

and Marv Brian.

I

of a Noble
A pair of crooks enter a housewith a music hall
dancer, who is the toast of the town. boat anchored in Florida waters, to
A family council is called and the steal some valuable gems from the
eldest son of the family entrusted safe of the palatial yacht. They are
with the mission of curing the interrupted by a man who is taken
younger of his infatuation.
The for another crook. A third set of
dancer comes from the common crooks posing as friends of the ownjlass, being the daughter of a shoe- ers put in an appearance on the
maker and therefore nobility bans yacht and the gems see-saw from one
the marriage.
The inevitable then to the other, fro mhiding place to
A dumb pair of detakes place with the older brother hiding place.
himself falling in love with the girl. tectives arrive on the scene, just to
They
solemnize
their
troth
in keep an eye on things and complichurch, but the marriage fails to cate matters tor all the crooks, just
go through on intimation by the as tlipy prepare to make a get-aaead of the house, Count Zirza, that way. Finally, a real police detective
he will disinherit the son. The girl onies aboard and catches the real
The girl who fell in love
appeals to the Archduke, who has crooks.
a yen on for her, and the royal scion with the handsome chap, son of the
introduces her to society with the jwners of the yacht, but mistaken
official sanction of the court.
The for a crook, reforms and all ends well.
May McAvoy is hardly convincing
girl
breaks down and cannot go
through with the deception, but in her crook role. Nagel is fair but
everything ends well, nevertheless, his action is toned down so that he
with all concerned agreeing that hardly stands out. Emil Chautard,
character is worth more than line- former director, has a nice part in
this picture and makes the most of
age.
But honors must go to Swain
Miss Mara is too well photograph- it.
and his partner, played by Hugh
ed, many hard lines about the mouth
Herbert, for
and eyes showing up. For a dancer, and humor injecting some interest
in the film.
Picture will
she is quite a pullet. Leidtke is well get l)y on first-run
programs for
known to Continental audiences and wired or silent houses, but will not
contributes his usual work.
make much money.

Ufa

aturing

IfE.

member

house

store

The German

—Paramount

Direction
Story
Cast

First

Not Credited

Major portions of the

German Army.
IS
THE GERMAN
OF THE RECENT
WORLD WAR PRESENTED
FROM THE OFFICIAL ARCHIVES OF GERMAN GOVSTORY NOT
ERNMENT.
IS
FICTION BUT FACTS.
A CLASSIC AS AN HISTORICAL SUBJECT.

THIS

SIDE

National
Directed by.
George Fitzmaurice
Story by
_
Kenyon Nicholson
Cast
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Betty Compson, Dorothy Mackaill, Milton Sills, Tommie Duggan

.

'

falls in love

CLEVER

PICTURIZAPAIR OF

HOW A

NEWLYWEDS INTENSELY
IN LOVE CAN BE ROUSED
TO MURDER THROUGH
JEALOUSY, AGAINST THEIR
OWN WILL. INTELLIGENT

AUDIENCES AND MARRIED
PEOPLE WILL RELISH THIS
ONE.
The husband and wife attend
play

a

written

by a mutual friend,
which is based on jealousy causing
iaurder. The couple, at dinner later,
twit the author about his theme and
insist that no modern husband would
choke his wife to death through
jealousy.
The author differs with
them and plans a clever and insidious campaign to cause jealousy to
enter their lives, just to prove his
point.
It works out just that way,
he wife receiving flowers from the
autlior ))ut not letting on who they
tire from when the husband insists
on knowing.
They drift wider and
wider apart, the girl thinking the
fiiishand is keeping another woman
mid has had a child by her and the
husiiand imagining his wife has another lover.
It works
up to the
climax where the husband is on the
point of choking his wife to death,
when the author steps in, at the nick
of time and explains his joke and
the winning of his point.
I

Werner Kraus is splendid in an
infrequent straight characterization
and Lya de Putti never did better
work in a straight role. Alexander
is
adequate.
The director did a
brainy job and his handling of Kraus
is masterly.

"Avalanche"
Paramount
Directed by
Charles Brower
Featuring Jack Holt and Baclanova

NOT MUCH BLOOD AND
THUNDER IN THIS ZANE
A CERTAIN BOX OFFICE GREY WESTERN. GOOD
CLEANUP IN ANY LOCAL- TAME STUFF IN A WESTERN
ITY.
ABOUT HALF DL\- TOWN IN THE COVERED
IT'S
A
LOGUE AND THE REST WAGON DAYS.
SILENT.
RECORDING NOT GOOD WESTERN GONE
OF THE BEST BUT WILL PROBLEM PLAY.
Jack, at the age of twelve, witGET OVER.
FITZMAUR- nesses
the murder of his parents
ICE'S DIRECTION AND by Indians and
the scalpers
YOUNG FAIRBANKS' ACT- taking with himescapes
his baby brother,
Verde.
This boy he rears to manING STAND OUT.

with an heirParamount deserves great credit
i>.
thinking her to be a poor girl.
It is
for distributing this subject.
St as everything is sailing along
This is excellent screen entertainreproduction of
screen
authentic
an
I'ely,
a fortune-hunting pair are
war
ment
but could have been much betgreat
the
of
side
German
the
iicovered and involve Buddy in
inter- ter had it either been an all-talkie
tremendously
such
is
and
as
i;ir activities, thus causing a break
The transition
Most of the film has been or straight silent.
'tween him and his lady love. esting.
archives
of the Gor- from one to the other gives too much
from
the
taken
then becomes manager of a girls'
But as it stands it
of a let down.
inol.
The heart interest turns up man government and assembled
great understanding of the is O.K.
If you are not wired for
.'^riid
school, overhears a convpr- with a
Aon that definitely purges Buddy "real" thing. Naturally its story is sound you will get a better pictur>?.
players are the
the imaginary sins and all's well. the battlefield, the
Story is of carnival life and as such
The story is slim enough but it is German soldiers and with the aid
highly interesting. Douglas Fairis
maps and drawings
;t the type for Rogers and Miss of a series of
great
follow
the
able
to
are
you
banks,
Jr., walks off with the honors.
'ian.
They are sweet and lovile in their parts and the maiden advance of the German army during Dorothy Mackaill and Betty Comp•'nts
will coo over their troubles the trying days of this struggle.
It son good.
Milton Sills is terribly
••d
happiness in the picture. The it our impression that this produc- lacking in a true understanding and
(ection is O.K. and there's a good
|g climax.
The photography is tion would be a credit to any thea- acting of the leading role. George
j'e
and Mary Brian and Buddy tre in any town. Disregard the fact Fitzmaurice did a good job of the
.'gers have never looked better.
of the German side of the war and direction and adds another superb
The picture lacks snap and pep give your patrons an idea of what
picture to his already heavy list
t
there are plenty that will be
really happened during this German Tommie Dnggan. Rvlvia A.shton Rnd
'!rk

A

TION OF

"The Barker"

Lines'

The World War

Directed by
Karl Grune
Fpaturing
_ Lya De I'utti.
George Alexander, Wfrner Kraus

Nagel,

A FOREIGN RECORD-SYN.Vlay
.McAvoy, Charles Girriird,
Mack Swnin.
CHRONIZATION PRODUCLIGHT COMEDY STORY TION BASED ON JOHANN
A SNAPPY CROOK STORY
EVOLVING AROUND BIG- STRAUSS' "BLUE DANUBE" SAVED FROM MEDIOCRITY
lEARTED COP WHO SPON- AND USING HIS ENTIRE BY THE HOMELY HUMOR
.ORS THE LOVE AFFAIR MUSICAL SCORE. A
PRETTY OF MACK SWAIN AND HIS
(F A YOUTHFUL COUPLE
LOVE STORY AFTER THE S D E-KICK, PORTRAYING
TWO DUMB DETECTIVES.
THE YARN TYPICAL HEAVY GERMAN
<V HIS BEAT.
VAS NOT SERIOUS ENOUGH STYLE.
SOME FAIR DIALOGUE, BUT
SILENT MOST OF THE TIME.
MERIT
MORE
THAN
3
A younger

>VERAGE DIRECTION

"Jealousy"

UFA

Warnei'-Vitaphone
Directed by
Howard Bretherton

hood

and sends thru college.
In
order to get the money for the boy's
education. Jack cheats at cards.
hall woman sees him do
says nothing because she is
love with him. Jack and this gal

A dance
it

in

I)ut

have an affair which is broken up
by Jack on the return of Verde,
from school. This peeves the girlfriend and because she is jealous of
Jack's love for Verde, she vamps
the young boy and causes a break
between Jack and Verde.
Everything is finally patched up, however,
when the dance-hall lady confesses
her lying guilt during an avalanche.
The direction in this picture is ex':eptioiially good, especially in the
Unfortunately,
•lance hall scenes.
the plot hasn't enough action and
>xcept for a few gun-toting gents,
an hardly be classed as a western.
«...
^1 ^^^
f 1i
c
R,nrl;innvn
1

Advance Enthusiasm for
RAOUL WALSH

and

IRVING CUMMINCS
P R O D U CTI a N
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Preview and World Premiere of Fox All Talkie Out Door
Photo Drama Feature, "In Old Arizona"
privilege to attend the preview world premiere of the Fox outdoor all talkie feature, "In
Old Arizona," at the Mission Theatre, San Jose, California, Friday night, November 23.
The exhibition was given at a regular performance, vdthout special effort to attract other than
the usual clientele of the theatre, in order to obtain average audience appeal.
Aside from our own personal interest to obtain a further opinion on "What of the talkies?"
we made particular effort to note the audience reaction from the motion picture which preceded.
As one scene after another was unfolded, that group of theatre fans, like ourself, immediately
became intensely absorbed in the unusual entertainment the eye was seeing, and the ear was hearing. Seeing and hearing is believing.
Here was a photo drama void of the screen titles we had been accustomed to read, and to hear read
aloud by our seat neighbor. Leading characters moving about indoors and out. Speaking naturally, and
without regard to restricted area of space for voice intonation. A delightful story being told with scenes
and locale passing from one to another in logical sequence.
Naturalness. That's the keynote to this Fox full length, all speaking screen epic. Light and shade.
Voice inflection perfectly reproduced.
A bit of domestic humor in the frying of ham and eggs, heard and seen, so perfectly natural that the
sputtering of the frying meat and the smoke rising in the pan caused a woman sitting back of me to exclaim, "My God, I can smell 'em!"
The lover bandit riding away from his sweetheart's abode, singing happily, and the melody of his song
fading away in the distance as his galloping horse carried him out of sight. Again, this lover in an indoor
scene pouring out tender and sentimental words of love, with voice inflection and control as perfect as ever
came from the lips of any actor, on any stage, in any theatre in the world, and, just as natural.
From such a scene, to an exterior of scenic grandeur with an ensemble of humanity, animals and
characteristic environment naturally heard, naturally portrayed, goes the plot of this beautiful western

T was our

story.
It seemed, as the play proceeded, that all which has been criticized and held as unreal, unsatisfactory
synchronized voice and motion picture, had, in a few moments been surmounted. That the hour of perfected accomplishment of voice upon the screen had arrived.
The cast is superb. Warner Baxter steps to the top of all real he-man western portrayals. Edmund
Lowe likewise does the best work of his career.
There's a girl. Ruth Burgess, a new screen personage. She's entrancingly delightful. So beautifully
fiendish in her character intrigue that a sigh of satisfaction was audible throughout the auditorium when
the plot of the play ended her life. Take it from this writer, you'll hear the name of Ruth Burgess acclaimed muchly when the public sees this picture.
Raoul Walsh and Irving Cummings have given the production the finesse of a Belasco in its interior
scenes, and a directorial technique in its massive exterior, which make this Fox all speaking outdoor opus
the outstanding screen and sound production to date.
In short, "In Old Arizona" is a beautiful blending of romance, pathos, sentiment and human humor of
western history, told through such direct effectiveness in the new screen- investiture of speech, indoors and

in

outdoors, that

it

will definitely establish public

demand

for

all talkie pictures.

This picture impressed us as we felt it did the big audience in San Jose, and that is, that just a few
"In Old Arizonas" and the silent motion picture will pass out of entertainment service as quickly as did the
use of the big wheel velocipede when the small, two-wheel, air tire bike came into action.
If "In Old Arizona" receives the premiere it justifies as the world's first full-length screen speaking
photo drama of the great outdoors, it will easily head the Fox program of features as a box-office magnet.
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AND OVERPRICING

ARTHUR JAMES

Standard Turntables, Horns

that the $10,000,000 Jenkins

Corporation public stock
•WINGS' VITA-DISCS
JENKINS TELEVISION
sue has been eagerly snatched up
id none is now obtainable, is stirA. J. Drexel Biddle, Jr., chairman
HOOD RIVER, Ore.— Art Kolstead,
ng the pulses of many picture owner of the Rialto Theatre has per- of the Jenkins Television Company
The fact that fected a talking picture machine in- Satuidyy denied that the DeForest
iople these days.
will,
is new corporation and others,
terchangeable with any film or disc Radio Company would enter the teleithin a short while, produce and and installations are promised with- vision field through the ownership
arket its perfected device and hun- in 21 days after contract signing.
of large blocks of Jenkins stock.
•eds of thousands of families will
Kolstead has organized the Thea- He gave it to be understood that
watching clear animated motion tre Sound Corporation with offices each corporation would separate corctures on walls of their homes at in Portland.
Biddle forecast
John J. Fleming, head porate existence.
cost much smaller than in the of the Oregon exhibitors' organiza(Continued
on page 7)
leatre, is furnishing some food for tion is the general manager.

OF

jlevision

>

lought.

Some there be who forsee not only
close co-operation between both
the electric and radio
terests

—

)mpanies on one hand and the moon picture producers on the other
-but see also a huge source of
!venue in addition to theatre rejipts, but also a tremendous boon
the small town, the farmers and
le shut-ins and home-lovers.
I

•

HAT ABOIT

•

•

IT?

Let us look into this, a bit. First
•what will happen to the vast army
second and third-run theatres
iroughout the country? What about
le millions invested in the theatre
roperties by the producers themWill they stand for nationilves?
ide broadcast of movies direct to
Dmes, and what about the indeWill the
jndent theatre owners?
jrcentage returns from television
(hibltion make it worth whie for
nail town theatres to be scrapped?
Will television actually be a comWill people stay
ercial success?
ame nights to see these pictures
: will the theatres remain and comWill
Bte with the home movie?
lis
competition force greater atactions to be made for theatres in
:

•der to

Television enthusiasts should bear
Every claim that is
in mind.
ow being made for home movie enTtainment, was put forth with the
irth of the radio receiving set, but
e fail to see where radio has hurt
Far from it. Never
I 'le industry.
itore has there been such an exI
msion in bigger and more bauti$ il theatres, than since the arrival
the radio.
lis

'

I

Quick Cleanup Planned
Sound has gone

in

the

bootleg-

^'ing business.

Exhibitors,
stallation of

contemplating the Insound devices, are be-

ginning to look carefully Into the
buying of disc equipment, so that
no headaches crop up after the

equipment

Sound

WOODHULL AT N.
CONVENTION TODAY
The

battle for

supremacy between North American

Woodhull and Steffes shifts this
morning to Charlotte, N. C, where
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of North Carolina begin a two-day

ALUEIHLPI.O.A.

device.

STRUGGLE KEENER

Screen'O'Scope Device

The Film Guild Cinema is in the
convention at the Hotel Charlotte.
One of
stages of completion.
It will be decided at this meeting final
incorporinnovations
interesting
the
whether the North Carolina Associais a "Screen-otion will continue its affiliation with ated in the design
The relation of scope", which is a new method of
the national body.
Frederick
by
devised
the talking picture to the small the- projection
atre owner will also form
part of the discussions.

(Continued on page

a vital

7)

Kissler.

the

staff

architect

of

the

Film Arts Guild, and which eliminates the necessity of any proceuium,

The struggle between the forces
of

Tliut

- The Annual Conventhe Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Washington has been
scheduled for December 18th in this

SEATTLP]

tion

of

the multitude does not lack

money

to

movies

is

spend on holiday season
indicated by reports just

Picture

Theatre

America and the Allied
Organization grows fiercer
of

States
and there is a real fight on hand.
From the mid-west comes the news
that the Indiana and Iowa M.P.T.O
are already in with the Allied group,
and with the entrance Into the East-

(Continued on page

7)

SCHLESINGER SAILS ON

PHONOFILM MISSION

Pleases Theatre Otvners
HONE N. W. GROUP TO
MEET ON DECEMBER 18

Motion

the

Owners

curtain as well as the usual screen.

Chain Store Prosperity

for
lastly will

ON

And Records Used

is in.
They want the best
value for the money laid out, and
are going to see to it.
It seems that everyone in the picThe device, which is known as
ture business has a sound equip"Kolstaphone" was used in the Rial- North American Co.
ment to sell. There must be at least
lo Theatre on December 3rd, runStudios 75 different devices, all more or less,
Starts
ning Paramount's picture "Wings"
good, in prices ranging from $150
synchronized on Vitaphone records.
The North American Sound and to $25,000. Most of them will be
Talkmg Picture Equipment Corpora- washed up during the next year and
tion,
a Delaware corporation has the business will settle down to
been formed to launch a new disc four or five different sets by as many
C.
talking picture machine and to pro(Continued on Page 2)
duce their own talking pictures.
A studio is being acquired in New
York for scoring finished product
and producing new pictures with the

draw patronage enough

And
ibstantial profit?
elevision prove an exploded hoax,
ich as the rTdio proved to be, as
r as theatre menace is concerned?
•
• •

UNWARY

HIT

NO DEFOREST CONTROL

KOLSTAPHONE' USES
News

10,

Industry.

BOOTLEG DISC MACHINE PARTS

Not Likely
By

S.

To

perfect working arrangements

a plan already matured for the
production abroad of subjects es-

of

suitable to the American
use of the DeForest Phomarket
by
issued by seventeen important chain
nofilm system of recording. M. A.
store organizations showing a total Schlesinger, the president of Genincrease of sales for November of eral Talking Pictures Corporation
more than ten percent over those of sailed for England on Saturday.
the same month a year ago.
Talking Pictures, Ltd.,
British
Among the individual gains report- owner of the Phonofilm device in
ed arp: Woolworth. 3.9 per cent, England ha.s already produced nuKress, 7.4, Metropolitan, 16.6, Dave- merous short subjects and three feaMerchandise includes gro- ture length productions under this
ga, 52.4.
ceries, shoes, clothing, confections, policv. and the General Talking lecvariety, etc. In most instances there tures executive will bring back these
pecially

according to announcement by
Hone, Secretary.
Because of alleged disharmony
with the National Group, the theatre
owners will vote on that day on are gains for the entire eleven negatives on these productions when
Tx)ft rechanging
the name of the organiza- months thus far covered.
he returns before the end of this
One might be justified in saying
month.
Page
on
2)
(Continuert
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on Page 2)
city,
J.

M.

Exhibitors

PAUL BERN IN TOWN
FOR CORNELL LECTURE

DAIt^MVICW
Reg. U. S. Pit. Off.
Publi»bed Djily Except 8und»y

ARTHUR JAMES.
W.

Publuk.f

in New York fom Hollywood today.
Bern is on his way to Ithaca where

10,

1928

NEW ERA FILMS

Sound Newsreels

FOR FUJI CENTER

Paul Bern, Pathe producer, arrives

Editor

WILKERSON.

R.

DAILY REVIEW, MONDAY, DECEMBER

Harold Auten. U. S. representative
the New Era Films, Ltd., anhe is to address the students of nounces that his company is estabCornell University on Motion pic- lishing temporary offices at 1600
^e"
Ezecutive and Editorial Office. "
^''t ture production.
Bryant
Telephoo*
Broadway, until such time as the
York.
Street. Suite 409. New
the pictures with which new Film Center Building is ready,
Among
Address all communication* to Executive
1489
portage
including
Rate,
Subscription
Office..
Bern is associated as Pathe pro- when the company will move to perCanada. JIO; Mr.
paid, per year United State, and
are "Geraldine" and "Noisy manent headquarters in that buildducer
by
R<:«>"
cents.
Foreign, $15; single copies, 5
Managing Editor; J«me»
bchleier.
Cron, Advertising Manager; Herman J.
Business Manager
,, «/.-. A\rA
^a:
Bernstein,

Abraham

.

Entered
January 4. 1926. it toe
New York, under the Act of
Published and copyright by ri«uie
Printing
Cline
by
Printed
Inc.

M.^

"Neighbors," both recently finished,
and ''Square Shoulders," which has
just been put into production.

New York City.
City •"^'^' "^
of our New York
n or^ thM
their paper, by carrier,

Bootleg Disc Machine Parts
And Overpricing Hit

matter

secoiid-cKiss
post oftce of
IS

1879.

1

Publi.her,.

CorDoration.

mC

furni.hed
thev wiil

service than tJiat
get a more prompt
notiSubscribers will oblige by
bv m^il.
in Krvice.
fying us about any lapse

^«n

(Continue d

MAIN STREET
GORDON TRENT
Harry lUcliman's loiig-awaited dewas
but as a full-fledged movie star
the
at
morning
this
place
to take
Cosmopolitan Studio in "Say It With
Music" but United Artists have callHazel-eyed, blonde
ed it off ..
Helfcu Foster, star of "Road to Ruin"
picture is making quite a name for
herself and has been grabbed for a
long-term contract by Cliff BroughHollywood scents a great
ton
combination in Fred (Ben Hnr)
Mblo—John (Passion) Oilbert— Re•

.

—

demption— plus dialogue

M-G-M

The crash

in

this

whole sound-

have to open a special bank
account for this one, both going and
Ben Blake just returned
coming
from Hartford, Conn., where he directed one of them there big inPaul Perez, the dark
dustrials
and handsome devil, is now titling

equipment

dialogue for the talking version of
Fitzniaiirice's "His Captive Woman"
if anybody can tell about captive
Edgar
women, Paul's the lad

Chain Store Prosperity
Pleases Theatre Owners

going to come soon.
The holders of basic patents are
going to step out and quite a few
of the machines now being installed will have to be ripped out.
Be on your guard!

will

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Harry

.

.

perennial
bachelor is still holding out against
the WEAKKK sex Harry may yet

have a big
day
'Zwei und Fierzigste Strausse" (Ar.

.

"Dolores,

.

.

Dolores,"

he whispered, as he died
Our
Irene Thirer of the
Daily News has just discovered that
"Night Clul)" Robert Florey's Paramount all-talkie production was a
dead secret to the news hounds
sorr>'. Irene to shatter your dream,
but Gordon Trent scooped the field
with this yarn three weeks ago in
.

.

.

contemporary

.

the Daily

value.

Review

.

.

.

production,
Ralph
Ince's
"Singapore Mutiny", opened at the
Hillstreet theatre, Los Angeles, yesterday, for a week's engagement.
This is the third FBO feature to
play a first-run house in Los Angedowntown rialto within a
les'

month's time.

.

.

Herbert Hoovei
demonstrative public fart

President-Elect
the

iiKi
.\

given him before departing

ell

ported a decrease of 4.0 for November, and 7.4 for eleven months.
Theatre owners in the various
large centres of the country see in
They antithis a favorable omen.
cipate that this prosperity will be
reflected

in

their

own box

offices

during the coming holidays.
.1

New

in

York.

The Christmas

spirit prevails in th
reel with ths presentation of an ar
ray of talking dolls and animat&
animal toys in a Toyland demonstra

The other shots are made
De Wolf Hopper, the noted vel

tion.

of

\\

3ran stage star, in voice and per
son on t-Iie screen revealing som
back-stage secrets, and scenes of
loupe of Broadway chorus girls re

J

galiiig the old

seamen

(Continued from page

has ordered
President of Paramotint Famous-Lasky Coporation to
appear in court to testify in the
Marks Brothers suit against Publix,
Balaban & Katz and other distributois on alleged trade discrimination.
The postponed case will be heard
by Judge Wilkerson on January 15,
;nid this will be the first time that
Zukor will appear on the stand in
any of the suits brought by exhibitors in the past two years.
Sonnenschein, Berkson, Lautman and
Levinson
Winston
Strawn
and
Sliaw, all represent Paramount and
the principal defendants in the suit.
the U.

Handling Moviephonc

District Court

S.

Adolph

Zukor,

The Sound

Pictures,

when Television

novelty has
worn off as it greatly has in the
case of radio, people will again continue going out to theatres
to
crowds and to human contact and

that

—

—

for self-gratification in

mass

reaction.
This human interest angle is to be
reckoned with.
Especially where
young folk are concerned.
They
xant to go out and will go out, as
often as they can.
Thoatre owners will hardly wish
^o give up the field and their living.
And it will not be necessary.
When the novelty has worn off, they
vill again be called on to furnish
mtertainment in the personal man\er and with the personal touch.

may have to fall
on canned talkies, improvised
novelties, and the newest specialties.
tven though they

"lack-

manu

Inc.,

of the First Moviephone
announce this week that the firn
of Clow and Hurley have been plac
9d in charge of the publicity to:
their activities.
Edward F. Hurley, the junto;
member of the firm, will be rememi
bered for his work as publicity manj
ager of FBO, Pathe and Associateti

facturers

Exhibitors.

;

.4T

for Libray Stock Scenes

130

W. 46th

New York

St.

house.

large lobby frames.
tif'lcpt booth.

12
1

small

ijrojecLors.

2

Inc.

for

l-alher uph. chairs.

(i.'O

WAFILMS,

A SACRIFICE

e'luipnient

P\ill

lai-iTP

e.xamiiied by appointniejit,

Can be

by-

Bryant 8181

Mr.

Goldstein

I.

Newark, N.J.

SCREEN TESTS
Incandescant Lighting
Local No. 644 Cameramen
Complete Equipment

40th

Advertisements
with

1258

In this section, B
sent

Cash must be

cents per word.

for Box
order, $1.
issues or more.

No charge

order.

Minimum

line.

10% discount

N. Y. C.

St.

PENN

Classified Advertisement

Number

BRO>\TVING STUDIOS

no West

1)

of the Sailor'

Home on Staten Island with song
UKOR MAY TESTIFY
and dances.
IN MARKS BROS. CASE
Clow and Hurley Firm
CHICAGO — Judge Wilkerson of

Studios for Rent

MENACE? NOT LIKELY!

o:

South American junket, is see
and lieard as one of the main topi
jal features.
One of the most in
teresiing sound featues is the re
hearsal of the huge boy choir of th
Cathedral of St. John the Dlvln
lis

1)

.

.

abic for 42iui St.) is the first foreigntongue turned out by Warners, for
exhibition in German colonies in the
U. S. and then for Europe
the
story of Jaime del Rfo's death in
Berlin Fiidaj', brought a tear to
eye.

subjects in sound, of topical an
seasonal interest, novelty and new

G91 Elizabclli Ave.

—

CASE some

many an

is

(Continued from page

that

Sucliiiian

FBO HIT AT HILLSTREET

.

.

Sehvjn, Broadway's playboy and
star producer is hieing his way hence
to Hollywoods 'boulevards to look
Film Arts Guild,
over the talkies
that Synion Gould brain-child is quite
a flourishing institution. They have
just acquired the rights to "Tolstoi
Intime" a unique French film record
of the last days of Tolstoi, which will
be seen here in a few weeks
.

'SINGAPORE MUTINY'

Walter A. Futter, Prea.

—

.

ing.

FBO

1)

nary records, horns, wiring and standard turntables and synchronous attachments that anyone can buy
Determine if the seller is
cheaply.
justified in asking enormous prices
for something that can be put together for a few hundred dollars.
The Daily Review knows of one
organization selling installations at
prices ranging from $3,500 to $9,000,
that cost them from $75 to $425. He
is bootlegging all his parts, with the
exception of the arm that connects
The
the projector to the turntable.
only difference between the $3,500
machine (which costs him $75) and
the $9,000 outfit is the matter of
more loud speakers at a cost of
around $20 each.

by

.

from page

different manufacturei's.
Dealers in worth-while devices are
advising before you lay the cash deposit down, go into the merits of
the machine carefully if you can.
There is a good deal of bootlegged
parts being used for sound equipment and some of these fellows are
assembling sets made up of ordi-

3% k^J^Z^^^LS^

.

^

t

,

order, currency or postage.

money

check,

of

Pathe Sound News No. 3, release
week, presents five pictorla

Uiis

12

FOR SALE
MOTION

AIVD "STILL"!
sold and exchanged
Portable lig-hts for sale and for rent
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Tamera Company, 727 Seventh Avenue
canier.Ts

PU;T1)RE

rented,

\>w York

Citv.

1

LOCAL FILMS
MAOE TO
MOTIOX
PICTURES
Commercial, Home or Indusorder.

We

have excellent facilities and
cameramen. Our price, 20(;
Ruby Film Company, 721
per foot.
Seventh Avenue, New York City.
rial.

the best

BUSINESS OPPORTUMTIES

WHETHER YOU WANT TO

some one or be

hired;

buy or

HDaH
sell

si

equipment, ot
do almost anythng else In the motion
picture business, an ad in this depart-J
theatre:

ment
want

trade or

will

g-et

sell

you

results.

If

yov.

us to word the ad for you. th<
services of our advertising expert!
are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do, and how many words
you want used.
Exhibitors DAILT'

REVIEW.
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1^40 BRO^lDV^y

MEW YORK

CITY

T
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BOOKED BY THE

^^H

LEADING CIRCUITS AND
FIRST RUN THEATRES IN
THE UNITED STATES.
PLAYED NEARLY THREE

^2^-^^^H

WEEKS AT THE EMBASSY,
NEW YORK, AT $2.00 TOP.
Playing

Newark Theatre, Newark,

N. J.
Capitol, Lawrence, Mass
Re&^ent and Piccadilly,
Rochester, N. Y.
Modern and Beacon, Boston.
Colorado, Denver, Col.
Globe, Philadelphia, Pa.
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D.
••^

^^4/

M

/CORE

WITM

IP^T/XRUTU MILLER!
L«\VREnCE CRAY
«M0
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TIFr<lNy-c/>T<INL
I^^O BRO/3DV^V

PRODUCTIONS^ INC
MEW YORK

CITY

WITH n GREAT /ynCHROmZED

/CORE by HUGO RIE/EMFELD

^ REGIN^ILD BARKER
T^PECI^U

^^

PRODUCTIOIN

A SENSATIONAL

HIT

WHEREVER

SHOWN!
The

Eckel, Syracuse, N. Y,
Strand, Brooklyn. N. Y.

United Artists, Detroit, Mich.
United Artists, Los Angeles, Cal.
Capitol, Marbro, Granada -Chicago.

—

Lafayette, Buffalo, N.

^
<1

i-^^^-^

C v^'
WIHTM
DOUCLflr F^HRB^WKT JR.

JOByiifl
/QMO

R«LJ"TON

111.

Y

Regent and Piccadilly, Rochester.
Newark, Newark, N. J.
Garde, New London. Conn.
Regal. Hartford, Conn.
Hippodrome, Baltimore, Md.
El Capitan, San Francisco, Cal.
Mainstreet, Kansas City. Mo.

N.

Y

OTMERr

TIFF<lNy-^>TflUL PRODUCTION./^ INC
^40 DRO^DV^X

MEW YORK

CITY

A©^
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The finest sMichronized short
subjects ever ottered to an exhibitor. Taken in natural color,
and synchronized, they have been
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50 Rayart Filmtone Road Show
Companies to Tour With 5 Talkies

ELEVENTH ANNUAL

ANNOUNCEMENT
NUMBER

Rayart

LAEMMLE TO AWARD
$3000 PRIZE MONEY
Victor

of

Hugo

ship Contest

Scholar-

Ends

THE DATE
TUESDAY, JANUARY
I*

1,

1929

THE COPY
I

Early copy means

first

attention

AND

best position

THE ISSUE
The

finest

in

the

of

history

The judges who

will

select

the

winning essays are "Dr. Nicholas
Murray Butler, president of Columbia University; Octavus Roy Cohen,
famous short story writer; Dr. John
J.
Tigert, U. S. Commissioner of

publication

In

five acts

Two

•'The

English

From

Boys

.America." "The Dancing Colleens"
with the Erin Tap Dancers, "At the
.Vight

Club" with Shaw's Hawaiians.

uid the Radio P'ranks, singing popular songs.
All these artists have
ichieved wide popularity over the
radio or in vaudeville.
Roadshow companies will start
Louring the country within the next

two weeks, each carrying a Film-

tone Reproducing Machine and the
necessary technical staff to install
the equipment and conduct the per-

formance. This presentation is espocially designed for theatres which
ure not wired for sound films, as the
Filmtone eliminates this necessity.

2 PATHE

PHOTOPHONE
SCORINGS STARTED

inclusive.

this

In

attraction.
consist of "The Overture of 1812," by the Filmtone Harmonists; Val and Ernie Stanton.

The

High school pupils of ttie United
States aiul Canada are bringing the
Carl Laenimle-Victoi- Hugo Scholarship Contest to a spirited close, it
is
reported at the Universal home
oflice. The award offer ends at midnight December 31st, and the high
school students are rushing their
essays to the Contest committee with
accelerated activity. The awards, to
he made to winners selected by a
goiip
of
internationally
known
judges, will total to $9000.
The Scholarship Award was conceived by Carl Laemmle, president
of the Universal Pictures Corporatif)n. as a means of stimulating the
reading of Victor Hugo by American I)oys and girls.
The subject
chosen for the essay was "What
Ideals for Life Do You Find in Victor Hugo's 'Les Miserables.. "
The
entry period dated from September
1.
1927 to December 31, 1928. both

Corpc^ration.

roadshow

as a

December 31

Pictur<?s

(onjuncilon with nimtone. announces iliat production has now been
complcterl of the live talking and
aingiiig novelty at ts which, logether
with the feature film, "Should a
(-Jirl Marry?" Rayart's (irst dialogue
picture, make up the program of an
entire evening's entertainment, now
being booked throughout the country

The recording of the musical synchronization of two Pathe features
"The Spieler" and "Sal of Singapore," was started this week at
Sound Studios in New York, under
the supervision of Josiah Zuro. Dialogue sequences for both productions
were made at the Pathe Studios in
Culver City.

Education; Dr. Ernest L. Crandall,
Director of Visual Education, New
York City, and Dr. Thomas Finnlgan. Chairman of Visual Education
of the National Education Association.
The essay contest has had the
DeForest Control
whole-hearted support of boards of
educations, high school principals,
Jenkins Television
and teachers, and parents and teach(Continued from page 1)
ers associations, as well as of libraries, book stores and guilds, and
practical reception in every home
other civic organizations.
a short time.
The avvards will consist of a first within
The DeForest company has a deal
Award of $1000, two awads of $750
on with the Jenkins company to
each, and thirteen awards of $500
manufacture
Television
receiving
each. Fart of the award money was
sets.
contributed by Jean Sapene, editor
Jenkins radio movies may also be
of the big French daily paper, Le
worked out, according to Biddle, but
Matin.
instead of pictures being projected
on a screen, they are projected line
by line into an electric eye or photoat N. C.
electric
cell,
the impressions
of
Convention
which are amplified and impressed
on the propagated radio wave.
(Continued from pagre 1)

No

Philadelphia

Of

Choose

HOTEL
MAJESTIC

Woodhull

Today

those who are attending
convention will be M. A. Lightman, president of the Arkansas and
Tri-State
Exhibitors
Association,
who has committed his organizations
to the M.P.T.O.A.; Julian Brylawski
of Washington and R. F. Woodhull.

Broad Street and Girard Avenue

.\niong

I

Philadelphia

400 Large Rooms

Hone N. W. Group

to

Meet on December 18
Only Hotel in Philadelphia with a
subway entrance from main lobby
H^irc at our expense
for reservations!

JNO.

C.

fOontinued from page

GOSSLER

Mgr. Dir.

«

Allied

lie

1)

M.P.T.O.A
Struggle Keener

(Continued from page
ern

1)

today of Al StetTes.
Hays. Colonel Cole and
others for a stumping tour will interritory

Theodore

L.

tensify the lining up of more state
units one way or the other.
New Jersey. Maryland and Ca'ifnrnia are considered in tiie bag l>y the
Steffes group and Ohio may ;!lso
follow the same w.t>.
The Nationj\l organ. zition is not
lying (iniescr.it either .md .R. F.

tion to the Allied Amusements of
the Pacific Northwest.
Members of the Idaho Unit will
probably attend this convention as Woodhull is doing yoeman .«erviv'e
it has been decided that
Idaho will ttith fair sue -ess in keeping many
amalgamate with the Washington state units in line. He will attend
A banquet in the evening the opening of the North Carolina
group.
convention today in Charlotte.
will wind up the convention.

a

Exhibitors
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GOSSIP OF

J. Eagels Signs $125,000 P-F-L Contract
^60,000 for
Second Paramount Prod.
^65,000 for 3rd

Will Receive

exclusively in the
weeks ago, Parasome
Review
Daily

reported

As

Famous-Lasky Corporation
has lost no time in signing Jeanne
Eagels to a new contract as a result
of her work in "The Letter" which
will be seen on Broadway soon.
Miss Eagels, who is under contract to Sam H. Harris, the theatrideal
cal producer, and the new
whereby she will make two more
productions for Paramount was made
through him, on the stipulation that
she would appear in a Harris play
next September.
For the first production, which will
be started next March at the Astoria
studio. Miss Eagels is to receive the
flat sum of $60,000 and the second
which will finish before rehearsals
for the legitimate play start, she is
O Equity, O Mores!
to get $65,000.
mount

POLA NEGRfpORMS
PROD. SYNDICATE

RICHMAN CALLS OFF
'SAY IT WITH MUSIC
Q. Nilsson has completed
her first picture since breaking her
hip, for FBO, "Blockade" and saw a
projection room screening of it.

Anna

LONDON

By LIOIMBIi BURTON
(Sptiriiil

(0

Exhibitor.'!

Daily Rcvtcw)

England the novel and stagi
tame of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" ha
In

continued hardly less effulgent tha
iu the land of that classic's birtl
Revivals of the stage version hav
always been welcomed by the mass

I

Harry Richman's singing film,
"Say It With Music," will be made
rs, and now, as the feature of on
in Hollywood, not in New York, and
I the iirst all sound and talkie pro
will be produced after the curit
Charles Delaney will have the rent stage run in New York of gram to be shown outside the Unit
lead in Columbia's production of "George White's Scandals," in Feb- ed States, Mrs. Stowe's literary sen
oatiou of the Civil War period 1
'The Faker." Phil Rosen will direct. ruary or March.
•

•

•

It

Hugh Allan and Douglas

Gilniore
will split masculine leads in "Object,
Alimony," opposite Lois Wilson.
•

•

ion.
*

»

Billy

Bennett

None

'Reputation."

*

Alma Bennett and
all

have

parts in
of them are re-

lated.
*

*

will

*

*

request of

Richman

oe so fully occupied.
Jr.,

production

sxecutive at the United Artists StuJio in Hollywood, came to New York
with director Alan Crosland and
scenarist C. Gardner Sullivan to arxnge filming of this Irving Berlin original
story.
They return west
En route, Considine
Wednesday.
will stop off at Chicago for the national sales convention of United
Artists.

the

KENTON DIRECTING
COL'S 'TRIAL MARRIAGE'

*

has

com-

pleted the filming of First National's
"Seven Footprints to Satan."

"Trial Marriage," based on Elizabeth Alexander's famous Saturday
Evening Post serial of the same
name, is the next Columbia special
to go into immediate poduction.
Co-

PARIS— Pola Negri announces the
*
*
formation of a European syndicate,
has finished the
Martin
Justice
the active control of which will be Tiffany-Stahl Color Symphony, "The
in the hands of Charles Jourjon and
lumbia plans to make this one of
Toy Shop."
Edwin Miles Fadman, to whom the
*
*
*
the most pretentious offerings of the
star is now under contract.
Richard Bartlielmess will make year.
It is understood that one of the
Erie C. Kenton, well known for his
'Diversion" as his first picture under
large American distributing corporahandling of marital
It will be an all sophisticated
his new contract.
tions, as well as an international
dialogue as will be all his pictures problems, will handle the megaphone
proposed
in
the
interested
bank, are
on "Trial Marriage." Sonya Levien,
for the coming year.
combine.
•
•
•
who recently completed the adaptaFadman, well-known in American
James Flood will direct Ricardo tion of "The Younger Generation,"
as well as Continental picture and Cortez in "Life" for Tiffany-Stahl.
another Columbia special, will write
•
•
•
theatrical circles, for many years,
the screen version.
Warner Klinger has been given a
recently sold, with his associates,
Norman Kerry, one of the screen's
huge
"Our
Walska,
the
three
Murnau's
new
picture,
part in
to Ganna
most prominent stars has been signChamps-Elysees in Daily Bread," starring Charles Far- ed for the leading masculine role.
theatres
des
Paris.
rell and Mary Duncan.
He will share the featured roles with
•
•
•
As a result of the new arrangeSally Filers.
will
leave
Faaline
Frederick
the
ment, Mr. Fadman will also act as
personal manager for Pola Negri, movies again to play on the New
Scarlet Woman."
and is arriving in New York on the York stage in "The
•
•
•
King Working on Big
"Berengaria" on December 11th to
Bert
Lytell has also decided to
confer with Prince Mdivani, the
Secret
Scenes
try the "legit" again in a play called
star's husband.
"Brothers."
•
•
•
Although the production has reachFalse Colors" the title of George ed the half-way mark, Henry King
Fox Comedians Start
new picture has been still has the most important sequenO'Brien's
Heaven."
Clark and McCullough have start- changed to "True
ces of his current effort, "She Goes
•
•
•
ed work on their next Fox Movietone
to War!" to make.
Madge Bellamy's next picture has
comedy to follow "The Diplomats."
Vvith the secret closely guarded
The new two-reel talker is called been renamed "Fugitives." William by production managers, the direcBeaudine
is directing.
''In Holland" and is being directed
tor
is
preparing to film certain
by Norman Taurog, who produced
phases of the world war, which have
their preceding vehicle. In the supnever before been brought to the
Parlo Going
porting cast are Marjorie Beebe,
screen, it is reported.
George Bickel and James Marcus.
Eleanor Boardman has the title
Dita Parlo, the German star that
Paramount brought to this country role V. ith John Holland, Al St. John,
i-everal months ago, is going back to Alma Rubens and a score of other
"San Luis Rey" Cast
notables
(iermany without having made a pic- screen
augmenting the
The cast of "The Bridge of San ture. The talkies are to blame for cast.
It is Inspiration Pictures current
Luis Rey", Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's lliis, as Miss Parlo has such a depicturization of Thornton Wilder's cided accent that it was impossible picture, produced in association with
Victor & Edward Halperin for United
Pulitzer Prize Novel, has been prac- to use her.
Artists.
tically completed with the addition
Reed Resigns
of Don Alvarado and Duncan Rinaldo
to enact the parts of the twin broBrenon Here
Luther Reed, who recently comOther pleted his work on "Headlines," a
thers Manuel and Estaban.
Herbert Brenon, who is to direct
for
Fox, asked
principals include Lily Damita as newspaper story
Camila, Raquel Torres as Pepita, Winnie Sheehan for his release as Fannie Hurst's "Lummox" for UnitI)rodu(:tion supervisor and got it. ed Artists arrived in town today to
Ernest Torrence as Uncle Pio and
with J. W. Considine and
It seems that this picture. Reed's confer
Emily Fitzroy as the Marquesa. first for Fox, did not satisfy Mr. Fannie Hurst on the last details
before start of production.
Sheehan.
Charles Brabin is directing.

War

Home

i

presentation
o
'Uncle Tom", given at Mancheste:'
xnd Liverpool seem fully to bear ou
his expectation. "S.R.O." and sponj
laneous applause are clearing awajji,
any possible doubt. Reports plactj
iinphasis on the fact that the ust

movietone

sal's

•

.

jf

special sound effects have addec;

an extraordinary amount of interes
The genera
to the old melodrama.
.elease of the "Uncle Tom" progran
is scheduled for December 31.
•

be a talkie, for

Christiansen

hailed by British exhibitors as on
most attractive opportunitie
.jf the
jf the season.
Pre-release showings of Univerj

will

Paramount.

Benjamin

the

*

Fay Wray and Gary Cooper
"Through
in
next be seen
Night", which

at

John W. Considine,

Dorotliy Sebastian's two starring
pictures for Tiffany-Stahl are both
;n the process of being edited and
Jtled by Frederic and Fanny Hat-

Belle Bennett,

is

and White that production is postponed when Richman's time will not

1

Let

it

*

*

be noted that "Onlooker"

n the Cinema, has made his officia
surrender to the newest developmeU'
He writes
jf the movie industry.
"Those people who still hold tha'
talkies' are just a passing phase an
And thei
,ight behind the times."
—probably for purposes of record—
idds: "I have said from the verj
leginning that 'talkies' have come
io

stay."

Now

'

those British producers
<o ahead with their announced projram of twelve "sound" features tc
)e completed this coming year ir
two elaborate "sound" studios to be
ready by March, and fear not.
let

•

•

•

"The Medical Press" feeling callid upon to invade the field of motioD
)icture criticism, declared apropos

of

popular war picture: "A
ulgar cinema and a vulgar press
an do much to make a vulgar peo)le.
Whereupon the regular cinemai

X

certain

eviewer for a London newspaper,
oromptly returned the complimrnt in;
Lliese words: Vulgar surgeons oper-;
tting on vulgar patients for append!-:
citis aic doing much to vulgarize
X once aristocratic ailment."
•

•

•

Under the head of extraordinary
xctivities at all London film head-i
luarters. here is a "nifty" that gets,
over without the aid of a chart. Im-j
pressed by front page "scare heads";
being used by all the trade journals]
about high pressure schedules In
effect, a scholarly reviewer for one'
of them paid a visit to the offices!
of the Gaumoud British Corpora-;
lion eager to witness the spectacle:

Britishers
transformed
American type "go-getters."

of

into'
In an'

elegantly appointed waiting room,!
Dead!
otherwise empty, he waited.
silence prevailed.
He waited somej
more one hour, two hours. Noth-j
Disappointed, chatj
ing happened.
grined, seeing a row of buttons OBj
the wall, he pushed one of them.j
The effect was instantaneous. Doors
were flung open on all sides. Ex-

—

—

poured into the room
They beseiged the
them.

cited girls

mob

of

startled

visitor,

"Where's

the

demanding:
fire?"

/

Owners Sign

S7.W. Theatre

I

Reg. V.

Devoted to the

8.

Pnt. Off

fostering

New

OL 24 No. 134

New Pact

—Pormerly

and the Films!
By

York, Tuesday, Ueceniber

The stock market has been iu a
Immedireat turmoil for weeks.
after Election Day every kind
stock began to behave as if there
But recently it has
ere no roof.
gguu to appear that the cellar was
hat was missing. Manipulators are
^Idom content to let nature take
s course and to permit real values
govern stock flustuations. Many
evices are used in "the street" to
one of the
lifluence the price trend
.ely

:

)

—

ones is Dame Rumor. And
:ie most popular rumor these days
And since
the merger rumor.
lere have been many mergers and
amors and mergers in the Motion
icture business of recent months,
has been found to be pretty ef!Ctive propoganda.
iivorite

'

•

•

•

you would stop to catalog the
umber of mergers that have been
ending in this business but have
:ever come to pass you might be
It is our opinion that
iirprised.
It'

much

paid to these
lie rumors by the trade press of
Of course, they make
le business.
ood reading and since a merger
1(1

attention

is

than

asier

printing

the

taking

up

igging

This sort of thing

is

most disquiet-

make their ormake money. Mergers
fewer jobs and when minor

aged in trying to
anizations

lean
xecutives and hired help are worryig about their own heads, those
eads become foggy and Incapable
f best efforts for the job iu hand.
•

The salvation

•

"he

company

axiomatic.
in this business that
it

is

return on its inested capital in a given period is
he company that consistently turns
lakes

lit

tlie

the

best

largest

WASHINGTON,

Dec.

extensive meeting of Warner
and First National executives occurred yesterday at the First Nawith
all
headquarters,
tional
leaders approached keeping mum

An

10—The Fed-

Trade Commission in its annual
report to Congress places emphasis
on the extent to which It is hamper-

as to details.

eral

ed by

Changes in operating personnel
and new policies will be announced today.

court rulings in enforcing its

orders,

OF THE SHOW
-'DANCING DAUGHTERS'

BAR

Circuit at Chicago has

held that the Commission

number

of

good pichas been

'HIT

City of Lynn
pictures on the

LYNN, Mass.—The

must prove has

Regarding the Eastern stumping
of Steffes, Richey, Cole and
others, they seem to be only four
important states which might be
•?wung to one side or the other by
these speakers, and they are Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland

tour

and New Jersey.
The rest of the
states are in more or less of a disorganized state or under the thumb
of a few men who represent scatter(Continued on page 7)

STEFFES TO LINE UP

MARYLAND

banned two
FRU)A¥
ground that the censors found them
pictures
These
"objectionable."
Al Steffes and Theodore Hays of
were "Hit of the Show" FBO pro- the Allied States Association an(Continued on Page 2)
duction and M-a-M's "Our Dancing nounced yesterday in N. Y. that the
Daughters."
organization will attempt to affiliate
Meeting Tonight
The censorship system in this city Maryland a« a member on Friday,
was abolished three years ago under when they invade the state.
Don Hancock, Chairman of the agreement with the theatre manaSteffes further intimated that he
A.M.P.A. Hollywood Masque Ball gers which agreement Mayor Bauer
(Continued on page 7)
Committee, has called an important contends has not been kept.
meeting of the executive committee
The discriminatory action was a
and chairmen of all sub-committees personal action by the Mayor.
125
Jl
to be held this evening at the Parathat its order has been violated before the court will consider the val-

AMPA

TO

Hotel.

British Filmcraft

Critics

In U. S.

Rave Over

"U"

By

''Magic Clock"

are raving
critics
over the gi-eatest short subject
produced abroad this year. It is

"The Magic Clock" a Universal
De France Production, produced
by Louis Nalpas, and is a Christand delightful fantasy, remlnls-

Iscovered.

cent of Barrie'8 "Peter Pan."

mas holiday

film of wistful

charm

—Ger. Tie up

.Sam Harris

"Today's Cinema"
Negotiations are well
advanced and will be concluded
shortly for the amalgamation of BriLtd.,
Filmcraft Productions,
tish
which was formed a year ago with
a capital of $750,000 with important

LONDON

European

Everything else
no satisfactory way to get
way from this fact has yet been

ures.

ried but

Steffes proposition.

FEDERAL TRADE COM.
BLOCKED IN 8 CASES

mount

motion picture
one direction and that

Group Unnecessary

Week

of the

idustry lies in
so simple that

4

•

-New

Come From

Hear

The Seventh

ig to the equilibrium of people en-

•

Within-

is

ews.

CE.'VTS

Exhibitor
MINNEAPOLIS— Indications grow
stronger that some hundred theatres
in the Universal Chain in this secSteffes Asks for N. J.
tion of the country will be sold
disthe
to Fox Theatres as soon as
ing This
Before
position of a number of undesirable
houses are straightened out.
Administrative Board
In the key spots, the acquisition
of these theatres will give Fox a
Al Steffes, leader of the Allied group has petitioned Joseph M. Selder,
operating fleld in who
clear
theatre
returned from Europe last Friday, to get the Board of Directors
strong competitive territories, or
of
the
New Jersey Theatre Owners together this week, in order to give
)pen new sales angles in towns formSteffes a chance to address them, regarding to a tie-up with the Allied
erly closed by Fox.
Rumors are again cropping up that States organization.
Fox will invade the Minnesota ter^ Selder doubts the possibility of beritory, despite the deal for represening able to call the directors totation made with F & R, but this
gether in time to accommodate StefF. N.- Warner Fireworks
fes, but is willing to have his Ad(Continued on Page 2)
Expected Today ministrative Board listen to the

of

worthwhile

and

real

FIVB

Believes Reconstruction Should

Acquisition

them

of

the

THEATRES

trouble

)

1028

WOULD KEEP NAT.
ORGANIZATIO N INTACT

particularly those directed
against unfair methods of competiThe report cites the Second
tion.
Circuit Court at New York as holding that the court will first determine whether such an order is valid.

pend for ever without coming
pass, it is not even necessary to
eny these irresponsible statements,
lay

''herefor

New

11,

Industry.

SEIDER

^2,000,000 Additional Tax
Income Seen Through

ARTHUR JAMES

Trade Il«Tlew

GlxJUbltors

and developing of the Motion Picture

Manipulators FOX MAY ANNEX
100 "U"

with LA.T.S.E Today

\

j
;

—

American and German film interests.
Capt. George Banfleld is film director and founder of the original
British Filmcraft, Ltd.

AHEND U

CONVENTON FRIDAY
At the United Artists national
sales convention in Chicago, December 14th and 15th. home office executives, district sales managers,
branch managers and salesmen to
the number of 125 will be present.
Every exchange in the country will
be represented at this first national
sales convention in the company's
ten years of operation.
Al Lichtman, Cresson E. Smith,

(Continued on

»«^)

Pi

Exhibitors

DAM¥i^VltW

Federal Trade

ARTHUR JAMES.
W.

(Continued from page

Display Stuns

1)

Editor

idity of the

Commission's

finding.

Miller Boys, Frank

Eight important investigations are
pending before the commission
Business Manager.
nr _. 43rd
,t j
power and gas utilities, resale price
Executive and Editorial Office.. 15 Wert
Telephone Bryant maintenance, open price associations,
Street. Suite 409. New York.
price
associations,
Addresi all communication* to Executivt lumber
1489
trade
including
PO«"P
Rates
Subscription
Offices.
Chain
investments.
Pont
du
bases,
»10;
Canada.
paid, per year United States and
EfRemit by Stores and blue sky securities.
Foreign, $15; single copieJ. 5 cents.
Wintered
forts to compel production of testicheck, money order, currency or postage
4.
}926. at MK
as second-class matter January
produced long drawn-out
Act of March mony have
post office of New York, under the
procedure. Owing to the court rulPublished and copyright by Picture
1879.
3
Printing
Cline
by
Printed
ings referred to measures taken to
Inc.
Publishers.
Corporation, New York Citysecure obedience to cease and de.ub«:nber. are
Most of our New York City
sist orders are "cumbersome, tediha
in order
carriers,
by
papers
furnished their
service t^an tl«
ous and expensive."
prompt
more
a
get
will
they
Managing Editor; Jame*
Abraham
Schleier,
Cron, Advertijing Manager; Herman J.

—

Bernstein,

by

Subscribers will oblige
gjven by .nail.
service.
fvins us about any lapse in

Fox

•

May Annex
100 "U"

HOLLYWOOD — Tossing

colors and
far flung rainbow lights against a
moving background of stream clouds
and the white and jewelled Carthay
Circle theater tower, made the pre-

mier showing of "The Barker", First
National's talking feature starring
Milton Sills, a spectacle that out rival
led anything the motion picture capital had ever seen.
The long approaches to the thea-

1)

Louis B. Metzger, General Manager
Universal, is reported to be in
favor of disposing of part of the MidWest chain to Fox and Midwesco
Theatres which Fox controls.
Metzger, according to some, has always been opposed to the former
policy of buying and operating the

GORDON TRENT

of

of
In- Wolfson, King Busy Bee
busy
the Film Center project is so
roping the new tenants, he hasn't
any time to dash off that effective
advertising copy he writes so well

company's own theatres. The sale
of 100 houses at this time will leave
solicitation
no
and
Heard that marvelous Bell-0-Phone Universal with about 180 theatres.
through the
disc apparatus in the Fifth Avenue Increased Fox revenues
will
estimated
are
acquisitions
ennew
was
and
week
last
Playhouse
chanted by the Blue Danube score run over $2,000,000 annually.
.Melviii Hirsh of Ay won in New
W.
York is pushing this one
125 to Attend U. A.
K. Rajuor, Pathe executive is out
of the hospitable and up and acConvention Friday
Joseph M. Seider,
tive again
President of the N. J. Theatre
(Continued from page 1)
Owners returned to town last Friabroad,
day from an 11-week trip
Victor M. Shapiro, Paul N. Lazarus,
where he visited Germany, SwitzerJensen, Carroll Trowbridge and
Sol Emil
land, Italy and Belgium
Henry Ginsberg will go to Chicago
Raives, T.O.C.C. president, has just
from the home office in New York.
recovered from a slight illness and
Burger, now in the field, also
is
peeking into the office a few Paul
will report to Chicago for the conminutes each day now
Laurence
vention.
IrYinff, artist and grandson of Sir
District Managers L. J. Schleifer,
Henry Irving, has completed the art
Dunas, Harry Gold, William
Phil
work for Fairbanks' "The Iron
Arthur Kane, David BerRosenthal,
Mask" and sails this Saturday for
Masters will be
Haskell
and
shon
England
\T, J. Cummer, manapresent.
ger for Educational at Oklahoma
Branch managers who will be at
City was severely injured in an auto
are H. E. Lotz, J.
accident. He is expected to recover the convention
Stern, Moe StreiCharles
Reilly,
B.
Adolph Osso, Paramount French
Tilzer, M. J. Garrity,
Von
Jack
mer,
representative and M. Anbert of the
Chambre Syndicale has returned to W. G. Carmichael, C. E. Peppiatt,
France from their trip to the U. S. Jack Bower, Joseph Levy, J. Abrose,
and Aubert is reported as saying J. D. Goldhar, Bert M. Stearn, A. H.
he thought the talkies were wonder- Fischer, Oscar Kuschner, C. C. WalSaul Resnick, Harry Stern,
lace.
ful
W. 1$. Frank, Eastern rep- Doak Roberts. William E. Truog,
resentative of Mack Sennett has for- Hoyt G. Morrow, Mannie Gottlieb,
gotten all about his broken toe, In Gluy Gunderson, Frederic Gage, Russell Egner, D. J. McNeruey, Joseph
the joy of reading congratulatory
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

telegrams from all over the country
on "The Lion's Roar" Preview
.

Si^mund

.Moos,

manager

department

ing

.

of the leas-

TTniversal

at

.

City

on a ten-day visit
Wouldn't it be funny if Sigmund
Pat Towers is
were an Elk?
longer
working
per day than ever
before in his whole career, in an
efl'ort to get "White Lilacs" out on
Broadway on his Cinephone appara.

.

.

.

tus

.

office

.

.

.

ter walls.

Betty
roles,

an important role in the picture
Jack Mulhall, Alice White, Dorif
Dawson. Loretta Young, Katherine
McGuire, Ben Bard and Grant With3rs, were some of those connected
with First National pictures who wert

present.

A

whole galaxy of stars from othei
appeared for the occasion,

jtudios

many it was impossible to note
announce them all, but including
A.1
Jolson and his bride, Conrad'
.Vagle, Bebe Daniels, Doris Kenyon
io

or

Windsor,

Claire
.-laver,

home

are dolling up for that trip

2

Ail

summoned salesmen from

Turn Out

12

SCREEN TESTS

all

Darts of the United States and Canada to this convention.

Incandescant Lighting
Local No. 644 Cameramen

.

U. A. executives in the

Dorothy Mackaill anc,
Compson, both with leadinfj
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., witl

of the picture,

Lila

Lee,

Ruth Roland, Marie

Phylisi

Prevost,

were colorful

The motion picture world turned
out almost to a person. The parade
of beautiful women and popular men
of the screen as well as of those
who are powerful in the executive
capacities of the industry, was almost unbroken for an hour. First
National stars, who made this occasion a particular festivity, opening
as it did, that company's entry into
rhe production of talking pictures
were nearly all included in the lists
of distinguished patrons.
Colleen Moore
Colleen Moore, whose arrival was
viyers, A. J. Jeffrey, S. Jacobs. S. the signal far a general ovation,
jlazer. M. C. Hill and Joseph Cantor. Richard Barthelmess, master of cereBecause two big topics up for dis- monies on the stage. Milton Sills,
cussion are talking pictures and whose special night it was as star
volume distribution, Al Lichtman
lias

New York

in

is

C. Boulevardiers

in another way
Ruth Elder, Anita Stewart, Joan
Carnival settings, the tinselCrawford, Gus Edwards, Johnny Farled and fascinating scenes of the
ell, Ben Lyon, Hoot Gibson, Leatstory itself, were laid out along the
Tents and side
streets and walks.
ice Joy, Julia Faye, Agnes Ayres,
show fronts, barker stands and freak Louise Dresser, Franklin
Panghorn
concessions added to the gayety ol
ind scores of others no less promin
the atmosphere, altogether a proper setting for the carnival picture. 3nt.
Other P^xecutives
Colorful Setting
Hours before the announced show
Executives who were noted inLime the streets in the whole Carthaj
duded H. B. Franklin, Samuel Gold-,
Center district wer filld with people
A'yn, Louis B. Mayer, Al Rockett,
anxious to have an advantageous
view of the electrical display and Jarryl Zannick, Jack Warner.
of the motion picture stars and exThe opening of "The Barker"
ecutives as they arrived.
.or its Los Angeles premier was ini
The promenade to the theater
doors was a blaze of white light charge of Fred Miller and Roy Miller
'or the Carthay Circle theater and
into which tliese celebrities stepped
as they came from their cars, paus)f the publicity department of First
ed before the microphone and camN'ational studios, George Landy, dieras on the insistance of the master
of ceremonies and then moved on rector.
toward the theater.
The electrical effects were arrangAlong the parkway that leads di- id by Frank Murphy and Walter
rectly toward the facade of the theaStrohm, heads of the electrical de^
ter were great steam lines shooting
while clouds into the air, clouds that partments of Warner Brothers stU'
changed to many colors as the lights dios and Fir.st National studios, rei
played on the tumbling banks of spectively.
vapor.
Dozens of batteries of studio lights, search lights, whirling
spots, revolving kaleidoscopes and
AT A SACRIFICE
all the brilliance and beauty of the
spectrum were loosed at once against
Full equipment for small house.
the steam and the blistening thea6.")n leather uph. chairs.
ter

Fox
last is not likely, as long as
pictures continue to get the showing they deserve.
Metzger Folicj

by

.

Premiere

loo.

MAIN STREET

.

Murphy

Walter Strohm
Put on Gala Show
At Carthay Circle

Theatres

(Continued from page

this is

W.

And

noti-

Samuel
'London Office and. Correspondent:
The Cinema". 80-82 Wardour Street.
Harns.
London. W. 1.
»»
i>i..>,.r>
Canadian Moving P'«»f«
Canadian Office:
Ave.. Toronto. Canada.
Sp:.dina
2 59
Digest.

1928

11,

First National "Barker''
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the

to

Windy

City

on

Wednesday

Abe Waxinan has added a reception room to his private office
We understand there is no truth in
the rumor that Wlison is about to
effect a merger of Arrow Pictures
.

.

Complete Equipment
Studios for Rent

.

.

ind Associated Exhibitors.

.

BROWNING STUDIOS

.

110

West 40th

N. Y. C.

St.

PENN

1258

1

|'

projeotors.
large lobby frames.
large ticket booth.

examined by appointment,

("an be

by—
Mr.

I.

Goldstein

691 Elizabelli Ave.

Newark,

N.

J.

Classified Advertisement
Advertisements in this section, B
Cash must be sent
No charge for Box
with order.

cents per word.

Number

line.

10% discount

Minimum

order,

$1.

12 Issues or more.

FOR SALE
CASH BOOTH, OUTframes and lobby frames.
Kxhibitors DAIT.Y RKVIBW.

7,-M
sicb-

(IIAIil.S.

P.rx

r.n.

wall

BUSINESS OPFORTU1NITIE8
WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRH

or be hired; buy or sell a
trade or sell equipment, oi
do almost anythne else in the motior
picture business, an ad in this depart-

some one
theatre;

If you
will gret you results.
us to word the ad for you, th«
expert!
services of our advertising:
are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do. and how many words
Exhibitors DAILi
you want used.

ment
warn

REVIEW.

One year A^o
/^N December third, 1927, the
regular weekly issue of FOX
^^ MOVIETONEWS was released. The success of this revolutionary talking
first

news-reel was instantaneous.

became such an important ticketselling feature that a second weekly issue was necessary. With
Movietone
reaching out to new countries to record in sound and action the news
of the world, material for two weekly issues increased in quality as well as
quantity. Throughout the first year of its operation. Fox Movietonews
broke all records for exclusive and speedy newsreel service.
It

rapidly

TODAY
FIFTY

recording trucks

now

in operation are covering the world to supfor the three separate and complete issues now being re-

news
leased weekly. Fox Movietonews today is serving every important
circuit in the United States and Canada:
ply live

LOEW
(See

FOX

-

-

SAENGER

-

LIBSON

ED FAY

-

-

WEST COAST

-

Page 2)

theatre

SKOURAS

PUBLIX SPARKS NATHANSON MIDWESCO INTERSTATE COMERFORD
Page
-

-

(See

STANLEY
(See

-

-

-

3)

-

FINKLESTEIN

& RUBEN

-

UNITED ARTISTS

-

FRED

Pat€ 4i

J.

DOLLE

TOMORROW
BETWEEN now

and September

first,

1929, the service will be increased

—

weekly schedule of daily issues is maintained
one complete
talking newsreel every day. Beginning February second, there will be four
issues weekly, which will be increased to five issues weekly by April sixth.
Twenty-five more recording trucks and crews will be placed in operation
between now and April first of next year.
until a

JiiiC/O:.

F

It

Speaks for

Itself

MOVIETOMEWS
X

3 Times Every

Week

I

The Choice of the Leadim
The following

LOEW theatres are

now playing FOX talking newsreels
MEW YORK THEHTRES

GREZITER
Yonkers

Elsmere

Hillside

New York 42nd St.

Lexington
Sheridan

Orpheum

Bedford
Gates
Bay Ridge

WiUard

Circle

Broadway

Astoria

Victoria

Oriental

Corona

46th Street
Boulevard
Fairmont
National

Brevoort
Alpine

New Rochelle

Delancey

Greeley
86th Street
7th Avenue
116th Street

Boro Park
Coney Island
Burland

Kameo

Spooner

Warwick

State

Lincoln

Commodore
Metropolitan
Palace
Premier

Grand

Flushing

Avenue

In wood
167th Street

Rio
83rd Street
Freeman
and the State in Newark, N.

and the following
TOWN
Atlanta

B

LOEW

STATE

Georgia

•

•

.

Tennessee

Nashville

•

.

.

Loew's

.

Victory

Burnside

Mt. Vernon

Melba
Woodside

Massachusetts

•

Providence

Rhode

.

Syracuse

New York

•

Columbus

Ohio

Island

.

.

theatres throughout the country

THEATRE

TOWN

Capitol

Kansas City

•

Memphis

•

Vendome

THEATRE

STATE

1

Dayton

Ohio

.

.

Loew's State

New

Loew's State

Harrisburg

Loew's State

Reading

Loew's Broad
Loew's Ohio

j
.

•

•

Cleveland

•

•

Ohio

Ohio

.

Loew's Midland

Missouri

Loew's State

Tennessee

•

Louis

Indianapolis

Indiana

Louisville

Kentucky

•

MOW

Pennsylvania
•

•

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

Loew's Regent

•

Loew's Aldine
Loew's Penn

•

Washington

Dist. of

Loew's State

Maryland

•

Norfolk

.

.

.

Virginia

Loew's Palace

Richmond

•

Loew's Columbia
Loew's Palace

Columbia

•

•

Loew's State

Loew's Theatre

Loew's Reading

•

Missouri

•

Baltimore

Texas

Loew's State

Louisiana

Allen
Loew's State

.

Houston

•

Loevt^s Palace

— United ArtisU

Loew's Theatre
Loew's Theatre

Orleans

Pittsbiu-gh

St.

Canton

1

J.

1

Boston

1

Virghiia

•

Loew's Parkway
{ Loew's Century
Loew's Stanley
Loew's Norva

I

Loew's Colonial
Loew's Theatre

Three separate and complei

Fox Movietomevvs

rcuits is

These PUBLIX theatres are now
playing FOX talking nevvsreels
Town
Newburgh

state

New
New

.

Poughkeepsie
Atlanta

Augusta

York
York

Georgia
Georgia

•

.

I-

Birmingham

Alabama

Chattanooga

Tennessee

Lauderdale

BuflFalo

.

.

Stratford

BuflFalo

.

.

Rialto

Strand

Buffalo
Asheville
Charlotte

Tivoli

Columbia

.

Florida

Greenville

.

Sunset

Greensboro
Johnson City

Modjeska

Florida

Majestic

Tennessee
Knoxville

•

•

Lyric

Teoinessee

Queen
Riviera

•

Miami.

.

.

•

Alabama

Ocala

Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida

St.

•

•

.

Petersburg

Tampa

•

•

Sanford
Tuscaloosa
•

•

Anniston

Columbus
Allston

.

.

Bangor
Boston
Boston
Boston
Brockton
Cambridge
•

•

•

•

Lynn

New

.

•

•

.

•

•

Bedford

Newport
Pawtucket

•

Pittsfield

Salem
Woonsocket
•

Hippodrome
Strand
Dixie
Phiel
Victory

Milane

Alabama
Alabama

Bama

Georgia
Massachusetts

Grand

Ritz

Allston

•

Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts

Rhode
Rhode

Island
Island
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Rhode Island

•

•

•

Opera House
Wash. St. Olympia
Fenway
ScoIIey Square

-

•

•

Strand
Central Square

Olympia
Strand
•

•

Field's

Comer

Colonial

Olympia
Olympia

.....
•

Strand
Strand
Capitol

.... Salem

Stadium

.

South Bend
Austin
Ft.

.

Worth

Galveston

Houston
San Antonio
Colo. Springs

Denver

•

•

Greeley

•

•

New York
New York
New York

THEATRE
.

Shea's

.

Hippodrome
Kensington

North Carolina
North Carolina
South Carolina
South Carolina
North Carolina
Tennessee
South Carolina

.

Bailey
Imperial
Imperial
Ritz Imperial
Carolina
Carolina-National
Majestic
.

.

....
....
.

.

•

.

.

.

Montgomery

Illinois

McVickcrs

Indiana

Colfax

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado

Queen
Melba
Palace

Queen
Kirby

Texan
Rialto
Rialto
Sterling

Pueblo
Cedar Rapids
Des Moines

Iowa
Iowa

Rock Island

Illinois

Waterloo

Iowa

Riviera

Indianapolis

Indiana

Indiana

Kansas City
St. Joseph
Los Angeles
Minneapolis
St. Paul
Yonkers
Chickasha

Missouri
Missouri

.

Maine

•

Chelsea
Dorchester
Dorchester
Haverhill

Rialto

Florida

.

Spartanburg
Chicago

Dallas

Georgia

Montgomery

.

•

Strand

Macon

TATE

Broadway

Daytona Beach Florida
Ft.

TOWN

THEATRE

.

.

Colorado
Capitol

Des Moines
Amstrong

Ft.

Skouras

.

.

.

•

•

California

Minnesota
Minnesota

New York

Oklahoma
Oklahoma City Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Enid
.

.

Ft.

•

Smith

Omaha

.

Sioux City
Lincoln
St. Louis
•

Arkansas
Nebraska

Iowa
Nebraska
Missouri

Newman
Missouri
Rialto
State

Capitol
Strand
Rialto
Capitol
Criterion
Joie

Riviera
Capitol
Lincoln
Missouri
Slc4mra

}king

newsreels weekly from

FOX

and more than that!
i

These Theatres
Circuit
TOWN

in the

STANLEY

t

Show FOX MOVIETOMEVVS:
TOWN

THEATRE

STATE

i

THEATRE

STATE

Albany

New York

Strand

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

Benn

Troy

New York

Troy

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

Colonial

.

Utica

New York

Stanley

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

Cross Keys

.

Bayonne

New Jersey

De Witt

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

Earle

Brooklyn

New York

Strand

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

Felton

Hackensack

New

Jersey

Jersey City

New

Newark

New Jersey

New

.

New

York

Oritani

York

.

.

Passaic

.

Paterson

.

New Jersey

Ardtnore

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

;

.

Chester

.

....

Strand

.

.

.

New Jersey

.

New Jersey

Pennsylvania.

y

Pennsylvania

Fabian

)

Towers
Grand

(

Stanley
Stanley

Pennsylvania

....'(
(

Philadelphia

.-

a

.

.

Karlton'Stanton

Pennsylvania

.

.

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

•

•

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

Poplar

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

Strand

Reading

Pennsylvania

Capitol

.

.

.

Mastbauni'Stanley

.....

(

....

Wilmington

Delaware

<
'

East Liberty
Erie

....

Aldine
Arcadia

Queen
Regent

Pennsylvania

Strand
Stanley

Pittsburgh

.

Pennsylvania

Grand
Hamilton

Frederick.

.

Maryland

Capitol

Martinsburg

West Virginia

.Belmont

Washington

District of

It

Ogonty

Pennsylvania

Tivoli

Columbia

Apollo
•

•

•

.Tivoli

\
can't be vvron£

—and they all play the leading newsreel->
Speaks for

Itself

MOVI ETON EWS
X

Harrowgate

Philadelphia

ALL the leading showmen

F

Iris

Stanley

{

Lancaster

Capitol

Ardmore

Pennsylvania

.

Pennsylvania.

(

Mosque

.

(

Camden

Philadelphia

Stanley

Jersey

New Jersey

Atlantic City

TKent

.......

3 Times Every Week
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^N. Gets Ogden

As New

in

Denver

FOR RELEASE

20

At the end of the most active
hedule in the Warner history, the
i^mpany has succeeded in assemb'\g 20 productions for distribution
iriug the Winter, Spring and Sumer.

scenes have been shot
''Alimony Annie" and "From
last

ieadquarters," and camera work on
i.e
entire program for the current
finished.

is

iiar

are
pictures
Three all-talking
nong the twenty completed films,
iiey are "Conquest", "Stark-Mad'
iid "Queen of the Night Clubs" staring Texas Guinan.
Jack Warner is laying out the new
hedule tor 1929-30, which will be
mounced within a few weeks.

i

lEW

NON-FLAM STOCK
INVENTED IN ENG.

LONDON —A

non-flam

stock,

in-

new photographic princihas been invented by W. Robins,

ilving a
le

claims

[ho

be

to

it

as

cheap as

fdinary stock.

The new non-flam is supposed to
unscratchable, untearable and
e
Ithout a gelatine coating which
leans that the photographic image
"lannot be

removed or washed

out.

Reed Replaces Gilpin
George

Reed,

negro

actor,

wall

Ike the leading role hitherto asslgna

Charles

to

Qlored

Fox talking
Gilpin

Dixie."

I

(roadway
tebut in

Gilpin

to

make

in

the

AU-

picture, "Hearts

recently
his

left

Hollywood

the talkers.

INTERFERENCE' DOING

CAPACITY AT CRITERION
Paramount's first
has entered its
Durth week at the Criterion Theare with exceptionally heavy busi"Interference",

11-talking

ess

picture,

reported.

grosses for the first three
eeks have bettered even the remarkble figures compiled in the early
tages of the run of its predecessor
Wings". Every seat has been sold
ji
each show of "Interference" to
Its

in

'

11

Oklahoma

Strong

M.P.T.O.

Convention

to combat any antitheatrical legislation that may be
offered in the coming session of

Secondrun Theatre

llie

Formed

Cos.

lobby

was appointed at the

week,

last

Former

Oklahoma

BELGIUM TO FOLLOW
DAILY' SCOOPS FIELD

Legislature.

has

Tiflany-Stahl

M.

P.

CLUB TO GIVE

LICHTMAN DINNER
tion Picture
Manager of

—

WPCH

formed

company under

tish

Al Lichtman, president of the MoClub and General Sales
United Artists will be
signally honored by the motion picture club when he is given a testimonial dinner next Monday night,
December 17th, after his return
from Chicago and the big United
.Artists sales convention.
The dinner will be formal and will
be a tribute to the efforts of Lichtman in i)utting over the club in a
A. Goodridge, owner and manager
liigh-class way.
A bill of Broadway
jf the Ogden, the idea of converting
talent will be provided and reserva'lis theatre in a first run, sound pictions are now being made.
ture house.
With the aid of Stanley W. Hatch, Western sales manaBristolphone
ger foi- the company, Mr. Ashby Sonora
out the deal through and a conGoes on Air Over
tract was closed with Mr. Goodridge for nine First National picMike
Simmons,
Sonora-Bristoltures for consecutive playing in the
Dgden, opening on January 1, 1929 phone publicist, who for two years
has given Movie Lectures over radio
vith
Colleen
Moore's
"Synthetic
station WPCH. has contracted for
a 'Sonora-Bristolphone hour' over
WGBS every Wednesday.
The first of the series starts DeBaxter Signed
ember 12th, with Ernest Maas, proWarner Baxter, who was signed up duction supervisor, and Fredericka
1 long term by Winfield Sheehan, Sagor, scenarist, contributing a triovice-president and general manager logue on ''Sound in the Movies."
if
Fox P''ilm Corporation, on the
strength of the young leading man's
showing as the bandit in "In Old Steffes to Line
Arizona", is to play the male lead
Maryland Friday
u "Through Different Eyes," from
Milton Herbert Cropper's play, as
(Continued from page 1)
his first assignment under the new
contract.
and Hays while here would come to
terms with the I.A.T.S.E. for the
stage hands of the theatres in their

the

a

Briof
also

name

Productions. Ltd., and
French corporation known as SoThe corciete (les Films Tiffany.
lorallons were formed by Grant L.
Cook, Secretary and Treasurer of
the company, on his recent visit to
Euroi)e where he worked out the
plans and details for the formation
of the two companies, thereby placing Tiffany-Stahl on the same footing, both on the British Isles and
Tiffany
\

on

the Continent, with the other
large producing and distributing organizations.
This news was exclusively reported in the Daily Review
ten (lays ago.

The company formed in England is
American made

to distribute all the

Tiffany-Stahl productions and the
British pictures made by the same
company. The British company, under the managing directorship of
-Mr.

C.

Bernhard,

F'.

will

produce

pictures, the exact number
to be produced as yet uncertain. The
pictures made in Great Britain will
be distributed throughout England,
the Continent and the United States.

British

The Tiffany exchanges in England
wil be located in London, Liverpool,
Leeds, Cardiff, Manchester, Glasgow,
Newcastle-on-Tvne, Birmingham and
Sheffield.

c

Up

Mr. Cook has arranged to make
Tiffany-Stahl productions.
Four British productions, the first
of which will be one of the most
sensational plays running in the
West End; these productions are to
be distributed through America and
Canada by the Tiffany organization
in the United States.
In forming the French company,
Mr. Cook appointed J. Frank Brockliss

as the administrateur de lague

company.
Associated with
Also that Ritter, Ritchie, Mr. Brockliss is Philip De Becker
Cole and several other Allied leaders who up to the time of his coming
Nick Stuart and Sue Carol, who would be in town tomorrow for a
with Tiffany's French company, held
have been seen together socially a conference on the Eastern stumping
a similar position with Metro-Goldtour.
great deal during the past year, are
wyn-Mayer on the Continent.
at last to play the first picture toThe French Tiffany company will
Keep
Nat.
Seider
gether.
They are to appear under
be the headquarters for all the conthe direction of Lew Seller in ''Girls
Organization Intact tental business of the company and
Gone Wild," a story written by Bera renting organizafton for France
(Continued from page 1)
tram Millhauser.
and Belgium is now in the process

CaroIStuart Cast

of

the

territories.

Would

Two

Veteran Directors

ed members.
Seider yesterday commented on the
action of the N. J. group which is-

sued a statement while Joe was in
Europe, maintaning their own indeTwo veteran directors credited pendence and non-affiliation with any
group. Seider's personal view of this
with over 100 productions each, are
action is that the N. J. group wished
now playing character roles in "True to go on record as indicating that
Fox Film co-featuring the National organization did not
Heaven."
George O'Brien and Lois Moran. represent the independent theatre
owner and could not speak for him,
They are Phillips Smalley, remem-

Appear

in

"True Heaven"

and the removal of the Magua- Ijerert for his directorial association
ope employed for thrilling effects with Lois Weber, and Oscar Apfel,
"Wings" has enabled the theatre who wielded the megaphone on the
lanagement to replace a number of first feature length production in
ide seats which were not sold dur- Hollywood. "The Squaw Man," with
ng the "Wings" engagement.
Cecil B. DeMille as his assistant.
ate

cnminiltep

Consecutive

First National Pictures has a new
first run home in Denver, the Ogden
Theatre which has hitherto been a
second run, neighborhood house,
near the downtown section.
With
Lhe change in ownership and policy
)f the Colorado Theatre, which had
Tlayed First National product in first
runs in Denver since the organizacion of the company, it was necessary for First National to find a new
irst run theatre.
The Ogden had been a popular
second run house, easily accessible,
Tla.ving pictures for two and three
lays.
J. H. Ashby, manager of First
National's Denver exchange sold H.

CITY—A

(JKLA.

"~
9

French and English Producing Distributing

Oklahoma Lobby

First' Run Outlet

Books
/ARNERS COMPLETE
Pictures

1

_'

EUROPEAN EXPANSION GETS UNDER WAY

T-S

The

II, l<:28

if
member states in
also
the M.P.T.O.A. are dissatisfied with
policies or leaders there ought to
be a change and revision from within,
through a truly representative
and honest election of officers and
directors rather than an effort from
without to start new organizations.

and

of formation.

Tom

Reed Awarded
"Show Boat"

Tom Reed
write

has been assigned

titles

tlie

Titles
to

for Universal's mil-

Edna Fer"Show Boat" which Is

lion dollar production of

ber's

novel.

now being

edited.

and Joseph
Plante
Schildkraut are to be seen as Magnolia and Ravenal. respectively, in
this super-production which was diI.^ura

rected by

La

Harry Pollard.

i

*«'
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GOSSIP OF BERLIN

22 Universal Movietone Prods. Shooting
9

100%

Talkies to

Go

Production Shortly

—

in

Double Shift Started
HOLLYWOOD—Unlversal's herald-

FBO SCHEDULE
OUb Harlan has been signed by
Universal to play one of the hiof
production
their
in
jackers

program
ed $5,000,000 talking picture
City.
got under way at Universal
"Broadway."
*
*
The two new sound proof stages at
*
formthe big Universal studio, were
personal
Joseph Heiiaberry and Boy Nell
ally Inaugurated under the
by Harry Cohn to
supervision of Carl Laemmle, presi- have been signed
for his organization.
pictures
direct
Universal.
dent of
•
•
•
Dialogue and sound scenes now are
Bessie Love, it is rumored, will
being made with Movietone for
twenty-two films, of which the silent have the lead opposite William
sequences are already completed.
Haines In "Lord Byron of BroadNine 100 per cent talkies will go
way."
well
as
as
shortly,
into production
•
•
•
an elaborate program of short sound
Jnllan Josephson Is writing the
RiihlGcts
to
plans
said,
Laemmle
continuity and dialogue for Al JolUniversal,
concentrate the production staff on 3on's next picture, "Mammy,"
talking scenes alone for the next
*
*
*
few weeks. Following this the stuJr. is playStrolieim,
Von
Erich
dio will adhere to the regular schedseventy-five
about
Shouldfor
"Square
calls
Pathe'B
In
which
ing
part
a
ule
percent sound pictures and the rest ers," starring Junior Cou«hlan.
Silent versions will be made
silent.
*
*
*
of all talking pictures, he said, for
has been seChurcIiIII
Marguerite
those theatres that have not installlected by Fox to play the lead oped sound equipment.
A double shift is being carried out posite Paul Muni in "Valiant." This
on the sound stages in order to comwill be an all talkie and marks
plete the program as rapidly as posfirst appearance in pictures.
Muni's
sible.
«
*
«
Three of the 100 per cent talkies
will have dialogue from the stage
Jack Oakie, stage comedian who
productions from which they are
recently
went into pictures, has been
These are "Broadway",
adapted.
"The Shannons of Broadway", and given a new contract by Paramount.
•
•
•
"The Climax."
Other 100 per cent talkies are
Lola Kane, a newcomer to the
"A Bargain in the Kremlin", star- screen via the stage, will play the
ring Joseph Schildkraut, "The MinThis is a Fox
strel Show", starring the noted min- lead in "Speakeasy."
strel man, Eddie Leonard; "The King production featuring Paul Page.
•
•
•
of Jazz" with Paul Whiteman; ''Collegiate" with the original cast of
popularity
whose
Harry Carey,
the "Collegian" series and "The
have his
will
undiminished,
remains
Play Goes On."
Border
"The
Western,
Stories are now being prepared latest Pathe
for Pat Rooney and Benny Rubin, Patrol," released December 23rd.
who will each appear in a series
•
•
•
of Movietone subjects.
Musical Director, Joseph Chernlav-

sky is writing musical scores and
theme songs for many of the synchronized features.

Clive

Brook has arrived

"Evangeline"
Edwin

Carewe

has

make "Evangeline"

•

all

to

and

plans to start shooting before Christmas. Dolores Del Rio will play the
Alec B. FVancis will be
title role.
Father Felician. So far no Gabriel
Roland Drew
has been chosen.
seemed pretty definitely signed up for
that part, but Carewe has decided
that he is not the right type.

•

Coldeway and Baker

Balston has completed
work In "The Strange Case of Lena
Smith." Josef von Sternberg direct-

Win New Warner

Jobs

Warner, studio head of Warnmade an announcement
this week of two important promolions.
Anthony Coldeway, formerly
western scenario editor, has been
J. L.

Bros.,

er

given the post of Assistant AssociExecutive and in this capacity
will in the future act as chief aide
to Darryl Francis Zanuck.
The scenario editorship left vacant by Mr. Coldeway will be filled
by Graham Baker.

ate

•

"Companionate Trouble"
Earl Snell and Gladys Lehman,
highly rated story and scenario experts, are collaborating on .an original screen story for Universal, tentatively

entitled

"Companionate

Trouble."
The story will be used as a Reginald Denny vehicle, and follows the
lines of that star's popular successes in the farce comedy field.
It is
said to present a new angle on the
issue.

assign-

ed a part In Tlfi'any-Stahl's picture,
"Reputation."
•

•

leins recently contested for the till
of "Miss Germany" in the America
Beauty tournament. While the cod
test was in progress the "freedom
te'.'
the press" was bitterly commented

I.

on by official experts who were mor, ^i
than three score and ten years olc s
At that age, one newspaper brutall, ^
declared, no man was longer com
petent to consider the tout ensembli
in passing beauty judgment, a flasii
of white teeth or a pair of smilin,;
eyes serving to warp his verdic; f

beyond repair. The editor :30lemul.!
proposed that all applicants be re!
quired to wear masks
and no'
much else. Many promptly did sc
Result: a near riot of applicant whose faces were their fortimes
However, the cooler heads amoug th; i
jurors saved the day by adopting th
"point system."
Vive le tout en. i
I

—

i

Iti

«
•

•

•

,;

While the mass of Teutonic screeil
patrons continue proud of the worli
wide record of German production ^
for solid dramatic value, includin
K
competent acting, the leading prOj |
ducers are learning that the popu! n
lar appeal of physical beauty plu,'
"screen faces", even in instance;
where the histrionic is not striking!.'
ly apparent, is well worth consid
ering.
It is even stated that th,
recent more general application oj

<)i

'-i

,

jj

this principle is largely responsibl

for the healthier look of

UFA'd

•'

lat'

balance sheet, which is for th*
.'inancial year ending May 31, 192;!
ind shows net profits of 161,21ii
narks on 33 features, 100 news reel;'
ind 35 shorts.
It has been notet

3st

:hat

German

typical

t]
'

''

j

Juncesqm

'

ensembles

are makini
passable Venui,
here and there. But as yet no flap^
pers.
America is too far away, anci
England too near with its angula:

*

examples

'

"igures

room

in

for

quite

so

a

terrifying

to

Germai

,

(]

i:

*

\

of the secret service in India at the
start of the war, by Talbot Mundy.
John Ford will direct

ACKERMAN-HARRIS
SELL 5 TO FOX

•

Scott Dunlap has flnlshed shooting
on ''Object, Matrimony," a Columbia

*

A
ion

SAN FRANCISCO—Five

Theatres
neighborhoods of San Francisco
•
•
•
and Oakland, which were formerly
Irma Harrison will sing "I've operated by Ackerman and Harris
Never Seen a Smile Like Yours," by have been acquired by William Fox.
These theatres are the Roosevelt.
Frazier and Johnson, in United El Capltan Avenue, Amazon and CalArtist's "Nightstick."
son in San Francisco and the Frank*
*
lin and Hippodrome in Oakland.
This deal Is one of the largest in
Doris Dawson has had her option
local history and leaves A & H only
renewed by First National at a salary one house each In Frisco and Oakof $125 per week, for six months.
land.

*

swift survey of

programs

fails

to

tion

of

*

German

produc'

for the next half

yea:j

?

any present Inteni
making screen comedy oi

j

reveal

i

Hasenclever's
dubiously
recelve()
stage production called, "Marriageij
are Made in Heaven." At the Frank;
fort-am-Maln municipal theatre th(;
audience's reaction was considerablji
Fortified by
more than dubious.
protests from protestant clergymen.
it

in

j¥

producers seem t
bave discovered no striking new ad
dition to the galaxy of screen beau
among the resplendant frau
ties
film

ayes.

Laplta Tovar, the Mexican beauty
who was brought to Hollywood by
Fox, will make her screen debut opposite Victor McLaglen in "King of
the Kyber Rifles."
This is a story

•

Raymond Keane has been

ExhibitoTS Daily Reiiiciu)

10

ill

ed this picture.
•

(Spicml

German

semble!

Miss Tovar's Debut

•

By XAVIER STRASSMAN

-jp

is

Esther

production.

decided

after

Eight special
ready for showing.
productions have been synchronized
vvith music, sound and talking seThese include "The Perquences.
Show",
fect Crime", "Hit of the
"Gang War", ''Taxi 13',' "Blockade",
"The Circus Kid", "Love in the
Desert" and "The Jazz Age".
The second week in December finds
the studio humming with activity.
Four productions are in course of
filming, including "The Jazz Age",
with music and talking sequences,
"']"he P.ed Sword", a Tom Mix production as yet untitled and "Pals
of the Prairie" with Buzz Barton.

•

replacing Ralph
lead In Columthe
male
Forbes as
Marriage."
"Trial
production
of
bia's

Norman Kerry

Charles B. Cochran announces thru
the "Daily Mall," that the first English revue to be made into a talking picture will be "This Year of
Grace." It is planned to make some
of the scenes in this country with
Beatrice Lille and Noel Coward and
the rest will be filmed in England
with Jessie Mathews and Sonnle
Hale. Production to start the early
part of next year.

•

find

The Christmas holidays
FDD's 1928-29 program of features
100% completed and
pracitcally
will

This
York for a short vacation.
the first trip East in two years marriage agreement
when he made "The Popular Sin."
•

TO BE_MADE TALKIE

New

DONE BY XMAS

is

-*5a|

BEATRICE LILLE PLAY

In

100^°

li

came armed with

3vil-smelling

chemical

tear

gas

bombs

am
wltl

which the actors were rewarded
the

close of the first act.

In

a-

thli

Is represented slttln}
on a sofa with women, smoking
cigar and sipping coffee.
The atti

act the Deity

<!

tude of the gallery, particularly, Ii
reported to assure the success o
united efforts of religious bodies t<

have the play barred from

man

stages.

all

Get

|

j

'

—
-
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NO CHANGES

Cowardly

by gamblers and

is led

The Film Daily on

Herman

liars.

Monday

as-

in bold type that Loew's
I-G-M was to be purchased by Fox.
'his yarn was denied by the heads
Nicholas M.
f the two institutions.
ichenck on behalf of Loew's-M-G-M
nd William Fox as president of the
•ox Companies.
•

•

These two denials were printed by
offending newspaper and the

lie

ollowing was added:
As the result of the Fox-M-G-M
tory in yesterday's issue, one of two
Iternatives

was demanded

fILM DAILY by M-G-M

of

THE

officials.

"First publicly apologize througl
he columns of this publication fo:
he story or "Second divulge the iuormant (there were more than one.
md each of unquestioned integrity).

"THE FILM DAILY

respectfully

do either."
"The unidentified informants were
if
unquestioned integrity," which
;tatement
places Nicholas M.
khenck and William Fox as of
ieclines to

loubtful integrity and not sufficient
y to be believed to warrant an a pel
>gy for a business injury!
•

•

•

This is either stupid or cowardly
plus either it is irresponsible.
[t is part and parcel with a record
'or callous indifference to the constructive progress of this industry,
tt is part of a course that destroys
respect for great and respouKible

find

as

No substantial changes

We

resent this course and call foits discontinuance.
Our great l)usiiiess and its leaders are entitled to
1 better break from those who thrive
hrough its continued progress.
Reckless defiance is not strengfli
nul an apology is not cowardice.
•

•

•

the newspapers of the industry
to not show respect for its recogiiized leaders what can be expected
3f the public?
If

...

Disrespect leads to defeat and destruction in human endeavor.

Quebec

Court

Finds

Infringement on

No

De

Forest Patents
The Superior Court

of the Province
Quebec, District of Montreal, Canada, has dismissed the petition of
DeForest Phonofilm of Canada, Ltd.,
of

Falaise Interested

An

international distribution deal

has been closed by the Marquis de
La Falaise,
representing
jointly
Pathe International Corporation anil
FBO Export Corporation, under the
terms of which Pathe and FBO product will be exploited in France by
Franco Films, S. A. The contract
involves the product of both American companies for a period of years,
giving these companies widespread

which an interlocutory injunction distribution through the French Exwas sought against Famous Players change and theatre circuit combinaCanadian Corporation, Ltd. The De- tion.
would be made still more important. Forest Company alleged infringement
Both FBO and Pathe consider the
Irving D. Rossheim, President of of some eight DeForest Canadian leal a very advantageous one, as it
the Stanley Company of America, an- patents by reason of the use in the places their distribution in the hands
nounced yesterday at the regular Palace Theater at Montreal of cer- of one of the most aggressive and
neeting of the Board of Directors of tain talking motion picture appara- fastest-growing film organizations in
First National Pictures, Inc., held tus and combined sound and picture France. Although Franco Films,
S.
on December 10th, 1928, at the of- films.
X. is a comparatively new organiThe theater equipment in question zation, it has made tremendous
(Continued on page 4)
was furnished by Electrical Re- strides both in developing a circuit
search Products, Inc., through the of theatres and in launching distriNorthern Electric Company, Ltd., of bution and production plans.
SAENGER TO WINNING
Montreal, and these companies deFranco has just purchased 11 theatres from Gaumont and a deal now
TEXAS BLUE FIGHT
(Contimuad on Pa8« 2)
L-losing with Metropole for 15 houses
First National Pictures should continue to occupy its high position in
the industry, and that that position

Making a stubborn fight in its determination to nullify the blue laws
Texas which prohibit the exhibiioii of motion pictures on Sunday,
Saeuger Amusement Company ap)ears to have won the first heat in
lie Texarkana contest when a suit
o prevent Sunday operations was
li.smissed in the district court.
The judge of the court at Boston,
Tex., near here, where the case was
being tried, entered an order for
dismissal of the suit which also

in

(Continued on page

DIRECTORS IN 3RD

4)

'1'

(Continued on Pag:e

2)

We

Correct

A

Mistake

integrity."
•

—

DENIED PHONOFILM

This was further evidenced by the

innouncement of Herman Starr, the
new president, that he had severed
his connection with Warner Bros.
In taking over the duties of his new
itTice he announced his desire that

Franco Films to Exploit Pictures Marquis De La

IS

entity.

In its irresponsibility,
prefers to hold two leaders ;m
iiirs in order thai two inior.yniou^
iiii'ormants iiiaj Ot credited as «»'
•

FIVE CENTS

PATHE AND FBO ASSURED
PROD. OUTLET IN FRANCE

in the per-

t

•

1928

INJUNCTION

sonnel or policy of First National
Pictures is contemplated, it was officially
announced yesterday, and
that corporation will continue to
operate as a separate and individual

'eadership.

'uiuiuestioiied

12,

Starr Takes

Presidency

erted

•

IN

Officially Announced

ARTHUR JAMES

Irrespondent motion picture jouralism that also is defiant, destroys
espect for the decent leadership of
lis business and represents to an
iterested outside world that our inustry

Wednenday, December

FIRSTNATIONAL

Course I
By

York.

this newspaper is not too
timid to correct a mistake when

As

one, we herewith
statement accredited to
Louis B. Metzger, general manager of Universal yesterday, that
he favored disposing of part of
Universal's Middle West chain to
it

makes

rect

Fox

cor-

a

and

which Fox
Mr. Metzger said, Uni-

Midwesco

controls.
versal was not getting out of the

tlieatre business and that no negotiations are pending. The correction of this mistake is made
in fairness to Mr. Metzger and

in

accord with this newspaper's

invariable desire for accuracy.

M.

PLACE BY TALKIES

P. Salesman Elect

The annual election of officers of
On the same day appears the news the Motion
Picture Salesmen, Inc.,
longer
no
is
tliat Malcolm St. Clair
will
15th.
Paramount director and a state- Josephbe held on December
Felder and Joseph Weinberg
nent from Bryan Foy declaring tha.t
lave

•I

the advent of the talkies has deiosed the director as first in production responsibility, reducing him
The story and the
o third place.
players, says Mr. Foy, take precedence in the order named.
Inquiry at Paramount heaquarters
failed to connect Mr. St. Clair's resignation, or that of any other director, with any curtailment of au-

The point made by DirecFoy, eldest of the well known
"Seven Little Foys", was not conRecent reports
sidered important.
from Hollywood however, have noted
the fact that quite a number of directors have exchanged the meganhone for acting roles, while it is
'10 novelty to find actors functioning
IS
directors, particularly of sound
thority.

or

uid talkie pictures.

Bryan Foy's statement was printed
Regina Cannon's column in the
New York American in connection
with his arrival from HoUyTvood to
111

direct several Vitaphone short sub.iects at the old Vitagraph studio.

been nominated for President;
and chairman of Board
G.
William Wolf; 2nd vice-pres.,
Matty Cahan; treaa., Sol Trauner;
recording secy., M. H. Markowitz; financial secy., H. Carlock; historian.
Jack Ellis; sergeant-at-arms, Chas.
"^t

vice-pres.

Gould, Jules J. Jasper; trustees, R
Gledhill, Irving Gumberg
and Sol
Title;

mon,

Board
L.

of Directors,

Weschsler,

C.

Gus Solo-

Jack

Ellis,

Ben Roman, R. Gledhill, Sol Title. L.
Kutinsky, Howard Levj', Moe Kurtz.
M. Meyers, H. Zittel. Dave Black. 11

Kram and

Charles Gould.

Roxy Party
The annual Roxy party and speChristmas performance for ten
thousand of the city's poor chilIren, will be given the morning of
')ecember 26th. There will be a full
performance of the holiday week
stage show and specially arranged
numbers for the entertainment of
•ial

I

he children.

—
Exhibitors
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Office:
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Street.
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Picture

.

All-Pathe

Canadian Moving
Ave.. Toronto, Canada.

MAIN STREET
by

—

—

Up

Roxy

The city is proposing to expropriate two blocks bounded by Queens,
Chestnut, Albert and Bay Sts., tearing down the present buildings for
the erection of a Police Administration Building and linking up the
City Hall to Osgoode Hall with public utilities buildings.
It is also proposed to arrange for a City Garage
and downtown park such as other
large cities have.

Through

general manager,
William R. FYaser, Harold Lloyd
yesterday completed a deal with Phil
L. Ryan and Charles Christie whereby he will have extended use of the

new sound

—

—

—

—

—

a "great spectacle" He's great
but I be blasted if he's a spectacle
Itose Pelswick of the Evening
.Journal thinks this column is swell
Kay Kockett has a Skye terrier
and sure they call it Skye Rockctt
-Eddie Smith is extended tripping
for Tlffany-Stahl
Atlanta today
.Tark Trop is Reeltoney these days —
Kddie .Montai§:ne was Hi Dabbling
yestiddy -- Jaok Kiislen is in from
Chicago and World Ticket Supply

—

—

—

staff

is

busier.

New Damita
Lily Daraita,

who

Contract
plays the lead-

ISrenon has signed a contract under
which she will continue under Mr.

(loldwyn's direction for the nexl live

The original contract under
which Mr. Goldwyn brought Lily to
Holywood provided for her services

years.

one picture only,
.Miss Damita planned

Paris.

after
to

whic|i

return

stages and equipment at

md

Philadelphia.
Sales and service offices have been
astablished in several of the larger
ities and the expansion will soon

CLASS A-COMMON-UNIT

BOUGHT AND SOLD

try.

Jolson to Advise
David Lee's next picture for WarnBros, will have the benefit of
Al Jolson's advice and supervision
through every stage of its produc-

to

tion.

with

Jolson
the

is

now

BAINBRIDGE
Members

(Continued from paK*

1)

fended the suit through their Canadian counsel. Russel S. Smart, K.C.,
and Messrs. Brown,
of
Ottawa,

scribing also the elaborate developof the Western Electric
Company and Bell Telephone Laboratories in the production of the

ment work

modern equipment which

is

extensive use at present.
The court dismissed the
li DeForest Phonofilm
Ltd., with costs.

In

in consultation

ment preparing a story

for the lalsnted three-year-old actor to begin
work in immediately after New Year.
It
was Jolson who discovered
David Lee and selected him for the
''The

100 Broadway

J^ew Tor\ City

Telephone Rector 3960

Singing Fool".

AMPA

Attention of Edward E.

Bus. Meet. Thurs.

President George Harvey of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

AT A SACRIFICE

etired when the court refused to
lonor his motion.
Acting for Texas Attorney Gener-

his

instituted

intentions

the

dismissal, deto

by-

quested to attend so that their presence will enable them to pass on certain matters immediately.

Mr.

I.

Goldstein

691 Elizabet!i Are.

Newark, N.

If

you want to see Who's Who
the motion picture industry,

in

dine at

which District Attorney Patman had

•laring

Can be examined by appointment,

1)

district
of the
Ustrict attorney to dismiss the case,
)ut later said he was convinced he
bad no power to appoint special
;ounsel to prosecute the suit from

its

house.

petition

Sunday laws.
A few days earlier the
judge had denied a motion

but asked for

equipment for .small
650 leather uph. chairs.
2 projectors.
12 large lobby frame.s.
iarse ticket booth.
1
Full

Canada,

of

(Continued from pare

Patman

Smith

such

Saenger to Winning
Texas Blue Fight

uit,

RYAN

8C
Exchange

Warner scenario depart-

announces an important business
meeting for this Thursday.
Many
Montgomery and McMichael of Mon- mportant matters
which are awaittreal.
Numerous affidavits were filed ng consideration will be decided at
showing the history of the develop- the closed sessions. All members of
ment of talking motion pictures, be- the Board of Directors and the Adginning with the work of many in- visory Committee
have
been
reventors prior to DeForest, and de-

Pollard.

of Stock

Is

Denied Phonofilm

al

Theatrei

aight installations in theatres in New
i'ork, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit

child role in

Injunction

sought to prevent the Saengers from
loing business in Texas because of
illeged repeated violations of the

ing role opposite Ronald Colinan in
"The Rescue'' directed liy Horbei't

for

his

:he Metropolitan studio.

—

it

m

in

J

Lloyd Signs for Studio

—

ill

Melotone Latest Entry

—

er

JI. Dietz of here is back from Chicago and both look well— Clias. Cie-r
f.'cricli of Cinephone liao a new neckIn three days
tie, a speckled one
the exodus of the office force from
First National to newly prepared
quarters under the Warner tent will
Ye rumor business in ye
begin
rillum industry are getting sour at
H. Reieheiibacli is
this writing
studying over the problem of parting
The
his hair on the other side.
other side, the way he wears it now
•Aouid be the inside Dorothy Cleyel;ind says that press agenting is the
iheif of time
She is beauty editor
now of the Brooklyn Home Buildi^r
where rubber plants grow and liom-.^s
are built around 'em Al Lichtman's
big dinner bids fair to be ye sell
out—Joe Schnitzer has received the
official good wishes of the Motion
Picture Club via the Bulletin Gabriel Hess gives us a big hand on
designing the word snoopec as a
.lescriptive for censoring
Thanx,
Gabriel, thanx!
One writer said
that Milton Sills in The Barker prov-

ed

1928

Memphis, Tenn. When the new
Orpheum Theatre opened recently
the Pathe rooster crowed early and
often on the bill. It was an allPathe program with Pathe News,
two-reel comedy, an Aesop's Film
Melotone Corporation is the latest
A complete sales organization ha
Fable, a Grantland Rice Sportlight,
Topics of the Day and Pathe Review. entry in the sound film field. This )een established and engineers ar'
company owns a complete manufac- low in the field making a surve!
turing plant capable of producing "if houses and are prepared to advisj
fifty machines a week and will aim theatre owners regarding the
P F L to Give
instal
at the low price field.
ition of synchronous mechanism,
Toronto Theatre The machine is an interchange- nclude every key city in
the coun'
able synchronous device and has
N. L. Nathanson is reported as proven satisfactorily under varying
having promised the City of Toronto conditions. It has been put through
that Uie Famous Players Canadian rigid tests before being offered to
Corp., will release to the City the exhibitors and is now pronounced
lease covering a period of fifteen perfect by the manufacturers.
years which the company has on
The company is beyond the exShea's Hippodrome.
perimental stage and is now making

GORDON TRENT

—

Bill

12,

Synchronous Sound Fiell

EHt*f
Pi.bUtk»

Abraham
Cron,
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reinstate

the case in district court at Austin.

THE PARK CENTRAL GRIU
Open

for lunch, dinner

DINE
To

and supper

AND DANCE
the tunes of

BEN POLLACK
and
r.VlfK

(

his

KNTUAL ORCHESTRA

THE PAI^r CENTRAL
F1FTY.FIFTH STREET AT 7Ui

NEW YORK

CITY

AVENUE

J.
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WITHIN YOUR PURCHASING POWER
DEMONSTRATIONS IN THEATRES
YOU KNOW WHAT YOU ARE BUYING
Delivery

Made

in

Accordance with Receipt of Order

ACT QUICKLY

MELOTONE CORPORATION
OF A^MERICA

1650 Bioadway..

New Yo* city

..

Pho. Circle 4119
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GOSSIP OF PARIS

Columbia Launches Talkie Program

By IIOLFK
(.Sptcial

Talkers

Six

—

H. M. Warner

Current

for

Well Known
Season
Stage Plays Selected
Columbia Pictures ileHuiteiy

Laurence Irving, having completed his work of designing sets for
Doug. Fairbanks' picture "The Iron
Mask," is in New York on his way
back to London.

plans
launches its talking picture
announcement
the
with
week,
his
"talkies" to be
ot a program ot six
produced on the current seasons
program. These six will be in addilias Altion to "Subml^rine." which
synchroready been released in tue
sensanized form and is making a
^vhci-ovcr

tor itselt

rfc-ord

tional

•

•

•

Marion Mxoii, after free-lancing
for a while, is said to be on the verge
of

Film Art's Theatre

Jied Spurkes is on his way to Now
York to play his original role in
'Nothing But the Truth" for the

it

played.
The six stories that are to be produced as "talkies" have complete
.nusical scores, and sound effects
"The Younger Generation",
are
Donovan Affair," "The Fall
lias

movies.
Yilnia

•

•

•

Bauky has signed

a

uev.

year contract with Samuel Goklwyn under which she will have her
Lone jwn production unit. She will make
of Eve," "Father Love," "The
wolfs Daughter" and "A Broadway aot more than four pictures a year.
•

live

The

•

synchronized picture when

we made

Everywhere

theatre
owners tell us this is the greatest
synchronized picture now before the
We prophesy that our talkpublic.
ing pictures will acquit themselves
on as high a plane. They will be
talking picture specials in every
sense of the word."
Several productions in the selected "talkie" group are already comThe remainder are either
pleted.
HI work or in various stages of preparation for early release.
'The Lone Wolf's Daughter," to
be released with dialogue, an original synchronized music score and
sound effects, counts Bert Lytell as
'Submarine.'

to
of

to

Is

Jean

Dan Healj,
"Good Boy",
to

is

"The Donovan Affair"

is

ideally

suited

another

'or Al Christie.
"Dear Vivian."
•

•

«

«

•

Changes

in

National

(Continued from page
fices of the Corporation, he
his office as President and

1)

resigned
Director

oy virtue of his having been
i'd to the Board of Warner Bros. PicIn adition to Mr. Rosstures, Inc.
following
resignation
the
heim's
members of the Board of Directors
Inc.,
Pictures,
First National
if
likewise resigned: John J. McGuirk,
Jacob Fabian, Harry M. Crandall,
Albert L. Smith, E. V. Richards, M.
Finkelstein, A. H. Blank, Morris
Wolf, Barney Balaban.
elect-

*

The Board

talking short
It will be called,

•

casting of her all
"Coquette."

of Directors of 14

was

•

talking

the
picture,

Perkins, Secretary.

Pathe and FBO Are Assured
Product Outlet in France
(Continued from page

Warners Re-Issue

will

Warner Brothers have decided
re-issue

"When a Man

Loves."

to

This

was the last picture in which John
Barrymore and Dolores Costello appeared together. Many theatres have
already booked the production.

story of

on the

many

Price Sells Territory

novelties both in music, sound and
talk effects, because in unrolling the
story it touches on musical comedy,

A. Price, announces that
(he rights for "The Bachelors' Chil)."
first of a series of four fast-moving
'omedy dramas for which Richard
Talmadge is under contract to Mr.
Price to star in, for Argentine, Chili,
Bolivia,
Uraguay,
Paraguay ana
PJquador, have been sold to Max
Glucksman, of 729 Seventh Avenue,

and the legitimate.
making its sound pictures over the Western Electric System which affords the choice of
either the disc or film method of prois

duction.
I

New York

1)

build their circuit to 26 thea-

According to plans announced
by Paul Kastor, assistant general
manager. Franco will continue its
extensive campaign of expansion and
tres.

is

on the market

to

buy

first

class

houses as well as standing ready to
build a number of its own.
The
largest production studio in France
has just been completed by Franco
in Nice.

Oscar

the two-a-day

Columbia

*

Mary Pickford has completed

stars.

life

Min-

Man."

»

starred.

will introduce

No

City.

The French

distributor for Pathe
backed by the Bank
Intermediare and DeCapeane, head
of the Franco Wyoming Oil Com-

and

FBO

is

pany.
The capital is 25,000,000
francs and it is understood that this
will
be
increased
shortly
to
100.000,000.

tu

Exhibitors Daily Review)

anyone doubts that
oeople, of all ages and
leserve the palm among
)eing "air minded" he
If

I

the Frenc;
condition
nations fc'
|

needs oul
study the reactions of those wl'
the Paramount Theatre at ever
ill
performance of "Wings." Not sin(
'Lindee" dropped out of a Pari

to

sky after his lonely fligh
icross the Atlantic have Parisian
lad such a chance to indulge thei
magination of what must be the si^
oreme joy of competing with thj;
nrds in their own native elemec
Despite their tragic incidents, th
air sequences are received with ex
pressions of delight, while the les
inspiring scenes of the picture';
•light

are applauded for their valuj
n adding to the significai.c:' of whai
Mel Shauei
happens in the air.
Paramount's foreign representativ
with headquarters in Paris, is sail
ng this week to spend the Christ*
He -wil
lias season in New York.
you that he expects to fin.
ell
•-tory

"Wings"

still

running on
•

New theme

•

his returi

•

for a movie: Econonii

between the Apacnes o,
Paris and the Apaches of the ocreeiij
More fact than fiction in this. Th^
movie Apache is so much more conj
vincing than the genuine article tha]
confiict

Archie Mayo, Warner Bros. Direc- reduced to 10 and is now constitor, who is now in New York, will tuted as follows: Herman Starr, Stan5tay until December 22nd for the leigh P. Friedman, R. W. Perkins,
premier of "My Man."
S. P. Skouras, Harold S. Bareford,
•
•
•
R. C. Lieber, G. E. Quigley, Jack
Marcia Kagiio, four and a half Leo, Richard Hoyt, S. W. McDonald.
years old, is making her screen deThe newly appointed officers are
but in Paramount's picture, "The as follows: Herman Starr, PresiHole in the Wall."
dent; S. P. Friedman, Vice Presi•
•
•
Baynioud Hatton and Sam Hard} dent; G. E. Quigley, Vice President;
Warren Boothby, TTreasurer; Robert
are to make another

devotion, will star two

Gay White Way,

"The

Bichard Barthelmess, having fuily
recovered from the ''flu" is back at
work in "Weary River" for F.N.

"Father Love," a powerful drama

vaudeville and backstage

•

Universal's

in

•

to

"A Broadway Hoofer," a

•

afternoon.

'talkie" group.

prominent male

the architect.

•

star of the stage show,
will go to Hollywood

«

Emerson and Anita Loos, will add
a note of comedy to Columbia's

of paternal

•

Duane Thompson became the wife
of Buddy Wattles at 4 o'clock Monday

the new
form of audible screen entertainment. As an added attraction it will
present Jack Holt for the first time
in a speaking screen role.
"The Fall of Eve," another stage
play, from the facile pen of John
vehicle

play

strel

Laugh" by Fannie

Hersholt

•

Landers Stevens has been added
the cast of M-G-M's "The Trial
Mary Dugan."
•

rector of "Submarine."
It is a vehicle especially suited to dialogue,
being based on the famous stage
"It

house is made so that it may be
•hanged at a moment's notice to suit
any type of picture being shown.
In addition it will be possible to
P'oject films simultaneously on four

First
•

its most important highlights.
"The Younger Generation" is now
Hearing completion under the direction of Frank Capra, the famous di-

Hurst.

moving picture theatres at 52 West
The interior of this
8th Street.

tist.

one of

play,

•

Emil Janniugs will not speak a
word in his next picture nor any
He
picture in which he appears.
s too valuable as a pantomime ar-

do with a

could

will open late
month, an entirely new idea in

The Film Art Guild
this

«
«
*
screen, three of which are black.
Lnpino Lane, Educational comedi- The experiment is of great interest
to picture people and will be watchxn, is deserting movies for a wliile
ed for new possibilities along ex.0 appear in a Christmas revue of
Frederick Kiesler is
hibition lines.
his own on the coast.

Hoofer.'
•AH the production brains and financial resources of Columbia Pic;ures will be placed behind our
talking picture program", stated Joe
Brandt, president of the company.
"We have demonstrated to the in-

dustry what we

iient.

*

*

Be Host

H. M. Warner, in accordance with
his annual custom will play the host
fourteen hundred orphans at a
Chanukah party in the Hebrew Orphan Asylum. The event will take
)lace Sunday evening, December 16
it
There will be dinner,
6 F. M.
;ames and professional entertain-

signing with Pathe.
*

to

WILSON

I».

driven out o
that is, th'
heretofon
it
notorious cellar cafeij

the latter are being
the Apache business
ornamental part of

provided

by

—

American tourist
And while the down trodden
to

attract

custonij

Apachej

recognized by the Paris Police
forced back into his origina
the
younf
enterprises,
criminal
as
is

and "gigolos" employed b;:
underworld resorts to double for hin
are repudiated by sight-secrs fron
clerks

across the Atlantic. The Hollywootl
Apache has established himself oi
he international screen so firmlv
that anything short of him is pooh!
poohed.
•

•

•

In Paris film circles

much

interes

expressed in current efforts o
Louis Nalpas to educate picturt; au
diences up to appreciation of the fan
tastic in themes and characters witl
elaborate productions emphasizinf
Nalpas ex
liie note of unreality.
perimented along this line for sev
."lal years before Paramount leapet
to the arena so triumphantly witl
Barrie's "Peter Pan."
His name is
now on all tongues owing to th«
striking popular success of his shor
subject production of "The Magic
Clock" for Universal-De
France
which European critics unite in de
daring a masterpiece.
Themes o
is

•

this sort seem to demand a deflnit*
knack in characterization, and spe
.ial judgment in the choice of niecli
inical resources in production. Thi:

may explain why Paramount was
not altogether happy in the mannei
of its filming of "The Beggar oi
Horseback."
•

•

•

A

few months ago, when the fat(
of "The Magic Clock" was still h
the lap of the gods, the recent an
nouncement that Nalpas was start
ing work on the greatest of all Eng
lish

political

travesties,

"Gulliver's

Travels", would have brought hin
tears of sympathy rather than th(
smiles of approval which he now
enjoys. Faith in his ability to make
the "Liliputians" and the ''Brobdig
nagians" of the Dean Swift classi(|
convincing is quite generally ex
pressed on this side of the Englisll
Channel.

Jarry Marx, Ex-Puhlix Official Slated for Allied V.

-ii,')!

ReK- V.

Devoted
»L.

S4 \o.

Pat. Off.

to the fostering
\j.,v

i:{«

Run' around.
By

ARTHUR JAMES

The American vernacular

is

fre-

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

\<yr\.

TliiirM(l9i>.

M-G-MCONTRAa

For Instance, the phrase
leech
un around" or rather ''the run

i o

Renews

descriptive of a
maneouver. a system ol
oidance that l<eeps the benighted
the
dividual, who is the victim, in
is

And

r

Sets

:''^^r-.At

Various'

Long-Term
Rumors

Rest

rumors as to the future
of John Gilbert were dis-

affiliation
operation the "run arounder
anthe
with
yesterday
sorts to subterfuge in the matter sipated
A promise is Hounceme.pt that the star of. "The
the telephone.
made Big i'Virade" has signed a new longade the one to whom it is
about
bring
to
lerm contract Mih Metro-<Joldwyntelephone
ills on the
Hp is Saver. Thus it is definitely assured
realization of the promise.
the 'run jjiat Gilbert will reinain with the
Ivised in various ways by
secre- jJompany =.uader ' whose supervision
the
by
usually
ounder" or
a delay in is outstanding successes were pro,iy that there has been
':-.• 'i
I'
but not to wprry. doiced.
le 'proceedings
regarding the
Katzenstatement
"Mr.
.ioint
A
says:
;i
V the secretary
was
tmmev is looking at a picture or ?'-fgiiing of the new contract preNicholas M. Schenck,
by
is in conferenpp.,
.uade
Spoopendike
Vlr
"Mr Fitznoodle is out of town":
(Cpfttftfyed l.on page 6)

In

'

,

•

The believing one bides his time
or cftnid again seeks information
i-mation.

signorMTn

The same program with

and in
ight variations is repeated
^and
broken
is
promise
le end the
isappointment and despair fill the
broken
nil of the victim of the

The

»

*

.

"run around"

folly of the

On

the other

in essence a rather cowIt is a waster of time,:
course.
rdly
it is.
is a destroyer of confidence,
nuisance, it is an inspirer of reand of even
dislikes
of
enge,
it

is

It incites to profanity and
atreds.
would iii\ less civilized conditions
murder.
pire to
''''''
*

*

v'

By

Dr. R.

BERLIN— His

lies

1

and

y

FIVE CENTS

1U2S

i:{,

Pictures

Here's a Tip
As a favor to every exhibitor
United States who has
in the
sound equipment we direct attention lo the Mack Sennett Educa-

—

sound
"The
Lion's Roar" as one of the absolute knock 'em over, rock the
house, make 'em all laugh type of
tional

comedy

in

attractions.
It is slapstick

comedy but

in

one you can hear the slaps.
It uses every variety of sound
successfully and is contrived in
so showmanlike a manner that it
is one of the funniest pictures,
sound or silent, we ever saw

this

since

we were

We saw

born.

under the most
only
conditions
with
eighteen persons present in a projection loom (an almost deadly
test for a comedy) and yet they
all went away laughing.
We congratulate all concerned
and especially the exhibitors who
have a chance to clean up on this
unusual piece of show property.
this

difficult

OTTO

(Special Cable :.fp;Exhibi!Or,s Daily Revu-u')

'

It w_as born
its non necessity.
to
reluctance
the
in
ndoubtedly

urt people's feelings.

l)<-i-<Mnlirr

UEAeQNFERENCES LESSER-WARNER TO
.0

remise.

Trade RcTiew

E>xhibltorii

IGUBERT RESIGNS

picturesque
lently enriched by the
describe!
that
phrases
of
Idition
editions and situations better than;
of Eng*hsh|
e more classic forms

This

—Formerly

CIRCUIT IN DEAL FOR
JENKINS TELEVISION MOVIES

TheOle

•ound".
Hlging

S:.

P.

Signor
Bisi, former Italian Under-Secretary
of State and now President of the
newly formed ''Ente Nazionale'' (Natipnal Corporation) for the production and distribution of pictures is
here in Berlin to start cooperation
with UFA.
The funds for this organization
~-

Excellency,

(C6^ntln'ued

on Page

2)

*

In the next Federal Trade Pracce Conference for the motion picaround"
''run
industry the
are
liould be brought up as one of the
Then all the adverive
issues.
ising men in the picture business
ould be called upon to give their

=stimony and possibly the commision would sanction the printing of
series of portraits of continuous
ffenders and then perhap,s also,
ite sentences could be meted out to

Allied Gets

FINANCE

PROD.

Be Sent Over

Radio Direct to
Theatres

HOME OPPOSITION
Negotiations were yesterday started by the Jenkins Television Corporation to broadcast movies by
the
directly
to
television
radio
screens of motion picture houses,
and it is definitely understood that
this deal is being made with the
Loew Circuit of Houses.
While the primary intention of the
Jenkins Television is to manufacture television receivers and transmitters which will broadcast moiion pictures direct into the home
within the next three months, this
move to get Television into the theatres will partially forstall the natural animosity of theatre owners to
liome competition.
As a distinct novelty, the broadcasting of short Television subjects

(ContiBiMd on Page

HERRON SUCCEEDS
PLATTEN^AT HAYS
At yesterday's regular quarterly

>

Mr. Flatten
vith that company on

FBO ADVANCE SERIES

December

I.t.

Herron, Foreign Manager of
he Association, was elected Treasurer to succeed Mr. Platlii:. and
George Borthwick, Assistant TreaF. L.

New and

OF

2)

meeting of the Board of Directors
There is no hitch in the deal be- if the Motion Picture Producers and
een the Sonora-Bristolphone in- Distributors of America, Inc., anividual producers and the Sonora
louncement was made that Mr. J.
roup wWo have taken over the Homer Flatten, who has been Treas;:;hts to Bristolphone.
urer of the Association, had reThe question of who was to put signed to accept the position of Exthe advance money for produc- ecutive Vice President of the White
Rock Mineral Springs Company.
(Pontiiiued on Pa^e 2)
will assume his duties

Slogan at Very Secret
'RIO RITA' FIRST

OWN

to

Stirring

Pow Wow

''Make All Checks Payable
To A. S. Myers"

surer.

Off for U. A. Convention
United Artists' first national sales
convention will be held in Chicago
and
in the Stevens Hotel on Friday
Saturday with 12.5 members of the
all parts
^ales force present from

"Make all checks payable to A.
Myers!"
SchnitS.
I:
Joseph
of the country.
had
sooner
No
That's the slogan, the rallying
Al Lichtman. general sales manai<©r, -newly elected President of FBO
short battle hymn for ger, and Victor M. Shapiro, directie earth, at least from the Rictui\e
Prbdujctions,. Inc. taken ^control of cry and the
"
the Allied- as announced, at a sec- Tor of publicity and trade relation.^?,
usiness.
tiie des'tinies of the' film 'company,
any- left yesterday for Chicago to comFrankness, even though it may ihan he purchased the screen j'ights ret meeting oh too secret for
plete the arrangements.
urt, Is iar beiter .thau Jtlie'4)aiaaji3E.
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
its wake
.-itii a "run around" in
end that the "run around" should
isappear if not from the face of

lie

.

-

—

!

—
Exhibitors
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Schenck

RcR. U. S. Pat. Off.
Dnily Except Sunday
Editor
rublushcr

WILKERSON.

W. R

J«"e»
Bernwein. Managint Eaitof
Herman J. bchleier.
manager;
si"""'
,
Biuincsa Manager.
,,
4. rd
West
Executive and Editorial Offices. 25
Bryant
Telephone
Street. Suite 409. New York.
Executive
Address all communications to
1489

Abraham

Du^ Saturday

Nicholas M. Schenck left the Coast
last Tuesday after conferences with
Allied producers and will reach town
on Saturday. Schenck will shortly
have public announcements concerning any new plans mado while in

I'uhlishcJ
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•
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postage
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or Postage.
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(Continued from pkV*

Correspondent:
Cinema-. 80-82 Wardour

Hams.
!

'

and

Office

Street.

-The
.mdon, W. I.
Canadian Moving
Canadian Office:
259 SpaJina Ave.. Toronto.
)"-st.

Pirtnr.Pctun.
Canada.

The Asher-Small-Rogers outfit will
also undoubtedly finance their own
series of Sonora-Bristolphone productions, as will Gotham.

by

Deal for
Jenkins Television Movies

Loew

BurVictor Sinille. Director ot
in
Subsidiary
I.
B.
Films,
lington
to
shortly
us
with
be
p:ngland will
look over the talkie situation
Britain is heading for sound
voice
Pres. Klect Hoover's canned
now in the official archives in
s
Washington, sent there for posterity
.

.

News

.

.

.

.

.

.

Others

.

Paul Bern
uncanned
up at
today
Tunney
Gene
a

still

.

pulls
Cornell,

when he
Rah boys on the

.

.

the

lectures
talkies

Rah

Paul
Walis professor from now on
Nater Eberliart, long of the First
tional regime had lunch on Broadvay yesterday and afterward was
-een journeying Eastward instead of
ata boy Walter, keep
Westward
Add Mrs.
up your good habits
Kdward (.Miijor) BoMes formerly
.

.

.

Mikf

.

.

.

have an

.

.

to the sick list
Simmons of Gotham like10,000 kids are going to
Xmas party at the Koxy

Illington

.Margaret
.

.

.

.

wise

.

.

.

.

.

Circuit in

(Continued from PMT* 1)
through the Loew houses is bound
to create a tremendous impression
and stand them up outside the doors.
The decision of Television to go
after theatres will not only be productive of greater financial returns,
inasmuch as the home market is as
yet an unknown quantity, but will
also follow the course pursued by
RCA and others who originally Intended to manufacture sound apparatus for the home, but who went
after the theatre market first.
The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organization has been very keen in the
matter of Television and Telephoto
and only this week sent the first
sound-on-film by telephoto process
from Hollywood to New York,
transmitted by William Haines, by
which his short conversation will
be used in a title to be inserted in
his latest picture "Alias Jimmy Van-

Theati-e on Christmas morning, with entine."
Some day they
all the trimmins'
may throw a party for column conThomas
luctois. the poor ones
.Vt'ighan is conferring around the
plus
Warner offices these days
Franklyn Warner,
the iron derby
t'x-banker, is up and doing again
Vic Shaafter siege of the flu
Smith, P. A. Luzaarus, E.
)»iro, <
Jensen, ('. Trowbridge and H. Glnslicri^ l(!ft tlie stem yesterday for the
f. A. Convention in Chicago
.Moe Mark is a limburger cheese
connoi.sseur and Joe IMinikett never
lasted any ... I). Herzo>? once of
the press agentry but now a flicker
cricket and sneppeh writer for the
.MeniliPis iif Stocl< Kxchange
daily or lay press has a letch for
"yclept".
The
and
"opus"
word.s
the
first is discarded by critirs not too
100 Broadway
lazy to develop a good supply of useThe second is from the
ful words.
T^ew Tor\ City
ancient Chaucerian "ydeptomania".
.Vside from slovenly English the Herzog is developing as a good mean
Telephone Rector 3960
lig artist and an entertaining writer
Good luck and congratulations.
Attenti07i of Edward E. Smith
Major Herron.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Roxy Theatre

.

.

.

inter-

woman

of
role
no\f

first

Theodore L. Hays,
for FBO in "The Red Sword",
and Ruben, President of the Board in production under direction of
and Directors of Public Relations Robert Vignola, veteran megaphoaof the North West Theatre Circuit, ist with a lengthy record of hits.
Inc., is here on labor matters pertaining to the theatres of the North
West and incidentally to visit several
Select Title
several conferences with Canavan and has another conference scheduled for to-

He has already had

morrow.

Signor Bisi in

Ufa Conferences

the Pavements" is the
selected by David Wark
Griffith for the film that he has just

"Lady

of

title finally

completed for United Artists.
Jetta Goudal, Lupe Velez and Wiliam Boyd are the principal players.
It has been decided that the film
shall not contain 65
was once intended.

%

dialogue, as

(Continued from PMT* 1)

AT A SACRIFICE
are supplied by Italian banks, insurance companies and similar institutions and the whole production and
distribution will of course be under
the control of the Fascist authori-

Full equipment fer small
654 leather uph. chairs.
2 projectors.
12 larffe lobby frames.
1 Iarg:e ticket booth.

house.

But otherwise, the whole concern
be run as much as possible
on international principles. There
is no nationalism in film produc-

Can be examined by appointment,

"Italians like all other nations
must produce for the world's marAnd he
kets," Signor Bisi told me.
added that foreign directors and

«91 Elizabeth Ave.

by-

will

Mr.

I.

Goldstein

Kewark, N.

.

.

.

will be welcomed in Italy.
repeated to me that all European and American pictures sent
to Italy under a reciprocity arangement with an Italian producer and
distributor are counted as domestic
producers under the Italian exhibitors' quota law.

He

WAHLMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Fatter. Pre*.
for Llbraj Stock Scenei

130

New York

W. 48th St

Bryant 8111

niKAVELERS

SCREEN TESTS
IncandeBcant Li(htlnir
Local No. 644 C!«meramen

Complete E<iulpment
StndJos for B«Bt

JLNertlierB for

!

Chicago's "loop". Thcj
tloa
retvra kecause tne large comfortable
teems. bomcIUce environment, attoMtive service, excellent food and
iaderat* cbarges make It an Ideal

hmUL

Stwiy Furnished Rooms,
1400
$2.50 a day and up. Sample

Booms

BBOWNIJfG STUBIOS
110

Weet 40th

N. T. C.

St.

PENN IMS

select the Great
Its wonderful loca-

$4.00, $$.00, $6.00. $7.00

'1

mndUM.

Walter Craighead, Manager

MEABBOBN STREET FROM JACKSON
TO QUINCY
^.

New Caraae On^Half

Block

CHRISTMAS CARDS AND PARCELS
SHOP EARLY

MAIL EARLY

BOUGHT AND SOLD

BAINBRIDGE & RYAN

J.

artists

.

CLASS A-COMMON-UNIT

.

and

.

.

.

brilliant

nationally popular leading
the films, is playing her

.

.

.

of Finkelstein

FBO

C. Myers at
Carmel Myers,

tion.

GORDON TRENT

bv Palhe Sound

Theodore Hays in Town
On Canavan Confab

ties.

duction.

MAIN STREET

.li-e

1)

Lesser-Warner outfit is concerned.
Sonera will have nothing to do with
production but will center their attention of production and distribution of the machine and units for
recording.
Warner-Lesser will finance their
own productions and are now conferring with distributing channels
for the release of their future proSol Lesser is now in Hollyduct.
wood arranging for the start of pro-

Samuel

1928

friends.

Prod.

lion has been settled as far as the

S

London

Own

13.

"The Government would be

grateful

you would

if

SHOP EARLY

WRAP CAREFULLY
ADDRESS PLAINLY
and MAIL PROMPTLY
HARRY

S.

NEW,

Postmaster General."

SHOP EARLY

MAIL EARLY

MAIL EARLY FOR DELIVERY BEFORE CHRISTMAS

FAMAMOUNT QUALITY
KM}

TALKING PICTURES PIIOCpRAM
Released between January

4
MM
f is M^

m

1111

I

1,

1929

"INTERFERENCE*' pius Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting.
"DOCTOR*^ SErRET'^p/u.s Borrah Minnevitch, "One Word".
«le«inil<^ Ea^«^li<

in ••THE

LETTER*'p/ws Eddie Peabody, Giersdorf Sisters.

plus "Pusher-in-the-Face", "Bishop's Candlesticks".

22 ALL-TALKING FEATLRES
"Canary Murder Case".* "Wolf of Wall Street" (Bancroft).* "The Dummy".
"A Genius Is Born". "The Hole in the Wall". "Close Harmony" (Rogers).

"The Studio Murder". "Gentlemen of the
Press". "The Woman Who Needed Killing". "Through the Night". "The
TongWar".* "The Wild Party" (Bow).* '^Darkened Rooms". "Here Comes
Menjou All-Star.*
the Band Wagon".* "The Saturday Night Kid" (Bow).*
"Nothing But the Truth" (Dix).

Bancroft All-Star.*

17
li

and July

PARAMOUNT ALL-TALKING
SHOWS

"NIGHT CLUR''

Mi

1

( silent versions also.)

TALKING SOUND FEATURES

"The Shopworn Angel". "Innocents of Paris". "The
Carnation Kid" (MacLean). "Redskin" (Dix). "Wolf Song". "Sins of the
"Abie's Irish Rose".

German Lines". "Black Eagles" (Bancroft).
"River Boat". "Homecoming". "Two Shall Meet". "Looping the Loop".
"The Man I Love". "Ellis Island". Dix Special. MacLean-Christie Special.
Fathers" (Jannings). "Behind the

NOTE:— All

these pictures have silent versions

52 TALKING SHORTS
13 Paramount-Christie two-reel short features. 28 Paramount Talking Acts,
15 in two reels, 13 in 1-reel. 6 Song Cartoons. 5 Famous Composers.

MM

PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
Sound!
TVfi/

.%«oi*,

#iif/if.v/*'#/\v

leadituf

neus

reel in

rsl ^

PARAMOUNT -leader Sound & Silent!

FOX FIRST
to produce

DIALOG PICTURE FILMED OUTDOORS

PUBLIX FIRST
to play this outdoor talker

Opens

% Weeks* Engagement

.Sv^-

.::

•/••f;.^-II«.

Saturdayf December ZZnd,
^6^

CALIFORNIA
Begins ^

^

^

San

extended run "
December 25th/ '\ .v
CRITERION Theatre,
Los Angeles.

Theatre,

Frattcisco
..•••'

.t'v.:s.>'

yk/^
Vv'.'

)M
_7

.•.

,-

'..,..r.»

••..'•»

.

•

WILLIAM 1^92^ PRESENTS

In Old
,

With This AU-Talhing, All-Star Cast:
EDMUND LOWE DOROTHY BURGESS WARNER BAXTER
Sergeant Quirt

of

"What

Price Glory" in another hard-

A

screen find from the legitimate

stage,

with plenty of

"it."

boiled characterization.

better character actor

He's perfectly

a

talker he's

great role.

IVAN LINOW

FARRELL Mac DONALD
No

Always

on the

screen.

cast.

"The Red Dance"
rushes into "Russian on the

The

giant of

Movietone.

Directed in Dialog by

RAOUL WALSH
and

IRVING CUMMINGS

good
a

actor,

in this

great actor

in

a

»
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FIVE FOX THEATRES HNISHING OPINIONS
By W. K.

Murnau, Beaudine, Klein,
Ford and Tinling
Shooting

Arthur

Production activities of Fox Films
continue
at the West Coast studios
Five
to be of tlie pace-setting order.

are on
tiie point of being completed.
F. W. Murnau is expected to finish
"Our Dail.v Bread," with Charles
Farrell and Alary Duncan, in a week.

important

feature

pictures

William Beaudine is scheduled lo
wind up Madge Bellamy's new vefrom Richard
'Fugitives,"
hicle,
entitled
story
Davis's
Harding
in about the same time.
'Exiles,
'

bring
'True Heaven," with George O'Brien
and Lois Moran, under the wire at
"White Fury," in
the same time.
which Charles Klein has been guiding Nancy Carroll and J^awrence
Gray through the leading roles, and
'Strong Boy," Victor Mcl-agleu's
new vehicle directed by John Ford,
are moving according to schedule
and Hearing completion, rounding
out an unusually large number of
productions which will be finished

James Tinling

is

likely

OSregor

K. McGuire Signed

•

*

Gilbert Re-Signs

M-G-M

*

*

Kogell, having completed his
year contract with Charles
Rodgers, is seeking new connections.

Al

«

*

*

It

litle.

many

conflicting rumors regarding his future
activities.
The signing of this immensely popular star is one of the
most important moves in the history
of our organization. Elaborate plans
for his future productions will get
under way at once. We are indeed
proud to announce that his services
will

remain with our company."

Gilbert expressed keen enthusiasm
over his new contract.
"I am glad lo say that I will continue with the company which contributed so largely to any success
I may enjoy," he declared.
"I have
always felt that I would rather be
with M-G-.M than with any other
concern and I look forward with
particular pleasure to a continuance
of my association
with I^ouis B.
Mayer, Irving Thalberg and other
co-workers at the Culver City studios."
Gilbert's most recently completed
film "A Woman of Affairs," in which

he co-stars
scheduled to
near future.
l)ert has the

talking

*

*

"The

has been synchronized at
the Sound Studios in New York.
*

*

*

Hurkhardt,

newspaper
the Fox publicity

serial

stories,

writer

of

has joined

staff.
*

*

Frank O'Connor
Broadway"

will direct "Just
Chesterfield.
for
Production to start January Srd.
£)iiiiun(i
of

*

(liouldiiig is

time at Pathe to

his

with Greta Garbo. is
reach Broadway in the

"Thirst", in which Gilpart of an African adventurer, is now in production under William Nigh.

And

unknown players

now devoting
making tests
in

search

lii'i

lOr screen talent.
*

*

*

Molly O'Day's contract with First
National is not being renev/ed. Miss
J'Day has not made a picture in

some time.
*

*

*

Marcel ISllver will be the only one
to do any megaphoning on Fox's
"Movietone Follies." Edward Royce

him

"Rio Rita"

FBO

Stirring Slogan

(Continued from pav* 1)
-in the Hotel Biltmore yesterday in rooms 1108-1110-1112-and
Al Steffes in booming tones
1114.
told the Administrative Board of
he New Jersey M.P.T.O. that they
wanted for the new organiwere
aation and to prove they (Steffe.s,
Cole. Rltter and Ritch-;y) were
'on the level", he voiced repeatedS.
ly "Make out all checks to A.
Jol.

*

Off

*

new

thing!

M-(i-M'>» technicolor picture,

F.

be invest-

s-Jiort,

Viking,"

l!<il)crt

may

ed in studio construction.

has suffered a change of
is now calleC "Nearly Di*

at Llttorio.

Lire

Allied Gets

vorced.

M-G-M and by Gilbert.
"The new contract between our
company and John Gilbert is a longdefinitely sets at rest

18,000,000

*

Sheriiiau's

Lotvell
'Piiipps,"

sident of

'erm agreement," said Mr. Schenck.

ment Aerodrome

*

])onn aicEhvaine has been made
western editor of Pathe sound news
weeklv.

will assist

1)

ian Film Industry has decided to
create an Italian "Hollywood" in
the neighborhood of the Govern-

two

*

Italian

la

ation for development of the Ital-

*

in the staging.

Contract

(Continued from pag:a

"It

•

IJarry Norton will star in the Fox
production of the famous stage play,
•'The Command to Love."

camera work began

this week.
Walter McGrail, who registered a
remarkable performance in FBO's
recently completed "Blockade," will
play the heavy in the latest Mix
Eugene Forde is directing.
vehicle.

per

ing Man."

*

Katliryn McGuire has been signed
to play the feminine lead opposite
Tom Mix in his latest FBO production, as yet untitled, on which

"Ente NaCinematografica"
zionale
the Government National Corpor-

silent version of Bathe's

to

contemporaneously.

ROME—The

directing the
"The Miss-

is

HOLLYWOOD—There

Hollywood

Italian

(Continued from page

It

is

known

one A.

the

to

Myers

S.

world

wide
the

is

new

;hairniaii of the Federal Trade Comnission, and it is known also that
his A. S. Myers has denied he will
lead Allied. Rumors had it that he
vauted to know where the money for
he pay envelope was to come from
lefore he would resign from th<3
T'ederal Trade Commission to head
he exhibitor group into the Land of

'romise.

needs no loud speaker so
words went out of the secret
iieeting and boomed into the late
I'ternoon
air.
This newspaper's
sensitive receiving set picked them
Stefle's

lis

up.

First of

Advance

Myers."
that

Series
1)

"Rio Rita" the famous Florenz
show, as the first
1929-30 program.
With the purchase of this valuable
)iece of show property President
Schnitzer effected the beginning of
)f

'iegfeld musical
special on FBO's

revolution in the quality of the
company's product, which is only a
orerunner of the program of expan-

Jersey is headed for the Allied
the Administrative Board can put
That also came through the
t over.
ir.
Other neat bits were the Steffe's assurance
that Fred Blechle
lad already joined that Harry Marx,
'ate of Publix. is to be vice presilent; that the name will be either
f

.'irst

on FBO's 1929-30 prowith Radio-KeithCorporation.
Contracts

special

in affiliation

Ori)heum

lor transferring the Ziegfeld show
into a talking and singing motion
)icture were signed yesterday be-

ween

Mr.

Schnitzer

and

M.P.T.O.

of

Allied

or

States

ional M.P.T.O. of Allied States;

Rita" cast, headed by Ethelind Terry
ukI J. Harold Murray, will play and
ing the leading roles. Other players
n
the original cast include Bert

Wheeler, Ada-May, Walter Catlett,
Vincent
Serrano,
Walter
Petrie,
Helen Clive, Noel Francis and Alf
i'. James.

gloom

ii

The great influx of New York legi
artists is not adding to the peac<
of mind of the silent performers
Each day new faces coming fron
the East.
Not only actors and act
resses but legit directors are bring
ing their baggage and preparing for
a long stay.
The legit people have all the con;
fldence in the world and their noni
j

balance is creating a contrast tci
gloom of the local boys and girls

the

reported that at the expira;
salaried couiracts producers are prepared to make offer:'U a very much lower basis anc
there is every indication that then;
vill be acceptances rather than hag!
gle and lose out entirely.
Some of the stars, who have noi
kidded themselves into the belief thai;
their voices register well, are casting their eyes on the foreign fleldsi
and it would not be surprising
It

is

tion of high

il;

England and Germany won id prove
salvations to those who fail to con-;
aect when the heads start to lop.
Although the producers are not
lubbing the move an economical one
it is just that.
The adverse critic-'
ism to the last outburst of economyi
reflected in a bad light and there is|
more caution being taken.
j

Producers can now sign New York
artists of note under a picture to
picture contract and they feel thisj
is a sensible arrangement and savesi
the cost of supporting a stock coin-;
pany.

and North Carolina
were hoped for; that $20,0()0 was
raised in Chicago and that "Man
power to get money" was much
needed.
Cole, as

hotel visited by the orgaTii/crs.

"Make
S.

all

^

G.

De

Sylvia,

,

"

music and lyrics for those Broad-i
way musical hits, "Good News'' and]
"The New Moon", have written a)
theme song, "My Tonia," for "Inj
Old Arizona," the first all-talker
Iramatic feature to be made by Fox
Film Corporation, to whom these
writers are under contract.

p

r

presiding elder, an-

nounced that the national headquarters would be in Washington.
The
hindquarters will be parked in the
'.)est

Tonia" Theme Song!

Lew Brown andj
XaRay Henderson, who wrote words,!
that

Pensylvania,

Col.

"My
B.

Indiana. Wisconsin. Montana.

Florenz

/iegfeld.
"Rio Rita", one of the most colorful musical plays in the history of
the American theatre, will be the
'irst Ziegfeld show to be transferred
o tlie screen with its songs and dialogue intact.
The original "Rio

is

the hearts of a great many of Holly!
It hai
wood's best known stars.
been intimated by producers that a|
the expiration of present contract!
a number of the high priced star'
will find difficulty in connecting.
In spit
Talkies is the reason.
of the persistent publicity regard
Ing this and that star's wonderfu
speaking voice, it is a well knowi
fact that the tests have proven other
wise, and many stellar performer^
will be forced to lineup with seconc
rate companies who are not usin}
dialogue in order to keep the wol!
from the door.

;

Wash'ngton, Southern California and Kanion on which he is now at work.
"Rio Rita" will be made as the sas were in and that Ohio, Maryland,

gram

W ILKKKSO.N

checks

Myers" ought

to

payable
be

a

to

A.

rallying

—

cry to arouse a nation, like "Lafayette, we come" or '"Out of the trenches by Christmas".
At the meeting's close a statement
was refused but the radio replied
with a low, mocking "heh!heh!"

Cooper With Jannings
Gary Cooper has been assigned to
big part in Emil Jannings' new
Paramount picture,which will have
1

1

picturesque setting.

Cooper will play the role of a
Swiss artist in love with Esther Ralston, Jannings' wife.
Lewis Milestone, director of "The Racket" and
"Two Arabian Nights", will have
the

megaphone

for this story.
I
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IfyoH were a
ntHlHrniUwHrnre

yoH couldn'i bnp
this AdverHsin^.

hnf yoH canhnve
Hfree ofanydtar^e

SNOOKUMS
i

#*^

"THE NEWLYWEDS
AND THEIR BABY,"

4^

Xm^''

the

I'roiii

Cji you had

millions of dollars,

the

newspapers

finest

wouldn't

published.

BUSTER

Newly weds
George

to

and

Do

It"

Their

Baby"

and "Buster

BROWN

and

"Let

Brown"

and

Al

series

made from

nowned comic

But

splitting

it

are yours free of

any

charge when you show the Stern Brothers'

Comedies based on these popular cartoons.
They are the most staple comedies of the
world.
time.

They have withstood the acid test of
They are like money in the bank. The

best theatres in the world are
regularly.

showing them

WHAT MORE COULD YOU

by

i

MIKE AND
Rube

the benefits of

the re-

feature

R. F. Outcault.

"Mike and Ike." Millions of people read
them and are unhappy if they miss them.
That kind of advertising cannot be bought.
all

j^

They

you for money or for love
or for anything else.
Hundreds of newspapers have used daily cartoons of "The
sell it

Cartoons

(s'\

N>^~\^-

you couldn't

buy the world-wide advertising which has
been given to Stern Brothers' Comedies in

Fiiiiioiis

^
C^^

4

^^

IKE

side
characters

Goldberg's

brousfht to

life.

LET GEORGE

DO IT

Another

series

brilliant

pen

from the
o f Rube

Goldberg.

ASK?

TWO

REELS EACH

BROTHERS

COMEDIES/
siEim
VNIVE
Released bv

.^

Exhibitors
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Otterson Indicates W*E*
Interchangeahility Stand
"The industry is naturally inter
ill what progress is being made
in equipping theatres for sound pro-!
Last week our company
jection.
completed its 90Uth installation, and
recent report in one of the
subjects from a

EBUCATIONAL PLANS

ested

Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

FULL SILENT PROGRAM

Both talking and silent
Included in an especially fine
group of Short Features arranged
lor the first! of the year by EducaAdded to
tional Film Exchanges.
the usual quota of silent comedies,
novelties, magazine and news reon Educational's January
leases,
program, will be the second subject
are

I

the new series of Mack Senneti
Talking Comedies, "The Old Barn,"
which follows quickly upon the immediate hit made by "The Lion's
.n

Roar."
No curtailment is to be seen in
Educational's line-up of silent pictures, in keeping with the promise
of E. W. Hammons, president of
Educational, that there will be no
neglect of Educational's silent subjects because of its entry into the

The silent pictures for
field.
ihe month include five two-reel productions, four one-reel comedy or
novelty subjects and eight releases
sound

Kinograms, the news

of

reel.

In-

cluded in these subjects are several

outstanding pictures with Educationbest known stars in them.

al's

GENERAL TALKING PICT.
STARTS SALES FORCE
General Talking Pictures Corporation, owner of the DeForest Phonofilm systems of projection and recording, has organized a sales force
distribution of theatre installations in every part of the counThe force will generally start
try.
activity this week in each territory
and to supply the demand manufacturing facilities of the projector has
been aranged on an expandable basis
so that deliveries can always be
tor

the

kept within a reasonable time limit
in regard to the placing of the
orders.

The corporation has recently acquired manufacturing facilities in
the middle west and this will be
operating bv the first of the year
on a scale ^fhich will permit expansion beyond any point which may
be reached by the sales department.
The eastern factory, limited in space,
has been increased to full capacity,
and a night shift was added on Oec.
10th.
The full capacity of this factory from now until the first of the
year, will be devoted to the filling
of orders which have already been
received.
Orders written between
now and January 1st will be delivered not later than Feb. 15th, with
both the eastern and western plants
fulfilling the orders.

V. B. Trade Show Today

makes of equipments. During November we equipped 159 theatres.
By J;inuary 1st, we shall have more
theatres actually giving
patrons pictures with sountl,
and early in the year we shall have
increased
production
to
250
a

to the

8th floor

ist

in->

their

W.

mouth."
Electrical
yesterday.

E.

Pres. of
Product said

Itterson,

Research

Film Center Building
/y^th Street

NINTH AVENUE

-

^^th Street

.

intercliangeability,"
'Regarding
Otterson stated, "'we have no expectatidu that our system will be the

only
ire

one theatres can install, nor
spending very much time to

've

out experts to test the reulfs of each new installation of anither device as it is made, or even
examine the equipment for patent
Having, a common
nfringement.

send

nterest with the producers who have
adopted our system, we are asking
;heir judgment of the quality of the
repi-oducing in each instance where
he} have the opportunity to book
1 sound picture for showing on other
ban Western Electric machines.
"We are inclined to believe that
nany of the systems now being offered for the sale on the basis of
uudio demonstration will not stand
he test of operation in a theatre.
"Some of the trade press have expres^sed surprise because we have not
aken a more aggressive attitude in
-.eeking to shut down those shows on
her equipment as fast as they have
bobbed up in various parts of the
"ountry. May I say in reply to that,
IS I have said before, that our pol
icy in this industry is not one of
aggression; we are not trying "to
^tamp out competition wherever it
shows its head.
In the long run
nferior systems will fall of their
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VVTHEN

FHrn Center Building
^^ opens its doors in three
weeks, it will house every large
film exchange except those who
have their own buildings on this

)wn accord without any pressure
from us. Some already have.
"If we find other manufacturers
invading the field of our patents,
we shall ask the courts to see that
our rights are respected, but we are
We
:iot out trying to pick a quarrel.
trying, rather, to meet to the
of our ability the obligations
'.o serve the business of talking pictures, in the success of which we,
and the great producers who are
aligned with us, have such a tremendous stake."

are

best

same block.

A

Structure Tailored to Fit the Special

Gallagher Leaving

Needs of the Film Industry

Ri( hard. "Skeets" Gallagher leavRS
for
Hollywood today to play an

Telephone Ashland 4200 for plans

mportant role

"Close Harmony.'
This is the Elsie Janis siory which
is l)eing made into an all-talkie by
I'aiamount.
John Cromwell, stage
lirector, will handle the megaphone
tiiis

in

of part floors, small

225 FIFTH

B. Bennett

With

High."

storage

tentatively

This

is

titled,

to be

made

''Stepping
at

Sound

Studios, 1.34th Street and Park Ave.

and Bert Glennon

AVENUE

Phone Ashland 4200

FBO

Barl)ara Bennett, daughter of tlie
'amous Richard, has been signed Ijy
FBO for the feminine lead in a lecture

offices,

or shipping units.

i)roduction.

I'athe short

presented for the trade at the RCA
Studios at 411 Fifth Avenue, 11:30
The following subthis morning.
jects will be shown: The talking
Topics of the Day, "Pressing His
Suit" and "The Petters" and Aesop
Sound Fable "Stage-Struck".

move on January

1000

thiin

)n

sound and talking subjects produced by the Amedee
J. Van Beuren Corporation will be

Three

will

trade papers I understand there are
all told twelve installations of other

will direct.

FILM CENTER, INC.,

Guilders

.

.

.

ABE N. ADELSON,

'J'jes.

rtnxiJI

N

Northwest Theatre Trouble Ends After Long Fight

DAI^-MVIEW
Rets. U. S.

Devoted to the
24 IVo

fOL..

fostering

137

-New

New

FBO's

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

York,

Friday,

Both Sides Make Conces-

Coming to
Agreement
Long
Battle Is Ended

sions

Life

(Spociiil

U'lrc
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Exhibitors Ddilv

iMINNEAPOLIS, Minn.

—

All stagehand labor matters between
the Publix Theatre Circuit and the
International Alliance of Theatrical

Gilbert's signature to a

settled.

Those present at the conference
between these two organizations
were Mr. Canavan, president of the
Alliance, Theodore L. Hays, of FinI
DEPORTS, inspired by offers of kelstein and Ruben, President of the
*^ various sizes all large
led to Board and Director of Public Relalefmite statements that Mr. Gilbert tions of the North West Theatre
would be found in new surroundings. Circuit, and Harry Sherman, Publix
The
But this writer to more than several Director of Public Relations.
lemonstrates that the good ones, well
ulvised, stay where the money is.

...

—

—

important exhibitors offered a theatres involved were, the State,
modest wager that he would stay the Minnesota, and the Garrick, all
,.:

ilie

with the company that made him and
kept him artistically and personally happy.
*

.

these exhibi-

from

many

olhers was that they felt they would
benefit especially because of the tremendous vehicles M-G-M has provided him and in such numbers as
to assure the future.

».

(Continued on page t>

ATLANTIC

Cin TO

PROMOTE PICTURES
{Special to Exhibitors Daily

ATLANTIC CITY—Dec.
new moving

Review)
13.

—

A

picture producing unit

•

"

remembered showman campaign

now

is

president
of the company.
He now has the
resources of so formidable a finanin

full

authority as

group as RCA. The balance is
where it belongs, the money backing
and the showman management. The
first evidence of this is the big show
hit "Rio Rita" which will be the first
FBO special under the definite show
regime of Joseph I. Schnitzer.
cial

...

W^E

expect to see this company
heading for the prestige and profit that comes from great show performance.

11(28

FIVE Ce.NTS

AL STEFFES FAILS TO
STAMPEDE JERSEY GROUP
"Standardization in sound picture
production should receive immediate
attention as a matter seriously affecting present prosperity and bearing vitally on the future of the entire motion picture industry", says
P. A. Powers of Powers Cinephone.
"Common sense and the simplest
principles of business efficiency demands the abolition of the present
disrupting
practice
producing
of
sound pictures on two widely separated recording systems", declares Mr.
Powers. "Thousands of loddars are
Deing lost to the producers through
confusion in the studios, duplication
of effort, and uncertainty in execuMr.
says
Powers, "that the system of record-

has been formed here to make pictures in and about Atlantic City,
A GREAT earning power at the
to be known as the Atlantic
*^ box oflfice can be wrecked in in- and
City Motion Picture Corporation.
The handsome Mr.
efficient hands.
The organizers plan to start with
Gilbert is in his best possible as- a series of comedies to be made in
Msuciation.
the old Brunton Studios until such
time as the company's own studio
can be erected. They expect to beTI77HEN FBO was solely in the hands gin work on these comedies within
of showmen it handled its pic- the next sixty days.
tures to the best advantage but when
The officers of the new corporaiton
under a purely financial leadership tion are: Armand T. Nichols, preits
pictures suffered and its cam- sident John C. Brunton, vice-presipaigns in the trade went flat through dent James N. Rogers, vice-presiunder or at times non nourishment. dent John D. Moyer, secretary-treasurer.
It is the ambition of these
men to make Atlantic City the Hol'T'HE master showman brain that lywood of the East, which is some
conceived and directed that well ambition.
.

14,

tive offices.
'1
am convinced",

«

TTHE comment among
* tors yesterday and

lle<-eniber

POWERS DEPLORES WASTE
IN SOUND DUPLICATION

Revuu)
Dec. 13.

new
been
long time contract with "M-G-M Stage Employees have

JOHN
)

Formerly Bxhibltorn Trade Revievr

Oflf

NORTHWEST THEATRE
TROUBLE IS SEHLED

Star Stuff!

Show

Pat

Meet

the King!

His Imperial Majesty the King
of Spain appearing in person,
ase it were, and speaking through
Fox Movietone News will be released to the theatres and the
public tomorrow.
The King is acclaimed as an
actor and a comedian that would
have given Chaplin a tussle if he
hadn't been so busy in the king
business.
This without question
is a guaranteed box oflSce smash.

ing sound on the film will be the
ultimate standard adopted by the
picture producers,
Many economic
reasons and features of efficiency
favor
the
sound-on-fllm
system.
Synchrony cannot be lost in pictures synchronized by the sound
track methods. They call for single
shipments saving the extra carrying charges called for by the disc

system and are saving

in

Investigations

Sent

to

Washington and Cleveland
to
Check
Statements
Al

made

Steffes,

the

Allied

fire-eater

annual oratorical outburst
at the Biltmore Hotel Wednesday,
at which time he made an effort to
line up the New Jersey exhibitors
in the ranks of the Allied group but
whether or not the table pounding,
chest thumping, hair mussing ordeal
will have the desired effect remains
to be seen.
At any rate he did not
stampede the members of the Adhis

ministration Committee of the New
Jerseyites. They were as unresponsive as a Syracuse audience.
Al's chief aim seemed to be to
impress those present that his organization is on the level. To drive
this home he kept exclaiming with
great gusto, "Make all checks payable to A. S. Myers".
He repeated
tliis time and again unltl it finally
became the war-cry.
It would seem on the face of this
l)hrase that Al is desirous of obtaining a sufficient number of checks
made payable to Myers to cause that
gentleman to relinquish his position

(Continued on pa^e

valuable

4)

storage space."

EMERSON RESIGNS AS
PRESIDENT OF EQUITY

SEASONAL SLUMP HITS
ALL BROADWAY HOUSES

The pre-Christmas season is not
John Emerson resigned Wednes- greeted with any cheers by Broadday as president of the Actors' way theatres. 'The women who as
Equity association.
He gave as his reason the fact
that he had been "troubled by a
persistent and aggravating throat afextensive
which,
despite
fection,
travel and treatment, has yielded
very slowly."
Emerson was the head of Equity
for eight years.
He will leave soon
with his wife, Anita Loos, for their
Palm Beach home to recuperate
further.

rule patronize the theatre in the
afternoons are now fighting their
way among the thousands of Christmas shoppers and they are too tired
to take in a movie in the evening.
Theatres are not going to any
great pains to make a bid for patronage at this pre-holiday period
knowing it is useless to combat the
shopping spirit.
Business will no
doubt pick up immediately after

a

Christmas and remain so for some
special presentations and

Frank Gillmore, known throughout time and
the theatrical world as "the father
of Equity", was appointed to suc-

(Continued on pape

4)

Gillmore has been
ceed Emerson.
executive secretary and treasurer for
Stanley Earnings
several years.
The Stanley Company of America
Paul Dullzell, assistant to Gillmore, was elevated to the latter's shows net earnings of $202,982 for
was the 13 weeks ending September 29.
C"hurchill
position.
Berton
made treasurer. They hold office For 39 weeks ended September 29
until the annual meeting of the as- net income totalled $695,640 after
deductions.
sociation next June.

(MucaUonai'A
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We

have been promising you
of EdncationaVs sound

details

program. Here

is

the

tant detail EducationaVs
:

talking two-reel

comedy

for you to see and hear

Without resorting
ing phrases,

impor-

first

first allis

ready

— and play.

to high sound-

we have

told

you

simply that you could rely on
Educational to lead the

way

short subjects with sound, as

has led the

way

now

is

it

in silent short

ibjects for years.

to say

in

All

to ask

we need

you

to see

and hear "The Lion's Roar"
This

we

invite

you

to do.

Other talking comedies from the
great Sennett Studios will follow
in quick succession.

ind other groups of short sublets

with

sound

will

be

an-

nounced soon.

Pftf^intNT

lONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc

Z^xji,

TALKIIVC

reduced hy

XtACii

rHE LIO\'S
ROAR"
with

-M'^^

Johnny Burke
Daphne
Billy

.

w«FN

Pollard

Bevan

m^"^

Vernon Dent

,

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES!
trade

mark

The

that for years has

dominated

Now,

the sign of

the short subjects field!

the best in short subjects with sound!

EDUCATIONAL

is

proud

to present, as

part of its great sound program, this series

of two-reel comedies from the oldest

/comedy

producer

The world
dies with

— MACK

SENNETT.

has been waiting for come-

sound and talking on a par in

quality with the best that has been done in
talking features.

They

are here in

MACK

SENNETT TALKING COMEDIES.
"THE LION'S ROAR" begins a series
of talking comedies that will pull like
big features.

No

short subject series has

ever held greater promise of profit for the
exhibitor

who books them.

Talking, Music,

Natural Sound

From

Effects,

Start to Finish
''^duyC^itlcrru^I U-ictuAjU^

Produced by

RCA

-THE SPICE OF THE

Photophone Process
lAk.

PROGRAM"

\

«

£

Exhibitors
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Al Steffes

ARTHUR JAMES.
R.

(Continued from page

Editor
Publisher

WILKERSON,

MaDaging Editor; Jamct
Bernatein,
Herman J. Schleier.
manager;
general

chairman of the Federal Trade
Comission and become leader of the

by

GORDON TRENT

To the casual observer it would
seem that Al's swing through the

any lapse in service.
Samuel
London Office and Correspondent:
80-82 Wardour Street.
Cinema",
Harris, "The
London, \V. 1.
Canadian Moving Picture
Canadian Office:
Spadina Ave., Toronto. Canada.
Digest.
2 59
fying us about

MAIN STREET
MAIN STREET ....
Joseph

I.

Sclinitzer

lKd;kCTBjffej
is

making

life

Eastern territory will prove negative
in results.
Mr. Steffes has nothing
to offer but oratory.
His organization has not, as yet, accomplished

FBO general offices just one live anything, whereas the M.P.T.O.A.,
conference after another on sched- although it functions far from
perules of all departments for the be- fect, has undoubtedly
done considB.
N.
ginning of the New Year.
erable good for exhibitors.
If Mr.
Watch FBO for big doings.
Steffe's organization can, at the end
George Jessel is keeping both eyes of a year, show that it has
made
open for some extra boosting of accomplishments greater than
those
There are indica- of the national
"Lucky Boy"
body, he will no
tions that Al Selig will see that it doubt find a
number of
ready
Some of our steam- to follow, but if he canstates
is forthcoming
offer nothed contemporaries (polite word for ing more than hot
air he will find
lowlifes) set forth that Sam Jacob- the exhibitors
amused but he will
son had replaced Mark Larkin as also discover
that they take their
president when Mark

Divorce for Plants
PARIS—-Dec.

13

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wampas

Photoplay.

.

Wrong!

went theatre owning more
seriously.
Kies-

Barrett

ACADEMY STARTS

been

cleared for a divorce
M. Plant, youthful and
debonair Long Island multimillionaire, and his charming wife, the former Constance Bennett, former picfinal ly

for

tui'e

OF TALKIE EDUCATIONAL
HOLLYWOOD,
of

first

a

series

Philip

actress.

This was learned from unquestionable authority last night as Plant
sailed westward on a trans-Atlantic
voyage homeward for the holidays.
While evervthing is the most amicable between the two, the situation is best described by the old
phrase that "they've agreed to dis-

member

of the faculty of the Un.
versify of Chicago. It was recorde
at Warner Bros, studio and will b
given its first public reproductio'
during the National Convention c:
Teachers of Speech in Chicago, Dt]
cember 27th to 29th.
will

REINHARDT ARRIVING
DEC. 24 FOR U. S PROD.
Max Reinhardt, foremost figure in
Europe's
theatre,
sails
Saturday
from Boulogne for New York, on
the S. S. New York.
He comes to
to make his first motion
picture.
This film will be produc3d at the United Artists Studio in
Hollywood and Miss Lillian Gish will
oe its star.
Miss Gish is now in New York,

supplement

a paper t!
be read at the convention by Ra,!
Kimmel, Dean of the School c'
Speech of the University of Southi
ern California.
This practical dej
monstration of talking pictures foj
informative purposes was made pes
sible for the academy through tb
cooperation of Warner Bros., th'
Eastman Kodak Company and Wil
H. Hays. President of the Motioi
Picture Producers and Distributor
It

of

America, Inc.

Germans Active
According to the Department O;,.
Commerce, reporting on foreign pro|,il(
auction,

Berlin studio activity int'W
creased during October, 157 studiiL
days being fully and 290 studio dayJ^lj
partly occupied out of the 575 availj'w
able.

i

America

Roxy Theatre
K

.

.

—

Warner Bros,

another distributor.

Fox and Paramount were reportvarious

times

new project.
special.
probably
will open the house
ber 27th.
Boyd's

as

back

of

A Paramount
''Interference"

around Decem-

Flu Closes Theatres

busi-

HITCHCOCK GETS FOX
STEREO-COLOR-SOUND
(Special Cable to Exhibitors Daily

LONDON

Because of the sudden influenza
epidemic now raging in Columbia,
S.
C, all theatres and places of
amusement will remain closed unfurther notices.

—

Rcvmw)

The third-dimension

stereoscopic sound pictures in color
which will be produced in Hollyvood, based on the Spoor-Thompson
nrocess, was brought to Fox by
Frank H. Hitchcock. The first picures of Niagara Falls has been viewh1 by Fox officials and found to be
free of all distortion and to create
a life-like illusion.
f

til

seasonal

in Philadelphia

are reported as having taken over
the new theatre which Al Boyd,
formerly of Stanleys, is building and
thus removed any threat of opposition
which might have arisen
through the house going exclusively

at

regular

ness.

PHILADELPHIA

-8?

.

doing their

Warners

BOUGHT AND SOLD

.

.

ed

CLASS A-COMMON-UNIT

.

.

to

tb

of talking pictui
for the use of co

completed and it was announced bi
Douglas Fairbanks, President of tb
Academy of Motion Picture Art|
and Sciences.
The speech is b
Milton Sills, film star and forme

agree."

awaiting arival of Professor Reinnone other and no less, was
hardt on Monday, December 24th.
elected president and now is.
Sam Seasonal Slump Hits
After three days in New York the
Jacobson is first vice president and
Joe Sherman is second vice presiAll Broadway Houses entire party will go to Hollywood,
dent. Now the record is on straight!
where the picture will be placed in
(Continued from pare 1)
production immediately.
George Brown, of Warner BroReinhardt
thers is shadow-boxing with Old
will import several players
from
Man Grip, and hopes to give him a pictures will be the lure to drag Europe for the cast of his initial
good licking
film.
George Blair, of 'em in.
Theatres in New York, however,
Eastman, and his cheerful smile
were with us yesterday
Bill are faring better than those of other
British Censor 598
Murphy in his publicity job at World cities where flu has put a damper
Wide Pictures is just as well-press- on picture going, owing to instrucDuring the first nine months of
from physicians to avoid
ed and no more dignified than usual, tions
this year, as reported by the Decrowds.
which means its natural rather than
As a whole, Broadway houses are partment of Commerce, the feature
painful.
films
censored in Great Britain
.

13—Today

Dec.

adresses planned
leges and other educational institi
tions and for general exhibition wr

liiig,

.

SERIE

j

The way has

in

.

I

of

Allied exhibitors. It is generally believed that Mr. Myers is a man of
siiincieiit intelligence to be able to
faiithom why a chicken crosses the
road.
Mr. Steffes, during his Swiss bell
ringing act, asked the Jersey contingent not to take merely his word
that the new movement is growing
by leaps and bounds, but to investigate all his statements.
The Jerseyites have adopted a Missouri attitude and taken Al at his word.
They have despatched emmisaries to
Cleveland and Washington to check
up and report to the state organization just what is what.
The report will be made at a meeting of
the Jersey committee next week.
After shaking the foundation of
the Biltmore with his oratory, Al
and his seconds. Col. Cole, Ritter
and Ritchey. departed for Maryland where they are today trying to
wean that state organization away
from the M.P.T.O.A.

Business Manager.
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Vlie gentleman at the box-office
the Central Theatre where
First National's first talking picture. "The Barker," co-starring
Milton Sills and Dorothy Mackaill, is playing, announces publicly that he is sick and tired of
assuring ticket purchasers that
"The Barker" is not a dog picture
and that Rin-Tin-Tin does not
head the cast. He declares that
up to last night's performance he
lad answered that question fortyone times.
From F.N. Publicity Office.

1)

as

Abraham
Cron.

Bow-Wow-Wow-Wufj

Stampede Jersey Group

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
Published Daily Except Sunday

\V.

Fails to

1928

14,

'! he
original Spoor-Thcmpson i)roess required a special projector and
lins.
Tho nev/ Fox systeni is used

i^'th

stanuard-size iii ^i
Fox is
linking on these pictuies for a new
sensation and they may revolutionize the industry as sound has done.

BAINBRIDGE & RYAN
Mf-nibPis of .Stock

Kxchange

numbered

le

598, 429 being censored
during the first six months, the
other 1()9 during July, August and
September. These were films of
3,000 feet and over.

Northwest Theatre
Trouble Is Settled
(Continued from page

100 Broadway

T^ew Yor\ City

Telephone Rector 3960
Attention of Edward E.

!

Smith

1)

Minneapolis.
After conferring for three days
the terms were finally agreed upon.
They are: that 28 shows constituted
one week instead of the 23 shows
demanded by the stagehands. That
there are to be only 3 stagehands
at each theatre instead of the 6
there now.
A settlement was also reached in
the controversy between the stagehands and the Hennepin Orpheum
Theatre, also of Minneapolis.
ill

J

it

AT A SACRIFICE
Full

equipment

for

small

house.

leather uph. chairs
2 projectors.
12 largre lobby frame.s.
1
large ticket booth.
6.')0

Can be examined by appointment,

byMr.

I.

Goldstein

691 Elizabel!) Ave.

Newark, N.

J.

Ill

Warners Out For Pennsylvania, Maryland and Ohio Houses
p»«^

Reg.

Devoted

FOX N.
David

Reverend

Wylie,
* D.D., president of the Lord's Day
illiance, says: "I am against comlerc: aizing the day (Sunday) and
G.

isturbs me is how to have a
u liversally applicable to all

itizer s.
sell

Why

should

men who want

shoes, hats, clothes and
ther articles be arrested and the
leu who sell amusements go free?"
*

pHE

«

*

Y.

CLOSINGS

WAIT UNTIL JAN. 20
All Fox deals to take over the
circuits of the independent exhibitors are scheduled to be closed within the next three weeks have been
postponed until January 20th.
Billy Brandt's Brooklyn houses

(Continued on pag'e

4/

manifest reason, Dr. Wylie,

that the men who sell amuseaents are essential to the recreaion at low cost for the general
mblic.
The trolley cars and rail*•

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

is

PHONOFILM SALES SET
IN 4 TERRITORIES

oads run on Sunday, and properAuthorized distributors of DeFory, for the convenience of the pubic.
Amusements are necessary, as est Phonofllm theatre installations
fully
recognized by thoughful recently appointed by General Talks
)eople, to the well being of those ing Pictures Corporation have alvho for six days in the week are ready established their headquarters
in four of the twelve zones into
)n the treadmill of business.
•

*

•

. (< 'ontinuod
<iii
page 4)
pictures do
not commercialize Sunday. They
lo not run morning shows in opGoetz
)osition to the pulpits of the counry and the fact that they are able
Harry M. Goetz, comptroller at
o receive money to pay the ex- the Paramount studios in Hollywood
)enses and to pay the employees arrives in New York Monday on
or their services is no reason why his annual trip to the eastern headhey should be classed as fully com- quarters to attend a series of businercial.
ness conferences.

"THE Sunday motion

*

Here Monday

•

•

15,

1928

•

Beware!
In face of absolute denials fiyNicholas M. Schenck and William
Fox, both men of the highest
standing and veracity, that there
was to be a sale of Loew-M-G-M
to the Fox organization the rumor broke loose again yesterday
in Wall Street, leading to the belief that they originated in and
were a part of pool propaganda.
Many times in the history of the
street an outside group seeking
to influence the stock, either up
Or down, has hired professional
propagandists to keep the rumors
going along the lines they desired.
In some cases publications
have been victimized for that purpose. The attention of the trade
is called to this pernicious prac-

the great charities have to
have their expenses paid and the
Sunday shows in many theatres of
he United States are run more for
he convenience of the public than
!or the profit of the owners.

r\R.

WYLIE

«

*

wants a "law univers-

applicable to all citizens".
\ow why doesn't the good doctor
md his organization recognize the
act that there already is a fundanental law of this republic which
;alls for life, liberty and the pur-

WoodhuU

of happiness for every citizen?
•

•

•

into the people's amusements. to seek to restrain them
rem their harmless pleasures and
ecreations is to tie down the safety
'alve and invite an explosion.
The
cood doctor is too excellent a man
o permit his beliefs to warp his
udgment of the rights of others.
•

r

AWS

don't

•

•

make

people

over.

Sometimes persuasion does.
If
he Sabbath Alliance would change
he public's ideas of Sunday let It
(Continued on page 4)

Phonograph and

Television All in

One

Cabinet Coming

NEW
The

di^al

tor Talking

CO.

FORMING

for taking over the VicMachine Co. was closed

yesterday by the Radio Corporation
of America.
The market on Radio
went up 42 points immediately on
receipt of the information by the
Street.
It is not expected that the Victor
Corporation Vill lose its Identity
but that the associations with thp^e
companies wlJl resolve themselves
into new companies being formed,
in which the Radio Corporation wiU

pa^e

4)

Six
lost

organ companies yesterday
an injunction appeal against

seven labor unions in the U. S. Circuit Court before Judges Swan, Hand
and Manton.
The companies, Aeolian, WurlitH'rjntinued on page 4)

Within a week or the next ten
days, Warner Brothers expect to
close negotiations for the purchase
of
some 60 theatres throughout
Ohio, Maryland and Pennsylvania,
located in 25 cities.
Major Albert Warner, in discussing the expansion move, expects to
make public the names of the cities
and theatres, as soon as the papers
are signed.
The new acquisitions
will be operated under the general

Warner-Vitaphone policy.

At Mention
France

May Modify
Contingent Law
By Sam Harris
"'r«>dny'»

"PO mess

—

ORGAN COS. LOSE
WARNERSBUYING
LABOpECISION
SIXTYTHEATRES

Returning, Chuckles

ally

suit

Radio

(Continjlied on

tice.
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RCA MERGES WITH VICTOR CO.
" PUN 3 -WAY TELEVISION SETS

To Wylie

aw

Kormrrlr Bxhlbltnm Trade Rrvlew

IVew York, Maturdny. Derember

Words

irhat

Pnt OIT

to the fostering
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rHE

S.

II.

PARIS —France

Cinema"

expects to face
trouble with America again on
The
contingent question.
the
trade has come to suitable agreements with the Germans, but
America stands firmly in the way.
President of the
M.
Delac,
Chambre Syndicale has stated
that a period of difficulties and

ahead

in regard
highly probably that the trade will ask the
Government to modify the contingent requirements.

disagreements

to the U. S. A.

is

It is

of Allied States

Adler For Talkies

R. F. (Pete) WoodhuU, National
Bert Adler has formed a new compresident of the M.P.T.O.A. stepped pany called the Bertad Pictures with
off a train yesterday in the Penn- a capital of 200 shares of common
sylvania Station after a tour which stock, to produce and distribute a
took him to Omaha, St Louis, the talking picture and Adler is now
Tri State Convention of Mississippi, a member of the firm of Woody &
Tennessee and Arkansas and his trip Adler, distributors of roadshow picincluded visits to Oklahoma and tures.
North Carolina,
As Mr. WoodhuU swept down the
train platform it was noted that he
was laughing and our special Penn$695,640
9
sylvania Station correspondent step-

STANLEY

PROm FOR
MOS.

ped up to him and asked him why.
"I am sorry, but I can't let you
Net income of Stanley Co. of
in on the joke just yet, it wouldn't America for 13 weeks ended Sepbe nice for me to do it." Mr. Wood- tember 29, 192S. was $202,982 after
And depreciation, federal ta.xes and mihull replied between chuckles.
then after inquiry about the progress nority interest in subsidiaries. For
of the Christmas shopping the Na- 39 weeks ended September 29 net
income totaled $695,640 after above
deductions.
(Continued on pacre 4>
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royal ajp
TOFO

gjtves

Hear hear
!

Alfonso XIII
ICing of Actors

What a

comedian!

IVhat a regular

Your audiences

felloifvl

ivill

love

to meet the ICing of Spain.

And after they've met him»
they'll feel
ne-w pal*

they have a

That's hoiv the -warnit
friendly

personality

of
King Alfonso registers in
Fox Movietoneivs.

Like the royal recording of
ICing George of Cngland*
this intin&ate talk to Am-*
erica hy His Majesty -was
recorded exclusively for

F

MOVIETONEWS
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Your Speaking Acquaintance with Kings

1

This tichet ' setting feature
to all theatres playing issues

WIL

^

;:

to present

-WL

A

Weice

Fr«»jiai

TIte

Tkrone

HIS MAJESTY, ALFONSO

KING

of

Xm

SPAIN

mmMBBoainni

V
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^
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industry is having a
grand giggle over Mayor Bauer, the
big snoopee king of Lynn, Mass.,

The

Corporation. New York City.
Most of our New York City

London

'The Cinema", 80-82 Wardour

Harris.

Office:

°Can"d.an'
259

SpaJina

Digest.

By

Ur. R.

do

OTTO

(Special Cable to Exhibitors Daily

(<

Review)

BERLIN—'Fred Thomson

in

the

it

'i.iitiiiued

from page

1)

«

by persuasion and not by lawf

leaving it to the individual the righj
Any other course isj(==;
to choose.
slavish and un-American not to sajjj'^
very unwise.

that he
lington,

Vermont, News says:

Naked Truth' was recently
barred by Mayor Nichols from its
showing in Boston, claiming that it
was unfit for public exhibition.
However, the film was then shown
to Mayor Bauer, of Lynn, Mass., who
" 'The

Samuel

Correspondent:

and

Office

film

saw and approved of
splendid success here in the Ufa
Naked Truth". The excellent Bur- Pavilion, also Ramon Novarro de-

subscribers are
in order that
fuTn,.hrd their papers by carriers,
prompt service than that
they wi.l get a more
Subscriber, will oblige by not.given by mail.
service.
fying us about any lapse in

WORDS TO WTLIE

BERUN LIKES FRED
THOMSON AND NOVARRO

who banned "Our Dancing Daugh- Paramount picture, "Jesse James",
ters" because it now comes to light directed by Lloyd Ingraham, had a
"The

Printing

Cline

by

Printed

Inc.

Publishers.

and the Things They
CaU That Fellerl

lighted

his

admirers again

Metro-Goldwyu

production,

in

the

"The

Phonofilm Sales Set
In 4 Territories

Road to Romance."
Fo
On the other hand the French
page
(Continued
from
1)
Albatros picture, "Le Groom de Chez
Maxim" starring and directed by
has been dividea
the comedian Nicolas Rimsky was which the country
greatly differed with the Boston decidedly turned down by the critE.
Manheimer and George
S.
mayor, and claimed that a film such ics and the British and Foreign Mooser, who are the distributors foi
as 'The Naked Truth' would be of production, "Villa Halconieri" di- New York State and northern New,

Street.

Canadian Moving J'icture
Ave.. Toronto, Canada.

MAIN STREET

r
value to any community,
rected by Richard Oswald and dis- Jersey, have established headquar
and had granted permission to the tributed in Italy by Pittaluga, evok- ters at 729 Seventh Avenue, New
by
management of the Auditorium in ed a loud whistling at the end.
York City.
They will also have g
Lynn, to show the film where it
a sales room in the executive ofran for four weeks showing to trefices of General Talking Pictures at
mendous crowds ... It is said that
Within the m
218 West 42nd Street.
this film is not hesitating in prenext two weeks a branch office will
elected to mem- senting the bare facts as they are.
j»L A. Kraus was
be established in Buffalo or Albany
Picture Club It has the support of the welfare
Motion
the
of
bership
P. Harrison, Jr., who was appointp ^m
between organizations, women's clubs as well
with his name sandwiched
ed authorized distributor for the
MaPatrick J. Casey and John W.
as the clergy in most of the large
southern states, has established sales ^j
Now what chance has cities where it has recently been
loiiey
forces in each of the branch officea
l'"'our - Square - DistributingThe
Pat shown."
that giiy to start anything!
Corporation has been formed by Ar of the Harcol Motion Pictures In- to
Oaryn observes that every gatherSnoopee
and Stanley Less, and Charles dustries, Inc., of which he is the
thur
"1 m
ing outside of business is referred
Harcol's main office is
snoopee
Weintraub for the pur- head.
this
that
Murray
appears
and
lit
whether
to as "making whoopee"
Mayor Bauer is a good deal of an pose of distributing Reeltone in GlO-612 Baronne Street, New Orle-IT
the said whoopee is made or not old fusspot.
In a speech made by Connecticut and also in Tennessee, ans, and there are six branches|T
... Dr. Straton may soon put on him at a meeting held under the Arkansas, Oklahoma and Mississippi covering each of the exchange cen-^
HenigHenry
wiioopee sermons
Jack H. Glauber has been retain- tres in the southern states.
^
auspices of the Reading, Mass.,
soii of Los Angeles is in what is
Jesse C. Fishman, who is the au- y
Board
of Trade, and apearing in ed as Sales Manager and this new
midst
our
often referred to as
the Reading Chronicle of Nov. 23rd organization has already begun an thorized distributor for Ohio, MichCharles Fettijohn who hasn't been there appears a resume of the intensive campaign for educating igan. Kentucky, western Pennsylso spruce lately because of a gas- Mayor's talk:
the exhibitors in their territory as vania and West Virginia, has hisL
trical nursery that laid him good
headquarters in the Film Building,I||
Mayor
visited some to the value of Reeltone.
"One
day
the
and flat, will leave today for a few of Lynn's public schools and found
21st and Payne Streets, Clevelandl)
days rest and recuperation before that the teachers were smoking
and has established branch offices inF
Organ Cos. Lose
the big legislation program begins cigarettes after school hours."
Pittsburg, Cincinnati, and Detroit. 1
Col. >V. F. Clark of Toronto
Ben Amsterdam who was givenj*li
"You
can't teach in the public
Decision
Labor
is due back in New York Monday
the territory embraced by eastern|!iii(
schools of Lynn and smoke cigar... A short reel subject is a mid- ettes," he told them. ''I have been
Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey,j^iii
(Continued from page 1)
^"'
get with three drinks, says Charley called an old fashioned prune for
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia andk(
Glendon AUvine is this statement," he went on "but it zer, MoUer, Estey, Skinner and Aus- The District of Columbia, has es
Elnfeldt
unions
and speaking
a grippe victim
The standards of tin sought to restrain the union tablished headquarters at 1329 Vineji
didn't phase me.
forcing them to employ
of which the ribald persons will
Street, Philadelphia
living are formed in the students from
soon be calling it "making grip- while they are in school and it cer- labor in the installation of organs,
Fannie Brlce will warble tainly isn't going to make good citi- through sympathetic strikes.
pee"
"My Man" on the Warner Brothers zens of boys and girls if they see
The dissenting opinion by Judge WoodhuII Chuckles at
Vitaphone Jubilee Hour next Mon- or know that their teacher is smok- Manton, clears the way for an apMention of Allied States
peal to the U. S. Supreme Court.
That fair- ing cigarettes."
day night over WOR
He is called variously, "The Big
haired youth Skeets Grallagher is
K^ontinued from pagr* 1)
Merges with Victor
Prune of Lynn", the "Lounge Lizmarching on to bigger and better ard of Virtue" and
the wrong as
President was asked about the
Co.—Plan 3 -Way Sets tional
things, starting yesterday, when he against the right, Bauer.
Allied States Organization.
for California to play with
left
"Oh. that", he said, "I found veryM
(•""ontinued fr»rn paiere 1)
ThePi
little talk about it on my trip.
Charles Rogers in that Paramount
have a stock interest, contributing topics under discussion at the varl-jj
Charles Fox N. Y. Closings
star's next picture
each case that which is necessary ous sessions were sound pictures,
Grapewin and Anna Chance, vaudeWait Until Jan. 20 in
to the success of the merger inter- legislation, big overheads, combating
making a two-reel
are
villians,
censorship and other matters Imests, in return for stock.
(Continued from par* 1)
out on the
talkie for Universal
The Victor company has been de- portant to the nourishment of the
riving a large share of its current box office.
Film Arts Guild has obCoast
''I see no reason for two national
were
to be taken over today; Rach- revenue from the synchronization of
American
rights
to
a
tained the
mil and Rlnsler's Brooklyn Thea- motion pictures both in its Camden organizations, as I believe that the
French film called "The Hunch- tres, 9 in all, were to be taken over and Coast studios.
exhibitors should pass the public
back" by producer of "The Soul of on December 20th; Joelson and
It is understood that the nego- reviewing stand In solid procession.
France" which Paramount v/ill re- Suchman's 14 theatres in Manhattan, tiations for Victor will take in the I don't think we need waste any
which time on it. Let's see what we can
Gaston Jacqnet plays Bronx and Brooklyn, were to be ac- developments in television, in
lease
quired on December 27th.
both companies are interested and find out about interchangeability".
the hunchback and won't Lon Chaney
During the pedestrian interview
The Springer circuit of 9 theatres which means that eventually a joint
Ad noted in the Cinema in Manhattan and Bronx, and Grob cabinet including radio, talking ma- Mr. WoodhuII continued to smile
be sore
Star of India "Wanted, experienc- and Nobel's houses in Fordham and chine and television, would be put and occasionally to chuckle, so it
Long Island, were to be taken over on the market. By this merger, the was the special correspondent's
ed clnematographer at salary of $50
on January 5th.
The reason for greatest measure of economy in per- guess that the thing he was laughper month to start good prospects" this change of schedule was not fecting and marketing this ultimate ing at was the Allied States move
Any takers?
.
ment
revealed.
of machines will be effected.
beneficial
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There^s Peskay

17.

Industry.

FIVE CEXTH

1028

Peskay Charges Against Missouri

For Instance

Theatre Unfounded-Product Available
li-c^.^.-rs?

DWARD PESKAY,

who conducts

the Rivoli Theatre In a suburb
Joseph, Mo., recently sent
St.
tters to the editors of the trade
we
Iipers— all of them as far as

Grindell-Matthews Talking Co.

'

:

now

—

which he presented him-

in

in the role of martyr.
ised the Missouri Theatre
of
ublix Cooper house

ylf

—

He

—

ermitting

run

Peskay

to

re-enter

the

field.
*

*

Pioneer's Photo-E

ac-

the

having
ider control practically every picire from every company in the
il-ritory and of deliberately buying
with the single purpose of not
lem
\
rst

Formed -Warners After Patents

*

'T IS unusual for suburban theatres located close to the big cities
come under first run class, but
)
neither here nor there,
is
lat

German Government
Taboo on Films
By
'"il

Cdiilc

Dr.
to

R OTTO

/Exhibitors Dnily

BERLIN—^Members of
man Parliament do not
(S'

R.evu-u\

the Gerlook upon films with high esteem. From
high authority in the Reichstag,
I hear that government funds for
the motion picture industry is
out of the question; all parties,
including the powerful Socialist
Party, would fight any bill granting money for pictures.

1

e c

t r i

c

Sound-on-Film
Method Sought

S.

mothe

and has formed a new com-

STAFFJISBANDED
—

pincusIanaging

A
This one didn't.
investigation.
ook into the situation developed the

"acts which are presented elsewhere,
from where we sit it would look as
;hough the martyr business in the
suburbs of St. Joseph, Mo. is not

PUBLIXPORTLAND
PORTLAND—Charles

M. Pincus,
new Publix manager of the Portland Theatre has arrived from the
likely to flourish heavily.
South to take over the reins from
«
*
a
Floyd Maxwell, who has been called
"pHE very excellent Morning Tele- back to the Broadway.
*•
graph speaks of the events of
Pincus' first week was one of the
ten years ago and observes that
(Continued on page 4)
'Two Gentlemen, one Samuel Goldfish, the other S. L. Rothafel, were
indulging in a transcontinental proOnly 37 F. Nationals
cession during which they were
wined and dined legally by exhibiFirst National, it is understood,
tors and newspaper men".
wil schedule 37 productions for the
*
•
•
coming season instead of the usual

SWTILL

^

lige

the Morning Telegraph obin some forthcoming issue

unlikely that any outIt is
be made for
pictures will
side
First National release this year.
50.

what newspaper men were buying
dinners and wine for these two Jack Warner and Al Rockett
e;entlemen?

supervise

all

production.

will

Joseph, Mo., lately adressed a
to the editors of exhibitor

which

magazine,

EXPLOITATION

^

the proprietor of

suburban theatre of

a

Rivoli,

letter

pany, the Grindell-Matthews Speaking Film Corporation, with a $25,The Grindell-Matthews
000 capital.
'he point is that Peskay charged
process is the sound-on-fllm method
up
tie Missouri Theatre with setting
with a very fine sound track.
monopoly. The facts are presentunderstood that Warner
is
It
d fully elsewhere in today's issue
Brothers are greatly interested in
newspaper.
f this
the Grindell-Matthews patents and
*
*
*
the report is current on film row
run
first
"N brief, there are three
that some understanding has alhouses in St. Joseph, the Elecbeen reached. If this is so,
ready
These
Colonial and Missouri.
•ic.
not be surprising to see
may
it
[Ouses all along have taken precedthe Warners floating a sound-onnce over the suburban house of
The United Artists fllm program, if there should be a
SEATTLE
Bach is independently
•eskay.
from coast reversion of the disc method of redepartment
iwned and each house uses 104 pic- exploitation
done away with, cording among producers.
ures a year or a total of 312 pic- to coast has been
Saturday.
last
effective
ures on the first run basis.
»
*
*
This includes Irving Waterstree,
Hatrick Returns
LJOW Peskay figures out that there working out of the Seattle office,
was any monopoly in that sec- who has completed a campaign for
E. B. Hatrick, in charge of the
beyond the view of this "The Awakening."
is
tion
motion picture interests of William
vriter.
Randolph Hearst, returned Saturday
*
•
trom his quarterly trip to the coast.
JBVERAL of the papers in the field
* published Peskay's howl without

U. A.

Edward Peskay,
St.

H. Grindell-Matthews, the famous
English inventor of the death-ray,
and one of the founders of the

U.

FILMS OBTAINABLE
the

Cell,

photo-electric cell for talking
tion pictures, has arrived in

Unplayed Contracts and
Labor Troubles Cause of
Rivoli Shut Down

under

examined

the light of fact, is clearly misleadIt may be that Mr. Peskay
ing.
imagined that St. Joseph was so far
distant from the editors of these
exhibitor journals that he could talk
fast and loose, and not be found
out.
If this was the case, he was
It may
laboring under a delusion.
be, to, that Mr. Peskay desires to
From all
be considered a martyr.
accounts, however, it seems that
those who have had to dispose of
pictures to him are the ones who
are entitled to the crown of martyr-

dom.

One of the chief allegations in
his yelp is to the following effect:
"The Mhsouri Theatre, the PxiblixCooper house, has under contract for
first run showing, practically every picture from every company in the terbuying them with the
one thought in view; of not permitting
us to re-enter the first run field."

ritory, deliberately

Mistaken Idea

Mr. Peskay's
a suburban theatre.
The first run houses are not,
as is well known to the trade, usually located in the suburbs of any
As to the charge that the Miscity.
souri Theatre has under contract
for first run showing, practically
60 FIRST
every picture from every company
In the territory, this is either wilful
falsification on Mr. Peskay's part,
or else downright ignorance.
There are three first run houses
Pathe's
The sound version of
in St. Joseph.
the Electric, Coloni"Annapolis,"' with a spirited musi- al, and Missouri. These houses have
specand
navy
famous
of
cal score
(Continued on pagre 4>
ially composed popular melodies of
nautical theme, is reported going as
Alstrong as the silent edition.
ready over sixty houses have lined
up for current or early showing of
the synchronized version.
In

the

place,

first

Rivoli Theatre

is

RUNS BOOK

PATHE'S "ANNAPOLIS"

—

AMPA

TIE-UP

T.P.R.A.
Nichols— "U"

Suit

Up

Suit of Anne Nichols against Universal, for alleged piracy of '"Abie's
Irish Rose" for the film "The Cohens

and the Kellys" is scheduled to be
heard this week before Federal
Judge Goddard.

J^

Two

WITH

UNDER WAY

important

developments

In

the closed meeting of the AMPA last
week were the decision to establish
its own headquarters and the proposal to affiliate with the Theatrl-

(Continued on paye

4>

—
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7% Hedwig

17,

1928

Dividend

The regular quarterly meeting of
the directors of the Hedwig Motion
Picture Laboratories, Inc., was held
December 13 at the laboratory offices at Congress Avenue, Flushing,
Dividends were declared on
L. I.
the Preferred stock of 7% and a
small dividend on the common.
The company showed a good profit for the nine months ol' 192S end-

UNITED ARTISTS

Df

Move Their Exchange on
January ist to 6th Floor in

ing October 31st.

Will

Pat Kearney Back

With Paramount
Patrick Kearney, one of the most
sucessful members of the younger

group of American playwrights is
now on the writing staff at the
Paramount stud.io in Hollywood.

Kearney

Film Center Building
^^th Street

.

NINTH AVENUE

.

ir

^'yth Street

known

for his dramatization of Theodore Dreiser's
"An American Tragedy" and also of
is

best

loi

"A Man's Man."

MAIN STREET

'IISTEN BABY" SECOND

PATHE TALKIE FEATURE

by

GORDON TRENT

i

"Listen Baby" will be the second
all-talking Pathe feature to be pro-

duced after "The Missing Man".
Aaron Singer has written a play The story which was based on Elsie
on the subject of trade papers and Janis and Gene Markey, will be a
it Avill be interesting to see who is
Paul Bern Production, supervised
to be cast as the heavy, who for the by William Counselman.
juvenile lead and who for the comEddie Quillan will have the lead,
conscious or unconscious
edian
further sound tests for other parts
It's all set
Joseph Hergesheimer is being conducted by Edmund Gouldto go again to Hollywood where, two ing.
years ago, he cut a wide swath as
a social lion, a lion amiable and

—

—

with a wiggly front tooth. Joseph
goes at the gilded beckjoning of
Samuel Gohht'yn, who is one of the
industry's best beckoners
Mike
Lewis of Paramount once described

—

as the handsomest man in that organization, is today so fit that somebody yesterday called him the Beau
Brummel of statistics
Albert S.
Howson of the famous old English
family of actors, who story authorities for Warner Brothers, is still
threatened with the tasks of East-

—

ern production manager, whether
he knows it or not. Already he has
enough to do to keep his hair mussed
Louis E. Schneider, Division
Manager of Publix Theatres holding responsibility as far south as
San Antonio and west to Denver,
enjoyed three whole nights in a
regular bed during the recent meeting of District Managers at the home
offices, his normal sleeping accommodations being on wheels
John
Friedl, Publix District Manager for
Texas, finding himself threatened
with a well-earned Eastern assignment, spent one night in each of
three Broadway hotels, and reported favorably to himself on all of
them no wheels, no rumbles, no
roars except at the bell hops.

Thursday Openings
Beginning with December 20th all
Paramount-Publix Roadshows will
open in New Haven, Ct. with their
initiial
performance on Thursday.
Their
former opening day was
Priday.

WAFILMS,

r

—

Believe It

Odor Not!

Now

that motion pictures are
to be seen and heard, Terry Ramsaye, who creates those little
screen novelty d'oeuvres for Fathe

Review,

is

hoping somebody will

perfect an ol factory device for
the camera soon.
He is in the

midst of making a Pathe Review

showing the evolution of perfume
from flower to bottle and would
like to be able to announce it
as the

first

"smell picture".

On January

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.

1st
I

NEW YORK'S FILM DISTRIBUTING CENTER

for Libray Stock Scenes

130

W. 46th

—

—

J*.--'

St.

New York

Bryant 8181

WILL BE DEFINITELY ESTABLISHED

ON NINTH AVENUE
Classified

Advertisement

Advertisements in this section, 6
cents per word. Cash must be sent
No charge for Box
with order.

Minimum

order, $1.
Number line.
10% discount 12 issues or more.

First

Educational

Universal

F. B. 0.

United Artists

Pathe Exchange

Hollywood Pictures

FOR SALE
MOTION

PICTITRK AIVD "STILL"
nameras rented, sold and exchangred.
Portable lights for sale and for rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Coninany, 727 Seventh Avenue,
York

•w

City.

LOCAL FILMS
3I0T10N
PICTURES
MADE TO
order.
Commercial, Home or Indus-

Metro- Goldwyn- Mayer

National

A

';

All will be located in Film Center Building

SEND FOR PLANS OF DIVIDED FLOORS
AND SMALLER OFFICES

We

have excellent facilities and
cameramen. Our price, 20c
Ruby Film Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City
rial.

the best

per foot.

225 FIFTH

AVENUE

Phone Ashland 4200

BUSINESS OPPORTUWrriES

WHETHER YOU WANT TO HIRE

one or be hired; buy or sell a
trade or sell equipment, or
(io almost anythng else in the motion
picture business, an ad In this department will get you results.
If you
want us to word the ad for you, the
services of our advertising experts
are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do, and how many words
you want used.
Exhibitors DAILY
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PICTURE REVIEWS
"Revenge"
United Artists
Directed by
[Starring

'Veiled

"Show Folks"

Dolores Del Rio

DRAMA
BEAUTIFUL.

PICTORIALLY

'^'

I'Jmineit

tin-ng
!

Paul

Toia

.1

Apaches of Paris"

Pathe

Edwin Carewe Direcaed hy

PACED HEAVY

SLOW

Lady"

i-'ox

I

;iih1

.Joseph

I'lvnii

Viiiciuti,

SwicUard

DRAMA

SOPHISTICATED

WILL AT- IN THE EUROPEAN MANTRACT THE CUSTOMERS NER. THE STORY IS NOTHON THE STRENGTH OF MISS ING NEW AND THE PRODEL RIO'S DRAWING POW- DUCTION DRAGS VERY
lER.
OFTEN. THE SITUATIONS
I

Directed by.
Paul Stein
Featuring
Eddie Quillan.
Lina Basquette, Robert Armstrong, Bessie Barriscale.

UFA
Directed by
Featuring

Jaques

Nikolai MallkofT
Nikolai .VallkofT.
Catelain, Ruth Weyber.

POOR, DISCONNECTED
DRAMA OF THE APACHES

GOOD BET FOR NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES. FAST, !N PARIS. WHAT
LIGHT COMEDY DRAMA
WITH TALKING SEQUENCE HUMOR THERE

LITTLE

-

IS,

IS

FOR CLIMAX. ENTERTAIN- HEAVILY HANDLED. PHOIS TERRIBLE
ESPECIALLY FOR TOGRAPHY
RECEIVE GOOD TREAT- I N G
AND
THE
PRODUCTION
MENT THO AND THE PUB- THOSE WHO LIKE DANCING HAS EVIDENTLY
LOST
Lie WILL NOT BE DISAP- AND STAGE LIFE.
MUCH
IN THE CUTTING
POINTED.
A "hoofer" sets out in search of A.ND EDITING FOR AMERIThe plot gets itself all tangled up a partner and meets up with Rita CAN CONSUMPTION.
Carey, a clerk in a pet shop.
He
in

Dolores Del Rio is Rasclia, the
bear tamers daughter who aches and
writhes for a man to come along
who will sweep her off her feet, one
who will completely subdue her even
as she has tamed the wild bears.
He comes along in the person of
the fact that the heroine has
Jorga, the bandit, who is out to re- Uiree
sweethearts, almost making
venge himself on Rascha's father, John Gilbert
look like an amature.
but he meets Rascha first and cuts However, there
is
a good climax
off her hair, which is Gypsy for that
works out the situations satis"shame".
From then on it's just factorily and everybody's
happy.
a question of time before Rascha
The tempo of the picture is slow
realizes that she doesn't hate Jorga
and gets her man for a neat fade- and speed would have helped it considerably, but Emmett Flynn has
out.
done a good workmanlike job on it
Miss Del Rio goes thru hundreds
and deserves to have better and
of feet ot bosom heaving and tacial
smipler working material. The piccontortions
and someone should
ture serves to bring to the public
teach her the art of restraint. Even
aces that are quite unfamiliar, in
gypsies have moments of calm. Howthe persons of Paul Vincinti
and
ever, the gal is attractive and at least
J.ia Tora.
gives the picture life.
The photo- their work They register well, altho
lacks finesse.
Kenneth
graphy is very fine and there is a
Thompson and Lu Gosi give capable
novel way of introducing the character.«,

done

in technicolor,

which

is

"Adoration"

"The Yellow Ticket"

First National

Frank Lloyd Featuring

_

Anna

Sten

AN UNEXCITING RUSSIAN
PICTURIZATION OF POVERTY. SLOW MOVING THRUOUT WITH A SERIES OF
DISCONNECTED SEQUENCES AND POOR ACTING.
OR-

ATTRACTIVELY PRODUCED WELL ACTED DRAMA
OF FAITHFUL LOVE
AGAINST A BACKGROUND
OF REVOLUTIONARY
SCENES

IN

RUSSIA.

Mobs
rograd

the

in

are

streets

gathering to
Prince

the

revolution.
about
to
leave
front,

is

by the
Vladimir,
ary.

of

Pet-

initiate
Orloff,

for
the
war
driven to sudden jealousy
attentions to his wife of

and

As he

aristocratic voluptileaves, he believes he

sees his bride entering the house
of Vladimer
though it is the figure
of Elena's maid wearing her mistress's coat.
Later, Vladimir, lives
luxuriously in Paris with Elena's
maid among his favorites, while the
Prince and Princess are exiled there

—

Peter and
farm. They

his

family

rewarded for their
the land

is

live

on

a

work hard but are not

bad.

efforts

because

They have no money

with which to pay the rent so Maria
accepts employment as a nurse for
the
landlord's
grandchild.
She
doesn't send any money and Peter
is forced to give up the home.
He
comes to the city to see her and
learns from the doorman that she
had an affair with the master. Utterly disappointed and dejected he
returns to the village. Maria quits
shortly after and becomes innocently involved in the arrest of a crowd
of street women thereby acquiring
what is known as the yellow
ticket.
This prevents her from finding employment and she begins to
frequent these women's haunts. Until
one night she meets a friend
of her husbands who informs her
that Peter had been crippled in an

poverty.
He carries a revolver
with three cartridges one for the
Princess, one for Vladimir and the
last for himself.
The prince is a
dissipated drudge in a Paris-Russian
cafe.
There, as a waitress, Elena
meets him. She realizes that noth- explosion. She rushes back to him
ing but proof of her innocence and all is forgiven.
will cause the Prince to be reconMr. Ozep dwells too long upon deciled.
She goes to Vladimir's house
in

—

for it.
The Prince follows, and is
about to use the three cartridges
when the former maid appears and
clears Elena of all suspicion.
Billie Dove fits into her sentimental role excellently.
The production

itself

with the

gang Henri,
who falls in love with an American
heiress.
He steals her bracelet and
an

of

then returns

apache

it

to

her leading her

he is a hero. They
go slumming one night and in a
low dive, they meet Henri's gang.
The gang steals the girl's bag which
she has given to Henri for safe
keeping and attempt to rob her
house but her chauffeur has gotten
there first and so the gang is foiled,
Henri is vindicated of the suspicion
of theft that has hung over him and
to believe that

the girl decides that she loves him.

The

direction

1'

Pathe

reeled by

"(•"i'''iff

with

is

Che acting is all decidedly

"Geraldine"

aramount

Billie Dove,
and I. I. Koval Samborski.
Antonio Moreno, Nicholas Sous- Directed by
p ozep
sanin, Emile Chautard.

CHESTRAL SYNCHRONIZATION A NOTE OF TRUE SENTIMENT THRUOUT.

The story concerns
leader

"Three Week Ends"

Amkino Presentation

Directed by
Featuring

leaches her to dance with the result that she becomes better than
teacher and consequently the star
of the act. She meets Robert Owens
a big time producer, who Is anxious
to secure her as his leading lady
ill his new show.
Shortly after she
breaks with Eddie and signs a contract with Owens.
During a dress
rehearsal she learns that Eddie's
act is a flop.
She rushes to the
theatre to help him out, when Owens
puts in an appearance, demanding
an explanation for her actions. Rita
explains that she loves Eddie and
doesn't intend leaving him again
Owens makes the best of the situation and does the disappearing act,
promising he will forget her con-

amateurish and
ham. It
Altogether this picture will go tract.
cannot begin to compare with the
much belter when it is distributed
The same old theme but handled average American program
fare and
n tortign lands.
Eddie Quillan and Lina
It will do well very nicely.
enough in the big cities here but Basquette stand out from the rest it is obvious that the foreign conof the cast, and the 'Jerfo'-mance ception of Americans is equally as
its success is doubtful in
the nei.ghis .1 whole is snarpv enough to ^Jnny as our idea of European
borhood theatre.
provide good entertainment.
people.
support.

very good.
Exhibitors need not worry about
this one, for the boys and gals will
like it.
It's just disappointing after
the fine pictures Carewe and Miss
Del Rio have made before.

,

Neil

Clarence Badger
Clara Bow
Hamilton, Harrison

Directed by
Melville Brown
Featuring
Marlon Nixon
and Eddie Quillan.

'"ord.

THE USUAL
ONLY MORE

"IT"
SO.

FAIR

STUFF HASN'T

COMEDY DRAMA.
GOT MUCH PEP

A BIT AND THE PRODUCTION
AFTER MISS LOOKS CHEAP BUT IT
BOW'S OTHER PICTURES SHOULD DO GOOD BUSIBUT IT HAS ALL THE ININ THE SMALL TOWNS.
GREDIENTS SO THAT HER NESS
IDEA IS OLD BUT IT IS ONE
POPULARITY SHOULD NOT THAT WILL ALWAYS RESUFFER.

TIRESOME

TAIN

In

order

ITS

APPEAL.

vary her situations
Marion Nixon as Geraldine, plays
^ladame Glyn lias Miss Bow imper
the part of a rich ugly duckling
sonate a night club dancer in this
one who is of course, of poor but who is in love with a gay, no-account lawyer. Eddie Quillan is Edhonest
parents.
Gladys,
(Miss
Bow,) aspires to riches and ease die Abel, the boy who gets a job
from Geraldine's father on the
but naturally when she discovers
strength of his guarantee to change
that the man she has promised to
marry is a struggling insurance Geraldine into an irresistible beauty.
Of course that part is easy and when
igent. she decides that it must be
all is said and done, including a cafe
love and sets about to make it posraid,
Geraldine discovers that it
sible for him to sell a million dollai
is Eddie whom she love.s aud who
^olicy to the wealthy Mr. Turner.
is worthy of that distinction and so
Thin stuff at best, this entirely the audience presumes that they live
original plot, but in it the red-head- happily ever after.
°d Bow. looking for all the world
The director missed a flock of
'ike a blonde, is permitted to go fully
chances for some good comedy gags
fiothed in only about three sreufs.
in this one.
Altho the theme is
^vhich makes the plot thicken.
The anything but original, there is alone bright spot in a garish picture
ways room for new angles on the
s Harrison Ford's work as the
rich methods used in making a plain un^Ir. Turner.
He has kidded liis part attractive girl into a snappy modern
Marion Nixon and Ednumber.
'leautifully.
Neil
to

Hamilton

is

so

die

Quillan

are

pleasing

but

it

Is

'oggone hero that it's annoying.
Albert Gran as the fond father that
tails of unimportance.
Many feet Clarence Badger directed the pic- walks away with the picture.
of film unwind itself, revealing so ture but
just why Joe Glutz couldn't
This will never go with sophistimany scenes of trees and flowers have done it is a mystery. No re- cated audiences but there are still
that one might think a lesson in flections on Mr.
Badger but this kind plenty of people who like to see the
Botany was the directors object. of story tells itself TTnwoyor
it TT-il
r,-,-n
aval* if

t
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2 M-G-M Dialogue-Sound Features Done
Thalberg Lines
tures for

Up

All Fea-

MORRIS SETS NATIONAL
DATES ON 4 PICTURES

Talkie— Music

Synchronization

Marian Davies will be starred in
Ulkie version of Florenz
M-G-M's
Swinging into capacity production Ziegfeld's musical success "Rosalie."
less
pictures
sound
•
•
»
ou talking and
than six months from time construcO'Brien's next picture will
George
tion was first begun on the big be a dramatization of Ben Ames
new stages, is the record establish- William's story, "Son of Anak."
«
«
«
by the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ed
studios.
Betty Boyd has the feminine lead
At the present time, two features opposite Monty Collins in "Social

Warner Bros, will get away to
a conspicuous start in 1929 with four
big pictures released nationally both
Vitaphone and silent versions during the month of January, according to official announcement yesterlay from Sam E. Morris, General
Manager of Distribution.

in

Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool"
completely synchronized with dia- Prestige."
named by Mr. Morris for Janu's
•
•
•
logue and sound effects are finishary first. This will be followed on
Beebe
West
Marjorie
Artlnir Stone and
ed and more than a dozen
he fifth by Audrey Ferris in ''The
coast short subjects are on the mar- have been ladded to the cast of Little Wildcat" directed by Ray Ennumber
next
Astor's
Mary
Eve,"
large
Year's
the
to
"New
ket in addition
right.
of Movietone subjects completed in for Fox.
the East.

According to

Irv-

ing G. Thalberg, dialogue or natural sound synchronization will be
incorporated into virtually every feature film turned out at the Culver
City plant, and a number of 100 per
cent talking pictures are slated for

immediate filming.
first of the 100 per cent talkies
reach the public under M-G-M
release will be "Broadway Melody,"
a spectacular screen musical extravaganza of back stage life. In it
will be the first original musical
comedy score to make its debut via

The

to

Harry Beaumont, who made
"Our Dancing Daughters" is responsible for the megaphoning and the
films.

featured players
Anita Page and

are Bessie Love,
Charles King.

Henabery With Columbia
Joseph Henabery is the latest diof prominence to be added
by Columbia to the directorial lineup the company is assembling to
handle its "talkie" and silent productions. He joins such well-known
megaphone handlers as Frank R.
Capra, Erie C. Kenton, Phil Rosen,
Christy Cabanne, Renaud Hoffman
and Scott Dunlap.

rector

Pincus Managing
Publix Portland
(Continued fronn page

1)

The Portbiggest since it opened.
land under the Publix regime may
show a different speed from this
time on, as Pincus intends to remove the "chain operation" idea
from this house, instituting instead
a locally managed machine, with
all responsi bility on him self.

AMPA

Tie-up With
T.P.R.A. Under

(Continued from page

Way

1)

cal Press Representatives of
ica.

twelfth Fannie Brice's
motion picture, "My Man" di'•ected by Archie Mayo is set for
showings in wired and unwired
*
*
«
houses throughout the country. The
George Fitzmaurice has started ourth feature of the January groun
actual shooting on Billie Dove's new 's Monte Blue's starring special,
picture, "The Man and the Moment." "Conquest" made by Roy Del Ruth.
«

announcement by

Amer-

Paul Benjamin, Business Man-

AMPA is working out the
clubroom idea while President Harvey appointed a committee of 4 to
meet with the T.P.R. of A. Comager of

mittee.

Nine new members were elected to
last week. They were Melville
Fred Eichorn,
A. Phillips, artist;
Universal; M. L. Simmons, Gotham-

AMPA

Bristolphone; Hank Linet, Associated Publications; C. J. Geigerich,
Powers Cinephone; Al Steen, Associated Publications; Gavin C. Hawn;
Hy Daab, FBO and M. J. Kandel,
General Film Library.

•

On January

-

Pennsylvanians will be
,een and heard in the new FBO
alkie. "Stepping High."
Warinfis

irst

GOSSIP OF

LONDON

By LIONEL. BURTON
(Special to Exhibitors

Dml> Review)

Some of the old settlers in Filmland are predicting ''terrible headaches" for the coming year. These;
prophets are, of course, the pre-|
ternaturally wise ones whose financial interest in the movies continues
One^
to be wholly "eye-minded."
|

of

even charged with atperformance of "The
Towners" with cotton in hisi

them

tending

Home

is

a

ears.

vol

*

•

*

of
this
triumphant
Speaking
George M. Cohan talkie the pens
of London reviewers are hardly less
laudatory than those of their Newt
A writer in thej
York confreres.
Bioscope refers to the dialogue as!
"continuously and sonsistenly bril-j

both in story-telling value andJ
in wit.
The film becomes something!
the like of which never before has
been shown in this country." The
liant,

writer, as though by way of
rebuking those who croak dismally
about breakers ahead for talkie producers who run wild with their
effect:
money in their hands, elaborates!
Against
Peskay Charges
"We cannot obtain first run films, thus: "Are we wearied at all by thej
we cannot obtain second run Yankee drawl of the actors? Well,
Theatre Unfounded and
films."
it
does obtrude upon our sense;
but this is a story of Yankee life,
It has already been shown how
fContinupd from pare 1)
the first run pictures have been con- and Yankees speak American.
So
all along taken precedence over the tracted for.
As to Mr. Peskay be- we forgive these characters, just as
Each has all along been an ing unable to secure any second we forgive the American after dinRivoli.
and run film, we turn to a paragraph ner speaker so often infiicted on us
independently owned house,
each one of these houses has been earlier in his letter, to wit:
in real life."
first
*
•
•
using two pictures a week
"On the basis of three changes
runs, so that each house is using a weel" or '"ven two changes a week,
Comment
on
the
foregoing
by a well
104 pictures each year, or a total j'ou will instantly see, that we are known
American
movie
actor:
of 312 pictures a year.
overbought right now on the basis "Than awfully for forgiving the 'Yan
If Mr. Peskay was correct in his of playing all of the product rekee drawl', old top. You reconcile us
statement that the Missouri had se- leased in one year during one year in advance to yards of 'Eh whats'
cured practically every picture from period from the Film Companies and 'Quite all rights' naturally to
every company in the territory, the whose product we now have under be looked for in the forthcoming
Electrical and Colonial could not contract'
British talkie that is to match the
When the
have been kept open.
As to the above, it is known that success of 'The Home Towners.' "
*
•
Missouri Theatre opened in 1926, all
•
Mr. Peskay is under contract with
of the Paramount product was split
The
report,
first
printed several
Pathe for fifteen sound pictures, to
with the Electric, a competitive
weeks ago. that John Barrymore is
He
delivered
during
the
year.
be
house. The Missouri bought the mahad a contract with V/arner Bro- nibbling at overtures from Adelqui
jor part of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
theis for a sound picture, Decem- Millar of Whitehall films, dies hard.
product. The Electric has all of the
ber 8th to 9th, with two more com- In fact it has just been galvanized
First National product; the Missouri ing
in January.
These were can- into fresh vigor by the published
none of it. The Colonial has United celled because of the closing of his statement that a forthcoming BriArtists, Universal, Pathe, Fox, and
tish production to be directed by
theatre.
other companies.
Fred Leroy Granville will, in all
Plenty
of Bookincrs
All Product Divided
probability, present Barrymore as
He is under contract for second its hero. Nothing, however, is said
This has been the lay of matters
He
in St. Joseph up to the current run pictures with Paramount.
about the new Mrs. John Barryseason. At the present writing the had a silent picture booked for last
more,
who was and still is with
week,
sound
pictures
for
and
three
companies
various
products of the
are divided between these down- the three following weeks. In T)oint multitudes of adoring "fans" ^Doltown, first run houses, in St. Joseph. of fact, Mr. Peskay was booked for ores Costello; nor of the statement
The Colonial lately closed, prepar- each week up to the first of the current in New York theatre circles
year.
All of these pictures wpre
ing for sound installation.
that nothing, not even the screen,
f the closin;.': of
It has been seen that these down- camelled because
the
theatre.
First
National
had
henceforth shall come between them.
town theatres in St. Joseph have
been using over 300 first run pic- various sound pictures available, and (Signed) John and Dolores.
*
*
«
lures in a year, and every one of many silent pictures to offer, but
these pictures is available to Mr. could not dispose of them to him.
Apropos of the secret of deterPeskay after the usual time limit. There are available to Mr. Peskay
at least sixteen Universal Pictures. mination of all young British movie
Hard Customer
This, too, is not the first time that
FBO has eight sound pictures, and actresses, sooner or later, to reMr. Peskay has closed his theatre. thirty other available, which he veal their possession of the valuable
And when he states that he is un- could secure. He has six pictures asset accorded to Clara Bow by
able to secure even second run pic- under contract with Fox, which he
Elinor Glyn and called "It", and
tures, the only answer to the same has not played.
Also, he refused
can be that the film salesmen and to contract with Fox for various consequent generous displays of the
distributors have found him a hard other second-run pictures.
He is feminine form divine, the husband
person to deal with.
under contract with Metro-Goldwyn- of one of the ambitious ones is
While Mr. Peskay claims that he Mayer for second-run pictures in
the hero of the following incident:
is unable to keep his house open his theatre also.
This firm has varibecause the Missouri gets all the ous pictures available at the pres- She sent him to a certain fashionpictures, it is reported from St. ent time, and was unable to secure able shop for a dozen pairs of stockJoseph that the reason given by dates from Mr. Peskay for the same. ings.
What shade?" inquired the
him, in his home town, for closing And he says he can't get any picattendant.
"Eh?" said the absenthis theatre was because of labor tures!
"Oh
troubles.
Is Mr. Peskay trying to work the minded spouse; and then
Mr. Peskay's final blast is to this old army game?
nude; to match my wife."

—
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32 FILM

BOARDS

EINFELD APPOINTED

"yHE persistence of the rumor in
' Wall Street circles that William

EXAMINEDBY GOV'T

has caused considerable surprise in
view of the definite denials of both
iMr. Fox and Nicholas M. Schenck.
We learned yesterday that a man of
considerable money who has had
some tempestuous experiences in the
pictures and who came on from the

Federal Trade Investigation

Fox was buying Loew and M-G-M

responsible in large meature for the rumor because of his
assaying the role of kibitzer..
is

or buttinsky for
reported to have gone
to the Fox organization and to have
asked if they would like to buy Loew
and M-G-M. He was advised that
he was talking through his hat but
he persisted that what he suggested
-^

kibitzer,

profit

FTTH CBNTfl

\\y2S

SEEKS BIG THEATRE CHAIN
PROPOSITION 180 N,Y. "INDIES"

Kibitzer!

ymS

IS,

RCA

Aha! The

coast,

Hc'<-«-iiil>«'r

is

Completed

—New

Suit Filed
The Federal Government has prac-

F.N.

ADV.-PUB.

has

assumed

already

Extension

HEAD

He underdivision of the industry.
Herman Starr, president of First
National Pictures, Inc., announces
the appointment of S. Charles Einfeld as director of advertising and
Mr.
publicity for that company.
Einfeld

Fox Options Gain

the

but

>r

I

Rai'

Offer Being Conside-

a

;d

—

Radio is after theatres and this
being the case. Radio will probably
siB';

theatres.

Having completed

their deal for
the Victor Talking Machine company, together with everything arranged but the actual signing of
at least two other big deals of the
importance of the Victor merger and
having their production forces so
geared for a good healthy start,

duties of his new office.
In length of service with the coming had men going through the books pany he is one of its oldest emof the various film boards through- ployees, having joined the organi- this powerful organization is going
Dur- after theatres on a big scale.
out the country since last Spring. zation about nine years ago.
After N. T. Indies
Cincinnati was the last key center ing that time he has served in practically all capacities in the adverIt is known that several
meminvestigated.
bers of the independent group of
This can be taken to mean that tising and publicity department.
Mr. Einfeld is one of the best theatre owners who have optioned
the Commission will within a short
time either be prepared to come equipped men in the advertising their houses to William Fox, have
had several talks with executive
into court with their findings, or
(I'niitinuerl on Page 2)
members of Radio and were told
face the possibility of their autothat this organization was interest(Continued on Page 2)
ed in the 180 or more houses Fox

tically completed its investigation
of the 32 Film Boards of Trade, hav-

'

was

feasible,

TIE THEN

'^ to

went

to

M-G-M but

not

the heads and had some conversation, pointing out that several million dollars could be made
neatly and happily if such a pur-

'

,

(i

1

chase were effected. Then he is reported to have gone downtown and
to have made suggestions to stock
brokers which resulted in the forming of a pool to deal with the issues
of the two companies.

MOVIE INDUSTRY
SIMULTANEOUS SOUND
PROD. FOR P-F-L ASTORIA

had

optioned

and twice postponed

rContlnuod en pare

t)

ON SOUNDER BASIS
EXCHANGE
PERSONNEL CUT

F. NAT.
motion picture industry is on a much sounder
The Astoria studios of Paramount basis financially than ever before,
have about completed the installa- and economy in production of picWarner Brothers completed the
tion of their second Western Elecis being practiced increasingly,
•yHIS man had no authority what- tric recording unit. When this is tures
cleaning
up process in the various
picmotion
C. J. North, chief of the
-*
ever to Speak for either of the completed it will provide for the ture division of the Department of First National exchange centers last
big companies mentioned but was simultaneous shooting of two talk- Commerce, has informed the Wall Saturday in their campaign of coapparently hoping to place himself ing pictures in this studio.
The future of the ordination and efliciency.
Street Journal.
Numerous oflSce employees in each
The iirst two to start on this new industry is seen as somewhat specin a position, if by some remote
chance a deal was at the present arrangement will be the Richard idx ulative at present, due to the sound of the exchanges were given notice
time or in the future brought to picture "Nothing but the Truth" and films, although houses now showing and in Jules Levy's New York
pass, to cut in on the commissions. the production of "Gentlemen of the sound films are reaping a harvest branch, 8 or 9 employees were let
out, much to everyone's surprise.
Press" which will be directed by
nPHIS is not the first time that Millard
(Continued on Page 2)
No further changes in exchange perWebb.
* the kibitzer has figured in mergsonnel and sales force are contemers and purchases in the picture
plated.
business and possibly it won't be
the last but it would be interesting
if it were revealed whether or not
Front Page Stuff!
this person was one of the high
authorities on which Film Daily
Lee Marcus advises that the
stubbed its toe, making out that the
mayor of Lynn Massasnoopee
and
Hoffman
John M. Stahl, M. H.
estimable Mr. Schenck was not to
did not ban the I-'BO
chussets.
Edward J. Smith, all executives of
be believed and that the admirable
picture ''Hit of the Show" as
are
organization
Tiffany-Stahl
the
Sell?
Mr. Fox was not to be relied upon,
Woul
averred on Lynn inform.it ion rerumored to have tendered their
when unidentified informants spoke
We believe it must have
ceived.
resignations to L. A. Young, head
to the contrary.
Loew's Incorporated, for the
other pictures and we
two
been
of T-F to take effect immediately.
are glad to proclaim the entire
•yHIS newspaper prefers to accept year ending August 31st, 1928,
resignations
The reason for the
of
the
"Hit
the
of
usability
* the word of the leaders of the earned more than $2,000,000 net could
not be learned at the time of
Show".
motion picture industry as against
corresponding
over the
profit
going to press but there is a well
Also we put down the two adthe leaders of the kibitzer industry
Tiffany-Stahl
founded story that
figures are
The
of 1927.
period
to the account of
vertisements
thinking
right
and it holds that all
will combine with Educational.
will.
and
good
for
1928
$6,737,205
$8,568,162
men (which by the way constitutes
It has been known for some time
Y= Kd.
for 1927.
an overwhelming majority of our
Page
on
2)
(Continued
minded.
will be similarly

WASHINGTON—The

Tiffany -Stahl, Educational to
Stahl,

Hoffman and Smith Resign

You

I

industry)

Merge

Exhibitors
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GORDON TRENT

Will Irwin's description of Adolph
Zukor, pioneer, visionary, practical
dreamer and unemblazoned doer of
deeds in a fascinating industry,
brings home for the first time to
many of us who thought we understood the racket anid understood
Zukor, the exact pattern of a crossword puzzle in which he, the films
and Paramount Famous-Lasky Corporation are the revealing keyes.
Even those of us who had seen
active service on the Paramount
front, and had been close to the
man, the leader and the father, it
now evident could never have
is
had a very clear idea of what it
We knew we were givall meant.
ing our best to a great organiza-

and to inspiring leaders; we
that we were making the
finest pictures and selling them to
more theatres than anyone else; we
knew we would always be, and had
faith enough in Adolph Zukor, to
keep us one step ahead of the pack.
But did we know the real, the
tion

knew

either

if

one

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

I

,

—

of

N. Adv.-Pub. Head
fir,n

iiape

1)

Stands show psychology, writes clean
convincing show copy and some of
his creations are models of selling
This newspaper feleffectiveness.
icitates Mr. Einfeld and congratulates Mr. Herman Starr on the appointment.

32 Film Boards

Examined by Gov't.
(rnn tiniifl from pagre

I

More Financiers

Inclusion of financial men on the
boards of directors of the film corporations, together with the introduction of banking capital into the industry, is seen as a greatly stabil-

Time and

influence.

cost

of

production are being budgeted very
closely at present, Mr. North says,

Einfeld Appointed

''"ontiniiprl

1)

profits.

izing

1)

charges
the
dropping
matically
brought against the alleged methods
of film arbitration boards.

The Government has not met with
notable success thus far in attempting to prove the numerous dark
deeds attributed to "film trusts"
and farther continues the filing of
new charges from time to time, clothed in new language but merely
repeating the same formulas upon
which they some day hope to
achieve a slight measure of victory.
As is usual in such circumstances,
only takes one conclusive deciit
sion to effect a precedent for all the
other actions, and by this they will
either stand or fall.
Another action, such as the one
which was filed by the Department
of Justice in Washington, Saturday,
asking injunctions against certain
alleged practices of nearly all the
companies in Chicago and the Middle West, is probably nothing more
than another gesture.
The latest complaint again sets
forth the fact the defendants named, among whom are the Balaban &
Katz Corp.; Paramount FamousLasky, Publix Theatres, Universal,
Fox, Pathe, United Artists, ad infinitum, own the best theatres, distribute the best pictures and discrimindependent
against
theatre
ate
operators in favor of the defendant

and the director whose expenditures
are higher than estimated is called
to a close accounting.

No Production Waste
Efflency

of the studios in their
production is a feature of interest
in Hollywood.
Contrary to popular
belief there is little waste in time
or money, and one is reminded of
industrial production.
The sound films are a great perplexity in the industry with almost
everyone doubtful of their future.
Present public interest and curiosity
in the "talkies" have brought huge
profits
to
exhibitors prepared to
show them thus far, however. In
some cases profits have increased as
much as 33
The spectacular rise
in Warner Bros, stock is attributed
in part to the fact that this company
was the first prepared with sound

%

.

films for release.

MORE
MEN
HAVE
I

BEEN
SCALPED

'

by the intensity of our modern
life

than ever were made hair

less

by the Indian Tomahawks.

But the biUiard
not hopeless

now

bail

hair

is

that modern

science has found the

grow

dome

way

to

!

exhibitors.

RCA

Seeks Big Theatre

Chain Proposition

—

—

—

(Continued from page

F.

Basis

Bait-

Exhibitors having houses in
sections
cf
neighborhood
the
Greater New York have run
across a sure fire business builder.
They give away live poultry,
chickens, ducks and turkeys at
each performance to holders of
the luckv numbers.

—

ken and blazed a path ereim which
wasn't he has yet to deviate? Did we realIv think we knew how organized
enough—Mike Simmons is hack on and worth-while productions had
as
slow
the job but he should go
come about— -how distribution on the
getting out of a sick bed too soon .3cale is now *unctions
had evolved
is
Brandt
Joseph
is not so hot
how
the
pictures
were
nursed
Jolson
still in the prime of life— Al
along and kert getting better one
I
and
hook
Mammy
a
is writing
by one how the out-of-the-way thedouble dare him to call it Pappy- atre owner was often financially
Local grundys were saying yester- helped along and encouraged
to put
day that Luther Reed got a tough on the best show possible?
child
and
break when for alimony
We did not
not until this
support he was stuck for 460 cf those
dollars per week and at the same invaluable chronicle, which draws
And reference to the magnificent Paratime became a free lance
mount Theatre Building m Times
litigated
more
others
the
among
against than litigating is Francis X. Square, the cross-roads of the world
Bushman, a decent man who has monument to the industry, the comfor years paid a heavy price for pany and to Zukor, came into being
Pat Powers is out to register indelibly the vivid achis chivalry
again after making grippee but the count.
Uncle
Irwin deals with Zukor's struglittle old cold lingers on
Carl Laemmle came to New York gles as ail immigrant, his early
for the holidays but New York isn't business troubles and progress; the
boasting of the weather offered thus Penny Arcada Era; his ralations
tar
Harry Reichenbach sent out with William A. Brady, with Marcus
keys of mystery to intrigue exhi- Loew, with Frank Meyer, Elek J.
bitor interest in a picture and Pif- Ludvigh, with Ivlorris Kohn, with Al
fle Pete not only spelled his name
Kaufman
and
other
prominent
wrong but threatens to tell exhibi- figures some of us know right well.
Piffle
tors not to book the picture.
The narrative further deals with
Pete thought that wives might get Zukor's courage in launching the
Famous Players; his negotiation,^
suspicious and that therefore Harry
with Belasco Daniel Frohman Mary
was the lowest form of animal life. Pickford; Doug Fairbanks,
Hiram
If I were pete (which denk Gott I
Abrams; Al Lichtman; Jesse L,
aren't) I would beware of the sock Liasky; Samuel Goldwyn and others
who today are luminaries on the film
for if ever a man deserved a smesh
horizon.
An entrancing story for
in the kisser he does and Harry those
in the business; and of genhas been known to settle arguments eral interest to others outside it
Mr. and Mis.
rhat way and how!
A,B.
Shaner
and
their son,
.llehille A.
Kenneth, arrived in New York Sun- Tiffany-Stahl
and
day from P^'rance for a 7-week visit
Educational to Merge
Mel
to the Paramount home-office.
is Special Foreign Representative for
(< 'lint Inued from
page 1)
his company F. J. Smith, Liberty
flicker 'critic?' takes a horrendous
that Kucli a merger was being disslam at Pola Xepri's ''Woman from cussed and it seems now that everyMoscow" and advises readers of the thing is all set for the combination.
Educational will come in full
magazine to "stay away from the
charge of Tiffany-Stahl production
box-office
Negri's last picture for
and distribution.
They will also
Paramount happens to be one of the take over the big West Coast stubest she has made! So there!
dios of T-F.
as

Movie Industry
On Sounder

Good

taciturn, the indominitable spirit of
Did we know how humthe man?
ble his beginning really was how
the motion picture leaped into his

John llcCormick has influenza and

pleurisy

1928

Live Turkeys—
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Not

every bald head can be

helped but nine out of ten can.

You

can

know whether

yours

1>

can be helped or not before you
The deal for these
^losing.
houses^ were supposed to be set for
Fox
closing starting December 1st.
asked for postponement until Dec.
15th.
Last week he asked for a
further set back until January 15th.
final

Last Postponement
some reason or other Fox
is not ready to definitely close for
these houses January 15th. it seems
a cinch that many members of this
group will bow out of the Fox picture and go over to Radio or some
other organization.
If

start

!

Write

for

without

information
cost,

appointment,

or telephone

to

for

GRACE
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FLAHERH HAS NARROW ESCAPE

OPINIONS
ll.\

ON LOCATION AT ALBERQUERQUE
*'Nanook" and ''Moana"
Producer in Auto
Accident in N.

MAKING FOX

M.
EPIC

Flaherty, noted producof primitive life, has
had a narrow escape from death
while motoring, according to word
just received at the Fox Film headFlaherty,
quarters in New York.

Robert

er

who has

has been given a part
in Sophie Tucker's Picture, "Houky
Tonk," which Warner Brothers are
making.

lately

been in

New

Mexico

authentic
of
picture
a
Indian existence along the lines of
"Nanook of the North" and ''Moana
of the South Seas," was riding in
a car with Gerald K. Rudulph, his
assistant, and Mayor Clyde Tingley
of Alberquerque when the accident
occurred on a mountain near that
town.
While rounding a corner near the
top of the Sandia range, at an elevation of 10,000 feet, their automobile
turned over, due to the snowy road.
into a ravine at the
It dropped
Miraculously,
edge of the road.
none of the party was injured when
they brought up in a snow bank,
and they ^were able to get out.
A period of hardship and hard
work followed. The trio set about
righting the capsized automobile.
starting

The snow was

deep, about two feet
in the road and up to their necks
at the sides, and all the men were
dressed in light summer clothes and
wore low shoes. For four hours
during the day they worked to get
the automobile out, rather than seek
help at the nearest home, which was
ten miles down the snowclad mountain.

Finally they righted the car but
of the
it out
to
give up,

were unable to get
drifts,
and decided

Not

Believe

Lila Lee

*

J.

films

of

We Do

Things

*

*

Florence Eldredge, famous stage
actress, is about to make a talkie
with Edward Everett Hortbn for
Educational.
*

•

Lily Dainita has agreed to learn
speak perfect English in six
to

months,

according

to

her

new

contract.
«

*

*

Lloyd Bacon will direct
for Warner
duction will start
holidays.

Tonk"

*

»al Burns

•

''Honky
Brothers.
Proright after the
*

will again direct

Jack

Duffy in his next Christie comedy.
*

«

•

Russell Simpson, George Fawcett
and Black Craif? have been assigned
parts in Paramount's "Innocents of
Paris."
*

Kutli

'I'aylor,

•

•

Jack

a

Breese,

prominent

role

who enacted
in

"Port

of

"U", was told that
in the production was
concluded a couple of weeks ago,
whereupon the actor rushed to
the nearest l;arber shop and had

Dreams"
his work

silver

permitted

for

locks, which
to grow long

he

had

for

the

The next day the
studio discovered that it was espicture, slKjrn.

sential to make
tain
important

retakes of cer-

scenes.
When
Breese informed the Universal officials that he had indulged in
a haircut the previous day he
was advised to refrain from visiting a tonsorial parlor for two
weeks and then to report to the
studios for the additional work.
Naturally, Breese's salary was
continued during the period he
was marking time.

Editors Note: Ed Breese has
been wearing a toupe for the past
ten years.

Luden

.

I{.

\VII,KKRSO.\

JAXMXGS
of the more famous HoU;
scribblers, has written Em
Jannings out of the American pii
ture business all together. She saj
that Herr Jannings will be cob
pelled to return to Germany, thej
to carry on his trade of being tli
screens greatest actor.
This, it
claimed, has been brought about du
to the advent of talkies in thi
country and the fact that Janning

One
wood

Jack Oakic will be in the supporting cast of Clara Bow's picture "The
Wild Party."

No Richman

can not speak English with sufRcir'
ency fluency to make himself undei
stood.

I

BOSH
This scribbler

may

be right,

we hardly think

the talkies will eve
reach the stage that will permit th;
expulsion from our studios of
man who stands head and shoulder
over any other actor or actress li
motion pictures, today, yesterday o
i

tomorrow. We think Herr Janning
is of such sufficient value to screei
entertainment that Paramount o'
any other company would changi
any contemplated policy over nigh
in order to be in a position to haT

him for
words it
nings

is

their

pictures.

In

othe

our opinion that Jan
"bigger" than the talkini
is

nicture itself and if Paramount re
fuses to believe this, other compan
'PS are waiting to prove otherwise
We don't think this sterling artis
win ever be forced out of America T

Picture

motion pictures.
•
•
*
seems that instead of postAlma Bennett, while working in poning the production of the Harry POSTPONEMENT
"Reputa- Richman
picture,
Tiffany-Stahl's
picture
"Say It With
Those New York indenendant
tion" received word of the death of Music" it has been called off altohibitors who have been dealing wifl
her husband.
gether.
This
to the fact that
due
«
«
«
William Fox with a view of sellini
the Richman voice tests did not meahim, are sort pi
the
will
have
Walter Pidgeon
sure up to expectations, (that is their houses to
lead opposite Eve Southern in "The for the amount Richman valued it up in the air at the several post
nonements insisted on by Mr. Fo3
.Miracle."
at) and no one seemed to be able
*
*
*
don't know what to think o
They
to turn out a story that Johnnie
Buster Keaton will wear a full set Considine would O. K. even the one it. Everything seemed slated for ?
and "W.F." ask
picture,
in
his new
of whiskers
he wrote himself. So at an initial December 1 closing
ed for a postponment until Decern
"Spite Marriage."
cost
of
around
the
whole
$100,000,
•
*
*
Last week he asked foi
thing is to be thrown in the scrap ber 15th.
Adam Hull Shirk has been signed basket.
a further delay until Januarv 15th
as director of studio publicity ac"What's the answer?" they are ask
tivities for Columbia pictures.
ing each other. Some feel that then
*

«

IIIL

lani

and

•

It

ploughing their way toward assistance
About $5,000 worth of cameras were left unguarded in the car
while they went shivering on their
•
«
*
Sol Lesser Returns
Harry Sweet has been signed on a
way.
FYom the nearest residence
they managed to reach Alberquer- long term contract by Fox on the
Sol Lesser, president and general
que in another car and took to strength of a picture he made which manager of Lesser-Warner Productheir beds, exhausted and chilled. cost $185.
tions, is in New York for a short
•
•
*
Next day a wrecking crew recovstay preparatory to an extensive proMax Reinhardt sails for New York duction program of pictures to be
ered
the
abandoned
car
and
tomorrow on the "New York" to made in the Lesser Warner studios
cameras.
make a picture starring Lillian Gish. in the San Fernando section of
*
•
*
Hollywood.
The pictures will be
Clive Brook Leaves
CoUetle D'Arville, French prima all-talkies and are to be recorded
Clive Brook, one of the princi- donna, is making an M-G-M short via Sonora-Bristolphone.
pals in the Paramount all talking talking subject this week.
*
*
*
picture, "Interference" at the CriMartin Sails
Colleen
Moore
will
make as her
terion Theatre, left for Hollywood
next
starring
picture,
Irish
"When
yesterday.
Quinn Martin, motion picture ediUpon his return to the studio. Eyes Are Smiling."
tor of the New York morning World,
•
*
•
Brook will begin work on the talkRamon Novarro and "The Pagan" is sailing December 28th, for a tour
ing sequences of the Schoedsack- company have
left Tahiti and will of Europe accompanied by Mrs. MarCooper adventure film, "The Four arrive in San Francisco two days tin and will not return to his desk
Feathers", which will be the most before Christmas.
at the World until February 15th.
important picture offering of Para*
*
«
mount since "Wings".
( a^ey
RobiuM^n will direct "LisLuckett Appointed
-n Baby" for Pathe.
He formerly
'rote titles and supervised for Sam
Josephson at Warners
First National Pictures has apSax.
*
•
*
pointed
Joseph E. Luckett as manaJ. L. Warner announced this week
Lewis Milestone will direct "Front ger of the company's branch office
that Julian Josephson has been put
>"p" for Caddo. It will be an all in
under a long term contract and has
Dallas, Tex., it is announced by
nikie.
received as his initial duty the preNed E. Depinet, general sales man*
•
*
paration of the scenario for Al JolHe succeeds Leslie Wilkes
Sidney LenKeld is doing the story ager.
son's
next
Vitaphone
special,
who resigned to become associated
f "Pig Time" which Howard Hawks
"Mammy".
vill direct for Fox.
with Louis Dent in theatre operation.
.

\\

i

Edmund

his

*

i}

Quinn

on for the Loefl
is really a deal
houses and this being the case, therf
are a lot of the independent thea^
tres that Fox will not want. Othen
are

of

the

opinion

that

tion of taking over 180 or

the

queS'

more

rep'

no childs tasl
and Fox found out he would requin
more time in which to get all Ol
resentative theatres

his

strings

is

set.

Whatever the answer, these
are sitting in the anxious seat.

boyj

Ha^

been for weeks and will continw
to be for several weeks to come

gr(
iio(

tic

New

RCA

York Independent Chains Qet

Offe\r

Today

DAI^-MVItW
KeK.

Devoted
H^lt.

II.

H.

Pat

to the fostering

Off

Formerly Bxhlbltom Trnile

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

\e»v York, \Vediiesday, December

24 \o. 141

Questions

Aoout Myers
picture Rialto was
* full ol' questions yesterday over
he further report that Abram S.
Vlyerri of the Federal Trade Comnission had signed a contract to
lead the Allied States movement
as president and general counof the
sel to lead the exhibitors out
and of promises into something more

and

substantial.

•HE

question

asked

was:

Not

SPOKANE—The

West Coast The-

N. Rosenbaum, real estate operator of Seattle and New York, from
whom the present site of the Seattle

summoned

TO PLAYSTANLEY

ANOTHER

FOX stilTafter

MIDTOWN LEASE

4>

(Continued on page

4)

the

RCA

that as many owners as
possible will be asked to

commit themselves

RCA

as quickly as
Fox options expire, if
not exercised before then.
sale,

R. D. Graver
R.

Dead

and one of the real pioneer's in motion picture exhibition and distribution, died yesterday in a Charlotte,

(Continued on parr

Craver, Charlotte exhibitor

D.

N. C. hospital as a result of

MAURICE

an operation on his stomach caused by a complication of intestinal

M.P.S.S.

ailments.

BENEFIT PREMIERE AT
RIVOLI FOR 'AWAKENING'
Awakening",

"The

with

Vilma

in her first individually starring role, will have its metropolitan

Banky

premiere at the Rivoli Theatre on
Friday evening, December 28th, under the auspices of the Board of
Trustees and the Patronesses of the
Charles
Boys' Club of New York.
H. Sabin, W. Averell and E. Roland
(

(""ontinued

on page

The annual Christmas party of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers will be held on Thursday at
the Paramount Hotel with a gala
array of Broadway stars, including
McCarthy Sisters, Eddie Buzzell,
Harry Delf and the Masked Bari-

tone.

A.

t>

CHASE

PRESIDENT

Maurice A. Chase has been electpresident and general manager
of Motion Pictures Synchronization
Service. Inc., 1650 Broadway, New
York City, according to announcement made today by the directors.
Chase is vice-president of Excellent Pictures Corporation of New
York, and also is president of Chase
Pictures, Inc., an independent film
Mr.
exchange of Buffalo, N. Y.
Chase also served as vice-president
of Selznick Pictures, and later as

ed

general foreign sales manager for
Universal Pictures.

4)

ANNUAL AMPAYmAS
FUN PARTY THURSDAY

the

—

—

an

to

to

—

A general uneasiness has resulted from the rapid spread of the infuenza, which has seized and laid
low a large number of active men
in the motion picture business and
fear has been felt that the malady
might spread to such an extent as
to seriously threaten the theatre
situation and public attendance.
among the
Inquiry
yesterday
health authorities brought to life the
positive assurance that the influcall it what you
enza, flu, or grippe
will
had not reached the point
where it would be considered epidemic and that it was due more to
weather conditions than to any
other cause.
Only on one previous occasion has
the industry been seriously affected
by an epidemic and at that time a

headquarters for a signshowon-the-dotted-line
down.
This is taken to mean

Theatre was acquired.

DISNEY CARTOONS

to

Enough
Warrant Alarm
Serious

Cases Localized

Radio Corporation of
America means business
and will talk 'cold turkey' this morning to a
large group of independent New York Theatre
Owners who have been

atres, Inc., has announced that a
$1,000,000 William fox West Coast
Theatre will soon be erected here
in a downtown location.
The chosen site is owned by L.

THE

(Continued on page

FIVK <K>T«
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N. y. Independent
In RCA Confab

FOR SPOKANE-CLEVELAND

CLEVELAND— It is reported that
Just who did Abram S. Myers the Public Square Union Terminal
3ign a contract with? Was it with a project will include a theatre and
group? Was it with some corporate office building, with Fox occupying
body': And if a corporate body what the theatre.
corporate body?
It is generally known among local
real estate men that the Fox internext question asked was: ests have been negotiating for variWould Abram S. Myers have an ous downtown properties for some
appointment to the Federal Trade time.
Commission confirmed by the SenIt was understood in underate?
was
l.!^round grapevine circles that it
|by no means certain that the Senate
iwould confirm Mr. Myers' appointIment to the Federal Trade CommisCertainly up to the present
Iteion.
Iwriting there has been no confirmabusiness
Geigerich,
J.
Charles
Whether this had any effect
Ition.
animatIon the decision of Mr. Myers to join manager for Walter Disney,
closyesterday
quesproducer,
a
cartoon
course
ed
of
is
Allied
out with
of
series
new
the
could
for
deal
a
himself
ed
Ition which only he
12 sound cartoons for the entire
lanswer.
•
•
•
Stanley chain of theatres. The carquestion that was ask- toons are being synchronized by
ed was whether Mr. Myers, with Powers Cinephone.
The first booking on this deal will
headquarters in Washington, would
continue the practice of law and open at the Strand Theatre in New
handle the Allied business as a pos- York week of January 1st.
It was pointed out
sible side line.
of
['that this might be the course
wisdom, in view of the trouble that
other substantial men, including C.
Pettijohn, the Hon. James J.
C.
Walker and Aaron Sapiro had had
with similar groups when it came
around to the time of pay day and
The Beacon Hotel on 74th Street
even expense day.
•
•
*
and Broadway, New York, in which
TT WAS reported that the New i^ housed the theatre which the Roxy
Fox
^Jersey organization would "go Corporation, a subsidiary of the
was to have ocAllied on Wednesday" but just what Film Corporation,
of a
would go over to Allied was not cupied, is now in the hands
bankruptin
petition
a
as
receiver,
respect
With all due
pointed out.
been filed in the
the excellent small group in cy against it has
to
Court.
Federal
JerNew
of
destinies
charge of the
The Roxy Corporation originally
sey, that body could scarcely be reand
garded as a formidable exhibitor contracted to lease the theatre
the deal.
bind
to
$250,000
deposited
Mr.
of
much
how
Just
organization.
CorMyers' salary it would be able to However, in July of 1928, the
void
pay Is also a question, so that whe- poration brought legal action to
the derecover
and
contract
the
would
Allied
goes
Jersey
ther or not
the buildnot seem to be of momentous im- posit, on the ground that
first
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AUTHORITIES MINIMIZE DANGER
OF FLU EPIDEMIC TO INDUSTRY
MAJOR FOX THEATRES

TPHE motion

Itrvlrvf

Canadian Gov't to

Make Sound
OTTAWA—The

Films

Canadian Govern-

ment is considering the production
purchased
of sound pictures and has
studio
a building and site for a new
will
which
River,
Ottawa
the
on
replace its present plant.
Government officials are considering the adoption of sound pictures
Brifor propaganda purposes in the
The
tish EJmpire and elsewhere.
Government has been producing it.<!

Most of the talent who will honor
own
(Continued on Page 2)

silent films for 10 years.

—

—

Exhibitors
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Wallis Promoted

$150,000 U. A. RENTAL

DAII^^MVICW

ENOUGH OF

W. R WILKERSON.

many

Editor
Publisher

Film Center,

Inc.,

,

ANDIAKE*

TALKIE

—

cotiragement of all sincere effort
the
to
business;
the
within
nurturing of a proper and justified respect for the industry
and its leadership and to a faithful and continuous service to
pictures and picture people and
this newspaper seeks to serve
no other purposes.

MAIN STREET
by

GORDON TRENT

and A.

P.
L.

Waxman; Paramount

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Maire.
Exhibitors

—Leo

HEREFROM W.

er

Salsbury and Eugene
Zukor; Fox
Milton Schwartz and
Saul Rogers; Metro-Loew Edward
Schiller and David Bernstein; United Artists Al Lichtman and Victor
Shapiro; Radio Keith Albee J. I.
Schnitzer and Max Gordon; Universal
Lew Metzger; Columbia Pictures
William Brandt and Jack
Cohen; Vaudeville Agencies
Edward Keller, Lew Golder, William
Morris and J. L. Ryan; Theatre
Equipment Jacob Shapiro and Joe
Hornstein; Trade papers
Harry
Reickenbach; Legitimate Theatres
Maurice Goodman and Rufus Le

Henry

—

Brecher and Syd-

each

the

screen

about

the

—

the

enhanced

ime.

'Xocoanuts" in the Spring
Production

of

"The

Cocoanuts,

starring the four Marx Brothers, as
an all talking moving picture will
begin February 1st at Paramount's
Long Island studio.

—

—

—

A LUNCHEON AT

THE PARK CENTRAL

We

—

—

THE PACr CENTRAL

—

*

*

*

Lou La Rocca, manager of the
Park Plaza Theatre in New York
is doing a splendid thing in
donating 50% of last night's receipts
to the N. Y. American Christmas
Fund.

City

*

*

*

censorship seems the rule
Of 700 forin Soviet Russia today.
eign and 300 national productions,
;;jO of the former and 2G of the latter displeased the censors and exhibitors were warned not to show
them.
Strict

«

*

*

Theodore Roberts, "grand old man
of the films" and the only man to
hold a life contract with Paramount

Famous-Lasky

Corp.,

Angeles, last
years old.

Friday.
*

died

in

He was

Los
67

*

*

Among

recent theatres signing for
Pathe Sound News are the Fulton,
Jersey City; Roanoke, Roanoke, Va.;
New Liberty, Tacoma; Oriental,
Oregon City;
Liberty,
Portland;
Park, Woonsocket, R. I.; Keith's,
Union Hill, N. J. and the Lincoln,
Springfield,

111.
*

*

F.

Proctor's

*

new

58th

Street

Theatre opens its door;; Thursday
Spanish
It is
night, this week.
Renaissance in style and was designed by T. W. Lamb. 3,000 people
can be seated.

Authorities Minimize

Danger of Flu Epidemic
rCnntinued from page

1)

state of partial paralysis obtained
as all business activities were pracIt is not
tically at a standstill.

Studios for Rent

—

—

picture ever made in South
America, when they recorded an intimate talk by Herbert Hoover in
Buenos Aires in the Argentine.

SCREEN TESTS
lucandescant Lighting
Local No. 644 Cameramen
Complete Equipment

Sattalk-

ing

F.

—

—

Fox Movietone Newsreel on
urday took practically the first

same

ney S. Cohen; Exchange Managers
BROWNING STUDIOS
Pathe
Milton J. Schwartz and Charles
110 West 40th St.
N. Y.
offices -with his handsome presence Rosenzweig; Music Publishers
PENN
1258
yesterday awaiting an important 2 Irving Bernstein; Louis Bernstein
Vilma and Sol Bornstein.
o'clock confab on pictures
Bank}' we are informed will not be
able to make a personal appearance
at the Rivoli on December 28th,
when "The Awakening has its pre'The Park Central Houses the Picture Industry"
The
miere Do you mind? Yes
3Iiclii>ran Theatre Owners Association
closed its offices last Thursday in respect to AJ. Kleist, Jr., former preWhen one of your contract players
sident who died from Exposure in
or stars visit Nevf York
Northern Michigan They gave Al
Motion
party
at
the
Lichtman a great
Picture Club Monday night Bill Fox
has quite a few independant exhibiWhat
tors on the anxious seat.
with the knowledge that Radio and
Warners are looking for houses,
in one of our many private dining
Fox has this crowd tied up for a
rooms is the very thing for
few weeks more. They would like
a press interview
so
doing
intends
what
he
know
to
that they can talk turkey and cranwould suggest that you visit us
berry sauce with either of the other
and
inspect some of these individual
afflictof
those
the
list
two Add to
dining salons, and talk over your
ed with the "flu" our own Jimmic
The Pullman Company is
Cron
desires with olir banquet department.
losing one of its best customers in
the resigning of Eddie Smith from
Tiffany-Stahl. They do say that Eddie has not been in a "still" bed
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AT 7ih AVENUE
Glenn Allfor nigh on three years
NEW YORK aXY
vine is back at his desk having conquered ye grippe in a few days

Kane

Bob

THE NEWS

at First National for
seasons, has been made stu-

licity director

Mr. Abe N. Adel- dio manager.
He and Al Rockett
son, president, announces the sign- who is now associate executive will
J»™^ ing of a lease with the United Art- have full charge of the fate of First
Abraham Bernatein. Managing Ed/'"':Schleier.
por- National under the advisement of
Herman J.
manager.
general
ists Corporation for a large
Cron,
floor in the Film Jack Warner.
Business Manager.
sixth
the
ot
Hal's other claim to
tion
West 43rd
Executive and Editorial Offices^ 25
Building, just completed for fame is that he is the husband of
Bryant
Center
Telephone
York.
New
409,
Street, Suite
txecutive
December occupancy, on the east the popular Louise Fazenda.
Address all communications to
M89
postage
including
Rates
Subscription
Offices
side of Ninth Avenue, between 44th
per year United States and Can-ida. $10;
paid
This lease was
and 45th Stre3t.
Remit
by
cents.
copies,
5
Foreign, $15; single
UNIV.
Artists, repre- 'GIVE
tntercd
United
postage,
the
by
or
made
currency
check money order,
at the
1926,
Vice4,
January
Buckley,
matter
Harry
Mr.
by
sented
as second-class
Act of March
C.
post offire of New York, under the
President, for a period of ten years
Published and copyright by Picture
1879
3
$150,000.
of
excess
in
Printing
rental
at
a
Cline
by
Printed
Inc.
Publishers,
With the signing of this lease with
Corporation. New York City.
"Give and Take", Universal's spesubscribers arc
City
York
New
our
princithe
Most of
of
eight
Artists,
United
production of the Aaron Hoffial
in order that
furnished their papers by carriers,
pal motion picture exchanges of the
service than that
lan stage play of that name, has
they will get a more prompt
metropolitan district have arranged
Subscribers will oblige by notirrived in New York as a talking
given by mail.
fying us about any lapse in service.
to move into Film Center on January
In its new form it is aljcture.
Samuel
Correspondent:
London Office and
1st, 1929.
and comedy diadramatic
all
nosL
Street,
Wardour
80-82
Cinema",
H.irris. "The
five thousand of its eight thouogue,
London, W. 1.
x
n
Canadian Moving Picture
Canadian Office:
and feet being with lines, and the
259 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada. Committees Chosen
Digest.
emaining 300O devoted to sound
For Charity Drive ffects and musical setting for
icenes not requiring dialogue.
dedicated
is
This newspaper
The picture co-stars George Sidpursolely to the causes and the
The motion picture and theatriey and Jean Hersholt, with George
inpicture
motion
camthe
a
launched
poses of
cal industries today
..ewis and Miss Sharon Lynch in the
dustry and all its elements; to
paign to complete the $150,000 quota avenile roles.
It
will have its
ideals;
its
fostering
of
the
toward the $5,300,000 budgetary pro- Jroadway premiere in the Colony
its
of
furthering
the
to
gram of the Federation for the
heatre within a few weeks, accordto
proper business purposes;
Support of Jewish Philanthropic So- ng to present plans.
defense against its enemies
its
cieties.
"Give and Take" was directed by
sub-committees
without and it's enemies withfollowing
The
A'illlam Beaudine, from a scenario
inin; to the dissemination of
were appointed to direct solicitation ly Harvey Thew. It is set for reformation of moment and interof prospective givers to the Fedea«e in its silent form for Decemest to the industry; to the eneration: Warner Bros. Sam Morris
23rd.
The talking version will

ARTHUR JAMES,

1928

Hal Wallis, who has been pub-

FOR FILM CENTER SPACE

Reg. U. S. P»t. Off.
Published Daily Except Sunday

19.

expected

C.

that

such

any

condition

will occur in the present widespread
prevalence of influenza as even the
least conservative authorities agree

that an epidemic is not likely.
It was asserted in exhibitor circles yesterday that the best way
to handle the present situation was
to look carefully into the ventilation of the theatres and to avoid
unduly alarming the public by the
posting of warnings or making announcements from platforms.
feeling
confident
this
Despite
there is some apprehension in the
picture business that the flu may
reach serious proportions but these
fears must be kept in abeyance un-

they are fully

til

Annual

justified.

AMPA

Xmas

Fun Party Thursday
(Continued from page
the

Ampas have a mutual

1)

interest

in the movies.
The McCarthy Sisters
Dorothy and Margaret recently made their talking picture debut

—

—

as the stars of the musical comedy
prologue to Pathe's "Annapolis."
The Masked Baritone recently sang
the theme songs for Gotham's Bristolphone synchronization of "Times
Edie Buzzell and Harry
Square."
Uelf have both made appearances
in

Movietone subjects.

BOOKED BY

PUBLIX
ALL OVER

THE

COUNTRY—

X

THE ONE REEL

/J

cmrvmlt JhvtUAjWOODEN SOLDIERS
C7n) HEN
^^^

all

OSWALD
Rabbit. 26 subjects, 15 with
two negatives, sound and silent.

The Lucky

IN

HOLLYWOOD

Arthur Lake, with shots of studio

big-

timers in a zesty series of 13.

—and

tion like Publix books

a short subject for

Other One-Reel Supers:

HORACE

an organiza-

over the country

be outstanding.
with the
to

be

It's

Laemmie

the Roxy,

and

dialog:

BAILEY and BARNUM
Headliner blackface singing and enter-

them
like

theatres
it

must

a habit

Novelties

outstanding

in

Theatres

single-reel field.

these with singing

its

New

the
like

York, show

frequently

— subjects

"The Rag DoU," "Handi-

capped,"

etc.

YOU

can take

taining act.

THE BROX

SISTERS

Harmonizing Hawaiian

trio

extraordi-

nary.

Zimmerman and

Grandville

Unique, delightful Swiss yodelcrs.

a profit-tip

from the big

fel-

lows and add to the drawing

power of any program by
cluding the
ties.

in-

Laemmie Novel-

They're truly something

new under the

sun.

^

^
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SCHENCK PICKS THE BIG ONES
IN THE U. A. 1928-29 LINEUP

ROME

GOSSIP OF
nv ANUEnsoN
'0

iSic^-ial

r.RF,<;r;

Exhibitors Daily Review)

two weeks a great
change has taken place in the popuj
the

In

last

on the subject of motiorj
pictures generally and Italian pro
duction in particular. Mussolini has;
In Italy, when Mussolin;
spoken.
speaks, the detail of parliamentarj
action to be taken is tacitly brushec
lar attitude

i

"Coquette," "Iron Mask" Fox
And "City Lights"
Sure-fire

Branded

HOLLYWOOD —

Still

Midtown Lease
(('(.ntinuffl

Joseph

M.
Schenck, President of United Artmade the
ists Corporation, yesterday
following comments on forthcoming
United Artists Pictures.
Coquette—"Pictures such as Mary

lOVE POWDER' FILM

After
from

paere

ing had not been completed within
all

the

present legal trouble is cleared away,
still believe that Fox will eventually operate the Midtown Theatre on
their own advantageous terms.

—

"Awakening

—

—

—

—

—

The Rescue

—

"Samuel Goldwyn
just finished 'The Rescue,' which is
Mary Astor Starts
also a big production, with Ronald
Colman, Lily Damita, and a very
Mary Astor has begun work on
competent cast."
her next picture, New Year's Eve,"
Chihis Fifth Avenue— "Mr. Gold- under the direction of Henry Lehrwyn is producing this picture with man. This Fox Film production is
Vilma Bauky in the star role. Al- based on a story called "One Hunfred Santell is directing."
dred Dollars," written by Richard
Evangeline
"Edwin Carewe is Connell and published in the Satjust starting production of Evan- urday Evening Post.
Others in the
'

—

starring Dolores del Rio.
the adaptation of the historic poem, I predict it will be a
greater box office attraction than
geline,'

Knowing

"

'Ramona.'

Lummox

—

"Herbert Brenon

busily engaged in the
of the book 'Lummox,'
Hurst, for the screen.

100%

by Fannie
It

will

talkie."

'Heat' Title
The

is

adaptation

Change

be

"Heat" selectnew Greta
Garbo M-G-M picture has
been changed to "Kiss of
title

for

the

East."

the

Cable

tSf.<

man

l»r.
/

til

U OTTO
liibitor.>

—George

director,

Daih

Revifu')

Jacoby,

a

who produced two

Gerpic-

on a world's tour for Universal, with Elga Brink in the leading roles, was brought to a Berlin
hospital last week, together with
Elga Brink and four other persons,
suffering from the effects of a poison given to them in a Club in the
Berlin West End, where hypnotism
and magic are practiced by a magtures

healer.

netic

is well known in Berfilm circles as a director of the
Pryilid-Messtro Company and of the

Herr Jacoby

lin

"London British and Foreign Pictures."
It was whispered about that the
powder in question which all the six
persons ate on bread and butter,
was a love-philtre (aphrodisiac).
Herr Jacoby's friends now state that
his intention was to become initiated

into the secrets of the hypnotic
club, which are not divulged to outsiders, and that his intention was
to make a picture of it.
It is
asserted that he received
warnings not to intrude into that
magic circle, but he persisted.
Jacoby finally told the police that
the powder was given to him by
a friend who warned him not to

take

ac-

cepts the Mussolini gesture as final
authority and gets busy. Meantime*
the tongues of the multitude start
wagging with helpful gossip in the"
right direction. All of which means
that State funds will be provided for
the production of Italian "talkies"
by a government-controlled company, the net profits on the same
going to the War Cripples Fund.

A boost for Italian picture pro
duction all along the line, and for
the film business in general, is re&
ognixed in this and other provisions
of the Pill which the Italian Premier
It tightens the
personally drafted.
H
existing Italian quota, and will makej*'
it increasingly diflRcult to place for
eign pictures on the Italian marIt sheds new light on whatjpi
ket.
is the really important part of thei
duties of the Italian Commission|'l
headed by Director Fiore now iv
Berlin studying German production
methods. The members of the Commission, provided with offices and
other facilities by UFA and its Ternand Neubabelsberg studios
in mastering techThe
nical and organization details.
pelhoff

are

now engaged

experience thus gained will be util
ized in erecting studios in Rome,
where so the gossip goes superfilms will be produced with UFA'S

—

—

it.

Jacoby must look to his cooperation.
laurels now, and if he does not
film this story very soon, somebody
Many interesting points present
else will.
themselves in connection with the

Herr

ASTORIA PLANT
GETS NEW BUILDING

P-F-L

additional
an
of
Construction
building covering space of 50 by 200
feet was begun yesterday by the

these cordial film relaof
fact
tions between Italy and Germany
First of all, Germany gains for its
film rivalry of America, a made-to
Europeat
German-trained
order,

producer

ally.

You

will observe thai

this is a traditional as well as J
The Germans anc
logical alliance.
the Italians have always admirec
Ui|i
each other's art productions.
to the advent of Richard Wagner

Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation at its Long Island studio, where
the company is engaged in making
Broadway German composers wrote only
pictures
with
talking
stars.

The new

building,

according

to

John W. Butler, executive manager
of the studio, will house the motor
generators, heating plant, carpenter
shop and all other mechanical departments now located in the basement and wings of the studio building.
It will remove entirely all the

Ital-

Yet Wagner lived t(
ian operas.
see his "music drama" form not onlj
received with acclaim by the Italiar
people but actually adopted, in mosi
of its essentials, by the "new school'
of Italian opera composers.
•

•

•

Watch what goes on in the
German studios. Watch what

blf

wi!

supplementary
machinery
which
might cause noise or vibrations to

go on in the big UFA-type Italiai
Il
studio to be erected in Rome.

delay the making of talking pictures,
it
will more than double the
Florence Lake, Earle Foxe and Ar- available floor space for picture sets
on the lower stage.
thur Stone.
It is expected the construction will
be completed by March 1st.
The
new building will consist of a baseCrosland
Warners
ment and one story, with foundaAlan Crosland is back in the tions for additional stories.

you're not yet reconciled to the ides
of opera on the films, as a natura
outcome of the German-Italian flln
entente ^just keep watching anyway

cast are Charles Morton, lately seen
"4 Devils," Margaret Cambell,
in

and

With

Warner fold again. He came east
a few weeks ago to direct the Harry
Riehman picture but they decided
to call it off until Riehman could
to go to California to
make it, therefor, Mr. Crosland signed on the dotted line to direct pictures for Warner Brothers once
find

ed

By
BB^-RLIN

specified time.

Film row observers, after

So everybody concerned

aside.

Pickford's 100% talkie, 'Coquette,'
are sure fire."
''Douglas Fair- Benefit Premiere at
The Iron Mask
banks in 'The Iron Mask,' outrivals
>»
Rivoli for
any of his best performances. The
picture is finished, I saw it, and I
(Continued from page 1)
will make a positive statement that
Douglas
picture
greatest
the
is
it
Jarhas ever had, not excluding 'Robin Harriman, Robert A. Chambers,
vis Cromwell, Charles Kayden and
Hood.' "
"Chaplin's 'City George Whitney head the men's comCity Lights
the
Lights,' on which he is working mittee sponsoring the premiere;
now, will without a doubt be sup- ratronesses include Mrs. F. Trubee
reme entertainment and provide Davison, Mrs E. H. Harriman.
Mrs. W.
filled houses wherever it is shown." Mrs. E. Roland Harriman,
"Ernst A.verell Hariman, Mrs. Charles Sabin
Kins of the Mountains
Lubitsch has just completed the iini Mrs. Kenneth O'Brien.
greatest love story of the year in
An orchestra of 100 young musiJohn Barrymore's 'King of the Moun- cians from the Boys' Club will apa tense drama filled pear on the stage under the directains.' It is
with spectacular episodes."
tion of Dr. Reisenfeld. These boys are
Lady of the Pavements— "D. W. members of the Jast Side settlement
Griflfith's 'Lady of the Pavements,' group that once included in its memwith Lupe Velez, Jetta Goudal, Bill bership such well-known Broadway
Boyd and George Fawcett, is com- celebrities as Irving Berlin, George
pleted and should stand out as a White, George Jessel, and the Marx
Their program will conhigh light gam of our series."
Brothers.
Nightstick ^"Roland West is en- sist of a symphonic arrangement of
gaged producing 'Nightstick,' a 100% "Marie" and several Gilbert and
I am convinced it will be
talkie.
Sullivan numbers.
the very best talking picture so far
produced."
She Goes to War ''Henry King
Christie Signs Griffith
completing the Rupert Hughes
is
I know
story 'She Goes to War.'
Al Christie today signed Raymond
it will be one of the big pictures
Griftith for one of the short feature
of the year."
talking plays which his company
"Gloria Swanson is producing for Paramount release.
Queen Kelly
is advanced in her work on the Erich
Griffith will be starred in "Post
von Stroheim production, 'Queen Mortems", a 100 percent talking picKelly,' and this combination of star ture
adapted from the story of
and producer-director is an ideal one Charles Devine. He will play the
which should provide one of our part of Whispering Jimmy Smith,
outstanding United Artists attrac- a bridge playing burglar.
tions."

PLOT POISONS JACOBY

i)

time

QUESTIONS ABOUT MYERS
M'diitinupfl

from pag:e

1)

portance either to the present na-

body or to Allied.
words of the immortal
Shakespeare (or was it Artemus
more. Mr. Crosland directed several Ward.)
"We shall see what we
of John Barrymore's productions.
shall see".
tional

In

the

—

Helen Kane Signed
Helen Kane, star of "Good Boy,
Hammerstein musical comedy, hai
been selected
Richard Dix

as

leading

lady

foi

in "Nothing But th<
In this picture. Miss Kani

Truth."
will be given the opportunity t(
sing and dance for the benefit o
the movie, talkie public.
Victoi
Schertziuger will direct and Willw
Collier, Sr. will supervise this pro
duction of his own play.

Turned Dou^^ Myers^ Confirmation as ^^TraAe^^ Head

^oolidge

KeK. U.

Devoted
Oli.

Pat Off

to the fostering

New

24 No. 142

Just Plain
i

S.

Clean Reasonl

Formerly exhibitors Trade Review

and developing of the Motion Picture

York. Thursday, Dereiiiber

NOW

HOWEVER
posed

Hudson

pro-

legislation,
be, or covert and
choose to look

censorship

Bill)

may

Pal of Brookhart

$1.00 Fox

F.N.-VITAPHONE

The regular quarterly

placed at its disposal to produce talking and sound-synchronized motion picture productions, using

sufficient.

is

•

*

»

r

^

EGISLATION

of the

Hudson

Mai

Bill's

kind, as pertaining to motion pic-

has another paramount men-

Malcolm

St. Claire
St.

Here

Claire, director, is in

He reon a vacation.
acing aspect, besid'j that oE curtail- cently severed his connection with
ing their liberties, for a people who Paramount and is going to free

tures,

New York

in worKing out tneir own lance.
problems without undue and unnecIbolieve

essary

official

interference.
*

*

*

many years now citizen forces
a
exercised
have
themselves
growing control over the films, in
setting standards and raising public
To the credit of the industaste.
try, as has been said, its response
and copartnership in this effort have
Today in
not been unimportant.
growing measu^-e and w:(h increan|ing beneficial results, numerous responsible citizen organizations, both
national and local, are contributing in this effort, which is entirely

The stock immediately rose 2% points on
the exchange, after a steady
decline last week.

FOR

*

Claude

C.

former southern

Ezell,

manager of Warner
has been made sales manager

division

organization

taking

effect

Bros.,
of that

immedi-

ately.

Sam Morris, who has handled the
sales of the Warner pictures almost
since the inception of the concern
has been elevated to the task of
general manager of both Warner
Brothers and First National.
Ned Depinet sales head of First
National and Ezell will work direct-

inaugural opening of
new East 58th St.
Theatre in New York takes place
tonight, with a large representation
F.

Proctor's

Irom the motion picture theatre and
and genswath at

film executives and trade
eral press cutting a wide
tile

7

o'clock reception.
of this

*

wholesome

,

{

and

films,

to-

PREMIERE

I)

ITALIAN FILM

CLASH^BREWING
By

Dr. R.

OTTO

(Snccidl C.ahle to Exhibitors D<iil> Rfrifuil

Arthur Clavering, Warner managing director in Great Britain and
Gus Schlesinger who has been looking after Warner European affairs
arrive on the Leviathan today from
England.
Clavering and Schlesinger will
confer with Warner officials on the

—

BERLIN Trouble is brewing beAmeritween Italy and America.
can distributors in Rome have declared

war against Signor

^idiMit

of the

Concern.

Bisi, pre-

National Film
Th»y accuse him of cutItalian

ting American piv^uires altogethi-r
and favoring European films.
The fact is, and representatives

ifontimied on page

S)

TiflFany-Stahl Denial

Head

ROAR'

KUNSKY'S STATE

—

—

Or

I

fContlnuad on pace

Everyone around the Tiffany-Stahl
home
office have denied the rumors
appointbeen
Edward Brophy, has
DEC. 22
on Broadway Tuesday thai
current
ed general production manager of
Educastudios in a merger between T-S and
Cosmopolitan
M-G-M
the
The premiere showing of the Edubeen thought of
ever
has
tional
New York.
cational-Mack Senuett "The Lion's
M- H. Hoffman and
tion."
thought ot
*
•
*
Roar" will be on December 22nd.
John M. Stahl both wired about
resignations suggested that
their
"T EGISLATION such as the Hud- this Mack Sennett Comedy will open
Not
Believe It
State
Kunsky's
at
*-'
run
part owners and had no
extended
an
were
and
null
they
make
would
bill
son
prosame
the
on
selling out or leaving
Detroit,
of
Theatre,
work
thought
splendid
void at a jump all this
Jack Noyes, is a sound
Trial," an all-talkE. J. Smith has rethe company.
for intelligent guidance and use of gram with "On
Artists
United
expert at the
picture, on that
is understood he
length
it
and
feature
ing
signed
eforganized
an
picture
motion
fhe
Hollvwood studio.
a 10<^ owner of the company.
(Continued on page 3)
tContiiuied on Page 2)
artistic

gether with the best special uses
of them, are combining in the movement which has for its slogan, "Sethe solulection ^not censorship

—

.

Information from Washington acquaints us with the Abram S. Myers
situation as far as the Federal Trade
Commission is concerned. This word
from the Sun Bureau sets forth "the
President is said to have advised
supporters of Myers that he would
have to be convinced that there is
SI ^cient support in the Senate to
ei.oure Myers' confirmation before he
would send his name to that body".
.\pparently the support was not
sufficient to satisfy the President and
it is now believed that Col. Charles
March, who was President Coolidge's
campaign mgr. in Minnesota, will be
recommended for the Federal Trade
Commission in place of Myers.
The original appointment of Mr.
Myers was oppossed and apparently
the reappointment was opposed with
even greater ardor.
This sheds some light on the willingness of Mr. Myers to accept the

OFFICIALS ARRIVE

women's

outstanding

Him

under Morris.

unusual theatre of Spanish design
new line-up of First National affairs
and architecture, seating 3,000, is
in Europe, since the consolidation.
•^
groups and specially organized
on pasire :i)
(( "ontinued
the
view
in
having
all
committees,
f<'iiiitinued on Page 2)
encouragement of the production
and exhibition and patronage of
'LION'S
Brophy Studio

TTODAY,

Political

Coolidge Opposed

U. S.

The gala

F.

The opening performance
*

OF WARNER BROTHERS

Thought

Supervision

PROCTOR OPENING WARNERFOREIGN

I

constructive.

EZELL SALES HEAD

ly

STAGE STARS AT

divi-

tors yesterday.

Vitaphone equipment and sound-

ternicious as you
proof stages.
or however weak its allies, it is
In the deal just consummated,
,0
be regarded as a continuity of tuture F. N. productions will gain
etermined effort to set up the will the benefit of eleven Vitaphone
if
the few over the will of the sound proof stages in California and
It is typical of what the Brooklyn.
„any.
In addition, eight sound
'anatical reformer would like to get proof stages are nearing comple.way with and will keep on trying tion at the First National StuJios.
For that reason Burbank, Calif., and these all to;o get away with.
iscussion of the matter should also gether will constitute one vast field
It is not of production for talking motion picle regarded as a warning.
jnough to scoff or pooh-pooh; only lures for both ocmpanies.

Advocate of

dend of $1.00 on Clasy "A"
and "B" common stock of the
Fox Film Corporation was de(^lared by the board of direc-

ties

all

'A'-'B'

Dividend

it it,

constant vigilance

Clt;NT«>

MYERS POUCIES UNCERTAIN ON
FEDERAL CONTROL-ARBITRATION

LTERE are sane words from the
Review MagaStarting today, all First National
l'^ National Board of
importance product will be known as First Najr.ine which are of such
fhat we reproduce them with our tional-Vitaphone Pictures, and the
ipproval:
company will have complete facilithis

FIVE

11(28

FIRST NAT. PRODUCT

<-<.=2'-S?

ridiculous

211,

Industry.

—

i.'?

Jfei

—
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newspaper

This

dedicated

is

and the purposes of the motion picture industry and all its elements; to

solely to the causes

ideals;
its
fostering
of
its
furthering
of
the
to
proper business purposes;
defense against its enemies
its

the
to

without and
in;

to

it's

Policies

(rrintlnued from pac* 1)

Editor
Publisher

WII.K'ERSON,

R

Uncertain on
Federal Control-Arbitration

Myers

enemies with-

the dissemination of in-

formation of moment and interest to the industry; to the encouragement of all sincere effort
the
to
business;
the
within
nurturing of a proper and jus-

job of president and general counsel
for the Allied Exhibitors organization

which

is

making strenous

efforts

establish itself in different parts
of the country.
Myers has denied that he drew the
Brookhart Bill and his word was
naturally accepted but it occurs to
those in the industry who studied
the Brookhart Bill that although it
hears the name of Senator Brookhart its language and phrasing is
so similar to that of Myers as to be
regarded as something a little more
than a coincidence.
Whether he actually framed the
hill or not it is known that he is
a close friend and fishing companion
to

20, 1928

by business men and not by the
government.
Brookhart, when he found he was
off on the wrong track, was eager
to have amendments made so that
he might save his face and squeeze
the bill through, but the Federal control feature has never been amended
out by its author and it is known
that the Iowa statesmen believes that
the government should have super-

1928 Kontingent
Nearly Used Up

—

BERLIN This year's Kontingent import certificates are
nearly al used up, which explains the rise in the number
of foreign pictures which can

vision of all business.
It would be gratifying to the in-

dustry if
come out

Abram

S.

Myers were

to

footed against Federal
control, against censorship and in
favor of arbitration, thereby giving
himself some face in the business
at the outset.
Aaron Sapiro started his career
in the picture business with two
blunders, one the belittling of pictures as compared with radio as a
entertainment and the
of
of Senator Brookhart and it is hardly means
likely that the Senator went forward other was to butt into the French
on his measure without the S3Tnpath- situation at a time when the representative of the industry was conetic approval of Mr, Myers.
If Myers, coming in as head of ferring with the French premier.
an exhibitor organization, is definiteIn all friendliness and for the good
ly favorable to the enactment of a of the industry we suggest to Mr.
Federal statute bill placing the mo- Myers that he come out flat footed
tion picture business under the yoke as above suggested and clear the
of Federal management and control, atmosphere so we will know whether
the industry is scarcely to regard we have acquired in the business
his advent with any great enthu- a man who is for our business and
siasm.
The Brookhart Bill is not who seeks to understand its proba constructive measure in fact, it is lems or one who is just a recruit from
a pernicious offering which flies in political life who is out to get as
the face of the policy of both Presi- much as he can out of what he undent Coolidge and President elect doubtedly believes to be a rich harHoover that business should be run vest field.

be expected in

Germany from

January

This

on.

also

ex-

plains the fact that the per-

flat

centage

shown

German films
November jumped

of
in

to 67 over 41 in October.
18 domestic pictures were
passed by the German censors in November and only
nine from foreign countries.
In October the proportion

—

was 22

to 27

ber 18 to

and

in

Septem-

14.

1

Warner Foreign

Officials Arrive)
(Continued from page

1 )

Clavering has been investigating theFirst National branches throughout
Great Britain and will undoubtedly
1)8 given supervision of the merged
exchanges in England.

JUST PLAIiV CLKAjV REASON!

respect for the industry
its leadership and to a faithand continuous service to

tified

and
ful

pictures

newspaper

seeks
no other purposes.
this

(Cdiitinued from page 1)

and picture people and
to

which has gone forward in a
way and which, to impartial and informed observers, has
unquestionably accomplished all that

fort

serve

democratic

MAIN STREET

political censorship, with its
tral destructive thought, can
do nor even aim to do."

by

WAFILMS,

GORDON TRENT

cen-

never

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.
for Libray Stock Scenes

Pat Garyii says he knows a feller
who has a dog that's so friendly
that he is a ojae man after another
man dog Quinn Martin, reported as
leaving the New York World, is
leaving only for a seven weeks' survey of Yurrup after which he will
return to moving picture criticking
Sol Lesser says that picture merClive
gers are the thief of time
Brook is 'sposcd to have worn dark
glasses to frustrate feminine admirers while shopping in New York.
The shrinking mignonette would be
wearing whiskers if they did'nt
Richard Bartickle him to death
thelmess, having been making grippee will go to Havana (get that) to
Aileen Brenon runs
recuperate
such a really good motion picture
departraent for ihe Moining ieugraph (now a litry and flapper newspaper of parts and parcels) that an

130

W. 46th St.
New York
Bryant 8181

—

—

—
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—

—

occasional

featuring

on

would be a bright thing to
bit of

great wisdom

Christmas

Mater

gift

to

is

page

One

do.
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Ethlyn Clalr has been signed by
athe to play the heroine in their
ten reel serial, "Queen of the
orth Woods".

ew

*

Ihivid

IJiitler

•

•

direct
opus,

will

George
"Son of

'Brien in his next
nak". J. Farrell McDonald will be
'Brien's father.
»

•

will megaphone on
k'illiam Boyd's picture, "The Flying
ool".

Tay

(liariiett

*

I

*

«

Roy D'Arcy is playing the heavy
"Girls Gone Wild" for Pox.
•

*

Knth Ettiiig .featured player
Whoopee", is making a couple

Joe .F. Brown arrived in New York
laturday to attend the opening of
The Circus Kid" at the Colony.
*

coming east
get atmosphere for a story

Von Sternberg

Josef

is

hortly to
f the night courts.
*

*

*

William Austin will play the part
"The Five O'Clock Girl" originally
ssigned to George K. Arthur. Arthur
lad to leave the cast in order to
nake a comedy with Karl Dane.
II

*

Universal's

*

*

picture

"Give

'ake" will have its New
at the Colony on

tiiere

York

and
pre-

Christmas

lay.
«

*

*

Phyllis Haver has signed a conShe will begin
ract with M-G-M.
Tork in a few weeks on a picture
IS yet unannounced.
*

*

The unlimited possibilities of the
First Moviephone, the latest motion
nicture synchronization machine in
which a running magnetic wire plays
the principal role, is announced by
Dr. S. .\. Baruch, general manager
of Sound Pictures, Inc.

Morgan will be in charge
!amera work at the Sound studio

Eqully

of
in

George Cunningham, stage director,
vho trained the chorus for "Broadvay Melody", has signed a long-term
contract with M-G-M.

and

watching

Zukor

work

suggested "He's like a kid with
a new toy".

S. Italian Film

(

''tti

?

1

nil*

'*

Clash Brewing
fforn paRe M

American producers in Italy know
well, that no picture theatre in
any country can get on without
The Talkaphone Picture Corpora- American pictures and therefore
tion has been formed in New York
they think they can risk a little
of

with a $100,000 capital, to produce
talking features with the De Forest
Phonofilm method of synchronization.
Production will be at the De
Forest Studio on 48th Street.

Howard Emmet Rogers and Johnny Walker, both well-known in the
industry will be production co-dilectors of the new company. Rogers
written the stories for Lloyd's

lias

"Speedy" and Dix's "Tin Gods."
Walker has been a free-lance player
and director.

Premiere ''Lion's Roar"

Kunsky's State Dec. 22
(Continued from page
date.

also will open an engageat the PanTheatre, Toledo, with "The

It

ment on the same day
theon

*

1)

war against Mussolini.

^ramblers".
•

Olive Tell has been signed by
VI-G-M for an important part in "The
Trial of

Mary Dugan".
•

•

picture

"Under the Sea."
•

*

Other bookings in
key cities
throughout the country will be announced shortly.

«

Daniel Thomilson is the author
3f the next Victor McLanglen Fox

Who

Is

Dorothy Burgess?

•

Fox has purchased "The Grouch
Bag" one of a series of vaudeville
stories written by Wallace Smith,
will serve as Louise Dresser's
[t
first Fox starring vehicle and will
be an all-talkie with Irving Cummings directing.
•

•

•

Eddie Tline is not only adding
lialogue to the picture he directed
cor Universel with Reginald Denny
'His Lucky Day" but has been commissioned by "U" to add
-WO other Denny subjects
:nade

in

form

silent

talk

to

already

"Red

Hot

Speed" and "Clear the Decks".
•

•

•

Myrna Loy has been assigned the
lead in the First National proAlice
luction
"The Squall".
of
Joyce is also in the cast.
;irl

Motion pictures generally,
are asking "who is this Dorothy Burgess Fox is making
such a fuss about in their
production of 'In Old Arizona,?"
Miss Burgess is a native
of California but received all
her stage training in and

around

New York

in

"Danc-

"Adorable
Mothers",
"Bye, Bye. Bonnie"
Liar",
and "Good News". Some one
from the Fox organization
spotted her in a Rochester
stock company, made a voice
test and shipped her to the
"In Old Arizona" is
coast.
her first picture.
ing

Opening

(Continued from page

metropolis.
*

It

W

\\

It.

II.KI.KhoN

ActofH
have decided to Ibbup
demands on tlu- New York stu-

scciiiH that offi('ial8 of the

tlieii-

.Ass'n..

instead of centering their fire
on the West Coast. Dependent on the
success or lack of it, attalneri here,
the Hollywood activities will he gaigdio's

c(l

accordingly.
It

said that the first

is

demands

of

Equity will be rather mild They will
iusi.st that studios be compelled to
pay all actors for time consumed rehearsing for pictures. That the actual contract starts the day they are
first called for rehearsals
That a
working day will start at 8.30 A.M.
and be over at 5. ,30 P.M., and that
any work before or after these hours
shall be construed as "overtime" and
must be paid at a pro rata rate of
time and a half.
•

•

•

THE NEXT STEP
they can get these demands
others will be made from
time to time with the gradual working into the Equity closed shop.
It is our opinion that producers of
motion pictures will not give any recognition to Equity, its organization
If

O.K'ed.

Signor Bisi himself agrees with
the Americans so far, and admits,
as he did in Berlin last week, that
the "Ente Nazionale" must be run
on international lines and must enjoy the support of the American
film industry.
But Signor Bisi and all the Italians demand reciprocity.
Here the
misunderstanding
begins.
They
think it is bad faith on the part of
America not to admit an Italian
picture into the U. S. for every
American one imported. They cannot be made to understand, as has
been pointed out to them, that the
Italian production is altogether unsuitable for American audiences.
Pictures sent to Italy under the
reciprocity clause are counted as
Italian under the exhibitors' quotalaw and if the same sort of reciprocity cannot be arranged with
America, the fault does not lie with
the American importers, distributors or exhibitors.

Paramount has decided not to make Barker," a talking feature produc'Young Sinners". It was found to be tion.
nadequate for a talkie.
"The Lion's Roar" will open its
run in the Rocky Mountain territory Stage Stars at
Warner Baxter and Lois Wilson on December 28th at the Aladdin
Proctor
Theatre, Denver, which is one of thb
l.vill have the leads in Warner Bros,
in
the
Colorado
big
first-run
houses
alkie version of the stage play "The
•

to

last word on all
production at the Hollywood
studios while he is out there.
One of the studio executives
first

(

Jew York.

*

last of the big executives

U.

START TALKAPHONE

H>

I-QIITV

fall for it, that reports from
the coast have him giving the

ed Broadcasting Chain through station WBNY.
There are twenty-six
stations on the United Broadcast
Chain.

OPINIONS

Adolph Zukor is so hot and
about talking pictures, after being one of the
bothered

A series of Broadway plays, in
their entirety and with the original
cast will be broadcast over the Unit-

*

Ira

*

Production Chief

it

•

*

20, 1928

New Paramount

ROGERS-WALKER

«

«

MOVIEPHONE TO RECORD
RADIO B'WAY PLAYS

in
of

lovletone shorts.
*
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1)

or ofllcials.

Any

diflRculties

experi-

enced between the actor and the studio will be thrashed out with the
individuals affected.
•

I{.

1).

•

•

rUAVER

Everyone who knew "R.D." were
shocked when the news came out
of Charlotte that he was dead. Craver
was one of the real pioneer's of this
industry.
He got his start in pictures as a sign writer in Charlotte.
He acquired a small interest in a
negro house in his home town and
within a few short months started,
with the aid of Frank H. Fleer chewing gum manufacturer, the Piedmont
Amusement Company which grew to
great proportions in the States of
Virginia,
No.
and So. Carolina.
Craver had the Universal franchise in
No. and So. Carolina and was one of
the original First National franchise
holders. Of recent years he has been
centering all his activitives in the
exhibiting end of the business and up
until last Wednesday seemed to be
in the best of health.
•

•

•

"THE AWAKENING"
and a policy of vaudeYou must always expect the unand pictures will be launched. usual from Sam Goldwyn. He is
Reserved seats are being held for planning a real high-hat society
distinguished guests and the press. opening from his Vilma Banky picAmong Mr. Proctor's guests to- ture "The Awakening" at the Rivoll.
night will be many now famous per- The list of patrons and patronesses
sonages of the stage who made their for this affair reads like "Who's
first New York appearances on his Who".
Sam is a great showman and
stages and the downtown theatre one of the greatest space grabbers
run by Tony Pastor. Among them in this or any other business.
•
•
•
Maggie Cline, Joseph Weber and
at 8 o'clock
ville

Lew

Fields,

Raymond

Hitchcock,

NOVELTY SHORT

For years movie patrons have been
Fred Stone, May Irwin. David WarLouis Mann, Clara Lipman, accustomed to seeing travel and odd
field,
Moran and Mack, James Thornton subject features with short explanaand Charles Evans, of Evans & Hoey tory titles.
Sometimes thos.> features went over, many times they
fame.
But this one wil! surely
Others who wil attend are Adolph did not.
Zukor, E. F. Albee, David Sarnoff. go over, perhips big. Ft is anoJli-r
novel idea, whose spoke:i titles giv
J. J. Murdock, Joseph P. Kennedy,
Carl Laemmle, Sam H. Harris, Rose off a human touch similar to that
Ponselle, Fannie Brice. FYancis X. received at a good travelOj^uo lecBushman, Jr.. Ted Lewis, J. J. Ford, ture. And with the addition cf a
Edwin G. Lauder, Jr., Arthur Ham- few sound efl'ects it is even more
merstein, Clarence Wallen, Geraldine Farrar, Major L. E. Thompson,
Mark A. Luescher, Mrs. Oliver Harriman, Amedie Van Buren, Thomas
Meighan, Fritz Williams, R. H. Burnside. Joseph Santley and Pat Casey.

realistic

than

a

great

explorer's

"word picture" would have been.

If

equipped for it. play
this feature. This one was made by
Walter F^ltter and is being released
by FBO.

your theatre

is

1

FOX,
it isn*t Movietone News!
If it isnH

FOX

Movietone News, pioneer talking

newsreel, has earned public preference
by its honest and complete reproduction of
life itself

ences of the world's greatest notables, ineluding King George of England, King^

Alfonso of Spain, Lindbergh, Foch, Lloyd

George and Mussolini.

the world over.

isn't
It

takes

much more

than sound to

satisfy

demand for talking newsreels.
fill this demand by giving them

the public*s

You

can't

phony synchronizations or studio shots any
more than you can satisfy preference for
a Rolls Royce by delivering a second -hand

it

isn't

it

isn't

Fox,

it

the newsreel with the efficient news-

sounds and sights
of North and South America, Europe, Asia
reel crews gathering the

and

Africa.

Fox, your audiences will be quick
to discern the difference—not by the trade
If

it isn't

mark, but by comparison of the superior
quality of Movietone News.

fliwen
If

If

Fox,

it isn't

the newsreel that has

earned the enthusiasm and applause of the
If it isn't Fox, it isn't the newsreel
public.
whose amazing record of achievements includes the introduction to

THREE

American

audi-

the only talking newsreel today that is serving three issues weekly

If

it

isn't

Fox,

it isn't

most important theatre
the United States and Canada.
to all the

circuits in

NEWSY

By Royal
Appointment

ISSUES

to Kings

EVERY

and America's

WEEK

Millions

YOUR talltittg newsreel front fOX and
you're SURE to get MOVIETONE NEWS
Booir

'

f]

Warners Qrossing $500,000 Weekly-'May Earn Highest Net

R««.

Devoted
24

\ OI-.

<*.

Pat

to the fostering

143

.\o.

VfM

Sound?
Weill, Listen!
By

c

I

'i^<!^/77^^^7^/i:z^:^^^

Off

K..rnirrlr Kxhlhlt,,rii TriKlp

Krvlm

and developing of the Motion Picture Industry.

lork.

Friday,

Uca-finbrr

21,

1M2S

PITB

ClaNTIi

BURKAN-T.O.CC. PLAN LEGAL
ACTION ON TALKIE MONOPOLY
Sound

Major

WARNER EARNINCS COOLIDGE PONDERS

Producers

Give N. Y. Indies the
Somebody asked us yesterday if
Runaround at Astor
$12,000,000
we thought sound had come to stay
or whether after all it was merely
an experiment and a novelty. We
Warner Brother earnings have
WASHINGTON
President Coolanswered that when a dumL man
been
estimated at $500,000 gross idge yesterday took under advisefinds speech it is more than likely
The results of the meeting held
weekly, in recent months and the ment
the
official
resignation
of
that he will continue to be vocal.
company net for the year, as seen Abram F. Myers, chairman of the today at the .\stor by the members of
*
•
•
ihc- Theatre Owners Chamber of Comin financial circles may reach a total Federal Trade
Commission

TO HIT

MYERS RESIGNATION

SMALL FRY ON HAND

—

Talkies to date have gone through

much the same processes of the
dumb man. Their first efforts were
interesting but scarcely important.
a sympathetic view they were
But like Demosthenes,
appealing.
wV.o held pebbles in his mouth and
addressed the waves of the sea before he became an orator, so have
the talkies progressed and develop-

From

ed until today they speak with eloquence.
*

«

•

William Powell has been signed to
a new contract all talkie. This is
because this splendid actor not only
has been effective in pantomime and
shadow but because he has a "reg-

—

voice that is clear, vibrant,
well modulated and effective in its
translation from the recording to
the amplification.
ister"

*

•

*

Companies are not signing good
to all talkie contracts unthey are to proceed with dialogue subjects.

actor
less

*

•

•

The sound pictures and the

talk-

ing pictures are here not only to
stay but to be developed into a
new entertainment finer and better
than we have ever known. As novelties they reaped a. harvest.
As a
regular
and consistent part of
screen entertainment they will in
a year or two far outdistance anything that has been done before.

This

not prediction but a fact.

is

*

•

of $12,000,000 or over.
If the earnings reach this point,
they wil be equal to over $12 a

are line
ductiou

Not
because the good ones
entertainment, but the proare
foreswearing
forces

silence

and

The supply

making tUe

souodles.

for the next season will

be heavily percentaged for sound
even though theatres cannot be
equipped in time and in sufficient
numbers for them to really find a
wide place. But the soui-.d movement has been a stampede and so

(Continued on Page

2)

inin

nerce in an effort to try and get at
the bottom of the sound situation regarding the question of interchange-

Kood time.
I

!

(

T-S SALES

MEETING

1

CALLED DEC. 28-29

SPECTACLE OPENING

Veidt,

Aronson Here
Alexander Aronson, European representative for J. D. Williams and
World Wide Pictures, arrived in New
York yesterday aboard- the Leviathan to spend the holidays in the
United

States.

•

least,

it

The official viewpoint in Washingshare on Warner Common, without ton was that Coolidge would request ability, seems to have been nil.
No Kepresentatlres
allowing for any income from Stan- Myers to stay with the Commission
In order to get at the point in the
ley or First National.
The stock
quickest possible manner, thU ex('ontiiiUfd on Page >)
yesterday went up nearly 5 points
hibitor organization sent letters to
on the advance information of earnthe heads of Western Electric, Elecings.
Scoffield Here
trical Research and Radio Corp.,
comprising the big electrics. In adPaul
Scoffield,
designated
by dition to all the big reproducing
and
I'ni versa
to write the yarn that releasing
companies, in\iting them
will
furnish Paul Whiteman with to attend this
meeting. There were
the material for his first motion no
representatives from the big
picture (an all-talkie) is in New electrics and
only First National,
York with Whiteman, gathering Warners and United
Artists were
Tiftany-Stahl will hold a conven- material up and down Broadway. represented by the producers and
distributors.
tion of all the Eastern branch manAll Independents
agers in Chicago on December 28th
Every
and 29th at the Hotel Stevens. The 'LUCRECIA BORGIA' FOR.
manufacturer
of
sound
equipment known as the 'indepenconvention will be presided over by
'lents", those being outside the fold
Mr. Oscar Hanson, the newly apof the big electrics, were on hand,
pointed General Sales Manager of
A convention for the
The American presentation of •ind all had sufficient to say about
ihe company.
Borgia".
Western managers will be held at "Lncrecia
German film their particular make of apparatus.
(he Tiftany-Stahl Studios, Hollywood .spectacle produced in Italian locales
(Continued on Pagre 2)
after January 1st at which Mr. Grant where tj,e Borgias made history,
will
take place tonight at the Little
Cook will be present from the
fj.
Carnegie Playhouse on 57th Street.
(fontlnuKl on pmk>* I)
U. A.
The cast features Conrad

Silent pictures are not dead.
in the

and

dicated that he would consider

Warner Bros.
Merry Xmas
Everjahing is "huuky-dory"
around the Warners office.
Every employee who has been
with the organization one
year or longer, received two
weeks pay as a Xmas present.
Those in the Warner
employ less than a year were
greeted

with

commensurate

generosity.
That's the spirit.

Lina Haid and Paul Wegener (The
Golem). A feature of the same proI

'i)iit

iiiufil

"II

I'aKf -)

"Abie's" Irish

Up

PARK PLAZA WINS

PROTECTION VIOLATION
A $750 arbitration suit brought
by the Park Plaza Theatre in the
Bronx aganist United Artists was
won by

the theatre while a counter

by Anne suit by the theatre for extra damNichols against Universal for in- ages against the exchange for viofringement on her production of lation of protection was dismissed.
The theatre was represented by
"Abie's Irish Rose" got started yesterday in the Federal Court before Mr. La Rocca and the exchange
Judge Goddard. Miss Nichols' prerContlnued on Page 3)
sentation

The

suit being prosecuted

will
take several days.
Universal will then put in their defense.
AU of which will take at
least a week.

"My Man" Opens

Tonight

Warner Brothers latest Vltaphnne
".My Man" starring Fan-

.ittraction.

Salesmen's Party
The

Motion

Picture
Salesmen',
giving a big New Years
party at the Park Central.
It will
be held New Year's Eve at a cost
of $12.50 per person.
Sol Title is
handling the ticket sale.
Inc.,

are

i^

nie Brice. vaudeville and musical
cuniedy artiste, has its New York
premiere tonight at the Warner Theatre.

Miss Brice appears in a vehicle
exactly suited to her talents and she
sings a number of her popular favorites in the prodnction.
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Theme Song Merger
If

'i

get a more prompt service than that
Subscribers will oblige bv notiKiven by mail.
fying us about any lapse in servi.-e,
London Office and (Correspondent;
Samue'
H.irris,
"The Cinema"'. 80-82 Wardour Street.
will

W.

London.
Omcst.

2

You

Office:

Ave.,

Spadina

59

Moving

Canadian

Toronto.

craze

for
piclikely

in

my SUBMARINE

at

ANNAPOLIS, I want REVENGE, Oh, Angela Mia!"

1

C'anadian

present

tures continues, it is
that a merger of all theme
songs will take place, whereby the best features of each
will be retained.
We can expect to hear something like this in the future:
'Jeanine, Jeanine, 'I'll love

'

il.v,y

the

theme songs with feature

Picture

its

that the Fox Film
issued permission to

exchanges

book

to

Movie-

its

tone subjects for projection over
the DeForest Plionofilm device v/as
received yesterday by General Talking Pictures Corporation in a message from Jesse C. Fishman, the authorized distributor for the Ohio,

Michigan and Western Pennsylvania

territoiy.

He telegraphed

that the

Alhambra

Theatre in Canton, Ohio had received acceptance from the Fox exchange
of a contract for the sound version
of "Mother Machree" to open at that
theatre on Saturday of this week.

Canada.

Coolidge Ponders
<?

dedicated
solely to the causes and the purposes of the motion picture industry and all its elements; to

newspaper

This

is

Spectacle

(Continued from pagre

ideals;
its
fostering
of
its
furthering
of
the
to
proper business purposes;
its
defense against its enemies

enemies with-

it's

the dissemination

of ininterest to the industry; to the encouragement of all sincere effort
to
the
business;
within
the
nurturing of a proper and justified respect for the industry
and its leadership and to a faithful and continuous service to
in;

to

formation of

pictures
this

moment and

seeks

to

1)

gram will be a surprise first public
demonstration of the Moviephone
This syssynchronization method.
tem utilizes a copper wire for recording sound and patrons of the
Little Carnegie will record their
voices on the Moviephone, and will
later hear themselves reproduced on

until several important investigations already started are cleared up.
Myers will be the first president
of the Allied States Association of
exhibitors, when and as the resignation is accepted by the Government.

the screen.

Burkan

Protection Violation

and picture people and

newspaper

(Continued from page

*

MAIN STREET
GORDON TRENT

•

•

McCarthy, chief assistant to
Win field R. Sheehan on the Fox
West Coast lot, has obtained a threemonth's leave of absence starting
January 1st and take a long vaca.

*

open for business at their new
Etchcraft Film Studios and have two
full-sized
50-ft.
shooting
space
stages
available,
one for silent
shorts and tests and the other for
sound production. This latter stage
is absolutely sound-proof.
Ted will
use discs on his own film recording.
*

"Scarlet

*

Seas,"

•

First

National's

new

—T.O.C.C.

Legal Action on
I

'-nntinupd

Richard Barthelmess picture,
has been selected as the attraction
with which to open the beautiful
new Keith's Palace Theatre in
Rochester. N. Y., on Christmas Day.

Plan

Monopoly

from paere

"Sonny Boy" Big

1)

1)

La Rocca claimed completely

questions the exhibitors wanted to ask
were left unanswered as there was
no one to rise at the call of their
names with the exception of the
three companies mentioned above
and their answer was that they
"were in no position to answer."
lost

in

that

the

that their protection had been vilated on "The Tempest," in that
it
had played the Luxor Theatre
prior to his theatre.
The exchange admitted technical
but
protection
violation
of
the
argued that the exhibitor had not
intended to play "The Tepipest'l
Interchang'e Tlie (iap
at all and that no damages should
New York "indies" wantedi
These
To prove that to get a slant on interchangeability.
bft
awarded him.
the Park Plaza had not intended
The only encouragement they reto play it, the exchange showed
ceived was from a member of the
that be had not played "Ramona"
operators union who stated that in
and that his policy was to play so far as the operators were conday and date with Fox and ignore cerned the independent makes of
all
other pictures which had to
sound machines were equally as
follow Loew.
good and in some cases better than
La Rocca contended the theatre the equipment from the big elecdid intend to play it and claimed
trics and as such could see no reathere had been lobby advertising.
son why companies licensed by WesThe claim of the exchange was dis- tern Electric and others should remissed on the ground that the profuse service for houses with this
tection had been violated, thus canapparatus. This representative said
celling out the $750 contract; the
that the operators would go to the
suit for extra damages was disbat for the theatre owners if necesmissed.
sary by refusing to operate a machine that would not declare itself
Sales Meeting
for interchangeability.
:

Sale

The theme song of the Warnerpicture "Sonny Boy" is go-

But the idea of the meeting was

by Nat Beyers.

•

J.

J.

serve

no other purposes.

•

preparing an elaborate
Xmas musical spectacle for his program next week, which will consist
of 8 scenes with original orchestral
score by Maurice Baron, staff composer.
John Wenger designed the
settings and 250 will take part.
is

*

1)

Park Plaza Wins U. A.

*

Roxy

Ted Spargo and Sam Marcus are

Opening
from page

short description of the accur-

tion.

Myers Resignation
(("oiitinued

the
to

without and

Lucrecia Borgia" For.

A

acy displayed by the Western Electric Talking Picture Production methods, forms the basis of an interesting article in the Executives Service Bulletin, December issue, house
organ of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.

}

j

.Tolson

ing over

with a bang.

De

Sylvia,

Brown and Henderson,

publishers
of the song report a sheet sale of
over 500,000. The Brunswick record
of the song has reached the 400,000
mark. Before long, song publishers
and record makers will make pictures in order to put over a song hit.

j

;

who engineers
Leslie
Y^lielan,
Harold
for
publicity
distinctive
Lloyd from New York headquarters,
kept a previous appointment with
Santa Clans yesterday while callers
with bright ideas cooled their heels
Jimmy Clark,
in the waiting room
heir apparent to the Paramount AdSales De.iartmeut long before Mel
Shaupi decamped for Paris as Spe-

—

cial

sion

l?tpreseiitative,

.eil

tlie

proces-

welcomers

of

his

former

of

return for a holiday visit.
Greetings were exchanged in two
languages; Mel's pure and limpid
chief's

English seemed to have the best of
the contest

has

—Leon

contentedly

succes.'ilve

E. Fraiscoiil,

survived

who

Called Dec. 28-29

Summers and Winters

as

"'untinued from page

Home

Office in

New

1)

York, also Mr.

& K

Book "Lion's Roar"

The Balaban & Katz and Great
West

State Circuits, as well as the

Coast Circuit, have booked over their
"The Lion's Roar,"

entire circuits.
the first of the

new

cational-Mack
Comedies.

SOinVD

Edu-

series of

Sennett

Talking

WELL LISTEN

?

M'nntiinied from page

I

1)

much
will

so that in two years theatres
advertise:

STLEX'E (UrARAXTEED

T-S

eighteen

chief of the Pathe Film Editing De-

B

!

i

I

Nothing but Music with
our great dramas and

—

Hess Speaks
Gabriel Hess from the Hays organization was present and said he
was not in a position to answer
questions asked him regarding interchangeability hut thought it was
a matter between the individual theatre owner and the exchanges.

remember

ALL

m

IS
*

*

SILE?fCE

!

.

Sheep, brethren, sheep, we are as
partment untouched by mergers and M. H. Hoffman and Mr. John M.
are all show people.
We seek to
rumors of mergers, was seen yes- Stahl.
seize the success attending the noThe Home Office officials who will
terday pushing his way through a
velty that the other man has provTo Cdrisnlt- Attorneys
ed profitable. But remember always
crowd of Window shoppers on bo present at the convention include Gran* L. Cook. Secretary and
The meeting ended with the
the silent picture of merit is the
Broadway and marching right up to Treasurer of the company; Oscar thought
that the theatre owners thing that made the picture busithe jeweller's counter ^Our former Hanson, Rudolph Flothow, in charge would consult with their attorneys ness, that built our great theatres,
contemporary Freddie Schader has of short subjects and supervisor of with the idea of compelling producers that built our great revenues. Resynchronization; A. L. Selig, of the and distributors, along with the big member also that a generous porsevered his connection with W. R.
Advertising and Publicity Depart- electrics to meet with them in an tion of the public still want them
Sheehan on the Coast and will join ment; S. M. Juergens, Comptroller; effort to
get this question ironed silent and be smart enought to give
the staff of Motion Picture News— and Wm. D. Shapiro of Boston.
out.
your public what your public wants.

—

—

j

I

Exhibitors
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Dismal Xmas For W.
roduction Let-Down and
Studio Closings Hurts

Hollywood
^special

^

\)T7L.spL»llJ

lU

'

HOLLYWOOD — Christmas

is

not

aing to be so meny in Hollywood
The sound situation causlis year.
g a let down in production schedeh from mid-summer up to and
icluding the present time have
luacd havoc with actors, directors,
Titers and studio mechanicians.
Most of the studios in Hollywood,
aiver City and environs have either
een closed or shooting less pictures

past six months than has ever
known since this locality has
acome a motion picture production
The result being that there
juter.
less money in the pockets of the
idividuals centered in the making
t pictures than this holiday season
as ever known.
There seems to be the lack of
4ity all around. Christmas parties
formerly appeared in great
iiat
umbers are now down to a miniHollywood and Los Angeles
lum.
lerchants, dependent on pictures for
livelihood are complaining and
ath some reason.
Things are not what they use to
le

sen

Hollywood,

especially
uring the present holiday season.

around

e

"The Charlatan"

Starts

"The Charlatan", adapted from the
tage success by Earnest Pascal and
ieonard Praskins, has entered proGeorge
iUction at Universal City.
lelford is directing the picture,
k-hich is based on the story of a
ake medium and crystal gazer,
lobert N. Lee adapted it and J. G.
lawks wrote the continuity.

Victor Recorder Signed
Lew Ayres, banjoist and singer for
'ictor records is the latest acquisiion to Pathe's list of contract playHe is a nineteen year old San
)iego boy who had never faced a
(lotion picture camera until he made
lis voice test at the Pathe Studios
irs.

n Culver

City.

New Edwards Revue
Gu8 Kdwards has

already complans for a second M-G-M
irologue presentation. This will be
mother revue and has bean titled,
'From Hell to Broadway." Charles
Cing, who is at present playing op)osite Marion Davies in '"The Five
)'Clock Girl," will have the lead
Che Pearl twins will sing and dance
ind Bo Ching and Bo Ling will do
in act.
This will of course be a

)leted

itrictly

I

all-talkie.

Fox Gets MacKenzie
Another player has landed in moion pictures because he journeyed
Hollywood and appeared there in
i
stage production.
Donald Mackenzie, a character player from the
egitimate
who played a
stage,

C Colony opinions
I

HOLLYWOOD

A .MCK JOB

We

—

could not figure out a better

Robert Milton, job for anyone than thai held by
noted stage director, seems to have Paul Scoffleld, the writer. Scoffleld
Liipe Velcz h;is been borrowed struck thi' fancy of Paramount. He is travoling around the coumry wltli
from United Artists by M-G-M for recently finished his first directorial Paul Whiteman, getting material
a leading role in the new Lon Cha- assignment "The Dummy" and a first hand, for the picturf I'niverpreview of it caused a lot of pleas- sal is to make with this great mUHiney picture "Bast is East".
•
•
•
ant comment. As a reward Milton cal genius. That's what we would
Claire Whitney and Robert Emmet has been engaged to do another
call a "tough" assignment.
To he
Keene are in Hollyood fresh from for the same organization, "The compelled
to listen to the Whlteman
a four year vaudeville tour.
They Woman Who Needed Killing". He band every night and during thf
might do a series of short reel will start work shortly after the day get
an earful of the Whlteman
talkies.
first of the year.
v.'it, and every Saturday draw a nice
«
•
•
fat (Jieck for putting It down on
.Joel
McCrae, eighteen-year old
paper, Is an occupation.
California college athlete, has been
Sonora-Bristolphone
•
•
•
signed to a long-term contract by
K X H IHITOK.s SQUA WTi IMi
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and at the
Adds 3 Representatives
same time given his first assignThere are many squawks coming
ment, a part in "The Five O'clock
Budd Rogers, Sales Manager of out of the provinces from theatre
Girl."
Sonora-Bristolphone announces the owners relative to the quality of
•
•
•
appointment of Nat Liebskind, form- the present talking picture. They
Neysa McMeln, famous artist, ap- erly with Fox and Universal; Alex are hollering bloody murder. All bepears in the latest issue of Educa- Siiigelow, to w(ik on of the Ssatfie cause business is bad.
They have
tional's "Our World Today" screen ofiice;
Arthur Newman, formerly sold patrons up to the neck on the
magazine.
with Warners, covering the Mid-West talking picture as a matter of fact,
•
•
«
them, and because the
terrirtory, to handle special field over-sold
Piiul P<a{?e, Lola I;aiie and Warquality of this new form of entersales.
ren Hymer, stage players have Jointainment has not, in most cases,
ed the cast of the Fox talkie, ''Speakreached the perfection of the straight
easy."
silent drama, the patrons are evi"Show Boat" Premiere
•
*
•
dently turning thumbs down on talkLelhi Hyams will have the femThe worlds premiere of "Show ies and are staying at home. One
inine lead opposite Ronald Colman
Boat" will be given at the Carthay exhibitor asks us "Do you know
in "Bulldog Drummond."
•
•
«
Circle
Theatre in Los Angeles, of any of the larger organizations
who intend releasing a good perHarry Sweet has signed a con- shortly after the first of the year.
centage of silent pictures next year?
tract with Fox to make comedies
If so please let me know.
I am fed
for that company.
•
•
•
up on these talkies and want to
McCarey Leaves Roach
line up some of the old style picDorothy Lee has been cast in an
important role in FBO's special,
Leo McCarey, production head for tures for my house".
•
«
•
"Stepping High."
Hal Roach is leaving that organiza•
•
tion the end of this month when BY SFREVG
John M. Stahl will leave the coast the studio closes for two months.
It
is
our opinion that talking
for New York the beginning of next
pictures will either make or break
month to add dialogue and sound
themselves between now and next
Exodus
to 11 pictures already completed.
Spring.
The novelty has worn off
»
*
«
in order to attempt to take the
Virgrinia Valli has signed with CoThe contracts of Buzz Barton, and
lumbia to play the lead in "Behind Tom Tyler, Bob Steele, Ranger, the place of the silent picture in the
affections of the public something
Closed Doors."
dog and Tom Mix will not be re*
•
*
far better
newed by FBO. It is understood date will than has been shown to
have to be released. A
Koland Drew will have the male that since this organization decidlead in "Evangeline" after all. After ed to go in for class product, it lot of quality is being sacrificed
making various tests of others it will carry no stock players at all, by the substitution of the voice for
was found that Mr. Drew was best casting each picture from the free the written title and in order to
get this voice quite a bit of cheatsuited for the role.
lance ranks and borrowing names
*
•
*
ing is being done so that the camother studios.
from
era and microphone might be in a
George Cukor, producer of sucposition to get the proper recordcessful stock companies, has gone
ing.
Beautiful effects and intimate
talkie director for Paramount.
with Pathe
•
*
«
contrasts, heart-straining suspense
Eugene Walter, playwright, who
Erie Hampton, formerly assistant and good acting, have been thrown
recently completed "Friendship" for
publicity director of Fox West Coast to the winds in this mad dash to
Fox, has not yet had the option
Nothing seems real, nothstudios, has been added to Donn sound.
on his services renewed.
McElwaine's staff of the Pathe stu- ing seems natural. Everything and
*
•
*
everybody seems intent on doing a
Bickford,
well-known dios in Culver City. Hampton has lot of talking and making a lot of
Charles
Broadway actor, has been signed had long experience as a publicist.

—

FBO

Hampton

for the leading role in Cecil
Mille's picture, "Dynamite."

noise.

De

•

Leila

Hyams

at

Roy Pomeroy Out

U.A.

Leila Hyams, former Warner Brothers stock player and recently placRoy Pomeroy, former sound head ed under contract to Metro-Goldfor Paramount is not with that or- wyn-Mayer. has been loaned by that
Pomeroy, who di- company to Sam Goldwyn for the
ganization now.
first
Paramount all feminine lead opposite Ronald Colrected
the
talkie, "Interference" taking 11 days man in "Dull Dog Drummond".
to finish the job, decided he wanted
to direct rather than act as a mechLuck
anical expert.
Paramount thought
otherwise.
The company M-G-M sent to the
South Sea's to photograph scenes
Florey Finished
for "The Pagan" including Renee

M-G-M's Tough

"True Heaven"
Robert Florey, has finished his alland Lois Moran
)ecause James Tinling happened to talkie for Paramount "The Hole in
Irop into the theatre where Mac- the Wall'" and is now cutting it at

was performing.

1928

Robert Milton Liked

STUDIO GOSSIP

)rincipal
role in
vith George O'Brien

kenzie

21,

the

Paramount Astoria

studio.

•

•

POMEROY
We had a

chat with Roy Pomeroy
when he was in New York, and without him saying so we divulged that

whole thoughts were intent on
directing pictures with all thought
lost for the mechanical and experimental work that has received his
whole attention for the past few
years at Paramount. He felt proud
of "Interference" and figured he had
something better up his cuff. Paramount, evidently, figured he was of

his

more value in his old job. Accordingly It was vritb no surprise, we
read that Pomeroy and Paramount

Adoree and Ramon Novarro will ar- were about to part company. We
rive back in Hollywood in a few understand the breach
might be
days without having taken a scene. gapped, we hope so.
Pomeroy is
This due to rain from the day they a clever fellow and Paramount needs
arrived.

his cleverness.
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Federal Trade Commission

Just a

Frank Talk

Drops RCA^'W.

By

Electric Suit
Charges

Sam
pHERE

be a reason for
*•
everything save the utter frivlities of life and even those may
ave a reason back of them. This
ewspaper is eleven years old. It
egan as a weekly publication and
ourished so long as it was within
he management of those who knew
he picture business and its people,
ts original plan was laid down by
his writer, but eleven years elapsd before the fates brought it into
lis hands.
•

•

The appointment

a

E.

the greatest sales managers the motion picture business has ever known.
friends
Mr.
Morris
has
throughout the industry, both
personal and business, and
these friendships have been
bntit upon the firm foundation of a recognition of his
sincerity. His personal quali-

•

ties

ure business and it endeavored uner various editorial leaders to meet
hose needs. All of those men were
ood men but not until all of them
irere picture men imbued with the
>icture spirit, possessed of a keen
ense of the responsibility of a trade
ewspaper in protecting and deending the great business which
;rew up around a new avenue of
juman expression.
•

Sam

of

daily

•

of

as
Executive Vice
Morris
President of Warner Bros., in
charge of Distribution is a
proper recognition for the
abilities and industry of oi.e

newspaper to
serve, as it might, the needs of
n alive news situation in the pic-

T became

I

E. Morris

must

have endeared him most

to those who know him best
and this newspaper takes
pleasure
in
congratulatini;

both the Brothers Warner and
Sam E. Morris ou cLis ap
point .••eut.

A J.

Against

Major

Combines Whitewashed
Only 'Pictures' the Goat
One by one, the various monopoly
suits brought by the Federal Trade
Commission against several industries are being snowed under by
the Commission or by the Courts.
The latest complaint to be dismissed, was the one brought against
Die Radio Corporation of America,
liie Western Electric Co., the Geniral Electric Co.. Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co., Int. Radio and
Telegraph Co., and others, which
charged unfair methods of competition in the manufacture and sale
cf radio devices.
Still another complaint under the
Clayton Act is now pending, m the
matter of the contract in connection with the sale of tubes for radio

sets.

MARYLAND-VIRGINIA

C. A, Neeper Marries

•

STICK TO M.P.T.OA
WASHINGTON,

—

D. C.
R. F.
(Pete) Woodhull, national president
of
the
Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners of A'nerica, swept the TriState
exhibitors
meeting at the
Washington Hotel, here, so completely that Maryland and Virginia
will not join the Allied organization
but will remain in the ranks of the

THE matter of the news of the
Creed A. Neeper, sales manager of
day this newspaper has been forSAMUEL E. MORRIS
the Harold Lloyd Corporation \vit>i
unate in its record of being so fre- Newly created Executive Vice-Pre- o.Tices in the Paraiuount building,
requently first with information sident of Wiu-ner Brothers in Charge Nov.- York Ciiy. yestecaaj iii.iritd
ibout the events of the day and
Elizabeth M. Veii'.y.
of Distribntion
mour. This is in part a matter of
ood luck because it had no trained
lewspaper opposition and newsMotion Picture Theatre Owners of
>aper men are first born and later
America.
Maryland already had
nade by the experiences of reportgone over to the Allied before this
ng.
meeting but many of the exhibitors,
•
•
•
after the Washington session, expressed the regret that they had
>UT there is more than a news
purpose to be served and we
'•""nt iniii'd nn Page 2)
By Sam Harris
herefore ask you to read with care
"T<iday's Clnenin"
SCREENS
FED.
this
of
FxhibiloT.s
Dailv
to
Rivifu
ind thought the dedication
LONDON—The First English pro[lewspaper to the motion picture
'ABIE'-'COHENS-KELLYS' ducing company to be licensed by 'LUCRECIA BORGIA'
)usiness which now appears daily
the Western Electric Company for
mder the masthead, usually in
;olumn one, page two.
The Anne Nichols suit against the privilege of recording pictures
FINE FILM FARE
•
•
•
Universal for alleged plagarism of made in England with the Movietone
l/j'ORB than a dozen years of ac- "Abie's Irish Rose" proceeded a pace method, is the British and Domin"Lucrecia Borgia" launched last
with Miss Nichols again ions Film Corporation.
'
tive experience in the picture yesterday,
night
at the Little Carnegie proved
This company \vhinh will do pioafterndustry have deepened our convic- taking the stand in the late
to
be
powerful picture which just
a
neer
work
in
Movietone
production
;ion that this great enterprise of noon.
in this country announced they will misses being one of the greatest.
Goddard
Judge
morning,
Friday
:)ictures needs eternally and coninvf.lved commence the building of a huge
In cast, direction, setting, lightinuously a newspaper that not only viewed tho tw.i picture?
FN

W.

E. Licenses First British

Co. For Movietone Production
JUDGE

'

il

I

I

A number of
peaks the truth and prints the in the film <;onttiirj''n at tiii' rrostage
plays
have
been
bought and
of
Farani'
'unt
He
rooms
jection
lews but a newspaper that is mili"Abie's it is planned to complete sixteen
ant in the defense of the business saw the film versions of
by Paramount Movietone sound features within the
igainst its enemies without and Irish Rose" produced
and
the Kellys" first twelve months.
"The
Cohens
and
vvithin the business, that believes
The new studio at Brighton will
profoundly that those in this busi- produced by Universal, the latter
studio

(Continued on page

4)

(Continued on Page

H)

at

Brighton.

(Continued on Page

2)

iii

ing and sheer unadulterated drama
few exceed It.
Exhibitors who are yelling for
good pictures had better look this
one over and they won't need a talkie
nrograra.

—

—
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Fox Theatres.
Hoblitzelle has been a heavy user
of Fox product this past year and
his circuit is wired for Movietone.
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SHARERCAVICTOR SWAP BASIS

$155

Samuel

"The Cinema". 80-82 Wardour

London, W.
Canadian

Street.

1.

Office:

59

Spadina

Now

Canadian Moving Picture
Ave.. Toronto. Canada.

ideals;
its
fostering
of
its
furthering
of
the
to
to
proper business purposes;
its
defense against its enemies

the

to

formation of

change, Victor is given a new rating
of 155, as far as the Victor stockholders are concerned.

enemies with-

it's

the dissemination

moment and

of ininter-

the industry; to the encouragement of all sincere effort
the
to
business;
the
within
est

of

have been merged, it is generally
expected that each share of Victor
will be exchangeable for $5 in cash,
one share of new Radio 5% Preferred and one share of new Radio
common, which will be created by
a five-for-one split-up of the present
Radio common.
Under the proposed terms of ex-

dedicated
This newspaper
solely to the causes and the purposes of the motion picture industry and all its elements; to

without and

and Radio
America companies

the Victor

that

Corporation

is

in;

to

Those on the inside believe that
Fox will have first call if Hoblitzelle's price can be met.

furnished their papers by carriers, in order that
they will get a more prompt service than that
Subscribers will oblige bv notigiven by mail.
fying us about any lapse in service
Harris.

three

of his chain

to

Bryan Foy

at

AMPA

Associated
Advertisers to be
the

of

lionor at their
the Paramount

Motion
their

weekly luncheon at
Hotel on Decem-

ber 27th.

Andersson New Mgr.
Swedish Biograph

MAIN STREET
hy

STOCKHOLM

'

GORDON TRENT
C. C. Pettijolin returns today from
French Lick after a needed rest from
indisposition in the digestive region.
The industry needs him too much to

aging director.

have him ill and I share the hope
that he is now ready for all that

prises.

formidable
program
legislative
wliich in so many states seeks to
sock the picture busniess with censorship and taxes E. V. Richards
was in and out of town yesterday.
One of those hurried trips
Paul
ScofBeid, galvinating about the country with Paul Whiteman trying to
piece together a yarn for Universal,
Mai St. Claire is not
in town
is
worrying about the future.
His
contract with Paramount having expired, he decided to spend Christmas
Since here his phone
in New York.
has been on the "go" with propositions for him to idrect this or
We hear the FBO
that picture
crowd gave Joseph P. Kennedy quite
a dinner at the Ambassador Wednesday evening. A good time was
had by all, and on such an occasion,

W.

—

—

man

for

the

right

job,

for

"Rudie" knows everybody that ever
spoke one or more lines on the

American stage

of

for the past 20 years.

Santa Claus Visits Sick Kiddies

Norwegians Honor Hero Explorer

German Flappers Grow Muscular
Boy Locomotive Driver
Tars Celebrate Return to Port

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
Vol. 2— No. 12-C

College Girls At Hockey Game
Dynamite Digs Deep Ditches
Swimmers at N. Y. Athletic Club
Dr. S. Parkes Cadman Subject
Child Violinist and Youngsters
Xmas Subject

houses, since they hold a 25% interest in the Earle, Philadelphia and
Earle Washington.

Affiliated

Ampa

European

Affiliated

have

rights

to

European

Don Hancock, Chairman of
Masque Ball Committee

producers,

the

Landerfilm
G.M.B.H.,
of
Berlin.
Michael J. Gourland, president of the
Affiliated,

announced yesterday.
Love"
stars
Brigitte

the girl

Metropolis,

of

known

Paul

Wegener, John Loder and Ivan Pet-

cist,

Confab

his

Lee Marcus, general sales manager of F'BO left New York yesterday for Hollywood. While on the
Coast, Mr. Marcus will confer with
William Le Baron, vice-president of
FBO, on the company's new product.
He will also visit the FBO exchanges
in San Francisco and Los Angeles
in the interests
tribution.

Maryland

of

and

sales

renditions in

Hope Hampton, celebrated stage
and movie star, made her operatic
debut with the Philadelphia Grand
Opera Company last evening in the
opera "Manon" at the Academy of
Music, Philadelphia.
Miss Hampton was heard in Philadelphia last

dis-

in

M.P.T.O.A.

(Continued from pagre

offered classical
inimitable style.

HOPE HAMPTON MAKES
GRAND OPERA DEBUT

—Virginia

Stick to

Harry Hoch sang "My

sang several numbers accompanied
by Johnny Tucker of air fame who
also obliged with two pianologues
and George Kelting, radio harmoni-

Lee Marcus Off to
for

hits.

Annapolis," the "Masked Baritone",

rovich.

Hollywood

the
an-

nounced yesterday that the date of
the affair had been set back to Marcii
2nd.
The annual Christmas party
of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers was a merry one with a
record attendance.
The McCarthy
Sisters, now featured at the Club
Cassanova. sang several of their well

American
"Unholy Love" from the
acquired

March 2

AMPA

Gets "Unholy Love"
Inc.,

Ball

the

musical

operetta,

Pompadour", where she

1)

to

the

attention

of

"Madame
first

opera

came
lovers

there.
Originally she was to have
made her debut on November 19th
increased overhead, last, but she was stricken with an

been so hasty in their action.

The Washington session was

E. Licenses First British

Co. for Movietone Prod.
(Continued from pag'e

1)

be on a grand scale and a laboratory will be included so that "talkies" can be developed and printed
on the spot. At present the only
laboratories are in America.
A Movietone truck will also be
furnished to the company by Electrical Research Products so that exterior sound work can be undertaken.

ed

call-

to discuss
arbitration,
insurance

and other
matters, and was presided over by
Julius Brylawski, who introduced A

Federal Trade Commission

Drops
I

<

RCA—W.

Elec. Suit

'ontinued from pasre

1)

which is alleged to have been
taken from the Nichols play.
In the evening Judge Goddard, who
is bent on performing a thorough,
job of the controversy, journeyed
to an 86th Street Theatre of the socalled Subway Circuit, to view a
stage performance of the play.

attack of infiuenza from which she
has since fully recovered.

Hancock

Born in Texas of poor parents,
Miss Hampton came to New York
.to win success in the theatre.
She
scored first in motion pictures ar.d
as to brin,5 tears to the eye later won new honors on the stage,
needle.
Then Woodhull r-spoke .notably in "My Princess," an operspoke plenty, to such an effect
etta that was seen in New York last
the gathering was movod to

for an address on inGeorge Aarons spoke of
"Why and Because" and David Barrist dwelt on the ethics of horse
back riding in so touching a manF.

surance.

ner
of a

and
that

a point of the greatest entiiusiasm
over the national body and its president.

of

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
Vol. 2—No. 12-B

Harold Kemp, who now books 18
houses from the K-A-0
booking offices may also join the
Warner booking staff. The K-A-0
people do not necessarily stand to
lose all the bookings in the 18

directed the destinies of the enter-

not have a good time?

"Rudie" Cameron, we hear, is right
hand man for Bob Kane up at the
Sound Studios.
Seems to be the
right

The directors

World's Bird Men Hold Congress
Xmas Fur Subject
Empire Cat Show
The Real Argentine Tango
Xmas Greeting

Stanley

Andersson joined the company in
1919 and together with Magnusson,

—

who would

—

Biograph Company
have appointed Olof Andersson to
succeed Charles Magnusson, as man-

Swedish

the

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
Vol. 2— No. 12-A

Since the ratification of the Stanley Deal by Warner stockholders,
tvvro weeks ago, the liklihood of a
new hooking Circuit of vaudeville
acts for Stanley houses will be established by the Warners, to be directed by Lew Golder and E. V.
Darling.
The Stanley houses for years have
been booking their vaudeville presentations through Keith-Albee-Orpheum. but now it is the Warner
intention to do their own booking.

Plelm,

Picture
guest of

OWN

BOOKING FOR

"Unholy

Bryan Foy, Vitaphone director who
has made "Queen of the Night
Clubs" starring Texas Guinan and
"The Home Towners" with Richard
Bennett, has accepted an invitation

nurturing of a proper and jusfor the industry
tified respect
and its leadership and to a faithful and continuous service to
pictures and picture people and
this newspaper seeks to serve
no other purposes.

1928

WARNERS DROP KAO SOUND NEWSREELS

FOX DICKERS FOR

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
Published Daily Except Sunday

22,

At

its

ccnu'lusion

Tommy

to

where Abram

S.

Goldberg

Myers

is

have his national headquarters

has

definitely decided to stay out
of his organization, as well as the
neighboring body of Virginia exhibitors.

from New
journey to Philadelphia
to be present at Miss Hampton's operatic debut
The party will include
iHarry Hershfleld, Ward Morehouse,
Arthur James. Bide Dudley, Kelcey
Allen, Victor Watson, Charles IsaacJlore than 200 writers

York

delivered a eulogy rarely gi'veii to
men while they are living. It is
Interesting to note that v.hercver
.allied has met oppo6iti<in on the
part of the national bod.v n^prosented by its president, they have been
put to rout and the city of Washington,

season.
;

will

son, Leonard Liebling, iPierr© Vj
Key, Regina Cannon, Whitney Bolton. Delight Evans, Mordaunt Hall,
Eileen
Creelman, Grena Bennett,
Victor Talley, Sam Marx and Madeline Reordon.

—

!
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Warners Open "My Man" on Broadway OPINIONS
Bj W. R.

Fannie Brice Appears in
Vehicle Especially Adapted

To

U' OFFICIALS HERE ON
'MINSTREL

SHOW CAST

Songstress

WII.KERSON

ST. CLAIRE
Give Mai St. Claire the semblance
of a story, a couple of people for
the leads that will accept direction,
a camera and a studio floor, and nine
times out of ten he will turn out a
better than the average picture. We
do not recall ever having seen an out
and out "flop" made by St. Claire.
All of which brings us to iLe point
Malcolm St. Claire
-it our opinion.
and
is one of our best directors
worth every penny he has been
drawing. With the rush to sound
and the thought that stage directors
must be rceruitad foi the making of
taliiiug pictures ivd with tiic added
knowledge that a stage director can

Pathe will make an all-talkie basElaborate plans for Universal's
on early Spanish history. Songs
ed
By \V. K. WIMvKKSON
and dialogue will be made in both singing-talkie of minstrelsy are beWarner Brothers displayed their Spanish and English.
ing whipped into shape by Harry
»
«
Pollard director, Curtis Benton who
Fannie Brice picture. "My Man" at
evening,
Count llya Tolstoy has returned is writing the script, and Edward
the Warner Theatre last
preceded by two unusual short reel to Los Angeles and will operate as Montague, scenario chief of UniverThis 100% talking picVitaphone subjects. Pieced end to a free lance scenarist.
sal City.
ture of minstrelsy will be one of
end the performance ran from a
Betty Compson has been signed by the super-productions offered by
a short
little before 9 o'clock to
all Warner Brothers for the feminine
Universal in the coming year.
while after 11 and when it was
what lead in "The Time, the Place and the
Eddie Leonard, the famous blackover we came out thinking
Frankliu Girl," a talkie.
face comedian around whom "The
a gr-^at reel the Ireno
•
•
*
subject was, and how funny the
Lynne Overman is starring in S. Minstrel Show" is being built, is algoing be bought for at least a third that
Universal
City
in
Codee and Orth all-German short Jay Kauffmans talking short for ready
picture must have been to those Paramount, "Kisses."
through the ropes of motion picture would have to be paid a good
*
«
•
The Universal 100% talkie "movie" director, St. Claire finds
who understood what it was all
acting.
about. There were plenty of laughs
D. \y. Griffith is on his way to will signalize his premiers on the himself off the pay roll of Parathroughout the entire length of this New York for a vacation which will screen.
mount for the first time in five years.
picture from the very smart first last until the end of January.
But
other studios probably have
*
•
*
night audience and although we endifferent ideas and one of them is
stage 'DYNAMITE LEADS'
Florence Moore, famous
joyed the Fannie Brice picture we
going to put in a bid for this direcfeel that had it been half as long comedienne, is busy working in a
The term of St. Claire's idletor.
as good. Paramount talking short, "Apartit would have been twice
ness
with St. Claire himself.
MILLE That rests
CHOSEN
ment Hunting."
we will bet on.
"My Man"
«
*
*
•
«
•
Warners took a song success of
Alice White's new picture has
The feminine lead in "Dynamite," SCHE.VCK
to
attempted
a few years ago and
been retitled, "Red Hot."
Produc- Cecil B. DeMille's first talking picIf either of the Schencks have a
In this tion has not yet started.
write a story around it.
ture, which he will make at the thought, they are not afraid to ex*
*
Brice
Miss
when
But
they failed.
Metro-Gold\yyn-Mayer studios, ihas press it. Both have the courage of
Malcolm Stnart Boylan is writing been given to Kay Johnson, well- their every conviction. Consequentwas singing and talking the entertainment was at its best. She sang the titles for "True Heaven" for Fox. known Broadway actress. This se- ly it was with no great surprise that
*
•
•
eight or ten songs all with the exlection follows closely that of Char- we read a statement given to "Red"
Robert Ellis will have the part of les Bickford for the masculine lead
ception of two Brice successes of
Kann by Nicholas Schenck on the
meant
story
4<

.

.

:i).

.

BY DE

n-

The

Steve Carndall in Universal's prosurrounding cast duction of "Broadway."
*
*
It was all Fannie
just as little.
Wilfred North has been added t'^
P.rice and as such will prove good
entertainment wherever shown par- the cast of "The Trial of Mary
ticularly at points where Miss Brice Dugan."
*
•
•
has not been seen and heard on the
Lucien
Prival
has
been signed by
spoken stage.
Caddo
for a part in "Front Page."
her
of
We enjoyed every second
*
«
•
sound appearance, even at one time
Frank Albertson has joined the
when one of the songs was so poor- cast of Fox's "Nobody's Cliildi-en."
*
*
*
ly recorded it was just as difficult
for this reviewer to follow as the
Raymond Taylor has signed a new
long term contract with Universal
Codee and Orth German picture.
However, as long as it is and as to direct pictures.
*
*
«
poor as the story appears it is good
Trennii Carr is making two picentertainment.
The picture was directed by Archie tures. "When Dreams Come True"
Mayo from the story by Mark Can- and "Brothers."* • *
with a supporting cast thai
field
William Blabewell will have the
included among others Guinn Wil- lead opposite Alice Wliite in "Red
Edna Murphy, Andre De Hot."
liams,
*
Segurole, Richard Tucker and Ann
«
*
Brody.
M-G-M has bought the screen
rights to "Jungle" a Saturday Evening post story from the pen of C. F.
ago.
years
nothing and

the

Ray Taylor Signs
With Universal
A long-term contract has been

entered iato by Universal Pictures
Corporation and Raymond H. Taylor, director, it has just been announced by President Carl Laemmle.
He will shortly start plans for
the first of Universal's 1929-30 chapterplay program under the supervision of William Lord Wright.

M-G-M
"The Trial

Starts
of

"Dugan"

Scoggins.

new

film.

question

"Dynamite".
*

Al Jolson

theme song

•

Christmas

Week

Film

"Prep and Pep", the William Fox
of campus life, has been
selected by S. L. Rothafel for presentation at the Roxy Theatre next

comedy

week, as appropriate entertainment
for thousands of students who will
be at home for the holidays.
The cast in support of David Rollins and Nancy Drexel includes John
Darrow, B. H. Calvert and Frank
Albertson. The film was directed by
David Butler from the st»ry on
which he collaborated with William
Conselman.

turization
name of the song

is

the

•

•

same

as the

picture's.
*

"Low Bridge"
Benchley has finished a
movietone comedy for
Mr. Benchley not only wrote,
Fox.
but acted in it and is about to start
second offering, "Low
in on his
Bridge", which will deal with the

new one

is the composer of the
for Edwin Carewe's picof
"Evangeline."
The

Pathe has completed the silent
version of "The Missing Man." They
now have two sound versions and
a silent picture in the making.

Mary Dugan" was

pictures.

He

Why is it that other producers do not seem to realize that

Robert

•

talking

dustry.

"Prep and Pep" Roxy

well known stage
player, has been selected by Cecil
DeMille to play the feminine lead
in

of

"Dynamite" is an original story by said "This last year, for the first
Jeanie MacPherson. The only other time in my memory, has proven to
members of the cast so far chosen be one in which patrons were driven
are Conrad Nagel and Carol Lom- from theatres rather than attracted
Production is scheduled to to them and sonnd is responsible".
bard.
under way early in January.
!,::et
And that, dear children, comes from
one of the best brains in this in-

Kay Johnson,

order at the Metro-GoldRowland Lee Signs
wyn-Mayer studio yesterday mornParamount's Christmas gift to
ing, with Bayard Beiller author of
Rowland V. Lee, the director, came
tliis successful Broadway play, directing the all-talking screen ver- yesterday in the form of a new consion.
The cast of the new film is tract which was presented to hiri
headed by Norma Shearer, H. B. after executives I.ad viewed the allLewis
Raymond dialogue picture "The Wolf of Wall
Warner,
Stone,
Street." starring George Bancroit.
Ilackett and Lilyan Tashman.
called

in the

reel

troubles of a family in the throes
of a bridge game. The picture just

completed
ber One."

is

entitled,

"Lesson

Num-

JUST A FRANK TALK

to

ness should respect it and its leaders and should give honor to those
the heavy pioneering

to bring the industry to its present

greatness.
If this is idealism make the most
of it.
To us it seems just plain
practical common sense.

•

•

•

T.o.r.c.

The T.O.C.C. (Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce) got themselves good and mad yesterday. And
they had every reason for this acThe big electrics together with
tion.
most of the big producers and distributors

were

invited,

along with

the manufacturers of the so-called.
Independent sound equipment, for a
The
confab on interchangeability.
big boys did not show and this sort
of gummed things up as the exhibitors had a lot of questions to ask
but no one there to answer them.
However they are going after their
answer, and those absent members
will probably be sorry they did not
join the confab in the first place.
•

PRO AND CON
We have heard

•

•

a lot of pro's

and

con's on this interchangeability busi-

ness and

we are

of the opinion the

not have a foot
on nor a place to put it.
It is just as ridiculous for Mr. Victor to tell the public, "You can
only play Victor records on Victrola's".
They are going to be licked
sooner or later, that's a cinch. Why
not come to an amicable agreement
now? It would be to their advantage and the advantage of all their
V'ig

(CnntinuP'l from pq ep 1)

who have done

fact?

electrics

will

to stand

licensed recorders.

;ii

Aotion Picture Executives go

Bat for Federation

to

DAIW^VICW
Hr-K.

Devoted

II.

N.

Fat

to the fostering

— Formerly

ttlt.

Kxhlbltora Trad*

Rrvim

and developing of the Motion Picture

Aevv York, Moncuj

,

Industry.

FIVE »>«\T»

iJocfiiilxT 24, liViH

BUINE-THOMPSON Reinhardt Arrives in N. Y. HANDLING F.N. ADS
Leaves Wed. for U.A.-Gish Film
have given the
Warner

Bros,

Blaine-Thompson
the

Co., in addition to
advertising, full

Max Reinhardt

Warner Bros,

charge of future advertising to be
placed by First National Pictures,
Also this company will place
Inc.
greetings, the most pleasant
-^ of the season, to all those en
aged in the great enterprise of
lotion pictures.

"\UR

1

3UR
,

,,i

;

is for the merriest of

all

Fight Idaho Tax

Vitaphone Corp., and First

IDAHO

National Pictures, Inc.
The newspaper advertising camnaigu, for Vitaphone, in progress
for some time, will be continued under the direction of Myer Lesser,
president of the Blaine-Thompson

friendship, every

man may

share.

pagan feast
of lights, appropriated by the
church and in
Christian
larly
aodern times adopted with an al

ORIGINATING

M.P.T.O.,

were
manifestations
ts
)leasant in family and friendly reation and not in the least frowned
ipon by the merchants who found
definite business stimulation that
I
lefied in camparison.
outward

MILLIONS

in

money

James M. Hone,
the Washington

appeared

in

Boise

week on behalf of Northern Idaho showmen, to make
last

in
the legislature
flght
against a proposed tax measure against exhibitors.

a

M-G-M TALKING

in the

Qost complete universality because

—

secretary of

wish
days to be ceiebrated regardless
mankind be
f race or creed by all
Company.
of kind
spirit
underlying
ause its
and
will
good
iness, of charity, of
f

for the

In Legislature

out-door advertising for Warner

Bros., the

NEWSREEL OUT MAR.

1

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corporation is proceeding rapidly with
its plan to launch its M-G-M Newsreel in sound and join the company
of

Fox Movietone News and Pathe

sound News.
According

are placed in

to

home-office

(Continued on page

'')

esti-

gets in today from
will leave Wwlnesday
coast to begin on the new
for Lillian Gish, which is

Europe and

NAT ROTHSTEIN SIGNED
FOR PROD. AT

'U'

CIH

picture
be produced from an original
story by iiugo von Hoffnianstahl,
to

wl'.ose Iiandlinf, of "De Rosen Cava"I'vc-.ynian",
lier,"
"Electra" and
ether iin;iona:it offerings have made

famous.
Reinhardt's "Miracle" which played to $200,000 worth of business in
New York, which brought 20,000
people at one time to the Olympia
in London and was played successfully in 26 cities in the United States
make him well known as an amusement impressario who lives up to
his word that he does not belive in
"Art for Art's sake" and who sees
no wrong In having a profit attached

liini

to his enterprises.

The new picture

Rothstein, formerly Advertising and Exploitation Director
of Universal Pictures is going to
Nat.

the Coast on or about January 1st,
for Universal and will be associated
in

will

be in sound

G.

(Contlnnpd on Pagre

HIRAM BROWN SETS

production at Universal City.

circulation to the advantage, at
east spiritually, to those who give
;ood gifts and millions are returned
good
,o the workers who make the
Like the flag of the nation,
jifts
Christmas was too great an institu;ion to be held in exclusion by any
:las3 or group so that tomorrow it
will again be celebrated, not as religious feast by the millions of men

2)

NEW

R-K-0 POLICY

S. Brown, new president
Radio Keith Orpheum announced

Hiram
of

yesterday that the splitting of commissions by the company with the
booking agents had come to an end,
and hereafter agents booking acts

and

women and chUdren

full commission
minor percentage for
the actual cost of collection from

as

the

the artists.

will
of

but rather
great day of generosity
toward those beloved. Christmas is
the great day of days for children
and for those of maturer years who
are fortunate enough to hold the
childhood within their
of
ipirit

This

move

is

important

Page

in

that

2)

War— P-F-L 5-Yr. Contracts
SEATTLE — The Theatre Operat-

greatest of all writers on the
subject of Christmas was Charles
Dickens and his greatest Christtaas contribution to the ages was
In it he conthe Christmas Carol.
trasted the spirit of Scrooge, the
miser, with the poorer but richer

THE

ing Company which owns the Babcock. Regent and Lyric Theatres at
Billings, ^Montana, has closed with

Warners

and

Paramount

for

five-

year contracts.

Two

folk

the words of the little crippled boy,
Tiny Tim, and as our last line of
this greeting we quote:
«God Bless Us All".

their

less a

K'rtiitinued on

ireasts.

about him who opened their
This great
hearts on Christmas.
Christmas episode, written by the
Christmas master, gave to the world
the most appropriate benediction in

receive

5%

J. D. WILLIAMS
JOS. S. SKIRBOLL
.Selling as World
Choice"
"Lxhibitor's
Present

to

riieatrt"

Owners

for

the Xe.v Year.
Starts in January

The

—Adv.

to

One

The District of Columbia and Virginia are two M.P.T.O.A. organizations which remained steadfast and
XL S. ARONSON
Maryland the one that went over
Wirtes Christmas dliit to the Allied.
This sets the record
Company's Selling right and corrects a niistiike emanating from Washington on Thursday.

»w

MERRY CHRISTMAS
rfH

—

—

,

Exhibitors
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Moving

Canadian

Office:

dedicated

is

it's enemies withdissemination of in-

formation of
est

moment and

inter-

industry; to the en-

to the

couragement of

calendar is the
magnificent new
iveith-Albee theatre scheduled to give
its first performance on Christmas
afternoon, at one o'clock.
An imposing and beautiful ediflca,
j;raciiig the r-.'orther-i Boulevard, the
new playh)iiRo i.^ ciuite a distinct departure architecturally from recent
Keith-Albee entertainment palaces.
The entire theatre is equipped
with mechanical ventilation and a

sincere effort
within
the
business;
to
the
nurturing of a proper and jusrespect for the industry
tified
and its leadership and to a faithful and continuous service to
pictures and picture people and
this newspaper seeks to serve
all

J.

$300.

TELL 'EM

K. Bimberg, Jerome D. Kern,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Marcus, L. N. Olmsted,

Rudolph Wurlitzer Piano

WITH TRAILERS

"Folow the Leader."

This picture
go into production immediately
with Lois Moran in the leading role.
will

R,

Giffen,

L.

J.

R.

M€CE
MEN

>i

HAVE

Co.,

$250; Joseph Pollak, $220; Edward
N. Bloomberg, Harry A. Bloomberg,
Toby Gruen, B. B. Kahane, $200;
James E. Stroock, $150; Employees
FBO Pictures, $119.

CEEN
SCALPED

Amalgamated Vaudeville Agency,
Grainger,

i

Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd, Jacob Jutkowitz, Harry Marx, Herman Rob-

MAIN STREET

bins,

Max

Verschleiser, $100;

N.

by the intensity of our modern|

L.

Manheim, $80; Capitol Theatre Or-

by

chestra, $58.

Sheehan, $50; Benjamin Leo,
$30; Harold Rodner, Isidore Witmark, $25; Karl N. Bernstein, Emil
Marx, Fred G. Wilson. $10.
Mr. Goodman reported that subcommittees are out working in the
various branches of the industry and
that special credit for good work is
due Eugene Zukor, Famous Players

life

than ever were made

less

by the Indian Tomahawks.

C. P.

GORDON TRENT
when

a
used

sound picture it might be classed as a "yellie" Winchell calls the
dialoguers the "lispies" because of
in a

Stories of the modern younger
generation having proved such big
box office successes, Fox will pro-i
duce a new one by Charles Condon,'*

December 26th, for Los'i
Thursday.
From Monday to Fri- Wednesday.
Angeles.
The film will be placed'^
day matinees will be presented from
in production at the United Artists
1:00 to 5:00 o'clock and evening perStudio in Hollywood on February 1.
formances from 7:00 to 11:00. On
Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays,
continuous performances from 1:00
to 11:00 P. M. will maintain.

B.

Inc.,

is

Story

I,

Kempner,

no other purposes.

Willis Kent says that
snatch or two of shouting

New "Modern"

Christmas
opening of the

Wed.

Co.,

without and
the

The outstanding event upon Flushing's

Allied Industries who have made
contributions to the $5,300,000 bud.i^etary program of the Federation,
for the maintenance of its ninetyReinhardt Arrives in N. Y.
one institutions for the current year. giant refrigerating plant.
This addition to the nation-wide
The names of contributors, togeLeaves
for U.A.
ther with the total amount contri- Keith-Albee-Orpheum chain of thewas designed by architect
atres
buted for 1928, follow:
Joseph Leblang, $15,000; Adolph Thomas W. Lamb of New York City,
(Coniinueri fnmi page ii
Zukor, $6,000; Maurice Goodman, N. Y. It was constructed under the
Jesse L. Lasky, Warner Bros. Pic- personal supervision of E. F. Albee,
Th«fl
tures, Inc., $5,000; Edward F. Albee, president of the Keith-Albee-Orphe- but there will be no dialogue.
name is yet to be chosen.
Mr. and Mrs, David Bernstein, Wal- um Circuit.
A combination of vaudeville and
ter Reade, $2,500; Marcus Heiman,
Professor Reinhardt, Miss Gislt
Irving Berlin, Saul E. Rogers, $2,000; photoplays will be presented with
and their party will leave New YorkJ
programmes changed on Sunday and
Morgan Lithographing
P.

Morgan, $1,500.
Sydney S. Cohen, $1,100; A. C.
Blumenthal, Eddie Cantor, David L.
Loew, $1,000; Louis Bernstein, Jack
G.
Leo,
Ben Blumenthal,
$750;
Joseph I. Schnitzer, Amedee J. Van
Beuren, $500; Al Lichtman, Julius
Stern. $400;
Samuel M. Forrest,
Akiba Weinberg, $350; Alexander S.

its
ideals;
fostering
of
its
furthering
the
of
to
purposes;
to
proper business
its
defense against its enemies

the

to

Sol M. Stroock, president of the
Federation for the Support of Jewish Philanthropic Societies, yesterday made public a list of members
of the Motion Picture. Theatrical and

Keith-Alhee Opening New
Flushing Theatre Xmas Day

.|

and the purposes of the motion picture industry and all its elements; to
solely to the causes

in;

Picture and Theatrical
Notables Commended
By Goodman

24, 1928

—

Classified

Advertisement

Advertisements in this ."seofion. S
Cash must be sent
No charge for Box
with order.

cents per word.

hair'l

t

But the bilhard

ball

dome

now

that

modern

not hopeless

is'

Number line. Minimum order. $1.
science has found the way to
10% discount 12 Issues or more.
Lasky Corporation, A. P. Waxman,
grow hair
you know what I mean
i
yes?
Warner
Brothers,
Milton J.
great!
Brod. Fenton says that if Schwartz of the William Fox OrFOR sale:
Abe Cantor and Bruce Gallnp were qranization, Poseph I. Schnitzer of MOTIOIV I'HTIKK ANIJ ••STII.I/'
cameras rented, sold and exchanged.
Not every bald head can be'
to meet Vincent Trotta it could be the FBO, and J. L. Ryan of the Ru- Portable lights for sale and for rent.
dolph
Wurlitzer
Piano Co.
Keep us advisi>d of youi wants. Ruby
called a young horse show.
Ain't
Camera Company. 727 Seventh Avenue, helped but nine out of ten can.
he the flip! Joe Fergruson insists
^'ow York Citv
the

flattening

of

the

sibilants

—

—

—

if

!

—

that a film

company

the Christmas presents

known by

Is
it

gives.

whom?— Evelyn Brent and

To

—

pastime and pleasure,
excuse for lotsa things

flue

is

Sets

New R-K-O

Policy

You can know whether yours
i.«><:ai. films
IMCTIHKS
MAftI';
TO can be
helped or not before you
Commercial, Home or Indus-

.>U)TION
order.

We

have excellent facilities and
cameramen. Our price, 20c start
1)
per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727
Seventh Avenue, New York City.
BUSINESS OPPORTl .MTIE8
it tends to eliminate graft and gives
Write for information appointment,
both the artists and the agents a WHETHER YOir WANT TO HIRE
one or be hired; buy or sell a
fair
business break.
Mr. Brown some
without co.st, or telephone to
theatre; trado or sell equipment, or
made a good impression on the do almost anythne else in the mo'lon
newspaper men who were gathered picture buslnes.s. an ad tn this departIf you
to hear the announcement because ment will get you results
want UH to word the ad for you, the
of his frankness and the evidence service.^ of our advertising
experts
of an open policy on the part of are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want
the this, the most important
do. and how many words One Fifth Avenue,
New York
of all the you want toused
Brhihitors DAILY
vaudeville organizations.
REVIBW
Spring 7000

Charlie
Chaplin have the flu which may be
of comfort to those similarly afflicted and more so to those who
aren't Joe SklrboU reports from
the south that there is more talk
about pictures than about flu because they are vastly more interesting Aw gwan, pictures are the

—

Hiram Brown

rial.

(Continued from pagre

the best

!
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CIDAI^E)
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LONDON Rogers Claims Sonora-Bristolphone
By LIONEL, BURTOIM
Meets Otterson-W. E. Requirements

GOSSIP OF

New light on an old subject is
being shed by London film reviewers
on the mysterious silence concerning tlie ultimate fate of many British productions talcen by American
loncerns presumably for distribuWhat happens
ion and exhibition.
The operation of the
them?
;to
Quota Act seems to have accentuAre American
ated the mystery.
ouota purchasers taking anything
t'lthat comes along and giving it decent burial as the easiest way out?
*

•

•

A

Charles R. Rogers, General Manager of Sonora- Bristolphone stated
Saturday that his company agrees
in spirit and general principle with
J.

Otterson,

E.

chief

of

the

Elec-

Some
impress

of the

films

London

which

fail

are

critics

to

baited

atres:
Lincoln, Orpheum, James in Utica;
Capitol in Ilion; Madison in Oneida;
Capitol, Strand, in Rome; Harvard,

A
vsith alluring publicity tie-ups.
British Filmcraft production called Regent and Avon in Syracuse.
"Spangles" dangles a catchy theme<
The deal was engineered by Joe
song called "Natalie", composed by! Miller of the Buffalo office and C. R.
conductor of the Halligan of the Albany exchange.
Elizelda,
P'red
'

Savoy Havana Band and designed
10 be broadcast along with announAnother
cements of "Spangles."
bit

of

bait

flung

at

prospective
is en-

tems.
Rogers,

however, advocates an
open door for any type of system,
providing it is practical and pro-

D£ LUXE MASTER-PHONE
LAUNCHED ON COAST

the same feature

buyers of
The Great Western
SEATTLE
star,:
for
the
publicity
gaging
Theatre Equipment Corporation has
Baroness Fern Andra, declared to

—

ficient.

the

lished

most

critical

beautiful

judgtnent

woman

that

in

the

Declares

Dividends of
^1.75—^1.50 and ^1.00
On all Stock

As

efficiency,

exclusive sales franchise of the company's service for the State of Ohio.

This was announced Saturday by
Maurice A. Chase, president of Motion Pictures Synchronization Ser-

Sepp

Sonin Making Special
M-G-M S. A. Tour
BUENOS AIRES— Carl

Morscher

Sonin. di-

and rector of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Maurice Nitke are the musical diactivities in South America will soon
rectors of the company.
undertake a
vice,

Inc.

"PETER PAN" CHOSEN
Film Bnreau Picks Xmas Fantasy
F'or Kid Party
The Pilm Bureau well known both
in the social and professional world
announces that in co-operation with
the management of the Plaza Theatre they are sponsoring a specially
prepared Christmas party for poor
children to take place on Saturday
morning, December 29th in the Plaza
Theatre at Madison Avenue and 59th

become exclusive distributors of a
new sound device, the De Luxe MasEurope with an income of $15,000 ter-Phone, which claims complete
Street.
and also
interchangeability
a,
year from a famous Berlin pho-; disc
As usual in screenings with which
be the only device which
lographer.
Per contsra, the pub- claims to
will successfully handle both syn- the Film Bureau is afliliated, attenMe

RCA MERGER SOON

to Sonora-Bristolplione
RcKuIar quarterly dividends on
Rogers points to the fact the preferred and prefercnff nlockn
the survival of meritorious synchro- that their apparatus have played the of the Victor Talking Machine Comproduct of Paramount, M-G-M, First cany were declared Saturday. The
nizing devices nnd Rogers reiterates
National and United Artists in vari- company will pay $1.75 on the prethe policy of allowing the showings ous theatres, achieving flawless per- ferred, payable January Loth; $1.75
of pictures synchronized v/ith its formances.
on the 7% cumulative prior preference stock, payable Feb. 1; and
SI. 50 on the $6 cumulative converChopin's Passion
Fisher Buys Ohio
tible preferred stock, payable Feb.
Territory From Chase 1. A dividend of $1.00 per share
"Chopin's Passion" has been seon the common, payable Februar>lected as the title of the first Powers
Meyer Fisher, head of the Fisher 1st. was also declared.
Cinephone all
sound
production
There will be a special meeting
which is now in its final stages of Film Exchanges of Cleveland and
editing and cuttting, under the per- Cincinnati, has departed for the of the Victor Board of Directors the
sonal supervision of Director Harry West, after closing a deal in New first week In January to ratify the
Revier. It was originally Shubert's York City with Motion Pictures Syn- merger with Radio Corporation of
America.
"White Lilacs."
chronization Service, Inc., for the

Research Products, regarding

trical

writer in the Film Renter
wouldn't be surprised if such things
happen considering the mediocrity
much of tlie available British
|x)f
"Famous Players," says
product.
this writer, "have not so far been
too lucky with the quota pictures
It is no fault!
they have secured.
of theirs and candidly, they are to
be commiserated with. A few weeks
ago they showed a Welsh-Pearson
film which was a very mediocre pro- Kallett Circuit Signs
duction, and yesterday's screening
of a British Screencraft picture is
For Columbia Product
uuL likely to gain them ar.y medals,
fjpiiy, because nobody is mors loyalThe Kallett Circuit, one of the
ly abiding bv the film acts than' most important theatre chains in
Let's hope they strike a bit New York, has booked Columbia's
F.L.
entire product for the following theof luck next time."

—

system over other reproducing sys-

VICTOR TO RATIFY

tour to the Pacific Coast
inspect the agencies of the enterprise and at the same time will
to

open a branch

in Peru.

Incorporations
The F-P-F Productions have been
in New York to engage in

formed
Motion

with

Pictures,

a

$40,000

Artists of

America

capital.

The Theatrical

have incorporated to enter motion
pictures with a $10,000 capital, in
.\ew York.

\

non-synchronized tion has been focused on the selecand
have been mad^ discs.
picture "might
The equipment is handled tion of the feature
picture.
"Peter
twenty years ago, judging by the from the operators booth. The de- Pan" has
been
chosen
by
the
comvice is manufactured in the East.
story, the crudity of its acting, and
Installations will cost from $2,000 mittee as the motion picture most
tlie entirely uninsoired direction."
to $3,500 and there are no service suited.
•
*
*
or maintainance charges.
However, many a dark publicity
Witness
cloud has a silver lining.
Sin Sister
Inc.
chronized

!

WAHLMS,

reprinted verbatin|
from a Middlesex taeatre program:
the

following,

"What would you do if you had
One fleeting
cue hour to live?
hour!

If,

in

the

ne^it

room,

the

soft^
you love was
strains of a last waltz inviting yon

waiting, the

girl

her arms for one last embrace
one last kiss one last hour of
love what would you do?"

to

—

—

The final title selected for Charles
Klein's production for Fox Films,
hitherto called "White Fury," is
now announced as "The Sin Sister."
Gray,
Nancy Carroll, Lawrence

i:<0

Scenes

W. 46th St.
New York
Brvant 8181

I

-.-«

SCREEN TESTS

M-G-M

Talking
Newsreel out March

<
(

editor)

for Lihray Stock

I

I

Myrtle Stedman, Anders Randolph
and Josephi ne Dunn are in the cast.

—

Answer (by the reprinting

Walter A. Fatter. Pres.

'intiiiiied

f7-oin

pa^e

Incandnscant Lighting
1

r.ocal

"Although inexperienced along such mates, the first issue of the M-G-M
lines, still we think it probable that Movietone News will make its apon Broadway screens and
we should eat a hearty breakfast of pearance
elsewhere on or about March 1st.
ham and eggs and coffee, and march
The Paramount Movietone News
straight to the waiting gallows."
will appear about the same time.

Nn.

(544

Cameramen

Complete Equipment

1)

Studios for Rent
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*^The River" Premiere
By W. K. \Ml.KKKSO\
of Fox
There was a new Program
Gaiety Thethe
at
shown
nictures

-

STUDIO GOSSIP

o

Day

Credits

Marceline Day has signed a conwhatever tract with Fox whereby she is to
should
merits this production has
have the feminine lead in two of
KO first, to the persons who picked their pictures. Her first assignment
the locations and secondly to the will be opposite George O'Brien in
man who photographed them. Both "Son of Anak," a movietone prowere unusual and held our chief in- duction.
terest.
Charles Farrell and Mary
Duncan were excellent in their

The main

credits

for

Dowling-Dooley Talkie

parts.

Corinne

Griffith

With
A

'^Sat.

Done
Children"

dispatch from Hollywood states

that Corinne Griffith has completed
filming her latest First National

Charles and Al. Christie have succeeded in getting Eddie Dbwling
famous stage comedian and his
equally famous wife, Ray Dooley to
go to Hollywood and make a talkie.
The picture will be a minstrel story.

"Syncopation"

New

the

Burbank

ing

a brief

vaca!,ion

Miss

Griffith

Kane

FBO

of

stars.

Columbia Adds 2 More
Neil! and McCarthy

—

Columbia's

directorial line-tip is
grov/ing.
R. William Neill and

signed this week to

FBO announces

the

special,

of

stage

Do producers believe that a good
speaking voice with a bad face and
figure will be of greater benefit to
the exhibitor in his play for patronage than a dashing looking face
and figure with plenty of sex appeal and probably a poor voice?
The camera does not lie as easily
as a lot of cosmetics supporting a
homely eountenance on the stage.
If a player is easy to look at on the
screen this beauty in most every
instance is natural and not constructed and
is lacking it

if

is

attractiveness

this

pretty tough for a

good
the camera even with the aid of
were lighting to make it up.
•
•
•
wield the mega-

McCarthy,

known

arrivals

director.

keep Uncle Sam's mail
busy
are
Bebe Daniels,
Esther
Ralston,
Florence
Vidor
•Jeorge Bancroft, Richard Dix, Emil
Jannings,
Adolphe
Menjou
and
Charles Rogers.
These are the

P.

daily

the

renewals on the contracts
of stars and featured players are
being passed up. And this does not
apply to players alone but directors
39
well.
Sound producers have
found they can employ stage directors of great reputation for a third
of the cost of a fairly good movie

who

screen's best

WILKIGRSO.\

players,

clerks

John

K.

like the "shaking out" proon out Hollywood way. What

is

with

—

still

.

Looks
cess

Thirty-three persons in Hollywood
receive more mail than any other
group of equal number in the world.
They are the sta.rs and featured players under contract to Paramount.
They receive an average of 10,000
letters a day, 250,000 a month, 3,000,000 a year. Their mail is delivered
to a postoflice ten by fifteen feet in
flize
probably the busiest 150 square
feet in the country.
The chief recipient of mail Is
Clara Bow, the girl who made "It"
a household word around the globe.
Miss Bow receives almost 40,000 letters a month.
Others of her fellow
and sister stars on the Paramount
lot

\\

SHAKING OUT

two of
directors,

phone on Cloumbia vehicles scheduled for early production.
The addition of Mr Neil! and Mr.
McCarthy follows closely upon that
of Joseph Henabery. who joined the
following prominent directors on Columbia's staff last week: Frank R.
Capra, Erie C. Kenton, Phil Rosen,
Christy Cabanne, Renaud Hoffman
and Scott Dunlap.

AFTER ALL
Where

the proof that in exmovie dihigh-salaried
changing a
direcstage
for
low-priced
rector
a
tor, that a knockout talkie will be
It seems pretty obthe results?
is

now that in order to produce a good talking picture the director must have knowledge not
Halperin's 3 -Dimension
only of stage technique but of movie
The Halperin boys, Victor and mechanics for the action of each
Edward, are going into three-dimen- is different and the two must be comsion and natural color production,
bined to avoid disaster.
with sound synchronization.
•
•
•
The Halperins will establish studios in New York and Hollywood NEEDS
and will release through InspiraThe movies still need the guidtion-United Artists.
ing hand of expert picture directors
with strong co-operation from the
Bellamy Leaves Fox
vious by

.

stage; or better yet, intensive train-

Madge Bellamy, for years a star
on the Fox lot, having completed ing along

the lines of the stage,
Fugitives" for that company, will for while pictures are still made
be seen no more in their pictures.
I'"'ox
terminated her contract while on film with its rapid change of
it
still
had a long period to run scene, they demand first and foreand has given no definite reason for

most

the act.

movie

direction.

The

—

Fox

and

left the

Broadway

voice

recording

room

for

poduction of "Tomorrow," last week,
and has returned to Hollywood to
act in a Fox comedy. Together with
William Russell and Leslie Fenton,
Miss Hopper has been added to the
cast of "Girls Gone Wild," to be directed by Lew Seller with Nick Stuart and Sue Carol in the leading
roles.

good

players, too, need voicing training

to

Title

"Stepping
will commence work on "r'risoners," High" has had its title changed to
which is now being prepaced for the "Syncopation." This is the producscreen by Forrest Halsey who is tion which features Warings Pennthe
adaption
and
con- sylvanians, Barbara Bennett, Osgood
writing
Perkins and Bobby Watson.
tinuity.
that'

K>

FANS WRITE
TO P-F-L STARS YEARLY

Hedda Hopper
Robert

OPINIONS

3,000,000

Hopper Hops

"Saturday's

Children," at
Studios.
After enjoy-

picture,

1928

Farrell-Duncan

Saturday evening consisting of
Borzage production
Frank
the
Bodil Rosing, mother-in-law of
Movietone News and
'•The River", a
Monte Blue has been signed by
The
comedy,
a two reel all-talking
two funny M-G-M for the featured role of the
DipTomal" with those
wife in "Wonder of Women."
McCullough.
*
•
felows Clark and
Itself
being assured
MiUer,
for
Rnth
Patsy
Speaking
this re- of being on Warner Brothers 1929
The hit of the show to
Spain. Boy- program, will play the lead in "The
viewer was the King of
this Hottentot."
personality
This will be her first
a
oh-bov what
or no talkie.
Spanish monarch has. King
*
•
«
be for
King what a bet he would
will handle the
took
Brown
Clarence
appearance
This
nictures.
News, an megaphone for M-G-M's production
place in the Movietone
to the of Suderman's "Wonder of Women."
and
program
asset to any
*
•
•
a lifeevening,
one shown Saturday
Greta Garbo's new picture has
finally been titled "Wild Orchids."
"The Diplomat"
This is from the story by John
subMcCullough
and
The Clark
Colton.
by
written
•
•
•
"The Diplomat"
ject
Bobby Clark and Arthur Caesar was
Slilton Sills latest starring vehicle
There were plenty of belly has been renamed "Love and the
a riot
it
laughs throughout, even though
Devil."
at
•
•
*
recording
bad
very
had some
Lilyan Tashman has been signed
different spots.
"The River"
for an important role in "The Trial
was
of Mary Dugan."
pragram
the
on
item
big
The
«
•
TapTristam
the
of
the production
Earle has signed a new
Edward
by
directed
per story, "The River"
contract with Warner Brothers for
Frank Borzage. The idea of the 1929.
lost
got
it
but
*
•
•
yarn was excellent
died a
in a world of inaction and
Charles Sellon and Robert Schable
slow and somewhat painful death. have been added to the cast of F.N.'s
Where to place the fault is beyond "The Man and the Moment."
If the story as pho*
*
*
this reviewer.
tographed, is the one the Fox organiFlorence Vidor, having completed
zation should receive the blame, her part in "The Wolf of Wall
zation should receiver the blame. Street," is on her way to New York.
*
*
*
But it is our opinion that the Tristam Tupper story was better than
has
signed
a new starAlice
Wliite
the one we saw on the screen. May- ring contract with First National for
the
with
rest
be the blame should
a long term which calls for at least
person making the adaptation, or four big pictures.
failure
of
burden
whole
maybe the
•
*
•
should be shouldered by Frank Borwill play the part of
Alice
Joyce
zage. Whoever or whatever was at
the mother in the picturization of
fault the fact remains that the pic"The Squall."
cure, off to a good start, died, and
somehow or somewhere there seemMarceline
Signed
ed to have been a great chance lost
for an outstanding production.

Ke

24,

it

must not be forgotten
still

has plenty of

improvement.

thing seems

to

that

The main

be the mistake of

rushing things to satisfy the pub-

demand
Time alone
Mc

for
will

something

new.

solve the problem

and teach the lesson.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

i

:

Butterfield Chain Planning ExpansiofTin Mid-West

DAI^'MVICW
Res. C.

Devoted

^>^^

/,

advent

of

S.

in the picture business as
leader of a new, unnecessary
organization
exhibitor
rival

Myers
the

and

man

and developing of the Motion Picture

York,

\V'edne.M«Iay,

salaries

justifiable.

And

*

«

20,

KIVE

1028

The Roxy

will entertain 6,000 chil-

dren at a performance Thursday
morning, showing their regular program with the additions of the films
"Sleeping Beauty", "English Christmas Carols" and "The Nativity".
The full Roxy orchestra will play
appropriate music.
The Capitol will play host to over
5,000 poor and crippled children at
a special
performance Thursday
morning also.
A gala Christmas
(Continued on page

4)

these

The

—and

world's our stage

all

the wonders of

Runs

TALKIES COMING

10

a chain of first run theatres in the
principal cities of the United States.
Negotiations have been going on for
some time for theatre sites In New

York, Philadelphia and Chicago.
With their new expansion policy
in mind and with big feature sound
pictures in the making, Tiffany-Stahl
has been quietly negotiating for
their own theatres so that their productions will have first run presentations in all the principal cities of
the United States.
The company intends to produce
within the next few months between

(Continued on page

It

to Coast

expected that Carl

Laemmle

Nichols regarding her production of
"Abie's Irish Rose".
Mr. Laemmle is hurrying to the
coast to attend the wedding of his
daughter Rosabelle.

*

Can This Be True?
There is a tip floating out
Holywood that one of our
best producing organizations
and one of the pioneer's in
sound have about determined
of

*

to take out all the dialogue
in their feature product to

/^UR

experience with exhibitors is
that there are many things they
would rather pay than dues. They
have enough bother with film rentals and fluctuations of business to
want to support somebody unless
they see a definite business advantage in it. They will respond to a
They will
rrisis or a crying need.
aid a charity or assist the widow
and the fatherless but the irksome
routine of paying dues for a political leader to gallop oe'r the plain giving a political show that's no especial

is

4)

will leave for the coast today, providing he has been called to give
his testimony in the suit of Anne

put on a continuous
show that will keep the boys
pepped up to the paying point? Will
they find it necessary to hold an annual or semi annual ball to meet
the budget? Will producers and distributors be assessed for tickets for
these affairs and is assesed will they
stand for it?

be released during 1929-30
using sound only for the
synchronization of music and
leaving the talking
effects,
for their short reels.
If this is true and the an-

nouncement

The

NEW

company with

representative photoplays

a

NEW

idea will bring to American screens the
"Exhibitor's
far places of the earth.

from the

Choice" Selling.

World Wide
(Continued on page

First

Sites

for Product

Laemmle

/^AN Myers

*

Needed

how Myers

entertainment for their money if
they are to continue to dig deep
among the fish hooks.

«

Chosen —

it

ment becomes regular the exhibitor
groups will have to be shown a good

•

Y—Phila—Chicago

GORDON
BUnERFIELD

will get his first year's salary at
least in part but when the assess-

*

N.

*

IS easy to understand

Cfc.NTfl

Every large motion picture theIn line with the expansion policy
atre on Broadway is entertaining
IN DETROIT
announced by Tiffany-Stahl a short
poor and crippled children to the
time ago in the formation of an Engof the various houses,
EXPANSION capacities
lish Company and a French Comshowing Christmas programs for the
pany, plans are actively under way
enjoyment of these unfortunate tots.
for the acquisition and building of
expansion and
to
the

has

big
organizations in the production and
distribution group not only contract
to pay these salaries, they pay them.

TT

December

Industry.

BROADWAY MOVIE HOUSES
CONTRIBUTE XMAS CHEER

that a constructive
been added to picture leadership or
who has
is he just another outsider
come in without any special necessity for his presence and with no
especial equipment other than a deOwing
finite ambition to milk the old cow growth of the Butterfield Circuit in
for his gallon or so?
the years 1927 and 1928 and the
•
•
«
expected new business for the year
DEPUTED among the exhibitors 1929, a readjustment of the main ofwho have heard salaries discuss- fice in Detroit has been made.
It is now announced that Mr. Lawed Myers is a high priced article just
as Aaron Sapiro was a high priced rence E. Gordon of Battle Creek,
There is no possible ob- Michigan, who has a law practice of
article.
jection, of course, to the price if fifteen years standing, and has deIt is true veloped as a financier, being presithe article is worth it.
too that large salaries are paid ex- dent of two local finance companies,
ecutives in the picture business but has been engaged to act in the caonly to executives whose earning
(Continued on page 4)
power to their organizations make

mean

Bxhibitara Trade Review

WITH OWN THEATRE CHAIN

By

the

Off.

TIFFANY-STAHL BRANCHING OUT

YLow About
This Myers?

Abram

—Pora«rl7

Pat

to the fostering
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pvOES

S.

Pictures,

Inc.

Advt.

4)

ilii

is

forthcoming

shortly after the new year,
quite a
it is our guess that
few of our other big producers will jump on the

wagon and

start

announcing

themselves in the same voice.

It

Certainly was a cMerry
^^I

used to think

good

I

lAventin'

at

marvels in

was

pretty

mechanical

my workshop up

North, but gosh, these here new«
fangled talking pictures, got out

on the Fox Movietone,
bergast me.
Coast,

see

I

Out on

just flab-

the West

followed the crowds to

and hear

this

new Fox

Movietone picture called IN

OLD ARIZONA,
tell

and

I

want

to

you, folks, the way these

characters

all talk

on the screen,

you'd think they was real people.

Directed in Dialog by

RAOUL WALSH
and

IRVING CUMMINGS

LOS ANGELES

q^iaaer

—

Christmas on the West Coast
and

loving, hating

fighting right

in the flesh.

With

derful gifts

gave to people out

ion the

I

all

Money Talks

the won-

and the

FIRST ALL-TALKING

West Coasl, none ever

made 'em

as

OUTDOOR FEATURE

happy as the won-

derful entertainment they got out
o' that picture.

Christmas comes

IN OLD ARIZONA

but once a year, but the Christ-

mas

spirit

that

makes people

I

happy can go right on every day
in the year as long

as

there's

picture houses showin' Fox
Movietone talking pictures like

IN

OLD ARIZONA."

NOW

TALKING MONEY

CRITERION Theatre, Los Angeles

BROADWAY

Theatre, Portland, Oregon
FIFTH AVENUE Theatre, Seattle, Wash.

^and thaVs fust

the start!

For Greater Prosperity in 1929« play the

GREATER FOX MOVIETONE
ALL -TALKING FEATURES:
IN OLD ARIZONA

THE GHOST TALKS
HEARTS IN DIXIE

THE VALIANT
SPEAKEASY
THRU DIFFERENT EYES

Now Ready or in Production at Movietone City

presents

WARNER BAXTER DOROTHY BURGESS
Story and Dialog

by

p

TOM BARRY

All-Talldng

MOVIETONE
Features

PORTLAND
• SEATTLE

Jm

itei

'
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dedicated
solely to the causes and the purposes of the motion picture industry and all its elements; to
ideals;
its
the
fostering
of
its
furthering
the
to
of
to
proper business purposes;
enemies
its
its defense against
without and it's enemies within; to the dissemination of information of moment and interest to the industry; to the enThis

newspaper

couragement of

is

sincere effort
within
the
business;
to
the
nurturing of a proper and justified respect for the industry
and its leadership and to a faithful and continuous service to
pictures and picture people and
this newspaper seeks to serve
all

no other purposes.

Paramount took a

definite

stand

on talking and silent motion pictures
today with the announcement by
Jesse L. Lasky for that film organization that "The Four Feathers" will
be released with sound effects and
music synchronization only.
" 'The Four Feathers' will be released in its natural form," said Mr.
Lasky. "Dialogue can augment the
Dramatic passages of many subjects
but it certainly cannot help, and it
might impair, a production of such
sweeping action and emotion as this
Therefore the characters in
story.
'The Four Feathers' will not talk.
As the old saying goes, actions speak
louder than words."

Broadway Movie Houses
Contribute Xmas Cheer
(Continued from paee

1)

performance will be given, consisting of pictures which among others
will be, "Mary's Little Lamb" and
an "Our Gang" comedy.
The Paramount will receive groups
of children from different institutions throughout the entire v/eek at
regular afternoon performances.
is a special Christmas pro
logue aranged by Sam Katz revealing Santa Claus and his pack.
Mrs. William Randolph Hearst
will give her yearly childrens party
at the Strand Theatre on Christmas
morning to over 3,000 kids.
The Colony entertained crippled
children on Monday, Tuesday and
its

There

Wednesday.

MAIN STREET
by

GORDON TRENT
Paul Leni Arrives
Paul Leni, Universal director of
Man Who Laughs," 'The Cat
and the Canary," and whose latest
special, "The Last Warning," has
"Tlie

just arrived in the East, will arrive
in New York today to spend the
Christmas holidays.

Windsor

to

N. Y.

OPINIONS
By

Editor
Publisher

Managing

bcrn»tein.

" Four

in

All artists, musicians and theatre
employee's are giving their services
gratis for these special performances.

Gordon

in Detroit

Butterfield

Expansion

(Continued from page

1)

pacity of assistant to the President
in the handling of financial matters.
He joins the Detroit force on January 2nd of next year.
Besides the plans for the new theatres in Jackson, Muskegon, Ionia
and Sault Ste Marie, the development in several other proposition in
the State is also under way.

Speaking of Voices
At the showing

HOW

They tell us that the London papers are filled with the news of a
new $50,000,000 British company that
has been formed for the construction of "cinema palaces" patterne(3
after our big houses on this side.
That's great news if true. England
is making great strides in the motion picture industry,
what with
their world wide
distribution
of
British made pictures, their recipro-

of a $2.00

recently, a singing
prologue preceeded the showing of the feature attraction.
This singing of the theme
song was the cause of a lot
of laughter on the part of
the audience because of the
extremely funny facial adornments of the singers, a man
and a woman. On his high
notes the male songster contortioned his mouth in a
manner that would permit the
entrance of a horse drawn
wagon, and as soon as the
feminine shouter made her
appearance, the laugh was so
loud the voices were completely drowned.
Some of our producers
should see and hear this prologue and then write their
own ticket on the debate of
whether it is best to take
our silent screen players and

picture

lOI

agreements with all the European
nations for the exchange of pictures,
directors and players. All they need
now to make everything perfect la
the production of a few good pictures for the millions upon millions
of dollars raised there the
past
couple of years for production "in
order to compete with the American
producers."

cal

I

SORE SPOT.

This making of pictures has become a sore spot on the British
pride for industry.
Almost every
production organization loaded themselves down with money for the
making of pictures, engaged a lot
of people, made a lot of noise, put
nn the quota act, hurried here and
there in an effort to keep busy, but
where are the pictures? What has
become of all that money? "What is
the final answer going to be? Our
American market is as wide open
as a cigar box for any picture or
pictures that have a bit of merit and
this reviewer sees a lot of pictures
throughout the course of a month.
We have seen and liked many foreign
pictures during the past six months
but do not remember having run
across one English made picture
bearing any merit save the film assembled from the archives of the
British war department.
Are they
holding back on us? Are they getting shaped up for the "great drive"
on the theatres and fans of this and
other countries?

make

the best of their vocal
capabilities or do their future

casting with an eye and ear
for the voice alone.

UNIVERSAL SIGNS DR.

MARSTON PSYCHOLOGIST
Motion pictures at last are to employ regularly the services of a psychologist.
He is to devote himself
to every branch of the business,
from the purchase of stories to the
solving of sales problems. Dr. William M. Marston, noted psychologist
and lecturer in psychology at Columbia University and New York
University, has just been placed under contract by Carl Laemmle, president of Universal Pictures Corporation.
Dr. Marston's title will be the Director of the Public Service Bureau,
creating an entirely new department
for the purpose of applying psychology to every branch of the activities of Universal Pictures Cor-

•

*

•

SPOTTY SOUND
It seems the further some of our
best producers go in this sound
racket, the more spotty their re-

cording becomes. We have seen and
heard quite a bit of faulty recording
during the past few weeks and are
at a loss to know the reason for it.
For instance, we have seen a couple
of pictures recently that on long
shots, the voice sounded great, and
while the same players were talking with no change of scene or
continuity of speech, the camera
moves in for a closeup and the
voices sound as if they are miles

poration.
Dr. Marston will make his headquarters at Universal City, California, on or about January 15th, at
'\hich time he will have completed
his lectures at Columbia and New
York University.
From California
he will ke^.p in constant touch with

from the microphone
think

just

the

opposite

One would
would be

WTiat's wrong? WTiy should
happen? And it seems that this
being the case, and the scenes are
run off in the rush form in the
<rue.

this

studio projection room, studio execu-

would order them retaken in
an effort to give a recording in an
even tone.
Maybe everything was
O.K. in the projection room with
tives

New

Out

WIL.KERSO.N

A POT OF MONET.

—

Claire Windsor, who recently reABOUT THIS MTEBS ?
turned from New York, will go east
all production activities.
again early in January to make RCA
(Continued from page 1)
talking sequences for "Life", a Tiffany-Stahl picture in which she is
AI Boasberg Here
Ricardo Cortez, who also treat to showmen has never yet in the
starred.
history
of
the picture business applays a leading role, will accompany
Al Boasberg, free-lancing gag-man
her with James Flood, the director. pealed to the great majority and it and publicist of Beverly Hills is
will
take
the
great
majority,
giving
Silent sequences of the picture went
arriving in New York this morninto production early this week at uu freely and regularly to support a ing and will stop
at the Forrest
thr<ig ring national exhibitor circus
the Tiffany-Stahl studios.
Hotel for about 10 days.
that glorifies only a group and which
could not possibly accomplish any"Disraeli" Film
thing more constructive than can be Tiffany-Stahl Branching
accomplished by the meeting around
With
Warner Brothers has definitely de- the table of business exhibitors with
Chain
cided to remake "Disraeli" as an business producers and distributors
(Continued from pape 1)
all
talking
production
starring who gather to settle their problems
George Arliss. Some years ago Ar- in a business way. They didn't want eight and ten dialogue
and singing
liss was starred in a silent version
Myers enough in Washington to re- productions of special feature calibre
of this ever popular play and now he appoint him. What is this new deal with famous
stars in the principal
will start on the talkie picture right •—a place of refuge in the picture roles
of each picture which
will
after the holidays.
Michael Curtiz business with exhibitors taxed for start their initial performances in
will direct.
the joy ride?
the new Tiffany-Stahl houses.

VV. R.

Own

the

first

print and the trouble

was

caused by the development of future
prints.
Whatever the cause, sound
has been with us long enough to
eliminate these, what seem to us to
j

be,

minor

difficulties.

'

(

/

P-F-Lto Buy $2,000,000 Outstanding

B&K

C

V. T.

DAIt^MVItW
Kes. V.

Devoted
or..

\fw

^Em?

of

HIS annual message

of

greet-

*"ing to the motion picture indusof the
:ry President R. F. Woodhull
of
Viotion J'icture Theuire (nvners
\merica focuses attention on a very
concerns the
[vital situation which
welfare not only of the exhibitors
This is
but of the entire industry.
exhibitor
two
for
necessity
uon
Pie
organizations, both set ui> to serve
he same purpose.
hPHE question of theatre chains be-

^
the

admitted

ing

new

Allied

to

body

membership
is

Motion

tiie

Owners

of

ANOTHER

It was announced yesterday that
Paramount Famous Lasky Corpora-

tion

America

interesting

phase

27,

FIVB CkNTO

102«

(Continued on page

3)

"Awakening" Premeire
"The Awakening", Vilma Hanky's
starring picture, opens at the
Rivoli Theatre tomorrow night at a
special performance under distinguished society patronage.
first

Introducing a Brilliant

FOX METROPOLITAN

Theatres Are to

Barred
Woodhull

R. F.

fired

the Allied States

day

his

in

issued.

two

After
(

NEW

postponements

'ontiiuied

STAR,

on page

it

3)

'It" plus!

al-

is

a bombshell

camp

New

cdmplishment is comparable to that
of any similar endeavor.
Motion
Theatre
"The
Picture

Owners

of America, realizing that at
least ninety percent of the problems
in the retail department of our business was common, decided to invite
all theatres, distributor-affiliated or
otherwise to come within its ranks
and share the responsibility for the
conservation and safety of the exliibition of motion pictures.
This
iiction took place at Columbus. Ohio
in June 1927.
The period since that

fCoiitinued on

PaKe

2)

HAMMONS APPOINTS
TRAVIS CANADA G.M.
W. Hammons. president of EduP'ilm Exchanges, Inc., yesterday announced the appointment
of James Travis, formerly westeri;
supervisor in Canada for Educational, to be general manager of CanE.

ational

Educational Films. Ltd.. witli
Travis
Toronto.
in
succeeds Oscar Hanson, who resign-

.idian

lu-adquarters
ed to

become

sales

manager

for Tif-

iiuiv-Stahl.

Fred

extend our deep sympathy

Rembusch,

Chain
Be

IS'otwithbeen
satisfactory.
standing differences of opinions.
sparring for political position, enemies from without and within, inthoughtless
sincere,
selfish
and
few were sold Friday and Saturday activities, all common to every growfor 101 and 101^^, as, and if when ing institution, its record and ar-

As it appears to us, this
purely a contest in the exhibitor
ranks and has nothing to do with
the business outside of those ranks.
TTHE word "czar" is most unfortunate, as czars in recent history
have not had a large amount of luck.
There are no czars needed, required
or desired in the picture business
and although the phrase may rnf.ke
the grade in the daily papers anrl
serve to get over the publicity, it
is nevertheless most unfortunate for
Mr. Myers to have the czar phase
creep into his first greetius: lo 1he
people in the picture business.

J.

If

and New York has

is

Frank

Know

State, to Boston and has made application for their listing on the BosThe par value will
ton Exchange.
be 100 and it is said that quite a

of policy.

who

within a period of two weeks
has suffered a loss by death of
We
his brother and two shters.
believe we speak for the entire
industry in extending our kindly
wishes to him in this hour of
heavv sorrow.

to

yesterYear's statement to
tlip Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, of which he is President.
taken his issue Mr. Woodhull said, "I will again
cover the pur- include a brief survey of the closmore houses in ing yoar's progress. This progress

the daily newspapers on Christmas
Day that Abram S. Myers had become the new "Czar of the independent theatres" and that he would
be opposing Will H. Hays in matters

to

Wants

ir.to

luded to in Mr. WoodhuU's statement is the story which went to

We

I

Hot New Year Greeting

ON BOSTON EXCH.

If

Theatre
Picture
already have
thrown wide their doors to such
chain membership and as this invitation has been accepted in many
cases, the united front which is so
esssntial is already in evidence.
as

York, TlinrKday, December

Industry.

Paramount Obtains 87^2% Control
Of Balaban-Katz By Stock Swap

of very defi-

as it is
be barred, the new exhibitor organization could at no time be called
If they are not to
representative.
be barred there is manifestly no necessity for the two organizations,
ed,

and developing of the Motion Picture

had purchased privately approximately 60,000 additional voting trust
certificates of Balaban & Katz Corporation by issuing therefor 1.6
shares of Paramount Famous Lasky
William Fox has
Corporation new stock for each share
of
bonds that will
additional
This
of Balaban & Katz.
purchase gives Paramount approxi- chase of the 180 or
in mately 87 1/^% of the issued and out- Greater New York

they are barrunderstood they are to

nite importance.

Ponuerl^ Bxklbitora Trade Review

UII

WOODHULL CALLS FOR SHOWDOWN ON ALLIED POLICIES

What Have

|"N

Fat

to the fostering

24 No. 147

Two

S.

She

who

IS

the only

European

artist

of

note—except Bernard Shaw-^

has refused to be lured to America by the Almighty Dollar.
in two World Wide Pictures. "Exhihhor's

OLGA CHEKOVA

Choice Selling".

Remember

that Jaydee discovered Pola N. in Passion.

Thomson Dead

Fred Thomson, noted screen playdied yesterday in Hollywood as
for
a direct result of an operation
gallstones. He was operated on last
week, and seemed to be on the road
to recovery until Christmas Day.
er,

The

last

pictures

Thomson made

nere released by Parainnunt.

)
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This newspaper is dedicated
solely to the causes and the purposes of the motion picture industry and all its elements; to
jostering

the

ideals;

its

of

its
furthering
of
to
purposes;
business
proper
its
defense against its enemies
without and it's enemies within; to the dissemination of in-

moment and

formation of

tUroUiih the Government, that the
theatre owners of the State a^e conspiring aMi'i.'^Et them to tlie ^yieat
uC

to

no other purposes.

GORDON TRENT
Meldiiorre Mauro Cottone, noted
Broadway cinema organist has voluntarily filed a petition in bank-

without naming his

ruptcy,

or liabilities

.

.

assets

Gordon Trent and

.

Review

the Daily

Staff take this op-

many com-

portunity of thanking the

panies and their personnel for their
holiday greetings

.

.

Belle

.

Ben-

nett,

under contract to Tiffany-Stahl

in

town and stopping at the War-

wick, where she
.

.

.

greeting the sobCapt, Irving O'Hay will
is

be guest speaker at the AlvrPA meet-

ing today at the Paramount Hotel
,

.

.

William Mclllieran, one of the

oldest exhibitors in
first

Texas and the

one in Dallas, died

Falls on
I/.

December 18th

Wichita

in
.

.

.

Walter

Rickens. state-righter out Michi-

gan way bought the rights
of

to "Girls

Underworld" for his

the

state,

hut later found out he bought

them

from the wrong chap

luck,

Walter

/jlms

tax-free

institutions

now

and

the

Woodhull

.

.

.

Calls for

Down on

Show-

Allied Policies

(Continued from pag^e

convention

at

and until the
Toronto last October may well be
looked upon as an experimental
It has been my honor and
stage.
pleasure to have been the President of the organization during this
time and from the vantage point of
time

my position to
vations of the

.

.

,

Tough

the

Columbus

new
is

make careful obsernew idea. The era

structure

completed

started

at

and is a
has accom-

splendid institution. It
plished much in protection for the
theatre owners.
7000 Members
"In legislation, in solving hundreds of contractual difficulties, in
the development of nation-wide public goodwill, in the cooperation with

governmental

officials

and

many

other constructive ways, the wisdom
of adopting the new order of things
has been definitely established. This
organization now numbers within its
membership over seven thousand
Its direct point of contheatres.
tact with state associations and individual members, together with a
contact man in each film zone, provides efficiency and quickness of ac-

where speed

is an essential.
Undivided Front
"Peering into the future, we find
a few theatre owners endeavoring
Difto start another organization.
ferences of opinion will always be
with us.
This started with Adam
and Eve and will be present on
Judgment Day. It is however to be
hoped that our greatest foe, the
enemy from without, will be met
with an undivided front. If not, the
industry will suffer and the indi-

tion

terstate commerce is involved, since
all of the films are made outside of
Oklahoma and shipped in from various producing centres.
An injunction is being asked, to protect these
non-theatrical interests.

exchange

of United Artists.
O'Connell replaces L. Hobson.

Mr.

PHONOFILM FRANCHISES
FOR ADAMS AND KLEIN
Two more

authorized distributors

DeForest Phonofilm sound equipments appointed by General Talking
Pictures Corporation have established headquarters in their terriof

tories.
J.

Another Van-Schenck
Van and Schenck's newest Movietone
recording
was
completed
yesterday

Mayer

at

New

Metro-GoldwynYork sound studio,
the

under Nick Grinde's direction.

This

fourth for M-G-M
"Don't
comprises
three
songs:
Blame It All on Broadway," "Real
Estate Blues," and "Chloe,"
recording,

their

ment. This is one of the many important and dangerous reasons why
the constructive minds of our industry deplore the idea of two organizations.

1)

of experiment is passed and it is
with unqualified satisfaction that I
can sincerely report to the industry

MAIN STRFET

sisters

in

shoe seems to be on the other foot.
In what is probably the first complaint of this nature, Attorney-General of the U. S. Sargent and William J. Donovan, assistant to Sargent on i\Ionday signed a petition
in the Federal District Court here
charging the M.P.T.O. of Oklahoma
with violating the Sherman AntiTrust Law. The petition set forth
that the organization (M.P.T.O.) had
banded together to discourage the

that

is

nade

lestricirjg

Heretofore theatre owners through
the Mid-West end South and North
West have complained bitterly about
the non-theatrical competition from

inter-

the industry; to the encouragement of all sincere effort
business;
to
the
within
the
nurturing of a proper and jusrespect for the industry
tified
and its leadership and to a faithful and continuous service to
pictures and picture people and
this newspaper seeks to serve
est

in Okla.

OKLAHOMA CITY—Here's a new practice of film exchanges furnishing
wrinkle in Federal Trade suits, this prints of dramatic features to nonthe
outlets,
such
as
one involving schools, churches, theatrical
tentshow.s schools, churches and others.
freeshows,
chautaquas,
The Government contends that inand others who are complaining,

the

to

Ban

Non-Theatrical Film

Editor
Publisher

WILKERSON.

R.

Charles O'Connell has been appointed office manager of the Denver

"I want to ask those interested
in the new movement one direct
Will it be the policy of
question.
their new Allied States Exhibitors'

Association to bar all affiliated and
chain theatre owners from membership and to counsel all state organizations as may join with them, to
also bar from membership the chain
and affiliated theatres?
What Price "Czarr
"If the latter is so we can simply
sit back with sympathy for those
who have been led to contribute and
watch the new organization die of its
own futility. There are more independent theatre owners in the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America than there are ever likely to
be drawn under the new banner.
This is not a test for supremacy as
independent theatre
of
a 'Czar'
owners between Mr. Myers and myhave never been able to
self.
I
visualize myself as a Czar; neither
can I see Mr, Myers on any such
throne, I wonder also if Mr. Myers
still believes in rubles and how many
it will take to pay the rumored $100,000 annual salary.
I am afraid the
travelling troupe will be dependent for continued support on keeping in the limelight, ignoring the
proven fact that the problems of this
industry can be settled within the
industry through peaceful negotia-

K. Adams, long connected with

the national distribution of films, has

established headquarters at 20 Winchester Street, Boston, for the sei'ving

Massachusetts.

of

Maine,

New

Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermonti
and Connecticut.
Four salesmen
lave already been appointed by Mr.

Adams

him

to aid

in this territory

Joseph Klein, who has managed
exchanges for the larger distributing companies in both New York
and Philadelphia, has opened headquarters at 1339 Vine Street, Philato serve eastern Pennsylsouthern New Jersey, Dela-

delphia,
vania,

ware, District of Columbia and Virginia.

Apollo in Vienna

VIENNA—The Apollo Theatre of
Vienna, has been acquired by the
Kiba-Kino-Betriebsgesellschaft
and
will be turned into a cinema with
seats,
is
1,G00
it
reported from
Vienna.
The cost of purchase and
renovation amounts to 2 million
Schillings

dollars).
The
probabiy open in

(300,000

new cinema

will
February, 1929,

WAFILMS,
Walter

1
j
I

A.

Inc.

Putter. Pres.

(or Libray Stock Scenes
IHO W. 46th Si
New York

Bryant 8181
j

tions.

"Let us go into the New Year
firm in the conviction that we as
individuals progress only as the in-

dustry thrives.
Let us spread this
gospel to the unbelievers.
Let us
rededicate ourselves to every activity that will reflect credit to our
business and watch with unceasing
vigilence and strongly entrenched,
vidual wil find that block-booking, the slightest movement that will
contract clauses and some of the bring reproach upon it.
other timeworn ballyhoos are mere
"With these few thoughts and the
details to his success.
Legislators, realization of the responsibility that
badly-advised or selfishly inclined is mine as the representative of our
reformers sincere and otherwise, large membership, I extend greethave given us several close calls ings and the sincere hope that the
at Washington and State Capitols year of 1929 will be abundantly fillthrough the folly of divided ranks ed with health, prosperity and their
in the past.
I hope this danger will attendant contentment for all in the
not be increased by this new move- motion picture industry."

TRAVELERS
Northern tor

select the Great
its uoniierful loca-

tion in Chicago's "loop". They
return because the larije comfortable
rooms, homelike environment, attentive service C5.r<;??(.'!nt lio^sl and
moderate charges tiiialke it an ideal
hotel.
l\etilv Fiirni.rhed /Joom.^.'jl

S2.S0 a da\

tt4U0
Roomf
and

and up.

Sunipiv

I

S4.60. S&.OV. S6.00. $7.00 \\

Ji

S8.00

Walter t.taiirhrad. Manatrr
DEAItBORN STUi;i:'I KIJOA! .jAiJCSOiS

»

„_

New

TO 0I"^< V

Oaratie One-

1! ill

—

<{l<>ck

'
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210 German Kontingent Import SKOURAS BROS. BUY
$300,000

Licenses to be Given in July
FILMOPHONE

$1,000

SHOWN

DISC DEVICE

—

A new British talkie
LONDON
device has made its appearance on
the market, called "Filmophone",
which consists of two disc turntables with a patented apparatus by
which synchronization pick-ups are
timed with an automatic

dial.

One-To-One Quota Remams
Geneva Agreement Does Not
Affect Law
Uy

BERLIN

—

UTTU

Ur. U.

(Snecial to Exhibitors

Ddih Review)

The new Kontingent

regulation leaves the old one to one
kontingent practically in force, as
I announced in the Daily Review on

The Filmophone Company, headed December 1st.
As the German market demands
by Frank Green expect to be able
supply 100 machines in a month's
lime to rent for approximately
The amplification apparatus
$1,000.
is
also being made by this company.

lo

KOLSTAPHONE~iNVENTOR
SELLS RIALTO THEATRE
OREGON —Art

Kolstead,

invento'

over 400 pictures a year and
the German Government will distribute 210 import permits during
the
twelve
months commencing
July 1st, 1929, the proportion will
again be about 1 to 1.
This regulation is described as
temporary, but it will be reissued
next year with perhaps slightly different figures if the trade conditions in or outside Germany should

.iust

require

There is not much hope that an
Kolstaphone which is sweeping the Northwest territory at the international agreement arrived at,
present time, is so busy with the in Geneva, by which all trade barnew synchronizing device that he riers should be abolished and which
has no time to look after his own has just been ratified by the German
theatre the Rialto. at Hood Rivei Government, may make an end to
As
and has consequently disposed of the the German kontingent law.
house to M. W. Mattecheck of Mc- the German Secretary of State Herr
Minnville, who took it over last von Trendelenburg declared at Geneva, Germany will after the 30th of
week.
of the

.June

Pope Back

at

Clemtner

Clem Pope has returned to the
managership of Universal's Clemmer Theatre, Spokane, Washington,
according to announcement from
Fred Flader, General Manager of
the Universal Chain.

1930,

when

the

tinue to protect her film production
for cultural reasons.

With Cinephone

the Oatka at Warsaw and
he other, the Auditorium at Perry.
T^red Rice, who controls a franchise
for Cinephone up-state operates the
Oatka and in addition, sold his oppo-

One

is

I

sition in

Perry an installation.

and

St.

Louis

vicinity.

WALTHAM PLANS
BOSTON— Plans

FILED

for the construc-

new Nctoco

Oriental The-

Waltham, Mass., were filed
Friday and permits have been

foundation work.
The meatre will be in a two-story
building on
Moody and Gordon
for

Streets.

PATHE'S 'THE SPIELER' TO

BE RELEASED DEC. 30
Pathe will release both the sound
and silent editions of "The Spieler"
on December 30th. This dramatic

Glendale,

California,

Theatre at
on
opened

Christmas Day, December 25th, with

Norma Talmadge
Disputed."

in

"The

Woman

Berlin

M.P.T.O.

Herr Willy Heln has been elected
fhairman of the Berlin Exhibitors'
Association.
Herr Galewsky has
been elected secretary.

Publix Theatres

Book

"Wooden

by Universal, has been booked all
over the country by the Publix Theatres, it has just been announced
by Ted Schlanger, Assistant General

Manager

Sales

for Universal.

M€RE
MEN

Tay Garnett directed the dialogue
sequences as well as the silent production.
Josiah Zuro directed the
musical recording at Sound Studios
in New York.

$CALI3ED

from

pag^e

will

1)

start

\V^>A'

&

(Continued from page

CEEN
by the intensity of our modern
lite

than ever were made hair-

less

by the Indian Tomahawks.

But the

Paramount Obtains 87/^%
Control of Balaban

Soldiers"

"Wooden Soldiers." the latest
Laemmle Novelty one-reeler put out

clos-

Boston Exchange

billiard ball

hopeless

nc^t

Katz

now

that

science has found the

dome

is

modern

way

to

I)

grow
Standing voting trust certificates of
Balaban & Katz as compared with
65% thereof heretofore held.

"Woman

California

Equipment.

ing the actual purchase deals for
He
these theatres about Jan. 15th.
was supposed to have started Dec.
1st, but asked for a postponement
About Dec. 10th,
until Dec. 15th.
he has asked for a further delay

On

each $53.25 par value of certificates
The purchasing of
of indebtedness.
these certificates on this basis relieves Paramount of making this
cash payment in October, 1929 and
changes this quick liability, with a
7% interest rate, into common stock
at $53.25 per share.

hair

!

Not every

bald head can be

helped but nine out of ten can.

—

new

contracted for the DeForest Phono-

HAVE

It was also announced that arrangements had been made by Paramount to purchase approximately
LONDON A melodramatic screen $2,000,000 worth of outstanding cerby African tificates of indebtedness of Guaransolely
epic,
enacted
Zulus, and through which a love ty Trust Company, which comes due
«tory runs, has been acquired by a in October, 1929; these certificates
Miss Swift, film importer, who is having been issued under the orignow disposing of foreign rights.
inal purchase of Balaban & Katz
stock by Paramount two years ago.
These were purchased on a basis
Disputed"
of one share of Paramount stock for

The

equipment
The Haltnorth and Astor are two
other Cleveland Theatres owned by
Mr. Horwitz, which have already

the

Zulu Film Coming

Opens Glendale House

Pictures
Corporation.
The
IMaza Theatre In Cleveland, of the
.M.
B. Horwitz chain In Ohio, Is
already open and The Tlvoll, the
first run Brooklyn house owned by
Harry Traub opens today with the
ing

Heads

atre in
last

Del)uiK
of
DeForest
i'honulllni
sound projectors in repr<'H«-ntatlv<houses of two Independent chalnH
lake place this week, according to
an announcement by General Talk-

lilm

NETOCO'S 'ORIENTAL'

'•on of the

TODAY WITH PHONOFILM

life features Renee
Adoree and Alan Hale.
Dialogue sequences are offered in
the sound version and an effective
musical score has been prepared.

While P. A. Powers has not put until January 15th.
The listing
his Cinephone apparatus into any of the bonds on the Boston exchange
New York City houses as yet, two seems to indicate that everything
up-state theatres will open Christ- is O.K.
mas Day with Cinephone machines
installed.

are active in 34 theatres in

story of carnival

Fox Metropolitan
(('niitinued

Open

approximately $300,000.
The Washington, one of the finest
theatres in Southern Illinois seats
2,000 and has an adjoining airdome
that seats 1200. It will reopen after
the New Year being redecorated and
Improved.
Skouras Brothers Interests now

international

agreement shall become law, con-

Pope formerly managed the Clemthought that Fox
mer for a number of years.

Up-State Houses

ST. LOUIS
Skouras Brothers
Enterprises
have
purchased
the
Washington Theatre in Granite City.
111.
The property was valued at

issued

it.

THEATRE

TRAUB'S TIVOLI OPENS

THE GLOIilOUS

You

HALP MG3M HOTtl
CONE-y ISLAND

MM

can

know whether

your.'?

can be helped or not before you
start

!

Sea Balhs ""Roller Chairs

ExcepUonal

Resla.urciTvt

An EncKcintin^

Wrtte

liostelrv

for

witlioiit

Offctind Astounding Rales

information appomtmeni.
cost, or telephone tn

»3°-2 Dallv
too

865^ Monthly
WITH HATH!

hMK)MS

.Vttraotive
$0.00 Daily

^

Winter

Rates

$«5.00 Jlonthl

/

One

Fifth .Avenue,

Spring 7000
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REINHARDT-GISH TO HOLLYWOOD OPINIONS
Hi

Begin United Artists

Will

Picture
Professor

on Feb.

1

Max Reinhardt and Miss

principal factors in a
Artists motion picture,
left New York City yesterday on the
Lake Shore Limited, for Hollywood.
There the lilm, based on Hugo von
Hofmannsthal's original screen
story, will be placed in production
It avUI not be a talk;:Feljruarj' 1st.
ing picture, though sound will be
Lillian

Gisli,

new United

.

employed.
In the party were two young men
who are studying the methods of
Professor Reinhardt and who will be
aides to him and Miss Gish during

^Actions Speak Louder

Than Words'
Windsor
*

in "Life".
*
'

*

Coleman's picture, "The
Rescue", is now being synchronised
and will be shown, oo /Broadway
early in January.

Kolnnd

*

*

*

TerrJ- Kamsaye has made a pit;ture for Bathe's Review, which has
only inanimate objects for actors. It
is called "Mr. and Mrs."
*

*

The palm

—Lasky

card

«

he has
is

Jesse L. Lasky has dug up
an old saying, which illustrates his attitude toward the
injection of bad talking dialogue into good silent pictures.

"Actions speak louder than
words,"; says Lasky, mincing

TI'

STARTS NEW SERIES
MOVIETONE HISTORICS

Two

;

George Weeks Producer

*

Gladys Brockwell and Ednuind
Breese have been added to the cast
of "The Hottentot" which is all set
for immediate production.

Two more feature pictures have
been completed at the Fox studios
in Hollywood.
One is Janet Gay-

George Weeks, former sales head
nor's newest vehicle, "Chi-istina," diParamount, together with Joseph
rected by William K. Howard, in
*
*
*
R. Crone, will make an all-talkie,
"Broadway Bound" with Fred NewAlan Crosland will handle the which Charles Morton appears opmeyer directing from the story by megaphone on Warner Brothers, nosite her in this idyll of Holland.
Francis Agnew with Eddie Bowling "Sonny Boy,"
Davey Lee's first The other is "True Heaven," directer"
by James Tinling and featuring
from the stage, and Marion Nixon starring picture.
*
*
*
George O'Brien and Lois Moran in
in the leads.
-Distributing arrangements will be
Virprinia Valli will be starred by a story of spv plots and countermade after the picture is finished Columbia in an original by Lillian ,)lots.
and screened.
Dudey, "Behind Closed Doors."
'

at

..

*

Lon

Camilla
Camilla Horn

Horn

Cast

«

next picture will
be a story of the Foreign Legion,
"Bugle Sounds."
«

is

*

Chaney's

*

to play the lead

•

Wolkoff Starting Ufa
Tolstoi Novel Film
rector of Ufa's "Secrets of

di-

the OriHoward Hawks has postponed
"The Lady From Hell" for Fox
making a movietone picture in favor ent," is preparing a new Ufa superFilm Corporation, having been bor- of a silent murder
mystery story by production, the manuscript of which
rowed from United Artists. This is Beulah Marie Dix.
will be based on the famous Caucasian novel by Tolstoi, "Hadschi
*
*
a screen version of a stage play
Ben Holmes has signed with Uni- Murat." The exteriors are to be
which was produced last spring in
versal to direct six short subjects 'Jhot in the mountains of the CauHollywood under the direction of starring Pat
Rooney and family. He ".iSUS.
Joseph Schildkraut. It is to be di- was formerly with Fox.
*
*
>
rected by John Erickson, who has
Powell Picture
Emil
Jannin^rs,
according
to latest
been assistant to F. W. Murnau.
reports, will be heard in one picParamount has purchased "Darkture.
He will sing a song in "Sins ened Rooms," by Phillips Gibbs. It
of the Fathers."
is
Caesar to Direct
a story written of spirits and
«
«
«piritualism and William Powell will
Joel McCrea, who is playing a part
have the important role in it. That
Arthur Caesar has turned talking in "The Five O'Clock Girl", has
means that it will be a talkie, of
short director.
Winfield Sheehan been signed on a long term contract course.-.
l)y M-G-M.
has decided to let him make "Women
*
*
•
Are Like That," based on Caesars
Marjorje Dudley, one time secre"You've Got to Fight"
experiences while living in Green- tary to Prances Marion is doing the
adaption on a football story for
Evej-y year sees one boxing story
wich Village.
He is to make the M-G-M.
for Reginald Denny.
The picture
*
*
«
picture in three days and those asfor 1929 is entitled "You've Got to
Betty
Compson
has been signed by Fight," which was purchased last
digued to parts are Sharon Lynn,
to star in four produc- week by Universal.
"You've Got to
Armand Kaliz and Frederick H. Columbia
tions
to
be made within
eight Fight" is an original by John ClyGraham.
months.
mer and was written as a talkie.
in

New

Nr

second year

won

in

honor.

this

succession

Ihal boy

And we mark

original.

this

for

Keep your eyes and ears on FBO
This gang is going to step out with^
some pictures next year. Make no
mistake about that.
They have
some money to spend on production'
and it is our guess that they will
run, one, two, three with the best.
And don't think because they have
this money, they are going to shoot
it to the winds with nothing to show
for it. Make another guess on that.
They all have been in a pretty tough
school for the past four or five
years, having to turn out product
on a cup of tea. They know how totake full advantage of every nickle
laid out.
Consequently with some
real dough in the chest, great things
should be expected.
«

•

«

LE BARO\

We

hear that they have laid aside
close on to $10,000,000 for Bill Le-

Baron

to

making FBO

spend

pic-

tures to be released on next year's

program.

And

Bill

knows where

to

out every dollar. This LeBaron fellow is, to our way of thinking, one
of the best production executives

making pictures today. He knows
what it is all about. He has the
background.

Particularly for talking pictures.
He has been a stage
actor, a stage writer, a stage producer and there are very few things
he does not know about dialogue.
He is an executive who has the faculty

of

being able

to

pick

brains.

rumored that Henry Hobart
and Luther Reed have accepted his
Both know
-;all to join him at FBO.
all the best answers in making picIt

is

And with the acquisition of
Hobart and Reed, LeBaron has just

tures.

started.

Alexander Wolkoff, the Russian

for the best Christmas
"Si" Seadler.
And

to

FBO

no'jWords in his meaning.

i.

*

W U.KERSON

the attention of the powers that be
over at M-G-M.
Such originality
should not go unrecognized.
They
should make "Si" something or
other
and give him this or that
salary for doing it.

Saninel Goldwyn is rushing proOne is Raymond von
production.
Drummond,"
Hofpiannsthal, twenty-one year old duction on "Bulldog
picture and
talking
first
Coleman's
'son of the Austrian poet; the other
Carl Laommle upon his departure
giving it precedence over the
is
is Louis Simon, an Ameiican, born
film, "Fifth for California announced that UniBanky
completed
nearly
educated
in
the
City,
Salt
Lake
in
'
versal was preparing to produce a
drama in Professor George Fierce Avi'iiU','
•
*
*
series of movietone short subjects
Baker's courses, and associated with
Hiigli Herbert, dialogue writer has dealing with characters in history,
the
Reinhardt
during
past
Professor
been assigned the task of rewriting narticularly
comedy
characters.
season in his Berlin productions. Milt Gross' "Nize Baby" for M-G-M^
Benny Rubin, who was brought
Simon is twenty-two. Young Hof*
«
•
across the continent to play at the
mannsthal spent a year in HollyGriffith has signed a new Colony Theatre, will be starred in
Coriiino
wood, 1927, and early this year he
the series and will probably con%ent to Italy with his father while two year contract with First Nacalls for two specials clude at the Colony Theatre a week
which
tional
Ihe noted playwright and poet was
from Saturday.
This will enable
-preparing the scenario of the Gish- a year.
*
*
*
him
to reach
niversal City in time
Reinhardt film.
H. Tt.. Warner will play the lead to start produticn ~ii the first picProfessor
Reinhardt
attended in Warner Brother's "The Ganjture und.^r f'le direction of Jacques
"Interference" on Christmas Eve. blers"%hich Michael Curtiz willdiRollens.
and he saw and heard Al Jolson rect.
The stories are being written by
and Davey I^ee in "The Singing
C. Jerome Horwin, though much of
Fool" on Christmas afternoon.
He
Joseph Scliildkrant will not go to the dialogue and patter is being
is
tremendously optimistic about Fox to play one of the leads in
-supplied by Benny Rubin.
talking pictures, he said, and pro- "Thru Different Eyes" as schedulnounced Davey Lee "a genius".
ed. Universal needs him for the lead
Finished at Fox
in "A Bargain in the Kremlin."
*

goes

this is the

Tif-

fany-Stahl to play the lead opposite
Claire

R.

THE PALM

STUDIO GOSSIP
Larry Kent has signed with

\V.

Watch out

for him.

Watch

out for FBO.
•

•

•

^FROAT PAGE"
Howard Hughes

is

pulling in his

strings on his proposed

production
the end
pulled
so
far
he has
eacli
string
of
Lewis
holds
One
of
them
plumb.
a
Milestone, one of the three best diAnother
rects s in this busir.est..
Louis Wolheim. a great actor on the
stage or screen, and we hear that
"Skeets" Gallagher, at present at
Paramount working in "Close Harmony", is at the end of another.
That's a great start for Hughes.
It
seems to us though, the great
problem is the boy who will make
the screen adaptation.
That's not
going to be an easy job and if
Hughes is wise, and we think he is,
he will prevail on Milestone to make
his own adaptation, and take no
chance.
of

"Front Page".

And

at

——

Western Electric-RCA

Mow

in

Hays Association
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—Formerly

and developing of the Motion Picture

York, Friday, U«-«-rml>er

newspaper has had occasion

before to deal with the subject
the picture
Qf pernicious rumors in
one of the
Tiffany-Stahl,
business.
managed
best
and
growing
[fastest
concerns in the picture business tosubjected
day, was, a few days ago,
•*

vention called by Tiffany-Stahl for
their Eastern branch, and sales managers open here this morning at
President L.
the Hotel Stephens.
A.

troit,

RCA

VICE-PRES.

Sells

•

R-K-O Holdings

rendered himself liable

W.

E. Cast Lot

—

Directors

RCA

Photophone, Inc., the subsidthe Radio Corporation of
America yesterday joined the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., of which
of

Marcus Heiman, -former President
is President.
prosecution as it is against of the Orpheum Circuit, lac., and Will H. Hays
E. Otterson, President of
John
the law to provide newspapers with later E:xecutive Vfce-Prfesidfent of Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
the Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporafalse information, but as the comof the Western Electric Company,
tion, has disposed of all his holdpany and this newspaper have no ings in the Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Page 2)
(I 'oiitinued on
desire to make martyrs or to hit a Corporation.
man when he is down, prosecution
was naturally not seriously enter
to

tained.

At a meeting of the board of di^
rectors of F^O Productions, Inc.,
Marcus was
held yesterday, Lee
elected vice-president of the company, with headquarters in New
York. Charles Rosenzweig was appointed general sales manager, while
B. B. Kahane was elected treasurer
and secretary, following the voluntary resignations of Clinton J. Scollard and Thomas Delehanty, former
treasurer and secretary, respectiveHerman Zohbel was elected asly.
sistant treasurer and secretary.
Lee Marcus has been associated
(Continued on Page

^

Rv ^rifcmi CorresDOndfrit)

HOLLYWOOEV— E.

however, for the

in-

Tiffany-Stahl

the

to

attention

call

was never

WESCO LIBEL
SUIT AGAINST J. & V- H

$5,000,000

LOS ANGELES-Harold

above is printed for the information and advantage of the
is

coupled with

rumor mongers may not

that

that Jensen

the

/^UR

•

Frank-

& Von Herberg

(Continued on Page

issued

2)

get off so

R-K-O 'Broadway' In N. Y.
Shuts Door Jan. 2

lightly in future cases.
•

B.

President of the West Coast Theatres. Inc., and the Pacific Northwest Theatres announced yesterday
that a $5,000,000 libel suit is to be
filed against Jensen & Von Herberg
Seattle Theatre Interests, charging
lin,

TTHE

word

charge of production acWest Coast studios of

William Slstrom, studio manager,
and Benjamin Glazer in charge of
sound, will work under Derr.

business shape than now, its product was never so definitely box
office and its present and future
never brighter, so that the inspired
rumors served no damaging purpose
other than the temporary distress
natural in such an instance.

It
entire business.
the very serious

Kennedy,

Pathe.

that
better

fact
in

right

Derr,
P.

tivities at the

formation of the entire business,
to

B.

hand man for Joseph

IS well,

2)

DERR IN CHARGE
AT PATHE STUDIO
will be in

TT

Out

Scollard-Delehanty

and

With Banded Producers
Sarnoff H. Brown
Warners Elected

iary

employee.
•

prva cwtTt

1028

2H,

Kahane Chosen Treas-Sec'y
YOUNG AND COOK OPEN
2 BIG ELECTRICS
And Zohbel, LeatherT-S SALES MEET TODAY
man, Assistant
JOIN HAYS ASS'N
CHICAGO— The special sales con-

Young, who came on from Deiwill make the opening address, on the new plans of the comand on pany for sound and synchronized
to this same rumor process
newspaper
productions for 1929.
careful investigation this
Executives who arrived this mornemanated
found that these rumors
disgruntled
(Continued on Page :;/
from a discharged and
•

Industry.

ROSENZWEIG TAKES OVER SALES

Business

nrmS man

Bxkibitora Trade RcTlew

MARCUS NEW FBO

That Rumor

^HIS

a.

•

congratulations to Lee Marnewly made vice president

On Wednesday

FBO and the same hearty good
wishes go to Charles Rosenzweig.
now general sales manager with B.
B. Kahane, new secretary and treaPresident Schnitzer has sursurer.
rounded himself with an able cabinet for his master showman policy.

of

New Year

week,

Keith-Albee's Broadway Theatre, at

cus,

Street and Broadway, another
theatrical landmark, "goes
dark" forever as a playhouse.

of

41st

famous
tribesA great, grim, battle-pcarr^ fortress: hundreds of wildbeautiful
Egypt
men; Battallions of British troops, :a "Beau G«st"; stor>' of a
girl and ber lovers.
Wide Picture—Advt.
That's "Tommy Atkinsr-Fighting ^ove"^— World
!

The Broadway Theatre opened on
March 3. 1888, with Sardou's "La
Tosca", the first American presen(

I

•cult

imUVl

r^v

"

-

^

K

fi^
pv^"'

^^

landing on the fhreshold of an era

1^

seems destined

fo eclipse, in

that

accom-

plishmenf and progress, the greafesf

ihe

>>Ji

Mofion Picture kas known

;vjl

f>^
^

1>»

pLeventh annual announcement numbe
e^
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,

rivr CENTf

u'anna break
records.

r.»:«.v" •.'.'.:

•

a

k*^

ITS A LION!

Congratulations!

Looks

like

1929

is

another

M-G-M

ff

Year!

1928 brought

'Dancing Daughters", "Show People", "White Shadows", "Excess Baggage",
"While the City Sleeps", "Masks of the Devil", "West of Zanzibar" and other

M-G-M

hits!

1929 brings "The Trail of '98" (Dolores Del Rio),

"A Woman

of

Affairs" (Gilbert- Garbo), "Alias

Jimmy Valentine" (Wm.

Haines),

"The Flying Fleet" (Novarro)
and more Big Ones. Stick to
Leo of

M-G-M and wear

monds and
;^>>^^

smiles in the

dia-

New

Year!

RING

IN

THE NEW!
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer extends
to the entire industry its sincere
wishes for a happy 1929

A HAPPy

NEW yEAK
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SEASONS GREETINGS
/rom

MALCOM

ST.

Will Direct Harold Lloyd's

CLAIR

New

Picture

^
^
^
^
^
^
M
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^

Sound Market Wide Open For Quality Equipment
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Otterson Finally Sanctions

Movietone Interchangeability
Western

Agrees to Permit Licensees'
Product to Play Other Quality Machines

This

and

is

the season for predictions as well as

we extend you

first

We

good

the

w^ishes.

bespeak the Fates for you, arguing

new year

full

brimming

to

your behalf a

in

industry and

successful

of

good wishes

fruitful

endeavor.

We

much

Electric

The question of interchangeability
has been settled once and for all.
A question that has been causing
headaches to everj'one in the molion picture business has been clarified in an interview given out by
.1. E. Oilerson, president of the Electrical Research Products, yesterday
controlling licenses of the Western

ours for less money, buy it, but
it
is of lower quality, don't buy

if
it

any price. Wait until you can
your public the best. Our interest is to see you prosper through
talking pictures.
The success of
It

jffer

talliing

means more

pictures

to

us

than the sale or loss of sale
equipment," stated Otterson.

of

personal happiness as can be Electric and, as such, virtually the
first and last word in all
piccrowded into a twelvemonth and this calls for health, for suit- tures due to the fact thatsound
Schenck Celebration
Western
able revenues as the reward of effort and, to insure your own Electric has most of the prominent
Out Hollywood way they gave
producers and distributors of mohappiness, those dear to you must enjoy similar blessings of lion pictures licensed for their re- Joseph Schenck a bid dinner at the
cording.
Roosevelt in honor of that well
Therefore, full heartedly and in the
health and prosperity.
Otterson says:
"We have just
spirit of

w^ish

for

the day,

we

1929

is

the

privilege

assert with the

will

you

for

which

and the

executives

as

we wish

In prediction,

tower,

j'ou

your happiest year.

all

bounden duty
editors

of

who

of prophets
sit

in

the

and

watch

most positive conviction that the year

be the greatest

history of motion pictures.

in

point of public patronage in the

We

see on the horizon a farther re-

alignment of companies that produce and companies that carry
the

show goods

tions

the year to

rising

in

that

may

power
of the

to market, with

at least

positions

surprise the trade

of

three of the organiza-

reached an understanding with the known gentleman's birthday. Among
producers licensed by us that they the prominent guests were: Adolph
will play their productions on any Zukor,
Winnie
Sheehan,
Louis
equipment which in their judgment .Mayer, Hal Roach, Sam Goldwyn,
gives results of satisfactory quality. John Gilbert, Louis Wolheim, CharIf they find or we demonstrate that lie
Chaplin, Milton Sills, Douglas
the quality is not up to the standard Fairbanks and Buster Keaton; Dr.
then they will cease to serve such A. H. Giannini, Lou Anger, Joe Topequipment."
litzky, R. C. Durant; also Nathan
Suggestion to Exhibitors
Burkan, Kent Parrot, Fred Beetson

"To the exhibitors we say, if you and Leo Diegel,
can get an equipment as good as Robby North.

importance and trade

and delight

it

HAPPIER

as well, because

growing movement toward sane competition on a basis

against

and

the

will increase in excellence

and headway

will

be

made

The

reproductions.

squawkies,

the

and

shriekies,

pictures will

their

inherent

regain

ground

lost

entertainment value and

temporarily because of
the

pictures

will

have

the dual attractions with which to compel the enthusiams of the
great public

MON.

the

screamies will be in eclipse before the year has passed away.
Silent

SUN.

brought about by inferior sound devices

disfavor

whose servant the

pictures are

and by whose favor

alone do they thrive.

this

Mehlhorn and

YEAR, EVERYBODY!

historic

month.

WTiv

?

JANUARY 1929

of entertainment excellence.

Sound

NEW

Mark

Bill

6

7

TUE.

WED.

THU.

FRI.

SAT.

1

2

3

4

5

8 9

10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31
*

These predictions are based on

a

view of present conditions

and trends and though we disclaim the

gift

of

Because

prophecy either

this

month

of January, 1929

*

A.D.

will see the inau^ur.ition of
y

through inheritance, acquisition or inspiration,
this forecast

before.

summary

we

verily believe

of the events that are casting their

shadows
of

"EXHIBITOR'S CHOICE" SELLING
by World Wide Pictures, Inc. Importers
"Photoplays made where the story's laid"

—

tmmi

.\dvt.
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Digest,

and

Cinema",

"The

Harris,

Canadian Moving Picture
Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada.

Office:

dedicated
solely to the causes and the purposes of the motion picture industry and all its elements; to

newspaper

is

ideals;
its
fostering
of
its
furthering
the
of
to
purposes;
business
proper
against its enemies
its defense

the
to

without and
in;

the

to

it's enemies withdissemination of in-

the industry; to the enall sincere effort
within
the
business;
to
the
nurturing of a proper and justified respect for the industry
and its leadership and to a faithful and continuous service to
pictures and picture people and
this newspaper seeks to serve
no other purposes.
to

couragement of

/^N
-^

good wishes for the

1928,

Foster

.

of art,

•

his

tells

New

mm*

—

the talking picture

is

The past year has seen what is
almost a revolution in the art of
Stars once silent now
the screen.
must talk; pictures that once appealed to the intelligence through a
single sense now reach human consciousness through two instead.
Great sound stages and intricate
equipment have been produced and
every day new engineering facts are
brought to light to better the new
drama.
A new and separate art is being
formed.

NEW PROBLEMS.
Our theatres are rapidly being
equipped for the talking picture, and
Europe is following suit. We have
the problem of different languages
to cope with; we have the problem

anniversary

eleventh
I

paper and

am
its

of

the

very glad indeed to
management hearty

future.

The last eleven years in the motion picture industry
nave seen progress scarcely comparable in any other
activity.
To have contributed to that progress has been
your privilege.
Our

damned gloomy.
«

Production.

full

great types
a plenty but
they are too

That's
velopments in its entire history, has apparatus in its present form. We valve on a steam boiler.
also left a heritage for 1929, in the have new market developments to
shape of many important problems consider new stars to play before
Mussolini will be regarded in
that the united brains of this great the public in many cases, and a new America as a great guy just so long
form of entertainment to inroduce as he doesn't get thin skinned about
industry must grapple with.

Exhibitors' Daily Review,

join in extending the

MAYER

MGM

Russian pictures are
swell character actors,
and more palaces than
for success in America

me
which has brought of keeping the expressionistic art
is not to gossip
resolution
Year's
to the screen industry some of the of our silent films and still meeting or dish the dirt for a whole year.
greatest and most sensational de- the inhibitions of the sound stage
like tying down the safety
The year

intricate.

the occasion of the

B.

By Gordon Trent

John

Irrespective of the great engineering task involved, and of the technical problems that will be solved,
many of them in the coming year,
the screen industry is on the threshold of other problems even more
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YEAR'S

to audiences.

Will it change the entire strucSome beture of screen drama?
others believe
not.
lieve it will,
Some say it is a passing novelty
and others that it will supplant even

Italian types in

American

pictures.

We

have a national aversion to anybody without a sense of humor^
our humor.
•

«

•

Canon Chase hasn't been seen in
print since his Washington upset

the speaking stage. Who knows?
when ane persons refuted his
LEGITIMATE TO REMAIN.
propaganda in open meetI personally am sure the talking hokum

But the Reform
will never
supplant
the ing.
speaking stage, for both have their won't stay dead long.
picture

spheres.

But

it

is

certain,

I

think

Racketeer

He has

.

work vast and

•

•

important
A subscription grafting sheet that
changes in our productions,
our
methods of marketing, and our meth- makes its money by contributed subods of exhibition.
Millions are in- scriptions at $10 a year but virtuvolved, and the importance of every ously declines advertising, had a
new development must be carefully lousy New Year's greeting in the
young
failure of a clear headed
weighed and examined.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, when the executive to renew 450 subscriptions
sound picture dawned, did not at to his weekly pamphlet of poison
once rush in.
The organization and piffle. 'This refusal cost the
studied the situation carefully. We sheet four and a half grand and
employed the greatest engineers and a headache that may be permanent.
*
«
*
constructed what probably is the
Harry Bowlby of the Lord's Day
most scientifically correct sound
equipment in the industry. As our Alliance will never be known as the
president, Nicholas M. Schenck, an- Flowing Bowlby unless he grows
Personally I
nounced at the time, we have gone nice long whiskers.
has much to shave.
into production of sound only after don't believe he
•
•
«
every possible means to make such
Lee Ochs would make a swell
productions artistic and entertaining rather than 'merely just sound' Santa Claus for the Motion Picture
Club next year if he maintains the
of itself, had been employed.
girth and can master the patter. He
SPUR TO ACHIEVEMENT.
could raise the beard if the forest
I think that such productions as
rangers didn't interfere.
"Broadway Melody" and "The Trail
«
*
*
of Mary Dugan" directed by Bayard
standing in the
Al Lichtman's
Veiller, the stage playwright who
created it; of "Hunted," produced by club aforementioned is one of afWillard Mack, its author, and others fectionate regard and appreciation
will demonstrate what we mean by from the members and that's a lot
more in life than many things I
(Continued on Page 10)
can think about.
it

will

Merry Xmas and Happy

need is the realization that the industry
must go forward through the solution of common problems to a mutual, sustained prosperity. Any publication
which can convey to its readers the constant need for

New

Year

greatest

to

the

—ready

Melotone

IS

little

in our

cooperation of all elements within the industry will have
contributed vitally to this end.
WILL H. HAYS.

INTERCHANGEABILITY

kids

all

and big kids

Land of Make

Believe

from

GUS EDWARDS

HERE—OFFICIALLY APPROVED—

—

for immediate installation
is
absolutely interchangeable
all of the desirable features of the expensive
equipments at a fraction of the cost

—

MELOTONE CORPORATION OF AMERICA,

to

agitate or bust.

1650

$1500.00

COMPLETE
outright sale.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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HOLIDAY QREETINGS
FROM

WESLEY RUGGLES
LATEST PRODUCTION

"PORT

O'

DREAMS"

IN PRODUCTION

"THE HAUNTED LADY"
ALL FOR UNIVERSAL

IN PREPARATION

"KING OF JAZZ"
with Paul

Whiteman
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Schnitzer-LeBaron Plan 30 Big
Complete Fox Production
Plans for 1929 Announced Specials for 1929 FBO Program
Fox Film Corporation plans animposing schedule for 1929,
more comprehensive and advanced
than that of the past year and
rallying still more strongly around
a vanguard of talking pictures. Besides Movietone News, which will
be progressively expanded until it
will have seven issues weekly by
the end of the year, Fox is assemblother

six full length dialogue lilms
which will be presently put in circulation, as forerunners of others
to be made at the newly completed
Movietone City, first studio specially designed for "speakles."

ing

6 Dialognes
trail-blazers

are "In
outdoor talker,
directed by Raoul Walsh and Irving
Cummings, acted by Edmund Lowe,
Warner Baxter and Dorothy Burgess
in the leads, and showered with
praise already at the advance show"The Ghost
California;
in
•ings

These

six

Old Arizona,"

Talks,"

first

first

Fox

comedy

feature,

will be reunited with Edmund Lowe
under the direction of Raoul Walsh.

2 With O'Brien

producing
after
Butler,
several hits depicting the humors of
young America, will strike out in a
new vein with "Son of Anak," with
George O'Brien and Farrell Macdonald in the screen version of Ben

David

Another
story.
Williams'
O'Brien picture will be James Tinling's production of "True Heaven,"
in which his co-featured partner will
be Lois Moran, already teamed with

Ames

DOWLING EFFECTS BIG
FBO-RUSSIAN DEAL

Florenz Zieg"Rio Rita",
Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of
FBO Productions inaugurated the
commencement of a revolution in

With the purchase

Helen
with Charles Eaton and
Twelvetrees under the direction of
Lew Seller; "Hearts in Dixie," with
an all negro cast of actors and spiritual singers under the direction of
Paul Sloane; "The Valiant," with
Paul Muni and Marguerite Churchill in the stage play by Holwortliy
"Hall and Robert Middlemass under
the megaphone guidance of William
K. Howard; "Speakeasy," with Paul
Page and Lola Lane, directed by
:Ben Stoloff from the stage play by
Edward Knoblock and George Rosener; and "Thru Different Eyes,"
screen version of a play by Milton
Herbert Gropper and Edna Sherry,
directed by John Blystone with Syl- ian
Nixon directed by Howard
via Sidney, Warner Baxter and Mary
Hawks;
"Girls Gone Wild", with
Duncan.
Sue
Carol
and Nick Stuart under
Among the special productions
will be a realistic depiction of Indian the guidance of Lew Seller; "Follow
life now being done by Robert J.
My Leader," with Raymond Cannon
Flaherty, famed for his primitive
megaphoning
and Lois Moran fealife films, in Mexico and New Mexico.
tured;
"Nobody's Children," with
Gaynor-Farrell Again
The famous trio of Janet Gaynor, Helen Twelvetrees and Frank AlCharles Farrell and Director Frank bertson.
directed by Albert Werker;
Borzage will be re-united in their
"The
Grouch
Bag," with Louise
first
film
together since "Street
Angel." The new vehicle will be an Dresser directed by Irving Cumadaptation of a story by Tristram mings; "The Lady From Hell,'' with
Tupper which appeared in the Sat- Camilla Horn
under the direction
urday Evening Post under the title,
of
John
Erickson;
"Chasing Through
"Three Episodes in the Life of Timothy Osborn.' Miss Gaynor will also Europe," with young Stuart under
be seen in the newly finished "Chris- the direction of David Butler, and
tina," a Holland idyll directed by
"Behind That Curtain," from the
William K. Howard.
Farrell, in
addition to his newly current Bor- mystery story by Earl Derr Bigzage production, "The River," with gers.
Mary Duncan, will appear again
Amiong the outstanding producwith Miss Duncan in "Our Daily
tions lined up for Movietone shorts
Bread," now being finished by F. W.
Murnau, director of "4 Devils" and are Clark and McCullough in "In
"Sunrise", for early exhibition.
Holland" and 'Waltzing Around";
8 For McLaglan
a new Robert Benchley series, of
Still another Fox topnotcher, Vic- which "Lesson Number One"
and
tor McLaglan, will add a couple of
more portraits soon to his already "Furnace Trouble" have already
popular gallery of dynamic, enter- been completed; "Forget Me Not,"
taining modern swashbucklers. His a Marcel Silver production with
new offerings will be "Captain David Rollins and Nancy Drexel;
Lash," a stokehole romance just
"Friendship," written and directed
finished by Director John Blystone,
Eugene Walter from his play of
by
and "Strong Boy," in which he plays
a baggage-smasher under the tute- the same name, with Robert Edelage of John Ford. Plans have been Bon and Donald Gallagher, and a
broached for McLaglen also to ap- new picture by Arthur Caesar,
who
pear in "The Cock-Eyed World," a
sequel by Laurence Stallings to wrote "Napoleon's Barber" and "The
"What Price Glory," in which he Diplomats."

of

success

Ambrose Dowling, General Euro- the quality of the company's propean Sales Manager of FBO, who has duct.
FBO is now in a strategic cinema
returned from an extensive European
tour and reports excellent business
for his company in Central Europe
and the concluding of some very
satisfactory deals with the Soviet
for FBO product.
Subject to screening, the FBO product will be well represented
in
Russia and Dowling believes
the

"*

vantage point as the producing and
distributing c'ompany for the recently created Radio-Keith-Orpheum

Corporation.
Mr. Schnitzer announces that the
company has scheduled 30 special
productions for the 1929-30 program.
To take care of wired houses, houses
Russian market will develop prices. that are not wired, and the foreign
He found many new film studios now market, sound and silent negatives
building in Russia. While he found will be available on each production.
existing cinemas well kept and clean,
William Le Baron, vice-president
there is room for in Russia for of FBO in charge of production, ancinema development which will he nounces that the great program of
well repaid.
expansion will be inaugurated with
the sound-proofing of the present
stages at the FBO Studios in HollyWarner- Vitaphone for
In addition, a new soundwood.
Photophone Houses stage will be erected. Construction
Vitaphone Pictures, according to on this stage will begin as soon as
plans and specifications are ratified
George E. Quigley, V. P. of the com- within
the next few days. As equippany, will soon be served to thea- ment for FBO's sound operations,
tres equipped with the new RCA- Photophone outfits are enroute from

Mary Astor
in "Blindfold."
be in Henry Lehrman's "New
Year's Eve."
Balance of Program
Other impending Fox features, replete
with box-office names and
stories, are Madge Bellamy in "Fugitives,' directed by William
Beaudine from Richard Harding Davis'
story, "Exiles," and supported by
a cast including Don Terry, Earle
Foxe and Arthur
Stone;
"Red
Wine," with June Collyer and Conrad Nagel, directed by Raymond
Cannon; "Making the Grade," with
Edmund Lowe and Lois Moran, directed by Alfred E. Green from a
story of the same name by George Photophone disc device, which costs
Ade;
"Scarehead,"
a
newspaper about one-third
less than the film
story directed by Fred Newmeyer,
equipment,
and
is
intended
for
with Robert Elliott, Sally Phipps
and Frank Albertson; "Trent's Last smaller houses.
Case," a Howard Hav/ks production
This is the only device Warner
with Raymond Hatton; "The Veiled
Brothers have O.K.'d for Vitaphone
Woman," in whicli Lia Torra, Latin
beauty, figures as both authoress discs.
and leading woman under the direction
of
Emmett Flynn; "Big
Time," vaudeville picture with Marhim

will

musical

feld's

WALTER CAMP,

New York

installation

at

the

To carry out the magnitude

of

studio.

FBO's

increased

undertakings, a
larger producing personnel will be
built up, and an array of acting, directorial, writing and technical talent will be assembled to execute the

new

enterprises.

JOHN BOYCE-SMITH,

Pres.

E. C.

for

JENSON,

Sales

V.

Pres.

Manager

INSPIRATION PICTURES, INC.
Executive

565

oflSces,

HFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Production: Tec-Art Studios,

5360

MELROSE AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

HENRY

KING'S

"SheGoes

to

War!"

featuring

Eleanor Boardman,

Alma

Rubens, John Holland, Al

Adapted by Fred de Gresac from

the novel

St.

John

by

RUPERT HUGHES
Scenario by Hov^rard Estabrook

Directed by Henry King

The

epic of vsroman's imperishable part in the Great Conflict.

Produced

in association vv^ith

r

Victor and

Edward Halperin

INSPIRATION PICTURES, INC.
Released through United Artists

,
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"THE RIVER PIRATE"
FOR FOX
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LAEMMLE SEES GREATER PROMISE FOR
Better Talkies, Fuller Entertainment,

1929

—Scope

Of Industry Widened
By CARL LAElOtLE

THEATRES FINAL ARBITERS.

President Uniyersal rictures Corp.
The question of Sound and Talking Pictures will continue to drown
out all lesser problems in the motion
picture industry for many months to
come. Just what the ultimate outcome will be as regards Talking Pictures is hard to say yet. Certainly,
would
it would be a brash man who
state, in the light of present developments, that dialogue in pictures has
no future. Yet, that future is still

Of course, there will continue to
be silent pictures as long as there
are motion picture theatres unequipped for sound films. Many theatres
are being equipped monthly. Eventually all will be able to get equipment if they desire it. Whether they
will desire it, in the final analysis
will depend upon the advancement
of the art of talking pictures during
the next year or so. The technique
of conceiving and making talking
pictures is making rapid strides, but
there is much distance yet to be
covered before the talking picture
arrives at the same state of technical
perfection that the current silent
picture has reached.
No industry ever faced such a complete change-over as has faced the
motion picture industry during the
last six months or more. "Give us
Talking Pictures!" was the public's

—

hazy.

REBIRTH OF AMUSEMENT.
The overwhelming swing of the
public fancy to Talking Pictures is
a Voice no showman can fail to
heed. I am convinced that the pub-lic reaction is based on something
It
far deeper than mere novelty.
is based on the warmth, the personality, the human quality which
voice gives to motion pictures. This
being
of

so,

we must

accept the birth

a new amusement medium, for demand.

That demand had

to be

met

the talking picture in its ultimate quickly.
The extent to which the various
construction will be far different
from a screened stage play, or a companies have met this demand is
present day motion picture with in- a remarkable tribute to enterprise.

W h ere

th

"The

for

Leaders

is no parallel in the entire
history of industry. It is even more
remarkable than the change-over of
ndustrial plants into munition plants
And the change-over
in war-time.
Certainly
is far from completion.
the first half of 1929, perhaps the
entire year, will be a continuation
of the hectic present.
The Voice of the Screen! It re-

There

jected lines.

sounds from Broadway to Hollywood,
but out of the babbel of voices and
opinions there rapidly is arising order and harmony. The elusive elements that make for good continuity
and good theatre in talking pictures
rapidly are taking form.

GOOD STORIES NEEDED.
The

effect of this situation at pres-

a growing necessity for the
selection of stories that will make
good silent pictures while at the
same time being suitable for sound
and dialogue treatment, since most
talking pictures, for many months
to come, also will be made in silent
form as well. Thus, the stories must
continue to be filled with action and
other qualities demanded
by the
silent screen, so that they will offer
first-rate entertainment, even when
ent,

is

The

UNWORRIED ABOUT STARS.
There are other conjugate problems, such as the availability
ot
present day motion picture stars for
talking pictures. There is much being said on this subject these days.
I,
for one, am not taking it very
seriously.
With the exception of
a few stars whose foreign accent
might limit them to foreign roles,
the average screen player's
voice
should register fair enough.
I've
heard some which register better
than the voices of trained stage stars
At least they seemed more natural,
and that is by far more preferable
than vibrancy, or nuance or the
other muchly mooted voice qualities.
Whatever the minor problems and
the day to day obstacles, the motion
picture industry will go on. Talking
pictures make for better, fuller entertainment.
The scope and possibilities of the industry are widened.
1929 enters with greater promise than any year in the history of
the screen.

holiday spirit pre vails the whole year 'round
Half

a

Century"

FB

KEITH-ALBEE

^Preparing for an Era of Colossal Expansion in All Branches of Sound and

CIRCUIT OF THEATRES
KVF.RYWHKUE —PRKSEXTIXG
VAUDEVILLE AT ITS BEST
and FEATURE PHOTOPLAYS
Animation and

in

PICTURES

CORPORATION

ORPHEUM

In

their dialogue
sequences.
selection of stories is becoming
increasingly difficult, for this reason.

lacking

Silent Screen

Showmanship.

NOW AVAILABLEEIGHT SOUND and DIALOGUE
ATTRACTIONS

Sound

Synchronized by the Miraculous

R.C.A.

<^

Programs of Novelty and
Distinction, embracing all the Newest
and Most Advanced Devices of Modern Amusements.

PHOTOPHONE

TfCoinposite

<>

IfSTUPEiVDOtS

CORPORATION
1560-64 Broadway,

Features

New York

ON A FOUNDATION THAT HAS NO EXACT PARALLEL

of

Silent

Western SaperTom Mix and

starring
Trade's Greatest Line of Short Pro-

ducts.

GENERAL BOOKING OFHCES:
PALACE THEATRE BLDG.
NEW YORK

BUILT

PUOGRAMS

Proiluetion.s, including

IJlVow,

more than ever

MASTER SHOWMEN

IN

of the

W^ORLD!

AMUSEMENT HISTORY"
— New York

Times
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PAUL SCOFIELD
EXTENDS
SEASONS
GREETINQS

At present

''THE

writing original screen story

KING OF JAZZ"
which

will star

PAUL WHITEMAN
and

his

band for

UNIVERSAL
^.H

EE

^

EE

J
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Lands Rich Plum For 1929
--Will Direct Lloyd -Paramount Prod.

Mai St.
Malcolm

St.

Clair

Clair,

in

New York

left
holidays,
for
yesterday for Hollywood to assume
"direction of the next Harold Lloyd
It will go
picture, as yet untitled.
into production almost immediately
on St. Clair's arrival and will he
made first as a silent picture with
dialogue inserted after screening the
finished product provided there is a
place and a need for it, otherwise
"old fashit will be released as an
ioned movie" with a musical synchronization and sound effects.
This will be the first picture St.
Clair has done on other than a Paramount contract since he quit the
two reelers a few years ago and
With the
went in for features.
Paramount idea of stage directors
for talking pictures and the resultant saving in salaries, they did not
take up St. Clair's option a few
-^veeks ago. As soon as this became
fp.{nown most every big producing organization put in a bid for his services with the result that he has
grabbed the prize plum of the year
in the Lloyd picture.

the

Christmas

TERRA FILMS MAY
AMALGAMATE WITH UFA
By

Or. R.

iSnccta' to E^^ihitor^

—

OTTO
DlhIv

Rc-t'tcu')

Vitaphone--Past
H M. Warner, president of Warner
Bros, foresees 1929 as a no less important year for Vitaphone talkmg
The
pictures than 1928 has been.
come from

advance, he believes, will

three directions— first, through furthsecond,
er technical improvement;
of
understanding
through fuller
Vitaphone as a dramatic medium
and third, through the addition of

new

personalities
picture stars.
"It

the

to

roster

almost inconceivable what

is

strides Vitaphone has accomplished
Mr.
during the past year," says
"Its improvements show
Warner.

UFA.

Talkies Forcing

New

Prod.

Marketing Methods
(Continued from pag-e

4)

handling of the sound
In the coming year the
different studios will all produce
many great sound pictures the best
that the brains at their disposal can
conceive and execute.
Intelligent

problem.

I

it.

TECH.MCALITIES OVERCOME.
"Let us first glance back at the
technical improvements realized during the past twelve months. Vitaphone is no longer subject to the
limitations that confronted it during its experimental stages. For instance, exterior shots can now be
filmed with clarity that was once
only possible within the sound proof
studio walls. Out-of-door Vitaphone
sequences are part of Monte Blue's
first all-talking picture, 'Conquest,'
and have been worked out even more
vehicle,

"No longer does the camera have
remain stationary during the takAl Joling of Vitaphone scenes.
son's picture, 'The Singing Fool',
for instance, illustrates how perfect-

to

we have mastered

ly

the

— yes.

But
I am sure that the spirit in which
the whole industry is approaching
them means that these problems will
only spur us on to greater achievement, and a higher development of
the great art to which all our efforts
all

have problems

are dedicated.

—

Costello in 'Tenderloin'; the first picture with dialogue in its dramatic
climaxes 'The Lion and the Mouse';
the first all-talking picture 'Lights
of New York'; the first picture to
eliminate every subtitle 'The Terror'.
We have clarified to exhibitors
the public's stand in regard to Vita^
phone by making the biggest boxofflce draw ever filmed^proved so
by actual receipts Al Jolson in 'The

—

—

—

—

STUDIO FORCES EDUCATED.
"The second improvement

to

be

noted in 1929 will be a reflection of
the familiarity which our directors
and studio force have acquired with
the

new

medium.

no

Vitaphone

longer seems a strange instrument
for us to work with.
Through our
pioneering we have learned how to
use it to the best advantage, we

know how
fect

to get the

through

it,

maximum

ef-

we understand what

Valli-Glass Cast
Virginia

Valli

Ark' and the first Vitaphone operetta
'The Desert Song'. Warner Bros,
have a high mark to shoot for to
accomplish as much next year but I
do not doubt for a minute that it
will be done.

—

JVEW PERSONALITIES COMING.
"Great personalities new to the
screen are something else that may
be expected from Vitaphone dijring
1929.
In 1928 we presented to the
motion picture public for the first
time Fannie Brice. In 1927 it was
Al Jolson.
Sophie Tucker and Ted
Lewis will be among those whose
debuts will be sponsored in the future.
We will also present film
favorites in their first speaking roles
Thomas Meighan, for instance, and
George Arliss. Then there will be
new stars developed directly by
Vitaphone as David Lep. the re-

—

markable youngster
Fool'

and Gaston

into such pro-

nounced popular favor that we have
to star him.

VITAPHONE WILL IMPROVE.
"And let me reiterate again what
have said often before.

I

nictures

will

continue

Vitaphone
improve

to

the quality of silent pictures.
Producers are now exercising infinitely
more care in the selection of stories
than they did in the days when the
screen was silent.
More care too
goes into their filming, their editing

Group

International

of

Foreign Productions
Ready Jan. 15
lly .1. n. W'l.IilAMS
K.Necv.tiveV. P. World Wide Pictures
The anniversary of any member
of the industry is an occasion for
Anniversaries sugcongratulations

gest that in a field of keen competition the celebrant has contributed
a measure to the general welfare
of the industry else there

would

be

no anniversary.
So World Wide Pictures, about to
enter the field on January 15th and
contribute its part to the success
of American exhibitors by giving

them a new

of imported

line

pro-

Daily Review,
on rounding out a healthy period
through sheer merit and fair play
duct,

the

felicitates

|

to all.

More power to you in 1929, and
about this time next year you can
come around and congratulate us
we will be open for it.

—

BERN RETURNS TO W.C.
'NOISY NEIGHBORS' NEXT

,

Paul Bern, Pathe producer, who
has spent the past two weeks in
i\ew York surveying the local book
and play markets, left Thursday on
the Wolverine for the West Coast

where he

immediately assume

will

charge of the production of Pathe's
second all-dialogue picture, "Listen
Baby!" adapted from the story of
the same name by Elsie Janis and

Gene Markey.
Bern's first picture for Pathe is
a screen adaptation of Booth Tarkington's popular story "Geraldine."
This picture, in both silent and in

sound

with dialogue sebe released on January 16th. His second. "Noisy Neigh'lors," will be released on January
27th, both in sound and silent vereditions

riuences,

will

sions.

and their cutting.
"Just as Warner Bros, have taken
bigger grosses with their Vitaphone productions than have been
realized by any other company, so
have their silent pictures been more

What

in

Vitaphone has been, and
will continue to be in 1929, a boon
to all exhibitors whether their policy
is
a Vitaphone policy or a silent
profitable.

A

M-G-M have

Castcertainly gone

casting "Our
Modern Maidens" the sequel
to "Our Dancing Daughters".
Have a look at those assigned

the

limit

in

Joan Crawford, Anita
Page, Rod LaRocque, Josephine Dunn, Edward Nugent,
Gran and Douglas
Albert
Fairbanks, Jr. It is a story
by Josephine Lovett, who was
"Dancing
for
responsible
Daughters" and will be diso far.

one."

McDermott
Glass

'The Singing

in

who has come

moving decided

corded on the Vitaphone.

—

We

Within that year we exhibited the
Dolores
first picture with dialogue

—

don't think
unwarranted t say that 1929
it is
will take credit for equally amazing
attainments.

decades preceding

The Terra Company under Herr camera and the moving microphone,
Morowsky's able direction, one of which have added immeasurably to
the most thriving Berlin producers, dramatic realism.
Other technical
has been working with the capital
intricacies have been worked out
of the radical publishing concern
satisfactorily until today any scene
Ullstein.
It is now reported that the Ull- which formerly could be shot by a
stein's are withdrawing their capi- camera at all can be accomplished
tal from the Terra Company and
now with its. incidental sound rethat the latter, owning only one
theatre in Berlin, may be desirous
of getting access to the UFA Theatres and may amalgamate with

proper dialogue and what is not.
"Review for a moment what we
have actually effected during 1928.

is

more advancement than has been Singing Fool'. We have made the
wrought in pictures during the two first Vitaphone spectacle 'Noah's

The Ufa stockholders
BERLIN
meeting was a very quiet affair and completely in his coming
the director's report and balance 'From Heaquarters'.
sheets were approved without much ROVING CAMERAS.
discussion.
It was noticed, however, that the
representative of the great dye concern L. G. Farbenindustrie, Herr G.
Lederer, who is also Vice-Fres., of
the Terra Film Company, was elected a member of the Ufa board.

of

And Future

WORLD WIDE GREETING
LAUNCHES NEW YEAR

III

—

on Coast

have been signed for the leads in
HOLLYWOOD Marc McDermott.
Columbia's latest production, "Beveteran
screen actor was reported
hind
Closed
Doors,"
a
mystery
drama which pictures political in- critically ill in a Glendale, Cal., hostrigues in a fictitious country, and
He was said to be suffering
then moves swiftly to an American pital.
setting.
from a stomach and liver disorder.

rected by Jack Conway.

\

Exhibitors
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Seasons Qreetings
From
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WILLIAM K. HOWARD
EDDIE CLINE
LEWIS MILESTONE
HOWARD HIGGINS
CLARA BERANGER
F. HUGH HERBERT
RICHARD ARLEN
NEIL

ERNEST PASCAL
WALLACE SMITH

HAMILTON

NORMAN KEERY
MELLVILLE
F.

BROWN

RUTH CHATTERTON

>^

LILA LEE

>^

OWEN MOORE

>^

NICHOLAS SOUSSANIN
WILLIAM DEMILLE
RUPERT JULIAN
ALFRED GREEN

>^

JULES

RICHARD JONES

EDWARD SUTHERLAND
RICHARD WALLACE

JOHN FARROW

FURTHMAN

FRANK BUTLER
RALPH FORBES
LAWRENCE GREY
RUSSELL SIMPSON

>^

>^

MYRON SELZNICK
Taft Building

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

!

Interchangeability
Clarified
A

From
J.

E.

OTTERSON
Research Prod.

*'We have just reached an understanding
with the producers licensed by us that they
will play their productions on any equipment

which

point with pride to the

satisfaction of exhibitors

who have

played Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount, First

Statement By

Pres. Electrical

w

C

E

judgment, gives results of satisIf they find, or we demonstrate, that the quality is not up to the standard then they will cease to serve such equipment. To the exhibitors we say:

National and United Artists pictures

on the Sonora-Bristolphone reproducing system.

in their

factory quality.

"

you can get an equipment as good as
ours for less money, buy it but if it is of lower
quality don't buy it at any price.
Wait until
you can offer your public the best. Our interest is to see you prosperous through talking
*If

The
means more to
pictures.

success

of

talking

pictures

With the deepest appreciation of
the splendid support which greeted
the advent of this instrument in the
theatres,

bright and prosperous

us than the sale or loss of a

sale of equipment'."

we extend our

all

members

wishes for a

New Year

of the industry.
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